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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Five Dohvoiy lor urdcrs $ I 5 iiiid owr: $2 chin go for ut del s under $ I 5

^<^

4-

^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
''

Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.
Brunch served Sunday 1 1 :30am-3pni

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

bottom
prices

' Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :50-3pni - $3.25
*^-"'">

All luncheon specials come wftth rice & your choice of 2 ChidEen
Fmgen. 2 Chicfcen Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup I

f TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rf. 9, Amherst 256-0252

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton/Holyoke
584-4112*535-1888

• ^^m

1 L

A MOST ELEGANT RESTAURANT
SERVING THE FINEST

NORTH INDIAN TANDORI CUISINE
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED

28 Main St., Northampton
Open 7 days a week for lunch & dinner

Lunch: Mon.-Sat. 11:30 am-3:00 pnn 1^^
Sun. 12:00 Noon-3:00 pm —^^J

^Dinner: Mon.-Thurs. 5pm-10pm • Fri.-Sun. 4:30-10:30pm.

Orchard Hill

LOOP 1

From Stadium and Southwatt Araa to

Central, Orchard Hill and Sylvan

— READ LEFT TO RIGHT —

5 r

S E

ELot
(Sudlum)

South-

wast

Who's been making Amherst's

finest Pizza since 1967?

^^1^^

549-1311

253-9051
65 University Drive • Amherst

Serving the Valleyfor over
a quarter century

19671 992 BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
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Kc-i- ORCHARD HILL 1 travels m a CLOCKWISE direclion

Lest and found, suggestions, and complaints: call

the UMTS Business Office at 545-0056.

For schedule changes due to inclement weather,

please tune to Wf^UA 91.1 FM, WRNX 100.9 FM
or WTTT 14.30 AM or call the UMTS Hotline at

545-1633.

Campus Shuttle
LOOP 1

From Central. Orchard Hill, Sylvan to

Southwest Area and Stadium
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CAMPUS SHUTTLE 1 travels in a COUNTERCLOCKWISE
direction

J)

SCHEDULE INFO: 586-5806

INFO FOR THE DEAF:
545-2086

Orchard Hill

LOOP 2
From Lot 25 and GRC to Cantral, Orchard HHI and Sylvan

— READ LEFT TO RIGHT —
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Campus Shuttle
LOOP 2

From Orchard Hill and Sylvan to Southwest and Lot 25

— READ LEFT TO RIGHT —
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Note CAMPUS SHUTTLE 2 travels in a CLOCKWISE O'rer

CO-ED PROTECTION
RAPE-ASSAULTS

!

Protect Yourself, get

A C E I

:-_i

Carry Mace'

Preferred by Police & Military. Don't wait until something
happens to yourself or family members. Act now and feel
secure and protected. Easily concealed in your home, car or
purse. Safe-Effective.

Accuracy is Not Esse
JUST AIM. ..SPRAY

WA L K AWAY !

Mai

Mail: Check or Money Order to:
Lorrc Enterprises

"

P.O. Bo.\ \05f,

Enllckl. CT()(i()8.'?-l()55

Please Send:

Name: .

1 MACE lor $19.95
2 MACE for S.^.S.OO

4 MACE for $67.00

/\iJJrcss:
"

. •

Cily/.Stute: •

I I i uiii over 1 8 years old

+ S3. 00 Shipping & Handliiii;

•with any order

Zip Cixle: .

Amouni Ijiclokod

Mac LC + PowerCache =

160% theperformance of a

Mac CI for 75% of the cost.

tMYSTAR

NoteStar's NP-900 Series

deliver desktop power from a

computer small enough to fit in

your briefcase.

"if you need battery

power to spare, the

Notestar NP-913 id

ithe answer"

re Comfufn^ MJl^^1'^>'

Prices Start a! $1199

31 Boltw(wd Wfilk, Amher^^^ 01002 » 4U-2S6-6155

NOT A WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Northbound
360-North Amherst

From Old Belchertown Road to Putfton Village Apia.
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4 37
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II 20
11 40
1200
12 20
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I 00
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220

732
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752
• 06
• 16

• 26
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• 56
906
9 16

926
936
946
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250
300
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320
330
340
350
400
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420
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440
450
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530
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10 26
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1
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No S«fvic» Uov 26. Dec 25 J4n i

May 31. July 5 and Sept 6

Schedules available al Ihe Campus Center Intormalion
Desk and on all UMTS buses

Southbound
320-Belchertown Road
From Puffton Village Apia, to Old Belchertown Road
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7 35
7 45
7 55
8 05
8 15
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9 15 U
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9 35 U
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i

i
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1005
10 25
10 45
11 06
11 25
11 45
12 05
12 25
12 45
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1 25
1 46

730
740
750
800
8 10

• 20
• 30
8 40
• 50
900
9 10

Cowles

7 37

7 47
757
• 07
• 17

627
• 37
• 47
• 57

907
9 17

Colonial

Vllleee

9 20 Out of Service

9 30 I 9 37
9 40 Out ot Service

9 50 9 57

744
754
• 04
• 14

8 24
834
844
854
904
9 14

9 24
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7 51

8 01

9 11

92'

lu E

2^15

2 45

3 05
3 16

3 25
3 35
3 46
3 56
4 05
4 15

4 25
4 36
4 45
4 55
5 06
5 15

5:26

5 30U

10 10

1030
1050
11 to
11 30
11 SO
1210
1230
1250
1 10

I 30
1 SO

6 10

6 4C
7 10

7 40
8 10

8 40
9 1C

1 4i ,

2 10

220
IX
240
250
300
3 10

320
330
340
350
400
4 10

4 20
4 30
440
450
500
6 10

520
530
5 35 Out

to 17

10 37
1057
11 17

1137
1157
12 17

12 37
12 57
1 17

1 37
157

217
227
2,37
247
257
3 07
3 17

327
3:37
3 47

3 57
4 07
4 17
4 27
4 37
4 47
4 57
507
5 17
6 27
5:37

ol Sennce

944 I 95'

10 04 10 '1

10 24
10 44
11 04
11 24
11 44

1204
12 24
1244
104
1 24
1 44

204

2 24
234
244
254
304
3 14

324
334
344
354
404
4 14

4 24
434
444
454
504
5 14

524
534
544

10 31

10 51

11 11

1' 31

11 51

12 11

12 31

12 61

1 11

1 31

1 61

2 11

2 31

241
2 51

301
311
321
3 31

341
3 5'

4 0'

4 I '

4 2'

43'
4 4'

4 51

501
6 "
5 2'

53'
541
55'

6 16

6 46
' 16

'46
8 16

8 45
1 15

<5

'5

'1 46
12 05
1 22

6 21

651
7 21
'61
8 21
851
921
9 51

1021
1121

' 11 5*

Ou' 0' Sfrv^e
Ou' o' Se.v>c?

t2«
65<
72«
758
• 28
• 58
• 29

9S^
1028
11 It
II 5«

634
I

'04

j

'34

I
804

I

834
904
934

I
10 04 K

10 34

I
11 34

i 12 04 1;

THUHSOAV t FHIOAY NIGHTS OWLY

1200
12 50 U

12 06
1.1 66 Ol

I 12 11

I 0* Service

to UMess ONl^
to Belctwnown l em*' 3 Beicneno*.' Roao

Fol schedule changes
during inclement weather, please (une to

WMUA 91 1 FM. WRNX 100 9 FM or WTTT 14 .10 AM
or call me UMTS Holline al 645 1633

Peli (evcepi seeing eye dogs), lood drmhs alcohol skis

bicycles and srTX*ing are not permitted on the buses

Northbound
380-Sunderland

From Brittany Manor Apia, to Sundariand Cantar
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Office
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7 21

7 31

7 41

751
8 01

• 11
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ATHLETIC
SUPPLIES, INC

ISTRIBUTORS OF
Rawlings • Nike • Wilson • CCM
Avia • Pony • Adidas • Russell

Bauer • Mizuno • Diadora • Mitre
Asics • Converse • Micron

377 Main Street, Amherst • 253-3973
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$13900
1 Full Semester

• Heartmate

• Stairmasfers

• Cobra Free Weight Machines
• Co-Ed

CHINA GARDEN
The Collegian's choice in delightful dining'

r $2.22 OFF with purchase of ~]

$15 or more with this coupon

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday - Thursday, 11:30-10:00 pm
Friday - Saturday, 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 1 :30am-3:30pm 7 days a week
FREE Delivery Service

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,MA • 253-4280/4281



Prices effective September 6-1 2, 1 992.
We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Not responsible for typographical errors.
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SIOP&#
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JUMBO SIZE

CHINTZ BED REST
50% Polyester, 50% Cotton. Or Chintz Floor Cushion

MMSmONG 5 SHar CAM
WALL UNIT ^39
Assembly Required. ^^MW
rat-TM. 5 SUBJECT

COMPOSITION
BOOK

$799
SAVE '2.00

LOO

n
PEN-TAB 70 PAGE

COMPOSITION BOOK "^E 1.16

Wide Or College Ruled
200 Pages SMfE 2.98

for

MEAD

TRAPPER KEEPER »«^'»
Designer series or regular Includes portfolio anTwriting
pad with velcro flap closure

3»si

$/l99
ana w

WE CARRY OVER 300
NINTENDO, SUPER NES, AND SEGA
GENESIS VIDEO GAMES FOR RENT
AT OUR LOW $3/3 EVENING
RENTAL RATE!

(Nintendo)

' STDPtSHOP ""i ii ii i i i inv

VIDEO CEMTER
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiimm iiiii ..I (g

Gcrfesis SUPER NINTENDO

GAMES
• Over 9,000 titles for rent or sale.
'See details in store

• Return specially marked New Releases by
6:00 PM the next evening and receive a
coupon for $1.00 off your next rental

• 24 hour drop slot...return tapes at your
convenience

• Membership is FREE!

VRfNElS WCatol Cool! The u 1

comedy of

the year

Stop & Shop
Price only

$1C95
19ggeslea re

BETTERCREME
CAKE
SALE
Single Layer. 20 Oz. Chocolate Pudding,
Creme, Gold Sundae or Chocolate Sundae
STOPl
SHOP DELI COUPON

NOW SHOWING! ^

WAYNrS WORLD LAWNMOWER
rjtol

hi

<*6t^

Suggesledretail '24 96

Pierce Brosnan is a brilliant scientist
obsessed with perfecting his revolu-
tionary Virtual Reality System on a
slow witted gardener- [JngJJ
The Lawnmower Man Hft r„i,.^h..
J » MM ^ L. IH^IH Columbia
(Jetf Fahey). \\smm. Home video

ALL YOUR FAVORITE
SNACKS & DRINKS

•A super selection of fine brands
'All priced to fit a student's budget

With This Coupon

I
GRANDADOrS

I TORTILLA CHIPS
I

12 Oz Pkg. Assorted Varieties

Limit one cou|>on per customer. Good Sept. 6-12, 1992.

5513

I
,
Sprite, Minute Maid, Regi

or Diet or Classic. Pkg. of six 12 Oz Cans. Plus Deposit

,,„ ,„

! EAGLE THINS
III I POTATO CHIPS— mJ Regular, BBQ, Sour Cream && Onion, Nacho or Rancfr
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Welcome back to the lovely

Pioneer Valley. We missed you.

Editorial/Opinion:
Is the University of Massachusetts a fantasy land? Read
Greg Sukiennik's column on page 20 to find out. Also,

Marc Elliott has a thing or two to say about heroes.

Arts & Living:
Mr. Lupo is back from his summer vacation
and ready to review all of the big releases

over the past few months.
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Spending
Probe rocks
Athletic Dept.
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

For the last eight months, a scandal has rocked the
University ofMassachusetts athletic department, shaking
the very foundation of the athletic department if not the
University itself

What began as a controversy over the resignation of
the school's head football coach has exploded into a
ongoing investigation by the House of Representatives

Longtime Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney and
former Dean of Physical Education David Bischoff left
theirjobs in the middle ofthe turmoil, Mclnerney on May
4 and Bischoff on July 3.

Bischoff resigned after less than two months at his
newly appointed posts, which were director ofthe Mullins
Center and associate chancellor. Bischoffs new titles
were announced on May 4.

This has led to, among other things, the revelation

TkT TT • •m m i
" ~ ' Turn to PRC»BE. page 19New University president aims for faculty raisesHooker looks to rebuild Massachusetts'public higher education system |

Presidents
benefits are
questioned
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By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Michael K. Hooker was chosen by the
Board of Trustees in May as the new
president ofthe five-campus University of
Massachusetts system.

Hooker, whose base salary is the high-
est among all state public employees, said
boosting salaries of the University fac-
ulty, who have not received pay raises in
four years, as well as building support in
the state for restoring the budget are
topping his list of priorities.

"The ability to do anything depends on
a strong staff," Hooker said 12 hours into
his post during an interview last week at
the Campus Appreciation celebration.

"It's important for the university to
demonstrate to the government and legis-
lation that the reorganization of the five-
college system was a good idea," said
Hooker, who was currently president of
the University of Maryland, Baltimore
County.

Hooker, 46, is an educational adminis-

trator and philosopher who received his
Ph.D. from the University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst in 1973.

"We have to demonstrate that we are
able to do things as a collective of cam-
puses and not alone," said Hooker. "We
can rebuild the state'seconomy collectively
rather than individually, focusing on eco-
nomically developing an educated
workforce for the 21 century."

Last year, the Massachusetts legisla-
ture united campuses in Amherst, Bos-
ton, Dartmouth, Lowell and Worcester
into a new University system with in-
creased independence and fiscal au-
tonomy. This new five-college system will
be governed by a single Board ofTrustees
and the new President.

Picked following a six-month national
search. Hooker, has been the president of
the University of Maryland Baltimore
County since 1986.

He succeeds E.K. Fretwell, who was
appointed on an interim basis in July
1991 to lead the University following the

Turn to HOOKER, page 15
COURTESY UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE
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Nobel winner Tutu to visit UMass
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Bishop Desmond Tutu, Nobel Peace
Prize winner and anti-apartheid activist,
will speak on Oct. 6 at 4 p.m. in the concert
hall ofthe Fine Arts Center at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts.

Tutu's visit is the result ofefforts by the
Episcopal Chaplaincy at the University,
which has been working since 1985 to
reach out to other parts of the world and
specifically to raise money and awareness
for South Africa.

"We wanted something big to bring
attention to the issues in South Africa,"
said Chris Carlisle, the Episcopal chaplain
at UMass.

Tutu was awarded the Nobel Prize for
Peace for his efforts in nonviolent protests
against apartheid in October of 1984.

He was bom in Klerksdrop, South Af-
rica on October 7, 1931 and was ordained
an Anglican priest in 1961.

InNovember of 1984 he was elected the

first black Anglican bishop of
Johannesburg and he currently serves as
archbishop of Cape Town.
Mzamo Mangaliso, an assistant pro-

fessor in the School of Management and
deputy vice chancellor ofthe University of
Fort Hare in South Africa where Tutu is a
council member, was instrumental in
getting Tutu to campus.

The University ofFort Hare is the alma
mater of Mangaliso, which he attended
while Tutu was lecturing at the Federal
Theological Seminary.

"Perhaps with faculty we can create a
relationship with Fort Hare," said Carlisle.
Mangaliso added that he is working on
building an exchange program with Fort
Hare which would encompass both stu-
dents and faculty.

"When we look at South Africa we are
looking at the mirror of America,"
Mangaliso said.

Both Mangaliso and Carhsle said they
hoped that Tutu would bring a healing
message to UMass which has had a his-

tory of racial tensions including the riots
which took place in the Southwest Resi-
dence Area after the 1986 Worid Series.

"[Tutu's] had a way of avoiding politi-
cal factionalism, which can be divisive,"
Carlisle said, adding that Tutu promotes
unity in the midst of division.

"He calls himself a prisoner of hope,"
said Carlisle.

This will be Tutu's first stop in the
United States since recent incidents of
bloodshed in South Africa.

"One can anticipate him speaking on
the incidents of Black on Black violence in
the news recently," Mangaliso said.

Mangaliso anticipates Tutu speaking
on the prospects ofgetting past the current
deadlock in South African negotiations.

All donations associated with this
project will go to the Desmond Tutu
Scholarship Fund which funds the edu-
cation of Black South Africans in the
United States and Britain.

Tutu has also published two collections

Turn to TUTU, page 6

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Since one of Michael Hooker's
top goals is to raise faculty salaries,
he is setting a good example by
being on the receiving end of one of
the highest state salaries and a posh
but temporary address at the most
luxurious condominium develop-
ment in Cambridge.

Many University of Massachu-
setts faculty and staff are support-
ive of the incoming president's
$175,000 a year paycheck - the
highest base salary among all state
public employees.

This is 35 percent more than the
previous president's salary.

"The most important item on my
agenda, before which all others pale,
is salary increases," said Hooker at
an education conference over the
summer.

Gordon Oakes, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, said the search
committee began seeking a candi-
date in the national marketplace and
compared salaries across the country
to determine a competitive salary.

"We want UMass to be the best
in the nation. That starts with the
president. We have to be competi-
tive to attract qualified candidates,"
said Oakes.

This salary also covers the cost of
his rental unit at The Esplanade for
$2,800 a month. The previous
president, Joseph Duffey, received
about $130,000 a year plus benefits.

Until a house is donated. Hooker
expects to live in the apartment for
no longer than one year. He said his
Real Estate agent showed him
apartments priced as high as $5,000
a month.

Turn to SALARY, page 18
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AC buys atomic proof bunker
By Associated Press and Collegian Staff Reports

AMHERST — Amherst College could become the
nation's only private, liberal arts school with its own
three-story, atomic bomb-proof. Cold War bunker, com-
plete with glassed-in command theater.

Brian Donovan, a spokesman for the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston, said that the college was the high bidder
for the massive underground hideaway tucked into a
mountain pass between South Hadley and Amherst by
the Strategic Air Command in the 1950s.

The bunker, with three-foot thick blast doors, was
completed shortly before the Cuban missile crisis when
nearby Westover Air Force Base was SAC's northeastern
headquarters. The bank acquired it from the federal
government when SAC pulled out of Westover in 1973.

For the past two decades, the Fed has used the 44,000
square-foot, cUmate-controIled bunker, originally de-
signed to allow about 300 SAC generals and staff to hold
out while directing retaliatory strikes, for storage and as
a back-up location from which it could operate in case of

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

natural and other disasters.

The only traces of its former use left behind by the Air
Force in the cavernous command theater are yellowed
projector screens, a red warning light labelled "A-l" and
the lettering on the doors leading to the generals balcony
reading "Senior Battle Staff Only."

Donovan said relaxation of federal regulations re-

quiring the bank to maintain an atomic bomb proof
storage area and the departure of its prime tenant, the
New York Federal Reserve Bank, led it to put the bunker
on the market last month.

Terry Allen, a college spokeswoman, said Amherst
College plans to use the bunker for storage for "educational
materials."

Allen said the college's offer was dependent on an
engineering review and approval by the town Zoning
Board of Appeals of the college's proposed uses. The 26-
acre property is currently zoned residential.

She declined to reveal how much the college had offered
the bank and Donovan would only say bids by "all the
serious candidates" were over the $225,000 asking price.

Feds pull funding for program

IN THIS ELECTION YEAR, THE
COLLEGIAN REMINDS YOU TO

REGISTER TO VOTE!

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Campus officials are appeahng a decision by the U.S.
Department of Education to eliminate federal funding
for the University's Upward Bound program which assists
disadvantaged students.

The Department of Education has previously picked
up the tab for about $241,000 of the cost of the program
- a year-long program that provides academic support for
students from low-income families.

The University had paid for the remaining $85,000.
This summer, the University ran a scaled-down version
of the program, serving almost 60 kids.

"The University's first priority is to fight to get the
federal funding back," said Chancellor Richard O'Brien
in a June meeting with program staffers and support-
ers.

For the past 25 years. Upward Bound brought poor
irmer-city and rural youth to the University of Massa-
chusetts for a six-week summer program before their
freshmen year to prepare them for college life.

In addition, the program provided tutoring and sup-
port to the students throughout the school year.

"I share your disappointment and outrage that this
important program did not receive federal funding to
continue this summer." said O'Brien.

"Upward Bound has been an important expression of
the University's commitment to encouraging the youth of
Western Massachusetts to persevere through high school
and pursue higher education," said O'Brien in a prepared
statement last month.

Jo-Anne Vanin, interim vice chancellor for student
affairs, is exploringways ofcontinuing a modified version
of the program in the wake of the withdrawal of federal
funding.

"At this point, Upward Bound is over," said Vanin.
"We're tyring to come up with some strategies" to con-
tinue to serve the needs of disadvantaged college-bound
students.

Vanin expressed disappointmentover the University's
rejected appeal to bring back federal funding to the
program.

"Upward Bound has been a hallmark of things the
University has been doing," said Vanin. "It's a tragedy."

Ken Bumham, interim dean of academic support
services, said his hopes slowly sank during the months
between the appeal ofthe decision and the word from the
Department ofEducation that federal funding would not
be reinstated.

"I started to get really hopeful," said Bumham. "And
then I became very upset.

"I'm not knowledgable of anyone who has won an
appeal with the U.S. Department of Education."

Going to Law School, Business School or Grad School

Make sure you get accepted:
SCORE YOUR BEST!
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FLYFRFF!
Get Out of DWI!

Get Out of Speeding Tickets!
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Lots More!
Free catalogs and manuals offering

Hard-To-Find information.

Goldman, Lincoln & Darrow
1 1930 Barkman Dr

St Louis, MO 63146 - (314) 993 4901

for the Mind.

At Kaplan, we integrate more different learning approaches than any
other program:

•iixperl In.slructors

• Smaller, Interactive Classes

• Individual Tutoring Sessions

• Computer Evaluated Diagnostic Testing

Exclusive TEST-N-TAPE* Lab*

Comprehensive Home Study Notes*

Open Days, Evenings, and Weekends*
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Fits of fashion
That wonderfully satirical magazine, Spy, aimed

its wit at academia and listed a University of
Massachusetts course, "Fashion Retail Bu3ring,"
among the The 50 Stupidest Courses" from col-
leges across the country.

Memorial funds established
for two students

Two scholarship funds have been established at
UMass in memory of two students, Matthew
Peterson of Framingham and Joseph Pirog of Ar-
lington, who died in a house fire on North Pleasant
Street on Feb. 17, 1991.

The endowments for both scholarships have
been established with gifts from Estelle Shea,
Peterson's mother, and Ann Pirog, Pirog's mother.

The financial aid office will choose a wanner of
the Peterson scholarship each year based on need
and academic merit. The recipient will be a gradu-
ate of Framingham High School attending UMass
who shows an interest in humanities or fine arts.

Earnings on the Pirog fund will be divided
equally among the departments of animal science
and chemistry. This scholarship will go to one
student in each major based on financial need and
merit.

See you at the Olympics
Attention boomerangenthusiasts: The country's

top 100 boomerang throwers competed this sum-
mer at UMass in the 10th annual National Boo-
merang Championships.

Participants included top players from New
England and the current world champion. There
was even a public auction of boomerangs and boo-
merang paraphernalia.

"It's an esoteric sport that attracts unique indi-
viduals," said tournament organizer Larry Ruhf, of
Belchertown. "Many people get interested in boo-
merang throwing because its magical, yet scien-
tific."

A former UMass student and former world record
holder in boomerang hang-time, his boomerang
stayed in the sky for a whopping two-and-a-half
minutes.

And I though my aerobie could really fly.

Southwest Dorm Update
John Adams, not John Quincy Adams, will be

closed during this school year. Washington Tower
is ready for action after being closed last year for

installation of a sprinkler system and other reno-
vations.

Dependingon student enrollment, Kennedy will

be closed later in the fall semester or by the spring
semester for the same reason.

It's costing about $850,000 to install the sprin-

kler system and another half a million to replace
doors, new carpets, painting and new furniture.

Each of the towers houses about 550 students.

Wind stolen
UMass renewable energy researchers are won-

dering who stole their scientific equipment from a
wind turbine site on Mt. Tom in mid-July.

"He knew what he was doing," laments Ian

Baring-Gould, a mechancial engineering student

and research assistant on the Mt. Tom project. He
said the thief would have needed special tools and
a prior knowledge of the research site.

"Perhaps he thought he was stealing from a
major corporation, and not a university trying to

research how to provide a renewable energy source

for the Northeast," says Gould.

SinceJanuary, researchers have been collecting

wind data to deterimine how to place the turbine.

The theft of a photovoltaic panel and a wynch
essentially fazed out the operation. Now, they will

have to rely on older data.

The Mt. Tom turbine project is designed to

discover greater uses ofwind energy in the North-

east. If anyone has any information on the theft,

call project director Bill Stein, 545-0684.

State bolsters University
budget by $ 1 million
By TAMI MONAPLAN
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien had an interesting di-
lemma this summer— how to spend almost $10 miUion
in additional state funding.

For the first time in four years, the University has
received a budget increase of $9.8 million from state and
tuition sources.

The largest allocation is $2.1 million to be spent on
building repair and maintenance. The University cites a
need for funding "to work on major capital improvements."

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said the Fine Arts
Center needs major repairs and that some University
housing buildings including the Marshall Annex have
been condemned. He called other campus buildings
"dangerous."

This additional funding will go toward improving
faulty steam lines and roof repairs and also restoring
other buildings sorely in need of repairs.

In addition, $2 million, the second largest allocation,
will be used to fund graduate student stipends and health
fees. Stipends will be increased by $1,000 per graduate
employee.

Last semester, the Graduate Employee Organization
held a strike to fight for increased stipends and health fee
waivers.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien met with Jennifer Wood,
president of the Student Government Association and
Mark Kennen, president of the Graduate Student Sen-
ate, to solicit their advice on how the additional funds
should be spent.

Wood said she suggested a fee decrease but the
administration favored restoring funding to campus
programs.

"I would have liked to have seen more money come
back to the students since we paid for the cuts," Wood
said. "But this will still benefit students."

The budget includes an allocation of $302,000 to
improve the financial aid office.

"Any money spent to make the financial aid office
easier to deal with would benefit students," said Wood.

About 1.5 million will help offset a "larger than an-
ticipated freshman class" which is creating a need for
additional classes and academic programs.

The budget also allocates over $900,000 for teaching
and research equipment and includes a $700,000 allo-
cation for faculty replacements.

About a dozen new faculty are expected, including two
paid under the Special Opportunity Fund, a funding
method designed to attract more women and minorities
to campus.

Some $600,000 has been marked for programs and
activities aimed at retaining students, particularly mi-
nority students.

Newnan said the additional funding will boost morale.
"It'sjust a beginning. It doesn't rectify all the damage

that has been done," said Newnan. He called it a step
toward a solution.

"It's better to be in a quandary about how to spend
extra money," said Newnan.

Additional monies will go to fund compliance with new
laws, specifically the American Disabilities Act, and for
economic development intitiatives.

Firm picked to manage MuUins
Arena set to open with February basketball game
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusettshas picked an Illinois

firm to run the new $51 million multipurpose arena
scheduled to open next February when the men's bas-
ketball team takes on West Virginia.

Officials said a five-year contract calls for the Uni-
versity to pay a $151,200 annual management fee to
Ogden Entertainment Services Corp.

Ogden will also receive 25 percent ofthe revenue aft«r
the basketball and hockey arena breaks even.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said this management
firm was chosen because of its previous success in run-
ning similar multipurpose arenas.

"Ogden's proposal and experience exhibited the sen-
sitivity to working with universities that we were seek-
ing as well as an aggressive approach to booking events
into the arena," said O'Brien.

"For the University, this combination was essential,"
he said.

The 10,000-seat arena, which will cost $1 million a
year to operate, will be used for theater productions,
exhibitions, banquets and commencement in addition to
sporting events.

Ashoke Ganguli, the director of auxilliary services,
said the Mullins construction schedule is proceeding

right on target.

"It's been a good summer because ofthe weather we've
been having and everything is moving ahead," said
Ganguli. "We look forward to a sellout game (in Febru-
ary)."

The arena's practice ice rink, racquetball courts and
weight-training facilities will be used for physical edu-
cation classes.

In addition, the arena will have two Olympic-size ice

rinks, one ofwhich can be turned into a basketball court.
Ogden will operate the food and beverage concession

with its subcontractor, the University's Auxilliary Ser-
vices.

A California firm, FaciHty Merchandising Inc., will

manage the merchandise and novelty concession.
University officials had narrowed down the search for

a management firm to Ogden and a Philadelphia firm,

Spectacor Management Group.
"In the end, the selection committee believed that

Ogden had more experience working with universities
and, based on its proposal, would book more events," said
Paul Page, vicechancellor ofAdministration and Finance.

Ogden manages more than 100 facilities throughout
North America and Europe, including the Los Angeles
Forum, the Meadowlands Convention Center in New
Jersey and several campus arenas.

Turn to MULLINS, page 6

.1

.

A model of the Mullins Memorial Center.

COURTESY MEG HALP1NE / UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE
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UMass celebrates 125th freshman class
By Collegian Staff Reports

As the incoming University Class of
1996 makes its transition to college life,

no doubt it will bemoan scheduling con-
flicts, 9 a.m. lectures and roomates who
claim they study best with the stereo on
full blast.

Perhaps the Class of 1996 can find
solace in the tale of the Pioneer Class of
1871 at Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
lege, as the University was named when it

accepted its first students 125 years ago
in 1867.

Life was much less complex for the
Pioneer Class than it is for the Class of
1996. The Pioneer Class didn't worry about
high school transcripts, essays, or SAT
scores.

Instead, prospective students just
needed to pass an admissions exam, pro-
vide proof that they were at least 15 years
old and furnish a certificate of good char-
acter from a teacher or minister.
When the school year began on Oct. 2,

1867, there were only about 30 men en-
rolled.

And there were only four buildings on
campus. The Pioneer Class would be
shocked to see its alma mater today, with
about 130 buildings, ready to accept a
freshman class of 3,800.

The Pioneer Class did not pore through
a catalog listing 2,850 classes in more
than 1 25 degree programs to balance their

schedules and fulfill "gen. ed." require-

ments.
Back in 1867, all students had to take

the same three classes each term.
And getting to know your professors? It

was pretty easy since there were only four.

Today, the University boasts over 1,200
faculty members.

All students in the Pioneer Class fol-

lowed the same schedule. They woke up at

6:30 a.m., had breakfast and said prayers
before attending their three classes and
participated in gymnastics or mandatory
military drill until lunch at 12:30 p.m.

Afternoons were free for study, except

for two days each wee when the students
were required to labor - without pay - on

The first freshman class of the University of Massachusetts assembles for a picture

the school's farm.

Marching to the Amherst College
chapel, the students went to Bible classes

every Sunday. Despite this rigorous
schedule, the Pioneer Class still found
time for extracurricular activities.

The class formed two literary societies,

a baseball team, a Christian Club, penned
a column for The Amherst Record and
began the Index Yearbook which is still

published today.

In fact, they even formed secret societ-

"ies - precursors to today's fraternities.

The Pioneer Class hadn't heard ofbas-

ketball and certainly never had a team in

the Sweet 16 but it had a crew team that
obliterated the top Ivy League teams, in-

cluding Harvard and Brown in 1871.

Ifthe University is now credited with a
high level of socisd activism, the Pioneer
Class set the precedent. The Class of 1871
wet on strike twice, once refusing to march
to the Amherst College Chapel on a 100-

degree morningand a second time the class

protested the compulsory labor system.
The Pioneer Class of 1871, having no

history or tradition to guide it, forged its

own path, often in the face of skepticism
from state legislators who did not see the
need for a public institution and though
the state already had enough colleges.

"It has been a trying time for us," wrote
the Pioneer Class at the end of its fresh-

man year in August, 1 868. "This class has
bourne the heat and burden of the day, it

has stood by in these dark hours, when it

COURTESY UNIVt.RSlI T NEWSOFFICt
outside of the North College building.

seemed to outsiders as though the institu-

tion would fail."

The class motto was "through trail to

triumph." And triumph they did.

Some of the students proceeded to be-

come state representati es and senators,

college presidents, writers, lawyers and
businessmen.

The Pioneer Class graduated 28 young
men who, for four years, worked hard for

their college. They sf)ent their days in

study, afternoons on the farm and their

spare time making the muddy, undevel-
oped campus their home.

(Research for this article was done at

the Special Collections and Archives, Uni-
versity Library.)
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UMass a forerunner in
solar energy research
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is

working at the forefront of energy con-
servation by soon being home to the
nation's first major project for using stored
solar-generated heat for winter use.

The project, which is headed by me-
chanical engineering professor J. Edward
Sunderland, will be the first central solar
heating plant with seasonal storage in the
country. Sunderland said the project is on
schedule and should be completed by next
January.
The public is ready for this kind of

technology," said Sunderland.
The new 10,000-seat Mullins Arena

cuiTently under construction will be heated
by this gi'ound-breaking new system. In
addition, it will also heat the showers,
pool and gym on the top floor of Boyden
Gymnasium, which houses the
University's sports studies program.

The project calls for the use of solar

collectors similar to those found on rooftops

for solar hot-water devices. The collectors

will be located on the seven-acre open field

between the wastewater treatment plant
and Route 1 16. They will heat water that
is pumped through plastic loops of pipe

buried in a clay deposit 100 feet deep.

Sunderland said the system can store

heat all summer and release 85 percent of

it during the heating season.

The researchers are still seeking
funding, but they hope a statement of

approval and support from Congress will

boost their efforts for securing funds for

construction.

In fiscal year 1988, Congress provided

$250,000 for site evaluation and prelimi-

nary design work for the project. An addi-

tional $400,000 was provided in fiscal

year 1991 forthe final engineering design.

The overall construction cost is estimated
to be $4.8 million over two years.

"Money for this project is a pittance
compared to the funds spent on fossil fuel

and nuclear research progframs," said se-

nior research associate Dwayne Breger.

As part ofthe Energy and Water Devel-
opment funding bill for fiscal year 1993,
the statement from Congress "recognizes
the significant contribution that the Uni-
versity of Massachusets is making to the
overall mission of the Department of
Energy's renewable energy program.

"DOE has supported this project
through the final engineering and
preconstruction phase. . . The Department
should continue to provide assistance to

this project that will demonstrate the vi-

ability of storing solar-generated heat
underground for use on a year-round ba-

sis for the United States."

"With the statement approved by Con-
gress, there will be pressure on DOE to

include the University's work in its bud-
get, with some state cost-sharing. It'sjust

a matter offinding a funding mechanism,"
Breger said.

Breger estimated the system will save
about 1 million pounds of coal per year
burned at the campus central steam plant.

"The technology offers tremendous op-

portunities for avoiding environmental
impacts offossil fuel use," said Sunderland.

In a letter of support for the project,

Massachusetts U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy
said, "It is crucial that we keep moving
forward with this endeavor, which has
great potential for reducing our national

energy dependence.

"There are particularly important im-
plications ofthis technology for the middle
and northern tiers of the country, where
heating for buildings constitutes a sig-

nificant portion ofoveral 1 energydemand .

"
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Mullins
continued from page 3

In addition to the financial boon
of operating a large arena on cam-
pus, University officials said the

community will gain educational,

cultural and athletic opportunities.

For example, students will gain

on-site experience through intern-

ships with the contractors.

Tutu
continued from page 1

of sermons and addresses. Crying in the

Wilderness in 1982 and Hope and Suffer-

ing in 1982.

He is reported to have said, "We had
the land, and they had the Bible. Then
they said, "let us pray,' and we closed our
eyes. When we opened them again, they
had the land and we had the Bible. Maybe
we got the better end of the deal."
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NO BAGS ALLOWED— Aaron Kuzmeskus, Physics '94, is never going to finish stocking the shelves in the Textbook Annex if he keeps stopping

to read the texts.
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New fire systems to reduce accidental alarms
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts fire offi-

cials installed over $600,000 in state-of-

the-art fire alarm and sprinkler systems
in campus buildings during the summer
break.

Stafffrom the Physical Plant, Housing,
and Environmental Health and Safety

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Assistant Fire Chief Bowler assembles

some of his new recruits for a training session
in the Campus Center Parking Garage.

oversaw the installation ofnew computer-
ized fire alarm systems in Emerson,James,
Melville and Thoreau.

These systems will provide better pro-
tection for residents and will reduce the
number ofaccidental alarms, according to

David Beaudin, associate fire prevention
officer.

In addition, workers installed a resi-

dential sprinkler system in John Adams
Tower. Beaudin said the system is de-
signed to detect a fire, sound the alarm
and extinguish a fire before it gets out of
control.

"Sprinklers have been used for over
100 years in commercial properties but
these systems respond quicker to fires,"

says Beaudin.
"We're trying to improve fire protection

and summer is when we can do it," said
Beaudin. "The fire prevention technology
is getting better so we try to take advan-
tage of it."

Also, student volunteer firefighters

have arrived a week before the regular
move-in day to begin their training.

Fire prevention staffspent part oftheir
summers testing fire alarms, sprinklers,

and fire hydrants in and around campus
buildings.

Beaudin said they found no major
problems with any of the equipment.

Another major project for campus fire

officials is to reduce the number of false

fire alarms and malicious damage to fire

protection systems.

There was a large increase last year in

the number of malicious fire alarms. To
combat this behanor. Housing Services
offers a $500 reward for information
leading to the conviction of false alarm
perpetrators.

Duringfiscalyear 1991, there were 118
false alarms at the Universitv.
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HELP US FILL THIS SPACE.

The Collegian is looking for a few good photographers.
If you've got what it takes, why not take give it a shot?

1 1 3 Campus Center • 545-1 701

Call Opticians
Prescriptions Accurately Filled

STYLISH EYEWEAR
HEARING AIDS

OOv%Vuarnet0\^ Bolie

(^Pfl Ray Ban

Parking Available • Handicap Accessible
253-7002 178 N. Pleasant St. Since
256-6375 Amherst MA I960

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Mick Ross (left), Animal Science '93, one of five new recruits for the Amherst Student

Auxiliary Force, receives instructions from Assistant Fire Chief Bowler.

Fire Department Responses
Residential System by Cause

90 91

Fiscal Year SOURCE: UMASS FIRE PREVENTION
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Eating Disorder
Programs • Fall 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

• • •

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental
Health Clinician, Physician and/or Nurse
Practitioner. Mondays or Tuesdays -

Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671
Clinic 4.

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder Call
549-2671, Clinic 4
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Know it.

Love it.

Live it.

At 19,000
I

copies a day,
there's a lot

to love.
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WATER BALLOON DROP
Center.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
A crane busily works on the construction of the Silvio O. Conte Polymer Research

Hey UMASS, WELCOME BACK!
Fri. & Sa«. Sept. ii & xz

Miller Crenuine Draft & Alley Oops
are thro-wing a Welcome Back Bash

Sat., Sept, 12

Lickity Split

msAiimm

Pleasant Street.

Korthamptofi

UMass professor
finds overworked
are underfulfilled
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

A study by a University of Massachusetts professor
confirms what many have long suspected: People are
working more, but finding life less fulfilling.

The study, called "Psychosocial Development in
Adulthood: A 22-Year Sequential Study," was conducted
by psychology Professor Susan Krauss Whitboume and
three co-researchers, and was published in the August
issue oftheJournal ofPersonality and Social Psychology.

According to the study, "The trend [for adults aged 20
to mid-40sl over the past decade shows that while work
is becoming more and more important to people, a sense
of the personal meaning of life has been eroding."

The study began in 1966 at the University ofRochester
when a group ofstudents participated in a research study
on personality. In 1977, Whitboume did a second similar
study of a new generation of students. In 1988, a third
generation of students was surveyed.

In 1988, a follow-up was done of students who had
participated in the 1966 and 1977 tests, enabling
Whitboume and her colleagues to compare the attitudes
of people at various ages, and also to chart the changes
that had taken place in the two older groups since their
earlier tests.

Whitboume and her co-researchers Michael Zuzchlag
from Georgia Southern University, Lisa Elliot from the
State University of New York at Geneseo, and Alan
Waterman from Trenton State college in New Jersey,
found a dramatic increase in "industry." a personality
trait Whitboume said translates to mean 'an identifi-

cation with the work ethic, or what I call the 'yuppie
mentality.'

"

Researchers said they also found a dramatic decrease
in a category called "integrity vs. despair," a measurement
of a person's satisfaction with life.

"We found people were working harder and longer
hours, but were literally questioning life's worth,"
Whitboume said.

"These were successful people." she said. "They weren't
trying to make ends meet. Their jobs were impressive.
But somehow something was missing from their lives.

"What is interesting to me is the way changes in social

values penetrate personality. People are aware something
is happening, but they don't know exactly why." she said.

When asked to explain the test results, Whitboume
compared the subjects' psyches to the Reagan era and
Reaganism.

"The people we studied in general had good jobs and
made good money, but they found life was not very
fulfilling," she said.

"The erosion of values regarding social welfare and

Turn to OVERWORKED, page 24

How secure is

your future in

computing?

Decline & Fall
of /i7eAmerican
Programmer

J^ tO(

/%be,
^s today's veteran programmers are watching their jobs

being outsourced to the far comers of the earth, you
can't help but ask yourself, "is there a secure future

in programming?"

V
i.

In Decline and Fall of the American Programmer, Ed
Yourdon demonstrates how U.S. software organizations can

become world class shops if they exploit the key software

technologies of the 1990's. Companies and programmers

that master these new technologies can be sure of superior

productivity and quality -- and those that don't won't be

here when the 21st century starts.

Contents: Introduction. The Lure of the Silver Bullet. Peopleware.

Software Methodologies. CASE. Software Metrics. Software Quality

Assurance. Software Reusability. Software Re-Engineering. Future

Trends. Appendices.

1992, 320 pp., cloth, 6 X 9", 0-13-203670-3 $24.95

AVAILABLE AT YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

C^^-

ii

Edward \t)iird()M

View this book as a Tom Peters-style

search for excellence in the software

world. Be prepared to be angered.

Be prepared to be confronted. Be

prepared to change 99

BYTE Magazine, July 1992

Prentice Hall
AA75
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New UMass students
get some good advice
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian stafi"

Being a new student at the University
of Massachusetts can present an over-

whelming dilemma, similar to that of a
duck peeping its head out of an eggshell
for the first time, anxious to learn how to

swim.
Laura Hancock, a resident assistant

from Wheeler and a double major in Pre-
Law and Social Thought and Political

Economy, said she didn't expect to enjoy
college as much as she did. Her first

weeks at UMass proved more exciting
than scary, and she found it important to

"be yourself."

"You have to open up and talk — you
can't just expect people to knock down
your door," she added.

Participating in various campus ac-

tivities and interacting with personalities

from all over the world, Hancock said she
experienced things she'd never seen before.

She said she couldn't believe how people
expressed themselves so openly and
carefree through the way they dressed
and participated in school activities.

"And classes are a lot better than in

high school." said Hancock.
Housing Director Joseph Zannini said

he realizes how frightening college can be
for freshmen and recommends getting
involved in activities and organizations.

"It's an opportunity to get to know so

many people and develop leadership,
congitive and people skills," said Zannini.

Zannini said many people at the Uni-
versity are dedicated to encouraging stu-

dents to realizing all the resources avail-

able.

"But the student needs to make that
first step in getting assistance," added
Zannini.

Dev Gupta, a resident assistant from
Gorman and a junior communications
major, advises new students to maintain
their emotional stability.

"Have a day of sanity to counter the
days of insanity. ..like on the weekend,"
said Gupta. "Party all you like, but always
take stock of your surrounding."

Gupta also advised hstening to upper-
classmen.

"Go to the observatory, try a class off

campus, eat here. ..do that now," said
Gupta.

Associate Director ofHousing Services
Anne Miller encourages being a leader
and not a follower.

"When making a decision about what's
cool and what's not cool, the urge to fit in

is so tough — be who you are, be indepen-
dent," said Miller.

Miller also advised new students on
campus to take charge of their lives.

"It's wonderful to be starting off —
everyone did. Don't be afraid to ask
questions, be proud."

Orchard Hill/Central Area Coordina-
tor Matthew Ouellett aprrees that no
question is a dumb question and recom-
mends getting involved in activities and
organizations.

"Pick something to get involved in. It's

a crucial way to ease into the atmosphere,"
said Ouellett.

Before Hancock met her roommate,
she said she just assumed it would work
out well. She quickly realized how im-

portant it is to have good communication
between roommates, making an effort to

get to know each other and being patient.

She noted that everyone has differences

and that "not everyone is like you."

"It makes life easier if you try and
understand each other," said Hancock.

As an RA, Hancock said she is respon-

sible for introducing her floor to each other
through different programs and games.
She said not many have had a problem
adjusting.

Hancock encourages roommates to

determine each other's habits and reach
agreements in the beginning to prevent
problems. She said she has helped even
the best of friends resolve conflicts over

bedtime schedules, cleaning and borrow-
ing things, and guests, among others.

"You have to talk about everything,"

said Hancock.
Hancock's first dorm experience was in

an all-girls hall, where she enjoyed mak-
inggenuine friends, and didn'tworry about
loud music and sharing a bathroom with
men.

She recommends living in single-sex

residence halls if you occasionally need
space and quiet time. If you must con-

stantly be surrounded by people, she rec-

ommends the co-ed dorms.
But no matter where you are, Hancock

said students need to adjust to respecting
others and get used to new community
rules. She said there is a medium between
having fun and giving others respect.

"You're not the only one who lives there,"

said Hancock, adding, "everyone has rights

and deserves respect."

For safety reasons, which Hancock
considers not terribly strict, she said there
are obvious objects which are not allowed
in the dorms, like pets, weapons, micro-
wave ovens and alcohol, ifyou're a minor.

UMass New Student Survival Tips
• Don't leave room without student ID • Don't spend all your money the first

• Get a daily planner. . . and use it week
• Know when assignments are and • Listen to what upperclassmen say

begin them ahead of time • Set up room quickly and meet people
• Don't stress out on your floor

• Wear comfortable shoes because • Overcome shyness

you're going to do a lot of walking • Get to know your roommate
• Don't be afraid to be alone or eat

alone
• Get involved

• Bring warm clothes and a bathrobe

Source: University Resident Assistants

Have you ever

wanted to shoot

Ducks, Politicians, Protesters,

Administrators, Celebrities,

Musicians, Athletes,

your roommate...?

The Collegian is looking for
photographers.
• Learn photojournalism

• Publish embarrassing photos of your friends...

... and enemies
• Unlimited embezzlement opportunities

• Hazardous duty pay optional

Contact Josh Reynolds,
Collegian Photo Editor, at 545-1701^ The Collegian is an E.O.E.
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The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

STUDENT MAC RB4TALS

PANDA
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-8923 • 256-8924

ncM$75 PBIMONIM

BRAND NEW/USED MACS FOR SALE

REPAIRS AND MEMORY UPGRADES

MAC/IBM HOURLY REhfTALS

LASER PRINTS/COLOR SCANNING

585•0007
NORTHAMPTON » 38 MAIN STREH • LOWER LEVEL
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One of the area's
largest selections

of Imported,
Imlepeudant

& Ooniestie Reeonis,
Cassettes

ami Compact Discs

586 5726
213 MAIN ST

Tens of Tliousands
of Used,
Cut outs

& Collectible

Records
and

Cassettes

586 1707
21 STATE ST

NORTHAMPTON

U.S. economy hard on graduates
Recession darkens outlook for future classes
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By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Recent downsizing in the financial, insurance and
high-tech manufacturing sectors ofthe economy will cast
a long shadow over job prospects of future University of
Massachusetts graduating classes, said Joan Stoia di-
rector of the University's Mather Career Center.

iT»P^
career center recently surveyed nearly 2,000

UMass graduates from 1989 and 1990 to find out about
their work experiences in a recession. The results showed
the four-year-old recession affecting nearly every
graduate, according to Stoia.

"The employment rates ofour 1990 graduates signaled
the fact that they too were being affected by the deep and
persistent recession that already had hundreds of thou-
sands of Massachusetts blue collar workers in its grip,"
Stoia said.

The results ofthe survey are summarized in a 68-page
report titled "Where Do We Go From Here: The Labor
Market Experience of Recent UMass Graduates.

According to the survey, two thirds ofthose responding
from the class of 1990 were employed full time while 7.1
percent were working part-time. 31.5 percent of the
respondents felt they were currently underemployed,
according to the survey.

Stoia sees the trend continuing. Even if there is an
economic the short spans between boom and bust in
business cycles will, in all Ukehhood, build the same
employment insecurity into the fortunes of white collar
workers as their blue collar counterparts have been

experiencing, Stoia said.

By field ofstudy, graduates from Social and Behavioral
Sciences (includingmajors in communication, economics,
political science, psychlogy and sociology) reported the
highest unemployment rate of 28.1 percent. Second in
the survey was Humanities/Fine Arts which reported
20.1 percent unemployed.

Just slightly over 78 percent of 1989 graduates re-
sponding to the poll were employed either full or part-
time, and only 51.2 percent claimed they were employed
in the fields in which prepared for.

Three industry groups accounted for nearly a third of
thejobs for members ofthe class of 1990, according to the
survey. Business services accounted for 12 percent, retail
trade 7.8 percent, and finance, insurance and real estate
7.4 percent.

Stoia says for years, parents and universities have
accepted high unemployment rates for new graduates as
something which will correct itselfand which they can do
very little about. "But these assumptions are already
being challenged," Stoia said.

"Active intervention by parents, advisors and Uni-
versity officials in support of career planning and
placement for students in activities that foster career
development can make a difference in the kinds ofjobs
students get after graduation," she says.

Nearly 75 percent ofthe respondents from the class of
990 obtained some type of formal work experience before
graduation, such as co-op jobs, internships, and summer
jobs, according to the survey. Nearly 90 percent felt their
experiences had a positive effect on their job search.

UM scientist films documentary
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

As tons of plastic trash and medical waste continue to

wash on New England's shorelines, a polymer scientist at
the University of Massachusetts has produced a film
documenting this worldwide dilemma.

Entitled "Troubled Waters," the film is a half-hour
television documentary which was broadcast this sum-
mer on a local public television station. Almost halfofthe
nation's 120 PBS stations have broadcast the documen-
tary or plan to do so.

"It's a troubling story with a positive slant about the
mounting problems associated with plastic waste being
dumped in the ocean," said Richard Stein, director of the
Polymer Research Institute at the University.

Stein says the United States produces over 60 billion

pounds of plastic a year — more than ten pounds of
plastic for every person on earth. "We're trying to get
people to ask where it all goes," said Stein.

Stein is also starting to distribute the video cassette to

schools and libraries throughout the country.
"It became clear to us that the solution to plastic waste

disposal begins with an enlightened public," said Stein.
Ernest Urvater, the film's co-producer and an inde-

pendent television producer in Natick, said their cameras
captured some upsetting scenes.

"Troubled Waters' contains some disturbing images,"
Urvator warns. "The footage of the Aleutian Island seal
pups entangled in plastic fishing gear, and whales
beaching themselves after ingesting plastic material is

very powerful."

Almost $92,000 in fimding was obtained from gov-
ernment, industry and private organizations to produce
the documentary.

But the film doesn'tjust lament about the scope ofthe
problem ofplastic trash damaging marine environments.

"Troubled Waters" reveals government officials

searching for plastic pellets "the size ofmatch heads" and
a Cub Scout troop cleaning up a waste along the normally
pristine Hampton Beach shoreline.

"Ten percent of the time we convince you there's a
problem," said Urvator. "And the rest ofthe time we show
you what's being done." The film promises to be the first

in a multi-part waste disposal documentary concentrat-
ing on methods of recycling and disposing of plastic.
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INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.
Auto Insurance Specialists

Discounts Available

586-6220
Conveniently Located on Rte. 9

Next to the Banks
Hadley

LET THE ARMY RESERVE
PAY YOUR STUDENT LOAN.

A nearby /Vrmy Reserve unit

needs bright people to train in cer-

tain specialized skills.

In return, we're willing to help

pay off a qualified student loan — up
to $20,000. You could also qualify

for another $18,000 for college

expenses — all for part-time service, usually one week-

end a month plus two weeks' Annual Training.

Think about it. Then think about us. Then call.

Berkshire

leather

& Silver
Great
For
Gifts

Sgt. John Patrie

586-9335

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

ARMY RESERVE

^ Large Selection of

^Leather and Silver ...

Everything Must Go!!

25 N. Pleasant St.
OPEN 11-6 Mon- Sat

253-9795

College grads
seeking jobs
have it tough
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

As graduates are forced to find work in an
increasingly tight job market, organization, per-
sistence and focus are becoming important traits
for the job seeker, according to Neil Yeager, a
career development and organizational special-
ist based in the Division ofContinuing Education
at the University of Massachusetts.

"You have to show employers what value you
will add to their organization," Yeager said. "Em-
ployers are looking for people who can come in
and make a contribution immediately. They won't
hire you just because you seem like a nice person
with good energy and potential."

Yeager says the first steps in thejob search are
often the hardest. Setting reasonable targets
when starting a job search, such sending out a
few resumes a day, can prove to be helpful. Even
simply setting aside a space in the house where a
job-seeker can work on the search can make a
difference.

According to Yeager, the job search can take
40 to 50 hours a week and it would prove beneficial
tojob seekers to set up a system to devote regular
time to the task. Prospective employees should
spend time researching companies, networking,
sending out resumes and follownig up on inter-
views.

The current job market is the toughest and
most selective Yeager has ever seen. A lack ofjobs
has pushed higher qualified applicants down an
income level.

"People who had mid-level salary jobs are
willing to take jobs at far lower salaries because
that is all they can find," Yeager said. "So they are
competing with other groups, including new col-

lege graduates, who they normally would not be
competing with."

Keeping active and motivated are keys to the
job search, said Yeager, who has been doing
career development for 12 years. Despite the
natural inclination to give up during tough times,
becoming inactive in the job search is the surest
way to stay unemployed.
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Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563
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PIZZA SUBS

SALADS
SPAGHETTI

LASAGNA

SALADS
OPEN DAILY FREE DELIVERY

DRESSINGS
TOSSED
GREEK
CHEF'S
TURKEY & CHEESE
TUNA
SEAFOOD

Italian

Creamy Italian

Bleu Cheese
Ranch
Greek
Lo-Calorie

PIZZA
PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
HAMBURGER
HAM
SALAMI

SPINACH
BROCCOLI
ARTICHOKE HEARTS
EGGPLANT
FRESH GARLIC

MUSHROOM
ONION
BLACK OLIVE
GREEN PEPPER
RED PEPPER

CANADIAN BACON SLICED TOMATO PINEAPPLE
DOUBLE DOUGH EXTRA CHEESE ANCHOVIES

SPECIALTY PIZZAS
HAWAIIAN

Canadian Bacon & Pineapple

PESTO
VEGETARIAN DELUXE

Mushroom, Onion, Green Pepper, Olive, Extra Cheese
COMBO

Pepperoni, Hamburg, Sausage, Mushroom, Onion,

Green Pepper

LASAGNA
SPAGHETTI andMEATSAUCE

and MEATBALLS
and SAUSAGE
and CHICKEN

$5.50

$3.95

$4.70

$4.70

$5.20

Full Selection

of

SUBS!
Steak Subs
our specialty

SEPTEMBER SPECIAT.

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA $525
Large Pizza with your choice of one of the
following toppings:

MUSHROOM
SAUSAGE
ONION
PEPPERONI
GREEN PEPPER
HAMBURG

$6.25

NO COUPON NECESSARY PLEASE MENTION SPECLM.
WHEN ORDERING

PRICES ALREADY INCLUDE MASSACHUSETTS MEAL TAX

COLLEGIAN

Crime statistics released
New law shows campus crime to public
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By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON— "Serious things can and do
happen on a college campus," said Joe
Grifrin. Northeastern University police
chief and president of the International
Association ofCampus Law Enforcement
Administrators.

There were 2,636 reported incidents of
crime at Massachusetts universities and
colleges in 1989 — one every two hours
while school was in session— according to
figures released for the first time Tuesday
under a new federal disclosure law.

"Rape is rape," said Sage Freechild,
program coordinator of the Counselor-
Advocate Program Against Violence
Against Women at the UMass-Amherst
campus, which accounted for 18 of the 65
reported rapes on campuses last year.

"Those statistics are pretty low, con-
sidering how many students there are in
this state," Freechild said.

Among them: 65 rapes, 344 aggravated
assaults, 1.236 burglaries and 437 car
thefts. There were 259 arrests on Mas-
sachusetts campuses for violations of li-

quor laws. 143 for illegal drug activity and
88 for weapons possessions.

"Part of their sales pitch was, 'Come to

this idyllic, safe-appearing campus,' " said
Dorothy Siegel, director of the national
Campus Violence Prevention Center at

Towson State University in Maryland.
"They were not recognizing that, gradually,
crime was creeping in."

As of Tuesday, federal law requires
campus crime statistics to be made
available to students, faculty, staff and
prospective students and their parents.
Every school must publish and distribute

a description of security procedures and
statistics for the previous three years, or

risk losing eligibility for federal funding.

Those documents are being handed out
to students on most campuses this week.

"Burying yoiu* head in the sand just

doesn't cut it anymore," said Dick
O'Connor, director of security at Bunker
Hill Community College.

The statistics may not reflect the total

incidence of crime, since students - like
most people - hesitate to report being the
victim of a crime. And many incidents on
campus are reported to municipal officials,

not to the university's security department.
Confusion about the federal require-

ments also skewed the figures. Some
colleges provided information from cal-

endar year 1991, others for the federal
fiscal year 1992, for instance.

There were no crimes of any reported
by Massachusetts BayCommunity College
in Wellesley. But the school's poHce log
shows that there were 51 complaints of
thefts, 19 cases of breaking and entering
into cars and three reports ofharassment.
Official said none of those crimes fell into
the required categories.

There are a few bugs to work out, but
the idea of informing the public we think
can only help," said Michael Callahan,
security director at Bentley College in

Waltham and president of the Massa-
chusetts Association of College and Uni-
versity Public Safety Directors.

Arson is not required to be reported.
But there were 22 cases of it last year at
the University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst along with 25 of forgery, 424 of
vandalism, 1 1 of fraud and 655 of larceny.

Fitchburg State College and Springfield

College both reported no rapes, but in

footnotes, acknowledged five "date rapes"
between them.

"Most all crimes are under-reported,
just aseverywhere else," saidJim Granger,
chiefofsecurity at Worcester State College.

"We're probably getting 25 to 40 percent
of all crimes reported to us," he said.

Clare Cotton, executive director of the
Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities of Massachusetts, said, "In

the end, the only person who can make
you safe is yourself."

Lmi.itmm.mn

WANTED
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE
Coppertone' Spring Break Tnps

EARN CA$H & FREE TR1P(S)

canoin • Bahamas
south Padre island • jamaici

We handle bookkeeping -

you handle salesi

1-80O-222-4432 M-f 9-S pm
"***************"

Now...The lifestyle you've been waitiog for...

Luxury two and three bedroom apartments in Amherst

Amenities Include:
• Central Location • Beautiful Qolfcourse •

• Mountain Views • Private Entries •

Select Apartments located on the PVTA Bus Stop
• On site day care center • Play Areas • Laundry Room •

• Victory Gardens • Tennis & Basketball Courts •

We orren
• Neat 8f Hot Water included in your rent •

• Wall to wall carpet • Washer/Dryer hookups •

• Air Conditioning • Fully Applianced Kitchens w/Disposals •

Intercom Entry System • Professional On Site Management
• 24 Hour Maintenance •

Directions: Just
off R1.9 take West
St. (Rt. I 16s) to

East Hadley Rd.

Take first left onto
Rivergladc Drive

Equal Housinc)
Opportunity

420 Riverglade Drive. .Amherst •413-253-7377

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE
for

Men and Woman

For Healthier looking

skin, a deep pore

cleansing facial

Also, hair removal

with warm wax

REKINDLE
YOUR

PASSION

For Indian

Food at

The Valley's

Original

INDIA
HOUSE

Lash Tinting &
Brow Shaping

34 Mtiin Street

Amhei-^t, MA (11(102

ON STATE STREET

DELICIOUS DAILYDISCOUNTS
SUNDAYTHRU THURSDAY

• 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT (with ID)
• 10% SENIOR CITIZEN 0ISCOU^T (witfi ID)

• 10% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS-TOzGO

45 State St.
Northampton, MA 586-6344

Officials: court ruling
may skew financial aid
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON— College and university
officials say a court decision barring
them from sharing information on fi-

nancial aid could lead to bidding wars
for top students and a decrease in aid
for everybody else.

"It ultimately results in less money
available in the student financial aid
pool," said Sheldon Elliot Steinbach,
vice president and general counsel for

the American Council on Education.
"What happens is you wind up with

people bidding for given students and
that reduces the total amount ofmoney
in the pool."

A federal judge ruled Wednesday
that the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology violated antitrust laws by
sharing financial aid information with
the Ivy League colleges. The group of
schools met to determine how much
aid to offer certain students.

Judge Louis C. Bechtle's order bars

MIT from "any combination or con-
spiracy" with any other college on
grants to any student.

Princeton University spokesman
Bob Durkee said the practice of col-

laborating on financial aid "tended to

correct for errors on both sides. The net
result was not to alter in any significant

way the amount ofaid. What it did was
move some 0nancial aid from some
students to other students."

Now, he said, "there undoubtedly
will be studentswho will receive larger
awards than they have in the past.

There also might be students who will

receive smaller awards. You're talking
about very able students who are not
going to be able to afford to attend."

That argument, pivotal to MIT's
case, was rejected by the judge.

Bechtle said his ruling "will only
portend the end of need-blind admis-
sions and schools' ability to guarantee
the full need of their aid applicants if

the schools decide that other financial

Turn to AID, page 14

WILDWATER
OUTFITTERS

355 RUSSELL ST. (RTE 9)

HADLEY, MA 01035

586-2323

THE^
NORTH
FACEI

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!!!

Over 300 daypacks and shoulder

bags!

All at $5M off the regular low (̂ ^
price!

mEZ

Coupon I

15% OFF on all Day Packs
I

offer pood ril 9/30/92 I

AUTOMATED AHENDANT INSTALLATION AT USE
The University Health Services is in the process of installing an automated switchboard.

When you call UHS at 549-2671, you will hear a recorded greeting and menu of the
various services, clinics and offices

A Touch-Tone phone will allow you to access the menu choices by pressing the
numbers on the keyboard as you listen. If you know the extension number, you can
press It anytime after the recorded greeting has begun and have your call routed
Immediately to that extension. To speak to the UHS Operator, press "0" at any time
or wait until the end of the message when an operator will come on the line to assist
you.

Because of the extremely high number of calls coming in to UHS, you may have
experienced difficulty or frustration in trying to reach us In the past. The automated
attendant will help to process your calls more quickly and efficiently

The Menu Choices will Include the following
1 Medical Emergencies
2 Advice Triage Nurse
3 Appointments & Clinics

1 Clinic i

2 Clinic II

3 Clinic III

4 Clinic IV

5 Appointments & Clinics

1 Ob/Gyn
2 Allergy

3 Orttio Surgery
4 Public Healtti Nurse
5 Eye Care
6 Physical Therepy

4 Ptiarmacy
1 Hours
2 Prescriptions
3 Ptiarmacist

5 Business Ofiices
1 Enrollment/Reqistrafion/Waiver
2 Supplemental Referrals & Claims
3 Kaiser Referrals & Claims
4 Accouonts Payable
5 Billing

6 Other Offices
1 Health Education
2 Health Questionnaire
3 In-Pafient

4 Medical Records
5 HIV Hotline

Some Departemnts cannot be reached through the UHS switchboard and must be dialed directly

Employee Assistance Program 545-0350 • Mental Health Services 545-2337 . Dental Care 545-2400 • TTY 545-5905
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Grant to help agricultural research
By Collegian Staff

A U.S. House-Senate conference committee has ap-
proved a $261,000 grant for the Massachusetts Center
for Agricultural Management Systems Research at the
University of Massachusetts as part of the fiscal 1993
funding bill for the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

The measure still needs the approval ofbothchambers
of Congress and President Bush.

Without continued federal funding, according to re-
search specialist William Coli, the center will have to
"reduce a large number ofstudies, cutting-edge research,
on the next generation of pest control strategies."

In the past two fiscal years, the center has received
grants totaling $522,000. The funds were initially secured
through the efforts ofthe late Congressman Silvio Conte.

Massachusetts Senator Edward Kennedy supported
the grant. "The UMass/Amherst program is making an
enormous contribution in exploring opportunities for
safe alternatives to pesticides," said Kermedy .Tm pleased
that we have been able to sustain funding for this work
that is so important in terms ofenvironmental protection,
food safety and economic benefits to farmers across
Massachusetts."

The center has been carrying out large-scale research
and education programs since the late 1970s, and is

recognized as a leader in developing reduced-pesticide
farming techniques and other strategies sometimes col-

lectively referred to as "sustainable agriculture."
By replacing traditional pest control practices with

integrated pest management (IPM) techniques, the
center's programs have succeeded in reducing pesticide
use by cooperating Mass. growers by 25 to 60 percent.

For example, center staff have shown that the bacte-
rium Bacillus thuringensis is an effective and economical
non-toxic alternative to insecticides for controlling the
voracious Colorado Potato Beetle. Potato growers in

Massachusetts have quickly adopted this new technology,
and over 35 percent of the potato acreage in the state is

now using this environmentally sound alternative.
In 1991, center staff demonstrated a 25 percent re-

duction in pesticide use on strawberry fields of partici-

pating growers with no adverse impact on 5deld.

Coh says IPM research is time consuming, labor in-

tensive, and expensive. "It takes three to five years and
tens of thousands of dollars to develop a non-pesticidal,

ecological based strategy to control just one pest," says
Coh.

aid
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continued from page 13

priorities occupy a higher investment and finan-
cial plane" than scholarships.

TTie so-called OverlapGroup effectivelydisbanded
in 1989 when the Justice Department began its

antitrust investigation. Only MIT fought the case;

the others settled out of court, agreeing not to

cooperate on financial aid awards for 10 years.

The 1 ,500-college American Council on Educa-
tion was one of 16 organizations that filed briefs in
the MIT case supporting the collaboration.

The decision, Steinbach said, "is likely to have
dramatic consequences.

"Currently and perhaps for the future of these
institutions, you will find a decreasing number of
middle class students. They will go to their state
university because they're priced out by being
excluded from financial aid programs."

The new federal Higher Education
Reauthorization Act, passed since the suit began,
allows groups of colleges to agree on general poli-

cies and principles for handing out financial aid as
long as they do not discuss specific applicants.

This decision will have very limited practical

effect," John Shattuck, vice president for govern-
ment, community and public affairs at Harvard
University, said of Bechtle's ruling.

He said that if universities agree to award
financial aid based only on need, "it Umits the
possibilities" of scholarship
wars to lure top scholars.

WELCOME BACK
U MASS STUDENTS

The ONLY
NON-STOP Sennce
Amherst to Boston

HOURLY EXPRESS
Senfice io

New York • Hartford • Sprlngneld
ConnecUng Service Nationwide

Peter Pan Buses depart from

U MASS (Haigus Mall) 545-2006
For schedules and fares call:

Peter Pan Terminal

79 South Pleasant St. 256-0431
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Hooker
continued from page 1

departure of President Joseph Duffy.
Hooker said he was also "intensely interested' in the

problem ofcracking the cycle ofpoverty and the disparity
between the educated wealthy and the uneducated un-
skilled poor.

"There is nothing I feel more passionately about," said
Hooker. "This is the greatest economic and moral chal-
lenge this country faces. We simply can't afford to have a
disadvantaged, underskilled, undereducated poor class— it effects economic competitiveness.

"But the moral argument is greater,"continued Hooker.
"It makes no sense to have eight or 10 percent of the
population going to bed hungry."

Leibniz, and has devoted some of his scholarship to a
study of medical ethics and ethical problems associated
with biotechnology.

While atthe University ofMaryland Baltimore County

,

Hooker focused on increasing academic quality and im-
proving access, especially for minority students.

During his years in the president's office, enrollment
increased 20 percent and 150 percent in graduate pro-
grams. Student retention also improved, with the num-
berjjfbachelor's degrees granted increasingby 53 percent.

"I have had a lot of success with minority programs
and would love to see similar programs here," said Hooker.

He helped establish an Honors College and create the
nationally-celebrated, multi-million-dollar MeyerhoffHooker mv*>R Ponnl ^T«,^«.^o^,„« i- .
"at.uimuy-ceieuraiea, muiu-miuion-dollar Meyerhoff

liberS^ arts educationZ^^?Z ^ ^''''"""^ ^
''?r^

Scholarship Program for African Americans gifted in
, _ , ?

education m addition to gaining scientific science and technology.knowledge
"How do you educate people to live meaningful and

productive lives in the 21 century? How do you educate
people and give people intellectual wherewithal to deal
with a rapidly changing world?" questioned Hooker.

Hooker is inspired by the degree of commitment and
morale of University employees.

"People could easily go. I'm humbled that [the staff]
doesn't abandon the University and I will do everything
in my power to reward loyalty with budget increases,"
said Hooker.

Hooker's a unanimous choice
Gordon Oakes, chairman ofthe Board ofTrustees, said

the appointment of Hooker was a unanimous decision.
"He is an outstanding individual whom (the trustees)

feel quite fortunate to be able to recruit," said Oakes.
"For the longterm good ofthe University we couldn't have
a more outstanding president," said Oakes.

The 22-person search committee, which recommended
Hooker as the only candidate for the trustees' consider-
ation in May, included several trustees, faculty repre-
sentatives and a number of public figures.

"We couldn't have found anyone better with such an
outstanding record," said Oakes. "He has our complete
support."

"It's a remarkable thing that we would get a president
with a doctoral degree from this school," said David
Lenson, president of the Massachusetts Society of Pro-
fessors and a comparitive literature professor.

An "inspirational character"
Lenson is pleased that the University has enough

confidence in its own training and teaching to hire an
alumnus.

Lenson also noted "good cooperative relationships"
already being developing with faculty and staff. He
added how relaxed he (Hooker) seems yet maintaining a
serious and intense personality.

"Human inspiration really counts and he's sort of an
inspirational character himself," said Lenson, adding,
"he just exudes energy."

Lenson compared his "emblematic" appointment to
the turning over of power to a new generation of people
born in the 1940s and 1950s.

"If he does what he says he's going to do, we'll be
counting every penny of it," said Lenson.

Chairperson of the English department, Vincent
DiMarco, said he is impressed by Hooker and his quah-
fications.

"He's had a spectacular career and is very sensitive to
the concerns ofthe University," said DiMaro^"rm pretty
excited about it (the appointment)." -

Looking back at the record
Hooker received his Ph.D. from UMass (Amherst) in

1973. He has served as president of Bennington College,
Vermont, and as dean of undergraduate and graduate
studies at the Johns Hopkins University.

While at Hopkins, he was given the prestigious
Homewood Award "for outstanding service to students,
to student life and to the university."

And at Bennington College, campus officials person-
ally credited Hooker with raising more than $6 million to
help form the college's first endowment fund and with
increasing total gift support by 80 percent.

He is a specialist on the philosophers Descartes and
Leibniz, and has devoted some of his scholarship to a

It has admitted more than 100 students in four years.
In addition, he introduced high-tech laboratories in visual
arts and geography to the campus, developed plans for a
research park, and launched dozens of initiatives within
state agencies, schools, groups-at-risk and afflicted
communities.

Hooker said he hopes to maintain the post for ten
years.

Hooker is also the author and editor oftwo books and
a number of articles on philosphy, biotechnology and
bioethics. He is a former Danforth Associate and Woodrow
Wilson Dissertation fellow.

"In choosing Dr. Hooker to preside over what we
intend will soon be a top-ranked institution," said Oakes,
"we are relying on his vision, his obvious talents as a
university administrator and his great gifts formotivating
faculty, staff and students to excel."
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The Collegian is

now accepting
amplications for
Night Graphics.

Interested students are invited to
a meeting tonight at 6:00 pm in

the Graphics room
103 Campus Center.

All returning staff MUST attend.

Learn the secrets of (that
guy with the pipe - no, that's

NOT Dick Van Dyke).
(graphics is way cool.
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Hand Buzzers • Squirt

Rings* Rubber Hats
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Whoopie Cushions
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Your Complete Travel Planning Specialist
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• 24 Hour Emergency Service • Group Travel Specialists • Escorted Tours • Discounted Cruises •

• Discounted Vacation Packages •
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545-1700 Over 700 Offices Worldwide 545-2900
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JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Nina Brooks proudly presents her newly opened joke shop located in Amherst Center.

This typeface is called

DOM CASUAL
Only you can rescue us from it.

Night Graphics meeting, tonight at 6:00 in the NEW
Graphics room, 103 Campus Center.

New people welcome, old staff MUST attend.

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"Ifyou have buill castles in the air,

your work need not be lost.

That is where they should be.

Now put thefoundations under them."

—Henry David Thoreau

Take a jaunt
to a joke shop,
gag your friends
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

What in Amherst sells everything in pranks andjokes
from electrified beer cans, garlic gum and double-sided

quarters to crazy masks, rubber hands and other off-the-

wall gags?

It's a place called "Joke City," located on North Pleas-

ant Street next to The Mercantile.

Manager Nina Brooks, 21, is looking forward to the

arrival of the college community who she hopes will be

looking to grab some gags.

"We had a professor come in and buy a dead rat in a
trap," Brooks said. "I think he's going to use it on the first

day to break the tension."

Brooks hopes her joke shop will spark some giggles

and guffaws throughout the campus community.
"I think this is just what Amherst needs. I think it

helps people get through hard times," said Brooks. Most
of her clientele have been high school students since the

store opened in August.
But apparently not everyone feels the shop will be

successful.

"I don't think most UMass students can afford to

laugh," said Jen Stone, a senior zoology major. "But it

might do well during the Halloween weekend."
Jeff McKenzie, a UMass marketing senior, said he

thinks the store will do extremely well.

"That kind of stuff is a great impulse buy," he said.

McKenzie, who said he considers himself a practical

joker, said he couldn't wait to try some of the gadgets on
his friends.

COLLEGIAN
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Business

Woo, woo, what a
bunch of departments.

113 Campus Center.

Learn Your Way Around The World
# Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain

# Courses in liberal arts and international business

# Fluency in a foreign language not required

# Home-stays with meals

# Field trips

# Financial aid applies

Application deadlines:

April 30 for fall semester, October 20 fw spring semester

For a program description and an application packet, write or call:

Institute for Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

1 University Plaza

Platteville. Wisconsin 53818-3099

(608) 342-1726
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WHAT'S UP AT THE TOP?
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545-3216
Lunch 1

1

:30am-2:00pm Mon-Fri

Dinner 5:00pm-9:00pm Tues.-Sat.

1

1

^For UMASS Students on the 10, 14, or 19 Meal Plan

^ THE DESJHER EXCHANGE PROGRAM
|j Take a break from the D.C. any night Tues.-Sat (5-9)

J^^ and have dinner at the TOC Restaurant instead!

^[j if
* Tues.-Fri. only, Butterfield residents not eligible.

.no
Ij^ Bring your UMASS l.D. recieve a $5.00 credit on any entree
^ripf your choice, like n.Y. Steak, Pork Loin Terlyaki, Fisherman s

Platter, pasta dishes, burgers, and much more!.H

nz]

Bt
I

X3

ja
545-3217

2:00pm-1 2:30am Mon.-Sat. Proper l.D. Required

a

Munchie Menu served from 2pm- 1 1pm Non.-Sat.
Chicken Fingers, Potato Skins, riachos with Cheese, Onion Rings,

Fried Nozzarella Sticks

Weekly Drink Specials, Bottled & Draft Beer, Large

Screen TV featuring the Top Sports Action

TOP of the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

11 th Floor • Campus Center
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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COLLtGlAN ULE PHuro

MULLINS SKYDOME?— No, the Mullins Memorial Center will not have a retractable roof, the roof had just not been

built at this point.

University Health Services

has a NEW TTV number:

545-5905

COUPON

8 am- 1 1 pm
Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

State of the Art Machines
Snack Bar

Big Screen T.V.

Pool Table and Video Games
Senior Citizen Discount

7 days

r
i

I

i

i

$1.00 OFF
any size washer
Limit 1 coupon penustomer

f^xpires 10/15/92

$3.00 OFF
DRY CLEANING

($10 or more)
Limit* 1 coupon f)c!- cusromer

Expires 10/LS/92
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Salary
continued from page 1

"(The Esplanade condominium ) was the cheapest place

shown to me by my Real Estate agent," said Hooker.

The full service luxury building, which has everything

from valet parking, an indoor health club with an olympic-

size swimming pool to concierge service and cleaning

services, is the top building in Cambridge and one of the

four nicest buildings in the Boston area, according to an

Esplanade spokesperson.

The 13-story, 206-unit complex was built three years

ago. The condominiums go for approximately $520,000

per unit and some sell for over $1 million.

Hooker will be overseeing the five-campus system

from his central office in Boston and does not work at only

one campus.
A special trustees's committee that studied compen-

sation issues reported that the new president's housing

allowance should range from $19,000 to $30,000. The
panel's research showed average annual dollar value for

housing allowances to presidents around the country is

about $27,000.

According to Gordon Oakes, the cost ofthe apartment
could supercede the national average by almost $7,000.

Oakes said the University is currently searching for a

donated house in the Boston area for the president to

reside.

In support of Hooker and his salary and benefits.

Chairperson ofthe English department Vincent DiMarco
compared his position and responsibilities to an execu-

tive of a major corporation.

"I have no problems with his salary, he has major
responsibilities," said DiMarco. "$175,000 a year is a

bargain.

The head of the faculty union is also supportive of

Hooker's salary package and does not find the amount of

his salary uncommon with other similar universities

across the United States.

"The problem is not Hooker's salary being too high,

but everyone else's (other faculty) being too low," said

David Lenson.

Lenson did question where the money to increase

salaries would originate from but was confident it wouldn't

pose a problem. "We'll find a way," said Lenson.

While most faculty and staffmembers support Hooker's
compensation package, the President of Student Gov-
ernment Association, Jennifer Wood, expressed concern

over Hooker's "particularly extravagant" salary and
housing benefits.

Wood questioned how the university will manage its

scarce financial resources in a time when tuition and fees

have almost doubled in the last four years.

"I think it's outrageous," said Wood, who said she
thought it was especially insensitive during such difficult

financial times for students.

Wood said she understood the need for a competitive
salary but found his living arrangements "perverse and
really foolhardy."

"There's nothing wrong with paying and treating him
well, but within reason," said Wood. "I don't know if he
needs to live in the most expensive place around."

Citing a need to build public support, she thought
faculty pay raises would dampen statewide support of
the University.

"I haven't heard anything about student's needs. I

hope he does address our issues," said Wood.

SANDWICH

WEDGE
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that former Dean of Physical Education
David Bischoff billed the University for
eating lunch with a man who had been
dead for 22 months.

The alleged widespread misappropria-
tion of funds by the athletic department
over a six-year period was so serious that
the House Post Audit and Oversight Com-
mittee began subpoenaing documents and
witnesses in May.

As a result, the investigation has delved
into nearly every action and decision made
by the athletic department.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien has hired
a Springfield law firm to help the admin-
istration respond to requests for docu-
ments. "If there have been improprieties,
they will be identified and corrected." said
O'Brien in a June statement.

Trouble began in January with the
resignation of former football coach Jim
Reid over al legations that he had not been
told ofa department decision to eliminate
five scholarships for the fall 1992 season.

The Collegian reported on February 7
that former Athletic Director Frank
Mclnerney and fonner Dean of Physical
Education David Bischofl'knew about the
scholarship cuts as early as last December.

The scrutiny of the athletic
department's actions increased during the
improper handlingofthe Reid resignation
and the subsequent hiring in late April of
head coach Mike Hodges after a 14-day
"nationwide search" of candidates.

In May, controversy arose over alleged
misuse of funds.

Mclnerney announced his retirement
on May 4th, the same day that Bischoff
was reassigned to associate chancellorand
Mullins Center director. The two men
have been at the center ofthe controversy.

The day afl^r The Boston Globe reported
that the House Committee had subpoe-
naed financial data from the athletic de-
partment in the wake of allegations of
improper misuse of funds. Chancellor Ri-

chard O'Brien downplayed the seriousness
ofthe allegations.

"Audits have been conducted routinely
of athletic programs and there have been
no indications of problems," O'Brien said
in the campus newsletter. Campus
Chronicle, in a speech to the Faculty Sen-
ate a week before the Globe story.

The House Committee has already
subpoenaed over 30,000 documents as well

as top administrators in the department.
Peter Kocot, chief of staffof the House

Committee, said that the next public
hearing will be held in mid-September,
and may be on campus, depending on a
number of factors.

In addition to financial data, the House
Committee subpoenaed over the summer
Bischoff and former exercise science de-

partment head Frank Katch, as well as
Patricia Gladchuk and Maureen Kocot,
their secretaries.

Gladchuk admitted at a PostAudit and
Oversight Committee hearing to oversee-
ing the destruction of public documents
using a shredder from the sports depart-
ment.

Heat turns up on BischofT
The House Committee has spent a great

deal of time focusing on Bischoff, who has
come under fire for a number of trips and
purchases on the state's tab.

Bischoff, according to last month's
Springfield Union -News, billed the Uni-
versity $155 last summer for hotel and
restaurant expenses compiled inNewYork
City. In a sworn expense report, Bischoff

claimed the lunch was to consult with an
engineer on the Mullins Center, David
Geiger.

Geiger, of Geiger Associates, has been

dead for almost two years before the meet-
ing and his firm did't do any work relating
to the Mullins Center.

Bischoff also reportedly rented a
Cadillac Seville on a trip last year, instead
of less expensive cars which were avail-
able, according to the July 3 Amherst
Bulletin. The Post Audit and Oversight
Committee also questioned purchases
made in the 1980's by Bischoff for items
such as tennis balls and racquets, shoes,
fishing equipment and plate glass.

Bischoff resigned on July 3 after a
month and a halfofscrutiny by the House
and the press over his expense accounts.

'The recent innuendos and insinua-
tions made against me will, in time, be
dispelled. Fighting such innuendos will
take energy, time and attention away from
any new responsibilities," said Bischoff in
a press conference,

Katch-22
In 1989, Katch, who was at the time

both the exercise science head and a paid
consultant for Hydra Fitness, obtained
$142,000 of equipment from Hydra Fit-

ness for two on-campus health clubs he
had founded, according to a June article of
the Daily Hampshire Gazette.

Katch purchased the equipment with-
out going through the University policy of
competitive bidding. Gladchuk testified

before the House Committee that Bischoff
was most likely aware of Katch's conflict

of interest.

Katch, in the June 2 Boston Globe, said,
"I am as surprised at this [subpoenal as I

am ofbeing told I was a second-round pick
ofthe Celtics. What I don't understand is

why me? I'm not the department head
anjTTiore."

Where the department stands now
On June 10, Chancellor Richard

O'Brien announced the formation of an
internal probe, to be overseen by Provost
Glen Gordon, into the allegations of the
athletic department's policies.

In addition, O'Brien also announced
the law firm of Bulkey, Richardson and
Gelinas ofSpringfield will assist the Uni-
versity in responding to the House's sub-
poenas of documents.

Some ofthe public documents may have
confidential information, such as student
financial aid or tax information, and so-

cial security numbers, which the Univer-
sity has an obligation to protect, said
O'Brien.

"I believe it will be very helpful to have
the independent perspective which exter-

nal legal counsel can provide," said O'Brien
in a prepared statement.

In addition, UMass has taken steps to

fill the vacancies left by Bischoff and
Mclnerney. On July 31, Glenn M. Wong
was named acting Dean of Physical Edu-
cation to replace Bischoff. Wong was for-

merly in the department of sport studies.

Wong was subpoenaed but has yet to tes-

tify before the committee.
The Athletic Director spot has proven

more difficult to fill.

On August 20, when it became appar-
ent that a AD would not be in place by the

beginningofthe fall sports season, O'Brien
moved Wong to the position of interim

Athletic Director. Gordon assumed the
role ofDean of Physical Education until a
permanent Athletic Director is named,
whereupon Wong will become Dean.
On May 4, O'Brien announced the ath-

letic department's budget will become part
ofthe Chancellor's budget, separating it

from the School of Physical Education's
budget, which is under the Provost.

Ironically, O'Brien was the Provost,
who is also the Dean of Physical
Education's boss, during most ofthe alle-

gations of misappropriations.

GRE/LSAT
Intensive

Instruction:
IncJividuals &
Groups (to 3)

Guaranteed
Minimum Score
Verbal & Math:

600-t- Each
THE IVIEIMXOR
PROGRAIVI

Paul's t|i
Shoe Repair
Repairs of

Men's & Women's Shoes & Boots
Resoling of: Vibram Soles,

Leather Soles and Heels
Birkenstock Sandals,

Nonslip Rubber Soles & Heels

No. 10, 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

TIMELINE
JANUARY23—UMass head football coach
Jim Reid quits over a scholarship contro-
versy within the athletic department.

FEBRUARY 14 — OfTicial resignation of
Reid.

FEB. 21 — Reid hired as assistant head
coach at the University of Richmond.

APRIL 22— Assistant football coach Mike
Hodges named head coach despite a 6-2 vote
by the search committee to extend the head
coach application deadline, which had ex-
pired.

MAY4 —Athletic Director FVank Mclnerney
retires; Dean of Physical Education David
Bischoffrelinquishes title and is reassigned
to Director ofthe Mullins Center
— Chancellor Richard O'Brien an-

nounces that the athletic budget will be
separated from the Provost's Office and will
become part ofthe Chancellor's budget.

MAY 21 — The Boston Globe reports the
House Post Audit and Oversight committee
has subpoenaed financial data for allega-
tions of misappropriation of funds.

MAY 22 — Compw.sC/i/o^fjr/t': "Chancellor
Richard O'Brien told the Faculty Senate
last week that audits have been conducted
routinely of athletic programs and there
have been no indications of problems."

MAY 31 — Sunday Republican reports
Bischoff charged UMass $1,569 for the
NCAA convention in Anaheim,CA and $23

1

for expenses in San Diego two days before
the convention.

Mclnerney, Assistant Athletic Director
Elaine Sortino, and Associate Athletic De-
partment Head Al Rufe reportedly spent a
combined total of $5,745.

JUNE 2 — Bischoff and former exercise
science department head Frank Katch are
issued subpoenas by the House Committee.

Associated Press reports Bischoff billed
UMass $87 for a trip to Connecticut to
watch a UConn-Yale football game. Bischoff
defended the trip, reportedly saying he was
"scouting" for the UMass football team.

Records indicate he checked into a hotel
at 2:32 p.m. , during the middle ofthe game.

JUNE 10— O'Brien announces an internal

probe into the School ofPhysical Education
due to allegations that have arisen concern-
ing the athletic department.

JUNE 12— University Ombudsman Janet
Rifkin rules there were no procedural viola-

tions in the hiring of head football coach
Hodges. UMass English professor Donald
Junkins files a grievance with the
Ombudsman's office, claiming the hiring
may have violated affirmative action.

House Post Audit and Oversight Com-
mittee visits UMass for the second time in

two days to gather nearly 8,000 pages of
documents and conduct interviews.

JUNE 24 — Public hearings ofthe House
Committee begin; subpoenaed documents
show Katch bought $145,000 worth of
equipment from Hydra-Fitness for UMass
during the time he was a paid consultant of
the Hydra-Fitness Corporation.

JULY 3 — Bischoff resigns, says he will

spend his time battling allegations.

JULY 8 — House Committee reopens
hearings to the public.

JULY 31 — Glenn M. Wong named acting
dean ofthe School of Physical Education,
eft'ective July 20.

JULY27— Springfield Union-News revea 1 s

Bischoff, in a sworn expense account,
claimed he consulted with David Geiger of
Geiger Associates, an engineering firm, on
the Mullins Center during a trip to New
York City.

Geiger had been dead for 22 months
before the meeting and Geiger Associates
had nothing to do with the Mullins Center.
Bischoffcompiled $155 ofexpenses on hotel
and restaurant expenses.

AUGUST 4 and 7 —The House subpoenas
financial records from three private busi-
nesses with ties to the UMass athletic de-
partment: Design Supply Studio, owned by
Mr. & Mrs. David Bischoff; The Fran-Tek
company, owned by Tekla Mclnemey, wife
of former Athletic Director Frank
Mclnerney; and the Hadley branch of
Rocky's Home Center, which has an open
account with the School ofPhysical Educa-
tion, according to James Patulak, head of
building operations as reported in the Au-
gust 27 Daily Hampshire Gazette.

AUGUST 20 — Wong named interim
Athletic Director, effective September 1.

and replaces Mclnemey. Wong was moved
after only one month as acting Dean of
Physical Education.

UNIVERSITY OF M A S S A C H U S E T T S\
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless otherwise noted.

Summer Vacation
As you may remember, the end of last semester was a

turbulent time for the Collegian. People of the community
and several of our editors expressed great discontent with
certain aspects ofthe Collegian, from election procedures for

editors and general policies to actual paper content. Things

became quite tense for awhile for all concerned, and then the

semester was over. But, we did notjust sit back and rest the

issues for the summer. .

.

Collegian staffers and dissatisfied editors met in Cam-
bridge and Amherst several times during the summer with

the Harvard Negotiation Project. Our goal was to further

work through our difficulties in a calmer atmosphere and
come to some positive resolutions.

The Harvard mediators enabled all of us to look at both

perspectives so as to better understand the motives in-

volved. Our sessions resulted in some very productive ideas

and definite resolutions about changing the way things work
at the Collegian. For example, the election process for diver-

sity editorships agreed to in the spring (editors elected by

staff of that desk only, not by whole newsroom) has been

adopted by the rest of the newsroom. This prevents the

previous unfairness of staff voting for editors they may not

have even met.

We are still working with the Harvard Negotiation Project,

and will continue that contact throughout the semester. We
are constantly striving in a positive direction with this

communication. We hope to keep up the trend of resolving

things and eventually have a productive, full newsroom.

Peace is productive.

In the meantime, we are heartily welcoming new writers.

We love to see a bustling newsroom, and you probably

wouldn't mind seeing your name and your own words in

print for all ofUMass to see. To change the Collegian, be part

of the Collegian. We get lonely down here in the basement
and we wantyour company and your contributions. We have
two doors and they're always open. So c'mon and make our

day— stretch those writing muscles and let 19,000 people

read your masterpiece.

An unsigned editorial reflects the views ofa majority ofthe

Collegian staff.

Commitment to equality
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes under-

graduates of all cultures, backgrounds and ethnicities. We
insure equal opportunity and access for all undergraduates

to all aspects ofthe newspaper. We shall continue to insure

this access, and to combat racism of all forms.

UMass: the theme park
Summer break isn't a vacation. It's a

three-month internship in real life.

Like most in-state students from the

middle class, I worked nearly every day
between Memorial Day and Labor Day in

order to make enough money to return to

school. Sipping blender drinks and
watching game shows all summer long

would have been nice, but such bourgeoi-

sie pursuits were simply out of the ques-

tion. So was travel, unless you consider

Lenox, Mass., an "exotic locale." There

were no options: it was work or stay home
in September.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
My summer getaway spot was Guide's

Fresh Marketplace (conveniently located

on Routes 7 and 20 on the Pittsfield-Lenox

line, ifyou want to see it). I could tell you
whatever you wanted to know about the

fruit and produce business, because that's

what I've done with the past four summers.
I've trimmed celery and set up fruit dis-

plays. I've scrubbed floors, rotated stock

and drunk alarming amounts of coffee. I

got to like my job, but I also never forgot

that my purpose was to make as much
money for school as possible.

It wasn't hard work like paving roads

(haven't done it) or digging graves in a

cemetery (that I've done). But the place

does good business, and is a favorite with

obnoxious tourists from the greater New
York area, so I was kept busy. To cap it off,

though I made decent money, the job had
all the intellectual challenge of drilling

holes in sheet metal, and just about as

much job satisfaction. I did like my job,

but many's the time I picked up my broom,
looked at the floor and thought, "Why am
I here?"

What, you may ask, happened to all the

wonderful money I made? I sent most of it

to the same place you did — the Bursar's

office in Whitmore. Ever notice the

Bursar's office is set up like a bank? But
they won't give you a toaster or a set of

four UMass glasses for starting an ac-

count. Too bad. I could really use a toaster.

In comparison to the workaday world,

college is an ideal experience. As students,

we essentially control our own destinies.

We choose our own classes, careers, goals

and actions with little outside influence,

save the school's graduation requirements.

It's an existence so free it's almost gypsy-
like. You want to blow off classes today?
No one's stopping you. Want to join the

Young Republicans? Hey, it's your life,

bucko.

Out there, such luxuries as control of

one's destiny are known only to the well-

to-do. Chances are, your job won't be fun.

Heck, you might not even wind up doing
what your degree allegedly prepared you

for. Have you heard the stories about

history majors selling shoes and educa-

tion grads working in supermarkets? Hate

to spoil it for you, but they're all too true.

But to pay off those huge insurance

bills, that new car loan or the mortgage,

you gotta do what you can, even if it really

sucks. Throw in a couple kids to feed and
clothe, and you're really in the hole. If

you're an astronomer and Mt. Polomar

isn't hiring and you've got bills to pay,

garbage collection doesn't seem like such

a bad job after all.

In my short time in the work force, I've

met a lot of people who don't like what
they do for a living, but put up with it

anyway because their backs are against

the wall. There's a single mother of two,

putting her children through a private

high school, a teacher who can't get a job

in this state and has a mortgage to pay,

recent college grads who can't find other

work— I could continue.

That, friends, it the real world. No
glamour, no prizes, no "job satisfaction,"

just punch the clock, pay the bills, and do

it again. Dreams of what could've or

might've been are left behind for more
pragmatic concerns, like "What will I eat?"

and "Where will I sleep?" One need only

take a look around to find people forwhom
these questions are unanswered — the

homeless. Without that drab job you hate

so much, you might wind up amongst
their swelling ranks. Don't laugh; they

probably didn't think it would ever happen
to them, either.

Compared to the grim reality of "work,

work, work," UMass is actually like a

giant theme park. You pay one admission
price, albeit an expensive one, and the

park is yours to roam all semester long.

Pretend the administrators are dancing
mechanized bears, and those political ac-

tivists over there are giant cartoon charac-

ters, and you might as well be in Disney
World. You could call it "Liberal Fantasy
Land." One note of warning though — all

the rides veer sharply to the left.

If you worked this past summer, not

just because you wanted spending cash
but because you needed the money to

make it back here, then you know the
difference between UMass and 9-to-5 is a
huge one. Pat yourself on the back for a
summer internship well spent. You didn't

get credit for it, and the money's probably
spent by now, but it was a valuable expe-
rience all the same.

Take advantage ofthe freedom UMass
has to ofTer while you can: youll be in

college only four or five short years, but
you'll be a working stiff well into the next
century.

Enjoy your day at "Liberal Fantasy
Land."

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Search for a role model difficult in the modern world
When I was very young my parents called me into the

kitchen one evening to ask me a question.

It was a simple enough question, asked of many
children in the United States and around the world. But
now I see that question's answer carries a special insight

into the future adult growing in a child's head.

"Marc," they asked me, "Who is your hero?"

I stood there under the collective gaze of my parents

for a few moments and thought long and hard for a full

minute before answering: "I don't know."

I suppose I couldhave said Buck Rogers. I was watching
that television show at the time. But who can respect

someone who spent so much time dressed like that?

Years later, a few months before my high school

graduation, the question again came back for an answer.

Fearing I might end up having to attend the infamous

"ZooMass," I was applying for a ROTC scholarship hop-

ing sell the navy four years ofmy life in exchange for the

money I'd need to attend a school with fewer budget

problems.
"What world figure do you admire most?" the navy

wanted to know.
Again I didn't have any ideas other than maybe I liked

Desmond Tutu and Woody Allen made cool movies. I

don't think it was the answer the navy was looking for,

but it was the only one I had. I didn't get the scholarship.

thankfully. I really don't think I'm military material.

So, who is my hero? Or maybe it's heroine? Wlio do I

most admire? Who is it that I want to emulate and
pattern my life after? Any ofthese questions could easily

translate into: What do I stand for and who do I know that

best represents this? I still don't know the answer. But I

do know that deciding on a hero is serious business.

Marc

ELLIOTT
As I write this the people hving in and around Naples,

Idaho are idealizing Randal Weaver, a white suprema-
cist who has barricaded himself and his family in a
fortress-like cabin threatening to shootany federal officers

who try to take him in. I would ask these people to rethink
giving this man the title "hero." They would be better off

trying to emulate the actions ofWilliam Degan, the U.S.
Marshal who died because he didn't want to harm
Weaver's misguided and heavily armed teenage son (who
ended up dying anyway thanks to Weaver's trigger-

happy neighbor).

A few months ago some were hailing the rioters and
looters in Los Angeles as heroes. While their anger was
understandable, violence isn't. I'll never believe in sacri-

ficing one ideal for another.

Television and the film industry provides plenty of
material for people to choose their heroes from. Unfor-
tunately, the Terminators and Chuck Norrises have been
chosen over the real-life Martin Luther Kings far too
often. Besides, I couldn't trust a hero who didn't have the
strength to live in the real world.

I think think we may all have tojust chuck the idea of
heroes and role models.

Maybe it's time for all of us to be om- own heroes, time
to take responsibility for our own lives. It's time to stop
looking to someone else to define who we are and what we
value. Maybe, just maybe, it's time for each individual
think about what he or she values and how their actions
relate.

Dostoevsky's Grand Inquisitor believed that people
feared freedom and yearned for someone to tell them
what was right and wrong, how they should live their
lives. They preferred to hve under someone else's direc-
tion. I hope that isn't the case.

You might still want to find the heroes. I wish you luck
and ask you to take great care in your choices. I guess I'll

still keep an eye out, but to tell the truth. 111 settle for
finding people I can respect and respect me. They won't,
I hope, define who I am though. That's my job.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.
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Visit to Health Services
exposes a sick system

This is about stealing that has the
state's imprimatur, about a state health
care worker who offers students abortion
pills, about a University ofMassachusetts
bursar with a yellow streak up his back,
about a health facility that should be shut
down, about a situation that should have
been exposed months ago.

But I didn't want to rock the boat then.
I didn't want to put my daughter at risk of
not getting into the courses she needs to
graduate. I didn't want to embarrass her.
I still don't.

My oldest daughter is a senior at the
University ofMassachusetts in Amherst.
Last week her tuition bill arrived. In the
long list ofstudent fees, there it was— the
mandatory undergraduate health fee. For
next semester, the cost is $197.50. Last
semester it was $185.25. I paid it then
because I was being blackmailed. But I am
not going to pay it now.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the rest ofthe Five College community.
The Editorial stafTreserves the right to edit letters and columns

for grammar, clarity and length.
Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.
Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discre-

tion. Letters should be no longer than 50 double-spaced, typed
lines. Columns should not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed lines.
Untyped submissions will not be considered for publication.

Responses to or criticism of columns, cartoons, articles or
letters are limited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns
responding to previously published material will not be printed.
Responses to or criticism of letters that themselves have re-
sponded to a letter, column or article will not be printed. Colle-
gian staff are restricted from writing letters, but may write
columns. Any exceptions will be determined solely by the editors.
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

material. Submissions become the property ofthe Collegian and
will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual
writer and do not represent the views of the Collegian.
The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-men-

tioned policies in order to provide a forum for community discus-
sion of issues. We're here for you, the readers. Tell us what you
think. We'd love to hear from you.

Beverly

BECKHAM
Last December, my daughter visited

Health Services. A week before Christmas,
she awakened in the middle of the night
with severe stomach pains. Her roommate
drove her to Health Services, where a
nurse practitioner took her temperature
and blood pressure and told her to come
back in the morning for blood work.

She returned to her room, in acute
pain. She waited until 9 a.m. Then her
roommate drove her back to the clinic.

After filling out some forms, she was sit-

ting in a public area waiting for a doctor,
when a Health Services employee ap-
proached her and announced, "So you're
here to take an M.A.P.?"

"What's an M.A.P.?" my daughter
asked. The woman said, "It's a morning
after pill."My daughter said no, she wasn't
here for that and before she could explain
what was wrong with her, the employee
demanded: "So you're here for a pregnancy
test then?"

"I'm here because I'm sick," my
daughter said, then started to cry.

On the phone a few hours later, she was
still crying.

"They treated me like a walking sexual
disease. Mom, and I couldn't do anything
about it. When I saw the doctor, the first

thing she asked was if I had any sexual
diseases. All I had was a stomach ache. I

was so humiliated, but I was in so much
pain I couldn't even leave."

I wrote to the Director of Nursing, de-
scribing what had happened, explaining
that my daughter would not be using
Health Services again, and informing her
that I had deducted the compulsory health
service fee from the tuition.

"I need to inform you that the student
health fee is compulsory and mandated by
state law and if the health fee is not paid,
Lauren may have difficulty in registering

forcourses,"CatherineBurbank wrote back.
I called Catherine Burbank. She sug-

gested I phone the bursar, Robert Mishol.
I did. He listened to my story and said that
Lauren would be expelled from school if I

did not pay the health services fee. "What
do you think would happen ifevery parent
just suddenly decided not to pay this fee?"
he asked.

Health care would get better? I sug-
gested. Young people wouldn't be treated
like undesirables?

1 told Mishol the clinic was wrong. The
person who approached my daughter had
no right to make the assumptions she did,
no right to ask highly personal questions
in public place, and no right to offer her a
drug whose use is legal only under very
limited circumstances.

"There's nothing anybody can do about
it," Mishol told me.

"You mean there's no one above you?" I

asked.

"That's right," he said.

When I mentioned that the day they
expelled my daughter, there would be a
Herald photographer taking her picture
as she moved out, he suggested that per-
haps the vice-chancellor could help. He
gave his word tliat he would not initiate

expulsion until I had heard from her.

Mishol lied. The next thing I knew I

was holding a letter informing me that my
daughter had been "withdrawn" from the
university.

I paid the $185.25 health fee. I paid the
$25 late fee. If I hadn't, my daughter
would have suffered even more.

But now it's tuition time again, and
there's that fee. If I don't pay it by Aug. 7,

Lauren's classes will be deleted by the
computer, she won't be allowed back at
school, and she wont graduate next June.

If I do pay it, I am supporting a clinic

that demeans young women, provides in-

ferior care, and brazenly breaks the law
by offering an experimental abortion drug
that is at best immoral and unsafe, and at
worst in this case illegal.

Reprinted with the permission of the
Boston Herald.

Polling Section offers portrait of the UMass community
Here it is, the Collegian Polling Section. In each

Wednesday's Collegian we will pose one or several
questions pertaining to current issues of national, in-

ternational and local scope. Over the course of the year
these questions will range from, for example, the presi-

dential candidates and the election to abortion, pornog-
raphy, the L.A. riots, what will make UMass a better
place, etc. Preceding the questions will be the facts ofthe
issue and an analysis. You can phone in your answers on
our Collegian polling line (545-1749) between 4 and 8
p.m. on Wednesday .

Anna

SHEPP-CARDOZA
In Monday's Collegian we will print the results ofeach

poll and share with you what the 25,000 students and
professors at UMass think about the issues and what
these results imply.

Well, we're commencing yet another academic year.

UMass is comprised of a great variety of people, from
differing religious, ethnic and socio-economic back-
grounds. Our world views run the gamut and are both
influenced by and affect our values, beliefs, attitudes and
lifestyles. So who are we, the UMass population?What do
we believe? How do we think? How do we perceive

ourselves and how do we think others perceive us? Your
responses to the following questions will help us to begin
to find the answers.

Save this list of questions so you will be prepared and
able to respond appropriately when you call the polling

line:

1. Do you consider yourself politically:

1. conservative

2. liberal

.3. moderate
4. radically conservative

5. radically liberal

6. a combination of these

7. none of the above

8. other

2. Do you consider yourself a
1. Democrat
2. Independent
3. Republican
4. other

5. none of the above

3. Are you
1. male
2. female

4. Do you drink alcohol at all?

lyes
2. no

5. If yes, do you drink
1. on occasion

2. a glass of wine with dinner
3. on the weekend
4. during the week
5. all of the above

6. Do you smoke?
l.yes

2. no
7. If yes, do you smoke

1. cigarettes

2. marijuana
3. both

8. Do you consume recreational drugs other than alcohol,
cigarettes or marijuana?

l.yes

2. no
9. What is your age?

10. What is your class:

1. senior

2. junior

3. sophomore
4. freshman
5. postgraduate student
6. graduate student
7. professor

11. Are you a Massachusetts resident?
1. yes

2. no

12. Do you consider yourself
1. Buddhist
2. Catholic

3. Jewish
4. Muslim
.'. Protestant

L>. combination of these
7. atheist

8. agnostic

9. other

13. Are good grades important to ycm?
1. yes

2. no

14. Are you
1. single

2. married

15. Did you attend
1. an independent secular preparatory high school
2. a parochial high school

3. a public high school

4. a home school/alternative school
5. other

16. Do you consider yourself7your immediate family
1. upper middle class

2. middle class

3. working class

4. wealthy

17. Do your parents annually gross
1. above $500,000
2. between $100,000 and $499,000
3. between $75,000 and $99,000
4. between $50,000 and $74,000
5. between $30,000 and $49,000
6. between $20,000 and $29,000
7. below $20,000

18. Do either or both of your parents hold a
1. Ph.D
2. master's degree
3. bachelor's degree

Anna SheppCardoza is a UMass student.
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ASSOCIATED PRESS

CAMPAIGNING TOGETHER— Arkansas Gov. and Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton and his wife Hillary

campaign together in Tampa.

There are a lot of papers floating

around the Pioneer Valley nowadays.

But there's only one
Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Now. were not necessanly making a value judgment with that statement

We're simply saying that there's only one Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

And that's a completely valid thing to say

It's not a claim it's not a distortion, it's a fact. Plain and simple.

19,000 copies. 100% CoUegian.
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Fall Jobs in Amherst
TOWN OF AMHERST

^

155E.
Leisure Services and
Supplemental Education

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Swimming Instructor ($5.45-$6.28/lnour)

Lifeguard ($5.15-$6.28/hour)

Tennis Instructor ($ \ 0.08-$ 11.11 /hour)

Tennis Assistant ($7.90-$8.71/hour)

Recreation Supervisor ($5.42-$5.98/hour)

Recreation Supervisor ($5.17-$5.43/hour)

Weekend Facilities Supervisor ($5.16-$7.26/hour)

Timekeeper/Scorekeeper ($5. 1 7-$6.59/hour)

Volleyball League Officials ($8.00-$10,00/match)

Clerical Assistant (To Be Determined)

Volunteer Opportunities Are Available

Work Study and Non-Work Study Positions are Available

Job information and applications are available at Amherst
Leisure Services, Bangs Community Center, 70 Boltwood

Walk, Amherst, or at the UMASS Campus Center Concourse

on September 10 from 9-4. The preferred application

deadline is Tuesday, September 15.

l^GOOD JOBS*GOOD TIME$*GOOD FRIEND$>GQOD MONEY
JJ ;

'^

DIGARLO

1
The

Ultimate In

Casual Italian

Dining

Enjoy Fall
on our
Garden Patio

open 7daifsU:30am

71 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Rep. Kennedy:
Bush forgot
Boston Harbor
BY EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Four years after George Bush visited

Boston Harbor to blast his 1988 Democratic rival's record

on the environment, Bill Clinton's campaign charged

Tuesday that the president has done little to help clean

the dirty waterway.
"If his record on the cleanup of Boston Harbor is any

indication of trustworthiness, then the president is up
the Charles without a paddle," said U.S. Rep. Joseph

Kermedy, D-Mass. , who heads the Clinton-Gore campaign
effort in Massachusetts.

Tuesday marked the fourth anniversary of then-Vice

President Bush's ride on the polluted harbor. Bush used

the event to place some ofthe blame for delays in cleaning

the dirty harbor on his opponent, then-Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis.
Kennedy said that despite the campaign rhetoric of

1988, Bush failed to request funding to help pay for the

$6 billion harbor cleanup in the first and second years of

his presidency. Bush requested $100 million for the

harbor last year and is seeking another $100 million in

the 1993 budget.

Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci, Bush's regional campaign
chairman, said blame for climbing water and sewer rates

lies with Dukakis for failing to apply for federal funds
while they were available

"All I'm saying is, it's a matter of historical fact that

the Dukakis administration missed the boat," Cellucci

said. "When massive amounts of federal aid were avail-

able, they failed to apply."

Cellucci said the state has received $223 million in a
combination of grants and loans to help clean up the
harbor since 1989, that another $51 million is expected,

and that $100 million has been included in the 1993
budget.

Water and sewer rates in the metropolitan Boston
area have risen from an average of$140 per year in 1985
to about $535 per year today, with the bulk of the costs

going for sewer improvements mandated under the court-

ordered cleanup. Residents in the region are expected to

payan average ofnearly $ 1,200 peryearby 1999, according

to the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, the

agency responsible for the cleanup.

Kennedy said members ofthe Massachusetts congres-
sional delegation and not the Bush administration pushed
for Boston Harbor money to be included in the federal

budget.

"Believe me, when both the '92 and '93 budgets were
first proposed, there wasn't any money in I fori Boston
Harbor," Kennedy said. "That's

I U.S. Rep] Joe Moakley's
$100 million, not George Bush's."

Moakley (D-Mass.) is the dean of the state's congres-
sional delegation.

Kennedy called on Bush to promise $1 billion in

federal support over the next five years toward the
harbor cleanup. He refused to say how much money
Clinton would put toward the effort; saying the Arkansas
governor plans to make other changes to ease the burden
on Boston-area ratepayers.

Clinton proposes allowing Superfund cleanup money
to be used in the harbor cleanup; going after polluters to
force them to pay their share of the cost; and making
changes in the Clean Water Act to prevent pollutants
from reaching the harbor as well as increasing direct
funding, Kennedy said.
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Burgers!
Baked Goods!

.h & Oinner<

Downtown Amherst - 253-2291

Beer 81^

.Wine

-'>T"W-°:s-

DISCOUNT LONG DISTANCE CALLING CARD
WITH LONG DISTANCE SERVICE TRANSPORTED BY
AT&T's WORLDWIDE NETWORK. RATES 18-42%
BELOW AT&T, MCI or SPRINT! FREE SIGN UP NO
MONTHLY FEES. ADVERAGE SAVINGS OF 30%

CALL 1-800-735-6542 FOR APPLICATION.

VALLEY BICYCLES, Ltd. » save w.th these
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The Division of Student Activities at the University of
Massachusetts presents

"Putting our best footforward"

FIRST WEEK '92 SCHEDULE

"Quetzal" Latin American
Music, Campus Center
Auditorium, 8pm

IHlJRSDAY._Sfipkmi2£jiJLQ
FIRST WEEK REGGAE
DANCE with the New
Horizons Band. Student
Union Ballroom, 9pm to lam

FRIDAY, SepfenihprJJ

COMEDIENNE: Lizz
Winstead, who has appeared
on MTV "Half Hour Comedy
Hour" and "Evening at the

Improv" Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00pni

FIRST WEEK MOVIE:
"The Hand that Rocks the
Cradle" Campus Center
Auditorium. 7, 9, & Ilpm

ROCK BANDS IN THE
BLUEWALL:
Show begins at 9pra

Scnv
Yven^^!^^'

Experience.

^^^yH'^
>Jy-X^

NQIElAlJ programs for First Week 92, begimiing on
Tuesday and going to Friday, have a one-time
admission charge of $3.00. Ticket is good for the whole
week.

Real-life working experience.
That's what really matters once you graduate.
Like the skills you learn working at the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, the largest independently-run college daily in New
England.

In fact, many of our current staffers spent their summers
working at The Holyoke Transcript, The Middlesex Aews, WLVI
IV 56, The Boston Globe, WEEI, The Berkshire Eagle and the
Associated Press.

And our alumni? They hold jobs at almost every major paper in
the nation.

At the Collegian, you learn the skills you'll really need - from
brainstorming for news features to writing stories on tight
deadlines.

It's cool, casual and you can go at your own pace.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILV

COLLEGIAN
News Desk • 113 Campus Center • 545-0719

The Neivs Desk is looking for new writers.
Contact David Massey, News Editor.

Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967

. • MOVIE POSTERS • OLD MASTERS • ROCK POSTERS • CARS • AFRICAN AMERICAN ART • MODERN & ABSTRACT • MATISSE • HUMOR • TRAVEL •

BACK TO SCHOOL POSTER SALE
Most Images Only $5, $6 and $7

•9NIIMS • NI31SNI3 • 30MN0W NATRIVW • STVHOIJ • DISOW • HaOlVNI • H3HDS3 3W • OSSVDId • n3MM30H • SWVQV 13SNIV • ITVa • lOHHVM
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Research funding cuts
put apples in jeopardy
By Collegian Staff

AMHERST— Apples are a $25 million
crop in Massachusetts, and after cran-
berries the second most abundant fruit

crop in the state, but the research needed
to assure future harvests is in danger of
funding cuts, according to University of
Massachusetts scientists.

"Alar and apples grabbed the head-
lines a few years ago." explained Daniel
Cooley of the department of Plant Pa-
thology at UMass. "UMass research helped
growers produce apples without Alar, and
we have shown how to reduce dependence
on many other agricultural chemicals, too."

For nearly 30 years, the Horticultural

Research Center (HRC) at the University
of Massachusetts has studied ways to

improve the state's apple crop.

Using a variety oftechniques, research-

ers at UMass have helped growers cut

pesticide use on apples by an average of40
percent since 1979. according to Cooley.

The University's 150 acre Horticultural

Research Center, located in Belchertown.
is located about ten miles from the campus
on land donatedby the Massachusetts Fruit

Growers Association thirty years ago.

"One ofthe techniques pioneered at our
Belchertown Center is our IPM, or Inte-

grated Pest Management program." said

Cooley. "IPM is a way of managing dis-

eases, insects and weeds using fewer
pesticides — and in smaller amounts."

The IPM program's success at UMass
has helped the HRC achieve an interna-

tional reputation, according to Cooley.

"Using fewer chemicals makes our
Region's apples more attractive to con-

sumers and commercial producers." Cooley
explained. "That may help explain why $5

million of our state's apple crop sold in

England last year."

Another UMass researcher, plant and
soil science professor Wesley Autio. ex-

plained that Massachusetts' growers are
now leading the nation in ecologically-

sound apple production.

"UMass researchers and the Coopera-
tive Extension System have been an im-

portant asset for growers — especially

aft«r having to make the transition to

growing apples without Alar," said Autio.

The use of chemicals is not just a

growers issue." said Autio. "By maintain-
ing profitable orchards we maintain open
space and local supplies of fresh fruit. In

an increasingly suburban setting, grow-
ers get more and more pressure to reduce
pesticide use. It's tough, but growers and
the University have been meeting the
challenge successfully.

'This tradition of leadership is threat-

ened, however, as cuts to the University
have translated into staff cuts at our
Belchertown research site." said Autio.

"Our faculty are still here, but we are
essentially losingour lab and technicians."

In two years, the orchard staff has
shrunk from six full-time workers and two
technicians to one orchard worker and one
technician supported from the sale offruit

at the Center.

At the same time, the Cooperative
Extension System, the development and
teaching arm for the College of Food and
Natural Resources has been slashed nearly
80 percent.

"Efforts by the Massachusetts Fruit

Growers' Association have helped stave

off complete collapse of the facility, but
long-term solutions are beingsought." said
Cooley.

overworked
continued from page 9

helping the less fortunate seems to have
penetrated their views ofthemselves." she
said.

To explain why a sense of life's purpose
"took a nosedive" between 1977 and 1988.
Whitbourne said, "It has to be an effect of

the culture, not a function ofage or the so-

called mid-life crisis. People talk about
the effects of Reaganism all the time, but

it's incredible to see it verified in a person-

ality study like this.

"In the '90s, as people look for a way to

put more meaning back in their lives, will

we see a return to the old values ofhelping
others?" she mused.

Whitbourne said she predicts society

may see a return to placing more values on
families and family life, perhaps couples
choosing to have more children.

MAILBOXES ETCf
The Choice is Yours:

The U.S. Post Office or the Post Office Alternative

MAIL BOXES ETCr
Private Mailbox Service

Mail-Hold (Indefinite)

Box-Holder Mail Forwarding

Call-in Service & 24-hr Access

Packing Supplies

DHL, FedEx, UPS, Rapid Air

Shipping/Receiving

Express Mail

UPS Ground Service/Parcel Post

American Express/Money Orders

Packaging/Gift Wrapping

Western Union Money Transfer

FAX Sending & Receiving

U.S. POST OFFICE
Mailbox Rentals (PP. Box #)
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NO
Shipping Boxes
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Express Mail

Parcel Post
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Copy Service (24 hr. Available)

Rubber Stamps
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Office Supplies NO
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NO Long Lines
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Hay fever reigns again
Peaking pollen is nothing to sneeze at
By BRUCE SCHWOEGLER
Associated Press

BOSTON — Hay fever, an allergic

reaction to pollen primarily wafted from

ragweed plants, is headed toward its

annual peak.

Pollen counts should continue to be

high for the next two weeks and then
slowly taper off. Mold spores and sage,

a newcomer among irritating weeds,

add to the suffering. Dr. Jack Farnham,
a Chelmsford allergistand pollen expert,

believes that this year's highest counts

will come a week beyond the normal
Labor Day apex because ofthe weather.

The unusually wet and cool summer
hiS slowed plant maturation.

It has also encouraged proliferation.

We could be headed toward a pollen-

count banner year. That depends upon
weather conditions during these next

few weeks. If temperatures are above
normal, little rain falls and moderate
winds blow. Counts will soar to 300 or

more grains ofragweed pollen in a cubic

meter ofair, the size ofthe space in your
refrigerator.

Moisture in the form of rain, fog or

even dew is the most significant in-

hibitor of pollen transport. If you have
hay fever, pray for rain. Add light winds
and cold morning temperatures to your
pleas because they also limit pollen

counts. Winds of 10-20 mph and morning
temperatures above 48 degrees prod

counts higher.

Ragweed is uniquely our own. The
weed is rarely spotted elsewhere and
mainly spouts on U.S. lands that have
been disturbed. Early settlers found

none. Sneezes came from their gi-and-

children and persist today. It is often

confused with goldenrod, a yellow flow-

ering plant that flourishes nearby.

Northern Maine, southern Florida and
much of the West beyond the Rockies

have little if any ragweed. The Mid-
west, South and even portions of far

western New England are loaded.

But in most of our region, counts of

300 are unusual. That's low in Milwau-
kee, Chicago., St. Louis, Detroit and
Buffalo where tallies may soar to 500.

A count ofonly ten pollen grains brings

on symptoms. At 20, everybody who is

susceptible, about one-fifth of the
population, notes discomfort. Counts
of 100 and beyond produce strong al-

lergic reactions.

Pollen counts are taken during the

morning when microscopic pollen

grains are emitted from plants. This
measurement indicates the particle

concentration in the immediate area.

Since few measuring stations exist in

New England, the count only serves as

a general yardstick of regional sever-

ity. Sometimes it can be misleading.

Heavy rains might briefly cleanse the

air near the measuring station while

other dry locales continue high counts.

Westboro gunman arraigned
Westboro, Mass. (AP) — A gunman

who barricaded himself in a hotel suite

and held off police for 19 hours was ar-

raigned Thursday on assault and weapons
charges.

Ernest Schritter, 38, pleaded innocent
in Westboro District Court to five charges,

including assault and battery with a
dangerous weapon on a state trooper. He
faces a maximum of 10 years in prison if

convicted on that charge.

Schritter, an Oklahoma native, was
arrested Wednesday afternoon aft«r police

lobbed teargas into the suite at the Marriott
Residence Inn where the seige began
Tuesday evening. No one was injured.

The suspectwas being held on $200,000
cash bail in the Worcester House of Cor-
rections, Westboro Police Lt. Glenn Parker
said.

Schri tter locked himself i nside the suite
with his wife, Teresa, and two children
after police were called to the inn in re-

sponse to an argument between Schritter

and his wife.

The children, ages 14 and 6, were taken
from the suite Tuesday night. Teresa
Schritter left late Wednesday morning.

Teresa Schritter said the police pres-

ence made her husband even more con-

frontational. She said Schritter wanted
her to stay with him so police would be less

likely to storm the suite.

"He was mostly afraid that they were
going to bust in on him and take him and
kill him," she said.

"He had me convinced that both of us
were going to die before the thing was over
with."

Schritter had stored a number of
weapons, includinga Chinese assault rifle,

and thousands of rounds of ammunition
in the hotel suite, Parker said.

"He had a small ammo dump in his
bedroom," Parker said. "He could have
held offa small army for a couple of days."
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57 North Pleasant Street

253-5141 Proper Identification A Must

DRINK SPECIALS
PITCHER OF
THE WEEK

Milwaukee's Best

$3.50

Premium Pitchers

(Miller Lite, Rolling Rock,

Miller Gen. Draft)

$4.75

DRINK OF
THE WEEK

Gin & Tonics
$1.50

Delano's Original
Pain Aids
$2.25

JELLO SHOTS

Only 50C

Introducing:
Delano's Pitcher of
Margaritas for two

$4.75
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UyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

School Supplies ^ Dorm Needs
Compters & Software ^ Posters & Gifts

Health & Beauty Care ^ Imprinted Clothing
Film & Film Developing #' Books & Magazines

~ Extended Hours for Your Shopping Convenience -

Wednesday 9/9 and Thursday 9/10 - 9am to 8pm
Friday 9/1 1 - 9am to 5pm Saturday - 1 lam to 3pm

~ Visit The Other Convenient Locations on Campus ~

Mini Store
Student Union

M-F 7:30am- 10pm
S-S 8:30am- 10pm

Worcester Munchy
Worcester D.C.

M-F 8am-9pm
S-S 12pm-8pm

Franklin Munchy
Franklin D.C.

M-F 7:30am-9pm
S-S 12pm-8pm

Hampden Munchy
Hampden D.C.

M-F 8am-9pm
W-TH-S-S 12pm-8pm

^UNIVERSITYi
mSTORE^ Campus Center

545-2619
Regular Hours: 9am-5pm

11am-3pm

Don't Waste Your Time!!!
££

Come to the Professionals, at the

Textbook Annex"
Hours for September have been
extended for your convenience!

7

CASH
FOR YOUR USED BOOKS!

1

SEPTEMBER HOURS
SUNDAY ^WNDAV TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

"

1 2 3 A

^
\

7

CLOSED

8

9-5

9

99
10 ri ir

11-4
f

CLOSED 99 95
13

20

CLOSED

14

9-5

15

95
16

95
17

9-5

18

95 CLOSED

CLOSED

21

9-4

12

9-4

23

9-4

24

9-4

25

9-4

26

CLOSED

CIjOSED

28

9-4

29

9-4

30

9-4

BRING VOLR BOOKS TOIT
CAMPUS CENTER UNIVERSITY STORE

SEPTEMBER S - 9:00 AM - 5 = 00 PM
SEPTEMBER 9, 10 - 9.00 AM - 8:00 PM
SEPTEMBER 11 - 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
SEPTEMBER 14, 15 - 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Five Good Reasons to use
the Textbook Annex

• Largest selection of used books
• One stop shopping
• Professional staff

• Confidence
• Service

Open Monday-Friday
9:00 am-4:00 pm

LOCATED ON THE TOP FLOOf^
EAST SIDE OF THE PHYSICAL PLANT BUILDING
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CHOOSE OR LOSE

^ UMASS
TELEFUND

• $5.25/Hour Plus Bonuses •

• Flixible Evening Hours •

• Convenient Campus Location •

• Looks Great on Resume •

• Develop Important •

Communication Skills

^ THE PERFECT ^
P PART-TIME JOB ^
DON'T DELAY-CALL TODAY

545-3509

If perspiring
iw^riters

never perspired,
they i%rouldnt
aspire to be
aspiring

perspiring
^vriters.

And if there
iivere no
aspiring

perspiring
^nrriters

i^rriting, just think
'virhat an empty

MTorUl this w^ould

Or at least ivhat
an empty paper
you'd be reading

every day.

We've even made
taking the first

step easy. You
dont even have to

use the stairs.

Take the escalator
to the Campus

Center
Basement,
room 1I3>

The Collegian.
Noiv that's good

readin'!

HAMPSHIRE
^ FITNESS

FIT\ CLUB
FOR
LIFE

/? %

The Area's

Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road
"Oft Rt. 9 2 miles East of Town Center'

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green •

• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• free weights • Jacuzzi • sauna •

• massage • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmills •

Great Homemade Mexican Food
Friendly, Casual Atmosphere.

Inexpensive Prices.

Beer & Wine Served

41 Boltwood Walk

^AC(^j)owntown Amherst
v«xA\

256-8217.Of|*rln« Qaallijr MaaUan ramfaV

For Delivery~Call Delivery Express at 253-3999

Job loss high in region
NE lost 500,000 jobs in two years
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—New England lost a

greater portion of its jobs during the two-

year economic siiimp than any other region
ofthe country, according to a report issued

Tuesday by a Congressional study group.

Employment in New England dropped
7.7 percent from June 1990 to June of this

year. Four New England states were the

nation's biggest losers in the percentage of
jobs lost.

In all, the region lost 500,000 jobs in

the two years after the recession began.
One ofevery five ofthe 2.4 millionjobs lost

nationwide was in New England.
The figures were compiled by the

Northeast-Midwest Congressional Coali-

tion, a group oflawmakers from the region,

based on calculations by the Bureau of

Labor Statistics. The figures are for non-
farm payroll employment.

Rhode Island had the sharpest job loss

in the nation with 8.9 percent, followed by
Connecticut, which lost 8.2 percent.

Massachusetts was third, down by 7.8

percent, and New Hampshire was fourth

with 7.5 percent decline.

Despite the small size of these states.

New England rivaled larger states in terms
of raw number of jobs lost. California,

New York and New Jersey lost the most
jobs over the two years covered by the
survey. But Massachusetts was fourth,

losing 236,400 jobs. Connecticut ranked
sixth, just behind Florida, with 136,800
jobs lost.

Wayne Ayers, chief economist of the
Bank of Boston, said the figures compiled
by the coalition matched his own research.

"Just in New England alone, this has
been a three year recession for us, the

deepest since the 1930s, " Ayers said.

The recovery in Northeast will mirror

that across the country; slow and painful,

Ayers said. It will take most of the rest of

the decade to get those lost jobs back.

"That's a measure ofhow slow this recovery

will be," Ayers said.

The coalition report underscores the

role of the real estate market crash in the

region's economic slide. In each oftheNew
England states, construction industry
workers took the hardest hit. New England
lost 30 percent of its construction work-

force during the two-year period. In

Massachusetts, that translated into 32,000

jobs lost.

The banking, insurance and real estate

sector fared little better, losing one job in

every twelve across New England. Mas-
sachusetts lost 17,000 jobs in that sector

and Connecticut lost 8,400.

The decline in manufacturing hit those
two states hard, costing Massachusetts
61,000 jobs and Connecticut 33,100. The
8.5 percent decline in Rhode Island's

banking, insurance employment and real

estate employment— a loss of 1,100 jobs

was the sharpest decline in the nation.

Cutbacks in wholesale and retail jobs

contributed the most to the job loss total.

Of the 500,500 jobs lost in New England,
160,000 came from wholesale and retail

trade sector.

Massachusetts experienced the sharp-
est drop in federal, state and local govern-
ment employment in the Northeast and
was second only toNew York in the nation.

The Bay State lost 25,900 governmentjobs,
6.4 percent of the state's total.
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Farm sale to benefit UMass
Wednesday, September 9, 1992 / Pope 27

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

When Robert Tilden died, his daugh-
ters Doris Tilden Little and Winifred
Tilden Gelinas inherited the 20.7 acre
Tilden Farm in North Marshfield. Now,
plans are underway to add the farm to a
protected "greenway" in the South Shore
community while aiding needy students
at the University of Massachusetts.

The partnership between the Univer-
sity and the Tilden family began when
Winifred died last September and left her
half of the farm to the University.

Her sister, Doris Little, also wanted to
support public higher education while
protecting the family farm from develop-
ment. Working with Roger Hewett, direc-
tor of planned giving in the University's
development office, Mrs. Little arranged
to buy her sisters share of the farm from
the University for $200,000 and donate
the farm to the Massachusetts Audubon
Society.

The University will use the $200,000 to
endow the Robert G. and Dorothy P. Tilden
Scholarship fund. The annual earnings
from the fund will be awarded to students
in the Stockbridge School of Agriculture
based on scholarship and need.

At the same time, Doris and her hus-
band, W. Torrey Little, have also agreed to
other estate arrangements in what may
eventually total seven-figure bequest to
create an endowment at the University.
The annual earnings of the endowment

are to be used without restriction by the
Amherst campus administration.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien calls the
Littles' gifts extremely generous and
imaginative.

These are difficult times for public
higher education, and very large gifts such
as the Littles' are all the more important
because they occur so infrequently,"
O'Brien said.

Harry Mosher, director of the
Stockbridge School, says the Littles have
made an unbelievably wonderful contri-
bution to the University while preserving
a valuable piece of land.

"In this day and age of bleak fiscal
conditions, this is a bright spot," Mosher
said. "It is good to see some people recog-
nize the importance ofpubUc higher edu-
cation and are willing to support it."

Hewett praised the gift turangement
for supporting two important goals —
conservancy and education.
The bequest also recognizes the im-

portance of the flagship campus to the
entire commonwealth," Hewlett said.

For her part, Mrs. Little is happy tojoin
in her sister's support for the University
and protect the farm at the same time.

"I'm so happy we could do this," she
said. "My father loved this farm and now
it will always be here."

Meanwhile, Children's Hospital of
Boston, which owns the nearby Fish
Homestead where the Littles' now live,

intends to preserve that 41 -acre site from
development.
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BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

Pita Pockets

Buy any delicious D'angelo Pitta

Pocket and get another of the same
selection FREE! Choose from fresh

meats, cheeses, seafood salad, and
vegetables for your own pocket.

Coupon must be presented at time of

purchase. One coupon per sub please.
Offer valid from 9/9-9/1
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BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

Any Submarine Sandwich

Buy anj' sub and get another small
sub of the same selection FREE!

Choose from steak, cold cuts, seafood
salad, and top it off with fresh

vegetables.

Coupon must be presented at time of

purchiase. One coupon per sub please.
Offer valid from 9/19-9/25
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Pita Pockets

Buy any delicious D'angelo Pitta
Pocket and get another of the same
selection FREE! Choose from fresh
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vegetables for your own pocket.
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purchase. One coupon per sub please

Offer valid from 9/26-10/2
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vegetables.

Coupon must be presented at time of
purchase. One coupon per sub please

Offer valid from 10/3-10/9
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TPC's debut CD offers engineered horror pop
COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Run Silent, Run Deep
Terminal Power Company
Beggars Banquet

The brutal British duo John Roome
and Paul Aspel, which form the Terminal
Power Company, have just released their
debut album Run Silent, Run Deep.

This album is a fusion of rock, rap,
industrial, dance and dub film music. What
do all those clever catch words mean to
you? This album gives you the feeling that
you may have heard this album before,
perhaps on a Miami Vice episode, an INXS
album or a Nintendo game.

The album jacket does not credit either
member with instruments, but with the
odious title of "engineers." A very urban,
modern sound that sometimes lapses into
the eerie, this is not a CD I'd listen to late
at night.

Slightly abrasive but danceable this
eclectic mix of sounds ranges from agony
you can groove to on the opening track.
The Hunger, The Heat" to the love song
"Deeper" with touching lyrics such as
"Carve your name across my skin/ En-
graveyourname, beyond within. " "Deeper"

does manage to be haunting despite the
tossed in electronic beeps.

Ifyou have any serious emotional prob-
lems this review has a warning label for

you. Despite the nonsensical lyrics in

"Burning Chrome" it does evoke some
imagery with lines like, "Like a puppet
dancing violently, cut my strings and set
me free, turn me loose."

"Fire (Walk with Me )" is the most "pop"
song on the album. I could listen to this
one over and over if only because it's the
least masochistic of the collection.

One theme to the album, which makes
it socially conscious and thus very politi-

cally correct, is its many references
throughout to urban decay and despair.

The oh so danceable happy beat of
"Wired" contrasts sharply with the abso-
lutely morbid possibly druginduced lyrics:

"Full ofjunk, a naked lunch/She closes her
eyes in disbelief/ to hide her fear, to fight
her grief/ your face is just a former shell' I

see you now/see you in hell."

The album wraps with the seven minute
long"Urban Psycho" an unsettling, spooky
bit of fun that lets the duo's accents slip

through with these happy thoughts, "All

too human/ Your all insane."

Pick up the album for a quick bit ofpop
horror with a lot of rhythm. Terminal Power Company

Dave Travis / RC.^

There's a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP48SX or an
HP48S between June 1, 1992,
and October 31, 1992. You'll get

a bonus book that's good for free

software, a free PC link cable
and hundreds of dollars back
on applications-like electrical

and mechanical engineering-
memory cards, training tools,

games, and HP's infrared printer

It's a really big offer Worth more
than $5()(). And it's going to

make your HP.48 calculator even
more valuable to yrm. The free
serial cable lets you exchange
information with your f*C. And
the free software disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily,

do 3D plotting, and analyze
polynomials.

' 1992 Hewlett I'ackard Company P(J1220.1B

Beyond all the bonuses, youll
have the right calculator for
your most challenging classes.
HP 48 calculators have over
2100 built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.

Head over to the campus book-
store now. After all, you don't
see this kind of deal every day
HP calculators. The best for
your success.
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University Health
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PROGRAM
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For questions or

an appointment

call: 549-2671
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First Week will make you kick up vour heels
Bv LISA CURTIS „, ^ ^By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

"Putting our best foot forward" is this
year's theme to First Week, sponsored by
The Division of Student Activities at
UMass.

WEDNESDAY

Tonight eryoy "Quetzal," a performance
of Latin American music, in the Campus
Center Auditorium beginning at 8 p.m.
The concert will take you across the entire
spectrum of Latin American music, in-
cluding Andean (from Bolivia, Peru and
Chile), Calypso (from Trinidad), Cumbia
(from Colombia ), Joropo (from Venezuela),
Samba/Bossa Nova (from Brazil), Son
Cubano, and contemporary Latin Ameri-
can music.

QlieTZflL
Your tour guides on this musical esca-

pade are Eugenio Huanca on traditional
Andean instruments, Alfredo
Chapelliquen and Joe Belmont on guitar,
Rudi Weeks on Bass, Jon Weeks on
woodwinds, JefTNissenbaum and William
Cumpiano on percussion.

THURSDAY

The New Horizons Band will be the
backdrop to the First Week Reggae Dance
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.

FRIDAY

Comedienne Lizz Winstead will reign
in the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.
Winstead has performed on MTVs Half
Hour Comedy Hour, the Evening at the
Improv, HBO's Women ofthe Night and a
PBS special with Whoopi Goldberg.

Described as "ascerbically goofy," she
attacks all issues from the political to the
physical (fitness, that is). She has ap-
peared with the Replacements and Jay
Leno.

A veteran of the college circuit, she's
known for her on-target one liners such as
"I studied philosophy in college— I think,
therefore I'm single."

If Lizz Winstead isn't what you need,
how about The Hand That Rocks the
Cradle, which will be shown in the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium at 7, 9 and 11p.m.
And for those of you that can't sit still

long enough to be entertained or scared,
why don't you get "rocked" in the Bluewall
at 9 p.m.

The featured bands include Hypnotic
Clambake and 3rd Estate. Clambake,
described by the Village Voice as "way-
electric Boston-based spoofenanny ripping
a psychoklezmatic swath across the sacred
folk soimds ofmany nations," is apparently
worth the trip to the place that makes the
best coffee and sugar cookies in the uni-
verse. The Bluewall. Their album Square
Dance Messiah has some rich slices such
as "Rasta Cyborg," "The Feldmans" and
"Ozone."

A seven-member band, 3rd Estate calls
its sound "world soul music," and the
Boston Globe has named their inspiration
to be "Parliament-Funkadelic" with
"twisted virit and a bright horn attack." It's

a band with a global beat and local spunk
and personality. Want to give them a spin
beforeyou see them in person? Pick up 3rd
Estate's debut disc damnation.

All programs for First Week 92, begin-
ning on Tuesday and ending Friday, have
a one-time admission charge of $3. The
ticket is good for the entire week. Welcome
back!

COBfeSSIAN
The Division of Student Activities at the University of
Massachusetts presents

"Putting our bestfootforward"

WEDNESDAY. September 9

"Quetzal" Latin American
Music, Campus Center
Auditorium, 8pm

fiuenai
NQIElAlI programs for First Week 92, beginning on
Tuesday and going to Friday, have a one-time
admission charge of $3.00. Ticket is good for the whole
week.

Lizz Winstead
COURTESY DIVISION OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
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Kinko's... the
place to copy
We can't keep a secret. It seems as if everyone knows
that Kinko's is the place to find a lot

more than just great copies... it's the

place to discover a full range of the

services you need most.

I Quality copies of all sizes

I Full color copies

I Computer services

I Binding and finishing

I Fax and mailing services

I Volume discounts

> Stationary Products

I CourseWorks® Packets

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

kinkoi
the copy center
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Amherst bar exam
Collegian reporters get scoop on suds
By TIM TURPIN
and DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Have you ever wondered what it's like
on the other side of the bar at a crowded
uptown establishment? The Collegian
decided to find out. Employees of several
local bars helped shed some light about
life on the "other side."

Q: What is the worst fake ID you
have ever seen?

A: Carrie Green, senior political science
major at Amherst College and waitress at
Delano's: "I saw one ID which was about 3
inches by 5 inches. It was ridiculous.
Sometimes two people use the same ID
when they sit next to each other. Theyjust
slip it to each other."

Kim Bressen, 1992 graduate ofUMass,
and waitress at Delano's: "I saw a fake
out-of-state license that was almost
shredded, and the woman was a brunette
but the picture on the ID was of a blond •

women. It wasn't even close."

Chris Paquette, senior fine arts major
at UMass and waitress at The Pub: "This
summer an incoming freshman up for
orientation came in and ordered a mixed
drink from another waitress. His ID was
terrible. It didn't even have a state on it.

So we served him a virgin drink without
him knowing. He drank it and left, think-
ing he was cool because his ID worked in
Amherst, but that thing would never work
in this town."

Ajidy Smith, doorman at Time Out:
"There was this one girl who was about 4-

foot-5 and her ID said she was 6 feet tall.

Sometimes kids come in with a license
that says they were born in 1963 or they
come with a birth certificate and expect to

get in. They will try anything to get in."

Q: How can you tell the difference
between a UMass student and an
Amherst College student?

A: Paquette: "UMass students don't tip

as well."

Green: "UMass students tip better."
Bressen: "Amherst students usually

pay with credit cards. They are more de-
mandingand they know what good service
is. If something is served the wrong way
you get in trouble."

Bruno Matarazzo, owner of Antonio's
Pizza: "UMass students are a bit more
down to earth. They create more conver-
sation and giveyou a ti p. Theyjoke around,
ask how business is doing and shoot the
breeze."

Smith: "UMass kids wear sweatshirts
and hats while theAmherst students dress
up more."

Q: What is the worst pick-up line
you have ever heard?

A: Green: "This guy came up to me and
said he knew me. He said a year and a half
ago 1 tried to pick him up but that he was
with someone then. He said however now
he was free. I had never even seen the guy
before, let alone try to pick him up."

Bressen:" They usually say, 'Hey, do
you work here?' or 'You are my favorite
waitress.' Sometimes businessmen who
come in here try to buyme a drink, and ask
the manager if it's all right if I drink at
work."

Smith :"Underage girls will try to flirt

with you just to get into the bar."

Q: What is the strangest thing you
have ever seen happen while at work?

A:Matarazzo:"This drunk guy had a
slice of pizza in each hand and he was
putting one slice in his mouth and the
other in his ear. He was getting pizza all

over his head and in his hair."

Green: "We had a guy pass out on his
21st birthday. On Sundays, when Sede
and the Accoustical Wave play sometimes
guys willjust run right up and start singing
with her."

Smith: "One night four guys took the
seat covers off of the bar stools and ran
around the bar wearing them as hats."
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SUNDAYS AT EIGHT
A Sundfiy li\viiin^ Coffot^housc Series

September i.i

September 20

September 27

October 4

October 13

October 2F;

November 1

November 8

November 1.'^

Patty Larkin w/special guest Gideon Freudmann
$10 General, $2 Amherst College ^^^K^

Shawn Colvin 'Buckley Recital Hall*

$12 General, $5 Amherst College 4fe%lWCj

Livingston Taylor

$10 General, $3 Amherst College

Megon McDonough & Sally Fingerett

(Two of the Four Bitchin' Babes)

$8 General, $2 Amherst College

James McMurtry w/special guest Pat ^^^
Donohue $8 General, $2 Amherst College

To Be Announced -Buckley Recital Hall»

Brooks Williams

$7 General, $1 Amherst College

Bill Morrissey ^^
$10 General, $2 Amherst College ^Wi
Northern Lights w/special guests

Salamander Crossing

$10 General, $2 Amherst College

All concerts begin at 8 PM and are area exclusives.
Unless noted, concert location is the Campus Center Frontroom.
Advance tickets are available for all shows at the Amherst College
Campus Center Office, For The Record in downtown Amherst,
and the Northampton Box Office in Thornes Marketplace in

downtown Northampton (accepting VISA, MasterCard and
checks) at 413-586-8686.

^^
For more information please call ^42-S77^
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RPk'IKir^ DCMiiKirt uM -.u • n, COURTESY PACIFIC ARTS VIDEOBE KIND, REWIND - Nesmith Live" features the best of Michael Nesmith's country
rock music, including songs from his new "Tropical Campfires" CD. This live perfor-
mance was taped during his recent Britt Festivals appearance in Oregon and is due to
be released September 1 5, 1 992.

Sept. 1 1 8-(-

SHOCKRA
Minibus

J.

Sept. 22 1 8+

Rap/Hip Hop

BLACK SHEEP

Sept. 1 7 1 8-t-

CHUCKLEHEAD
The Bombastics

<^ Sept. 24 1 8+

Led Zeppelin Tribute

PHYSICAL GRAFFITII

Sept. 26

Latin Dance Party

FLOR DE CANAJ

6.

1
Sept 29 18-(- 1
MIGHTY 1

MIGHTY BOSSTONESp

/, Oct. 1 18-h

THE CONNELLS 1
Oct. 10

TIL TUESDAY
)

^ir K
J'<;!^ets Available at For The Record in Amherst,

Strawberries Record Stores, Pearl Street ot TicketPro (800) 828-7080
10 PEARL STREET, NORTHAMPTON • S84-7771
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Looking to be offended, it's a Thrill
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Sexplosion
My Life With the ThriU KiU Kult
Interscope

Originally intended to be a movie project
in the tradition of the Monkees and The
Commitments, My Life with the Thrill
Kill Kult has grown from the duo ofsinger/
poet Groovie Mann and keyboardist/pro-
ducer Buzz McCoy to a six-member leather
extravaganza.

In the fall of 1987 McCoy and Mann
began to "spawn their creation." The re-

sponse to their first soundtrack for the
intended movie, released early on
Chicago's Wax Trax label, was so over-
whelming that the duo shelved the film

idea and went straight to another album,
/ See Good Spirits and I See Bad Spirits.

A full band was then put together with
the back-up vocalists known as the Bomb
Gang Girlz (led by the notorious Jacky
Blacque whosemany talents include vocals
and "go-go butt," according to their official

press release). Secret Dame and Kitty
Killdare are also on vocals.

With this latest release, the group de-

cided to take a different edge to their

music. For instance, using glitz and glam
for a more Vegas-style "Cabaret from Hell"
feel, according to their label, Interscope
Records.

This new album is full of disco and
grunge, sex and decadence — which the
Kult refers to as "tabloid rock."

For the listener this means being per-
petually offended by lyrics like "Journey
to bondage/ fall prey to the whip/ goddess
of mayhem/ the lust mistress trip." This
clip pulled from the "Continental Touch'
song has all the right ingi-edients to incur
Tipper Gore's wrath. (Remember the
PMRC.)

The Kult tries to cover up the offensive

lyrics they call music with their slick

production, but nothing's going to hide the
fact that this is a scary bunch of minds.

What if they did make a movie? What
kind of a rating would it get? Even the
most open-minded people will have trouble
swallowing this as being great musician-
ship.

What the Kult does do well is re-create

the formula for good dance music, but
beyond that the woman clad in black
clutching a whip on the inside of the cas-

sette cover and the other scantily clad
individuals glaring with ferocity add
nothing to their music.
"We like to take everything, blow it out

of proportion, distort and regurgitate it

and throw it back to the world — not

,

My Life With the Thrill Kill Kult
COURTESY THRILL KILL KULT

unlike the tabloids," explains Buzz.
The Kult's distorted view of women,

who are objectified and degraded on the
cover and inserts, makes it no surprise

that this summer the Kult released their

new remix of "Sex on Wheelz" to be the
lead single for the animated Paramount
movie Cool World which starred Kim
Basinger.

"Sex on Wheelz" is heavier rock than
the rest of this masochistic mush, but it

isn't loud enough to drown out Groovie
Mann's growling, "Be my little human
sacrifice/do my kisses burn/ do they take
your breath/ you've got a lesson to learn
now/ I'm the kiss of death."

Buzz and Groovie along with the help
of Kult member Kaptain Dave still main-
tain their visual side (while away from the
filming) by producing all their own album
covers and graphics. The film A/v Life with
the Thrill Kill Kult is still "on "hold," but
the band is planning to be on tour this fall

and their next album will be released

early in '93.

The Kult overstep the boundaries be- good enough to look past their sleazy im-
tween fine line between Madonna and agery. After all, "total sensory overload" is
masochism, and their music simply isn't what they're about.

^^^^^^^i^^^^^^i^J^2^i^2^i^i^i^if^i^if^J^X

Naturatfibre

knitting

partis

Classes

and

(Workshops

413-586-4331
11 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060

Mon^SatW'5 Thurs, ti(9

(Suroid
HEADQlARITltS

BciUily Salon

I 15 Russell St.. Rl. 9 Hacllcy 584-9948

Specializing In Just You

HAIRCUTS $11 and up •

'If VDur li;iii is \w\ bocoiniim lo \<ni. xow shouki be coniiiiL' lo lis!

Sun- ,111 li.ii;'.w,.ik i.„-.ii ,1, tti.iii

rlH)l.J|m„„,v |„,| ,.|,|, ., ^|(,.n
Ih-II i.iii |n,<(,i vm, („„, ^,,1,, ,^|„)

'Mtfml,cilli.;i,.iv, Sihiiiklcun
\•^,\^

MxinustfTYni

ZL

NOW OFFERING TANNING!
Introductory Offer - 8 visits for $29.95

iClftj&^lO

Cooking at your table

Decorate your rooin^

with New Green
Plants

starting as low as $L99
at

Adorable
Bouquets
Florist

1^

32VQ91
MR/.9&202

OpaiLatcTlnii-scim&Fiiday
'

SPECIAL
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15

Steak& Chicken Combo
Two Dinners for $18.00

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Both include soup, salad.

vei^etables. noodles, steamed

rice, tea. & ice cream

Full Bar • Exotic Specialties

THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
Founded in 1966, The Arts Council fosters excellence

and scope in the arts on campus
I

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS

Gift

Certificates

Available

OF JAPAN

RL 116, Sunderland 413-665-3628

Open Tues.-Sat. at 5pm, Sun at 2

Reservations welcomed

Through two grant-giving categories, the Arts Council awards grants to

RSO's and other UMASS groups that present arts events and programs.

FIRST GRANT DEADLINES

September 25. Application forms available at the Arts Council and Student
Activities Office.

ARTS INFORMATION

The Arts Council publishes the bi-weekly Arts Calendar, a listing of arts

activities on the five college campuses. The calendar is available at

galleries, box offices, and information centers at all five colleges.

ARTS MANAGEMENT TRAINING

The Arts Council supports arts management courses and internships for

UMASS students through a program offered by the Arts Extension Services,

545-2360.

The Arts Council is funded primarily by a portion of the Arts Fee. The
Council includes undergraduate and graduate students, alumni, faculty,

and professional staff representatives who are appointed each April for the
following academic year by representative senates.

For More Information, Contact

The UMASS Arts Council
209 Hasbrouck Hall • 545-0202
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FRIDAY OCTOBER 2 8:00 P.M.

University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Center

ALL SEATS RESERVED

AVAILABLE AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE
OR BY PHONE 413-545-2511 - VISA/MASTERCARD
PRESENTED BY STAGE LEFT PRODUCTIONS LTD. AND
THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINE ARTS CENTER

'Honeymoon
In Vegas' is

the King
By TIM TURPIN
and DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

"Wise men say/only fools rush in." was the ad-
vice sung by the Chineselvis impersonator to Jack
Singer (Nicholas Cage) when he decided to borrow
$65,000 fromTommyGorman (JamesCaan ). Singer
went on to lose the poker game and his fiancee
Betsy (Sarah Jessica Parker) to Gorman.

With this, Honeymoon In Vegas takes a turn for
the zany. What results is a madcap adventure
which leads Singer from his quiet life as a private
investigator to a member ofthe Utah chapter ofthe
"Flyin' Elvises" in order to regain Betsy's love.

To backtrack, Singer, who suffers from an Oe-
dipal complex, is terrified of marriage, despite his
deep love for fair Betsy. Ailer a few years ofcourting,
Betsy issues an ultimatum to Singer: marry her or
lose her. Singer complies and the next day they
nervously set out for Las Vegas.

In the hotel lobby, Gorman, a professional poker
player, sees Betsy and is reminded of his late wife.
He vows to win Betsy's love at any cost and he
quickly suckers Singer into a poker game.

The game, which includes former University of
Nevada at Las Vegas basketball coach Jerry
Tarkanian and the Chinese Elvis impersonator,
quickly becomes a high stakes match. When Singer
finds himself$65,000 in debt, Gorman offers Singer
a choice: let Gorman spend the weekend with Betsy
or come up with the money.

After much deliberation, the strapped-for-cash
couple reluctantly agree Betsy will spend the
weekend with Gorman. And so, off we go.

This is where the movie takes off. As Gorman
and Betsy fly to Hawaii , Jack realizes his error and
does all he can to find them. Gage plays the role of
a depressed lover quite well. His ability to look like
a regular guy down on his luck makes him the
perfect choice for the role. His knack of using the
craziest facial expressions often left the audience
in hysterics.

Parker is terrific as Betsy. Her beauty and grace
compliment the gorgeous Hawaian landscape.
Watching her play the role, it is easy to realize why
both men are willing to do nearly anything to gain
her affection. Simply put, most men would be
willing to skydive for her.

Caan is strong in his role as the dirty gambler
trying to steal Betsy away from the hero. His
wardrobe is a little cheezy , but overall he does a fine
job.

What this movie will most be remembered for is

the 34 "Flyin' Elvises" who give Singer a ride to
Vegas that he won't forget.

This definitely is the funniest scene in the movie.
Picture a few dozen skydivers, dressed in white
leather, bell-bottomed jumpsuits outlined with
Christmas tree lights with sequined fringe, circling

above the Las Vegas skyline. Their outfits could not
have been more flamboyant had they used "The
Bedazzler."

The ending is quick and not too much mushy,
leaving the movie-goer still on the high of the
skydiving scene.

The soundtrack for the movie features current
artists playing Elvis classics, including Billy Joel,

Ricky Van Shelton and Bruce Springsteen, among
others. Springsteen's rendition of the PCing's "Viva
Las Vegas" was our personal favorite.

Honeymoon In Vegas is an uproarious and
irresistable comedy that hits the jackpot.
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Elfquest: adult comics?
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Because the Elfquest comic book series is in its 15th
year, its publisher Warp Graphics believes it now has
enough of a following to secure a foothold in the colleee
scene. ^

The publishers assert, "Elfquest is one of the only
comics that appeals to men and women equally " They
maintain that the American Library Association has
called Elfquest "One of the most important works in
American fantasy." So will that make the Elfquest comics
as widely read as the Collegian? (After all, they don't
have horoscopes.)

Elfquest's creators, Wendy and Richard Pini, released
their first collector's issue this summer with the newest
Elfquest series— Elfquest: Hidden Years. These comics
will then be "recycled"— collected and reprinted— into
larger graphic novels. (There are currently eight volumes
in the Elfquest Graphic Novel collection.

Comic books are not "just for kids" anymore. With
adult cartoons coming out in the movie theaters (Cool
World), adult comics books are also garnering more
media attention. Some adult comics are packed with
stories ofadventure and triumph, some feature romance
and lighthearted humor, and some are full of spirituality
and the ongoing search for truth. The creators like to
think Elfquest combines all of these elements.

Elfquest emerged in 1978 through Wendy Pini, a self-
trained artist, and her husband Richard, who handles
the writing and business. It has since evolved into a
series of eight colorized graphic novels which have sold
more than one million copies in the Unites States alone.
Elfquest has been adapted into a music album, and is the
focus of a course in the African American Studies de-
partment at the State University ofNew York at Buffalo
titled ''Elfquest: An excursion in Contemporary Myth,"
according to the publishers.

If you're among those who think elves must be cute,
Elfquest will shock you— Elfquest's "fantasy-with-teeth''
formula offers its readers everything from hard-core
battle to exploration ofthe soul (the soul ofelves, that is).

These comics are not to be read while eating. Con-
siderable blood and guts spew off every other page. The
rest of the pages bulge with heroism, adventure and
busty babes.

There are subscriptions available according to the
book's small print (which I found more entertaining than
some of the storyline). Subscriptions are $20 for six
issues, but the publisher urges "We offer subscriptions as
a last resort service. You should really bug your comic
shop retailer to keep a supply ofElfquest comics in stock;
it's cheaper and faster than a subscription."

This issue entitled Wolfwood was my firstjourney into
comics. Would I recommend this to you? Depends on
whether you're the Dungeons and Dragons type. It's a
quick read. It's a little fun before you crash out asleep; the
only trying part is managing to keep track of the
characters' kooky names.

I hope that UMass students want to be challenged
with something a little deeper than this, but if you are
already a comic book fan, Elfquest is a must read/flip

"Is It worth the two bucks?" is what all the hype comes
down to, isn't it? It does have fabulous graphics. The
charming characters endear you with their huge eyes
and pointy little ears, the frames flow so fast it's almost
like MTV and the text is cryptic - like your horoscope

I

Elfquest
COURTESr WARP GRAPH|.^S

AU40ST EUCRyTHING
Buy-Sell-Consignments

321 Main St. Amherst
(by Valley Bicycle)

256-1080
10:30-6 pm daily

USED
BOOKS

40-809f OFF LIS!

ACADEMIC &
POPULAR

VALLEYBOOKS
lyyN. Pleasant Si.

Downiown Aiiihcisi
*—

1 <>I'I.\7UAVS 1S(.- 1 v et

M^'umm
RtC KPS
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586 5726
213 MAIN ST

586 1707

21 STATE ST
NORTHAMPTON

NOW RENTING at

Sure air bap^ \w)rk pneat in fronl

end rnllisions, bii( miK a s.'ifpty

helt GUI pititecl yini fnmi side and

rearencfa)Iiisions Set buckJe up.

And yf)u1i cover all the anples

niUCOUU)l£AIMAIMFR0HADI»tn
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\
SQCJIRE VILLAGE APARTMENTS

2, 4, & 5 Bedroom Apts.

AVAILABLE NOW
665-2203

On Bus Route
Bring in tl^is ad and receive
$100 off first month's rent

(offer expires Sept. 1 5, 1 992)

Welcomes

* A SOLO PIANO CONCERT
THE SUMMER SHOW

JOHN M. GREEN HALL SMITH COLLEGE
Northampton

Tuesday, October 6 * 7:30 pm
$16,50 resefved at Northampton Box Office Charge By

Phorie413/586-8686or]-800THE-TlCK

P:ease heip support the Western Massactiusetts
Food Bank by bringing a donation

! of canned food to tt^e

concert

7i
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Mr. Lupo reviews summer movie letdowns
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Nuns crooning Motown. . . a curvaceous cat. . . an
okay supporting performance by Madonna— this has
been one of the strangest summers for movies. Some
were good, many were average and most were, well,
let's just say they made staying home and watching
reruns of "Rescue 911" a viable alternative.

Okay— so it wasn't that bad, but it was not exactly
spectacular. Over-hyped and ego-inflated projects
fizzled (so Batman Returns only made a half a zillion

dollars) while smaller, star-driven films scored. And
in between my alternate career as a grocery check-out
guy, I managed to see just about all of them (and I hit
every bargain matinee I could find). So, here goes: the
good, the average and the ugly.

Let me dispense with the blockbusters and
wannabes. Batman Returns (B-) was in many ways
better and worse than the first. This one boasted a
sleeker production design and an even more thread-
bare plot. Michael Keaton once again played second
banana to the villains: Danny DeVito's annoying
penguin, Christopher Walken's virtual replay ofhisA
View to a Kill villain and Michelle Pfeiffer's slinky,
sexy, superb Catwoman. Talk about "schwing!"

Harrison Ford replaced Alec Baldwin (quite well)

in Patriot Games (B-), a pretty good action flick that
could have used more ofthe intricate techno stuffTom
Clancy thrillers are known for.

There was an early summer score for Mel Gibson and
Danny Glover in the "who cares about plot let's just shoot
some more people and make wisecracks about it" hit Lethal
Weapon 3 (C+). I had fun, but where was the solid story and
coherent action from the first two?

I'm giving A/Je/i 3 (B-) the benefit of the doubt. I think I

know what director David Fincher was trying to do— that
is, make a sorrowful end-of-the-world thriller with a subtext.
However this doesn't actually make for exciting action. It's

easy to see where the concessions were made with his
concept of art and the studio's concept of commerce in the
film, so give it another chance on video.

The final summer wannabes include Ron Howard's
smoothly whitewashed immigrant saga FarandAway (C+).
Good performances by Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman, but
it was too old-fashioned for its own good.

Stunning special effects couldn't save Dea//i Becomes Her
(C+ ) from being as empty as the hole in Goldie Hawn's chest.

Eddie Murphy tried to make a comeback in the classiest
looking comedy of the summer with the filthiest mouth.
Boomerang (C+). Robin Givens is a fantastic match for

Murphy, but when he falls for the cute and nice Halle Berry,
the film loses its edge and becomes a redemption farce with
Murphy trying to be Mr. Sensitive Man of the Nineties
(not!).

A little better was the body-switching romance Prelude to

a Kiss (B), a sweet and sensitive film that featured good
chemistry and performances by Alec Baldwin and Meg
Ryan.

Melanie Griffith went undercover again in A Stranger

^G:^^

"x^l
GtOBESoOJî

^^^
fine new, used& cfiiCdnn's Boof^

"European, art & fiterary periodicaCs

puBfisfiers overstock at 30%-80% off

special orders • out-of-print Book^searches

open 7 days * Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 10-5 « 38 Pleasant St.. Northinpton. MA 584-0374 » 586-5838
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BASIC BANKING For FULL TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS

FREE to Students Under 19

Students 19 and Older Get All This for JustA BuckA Month!*

•No minimum balance

'First order ofchecks absolutely free— no per check charge

'Unlimited free use of Heritage Bank's CASH'PLUS 24 hour
machines

'PLUS! Use your CASH'PLUS '** cards at anyATM machine
that displays the following logos: U^ Xf-H^..

cmmjS CASM-PLLIS.

25 Convenient Locations Ttirougtiout the Pioneer Valley For additional
infonvation. contact your local Heritage Bank Franklin County (4 13) 773-5477,

Hampshire County: (4 13) 582-6000, Hampden County: (4 13) 539-6000

HERITAGE BAIMK
Member FDIC. DIFM

'Other retawd service charges may apply Reter to Basic Banking lee scneouie

Among Us (C-), this time as a Hasidic Jew Cnuff said).

Monumental wastes of time and money include the

supremely forgettable Encino Man (D-), the almost of-

fensively inane Unlawful Entry (D+), Ralph Bakshi's

m^jor, m^or misstep Cool World (D-) the truly sad Man
Trouble (D-) and the so-cheesy-it's-campy Whispers in the

Dark (D). The last ten minutes of this supposed thriller

were perhaps the funniest scenes of the whole summer.
Immeasurably better were great films like A Mid-

night Clear (A-), a definite sleeper that told the stroy of

five disillusioned WWII soldiers with originality and
constant tension. Impeccable performances by Emma
Thomson, Anthony Hopkins, Helena Bonham Carter and
Vanessa Redgrave madeHowards End (A) easily the best

of the films from the Merchant-Ivory production team
and
Edwardian novelist E.M. Forster. This very accessible

art-house hit is also by far one ofthe best films ofthe year.
Director Robert Altman returned with a vengeance in

his wickedly funny, sly and satirical take on the movie
biz. The Player (A). Tim Robbins, a host of star cameos
and a killer script make this the must-see flick this year.

Brian De Palma also made a return of sorts with the
ingeniously cheesy Raising Cain (B+). By filling this

intentionally campy thriller with piles offilm references,
from Hitchcock to his own movies, and by amplifying
what many people hate about his movies, the "shot before
the plot" director joyously made fun of himself.

Finally in the cases ofboth SisterAct (C) andA League
of Their Own (C) I think I was the only person who
thought these two movies weren't verygood. SisterAct, the
latest "fish out ofwater" movie with the brain of a sitcom
only left me wondering why Whoopi Goldberg, Maggie
Smith and Harvey Keitel were slumming with this flat

material. Yes, the singing nuns were cute, but their
funny scenes were surrounded by about ninety minutes
ofthe worst, most predictable comedy I've seen in a while.

League wasn't that much better. A disjointed, drippy
and overly sentimental movie that contained a great
premise yet unfortimately drowned it with scenes de-
signed to yank (not tug) at your heart strings and about
a jillion baseball montages that substituted for dramatic
tension. Was it me, or could you have jumbled up the
quick, throwaway scenes (more like excuses for a
punchline) and placed them in just about any order?
Geena Davis, Tom Hanks and Jon Lovitz turned in good
performances but they're hard to see through the sur-
prisingly manipulative direction by Penny Marshall.

In retrospect, I wasted a lot of money, ate too much
popcorn and all I have to show for it are my bloodshot eyes
( I like to sit in the fourth row). The thought ofdoing it all

again next summer? ... I can't wait.

••••••••
••••••••

LIVE ON STAGE AT THE

PARAMOUNT
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

KRIS
KROSS
WTTH SPECIAL GUKSI

MC-LYTE &
FU-SCHNICKENS

SEPTEMBER 9TH

HOWIE MANDEL
THURSDAY SKrr ITTH

THE SPIN
DOCTORS

FRIDAY OCTOBER 2ND

ROBERT CRAY
AND

DELBERT
McCLINTON

FRIDAY OCTOBER 9TH

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BOX
OFnCE CALL (413) 734 .'5874

NORTHAMPTON TICKETOFHCE
AT (413) 586 8686 OR

TICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE AT
1 800-828 7080

•HEY UGLY! i
" •
• Write HEY UGLY on a niece of.
• paper and get S2 o-ff any show •
t this weekend with this ad ,
»(Not vaiid for special events).

NEW YORK
.COMEDY shop:
•DIRECT FROM NEW YORK CITY*

I It's 90 minutes nf fast paced side splitimg

I
stand up comedv'

YOU WONT STOP UUGHMG!

13 BIG ACTS EACH SHOW
ISHOWTIMES: FRI 9:30 « SAT 9:00, 1045

• HOLIDAY INN, HOLYOKE
l! 413 5340041

Mr. Lupo says SWF
is a by-the-book bore
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

SWMC seeks thriller that's utteriy
predictable. Must have tiredformula.
Non-scary preferred. Some decent
<icting allowed.

Looks like I've found what I'm looking
for in Single White Female, the latest in
a string of "insider" thrillers like Pacific
Heights and UnlawfulEntry. This time the
"perfect roommate" gets the nightmare
treatment.

Normally classy director Barbet
Schroeder (Reversal of Fortune) goes
Hollyvi'ood in this painfully predictable,
by-the-book bore. Not even respectable
performances byJenniferJason Leigh and
Bridget Fonda can rescue Single White
Female from the insipidness of the genre.

Single White Female, from the 1990
John Lutz novel SWF Seeks Same, begins
the formula with Allie Jones (Fonda), a
twentysomething career woman who
throws out her fiancee (Steven Weber of
Wings) for cheating on her with his ex-
wife. Allie begins to feel lonely, leading
her to advertise for a roommate to share
her oversized, rent-controlled New York
City loft.

Her SWF is Hedra Carlson (Leigh), a
mousy social misfit who, despite being
peculiar initially, bonds with Allie so that
she is welcomed with almost conspicuously
open arms. Does Allie check her references?
No. She trusts her. Didn't she see TheHand
that Rocks the Cradle? Doesn't she know
what not checking references can lead to?
Of course not— that would take common
sense, or at least a trip to the movies once
in a while.

But if everyone behaved like they had
a clue then naturally there would be no
movie. So as soon as you can say "I've seen
all of this before," Hedra starts erasing
messages, buyingadestined-tobe-doomed
cute puppy, eyeing the now-returned fian-

cee and changing her hair to match Allie's.
Is anyone truly surprised by this?

By the time the bodies start piling up
and Allie starts waking up, it's too late: it's
time for the obligatory, violent chase cli-

max, complete with tense music, close
calls and a body thatjust won't stay dead.

Schroeder tries to deepen the tired
material with apparent riffs on Bergman's
Persona but just ends up with some dead-
twin- fear-of-abandonment-psychobabble.
Single White Female is nicely made, but
people don't see movies for production
value anymore. The fiancee, Allie's sleazy
boss and an upstairs neighbor all seem
less like supporting players and more like
convenient victims (although there is an
inspired use of a five-inch stiletto heel
that is quite funny).

The two good things about Single White
Female are its protagonists. Both create
slightly more sharpened characters than
you'd expect. The talents of both Jennifer
Jason Leigh {Rush )and Bridget Fonda (Doc
Hollywood ) are above this shoddy formula.

Leigh's Hedra hides under the guise of
being "giving," but the material makes
her transformation ft-om dowdy wallflower
to standard psycho too quick. Leigh's best
work (in Last Exit to Brooklyn and Rush},
allowed her more time and room to work
with. Here, she must catch up with the
churning plot.

Bridget Fonda, at first glance, isn't

very good here. Her airy voice and awkward
motions recall the "acting" style ofMelanie
Griffith. But it's Allie Jones we see on
screen, not someone trying to be ordinary.
Just like Leigh's Hedra however, Fonda
must become victim, then avenger. It's so
predictable it doesn't even approach be-
lievable.

And finally. Single White Female isn't

even that scary. While the climax has
some suspenseful moments, it's just
business as usual. . . which is precisely the
problem with these types of films.

Grade: C
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Background info on
Single White Female

Genesis:
John Lutz's mystery novel, SWF

Seeks Same, published in 1990 by St.
Martin's Press.

"I noticed the urban scene becoming
more dangerous, the economy causing
people to take roommates," says the
author. "It occurred to me they didn't
do a lot of research about the people
whom they allowed into their homes
and their lives."

Though Lutz resides in St. Louis, he
set the story in Manhattan because "it
is the quintessential urban setting; its

problems are a portent of what will
happen in other cities."

Research:
Leigh read the work of psychoana-

lysts Melanie Klien and Alice Miller
about the "Dyadic conflict" — an
individual's feelingofbeing incomplete
unless intertwined with someone else.

Among the films director Barbet
Schroeder invokes as inspiration and
precedent are Ingmar Bergman's 1966
film, Persona, and Roman Polanski's
Rosemary's Baby, released in 1968.

Production and Direction
Schroeder, who in 1990 garnered

praise and an Academy Award nomi-
nation for his striking and literate Re
versal ofFortune, relishes the ironies of
dramatic situations.

Schroeder considers Single White
Female a "tale of completion, a kind of
modem fairy tale. Allie learns to be
alone, to be a real person."

Barbet Schroeder assembled an ex-
ceptionally-credentialed group of col-

laborators for Single White Female,
which was shot in Los Angeles and
New York during the summer of 1991

.

The editing was entrusted to Lee
Percy, A.C.E., who also cut Reversal of
Fortune. Howard Shore, who punctu-
ated TAeSi/e/K-eo/V/jeLa/nAs, wrote the
score.

Summing up the relationship be-
tween the film's visuals and its theme,
Schroeder says, "The situation which
Single White Female presents — one
woman obsessively trying to become
another — plays into the core of the
moviegoing experience, requiring
viewers to identify or 'merge' with
whomever they are watching."

JON LUPO

_ ,

J.
Ci JIUMBIA PICTURES

brioget honda stars as a twentysomething software expert whose re.at.ufisiiip with her new
roommate goes quickly and terrifyingly awry in "SWF."

Ygsterdqy a Todqy Mask

Rock • Jazz • Folk • Blues

Used CDs • Use(d LPs • Used Cassettes

Books, posters, music-related magazines

We buy collections

Siiir air hnc^ \\,n k k^vM in (ii>iii

i'ndoi|li>.i..ns, 1)111 .iiilv ;i sifcly
tx-ll c.Tji piiiN-d vou fniiii ^idciml
real end.. iIIki,,,,,. S,,hn,l<|i up
.And \..uilM.Vfi :ill ihi',inKlrs

mUQUD UARN A mr FROM A DUHHY
BuaafrauRSARTYBai

THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES IN THE VALLEY
223 N. Pleasant St. flmh«rst SA9-7588

Monday-Saturtjay 1 1-7, Sunday 12-6

COURTESY COLUMBIA RCTURES

Hedy (Jennifer Jason Leigh) feels betrayed by her roommate, to whom she has become
obsessively attached, in the psychological thriller 'Single White Female.'

WELCOME TO
THE PIONEER

VALLEY.
NEVER BEFORE HAS
A VALLEY BEEN SO
FULL OF ARTS.

MUSIC AND STUFF.

AND PERHAPS
NEVER AGAIN WILL
YOG HAVE THE

UNIQUE CHANCE TO
EXPERIENCE IT AS
AN ARTS WRITER

FOR THE
COLLEGIAN.

DONT LET THIS

CHANCE PASS YOU
BY. CALLUS.

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX ^^^Open Daily 8 am to 5 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS
Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greaset

VACUUM CLEANERS
$1.00 & $5.00 Changer
OUR ATTENDANTS ARE
HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU '

l

?^

i*MM k

Especially For You 1
Haircare & Beauty Boutique

206 Russell St., Hadley, MA Rt.9 • 586-6622

Just a few ofthe products produced with You in mind
Posner's • Zuri • Dark & Lovely • Care Free Curl • B&B • Gentle -Treatment • TGB

Weela • Soft Sheen • Lady Hilda's • Murray's • Ultra Sheen • Isoplus • Allways Natural
Jojoba • Ambi • Nadmola • Proline • Sizzling Crimping Irons • Creme of Nature • Elasta

Straightening Combs Electric & Traditional
Afro-Tique Panty Hose • Wahl's Clippers Trimmers & Shavers

OPTIMUM • MORMING MAGIC • LUSTER'S
BRAIDS & WEAVES HUMAN & SYNTHETIC & BEADS & MUCH MUCH MORE

Come Down & Browse Around or Call lb Place Your Order
FREE Delivery Within The Five-College Area

Especially For You
Hiir Cite& BeiutySupply SpecializinginAfrican American Hit Care Products IB
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WEU I SRDW UP, I'K NOT
GO(K& 10 READ -WE NBrS-
P^PtR At^D I'M NOT SOtK&
Tt> FCXIDW OD^PUEX \SS\)ES

AKD IM HOT
.<5aK6K>\iOTE

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
TMM" WM I CAN COMPLA\N
TMAT -mt GOVERNMENT
DOESHT REPRtSEHT ME

.

TUEN, VIWEK EMERHTUms QOtS
OOWN TME TUBES, I CAN
S^N TWt S^STEK\ OOCSHT
NORV^ ANO JUSTin My
BJRTHER LACK OF
R^RT^C^P^TlOM

.

AN INGENiOOSl.^

SELF-FULFILLING

PLAU.

ITS A LOT

MORE FoN
Ki BLAME
THINGS IMAM

To Fly

TMEM.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
WHAT ARE iOd DOING INSlOE^
ITS A BEAUTIFUL DA^ OUT.'

GO MO^JE AROUKD •

ITS TtX) HOT.'

|TSTT»8R\GUT.'

ITS TOO mm/
ITS TOOBviGGt.'

BYRON By FRANCESCO MARCIULIANO
OH, NO' MY ex-
GlRLFRlCND' I

CAN'T LET HSR
see M£ /loDNe^

GiyiCK' MeRe'5
$20/ PRereND
TO Be MV orre.'

BeR)ReoR
/<FTER I

TDNGUe^

BYRON

THE SuRERMflRKer IS /I

GRE^T RWC£ ID Meet WDM6N

By FRANCESCO MARCIULIANO

OFF THE DEEP END By ANDREWS LEHMAN

^
foR THc6£ of >k» ui\io -nUNK TTflJ ISA DrjaAI ptf/if
60 U(TH •J\h me -B> ROOM lor SoMEOFibo AfJ T///Vit-
IVfe THIS (S VoTREALAVP IS/J'oT HAf?e/uy/6 To Yof
Pi.e/^$r 6o uriH «^(i.6f -r, ^^h ;o?. ojc. the wstof
You SWOW.P ICVOW ^te D£At> AMV Wou/ (JH£Rf y&w
^tS.?ifAie R^isf Your Hawp irVoU /^GR£C WrTHTH/S. ,

YoO... dVERTHf«...ToOK VoT RAISW6 YouR KAA/P. £KPMW

.(

IBfLlEVf THIS JS Rf^L
3UTTHATir«/)/.L £yl/(7

-ASSOO^Z/iSTrtEpRU^WfARsI

OFP. OO YoO fOiVP IF T
ST/AY /ANP /.iSTfA/?

?".

i

"""O "0.0 0.0.
^> ^^'"o C>-t>V) 'nC^*..

To the horror of the lifeboat's other meml)ers,
Madonna loses her balance and falls on her face.

Quote of the Day
"It is not I who am crazy. It is I who am

mad."

-Ren Hiiek

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 1 9): Proceed
with contiderKe, arm-in-arm with ihat

special someone who shares every-

thing with you. Allowing others to

inierlere could cause a fiasco. Add
some razzel-dazzel to an artistic

project.

TAURUS (April 2()-May 20): You have
a cliance to quell the torces ot dis-

ruption. Use convnon sense and re-

main true to your high ideals. Handle
a public relations project with care.

Maintain a flexible mind-sei.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Look into

the possibility of acquiring a valuable

pieceof property. Ashrewdapproach
could get you a real bargain. In most
cases, intellect wins out over Ixawn.
CANCER Oune 2 1 -July 22^: Make
certain your projected nioves have
been approved in advance by key
associates. They could get cold feet

later on. Learn more alxHJt real sci-

entific advances as well as healing
arts.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Pour on the

charm and you will bo able to get

more milage out of a profitable
monetary trend. Talking shop could
prove (juile stiniulating this evening.
VIRGO (Aug. 2.}-Sept. 22): Play a

helpful at work, giving special atten-

tion to routinechoresandcomplicated
tasks. Reorganize your financial af-

fairs. A timely investment will aid

your elforis to help the needy.

LIBRA (Sept. 21-Oct. 22): Taking
advantage ofgood luck may help you
realize wonderful domestic Ijenefits.

You acquire sf)melhing you have long

needed. Count on the pace of your
social life to accelerate.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2-Nov. 21):

Someone's suggestions and com-
plaints are valid; listen closely and do
some research. You can save a lot of

mor>ey by becoming a comparison
shopper.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): If

paperwork continues to mount, do
something about it. Seek an expert's

help if necessary. Pay more attention

to your partners enx>tional needs.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Sharpen your communication skills.

Learn to delegate routine duties to

other people while you attend top-

priority matters personally. If single,

play the field in romance.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A
carefree attitude prevails this morning.
Get to know the people you worl<

with better; productivity will rise.

Community or church projects appeal
to seniors.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Flexibil-

ity is needed today. Try to get a belter

handle on your needs. Even if others

oppose you, you are likely to prevail.

Speak up so that people will know
how you feel.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

^T IHi /^STP/^L ?L/\HB PCBRiEFiA/t CENjeK f^op. TWfT A/eu^Ir VECtAStX^

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

fr\f insurance

Vr\-e homicidal

I'vvanlflc,
++^e Cat "th^ r\er(l

J
Things from Ipanema

The opinions ox|jrc'sscfl on this |),,ti<. ..rc thos.. of the . ..rtoonists .ind do not nccess-irily rcflo< I t it- views ot the Collci^i.m or the University.

ACROSS
1 Small quantity
5 Drink

9 Blazing
1

4

Bring up
15 Dalai —
16 French

composer
Gabriel

1 7 Taj Mahal site

18 First man
19 Kitchen

Implement
20 Frequently
22 Hock
23 Photographer

Adams
24 — and polish
26 Right-hand

page
30 Savory
34 Exercise

37 Communications
devices

39 Secure a sloop
40 Temporarily
43 Atlanta arena
44 Narrate
45 Before Virgo
46 Decorous
48 Uplift »

50 Lampreys
52 More subdued
56 Markets
59 Once
63 Ballet bends
64 Headache
65 Cognizant of
66 Edict, Russian

style

67 Chalcedony
68 Remark
39 Ancient

Scandinavians
'0 Schooibook
'1 Escalated

DOWN
1 Stagp show
2 King Lear" role
1 MpfMs
4 More somber
5 Bed siippoii

6 Desert

depression
7 Muslim leader
8 Sports
9 Timid
10 Delay
11 "Lady." In Las

Vegas
12 Pitcher

Hershiser
13 "The Way
We—

21 Hebrew letter

25 Spanish coin
27 Actress Ladd
28 Carryall

29 In the bag
31 Seethe
32 Forsaken
33 Therefore
34 Flying saucers,

eg
35 What or where

starter

36 Sea eagle
38 Actor Jannings
41 Unending
42 Actress Midler

47 Tenant
49 Consuming
51 Wooden shoe
53 Youngster
54 Carry on
55 Modernise
56 Twirled

57 NE Nevada city

58 Perjurer

60 Sound of music
61 African

antelope
62 Coming

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLf

e/19/92
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
I LET Wi \ I FIGURED
MIND V^MOtR yoUD LOST
MD IT OlOtiT ^OOR MlMD
COHE BACK / yE^R.S NSO

I HATt
HEARING
ABOUT SCKIAL
KSPONSIBIIIT^:

WWATtVtR HAPPtKED TO
UNBRIDLED GREtD, TUE
CONSPICUOJS COHSUMPTIOM
OF \r(EALTU, AMD TMt

iGET-AUtAO-BlAKI-MEAHS
CREDO ^-^

By BILL WATTERSON
DOKT TELL ME ITS ALL
OVER .' r DIWT GET TO
PARTICIPATE.' TT^E^ICANt

CUAKGE Wa GAME BEFORE
I'M OLD ENOUGH TO PLAN '

-, Its NOT FAIR.

BYRON

TWE'MEDECADt"
LtPT Win^ouT
ITS POSTER
CUILO

MA^ISe WE
CAN DECLARE

THIS m
"CALMIU oecAOt

Fumbling for his recline button, Ted
unwittingly instigates a disaster.

Heuo' TMis 15 &m)H's
/»NSWeRlN6 r-MCHINe. .

.

Baieve his HecTic
soci^ Lire pReveNTS
HIM FROM /ACCEPTING

iOUR PHOC CALL . .

.

By FRANCESCO MARCIULIANO
Bi/r imrh 86 iocd. he's

PROeWBLY KILLING /INOfVieH

S^URCWY NI6KT LOUt^ING

pmMD IN H6 &(€F5. R£/)QlN6

*6Q0P K)U5eKE£PlMG"

Quote of the Day
"The reports ofmy demise have been greatly

exaggerated."

-Mark Twain

DOG SCHOOL
By JENNIFER BERMAN

(.ATflCMlWi

DOG SCHOOL

BONES & BILLY By ANDREW LEHMAN

*KAt^^'

-Irai^
X\

I—* f/inn tie

(2)B'Tf nr fit/fi

OFF THE DEEP END

pov/BT (SWW^ or A PoOiT")

ea^Je 5E^AJp A 5HAD6[j} OFA POUBT

By ANDREW LEHMAN

-THE

ABYSS
(UHlKt AU
cnuwrifs M>t
CoKVvCTMWiUtC
A«/\nMiv)

s§TniP./rtli> n t*
Ijrinv racial, f^tir

'i ifJ

wuu c»f»f*Mr

^^BJUl^t^t^-^Ttl^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited By TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

OFF THE DEEP END By ANDREW LEHMAN
r

sfmm ««r««« J^'*'^
^'''^J^

^^^ ^ '^••f twiner iirji«|tnr

"J- —^

—

*"

A Mmkk X WAn M/t*y mrr tAik

AMi£ W^S FB£l'H ATSoM£- P6TA//CE FKoH /fH U/ife. ffcis/i/.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzt!

Copy Editor Brooke C. Wheeler

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor MikeCarvalho

Production Nicole Dumas, Marc Elliott,

Alan Blagg

J

ATTENTION!!
GRAPHIX MEETING TONIGHT.

ALL STAFFERS AND ANYONE WHO
IS INTERESTED SHOULD ATTEND.

6: 00 P.M. IN GRAPHIX
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views or the Collcgum or the University

ACROSS
1 Nutsery ilem
5 Gad
9 Solar year
excess

14 Singer

McEnlire
15 Facility

16 Memorable
celiisl

Jacqueline
1

7

Sail Lake City

players

18 Member of the
wedding

20 Bogged down
?2 Eateries

23 "— Revisited"

26 Hosipry shade
29 Certain vole
30 Runner

Sebastian
31 Spanish wrap
34 Namesakes of

a Shearer
37 Design lealiire

38 Ceremonial
name for

Venice
41 Norman

Vincent —
42 Takes the helm
43 Done over
45 Altar in the sky
46 Mil maii center
49 Sphere
50 Vosemile

walerlall

54 Supple
57 Poet and

clergyman John
— 1573 1631

58 See 18 Across
62 Virginia willow

63 Cruise ship
64 •Tell ihe

Marines"
65 Scool
66 Forum robes
67 Adolescent
68 — gin lizz

DOWN
1 Like the inner

pan ol bread
2 Call It a day
3 Spam and
Portugal

4 Situated

5 Johnny —
6 Scull

7 Stage
whisper

8 Radio and TV
9 Rim
10 Persian's

comment
1

1

Defector
12 —Magnon
13 Pro follower

19 Concludes
21 Did

cryptography
24 Silk, in Pans
25 Submarinr?

sandwiches
27 Samoan port

28 Ship shaped
clock

32 Precious stone
33 Arctic sea
34 •— 18": Uris

book
35 Ship s area
36 Lieu

38 Laqer

39 " - Rose"
40 Wile of Zeus

41 Expert, (or

short

44 Wanes
46 — telepathy
47 English

dramatist

Arthur Wing
48 Fatly ester
51 Pay up
52 Piqued
53 Annuls

55 Notion

56 Word with

bagatelle
58 Lunch order.

briefly

59 Popular cruise

slop

60 Brooklyn

attachment
61 Murray or

Johnson

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
rrr
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CONCERT SERIES

SEPTEMBER 8
Perfomonee ot 7:30PM

r** *%

> —

*2^p-^
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V

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

aGTK-FM

SPRNGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
BOX OFHCE (413) 787-6600, ALL G. FOX • MOVIES AND MORE •

GRAra STREET RECORDS • VIDEO PARADISE
TiCKsf^uism^ OUTLETS OR CALL ^>i°<g>g^g7^

PHONE CHARGE AT (4l3) 733-2500

Bud Light: Everything Else Is Just A Light!

PRODUCED BY JIM KOPUK/SHEUY FINKEL
JOHN SCHER/METROPOUTAN ENTERTAINMENT

"IN CONCERT'
I

Special Guest

SPRNGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER

7:30PM

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
BOX OFFICE (413) 787 6600, ALL G. FOX • MOVIES AND MORE •

GRAPE STREET RECORDS • VIDEO PARADISE
ZZ^c^'^g^^ OUTLETS OR CALL ^2^^^^^^.

PHONE CHARGE AT (4l3) 73^ 2500

PRODUCED BYJIM KOPLIK/SHELLYmm/JOHN SCHERmETROPOLlTAN ENTERTAINMENT
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SPORTS NOTICE
The women's swimming team information meeting will be held Thursday. September 1 0th from 7-8 p.m. at Boyden's 2nd
floor classroom. All interested are asked to attend.

The men's and women's diving team information meeting will be held f^onday, September 14th from 7-8 p.m. at the
Boyden pool. All interested are asked to attend. ^

SPORTS STAFF MEETING
Yup, It's that time again. The sports staff meeting will be held Thursday. September 10th at 7 p.m. Newcomers are

welcomed, so if you re interested in writing for the sports page, c'mon down to 1 13 Campus Center Basement We're
on the opposite end of the ATM machines in the basement. Oh yeah, all returning staff must attend, or else'H

COLLEGIAN

Write for

Live for

COLLEGIAN SPORTS
Experience UMass Action as a

Collegian reporter.
Come to 113 Campus Center today.

WQRKSMARTER.
NOTHARDER.

We're working smarter,

toa So you don't have

to work harder.

For us, it means an ongoing rela-

tionship with educators and profes-

sors, striving to understand what's

Like the TI-68, an advanced scien-

tific that solves up to five simulta-

neous equations, performs complex
numbers and offers formula

programming.

Plus a whole lot more.

No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a

TI scientific or business calculator

that's right for you. Do the smart

thing: make one of them a part

of your professional personality

now, and for the years to come.

^u'U be on your way to work-

ing smarter. Instead of harder.

Try the entire line of TI scien-

tific and business calculators at

your local TI retailer.

]V Texas
Instruments

needed to help them make math
concepts come alive.

It means continually working
with students like you, discovering

firsthand what you expect fiiom the

calculator you select.

The result? Calculators that are

highly recommended by your

teachers and peers. Calculators

that are perfectly matched to your

major and your coursework.

The TI-81 is a perfect example.

It offers the most comprehensive,

easy-to-use graphing features

available with extensive pro-

gramming capabilities.

And there are others.

The TI-36X SOLARTagSeral
purpose workhorse powered by

ANYLITE™ solar cells so you
never need batteries.

The BA n PLUS™ Fbr business

students, this is the one to get.

It handles time-value-of-money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal

rate of return (IRR) and net present

value (NPV).

r

WXSllTn .Tumcnri Intorporatcd

Kcnts !rKorp<irated IHOOOlOtB

^<^ MAILIN REBATE ^S^"

whenyoubuytheTIM,TI^orBAIIPLUS"
HERE'S
HOW: 1. Save your original cash register receipt.

2. Clip the proof-of-purchase UPC bar code
fn.>m package.

3. Complete this mail-in rebate certificate.

4. Send all three items to the address below.

MAIL
TO: BACKTO-SCHOOL REBATE OFFER

Texas Instruments Incorporated

PO. Box 53 • Lubbock, Texas 79408

NAMEiPLP.AStrRINTl

ADDRESS

'-"^ STATK 21P
TERMSANDTONOmONS: Th,.o«,, v.lKi ,^^^

muMWrr.c,vr<JK,ll, 10 02 Alio. H I0.«-I.,forpm„„,„8 S,nd,h,.c<,mplr,«)f„,m,l„ngw,>h>h,
nridmal

,
.,h ,tV'<" Tifipl and ihr pnW.W pur h.M- h., ,,«lc lo ihr .Jdt«, .,lx>vr Th..orl,in.l m.il

in .rrtihiKfmuM «.„mp.ny vour i».,ur.t .nd m»y n.» ly duplic.cd o, r»rnK)u.fd Nn. wjtrm.blr in
y™. worr. tXfr valid iinlv a. «.<>d ..r thi, bxm and imlv in .he U S A iXr, v™) whnr pmhiUwd .a>rd
lufn«^^.,.^^nl^urcd Limit onr rrhaw p<-r h<«.»hold nt addrt» Tina. Inwnimtmi mtrvt. tht nihi

'

diuontinur thi* prtigrsm at anv titn* and withmit nntKF

HEY
YOU!

Save a tree
today.

RECYCLE
THIS

COLLEGIAN.

You'U be glad
yoo €lid.

RENT A
FRIDGE
FREE DELIVERY
R&P RENTALS
R&P PACKAGE
505 West Street

S. Amherst

253-9742

r^USED^
BOOKS

40-80% OFF LIST

ACADEMIC &
POPULAR

VALLEYBOOKS
I99N. PlcasamSl.

Downiown Amherst
opr-\7[)AYS ivt-i.sw r-^

^
AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
WK 00 NOT USE -MSO*

MANDARIN t SZECHUAN CUIStNE
HOM6STYU COOKING

• FRESH VEGETABUS FROM OUR FAflM
• EAT IN OH TAKE OUT
FUU LIQUOR LICENSE
OPEN 7 DAYS ' ICM.Y REMODELED

MASTERCARD i VSA ACCEPTB)

2S3-7835 25^-2813

\V^62MAHSTTgr.AMtBSTJ

Q}Xp^

Dance Club
Bar & Grill

^JORTHA^ylPTON
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Minutewomen take experience into season
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Ifyou ask University of Massachusetts women's soc-
cer coach Jim Rudy to describe his feelings about his 1992
squad, he smiles and dishes out phrases such as "guardedly
optimistic" and "cautiously excited."

However, after looking at his team, at least on paper,
it is obvious that only Rudy's experience as a coach is
keeping his excitement for the upcoming season in check.

Simply, the Minutewomen, who last season were
ranked as high as 7th nationally en route to a 14-5 record
and yet another NCAA tournament appearance, return
ten starters, will be helped by a solid freshman class and
could be stronger at every position from 1991. Massa-
chusetts is ranked No. 9 in the preseason poll.

"We will be better than last year," said senior
' defenseman Holly Hellmuth, a first team Ail-American
selection last season. "We have better depth, great
freshman and our key players are more experienced. We
are all set."

In Hellmuth, a two-time Hermann Trophy (Most
Valuable Player in the country) finalist, Rudy may have
the finest women's collegiate soccer player in the nation.
Hellmuth, a stifling defender, also led the team is scoring
last season with 8 goals.

"With Holly, I know that over the course of the year
she may very well shut out every person she faces. She
is like Dennis Eckersley— there won't be more than one
or two blown plays all season. And on offense, you know
she is going to do some damage."

Hellmuth may grab the headlines but her fellow
defensemen form a talented unit which allowed only nine
goals last season. Seniors Lisa Mickelson and Carrie
Koeper and sophomore Heidi Kocher are all returning
starters from last year's campaign.

"Our defense has all four starters back and that is a
nice feeling," said Rudy. "Aiid at this point they are all

playing strong defense while trying to attack, which is

new for them."

In 1991, finishing the attack was the Minutewomen's
chief weakness. Massachusetts routinely had trouble
finding the net but with three starters returning and the
presence offreshman Nicole Roberts, Rudy is optimistic.

Roberts, a Troy, N.Y. native, netted 65 goals in her
senior year of high school while being named New York

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFORMATION
Defensemen Holly Hellmuth and the UMass women's

soccer team are looking for a big season. Hellmuth is an All-

American and is a candidate for this season's Hermann
Award.

State Section 2 Player of the Year. She is considered a
speed player with a tremendous shot, according to re-
cruiting reports.

"I Roberts I can really stick it in the net," Rudy said.
"She is my type of player, a great talent who also has
great training intensity. She'll be an impact player this
season."

Roberts will look to join senior Kim Eynard (5 goals
last season), junior Colleen Milliken (4 goals) and
sophomore Polly Hackathorn (3 goals) on the UMass
front line.

At midfield, Rudy will return two starters, juniors
Paula Wilkins and Amy Trunk. Wilkins, a strong two-
way player, battled injuries all year to record three goals
and six assists.

In net Rudy will have to choose a starter from two ofthe
region's finest keepers, Briana Scurry and Skye Eddy.
Last season, with Eddy on the sidelines due to injuries, the
duties fell to Scun-y, who responded brilliantly by recording
12 shutouts and a 0.47 goals against average.

However, with the equally talented Eddy back. Rudy
is faced with a difilcult decision.

"It is the toughest decision I have had to make in
years," Rudy said. "There will be a definite starter.
Splitting the time 50-50 doesn't work. Right now they are
even, I am not leaning one way or the other. The training
sessions have become a highlight film, with one outdoing
the other and vice-versa."

No matter which player is selected, Rudy does realize
his team will be facing some pressure to succeed.

"Expectations may be high, but I do not concern myself
with that," he said. "We have a good blend ofold and new,
but our rivals (Connecticut, University of Hartford) have
also done well, so we will see what happens."

Wilkins, who along with Hellmuth make up the on-
field captains, said, "We need to take it one game at a time
and concentrate on short term goals. We can not afford to
look past anyone on our schedule like we did last year."

One game at a time is just how Wilkins' cautiously
optimistic coach would like his team to take it.

Wong looking to stabilize athletic department
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

After six months ofturmoil and the loss

oftwo key administrators, the University
of Massachusetts athletic department is

looking for a stabilizing force. They may
have found such a man in interim Athletic
Director Glenn Wong.

After the retirement of Athletic Direc-
tor Frank Mclnerney on May 4, and the
reassignment and eventual resignation of
former Dean of Physical Education David
Bischoff, the two top positions in the
athletic department were left unfilled.

In addition, the ongoing investigation

by the House Post Audit and Oversight
Committee has brought a lot of negative
publicity on the department. Recently,
Chancellor Richard O'Brien has taken
matters concerning athletics into his own

hands and has appointed Wong to oversee
the department.

Wong was appointed acting Dean of
Physical Education on July 20, but when
it became apparent that the search for a
new athletic director would not be com-
pleted in time for the fall sports season.
Wong was moved and named interim AD.
Provost Glen Gordon will take over at the
School of Phys Ed for Wong until a per-

manentAD is found, at which point Wong
will become permanent Dean.

Wong said he hopes to move the de-

partment and university forward as in-

terim AD, looking to focus on the positive

aspects of the sports program.
"One of the things that's lost sight of is

how successful a lot of the athletic de-

partments are," said Wong. "I think the
focus recently has been on some of the
negatives, and, to some extent, we've lost

sight of the positives.

"I think it's the University's opinion
that there were some serious allegations
made," Wong said. "But I don't think any
conclusions should be drawn until the
process is completed and the people who
were accused have had an opportunity to

respond to the allegations."

Wong has been subpoenaed by the
House Post Audit and Oversight commit-
tee, but has not yet testified before tht-

group. He said he has no idea when the
public hearings will reconvene.

In addition to keeping the department
afloat, Wong must also help look for a

permanentAD. As a member ofthe search
committee for the next athletic directoi

he has some influence in picking his sue
cessor.

"It's taken a little longer to fill the AD
Turn to WONG, page 8

ft^cm YOU .'

lTH0U6«rWE'D
NEVER MAKE IT!

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Interim AD Glenn Wong

LACROSSE
OMIVERSITY OF MASSACHOSETTS LACROSSE CLDB

(JV-Level Men)

TEAM MEETIMG FOR THE 1992 FALL PROGRAM

Wednesday, September 9 — 5:30 PM
Boyden Gym, Room 2 53

'92-93 Schedule includes the JVs/ B-Teams of
Army, Brown, Harvard, Holy Cross,
Princeton, Williams, Yale, etc.

New players welcome.
For information call J. Dietel (545-6353)

Beer, Wine, Liquors
Sunderland, IVIA

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL
Nanragansett Lager Beer

24 12oz. cans • $6.99/case plus deposit
WITH THIS AD

(Thi.s offer good 9/10/92-9/26/92)
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UMass field hockey ready for husfe season
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY . a> d ,_ ^By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Which University ofMassachusetts field hockey team
will take the field at 7 p.m. tonight against Boston
College? The team that started last year 8-0 en route to
a No. 2 national ranking, or the team that went 6-7-1 in
the second half and had trouble beating anyone? The
team that came within a whisker of upsetting national
champion Old Dominion or a team that lost to Northeast-
ern?

Nobody knows for sure, but coach Pam Hixon is
hoping for the best.

"Last year was a rebuilding year, and I was just as
surprised as anyone else to see that we were 8-0," Hixon
said. "We fell off Ithat pace) in the second half of the
season, but I think we gained momentum in the Atlantic
10 Tournament.

"We were disappointed that we didn't go further, but
we ended last season on a note that left the team hungry
for the upcoming year," she said.

Gone are A- 10 Player-of-the-Year Sherlan Cabralis
and forward Dawn Trumbauer, who were the heart and
soul oflast year's sq-uad. Trumbauer was the team's most
reliable scorer while Cabralis was a superb passer and
defender. Despite the duo's departure, UMass has still

landed a pre-season No. 7 national ranking.
Foi-mer assistants Heather Lewis and Kathy DeAngelis

have left to pursue head coaching jobs. Lewis is the
women's lacrosse and field hockey coach at Bucknell, and
DeAngelis took the head field hockey position at LaSalle.

Taking over as assistants areAmy Robertson, a former
UMass field hockey player, and Karen Marley, who is on
sabbatical from a Pennsylvania high school.

Defense lemains the strong suit for the Minutewomen,
who return their entire defense, which was one ofthe best
in the counti-y. The backfield consists of seniors Joy
Blenis, Kathy Phelan and Sherri Dorion and junior

sweeper Tracy Barclay.
Inaddition, UMass'goaltendingsituation will be solid

regardless of who gets the starting nod. Senior Philippa
Scott is the incumbent, coming off a year in which she
made the Atlantic- 10 All Conference and All-Tournament
teams and allowed only 1 16 goals last year. Senior Tina
Rusiecki is also competing for the position, and she would
be the starter on many other teams.

"It's too early to tell |who the starter is)," Hixon said.
"I Scott J has handled most ofthe practices because Tina is
recovering from surgery."

The offense remains the question mark on this UMass
team, which struggled through last year with an inef-
fective penalty corner. The penalty corner is the most
potent and effective means of scoring, yet the
Minutewomen had trouble with it.

Bringing offensive firepower with them are junior
forwards Jenn Salisbury and Tara Jelley , and sophomore
midfielders Holly Hockenbrock and Colleen Duffy. The
four players have had a full year to gel with one another
and can only improve.

"I think
I defense | is our strength," Hixon said. "I think

we're big and strong on defense."
The Minutewomen have one of their most difficult

schedules ever, facing teams on the road such as Old
Dominion, Virginia, Boston College and Providence. In
addition, they play North Carolina and Stanford and also
must face all three A-10 opponents, Temple, Rutgers and
Rhode Island on the road.

In addition to the returners, Hixon noted two newcom-
ers who could contribute immediately, Natalie Hart and
Ainslee Press.

"Ainslee is a terrific addition to our midfield. She wa,s
an alternate to the Canadian Olympic team, and I'm
excited she's finishing her eligibility with us," said Hixon

.

"She's an excellent player.

"Natalie is a transfer from England with three years of
eligibility left, and shell play in the backfield," Hixon said.

Tl. ,n, r,-iL JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
I he UMass field hockey team opens its season at Boston

College at 7 p.m.

HEY!
THE SPORTS DESK NEEDS WRITERS.
COME DOWN TODAY TO FILL OUT AN APPLICATION.
WE'RE IN THE CAMPUS CENTER BASEMENT,
545-1492.

ASK FOR MIKE.

Starting QB slot up in the air

BACK-TO^CHOOL
SPECIALS
256-891

1

WE ACCEPT M/C ORVISA
ON DELIVERIES

Buy a Large For
.The Price of a

Small

expires 9/30/92

Buy I Large, Geta

Medium with ] Topping

for 99* Extra

expires 9/30/92

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Even with all the controversy and
change that shook the UMass football
community over the past six months, one
thing that hasn't changed since last sea-
son is the quarterback situation.

Much like last year, when four signal
callers took turns playing musical quar-
terback under Jim Reid, this year looks to
be much the same, with "starting quar-
terback" being a week-to-week title rather
than a season long one.

WithTom Fasano, DaveMcGovem, Paul
Tomatore, andTony Williams splittingthe
QB duties last season, UMass sputtered to
a 4-7 record, while finishing last in the
Yankee Conference in passing offense.

Springtime came and went as did
McGovern and Tornatore, McGovern
choosing not to re-enroll, Tornatore a
graduating senior. When the coaching staff
decided to move Williams to defensive
back to better utilize his athletic ability,
the job appeared to belong to Fasano, the
senior from Bergenfield, NJ.

Fasano, who started one game for the
Minutemen last season completing 2 1 of37
passes for one touchdown and three inter-
ceptions, had suddenlyjumped two spots to
the top of the UMass depth chart, and the
job appeared to be his for the time being.

But Andrew McNeilly, a redshirt
freshmen from Melrose, MA caught the
eye ofthe coaching staffwith his strength
and athletic ability during spring drills,

and vaulted into a virtual dead heat with
Fasano for the starting job.

Throw in Jason Tudryn, another
redshirt freshmen from Northampton and
Clark Ramos, a sophomore who was moved
back to QB after being moved to strong
safety last year, and the scene starts to
look much like the quarterback by com-
mittee of the year before.

"If anything, we've complicated the
mix," head coach Mike Hodges said. "We
moved Clark Ramos back to QB, then you
throw in Jason Tudryn and we're just
going to have to let the scrimmages sort
things out. The final decision will prob-
ably be made the Monday before the
Delaware game."
A definite decision has not been made,

but early reports have McNeilly holding a
slight edge over Fasano, with Tudryn and
Ramos battling for the third spot.

The Minutemen have had QB trouble
ever since the injury to Gary Wilkos, who
suffered a fractured vertabrae during a
game in the fall of 1990. Since then, the
team has tried a plethora ofsignal-callers.
The Minutemen finished last in passing
offense last year, behind Delaware, which
runs a version of the wishbone.

Our 15th Year 1978-1993
Welcome Back UMASS! joom.oo jmnni,

Open 11 am-1 am rdavs a week » Kitchen open til midnight

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm ' midnight ^
Monday - 1 0ct Mozzarella Sticks

Tuesday - 10^ Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings

Wednesday - 25(f Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday - 10(f Chicken ''Hot Lips" Nuggets

1 Pray St. (Behind Meet Bank), Amherst
Game room with 2 pool tables* 3 TV's*MC / VISA/ AMEX Acrefjted* 549-5403
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Minutemen looking to make noise on the field
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

When the 1991 University of Massa-
chusetts football season ended on the
muddied field ofWarren McGuirk Alumni
Stadium with a 35-28 loss to the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire, many thought
that 1992 might be a rebuilding year for
the 4-7 Minutemen.

The 1992 edition of UMass football
would have to make do without Jerome
Bledsoe, the leading ground gainer in
Division 1-AA, as well as bookend offensive
tackles Rich Cavanaugh and Kai Dietiker.
Defensively, gaping holes were left where
All-Yankee Conference defensive tackle
Rich Kane and All-YanCon linebacker
Matt Tulley once stood.

But on February 13, the Minutemen
were left to fill their biggest hole as head
coach Jim Reid became former head coach
Jim Reid, resigning after learning the
football budget would be cut by more than
$100,000. With spring practice less than
two months away, the Minutemen were
without their leader, but worse than that,
without a feeling of where the football
program at UMass stood.

Spring practice went on as planned,
with then defensive coordinator Mike

Hodges and offensive coordinator Doug
Berry handling the day to day duties of
running the team as UMass began a na-
tionwide search for Reid's replacement.

That search ended on April 23, when
Hodges took over as the 23rd head football

coach in UMass history, thus beginning a
new chapter in the 1 10-year tradition of
UMass football.

Hodges first priority was to "get on the
phone, start mailing letters and let people
know we're alive." Second priority was to
retool a Minuteman team that had lost

almost half of its starters from 1991.
The biggest question, the same question

that plagued the team in 1991, ofcourse is

who will run the Minuteman offense, and
better yet who will be successful doing it.

Coming out of spring practice, it ap-
peared the cards were in favor of Tom
Fasano, a senior who started one game for

the Minutemen last year. But as things
stand now it appears that redshirt fresh-
man Andrew McNeilly may be the signal
callerwhen the Minutemen line up against
Delaware on September 12.

In the backfield, junior tailback John
Johnson, after playing understudy to
Bledsoe last year, looks to return to 1990
from when he rushed for 729 yards while
being named YanCon Rookie-of-the year.

Joining Johnson in the backfield will be
junior fullback Mike George, who rushed
for 509 yards last year while teaming with
Bledsoe to form one ofleagues most potent
backfields.

While it appears the Minutemen will be
doing most of their yardage-gaining on the
ground, they do display tremendous talent
in the receiving corps where 5'5" flanker
Eric Thimas returns for his third season
with the Minutemen after leading UMass
with 16.7 yards per catch last year.

With last year's leading receiver Lamar
Newsome gone with graduation, the
Minutemen will look to sophomores Matt
Read and Peter Cutone to fill the bill at
Split End, with redshirt freshmen Aidan
Gaffney and Celso King also expected to
battle for playing time.

Replacing a tight end like Ron Villone
isn't always easy, but Hodges feels confi-
dent that Steve Dembowski, a junior from
Swampscott, MA, can step right in and fill

the void left by Villone's departure for the
U.S. Olympic baseball team and an im-
pending professional career.

The offensive line, although seemingly
weakened by the losses ofCavanaugh and
Dietiker, may be one of the strongest as-
pects of the 1992 Minutemen. UMass
sports two ofthe best guards in the YanCon

Water polo looking for NE title, NCAA berth

in Co-Captain Bill Durkin and second
year starter Phil

Hallard, while Andy Rice and Joe Sabella
appear to have the inside track for the
tackle positions.

Defensively, the strength of the Min-
utemen lies in their linebackers, where
junior Scott Assencoa returns for his third
year as a starter, and 1990 All YanCon
outside linebacker Mario Perry returns to

the playing field after sitting out all of
1991 with an ankle injury.

Look for Co-Captain John Creamer to
anchoran inexperienced defensive line that
should also feature Brian Corcoran at the
left tackle with Ben Albert and Silas Burke
battling for time at the noseguard position.

Fifth year senior and 1991 All YanCon
cornerback Don Caparotti leads the Min-
uteman secondary, which must cope with
the loss of four-year starter Vaughn Wil-
liams. Ix)ok forMatt Rajotte, a hard-hitting
junior who sat out the 1991 season with a
bad back, to take over at the free safety
position, while fifth year senior Allen
Gibson looks to fill Williams' shoes at
strong safety.

Aft^rplayingquai-terbackin 1991, Tony
Williams has moved back to the secondary
and is expected to challenge Roxbui-y'sTim
Lambright for the other corner position.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Last year, the University ofMassachu-
setts water polo team's season ended
abruptly with a first-round loss in the
Eastern Championships, a tournament
which could have qualified the team for

the NCAA Tournament. The team still

finished 20th in the country with a 16-9
record, good enough to finish second in
New England.

But this year's squad has higher hopes,
and with a strong returning nucleus and
the addition ofa few key newcomers, head
coach Russ Yarworth's team could be
heading west this year for the NCAAs.

Preseason rankings have UMass fourth

in the East, behind perennial powerhouse
Slippery Rock, and Ivy leaguers Princeton
and Brown. Somehow, some way, the
Minutemen mustjump to second in order
to qualify for the NCAAs.

Co-captains Dan McOsker and Scott
Reid lead a strong group of returning
players looking to surprise some people.
Driver Jay Peluso is also returning, and
Yarworth thinks those three are key play-
ers.

"All three of those seniors play similar
games," Yarworth said. "They're all driv-

ers who can slash and get their shot off."

Yarworth said he hopes junior Tashan
Engin, the team's hole or 2-meter man,
can fulfill his vast potential. Engin's size
(6-foot-6, 245) make him a natural for the

position in front of the opposing team's
goal.

Yarworth said the goaltending situa-
tion is up in the air, with Todd Houriham,
Alexander Mujica and Paul Engen fight-

ing for the starting job.

A last minute addition to the team who
could have a positive effect on the team is

Pepperdine transferJeremy Alters. Alters
spent a year against the nation's toughest
competition and should be a team leader.

"Last year we didn't do what we ex-
pected," Yarworth said, assessing this
season's chances. "The team is definitely
on a mission, and one goal is to make the
NCAAs. Already the attitude ofthe squad
is the best that I've ever seen."
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Co-captain Dan McOsker and the UMass water polo team have their sights set on an NCAA
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Mauro Aniello, Proprietor, invites you to
the wonderful new home of Pinocchio's at
Boltwood Walk to experience the most
exciting cuisine in downtown Amherst.

Welcome Back Students!

No longer at the old location! We've moved
to 30 Boltwood Walk, across from

Amherst Commons

Oi course, we still have our famous take-out menu and
free delivery. . . pizza, calzones,

subs, salads and dinners.

For the convienience of our customers we now
offer a separate take-out entrance.

Voted #1 for Best Pizza!
Gourmet Brick-oven pizza

256-4110
Open for lunch 1 1:30-3, Mon-Sat and dinner 5-10 weekdays &

5-1
1 weekends • Serving cocktails until 1 am
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Hoop team ready for biggest, brightest season
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

In addition to last season's 30-5 record
and an advancement into the Sweet 16 of
the NCAA Tournament, a few off-season
developments may cement the University
of Massachusetts basketball team into a
perennial powerhouse.

Five nationally televised games, a
beautiful new arena to play in, the re-

cruitment of two blue-chip prospects and
a non-conference schedule against some
of the toughest teams in the nation might
make this season even bigger and better
for UMass.

In terms of television, this season's
schedule will expose the Minutemen both
regionally and nationally. UMass' season
opener at Florida State December 2nd is

on ESPN, as is their January 7th game
against Cincinnati at Springfield, and the
January 24th game against DePaul at the
Worcester Centrum will be on ABC. The
DePaul game will be the first time in

history UMass will have appeared onABC.
"Channel 25 (WFXT-Boston) and

Channel 22 (WFSB-Springfield) are going
to pick up seven weekend games," said

coach John Calipari. "So all of New En-
gland will get to see seven or eight other
games. Plus, we'll be on the A-10 network
another three or four times.

"Our university needs more students,"

Calipari lamented. "How can we generate
publicity for the University? One way is to

get on television for basketball and have
people see the University in a positive

way."

The January 29th grand finale game at

the Curry Hicks Cage will be televised

nationally by ESPN. The midnight contest
against the SW Louisiana Ragin' Cajuns
will be a bittersweet day in UMass bas-

ketball history, as the Minutemen end one
era and begin a new one.

The 9.296 seat William D. Mullins
Convocation Center will be ofTicially un-
veiled on February 4th against Atlantic

10 rival West Virginia, a game also on
ESPN. Calipari said he is looking forward
to its opening.

"The outside of the building is beauti-
ful, but the inside of the building takes
your breath away," Calipari said "It's go-
ing to be a showcase for the whole campus.
When they televise it, you're going to talk
about people around the country seeing a
building that's second to none."

In terms ofrecruits, Calipari has landed
the player he has sought for almost four
years, Donta Bright, a 6-foot-6 slasher
from Baltimore (MD) Dunbar High School.

After the coaching staff had all but given
up on the McDonald's high school All-

AJnerican last spring. Bright decided at
the last minute to attend UMass. Bright,

considered the top talent on Dunbar's
national championship team, chose Mas-
sachusetts over Ohio State and Clemson.
That's the good news.

The bad news: Bright failed to pass the
SATs or ACTs and is ineligible to play this

season under NCAA rule Proposition 42.

Bright will enroll at UMass and will sit

out this season.

Dana Dingle, a 6-foot-6 forward from
Bronx (NY) St. Raymond's, is the only
recruit who could make an impact imme-
diately.

"Dana's like one of the players that we
have here that can play a number of po-

sitions," Calipari said. "Tou can't say that
he's a this or a that — he's a player."

Also hoping to land a spot on the squad
is former Springfield Central high school

star, Giddell Padilla, who will be eligible

after the fall semester. Padilla is techni-

cally a walk-on, and, like Bright, wall not
be able to work out with the team once
practice starts November 1st.

Massachusetts will be on the road when
it faces traditional rival Siena (Dec. 8). On
Dec. 12, the Minutemen travel to Norman,
OK, to face Oklahoma. January road dates
include New Hampshire (Jan. 2) and
BufTaiu (Jan. 18).

In the Cage, the Minutemen take on
Cental Connecticut (Dec. 5) and Boston
University (Jan. 5). At the Abdow's Holi-

day Tournament in Springfield, UMass
will face Holy Cross on Dec. 28 and either

South Carolina or Alabama/Birmingham
Dec. 29.

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
The bad news is that Will Herndon won't be back for the basketball team this year. The good

news is that the team will have a new arena, national TV exposure, and blue-chip prospects.

Some Students Know
More Than Others

Put the Union-News and Sunday

Republican at the top of your required

reading list and you'll be on top of

everything that's happening on and off

campus. From the Pioneer Valley to

places around the world. #

First thing every morning, you'll know
what's what and who's who in

politics, business, religion, sports

and the arts. You'll find
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Massachusetts' most
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UMass Sports

Sportswriter Nick Katz is our reporter on

campus, with complete minuie-by-minule

coverage of UMass sports teams.

Start my subscription right away
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Music, Film, Dance
When you want to know who's playing where, or what's playing
when, we have all you need to know about the hottest concerts,
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Cross country teams look to keep winning
-Women look for 2nd A-IO title •Men challenging for A-lOs
CHRIS CUDDY no^i,;.>„ ..„ t^u^ e * «.._ i--_ .ll . t, .-.^, ^ O /By CHRIS CUDDY

Collegian Staff

After finishing last season with a 4-3
record, collecting the school's first ever
Atlantic 10 women's cross country cham-
pionship and an A-10 Coach of the Year
award for herself. Julie LaFreniere had
good reason to be optimistic. Throw in the
fact that only two seniors graduated, and
the University ofMassachusetts women's
cross country coach is very optimistic of
this year's squad.

Not only that, but LaFreniere's squad
returns all but one of their top runners
from lastyear'schampionshipsquad, while
two more return from inj uries that shelved
them for most of last season.

"We lost Michelle (St. Laurent I and
Cate

I Dean], butwe still haveMo I Maureen
MeldrimI coming back after being out all

last year with mononucleosis, and we have
Kelly [Liljebladl for the whole year this
season," LaFreniere said.

Meldrim will tri-captain the
Minutewomen along with Becky Johnson
and Tricia Mathiesen. Throw in the
Liljeblad twins (Kelly and Kim), and
UMass should have one of the strongest
front fives in the A-10.

Backing up the front five for the
Minutewomen will be returnees Kerry
Aker, Tracy DeLutis, and Julie Moreau,
who finished second in the 10,000 meters
at the A-10 Championships as a fresh-

man.
With little loss, and eight solid runners

back in top form, it appears that for

LaFreniere and the rest of the
Minutewomen back to back A-10 Champi-
onships may be within reach.

"I'd say that Twinning the A- lO's again)
is a definite possibility if everyone stays
healthy," LaFreniere said. "We've got al-

most everyone back, and some of the
women who were freshmen last year have
a whole year worth of ex[>erience under
their belts."

Injuries plagued the Minutewomen in

1991, with both Kelly Liljeblad and
Meldrim missing major portions of the
season, while nagging injuries sidelined
other team members for portions of the
schedule.

"I think that as long as we can stay
healthy well be okay," LaFreniere said.

"If Kelly can stay healthy she has a real

good shot at winning, [the A-10 individual
championship] with two or three of her
teammates right behind her.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The best team you won't be seeing this
fall is the University of Massachusetts
men's cross country team, not because of
their blazing speed but due to a schedule
quirk.

"This year, we don't have home meets,
but we had three last year," coach Ken
O'Brien said. "We're in a sequence that
happens every once in a while . . . When
competing against three and four teams
at a meet, we have to rotate the sites, and
this year we don't host any meets."

O'Brien said he felt this year's team
compares favorably to last year's squad,
which compiled a 3-5 record and finished
second to West Virginia in the Atlantic- 10
Championships. While the roster is the
same, most ofthe runners have had a year
to gain championship meet experience.

"We lost four seniors going into 1991,
sowe were basically starting from scratch,"
O'Brien said. "This year, with six or seven
runners, the shoe is on the other foot."

The team boasts three runners who
consistently placed near the top of the
pack in meets last year: seniors MattSimon
and Pat Reed and junior Craig Cormier.

"Matt was our first man last year, and
I anticipate him to be the first man again.
It's a toss-up between Pat and Craig for

second man, but I look for those three to be
our best runners again this season."

O'Brien said that this year's freshman
crop will probably not step in and con-
tribute to the team right away.

"You always hope for some major sur-
prises from the freshman class, but the
chances of thai happening are less with
most ofour men returning," said O'Brien.
"However, in the long haul, I think the
freshman could contribute significantly."

Rounding out the team are runners
Mike Davis, Kevin Greenhalgh, John
Raach, Ben Winther, Thomas Walsh,
Brian Fallon and Oliver Kardos.

UMass finished fifth in the New
Englands last season, behind traditional

powerhouses Providence College,
Dartmouth College and Boston University.
O'Brien hopes not only to move up in this
year's New Englands, but to also capture
the team's first A-10 Championship.

"West Virginia is not outside of our
reach,"O'Brien said. "It won't be any easier
than it was last year. We'll be better but I

expect them to be just as tough if not
tougher."

Buoyed by donation, men's soccer team alive and kicking
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The good news is that the University ofMassachusetts
men's soccer team is back, thanks to a $1 million donation
by UMass alumnus Jeff Ryan. The team played out ita

last season thinking it was the end of the road, only to
have the program restored on April 1st.

"We thought we were finished," head coach Sam Koch
said. "We're excited to be back this year."

The bad news is that the team has lost six seniors,
including goalie Jon Gruber and defenseman Dan
Lawrence. Gruber was an All-New England selection last
year, and he and Lawrence will be missed.

"It's hard to replace Dan and Jon," Koch said. "Jon was
an All-American candidate and has had pro tryouts, and

Dan's leadership will be sorely missed."
Co-captains Shawn Bleau, a midfielder, and Todd

Kylish, a defenseman, will be looked to provide leadership
for the team. Four newcomers who may step in are Colin
Johnson, Brad Miller, Dan Chagnon and Hossein Giahi.
Giahi, a sophomore from Tehran, Iran is a forward.
Miller and Johnson are midfielders, and Chagnon is

slated for defense.

Koch said he envisions another tough year in the
Atlantic 10 Conference, with UMass again battling for a
tournament seed.

"Rutgers has been in the NCAA finals 2 of the last 3
years, George Washington is usually in the Top 20, and
West Virginia and Temple are always tough. You can't
tell where we'll be because you gotta see how much
stronger those teams are."

Koch said he is also impressed with the development
ofmany ofthe team's players, but especially Joel Pittman,
Mike Doyle and Ted Priestley.

"Joel and Mike are some of the younger players who
have improved," Koch said. "Ted is a junior who was a
walk-on, and his performance has improved."

The road to the A-lOs goes through places like Rhode
Island, Dartmouth and Northeastern. This year, UMass
plays Temple, Connecticut and Providence at home.
While these foes will be formidable, a home field advantage
will help the young team.

The men's soccer team, which had conceded the fact
that the program would be cut at the end of last year,
miraculously qualified for the A- 10 Tournament on the
last weekend of the season. UMass gained the moral
support of its sister A-10 schools before the donation.

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO
The men's soccer team, back after a $1 million donation, is-

looking to build on last year's success.
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Wong
continued from page 3

position." said Wong. "But it hasn't been difficult
finding candidates, and it hasn't been difficult
finding good ones."

The search committee has received 75 applica-
tions and has a list of 12 candidates, Wong said.
However, because of the nature of the language in
the job advertisement, an advisory committee al-
ready in place can actively pursue candidates who
have not yet applied, and applications can still be
accepted.

The search committee will at some point in the
next few months make a recommendation to
O'Brien, who will then make an offer to the
candidate! s). The process could take another 2 to 3
months, so Wong may be around for a while.
Wong said it wasn't imperative for O'Brien to

hire a candidate from outside of the University in
order to maintain the integrity of the athletic
department.

"I think they're going to have to bring in some-
one with varied skills," Wong said. "Someone on
campus may have better skills in certain areas
than a person offcampus, but someone ofTcampus
may have other attributes that the Chancellor may
feel are more important."
Wong said he has not applied for the position of

athletic director. The advisory committee could
conceivably ask him to apply. Regardless, Wong
said he is hoping to point UMass athletics in the
right direction, at least for the time being.

UMass Fall Season Athletic Schedules
FIELD HOCKEY

Sopt. S at Boston College 7:00
12 NEW HAMPSHIRE 12:00
16 at FVonderice 3:30
1W North Carolina (at Northeastern) 1:00
20 BUCKNELL 1:00

22 Stanford (at Northeastern) 1 :00

25 at Temple 3:00
27 at Rutgers 1:00

30 NORTHEASTERN 3:30

Oct. 2 Virginia (at Old Dominion) 6:00
4 at Old Dominion 1:00

10 ST JOSEPH'S 12:00
14 at Dartmouth 3:30
16 at Villanova 6:00
18 at Rhode Island 2.00

22 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 3:00
24 at Connecticut 11:30
31 SPRINGFIELD 12:00

Nov. 3 YALE 2:30

7 8 Atlantic 10 Championships at Rutgers

WOMEN'S SOCCER MENS SOCCER
Sept. 5 Boston College (at Ludlow) 1:00 Sept.

UMASS CLASSIC
12 WILLIAM i MARY t:00

St. Marys vs. UNH 3:00
13 ST. MARYS 1 1:00

Wm. A Mary vs. UNH 1.00

16 WASHINGTON 3:00
19 at Rutgers 7:30

23 HARVARD 3:00

26 NEW HAMPSHIRE 2:00

30 DARTMOUTH 4:00

CORNELL TOURNAMENT
Oct. 3 Cornell 2:1S

4 Xavier 1 2:00

7 at Yale 5:00
10 HARTFORD (Parents Weekend) 2:00
12 Providence (at Pepperill) 1:00

21 at Rhode Island 3:00
24 at Connecticut 12:00

27 VERMONT 2:30
31 So. Methodist (at Central Fla.) 2:00

Nov. 1 at Central Florida 2:00

5 ST BONAVENTURE 2«0
8 NEW HAMPSHIRE 330
12 TEMPLE 11:00
15 HOLY CROSS 3:30
19 at Rhode Island 3:00
23 at Dartmouth 4:00
26 at Rutgers 7:30
30 PROVIDENCE 2:00

Oct. 3 SIENA 2:00
6 at Northeastern 2.00

9 at West Virginia 7:(X)

1

1

at George Washinglon 2:00
16 ST. JOSEPHS 2:30
18 HOFSTRA 2:00
21 CONNECTICUT 3:00
24 ALUMNI 1 1:00

25 HARTFORD 2:00
28 at Fairfield 2:00

Nov. 1 at Maine 1:00
6-8 Atlantic 10 Championships at Rutgers

WATER POLO FOOTBALL
Sept.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

13

19-20

26-27

10 11

17-18

24

31

1

7-8

at Army Invitational

Eastern Water Polo Tourney at Princeton University

New England vs. Mid-Atlantic Challenge at Amherst College

Eastern Water Polo Tourney at Brown University

New England League Tourney at Brown University

Army at Amherst (Allege

New England Championships
at Brown University

Eastern Championships at US Naval Academy

Sept.

Oct.

Note: due to space constraints, the schedules tor Men's and Women's Cross Country will

be printed in a future issue of the Collegian.

12 at Delaware „ i;00
19 at Holy Cross 1:00
26 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 1:30

10 at Rhode Island 1-30

17 CONNECTICUT 1:30
Homecoming

24 VILLANOVA 1:30
Band Day

31 NORTHEASTERN i:30

7 at Richmond i:00
14 MAINE ".ZZ 12:30
21 at New Hampshire 12:30

What Morrissey did this summer
Let's see, where was I before I was

rudely interrupted. . . There was a long
summer full of interesting sports devel-
opments, leading off with the retirement
of Larry Bird. Ill leave it to the profes-

sionals to wax prophetic on Mr. Bird, as I

admit I wasn't a very big Celtics fan
growing up. I much rather preferred The
76ers. At any rate, I think what separated
Bird from every other player was Larry's
work ethic.

Michael

MORRISSEY
Here was a man who got to do what he

loved most in the world, and he never once
complained about it. Bird's work ethic was
motivated by a fear, a fear of not being
somebody, a fear of working as a
garbageman. Bird feared the fact that he
might wake up some day and say to him-
self. "You had the chance to play basket-
ball for a living, and you wasted it away."
Bird got a second chance, and he made the
most of it, to say the least.

. . . Anv-way, I had the chance to see
what major league baseball is like in other
cities, and it made me hate the Boston Red
Sox organization. I drove down to Atlanta
during the first week of August to see the
Braves take on the Reds in an National

League West showdown.
Seeing Terry Pendleton hit a 2-out, 2-

run ninth inning game-winning home run
was pretty much the highlight ofthe trip.

The next night, Bip Roberts almost killed

himself by running into the center field

fence. Atlanta swept the Reds and won't
look back until they win the World Series.

On the way back, I visited Oriole Park
at Camden Yards. One word: WOW! It's

obviously the nicest park in the big leagues
and the place was sold out for a Friday
nightgame against the Cleveland Indians.

On the way to Atlanta, I caught a
glimpse of both Duke University and the
University ofNorth Carolina. Both places
are beautiful inside and out, and I can't

really compare them to this place. Saw
Cameron Indoor Stadium and the back-
to-back National Championship banners
ofthe hoop team. Don't count out the Blue
Devils for a third (although the safe money
is with the Minutemen).

For those of you from South Carolina,
two questions: 1) What is the difference

between a Stuckey's and a Shoney's? 2) Do
South Carolinians only have eight fingers
from inbreeding or from blowing their

fingers off with fireworks? The first five

correct respondents win tickets to the
Greenville International Speedway 500.

Michael Morrissey is the Collegian
Sports Editor

Bob works for the Collegian.

You can too.

The Collegian is an E.O.E.
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be hazy, humid in the mid 60s.
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From Woodstock to Northampton's Iron Horse,

Richie Havens has kept his touch. Whether the crowd is

big or small, he aims to please. Page 13.
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Local News:
Convocation offers an all-star lineup to

welcome the Class of '96 as they begin their

University careers. Page 3.
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O'Brien plans departure
Says relieved to end term
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Richard
O'Brien announced last week he will reliquish the helm
of the University after the conclusion of the academic
year.

After his two-year interim term as chancellor officially

ends onJune 30, 1993, O'Brien said he vdll goon sabbatical
leave for one year and said during an interview that he
will decide his future plans during that leave.

O'Brien was appointed to the post in May 1991 after
his predecessor, President-Chancellor Joseph Duffey,
resigned in March 1991 aft«r having served for almost 9
years.

O'Brien made his announcement to about 350 people
from the University and surrounding towns at the 30th
annual Community Breakfast held at the Franklin Dining
Commons.

During the yearly breakfast, attended by state and
local politicians, members of the academic community
and Amherst residents, O'Brien pointed to examples
indicating the financially hurting University is making a
comeback.

He said the state budget is looking better than it has
in recent years because the Legislature is recognizing
that funding education is an investment in the state's

economy. O'Brien said the freshman class this year
includes 3,900 students, an increase of700 students from
last year's figure.

O'Brien said the University will recruit 100 new
faculty this year, compared to four last year. He also
pointed out that tuition and fees increased this year by 4
percent, compared to much larger increases in past
years. O'Brien also praised the new sports facility, the
WiUiam MuUins Memorial Center, scheduled to open up
in February.

O'Brien said while he considers the position of
Chancellor to have positive features, particularly having
enjoyed working with a "splendid staff," he said he was
reheved in many ways to see his term come to an end.

"It will be nice to be an ordinary human being again,"
said O'Brien.

Most administrators said they were pleased with
O'Brien's work thus far, being sympathetic to his having
to jump in and quickly out of the two-year term.

"He did a great job right at a critical time period and

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Chancellor Richard O'Brien, flanked by Provost Glen

Gordon.

provided outstanding leadership," said Gordon Oakes,
the Chairperson of the University's Board of Trustees.
Oakes said since O'Brien's appointment, a strong sense
ofmission has developed on campus, with various schools
and departments working together.

Oakes said because of budget uncertainties and the
limited time frame involved in the interim appointment,
it was hoped that O'Brien's appointment would give the
University time to determine where it was headed, with
newly-elected President Michael Hooker able to aid the
process of choosing the next chancellor.

"It's worked out just as we planned," Oakes said.

Robert Karam, vice chairperson of the Board of
Trustees, said O'Brien has done a "fine job articulating
the position of the flagship campus and educating the
new trustees as to the importance ofthe Amherst campus
and what they're doing."

Turn to O'BRIEN, page 11

Florida reels
as hurricane
leaves legacy
By MICHAEL FLEEMAN
Associated Press

HOMESTEAD, Fla. — Building inspectors and
social workers went door-to-door Thursday, trying
to coax more people out oftheir hurricane-ravaged
and possibly dangerous homes and into military
tent cities.

More rain fell on the area smashed by Hurricane
Andrew on Aug. 24, making busy roads slippery
and weighing down soaked, sagging ceiling mate-
rials exposed by the storm. At least four homes
collapsed overnight because of the rain. Home-
stead Police Maj. Chuck Habermehl said.

No new iryuries were reported.

Democratic presidential nominee Bill Clinton
joined the long line of politicians visiting Southern
Florida, flying to the heavily damaged Homestead
Air Force Base that President Bush promised to
rebuild even though some Democrats in Congress
are opposed.

The rain, which forecasters said would pick up
again this weekend, dampened some of the earlier
optimism about the huge relief and rebuilding
effort that has brought nearly 34,000 military
personnel to Florida.

"Today, I was hoping to see the prog^-ess I'm
hearing about, but it was hard to see," Linda
Shelley, secretary of the Florida Department of
Community Affairs, said after a helicopter tour.

Residents she talked to complained ofnotenough
ice, water and toilets and too many mosquitoes.
The Air Force helped Dade County with aerial

spraying. State officials asked pool companies to

volunteer to clean up stagnant swimming pools

where mosquitoes have started breeding.

The White House announced that the Small
Business Administration had speeded up its han-
dling ofloan applications from hurricane victims in

Florida and Louisiana, reducing the usual 30-day
processing period to seven days.

Turn to HURRICANE, page A

Add/drop successful
Students claim new system easier

Hunger on rise in nation
due to increased poverty

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Junior engineering major Lynn Yatte© filling out forms at the registrar's office.

By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

No more getting up at 3 a.m. No
more lines with 100 sleepy students
trying to get into 5 available seats. And
no more computer bubble sheets.

Welcome to the 2 1 st century, UMass.
This semester, the University has

started a new registration SLystem that

uses touchtone telephones. Students
no longer wait in long lines to check for

available spaces in classes or put their

names on waiting lists in the hopes
that other students will drop a course.

Students now use their touchtone
phone to change their schedules,

eliminating the need for computer
forms.

The system automatically checks

seat availability and student eligibility

before allowinga student to add a class,

and allows students to select a pass/fail

option and review their selections. Stu-
dents can call as many times as nec-
essary until the add/drop deadline on
Sept. 22.

What the system will not do is put
the students name on a waiting list. So
what do students do if the class they
need is full?

"Keep calling to see if spaces open
up as other students drop," said Nancy
Fitzpatrick, undergraduate registrar.

"Or the student can appeal to the
department," Fitzpatrick said. She said
that students must know that if they
try to add a class through the professors
they must still be sure that the de-

Turn to ADD/DROP, page 1
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By JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — About 30 million Ameri-
cans who are poor or struggle to get by fail

to eat enough food, as hunger spreads its

web beyond inner cities to the heartland,
a new study says.

The research, prepared for Congress
by a leading authority on nutrition, esti-

mates hunger has grown by 50 percent
since the mid-1980s

"When we see increasing poverty and
decreasing incomes, it's not at all sur-

prising that hunger has increased," said J.

Larry Brown, director ofTufls University's
Center on Hunger, Poverty and Nutrition
Pohcy.

The increase in hunger also creates

potential for more learning deficiencies

among young children, more illnesses

among the elderly and diminished pro-

ductivity for workers, he said.

In 1985, Brown led a national task
force sponsored by Harvard University
that warned 20 million Americans suffer

hunger, defined as a condition where
people face threats to their health because
they repeatedly don't consume enough
nutrients.

Brown said he has great confidence in

the updated figures because three differ-

ent methods wee used to calculate the

numbers, and each resulted in a total

around 30 million.

He put much of the blame on inad-

equacies of the federal food stamps pro-

gram, which he said doesn't meet dietary
needs and often doesn't reach eligible

people.

Lisa Hoffman, a spokeswoman for the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Food
and Nutrition Service, which oversees food

stamps, said some poor eligible people
don't get the benefits simply becuase they
fail to apply. But she added, "we think it is

reaching the people who are most in need."
In addition, Hoffman said the food

stamps program "is meant to be a
supplement to a diet. It's not meant to

finance the whole food income."
She also cited federal studies that show

little difference in the nutrients consumed
by low-income children compared with
wealthy children.

The primary method for the hunger
study relied on various poverty figures,

such as estimates of poor people who col-

lect food stamps but don't get enough
nutrients. The numbers also accounted
for people above the poverty line whose
relatively low incomes make them sus-

ceptible to hunger.
A second method used state surveys

that asked people several questions, such
as whether they ever ski p meals or cut the
seize ofmeals. The third method relied on
results from a national public opinion poll

that asked people if they knew someone
close to them who didn't always have
enough to eat.

The study also calculated a low estimate
for the numberofhungryAmericans would

Turn to HUNGER, page 8
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Thursday, September 10
Library Tour— Get to know your UMass Library. . .

tours ofthe main University hbrary leave from the tower
entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. each weekday
in the first two weeks of the semester.

Surviving Grief— Support groups for individuals who
have lost a loved one. Ten week programs, in Amherst,
limited size. Consultations and counsehng available
CallJoan at 253-3133.

Physical Sciences Library Tour — Get to know your
Physical Sciences Library. . . 2nd floor. Lederle Graduate
Research Center. Tours will be given at 10:15 a.m. and
2:15 p.m. on Thursday and Friday, September 10 and 11.

Meeting— It's an emergency meeting for the UMass
Theatre Guild at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Blood Drive— Sponsored by the American Red Cross
Blood Services from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Cape
Cod Lounge of the Student Union.

Job market showing promise

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax: (413)545-1592

Beer company
infilitrates MTV
By DIANE DUSTON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — An internal videotape by Miller
Brewing Co. touts the company's success placing its beer
in music videos "to penetrate the hard-to-reach voune
adult market."

Getting the "one-and-only Lite beer to star right along
side top recording artists like the one-and-only Bruce
Springsteen" is extolled as a way to reach "the all-
important entry level drinker over and over and over
again."

"And that means MTV can mean Miller Television,
providing brand awareness to over 6.5 million adult
males every day." says the video. "By placing Miller
Brewing Co.'s products in today's music videos. Miller is
able to penetrate the hard-to-reach young adult market."

Miller ofTiciais say the tape was made in the mid-
1980s for corporate use only, but a coalition of groups
trying to prevent alcoholism, drunken driving and un-
derage drinking says it reveals the company has been
"sneaking" beer ads into other formats to encourage
young people to drink.

Under the leadership of Center for Science in the
Public Interest, the groups announced Thursday that
they had petitioned the Federal Trade Commission to
halt these "product placement" ads.

Steve Gardner, a law professor and consumer advocate,
speaking at a press conference, said such ads are harmful
because "the consumer is never aware he or she is the
recipient of a commercial pitch."

WASHINGTON (AP) — New claims for unemploy-
ment benefits in mid-August held near a two-year low for
the second consecutive week, the government said
Thursday, offering hope that the nation's job market is
perking up.

The number of claims increased a less-than-expected
3,000 to 386,000 during the week ended Aug. 22, the
Labor Department said. Before the previous week, the
claims number had not dipped below 40,000 since Octo-
ber 1990, early in the recession.

"We're gradually crawling up from the bottom," said
economist David Wyss ofDRI-McGraw Hill, a Lexington.
Mass.. forecasting firm.

Meanwhile, the nation's largest retailers reported

mostly modest increases in August sales as Hurricane
Andrew depressed results in the South and a late Labor
Day holiday delayed back-to-school shopping.

Auto companies manufacturing in the United States
reported an 8.3 percent increase in vehicles sold during
the last 10 days of August. But a 21.7 percent jump in
light truck sales masked an anemic 0.4 percent rise in
cars sold.

Despite five consecutive quarters ofeconomic growth
through June, the unemployment rate continued to rise,
hitting an eight year high of 7.8 percent in June.

It edged down to 7.7 percent in July and economists
expect a report being released Friday to show a further
decrease to 7.6 percent in August.

Condom ads raise
heads in subway
BOSTON (AP)— Three condom ads have been

approved for use in subway cars, but AIDS activ-
ists say it may be too late.

The advertisements are among seven submit-
ted by the state AIDS Action Committee to run in
the subway and on streetcars. The Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority ran four of the ads,
but delayed running the other three because they
were "too provocative."

But the AIDS committee has no money left to
run the ads next month after paying for the four
ads run during month-long back-to school cam-
paign, said spokesman Thomas McNaught. The
group paid $12 per card for 476 subway and
streetcar advertisements for the campaign.
MBTA spokesman Peter Dimond said: "If they

resubmit them well run them, but we hope thev
don't."

The T is working hard to build ridership, to
encourage more people to take the T," he said. "We
don't want to see anything that would discourage
people from using public transportation."

All seven ads showed pictures of rolled-up
condoms, with texts that claimed they were the
best way to prevent AIDS.

The text for one ofthe three previously rejected
reads:

"It'll grow on you. Use a latex condom. You'll get
used to it. It's thin, stretchable, and the best way to
prevent AIDS."
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Class of '96 begins
trek to graduation

MANY HAPPY RETURNS - Ned Lazaro, a ,unior .pparreTZ7St^i^^^2
mother Paula outside Greenough on move-in day.

UMass graduate wins award
First Black Mississippi mayor rakes in $350,000

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Last weekend's annual opening day
Convocation for new students offered a
rousing kickoff to a new academic year, as
over 2,100 students crowded into the
steamy Fine Arts Center to hear pep talks
from various campus administrators and
officials.

The lucky few with seats were treated
to a slide show by senior Kenneth Chu,
highlighting the various activities on
campus from athletics to student govern-
ment.
A tuba fanfare by the campus herald,

Professor Walter Chestnut, commenced
the speeches. Chancellor Richard O'Brien
welcomed the "largest freshman class in
all of New England" and introduced his
robed colleagues.

Dr. Thomas Robinson, newly-appointed
as vice chancellor for Student Affairs, gave
a short speech. Dr. Robinson said he em-
pathized with students about the process
ofmoving away from home and the ordeal
of finding their way around campus.

Student Government Association
President Jennifer Wood urged new stu-
dents to register to vote in Amherst and
also to get involved in the vast array of
activities available on campus.

Bailey Jackson, dean of the School of
Education, gave the keynote address and

welcomed the students to UMass and en-
couraged them to "be aggressive, open and
reflective and make contact with faculty."

Dr. Jackson said he believes "diversity
helps us to build a multicultural campus"
and that students need a multicultural
perspective to face the world. He ended his
speech with a stirring rendition of Dr
Seuss's "Oh the Places You'll Go."

John Calipari, coach of the men's bas-
ketball team, delivered a rousing pep talk
which may make Minutemaniacs out of
the incoming first-year students.

The highlight of the evening was the
ever-popular UMass Minuteman March-
ing Band, directed by Professor George N.
Parks. The Band's first selection was the
Batman movie theme. The band flashed
the Batman distress symbol and the Caped
Crusader put in a rare appearance at the
convocation.

Another exciting moment came when
the band filed into the audience and played
from various standpoints. This drew the
crowd into the performance and the chants
of "Go, Fight, Win" increased in volume.

The band played for almost 45 minutes
and implored interested students to sign
up. They finished off the evening with the
UMass fight song and the alma mater.

The evening hopefully served to excite
the first-year students and prepare them
for both the good times and the challenges
that face them in the years to come.

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

Unita Blackwell, 59, the first Black mayor in the state
of Mississippi and a 1983 graduate of the University of
Massachusetts, was awarded a $350,000 MacArthur
Fellowship in June.

"My first reaction was to scream," Blackwell said. "I've
worked very hard all my life and I'm honored and grateful
for the award.

Blackwell is the fifth person connected to the University
of Massachusetts to receive the fellowship commonly
known as the "genius award" and the third alumnus of
the regional planning program to be so honored.

Just weeks before receiving the fellowship she was
given an honorary Doctrine ofLaw fi-om Tougaloo College
in Mississippi.

"I received the Doctrine in May and then I received a
call soon aft«rteUingme about the Fellowship," Blackwell
said. "It's been a very exciting year."

The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
of Chicago has awarded the open-ended grants since
1981 to enable recipients to use their talents ft-ee of
financial constraints. Awardees are proposed to the
Foundation by a group of more than 100 designated
nominators from across the country who serve anony-
mously for one year.

Blackwell received her master's degree in regional
planning from the University of Massachusetts in 1983

after starting graduate school at age 48. She became
president ofthe National Conference of Black Mayors in
1989 and won an election as mayor of Mayersville,
Mississippi, population 500-plus, in 1976. Overthe years,
Blackwell has overseen construction ofsewer and water
systems and housing for the elderly and disabled in
Mayersville, as well as the establishment of a street
maintenance program.

Noting that she owes a great deal ofher success to her
UMass professors, Blackwell said UMass was a pioneer
of higher education.

"It's good to see us folks from UMass doing so well,"
Blackwell said, "It's not just Harvard anymore."

The daughter of a sharecropper, Blackwell became a
civil rights activist and at one time was repeatedly
arrested and jailed in the town where is now mayor. She
is a subject of the collection "I Dream a World: Portraits
ofBlackWomenWho Changed America"by photographer
Brian Lanker, and is seen on a pilgrimage to China in the
documentary film "Women Hold Up Half The Sky," by
actress Shirley MacLaine.

Besides being a veteran civil rights organizer,
Blackwell is a past president of the U.S.-China People's
Friendship Association and has traveled to China at
least 15 times.

She returned to campus in the 1990-91 academic year
as part of the Eleanor Bateman program, which invites
alumni back to the University to share their experiences

Turn to BLACKWELL, page 8

UMass professors receive federal grant
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts scientists have
been awarded a $480,000 grant to study polyester-forming
microorganisms and to learn more about non-petroleum-
based plastics derived from these organisms.

Awarded by the National Science Foundation, the
grant will finance a project directed by UMass biochemist
R. Clinton Fuller, microbiologist Steven Goodwin and
poljmier scientist Robert W. Lenz.

Fuller, an internationally recognized photosynthesis
expert, and Lenz, a pioneer in polymer science, have long
collaborated in the study of biodegradable plastics.

Groodwin is an associate professor of microbiology and a
highly regarded microbial ecologist.

Fuller said the team's unorthodox approach to the
study of biological plastics may lead to new discoveries

within the field.

"Our approach to studying biologically made polyes-

ter is a bit unusual," he said. "We are probably the first

to formally integrate the study ofpol3rmers with biochem-
istry and more recently microbiology — and certainly

Steve Goodwin's contribution in microbiology adds a new
dimension to our work."

Lenz, noting that Japan and several European coun-

tries are heavily funding such research, said its economic

potential is tremendous.
"\Vorld demand for plastics came close to 100 million

metric tons in 1991, and industry is increasingly preoc-
cupied with the management ofplastic waste," Lenz said.
"The long-range goal of the UMass research is to learn
how to biologically make polymers for a wide range of
uses ranging from agricultural to biomedical to consumer."

Biologically-made plastics have recently received at-
tention from industry because they are believed to be
completely biodegradable, are virtually indistinguishable
from the petroleum-based plastics now used and are not
made fi-om scarce and expensive petroleum resources.

Fuller said the grant will help further research already
conducted under a recently depleted grant forom the
United States Navy.

"A few years before industry became preoccupied with
plastic waste, we were working on the problem for the
U.S. Navy," he said. "As far back as 1986, we were
obtaining useful information about biodegrable plastics
fi^m working on the problem for the Office of Naval
Research."

Fuller said one ofthe advantages to using the natural
plastics being studied is they are inherently biodegrad-
able and will ultimately be broken down by bacteria.
Biodegradability, however, is only one ofthe goals Fuller
said the team is seeking.

Turn to GRANT, page 4

New discovery
sheds light on
Amherst poet
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

AMHERST — A newly discovered letter from
Emily Dickinson to her sister-in-law provides some
new clues as to why the reclusive poet withdrew
from the world, scholars say.

The letter and a second to her sister-in-law were
acquired by Amherst College from a private party,
who requested anonymity, college spokesman Doug
Wilson said Wednesday. He said they had been
discovered in Pennsylvania, tucked into an early
edition of Dickinson's poetry.

"It's extremely exciting," said Polly Longsworth,
a Dickinson biographer from Williamsburg, Va.,
"because it is the closest thing we have to Emily
herselfputting a name to what was troubling her."

In the letter, the 27-year-old poet declines an
invitation from her sister-in-law and closest friend,
Susan Dickinson, who lived next door:

'Tou will forgive me if I never visit. I am from
the fields, you know, and while quite at home with
the dandelion, make a sorry figure in a drawing
room.

".
.
.Do not mind me, Susie. If I do not come with

feet, in my heart I come— talk the most and laugh
the longest — stay when all the rest have gone—
kissyour cheek, perhaps, while those honest people
quite forget you in their sleep."

She also shyly mentions in the note that she
watched her sister-in-law bring flowers to the
house earlier in the day, but did not venture
downstairs to talk with her.

"She is saying I just can't function in the social I

situation you are inviting me to," said Longsworth. I

The event is not identified in the letter, but
Longsworth said it may have been something as
simple as a gathering ofwomen, given Dickinson's
references to "roses" and "lilies."

"There is definitely the sense that while she
would be comfortable in an everyday situation, she
can't cope with refinement, sophistication and su-
perficiality," Longsworth said.

The letter's date, which Amherst College has
tentatively placed as 1858, makes it "very signifi-
cant," because it would be around the time when
she began her retreat to the bedroom ofher father's
Amherst home and her poetry, said Donald Porter,
a Dickinson scholar at the University of Massa-
chusetts.

Only a handful of her poems were published
during her life and those anonymously. The rest
she left, stitched together with thread, in a bureau

Turn to DICKINSON, page 8
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The state Department of Labor reported Thursday

o.f-S?;^^° ^°'"'"' ^^^ ^^^" destroyed in Florida, leaving
250,000 people homeless. It said 86.000 people were
thrown out of work by the storm. More than 400 000
people remamed without electricity.

Other federal and local agencies have produced widely
valuing estimates of the number of homes destroyed

State ofTicials also said 1.9 million meals had been
served at 110 sites.

As of Thursday, the hurricane was blamed for 46
deaths ni Florida. Louisiana and the Bahamas. Damagem Florida has been estimated at $20 billion.

Five tent cities in Homestead and Florida City with
room for 3.800 people were up, but only a few hundred
peole used them Wednesday night. The Army said seven
more could be built, bringing the capacity to 20 000
people.

Some said they stayed with their damaged houses
because they feared looters and others were simply
unwilling to leave what they called home.

"It's just because we've lived here so long. 20 years
that, I don't know. I just wanted to stay here." said Kathv
Shawger.

COLLEGIAN

PAWSS pulls in Hewlett grant
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

The Five College Peace and World Securities Pro-
gram, known widely as PAWSS, received a $300 000
award from the William and Flora Hewlett Founda-
tion.

PAWSS Director Michael Klare said the grant will
enable the program to make the much needed 3 year
transition in curriculum reflecting the changing times
in Global relations.

"With this grant we will be able to hire more
internships," Klare said, "It will also help the academics
decide what's next."

Klare said the shift in world events caused by the
end of the Cold War. which caught many in the

^^^t^o'^"^
'^"''^ ^y surprise, is forcing a change in

HAWSS strategy.

'The funds will help bring in special teachers,"

Klare said. "UMass will definitely benefit from this
grant."

Throughout the 1980s, as U.S.-Soviet relations
threatened the world order, PAWSS concentrated its
efforts on providing faculty and students with the most
current and accurate information on issues of disar-
mament and relations between the superpowers.

Its January faculty workshop and intensive sum-
mer institute have developed a national following and
have given hundreds of college and university teach-
ers access to highly specialized sources ofinformation
over the years.

While serving the needs of teachers at all levels,
PAWSS recently published a curriculum and resource
guide and offered stipends for Five College Faculty
who wish to develop new courses in curriculum ma-
terials in the field.

Klare said he expects the dynamic pace of pro-
graming will only be enhanced by the Hewlett grant.
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By MAUREEN JOHNSON
Associated Press

NOTTINGHAM, England - Some brought flowers
some waved Union Jacks. But the big draw Wednesday
was the body language as Prince Charles and Princess
Diana made their first public appearance together after
a summer of fevered speculation about their marriage.

The smiles were in place, small talk and handshakes
flowed smoothly as they worked the crowd, maintaining
a big gap between them.

"You'd need a wide-angle lens to get them together
"

grumbled 16-year-old Jason Batterham, who brought hi's
camera to catch the couple on a visit to the university
hospital.

"They're about six feet apart. You'd think he'd wait for her
"

"What do you expect them to do, hold hands?" snapped
a middle-aged woman as the 43-year-old heir to the throne
and Diana, 31, alighted from the royal limousine.

Despite it all— speculation about a separation, a book
quoting friends ofDiana saying her 12-year-old marriage

\
grant

is a loveless sham, a tape of an alleged intimate conver-
sation between the princess and a male friend — the
royal magic worked again.

"Diana'sjust the most wonderful woman in the world
"

said Thelma Lowther, a devoted royalist who said she had
been in the crowd outside Westminster Abbey in 1952 for
the coronation of the queen.

Added Mrs. Lowther, "I love the royals, but I am a bit
disappointed at the way things have turned out."

At the hospital and afterwards, Charles and Diana
split up to pursue separate programs. Standard proce-
dure, royal aides insisted.

But with the monarchy battling some of its most
trying times since Charle's great-uncle, Edward VIII,
abdicated to marry a twice-divorced American in 1936
things look different even to the most loyal subject.

Onlookers gossiped about the royal marriages- much
sympathy for Diana, some for Charles, general disapproval
for the Duchess of York, the estranged wife of Prince
Andrew who was photographed topless last month with an
American male friend.

continued from page 3

"At least two of the plastics we've dis-
covered so far have extremely novel
properties, and we think possible com-
mercial applications," Fuller said. "One is
a strong, hard plastic, and the other is a
durable rubber-like material."

The team is now searching for other
such natural plastics, and the UMass re-
search group— comprised of20 students.

postdoctorates and visiting scientists— is
learning from Fuller, Lenz and some
graduate students.

The University of Massachusetts has
one of the country's oldest polymer re-
search programs, and with the projected
1994 completion of the $50 million Conte
National Polymer Research Center, the
University will have the largest polymer
research laboratory in the nation.
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Stricken with anxiety?
You re not the only one

LOSIWG M/$ JOB mSTUOBS Al£ 41}£ATLy.

Haveyou ever wondered when the time
would come thatyou'd start feeling"grown
up?" When you wouldn't feel like a scared
little kid anymore? I have. I still do. I look
in the mirror every day waiting to see a
"woman" and yet I always see my own
reflection— the same one I've been look-
ing at for the past nineteen years. I keep
asking myself when it is I'll have the
answers, when it is I'll actually grow up?
When and how because I'm growing ex-
tremely anxious for the "transformation"
to take place.

Attim£Of%<T.

Look beyond the color
and stop teaching hate
My younger sister is an adopted Ko-

rean. When we were younger we would
always play together. One day while
plajdng in the sandbox, a boy approached
me and asked if he could join me. I said
yes, and we built our castles together
peacefully. A few minutes passed and my
sister came up to us. As she climbed over
the ledge into the sandbox, the boy yelled,
"She can't play, she's Chinese."

"She can too," I replied, "she's Renee,
she's not Chinese."

THOMAS
I didn't reahze the importance of that

moment until my father told me the story a
few months ago. Racism is something
taught, not somethingwe arebom with. In
school we are taught the white man's his-

tory and his dominance ofboth Blacks and
women. Through T.V. we are taught the

. stereotypes: the violent Hispanic, the rap-
ist Black, the stupid Chinaman, the dumb
blonde. In thejudicial systemwe are taught
that a Black's word doesn't stand up against
a White's. Even in our language we are
taught that white is good, black is evil.

I watched an Oprah Winfrey show this

summer, where a teacher claimed that
brown-eyed people were smarter than
blue-eyed people. All the blue-eyed audi-
ence members had been segregated from
the brown-eyed; even the bathrooms were
designated blue and brown.

The more the teacher spoke the more
enraged the audience grew. They sincerely
believed her claim. Even I, who am blue-

eyed, found myself increasingly offended
and yelling out my anger at the T.V.

By 4:30, the brown-eyed people were
generahzing about all blue-eyed stupidity,
the blue-eyed people were trying to defend
themselves by shouting out their SAT
scores, people were yelhng back and forth
and a brawl was all but about to begin.

Finally Oprah and the teacher ex-
plained that what had just occurred was
an exercise in racism— the audience went
dead silent. Until the beginning of that
program all the brown-eyed and blue-eyed
people thought of themselves as basically
equal. It wasn't until they were told oth-
erwise that all hell broke loose.

When you are born, you look at people's
differences with curiosity. As you grow,
your mind and thoughts are shaped by
society so that eventually you look at
people's differences with animosity. Fear
conquers understanding, ignorance con-
quers acceptance. Society teaches its chil-

dren, through history, language and me-
dia that anyone differing from the "norm"
is subservient to the rest, and should be
treated accordingly. Essentially, we teach
hate.

With all the political preaching about
family values, it's sad to think no one has
thought about society's values, and their
effect on famiUes.

Think about it: a country where no one
is afraid to stand up to the people in the
sandboxes who won't play with someone
who is different.

A country where blue equals brown,
white equals black— red equals yellow.
A coimtry where all could look past a

person's color and look at the person.
Think about it. Stop the ignorance —

stop the hate.

E.C. Thomas is a UMass student.

Rebecca

LAVERDURE
This past week I've been agonizing

about what it is I'm doing here, what the
meaning ofmy Ufe is and will be. I've been
asking everybody I know for the answer,
young and old alike, but no one will give it

to me. Well, they tell me that life is a gift,

etc. etc. . . and I have to celebrate it, etc.

etc. . . but my question is "How?" It's a
simple question, at least I think so, and
yet they keep telling me that I'm the only
one who can answer it. That's what scares
me more than anything else in the world.

How can I answer that? I'm just me—
I have no answers, only a million more
questions. Whenever I've had questions
before my parents gaveme answers, ormy
teachers, or books— but there was always
an answer out there, somewhere. Now I'm
supposed to look within myself for an
answer? When did I gain so much wisdom
to be able to answer the meaning of life?

When and where, because no one told me
about it. Did I skip some crucial class or
miss the handout on "How to Answer
Those Nagging Questions Like "What's
the Meaning of Life?'" I know I'm missing
something, some essential ingredient to

surviving because I'm still me, I still like
to color — I don't know how to pick a
career. . . and yet other people seem so
sure that I can. Maybe I should be an
actress because I sure fooled somebody,
somewhere along the way.
My parents keep telling me I'm just

growing up, that everybody goes through

this at some point or another. Why doesn't
anybody warn you about these things?
Maybe something like, "Oh yeah, by the
way, you'll have a little bit of trouble
trying to figure out the meaning of your
hfe right when you go to decide how to live
it because you'll feel like you're a litMe bit

empowered, but not even that much and
even that much power will scare the living
crap out of you." You know, just a little

something so that you won't think you're
totally alone in your anxiety and decide
you're just flat out going crazy.

But the funny thing is, when I don't feel

like I'm going crazy, I feel like I can actually
do something real with my life, that I can
make a difference. But then the question
pops up again, "How?" I'm awed at the
significance my achievements could have,
but at the same time I'm petrified of that
very same power. What if I use it unwisely?
What if I just lose it and start undressing
in the middle of a lecture? Or what would
happen if I become so afraid the world is

too much for me that I just decide to never
get out ofbed again? I could conceivably do
either.

To put it bluntly, I'm terrified of failing.

I feel like I won't be able to do it, to succeed,
because I'mjust little old me and, and what
in the world can I do? Ifother people knew
how much I still feel Uke a kid inside would
they still be so confident that I can answer
these questions? How can I be sure that I

have the power, the know-how, the courage
to create a Ufe and be satisfied with it. If

only I knew I wouldn't crumble and fall at
the very first challenge I met. Ifonly I were
sure I'm not missing any essential ingre-
dients. Ifonly I knew I wereon the threshold
of success and not failure.

I guess I'm supposed to be ending this
with some kind of conclusion — we all

learned about those conclusion paragraphs
in college writing — but to be honest, I

have none. But what I do have to offer is

comfort, the kind that comes with know-
ing you're not alone. I know it's said "the
unexamined life is not worth living," but
the examined one can feel a little over-
whelming at times. . . for everyone.
Rebecca Laverdure is a UMass student.

Health clinic answers charges
UMass is more than willing to apolo-

gize again to Beverly Beckham, just as
we did in January after she originally
brought to our attention her daughter's
experience at Health Services [Colle-

gian, Sept. 9].

UMass took action by re-emphasiz-
ing to the staff member involved the
nefed for confidentiality and respect
when talking to students. That is a
message we stress to all employees.
We also apologize for the apparent

misunderstanding with the bursar. He
seiid he'd wait a reasonable period of
time before taking action. After not
hearing furtheron the issue for a month.

he initiated withdrawal procedures for

non-payment of the health fee. The
daughter was immediately reinstated
upon Ms. Beckham's phone call.

While we sympathize with Ms.
Beckham's concern for her daughter
and virill do whatever we can to help her
daughter receive the sensitive care she
deserves, the health services fees are
required of all students. Parents with
concerns about Health Services may
contact the health services director or
the vice chancellor for Student Affairs.

Dr. David Kraft
Executive Director,

University Health Services

Even summer vacation can't save columnist from scrod
Back to campus, back to politics, microfridges and

scrod.

Hello, hello, hello! It's me again — yes, I'm back.
Scary, isn't it? Well, I was trying to come up with a decent
first column-type thing and this is the result. Before I

begin, I would like to remind the various University agenda is sure to add'to UMass' hectic agenda
services that ifthey camiot take ajoke, well, they should

Strolling around the Umversity, I discovered many wait-free telephone registration system; the dorms have
fi^eshly painted signs — very exciting indeed. Not only been painted; it's a new school year and, of course, our
were some signs painted, some were altogether new. Just faculty is top notch.
look up when strollingdown theCampus Centerand take
note of the change. Speaking of change. . . The political

not read any further. Enough said. Let the column begin!

I wentthrough the summer hoping to keep out ofreach
of scrod. Sure enough, I ended up working in a deli that
carried scrod specials three times a week. Ofcourse, this

started my scrod nightmares. Food Services will surely

keep these nightmares coming— the horror, the horror.

As if this was not enough, I spent my working days
convincing myself that I would not make it out of that

scrod pit with all my fingers intact. After a couple ofnear
misses I made it through okay.

As you can tell, that disgusting scrod reminded me of

UMass. So, as the day to return to school neared, I started

thinking about what UMass would be like this year.

I know Food Services made some changes, but would
they be up to par? What about Hel— I mean Housing
Services? Would our microfridges be waiting in our rooms
for us as promised? The campus itself?

Diana

D'AVANZO
Perhaps a little off the subject, let's talk about the

ever- popular Clinton campaign and its "Pro-Choice is

not Pro-Abortion" slogan. Right Bill. Now I really have
heard it all. (Do I detect a little voter manipulation here?)
No, this is not a Bush endorsement. Enough about
pohtics, more about UMass. O.K, not enough about
politics.

Back to the change line that led to my politics line.

Seems like there is change in the air. Housing has given
some happy seniors a double single. Food Services is

allowing meal plan- goers, among other things, two free
guest meals; the three-mile-long registration lines that
seemed to haunt us at the beginning of each semester
have all but disappeared thanks to the simple, almost

What is the point? Why am I writing this column?
What is the meaning to life? Before getting into the
meaning oflife, let me cover the point: with all the budget
cuts and bruises that we have taken over the past years,
it looks like we are finally coming out of the heartache.

Don't get me wrong, much work still needs to be done.
A major concern right now is the library, which is des-
perately in need of funding. Hopefully, with all the great
things that are happening, the library will not be far
behind.

Now for the differences in the first week schedule.
Registration was covered. Let's talk entertainment.
Batman II was one ofthe first week movies shown— not
to worry, there are usually many good movies shown
throughout the semester as well. You can always make a
suggestion to your house council or resident assistant for
a movie night.

Well, this is the end ofmy column. Before signing off.

a briefreminder about some future work : The meaning of
life will be coming soon to a column near you. God Bless!

Diana D'Avamo is a Collegian columnist.
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Casino-goers forget kids

U.N.: Iraq lacks
nuclear facility
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — The leader of the U.N.

weapons-search team said Thursday that Iraq no longer
has facilities for making atomic bombs.

Maurizio Zifferero, an Italian who works with the
International Atomic Energy Agency, told reporters:
"There is no longer any nuclear activity in Iraq. . . They
have no facilities where (they can ) carry out this activity."

At the end of the third day of inspections by the 21-
member team, Zifferero said the "work was good, coop-
eration was good."

However, in a statement issued at its headquarters in
Vienna, Austria, the U.N. agency said Zifferero was not
issuing a "clean bill of health for Iraq in the nuclear
sphere."

There has been considerable tension in recent months
over the U.N. inspections that were mandated by the
Gulf War cease-fire, which calls for the elimination of
Iraq's weapons ofmass destruction. A U.N. team in July
was refused entry to a ministry building for three weeks.

And the situation has become more potentially sen-
sitive since the United States declared an air exclusion
zone in southern Iraq, where Shiite rebels have been
holed up since their 1991 rebellion against Saddam
Hussein was crushed.

By STRAT DOUTHAT
Associated Press

LEDYARD. Conn. — The Mashan-
tucket Pequots' casino is cracking down
on people who leave children or pets unat-
tended in their cars while they gamble,
sometimes for hours.

There have been about a half a dozen
instances since weopened , but ifithappens
once in 10 years it's still a problem," said
casino president Al Luciani.

Luciani said he has ordered the casino
patrol to be on the watch for occupied cars
in the parking lot. Ifchildren are found in
the cars, he said, authorities will be noti-

fied promptly.
"We page their parents and then we

hook them up with the pohce," he said.
Thousands ofgamblers have played at

the tribe's Foxwoods High Stakes Bingo &
Casino since it opened in February. The
Pequots, eager to expand their casino into
a family resort, have outlined plans to add
hotels, restaurants, theaters and more
gambling space.

The tribe estimates revenue in the first
year at the casino will be $120 milUon.

Luciani and State Police Sgt. Thomas
Snyder, who heads the casino unit, said
none of the children left; unsupervised so
far has been physically injured or ill.

SAY CHEESE!
Learn the secrets of ptiotography.
Join ttie Collegian ptioto desk.

BOOGA!
Got an idea

for a story?

Want to get

published?

Come down
to the

Collegian,

113 Campus
Center

Basement
and give it a

shot.

DON'T WAIT!!
^ CALL US NOW to plan vour

SL^LLsTu?''^^'^^'^'^^"-^''^-

STUDENTS: BRING IN THIS AD ANDRLCLIVK A FREE POSTER FOR YOURROOM WITH ANY PURCHASE*

CENTRAL TRAVEL
25A PRAY ST., AMHERST

(In ttie D.H. Jones Real Estate BIdg

)

549-4900
*while supplies last

'Thank you! for your patronage.
The Krupczak Family

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF "FIELD OF DREAMS
rj

mmmB
liffismniiiiiH

SlilMKERS
A burglar, a spy, a fugitive, a delinquent,

a hacker, and a piano teacher...

and these are the good guys.

easons
ROUTE 9, HADLEY 584-8 1 74
Between Burger King & Dunkin Donuts

DISCOUNT LIQUORS • BEER • WINt

KEGS • AND ICE

HI
• NATURAL L.X...$32.90+dep
• BUSCH & Lt....$37.99-Kdep.

• iVIII_l_ER...$38.99 -»- dep.
• -"rE...$38.99H-dep.

* IVi.G.P, & Lt.. .^38.99 -Hdep.

BUSCH & Lt.
24/12 oz. Cans

$9.99 +j,gp

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

PABST
24/12 OZ. Bar Bottles

$/.^^ +clep.

NARRAGANSEn
24/12 oz. Cans

$6.99 +dep.

M.D. 20/20
.750ml $2.00

FIRE WATER 100%
NEW!

750ml $1 0.99 +dep.

SAM ADAMS ^'''Aie

6/12 oz. Bottles

$4.99 ,,,p.

ICE!!! 10LBS
BEST DEAL AROUND

$1.00
Tired of Stores with BAD
AHITUDES? At 4 Seasons,

You'll Be Treated with

Gratitude!

& P^Posits Held Up To 30 Days on VISA, MASTERCARD, CHECK CASH
^>mmiiismmmmimmi
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We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices effective September 6-12, 1992.

EVERnHINGYQ
TO GO BACK-TD-SCHOOL

JUMBO SIZE

CHINIZ
50% Polyester, 50% Cotton. Or Chintz Floor Cushion

iUMSTRONG 5 SHELF SAA
WALL UNIT *39
Assembly Required.

PEN-IAB. 5 SUBJECT

COMPOSniON Ow $
BOOK

^""^

99
SMfES-OO

Wide Or College Ruled
200 Pages

SATE 2.98

CHAIR BED
The chair that flips into a bed

PEN-TAB 70 PAGE

GOMPOsmoN BOOK
MEAD ^m
Designer series or regular Includes portfolio and writing
pad with velcro flap closure

TRAPPER KEEPER "^<^

WE CARRY OVER 300

GENESIslfiDtoGAMirFTRVDnr jj ^'P^O ^°^ °<
i i

MTNFS WORLD LAWNINOWER

AT OUR LOW $3/3 EVENINO
RENTAL RATE! (Rj^^

SUPER NINTENDO

QAMKS
• Over 9,000 titles for rent or sale.
'See details in store

• Return specially marked New Releases by
6:00 PM the next evening and receive a
coupon for $1.00 off your next rental

• 24 hour drop slot...return tapes at your
convenience

• Membership is FREE!

BETTERCREME
CAKE
SALE

NOW SHOWING!
Cool! The //I

comedy of
the year.

Stop & Shop
Price only

$1R95

I.AWSNt AilkAIVN

15
Suggested retail *24 95

K'^h

Mtumifiu

Pierc* Brosnan is a brilliant sciennst
obsessed with perfecting his revolu-
tionary Virtual Reality System on a
slow witted gardener- (g^i „.
The Lawnmower Man Wm co,„„6i,
(JeffFahey). I^K Home video

ALL YOUR FAVORITE
SNACKS & DRINKS

•A super selection of fine brands.
•All priced to fit a students budget

Single Layer. 20 Oz. Chocolate Pudding, Chocolate Bavarian
Creme, Gold Sundae or Chocolate Sundae

DELI COUPON 5513 I ^

iGRANDAODrS flir '
W""*-™"

I nmriLLA chips
12 Oz Pkg. Assorted Varieties

i

I

Caffeine Free Coke, Sprite, Minute Maid, Regular
or Diet or Classic. Pkg. of six 12 Oz Cans. Plus Deposit

I
Limit one coupon per customer. Good Sept. 6-12, 1992.

!
EAGLE THINS en

! POTATO CHIPS 99
_Regular, BBQ, Sour Cream & Onion, Nacho or Ranch. 6 Oz Bag
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MACINTOSH/COMPUTERS
COLLEGIAN

Blackwell

1
j

STUDENT MAC RENTALS

,

nRMONIH

COMPUTERS

AUTHOmZEO
RESELLER

BRAND NEW/USED AAACS FOR SALE

REPAIRS AND MEMORY UPGRADES

MAC/IBM HOURLY RENTALS

LASER PRINTS/COLOR SCANNING

585*0007
NORTHAAAPTON • 38 MAIN STREET • LOWER LEVEL

continued from page 3

with students, staff and faculty.

The University has had two alumni MacArthur win-
ners, both from the same master's program in regional
planning. Recipient Maria Varela of LaPuente, New
Mexico, received her degree in 1983. She helps residents
of rural communities in the Southwest maintain the
agricultural and cultural heritages of Hispanics and
Native Americans.

Wesley Jacobs, also a 1983 graduate, is an Oglala
Sioux who received his grant for helping to improve the
lives of the residents of the Pine Ridge Indian Reserva-
tion in South Dakota.

Several University faculty have also received
MacArthur awards. Max Roach, adjunct music professor,
won his award in 1988. Roach is a composer, percussionist
and teacher credited with helping to pioneer the bebop
style ofjazz in the 1940s.

hunger
continued from page 1

be around 22 million, while a high estimate could
exceed 40 million.

These figures follow last week's Census Bureau
report showing that poverty reached a 27-year high
in 1991 while household incomes declined.

Brown said the profile ofhunger has changed as
the problem has grown.

Dickinson
continued from page 3

for her sister to find after her death in 1886 at age 55.
Her withdrawal from the world remains the "most

titillating mystery," surrounding the poet, Porter said.
"It's something people love to speculate about. Did some
man turn her down? Or was there some other traumatic
event that sent her into retreat?"

TREADIK

4 Months
M39

PLUS
KEISER

NAUTILUS

FREE-WEIGHTS

STAIRMASTERS

LIFE CYCLES

LIFE ROWER

BIOCYCLES

CYBEX UBE

The Way It's Supposed to Be.

The Jean Jacket
from Union Bay

•55

NORDIC TRACK

The thrill of rock climbing,
the safety & convenience of a machine

TREADMILLS

rvvits>w;tfjn

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

Isr.'-fCjf-'^
W-*.«s^**>*

West
South
Amherst
256-0080

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

1 91 N. Pleasant St. Amherst • 253-201 3
22 Masonic St., Northampton • 586-6336

Open 7 days • Thursday nights in Northampton

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Enrich your life.

Enhance your life.

En^oyyour life.

• Take a course for UMass credit (over 100 of them!)

• Take a two- or three-week workshop to add spice to

your life (nearly 100 different choices!)

• Enroll in a program specialized for your career needs.

• Find out about our Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)

degree.

REGISTER NOW through September 22

for UMass Division of Continuing Education

fall semester classes, workshops, and specialized

programs.

Going to Law School, Business School or Grad School

Make sure you get accepted:
SCORE YOUR BEST!

For more information, call 545-2414.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

A quality education at affordable prices!

Think of it as

for the Mind.

At Kaplan, we integrate more different learning approaches than any
other program:

Exclusive TEST-N-TAPE* Lab»
Comprehensive Home Study Notes*

Open Days, Evenings, and Weekends*
TEST YOUR BEST GUARANTEE*

• Expert Instructors

• Smaller, Interactive Classes

• Individual Tutoring Sessions

•Computer Evaluated Diagnostic Testing

GRE PREP begins 9/10

• LSAT 1st class 9/10

• GMAT PREP begins 9/13

LSAT MCAT GRE GMAT
For More liirorinalio.i: 549-,^T80

COLLEGIAN

My ^m,<,\\e -thinks dll I eyer do if 90
fhrou^n phases'. Vouc/ian^iedyoi/r haajbr

again ? Mow ii's fi/uvc Dance Fomf^viheh

ar& yo(j going +0 come to your fer\fes and
picK Jomethin^ iet\<iii>\e ? (%M i^^". I

guefj i^^ Jud anoiher f>/)afe.'5'o Ifold her,

'G'Ve me a treakMa.I mean I Rept t/ie

fame phone company a// ^ur year/.'..
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.»S>"*>.<'^,..vftv388i^iOP*SO . .v^lfAa,.matter what phase of college life you're in,

AT&T can help you through it. Just choose

AT&T Long Distance. And you'll become a

member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a line of products

and services designed specifically to meet your needs

while you're in college.

Our Reach Our Plans can save you money on AT&T Long

Distance, no matter when and where you call. Call Manager be impressed

Sfudmif

will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from

those your roommates make. The AT&T Calling Caixi

lets you call from almost an)'where to anywhere. Also,

when you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free.*

And with AT&T you'll get the most reliable long

distance service.

So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will

If you're an off-campus student, sign up for

mr Student Saver Plus by calling 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 848.

©IWJAIJIT •VnilliwnwnnrH ATST LII (^mitialc pquivilpnl u> 22 minurMidirtti dulrd cmsi (ii ctatt. nftii and >m«n«) allmn hunl
di nw tflKiiw 6/8/<>2 »i»i n»M p morr or Irm mnim (lrpnidin| on »»liaT or Mrt\ ywj all Ofa limlltd > one cernlkatr pn auitn

AT&T
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curre positions available

1 1 3 CanripysF€enter • UMass
«^^ 54Ss3500

"

in the basement across from the ATMs

Minority students are encouraged to come down and get involved.

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

LOOK AT THE SAVINGS SCOTT S

HAS IN STORE FOR YOU!
SALE GOOD
8/:-!l/g2THPlJ

V/lv/v^>

MILLER ^^"^^'^^ DRAFT
& G.D. LIGHT
24-12 OZ.

BOTTLES

s|2"

_2oo

SALE
PRICE

MAIL-IN
REBATE

FINAL l/\
COSTS

jQ
JOSE CUERVO
GOLD
TEQUILA
750 Ml

LABATTS
BLUE
& 50 ALE $
12 PACK BOTTLES

Telecheck For

Yo'jf P'j( '.onal CI Kick

99

BUSCH
& BUSCH LIGHT
24 12 OZ. CANS

DEP.

BACARDI
BREEZERS rum coolers

4 PACK

SALE
PRICE

MAIL-IN
REBATE

FINAL
COST

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED _ ,,_-,

RUM cOoo 1%
750ML J^// li-^8

NATURAL LIGHT
1/2 KEGS NonmumaiimD

lOPUfCHMfKlGSi

FLEISCHMANS
VODKA
1.75 LITER

SUTTER HOME
WHITE
ZINFANDEL
750 ML

2 FOR

^ ^ V mi
m WAHT TO fif YOUR FAVOklTE UQUOR STORE!
/. IINIVFRSITY PRIVF, NFWMARKFT CFNTFR. AMHFRST (nin<ionnlly Arro^.n from UMASS Stndii.m)

Plenty of FREE Parking

AMHERST

UMASS NEWMARKET
CENTER

RTE
9~^

[mauIumI
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O Brien
continued from page 1

Karam pointed out that an interim
term puts a lot ofpressureon the person
in the post because everything must be
done in such a short time, not allowing
the person to make long-term plans.

"I think he felt a great strain trying
to accompUsh things without the luxury
of time to think of long-term efforts,"

said Karam. He added that it is diffi-

cult to encourage faculty on long-term
goals when the post is short term.

"He's a great fan of basketball, he's

real — he doesn't put up a facade and
he's a good guy," said Karam.

StudentTrustee KevinNewnan said
he was also pleased with the
Chancellor's performance, particularly
in Ught ofsuch difficult financial times
for the University.

"He assumed the helm of a sinking
ship," said Newnan. "Certainly now
we're in much more stable waters."

Newnan said the University is bet-

ter off now than it was a year ago,

financially and morally. He added that

O'Brien has been a strong advocate for

the campus.
"He's done an excellent job and the

financial situation is better as a whole,"
said Newnan. "The studentgovernment
has had much better dealings with the

administration."

State Sen. Stanley Rosenberg said
he too has enjoyed working with
O'Brien.

"He has been extremely prompt and
thorough in providing me with infor-

mation to advocate for the University
in the legislature," said Rosenberg. 'I've

foimd that he seems genuinely inter-

ested in understanding the nature of

Massachusetts politics.

However, not all are supportive of

O'Brien's performance and past deci-

sions he has made. Legal studies pro-

fessor John Bonsignore said he is not
overly upset about the Chancellor's term
ending.

"I don't think he handled the Gradu-
ate strike last semester diplomatically

or constructively and he made for a lot

ofhard feelings. . . and (graduates) are
the main line of teachers here," said

Bonsignore, adding, "he's scientifically

oriented and not sensitive to the hu-
manities.

"No matter who it is, they serve as a
lightning rod," said the acting Dean of

Engineering, Keith Carver, who said

he was impressed with O'Brien's lead-

ership. "It's not possible to please all

the different groups on such a diverse

campus."

add/drop
continued from page 1

partment adds them into the computer.
The system seems to be working v/ell,

said Fitzpatrick, and most of the depart-
ments she spoke with reported no heavy
lines.

"It's much better than those lines," said
Ken Sugarman, a junior civil engineering
mjyor. He said the system was "very easy
and very helpful. 1 got through right away."

Marie Valbrun, a freshman HRTA
major, said that she was initially appre-
hensive about the system.

"It sounded hard, but it was easy,"

Valbrun said.

"I found the phones a lot easier, it's

more up-to-date. I could find out right

away if I could get a class," said Angela
Smith, ajunior psychology msgor who is at
UMass on exchange from Northern Ari-

zona University.

Not all classes are available via tele-

phone and some departments, such as
journalism, are not using the phone sys-

tem at all.

"In general, courses which are required

for majors are offiine because we give
courses based on need, not first come,
first serve," said Nancy Hare, adminis-
trative assistant to the journalism de-

partment.
Hare said that the department talked

over the options and decided that although
it is more work to hand load each course it

was important to maintain lists to ensure
that students needs were best met.

Hare also said that some courses which
other departments did not offer on the
phone system, such as independent stud-

ies, were online in journalism.

Registrar Fitzpatrick said that the voice

response units that the system uses cost

$200,000.

Fitzpatrick said the new system
eliminated work needed to process 25,000
computer forms, but that other duties

have been added.
"We opened the system in August and

the help line was very busy. We've also

had a lot of students in the office to get a
copy of their schedule," Fitzpatrick said.

She said that all students will get a
copy oftheir revised schedule at the end of

the add/drop period.

There's a lot more than a great

calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP48SX or an
HP48S between June 1, 1992,

and October 31, 1992. Youll get

a bonus book that's good for free

software, a free PC link cable
and hundreds of dollars back
on applications-like electrical

and mechanical engineering-
memory cards, training tools,

games, and HP's infrared printer

It's a really big offer Worth more
than $500. And it's going to

make your HP 48 calculator even
more valuable to you. The free

serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free software disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily,

do 3D plotting, and analyze
polynomials.

C1992 Hewlett Packard Company PCil2203B

Beyond all the bonuses, you'll

have the right calculator for

your most challenging classes.

HP48 calculators have over
2100 built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of

graphics and calculus.

Head over to the campus book-
store now. After all, you don't

see this kind of deal every day.

HP calculators. The best for

your success.

r!^ PTdb

.y:o 'J^«<*"

5844975

m HEWLETT
PACKARD

7C:

NORThAMpTON
NautIIus, Inc.

216 North King Street
Northampton

Aerobics • Nautilus • Lifecycles
• Tnnning • Free Weights

^*
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DANCECLUB
Wednesday -

EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING WITH D) |0B

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING WITH Dj

DENNIS R.

WHMP's Keith Stevens

broadcasting live.

Friday -

DANCING WITH DJ JOB
Fw Adtission Before IftOOpm

Free All Ni^w/ColegeLD.*

^Saturday - WHMP
THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOBi

l'.IMMMMi.lM..n.ltl..nli —.^Tyi

Sunday -

(Coming Sep. 20th

)

INTERNATIONAL NIGHT
w/DennisR.(18+)

LIVE MUSiC,
Thun., Sept 10-8:30pnV18+/

Back to School Party

SHOCKRA

Minibus

;;,••",•>/>•-V•>/-••'.•-V/V-V.V•>.V-V .V"V .".r• j«?/

Fn., Sept. 1 ISJOpm

Free Rock Friday

TEXAS FLOOD
A tribute to Stevie Ray

Vaughn (No cover before

10pm, Free all night with

College I.D.)

Come before 1 0pm and
eriter to win dinner for

two from ACME BBQ

rj

Thurs., Sept. r-8:.U)pinJ8-i-/

CHUCKLEHEAD

ipi' *«^

The Bombastics
fVi.'1/i/IJI/lJlJIJI^IJljiJlJlJl.wjijif

Fn., Sept. l8-8:iOpm

Free Rock Friday

THE DEL FUEGOS
Barry Kingston

1 "I ! •?! "f PI •

Sat., Sept. 1 9-8:J0pm

RIPPOPOTAMUS
.^^^^|^^^^^^^^^^^^^J

Tues.. Sept. 22-7:00pm., /18+/

"The Choice Is Yours"

BLACK SHEEPs
Thun., Sept. 24-8:30pnV18+/

Led Zeppelin Tribute

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
J^'.JLJi.J-.V.'.ni.lLM-M-M-1-.ll...

Scit., Sept. 26-7:00pm

FLOR DE CANA
S.it., Sept. 26-W:00pm

BIG BAD BOLLOCKS

fi

...
Tue-,.. Sept 2<:)-7:()0pnyl8+/

MIGHTY MIGHTY
BOSSTONES

» ! ! ! 11 1. ,. »

S,it., Oct. W-7:00pm
TIL TUESDAY

\.\,'..'.i:,\;\'.,'.r.i'.f!'rjiimiLi

Tues., Oft. lJ-7:00pnVW-i-/

JIMMY CLIFF
otTxrtTtfiTatrtraatTiriTtftra

Tie keb for all shows available

at Peari Street Strawberries,

D\naniite Records, For Ihe

Record in Amherst Ticket Pro

(800) 828-7080.

10 Peari Street, \or1hanipton

NEW5TUDENT5:
Just look what weve got cooking for you!

/ The Collegian has

opportunities in news,

eporte, arte, photoe

and graphics - NOWl
Join the group that has the ecoop

COLLEGIAN - 113 Campus Center

Dems gain endorsement
Environmentalists praise Gore's record

QUICK FLIX
Video Delivery Service
Select from Thousands of Titles

Free Membership • Free Delivery

CALL NOW 549-8008
Located in the Carriage Shops

By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Democratic
presidential ticket of Bill Clinton and AI
Gore won support Thursday from two
national environmental groups, the
League of Conservation Voters and the
Sierra Club.

The two non-partisan groups accused
President Bush of reneging on his pledge
to be the environmental president and
breaking specific promises he made dur-
ing his 1988 campaign.

Clinton has had a mixed environmen-
tal record as governor of Arkansas. But
the groups said his choice of Tennessee
Sen. Gore for a running mate proved his
commitment to their cause.

"Gore has not only supported environ-
mental legislation, he has written most
of it," League president Bruce Babbitt
said of the Tennessee senator. He said
Gore's presence on the Democratic ticket
makes it the clear choice for environ-
mentalists.

The Sierra Club said Thursday it would
formally endorse Clinton and Gore in news

conferences around the country on Fri-

jday. It was only the second presidential

endorsement since the club was founded
100 years ago; the first was in 1984, when
the groups endorsed Walter Mondale over
Ronald Reagan.

Sierra Club president H. Anthony
Ruckel, in remarks prepared for delivery

Friday in Little Rock, Ark., called Bush
"an environmental disaster."

He said Bush had promised to protect

wetlands, fight thegreenhouse effect, pass
a national recycling plan, support a strong
Clean Air Act and be "a Teddy Roosevelt
environmentalist."

"He has broken every single promise,"
Ruckel said. "How can we possibly trust

him?"
The league, in a similar vein, said Bush's

1988 pledge to be the environmental
president "seems to have followed the path
of 'read my lips, no new taxes.'"

In a rating ofthe two tickets, the league
praises Clinton for environmental moves
during the last few years, forcommitments
he has made to fight pollution and promote
conservation if elected president, and for
choosing Gore.

^pIZ

What's Going on at Mike's?

Mon-Nite Football Free Buffet at 9:30
Tuesday Nite--Pasta Nite all you can eat

macaroni & meatballs $3.99
Wed Nlte- -Guest Bartender Nite

Come Sign Up, it could be YOG! Fun &
Prizes

Thursday Nite is Party Nite at Mike's

Friday--Our Famous Afternoon
Smorgasbord

This Week's Menu
Roast Beef'Roast Chicken»Pasta & Meatballs»Veal

Parmesan»Roast Potatoes«Asst. Salads

Miller Genuine Draft Pitchers $4.50
Mike's Best Pitchers $3.95

Spiced Rum & Coke $1.75

Mike's Will be Serving Lunch Daily-Check Out Our Specials

Starting Sunday, September 20, Mike's will be serving

all-you-can-eat Sunday Brunch $3.99
Pitchers of Mimosas $S.SO

Bloody Marys $1.S0

Village rocked
by tidal wave
By JOHN RICE
Associated Press

EL TRANSITO, Nicaragua— Among donations that
piled up Thursday were two child-size coflins — an
unneeded reminder that the 800 villagers lost almost as
many lives in a tidal wave as all of Florida did in
Hurricane Andrew.

The quake-spawned wave that smashed into
Nicaragua's southwest coast Tuesday night devastated
this little fishing town.

By Thursday morning, 14 bodies had been recovered
in EL Transito and 10 children remained missing and
feared dead, according to federal health officials here.

Capt. Guillarmo Guevara, chief of the Civil Defense
Department, told ambassadors in Managua on Thursday
that 116 people were confirmed dead in this Central
American nation, 350 were injured and about 700 houses
destroyed. He said earlier that 150 people were missing.
On Thursday, waves broke upon the beach with a

calm, stately rhythm.
Francisco and Rosibel Avita walked barefoot along the

surf, poking delicately at the mounds of sand, searching
for a daughter stolen by the sea.

Much of the village nestled in a gentle bay 35 miles
west ofManagua is now a gruesome scatter of shattered
roofing, broken concrete and splintered wood.

Dozens of people spent the night in the pews of a
Catholic Church on the hill above town, sleeping amid
bales ofclothingand boxes offood donated byNicaraguans
and foreign agencies.

Health Ministry nurses stacked medicine atop the
alter.

Volunteers outside sorted beans from rice, canned
juice from canned tuna.

The Environmental
President?
Be a leader.

RECYCLE
and
VOTE

» t » » I o

PIA
A NC I A''

fAndreiv ^addock^
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC
Auto Insurance Specialists

Discounts Available

586-6220
Conveniently Located on Rte. 9

Next to the Banks
Hadley

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Read it.

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Love it.

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Work for it.

Collegian

113C.C. /E.O.E.

Arts & living
Havens from Woodstock to the Iron Horse
By DAKKAN ABBE
Collegian Staff

Richie Havens
Iron Horse Music Hall
September 3, 1992

In our collective cultural memory,
Woodstock looms like a parting of the
Red sea, an unparalleled event where
the scattered tribes were gathered and
led to the other side by Hendrix, Joplin
and others. Any one of the 500,000 plus
attendees is guaranteed a rapt audience
of grandchildren as they regale the
young'uns with tales from the Woodside
("Then there was the day I took the
brown acid and played pattycake with
Joe Cocker for four hours.")

Cultural bonding aside, the truth is

that much of the music at Woodstock
was incredible and few ofthe artists who
played there are still making music with

the same intensity and power
Those who have seen the movie or were

actually there (checkyour pacemaker), can
hardly forget the raw soul of Richie Ha-
vens singing "Motherless Child" to open
the festival. Curling a massive thumb
over the neck of his acoustic guitar,
strumming like a freight train, and sing-
ing like a prophet, he quite simply blew
away the crowd.

This last Thursday night Richie ap-
peared in our very own Iron Horse in
Northampton to a cozy hundred of his
biggest fans. His balding head gave way to
a thick ponytail in back, and a rich beard
flowed from his face. Unbelievably, he
actually looked younger than at
Woodstock, and seemed to glow from head
to toe (musta been the coffee).

Richie sat on a lone stool and spoke
quietly but surely for several minutes
before starting to play. As his silk-smooth
strumming began, the room rose in ex-

citement as we all waited to hear his voice.
To those who have never heard his voice,
no words will do, but Richie Havens is
blessed with a singular voice that I can
only compare to Stevie Wonder's best in
beauty and soul-scratching intensity.

Richie's first few songs were achingly
beautiful, but were mere teasers as he
slowly brought his voice into its upper
range where occasional sparks ofelectricity
seemed to crackle in the air around him.
The crowd was fantastic, fully appreciat-
ing the magic ofseeing this man in such an
intimate space.

For an hour and a halfRichie sat alone,
his left foot dancing madly to his brilliant
and furious strumming (guitarists take
note, he never solos), his voice filling every
nook and cranny ofthe Iron Horse. Cover-
ing songs like "Here Comes the Sun" and

"Time Afler Time" (Cindy Lauper!), and
playing his numerous spiritually and po-
litically charged originals, Richie was un-
touchable, a towering giant ofa performer.
A second guitarist and pianist came on

stage for the last hour and played taste-
fully and with restraint. They didn't take
anything away from Richie, but neither
could they have added much to this vir-

tual holy man. (I'm not exaggerating —
this was a minor religious experience for

me).

He ended the show with "Motherless
Child," wiped his brow of sweat, stepped
back and clasping his hands together
bowed to the audience, a beautiful and
humble gesture from a man who has played
for half a million people and seemed just
as happy to play for a hundred. God bless
you, Richie.

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

fS PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-8923 • 256-8924

^^^
fine new, ust(i& children's Boof(s

'European, art & Uterary periodicals

puBCisfiers overstocf^s at 30%-80% off

special orders • out-of-print Boofisearcfies

Opwi 7 days « Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 10-5 » 38 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 584-0374 « 586-5838

220 N. Pl.-asanf St. (Roar). Amhrrst. MA

For the Dancer, Gyiimast,
Fitness Minded

Full Bodywearl
Great Shoes! 253-5201

Creative Computers
is expanding

Lowest Prices Anywhere!!!
~ September Back To School Specials ~

386SX-33IVIHZ

$999.00

Cost Effective!

2MB Memory, 80MB Hard

Drive, SVGA Card and SVGA

Color Monitor

32K Cache Memory, 1.2MB 5.25' or

1,44MB 3.5' Floppy, MinhDesktop

Case, 101 KeytDoard

Ready to use with MS-DOS
5.0 Installed!

486SX-33MHZ
$1550.00

Powerful and Versatile!

4MB Memory, IIOMB Hard

Drive, 1MB SVGA Card and

SVGA Color Monitor

64K Cache Memory, 1.2MB 5.25'

&

1.44MB3.5' Floppies, Mini-lower

Case, 101 Key Keyboards Mouse

MS-DOS 5.0 and
Windows 3.1 Installed

PS3 - Also! Don't Forget! Both Systems rsss
^^^-^ Include a One Year Warranty. ~ 1^1

r^ 1^1 k with 14
Jc'. Local: (^ilA)

<)f computt
7094

^'^=^^^*^-* -^ -^^*''^S^S^^^^^^^^Si

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25

Single Project/Event Grants

for music, theater, visual art

and design, performance
art, literature, film and video,

and other arts related events.

PROPOSALS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT GROUPS

APPIJCATIONS
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACTIVmiS
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
2()9IIASBROUCK
OR CALL 54.'i-O202

I

DANCING
with DJ JOB

•Free Admission before 10pm»
•Free Admission All Night w/

College I.D.»

L

DANCING
with

DJ JOB

Coming Sunday, Sept. 20th/18-(-/

INTERNATIONAL NIGHT
Dancing with

Dj DENNIS R.

(Euro-House. Imnorts. etc.)

Look for our completely
new light show in mid-
September featuring

"THE WIZARD" &
THE ASTROSPIDER"

10 PEARL STREET, NORTHAMPTON • 584-7771

« » v<
» * *
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Welcome Back
and Best Wishes

from

Sprint
UMass Long Distance Operator Services Provider for

Residence Halls*

WITH SPRINT OPERATOR SERVICES, YOU
^ CAN BILL YOUR CALLS IN ANY OF

THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

AT&T cards

Visa

American Express
Diners Club

JCB
Bell Canada

Person-to-Person

Local Telephone Company

Calling Cards

Master Card

Discover

Carte Blanche

Collect

Find out the cost of a call to anywhere in

the world without incurring any charges by

simply calling the Sprint operator.

Converse with our operators in seven foreign

languages (French, German,Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, Japanese and Korean)

* To make an operator assisted call, dial 9+0+Area Code +
Number, wait for the tone and enter your calling card number
or hold for an operator.

COLLEGIAN
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On the road, in lust and HIV positive
Mr. Lupo says The Living End is a brazenly politically incorrect road flick
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Lon^h'meCompa/iion this ain't. Jon{CraigGilmore)
and Luke (Mike Dytri) are HIV positive, in lust and
hopelessly cynical. And they're on the run in what director
Gregg Araki has called "a Hope/Crosby movie in which
Crosby f Hope." The Living End is a brazenly po-
litically incorrect take on the road flick with funny,
tragic, yet mostly uneven results.

One of the highlights of this year's Boston Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival, The LivingEnd opens with a naive
film critic named Jon ( ! ) who learns he's HIV positive ( the
doctor adds an absent-minded 'sorry'J. Jon picks up a
ferociously handsome (and frequently shirtless) HIV
positive drifter named Luke. Afl«r Luke kills a cop (not
to mention clobbers a gay basher with a stereo), they go
on the run because as he describes it: "What have we got
to lose? We're completely free."

There's a definite sense ofapocalyptic romanticism as
Jon and Luke keep on running, have sex a lot and
eventually fall in love. It's more of a symbolic journey
than anything tangible, since nothing or no one seems to
be chasing them except death. Jon, however, keeps in
touch with Darcy (Darcy Marta), a friend from home

whose life is faUing apart due in part to Jon's absence.
Everything in The Living End is undercut with a

sardonic, even caustic, edge. No doubt a point of contro-
versy will be the wholly cartoonish portrayal oftwo men-
hating killer lesbians Luke encounters. After he steals
their car he comments "Don't these wenches listen to
anything besides k.d. lang and Michelle Shocked?" This
outrageous scenario, taken in the context of this film, is
more hilarious than offensive.

In fact, all the characterizations (except for Darcy) are
decidedly off-center. The leads are neither saintly gay
martyrs (see TVs early AIDS drama An Early Frost) or
maniacal villains (hke Basic Instinct). Luke is the ar-
chetypal hunky stud, the guy just about anyone would
fall hopelessly for. So much so that he wears his reck-
lessness on his sleeve.

Jon, on the other hand, is playing-it-safe personified.
His apartment, indeed his life, is awash in a sea of pop
culture consciousness. While on the run, he tells Darcy to
tell his editor he'll need an extension. He realizes that
he's taking this whole "hackneyed romance thing" as just
that. His HIV designation, in a way sets him free of his
sheltered life, only to be left facing his mortality. Araki
has a way of making this issues glide by the viewer
without being first-film pretentious or preachy.

The Living End's miniscule budget ($25,000) adds as
well as detracts from the film's power. While there are no
panoramic vistas a la Thelma & Louise to undercut its
intensity, there is little imagination in the way ofcamera
work. All the shots are awkwardly staged and there is an
insufferable amount of scenes with the back of the car
pulling away from the camera.

What hurts the film most, however, is that both Craig
Gilmore and Mike Dytri are terribly erratic actors. In one
scene they're effective and even outstanding (the final
exchange is fantastic), in another they're high schoolers
in their first play. It also doesn't help that Dytri's boyish
voice continually burst the
drifter fantasy bubble every time he speaks. Much better
is Darcy Marta, who gives a wonderful supporting per-
formance that more than once outshines the leads.

The Living End works best when it's skewing stereo-
types and being desperately romantic. But director Araki
funnels a constant current of anger fun throughout this
film. Stay for the credits and you'll see why. Araki is like
Gus Van Sant (A/y Own Private Idaho) with a sharper
edge but lacking the assured style. It's hard to tell what
kind of director Araki will be, but by the title of his next
film, "F**'' the World," it's going to be very interesting to
find out. Grade: B

.*\»

USED
BOOKS

40-80% OFF LIST

ACADEMIC &
POPULAR

VALLEYBOOKS
199 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
OPEN 7 DAYS IVvlSCW r^

GRE/LSAT
Intensive

Instruction:
Individuals &
Groups (to 3)
Guaranteed

Minimum Score
Verbal & Math:

600-1- Each

r AEROBICS n

Lojv Impact

Step

!Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycies

' Biocycles

Treadmill

m)RKSMARTER
NOTHARDER

Engineering student?

Smart.

Math or science

major? Also smart.

On tests, you probably run

equations over again to make
sure they're right. So you're

working harder.

You don't have to do that

anymore. Not when you use

the TI-68 Advanced Scientific

or TI-85 Graphics Calculator,

with their last equation replay

feature — and many other

smart fianctions.

We've spent years with

students like you

and educators like your profes-

sors to develop the Tl-68 and
the TI-85. TTiat's why they're

so highly recommended.

For engineering students, the

TI-68 solves up to five simul-

taneous equations, has complex

number functions and offers

formula programming.

The TI-85 builds on the

power of the TI-68 by adding a

wide range of graphing capabil-

ities. Math students can handle

calculus problems more easily.

And technical students can see

the fianctions for a better

understanding of problems.

The TI-85 also handles

complex numbers. Matrices.

Vectors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it

offers a powerful one-equation

SOLVER.
Try a TI-68 or TI-85 at

your local TI retailer today.

And start working smarter.

Instead of harder.

^ Texas
Instruments

s Thas

'^BB9B0'i

Ms

^"^
COS 'T "" ^

G f < '>.

<
^

! CALC

^^"^^^ ^^ar..

COMv
f^

«Ci. _
STR^Q

J.

© 1W2 Texas Instruments Incorporated IHOOOIOIA

evmy
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continued from page 20
Many picked the Black Bears to finish among the

bottom of the YanCon. but as it turns out Maine may be
better than expected. The Black Bears beat heavily-
favored UNH last week to open the YanCon schedule,
and could find themselves moving into the middle ofthe
YanCon standings.

9.Richmond: Jim Marshall hasn't had a winning
season at Richmond yet, and could be seeing his tenure
at Richmond come to an end with another losing cam-
paign.

The Spiders return 11 starters from last year, most
notably junior QB Greg Lilly, who should rewrite the
Richmond record books by the time he graduates.

One bright spot for the Spiders is Jim Reid. The
former UMass headman is now defensive coordinator
and assistant head coach for Richmond, and could be
wearing the headman's hat by next season.

1992 Cross Country Schedule

SPORTS MEETING

Yup, it's that time of year again. The Mas-
sachusetts Daily Collegian sports staff is

holding a meeting for all staff members at 7

p.m. tonight down at the Collegian. All are

welcomed to attend. If you want to write for

us, c'mon down! We're located in the 113
Campus Center Basement. To get here, come
down the escalator and make a U-turn. We're
on the opposite end of the basement from the

ATMs.

Men's
Sept. 1 9 lona / Boston College

at Northeastern 12:00

26 at Vermont / Boston University 1 :00

Oct. 10 Paul Shoprt Invitational

at Lehigh University 10:00
17 Easterns

at UNH 1 1 :00

24 Atlantic 10 Championships
at Van Cortlandt Park, NY 1 1 :00

30 New England Championships
at Franklin Park, Boston 1 :00

Nov. 14 IC4A Championships

at Lehigh, Bethlehem, PA 1 1 :00

Women's

Sept. 1 2 at Dartmouth Invitational 1 1 :30

19 BOSTON COLLEGE 12:00

26 at Vermont

Boston University 1 :00

Oct. 10 RHODE ISLAND/
CONNECTICUT/
NEW HAMPSHIRE/
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE 12:00

24 Atlantic 10 Championships

at Van Cortlandt Park, NY 10:00

30 New England Championships

at Frankling Park, Boston 1 1 :30

14 ECAC Championships

at Lehigh, Bethlehem, PA 11 :00

SPORTS NOTICE
The Franklin County Soccer Association will sponsor recreational pick-up games, structured around

the number of players on any given day. One week may accommodate 40 players by running two, full

field games, and the next week run a round robin six-on-six to accommodate 1 5 to 20 players.
This program will run every Sunday from 4-6 p. m. The program will start September 1 3 and run through

November 8, 1992. All games will be played behind the Greenfield High School, with parking available
at Friendly's on Federal Street.

The FCSA, in pursuit of promoting soccer, will provide sponsorship, organization, and instruction.
They ask that all players bring $1 .00, along with a dark and white shirt. The FCSA will make available
the fields, nets and officials, but the emphasis will be on everyone having fun. Bring your own water and
please stretch out properly. For more information, call Brennan McGuane at 774-7257.

The Collegian - It's not just an adventure it's a job.

Come by and check out all the wonderful opportunities that await you.
We're located in the basement of the Campus Center on the opposite end than the ATM''s.

113 Campus Center

545-3500

(CANbLgS^-SASKETS^ COTTon SKlRT^^bfegSSgS>B/J^NKB00KS>gARl^lM<S'5'gs
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

KEVERTMELESS, I FEEL
VA^ MEED PDC 5P^R\Ty^L
GU\OANCE AND COMfORT

SO r y^S ViONDER\N6 \F I
COULD sTR\p Down, smear
lAisELF \<\VA p^sTe, m^
SET FIRE TO m\5 LITTLE
EFFlsy OF ^fOU IN A
NDN DENOMINATIONAL
SORTC^ WAl
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAK SlUt By GARY LARSON

TO HELL WITH MY BAEDEKER

1892-CLUB LITTERS, LONDON

/ar/ST TO r^AK.e /» i^j7]/s/& f>,ec^ pf
AUX jr mtyiT s»^/|> AiAitj^r rue

X'f^ UP AlAllJ^Tf
PROCP.ASTIWaTIow?' |-

^Amtrwl rye

Vi^i/AL COICHES!

r rni/sT m/^tcB

CAki ask AK/t^

ANiir^en rue (yr/i\/-

B/LsAL. auesTi^Kj!

vn

By ZACHARY SCHLAPPI
I SKHWHAV^ALOr

TCPmeQACX LATERE

Oi N0\ Sta*i. . . rr'5

Af30fT Ct/Zi p&iB>or>.

Wiry)i<^ CAR-P... H6
L9 FT LeAUi^/L A
37l2.AHCe n^BJfA6.C AH^O

^is tlooic...

JIM'S JOURNAL

Some wolves, their habitat destroyed and
overwhelmed by human pressures,

turn to snorting quack.

i^Y €«^lt»*^«r
4^^l\ out o* iKk

is/

By JIM Quote of the Day
"Success is a journey, not a destination."

-former Patriot

Ron Burton

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

MORT

"THf AAROVARK'5

WiELCOroE TO UfvlAS5 '

As A Public service,

We THOUGHT OOEbSHOW
iWt NEW STUDENTS OJT
THERf AfiOUNJD A Bit

By SUZANNE PALMER
THE DINIW6 COMMONSMl [^

i£TU^_DtPnONSTMT€ ,

R30D IS EASILY IDEMTIREB
USIN6 3 BASIC CHAR^ftCTERlSTICS-

C0L0R,TEXT\;RE, AWB TBTflFRATURE.

I'LuHAye The
JT^PiO, PALE6REEN

CAST OF THOUSANDS
STOP IS..

WE EVEN rOADE

A HAnW CWART
FOR YOU /

TEXTUR£<.
sunt (MMot
FLAKY •OOt-UW

LUKTWAWn

•EIJ-'S note:

"Ulamd"

By BARRY DEUTSCH
V£Ryu£LL,

ARIES {M.uch 21-Apfil 191: Expec-
lalions run high hul ihc day moves
slowly. Slay cilni and colltTled. Al-
Ihough you may Icel lircd by after-

noon, you will slill Ix- al)le lo lullill

your dulies.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Move
ahead lull sleani wiili your plans.
Discovery ol a loophole In a contract
will help you obtain lunding. Re-
member gitis lor a close relative wlio
lives in the immediate area.

GEMINI (May 2I-|une 20): Six-ak
up! Take the initiative at interviews
and conlerenccs important lo your
luture. Real estate matters and do-
mestic aflairs go well. Avoid expen-
sive business entertaining.

CANCER dune 2 1 -luly 22): A mod-
est conventional approach will bring
the lx?sl rc*sulls no v. Do not Ix; loo
quick lo accept a burden that sonx;-
one wants lo shirt onto your slioulders.

Dress well.

lEO (|uly 2.?-Aug. 22): Many roads
open up l)elore you. Cho<jse the path
thai gives you the variety you need.
Travel is tavored. Maintain solid busi-
ness connections by making limely
phone calls.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Give
others the benclit ol the doubt and
you will emerge a winner. Close
Iriends deserve a chance to know the
real you. You will have your choice in

romance.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): Your af-

fable manner or personal magnetism
will get ycju the results you want in a
linancial or job mailer. You can drive
a hard bargain while shopping. Be
more imaginative in romance.
SCORPIO(CX I. 23-Nov. 21 ): llyou

move last and discuss a drjnx-slic

complication openly, you can pre-
vent things from gelling out ol hand.
Let loved ones air tlieir feelings with-
out interruption.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 2t):

Hold your lire this morning. Voo may
not have all the facts. Suave and friendly

persuasion will succeedwlierea ln\is<|ue

demandwoo kl antagonize. Do more to
promote ytjur ideas.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-;an. 19): Do
no Ix'come concerned if there is lot of
talk; anion is what really counts. You
are Ix-ginning to realize that frugality

is the best answer lo recurring money
worries.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18): Of-
li( iai restrictions or cxher powerful
lactors could lead lo a setback this

morning. With ingenuity, you will gel
around a sc-emingly insurmountable
barrier. Be patient.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Con-
tinue with a project or campaign until
fully satisfied with the results. A close
encounter of the romantic kind leaves
you with a warm glow. Be prepare for

a pleasant surprise.
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ACROSS
1 Disney

5 Protojoan. in a
way

10 City on the
Tiber

14 Stravinsliy

15 Oregon's
capital

16 Algerian port
1 7 Isinglass

18 Folk hero and
railroad

engineer

20 Lap dogs
22 Feathers
23 Average
7* Playwright's

ploy

25 Angel's favorite

sign

27 Golden call

29 Like some
tunes

33 It^ake lace
34 Resign
36 Small porch
37 Muslim

nobleman
39 Thumb, eg
41 MITgrad
4? Existed
44 Not here
46 A lexicon:

Abbr
4 7 "Am I my

brother's — ?"

49 Prune
50 Us. m

Westphalia
51 Topnolchers
53 A Bush title, (or

short

55 Clean the camp
57 Shrewd
60 Sleeper
62 Antithesis of

less

63 Seraph, in

Sedan
64 Work on

furniture

65 Cereal
66 Couple
67 Aquatic birds

68 "Say it — so"

DOWN
1 Hardly hero,

ha

2 Exchange
premium

3 Railroad car
mover

4 Swap
5 Rose
6 Meuse River,

in the

Netherlands
7 They loop the
"Loop"

8 Pagers' calls

9 Of an isomeric
group

10 Section in

60 Across
11 Caen's river

12 Murray and
West

13 Print

measurements
19 Betrayer

21 — back
relaxed

24 Dismounts
25 Pursue

quarry
2fi Textile

(iber

28 Skip

30 Trainmen
31 Navaho

dwelling

32 WWI battle

town
35 Stadium

section

38 Sampled the

votes again
40 Three sided

hats

43 Overall material
45 Actor Jannings
48 Reconstruct a

document

52 Pi«fre's

income
54 Auras
55 Slight

56 Olympian
Kortxjt

57 Torment
58 Pakistan's

neighbor
59 Coin
60 Tablet

61 Fiat or Ford
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USED ^
BOOKS

40-80% OFF LIST

ACADEMIC &
POPULAR

VALLEYBOOKS
199N. PleasamSl.

Downtown Amherst
S tTPEN7[>,\VS IVvlSK I—'
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Crofts
COLLEGIAN

continued from page 20
some sort of records before he leaves.
My choice as national champ? The

Gators of Florida will come out as the
champs after all the bowl smoke, no pun
intended, is cleared.

Kudos goes out to Andre Agassi for
taking home the Wimbledon title. Over
the years, I haven't been a big Agassi fan,
but that's slowly changing. It looks as

though Agassi is starting to really grow up
which is good to see. Now ifwe could just

get him to cut his hair. . .

Staying on the tennis scene, it's sad to

see the irreplaceableJohn PatrickMcEnroe
play in his final full year on the tour.

Nobody on the tour today will be able to

match Mcenroe's past artistry on the court

and personality, good and bad, offthe court.

Here's a plea to Dave Gavitt and the
Celtics. Find a way to get Charles Smith
from the Clippers. Smith can be an explo-

sive performer both offensively and defen-
sively, and would be the big third building

block to go along with Reggie Lewis and
Dee Brown.

Well, get ready for Crofts Phone Mad-
ness II. Last year the Madness debuted
with a question concerning the NCAA
championship. This year, the questioning
will take place right here on campus with
the question concerning the identity ofthe

next Super Bowl champion.

JeffCrofts is a CoWegianjack-ofall-ttxides
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^^-''^ LIQUGRS ^ ^
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441 ^'^

.^' American Beer <^^.
$7.49 case cans^')

University Health Services

has a NEW TTV number:

545-5905

Miikii (lie firiie
Cliffs StudyV\^re course reviews are a
dynamic new way to study for midterms
and finals.

BUSCH SUITCASE
$9.99 case

MiUer "Liifi" case bttls.
$11.99 - mail in rebate of $2.00 --

$9.99 FINAL COST
Genuine Draft & Draft Light

$7.99 12pk cans 16 oz.

Post Road Ale
$8.99 -\- deposit 12pk

»
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Visa/MastErcard ac!cq)ted on fceg dqxDsits

Man)' More ln-(Store 6pecial6

All Beers plus Dq>osit (especially OH winCJ^; 'Delivery Availabk*

••••••••••••••••• ••^k-^^^^t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

PLANT DISEASES: FEAST OR FAMINE

Gen. Ed.

Biological Science

Topics include:

Social Impact of plant disease
Religious significance of plant diseases

Pestilence and plague
Political and economic impact

Current concerns

Plant Patholgy 100
Fall 1992-Tu/Th 1:25-2:55

3 Credits - Schedule No. 561315
Instructor - Dr. Terry Tattar

Call 545-2280

Interactive computer software
-work at your own pace

Hundreds of on-screen

questions

Answer explanations

Glossa^, hints, graphs
and figures

Immediate feedback

iiiiRr niniis ^ tinisin iniiiits pirsits sniisiict

Univeristy Store

Our 15th Year 1978-1993
Welcome Back UMASS! gooMoob&Dnnh

Open 11 am-1 am 7days a week • Kitchen open '\\\ midnight

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm - midnight

Monday - 10c Moz/arella Sticks

Tuesday - 10^ Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings

Wednesday - 25 < Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday - 10^ Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets

1 Pray St. (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst
Game room with 2 pool tables*3 TV's*MC / VISA/ AMEX Accepted* 549-5403

FLEX

FITNESS CENTCRAMHIIST, MA
The Valley's Leading Weight Training Facility

175 University Drive.. Amherst • 253-3539

•k-k-kit-k^t'k^-k^-k-k^^'k^if'kit^-k-k'k'k'kifkit'k^itit

GET INVOLVED
Join Student Government

Be A Senator
Run for the

i^iiiiiit®

Pick up Nomination Papers

starting Sept. 9

at 420 Student Union.

Due by Sept. 22

Elections will be held on Sept 29
For more info: call S-0341

^^^'k'k^^'kitifititirititifitirititifitiiltirititititie-k'kir'kitititir'kiririi'kitit'kitir-kitit'k-k'kitit'k'kit-kit•••••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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If you wouldlike to earn
$10 -mo/hr.,
6e a Bcmender

•Doy/Evenlng IWbek
•Locol/NoHonof Placement

•Umlted OpeNwgs (tefnoin For September,
October, and November Cloj^ses

•Make Your Move ixkiy ogvi Receive
AdditJonat Sovings <m Tliitfon Fees

The
Spoke

Amherst

Mass

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield „^

A Drinkery To Meet, Relax & Enjoy

Beer of the lA/eek

BUD & BUD LIGHT $1.25/bot
Drink of the week ^

Captain Morgan & Coke $L50
t^ Bar Off Campus • 35 East Pleasant Street, k\\m\

MCA'ISA/AE

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily" .

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

MORRISON IS GOD
Morrison ia th« Lord, God, savior, and
creator. Worship him or die. Dinosaurs
are our friends. They are not extinct. They
have merely reached a higher state of

spirituality, and as a result, they have
become invisible. This is not a joke.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Amherst Copy Cantor no longer ac-

cepts purchase orders from the History

Department at UMass."

UMASS BOOZE CRUISE!
Sat. Sept. 19th, 7pm.
Featuring: Cliff Myers.
Long Wharf. Boston (near Aquarium)
Oh -THE BAYSTATE- Capacity - 500.

$15 TIX: (617)232-8455

GREEKS AND CLUBS RAISE A COOL
$1,000 IN JUST ONE WEEK!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls and
a free headphone radio just for calling 1-

800 932-0528 ext. 65.

Lockors ara availabia on the second
floor of the student union building. Get
your locker at OCHO 428 Student Union.

Tha ultimata party t-shirt is now fi-

nally available! Don't be left out, send
for free information describing this revo-
lutionary breakthrough in 'ParlyApparel."
Don't delay, take part in this latest West
Coast Madness I Write to: SPANK 2930
Geer Rd. Suite 171 Tulock, CA 95380

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home heat-
ing oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO
428 Student Union or call 545-0865. SAVE
MONEY AND STAY WARM.

Is it true... Jaeps for $447
Through the U.S. Gov't.

Call for the factsi

504-649-6745 ext. 5-598

1988 Ford Mustang 4 speed. 4 cylinder
A/C. power everything. 76.000 miles,
S2FiOO/Best Offer 549-3674

FOR SALE

Daak, armchairs, tablas, rugs, book-
cases, etc. 549-1 578

Dask, single sofa chair, comp. monitor
othentems, call 546-5698

Fridge for sale

perfect dorm appliance
small and cheap
call Marc 549-1244

HELP WANTED
MINUTEMAN FOOTBALL
Several openings available in our Special
Group Sales Office. No experience neces-
sary. Hours are flexible. Apply in person
M-F. 9-5. Curry Hicks "Cage" Event Room
1 see Susan Gemmett. This is NOT a work
study.

Studants wanted to promote weekend
trips to Montreal. Skiing and Whitewater
rafting also available. Call collect 514
861-3335.

AUTO FOR SALE
Dorm Rafridgerator
Excellent cor>dition

Reasonable 253-7590

1989 Hyundai Excel 3 door standard,
only 14000 miles original owner S3600 or
B.O. 546-6818 or 545 3330.

$22.1 7/hr. Professional Company
seeks students to sell popular college
"party" T shirts (includes tye-dyesl.
Choose from 12 designs. 1991-92 aver
age S22.17 hr. Sales over twice average
first month. Orders shipped next day.
Work on consignment with no financial

obligation or purchase for S5.95 - up (VISA/
MC accepted) Call free anytime 1-800-

7333265.

Pan time early mornings newspaper
delivery. Great S. Car req'd.

Responsible students call 548-9688.

Evenings, Talomarfcetars, rural relaxed
office. Great S. Experienced only.

Call Cheryl 548-9688.

Spring Break "93 Sell trips, earn cash
and go freelll Student travel services is

now hiring campus representatives.
Ski packages also available.

Call 1-800 648 4849.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Flight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline call 584-
9830.

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing~olK
circulars! ...

Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet! SEYS.
Depl. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN 38018-
4000

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Moth Tutor
MA. in physics

Experienced leaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

MUSICIANS

Professional Rock/Blues/Funk/
Reggae - Drummer needed (or estab-
lished, working band. yeP! 253-0744

PERSONALS

HAPPY BIRTHDAYRANOYIM
Only one more year to gel I

- M and B

Cindy and Magi
You are the best!

Here's to an awesome year!
Love. Amy
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Sports
Minutemen victorious over New Hampshire, 4-

1

•m mr » -Men '5 soccer remains undefeated at 2-0
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Randy Jacobs must believe in the old
adage "save the best for last".

When the starting University of Mas-
sachusetts men*8 soccer team stepped on
the field yesterday, thejunior forward did
notjoin them. While sittingon the sidelines
with the rest ofthe UMass team, he hoped
to see action once the game started.

"I sat the first halfjust to get pumped
up for the second, and it did the job," said
Jacobs.

Jacobs scored two goals in the second
half for UMass, and helped defeat the
University of New Hampshire by a score
of4- 1 . The only thing that stood in the way
of a hat trick for Jacobs was UNH goalie
Aaron Agrodnia.ajunior co-captain, early
m the second half

His first goal at 67:48 ofthe second half
put UMass ahead 3-1. as he angled a
sharp shot into the goal. It was set up by
good offensive movement by UMass, and
seemed to knock UNH, which was without
last season's leading scorer Ryan Leib, out
of the game. Jacobs put the game out of
reach for good later in the second half

UMass opened the game at Garber
Field quickly as seniorJosh Pittman scored
at :56 ofthe first half, with the assist from
sophomore Mike Doyle.
UNH tied the game at 1-1 with a goal

by sophomore Mike Veneto, his second of
the year for the Wildcats, unassisted at

15:24.

The goal by UNH would be the only one
allowed by UMass goalie sophomore Mark
Wolf He had six saves in the victory.

"Good job by Wolfie. It was a solid
performance by the entire team. We really
needed it," said UMass head coach Sam
Koch.

The Minutemen needed only one more
score to pull ahead, and they broke the
deadlock before the first half ended. The
second goal by UMass was junior Todd
Kylish's second of the young season, and
was assisted by junior Justin Edelman.

"Justin is another really good player.
He makes the offense go," said Koch.

UMass' final goal was Jacobs' second,
at 78:13. He stole a pass from the sweeper,
and took it in, faked out the UNH goalie,
and shot the ball into the open net.

The game was very physical, and in-
cluded a yellow card to a UNH player for
roughing.

"UNH was a tough team. You have to
expect that type ofplay from top teams, and
I think we were ready for them," Koch said.

The victory over UNH puts UMass at
2-0, heading into Saturday's game at
Garber Field against Temple University
at 11 a.m.

"I'm happy with where we are at this
point in the season. We are not totally
ready for Temple, but we have a couple of
days to work it out. Well be fine. Two
games, two wins. I can't complain about
that," said Koch.

,
. , , _

, ^ JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Junior forward Tomas Johansson and the UMass men's soccer team beat UNH 4-1 The

Minutemen play Temple at home Saturday.

Jack-of-all'trades
returns with some
random thoughts

I know that Mr. Morrissey has already filled the
paper with his summer thoughts, but that is not
going to stop me from doing some random thoughts
ofmy own. Here come some personal perceptions,
so get ready:

First and foremost, the Red Sox Jack Clark is
the saddest individual to ever wear a Sox uniform,
period. When Clark signed with the BoSox I thought
it was a great signing. Now afi«r 1 1/2 years of
pathetic baseball and a pathetic bankruptcy filing,

I think it's a disgrace.

Three teams fighting for YanCon title

Jeff

CROFTS
Any individual who can play a professional

sport like baseball for 10-plus years and then file

for bankruptcy deserves no sympathy, sorrow or
respect. Instead, Clark deserves to see what it's

like when you have to work too hard for too little

and not vice versa.

What is going to happen to Clark? Well, first off,

he's going to be cleared ofall his debts and have his
unpaid for, expensive toys ( 18 cars? Come on. Jack,
that's so sad!) returned. The debts Clark cannot
cover will be covered by we, the public.

The Sox will probably buy out Clark's contract
and allow him to unfairly earn another absurd
(although not as absurd as 8.5 mill the Sox gave
him) amount ofmoney. Hopefully Clark will learn
the value of cashola and not make any more "bad
business decisions." No sorrow for you Jack, you
dunce!

Jim Baker of the Boston Herald recently chal-
lenged another disgraceful individual, the portly
Ed Andleman of WEEI, to a fight. Serious or not.
Baker is not the only one who has those sentiments.
Jim, I'll go cow tipping with you anytime!

The latest rape allegations involving athletes is

particularly disturbing. Twenty (count 'em, twenty!

)

Cincinnati Bengals have been fingered by a Seattle
woman as gang-raping her in a Washington hotel
in 1990.

Even if these allegations are not true, athletes
ofthis stature have got to learn that they shouldn't
put themselves in positions like that. It's common
sense, plain and simple.

Jerome Bettis of Notre Dame is the scariest
running back in college since Earl Campbell.
Meanwhile, San Diego State has a great runner of
its own in Marshall Faulk. Faulk shredded USC
(sorry to my good friend Matt Burns, but my, how
the mighty Trojans have fallen! ) last week. After a
brilliant freshman campaign, Faulk will be setting

Turn to CROFTS, page 18

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

With three teams (Delaware, New Hampshire and
Villanova) sharing identical 7-1 records in 1991 and the
same trio all making appearances in the Division 1-AA
playoffs in '91, the Yankee Conference established itself
as one of the premier conferences in Division 1-AA.

Look for much ofthe same in 1992, as Delaware, New
Hampshire and Villanova look to continue their YanCon
supremacy as all three cracked most preseason top 20
lists, with Villanova being rated as high as second in the
nation in one poll.

Now for a look at the nine teams vying for the 1992
YanCon Beanpot, listed in predicted order of finish as
selected by YanCon media.

1. Villanova: The Wildcats return 17 starters from
last year's squad, ( 10-2. 7-1 in the YanCon) headed by All-
American inside linebacker Curtis EUer, who anchors a
'Nova defense that led the nation with the fewest points
given up per game last year and returns nine starters
from '91.

Offensively, Villanova will look to senior quarterback
Tom Columbo to lead the Wildcat's high powered offense,
which led the YanCon with an average of 442 yards per
game last season. Senior fullback Jeff Johnson looks to
fill the big shoes of Pat Kennedy, who led the YanCon in
scoring last season while finishing third in all-purpose
yards behind Jerome Bledsoe and Barry Borassa.

Head coach Andy Talley's squad is a consensus pick to
run away with the YanCon title, and should be a top
contender in the national picture as well. Last year,
Villanova bowed out to eventual champion Youngstown
State 17-16 in the Division 1-AA playoffs.

2. Delaware: Head Coach Harold "Tubby" Raymond
is back for his 27th year on the Newark, DE campus,
along vdth 15 starters from last year's (10-2,7-1)YanCon
tri-champs.

Leading the Fighting Blue Hen attack will be senior
QB Bill Vergantino, a first team All-Yankee conference
selection last season, who led the Hens with 673 yards
rusliing last season. Also back for Delaware is 1991
YanCon rookie-of-the-year Daryl Brown at the fullback
slot, who is Vergantino's favorite target from a year ago
and Keita Malloy — a deep threat who earned second
team All-YanCon last season.

Defensively, the Hens return nine starters from last
year, including their entire front four. Headlining the
Blue Hen defense is senior free safety Warren Mclntire,
a consensus 1991 first team All-American, who picked off
a I-AA leading 11 passes last season.

Look for the Blue Hens to battle New Hampshire for
second place in the YanCon, as road games at both
Villanova and UNH could knock Delaware out of con-
tention for the title.

3. New Hampshire: Barry Bourassa is back for his
senior year at UNH, and clearly stands as the supreme
offensivethreatinthe YanCon. A 1991 Kodak and Walter
Camp All-American, Bourassa led the nation with 2,310
all-purpose yards last season.

Even with Bourassa, the Wildcats will find it nearly
impossible to duplicate their campaign of a year ago.

when UNH went 9-3 (7-1) while quaHfying for the I-AA
playoffs. Head coach Bill Bowes must replace two-year
starter Matt Griffin at the QB slot, as well as 13 others
from '91.

On the other side of the ball, UNH will look to its
secondary for its strength, as well as second team All-
YanCon defensive end Dwayne Gordon. The Wildcats
must also replace All-American Dwayne Saab, who is

playing professionally with the New England Patriots.
Coming into the season, many experts agreed that

UNH would battle for the YanCon title. However, the
Wildcats suffered a crushing blow in week one, losing a
heartbreaker to a surprising Maine squad that was
tabbed by many to finish at the bottom of the YanCon
standings.

4. Connecticut: Coming off a 3-8 (2-6) campaign in
1991, and with starting QB Cornelius Benton and All-
American wide reciever Mark Didio now gone, head
coach Tom Jackson should have httle to get excited about
in Storrs this year.

Or should he? The Huskies return 14 starters from
last year, and optimism abounds in Huskyland. Look for
tight end Brian Kozlowski and flanker Alex Davis to
cornerstone the Husky offense, which is now led by
sophomore Tom DeSarno.

UConn returns eight starters on defense, lead by
senior free

safety Mark Chapman, who also handles the punt and
kick returning duties for the Huskies.

5. Boston University: Dan Allen's Terriers could be
the surprise team of the YanCon, after a relatively
disappointing 4-7 (3-5) '91 campaign.

18 starters return from last years squad including
mne on the offense, where Allen must replace second
team All-YanCon running back Jay Hillman. The QB
situation is clouded, with Walter Norton Jr. and Greg
Moore fighting for the starting nod.
BU ranked fifth in the YanCon in defense last season,

and look for the Terriers to have perhaps the strongest
defense in the YanCon this season. Nine starters return
including senior linebacker Keith Dowd andjunior strong
safety Marc Fauci.

6.Rhode Island: Tony Squiutieri takes over in his
first full season as the Rams QB, and the future looks
bnght m Kingston, RI.

Coach Bob Griffin returns 1 1 starters from a year ago
and although 1992 appears to be a rebuilding year for the
Kams thisteam could surprise some people in theYanCon

Defensively, the Rams will be lead by their linebacking
corps, where three of the four are returning starters.
Leading this group is senior tri-captain Peter Doremus,
who was a second team All- YanCon performer in 1990.

J.Massachusetts: See season preview in yesterday's
edition of the CoZ/e^mn.

8.Maine: The Black Bears haven't had a winning
season since 1989, and 1992 should be no different.

nn^'^M ''^^.^'?^ 11 starters from last season, includingQb hmil.o Colon, who was plagued by interception
problems in Maine's running attack last year. Gone isMaine s all-time leading rusher Carl Smith and his 641
yards of a year ago.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 16
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VOLUME CM ISSUES

Showers this morning, 70s
today. Clou(dy tomorrow, 70s

Editorial/Opinion:
Dishonestly and corruption in Whitmore? We know we
were shocked. UMass student Malkes Gomez describes

the death of the Upward Bound program. Page 7

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Arts & Living:
^
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Students weather storm
Two from UM survive havoc caused by Andrew

Custodians said
to be protesting
staff reductions
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian SUff

Janitors responsible for maintaining the Campus
Center and Student Union complex have been calling in
sick to protest what they cite as poor working conditions
do to understafTing.

Sources within Building Operations, the agency in
charge of Campus Center maintenance said only two
janitors were scheduled to clean the building Wednesday
nightand both called in sick and severaljanitors scheduled
to work yesterday also called in sick.

.
, ^

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS COLLINS AND CHRIS KEPHART
A sample of Hurricane Andrew's aftermath.

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Summer was a blow-out for two University of
Massachusetts students who were left with little food
and no shelter after the wrath of Hurricane Andrew
struck Miami, Florida Aug. 23.

"Everything my family owned got wiped out in the
hurricane," said senior chemical engineering major
Chris Collins. He said he estimated the damage to his
family's two homes, boat, car and his uncle's travel
agency to be close to $1,500,000.

"1 saw a 50 foot house boat stuck in trees 300 yards
from the ocean," said Chris Kephart, also a senior
chemical engineering m^or. He said it would take
many years and billions of dollars to get Miami in
working order again.

According to the Boston Globe, President Bush is

seeking $7.6 billion to aid the victims ofthe hurricane.
Ck)vernor Law1;on Chiles ofFlorida said the stun would
not cover all the state's expenses. He said at least a
billion dollars would be needed just to restore jobs.

Due to the massive destruction, Collins said it took
him three hours to drive two miles. "Driving was
almost impossible with no traffic lights or signs, huge

cypress trees lying in the road and flooding up to three
feet deep in some areas," he said.

Kephart, 22, said the power ofthe 160 mile per hour
winds was unbelievable. "I saw holes in brick walls
made from coconuts and fish l)nng on a driveway half
a mile inland."

Food and water were extremely hard to come by
because all the roads in and out ofMiami were blocked,
said Collins. "People were actually paying $20 for a
gallon of water."

Since there was no gas or electricity, Collins said
they couldn't cook any food. "My friend and I ate cold
Spaghetti O's and thawed out meatballs with grey
poupon mustard."

Kephart said the one bright spot in this disaster
was the way everybody pulled together to help one
another out. Everybody was homeless and unem-
ployed so there was no class distinction, he said.
"There was no black, brown or white. Everyone be-
came a shade of gray."

Collins, 24, described a situation in which a grocery
store owner offered anything in his store for free. In
another instance six people got out of their cars to
move a tree that was blocking the road, he said.

Turn to ANDREW, page 8

Low turnout expected
in next week's primary

''They are so exhausted at this point
they can 't take it any more.

"

Forrest Davies

Senior Building Services Manager

"They just can'l take it anymore," said a Building
Operations employee who asked to remained unnamed.
"They're stressed-out and fatigued and it's going to get
worse now that the school has started."

Senior Building Services Manager Forrest Davies
would not confirm reports that employees were calling in
sick to protest poor working conditions, but he did say the
janitors have good reason to be upset.

"We spent this summer cleaning the building with
seven people," said Davies. "They are so exhausted at this
point they can't take it anymore."

"This is a problem that began about three years ago,"
Davies said. He said at that time when workers resigned
or vi^ere transferred, his office was not permitted to fill the
positions with permanent workers and could only hire
non-union personnel.

According to Davies, as this practice increased the
union complained and forced the University to stop
hiring non-union workers, also known as 0-3 workers.

Davies said he had been promised he would get the 0-

3s back this semester, but that when he put in a request
with Human Resources it was denied.

Davies said he then put a request in with his super-
visor, Ashoke Ganguli, director ofAuxiliary Services, for
eight permanent positions. He said that although this
request was also denied, they were able to agree on three
new permanent positions.

Ganguli and Robert Garstka, director of the office of
Human Resources could not be reached for comment.

Davies said he would have to transfer some people
onto the night shift and supplement the day shift with
student workers.

"I don't know what we'll do," Davies said.

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Only about one-fourth of
the state's voters will cast ballots in next
week's primary. Secretary ofState Michael
Connolly predicted Thursday.

Connolly released statistics showing
that the number of registered Democrats
dropped slightly from the March presi-

dential primary, while Republican voters

increased a bit. "Unenrolled" remained
the favorite of most registered voters.

Overall, 3.11 million voters registered

to vote in the primary. In March, 3.17
million registered.

More than 1.41 million voters registered

as "unenrolled," down slightly from
March's total of 1.44 million.

In 1990, 1.55 million people voted in

the Democratic and Republican primaries,

when races for governor, lieutenant gov-

ernor, treasurer and U.S. senator were
raging. That was about 50 percent of the

registered voters, Cormolly said.

"I'm cuttingthatrightin half," Connolly
said, projecting that voter turnout would

be about 25 percent.

Now, there are 1.27 million registered
Democrats, dovm from 1.26 million in
March, Connolly said, 426,883 Republican
voters, up from 425,444 in March. In the
Independent Party, which has candidates
in three congressional races and a few
local elections, had 4,338 registered vot-
ers, compared to 1,204 in March.

With no statewide campaigns, voter
turnout in next week's primaries will de-
pend on the 10 congressional races and
Statehouse contests.

Connolly predicted, however, that with
a heated race between President Bush
and Democrat Bill Clinton, voter regis-

tration and turnout for the Nov. 3 general
election "will break all records."

Turnout "could be better than 80 per-

cent" in November, and "may evpn run as
high as 85 percent," he said.

Connolly predicted high primary
turnout in the 3rd, 5th, 6th and 10th
districts, where incumbent Reps. Joseph
Early, ChesterAtkins, Nicholas Mavroules
and Gerry Studds all face stiffcompetition

Turn to PRIMARY, page 8

Iran to build reactors
China, Russia to sell Iran technology
By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Russia and
China have agreed despite U.S. objec-

tions to sell nuclear reactors and tech-
nology to Iran, a combination of U.S.
and Iranian officials said Thursday.

Iranian President Hashemi
Rafsanjani, on a visit to Beijing, con-
firmed that China had agreed to sell his
country the makings ofa 300-megawatt
reactor for "peaceful" purposes. He gave
no details.

Russia has agreed to sell Iran two
440-megawatt reactors and to provide
some 170 technicians to install and
operate it, said the People's Mujahedeen
of Iran, the largest anti-government
opposition movement.
A Bush administration official said

the deal likely will be announced Sept.
21. The official, speaking on condition
of anonymity, said the United States
had sought to dissuade the Russians
from completing the deal.

"We're concerned about the politi-

cal sybolism of such a deal," he said.

"It's not that we think the reactors
mean Iran will have bombs in five

years," the offical added.
Even ifthe reactors were transferred

tomorrow, he added, it would take years
for them to begin work.

Russia, China and Iran all insist

that the reactors and related technol-
ogy are designed to produce nuclear
power. U.S. officals say Iran plans to

produce nuclear weapons and could
easily convert the plants to military
use.

The United States had urged China
to reject the Iranian nuclear deal.

Chinese officials insisted that the
reactor was non-military. They pointed
out that earlier this year they signed
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
which bars the transfer of nuclear
technology for military use.

Iran had been seeking two 300-
megawatt reactors from China, and it

was unclear why it didn't get both.
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Friday, September 11

Blood Drive— The American Red Cross Blood Services
will hold a blood drive from 10:30 a.m. t» 4:30 p.m. in the
Cape Cod lounge in the UMass Student Union.

Announcement — The Educator/Advocate and Coun-
selor/Advocate Programs at Everywoman's Center in
Amherst are looking for volunteers towork against violence
against women. Next training begins Saturday, Sept. 19.
Call 545-3474 for more information. Blingual women and
women of color encourage to apply.

Saturday, September 12

Cafe—The Fools Cafe Unitarian Society Northampton

will hold an open mike from 8 p.m. to 11p.m. All those
interested should sign up by 7:30 p.m. and all donations
will go to the unitarian homeless fund.

Tag Sale — Students and others are welcome at a
giant tag sale at Grace Church from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. on the
AmherstTown Common. Furniture, lamps, lots ofchairs,
kitchen items, books, toys. Call 256-6754 for more infor-
mation.

Sunday, September 13

A/ee/m^—A "Paganism 101" lecture will take place at
7:00 p.m. in Campus Center Room 811b. Basic history
and Neo-Paganism will be discussed. All interested stu-
dents are welcome!

Auto insurance laws challenged
Rv rjANITT.T. RR'P'nAM ,^

^^
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By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — A consumer advocate and two senior
citizen groups urged the Legislature on Thursday to
overhaul Massachusetts' auto insurance laws so premi-
ums won't go up next year.

Harvey Rosenfield, the leader of a successful referen-
dum drive in California to lower insurance rates, the
Massachusetts Association of Older Americans and the
American Association ofRetired Personsjoined in the call
for legislative action.

They made their plea at a sparsely attended rally on
the Statehouse steps.

Rosenfield urged the Legislature to pass a bill recom-
mended by its Insurance Committee that would scrap no-
fault auto insurance and return to a system where the
courts determined blame in accidents and only the irmo-
cent victim got reimbursed.

"It would get rid of the no-fault cash cow that allows
insurancecompanies to soak the people ofMassachusetts,"
Rosenfield said.

But in an interview later. Insurance Commissioner
Kay Doughty said studies by insurance experts have
shown there would not be any cost savings under the
committee bill.

Doughty is backing a bill sponsored by Gov. William F.
Weld that would strengthen no-fault insurance.

Under no-fault, victims are paid by their own insur-
ance companies for medical expense and lost wages.

Under the system advocated by Rosenfield, called a
tort system, people injured in accidents file lawsuits, a
jury determines who was at fault, and the insurance
company of the at-fault driver pays the injured parties.

Rosenfield contended insurance companies favor no-
fault because it allows them to collect more premiums,
which they then invest to generate income.

But Doughty said Weld's proposal, which would
ehminate lawsuits for less serious injuries, would lower
rates while there was no guarantee returning to a tort
system would do so.

Doughty said Massachusetts' present system is a
hybrid, no pure no-fault, since it allows law suits for pain
and sufTering any time an injury results in medical bill of
$2,000 or more.

The Weld plan would eliminate the dollar threshold
and instead spell out the types of injuries for which suits
would be allowed.

The bill endorsed by the Insurance Committee is now
pending before the House Ways and Means Committee.

Because ofthe lack ofconsensus on the issue, no plan
may make it through the Legislature before the 1992
session ends.
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Students shocked by textbook prices
Publishing companies plead high costs

—
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Correspondent

"Outrageous!" exclaims senior Jen
Clary, civil engineer major. "The [book
publishing) companies must be making
quite a profit off students."

And who wouldn't agree as UMass
students journey to the Textbook Annex
to spend a fortune on this semester's books?

But why are the books so expensive? In
the coming weeks, many students will pay
hundreds of dollars for required texts,
often for only a few classes

Every time a used book is resold, it

causes the price of a new book to rise.
Sylvia Bonadio, a representative from
Macmillan PubHshing Co., explains that
her company prints a certain number of
books to be sold over a certain amount of
time.

However, if the initial books bought
are resold, then the new books just sit on
the shelfand eventually cost the company
money. Publishing is not a profitable
business," says Charles Baker, a repre-
sentative from the Houghton Mifflin
Company.

The revenue from the sale ofa textbook
goes towards other "advertising items,"
such as transparencies given to professors
at no cost, as well as free books for TA's
and professors, said Baker.

Another costly factor for publishers is
the graphics and color added to the book.

"A professor figures students will read
a colorful textbook," Bonadio says. So
publishers are pressured to make splashy,
exciting books with high visual appeal to
compete in the market.

Even the Textbook Annex staff claims
that they don't make a profit off the stu-
dents. "Contrary to popular belief, we don't
mark up the books," says a Textbook An-
nex representative. "When we get the
books from the pubUshing companies, we
actually mark down the books between 5
to 10 percent."

In the cut-throat textbook business, no
one seems to be claiming to be making any
sort of profit off the sales. Still, students
are still paying between $30 and $100 for
a new book.

"Professors are sympathetic about how
expensive books are," explains Sue, a se-
nior anthropology major. In order to save
the students money, many professors are
leaving books on reserve and also copying
different articles to form a reader with the
necessary materials.

By using a reader instead ofbuying all
the books, students have only the articles
relevant to the particular class instead of
having a whole book and only using a
chapter of it, she said.

However, the reader is only useful in a
class that requires a number of different
sources for pieces of information. This is

not very practical for a math or engineering
course, she said.

With no hope in sight for cheaper
textbooks, students can only try to cut
costs through used books or by sharing
books.

An anonymous senior natural resource
major sums up what a lot of flustered
students are probably thinking once they
realize how much they will be forking over
for their required books.

"It's highway robbery!" Junior astronomy and

New students get good advice
Orientation week held for incoming Black students
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

The Malcolm X Cultural Center in cooperation
with the department of Academic Support Services
hosted a special orientation this week for incoming
African-American students, welcoming them to the
University.

ICim Edwards, a staffmember in the department of
Academic Support Services, helped to coordinate the
orientation, which had been planned and organized
over the summer by upperclassmen from the Black
community.

"We didn't feel the new students hadenough contact
with the upperclassmen," said Edwards. "We wanted
to provide a program to allow the freshmen to meet
the upperclassmen and show our support for them."

The program began earlier this week with an ice

cream social and dance at the Malcolm X Center
following the annual opening day convocation for new
students.

"The Real Deal. . . What it's All About," a program
consisting of skits and discussions addressing issues
pertinent to the community was held Tuesday. The
program discussed, among other topics, date rape,
self-respect and courtesy among peers, academic re-
sponsibility and AIDS.
On Wednesday, an informational fair was held to

introduce new students to the various resources and
student groups available to them. Representatives
were present from the department ofAfro-American
Studies, Collegiate Committee for Education ofBlack
and other Minority Students, Nommo News, Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Iota
Phi Theta Fraternity, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Haitian American Students Association, Cape
Verdean Student Alliance, African Students Asso-
ciation, Sylvan Cultural Center, Martin Luther King
Cultural Center, MalcolmX Cultural Center, National
Society of Black Engineers, and the UMass Black
Student Union.

Turn to ORIENTATION, page 10
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physics major Kim DuPrie rings up some chemistry textbooks.

UMass honor
society chapter
takes award
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Sophmore math major Corena Young, junior STEPEC major Jennifer Crensaw, and junior psychology major Paries

Odom (left to right) enjoy tiiem6t!i<es during orientation week.

The "Most Improved Award" was recently presented to
members of University of Massachusetts chapter of an-
nual Golden Key National Honor Society at the August
national convention awards banquet in Arizona.

The advisor and three student representatives of the
university chapter, Kerri Beal, Maura Canavan and the
president of the chapter Joseph Molito accepted the
award.

"I'm delighted and very excited for the students that
work hard," said the advisor of the university chapter
Gladys Rodriguez. "I want to see the Golden Key Chapter
be a name on campus."

The university chapter was one out ofthe ten chapters
to receive an award, out ofthe 180 chapters at universities
across the country.

Golden Key National Honor Society is a non-profit,
academic honors organization which provides academic
recognition, leadership opportunities and scholarships.

There are 180 chapters across the United States and
Puerto Rico, and membership into the Society is by
invitation only to the top 15 percent of juniors and
seniors. The university chapter was started in 1986.

"We have different activities and encourage students
to continue academic involvement in activities for the
community at large," said Rodriguez.

The Most Improved Chapter Award is presented to
chapters that have been active for more than one full
school year and have most dramatically improved their
level of chapter activity and member participation.

All Golden Key chapters may apply for this national
award, but only a few universities are deemed outstanding
enough to receive this honor.

Last semester, Rodriguez said the society sponsored
successful activities which turned out to be major
achievements, such as the Best of America Program
which provided a Spanish program in Holyoke encouraging
students to make the right choice.

During the holiday season, the chapter also visited the
Amherst Nursing Home, delivering cakes and food and
singing Christmas carols. They also sponsored a sopho-
more recognition reception to invite and encourage
sophomores into the chapter.

Rodriguez said in a given year the chapter has about
1,000 members. Last year, about 600 new members were
inducted. Initiation for new members will be held in
November. Golden Key Chapter awareness days will be
held Oct. 12, 13 and 14.

Turn to HONOR SOCIETY, page 1
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Senate race heats up; many to run unopposed
By ROBERT W. TROTT o. ... A^ X^

COLLEGIAN

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— Most Republican Senate incumbents are
unopposed in the Sept. 15 primary and looking toward
the Nov. 3 election in which they hope to protect strong
Republican gains two years ago.

Meanwhile, several Democratic state Senate primary
races have been hotly contested.
Two years ago. the GOP broke the Democrats'

stronghold on the Senate. Republicans picked up seven
seats, giving them control of 16 of 40 seats — enough to
uphold a veto from Republican Gov. William Weld. Since
then, the GOP lost one seat in a special electin, dropping
their strength to 15, still above the one-third level needed
to sustain a veto.

"We view the importance ofthe Senate as crucial to the
govrenor's abilities to promote his policies," said Alan

Safran., executive director ofthe state Republican Party.
This is a war for the ability of this governor to govern
over the next two years."

Lowell Republican Sen. Nancy Anchin Sullivan is not
seeking re-election. No Republicans are on the 1st
Middlesex ballot, but Mary Burns andJean-Marie Mclean
are waging sticker campaigns for the nomination.

Ofthe remaining 14 GOP senators, none have primary
challengers, a phenomenon Safran said demonstrates
party unity but state Democratic Pary head Steven
Grossman said reflects a narrow GOP tendency to stifle
debate and "anoint" a candidate.

Meanwhile, some Democratic senatorial primaries
have generated sensational headhnes.

Sen. Bill Owens, who represents Boston's minority
neighborhoods, faces competition from three candidates,
including local NAACP vice president, Diane Wilkerson.
Their campaigns have turned nasty at times, and

Wilkerson withdrew from the endorsement process ofthe
Black Political Task Force, claiming Owens had stacked
the membership to get the endorsement.

Paula Childs, a former television reporter and advo-
cate for tougher drunken driving laws, and former
prosecutor Cheryl Jacques are vying to take on Senate
Republican Leader David Locke in November.

Jacques took Childs to task for failing to list stocks and
other assets in two family trust funds. Later, Jacques
made hay with a tenuous connection between Locke, of
Wellesley. and a law partner accused ofbilling large legal
fees to a charity trust.

A third Democrat, lawyer J. Joseph Lydon, is running
a low-key campaign.

And Boston City Councilor Maura Hennigan Casey
and Rep. Marian Walsh ofWest Roxbury are seeking the
nomination to face rookie Sen. Christopher Lane. R-
Medfield.
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MnCiniDl Cool' The i*1

comedy ot

the year

Stop & Shop
Price only

$1C95

MAN

15
4.1lA»>

No Way. Way!!
Party On!

^^^< 1992 Paramount
/ ,\^.- Home Video

Suggested retail '24 95

Pierce Brosnan is a brilliant scientist
obsessed witti perfecting his revolu-
tionary Virtual Reality System on a
slow witted gardener- IjfegJI ,,,.
The Lawnmower Man || coiumbu
(Jeff Fahey). I^^m' Home video

ALL YOUR FAVORITE
SNACKS & DRINKS

•A super selection of fine brands.
•All priced to fit a student's budget

Single Layer. 20 Oz. Chocolate Pudding. Chocolate Bavarian
Creme, Gold Sundae or Chocolate Sundae

DELI COUPON 5513
With This Coupon

I
GRANDADDY'S

I TORTILLA CHIPS
I

12 Oz Pkg. Assorted Varieties

I Limit one coupon per customer. Good Sept. 6-12, 1902. ""ddbOO"o"5'iTi' '

'" |

I C0KE6-PACK
Caffeine Free Coke, Sprite, Minute Maid, Regular
or Diet or Classic. Pkg. of six 12 Oz Cans. Plus DepositI

j
EAGLE THINS
POTATO CHIPS 59^
Regular, BBQ, Sour Cream & Onion. Nacho or Ranch. 6 Oz Bag
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UNIVERSITY STORE,
CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICE,

CAMPUS CENTER BOARD OF GOVERNOR'S
Presents

Free Food
And Beverages!

Product
Demonstrations,
Free Samples,
Games,
Entertainment!

Enter to Win a
Hyundai
Scoupe Turbo!

UNIVERSITY OF M A S SA C H U S E T T S\

FEATURING: • HYUNDAI • MICROSOFT • HBO • HERSHEY'S • MCI
• ECOISTE . AMERICAN EXPRESS • SPEED STICK BY MENNEN
• NEWSWEEK-STANLEY H. KAPLAN'CAMPUS CONNECTION. NUTELLA
• ORANGINA .CAREFREE SUGARLESS CUM • BREATHSAVERS • IBM
• CONTACT LENS COUNCIL* COLGATE PALMOLIVE • NUTRASWEET
•KELLOGG'S" POP TARTS' mano lOASTeRfAsrmts •STOUFFER'S'OLD SPICE

The Division of Student Activities at the University of
Massachusetts presents

"Putting our bestfootforward"

Enrich your life.

Enhance your life.

Enjoyyour life.

• Take a course for UMass credit (over 100 of them!)

• Take a two- or three-week workshop to add spice to

your life (nearly 100 different choices!)

• Enroll in a program specialized for your career needs.

• Find out about our Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)

degree.

REGISTER NOW through September 22

for UMass Division of Continuing Education

fall semester classes, workshops, and specialized

programs.

For more information, call S4S-24I4.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

A quality education at affordable prices!

FRTOAY. SeptemhPr 1

1

COMEDIENNE: Lizz
Winstead, who has appeared
on MTV "Half Hour Comedy
Hour" and "Evening at the
Improv" Student Union
Ballroom at 8:00pm

FIRST WEEK MOVIE:
"The Hand that Rocks the
Cradle" Campus Center
Auditorium. 7, 9, & 11pm

ROCK BANDS IN THE
BLUEWALL:

"Hypnotic Clambake" and
"3rd Estate"

Show begins at 9pm

NOmAll programs for First Week 92, begmning onTuesday and going to Friday, have a^TLe
admission charge of $3.00. Ticket is good for the whole

COLLEGIAN

Editorial/Opinion
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H!tol!i^..^>^ea on ,n,s page nre inose o. ,ne individual writers or cartoon .sts and do no, necessonly rellect those of the Lolleman unless othe,wlse noled.

Whitmore games send education program to earlv sraveThe Upward Bound Drocrrflm at fKa TT„,„«>o;*,. u„„ _-r.._j .l . . .

^^ .7The Upward Bound program at the University has
been in existence for the last 25 years. It is a federally
lunded educational program, utilized by high school
students in theAmherst, Holyoke, Pittsfield, NorthAdams
and Springfield areas. The program caters to low income
and/or first generation college-bound high school students
who demonstrate the potential to improve academically.

During the school year students are provided with
counseling, tutorial services and instruction in learning
skills at high schools, communitycentersand area colleges.
The students receive counseling in college, career and
financial aid planning and participate in enrichment
activities. They also take part in a six-week intensive
academic program housed at the University.

Unfortunately, the Upward Bound program has been
defunded. The students in the program have basically

refund the program for another three-year cycle was
sabotaged.

One might wonderwhy a program which existed for 25
years was suddenly defunded. In fact, 25 years of expe-
rience suggests the proposal that was submitted should
have been above and beyond the expectations and the
guidelines of the grant.

Malkes

GOMEZ
Many parts, including statistical information, were

copied from a proposal written in 1982. This seems to
show a lack of knowledge or carelessness in grant pro-
posal writing, especially since the Ofilce of Institutional

K««r, oKo^^^^«^ k *u TT
•'"' '-.-"«•"•" • "-VCX..J- Research and Planning is housed at UMass. In fact,

hTve been fpftlil^ 1 ^^^"1'^ ^"'^ '^/ employees formerDean ofAcademic Support ServicesAnna Qmnley

.« nt nf h" I M ^
'i"'*^"^'

^^ ?r^ ^ ^^ '^°^^- ""d^*- th^ «"«Pi^«« °f ^^^ Vice Chancellor who in turnzant of how UMass operates politically. We must be works under the auspices of the Chancellor statedaware of how the Office ofAcademic Support Services, "Obviously we did not do the best job in writing thewhich oversaw the program, duped the student body proposal that we could have."
back inMay and showed a great deal ofunprofessionalism
in dealing with this program.

The University received word that the program would
no longer be funded on May 8, 1992 but withheld the
information from the students of the program, the em-
ployees and the campus community until May 27, three
days before the program's funding ended and ironically,
after school was dismissed. It seems as ifthis information
was withheld purposely to prevent the student body from
protesting yet another issue. Not only was the informa-
tion withheld, but it also seems as ifthe grant proposal to

Family search yields self

It also seems as if there was tampering of federal
funds. There is a question about where the director's and
secretary's salaries went last year. The program has been
without a secretary for over a year and without a director
for over a year and a half; therefore, this money should
have been accounted for. Although there was a part-time
person from Whitmore acting as director, it is illegal to
pay this person with federal funds because this person,
rarely in the Upward Bound office, already held a full-

time paying position in Academic Support Services.
Obviously something in this picture is just not right.

In fact, the list of injustices could continue to be sighted
and the Campus Pond could probably not hold them all.

But that is not the point. The point is the administration
of this school must learn that they will have to be more
responsible for their actions, as well as for the political
games that have been played. The administration must
answer to the students. After all, we pay their salaries
and this is our school. Therefore, we need to be treated
with respect in our "home."

As students we must request that the University find
a way to fund the program for the next three years, until
a proposal can be written to start another Upward Bound
program. After all, the University received an extra $10
million this semester. It is our
duty as students, especially students of color, to get
involved with trying to get the program back since a great
deal of brothers and sisters utilized this program. We
should insist that the Department of Education hold an
official investigation, which can be done by writing them
in Washington, D.C.

It is time UMass is run by the students and for the
students. We should have input on all the decisions made
on campus. We should not find out about these decisions
months later. If we let these issues go unnoticed, the
University bureaucrats will continue to do things with-
out our input. The students are the key to changing this
University. As Malcolm X said, "Change must be made,
by any means necessary."
A list of people and addresses to write to complain

about this great injustice is available in the New Africa
House Library.

Molkes Gomez is a UMass student.

The Summer of 1992. It was probably a
lot like last summer for most college stu-
dents. But for me, the Summer of 1992
was the summer that I truly found myself.

I am adopted. Ifthe University ofMas-
sachusetts is indeed a microcosm of soci-

ety, there are about 300 other students
here who are also adopted. This summer,
after searching for nearly two years, I

found my natural mother and my full-

blooded brother.

Luke

ERICSON
The search began rather auspiciously

in the summer of 1990. Posing as the son
of alumni, I went to the college my birth
father attended and convinced secretaries
at their alumni and records office to look
up my birth father as a "friend my parents
have lost touch with."

I was armed with only my birth father's

surname, which was my own until I was
legally adopted, and his date of birth,

which I found on a letter from my social

worker to my parents. With a little luck
and charm, I got his first name and date
of graduation.

My next clue came when someone told

me that a person's name and address is

public record in certain circumstances,
unless he or she pays to have it removed.
I used this fact in one last effort to get my
birth father's address from the corre-

sponding state agency.
After driving past his home, which

turned out to be less than 20 miles from
my hometown, and writing two letters

explainingmy desire to meet him, I finally

met my birth father in January 1991. We
talked for an entire afternoon. He intro-

duced me to his second wife (my birth

mother was his first) and his two children,

who are my half-brother and half-sister

and are much younger. Since then I have
called, written or visited every couple of

months and let him know how my life is

going. We both seem very comfortable

with such an arrangement.
This time I used the prescribed legal

avenues, rather than "by hook or crook"

methods I used finding my birth father. I

wrote to the Massachusetts Department of

Social Services, the agency through which

I was adopted, and asked for assistance in

finding my birth mother.

They responded with all the warmth of

a drill sergeant. I completed two release-

of-information forms and made between

15 and 20 phone calls. With the speed of a

nuiaway glacier, DSS finallycame through

for me in April of this year.

Once I got the call, I became extremely

anxious but it would be another two

months before I would get any closer. I

learned that my birth mother had been

trying to contactme since 1989, but by the
time they reached my parents, I was off to

college and my mother told them no. I

made an appointment with a social worker
to go over my file and read the letters my
birth mother had written to DSS. I have to

add that despite my consternation with
DSS, that social worker was a true pro-
fessional and extremely efficient.

I knew the reunion would be happy, for
my birth mother's letters were filled with
anxiousness and hope. Finally, in June, I

drove the short 60 miles and met my birth
mother.

The first visit was quite short, but very
sweet because it held a surprise even I

could not have anticipated. She had found
my brother just three weeks before we
met. I was able to leave him a letter at his
job the same day I met my birth mother.

I grew up knowingmy birth mother had
had a second son who was adopted sepa-
rately, but I wasn't sure ifhe had the same
father. It only took one look at his picture to

see we were full-blooded brothers.

Within two days, my brother called me
and we talked on the phone for two and a
half hours. It was a $17 phone call. After
20 years of being the youngest, I was
suddenly an older brother.

Even though we grew up in different

states, we are so much the same: we like

much of the same music, sports and en-
tertainment. This fall ni be hanging out
at his college on a couple ofweekends and
he'll be up here as well.

I began this column with "I have found
myseir and, though it may seem trite,

there's hardly a better way to put it. I don't
have to answer "I don't know — I was
adopted," anymore. I know who I am,
where I came from, and why.

The entire experience has drawn me
closer to my family, not further apart. I

have spent long hours talking with my
parents aboutmy adoption and why things
turned out the way they did. I launched
my search out of curiosity, not dissatis-

faction with my parents or my family.

Ifthere's any advice I can give, perhaps
it is what I said to the parents of an
adopted child who approached me after I

toldmy church congregationmy good news:
never lie to your children about their

adoption, but do insist they put off

searching for their roots until they're

ready, usually after high school.

In retrospect, I find that that's almost

the same advice my mother gave me
whenever I asked about it when I was
younger, which I guess proves that I am
indeedmy mother and father's son, maybe
not genetically, but definitely emotionally,

psychologically and spiritually — that's

what makes them "real" and that's all that

should ever matter.

Luke Ericson is a UMass student.

Looking for future when
Year of Woman uneeded

Finally, I've registered to vote.

Hmmm. All this voting power, and
what to do? Well, I am a female in the
Year of the Woman — and you know
what that means. Maybe. I'm not too
clear on it. I'm not sure I even want it.

I'll try to explain.

I met an older man this summer
where I worked. He was always very
kind— a gentleman, and that was what
bothered me. He had two sets of man-
ners: one for the men, one for the women.
His conversations with females were
filled with compliments and flattery,

and he was very careful to avoid "un-
pleasant" topics.

Darienne

HOSLEY
Wheneverwe spoke, he always asked

about my perspective as a female. I was
asked how I felt about abortion, women
involved with politics, the candidates'
wives, etc. Not once did he ask my views
on the economy, the presidential candi-
dates, foreign affairs. Those were his
topics, and when I started to say
something, he'd ask me about a
"women's issue."

There won't be real progress until

women's issues become everybody's is-

sues, my aunt told me. She's right.

Men arguejust as passionately about
abortion as women do. They have a
different perspective, but their points
are valid. It's their issue too. Women in

Congress have the same decision-
making power as men do. Another
shared issue. And the candidates' wives?
A candidate's wife or husband has a
great deal ofinfluence over that person.
An issue.

I want women to be more involved in

politics. I want women in top leadership
positions in the community, the state,

the country. But I will not vote for any
candidates based on their gender or
their stand on the so-called women's
issues. My vote will be based on a larger

picture.

Everyone knows men and women
aren't the same. But I'm tired of look-
ing for differences and distinctions
where there don't need to be any.

The Year ofthe Woman already has
me feeling burned out. Overcompen-
sation afteryears ofbeing undervalued
won't make women a legitimate force

in politics. When gender is no longer a
sticky point, then women are truly a
part of the process. And that will take
more time than a year.

What happens when "The Year" is

over? After the elections comes the
post-game wrap-up: analysis, conclu-

sions and on to the next big thing. And
in that analysis, there's room for fail-

ure. The professional experts have the
power to reflect on the campaign
rhetoric and dismiss the "Year of the
Woman" as just that: one year, over
and done. Trends are sad things. The
Year of the Woman could find itself in

an old storeroom with all the "Perot
'92" posters.

Women don't share equal status
with men. I know that. And there's still

a need for change— big change. But I

can't believe that the overhyped "Year
of the Woman" is making that struc-
tural change.

I would like to be hired for a job
because I'm the best candidate — not
the best female candidate. I would like

to sulk and grouch without someone
commenting, "Ah, PMS." 1 would like
to be able to go for a walk alone late at
night without being afraid ofshadows.

I would like to stop myself from
making generalizations about "all

men," or "all women." I would like to

ace pt help from a man as easily as I

would from a woman, without worry-
ing that I was fulfilling a stereotype.

1 don't want the course of my life

steered by a Y-chromosome.

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian col-

Lnintst.

We re looking for the artist in you
So you're a college student but you

don't think you can write 70 lines of bril-

liant analysis worthy ofthe time of 19,000
people?

That's okay.

You can draw pictures.

Find yourself an 8 1/2 by 11 piece of

white paper, some felt tip pens or markers
and start doodling! But don't touch the

ballpoints — they look terrible.

A little bit of artistic talent is always a
plus, but creativity and a point are es-
sentials.

When your masterpiece is finished, drop
it off at the Collegian office, 1 13 Campus
Center basement. Leave your name and
phoT e number too, please — if we like
your stuff, we'll call you back for more!
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M Andrew
continued from page 1

"

'

"Neighbors who just used to wave to each other on
their way to work became really good friends," said
Kephart, who lives in Key West, Florida.

Collins said looting was a problem for many people. In
one situation he saw six men in the process of loading a
moving van with things from a warehouse being stopped
by the police. "My uncle had to loot his own house to
protect any valubles he had left."

Kephart said he was worried when he bagan shifting
through all the rubble and trying to make sense of the
destruction. "I was hoping I wouldn't be pulling dead
bodies out."

People are in awe ofthe whole situation, said Kephart.
"After the hurricane everybody just kept asking, 'Where
do I start?'."

"It was very depressing to see the hurricane wipe out
in eight hours what took some people 30 years to build,"
said Collins.

Friday, September 11, 1992 / Page 8

Help hurricane victims:
The Federal Emergency Management Agency

has a 24-hour hotline, (800) 955-1898, to provide
information, and food donations are being handled
by 'VITA. (703) 276-2707.

For information about conditions or emergency
assistance, FEMA (800) 462-9092; with a TDD
number for the speech or hearing impaired, (800)
462-7585.

President Bush has urged those interested in
helping the recovery effort to contact the Red Cross
at 1 (800) 842-2200. He also requested support for

a new private group organized to help rebuild
South Florida called We Will Rebuild, which can be
reached at P.O. Box 010790, Miami, Fla. 33131.

Source: Boston Globe

Ride
Like
The
Wind

(or like the News EcUtor)

Join the Collegian
today

primary
continued from page 1

fellow Democrats.
Thursday's figures included 288 people registered to

other parties, such as the Green Party, the Libertarian
Party and the Socialist Party.

Suffolk County, with 262,587 registered voters, had
the highest concentration of Decmocratic voters, with
61.8 percent, while Republican registration was at 7.9
percent.

Barnstable County, with 119,873 registered voters,
tallied the highest concentration ofGOP voters, with 21.9
percent. Still

,
Democrats outnvunbered Republicans there,

with 25.2 percent. Voters have until Oct. 6 to register for
the November election.

Connolly said the Independent Party must receive 3
percent ofthe November vote to remain a viable political
party in the state.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Chris Collins and Chris Kephart

BayBank Gives

Stu(ientsAGreat PackageAt

AGreat Price.

Ki'iii'u- Ml Your Chvcks

MA GUimc-IHTi)M'oge-
Vi ilh Free Ox'ck\ icii
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The BayBank Student Value Package!"

Save time and money with a great hanking package

speiially designed fur students. The Student Value

Package features:

IJ Checking and (Companion savings

J The BayBank Card with X-Press Check'"'

J Unlimited BayBank X-Press 24'"'transacti()ns

J Overdraft Protection of up to S250'

J A BayBank Credit Card with a S500 credit line'

J^ Free CheckView™

Plus there's no monthly fee if you're under 19.

If you're 19 or older, your package price is

just SS a month which includes eight checks:

And the annual fee for a I^Bank
Credit Card is just $21!

PP0P0
PPPPP

\ V,

»yean*«

^aft/P****

^m&nk

i^n^°n.^^:

fk'l A (Ircal Rale And
lislahlish A (iotxi Credit History With

A BayRank Visa' Or MasterCard.

Use TIm' liaylianH' Card 'lb Get Cash M Orer ~><)

liayliaiik A I'ress 24 Hankln{> Machines-Many On College ('.amjmses
And With X Press Check You Can Vse Your BayBank Card

Like A Check Anywhere MasterCard" Is Accepted.

use5^
BOOKS

40-80% OFF LIST

ACADEMIC &
POPULAR

VALLEYBOOKS
199 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
^ 0P|;N7DAYS 1S6-IS0S I—'

Apply for the BayBank Student \^lue Package today.

Visit our office at 7S F.ast Pleiisanl Street

(corner of Pleasant and IViangle Streets), or call 1-800 BAY rAST'

BayBank^
Advanced Bankii^ IL-clinology

'

Mi-niln'f FIHC fqual (ipporiuriiiv lender

In qitjhfv for X Pre^i fheik. Reserve Tredil overdraft pMlwlion and a flav Bank Tredil Card viiii nniM Ix' IN or c)ld<'r and have no .idverse irrdn InMorv
illher (.,--. Mwh as eharRes fnr Iransacl.nns .il KavBank X Press U CASH* m.u-h(nM and ATMs owned hv other hanks .ire addilional A '>i per ,hp.k fee applies m ea, h ^heck after the eithlh V„i ,nus| pr..,„(,pr'HdcifriirreiilsHidenl slatiisog scliiMdl I)

"^ ^".n <i inrnnMni mti muM pr.iviai

Ihe annual prnwiaRe rate for a BavHank Credit Card is 1 1 'Hi "!,

GRE/LSAT
Intensive

Instruction:
Individuals &
Groups (to 3)
Guaranteed

Minimum Score
Verbal & Math:

600+ Each
THE IVIEIMTOR
PROGRAIVI

333-7

Amherst

Laundromat
Open 7 Days
Sam-9pm

Same Day
Drop-Off Service

if in before 5.

Attendant available
ail day. Soap & Change

available.

Washers $1 and up.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

. Amherst • 253-5072
J
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No pagent for Madonna

ic rtkii u -ruir. ... .^ . ^ JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
IF ONLY THIS WAS A COLLEGIAN— Senior zoology major Anne Ogilvie lies in the

Student Union dreaming of Collegian s gone by while thumbing through a lesser
publication.

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) — Madonna
could never be Miss America because she
lacks "wholesome" image it takes to be
crowned, the pageant's director says.

"Madonna is certainly not someone we
would even want to be a role model for our
program," Leonard C. Horn, chairman of
the MissAmerica Organization, said in an
interview Wednesday.

"I think the image she projects is defi-

nitely unwholesome."
To compete for the Miss America title,

a woman must be an American citizen, 26
years old or younger, single and must
never have been pregnant.

"We're looking for wholesome young
women," Horn said. "Miss America is the
visualized American maiden."

The pageant defines "wholesome" as a
woman who loves her country, is physically
attractive, intelligent, articulate, feminine,

glamourous, ambitious, educated and has
specific career goals.

Madonna's spokeswoman, Liz
RosenbergofWarner Records in New York,
was not available for comment.

Donna Puluka, president of the New
Jersey Chapter of the National Organi-
zation for Women, said the pageant's re-

quirements are offensive to women.

"It furtherconfirms our feeling that the
Miss America Pageant puts women into

this one, set category and ... if you are
outside of this mold in any way, you don't
fit in," Paluka said.

•"^ I . u

^/'^3%i^^ i^^/^ir^/^i^^o -^

WDRKSMARTER.
NOTHARDER.

M anagement or

marketing major?

Smart.

Finance or accounting

student? Also smart.

lb be even smarter, you

need a BA U PLUS™ now,

before assignments pile up.

It's designed especially for

business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.

Naturally, the BAH PLUS
has basic business functions

like time-value-of-money.

Plus, it delivers much more.

Cash flow analysis for in-

ternal rate of return (IRR).

Net present value (NPV).

Bond calculations. Depreci-

ation. Advanced statistics.

Also have a look at the

BA-35. It's our most afford-

able model for time-value-

of-money, and even handles

one-variable statistics.

Try the BA H PLUS and

BA-35 at your local TI

retailer. And start working

smarter. Instead of harden

"^ Texas
Instruments

"Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated

© l'W2 Texas Instruments Incorporated IH(XX)I02A

TREADMILL

Fitness

^<i>"^

»«.,*><'>'
.N^s.trt'ooroo"

584-4975

ve^

:
NoRThAMpTON
NautiIus^ Inc.

216 North King Street
Northampton

Aerobics • Nautilus • Lifecycles
• Tanning • Free Weights
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orientation
continued from page 3

Senior Debora Ferreira, academic coor-
dinator for the MalcolmX Center, designed
the 1 nformational fair to show new students
there will be support groups to assist them
with adjusting to university life.

"It is important that they know who to

trust and who the role models in the
community are." said Ferreira. She also
added that the informational fair allowed
the new students to meet them in a relaxed
atmosphere.

The orientation ended with a "New
Student Barbecue" held Thursdayevening

honor society

COLLEGIAN

outside the cultural center. The overall

response by the new students was fairly

positive.

"It was very educational," said Rick
Ruler of Dorchester. "It got people united
and 1 met a lot of new people."

Ibrahim Ali of Springfield said the
orientation was "very informative" and
"productive."

Boston native Nancy Morency said the
upperclassmen were "very friendly," and
described the skits as "very informative."

"The orientation was great," she said.

"On a scale ofone to 10, I'd give it a nine."

continued from page 3

Rodriquez said the chapter also has a
distinguished group ofhonorary members
including Chancellor Richard O'Brien,
Provost Glenn Gordon and Dean of Stu-
dents JoAnne Vanin.

"We are very proud to have these dis-

tinguished folks," said Rodriguez.
Several Golden Key officers and

Chapter President Joseph Molito, were
present at the national convention to ac-

cept the award. About 600 students and
faculty from chapters across the country
were attended the convention.

IMI
The Area's BEST CHINESE]
FOOD k SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

I

I I

I

ft?; PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924
J

50 Meadow Street

549-0839

UVINQ ROOM MASTtll
UOROOM
WM 112
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P
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TWO—BEDROOM UNITS
STILL AVAILABLE!

Easily Accomodates
4 Persons

• Fully applianced including A/C
• Dishwashers and Garbage Disposals
• Wall-to-Wall Carpeting
• Bath and Vi lav

• Spacious living room
• Individual patio

• Parking sticker for each tenant vehicle
• Cable ready
• On free bus route

The MASSACHUSETTS DAItV

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England * Founded in 1890

The Collegian is now seeking applicants for the
following positions:

Black Affairs Editor

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual issues Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Women's issues Editor

Any undergraduate University student

can apply for these positions.

The new Collegian election procedure states that
staff members of each desk will elect the editor for that
desk.

To be considered staff for a particular desk, a person
must have written a total of six (6) stories for the
Collegian last semester, including or in addition to at
least three (3) for the particular desk.

Staff status will be determined by the Managing
Editor and will be posted in the offices this week.

Application deadline is Friday, September 18 at 3
p.m.

Prospective applicants are encouraged to meet the
staff of the desk they are applying for during the next
week.

The election will take place Monday,
September 21 from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Brittany Manor
(413)256-8534

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$450 PER MONTH
Rent includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY REQUIRED

Fully Equipped Kitchen Including Disposal • On
The Five College Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms

• Urge Dining Area • Storm Windows • Wall To
Wall Carpeting • Large Livingroom w/Ceiling To

Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Security Locbs • Cable
Television Available
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Prison health care under fire
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— Outside physicians who reviewed health
faciUties at the state's women's prison clashed with
Department of Correction officials Thursday over the
best way to monitor health care in the prison system.

Both sides debated the issue at a Statehouse meeting
called by a special House committee established to in-
vestigate health care at MCI-Framingham. The physi-
cians were asked to review the health care system fol-
lowing the death ofan inmate, Robin Peeler, in February.

Dr. Gordon Josephson, one of three physicians who
issued a report highly critical of health care in state
prisons earlier this month, said he was concerned that
ongoing assessments by a national health care group will
not be adequate to guarantee high quality health care.
He suggested that an independent review panel keep an
eye on progress.

"Right at this point in time there is a feeling for a need
for the public to participate in that process," Josephson
said.

Two other doctors— Dr. Roxane Ritter of Beth Israel
Hospital and Dr. Barbara Herbert ofBoston City Hospital— also participated in the review.

To meet Gov. William F. Weld's goal ofhanding public
services over to private companies, the Department of
Correction this year contracted with a private company.
Emergency Medical Services Associates (EMSA), to run
the prison health system.

Doyle Moore, assistant to the commissioner of DOC,

said EMSA is only bound in its contract with the state to
met accreditation standards set by the National Com-
mission on Correctional Health Care (NCCHC).

That's the level we felt comfortable with," Moore said.
"It's all that would hold up in court."

The most recentNCCHC review at MCI-Framingham,
which took place in July, noted improvements in a number
of areas, including speed in delivering medical care and
documentation of services.

Peeler, 32, was infected with theAIDS virus. Questions
were raised about delays in the emergency response the
night she died. Another inmate, Donna Jean Hamilton,
31, committed suicide in May after she was put in a cell
alone, although she had threatened to kill herself

Dr. Mark Prete, medical director for EMSA, said it

would welcome further reviews by the physicians. "If
they're volunteering to come in, we'd be happy to have
them," he said.

Prison officials called the physicians' report outdated,
saying changes have already been made to address
problems in the report. They also disputed the report's
conclusion that some prison guards deny health services
to inmates to punish them.

Moore asked whether the allegation about prison
guards could be substantiated, saying prisoners frequently
make such allegations without cause.

Josephson acknowledged there were limits to the
doctors' ability to check prisoner accounts, but said he
had approached the reports with skepticism. "I've worked
in emergency medicine 15 years," he said. "I wasn't born
in a pumpkin patch."
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Cooking at your table

SPECIAL
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15
Steak& Chicken Combo
Two Dinners for $18.00
Shrimp & Scallop Combo

Both incJude soup, salad,

vegetables, noodles, steamed

rice, tea. & ice cream

Full Bar • Exotic Specialties

RL 116, Sunderland 413-665-3628

Open Tucs.-SaL at 5pm, Sun at 2

Reservatioru welcomed

Dance Club

Bar & Grill

JORTHAVPTON

JfUIARO/

There's a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP 48SX or an
HF48S between June 1, 1992,
and October 31, 1992. You'll get

8 Tables—Private Room
Full Liquor License

Reservations Accepted

586-9155

1 Pearl St.

Northampton,MA

a bonus book that's gotxi for free

software, a free PC link cable
and hundreds of dollars back
on applications-like electrical

and mechanical engineering-
memory cards, training Ux)ls,

games, and HP's infrared printer

It's a really big offer Worth more
than $500. And it's going to

make your HP48 calculator even
more valuable to you. The free

serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free soft;ware disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily,

do ;3D plotting, and analyze
polynomials.

etm-Z Hewlett Parkanl Company (^;l22().^^

Beyond all the bonuses, you'll

have the right calculator for

your most challenging classes.

HP 48 calculators have over
2100 built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.

Head over to the campus book-
store now. After all, you don't

see this kind ofdeal every day.

HP calculators. The best for

your success.

L^ei
HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Tutu resigns from Harvard post

Real-life working experience.
I h.H s what rr.-illy muXcn nntc you ((radualc.
I iki- ihr skilU you l»;irii wnrkiiiR at thr MiiSMnchiifett.t Dully

Colli-giitn . ihr largrM iiHleprndrnily ran coUejic <laily in New
Fnglniicl.

Ill fine, many ormir lurrciil «i.iffci^ «prnl ilicir •summrn
1^<•rkilln 31 llw llolynkr lyililscrllH . Ibe Mlddlcirx VVll'J, WIVI
IV S(., llw H,tfinH (Unite. wr.EI, The neikxblrt Etigle and lh«
A^MK-tafrd l»rc*s.

And our alumni? lltcy liold )<>b5 at almost) every mafor paper in
llie nnlion.

Al \\\t CttllefttiiM. you learn ilie skills ynu'll rrallv need - from
hrninslorminR for news features to writing stories on tight
ili'.iillini's

II s KMil. casual and you can go al your own pace.

nil klAUAf Mlr^rrTN DAIIV

COLLEGIAN
NcvNT! Desk • 1 13 Campus Center • 545-0719

The News Desk is looking for new writers.
Contact David Massey, News Editor.

Celebrating 25 vears • Daily since 1967

Archbishop Desmond Tutu
ASSOCIATED PRESS

I lit I o

PIA
*HC I Al'^

!An(iuw ^addock^
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC
Auto Insurance Specialists

Discounts Available

586-6220
Conveniently Located on Rte. 9 m (\

Next to the Banks ^"M^
Hadley

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — Anglican Archbishop

Desmond Tutu of South Africa has resigned from the

Harvard University Board of Overseers, citing political

turmoil in his homeland.

Tutu submitted his resignation, effective immediately,

in a letter to President Neil L. Rudenstine, university

officials announced Thursday.

His term on the board, one of the university's two
governing bodies, would have expired in 1995.

The situation in my home country is volatile in the

extreme and very fluid, requiring that many of us should

be more available to help in the delicate but exhilarating

business of being midwives for the birth of the much-
awaited new South Africa," Tutu wrote.

In October, Tutu will speak at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.
Tutu won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1984 for his efforts

to end apartheid, the system of racial segregation in

South Africa. Black and white leaders in that country
have been trying to resume power-sharing talks inter-

rupted by violence that has killed more than 60 blacks

since June.

Rudenstine praised Tutu's contributions to the world
and to the university.

"We thank him for what he has done and we accept his

resignation with the greatest regret," Rudenstine said.

"However, we fully understand and respect his decision

to concentrate his energies entirelyon the greatchallenges
that are being faced by his country at this time."

Tutu, who was awarded an honorary degree from
Harvard in 1979, has been a member of the Board of
Overseers since 1989.

The 30-member board, elected by alumni, advises and
approves important actions ofthe other governing board,
the Harvard Corporation. Both boards must approve
major teaching and administrative appointments.

The Collegian
It's not just an adventure... it's a job.

Come down today!

113 Campus Center (in the basement)

545-3500

/$P SUPER SIOPtiSHOP^
VIDEO
CENTER

<!i
•"

HADLEY
SUPER STOP & SHOP

456 Russell Street

Hadley, Ma 01035

^ Over 9,000 movie titles for rent or sale
at our low 3 evening rental rate.

-k Return specially marked new releases
by 6:00 pm the next evening and
receive a coupon for ^I.OO OFF your
next rental.

^ We have over 300 Nintendo, Super
Nintendo and Sega Genesis Video
Games for rent.

^NOW SHOWINGS

WHITESANDS

The most dangerous
way to solve a
murder...

become the victim.

Starring Willem
Dafoe, Mary Elizabeth

Mastrantonio, and
Mickey Rourke.

FJ <s> 1992 Morgan Creek
jSST Productions, Inc.

9^

WWNB) HOME VDEO

® 1992 Warner Home Video, Inc.

ENTER

WIN
A *50 Stop & Shop Gift Certificate

and
5 FREE video rentals in our
BACK TO THE BOOKS

—_ _MOVIE MARATHON
Pback to the books movie marathonH
I

I
Name

I
street

I
Town

I

Zip

All ballots must be received in participating
Video Centers by close of business on

Saturday, October 3,1992.

I

I

I

I

I
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Guitar duo promotes Illicit compact disc
Tribal Tech to perform at the Iron Horse

"^
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Catastrophe, coincidence, and a lot of
hard traveling have brought Tribal Tech
to the Iron Horse tonight. Tribal Tech,
composed of the highly acclaimed Scott
Henderson ("ascendant Jazz/rock guitar
god") and self taught bassist Gary Willis,
have a special story behind their latest
album Illicit.

"We were recording in Hollywood dur-
ing the riots, on Thursday about mid-
aflernoon," explains Willis. "Across the
street a gang of people showed up and
busted through the windows in an attempt
to loot the place. The owners of the studio
got up on their roof with Israeli assault
rifles and fired a few shots in the air.

"We have a core audience
ofmusicians who appreci-

ate us, and we are not
going to change our music
to reach more people.

"

Gary Willis

"We figured the safest place to be was
in the studio, and there was nothing left

for us to do. So we jammed."
The result of that uniquely circum-

stancedjam session was the two best cuts
off of the new album, "Riot" and "After-
math."

Touring to support their new album
has proven to be a tough life, especially for

musicians used to a more nocturnal circuit
than the morning radio show they played
on, AA/ Buffalo, earlier this week.

"It's hard to sound good on a show like

that. I don't know where they found this
audience of25 people. Halfof it was kids,"

laments Willis. "But we like to play."

Their rigorous tour included a flight to

Italy for three gigs. The Collegian got a hold
ofTech on their first day off in two weeks,
not even recuperated from their jet lag.

"We will be touring Europe twice a year
now, and making enough time at home to

write," says Willis.

The last time Willis played in
Northampton it was on his birthday. "It's

always a fun gig," says Willis.

"We have a core audience ofmusicians
who appreciate us, and we are not going to
change our music to reach more people.
We are crusading against 'happy jazz' and
there is too much awful stuff under the
label of fusion. The only way to get heard
is with more airplay, but we have way too
many chords for rock radio. We're aiming
for college radio now."

Tribal Tech's fifth album,////c/7. is their
first for Bluemoon Recordings. The band's
slanttoward rock orientedjazz is definitely
more evident than ever.

Henderson describes the band's phi-
losophy: "What we're trying to do is or-
chestrate the music, via modern technol-
ogy, to make a four piece band sound like
a mini orchestra, but we're still holding on
to the sensitivity of an old fashioned jazz
group and the go-for-the-throat energy of
a rock band."

Tribal Tech's tremendous twosome has
toured with great musicians like Chick
Corea, Joe Zawinul, Wayne Shorter and
Jean-Luc Ponty, but they are no longer
sidemen.

"We're tired of playing other people's
music," says Willis."We try not to formula-
ize what we do— we run against the jazz
traditions.Wecome from the compositional
side with more emphasis on melody," says
Willis. "The hardest thing to do is to write
a melody people can remember."

Scott Henderson and Gary Willis
started talking after one of Willis' perfor-
mances in Los Angeles, and decided tojam
together.

"I didn't know this guy from anybody,"
says Willis. "We've had a band ever since.

It's been fate and a lot ofhard work. We're
still in the middle ofgiving [Tribal Tech] a
shot."

In 1991, Henderson was named by
Guitar World as the #1 Jazz Guitarist,
and in January 1992, he was named #1 in

GuitarPlayersAimxiaX Reader's VoW. Bass
Player recently referred to Willis as "one
of the most vital bass voices of the 90s."

Tribal Tech 's performance at the Iron
Horse begins at 7 p.m. tonight.

Arts & Living
STAFF MEETING FOR

OLD MEMBERS AND NEW PROSPECTS

Sunday
september 13

2 PM
Campus Center

ROOM 1 13

THE COLLEGIAN IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

USED
BOOKS

40-80% OFF LIST

ACADEMIC &
POPULAR

VALLEYBOOKS
199 N. Pleasant St.

Downtown Amherst
-1 OPEN 7 DAYS ZVyLSIW f—

'^

^mcc iS(\

220 N. Pleasant St. (Rear), Amherst, MA

For the Dancer, Gymnast,
Fitness Minded

Fun Bodywear!
Great Shoes! 253-5201

^ ..,.,,. ,„ PHOTO COURTESY Of I RiBALTtCH
Caary Willis and Scott Henderson of Tribal Tech to perform tonight at the Iron Horse Music

Hall in Northampton.
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Presents The Best Tribute Bands...

Sept. 11

TEXAS FLOOD
(Stevie Ray Vaughn)

Oct. 3/18+/

CAC/DC)

Sept. 24/18-h/
PHYSICAL GRAEFm

(Led Zeppelin)

Oct. 15/18+/
THE MACHINE

(Pink Floyd)

and "Free Rock Frida

Sept. 11

TEXAS FLOOD

ay'
Jf'ftftftft'f'.'W'.".'''?'".

Sept. 18
THE DEL FUEGOS

Sept. 25
LITTLE JIMMY &
THE BAD BOYS

S;

Oct. 9
THE ZEN HUCKSTERS

(Grateful Dead Tribute)

"M«SS«ttttttSStt4SttS»ttttttttttS»t^^

IMi

iSiSL

Oct. 2
BLOODLXNE

(F«aturing ofhpring of tenous rock stan
•ntia 14 yaw old guitar wiz)

Oct. 16
THE BOMBASTICS

M«Stttt!ttSStt!«SHM«KSttStt
,:i:ia:

Free Admission AH Night w/College i.D. • Free Admission before 10:00pm, $4 after 10.00-:uupm
Enter a raffle to win dinner for two from the Acitie BBO

3 Tickets available at For the Record in Amherst, Strawberries Record Stores,
Pearl Street or TiclcetPro (800) 828-7080
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Collegian puts the spotlight on theatre student
Takes a closer look at the Amherst world of acting
By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Correspondent

The following is the Collegian's attempt to get up close
and personal with the University ofMassachusetts Arts
and Living crowd ofstudents who are working hard and
making an difference.

The following is an interview with Rob Corddry, this
weeks pick from the Theatre Department.

CG.-Can you tell us a little bit about your status
here at UMass?

RCiI'm 21. I'm an English/Theater m^or. I'm from
Weymouth, and I've been here at UMass for three years
now. I'm a senior but I plan on being here as long as it

takes, which is probably going to be another year and a
half

CG:What productions have you been involved
with as an actor during your three years here?

RC:My first one was A Torch Song Trilogy, then Ten
Little Indians, Romeo and Juliet, Tales of the Lost
Formicans and Cat on A Hot Tin Roof

CG:So you've been keeping busy.
RC:Yeah, but it's been a lot of fun.

CG:What groups have you been involved with?
RCrl've been involved with three of the four groups -

those being the SVP (Student Valley Productions), The
UMass Theatre Guild and the University's Theater Dept.
1 just became a theater major two semesters ago so I'm
trying to stick with Theater department productions.

CG:What was your first play here and how did
you get involved?

RC:lt was Torch Song. Actually, I'd been here a year
and was totally afraid of theater, although 1 loved to act,

so a friend took the liberty of signing me up for the
audition and we both happened to get picked for the

show.
CGrWith the different roles you've played, who's

been your favorite and why?
RC:(SMILING) Oh, definitely it would be a character

called "ALIEN" which I played in Formicans last se-

mester. The character consisted of six different charac-
ters so I got to play everything from a cheesy alien
television announcer to a swearing truck driver. It was
really diverse. It was good.

CG:In which play do you feel your most personal work
was done and what character was most reflective ofwho
Rob Corddry is?

RC:Well, I'd definitely have to say BRICK in Cat - not
because he's an alcoholic ex-football player, which I am
not...

It wasjust the emotion. It was my first big emotional role.

It made me more in touch with the character unlike other
roles where I'd played the stupid, pretty-boy, wise-ass. It

(the role) gave me the chance to actually draw some
emotion from myself and use it on stage.

CG:So are we to assume then that it was also
your most challenging role?

RC:Yes. Definitely yes.

CG:When did your interest in acting begin and
what influences have most affected you?

RC:Actually , my biggest influence was The Boy Scouts
ofAmerica. I was always big at the campfire: "Here's the
campfire - Where's Rob?" So that really started me out.

In terms of actors, I consider myself more a comedic
actor than a dramatic actor so I'd have to say, Kevin
Kline, Chevy Chase— guys along those lines.

CG:For someone so involved with the theater
program, why m^yor in English?

RC:Well, writing has always been my major passion
since I was a kid. I started out as an english major only

Turn to SPOTLIGHT, page 15

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Rob Corddry inside and out.
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Paul's
Shoe Repair
Repairs of

Men's & Women's Shoes & Boots
ResoHng of: Vibram Soles,
Leather Soles and Heels
Birkenstock Sandals,

Nonslip Rubber Soles & Heels

No. 10. 103 No. Pleasant St., Amherst
(Downstairs, under Panda East)

IRONICALLY, THE HME TO STMT
SAVING FORRETIREMENT ISWHEN ITLOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

1 STUDENT WUVC RENTALS

$75

Can't afford to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afford not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement

can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take

advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.

Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can

accumulate over $192,539* by the time

you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $2 2 7 each month
to reach the same goal.

Stmrtplmnmii^yourjMture. CrnU

Ensaring the fhtorc
for those T^ho shape it.^

Even ifyou're not counting the years to

retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred

annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-

ment choices, and a record of personal

service that spans 75 years.

Over a million people in education and
research put TIAACREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not

join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAACREF working on
your side.

»ur Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

m«KMTH

BRAND NEW/USED AAACS FOR SAL£

REPAIRS AND MEMORY UPGRADES

AAAC/I8M HOURLY REKTALS

LASER PRtNTS/COLOR SCANNING

585*0007
NORTHAAAPTON • 38 AMIN STREET • LOWER LEVEL

at mountain farms mall

Route 9 • Russell Street

Hadley, MA 01035
(413)584-2175

'^Munuif

froduat Pery d^mmt njulu CREFart^uata ate »utniuU3 ty TIAA CREFfnSwAiaJi^ IhMUuIwiuU Servutj.

SEMESTER SPECIAL
$119.00

Mr. Lupo's movie shorts
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

The end of the summer movie releases
are usually a mixed bag of total bombs,
okay diversions and one or two that easily
stay ahead ofthe pack. The verdicts are in:

Unforgiven ( B+ ), a great morality play/
western that boasts an inventive and in-
tricate plot, a complex moral subtext and
some ofthe best exchanges between actors
that I've seen in a while. Unforgiven tells
the story of an ex-hired killer played by
Clint Eastwood (director, too) who comes
out of retirement (for the right price, of
course) to avenge an attack on a prostitilte.

He brings along his old partner played
by Morgan Freeman (isn't it about time he
plays a hero instead of a sidekick to a
white one?) and a young upstart called the
Schofield Kid (Jaimez Woolvett). (}ene
Hackman plays the sheriff in the town
where the attack happened. The line be-
tween law and justice as well as good and
evil areblurredin t//j/b/-^;iw?,makingthe
moral motivations quite interesting.

This may be sacriligious to say, but I

thoughtClint Eastwood's performance was
one of his weakest. He's played this role
before and the comic elements of his per-
formance (i.e. he has trouble gettingon his
horse over and over again) don't mesh
with the serious aim the film takes. For-
tunately, his directing is much better.

Gene Hackman turns in an amazingly
layered performance and Richard Harris
adds great support to this slow-building,
yet rich film.

Enchanted April (B-) is a nice but ever
so thin piece of art house feel-good fluff

that tells the story offour different women

who share a vacation house in the Italian
countryside in order to escape their indi-
vidual problems. Think of it as E.M.
Forster-lite. It's almost unbelievably hol-
low as each of the women solve their
maladies so quickly it was as ifthey were
trying to beat the clock to the end of the
film. Two of the women's husbands are
insentive lugs at the beginning but turn
into romantic love studs the minute they
see their wives again with little or no
transformations shown.

EnchantedApril is filmed in garish close-
up that is very annoying. Despite being
very well-acted, the film is way too conve-
nient to be taken seriously. Skip it and see
Howards End (A), a much better movie.

David Lynch has hit a career nadir
with his prequel to his cult fave-turned-
bore television series Twin Peaks: Fire
Walk With Me (D-), a completely useless
piece of avant-garde nonsense. Lynch's
films, from Eraserhead to the Twin Peaks
pilot were intense and original journeys
that were actually about something. Here,
all of the weirdness just seems like rejects
from Lynch's bag oftricks. It's not as bad as
everyone has been saying, it's even worse.

Tom Selleck as the King ofSpain. That
just sums up how incredibly moronic and
astoundingly lame Christopher Colum-
bus: The Discovery ( D-) is. This film suffers
from a severe identity crisis, making Co-
lumbus (played by unknown George
Correface) a hero, then a crazy baffoon,
then a hero again. A bloated and tedious
Marlon Brando plods his way to the bank
in a cameo that's disguised as a support-
ing performance. Wait for Ridley Scott's
1492 this fall. ..I'd bet my mother it will be
miles better than this schlock.
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spotlight
continued from page 14

because, to tell you the truth, it's the
safest choice. If I suffer from a massive
lobotomy which prohibits me from act-
ing then I'll always have my BA in
English. Then I can WRITE stupid
things insteadofACTING stupid things.
I like them both.

CG:What would you be doing
with your life ifyou weren't acting?

RCil'd be writing. My major goal is

to become the new Sam Shepard, write
plays and also get good acting roles.

CG:Where do you see yourself in
5 years?

RC:Happy - because I'm very rarely
sad.

CG:0.k., where do you see your-
self artistically in 5 years?

RC:Whether I'm working as BINGO
the clown at the Ground Round or as the
new Kevin Costner I will be happy re-
gardless of what I'm doing. (BEAT) I

can fool myself into being happy.
(LAUGHTER)

CG:What makes Rob Corddry a
standout?

RCJ'm funny, good sense of humor,
1 have a likeable stage prescence, I

consider myself fairly charasmatic
and. ..I'm a great kisser.

CGrWhat's your favorite film?
RC:Favorite film? HEATHER'S
CGrWhy HEATHER'S?
RCr'Cause of Winona, man'

(LAUGHTER)
CGrWho's your favorite muppet

and why?
RC:My favorite muppet is definitely

GONZO because of that chicken thing

he's got going for him.
CG:Favorite music?
RC:A11 but polka- and I know this is

blasphemey- but I really don't like Jazz.
CG:I think we've found our

headline, "Rob Corddry — An Art-
ist Who Hates Jazz".

RC:(LAUGHING) It's tinkle music.
CG:Ifyou had to choose between

either fame on the screen or on the
stage where would you go?

RC:Every actor says that they don't
want fame. That all they want is a
comfortable life on the stage, which I'd

be very happy with. Yet again — every
American has that hidden, innate desire
for recognition and fame. But I don't
think I'd be happy with that. It's very
drawing. Fame sucks. I'd rather do
stage.

CGrWhat's the sincerest form of
flattery you've received for your
acting?

RC.The most flattering thing is hon-
esty. When people have the courage to
ask,"Why'd you make this choice here?"
and "What made you do that?" False
compliments don't help you grow.
CGrWhy do you do what you do?
RC:"Cause it makes me feel good.
CGrAdvice to the up and comers?
RC:Be honest with yourself, be im-

pulsive. As Shakespeare said,"Be true
to yourselfso you can be true to others."
Take chances. Be real. Don't play the
game.

CGrFinally, Rob Corddry's phi-
losophy on life?

RCiNothing is real. Wear a condom
and smoke 'em ifyou got 'em.

New England: Views from the Outside
r^PRROM xr .By MARK K. ANDERSON

Collegian Correspondent

•"No way." I incredulously laughed.
**! kid you not." He stated.

Invariably, some form ofthe above words is exchanged
when a person learns of the True Source of Local Pride.

It's not the colleges. Not the communal atmosphere.
Not the space waffle. ( The world's only campus center to be
modeled after a breakfast food, mind you.) No, no, no, no.

It's TheAmherst SalamanderTunnel that really turns
heads and attracts tourists around here.

Officially 5-years-old as of September, this interna-
tionally known (yes, you read that right) underground
passageway allows our hot dog-sized friends safe exodus
from forests east of Henry Street in North Amherst to
their mating grounds on the other side.

The tunnel and its amphibious users have been fea-

tured on NBC, ABC. PBS, National Public Radio, The
Associated Press, Radio Tokyo, Canadian Broadcasting

.
Company, The New York Times and a host of children's
publications. To top it oflF, The Environmental President
sent Amherst's point-of-light a letter ofcommendation.

Yet, our outstanding testament to Salamander Fam-
ily Values was not always such a triumphant success.

The tunnel's history intertwines the interests of area
politicians, local environmentalists, a London-based
conservation association and an East German doctor
fieeing persecution for a crime he did not commit.

Well, okay, maybe I got a little carried away with that
doctor bit.

In any case, those living on portions of Henry Street
have longknown ofambystoma maculatum's tendency to
come out of hibernation on the first warm rain of spring
and, like many collegiate homo sapiens on spring break,
head for the beach. Neither remember to bring sun block.
Unlike those practicing Fort Lauderdale mating rituals,
however, the salamanders have no previous experience
indeahng with trafficon the way to their mating grounds.

Unfortunately, this means that many salamanders on
their way to making nooky make lizardburger when they
meet Mr. B.F. (Goodrich head-on.

Now, strictly speaking, neither of the above popula-
tions has the cranial capacity to outwit a paperweight.
(Especially considering that the collegiate crowds in
question havebeen ingesting substances known to induce

downward motion on the food chain.) Therefore, the
typical salamander or for that matter, the typical drunk
Daytona Beach lunkhead, must be physically forced to do
anything. Anything. Including those things that would
prevent it from being killed.

So it was some fifteen-odd years ago that area residents
took to the annual ritual of lifting salamanders over
Heniy Street in early April. One year, after a feature on
NBC's "The Today Show," a man responsible for building
England's famous toad tunnels (this is absolutely true)
telephoned Robert Winston, the person who had started
the whole Amherst salamander movement.

"He basically offered to broker a deal with AGO Poly-
mer Products, Inc. in Ohio who would donate a tunnel for
the salamanders," Mr. Winston recalled.

After Amherst donated an afternoon's worth of labor,
the tunnel was ready for 1988's spring migration season.

And wow did it flop. One lone critter utilized the tunnel
during its inaugural season. The New York Times and The
Boston Globe ran stories about the thwarted attempt.

However, once Robert Winston and Audubon Society
naturalists realized the drunk-Daytona-Beach-
lunkheadedness of their salamanders, the solution was
obvious. Physical-coersion. Funnel the buggers into the
tunnel with a hundred or so feet of fence.

Since the fence installation, things have been working
so well that the media attention has now started to
dwindle. After all , no one cares about a piece ofengineering
that quietly does its job.

Except for the salamanders, I suppose.

EXOTIC FISH & PET WORLD
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Bud Light: Everything Else Is Just A Light!
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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By CHRIS SHADOIAN

WILMINGTON

Wilmington
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.Welcome to Massachusetts! (««^ -^ wda«. b«t)h c«w you am t noticed folks round here are right proud of their Revolutionary War Heritaae
oeanng this fact in mind, '

By MARK K. ANDERSON

I

Starch'* moat fiuBous quota, "I regret

that I only have ooe fingar-cymbaJ to

give for my country* ie made all the

mora poignant by the fact that the rem
aining 57 finger-cymbala to which he
implicitly refare were eeuad by Britiah

fbo«aoldiera dunng T^e BaUle ofThre*
KaKooa And A Brt)kan Autoharp.

(fiAh grade mueic tearhar and ravolutionary)

Hie moat aignificant coatributiona to the
|war effort ware in the realm oT miaico-
terreriam. For exampla, durii^ one of
King George's frDiiUioa viaita, Starch
aacrelly switched the Royal Battle Oich-
eatra'e sheet muaic from "God Save Tka
King" to 'Eatin' Goober Pom.' The enau-
ing sonic mayhem did give his highneaa
pause and cauaed several Royal wincea
which later that day sent the Scottish

stock markat through the floor.

Mi» the leaeai^known Siege at Eimt
Newark, Radooat divisiooa had been
spotted entering the Holland Tunnel,
approaching Colonial encampmeota.
Giving the minutaman time to take a
showar and check thair anawaring
machinea, Starch suceaasfully staUad
[the advancing forcea by offering to walk
JBritiah Gaceral MacBlymieiUhot's wind-
jshiekl for packet changa Starch met
[hia damiae when the light turned grean.

|

CAST OF THOUSANDS
/H JUSTso SOPI?/ 1 PtPNT ^

mTlC£ yW U£R£ AT(XU£G£
LAST vcAR, Joanne:-I uas
BUSyUfTH-^

ITDOEQN'T

By BARRY DEUTSCH

DARBY By JOHN McLaughlin

I Saw Your ap in the
'RERS0^4AL5'• iHOUGHT
(JE shoolp get
ToGEThiER Sometime.

ME? i'n REALLY
HAtJPSoME, CHARM IMG
AMP SEXY.

HE'S AN
obnoxious
Pork wiener.

6JITH A REALLY
CUTE Tush.

I

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Chris Cuddy

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Mike Carvalho

Nicole Dumas

Men
LUNCH
Spam
Spam

BASICS LUNCH
Spam
Spam

u
DINNER
Spam
Spam

BASICS DINNER
Spam
Spam

Quote of the Day
"It's not enough merely to worship a god.

You've got to know which one's in charge."

- Harlan Ellison

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): You
are coming down the home stretch

where your career is concernecJ. Soon
you will reap the Iruits of your lalx)r.

Improved health gives you energy.
Romance l)egins to sizzle.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Your
super organizational skills put you in

good stead with inlluenlial people.
Do not be afraid to tout your talents.

People love you lor your sage advice
and understanding manner.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): Be
thorough in everything that you do.
An older person's interest in you is a
blessing. If thinking alx>ut early re-

tirement, consult you male before
making definite plans.

CANCER ()un 2 1 -)uly 22): Do not

procrastinate or someone could beat
you to the punch. Listen to higher-

ups — you can learn from them.
Dining with a friend could be more
fun than a blind dale.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Look
within yourself to find the answers
you seek. Greater self-discipline will

help you accomplish major goals.

Organize, streamline and channel
your energies productively.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Curb
your temper and l)e patient. Although
morning is a good lime for chores, the
atiernoon demands a change of pace,
yesterdays lorlunalelrendscontinue.

LIBRA(Sepl. 23-Oct. 22): Recent
developments in a relationship give
you greater confidence. However,
the attitude of certain co-workers
could Ix' puzzling.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2?-Nov. 21): As
the weekend approaches, you have
plenty to lx> cheerful about. Forget
any lingering doubls. You will prol>-

ably be able to finish work early. l3o

some household shopping.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A linancial mix-up is (mssible
today. Be extra carelul when paying
bills or making a bank deposit. You
may have lochangesonK- social plans
later today.

CAPRICORN (Dc-c. 22-|an. 19):

Give your imagination free rein and
you will land a new contract. VIPs
are impressed by your confidence in

a clever idea. Allow loved ones to

enjoy life in llieir own way.
AQUARIUS Oan. 2()-Feb. 18):

Wind up routine matters as quickly
as possible, but postpone Ix'ginning
any new projects until Monday.
Certain phone calls must \x- made
More the weekend. Ciet an early
starl if taking a trip.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be
diplomatic In all your contacts.
Throwing your weight around ( ould
antagonize people in positionslo help
you. Creative endeavors flourisli.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS DOWN
1 Spud 1 Small shoot
6 Stepped 2 Expression of

tieavily discovery
10 Biltini tops 3 Cultivate
14 Pule 4 Author
IS Saarinen. ttie Bagnold

architect 5 Abolish
16 Bumpkin 6 Garden
17 Long Island beauties

town 7 Show the tape
18 Hawl<ish god again
19 Annul 8 Threatening
20 Altruistic axiom remark
22 Henry J&mes 9 Prescribed

biographer measure
Leon 10 Constant

23 Interminable stream of

lime words
24 In unison 11 Sonata
25 Talks foolishly section
29 Let forth 12 English poet/
31 Like — not dramatist
32 Soc newcomer W H —
34 l^enage — 13 Large scarf

38 '— Nanette" 21 More in want
39 "— m my 24 Lillle island

haste. All men 25 Tie

are liars
:"

26 Suffix with
Psalms comment

41 Austen heroine 27 Sonny of
42 Enter Palm Springs

slumberland 28 City dwelling
44 Chemical suffix

45 Islands off

30 The Sin of —
Claudef:
H Hayes film

33 Bleat

35 A king of Israel

36 "— old

cowhand ."

37 Ratted
40 "Basic —

"

43 Undermine
47 Willow spike
49 "Quaking"

trees

50 Accra's country
51 Straightedge.

eg
52 Malicious crim*
54 Cleo or

Erankie

56 Casa
component

57 Downpour
58 Caen's river

59 Western Native
American

60 Affectionate

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ7I F-

The opinions expressed on this page arc those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University

Galway
46 Special gov't

agent
46 Allaying, as

thirst

50 Understand
53 Choir members
55 Offend
56 Impervious to

spots
61 Too
62 Related

63 Have an — the
ground

64 Bright sign

65 Cornhusker
capital: Abbr.

66 Sheer fabric

6 7 Composer of

"Judith"

68 Biblical

herb
69 PQA member
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UMass cyclist in
Chicago for nat'l

championships
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Dan Goldsmith isn't exactly what you'd call a
typical UMass student. He's one of the best in the
country at his sport.

The senior cyclist from Chicago, IL is heading
home this weekend to take on the best cyclists in
the country at the National Collegiate Track Cy-
cling Championships. The Nationals are comprised
of two sections, track racing and road racing, and
Golsmith is looking to medal in the track compe-
tition. He will compete today, Saturday and possibly
Sunday.

Goldsmith has been looking forward to this

event all year, and while his family moved to

Colorado to be closer to the Olympic Training
Center in Colorado Springs, he has been prepping
in Chicago for the last two weeks.

Goldsmith said that while last year, the UMass
cycling team competed in the Nationals and fared
well, he is the team's sole representative this year.

The Hotel. Restaurant and Travel Administra-
tion major was asked why he chose to stay in

school, instead of trying to cycle professionally.

"School has always been the most important
thing for me," he responded. "Without a degree, 1

can't guarantee myself the type of lifestyle I'd like

to lead."

Goldsmith is competing in two events, the 1 km
time trial, or "kilo", and the 200M match sprints.

The events will take place on different days, giving
Goldsmith a chance to focus on both.

"The two events are separate," he said. "I could
fall flat on my face in the kilo I today 1 and come back
and win the match sprints."

The track in Chicago is made of asphalt with a
white gypsum coating. The embankment is 20
degrees, and while Goldsmith has practiced on it,

he prefers Barcelona's Olympic Velodrome.
"The Olympic track is much faster and slicker,"

he said. "This track is slower and has shallower
turns. It might be a disadvantage for me. but at

least I have knowledge of the track."

The 1 km time trial is difficult because it requires
cyclists to go from a standing position to an ex-
tremely high speed, all in a short time. The 200M
match sprints are similar, only there is less time to

reach speeds as high as 43 mph.
Goldsmith said his times are among the top

seven or 10 in the country, and he feels his chances
for succeeding this weekend in both events are
high.

"My goal is to ascend to the elite level of track
cycling." he said. "This is my last chance to do it for

myself and for the cycling team."

Water polo takes on lona in opener
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Old opponents, like old habits, die hard.
The last game of last season for the University of

Massachusetts water polo team was an 11-10 overtime
victory over lona. As the Minutemen travel to West
Point, N.Y. this weekend for the Army Invitational tour-

nament, they will play lona in the first game.
Also on the line in this rivalry are bragging rights for

the Army tournament, as lona beat UMass 10-6 last year
in the championship game.

"It's a good rivalry," said UMass head coach Russ
Yarworth. "We're going there with the hopes of winning
it. But, I'm going to play about 12, 13, or 14 players.

Whatever I have to do to get a good long look atmy players
so I can evaluate them and see who will progress to give
us the strongest starting line-up and bench by the middle
of the season.

"I'm pretty excited about this year," he said. "The kids
seem to have a better attitude than in previous years. I

see a team developing, whereas last year we had a lot of
individuals trying to accomplish a goal, which might be
the little difference to put us over the edge."

One of the things Yarworth will be taking a good look

at is the play of Pepperdine transfer Jeremy Alters, a
player that Yarworth feels is so experienced and talented

that he can play several positions. Alters is suffering

from strained ligaments in the thumb ofhis non-shooting

hand, but should be ready to go this weekend.
Some things on this team are a given: bigTsan Engin

battling in front of the goal as 'hole-man'; the speed and
aggressiveness ofdrivers Scott Reed, Jay Peluso and Dan
McOsker; the finesse of driver Javier Gonzalez; the
passes of hole-man Adolfo Oliete; and the booming left-

handed shots of Luke Harlan.

One of the problems the team faced last year was not
getting up for big games, a problem they will have to shed
if they are to advance past the disappointing first round
exits in the Eastern Championships the past three years.

There has been a flu virus making the rounds of the

team this week, but with the rigorous practice schedule
over now that classes have started, the strength of the
under-the-weather players should improve daily.

GAME NOTES - Of the seven multi-team tourna-

ments the team will play this year, this weekend's event
is the only one-day tournament. The champion will have
to win four games Sunday to claim the crown. With
UMass and lona playing at 8 a .m

.
, the prospects for a long

day are pretty good.

Stapleton's pre-season pigskin picks
Well, it's that time of the year when the rotisserie

baseball stats get thrown in the desk and football fanatics
once again take center stage. So, without hesitation, I'll

put on my prognosticating hat and bring you my 1992-93
Professional Football Preview.

Let's start offin the worst division in football, theAFC
Central. Competition in these standings will be hard to

find, as the Houston Oilers will run away with the title,

probably along with the home field advantage when the
playoffs start. A key is that the Oilers play the NFC
Central when they leave the division, so the competition
should get no tougher.

Arthur

STAPLETON
When trying to find exciting players in this division,

afterWarren Moon and his trio ofreceivers( Ernest Givens,
Curtis Duncan, and Haywood Jeffires ), I went no further
than Cincinnati's Harold Green, who will make a giant
step towards being one of the top three running backs in

the league. He'll fall short, but his efforts should earn him
a spot in the Pro Bowl.

In the AFC West, the Kansas City Chiefs will make a
move towards the top, with Derrick Thomas anchoring
the best defense in the AFC. However, the Chiefs will fall

short when it comes to winning the division: Denver is

my pick, with K.C. getting a wild card berth.

The Broncos(yes, the same team who choked in the
championship last year) were one half away from again
returning to the Super Bowl. A good young defense and
a healthy John Elway should provide the team from Mile
High to gallop again to the division title.

Now to theAFC East, where the competition is growing
for the defending division champs, the Buffalo Bills. The
Miami Dolphins helped themselves immensely with the

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"Ifyou have built castles in the air.

your work need not be lost.

That is where they should be.

Now put thefoundations under them."

—Henry David Thoreau

Learn Your Way Around The World
# Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain

# Courses in liberal arts and international business

# Fluency in a foreign language noi required

# Home-stays with meals

# Field trips

# Financial aid applies

Application deadlines:

April 30 for fall semester, October 20 for spring semester

For a program description and an application packet, write or call:

Institute for Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

1 University Plaza

PlaeeviUe. Wisconsin 53818-3099

(608) 342-1726

addition of first round draft picks Marco Coleman and
Troy Vincent. They will nab a wild card, along with the
Jets, who will take a step back for the future with
Browning Nagle as their starter.

The New England Patriots are in for an optimistic

year, as they will surpass the six win plateau. However,
a seven win season will only get them fourth place in this

division.

Hugh Millen should mature into a good quarterback
who could play in the big game ( those ofyou who saw last

season's gallant run against Denver know what I mean),
but for now, he's a mediocre leader on an average team.

In the NFC Central, I like the Chicago Bears to

overtake the incumbent Lions as divisional champs,
leavingWayne Pontes and company with a wild card. The
Lions will always be dangerous with Barry Sanders, but
with a player like Tom Waddle, Da Bears will be to tough
to beat.

Atlanta is an interesting team in the NFC West, and
I think with Chris Miller leading the charge, the new
"men in black" will christen the Georgia Dome with a
divisional title. Everybody's favorite San Francisco,
without Joe Montana, will fall short once again of the
playoffs.

Now, to the best division in football: the NFC East,
where the impending Super Bowl Champions hail from.
Washington will soon realize that youth in January
finally overcomes age in September. It is imminent that
the Philadelphia Eagles will suffer from the loss of the
late Jerome Brown. Randall Cunningham is back, and
they signed Herchel Walker but it won't get them any
more than a third place finish.

Yes, ni let the cat out ofthe bag, to use a cliche, and tell

you that my team is the Dallas Cowboys. Emmitt Smith is

finally getting the respect he deserves, and he will lead the
Turn to PICKS, page 19
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— Friday, September 11, 1992 /ViUone returns to UM, negotiations 'up in air'^^^^^^^^HRj^^^^^^H^H By MICPiAEL MORRIS»KY ^ ^

Dr.r. \/ 11 .u o , .
''"°'^° COURTESY SPORTS INFORMATION

Ron Villone, the Seattle Mariners' first round draft pick has
come back to UMass— for now. The senior from Bergenf'ield
NJ IS still negotiating with the major league club and is
practicing with the UMass baseball team, and intends to pitch
for UMass this season if he can't settle his contract Villone
was 7- with a 3.34 ERA last season, and won a second
consecutive A- 10 Pitcher of the Year award. He also pitched
for the United States Olympic Team, notching a 1 -1 record in
Barcelona.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

UMass left-handed pitcher Ron Villone has come full
circle, returning to the life he had before his home town
celebrated him with a post-Olympic parade, before themajor league draft, and before pitching professionally
was an impending certainty.

Ron Villone is, for now, a UMass student. The senior
from Bergenfield, NJ has decided to return to school fornow and work on his Sport Management degree while he
continues contract negotiations with the Seattle Mariners
the team that selected him 14th in the first round of this
year s June draft.

A year ago today, Villone's life was a lot simpler
Villone was strapping on his football helmet, ready toembark on another All-Yankee Conference season This
season, he's strapping on his helmet for another tough
sport: major league negotiating.

Villone, last year's A-10 Pitcher of the Year and U S
Olympic Team member, said he has mixed feelings about
coming back to UMass, but vows to stay as long as he has
to, even the whole year.

"There's a lot ofmixed feelings," he said. "I'd like to be
playing football, I'd like to be with the Mariners and I'm
happy to be with the baseball team."

Villone enrolled Wednesday after it became apparent
that his contract would not be settled. Seattle still retains
his nghts until December 31st of this year, after which
ifhe is not signed, he can be redrafted in June 1993 by any
major league club.

"I'm not going to go with an organization that's not
going to treat me fairly," said Villone. "All that I want is
what I think I'm entitled to. Who knows, I might be
signed tonight or tomorrow. It's up in the air."

Villone returned to the baseball team Wednesday and
has been pitching on the side and doing conditioning
exercises. Coach Mike Stone said he's happy to have the
lefty back, and said another year could possibly improve
his position in the draft.

Oh, yeah, Villone realized even with his new found
fame, some things never change.

"The Registrar's OfTice screwed up my schedule " he
lamented. 'They thought I graduated and they didn't
give me my classes. I've have 5 classes, but only 2 that I
need, and now I'm gonna have to beg my professors to get
into their classes."

U picks
continued from page 18

'Boys to a divisional title, with the defending cham-
pions and the Eagles grabbing wild cards.

I like Buffalo coming out of the AFC, defeating
Kansas City on their way to their third Super Bowl
in three years. Even though Buffalo will return to
the show, expect signs ofthe changing ofthe guard,
as the Jets, Houston, and Denver edge closer to
knocking off the Bills.

The Dallas Cowboys will make it through the
treacherous NFC, defeating Washington in the
championship before meeting the Bills in the Super
Bowl. It will be an offensive war, with Troy Aikman
and Jim Kelly shooting it out and pouring on the
points. In the end, I think that Dallas will complete
the rebuilding quest and allow me, along with many
other football fans, to be proud ofthe best Super Bowl
in years. Dallas 31 Buffalo 27

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist
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Welcome Back UMASS!
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open 11 am-1 am 7davs a week • Kitchen open ^til midnight

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm - midnight

Monday - 10< Mozzarella Sticks

Tuesday - lOcr Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings

Wednesday - 25^ Cheese Pizza Shces

Thursday - 10(t Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets

-^•CAHIL^'S^UN^^USSBS* SW£ f^Nb/lWT5»B4SKHrS.e>AMbAN>\5

1 Pray St. (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst
Came room with 2 pool tables* 3 TV's*MC / VISA/ AMEX Accepted* 549-5403

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Five Colleges European Club
Fall "92 First meeting
Thursday 9/17/92 7:30 Pf^/1

UMass Campus Center RIVI 162
Info 548-3727

ANNOUNCEMENTS

'Amherst Copy Center no longer ac-

cepts purchase orders from the History

Department at UMass."

UMASS BOOZE CRUISEI
Sat. Sept. 19th, 7pm.
Featuring: Cliff Myers.
Long Wharf, Boston (near Aquarium)
Oh -THE BAYSTATE" Capacity • 500.

S15TIXM6^7J232 8455

Lockers are available on the second
floor of the student union building. Gel

your locker at OCHOJ28 Student Union.

The ultimate party t shirt is now finally

available! Don't be left out, send for free

information describing this revolutionary

breakthrough in "Party Apparel." Don't

delay, take part in this latest West Coast

Madness! Write to: SPANK 2930 Geer Rd.

Suite 171 Tulock. CA 95380

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home heat-
ing oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO
428 StudentUnion or call 545-0865. SAVE
MONEY AND STAY WARM.
Surviving Grief: Support groups for

individuals who have lost a loved one.
Ten week programs, in Amherst, limited

size. Consultations and counseling
available. Joan Gibson 253-3133

AUTO FOR SALE

Desk, single sofa chair, comp. monitor
other items, call 546-5698

Dorm Fridge 3 Ft Fridge 1 Yr old Paid
S175 Asking S75 Call 665-2617 leave

message

Students wanted to promote weekend
trips to Montreal. Skiing and Whitewater
rafting also available. Call collect 514-
861 3335.

Dorm Refridgerator
Excellent condition

Reasonable 253-7590

Chevrolet Station IWagon, runs great
power windows, locks SS95. Call 549-
WOV
1980 Ford Granada. Rebuilt engine,
good condition. Must sell I S600 OBO.
Call Kristen 253 9652.

Fridge for sale
perfect dorm appliance
small and cheap
call Marc 549-1244

Gibson Explorer $350/B.O.
Peavey Bandit 100 watt amp
with scorpion speaker S300/8.O.
Must try. Call Ron 549-5922

1989 Hyundai Excel 3 door standard,
only 14000 miles original owner S3600 or
8.0. 546-5818 or 545 3330.

1986 Ford Mustang 4 speed, 4 cylinder
A/C, power everything, 76.000 miles,
S2500/Besl Offer 549 3674

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Desk, armchairs, tables, rugs, book-
cases, etc. 549-1578

Earn $1,900 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ...

Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN 38018-
40O0

Houseeieaner part-time permanent
Experienced responsible efficient.

References. Bus. S6 Hourly 549-0413.

$22.1 7/hr. Professional Company
seeks students to sell popular college
•party" T-shirts (includes tye-dyes).
Choose from 12 designs. 1991-92 aver-
age S22.17 hr. Sales over twice average
first month. Orders shipped next day.
Work on consignment with no financial
obligation or purchase forS5.95 uptVISA/
MC accepted) Call free anytime 1-800-
733-3265.

Part time early mornings newspaper
delivery. Great S. Car req'd.

Responsible students call 548-9688.

Evenings, Telemarketers, rurel relaxed
office. Great S. Experienced only.
Call Cheryl 548 9688.

Spring Break '93 Sell trips, earn cash
and go free!!! Student travel services is

now hiring campus representatives.
Ski packages also available.

Call 1 800 648-4849.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Flight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline call 584-
9830.

Wanted Childcare for 9 yr old boy in
our home in Leverett. Responsible
person with car for some overnights
from 3 PM until 8:30 AM. Call 548-9057.

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced leaching assistant
Call 256-0260.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY RANDY!!!
Only one more year to go !

!

M and B

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 Roommates wanted
Pelham Rd.

Great House!
Call Scott

2537896

MUSICIANS

Professional Rock/Blues^unk/
Reggae Drummer needed for estab
lished, working band. yeP! 253-0744

Wanted 1/F Roommate for 3 bedroom
house with 2 other girls Across from
Pufton and on bus route. Rent 200/mth
with month to month lease.
Call 549 4301.

PERSONALS

ALAN
First personal of the year!

Glad you are here at UMass. It is going
to be a great semester! Study

hard and have fun.

I love you.
-Sharon

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
inexpensive.

daily.

organized.

effective.

113 Campus Center
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Sports
Minutemen travel to Delaware in season opener

PHOTO COURTESY SPOR : .r > •,• . ,_iN

Wide receiver Eric Thimas and the UMass football team
face an old nemesis Saturday at 1 p.m., the Delaware Fighting
Blue Hens.

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian StafT

Every sports team has a nemesis - the University of
Massachusetts football squad is no exception. Afterending
its 15 game losing streak to the University of Delaware
Blue Hens in 1990, UMass was unable to make it two in

a row last year, as they lost to Delaware 24-7 in the
season home opener at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

This year, the Minutemen will again open their sea-
son against the Hens, this time in the confines of Dela-
ware Stadium Saturday at 1:00 p.m. First year head
coach Mike Hodges will have his hands full with a
Delaware team that boasts 15 returning starters back
from last year's successful 10-2 campaign.

The Minutemen are led by co-captains Bill Durkin,
who has been playing both guard and tackle, and defensive
tackle John Creamer, who started all 1 1 games last year.
The preseason saw a battle for starting quarterback take
place between fifth-year seniorTom Fasano and redshirt
freshman Andrew McNeilly but it will be McNeilly who
will start this Saturday. McNeely earned the job by
showing the ability to run the UMass option attack, the
same offense his Melrose High School team ran.

1990 Yankee Conference Rookie-of-the Year John
Johnson will take over for the graduated Jerome Bledsoe
at tailback and junior Mike George will return to his
starting spot at fullback and will also take over the
punting duties. Eric Thimas will return at wide receiver
and he will be joined by Steve Dembrowski and Matt
Reid. At tight end, Steve Dembowski, Matt Stefanski
and Cesar Tejeda will comprise one of the most potent
pass-catching and blocking attacks in the league.

Outside linebacker Mario Perry, who missed the final

10 games of the '91 season with an ankle injury and
cornerback Don Caparotti, a legitimate All-America
candidate who doubles as a punt and kick returner, will

spearhead the UMass defense. They'll be joined by free

safety Matt Rajotte and Scott Assencoa, a two-year
starter at outside linebacker.

For Delaware, which won their 14th Lambert cup
trophy as the top team in Division 1-AA, Quarterback
Bill Vergantino is an All-Yankee Conference selection

but is a question mark for tomorrow's game with a knee
injury. Vergantino, who led the Blue Hens in rushing
(151-673, 7 TDs) as well as passing (1393 yds, 11 TDs),
will be joined by leading receiver Keita Malloy (33-604
18.3 4 TDS) and an offensive line led by 6'5", 265 Lb.
tackle Rick Anderson.

Defensively, 6'5" 260 lb. tackle Mark Hrubar had eight
QB sacks last year and All-Yankee Conference defensive
back Warren Mclntyre picked offan NCAA-leading nine
interceptions and knocked away 11 others. Four-year
starter Tim Jacobs (All-YanCon last year) and Junior
ScottAcker return on the corners ; Sophomore starter Pat
Mulhem (60 tackles last year), one of the most lighly
regarded linebackers in the league, will also return this

season. A blow for the Delaware squad is that defensive
tackle Scott Griemsmann, a second team All-YC pick in
199 1 , is out for the year with a knee injury. Overall , Head
Coach Tubby Raymond's Blue Hen squad looks to be one
of the more formidable opponents that the Minutemen
will face this year.

Minutemen Notes: Thegame can be heard beginning
at 1:00 p.m. on WMUA (91.1 FM) with Brian Jones and
Dave Ohldread and on WTTT Amherst (1430 AM) with
Mike Fagerson doing the play-by-play and Jim Degnim
as the color man.^^:^^.^y, w>.v.>^uv.r>.^i i.idi lu I CI I jf, wiiu iiiiaacu uie iiiiui as Lne color man.

Soccer programs gear up for the huge weekend
• Women take on two in UMass Classic • Men's soccer to host Temple Owls
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Amherst will be the sight of some tre-

mendous collegiate women's soccer action
this weekend as the University ofMassa-
chusetts hosts the UMass Classic.

The ninth-ranked Minutewomen ( 1-0),

will face No. 12 William and Mary (2-0) at
1 p.m. on Saturday and St. Mary's (CA) (

1-

0) at 11 a.m. on Sunday. No. 16 New
Hampshire will also face both teams at
the Classic.

Massachusetts' toughest game of the
weekend will come from William and Mary.
The Tribe have already defeated Campbell
College 4-1 and Maryland 2-0.

"1 William and Mary | will be a big test to
find out who we are," Massachusetts coach
Jim Rudy said. "When I look at WiUiam
and Mary I think they are underranked.
They are 15 or 16 deep and have one ofthe
better rosters in the country."

Tribe coach John Daly returns his lead-
ing scorer in Rebecca Wakefield ( 10 goals)
and has received immediate help from
bluechip recruit Natale Neaton. Neaton,
who came close to signing with Massa-
chusetts, has already pumped in four goals
this year.

"Neaton is dangerous," Rudy said. "She
is one of the top freshman forwards in the
country. 1 thought we had her but she
went to William and Mary right at the
end."

Daly said, "It should be a great game.
UMass is a very good team. It will be a
tough game between two tough teams."

Sunday's contest against St. Mary's
should not be much easier. The Gaels
cracked the Top 20 for the first time last

season and should be as strong this season.
St. Mary's returns sophomore forward

Lori Hockerson ( 10-3-23 last season), who
lead theteam in scoring in 1991. Hockerson
scored two in the Gaels 3-0 opening game
win against California-Davis.

"St. Mary's is always a difficult oppo-
nent for us because of their style of de-
fense," Rudy said. "They are a fairlyyoung
team. They start five freshman but the
recruits are the best they have ever brought
in."

The Minutewomen, who defeated a
pesky Boston College team 3-2 last Sat-
urday, may be without starting forward
Colleen Milliken due to a sprained ankle.
Also midfielder Amy Cockley has left the
team for personal reasons.

Filling in the gaps could fall to some of
the freshman. Against Boston College,
both Courtney Smith and Nicole Roberts
gave strong efforts in starting roles. Off
the bench Rachel LeDuc assisted on Amy
Trunk's game v^rinner after battling re-

lentlessly for a loose ball.

"We are short right now," Rudy said.
"Now is the time for people who do not like
the bench, to get offthe bench and make a
contribution."

JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Last year when the University of
Massachusetts played Temple University,
the two rivals played to a 0-0 tie after two
overtimes. Thatgame took place atTemple
and could definitely have been described
as a defensive struggle.

This year the two teams vrill be battling
it out at Garber Field here in Amherst. The
Saturday game is scheduled for 11:00 a.m.

For the Minutemen this will be their
third contest of the year. They opened up
with a 2-1 victory over St. Bonaventure
and followed that up with a big win over
the University of New Hampshire on
Wednesday.

The 4-1 triumph against UNH was
particularily impressive because of the
strong two-way play of the team. The
Minutemen were able to adapt and play a
physical game against the tough Wildcats.
New goahe, sophomore Mark Wolf,

continued his stellar play in net as he
stopped six New Hampshire bids on the
way to victory. The fact that Wolf faced
only seven total shots was a credit to the
UMass defense and their abiHty to take
control of the ball at midfield.

Last year's leading scorer, junior Todd
Kylish, has continued where he left off
last season. After scoring a goal against
the Bonnies in the opener, Kylish added
another against UNH.

Another sniper for theMinutemen thus
far has been junior Randy Jacobs. After
not playing the first half against UNH,
Jacobs drilled two second halfgoals to seal
the Minuteman win.

The most impressive playmaker for
UMass in this still young season has been
junior midfielderJustin Edelman. Edelman
has been titled by coach Sam Koch as a
"player who makes the offense go".

The Temple Owls come to town on a
down note aft«r dropping their opener to
Navy, 3-1, on the road. Navy was able to
beat Owl goalie Pat Kivlin, a senior, for
three goals.

On offense the Owls are led by pesky
junior Andrew Craig, a midfielder. Craig
had five shots on goal against the Mid-
shipmen and one ofthose shots found net.

The second leading scorer from last
years' Owl team, junior midfielder Jason
Hunter, assisted on Craigs' goal. Last year
Hunter had six goals, four of them game
winners.

The Owlsmay not be a team threatening
the top of the Atlantic- 10, but the rivalry
between Temple and UMass is huge.
Saturday's game may resemble lastyear's
deadlock.

Schedule note: The home game against
Holy Cross scheduled for September 16th
has been rescheduled to September 15th
at 3:30.

Arthur Stapleton contributed to this
report.

Minutewomen beat BC 2- 1 , face UNH
LILLLAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Staff

After a controversial first-half goal off a penalty cor-

ner, the University ofMassachusetts women's field hockey
team was unnerved during Wednesday night's game
against Boston College. Fortunately for the the
Minutewomen ( 1-0 ), they were able to regroup and squeak
by the Eagles 2-1.

The contested goal came at the 29 minute mark as the
referees called for penalty corner after an infraction by
UMass. BC's Jennifer Baker and Allison Corradi set up
Jen Mundano for a goal that according to UMass coach
Pam Hixon was above the allowable 18-inch board that
marks a legal goal off a penalty corner.

"The shot was thigh high on Ainslee Press (the defender
in front of the net)," said Hixon. "It deflated us to see the
goal count and got us out of synch."

A rejuvenated BC team il-1) capitalized on this by
shifting gears to a more aggressive and physical game
that seemed to further stun UMass.

"Once we saw the tide turning, we settled down and
played our game," said BC coach Sherren Granese. "We
knew we needed to play physically to take UMass out of

the groove they'd been in."

UMass had begun the game in a groove ofcrisp passes
and constant offensive pressure. It paid offafter a Kathy
Phelan shot on goal. The BC defense tried to clear the
ball, but UMass' Press intercepted the ball in front ofthe
net and slapped it past goalie Heather Welch and tied the
game at 1.

In the second half, the Eagles came out attacking, but
their bubble quickly burst as UMass regained its compo-
sure and poured on pressure that led to a goal offa penalty
stroke by Press at 24:59 and gave UMass a 2-1 lead.

UMass will need to play with more intensity than they
did Wednesday, when they face the University of New
Hampshire (11-6-2 last season) Saturday afternoon at
Totman Field.

This year, however could be a different story as UNH
lost five starters to graduation including their goalie and
second leading scorer. UNH will also be without the
services of their leading scorer, Sunna Roulston, who
underwent surgery.

In their absence, UNH will look to sophomore Kathy
Cortez, who was third in team scoring and seniors Tracy
Hayes and Patti Manning to pick up the slack in the
offense. As far as their goaltending question, UNH will The UMass field hockey team arp°rnm.nn°n« l^°'-f

°'*^

rest their hopes on junior Jemi Bouchie and freshman against BC. and playri s^home nnL.r S h V """

Shane Medico. against UNH at iLfn RelS
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Mostly sunny today with high

temps 75-80.

Editorial/Opinion:
Is your head spinning? Do the lines at the Textbook Annex
have you bummed? Kris K. Earle offers sarcastic relief.
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Arts & Living:
If you want to see a charming story of a child

searching for happiness, go see 'Little Man
Tate.' Page 6.
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Women challenge
varsity sports cuts

«M rti.f . c«,i •• r-. .. ^ '°^'^ REYNOLDS y COLLEGIANSLOW & SOULFUL - Gabe Wolloff, a freshman CASIAC major with tho Minuteman
Marching Band, blows his lungs out behind the Fine Arts Center.

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Almost two years after the Univeristy
of Massachusetts women's varsity tennis
and lacrosse teams were eliminated,
members of both teams are fighting, with
the help ofa lawyer, the University's spring
1991 decision.

Former members of both teams are
currently negotiating with the University
to be reinstated, according to the lawyer
representing the tennis and lacrosse
teams, Patty Flannery, who specializes in

sex discrimination cases.

Because of the ongoing negotiations,
former members ofthe teams and Flannery
are unable to comment on specific aspects
of the case.

Three women's varsity teams have been
ehminated (tennis, lacrosse and volley-
ball) since 1989 compared to one men's
team (tennis).

This leaves 13 male teams (not includ-
ing hockey, which is scheduled to become
a partofthe University in upcomingyears)
and 10 teams for women to participate in.

The Office for Civil Rights in the U.S.
Department of Education is considering
issuing a letter warning the University of
such cuts, according to Kathryn Reith, the
communications and advocacy director for
the Women's Sports Foundation, based in

New York.

In support of the team's fight for rein-

statement, Reith feels the University of
Massachusetts is in violation of a federal
civil rights law mandating equal opportu-
nity for men and women to participate in

sports.

Reith said the women's tennis team
has a "very good case for reinstatement
and should receive damages."

Recent cuts to women's varsity athletic

teams widened the gap between the men's

1 7th floor Washington flooded
Vandal fools with sprinkler head in bathroom

and women's athletic programs, argues
Reith, violatingTitle IX— a statute which
calls for equal participation and funding
of sports between men and women.

There is clearly a violation j of Title
IXr said Reith.

Reith said women have fewer opportu-
nities to play on varsity teams and that a
"major violation" exists with UMass ac-
cepting outside funds to support the men's
soccer team.
The source offunds is irrelevant," said

Reith, referring to the money donated by
the World Cup Soccer Camp for the men's
soccer team.

"As a result of cuts, the f)ercentage of
athletes who are female have decreased
from about 41 percent to 30 percent. Es-
sentially, that's where the violation of
Title IX comes in," said Reith.

The statute is basically intended to
maintain balance — a 50-50 split between
male and female sports, not necessarily by
team, but between the number ofmen and
women who participate in collegiate ath-
letics.

Reith said UMass is violating the law
by not creating equal opportunities be-
tween men and women.

"By cutting three women's and one
men's team, the opportunities for a woman
to participate in athletics have not been
increasing to approach representation of
the student body — they have been de-
creasing rapidly." said Reith.

The ultimate goal would be for example,
ifa student body has 60 percent males and
40 percent females, the percent of male
athletes should be 60 percent and females
should make up 40 percent.

But it doesn't always quite work out
that way. It .sounds simple and clear-cut.

but how does a school equate the football

team with some 70 players alone?

Turn to CUTS, page 4

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The newly renovated Washington Tower experienced
a torrential downpour on the 17th floor last night when
a sprinkler head was vandalized in the bathroom.

David Beaudin, an assistant fire prevention officer,

said the sprinkler spouted between 70 and 150 gallons of
water before a fire inspector could shut it off. This is the
first sprinkler that has everbeen intentionally damaged,"
he said.

Students living on the all male floor said they suffered
damage to various items including stereos, speakers,
rugs and futons.

Ian Quinn, a sophomore fire science major, said he
estimated the damage to his room to be between $1,500
to $2,000. "I want to know who is going to pay for this," he

said.

Resident Assistant Sophomore Kate Coupland said
the University is not responsible for the damages done to

the students' property because the sprinkler was van-
dalized by a student.

The student who gets caught will face criminal
charges, vrill be libel to the University for the cost of the
clean up and the cost of damages to the students' be-

longings," said Beaudin.
As of6 p.m. on Sunday there was no suspect in the case

but a few students said they would be on the lookout for

any leads. Rich Spinale, a sophomore with an undeclared
major, said, "I would gladly tell on the person because I

would be $500 richer."

Housing Services offers a $500 reward for information
leading to the conviction of false alarm perpetrators.

Turn to FLOOD, Page 3

Tenant eviction cases on rise
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) — Hard times have driven a record
number of people to the city's housing court, where
hundreds of tenants line up each Thursday to battle
landlords in eviction cases.

Some 4,937 eviction cases were brought to housing
court in fiscal 1992, a 26 percent rise over the 3.928 cases
brought last year and the most the court has seen in the
20 years it has kept records.

This is extraordinai-y ." said Harvey Chopp, executive
Secretary ofthe Housing Court Department. "We've had
jumps before, but never like this. This is bad."

And Boston isn't unique. Nationwide as the economy
puts the squeeze on tenants and landlords alike, rent
disputes that might have once been settled over coffee are
going to court.

"It sounds almost stupid because it's self-evident, but
the poverty level has increased, and the number of
affordable housing units has decreased," said Steven
Banks, coordinating attorney for the Legal Aid Society's

Homeless Family Rights Project in New York. "So the
consequences for housing are dire."

Boston's busy housing court only hears eviction cases
on Thursdays. A few years ago it might have handled 120
cases a day. Now, 200 people or more line up at 9 a.m.
sharp to wait to be called into the sweaty courtroom.

Jerniono McFadden came to face off with his landlord
over the most common eviction issues - rent and repairs.

McFadden complained that his two-bedroom apart-
ment in the city's Roxbury section was infested with
cockroaches, and had a ramshackle door that allowed
thieves to burgle the place. He also said the landlord is

illegally charging him $40 a month for water.

Turn to EVICTION, Page 3

Black college
students hear
SUNY apology
ONEONTA, NY - (AP) - The president of the

University of New York at Oneonta said official

letters ofapology will be sent to all 125 ofthe school's
black male students after their names were given to
police investigating a local attack.

And the commander ofthe local state police troop
apologized for insensitivity by law-enforcement of-

ficials who asked for the list.

Police requested the list for an investigation into
an attempted rape, burglary and assault Sept. 4 in

the Town of Oneonta. The only description of the
suspect was that he was a black male with cuts on
his hands and arms.

"In our zeal to solve this serious crime, we pur-
sued investigative leads. . .which we now know to be
insensitive to the feelingsand perceptionsofminority
studens," at Oneonta State, said Major Robert
Farrand, commander of state police Troop C, based
in Sidney.

"We acknowledge that we should not have re-

quested the University to provide us with a list of
names setting out one particular group ofstudents,"
Forrand added.

Oneonta State PresidentAlan Donovan told about
300 students, faculty and others gathered Thursday
night that LeifHartmark, the school's vice president
for administration, would be sending the letters of
apology. Hartmark released the list to authorities.

Donovan also said the college would be reviewi ng
its policies so the incident would not happen again.

Earlier Thursday, about 500 students held an
on-campus demonstration to protest the list being

Turn to APOLOGY, Page 2
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Monday, September 14
Announccniciit — Earthloods k^ iiiring! Applications

available in the Student Lhiion. Room 409. Due on
Wednesday. 9/16.

/\/)/;oi//uv;/u'/;/— There are openings still available in
"World Literature in English". English 190E. Schedule #
2446648. This class fulfills an ALD and meets MW 1-25-
2:40 in Herter 746.

.4;nu»/;utwf/;/—The Amherst ChamberofConimerce
is looking for volunteers for walking tours. Services Fair
Day. and the Apple Harvest Festival. Contact Dian
Mandle or Ann Campney at 253-0700 to volunteer.

Tuesday, September 15
Special Event — Chabad House will be hosting a

Chassidic evening in honor of two of Judaism's gieat
luminaries. Baal Shem Tov. and Rabbi Schneur Zalman.

The event begins at 8:30 pm at Chabad House. 30 N.
Hadley Road in Amherst. All are welcome and the event
is free.

A////t>///;(v/;/i'///—Ticketsareavailable beginning today
for Desmond Tutu. October 6. in the FAC Hox Onice.
Prweeds to go to the Desmond Tutu Scholarship fund.

Lecture — The College of Social and Behavioral Sci-
ences and the Department of Economics are sponsoring
a lecture by Professor Amartya K. Sen. titled. "Demo-
gi-aphic Perspectives on Economics." The lecture will
take place at 2:00 PM in Campus Center room 903.

Mecthiii — LIPC will be holding its first general com-
mittee meeting in Campus Center room 917 at 6:00 pm.
New and old members are welcome.

Mcetinti — The Amherst Railway Societv is holding a
meeting at 8:00 pm at the Amherst Junior High School.
Information about two fall train trips will be discussed.1^. ......viv'ii cii/vfiiL n>n mil iiniii II Ip^ will uf lUSCl

Three-year-old saved from fall
MPU; UA\7I?M n.,.,., ,\m 1 oNEW HAVEN. Conn. (AP) — Javon Saucier was

playing football when he made a 30-yard dash tocomplete
the gi-eatest reception of his life: catching a 3-year-oId
neighbor fi^lling from a window.

"I knew I could catch him." 6-year-old Javon said.
"People were calling me. Javon. the hero.""

Brandon Ellison's mother had told him Thursday
evening that he couldn't go out because no one could
watch him. He tried to sneak out t hrough his second-floor
window, about 15-feet off the ground.

Javon was playing football m the parking lot below
when he saw Brandon squirming to pull himself back on
the ledge.

"Brandon, you get back in." Javon shouted as he ran

Quayle offends
Murphy Brown
RADNOR. PA. (AP) — Candice Bergen says she used

to think Vice President Dan Quayle was kind ofcute, but
she found his disparaging remarks about her television
persona "Murphy Brown" and single-motherhood "really
offensive."

"In the beginning. I was amused by all this. I always
thought the vice president was kind of cute, you know.in
a defenseless way," Bergen said in an interview for the
latest issue ofTV Guide.

"But now that he's come back with this new persona
that t hey"ve invented for him . . . The ( Bush ) admi nistration
has taken on such an arrogant, aggressive tone, and I find
that really offensive."

Bergen said the Quayle controversy increased the
pressure for those involved in the show's hour-long sea-
son premiere Sept. 21. It won't be titled "Murphy's
Revenge." as reported elsewhere. TV Guide said, although
Quayle will come up.

The producers denied rumors that the vice president
was invited to appear.

over

When he realized Brandon was stuck. Javon told the
youngester to hold on while he went to get Brandon's
mother. But Javon realized hedidn't have time before the
boy would fall and shouted. "Let go. I'll catch you."

Brandon let go. missing a lower window ledge by inches
as he fell into Javon's arms. Neithei- Uiy was injured.

Betsy Park, a nurse practitioner at Community Health
Care Plan where Brandon was seen, said the boy could
have been gravely injured if Javon had not helped him.
Park gave Javon a $10 reward.

Sandra Crenshaw. Brandon's mother, said. "I hugged
him and I thanked him. It had to be quick thinkingonliis
part."

NEW STUDENTS-
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apology
continued from page 1

given to police. Many called for Hartmark's resigna-
tion.

Donovan said he would decide in the next few
dayson whether todiscipline Hartmark. who admit-
ted that he made a mistake.

"It's a mistake in judgment, and given another
chance, we wouldn't do it again." Hartmark said
Wednesday.

Campus counselor Bo Whaley said several black
students told him that they were considering leav-
ing the schiH)l 70 miles west ofAlbanv becau.so ofthe
list.

•They're telling me they're getting dragged olf
buses," Whaley said. "One said. They came to my
job. They (the people at work) think fm guilty."'

Approximately 8 percent to 10 percent ofOneonta
State's 6,200 students are minorities.

Troopers are investigating a Sept. 4 incident in
which a man broke into a home, cutting a 77-year-old
woman and himself with a knife in an attempt to
burglarize the residence.

The woman could only describe the man as black,
so police began to search for a black man with cuts on
his hands or wrists, troopers .said.

H. Karl Chandler, a .senior state police investiga-
tor, denied that racism was involved in singling out
black college students.

"Ifyour car has an accident and there's red paint
on it. are you going to look for a gieen car.^" he said.
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The Department of Art
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compiled by
David Massey

A high ranking
A report issued by the magazine "Black Issues in

Higher Education" showed that the University of
Massachusetts ranks high among the top 100 col-
leges and universities nationwide for minority
graduates.

The University ranks 9th in the number of
doctoral degi-ees awarded to African Americans in
all disciplines and 5th in the number of doctoral
degi-ees awarded to Hispanics in all disciplines.

WMUA goes Pacific
The UMass radio station, WMUA (91.1 FM), is

seriously expanding its coverage by bringing the
Pacifica News Service to listeners, weeknights be-
tween 5:30 and 6 p.m.

"Increasingly, network news programs present
only a narrow range of views and opinions, coming
mainly from government spokespeople and various
other 'major' figures," according to a statement
from the radio station.

Watch out. NPR.

Smith: The Movie.
Hollywood is coming to Northampton. And

maybe even Nicole Kidman.
Castle Rock Productions, the same folks who

brought us "Misery" and "When Harry Met Sally,"
will be shooting some "external" shots at the college
and in the local area for a Hollywood film.

The film is going to be a "thriller" in which one
of the characters works on a New England college.

It will star Alec Baldwin, Nicole Kidman and
Bill Pullman. "I think people are excited about it,"

said Stacey Schmeidel, the director of media rela-
tions for the women's college. "One woman even
volunteered her house (for the film)."

Nicole Kiddman, wife ofTom Cruise, is planning
on checking out some hotspots in Noho. But sources
say none of the other top names will be staying in
the local area.

The film company is also signing up students
and locals to work as paid extras in the film. The
movie crew will also be filming several shots in the
Amherst area and also in Boston.

A teacher is a terrible

thing to waste
"Teaching is central to the University," said

Chancellor Richard O'Brien in announcingan award
progi-am to recognize excellence in undergraduate
teaching on the Amherst campus.

"Attracting and keeping the best undergradu-
ate students is a top priority," said O'Brien.

Each award will consist of $1,000 and a com-
memorative plaque.

Professor William Shepherd, chairman of the
department ofeconomics, proposed the new awards
at an education conference.

"We need to reward excellent teachi ng, especially

at a time when we cannot give salary increases,"

says Shepherd. "The awards offer something of

value to good teachers. They provide higher self-

esteem and promote the feeling that this is a better

campus."
Criteria for the teaching awards include: subject

mastei"y and scholarship; teaching effectiveness

and creativity; impact on students; and contribu-

tions to the University's teaching mission.

Hey ,Tyouj
Have an anecdote, tidbit, funny story, serious

news item or whatever for Campus Shorts— or any

suggestions or complaints about the News section,

in general — send via "Campus Mail" (it's free!) to

The Daily Collegian, David Massey/News Editor,

113 Campus Center.

In addition, you can call the News Hotline (545-

4794).

And as always, the News Desk is looking for new
writers — no experience necessary. Thanks.

.

BOVINE BLISS - Two cows sneak a smooch while relaxing at the Franklin County Fair which wasTeld this weekend
in Ureentield.

Recycling station to be built
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

One ofthe largest college recycling transfer stations in
the nation is being built on the northeast edge of the
University of Massachusetts campus, according to R. M
arc Fournier, the Physical Plant's solid waste manager.

"We are hoping it will be a national model," Fournier
said.

The plant is being constructed by Fontaine Brothers,
Inc. at the old Lawrence Riding Arena on Tilson Farm.
When it is finished at the end of October, the station

will be 80 feet by 255 feet and one story high. Inside there
will be seven areas to receive the recycling containers
that are collected from the dorms and three outside.

The University is now recycling 25 percent of its solid
waste. But two years ago when there was no recycling
program

, it cost the University $375,000 a year to sent its

trash to landfills.

Campus Fest
offers prizes
By MICHELLE BA'VT.ISS
Collegian Staff

Free food!

Now that we have your attention. Campus Fest is

returning to the University of Massachusetts today and
tomorrow with all the fun, games and free samples which
students, faculty and staffhave come to expect— as well
as a campaign by one participant to raise political

awareness.

In addition. Home Box Office ( HBO ) will be celebrating
its 20 year ofcable TV programs with a voter information
and registration drive.

Over a dozen national companies will be featured at
Campus Fest, a two-day "mega-event" sponsored by The
Campus Center for the entire academic community.

The festival, returning for the fourth year in a row,
includes free food, games, prizes ad sweepstakes as well
as giveaways, samples demonstrations and displays by
local, regional and national companies. There will be five

tents set up and organizers said about 1,000 students
attended the Fest last year.

"It should be a lot of fun. There's something for

everybody," said the Campus Center Director, William
Harris. 'There's a lot to gain here and students really

appreciate it."

Campus Fest will be held on Monday and Tuesday
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the South Student Union Lawn.

At Campus Fest, Hyundai has a national sweepstakes
with two Scoupe Turbo cars as grand prizes. T-shirts and
sunglasses wrill be awarded all day. Kellogg's will give away
free Pop-Tarts toaster pastries.

Hershey will give away candy bars and sponsor a
football game. Microsoft will demonstrate Windows 3.1

and other computer software. At MCI students can re-

ceive information on long distance services and sign up
for a free MCI card.

HBO's participation also includes a national sweep-
stakes for students to win trips to HBO concert, boxing
and other events; prizes include hotel and airfare for two
and $300 spending money.

Campus Fest is produced by MarketSource Corpora-
tion of Cranbury, New Jersey.

In addition to the station containingan office complex,
it will include a computerized truck scale.

Once the waste in the recycling containers is delivered
to the station, the waste will be sorted into non-recyclable
and recyclable categories.

Non-recyclable material includes contaminated waste
such as paper towels. The station will store the recyclable
material, until it is sold to a company to be recycled.

Because less waste ends up in the landfill, the .'school

will be spending less in dumping fees and earning money
from the resale ofwaste, according to Fourniei". He predicted
the $800,000 station will pay for itself in about five years.

"It gives us a way to cut down on transit cost and it

gives us storage space," Fournier said. "Everything going
to the facility will get reused and recycled."

The Physical Plant plans to reinvest the money saved
by the project by expanding the recycling progiam.

"The students are more into recycling," Fournier said.
"And, the program wants students to recycle more."

flood
continued from page 1

Dan Stewart, a first year pre-medicine major,
said he would not report who was responsible for

the damage because the incident is over and noth-
ing could be done about it. "I'll look back on thi.s as
a comical and classic freshman story," he said.

Students said they were upset and frustrated
because of the damage and because they were not
allowed into their rooms until 3 a.m. Roomates
Spinale and Aaron Lewis, a sophomore with an
undeclared major, said they were written up by a
resident assistant because they didn't evacuate the
building quickly enough.

"We were trying to save our things from the
water and we get fined $50. Its the icing on the
cake," said Lewis.

Students said they were pleased with the quick
response of the police, fire departments and the
custodial staffbut they found the residential director
to be unresponsive to the students needs.

"The residential director told me to go hangout
in the lobby or find some place else to go," said
Lewis.

The residential director was unavailable for

comment.

eviction
continued from page 1

But McFadden admitted he had fallen three months
behind on his $380 monthly rent after being laid off

"1 know the man needs his monty," McFadden .said.

"But I offered to pay him what I could. He's just trying to
get us evicted."

Evictions don't just happen in poor neighborhoods.
Recently, Suffolk County sherriffs deputies tried to serve
an eviction notice at a picturesque Victorian home that
had been foreclosed upon, only to find the house aban-
doned.

Toys were strewn around the living room, and
neighbors told deputies a woman with children had lived
there.

"You wonder, 'Did they leave under darkness ofnight?*"
said Deputy Mark Gaisford. "That's sort of concerning,
when you see kids were involved."

Thomas said when he began eviction procedures, the
tenant claimed the apartment was in disrepair.
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cuts
continued from page 1

One Boston Globe reporter questioned
how a school balances funding between
revenue and nonrevenue producing sports?
Should a school ask a big revenue-produc-
ing sport such as football to fund costly
nonrevenue sports for both men and
women that may have slight interest, es-
pecially if the profits from football are
down because of increased costs?

A ''measurable commitment"
During an interview last semester, the

former Dean of the School of Physical
Education Da\nd Bischoff. who said the
teams were cut due to lack of funds, feels

the University is conforming with Title

COLLEGIAN

IX, during an interview last semester.
"The institution has a much more mea-

surable commitment to Title IX than any
other institution I know," said Bischoff.
"There are a lot of mitigating circum-
stances. I prefer to look at the number of
teams we sponsor."

However, Reith feels "there's no way
you can justify the cuts. It's crazy. How
can you justify cutting three women's
team's and one men's team since 1989?"

Former UMass women's tennis coach
Edwin Gentzler. who feels there are some
"serious problems" regarding UMass con-
forming to Title IX. agiees.

"When you already have a dispropor-
tionate situation Iwith 70 percent male
participation compared to 30 percent fe-

male participation! and you cut equal

numbers of slots, then you create an even
further imbalance which discriminates
even more against women.'

Confusion on the rules
There is much confusion over the inter-

pretation of the law — and with good
reason.

The Office for Civil Rights compares
the number of male and female under-
gi-aduate students. If the resulting ratios

are close, the office considers the school in

compliance.

According to the office of Institutional

Research and Planning, the Spring 1992
em-ollment figures show the campus is

equally divided between men and women.
But the number of different under-

gi-aduate women participating in varsity
sports is approximately 30 percent of the
total participation, compared to about 70
percent of the men, according to Vice
Chancellor for Administration and Fi-

nance Paul Page.

Looking at alternatives
Reith offered alternatives to the soccer

team accepting outside funds to support
the team. She said the team could either
not accept the money, redistribute exist-
ing funds, or raise more money for women's
sports.

"(The athletic directorl has got to let

the alumni know that he has to raise
additional money for women's sports or he
can't accept the soccer donation." said
Reith. "The alumnus should know that he
needs their help for creating equal oppor-
tunities for women athletes."

"I would like to look and see ifthere are
any other ways of creating equity — it's

the right thing to do," said Reith. "There
are ways. Schools who have been forced to

create gender equity as a result of com-
plaints or lawsuits have found wavs to do
It.
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The opinions expressed on this page ore those of the individual

Gay lifestyle examined
writers or cartoon ists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless otheiwi.se noted

.

To those ofyou who don't know me, my
name is Michael Morrissey, and I'm a
columnist for the Collegian . Welcome back
to what my friend Dan calls "The People's
Republic of Amherst." In case you didn't
know, the campus and the area are known
for their liberalism, but like a fish swim-
ming upstream to spawn, I have devoted
my short career to trumpeting the con-
servative ideal

In the past, I've written about 200-foot
walls (which I am proud to say is part of
this year's platform of the Republican
Party), abortion, the death penalty, and
other such issues that were bound to raise
the hair on the backs of those liberals
within the Happy Valley.

Michael

MORRISSEY
When I came back up to UMass, my

friend asked me what my first column
would be about. I told him I would speak
out against homosexuality, a lifestyle

which I felt is frighteningly increasing,
even with the specter of AIDS.

Homosexuality goes counter to the hu-
man body's natural functions. The male
sex organ is obviously not intended to be
shoved up another man's behind. The penis
was created to A) urinate and B) ejaculate
so as to procreate. I can't beat around the
bush on this one foils, a fact's a fact.

What bothers me as much as male ho-
mosexuals are their female counterparts,
lesbians. Again, lesbians feel veiy strongly
about their right toengage in their behavior,
which is fine, except their lifestyle has a
tendency to carry extra baggage.

It seems to me that many lesbians
dream ofa "utopia" without men. The only
problem is that without men, there would
be a world without children, a world
without a future.

Listen, these women can rub up against
each other as much as they want, but
without men, they can't keep the world
alive. There would be no fathers or hus-
bands. In other words, their "utopia" would
die after one generation.

At this point, I want to emphasize that
this is not an essay in gay bashing, but a
condemnation of a lifestyle. I have had
many people tell me that I want "to kill all

gays," but that couldn't be farther from
the truth.

The best way I can prove my point is

with a metaphor: 1 don't hate my mother
because she smokes two packs ofcigarettes

a day, nor do I want her dead. I do hate her
act of smoking and plead with her to stop.

because it is harmful to her and her loved
ones. Likewise, I don't hate homosexuals
and 1 could be friends with a homosexual
even if I don't agree with his/her lifestyle.

What I find even more disgusting than
the acts themselves is the audacity of the
peopleemphasizing their right toengage in

this activity. One ofthe biggest ploys ofthe
homosexuals is their attempt to link their
"situation" with that of the Black race.

When they start saying, "We're just
like the Blacks, we've been oppressed for
so long," alarm bells go ofT in my head.
Blacks in the United States have histori-

cally been oppressed because ofskin color.

Discrimination because ofskin color is the
worst kind of all, and the gay's plight
today can't possibly be compared to the
enslavement, lynching and constant per-
secution of Blacks.

Being a certain skin color is not a
moral issue, nor is itsomethingthat people
could change, even ifthey wanted to. Gays

,

on the other hand, engage in acts that a
majority of Americans (53 percent) con-
sider to be unacceptable and immoral,
according to a Newsweek poll. Homo-
sexuals have full control of their bodily
functions and choose this immoral lifestyle.

Now they want "equal rights." We're
supposed to not only stand by and watch
homosexuals take over our country, but are
supposed to actively help them. Americans
won't stand for it. In the Newsweek poll, 45
percent said that gay rights are a threat to

American family values.

In addition, gays want to teach our
children, adopt and raise our orphans,
and best of all, lead us in our worship of
God. The Bible never mentioned anything
about supporting gay rights. I do remember
God proclaiming in Corinthians 6:9-10
that neither homosexuals nor sodomites
"will inherit the kingdom of God."

Fast forward to 1992, where we make
homosexuals our ministers and priests,

when they shouldn't be leading us at all.

In addition to being morally and possibly
legally wrong, homosexuality at best
should be a private issue, not one flaunted
in public.

Look, all I ask is that ifyou continue to

practice it, realize what you're doing. Be-
ing gay, hke being straight, isn't something
that you should be proud about. Don't tell

the world about it, we don't care.

To leave the public with an anatomy
lesson, and to quote one of my heroes,
Morton Downey, Jr., I can only say, "The
anus is an exit, not an entrance."

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Battle for the presidency
is a battle over society

While the British media fills its 'silly

season' column inches with endless
Woody Allen articles, another favorite
subject has been temporarily sidelined.
The post-modern pursuit of American
coverage of the November presidential
election can usually be relied upon to
raise a few condescending laughs at the
expense of those oh-so-frivolous Yanks.
Hence the widely held impression that
the only difierence between Bush and
Clinton is as substantial and important
as the difference between their wives'
much publicized cookie recipes.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Indeed, in economic terms there is a

strong argument for seeing both candi-
dates as deluded, or at least as trying to

suspend the disbelief of the nation. Bill

Clinton's sums for public works and
universal health care out of a tax levy
on only the super-rich simply don't add
up. Similarly George Bush's "tax cuts
across the board" are not even as solid

as the fool's gold Clinton described them
as, depending as they do on an almost
certainly Democratic Congress cutting
public spending. In fact, a continued
cycle of massive budget deficits seems
likely, whoever is responsible for
choosing the White House curtains.

What many Britons fail to realize is

that the present election battle ;.s- im-
portant. Some Republicans like to char-
acterize it as a battle over the soul of

America, and in a sense it is, though not
precisely in their terms. The '92 election

battle reveals a conflict between two
differentconceptionsofAmerica, namely:
isAmerica movingtowards the millenium
to be an inclusive or an exclusive society?

It was clear from the right-wing
dominated Houston convention that a
Republican America is one that, in its

conception of itself, excludes atheists,

gays, single parents, the pro-choice lobby
and that nameless group who Pat
Buchanan says must be fought in a
"war. . . block by block" to "take back our
culture." One suspects there is little

room for Richard Wright, Toni Morrison,
Chuck Berry or Chuck D in his defini-

tion of "our" culture.

There are signs Clinton is prepared to

fight on this battlegiound, regardless
of the inevitable charges of liberalism
which will arise from his defense of a
holistic, inclusive view of American
society. Recently he has referred to
"Americans working together and
coming together," in contrast to the
perceived GOP attempt "at dividing
us, at setting us against one another."

Perhaps Bill Clinton should u.se

more than just the rhetoric of unity.

Perhaps he should even adopt the
distinction l>etween inclusive and ex-
clusive ideas of society. This stance
could prove beneficial in two ways.
Firstly, it might be the issue to coax out
some of the half of the American elec-

torate who normally don't vote (and
are disproportionately drawn from
racial minorities and the poor). Sec-
ondly, a more organic conception of
American society might appeal to those
moderate Republicans who feel alien-

ated from the rabidly right-wing
theocratic wing oftheir own party, and
were not entirely satisfied with use of
cuddly-pink Babs Bush as the OOP's
universal sofl^ning agent in Houston.

It is true that in recent years few
politicians have lost elections by over-
estimating the baseness ofthe public.

However, perhaps '92 is the year
principle could triumph over tax-cut
promises. Indeed, two facts suggest
that this could be the year genuine
political sincerity is back in fashion.

The first is the unprecedentedly high
approval ratings for Jimmy Carter,
once reviled as an earnest failure but
always viewed as unassailahly moral.
Likewise the roman candle non-can-
didacy of Ross Perot proved that the
public longed for a leader who had
conviction, even ifhe had no program.

The question of an inclusive or ex-

clusive view ofsociety is far more than
an academic concern , or an expendable
election issue: an Establishment and
society that views certain groups as
essentially apart fiom itself can act

with impunity against those groups,
and expect few recriminations; and if

you think this sounds melodramatic
than maybe you haven't heard of a

man named Rodney King.

Jesse Armstrong is a UMass stu-

dent.

'MAP' and RU486
aren't the same pill

After four years at UMass, I am certainly no fan

of University Health Services. I agree with Beverly

Beckham | Collegian , Sept. 9 1 that the lack ofprivacy

in the UHS waiting room is abominable. I am afraid

that the privacy issue is the only point on which Ms.
Beckham and I concur. In actuality, the issue at

hand is not a mere matter ofopinion, but one offact.

Ms. Beckham has unwittingly confused the

"M.A.P." (morning after pill) with the so-called

abortion pill or RU486. The morning after pill is a

series of very high doses of synthetic estrogens,

progesterones, or combination pills— all ofwhich

are possible components in the common oral con-

traceptive, or "the pill."

Two-hundred fifty milligrams of Diethylstil-

bestrol (DES) is the most common treatment and

has been widely used as an M.A.P. for over ten

years. The pills must be started within three days

of unprotected intercourse. They work by making

the uterus inhospitable, thereby preventing im-

plantation (see The New Our Bodies Ourselves).

As you can see, the M.A.P. has nothing in

common with RU486, which does induce abortion.

Otherwise, one would think that we would be

hearing much more from Ms. Beckham's allies, the

anti-choice activists, on the subject of the M.A.P.

In closing, I wish to add that I am shocked and

bewildered that Beverly Beckham's misinformation

was overlooked by the editorial boards of both the

Boston Herald and the Collegian. One verification

call to Health Services would have prevented the

dissemination of such drivel.

Tamara Kupfer
Northampton

Have some nostalgia and a Slurpee
It's UMass, early fall of 1992. It's "Africa hot." Your

stufTis still not unpacked. There are people everywhere
you turn. The Textbook Annex's lines create panic in your
veins and you soon discover that there are more late-

night food deliveries in the surrounding block than in the
entire state of Rhode Island. Your mind is swirling in a
sea of random thoughts and expressions.

But wait! It is sunny out, there are still flowers and
green grass, and everyone else is stuck in the same boat
as you. All of us have the eternal task of unscrambling
scrambled eggs. And, yes, it does suck at times.

Kris K.

EARLE
Good day to you. This column is specifically dedicated

as a smorgasbord of (mis)information, insights, specula-
tion, sarcasm and whatever else I can shoehorn in. The
slate is clean, and we may now begin our adventures in

learning.

I pulled a joke on my mother the other day. I took all

ofher Indian corn and stuck it in the air popper. Needless
to say, she was a tad upset. But the corn was delicious, if

not colorful, with its off-shades of blue, red, orange and
Vandyke brown.

Book bags. It is that "autumn" time ofyear when the
kids have to get their moms to cover their books for them.
I remember sliding down frozen tundra, my butt seated
firmly upon a tightly covered Hemingway. Remember
that? Oh, I guess I am the only one who ever got his

mother to cover his books for him. I still don't know how
to cover a book without tearing the paper four to ten

different ways. I am one of those kids who never got the

swing of making paper airplanes, those stupid little

footballs the boys used to make, or those cool flowers the

girls made in junior high that told you who you were
going to marry with shivering accuracy. Of course, I

wouldn't think the toys asinine if I had ever gotten the

hang of producing them in my youth. Forget it, it wasn't
important. I just have a constant need to reminisce.

I read a package in the grocery store the other day. It

said "Gourmet Hot Dogs." I don't know about you, but to
me, there is not nor will there ever be such a discovery as
a "Gourmet" Hot Dog. Especially since they are 80 per-
cent fat (that's 20 percent fat free!) and are the only food
whose expiration dates come in half-lives. I would really
like to meet the idiot who invented the hot dog. "How
about a nice hot dog and a beer?" I would rather eat a
mouthful of barnacles with tartar sauce.
Now calzones are a whole different story altogether. It

is a little known fact that the steak and cheese calzone,
along with ambrosia and nectar, was one of the foods
consumed by the early Greek gods. After he defeated the
Giants and Typhoeus, Zeus was said to have "taken his
steak and cheese I calzone I and consumeth it with one
hearty bite." And although everyone loved the beautiful
Aphrodite, she was said to have "set a special place in
heart" for a delightful liver and onion "zone. Alright,
maybe that last one is a bit farfetched, but it's as true as
the sky is blue.

More and more, I believe I'm living the life of luxury .

.
.
tax. I would like to open a nice reading room with all of

the intricacies involved. The works of Dickens,
Shakespeare, Twain, and Milton. A nice hardwood floor,

soft lighting, a crisp fire crackling in a wood stove, plush
18th century tapestries, perhaps a Rembrant or a
Michaelangelo to cover the walls, thick white carpets
that keep the feet warm, a few easy chairs. . and. to top
it all off, in the corner of the room between the statue of
Venus and the 6th century suit of armor, a nice Slurpee
machine with all seven flavors, excluding rainbow.

And with that thought I closeth thy column. But, as
the great Douglas MacArthur once said, "I shall return."
But bet all your money that I will return much quicker
than he did.

Kris K. Earle is a Collegian UMass student.
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Alts & living
Tiny Tate puts a spin
on Family Values
By AD.\M SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian correspondent

If Orson Welles could direct and act in
Citizen Kane why couldn't a woman like
Jodie Foster do it, too? Well, she did with
Little Man Tate ( - - out of four) which
is now on Sounds Easy Videos Top 20
\ideo chart.

In her directorial debut Foster plays
Dee Dee Tate, a working class single
mother with an illegitimate son Fred
(Adam Hann-Byrd

) that put Dan Quayle's
family values to shame. After all. the
seven year old child prodig\- is a genius
and not a delinquent. Sorry. Dan. Fred
can play classical piano songs, he writes
his own poetry and can solve math prob-
lems \irtually every adult couldn't solve.
Hey Dan. this kid can even spell. Surprise,
surprise! Not bad for a kid being raised by
a cocktail waitress.

The mother-son relationsliip between
Foster and Byrd flows beautifully
throughout the 99 minute film.

Fred belittles lus mother in subtle ways;
he questions her to see if she knows what
electrons are.

Because Fred is a genius, he is sought
out by Dr. Jane Grierson (Dianne Wiest,
Parenthood) to join hei- Odyssey of the
World seminar in Orlando. Florida.

Wiest 's character is very strong and
may well be one of her finest films to date.
In Parenthood, VV'iest portrayed a neurotic
mother who was sexually deprived. Her
character never really got a chance to

develop; she was a mess and stayed a
mess. On the other hand, in Little Man
Tate Wiest's character is an intelligent
woman that happens to be a workaholic.
She becomes caught up in her work to the
point that she doesn't know what is going
on in her personal life. It is through Fred
that Dr. Gnerson realizes she herself is

unhappy and lonely. In this scene. Fred
asks Dr. Grierson why she isn't married,
and she has no respnose. It is here that
Wiest's character reaches a turning point.
She realizes that she is just as lonely and
unhappy as her students.

Wiest's character pushes Ms. Tate to
allow Fred to enroll in her seminar.

Foster's character becomes li\nd and
snaps. "I don't even know you. Now. why
would I let you take my son on some trip,

let alone let you enroll him anywhere."
Eventually. Foster decides to let Fred
enroll in The Grierson Institute's progi-am
for remarkable children.

In Orlando, Fred meets bratty Damon
( P.J. Ochlan)alsoenrolled in the progiam.
Damon becomes Fred's friend. Fred's wish
is just to have someone to eat lunch with
at school.

When Fred's mother tries to plan a
birthday party Fred exclaims. "Why don't
we go to McDonalds like we did last year."
Fred doesn't want a party because he
knows nobody will show especially after
being left in the school yard with tossed
away invites from fellow classmates.

In a moving scene. Foster asks her son
if he wants to go to Disney World for the
summer or college. Fred quickly responds
by saying that he's already been to Disney.

Fred misses out on Epcot. pizza and
cotton candy; instead, he Uves with Dr.
Grierson. He is placed on a macrobiotic
diet. Like most kids. Fred asks for a coke,
pukes the shake and then is told by Dr.
Grierson the Cokes are in the fridge.
Wiest's character tries to be a mother to
the latch key boy but Fred rebels.

While at college. Fred encounters the
GDI (god damn independent) anti-fra-
ternity Eddie (Han-y Connick, Jr.). Al-
though Connick Jr.'s role is miniscule, his
character shows Fred how to be a kid.

Despite the fact that Little Man Tate is

slow moving, the ending makes up for the
slight boredom that may be caused to the
viewer. Ifyou're looking for a comedy this
movie isn't for you. If you want to see a
fine work ofart that tells a charming story
of a small child searching for happiness
then Little Man Tate is the film to rent.
The film comes to a close at Fred's eighth
birthday party where he can finally be
happy. Something we all stride for. And
for Dan. next time think before you decide
to speak.

Ride %
Like JUiii
The
Wind

(or Ilk* th* News E4lter)

Join the Collegian
today

iiir MASSACHusins DAiir

Cq^>?^\3^ o n ^N

Amherst

Laundromat
t>pcn 7 day's

Hiiin 9|)iii

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

r AEROBICS -i

Lozu Impact

Step

'Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

STUDENT MAC RENTALS

noM%75 ratMONIM

BRAND NEW/USED MACS FOR SALE

REPAIRS AND MEMORY UPGRADES

MAaiBM HOURLY RENTALS

LASER PRINTS/COLOR SCANNING

585*0007
NORTHAMPTON • 38 MMN STREET • LOWER LEVEL

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25

Sni^k Pivjixt/EiK'nt Grants

for limbic, tlicdtcr, vi^iinl nit

aihl lici^ii^n, pcrfornuuicc

art, litcrntiircfiliii mid viitco,

mid otlicrnrta rcliUcd events.

rKOI'OSAlS LNCOURACr.D
FROM

STUDENT GROUPS

AI'I'LICATIONS

CUIDANCr./INtORMATION
STOr AT

STUDLNT ACTIVmr.S
ornci: or umass
ARTS COUNCIL
209 IIASIiROUCK
OR CAl.l. 545 0202

..^^^ COURTESY CRAIG McDEAN
JAZZ TREK...THE NEXT GENERATION- Ronny Jordan, called "a (George] Benson

for the '908," merges classic Jazz guitar with contemporary hip hop that makes for an
eclectic mix. Jordon is promoting his debut LP The Antidote which includes his hit U K
single "So What." Ronny Jordan will perform this evening at the Iron Horse in Northamo-
ton at 7 p.m. ^

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"Ifyou have built castles in the air.

your work need not be lost.

That is where they should be.

Now put thefoundations under them."

—Henry David Thoicau

Learn Your Way Around The World
• Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain
• Courses in liberal arts and international business
• Fluency in a foreign language net required
• Home-stays with meals
• Field trips

• Financial aid applies
Application deadlines:

April 30 for fall semester. October 20 for spring semester
For a program description and an application packet, write or call:

Insutute for Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall

University of Wiscx)nsin-Platteville

1 University Plaza

Placeville, Wisconsin 53818-3099
(608) 342-1726
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Words and Pictures: unabashed comics fun
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Bone
by Jeff Smith
Cartoon Books

It's hard not to be hypeibolic when
talking about Botte. Hard-boiled comics
professionals, people who have seen ev-
erything twice over in this curious little
cornerofthe entertainment industrv. have
been turned into gushing fanboys"at the
mere mention of its name. This is because
Bone is nothing less than pure unabashed
comics fun. This is what you get when you
do it right.

The story is simple enough, being an
adventure strip in a whimsically fantastic
vein — a classic formula, really, with a
long line of progenitors. Our protagonist.
Fone Bone, and his two cousins have gotten
lost and separated in the wilderness, and
as they try to find each other and the way
back home they have, well, adventures.
We get to see almost everything and

meet almost everyone for the first time
through Foncs eyes, as he does — the
voraciously carnivorous rat-creatures, the
protective but caustic dragon, and Thorn,
who knows more than she remembers,
and her Grandmother Ben. the war vet-

eran who laces cows. There is a plot,
involvuig the machinations of the rat-
creatures and their mysteiious hooded
leader against the diagon for the Bone
cousins, but it is kept flowing along in the
backgiound and unfolds leisurely enough
to allow us time to explore the setting,
characters, and situations. This explora-
tion is where Smith's real strength as a
writer lies. His sense of timing is superb,
and he's not afraid to let a scene take four
or five pages to get where it is going so t hat
each moment happens in its proper time.

As for the art. well — Bone has. quite
simply, some of the best new cartooning
I've seen in years. His line is clean and
clear, and the art effortlessly walks the
tightrope between fine detail and loose
expressiveness. The action scenes are
beautifully choreographed, and in the
quieter moments, the characters commu-
nicate as much about themselves through
body language and facial expression as
through words. Smith spent five years
running his own animation studio before
beginning/i()/;c. and the experience shows.
This comic reads very much like an ani-
mated movie at times. The art is so good,
so clear, so right that you forget that
someone had to draw it.

But it's difficult to keep repeating
variations on the theme oi'Bone is reall v.

really good." It's always hard ti> write
about something you like. You lose all

objectivity and become hyperbolic. You
begin togush. Besides, people would much
rather read about the problems something
has. You know— where the author.s<7iwrc</

Fortunately. Smith doesn't. At least,
not Muich. Fonescruslu)n Thorn ishandled
at times with a heavy-handed coyness
that 1 could do without, and the two
weakest characters are Phoney and
Smiley, Fone's cousins. Phoney relies too
nuich on the cliches of the wealthy miser
to be truly funny, especially given the
amoimt of time he has in the spotlight,
and the way Smiley suddenly disappears
from sight and then just as suddenly re-
appears is too abrupt and leaves us with a
feelingofnot really knowing him at all. As
central characters, especially of a story
like /i<);/c. they ought to be delineat4.'dnu)re
carefully and t)rignially.

Ultimately, there is something inelVable
alwut Bone's appeal, something impos-
sible to connnunicate without handuig
you an issue and allowing you to read for
yourself. It isn't a socially relevant comic,
and it isn't the Great American Graphic
Novel. It doesn't have an attitude. It cer-
tainly isn't cool or hip — it's downright
charming and deliizhlfu

Acursoiy Hip through />()/;<• might cau.se
it to he dismissed as a Vhildivns l>ook"ia
dangerous precedent, as some oft lie best
stories in the world were written for chil-

dren), but it certainly isn't an "adult book,"
either. Those ol you who are luckv einmgh
to have read and enjoyed t he oiiginal/'<>j,'<»

bythelate.great Wall Kelly will d.>linilely

recogni/e a kindred spirit in llu-se pagt-s.
What Jell Smith has accomplished with
Bone is l«) tell a siinpK< story \eiv well
indeed, and this is a rare and dilluuit (eat.

Bone began last summer, and .s»( far
only I'wc issues have come out, but llu>re
are many, many more to c«>nu< and loi this
we can only be grali>l'ul. This is what you
gel when you do it right. (Joout and pick
up a ct)py for yourself.

Bone is ovailahle at local loniie Iuh>1:

.stores, or write to BONE, do (\irtoon
BiHilcs. POBo.xJlJ. Worlhintjiton.Oh. lOS't.

for .fiilKseriplioti inl'onnotion.

Then»'s a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP4HSX or an
HP48S between June 1, 1992,

and October 31, 1992. You'll get

a l)<)nu.s l)<M)k that's gcKKJ for free

.software, a frtH' PC link cable
and humlrtHls of dollars ba<k
on applications-like electrical

and mtvhanical (Migineering-
memory cards, training txM)ls,

games, and HP's infrared print<T.

It's a really big offer. Worth more
than $5(K). And it's going to

make your 111*48 cakulator even
more valuable to you. Th<' free

serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free .software disk let.s you
enter and plot eijuations easily,

do ;U) plotting, and analyze
|K)lynomials.

< 'l!»!»2llcwlrll I'll) k;int( •>iii|iiiii.v l'«;iL'20.lll

Ik'vond all the I M)nu.ses, you'll

have the riglit calculator for

your most chall(«nging clas.se.s.

H P 48 calculators have ov»T
2100 built in functions and
offer a uni(]ue combination of
graphics and calculus.

Head over tx) the campus l)<M)k-

.store now After all, you don't

see this kind of deal every day.

HP calculators. The Invst for

your success.

t^el
HEWLETT
PACKARD
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UMass Distinguished Visitors Program

New Member^s Meeting
6 PM Tuesday, September 15th

Campus Center Room 802

—refreshments—

Our past speakers include:

John Densmore Chuck D
Louis Farrakhan Anne Simonton
Helen Caldicott John Updike

Become a member of DVP and:

Bring lecturers you admire to UMass
Meet and go out to dinner with your
favorite speakers

Gain valuable experience

L

For more information call us at 545-0920

or stop by our office 415 SUB

UNIVERSITY STORE,
CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICE,

CAMPUS CENTER BOARD OF GOVERNOR'S
Presents

Free Food
And Beverages!

Product
Demonstrations,
Free Samples,
Games,
Entertainment!

Enter to Win a
Hyundai
Scoupe Turbo!

FEATURING: • HYUNDAI • MICROSOFT • HBO • HERSHEY'S • MCI
• EGOiSTE • AMERICAN EXPRESS • SPEED STICK BY MENNEN
• NEWSWEEK'STANLEY H. KAPLAN 'CAMPUS CONNECTION'NUTELLA
• ORANGINA • CAREFREE SUGARLESS GUM • BREATHSAVERS • IBM
• CONTACT LENS COUNCIL • COLGATE PALMOLIVE • NUTRASWEET
•KELLOGC'S' POP TARTS' i^ANoroAsuRP^^sTmi •STOUFFER'S'OLD SPICE

Brittany Manor—
(413) 256 - 8534

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$490 PEK MONTH
Rent includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY REQUIRED

Fully Equipped Kitchen Including Disposal • On
The Five College Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms

• Large Dining Area • Storm Windows • Wall To
Wall Carpeting • Large Livingroom w/Ceiling To

Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Security Locfes • Cable
Television Available

THE MASSACHUSETTS OAfLY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1890

The Collegian is now seeking applicants for the
following positions:

Black Affairs Editor

Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Issues Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Any undergraduate University student
^can apply for these positions.

The new Collegian election procedure states that
staff members of each desk will elect the editor for that

To be considered staff for a particular desk, a person
must have written a total of six (6) stories for the
Collegian last semester, including or in addition to at
least tliree (3) for the particular desk.

Staff status will be determined by the Manasins
Editor and will be posted in the offices this week

Application deadline is Friday, September 1 8 at 3
K-* •III*

.t;,ff I^X'^hIVF'''^^"" ^'^ encouraged to meet the
staff of the desk they are applying for cfuring the next

The election will take place Monday,
September 21 from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

WHtH ^OU ID0< AT

ME, ITS CLB^R.

THAT MS GEHES
QQNTA\U rWZ
EVOLVJT10H^;i^(

PEREtCTlOK OF

fARTML-^ ONA.

-^,.„^ I
r AM TWE

ii » 1. ^^LMINATIOK

!

WlTVl NO TA\L ^'

I DOKT THINK SO'

\

By BILL WATTERSON

STOP TMAT' M>| BOTT
OOESKT ^££lf

AETWETIC CHWANCEMENT
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

I 50 -t off wtrk
^+ tilt J<i*^e tim«.

fWf vi«\k«J -fo^imris told ««^% fkCit
(%op«f 'liiMe

foffiWic $o«neJ»Y.

^F^
AWm

CAST OF THOUSANDS
THB STCRE9 iN TMS^ TYPICAL
ARBA CBRTAlNLy j COLLBGe
ARE CUTE.

By JIM

yov tkiwW?
A**

Boomer and Doug s relationship was never fully

accepted by the other bears, who regarded all grubs
in a much more traditional way.

fOANN£. UHV POAU rW6£
HOUSEQ HAVEGRSBilSTTS^^
ON THE FRONT? y

THOSEARg
fRATS,M(jrHER.

DARBY

By BARRY DEUTSCH
you LIVE NEn TO A
LOU-INCOME HOUSING
PEVElOPMENTP^

nUTS THE
JJNIVER&ny.mTHER

Quote of the Day
'Make it so."

- Jon Luc Picunl

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

SUMlArJ LOTTON? s

OOOH, YeSSS/
'^/^ *^'J& IT ALL CVER/

AMp A 5WEPI5H
BACK A\AS5AGE.
Slow amp 6E^JTLE.

By JOHN McLaughlin
I'LL Kick Your butt./

OH,6ABY^
(Tr^^ "TALK PIRTV

/

i

TANGENT

CIHO\ CRAWFORD <J

THAT SHE (S Like A
^IHTliOGr... UP CLOSE
SHE Looks FonmY/

IV.

SEf, THE PROBLEM WITK | T0«> \WSTAY*CC
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ARIES (Wirtli 2 1 -April l')l: You
( .iiniDi .iliord lo Ik' ovi-rt-xlendcd li-

ricincj.illy now. Small r.ucx I'SM'sc onie
wilhoul niuf'h ollorl. Use your .id-

vJMl.jRc wisely. Diplom.u y lu'lpsyou
.ivoid icdioos .irgumonls.

TAURUS (AJjril JO-Mjy 20): An
i>PfM)rlunc d.iy lo ( onl.u I |K-oplo in

.lulhonly and strk llu'if ,ipprov.il ol a

|)('l pr())i'( I. Your t haru cs ol >.u< cess
arc fxcclloni! An inyonious idea will

hoosi your ini onu' lo ni'w lu'lglils

GEMINI (May J I -luiu' JO):

Frifnds, rolalivcs and busini'ss asso-

< lales arc all wjllinj; lo help oiil. Al-

most bclorc you voice a need, you
will see il lullilled. A loved one de-
serves exira altenlion.

CANCER (|une il-luly 2Ji: ,\n

e\i ilini; fx-riod ol tjrovMh slarls now

.

Expand your hori;?ons! The relalion-

ships you nurture this tail will ()lay a

wonderlul role inyour liikire. Consult
exjierts il you do not have all the

answers.

LEOduly 2 {-.Aug. 22): Plansc ould
(han:,;e ahruptly: it pays to remain
llexihle A heavy workloail may have
you runnini; in cir( les. Oelei^ale

routine joh tasks wherever jxissihle.

VIRGO (Aug. 2?-Sepl. 22):

Higher-ups demand fx-rleition now.
You can give it lo llu'iii hy ensuring
vital tasks are (omftleted on I ime. (Jet

your home lite in order so that you
fan roiKentrale on luisiiuss

LIBRA (Sc-pt. 2 (-()( I. 22): Impor
lam issuis (ome up lor discussion

Nou may nol know how to .inswi-r.

Seek the < ounsel ol hoth ex(K'rts and
Irusled allies Ask lor nioie Iimk' iI

unahle lo make up yiun mind.

SCORPIO (( )( I 2 t-Nov 21 1: A
( onllii I ol interest < oulil endanger ,i

ixiwerljl p.utnecship Tlu^re is more
to a business deal ih.in iiieetslheeye.

Avoid going ovefhoard on home re-

modeling or redetoraling.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 2.:-l)e( .

2 1 1: You have the words anil where-
withal lo enhaiue roiiiani e ik lest .i

llight ol Mncy. do lor it; Ik- IkiUII Ii

enleriaining v)on,get your horiiespii

and span.

CAPRICORN (0<'( 22\.w. I">l:

C.ive somi- thought lo disrardmg
certain ootdalecl ideas or routines

Noursuspic lons.ilKiut.imoneym.illei

< ouki cloud your |iiclgeiiienl later

tiKJay Avoid making any ,i( c usalions.

AQUARIUS (|an, JO-feh. I«):

f rish linaiK lalg.iirisc oiild he related

lo last week s developments or to a

new husiness venture In ,iny i ase.

you h.ive ihe inside le.id on .1 c lever

moneymaking s< hc-me. lie very dis-

c reel.

PISCES(Fi-h. l')-Ntarch2()l:Ureak

loose irom the domestic scene ,irul

step inio llu' world ol husincss Nmir
ellorls will he highly ,ipprc< i.ited.

Inlluenli.il people seek your opinion.
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LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Meatball Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata Pocket

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Veal Cordon Bleu

Basil Chicken liisZesiv')

BASICS DINNER
Basil Chicken (ohsozesiy'i

Curried Chick Peas

The ()|jini(.ns cxpic-sst'cl on this iwgc .irc> those ot the ( .irt(K)nists .incl clo nol lu-coss.irily ic-tlt-c t the- views of tlK> C(;//c-i.w.i/. .„ the Umvoisity

ACROSS
I Telegram
6 While House
pel

10 Make
arrangements

14 Furiish
15 Mean anagram
16 Car>;on heir

1 7 Hard knocks
18 Investigates

20 Swimmer's
length

21 Without

purpose
23 Abate
24 Lotion

ingredient

25 Commands lo

a horse
' Reduce
to Places to

purchase
pickles

34 Acropolis site

35 Fall guys
27 Tolkien

rh.ir.irter

:\f^ Nothing, tn

P,ins

.39 nol,ilc!d on Ihe

mothpr's side

4 I See ?3 Across
42 Leprechaun
43 'Star —

-

44 McGavin. the
actor

46 Discourage
48 Benefits, by

luck

50 Fishing gear
52 Picnic spreads
53 Tend an ailing

lawn
56 Ch,THenge
h7 Cardiologist's

pxam
60 Floview

62 Wild West
show

64 Batter's

destination

65 Perry, the
singer

66 "- r.anctum"
67 Sra' fins, on

111*" Seine

6B Sinlul place
69 •— ol Two

Cities"

DOWN
1 Monastery unit

2 Water, lo

Caesar
3 Speed —
4 Projecting edge
5 Delta follower

6 Unrighteous
7 Island W of

Taiwan
8 Summer sign

9 Low down joint

10 Puckered
material

1

1

Part of the eye
12 Pot starter

13 Between AM.
and P M

19 Acorns, for

example
77 Water search

aid

24 Indian Ocean
gulf

25 Picnic pest
26 Showed

solicitude

27 flpnpficial

28 Dniawliil taking

29 ,iap,3npse port

31 Discover

32 Map part

33 Pool member
36 Huckster Var
40 Ship shaped

clocks
41 Goddess of

discord
43 Pledged

faithfulness

45 Gemstone cut
4 7 Clears a tape
49 Look to for

support
5 1 Court score

53 French cleric

54 OED word
55 Subterfuge
56 Part of Ihe

skyline

57 Ferber of

ticlion

58 On an even —

:

steady
59 Volunteer Stale

senator

61 Pea shell

63 London's prov
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Ride
Like
The
Wind

(or like the New* Editor)

Join the Collegian
today

Field hockey wins home opener
Minutewomen breeze through New Hampshire, 1-0

GRE/LSAT
Intensiire

Instruction:
Individuals &
Groups (to 3)
Guaranteed

Minimum Score
Verbal & Math:

600+ Each
THE IVIEIMXOR
PROGRAIVI

(•4.13) 2S6-8758
WTTU

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team, sporting a number of new
looks in its home opener, routinely disposed
ofthe University ofNew Hampshire in old
fashion Saturday, winning 1-0.

The Minutewomen (2-0) shut down the
Wildcats (0- 1 ) all day, allowing UNH only
two or three good scoring opportunities
while putting 24 shots and nine penalty
corners on UNH goalie Jen Bouchie.

UMass' lone goal came with 32:17 left

in the first half on a quick flurry. Tara
Jelley, Holly Hockenbrock and Jenn
Salisbury converged on net, and when
Bouchie went down for a save. Salisbury
knocked the loose ball rebound in from the
right side of the goal for the lone tally.

The Minutewomen had a number of

chances both in the first and second halves,

but could not capitalize on three or four

centering passes right in front ofthe UNH
net.

"I guess the missed opportunities would
be more frustrating ifwe lost," said UMass
head coach Pam Hixon. "We spent a little

too much time delivering the ball and just
couldn't pull the trigger."

The defense played extremely well in

limiting UNH, with contributions coming
from Barclay, Ainslee Press, Natalie Hart,

and co-captains Kathy Phelan and Joy
Blenis.

Unfortunately, the UMass penalty
corner sputtered all day, with the forwards
unable to even get a shot off. The penalty
corner is considered one of field hockey's
top offensive weapons, but on the Totman

Field grass the ball does not roll quite as
smooth as on artificial turf, the predomi-
nant surface of collegiate field hockey.

"We'll stick with the same personnel on
the penalty corner," said Hixon. "I think
we need to execute it with confidence, but
our options are good. This was our first

game on grass, remember."

The Minutewomen sported a number
of new twists in their home opener, in-

cluding new positions for Hockenbrock
(who moved back and forth between
midfield and forward) and defenseman
Tracy Barclay, who was the team's sweeper
last year.

Totman Field was also modified for the
new season, with new bleachers and
flagpole in place and the turf"the best it's

ever been," according to groundskeepers.

VtcTORy

Prices in this Circular

Effective at Amherst
Victor)' Only!

of the Ml f^ew Victory Super Market in Amherst

10 Iniversity Drive Fonuerh Lmis' Foods 9:

OPE\ EVERY
mORI^II^C AT 7 AM
•• For Your Convenience'k'k

Slop B.v Our Bakery
Before Class For Our

Super Muffins,

Donuts & BaUels

|.y>;;-v/'^^.:^-,';;,-,V;t . fwM MORE
Greit Special Cut Bacon

onial s Great Special Cut Bacon

sjoj;^
j Mon Sat. 7 AM - 9 PM

Fresh.-.Grade A
LARGE
Brown
Eggs

69^
Ronzoni
Pasta

'Spaghetti 'Vermicelli

'Thin Spaghetti 'Ziti

1 Lb. Pkg.

1 Lb. Pkg...Sp€cial Cut I SUPER
c,po!pS»»^ VALUES
Sliced Bacon I riy

iM%Wm WEEKLY^ "ICIRCUUR!

Fresh...Grade A

Cookin' Good

Roasting
Chickens

G9

i>vFresh...Dole Brand

^ California

Sno-White

Pine
Cone

SilglTomatoes3^^Hp[^ 16 Oz. Can

flHECOHtl fi $1
%^ For M

^
112 OFF

^LeanCgsAll Stouffer's

Lean
Cuisine
rozen Entrees

Kayem

Skinless
Franks
Bulk at Our Deli...

$139

Del Monte

Vegetables
1617 Oz. Cans

'Peas 'French Green Beans

'Cut Green Beans 'Cream Com
' Whole Kernel Corn

f^ForJl

'Regular

• Unscented

Wisk
Liquid
Laundry
Detergent

^Q49
Viva

Paper
Towels

70 Count Roll

Rolls m
For ^t

^tUttUM: MANUFACTURERS ^ ^ DiGeronimo BrothersMm^tmm

t^<0m YlCTOm
VpTbdd'^ Super Markets^

PRICES EFFECTIVFr

Thru Friday

September 18, 1992.

Wt RESERVT THE RlflHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIE.S VinrjRV SUPER
MARKETS AKE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYTOCRAPHICAL ERROR.S

Landscape Company

• Design

• Installation

• Organic Lawn Care

Susan Redmond
Janine Blacl<welder

- rrti C,slimaU

413-296-4337

LOW, LOW
„PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112.535-1888

^

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

MAJORING IN

Allied Health

Professions

Discover a challenging,

rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.

Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional

development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,

and 30 days vacation with pay per
year Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

AIR

EDUCATION STUDENTS

We are looking for undergraduate
students studying secondary, elementary,
or early childhood education (juniors,
seniors, or May 1992 graduates) to take a
3-4 hour sample teacher certification test
on September 17 at University of
Massachusetts. The test will be offered on
campus, and can be taken anytime
between 9:00am and 6:00pm. You will be
paid $30.00. To sign up for the test, or for
more information, contact Lara Robinson
at 256-0444 between 8:30am-5:00pm.

NATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS
30 Gatehouse Road
Amherst, MA 01002

COLLEGIAN

The UMass field hockey team defeated the Un.vers,ty oTN^l^Hrrn'^e^^^Ts
home opener Saturday. The Minutewomen were led by a Jenn Salisbury goal in the first

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!!

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN
BY

RANDOM
DRAWING!

WIN A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

to

CHUCKLEHEAD
at Pearl Street Niteclub

Thursday, September 17th

^^ courtesy of the Daily Collegian

CHUCKLEHEAD TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY^ORM
n

Name

I

I
Phone #

!_'

^ Must be at least 18 years old to enter Tickets are nonrefundable

1^ Drawing to be held On Wednesday, September 16. 1992 No entnes will be recieved after 3:30 PM on 9/16/92^ Collegian staff are not eligible to enter. Winners will be contacted by teleptione
i^ Drop off entries or mail to Collegian Concen Sweepstakes. 1 13 Campus Center. UMass. Amherst 01003

Winners are responsible for picking up tickets at the Collegian office before 3 30 pm on the day of the show
Only one entry per person will be accepted Only official entry form from newspaper will be accepted

_J

M football
continued from page 12

UMass would get the ball back three
plays later, but could put nothing to-
gether, returning the ball to the 'Hens
with 10:39 left.

The Blue Hen offense took over at the
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Delaware 39, capping the seven play, 76-
yard drive with a one-yard Hicks run with
nine seconds led for the 33-13 final.

Game Notes-The Minutemen moved
Scott Assencoa from his spot at outside
linebacker to inside linebacker and were
without the services of starting center
Andy LeBlanc, whose knee is mjured.

SPORTS NOTICE
Intramurals: Entries are due today, September 14. in the following sports: Softball

soccer and flag football. Please drop off forms in 215 Boyden Building and direct all
questions to Frank Wright at 545-2693.

There will be an important meeting for Stockbridge basketball candidates on Tuesday

Tf™' ^ ^ ^* ^^y^^^" '°°"' 223 at 4 p.m. If unable to attend, please call Jack Leaman
at 545-1301.

The women's basketball team is looking for a team manager for the 1 992-93 seasonHease contact assistant Doug Kaiser in Boyden room 234A or call 545-2726.

SPORTS MR
& RCSTAURflNT

MONDAY NIGHT

PRE-GAME BUFFET

All You Can Eat
Pasta, Garlic Bread, Salad

$3.00

HALF TIME
Snacks and Appetizers

are 1/2 price

^o*^^
»ndO

.xo
a-

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Fiva Collegas European Club
Fall '92 First meeting
Thursday 9/17/92 7:30 PM
UMass Campus Center RM 162
Info 546-3727

Pre-Vat An. Sci. Meeting
Sept. USTK316
Elections

General Meeting
FoodI

Tutor For Credit
With the Community Empowerment
Program. We're an outreach group
teaching E.S.L. to emigres form the

former U.S.S.R.

First Meeting
Tuesday September 15. 4:30 PM

6th Floor Lounge/Herter

UMass

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Amherit Copy Canter no longer ac-

cepts purchase orders from the History

Department at UMass."

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevrolet Station Wagon, runs great

power windows, loclts S595. Call 549-

0621.

1989 Hyundai Excel 3 door standard,
only 15000 miles original owner S3600 or
B.C. 546 5818 or 545 3330.

1986 Ford Mustang 4 speed, 4 cylinder
A/C, power everything, 76.000 miles,
S2500/Best Offer 649 3674

85 Plymouth Horizon
Low miles neg. New brakes & tires

Steph 665 2947.

1982 Renault Fuego
81K on strong eng.

S600 253 3891 Brad

FOR SALE

Desk, armchairs, tables, rugs, book-
cases, etc. 549 1578

Gibson Explorer $350/B.O.
Peavey Bandit 100 watt amp
with scorpion speaker S300/B.O.
Must try. Call Ron 549 5922

NINTENDO
Plus 10 games
S200 Neg.

Ask for Jake 6-5568

19- RCA Color TV S85
Kenmore Vacuum Cleaner with
attachments

S40 Both xint. 253-3891 Brad

12' TV = Inexpensive
Jason 6 1413

HELP WANTED
ACTIVIST
Part-time jobs for the environment
work with MASSPIRG to pass the
Recycling Initiative S40 60/day
Call Carmen 256-6434

1980 Ford Granada. Rebuilt engine,
good condition. Musi sell! S600 OBO.
Call Kristen 253-9652.

FOUND

Shogun Racing Bike white 549 2874
with computer & racing bars pedals

Attention! Excellent Income
for home assembly work. INFO

504-6461700. Dept.P1307

***Campus Reps Wanted***
Heatwave Vacations
Spring Break 1993

The best rates and the biggest
commissions. For more information.

Call 800 395 WAVE.

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing~our
circulars! ...

Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet! SEYS.
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN 38018
4000

Exploding company seeks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,
earn bonuses, free car! Call Deb
923-7502 Leave message

Minutemen Football
Several openings available in our Special
Group Sales Office. No exp. necessary.
Hours are flexible. Apply in person M F, 9
5, Curry Hicks "Cage", Event Room 1 . See
Susan Gemmelt. This is not a work study.

Models Needed
Girls of UMass 1993 Calendar

CallJ08-753 1253 For Info

$22.1 7/hr. Professional Company
seeks students to sell popular college
party" T-shirts (includes tye-dyes).
Choose from 12 designs. 1991 92 aver
age 322.17 hr Sales over twice average
first month. Orders shipped next day.
Work on consignment with no financial

obligation or purchase (orS5.95 - up (VISA/
MC accepted) Call free anytime 1-800-

733 3265.

Spring Break '93 Sell trips, earn cash
and go free!!! Student travel services is

now hiring campus representatives.
Ski packages also available.

Call 1 800 648 4849.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830

Wanted Childcare for 9 yr old boy in

our home in Leverett Responsible
person with car for some overnights
from 3 PM until 8:30 AM. Call 548-9057.

INSTRUCTION

Earn Credit learn to Scuba Dive Basic
course, G09. Florida trip, G10. New
England Advanced Course, Gil. Basic
Classes start 9/14 For further info call

5452338.

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260.

LOST

Sirius sign wanted will pay handsome
regard for return. No questions asked
Call 259-1251.

MUSICIANS

Professional Rock/Blues/Funk/
Reggae Drummer needed for estab
lishcd. working band yeP' 253 0744

PERSONALS

B.E.K
If you like Pina Coladas
Then I'm the love that you've
looked for. Come with me
and escape.

GAS
•BW BUILDING VO*

WELCOME BACK EVERYGODY
WAYNE'S WORLD! WAYNE'S WORLD'

PARTY ON' EXCELLENCE!
QUEEN LIVES!!!

Chris
Since I'm not there to say it, I love you

and I miss you very much. Happy
anniversary!

Love

, Lee

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOSTc^ FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Happy belated Birthday geek
lyes you Bolio)

Love the Pale Hawaiin

ROOM WANTED
Clean, mature A responsible student
looking for somewhere to leside
John 1 567 6651

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 Roommates wanted
Pelham Rd.

Great House'
Call Scott

253 7896

Wanted VF Roommate for 3 bedroom
house with 2 other girls Across from
Pufton and on bus route Rent 200/mth
with month to month lease.

Call 549 4301

SERVICES

Legal questions? Tlie legal services
center offers free legal assistance to
(ee paying students Contact us at 922
campus center, 545 1995

September lawn special
Low maintenance, chemical free natural
creations landscape company
Valley and Hilltowns Call 296 4337
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Sports
Women's soccer wins two in Classic fashion

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

h id a stellar weekend, defeating both William and Mary on
Saturday and St. Mary's on Sunday and winning the UMass
Classic.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The ninth ranked University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team had a few periods of sluggish play
but managed to post two shutout victories at the UMass
Classic this weekend.

On Saturday, Massachusetts (3-0) played a physical
defensive style to defeated No. 12 William and Mary 1-0.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen poured on the offense as
they beat St. Mary's (CA) 4-0.

"I am happy to get these two wins," Massachusetts
coach Jim Rudy said. "We have got a ways to go but these
wins feel great. It wasn't always stylish but it was a nice
emotional lift."

The big lift came from the victory over a strong
William and Mary team. Massachusetts was able to shut
down a potent Tribe attack with some tough defensive
play. Skye Eddy started in net and made three saves as
she recorded her first shutout of the year.

The defense was able to neutralize the attack of
Natale Neaton, who entered the game with four goals so
far this season, by denying her access to the play. Neaton
was covered by Holly Hellmuth, but midfielders Amy
Trunk and Heidi Kocher were instrumental in keeping
the play from developing.

"We did a good job keeping the play from her," Rudy
said. "Neaton is big time and she can turn on a dime and
beat you, so you can not give her any room to maneuver."

Kocher said. "We were able to keep the play from the
midfielders and that kept the IWilliam and Mary | offense
from getting free."

Massachsetts was able to get the only goal ofthe game

in the 37th minute. Trunk retrieved a loose ball left ofthe
net and popped it up in front. Freshman Nicole Roberts
headed it across the goal mouth where Kim Eynard dove
and redirected the ball into the net with her head.

The game was physical throughout and culminated in

the 54th minute with a scuffle between Eynard and
William and Mary'sJenn Baumann. The two had collided

heavily and then banged as they battled for a loose ball.

After the whistle Baumann wrestled Eynard to the ground
and was promptly rewarded with a red card, and a game
misconduct. Eynard received a yellow caution card.

Tribe coach John Daly was upset with the officiating

which had let the physical play go until it was out ofhand.
"The game was officiated weakly." Daly said. "It

frustrated both teams and it got rougher as a result. An
experienced official would have handled the tussle dif-

ferently. It was their inconsistency which led to that
happening."

In Sunday's contest, the Minutewomen exploded in

the second half as they pumped in four goals in a span of
15 minutes.

"In the second half we played a much simpler style,"

Kocher said. "We were able to shift the field and open
things up."

The opened up field resulted in goals by Eynard, Polly
Hackathom, Paula Wilkins and Roberts' first cai-eer tally.

Wilkins' score was a 40-yard direct kick which she
served up and eluded a crowd ofplayers. The William and
Mary keeper was screened and the ball went untouched
into the net.

"My father asked me to score this weekend becausemy
parents had never seen me score in college," Wilkins said.

"I did not expect it to go in. I was just serving it up."

UMass drops season opener to Blue Hens
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

NEWARK. Del.- Down 12-0 with just
over twelve minutes left in the second
quarter and the University of Delaware's
famed Wing T offense driving into Min-
uteman territory, it appeared the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts football team
was heading nowhere, fast.

The only thing was that someone forgot

to tell the Minutemen this. As the UMass'
defense (led by Phil Lartigue with 20
tackles) tightened and redshirt freshmen
quarterback Andrew McNeilly led the
UMass offense to 13 unanswered points
and a surprising 13-12 halftime lead over
the heavily favored Fightin' Blue Hens.

From there University of Delaware
fullback Daryl Brown took matters into

-his own hands, rushing for 104 of his

career high 183 yards in the second halfas
the Blue Hen offense exploded for a 33-13

season opening victory over the Minute-
men before a crowd of 17,299 at Delaware
Stadium on Saturday.

"I'm very proud of the effort our kids
gave today," head coach Mike Hodges said.

"We gave them [Delaware] a run for a
while, we just couldn't hold up in the
second half. We still haven't solved the
Wing T and I don't know if we ever will,

especially the way they run it."

UMass' inability to solve the Wing T
became evident right from the opening
gun, as Delaware capped a nine play, 79
yard drive when Lanue Johnson scam-
pered two yards around the left end for a
6-0 Blue Hen lead.

Five minutes later. Brown took a five-

yard dump pass from Blue Hen QB Bill

Vergantino and raced 65 yards with it,

putting Delaware up 12-0 as the two point
conversion try failed.

"It [the Wing T| is very hard to defend
against, and I don't think that we've ever

stopped Delaware on the opening drive of
a game," Hodges said. "Our kids didn't

give up. we were down 12-0 and it didn't

even faze them. They just kept fighting
and I'm very proud ofthe effort they gave."

After a Blue Hen turnover with 12:46
left in the half, McNeilly (8 of 18, 119
yards, 1 interception) hit split end Matt
Read with a 44 yard scoring strike over
All-American free safetyWarren Mclntire,
cutting the Delaware lead to 12-7.

McNeilly, the first freshmen to start

the season as QB for a UMass team, di-

rected the Minuteman offense with great
poise under heavy pressure from the Blue
Hen defense, scrambling for 4 1 yards while
keeping UMass close for most ofthe game.

The Minutemen took the lead after

Delaware punter Brian Meyers fell on a
bad snap at the Blue Hen 4-yard line,

setting up first and goal for the Minute-
men.

One play later,JohnJohnson ( 13 rushes

for 52 yards) barreled in from the four for

a 13-12 UMass lead, as a nervous hush fell

over Delaware Stadium.
Delaware and UMass traded turnovers

for the remaining seven minutes ofthe first

half, and the Minutemen headed for the
locker room with the scant one point lead.

"We got ourselves back into the game,"
Hodges said. "At halftime we thought we
had the opportunity to make some ad-
justments and maybe win the game, and
things just didn't work out in the end."

Delaware scored fourteen third quar-
ter points, including a seven yard
Vergantino TD scramble, taking a 26-13
lead before the Minuteman recovered.

After a Scott Assencoa interception to
end the third quarter, UMass drove to the
Blue Hen eighteen yard line, where
McNeilly fumbled the snapon fourth down,
effectively ending UMass' hopes for vic-

tory.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 1
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Minutemen crush Owls 6-

1

Men's soccer pummel A'10 rival Temple
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Myhow one year can make a difference.

At this time last year the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team was
playing the Temple University Owls to a
0-0 tie io Philadelphia. At home on Sat-
urday, however, the Minutemen outplayed
the Owls in every facet of the game on the
way to a 6-1 victory.

UMass set the tempo very early in the
game, as Gary Jacobs hit the goalpost
nearly two minutes into the contest. Six
minutes later at the 8:58 mark Steve Scott

took a pass from Colin Johnson and beat
Temple goalie Pat Kivlin to give the
Minutemen a 1-0 lead.

Things stayed quiet for the next twenty
minutes with UMass controlling the tempo
but unable to score. That changed when
Justin Edelman scored on a direct kick

rebound. With nearly six minutes re-

maining in the halfjunior co-captain Sean
Blue came out of a muddled mess to beat
Kivlin and give UMass a comfortable 3-0

lead going into the half.

In the second half, the Minutemen
continued to pressure Kivlin and junior

co-captain and leading scorer Todd Kylish

scored at the 47:46 mark. This goal, which
made the score 4-0, came on assists from
Edelman and Josh Pittman.

The scoring barrage did not cease there

as Bradford Miller would take a pass from
Blue and put one by Kivlin to make the

score 5-0. Randy Jacobs topped off the
Minutemen scoring when he blew one by
Kivlin on a penalty kick.

Temple finally got on the scoreboard
when junior Martin Richmond deposited
a Chris Cotton pass into the net to wrap up
the games' scoring.

Much like their previous game against
UNH, the Minutemen had a physical game
on their hands. Temple's Joe Gogola bid

farewell after picking up a red card for

some extra-curricular activites. UMass'
Hossein Giahi also picked up a yellow card
in the first half.

The six goal explosion overshadowed
the solid job the Minutemen defense did.

Wolf faced only seven shots the whole
night. Midway through the second half.

Wolfdazzled everyone with a leaping save
of a Temple shot.

UMass head coach Sam Koch said he
was happy with his team's performance.

"Anytime you win a game 6-1 you have
to be pleased with that," he said. "We
played a good, solid team today. I'm sur-

prised we beat them 6-1, we just didn't do
to many things wrong."

Freshman Colin Johnson, who had two
assists, said, "We were the underdogs, I

think that's what fired us up. We cam out
and did the job, everyone played well."

The Minutemen raised their record to

3-0 with the victory. Their next game
comes at home against Holy Cross on
Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.
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Proposal fell short
for Upward Bound
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Inthe wakeofnews that federal fundingto
Upward Bound had been eliminated, Bryant
Lewis, former assistant director of the pro-

gram, allures thatthe University's "recycling''
ofa grant originally written in 1982 directly

resulted in the loss offunding.

Upward Bound is a program designed
to help keep underprivileged youths in
school and prepare them for higher edu-
cation. The U.S. Department ofEducation
had previously provided $241,000 to-

wards the cost of the program, with an
additional $85,000 funded by the Uni-
versity.

Several sources question the proposal's
content, citing inadequacies.

A letter to Chancellor Richard O'Brien
from the U.S. Department of Education
says, "Within the body ofthe review (ofthe
proposal), both readers indicate myriad
weaknesses of the application including
vague objectives, lack of community sup-
port, lack of student evaluation instru-

ments, and a sketchy project design to

support their scores."

The program had tremendous commu-
nity support," Lewis said, citing this was
evidence that the grant did not adequately
represent the programs strengths.

The letter, written by John B. Childers,
deputy assistant secretary for higher edu-
cation programs, also said. The review of
the application confirms that the applica-

tion was poorly written and did not spe-
cifically or adequately address all the pub-
lished selection criteria.

"In the overall summary evaluating
the quality ofthe application, each reader
refers to the lack of organization of the
proposal as well as the lack ofinformation
requested," Childers wrote.

Lewis said that in previous years the
staff of the program had been allowed to

participate in the writing of the grant,
but that their input was not sought this
time.

"A lot ofinformation could have gone in

to make the proposal stronger," he said.

"The staff voiced concern for the need for

a strong proposal."

Lewis said he felt the proposal should
have been completely rewritten. "I fore-

warned them not to do this."

The decision to resubmit the grant was
made by Ann Quinley, who served last

semester as dean of academic support
services, and Gloria DeGuevara, who
served as associate dean ofacademic sup-
port services and is currently head of
personnel in that office.

Neither Quinley nor DeGuevara were
available for comment.

Lewis said that of the 90.5 points the
grant received, 13.5 were received for "prior

experience."

"Wescoredhi^ as a resultoftheworkthat
has been done, not on the strength of the
proposal," Lewis said. "It's an easy cop-out to

Turn to UPWARD, page 4

Janitor crisis disputed
Auxiliary head claims 'false rumors'
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Ketuse in the Campus Center concourse after a usual day of traffic.
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t.T. REVISITED — Anthropology freshman Cory Flack practices levitation on his

totally rad mountain bike — with helmet, of course.

By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian SUff

Responding to reports that janitors
in the Campus Center/Student Union
complex were overworked and under-
staffed and calling in sick as a result,

Ashoke Ganguli, director of Auxiliary
Services, said there are more than
enough janitors and the problem is the
way staff is managed.

Senior Building Services Manager
Forrest Davies expressed concern ear-
lier this week for the janitors being
overworked.

"[Davies has] got morejanitors than
any other student union at any other
school," said Ganguli.

Ganguli said that students pay for

the service and maintenance of the
buildings and his priority is to keep
student costs down.

His responseto reports that mainte-
nance employees were fatigued from
overwork and were calling in sick as a
form of protest to staff cuts was that
the information was distorted.

"These are all false rumors," said
Ganguli, referring to allegations that
Building Services was understaffed.
"I Davies) has over 30 janitors between
three shifts. He has more than enough
staff."

But Forrest Davies, director of
Building Services, disagreed.

"When I came here we had 21 custo-
dians on the 7-11 shift. That number
has slowly been decreasing," said
Davies. "Now we are down to 13 on that
shift."

Davies said that he has 51 full-time

permanent employees for all ofhis divi-

sions' various functions.

The various jobs include mainte-
nance, security, staffing the informa-
tion desk, furnishing audio/visual

equipment and business duties.

He said in addition to the 51 full-

time employees he has help from stu-
dent employees.

Davies said Building Services em-
ployees work in the Campus Center/
Student Union Complex as well as at
Hadley Farm, the four diningcommons,
the Butterfield kitchen and the various
snack bars on campus.

But Ganguli says the problem lies in
how staff is managed and assigned to

shifts.

''These are all false

rumors. [Davies] has
more than enough staff.

"

Ashoke Ganguli
Auxiliary Services Director

"More people should be assigned to

the night shift when the major cleaning
is done," said Ganguli.

"I've been asking them to do the
cleaning at night, like they do at Iowa
State," Ganguli said, referring to re-

ports he has solicited from other colleges
and universities on how they handle
maintenance of student unions and
similar complexes.

Davies said this would require tak-
ing permanent workers off of the day
shift when they set up rooms and re-

placing them with student workers.
"I don't think we can get enough

hours from students to do set-up. We
need a crew that's readily available,"
Davies said.

"I'm willing to try with students.
We've made arrangements to switch
people to the night shift," he said.

Ganguli -confirmed reports that he
will be hiring three new permanent
workers.

aftemiath
By JEFFREY ULBRICH
Associated Press

MIAMI — South Florida, still mired in the painful
aftermath of its own hurricane, has extended a helping
hand to faraway Hawaiian neighbors ravaged by a mon-
ster named Iniki.

"We wrote the book on being a disaster area," said
Muxo, whose small, sun-kissed city hall now looks like a
military command post. "And we've received so much
help and assistance from all over the country. We're now
in a position to give some help to someone else."

The city manager said he could send three or four key
people to Hawaii to pass along what Homestead has
learned about disaster relief He said he tried to contact
the Hawaii governor's office but hasn't been successful.

"Even if they got us on a conference call it would be
beneficial. We've sort of become the guinea pig of disas-

ter," he said.

Other disaster relief workers said they were still too

busy here to do much for Hawaii.
"We have got all we can do putting these people back

on their feet," said Betty Spillers, a volunteer nurse in

south Florida.

In Homestead, officials ordered outsiders, including
construction workers who came to Florida to help re-

build, to move out ofthe military-run tent cities by today.
Florida City, another hard-hit community just to the
south, was expected to carry out similar evictions soon.

Both communities fear that as building inspectors
begin to work their way through storm-ravaged neigh-
borhoods condemning unsafe homes, more residents will

need to move into the tent camps.
Alan Bray, a painter from Richmond, IN, was packed

and ready to go. But he was also steamed.
"In the papers up north they are begging for people to

come here," Bray said Sunday as he lounged on one of 16
cots in a tent for single men.

He and others said they would be happy to pay rent,
but there was nothing available. So they had taken the
only accomodation around — free tents provided for
people whose homes were destroyed.

"IfI have to leave here, I'll have to go tojail," Bray said.
"There are no hotels. If you pitch a tent out there it's

illegal. You'd have to go to Fort Lauderdale ifyou want to
drive 140 miles."

Don Schenk, a roofer from Manassas, Va., who hitch-
hiked to Homestead with an idea ofperhaps getting a job
and staying, said: "We're working here, yes, but we're
spending our money here, too."

"I thought there was a future down here, I really did,"
he said. They could do something besides kick you out of
the city of Homestead."

Robery Barrett, Florida City's assistant city manager,
said the area does not need outside labor. South Florida
already had high unemployment and the local work pool
is sufficient to meet the need, he said.
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Boston deceased cast ballots

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

BOSTON (AP) — A review of city election records and
state death certificates indicates that about 13 votes
were cast from beyond the grave since 1988.

But there is no evidence that these dead voters changed
the outcome of a particular election, and in most cases,
the problems resulted from "clerical errors or oversight"
the Boston Sunday Herald reported.

Also, at least three others who cast ballots have
registered addresses on vacant plots of land, the Herald
reported.

The examples raised questions about procedures used
to prevent voter fraud.

John Donovan Sr., chief assistant registrar of voters,
defended the department's safeguards and insisted that
no elections were compromised. But he promised to
review the findings. "I most definitely will look into this,"
he said.

Several cases resulted from registration errors in-
volving people with similar names. In one case, Ethel M.
O'Brien of West Roxbury voted six times by absentee
ballot and in person, between 1988 and 1991. But state
records show that O'Brien died on May 21, 1984, at age

However, her daughter— whose name is the same—
has actually cast the votes, although she wasn't aware of
the mix up.

Poll workers use street lists that include each regis-

tered voters' year ofbirth and the height. In the O'Brien
case, workers checked the younger woman through for
each election although she is 31 years younger and four
inches shorter than her mother's description. She said
she has never been questioned.

"Hopefully, I don't look like I was born in 1891," she
said.

Othercases are tougher to explain. City records indicate
Joaquim P. Fernandez voted in the 1988 general election,
although he died more than a decade earlier. No other
family members were listed at that address and the
current resident, Michael W. Johnson, said he didn't
know whether anyone by that name had ever lived there.

Frank D. Porfido of East Boston voted in the 1990
general election, although he died nearly three years
earlier. "I wonder now ifsomeone is using my husband's
name" to cast a vote, said his widow, Adeline Porfido. A
former poll worker herself, Porfido said she informed
election officials about her husband's death.

State law requires communities to review their voter
rolls annually by contacting every household. Town and
city clerks are also required to send monthly records on
all deaths to election officials so that the names can be
removed from voting lists.

Several other voters were listed as living vacant lots,
often where their previous homes had burned or been
leveled.
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Four University professors
to receive Fulbright grants
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WHAT'S YOUR HANDICAP? — Cognitively impaired

Porsche owner misunderstands common signage in front of
Whitmore.

By JENNIFER L. PRESS
Collegian Correspondent

Four University of Massachusetts professors have
been named recipients ofthe prestigious Fulbright Grants
which wall allow them to spend the 1992-1993 academic
year studying, teaching, and conducting research abroad.

James K. Boyce, associate professor ofeconomics, will
be spending his year in Costa Rica helping to establish an
environmental economics concentration within the Na-
tional University for Central America and the Caribbean.

Through his teachings, he will try to comply with
Costa Rica's environmental policies while analyzing and
devising new strategies for the country's economy.

Although Costa Rica is known for protecting much of
its land, rainforests have been cleared for grazing, min-
ing, and farming. Boyce will research the financial reper-
cussions of plant and animal extinction as well as soil
erosion resulting from this deforestation.

Lawrence Zacharias, associate professor of law and
policy in the School of Management, recently joined
American faculty in Germany in order to study the effects
of German reunification, including developments in the
country's government, business, and social institutions.

The group recently met with leading government
officials and business executives to explain their findings
and ideas, which are now beingintegrated into Germany's

federal political system and market economy.
Zacharias was chosen to participate in the seminar

because of his interest in the restructuring of industry
that occurred when Germany became liberated.

At the University of San Carlos in Guatemala City,
Guatemala, professor Thomas E. Redlinger will lecture
on plant biotechnology. Redlinger, a vasiting University
assistant professor ofbiochemistry and molecular biology,
will be back at the University of Massachusetts next
Spring. Upon his return, he plans to share his experience
and teach laboratory classes on biochemical and molecular
biological techniques.

David M. Bloome, associate professor in the School of
Education, will lecture at the University of Sussex in
Brighton, England.

Bloome, a specialist in reading and writing, is the
editor of 'Linguistics and Education: An International
Research Journal' and co-author ofa chapter on literacy
in a recently published book, Multidisciplinary Per-
spectives on Literary Research'.

The Fulbright Program awards about 5,000 grants each
year to American students, teachers, and scholars to study,
teach, and conduct research in more than 130 countries.

Individuals are selected on the basis of academic and
professional qualifications as well as their ability and
willingness to share their ideas and experiences with
people of diverse cultures.

Voting drive to be held
SGA, MassPIRG to conduct registration
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Students are encouraged to participate
in the expanded three-day voter registra-

tion drive to be held on campus next week,
according to organizers.

Massachusetts Public Interest Re-
search Group and the StudentGovernment
Association are working together to coor-
dinate the registration which will take
place Sept. 22, 23 and 24 in the Cape Cod
Lounge from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

'7 encourage everyone to

get involved in campus and
town issues.

"

Matt Pavesi

MqssPIRG

"I encourage all first-year students and
everyone to participate in the voter reg-

istration drive and to get involved in

campus and town issues," said Matt Pavesi,

the Chair of the Public Policy Committee
who is organizing for the event. "We can
definitely have a voice if we just get in-

volved."

Last year, students could only register

on campus one day through the Amherst

Registrar. This year, students are being
recruited to attend a training session to

become official assistant registrars or
deputies to help other students register.

Any registered voter from the town of
Amherst may become a deputy according
to the campus organizer and member of
MASSPIRG Heidi Hill.

"It's the biggest voter registration drive
of the year," said Hill.

MASSPIRG and SGA are aiming to

register at least 2,000 students according
to Hill. Pavesi said the group is also hop-
ing to register students throughout the
year at Off Campus Housing. Hill esti-

mates not more than 500 students were
registered last year.

MASSPIRG, a non-partisan group, has
their own specific goal as well. Hill said
the organization is trying to get a large
student voter turnout to pass a recycling
initiative to ban wasteful packaging, which
vnW be question #3 this year on the ballot.

"We hope to have a stronger relation-
ship with the Amherst Registrar so the
process can continue to be successful,"
added Hill.

The training session to become deputies
will be held Sept. 21 in the Bangs Com-
munity Center from 7-9. More information
may be obtained by contacting the SGA
office.

Greek Area begins
recruitment for fall

UMass profs study moth virus
By HOPE D. TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

The annual gypsy moth outbreak has
been a problem in New England for many
years. They appear by the thousands with
seemingly no way to get rid of them ex-

cept to patiently wait for the season to

end. This waiting around may be coming
to a finish, as entomologfists at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts are studying a

virus that kills the caterpillars.

The virus is called nuclear polyhedro-

sis virus (NPV), and though harmful to

gypsy moths, is not toxic to humans. Uni-

versity entomologists Greg Dwyer, Jo-

seph Elkinton, and John Burand are as-

sessing its effectiveness through numer-

ous field experiments. They have found

that the virus spreads more quickly than

expected and Dwyer offers one possible

explanation.

According to the entomologists,

younger caterpillars are carried by the

wind for a longer period oftime than had

been originally believed. They also

claimed that this factor may have to be

incorporated into their model to accu-

rately predict the rate ofthe spread ofthe

virus.

Eventually, the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture Forest Service plans
to release a genetically engineered form of

the virus through controlled spraying.
Researchers have found that the produc-
tion of the virus is very costly and lacks a
commercial producer.

Elkinton, who has studied the popula-
tion dynamics of gypsy moths for eight
years feels that one possible way to make
the virus more economical is to increase
its strength in a concentrated formula.

On August 13, Dwyer presented the
findings of the University studies at a
symposium at the annual meeting of the
Ecological Society of America in Hono-
lulu, Hawaii. The symposium focused on
developing models to apply theory to eco-

logical problems and dynamics and
Dwyer's presentation was entitled, "Host
dispersal and the Special Spread ofInsect

Pathogens: How do pathogens move so

fast?"

Unavailable for comment on results of

the symposium, Dwyer will be returning
to Amherst at the end ofSeptember, where
continued research and development of

the model is expected.

By CHRISTINA THORPE
Collegfian Correspondent

This semester's fraternity and so-

rority rush has arrived.

For those ofyou unfamiliar with the
Greek Area, rush is the process by
which houses conduct their member-
ship recruitment. For women, this fall's

formal sorority rush begins with an
orientation meetingWednesday at 5pm
in Campus Center 1009.

The Greek Area
Christine Palmer, ajunior math and

Latin double major as well as a UMass
Greek, is looking forward to a positive

Greek rush. "The whole Greek
Area is excited about rush this semes-
ter. Through dorm storming and DC
sign-up we have reached many inter-

ested women which will make for a
more successful rush," said Palmer.

"I feel, as do the other women in the
Greek Area, that a successful rush will

bring us many diverse and wonderful
women who will be assets to the Greek
Area as a whole."

In order to participate, women reg-
ister in their Dining Common or just
show up for the orientation.

Sorority rush allows the "rushee" to

visit all chapters on campus under the
supervision of a unbiased party, the
National Panhellenic Council.

Monique Nash, President of
Panhellenic Council, recommended
rush for several reasons.

"Being involved in the Greek Area
provides the opportunity to meet new
people and to make UMass smaller and
more comfortable," she said. She re-

ferred to herown experience as a Greek
as her "main interaction with quality
friendships with other women."

There are no minimum overall GPA
requirements to attend fall rush, how-
ever most houses will not except pledges
v«th lower then a 2.0 or a 2.2 GPA.

As well, rush is open to all univer-
sity women, including freshman. Rush
vvdll end Saturday, September 26th —
entitled Bid Day — with day-long ac-

tivities.

Less structured then sorority rush,
informal fraternity rush begins Tues-
day, September 15th and lasts until

the 29th.

Eric Morell is the Rush Chair for the
Interfraternity Council and a junior
political science major.

"I encourage all undergraduate men

to stop by during informal rush and
check out each individual house and
see the advantages that the Greek
Area has to offer," Morell said.

"In the past few years the Greek
Area has had dramatic increases in

membership, and this year is no ex-
ception as there are many interested
rushees," he said.

As with all other rushes, according
to the IFC's President, JefTTurco, this

semester's rush is alcohol-free.

Jeff describes rush as an opportu-
nity for the men to learn the history of
the fraternities, tour the houses, meet
the brothers, and perhaps to dispel
some of the myths associated with the
Greek Area.

Men who wish to rush should call or
stop by the houses they are interested
in visiting.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
A smiling face and a little caffeine help kick
off fall sorority rush.
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Crime statistics show campus reality
By JON MARCUS
Associated Pix'ss

DanaGetzingerwasstabbed and nearly
died when a ski-masked stranger tried to

rape her while she was a sophomore at the
University of Georgia. She learned later,
she says, that she wasn't the first.

The attack on her was at least the fifth

within three months on students in her
neighborhood near the campus.

"The universities tell you nothing." she
said. "Schools are placing greater impor-
tance on their image than on students
safety."

More than 4,000 violent crimes —
among them 16 murders and 493 rapes—
were reported lastyear to security officials

at the nation's largest universities and
colleges, according to figures being re-

leased this month under new federal dis-

closure laws.

It is the first time all universities and
colleges have been required to reveal
campus crime statistics, which most pri-

vate institutions previously kept confi-

dential.

"Parents and prospective students have
not been appropriately infonned that there
is crime on campus." said Joe Griffin.

Northeastern University police chief and
president ofthe International Association
of Campus Law Enforcement Adminis-
trators.

"Part of their sales pitch was, 'Come to

this idyllic, safe-appearing campus.'" said
Dorothy Siegel, director of the Campus
Violence Prevention Center at Towson
State University in Maryland. 'They are
not recognizing that gradually crime was
creeping in."

The new federal Campus Security Act
requires crime statistics be made available
to students, faculty, staff and prospective

students and their parents. Every school

must publish and distribute a description

of security procedures and statistics for

the previous three years, or risk losing

eligibility for federal funding.

Those documents are being handed out
to students on most campuses this month.

"The most difficult in dealing with
violent crime is convincing people that it

will happen," said Marvin Herrington,
chief of police at Stanford University,
where an employee was fatally shot on
campus Tuesday. "You get lulled into a
false sense of security."

But victim advocates are questioning
the value of statistics furnished by some
universities and colleges.

"If the initial reports are that crime is

vastly below what we're seeing in broader
society, I would be very skeptical of that,"

said David Beatty, spokesman for the
National Victim Center.

Upward
continued from page 20
say the feds wouldn't fund it.'

"

On Sept. 10 Chancellor Richard
O'Brien announced journaUsm pro-

fessor Nicholas McBride had ac-

cepted an assignment to develop a
proposal for services similar to Up-
ward Bound's.

The University remains commit-
ted to promoting efforts that seek to

keep students in school and working
toward a college education," O'Brien

said. "I am optimistic Mr. McBride
will be able to outline ways for us to

demonstrate commitment."
'Tou have to try to do something,

no matter how desperate the situa-

tion," said McBride.

McBride will work wath Jo-Anne
Vanin, dean of students and associate

vice chancellor for student affairs.

Do you knoMT
your LEGAL

Protections 7?

Study cites bias in the EPA

The LEGAL SERVICES CENTER at UMass offers free,

professional legal help to fee-paying students!

We can advise in most matters affecting students,

including consumer, criminal, housing, family,

employment, military, civil rights, and other matters.

922 Campus Center • 545-1995

NEW BEDFORD, Mass. (AP) — The
Environmental Protection Agency cleans
up hazardous waste sites in poor neigh-
borhoods more slowly than in other areas,
according to a study.

The National Law Journal, in an eight-
month analysis of EPA records, also said
penalties against polluters in minority
and low-income areas were less severe.

The results are "islands of pollution"
where minorities and low-income families
live, the study said.

John G. Andrade, a community activ-

ist, and a group. Hands Across the River,
oppose the EPA's plan to burn about 120
tons of toxic PCBs from the Acushnet
River, saying the measure would expose
the city to risks the agency would never
impose on a more affluent community.

"The term a lot of people are using now
IS toxic racism,' " Andrade said.

Marianne Lavelle, an author of the
journal study, said the EPA seemed to

respond slowly to handling the pollution.

"I have to believe there is pollution.

You have to wonder if it's getting the
scrutiny" she told The Boston Globe.

Although theAcushnet River reportedly
has the highest underwater level of PCB
contamination in U.S. history, the EPA
took 6-1/2 years to devise a cleanup after

placing the site on the Superfund list.

Nationally, non-minority communities
got their EPA cleanup plans an average of
3.4 years after being put on the Superfund
list, the study said.

Paul Keough, EPA's deputy regional
administrator, denied that the agency
drags its feet in addressing pollution in

poor communities.
"I would categorically deny that there's

been any conscious decision-making that
would lead to quicker cleanups at some
sites," Keough said.

He said a lot of the state's worst pol-

lution cases involve midnight dumpers
who operated in more rural, generally
white, communities.

GET INVOLVED
Join Student Government

Be A Senator

Run for the

Undergraduate
Student Senate

o^^?.^r?'''\.RICH'S
AUMY & m\Y¥

O

Ladies
BonJour Jeans

$2().(M)

Hunter's Run
Turtlenecks

$r>.<M)

ii^

Bajas
for

$12

All Surplus

20 % OFF

24 Center Street Northampton 586-0275

Pick up Nomination Papers

starting Sept. 9

at 420 Student Union

Due by Sept. 22

Elections will be held on Sept. 29.

, For More Info Call 5-0341

WORKSHOPS
Job Employee Matching System

Tuesdayand Wainesday, September 15&16
Rooms 804-808 Campus Center at 11:30am,

2:30pm,4mpm and 6:30pm

NGN WORKSTUDY
S^il???*^-

Employment Office
243 Whitmore Admin. Bldg.
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matter where you happen to be, the

AT&T Calling Card can take you home.

It's also the least expensive way to

call state -to -state on AT&T, when you can't dial

direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,

you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls

And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply

C^UUngOml
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for another.

If you get your Calling Card now, your first

call will be free** And you'll become a member of

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products

and services that saves students time and money
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Caixl out of

this world.

lb get an AKsar Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 850. ATbT
© W2ATHT •ppndiniKXipprrwl Pletsr cill ibow 800 number far drtiils ''Tftiull irceiw one M ATST LD Cmifioif fqiKvaleni ») 22 minuirsofan] (TdJiw dialed coui to cusL nif^t and
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The Largest College Daily in New England Founded in 1890

The Collegian is now
accepting applications for the

following positions:

• Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual

Issues Editor

• Jewish Affairs Editor

• Multicultural Affairs

Editor

• Third World Affairs

Editor

• Women's Issues Editor

Application deadline is

Friday, September 18 at 3 p.m

113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

Journalism 101

3 credits, Tues./Thurs. 9:30-10:45
Yeah, those journalism classes are useful for gaining

nuts-and-bolts training. But ifyou want true experience
in interviewing top administrators, filing stories on
deadlines and hunting for a story, the Collegian News
Desk is a great place to start.

No experience is necessary. Just motivation. So if you
want something else on your resume besides your name
and address, come down to the Collegian (in the Campus
Center basement opposite the ATM's) and ask for David
Massey, News Editor. Or give us a call. There's no
obligation.

The Collegian encourages the minority community to participate.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILV

COLLEGIAN
News Desk • 113 Campus Center • 545-0719

The News Desk is looking for new writers.
Contact David Massey, News Editor.

Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGL!^
rently positions available

4^

113 Campus Centei^ UMass

in the basement across from the ATMs

Minority students are encouraged to come down and get involved.

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Cops scaring a pretty
student on Sunday night

I am so mad that I won't file any
complaints against that cop, I don't
have any time for that, but I am going
to tell the whole campus about it. . .

On Sunday night I was visiting a
friend over at Knowlton Hall. I called
an escort and they told me to wait for it

at Lot 43. I waited in the wrong one, in
front of Worcester Dining Commons.
Of course, the escort left me.

Evelyn A.

DE JESUS
I called back to apologize and to ask

them to please come over and pick me
up again. I was told that I had to wait
one hour because they were
"overbooked" and they had waited six
minutes for me already. No problem,
but anyway I was very uncomfortable.
I want to be clear that they did not deny
me escort service, it was just bad luck.

I walked towards the Student Union
and called my roommate on the yellow
"Help Phone" to tell her that I was
going to take the time to walk. I was
definitely wrong to take that risk.

During the conversation I was tell-

ing her, in Spanish, what happened to
me with the escort service. I was so
upset for my situation that I used bad
words in the conversation, another
thing a lady should not do but, you
know, the circumstances.

When I looked to the campus pond I

saw these two cops walking towards
me and I started to look at them while
I continued to talk to my roomie.
When I looked again they were in

front ofme. When I got to see their faces
and they saw mine in the dark, one of
them told me in Spanish: "Tan linday
con esa boca. " ("So pretty and with that
mouth").

That is when I got really scared.
I walked one step back and he walked

one forward. He was tr3dng to have a
conversation with me. I changed the

topic of the conversation and told them
what happened to me with the escort.

They told me to call back. Then they left.

Definitely, that is not how a Univer-
sity policeman should approach a fe-

male student at 1 1 :30 at night. If I take
an escort it is because I am concerned
about my safety. If I see a police car or
a cop on campus at night I should feel

that nothing will happen to me and
that they won't make any obnoxious
comments to me.

What is the point of telling me, "So
pretty and with that mouth," at 11:30
at night? What in heaven does he want
me to think after that? Does he think
that now I feel happy that I have not
one, but two Spanish-speaking cops in
front of me? After that approach? No,
thank you. Never!

All I wanted to do was to call 911 and
scream: "Hey, come and pick me up, I

have two sexist Spanish-speaking cops
who find me pretty trying to chase me
and harassing me because I speak bc.d

words!"

If he has a little common sense he
would know that is not what you say to
a student, much less in that situation.
Now, you can be really sure that I will

never walk alone on campus again. I

am glad nothing more happened be-
cause I would have told the whole cam-
pus about it also. I am not a selfish

person.

I am not filing any complaint be-
cause I don't want any confidentiality
at all. It is more useful to have it in the
Collegian and have the Chancellor, Ms.
Jo-Anne Vanin, Chief Luippold, the
whole Dickinson building and the
UMass community to know about a
sexist Spanish-speaking, light-slcinned,

dark-haired, medium height cop with a
mustache and light eyes who walks on
campus at night and tells pretty female
students not to speak bad words.

EvelynA. DeJesus isa Collegian staff
member

They're playing it again
There are no torrid sex scenes. There's

no graphic violence. There are no fancy
special effects.

Just a script and a cast of the most
talented Hollywood legends to ever grace
the screen.

It was around seven in the evening
when 1 left Amherst for North Africa, and
let me tell you the fare was more than
reasonable. Three dollars, can you believe
it? I can still hardly believe it myself. Mind
you it just wasn't any where in Africa —
but Casablanca itself.

David

RIVERA
It all seems like a blur now but on

Friday night I was 6000 miles away and
50 years in the past, enjoying champagne
and caviar. You might think I'm bonkers
but I'm telling the truth. I hung out with
Bogie and Bergman — we're pals from
way back. I think we first met when I was
eight, and I've seen them every year since.

Onmywaythrough downtownAmherst
I saw the marquee that simply read-
"CASABLANCA" Salvation, I thought as
I stepped into the Amherst Cinema. Here
I was on my way to the library to (dare I

say it) study, when I decided to leave for
Morocco.

I wasn't alone. The theatre was filled

with a scattering of people. Some were
young and some were not so young. Some
were alone and some were not. Most had
one thing in common though: a love for a
film that stands out as the all-time classic.

"I've seen this movie twenty times,"
claimed Amanda CoHings, a UMass jun-
ior Enghsh major.

Here was a 20-year-old just bursting
with excitement over a movie that was
already 30 years old when she was born.

"I brought tissues for the sad scenes,"
she said.

Of course being the manly man that I

am, I laughed at this, but I did borrow
some — for my allergies of course.

Sitting there, about to watch a 50-year-
old movie, I thought about the night before
when I was watching the latest movie re-

lease staring Jean-Claude Van
Schwarzenegger (whatever his name is).

you know, the one where everyone dies
except the producer and his mother-in-law.

It was supposedly rated for older chil-
dren but I saw families scurrying their
kids away, their hands practically crush-
ing the poor kids' ears into their skulls in
a vain attempt to keep the adult language
from tainting their youth.

I left the mall with an abused, almost
victimized feeling. I had paid to watch
garbage; was I to blame for paying for the
abuse or are the creators of the film to
blame? I'm seldom wrong, so I blame them.

The Amherst Cinema is a classic entity
all by itself. Just by walking in you travel
back in time to the Roaring '20s. It's more
than fitting then that it's showing such a
great film.

From start to finish Casablanca takes
you through a story that has coined more
phrases than any other film.

"I stick my neck out for nobody," Bogie
says, or was that George Bush?

Bogie never really said, "Play it again,
Sam." He says something like it but what
the heck, it's still a great moment.

Josh Zacharias, 9, came with his par-
ents and little sister. Aside from the static
ofthe soundtrack, which reminded him of
a rain storm. Josh said he liked the movie.

"After a while I didn't even notice that
it was in black and white," Josh said, "but
I think I like color movies better." (The kid
has a future with Ted Turner's company.)

In Cambridge, the Brattle Street The-
atre holds an annual Bogie festival with
Casablanca as the highlight. When I^szlo,
a.k.a. Paul Henreid, leads the cafe in

singing "Marseillaise," (the national an-
them ofFrance) drowning out the Gestapo
ofticers trying to sing"Watch on the Rhine,"
Harvard students stand and sing right
along with the patriots of "Rick's Cafe
Americain." I don't know the words so I

hum.
I don't know any movie today that can

create that reaction. Most people who stand
up in today's theaters are either notcoming
back or off to the bathroom.

They just don't make movies the way
they used to. I know I sound like your
grand-dad, but it's the truth.

Here's looking at you. . .

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.
I

.
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'Easy cash' classifieds are scamming desperate students
Cruise ships now hiring!!! Read books for cash!!! Earn

bigbucks!$!$!$!!!

Has anyone else seen these great employment op-
portunities in their favorite newspapers and magazines?
If you haven't I think maybe you ought to learn to read
because there's no way you could miss them if you do.
They're everywhere. We're bombarded by them, especially
in publications geared towards students.

James J.

BROWN
You may have been curious about them, wondering if

they were really scams or not. Or maybe, like me, you
were wondering how they could possible be in the
classifieds section of so many newspapers without the
Better Business Bureau or some otherconsumerwatchdog
group shutting them down. They must be at least

somewhat legit if they're allowed to print these adver-
tisements and no one has filed suit against them. Right?

Come on, I bet you've wondered the same thing, even if

you don't want to admit it.

Thought I'm ashamed to admit it, I recently gave in to

curiosity and found out more about these too-good-to-be-

true offers— the hard way ofcourse. The most important
thing I learned is that they are all a bunch of bullshit.

How do I know for sure? Well, beUeve it or not I fell for the

gimmick and actually sent away for some of this stuff.

You would be amazed how many other people have too,

and I'm sure all of us did it for the same reason. At least

I know why I did it. The one weakness I had which made
me give place my hopes (and money) in something I

normally would have distrusted was neither stupidity

nor gullibility. Even more simple than that, I was des-

perate.

Worse than that, I know I am not alone. There is a

larger issue involved here. Our country is in seriously

bad shape right now. Things will get better, I hope, but

not for a while. Until then we all have to make sacrifices.

A huge amount of people in the American workforce are

being restructured right out of the job or just system-

atically done away with completely. Fine, but where does

that leave us students, most of us young adults? Simple

again: jobless.

I blame the situation on 12 years of Reaganomics, a
stagnant, self-serving privileged class, and soon to be ex-
President Bush giving the veto power he wields a bad
name. There are those who will disagree with me on this,
the cause, but I am sure we all agree on the effect.
Students are in a terrifying predicament right now. We
are forced to do anythingwe can to survive in a disastrous
economy. Most of us had nothing to do with the bringing
about of this bleak state of affairs (how many of us have
been old enough to vote for more than a few years, ifthat?)
but now we have to live with it. Some of us have been
forced to take drastic measures.

The outfits that run these scam offers are nothing but
the worst kind of slime. They offer to help, but all they
want is to take your money. This should be easy enough
to figure out, butwhen you're desperateyoull do desperate
things. These scams know the position we're stuck in.

Why do you think they advertise so often in student
newspapers? Not everyone will be graduating soon but
we all need at least a summerjob. Unfortunately, in 1992
we are unlikely to get a decent job, or any job for that
matter, until things get better economically. These
scamsters know this so to them we're easy prey.
When you've tried every other option and you still

come up with nothing, these offers may look halfway
decent to you. You may even think, "Hey, why not? I've

tried everything else." Don't do it! Here are the facts.

They charge ridiculous amounts ofmoney for information
that you can get yourselfjust as easily. Then they reas-
sure you into sending them money by offering you a
money-back guarantee that is so restricted it becomes
next to impossible to get anything back from them at all,

no matter what you do.

Students are the most likely to fall for this scam
operation, and the least able to afford the money they rip

off from you. They will not get you a job or a chance to

"earn extra money in your spare time." Take it from me.
I am among the many unfortunates who found out the
hard way.

I hope the scams go bankrupt someday and stop
terrorizing us, but I know they never will — not with so
many unsuspecting (or should I say, suspecting) victims

willing to reluctantly go along with their offers when they
feel they've exhausted every other possibility.

As for me, I'll find a job when school's out, eventually.
Maybe I can run an ad offering the "career opportunity of
a lifetime." I'll just tell people to send a cash or credit
payment of $39.95 for my new informational packet,
guaranteed to get them a job. Then I'll send these custom-
ers a copy ofthe Help Wanted section ofthe Sunday paper
and tell them they can only get their money back if they
mail me personally signed letters of rejection from the
CEOs of at least 20 Fortune 500 corporations. Don't
laugh. It has probably already been done.

James J. Brown is a UMass student.

Send us stuff
We love to receive letters. Itmeansyou *re

reading thepaper, you're thinking about
the paper, and you care enough about
what's going on to toss in your two cents.

Swell! But like everything else, there
are a few rules:
Keep your letter under 50 lines— very

important.
Type (and doublespace) your letter —

also important.
Includeyourname, address andphone

number — extremely, extremely impor-
tant!

Anonymous letters will not be printed.
Letters may be edited for grammar,

clarity and length.
You can mail your letter to us or drop

by the office at 113 Campus Center —
we're in the basement.
Go on.

Make us happy, and impress your
friends.

i Ti
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Alts St living
Heartfelt Blood & Stones is powerful
By ERICA C. PLOUFFE
Collegian Correspondent

Blood& Stones, writtenandperformedbyDeborah Lubar,
is a play compiled of diffei-ent stories based upon the lives of
Israeli and Palestinian women. This heartfelt and humorous
drama ran from September 10 thix)ugh the 12th at the Hallie
Flanagan Studio Theatre at Smith Collie.

Lubar, an associate professor of theatre at Smith,
traveled to Israel and intei-viewed Israeli and Palestin-
ian women in order to learn more about the impending
conflict between Jews and Arabs.

Lubar described to the audience through the portray-
als of her six extremely well-developed characters the
confusion, prejudices, aspirations and opinions they felt

concerning this intrinsic and powerful conflict.

The play centers itself around three Jewish women
t«llingthe stories oftheir lives and the personal challenges
of the Jewish and Ai-abian conflict that they are still

trying to overcome. Although all characters, both Israeli
and Palestinian, were played by Lubar. it seemed as
though the stage were full of highly animated and tal-

ented actresses waiting for their story to be told.

The Palestinian womens' histories were very power-
ful, but not enough time was spent on their stories to fully
comprehend the many plights that these women and
their people have suffered. Nevertheless, Lubar gives a
voice to the Palestinian women whose culture normally
does not allow them to speak their thoughts and opinions
as freely as they should.

Lubar explains, "My Jewishness allowed Jewish
women to open their personal stories more fully to than
the Palestinians who, understandably, told them with a
more political edge. And even when I was with Palestinian
women long enough for us to relax with one another, I

still had to converse with most ofthem through translators,
all of whom were young Arab men."

The play begins in a kitchen where Bruria, an older
Jewish woman, reminisces about her childhood and the
sacrifices she made for her country and religion. Lubar
then takes the audience to an an Arabian woman whose
son has been taken as a prisoner in a war camp. She is

alone, with neither husband nor son to protect her from
the soldiers that terrorize her and ransack her home

during the night.

We are also introduced to Nuha, whose husband lefl

her and their little girl. Nuha explains to the audience
that she tries to teach her little girl what it means not to

be free, so one day she will appreciate liberation.

As we return to Bruria's home, her comical and good-
natured friend Rosie arrives. It seems that Rosie's sense
of humor hides the painful sides of the stories she tells.

Also introduced is Rosie's cousin Alia. Alia is a very timid
and and unstable Jewish woman just arriving from
Russia to the West Bank, the setting of the play.

This play is beautifully written, directed and executed.
Last Spring, Lubar toured Bloixi & Stones with the di-

rector, Marianne Lust, to theatres and universities in the
northeast and midwest. Lubar and Lust have also worked
together in Life and Fate, a play about the Holocaust
written by Frank Wiseman. Lubar has shed a new light

on the Arabian and Jewish contention.
She helps give a better understanding of the ongoing

conflict's history and problems, given through the eyes
and voices of six very diverse women whose opinions
would not be heard in their own country.

LIFE IMITATES ART- Judy Davis, Woody Allen and Mia Farrow star in director Woody Allen's latest film, Husbands and Wives The movie eerilv mirror.. All^n-. r^J?r^^'lT^""' ".^u"^^^

lJSItn'r ' '"""^ ^"-'^ ''""'"' """^ ^^-^' '"" ^'^ ™™8e .o .s wi,e ,FaU ,a,,s apart. The TRLSTAR .lease also LT^yd^^'SS, bI^;: ot*,';°at' Nees^: an^

Not your ordinary 'toons
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Have you ever wondered who the ar-
tistic wizards are behind the illustrations
of your favorite cartoons, childhood
storybooks, magazines, or even textbooks?
I admit that until very recently I never
considered the serious nature and artistic

value of this type of illustration. In fact,

my idea of this genre was of a large room
containing an assembly line of smiling
illustrators, some watercolors and maybe
a few Crayolas.

A trip to The Northampton Center for

the Arts to view the Eighth Annual Illus-

trators Exhibition quickly cured me ofmy
ignorance regarding this art form.
The exhibit, sponsored by The Western

Massachusetts Illustrators Guild runs
until October 4th and displays various
works by some of the 30 nationally known
illustrators who belong to the guild.

Water colors, paper sculptures, oils,

fabric and thread work, and even silk

batik can be viewed at the exhibit, and
subjects range from cartoon characters to

personal works. Pieces such as magazine
and newspaper illustrations, political car-
toons, advertisements, game boards and
even a quilt range from sarcastic to serene
to just silly.

The images of some of our favorite
childhood stories, such as Jack in the
Beanstalk and Little Duck's Bicycle Ride,
as well as cartoon favorites like "The Little

Mermaid" and "The Flinstones" grace the

walls. These pieces not only allow us to
rehve a bit of childhood, but in this light
stand up individually as clever, dehcate,
humorous, valid artistic efforts.

The Western Massachusetts Illustra-
tors Guild existed as the offshoot of the
area chapter of the National Society of
Children's Book Writers in the 1970s and
was reorganized in 1982 by Tom Leamon
ofAmherst and Ruth Sanderson ofWare.

Leamon explains that the guild, which
sponsors meetings once a month in alter-
nating homes, offers members alliance,
advice, exposure to agents, market shar-
ing and support. A producer of political
cartoons, textbook illustrations, and visual
aids such as slides and film strips, Leamon
asserts that the isolated and individualistic
nature of illustrating can be lonely and
frustrating, and that the guild serves as a
support system to members.

Anillustratorsince 1949and Rhode Island
School of Design graduate, Leamon praises
the unique ability ofthe illustrators to create
scenes which could never lie photographed,
which are fueled by the imagination and
which cannot be equaled by even the most
advanced computer gi-aphics.

So, for those of you who like to doodle,
thumb through old storybooks, or simply
get gratification from really neat illustra-

tions, stop by The Northampton Center
for the Arts. The exhibit will be a worth-
while escape from the sometimes over-
bearing nature of the beginning of the
semester, and may even shed some light

on this genre as a serious art form as well.
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Union Program Council to hold first meeting
By TONY WESTCOTT
Collegian Staff

At 6 p.m. this evening in Campus Center Room 917, the
Umon Program Council (UPC) will hold its first General
CommitteeMeeting forany students interested inbecoming
mvolved in a student organization that provides UMass
with new and exciting musical entertainment.
UPC is a Registered Student Organization (RSO)

which was founded by UMass students 16 years ago. It
has hosted concerts on the UMass campus by REM, U2
Talking Heads and INKS, well before they became na-
tional stars.

Even more impressive, every concert UPC held during
the last academic year proved a success. Last year's
concerts by Dinosaur Jr., 3rd Bass, Shabba Ranks, Jello
Biafra, Cordelia's Dad, Superchunk and Pearl Jam gar-
nered both acclaim by students and impressive turnouts,
culminating in the grand '92 Spring Concert (always free
to all UMass students), which featured Rippopotamus,
the Mighty Mighty Bosstones, flREHOSE, Phish, the
Beastie Boys and Fishbone.
An average UPC concert is a major undertaking that

requires many dependable student members so that
shows may run smoothly. Whether you're a casual music
fan who'd like to work occasionally as security for a show,
earning a free T-shirt and catching a free concert or
would like to become more involved, UPC is, as Talent
Coordinator Brad Palkevich says, "the bestwayon campus
to get your foot in the door of the music industry."

Former UPC members have even gone on to careers at
Metropolitan Entertainment and record companies such
as Polygram.

Because UPC takes into consideration student feed-
back (through surveys conducted both at General Com-
mittee Meetings and the events themselves) and must

carefully organize and coordinate every detail in produc-
ing a show from contacting agents to lighting, the many
diversified posts within UPC are filled by serious, hard-
working students who all started by taking that first step
by attending a UPC General Committee Meeting and
getting involved.

r. TT.""'?!^ °«°°° ''"^"^- ' y°^ J°" ^^^' y°" »°° ^°"'d ^^'^ ^^"^i^y- g«» - ^^^ ^^irt and caTch ^Trrshow'
like the Mighty Mighty Bosstones, who performed at the most recent Spring Concert.
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There's a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP 48SX or an
HP48S between June 1, 1992,
and October 31, 1992. You'll get

a bonus book that's good for free

software, a free PC link cable
and hundreds of dollars back
on applications -like electrical
and mechanical engineering-
memory cards, training tools,

games, and HP's infran^l printer

It's a really big olTer. Worth mon*
than $500. And it's going to

make your HF48 cji](ulati)r even
more valuable to yf)U. The free
serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free software disk lets you
ent<?r and plot equations easily
do 3D plotting, and analyze
polynomials.

' l!t92 Hewlett Packard Company P(J12203B

Beyond all the bonuses, you 11

have the right calculator for

your most challenging classes.

HP 48 calculators have over
21(K) built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and cah ulus.

Head over t/) the campus book-
store now. After all, you don't
see this kind of (Je;il every day
HP calculators. The iK'st for

your success.

^ HEWLETT
PACKARD

tMMaiiX.ti»Jtj..
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Wandering wildlife aborts flight

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"Ifyou have built castles in the air,

your work need not be lost.

Thai is where they should be.

Now put thefoundations under them."

—Henry David Thorcau

WORCESTER. Mass. (AP)— The crew
of a USAir DC-9 aborted a takeoff from

Worcester Airport Monday, blowing four

of the plane's tires and forcing the evacu-

ation of 67 passengers, an airport official

said.

No injuries were reported in the 7:00

a.m. incident.

"The captain decided to abort takeoff

when the pilot saw some sort of wildlife

crossing the runway," said Deborah
Ledwell, Worcester Airport director.

"He blew the tires when he applied the

brakes to abort takeoff."

Flight 234 was about to takeoff on a
flight to Philadelphia, Ledwell said. She
said the passengers were safely evacu-
ated down emergency chutes and brought
back to the terminal.

Authorities were unable to say what
kind of animal or animals crossed the

runway. Ledwell said there was one report

that it was a deer, another that it was a
coyote.

The Federal Aviation Administration
is investigating the incident.

Learn Your Way Around The World
# Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain

# Courses in liberal arts and international business

# Fluency in a foreign language not required

# Home-stays with meals

# Field trips

# Financial aid applies

Application deadlines:

April 30 for fall semester. October 20 for spring semester

For a program description and an application packet, write or call:

Institute for Study Abroad Programs
308 Warner Hall

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

1 University Plaza

Platteville, Wisconsin 53818-3099

(608) 342-1726

JREADW

The thrill of rock climbing,
the safety & convenience of a machine.

KEISER

NAUTILUS

FREE-WEIGHTS

STAIRJVIASTERS

LIFE CYCLES

LIFE ROWER

BIOCYCLES

CYBEXUBE

NORDIC TRACK

TREADMILLS

ffJjgW'^Wi^J^

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

West
South
Amherst
256-0080

D.V. P.
UMass Distinguished Visitors Program

New Members Meeting
6 PM Tuesday, September 15th

Campus Center Room 802

-refreshments--

Our past speakers include:

John Densmore Chuck D
Louis Farrakhan Anne Simonton
Helen Caldicott John Updike

Become a member ofDVP and:

Bring lecturers you admire to UMass
Meet and go out to dinner with your
favorite speakers

Gain valuable experience

For more information call us at 545-0920
or stop by our office 415 SUB

PI KAPPA ALPHA
The Fraternity with a Commitment to Excellence^

a

LIFELONG

FRIENDSHIPS

STRONG
ATHLETICS

-OLYMPIC-

WEIGHT ROOM

CONVENIENT
LOCATION

UNPARALELLED
SOCIAL LIFE

STRESSED

ACADEMICS
-TWO COMPUTERS
-COURSE HLES

\B EXCELLENT

\ MEAL PLAN

^

UNCLE SAM IVANTS YOU TO:

RUSH PIKE
FALL 1992 OPEN RUSH

8-10PM SEPTEMBER
15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 28, 29

549-8373
418 N. PLEASANT ST

COLLEGIAN

EPCOT gunman commits suicide
Tuesday, September 10, 1992 / Poc^e II

LAKEBUENAVISTA,Fla.(AP)— The
former boyfriend of a Walt Disney World
employee fired a shotgun at guards and
briefly took two hostages before he killed
himself inside Epcot Center.

Allen J. Ferris, 37, confronted a guard
at the park after closing Saturday night
and demanded to see his former girlfriend,

but he was refused, Orange County
sheriffs spokesman Jim Solomons said
Sunday.

Two other guards confronted Ferris,
who pulled a shotgun from a tote bag and
fired three times at the first guard, who
fled unharmed. The two other guards also
ran, but they stopped when Ferris fired

again and were taken hostage for about 10
minutes in a restroom, Solomons said.

Sherifll's deputies surrounded the area
and Ferris released the guards. He later
emerged and yelled: "Shoot me! Shoot me!
You're going to have to kill me!" Solomons
said. Moments later, Ferris held the
shotgun to his head and fired.

I
UMass is a dry campus.

Honest.
Another tun

tact tronn your

triends at ttie

Collegian.

Bringing you
tons ot tun tacts

all year long.

The

Collegian

tells you

what the

D.C. Is

serving

for

breakfast,

lunch and

dinner.

Try not to

hold it

against

us.

19,000 copies
every

gosh-darned
day.

GRE/LSAT
Intensive

Instruction:
Individuals &
Groups (to 3)
Guaranteed

Minimum Score
Verbal & Math:

600+ Each
THE IVIEIMTOR
RROGRAIVI

(413) 256-87B8
(413) 253-3337

• AEROBICS -

Low Impact

Step

^Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

LIfecycles

Blocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

Round Tnps from N«w York Sorting ae

G^CUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 685

, BANGKOK 949
Taxes not included. Rtstrictlant apply.

Fares sub|ect to chan(« A availabilit)r.

Call about one wayL Wa liau*

EURAIL paasM on th« SPOTI

79 South PTosam Street
Amhem. MA0ICX)2

256-1261

NOTHARDER.
We're working smarter,

too. So you don't have

to work harder.

For us, it means an ongoing rela-

tionship with educators and profes-

sors, striving to understand what's

Like the TI-68, an advanced scien-

tific that solves up to five simulta-

neous equations, performs complex
numbers and offers formula

programming.

Plus a whole lot more.

No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a

TI scientific or business calculator

that's right for you. Do the smart

thing: make one of them a part

of your professional personality

now, and for the years to come,

^u'll be on your way to work-

ing smarter. Instead of harder.

Try the entire line ofTl scien-

tific and business calculators at

your local TI retailer.

^ Texas
Instruments

needed to help them make math
concepts come alive.

It means continually working

with students like you, discovering

firsthand what you expect fi-om the

calculator you select.

The result? Calculators that are

highly recommended by your

teachers and peers. Calculators

that are perfectly matched to your

major and your coursework.

The TI-81 is a perfect example.

It offers the most comprehensive,

easy-to-use graphing features

available with extensive pro-

gramming capabilities.

And there are others.

The TI-36X SOLAR, a ^eKeral

purpose workhorse powered by

ANYLITE™ solar cells so you

never need batteries.

The BA U PLUS!" Fbr business

students, this is the one to get.

It handles time-value-of-money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal

rate of return (IRR) and net present

value (NPV).

o:-' -*> ^^ ^

« - *r«,

T o»n

" TradrmaiVprTStMTn'.trumrnts Incorporated

' Iw; Ti-x.i»4o«n wfii i ,i ^ 1 n.nrporarcd IHCWKMB

V MAILIN REBATE ^<^

when you buy the TI-60X, TI-68 or BAII PLUS'"
HERE'S
HOW: 1. Save your original cash register receipt.

2. Clip the proofof-purchase UPC bar code
from package.

3. Complete this mail-in rebate certificate.

4. Send all three items to the address below.

MAIL
TO: BACKT0.SCHOOL REBATE OFFER

Tcxa.s Instruments Incorporated

RO. Box 53 • Lubbock, Texas 79408

NAME iri.EAS£ PRIN n

ADDRESS

CITY STATt. m.
TERMS ANDCONDmONS: rh„„«e, v.l,df™p„ah»nh»t^n»t. I 'ii.nJM'Uli AllcU.m.
m,.,ih.-rr,„vrdbvll W •); All.m H-IOwMk,lmpn«f«m«, S.ndthi.compl,trd(orm.lon.w>.hrh.
mlginul

,
a(h itiibkt rr. ripi and thr proi)»<,<purt h.w har cod. to ih. ddmi .hov* Thi. onginal m>ilm <mi(ii Mr IT.UM « i. >m|«nv vour mqunt and mav mi. t» duplii andm repi^xlM. nl N,« rrdcmubV m

vour »OT llflCT valid tmlv a, >raKd on ih» (nrni and only in <\yeUSA CJ«n vn,d . hot pnjhihiwl ui«i
li.rn!»d. or rtilntrcd l.imit one ntw. ptr himwhold o, additv< T«M Initmmrnt. irwrvr, th, ri(hi

„'

dm^nnnurthnpnigram »t anv timf and *irhout nofn.- J
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Is Back On Campus-3 Days Only!

LADIES & MEMS CLOTHIMG FROM THE TOP 5
SPECIALTY STORES IIU THE UIUITED STATES AT
40% - 80% OFF THEIR ORIGINAL PRICES!!!

LADIES & MEIU'S

Denim
Jeans

LADIES & MEN'S LADIES & MEN'S
'""*^^*^*

I Sweaters

$9.99 $16.99 $12,99
Comp.$18-$40 Comp. $34-$106 I Comp.$24-$48

LADIES & MEN'S

Shirts

LADIES & MEN'S

Denim Shorts Skirts

Comp. $28'$42

• •

to 14.99

LADIES & MEN'S

Pants

Comp. $26-$36 Comp. $24-$100 Comp. $28-$100

V^ QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS

LOCATION :

UMASS
Campus Center
Room 101
Lower Level

3 Days Only

HOURS

:

WED.- Sept 16to tok
/•

UaHaHta

FE - Sept 18to to Spm
413-549-6000 ' Fvt 7^^o

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
WHEM ^Okl THl^tC HOVJ WELL
B^s\c ^ppLl^NC£s work,
ITS H^ftD TD BtHEVE
AHIOHt EVER GETS OK

AN MRPL/VNE.

\
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

lo»kii^9 w«*«4ti%

VMM)*

5ke )oi'tf bccciwtff

sUe's %tQ\fs v«dw

»k« ^\<^^^«ll•$ dvv

*«^>f cU piciffic

By JIM

Wtiiktt «»\i

st«rUa WitiK^
off pi«c«s cf *«^

MORT!

TOUR
OF

CAMPUS

PRICE

SPEftKlNG OF UOVvSS

ARCHITECTS, THERE"
ARE A COUPLc of
6UILbiM6S TWArT It
LIKE TOnoeMTlOM.

HEM B^NNitor'
MM AUCUV^NC5

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

8eK:NiD mE i$ r»^ F. A.C. -

FINE ARTS CENTER
T>1E0R"Y IS, IT WOKS UKE A &Rm>
PlAiMO Ff?OfY\ SPACE. J

MSIDE, THERE P*£^
REMARKABLE FEW
CUS5RO0rA$ AMD
the roof ami) ihe
Pipes leak so
t^DCf , YOU AUV>Qjr

MEED VuAl>eRS, HE^tE
THE U(MeREU>

i/^
By SUZANNE PALMER
RUtW H^') IT TH^T TH\5 PART,

Known as the "art gRiDfef
HA5 CRACICS IN IT 30 6\6 yov
CAN SEE Ttve 6mjMb B6LDUJ.

^

Quote of the Day
Time wounds all heels."

- Groucho Marx.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

HECK WO.MOUTHinK

y PRICE VAN RAY

X'M GONNA 6oq

Some: ba^-samg

<^-|Mf|i

BeCAwSE TMt REACT16N to last
F^-lWiX'j RAWtrt. \)lOLt.>^
S-TtilP HhS JfetN t£ss tWAN
specThL^iuse, MA^^<JeMtNT
HKS<MAi1\L.><) DtCiOtP TO
^Lto^O n« fUfcJW TB R£SP0H»

wnWHvf OWN 6.Pil6R*u OplNlOW

Mfl KTMOyGH X vJNDfcRSlANP

»»NP RtSPtt-T Kv. OP >(ooR

0(>\NlDN^^ X OO HAVJt TCkrPi'V

:i: -THiNit yoo'PE ^LL (\

son f -tuiep FANsifs
WHO ^^^''T STKNOTH'

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARIES (March 2 1 -Afjril 1 ')): Sonu--

ont' nwy Ix' Iryinj' lo usi- your l.ilenis

lor Irtf. Authors jnd songwrik-rs hc-.ir

the swi'i'l riiij; ol ihf t <ish rogislt-r. A
( lose rcljiconslilp could undergo an
.ihrupl ch.ingo.

TAURUS (April 2()-M,iy 201:

Miti^lc u III) ihi' crowd at d business

luncheon. You could m.ike.in im()or-

l.inl conl.K I or pick uf) helplul inlor-

niiilion. Reluse lo compete il some-
one ( h.inpes the rules .iller the KJme
hegins.

GEMINI (May Jl-lune 20): A
woncledul lime lo pursue .1 dream or

wrile yout own love sloiy. Your ari;u-

menls arc hijjhly compellinK. draw-
ini; l)olh slranjjers and i lose lies into

your (orner.

CANCER I lune 2 1 -July 221: A part-

ner or iriend surprises you with a

ihouijhtlul gill or clever business sug-

geslion. You will l)e riding the crest ol

popularity tonight. Ollx'rs admire your
enthusiaslii approach lo lite.

LEO(|uly 2 »-Aug. 221: Agoodday
lo reline your plans. Household de-
signs lake shape, romance has a new
look, and events at a distance arouse

your curiosity. Someone who is in the

s|)olliglil admires you.

VIRCOi Aug.2 ?-St>pt.22l: Some-
ihing wonderlul will hapfx-n today,

though I'm not quite sure what. I

guess you'll just have lo wail and see

instead ol jumping the gun and read-

ing this.

LIBRAlSepi. 23-Ocl. 22): Be ready

to make changes in your daily s< hed-
ule. A new, more exciting, project is

coming your way. Co-workers will l)e

es|XH-ially friendly and have a lot lo

say.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Widen your horizons. Makings long-

distance phone call will start a new
chapter in your lite. Travel ( >r a chance
to reac h a larger segment ol the pub-
lic IS ,11 hand.

SAGITTARIUSINov. 22-Dec. 2 1 ):

II is vital that an alliance be handled
in the most diplomatic way (XJSsihIe.

You want loconsolidale recent gains,

not sJiake the toundalions of your
tulure linancial security.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. U)):

Guard against lorcing issues on the

job. (iood things come lo those who
patiently |X'rlormtheirduty. Romance
inspires you to try new things. Distant

horizons lx*ckon.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Be
on guard it you enter unexplored
territory or an unusual relationship.

You will he Ik'si oil among close

Iriends this evening. An emotional
relationship deepens it you say the

right words.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Bar

the door lo ideas and |)eople you
instiniively distrust. Instead, iVxruson

home, lamily and what you know
Ik'sI. An older person oilers good
advice.

AMOTHER

THIN6.

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Brooke C. Wheeler

Copy Editor Martin Jones

PhotoTechnicicin Chris Evans

Production Supervisor Lisajezowski

Production Dana Dorman,

Michael Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH

Italian Sausage Grinder

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Veggies with Dill

Chicken Cutlet

DINNER
Tacos

Chicken Fajitas

BASICS DINNER
Veggie Tacos

Chicken Fajitas

TIh- opinions cxprcssorl on this p.igc .w those of the cartoonists and (Jo not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegum or the University

ACROSS
1 Spanish
dwelling

5 Dismay
10 Fido and Fala

1

4

Object loudly

1

5

Powdery
16 Km Te Kanawa

offering

1

7

Dili, of old

18 Nourishing

20 Bell's invention

22 Van Gogh
miheu

23 Have faith

24 Fuss
25 Frozen rain

27 Confederations
33 Item on Miss

Muffef's menu
34 Always,

poetically

35 Animal body
36 Black cuckoo
37 Word with

sweet or nut

39 Kindled
40 Sharp pain

42 Printer's

measures
43 Beauty's name
45 Jason's crew
48 The Ram
49 Otto —

Bismarck
50 Massanet's

operatic

heroine

52 Ascended
55 Types of

puzzles

59 Impinges
61 Cheer
62 Laurel or

Musial

63 Defraud

64 Jealousy

65 Heavy weights
66 "— of

Endearment"
67 Jacob's son:

Var

DOWN
1 Gossip
2 Highest quality

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

3 Suffering from
heat

4 Rearranged
5 Oriental

nursemaids
6 Jai alai ball

7 Discomfort

8 Egyptian
dancer

9 Caustic stuff

1 Customers
11 Of an important

period

12 Exhaust
13 Utters

1 9 Nothing, in

Madrid
21 Places
24 Broadcasts
25 Scotland's —

Flow
26 Kind of eclipse

28 Smallest

number
29 Allow

30 Crashes
31 Rousseau hero
32 Fills to capacity
37 Nasty

38 Ostrich cousin
41 Exerts authority

43 Cries from the

fold

44 Area of

Ethiopia on
Red Sea

46 Double
negative

47 Flow

51 Party givers

52 Remainder
53 "—each life..,"

54 Peruse

55 Each anagram
56 One-name star

57 Shoreline

recess

58 River in Ukraine
60 Behave

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

8/3/92
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1
11 11 12 13
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UPC
PRODUCTIONS

FIRSXMEETING:

CAMPUS CENTER

WE WANT YOU!!!
to be a

HEAR16 BOARD MEMBER

r >
If You're a...

1 . Full-Tline Undergraduate

2. Not Currently on a Disciplinary Sanction

4. Interested in Judicial Affairs

^

HELPmm YOU CONCERTS!!
IF YOU LIKE SDNCERTS & MUSIC, YOU'LL LIKE US!

Apply now to be a Hearing Board Member.

'framing Held Sept. 29 & 30 from 7-10:00

Applications available at

RESDENTIAL CLUSTER OFFICES &

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE • 227 WHITMORE

CALL NOW! !

!

Orchard Hill/Central Area Office • B-30 Baker • 545-1333

Dean of Students Office • Whitmore • 545-2684

Welcome Back!
from the Mather Career Center staff

1992 Fall Open House

rr

\

Join us for a celebration at our Satellite Office on
the Main Campus in Curry Hicks !!

Meet Career Center staffand employers from Filene's, General Electric,

United Technologies, Providence Hospital, John Hancock Insurance ^

Field Experience Information*

SENIORS: Get your personalized

Career Planning Packet

Wednesday and Thursday
September 16& 17

10:00 a.nn. - 3:00 p.m.
Curry Hicks Lawn

(Across from Herter Hall....weather permitting)

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning, and Placement •Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224

Where Careers Take Off!

Continuous Workshops

COLLEGIAN

Jeff
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continued from page 16 '
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stop drug lords than Michael press a button to show
the scant highlights that the show possesses.

What sane man actually believes that the but-
tons Michael presses call up the game action he
descnbes. It's pitiful how Michael will show only two
or three plays from each game and call it coverage.

The saddest thing about the Sports Machine is
how it seems that the middle ten minutes are
always dedicated to auto-racing. I know auto-racing
might be popular in some places (like Indianapolis,
Dayton, and Nashville) but if I have to sit through
one more Richard Petty highlight film, I'll be able
to write the mans' biography myself.

As for Michael, the man is so annoying. He looks
like he is perpetually constipated. He always has to
add things after the show's features Uke he's actually
important in the featured athlete's life.

A new show debuted last night on Channel 40.

1

already forget the name (that's how good it is), but it

is pretty horrible. The hosts of the show acted as
though Bob Zupcic should win a Gold Glove for an
okaycatch over the three feetbullpen wall in Fenway.

Besides that travesty, the hosts promised to
bring us Indian highlights in forthcoming shows.
Not Cleveland Indian highlights, but Springfield
Indian highlights. Who the hell cares about a minor
league hockey team in Springfield?

If I wanted to see minor league hockey I would
rent a double feature of "Slapshot" and the Rob
Lowe classic "Youngblood," not turn on the TV to
watch the news.

Back to the Sports Machine for the final thoughts.
Michael has his show syndicated all over the U.S.
and despite this making many people sick, it does
have at least one good point.

What is that good point? Well, it shows me that
if a loser, and I do mean loser, like Michael can
make it big in the U.S. peddhng trash, and I do
mean trash, like the Sports Machine, then there is

a place in the sports world for someone like me.
Thanks for that Michael, but for everything else, no
thanks. I have four letters for anyone reading this-

ESPN. End of story.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

Goldsmith gets fifth in Nationals
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Senior Dan Goldsmith surprised a lot of people at the
National Collegiate Cycling Championships in Chicago
this weekend, pulling an upset by placing fifth in the kilo
time trial.

"I rode the ride of my life," Goldsmith said. "People
looked up when I finished and said, where the hell have
you been?*"

Goldsmith's fifth place time of 1:09:8 minutes in the 1

kilometer time trial wasjust inches away from first place
winner Dirk Kopeland's time of 1:09.01. Still, Goldsmith
had good reason to be proud of his finish.

Goldsmith trained without a coach or on a professional
team in past years, racing with the UMass cycling team.
He spent the last two weeks of summer at Chicago
propping for the Championships, and he said he thought
it paid off.

"I dedicated my whole summer for this," he said.
Goldsmith was fatigued by his stirring performance
Friday and failed to qualify for the 200M match sprints.
He said that the performance alone in the kilo was worth
everything however.

The 1 kilometer time trial, or "kilo" as it is known to
racing irisiders, begins with 45 competitors, and cyclists
are eliminated on the basis oftheir times. Goldsmith was
alive aft«r the preliminaries, and while his preliminary
time was in the top 10, it was still a huge upset to finish
fifth.

"I placed better than some former national champs,

and there were two racers who competed in the Olympics
this summer," he said. "Looking back, 1 think I performed
well above anyone's expectations."

The big question facing the senior Hotel, Restaurant
and Travel Administration major is what to do aft«r
graduation. Many elite cyclists hire coaches orjoin teams
to help them train all year round for Championship
meets, including the Olympics.

"Without a degree, I can't guarantee myselfthe type of
lifestyle that I would like to lead. Goldsmith said. "School
has always been the most important thing for me."

Still, with four years oftraining, could Goldsmith be a
contender for the U.S. team that will represent the
country in Atlanta?

"I don't really know," said Goldsmith. "It's difficult to
say four years down the road. I do know I can produce
good times, even without a coach. What I learned this
weekend was that I can compete with the elite cyclists in
the country."

STUOy HARD.
We would if we
could, but we're

too busy doing this

newspaper stuff.

Maybe tomorrow...

Recycle
this

Collegian.

It'll make you feel good.

Landscape Company

• Design

• Installation

• Organic Lawn Care

Susan Redmond
Janine Blackweldcr 413-296-4337

The Collegian's
Pro(duction

Department is

now accepting
applications for
Night Graphics

positions.

NOW
HIRING!

^^^^-

103 Campus
Center

545-1864

Mac experience
preferred but
not necessary.
Any full-time

undergraduate
may apply.

FlEX

FITNESS CENTER
A M N i I S T , MA

The Valley's Leading Weight Training Facility
175 UnivefSily Onve . Amherst • 253-3539

University Health Services

has a NEW TTY number:

,545-5905

TONIGHT
OPEN STAGE NIGHT

MC PETE FREE

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30

THE (^ PUB
(:i:li:»i<ahuS UFvJPxS in A.Miii:Ksr

I'X.H •
I
'»'»

•15 EAST PLEASAHT STREET^
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Classifieds
FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Five Colleges European Club
Fall '92 First meeting
Thursday 9/17/92 7:30 PM
UMass Campus Center RM 162

Info 546-3727

Tutor For Credit
With the Community Empowerment
Program. We're an outreach group
teaching E.S.L. to emigres form the

former U.S.S.R.

First Meeting
Tuesday September 15, 4:30 PM

6th Floor Lounge/Herter

UMass

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Ford Granada. Rebuilt engine,
good condition. Must sell! S600 OBO.
Call Kristen 253-9652.

1989 Hyundai Excel 3 door standard.
only 15000 miles original owner S3600 or

B.O. 546 5818 or 545-3330.

1986 Ford Mustang 4 speed. 4 cylinder
A/C. power everything, 76.000 miles,
S2500/Best Offer 549-3674

85 Plymouth Horizon
Low miles neg. New brakes & tires

Steph 665 2947^

1982 Renauh Fuego
81K on strong eng.

S600 253 3891 Brad

Tandy 1000EXPC includes keyboard
color monitor Dot matrix printer and
software (Deskmatel Great condition S250
or 80
Smith Corona PowerWord Processor 5000
nearly brand new w/diskettes, printing
cartridges, and variety of printing wheels
S200 or BO 546 6683.

12* TV - Inexpensive
Jason 6-1413

Exploding company seeks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,
earn bonuses, free carl Call Deb 253-7502
Leave message

Models Needed
Girls of UMass 1993 Calendar
Call 508-753-1253 For Info

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Amherst Copy Center no longer ac-

cepts purchase orders from the History

Department at UMass."

Greeks and clubs raise a cool S1,000.00
in just one week!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

And a free Headphone Radio just for

calling 1 800 932 0528 Ext. 65

FOR SALE

Gibson Explorer $350/B.O.
Peavey Bandit 100 watt amp
with scorpion speaker S300/B.O.

Must try. Call Ron 549-5922

HELP WANTED
activist"

~~

Part time jobs for the environment
work with MASSP1RG to pass the
Recycling Initiative S40 60/day
Call Carmen 256 6434

Attention! Excellent Income
(or home assembly work. INFO
504^46 1700. Dept. P1307

Pilot an
Enterprise

No, not on Star Trek. Manage credit card
promo's on campus for National Market-
ing firm. Earn up to S2,500 this term.
Flexible hours. Opportunities. Call

1-e»0-950^422^Ext. 17. _
Postal Jobs Available! Many
positions. Great benefits. Call 1 800-338
3388, ext. P 3306.

INSTRUCTION

Earn Credit learn to Scuba Dive Basic
course, G09. Florida trip, G10. New
England Advanced Course, Gil Basic
Classes start 9/14. For further info call

5452338.

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0760.

LOST

NINTENDO
Plus 10 games
S200 Neg.

Ask for Jake 6-5568

19- RCA Color TV S85
Kenmore Vacuum Cleaner with

attachments

S40 Both xint. 253 3891 Brad

Earn $1.500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ...

Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN 38018
4000

English Tutor Needed. Sutdent needs
help in creative writing. Excellent pay !

!

Debbie 546-2161

Spring Break '93 Sell trips, earn cash
and go free!!! Student travel services is

now hiring campus representatives.

Ski packages also available.

Call 1 800-648 4849.

EVENING JOSm Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

Wanted Childcare for 9 yr old boy in

our home in Leverett Responsible
person with car for some overnights
from 3 PM until 8:30 AM. Call 548-9057.

Sirius sign wanted - will pay handsome
regard for return. No questions asked.
Call 259-1251.

MUSICIANS

Professional Rock/Bluos/Funk/
Reggae Drummer needed for estab-
lished, working band. yeP' 253 0744

Band searching organ/piano player.

Call for details 549 6862

To the man who returned my IDs Thank
you!! LG

ROOM WANTED

Do you want to live in Chadbourn? I will

swap my spot for your spot anywhere in

Central or Orchard Hill. Call 6 5676

Clean, mature 8i responsible student
looking for somewhere to reside.

John 1 567 6651

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 Roommates wanted
Pelham Rd
Great House!
Call Scott

2537896

For rent: Room in house w/2 Grad stu

dents in Millers Falls. 265.00/month mclu
sive. Interested' Call Jeff or Nils at 659
2526 after 6 PM

PERSONALS

Happy Birthday Jon Aronson'
From the S.G.A. and S.W.A.G!

SERVICES

September lawn special
Low maintenance, chemical free natural
creations landscape compan/
Valley and Hilltowns Call 296-4337
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Sports
Water polo thrashes competition at Army

COURTESY RUSS YARWORTH
Co-captain Dan McOsker and the UMass water polo team

dominated play at the Army Invitational this weekend, winning

all four games in the tourney.

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

If preliminary indications are correct, the University
of Massachusetts water polo team could be on to some-
thing.

Coach Russ Yarworth took his troops to the Army
Invitational tournament with a new offense and the pre-

season optimism that Yarworth has always maintained,
and the team has adopted.

The offense and defense passed its first test and the
optimism seemed to hold its foundation as the Minute-
men went 4-0 during Sunday's tournament, taking the
championship for the second time in three years.

"The biggest reason I'm pleased," said Yarworth, "is

that we really didn't play as well as we could, but we still

controlled most of the games we were in. We obviously

played well, but I can see so much room for improvement.
"For the first tournament to come out like that really

makes me look forward to the rest of the season."

It was put up or shut up in the first game as UMass
played archrival lona, and made relatively easy work of

the Gaels, winning 13-8.

Tsan Engin led the Minutemen with five goals in the
opener while Javier Gonzalez scored four goals, and
Jeremy Alters, Jay Peluso, co-captain Dan McOsker and
freshman Fransisco Marini added one each.

The goaltending tandem of Todd Hourihan and Alex
Mujica combined for seven saves.

Game two was a 20-8 whitewash oftheArmy "B" team

.

Engin took a rest while 10 different players scored. Alters
and Gonzalez tossed in four each while Adolpho Oliete

had three and Mariani had two. Also contributing to the
cause were Peluso, McOsker, Rich Schragger, John
Luviano, Bobby Craver, and Dan McAuliffe, all ofwhom
added one each.

Game three against Brown saw the Minutemenjump
out to an 8-4 lead after three iieriods, and they held on in

a hectic fourth quarter for a 9-7 win over the Bears.

Yarworth felt the referees were trying to make the

game more interesting than it was, calling numerous
penalties on the UMass squad.

"We couldn't play offense,"Yarworth said, "and we were
getting kicked out left and right on defense. When you're

up four goals you're either going to be getting a lot of

kickouts or very few. I don't think it was a function ofhow
we were playing. It was more a function of the referees."

Engin was the big gun again as he had three scores.

Speedster Scott Reed and Mariani had two each, and
Oliete and Gonzalez had one each.

Mujica thwarted the Brown offense with 1 1 saves.

The Minutemen allowed Brown a risky nine man-up
situations, but the Bears connected on only three ofthem,
a statistic that Brown will surely improve on in the
coming weeks.

The title was achieved with an 11-7 win over host

Army. The Minutemenjumped out to a 7-3 halftime lead

and never looked back.

Alters and Gonzalez scored three each, Engin and
Mariani scored two each, and Reed tallied one. Mujica
stopped eight shots.

With the team seeming to click on all offensive cylin-

ders for most ofthe weekend, Yarworth said the team "is

very excited about playing defense, which hasn't really

happened before.

"The biggest surprise of the weekend was the way
Francisco Mariani stepped in. He's a prime-time player."

GAME NOTES— Yarworth will remind his players
that they beat Brown last year at Army, then proceeded
to lose to the Bears four straight times during the season.
"We don't want to be really psyched up about it," he said.

"There is still room for improvement."

Women's cross country
win meet at Dartmouth
By JASON NASH
Collegian Correspondent

Despite starting their season two
weeks later than their competitors, the
University of Massachusetts women's
cross country team swept five other
colleges at the Bernie Mclaine Memo-
rial Invitatonal in Dartmouth, New
Hampshire to kick off their season.

Due to some enormous budget cuts

in the sports department the returning
A-10 champs were disallowed any
preseason practice. Amazingly enough,
the Minutewomen dominated
Saturday's meet even though they had
only started practicing five days be-

forehand.

Junior Kelly Liljeblad led the way
for UMass. finishing first in the 3.2

mile run. Moreover, senior tri-captains

Maureen Meldrim (third), Tricia
Mathiesen (fifth) and Becky Johnson
(seventh) all threw in potent perfor-

mances. Junior Kim Liljeblad finished

ninth, helping Massachusetts place five

of the top nine runners in a day that
was anything but ordinary.

"The race was much closer than it

should have been," said coach JuUe
Lafreniere. "The course was marked
very poorly and at the 2.5 mile mark
Kelly was forced to stop the lead she
had carried and wait for the other run-

ners because she was unsure of which
way she was supposed to go."

A minute later UMass runner Becky
Johnson, who was also confused, led a
pack ofUMass runners down the wrong
path at the same 2.5 mile point, losing

their team's commanding lead.

"I'm extremely happy with our per-

formance, especially considering that
we started practice so late," a jubilant

Lafreniere said.

In overall scoring UMass finished

with 24 points, Darmouth was second
with 33, Boston University and UNH
tied for third vrith 101 , Colgate finished

fourth with 141 and Keene State did

not place.

Confidently Lafreniere added, "As
long as everyone stays heathly and we
get a little luck we should have one of

the best teams in New England."
Boston College, who was ranked 18th

in the country this year, will face UMass
at home this Saturday.

Unbeaten Minutemen
set to host Holy Cross
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Today at Garber Field (3:30 p.m. ) there

will be a battle between two soccer teams
going in opposite directions, extremely
opposite.

The University of Massachusetts
Minutemen enter today's game against
the Holy Cross Crusaders with a season
opening three-game win streak. The
Crusaders, meanwhile, are riding a season
opening three-game losing streak.

Last year when the Minutemen met
the Crusaders, UMass squeaked out a 1-0

victory at Holy Cross.

The Crusaders opened up the season
with a 3-0 loss to the UniversityofVermont.
A 2-1 defeat against Marist followed for

Holy Cross and in their latest outing, the
Crusaders fell to Fordham 1-0.

The lone Holy Cross goal this season
was scored byjunior sweeper Brian Nigri.

While the Crusader offense has sputtered,
or make that fizzled, this year, their de-
fense for the most part has been tough.

The goalie for Elvis Comries' team is

junior Dave Stalter. At 6-foot-2 and 205
lbs., Stalter is a physical presence and his
play has been solid in light of the Cru-

saders' listless attack.

The Minutemen looked very impres-
sive in their last outing, a 6-1 shellacking

of the Temple Owls. On the field, the

defense controlled the play while the of-

fense peppered Temple goalie Pat Kivlin

with shots all day long.

The outing was particularly impres-
sive when compared to last year's Temple
outing, a 0-0 tie after two overtimes. Coach
Sam Koch thought the team's performance
was excellent but said there is always
room for improvement.

"We are very pleased with the [play]

finishing, the ball movement is excellent,"

he said. "There's still always things to

work on but that's why we have the whole
season.

"I think we'll be ready for Holy Cross,
we have got to get over this win and settle

down, but I think we'll be ready."
Junior midfielder Justin Edelman, who

scored against Temple, was pleased with
how the team played but also thought about
avoiding a letdown against Holy Cross.

"This (Temple victory] is probably the
biggest win in my three years here,"
Edelman said. "We'll savor it for awhile,
but we have to be ready for Holy Cross on
Tuesday."

Columnist offers thoughts on U.S. Open
Pete Sampras Sunday was looking at an early U.S.

Open final Christmas gift. At one set all and serving for

the third set at 5-4, Sampras double-faulted his way into

a third set tie-break where Stephan Edberg once again
offered another treat.

Edberg returned the faulting favor serving 5-3 in the
breaker losing the mini-advantage to give Sampras two
serves at 4-5. But once again Pete returned the present
with a double reply, all but sealing Sampras' fate.

David

RIVERA
"My serve really let me down," Sampras would later

understate.

Edberg won the third set tie-break and went on to

trounce a sluggish Sampras in the forth, giving Edberg
his second U.S. Open in as many years.

The ladies' final was routine, for Monica Seles that is.

With a commanding 6-3, 6-3 victory overArantxa Sanchez
Vicario, Seles captured her first U.S. Open singles title

and her seventh Grand slam title, all before her 19th

birthday.

With the nets taken down and the popcorn swept away
a U.S. Open wrap-up wouldn't be the same without

mentioning the aging legends that truly make the tour-

nament great.

Jimmy Connors celebrated his 40th birthday and
22nd U.S. Open. After a first round victory, Connors
would lose to Ivan Lendl in four sets, ending his attempt
at reaching the semifinals as he did last year.

In this day of Diva tennis stars, it's more than a thrill

to see a player give his all. Bravo Jimmy, bravo. We better
see you next year.

Being a hard-core Martina Navratilova fan I'm find-
ing it harder and harder to cheer her on. This was her
20th U.S. Open. She ended up loosing to one of the
Meleeva sisters, (which one I forget their about 12 on the
tour) which was to say the least a choke.

Following her loss, Martina claimed that her "nerves"
got to her in the end. When I hear her say stuff like that
it really strings my racket. After 20 Opens she's still

getting nervous? Flake city.

If I sound a tad cynical my apologies, but once again
yours truly could find a ticket for the final week for under
$200. Granted I'm merely a weekend hacker but I'm a
yank and I feel that being a tennis fan that I should have
an opportunity to buy a ticket to my own national tour-
nament without having to take out a loan.

So, until next time, hit that ball out in front and
remember, when in doubt call it out.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

Jeffon George:
Sports Machine
gives hope to all

My topic for this week might be more appro-
priate for the editorial page, but I'll leave that for
Morrissey. Instead, I'll moan about the "cable" we
have on campus in our rooms right here in the
sports page. Anyways, I'm only moaning about the
sports coverage we get in our rooms and not
anything else.

jetf

CROFTS
The biggest all-sports show we can see in our

rooms is on just one night (Sunday) and is the
ridiculous and sad George Michael's Sports Ma-
chine.

The Sports Machine, naturally hosted by George
Michael, is perhaps the biggest pile of [expletive)
on TV since the A-Team. On second thought, I'd
much rather watch B.A. Baracus and company

Turn to JEFF, page 15
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Today: Sunny, 80's.

Tomorrow: Maybe sprinkles.

Local News:
MassPIRG works to register students and educate

voters on recycling initiatives. Also read news from

other campuses. Page 3.

Sports:
The UMass men's soccer team defeats

Holy Cross to remain unbeaten so far

this season. Page 1 2.
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Teen-agers held
for murder in

Springfield case
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Two teen-agers have been

ordered held on murder and a 21 -year-old university

student has been arrested on conspiracy in the shooting
of a 16-year-old Springfield boy, authorities said.

Hampden County District Attorney William Bennett
said Arnaldo Esteras was gunned down Sunday night on
Main Street after he made a derogatory comment about
the black and gold beads worn by a member of the Latin
Kings gang.

Bennett said Esteras was allegedly ordered killed after

the remark was repeated to other gang members.
Charged with the boy's murder were Ismael Cintron,

17, of Springfield and a 16-year-old, who was not identi-

fied because of his age. Cintron pleaded innocent at his

arraigimient Monday in Springfield District Court and
was ordered held without bail.

Police said Alex Delgado, 21, of New Haven, Conn.,

was arrested Monday night at a residence hall at the

University of Massachusetts. He was held pending ar-

raignment on a charge ofconspiracy to commit murder in

Esteras' shooting, according to Bennett.

The district attorney said police were seeking several

other people in connection with the killing.

Calling it "an execution" Bennett said when Esteras

went down at the corner, the gunman walked up to the

boy and fired four to five shots into his head at point blank
range.

Both Bennett and Police Chief Ernest Stelzer ap-

pealed for calm in the neighborhood as Esteras' young
friends collected funds to help his family pay for the

funeral.

"Retaliation would be the worst possible thing,"

Bennett said. "Some arrests have been made. Warrants
for the arrest of others have been issued. We know who
these people are."

Stelzer said police had put on extra patrols in the area
and pleaded with residents to "give us a chance."

Esteras' nickname, "Nardy," was spray-painted on
the sidewalk where he fell and red roses were stuck in the
links of a nearby chain-link fence. In a peaceful tribute

scores of neighbors and friends gathered at the scene
Monday night to pray and light candles.

TOM HALLER / COLLtGIAN
ME AND MY SHADOW— Steve Gayer, an Amherst resident, enjoys an afternoon of polishing his tricks outside of

the Fine Arts Center.

Clinton's war record defended
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Sen. John Kerry led a contigent of

congressional war veterans Tuesday in a coordinated
defense of Bill Clinton's actions during the Vietnam War.

As a predicted showdown between President Bush
and Clinton on the draft issue fizzled in Salt Lake City,

a dozen House and Senate Democrats took to the Capitol
lawn to defend Clinton. The lawmakers, all war veterans
themselves, said Clinton's avoidance of military service

during the Vietnam War and his subsequent explanations
of his actions should not be an issue in the presidential
campaign.

Although Bush wound up barely mentioning Clinton's

war record in a speech to the National Guard Association
in Utah, the Democrats accused the Republicans of

turning the draft issue into the "Willie Horton of 1992."

"We're here to make certain that we shift to the real

issues ofthe day," said Kerry, D-Mass. Kerry, a decorated
Vietnam veteran, said that Bush was "breaching the

bond" that exists among veterans, "to use it for personal,

partisan advantage."

Clinton campaign operatives who helped arrange the
event said it was "serendipity" that it coincided with the
appearances by Bush and later Clinton Tuesday at Salt

Lake City. Clinton said nothing about his draft record in

the speech but spoke of the duties and obligations of the
president as commander-in-chief

Turn to CUNTON, page 2

Atkins concedes defeat
in Democratic primary
By DANIEL BERGEN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Democrat Chester
Atkins, a four-term congressman
tangled up in anti-incumbent senti-

ment and new district lines, conceded

defeat with only early results in from

Tuesday's primary.

"I hope I've made a difference,"

Atkins told supporters at his campaign
headquarters in Boxboro, less than two
hours after the polls closed. "Letme say

to the voters ofthe 5th District, "Thank
you for letting me serve.' It's been a

great experience."

With 5 of 196 precincts, or 3 percent

reporting, former Middlesex County
Assistant Prosecutor Martin Meehan
had 676 votes, or 58 percent, to Atkins'

490 votes, or 42 percent.

"To Mr. Meehan, I say congratula-

tions and I'll be voting Democratic in

November,*^ Atkins said. "I leave the

public stage with no regrets."

In the Republican primary in the

same district, former Congressman
Paul Cronin took an early lead over

Michael Conway of Lowell.

Atkins, 44, of Concord, had known
he was in for a tough time. He had come
under attack for writing the second-

largest number of bad checks in the

Massachusetts delegation, with 126

overdrafts.

The former state legislator and
former state Democratic Party Chair-

man ran self-deprecating radio adver-

tisements in the last weeks ofthe cam-
paign, calling his banking troubles a

mistake and acknowledging that he
was not perfect.

Other primary returns showed Rep.

Joseph Early of Worcester, damaged
by the House check scandal, and Rep.

Nicholas Mavroules of Peabody, in-

dicted on 17 federal changes ranging

from racketeering to tax evasion lead-

ing their rivals.

But Rep. Gerry Studds of Cohasset

was in a tight race with Paul Harold,

whose home town is the district's big-

gest city, Quincy.

Two other Democrats considered

shoe-ins for re-nomination. Reps. Ri-

chard Neal of Springfield, and Joseph
Kennedy of Boston, maintained com-
manding leads over their rivals.

Corporations give a hoot
Encourage purchase of recycled goods
By JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— More than 20 companies,
including McDonald's Corp., Coca-Cola
Co. and Sears, Roebuck and Co., launched
a national campaign Tuesday to encourage
U.S. businesses to buy recycled goods.

The goal is to fill an important piece of

the recycling equation, which has produced
vast supplies of paper, glass and other

reusable trash but not enough demand.
"America works best when supply and

demand has been in force," said Phil Bailey,

coordinator of the business alliance for

the National Recycling Coalition, which is

holding a conference in Boston this week.
"This will help pull material through

the recycling loop rather than push it

through," he said.

Steve Morrow, recycling manager for

Coca-Cola, said the group hoped to recruit

5,000 small and large businesses to com-
mit themselves to by recycled products.

"This is the first time that such a di-

verse group ofAmerican corporations have
come together to create a market for

recyclables," Morrow said.

The alliance will conduct programs
around the country to show businesses
how they can buy recycled goods and use
them in their daily operations. Part of

this effort will include a database that
informs businesses where, for example,

they might buy memo pads made of re-

cycled paper.

As a first step, the member companies
surveyed their own organizations and
found $2.7 billion worth of materials they
use, either for internal purposes — such
as office supplies— or to make their prod-
ucts, contain recycled goods.

Sears, for instance, has asked its pur-
chasing agents to buy business supplies
that use recycled content. Also, the retail

giant has set goals with its supphers to

use corrugated paper and plastic packag-
ingthat contain at least 25 percent recycled
materials.

"The response has been excellent," said

Keith Tice, national director of packaging
and labeling for Sears. "No one has turned
us down. Some have agreed to higher
numbers."

The survey of alliance members also

found other examples:
• Cracker Barrel restaurants not only

uses recycled paper in its menus, but also

uses recycled construction materials for

its buildings.

• American Airlines uses recycled pa-

per for its napkins and tissue.

• Bank ofAmerica uses recycled pajser

for automated teller receipts.

Among the other members of the alli-

ance are 3M Co., Anheuser-Busch Cos.
Inc., DuPont Co., United Parcel Service,

James River Corp. and Safeway Inc.
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Wednesday, September 16
Announcement— The Pioneer Valley Transit Author-

ity has recently begun running transit service to Bread &
Circus, a whole food supermarket on Route 9 in Hadley.
It will run on a Monday - Friday basis. Call PVTA at 781-
PVTA for more info.

Meeting — A meeting for all biochemistry and mo-
lecular Biology majors and all interested in the major will
be held at 7 pm in room 1003, Lederle Graduate Research
Tower C. Refreshments will be served, all are invited.

Community Business Roundtable — "Finding the
money you need to run your business— a look at financing
opportunities in the Valley" will be open to anyonewho has
an interest in business or is interested in starting one. The
meeting will be from 5 - 6:30 pm in the Unitarian Society

B Clinton
continued from page 1

The careful preparation that went into the Capitol
lawn event was evident when Kerry noted that he had
carefully read all the statements by Clinton on his draft
record and found them to be consistent. Republicans and
some press reports have suggested that Clinton changed
his storyon the Vietnam draft, or withheld key information
until forced to acknowledge it.

next to City Hall, 220 Main Street Northampton.
Open House — On Wednesday and Thursday, the

Mather Career Center at the University ofMassachusetts
will move its operations outdoors to a main campus
throughfare for the Third Annual Career Center Open
House. The Open House will run from 10 am to 3 pm on
both days and will be held under tents outside the Curry
Hicks building.

Evangelist — Clift" Knechtle will be answering your
questions about Christianity today and Thursday from
noon until 2 pm on the Student Union steps. Sponsored
by InterVarsity and Graduate Christian Fellowships.

Meeting — The UMass Black Student Union will be
holding its first General Assembly tonight at 6:30 pm in
the Malcolm X Cultural Center.

"He himself has said that he hasn't done the best job
of making clear the sequence of events," Kerry said.

"I understand what happened and I think the Ameri-
can people do," Kerry said. "He has directly and openly
said he was opposed to the war, no mystery there. . . He
has said he used his deferments for a time as every other
American did, no mystery there."

I tit ( o

PIA
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INSURANCE AGENCY, INC
Auto Insurance Specialists

Discounts Available

586-6220
Conveniently Located on Rte. 9 '

\l rv
^

Next to the Banks "SkiM

^^^^ Hadley

Have you ever wanted
to control the destiny

of 20,000 human
beings?

Join the Collegian

today, and learn the
techniques used by only the
world's finest propagandists.

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN
PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

Presents:

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE RIO EARTH SUMMIT

A panel discussion with:

LOIS BARBER, North American Coordinator
Earth Action International

PETER HAAS, Professor of Pohtical Science, UMASS
GREGORY PRINCE, President, Hampshire College

Wednesday, September 16th

8:00 PM
Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Building

Hampshire College

This event is free, open to the pubUc, and wheelchair accessible. Sign
interpreting is avaUable with two weeks notice. For more information call

PAVVSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

r
J

113 Campus Center basement.
The password is "Cowboy Coffee."

Mental Health Groups
Fall 1992

Monday 3:30-5:00• Adult Children of Alcoholics
(Process group)

• Building Relationship Skills Tuesday 3:00-4:30

• Adult Children of Dysfunctional Tuesday 330-500
Families (Structured)

• Increasing Self-Esteem

• Eating Disorder Group

Wednesday 3:30-5:00

Thursday 3:30-5:00

All groups begin In early October and require pre-registration
before September 30. For Information or registration call
545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North.

tle£«MeS«
WORKSHOPS

Job Employee Matching System

Tuesdayand Wednesdca/, September 15&16

Rooms 804-808 Campus Center at 11:30am,

2:30pm, 4KX)pm and 6:30pm

NON WORKSTUDY
Student Employment Office
243 Whitmore Admin. Bide.

545-1951

I

I

I

I

I

Wednesday Night
is GUEST

BARTENDER
NIGHT

Ai

Drink Special
MILLE8 GENUINE DRAFT I

Free T-Shirts & Prizes
This Week's guest bartender is:

Scott TymkoTPiche
PRIZES

• $25.oo Gift Certificate to Mike's •
• 2-Week membership to THE GYM

• Mike's Original T-Shirt •

Drawing Is Wednesday Night.
Must be present to win but put your name in any time!

Drink Special
Always

Something

For Everyone!

Drink Special

COLLEGIAN
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Balanced Ticket
Michigan State University will be cast into the

national spotlight on Sept. 22, as the campus hosts
a debate between Pres. Bush and Democratic
nominee Bill Clinton. Despite excitement for the
event. The State News, MSU's undergraduate
newspaper, has raised concern about student's role
in the debate. Namely whether they will have anv
role at all.

"^

In a Sept. 2 editorial, The StateNews asked both
the debate organizers and the University to utilize
student volunteers but predicted students were
"likely to receive the shaft."

One point ofconcern is the possibility ofas few as
100 tickets in the 3,500 seat Wharton Center Great
Hall will be allocated to Michigan State students.

Truth In Advertising
On August 27, the Arizona Daily Wildcat, the

undergraduate newspaper for the University of
Arizona, ran an advertisement for a local enter-
tainmentestabhshmentnamed the Green Dolphin.

The Green Dolphin, which calls itself "An Ari-
zona Tradition," boasts of a special for Thursday
night which includes 25-cent drafts and "no cover
for the beautiful Wildcat women."
On the weekends though, it gets a little tougher

to get in free. However, University of Arizona
women should not fear — The Green Dolphin
obviously realizes university women need to save
every penny and does implement a "no cover with
mini skirt" deal.

In the Daily Kent Stater, the student newspaper
of Kent State University, a Cheer's Bar and Grill
advertisment states Saturday is "Ladies night,"
which means "ladies drink for 50 cents all night."
The following night really heats up at Cheer's with
a "LadiesWet T-Shirtand Guys Best Buns Contests"

I would imagine the chance of either of these
establishments franchising itself to the Happy
Valley would be unlikely.

A Case of
Mistaken Identity

Michigan State University senior psychology
major Bill Lupo has a big financial problem. It seems
Lupo owes $455 in overdue fines to the University
Library and the library wants their money.

Lupo claims his ID was stolen and the thief
checked out the books in question.

"Legally and in the eyes of the MSU hbrary I'm
held responsible if the person does not return
them," Lupo told The State News.

The library does not seem to care for Lupo's story.
"Anything that is checked out is the financial

responsibility of the person's whose name is on the
I.D." said JCriss Ostrom, head of circulation at the
MSU library. Ostrum asserts that Lupo will have
to pay the fine or be unable to register.

Title IX Strikes Again
Pittsburgh University is struggling to attain gen-

der equality in its athletic department, according to
The Pitt, the student newspaper of the University.

Title IX, a federal legislation signed into law in
1972, mandates that Universities provide equal
opportunity for men and women to participate in
collegiate athletics. Failure to comply can result in
a suspension of federal funds.

The Pitt reports that the University spent
$3,412,400 on men's athletics and $250,006 on
women's athletics, which means that 93 percent of
total spending goes to men's programs.

Despite the large discrepancy offunding and the
apparent absence of gender equaHty, Pittsburgh
Athletic Director Oval Jayes claims Pitt is not in

violation of Title IX.

"Gender equality is a moral issue," Jayes told

The Pitt. "What we are trying to do is be fair. The
commitment that needs to be made is to make sure
that we provide a quality program for all our
student athletes — male and female."

Jayes went on to say comparing the money spent
on men's and women's athletics is like "comparing
apples to oranges." Jayes has also instructed all

Pittsburgh coaches to not comment to the press on
the issue.

MassPIRG seeks to tap
student vote for recycling
By MICHELLE RA YT.T.<?.«i

^ ^^By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff"

As part oftheir most ambitious project ofthe year the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group is trying
to register students to vote and educate them in order to
get votes in the November ballot for two recycling initia-
tives, according to campus organizer and MassPIRG
member Sarah Turk.

wr "f^"/^^"*^^
^'^ such a large portion of the population

We do have the ability to make change," said Turk. "We
just need to get students registered to vote."

Last semester, over 23,000 signatures were gathered
in Amherst as part of a statewide effort to get the
initiatives included on the November ballot. Now
MassPIRG is working to get the questions passed.

"We worked hard to get Ithe initiatives] on the ballot
now we want to get it passed," said Turk.

MassPIRG is aiming to register 2,000 students, 500
more than the most ever registered in previous semes-
ters. "We think we can definitely accomphsh it," said
Turk.

Question #3 on the November ballot will set strict
recycling standards for companies reducing wasteful
packaging, Turk said.

The second initiative on the ballot, question #4, is
called "Polluter's Pay."This initiative forces industries to
pay taxes on chemicals they are using so they can develop
a fund to pay for the clean-up of toxic sites. Industries
would be required to pay one-fifth of a penny for every
pound of waste

on public interest issues.

The rest of the semester, MassPIRG will be conduct-
ing Environmental Education. Hungerand Homelessness
and Energy Efficient projects.

MassPIRG will be attempting to educate students on
campus through forums and events and also working
with elementary and secondary schools in the area.

MassPIRG is also encouraging students to attend a
conference in Virginia about hunger and homelessness
and leadership skills. They will then return and educate
students about what they learned.

''Students are such a large portion
of the population. We do have the
ability to make change.

"

Sarah Turk
MassPIRG

Two other projects are the homelessness and hunger
project and the Energy project, which will educate stu-
dents of information on alternative energy sources such
as solar and wind power.

Turk said there has been no decision on which specific
activities will be held. He said there is a general meeting
Sept. 30 to decide what students want to do.

Turk said last semester was both busy and successful
for the MassPIRG chapter. She said the most important
project was the reaffirmation drive, which occurs once

"It doPfin't «!PPm lilro T«,.^k K f
^^^""^ ^^'"^^ ^^^'^^^ THrough a vote, students reaffirmed

JoftrJc^s'Jlt:rt,W dr„T'rT",r-"^ *r ^""-o^ °f'-^ "--"'^ '«• -* so percent v„U„^tons of chemicals so it can really add up," said Turk.
MassPIRG is a statewide environmental and con-

sumergroup with chapters at 27 campuses, including the
founding chapter here at UMass.

Since 1972, a majority of students have voted to pool
their resources through a $4 per student, per semester,
waivable fee. Through the fee system, students are able
to hire professional staff to help coordinate their efforts

yes.

"That was our biggest success." said Turk.
Students also worked with the Residential Recycling

Program to improve on campus recycling as well as to
coordinate Eart;h Week. The other major accomplish-
ment of the spring semester was Hunger and
Homelessness Week, which included both a food and
clothing drive.

Career Center to hold job fair
Open House offers chance to explore world ofwork

Fm^ ^ .Z^ '°
''r^ ^y '^'^TS *^'' '"^'=^'^'°"' ^*^^^"*^ ""« "P '" ^^'^^ °f employment outside the UnTe^sitt'sStSEmployment Office ,n Whitmore. The Mather Career Center is encouraging students not to put off look.na f^.^r^n^^^^jobs. Tomorrow's Open House i s one of several activities the Center has planned to ass^srsudents^

after-graduation

By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

Although the glow of summer has not yet faded for
many students, it is not too early to begin looking for an
after-graduation job or summer internship at the Third
Annual Career Center Open House to be held tomorrow
and Thursday dutside of the Curry Hicks building.

Each senior who attends will receive a personalized
career planning packet and meet the career counselor for
their major. Assistant Director of the Mather Career
Center Tina Acker noted that in the past students had to
come to the center to pick up the "starter packet."

The event will also feature information on co-ops and
internships for juniors and community service opportu-
nities for first- and second- year students.

"In today's economy, it's important to get out there
early on," said Acker. "We have a new crop ofseniors that
we want to encourage to see us now, instead of waiting."

Representatives from various firms planning to re-
cruit here on campus this year will attend the Open

House. They include Filene's, General Electric, United
Technologies, Providence Hospital and John Hancock
Insurance.

Acker said 60 percent ofgraduating seniors last year
used the Career Center's services. The 1991 Student
Affairs Research, Information and Systems of the Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts Report says 64 percent ofUMass
students were "satisfied" with their "career counseling
and placement services" and 16 percent were "very satis-
fied."

The Career Center Open house will run fi-om 10 am
to 3 p.m. on both days. "We want to let the campus know
what our services are," said Acker.

Senior communications major Jenn Lewis, who has
worked for the Career Center for a year and a half urges
students to acquaint themselves with the Center's re-
sources.

"People are very personable here. Mather is very user-
fnendly," said Lewis. "One important aspect is we
accomodate students. We want students here. We want
you to get the information you need for you f iture."
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You can rely on Kaplan LSAT prep.
The Roman Numerals question formal, sometimes called

Triple True/False, has not appeared on the LSAT since Feb-

ruary 1991. Kaplan caught the change. Not by accident,

but because we have a team of professionals dedicated to

analyzing the LSAT. Kaplan updated all lectures, mate-

rials and sample tests. So you'll spend even minute and

everv dollar getting ready for the test that you'll actually take.

Incriminating evidence.

Pick up the competitor's prep material. Look at it and see

that they're still encouraging you to waste time on question

fomiats that have not appeared on the LSAT in 18 months.

For rnort' iiifuniKitiDn on

/iroten 1..SAT jir«'j). tall: (413) 549-5780

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETT

Enrich your life.

Enhance your life.

Enioyyour life,

• Take a course for UMass credit (over 100 of them!)

• Take a two- or three-week workshop to add spice to

your life (nearly 100 different choices!)

• Enroll in a program specialized for your career needs.

• Find out about our Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)

degree.

REGISTER NOW through September 22

for UMass Division of Continuing Education

fall semester classes, workshops, and specialized

programs.

For more information, call 545-2414.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

A quality education at affordable prices!

Welcome Back!
from the Mather Career Center staff

1992 Fall Open House
/^

Join us for a celebration at our Satellite Office on
the Main Campus in Curry Hicks !!

Meet Career Center staffand employers from Filene's, General Electric,

I United Technologies, Providence Hospital, John Hancock Insurance
'

J

Field Experience Information

SENIORS: Get your personalized

Career Planning Packet

Wednesday and Thursday
September 16& 17

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Curry Hicks Lawn

(Across from Herter Hall....weather permitting)

Continuous Workshops

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement •Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224

Where Careers Take Off!

COLl.F.GIAN

l'cu)f .S / Wotiiu'.scUiy , Sft)|twiil)ii lo, l')>>2

"rpt fromthrJ' K . f? ""." ' ^'^ "''" •'"""""^ ""''' "^«*« »""« f°' hours. Suddenly a ruffian

and moan and to- to keep my balance. It was then that I knew what the wise httle woodpecker had meanl.

J^fiffii ttfe(g C®flll(ggfiaimi. W® dlom'tt ttiry ft® iimak© §«imi§®.

GRE/LSAT
Intensive

Instruction:
Individuals &
Groups (to 3)
Guaranteed

Minimum Score
Verbal & Math

600+ Each
THE IVIEIMTOR
RROGRAIVI

(413) 256-87B8
:ii££

Amherst

Laundromat
0|UII 7 i|,i\s

M.iiii "imi

l>ro|>-t)|| ,)r

Sill Scrv ito

W.iNhiii); M.iihiiu'

St.irliiij;.il $1

AlU-iul.iiil .i\.iil;il>k-

ill tl.iv.

:i2(>( ollcjifSt. (Rt.O)

AinluTst • 2S:i-5()72

r AEROBICS -^

Low Impact

Step

'Hi/Lino

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
athletic club

256-0080

W)RKSMARTER
NOTHARDER.

Engineering student.'

Smart.

Math or science

niajc^r.'' Also smart.

On tests, you probably run

equatii-jns over again to make
sure they're right. Sc^ you're

working harder.

You don't ha\e to do that

anymore. Not when you use

the TI-68 Advanced Scientific

or 71-85 Graphics Calculator,

with their last ecjuation replay

feature — and manv enher

smart functions.

We've spent years with

students like you

and educati^rs like vi>ur profes-

sors to dewK^p the TI-(\S niid

the TI-85. That's why they're

sti highly reciMiimended.

For engineering students, the

T1-(\S sc^lves up to five simul-

taneous eciuations, has ciMiiplex

number functions and t>f(ers

formula programniing.

The TI-8S builds on the

pinwr of the TI-(\S by adding a

wide range oi graj-thing capabil-

ities. Math students can handle

calculus problems more easily.

And technical students can see

the functions for a 1

understanding of prt

The TI-8S also hai

complex numbers. Matrices.

Vlvtors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it

offers a powerfiil one-et|uatii>n

SC^LVHR.

TryaTI-(\SorTI-8Sat

your kval TI retailer today.

And start uorking smarter.

Instead of harder.

;^ Texas
Instruments

Make Victory Your Store For
Health & Beauty Care Needs

15 Oz. Assorted Varieties

LA Looks
Shampoo or Conditioner

/ Ct. Firm. Soft. Medium

Tek
Toothbrush

/ Ct. Razors or

5Ct. Cartridpes

Gillette Sensor^*^^^
Razors ^v

89'

f^For^

S Oz. Bottle 'I'rr prue<l J.V 99/ _

Lubriderm $979
Scented or Unscented lx)tion

4. 7 Oz. Tube Assorted Varieties

Colgate $179
StandUp Toothpaste

/. 75 Oz. Solid or 1.5 Oz. Roll On
Assorted Varieties

'2'

1
Degree

1 AntiperspiranfDeodorant

Prices Effective thru Friday, September 18, 1992.

J^FortP
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COLLEGIAN Black Affairs Desk
All students interested in ensuring fair coverage of the Black community at
UMass are encouraged to write for the Black Affairs Desk at the Collegian.

No experience is necessary, just the desire to make
sure our voice is heard on this campus.

The Black Affairs Desk will be holding its first staff
meeting on Tuesday, September 22, at 6 PM

in the New Africa House Library.
For more information contact Martin F. Jones,

Black Affairs Editor at 545-1749

THE
BOSTON
GLOBE

ON CAMPUS
AT 50% OFF!
That's right...you can get The Boston Globe delivered
on campus at a huge 50% off the regular price! a
Tliat means you re paying less for New England's best

^|^
new spaper and an indispensable guide to what's
happening in and around Boston, the nation and all
around the world.

All that at half price! To stan receiving Tlie
Boston Globe on campus, all semester long call

1-800-858-427S A
•t-

Syil^'^
subscription on campus, check off amount, f.ll out form, and make check

THE BOSTON GLOBE
CAMPUS PROGRAM - UMASS/AMHERST
RO. BOX 2378
BOSTON. MA 02107-2378

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
QUESTIONS? PROBLEMS? CALL 1-800-858-4275
All subscriptions payable in advance. No delivery during Holidays or breaks.

> Free insulated sports cup with Koozie for a one semester subscription
> Free black cotton Globe T-shirt for a two semester subscription
UMass/Amherst FaU Term Spring Term Full Year
. ^ .

9/21 - 12/13 2/8 - 5/13
6 Days MON-FRI & SUN ( ) $2250 ( ) $2450 ( ) $47 00

SUnTaYON.'^
''^''"^ <>^^5.50 ()$SSSUNDAY ONLY ( ) $ 900 ( ) $ 900 ( ) $18.00

NAME _PHO.\E

ADDRESS: BOX» _DORM & ROOM *

To pay by credit card, complete the following: D VISA D MASTERCARD
^'^'^'^ '

EXP. DATE
CARDHOLDER NAME

SIGNATURE

If requirement: Course. .Instructor

Friends of Children Inc., and the
CHILDREN'S Advocacy Present

George IVallaee and Dennis Wolfberg

in a BENEFIT Comedy double bill.

Friday, September 25,

*^, 1992 8:00 PM

JOHN M. Greene Hall at

Smith College,

northampton, ma. doors

open AT 7: 15 PM hall IS

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE

STUDENTS W/ID $12
All TICKETS AVAILABLE AT NORTHAMPTON BOX OFFICE,

Thornes Market place, Northampton 586-8686 or 1-800
THE TICK • FOR THE RECORD, AMHERST • ALL STRAWBERRIES

Record Stores in western Massachusetts
For other information: call Friends of Children, Inc.

at (413) 584-7120

If you would like to earn
$10 - $20/hr..
Be o Bartenitier

•Day/Evei«hg IW&ek
•Local/Notfoncrt Placement

•Limited Openings Remoin For September,
October, and November Closses

•Make Your Move Today mvi Receive
Additional S«ivincps Oft Ibition Fees

ffljn ^^Q ^H^

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield ^'

,
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UM professor
wins appeal in
wetlands case
A University of Massachusetts professor, along with

seven other wetland experts, won an appeal against a
federal court decision which allowed a housing developer
to build on a previously protected wetland in Illinois.

"The court withdrew its entire decision," said Joseph
S. Larson, a professorofforestryand wildlife management.
He said the decision, which was announced Sept. 10, was
probably influenced by the briefhe and the other wetland
experts submitted.

Larson, the director of the University's Environmen-
tal Institute, said if the appeal wasn't successful, the
earlier decision in "Hoffman Homes, Inc. v. U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency," could have seriously
harmed wildlife and water quality.

He said the rulingon the appeal was unusual. "We had
expected that the court might rule in our favor, but would
restrict the ruling to that one site in Illinois," Larson said.

Instead, the ruling on the appeal vacated the earlier
decision and ordered an out-of-court settlement between
the developer and the U.S. EPA.

He said the earlier court ruling assuming that isolated
wetlands do not provide flood control or have an impact
on water quality was simply wrong.

"A lot of so-called isolated wetlands are connected
through subsurface aquifers," he said. "If the ruling had
stood, a lot ofwetlands could have been drained or filled,
and eventually that would have caused real problems!
such as flooding and a decrease in water quality."

Larson and the other petitioners said many isolated
wetlands store excess rainwater during wet seasons,
which helps prevent flooding and then contributes water
to nearby aquifers during dry seasons.

He said many isolated wetlands also act as filters for
sediments and pollutants.

Larson, chairperson of the Working Group on Inter-
national Wetlands and the National Wetlands Technical
Council, is also involved in trying to persuade the Bush
administration to withdraw its proposed guidelines de-
fining wetlands.

—University News Office

EDUCATION STUDENTS

We are looking for undergraduate
students studying secondary, elementary,
or early childhood education (juniors,

seniors, or May 1992 graduates) to take a
3-4 hour sample teacher certification test

on September 17 at University of
Massachusetts. The test will be offered on
campus, and can be taken anytime
between 9:00am and 6:00pm. You will be
paid $30.00. To sign up for the test, or for
more information, contact Lara Robinson
at 256-0444 between 8:30am-5:00pm.

NATIONAL EVALUATION SYSTEMS
30 Gatehouse Road
Amherst, MA 01002

MCA'ISA/AE

TONIGHT

KARAOKE
$50.00 Cash Prize

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30

THE r24\ PUB
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Read the fine print before you sign with the Republicans
It seems that the Reoublicans havp fho imn-r-^^f^o i : /•_ . . ^^ -^It seems that the Republicans have

forgotten to mention a few minor details
during all the hoopla in Houston. They
stood up at the podium like realtors in a
living room, showing you the hard-wood
floors and spacious rooms, but failing to
mention the termites in the walls and rats
in the basement.

Their platform seemed fairly direct and
the speeches sounded pretty good, some
even had a sense of humor, but for the
most part they were like contracts that
seem straightforward until you read the
fine print. Before signing their lease to the
White House, there are a few details that
need to be cleared up.

EO
THOMAS

Take for instance Pat Buchanan:
"George Bush is on our side." When refer-
ring to "our," I'm speaking about white
males, for they are the ones deserving of
power. Consequently our party will repre-
sent them, and make sure they are given
more power and influence over this coun-
try. As for the rest: women should stay in
the kitchen, minorities in the ghettos and
homosexuals in the closet where they be-
long.

"This election is about who we are." We
are a bunch ofchauvinistic, homophobic,
white rich males who would rather blow
up a country to save our oil resources than
send aid to a country where men, women
and children are being tortured and
murdered.

Ronald Reagan, just as he did during

the Iran-Contra hearing, forgot to men
tion a few things as well: "George Bush is

a man of honor and integrity. " When he
said "no new taxes' and 7 am the educa-
tion and environment President," he was
only kidding.

"Whether we are Afro-American, Irish,
Jewish or Christian. . . we are all equal in
the eyes of the Lord." Our eyes, however,
will turn the other way when racist police
officers are caught, on videotape, beating
an Afro-American but are laterfound "not
guilty."

"We are an empire of ideals and free
men." However, "free" does not apply to

homosexuals and women. Their freedom
includes the following restrictions: homo-
sexuals are not allowed the freedom to
marry and women are not allowed the
freedom of choice with their bodies or of
fighting in combat.

This wouldn't be complete without an
observation of Dan Quayle's "rise from
poverty" speech: / rose from poverty, yet I
was born into one ofthe richest families in
this country.

The platform they conjured up, filled
with promises and proclamations, was a
little seedy as well. The administration
wall create jobs for American workers.
But we're going to sign a free trade
agreement with Mexico, worsening work
conditions for those who do work and
taking away the opportunity for work for
those who don 't.

The administration will strengthen
the economy. Even though we are the ones
who have gotten you into this mess, you
should not trust us enough to get you out

— after all, haven't we always stood by
our promises?
We will strengthen the family values in

this nation. This is according to ourfamily
values: men at work, women in the kitchen—any diversion from this example we will
blame on sitcoms.

But the biggest detail the Republicans
forgot — or just all together disregarded

— was the fact that the American public is

not as stupid as they, or the Japanese,
think.

However, since we are the Landlords,
maybe they'll re-evaluate
our intelligence levels, because after read-
ing //jo/ proposed lease over closely, I think
it's about time we found some new tenants.

E.C. Thomas is a UMass student.

Community defends gay lifestyle, reprimands columnist
Editor's note:The fnllnwinafniir lotfor<!r,r-or, f^,.,^ftu^ ai ¥» ^- . ., . .Editor's note: The followingfour letters are a few ofthe

many letters the editorial desk has received which respond
to Michael Morrissey's Monday column entitled "Gay
lifestyle examined.'

When Michael Morrissey quoted Morton Downey, Jr.,
in his mistitled column, "Gay life examined," he aptly
allied himself with the loud-mouthed rabble-rousers of
this world. Iilstead of attempting tenable arguments
against homosexuality, Morrissey scrawled out a litany
of shallow and patronizing quips masquerading as
thought. I wholeheartedly defend the Collegian's right to
publish all opinions, but such clearly ill-considered dross
is a disgrace.

Morrissey decried homosexuals'"audacity"in asserting
-their rights, and denied any parallels between that
quintessentially American action and the civil rights
movement. This despite the fact that homosexuals, like
people of color, have been ostracized, persecuted and
IjTiched — in the name of family values and what's
American— since the early days of this country founded
on the principle of tolerance. Are hate and groundless
elitism desirable American family values?

And Morrissey argued that, according to the Bible,
acting on homosexual urges is immoral. The Bible holds
great wisdom. But it also contains injunctions again
taking out loans and eating rabbit or hot dogs. It urges
men not to grow their hair long, and commands women
without hats not to enter churches. Are such anachronistic
precepts relevant to a wise morality?

Morrissey also quoted a Newsweek poll reporting that
53 percent of those surveyed considered homosexuality
immoral. Imagine a poll taken in Germany in 1944
concerning the morality of the Jewish lifestyle. Ifmoral-
ity rested on pollsters' findings, we'd all be lost.

Above I've mentioned Morrissey's more cogent mis
conceptions. Much of the rest of his article— such as his
naive contention that "many lesbians dream ofa 'utopia'
without men"— is better left scribbled on the bathroom
wall. Valuable Collegian space should be devoted to more
incisive pieces from mature, articulate authors.

Timothy Lahey
Northampton

Dear Mr. Morrissey:
I am not gay nor do I pretend to fully understand or

feel the suffering of the homosexual community. But 1

have an aunt who is a lesbian and I would do anything,
sacrifice everything, in order to spare her and anyone
else fi*om the poison ofyour ignorance.

David R. Goodman
Amherst

Dear Mr. Morrissey:
As a heterosexual grandmother, I'd like to reply to

your column. It is misnamed. Your title was, "Gay hfestyle
examined," and your "exam" is one-sided. But more
serious, I believe, is your condemnation ofa lifestyle that
is a workable and happy one for many people. I feel
lesbians are my sisters. As to your worry about there not
being children, if gays and lesbians prevail, that is
unlikely: men and women vrill always be attracted to one
another. More interesting is your own anal fixation. It is
said that things bother one only to the extent they remain
unresolved in oneself

Anyway, ifyou truly believed that the "world doesn't
care"whatone does in the bedroom, whyareyou constantly
emphasizing it?

MJ. Taylor
Amherst

Students should read upcoming crime report
The first edition of this year's Collegian included

an Associated Press wire service story on the new
federal law requiring campuses to make crime infor-

mation public.

In the next week or so, the UMass Division ofPublic
Safety will have copies available of this campus's
crime report available at Dickinson Hall or Whitmore
at the information desk and Dean of Students Office.

The report lists categories of crimes and their num-
bers on campus as reported to UMass police. One
caution: the crime categories may be confusing. For
instance, the AP story listed too many reports of rape
because that crime came under the heading of forced
sex, which covers incidents other than rape. ( It should
also be noted that all reports ofrape involved acquain-
tances; students shouldn't believe danger is only from
a stranger lurking in the shadows.)

Further information on category definitions is

available upon request through public safety at
Dickinson Hall or in the federal uniform crime records
reports, which are available at the Library's govern-

ment documents section.

While the campus is relatively safe, no place is

immune from crime. Students should act accordingly
and read the report. Besides statistics, the report
describes services from police and other offices. For
instance, there is an escort service at night and
emergency telephones are located across the campus.
UMass police will also address campus groups about
safety upon request. Likewise, while police encourage
students to report rape, students who prefer not to go
t-o the police can still avail themselves of the medical
and counseling services offered in several areas, such
as Health Services and Everywoman's Center.

Because UMass is a public university, it has always
made crime information available. We hope that with
heightened awareness ofcampus crime, students and
police can work together more closely to make the
campus even safer.

Thomas Robinson
\^ce-Chancellor for Student Affairs

This letter is a response to Michael Morrissey's col-
umn on homosexuality. Morrissey begins his thinly veiled
attack by Unkinggay people with AIDS. His tacticineven
mentioning the disease was to simply equate gay people
with the AIDS epidemic in the minds of readers and feed
the unfortunate misconception that it is a "gay disease."
Once again it seems necessary to remind Mr. Morrissey,
and others like him, thatAIDS affects everyone, straight
or gay.

After the nonsense about a lesbian utopia Mr.
Morrissey then goes on to stick in a disclaimer that his
column is in no way about gay bashing. Ifyou believe that
then you'll also believe that Pat Buchanan will soon be
announcing his support for Teddy Kennedy in 1994. It's

a good tactic that has worked well for the Republicans at
the national level: deny that you're attacking someone
and then attack them anyway. It allows for plausible
deniability later on.

The attack continues with another popular Republi-
can tactic: dividing people. Mr. Morrissey says that gay
people have never been oppressed like Black people and
have no right to say that they have been. By saying this,
all Mr. Morrissey is trying to do is to divide two minority
groups against each other and legitimize his attack on
one group by kissing up to another. It's pretty lame and
I have a hard time believing that African-Americans will
swallow it. To them I say: keep reading Mr. Morrissey's
column and watch which side he comes down on regarding
issues of importance to you. He'll show his true colors
soon enough.

There are two more things I want to point out. The
first corresponds to what I mentioned in the last paragraph
but it's division on a larger scale. He mentions again and
again that gay people are trying to "take over our coun-
try." Where do you think gay Americans come from,
Mike? They aren't manufactured somewhere. They're'
born and raised right here in America. They're raised
right alongside their straight counterparts. They attend
the same churches and schools, work in the same places,
and pay taxes ju.= t like everybody else. So be careful when
you say they're trying to take over the country. They don't
need to because they've always been a legitimate part of
it anyway.

Finally, I want to instruct Mr. Morrissey on one final
point. He claims to represent the "conservative ideal."
Perhaps he should retrace .some history ofthe conservative
movement in this country. It stands for less government
in people's lives, all facets of pe-ple's lives. This includes
what they do in the bedroom, ('all Governor Weld, Mr.
Morrissey. Maybe he can explain this in more detail to
you. Or perhaps you're not interested. Why let facts get
in the way of giving a minority group a good beating?
Your column was not about examining the gay lifestyle:
it was an attack by a Bible-thumping, right-winger on a
group ofAmericans who don't deserve it. Lighten up, Mr.
Morrissey.

Jim Lynch
Hadley
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The Rodney King verdict: No turning back
Last semester, the niijvf>r«itv ,^f Mooo„„u. ..,.,.» j. ......Last semester, the L^niversity of Massachusetts

eiupled into pi.litieal turmoil followinfj the acquittal of
the four Los Angeles police officers charged witli the
beatuig of motorist Rodney King. As Los Angeles burnedm the frustration and ang-iish of the continuing plague
ot racism m .-Vmerica. the local population found itself
contronted with this stark reality head on.

Demonstrations that took place across the count rv in
San Francisco. Atlanta and Boston also spread to Western
Massachusetts. Here in Amherst, buildings were occupied
at three colleges, beginning with L'Mass. and spreading
on to Amherst and Hampshire Colleges. These acts of
civil di.>;obedience were carried out by students in the
name of the continuing war against the racial injustice
that so well characterizes our nation.

In all three cases, students successfully received
moderate yet symbolic concessions from the adminis-
tration officials to commit to hire more minority faculty
and administrators at their respective campuses.

The largest and most extensive protest was by far the
campaign to force radical racial reform in the policies of
the paper that you are now reading, the Daily Collegian.
On Friday. May 1. a large gi'oup ofstudents marched into
the Collegian offices demanding reform in the paper on
its policies concerning people of color at the newspaper.
Following t he demonstration at the Collegian newsroom,
the editors, citing a fear of the paper being shut down,
moved the operations to a secret location off-campus
after the students had left.

Most of the editors of color at the new spaper had
critic 1 the Collegian during the newsroom demon-
stratii... and as a result were not informed of the the off-
campus location. The Collegian editors who had the
newspaper moved off-campus, however, continued to
encourage the editors of color to write for the paper and
asked them to please slide their articles under the door of
the Collegian newsroom.

The rest was history. On the following Monday, sup-
porters of the e.xpelled editors of color responded bv
removing that day"s edition of the Collegian from its

distribution points around campus and disposingofthem.
The Ci>llegian editors w ho had moved our campus press
to a secret location off-campus cried censorship.

This act of civil disobedience ultimately proved to be
very effective. The editors eventually restored the
newspaper hack to its original location on campus and

agi-eed to negotiate before a public forum the students
demands for reform at the newspaper. However, after
two days of deliberations, negotiations broke down, and
supporters from the audience rushed the Collegian news
office, driving out the d llegian editors. There was a lot

of shouting and shoving and assault charges were Hied.
The next afternoon, the Collegian conceded to all of

the students demands.
There is a lesson to be learned here. Number one:

pow er concedes nothing without a struggle. It never did
and it never will. Number two; When violence talks,
people listen.

Martin F.

JONES

UMass Black Student Union
to hold first General Assembly

When the people of Los Angeles rebelled against
repression in their neighborhoods, our President. Mr.
Bush, condemned them as thieves and thugs and vowed
to "restore order" to the streets of Los Angeles. Many
others decried the uprising as destructive and senseless.

I'll never forget the night when the verdict was de-
livered on national television. Within hours, the tempest
had begun to sweep across the city and the nation. This
was not the first time that police had been unjustly
acquitted of beating or even murdering a person of color,
but because the videotaped account of the beating was
televised repeatedly, the entire nation was brought to the
scene ofthe cri me. Now, no one could deny t hat our nation
is a fimdamentally racist institution. The racial injustice
against Rodney King was committed by the law, upheld
by the law, and the first response from our honorable
President, Mr. George Bush, was that "Justice has been
served."

Looking back to last semester. I've wondeied how
truly sincere were the local students who demonstrated
in the wake of the verdict. I've wondered if there would
have been any real response here had not the city of Lt.s
Angeles erupted as it did. It seems as ifmany of the local
liberal students who were involved were simply caught
up in the sensationalism ofthe moment and decided to^do
w hat was most "politically correct."

Let us not forget the real issue at hand here. It is real
easy for us to protest here in the "Happy Valley" because
we aren't being confronted with the stark realitv and
consequence of the Los Angeles uprising. Entire neigh-

borhoods have been destroyed. The city is now effectively
under martial law

. Hundreds of people of color were
unjustly arrested and are still being held. Police continue
to raid homes to .sei/.e "looted property."

In inner cities across the ct.untry people of color are
living in "death camps." Yes. death camps: people are
trapped there, unable to leave, and suffering fiom a slow
and miserable death, both physically and spiritually.
Young Black males are not living to see their high school
education, the infant mortality rivals those of underde-
veloped nations and AIDS has become a normal part of
life.

It is clear that we cannot forget the lessons this past
spring has taught us. We must make sure that the
sacrifices that took place in L.A. and Amherst do not go
in vain. Over the summer, the U.S. Congress approved a
measly $500 million urban aid bill to address the prob-
lems that culminated in the L.A. uprising. Most of the
money was used for summer jobs intended to keep the
youth off the streets and out of trouble. Most of the jobs
were never actually filled.

Over the summer, after the students had left and the
political activity of the campus had subsided, the UMass
administration sabotaged a grant to fund a minority
progiam dedicated to helping students of college reach
their college dreams. This program, the L^pward Round
Progiam, is now defunct.

Are we actually returning back to the same old busi-
ness as usual? Sadly enough it appears so. We shall see
this semester who's in this fight for the long haul or not.
We shall see ift he administration oft his campus holds to
Its promises of last semester. We shall see who holds the
Collegian responsible for including people of color in the
newspaper on their terms, and w hich people of color
actually decide to take advantage of this inclusion.

Most ofus students are too young to remember the the
last time cities burned in America during the 1960s.
However, last spring, we all watched Los Angeles burn
andcanstill vi.sitthecity, still reelingfrom theaftermath.
We all are old enough to see with our own eves what is
happening in America. We can decide whether not to face
this reality or once again turn a blind eye to the issue. The
choice is yours.

Martin F. Jones is the Black Affairs Editor of the Col-
legian.

By LAKEISHA CKISWELL
Collegian Correspondant

Tonight, the Malcolm X Cultural Cen-
ter will be the site ofthe first-ever General
Assembly ofthe new ly-established UMass
Black Student Union.

The Black Student Union was estab-
lished last semester with the aim of im-
proving the quality of life for Black stu-
dents on campus, according to students
who founded the organization.

Sophomore Fabiola Narcisse. interim
president ofthe Black Student Union and
a double major in Social Thought and
Political Economy and English, says the
organization will be crucial to the future of
the Black community at UMass.

"The Black Student Union is essential
toward providing a unified voice for Black
students at the university," says Narcisse.
"With enough support and participation,
the Black Student Union can hold unlim-
ited potential for positive change in our
community."

Last spring, Narcisse was chosen to
serve as interim president during the
constitutional convention at which the

Black Student Union was established.
Junior Al Lizana, a double major in

Social Thought and Political Economy and
Afro-American Studies, also chosen to
serve as interim vice president at the
convention, says that the establishment
ofthe Black Student Union will be setting
a new precedent for the University.

'This is a very historic moment in the
history of the Black community here at
UMass. The Black Student Union is

something that has been struggling to
come into existence for a long time now
and finally it has happened. This organi-
zation will prepare us to endure the
challenges ahead of us."

The BSU's theme for the semester is

entitled "Strengthening our foundation"
according to Lizana.

"We believe that a strongorganizational
foundation is essential to the longevity of
an organized community," he said.

Tonight's meeting will serve to give a
general overview of the organization and
its goals for the semester. Delphine
Quarles, an advisor from the Student
Activities OfTice, will also be present to
address the students at the assemblv.

Communitv Calendar

Wednesday, Sept. 16
The UMass Black Student Union will
be holding its first General Assemblv
at 6:30 pm at the Malcolm X Cultural
Center.

Friday, Sept. 25
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity will be host-
ing a party at the Malcolm X Cultural
Center at 10:00pm

Saturday, Sept. 26
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity will be
holding a dance at the Malcolm X Cul-
tural Center at 10:00pm.

Sunday, Sept. 20
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity will be
holding its Fall Smoker in the Campus
Center Hotel suite 903. The smoker
will begin promptly at 3:00 pm. All
gentlemen interested in the pursuit of
brotherhood, scholarship and commu-
nity service are encouraged to attend.

"Black on Black Male Violence" a semi-
nar discussing violence between Black
Males in our society, will be held at the

Malcolm X Cultural Center at 6:00pm.
All conscious Brothers are expected
attend.

The Black Mass Communications
Project presents the 1st annual BMCP
open house from 6:00pm to 9:00 pm at
the Malcolm X Cultural Center. There
will be refreshments, give-aways, and
T-shirts will be sold. New and old mem-
bers are invited to attend.

Tuesday, September 22
The Black Affairs Desk of the Daily
Collegian will be holding its first staff
meeting at 6:00 pm in the New Africa
House Library. All students interested
in journalism or writing for the Colle-
gian are encouraged to attend. For more
information stop by the Co//ci,'/o/j at 133
Campus Center or call 545-1749.

Sunday, September 27
Nommo News will have its first open
house at 2:00 in room 103 New Africa
House. All those interested in writing
for Nommo please stop by the office or
call 545-5141.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
Black Affairs Desk

All students interested in ensuring fair coverage of the Black community at UMass are encouraged to wnte for the Rl.rk Aff n .the Collegian. No experience is necessary, |ust the desire to make sure our voice is heaTdTn th's car^pus
'

The Black Affairs Desk will be holding its first staff meeting on Tuesday
September 22, at 6PM in the New Africa House Library.

^or more information, contact Martin F. Jones, Black Affairs Editor at 545-1749
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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^ "This is it, Maurice! I've warned you
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By JOHN McLaughlin
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Quote of the Day
"What fresh hell is this?"

- Dorothy Parker.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

TANGENT COMICS By KURT MATTILA

>>A» -BEEti" ViAr<T?
.•.<<»JfnO«. WAS \T

-mAT TWe r^AhJ POES

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 141: A
wonderful day lor learning up with

f>lhers. Alliances of all types and sizes

enjoy favorable influences. II is lime

you changed your thinking about a

romantic connection.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): fx-

citement and surprise fill the air now.
Love strikes like lightening! A legal

decree, job announcement or mes-
sage from alar signals success. Deter
to an older person's wishes this

evening.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -)une 20): Keep
your contacts with the public on a

high level by offering inspiration. First

impressions may not always prove
reliable. Steer clear of people who
are only out for themselves.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22): You
or the people you work with could be
on the edge now. Ignore any negative

undercurrents and be a model oi

stability. Makecertainchanges in your

diet to give you more energy.

LEO duly 2 3-Aug. 22); Look over

financial records carefully; you can-

not assume all is well just Ix-cause

someone says so. A business plan

could work out great it the initial

outlay is not too high.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Attend

to any unpaid bills today, and make
certain your credit rating is good.
Allowing your romantic partner to

takechargeof the social schedule has

many benefits.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): By gel-

ting together and agreeing on prtxrc-

dures, you and your associates greatly

increase your chances lor success. Be
willing to make intelligent comjiro-

mises.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Positive inlluences surround you. Are
you paying attention? Listen to higher-

ups and learn from their experiences.

Seek the helpolexperts, loo. Romance
is much improved the second lime
around.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Det

.

21): Do not lei your associates' en-

thusiasm go to waste. When allowed
to work with you, they tend to l)e

friendlier and more productive. A love

relationship will transform your entire
life.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. If):

Your determination lo finish up
whatever renta ins uncJone shou Id lead

lo success. Lie low this alfernoon and
attend lo family and domestic affairs.

AQUARIUS l|an. 20-Feb. IH):

While financial stability lends sirenglh

lo a union, money worries could strain

it to the breaking [wint. Consult male
l)etore investing jointly owned funds.

PISCES (Feb. I<)-March 20):

Powerful forces could bl(Kk your el-

forls to reach an agreement with key

associates. Avoid taking any unnec-

essary financial risks. Make certain

that a lesson learned today will never

be torgoiten.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT & EMERSON

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Mike Carvalho,

Theresa Giammattei, Lisa Jezowski

Menu
LUNCH

Tri-County Fair Sandwich

Hot Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss Muffin Sandwich

Hot Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Beef w/ Gravy

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Korean BBQ tofu

Cheese Spinach Strudel

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Der—

:

Adenauer
5 Estimated

10 British gun
14 Novice: Var.

1

5

Ham It up
16 Comedian

Johnson
1 7 Metamorphosis
20 Craving

21 Stress

22 Wind dir

23 Shadowbox
25 Mongolian

desert

27 Circus

performers

29 Emerged
33 Give off

34 Stage direction

35 Author Zane
36 Great: Comb,

form

37 Wading bird

38 Chopin, for one
39 Persian spnte
40 Unsophisti-

cated one
41 Road to Rome
42 Cut crossways
44 Flavors

46 St. Petersburg
ruler

47 Chinese unit of

weight

48 Finial

50 Spill

54 Good times

57 State of

restraining

60 Scottish island

61 "— ear and out

the other"

62 Med. school

course
63 Role players

64 Law work
65 Family favorites

DOWN
1 Bar member
Abbr

2 Modena money
3 Acts of

relocation.

4 Infinite period

of time

5 Alludes

6 Idi —
7 Clothing

8 Needle case
9 Disparage
10 Posed
1

1

Powerful

explosive

12 Harrow's rival

13 Hawaiian state

bird

18 Marquee name
1

9

Prolific writer.

for short

24 Vichy leader

and family

26 Highland

instrument

27 Entice

28 Mideast ruler

29 Precise

30 Weasel's
cousin

31 Lamprey
fisherman

32 Color

changers

34 Roberts or

Clapton
37 Angelic

43 Wraparound
garo

44 Allen and
Martin

45 Berne's river

48 Heroic

49 Malay canoe

5' Columbus
caravel

52 Siouan-

speakers
53 Climbing plant

55 Univ entry test

56 Concordes, for

short

58 Bowler, eg
59 Forty winks
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Arts & Living
From prehistory to the Cosmic Cushion
Two art exhibits in Forbes Library display painting, sculpture and masks
By Emily Marino
Collegian Staff

I traveled to the Forbes Library in
Northampton with a mission: to view the
artwork oftwo diverse artists. 1 came back
not only having seen the exhibits, but
having found my "launch pad to inner
peace."

Yes. forjust $48.95, 1. too can purchase
my very own Cosmic Cushion. The mak-
ers of this invaluable product and I have
one thing ( besides an appreciation for cos-
mic meditation ) in common: we realize the

talent ofSonia R. Hillios, one ofthe artists
whose work is being featured at the Forbes
Gallery this month.

The folks at Sun and Moon Originals,
the company that produces the Cosmic
Cushion liked Hillios' work so much that
they hired her to promote the cushion.
Both the original print and finished ad-
vertisement can be viewed until Septem-
ber 30.

Sun and Moon Originals is not the only
organization to take note ofHillios' talent,
and the artist has been hired by such
companies as Paramount, Republic Pic-
tures, and Universal Studios.

Hillios' exhibit entitled To the 24th
Century and Beyond" features book cov-
ers, pins, prints and T-shirts created for
television and movie promotions for
projects including "Star Trek," (both
original and current shows) "Beauty and
the Beast," "Quantum Leap," and "Dick

Tracy." Works can be purchased for be-

tween $650 and $700.
Hillios, who specializes in futuristic,

science-fiction characters, has been a por-

trait artist and illustrator since 1979, and
her work has been sold throughout the
country.

The gallery's other exhibit, "Seeing with
the Inner Eye: Dream Faces, Flowers and
Spaces" by Claudia Zimmerman-Lipston
carries the viewer in the opposite direction,
and back through time.

This exhibit of paintings, masks and
sculptures focuses on natural and even
prehistoric subjects.

The eight clay and satin or terracotta
masks represent the early "Hunter,"
"Gatherer," and "First Ragand Bone Man"
and are titled accordingly. Other masks,
ranging from stoic to "Innocent" (a favor-
ite of mine) represent figures such as Ar-
ies or Zimmerman-Lipstons's vision of

Weekly Collegian Arts Staff Meetings
Will be held each Sunday at 2 PM in the Collegian Newsroom at 113 Campus Center.

As Always New Staff Is Welcome to Attend!

in Fact, Please Do!
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"Night Visitors."

Zimmerman-Lipston's clay sculptures,
while primitive, natural and earthy,
seemingly represent timeless, ageless
emotion. "Coming Out," "Pouring Her
Heart Out," and "The Fates" arejust a few
on exhibit.

Most of the artist's oil paintings high-
light the beauty of flowers. These works,
while life-like, exhibit a surreal quality,
made possible by the mix and shadowing
of dreamy pastels. Pieces may be pur-
chased for between $118 and $680.

If you are looking for something to do
this weekend or in the upcoming couple of
weeks, I strongly urge you to visit or call

the Forbes Library and view this exhibit.
At the very least, you will be able to get the
telephone number of Sun and Moon
Originals and pick up one of those groovy
Cosmic Cushions, which, by the way, come
in berry, black, blue, green and purple.

TREADMILL

Fitness

584-49I5

3

J

J

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO STMT
SAVINGFORRETIREMENT ISWHEN IT LOOKS

LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT

NoRThAWpTON
Nauti'Ius^ Inc.

216 North King Street
Northampton

Aerobics • Nautilus • Lifecycles
• Tannmn • Frpp Wmqhf?

4

Can't afTord to save for retirement?

The truth is, you can't afTord not to.

Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.

By starting to save now, you can take

advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $io<> each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227 each month
to reach the same goal.

Stmrtplmmnii^ymrfuture. Cmll

Ensuring the fbtnrc
for those who shape it.^

Even ifyou're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAACREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.

Over a million people in education and
research put TIAACREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?

Call today and learn how simple it is

to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAACREF working on
your side.

•»r Enrmllmeut Hmtlim* I 800 842-2888.

'AjJwniiift

Recycle this

Collegian.

Recycle
this Arts
Section.

Recycle
the

comics
page while
you're at

it.

Hey, Why
not the
Sports
section

too?

If you're
really

feeling

wild
try Ed/Op.

You'll like

it.

I know
you
will.

COLLEGIAN

It's About TIME

from *50.

uuatchn

from *40.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
191 N PWiAfil SI Amherst • i5.1-J01 1

II Mavjok Si . Nftrtfumpion • S0b-i>Jib
(3pen * (Ws • Thursdiv nights m Norrhampion
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FLEX

FITNESS CENTER
A M M I I S T , MA

The Vtalley's Leading Weight Training Faclllly
175 University Dnve

, Amherst • 253 3539

SPORTS 5flR

& PESTAimANT

TONIGHT
9-1

PIZZA SUCES

Drink of The Week
CRANBERRY COOLER

$1.75

Sign up for our Shark Pool Tournament!
Start* WediiesUay Sept. 23.

University Drive & Amity
Amtierst • 549-4040

^^^>

ne new, used& children's Bool{s

European, art & Uterary periodicals

puBCisfurs overstocf^s at 30%-80% off

speciaC orders • out-of-print Boof^searches

Open 7 dayg « Mon-Sat 9-9; Sun 10-5 « 38 Pleaaant St., Northanyton, MA 584-0374 » 586-5838

^ DID VOU IF^II^^ THE FLAG FOOTBALL, SOCCER, SOFTBALL

^
ENTRY DATE? IT'S NOT TOO LATE. BRING YOUR TEAM ROSTERS

J TO THE I M OFFICE, 215 BOYDEN, AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

mm, PLUS
KEISER

NAUTILUS

FREE-WEIGHTS

4 Months
M39

The thrill of rock climbing, ^

the safety & convenience of a machine.

STAIRMASTERS

LIFE CYCLES

LIFE ROWER

BIOCYCLES"^

CYBEX UBE

NORDIC TRACK

TREADMILLS

r'd^wisfu\si^

\ aa^QQEiiDQQCi apaa^a ^^^^r^^.
,?i

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

West
South
Amherst
256-0080

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
JALE

CLASSIFIEDS
_ 20« per word per day for students

-Cash in advance

Deadline: two days priorto publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 13 Campus Center

PERSj

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVmES

Fiva CoHagai Europaan Club
Fall '92 First meeting
Thursday 9/17/92 7:30 PM
UMass Campus Center RM 162

Info 546 3727

Viatnamesa Studant Asaocation
First Meeting
Tonight - 7 pm
Rm. 917 Campus Center

Elections

ALL WELCOME

ANNOUNCEMENTS

"Amharat Copy Cantar no longer ac-

cepts purchase orders from the History

Department at UMass."

SURVIVING GRIEF: Support groups for

individuals who have lost a loved one.

Ten week programs in Amherst, limited

size. Consultants and counseling avail-

able. Joan Gibson 253-3133.

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Ford Granada. Rebuilt engine,

good condition. Must sell! S600 OBO.
Call Kristen 253 9652.

1989 Hyundai Excal 3 door standard,

only 15000 miles original owner S3600 or

BO. 546 5818 or 545-3330.

1986 Ford Mustang 4 speed, 4 cylinder

A/C, power everything, 76.000 miles,

S2500/Best Offer 549 3674

Dataun 200s)i 1982 5 speed manual,

amAm cassette, air, 150,000 miles. S750/

BO 665 4899

Chavrolat Station Wagon runs great,

power windows, locks S595 Call 549 0621

CAR FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette

56,000 miles

Well-maintained

Needs clutch work
S900/negotiable

549-7912

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S6.00

Free soda with purchase of a large

sub salad or spaghetti

549 6098 549-6073

MUST MENTION THIS AD

FOR RENT

Fridga Rantal Fraa delivery 253 9742

FOR SALE

NINTENDO
Plus 10 games
S200 Neg.
Ask for Jake 6-5568

Ouaan sz Watarbad $75 Ig dorm fridge

S50 fender bass amp (75 watt) S200 665-

2173

SAVE $•$ - Brand new 386sxx-33 MHz
2mb Memory, 80mb Hard Disk, 1.44 mb
Floppy, SUGA. Color Monitor/Card, DOS
5.0, Warrantied, Delivered.

S999 256 6474

Small datk, microwava (almost new),
other articles. Call 546 5698

Tandy 10O0EXPC includes keyboard
color monitor Dot matrix printer and soft-

ware (Deskmate) Great condition S250 or

80
Smith Corona PowerWord Processor 5000
nearly brand new w/diskettes, printing

cartridges, and variety of printing wheels
S200 or BO 546 6683.

Trundia Bad
2 Metal Frames t

2 Matresses
Call Adam S195B.O.
549-7477

Honda 350 cc
looks good, dependable
S350 firm 549-4634

HELP WANTED
ACTIVIST
Pan-time jobs for the environment
work with MASSPIRG to pass the
Recycling Initiative S40 60/day
Call Carmen 256 6434

Attantion! Excallant Incoma
for home assembly work. INFO

504 646-1700. Dept. P1307

CAMPUS REPS WANTED
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993

The best rates and the biggest

commissions. For more information call

800 395-WAVE

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY maTling o7r
circulars! ...

Begin NOWI...FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN 38018
4000

Engliah Tutor Naadad: Sutdent needs
help in creative writing. Excallant pay 1

1

Debbie 546-2161

Exploding company aaaks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,

earn bonuses, free carl Call Deb 253-7502
Leave message

Kitchan halp
Part time

Must be able to

Work nights till 2 am
* weekends apply at

DP Dough downtown Amherst

Girls of UMdSS 1993 Calendar
Cal|^508 753 125J^or Injfo

Paaca and Juctica organization seeks
office assistant workstudy students.
Phone receptionand general clerical work.

10 hours per week; S5-$6 per hour. Call

Carolyn at 256-8306

Spring Braak '93 Sell trips, earn cash
and go free!!! Student travel services is

now hiring campus representatives.

Ski packages also available.

Call 1-800 648 4849.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

Tha UMASS Studant Federal Credit

Union needs volunteers! 5 hours/wk
Info session Thursday 9/17 7pm at the

Credit Union 314 Student Union Building

$22.1 7/hr. Profaisional company
saaka students to sell popular college

party't-shirts (includes tye-dyesi Choose
from 12 designs. 1991 92 average S22. 17

hr. Sales over twice avarge. First month
orders shipped next day. Work on con-

signment w/no financial obligation or
purchase for S5.95 - up (VISA/MC ac

ceptedl Call free anytime 1-800-733-3265

Varaatila vibrant piano accompanist
wanted for Hope Church Choir. Part time
paid position 549-5973

Wantad Childcara for 9 yr old boy in

our home in Leverett. Responsible

person with car for some overnights
from 3 PM until 8;30 AM. Call 548-9057.

HOME AND a CAR STEREO

Announcing safa and aounds first

warahousa clearance sale! Call for best

price of the year on Adcom, Alpine, Bos
ton Acoustics, B * W, camber, kenwood,
Luxman, Mirage, NAD, Onkyo. Rotel, and
more! All NAD, Camber, and B * W
inventory 30 % off! All units carry
manufacturers warranty. Free delivery to

the Amherst. Northampton area.. Safe
and Sound 428 East St. Chicopee MA 594
6460. Store hours8:30 - 5:30 M-F, Sat. 9:00

•5:00.

INSTRUCTION

PERSONALS

Earn Cradit laarn to Scuba Dive Basic
course, G09. Florida trip, G10. New
England Advanced Course, Gil. Basic
Classes start 9/14. For further info call

545 2338.

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

LOST

Sirius sign wantad - will pay handsome
regard for return. No questions asked.
Call 259 1251.

MUSICIANS

Profassional RockyBluas/Funk/
Reggae - Drummer needed for estab
lished . working band. yeP! 253-0744

Drummar
S years experience

256-8115

aarchiitg organ/piano player.

Call for details 549 5862.

My Baautiful Twin,
I will always love you even after I have
seen my last sunset in this world, I will still

have time for your There is always time
enough for love. I love you with my all,

and I send you my Prayers and love from
across the world.

Always.

Me

ROOM WANTED

Claan, matura A responsibia student
looking for somewhere to reside.

John 1-567 6651

ROOMMATE WANTED

For rant: Room in house w/2 Grad stu-

dents in Millers Falls, 265.00/month inclu-

sive. Interested? Call Jeff or Nils at 659
2526^fter^6 PM
Naad famala to ahara apartment on bus
route. Call Kris or Esta at 549-6096

SERVICES

Hava you baan rippad off by a retailer?

Contact Legal Services Center regarding

your rights as a consumer. 922 Campus
Center, 545 1995

Pragnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam St.

Northampton 586 3000 or Greenfield 774-

6010

Saptambar Lawn Spacial
Low maintenance chemical fee natural

creations landscape company
Vaday and Hiiltowns CaU 296^4337
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AD position
perfect job for
ex-coach Reid
When last we saw David BischofTat the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, he was making a pledge to
clear his name of any wrong-doings found by the
state legislature's probe ofthe athletic department's
spending habits.

That's not exactly how top administrators want
to end their careers. (See Nixon, Richard M. ) Had
the state not found evidence of faulty spending
habits, junkets and meals with the dead, Bischoff
would have closed his tenure out quietly on the
north side ofcampus, overseeing the MuUins Arena,
UMass's newest playground.

But fortune tends to have a nasty revenge streak.
Now Bischoff, who in fiscal 1992 was paid more
money than most ofyour professors - a cool $96,000
to be exact - has found himselfon the wrong side of
the fence. That is, the chain link fence he is alleged
to have financed with UMass money.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Like the Campus Center, the athletic depart-

ment has a big mess and few janitors to clean it up.
Fortunately, Glenn Wong, the interim athletic di-

rector, has by all accounts done an excellent job
over at Boyden. The question remains, however:
who will the University bring in to ensure credibihty
and budgetary restraint? Is there anyone out there
in big-time college sports who actually holds these
values in high esteem?

There is an answer to that question. His name is

Jim Reid. and I challenge anyone to come up with
a better candidate for Athletic Director of the
University of Massachusetts.

Reid, as you may recall, left in a storm ofcontro-
versy last springwhen Bischoff. without telhng Reid
directly, cut the football team's scholarship money
for the following year. Reid. rather than tell recruits
he couldn't come up with themoney he had promised,
heeded his own values and quit on the spot.

Rumor had it that Reid. who now coaches defense
at the University of Richmond, was interested in
replacing Bischoff. Those rumors proved false when
Reid did not submit an application for the post.

Now, it's not likely that Reid would want to leave
coaching football to become an administrator. HI
also bet he wouldn't want to put pressure on current
UMass football coach Mike Hodges by becoming the
ex-coach looking over his successor's shoulder.

Also, consider that Reid could very possibly
become head football coach at Richmond after the
contract ofcurrent head Spider Jim Marshall runs
out. Marshall hasn't fared well (4-29 before this

season) and in the football-crazy south, either you
win or hit the road. Reid has gone on record as
dismissing such possibilities, but stranger things
happen in college sports.

But I'm issuing the challenge anyway. Jim Reid
is one ofthose rare individuals who believes college

athletics serve a more important role than the
generation ofrevenue. Like building character, for

example. Reid is an intensely competitive man. but
possesses a personal integrity which demands rules
are followed. He slept on hotel floors and packed his

team sandwiches for road trips, so he knows the
value of a dollar here at UMass.

Indeed, there are no better qualified candidates
for the position of athletic director at the Univer-
sity ofjMadsachusetts than Jim Reid. There are
other wOTaih and men who could fill the position
well, granted. Glenn Wong is one of these people.
But there are no better custom fits than a man who
spent 18 years here and turned down obscene
amounts of money and perks from an Ivy League
school because he wanted to be here. In Amherst.

I certainly hope the search committee sees this

little column. I also hope Reid somehow gets a hold
of it. Because I'm challenging both of them to do
what's best for UMass.

Greg Sukiennik appears every Wednesday on the
Collegian sports page.

Sports
Minutemen keep record perfect
Men's soccer takes 3-0 decision over Holy Cross
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team
entered Tuesday's game worrying about two things: the
Holy Cross Crusaders, as well as a letdown after their 6-

1 win over Temple.
Though strugghng early on, the Minutemen made it

past both obstacles, en route to a 3-0 win at Garber Field.

"This was a tough game because ofthe big win against
Temple. We had to get up once again for Holy Cross,
which had been struggling. It was a hard thing to do,"
said UMass head coach Sam Koch.

Yesterday's game was marked by UMass' failure to
convert on numerous opportunities. They took 21 shots,
finally breaking the scoring drought at 21:08 of the first

half

UMass'Justin Edelman took a pass fromjunior Randy
Jacobs and put it past Holy Cross junior goalie Dave
Stalter. Jacobs came up the sideline, slipped past the
Holy Cross defender, and slid the pass to Edelman, who
promptly booted it into the net and gave UMass a 1-0

lead.

The junior midfielder scored his second goal of the
year, giving him six points in this young season.

Todd KyUsh, thejunior co-captain and UMass' leading
scorer, seemed to dominate on defense, allowing sopho-
more goalie Mark Wolf to get his first shutout ofthe year.

"We came out a bit sluggish. Our defense played well,
and we got the shutout, which is what we wanted," said
Kyhsh.

UMass scored the second goal at 57:20 of the second
halfwhenjunior co-captain Shawn Bleau took a pass and
blasted it past the diving Stalter. Bleau's goal was assisted
by both sophomore Mike Doyle and freshman Dave
Yurick.

"The shots seemed to be going in the net a little easier
on Saturday. It took extra work to get the goals in," said
Bleau.

The final goal by the Minutemen came at 70:30 of the
second half, as freshman Colin Johnson chipped in a goal
offthe pass from Jacobs and Bleau. This goal buried Holy
Cross for good, sealing a 3-0 victory for UMass.

Wolf only faced 2 shots, saving both. The only threat
he had to ward offcame late in the game when Holy Cross
caught the UMass goalie out of position. The Crusaders
ripi>ed a shot at the open net, but were thwarted asjunior
Ted Priestly stepped in the way of the shot. Wolf then

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Stephan Scott, shown herein last weekend's game against

Temple, and the UMass soccer team posted a 3-0 win over
Holy Cross Tuesday. The men's team is now 4-0.

covered up, securing the shutout.
The next game for UMass is its first road game of the

year. The Minutemen travel to Rhode Island on Saturday
at 1 p.m. for another big A-10 divisional contest.

"It is a big game against Rhode Island, and we have
three days practice to prepare. I think we're ready," said
Kylish.

Goal notes: UMass was without junior defenseman
Matt Edgerly, who has been injured since the first game
of the season. Edgerly is expected to return on Saturday
against URL

Randy Jacobs, with two assists against Holy Cross,
pushed his season point total to 8. He is tied for the team
lead with Kylish.

Dave Yurick gathered his first points of his young
career with an assist on Bleau's goal.

Yankee Conference notebook
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team has
undeniably one ofthe most difficult first two weeks ofthe
season in Division 1-AA. Last week, the Minutemen
kicked offtheir 1992 campaign against the No. 2 team in
Division 1-AA, the Delaware Fighting Blue Hens; this
Saturday, UMass will face the No. 6 team in the country,
the Holy Cross Crusaders.

Last week's 33-13 loss was a tough one indeed as
UMass led at halftime 13-12 and had the Delaware
stadium crowd as quiet as a funeral procession. Delaware
came out firing in the third quarter though, as quarter-
back Bill Vergantino dashed seven yards for the touch-
down and the 18-13 lead (Vergantino's pass failed). This
was followed by a 21-yard run by Delaware's Daryl
Brown (game high 183 yards rushing, 1 TD) and a fourth
quarter TD by Walter Hicks which essentially killed
UMass' chances. There were, however, many bright spots
in this game for the Minutemen.

Freshman red-shirt quarterback Andrew McNeilly's
performance raised a lot ofeyebrows (including the UMass
coaches) as he passed for 119 yards on 8-18 completions
and one TD and rushed for 41 yards, good enough to earn
him a starting job next weekend against the Crusaders.

the Yankee Conference honor roll. Outside linebacker
Scott Assencoa had a solid game as well as he tallied up
six unassisted tackles.

Reasons for the UMass defeat, however, can be found in
those statistics that no one ever bothers to look at after a
game. First, UMass succeeded on only 1-of-lO third down
conversions while Delaware cormected on over half(8-13).
The time of possession (34:32-25:28) wasn't overwhelm-
ingly in Delaware's favor, but when you look what Dela-
ware did with that time, you can tell why they won. The
Blue Hens had 74 offensive plays to 52 for UMass and
totaled 407 yards on offense to 280 yards for the Minute-
men.

The notebook's filling up pretty fast, so let's look to the
rest of the Yankee Conference. First off. What's up with
the University of New Hampshire? After earning con-
ference championship honors with Villanova and Dela-
ware last year, the Wildcats are off to a rowing start at
0-2. Head Coach Bill Bowes says he's trying to find some
sort of silver lining in his team's first two games but at
last check, he was still looking.

One bright spot is that after their first game, senior
tailback Barry Bourassa had a total of 4.801 all-purpose
careeryards and trailed the YC's all-time leader, UMass's
Garry Pearson, by just 436 yards (he had 79 yards
rushing last week). Looking strong so far in the leagueIV* VT 11 > _r A. AA J J ^ , , ,
,

&•""- "^^"'- '-^^njiig on ung ou lai in tne league
McNeilly s perfect, 44-yard second quartertouchdown has been Maine, whichnow has a 2-0 record the University

pass to split end Matt Read (three receptions, 69 yards)
had to be the highlight of the game on the maroon side.

Leading the way for the Minutemen in rushing was
tailback John Johnson, who had 52 yards, and one
touchdown on 13 attempts.

On defense, inside linebacker Phil Latrigue was an
animal, piling up 20 tackles, including 14 unassisted
tackles and two QB sacks— good enough to be named to

ofRichmond, that had an offense that racked up 49 points
(but a defense that gave up 40) and Villinova, which
scored a shutout against Bucknell, 34-0.

Yankee Notables: Rookie ofthe Week: Runningback
Ray Baur of Maine (18-88 rushing, 2-23 receiving). Of-
fensive Player of the Week: Quarterback Greg Lilly of
Richmond (313 yds passing). Defensive Player of the
Week: Inside linebacker Jim Reppi of UConn.

_
' " '" '-"-"'^ 6""" ^..w^e" ^ ^ .miiicu tu weeK: insiae nnebacker Jim Reppi of UConn.

Undeieated Minutewomen facing road test against Friars
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Last year, the University ofMassachu-
setts field hockey team beat Providence

College en route to a blazing eight-game
wiiming streak to start the season. This
year, theMinutewomen, who are 2-0, travel

to Providence to face the Friars (3:30 p.m.).

Same thing, different year?
Well, for one thing, UMass has the

services of Philippa Scott in net again,

and she is well on her way to repeating her
fine performance last season. Scott, a se-

nior from Corsham, England, posted a 2-

record in goal last week, recording 11
saves total against Boston College and the
University of New Hampshire and was
named Atlantic 10 Defensive Player-of-

the-Week.
In fact, Scott came within one goal of

posting back-to-back shutouts, allowing
one shot past her in UMass's 2-1 season-

opening win against EC. In fact, UMass

coach Pam Hixon said the goal should
have been disallowed because it was way
above the regulation height.

Nevertheless, Scott's 0.50 goals-
against-average, which is the best in the
A-10, can also be attributed to a strong
Massachusetts defense and midfield. The
combination ofco-captains Joy Blenis and
Kathy Phelan and defenseman Tracy
Barclay is intact, and newcomer Natalie
Hart has strengthened the D.

Providence (2-0) has also started the

season strong, defeating Michigan State
4-2 and squeaking past Connecticut, 3-2
in overtime. The Friars have outshot their
opponents 43-28.

One change for Providence will be in
net. The Friars will probably start Gina
Martinello, who is 2-0, instead of Debbie
Hagie, who was the starter for Providence
last year.

The question is, can the Minutewomen
repeat last year's outcome against a
tougher Friar squad?
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Is it really September?
Hot, hazy, humid. Mid-808.

The Black Student Unbn holds its first-ever General
Assembly at the Malcolm X Center.

Speakers seek active student involvement. Page 3,

This Weekend:
Fee fie foe fum, it's They Might Be Giants,
and here they come Be prepared as they

stomp into the valley. Page Wl

.
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Weld proposal may
try to spur growth
BOSTON (AP) — Gov. William F.

Weld's jobs package reportedly will mix
some of the tax incentives he proposed in
January with pledges to invest statemoney
as seed capital for businesses.

Weld, in an announcement prepared
forajoint session ofthe Legislature today,
would call for three programs to use state
money as venture capital for emerging
technology companies, small businesses
and export firms, said The Boston Globe.

The state would promise relatively
small amounts ofmoney for businesses to
use as capital, and to induce banks and
other lenders to invest in Massachusetts
companies.

Weld reportedly was likely to call for an
investment tax credit and other tax code
changes in an effort to spark growth.

In January, Weld proposed a one-time
20 percent tax bonus tax credit for plant
equipment investment.

"We would prefer to see a more per-
manent investment tax credit," Richard
Lord, senior vice president of the 3,000
member Associated Industries of Massa-
chusetts, told the Boston Herald.

That could serve to make the cost of
capital a Uttle less."

But Lord said Weld's plans probably
wouldn't make a lasting impact.

"Recovery at the national level is what
would be most important for companies in
Massachusetts, but the governor can do

some things to improve the perceived
business climate in Massachusetts," he
Bsdd.

The Globe said officials who had seen a
draft ofWeld's plan said the venture capital
proposal has three components:

• Creating an emerging technical fund
with more than $ 15 million in state money,
plus loan guarantees for small and mid-
sized companies that can't raise capital
through equity markets or from direct
lending banks.

• Making available small accounts of
seed capital to growing companies, a pro-
gram modeled after a $3.7 million program
in Michigan that officials there said
spurred $80 million in private investment
capital in more than 1,600 loans in five
years.

• Formulating a finance plan to lever-
age private companies specializing in
products for overseas markets.

Last week. Wall Street upgraded the
state's bond rating, and Weld asserted
that Massachusetts' "fiscal crisis is over."
But Susanne Tomkins, vice president of
the Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation,
said that declaration was premature.

"If I were the people concerned about
school reform or local governments that
haven't seen improvement in their fiscal
situation, I would be concerned about
hearing the governor suggest that tough
fiscal times were behind us," she said.

Biofeedback system
offers tension relief

Links sought in murder
BOSTON (AP) — State and federal

authorities reportedly are looking into a
possible link between the killing of a
Northwest Airlines employee and an al-
leged credit card scam.

Susan Taraskiewicz's body was found
Monday in the trunk ofher car. She worked
at the airline's office at Logan Interna-
tional Airp)ort.

The investigation into Taraskiewicz's
death coincides with an ongoinginquiry of
about 30 Northwest Airlines employees
suspected of taking part in a credit card
scam, according to yesterday's Boston
Herald.

"The Homicide Unit is exploring all
possible ties," Carmen Field, a spokes-
woman for the Suffolk County district
attorney's office told the newspaper.

The investigation by state police and
the U.S. Treasury Department centers on
LoganAirport airlineemployees who have
access to U.S. bulk mail and allegedly
stole new credit cards before they reached
their rightful owners.

The employees allegedly took the cards
and sold them to an underground network
for several hundred dollars. Charges were
then made on the cards.

The credit card company did not im-
mediately realize the charges were
fraudulent because the rightful recipients
had not reported the cards stolen.

JonAustin, a spokesman forNorthwest
Airlines headquartered in Eagan, Minn.,
said he had no comment on either inves-
tigation. He referred any questions about
Taraskiewicz's death to authorities.
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Dr. Befijamin Levy of University Heafth Services hooks a thermo regulator to a

student taking a late-summer swim in the Campus Pond as sophomore legal studiesmapr Jason Zupka looks on.

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Doyou suffer from severe headaches
every time you have an exam? Are you
tired ofdealing with the incessant pain
ofan ulcer? Then maybe biofeedback is

the answer to your ailments.
The University of Massachusetts's

Health Services has a treatment called
biofeedback which, depending on the
persc.n,can effectivelycure ailments such
asmuscle tension headachesand improve
symptoms fi-om illnesses such as ulcer
disease, hypertension and cardiac dis-
ease, according to Health Services staff.

Dr. Benjamin Levy, a psychiatrist at
the University's Health Services, said
biofeedback is a valuable treatment be-
cause it teaches the patient to identify
and control his or her own S3nmptoms
without the use ofmedicines or surgery.

"It helps the person become self-suf-

ficient and enables them to prevent or
diminish the intensity of their prob-
lems," he said.

Levy said the computerized biofeed-
back system monitors several physical
responses which are stress-related. A
few ofthese responses include skin tem-
perature, muscle tension and electrical

impulses on the skin.

Dr. Bruce Taub-Bynum, founder
and directorofthe behavioral medicine
clinic, said the patient then learns to
relax their cardiovascular and circula-
tory systems.

This is usually done with positive
imagery, muscle relaxation techniques
and diaphragmatic breathing," said
Levy.

Levy said positive imagery means
different things for different people.
"Some people use self-hypnosis to re-
lax, while others use visual or auditory
images," he said.

Levy said to do the diaphragmatic
breathing technique a person pushes
their abdomen out as they inhale and
passively lets their abdomen fall back
down as they exhale.

"This breathing technique is used
by singers and horn and wind instru-
mentalists," Levy said.

Levy said a treatment for a person
who always gets migraine headaches
before exams would be to use diaphrag-
matic breathing and positive imagery.

"These techniques may prevent the
person from spiraling into an intense
physical state every time they have an

Turn to RELIEF, Page 2

Evangelist holds forum for religious discussion
Says UM has "tremendous prejudice against God. "

_ .. ^ MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Evangelist Cliff Knechtle

By JACK CHALLORAN
Collegian Correspondent

Inviting onlookers to ask questions on theological
matters, evangelist CliffKnechtle held what he called an
"open-air dialogue" on the Student Union steps yester-
day afternoon.

The discussion series, entitled "Isn't Christianity a
Crutch for the Weak?" was sponsored by the InterVarsity
and Graduate Christian Fellowships. Today's noon dia-
logue will be the final of three provided this week.

The often embattled Knechtle enthusiastically an-
swered questions from a diverse gathering of over 100
students.

Most of the questioners were in disagreement with
Knechtle, prompting him to respond: There is a tremen-
dous prejudice here at UMass-Amherst against God.
Combative" is how student Alex LaManias described the
minister, commenting, "He loses his temper easily." "Life
is an experiment. I don't know. We are all individuals We
knowwhat is rightand wrong," said student Mike LaRocco.

"Why must we all believe in one God? Why can't we
believe what we want as long as we don't cause harm to
others?" LaRocco asked.

"God gave us free will because we asked for it,"

countered Knechtle, girding his assertion that God is not

responsible for human suffering, but that people are.
Knechtle often used the word "context" when ques-

tioned about specific portions of the Bible, prompting
many to accuse him ofbending the words in that book to
fit his assertions.

"People are just not grasping what he's saying" said
student Jim Hoover, a supporter of the minister.
Outright agreement was not in evidence, although many
among the crowd appeared devoutly religious. Knechtle
gladly entertained debate from people ofdifferent faiths.

In addition, questions ofrace came up repeatedly with
people asking the minister how he knew that Jesus was
a white man.

"Jesus was not black or white. He was a first century
Jew, with a Jewish mother. He was a brown man,"
Knechtle replied.

One passerby attempted to deride the minister by
crying "Long live Evolution."

Knechtle, in a departure from the evangelical stereo-
type, does not discredit Darwinian theory.

"There is too much evidence" to discredit evolution, he
said. "Evolution was the source of creation."

During the three-hour debate, one man began wiithing
on the ground, feigning uncontrollable religious fervor.

Anotler man, also in apparent jest, knelt in front of
Mr. Knechtle saying "You are Jesus" for several minutes.
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exam," Levy said.

Levy said the correlation between between a
person's stress and physical state determines how
successful the treatment will be.

"If a person has a willingness to practice the
breathingand muscle relaxation techniques at home,
then they have a better chance of being completely
helped," he said.

"Biofeedback is not the answer for everyone," said
Levy. Some other interventions people opt for are
yoga, meditation, acupuncture and regular excercise,
he said.

Biofeedback was first used in the first half of the
century to treat stroke patients by trying to retrain
the injured muscles. Levy said.

He said in the 1960s there was a shift toward
examining different tension states measured by
biofeedback in combination with relaxation tech-
niques.

This has helped people find relief from a wide
variety of stress-related symptoms," Levy said

"In the last decade, biofeedback treatment has
been used to also measure general physical health,"
said Levy.

Homeless man
wins scholarship
BOSTON (AP) — A 31 -year-old homeless man has

been awai'ded a four-year scholarship to study at Suffolk
University.

Kevin Davis, who has lived at a Boston homeless
shelter since May 1991, will begin classes in September
as a finance major at the University's School ofManage-
ment.

"I always wanted to go to college and now I can," Davis
said in a statement released by Suffolk on Wednesday.

Davis was accepted under Suffolk's annual homeless
student scholarship program, which was established last

year after the university awarded a future scholarship to

a 9-year-old homeless girl, Zakia Cox of Boston.
Davis was chosen from among 13 applicants who were

selected for interviews, said Chris Perry, director of
financial aid at Suffolk.

"He was very enthusiastic about coming and getting a
college education," Perry said. "We were struck by the
seriousness of his purpose."
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DONT FALL IN!!! —Senior psychology major appears intent on not taking a late-summer swim iUthe c'^pus pSi*das sophomore legal studies major Jason Zupka looks on.
=>i-u«iu

BSU holds opening Assembly
Speaker stresses necessity ofstudent contribution
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

The first General Assembly of the newly-established
Black Student Union last drew a "very receptive" re-
sponse from the over 75 students who attended, accord-
ing to the organization's interim president.

Interim president Fabiola Narcisse, who gave the
opening address at the meeting held at the Malcolm X
Cultural Center, stressed the role of the Black Student
Union as a support organization designed to help Black
students and Registered Student Organizations on cam-
pus.

Narcisse said she found the response of the audience
to be generally positive.

"The people were very receptive,''Narcisse said. "They
seemed genuinely interested in what the BSU has to
offer."

Keynote speaker Delphine Quarles, an advisor from
the Student Activities Office, spoke about her 12 years of
experience in working with student groups at UMass.

"An organization is only as good as the people in it,"

she said, and stressed the importance ofbroad participa-
tion from the entire body.

There was an attempt made to establish a Black
Student Union seven years ago, but the organization
failed due to lack of participation, according to Quarles.

"Too much work was being done by one person," she
said. "Everyone should focus on one piece of the organi-
zation and make their contribution to it."

Al Lizana, interim vice president ofthe Black Student
Union, gave the audience an update and overview of the
work undertaken to bring the organization to its present
point.

Students then reviewed the organization's constitu-
tion, which had been revised from the one used at the
constitutional convention held last spring. After some
floor debate the audience accepted the new constitution
without any further revisions.

The assembly finally ended following announcements
by student representatives from other campus RSOs.

Lizana expressed satisfaction with the meeting, say-
ing that it "marks a positive turning point in the develop-
ment of our community."

Jewish figures honored
Ceremony offers opportunity to reflect

UM education
program seeks
high standards
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Selectivity is necessary in order to improve the future
quality of our schools, according to a University of Mas-
sachusetts education professor.

Clement A. Seldin, an associate professor in the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts School of Education, said that
since 1988, the Elementary Teacher Education Piogram
(ETEP) has instituted a new set of standards designed to
select the top students in the education major.

Seldin believes that teaching qualifications have be-
come minimal, allowing mediocre teachers in our el-
ementary schools. To combat this, ETEP has a rigorous
acceptance program that includes a comprehensive port-
folio. Although grades are an important part of the
selection process, they are not the top priority.

Candidates must also be interviewed, submit letters
of recommendation and personal statements in order to
be considered.

All this adds up to a four-hour decision-making pro-
cess in which only 25 to 30 students are accepted every
semester. This represents only 40 percent ofthe students
in the education department.

Although Seldin admits the program is not perfect, he
says It's necessary to improve the future ofeducation.He
claims that there are many students that he'd love to
accept, but they just don't meet the requirements. Seldin
disagrees that enthusiasm is enough to make competent
teachers. "Motivation, by itself, isn't sufficient," he says.

For those who don't make the cut, alternatives are
available. These students, mostly juniors, can reapply
with the help ofSeldin, who makes suggestions on how to
strengthen the portfolio.

Other students transfer to different schools where
standards are not as rigorous. Students have the oppor-
tunity to graduate without certification and receive it
later in the graduate program.

Seldin says he knows his standards are tough and
honestly feels for those who are rejected. "I lose sleep over
it every semester," Seldin says.

He says he still feels, however, that this policy is
necessary and not designed to scare prospective teach-
ers. "Those students who are the best in the field should
be eager to accept the competition and willing to en after
it full throttle."

Teacher education director Richard Clark says he agrees
with Seldin. He supports the strong admissions program
and exit requirements. Clark says he believes future
teachers need to be understanding, caring and concerned.

As for the selection process, Clark says he believes it

is not as dependent on academic performance as other
fields. "Selectivity is more than tests and courses. . . it's

multidimensional," Clark said. These students need to
share a willingness to handle an intense workload and
have the strength to cope with stress, according to Clark.

Education professor Robert Sinclair says he believes
the United States has an obligation to educate all chil-
dren. Turn to EDUCATION, page 4

By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Correspondent

One of the founders of the Chabad
House praised several prominent figures

from Jewish history in a ceremony mark-
ing their birthdays Tuesday night.

Rabbi Edelman ofSpringfield, who has
been in Springfield for over 40 years, was
the guest speaker at Tuesday's Chabad
House ceremony. Rabbi Adelman of
Chabad House, who introduced Edelman,
said the Rabbi was instrumental in the
opening of Chabad in 1974.

The two great figures of Judaism that
Edelman spoke about that evening were
the Ba'al Shem Tov, a great leader of the
Chasidic movement, and also the Alter
Rebbe-Rabbi Shneur Zalman, the first

Lubavitcher Rebbe.
This Tuesday "Chay Elul" (the hebrew

date for the 18th day ofthe month ofElul)

marked the birthday of these two great
leaders in Jewish history. The party at the
Chabad House honored this event.

A small group of about 20 people gath-

ered to honor the two men and held a

ceremony with an assortment of refresh-

ments, including seedless grapes, roasted

peanuts and homemade coffee cake.

Rabbi Zalman wrote the "Tanya" — a

major work which is the basic philosophy

of Chabad Lubavitch Chasidut.

Chabad Lubavitch Chasidut is a

ChasidicbranchofJudaism which teaches
us how to serve God and mankind, accord-
ing to Rabbi Edelman.

Rabbi Edelman spoke about the ad-
vent of the Ba'al Shem Tov and the major
impact his movement made on Jews
throughout the world. Jews at the time
were disillusioned because of their pov-
erty and the oppressive governments'
under which they lived, Edelman said. He
instilled new joy and vitality in their lives
through prayer, learning and song, ac-
cording to Edelman.

"With his insights the Ba^al Shem Tov
instilled afeelingofunity forJewish people
all over the world," said Rabbi Edelman.
This statement was followed by more
singing produced by the Ba al Shem Tov
and more rounds of vodka with "to life"

echoing through the room.
The speech continued with an over-

view of the second great leader-Rabbi
ShneurZalman, the initiator ofthe Chabad
Lubavitch movement.

Rabbi Edelman explained how Rabbi
Zalman instilled unity and love in the
Jewish people. He stressed that the way to

keep the Jewish nation strong is for Jew-
ish people to love one. another, whether
they are rich, poor. Orthodox or Reform.

Edelman said if one is a Jew, they are
part of this "oneness" which should serve
to unite all Jews.

Turn to CHABAD. Page 4

Former UM professor
and juice inventor dies
GRANTHAM—Kirby M. Hayes, 69,

an inventor of the popular Cranapple
style juice drink, died July 27, 1992, at
the Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center, Lebanon.

Mr. Hayes gained national recogni-
tion through his work on frozen food
handling.

Born Aug. 26, 1922 in Pocasset,
Mass., the son ofStephen and Gertrude
(Rudolph) Hayes and had lived in

Grantham for the past seven years. He
previously lived in Amherst for35years.

Mr. Hayes attended the University
ofMassachusetts at Amherst where he
earned a master's degree in Food Sci-

ence in 1948.

During that time, he discovered the
blending technique of apple and cran-
berry juice to produce Cranapple juice
that is appealing to the eye and taste.

After graduate school, he worked for

the Poultry Branch ofthe United States
Department ofAgriculture in Washing-
ton, D.C.

He joined the faculty of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts in Amherst in

1951 and retired as a full professor in

1985.

He was a veteran of World War II,

serving in the Pacific area in the United

StatesArmy until 1946. He thenjoined
the Army Reserves and retired as
Lieutenant Colonel in 1982.

He was a member of the Institute
ofFood Technologists and served as a
council representative and a past
president of IFT North East Section.

In Grantham, Mr. Hayes served as
health officer and was a member of
Eastman Board ofDirectors. He was a
member ofthe Country Squi res ofNew
London.

He was a member of the South
Congregational Church of Newport.

He leaves his wife of 42 years,
Elizabeth (Collyer) Hayes, of
Grantham; two daughters, Ellen
Wienberg of Manchester and Linda
Williams of Franklin; three grand-
children; a brother, Stephen P. Hayes
of Centerville, Mass.; a niece; two
nephews and cousins.

Donations in his memory may be
made to the Department of Food Sci-
ence, Chenoweth Laboratory, in care
of Dr. Fergus Clydesdale at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts.

Funeral arrangements are under
the direction of the Newton-Bartlett
Funeral Home, Newport.—University News Office
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education
continued from p>oge 3
from all backgrounds and to do it well.

Future teachers need to be competent
and creative with a strong sense ofthe
diversity of the children they teach.

Sinclair says he thinks it is an ex-
citing time to be an educator, and that
people need the passion and the com-
petence necessary to succeed.

"Passion alone isn't enough, how-
ever, neither is competence — our fu-

ture teachers need an equal balance of
both," Sinclair said.

Dawn Bond, a graduate student in
the education program, said she wasn't
as supportive of Seldin's ideas. She is

not in ETEP, nor has she ever applied,
but says she believes that the judge-
ments made on admissions are differ-

ent for every student.

These judgements are random and
selective and there is some question as
to who decides which students are ac-

cepted and which are rejected, accord-
ing to Bond. She also wondered if per-
haps the program is too selective.

Chabad
continued from page 3

Rabbi Zalman also taught the impor-

tance of women in the Jewish religion.

Women areassociated witheverythinggood
or kind in the world and are, as Rabbi
Eklelman says, "closer to sanctity than men."

Rabbi Zalman taught the idea ofbeing
kind, charitable and honest to one another.
After the speech. Rabbi Edelman opened

the floor to questions from the listeners.
When asked what the Hebrew date of

that day meant he said, "'Chay' (of Chay
Elul) meaning 'life*conveys the hope ofthe
Jewish people that god will bless us with
life and happiness in the year ahead."

This was once again followed by a burst
ofsinging and ofcourse, another round of
Absolut.
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UMass profs
produce report
on crack usage
By LAURI HOWE
Collegian Correspondent

Two University of Massachusetts researchers who
have been studying crack cocaine use among Jamaican
women say that there doesn't seem to be any identifiable
risk factors to signal who may become an addict.

Rebekah Hudgins, an independent anthropologist and
graduate student in the School of Public Health, and
Melanie Dreher, dean ofthe School ofNursing at UMass,
studied crack use among 33 women in Kingston and St.

Thomas, Jamaica, from July 1991 to January 1992.
The women studied typically left high school when

they became pregnant for the first time and then had a
series ofunsuccessful relationships which, in many cases,

led to additional pregnancies.
The women said they experienced crises such as the

death of a family member or the ending of a relationship
before first trying crack.

Only two ofthe women in the study thought that crack
was forced on them. The others said they tried the drug
because they were depressed or simply curious about the
drugs effects.

"A surprising number came from stable, two-parent
households," the study said. "All were literate, had some
level ofschooling, and had an impressive abihty to articulate
and conceptualize their problems and lifestyles."

The study says that the most damaging effects on
babies born to crack addicts comes from the environment,
not in-utero exposure. Hudgins and Dreher say that
these findings support the theory suggested by other
studies of cocaine exposure in children — that the most
harmful effects to children are from poor child-rearing

environments rather than prenatal exposure to the drug.
Ofthe 70 childrenbom to the women studied, only eight

were exposed to crack preuatally. Hudgins and Dreher
found it difficult to assess the possible effects of prenatal

exposure to crack because children in Jamaica are often

taken from crack-addicted mothers by relatives.

The role of the community in prevention of crack use
and early intervention was an important finding in the
study. Eighteen of the women studied are still active

users. Fifteen of the women who said they have discon-

tinued their drug use mentioned that a critical factor in

being able to stop was having the support of family,

friends, and neighbors.

Hudgins and Dreher say that the lack of prior knowl-
edge about the effects of crack, which was reported by
almost all ofthe women studied, is a good indicator ofthe
potential effectiveness ofan educational prevention pro-

gram.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the Individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons

from UMass and the rest of the Five College community.
The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone number.
This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters should be no longerthan 50 double-spaced, typed lines. Columns
should not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed lines. Untyped submissions
will not be considered for publication.

Responses to or criticism of columns, cartoons, articles or letters are
limited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns responding to previously
printed material will not be printed. Responses to or criticism of letters
that themselves have responded to a letter, article or column virill not be
printed. Collegian staifare restricted from writing letters, butmay write
columns. Any exceptions will be determined solely by the editors.
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will not be re-
turned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual writer
and do not represent the views of the Collegian.

The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-mentioned
policies in order to provide a forum for community discussion of issues.

Submissions to the Editorial desk can be dropped off in the offices or
mailed to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center. In the basement. Go on.
We're waiting for you.

Hey, this is the real world
I was relaxing by the campus pond

between classes the other day, sitting

under my favorite tree. There was that
pleasant breeze that always seems to be
present at the pond that causes the ripples
in the water and makes the muddy water
look really kind of pretty. It's so relaxing
sometimes tojust lay down and watch the
ducks and the people across the way while
waiting for your class to start.

It made me just incredibly happy to be
bade here after three months of asking
whether customers wanted sugau* or plain
cones with their ice cream. You'd figure
some people would catch on after a couple
of times, but no, they just keep sitting

there like anxious puppies waiting for you
to ask them whether or not they want
their damn sugar or plain cones. It kind of
makes you wonder about people, working
at a job like that.

Nathan

CRICK
There was some strangeman who would

always drop by the place and come back to

talk to the employees. Nobody knew who
the hell he was, he'd just been coming
there for so long we just kind of accepted
him. He'd help put frozen french fries in

little bags for us just because he had
nothing better to do. What a life.

That's why I am so glad to be back. In
fact, that's why most people, it seems, are
glad to be back. Life, or the lack thereof.
Did you ever notice how incredibly dull
most people seem when you come home
from college?

In my town, some brave soul proposed
to put in a pool hall behind the newly built
McDonald's on the comer. There was an
article in the paper about the town meet-
ings that were held on whether or not to
give them a permit. To quote the opponents
of the pool hall: "People who go to pool
halls typically are people who get drunk
and get in fights," Those who play pool
are generally unsavory people," and of
course our police chief, always concerned
for our safety, "I am frankly scared to

death what might happen there."

I live in a town that had one hundred
people in my high school class, and only a
few of us played pool, myself included. I

never really noticed I was imsavory, but I

always did hve in a constant state of de-
nial. Even so, you can't scoff at being
unsavory; at least you're something. Not
just some lifeless lump that goes to the
coffee shop every morning to bitch about
things lik^pDol halls just for the sake of

%.

bitching about things like pool halls.

The thing is that these people that
apparently have no real interest in their

lives besides talking about town politics

and being undecided about the kind of
cones under their ice cream, are, in fact,

the people considered part ofthis mysteri-
ous Real World that we, as UMass stu-
dents, are excluded from participating in.

I never quite understood the rationale
that simply because we go to college we
have no idea what thisR^ World is like.

I look at it this way. We, as human
beings, are alive until we die. We are also,

at least within the bounds of our concep-
tions and excluding any metaphysical
theories, living in this world that we per-
ceive to be real. I don't really see how God
could ordain that all humans are to live on
this Earth as full and active participants
but exclude anyonewho happens to attend
a university.

It seems as if we all have a conception
that our life at UMass is just some
imaginary circus world that doesn't really
count in the grand scheme of things. Yet
here we have probably the greatest control
over our destinies we will ever have, and
at the same time the greatest freedom.
And strangely enough, it seems that we
also have the most fun. Does this make it

all some kind ofgame? I don't understand
how ouryears here could be worth any less
or be any more unrealistic than after we
graduate.

We all seem to have an idea of this
imaginary real world where suddenly we
graduate and there it is. As if the true
meaning ofour lives will be revealed to us
and we will look back at what we used to
be and laugh at how ignorant and disil-

lusioned we all were. Well, it doesn't
happen. When we leave here maybe some
ofus will get lucky and find a good job, buy
an apartment, get married and whatnot,
but I don't think we'll ever find that illu-

sionary Real World.
Well just keep living, wonderingwhen

the Meaning of Life is going to fall on top
of us and smother our misconceptions of
the world that we learned at UMass. And
while we wait for this revelation to come,
our lives waste away until we are left

sitting in coffee shops pretending our ex-
istences have purpose.
We are just as much part of the world

now as we ever will be, and to assume
anjrthing less is to carelessly throw away
precious years of our lives, and that is

something we carmot afford to do. Even
the most unsavory of us.

Nathan Crick is a UMass student.

Upcoming election offers

two meaningless choices
Hmmm. EJeenymeeny miney moe, catch

a. . . oh, there's supposed to be a column
here? Well, you caught me offguard. I was
just practicing how to decide between two
saddest presidential candidates in history.

Remember those "disenfranchised
voters"you read aboutwhen H . Ross Perot
was still plajring pretend candidate? I

suppose I'm one ofthem. Not because "the

system has failed," or "all incumbents
must die horrible, slow, nasty deaths," but
for another reason: neither Bill Clinton
nor George Bush 2u-e qualified for the
position.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Weird, isn't it? Everyone else looking

for a job must compete with hundreds of
out-of-work professionals who have much
more experience and better qualifications.

But ifyou're ruiming for President of the
United States, you need only be "the failed

governor of a small state" or "the failed

president of a ruined industrial nation."

And here's me, trying to land a newspaper
job this whole time.

Let's start with the challenger. Bill

Clinton. Sensing a rare chance at the
presidency. Democrats everjrwhere have
leapt upon the Clinton bandwagon, for-

getting all the nasty things they said about
him in New Hampshire nearly a year ago.

Did Clinton change? No, Paul Tsongas
dropped out of the race and kept his yap
shut (or had it shut for him) like a good
little partisan.

Do I trust the man? Sure. Do I think his

economic plan is smoke and mirrors? Yes.
Do I think he's pandering to special in-

terests towin himselfan election?Ofcourse
he is. Which politician doesn't pander?

I mean, I want to like Clinton, but Ijust
don't see where he's going to get the money
to do all this "investing" he's been talking
about. Taxing the wealthy more equitably
is a start, but the amount ofrevenue such
cuts would create can't pay for everything.

That's what worries me about Clinton.
Not whether or not he dodged the draft 20
years ago. "Tax 'n' spend" is glib Republican
rhetoric, but who wants to bet it might not
be true?

As for Bush? Ha. Twelve years ago.
Bush elicited so little confidence from the
Republican party that he lost in the pri-

maries to an ex-B-movie actor by the name

of Reagan. Michael Dukakis may have
been the only politician he could beat in a
presidential election. New Bush strategy

idea: Get Mikey back in the race. Make
fun of /lis wife, too. It's proven and effec-

tive.

Fortunately for Bush, he had a won-
derful chance to get back in the race at the
Republican convention in Houston. But
like the narrator in Jimmy Buffet's song
"A Pirate Looks at Forty," Bush and the
Republicans "pissed it away so fast." With
the entire nation watchingon/reeTV time,

theGOPignored theopportunity to present
a clear alternative to Clinton's economic
plan and took cheap shots at Hillary

Clinton instead.

With that chance gone, Bush now must
run on his record. Oops. Foreign policy

wizardry? Ask jailed dissidents in China
or refugees in Bosnia about Bush's foreign

policy prowess.

Really, beating Iraq with brute force

and claiming it was a master stroke of

foreign policy is kind oflike knocking over
a 7-11 Slurpee store and taking credit for

the Great Train Robbery. Compared to

real diplomacy — and war is rarely dip-

lomatic— beating the snot out ofIraq was
the easy way out. I'm not impressed.

As for Bush's economic record? I won't
even waste my time ans\vering that one.
Unless working at Burger King is your
idea of prosperity.

So what's a disenfranchiised voter to

do?A lot of people still think Perot's going
tojump back into the race, singing, "here
I come to save the day," like Mighty Mouse.
The comparison isn't that farfetched:
compare their ear sizes and see for your-
self

But voting for Ross might only screw
up the electoral college instead and give
us some mutant Clinton-Quayle admin-
istration. See? Isn't democracy fun? It's a
complete Catch-22, and the election is less

than two months away.
"None-of-the-above" is a waste of time

and electoral privilege. Ross Perot is not
coming back. Bush and Clinton both have
glaring weaknesses which I can't ignore,
even for the sake of partisanship. Neither
Barbara Bush nor Hillary Clinton — two
likable people I could vote for— are on the
ballot.

Eeeny meeny miney moe. . .

Greg Sukiennik is an undecided Colle-
gian co/umn^s^

Morrissey should just grow up
I am writing this in reference to the

column titled, "Gay lifestyle examined,"
by Michael Morrissey [Collegian, Sept.
14]. Wow, whatcan I say aboutsomeone
"trumpeting the ideal?" I could say, "He
lives in a small world." Or, "Grow up."
Or maybe even, "That's really sad." I

chose the latter, but I feel that all three
apply to the situation.

I am sorry to say, Michael, that you
didn't raise the hair on the back of this

forced to realize that your statement
has a third grade mentality about it.

Fear not though, I am not here to
criticize without also sharing my
opinion on how to rid our minds, towns,
campuses and cities of a most rancid
disease — I'm talking about racism,
prejudice and hate.

Try to stop classifying everyone as
either Black, gay or Christian or
however you divide yourselves from

IS'i"'!!? "?K^.y„1!!^! !!!!J^4-¥ »*?'-•^ «? P-'"- 'he whole scope
to tell you that I had to lower my head in
embarrassment at your quality ofviews.

I just really found the article quite
pathetic and was saddened to hear that
throughout your childhood you were
wearing blinders.

Now, diversity can breed conflict,
but only in circumstances where the
individuals are "working" with a third
grade intellect. This is my suspicion:
that you are still hving in your little

world where you would like everyone to
be just like you

of things and not just what relates to
your small world.

Thinkofpeopleon a horizontal scale,
where we are next to each other, to-
gether, instead of on a vertical scale
where you apparently think that you
are at the top, and that everyone who
contains a fault, in your mind, lies
below.

If these are yoiu- true views, then
stand firm for what you believe, but I

think there are other people you have
saddened and disappointed besides

hid^^r^'^^^^-T^^^'.^-^^^^"'^ m7sdF;Lx?erpXryrm^^^^
hidden by your weak quoting of the and timid views.

yourmeeK

Bible (and out ofcontext, I may add), or
of your shallow opinions, but your fear
ofAIDS is very valid and should not be
ignored. I also think that ifyou listen to
what you said about "homosexuals
taking over our country" you too will be

Sorry to hear that Morton Downey,
Jr., is your hero. Have you ever heard
ofAbraham Lincoln or Martin Luther
King, Jr.?

Corey Sanderson
Northeast
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Don't just Stand there and watch— help stop the misery
That Door fov naxiar Ko<4 a nV>a»n» T* •

"^That poor fox never had a chance. It was screaming
and trying to drag itself out of the way of passing cars
when I came upon it. I'd never seen a fox up close before
and I was curious. I would rather have seen it in a zoo. It
had apparently had both of its hind legs run over by a car
and was in great pain.

I'd arrived just in time to stop and let the highway
department take care of the animal. Two men got out of
a state truck and walked to the middle ofthe road where
the creature flailed about moving itselfin circles with its
front legs. One ofthem carried a shovel.

I know I should have known better, but at first I

thought he was going to use the shovel to pick up the fox
and carry it back to the truck. The spade looked about the
right size to do thejob and I was feeling pretty optimistic
that day. All my delusions ofa merciful and happy ending
to this scenario disappeared when the man raised the
shovel over his head.

He missed the first time. The fox moved in time to
avoid the blow and theman broke his shovel in halfon the
pavement. The fox started to move in a definite direction
at this point— away from guy with the shovel. The guy
with the shovel, however, still had full power over his
limbs and easilycaught the animal witha second attempt.
I closed my eyes for that.

Pain or death, which is worse? When is Uving not a
worthwhile endeavor anymore? Mercy kilUng. Euthana-

sia.

When I was about five years old I killed a rabbit. My
friend Frankie, who was also five at the time, saw a rabbit
eating lettuce from the garden his family kept in the
backyard. Havingwatched lots ofDisney movies, like Old
Yeller, in which farmers' sons would kill animals that
tried to raid the henhouse and pillage the garden, we ran
for his dad's rifle. Five-year-olds with guns. Bad idea, I

know. We were five, sue us.

Marc

ELLIOTT

Notes from the basement
make their semester debut

All we could find was one bullet, but for a kid, Frankie
was a pretty good shot. The rabbit caught that one bullet
in the leg. Now the rabbit lay there shivering violently,
unable to move or run away from the two vicious children
standing there, staring at it in awe. Pain. The rabbit was
in pain. I knew it. Frankie knew it.

I'd lost a cat to old age several weeks before. It was
beyond help and my parents explained to me that it was
more humane to let go, to put it to sleep. I guess I

understood what they had meant because five minutes
after Frankie had wounded the rabbit, I crushed it with
a sledgehammer I'd found in Frankie's garage. It was the
humane thing to do. The poor thing was in pain, right?

It's odd how the circumstances can change your view

of what is right and what is wrong. Normally, I would
considerbeatinga small animal to death a despicable and
deplorable act. But when it's apparent the animal is

going to die eventually anyway, and it is lying in front of
you in great pain, your view of what you are capable of
doing is changed. What you think should be done and
what you think can be done is actually very flexible. You
wouldn't think a 5-year-old boy capable of crushing a
rabbit unless that boy was deranged. But faced with a
creature shaking with the force ofits pain, that boy could
close his eyes and do what his heart screams is wrong but
his mind tells hirn is right.

If I hadn't been told earlier in life that it is better toend
the misery than to stand by and watch, I might have let

that rabbit suffer for hours until it died.

I call on everyone not to allow misery to continue. I call

on people to stop misery when they see it. If you see a
miserable person in great pain, end it— and I don't mean
the same way I "helped" the rabbit — do something
appropriate for the situation. Maybe what needs to be
done is something you wouldn't do normally, something
outside what you've encountered so far in life. Take the
initiative and try to lend a hand. We can't always depend
on the next person to do it for us. We have to do what we
can when we see the pain. Don't just stand and watch.

Afarc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.

This is the semester's first installment
of "Notes from the Campus Center Base-
ment," a weekly humor and commentary
column. The column, which has been
around since sometime in the mid-eight-
ies, will be continued this semester by
myself. Marc EUiott and perhaps an oc-

casional guest writer.

Graffiti ofthe Week, long a mainstay of
the column, is possible only with audience
participation, so send suggestions to one
of us down here at 113 Campus Center
Basement (after all, I can only visit so
many bathrooms ). This week's comes from
a Shawmut machine in Northampton:
"664, the neighbor of the beast."

Josh

REYNOLDS
This summer Al Arpad, a local hero of

mine, got tired of trying to write "Paper"
all by himself, and canned it. Before clos-

ing shop, he plastered the campus with
posters which presented a rather
unflattering look at the campus.

"Sure you need character to be a good
leader. . . (but) the University of Massa-
chusetts will teach you to be a follower,

because that's where the jobs are. Every-

thing from the crushing bureaucracy to

the mindlessly rigid course structure will

condition your ego for the relentless years
of mediocrity in your future."

In another poster titled, "So you've

heard our library isn't competitive?" he
suggests swiping reserve material from
our understocked library with a razor is

excellent training for the back-bitingworld

of peon middle-management.
Two recent graduates are proving him

wrong: ifyou've got the ambition, you can
escape from this factory of service indus-

try fodder.

Guy Glodis, and Teddy "marvelous"
Maravelias, a pair of right-wing gingoists

from the "Love-it-or-Leave-it" school, are
running for state office. They've graduated
from autoerotic press conferences on the
Student Union steps to the world ofpolitics.

Maravelias, who is locally famous for a
love letter to the Late Sen. Joe McCarthy
published in the Minuteman, smd his in-

volvement with the YAF (Young Eugeni-
cists for Genocide), is running as a Repub-
lican for state representative in Danvers.

He won't be elected.

He keeps saying ridiculous things about
the cancer of communism and the infes-

tation of homosexuals in today's society.

Although several other aspiring indi-

viduals have managed to get themselves
elected to office by saying stupid things to

the papers, in this case, even on the rela-

tively conservative and affluent North
Shore, it doesn't seem to be working.

Glodis, on the other hand, probably
will be elected. While on campus, he was a
televangelist for the conservative faith,

and ran a small-time talk show.
In spite of his similar, backward social

pohtics, he's running as a Democrat. He
won the Democratic primary for state

senator on Tuesday.
Fascist Democrats are popular in this

state right now, (Remember John Silber?)

To quote a disgusted colleague, "Hitler

could get elected as a Democrat in Worces-
ter."

Backwhen they were undergrads I told

a friend, "These guys would almost be
entertaining ifthey weren't so dangerous."
If you've got vision, UMass truly is a
training ground for greatness.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian staff
member.

Columnist overstepped bounds
Who is this Morrissey? His dictum tell-

ing gay and lesbian people how to Uve
seems to suggest that he beUeves he is a
god. I feel privileged to share my campus
with a god. My concern, however, is that

he ends by sajang, "All I ask is that ifyou
continue to practice it [the gay lifestyle],

realize what you're doing. Being gay, like

being straight, isn't somethingyou should

be proud about. Don't tell the world about
it, we don't care." But surely Michael
Morrissey does care. If not, why did he
write the column? Why does he feel a need
to tell the entire UMass community that

he condemns a lifestyle he doesn't under-
stand?

To borrow some words, what I find

even more disgusting than the article it-

self is the audacity of this person empha-
sizing his right to engage in this activity.

Morrissey obviously has nocomprehension
of his subject and I'm sorry that people

outside our community might read this

and feel that as it appears in the Collegian

it is indicative ofthe calibre ofstudents at

this university. I hope to God that I am
correct in believing this expression of

small-mindedness and bigotry is definitely

not reflective ofthe majority ofthe student
body.

Marcy Tanter
Amherst

Despite the ignorance, the hatred is very real
I was angered and disheartened to read Michael

Morrissey's editorial "Gay lifestyle examined." It truly

amazes me that there still exists a beliefsystem— call

it what you will — like Morrissey's.

It is frightening to think that this man probably

will pass on his ignorance and bigotry to another

generation. Assuming, of course, that he is of the

heterosexual persuasion, and uses his penis appropri-

ately. (I have long since misplaced the instruction

manual that came with my penis; referring to the

editorial, I believe "ejaculation so as to procreate" was

listed as Function B.)

Because he is so vehemently opposed to the homo-

sexual lifestyle , one can only assume thatMr. Morrissey

is "straight." If so, he is certainly not happy about it:

"being gay, like being straight, isn't something that

you should be proud of" He should have mentioned

this key point earlier in his expose, so that those ofus

comfortable and happy with our lifestyles could have

felt sorry for him sooner.

Thankfully, Morrissey alleviates any concern one

may have about his desire to eliminate homosexuality

by saying that he doesn't want to "kill all gays."

No, he just wants us to know exactly which of the

body's "natural functions" we are violating, express

his general disgust, expose our "ploys," tell us we don't

know what discrimination is really like, prevent us

from loving, teaching, adopting children, etc.

After carefully reviewing his criteria for what
constitutes a better world for us all, I for one was
relieved to note that Mr. Morrissey still "could be

friends with a homosexual. .
." I sincerely hope that

anyone— straight, gay, bisexual, whatever— could

find enemies more palatable than Michael Morrissey.

Unfortunately, the problem with the Michael

Morrisseys of the world is not so much what they

hate, it isjust that they hate. Luckily, the Morrisseys

are easy to spot: just Usten to them rant for a few

moments and you quickly get the picture. Rational

and open-minded individuals must be able to discern

fact from the fear tactics of these bigots.

But this is not all. Moritz Goldstein, in Deutsch-

judischer Pamass, cites a more chilling fact that

remains even after one has rallied in defense oftheir

ideals or values: "We can easily reduce our detractors

to absurdity and show them their hostility is ground-

less.

"But what does this prove? That their hatred is

real. When every slander has been rebutted, every

misconception cleared up, every false opinion about

us overcome, intolerance itself will remain finally

irrefutable."

James B. Tate
Sunderland

Gay relationship

isn't just physical
This letter is in direct response to Michael Morrissey's

latest conservative appeal [Collegian, Sept. 14 1, in which
he humbly condemned the lifestyle of thousands. I am a
"Happy Valley liberal," and Mr. Morrissey's letter de-

lighted me. It exposed many of the misconceptions that
conservatives proudly proclaim in error about homosexu-
ality, and advertised their basic misunderstanding ofgay
relationships. Mr. Morrissey would have us believe that
gay men live solely to thrust their penises up each other's

bottoms, and that gaywomen thriveon rubbing up against
each other and plotting the elimination of the male sex
from the planet. Needless to say, I see it differently.

The physical aspect of gay relationship^, ihti actual
physical expression of love, is a simple transcendence
over social taboos to the complete giving c f one's self to

another. If Mr. Morrissey's penis is only used to urinate
and ejaculate so as to procreate, I pity him. Many have
learned to use theirs to "make love" — just an old
romantic idea some of us still hold on to. The basis of a
homosexual relationship is not physical, the manifesta-
tion ofit is, and the same holds true for heterosexuals. As
well as sharing the same virtues with homosexuals,
heterosexuals also commit the same crimes: premarital
sex, unprotected sex despite the threat of AIDS. etc.

One thing is certain. To be gay is no choice. One might
as well suggest to an African-American that the^ simply
change the color of their skin.

Anite DeAcetis
South Hadley
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KEGS • AND ICE

St. Pauli Girl

24/12 oz bott.

$14.*» + dep.

Miller. Lt.. M.G.O, ft M.G.O Lt.

2/12 pk bott.

Biisch & Lt.

24/12 oz cans

$9^+dep

KEGS!!!
Natural Light

1/2 bbl

$32.»° + dep

Black Label
24 bar bot.

$8.«^ + dep

American Beer
24/12 oz cans
$7." + dep

Lowenbrau
12/12 oz bott
$6.*^ + dep

Busch
1/2 bbl

$37.93 ^ dep

Miller & Lite
1/2 bbl

$38.39 + dep

UM prof writes on marketing

Miller M.G.O. & M.G.O. Lt

12 bbl

$38.»9 + dep

Arctic Bay
12/12 oz bott
$5.89 + dep

Gator
6/12 oz bott
$4.^9 +dep

Florida

Beer'

I

ICE! Best Deal
in W. Mass, 10 lbs

only $1.*>o

all

M.D. 20/20 '"^°'s

$2.00

Tired of stores with Bad
Attitudes? At 4 Seasons

you'll be treated with
gratitude!

Vanya Vodka

1.75

4 Seasons Vodka

1.75

Absolut Vodka

1.75

750 m

Big Party??
Delivery Available!

1.75

Jim Beam

By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Ifyou need to brush up on your marketing skills oryou
are looking for the cutting-edge in marketing techniques,
a University of Massachusetts professor has written the
book for you.

Marketing professor Charles Schewe has recently

released a new book titled, The Portable MBA in Mar-
keting.

Co-written with Alexander Hiam, a consultant who
resides in Amherst, the book uses case histories from
such companies as L.L. Bean and Xerox to show how
today's multibillion dollar corporations have adjusted to

the changing marketplace.
"The case histories make the conceptual material

come alive," Schewe said.

"Part of what makes this book so helpful is its degree
of specialization," Schewe says. "This book is aimed
specifically at marketing. It doesn't attempt to give you
bits and pieces of all areas of the business world."

Ken Blanchard, author of the best-selling The One

Minute Manager, praised the book.

"This is notjust marketing at theMBA level, this is the

new marketing," Blanchard said,

The book weaves together four themes which the

authors see as essential to creating extradordinary

marketing: providing world class customer service,

pressing for total quality management, striving for con-

tinual innovation and stretching strategies to a global

environment.
"This book will serve as a user's manual for the quiet

revolution that is now percolating in U.S. business,"

Blanchard said.

Schewe teaches an MBA course as well as marketing
management and international marketing for under-
graduates.

Schewe said the book is intended as a review for people

who have taken marketing classes and as an update.

"It's meant for managers who've never had a marketing
class and need to get up to speed," Schewe said.

The book was the Fortune Book Club's featured se-

lection for June.
"It's selling briskly," said Schewe.

i/IIMI GOLF / RANGE

Southern Comfort

Franzia »•-!;»""

^^ 99 Rhine^ ' " Burgandy
Etc5.0 L

1.75

Cancun Teqila

$7.29
1.0 L

.: ^ 23-97 ' \'.- •rspo'-i t <

HOURS: Mon.Sat. 9 11 • 10% Senior Discount Everyday
1 to 30 Day? on VISA. MASTERCARD, CHECK. CA5M

Going to Law School, Business School or Grad School

Make sure you get accepted:
SCORE YOUR BEST!

T'liink of it as

•TRAINING
for the Mind.

At Kaplan, we integrate more different learning approaches than any

other program:

• Hxperl hislructor.s

• Smaller, Interactive Classes

• Individual Tutoring Session.s

• Computer Evaluated Diagnostic Testing

Exclusive TEST-N-TAPE* Lab^

Comprehensive Home Study Notes^

Open Days, Evenings, and Weekends^

TEST YOUR BEST GUARANTEE^

GRE PREP begins 10/08

•LSAT 1st class 10/05

• GMAT PREP begins 10/08

LSAT MCAT GRE GMAT

WE WANT YOU!!!
to be a

HEAKIN6 BOARD MEMBER

/^
If You...

- are interested in Camous Leadership
- wish to improve youe conununication &

listening skills
- are a full time student

- have at least a 2.0 G.P.A.
- are not on Judicial Sanction

I'^oi* More Iiiforiiialioii: 549-5780

Apply now to be a Hearing Board Member,

Training Held Sept. 29 & 30 from 7-10:00

Applications available at

RESIDENTIAL CLUSTER OFFICES &
THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE • 227 WHITMORE

ANY QUESTIONS!
CONTACT:

Paul Vasconcellos, Assistant Dean of Students
Shomwa Shamapande, Judicial Affairs Assistant
Dean of Students Office • Whitmore • 545-2684

Journalism 101
Thursday, September l7, 1992 / Page 9

3 credits, Tues./Thurs. 9:30-10:45
Yeah, those ioumallsin classes are useful for gainins

nuts-and bolts tralninK. But If you want true experience
in iniervjewinK top administrators, filing stories on
deadlines and hunting for a story, the CoOesian News
Desk Is a great place to start.

No experience is necessary. Just motivation. So if you
want something else on your resume besides your name
and address, come down to the CoUegian (in the r.ampus
Center basement opposite the ATMs) and ask for David
Massey, News Editor. Or give us a calL There's no
obligation.

The CAtllrglaM mcuuraHn ihe minoriry community lo panicipale.

1 HI UAiiAC W-'iCTTJ DAIl t

COLLEGIAN
News Desk •Hi Campus Center • 545-0'"19

The .News Desk is looicing for new writci-s.
Contact David Massey, News Editor.

CELEBRATING 25 YEARS • DAILY SINCE 1967

Jewish humorist to speak at UMass
By JENNIFER L. PRESS
Collegian Correspondent

Jewish humor can go a long in helping people to
understand the history and culture ofthe Jewish people,
according to a noted Jewish humorist.

AuthorJoseph Telushkin will share his views with the
UMass community on Monday Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in
Mahar Auditorium.

Telushkin, author of many educational books on Ju-
daism, will be trying a change ofpace with his latest book
on Jewish humor.

Entitled Vfhy is this Knight Different From All Other
Knights? The One Hundred Best Jewish Jokes and What
They Show About the Jews, it attempts to explain how
Jewish humor can reveal much about the Jewish people
themselves.

Telushkin has also written Jewish Literacy: The Most
Important Things to KnowAbout the Jewish Religion, Its
People, and ItsHistory and co-written, with Dennis Prager,
two ofthe most influential Jewish books published in the
last decade.

His first book, The Nine Questions People Ask About
Judaism, is now the most widely-used source on intro-
ducing people toJudaism. His second book, W/zy </ie Jeu;.s ?

The Reason for anti-Semitism, challenges popular mod-
em explanations prejudice against Jews.

The lecture is free to students and $3 to the general
public. Everyone iswelcome to hear this acclaimed speaker
discuss his new book on Jewish humor. Joseph Telushkin

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO

"ic^taurant ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^M

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

CRANDOPENlNe
ARMY&i\AW

^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet fcffved 5-8|Mi Sun-Thnrt.

cnwd SiHidiy I l:30iMB-5pai

ALL YOU CAN EAT$6.S0
ChHdTM undw 10 • S3.S0

pecMt wnfvd I ItSO-Spa . %%M
,
ARIundwonapwWioomtwWiriotliyoardioiMofaCMchMi

I Ffaiotra,2CMclmWing«,orHoiaiSourSoap

Ladies
BonJour Jeans

TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 BelchertownRd-atfit. 9, Amherst 2564252

$20.0()

Hunter's Run
Turtlenecks

All Surplus

20 % OFF

24 CenterStreet Northampton, MASS 586-0275

^^^>

fine new, ustd& children's book§

'European, art & Citerary periodicaCs

puBCisfiers overstocf^s at 30%-80% off

special orders • out-of-print Boo((isearcftes

Open 7 days » Mon-Sat 9-9: Sun 1&-5 * 38 Pleasant St., Northampton. MA 5ftM)374 • 586-5838

FREE-WEIGHTS

STAIRMASTERS

LIFE CYCLES

LIFE ROWER

BIOCYCLES

CYBEXUBE

NORDIC TRACK

The thrill of rock climbing,

the safety & convenience of a machine «i'r__j

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460
West

South
Amherst
256-0080

WARNFHBeOSmis
AN AIKINSON/KNICK[RB0CKER FILMS phoduciioii a CAMERON CROWf fiiM "SINGLES" RRIDGEI f ONOA

CAMPBELL SCOTT KYRA SEDGWICK SHEILA KEllEY JIMTROE BILL PULLMANahoMAII DILLON

'^CAMERON CROWE AHA RICHARD HASHIMOTOSPAULWESTERBERG ^ARTIINSON ^.,

PG 13lr
I l» lilB«>itl ^>in lillfcrHII I II li ll | (|)

"""HCAMERON CROWEwmirl DDC

A TTMt mMta ENTBrrAINMENT (XMFKNY

^1-f t
COMING SOON

» •»•'.•<*»•>/ 1'5*-«»V»» *•-••••» » »" ^.•"r" «'»"»."H •»••••« •<' ' • • •« - 4 ^ t « » 4tm
' I
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Perot hints at re-entry
in race for presidency

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ross Perot,

seeking to steer the election debate and
force PresidentBushandArkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton to address federal budget
deficits, hinted he might re-enter the
presidential race, it was reported.

In an interview published in today's

Los Angeles THmes, Perot held out the
possibility that his political organiza-
tion — United We Stand, America —
might endorse Clinton if the Demo-
cratic presidential nominee confronts
the deficit issue.

Perot says considering the huge
swingvote his followers represent. Bush
and Clinton would be "unrealistic" to

continue to ignore the deficit issue.

To decide on running, Perot said, he
would requirea meeting involving all 50
state coordinators of his organization.

"Ifthey said "yes, go to it,' then we'd
do it," Perot said in the Times account.

"If I have to get in, HI certainly be
running to win in November."

Connally, a Democrat-tumed-Re-
publican who served as Treasury sec-

retary during the Nixon administra-
tion, served as a Perot adviser during
the Texas businessman's short, unde-
clared candidacy.

Perot announced nine weeks ago
thathewould notbe a candidate, saying
that since the Democratic Party had
"revitahzed" itself, he concluded he
could not win.

He also said it would be disruptive
for him to remain in the race because
he might win enough electoral votes to

throw the election into the House of

Representatives.

Smoking poses threat
BOSTON (AP) — Cigarette smoking

and heating equipment, often kerosene

space heaters, are the leading causes of

fatal house fires, according to a report.

The study, based on a review of fires in

North CaroUna, also confirms that smoke
detectors save lives.

House fires are a msyor cause ofdeath,

especially among children and the elderly.

In 1988, 552,500 residential fires in the

United States claimed 5,065 lives and
injured 22,600 more.

In the latest study, Dr. Carol W. Rimyan
and others fi:t)m the University of North

CaroUna reviewed all 151 fatal fires in the

state over a 13-month period andcompared
them with a sample of non-fatal fires.

• The largestnumber offatal fires—39
percent — were blamed on heating
equipment. Ofthese, more than halfwere
caused by space heaters, mostly kerosene

heaters.
• Smoking caused 31 percent of fatal

fires and 6 percent of non-fatal fires.

• The risk offatality was higher in fires

that happened in older houses, rentals,

mobile homes and houses without tele-

phones.
• Three-quarters offatal fires and half

of non-fatal fires happened in houses
without smoke detectors.

Kerosene heaters often result in fires

when people fill them outside during cold

weather. When they bring them into a

warm house, the kerosene expands,
overflows and catches on fire on the floor.

In an accompan}ring editorial , Susan P.

Baker of Johns Hopkins University said

the development of cigarettes that go out

when they are dropped and more use of

sprinklersystems could both be important
ways of preventing house fires.

"Smoke detectors alone give insufficient

protection," she wrote, "partly because

most people killed in house fires are very

young, very old or incapacitated by alco-

hol and therefore may be unable to escape

from a burning building."

Pizxa - Restaurant

Free Delivery (Limited Area - $5.00 minimum)
Lunch Special (Mon-Fri 11-3)

Any Sandwich w/French Fries,

Tossed Salad & Soda - $3.99

331 Russell St/Rte. % Hadley 586-8255

Buy any size

PIZZA
get second for

1/2 PRICE
equal or Itmtt valut

np--"—np--

—

-t

KRETE
331 Russell St

Hadley
N0TC0MW4AIUWmi

ANYOTHBtOfFBI

EXPIRES 12/31/92

Buy one jj Buy one i

DINNER IJGRINDER

I

jget second for iiget second for |

1/2 PRICE |!l/2 PRICE
I

|<q«Ml or IcMCT value iicqual or IcMcr val«t I

KRETE IlKRETE,
331 Russell St. jj 331 Russell St. j

Hadley jj
Hadley

J

INOTC0MH4AUWITN
| JnOT COMMNAHl wmt |

ANYomnofm || ANYonaiomi |

EXPIRES 12/31/92 1 1 EXPIRB 12/31/92 I

-~———— •^^———~— -^

Our Jeans Are Coining Down...

In Price That Is!
3 Washes

3 Lengths

^36.
""'"

Union Bay

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St, Amherst • 253-2013
22 Masonic St, Northampton • 586-6336

Open 7 days • Thursday nights in Northampton

FEATURINC
The New

Miller Reserve

100% all Barley

SPORTS 5flR

& PCSraURANT

FOOD
Served 'Till

Midnight

FIEX
^ ^
FITNESS CENTER
AMNilST, MA

The Valley's Leading Weight Training Facility
175 University Drive . Amherst • 253-3539

Thursday Friday - Saturday

rxi^iJT** I^Cf^
- 9-1

Friday Happy Hour
FREE

PIZZA SLICES
4-6

Cranberry Cooler
$1.75

Sundays

PIZZA SLICES

Day & Night

Watch all the sports ~ Satellite Dish

CHINA GARDEN
The Collegian's choice in delightful dining'

«# j
W."* OFFwJth purchase of

~1

[$.15 or more with this coupon .

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm
Friday - Saturday. 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour 1 1 :30am-3:30pm 7 days a week
FREE Delivery Sendee

llic Valley's oaly blm Hum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our Mew Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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COLLEGL^N
currently has positions available in:

#\o

UMass

sement across from the ATMs

Minority students are encouraged to come down andget involved.

The Collegian is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

TheAfedntDsh
StudentAid Packa

Apple Macintosh PowerBook' 145 4/40 Apple Macintosh Classic' II

Get over '400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the

Apple* Macintosh* computers shown above at our best prices ever

And ifyou are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for

details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

Apple Macintosh LC II Apple Macintosh Ilsi

aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 - and only at

your authorized Apple campus reseller

.UNIVERSITY
miSTORE^

Campus Center
545-2619

Monday-Friday 9-5
Saturday 11-3

© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Madmosh are registered trademarks ofApple Compucer, ItK Classic is a rejjsierEd irademarit licensed to Apple Computer. Inc Powerflook is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc The RaiKkxn Hoase Encycfcjpeoia is a irarlen.^k

of Random House, Inc American Heritage Hearonic Diciiooafy. Bearonii Thesaurus, and CofrecText* dewkiped by Houghton Mifflin Company, publisher of The American Heritage Dictionary and Roget $ II: The New Thesaurus ConecText underlying technology dewh) xJ K-

Language Systems, Inc Calendar Creator is a trademark of Power Up Software Corporatkin. ResumeWriter is a trademark of Bootware Software Company. Inc. All produa names are the trademark of their respective hoMcn Otfcr igood on the N4acintnsh Powerfl«)k M5 4/40 :tinfigura ion

only All qualifying computers come preknded with software and eleanmk versions of Instructions Disks and printed manuals ate not included in this oflier
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Local Program educates teachers
By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Staff

Trying to make learning fun is no easy
task. But that's what a local educational
program, entitled "SCSE," is focused on—
learning more about the world around us.

The acronym "SCSE" stands for the
Five College and Education, Earth, Envi-
ronment, Ecology and Energy Program
and those enrolled as the pupils are local

science teachers. The institute, sponsored
by the National Science Foundation and
located in Hasbrouck Hall, serves prima-
rily science teachers from junior high and
high schools in the area.

The availability of resources is one of

the benefits of joining. An extensive li-

brary of learning aids is there, tailored for

the age groups those teachers will be

teaching.

These are used by the teachers so their

students can be more active in doing re-

search. Since the institute recognizes that

public education has been hit hard by the
economy, the program is doing its share to

help out the academic community.
"I'm astonished by the success," said

program administrator Mary Wilson in a
telephone interview. "Research is the fvm
thing to do in those years; its the problem-
solving that's enjoyable."

A staff of about twenty, including fac-

ulty from the University, the Five College

Program and local public schools, manage
four groups which hold lectures, seminars
and question-and-answer discussions.

The four topics covered by the program
are plants, atmosphere, energy and ecol-

ogy.

On a deeper level, though, the program
also seeks to introduce new views to its

members, accordingto administrators. The
seminars are geared to make teachers see

their subjects in a new light, Wilson said.

A teacher should know they have the

support of their fellow teachers and the

administration behind them, Wilson said.

"They should know that its O.K. to run
a little late, or get some equipment dirty,

or even to get the kids dirty!" Wilson said.

In short, according to Ms. Wilson, it

should be all right to have fun with science

in the field.

Besides learning aids, there is a com-
puter "bulletin board" system with 5C5E,
or B.B.S. Gaining access to the system
links you to an information network that

serves over 1500 schools in the Pioneer
Valley.
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Mental Health Groups
Fall 1992

1

Adult Children of Alcoholics

(Process group)

Building Relationship Skills

Adult Children of Dysfunctional

Families (Structured)

Increasing Self-Esteem

Eating Disorder Group

Monday 3:30-5:00

Tuesday 3:00-4:30

Tuesday 3:30-5:00

Wednesday 3:30-5:00

Thursday 3:30-5:00

All groups begin in early October and require pre-registration,

before September 30. For Information or registration call

545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North.

Laurenitis Farm Stand
Rt. 116 • Sunderland

Conveniently Located on the Bus Route

Buy Any Sugar
Pumpkin
for only

1
1 w/Tliis Coupon & $5 Purciiase

We offer a large selection
of delicious fruits &

vegetables.

Fresh Baked Bread
Cider

Vermont Cheddar Cheese
Local Eggs

Come See How Much Food
You Can Get For Your

Money!

Welcome Back!

from the Mather Career Center staff

1992 Foil Open House

(r
Join us for a celebration at our Satellite Office on

the Main Campus in Curry Hicks !!

Meet Career Center staffand employers from Filene's, General Electric,

United Technologies, Providence Hospital, John Hancock Insurance

=^

Field Experience Information

SENIORS: Get your personalized

Career Planning Packet

Wednesday and Thursday
September 1 6 & 1

7

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Curry Hicks Lawn
(Across from Herter Hall....weather permitting)

-^

Continuous Workshops

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement •Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Paiic on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

W\S IS WWM I

PWoTOGRAPWy
PEOPLE imiAK
0»>MERAS ALWMS

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
VA£{ TmN< TME C^W£R^
IS k DISP^SSIOKME
WACMIHE THKT RECORDS
OHLS F^cLTs, But reau.^,

CAWERKS UE AIL

\ET\WE'SEIK.T
WE FACTS AHD
:w MM4\PVA.KTEM TRUTM.' _

<»ii

FORD(AMPlE, rvt CLEARED
OFF m\S CORKER or W< 3ED
TAKE A PlOUet OF ME UERe
BUT CROP OUT AU.TWE MESS
ardoko we, 50 it Looks L;<t

r KEEP n toOM TlO^

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By GARY LARSON
IS TUIS tMtU

LEGAL?
WMT, LET

HE CO^B
W\ HMR
AHO PUT OK
A TIE.

r%

V^iF^ftk ttf copies

By JIM

jrol;f UaW^J ^t

i^|«Vl«S^ «t 1^ +»
Qv^Kiatf wkc4ktr

DARBY By JOHN McLaughlin

HELLO. \'V> LIKE Xo PLACE
AN AP IN The 'Personals:
Yeah.

"PASHIMG PIGLET
5EEK5 CALIFORNIA
6EACH ftUKJNYFoR A
RoMP IN The 5ANP
PUNES\'

\

Why is she
^LLIN6
AT hE ?

Nan^n pbN-T
CALL The Police.

\

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

ROBINJHIQtSMyMoryBR.
,

UffOOPSA

PRICE

fSOPANDrHE FOOD.

— '
-^

Lisren 4qu dont

By PRICE VAN RAY

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Mark E. Torrey,

Michael Mauzy, Marc Elliott, Lisa J., "BOB"

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Pizza

Deli Ham on Roll

BASICS LUNCH

Bacon Burger

Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Pizza

Flat Bread Sandwich

Lentil Spinach Stew

Cajun Style Scrod

XS-^—-T- -

•*n

Laura runs to greet her pa in this scene from
"Big Nose on the Prairie."

Quote of the Day
"I am a man and a woman; I am your worst

nightmare."

- Madonna
viaB.C.W.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A
mysterious sJranger has recently ap-
peared in your life. Become lielter

acquainted l^fore you make a major
decision. Promote « business trans-

action that promises you a good prol'ii.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Morning is the l)est lime to gather the
tacts that you need. A quiet afternoon
will help you make important deci-
sions. Not only your interest, hut your
heart, may Ix" captured today.

GEMINI (May 2t-|une 20): The
whole day appears to l)e yours to

plan. Indulge in y. . jr lavorite pastime.
Quick thinking hacked by undeni-
able talent should convince the most
stublxjrn skeptic.

CANCER (|une 21-)uly 22):
Something emerges to point the way
to a clever financial solution. If you
should come up with a new slant on
things, keep your observations under
wraps until the right moment.

lEO duly 23-Aug. 22): All signs

indicate you are on the right track.

Keep up the good work! Do not
hesitate to call on your dear ones for

help. Doing so will help to diffuse

sibling rivalry.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The
air at work could be highly charged
today. Proceed with caut ion. You may
have to sacrifice or postpone certain

career goals in order to pay more
attention to offspring.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-(Jct. 22): If pro-

ductivity rises, tlie resulting financial

gains could help you discharge a
pressing obligation TIk- closer two
allies work together, the easier it will

l)e to cope with ditlicull prol>lems.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2 3-Nov. 2 1): An
important issue may knixrk on your
door. You might not know how to

answer. Seek the counsel ol experts.

Your popularity soars like An eagle
when you get out and mingle.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21 ): Hold on light: when unr-xpectcd
Iravel or communii at i( mis sn.igs lootn,

you must Ik? razor sharp. A special

event could otter Ixith thrills .md a

small mystery.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

A new ally has the chargcd-upenergv
you really admire a wliole lol. Work,

I
'lay or enjoy spons together. Cap the

day oif with an evening oi ji-honH-
pleasures.

AQUARIUS ()an. 20-Feb. 18):

Your mo<Kl shouid lx> much brighter

today, making it easier lor you to find

common ground with others. Sl.irt

exploring and dis< ussing an innrna-
live idea.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Stic k

to the job at hand until the linishing

touches have been applied and ev-
eryone is satisfied. Dismiss any sec-

ond thoughts. Decisive action puts
you in the driver's seal.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 C(nt)rac«

6 Rublram
10 Polatoeb

ui.roinpani

11 HoiislOM player

It) HjJkis' partner

16 Aclu'.ss

N.I.'MDOV.I

1 I Wo.illhy

controlling

class

19 Genitrne

i?() Tiny Of Conway
,'M l-nily rimer s

<|iiesl

t'? E.irly .iscelic

? \ Slippery

2b (.Chinese nurse
?(i PllClllI

lesidenls ot

San Juan
?9 Springing

3J Polishinij

mineral

34 I acerated

3b Hefiiiiw month
36 Oiilclo

37 Proscribe

3H to tliM li.'ll

C<>mh lofin

:i'l (ii.nil.inil

belllt;nit!nl

40 Opening word
o( "Aeneid"

41 Ailisl

Oldenburg
4? Irresponsible

44 Figures in

DaiMjn luiKlore

4b Bac^uers

46 Ennibit

4 / Gra.'e

50 Pill .iway

111 C,iih;.!IIi-.I

b I Ve<di Income
>>b C«lrav,K|,in( (.'

!iH Asterisk

b9 Laurel or

Musial
60 African

antelope
61 MS end
6^ Orieni

63 Iliick

DOWN
1 ^Egyptian

(Christian

^ (;.iron till

3 Slyptic

4 Word Willi oil

on or out

b Oiitcorne

6 Foilhriylit

/ Wlien I

w.is -

H ( xplii^iv*'

Icll.'l-j

9 Coititorl or

relief

10 Spongy
confection

1

1

W.iitHig lor

the Hubert - '

1,' An,ii|i.iiii o(

t jn.l

13 Fjiselvjod

IK Motinl.iin

pjbsvs
?3 A Wanainaker
?4 Ceramic

iilensils

2b Heari

chamtiers
26 Old bowed

inslrumeni

21 going to

SI Ives,

in. HI

?8 V |,„

I liiMu'rn

29 RiKur to the

English

Ctiannel

30 INmI.m I

31 I ypr of oranrje
3.'> 1 11 1.

1

.11 F.iiKint".

1/ Cn-IH'fllMlv

II AiImiih'iI

1) Sell.' nolifS

4 I Norse god ol

crofib

46 nitlicull leal

*? Deep lone
48 Mio

49 Maieni

rrtoiii'..

Ml HM slop.,

'il tine K

iMiiiin

b/ I lippi:r.>

j3 Vanish

bfa glaiK.e

b? Pub slapie

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

6/5/92
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The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views oi the Collegian or the University.
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Field hockey remains unbeaten
Minutewomen dominate on the road, beat Providence

COLLEGIAN

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The freight trainknown as the University ofMassachu-
setts field hockey team (3-0) ran over another opponent in
Providence Wednesday, this time defeating the Friars 1-0.

The field hockey team, whose slogan is "Roll UMass"
is on another early season roll and took home the brag-
ging rights of best team in New England by totally
manhandling the Friars yesterday, who were ranked No.
1 in N.E. going into the game.

The UMass defense shut down Providence (2-1), al-
lowing only four shots on goalie Philippa Scott while
peppering 29 shots on Providence goahe Gina Martinello.

The Minutewomen broke the 0-0 deadlock 10 minutes
into the second half, when Ainslee Press scored an
unassisted goal on a penalty corner, which was the only
offense UMass needed.

"The kids were absolutely fabulous today," an ecstatic
coach Pam Hixon said. "I'm real proud of the team. This
is the best we've played this year, if not the best I've ever
seen."

The Minutewomen executed theirgame plan perfectly
according to Hixon, shutting down the Friars' attack
from the right side while mustering their own right side
attack effectively.

"We totally controlled them to our left;," said Hixon.
"Then we played off that and were able to attack on our
right."

Hixon said that while the score was kept low, UMass
was never in danger of iosing because Providence didn't
have any good opportunities.

"We didn't allow them any penalty comers, which I

was very happy of," she said. "Also, they didn't get one
shot from inside the circle. Scottie only had to get down
for one save."

Meanwhile, theMinutewomen bludgeoned Martinello
throughout, moving the goalie all around the circle,

according to Hixon.
The win was a boost for the Minutewomen, who were

second in New England and No. 8 nationally going into
the game but will no doubt move up next week. Hixon
said the win puts the team in good shape in N.E. , because
there are only a few more teams to play.

Staifisters

TREADMILL

Fitness

Vincent gone?
Let's face it, folks. Major League Baseball is in

tough shape.

As I write this column, there are no teeu-s falling

on my paper, because I am not nostalgic enough
about the baseball I watched as a child. It has only
been the last several years that I have become
engrossed in the sport that seems to be falling apart
at the very seams of the ball that is so much a part
of a baseball fanatic's life.

The latest ugliness is the owner's vote of "no
confidence" in, and subsequent resignation of, com-
missioner Fay Vincent. I can't help but feel sorry for

Vincent. It was two years ago this past Sunday that
he took over for his close friend A. Bartlett Giamatti.
When Vincent took office, I don't think many people
could have forseen the events that were to unfold:
Pete Rose's Hall of Fame ballotting, Steve Howe's
umpteenth drug offense; Ryne Sandberg's astro-
nomical salary that will screw salaries up forever;

and Vincent's own footnote to his tenure, the pro-
posed realignment ofthe National League, which is

being fought in court. The move, by the way, makes
sense. Just don't ask the Cubs.

Kevin

HERLIHY

584-9109

MOUNTAIN
' FARMS MALL

SCREEN PRINTERS "a'>«y

Why was Vincent, who seemed to actually be
acting in that all important, "best interest of base-
ball" mode, dismissed?

BecauseMLB owners are bickering, self-centered
bullies, interested only in their own bottom line, not
at the overall benefit of our "national pastime."

Ifa team is not playing up to par by mid-season,
the manager is often in the unemployment line.

Now that the league as a whole is in question, one
man must pay the price.

The three largest payrolls in MLB are, in no
particular order, the Red Sox, da Mets and the
Dodgers. As of yesterday the teams possessed a
combined record of 188-244 and were a whopping
66 games out of first place. These three teams
couldn't combine their best players to beat any of
the division leaders in a series.

The quality of play seems to be down a bit this
year, and it can only get worse with expansion
looming. The hope is that expansion will make things
more competitive. Existing teams will gladly give up
aging sluggers and pitchers, but they will also have
to part vfith. the talented youth that scouts and
general managers felt could produce down the line.

These general managers must hold their collec-
tive breath during the next few years and hope that
a player left unprotected in the expansion draft
doesn't hit a grand slam on the last day of the
season to bury him and his team in last place.

With only a few weeks left in the season, what to
we have to look forward to next season? A possible
owner's lockout of the Player's Union, that's what.
Thankfully, this possibility has been diminishing
during the passing weeks.

Well, "national pastime," welcome to the 21st
Century, where politics is king and integrity is no
more. What an ugly trend you have set for other
sports to follow.

Kevin Herlihy is a Collegian staff member.
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dashed as a return meeting with UCLA
resulted in an 11-1 loss.

"It was unbelievable," Sortino said. "I

feel very lucky."

HONORS — • Sortino was named A-
10 Coach of the Year.

• Aprile was named A- 10 Pitcher ofthe
Year, and was named to the World Series
All-Tournament Team. In addition, she
was named to the Third Team AU-
American squad and theAll-New England
Team. She was also named to the A-10
Academic All-Conference Team.

• Barbara Marean was named A-10
Player of the Year and was chosen to the
Third Team All-American team and the
All-New England Team. Her 16 triples are
a national record. Her mid-season con-
secutive game hitting streak of 27 games
was a national record at the time, but was
broken by a UConn player later in the
season.

• Sheri Kuchinskas was named to the
A-10 All-Conference team and the All-

New England Team.
• Peggy Bush was named to the A-10

All-Conference Team and the All-New
England Team.

• Rachel Lawson was named to the A-
10 All-Conference Team.

• Darlene Claflfey was named to the A-
10 Academic All-Conference Team.

The 10-0 record in the A-10 was the
team's second straight undefeated league
season, and the 39-13 record tied the 1991
team for the program's best record.

Padilla
continued from page 15

is to avoid Bright's misfortime. Padilla

scored a 660 in his best SAT attempt,

but he will have several more oppor-
tunities to better his mark by the
necessary 40 points.

Nonetheless, the UMass hoops
brass should hope he makes the cut,

for Padilla is considered to have the

skills to play either point guard or

shooting guard, the sort ofversatility

all coaches relish.

ATTEMTIOM
STRIMQ PLAYERS

The University Orchestra
will hold

AUDITIONS
For all string players - violin, viola, cello, bass

open to any student - all are welcome!

Monday 9/21 and Wednesday 9/23 5:00-6:30 pm.
Room 155 Fine Arts Center

call or stop by the Music Department Office

to sign up for an audition. • 545-4313

DONT WAIT!!
CALL US NOW to plan your
HOLIDAY TRAVEL before space
SELLS OUT

STUDENTS: BRING IN THIS AD AND
RECEIVE A FREE POSTER FOR YOUR
ROOM WITH ANY PURCHASE*

CENTRAL TRAVEL
25A PRAY ST.. AMHERST

(in the D.H. Jones Real Estate BIdg.)

549-4900
*\vhile supplies last

LONDON

Anyone interested in running for OPEN HOUSE
COUNCIL POSITIONS in the Southwest area
should pick up nomination papers in the SWAG
office in Hampden.

Papers are due Tuesday 9/22.

Anyone interested in running for the office of

TREASURER to SWAG may also pick up
nomination papers in theSWAG office in Hampden

Questions? Phone 545-0960

o

o
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UNIVERSITY
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Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

AcnvmES
Fiv« Call«g«s European Club
Fall '92 First meeting
Thursday 9/17/92 7:30 PM
UMass Campus Center RM 162

Info 546-3727

ULTIMATE FmSBEE
General meeting at 4:00 in the Cape Cod
Lounge fur all interested in joining the

UMass ultimate team, zoo disc. Come to

the pond on campus and join the fun.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BO FAMILY TAG SALE

so-Family Tag Sila... Furnishing you
dorm/apartmenti! Saturday 9/19... 10am
-4 pm. Raindate - Sunday 9/20. Follow

the signs to the Amherst Montessori
School... Take rte 1 16 to Pomeroy Lana
...South Amherst.

ENTERTAINMENT

Graaks And Club* raise a cool SI.OOO in

just one week!
Plus SI.OOO for the membewr who callsl

For a free headphone radiojust for calling

1-800-932-OS28 ext. 65

AUTO FOR SALE

19S9 Hyundai Excal 3 door standard,

only 15000 miles original owner S3600 or

B.O. 546 5818 or 545;3330.

Dataun 200sx 1M2 5 speed manual,

am/fm cassene, air, 150,000 miles. 3750/

BO 665 4^9
CARFONSAIS
1983 Chevy Chavan*
56.000 miles

Wellmamlained
Needs clutch work
S900/negotiabla

549 7912

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pisaa
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese S6.00
Free soda with purchase of a large

sub salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549 6073
MUST MENTION THIS AD

Any and All acts welcomel
If you can act sind do stand up play an
instrument etc....We wnat you OPEN
STAGE TUES NITES if you can entertain

call Pete or Judi at 549-1200 sign up at

9:30 pm.

FOR RENT

FrMga Wanttl Fraa dalivefy 2S3-9742

Baautlful ona badriiom in

contemporarv home
Near UMass
S400/mo
Call 545-1652 or 586 2447

FOR SALE

Bad $«S. Tabla/bhair S55, sofaS35, naw
sleeping bag S30, cindarblocks,
housewares, refridgeratof, faazer. Call

253-2060.
,

Lap top eomputar Leading edge SX, 40
M Harddrive. 1.44 M 3.S disk, 2M RAM,
Mouse. Modem, Oos5, Norton, Windows,
carrying case, software, used 3 months.
SI.OOO call 534-7116

Lattarbox Lop* -Tbty Owtrl
Lop Baby Bunnies Perfect

indoor pet. 525 each.

Cages available. 584-4960

NINTENDO
Plus 10 games
S200 Nag.

Ask for Jake 6-5568

Quaan *z Watarbod S75 Ig dorm fridge

550 fender bass amp (75 watt) S200 665-

2173

Rafridgarator - Brand naw 19X22X3 1

'

arm chairs, bookcases, rugs, etc.

549-1578 ___^____^_
SAVE$$$- Brand new 386SXX 33 MHz
2mb Memory, 80mb Hard Disk, 1.44 mb
Floppy, SUGA, Color Monitor/Card, DOS
5.0, Warrantied, Delivered.

5999^256 6474_

Small daak, microwave (almost new),

other articles. Call 546-5698

Tandy 10OOEXPC includes keyboard
color monitor Dot matrix printer and soft-

ware (Deskmatel Great condition S2S0 or

BO
Smith Coror» PowerWord Processor 5000
nearly brarKi new w/diskettes, printing

cartridges, and variety of printing wheels
S200 or BO 546-6683.

Trundle Bad
2 Metal Frames *

2 Matrasses
Call Adam SI 95 B.O.
549-7477

Honda 3S0CC
looks good, dependable
S3S0 firm 549-4634

HELP WANTED

AttantionI Excallam Income
for home assembly worli. INFO

504 646-1700. Dept . P1307

Earn $1,900 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ...

Begin NOWI...FREE packetl SEYS,
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN 38018
4000

EngUsli Tutor Needed: Sutdeni needs
help in creative writirtg. Encallawt pevH
Debbie 546-2161

Exploding company seek* student

leaders, home business, profit sharing,

earn bonuses, free car! Call Deb 253-7502
Leave message

Extra $$$ Extra $•$ Extra M$ Look-

ing for delivery people to deliver the

Boston Globe on campus. Early a.m.

hours, Sunday-Friday, wont interfere with

classes. Have openings for positions with

or without vehicle. Please call Joe at 546-

3836 or 1-800-858-4275 ext. 2713

Modal* Needed
Girls of UMass 1993 Calendar

Call 508 753 1253 For Info

Peace and Juatica organization seeks
office assistant workstudy students.

Phone reception and generalclerical work.

10 hours per week; S5-S6 per hour. Call

Carolyn at 256-8306

Pilot and Enterprise
No, not on Star Trek. Manage credit card

promo's on campus for National Market-

ing firm. Earn up to S2S00 this term. Flex-

ible hours. Opportunities. Call 1-800-950-

8472, ext. 17

Postal Joba Available I Many posi-

tions. Great benefits. Call 1 -800-338-3388.

Ext. P 3306

The UMASS Student Federal Credit

Union needs volunteers! 5 hours/wk
Info session Thursday 9/17 7pm at the

Credit Union 314 Student Union
BuildingVareatile vibram piano ac

companist wanted for Hope Church Choir.

Part time paid position 549-5973

HOME AND & CAR STEREO

Announcing *afa and »ounda first

warehouse cleararx^ sale! Call for best

price of the year on Adcom, Alpine, Bos
ton /Acoustics. B « W, camber, kenwood,
Luxman, Mirage, NAD, Onkyo, Rotel, and
more! All NAD, Camber, and B « W
inventory 30 % off I All units carry manu-
facturers warranty. Free delivery to the

Amherst, Northampton area.. Safe and
Sound 428 East St. Chicopee MA 594

6460. Store hours 8JO - 5:30 M-F. Sal. 9.00
-5.-00.

ROOM WANTED

Clean, mature S respon*ibla student
looking (or somewhere to reside.

John 1 567-6651

ROOMMATE WANTED

for rant: RofMn in house w/2 Grad siu

dents in Millers Falls. 265.(X)/monlh mclu
sive. Interested? Call Jeff or Nils a( 659-

2526 after 6 PM J
Needfemale to ahara apartment on bus
route. Call Kris or Esta at 549 6096

Roomata warned for houae m
Belchertown off Rl 9 near bus
3200 t mo. Gets own room
Call 323 4931 Leave Message.

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

Spring Break '93 Sell trips, earn cash
and go free!!! Student travel services is

now hiring campus representativas.

Ski packages also available.

Call 1-800 6484849.

TRAVEL FREE! SaU spring break tripti

Jamaica, Cancun. Bahama*. Florida! Best

commissions/free travel!

1-800-426 7710.

Eam Credit learn to Scuba Dive Basic

course, G09. Florida trip, G10. Naw
England Advarwed Course, Gil. Basic

Classes start 9/14. For further info call

5452338. __^
Phyaic* and MMh Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

LOST

Pragnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam St.

Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-
6010 _
Reeume*
Need Help? I have experierKe with re-

sumes. Quick service, FREE advtce, ex-

cellent quality, and LOW prices. IBM La-

ser Printing service availat>le.

Call Andy si 549 8463.

JOBSI Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean

Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

Long dangling aMvar earring lost

soccer field behind Boyden 9/10.

call ELENA 584-8714.

MUSICIANS

aaarthing orgatWIplano pityar.

Can for details 5494867.

September tawn Special
Low maintanffKe chemical fee natural

creations landscape company
Valley and HiMowns Call 296-4337

UNDERQRAD COMMUTERS

The commuter area government wants
you! Positions on our governir^ board
are open.

1 u* deal with town is*ue* artd bring

H
ideas for fun programs.

UastioapaparsintlM SGA 420
tent Uruon today!
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Scott's shots
Lest we forget the most emotional day of the

summer it's appropriate to observe a moment of
silence in honor of #33.

Thank you.
• Ifonly the Red Sox had picked up Jose Canseco

there would be a serious pennant race now. Check
that, ifthey had picked up the entire Oakland A's,

they would be in contention.

Summer was stolen from us by the Sox. Going to
Fenway was merely comic relief. Even a win meant
nothing, it was just a chance to commiserate with
other poor souls born into the BoSox legion.

• It's hard to say former Dean of Physical
Education David Bischoffwill be missed in these
parts. You needed a decoder ring to figure out what
the guy was actually talking about.

There's a need for new, energetic, youthful blood
in the UMass athletic department and interimAD
Glenn Wong is a good start. Not to mention the fact
that the guy's got a phenomenal jumper.

• Is it too early to be counting the days until
Midnight Madness?A quick reminder to Coach Cal
that the Cravat King competition is just around
the comer. Who will bring home this year's title of
Top Tie Guy in the Valley? Check the byline up top
for the safest bet.

• In northern California last Sunday the Bills

and the 49ers were displaying football at its finest,

while in southern Cali the Pats and the Shams had
Vince Lombardi rolling over in his grave.

Don't lose faith in Mac's boys just yet. As a
service to you, the reader, some colleagues and
myself will venture to Foxboro on Sunday to wit-
ness the rebirth offootball inNew England. (There's
always some good tailgate football games.) Full
details forthcoming.

• The X-Man in Green. Sounds like a new
Marvel comic book hero. Remember McDaniel in
the green of Seattle? Celtics fans can only hope
there's a correlation. By far the best part ofthe deal
is that the Knicks got stiffed.

• While I'm still reeling from last year's false
prediction of the Pats and the Cardinals in the
Super Bowl, 111 persevere and once again and go
with the Pats and Tampa Bay. After a midseason
trade in which the Pats acquire Steve Young, Jerry
Rice and Barry Sanders for Hugh Millen, Hart Lee
Dykes and a video of Dick MacPherson's top ten
hugs, the boys in red wind up 9-7, gain the wild
card and the rest is. . . merely a dream.

• While women's soccer coach Jim Rudy rattles
off quotes that would make Charles Barkley jeal-
ous, his ladies are offto a tremendous start in what
could be a Final Four year.

• Name the three Red Sox players whose salary
would more appropriately be spent on Hurricane
Relief. Answer below.

• My dog Bo has found a new boxing opponent
in the form of Montague's reigning middleweight
champion, Ernie. Don King's press conference at
The Montague Inn ended abruptly when Erratic
Ernie stole Bruiser Bo's rawhide bone. Talk about
incentive. Pay-per-view carries the fight Saturday
night.

• (Here he goes again with the ridiculous Bo
stories. The guy really must have nothing to write
about.)

• Answer: Wade Boggs, Jack Clark and Matt
Young.

• I might be reaching, but isn't Butch Hobson
starting to resemble Joe Morgan? His quotes are
Morganesque too. "He's a gamer," or "It was a big
win."

• Do you think Hugh Millen knows it's okay to
duck out of the pocket and throw on the run?

• Fay Vincent got shafted but just the notion
that he would buy into the Red Sox makes you
believe he might have been better suited for say,
the UMass Athletic Department.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the
ball.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.
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Softball finishes third in NCAA
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

While most students were studying their brains out
during the seven-day period known as "Finals Week" last

the Minutewomen banged nine hits offUConn's ace, Kim
Mizesko, whose record against UMass prior to the game
was 3-0, with only one earned rim allowed in 21 innings.

Follow it up the same day with a 3-0 win, behind yet
another three-hitter by Aprile, and you had what Sortino

spring, the University of Massachusetts softball team called, "Absolutely the most outstanding moment for
was taking a different kind of final exam. Namely, the
NCAA Softball Worid Series.

Not only did the Minutewomen (39-16) surprise the
Softball world by getting past the regionals, which were
held here, they played to a 2-2 record in Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma, good enough for a national finish ofthird place.

It was the best post-season performance by a UMass
team since the now-defunct women's lacrosse team won
the national championship in 1982, and the first trip to

the NCAAs for any UMass softball team.
"My lifelong goal, professionally, would be to stand on

that field at the Hall ofFame Stadium, and to compete,"
said coach Elaine Sortino. "Not only to compete, but to

have won, was unbelievable. It made such a great mark
for the program."

After winning their fourth straight Atlantic 10
Championship and sixth in sevenyears, the Minutewomen
lost to the University of Connecticut, 5-1, in the opening
round of the NCAA Regionals. UMass had to win three
straight to get to Oklahoma, and took a big step to that
goal by beating the number six team in the country, Utah
St., 1-0, behind a four-hitter by Darlene Claffey.

The game's lone run scored in the fifth, when UMass's
Jen Salisbury made a backdoor slide to elude the tag of
the Utah St. catcher.

"To think that all you needed to do is beat UConn
twice," Sortino said of her team's regional rivals.

So what does UMass do to the team that had taken
four-of-five from them previously?

They outscore the Huskies 10-0 in the first inning of
the first game, and that is the way the ended. It was an
NCAA Tournament record for runs in an inning.

Senior do-it-all Holly Aprile threw a three-hitter as

UMass softball. Certainly the thrill of a lifetime."

So it was off to Oklahoma, where UMass was the
number eight seed in the eight-team field. Sortino said a
strong UMass following of family and fiiends "drove all

night" to the Series, to watch the Minutewomen play
UCLA, the niunber one team in the country all season, in

the Series' first game.
"I hate to say this," Sortino said, "but it was a wonderful

feeling to be the underdog. We're expected to win around
here. We're expected to win the A- 10 Championship. We
played with a tremendous amount of freedom, because
we weren't afraid to lose."

UMass gave the Bruins a run for the money, as the
game was scoreless until the fifth inning. Aprile walked
a batter that eventutdly scored on a wild pitch, for the
first run, and the game ended in a 4-0 loss.

Aprile threw a strong five-hitter, but it wasn't enough
as UCLA's Lisa Fernandez stifled the UMass bats with a
one-hitter.

Out of the loser's bracket again, to a battle with
Florida St., the Series' number five seed and a 3-1 winner
over the Minutewomen earlier in the season.

Aprile scattered nine hits in a 4-2 win, the first victory
a northeast team had ever posted over a ranked southern
team.

Long Beach St., the number four seed, was up next
and UMass came up with a thrilling 2-1 victory in ten
innings as a hustling Jen Salisbury scored on a single by
Angyla Brumm.

Aprile pitched all ten innings, ending her pitching
season at UMass with an 18-4 record.

The Cinderella story of the Series saw their dreams
Turn to NCAA, Page 15

Minutewomen respond in OT
Roberts nets game - winner in second extra session
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

In a game which took until overtime to get exciting

and then went up and down like a rollercoaster, the
University of Massachusetts women's soccer team fin-

ished on a high as it defeated the University ofWashing-
ton yesterday, 2-1.

Freshman forward Nicole Roberts broke the 1-1 tie

with only 3:04 left in the second overtime. From the right

side Paula Wilkins crossed the ball to the fi-ont ofthe net
where Roberts was able to head it into the upper left

comer for the winner.

"I knew the goalie had come out and I saw the ball the
whole way. Ijust wanted to get it up there and in the net,"

Roberts said ofthe game winning goal. "It was good serve
by Paula."

Wilkins said, "I saw we had two players in front but I

was being rushed. Ijust served it in so it would bend back
away firom the keeper. I was happy someone got to it."

No. 9 Massachusetts (4-0) had scored the games first

goal ten minutes earlier when fi-eshman Rachel LeDuc
headed a Kim Eynard cross to the left of Husky keeper
Tamara Browder and into the net.

1 knew I had the comer and I was just wondering if I

would be pushed before the serve got to me," LeDuc said.

"When it came I just flicked it to the corner and it got in."

The 17th-ranked Huskies would not cave in and re-

sponded with a goal two minutes later. Washington
served a comer kick directly in front of the goal mouth.
UMass keeper Skye Eddy leapt for the ball in a crowd but

X)SH REYN0U5S/ COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

needed an extra period to defeat Washington University
Wednesday. The Minutewomen, ranked Nk). 9 in the country,
won 2-1 in overtime.

Massachusetts coach Jim Rudy said, "It was nice to
see us come back like that. I am not surprised though.

couldonly tip It up.When theballcamedown Washington's This team is just getting together and finding its' snots
Christine Keeley headed it into the open net to tie the
game 1-1.

Both teams had a difficult time getting on track
during regulation, part due to each others strong play
and part due to the hiunid weather. In overtime each
team had the chance to pack it in but UMass responded
in the end.

We missed some easy goals during regulation but in the
end we got the goals we needed."

Wilkins added, "We had the composure to stay in the
game. We were mature enough to not get too ftnistrated
and we were able to put one in the back of the net. I give
a lot of credit to our freshman for showing that type of
maturity."—

^

— —

—

.^—^ v..*^. maturity.

Springfield's Padilla commits to UMass hoop
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

The arrivals ofLou Roe, Mike Williams,JeromeMalloy
and Derek Kellogg made 1991-92 a banner year for

basketball recruiting at the University ofMassachusetts,
and it seemed 1992-93 would yield a fine haul as well,

until Donta Bright was deemed ineligible for scoring
below 700 on the SAT exam. It's now up to Dana Dingle
to provide freshman highlights for the Minutemen, though
he certainly has the capacity for that task.

But 1993-94 might mark the incomingofmore talented

recruits— namely Edgar Padilla ofCentral High School

(Springfield, MA), the school that produced Georgia Tech
blue-chipper Travis Best.

Padilla has verbally committed to UMass for 1992-93.
He won the John "Honey" Lahovich award last year as
the bestboys'basketball playerinWestern Massachusetts,
following his junior year. Padilla has opted to stay in his
native Puerto Rico instead ofreturning to Central for his
senior year. He wants to stay in Puerto Rico in order to
play basketball and lift weights year-round.

"I want to gain 15 to 20 pounds," the 163-pound
Padilla told the Springfield Union-News.

Padilla's numbers at Central are eye-popping. The 6-

foot- 2-inch guard averaged 22.7 points. 8.0 assists and 8.5

steals per game, helping Central capture its fourth con-
secutive Western Massachusetts Division I title.

Padilla attended a basketball camp in Los Angeles
this summer, but sustained a shoulder iryury that he
claims has now healed. His brother, 6-4 Giddel Padilla,
will become eligible to play at UMass next semester. He
scored 1,223 during his career at Central from 1986-90

Following his graduation from Central, Giddel attended
Wilbraham& MonsonAcademyand briefly the University
of Nevada-Us Vegas, where he did not play basketball
despite rumors thathave circulated on theUMassCampus.

But Edgar PadiUa will have to do some SAT prep if he
Turn to PADILLA. page 15

THIS WEEKEND
They Might Be Giants
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

"Glass of milk, standing in between extinction in

the cold, and explosive radiating growth," sings
They Might Be Giants on their latest album, Apollo
1 8. This particular set of lyrics explores the miracles
of lactation in their song, "Mammals." This and
more zany songwriting are what "Don't Tread on
the Cut-up Snake World Tour 1 992" is all about. It's

coming to you Saturday September 1 9 at Amherst
College.

An unbelievably quirky duo from Sudbury, Mas-
sachusetts, TMBG is a bizarre blend of wily rock
with polka churning just below the surface. The
two Johns of TMBG (Linnell and Flansburgh) have
garnered the noteworthy title of Musical
Spokespeople for International Space Yearthrough
an agreement with NASA. There cannot be a more
appropriately spacey couple for the job in exist-

ence. By an act of Congress, 1 992 has been dedi-
cated to the celebration of Space as an interna-
tional frontier.

Though it's hard to imagine experiencing more
musical bliss than listening to Linnell on accordian
and Flansburgh on guitar, this tour will feature
for the first time ever an expanded lineup of
guest musicians including Kurt Hoffman,
founding member of New York City's the
Ordinaires on sax and clarinet; Tony
Maimone, bassist from the legendary
Cleveland avant garde garbage band Pere
Ubu and Jon Feinberg, on drums.
When asked to comment on playing

with other musicians, guitarist John
Flansburgh said, "At first we were reluc-

tant to tour with a rhythm section, but
then they said they'd help drive."

Rolling Stone describes TMBG's per-
formance in LA as, "Plowing through
crash and burn polka ditties and pop
sing-a-longs capped off with heavy
metal accordion riffing." Hard to pi-

geonhole, TMBG's work can be classi-

fied as alternative-rock-pop. Their lat-

est album uses everything from record-
ing vocals through a guitar fuzz-box to

a Moog synthesizer to create their unique
effect on the human mind.

In fact here's a little mind-full from
Apollo 18, "She's actual size, but she
seems much bigger to me." Other al-

bum highlights include the song, "The
Statue Got Me High," with the lyrics

"And though I once preferred a human
being's company, they pale before the
monolith that towers over me." In fact the
album's only drawback is the excessive use of

tamborine which jangles incessantly, espe-
cially in this song.

"If I Wasn't Shy" is the epitome of those

cassettes you used to get when you were little.

(The example screaming in my mind is the song
my Mom used to play at my birthday parties,

"Happy Birthday Lisa from Captain Zoom.") On
the up-side I don't think any of these songs will

offend Tipper Gore and her PMRC friends.

According to their label, Elektra, Apollo I8\s

one of the first CD's to take full advantage of

the shuffle mode found on today's CD
players. "The song 'Fingertips' is com-
posed of a series of 21 separate refrains,

and in shuffle mode the CD player

mixes up songs and 'Fingertips' 21

refrains at random, producing an ever-

changing musical collage."

John Linnell explains the band's name, "It's the

name of a movie made in the early seventies. We
wanted a name that was outward looking and
paranoid."

TMBC will perform Saturday September 19 at 9

p.m. in theAmherst CollegeCampus CenterFrontroom.
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New student film premieres
By JON LOPO
Collegian Staff

"I want people to come out of my movie with the
feeling that Christians are people, too; that we screw
up. I want people to realize that Christianity has a
message relevant to how we live in 1992."

Twenty-one year old former English exchange
student Stuart Hazeldine is speaking of his second
film, a stirring morality play called The Crxissing. He
wrote, directed, photographed, edited and produced
this video film made last Spring semester on UMass,
Amherst and Mount Holyoke college campuses.

The CrossingteWs the story of four friends at UMass
who struggle with choosing their moral identity and
the consequences they all must face. Eighteen year-
old Communications major Kurt Mattila (who also
composed an original score and designed the lighting
and sound) turns in a mesmerizing performance as
Mark Roberts, a student who tries to keep the faith of
his Christian ideals in a climate of primarily non-
believers. His beliefs eventually land him in a climactic
philosophical debate with a classmate over whether
Jesus was the son of God.

His roommate, Tim (Corey Pearlstien) and friends
Mike (Zachary Schlappi) and Scott (Brian Cohen) take
a different route. Concerned more with getting rich and
making contacts, they decide to try to gain admittance
to a fictional fratemity-like organization called The
Empire Society, based underground at Amherst Col-
lege. The group, which models itself after the hierarchy
of ancient Rome, is super-exclusive and very secret.

While Tim and Mike get accepted and face initia-

tion at The Empire Society, Scott is rejected and is left

somewhere in the middle, searching for his own value
system.

It is both the shocking practices of The Empire
Society and the search for truth that propel The
Crossing to its thoughtful ending which, instead of
preaching morality, leaves the viewer to make up his
or her mind.

Like the principal actors, the supporting cast played
by Robert Corddry. Steven Casco, Stanton Denman
and Amee Gray are all UMass students. Special
mention goes to both Corddiy and Casco, who gave
impressively sadistic performances as The Empire
Society's leaders.

Hazeldine started the project in the fall of 1991 with
the script and spent most of November and December
scouting locations and scheduling rehearsals. By Janu
ary of this year, he had a camera on loan from Amherst
Cable TV and spent the next four months filming for
about three days a week from eight a.m. until 6 p.m.

He spent over 250 hours this summer editing at
ACTV and up until last week was scoring the film and
assembling the title and closing credits with the help
of Kurt Mattila. But, according to Hazeldine, the hard
work was all worth it.

Hazeldine, who will return to England to finish up
his academics at the University of Kent at Cantebury,
plans to return to America to attend film school at
either NYU or UCLA. The filmmaker, who cites direc-
tors Ridley Scott, Oliver Stone and Spike Lee among
his influences, plans to make movies with more
emotion than the current Hollywood fare. If The
Crossing is any indication, he's well on his way.

The Crossing iviil be shoivn this evening at Herter
HaURoom23]at 7: 15and 9:30p.m. Admission is free.

Views from
the outside
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Dead-ends can sometimes be a good thing.

I was talking to the bar keeper at Geddy's Pub in Bar
Harbor, Maine, and she showed a politician's skill in

avoiding the question.

"He now lives in Washington state and even if you did
manage to track him down, I doubt that he'd want to talk
to a reporter," she conjectured.

Several months previously, I had read about the pub's
founder, locally infamous for his eccentricities, and how
he had once managed to travel the worid on his credit
card only to retum home and declare F>ersonal bankruptcy.
He never paid up. (Kids, don't try this at home.)

Here, I thought, is a man who needs to be heard.
Unfortunately, the bartender's word sounded about as

encouraging as a Pat Buchanan speech sounds benign.
So, shoulders sunk, I paid my tab and sauntered out of
Geddy's. And I started walking.

After two blocks, though, that Geddy guy (whoever he
is) could have won Nova Scotia in a senior's scrabble
tournament and I still wouldn't have cared. ! had found my
story.

Parked in the heart of the tourist district, was a van on
which the ownerhad pasted miscellaneous photos, articles
and essays relating to John Lennon's assassination.
Nothing if not off-the-wall weird. More important, his
clippings approached a conclusion, albeit a rather mo-
ronic one which, if it were an Olympic athlete, would be
disqualified for steroid counts that would make

TURN TO VIEWS, PAGE 7

iJokeCity b
You'll find 1,001 laughs right here!
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Hot Pepper Gum
Hand Buzzers
Squirt Rings
Rubber Rats
Fake Tattoos

Whoople Cushions
Clown Noses
Jumbo Files

Shrunken Heads
Money Snatchers

Crazy Teeth
Inflatable Dolls
Dribble Glasses

Idiot Mugs
Funny Eels

Exploding Pens
Rubber Chickens

Magic Tricks
Masks & Make-up

Gag Hats
Jumping Spiders

Stsge Blood & MorelThe fun's in store at

The Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst •549-8117

r

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN

RANDOM
DRAWINGi

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!
WIN A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

to

BLACK SHEEP
at Pearl Street Niteclub

Tuesday, September 22nd
courtesy of the Daily Collegian

n
BUCK SHEEP TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM i

Name

Phone #

«/t

L'

Must b« at least 1 8 years old to enter Tickets are non-refurxlable

Oawing to be held on Monday, September 21 , 1992. No entries will be reaeved after 3;30 PM on 9/21/92.

Collegian stafl are not eligible to enter Winners will be contacted by telephone
Drop o« entries or mail to Collegian Concer Sweepstakes. 1 1 3 Campos Center. UMass. Amherst 01 003
Winners are responsible for picking up tickets at the Collegian office before 3:30 pm on the day of the show
Only one entiy per person wW be aooapted. Only official entry tonn from newspaper wiH be accepted.

_]

Roommate won't talk to you?
Who cares? rf^

All the entertainment you need to fill

all the empty hours ofyour long,
bitter and unsatisfying life.

ff^ Ofyou 're lonely and sad,

at least be well informed,)

THE
BOSTON ,

GLOBE ^
ON CAMPUS
AT 50% OFF!
That's right, .y<xi can get The Boston Globe deliveivd
on campus at a huge 50% off the regular price! a
That means you're paying less for New Fngland's lx:st ^f^newspaper and an indispeasable guide to what's
happening in and around Boston, the nation and all

around the world.

All that at half price! To start receiving The
Boston Globe on campus, all semester long call •

1-800-858-427S

^Y^^*f '"^'*P^ °" '""P«». '*«''' off -""n.. fiU out kxm. »d make chrck

THE BOSTON GLOBE
CAMPUS PROGRAM UMASS/AMHERST
PO BOX 2378

^„, „„ BOSTON, MA 02107 2378
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
QUESTIONS? PROBLEMS? CALL 1-800-858-4275
All «,b«^rip.ions payable in adva,« No delivery during Holiday, or break.
> Free insulated spons cup with Koozie for a one semester subscripcion

UM/a'1^
"*"°" ^^°^ '^"*'"" '"^ ' '''° semester subscription

UMass/Amherst

6 Days MON-FRI & SUN
5 Days MON -FRJ

SUNDAY ONLY

NAME

ADDRESS; BOX*

FaU Term
9/21 - 12/13

( ) $22.50

( )$13 50
( )$ 900

PHONE.

Spring Term
2/8 - 5/13

( )$24.50
( )$15 50
( )$ 9 00

Full Year

( ) $47.00

< )$2900
( ) $18.00

_rK)RM Ht ROOM I

To pay by credit «rd,c-^pl«e the Mkiwlng: D .VISA D MASTERCARD
^*«"' _____EXHDAre :
CAHDHGLDER NAME
SICNATIIRE

It rL'(|uiivini'iu OHirac,
_ln.smKHir
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HAPPEN I

THURSDAY
DISCUSSION — A meeting or children of

Jewish/Gentile intermarriages will be held at
Saul Perlmutter's office in Hillel House; 388
N. Pleasant St., Amherst at 2 p.m.
FILM — The Weekly Gay, Lesbian and

Bisexual Film Series Presents Before Stone-
wall, a documentary about lesbian and gay
life before 1969 and the gay liberation
movement. At Campus Center Room 91 1 at
7 p.m. Free.

READING — Judith Kantz, a Jewish les-
bian playwright, critic and novelist reads
from her first novel, Running Fiercely To-
ward a High Thin Sound and her work in
progress, The Escape Artist. At Campus
Center Room 168C at 8 p.m. Free.
FILM— The Crossing, a student video film

by Stuart Hazeldine, involves four friends'
struggles with their morality. At Herter Hall
Room 231 at 7:15 & 9:30. Free.

THEATRE— IMust Be Mr. Boswell teWs of
the life, loves and longings of one of the
world's greatest biographers, James Boswell,
during London's Golden Age. Starring Holly-
wood actor Kenneth Tiger in the title role. At
Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. Tickets $5 gen-
eral; $2 Five College students w/valid ID.

IN CONCERT — Area favorite
Chucklehead will perform with special guests
The Bombastics at Pearl St., Northampton at

8:30 p.m. Tickets $6 Adv; $7 at the door.
18+ please.

IN CONCERT — Joanne Brakeen, a pro-
lific and powerful jazz pianist, will wow any-
one who love great jazz music. At Iron Horse,
Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets $10.50 Adv.

FRIDAY

Courtesy Prctly Polly Prodmlionf

Chucklehead

Alumni house from 4 to 6:30 p.m. Free. participate in the Cambodian money tree
FILM — Little Man Tate, directed by and ceremony which is the traditional Khmer

starring Oscar-winning actress Jodie Foster way of raising funds.
tells the story of a working class woman and IN CONCERT — True alternative rock'
her gifted son. At MHC Gamble Auditorium music doesn't get more alternative than The
at 7 S 9 p.m. Ticktets $2.50. Low Road. Performing with special guest
EXHIBIT — An opening reception will be Freedy Johnston at the Iron Horse at 7 p m

held for "WPA: Prints and Drawings from the Tickets $5 at the door.
Permanent Collection" will be given at the IN CONCERT— Rippopotamus will rip apart
University Gallery from 5 to 7 p.m. Free. Pearl Street at 8:30. Tickets $5 at the door
FILM— Hailed by Mr. Lupo as "one of the

best films of 1991 — Grade: A," My Own
Private Idaho stars River Phoenix and Keanu

SGNDflY

EXHIBIT — An opening reception for
"Animals to Ashes, Ashes to Animals," an
exhibit of paintings by MFA candidates Su-
san Montgomery and Jeffery S. Xiaobird will

be given at the Student Onion Gallery from 6
to 8 p.m. Free.

FILM/DISCaSSION — Dance on the Wind
will be presented with a discussion to follow. At
the Green Room ofthe Center for the Perfomiing
Arts at SC from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. Free.

Reeves and was directed by Gus Van Sant. At uil^fa, ?h!
^^"^^^^^

T,*'" ''^ 9'^^" "V

AC Campus Center Theater at 7:30 & 10 "'"^'<?o ''I'f.Tr" Tm n ,T !^°°"^°
I

p.m. Also showing 9/19 and 9/20. Ticl<ets $2. ^J^ f"TJq ^7^, o°f ^^""T
^^'^

FILMS- Wayne-s World and Terminalor ^"gaLlEry TOaR A noT°7 .'"h"' n

fawn a^tl';.:.^^rt'.''
"' ''-'"' ^^"'^ Jft^j:^^:^^^^^:^^^^^

IN CONCERT — Leon Russell, singer of
^"'' ^'^^'

"Tight Rope," "Delta Lady" and "Masquerade"
will promote his latest release at the Iron
Horse at.7 p.m. Tickets $20. Adv.

%fnaRDfiY

Courtety Disappear Records

Dissapear Fear willperform at the Iron Horse Music
Club on Sunday at 7 PM.

EXHIBIT— An opening reception for Jerry

Keams' work "Deep Cover: The Deadly Art of

Illusion" will be given a the HerterArt Gallery and
The University Gallery from 5 to 7 p.m.

READING — The Amherst Tsvetaeva
Symposium will mark the poet's centennial

with presentations in English and Russian by
American and Russian scholars. At AC

FILM — Claire Denis directs Chocolat, a

French-German-Cameroon production in

French with English subtitles, tells the story
of a young woman's memories of her child-

hood in Colonial French West Africa. AtMHC
Gamble Auditorium at 7 & 9 p.m. Tickets $2.50

IN CONCERT — They're witty, they're
spontaneous, they're cool. . . They Might Be
Giants will do their alternative rock/pop thing
at the Valentine Annex at AC at 9 p.m.
Tickets $ 1 5 general; $ 1 AC/ID. Available at

AC Campus Center Office, For the Record in

Amherst and the Northampton Box Office.
Call 542-5773 for more info.

IN CONCERT— Bob Fernandez will per-
form at the Serendipity Lounge at the Howard
Johnson's, 141 Mohawk Trail in Greenfield.
Enjoy good music with no cover charge. Call
774-2314 for more info.

BENEFIT FESTIVAL — The Cambodian
Buddhist Temple Society and The Pioneer
Valley Folklore Society invite you to "A Taste
of Cambodia," a benefit festival of interna-
tional music and dance and Cambodian food.
At the Cambodian Buddhist temple site, 1 00
Cave Hill Road in Leverett from Noon to 5
p.m. Admission is free. Guests are asked to

.lUvfttHiMtlvnl

Shawn Colvin

THEATER — A touring Broadway produc-
tion of Fiddler on the Roof\^/i\\ be performed at

the FAC Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets $25
$23, $21 general; $12.50, $1 1 .50, $10.50 five

college students; $10 age 16 and under. Call
545-251 1 for more info.

IN CONCERT — Disappear Fear will per-
form with special guests Knots and Crosses
at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets $6.50 Adv.

IN CONCERT — Grammy award winner
and regional favorite Shawn Colvin will per-
form at Buckley Recital Hall at AC at 8 p.m.
Tickets $12 general; $5 AC/ID.
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/^ UMASS Theater Guild ^

Auditions

^'

Auditions for the UMASS Theater

Guild's production of HAIR will

tal<e place Friday Sept. 1 8 at

5:00 PM in the Campus Center

room 163 and Saturday Sept. 19
at 1 0:00 AM and 5:00 PM in

Earthfoods. A multi-cultural cast

is desired. Dress comfortably for

dancing. Next general

membership meeting on
Tuesday Sept. 22 in Campus

Center room 904. New
members welcome. For more
information call: 545-041 5 or J

Jen at 546-5838. cJ

There's nothing smelly
about new Sneakers
By JOM LCJPO
Collegian Staff

There's nothing snnelly about
Sneakers, a nifty little comedy/thriller

with style and a definite sense of humor.
It's a funny and suspenseful (dare I say it)

feel -good flick that doesn't tell you when
to laugh and when to be scared. This is a

sit back, relax and enjoy movie.

Sneakers boasts Robert Redford as

Martin Bishop, head of a motley crew of

hackers and computer whizzes who
break into other people's businesses to

test the security systems. Bishop has
been on the run from the government
ever since he and his friend Cosmo
(Ben Kingsley) pulled one too many
computer pranks during their college

days. Bishop went out for a pizza at just

the right time, leaving Cosmo to take all

the heat. Now, he keeps a low cover
with this band of misfits.

The group includes Dan Ackroyd as
Mother, a conspiracy nut who some-
how links the "fake" JFK assassination

with the "fixed" expulsion of Pete Rose.
David Strathaim plays a blind technical

whiz who, while not reading the Braille

edition of Playboy, uses his heightened
sense of hearing to one-up his sighted

counterparts.

River Phoenix takes a break from his

intense roles to reteam with his former
Uttle_hikita co-star Sidney Poitier.

Phoenix plays nerdy Carl while Poitier

portrays an ex -CIA agent who is fre-

quently the conscience of the group.
When two MSA agents approach

Bishop and the gang to steal a little

black box the Russians have and the US
wants, in exchange for clearance of

Bishop's record, he can't resist. But
when the little black box proves more
than little and people aren't what they
seem, Snea/cershits high gear. The film

becomes a benignly twisty thriller light-

ened by well -placed humor.
Sneakers is quite clever, but never in

a smarmy way. This is reasssuring es-

capist fare. You know the good guys
will win out at the end, but it doesn't
matter. It's hoiv they do it. The techno-
wizardry stuff is the best part, adding
some of the "wow-they-can-do-that?"
charm that fueled WarGames. The
ending is also very funny, inspiring

cheers from the audience (when was
the last time someone clapped at the

end of a movie?).

Robert Redford recovers from his

Havana flop to turn in an aloof, classy
performance. You can't help but root

for him to get back with his former
flame {Dances With Wolves' Mary
McDonnell), who always seems to find

herself involved in the caper whether
she wants to or not.

The other characters, however slight,

look as though they are having a great

time. David Strathaim just about steals

the show. F'hoenix has the twitches and
the geekiness of his character almost
down to a science. Both Poitier and
Ackroyd coast through their roles with

assured ease.

The only problem: Cosmo isn'tmuch
of a villain. Ben Kingsley, arguably one
of our best actors (he won an Oscar for

Ghandi), does a capable job even with
a slicked back ponytail. The problem is

that Cosmo is underwritten as a char-
acterand the final confrontation between
Bishop and Cosmo borders on the
mushy. But it really doesn't matter
much, since Snea/cers skimps on all the
characters.

Sneakers won't win any awards for

originality or otherwise, but it is an
amiable comedy with just the right

amount of suspense. Above all.

Sneakers does what most movies try

and fail to do: entertain.

Grade: B
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OUR MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM YOUR HANDS

WILL BE FULL...NOT HELD.

Lechmere has

taken retail management training

to a new level. One that allows you to

engineer the timetable for achieving

your management goals. We offer

hands-on experience, a

fast-paced career path,

and nowhere to go but

up. In just one year's

time, you could be

managing a 1-4 million

Lecbmera will tin be boldiiig

•n-campw iiilonnalim session

tiist hirtker explain our

Manageimnt Mning Program.

Clwck upcoming issoos

dollar business! So if you're up in the

air about choosing a career, talk to

Lechmere about just how exciting a

career in retail can be.

We will be conducting on-campus

interviews during both the

Fall and Spring semes-

ters. Stop by your career

counseling center for

more information.

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS

STUDENT MAC REN1ALS

$75-
BRAND NEW' USED MACS FOR SALE

REPANS AND MEMORY UPGRADES

MAC/B^i HOURLY RENTALS

lASa PRMTS/COLOR SCANMNO

585*0007
NO«THAA«TON . 38 MAIN STREET • lOWa lEVa

Welcomes

A SOLO PIANO CONCERT
THE SUMMER SHOW

JOHN M. GREEN Hall Smith College
Northampton

Tuesday. October 6 7.30 pm
. 1 6 50 rr.- ,-., ;,-,,

i „t r ic/!(i(jrnpton Bok Office Charqo By
Phone41 3/586 8686 or 1 800-THE 'liCK

P'oose ^n.•^; support the Weste'n Massachu^-ofs
^''>od Bank by hniMjmg a donation

of conned food to tt)e

concert-
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'0)o I iaKeJI^e M/crofc/o/ogy ,f Pof^hf/a/ly

Pa+hogen/c Be/a-Hemo/vf/c (frepfoCocci!

Or 'The £vol(j+/onoftfie ^ifuat/on Comec///

Do I real/y wanf to live wi+h Jud/fhe

ne at freak-agaih. I can'f believe Ive

got until /^ohG/aylb decide if I'm '3 B/olooy

Oh a T/\eatre tndjor. Hav^^ I Corr\pkfely lo$f

if ? \\lill I ever be able fo make 9 declr/on,

again? Walt a nr^/hute, ju/^ ye/ferdayjwa/

able fo picK a phone con^pany w/'fh

absolutely no proWerv\...Ve5,fhGre if hope*

^^S ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy

MJW Because when you sign up for AT&T Student

V^P Saver Plus, you can picic from a complete line

of products and services designed specifically to fit your

needs while you're in college. Whatever they may be.

Our Reach Out* Plans can save you money on

AT&T Long Distance, no matter where and when you call. Call

Manager will separate your AT&T Long Distance calls from the easy to make.

ones your roommates make. And the AT&T Calling Card

makes it easy to call from almost anywhere to any-

where. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call

is free*

And with AT&T, you'll gpt the most reliable long

distance service.

AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's

If you^re an off-campus student, sign up for

AIKT Student Saver Plus by calling 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 85L

Ol992AreT *Vau'll recdve one (3 ATAT LD Certificate equivaWil to 22 minuia of direct dUled,caist'lO'Catsi. ni^t >nd wretoid oiling bued
on mn effectlw 6/8/92. You could gel more or fewr minutes depending on where or when ynu oil Oder limited to one certificue per student

ATbT
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bpotlight on musical myth Pete Fernandez
By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Correspondent

This week the Collegian 's roving reportertaps into CJmass

'

world of of Music through the eyes (er. mouth) of Pete
Fernandez.

CG: Give me all the "Need to Knows" about Pete
Fernandez.
PF; I'm 21

.
I'm an English mejor. I'm a senior, and I live

in Harvard, Massachusetts. I grew up in Sunny Vale,
California but have been in Harvard for the last ten years!
CG: Tell me about your involvement with Music here at
CiMass.

PF: Most ofmy musical affiliation hereat UMass has been
with the Theatre Guild, a student group which does plays
and musicals on campus. I was in Euita, the orchestra pit
for A Chorus Line. I was the musical director and co-
creator of School House Rock, I was in the pit for Sweet
Charity, I was rehearsal pianist and in the pit for Into The
Woods and I was the pianist for Ten Little Indians. This
semester I'm the musical director for Hair and I'll be
writing and composing music for A Midsummer Might's
Dream. Apart from the Theatre Guild, I've been in the Jazz
ensemble.a small five-piece jazz band, and I'm also going
to be in the vocal Jazz ensemble this year.
CG: How did you get your start?
PF: I took piano lessons when I was five but I quit because
I hated to practice. Then I took trombone until the seventh
grade and quit because the teacher was a complete
witch. She didn't motivate anyt)ody and just basically
scared everybody out of wanting to be in a band.
CG:AH! Music through intimidation. . . a junior high
school staple.

PF: (laughing) Yes! I'd always been interested in syn-
thesizers and the cool stuff they could do so when I was
a freshman in high school I bought myself a cheesy little

Casio and started noodling around with that. They had
played an album in my seventh grade music class called
Oxygene by Jean-Michel Jarre and that was what really
got me hooked on synthesizers.
CG: Any other influences?
PF: When I first started to play I was into art-rock, Genesis
and Rush. Then in high school I started listening to Pink
Floyd. Nowadays I've been trying to branch out because
I worry about being close-minded to different forms of
music. I've been listening to a lot of musicals. I'm really
hooked on Stephen Sondheim. That and a lot of Jazz. I

like Dave Brubeck a lot and I'm a devout Frank Zappa
fan. He's just amazing. He's a genius.
CG: Tell me about what you'll be doing for Midsummer
night's Dream.

LOW, LOW
_ PRICE

MSCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112.535-1888

tOSH REYNOLDS /COUfCIAN

Pete Fernandez
PF: That's going to be interesting. I'm supposed to be
composing original music for that and playing it during
the show's run on some synthesizers and a piano. I think
the way I'm going to write that is going to be very spur of
the moment. I'll show up at rehearsals and we'll decide
what scenes need music and I'll go from there.
CG: So basically, Pete Fernandez is scoring Shakespeare.
PF: Yeah.
CG: How long of a process is it from thought to finished

PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC.
2 West Street, West Hatfield

Massachusetts 01088
247-9506

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every Night

Call Ahead For Avaiability

<^ Easy To Get To?

A Perfect Night Out For Friends & Dales

300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/l.D.

Landscape Company

• Design

• Installation

• Organic Lawn Care

Susan Redmond
Janine Blackwelder

song?
PF: The idea usually comes when I'm sitting at the piano.
I'll get a lyric or a song idea and expand on it. I try to flush
something out right then but I'm usually not happy with
it so I let it sit for a week or two and then go back to it.

Usually, with luck, I can flush it out then.

CG: Tell me about Pete Fernandez's dream Job.
PF: I would like to model the careers of two people, either
Frank Zappa or Paul Schaeffer. Zappa has it made. He
can write anything he wants while avoiding all the industry
bullshit — and still sell out every concert. And Paul
Schaeffer because he has the coolest job in the world, a
steady gig every night and he gets to hang out with David
Letterman and jam.
CG: Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
PF: Probably working in a laundromatand weeping because
I can't get anything recorded (laughter). Actually I want to
go to grad school at Berkeley and if I'm not done by then
I'll be working and trying to get my foot in the door.
CG: If we peeked into your CD collection what would we
find?

PF: Zappa, Brubeck, Living Colour, Pink Floyd, Vladimir
Horovitz, Vince Biraldi-the guy who scored all the Peanuts
specials in the 60s and a lot of musicals. Musicals have
come a long way from the A Chorus Line format. They're
more intense now. More dramatic form and less showy
sequins.

CG: Are you working on anything now? Do you have a
"closet musical" of your own?
PF: Yeah, I've been wanting to write a science fiction
musical. I know that sounds cheesy. . .

CG: Issac Assimov meets Tommy Tune?
PF: ipausingas hereflectson the idea-then laughterlOh,
barf] Oh God — no! You've just ruined it. You've killed it!

It's dead. 6 feet under. You're right, it sounds stupid (more
laughter).

TURN TO SPOTLIGHT, PAGE 7
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spotlight
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

PF: I was thinking more along the lines of
the Freedom Space Station they've been
talking about lately. It was an intriguing
thought tome— "What ifa colony went up
there and some real bad shit happened on
earth and they were stranded there?"
CG: What kind of power do you feel music
has?
PF: Music is a great form of communica-
tion. Using music to tell a story or get a
certain point across is very important. I'm
not saying that I have any huge, beautiful
thing to say — but it's a great way to
express yourself. Jeff Holmes, a big band,
went to the Soviet Union and they played
with these people who didn't speak any
English but they (the band) could shout
out, "Duke Ellington — Take the A Train"
and they'd all know the song. They hopped
right into it and jammed and by the end of
that one song they're all best friends. It's

amazing. It's kind of cheesy to say, but
music could unite the whole world.
CG: You act, draw, sing and compose, if

tomorrow you could only keep one of
those talents which would It be?
PF: Music. I love that more than anything
else.

Views
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
Schwarzenegger blush.

The basic premise this self-appointed
expert put forth was that the man who
really snuffed the life of Yoko's favorite
Beatle was none other than Maine's
second largest export. Stephen King.

As far as I could tell. Mark Chapman
(the man who actually assassinated
Lennon) was press bait for the Bangor
horror novelist's dastardly Beatle
cleasning designs. Of course, like any
good conspiracy, the C.I.A. and recent
Republican administrations were in on
the take too.

Mr. King's motivations or even
means for the deed appeared irrelevant
to the van owner. The proof lies in the
uncanny resemblance between alleged
assassin and supposedly innocent non-
suspect. Oh yeah, and the van man
included some clever cryptology with a
Time magazine letter column too.

Somebody put this guy in tough with
Oliver Stone, (or wait. Maybe he IS
Oliver Stone. . .)

So anyway, always being one to
head for the center of the action, I

dashed to Bangor before you could say
"Geraldo."

"Steve," a sobriquet which Bangor
residents seem all too eager to use, "has
tolerated this nutcase for the whole
summer." confided a Bangor bookseller
and not - so- reserved King fanatic
himself. "Quite frankly. " he continued.
"Were it not for the fact that Steve came
on the local radio stations telling us to
let this guy be. he'd probably be in the
river by now."

Say what, Chester?
I didn't know which to be more hor-

rified by: some goof bail purveying his
hyper-paranoid conspiracy theories or
the fact that Stephen King seems to
have the whole town of Bangor in a
manic state of blind obedience.

As if to further my suspicions, the
lunch counter attendant shot the most
icy. frightened glance when I mentioned
my motivation for visiting Bangor.

At that moment Rod Serling man-
aged to crawl out from under a nearby
salad bar and, after wiping the stray
coleslaw off his lapel, began tonight's
epilogue about a green young writer
who, not knowing his limits, had learned
too much.

WDRKSMARTER.
NOTHARDER.

Management or

marketing major?

Smart.

Finance or accounting

student? Also smart.

lb be even smarter, you

need a BA 11 PLUS™ now,

before assignments pile up.

It's designed especially for

business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.

Naturally, the BAU PLUS
has basic business functions

like rime-value-of-money.

Plus, it delivers much more.

Cash flow analysis for in-

ternal rate of return (IRR).

Net present value (NPV).

Bond calculations. Depreci-

ation. Advanced statistics.

Also have a look at the

BA'35. It's our most afford-

able model for time-value-

of-money, and even handles

one-variable statistics.

Try the BA H PLUS and
BA-35 at your local Tl

retailer. And start working

smarter. Instead of harder.
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DANCECLUB
Wednesday -

EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING WITH D) )0B

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING WITH DJ

DENNIS R.

WHMP's Keith Stevens

broadcasting live.

Friday -

DANCING WITH DJ )OB
Free Adnisaon Bcftn lOrOQpn

Free All Mi^w/ColegelJ).4

^turday - WHMP
THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOB

Sunday -

INTERNATIONAL NIGHT w/
Dennis R. (18+)

Come See Our Complete^ New Dance

U^ System!

'•^-••'-•••-•^-•^-•^•••-•••-•.'-•.••.

:.

VA'.'.»A'^jA.Vj^

LIVE MUSIC...
Vnirs.. Sepf. 1 7-fi:i0i)nVl 8+/

CHUCKLEHEAD

The Bombastics

Fri., Se/jf. l{Ui:.iOpiii

Free Rock Friday

THE DEL FUEGOS
BARRY KINGSTON
Frix' Admissioti Kvuxv l(i:()0|)ni

Free All Nighl \v,C<)llc<^ ID.

». .. .. .. .- ..-.- .^ .--..-.. .. .. ._- .--

5.tf., Sept. 19-8: iOpm

RIPPOPOTAMUS
The Monster Band

!»'-- i*rr*r

Tuei.. Sept. 22-7Mpm.. ,'18+/

Rap/Hip Hop

BLACK SHEEP

f

Mass Delirium

77ii/rs., 5qjt. 24-8:}0pii}/m+/'.

Led Zeppelin Tribute
:

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI

'j ^j ij ij ijij.. I. .. .j.j.j.^

fn., Sept. 2''y-H:M)pm

Free Rock Friday
LITTLE JIMMY i
THE BAD BOYS q

The Herschlcr Brothers |

Sat.. Sept. 2(>7:00pii} Early Slxn\

Domain--

FLOR DE CANA
KWOfmLateSliow E

Downstairs-

BIG BAD BOLLOCKS
fjVIo/)., Sept. 2H-H:00pnvl8+/

Free Show
>jrHECONNELL$& Tommy Keene

i Tues., Sent 2'J-7:()()pn\/ll!-h/

MIGHTY MIGHTY
BOSSTONES

r Fn.. CM 2-8:M)pm

FreeRocI Friday

BLOODLINE
Sat.. C\t. i-8:M)tm

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO
.S(//7., (kt. 4-'):(X)pnV18i-'

THINK TREE & Grave Goods

Thurs., Oct. 8-S:M)pnVl8+/

BACK IN BLACK
Sat.. Oct. l()-7:lX)piv

TIL TUESDAY
Tiies.. at l.l7:(X)pnVlH-hAWSi

JIMMY CLIFF
Tues., Oct. 27S:nOij(WI3+/

\

THE SAMPLES

- 'n An*cr.i: rickrlPni J
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LADIES & MEM'S
Denim
Jeans

LADIES & MEN'S
KnH & Fleece

1bps

LADIES & MEN'S LADIES & MEN'S

Sweaters I Shirts

$9.99 $16.99 $12.99
Comp. $18-$40 Comp. $34-$106 I Comp. $24-$48

Comp. $28-$42

LADIES & MEN'S I LADIES I LADIES &
Denim Shorts I Skirts I Pants

II

to 14.
I I

Comp. $26-$36 Comp. $24-$100 I Comp. $28-$100

V^ QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS

LOCATION :

UMASS
Campus Center
Room 101

Lower Level

HOURS

:

m-m

Friday September 18, 1992

VOLUME CM ISSUES

Hazy in the 80 's today. Thunder-
storms, in the 80 's tomorrow.

Local:
Do you think someone you care about has a eating disor-

der? There are people out there to help. Find out what you
can do to help fight this condition. Page 3.

Sports:
Looking to avenge last year's 22-20 loss to

Holy Cross, UMass takes on the Crusaders
again tomorrow. Page 16.
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Sports dept. probe
calls for tighter regs
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

In the wake of allegations the Athletic
Department and the School of Physical
Education grossly misused University
funds, Provost Glen Gordon called for the
strengthening of campus travel policies

and an effort to educate the public on the
importance of legitimate travel expendi-
tures.

Gordon made his recommendations in

a report he presented to the Faculty Sen-
ate yesterday. Chancellor Richard O'Brien
asked Gordon to write the report shortly
after the scandal surfaced in June.

"The campus should publicly reaffirm
its support for professional travel for fac-

ulty and staff; it should also explain to the
public why such expenditures are impor-
tant to the institution," the report said.

"Ofcourse, all these activities must be
legfitimate, comply fully with campus
procedures, and must avoid extravagance
and waste.

In his investigation, Gordon submitted
written questions to David Bischoff, re-

tired dean of the School of Physical Edu-
cation, Frank Mclnemey, retired athletic

director, Frank Katch, professor of exer-
cise science and former chair of that de-

partment and Elaine Sorentino, associate
athletic director and softball coach.

Bischoff and Hatch's responses were
not sufficiently detailed to draw conclu-
sions from and Gordon is consulting with
legal counsel concerning the next steps to

be taken, according to the report.

Gordon concluded, however, that
meetings attended by Mclnerey and
Sorentino "were appropriate, all travel

forms were completed, and their expenses
not exorbitant."

"Their responses provided me with
sufficient evidence to conclude that neither
Mclnemey nor Sortino did anything im-
proper with respect to travel, and that
neither individual violated campus pro-

cedures or state laws," Gordon said.

Gordon stressed the need for the Uni-
versity to tighten its regxilation of travel

expenses.

"The campus should strengthen its

travel policies and procedures by clearly

establishing approval protocols for all

travelers," the report said.

The report reads, "every trip at every
level should be verified as to budget and
purpose. At present, campus procedures
do not call for supervisor's approval at the
dean's level and above."

Turn to ATHLETICS, page 10

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
PICNIC IN PARADISE — Zhe Zhdng and his wife Ning Li, both microbiology

graduate students, eat lunch outside Morrill.

South Africa
may let Blacks
in government
By TINA SUSMAN
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — President
F.W. de Klerk promised to introduce legislation

next month allowing Blacks in government for the
first time.

De Klerk also repeated promises that all South
Africans, including the Black majority, would vote
in the next general election, scheduled for 1994.

In a speech Wednesday night to the Pretoria
Press Club, de Klerk also said parliament will

discuss the future of the nominally independent
black homelands such as Ciskei, where security
forces shot to death 28ANC supporters earlier this

month.
Burials were planned Friday for the victims.

The African National Congress said it expected
tens ofthousands ofsupporters to attend memorial
services scheduled for tonight in King Williams
Town,just across the border fi-om the Ciskei capital,

Bisho.

The Sept. 7 shootings plunged ANC-government
relations to their lowest level since more than 40
Blacks were massacred in Boipatong township in
June and the ANC halted political negotiations
with the government. De Klerk has urged theANC
to return to talks, and his speech Wednesday was
another attempt at reconciliation.

While the president previously has promised to

permit Blacks in government by the time his term
ends in 1994, the speech gave details on how such
changes will be introduced to amend the consti-

tution so anyone, "irrespective ofrace or color," can
be a Cabinet minister, de Klerk said.

Whites, Indians and colored or mixed-race people
are now represented in separate chambers in

parliament, but Blacks do not have the vote or

representation.

The October session will last less than a week
and deal only with issues to prepare the country for

a transition from the White-minority rule to mul-
tiracial democracy. Parliament will convene again
for its regular annual session early next year.

Turn to SOUTH AFRICA, page 10

Scandals rock nation's capitol
Ex-House Post Office chief
admits to embezzlement
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— The highest-ranking official to be
indicted in the House Post Office scandal pleaded guilty

Thursday in a criminal investigation that could target
members of Congress and their campaigns.

Former post office chief of staff Joanna G. O'Rourke
admitted two misdemeanors: embezzlement of of gov-
ernment property and misuse of government funds by a
public officer.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Wendy Wysong told U.S.
District Judge Norma Holloway Johnson that the gov-
ernment would have proved at trial that Ms. O'Rourke
conspired to "cash large campaign and personal checks."

The prosecutor's statement made clear that the in-

vestigation is looking at possible illegalities in cashing
campaign checks at the House Post Office.

A federal grand jury indictment was less specific,

saying she conspired with others, who were not identified,
to "perform personal and campaign services" for House

Turn to EMBEZZLEMENT, page 1

1

Iran-Contra inquiry ends;
3 prosecutions to proceed
By PETE YOST
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Iran-Contra prosecutor
Lawrence Walsh announced today he is ending his

5 1/2 year criminal investigation into the scandal
and will seek no further indictments "in the absence
of no new developments."

"We do not expect to present any further mat-
ters to the grand jury," Walsh wrote to the federal
appeals court that appointed him.

"My office has completed its active investigation
into Iran-Contra matters, " Walsh said in his letter

to Judge George MacKinnon, who presides over a
special appeals court that appoints independent
counsels.

Walsh said his office will proceed with the
prosecutions of former Defense Secretary Casper
Weinberger, former CIA spy chief Clair George

Turn to IRAN, page 12

Domestic violence in the rubble
By RICHARD COLE
Associated Press

CUTLER RIDGE, Fla.—A special domestic court and
a safe house for battered women opened Thursday in

hurricane-striken south of Dade County to deal with a
wave of increasingly violent abuse cases.

"I had a woman yesterday with a chunk taken out of
her shoulder by by a machete," acting Circuit Judge
Linda Dakis said as she walked down a hallway looking
for an empty room to hold court.

"Machetes seem to be the thing these days."

Emergency injunctions to protect victims have doubled
since Hurricane Andrew swept through the region on
Aug. 24, 24 while available police officers have almost
vanished, she said.

The county complex housing the new domestic court
emerged relatively unscathed compared to the sur-
rounding devastation ofCutler Ridge. That attracted the
Army, which commandeered part of it as a headquarters
for troops helping to rebuild the neighborhood.

Soldiers in fatigues strolled the corridors past the first

group of nervous women to use the domestic court. One

young wife speaks softly to an attorney, briefly flashing
a smile that shows a gap where her husband punched out
her front tooth.

Fists and machetes are not the only weapons ofchoice,
said Leonel Mesa, a domestic violence counselor. Knives,
bats or just about anything lying around are being used,
he said.

Most of the cases involve men with a history of family
violence, oft«n coupled with drinking. In Andrew's wake,
the cases are all showing up at the same time. Mesa
noted.

The violence is also directed against children. Newly
homeless fathers and boyfriends react violently.

"Now the women are more dependent on their hus-
bands, especially economically," he said. "The house is
devastated, their defenses are low, they feel that re-
gardless of the past, they have to rebuild."

Before Andrew, the domestic courts dealt with 35 to 40
emergency cases a day.

"Now we're in the 70s," Judge Dakis said.
One bright spot is the tent cities. The presence of

troops, plus a ban on alcohol, have made domestic violence
rare, she said.
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Friday, Sept. 18
Blood Drive— The American Red Cross is sponsoring

a blood drive from 10:30 to 4:30 in the Goodell building
today.

Service — The Chabad House will be hosting their
weekly Shabbat service and dirmer at 7:00 p.m. Chabad
House is located at 30 N. Hadley Rd. in Amherst.

Saturday, Sept. 19
Open House — There will be an open house at the

Student Union Craft Center from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Crafl Demonstrations throughout the day.

Audtition — The UMass Theatre Guild is holding
auditions for the musical Hair, Sept. 18-20. Friday at 5

p.m. in the campus center, room 163, Saturday at 10:00
a.m. and at 5:00 p.m in Earthfoods. Only one audition
need be attended, and callbacks are on Sunday. Com-
fortable clothing is recommended. Call 545-04 15 for info.

Sunday, Sept. 20
Services — Selichot services will be led by Rabbi

Chaim Adelman at the Chabad House soon after midnight
Sunday morning. The Chabad house is located at 30 N.
Hadley Rd., in Amherst.

Lecture — Joseph Telushkin will speak on 'The Best
Jewish Jokes and what They Show About Jews" in the
Mahar auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The event is sponsored by
UMass Hilles and is freee for students, $3 for public.

Husband, wife team up in space

Journalism 101

3 credits, Tues./Thurs. 9:30-10:45
Yeah. tho«c joiirnaUsm classes arc useful fur gaining

nuis and-hwits imlning. But if you want true experience
in Jntrrvlening lop administrators, filing stories on
deadlines and hunting for a story, the Co/legitin News
Desk is a Rreai place to start.

No experience is necessary. Just motivation. So If you
want something else on your resume besides your name
and address, come donn to lhe<7o//eji;inii fin the (ampus
Center basement opposite the ATMs) and ask for David
Mas-iey. News Editor. Or give us a call. There's no
iibligation.

riw C(Vfeir'<iM cncnurases itie miiuirity communiry in panicipatr.
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By SUSAN HIGHTOWER
Associated Press

SPACE CENTER, Houston—The first marriedcouple
to fly together in space has spent little time together
aboard Endeavour — just a "wave as we pass in the
tunnel going to work each day," astronaut Jan Davis said
today.

Davis and payload commander Mark lee are married,
but assigned to work opposite 12-hour shifts inside the
Spacelab research module. At a news conference this
morning, the couple said the only time they've shared is

the 15-minute handover between shifts. They mar-
ried in January 1991, more than a year after being
assigned to the mission. NASA made an exception to its

policy barring husbands and vrives from flying in space
together since the pair had invested so much time training.

"We don't see much of each other .. but nevertheless.

we're still sharing this flight, and I've thoroughly enjoyed
it," Davis said.

"We just kind of wave as we pass in the tunnel going
to work each day," she said, referring to the passage that
links the Spacelab module in the payload bay to
Endeavour's middeck.
Mamoru Mohri, the first professional Japanese as-

tronaut, said crew members generally have adapted to
each other's cultures, but pilot Curtis Brown, Jr. disliked
his gift ofan "ameboshi," a salty pickled plum considered
a Japanese staple.

The crew news conference followed two interviews
this morning with astronautMae Jemison, the first black
woman in space. She praised the views of Earth from
Endeavour.

"We've passed over the world several different times of
course now, we've looked at the continents pass by, and
that has been spectacular," she said.

Attitash introduces 'pay-as-you-ski'
BARTLETT, N.H. (AP) — Attitash Ski Area vrill be

the first in the East to offer pay-as-you-ski lift tickets.
The innovation, called a Smart Ticket and already

available in Montana and Oregon, was introduced
Thursday at a news conference in Cambridge.

Attitash officials say it gives consumers more options,
and could save them money.

The plan allows a skier to buy one of four tickets with
varying point values. Each time a skier gets on a lift, he
or she inserts the ticket to pass through a turnstile.
Points automatically are deducted each time the skier
gets on a lift.

Traditional day-long tickets still will be available,
said Attitash spokesman Ben Wilcox.

"A traditional lift ticket still is the better value if

you're going to ski from sun up to sun down," he said.
But he said with Smart Ticket, skiers have the option

to leave early if inclement weather arises, they become
tired or they want to pursue another activity, such as
shopping.

The ticket can be used by more than one skier, and is

good for two years from the date of purchase. They are
available in four sizes: $18 (75 points), $33 (150 points),
$65 (300 points), and $96 (450 points).

Lifts have values rangingfrom 5 points for the beginner
trail to 20 for the top-notch expert trail. Some point
values are reduced during weekdays.

"Who wants to leave money - or a day lift pass that
didn't get a good workout -on the table?" Attitash President
Phil Gravink said.

"It's a way to get people out and give them more
options," added Wilcox.

Attitash, which has 28 slopes, suffered a slight decrease
in skier visits last year.

:$^rit^nus
Liquor Store

338CoHege St. Rt. 9 East 253-5384

Women's Shoes. Clothing & Accessories

Amhersi Bfaftieboro
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CoorS Coors Light 12 pak Btis $6.99 (+ dep)

BuSCh Busch Light 12 pak cans case $9.99 (+ dep)

Meister Brau case 12 02. cans $7.49 (+ dep)
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Panel: Earth Summit no 'Greenpeace love-in'
By THOMAS A. GEORGE
Collegian Correspondent

Local educators gave an enthusiastic report on the
June Rio Earth Summit and Global Forum Wednesday,
concurring that it was no "Greenpeace love-in."

Hampshire College President Gregory Prince and
University of Massachusetts Professor Peter Haas at-
tended the international Earth Summit and offered their
appraisal ofthe summit to a Hampshire College audience.

The Global Forum, which was held at the same time
ofthe Earth Summit, was a conference ofnon-government
organizations committed to the protection of the envi-
ronment and the enhancement ofglobal living standards.

Both panelists had positive remarks about the success

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Gregory Prince^ •» — lui giuuoi susuunaoie ae

Eating disorders a real
worry among students

of the Global Forum as an avenue for international
networking and the consolidation ofindependent efforts
by private environmental action groups.
The three main issues that were approached at the

summit was consumption in the North, the need for
growth in the south and global population growth," said
Prince.

He also stressed that the population issue has been
embroiled in controversy.

In the eyes ofthe third world, "the population issue is
one easy solution for a hard problem," said Prince. The
population issue is one ofavoidance, and is too pointed at
the south."

When asked about the United States delegation to the
Rio Earth Summit, Prince said: "I think that the indi-
viduals were making the most of a bad situation."

He also felt that the Bush Administration blew a fine
opportunity for futhering policies that are part of Bush's
plan. The (U.S.) government miscalculated what the
summit was to be about, it was not going to be a
GreenPeace love-in."

Professor Haas alsocommented on the U.S. delegation.
The hardline U.S. position made a scapegoat for the

European delegation that was able to refuse to make
concessions that would have otherwise would not have
been in the backlight," said Haas.

Professor Haas listed tangible results from the con-
ference such as the publication of the Twenty-Seven
Principles On Sustainable Developement," and the
"United Nations Agencies on Sustainable Developement.

"

In addition, the conference spurred the formation of
three treaties: the Climate Change Treaty, the
Biodiversity Treaty and the Forestry Principles Treaty.

"We need to appraise the ways Rio magnified pressure
for global sustainable developement," Haas said.

There was talk at the Earth Summit for developing a
set of reporting requirements on national activities for
sustainable development, the panehsts said.

In addition, the panelists also discussed the way in
which the "Global Environmental Facility" is to be ad-
ministered and how the United Nations system will be
able to follow up the type of decisions that were made at
the conference.

The program was sponsored by PAWSS, the Five
College Program in Peace and World Security Studies.
PAWSS regularly holds seminars and panel discus-

sions, and Wednesday night was the first of the new
academic year. A third panelist, activist Lois Barber,
was unable to attend.

Peter Haas
MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

"We've seen the vomit in the trash can
and we don't know what to do. We're real
worried."

According to Robin Levine, a nutrition-
ist from University Health Services, this
is one of an increasing number of phone
calls received from concerned friends,
roommates, boyfriends and residential
assistants.

Levine said a rising number of stu-
dents have been calling seeking help,
concerned a friend has a disorder or con-
vinced they have one. The caller sometimes
claims the person refuses to get help,
leaving them not knowing what to do.

"They're very concerned about safety
and health," said Levine. "If you talk to

almost anyone in the dorm they know
someone in the situation."

Reacting to the increased number of
phone calls. Health Services is sponsoring
a workshop specifically for the friends of
someone with a disorder. "Understanding
Eating Disorders: Strategies for Families
and Friends with Eating Disorders" will

be held at the end of October.
"We want to be able to help out," said

Levine.

The calls have increased in steady
numbers according to Levine. She found it

"pretty unusual" that two people have
come in the first day of school already.

Levine said a caller will typically de-
scribe a friend not eating, always talking
about their weight and not feeling com-
fortable with their looks. Callers also have
noted that the person always exercises.

"They smell the vomit in the bathroom,
their food disappears — it really affects
the person close to the person with a
disorder," said Levine. "It affects their
whole hving situation."

Levine said the biggest problem is that
people feel worried or helpless.

"They feel like they can't get on with
their life," said Levine.

Levine found itcommon for the student
population to be concerned with their
physical appearance and speculated that
peer pressure and competition "bring out"
eating disorders.

Coming to a new school is a difficult

transition, Levine feels and said many
come from abusive families who tend to

not be available. She said this may be one
cause.

Turn to DISORDERS, page 12

Get your flicks, quick
Amherst firm brings movies to your door
By DAVID LAFONTANA
Collegian Correspondent

Amhersthas tons ofdelivery services
for pizza and calzones, but three entre-
preneurs have a new twist on an old
idea. Nowyou can have moviesbrought
to you, too. A movie rental store. Quick
Flix, has opened that delivers the
movies.

The business was formed by John
and Jamie Grasperini, two former
UMass students, and David Ruby, an
Art History/German major at UMass

Jamie thought ofthe idea five years
ago while he was a business major
here.

"He didn't have a car," his brother
John said, "so he could not get to any
video stores. He thought a deUvery
service for movies would be a great
idea for students stuck on campus like
him."

Jamie and his roomate started
planning and almost started the busi-
ness then."They were going to call it

Sick Dick's Quick Flicks," John said,

smiling, "we shortened the name a bit."

Six months ago the Grasperini's

decided to give the business a try again.
Ruby, a high school friend, became a
business partner, and the three opened
the store three weeks ago.

Prices start at $2.96 and the store
rents new releases and adult movies.

Ruby is happy with the way things
were going,

"They were going to call

it Sick Dick's Quick

Flicks. We shortened the

name a bit.

"

^ John Grasperini

"Business has been picking up as
more people find out about us."

He also recommended calling in the
early afternoon to make sure you got
the movies you wanted later in the
evening.

John seemed pleased, and said they
would need more advertising.

"We had put an ad in the Advocate
but they called us Quick Fix," John
said. "That wasn't quite what we had
in mind".

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
ELBOW GREASE FOR ENERGY— Members of the renewable energy research lab move a 40 foot turbine rotor blade

the bus garage for repairs.

AHORA seeking
to unite community
By SEEMA MALHOTRA
Collegian Correspondent

AHORA, a Spanish speaking organization dedicated
to the University's Latin American community, kicked
off its fall semester Wednesday with an opening meeting
attended by a crowd of over 80 students.

The introductory gathering featured discussions and
a video — all conducted entirely in Spanish.

According to AHORA Vice President Ileana Ramos,
the 18-year-old organization hopes to reach out to the
University's entire Spanish speaking population.

"We are a very large community of Spanish speakers
in the Universityand we tend not to reach out to everyone.
We hope that through Ahora we can get more people
involved," she said. "We hope to unite our brothers and
sisters in one group where everyone takes part in bettering
their community, culture and gets to know people from
other countries."

AHORA President Jalil Mendoza said she hopes the
group can represent a united voice for the community.

"We wish to provide a united voice— cultural, educa-

Turn to AHORA, page 1

1
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Winners & losers unite
Republicans, Dems hold luncheon

COLLEGIAN

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Republicans and Demo-
crats attempted to put the primary behind
them Thursday and look ahead to the
November election by presenting old rivals
as united.

Republicans brought winners and los-

ers together for a formal luncheon at the
Park Plaza Hotel in Boston, and Democrats
held their unity event at the Josiah Quincy
School in downtown Boston.

Several democratic losers were notably
absent, including U.S. Rep. Chester
Atkins, state Sen. Paul Harold, D-Quincy
and state Rep. Barbara Hildt, D-
Amesbury.

Atkins, who lost to former assistant
district attorney Martin Meehan, was with
his family, according to an aide, Mark
Provost.

"He plans to spend a few more days
with his family and then get back to work,"
Provost said.

Harold lost to incumbent Rep. Gerry
Studds in the 10th Congressional District

race. Hildt fell just short of enough votes

to oust embattled Rep. Nicholas Mavroules
in the 6th Congresional District, who faces

federal charges of extortion.

Meehan and Rep. Joseph Kennedy were
the only two congressional candidates to

show up at the school, along with Mayor
Raymond Flynn, House Speaker Charles
Flaherty, D-Cambridge, and winners and
losers from the legislative primaries.

Kennedy pointed out that many of the
incumbent congressmen headed back to

Washington to vote on a key measure to

control cable television costs.

Democrats made it clear they are going
to hitch their campaigns to presidential

candidate Bill CLinton, by trying to con-
vince voters they can help Clinton bring
change to Washington.
"We're going to have a Democratic Con-
gress to work with a new administration
and repower this economy," Meehan said.

Harold said he did not know about the
Boston event, but that he plans to support
the Studds against Republican Dan Daly.

"We're going to put together a meeting
next week of our core supporters and see
how we can best integrate our campaign
organizations," Harold said.

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!
TWO

WINNERS
WILL BE CHOSEN

RANDOM
DRAWING

WIN A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

to

BLACK SHEEP
at Pearl Street Niteclub

Tuesday, September 22nd
Q^ courtesy of the Daily Collegian

BLACK SHEEP TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
n
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r-ropotl entries or mail to Collegian Concert Sweepstakes 113 Campus Center UMass. Amherst 01003
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Free Delivery (Limited Area - $5.00 minimum)
Lunch Special (Mon-Fri 11-3)
Any Sandwich w/French Fries,

Tossed Salad & Soda - $3.99

331 Russell St/Rte. 9, Hadley 586-8255

Buy any size

PIZZA
get second for

1/2 PRICE
equal or Icm« value

KRETE
331 Russell St

Hadley
NOTCOMBNAMJWTTH

ANYOTHEKOfFBt

EXPIRES 12/31/92

Buy one

DINNER
iget second for

1/2 PRICE
{equal or Icaaer value

KRETE
331 Russell St

Hadley
INOTCDMIWAHJWtTH

ANY OTHiR OFFER

EXPIRES 12/31/92

Buy one

GRINDER
jget second for

1/2 PRICE
equal or Icaaer value

U

KRETE
331 Russell St.

Hadley
NOT COMMNAIU WITH

ANY OTHER OFRR

EXPIRES 12/31/92

ATTENTION vSTUDENTS!

The Add/Drop deadline for Fall 1992 is

September 22nd at 9:00 PM. You must complete
all of your Add/Drop clianges on the telephone by
that time in order to avoid late add procedures or
"W" drops.

To avoid busy signals, please complete
Add/Drop as early as possible. Do not wait until

the last minute, or you may not be able to get
through to the system.

Editorial/Opinion
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1 he opinions evpressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those ol" the Collegian unless otherwise noted.

Upward Bound scandal
should not be tolerated

It seems as ifwe have a "Watergate" on
our hands.

As I stated in my last editorial about
the Upward Bound program, a college
preparatory program for first generation
high school, college and low income stu-
dents, the University administration kept
information about the program being
defunded a secret from the University
community. The letter from the Depart-
ment ofEducation was dated May 8, 1992,
but the information was not promulgated
until May 27, after school was dismissed.

Malkes

GOMES
In fact, on May 15 the Upward Bound

staff requested a meeting with Dr. Gloria
deGuevara, associate dean of Academic
Support Services, which oversaw the
program, to inquire about the status ofthe
grant proposal to renew the program for

another three year cycle. Five days later

the staff was notified that she would not
be able to meet with them. Seven days
later the staffwas told their services would
no longer be needed.

The letter stating the program was
defunded was addressed to Lee Beatty,
director of the Office of Grants and Con-
tracts at the University and was carbon
copied to Doctor deGuevara, who claims to

have had no knowledge of the letter. In

fact, the fiscal administrator of the Office

of Grants and Contracts stated to one of

the Upward Bound employees that as soon
as the letter arrived, it was faxed to Dr.

deGuevara. As far as I know, withholding
mail, and mail with such important in-

formation, is a federal offense punishable
by imprisonment and or a fine. At this

time there are also funds which have not

been accounted for by the department of

Academic Support Services.

Salaries for the positions of the direc-

tor, secretary and one case worker — all

vacant for over a year — need to be ac-

counted for, as well as the 3 to 5 percent

increase in employees'paywhich was never

given. The University is being sued by a
former employee for withholding this in-

crease.

In the spring of 1990, Upward Bound
employees found that $14,000 worth of

computer equipment donated by the psy-

chology department was picked up by
someone named Joseph Gordon, who at

the time was director ofthe program. The
computers never arrived at the Upward
Bound office in the New Africa House.

It was also discovered that purchase
orders from the Upward Bound program
were used to pay for rooms in the Campus
Center Hotel, as well as for outings at the
University Faculty Club for functions not
associated with the program. Tampering
with federal funds is punishable by im-
prisonment.

The information from a 1982 grant
proposal was used to write the last pro-

posal. That the people involved in writing
this grant from the Office of Academic
Support Services would even think of us-

ing 9-year-old information on a grant pro-

posal shows a definite lack of knowledge
on their part. It does not display resource-

fulness, especially since the Office of In-

stitutional Research and Planning is

housed at the University. It is beyond me
why anyone with a Ph.D. would execute
such thoughtlessness.The avenue used
was one which does not encompass the
creativity ofa person holding a Ph.D. You
may not be able to perceive why the pro-

posal was not passed. You may also ask:

was this a conspiracy?

The community should be outraged
that information was held from us. We
pay tuition and the administration used it

to pay part of the cost for the Upward
Bound program. Therefore we have the
right to know about all missing funds and
to demand the Upward Bound program
be returned.

If we let the administration slide, it

will only happen again. We should not
tolerate such scandals like this. There are
some definite ethical questions involved
in this and we shall discuss this next time.

Malkes Gomes is a UMass student.

Housing game nails writer

Column on officer inappropriate
I am writing in response to an editorial

submitted by Evelyn De Jesus regarding

the UMass police officer who supposedly

"chased and harassed" her on Sunday
[Collegian Sept. 15].

What was the point to Ms. De Jesus'

article? It seems therewas no point except

to publicly embarrass a vividly described

officerwho was clearly trying to be friendly

to ayoungwomanwho seemed to be having

a rough day.

Secondly, I would like to criticize Ms.

De Jesus for being a narrow-minded
hypocrite. Afterjumping all over the officer

for using words that she felt were inap-

propriate, she turned around and scrawled

an article accusing the officer of "chasing

and harassing" her. For someone who

would like to appear outwardly concerned
about the dialect one human being uses
toward another, Ms. De Jesus wasn't too

careful in choosing the wording of her
attack on the officer. Had the officer ac-

tually "chased and harassed" her, I feel

certain further action would have been
taken. A report would have taken less

time to file than her article did to write

and would have been much more effective.

Ms. De Jesus, If you really wanted to

get an article published in the Collegian,

couldn't you have come up with a more
worthwhile subject to vmte on than one
that would bring an innocent police officer

trying to be friendly into ill repute?

Jennifer Fazzi
Northeast

I was having a good summer. It was
hot. I was working for my father and
drinking a lot. I drank almost every night
with Murph the Surf and Shameful Ray.
We'd drive around in my car. I'd drive to

the Cape and visit a girl there. Things
were refreshingly mundarie.

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS
The only thing I didn't worry about was

what UMass was doing out here behind
the hills and under the trees. I knew it was
still there. Sometimes at night my teeth

would hurt and there would be a tiny

earthquake. I knew it was UMass, rolling

over on its bed of leaves, scratching it's

ass, or farting. So I didn't worry about it.

I let down my guard, so I guess I got what
I deserved.

UMass sent me a letter. It said that I

had not reserved my room at the end ofthe

last semester. This was true. At the time,

I wasn't sure if I was coming back. When
I got the letter, I was sure. The letter said,

"Call UMass right away ifyou still want a
room." I called UMass.

"Hi, UMass. This is Petropoulos, num-
ber three eleven six six zero eight. I don't

need no stinking badge."

"What?"
"Never mind. I got your letter. I need a

room, preferably mine."

"Great, what number are you again?
We can probably put you at least back on
your floor. Give me all your information,
send us a few thousand dollars and ev-

erything will be just fine."

Later, I felt good. I would have a room,
probably on the seventh floor in Orchard
Hill. The view there is good, it looks north,

away from UMass. Weeks went by. I had
other things to worry about. The girl on
the Cape had green eyes that scared me. I

killed someone's golden retriever one night
on 202, really a messy thing, and I was
sure they would be looking for me. I had a
smashed headlight. I was marked.

I kept drinking with Shameful Ray and
Murph the Surf. Shameful Ray was ner-
vous about going back to Texas because
his head always explodes when he's in

Texas. We watched Mystery Science
Theater 3000 and played John Madden
football at his house. He drank vodka
straight from the bottle. He drank a liter

every day.

Anyway, the day after he left I got very
nervous myself. UMass had not sent me a
room assigrnment. I had sent them my
parents' money. I called UMass. "Hi,

UMass. This is Petropoulos, number three
eleven six six zero eight. Who is John
Gait?"

"What?"
"Never mind. I called five weeks ago. I

sent you money. What room should I move
into?"

"What year are you?"
"I suppose I am a junior."

"Oh. . . well. Whomever you spoke to

before must have made a mistake. Juniors
and seniors should come to housing on
Sept. 10 and they can choose from what-
ever is left."

I was angry and nauseous all at once.

"Do you have my pioney?"

Yes, they had it. "Did your employee
make an error?" Yes, he did. "Should I

have to alter my plans and get a shitty

room in Southwest because ofyour error?"

Yes, I should.

That sucks.

An3rway, I hung up the phone and
started drinking scotch whiskey. Murph
went to DC. for a while, Ray called from
Texas and said he was OK, and the green-
eyed girl stopped returning my calls.

I drank a lot of scotch whiskey.
Chris J. Petropoulos is a UMass student.

Homosexuality is about emotional fulfillment
Michael, dear, you're so cute. . . My only hope is that

no one takes you seriously. It would be a shame ifall the

impressionable young freshmen whose minds we're

trying so desperately to mold into broad, open ones

actuallylistenedtoyoursilly driveUCo/Zegmn, Sept. 14].

You don't speak for "the world." Contrary to what

you seem to believe, the reason gays and bisexuals are

blatant about their sexuality is not to annoy you.

It's to open people's minds to the fact that WE
EXIST, and thus gain acceptance.

You are wrong when you say that you don't care

about people's sexual preferences, because gay sex

obviously disgusts you. As a bisexual person, I can

assure you that same-sex relationships are not based

solely on sex, as you seem to believe.

But who are you to condemn a person as immoral

because of the way he or she finds pleasure?

To say that sex is just for procreation is like saying

eating should just for nutrition. Then by your defini-

tion, would you say ice cream is immoral?

You say you don't want to "kill all gays," but it

sounds to me like you'd rather they shut themselves

into closets and withdrew from society.

Think about this: if more men were gay, there

would be less sexual harassment and fewer physical

attacks on women.
More lesbians wouldmean fewerbabies, unwanted

or otherwise, which is a good thing considering the

gross overpopulation in the world.

"Homosexuals have full control over their bodily

functions and choose this immoral lifestyle." This is

ludicrous! As I have said, being gay is not just about
sex. It's about emotional fulfillment. I myself was
molested as a child, which is why I feel more com-
fortable being physically and emotionally close to a
woman than to a man.

/ have no control over this. You will NOT tell me to

sacrifice my chance to have a fulfilling relationship

because you think I should be with a man.
Everybody has the right to be happy, to love and be

loved. Why don't you worry instead about people that

are full of hate? I think you know where to start. . .

Susan Barrington
Central

Columnist s 'trash'

unwanted by reader
Mr. Morrissey [Collegian , Sept. 14], what you seem to

forget is that many researchers agree that roughly one in

ten of all Americans are gay or lesbian. That shouldn't
scare you. At least you can determine how many people
you are actually discriminating againstjust by doing some
simple math. Gays don't choose a "lifestyle" any more than
you.

When you say that the number of gays is increasing,
you are wrong. There are just as many people now who
are gay than there have been throughout history. The
difference now is that gays are realizing that there is no
reason to be ashamed ofwho you are, no matter your skin
color, no matter your gender, and no matter who you find
sexually and romantically attractive. You are who you
are, and God made you that way.

The next time you want to write bigoted trash, I

suggest you think before you make a fool out of yourself
again. I for one do not appreciate you contributing to the
overabundance ofprejudice and bigotry that we would all

be better off without.

James Brown
Southwest

,?
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Journalism 101
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3 credits, Tues./Thurs. 9:30-10:45
Yeah, those journalism classes are useful for gaining

nuts-and bolts training. But if you want true experience
in interviewing top administrators, filing stories on
deadlines and hunting for a story, the Collegian News
Desk is a great place to start.

No experience is necessary. Just motivation. So if you
want something else on your resume besides your name
and address, come down to the Collegian (in the Campus
Center basement opposite the ATMs) and ask for David
Massey, News Editor. Or give us a call. There's no
obligation.

The Collegian encourages the minority community to participate.

THt MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
News Desk •113 Campus Center • 545-0719

The News Desk is looking for new writers.
Contact David Massey, News Editor.

Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967

ATTENTION
Collegian Staff

Members:
There will be a referendum

staff vote today in the
Collegian offices.

9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
All staff members are
encouraged to vote.

PIZZA
Small 8" - S3.00

extra toppings - 50t ea)

HOT

Q
Large 16" $6.00

extra toppings - SI.25 ea)

FREE PEARL JAM POSTERS WITH EVERY ORDER,
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

SUBS— —
Reg. Sub Roll • Sour Dough • French Bread • Pita

Stea

Roast Beef • Turkey

Tuna • Salami J

CHAR-BROILED

STEAK CHICKEN
SAUSAGE

TeHyaU BBQ
Cqfun

Pesta Lemon Pepper

Honey-Mustard Fajita

Ckiohen
—^S^—

talian ' Ham A Cheese
|

ggit • Pesto Veggie MeltJ

Italian

Veggit

WHAT THE DUCK ARE
YOU WAITING FOR?

TBV H
THf Ji-
cmtt;
MLM

'<iw SALADS

Q SODA - 75< J

Tuna Plate Garden

Chefs Salad

CrilUd Chicken

Spinach Salad

Health Salad Toco

GriOed Steak

FREE I 549-7890 h^---^^--^

DELIVERY —- CHECKS
HOURS: SUN-WED -4:00-2:00 AM ($1.00 CHARGE)

THURS-SAT-4:00-J:00AM

You can

afford

the shirt

off

your

back!!!

We want

to put it

on

some-
one

else's.

Govenors Drive

.TotrT^an

Grad H
Tower

Massachusetts Avenue J~

AY will be
in your dorm
on Saturday,

Sept. 19.

Help us help

the Amherst
Survival Center.

Give us any
clothes you want,

T-shirts, shorts,

socks, hats,

gloves, blankets.

Or, drop clothes

off atAY
778 N. Pleasant St.

I

AY FALL CLOTHING DRIVE

Alts & living
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Fiddler on the Roof
still making history
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Now thatFiddleron theRoofhas won
the 1991 Tony Award for Best Revival,
it's arrived here at UMass to explore
some "family values." Fiddler is open-
ing the Fine Arts Center's 1992-1993
Dream Season, as part of a national
tour produced by the Troika Organi-
zation in association with Music The-
atre Associates.

A hit since its opening at the Impe-
rial Theatre Sept. 22, 1964, Fiddler is

the story of Tevye, a dairyman from a
poverty ridden Jewish settlement in
Russia, who has hired a matchmaker
to find husbands for his five daughters.

The year is 1905, the eve of the
Russian Revolutionary Period. He's
surprised to learn that his children will

begin traditions of their own. One
daughtereven runs offwith a Christian
soldier, so is disowned by the family. A
pogrom and threats of increasing anti-

Semitism finally force Tevye and his

neighbors to leave Anatevka and seek
homes in other countries.

According to Abe Laufe, author of

Broadway's Greatest Musicals, "In the
past, some theater-goers had com-
plained that plays dealing with Jewish
life were frequently meaningless to

anyone unfamiliar with Orthodox
Jewry. There were fewer objections to

Fiddler on the Roof on this point, for

Joseph Stein [author ofthe musical] in

the opening scene explained many of

the traditional costumes, such as the

skull capand the dangling prayer shawl,
and several of the traditional customs.

"An awareness of the meanings and
connotations of 'Fruma' and Tente'
added a touch of humor to the names,
but unfamiliarity with the double
meanings did not detract from the en-

joyment ofthe show," continues Laufe.

When Fiddler premiered, it was dif-

ferent than anything that had gone
before it.

"But by the time Fiddler on the Roof
had won numerous awards, become the
longest running show in the history of
theatre, and reaped a harvest of some-
thing over $30 million, somebody must
finally have been convinced they had
done something right," explainsArthur
Jackson, author of The Best Musicals.

Fiddler is based on Shalom
Aleichem's stories. According to Laufe,
Stein altered a few aspects ofAleichem's
origfinal story when writing the musi-
cal. "[Stein] added new characters and
included specific references to the op-

pression and violence that had not been
emphasized so strongly in the original

stories."

More of the complex Jewish heri-

tage was captured by Jerome Robbins'
choreography which ranged from tra-

ditional folk dances to vigorous Russian
steps that sent dancers leaping and
jumping in breathless routines.

Fiddler created some new history,

by winning the New York Drama Crit-

ics' Circle Award for Best Musical of

the Year in addition to winning Tony
Turn to FIDDLER, Page 8

A Runaway for Elton
Adam Scott Roberts reviews The One
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

Elton John
The One
MCA

He said "Goodbye to the Yellow Brick
Road," and he preached "Don't Let The
Sun Go Down On Me". Now, he claims
that all he ever needed was "The One."

The One is the title song and the name
of the latest LP from Elton John. Nine of
the 11 song^ were recorded at Studio
Guillaume Tell in Paris, France. And if

that doesn't excite you, guess who came
up with the album cover's concept? De-
signer Gianni Versace. And I thought the
Diamonds and Pearls' cover was cool!

NOT! The multi-colored liner notes include
the words to all 11 songs.

And even better, John is sporting a new
hair piece (maybe lie's also a client") in a
Patrick Demarchelier photograph.

This album is nothing like last year's
TWO ROOMS: Celebrating The Songs of
Elton John and Bernie Taupin, which
consists of 16 John/Taupin songs sung by
such artists as George Michael, Oletta
Adams, The Beach Boys, Wilson Philips,

and other well known artists.

Instead, The One is the latest LP with
1 1 new songs, including a fantastic duet
with singer Eric Clapton called "Runaway
Train." "Runaway Train" is different from
Elton John and George Michael's duet,

"Don't Let the Sun Go Down on Me" for the
reason that Clapton and John belt out the
l3Tncs with more feeling as the rhythm
picks up. In the second verse Clapton picks

up the pace with, "Well we've wrapped
ourselves in golden crowns/Like sun gods

spitting rain/Found a way home written on
his map/Led red dye in my veins." This
track remindedme ofJohn's classic "Rocket
Man" from his Greatest Hits LP.

In "The North" Elton John sings about
leaving his mother: "The North was my
mother/But I no longer need herA'ou trade
your roots and your dust/For a face in the
river/And a driven rain that washes you/
to a different shore/There's a North in us
all/But my North can't hold me anymore."
"The North" is about every man's first

love, his mother.
The album also contains other songs

about more recent women in John's life

such as, "When a Woman Doesn't Want
You," , "Understanding Woman", and
"Emily." "Emily"sounds UkeJohn's "Candle
in the Wind," because of the piano notes
John plays. All three songs sound as ifthey
are coming from the 1970's Elton John.

The One iswhat I call a "feel good album."
Did you actually expect anything different

from the Diet Coke commercial star? This
isn't party music. It's music love, women
and understanding. It's a perfect disc for

unwinding after a Friday exam.
"Sweat it Out" is a lifting musical expe-

rience because of the silly upbeat chorus,
"Don't kow-tow/Don't bow-down/Loosen
up/Get the lead out/Backs up let'em shout/
Backs up sweat it out/When your backs
up/Sweat it out/Backs up sweat it out."

Although the meaning of the lyrics are
ambiguous the song picks you up and
gives you a natural high.

Elton John's tour made a stop at The
Great Woods Center for the Performing
Arts in Mansfield, MA. Ifyou were unable
to attend the of>en-air concert then you
should buy The One. It's well worth your
money.

"m CONCERT
Special Guest

11101 i

SPRINGFIELD
CIVIC CENTER

THIS SUNDAYmm
7:30PM

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
BOX OFFICE (413) 787 6600, ALL G. FOX • MOVIES AND MORE •

GRAPE STREET RECORDS • VIDEO PARADISE
ry^^s^^^'^sT^, OUTLETS OR CALL ^^^<^&sr.=^

PHONE CHARGE AT (413) 733 2500
EVENT DATE AND TIME SUBJECT TO CHANGE

TICKET PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE APPLICABIE SERVICE CHARGES

PRODUCED BYM KOPUK/SHELLY FINKEL/JOHN $CHER/METROPOUTAN ENTERTAINMENT

t

I

i
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Fiddler
continued from poge 7

Awards for Best Musical, Best Actor in a Musical,
Best actress ina supporting role in a musical, Best
Producer. Best Author, Best Composer and lyri-

cist. Best costumes, and Best Choreographer. Not
bad for a musical rumored to be lucky ifthey broke
even during their run.

Fiddler on the Roofwill begin at 8 p.m. Sunday
September 20 in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Brando is the key on the HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian SUff

Hello, movie lovers from your ever faithful Housing
Services Cable Network (HSCN) reviewer. I hope you
have all had fun summers and pleasant experiences with
phone add/drop, while I rip out ray trying to muddle
through all ofthe bureaucracy associated with graduating
early. But until that fated day, a mere three months
away, I will be keeping you up to date with the ever-

FEATURING
The New

Miller Reserve

100% all Barley

SPORTS MR
& RESTAURANT

popular Channel 7 movies. Here are the movies that will

be shown from here 'til Wednesday.
Def-Con 4 — Lenore Zann, Maury Chaykin, Kate

Lynch. Well, we're off to a good start here, huh? Quite
possibly the cheesiest movie to hit the silver screen in

1984. A team ofastronauts return to good ol' planet Earth
to find it not so good anymore. A nuclear holocaust has
occuured and now the planet is being run by bad actors

covered with split pea soup. Take my word for it— turn
the channel. NO STARS.
Enemy Mine — Dennis Quaid, Louis Gkissett, Jr.,

Brion James. An original story about an Earthling and a
space alien deserted on a wasteland planet, once bitter

enemies but forced to become friends. Quite sappy and
predictable at times, but it's a very warmhearted film.

Gossett's makeup is realistically scaley and slimy. A very

Turn to HSCN, Paae9

FOOD
Served Till

Midnight

Thursday Friday Saturday

»Ti^ii^CMI^CC4
o-x

Friday Happy Hour
FREE

PIZZA SLICES
4-6

Cranberry Cooler

$1.75

Sundays

PIZZA SLICES

Day & Night

Watch all the sports ~ Satellite Dish

iXKiurenMia

Fri.-Sun. 7 to 9
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30

Amity Street

Admission $5.00

Students $4.00 w/l.D.

Now Available:

Movie Posters* $10

|jii*it Jiaus

Refrigerator
Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

A)afu»*al C^V'e.cx\\ov\s

Landscape Company

• Design

• Installation

• Organic Lawn Care

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040 Susan Redmond
Janine Blackwelder 413-296-4337

/^ %
ANIMALS TO ASHES
ASHES TO ANIMALS

PaintedBy

Susan Montgomery

and

Jeffery S. Xiaobird

Reception:

Friday, Sept. 18^ 6-8pm

STUDENT UNION ART GALLERY
University of Massachusetts

Sept. 8-18* •11-4

This exhibition is sponsored in part by the UMASS Arts Council

%

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

^

Enrich your life.

Enhance your life.

Enjoyyour life,

• Take a course for UMass credit (over 100 of them!)

• Take a two- or three-week workshop to add spice to

your life (nearly 100 different choices!)

• Enroll in a program specialized for your career needs.

• Find out about our Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)

degree.

REGISTER NOW through September 22

for UMass Division of Continuing Education

fall semester classes, workshops, and specialized

programs.

For more information, call 54S-24I4.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

A quality education at affordable prices!

COLLEGIAN

MHSCN
continued from page 8

different role for Quaid. ='"'1/2

Glory—Denzel Washington, Matthew
Broderick, Gary Elwes. Three Oscars went
to this extraordinary film about a white
Northerner ( Broderick )who is sent to train
the first black regiment during the Civil
War. Acting is superb all around, especially
Washington who won the Oscar for Best
Supporting Actor. Intensely powerful. '****

The Naked Gun: From the Files of
Police Squad — Leslie Nielsen, George
Dennedy, Priscilla Presley, O.J. Simpson.
Hysterically zany spoof by the Zucker
brothers is a laugh a minute flick about
LieutenantFrank Drebin and his "Inspector
Clouseau-like" manner of solving cases.
***l/2

Raw Deal— Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Kathryn Harrold, Darren McGavin. Re-
leased in 1986, this movie typifies every
AH-nold movie to come out around that
time. He's all brawn and very little brain,
and blows people away with very little

effort. It makes me cringe — I'm used to

seeing Arnold in more choice roles these
days, so it's like a bad blast from the past.

It does have some funny lines in it, and
Schwarzenegger is more pumped up than
he is now. Hey, ifyou have the time, catch
it.

**

Sister, Sister — Eric Stolz, Jennifer
Jason Leigh, Judith Ivey. Two psychotic
sisters turn their parents' house into a
morbid guest house. Duh. It lacks. . .

everything. NO STARS.
Stand By Me — Wil Wheaton, River

Phoenix, Corey Feldman. Another one of
those movies that I think everyone in the

free world has seen, but hey, I'll review it

anyway. It's actually based on a novella by
Stephen King called "The Body." Don't
you agree that River Phoenix was much
better looking at 13 than he is now? What's
up with that hair? ***V2

Steel Magnolias— Sally Field, Dolly
Parton, Shirley MacLaine. Doctor
Robinson! WARNING! WARNING!
Tearjerker alert! Definitely a movie to see
with the gals. . . It IS sappy at times, and
Sally Field reverts back to the personality

(personalities) she portrayed in "Sybil,"

but it's not one to be missed. ***

Top Secret — Val Kilmer, Lucy
Gutteridge, Christopher Villiers. Ah. .

.another wonderfully crafted film by the
talented Zucker brothers, and let me tell

you, any film that the Zuckers direct has
potential. Kilmer is a rock star who be-

comes embroiled in espionage while
touring in East Germany. It seems to lack
an ending, but there are some unprec-
edented funny scenes. ***l/2

TheWildOne— Marlon Brando, Mary
Murphy, Robert Keith. Timeless classic,

though it may seem dated, about a mo-
torcycle ggmg that terrorizes a small town.
Brando, looking very un-Godfather-like
in this 1953 film, is the leader ofthe pack.
What can I say? The acting, direction,

photography. . .incredible. Superb. First
rate. ****

Movies that are on HSCN but are not
reviewed are: Warning Sign, Flight ofthe
Intruder, Grand Canyon, Hudson Hawk,
King of New York, The Rose, Working
Girl, Fatal Attraction and Return to the
Blue Lagoon.
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COMEDY
STOP
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FINANCIAL AID SERVICES
WILL BE CLOSED TO

THE PUBLIC

MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 21. 1992

ADDITIONAL STAFF TIME IS NEEDED
FOR THE INTERNAL PROCESSING OF

FINANCIAL AID
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER

Regular office hours; from 10AM - 5PM will resume
on Tues. Sept. 22, 1992

THANK YOG FOR
YOUR UNDERSTANDING

Irt the

^;^V^:i^';^ |||j|i|rt||y$ C^ \
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GtoBE

^Q^^^^^fine mw, U3td& cfiiidrtn's books

'European, art & Citerary periodicals

^^^^[^^ puBtisfiers overstocf^ at 30%-80% off

special orders • out-of-print Boofisearcfies

Open 7 d«y» » Mon-S«t 9-9; Sun 10-5 » 38 Plwwant St., Northiiytan, MA 58*<)374 » 586-5838
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House votes to regulate cable, Bush plans veto
COLLEGIAN

By DEANE DUSTON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The House re-
sponded Thursday toconsumer complaints
about escalating cable television rates and
indifferent service by voting to put the
industry under government control.

Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass., spon-
sor of the bill that passed 280-128, called
it the most important consumer legislation
Congress would face this year. But
President Bush said he would veto it be-
cause "it will hurt Americans by imposing
a wide array of costly, burdensome and
unnecessary requirements on the cable
industry."

The measure now goes to the Senate,
which was expected to act on it next week.

The cable industry has aggressively
opposed the bill supported by such groups
as the Consumer Federation of America,
the AFL-CIO and the American Associa-

tion of Retired Persons.
Key to the measure is Federal Com-

munications Commission regulation of
basic cable service which would consist of
cable-delivered local broadcast and affili-

ates ofABC, CBS, NBC, Fox and PBS and
public, educational and government cable
channels, but not C-SPAN

TheFCC would determine "reasonable"
rates that customers should pay for those
channels and ensure that equipment such
as converter boxes and remote control
devices also be priced reasonably.

The commission also said:
—Set service standards to protect

against chronic outages.
—Guarantee that customers get quick

telephone response to questions about
billing, refunds and service problems.

Streamline its system for handling
consumer complaints.

—Step in ifcable charges for additional
programming become exorbitant.

Rep. Sonny Callahan, R-Ala., said some
people wonder "why is it we have a prob-
lem with a cable industry. The problem is

that basically they are all a monopoly."
The bill addresses that condition with

various provisions designed to help other
television systems get a better foothold in
the market. Lawmakers said they consider
competition the most effective way to keep
costs down.

The cable industry has fought the bill

with full-page newspaper ads excerpting
quotes against it from m^jor metropolitan
papers. It has used inserts in monthly
cable bills and cable channel spots to

contend the bill would create added costs
that would be passed on to consumers.

The industry is most opposed to a re-

quirement that they negotiate for local

broadcast signals.

Under existing law, cable operators
take broadcast signals for free to
retransmit on any channel they choose.

:§^pirit Hans
Refrigerator

Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002
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President George Bush

Friends of Children Inc.. and the
Children's Advcx:acy Present

George Wallace and Dennis Wolfberg

in BENEFIT Comedy Me bit

Friday, September 25,

1 992 8:00 PM

JOHN M. Greene Hall at

Smith College,

Northampton, ma. doors

OPEN at 7: 1 5 PM Hall is

WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE

STUDENTS W/ID $12
All tickets available at Northampton Box Office,

Thornes Market Place, Northampton 586-8686 or 1-800

THE TICK • For the Record, Amherst • all Strawberries
Record Stores in western Massachusett?;

For other information: call Friends of Children, inc.

AT (413) 584-7120
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E

NO MATTER HOW YOU SPELLW IS FUN
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 18"*
9 P.M. - 2 A.M. BLUEWALL

$4 - DONATION

Atlanta S&L nabbed in probe
By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— The government today for the first
time formally accused a mortgage lender of racial bias,
sayingan Atlanta savings and loan systematically favored
Whites over Blacks in home loans.

At the same time, federal officials said they had
settled the case and that the agreement could be a model
for a nationwide attack on so-called "redlining," or race
discrimination by home mortgage lenders.

The announcement ofthe settlement coincided with a
campaign visit to Georgia by President Bush.

The Justice Department said Decatur Federal Savings
and Loan Association systematically favored Whites over
Blacks.

Since 1988. Decatur Federal rejected Black appHcants

for mortgage loans at almost three times the rate it

rejected White applicants said a complaint filed in federal
court in Atlanta.

The S&L, founded in 1927, put 42 of its 43 loan offices
in predominantly White neighborhoods and, for example,
since 1988 made 95 percent of its loans in those neigh-
borhoods.

The complaint also accused the lender of excluding
large parts of the Black community in Fulton County
when in 1979 Decatur Federal defined its lending mar-
ket.

Accused of violating the Federal Fair Housing and
Equal Credit Opportunity Acts, Decatur Federal agreed
to a wide range ofremedial measures - including providing
$1 million for 48 Blacks whose home mortgage applica-
tions were rejected between January 1988 and May 20,
1992.

Fourth arrested in gang murder
SPRINGFIELD, Mass (AP)— Police have arrested a

fourth youth in what police believe was a gang-ordered
slaying ofa 16-year-old boy and say they are searching for
others.

"I've seen big crowds, but this might top them all,"
funeral home director Paul Phaneuf said Wednesday as
hundreds of people waited outside to get into the wake.
Many of the mourners said they came even though

they had not known the boy. "People in this community
feel bad," said Iris Ortiz. "We all feel sorry for him."

Hampden County District Attorney William Bennett

said the boy was gunned down Sunday night because he
made a derogatory comment about the signature beads
worn by a member of the Latin Kings gang.

Hugo Morales, 18, of Holyoke was taken into custody
Wednesday at the Westover Job Corps Center where he
was a student, pohce said.

Ismael Cintron. 17, of Springfield and a 16-year-old
who was not identified because of his age, were arrested
earlier on murder charges and Alex Delgado, 21, ofNew
Haven, Conn., a student at UMass in Amherst was
charged with conspiracy in the killing.

Weld unveils jobs legislation package
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

Gov. William Weld said Thursday his jobs legislation
would create "tens of thousands ofjobs" and pump more
than $1 billion into the state's economy through the
1990s.

Weld's bold prediction came during a day-long media
blitz designed to win quick support for the package
which some Democrats have derided as politically-mo-
tivated proposition.

The point is to make sure thatjob growth takes place
along Routes 2 and 24 and 495 and 128 instead of going
south on Interstate 95 or hopping a plane to Jersey or the
Carolinas," Weld said.

"A generation ofjobs is on the line here.'
Buoyed by triple upgrade in the state's bond rating

last week. Weld on Wednesday unveiled his economic
development proposal before the Legislature.

The legislation, filed Thursday, calls for creation of a
$30 milhon Emerging Technology Fund to help high-
growth companies get the financing they need to expand,
a $10 milhon small business capital access program to
help businesses hit by the credit crunch, and a $10
million loan guarantee program for companies seeking to
export their products.

The Republican governor said his "tens of thousands"

ofjobs prediction was "conservative." Spokeswoman Vir-

w"!^.^*''^"i^^^'"
^^'^ the jobs prediction, along with

Welds $1 bilhon figure, was expected over five to 10
years.

Weld said the key to creatingjobs and invigorating the
state economy was tapping into overseas markets and
rapidly growing markets, like biotechnology and tele-
communications.

"It's the leverage that gives you the juice," he said
But if companies follow the lead ofAlpha-Beta Tech-

nology a Worcester biotechnology firm that decided tobmld Its manufacturing plant in Rhode Island, "those
industries are going to be hard to rebuild," he saidThe admimstration's plan also would create a new
umbrellaagencytocoordinateeff-ortstoprovideincentives-
phase out the capital gains tax; an increase in theinvestment tax credit from 1 percent to 3 percent; andcreate enterprise zones that would allow economically
depressed areas to off^er tax and other incentives to bringin job-creating businesses. ^

WeldandCelluccibegantomakegoodonthegovernor's

behXf^h'^" T"" ^^''^'"'- Personally and lobby on

St^n^rn'^R^'^'^'^^l.^o'
^"^ ^^^^'" Weld said the Rep.

mt'lJlng.-
'"''• °"^^'''- '^^"''•^ "^y fi^«^ ^^» «f the

athletics
continued from poge 1

University ofMassachusetts PresidentMichael
Hooker told the Faculty Senate that universities
must define a new role in the country's economic
development without losingsight oftheir academic
mission.

"My interest for the Amherst campus is for it to
rebuild itself so we can return to the eminence we
enjoyed prior to the downturn," Hooker said.

Hooker said the most important thing he will
do this year is choose a new chancellor to replace
Richard O'Brien. He is constructing a search
committee and said he expects to have an ap-
pointment by early March.

South Aftica
continued from page 1
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^^ ^^'"^ "^^ legislation would be pro-

hn' 1 T"^ negotiations on changes in the way Blackhomelands function. He did not elaborate.
^

the homelandfH
'* ^.^^^^ings ANC pressure to eliminate
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Weaver denies guilt,
faces trial on Oct. 26
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By QUANE ICENYON
Associated Press

BOISE. Idaho — Randy Weaver
pleaded innocent Thursday to federal
charges that he took part in the slaying of
U.S. Marshal William Degan in a north-
em Idaho shootout last month.

U.S. Magistrate Mikel Williams set
Oct. 26 for trial , although defense attorneys
said it could be postponed.

Weaver, 44, is charged with aiding and
abetting Kevin Harris, 24, in the murder
of Degan on Aug. 21. Assistant U.S. At-
torney Kim Lindquist advised Weaver he
faces a possible death penalty ifconvicted,
the same penalty Harris could receive on
the first-degree murder count.

Both men are charged with assaulting
a federal officer, which could lead to 10
years in prison. The government also could
impose a fine up to $250,000 on both
counts.

The charges stem from a shootout that
started in the woods near Weaver's rural
cabin and resulted in the death of Degan

AHORA

and Weaver's son, Sammy, 14. The next
day. Weaver's wife, Vicki, was killed in
the family cabin when struck by a sniper's
bullet.

Grand jury indictments, replacing the
earlier federal charges, were filed
Wednesday, during preliminary exami-
nations for both men.

Defense attorneys say they will appeal
decisions by Williams and Magistrate
Larry Boyle refusing to quash the new
indictments and examinations.

Defense attorney Gerry Spence argued
prosecutors went to the grandjury for new
indictments only because testimony in
the preliminary examinations failed to

support the charges.

Chuck Peterson, representing Weaver
at Thursday's brief arraignment, said the
defense case could take a month and
Linquist said prosecutors would need 14
days.

Boyle, meanwhile, continued taking
testimony in a detention hearing for

Harris. Williams ruled that Weaver could
not be released on bond pending trial.

embezzlement
continued from page 1

members.
Each of the two misdemeanors car-

ries a maximum penalty of a year in
prison and a $ 100,000 fine. Sentencing
was set for Dec. 9. She was released
without having to post bond.

O'Rourke admitted in the plea that
money was made available for the
check-cashing service by withholding
deposits of post office funds.

She also admitted using a govern-
ment express mail account for shipping
personal items for herself "as well as
personal items that staff" members for

congressmen had instructed her to send
by express mail."

The indictment only mentioned one
congressional office using the govern-

ment account to ship personal items.
The shipments were "in such quan-

tities that the House Post Office staff"

was instructed to prepare pre-printed
labels so that labels would be ready at
a moment's notice," Wysong said.

In the post office probe, five lower-
level employees of the mail faciUty
have pleaded guilty to drug or em-
bezzlement charges. The post office is

8taff"ed by House employees, not U.S.
Postal Service workers.

The federal investigation reached a
new stage last week when a federal
grand jury indicted O'Rourke.

The indictment said post office de-
positswere withheld so personal checks
of"legislative officials" could be cashed;
House employees, on government time.

pceAseReeme¥0(^Reoue(^m

continued from pxage 3

tional and political," Mendoza said.

Organizers announced several upcoming events in-

cluding a dance, a play and a concert, all of which they
hope will help illustrate the organization's diversity.

AHORA's membership includes people from a number of
countries including Puerto Rico, Panama, Argentina and
Spain. Also scheduled is a day of festivities on Oct. 16,

sponsored by the popular magazine Euforia.

1

M«!M. Ave

UMASS
Puflonl

ITimnrhnii^l

Meadow Lane

•Home
Style

Laundry

mm STYLELAUNDRY
Squire Village Shopping Center

Amherst Rd. (Rt. 116) Sunderland (Next to 7/11)

15th ANNIVERASARY CELEBRATION
(Sept. 21 through Oct. 4, 1992)

• Top Loaders (^+.99)....75C • Double Loaders (^+759)... $1.00 *

•Triple Loaders ($£766)... $1.00
Drawing: Prizes listed in store (No purchase necessary to win)

COME! SAVE! BEA WINNER!
Brir->g Coupor-i For Free Gift Or->e Per Custonner. Expires 10/4/92

In the Fall 1992 Revised Schedule of Courses, The General Education Course Listing on Page 15 incorrectly
lists Analytical Reasoning Courses (Tier 2); the courses under this listing are actually Tier 1 (Basic Math
Skills) courses.

The courses listed under Basic Math Skills (Tier 1) are actually Analytical Reasoning (Tier 2) courses.

The correct listings are as follows:

Rl - BASIC MATH SKILLS

(TIERl)

MATH Oil

MATH 01 lA

MATH 01 IX

MATH 102

MATH 104

MATH 104G
MATH 104M
MATH 104N

K2 - ANALYTICAL REASONING
(TIER 2)

CH E 22s

COINS 102

COINS 105

COINS 105G
COINS 108K

COINS 105X

COINS 121

COINS 187

EDUC 1 817

ENVDES 697A
LING 201

MATH US
MATH 121

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
ANAL GEOM&TKIGONMTRY
ALG/ANALY GEOM/TRIG
ALG/ANALY GEOM/TRIG
ALG/ANALY GEOM/TRIG
ALG/ANALY GEOM/TRIG

FUNDAMENTALS
COMPUTER & SOCIETY
COMPUTER LITERACY
COMPUTER LITERACY
COMPUTER UTERACY
COMPUTER LITERACY
INTR PRB SOLV W/COMP
PROG W/DATA STRUCTRS
COMPUTER USE IN TEAC
SPTPC-COMP&ENV DES
INTRO LING THEORY"
MATH-ELEM TCHRS I

LI^^EAR METH&PROB BUS

MATH 121G
MATH 121R

MATH 121W
MATH 121X
MATH 127

MATH 128

MATH 129X
MATH 131

MATH 131N
MATH 1310

MATH 132

MATH 132H
MATH 135

MATH 233

MATH 233H
MATH 236

MATH 236

MATH 486
PHIL no
PSYCH 240

PUBHL S40

PUBHL 640W
RES EC 211

SOCIOL 212
STATIS HI
STATIS 140

STATIS 501

STATIS 618
STATIS 816

LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
CALC LIFE-SOC Sa I

CALC LIFE SOC SCI fl

CALC LIFE-SOC SCI I

CALC I

CALC I

CALC I

CALCn
CALCULUS n-HONORS
CALC I/COMP COMPNENT
MULTIVAR CALCULUS
MULTIVR CALCULUS-HNR
INTRO LIN ALG
LINEAR ALG W/APL PRG
MATH MODELLING
INTRO TO LOGIC
STATISTICS IN PSYCH
INTRO BIOSTATISTICS
INTRO BIOSTATISTICS
INTRO STATS/LIFE SCI

ELEM STATISTICS
ELEM STATISTICS

STATS FOR BUSINESS
METH APPLIED STATS
INTRO TO STATIS I

INTRO TO STATIS n

These courses are correctly annotated under the actual course listing in the booklet, as well as on your
semester schedule.
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Iran
continued from page*^
and retired CIA official Duane
Clarridge.

Walsh's probe began in December
1986 and resulted in the convictions of
former national security advisor John
Poindexter and former White House
aide Oliver North.

But a federal appeal court reversed
or set aside those convictions, and all

charges against North were eventually
dismissed. Walsh said that in addition

to the trials already scheduled, he will

seek Supreme Court review of
Poindexter's five convictions "in the
next few weeks."

Walsh told The Washington Post in

an interview published today that "if

something comes up at the trials, and it

always has, that could make us go back
to work."

He said in the interview that "the

passage of time has been a real detri-

ment to sharpening the investigation."

disorders
continued from page 3

"Women feel better if they have a per-

fect body, but it's never enough," said

Levine.

The problem really isn't about food and
weight according to Levine. The workshop
is designed to help people understand

that and the characteristics of eating

disorders.

"It's beyond labels of anorexia or

bulemia," said Levine.

The workshop will focus on helping

people distinguish the two diseases,

warning signs and the severity of the

diseases, medically and psychologically.

"They learn the person really is in an

emergency situation," said Levine.

The workshop will help students iden-

tify what resources are available and ex-

plore how eating disorders affect their

relationships with that person, what they
can do for the relationship, for themselves,

for the person and things they cannot do,

according to Levine.

Through the informal discussion and
confidential process students will be able

to recognize their limitations and learn

how to cope better.

The workshop will be held Oct. 27 from
6-8 p.m. at Health Services room 304.

There is no pre-registration. More infor-

mation is available at 549-2671.
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TOP of
the CAMPUS

Special Opening alii

»,i

OUNGE 3:30 Notre Danie V. Mich. Stab

:.r.'

m

Ti

Catch all

your sports
at the Top!

Lounge Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 2pm to 12:30a

Munchies Served

Mon.-Sat. • 2pm- 1 1pm

Big Screen T.V.

Draft Bottled Beer
Drink Specials

^.^w-
yy.xym.^.••i,-:>;:0"

p^eAssRmei^wo(Reou£(^fA/^

FRIDAY: All

you Can Eat
Buffet $2.00

Orink Special

jCivr
•>5>i'

l^^

College Footballs Saturday^

11th Floor • Lincoln Campus Canter • (413) 549-6000 ext. 7634
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

SATURDAY: ALL DAY
2 Burgers For The Price of One w/French Fries $3.75

ALL YOU CAN EAT SUNDAY BRUNCH
11:30-2:30 • $3.75

Eggs Benedict • Scrambled Eggs
Roast Beef • Assorted Muffin & Breads

Sausage • Chicken & Rice
Bacon • Beef Stroganoff

French Toast
Bloody Mary • $1.75 Pitchers of Mimosa • $5.50

Drink Special
GmAtmrn

Always
Something

For Everyone!

Drink Special
MILLER GENUINE

La Cucina cfi

^inocchio
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

LASAGNA
MoslrrCord

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 1 1 :30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 11:30am to 3:00am
Sun. 11:30am to 1:00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

3 Calzones

i

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

I Valid at Amherst location only

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

;
TWIN SPECIAL

1 2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
I Pick-up or delivery only

I

Expires May 31, 1993
I Valid at Amherst location only

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31. 1993

CALVIN AND HOBBES

PICTURE OF ME
LOOKING WEIL-

ADJUSTED AHD
PLA^IHG SPOBTS

THAT OUGHT To

DO IT.

1CW HATE
SPORTS

1EAU, But people believe
V^HATTHE^ 5EE, AND NOW
YiEVE (^r A PHOTO&RAPHIC
DOCUMENT OF A FAKE
CU\L0WOOD R£ADH fOR AUV .

FUTURE BIOGRAPW\CAL NEEDS t

I MM HAME' I

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
PRETH
SWREHD
PLAHNINS,

Except ^qh one
DETAIL. SUPPC^St

TUt PHOTO&gAPWER

DOESNT KEEP
OJIET'

^OU ORWIE

A HARD
BARC^AlN,

FLEABMT

OOW, HOW
MAQSOTMAH IS

ABOUT TO RENEAL

H\S) SECRET
IDEHTin TO
AMAZON BA8E'

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By GARY LARSON

•f -fuw +o ^et

Stev« i«U viS

c^ble TV m^i k«

/ tk« otk«t d»J^.

By JIM

rci^Mv ^••^ telf-

DARBY

Thimk I Should
5HAVE ^

/

PAR8Y, You HAVEM'T
EVEM Hit PU6ERTY

By JOHN McLaughlin

NOT-n?iJE. 1 HAP A
CHEST HAIR Yesterday.

1

"Its not good, ma'am— He's got field mice.

Quote of the Day
"Adventure is worthwhile in itself."

- Amelia Earhart

\

"f -Oi 1 fT^ry^ t s tv"rt ^rrvy^-v^

CAST OF THOUSANDS
FOR THE TENTH

That was limt.
YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE

By JEANE DIXON

NOU, ROBN, JCANNp tim
UONT mi MBABOUTH^R
BOVFRIBNP PBRHAP9 YOU.

TIMB^ / HAVB NO
BOVf^f^ENP! ZIPt
NADA'.NONBXISTBN,

WILMINGTON

UBU! TEACHt^ TO TAICB

AN iNTBRBSTiN VOUR
LIFE. ..rM GOING -mryB

jjp/BS'Roon

By BARRY DEUTSCH
SPEAKm of^ V Akb you
MY BOVBRIBNP, ) ANP YOUR
HAS ZACK MOMAUMS

ARRIVBP YBT^J LIRE THISO

It'sVeeJ^
'J^'

oC.
By MARK K. ANDERSON

I

Amanda C. Handapandasey (1741-1820)

(Seamstress, orgaaizer and early suAiragette^

Handapandas«y worked under the

famous Betsy Rosa, running errands
and making cofTae. She gained fame
during the war years for her attempts
at organizing Boston Herbal Tea Par-
ties for those who preferred dumping
something other than the standard
(and oh-so-boring) Orange Pekoe into

Boston Harbor.

As a resuJt of her efforts, most of the
Colonies' Constant Comment, Red
Zinger and Peppermint Schmoo tea
stocks found their way into Dorchester
Bay before those pesky Brits could
levy any taxes on the beverages

MORT!

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 1 9): Be a
real friend to a pal who needs
ecouragemeln. Your cheery attitude

can help. A financial windfall could
be in the works. Resist the temptation
lo blow it all at once!

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Manage your own finances. Some-
one may try to play fast and loose
with your funds. Beware of those
who make big promises. Lunching or
dining al home provides an opporlu-
nily for a candid talk.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): The
emphasis now on gelling out of a rut

and showing any freeloaders lo the
door. Make certain your kindness is

not mistaken for weakness. Spend a

weekend out of town.

CANCER Oune 21 -July 22): A fi-

nancial plan merits closer scrutiny.

Do not postpone a medical checkup.
Resist the urge lo speak sharply lo

your mate or business partner.

lEOOuly 23-Aug. 22): Check the
fine prim in an agreement or legal

document. A mistake could turn out
lo be costly as well as embarrassing.
Find a new outlet for your energy,
creativity, and enthusiasm.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): A pel

project is headed in Ihe right direc-

tion. Publicize your effort. Youcould
make a big splash if you give it your
best shot. Seek a heart-to-heart talk

with male.

LIBRA ISepi. 23-Ocl. 22): Seize a
unique opportunity lo expand your
horizons. Success comes when you
are more flexible. Do not limit your-
self lo any one way of doing things.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Activities geared lo please your loved
ones boost your spirits today. Yet, a
social event may hamper your efforts

to spend lime alone wiih someone
special. Protect your privacy.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.
2 1 ): You may have lo play ihe role of
observer now; this should suit you
just fine. You gain lime lo figure out
your next move. Gel in touch wit a
relative later today.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):
If you must change your plans to
accommodate others, do so without
grumbling. You might find that things
work out even belter in ihe long run.
Clear communication helps you avoid
confrontations.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Your plans lend lo change form mo-
ment lo momeni today. A heavy
workload could have you running in

circles. Slay on your toes! Dress lo

impress if meeting with VIPs.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Slay-
ing home could isolate you from
today's big events. A big venture has
real potential where fame is con-
cerned. Be sure lo publicize your
efforts.

Roes, unsympathetic to Handapandasey's cause,
fired her after several boxes of Lemon Lift turned
up missing from the Ross family kitchen. In the
ensuing argument, Handapandasey accidentally
set fire to her work area and thus inadvertently
became the first AoMhcan flag-burner. She lived

the rest of her day in Northampton.

LEl'i f>>ovFONTO YET
Another of our a^ost

POPijLAR SL)lLt)ltM6S..

THr TEXTBOor

By SUZANNE PALMER

50 SUDGET ftCCCRDi H^C^

!

HOW mUCH 15 THIS

CM SUCCESSFUL
/IV^ASS ARCHITECTS'

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Chris Cuddy
PhotoTechnician Evan Lil^erman

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Produrtion Brad Hutchison,

Elizabeth Perry

Menu
Sorry, no menu today.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collcfii.m or the University
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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1
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Easterns a test for UMass water polo
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts wa-
ter polo team, 4-0 and ranked 15th in this

week's national poll, are travelling to

Princeton University this weekend for the
first round of the Eastern Conference
Tournament.

The second and third rounds will be
played later in the season, and will de-

termine which eastern team will repre-

sent the conference in this year's NCAA
Tournament.

Last year's final round of the Easterns
saw the team suffer two costly setbacks at

the hands of Princeton and unheralded
Washington & Lee. This weekend's games
could provide some payback.

Saturday morrungthe Minutemen will

face W.&.L., and although coach Russ
Yarworth says revenge hasn't been dis-

cussed in practice this week, he feels the

players are thinking about it.

"I don't like to say payback," he said,

"but it's an easy way for the team to get

motivated. One ofthe things I'm trying to

do this year is to make them think one
game at a time. They have to realize that

they can't win just by showing up.

"I'm not the kind of coach who would
run up the score just because a team beat

us. I just want to play good polo."

After the W.&.L. game. Queens College

will be next. Queens is a team that has
been hurt by graduation and ineligible

players, so Yarworth hopes to get his 'B'

team some decent playing time.

After a four-hour rest the Minutemen
will play Slippery Rock (PA.), in what is

shaping up to be an early season battle for

Eastern Conference supremacy.

"It's the prime-time match-up of the

weekend," Yarworth said. "But, I don't

want to put too much on each game, or too

little on each game. Ifwe win, that's great.

If we lose, big deal. We'll play them later

in the year."

Yarworth is concerned about the Rock's

lefty driver, Frank Mulcrone, whom he

considers to be the best player in the East

this year, and utihty player Joe Billish.

Both players are hole-setters.

Freshmen Jason Bois and Tom Bean
both replaced senior starters, a possible

weakness that Yarworth hopes to expose,

but he has no particular defense in mind

to rattle the youngsters.

Sunday's lone contest is a match-up
with Princeton, who beat UMass 8-6 last

year in the first game of the final round of

the Easterns, dashing any hopes of going

to the NCAA.
"Hopefully we'll just go there and play

how we are capable of playing," Yarworth
said. "Our depth is a big plus. We have 10

or 11 players that I can put into a game
and feel confident with."

GAME NOTES - Last week the team's

health problem centered around a virus

thatwas making the rounds. Luke Harlan,
who sat out last week due to illness, should

be ready to go this weekend. Pat Lau is

also feeling better. Scott Reed and Javier

Gonazlez are both nursing sore throwing

shoulders, but will make the trip.

Long, hot, sweaty nights. . .

THE COLLEGIAN
Even ifyou could afford to pass up the
opportunity, why would you want to?

womerVs soccer
continued from page 16

Rutgers scored a similar goal last season in a 2-1

overtime win by Massachusetts. The win propelled the

Minutewomen into the NCAA tournament.

Rutgers boasts of a 2-1-2 record with wins over Xavier

(OH) and Princeton. The Kinights tied Top 20 teams
Wisconsin-Madison and Notre Dame. Their sole loss

came at the hands of Temple.

"The tie against Notre Dame was impressive because

it came the day after the Wisconsin game," Rudy said. "It

shows they can play tough against anyone."

Massachusetts will start Briana Scurry in net. Scurry

(2-0) lowered her goals against average to 1.00 after

shuting out St. Mary's (CA) last Sunday.

COLLEGIAN

CX)LLBGIAN

SP9RTS
CDLLBGIAN

Come down and write
for the Collegian's
Sports section and

we'll promise to never,
ever use a ball for the

'o' in Sports again.

THE
BOSTON ,,

GLOBE *»

ON CAMPUS
AT 50% OFF!
That's right. ..you can get The Ikxston (Jlobe delivea-tl

on campus at a luige 50% off tlie regular price! .j

That means you're paying less for New England's Ixjst ^jj
newspaper and an indLspensable guide to what's
happening in and around Bo.ston, the nation and all

aroimd the world.

All that at half price! To start receiving The
Boston Globe on campus, all sen^ester long, call

:

1-800-858-4275 A ^
Rot * Clobc •utocnpiion on campus, check off amount, fill oui focm, and make check
payaole to:

THE BOSTON ClOBE
CAMPUS PKOCHAM UMASVAMHERST
PO BOX 2378
BOSTON, MA 02107 2378

DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
QUESTIONS? PROBLEMS? CALL 1-800-858-4275
All aubKripitora payable in advance No deliveiy during Holidays or breaks

> Free insulated spons cup wiih Koozie for a one semester subscription
> Free black couon Globe T-sliiit for a two semester subscription
UMass/Amherst FaU Term Spring Term Full Year

9/21 - 12/13 Z/8 - 5/13
6 Days MON-FRl & SUN ( ) $2250 ( ) $2450 ( ) $47 00
' ?»y* J^ON -™ ( ) $13 50 ( ) $15 50 ( ) $29.00
SUNDAY ONLY < ) $ 900 ( ) $ 900 ( ) $18 00

NAME ^PHONK
ADDW.SS BOX* _IX)RM&R(K)Nr

. , To pjy by tredil cjkJ, complete (he (ollnwlnH O .VISA D MASTl-HCARO
CARIl »

CAHUHOLnER NAME_
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Unbeaten men's soccer faces road testBy JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Fourhomegames, fourwins. With those
impressive numbers the University of
Massachusetts men's soccer team begins
a three game roaci trip with a 1:00 p.m.
Saturday game against the University of
Rhode Island Rams.

Also playing t,heir first four games at
home, the Rams have posted a record of2-
1-1. In their last outing, Rhode Island
defeated the University of Hartford 2-0.

Offensively, the Rams have been spo-
radic, being shutout twice while scoring
only four goals the whole year. Co-captain

Stapleton

David DeMello, a senior defensemen, has
scored two of the four Rhode Island goals
this year.

An impressive freshman for the Rams
has been midfielder Mike McDermott, who
has three assists on the season. Other
offensive weapons for the Rams include
senior Todd Williams (one goal, eight
shots), and senior Chris Simon (one goal,
five shots).

Defensively, URI has been very sound
this year, posting two shutouts and al-

lowing only two goals in their four games.
DeMello, in addition to his scoring prow-
ess, leads the Ram defensive unit.

The goalie for Rhode Island is Corey

Marpet. Marpet, only a sophomore, has
stood tall in net for the Rams. In facing
only fifteen shots in four games, Marpet
has benefited from the tough URI defense.

In heading away from Garber Field,
the Minutemen are facing a crucial three
game stretch. Not only does UMass travel
to Rhode Island, but they'll travel to
Dartmouth and Atlantic 10 favorite
Rutgers as well.

In their last outing the "Minutemen
hosted Holy Cross and came away with a
3-0 victory. UMass was lackadaisical early
on, but turned it on in the second half to
pull away from the Crusaders.
Now with three days off, the Minute-

men are prepared to invade Rhode Island.
Coach Sam Koch is anxious to play the
Rams.

"I'm pleased with how we've played so
far, now we'll see what we do on the road,"
he said. "URI is a tough road game, it's one
of the key swing games in the A- 10."

Junior defensemen Matt Edgerly, now
returning after being injured against St.

Bonaventure, is roaring to get back on the
field.

"I'm definitely anxious to get back, URI
is a huge game," Edgerly said. "Saturday,
I'm going to be psyched and ready to go."
Game Notes: UMass' next game is on
Wednesday on the road versus Dartmouth.

continued from page 16

sional foes. Atlanta's offense will suffer from the loss of
wideout Michael Haynes, who went out with an injury in
last week's loss to Washington. However, the Falcons
should have Andre Rison back and ready to play at full
strength, aftertwoweeks ofjustgoingthrough the motions.
New Orleans is coming offa huge confidence booster, their
victory over Chicago. They are in danger ofa letdown at the
wrong time, which is Sunday. Atlanta 27, New Orleans 21.

In my game of the week, perennial AFC powerhouse
Denver travels to Veterans Stadium to take on Mr.
Morrissey's favorite, the Philadelphia Eagles. Herschel
Walker of the Eagles is playing like a man possessed.

rushing for 229 yards in two weeks. He is tied with Dallas'
Emmitt Smith for the league lead.

The Broncos' Mike Croel anchors the underrated de-
fense, which will be overshadowed by Philadelphia, who
are head and shoulders above anyone in the world on D.
Randall Cunningham has never won a playoffgame, and
John Elway is a game breaker in the playoffs. However,
this game is being played this week, not in January
Philadelphia 24, Denver 13.

It is time now for a new weekly feature, my Power Poll.
In tlie AFC, Buffalo (2-0) seems to be on top of the
conference, with big vrins in the first two weeks. Denver
has been consistent, earning the number two ranking

this week, slightly ahead of Kansas City, whose defense
is starting to make the difference.

The NFC is starting to prove why it is the better
conference, with Philadelphia and Dallas, both
undefeated, leading the way to their Monday night
showdown in two weeks. The second half collapse last
week by the Cowboys and the strong week by the Eagles
gives Randall, Reggie, and crew the number one ranking.
Troy Aikman, Michael Irvin, and Charles Haley are
three reasons the 'Boys secure the second spot, slightly
ahead of Washington and San Francisco. Until next
week, enjoy the games.
Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian staff member.
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GOLF / DRIVING RANGE

Professor Mzamo Mangaliso speaks this Sunday night at
7:00pm about South Africa, Archbishop Tutu, and what the

Archbishop might talk about on his visit to UMASS.
Dinner at 6:00pm, all welcome. The Episcopal Chaplaincy
at UMASS, 758, North Pleasant St. (Two doors north of

Lederle Research Center).
For more information call 549-5929

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Dally"

Classifieds
LOOKING FOR KRISTEN

Krl»t»n with a K who lives in Emerson
I hope you respond to this ad call me for

lunch. You have my number its on the
brochure. -- Eric

ACTIVITIES

ULTIMATE FRISBEE
~

General meeting at 4.00 in the Cape Cod
Lounge for all interested in joining the
UMass ultimate team, zoo disc. Come to
the pond on campus and join the fun.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Still NMd Crvdits? Take a 3 credit re-

cycling class EDUC 2 354 schedule #
209311 TU 12:30-2:00 more info, call 545-
1153.

NMd a lockarr We havethem at OCHO,
428 Student Union.

PVOC oil Corp. Purchase home heating
oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO, 428
Student Union or call 545-0865. Save
money and stay warm.

Surviving Griaf: Support groups for
individuals who have lost a loved one.
Ten week programs in Amherst, limited
size. Consultationsavailable. Joan Gibson
253-3133

SO FAMILY TAG SALE

so-Family Tag Sala... Furnishing you
dorm/apartment I! Saturday 9/19... 10am
4 pm. Raindate -- Sunday 9/20. Follow
the signs to the Amherst Montessori
School... Take rte 116 to Pomaroy Lane
...South Amherst.

ENTERTAINMENT

Any and All acts welcomel
If you can act sind do starvj up play an
instrument etc. ...We wnat you OPEN
STAGE TUES NITES if you can entertain
call Pete or Judi at 549-1200 sign up at
9:30 pm.

Floppy, SUGA, Color Monitor/Card, DOS
5.0, Warrantied, Delivered.

S999 256-6474

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Small daak, microwavo (almost now),
other articles. Call 546-5698

Trundia Bad
2 Metal Frames -f

2 Matrasses
Call Adam S195 B.O.

649-7477

HELP WANTED

AttantionI Excallant Incoma
for home assembly work. INFO

504-646-1700. Dept. P1307

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

1978VOLVOSTAT10NWAG0N (Chevy
Malibu 6 cyl.) Indestructable. High Miles.

Good tires. Some rust. Tape deck. S875.
367 9526 (15 minutes UMASS).

1989 Hyundai Excal 3 door standard,
only 15000 miles original owner S3600 or
B^O. 546 58W or 545-3330.

Datsun 200sx 1982 5 speed manual,
am/fm cassette, air, 150,000 miles. 3750/
BO 665 4899

CAR FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette
56,000 miles

Well-maintained

Needs clutch work
S900/negotiable

549-7912

Fridga WanfI Fr— delivery 2539742

Baautiful ona badroom in

contemporary home
Near UMass
S400/mo
Call 545-1652 or 586 2447

FOR SALE

Bad $89, Tabla/chair S55, sofa S35,^iew
sleeping bag S30, cinderblocks,
housewares, refrigerator, feezer. Call 253-

2060^

Lap top computar Leading edge 38eSX,
40 M Harddrive, 1.44 M 3.5 disk, 2M RAM,
Mouse, Modem, Dos5, Norton, Windows,
carrying case, software, used 3 months.
Sl.OOOcall 534-7115

NINTENDO
Plus 10 games
S200 Neg.

Ask for Jake 6-5568

Ouaan sz Watarbad S75 Ig dorm fridge

S50 fender bass amp (75 watt) S200 665
2173

Rafridaarator- Brand na«v 19X22X31'
arm chairs, bookcases, rugs, etc.

549-1578

8AVE$$$- Brand new 386SXX 33 MHz
2mb Memory, 80mb Hard Disk, 1.44 mb

••CAMPUS REPS WANTEO*^^
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993

The t>est rates and the biggest
commissions for more information call

800-39S-WAVE

Earn $1,800 WEEKLY mailing our
circularsi ...

Begin NOWI...FREE packetl SEYS,
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN 38018
4000

English Tutor Noadad: Sutdent needs
help in creative writing. Excallant payll
Debbie 546-2161

Exploding company saaks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,
earn bonuses, free carl Call Deb 253-7502
Leave message

Extra $$$ Extra $$$ Extra $$$ Look
ing for delivery people to deliver the Bos-
ton Globe on campus. Early a.m. hours,
Sunday-Friday, won't interfere with
classes. Have openings for positions with
or without vehicle. Please call Joe at 546-

3835j)r 1 800-858-4275 ext. 2713

Modols Naadad
Girls of UMass 1993 Calendar
Call S087S3-12S3 For Info

Po«ca and Justica organization seeks
office assistant workstudy students.
Phone reception and general clerical work.
10 hours per week; S5 S6 per hour. Call
Carolyn at 256-8306

Pionaaring Publications in hiring
salespeople for TV Times, Amherst's only
free TV listings guide. Call 549-1018 for
more information or send resumes to
Piofteering Publications, PO Box 6000,
Amherst. MA 01004-6000

$22. 17^ Professional company seeks
students to sell popular college "party" t-

shirst (includes tye-dyes). Choose from
12 designs. 1991-92 average $22.17/hr.
Sales over twice average first month.
Orders shipped next day. Work on con-
signment w/no financial obligation or
purchase for 5.95-up (VISA/MC accepted)
Call free anytime 1-800-733-3265.

TRAVEL FREEI Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Floridal Best
commissions/free travel!

1-800-426-7710 .

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. $7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

LOST ROOM WANTED
Long dangling silvar aarring lost on
soccer field behind Boyden 9/10. Plaaaa
call ELENA 584-8714.

Claan. mMura ft roaponsibia student
looking for somewfiere to reside
John 1 567-6651

MUSICIANS ROOMMATE WANTED
Band searching organ/|>iano player.
Call for details 549-5862.

PERSONALS

For rent: Room in house w/2 Grad stu-
dents in Millers Falls. 265.00/month inclu-
sive. Interested? Call Jeff or Nils at 659-
2526 after 6 PM

HOME AND & CAR STEREO

Announcing safe and sounds first
warehouse clearance sale! Call for best
price of the year on Adcom, Alpine, Bos-
ton Acoustics, B W, camber, kanwood,
Luxman, Mirage, NAD, Onkyo, Rotel, and
morel All NAD, Camber, and B W
inventory 30 % off ! All units carry manu-
facturers warranty. Free delivery to the
Amherst, Northampton area.. Safe and
Sound 428 East St. Chicopee MA 594
6460. Store hours 8:30 - 5:30 M-F, Sat. 9:00
5:00.

We haven't forgotten we're one. but this
week has been a terrific reminder!

LML
CAREN.
HAPPY 2l8t BIRTHDAY, Let's go out and
celebrate. Love Charlie and Max
KNOCK KNOCK~
Who's There
Jess

Jess Who
Jess Wanna Wish Dawnie a Happy 20th
Birthday

Megan Oina Jennie

SERVICES

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or
support? Call for free and confidential
services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St.
Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-
6010

Dianna
My love for

you will never
Die!

Love Amos
JIMF,

INSTRUCTION

Earn Credit learn to Scuba Dive Basic
course, G09. Florida trip, G10. New
England Advanced Course, Gil. Basic
Classes start 9/14. For further info call

545 2338.

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics
Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256-0260.

DON'T JUST SHUT THEM!
I LOVE YOU!

,
MO

Raaumes
Need Help? I have experience with re-
sumes. Quick service, FREE advice, excel-
lent quality, and LOW prices. IBM Laser
Printing service available.

Call Andy at 549-8463.

September Lawn Special
Low maintenance chemical fee natural
creations landscape company
Valley and Hilltowns Call 296 4337

WRmNG/EDITINGmjTORING Pu^
lished author/ednor/teacher. Help on pa-
pers/reports. Reasonable 367 9526

EWWE TUTOR, Eastern GHANA
Ghana student or faculty

PUSHPI.
You are just wonderful.

Bobby

Karolyn
It's the BIG 20! You finally

made it. Don't party too much
lommorow. Have fun!

Love, all of us
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Sports
Football faces tough Holy Cross squad
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Steff

Most football teams start off their

seasons with the proverbial "cream pufT
to pad their schedule and get a few victo-

ries under their belts.

Not so for the University of Massa-
chusetts Football squad, which, after losing

to Delaware last Saturday, face perhaps
an even more formidible opponent to-

morrow - Division 1-AA power Holy Cross.

This puts into perspective just how
tough a football team the Crusaders are:

they have won 58 of 60 Division 1-AA
games over the past six seasons . . . they
have defeated 39 consecutive 1-AA oppo-
nents . . . they have not been shut-out in

144 straight games and they have the
second most wins (60) in all of NCAA
football over the past six years, trailing

only the University of Miami.
However, so far this year. Holy Cross is

reeling from a 17-7 defeat at the hands of

Army last week and must be a little uneasy
about playing a UMass team that is coming
off a. strong performance last Saturday.

"After watching all the tapes of last

week's game, UMass is the same tough,
phjraical team that! remember from past
years," said Holy Cross head coach Peter
Vaas. They play with a lot of intensity

from start to finish and have a very ag-

gressive defense to complement an unbe-
lievably huge ofTensive line.

The difference between UMass' game
last week and ours was that they were
able tocome up with big plays (the 44-yard
scoring pass from UMass quarterback
Andrew McNeilly to spHt end Matt Read)
and we weren't; that's what a team has to

do to win."

Just as Vaas has doubts about his teams
opponent tomorrow, so does UMass Head
Coach Mike Hodges about his teams foe.

The only difference between getting

ready for this week's game and getting

ready for last week's game is that Holy
Cross is a little shorter trip," he said.

They are the same kind of team (as

Delaware ): they're nationally ranked, have
a great tradition and they're very well

coached. It'll be a very tough game."
The Minutemen not only played a solid

game last week, but were also very lucky
as they arrived back in Amherst relatively

unscathed aft«r playing a hard-hitting

team.
"We managed to get out of Delaware

injury free except for a few bump and
bruises," said Hodges. That's a real plus
for us because we'll be able to go into the
Holy Cross game at full strength."

For UMass, redshirt freshman QB
Andrew McNeilly will get the nod again
for the second straight week after an im-
pressive first week (8-18, 119 yds., ITD).
Tailback John Johnson and fullback Mike
George will share the ground game and
the defense will be commandeered by in-

side linebacker Phil Lartrigue, who had
18 tackles last week, as well as outside
linebacker Mario Perry and defensive
tackle (and co-captain)John Creamer. The
offensive hne will be spearheaded by co-

captain Bill Durkin.
The UMass/HoIy Cross series over the

years has been a good one as the Crusad-
ers lead, 21-15 with five ties. Holy Cross
has won four out of the last five contests

including a 22-20 victory last year at

McGuirk Alumni stadium. UMass last

won in 1985, 27-3.

In order for UMass to produce a victory

tomorrow, they will have to shut down the

Holy Cross offense, just as Army did last

week. Army managed to hold the Crusad-
ers tojust 173 yard on offense, including 6-

for-16 passing, for 77 yards and 1 inter-

ception by quarterback Andy Fitzpatrick

and 35 yards rushing by their fullback,

Eric Sampson.
On defense, Holy Cross looks a bit more

imposing. Defensive tackleTom McDonald
(6'4", 250) had 15 tackles vs. Army and

inside linebacker Rob Milanette, a trans-

fer from UMass, had an eye-popping 19

tackles, a fumble recovery and a pass
deflection. Look also for cornerback Mike
Walsh to have a good game.

"Our kids played really well last week
but we made a lot of mistakes," said

Hodges. "If we clean those mistakes up
and get the same effort, we're going to

have a great opportunity to play a good
game against Holy Cross."

PHOTO COURTESY SPORTS INFORMATION

Tailback John Johnson leads the UMass football team against perennial powerhouse Holy
Cross Saturday afternoon in Worcester. Game time is 1 p.m.

Busy weekend for field hockey
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The two teams that the University of Massachusetts
field hockey team plays this weekend offer two totally

different challenges.

The University of North Carolina (1-2), who the
Minutewomen play in Brookline, Mass. on Saturday
(1:00 p.m.), are a perennial national contender.

They typically finish in the top two in the country, and
were national runners-up to Old Dominion last year,

losing the NCAA title game 2-0.

Bucknell , Sunday'sopponent ( 1 :00 p.m. ,Totman Field ),

are a relatively weaker team, but their head coach is

former UMass player and assistant coach Heather Lewis.
This homecoming for Lewis could make Sunday's game
distracting.

The Minutewomen haven't faced North Carolina since

a loss in the Final Four in 1988. The Tar Heels are a
young team, and have struggled early on in losses to the
top two teams in the country, Old Dominion and Iowa.

UMass coach Pam Hixon said that she knows the Tar
Heels will be up for the game and wouldn't want it any

other way.
"I wsmt to play these guys at their best," she said. "I

want them to throw everything they have at us, and I

expect an excellent contest.

"(North Carolina] is going to have the attitude that
they're going to win, so we really have nothing to lose,"

Hixon said. "I expect us tojust go out and play our game."
The Tar Heels have an unusually young team, with

only two seniors returning.

They will start Michelle Kelley, a freshman, in goal
against the Minutewomen. Kelley has struggled, allow-

ing 10 goals in 210 minutes.
"They have some new faces, so I don't know what to

expect," said Hixon.

"Well just play our game, emphasize strong defense
and try to get as many opportunities as we can."

AfteT what is sure to be a highly competitive game in

Brookline on Saturday, the Minutewomen return to

Totman Field to face Bucknell, who will have a tough
time keeping up with UMass.

One of the keys for Massachusetts will be not to

letdown against Bucknell and Lewis, who as recently as
last year was UMass' assistant coach.

Women's soccer travels to New Jersey

CHRISTOPHER EVANS /COUEGIAN
Heidi Kocherand the University of Massachusettswomen's

soccer team face Rutgers this Saturday night in Piscataway,

N.J.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's soccerteam
has the good fortune of spending their weekend in lovely

Piscataway, N.J. where they vn\\ hook up with the Scarlet
Knights of Rutgers University.

No. 9 Massachusetts (4-0) will have to contend with a
rugged Rutgers team which is fresh off a 1-0 victory over
in-state rival Princeton.

"This is going to be a very tough game," UMass coach
Jim Rudy said. They are a very physical team who play
a strong defensive style. From what I am getting from
other coaches they play physical, I am hoping the ex-
tracurricular stuff stays out of the game though."

The defense is keyed by goalkeeper Saskia Webber,
who boasts of a 0.56 goals against average.

"Athletically [Webber] is among the very best in the
country," Rudy said. "She has the ability to make big
saves which intimidate teams. We need to keep the
pressure on for 90 minutes and hopefully we can score
one early."

Up front Rutgers will look to Christa Aluotto, who
netted 13 goals last year and 2 so far in the 92 campaign.

"Aluotto is very fast, she is a great counter attacker,

who knows how to finish," Rudy said. The rest of their
offense is oflfoffree kicks where theyjust send a crowd in

and crash the net. They hope to grab a loose ball and
knock it in."

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, Page 14

Stapleton's
pigskin picks for
week three

Hey, football fans, welcome to another weekly
installment of Stapleton's Pigskin Picks. Before we
look ahead to Week 3 of the NFL, let's take a trip

around the league for some observations on last

week's results on the gridiron.

For those of you who did not notice, the Tampa
Bay Bucs are undefeated at 2-0. It seems as though
Sam Wyche has given life to Vinny "Is that my
receiver?" Testaverde, who threw for 363 yards and
two touchdowns against the hapless Pack from
Green Bay.

Arthur

STAPLETON
But remember, two weeks does not a season

make. Therefore, all ofyou Bucs fans making your
weekend plans for the Super Bowl, take my advice:
cancel.

Last week's Stud of the Week was none other
than Pittsburgh's Barry Foster (who did he say?).
Yes, Foster ran for 190 yards and scored 2 touch-
downs against the New York Jets. He may be
emerging as a force in the AFC, as well as a threat
to Buffalo's Thurman Thomas for the league's
rushing title.

In a spectacular show last weekend, Thomas'
Bills defeated the San Francisco 49ers, with Jim
Kelly leading the way, throwing for 403 yards and
three touchdowns. It is scary to think how the
'Niners defense was carved up. Actually, the Bills
fared no better as super-sub Steve Young tossed
three touchdowns as well, totaling a whopping 449
yards in the air.

Now to this Sunday, where ourjourney takes us
to the Meadowlands in New Jersey, as the winless
Jets get set to take on the same San Francisco team
who poured on the points as mentioned above. The
Jets are reeling, and this week should get no easier.

Without defensive end Jeff Lageman, who was
placed on Injured Reserve, and an injured Brown-
ing Nagle, it will be tough to stop Young and Co.,
along with matching the offensive output. New
York will have to wait another week to get a win.
San Francisco 31, New York 10.

For the following game we travel down to the
Georgia Dome, as the Atlanta Falcons take on the
New Orleans Saints in a crucial matchup of divi-

Turn to STAPLETON, Page 15

Monday September 21*1992

VOLUME CM ISSUE 9

Mild and cloudy today, In the

lower 70s. Showers tomorrow.

Arts & Living:
Mr. Lupo wonders why 'Bewitched' put such a spell on
author Herbie J. Pilato. Does this show really deserve a

whole book, or just a pamphlet? Page 9.

Sports:
Minutemen take down Holy Cross in this

season's first win and destroy the Crusaders'

26 home game streak. Page 16.
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Alcohol ban lifted
at tailgate parties
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

A four-year policy banning alcohohc
beverages at all scheduled outdoor events
is to be lifted on an experimental basis this
fall to allow drinking at football tailgate
parties.

The decision to experiment with a
limited alcohol policywas made in response
to requests from alumni and other Uni-
versity football fans, according to Daniel
Malley, interim vice chancellor for Uni-
versity Relations and Development.

"Other schools have safe and success-
ful tailgating," Melley said. "We believe
that the University can and should provide
a traditional atmosphere in which alumni
and other football fans can enjoy socializing
before and after games."

The ban was instituted by former
ChancellorJoseph Duffey in April 1988 in
response to the violence which followed
the 1986 World Series where predomi-

nately Black Mets fans were pitted against
mostly White Red Sox fans.

The use of alcoholic beverages will be
permitted for football season ticket hold-
ers in E Lot. Game day parking passes will

be available for non-season ticket holders
for $5 per car.

The tailgate area will be open two hours
before the start of the game and also one
hour following the game. The area will not
be open during the game or at halftime.

Alcohol will not be sold and security
personnel at the tailgating events, and
laws regarding the state's drinking age
and the transportation of alcohol will be
enforced. Kegs, large containers and glass
containers will not l?e allowed.

A number of University departments,
including the alumni and development
offices, athletics, public safety, student
affairs, and the Student Government As-
sociation, were involved in the discussions
about trying out a limited alcohol policy in

Turn to ALCOHOL, page 1
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MIRROR, MIRROR ON THE GROUND.
and reflect.

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
.
— Numerous UMass students walk along

Ombuds report rise in campus anger, frustration
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Noting"more hostility, anger, and frustration"between
students and faculty than in past years. University of
Massachusetts Ombuds officials said in their most recent
annual report the office has been flooded with an in-
creased number of grievance cases.

"Students and faculty have to take a hard look at why
people are so angry," said the acting Ombudsperson
Janet Riflcin. "We have to let the community know there
is a tone ofincreased hostility and more contentiousness
in a more problematic climate."

The report was distributed to about 125 different
departments. University department heads have ex-
pressed concern and interest in addressing different
issues mentioned in the report, such as the University's
tense atmosphere, low morale and pressured students
and staff, according to Assistant Ombudsperson Mary
Wardwell.

"People are experiencing frustration and anger that is

bubbling over into all aspects of life on campus," said
Wardwell.

Cases brought to the Ombuds office range from aca-
demic, administrative, personnel and civility related
along with miscellaneaous grievances. Wardwell has
noticed that cases have had a more personal significance
in the last couple years.

The report found the number ofcomplaints ofgeneral
harassment has more than doubled from 15 complaints
in 1989/90 to 38 in 1990/91. The report suggested the
high incidence of complaints to be a "manifestation of
both a general climate of increasing intolerance and of
the frustration and low morale among all members ofthe
University community."

The report states that the office saw a dramatic
increase in caseload this past year with 531 cases, a 10
percent increase over the previous year, which was a 7
percent increase over the previous year. The cases were
described as continuing to be more complex and multi-
faceted than in prior years.

The report also stated concern about a "marked in-
crease" in tensions between faculty and students, with
more students feeling mistreated, not liked or respected
by faculty.

"Students see themselves as consumers, purchasing
an expensive education, and expecting to be treated with
respect and courtesy," the report stated. It found student
complaints of "poor treatment, curtness and rudeness"
by faculty and staff alike have become common of more
greivances than in the past.

And faculty and staff are also reporting more often
instances of "rude, harassing behavior and abusive be-
havior" by students, other staff and supervisors. The
report considered such behaviors difficult to address,
especially in a time period ofdiminishing resources with

some of the best programs being cut.

But despite this climate and high number ofcomplex
cases, the Ombuds Office will continue to be a critical

resource aiming to resolve problems as soon as possible
according to Wardwell.

"My goal is to help people who come in to us effectively

Turn to FRUSTRATION, page 6

Student finds a helping
hand at the Ombuds office
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Emily Blattman, 33, majoring in the University
Without Walls might not be here at the University if it

weren't for the Ombuds office.

Blattman found relief at the Ombuds Office after she
went to them recently with a problem. Not obligated to
pay a health bill during the fall and spring semesters,
Blattman had a problem when the University included
the health fee with the rest of her bill when she took
summer classes here.

Blattman said she would be forced to give up her
Medicaid if she had another health insurance and found
it unnecessary to have two health insurances.

Turn to STUDENT, page 1
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UM Collegian
threatened
with civil suit
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

AMHERST, Mass. —- The studentjournalists at
this state university haven't just been reporting
the news. They've been making it.

The struggle for control of the Daily Collegian,
the student newspaper at the University of Mas-
sachusetts, stem from radically different views of
what a college publication should be. But it also
raises fundamental questions about journalism:
What is free speech? Should reporters be advocates
or just chroniclers? Who should control the news?

Now, the battle over the paper threatens to spill

into court with discrimination charges from an
expelled editor and two colleagues.

"They rounded us up and the basis of national
origin," declared one of the the three, Hussein
Ibish. "We've been purged."

The turmoil bubbled up two days after the April

Turn to COLLEGIAN, page 2

Poet Tate discusses his art, life
Pulitzer winning profmuses on life after the award

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Pulitzer prize winning UMass professor, James Tate

The Collegian's Christina Rothwell spoke with Pulitzer
Prize winner and University of Massachusetts English
professor James Tate several weeks ago in his cramped
office on the fourth floor of Bartlett. James Tate was
awarded the coveted literary award last spring for his
1991 poetry compilation, "Selected Poems. "But national
recognition is nothing new to this 49year-old poet. At age
24, Tate won the Yale Series of Younger Poets award for
his first book, "The Lost Pilot." A quarter of a century
later, Tate is the author of over nine poetry books. Tate
currently teaches the graduate course, English 780,
Imaginative Writing and Poetry.

Didyou knowyou would be receiving the Pulitzer Prize
for poetry?

I had no warning, no rumor, no anything. It was pure
dehght.

Did your life change at all after receiving the Pulitzer
Prize?

Life is wild for a few weeks. I did actually get another
letter from Ted Kennedy this morning. That's the third
one. Little things like that, you know. I spoke to the
Senate and the House ofRepresentatives in Boston. They
invited me down to read a poem and gave me a plaque and
all that stuff. So that stuff is extremely nice. The people
throughout the University system have been very nice.

Turn to TATE, page 6
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French voters
give the nod
to EC treaty
By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press

PARIS — French voters narrowly approved a
treaty aimed at turning Western Europe into a
political and economic superpower, according to
unofficial TV projections of a bitterly debated ref-

erendum.
Capitals and financial markets worldwide had

anxiously watched the vote.

Each ofthe two main television channels released
projections minutes afler polls closed at 8 p.m. (2
p.m. EDT). France 2 estimated the outcome at 51
percent to 49 percent in favor of the so-called
Maastricht treaty, while TFl projected the result
at 51.5 to 48.5

The first partial ofTicial results, reflecting about
20 percent of the vote, show the "no" camp ahead,
52 percent to 48 percent. But analysts said these
results were only from rural areas, where many
farmers fought the treaty.

The projections prompted victory declarations
from leaders of the pro-treaty campaign.

"It's a victory for Europe," said Education and
Culture Minister Jack Lang.

"It's a pseudo-success - a mediocre yes," said far-
right leader Jean-Marie Le Pen, who opposed the
treaty.

While narrow approval would keep alive the
European Community's hopes for a closer political
and economic union, the weak public support could
still cast doubt on the blueprint to carry the EC into
the next century.

Defeat of the treaty could unleash renewed tur-
moil in world financial markets, damage the stature
ofFrench and other European leaders who promoted
the accord and force the European Community into
a fundamental reassessment of its future.

The treaty is designed to unite the 12-nation EC
in common economic, foreign and defense policies
and a single currency by 1999.

For Your
Information

FYls are public service announcements that run each Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for campus and local non-profit organizations. Due to space
constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYls submitted and no announcement
can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all pertinent information to
the Collegian c/o the News Editor. FYls cannot be taken over the phone.

Monday, September 21
Meeting— The Union Video Center, the University's

only student run T.V. station, is cordially inviting you to
its first CJeneral meeting tonight at 7:00 p.m. U.V.C. is

located in the basement of the Student Union.
Group— Chabad House will be sponsoring a women's

Rosh Chodesh group. This month's group discussion will
focus on preparing for Rosh Hashanah and will take
place at 8:00 p.m. All women are welcome, and rides will
be provided. Call Jill at 256-6695 for further information.

Tuesday, September 22
Opening— The Student Union Art Gallery at UMass

is pleased to aimounce the opening ofMichael Maclnnis'

photography show, "The Other Germany," which opens
today. There will be a reception for the artist form 7:00 -

9:00 and it will run until October 2. The Student Union
Art Gallery is located in the Student Union.

Lecture — Tree Medicine, Tree Magic , a new book by
Ellen Hopman will be the basis for a lecture and slide
presentation at the Hitchcock Center from 7:30 - 9:00
tonight. A book signing session will follow the presenta-
tion. Call 256-6006 for more information.

Discussion — Chabad House will be hosting an open
forum discussion: "The High Holidays — celebrating a
different kind ofNew Year" at 8:30 p.m. Chabad House is

located at 30 N. Hadley Rd. in Amherst.

GOP trys luck in new districts
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — For Republicans, it was a dream come
true.

Their Republican governor helped carve out congres-
sional districtswhere theGOPcouldmake inroads against
longtime incumbents. Republicans could barely contain
their glee after they negotiated changes in the state's
congressional districts that will last into the next century.

The November election will test whether that map
influences (X)P chances to nab congressional seats from
Democrats, who now have a lock on all 11 districts. The
state lost a seat this year due to population shifts, and
vriU send 10 members of Congress to Washington next
year.

U Collegian
continued from p>age 1

29 acquittal of the White policemen who beat Rodney
King, an African-American, in Los Angeles. A group of
about 250 Black, Hispanic, Asian and others students—
overran its campus offices. They broke a window, ripped
up papers, and renewed longstanding accusations that
the paper and its editors are racist.

The protesters eventually forced the paper's staff into
hiding and tried — with mixed success — to block
publication by snatching up copies from news stands.
Some editors reported death threats.A court laterordered
counseling for a protester charged with assault for
threatening an editor with a baseball bat. The paper
closed for summer break several days early.

Editors returned to campus and reopened the paper
without interference on Sept. 9 aff^r months of negotia-
tions and pledges to give more power to minority staffers.

But a day later, Editor-in-ChiefDan Wetzel removed
three foreign graduate students as voting stafTmembers,
and they vowed to sue. He said a rule of the University's
Student Activities Office, although sometimes unenforced
in the past, bans graduate students from leadership and
voting roles in undergraduate groups.

"What has happened to us is the most outrageous,
blatant, and hideous act of discrimination," said the
ousted editor, Madanmohan Rao, a 28-year-old Indian
who is studying communications. He served as last year's
editor ofthe paper's bimonthly Third World Affairs page.

Rao and his two colleagues, speaking at a news con-
ference last week, asserted that they were dismissed
from the paper because they are foreigners. They con-
stituted the Collegian's entire Third World Affairs staff.

Their lawyer, Cristobal Bonifaz, said the three will
sue both the University and the newspaper's editors if
they fail by Tuesday to show a readiness to reinstate the
graduates. Bonifaz filed a formal complaint Friday with
the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination.

The three graduates said their differences with editors
go beyond law. "They call our articles 'propaganda,'" said
Rao. "We have different views of whatjoumaHsm is."

He said the staff of the Third World page, not top
editors should exercise control over its content. "We have

Last week's primary tempered some Republican hopes
with reahty. Republican leaders, including (lov. William
Weld, now say they have a realistic shot at two seats.
After the map was redrawn, they were talking higher
numbers.

"I think the most Ukely outcome is two, maybe three
(seats)," Weld said after the primary. "Certainly five is

possible, but zero is also possible ifwe rest on our laurels."

Democrats are not ready to give any ground.
"We will succeed in spite ofthe bad hand that Bill Weld

dealt us," said Democratic State Committee chairman
Steven Grossman.

Repubhcans work at a distinct disadvantage in the
state from the start, because there are a higher percent-
age ofDemocrats among the state's 3.1 million registered
voters.

been effectively censored and banned," said Ibish, a
Lebanese student of literature.

But Wetzel said he is trying to preserve the 102-year-
old newspaper, which circulates about 19,000 copies, as
a training ground for future journalists.

"To have the Collegian to be an opinion sheet is not
what we want," he said. "I want to get out and work for
the Washington Post someday. They think the Wash-
ington Post is a Eurocentric rag."

Lisa Curtis, an arts staffer, said the graduate students
did "huge editorials," in the guise ofnews, on international
topics. "We want to be unbiased," she said.

"The newspaper business is not politically correct, but
the protesters and many administrators think it is," said
former editor-in-chiefGayle Long, who now works at the
Transcript-Telegram in nearby Holyoke.

Some of this year's staffers said most points of con-
tention have been resolved, despite the latest discrimi-
nation claims. But they also said fears for their personal
safety were rekindled by the news thatone oflast spring's
protest leaders. Continuing Education student Alex
Delgado, was arrested on charges he conspired in a
Springfield murder allegedly carried out this month by
the Latin Kings, a nationwide gang.

Brooke C. Wheeler, this semester's managing editor,
said she and others have been threatened by protesters
in the past. "They make things vague enough so they
can't be incriminating," she said.

The three graduates, however, said they are commit-
ted to dialogue.

For their part. University officials have said they seek
to protect free speech at the newspaper. They have also
pledged to review poficy on graduate participation in
undergraduate activities.

However, Tom Robinson, the vice chancellor for stu-
dent affairs, also tried last week to nudge the school out
ofthe Une of fire: "I don't see it as a University issue. It's
a Collegian issue."

The paper operates independently on a daily basis and
supports itselfthrough the sale ofadvertisements. But it
uses campus office space and equipment, and it is governed
in part by campus regulation.

f 1Mental Health Groups |

Fall 1992 '
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• Adult Children of Alcoholics
(Process group)

• Building Relationship Skills

• Adult Children of Dysfunctional
Families (Structured)

• Increasing Self-Esteem

• Eating Disorder Group

Monday 3:30-5:00

Tuesday 3:00-4:30

Tuesday 3:30-5:00

Wednesday 3:30-5:00

Thursday 3:30-5:00

CH K^ai* -^

L
All groups begin in early October and require pre-registration.

before September 30. For information or registration call

545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North.

7^ SW ^4ut€<ie Sct^fet
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Dcliveiy for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $1

5

^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH^ Buffet served S-Spm Sun-Thim.
Bnmdi served Sunder 1 i:

ALL TOUCAN EAT $6.50
1

Childran under 10 - $3.S0—
'
t—chcpw SpecWt wmed I I:10.S|mi .fiM

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belclwrtown Bd. at Ht. 9, Amherst 25M252
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"A matter of seconds"
Tired of calling University Health Services and

waiting so long to speak to someone that your
ailment has cured itselfby the timeyou get through?

Nevermore. Now you can speak to a friendly
computer voice who will gently lead you from de-
partment to department, from "Medical Emergen-
cies" to the "Pharmacy" to "Appointments and
Clinics" and much, much more.
A touch-tone phone allows you to access the

menu by pressing the appropriate number while
you listen to the choices.

But ifyou know your extension number, you can
press it anytime to be immediately connected.

Judy Whitcomb, a systems manager for the new
system, said the computer has been routing up to
550 calls an hour during peak periods.

"We used to have this one poor operator fielding
all the calls. It took at least 20 rings to get to the
operator," said Whitcomb.

"Now, it's just a matter of seconds."
Computer folks say they are currently trying to

cleanse the system of several minor bugs.
"A person with a rotary phone was having to

listen to the whole message," said Lynne Thomp-
son, Health Services production manager.

"Though there might be some frustration listen-
ing to a whole menu, it's better than listening to a
busy signal," she said.

To reach the automated attendant, call UHS at
549-2671.

No talent required
College students are now eligible to compete for

the title ofMiss Massachusetts USA in the pageant
to be held in Worcester this November.

"Performing talent is not a requirement," said
Myron Wasserman in a phone interview from the
pageant headquarters in Boston.

So the pageant is based totally on how well you
can prance around in an evening gown and slither
in the swimsuit competition?

"It's a heck ofa lot more than looks," Wasserman
replied. "It's also poise, personality and beauty of
face and figure."

This pageant is the official preliminary to the
Miss USA and Miss Universe Contest.

Applicants must be at least 18 years ofage and
under 27 years of age by Feb. 1, 1993, never mar-
ried and at least a six-month resident ofMassachu-
setts.

"I hope we get some of your students," said
Wasserman.

Get out and vote
Governor Bill Clinton, Senator Al Gore and

their vrives all took part in National Student Mobi-
lization Day on Friday, September 18— the official

kick-offofthe national campus registration drives.
Senator Chnton appeared at a rally at the Uni-

versity ofNew Mexico, at Albuquerque.
Senator Gore appeared at rallies on the cam-

puses ofMorgan State University in Baltimore and
the University ofMaryland at College Park. Hillary
Clinton took part in a rally on the campus of the
University of Colorado at Boulder while Tipper
Gore appeared at Boston University.

'The energy we see is extraordinary. Thousands
ofstudents from all backgrounds are mobilizing on
behalf of the Clinton-Gore ticket. And many more
are registering for the first time," said Kate Frucher

,

the campaign's National College Coordinator.
The percentage of 18 to 24-four-year-olds who

vote has dropped consistently every year since

voting at age 18 was legalized 20 years ago.

"Students are ready to move this country for-

ward. We realize we have power at the polls, and
we're going to use it," said Frucher.

Hey youj
Have an anecdote, tidbit, funny story, serious

news item or whatever for Campus Shorts - or any
suggestions or complaints about the News section

in general - send via "Campus Mail" (it's free!) to

The Daily Collegian, David Massey/News Editor,

113 Campus Center.

In addition, you can call the News Hotline at
545-4794.

leg.

LUMBER LIMBS- Justin Griswold sits by the Campus Pond recently, enjoying the pleasant wlX; a °d' Si'n^a

Black men seek better relations
Students meet at Malcolm X Center to resolve conflict
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

In an effort to improve relations between Black men
on campus, students gathered at the Malcolm X Cultural
Center last night to discuss ways to resolve conflict and
improve communication.

The meeting was called by Douglass Greer, president
of the UMass Lamda Nu Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma.
Greer said the purpose of the meeting was to provide a
forum in which differences that have caused conflict
between Black men on campus could be brought out into
the open.

"It was good to see people come
together and talk out their

differences. I hope we can all come
together and settle our differences

within the community and help
improve the University.

"

Kenard Robinson
UMqss basketball forward/center

Members of the UMass men's basketball team were
invited to discuss a prevailing rift thathas existed between
them and many Black men on campus who are not on the
team.

Kenard Robinson, a senior forward/center majoring in
real estate management, said he found the discussion to
be productive.

"It was good to see people come together and talk out
their differences," he said. "I hope we can all come
together and settle our differences viithin the community
and help improve the University."

Sophomore forward Lou Roe, a communications ma-

jor, said he wished there was a greater turn-out but he
called it a "good start."

Also discussed was the relationship between Black
fraternities and the athletes on campus. Both sides
acknowledged that their high visibility contributes to
tension between their groups.

Lorenzo Sutton, a former UMass basketball star, who
is also in a fraternity, cited how a dispute between two
individuals can escalate and eventually involve their
respective groups.

"I'm in two frats," he said, "Omega Psi Phi, and the ball
team. If there's a problem with someone in my frat, than
it becomes a problem with me too."

Two men from United Brothers, a peer group estab-
lished last year by a group of Black freshmen males, also
attended the discussion.

"UB is about academics," said one of the members
present. "If one of us has a problem or needs help with a
paper, we help each other out."

An ongoing dispute between United Brothers and
members of the men's basketball team had been a major
factor in encouraging the discussion.

• Many ofthe differences that were acknowledged were
attributed to poor communication. These disputes tended
to stem from relationships with women on campus.

There was also a feeling of alienation expressed by
members ofthe team who felt that the Black community
had not fully accepted them due to their high profile and
status.

One participant in the discussion suggested that they
attend the next meeting ofthe Black Student Union this
coming Wednesday, and express that sentiment before
the general community.

James Flint, assistant coach for the men's basketball
team, agreed with the idea to attend BSU meeting. He
went further to stress that such discussions needed to
continue. One student present suggested that a Black
Men's Group, similar to an existing group at Amherst
College, be established at UMass to help maintain "a
positive line of communication into the future."

Prof speaks on China's reforms
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Correspondent

Professor Wen Yuankai, a leading Chinese liberal
intellectual who in early '80s was among the first calling
and pushing for greatereconomicand educational reforms
in China, told a group of Chinese students and scholars
at the University Saturday night he is "cautiously opti-
mistic" about China's ongoing economic reforms.

"The economic system in China today has fundamental
differences compared with 10 or 20 years ago," said
Yuankai. "Private and non-state sectors now constitute
over 40 percent of Chinese economy."

He appealed to overseas Chinese professionals to
seize the golden opportunity to participate in China's
economic development through various channels.

Yuankai's speech, co-sponsored by the Chinese Pro-
fessionals Club in U.S.A., the China Democracy Fund
and the Chinese Students and Scholars Association at
the University came nearly three weeks after he arrived
in the United States to begin a six month research at the
Cahfomia Institute of Technology

.

Because of his involvement in the 1989 Tiananmen
democracy movement. Yuankai was expelled from the
CCP and removed from the Chairmanship of the Depart-
ment of Applied Chemistry at the University of Science
and Technology of China three years ago, and was under
house arrest for as long as 15 months. He was then barred
from all teaching, research and academic activities.

Speaking about his past hardships and success,
Yuankai expressed his deep appreciation of the kind
concern and help he received from Chinese students and
scholars overseas. Eariier this year, Chinese students
and professionals across the United States and other
countries petitioned the Chinese authorities demanding
it respect. Yuankai's human rights and and allow him to
leave for the United States to accept an invitation from
Caltech as a visiting scientist.

When asked on the recent legislation in the U.S.
Congress which would impose strong conditions on China
to renew its Most-Favored-Nation status, Yuankai said
he believed it would be difficult for China to accept any
imposed conditions "because Chinese don't want to lose
face."
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Local engineers warn
stricter codes needed

COLLEGIAN
COLLEGIAN

By JEFF BARNARD
Associated Press

LIHUE, Hawaii — As homeowners
begin to repair and replace houses ripped
apart by Hurricane Iniki, Kauai County
planning director Jeff Lacey wonders
whether, this time, they'll be made to do it

right.

Ten years ago. after Hurricane Iwa
lashed the island with 80 mph winds and
30-foot waves, a team of engineers recom-
mended stricter building codes, especially
to prevent roofs from blowing off and
oceanfronthomes from beingwashed away.

Instead, the Kauai County Council
waived building permits for emergency
repairs and, for a year after the storm,
allowed people to get permits after they
had rebuilt.

The magnitude of the problem after
Hurricane Iwa and people's need to get on
with things outweighted the perceived
need for holding people to codes," said
Lacey.

Hurricane connectors, which tie rafters
much more strongly to wall frames than
nails alone, weren't required until three
years later, when they became part of the
National Uniform Building Code.

And as long as they build 40 feet from
the high water mark, people can still put
houses along the shore, where the worst
damage occurred.

"This is very painful for me," said Arthur
Chiu, the University of Hawaii professor
who led the engineers' inspection in 1982,
and who spent three days assessing Iniki's

damage on Kauai. Good construction
practices based on the '82 Iwa recommen-
dations could have lessened the damage,
Chiu said.

This time around, Lacey and his staff
would hke to do somethingabout the flimsy
corrugated metal roofs, common on local

houses, so they won't become lethal
Frisbees in the wind.

But can they enforce strict building
codes when 10,000 homes - half those on
the island - are damaged and people want
to rebuild as quickly as possible?

And can anyone restrict construction
on small oceanfront lots that cost half a
million dollars?

Near Baby Beach at Poipu, on the
southern shore ofKauai, Julia Souza drove
as far as she could before the pavement
disappeared, then walked to what was left

of the house she has Hved in all her life.

This is the fourth hurricane to hit the
house: Dot in 1957, Nina in 1959, Iwa in
1982 and now Iniki, the strongest ofthem
all with sustained viinds of 98 mph.

The last two storms tore the roof off,

even though the Souzas replaced the cor-

rugated metal with composition shingles.
But it's something they accept as the

price for living near the ocean.
The Supreme Court ruled this year

that when oceanfront property is declared
unbuildable, the owner can sue for com-
pensation. It is unlikely Kauai will change
its rules about how close buildings can be
to the high water mark because it would
make many small lots unbuildable, Lacey
said.

State officials abuse
job for food, trips

BOSTON (AP) — Top oflicials of a
state authority that issues low-cost
bonds to businesses and nonprofit in-

stitutions reportedly have enjoyed
costly meals, trips abroad and valet

parking at the agency's expense.
Administrators of the Massachu-

setts Industrial Finance Agency
charged the agency for 959 restaurant
meals in the last three years at a cost of

$35,415, according to the Boston Sun-
day Herald.

They spent $64,000 in the last two
years leasing cars for the top four em-
ployees, and $290 a month for valet

parking.

MIFA officials "seem to think they're

immune from the sacrifices of so many
others," said House Ways and Means
Committee Chairman Thomas
Finneran, D-Boston.

Those people are paid well down
there," Finneran said. "I don't think
they need all that travel and those
restaurant perks."

But Joseph D. Blair, MIFA's execu-
tive director, said, "It's just plain good
sense that you have to spend money to

bring in more resources to make busi-
ness grow in this state."

MIFA officials picked up meal tabs
for each other or for consultants and
bond underwriters who already were
receiving payments from the agency.
Many were at expensive restaurants in

the Meridien, Boston Harbor and
Bostonian hotels, including one dinner
in May 1990 for which Blair billed the
agency $297.25.

The only other guests: MIFA's chief
financial officer, Lawrence Smith Jr.,

and Smith's wife. Smith was being re-

cruited by MIFA at the time.

MIFA General Counsel Richard
Skerry charged 124 meals to the agency,
many of them attended only by fellow

employees.

"MIFA, by design, is supposed to

work like an investment bank," Blair

said. "Very few investment bankers go
to McDonald's."

The agency isses tax-exempt and
cut-rate bonds to companies, nonprofit
institutions, health-care facilities and
cities and towns to stimulate the
economy and generate jobs. It was es-

tabUshed by an initial $10 million state

appropriation in 1978 and is run by a
nine member board of directors ap-
pointed by the governor.

MIFA has 23 employees and spends
more than $300,000 a year for lawyers,
lobbyists and public relations
speciailists - among them, some of the
most politically well-connected and
expensive in the state.

Blair makes $ 100,000 a year. Skerry
and Smith $75,000 a year each. Each
also receives a 10 percent annual bonus
placed into a retirement account.
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matter where you happen to be, the

AT&T Calling Card can take you home.

It's also the least expensive way to

call state -to -state on AT&T, when you can't dial

direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,

you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls*

And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply

mr CaOmgCanl
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for another

If you get your Calling Card now, your first

call will be free** And you'll become a member of

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products

and services that saves students time and money
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Carxl out of

this world.

lb get an PSSS Calling Card for ofT-campus calling, call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 85a
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Round Trips from N«w York Starcint it

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE CR. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

laxci not included Rettrictiont ipply.
F»re« iubJKt to change A availability

Call about one ways We l«iue
EURAIL paste* on the SPOTI

79 South PTeasaiit Street
Amherst. MA 01002

256-1261

COLLEGIAN

anger

WRITE
FOR THE

COLLEGIAN

jS^pirit Hans
Refrigerator

Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

continued from page 1

and as timely as we can," said Wardwell.
The msyor factor, which Wardwell considers to influ-

ence so many is the economy. Students face problems
with housing, financial aid and course oflerings as faculty
cope without receiving pay raises in four years and
decreased staff members.

"People are really feelingthe pressure," said Wardwell.
But Wardwell said these problems are only a symptom

and not the cause.

"Mistakes occur, misunderstandings happen, people
always have some problem. But in this kind of climate,
it's harder to deal," said Wardwell.

However students and faculty can find relieffrom the
office which investigates, makes recommendations, fa-
cilitates resolutions and negotiates settlements confi-
dentially according to Wardwell.

"When students run into a brick wall there is some
place to go," said Wardwell.

"What students can get when theycome here is someone
who can look at their problem from a neutral viewpoint.
We are not in any position to force people to do anything,"
said Wardwell. "We offer advice and strategies in an
informal process they can stop when they want to."

The Ombuds Office will be working with other agen-

cies such as Human Relations, the Civilty Commission
and the Affirmative Action Advisory Board to address
different issues according to Wardwell.

Administrators express concern
William Harris, the Campus Director said he was

"somewhat dismayed" after reading the report and is
concerned about students perception and experience
with campus food services and retail stores.

"I want to be sure we are not contributing to the great
deal of anxiety," said Harris.

Dean of Students Jo-Anne Vanin said she was not
surprised with the content of the report as she read it.

Recognizing the campus to be in its fourth year of de-
pression she understood why people are feeling strains
and external stress.

She said the report's concerns need to be addressed
sensitively to deal with the environment more produc-
tively. With people feeUngless patient and understanding
she finds the Ombuds Office a necessary resource.

"It's like police— you wish you didn't have to have it,

but are glad you do," said Vanin.
Like Vanin, the report did not come as a surprise to

Provost Glen Gordon in the midst of low morale, no
faculty pay raises and loss of 250 faculty members.

Despite these circumstances, Gordon said he is hopeful
that morale will improve as the budget situation improves.

Prices in this Circular

Effective at Amherst
Victory Only!

of the All New Victory Super Market in Amherst

,
^..^ 10 University Drive Formerly Ix^im' Food;

OPEN EVERY
MORNING AT 7 AM

Stop by our bakery

before class for our

super muffins,

donuts & bagels...

•*w:-- •• -"''«"--
. . ----•4";--— - ki*

-V'lV

^^
m

MORE
Hostess

I
SUPER

Ice Cream I
"^^^^^

OUR
WEEKLY!Flacort 99^1

XHASE&.
SANBORN^

*Mtu<XrraH>a»L.

XHASE&,

"OMTCE

Chase &
Sanborn

'Ground
Coffee

Fresh...

Gov't. Inspected

Assorted
Pork Chops

$119
Garelick Farms
NATURAL 2

Low Fat
Milk
/79

Gallon Jug

Ocean Fresh... f{

Haddock
Fillets
k LARGE

$999

1 Lb.

Campbell's

Tomato
Soup
10.75 Oz. Can

Charmin

Bath
Tissue
White 'Yellow*Blue

r AEROBICS -I

Low Impact

Step

Hi/Low

Fri.-Sun. 7 to 9
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30
Amity Street

Admis.sion $5.00
Student-s $4.00 w/I.D.

Now Available:

Movie Posters* $10

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles

Biocycles

Treadmill

3 Lb.

Green Giant

Niblets

fi«a^i Corn
iNlPl^V 'Regular »\o Salt

iq$i^ ^B Cans ^^^ For^
Mosey's Red Cure

'Point Cut

/?|^m!Iorned Beef
r^l^Briskets

'^i'N

%^%JfLh.

U.S. Fancy • New Crop

Northwest

Apples
Granny Smith 'Red Deliciout

'Golden Delicious
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PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!
THE EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING CENTER
Affiliated with the University of Massachusetts

Serving children 2 years, 9 months - 5 years
Unique, caring environment

Scholarships available for children of
college students

For more information, call 545-4791

Assorted Varieties

lA. I g Oz. Pkg.

-.^P^Swift Premiumm Brown &
•^^ Serve

[Sausage

# t^pkg.

jj» 3 CREDITS?
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PRICES EFFRrTTVR.

Thru Friday

September 25, 1992.
» t KmM\X THE RIGHT TO LIMIT (jIANTITItS VICTORV SI I'm
MARKTTS fSa. NOT RESPUNSIBI.E HIH r\T(X;R.yHirAL ERRORS

Friends of Children Inc., and the
Children's Advocacy Present

George Wallace and Dennis Wolfberg

jn a BENEFIT Comedy double bill.

Friday, September 25,

1 992 8:00 PM

"at JOHN M. Greene Hall at

Smith College,

Northampton, MA. Doors

OPEN AT 7: 1 5 PM Hall IS

wheelchair accessible

STUDENTS W/ID $12
All tickets avaiuble at Northampton Box Office,

Thornes Market Place, Northampton 586-8686 or 1-800
THE TICK . FOR THE RECORD, AMHERST • ALL STRAWBERRIES

Record Stores in western Massachusetts
FOR OTHER information: CALL FRIENDS OF CHILDREN. INC.

AT (413) 584-7120
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President has no basis
for self-congratulations
STOP THE PRESS!!! News just in:

President Bush, addressing the Detroit
Economic Club last week, revealed that
"the American people havejust completed
the greatest mission in the lifetime ofour
nation — the triumph of democratic
capitalism over imperial communism."

Jesse

ARMSTRONG

Earle tells some tall ones
I will not begin to insult anyone's intel-

ligence by saying that writers are not full
ofshit. In a nutshell, they are. People love
to tell stories and converse among the
masses, it is a part of our everyday hves.
I bullshit and am therefore a bullshit
artist. A B.A., ifyou will. For the next fifty
or so lines, all that you shall read is a pack
of lies which can be disregarded or taken
into consideration as brilliant B.S..

All that has been written and all that
you learn is wrong.

Kris K.

EARLE
There is no place called Earth and hfe

actually is a dream.
"School is the process of learning how

to hsten to others and to believe that
everything they teach you is correct."

The banana should not be in the fruit
group because it is actually a meat by-
product.

My cousin-in-law is deathly ill and will
never recover becauseofthe lack offunding
to the hospitals.

Prince sounds so much better than he
used to with the "New Power Generation,"
and he should not dump them.

In Reno, Nevada, there have been four
sightings of a vigilante named "Vinnie"
who dresses up in tights and beats on bad
guys with a larg-e salami. Authorities do
not approve of his behavior.

The moon is made of green cheese and
cows graze there.

I have never been in the White House,
I plan to vote for George Clinton, and I saw
the ghost of Abraham Lincoln eating
"Popcorn Chicken" at the Kentucky Fried
Chicken in Hadley.

I want to have a family with at least
twelve kids so I and my spouse can name
them all after doughnuts. "Hey, Boston
Creme, stop hitting Cruller in the head!"
"Apple-filled Earle," can you dig it? For
the first few months, we will call them
Munchkids.

One of your good friends is scheming
behind your back, and has hated you for

years without you knowing it. That is

what we all have friends for, isn't it? To
screw each other over after being buddies
since the second grade? Ya. I do not ap-
prove.

Larry Bird really retired from basket-
ball because ofthe practicaljokers around
the courts. I heard that some silly person
replaced the basketball with a bowling
ball duringgame four oftheN.B.A. Finals.
Sporting sportsmen do not approve.

Your parents really did not wantyou to
go to college and to be a success. They
want you to come home and hve off their
hard-earned money for the rest ofyour life

and to never move out of your "Sesame
Street" wallpapered bedroom.

Captain Hook must have a hard time
when he has to scratch an itch on his back.

To electrocute a human being is wrong.
But to electrocute a bunch of bugs in the
summer with one ofthose things that you
hang on the porch, and to hear them go
"zaaaaap!" is just plain fun. I bet Bill C.
digs the summertime.

I am very insensitive, arrogant, and
unfunny. But all ofthe chicks dig me. And
all ofthe studs. In fact, I am a reincarnation
of King Midas and my purpose here is to
turn your days into gold.

I also brush with "Crest" because it tastes
great and is less filling.

Now for the point behind the madness:
Don't believe everything thatyou hear,

that is how wars start. If someone tells
you a story or a rumour about someone
else, do not think ofit as the absolute truth
to pass on to the next person. It is in
human nature to misinterpret or exag-
gerate in order to spice up the bullshit
stories; the listeners then think that the
speaker is an excellent conversationalist.
The rules apply for both speaking and
writing. Too many people in the world
know what they believe is the story versus
the actual events. For your sake, my sake,
and everyone else's, chill out, take it cool,
and believe whatever you wish, but until
the facts are as straight as they will ever
get, keep your bullshitting to a minimum.
There is a time to kid and a time to stay
sober. And that is no joke.

Kris K. Earle is a UMass student.

It will come as something of a surprise
to the peoples of eastern Europe and the
ex-Soviet Union to learn that it was not
they, out on the streets ofPrague. Moscow.
Bucharest, Vilnius and Berlin, who caused
the 'SS-'DO revolutions. Nor, according to
Bush, was it the vision and bravery of
leaders like Vaclav Havel, Lech Walesa
and Mikhail Gorbachev, or even the im-
prisoned dissidents and numerous mar-
tyrs. What brought down fifty years of
totahtarian government behind the Iron
Curtain was something quite different.

It seems that the truth has been hidden
from us all the time, but finally modest
George Bush has reluctantly let it slip; it

was him all along, he and the American
public, who liberated Eiu-ope.

Bush once promised not to "dance on
the Berlin wall," meaning he wouldn't
attempt to make pohtical capital out ofthe
fall of the old communist goverrunents.
Unfortunately that promise, like so many
others, has gone out the window this
election year.

With all the talk of the collapse of
communism, has it escaped ex-ambassador
to China Bush that one quarter of the
world's population are under the impres-
sion that they still Uve under such a sys-
tem of government?

Ofcourse not. And to prove it there is a
vigorous Bush program designed to sweep

away the oppressive Chinese regime.
What, you may ask, does this program
consist of?An "OperationMountain Storm"
to free illegally-seized Tibet and a tor-
tured and suppressed people? No. (Maybe
if they could barrel up them Buddhists
and export them. . .) Sweeping economic
and military sanctions to foster and sup-
port the resistance movement we saw
crushed in 1989? No. In fact, the Bush
program to isolate the Chinese leadership
we saw murder its own people in
Tiananmen Square is continued support
for the most-favored nation trading status
for China.

The rationale behind keeping open
diplomatic and trade links with the
People's Republic, despite its appalling
human rights record has been that such a
relationship makes it possible for the U.S.
to have some influence on Chinese policy-
makers, a kind of leverage the State De-
partment would not enjoy were relations
more frosty.

Now it seems that President Bush,
man ofsteely resolve that he is, is about to
sour relations with China and abandon at
least ten years of diplomatic legwork by
sanctioning the sale of 1 50 F- 16 fighters to
Taiwan. This action would be a direct
breach of the 1982 Sino-American com-
munique promising not to increase the
quality or quantity of Taiwanese arms,
and is ofcourse in no way connected to the
vital votes of Fort Worth, Texas, where
the F-16 just happens to be produced.

When the Chinese communist empire
does fall it will be interesting to see if

President Bush will be able to avoid the
falling masonry, and nimble-footed enough
to still try to take the credit for it after-
wards.

Jesse Armstrong is a UMass .student.

Publishers set high book prices
Kelly Spang's article, "Students

shocked by textbook prices [Collegian,
Sept. 11]," is yet another example of a
scantilyresearched andevenmore poorly
analyzed piece ofjournalism. She con-
cludes that the growing used-book in-

dustryis forcing financially hard-pressed
publishers to hike up textbook prices in
order to break even. Little does she
realize that the publishing giants en-
gage in fierce warfare with theiravowed
enemy, the entrepreneurial used-book
stores. Spang relays the publishing
industry's allegation that the student/
consumer's enemy is the local used-book
store, and she does so without consult-
ing used-book store owners. If one con-
sider the facts, a dramatically different
outcome emerges.

If anyone has helped to control the
sky rocketing prices of textbooks in
recent years, it has been used-book
stores. The pressure they apply has put
a check on the exorbitantly high mark-
ups appUed by most bookstores dealing
in new books.

Far from being innocent bystanders
in the textbook war, the publishers

have mounted an aggressive campaign
to put used-book stores out ofbusiness.
Noticehow often editions are "renewed."
Most science texts are "updated" every
couple of years, nullifying any market
share on the part of used-book stores; a
couple new graphs, new font to throw
off" the pagination and, boom, the text
goes up 10 bucks. The new edition cer-
tainly ensures that the fresh-off-the-

press texts furnished by the publishers
will sell. But at whose expense? Ifany-
thing, a new edition restricts choice on
the part of the consumer because the
text can only be found at the "desig-
nated" new-book store. The new-book
stores savor the opportunity, now aris-

ing every couple of years, to mark up
texts as high as 33 percent above the
suggested price.

Don't believe the publishing giants.
Doyou really think that prices would be
kept in check if they were granted the
oligopoly they are so ruthlessly seeking?
We know better than that. Let's face it:

competition benefits consumers.

Nick Zerbib
Amherst

If you write.
We opened up the mailbox today and found a

letter. We r^oiced, ran to a desk andprepared to
type.

But first, we tried to call theperson who wrote
it, and there was nophonenumberon the column.

So we called the Student Directory, who said
they couldn 't find anyone by that name.

We searched the entire Pioneer Valley.

Apparently, we had a mystery writer. Accord-
ing to the powers in control, the writer didnt
exist.

Ifyou don't exist, neither does your letter.

We would really like to print your letters, but
you need to sign your name, your cuidress and
your phone number. It's the right thing to do.

Really.

PoHceman s sexist comments were not 'friendly'
I am writing in response to the letter by Jennifer Fazzi

fCollegian , Sept. 18J which essentially defended the sexist
remarks of two University police officers.

I applaud Evelyn De Jesus' column [Collegian, Sept.
15], which sheds hght on the fact that pohceMEN are not
different than other men in regards to their ignorance
about issues of women's oppression. I would like equally
to thank Ms. Fazzi for her remarks, which remind me that
many women still need to be educated about why some
comments are sexist and why they cannot be tolerated.

It is clear that a remark like the one made by these two
officers perpetuates and breeds ignorance and the op-
pression of women.

Whether or not the police officers were attempting to
help, the factofthe matter is that they initially approached
Ms. DeJesus because she was cursing, which is something
a "proper woman" would never do.

F— proper! NO ONE, not even a cop, has the right to
tell a woman how she should express herself

Part ofachieving equality for women means breaking
the kinds of 19th century "women are pure and frail"
stereotypes which are still used by men today to control
women's speech and actions.

I highly doubt that the police officers would have
approached a man who was cursing and said, "Such a
handsome man. and with that mouth." The University
should clearly institute an educational program for all
our campus security and law enforcement officials

To Evelyn De Jesus. I say. Thank you." To Jennifer
Fazzi. I can only suggest that you open your eyes and take
a few more women's studies classes.

Melanie DeSilva
Northeast
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Jewish Jokes
and What
They Show
About

Don't miss this

"electrifying," "witty,"

"inimitable," "poignant,"

and "totally captivating"

speaker!!!

the

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES
WILL BE CLOSED TO

THE PUBLIC

MONDAY
SEPTEMBER 21, 1992

Jews.

Author & Lecturer

JOSEPH
TELUSHKIN

Monday. Sept. 21, 7:30p.m.
Mahar Auditorium UMASS

General Public - $3 Student - Free

.

ADDITIONAL STAFF TIME IS NEEDED
FOR THE INTERNAL PROCESSING OF

FINANCIAL AID
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER

Regular office hours; from 10AM - 5PM will resume
on rues. Sept. 22, 1992

THANK YOG FOR
YOUR UNDERSTANDING

^

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

The Add/Drop deadline for Fall 1 992 Is

September 22nd at 9:00 PI^. You must complete
all of your Add/Drop changes on the telephone by
that time In order to avoid late add procedures or
"W" drops.

To avoid busy signals, please complete
Add/Drop as early as possible. Do not wait until

the last minute, or you may not be able to get
through to the system.
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Mr. Lupo
Singles out
funny flick
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Whenever movies about relationships try to
show that they're not all fairy tales and happy
endings, it inevitably gives us that happy ending,
inflating the audience with hope that there is,
somewhere, someone that belongs with us. Singles
did that to me. It also made me laugh at the sight
gags and marvel at the crisp writing, enjoy the
great performances of the actors and sing along
with the soundtrack.

Sitigles, the new film by Cameron Crowe who
virrote Fast Times At Ridgemont High and directed
the intelligent teen comedy (isn't that a contradic-
tion in X^rms) Say Anything, tells the story ofearly
twentysomethings trying to find love and make it

in the world (any resemblance to Melrose Place is
strictly coincidental).

There'sCampbell Scott(LongtimeCompanion ), an
employee with the Department ofTransportation in
Seattle who hates (but always ends up) playing the
game. He meets a woman played by Kyra Sedgwick
(Bom on the Fourth ofJuly) who finally has a place
to herself, a woman whose idea of commitment
involves garage door openers. They've both been
burned before yet fall in love anyway.

Another couple is played by Bridget Fonda
(Single White Female), an aspiring architect who
works as a waitress with Matt Dillon (remember
him?), the horrible lead singer of Citizen Dick, a
band that's "big" in Europe (They love us in Bel-
gium and Italy") but not in America. Basically, he
doesn't appreciate her, even after she almost gets
breast enlargements to please him.

Othercharacters include Sheila Kelley as awoman
who pays a guy (Batman director Tim Burton in a
cameo) 20 bucks to film her (hilarious) computer
date video. There's also a good bit with Peter Horton,
the guy who played Gary on thirtysomething,
spoofing his sensitive TV character.

The characters go through all sorts of mini-
crises, some truly funny and others just a little

melodramatic. S/n^/es 'strength is in the little truths
it displays regarding today's relationships: the
hurt, the love and the laughter (oh great, I sound
like the back of a bad paperback romance novel).
It's only fault perhaps is that the resolutions come
full circle too neatly and you get the feeling that all
the trouble in these people's relationships are over
once the credits roll.

However, most of Singles is very funny and
cleverly written. Writer-director Crowe reportedly
spent two and a halfyears bummingaround Seattle
in preparation for this movie. It shows up on screen
when those little truths I was talking about turn

Turn to SINGLES, page 10
I

Words and Pictures 2:
The scoop on where to buy comics in the Valley
By KIP MANLEY
Colleg^ian Correspondent

This is generally intended to be a column reviewing the
comics themselves, but I thought it might be wise to devote
some space to letting you know where to find what I'm
tellingyou to take a look at. Comics are popping up all over
the place, from spin-racks in Waldenbooks, to newsstands
in qmrkier music stores—next to the magazines about the
latest grunge bands that are too hip to ever be popular. But
following the logic which states that books are to be found
in bookstores and groceries in grocery stores, the best place
for hunting down comics is the comics store.

By anybody's best guess, there are over 5,000 comic
stores scattered across the country, and the Valley is
certainly has its share. So, here's a guide to the three
comics stores in the area which are easily reachable by
PVTA buses from the UMass campus. We'll take them in
alphabetical order.

That makes Crossroads Comics and Gaines first.
Crossroads is also the largest and nearest of the three
stores, being located under the D'Angelo's sub shop and
the Chips ice cream parlor at 48 North Prospect Street in
downtown Amherst. "I would have to say our selection is
our strongest point," said John Wrisley, who along with
George Brace owns and operates the store. "We stock a lot
of independents and adult books and graphic novels
more than most stores— for the college crowd, for older,
more literate people. And we have the largest back-issue
selection in the area."

He isnt wrong. Crossroads uses its large space well,
with more shelf and bin space than the other stores,
allowing them to display more comics. Sometimes, how-
ever, this space is used to spread out more issues of the
more popular titles, and titles without such broad appeal
are stacked on top ofeach other on the shelves, hidingthem
from the roving eye of the browsing consumer. Browse
more deeply, though. You will be rewarded. Crossroads
does have the largest selection of comics in the area.

In addition to comics, Crossroads also offers role-
playing and war games, trading cards, and storage sup-
plies for the serious collector, and has Japanimation and
genre movies for rent.

Lance's, on the other hand, carries comics, comics.

and nothing but comics. "My store — it's for comics
readers," says Lance Majkowski, owner and sole propri-
etor. "I'm not a collector, I'm a reader— I hope the books
that go out with you are books you enjoy."

Lance's is located under a really nifty logo at 185 Main
Street in Northampton. The store is small, but well-
stocked, and while he doesn't have a lot ofshelfspace, he
does his best to use it well, separating comics by publisher
for the browser and being democratic about allotting
space to each title.Tm very concerned about givingBf«y
and Veronica or Naughty Bits as much shelfspace as the
Amazing Spiderman," said Majkowski. "I don't think
comics are just Hulk or Spiderman or Superman."
Same Bat Channel, in the Hampshire Mall, is part

of a growing phenomenon — the chain comics store.
There are a total of six Bat Channel stores (one of which
is located in the Holyoke Mall, also reachable by PVTA
buses). "Despite appearances, we're not a McComics store,"
says Steve Longpre, the manager ofthe Hampshire store.

"We have the best customer service," says Nick
Moscato, assistant manager — "we're people who know
what we're talking about." When you enter the store you
notice the recommendations everywhere — it seems
everybody has a favorite comic and is more than willing
to share it with you. "We're trying to do our best to tailor
to the differing tastes of people," says Longpre. "We have
a lot of repeat customers and we get to know them well."

The Bat Channel is the smallest ofthe stores in terms
of display space, but they have the best method of dis-
playing their comics — racks with clear plastic fronts
that keep the comics from wear and tear. Still, they have
the smallest selection as well, and the visibility of less
popular titles is often sacrificed for more display space for
the bigger-selling superheroes.

But even knowing where the stores are and what
they're like won't make things easy. The Comics industry
ruthlessly follows Gresham's Law: the bad, drives out the
good. The comics that sell the most and therefore the
comics that get the most exposure are predominately the
adolescent superhero soap operas, while the better stuff
is less popular. Retailers often order only enough of the
better comics to satisfy their regular customers, so as to
leave money and space free for their cash cows, which
means they frequently sell out.

Hatfield's voice is her power
By TONY WESTCOTT
Collegian Staff

The first songon former Blake Babies memberJuliana
Hatfield's first solo album is titled Everybody Loves Me
But You. I cannot speak for the "you" she is referring to
in the song but appropriately enough, everyone who
knows of Hatfield does indeed love her.

The first thing that hits you is her voice. Hatfield has
a naturally high-pitched voice that can convey playful-
ness, despair oranger and it always rings true. She steals
the show with the backup vocals she contributes to the
Lemonheads' most recent album. It'sA ShameAbout Ray.
And ifyou thought Harriet Wheeler ofThe Sundays did
sensuous well, you'd better be at the Iron Horse Tuesday
night.

The

Secondly, Hatfield's songvmting since she formed The
Blake Babies in the late '80s has amounted to an impres-
sive source from which she should draw a faultless concert
ofspell-binding tunes. Old Blake Babies favorites such as
"Nirvana" and "I'm Not Your Mother" and new gems from
"Hey Babe" will make believers out ofanyone with an ear
for tuneful songs about the intricacies of relationships.

Undercutting Hatfield's songs is a sharp guitar style
that confidently veers at times into dissonance. Indeed,
Hatfield is prone to flail on her axe like guitar heavy Bob
Mould, whom she cites as an influence or pommel a bass
like Firehose's Mike Watt, who makes a cameo on "Hey
Babe." It's no wonder why everyone loves Juliana Hatfield
so how about "you?"

Juliana Hatfield will perform at The Iron Horse
Tuesday Sept. 22 at 7 p.m. Tickets $6.50 Adv.

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

The Bewitched Book
Herbie J. Pilato
Delta

Popular culture is a tricky thing. One
person's dearest memories are another's
trash. Is television our instant culture or
arewejust a generation ofrerun-watching,
channel-changingcouch potatoeswho can't

name our first five presidents but can
name all the Brady kids (includingOhver )?

That reasoning seems to be behind The
Bewitched Book, a nauseatingly 300 page
guide to "TVs most magical supernatural
situation comedy."

Author Herbie J. Pilato (who is touted
as probably "the world's foremost authority
on the "Bewitched" television series" —
what a distinction ) recounts everything to

do with the ABC siteom that ran from
1964 to 1972. The storywas simple:modem
day witch Samantha (Elizabeth Mont-
gomery) marries mortal ad-exec Darrin
(Dick York and Dick Sargent— 111 get to

that whole thing later), who forbids her to

use her magic powers.

The plot for every episode was just

about the same. They involved Samatha
trying not to use her magic powers. But

either some other witch (her mother
Endora, Agnes Moorhead, her evil look-
ahke cousin Serena, etc.) or some pesky ad
campaign Darrin was working on would
screw somethingup and she would have to
fix it. Okay, so maybe it wasn't so simple.

According to this book, "Bewitehed"was
quite popular in its day and was nominated
for 22 Emmy awards. Although the show
won several awards for supporting players
and direction, the program (as well as
Montgomery) continually lost. "Bewitehed"
once lost to "The Monkees" for best comedy
series. Wow, what a contest.

Pilato provides so many idiosjmcracies
ofa show that doesn't seem really worthy
of it. The Bewitched Book includes stories
ofthe show's inception (it began filming on
the day of JFK's assassination — quick!
call OHver Stone), a complete 254 episode
guide, biographies of the stars, an "en-
chanted lexicon" ofthe program's popular
phrases, all ofDarrin's ad accounts and as
if anyone cares, a discography (which in-

cludes "Bewitehed"-related songsby Peggy
Lee and Lawrence Welk).

The big question that came up while
reading thJs competently written and
photo-filled book was WHY? "Bewitehed"
wasn't exactly groundbreaking. Although
Pilato cites several episodes that dealt
with racism and prejudice (Samantha

actually exclaims, "I belong to the great-
est minority of them all. . . I'm a witeh!")
and pointing out that Darrin and Sam did
in fact have a mixed marriage, mostly the
show was about the trials and tribulations
of . . twitching one's nose.

COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES TELEVISION

Elizabeth Montgomery and Dick York from
Bewitched.

The overwhelming amount of exhaus-
tive information packed in The Bewitched
Book does actually serve a purpose, ifonly
to solve

once and for all the controversy over the
two Darrins. To save you the money, here
the scoop: Dick York (the first Darrin ) was
filming a movie with Gary Cooper in 1959
when he hurt his back terribly during a
stunt. When he returned to "Bewitched"
that season, the pain eventually forced
him to miss twelve episodes and then to be
replaced by Dick Sargent in 1969. York
was known as the "neurotic, hyperactive
Darrin" while Sargent was tagged the
"kinder, gentler" Darrin.

With that burning issue out ofthe way,
do we really have to know the Stephens'
three different telephone numbers or that
Tabitha wears Poughkeepsie woolen socks
in episode 55 or even that two of Darrin's
most hard to get accounts were the "Fuzz
Doll" and Top Tiger Cologne?

The Bewitched Book is harmless and I

suppose it fills a void somewhere in the
publishing world. But the problem is that
"Bewitehed" itselflacked the campy kitsch
that say, "The Brady Bunch" thrives on
and would provide a reason for a book.
Goofy kids in plaid bell bottoms were al-
ways more interesting than some witeh
twisting her nose anyway.
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out to be universal truths. Though the characters
in Singles i>&iT offjust a tad too perfectly, it leaves
hope for the rest of us.

The actors in Singles make it one ofthe best acted
films I ve seen recently. The couples work because
the chemistry between the actors work. Campbell
Scott plays the nice guy without being plastic Kyra
Sedgwickhas away ofworking through her emotions
without the theatrics.

Singles targets the college and post-college au-
diences in much the same way Fast Times did with
high schoolers. It struck a nerve with me because
I m a sucker for happy endings in films that deserve
them. Singles is one of those movies.
Grade: B-f

COLLEGIAN

Cast your ballot with
Redford's Candidate

Wurst and sauerkraut arc just two of the treats you'll savor
at the Hofbrauhaus Alpine Festlvall Enjoy light and dark
Bavarian beer on tap, or make a lunch or dinner reservation
for an elegant meal, with rousing

Alpine music by the Stratton ^
Mountain Boys. Big E admis- .

sk)nlsjUSt$«foradults,or$5 I

after 5 pm. New England's Great State Fair

Now through Sept. 27 • West Springfield. MA

BIGE!

By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

It's been done before. Actors leaving
Hollywood's glitter for Washington D.C.'s
power. Ronald Reagan is the most notice-
able one. Clint Eastwood and Sonny Bono
both ran for mayor in their respective
cities. But guess who's decided to join the
bunch by running in the California Demo-
cratic Primary for U.S. Senate: actor
Robert Redford.

It may be hard to picture Redford as a
political candidate today. However, ifyou
turn the clock back to good 'ol 1972 by
renting The Candidate this is exactly what
you'll get.

The Candidate captures the young
blond Redford with bushy Elvis-like side-
burns. In addition, Redford's face is virtu-
ally wrinkle free unlike the '90s Redford
face which has been captured recently on
film in Sneakers, a film that may be able to
launch Redford back into the mainstream
of A-list stars. Redford is also currently
profiled in the September issue ofEsquire
magazine.

Redford plays laviryer Bill McKay who

believes every woman should have a right
to a safe and legal abortion. With the click
ofthecameraand a break for scriptchanges,
Redford's character is thrust into a cam-
paign for a seat in California's Senate.

Redford appears in the film looking
like Dan Quayle sporting sideburns, not
too different than those worn by the stars
of "Beverly Hills, 90210." Despite the
similarities in appearance to our vice
president, McKay is no dummy.

The movie should have been titled The
Campaign because the story is more about
how he campaigns than about his actual
character. Another likely title could have
been The PoliticalPuppet . because McKay
is being instructed how to answer ques-
tions and smile. He is also shown playing
ball with kids to show that he can have fun
outside the office.

Art mocks as well as imitates life in The
Candidate. The Hollywood/Washington
connection is shown by having fictional
McKay meet real-life actress NatalieWood.
In another scene, a girl thrusts herselfat
McKay. The crowd is so excited to see
McKay that it reminded me of when The
Beatles landed at airports.

ULMjUiiniii. i „ .. u„ ,,,<„ ^ "'''"'"'""''
I'.' "'7

MASSACh\LAsems
SHOlOKftN

^

News

«<r

MWF 7:oo^:oopan
TOT lOl

any quefa, call 8Ri 549-1

Sports

Arts

Make the most
of your

retirement years.
To make the most of your retirement in the future you

need to make the most of your retirement plan today.
At our free seminar, we'll show you an extraordinary new

Investment opportunity for your 403(b) plan. Through the
IVlerrili Lynch Retirement Selector*" Account you can investm an exteasive selection of Merrill Lynch mutual funds You
also have the flexibility to move in and out of the funds as
your hnancial objectives or the economy changes.
And to help you make your investment decisions a

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant will work with you to de-
termme your individual financial situation and expectations
Uarn more about how the Retirement Selector Account

can help you make the most of your 403(b) plan by attending
our free semmar. To reserve your place, call one of the ^
numbers below or return the coupon below.

DATE: Thursday. September 24th

TIME: 7:30 -9:00 a.m.

PLACE
: Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst

(continental breakfast will be served.)

SPEAKERS: Michael P. SaraynsU, Jr. and
Kate Rutherford,

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultants

RSVP: 4 13-78S4 100 or 1-800-28*4)445

Ed/Op

Lunch

Mill (o: McrrIN Lynch
1331 Main Stnti. Spflngneld, MA 01 103, AttK IMM/MS4

D No. I cannot itlend. but would Ilk* to nc^J^^^^ .., .
""(»)

MmID Lynch R»ll«n«nt Sel«:to«W*^ """ '"'°"~«'<>n .bout Uw

Name

BuslncM Phone ( )_

Hom« Phone C )

.AddrcM.

. City

.

Slat*

nn^lfcVK; '^" "• "•• "•"• -i^^JJi^i^..':^

The
Collegian
brings
you
what
you're

looking for.

19,000 times
a day.

(We won't
actually

ManillLyncli
A tradition of trust.

you lunch,
we'll just
tell you

what it is.)
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The chancellor had a very nice dinner for
me. I really eryoyed every bit of it.

But you can't go around at my age
saying "your life has changed." I go feed
the same cats. Dealing with the same
neighbors. I'm still trying to write a poem.
It's as hard as it ever was. So I tell you, you
would be better offaskingmy mother.*But
don't you dare. My mother would say, "ah,
that's great." She would truly love it. Pa-
pers were calling her. My senior high
school English teacher had a photo the
size of a whole page in the newspaper.
They interviewed her. They didn't call me.

So there has been some peripheral fun
too.

Actuallymy dear, dear long-time friend
the poet Charles Simic, who teaches over
at UNH

I University of New Hampshire!
won the Pulitzer two years ago. So I re-
membered a little of the stuff he had told
me. He said, "my God you hear from ev-
erybody." And it's true. Your phone goes
nuts for a short time. Your mail goes wild
for a short time. You hear from people you
haven't heard from over 40 years ago.

In fact the Pulitzer Prize scared me. I

thought, "you know, this is really great. I

didn't expect this, but if it in any way gets
in the way of my vmting. That's going to
be a sad thing. Because I am really happy
with my writing now."
Do you look at your work?

I don't sitaroimd readingmyown books.
But if I did, I probably would be saying,
"gee, you seem kinda depressed here and
here you don't." But I don't think that's an
interesting issue for the writer. Moods are
particularly transient.

When will your book be out?
I am not at all trying to rush it. No

reason to. It's pretty close to being finished,
but I want it to be right. The soonest will
be a year and a half.

How do you pick your topics?
Least interesting part of the poet's job

should be quote, "pick topic." You don't
really pick topics. More interesting part is
how and thenyou address them. You think,
"well, all right this really interesting thing
happened to me that will make a good
poem." It doesn't work that way.

Language has to keep discovering the
harder poem and you don't know where it
is going to end up. But ifyou start out with
an anecdote or an opinion, that's not in-
teresting. What's interesting is just start
somewhere and let the discovery continue.
So a poem can be a series of discoveries.
They start with a piece of language, al-
most something that seems almost be-
yond words. It is something you can't
name. It is something that's haunting
you; a feeling, a way of being.
How did you get involved in poetry?
Little bit of a mystery to me. I don't

know. I guess one day I

felt the urge to write a poem down and
then I realized that it was going to take a

while to do that. It is very exciting. It
changed my life.

How old were you at the time?
I was 17 years old.

Where did you go to college?
I was an undergraduate at a little

state school in Kansas and, then, I went to
che University of Iowa for grad school.

What did you study?
Literature and philosophy. Well, I think

I was faking it on the philosophy part. Ah,
I concluded that after takingabout 40 hours
worth of classes. I realized I didn't under-
stand about two-thirds of it. There were
certain philosophers, who I guessyou could
say were more literary, and so I could enjoy.
I like Schopenhauer, Kierkegaard. De-
lightful mad men. I took a year in a course
in peripatetics philosophy.

What is that?

All the Greeks that came before
Socrates-Epicurus, Thales, Anaximander.

I was mostly off doing my own reading
all the time. Once I got started, I really
discovered books in a serious way. And in
my undergraduate school. I was lucky in
that teachers just sort of let me alone.
They knew I was working. Pretty sweet
that way.

What poet do you look up to?
American poet William Carlos Wil-

liams. I felt he truly had the ear for
American speech and modern life. I write
very differently than him.

What advice would you give to college
students?

Student
continued from page 1

"That's too bad," was the reply
Blattman said she received from the
Continuing Education department and
Health Services. Blattman contacted
the Ombuds Office, who got the Uni-
versity to agree not to force her to pay
the bill in the summer either.

"Mary Wardwell (the Assistant
Ombudsperson) was the first person
who really listened to what I said and
didn't act like I was crazy," said
Blattman.

"There's no set rules," said Blattman.
"There's nothingyou can't get around if

you know the right people and the

Ombuds Office knows the right people."
Blattman said she has learned that

she has to struggle in the world and to
question authority.

"Without the Ombuds Office, this
whole thing would have gotten lost —
the knots just get so high." said
Blattman.

"Nothing is set in stone unlessyou let

it be—and theOmbuds OflBce helpsyou
get around positions," said Blattman.
"It's a really great place to go."

Blattman said it's important for stu-
dents not to accept University policy as
the law, comparing the University to a
big creature. "But it doesn't have to be."

alcohol
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First and foremost you should read ev-
erything, just everything. Just keep read-
ing. The great thing about when you are
young, when you start to read you find that
one book really leads to another. You really
don't have to have a teacher or somebody
say, "111 give you this reading," because all

you gotta do is find one good book. You find
that one good book. It's going to be telling
you ought to be reading this other book in
some way. That's how I experienced it.

Finally read anything of any quality
there is. The great thing about a poet is

everything is your business.
Eventually, it is important to find other

people to show things to. Don't be inter-
ested in only your own v/ork. You have
gotta respect other poets.

You get humble when you look around.
There is a lot of great writing out there.

/ know this is a hard question, but how
would you describe your writing?

I am open to a full range of emotions
and range of expressions. And, they
sometimes can exist within the same poem.
I've always liked imagery that's always a
part of it too. Creating something that
does not quite exists before, and therefore
makes you see something fresh and excit-
ing;. I don't dislike my work because that's
as indulgent as sitting around saying it's

wonderful. I don't think I am wonderful
and I don't think I am horrible. 1 do think
I have a lot ofwork I have to do, and I want
to make it the best I can make it. That's
always the point. Make it the bestyou can.

continued from page 1

conjunction with football games.
A group ofUniversity officials traveled

to the University's first game of the year
at Delaware, to see how the University of
Delaware runs its popular tailgating
events.

Tailgating practices at other schools

including the University of Connecticut,
Villanova, Holy Cross, and the University
of New Hampshire were also studied by
various University officials, includingJohn
Nitardy, director of athletic development.

University officials will monitor the
experimental policy on a continuing basis
as the football season progresses.

Recycle this
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La Cucina di

^inoccfiio
nZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-41 1

LASAGNA
—

^M^*IMaslrrCard
1

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 1 1 :30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 11:30am to 3:00am
Sun. 11:30am to 1:00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only. ^tJSM^

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

j
Any 2 Calzones

I

for $7.00
I Pick-up or delivery only

[
Expires May 31, 1993

^ _ __ ,j
Valid at Amherst location only

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

I
TWIN SPECIAL

2 Large Cheese Pizzas

! $12.50
I Any Topping $1.25 more
I

Pick-up or delivery only
I

Valid at Amherst location only
I

Expires May 31, 1993

II

II

II

II

II

$1.00 OFF
II any Medium Pizza
II

II

11

II

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993
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Perfect weekend for field hockey
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

All in all, you could say it was a pretty

good weekend for the University of Mas-
sachusetts field hockey team.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen (5-0)

upset No. 5 North Carolina 1-0 at

Northeastem's Parsons Field, coming out
strong in the first halfand holdingon after

an early second half penalty corner goal

by Ainslee Press.

UMass destroyed Bucknell 6-0, thanks
to two-goal efforts by Press and Jenn
Salisbury.

While Sunday's win was no surprise to

anyone, Saturday's upset ofthe Tar Heels
was the biggest win yet for the
Minutewomen.

"Saturday's game was a really intense

one," Press said. "We knew we were the
underdogs going in, and I think thatwas an
advantage because we had nothing to lose."

UMass controlled play for the first 20

minutes of the first half Saturday. North
Carolina came back, fighting UMass tooth

and nail the rest of the way and making
life miserable for goalie Philippa Scott.

"Scottie had a great game," said UMass
coach Pam Hixon. "We tried not to give up
anything too dangerous, and when we did,

she was right there to answer the call."

Hixon said her team rose to the occa-

sion against the Tar Heels, who were
without two players cun-ently on national

Under 21 field hockey teams.

"I knew I didn't have to worry about our
team being ready to play," Hixon said.

"We owned them for the first 20 minutes of

the game, but we just couldn't bang it

home. In the second half, the game evened
out but we continued to execute well.

The UMass goal came at 28:22 in the

second half when Holly Hockenbrock
passed in on a penalty corner to Salisbury,

who passed to Press for the goal. With the

1-0 lead, the Minutewomen simply held
on for the remainder of the second half
and grabbed an upset win.

Massachusetts came outjust as strong
on Sunday against the overmatched
Bucknell squad, netting four goals in a
span of 13 minutes. When Press missed
the first ofher two penalty stroke chances
three minutes into the game, it looked like

the game would be one missed scoring

opportunities for UMass.
But at 30:20, Salisbury scored on a pass

from Natalie Hart in the aftermath of a

trick penalty corner by the team. Salisbury

fought past the Bucknell defense all

throughout the first half, putting in the

rebound ofa Danielle Borges' shot at 24:15

and giving the Minutewomen a 2-0 lead.

Press added two goals of her own, one
on a blistering shot from just outside the

circle, and another on a wrist shot on her
second penalty stroke at 7:35 which made

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 15
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Refrigerator

Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

Amherst

Laundromai
Open 7 days
Kam-9pin

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

nl

USTRftVEL
at the Campus Center

Your Complete Travel Planning Specialist
• Domestic & International Airline Reservations • Hotel, Rental Car & Rail Reser\'ations •

• 24 Hour F.mergeno- Service • Group Travel Specialists • Escorted Tours • Discounted Cruises •

• Discounted Vacation Packages •

Featuring Maestro-The Revelutionary automated reservation system which
continually checks prices to secure the lowest fares.

Please Stop in and Meet Our Staff
Over 700 Offices Worldwide545-1700 545-2900

CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COaEGIAN
Co-captain Kathy Phelan and the University of Massachusetts field hockey team captured

a perfect weekend with victories over North Carolina and Bucknell.

CR IX
Earn 3 Graded
Credits Tutoring

Student Athletes

wsm

Call:

545-4379 ~or~ 545-2919

MM MMMM wm

3-D's

EVERY COLLEGE STUDENT
SHOULD KNOW

Da Bears

D.P. Dough

Delta Upsilon

D.P. Dough Sponsors

OPEN RUSH at

DELTA UPSILON
as the Chicago Bears

face the New York Giants

on Monday Night Football

778 N. Pleasant Street

549-3831 • 8-9pm Massachusetts Avenue

RUSH DELTA UPSILON
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B^BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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Tensions mount on the Lewis and Clark expedition.

DARBY By JOHN Mclaughlin
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Quote of the Day
"I cannot and will not cut my conscience to

fit this year's fashions."

- Lillian Hellmcm

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CAST OF THOUSANDS
GOODMORNING.

SWIFTS. I AM
PROF^SGCR
mSTROM

By BARRY DEUTSCH

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19): Dis-

play a positive attitude andm impor-

tant relationship will turn around. A
preoccupation with your health lades

as you l)egin to teel l)etter. Get out

and socialize niore.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Watch your step when dealing with

hard-to-please authority figures. Pro-

jecting an aura ol coniidence will gel

you a Iront-row seal at an important

meeting.

GEMINI (May 21-)une 20):

< Change is inevitable. Slarwise, there

is no reason lor you to fear the tulure.

Although the love bo^t sail& under
cloudy skies at times, it will not sink.

Have laiih.

CANCER Oune 21-july 22): It is

time to rethink your priorities and
review the direction your lite is tak-

ing. Let past mistakes guide, not dis-

courage, you. Newfound resources

help you gel a pel project launched.

LEO duly 21-Aug. 22): You have
more energy than in recent days.

Tackle a com()licaled projet t you have
Ijeen postponing. Protect a romantic
dinner from interrupt ionsor uninvited

guests.

VIRCO(Aug. 2J-Sepl. 22): Avoid
dwelling on a recent dis(X)inlmenl.

Concentrate on winning - the (xlds

are in your lavf)rl Your personal ap-

peal is at an all-lime high. Plan a

romantic interlude.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. IIV. Finan-

cial worriescan overshad<jw all other

concerns. Refuse to tret alx)ul matters

lieyond your control. A chance en-

counter could lead lo a proniable

business venture!

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov. 21>:

Examine a relationship that is going
nowhere. Thinking tilings through
ensures that you will not jump to

conclusions or rush off in the wrong
direction.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2 1 ): Your new sell-esleem enhances
every aspect of your lile. Review your
goals l>elofe making any sudden
moves. Family memliers should Ix-

consulted on iJomestic issues.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 191:

Better results will be obtained once
you learn to go with the ilow. A
loophole will help you gel out of a

contract if you so desire. Listen to

your conscience.

AQUARIUS (|an. JO-Feb 18):

Your partner may be more v(x al than

usual today. Play the wailing ganie in

both business and romance. Il a legal

mailer reaches a stalemate, the delay

could work in your lavor.

PISCES iFeb. l'»-March JOi: A
set ret that isrevealed now makes you
whistle Willi surprisel Your luck

changes lor llie better. Belore buying
a car or expensive jewelry, put some
money .iway lor a rainy day.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

MORT! By SUZANNE PALMER
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Sarah Levesque

PhotoTechnician Evan Lieberman

Production Supervisor Lisa jezcM^ki

Production Michele Bakis,

Matt Schmill, Mike Carvalho

LUNCH
Sloppy joe

Grilled Chicken

BASICS LUNCH
Tofu Sloppy Joe

Grilled Chicken

Menu
DINNER

Roast Turkey

Southern Fired Steak

BASICS DINNER
Veggie Stew

Roast Turkey

ACROSS
1 Eban of Israel

5 Seal

10 Yesterday's
roast, today

14 Attire

15 Pavarolti. lor

one
16 Repeat
1

7

Certain poems
18 Proportion

19 War god
20 Types
22 DC lime ione
23 Went by car

24 Snoozes
26 Assay
28 Orders
32 Wine bottle

size

36 Carry on
vocally

37 Cupid
39 Challer
40 Saroyan s "My

Name Is
—

"

41 Dashes
43 Roman poet
44 Award
46 Cry
4 7 Ridge
48 Hunter
50 Cold symptom
52 Way out

54 Bread spread
55 Knocks
58 Actress Arthur

60 Contacts, eg
64 Srnell —
65 Sew loosely

67 Type of picl<le

68 Part of HOUSES
69 Willow

70 First name in

mysteries
71 Gourmet treat

72 Treetop sights

73 Understand

DOWN
1 Staring

2 Invited

3 British gun

4 Willi 10 Down
lovers adage

5 Harnessed
6 British repast
7 Stakes
8 Damp
9 For the time

being

10 See 4 Down
1

1

Peak Comb
form

12 Outbuilding

13 Stockings
21 Scottish

enplorer

25 Word with boss
or vote

27 Tree fluid

28 B,ibies'

transports

29 Street show
30 Escape
31 Painful spots
33 Part of USNA
34 Practical

35 Ancient

Persians

38 Office VIP

42 Babies, at

times

45 Barker who
played Tarzan

49 Gift wrap item

51 Charge
53 Pester

55 Highway exit

56 Diva's forle

57 Treaty

59 Sale agreement
61 Your majesty'

62 A Fitzgerald

63 Luge
66 Asian holiday

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Enrich your life.

Enhance your life.

Enjoyyour life,

• Take a course for UMass credit (over 100 of them!)

• Take a two- or three-week workshop to add spice to

your life (nearly 100 different choices!)

• Enroll in a program specialized for your career needs.

• Find out about our Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)

degree.

REGISTER NOW through September 22

for UMass Division of Continuing Education

fall semester classes, workshops, and specialized

programs.

For more information, call S4S*24I4.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

A quality education at affordable prices!

In the Fall 1992 Revised Schedule of Courses, The General Education Course Listing on Page 15 incorrectly
lists Analytical Reasoning Courses (Tier 2); the courses under this listing are actually Tier 1 (Basic Math
Skills) courses.

The courses listed under Basic Math Skills (Tier 1) are actually Analytical Reasoning (Tier 2) courses.

The correct listings are as follows:

Rl - BASIC MATH SKILLS

(TIERl)

MATH Oil

MATH OilA
MATH 01 IX
MATH 102

MATH 104

MATH 104G
MATH 104M
MATH 104N

ELEMENTAKf ALGEBRA
ELEMENTARY" ALGEBRA
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
ANAL GEOM&TRIGONMTRY
ALO/ANALY GEOM/TRIG
ALG/ANALY GEOM/TRIG
ALG/ANALY GEOM/TRIG
ALG/ANALY GEOM/TRIG

R2 - ANALYTICAL REASONING
(TIER 2)

CH E 226 FUNDAMENTALS
COINS 102 COMPUTER & SOCIETY
COINS 105 COMPUTER LITERACY
COINS 105G COMPUTER LITERACY
COINS 106K COMPUTER LITERACY
COINS 105X COMPUTER LITERACY
COINS 121 INTR PRB SOLV W/COMP
COINS 187 PROG W/DATA STRUCTRS
EDUC 1 817 COMPUTER USE IN TEAC
ENVDES 597A SPTPC-COMP&ENV DES
LING 201 INTRO LING THEORY
MATH 113 MATH-ELEM TCHRS I

MATH 121 LINEAR METH&PROB BUS

MATH 1210
MATH 121R
MATH 121W
MATH 121X
MATH 127

MATH 128

MATH i2gx
MATH 131

MATH 131N
MATH 1310
MATH 132

MATH 132H
MATH 135

MATH 233

MATH 233H
MATH 238

MATH 236

MATH 486

PHIL 110

PSYCH 240

PUBHL 540

PUBHL 640W
RES EC 211

SOCIOL 212
STATIS 111

STATIS 140

STATIS 501

STATIS 518
STATIS 516

LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
LINEAR METH&PROB BUS
CALC LIFE-SOC Sa I

CALC LIFE-SOC SCI n
CALC LIFE-SOC SCI I

CALC I

CALC I

CALC I

CALCn
CALCULUS n-HONORS
CALC VCOMP COMPNENT
MULTIVAR CALCULUS
MULTIVR CALCULUS-HNR
INTRO LIN ALG
LINEAR ALG W/APL PRG
MATH MODELLING
INTRO TO LOGIC
STATISTICS IN PSYCH
INTRO BIOSTATISTICS
INTRO BIOSTATISTICS
INTRO STATS/LIFE SCI
ELEM STATISTICS
ELEM STATISTICS
STATS FOR BUSINESS
METH APPLIED STATS
INTRO TO STATIS I

INTRO TO STATIS n

These courses are correctly annotated under the actual course
semester schedule.

listing in the booklet, as well as on your
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soccer
continued from poge 1

6

sideline for UMass, and drew the Rams goalie
way out of position. Doyle led Edelman to the
middle, where he took a shot on net. The ball came
back out to Edgerly, who sent the ball back at net,
and Johnson promptly put it past the diving URI
goalie.

UMass' final goal was junior Randy Jacobs'
fourth goal ofthe year, assisted by Steve Scott. It

was icing on the cake, as UMass sealed the victory
with Jacobs'goal.

The victory over Rhode Island puts UMass at
5-0, undefeated headinginto Wednesday's contest
against Dartmouth.

Jeff Crofts contributed to this game story.

Chalmers a hidden golf star

field hockey
continued from page 1

2

the score 4-0 in UMass' favor.

The only question going into halftime was whether
Press or Salisbury would net a hat trick first. Hixon
spoiled things by clearing the bench to give youngsters
some playing time.

Lewis, who saw last year's UMass squad jump out to
an 8-0 record, said after playing against this
Minutewomen team, the 1992 squad is better.

Asked if a Final Four appearance is possible for the
Minutewomen, Lewis repUed, "If they keep progressing
like they are now, I won't be surprised seeing them there.

By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

"There are a lot of hidden athletes at UMass," says
Shawn Chalmers.

Truer words were never spoken. Their names are not
Harper Williams or Don Caparotti, but Chalmers is
indeed among them. You probably haven't heard of her,
but the fifth-year senior Physical Education meyor and
Amherst native isone ofthe premier female golfamateurs
in New England, and she phes her trade for a school that
hasn't fielded a women's golf team since 1984.

Chalmers was a freshman at the University of Hart-
ford in 1988-89, then transferred to the University of
Massachusetts the following year.

"1 was really disappointed in the golf program [at
Hartford 1

," Chalmers said. Butwhy would she transfer to
a university that dropped its golfprogram five years ago?

Her reasoning excluded golf; it strictly concerned
academics.

"1 thought 1 might as well come back here [to Amherst/
UMass] and do it on my own and get the degree I want (in
Physical Education] because Hartford didn't have a P.E.
degree," Chalmers explained.

For the last three seasons, Chalmers has competed as
an individual against the five-member teams fielded by
schools in the region.

But itwas duringthissummer that the former standout
Softball pitcher at Amherst High School shot her greatest
lengths. Chalmers placed third in the New England

Amateur Open (74-78-78) held from July 7-9 at the
Crown Point Country Club in Springfield, Vermont. She
topped the field the first day with a +2 performance
before shpping to second in the middle day ofcompetition
and then to third on the final day.

"Wrong order," Chalmers sighed. It wasn't her only
taste ofsuccess in recent months. She also earned a 10th
place finish in the Eastern Amateur Open held at the
Hermitage Country Club in Richmond, Virginia.
Chalmers was in second place following Day 2, but a
couple of bad holes on Day 3 dropped her eight spots.

Aft«r she graduates next Spring, Chalmers will move
to West Palm Beach, Florida, and once she is settled, she
must prepare for some stiffnational competition in what
is known in golf circles as "qualifying school."

This is a series oftwo annual tournaments where the
top amateurs in the country square off seeking to earn
their Tour Card, the ticket to a spot on the LPGA Tour.
What does Chalmers think of her chances?

"1 don't know, rightnow 1 need a lotofwork," Chalmers
said. "I have to find the right teacher.

"

It's startling that Chalmers has enjoyed the success
she has. She did not begin golfing seriously until she
attended the UniversityofHartford. To that point, softball

was her forte. But her family is full of avid golfers who
drew her attention to the sport and she learned the game
from David Twohig, resident professional at the Amherst
GolfClub. She has never had a true coach. Can you think
of a successful professional in any sport for whom the
same can be said?
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Our 15th Year

1978 - 1993

CelebraUon
CK
tavern
AMHERST. MASS.

Anyone interested in running for OPEN HOUSE
COUNCIL POSITIONS in the Southwest area
should pick up nomination papers in the SWAG
office in Hampden.

Papers are due Tuesday 9/22.

Anyone interested in running for the office of

TREASURER to SWAG may also pick up
nomination papers in theSWAG office in Hampden

Questions? Phone 545-0960

Nightly Specials!
Monday - 10c Mozzarella Sticks

Tuesday - 10c Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings
Wednesday - 25c Cheese Pizza Sices
Thursday - 10c Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets

Our Weekly Drink Special

.

THE CHUCK BERRY
A Rockin' Drink. This One "Be Goode"

Frangelica; Chambord; Baileys

Irish Creme; Vodka; Milk.

This is served as a JUMBO Drink

Open 1 1 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC / VISA / AMEX Accepted • 549-5403

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACnVITIES

Franch Club
First Meeting
Tuesday 9/22/92

Third Floor Herter

Info. 546-7060

Italian Club Nlaating
Monday Sept. 21 at 7:30 PM.
Third Floor lourtge Herter

All Welcome
Questions? Call Benjamin 546-6110.

Turkish Studant Association
First Meeting
Thursday 24 8PM Campus Center

Rm. 805-09

ENTERTAINMENT

Any and All acts welcomel
If you can act sing do stand up play an
instrument etc. ...We want you OPEN
STAGE TUES NITES if you can entertain

call Pete or Judi at 549-1200 sign up at

9:30 pm.

FOR RENT

Fridga Rantal Fraa delivery 263-9742

HELP WANTED

Bsautiful ona badroom in

contemporary home
Near UMass
S400/mo
Call 545-16S2 or 586-2447

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•••CAMPUS REPS WANTED^^^
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993

The best rates and the biggest

commissions for more information call

800-395-WAVE

Earn $1,800 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars I ...

Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN 38018-

4000

English Tutor Naadad: Sutdent needs
helpin creative writing. Excallantpayl!
Debbie 546-2161

FOR SALE
Still Noad CradHs? Take a 3 credit re-

cycling class EDUC 2 354 schedule «

209311 TU 12:30 2.00 more info, call 545-

1153.

AUTO FOR SALE

1978VOLVOSTATIONWAGON (Chevy

Malibu 6 cyl.l Indestructable. High Miles.

Good tires. Some rust. Tape deck. S875.

367-9526 (15 minutes UMASSI.

Datsun 200*M 1982 5 speed manual,

am/fm cassette, air, 150,000 miles. 3750/

BO 665 4899

CAR FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette

56,000 miles

Well-maintained

Needs clutch work
S900/negotiable

549 7912

Computer KYBD-OMNI lOIPIuslBrand
new) 380, Monitor-B/W, Analog, S45
(g546 5698

Laptop computar Leading edge 386SX,
40 M Harddri ve, 1 .44 M 3.5 disk, 2M RAM,
Mouse, Modem, Dos5, Norton, Windows,
carrying case, software, used 3 months.
31,000 call 534-7115^

Liva Concarts Guns-N-Rosas, Many
more, buy, sell. Call Dave 546-3ii/5

Ouaan sz Watarbad 375 Ig dorm fridge

350 fender bass amp (75 watt) 3200 665-

2173

Rafridgarator - Brand naw 19X22X3 1

'

arm chairs, bookcases, rugs, etc.

549 1578

Exploding company saoks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,

earn bonuses, free car! Call Deb 253-

7502 Leave message

Entra S$S Extra $$$ Extra $$$ Looking
for delivery people to deliver the Boston
Globe on campus. Early a.m. hours,

Sunday-Friday, won't interfere with
classes. Have openings for positions with

or without vehicle. Please calljoe at 546-

3835 or 1 800 858 4275 ext. 2713

Minutaman Football
Several openings available In our
special group sales office. No exp.

necessary, hours are flexible.

Apply in person 9-5, M-F, Curry Hicks

"Cage", Event Room 1. See Susan
Gemmett. This is NOT a work study'

Poaca and Justica organization seeks
office assistant workstudy students.
Phone reception and general clerical

work. 10 hours per week; S5-S6 per hour.

Call Carolyn at 256-8306

Pionasring Publications it hiring
salespeople for TVTimes, Amherst's only

free TV listings guide. Call 549-1018 for

more information or send resumes to

Pioneering Publications. PC Box 6000,

Amherst, MA 1 004-6000

$252.50 Sail 50 Funny, College T-Shirts

and make 3252.50. No financial

obligation. Risk Fee program. Avg.
sales time-4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Call free 1-800-733 3265.

TRAVEL FREE! Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida! Best

commissions/free travel!

1 800 426 7710.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling. You're paid

direct. Fully guaranteed.

FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801 379 2900
Copyright » MA15KDH

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260.

"LEGAL HELP**

Questions about your leasa/sacuritv
deposit deductions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases? Questions

about the condition of your new house or

apartment? Contact the Legal Services

Center, 922 Campus Canter, 545-1995

LOST

• FOR SALE

• PERSONALS
•HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Tetha parvartwhowas roamingthe hallt

of Lewis on 9/1 1 : 1 hope your tawdry thrills

were worth the anguish the loss of my
favorite undies has inflicted. And not jusi

my anguish but nr d you, but the anguish
of all Lewis resi^.nts who
worshipped at r ly special silkies. What an
odd fetish you indulge in! Just remember
Panty Pervert I'm the only one who's
'Ready for Love' Big D

RIDE WANTED

Rida naadad to wore, on Thursday eve*.
Call Roni 546-4798,

Kays lost between Newman and Marhar
9/16. REWARD. Call 546-4714.

MUSICIANS

Load Guitarist wantad with the:

Moves of Presley, style of Harrison, Balls

of Richards, creativity of Clapton,

originality of Hendrix. volume of Page,

guts of Perry, flare of Frehley, rebellion of

Slash, and anger of Cobain.

Call Trodes 253 2904
(no wimps, perfectionists, or slaves to

covers need apply)

ROOMMATE WANTED
For rant: Room in house w/2 Grad stu-

dents in Millers Falls. 265.00/monlh inclu-

sive. Interested? Call Jeff or Nils at 659-
2526 after 6 PM

SERVICES

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or
support? Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Si,

Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-
6010

INSTRUCTION

Earn Cradit laam to Scuba Dive Basic

course, G09. Florida trip, G10. New
England Advanced Course, Gil. Basic

Classes start 9/14. For further info call

S452338.

PERSONALS

CBDo I wish you a Happy Birthday? Sure
I doM-ove^SB

Naw Norwogian Studants!
Vi oensker konlakt med nye norske
sludenter ring 5844 1 92 spoer etter bitten

Saptamber Lawn Spacial
Low maintenance chemical fee natural
creations landscape company
Valley and Hilliowns Call 296-4337

WRITING/EOITINGmiTORING Pub
lished auihor/edilor/teacher Help on pa-
pers/reports. Reasonable. 367 9526

EWE TUTOR, Eastern GHANA
Ghana student or faculty

Please help. Fee negotiable
Call 413 283 7651 ext. 269 or 285
or 413-596-3525 evenings.
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Sports
Minutemen beat Holy Cross for first win

CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts football team took home their first win of the season

yesterday, as the defense came up big in the 7-3 victory over Holy Cross.

By je;ff HOJLO
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - Not many people gave
the University ofMassachusetts Football

team much of a chance to beat the Holy
Cross Crusaders Saturday at Fitton field.

The Crusaders, who lost last w^eek to

Army, were still considered one of the
more imposing teams in division 1-AA but
thanks to a monstrous defense and a never-
say-die-attitude, the Minutemen squeaked
out a 7-3 victory to snap the Cross' 26-

game home unbeaten streak.

This is a huge win for the UMass
football program because a lot of people
thought we were dead," said a bloodied
and Gatorade covered, but elated head
coach Mike Hodges. The guys made play
after play all day long, especially the de-

fense, which did a great job and didn't

panic at all."

Indeed the defense was the story as
UMass scored their only points on a pass
interception by nose guard Ben Albert at

8:49 of the first quarter. Holy Cross
quarterback Andy Fitzpatrick dropped
back for a screen pass on his own 20 yard
line, but the UMas defense rushed the
play and Albert picked off the wobbly
pass, lumbering 17 yards for the Mass TD.

"We were looking for a screen on third
down - luckily, that's the play they ran,"
said Albert. "I just happened to be in the
right place at the right time."

Holy Cross' only points ofthe day came
at the begirming of the fourth quarter
after Orlando Cepero took the ball at his
own 44, bounced off a tackle and broke
down the right side to the Massachusetts
13 yard line.

The UMass defense was like a stone
wall, though, as they held the Crusaders
to a 32-yard field goal by Anthony Pignio
to cut the deficit to four. Fortunatly for

UMass, those were the last points Holy
Cross would score.

Playing big for the Minutemen were
defensive tackle Brian Corcoran, who had
11 tackles including one sack, outside

linebacker Scott Assencoa (8 tackles), and
inside linebacker Phil Latrigue (game high

12 tackles). It was outside linebacker Mario
Perry (three sacks) who^ame up the big-

gest late in the game, when, with the

Crusaders threatening to score (3:38 left

in the game), he sacked Fitzpatrick for a
loss on third down. In desperation, Holy
Cross went for it on fourth and 24, and
again itwas Perry who outran his defender
and sacked Fitzpatrick to seal the victory

for the Minutemen.
Their quarterback wasn't that mobile

and I just caught up to him," said Perry.

This victory feels great, though, especially
since the Holy Cross team was so cocky
and thought they would win easily coming
into the game."

On offense, redshirt freshman Rene
Ingoglia led the rushing attack with 19
rushes for 70 yards as well as the pass
receiving attack with two receptions for

11 yards. Ingoglia replaced the injured
Johnny Johnson midway through the
second quarter and was a workhorse the
rest of the game.

Holy Cross had other chances to score,

however. At the start ofthe second quarter,
with the ball on the UMass 10, Fitzpatrick

rolled left and chose to keep the ball. He
was hitjust shortofthe goallineand fumbled
in the endzone where the ball was pounced
on by UMass' John Creamer.

In the third quarter, they kept the ball

for over five minutes, getting the ball as
far as the UMass 23 yard line. On fourth
down, the Cross line was called for illegal

procedure, pushing the ball back fiveyards
where they attempted a 36 yard field goal
which fell short and to the right.

UMass downs
Rams 3-1 in
comeback win
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Sports legend Yogi Berra once said,"It ain't over
til it's over."

Living by that quote, the University of Massa-
chusetts men's soccer team stormed back against
the University of Rhode Island Saturday, captur-
ing a 3-1 win in overtime.

As the first halfcame to a close, the Minutemen
found themselves down 1-0 to the Rams. After
coming out flat, UMass could not get anything
going, and Rhode Island took advantage midway
through the half

At the half, UMass head coach Sam Koch gave
the team an inspirational talk, leading to the sec-

ond half comeback.
"At halftime, after Coach Koch yelled at us we

got our mind set back into the game. We picked it

up in the second half," said junior Matt Edgerly,
who returned after a prolonged injury.

Rhode Island did nothave anydangerous chances
for the remainder ofthe game, which led to UMass'
first goal.

With 1:30 left to go in the game, junior Justin
Edelman connected on his third goal of the season,
t3ang the game at 1-1, off a pass from junior co-

captain Shawn Bleau.

"I was thinking about the bus ride home at that
point, considering it was so late in the game. We
were knocking at the door all game, just looking for

that one break to score," said Edelman.
Bleau took a pass from Edgerly and flicked the

ball in front of the box. Edelman then isolated the
URI goalie, effortlessly booting it into the net.

"We were poundingaway throughout the second
half, and we really dominated the rest ofthe game.
Once we scored, I knew we were going to win it in

overtime," said junior co-captain Todd Kylish.

The first goal by UMass sent the game into

overtime, which the Minutemen dominated. The
winning goal was scored three minutes into the

first overtime period by freshman Colin Johnson,
his second goal of the year, unassisted.

Sophomore Mike Doyle took the ball down the

Turn to SOCCER, page 15

Caparotti a jack-of-all-trades
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER, Mass. — On the same field where
Gordie Lockbaum honed his two-way play for Holy Cross
in the late 1980's, Don Caparotti began his for the
University of Massachusetts on Saturday.

Caparotti, a seniorfrom Damascus,MD, added wideout
to his ever expanding resume, lining up for two plays
there in the Minutemen's 7-3 win over Holy Cross this
weekend.

Donny's a great athlete. He could probably play any-
where," UMass head coach Mike Hodges said. "As long as
he keeps playing the way he did today, we'll let him play
anywhere he wants."

Normally the Minutemen's starting comerback and
punt returner, Caparotti recently added kickoff returns
to his repertoire, putting him on the field for 103 plays in
Saturday's defensive battle at Fitton Field.

"I don't mind it at all," Caparotti said. "Don't get me
wrrong, you get tired out there but if you can manage it

[playing both ways], it's fun."

Although Caparotti didn't catch a pass during his
brief stint at wideout, don't count out seeing number 31
lining up on offense in future UMass games.

"You may see more of it," Hodges said. "Donny's got
great speed, he's a threat with the ball and we are going
to try and get it to him on offense."

"They've been trying to get me to play there [wide
reciever] for about three years now," Caparotti said.
Today we finally did it."

Playing wide reciever is nothing new to Caparotti,
who starred in that slot at Damascus High School,
earning All-County honors while drawing the attention
of numerous Division-IA scouts.

Up until now, Caparotti's only chance to showcase his
offensive talents have come in the form of punt returns,
a category Caparotti finshed fourth in the country in last
season with a 13.7 yard-per-retum average.

After a slow start last week against a powerful Dela-
ware squad (2 returns for 18 yards), Caparotti fielded
three punts on Saturday, taking one JeffMeader offering
26 yards before a touchdown-saving tackle by Pat Smith.

On the defensive side of the ball, Caparotti had six
tackles (four unassissited) including a key stop late in the
third quarter with the Crusaders threatening at the
UMass 33-yard line on fourth and one.

"On a play like that, I'm supposed to contain and keep
the guy inside," Caparotti said. "He [Holy Cross tailback
Eric Sampson | tried to go outside and it's either make the
play or get yelled at by the coaches."

In addition Caparotti grabbed his second interception
of the season ( 12th of his career, putting him in a tie for

fourth in the UMass record books with Ron Harris) on a
Andy Fitzpatrick hail mary pass vrith time running out
in the first half

However, Caparotti's finest moment of Saturday's
wrin may have been the bonecrushing, highlight-film hit
he placed on Holy Cross flanker Scott Moody early in the
first quarter.

"That was a 'Welcome to UMass football' shot,"
Caparotti said "On a play like that, I knew a guy was
going to be in that spot and you sort of forget about the
interception and go for the kill shot."

A legitimateAll-American candidate at the comerback
position, Caparotti's blazing speed and pure athleticism
should draw the attention of pro scouts, and come next
August Caparotti could find himself fighting for a job in
an NFL training camp.

y. . , n.
CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COLLEGIAN

throwback Don Capparotti played two ways Saturday,
leading the UfVlass football team over Holy Cross. Capparotti
played comerback and wideout, ending up in 103 plays
overall.
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Vietnam vets
may still be in
Laos, Russia
By WILLIAM M. WELCH
and CLINTON O'BRIEN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Two of Richard Nixon's Pentagon
chiefs told a congressional panel Monday that the gov-
ernment believed American airmen were left alive in
Laos and not returned at the end of the Vietnam War.

Separate testimony by Melvin R. Laird and James R.
Schlesinger, both of whom served as President Nixon's
secretary of defense two decades ago, supported conclu-
sions by leaders of the Senate investigating committee
that not all Americans came home at the war's end.

"I think it's quite extraordinary when two former
secretaries of defense both give evidence documenting
that they had information, or they beheved personally,
that people were alive and not accounted for in Operation
Homecoming," said Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., chairman
of the Select Committee on POW-MLA Affairs.

"They have acknowledged publicly that there was
evidence people did not come back who should have, that
they were held prisoner to the best of our knowledge,"
Kerry said.

Laird and Schlesinger appeared as the panel began
the firstever under-oath, public questioningofthe highest
ranking officials ofthe Nixon administration about their
efforts to win release ofAmerican POWs as they negotiated
an end to the long, bitter war in Southeast Asia.

In other POW news, the American co-chairman of a
joint POW commission urged Russia on Monday to flatly

declare that it is no longer holding American serviceman
and warned that U.S. patience is running out.

Malcolm Toon said he had no evidence that American
POWs were alive in the Soviet Union. He acknowledged
that an aide to his Russian co-chairman, reformist his-
torian Gen. Dmitri Volkogonov, said recently that Russia
had no Uve American POWs. That statement, he said,
"wasn't sufficiently specific."

"Above all I want a clearer statement from the Russian
government that there is no live American POW held in
detention in Russian facilities," Toon, a former U.S.
ambassador to Moscow, told reporters.

Toon did not specify what was wrong with the aide's
statement, but he apparently wants something un-
equivocal from the highest levels.

Toon issued the demand at the start of a weeklong
meeting in Moscow of the Russian-American Bilateral
Commission on POWs.

Both sides have praised the panel for fostering coop-
eration among the former Cold War adversaries. So far it

has produced little, other than a list ofseveral dozen U.S.
civilians trapped in the Soviet Union after World War II.

Turn to POWs, page 4

Mace a weapon of choice
Students and enforcers find mace to be valuable

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Mace can be an effective weapon for both civilians and law enforcement personnel alike.

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

"I wouldn't hesitate to use my mace, if I was being
attacked or harassed," said an unnamed first year
student.

She carries mace for self-protection. It makes her
feel safe walking to classes or around campus at night.
"The University of Massachusetts is a big campus.
And, it is dangerous to walk alone without having at
least some form of self-defense to use against an
attacker."

Veronica Frenkel, the coordinator of educator-ad-
vocates against violence against women at the Every
Women's Center, said women need to protect and
empower themselves not just on the streets, but also
when they are on dates or at parties.

"I encourage women to chose a method of self-

defense they feel most comfortable with, " Frenkel
said.

According to Frenkel, some methods are taking
self-defense or assertive training classes, others are
carrying mace or a whistle.

"Women must remember these methods are pro-
tective measures and not preventive measures,"
Frenkel said. If a woman does get attacked or raped
she should not feel guilty, because the most important

Turn to MACE, page 4

More cops are finding
mace safe and effective
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

College students are not the only ones carrying
mace or Pepperguard for protection against assaulters.
The Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia decided to

start arming his officers with the the spray derived
from cayenne peppers last week.

"The oleoresin capsicum (OC) spray is a better
alternative to striking a subject who is physically
resisting an officer with a nightstick because it is more
humane," Maia said.

Turn to EFFECTIVE, page 4

War causing sickness?
Strange symptoms affecting soldiers
By JONATHAN YENICIN
Associated Press

BOSTON—Frank Landry, anArmy
reserve sergeant, says he was a healthy,
energetic person before he served in

the Gulf War.
Now he says he suffers from frequent

fatigue, shortness ofbreath, chronic di-

arrhea, sores across his body and pain in

his stomach. Landry is not sure what is

causing his maladies, buta congressional
panel wants to know whether it was
something from the war.

"This is a system supposed to pro-

tect all involved," said Landry, 29, of

Nashua, N.H., "This is unacceptable."

Landry and several other Gulf War
veterans testified Tuesday before the

House Committee on Veterans Affairs.

Last week, the committee heard testi-

mony from Pentagon officials in Wash-
ington who said they were seeking ex-

planations for the ailments.

Military officials have found no evi-

dence linking soldiers' health problems
to oil fires in Kuwait, and they say
medicines administered to protect
against biological weapons and nerve
gas were safe.

But U.S. Rep. Joseph Kennedy, D-
Mass., a member of the committee,
said he was unconvinced.

Referring to Vietnam veterans who
complained about medical problems
after being exposed to the herbicide
Agent Orange, Kennedy said, "we can't
let history repeat itself."

"None of us here want to wait an-
other five, 10 or 15 years for the answer
to the 'GulfWar Syndrome,'" Kennedy
said.

For hundreds of veterans, common
ailments include bleeding gums, ach-
ing joints and hair loss.

Venus Hammack, a staff sergeant
in the Army reserve, said she has ran-
dom attacks of asthma and dysentery.
She also has suffered prolonged bleed-
ing on several occasions.

Librarian claims malice
in termination process
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Correspondent

Speyer Svetlana, a University of Mas-
sachusetts library assistant for the past
18 years, said she was "kicked out" of her
job in the Reserves department and es-

corted out by her boss yesterday morning.
"(My boss) told me to pack my bags,"

Svetlana said. "I'm so scared, it's over-

whelming. I feel so out of control."

When she showed up for work yester-

day, her boss told her she was expected to

be at work the previous night to begin her
new shift change and that she was not
supposed to be there.

Svetlana was notified in a Sept. 3 memo
that her 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. shift was being
changed to the 2-10 p.m. evening shift.

"It's so intense to put 18 years of your
life into that place, even ifthey didn't have
any other daytime hours to offer me —
which they do," Svetlana said. "I can't get
a handle on it because they have been so
flexible when hiring new people."

Svetlana is aware that the Library is

hiring new people for daytime hours.
Svetlana, 52, a single mother, sent her
boss a memo explaining that she could not
work the evening shift, because she did
not want to neglect her 15 year-old
daughter. Her regular hours have been
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for the past 18
years.

"She ISvetlana's daughter! is scared to

be home alone at night," Svetlana said.

"She cries. I'm really scared to leave her
alone."

In a memo Svetlana sent her bo.ss dated
Sept. 14, she said the reassignment to

evening supervisor in the reserves de-

partment would impose a hardship on her
family and health.

The memo stated that her family re-

sponsibilities "which require stability and
support," her father's terminal diagnosis,

status as a single parent and provider as
well as her own "precarious health" make
it impossible to accept the position.

The memo continued: "Three previous
reassignments have contributed signifi-

Turn to LIBRARIAN, page 6
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ol recent events recordedby the University's
Defj.utmeni oi Public S.ilety.

Compiled by JEFF CROFTS
Collegian StafT

• A woman living in John Quincy Adams reported
damage to her door and lock on Mondayjust before 2 a.m.
Apparently pennies had been wedged between the door
and frame, according to police. A penny had been glued to
the lock.

A locksmith had to be summoned to recore the lock.

The damage was estimated at $100.
• A man reported extensive damage to his automobile

on Sunday afternoon. Parked in Lot 49, the car had been
broken into and the steering column was damaged,
according to police. Damage was estimated at $300.

• On Sunday afternoon, a man reported that a tele-
phone, clock, cassette tapes and sunglasses had been
stolen from his room in Mackimmie Dormitory. The
estimated damage was $300.

Arson a burning issue in Lawrence

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
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LAWRENCE (AP) — Weary from battling a dozen
fires over a four-day period, fire officials say the current
surge of fires are suspicious.

The latest fire broke out Monday in East Haverhill,
about 9:45 a.m. in a first floor kitchen, said Lawrence
Fire Department Deputy Lt. Edward Leonar.

"So far, we've been just barely managing," Leonard
said. "Ifwe have multiple-alarm fires, we rely on mutual
aid and call back most of our people.

There have been more than 120 cases of arson in the
city this year. Ten of the fires that broke out over the
weekend were suspicious in nature, Leonard said.

"We didn't have to have mutual aid, but we were
getting pretty close to it at that point," Deputy Edward
Leonard said.

There was a three-alarm fire in what had been a
medical office building on Haverhill Street at 9 p.m.
Sunday.

At least five Lawrence fire fighters were injured during
the weekend.

Carlos Colon, 32, of Lawrence was arrested on arson
charges in connection with a four-alarm fire that gutted

a vacant apartment house. Two fire fighters were hurt
battling the blaze. One suffered broken ribs and the other
heat exhaustion.

The fire was set in the rear ofa former market in South
Lawrence at 10:13 p.m. Saturday. Damage was confined
to the outside of the building.

A blaze that officials said was set was discovered in the
hallway ofan apartment building on May Street at 1 1 :29
p.m. Damage was minor and no one was injured.

At 1 a.m. Sunday, fire fighters responded to a two-
alarm fire of suspicious origin in a vacant triple decker.
The building was destroyed.

Ten minutes later, a fire was set outside the Arlington
School, a public school for kindergarten through the eight
grade. It was quickly doused.

And at 1:18 a.m., a house fire was reported in an
apartment building. Damage from the blaze, believed to
have been started in a mattress, was confined to one room.

The roof of a warehouse at the Jackson Lumber Co.
was damaged by a three-alarm ffie at 7:30 a.m. Sunday,
officials said. An investigation was started to determine
the cause.
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Plane loses wing flap
BOSTON (AP) — Federal Aviation

Administration officials are investigating
what caused a Deltajetliner to lose a piece
ofa front wing flap as it approached Logan
Airport.

'The pilots were not sure what hap-
pened," said James Barnhart, district di-
rector ofmarketing for the airline. "It did
not have any direct effect on the landing."

FAA officials recovered the flap and
investigators were sent to the airport early
Monday morning, said Jean Mullins, a
spokesperson for the Federal Aviation
Administration.

The 12-foot by 3-foot section ofwhat is

called the leading edge flap fell into a
grove of trees about 40 yards from the
Southeast Expressway at Neponset in the
city's Dorchester section Sunday night.

Police said no one was hit with the
debris.

The leading edge flap provides more
airlift^ and allows planes to fly at slower
speeds when approaching landings,
Mullins said.

The aircraft is currently at a Delta
airline hanger, Mullins said.

Federal Transportation Safety Board
authorities have also been contacted by
the FAA, she said.

Police fire on crowd of 300
By RUDY GONZALEZ
Associated Press

SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican Re-
public— Plainclothes policemen fired on
300 people marching to protest upcoming
quincentennial celebrations, and police
said a human rights activist was killed
and two other protesters were wounded.

The shootings Sunday evening were
the first violence connected to government
plans to commemorate Christopher Co-
lumbus' arrival in 1492. Critics have said
the celebrations, including construction
ofa giant lighthouse, are wasting millions
of dollars.

The nation's police chief. Gen. Rafael
Guerrero Peralta, said a police lieutenant
and two agents were under investigation
in the shootings and could face prosecu-
tion.

Police said Rafael Efrain Ortiz, a law-
yer who headed the Dominican Commit-
tee of Human Rights, was shot to death.
The two wounded protesters were not
immediately identified by police.

Ramon Almanzar, leader of the leftist
Popular Organizations Collective, said
Ortiz was shot in the headwhen he chanted
"Columbus! You're Not Welcome Here!"

The^ protest, named the "Cimarrona
march" after a colonial-era escaped slave,
attracted 300 people, includingartists and
community leaders who have publicly
criticized the October celebrations.

The Popular Organizations Collective
and other groups have scheduled a series
of protests during the 500th anniversary
celebrations Oct. 9-12. The celebrations
comcide with the visit ofPope John Paul II
to the Dominican Republic to open the
Latin American Episcopal Conference.

John Paul II will lead a Mass at the
Columbus Lighthouse on Oct. 11, but will
not attend government celebrations on
Oct. 9 and on Oct. 12.

Government critics accuse President
Joaquin Balaguer ofglorifying Columbus.
They acknowledge the explorer's accom-
plishments, but also note his support of
slavery and subjugation and
exterminiation of Indians.
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3-year rest over for CATE guide
By GEORGE A. N. CHIDI JR
Collegian Correspondent

Emerging from a three year hibernation, the Course/
Teacher Evaluation (CATE ) guide has been re-awakened
here at the University by the Student Government As-
sociation, using 1989 reviews of classes and professors.

The CATE guide is composed of student's reviews of
various professors and courses, as well as a directory of
services, places and things around the Amherst area,
according to the guide.

"The reviews enclosed are taken from actual student
formSj^we hope that we have done a fairjob ofpresenting
them," said former UMass student and CATE guide
publisher, Brian Crawford.

The guide has not been published since 1989 because
of problems with getting information about classes and
instructors, according to SGA treasurer, Tracy A.
O'Connell. "Professors are not required to submit to
evaluation," said O'Connell.

Information for the reviews were taken from the end-
of-semester evaluations used for the 1989 CATE guide,
O'Connell said. The SGA used "what we had available.''

The CATE guide offers "over 100 course evaluations."
There are 1,971 courses open to undergraduates here,
according to the office of the Registrar.

"For the most part, the guide is accurate for hard-
science courses as opposed to, say, the history of Russia,
because the curriculum doesn't change," said O'Connell.

O'Connell said she hopes eventually every course will
be evaluated, and that the Academic Affairs committee of
the SGA virill get faculty viewpoints on the guide. She
added that she would like to see the directory upgraded,

UMass selected to hold
summer science camp

and a coupon section added.
Although O'Connell expressed interest and concern

about maintaining accuracy ofthe CATE guide, she was
worried about professors' reaction to negative reports.

Only five reviews from the English department tell

nothing about the program to incoming freshmen, said
Charlotte K. Spivak, a professor ofEnglish, who reviewed
in the guide.

Spivak was reviewed for a course taught in spring
1989, Major British Writers. Spivak said it is unfortunate
the reviews are several years old, and a professor's
improvements may not be reflected in the old evaluations.
She added that she will not be teaching the course this
year.

A much larger sampling of the department would be
helpful to students, she said. "I've always taken it for
granted that professors receive end-of-course evaluations,"
Spivak said.

"Ifmy main role was to get a good CATE guide review,
I could," said Phillips R. Jones, professor of physics and
the instructor of Introduction to Physics I, evaluated in
the guide.

According to the guide, a substantial majority of his
students would not recommend the course or Jones, with
the bulk of the complaint relating to the exams and
grading policies.

"I know how to get good grades for hard problems,"
Jones said. "I would just show exactly the same problem
in discussion, and reproduce the problem on the exam. It

would be nice to update the guide to see if I made some
progress."

Forcomputer science courses, "...most are required, so

Turn to CATE, page 6

Leaders pleased
with tailgating
reinstatement
By TAMI MONAHAN
and DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Students and administrators have applauded the de-
cision to lift the ban on alcohol at outdoor events on a
limited, experimental to allow for tailgating at football
games.

The ban was instituted in 1988 by former Chancellor
Joseph Duffey. Duffey's decision to revise the campus'
alcohol policies was made after several investigations
into the Southwest riot which followed the 1986 World
Series.

The decision to ban tailgating was specifically related
to problems with those events, according to Dan Melley.
vice-chancellor of University relations and development.'

"The elimination of tailgating was due to abuse of
tailgating," said Melley.

"We ask everyone to cooperate," Melley said. "|The
policy) is going to be reviewed. It is an experiment. If
there are a lot of abuses it will be shut down again."

"I think we ought to try it and give it a chance," Melley
said. "It shouldn't be a drinking contest. It should be a fun
thing."

Director of Development for the Athletic Department
John Nitardy said, "It sets up a nice atmosphere around
football. It is an outdoor event and a social event and this
creates a better opportunity for people to come out an
enjoy their entire Saturday afternoon.

"It is important for my office because it will help to
bring alumni back to the games. It gives them a chance
to enjoy some comradery with friends and classmates."

Nitardy also cited the need for cooperation from those
tailgating.

"We need people to come out and treat this as a
privilege," Nitardy said. "They can't just come out ex-
pecting to party and not act responsibly because the
privilege will be taken away immediately. This is on a
trial basis and if people can not police themselves then jl

will be gone.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan cited the role of the
Student Government Association in "getting tho ball
rolling." He said the SGA passed a motion last semester
in favor oftailgating and from there David Gagne, former
SGA president, worked with administrators and staff to
create a new policy.

"This institution as a whole needs to lighten up." said
Newman. He also said that he felt tailgating would help
promote campus identification and spirit.

Newman said he wasn't very concerned about con-
siderations of safety.

"On the whole UMass students and particularly al umni
are a responsible bunch," Newnan said. "It's very suc-
cessful at other schools. It needs to be handled in a safe,
open manner."

Senior History major Michael Aylward thinks the new
alcohol policy will likely bring more students to football

Turn to PLEASED, page 6

By University Press Reports

The University ofMassachusetts is one
of three schools nationwide, that was se-

lected by the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services to create a five-week,

regional summer Science Enrichment
Program for high school students from
disadvantaged backgrounds.

"It'sour hope," said Frederick W. Byron,
dean of the UMass Faculty of Natural
Sciences and Mathematics, "that this

summer program will help some promis-
ing high school students to further develop
their talents and better understand the
vital role of science and mathematics in

the world."

The aim of the program is to show
students from minority groups, including

students of any color from geographical

areas where opportunities are limited or

non-existent, the excitement and career

possibilities in biomedical science.

UMass will receive up to $2,000,000 for

four years to run the program. The Uni-

versity ofKentucky and the University of

Southern California were the other two
schools selected by HHS.

The summer Science Enrichment Pro-

gram was conceived and will be managed
by the National Cancer Institute (NCI).

The innovative project is based on a

two-year pilot study originally sponsored

by NCI in 1990 and 1991 at Hood College
in Frederick, Maryland.

Approximately 250 nationally selected
students lived in dormitories during the
summer sessions at Hood College. Their
varied ethnic backgrounds included
Alaskan Native, American Indian, Asian
refugee, African-American, Hispanic.
Native Hawaiian, American Samoan and
white students mostly from Appalachia.

"We are currently looking for 50
promising high school students from New
England and upper New York state," said
mathematics professor Donald St. Mary,
principal investigator for the grant. "We
have already sent out over 400 information
packets to schools and state agencies
throughout the Northeast.

To be eligible, he explained, students
should be entering the tenth grade in the
fall, strongly motivated and recommended
by two teachers.

"The pilot project demonstrated that
students who participated in the summer
Science Enrichment Program showed in-

creased interest in taking science courses,"
said St. Mary.

"Our program will provide classroom
and laboratory experiences in subjects such
as chemistry, mathematics, physics, biol-

ogy, computer science and language arts,"

St. Mary said. The students will also

Turn to SCIENCE, page 4

Professor appointed
Francis to be chairman for council
By KELLY GEERS
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts pro-
fessor Frederick "Jack" Francis, pro-

fessor emeritus of food science and
nutrition, was appointed in May as
Chairman ofthe Board of Directors for

the American Council on Science and
Health (ACSH) for a three-year-term.

Francis hopes to use his appoint-
ment to bring science into the main-
stream.

"Somebody has to be a voice for good
science in this country," Francis said.

"We are seeing legislation being driven
by public emotion, not science."

The ACSH, based in New York City,
was formed about 50 years ago. It is a
consumer and health oriented organi-
zation that publishes articles and bro-
chures on major health problems, such
as AIDS and smoking, facing America
today. They rely on individual contri-
butions, and donations from industries
and institutes for their funding.

Francis received his Ph.D. in Food
Science and Technology from UMass
in 1954, and joined the University's
faculty in the September of that year.

During the 36 years he taught,
Francis received many honors includ-

ing the 1990 Chancellor's Medal, the
highest honor at UMass for resident
faculty.

In addition, he received countless
awards for distinguished service and
the Outstanding Scientist in his field

award.

Francis is an expert in food compo-
nents, processing, safety and quality.
He has written 310 technical papers,
seven books, and given over300 lectures
and presentations.

He says the level of smoking goes
down as it relates to education level —
as the degree of smoking goes up, the
degree of education goes down.

Francis believes, "without question,"
that smoking is worse than all the public
health threats combined. "Slowly
America has changed its attitude about
smoking," Francis said. "It has been a
long, slow change, and we will never be
a smoke-free society."

Among its priorities, the ACSH will
be pushing for AIDS research.

"This country has a moral obligation
to put as much money into finding a
cure for AIDS as we can." F'rancis said.
"Background research for AIDS is go-
ing ahead by leaps and bounds. We are
going to see a vaccine within the next
ten years.
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continued from page 1

thing is she managed to survive, Frenkel
beheves.

According to the Amherst Chief of Po-
hce Donald Maia. there are two different
types of tear gas both of which last no
longer than 45 minutes. He said one type
is mace which is a chemical agent that
produces a temporarily blinding gas.

He said another type is oleoresin cap-
sicum (OC) spray which is an inflamma-
tory agent found in cayenne peppers. "The
cayenne spray has a stronger solution and
is more effective," Maia said.

UMass Police Lieutenant Stephen
Warren said it was a painful, anxiety
filled experience when he voluntarily got
sprayed with the cayenne pepper solution
during his training session.

Tour eyes immediately close up, you
can only breath through your nose because
your mucous membranes in your throat
and mouth are inflammed and you sneeze
a little too," Warren said.

Charles Dimare, the directing attorney
at UMass legal services, said to purchase
mace or Pepperguard in Massachusetts a
person needs to apply for a fire arm
identification card at a police department
in the town they have declared residency.

"If a person is caught carrying mace
without an F. I. D. card on their first offense,
they will get fined $500 or get up to one
year in jail," Dimare said. "And, on their
second offense they will get fined $1000
and get up to two years in jail."

science

Dimare advises students to go through
a training program on how to use mace
and to educate themselves on when it is

appropriate and legal to use it. "It is okay
to use mace if you are assaulted. But you
could have a libel suit on your hands, if

you spray someone, who just called you a
name," Dimare said.

Michelle Laflamme. manager of the
Amherst Drop Zone in Hadley, said the
store has a booming business with mace
and Pepperguard. "Our store has sold
hundreds and hundreds of cans of both
tear gases this year," Laflamme said.

Laflamme said most people, who buy
mace at the Amherst Drop Zone, are
women of college age. In the Collegian a
recent mace advertisement from Lorre
Enterprises attempted to tap into the
abundent resource of potential mace cus-
tomers with an ad that read, "Accuracy is

not essential. Just aim, spray and walk
away."

Women are not the only ones who carry
mace on campus. Chris Ragusa, an un-
declared sophomore, said he also decided
to get mace for protection. "I am afraid of
running into a drunk fraternity boy who
wants to pick a fight with me," Ragusa
said.

He said mace is better than a knife or
gun because it is more humane. "I would
rather have an attackerendure the pain of
mace for 45 minutes, than to see him or
her bleed to death because of a gun shot
wound."

Illegal chemicals found
on their way to Syria

continued from page 3

participate in special seminars, group re-
search projects, and visits to research
centers as well as some cultural field trips.

"We are going to offer students the
chance to work with research faculty do-
ing experiments, and help them actually

learn how scientists and the scientific

method works," he added.
"Students will learn how to do sophisti-

cated procedures such as studying cell cul-

tures, designing expenments and program-
ming computers," St. Mary said. "We are
going to do lots ofhands-on experiments."

By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The United
States has blocked a shipment of

chemicals from India to Syria and com-
plained to Indian authorities that the

material was designed to manufacture
chemical weapons, a U.S. official said

today.

As soon as the United States found
out the substances had been loaded
onto a German ship for transport to

Syria, it asked Germany's government
to intervene, said an official , who spoke
on condition of anonymity.

German authorities tracked the ship
and learned it had unloaded its cargo
in Cyprus last month, from where it

was supposed to be loaded onto another
vessel bound for Syria, said the official.

Germany ordered the chemicals be
put back on the German ship and re-

turned to India, he added.

The Indian company that sold the

chemical — United Phosphorous of

Bombay— said it was told the trimethyl

phosphite was bound fora civilian plant,

according to TVieNeu; York Times, which

first reported the matter in today's edi-

tion.

The Times quoted a company direc-

tor, who asked not to be named, as

saying the firm had sold 90 tons of the

chemical to Syria earlier this year as

the first installment of a bigger sale.

Syria then pestered the company to

provide the second half, "day in and day
out," the director was quoted as saying.

U. S. officials constantly grapple with
cases in which other countries sell

chemicals deemed of"dual use," that is,

they can be used for fertilizers or indus-

trial compounds or to manufacture
weapons.

To solve the problem, the United
States and its allies have put together

a list of chemicals thought to be essen-

tial ingredients for chemical weapons,
and have urged producing countries to

regulate export of these substances.

Syria is known to have a full-fledged

chemical weapons arsenal, including

artillery shells and bombs. Israeli offi-

cials in the past have warned that Syria
also has the capacity to load chemical
warheads onto medium range missiles

that could reach Israel's heartland

POWs
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The commission "must start producing
results, because the American public is

getting awfully impatient," Toon said.

Members of POW organizations and the

American legion complained last summer
about the lack of progress

'The feeling back home is that this
exercise is not doing very much," he said.

continued from poge 1

He said the effects of OC spray last from 10 to 45
minutes and can cause the victim to panic because they
can't see and they have a hard time breathingdue to their
swelled mucous membranes.

"Just try to imagine someone throwing a handful of
pepper into your eyes and I think you'll get an idea ofwhy
the spray hurts," Maia said.

According to Maia, OC spray is considered an alter-
native use of force and is not intended to replace a
firearm, service baton or self defense techniques.

"I've been looking into the pros and cons of using the
OC spray for about a year," Maia said. "And, I thought it

seemed like a positive thing to use, because it might save
people from any lasting physical harm."

He said his officers all went through a training program
1 J 1 . ,

° ot""E)*-"" '^ a nuii-icuiiai, suiL aeierreni it is eon how and when to use the spray and how to stop the alternative weapon for law enforcement

effects of the spray once a subject has been subdued.
UMass Police Lieutenant Stephen Warren said to ease

the effects ofOC spray the person can dunk his or her head
into water or face themselves toward a breeze of air.

"The person must make sure after dunking their head
into water they don't redunk themselves into the same
bucket because they will get re-exposed to the pepper
spray," Warren said.

Warren said in order for the spray to be effective it

must be shot from 1-4 feet away and be aimed directly
into the person's face. "Usually a 1-4 second burst of
spray is all a person needs to knock down their assaulter."

Maia said variations of OC have been used in phar-
macology and for food spicing for years. He said since OC
is a non-lethal, soft deterrent, it is emerging as an
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livangehsts theological blather: is it flimflam or fact?
The voice, electronically magnified, came booming at

me.
"Ifl had a cure for cancer, I would share it with those

who have cancer!!! I've found Jesus and I want to help
those who have not."

Usually, I try to avoid the Rally Du Jour on the
Student Union steps, but how could I not stop and listen
to our very own campus evangelist?

Cliffe Knechtle was our UMass version ofJim Bakker
for three days last week. He's notyoureveryday preacher,
no sir-ree. He's a bona fide high-tech enlightener.

With video cameras blazing and a wireless P.A. sys-
tem, Knechtle did his best to poke and prod students into
believing his theological clap-trap.

You must have seen his posters: "Can you prove the
existence of God?", "Is Christianity a crutch for the
weak?", "Doesn't the Bible contradict itself?", (and my
favorite) "Why does God allow evil and suffering?"

Answers: No, yes, yes, yes, and because there is no
such entity as "God".

Don't miss understand me: I'm a true supporter of
everyone's freedom of religion, but Knechtle and people
like him are open to criticism, especially when they spout
blatant hypocrisy while blocking my path into the Stu-
dent Union.

On the second day ofhis sermon/lecture, he picked up
a newspaper and quoted himself from a corresponding
article.

"I never said that," denied Knechtle, claiming the
reporter had gotten his quote wrong.

"What he claimed I said, doesn't make sense," he
yelled while holding the paper.

Well, I was there on the first day, sorry Cliffe, you did
say exactly what the article recalled.

David

RIVERA

Don't exit stage left

U.S. has the leading role

Basically all three days were a test to see how many
times Knechtle could contradict himself. I stopped
counting at 100.

Phony preachers are like crack dealers, who give you
a little sample to get you hooked. Similarly, these media-
tors with God give false hope to line their bank accounts.

More people have died and suffered due to religion
than any war, famine, or natural disaster combined. This
is documented history.

The Crusades, starting in 1095, took hundreds of
years and millions of lives before the Papal fathers were
satisfied.

Let us not forget the Spanish Inquisition. Ifyou didn't
conform or repent you were either boiled alive or slowly
dismembered, all in the name of God.

In 1536, Hank VIII wanted a new wife but Rome said,
"No way, dude." Stuck with a wife he didn't want, he had
no choice but to chop off her head and split from the

Roman church, creating his own branch of religion: the
Church of England. Taadaaa! Protestantism was born.

Knechtle accused some people ofbeing "atheists," as if
it was a dirty word. That word lumps you into one oftwo
categories: believers or nonbelievers. Ifyou're looking to
believe in something, then don't look to a false God for
salvation. Definitely don't look to quacks like Knechtle.

Inherently evil, religion is like walking into a well
stocked supermarket; so much to choose from with no
idea, if you'll like it.

You've got Roman Catholicism, Protestantism,
Lutheranism, Franciscans, Baptists, Fundamentalists,
Mormons, Shakers, Quakers, Pentecostals, Methodists,
Evangelists, born-again Christians, Muslims, Judaism,
Hinduism, Buddhism, Voodooism, the list goes on and on.

Friday was Knechtle's last day on campus, and once
again I walked by and listened. He was in serious debate
with a student. Back and forth they went. Then in an
awkward moment for all listening, Knechtle tried to con-
vince the young fellow that present-day abortion clinics
are as atrocious as the Nazi death camps ofWorld War II.

"My grandparents are death camp survivors," the
young student emotionally replied. "I can't believe you
said that. You have no idea what you're talking about,"
ended the student, sadly shaking his head in disgust.

'

The crowd fell silent waiting for one of Knechtle's
crafty replies — he had none.

David Rii'era is a Collegian columnist.

As the inexorable presidential cam-
paign progresses with the verve and ex-
citement of a charging glacier, and the
Animal Rights Coalition salvos intellec-

tual fireworks charged with wet powder,
we turn once again to parry and riposte
with baited lucidity on the Op/Ed page. I

should think it is suitable to begin a new
year with some speculations on the new
age of international relations, the age of
the Pax Americana.
We are presented with a unique oppor-

tunity to learn from history and to be the
instrument ofa new world, where dispute
among nations is solved on the bargaining
table, rather than on the battlefield. Of
course, the Liberal Left, adherents of the
ostrich approach to real politics, would
have us hide behind our oceans and with-
draw from the global scene.

Stetan

GROSS
Selective perception combined with

deliberate ignorance often presents to us
this kind ofimpractical idealistic philoso-

phy. It is in the interest of not only our
country, but all countries, to set the world
right after four decades ofCold War. When
international order is threatened, the
United States must take a pivotal role in

effecting stability.

The United States is the only nation
with a sharp enough spear and a long

enough haft to project power, both finan-

cial and military, on a global scale.

Events in the Persian Gulfproved that

regional economic power, such as Japan
and the European Community possess,

does not directly translate into the power
to protect national interests, when they
are threatened.

The Iran debacle of the Carter presi-

dency aptly illustrates the danger of the

emasculation of military deterrence com-
bined with financial appeasement to ef-

fect domestic stop gaps.

Our way oflife is in no small way reliant

on small trade. If we wish to continue in

gaining the benefits of an international

economy, we must continue to play a lead-

ing role in the affairs of the world.

What should be the instrument of

American policy? Such a discussion resur-

rects images ofVietnam, a spectre kept in

tomes by the Liberal Left, who conve-

niently forget the role of Kennedy and
Johnson. Working with both regional

powers and global partners, through the

United Nations and back channels, both

the persuasiveness of economic opportu-

nity and the coerciveness of the multilat-

eral dragoon should be employed as the

situation warrants.

Military adventuresomeness is far from
the ideal or most practiced option.
Ferdinand DeSoto in his book, "The Third
Path", describes the gradual success of
American economic advisors and Brazil-
ian capital assistance in Chile, Peru, Uru-
guay and Argentina.

What, then, should be the role Ameri-
can policy is to take? I would advance the
idea of encouraging, wherever possible,

the evolution of capitalist democracies.
The system, sharing to a greater or lesser
extent by all First World nations may not
be perfect, but the ascendance of such a
system is irrevocably tied to the fact that
capitalist democracies do not go to war
with each other.

On the contrary, the nations of Europe
through Euro '92 and the nations ofNorth
America through the North American Free
Trade Agreement are progressing toward
an economically interdependent global
village in which violent conflict is impos-
sible. This is in direct contrast to what
internationalists like Marx predicted, and
to what our own campus communists
would like us to believe. Our system re-

sults in the most stable, ordered and pro-
ductive society. How many Pan-
Africanists, who sing the glories of Third
World collectives, would care to move to

one? (I'm sure we could discover funds for

a few one-way tickets.)

Of course, it may be necessary to work
with regimes falling far outside our ideal
society, monarchies like Saudi Arabia
during the Gulf War; however, through
dealing with First World nations, such
societies cannot fail to be influenced by
their contact. HappyMeals and Coke killed

the Soviet Bear, not Pershing II cruise
missiles.

Alexis de Tocqueville wrote that Brit-

ish democratic traditions were of causal
importance in the development of the
American democracy. We cannot assume
that other nations, convulsed by social

strife, will steer the course that was so
difficult in the calm seas of 1789. Ameri-
can assistance should not be a reportage
ofKipling's "white man's burden," but the
providing ofa breathing space of stability
so vital to an emerging democracy. The
only other option is a retreat into isola-

tionism. It was ineffective 70 years ago,

and it is impossible today. This is the
option permitting the rise of Hitler and
Mussolini, and today gives us simulcast
views of riots in Serbia and Somalia. An
American exeunt is a yielding of the stage
to ethnic violence and thermonuclear ter-

rorism.

Stefan Gross is a UMass student.

Think you recycle? Check again
I use the PVTA or ride my bike when-

ever possible. I use energy conserving light

bulbs. I bring my grocery bags back to the
store when I shop. Little things like these
have always made me feel I am doing my
part to help lessen my impact on the en-
vironment. Recently, I had an experience
that burst my helpful citizen bubble. Re-
cycling is the topic. Falling short in my
efforts and being tricked by a fancy mar-
keting campaign is the story.

I heard the line a thousand times: "Solid
waste crisis: reduce, reuse, recycle!" Re-
cycling was easy; I collected my paper and
then dropped them into my residence hall's

recycling barrels.

One night, while talking to my neigh-
bor, the environmental guru, I learned the
shortcomings of this level of involvement
in recycling. Just collecting recyclables
and putting them in the barrels isn't

enough. I have to buy, use and demand
recycled material in the products I buy.
Recycling as a solution to the solid waste
crisis is hindered by the lack ofconsumer
use of recycled products. If there's no de-
mand for recycled products, there will be
no demand for the materials that make
recycled products.

With my new knowledge on how to

recycle, I went to the University Store to
buy my notebooks for the semester. 1

bought a couple ofrecycled notebooks and
headed back to my environmental guru to

show her my effort to "close the loop."

I was unhappy with her next lesson. I

had bought a recycled notebook that not
only had zero percent post-consumer pa-
per, but was also bleached. The notebook
was made of manufacturing waste cut-

tings, commonly called pre-consumer
waste. This pre-consumer waste is made
into new paper by the factories on the
basis ofcost-effectiveness. Since my note-
book didn't have any post-consumer waste
(post me and you), I had done nothing to
help "close the loop" or create demand for
the paper I had recycle.

My lack of success in trying to shop as
a recycler was compounded by the news
that the paper I had bought was bleached.
To get notebook paper white, as opposed
to the grey color of newsprint, it is often
bleached with chlorine gas. The residual
from this process is an organochlorine
classified as a dioxin. Dioxin is the generic
term for a group ofcarcinogens extremely
toxic to humans and animals. It is also
resistant to biological breakdown.

I returned my pseudo-recycled, toxic
waste producing notebook to the store.
Fearing a long search for unbleached, post-
consumer paper, I strolled through the
Campus Center Concourse. I saw a ban-
ner hanging in front of a vending table:
"Close the Loop." The Housing Services
Recycling Program had a table with inex-
pensive school supplies made from post-
consumer content as well as unbleached
paper. I loaded up on notebooks, a pen
made from recycled foam cups from a New
York deli, and even a note board made
from recycled tires.

The Housing Recycling people were
playing a video about recycling. In the
video. Dr. John summed up my lesson:
"Buy stuff that's recycled, recycle the stuff
that you buy."

Anne Robinson
Sunderland
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A pigeon takes time out of his busy schedule to pose for a photo.

CATE
continued from page 3

there is no choice of professor anyway,"
said Gary Gengo, senior computer opera-
tions and information sciences (COINS)
major. He said he expressed concern about
the complete lack of COINS courses re-

viewed in the guide.

Eileen M. Berg, senior neuroscience

student added that the CATE guide is

good for freshmen, because it has lots of
introductory courses.

Mike Poster, commuter area Vice-
President said the CATE guide is "in-

complete," due to the politics and the law
which does not require a professor to be
evaluated.

continued from page 1

cantly to my stress and the worsenin£ of

my medical conditions."

"It really scares me a lot — I thought
they'd never go through with it. I thought
they might understand or think of some-
thing to help me out," Svetlana said.

Responding to Svetlana's memo, Head
of Circulation Services Betty Brace in-

formed her in a memo dated Sept. 17 that

failure to appear for the newly scheduled
work assignment "would be considered
insubordination, and disciplinary action

may be taken."

Svetlana said she is not eligible for

unemployment benefits now. She will only

receive one lump sum of money for re-

tirement, instead of the retirement pack-
age she would receive if she continued to

work. She added that she cant't receive

social security.

"It's such an unreasonable decision to

make, I don't know what to think,"
Svetlana said.

She was told that she needed a state-

ment, mentioning her inablity to work the

evening shift, from her physician. Her
doctor acknowledged her stress, but
couldn't write her a note, according to

Svetlana.

Gordon Fretwell, Associate Director of

Public Service at the Library said he could
not comment on a personnel issue, but had
mentioned Svetlana has not been "termi-

nated." Brace also declined to comment.
For the past 18 years, Svetlana has

been a library assistant on the third floor

ofthe Library. In the Reserve department,
she processed materials professors gave
her for students purposes.

Svetlana said this is the third reassign-
ment she has received . About twelve years
ago, Svetlana, who speaks Russian and
German, felt discriminated against be-

cause she was the only worker in the
information processing department, who
had not received a promotion.

Before she finished grieving the case,

she was transferred to the Collections de-

partment, where she worked for 10 years.

Svetlana said she is going to the
Ombuds office to plead her case.

pleased
continued from page 3

games.
"The new policy will certainly get me

up earlier for Saturday mornings."

Aylward said. "Some people may go with a
'win or lose, we booze' attitude but I do not
think many will. There should not
be too much trouble."

Rehearsals begin for Sjmiphony
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The Pioneer Valley Wind Symphony, a new musical
ensemble conducted by Gregory Mayer of the University
of Massachusetts Music Department, starts now!

The SvTnphony was created to provide performance
opportunities for Five-College students and local com-
munity members. Membership is open to any wind or
percussion instrumentalist who demonstrates musical
proficiency.

"Your experience with this group will provide the
opportunity to play for guest conductors and participate
in public concerts." says Mayer. "One of our first perfor-
mances will be a holiday concert during the month of

December."
Interested individuals should plan to attend the first

rehearsal tonight at 7 p.m. in room 36 of the Fine Arts
Center, where the rehearsals will continue to be held
every Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m.

"This situation is perfect for musicians who have a
limited amount of time to devote to a busy rehearsal
schedule or for those who are searching for additional
playing opportunities." says Mayer.

Mayer stresses that his auditions are "painless. A lot

of people get scared of that word: audition. I do too.

Basically, I have them so I can get a feel as to how I should
place people."

For more information contact Gregory Mayer at the
UMass Music Office at 545-2227.
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Fiddler raises
the roof at
Fine Arts Ctr
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Itwas twenty-eight years ago today thatFiddler
on the Roofpremiered on Broadway in what many
critics have come to regard as a strictly formative
stage.

That night's leading man was Zero Mostel, an
improvisatory comedian and self-professed pain in
the ass who enjoyed changing lines to throw off his
co-stars and tossing props into the orchestra pit.
The director, dance genius Jerome Robbins, is said
to have spent so much time devising the show's
sensational choreography that he all but forgot plot
and character.

Though it may be trite to accuse a show of
"improving with age," it is clear that the Fiddler
which set audiences cheeringSunday night was far
removed from its music-hall origins.

Director Sammy Dallas Bayes (who was also at
the helm of the recent Tony-winning Broadway
revival ) has given new breath and new depth to the
musical by treating it as true drama and excising
some of the more ridiculous comedy routines. The
result is a moving image of life amongst the Jewish
peasanti-y in Tsarist Russia.

John Preece stars as Tevye, the downtrodden
dairyman of Sholem Alecheim's stories, who must
cope with the dissolution of his family and tumul-
tuous social change which threatens to destroy his
way of life. If Preece lacks some ofthe vitality ofhis
predecessor (Chaim Topol; who played Tevye on
Broadway, on the screen and on the first string of
this tour ), he nevertheless serves as a steady anchor
for the show. Tevye's quiet pride, as he is heaped
with indignities, is powerfuly evoked and Preece 's

performance of the show's greatest song, "Chava,"
is wonderful.

The supporting cast is functional but unexcep-
tional with the best performances coming from
unlikely places. Pat Powers is delightfully flighty
as the village matchmaker and Craig Benham is

surprisingly powerful in his tiny role as a local
constable who is trapped between his friendship
with Tevye and his orders to execute a bloody
pogrom.

But Fiddler is not a show about stars. Joseph
Stein's magnificent book could elicit tears from the
coldest of hearts, in the worst of productions and
director Bayes pulls all the right strings. He is

particularly adept at making images which speak
of life and emotion. The scene when a pained Tevye
must silently ignore his daughter (who abandoned
family and faith to marry a Russian) is thoughtful
and understated, with all the awkwardness of
reality. Equally exceptional is Bayes' treatment of
the ActOne finale, in which members ofa disrupted
wedding reception listen in silent horror to the
sounds of a distant pogrom.

This Fiddler may seem darker and more hof>e-
less that past productions — but it is also more
memorable and more affecting.

The score by Jerry Bock and Sheldon Hamick is

a showcase ofmusical gems, including the endlessly
wonderful "Chava" and the standars "Far from the
Home I Love," "Sunrise Sunset" as well as the
whimsical "If I Were a Rich Man."

Some of the richness of this score is lost in

simplified arrangements and a woefully abbrevi-
ated orchestra (really a small band), yet the singers
— particularly Preece and his second daughter,
Natalie Collins — are strong-voiced enough to

make you forget.

The design may be strictly truck-and-bus and
the cast may be largely second-stringers but this

Fiddler has a style and appeal which makes every
moment a joy.

COURTESY OF FAC CATALOGUE
Fiddler on the Roof

Black Sheep set themselves
apart from the hip hop flock
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Even its name affirms that this duo is not the same as
the rest of the rap pack. Black Sheep, Dres and Mista
Lawnge (pronounced Long), strive towards setting
themselves apart from the rest.

"We felt differnt than a lot of the stuffon the market.
We wanted to go 'bout things in a different manner. Wolf
in Sheep's Clothing is a very conceptual album and a
forum for discussion," says Dres.

Along with other rap notables, De La Soul, A Tribe
Called Quest and The Jungle Brothers, Black Sheep is

part ofthe Native Tongues hip hop family."The Choice is
Yours" is their most well-known cut from their debut
album Wolfin Sheep's Clothing, but recently, "Strobelite
Honey" has been getting some serious airplay.

"Honey" in particular shows offSheep's more humorous

side, being at clubs with girls that look like pearls from
afar but clams up close. This attitude contrasts sharply
with what the duo is like offstage.

"We're very much different than we are on record.
We're very soft spoken and very withdrawn," explains
Dres.

Dres even cites Stevie Wonder as his biggest influence,
"I think all of his stuff is great, especially the stuff from'
the 60s and 70s."

Black Sheep were nominated for a Music Television
Award this month. In addition to this accomplishment
Black Sheep have shot an afterschool special and worked
with Vanessa Williams on her new album.

"Black Sheep will perform tonight at 7 p.m. at Pearl
Street in Northampton. Tickets are available on campus
at Tickets Unlimited in the Student Union Building for
$10 and $12 at the show.

Black Sheep
COURTESY MERCURY RECORDS

Workshop offers sex appeal
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

When I think of all of the factors which contribute to
"the college experience," it blows my mind how much we
do and need to learn outside of the classroom. One
significant aspect ofour newly attained freedom once we
don the label, "college student" is our sexuality.

College provides us with the freedom to translate our
sexual knowledge into tangible practice. It also gives us
a chance to realize that maybe we don't know quite as
much as we think we do about sex.

If you find yourself in that last category, you should
definitly be aware that the students enrolled in Public
Health 213/Peer Health Education are here to help you.
Class members are currently undergoing peer sexuality
education training, which will enable them to conduct
workshops in various locations throughout the campus
next semester.

The course consists ofa dozen or so students who have
an partaken in workshops from previous years. The peer
educators learn about a multitude of sex-related topics
and are trained to present this information to students.
Peer educators are taught skills which will enable them
to answer questions and direct students who may have
more specific needs. Workshops will be held in residence
halls, classes, fraternities/sororities, and any place else
upon request next semester.

Myra Edlestein, Senior Health Educatorand the course
instructor praises the work of the class members.

"These students provide a link between students on
campus and the health service available. The second part

ofthe role ofthe health educators is that they are change
agents on campus. They can educate and hopefullychange
attitudes about social issues." asserts Edlestein.

The peer health educators enrolled in the course hope
to present such important issues as AIDS, birth control,
monogamy, and the vital role of communication in a
sexual relationship. The students discuss the most ef-

fective ways of presenting the material, work on film
segments, demonstrations and discussions. Peer educa-
tors are also unique in the respect that they, too are
students and can empathize with and relate well to those
who attend the workshops.
Sam Mckinley, a teaching assistant of the course

acknowledges that students are tired of dealing with
health professionals. She claims that the generational
lines along which i nformation concerning sex is presented
often leaves a gap between what educators feel is im-
portant and what students need to know. Mckinley feels
that the peer educators are more accessible to students
and better able to understand where they are coming
from.

Kathryn Day, who is also a teaching assistant of the
course, agrees the program provides both students and
peer educators the opportunity to learn from each other
in an open, supportive atmosphere.

Peer educators agree that realistic goals must be kept
in sight in terms ofinfluencing peoples' behavior. A major
frustration for health educators is that there are rarely
immediate results of their work. Helping people adopt
positive behaviors often takes months or even years.

Equally frustrating is the fact that some people simply

Turn to SEX, page 8
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do not want information, or are self-destructive and
choose not to practice positive behaviors. The peer educa-
tors understand the difTiculty in determining and know-
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ing how to use correct information concerning sex. Their
job is to make that information and advice available so

that we may all lead more healthy lives, which, according
__to Mckinley, we all have a responsibility to do.

"Everyone is sexual, whether they are having sex or

not." she stated.

Because of this, and in light of the many health risks

involved in sexual activity, Edlestein feels that students
need three tools in order to ensure safer, more healthy
lives. Knowledge, attitude, and practice (KA.P.) are
equally important concerning sex. Because knowing
information does not always mean adopting a good atti-

tude about it, and because adopting a good attitude does
not ensure having the skills to practice it, Edlestein and
the peer educators incorporate all three components into
the workshops.

"This class has a total, practical application." states
Edlestein. All majors are encouraged to enroll in this

year-long, 6 credit course.

If you would like more information about the Peer
Health Education course, or about organizing a work-
shop, call the Health Education office, 549-2671 ext. 181.

PARTY!

\
i \

Well, not really... but, heck, it's still a lot of fun!

All new & old Arts writers, come to ttie

Collegian offices on Sunday at 2 p.m. to

get story assignments.

Yahoo!

j\
raRs

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN
PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

Presents:

FORIEGN POLICY IN THE 1992 ELECTION

A panel discussion with Five College Faculty

VINNIE FERRARO,Professor of Politics

Mount Holyoke College

MICHAEL KLARE, Director

Five College Program in Peace & World Security Studies

SUSAN PETERSON, Assistant Professor of Government
Smith College

Tuesday, September 22th

8:00 PM
Merrill IT, Amherst College

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible. Sign
interpretijig is available with two weeks notice. For more information call

PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

I 1

i Mental Health Groups
! Fall 1992

Adult Ctiiidren of Alcoholics

(Process group)

Building Relationship Skills

Monday 3:30-5:00

Tuesday 3:00-4:30

• Adult Children of Dysfunctional Tuesday 330-500

Families (Structured)

• Increasing Self-Esteem

• Eating Disorder Group

Wednesday 3:30-5:00

Thursday 3:30-5:00

All groups begin in early October and require pre-registration,

before September 30. For information or registration call

545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills Nortti.

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

Tlie Add/Drop deadline for Fall 1 992 is

September 22nd at 9:00 PM. You must complete

all of your Add/Drop changes on the telephone by

that time in order to avoid late add procedures, or

"W" drops.

To avoid busy signals, please complete

Add/Drop as early as possible. Do not wait until

the last minute, or you may not be able to get

through to the system.

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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"OK, ma'am, you said you warned your husband
to put the newspaper down or you'd blow

him away Did he respond?"

Quote of the Day
"Who are those guys?"

- Butch Ca.s.sUlv
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By JEANE DIXON
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ARIES (March 21 -April 19): dis-

play a positive atlilude and an impof-
lanl relationship will turn around. A
preoccupation with your health lades
as you begin to lecl Ijelter. Gel out
and socialize nxjre.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Watch
your step when dealing with hard-to-

please authority ligures. Projwting
an aura ol conlidence will get you a

ironl-row seal al An important meet-
ing.

GEMINI (Ma V 2 1 -lune 20): Change
is inevilal)le. Slarwise, there is no
reason lor you to tear the lulure. Al-

though the love boat sails under
cloudy skies at times, it will not sink.

Have laith.

CANCER dune 21 -July 22): It is

lime to rethink your priorities and
review the direction your lite is tak-

ing. Lei past mistakes guide, not dis-

courage, you. Newtound resources
help vou get a ()et project launched.

LEO (|uly 2 i-Aug. 22): You have
more energy than in recent days.
Tackle a complicati-d project you have
l)een f)ostponing. I'rolect a romantu
dinner Irom interrupt ionsor uninvited
.^uesls.

VIRGO (Aug. 2.VSepl. IZ): Avoid
dwelling on a recent dis(X?inlnienl.

Concentrate on winning - the <xJds

arc in your tavor! Your personal ap-
peal is at an all-time high. Plan a

romantic interlude.

LIBRA (Sept, 2 i-Oct, 22): Finan-
cial worriescan overshadow all other
concerns. Reluse to Irel al)oul matters
lx?yond your control. A chanie en-
counter could lead to a prolitable

business venture!

SCORPIO (Oct 2?-Nov. 211: Ex-

amine a relationship that is going
nowhere. Thinking things through
ensures that you will not jump to

cont lusions or rush oil in the wrong
direction.

SAGITTARIUS I Nov 22-Dec. 211:

'lour new sell-esteem enhances ev-
ery aspect ol your lite. Review your
goals belore making any sudden
moves, family nu'iiibers should In-

consulted on domestic issues

CAPRICORN (IJec. 12-U... 19):

Better results will be obtainc-d <Mice
you learn to go with the llow. A
loophole will help you get out ot a

(ontraci il ycju so desi.e. Listen to

your < ons( leiice.

AQUARIUSilan. 20-rel). 1 HI: Your
partner may be more vocal ih.iiuisual

today. Play ihe wailing game in both
business and romam e. Il a legal mai-
ler reaches a stalemate, the delay
could work in your lavor.

PISCES (Feb. I')-Mar(.h A)): A se-

cret that is revealc-d now makes you
whistle with surprise! Your luck
changes tor the l)eller. Belore buying
a car or ex|X'nsive jewelry, put some
money away

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS ? Kind of 3^ l^reetiie 48 Goddess of

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor MikeCarvalho

Production Dana Dorman,

Kelly D'Amato

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Hamburger N.E. Style Scrod
Tuna Melt Roast Beef

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Oatburger N.E. Style Scrod

Tuna Melt Veggie Gumbo

The opinions expressed on this page arc those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Collvgijn or the University

1 Smear
5 Joker

9 Legendary
higtiwayman
Claude

14 Hindu queen
15 Lotion

ingredient

16 Cat tails

1 7 On ones toes
18 Traffic sign

19 Greek letter

20 '— tiere!"

scram
2? Swaps
23 Com laker

24 Muffins

25 Motown eager
28 - sound

barrier

32 Pays to play

33 Process
photos

34 Family mem
35 Rubber trees

36 Enlists again
37 — monster

lizard

38 Burmese
gibbon

39 Moisten the

roast

40 IQ test creator
4

1

Paddle your

43 Cow or call

44 Ampersands
45 Nucleus
46 Pays out
49 Wallaby
53 — Gras
54 Reagan

Secretary of

State

55 A Rogers of wit

56 Roman official

57 — Domini
58 Away from Ihe

weather
59 Curves
60 Trevino et al

61 Affirmatives

DOWN
1 Boast

bloomer or

comer
3 Entity

4 Witticisms

5 Add stitches

6 Ration

7 Mansard, for

one
8 Moisture

9 Welcome rug

10 Expose
1

1

Competed
12 Cherub, in

Cherbourg
13 Meadows
21 Eskimo knives

27 Younq adults

24 Grumble
25 Sao —
26 Relative by

marriage
27 Forbidding

28 "El tu, —'

29 Singer Lope/
30 Actress Hayes
31 Uphlt

33 Mexican coins

36 Sally and Ayn

39 Tosses about
40 B|orn of tennis

42 Feeble light

source
43 Drums
45 Aclor Michael
46 "Peter Pan"

pirate

4 7 Buffers

discord

49 "Citizen —
50 Anger
51 Genus of

olives

52 Corrida
cheers

54 Actor

Holbrook
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BIGGEST SALE
OF THE YEAR

THIS WEEK ONLY . SAVE UP TO $175

>.

/IRTQiRVEDV rWIAK^PC IT I ACnMAKES IT LAST

THE
OTHER GERMANY

A visual inquiry into aspects ofEast
German society during the concluding

years of the communist era

^UNIVERSITY CAMPUS centermSTORE^ 545-2619

SEPTEMBER 21 - 25
10 AM -3:30 PM

Black and White photography by

Michael Brendon Maclnnis

Payment plans available: KemTULB

Opening Reception:

Tuesday, September 22, 1 992
7-9 PM

STUDENT UNION ART GALLERY

University of Massachusetts

September 22 - October 2, 1992
Open Monday - Friday, 11-4

This exhibit is sponsored in part by a grant from the
UMASS Arts Council and by Brendan House of Images

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETT

Enrich your life.

Enhance your life.

Enjoyyour life.

• Take a course for UMass credit (over 100 of them!)

• Take a two- or three-week workshop to add spice to

your life (nearly 100 different choices!)

• Enroll in a program specialized for your career needs.

• Find out about our Bachelor of General Studies (BGS)

degree.

REGISTER NOW through September 22

for UMass Division of Continuing Education

fall semester classes, workshops, and specialized

programs.

CR IT

For more information, call S4S-24I4.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

A quality education at affordable prices!

Earn 3 Graded
Credits Tutoring

Student Athletes

Call:

545-4379 ~or~ 545-2919

COLLEGIAN

Crofts
continued from page 1
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'
'

Carrill is the yoda of the hoopworld, stressing tough D
and a motion offense to the max.

If Carrill could get some real players to execute his
backdoor cuts, he would be an annual Final Four par-
ticipant. Minuteman fans, I didn't forget John Calipari,
he's a coach on the rise along with Ohio State's Randy
Ayers and Cincinnati's Bob Huggins.

In pro football, Joe Gibbs is reknowned for his overall
coaching abilities. That, plus his track record make him
my choice over the fastly rising Jimmy Johnson and the
established Marv Levy.

Looking at college football, it's tough to pick the best
coach because there is so much to choose from. Despite
their loss to Tennessee Saturday, I'll have to go with
Steve Spurrier of Florida.

Spurrier is an offensive genius who has brought Florida

back to the top tier ofcollege football. Two people weren't
picked because of particular things I hate about them.

Lou Holtz ofNotre Dame coached with a yellow streak
against Michigan and his post game tirade on John
Dockery was so pathetic. Bill McCartney of Colorado
was also considered, but his insistence in overseeing the
outside world of his players exempted him. Bill, there's
no need to instill your incredibly stern beliefs about life
into your players, lighten up.

In boxing, Eddie Futch is the easy winner. Futch, who
is about 529 years old, is like old man river, he keeps rollin'
along. Futch is a main reason why Riddick Bowe will
defeat Evander Holyfield on November 13th.
Now to tennis, a much maligned sport, Jose Higuera

IS the best tennis coach in the world. He led Michael
Chang to the French title in 1989 before Chang foolishly
dumped him for his painfully ugly brother Carl Chang.

Higuera now coaches Jim Courier, who has won three
Grand Slam championships. Tony Pickard, coach ofworld
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#1 Stefan Edberg, is the #2 coach in the world.
Now to badmitton, naw I'm kidding, my life isn't that

sad . .
.
yet. It's time to debut two new features, which will

become weekly:
Dunce of the Week: This award has got to go out to

Cincy manager Lou Pinellia. For Pinellia to think he
could actually wrestle with Rob Dibble is crazy. Lou, you
dunce. Dibble would and will tear you apart on any
occasion, so just climb back into your cage.

Obscure Fact of the Week: Don Slaught is hitting
.349 in 264 at bats.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian staffmember

water polo
continued from page 1

2

The weekend's lastgame was a 10-7 winover Princeton
in a game that left Yarworth with a sour taste for the Ivy
League school. In the waning seconds of a game UMass
had clearly in hand, the Tigers' Chad Elliot punched
Mariani in the face. The punch was not seen by the
referee and Mariani did not retaliate.

"I think the Princeton players are a bunch of punks,"
Yarworth said. "They can't deal with losing and they
don't win well either."

The game before the punch was a close one as Princeton
carried a 3-2 lead into the locker room at halftime. It
could have been worse had Mujica not saved a penalty
shot in the second quarter.

Engin tossed in all three ofhis goals and Harlan added
another in the decisive forth quarter. Gk)nzalez and Reed
each tallied twice, and Oliete and Alters once. Mujica
finished with nine saves.

GAME NOTES: Yarworth — "I talk a lot about the
starters and the scorers, but it's guys like Lau, Schragger,
Deluca, Harlan, McAuliffe, and others that bust their
asses in practice but don't always get the big playing
time. That's what makes this team great. It's hard to
swallow your desire to play and still come to practice and
kill yourself, but that's what these guys are doing."
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PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!
THE EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING CENTER
Affiliated witli the University of f\Aassachusetts

Serving children 2 years, 9 months - 5 years

Unique, caring environment
Scholarships available for children of

college students

For more information, call 545-4791

ATTENTION

STUDENTS
Do You Feci Your Travel Agency

Doesn't Want Your Business
II so. call Central Travel

with over 20 years of specializing in

Student Travel

CENTRAL TRAVEL
549-4900

25 A Pray St., Amherst
(in the D.H. Jones Real Esfafc Building)

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrjmp Fra Diavio

• Lasagna a\ Forno

• Chicken Primavera

• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires Sept. 30, 1 992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Alpha Phi Omega
Coed service Fraternity

Rush! 7:30 p.m.

Thoreau Wednesday
Crabree Thursday
CC803 Monday

415A SU 545-2068

Toyota 1984
5-Speed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
413)586-2087

ENTERTAINMENT

HELP WANTED

AudioNideo rapair technician,

part-time. Three years professional

experience required. 584-9547.

French Club
First Meeting - 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday 9/22/92

Third Floor Herter

Info. 546 7060

Turkish Student Aesociation
First Meeting
Thursday 24 8PM Campus Center

Rm. 805 09

ANNOUNCEMENTS

>! Fraa! Free to students! Bridge

lessons for beginners. Free book, l-shirt.

Learn to play for fun or competition.

Campus Ctr. RM911 9/25 7.00 p.m.

665-7877

Greeks and clubs raisea cool 51,000.00

in just one week!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

and a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for

calling 1 800 932 0528 Ext. 65

Greenough Snackbar
opens tomorrowlll

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Diesel 1 07K S500 546Audi 5000.
0991

Datsun 200sx 1982 5 speed manual,

am/fm cassette, air, 150,000 miles. S750/

BO 665-4899

CAR FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette

56,000 miles

Well maintained
Needs clutch work
S900/negoliable

5497912

Any and All acts welcome!
If you can act sing do stand up play an

instrument etc.. ..We want you OPEN
STAGE TUES NITES if you can entenain

call Pete or Judi at 549-1200 sign up at

9:30 pm.

FOR RENT

Frid— Waiital Free delivery 2539742

Beautiful one bedroom in

contemporary home
Near UMass
S400/mo
Call 545-1652 or 586-2447

FOR SALE

Acoustic guitar. New w/case S200 or

b.oJ53-0744^

$300 Black leather jacket for sale -

Never worn men's large S210.

Kramer electric guitar - focus 3000
Jonathan 253-3910.

Computer KYBD-OMNI lOIPIusfBrand
new) S80, MonitorB/W, Analog, S45
@546 5698 ^

Live Concerts Guns-N-Roses, Many
more, trade, buy, sell. Call Dave 546-3975

Roadmastar mountain bike, 12'Speed,

New . Call 549-4996.

Stereo
Includes KEF speakers, Harman-Kardon
Amp, NEC CD player, S700. Call Vince

253 2554

Queen sz Waterbed S75 Ig dorm fridge

S50 fender bass amp (75 watt) S200 665-

2173

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ...

Begin NOWI...FREE packet! SEYS,
Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN 38018-

4000
.

English Tutor Weeded: Sutdent needs
help in creative writing. Excellent pay !

!

Debbie 546-2161

Exploding company seeks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,

earn bonuses, free carl Call Deb 253-

7502 Leave message

Extra$$$ Extra $$$ Extra $$$ Looking
for delivery people to deliver the Boston
Globe on campus. Early a.m. hours, Sun-
day-Friday, won't interfere with classes.

Have openings for positions with or

without vehicle. Please call Joe at 546-

3835 or 1-800 858-4275 ext. 2713

Guitar Lessons Berklee graduate.

534-^163^

Help Wanted
Counter person/Driver

20 25 hours
Amherst Deli

549 6314

$252.50 Sell 50 Funny, CollegeT-Shirts
and make 5252.50. No financial

obligation. Risk Fee program. Avg.
sales time=4-6 hours. Choose from
1 8 designs. Call free 1-800-733-3265.

TRAVEL FREE! Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida ! Best

commissions/free travel!

1 800 426 7710.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean

Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584-9830.

Pilot an
Enterprise

No. not on Star Trek. Manage Credit card

promo's on campus for National Market-

ing firm. Earn up up to S2,500 this term,

flexible hours. Opportunities.

CajlJI^OO 9^-8472^ Ext. 17.

Postal Jobs available! Many
positions. Great benefits.

Call 1-800-338-3388 ext. P-3306.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home.
Easy! No selling You're paid

direct. Fully guaranteed.

FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801-379 2900
Copyright #MA15KDH

MUSICIANS

Laad Guitarist wanted with the:

Moves of Presley, style of Harrison, Balls

of Richards, creativity of Clapton,

originality of Hendrix, volume of Page,

guts of Perry, flare of Frehley, rebellion of

Slash, and anger of Cobain.

Call Trodes 253 2904
Ino wimps, perfectionists, or slaves to

covers need apply)

Wanted guitarist; Phish. Allmans.
Creative improv. 256-8115.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to wore, on Thursday eves.

Call Roni 546-4798.

SERVICES

PERSONALS

Peace end Justice organization seeks
office assistant workstudy students.

Phone reception and general clerical

work. 10 hours per week; 55 56 per hour.

Call Carolyn at 256-8306

Pioneering Publications is hiring
salespeople forTV Times, Amherst's only
free TV listings guide. Call 549-1018 for

more information or send resumes to

Pioneering Publications. PO Box 6000.

Amherst, MA 01004-6000

INSTRUCTION

Earn Credit team to Scuba Dive Basic

course, G09. Florida trip, GlO. New
England Advanced Course, Gil. Basic

Classes start 9/14. For further info call

545 2338. ^
Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260.

Elizabeth Anne.
With each passing day,

my love for you forever grows
Happy 21st Birthday

I LOVE YOU!
Hero TM

G.A.S.
Yes, I like Pina Coladas and you are

the love that I've looked for.

I'll escape with you anytime.

B£.K^

Liam - Thank you for driving us to Brit-

tany Manor Friday night, but I think I left

my jacket in your car. If so, please drop it

off at the Collegian for Erica. Thanks!

Queen Virgin - LG
~

Has just fallen off her throne!

XOXO

••Pumpio"
I had a great weekend
with you. I can harldy

wait until I see you
again. I miss you very much.

Love,

Michael

To the singing Sammy's
Had fun summer lovin'

with you guys!

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for free and confidential ser-

vices ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam St.

Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-

6010

September Lawn Special
Low maintenance chemical fee natural

creations landscape company
Valley and Hilltowns Call 296 4337

EWE TUTOR. Eastern GHANA
Ghana student or faculty

Please help. Fee negotiable

Call 413 283 7651 ext. 269 or 285
or 413-596 3525 evenings.

Legal Questions? The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to

fee paying students. Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545-1995.

Subscribe to class notes for

Econ 103 IKatzner)

Nutr 130

Pub HI 160

Weekly Typewritten notes'

Can you afford not to?

Stop by Bartletl today 12:30 5!

'86 WINNABAGO FOR SALE

Top of the line like new low miles 24 ft.

class - a rvew air conditioner exquisite -

sleeps 5completelyself contained 19,500
or Best offer Call Mike at 1-534-5896 in

Chicopee
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Sports
Women kick Rutgers for fifth in a row
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team continued to roll on
as it defeated Rutgers 1-0 Saturday to
advance its record to 5-0 on the season.

Massachusetts, ranked No. 9 in the
nation, played one of its strongest games
of the season to achieve its first road win
of the year.

Forward Kim Eynard scored the game's
only goal in the 29th minute. UMass
defenseman Lisa Mickelson gained pos-
session of the ball on the left flank, near
midfield. Using her left foot she crossed
the ball to Holly Hellmuth who was
breaking down the right wing.

From 40 yards out. Hellmuth chipped
the ball into the goal mouth where Eynard
outleapt a Rutgers defender and headed
the ball over Rutgers goalkeeper Saskia
Webber and into the net.

"It was a wonderful goal,"Massachusets
coach Jim Rudy said. "An unbelievable
looking play. Eynard rose majestically
above the Rutgers defender, just straight
up out-jumped her. It was a great leap, but
the passing was also beautiful."

For Eynard, it was her third tally ofthe
season and her third game winner.

"Kim is playing like the mature player
we always thought she'd be," Rudy said.

"She has risen hergame to a new level this

season."

Briana Scurry made 12 saves to make
Eynards goal hold up, as she improved
her record to 3-0 on the year. It was
Scurry's second shutout and lowered her
goals against average to 0.66 on the
season.

"Scurry was terrific," Rudy said. "She
had to make some big saves in the second
half but she made them look routine. She
is so quick in the box that she gets to balls

other goalies could not."

Scurry's biggest test came off of a
Rutgers corner with ten minutes remain-
ing in the game. The Knights' leading
scorer Christa Aluoto headed the serve
towards the back corner which forced

Scurry to dive to her lower left to knock it

away.
"It was a very athletic play," Rudy said.

"She had to fully extend herselfin order to

touch it out."

From that point on Massachusetts was
able to run out the clock to remain
undefeated on the year.

"We played a dynamic game today,"

Rudy said. "We put together our passing
and we were able to dominate. Our first

half was our quickest and best half of the
year. The attack stayed in front and we
were rurmingvery well. I was quite pleased
with our focus."

Massachusetts looks to extend the
winning streak to six as it hosts Harvard
at 3:00 p.m. on Wednesday.

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

Forward Holly Hellmuth

Women X-C defeat BC
By JASON NASH
Collegian Correspondent

Gigantic. Herculean. Huge. These,
along with others, are perfect adjectives
to sum up the University ofMassachu-
setts women's cross country team's
victory over Boston College on Saturday
in Amherst, by a score of 24 to 31.

Massachusetts increased its record to

2-0, with what may turn out to be
UMass' biggest win of the year.

"This was a really big win." UMass
coach Julie LaFreniere said. "This is

one of the toughest three-mile courses
in New England. We definitely had the
home meet advantage. B.C. led until

they hit the hills."

Junior Kelly Liljeblad crushed her
competitors, setting her personal best
on the home course and beating B.C.'s

best runner by 50 seconds.

Twin sister Kim Liljeblad finished
second with a gutsy finish withjust a 1/

2 mile left in the race.

Rounding off UMass' top five were
tri-captains Becky Johnson (fourth),

Maureen Meldrim ( seventh ) and Tricia
Mathewson (tenth).

How bigwas this wan? Well, consider

that Boston College was 17th in the
country last year and were one of the
two teams that are selected from New
England to the national championships.
Throw in the fact that UMass hasn't
beaten B.C. for six years and you've got
the formula for what LaFreniere calls a
perfect day.

Winner Kelly Liljeblad said, "We
were really psyched going in, everyone
was really pulling for each other and
keeping a great attitude."

"rhough winner Kelly Liljeblad was
in command the whole race, Lafreniere
could not emphasize enough about the
second place finish of twin sister Kim.

"She looked fantastic," said
LaFreniere. "She really poured it on in

the end andjust seemed to get stronger
and stronger as the race went on."

Kim Liljeblad said, "I new it was
going to be a close race for second place.

I passed [B.C. runner Linda Spence]
coming downhill with about a halfof a
mile left. I felt much better this week
physically and mainly mentally."

UMass looks ahead to their next
meet on Saturday in Vermont in a tri-

meet will Vermont and Boston Uni-
versity.

Water polo wins three

Field hockey faces Stanford

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts water
polo team brought two ideas of their per-

formance in this young season back with
them from this past weekend's first round
ofthe Eastern Championship at Princeton
University.

The first is that last week's 4-0 per-
formance at the Army Invitational was no
fluke. The second is that if an NCAA
Tournament berth is to be achieved, the
big games have to be played as such.

The 15th-ranked Minutemen ( 7- 1 ) went
3-1 at Princeton, winning big in thegames
they were expected to win, and losing the
weekend's premiere match-up against the
nation's No. 12 team. Slippery Rock (PA).

"We grew up a lot this weekend," said
UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "We also
realized that we haven't played our best
polo yet. Slippery Rock intimidated us, so
we have work to do."

The Rock', the No.l team in the East
and first truly powerful competition
UMass has faced this season, was the
weekend's third opponent. After going
down 4-0 after the first period, UMass
crept back to a 7-4 deficit at the half. The
third period was another scoreless one for

the Minutemen, as they eventually ended

up on the short end of a 13-6 decision.

"The Rock's defense dropped off our
outside players, so we couldn't pass the
ball into T' (Tsan Engin I," Yarworth said.

"We had to pass the ball around the out-

side, taking the shots they wanted us to

take. We were tentative to drive, and that
is something we have to be able to do ifwe
are to be successful."

Saturday morning the Minutemen took
care of unranked Washington & Lee,
bursting out ofthe gate for an 8-3 halftime
lead before winning 15-7.

Jeremy Alters, Javier Gonzalez, Luke
Harlan, Engin and Rich Schragger all

scored two goals. Pat Lau, Denny Kinne,
Adolpho Oliete, Scott Reed and Fransisco
Mariani all added one apice. Todd
Hourihan recorded five saves in goal.

The second game was a 22-6 waxing of
Queens University as Schragger poured
in four goals. Kinne and Dan McAuliffe
had three goals each, and Scott Deluca,
Alters, Reed and Mariani each had two.
Four other players added one each.

Alex Mujica and Hourihan split time in

goal, recording four saves each.
Gonzalez and Harlan scored twice each,

and Reed and Schragger added one each.
Mujica stopped four shots and Hourihan
recorded five saves.

Turn to WATER POLO, page 1
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By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts field hockey team is

hoping lightning strikes twice at 1:00 p.m. today at
Northeastern's Parsons Field.

Head coach Pam Hixon and her squad are hoping that
they can do the same thing to Stanford today as they did
to No. 5 North CaroHna last Saturday: that is, pull off a

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
The UMass field hockey team goes for its sixth win in a row

today at 1 p.m. in Boston against Stanford. The game is being
played at Northeastern's Parsons Field.

"road" win. The Minutewomen hope to follow the pattern
of their 1-0 shocker over the Tar Heels.

The field hockey team has traditionally used
Northeastern's field as a surrogate home field, and this is

the second game they have played there this year. The
proximity ofthe field from Boston's Logan Airport makes
it easier for teams from the South and West to fly in and
play UMass there instead of in Amherst.

"Boston has been our home away from home, at least
this year," Hixon said. "I think it's a good opportunity for

us, because we're on a stretch now that we're gonna be on
turf for an extended period of time."

The Cardinal is somewhat of an enigma for UMass,
who know virtually nothing about the Stanford squad.
UMass' game plan is to concentrate on what has been
successful for them: a strong defensive front and crisp
passing.

"I don't know a thing about Stanford," said Hixon. "We
haven't played them in years, so we're going in against
them sight unseen."

The weeklyNCAA field hockey poll coincides with the
UMass-Stanford game, so there is a good chance the
Minutewomen will take the field not as the eighth best
team in the country, but possibly as one of the top five.

Massachusetts has remained undefeated thus far,

despite tough games on the road against No. 7 Providence
and North Carolina. The team draws comparisons with
last year's squad, which started the season 8-0.

"We're much stronger at this point than we were last
year," said Hixon. "We have more depth, we're playing
more as a team."

UMass goalie Philippa Scott can attest to that. Scott,
a junior, notched three shutouts over the past week, and
has still only allowed one goal this year. The strong
UMass defense has controlled opposing offenses, and
teams have gotten few good opportunities against Scott,
who has a 0.22 goals-against average.

Crofts praises
the best coaches

It's time for someone to look at the people behind
the athletes; the coaches, trainers, or managers
who make the athletes the successes that they are.
I think I'lljudge the best in each sport, or make that
each sport I care about.

In baseball, there are three candidates, Tony
LaRussa, Jim Leyland, and Tom Kelly. I'm going to
have to side writh LaRussa, what he's done with the
A's is incredible.

Jeff

CROFTS
LaRussa has had to put up with team bickering,

a line-up (save Mark McGwire) that only the Red
Sox can rival for patheticness, and starting pitch-
ing that's been wearing down for a couple ofyears.

Yet, LaRussa still has the A's in first place, and
for that he gets the nod over the similar Leyland
and the crafty Kelley.

In pro basketball, Pat Riley of the Knicks gets
the nod. Riley has turned the Knicks around and
has made them into an incredibly tough, hard-
nosed team. He won with the Lakers and now he's
winning with the Knicks.

Don Nelson ofthe Warriors is probably the best
stategist in the NBA. What Nellie did to the Spurs
in the playoffs a couple of years ago was probably
the most impressive coaching display in the last
ten years. Riley however, gets the overall nod for
his sustained success.

As for college basketball, you can have Mike
Krzyzshewski, Robert Montgomery Knight, and
Dean Smith. I'll take Princeton's Petey Carrill.

Turn to CROFTS, page 1
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Kissinger denies allegations
he had knowledge of POWs

THE LONG HULL
for Campus Fast.

CHRIS EVANS / COLEGIAN
UMass student prepares boat

By WILLIAM W. WELCH
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Henry Kissinger on Tuesday de-
nounced as "a flat-out lie" the allegation that he and
others knew U.S. servicemen were left behind when the
war in Southeast Asia ended two decades ago.

Two people who made such suggestions Monday were
Kissinger's colleagues from the Nixon administration—
defense secretaries James R. Schlesinger and Melvin
Laird.

But the former secretary ofstate and national security
adviser acknowledged that even as he negotiated peace
with the North Vietnamese, he recognized they had not
provided an adequate accounting for missing Americans.

And in a sometimes hostile exchange with members of
a Senate committee, Kissinger didn't rule out the possi-

bility that some Americans survived afler U.S. soldiers

were withdrawn from the jungles of Southeast Asia in

1973.

"I think it's improbable any are alive today," Kissinger
said. "I have always kept open the possibility in my mind
there were some in Laos."

Kissinger's intensely defensive, sometimes combative
testimony came under oath before an extraordinary
hearing by the Senate Select Committee on POW-MIA
Affairs.

The bipartisan panel is trying to answer lingering
questions about the fate of missing soldiers and airmen
two decades afler the conclusion of the Vietnam War,
which divided the nation.

Kissinger testified a day afler other former Nixon
officials, including Schlesinger and Laird said they be-
lieved some American prisoners were still in Vietnam or
Laos after the withdrawal of U.S. troops and the 1973
release of more than 591 prisoners of war. The former
defense secretaries cited reliable reports ofmore POWs,
particularly in Laos, than were released.

Kissinger said neither man ever expressed those views
at the time.

"Ifwe had known, ifwe had heard this, we would have
acted on it," Kissinger said.

He bitterly disputed suggestions "that when President
Nixon announced that all prisoners were on the way
home, he or his aides knew that many were left behind."

"The allegation is a flat-out lie," Kissinger said, blaming
the assertions on "leads that could only have come from
this inquiry."

Kissinger acknowledged receiving "some reports al-

leging that live Americans were still in Indochina," and
said they "were taken seriously" by U.S. officials.

"But no confirmed report of living American prisoners
ever crossed my desk, although I am not saying they did
not exist," he said.

The Senate committee room was crowded with spec-
tators, some Vietnam veterans wearing camouflage
jackets and war decorations. Some were relatives ofmen
still unaccounted for, such as Collene Shine ofArlington,
Va., whose father, Air Force Lt. Col. Anthony Shine, was
downed Dec. 2, 1972 on the Lao-North Vietnam border.

"The families have been lied to," she said. "We have
been victims oflies and a lack ofeffort. I'd like the priority

to be focused on returning Americans alive."

The session, conducted under the glare of television

lights, at times recalled the bitter, emotional divisions

spawned by the Vietnam war.

Kissinger insisted that the administration has pressed
the North Vietnamese strongly for release ofall prisoners
and an accounting of the missing, including those in

neighboring Laos. But he contended the administration's
efforts were undercut by actions in Congress to force an
end to U.S. military operations, including bombing ofthe
North.

"I had no means of pressure left," Kissinger said,

referring to his negotiations in Paris with the North
Vietnamese, "all I could do is bluffmy way through this."

Multiculturalism taken
seriously on UM campus
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: This is the first in a series

examining multiculturalism from several

different perspectives. The series will in-

clude interviews with various faculty

members and students at the University of
Massach usetts

.

The multicultural movementis gaining
momentum on college campuses across

the nation and many students are still

unclear on the significance of this widely-

heralded and often maligned movement.
Dr. Benjamin Rodriguez, director of

the Bilingual Collegiate Program, believes

the minority population on campus con-

tributes to cultural diversity.

"We must be more convincing to the

faculty at large that cultural diversity is

here to enrich the campus, and that the

presence of minority students at UMass
should be viewed as positive to the Uni-

versity," he said.

Multicultural awareness atUMass has

sparked many students into taking the

initiative to seek and exchange cultural

ideas.

"The administration has made great

gains to foster cultural awareness and
diversity, and continues to be committed,"

Rodriguez said.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien has taken

the vision even further by recently form-

ing a multicultural advisory board con-

sisting of key faculty members to further

analyze and promote cultural awareness

and sensitivity on campus.

In fact, recent studies indicate that

there still is a need to address the needs of

our ever growing diverse student body.

Amit Ghosh, a student from India, be-

lieves there is a growing concern among
many international students concerning
the lack of educational and cultural

awareness.
"There is very little awareness among

students here at UMass," Ghosh said.

"Many students do not know where our
country is located."

Ghosh also said that "many students

focus more on their majors and do not take
the time to ask or make serious inquiry

into the world about them."

Afro-American Studies Professor John
Bracey believes that students can benefit

by engaging cross-culturally with one
another and that much has been accom-
plished by pursuing, interacting and ac-

knowledging differences.

The Afro-Centric consciousness is a

reality on this campus today due, in part,

to a similar process, Bracey said. " B e -

ing culturally aware will enable students

to widen their scope of knowledge, and
better interact with the world around
them,"saidBracey. "The administration's

response by including cultural diversity

courses is a step in the right direction."

Benjamin Rodriguez said recent cam-
pus cultural events, such as the annual
International Fair, the Indian Pow Wow
and the Malcolm X picnic, are prime ex-

amples of encouraging interaction among
various cultures.

"The University of Massachusetts
continues to strive to bridge the gap be-

tween cultures and promote cultural

sensitivity," Rodriguez said. "These and
other events help educate and strengthen

cultural ties between faculty and stu-

dents."

Sharon PanofT, a senior said, "It is

necessary to be culturally aware— one of

Turn to MULTICULTURALISM, page 4

A hundred ducky years
Campus Pond celebrates anniversary

jm^-

By RACHEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

"A dam which will be a credit to the

college is soon to materialize,"reported

the Sept. 21, 1892 issue of"Aggie Life,"

then the Massachusetts Agricultural

College student newspaper.
Over a century and a few changes

later, the dam and subsequent Campus
Pond is one of the University's most
widely-known and visual landmarks.

From Sept. 14 to Jan. 15, the Ar-

chives Department, located on the 25th

floor of the Tower Library, plan to

commemorate the Campus Pond's

Court*«y of the Special CoH«ctK>nt and Arch>«*s

Th« Campu* Pond as il lookad circa 1920*.

100th Anniversary with an extensive

exhibit.

The display, which Archives Assis-

tantMikeMilewski said has taken him
over two years to complete, includes

vintage photographs of the pond,
newspaper articles dating back to the

early 1900s and an extensive compila-

tion of documents tracing the pond's

construction history.

The Archives Department believes

this exhibit is an important part of the

effort to attract the public's attention

to the history of the campus.
As the documents show, the pond

Turn to DUCKS, page 4
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Wednesday, September 23
Rush — Alpha Phi Omega, National Coed Service

Fraternity will be holding informational sessions at

7:30 p.m. tonight in Thoreau lounge, tomorrow in

Crabtree, and next Monday in Campus Center room
803. Call 545-2068 or stop by 415a Student Union for

more information.

Registration — MASSPIRG and SGA are sponsoring

a voter registration drive today and tomorrow in the

Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union from 10:00 - 2:00.

Thursday, September 24
Lecture— Hoiv To Read Animal Track & Sign , a new

M multiculturalistn
continued from page 1

the main causes ofhatred and ignorance is a result of not

being culturally sensitive. We are being taught to hate
another group without questioning why."

Lisa Silva, a junior, said she believes a multicultural

curriculum at the University can bridge the gaps be-

tween various cultures.

"In order to prepare students, the University must
also implement a multicultural curriculum."

book by Paul Rezendes will be the focus ofa slide presen-
tation/lecture at the Hitchcock Center from 7:00 p.m. to

9:00. The Hitchcock Center is located at 525 South
Pleasant Street in Amherst. Call 256-6006 for more
information.

Meeting—A meeting for all interested in being involved
in the production of The_Metamorfollies will be held at
7:00 p.m. in the Union Video Center, in the basement of

the Student Union. For more information, contact David
Wasserman at 586-4898.

Meeting—An information meeting for the 1 993 UMass
program in Siena, Italy will be held today at 7:00 p.m. at

301 Herter Hall.
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QMASS Debate Team
Needs Recruits For

This Semester

PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!
THE EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING CENTER
Affilioted with the University of Massachusetts

Serving children 2 years, 9 months - 5 years
Unique, caring environment

Scholarships available for children of
college students

For more information, call 545-4791

Make the most

of your

retirement years.
To make the most o( your retirement in the future you

need to make the most of your retirement plan today.

At our free seminar, we'll show you an extraordinary new
investment opportunity for your 403(b) plan. Through the

Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector'" Account you can invest

in an extensive selection of Merrill Lynch mutual funds. You

also have the flexibility to move in and out of the funds as

your financial objectives or the economy changes.

And to help you make your investment decisions, a

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant will work with you to de-

termine your individual financial situation and expectations.

Learn more about how the Retirement Selector Account

can help you make the most of your 403(b) plan by attending

our free seminar. To reserve your place, call one of the

numbers below or return the coupon below.

DATE: • Thursday, September 24th

TIME: 7:30 -9:00 a.m.

PLACE : Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst

(continental breakfast ivill be served.)

SPEAKERS: Michael P. Sarsynskl, Jr. and
Kate Rutherford,

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultants

RSVP; 4 13-7854 100 or 1-800-288^445

r .,

Mall lor Merrill Lynch
1331 Main Slr«el. Sprlngflrld, MA 01 103, Alia: (9M4/MS4

D Ye«. I plan to altrnd your (ree *«nlnar Please re«erve_

D No, I cannot attend, but tvould like to receive more kitormatlon about the
Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector^ Account.

Name

.

Buslnett Phone ( )_

Home Phone ( )_

. Address

.

City

. State .ap.
Merrill Lynch clients, please give the name and olMce address o( your
Financial Consultant;

ef<v,M#.i i«MM...,ii,M,i> I.,**. rNw«4.ta«>>w MwWtgvr

Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust.

lousing • Family • Student Rights /

\ «^ivil Rights •Workers Rights^ /
X^S^rinuml •Consumer La%** /
'\ MiUtaiyand Draft Ltw ./

922 Campus Center ti4S-1995

STUDENT
FITNESS
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks!

$179
• Nautilis
• Free Weights • Fitness testing

• Basketball ~ '

00*SPECIAL RATE!
September

to May
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES*:
• Tennis • Racquetbail** • Massage Therapy

• Aerobics**(includes step)

Fitness testing • Sauna

Cardiovascular (Stairmastef", LifeCycles )

If you would like to eom
$10 - $20/hr..
Be a BorteiKier

•Day/Evening IWeek

•Local/Nafiont2i Ptacwnent

•Limltecl Operas Remair) For September,
October, and November Ckisses

•Make Your Move Today csvi Receive
Additional Sovings on tuition Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 . Springfield
^.^.^^.^

'Not all clubs feature all omenities "Nominal Fee

Comparable Value

$400 if paid monthly!

You save nearly 50%
by paying for your

membership on the

day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

ATHLETIC
CLUBS of
AIABRICA

SPORTS MR
& RfSTflURflNT

659 AfDherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638

(Formeny Winners Athletic Club)

TONIGHT
9-1

PIZZA SUCES

Drink of The Week
PINEAPPLE BOMB

$1.75

20 oz. Drafts

$1.75
Miller Lite • Miller G.D. • Rolling Rock

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040
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Local News
UM enrollment
situation seen
as promising
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Although enrollment in the University of Massachu-
setts has reached its lowest point in 20 years, three

campus officials said the downward trend may soon be
reversed, due to the unexpected size of the incoming
freshman class.

Improved financial aid packages, acceptance ofa larger

percentage of the applicant pool, and lower incidence of

what was refered to as the "summer melt" has given the

University its largest freshman class since 1989, accord-

ing to Timm R. Rinehart, director of Undergraduate
Admissions, Registrar Nancy Fitzpatrick, and Marilyn
H. Blaustein, director of Institutional Research and
Planning.

"The summer melt refers to all the students you lose

between May 1 — the deadline for deposits — and Sept.

1, when students come back to school," Rhinehart said.

"It's the difference between the number of students who
put down deposits in May and those who actually enroll

in September."
Rhinehart put the total number offreshman at 3,975,

a number representing "more students by far than we
thought we'd get."He attributed the unexpected increase

partly to lower rate of summer melt than normal, and
partly to incentives extended to freshman by the Univer-

sity.

"We lose 10 to 15 percent every year to summer melt;

that's standard across the years and across universities

in general," he said. "But this year, it was closer to 5

percent. We also offered better financial aid packages,

and many parents felt they wanted to send their children

here instead of other places."

Fitzpatrick listed statistics showing that total under-

graduate enrollment, which has been in a state ofmarked
decline in the past four years, dipped only slightly for this

fall— something she attributes to the unexpected size of

the class of 1996.

"The decline has been due to the lower numbers of

freshman we've been attracting, and the lower number of

students we've retained," she said. "But this year, efforts

were made to improve the recruitment of students and

the financial aid packages for those we accept for enroll-

ment."
"Based on projections, [the total number of under-

Turn to ENROLLMENT, page 4
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UHS looking for the shot-less
2,000 face withdrawl for lack of immunization shots

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When freshman biochemistry major Nicole Turceon
arrived at UMass, she received a letter from University

Health Services stating that she did not have the proper

immunizations.
"They are requiring me to have another measles shot.

I had the measles shot five days before my first birthday,"

Turceon said. "My doctor said I should be cleared."

Yet Turceon is not alone, because this fall there are

almost 2,000 students who risk being academically

dropped from the University if they do not hand in their

completed medical forms in time.

^e do not want to withdraw students, but we are

required by state law," said Judith Whitcomb, Health

Service's system manager. "We are trying very hard. We
even gave the names ofdoctors in town, ifstudents do not

want to go to Health Services."

At this time Health Services are administrating a $25

late fee to those who have not sent their forms. Ifstudents

still have not sent in their forms after pre-registration.

then they will be withdrawn from school. They will lose

their housing, and all their spring semester classes.

According to Massachusetts state law, any full-time

student must be fully immunized for measles, mumps,
rubella (German measles), tetanus and diphtheria, before

they step on campus. This law requires students to give

Health Services an up-to-date immunization record,

showing that students have received tetanus, and diph-

theria shots within 10 years. Students should also have
been immunized twice for measles after their first

birthday.

"If students are from Massachusetts, they should

have an up-to-date health record from their high school.

It is state law," Whitcomb said. "They can mail or fax us
a copy. Students can come down to Health Services this

Friday to receive immunizations for a fee."

Health Services sent out a health form this summer,
asking for students to mail in theirimmunization records.

When the University did not receive the forms or they

were inadequately filled out, Health Services sent another

letter, asking the students to send in their information.

Turn to UHS, page 4

Student gov't grabs 500
in registration drive
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

A bullhorn graced the presence of

the Student Union steps once again.

"We can register you to vote in any

city or town. Out of state students can

register too," shouted Matt Pavesi, the

chairman ofpublic policy from Student

Government Association.

About 500 students have registered

so fa? in the three-dayvoter registration

drive, which began yesterday. The drive

is sponsored by Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group and SGA.
"We can definitelymake a difference

in local races," said Pavesi. "We have

the numbers to make a difference in

the congressional and state represen-

tative race."

MassPIRG and SGA are aiming to

register at least 2,000 students. Not

more than 500 students were registered

last year.

"I think we can definitely make our

goal," said Jennifer Wood, SGA presi-

dent. "We're well along our way."

Wood attributes such a good turnout

to the presidential election this year.

"Everywhere you turn, people are

talkingaboutvotingin the presidential

race," said Wood. "This is everybody's

first time to vote in the presidential

race."

She said half the battle is over, con-

vincing people that they need to regis-

ter.

"This year we just had to publicize

the event," she said. "We're very happy

with it."

Pavesi said the drive is turning into

Turn to REGISTRATION, page 4
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UMass students wait to register to vote.

Exploring Jewish humor
Author says most humor optimistic

By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Correspondent

One of the most prominent contempo-

rary Jewish writers to hit the nation,

visited the University of Massachusetts

on Monday night for an event sponsored

by the Hillel House.

Rabbi Joseph Telushkin, author of

Jewish Literacy as well as Wiy the Jews?

The Reasons for Antisemitism, explained

his comedic writing to an audience ofabout

250 people.

Hediscussedthe"100 best Jewish jokes

and what they say about the Jews."

"There is still one underlying theme

that seems to link all Jewish humor and

that is optimism," Telushkin said.

The speaker was introduced first by

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of Hillel House as

well as Josh Slomich president of Hillel,

who gave a bri efbackground ofthe author.

Telushkin, who was ordained at Yeshi-

vah University in NewYork, spoke clearly

and expressively about ethnic humor, es-

pecially Jewish humor, in the U.S. in the

last two decades. "It's not that I use my
hands when I speak— it'sjust that this fly

here is driving me crazy,''he said, providing

an example.

A leading activist in the cause ofSoviet

Jewry, Telushkin was the first foreign

Jew to meet with Jewish activists in Siberia

in 1973.

He mentioned the stereotypical jokes

of Polish, Irish, Italian and other ethnic

groups outside, as well as within, their

own groups. He humorously related the

extent ofJewish wit ranging from mother-

in-law jokes to Yiddish jokes to the high

aspirations of Jewish parents.

Telushkin described Jewish humor as

being introspective or self-mocking of the

Turn to HUMOR, page 8

Profs to study image of West
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Western civilization is said to have

developed a stereotypical image of non-

western cultures through media. But what

image do non-western people have of

western civilization?

A group of five scholars from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts and Amherst
College just received a two-year $235,000

grant from the Getty Grant Program

which will enable them to conduct mas-

sive research on the answer to this

question.

"I was elated about receiving the grant

because it provides an opportunity for

professors of the Five College area to dis-

cuss their ideas on artistic and visual

representation of different cultures," said

Jacqueline Urla, an anthropology profes-

sor at UMass.
Frank Couvares, a history and Ameri-

can studies professor at Amherst College,

said the study would use visual objects

such as artifacts, films, paintings and

photographs.

He said the research was important

because it will frame the world in many
plural ways and through many minori-

ties' eyes. "Western people will have a

distorted sense of the world if they don't

learn how non-western people see the

world."
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was created by damming up a stream that
ran between, the Botanic Museum and
North Dormitory, now Morrill Science
Center. The action was initiated and su-
pervised by William Wheeler, a graduate
of the first class of 1871.

Milewski said initially the pond was
created out ofa need for large quantities of
ice that could be cut away and used to

preserve fresh fruit and dairy products.
But as the exhibit illustrates, the pond

soon became the central point around
which many student activities were held.

In 1909, the pond was the sight of the
first hockey game. P'rom there, this arti-

ficially constructed body ofwater went on
to becoming an ice-skating rink while its

banks played host to the Winter Carnival
in the late 1920s.

Until 1958, the pond also served as the
battlegiound of the freshman and sopho-
more classes duringthe Annual Freshman-
Sophomore Rope Pull held during Home-

coming Week.
But due to the continual circulation of

warm water underground, now the pond
never freezes solid.

So the joys of skating on the pond and
other winter activities during the early
years of the pond are now only memories
and photographs.

In it's place crop up a new generation of
rituals. Every year since 1987, the Reserve
Officer Training Corps has constructed a
rope bridge over the pond.

Those who are not afraid ofgetting wet
can test their agility and strength. There
is also the Annual Spring Concert where
thousands ofstudents flock to the edges of
the pond to listen to their favorite musi-
cians.

And one must never forget the faithful

ducks who would be otherwise homeless
without the pond to return to each spring.

As the campus continues to change, the
pond will remain a reflection of the past
and a part of the future.

Eating Disorder
Programs • Fall 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

• • •

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental

Health Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse
Practitioner. Mondays and Wednesdays
Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671,

Clinic 4 . , ,

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549-2671, Clinic 4.
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graduates] will be down by just over 200
from 1991," she said.

Fitzpatrick said in the fall of 1989, the
total number of undergraduates and
Stockbridge students was 19,188, while
the freshman class had 3,835 students.
Both numbers fell significantly in 1990, to

18,037 and 3,581 respectively. Another
big drop came in 1991, when undergradu-
ate enrollment fell to 17,271 and the
freshman class totalled only 3,303.

In the fall of 1992, though, while the
total number of undergraduates fell to

17,066, Fitzpatrick said the entering
freshman class is projected to be in the
ballpark of Rhinehart's figure of 3,975.

Blaustein agreed that the freshman class

is larger than in years past, and attributed
it to a pointed effort by the University to

reverse the recent sliding trend.

"The acceptance rate is high," she said.

muHS
continued from page 3

Finally, another reminder was sent out
last week, according to Whitcomb.

Yet freshman hotel restaurant and
travel administration majorSukwon Jung
said he did not receive any health form in

his foreign student packet.

"I am not on file
I on University comput-

"Part of it is the University has made a

conscious effort to increase the size of the

freshman class. Because ofstudent demo-
graphics, the only way to do that was to

admit a larger portion of the applicants."

Some fear the admission of a higher

percentage of applicants could adversely

effect the quality of the University as a
whole.

"Yeah, it does effect I quality!," said

Fitzpatrick. "Right now, we're about where
we were in the early 80s in terms ofquality

of the freshman class."

Rinehart, however, sees a definite ad-

vantage to the increased number of ad-

missions.

"This is the most ethnically and cul-

turally diverse class we've ever had," he
said. "My best guess is there are 550
students ofcolor, which is about 14 percent

ofthe entering freshman class. Both these
numbers are all-time highs."

ersi," Jung said, as he pointed to the letter

he received from the University.

"Students need to read the forms care-

fully. A lot of the time doctors are not
reading the forms carefully," Whitcomb
said. "Many students are ignoring it |the

health forms]. They are hoping it will go
away."

registration
continued from page 3

a campus wide effort. "Professors are an-
nouncing it in their classes and everyone
knows about it," said Pavesi.

Wood and Pavesi expects a large per-
centage of students to register today and
tomorrow.

"I think we'll make our goal," Pavesi
said. He said there were long lines but

that they went by quickly.

"Students were surprised. I had a lot of
people thank me," said Pavesi.

Pavesi feels that students want to vote
but that it's not convenient. "We bring the
registration process to the student."

Voter registration is continuing today
and tomorrow in the Cape Cod lounge in

the Campus Center from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

UHS Launches Automated Switchboard

University Health Services has installed an automated attendant at the
telephone switchboard to process calls more quickly and efficiently.

When calling 549-2671, a recorded greeting and menu to various
services, clinics and offices will be heard.

By using a touchtone phone, callers will be able to access menu
choices by entering numbers on the telephone keypad. Extension
numbers can be entered any time after the greeting and the call will be
routed directly to the number.
To speak to the UHS operator, callers should press "O" at any time or
wait until the end of the message when an operator will come on to the
line.

The main menu:

1 Medical emergencies
2 Touch-Tone Menu

2 Advice triage nurse

3 Appointments and clinics

1 Clinic I

2 Clinic II

3 Clinic III

4 Clinic IV and Nutrition

5 Specialty Clinics

1 OB/Gyn
2 Allergy

3 Ortho Surgery

4 Public Health Nurse
5 Eye Care
6 Physical Therapy

4 Pharmacy
1 Hours
2 Prescriptions Filled

3 Pharmacist

5 Billing, Claims, Member Services

1 Enrollment/Registration/Waiver

2 Supplemental Health Benefits

3 Kaiser Claims
4 Billing

1 Bills already paid

2 Bills not pald:last names begining with G-R
3 Bills not paid:all others

6 Other Offices

1 Health Education

2 Health Questionnaire/Immunization Requirements
3 Inpatient Unit

4 Medical Records
5 HIV Hotline

Some departments cannot be reached through the UHS switchboard
and must be dialed directly. They are: Employee Assistance Program
(5-0350), Mental Health Services (5-2337), Dental Care (5-2400) and TTY
for the Hearing Impaired (5-5905).

ATTENTION STRING PLAYERS
j

UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA
AUDITIONS

Mon. 9/21, Wed 9/23 5 - 6:30 PM
call

545-4313

^ptrtt Mnxxs

Refrigerator
Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002
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Wednesday Night
is GUEST

BARTENDER
NIGHT

At Mike's

Drink Special
MILLER CENUINE DRAFT

Free T-Shirts & Prizes
This Week's guest bartender is:

Brad Fitts
— PRIZES

• $25.oo Gift Certificate to Mike's •
2 -Week membership to THE GYM

• Mike's Original T-Shirt •

:)i.n\ ing Is Wednesday Night • Must be present to win but put \(,ur name in any time'
Saturday All Day • 2 Burgers for the price of one vv/French Fries $^ 75

AIIY^ Can Eat Sunday Brunch •
1 1 .30- 1 ;3() $3.99
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For Everyone
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After Murphy Brown s revenge, Quayle chokes on his foot
I feel revitalized, excited, empowered and frankly

victorious — and to think that it took a sitcom to do it. I

feel like running up on my roofand screaming, "INYOUR
FACE DANQUAYLE!" Never has a sitcom given me such
a feeling ofenergy and purpose as "Murphy Brown" just
did.

Yes, I know it's only T.V., but there is something very
important about the way that episode was produced. It

was written as if Murphy Brown was genuine, not just
some fictitious character the writers dreamt up. And
well, itjust magnified the fact that yes. Murphy Brown is

real; she represents the millions ofwomen— and men—
who have chosen to raise a child on their own. She has
just presented us with the fact that families come in all

sizes, shapes and forms. From all heritages, ethnicites,

religions and sexualities, families have one thing in

common — love. Unfortunately Dan Quayle is blind to

this notion. That is the notion that a family is not, and
never should be, defined only as a mother, father and
child.

I find it strange that Quayle has yet to realize the utter

disrespect and arrogance his comments conveyed. Any-
one who chooses to raise a family on their own, at a time
of economic and political turmoil, deserves our respect,

support and admiration. They have chosen to go against

the odds, against a disturbing public and against our
society's standards. They are people of faith and hope,
who believe that love can prevail from the societal hatred
that breeds in this nation. As far as I'm concerned these
people are heroes of their own time.

THOMAS
For Dan Quayle to assert that Murphy Brown, or any

single parent, is a poor role model for our children is

simply inane and quite frankly offensive. Forjust once I'd

like to see Dan Quayle, or any conservative, go against
what they've dictated to us as society's norms. To stand
alone against unemployment, welfare and a nation that
has far too long been run by uncompassionate politicians,

who represent ignorance rather than understanding. I'd

like to see Dan Quayle take the silver spoon out of his

mouth long enough to see what really is going on in this

nation. I want him to take a walk through city projects,

unemployment lines and belligerent public opinions. I

want him to talk with, not about, the sick, homeless and
hungry. Only after Quayle singularly feeds, clothes,

shelters and medicates his children, while also trying to

protect them from stray bullets, infected needles and

prejudiced tongues, will I listen to his criticisms.

By blaming Murphy Brown for the decline of family
values, he is pushing the problems of our nation under
the rug. He and our government seem to be in a state of
denial for the problems that they have created. A sitcom
can not become the scapegoat for America's predicament.

Restore family values is what they've preached to us.

Who's family values are we talking about? God help us if

we are to shun those who endure and judge those who
love. How can Quayle ignore the plight of those hard
working and compassionate human beings who have the
courage enough to bring a child into an unaccepting and
ignorant world.

This country is supposed to pride itselfon being free.

Yet, even in the wake of the cold war, we oppress and
violate our fellow citizens right to freedom. Freedom to

chose to raise a family by oneself is not a matter for public

debate. Having a child should not be the focus of a
political forum. Having to bring a child into a hateful and
turbulent society should be.

Dan Quayle and our government need to leave their

fairy tale dream world and wake up to reality. Yes, Dan
Quayle does need to take a walk through that unemploy-
ment line, indeed.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Knechtle was offering knowledge
It is sad to think that many students'

views of Christianity and Cliffe Knechtle
will come solely from the seriously flawed
article written last Thursday \Collegian,

Sept. 1 7 1 and the slanted editorial written

by David Rivera \Collegian, Sept. 22].

Ifyou listened to lOiechtle forany length
oftime at all then you would know that he
was not in the business of converting

people, getting people into religion, or

condemning anyone. Knechtle offered to

answer our questions, not preach, to offer

his knowledge of the Bible, not thump it,

and he not once asked anyone for their

money. In fact on Thursday, the last day,

he even gave some away.
If somebody asked, "Why should we

believe this — because you say so?"

Knechtle was quick to reply, "Don't! But
look and decide for yourself" This is not a

statementofsomebody wishing fora league

of blind followers. His only request was
thatwe read the gospels ofMatthew, Mark,
Luke and John with an ojjen mind. Then

decide for ourselves ifJesus was a reliable

source of information. One can only
speculate on the open-mindedness of Mr.
Rivera.

If someone is truly interested in in-

vestigating the claims of Jesus Christ, I

hope that they do not consider yesterday's
editorial an accurate treatise on the sub-

ject. Rather it is my hope that people seek
for themselves. Intervarsity and Alliance

Christian Fellowships and Campus Cru-
sade for Christ are all RSOs willing to

answer questions at booktables on the

Concourse, or at their meetings oncampus.
Talk to these people to find out what they
believe and why.

Much like Cliffe, I do not claim to have
all the answers. Perhaps it would be in our
best interests to listen to someone like Mr.
Rivera who apparently does. . . Perhaps
not.

Sean Morrison
Amherst

Police help needed after bars close
Where are the police? It seems that

they have better things to do like harass

local bar owners (and patrons) and trap a

few speeders. But where are they when
you would really like to see them?

I would like to see them about 1:05 a.m.

every Friday and Saturday nightwhen the

bars close and 250 to 350 patrons stream

into the street, half wandering into

Antonio's for a slice or two. It seems that

right around this witching hour, strange

things happen. The policeman I saw while

sitting down enjoying a beer is nowhere to

be seen. . . Wait, there he is across the

street, in his car next to the fire station and

he is probably talking to his buddy who is

in his car next to the Heritage Bank.

Now, if you have been keeping score,

that's 2-Policeman and 350-Patrons. In a
football game, smart money is on the pa-

trons. Wouldn't it be nice to see a couple of

them walking up and down the street?

General presence seems to make most
people more aware ofthemselves and silly

things like brawls, become rarer.

I'm not advocating a police state, but a

kinder, gentler after-bar scene. So, a

message to all those wanting a quieter

uptown: don't close the bars early— get a

few policemen on the streets and out of

their cars.

Keith F. Meadows
Amherst

Columnist muses on his life

standing in line in Amherst
I suppose one of the obligatory col-

umns that a senior editorialist should
write could be titled "What I have Learned
at UMass." But I won't write one for two
reasons: one, it's been done before; two,

I've seen far too many people who think
they've learned nothing here (with that
attitude, they're probably right) and I

wouldn't want to waste their precious

time.

Luke

ERICKSON
What I can do is write about the things

I've told freshmen and high school students
about living here at the University of

Massachu.setts at Amherst. Call it "Life at

UMass is. . .
" for lack of a better title.

• Long lines.

• Hating Route 9 and learning how to

avoid it on high-traffic days (afternoons,

especially Friday and Moving Days).
• Loving the parking situation, its en-

forcement, and the parking officials to

death.

•Crowded busses, especially first thing
in the morning or if it's cold or rainy.

• Long lines.

• Realizing that whatever happens be-

hind closed doors is nobody else's busi-

ness, no matter what the thought police

(R.A.s, R.D.s, etc.) tell you.
• Runny eggs and stale cereal for

breakfast at the D.C.
• Using cash machines and laundry

machines in the middle of the night.

• Doing your own laundry, perhaps for

the first time.

• Falling seriously in love.

• Getting your heart stomped on like a
narc at a biker rally.

• Did I mention long lines?
• Squirrels with an attitude.

• Learning that a quarter is worth
more than 25 cents.

• Camping out for Minutemen bas-

ketball games.
• Pizza whenever you want it.

• When checking the mailbox, re-

member: no mail = no bills.

• Going to football games to see the
marching band.

• Poker/Pitch/Pictionary until three in

the morning.
• Taking History 364 with Professor

Gates: the best course to satisfy a Gen. Ed.
• Grabbing your keys, I.D., shoes and a

jacket for fire alarms.
• Don't forget: long lines.

• Feeding popcorn to the ducks at the

Campus Pond.
• Credit card applications from such

powerhouse banks like First National of

South Dakota.
• Missionaries with 20-foot signs and

110-decibel voices.

• Townies who'll take your money, then
complain about "all those damn college

kids."

• Coffee houses for both the talented

and the untalented.
• Telling the Red Cross: No, Whitmore

already got my blood.

• Monday Night Football at the T.O.C.
•Noontime rallies at the Student Union.
• Free shows at the Hatch.
• Packy Runs (translation for EMass

natives: a trip to the liquor store).

Hey, those are just some of the won-
derful things that make up the quintes-

sential UMass experience. (Oh, did I put
"long lines" down?)

Luke Erickson is a UMass student.

Frats are taking misplaced blame
After reading the article about Mace

[Collegian, Sept. 22 ], I see that another

semester of "frat bashing" has started.

I could write an editorial abut all the

good things we do, but I think I will

have a better effect if I recount two
stories about this last week.

One night last week my house had a
small private function which was at-

tended by friends and other Greeks. A
group of eight very drunk underclass-

men arrived and proceeded to demand
entry to my house. After we sent them
away, they encountered two woman in

the street. A brother then overheard,
"Yeah, we're brothers. How would you
like it if I kicked your teeth in?" After

chasing them away we spent ten min-
utes explaining to these young women
that those guys had nothing to do with
us.

Another weekday night I saw two

men sitting on our front lawn. They
had a small group of women standing
around them. As I went out to investi-

gate the women left. The two men ex-

plained they were waiting for a ride.

After staying with them for a couple of

minutes they bolted. Some women came
back and said that those two men had
told them they were brothers.

In both of these cases men that had
nothing to do with my brotherhood had
tried to ruin the reputation of my fra-

ternity. This might seem like a small
deal to most people, but to an organiza-

tion as old as ours, it is an outrage. Just
because a drunk man says he is in a
fraternity does not mean he is. After
this week I wonder how many of these
"frat incidents" are really that at all.

Steve Murray
Amherst
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Implicit campus policy: legalized rape
MEN

It's a casual scene. Lots of friends, and friends of

friends. You've met her a few times before, she's nice.

You rap about classes, majors, campus life, and even

some politics. You both mingle throughout the evening.

She's walking home alone so you offer to join her.

As you walk you look at her, all ofher. You begin to see

her naked in bed. Your pants itch. At the door she

invites you in.

You made it. Inside, alone, music, she looks even

better now. Turn on the charm, ring out the compli-

ments, rub up against her. You're here, with her,

alone, she must want it. You're too stiff to turn back.

Kiss. kiss. Squeeze. Onto the bed. Pull her hand
into your pants. Drive your tongue deep so she's not

too loud. Put all your weight on her. Don't let her turn

sideways. O.K. the pants, just get them past her

knees, hold her down with your other hand. Now,
unzip your pants, hurry. Squeeze your knees between
hers and push. "It's O.K. baby, it's all right, it's all

right, I love you, really."

You got off, you leave. You scored, the guys will

think highly, you're cool. But you feel just a slight bit

funny. So you convince yourself "You were friends,

she had a few drinks, she wanted to get laid." But
what if she tells her friends? Nahh! Besides they all

know you're a nice guy.

What are the chances that people

would believe her? Extremely low.

What are the chances that she will

report it? Extremely low. What are

the chances that she could win a

case and you would be justly sen-

tenced? Zero. What are the conse-

quences of raping her? Zero.

Do you realize that you forced yourself inside her?

That she showered three times to cleanse herself of

you? That she probably feels dirty, cheap, and
ashamed? That what you interpreted as sex was
actually rape?

But she's afraid to tell anyone because you would
deny it, because her friends saw you two flirting,

because everyone had a few drinks that night. And
she's afraid they will blame her.

What about the authorities? Who at UMass could

she call, the police? Would they believe her? Would
they just make her fill out papers and file a report?

Would it turn into a long investigation, to prove she
wasn't lying? This would only humiliate her and her

family.

MALE PROFESSORS
(staff, administrators, and TAs)

Some of the girls in class caught your eye. Affirm

their answers and comments, then wait for the office

hours. Look for the one who worships your intellect

the most. Praise her's too.

Teach, preach, espouse, depart your wisdom, ad-

vise, guide, nourish, cradle, close the office door.

The fact is, the administration

has not been and is not serious

about preventing rape on campus.

It focuses mostly on healing the

aftermath of rape and it actively

propagandizes the illusion of safety

for women.
Talk circles around her head, amaze and bewilder

her with your knowledge, drown her into a sea of

dizziness with your superior mind, until she's at your
total intellectual mercy. Quickly, before she regains

balance, catch her offguard with a sly compliment on

her hair, her eyes, or her legs. Before her surprise and

confusion subside, put your hand on her. Lock the office

door.

You're a professor, she's a student. What ifshe told her

friends? They'll think it's incredible. What if they start

rumors? Well, it's not the first time and you're not the

first one so it'll go unnoticed.

Besides, you'll brag to your male colleagues anyway!

What about the wife and kids? You ultimately love them

so that's what counts. Besides, how could you pass up this

fresh piece of ass? You're too stiff now. Go for it. Now
teach her your sexual wisdom and expertise!

What are the consequenses of[pro-

fessors] raping this young student?

Zero. . . young women students are

simply a fringe benefit of the male

academy. . .

You've left her with the biggest secret in the world.

She slept with her professor who is more than twice her

age. She doesn't understand why it happened. She thought
you were incredibly knowledgable, a genius. She had all

the respect in the world for you. Class was always

interesting. You were easy to talk to. Always made
yourself available to her.

She had never imagined anything like this. You could

be her father. How did it happen? One minute you were
talking about class, the next you're all over her. She
thought you closed the door because of the noise. She
didn't realize you locked it. But she trusted her professor.

She thought she knew you. She couldn't even think. She
was afraid to say no! You were too overwhelming, too

overpowering. She didn't want to. She never wanted it.

You made her do it.

Alexander

NGUYEN
Who can she talk to? Who can she tell? Who would

believe her? It would be your word against her's, a

professor's against a student's. She is afraid you will do

it again, that you expect it. How can she go back to class?

You would simply deny it. She came to your office. She
didn't say no. She didn't scream for help. She didn't tell

anyone immediately. She was inyour office. What are the

chances she would be believed? Extremely low. What are

the chances your career would bejeopardized? Extremely
low. What are the consequences of raping this young
student? Zero.

MEN

Have you ever been accused of rape? Probably never.

What about any of your friends? Probably none. But
you've forced women into sex. Maybe you didn't beat

them, make them cry, or think you hurt them, but you
know you forced them. Although you believe it wasn't

really rape.

But it's not a crime anyway because everybody does it

and the women never complain. So it must be O.K. How
can women feel safe with you in any circumstance any-

more? Have any of their friends reported rapes on cam-
pus? Probably none. Have they ever known ofany men to

be convicted of rape on campus? Probably never. Can
they trust the University to protect them? No. Are they

safe on campus? No. Have there ever been any conse-

quences for you? None. What are the chances you'll stop

next time? No way.

MALE PROFESSORS
(staff, administrators, and TAs)

The seduction and conquest leaves you insatiable and
drooling. Every year a new batch of young, impression-

able women seek knowledge and experience. Thus you
are thy teacher and must perform thy duties.

How many ofyour colleagues have had sexual harass-

ment charges filed against them? Actually, a few. But the

risk ratio is too low to be preventive. Young women
students are simply a fringe benefit ofthe male academy
on top ofacademic freedom. Besides, you've probably lost

interest in your wives.

Has the University assisted any students in bring-

ing charges against you? No. Have you any reason to

stop charming the pants off students? Of course not.

NO CONSEQUENCES

These are but two examples of rapes occurring at

the University of Massachusetts every day, every

semester, every year. Although rape is against the

law, those laws are not respected or feared by men
because they are rarely enforced on our campus. The
University enforces alcohol laws more seriously and

swiflly than rape, when it enforces rape laws at all.

Men only fear rape laws in the abstract. They

would think twice about robbing a store but not before

raping a woman because the University cares more

about stolen computers. How could this be true? It

isn't in University rhetoric, but in practice. When
men who rape never have to face the consequences,

they continue to do so and thus reinforce in all men
that though there are written laws, there are no

actual consequences. In effect, the

University has given men the green light. This campus
is a turkey shoot, a grazing ground, where men have

the implicit license to rape. Students, TAs, staff,

administrators, and faculty, it's a free-for-all, go for

it.

Men only fear rape laws in the

abstract. They would think twice

about robbing a store but not be-

fore raping a woman because the

University cares more about stolen

computers.

The line of defense is, simply put, the University

can not enforce the law unless the incident is reported.

With this criminal reasoning (and excuse) the Uni-

versity stomachs this vulgar brutality of legalized

rape and plays the eternal ostrich when it comes to

the safety of womea on campus.
It is so imcaring that it hasn't even taken the

academic escape of requiring a mandatory Rape and
Violence Against Women workshop. Although this

would surely be converted into another ineffectual

multicultural celebration of peace and equality of

civil rights between men and women.

Why is the administration so cal-

lous and immoral? Or are they

administrating this Rape Club thus

enforcing the law would be a con-

flict of interest to Club members?

The fact is, the administration has not been and is

not serious about preventing rape on campus. It

focuses mostly on healing the aftermath of rape and
it actively propagandizes the illusion of safety for

women on campus.
Men simply have nothing to fear. A good time is a

good time, sex is sex, women are everywhere, the
police are nowhere. Safe sex is a campus wide issue

but coerced and/or forced sex is not.

As long as men believe there are no consequences,
rape is not a crime but their right. And the adminis-
tration continues to empower men with this right, by
continuing this implicit policy of legalized rape on
campus.
Why is this happening? How can men freely rape

women all over campus like this, boast about it, feel

good about it, and never pay the price? How is nobody
held responsible, students, staff, TAs, faculty, or
administrators? Is there a University Rape Club?
Why is the administration so callous and immoral?

Or are they administrating this Rape Club thus
enforcing the law would be a conflict of interest to

Club members?
Alexander Nguyen is a Collegian staffmember
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Alts & living
Mr. Lupo revels in Hushand*s emotional spin
By JON LUPO
Collegian SUff

Woody Allen is back in what is argu-
ably his best film since Hannah and Her
Sisters,HusbandsAnd Wives. In lightof
recent events, it has never been more
apparent how deeply personal each of his

films are. It shows especially in //usfeandi-
And Wives, a magnificently acted, scripted

and directed film that's easily one of the
best of the year.

Allen plays Gabe Roth, a writing pro-

fessor at Columbia who is married to Judy,
played by Mia Farrow (who else?) Out of

the blue their best friends, Jack (Sydney
Pollack) and Sally (Judy Davis) announce
they are splitting up.

Just weeks later. Jack is already living

with an astrology-awed, health conscious
and all-around younger woman Sam
(Lysette Anthony) while Judy fixes up a
reluctant Sally with a co-worker Michael
(Liam Neeson), a man Judy really likes.

Meanwhile, Gabe becomes increasingly

attracted to Rain (Juliette Lewis), a twenty
year-old woman who is one ofhis students.

The result is part farce and part tragi-

comedy. Allen places all the characters on
an unpredictable emotional spin that's

engrossing to watch. The storylines could

have easily led to melodrama, yet Allen

plays them for their true comic potential.

Allen and director ofphotography Carlo
Di Palma use a shaky, free-wheeling cam-
era technique that's so absorbing it pulls

Husbands and Wives

the viewer right into the character's lives.

While the style may be jarring at first, it

adds an almost voyeuristic appeal.

There is a narrator that's not seen and
the characters are routinely "interviewed"

as if on a documentary. It's a technique

that's been used before but never seemed
as fresh and exciting.

Husbands and Wives boasts some of

Photo by Bflan Hammill

the best ensemble work that can be done.

Woody Allen is less neurotic here, but his

character's (and perhaps his own) flaws

are more apparent. There's also an under-

current of truth that is painfully obvious.

Husbands and Wives could be seen as a

catharsis for Allen and this makes the

film more personal.

Mia Feu-row has either turned in a per-

fect performance or she's not acting. It has
been reported that the whole scandal sur-

rounding Allen and Farrow's 21-year-old

adopted daughterbegan duringthe filming
ofHusbands and Wives. So it is a wonder if

her fight scenes and all around "betrayed"

attitude in this film had real-life counter-

parts. Either way, she's fantastic here and
deserves an Oscar nomination.

Also worthy is the continually excel-

lent Judy Davis {Naked Lunch, Where
Angels Fear To Tread), getting a well-

deserved reputation for being one of the

finest actresses around. Her character is

in an almost bitchy state of denial for the

entire film. Her performance is a comedic
triumph.

Oscar-winning director Sydney Pollack

{Out of Africa) gives a deft, intelligent

performance. He has the makings of a
credible dual career. Juliette Lewis (Cape
Fear) shows she's no fluke with her smart
turn as the student who has been around.

She has a way of making you dislike the

character while still liking her. There were
also funny performances from Lysette An-
thony {Switch ) as Jack's other woman and
Ron Rifkin as Rain's other man (of sorts).

Husbands and Wives signals a positive

turn in Allen's career after his last two
films, a disappointing effort with Alice

and a downright fumble withShadows and
Fog. Husbands and Wives is right up there
with Allen classics Manhattan and Annie
Hall. Don't miss this wonderful film.

Grade: A

Views from
the Outside
ofWMUA
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

An experiment: AttitudeA argues with Attitude

B about The Best Album Ever Made.
After several hours, nothing has happened ex-

cept now both their voices are hoarse. Attitude A is

still convinced of the superlative nature of Album
A. On the other hand Attitude B, who now thinksA
is a moron, remains a believer in his own music.

I say they're both missing the point.

Tom Ardolino, Springffield-based drummer for

the superlative band NRBQ (plug), may have his

own notion about The Best Album Ever Made, and
I may have mine. But it doesn't matter.

I spoke with Tom about a passion of his —
abysmally horrible record albums.

Wait. Don't turn to another article yet. We're

just getting started.

Before you flip the page to Calvin and Hobbes,

allow one further interjection: this article will ba-

sically sing the praises ofwaxyou might see on Late
Night's "Dave's Record Collection." No Rick Astley

here, man.
"It seems there aren't enough people who appre-

ciate the truly horrible. You know, the uninten-

tionally hilarious," I began.

Tom, who probably should have delivered that

line himself, concurred. "God, there sure aren't.

Most people either think you're strange or theyjust

don't get it."

(Incidentally, Tom has lent his knowledge and

Turn to VIEWS, page 10

Freddie & Eddie suckin' Wind
By FRANK BOUDREAU (Freddie)

GREG ALEXANDER (Eddie)

Collegian Correspondents

There's a new hit on the movie review syndicate.

We're neither fat nor bald nor 40 years old trying to tell

you what's good or bad. We are Freddie and Eddie, the

new gurus on what is hot and not at the local cinema.

How often have you casually dropped a quarter for the

paper to check out the scoop on the new flicks only to find

a pseudo-intellectual giving his or her oh so intricate

review ofa new film? They insist on tr)dng to educate the

educated on the art of filmmaking.
Who wants to read that? Freddie and Eddie are here

to save the movie goers of our generation. Freddie and
Eddie were born afler JFK's assassination and are hip to

what's hip. When Saturday night rolls around and your
bojrfriend or girlfriend wants to go out but there's only a

ten spot in your 501's, hold true to an American tradition.

Check out a movie, and let us help you choose it.

It's a damn shame that men of our stature must begin

on a down right farce of a film. However, that's all right

because we understand that our editors just met us and
have yet to reahze how cool we are. Wind, starring Mat-

thew Modine and Jennifer Grey, supposedly an action

packed boating film, merely left us bobbing in the water.

Not exactly a smashing opening but it will allow the

readers to understand our attitudes. We either love a

film, therefore deeming it Stupendous, or hate a film and
therefore deem it Horrendous.

This week save your nickels and dimes and go to

Antonio's for a slice and a Coke. Wind was utterly boring

and un-entertaining. Japanese film producer Mata
Yomahata might understand the equations to make film

but has yet to grasp the formula to produce a movie.

Wind was horrendous for many reasons. Let us count

the ways. First, the movie was PG-13 and contained little

stimulation for our demographic age group. Secondly,

though Jennifer Grey was hot, Modine lacked the savvy

to pull it off. Thirdly, Wind was trying to be a Top Gun on

the water. However, they forgot the essential ingredi-

ents: great music, a cool motorcycle and of course the

leading man.
Finally, all its comedic attempts failed dramatically

which left the audience without any popcorn and nothing

to laugh about. In fact the plot was an insult to intelligent

ticket buyers. Once again Hollywood stays with the old

formula of boy meets girl, boy loses girl and boy gets girl

back after she left him for some slob. Throw in sporadic

attempts of suspense on the high waters and behold.

Wind's story line is born.

The quality of the performances by both Modine and

Grey provide inspiration to those of us who dream of

movie star status; arguing that ifthose two bleach blondes

can get there, than certainly two young naturals such as

Freddie and Eddie can also.

In what was supposed to be a thrilling ending, Modine
appeared to have swallowed one too many Dramamine
tablets. As for Grey, she contributed to today's sexism

problem for she was merely a trophy for the man cur-

rently on top.

As depressing a start as this may be, at least we can

save you some time and money. Wind wasn't worth the

price of admission. Our advice to you is to hold off this

week but stay tuned. When a good movie comes out and
we are allowed to tell you about it, Freddie and Eddie will

advise you to bring that student I.D. and buy a box ofJu-

Ju Bees. Until then, loosen up those buttons on that

remote control you pay for every month.

Wind
Photo courtesy of Tn Star Pictures
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SKI TEAM
Experienced Skiers Interested

intercollegiate Competition

INTRODUCTION MEETING

Thursday, 24

305 Holdsworth

WE WANT YOU!!!
to be a

HEARING BOARD MEMBER

If You...
- are interested in Campus Leadership
wish to improve your communication &

hstening skills
- are a full time student

- have at least a 2.0 G.P.A.
- are not on Judicial Sanction

>.

Apply now to be a Hearing Board Member.

li^aining Held Sept. 29 & 30 from 7-10:00

Applications available at

RESDENTIAL CLUSTER OFFICES &

THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE • 227 WHITMORE

ANY QUESTIONS!
CONTACT:

Paul Vasconcellos, Assistant Dean of Students

Shomwa Shamapande, Judicial Affairs Assistant

Dean of Students Office • Whitmore • 545-2684

Phantom of the Opera
Boston '5 Wang Center hosts ghosts
By PETER PLOURDE
Special to the Collegian

Andrew Lloyd Webber's timeless ren-

dition of Gaston Leroux's classic The
Phantom of the Opera is currently

haunting the majestic halls ofthe historic

Boston Wang Center. This international

award winning musical is filled with

enough top notch opera, ballet and special

effects to silence even the most stubborn

critic. Other than the $30 ticket price to

see the musical, there is no room for

negative comments. The Phantom is ab-

solutely spectacular.

The newly renovated Wang Center,

modeled after the Paris Opera Comique,
is the perfect spot for this French ro-

mance. The grand lobby of the Wang
Center is itself a model of the palace of

Versailles, with marble columns, ceiling

frescoes, and abundant gold leafing. The
theatre instantly takes the audience back
to turn of the century France (the setting

for this production). Once the show begins
it is hard to differentiate the theatre from
the many props this production brings.

The blend is perfect and the result is

brilliance.

Kevin Gray, the actor who plays the

Phantom, and Teri Bibb, who plays
Christine, are both vocally blessed and
powerful. The supporting cast all had
unique personahties that kept the whole
show interesting, and a wonderful or-

chestra filled the Center with Andrew
Lloyd Webber's own music.

The story itselfis a classic love triangle

involving Christine, whom the Phantom
trains to sing all ofhis songs, and Raoul—
Christine's other love, besides her music
— the knight in shining duck tails.

The Phantom is a grotesquely disfig-

ured man possessed by both the opera and
Christine, his sweet young virtuoso. The
Phantom, ashamed of his appearance,

masks half his face to hide his gruesome
profile. When Christine becomes too cu-

rious, she rips off his mask and the

Phantom flies into a maniacal frenzy,

throwing her into a dungeon and claiming

her as his prize. Without weapons, Raoul
attempts a rescue. This whole show has
advanced special effects, including a 1000

pound chandelier (triggered to some ad-

vance pyrotechnics) that lowers from the

ceiling during the opora.

All this, along with the most fluid set

changesyou could ever imagine, captivates

the audience for the whole duration of the

show. The set changes are intricate and
advanced, yet done in a swooping magical
fashion. The set becomes an additional

character that we look forward to seeing

in all its new roles. The totality and har-

mony ofthe production were awe-inspiring.

You can only imagine the thousands of

hours of work involved in this piece of

Broadway brought to Boston.

If you would like to see the play, you
can charge tickets by phone at 931-2000.

The theatre is located on Tremont Street

in Boston, with an adjacent parking ga-

rage.

humor
continued from page 3

commonness among the Jewish people.

For example, AmericanJewsjoke about
crazy Israeli cab drivers, something that
is removed from their daily lives but still

resonates within their common back-
ground. Rabbi Telushkin said this "reflects

a Jewish sensitivity".

Telushkin covered political views by
portrayingJewish Zionistic humor and the
view ofthe Jews on the left vs. those on the

right. In addition, he discussed antisemitic

humor and how other groups see the Jew-
ish people and Jews in general.

Although Jewish history is depressing
and full ofhardship, Telushkin saidJewish
humor leaves the Jevdsh people with an
optimistic view of the future.

Telushkin was asked if he could sum
up his speech in a few words.

"How can one sentence capture the
essence of Jewish humor?" he said.

Going to Law School, Business School or Grad School

Make sure you get accepted:
SCORE YOUR BEST!

Think of it as

tm
for the Mind.

At Kaplan, we integrate more different learning approaches than any
other program:

• Expert Instructors

• Smaller, Interactive Classes

• Individual Tutoring Sessions

• Computer Evaluated Diagnostic Testing

Exclusive TEST-N-TAPE* Lab^

Comprehensive Home Study Notes

•

Open Days, Evenings, and Weekends^
TF^T YOUR BF^T GUARANTEE^

GRE PREP begins 10/08
• LSAT 1st class 10/05

• GMAT PREP begins 10/08

LSAT MCAT GRE GMAT
l^€»v More liifortnatioii: 549-5780
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Tarn i Monahan

Copy Editor Marc Elliott

PhotoTechnician Evan LilDerman

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Theresa Ciammattei,

Daria LaValle

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Cheese and Macaroni Eggplant Parmigiana

Fishburger on Roll Stir Fry Beef and Veggie?

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Garden Chili Eggplant Parmigiana

Cheese and Macaroni Stir Fry Veggies and Tofu

Giraffe limousines

Quote of the Day
"Will I have to be married to have kids?

Maybe! won 'fbe - just topiss oft Dan Quayle."

Gec'ini Davis in Vanity Fair

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (Mjrdi Jl-Apiil). Liking

the line ol Icjsl re^ist<lnce will put

you hchincl the ci^hl hall. Sl.ind up
ii)i your ideas! AK)urat;<'ouNatliludi'

will hi'lp you nuki' K'-'"' ' •ifi'f

.liidfs.

TAURUS I April JO-May :.'()):

I'osiiivc IkmIiIi ( li.inHi's IxkisI your

-.pirils. Your knci-. or h.u k ( ould Ih'

involvid. Kiskylinjiic lalst lic-mcM an
li.u klirt', Kwp your money in Ihc

b.inki Your rom.iniK p.irtner> may
ni'icl lo show more m.ilurily.

GEMINI iM.iv J 1 -June JO): A
n-w.irdmi; personal alliance can Ix-

bunrhpd or itrpnslhened today Drt

llie riylil llnnj; e\ en il lenipled lo lake

the easy way oiil. Indulge your inleresi

in '4ood nnisK or lileralure lonij^hl.

CANCER i|unc 2 1 -|uly 22): G<«)d
ideas eakh on last orne you lii-hl a

match under those who are ( (Miipla-

rent. Loved ones are enlhusi.lslic

about a sper iai trip or reunion IJo

not lei them down.
LEO(|uly 2 i-Aug. 22): You are in

lor a busy day. Oel lhin;^s organized

and keep mo\ ing! A lamily member
(ould stall on repayment ol a loan A
luxury purchase may have lo be
postponed.

VIRGO (Aug. JVSepl. 22): A
.good time lo reline your plans and
shop lor values. Proceed with cau-
tion where a romantic interest is

concerned. There could Ik- risks

involved.

LIBRAlSepl. J i( >( I. J2l:Fillyour

s( hedule wilh talks and trips; your

etliciency almost guarantees that

things will go smoolhly A hon)e
shopping show or catalogue gives

you a 1 lever idea

SCORPIO KJ( I Jl-Nov. 2]): A
braiiisloi mil ig session leads to brilliani

ideas and mulually UnelK lal agri-e-

meiits. You aie My evpeil in the lan-

guage ol love. Do ihose little things

that mean so much.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. JJ-Oec .

2\): A tirniK sui|)Mse awaits you. It

may be in the lorm oi money, a pur-

chase, proposal or blossoming alli-

ance. You will want lo l>e o|>«i lo

anything.

CAPRICORN II )e(, .'.'-Ian. I'M:

He ( ari'lul not to hog something you
should share wilh otheis. A generous

altitude willu in widespread approval.

Cjoaheadandpur< liava labor-saving

device. You will gel youi moneys
worth.

AQUARIUS ijan. JO-Feb. I Hi:

("ommunily aclivities bring both

publii rc-iognilion and deep satis-,

ladion. Your inleresi in music or art

could put you in lini' lor a s)k( i.il

assignment.

PISCES (Fi-b. l')-\Ur( h 20): Lis-

lening to gossip is a real time-w.ister.

To ( on<|uer the world, you must

maintain a fxisilive attitude O > no let

competition gel you down. SIk k lo

your ( arelully laid plans

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

The opinions cxprcssoci on this page .irc those of the cartoonists dnd do not necessarily rctlect the views ot the CuHogum or the University.

ACROSS
1 Bedouin
5 Storage
cabinets

10 Allention -getter

14 Evergreen
15 Wide awake
16 Mad
1 7 Jackson

sobriquet

19 Join closely

together

20 Hale
21 Auctioneer s

word
23 USNA graduate
24 Small quantity

26 Great amounts
28 Ch.illenge

29 Treated with

nuiltce

32 Wagners " -

Rheingold"

35 Beat
38 Gf)0d record

when clean''

39 Garlreld s

rnnine foe

41 Roniovns, in

pnriling

43 Orchestra
rrminber

44 Shopping
centers

46 Coil of yarn

48 Teiminate

49 Place for a lace

51 Sfieepshank,

?')

53 Approaches
55 Quest
58 Humor
60 Identical

62 tasks
64 Certain

Peruvian

66 V P Garner
oohriquet

68 Ml sial ol

baseball

69 Tvpp of gum
/"O Naysayer
71 Sacred
72 Gleamed
73 Sign gas

DOWN
1 Footless

2 Vexed
3 — ail a good

night
"

4 Perceived

5 Expressed as a

product,

mathematically

6 Sort

7 Some July

birthday

celebrants

8 Mistake

9 Models
10 Inquire

1

1

Lincoln

sobnquet
1

2

— go bragh
13 Shea Stadium

players

18 Muslim religion

27 Skips on wale'

25 Rose and
Fountain

2 7 Venus de —
30 School near

Windsor Castle

31 Act

3? Cupola
33 An apple

34 Coolidgp

sobnquet

36 Lodge member
37 Smells strongly

40 Fashion
magazine

42 Soft |ob

45 Ross and
Bering

47 — ark

50 Suggestions
5? Horse or war
54 Big hit

56 Hoist

57 Hundred
Comb form

58 Desire

59 Toward
61 Plasm

lead-in

63 Peel

65 Some
67 Gymnastic

goal

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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continued from page 7

record collection to several cornerstones
in the genre. He contributed to the re-

search and assembly ofthe second volume
ofRhino Records' Go/rff/i Throats series—
both volumes come highly recommended.
He also masterminded Bea^ OfThe Traps,
a worst-of the "Send us your poetry, we'll

put it to music" recordings from the late

1960's. Carnage Press Records, at P.O.
Box 627 in Northampton, currently
handles the compilation's distribution.)

Discussion first centered on favorites
of late.

"I've been getting into a lot of easy
listening stuffrecently. It seems everyone's
been unloading their collections at Good-
will," he offered, conjuring unsettling im-
ages of blue-haired ladies lined up in a
two-block long queue to dump their Sergio
Mendes And Brasil 66 records.

"The Castaway Strings have this al-

bum called The Elvis Presley Songbook
which has a cover of Tutti Frutti' |by

Little Richard
I
on it for some reason. Just

sick."

Flipping through my own goldmine of

cheese, I tossed out thoughts that might
provoke reaction.

What about the realm of myopic jingo-

ism? (Always a bountiful harvest. ) "Yeah .

. .Everett McKinley Dirksen lex-Senator

from Illinois). He's got a few records out.

Victor Lundberg too I who hit it big in 1967
with An Open LetterToMy Teenage Son' ),

although I think I may have sold that one."
I mention that both Dirksen and

Lundberg albums are sitting by my turn-
table, ready to be played in a second's
notice in case a surge of anti-American
thoughts enters my upstanding, young
noggin. We're obviously speaking the same
demented language.

Overrated celebrities? "Dick Clark has
this album called The Fable of Fun
Country that defies explanation. You just
gotta hear it."

As we talk, I run across a few gems
worth mentioning.

We Gather Together byTennessee Ernie
Ford and The San Quentin Choir: "I have
that one too. Hadda buy it for the cover
alone. It's like one big picture of him and
all those prisoners."

Barry Tiffin's "Candy Bars For Elvis":

"That was the song that sold me on an
Elvis tribute CD. I saw the title and im-
mediately knew 1 needed it."

Sound effects and mood records? "They
can be good; they can be boring. Depends.
The cheaper-looking the better."

More than once did we punctuate our
telephone conversation with the line, "You
just gotta hear it."

Field hockey on a roll
No. 5 ranked team wins sixth in a row
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
field hockey team had a double stroke
of good fortune Tuesday: they beat
Stanford University 3-1 at Parsons
Field in Brookline and surged to No. 5
in the new NCAA poll.

Ainslee Press scored just moments
into the second half to break a 1-1 tie as
the Minutewomen (6-0) regrouped and
were able to rebound from a sluggish
first 35 minutes. Massachusetts finished

Stanford ( 0-3 ) ofFabout 10 minutes later

when Danielle Borges fed Tara Jelley

and gave UMass the 3-1 edge.

While Stanford came into the game
unranked, they were able to keep up
with UMass in the first half Head
coach Pam Hixon said she wasn't sur-
prised with what she saw.

"They aren't the best team from out
West because they graduated everyone
after last year," said Hixon. "But they
gave us the kind ofgame I expected."

The action began when freshman

Andrea Cabral scored her first colle-

giate goal on a play assisted by forward
Jenn Salisbury. Cabral, who was in-

serted as a left midfielder, gave the
Massachusetts squad a 1-0 lead that
would be erased on a bad hop.

Stanford came back right before the
half to tie things up 1-1 when the team
scored on a mishit penalty corner. The
shot hit a seam on the turfand bounced
up over everybody, Hixon said.

"It was one of those nightmarish
goals," she said. "It was tough for us to

get going. I don't think we played very
well."

With a stagnant first half and a tie

score, UMass had reason to be con-
cerned. But the Minutewomen were
able to execute enough in the second
half to take the win back to Amherst.

The goal in the second half was the
fourth game-winner this year by Press,
a newcomer on the Minutewomen
squad. Just as reassuring for the team
was their shutdown of the Cardinal
offense, which only mustered one shot
in the second half.
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Slndrezu ^addock^
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC
Auto Insurance Specialists

Discounts Available

586-6220
Conveniently Located on Rte. 9

Next to the Banks
Hadley

Fri.-Sun. 7 and 9

Mon.-Thurs. 7:30

Amity Street

Stiident.s$l olTw/LD.

Now Available:

Movie Posters • $10

r AEROBICS -1

Low Impact

Step

'Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles

Biocycies

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

BIGGEST SALE
OF THE YEAR

THIS WEEK ONLY • SAVE UP TO S175

#•

/IRTC/iKVED
MAKES IT LAST

^UmVERSITY CAMPUS center
mSTORE^ 545-2619

SEPTEMBER 21 - 25
10 AM -3:30 PM

Payment plans available:

Cross country beats two in meet
Wednesday, September 23, 1992 / Page 11

By GWENDOLYN McIAURIN
Collegian Correspondent

The University ofMassachusetts men's cross country
team opened the 1992 season in fine fashion, defeating
two out of the three teams that participated in the meet
last Saturday at Franklin Park in Boston.

On the losing end were Boston College and
Norhteastern. who hosted the meet. Only lona College,
who is rated in the NCAA top 25 poll, was able to contain
the strength and ability of UMass.

This was the second meet for all of the teams except
UMass, which seemed to give the other teams a slight
advantage but coach Ken O'Brien did not feel that that
was a factor.

"I think that we actully overcame that little bit of a
deficit of running a first meet." he said. "We overcame
that with what I thought was a real strong middle part of
our race."

As expected, seniors Matt Simon and Pat Reed along
with junior Craig Cormier ran a strong race finishing
eighth, ninth and tenth overall. Simon ran the five-mile
course in 26 minutes and 2 seconds while Reed and

Cormier were just one second behind him at 26 minutes
and 3 seconds.

What was not expected was the strong finishes by
Scott Sykes and Brian Cox. Sykes placed seventeenth
and Cox came in right behind in nineteenth place. Cox
was coming off a layoff and O'Brien said he didn't know
what expect from them.

Those guys did a great job going home this summer
and preparing themselves so that they could be counted
on throughout the season," O'Brien said.

O'Brien was also impressed by the efforts of Kevin
Greenhalgh, Ben Benoit, and Jonah Backstrum. He was
especially pleased with the strong showing of newcomer
Benoit, who just transfeired from the University of
Maine.

"I think our strength was in the way we came through
on the third and fourth mile and that probably is going to
be the strength ofthe team over the course ofthe season,"
O'Brien said. "We are more of what I would call a
strength team and that worked well for us this week. I

think it is going to be our focus and we will continue to

work on that," replied Coach O'Brien when asked what
he felt was the reason for the team's success at the meet.

Pats

My name is Bob
And I work in

This place called
The Collegian.

Other new NHL tidbits include a new TV con-
tract with ESPN and rules designed to cut down on
unneccesary fighting.

ESPN's coverage of hockey, particularly the
playoffs, was marvelous when the network last

worked with the NHL in 1988. Studio host Tom
Mees knew what he was talking about, as did Mike
Emerick and Bill Clement, the network's play-by-
play/color team.

Additionally, the network provided excellent
camera work during games, breaking away from
the traditional high-mounted side-to-side single
camera coverage hockey usually gets. Also, when
controversy arose, such as the infamous Garden
blackout, ESPN was right there to bring the story.
Serious hockey fans should be ecstatic that the
NHL finally lived down one of it's worst mistakes
and moved back to ESPN.

As for fighting rules, the jury's still out until

real-game experience proves if they work. Some
think it's a bad idea to cut down on one of the
league's bigger drawing cards— blood-thirsty fans
love fights— but then again, maybe the rules will

also curtail some ofthe dumber violence that takes
out players like Mario Lemieux and Neely.

Greg Sukiennik appears on the sportspage each
Wednesday.

Amherst

Laundromat
()|H-n 7 da\-s

8ani-9pin

I>rop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Mactiinc
Starting at SI

Attendant available
all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

Spirit iinns

Refrigerator
Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

i.M Welcomes

Round Tripi from New York Starting »c

CANCUN
LONDON
SAN JOSE
BERUN
WARSAW

$310
330

R. 470
498
625
949^ BANGKOK

Tixej not included. Restrietiont apply.
Firei subject to change A availability.

Call about one ways. We luue
EURAIL passe* on the SPOT1

79 South pTeasant Street
Amherjt. MA 01002

256-1261

A SOLO PIANO CONCERT
THE SUMMER SHOW

JOHN M. Green Hall Smith College
Northampton

Tuesday. October 6 7:30 pm
SI 6 50 reserved at Northampton Box Qtfice Charge By

Phorne413/586-8686or 1-800-THE-TlCK

^ase help support the Western Massactiusetts
Food Bonk by bringing a donation

of conned food to the
concert

TONIGHT

KARAOKE
$50.00 Cash Prize

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30

THE 24^ PUB
(i:i,i:mt\ii,s <II^IIVS in amhicksi

I -X.H • I
•(•)

•J5EA 5 T PLEASAMT STREET'
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Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PfcRSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

French Club
First Meeting 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday 9/22/92

Third Floor Herter

Info. 546 7060

Turkish Student Association
First Meeting
Thursday 24 8PM Campus Center
Rm. 805-09

ALWAYS REMEMBER

My Lovely Twin.
My love for you is independent of

distance. I could be galaxies away and
still my love would flow to you as if I were
next to you.

Always,
Me

Oreenough Snack Bar
in Greenough dorm open today! Come
have a sub and some ice cream!

Surviving Grief: Suppon groups for

individualswho have lost a loved one.
Ten week programs, in Amherst, limited

size. Consultations and counseling avail-

able. Joan Gibson 253-3133.

AUTO FOR SALE

Audi SOOO, 1980 Diesel 107KS500 546
0991

1985 Lynn Red 5-speed 3-door A/C ste-

reo cass GOOD CONDITION, passes in-

spection 102.000 miles S1200/best offer.

Jim 549-7935

Toyota 1984
5'Speed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
4131586-2087

ANNOUNCEMENTS COLLEGE PIZZA

Fraal Frael Free to studentsi Bridge
lessons for beginners. Free book, t-shlrt.

Learnto play for fun orcom petition. Cam-
pus Ctr. RM91 1 9/25 7:00 p.m.
665 7877

Talent Needed
Campus TV show looking for Musicians,

comedians, any performers. Huge audi-

ence potential Leave demo tape and info

at Union Video Center Student Union 545-

1336

The Not Ready for Bedtime Players, an
educational theater group, will be hold-

ing auditions Wednesday evening, Sept.

23, at 7pm in CC RM 903. Auditions are

open to anyone with an interest in the-

ater, safer sex, education about HIV, or

creative uses for bananas on stage. No
experience needed, only enthusiasm!

METAMORFOLLIES

A Kafkaesque Musical Comedy Organi-

zational Meeting for all those interested

cast, crew, musicians tomorrow night at

7 pm in the Union Video Center, right

behind the Hatch. Call 586 489 for more
information (Davidl.

College Pizxa
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese 36.00

Free soda with purchas of a large

sub or salad or spaghetti

549 6098 549-6073

MUST MENTION THIS AD

Computer KYBD^MNI 101Plus(Brand
new) S80, Monitor B/W, Analog, 345
@546-5698

Computers
Great Deal!

1 Apple lie

with color monitor

& software

3400 get 2nd Apple IIC for

3200 - Power Pack and Cables Included
Call 253 5421 Negotiable

Dorm Fridge
Excellent Condition
only 360
Call 665-2617

Live Concerts Guns-N-Roses, Many
more, trade, buy, sell. Call Dave 546-3975

Roadmaster mountain bike, 12-speed.
New. Call 549 4996.

Queen sz Waterbed S75 Ig dorm fridge
350 fender bass amp (75 watt) 3200 665-

2173

TRUMPET 1989 Excellent cond.
Silver Back Straudavarious
Like New - Calll anytime 3500
Matt 6-1 146

Exploding company seeks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,
earn bonuses, free car! Call Oeb 253-

7502 Leave message

Help Wanted
Counter person/Driver

20 - 25 hours
Arnherst Dell 549-6314

Pioneering Publications is hiring
salespeople for TV Times, Amherst's only
free TV listings guide. Call 549 1018 for

more information or send resumes to
Pioneering Publications. PO Box 6000,
Amherst. MA 01004 6000

$252.50 Sell 50 Funny, College T Shins
and make 3252.50. No financial

obligation. Risk Fee program Avg.
sales time-4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Call free 1-800-733-3265.

INSTRUCTION

Earn Credit learn to Scuba Dive Basic
course, G09. Florida trip, G10. New En
gland Advanced Course, Gil. Basic Classes
start 9/14. For further info call 545-2338.

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256-0260.

LOST

ROOM WANTED
SINGLE ROOM lor mature responsible
senior 549 5733 BEN

Fun but serious student looking for a
room close tocampus at reasonable rale.

5498120

SPRING BREAK '93

FOUND

FOR RENT

Fridga Rental Fraa delivery 263-9742

One Pair of Gold rimmed glasses on
church lawn in Amherst ctr. last woek.
Call Janee at 549-6798. Leave message.

HELP WANTED

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Village

2 Bedroom - 1 Bedroom to rent

3285 a month call 253-5421.

Audio/video repair technician,

part-time. Three years professional
experience required. 584-9547.

FOR SALE

Acoustic guitar. New w/case $200 or
bo. 253-0744.

$300 Black leather jacket for sale -

Never worn - men's large 3210.
Kramer electric guitar - focus 3000
Jonathan 253-3910.

"'Campus Reps Wanted***
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993

The best rates and the biggest commis
sions for more informationCall 800-395
WAVE
Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEyS, Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

English Tutor Needed: Sutdenl needs
help in creative writing. Excellent pay! I

Debbie 546 2161

Panama City Beach. Florida Sales Rep-
resentative needed to work with the #1

Spring Break Team TRAVEL ASSOCI
ATES AND TOUR EXCEL SELL THE BEST
PROPERTIES ON THE BEACH SUMMIT
CONDOMINIUMS MIRACLE BEACH RE
SORT HOLIDAY INN PIER 99 Earn top
commission and free trips For more in-

formation call: Jenny 1-800-558-3002

TRAVEL FREE! Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida! Best
commissions/free travel!

1 800-426-7710.

Wanted:
Adutt Carriers to deliver the Union
News Extra on Friday mornings in the
Northampton and Easthamption area.

Call 527-7125

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling You're paid direct. Fully guaran
leed FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright «
MA15KDH

Lost Uptown small green Liz Claiborne
wallet if found call 549-0331. Reward.

You gave 2 girls a ride late Friday nights
from uptown to Brittany Manor and I left

my coal in your car. Please call 253 2733 if

you have it - Thanks!

MUSICIANS

Wanted guitarist: Phish, Allmans,
Creative improv. 256-81 15.

Guitar Lessons Berklee graduate 534
0163

PERSONALS

THANK YOU ST. JUOC
Alex
In Rm. 17 Mackimmie -

Oo you have a
Girlfriend?

- Interested

Michelle Williams turns 211
Wednesday night at midnight
At the T.O.C.

HEATHER
HAPPY 21SI BIRTHDAYi
At least row I should be able to remember
your last name.

love,

Nan

HEATH
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY TO A GREAT
ROOMATE 1

1
hope you're as happy to have

that bike as I am. At least for the first week
you will be.

love

Mane

SERVICES

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or
support? Call for free and confidential
services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St.

Nonhampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-

6010

Resume
Need Help? I have experience with Re
sumes. Quick Service, Free Advice, Ex-
cellent Quality, and Low Prices. IBM La-
ser Printing Services Available. Call Andy
at 549 8463.

September Lawn Special
Low maintenance chemical fee natural
creations landscape company
Valley and Hilltowns Call 296 4337

Subscribe to class notes for

Econ 103 (Kalznerl

Nuir 130

Pub HL 160

Weekly Typewritten notes!
Can you afford not to?

Stop by Bartlett 75 today 12:30 - 51

WANTED

Garage or driveway space wanted for
car storage. Prefer local to southwest
area. Price negotiable. Call Paul at 546-
1051.

'86 WINNABAGO FOR SALE

Top of the line - like new low miles 24 (t.

class a new air conditioner exquisite -

sleeps 5 completely self contained
19.500 or Best offer Call Mike at 1 534
5896 - in Chicopee
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Spoils
Yankee Conference notebook
UMass ' Albert captures player of the week honors
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Week three of the 1992 Yankee Conference football

season is now in the books, and Delaware has grabbed the
early season lead for the Beanpot, compiling a 2-0 YanCon
record with this weekend's 31-14 victory over Rhode
Island.

Close behind the Blue Hens are Connecticut and
Villanova, each with identical 1-0 YanCon marks. Maine
comes in fourth this week with a 1-1 mark, while Boston
University sits alone in fifth place with a 0-0 YanCon
mark (0-2 overall).

^\ANKEE
CONFERENCE

Massachusetts, Richmond and Rhode Island jockey
for position in a three-way tie for sixth, with 0-1 marks,
while New Hampshire plays cellar-dweller in this week's
YanCon standings.

Kudos to UMass' Ben Albert, who was named Yankee
Conference/US Air defensive player of the week for his

effort in Saturday's 7-3 win over Holy Cross. The sopho-
more nose tackle from Paterson, NJ scored the game's
only touchdown on his 17-yard first quarter interception
return, while recovering a Holy Cross fumble with 1:42 to

play in addition to making two tackles.

Rob Boothes of Richmond was named the YanCon/US
Air offensive player of the week for his three touchdown
effort in last weekend's loss to YanCon foe Villanova.

Rookie of the week honors went to Eric Hunt out of
Villanova, who rushed for 105 yards on nine carries while
scoringone touchdown against Jim Marshall's Richmond
squad.

The new Division 1-AA poll came out yesterday morn-
ing, and the YanCon is well represented with Villanova

(Number 3) and Delaware (Number 7) cracking the top
ten this week.

Villanova and Delaware head the list of YanCon
teams in the hunt for the Lambert-Meadowlands Trophy
for the top team in the Northeast, running 1-2 in this

weeks poll.

Richmond comes in at fifth in this week's poll, while
UMass and Maine round out the top ten in the race for

Eastern supremacy.
Speakingofthe Minutemen, coach Mike Hodges squad

hosts BU this weekend in the home opener at McGuirk
Alumni Stadium, in what promises to be a festive atmo-
sphere as tailgating returns to Amherst after a five year
hiatus.

UMass comes into the game fresh off its 7-3 victory

over Holy Cross, hoping to carry over some ofthe emotion
displayed after Hodges first career victory last Saturday.

The Minutemen's defense has been the team's strength
thus far, and should carry the team throughout the
season.

Quietly leading the ferocious UMass defense has been
junior linebacker Phil Lartigue who recorded twelve
tackles against Holy Cross, giving him thirty on the '92

campaign.
Offensively, the Minutemen lost starting quarterback

Andrew McNeilly and starting tailback John Johnson to

injury last week, although neither injury is considered
serious and both are expected to see action this week.

Speaking of injuries, it appears that Mario Perry has
fully recovered from last season's ankle injury, as Perry
played with reckless abandon at Fitton Field, recording
six tackles while sacking Crusader QB Andy Fitzpatrick

three times. Perry's partner and linebacker, Scott
Assencoa has also played well as of late, recording eight
tackles last week.

Unbeaten UM faces Dartmouth
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

A path which consists ofthree straight huge games on
the road is not a path many coaches like to travel.

For Sam Koch, head coach of the University of Mas-
sachusetts men's soccer team, it is the path he and his

squad must travel.

The Minutemen (5-0) opened up the three-game trip

with a thrilling 3-1 overtime victory over Rhode Island.

Up next for UMass is the Ivy League's Dartmouth Big
Green.

The Big Green enter Wednesday's contest with a 2-1

record. After dropping their opening game to Hartford,
Dartmouth has come on to win their last two against
Vermont and Pennsylvania, with the latter coming in

overtime.

Leading the Big Green attack is senior Geoffrey
Wheeler. Wheeler has scored two goals and assisted on
another. Senior Justin Head is the other main gun for

Dartmouth, with two goals himself.

Between the pipes for Dartmouth is Brian Wiese.
While Wiese has allowed six goals in the three games, it

should be noted that four ofthem came in the opening loss

to Hartford.

A key for the Minutemen could be a quick start.

Against URI, the Minutemen came out flat and had to

come from behind for the victory. For the majority of the
game, the Minutemen was in control of the play on the
field.

A big reason for the UMass success is their overall

depth (eleven players have a point for UMass). Koch is

really satisfied with the team as a whole.
"One thing I've said is that our second team really

makes us a good team," Koch said. There are about four
players, who could start for us, and there are guys who
can definitely play, they help make us go."

An underrated part of the UMass squad is their
defense. For the most part, the Minutemen have wrapped
up their opponents.

Sophomore goalie Mark Wolfhas been stupendous in
net for UMass thus far. Wolfhas thirty saves on the year
and has a 0.88 goals against average, thus making the
loss of star goalie Jon Gruber a little easier to swallow.
Game notes: In the New England Division 1 poll, the
Minutemen are ranked fourth while the Big Green is

seventh. On Saturday, the Minutemen will travel to
Rutgers to play the Scarlet Knights.

UMass freshman Colin Johnson was named Atlantic
10 Soccer Rookie of the Week.

Poor Patriots
sour Boston
sports scene

I couldn't begin without a well-deserved round
of cheap shots at the expense of the New England
Patriots.

Who could turn the pathetic Rams into a defen-

sive powerhouse? Who could make the Seahawks a

Super Bowl contender? Who, and I'm serious now,
might not win a single game all season long?

The Patriots. Snicker, guffaw, chortle, chuckle

or do one of those "ha-ha-ha ha ha!" Woody Wood-
pecker deals, because the Patriots have the poten-

tial to provide more laughs than any re-run of Car
54, Where Are You until the holidays.

What the hell. New England sports fans need a
laugh. Cam Neely had more cartilege removed
from his knee (he still had some left?), Larry Leg-

end has a desk job and the Red Sox death watch is

on. There's got to be something to feel good about.

So why not bust on the Pats?

Greg

SUKIENNIK
As a die-hard Bills fan (yes, I work that into as

many sports pieces as I can) I feel good about
Buffalo's chances to cover the spread this weekend
against a team which normally gives them fits. As
you may recall, last year the Pats benefitted from
four Jim Kelly interceptions, posting a 16-13 win
at the Foxboro Concrete Castle. But this season.

Patriots quarterback Hugh Millen hasn't had time
to throw, and he'll be facing a healthy, more de-

structive than ever Bruce Smith.
The spread has the Bills by 15. Bet your house

on it.

Hazy shade of winter: It may be warm and
rouggy outside, but since when does sense have
an3^hing to do with what the National Hockey
League does? The exhibition season has already
started, and teams will be skating for real by the
first week in October.

What makes less sense than hockey in warm
weather? Hockey in Jacksonville, Fla. and Atlanta.

The Bruins play nearly halftheir exhibition sched-
ule in the deep South, where ice can naturally be
found in five-pound bags in supermarkets.

Paint it black: Looking for big NHL trends?
Look for a return to a traditional favorite in hockey
fashion, the classic beauty and simplicity of basic
black. Both the Ottawa Senators and Tampa Bay
Lightning will be donning the dark stuff this sea-
son, following the simplest logic in sports — if

someone's doing it, so should you.

Tampa's duds look pretty good, but the Senators'
uniforms are ug-lee. You play likeyou look, and with
that in mind send a sympathy card to former Bruins'
boss Rick Bovraess, who has the moimumental task
ofmaking the Sens a hockey team in the Adams, the
toughest division in the NHL.

Turn to PATS, page 1
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Women's soccer puts winning streak on the line vs. Harvard

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team squares off against Harvard today

at 3:00 p.m. at Garber Field. UMass is looking for their sixth win in a row.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's
soccer coachJim Rudy should not have too
much trouble motivating his team for
today's match up (3 p.m. on Richard F.

Garber Field) writh the Harvard Crimson.
First off, the Minutewomen (5-0) will be

looking to avenge last season's 1-0 upset
loss at the hands of the Crimson (2-1).

"The team has been looking forward to
this one," Rudy said. They were talking
about it last week as they prepared for the
Rutgers game. They definitely want some
revenge."

In last year's meeting. Harvard was
able to score just before halftime and
stymie the Massachusetts attack for the
rest of the game.

"Wc just couldn't get one back," Rudy
said. "We dominated the play but they did
a nice job tactically and played to their
absolute potential."

A second motivational tool for Rudy is
this week's Gatorade Top 20 rankings.
Massachusetts, despite remaining un-
beaten, dropped a notch in the poll from
No. 9 to No. 10. The team which jumped
ahead of them is a William and Mary
squad which Massachusetts already de-
feated 1-0 this season.

"It is disappointing," Rudy said. "You
beat a team and then you end up under
them in the rankings. The poll really is not
that important but it helps to receive the
respect. I will let the team know about the
polls today."

Ifthe lack of pollsters' respect does not
do the trick, Rudy can always turn to
keeping Massachusetts' five-game win-
ning streak alive.

"We are off to a good start," Rudy said.

"We are not going to look to the past
though, we have to keep winning it one
game at a time. You can not try to have a
winning streak, they just happen."

Motivation aside, Massachusetts will

have to win the game on the field against
a decent Harvard squad.

Returning in net for Harvard coach
Tim Wheaton is Brooke Donahoe, who
shut out Massachusetts last season.
Donahoe is 2-1 on the season with a 1.00
goals against average.

"Donahoe played a great game against
us last year," Rudy said. "She is athletic
and capable of putting it all together."

Rudy will counter with Skye Eddy in
net. Eddy and Briana Scurry have done
well adapting to a rotation system which,
according to Rudy, can be "difficult". Eddy
is 2-0 with a 1 .00 goals against average for
the season.
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Room shortage leaves many out in cold
Enrollment jump blamed

By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Joe Martin had been in line since 4:30 a.m. yesterday
waiting for the Housing Assignment Office to open at
8:30 a.m. so he could clinch a spot for a room in a residence
hall.

Martin, a sophomore Japanese major, is one ofthe 490
students this semester at the University ofMassachusetts
who arrived at school with no place to unpack their bags.

Housing Services sent Martin a letter this summer
telling him his housing assignment had been dropped.
When he called to find out the reason. Housing Services
said he hadn't filled out his housing preference card.

Although Martin says he filled out the card, the
Housing Assignments Office told him they would do the
best they could to try to get him his room.

"I went on Monday, Sept. 7, to Housing and they gave
me a lounge to stay in temporarily. A swing room. I asked
them how long I would be there, if I could swap, and if
they knew where I would be going," said Martin. "They
gave me no answers— a complete run-around, and told
me to come back on Thursday. I went back and they still
had no answers."

Martin's swing room is a residence hall lounge made
into a room for students to stay in temporarily. The
cramped living space for three students includes three
beds, two desks and a bureau. There are no closets and
very little room to put any belongings.

Martin says he's tired of Uving out of a suitcase.
Fifly juniors and seniors didn't get a room until

Thursday, Sept. 10, according to housing officials. Un-
derclassmen are prioritized in room placement because
housing assumes that upperclassmen can make accom-

Turn to ENROLLMENT, page 7

ANGIE POPOVICH
Alex Brand, a continuing education pre-medicme

junior Tracy Theisen, a Russian major, paint a wall
Tower.
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major, and
in the JFK

MIA/POW documents
made available to public

• Kennedy tower re-opened
By ANGIE POPOVICH
Collegian Correspondent

Moving into new residence halls at the start of a new
school year usually causes great excitement.

For the residents of the John F. Kennedy tower in
Southwest, however, there was a completely different
type of feeling.

Instead of finding a welcome new home, they were
trying to find an answer to why they were placed in
temporary housing. AOer three weeks of school many of
them have lost hope in finding a new assignment and are
forced to make the best of what they have.

Although JFK was scheduled to be closed for renova-
tions this semester, a greater number of incoming fresh-
man entered the University than was originally expected.
When the University's Housing Services Office made

projections for enrollment, statistics from traditional
enrollment rates were used. This led Housing to expect
significantly lower occupancy, according to Dr. Joseph
Zannini, the executive director of Housing Services.

By closing unneeded halls. Housing hoped to utilize
the time for refurbishment and avoid "passing on the
open buildings' costs to the students," said Zannini.

Originally JFK was meant to be temporary housing
with no more than 300 students, according to Stephanie
Carnahan, the residence director of the hall.

However, when the number ofstudents kept increasing
the decision was made to open it completely. Although
Housing officials say they were looking at the students'
interests by doing this, many residents say they are upset
with the situation.

"Housing should have admitted to their mistake in-
stead of making us feel like we should be grateful for a

Turn to KENNEDY, page 7

By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The U.S. envoy
walked into the secret Paris meeting room
carrying a proposal from President Nixon
for billions in aid to North Vietnam. The
Vietnamese envoy had a list of 10 POWs
held in Laos.

In an exchange that reflects the bitter
mistrust between the two nations, each
diplomat clutched his own document
tightly and traded papers in a simulta-
neous grab. The tale of two decades ago
unfolds in declassified documents made
public this week as part of the Senate
hearings into the fate of American pris-
oners and missing soldiers in Vietnam.

At issue in the Feb. 1, 1973, exchange
were two documents that have drawn the
attention of the Senate Select Committee

on POW-MIA Affairs: a letter from Nixon
to then-North Vietnamese Prime Minister
Pham Van Dong promising at least $4.25
billion in postwar aid and a list compiled
by North Vietnam ofknown POWs held by
communists in neighboring Laos.

Air Force Col. George Guay, who served
as a messenger during the Paris peace
talks, described the 4 p.m. meeting with
his North Vietnamese counterpart, VoVan
Sung, code-named "Customer," in an eyes-
only cable the same day to Gen. Brent
Scowcroft, then a White House aide.

"I exchanged the president's memo-
randum for the list of U.S. prisoners in
Laos with Customer at 1600 Paris time
today,"Guay reported. "When I arrived he
made a grab for the envelope containing
the message, and, without breaking his
fingers, I told him that my instructions

Turn to POW/MIA, poge 2

UM addresses diversity
Increased cultural awareness sought

Janitors question shifts
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Campus Center and Student Union
janitors say they feel they are understaffed
and overworked to the point ofexhaustion
and believe the solution to the problem is

to hire more permanent staff.

Steve, who has been a janitor for 11
years, said over Labor day weekend he
worked a total of forty hours because of
the shortage of staff on the night shift. "I

didn't even get any thanks or sign of ap-
preciation from the management."

Due to the lack of help on the night
shift, some of Steve's responsibilities in-

clude cleaning the Campus Center con-

course, the Hatch, the Blue Wall and the
Cape Cod lounge and setting up for three
or four conferences a day.

Ashoke Ganguli, the director of Auxil-
iary Services, said in a recent Collegian
article that there were more than enough
janitors and the problem is the way staffis

managed.

Joe, a supervisor of the day-shift jani-
tors, said the management's idea to switch
twojanitors from the day shift to the night
shift and compensate the loss with stu-
dents is unfair to the workers.

He said losing two day staff janitors
would cut his staffdown to six people. "My
men will have to try even harder to get
everything done, but I don't see how that
is possible because they are already
stressed to the point that they can't do
an3Tnore work."

Steve said if he got switched to the
night shift he might quit. "I worked nights
for three years already and I feel I've

earned my place on the day shift," he said.

Forrest Davies, director of Building
Services, said in a recent Collegian article
that the nightshift has decreased over the
years from 21 to 13 janitors.

Joe said even though the students are
good workers they are not as familiar with
the set-up for different conferences and
are unreliable when it is exam time or

Turn to JANITOR, page 7

By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
Multicultural Advisory Board held a
meeting yesterday to discuss ways to
increase the University's commitment
to fostering a multicultural atmosphere
on campus.

Among the goals of the meeting was
an attempt to devise better ways to ad-
dress the growing concerns of students
regarding cultural awareness and sen-
sitivity on campus, administrators said.

Vice Chancellor for Equal Opportu-
nity and Affirmative Action Frederick
Tillis opened the meeting by asking
members to agree on whether the
University's mission statement reflects

a commitment to promoting and fos-

tering multiculturalism.

"The mission statement expresses
well the concept of multiculturalism,
and I believe this campus takes a strong
stand on serving the needs of the stu-

dents," said Tillis.

Tillis criticized members of the
campus community he thinks have
fallen away from a commitment to
promoting multiculturalism.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien
charged those members present at the
meeting to serve as marshalls — ad-
vocates to make multiculturalism a
true reality on this campus.

There were several members who
disagreed with the mission statement.
Professor ofeducation Sonia Nieto said
she believes unless the University
grapples with the issue of affirmativie
action, "multiculturalism will be seen
through a single lens."

"I The mission statement! was too
broad and did not state how this was to
be accomplished," Nieto said.

The question of including a
multicultural curriculum in various
academic disciplines was brought up
by Nieto, who said she believes this is

another area the University as a whole
must address if it is to meet the needs

Turn to DIVERSITY, page 10
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Chancellor Richard Brien and Vice Chancellor for Equai upportunity and Affirmative

Action Fred Tillis hold the attention of other members at yesterdays Multicultural Advisor/
Board meeting. '
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POW/MIA
continued from page 1

were to exchange the memorandum for his Hst. .
."

"With a huge smile he again reached for the envelope.
I smiled in return and while picking up the envelope with
both hands (tight grip) asked him if he had the list. . . He
went to a cabinet and produced an envelope from which he
extracted what was obviously a very short list of names."

"I took the memorandum outofthe envelope and passed
it to him while he passed the list to me," Guay wrote.

Sung told Guay that the hst of 10 was all "they" had
given him, according to Guay's cable.

The next day, Guay was ordered to deliver another

letter from Nixon calling the Laotian list unsatisfactory
and saying it was "inconceivable that only 10 of these
men would be held prisoner in Laos."

Sung told Guay the United States must understand
the "difficulties involved in finding pilots who were
drowned in Laos."

The meetings took place a week after the announce-
ment ofthe Paris peace accords that set the stage for the
U.S. vdthdrawal from Vietnam.
Among other issues being explored by the committee

is whether U.S. refusal to follow through on financial aid
may have prompted North Vietnam to hold POWs.
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XBR Televisions
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Straight Ticket Voting
Michigan Congressional candidate Dick

Chrysler, a Republican businessman, has certainly
figured out a way to end voter apathy among
college students. The State News, the student
newspaper of Michigan State University, reports
that Chrysler set up a campaign tent outside the
MSU-Central Michigan University football game
on Saturday, Sept. 12. Chrysler campaign workers
handed out bumper stickers, buttons, campaign
literature, hamburgers and free beer.

The State News reports the tent was swarmed
with over a hundred students, who, for just prom-
ising to "vote for Dick", were presented free food
and Molson Golden Beer. Apparently no students
were asked for proper age identification before
being allowed to drink.

The Chrysler campaign people claim they were
carding students who drank but many students
state it was not so. No matter how old the people
were who were drinking, Chrysler is obviously on
to something. Campaign organizer Laura Simoni is

quoted as saying, "we really wanted to get the
students involved in the issues." One student de-
scribed the free beer tactic as "pretty good cam-
paigning."

No one seemed to raise the issue that Molson is

brewed in Canada and serving it would fly straight
in the face ofan "America First" campaign slogan.

Nevertheless, with alcohol now being allowed to

be consumed before UMass football games, I urge
all local candidates to look into the Chrysler tech-
nique of campus campaigning.

One step forward,
tw^o steps back

The Beta Theta Phi Fraternity at Syracuse
University recently took out an open rush ad in The
Daily Orange which calls for new pledges tojoin the
fraternity and help wipe out the stereotype of the
"fraternity man as a dumb, alcoholic, abusive,
sexist pig."

The advertisement goes on to state that this
perception offraternities is undermining the Greek
System throughout the country.

However, the advertisement has a quirk. On one
side of the ad is a column named "A", on the other
side a column named "B". The ad asks the reader to

fold the paper, connecting point A with point B and
receive the hidden message.

The message states: "Rush Beta, chicks dig us."

The Top 20— It must be a dream
The narcoleptic nemesis offalling asleep in class

has affected every college student, but at the Uni-
versity of Arizona, it is apparently even more
common.

The Arizona Daily Wildcat reports on Thursady
August 20 that UA was ranked by the Princeton
Review Student Access Guide to Best Colleges to be
in the top 20 colleges with the most boring lectures.

Wildcat students seem to concur with the
ranking. One student remarked "It was a mutual
combination of the instructor and statistics that
propelled me to deeper and deeper sleep." Another
student comparedUA lectures to watchingC-Span.

According to the Daily Wildcat, the review goes
on to mention UA's long-standing reputation as a

"party school" and warns that there is a lot of sun,

parties, and non-studious students to distract the

campus.
UMass did not make the Top 20.

Pizza and then a nap
In the August 21 addition of the Arizona Daily

Wildcat is an article about the successful openingof

a Domino's Pizza in the Student Union.

In its first day open for lunch, the restaurant

served 725 slices to 580 people, according to the

manager. Domino's expects business to continue to

grow and are currently working out ways to keep

lines from growing too long.

Domino's is being closely watched by other fast-

food chains and ifit remains a success, UA students

can expect other restaurants to franchise inside

their student union.

There is no mention ofthe possibility ofdelivery

to some of those boring lectures.

Presidential election increases
totals in voter registration drive
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Increased interest and awareness in the upcoming
presidential election has led to almost twice as many
students registering to vote in this week's voter regis-
tration drive, almost doubling last year's total, according
to the drive's organizers.

About 500 students registered yesterday in the first
day of the three-day registration drive sponsored by the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group and the
Student Government Association. Last year roughly the
same number were registered altogether.

Many students say they look forward to their first

time at the polls.

"It's my right as a citizen and a chance to take a stand,"
said Lori Switaj, a sophomore wildlife biology major, who
has never voted in the presidential election before. She
said she wished more people would become involved and
vote.

"Ifwe want to get things done in the country we have
to take a stand," said Switaj.

Although the number of students registered last year
was topped in only the first day ofregistration yesterday,
there

wasn't quite as large a turnout today, according to the
campus organizer working at the drive, Sarah Turk.

"Not enough people were out leafletting, but we're
excited so far and hope more come tomorrow," said Turk.
"It's really important."

Turk estimated about 300-400 students have registered
as of 1:30 yesterday afternoon. The drive is aiming to

register 2,000 by today, the last day of the drive, which

will be held in the Cape Cod lounge ofthe Student Union
until 2 p.m.

By 10 a.m. yesterday, when the drive opened, there
was a line out the door of the lounge, according to Laoisi
King, a MASSPIRG member who was working the drive.

"Student response has been positive. It's really busy
because of the (presidential) election," King said.

For many it is the first time to have a say in the
presidential election.

"So few people are deciding the fate of the country,"
said junior social thought and political economy major
JoAnne Bunuan, who said she is voting for Clinton.

"He's the lesser oftwo evils. 1 don't like Bush, but I'm
pro-Hillary," said Bunuan.

Junior English majorAndrew Somers said he is excited
about his first opportunity to vote and he knows a lot of
other people who are going to cast their ballots. He also
said he is going to vote for Clinton.

Several students said they believed registering to vote
and voting are part of the duties of being a citizen.

"You've got to do it sometime," said Jake Nevela, a
freshman School ofManagement major, who says he sees
it as a chance to get involved.

"My vote is going to count, I'm sure," said Carla
McKay, a graduate student in labor studies, who though
registered in Washington D.C. as a democrat, is registering
here to increase the number of democrats in Massachu-
setts.

McKay said she is "definitely against Bush," and is not
pleased with the manner in which he has handled the
labor movement.

"Clinton isn't the best but he's better than Bush," said
McKay.

Students reflect on '92 election
Majority unsatisfied with both candidates, Congress
By CAROLINE NASSON
Collegian correspondent

With the 1992 presidential election nearing, many
voters feel they are faced with a difficult decision regarding
whom they prefer in office and which political party they
would like to see in control of Congress.

In an informal Collegian poll, the majority of the
twenty University of Massachusetts students polled on
Monday expressed general dissatisfaction with the
presidential candidates, saying the country needs a break
from the status quo.

Because the majority of these voters believe that the
current Congress is failing. Democratic candidate Bill

Clinton was the preferred candidate.

Students responded to the question "If the Presiden-
tial election was today, who would you vote for and why?":

• Adam Scott Roberts, sophomore communications
major:

"I'd vote for Clinton because he supports a woman's
right to a legal abortion, and because I hate Dan Quayle."

• Adam Silver, senior zoology major:
"Clinton, not because he would do a good job but

because he can't be any worse than Bush. Why not give
someone else a try?"

• Lori Jones, freshman political science major:
"Clinton, because Bush is not doing anything for the

Recycling program
seeks to educate,
cut down on waste
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Roger Guzowski, a 1992 University ofMassachusetts
natural resource studies graduate, sorts through the
trash. He is not, however, a college graduate out ofwork.
Guzowski is head of the University's Housing Services
Recycling program.

"We started sorting a year ago. There were so many
contaminated barrels," Guzowski said. "I realized that
we were throwing away good paper [in those barrels]."

At the Tilson Farm Power Plant, Guzowski and his
staffof six students sift through 1,500 to 4,500 pounds of
waste that is gathered from the residential recycling
bins. Wearing gloves, students are usually sorting through
the bins Tuesdays and Wednesdays. In addition to sorting
25 hours a week, students wash down the recycling bins
once a week.

"We have had people from all walks of life. We all want
to get involved in the environment," Guzowski said. "A lot

ofpeople get involved in the recycling programs through
internships or independent studies."

Paper board such as cereal boxes and beer cases are
the most frequent contaminates. Because paper board is

ofso low a quality, there is a little market for it, according
to Guzowski. Therefore it is not recycled.

Turn to RECYCLING, page 8

environment.
• Alan Flores, sophomore mechanical engineering

major:

"Clinton, because he seems like a down-to-earth per-
son, not an old grandpa who does not know what's going
on. He's more in touch with today than yesterday."

• Jane Urry, senior history major:
"I would write in Jerry Brown because Clinton comes

across as slime and Bush has not done much for our
economy and all ofour foreign policy decisions have been
totally misguided."

• Jorge Gonzalez, junior forestry major:
"None ofthe candidates are worth it. It's like deciding

between the lesser of two evils."

• Rich Martin, senior English major:
"I would vote for Clinton because, unfortunately, he is

the democratic candidate."

• Elana Barnett, sophomore communication disor-

ders major:

"Clinton, because we need a change, and he is more
modern than Bush, and he knows what we need in today's
society."

• Amy Ford, junior HRTA major:

"Clinton, because I just do not want Bush in there."
• Justin P. Edelman, junior communications major:
"Clinton, because although there is not one great

Turn to ELECTION, page 10

JACOB ADELMAN / COLLEGIAN
OH, WILBUR. FOR GREENER PASTURES— A Uni-

versity police officer and his equine companion look as if they
would rather be anywhere but outside Orchard Hill.
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Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns, let-

ters and cartoons from UMass and the rest ofthe Five College commu-
nity.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for
grammar, clarity and length. Submissions must bear the writer's name,
local address and phone number. This information is subject to verifi-
cation.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters should be no longer than 50 double-spaced, typed lines. Col-
umns should not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed lines. Untyped sub-
missions will not be considered for publication.

Responses to or criticism ofcolumns, cartoons, articles or letters are
limited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns responding to previ-
ously printed material will not be printed. Responses to or criticism of
letters that themselves have responded to a letter, article or column will
not be printed. Collegian staff are restricted from writing letters, but
may write columns. Any exceptions will be determined solely by the
editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material. All
submissions become property ofthe Collegian and will not be returned.
The opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual artist

or writer and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian.
The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-mentioned

policies in order to provide a forum for community discussion of issues.
Submissions to the Editorial desk can be dropped off in the offices or

mailed to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center. You know. In the basement.

Basement Notes tell tale

of boy raised as sculpture
I have a propensity for volunteering for

things I haven't the slightest idea how to

do. and often come to regi-et. For example:
kindergarten. I wanted to attend. I begged
my parents to letme attend, butmy mother
had doubts.

My mother came from a family of strict
morals, and even after she had been
married fi ve years her parents still believed
that she was a virgin (that her parents
bought this says something of the low
esteem in which they held my father).

Instead of kindergarten, she wanted to
cover me with white paint and try to pass
me ofTas a classical Greek statue, on the
grounds that a small child might give
away her non-maiden status.

Barry

DEUTSCH
My father didn't like this plan; the

house was decorated in high modern, and
a small Greek statue would clash with the
rest of the decor. Furthermore, how long
could I be expected to hold the pose? A
compromise was reached: they would cover
me with stiffenamel paint and give me to

my Uncle Morrie. who was nouveau riche
and so had lousy taste anyway. But
Morrie's sculpture garden had no room.
( he had four kids of his own ) so my parents
were back to square one.

Where, you may wonder, were my pa-
ternal grandparents during all this? Ac-
tually, they lived with us, but as they
spoke only random syllables strung into
sentences, none of us knew what they
thought (this wasn't as odd as it may at
first sound; they had immigi-ated from a
small Jewish village in Russia not far
from Helm ). in which the village rabbi had
announced, after intensive study ofTorah
and Talmud, that God was totally incom-
prehensible. The village folk, who believed
in emulating God in all things, decided
that they would never again be compre-
hensible in His presence. Since God is

everywhere, it followed that they could
never again speak anything but gibber-
ish, anywhere. And ever since, none of
them have made even the slightest sense,
which makes playing Monopoly in their

village a bit of a trial.

(It's a curious footnote to this story
that, after another decade's intensive
study, the same wise rabbi announced
that in fact it was top-down economics
which were incomprehensible, and that if

everyone would stop speaking gibberish
and maybe bring him a nice corn beef on
rye he'd be much happier. But by that time
nobody but the rabbi understood sensible
language, so he never got his sandwich
and was eventually forced to eat his own
Greek Sculptures and died ofconstipation— tragically, he had no children).

So my paternal grandparents were of
no help to me. I began a course of begging
my mother to let me go to kindergarten. I

pointed out that her parents, having pro-
duced her, were not altogether innocent of
the birds and the fleas. (Later, I found out
I was wrong about this; my maternal
grandparents had sex, and my grand-
mother gave birth, entirely under hypnosis
and thus had no idea of where my mother
came from. For the first twelve years ofmy
mother's life, she had to endure her par-
ents periodically forgetting who she was,
on which occasions they would take my
mother around the market square, asking
ifanyone had misplaced a little boy— my
maternal grandparents, as well as being
forgetful, weren't very observant. On her
12th birthday, my mother obtained a copy
of her birth certificate, which she still

carries in her wallet to show her parents
in their moments of doubt.)

Just how this relates to kindergarten,
and indeed how my kindergarten experi-
ences relate to "Notes From the Campus
Center Basement," may seem obscure;
but I will explain all in next week's column.

Barry Deutsch is a Collegian staff
member

Unjust male bashing pains writer
I am 22-year-old sophomore and a new

student at UMass. I lived in the Valley
last year and I have seen liberal attitudes
similar to those I have experienced while
living just outside of Boston. I respect an
open mind and an active commitment to

change things. Butmy feelings flare when
I, an innocent person, have to read, hear
and feel all the male bashing that goes on
when hurt women get together.

I am aware ofthe oppression that rages
on against women by a lot of careless and
insensitive men. Some women would
contend that no man could ever know, and
in a sense they are right. I rr.--,v up with-

out a dad in a house full ofsisters and have
seen first hand all forms of abuse. So in
another sense I do know some.

To all the hurt and abused women out
there: please try to focus your energy in
ways that will be most effective to your
cause. To sum up either gender will only
serve to drive us all further apart. I ask
you as an innocent man to be a little more
mindful of your actions because I have
been wrongfully hurt by overzealous, well-

intending females.

K. Finney
Southwest

The fight against racism
needs more than a bullhorn

".
. .and UMass has continued to refuse

to stop their racist discrimination, and we
are sick and tired oftaking it! We are going
to force them to change ifwe have to stay all

weekend!" shouted awoman into a bullhorn.
The large group of people gathered on and
around the longconference table gave some
enthusiastic applause.

One of the faculty members who was
part of the meeting we invaded stood up,
looking rather exasperated. He motioned
for the wire handset that we used to speak
through the bullhorn. The woman handed
it to him while continuing to hold the
horn. "But what are your goals? What are
you trying to change?" he asked heatedly,
emphasizing the question with his hands.

Nathan

CRICK
The woman holding the bullhorn and

the rest of our main spokespeople looked
at him with irritation. "What do mean,
'What are we trying to change?'"demanded
the woman. "What do you think?"

"But you have no plan, you need to set
down some kind of directive for what you
want done!" shouted the green-sweatered
faculty member. "You can't just come in

here with nothing! What have you got to

propose? What are your purposes for be-
ing here?"

"And what are the reasons for racism?"
retaliated a guy across the table. "How
come we need reasons to try to end it?"

An older woman with long matted hair
stood up a couple seats away. "It's people
like you who make it so hard to get any-
thing done!" she cried. "It's people like you
who promote racism with your closed-
mindedness!"

"I am not trying to argue with your
intentions!" he yelled back. "Youjust have
to have a plan of action! You have to be
able to work within the system! You can't
get anything done if. .

."

Theman ceased to speak as the bullhorn
woman yanked the handset away from
him. He paused and shook his head. "I am
just trying to. .

."

"Okay, who else wants to speak?" the
woman asked with a laugh, turning away
from the man. She offered the handset up
to the next contestant. The green-
sweatered man sighed, sat down, and
turned up his hands helplessly to the
faculty member sitting next to him.

My memory may not be precisely cor-

rect in relating the exact dialogue from
that Whitmore conference room five

months ago, but I distinctly remember
when the handset was forcibly removed
from the man's hands. It was one ofmany
things that left a rather bad taste in my
mouth, that made me embarrassed to be
part ofsomething that did not give justice
to the grandiose ideals it was trying to

promote. Our initial demands were bla-

tantly simplistic, impossible to implement,
and violated affirmative action laws any-
way. Yet when the man tried to tell us
that, we told him to shut up and sit down.
Don't rain on our parade.

But crusades are funny things. They
breed the kind of people who believe they
stand on a moral high ground which al-

lows them to crucify whomever ma.-v differ

with their views, all in the name of righ-

teousness. Racism is certainly a problem
in this country — one need only listen to

Pat Buchanan to realize that, but it is not
a problem only in one sense.

Especially on this campus, racism had
become a catchword used against those
who may disagree with anyone who cleums
to be fighting on the side of racial justice.

Racism is used not only to condemn these
people, but justifies such things as the
censorship ofa newspaper, the destruction
of property and violence against people
who have nothing more than differences of
opinion. Violence may produce some nifty

speeches, but you only need ask a resident
of South Central L.A. to know violence
meaninglessly destroys lives and causes
more problems than existed beforehand.

But I don't think we really ever accept
that fact. The Whitmore protest was a
peaceful and, for better or worse, a pro-
ductive demonstration. But in it I could
see the beginning of what, was later to

manifest itself as a violent crusade in the
days to come, a crusade that effectively

shut down all rational discussions and
glorified the Machiavellian principle of
might makes right.

For the crusaders to claim some sort of
moral victory for that scares me, because
the repression of reason and the rational-
ization of violence are the main instru-
ments offascism. Let usjust hope that the
fight against racism is not used to satiate
our desire for a good old-fashioned witch
hunt. It deserves more than that.

Nathan Crick is a UMass student.

Article distorted nature of protest
I am writing in response to the Asso

ciated Press article 1 Collegian , Sept. 2 1

1

"UM Collegian threatened with civil

suit." I feel compelled to write to ex-
press my anger and disgust and to give
a more accurate version of what took
place in April.

At the beginning of this summer I

read an article in a Washington, D.C.,
area paper about the April protest at
UMass. Similar to the AP article, it

portrayed the protest as violent actions
performed by minority students. I

wondered for a second why a paper so
far away from UMass and so many
months aft«r the fact was printing this
article. Then I realized that papers all

over were scared by this protest, view-
ing it as a threat to their journalistic
freedom. As a result of their fear, they
had taken an attack position and went
to work vilifying the protest. The main
emphasis of the reporting had been the
supposed death threats received by
Collegian staff members.

I cannot speak to deny or confirm the
occurence ofdeath threats, but I can say
that if they did take place, they were
isolated incidents initiated by individu-
als outside the spirit ofthe protest. I was
there the entire day that UMass students
marched to the police station and the
Collegian and occupied Whitmore. I was
involved in the week of meetings and
demonstrations thatfollowed.Allofthese
methods are non-violent attempts to
channel rage into productive results.

The broken window that is continu-
ously referred to in articles "covering"
the protest was an accident; students
were clapping and chanting and bang-
ing on the wall, and a concealed pane of
glass located behind a corkboard was
broken accidentally. Throughout the
day there were constant instructions
from the marchers with the megaphone
not to touch, break or disturb anything.

TheAP article said the protest group
consisted of"250 Black, Hispanic, Asian
and other students" and then immedi-
ately proceeded to talk about violence.
The article I read earlier this summer
called it a group of minority students,
and again proceeded to talk about vio-
lence. The racial make-up of the group
was mixed, but predominantly white.

These attempts to make the protests
of last April look like a bunch of irra-
tional minority students who went on a
binge of rioting and destruction and
attempted to put harsh journalistic
restrictions on the poor Collegian is
more than distortion or imagination. It
is the exact racist use ofjournalism, in
the guise ofprotectingfreedom ofspeech
that we were strongly, but not violently,
protesting. Let's not get on this high
horse aboutjournalistic freedom unless
the reaction would be the same in a
constant state of white-bashing news-
papers, and I think we all know that
like hell it would be.

Erica Ramsthaler
Amherst
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BROWN
which left such a lasting impression in the memory of somany Amencans. Not to mention the assassinations of
other great leaders who died before our Ufetimes began,
like Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. , and Robert Kennedy. Sowhy .8 It that most adults are surprised when I tell them those of my parents' generation that'thrsT^prTJrt

eventsXhlhinST ? ^ ^^f'T ^"^^ ''^'' ^^^ Fo^-^onieonetot^llmethatnothingeventfulhasrpZedevents which shaped their lives while they were growing in this country since the Sixties is the same as t^H^^o
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'"^'^ '^^"^^ ^^ ^S«' ^h"« ^^° ^e'-e «''^« i" this country during a time when itdefimtely historically groundbreaking, was not the end seemed that you really could make a differencTby speakofAmoncasgreatpohticalhistoryofsocialchange through ing out for what you believe in. But when I try ^ bCe

the adults, I realize that I can't, because I'm an adult too,
albeit a young one, and now is the time to start taking
responsibility for the state ofour nation and do something
about it, not assign blame for it.

Forme and those my age, our entire life has been spent
watching ineffective presidents shape events which we
have no say in, a great deal ofthem without our interests
in mind and not taking our opinions ofhow things shouldThere seems to be an unspoken consensus amon^
";™n°«na not takirig our opimonsofhow things should

>se of my parents' generatioTthat thrS^.^T.'^ ^ave'Tf'Ee^.^'nrth^'rK*'"""^'.^?
^^P^"''^'"^"

have ol believing that nothing eventful has happened
since the Sixties. In 1971, the 26th and as
of yet final amendment was added to the Constitution.
This amendment granted the nation's 1 1 million 18 to 2 1-

year-old Americans of the time the right to vote.
Now it's time for us to prove what a powerful political

voice we have. Now we finally have the chance to make
our difference by registering to vote and casting our
ballot in the next election. Or, ifyou've already registered,
you can encourage a friend to do the same. Trust me: it's

easy and it's effective.

towhatyoungpeoplesayoreven take what thTvTrvT/.' a-
^^'^ hard for young adults in America today not to be

say seriously I'd like to blame the nroh^nflf7 .

discouraged by all the problems we've inherited from the

todav. thraoath V .nH hnlT/c!!;!rr^^^^^^^^ "^^i"" feneration before us. But they did hand at least one good
thing to us over 21 years ago: the ability to right the
wrongs they have left us with and, most of all, to make
sure our voice is heard. Believe me, we have the power to
do it. Make your mark, rock the vote. By the way, no
matter how much I've said against Baby Boomers. I don't
hold too much against them. After all, I am going to vote
for one in November.

James J. Brown is a UMass student.

Man insulted by column on rape
u„ll« ri»« I 1 .. _ _

-I
Hello, UMass. I am a white, male, het-

erosexual fraternity brother. Afi^r 4.5
years here at UMass, some people would
think that I should be ashamed of this
fact. Well, guess what: I'm NOT. I am
proud of who I am.

Since I started attending UMass, all I

read and hear about is how white, male,
heterosexual fraternity men are the evil
creatures of the world. We oppressed mi-
norities, bashed homosexuals and now I

have raped women. I didn't think I could
accomplish all thisjust byattending UMass.
But according to Multicultural Affairs col-
umnistAlexanderNguyen (Co/Ze^/a/z, Sept.
231, 1 have "forced women into sex." Hey, I

have news for you, pal. I respect women
like the majority ofmale heterosexuals and
I am insulted that you can make this as-
sumption that I have forced women to have
sex. You, my friend, have problems

a full page of the paper that should repre-
sent us. could be there. How is bashing
men multicultural? I do not always agree
with everything in the Collegian — ev-
eryone has their opinion and 1 may not
agree with them — but I will not sit here
and read this trash about how I rape
women. It is totally untrue and I expect an
apology from Mr. Nguyen, immediately.

As for the rest of the UMass world,
please stop trying to educate me on how I

should be. Every semester there is a new
group on campus saying that males are
bad and we do terrible things. Some of
these people are upset about the gener-
alizations made about them (i.e., homo-
sexuals, minorities and women). Well, I

am upset with generalizations made about
me and my friends. I am not some dis-
gusting person who wants to rape women,
oppress the minorities and rid this coun-Q, J-

• "Kf^^'^ >-'"- """"I inco ciiiu I iu tins coun-
Please do not get me wrong- I know try ofhomosexuals. Please stop portraying

rape occurs and it is a problem that must
be addressed. But how dare you tell the
world that all men have "forced women to
have sex." This is not journalism, it is

TRASH, plain and simple. I still cannot
understand how this article, that takes up^-^ 1 . -, unaerstandhowthisarl

Columnist distorts evangelist s points of view

IS some kind of con artist, found this "act" refreshingly the point of the Nazi GermanrcoCanson LT^^^^^different from the conventional evangelism. used. To treat the civil disobedLn^of protesters cotWhile I am not born-again and doubtful about the cernedwithanyissuesdifferentlybecauLahep^rtUlar
issue IS attuned with the Nazis' suppression ofall dissent.
It IS not any moral high ground to embrace totalitarian
measures to silence protest around issues deemed valuable
enough to have at any cost; it is merely warfare.

Knechtle tried to shame students more, it appeared to
me, with accusations of "intellectual dishonesty" than
"atheism." Can the Collegian claim to be intellectually
honest?

me and my friends as beasts. We are not.
We just want to live our lives, be happy
and make the small world around us a
better place for all men and women to live.

Andrew M. Ashman
Amherst

relevance of fundamentalism to, for example, healing
racism in our country, I feel my open-mindedness left me
less threatened by his debate and argument. Some of
those disagreeing with the preacher affected physically
confrontational poses the student Mr. Knechtle was
depicted as in earnest debate with showed little courtesy,
and his argument was entirely flippant except for the
quote Mr. Rivera uses.

What I saw was a kind ofmental gymnastics, Knechtle
trying to provoke intelligent reasoning from any comers,
and it might have been more interesting ifthe skepticism

Collegian misrepresented Knechtle s words

Glenn S. Foster
Amherst

I considered writing a letter last week after the article
about Cliffe Knechtle [Collegian, Sept. 17). It was an
extremely biased rendition ofwhat was going on outside
the Student Union. When I read David Rivera's column,
[Collegian, Sept. 22 1 1 could not remain quiet.

I was present for a large portion of Knechtle's pre-
sentations, and neither writer has painted a clear picture
of the evangelist's visit to UMass.

The reporter spends a large portion of the article

worryingaboutwhat thecrowd had to say about Knechtle's
statements, but never really explains what those state-

ments were or what his point was.

Rivera criticized religion, whuch is ironic because

Fellowship, the RSO which paid for I^echtle's visit to
UMass, and the money we raised was to feed his family
notmake him wealthy. We both have heard ofhypocritical
"phony" preachers (like Jim Baker) who rip people off for
selfish reasons. Knechtle renounced their actions many
times each of the three days he spoke.

One of Knechtle's main points was that people have
used the church to do a lot ofevil throughout history, but
that IS a tragedy. Ifyou only look at those things, you fail
to see a God who is outraged by them, as you and I are.

Thursday, not Friday, was Knechtle's last day. And the
incident Rivera relates about comparing abortion clinics to
concentration camps was to convey the value of humanV ,,, .... , , .° ,' „ jV- : r: ,."""^""""-'"" '-'""ps. was to convey me value ol numaiKnechtle criticized religion also. He urged listeners not to life, regardless of stage in development We all are survi

follow religion, but to personally investigate the reality of
Jesus Christ and to follow him. Knechtle urged people
not to believe himself or what he was saying, but to read
the Bible (especially the four gospels) and to decide for

themselves whether or not Jesus is worth following.

If Knechtle had been here to "line his bank account

vorsofabortion, as the student's grandparents are survivors
of Nazism. I personally am glad to be here today and
grateful my mother did not have an abortion, even though
doing so would have made her life much easier.

Mr. Rivera. I will agree with you that religions and
churches have a lot of problems and certainly plenty of- Y r ,

• -"---•= "°'^ a lui."! pi uuiems ana ceriamiy plenty ot
as Rivoia alleges, why did he wear the same clothes all hypocrisy. But you have gone too far by saying they are
three days he was here? Mr. Rivera, if Knetehle were "inherently evil." You have offended a large number of
making a pile of money from speaking at UMass, don't people on campus, who, contrary to what you would like
you think he'd have a large flashy wardrobe? Besides, to think, believe in a real God.
from whom is he making all ofthis money you accuse him Aneel Leiffh C i

making? I am a member of Intervarsity Christian
Sylvan

Rivera's hostility

hurts his judgment
I hope most UMass students have the one brain

cell required to see through David Rivera's bigoted
and judgmental column [Collegian, Sept. 22|. Not
only is it riddled with inaccuracies, but irrational
hostility seems to have clouded his judgment.

Mr. Rivera claims to remember the quote Cliffe
Knechtle denied (that humans asked God for free
will, a self-contradicting statement), but also claims
to have seen Knechtle talk on Friday, when Knechtle
only spoke from Tuesday through Thursday. Some
memory. I wonder what other imaginary discussions
he's had. He lumps Knechtle in with "superstar"
preacher debacles, specificallyJim Bakker. That would
be like saying that local actors conduct themselves
like the "stars" of the Hollywood crew, or that local
musicians lead lifestyles comparable to Madonna
and Prince. This is very shallow thinking. He shows
a great ignorance of history in his understanding of
the Crusades and the Inquisition, both ofwhich were
manipulated and controlled more by the state than
the church at that time, which any casual student of
history could see was full with corruption ofevery sort
at that point in history.

He also talks about "false hope," "hypocrisy." etc.
Cliffe Knechtle would be the first to point out that yes.
religion has been used by people throughout history
as a tool to manipulate and impoverish people. But, in
contrast with false hope and lack of integrity, there is
real hope in Jesus Christ. VShua, and real integrity
may be found there. I am ashamed at many things
people. "Christians" or not. have done, but I have
never been ashamed pfanythingJesus has done. The
fact that humans continue to mess up does not mean
that there is no hope, but serves to point out how
much we need a solution to our dilemma, a solution
found in restoring our relationship with our Creator.

Before Mr. Rivera "blathers" on with all the cred-
ibilityoftheCo//e^/o/j (well-known foraccuracy. NOT),
he should check his facts. It also shows a real lack of
courage to stab Cliffe Knechtle in the back after he's
left the campus, rather than confront him personally.

Alan Willcox
Amherst
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® Bring your i.d. to see what's

in store just for students at

The Village Commons.

*^^^^^
h,,ua i3 00 dell

""tyaM'wJoeamCKee«,

C

"^532-7597

Please
~>.^msai'd sludem o^^

^ ^

J25 facials 525 body wrap

10% off purchases with this coupon

S 3 8 - 9 5 1 5
Otief good ihfougn October 2, \ 992

Mease present valid student . d wiin coupon

ffiALX VISAGES

5 3 2-0992
Ofter good through October 2 1992

Please present .al,d student idw,ih coupon

Buy one pair of prestriptlon eyeglasses at

^rZZ price and receive .spare pal of

thTlme prescription free. Ey^'a"°«;

uncoated lenses from our special selection.

S.ve 22^0 on designer and spon sunglasses with

plain or prescription sunglasses.

Spedal offer. S35 eye exams - regular pnce S4S.

r-vp's on the Common

5 3 2-6636
OHer good through October 2, 1992.

Please present valid student id. with coupon

$5.00

purcha

gift certificate with

se of S50 or more.

55.00 gift certificate with purchase of

$50 or more (excluding textbooks).

^
ne
tei

fii

av

,38-92 S S

Please present valid student

The Od^'sse) BooksIx)p

5 3 4-7307
Open Thuriday Saturday until 8 p m
OHer good through October 2, 1992

Please present valid student i d with coupon

S5 00 gift certificate With Chemical

service (perm or color) Stop.

n

for a free gift frorr^ Sebastian

while supplies last.

Come in to get a special "Fiddlesticks"
card - when you buy twelve greeting

cards, you'll get the thirteenth free!

25% off $25 purchase

Ci
nicnas

3 6-9 1 07
Otter good

Please present val

through October

student

2, 1992

with coupon

V

The-Village-Commons
SHOPS RESTAURANTS THEATERS

from Mount Holyoke College on Route 116 in South Hadley, Massachusetts

Monday • Sahirday 10 - 6, Thursday evenings until 8, Sundays 12 - 5.

5 3 3-1076
Offer good through October 2, 1992

Please present valid student i d with coupon

Rocky Horror conning this fall

Midnight Friday shows!

535-2S23
Offer good through October 2 199?

"'ease present valid student I dJih'coupon

10% off.

Vnioiffn

Firsl-run movies in a relaxing setting.

5 3 3-2729 --§^h:^
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enrollment
continued fronn page 1

modations to stay with friends until
they can be house.
The problem this semester with stu-
dent housing is "due to many reasons,"
said Joseph Zannini, executive director
of Housing Services. Many students
never filled out housingpreference cards,
according to Zannini, and many never
called housing services to inform them
that their semester bill was paid late.

"Those
( problems ] happen every year.

The difference this year is because ofthe
decreasingenrollmentin the past years,
we decided to close down two Southwest
towers this year," Zannini said.

Last year, there were only 3,200 in-

coming freshman. This year, the total of
incoming freshman increased to 3,900.
Zannini said the University closed the
towers for renovation because construc-
tion costs and enrollment were down.

It wasn't until late this summer
that Housing realized they had an in-

crease of not only incoming students,
but also an eight percent increase in

upperclassmen living on campus, said
Zannini. This left Housing with the
difficult task of finding rooms for this
unexpected surplus of students.

Brian Falla, a junior undecided ma-
jor, called Housing this summer and
was assured his room would be held
even though his bill was going to be late.

He went to sign into his room during the
first week of school and found he didn't

have a room. Housing also gave him a
swing room and no answers.

"They didn't know why my room
was canceled or when 1 would move out
oftemporary housing. For all I know, I

could be in swing space all my hfe,"
Falla said.

Approximately 114 students were
placed in swing space this semester.
According to housing officials, they
should all receive room assignments
within the next week.

Zannini said housing has two goals:
to accommodate students and to use
the facilities in the best way possible.

A female student at the University
said that she began waiting in line at
Whitmore at 5 a.m. during the first

week.
But Housing assigned her to a resi-

dence hall in which all the rooms were
filled. She had to wait three days to

finally receive a housing assignment.
A week had gone by without her hav-
ing a room.

"I don't think it's fair," she said. "I

pay for a full semester of housing. The
way I see it, they owe me one week's
rent."

To solve these housing woes, the
University has re-opened JFK tower
in Southwest for the fall semester.
Housing officials say they'll try toempty
all the swing space first and accom-
modate students who still need rooms,
everyone's needs as best as they can.

Kennedy
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continued fronn page 1

room," said sophomore legal studies ma-
jor Stephanie Easenberg. "Housing has
repeatedly told us that it is our privilege
and not our right to have housing, but it is

definitely the other way around."
"How could UMass be so unprepared as

to not know the number of people ex-
pected?" asked Lisa Bonsall, a senior
journalism major on national exchange. "I

don't expect special treatment for being
an echange student, but I at least expect a
decent place to live."

"It will be hard to encourage others to
come here with such a bad start," Bonsall
said.

Juniormarketing majorDan De France,
also on exchange, said, "When I first got
here it was obviousJFK had a much lower
budget compared to other dorms because
everything seemed filthy. It isn't fair be-
cause we're all paying the same amount
for rooms.

Other students say they agree and feel

they deserve some form of fiscal compen-

sation. According to Carnahan, the hous-
ing authorities are undecided about doing
so, but they are trying to put together a
proposal to satisfy everyone.

With a capacity of570, JFK now houses
approximately 550 students. Although the
number is slowly decUning due to students
relocating, Carnahan encourages the
residents to settle in.

"The [resident assistants) are trying to
make it a better environment by doing
programs with the floor to create a com-
munity," said Jennifer Sabbagh, a junior
communications major and resident as-
sistant.

Although renovations won't be done
this semester, paint is made available free
ofcharge for students who desire to paint
their walls. "We're trying to make this a
residence hall where people want to live

and be content for the semester," Carnahan
said.

A semester is as long as the residents
have to be happy, because JFK will be
closed in the spring.

janitor

There's more than just mold
in your university's basement

THE COLLEGIAN
Come find your future.

continued from page 1

they have homework to do.

'The students don't know how to do our
work and they don't have pride in their
work hke the regular janitors do," said
Steve.

Joe said the Campus Center is going
become messy due to the lack of help. He
said his workers won't have time to clean
the windows and unfrequented public ar-
eas.

"Today the Blue Wall opened at 8 a.m.,
but the janitors didn't get in to clean it

until 8:30 a.m," Joe said.

Joe, who has been ajanitor for 20 years,
said he doesn't have any proof that the
rumor thatjanitors were calling in sick to

protest beingoverworked was true. "I know
myjanitors keep secrets from me and this
is something they would never tell me."

Steve said if the sick-outs were meant
as a form ofprotest then all thejanitors on
all the shifts would have called in sick.
"The workers who called in sick were
probably just burnt out from putting in so
much overtime."

Joe said the management has asked
the day shift workers to come in as early as
4 a.m. and work until 3 p.m. "When the
janitors do this two or three times in a row
they end up running out of energy and
their performance on the job goes down."

"Management is not taking into con-
sideration the janitors' feelings and sug-
gestions about what to do with the prob-
lem of understafTing," said Joe.

He said the two people who are going to
be bumped from day to night shift will
receive their notices this Friday. "They
are going to be terribly upset."

fSw ©
Pl^HTf OF FREE PARKING! PLENTY OF SAVINGS!

Don't Drink
and Drive

tAIIht

MILLER &
LITE

SALE 12.99,

MAIL IN

[REBATE -2.00

AFTER REBATE

$in9910' Dep

Case of

24-12 oz. cans

HEINEKEN $1799
Case of 2-1 2 Pk. Cans

Round Tripi from New York Stirting «t

CANCUH $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK 949
Taxes not included. Rcstrictiont apply.

Fares subject to change A availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue
EURAIL passes on the SPOTI

SPATEN
OKTOBERFEST

6 Pack Bottles

79 South PFeasant Street
Amherst, Ma 01002

256-1261

NATURAL
LIGHT

12 Pack Cans

GALLO WINES
CHABUS. PINK CHABLIS, RHINE ^

FRENCH COLUMBARD. BURGUNDY $£J49
CHENIN BLANC Q

RED ROSE, BLUSH CHABUS
3 OLITER

,^i ABSOLUT $in49® VODKA

'RENE BARBIER

RED. WHITE & BLUSH

""^l^^' $029
•k^'^^'t 3 750 ML

GEORGES DUBOEUF$j
BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES '

;99
' 750 ML

NARRAGANSEH
BEER
Case of 24-1 2 oz. Cans

$699
+ Dep

SUTTER
HOME

WHITE ZINFANDEL

S349
750 ML

SOUTHERN <5^-
COMFORT ^10 99

1 75 L

BLOSSOM HILL
CHARDONNAY

& CABERNET SAUVIGNON
$649

I.SUter

GILBEY'S AFTER REBATE

GIN $049
SALE 11.49.

MAIL-IN -REBATE -3.00

M 75L

PASSPORT
SCOTCH

COSSACK
VODKA
SALE 9.49.

MAIL IN REBATE -1.50

COST AFTER
REBATE

$799
f 1.75 L

not responsible for

typographical errors

WU^ Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 9/24/92 THRU

WEDS. 9/30/92

Full Redemption Center

m ^^ DiCeronimo Brothersmmam^m

yiQTORy Sqper Deli Sandwiches
Super M^rkctSmmmmmm

10 University Drive
Amherst

MANUFACTUREFTS
Our Super Deli

UP
TO

1 Hansel & Gretal ^
[Baked ^
Virginia Ham
Kayem

German Bolog
$149

u.

Try One ofour Super Deli
Sandwiches...They're Great
•Ham & Cheese •Roast Beef
•Tuna •Turkey •Seafood

•Ham Salad •Italian Cold Cut
Prices Effective thru Friday, September 25, 1992.

Try One Of Our
Super

Fresh Made
Deli

Sandwiches

$100
OFF

With
This

Coupon I
Limit 1 coupon per customer.

L JEffective thru Friday. Oct. 2. 1992.j
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It's About TIME f

matchn

from *40.

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

12 MiS«)nK SI NofthAmpttm • SB6-bJJb
Open 7 djyi • ThufsdJv nights m Nonhamph)

recycling
continued from page 1

"1 think the biggest problem we see about contamina-
tion is that a lot of people get confused [with what they
can recycle)," Guzowski said. "We are trying to get people
to recycle. Landfills are closing up and the threat is very
real.

"Nc one wants a new landfill in their backyard. It is

easy to mandate recycling in the office," Guzowski said.
"It is a lot harder to walk into people's homes, asking
them to recycle. There are still a lot of people who don't
know the problem or don't care."

Students must not only recycle, but they should also
buy recycled goods in order to close the gap. Guzowski
cautions buyers that a lot ofwhat is marketed as "recycled"
is actually not.

"A lot of what is listed as recycled is made of mail
scraps. They have been doing this for years," Guzowski
said. "If it is not listed as post-consumer waste, than it is

not Imade] of what you are recycling. People want to do
good, but they are being taken for a ride."

The Housing Services Recycling program was bom
out a merger of University Recyclers, a student organi-
zation, and the University's need to recycle underAmherst
law. Amherst fines the University forany trash containing
more than 5 percent recycled material sent to the town's
landfill.

"Our program is not cost-effective. It is less expensive
tojust throw away [all the materials in the contaminated
barrels]," Guzowski said. "But that discourages those
who are recycling."

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

."^^^^ I $2.'» OFF with purchase of I

r^^S^^ **

I

^^^°^ more with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1 :30- 1 0:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dun Sum (Chinese Bruneh-Mandarin l<: Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

EASO
RESTAURAriT

EARiy DINNER SPECIALS
Roast Prime Rib of Beef au jus »9*

• Broiled Fillet of Hadd<^ck 'B"
• Sautecd Veal with Mushrooms, Sundried

Tomatoes and Artichokes *9*»

• Pasta Puttanesca »7*

• Grilled Chicken 'a**
• Spanish Paella ..„., »8»»

Scncd EITRYMGHT
5-7:30 P.M.

Specials Change Weekly
AU served with unlimited salad hat, rolls Abutter,

vegetable, potato or rice pjlaf, coffee or tea.

ALLU\'DER
'9.95

^ Ifsour^
ANNIVERSARY

With the Paradise
City Jazz Band
10:30-3 p.m.
Carving Table

Omelettes, Waffles
Desserts & Mucn More

o"ly '12.95
Children '5.95 Toddlers Free

with this

TWO DINNERS
early dinner

specials or regular

menu dinners
I

...from

5;00-7:30 daily

Celebrate Fall With Us!
Willi 11113 _ . in Q Q")

coupon Expires 10-9-92 W

EASO
RESTAURAPIT
Rte. 9, AMHERST

Sun.-Thurs. 5-9:30, Fri. & Sat., 'til 10

253-9909 • 256-8700
Closed Mondays

1
AUDITIONS!!

Midsummer Night's

Dream
Presented by the

Umass Theatre Guild

Multicultural Casting

Please Sign-Up for al5 minute Slot In the

Guild office Rm. 423 S.U.
or by calling

545-0415
or walk-ini

Held in the Campus Center Rm. 91

7

Friday. September 2$
6pm- 1 Ipm

Callbacks Sunday S^eptember 27
1 lam - 4pm|all day caJI)

Dress Comfortably!!

2nd Annual

NINE
WEST Days

No Preparation Necessary

at Zanna
Friday & Saturday, September 25 & 26

With NINE WEST purchase:

• FREE Travel Bag
Enter to win:

• A $25 Gift Certificate from:
• Cafe DiCarlo
• Silverscape Designs
• Jeffery Amherst Bookshop

PLUS: A pair of Nine West shoes

Dozens of styles and colors now available.

Saturday. September 2fi

lOam - 3pm
6pm - 1 1pm

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories
Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413-253-256.3
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

I WATt GOING TO
SCUOOL. I WISH

I W^5 A TlGtR..
TIGERS POKT NEED
TD KNOW ANmiKG.

T
By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

/;
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By GARY LARSON
^TT^alN6 RUNNING ANIMALS INVOLVES
A LOT OF PU^S\CS. TME.RES VELOClTf,

GRAVin MAO LAWS OF MoTiON, HOT TO
MENTION ALL TUE B\OLOGS WE UAVt
TO Km^. TT^LN THERE'S THE ART^ST\C

EXPR.ESS\oH Cf^ \V •

AIL,

^ MORE

GOSW, I

NEVER REALIZH)

<\LL\N6 WAS
SO GROOHOED

IKTWE
LIBERAL ARTS

WH DISSERTATION
OK ETHICS WAS
ME3fK WEIL RECEWED

JIM'S JOURNAL

^•••v fill 1 to4a>d

vikfH I joi k«H*l /j UoUca \K ikT]
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By JIM

TO HELL WITH BAEDECKER By ZACHARY A. SCHLAPPI

I rnOUt PAPERWORK. fWR

[cceew srumo
If ir L/eagr/r foa mii

PRICE

yvwi CIO I n/^ve rv

me-^ I'm A i^'ce

fy)AKj , I Suffodr

CMAtlTeS, ANC CLUBS.

pAJZoKi Of" CLi^rj

LirrFD.s'

By PRICE VAN RAY

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

/
Of- ^OvjR OVJN

|\\\GHI

ov"

THUNK!

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Michele Bakis,

David Maryakhin, Janet Riley, Nicole Dumas

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Tacos Chicken Hoagie

Egg Rolls Roast Pork

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Veggie Tacos Chicken Hoagie

Veggie Egg Rolls Stuffed Cabbage

Quote of the Day
"The hours that make us happy make us

wise."

- John Masefielcl

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Gel
an early start today; rTwxnJng will be
your most productive lime. Consider

the costs involved Ix'lore agreeing to

a vacation plan. You will have more
tun it you slay oul ot dehl.

TAURUS (April 2()-May 201: Be-

ware ol people who promise you the

moon. Gel tinancial details in writ-

ing. Your children deserve more ol

your time. An innovative approach is

a winner in business.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -)une 201: Avoid
the superficial and stick lo the tradi-

tional today. You are much too smart

lo be taken in by hy(X'. Reread a

lavorile lxx)k or see a wonderlul old

movie this evening.

CANCER dune 21-)uly 221: Re-

working an old idea will produce
much better results than you oljlairuxl

l)eiore. Becareful lo mail a document
to the correct address or you crjuld

miss an important deadline.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be honest

if you are unhappy alwul certain as-

pects of a relationship. Bringing your

feelings out in the open leads to new
understanding. Check a computer
billing; you could find an error.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Your
rapport with someone has you walk-

ing on air. The days of worry and fear

are over. Take nothing for granted

where child care arrangements are

concerned.

UBRAISept. 23-Ckl. 22): Actose
relative or friend needs your assis-

tance l(Klay. People you hojie lo win
over are willing to listen now. Pul

more emphasis on physical illness.

SCORPIO (Ol. 2 t-Nov. 21):

Pullingdown rrx)ts will help you reach

a long-sought personal goal. Re-

evaluate a secret roni.ince. Would
you be InMler olf on your c iwn^ Searc h

your hear! for llie answers.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21 1: Be prepared lor kjadsof read ion.

gcxx) and bad, when you announce
what you have dec ick-cl lo cki. Il wor-
ried, wail until the weekend lo let ihe

cat oul of ihe bag.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|dn. 19):

Traveling keeps you cjn the run. but il

should also put more c ash in your

pcKkel. It is liesl lo keep silent about

a change you are considering. Build

up your savings.

AQUARIUS(|an.20-Feb. 18):Pul

lamily Ijefore friends if push comes lo

shove IcxJay. A telephone call could
lead to an unexpected op|X)r1unity

lor ycju or your child. Weigh all fac-

tors when negotiating business deals.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Do
your homework iK'fore nioving ahead
with a new project. Some lac is and
ligures may be missing. Refuse lo lei

jealousy drive a wedge iKMween you
and someone important to your hap-

piness.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Careenad
S fkillow log.

somettmas
9 Shock

14 Colla'C)

15 Pan of A
16 Chaei foe Iha

bafi(or>a

1

7

Biblical

nam*
1

8

Tuna lor Ravi
Shankar

19 Actors want
these

20 Dwellings

22 -Thafs -"

Dean Mailin

tune

23 Sup(>ofl lor a

former spouse
24 Neap or flood

26 Acapuico
com

28 I eR«;pe, lot

ei.iniple

32 Skulked
36 Nick and

Nora's pel

38 Lotion

ingredient

,39 Teller of tall

tales

40 Nature

photographer
Adams

41 Ehioy an
8 Down

42 Mack and the
Beanstalk'
enemy

43 Norse god
4 4 Author Anya
4i Cheers"

star

4 7 Anctent Greek
contest

49 Oram or graph
lead in

51 Worsfiipping

56 flaseball

maneuver
59 Ihrow — on

(liscuiirage

61 Lawful

62 Fireproof

roofing

63 Only
64 In progress

65 Those Sp
66 Bric a- —
67 Assoc lor a

savani

68 Hiker's shalter

69 Formerly

Christiania

DOWN
1 WW II Ciach
munitions
works

2 By word of

mouth
3 Fragrant rasin

4 TsKlils for leans
5 Like a gull

6 Psychiatrist's

patient

7 Pulitzer winner
lor "Picnic"

8 Sunday dinner

treat

9 Scrape
10 Placr> lo stroll

1

1

- Alto

12 Declare
13 Misplace
21 Earliest

Egyptian

Christian

25 Print style

27 Alternative

musical

passage
29 Found a roost

30 Words said lo a
loddter

31 Youngster
32 Oaf
33 Capltat of

Latvia

34 Oesarva
35 Military

garrisons: Sp
37 Tanas hat

40 Firstrats
44 Icy

precipitation

46 Folksinger

interested In

Alrican themes

48 Strangest

50 Eight

musicians
52 Slallona rote

53 Brain pathways
54 Citial b
55 16lh can artisl.

El —
56 In bfidga.

grand or small
57 Word with style

or time
56 Refrgious

image
60 River lo the

Some

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

9/24/92

The opinions expressed on this pjgc <ire those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Coltegian or the University
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diversity
continued from page 1

ofstudents and teach cultural sensitivity.

Undergraduate student representative
Evelyn de Jesus said she believes a com-
prehensive Puerto Rican History course
should be taught at the University.

"There are many Puerto Ricans who
attend this University and are not given
the same opportunity for a culturally en-
riching classroom environment," de Jesus

said.

Math professor Donald St. Mary said

he believes that without the recruitment
of minority faculty, the University falls

short of meeting the needs of students
pursuing degrees in the sciences.

"The presence of minority faculty in

the sciences will help encourage students
ofdifferent nationalities and backgrounds
to seek a degree in the sciences," St. Mary
said.

Professor Ponce de Leon said he agrees

with St. Mary and also said minority stu-

dents in the sciences need positive role

models.

"The community at large needs to vi-

sualize proper role models in the sciences

that can teach and encourage minority

students," de Leon said.

Undergraduate student representative

Karen Duffy said the University needs to

hire more minority faculty.

"We must provide a cultural incentive

to students pursuing a degree in the sci-

ences" said Duffy.

O'Brien recently submitted a letter to

Provost Glen Gordon stating the Univer-

sity was headed into an unusual situa-

COLLEGIAN
tion.

'The absence of minority faculty cre-

ates unwanted anxieties among under-
graduate and graduates alike," said
O'Brien.

O'Brien also recommended that his

successor continue a commitment to this

issue and that a study should be conducted
on students who have taken the diversity

courses. The study will then be examined
to see if it has achieved its proposed goals.

O'Brien also distributed copies of a

proposed multicultural programs budget
which he asked members to look over and
submit ideas, suggestions and recom-
mendations prior to the next meeting.

election
continued from page 3

candidate, we need a radical change."
• Hadil Khalifati, an English as a

Second Language student:

"Bush, because he helped in the Desert
Storm war, and now America is a powerful
country leading the world. Clinton is a
sneaky person who can draw an artificial

smile even when he is mad."
• Colleen Sloane, junior psychology

mjyor:

"Clinton, because Bush has been there
longenough, andwe need a change. There's
no other choice."

• Bill Bochnak, junior political science

major:

"Clinton, because over the last 12 years
the republican party has failed to effec-

tively institute its economic policies. As
Reagan quoted, 'Are you as good off today
as you were four years ago?' If the answer
is no then vote democrat."

• Mike Epstein, junior HRTA major:
"Bush, because at least ifhe was going

to smoke pot he'd inhale."
• Jessica Curtis, sophomore pre-

medicine major:

"Clinton, because we need a woman in

office."

• Greg Hamilton, junior HRTA m^or:
"Perot, because he's a corporate

man who would bring the economy
up. He is a great businessman who
knows how to make money. He'd be a

great president."
• Ted Priestly, junior political science

major:

"Clinton, because if Quayle was ever

president we'd be up the creek!"

• Jarrett Osborn, junior HRTA major:

"I would vote for Me, Myself and I. I'd

turn this country around."
• Craig Buchanan, freshman me-

chanical engineering major:

"Clinton, because he addresses the is-

sues better and cares about the younger
society."

• Heather Lenchitz, sophomore En-
glish major:

"Clinton, for I'm really not that fond of

Bush. He could have done more in the past
for years than he did."

»^.

BIGGEST SALE
OF THE YEAR

THIS WEEK ONLY • SAVE UP TO $175

.-->/

/IRTQ/IRVED
MAKES IT LAST

^UNIVERSITY CAMPUS center

mSTORE^ 545-2619

SEPTEMBER 21 - 25
10 AM -3:30 PM

Payment plans available: MastertanlWmi:i

Five College Students...

Where can you spend an evening with

Three zany guys

who get their

costumes from the

dumpster?

The world's

greatest wordless

wonder?

A hairy beast

from modern dance hell?

Where else but The Fine Arts Center!
If you ore enrolled at Smith, Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke

or UMass you are entitled to a 50% discount on concert tickets to any of
l»ie events on the Fine Arts Center's 1 992 1 993 Performing Arts Series

You will discover 22 exciting performances representing the best in
music, dance, and theoter Gother your friends, choose your fovorifes and
call the box office at 545-25 11 . If you select 4 or more events you'll get an
odditional 15% off your alreody discounted tickets Don't be upstoged
for the best seats, order lodoy!

i

U shots
continued from page 1
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in this one.

• The best sports story on the UMass campus?
Sam Koch's men's soccer team. In their "terminal"
season, last year the Minutemen were the A-10
surprise and now after perserverance and a large
donation the boys are showing why no sport should
ever be cut.

• If Clinton and Bush can't agree on a debate,
why not throw 'em in the steel cage and let them'
duke it out. Special guest referee will be H. Ross
Perot (this guy is going to be like Billy Martin,
always coming back).

• MuUins Arena is really looking nice, but as a
purist you've got to love The Cage.

• Keep your feet in bounds and do whatever it. .

.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.
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N.E. Patriot Brown's nightmare
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

FOXBORO — Vincent Brown lay on the ground
wondering ifhe'd ever walk again. His limbs were lifeless.
His thoughts turned to his 2-year-old son.

Brown had just rammed his head into James Jones'
side. He knocked the Seattle receiver down and nearly
knocked himself out.

The 245-pound linebakcer led the New England Patriots
in tackles last year. He's just 27 years old. He has a
chiseled physique. But he couldn't move so much as a
finger.

"I was thinking that I might not be able to do things
with my life that I wanted to, like run around a play with
my kids," Brown said Wednesday.

He has one son, Vincent. His wife Robin is expecting

HOWARD HUGHES MEDICAL INSTITUTE
PREDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS IN

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1993 COMPETITION

Fellowships are for full-time study toward the Ph.D. or Sc.D.
degree in cell biology and regulation, genetics, immunology,
neuroscience, or structural biology, as well as biostatistics,

epidemiology, or mathematical biology.

FELLOWSHIP TERMS
• Three-year initial awards, • $14,000 annual stipend
with two-year extension . $12,700 annual cost-of-
P^^*''''^ education allowance

their second child.

After six or seven minutes, feeling flowed back into his
arms and legs. His fears disappeared. Now Brown, who
hurt his neck last Sunday, is thinking about playing this
Sunday.

"I would like to" play against Buffalo, he said, "but
we're going to treat the symptoms day to day."

Brown still has mild burning sensations in his arms
and shoulders. His neck doesn't hurt, although it is sore.
He said he's been assured by doctors that he is at no
greater risk than he was before the injury, that he just
suffered "a slight shock to my spine."

But the moment the incident occurred, the muscular
Brown was scared.

"It was very frightening for me. I said I wanted to play
this game and give it my all. but I want to be able to walk
away from it," he said.

EUGIBILITY
• Less than one year of post-

baccalaureate graduate study
in biology:

college seniors

first year graduate .students

M.S., D.O,. D.D.S.. D.VM
students or professionals

• If an M.D./Ph.D. student:

not in a funded program

• No citizenship requirements:

US citizens may .study

abroad; others mii.st .study in

the United States

FEATURING
The New

Miller Reserve

100% all Barley

SPORTS 5flR

& RESTflURflHT

FOOD
Served Till

Midnight

• Application deadline:

November 6, 1S)92

• Awards announced:

early April 1993

SCHEDULE
• Fellow!>hips start:

June 1993-January 1994

FOR PROGRAM ANNOUNCEMENTS, EUGIBILITY
GUIDELINES, AND APPUCATIONS
Hughes Predoctoral Fellowships

National Research Council Fellowship Office
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, DC 20418

Telephone (202)334-2872

The Howard Hughes Medical Irwiitute welcomes applications from all qualified
candidates and encourages women and members of minority groups to apply

Friday Happy Hour
FREE

PIZZA SLICES
4-6

Pineapple Bomb
$1.75

Sundays

PIZZA SLICES

500

Day & Night
Watch all the sports ~ Satellite Dish

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New Englatid's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Turtcith Student Association
First Meeting
Thursday 24 8PM Campus Center
Rm. 805-09

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Auditions - UMass Tbaatar Guild -

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM Fri 6-

11pm CC 917 Sat. 10-3, 6-11 917 cc Sign
up in guild office 423 SU 545-04 15 or just

show up.

Fraal Fraa! Fraa to students! Bridge
lessons for t>eginners. Free book, t-shirt.

Learn to play for fun or competition. Cam-
pus Ctr. RM91 1 9/25 7:00 p.m.
665-7877

Graalts and Clubs RAISEA COOL SI ,000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PlusSIOOOforthe member who calls! and
free HEADPHONE RADIO just for calling

VTOO 932-0528 Ext. 65

Indax Yearbook Ganaral Maating
Monday 9/28 6 pm
Dukes Room Student Union
All Interested students are welcome

1985 Lynx Rad 5 speed 3 door /V/C ste
reo cass GOOD CONDITION, passes in-

spection 102.000 miles S1200/bett
offer.Jim 549-7935

Toyota 1984
5-Speed high mileage
Excellent condition 3700
413) 586-2087

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese 33.50

Large Cheese 36.00
Free soda with purchase of a large

sub or salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

MUST MENTION THIS AD

FOR RENT

Radline Mt. Bike, 21 Speed, like new
ovti 3400 new, asking 3290 or B.O.
546-0387 Iv. message

RoadmasternM>untainl>ilca, 12-speed,
New. Call 549 4996.

TRUMPET 1989 Excellent cond!
Silver Back Straudavarious
Like New - Call anytime 3500
Mian 6 1146

Wood Loft Twin $20
Boxspring twin $10
Call 549 5956

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many
positions Great benefits. Call 1 800 338-
3388 Ext. p-3306

SPRING BREAK '93

LOST

FOUND

Talent Neeiied
Campus TV show looking for Musicians,

comedians, any performers. Huge audi-

ence potential Leave demo tape and info

at Union Video Center Student Union 545-

1336

Russian Club First Moating
Thurs. Sep. 24 6:30 pm Herter 6th floor

lounge. Questions - Call Mark 6-4618.

We at the Delta Upsilon Fraternity
Would like to extend our deepest thanks

to all those who donated clothing on
Saturday and helped make our clothing

drive a success. All articles of clothing

that were received were sent to the

Amherst Survival Center to help aid those

people less fortunate than ourselves. Any
further clothing donations can be arranged
by calling DU at 549-3831 or by contacting

the Amherst Survival Center at 549 3968.

AMHERST 3 bedroom condo available
Feb 1st A room and one bedroom AfS
Available Jan 1st Classroom space avail-

able by the hour.

LINCOLN REAL ESTATE
25 No. Pleasant St.

253-7879

FrMge Rental Fraa delivery 253-9742

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Village

2 Bedroom - 1 Bedroom to rent

3285 a month call 253-5421.

FOR SALE

Acoustic guitar. New w/case $200 or
bo. 253-0744.

ATTENTION NEW STUDENTS - Per
sonal items left at the new students
program this summer may be picked up
at the new students office 304 admis-
sions center.

One Pair of Gold rimmed glasses on
church lawn in Amherst ctr. last week.
Call Janee at 549-6798. Leave message.

HELP WANTED
Audio/vidao repair technician,

pan-time. Three years professional
experieiKe required. 584-9547.

Panama City Beach. Florida Sales Rep-
resentative needed to work with the #1
Spring Break Team TRAVEL ASSOCI-
ATES ANDTOUR EXCEL SELL THE BEST
PROPERTIES ON THE BEACH SUMMIT
CONDOMINIUMS MIRACLE BEACH RE
SORT HOLIDAY INN PIER 99 Earn top
commission and free trips For more in-

formational!; Jenny 1 800 558 3002

TRAVEL FREE! Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Flonda! Best
commissions/free travel!

1 800^426-7710.

Wanted:
Aduh Carriers to deliver the Union-
News Extra on Friday mornings in the
Northampton and Easthamption area.

Call 527-7 125

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. 37/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

Lxtst: Glasses - Frameless Green
Monday 1 1 am CC Steps please call 549
0825 REVVARD

Lost Uptown small green Liz Claiborne
wallet if found call 549 0331. Reward

ROOM WANTED
SINGLE ROOM for mature responsible
senior 549 5733 BEN

Fun but serious student looking for a
room close locampus at reasonable rate.

5498120

MUSICIANS

Wanted guitarist; Phish, Allmans,
Creative improv. 256-8115

PERSONALS

BRENDA GINSBURG
Happy Anniversary. I Miss You
Love, Johnnyo

DOUG-BUNNY
Happy Birthday'

Love IS forever face to face

My city or mountains stay with me stay
Of course I'll marry you
.BLMPBTB (MOUSE)

SERVICES

Papers Typed. Free laser printour &
cover page. 31 .SO/lyped page. Brian 546
1795.

Pregnant?
Need a pregnarK:y test, information or
support? Call for free and confidential
services ALTERNATIVES 246 Main St.

Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-

6010

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet!

SEYS. Oept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

AUTO FOR SALE

Audi 8000. 1980 Diesel 107K 3500 546
0991

$300 Black leather jacket for sale -

Never worn men's large S210.
Kramer electric guitar - focus 3000
Jonathan 253-3910.

Computers
Great Deal!

1 Apple lie

with color monitor

& software

3400 get 2nd Apple IIC for

3200 - Power Pack and Cables Included
Call 253 5421 Negotiable

Live Concerts Guns-N-Roses, Many
more, trade^buy, sell. Call Dave 546-3975

MAC SE/30 5/80 Ext. Keyboard
Scon 549-0228

English Tutor Needed: Sutdent needs
help increative writing Excellent pay I!

Debbie 546 2161

Exploding company seeks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,

earn bonuses, free car' Call Deb 253
7502 Leave message

Help Wanted
Counter person/Driver

20 25 hours
Amherst Deli 549 6314

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy' No
selling You're paid direct Fully guaran
teed. FREE INFORMA'nON- 24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801-379 2900 Copyright »
MA15KDH

•••GUADELUPE**'
HEY YOU MOTHA IT'S ABOUT F?@!ING
TIME PST FEST, BAMBINOS HERE WE
COME II

$292.50 Sell 50 Funny, College T-Shirts
and make 3252.50. No financial

obligation. Risk Fee program. Avg.
sales time-4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Call free 1 800 733-3265.

Pilot an Enterprise
No, not Star Trek, Manage credit card
promo's on campus for National Market-
ing Firm Earn up to 32500 this term.
Flexible hours. Opportunities call 1-800-

950 8472 Ext. 17

INSTRUCTION

Earn Credit learn to Scuba Dive Basic
course, G09. Florida trip, GlO. New
England Advanced Course. Gil. Basic
Classes start 9/14. For further info call

54^2338.

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

MARCIA'S SISTER: I love you, BUT ... I

am going to gel you so cocked tonight,

you'll probably never speak to me again
- AS IF! Love. Dave's housemate

LAURA MOHAN
HAPPY 2 1ST BIRTHDAY

LOVE, YOUR FRIEND ALWAYS;-^LISA

Susan,
Old I ever mention that you're the most
t>eauliful woman on campus? OOps. I'm
sorry did I embarrass you?

THANK YOU ST JUDE

Resume
Need Help? I have experience with Re
sumes Ouick Service. Free Advice, Ex
cellent Quality, and Low Prices. IBM La-
ser Printing Services Available. Call Andy
at 549 8463.

September Lawn Special
Low maintenarwe chemical fee natural
creations landscape company
Valley and HHHowns Call 296 4337

Will pay cash for your used
Plant Biology

Textbook

Call 6-4758

WANTED

Oarage or driveway space wanted for
car storage. Prefer local to southwest
area. Price negotiable Call Paul at 546-
1051.

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Do you have any questions about your
rights? Do you think your civil rights

have been violated? Find out! Contact
the Legal Services Center, 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995.

RIDE WANTED

Need to Ride to Burimgion Vt. any week,
end will share expenses call Brian 549
6383.

I Need a Ride to Vermont this weekend
Please call Jeanne 549-7954

'86 WINNABAGO FOR SALE

Top of the line like new low miles 24 ft.

class a new air conditioner exquisite -

sleeps 5 completely self-contained -

19,500 or Best offer Call Mike at 1 634-
5896 - in Chicopee
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Scott's shots
By far the most important development at

Sunday's Patriot's game was the unveiling of the
new team motto. This space adopts the same creed
and together we'll do "Whatever It Takes."

• The Pats ha\ H to discover "Whatever It

Takes," but for me and my esteemed colleagues to
return to Foxboro again it's going to take gas money,
complimentary tickets, two frosty kegs ofOrthwein's
finest and a shot at the wide receiver slot.

• CoachJim Rudy's girls get offto an undefeated
start in convincing style and still the Gatorade poll
drops them a spot to tenth. I don't want to be like
Mike an)Tnore.

David

SCOTT
• It looked like Mike Hodges had the weight of

Boyden taken off his shoulders after the
Minutemen's win over Holy Cross. It wasn't pretty
but it certainly did the trick.

• In a lot of ways the new taligating policy
reflects what is wrong with the University as a
whole. Tailgating and football are as natural as a
slice after the bars, but to ban frisbees and ball
playing is ludicrous.

Individual safety is one thing, tossing the pigskin
is another. Spatulas can be a dangerous weapon,
but is it illegal to flip a burger? What about the
skewers for shiskebab? Stay clear of the ketchup
bottle, someone could lose an eye. Tailgating, YES.
Daycare, NO.

• Perhaps the best kept secret in the Valley is the
remarkable pool players who call the Montague Inn
home. On any given night there are men and women
wielding cues with the authority of Mosconi.

As a rookie in the farm system I am just happy
they let me in the door, but with the Pool Professor
and barkeep Tina as my coach. 111 be hitting the
circuit in no time.

• You had to enjoy the footage ofRob Dibble and
Lou Pinella brawling in the Reds locker room and
the best part was when someone asked the camera
man if he was taping. "No, no I'm not taping."
Whatever it takes.

• If you see women's soccer guru Dancin' Dan
Wetzel strolling around today give him a few (21)
birthday kicks.

• Don Mattingly chafes a foul ball that goes a few
rows back, finds a youngster with some popcorn and
grabs a handful. We need more of that in baseball.

• It looks like Wayne Gretzky might be on the
same path as Larry Bird with his aching back. To
lose the Great One and The Legend in the same year
would be a major blow.

•Stanley Roberts is the classic example ofbeing
a big man at the right time. With a lack ofmen his
size in the NBA (or the NFL) teams were wiUing to
gamble on his unproven worth. The Knicks came
out ofthe three-way deal looking good, but isn't Doc
Rivers about 82?

• A scandal in the Little League World Series?
Next thing you know teammates will be fighting
over individual stats. The Phillipine team was
stripped of its title and the crown went to the Long
Beach, Calif team. Sounds like Vince McMahon
and the World Wrestling Federation had their hands

Turn to SHOTS, page 1
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Sports
Hackathom's two lead soccer
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

It was sweet revenge for the University of Massa-
chusetts women's soccer team yesterday, as it disposed of
the Harvard Crimson, the same team which upset them
last season.

The Minutewomen (6-0) received a two goal perfor-
mance from Polly Hackathorn and some stellar defensive
play to post the 2-0 victory.

"We definitely played harder because ofwhat happened
last season," UMass defenseman Holly Hellmuth said.
"It was our pregame inspiration."

Massachusetts, ranked No. 10 in the country, made
the Crimson (2-2) pay for last year's 1-0 upset, by domi-
nating nearly ever facet ofthe game, from start to finish.
The Minutewomen defense was tremendous, shutting
down the Harvard attack before it could start.

"We played a nice game defensively," UMass co^.ch
Jim Rudy said. "We came out with a lot of defensive
intensity and we were able to pressure any ball they tried
to play."

Harvard spent the first halfalmost entirely pent up in
their own end, unable to put more than two passes
together to clear the ball.

"We would show them the passing lane and then close
it up with a couple of players," Rudy said. "It is real hard
work to do that but we worked real hard today."

The hard work did not pay off into goals until the
second half, where Hackathorn busted out for two.

In the 51st minute Hellmuth gained possession ofthe
ball 35 yards out on the right flank. She served the ball
to the goal mouth where it was deflected up by Nicole
Roberts and then headed past Harvard keeper Brooke
Donahoe by Hackathorn.

"It was a perfect chip from Holly and that made the
play easy for me," said Hackathorn, a sophomore from
Palos Verdes, Calif "I just had to stay with the play."

12 minutes later UMass' Paula Wilkins made a run
down the middle ofthe field. At the top ofthe goal box she
sent the ball through the defense to Hackathorn who was
driving in on the left flank. In alone with Donahoe,
Hackathorn placed her shot on net and it cleared through
the keeper's legs.

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team de-

feated Harvard 2-0, Wednesday at Garber Field.

"I was a little wider than I wanted to be and she had
the net blocked so I just put it on," Hackathorn said. "It

ended up through her legs which surprised me a little. It

was a perfect through ball by Paula that caused that goal.
The scores were Hackathom's second and third tallies

of the year.

"It was about time I got a couple ofgoals," Hackathorn
said. "I did not do anything different today, I was just
lucky enough to receive two great balls from my team-
mates."

Skye Eddy played net for the Minutewomen and made
seven saves en route to her second shutout of the year.
Her goals against average now stands at 0.66.

Berkowitz twirls to success in NE
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

As she walked on to the gymnasium floor at the Miss
Majorette Competition last spring in West Springfield,
UMassjunior Lisa Berkowitz knew that she had to put on
her best peformance as well as her best smile to capture
the elusive title of "Miss Majorette of the Northeast."

She managed to do both.

"I went on to the floor and just wanted to have a good
performance and make the judges smile," she said. "My
mother and I were speechless at first when we found out
I won and my sister was just jumping around; finally I

broke down and cried when I realized that all my hard
work had finally paid off."

When all the smoke cleared and the spectators had
filed out of the gym, Berkowitz sat alone as the reigning
Collegiate Miss Majorette of the Northeast, Collegiate
Solo Champion and the New England Regional Queen
(first in modeling, interview, poise). A twirling contest
consists of40 percent strut ( combination ballet/marching).

40 percent solo twirhng and 20 percent modeling so her
overall victory in W. Springfield is quite impressive.

Berkowitz, an SOM major and an aspiring accountant
from Bedford, MA, first picked up a baton when she was
seven years old, and has been twirling competitively (in
contests) for four and a halfyears. She says that over the
years, she has learned how to relax more when she
competes and just do the best she can.

"What's made me a better twirier is that I don't think of
winning or losing when I'm out there but more how my
performance is going," she said. "Firstand foremost, I have
to be satisfied with myselfand my performance— the day
I won Miss Majorette, I just went in hoping that my long
hours of practicing would pay off— thankfully they did."

Although twirling is a big commitment, Berkowitz
says she loves the sport and wrill continue competing as
long as she enjoys it.

"[Twirling! has given me a lot of poise and confidence
that has carried over to everyday life," she said. "I've also
met so many people who have become great friends,
friends that I'll keep for the rest of my life., ^^ -

^
^ • "-v,...,«..c«.„aiv,iuiiB;, menus mail 11 Keep tor the rest Of my life."

Fnedberg brings new "Sports Game" to University
1 Bv CHRIS CUDDY r^rm.H„^ =. f^i^ f^. f,..^ *^ i „„ ., .
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Photo Courtesy of Eric Fnedtierg

Former UMass student Eric Friedberg's

entreprenurial venture, "The Sports Game" be-

gins on Oct. 17. Cash and Prizes totaling

$100,000 will be awa.'ded.

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

What do you do when you're 24 years
old, with a college degree and almost
$100,000 in the bank?

Ifyou're Eric Friedberg, you risk it all.

For Friedberg, that risk came in the
form of "The Sports Game," a legalized
sports betting venture the 24-year-old
Framingham native recently sank almost
$100,000 into.

Essentially legalized gambling, "The
Sports Game" allows participants the
chance to pit their football knowledge
against one another, using fictional Sports
Game Dollars (SGD).

For a one-time fee of $49.95, each par-
ticipant is given a "SportsGame" playbook,
and $500,000 SGD's to wager on the
Sunday NFL games.

Each participant must wager on all of
that Sunday's NFL games, with the maxi-
mum wager per game being 20,000 SGD's
and the minimum being 1,000 SGD's.

Wagering is done on a weekly basis,

starting with week six of the NFL season
and runningthrough the end ofthe season

.

All betting is done through a toll-free

phone number, Wednesday through Sat

receiving a trip for two to Las Vegas to
stay in the Golden Nugget Hotel and Ca-
sino. In addition, the top 75 weekly win-
ners will receive NFL hats provided by
Starter sportswear.

As an added incentive to UMass stu-
dents, Friedberg has pledged that if over
100 UMass students participate, the top
two UMass season winners will receive
NFL jackets courtesy of Starter sports-
wear.

Weekly winners are determined solely
by the Highest SGD amount, with ties
being broken based on wins and losses
and random drawing. Betting is based
solely on wins and losses, and has nothing
to do with point spreads, over/unders or
any other betting line.

At the end of "The Sports Game" sea-
son ( Dec. 28), the top ten participants with
the largest SGD balance will receive cash
prizes, ranging from $10,000 for first place
to $1,000 for tenth place.

The initial idea for 'The Sports Game"
came to Friedberg in 1988, while he was a
junior here at the University.

"1 was in one ofmy classes, and we were
playing this game called the 'Wall Street
Challenge,'" Friedberg said. "Basically
what we were doing was playing the stock

urday, with the top two weekly winners market with play money. I figured if it

could work with the stock market, why not
professional football?"

Now that the idea was born, it was up
to Friedberg to make his dream a reality.

After graduating from UMass with a
degree in Sports Management in 1990,
Friedberg went to work on bringing "The
Sports Game" to life, working with reck-
less abandon to get it off the ground.

For Friedberg, this meant selling his
seven-year-old highly successful land-
scaping business, liquidating most of his
assets while pumping over $95,000 into
his dream.

After months ofseemingly endless work
involving business plans, business pro-
posals and innumerable rejections,
Friedberg's dream finally became a real-
ity on July 1. when he landed The Golden
Nugget Hotel and Casino and Starter
sportswear as his principle sponsors.

The next three months involved 18-
hour work days, weeks of relentless trav-
eling and promotion. Finally in early Au-
gust Friedberg's four-year-longdream had
come to life, when his "The Sports Game"
brochure hit the streets.

Friedberg expects between 1000 and
1500 participants in "The Sports Game's"
inaugural campaign, and hopes to some-
day expand to pro basketball as well.

«>
By ERIC T. NELSON
Collegian Correspon(ient

The music of Flor De Cana transports you to a sunny
afternoon on a beautiful Carribean island. You are sitting
un(der the swaying palm trees listening to the hot rhythms of a
dynamic seven piece Latin American band. Unfortunately,
there will not be a waiter dressed in sharp white linen handing
you a Pifia Colada from a bamboo tray at Pearl Street on
Saturday, but this will be the next best thing.

Flor De Cafia's bright and vibrant music is a vacation for the
mind. Sit back and listen to their bouncing vocal harmonies
and see how long it takes you for your head to start bobbing.
Add this to a conga player whose hands don't seem to stop and
an outstanding saxophonist weaving his melodies skillfully in
between all of this. And what do you come up with? The bundle
of joy that is Flor De Caiia.

Not only does the group's music invoke beautiful images, but
their name, which means "Sugar Cane Flower" in Spanish, also
suggests something delightful. Flor De Cana has been playing
together for over eight years and is based in Boston.

Flor De Cafia are composed of four men and three women,
all with an amazing array of musical talent. They are skilled in
the use of not only such conventional instruments as guitars,
pianos, drums, Bass and saxophone, but also the exotic Latin
American varieties of these instruments. The band uses both
bongo and conga drums to give their music a spicy, pulsating
and a wide range of stringed instruments, such as a charango
from the Andes Mountains and the Venezuelan and Puerto
Rican cuatro. They also use the zampofias, orAndean panpipes,
which adds a soft and sensuous feel to their music.

The group's rhythmic roots come from such places as Puerto
Rico, Uruguay, Bolivia, Argentina and even the United States.
Their musical inspiration comes from a movement which
joins Latin American musical traditions and contemporary
social realities called the Nueva Cancion, or "New Song." It

is a very happy and positive musical style, its strong point
being its diversity. Their wide range of musical influence and
choice of instruments leads to music ranging from a Domini-
can merengue, a Uruguayan candombe, an Andeanhuayno, and
a Puerto Rican bomba all the way to a West Indian zouk and
back to a Venezuelan vals; all of which are guaranteed to get
you on your feet and dancing in a conga line in no time.

Flor De Caiia have played with such world music luminar-
ies as Ruben Blades and Tito Puente along with folk legends
such as Pete Seeger and John McCutcheon. The Boston
Music Awards bestowed them with the honor of "Outstanding
Latin Act" in 1990.

""

Thegroup's first full length recording,MUEVErE/MOVE/r.'
received much critical praise. It's bright and moving music
was described as having "a very original sound, incorporatino
touches of flamenco, cumbia and jazz that are not only
sensitive but successful" by the publication Folk Roots from
London. Their newest recording, also on Flying Fish Records
BAILANDO EN LA MURALLA/DANCING ON THE WALL
was released in September 1991. By March 21, 1992, that
album had reached #9 in the world music category in Billboard
Magazine.

FlorDe Cana will beappearing at Pearl Street in Northampton
on Saturday, September 26 at 7:00 pm. Tickets are $10 in
advance, $12 at the door

Flor De Cana
SUSAN VVIL--JUN hLtMINCi TAMULEVICH

THIS WEEKEND
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Kafka and entymology were never so much fun
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Metamorfollies, an original musical comedy by Uni-
versity of Massachusetts student David Wasserman will

be holding its first organizational meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in the Union Video Center.

Metamorfollies is loosely based on Franz Kafka's The
Metamorphosis, in which the main character Gregor
Samsa awakes one morning to find that he has been
transformed into a giant insect.

"It was the next logical step," says Wasserman. The
project is slated to be performed in the Spring. Until then.
Wasserman is gathering people together to work on this
massive production. He is looking for everyone from

composers to set designers to the cast. Anyone who's
interested is invited to this meeting, no matter what the
person's qualifications are in theater.

"I want to bring together a hodge podge of people. I'm
really excited to have people working together, creating
a new and radically different piece of theater," says
Wasserman.

Wasserman 's background in production is mostly
centered around working with film.

"I really want to see more Five College students doing
more original work. Do it right. Do it big. Do it with
audacity is my philosophy," says Wasserman.

Tonight's meeting will be held in the Union Video
Center which is located in the basement of the Student
Union, right behind the Hatch.

lOSH RIYNOIOS / COLLtCIAN

David Wasserman ^

Crystal
I I

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

I

^ PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St, Amherst
256-8923 • 256-8924

J

s lonely at the middle

1. 0*11 Delivery Expicu
«c549-00T7

2. Givt your phone *.

•ddrcss, Bl your order

3. Sit back & lelu, your

meal is on ia wiy!

SPORTS wm
& RfSTAURDNT

Now Accepting

VKA

Mr. Saturday Night
CME ROCK ENTERTAINMENT mhoci.hokh:. NEW LINE CINEHA «F«^^ , FACE nm a-A Bim CRVSTAL "^1R. SATLRDAV NIGHT" DAVID P^y^lER

JljLIEWARNER HE^ENHUNTwRONSILVER,, .PnERSCHINDLER' MARCSHAIHAN KENTBEVDA ACE,' ALBERT BRENNER"

llGANZnsBABALOOMANDEL- BILLyCR^STAL.vLOWELLG:"
" "

C\'^\f«9CK. •^'•Mv.-,N,M, ot, OPENS SEPTI^BER5« •;
BILIV CRYSTAL ^

BUFFALO WINGS
Free Delivery

DELIVERY EXPRESS Call 549-0077 DELIVERY EXPRESS

Single 12 Piece 5.75
Double 24 Piece 9.50
Triple 36 Piece 12.95
Grand Slam .50 Piece 16.25

Served with Bleu Cheete, Carrots & Celery

I.IINC'II; Mondjy Indjy II Mm 2 JOpm UINNKR: Simlay Fculjy 4 XIpin ll|in, Sjiuiiljr I ll|>in
I)».LIV»:RY HOURS:

University Drive & Ainity • Amherst

ELL'S
UQUORS %o,

<>^ 18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441 ^t

.--^ American Beer <^,
^X $ 7.49 case cans^,^

(Quantity Discounts Available)

MILLER LITE" CANS
$12.95 case

SAMADAMS (your choice)

$9.99 12/pk bots

Molson Golden Ale
$7.99 12/pk cans

Pabst Rlue Ribbon
$4.99 12/pk cans

Visa/Mastercaiid accepted ctfi ks dqx)sits
Many More ln-(Slorc (Special

•^ Beers plus Dq>osit (especially OH wine<>^; 'Delivery AvaUablc

:*^ w*-*.*® 'Bft

BRAKE
I
MURIER

MSPiCTION INSPECTION

Rte. 9 / Hadley i r^^ 9 / Hadley

liOiODYBEATSMiDAS

tniDAS

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE TO CAMPUS
Rte. 9 / Hadley

586-9991
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END
THaRSDflY

LECTURE— Gallery talk on the exhibition
"The Real and the Spiritual: Nineteenth Cen-
tury French Drawings from the Musee des
Beaux-Art de Lyon." SC Museum of Art. 4
p.m. Free.

FILM— Die Brucke/The Bridge. This 1 960
German flick tells the story of teen-age boys
drafted into the German army in 1945. AC
Merrill II 4 & 7 p.m. Free.
FOOD DRIVE/PARTY — Sponsored by

(JMass Hillel House, a kick-off party to the
food drive begins at 6:30 p.m. at Hillel House.

splitting show at AC Campus Center. 9 p.m.
Tickets are $5 general; $1 with AC ID.

DINNER/DANCE— Shabbat services fol-

lowed by dinner or dance. Israeli dancing
follows a 7 p.m. service at Hillel House.

IN CONCERT — Minibus cruises into
Sheehan's Cafe to play a 9 p.m. perfor-
mance. Tickets are $3.

FOLKDANCING — Bulgarian, Polish, Is-

raeli, Turkish, Romanian, Greek, Yugosla-
vian, Armenian, French, and dances ofmany
other cultures will be taught at all levels.
Dances are held every Friday, year-round
from 8-10 p.m. at the Bangs Community

COlllCIAN HU mOTO
loan Osborne plays at the Iron Horse Friday

Horse tonight. The Joan Osborne Band
proves a worthy successor to Janis Joplin's
slot, and the Black Dog's "jazz inflected blues
jams" tribute Eric Clapton's early work with
Cream. 7 p.m., $8 in advance.
THEATRE — Moveable Feast Theater

presents Rough Crossing, a comedy by Tom
Stoppard. Shows run today and Saturday 8
p.m., and Sunday will feature a 2:30 mati-
nee. Tickets are $6 & $7, reservations 323-
7181. Shows at Belchertown High School.

Big Bad Bollocks jam at Pearl Street in Northampton for a late show. Tikets are $5
IN CONCERT— Justina & Joycejam rich, Center,

redolent harmonies at The Iron Horse Music
Hall in Northampton. 7 p.m. $6.
FILM — Entre Nous, presented by the

Weekly Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Film Se

COUKTtSY PAUL SHOUL SflTURDflY

BENEFIT CONCERT — American lyric

baritone William Parker and accompanist
Bruce Norris will perform from the "AIDS
Quilt Songbook: 1992." This master of clas-

ries. This french film illustrates the lasting sic song repertory created the songbook as a
friendshipof two women. Room 911 Cam- counterpart to the NAMES Project AIDS

^''L^%''JS1'J.S:J^-
^'^^- Memorial Quilt. 8 p.m., at SC Sage Hall.

IN CONCERT — Physical Graffiti pays MISC. — Liue Literature presents Chris
tribute to the mighty Led Zepplin at Pearl Stroffolino and (from St. Paul, Minnesota)
Street in Northampton at 8:30 p.m. Tickets lead singer of local favorites "FrancisGumm "

for this 18-H show are $6 advance, $7 door, and Paul Dickinson, "The Godson of Rock
READING — Poets Forrest Gander and and Roll." Happening at Wooton's Books 19

CD. Wright will read from various published North Pleasant St., Amherst at 730
works. Sponsored by the English IN CONCERT — Charlie Schmidt rocks
Department's Visiting Writers Series, the The Coolidge Park Cafe, at The Hotel
reading will be at 8 p.m. at Memorial Hall. Northampton. Schmidt will perform through-

DISCGSSION — "Covering Fear," pre- out the evenings ofFriday and Saturday from
sented by Marc Malkin. Malkin, a staff writer 8:30 p.m. - 1 2:30 a.m.
for "Bay Windows," a Boston-based gay and IN CONCERT -- The Joan Osborne Band
lesbian newsweekly, discusses the role of plus the Black Dog Band will play at the Iron
journalists in covering hate for the gay press. '

8 p.m., Hampden Gallery. Free,

DANCE PERFORMANCE — Jeannine
Haas presents "Opposing Tension," a short

dance performance humorously illustrating

the hopes and disappointments of a lesbian.

Hampden Gallery, 8 p.m. Free.

FRIDAY
FILM— Hamlet, starring Mel Gibson and

Glenn Close. A new twist on this Shakespeare
classic. At MHC Gamble Auditorium, 7 &
9:30. $2.50.

THEATRE — The Geese Dreamer, pre-

sented by Ralph Lee and the Mettawee River

Theatre Company. The use of masks, pup-

pets, giant figures, and live music will present

images of peace in this Inuit story by Howard
Norman. AC Observatory Lawn, Snell Street

7:3b p.m. Saturday also. Free.

COMEDY — Dan St. Paul from "MTV's
Half Hour Comedy Hour" will perform a side-

COURTISY «ON FOWMAll

Livingston Taylorplays atAmherst College Sunday.

IN CONCERT — The Big Bad Bollocks
jam at Pearl Street in Northampton for a late

(10 p.m.) show. Tickets are $5.
FILM — The Philadelphia Story, a classic

'bout the romantic life of a "society girl."

Katherine Hepburn, Cary Grant, and James
Stewart star. MHC Gamble Auditorium 7 &
9:15 p.m. $2.50.

IN CONCERT — Montenia, jazz vocalist
extrordinaire, will perform at the Depot in

Northampton for the remaining Saturdays in

September. This Springfield native spent 1

5

years in L.A. performing with top jazz musi-
cians, and returns to entertain the audience
of her native area.

IN CONCERT— Specializing in a blend of
contemporary and traditional Latin Ameri-
can folk and dance rhythms, Flor De Cana
will perform at Pearl Street. 7 p.m., $10 in

advance, $12 at door.

IN CONCERT — Tom Paxton and
Christina Olsen perform at the Iron Horse at
7 p.m. $1 1 in advance.

SUNDflY
IN CONCERT — Livingston Taylor. 24-

year veteran of folk music "with a velvety
edge to it" will perform in part of the "Sun-
days at Eight" Coffeehouse Series at AC
Campus Center.$10 general, $3 with ID.

Advance tickets/info 586-8686 and 542-
5773 respectively.

EXHIBIT— My Secret Garden, a series of
oil and collage paintings evolving from Jan
Atamian's Armenian-American background
will be featured until October 16 at the
Hampden Gallery. An opening reception
takes place today from 3-5 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Bad Livers plus Blood
Oranges will play at the Iron Horse at 8:30
p.m. $7 at door.

FOOD — Hillel's Bagel Brunch will take
place from 11 a.m-12:30 p.m. $1, free to
Hillel Activity Cardholders. Info 549-1710.
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Julia Hatfield shows the rocker inside of her
By TOMY WESTCOTT
Collegian Staff

It's something that must happen to every professional
performer at one point - a technical problem forces them
to stop a show mid-song - and the way the performer
plays it off is crucial to how the audience will respond to
the performer and their show from that point on.

In Juliana Hatfield's case, when her bass player's amp
cut out a verse into "Lost And Saved." the third song of

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT liSE ~MSG-

• MANDARIN S SZECHUAN CUISINE
• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FUU. LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEM.Y REMODELED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTQ}

253-7835 253-2813

\^V^ 62 MAIN STBEET, AMHERST J/

the evening and the band ceased playing, her first con-
cern was to explain the problem to the audience herself.

"No bass!" she giggled and in a few seconds, all was
corrected and they were ready to start again.

But instead of going back to the beginning, she
decided to resume the song from the point where they'd
stopped. "Let's take it from 'Just when I think I'm dead',"
she instructed her bandmates, followed by laughs from a
few of us in the audience at the irony of starting at that
line. At the count of four, we were all revelling in the tune's
infectious chorus once again. "Lost And Saved" indeed,
but we really couldn't have gone wrong with Juliana
Hatfield at the helm.

Backed up by a bassist and drummer, dubbed the Girl

Toys, Hatfield, formerly of Boston's Blake Babies, chose
Tuesday night to show us the rocker she can be. She
jammed on a guitar all night, playing longer and more
impressive solos than she does on record, focused on
upbeat numbers from her solo album. "Hey Babe."
proclaimed twice in several songs how the power of rock
moves her soul, and, by the end of the show, her hair, face
and shirt were soaked from the exertion of the
performance's thirteen songs. Yours would be too if you
had to sing Juliana Hatfield's songs the way she does.

Amazingly, her voice never sounded strained as it

jumped across three octaves, even as the audience
witnessed her neck muscles tighten, her face turn red and
her T-shirt change to a darker shade of green. But that's

all secondary. Most of the time, you couldn't help but be
as enraptured by her songs as she was.

Hatfield abandoned all her Blake Babies material to

concentrate on some great tracks off"Hey Babe. "including

the hooky "Everybody Loves Me But You" and "Forever

Baby." Catchy as those songs are. however, she nailed

every hard rock number she played, from "Get Off Your
Knees" and the new "Rider" to the set closer, arguably her

most intense song, "Nirvana."

Still, you can't pin Hatfield down. She premiered a

witty tune called "My Sister" and followed it with the

aching "Ggly," with not a word between songs. Actually,

save for the obligatory thanks after a number or

introducing a new tune (she played, altogether, four new
songs), Hatfield didn't speak to the audience in conver-
sation, but rather through her songs. Except, of course,

during the priceless break in "Lost And Saved." I'm kind

of glad we got a chance to realize that the artist behind
these wonderful songs is just as magnanimous, intelligent

and witty as we all knew she would be.
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BUDWEISER&BUD
LIGHT, & BUD DRY

12 PACK BOTTLES

$f299\^ * DEP.

KEYSTONE &
mjHKEYSTONE LIGHT
^C^ 12 PK. CANS

$ri395 DEP.

BUSCH
1/2 KEGS

^39^

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

750 ML

$g99

SAUZA GOLD
TEQUILA
W/FREEl.OLTR
MARGARITA MIX

9 99
750 ML.

FOLONARI
VARIETALS

Cfi\RDONN.Ay, PINOTGRIGIO.

CAB. SAUV.. MERLOT

$C996 1.5 L.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Play all Mass

Lottery games here!

FULL
SELECTION OF
NON-ALCOHOLIC
^WINE & BEERS
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See what's at

the top without

making the climb.
Because we're tops in our field. Lechmere would like to

tell you all about careers in retailing. Where do you start?

How far can you go? What mai<es retailers different? And
you'll hear it right from one of our senior executives.

Someone who's reached the top of our organization.

A harcgoods retailer. Lechmere specializes in value-priced

home appliances and electronics, leisure/sporting goods

and apparel, plus housewares. We also boast a manage-

ment training program unlike any other One which will

empower you to move far and fast within our team-spirited

organization, provided you are a .self-starter and have the

drive and motivation to direct your own career.

It's easy to see why Lechmere is one of the mo.st succes.s(ul

retailers around. . .23 stores strong and still growing! Now
you can get an even closer view of the top by attending our

on-campus program, which includes the chance to speak

directly with select Lechmere Associates about our Man-

agement TVainee program

Thursday, October 1st

5:00-7:00 p.m.

805-09 Murray 1). Lincoln

Campus Center

Refreshments will be served.

I

DICARLO

See your placement office to reserve y&ui spot.

LECHMEK^
An E<|iul (Opportunity tmplnycr

With stores in .Massachusetts Connecticut New Hampshire New Yorit Rhode Island

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra Diavio
• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Primavera
• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,
including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee
/br$6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires Sept. 30, 1992

__^ Open Daily M 1 1 :.30 a.m

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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HOL Y DOPPELGANGER— Cover band Physical Graffiti will perform at Pearl Street in Northampton.
The show begins at 8:30 p.m. and tickets cost $6 in advance.

If you write for the Arts & Living page of the Collegian, or if you are

LIVE MUSIC...
;| Tliuf!,., St^M. 24-8:3(lpnVl&h/

Led Zeppelin Tribute

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
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KEGS • AND ICE

Bud Lt./Dry
24/12 ozcans

$13.49 + dep.

LITE "Miller"
24/12 ozcans
$13.49 + dep.

.All

ICE COLD ^^'^^

KEGS!!

Rolling Rock
24 Bar Bottles

$12.99 -t-dep.

Pabst
24 Bar Bottles

$7.99 + dep.

IMarragansett
24/12 oz. cans

$6.99 + dep.

lichelob Dry/Light
12/12 oz. cans

$6.99 + dep.

Rolling Rock
12 pk/Bottles

$6.99 + dep.

Natural Light
1/2 bbl

$32.'° + dep

Tired of store with BAD
ATTrrUDES? At 4 Seasons

you'll be treated with
gratitude!

BIG PARTY???
Delivery Available|

M.D. 20/20
750 rril $2.00

Flavors

Tanqueray Gin
$21.99

1.75 L

Southern Comfort
$7.99

iis;

Sam Adams j^l^^

6 pk/bottles

$4.99 + dep.

Long Trail Ale
& Lt. 6 pk/bott.

$4.49 + dep.

KEGS!!
Lots in Stock!

Lowest Prices Around!

ICE!!! $1.00
Best Deal in WblVlass

10 Lbs Bags

Case Wine
10% Discount!!!

.750 ml

4 Seasons Vodka
$8.99

1.75 L

Bacardi Rum Lt.

$7.69
750 ml

4 Seasons Gin
$9.99

1.75L

Smirnoff

,0L W-49

Mass State
Lottery Agent!!

HOURS Won -Sat, 9. 1 1 • 1 0'o Senior Discount Everyday

Kradppo-t'-'/'^dLpto JOD.iv-^or V'SA MASTFHCARD CHtCK CASH
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UHS Launches Automated Switchboard

University Health Services has installed an automated attendant at the
telephone switchboard to process calls more quickly and efficiently.

When calling 549-2671, a recorded greeting and menu to various
services, clinics and offices will be heard.

By using a touchtone phone, callers will be able to access menu
choices by entering numbers on the telephone keypad. Extension
numbers can be entered any time after the greeting and the call will be
routed directly to the number.

To speak to the UHS operator, callers should press "O" at any time or
wait until the end of the message when an operator will come on to the
line.

The main menu:

1 Medical emergencies
2 Touch-Tone Menu

2 Advice triage nurse

3 Appointments and clinics

1 Clinic I

2 Clinic II

3 Clinic III

4 Clinic IV and Nutrition

5 Specialty Clinics

1 OB/Gyn
2 Allergy

3 Orlho Surgery

4 Public Health Nurse
5 Eye Care
6 Physical Therapy

4 Pharmacy
1 Hours
2 Prescriptions Filled

3 Pharmacist

5 Billing, Claims, Member Services

1 Enrollment/Registration/Waiver

2 Supplemental Health Benefits

3 Kaiser Claims
4 Billing

1 Bills already paid

2 Bills not paid:last names begining with G-R
3 Bills not paid:all others

6 Other Offices

1 Health Education

2 Health Questionnaire/Immunization Requirements
3 Inpatient Unit

4 Medical Records
5 HIV Hotline

Some departments cannot be reached through the UHS switchboard
and must be dialed directly. They are: Employee Assistance Program
(5-0350), Mental Health Services (5-2337). Dental Care (5-2400) and TTY
for the Hearing Impaired (5-5905).

..t.^.. .. -. -.

Fri., Sei)(. 25-8:U)pfn

Free Rock Friday
LITTLE IIMMY &
THE BAD BOYS

The Herschler Brothers
No cover l)e((He IO|)m. free ^1 nijjii

wVollii^'I.D,

t'.t'..-.t'.*-..-..'..'..'-.^.^.^..«..v,^,^,^,^

S.)f., Sept. 2b

UMairs-7:00f)m

FLOR DE CANA
Lite Slx)w

Ck)wnstjirs- 10:00pm E

BIG BAD BOLl6cKS I

Mon., 5t/j/. 28-8:00pn}/18+i

Free Show
THE CONNELLS

Tommy Kecne & Love Minus Zero

.y-..-.....'..^..-..-......-—-.^....^.LAA.^.g

...'.•..;,.•..• --*-*-' -' - - -

Tuc^., Sent 2')-7:0(k>rrVl 8+/
MIGHTY MIGHTY

BOSSTONES
Thurs., Oct. 1-8: i0pnVI8+/

ROCKIN'DAVE&
THE RENT PARTY
The Bombastics

'frwrjryrf. '^rF^frfi # f jw "if Frwr^

Fn., Oct. 2-8:30pm

Fnv R(xk Fricby

BLOODLINE
:! Jiggle The Handle

Sun., Oct. 4-9:0OpnVl8+/

THINK TREE

:j Grave Goods
i£«::«^JRi«««*zrjyjyi«Fjrwj*jyj*xrf

;j
77)i/ri., Oct. 8-8:3()pnV18-h/

AOFX: Tribute Band
BACK IN BLACK
Fn., Oct. 9-7:00pm

Male Dance Revue
CALIFORNIA PLAYGIRL

CENTERFOLDS.. I .rrr ....^...i..^.*..»..i..».i-i

Sot., Oct. 10-7:00pn>

TIL TUESDAY
i;Kf>HJiMftitfMj,j,.n.,„,j,j,.,..,j^jn,

hn'y. 0(1. 1 i~7:(X))rn/lH+/WK^

IIMMY CLIFF
The Equalites

'^Thurs. Oa 81.5-^::i()piTVI8+^_

f^ink Floyd Trilxite

THE MACHINE
S,it., (ki. l7-8:i0i)in

IDE ELY

.S,)f. Off. 24-7:(X)tm

NRBQ
rues., Oa. 27-8:00pnVI8+/

THE SAMPLES

Sun., Nov. H-7:{X}fjn]/\lh/

YOUSSOU N' DOUR

; Tickets available at PeaH Street

Strawivrrief, Ti| Lnlimited.

Dvnamftp Records ^r T>ie Record in

Amherst Ticket Pro i»(Ki 8J»-"(>»1,

•

10 PpjH Sircfl SorthamiJiiin • iM.~-
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%u know, if/ ro h"d/culouf. l{ I don^+call my

parent; every Sunday af exactly 5 dcUk,

iKev thihK I wa; kidnapped ty a//enf, or

^ohelhing. Anyway, one ^uhday rv>€ ano/

r^ark,we decide +o fake-off and checkoff

fhe Cify- ^^ ^^''"^
^^^3'^>S[ ?^^ ^'^'^ ^

^^^n

^^

rvxy watch. 5 o clocK- AlMsht, ^o my CalliAig

card a^d I head down +o fhe /ofa/ poof ha//.

(which I \>^pper) to know/ ha; a payphone)

And I fell the folk^ fhe Martian; ser\d

9
matter where you happen to be, the

AT&T Calling Card can take you home.

It's also the least expens^'e way to

call state -to -state on AT&T, when you can't dial

direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,

you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls'

And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply
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for another

If you get your Calling Card now, your first

call will be free** And you'll become a member of

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products

and services that saves students time and money
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Cani out of

this world.

lb get an Xl&r Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
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Sugar's third release
is a refreshing change
By ERIC POGLIN
Collegian Staff

Copper Blue
Sugar
Ryko

There's an old theory in the world of
music that states that a band or
performer's third album usually will be
the finest work that they will ever pro-
duce. This seems to make a certain

degree of sense: a first album is usually
the result of many years of hard work
and is probably a collection of the
band's ten finest songs to date.

Second albums are almost always
somewhat awkward, primarily caused
by the inevitable rush to re-enter the
studio. This occurs in an effort to thrive

off of the initial album's success while
forgetting about the very elements that

made the debut what it was. After that,

the artist seems to take a step back-
wards, conducts a musical inventory
and then proceeds in a positive direc-

tion.

With this in mind, I picked up a copy
of Copper Blue, the just-released al-

bum by Bob Mould's newly-formed
powertrio,Sugar. This of course, is not

to say that Mould is a stranger to the

practice of record-making.

Quite the contrary actually, as
Copper Blue is merely his third effort

since his departure from the now-leg-
endary Minneapolis power punk trio,

Husker Du. The new album does,
however, mirror the sound of his old
band far more closely than his previous
solo works: his stunning 1989 solo
debut, WorA:doolc and 1990's horribly

mediocre follow—up, Black Sheets of
Rain.

Lyrically, Mould seems to have fi-

nally dug himself out of the deep, dark
hole of depression that predominated
the tracks on the Black Sheets album
and has returned to his old writing style

that has endeared him to so many over
the years. That is, focusing on human
relations, the wonder of simple, ev-

eryday events and the tragedy of bro-

ken communications.
This artistic trip back to the future is

immediately evident in the opening
track, "The Act We Act", a riff-grinder

that hasn't lost any of its heart, bringing

back memories of Mould's Zen Arcade
heyday. His uncanny ability to analyze
personal mind games that people play

comes to a head in this song, as he
echoes the sentiments of everyone
who's ever grown tired of the nonsense
that so many people seem to provide

TURN TO SUGAR, PAGE 8

Our 15th Year 1978-1993
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THE PRINCE CHARLES
"For A Rot^at Buzz. This One Will Make A Princess Die"

Baileys, Irish Creme; Kahlua; Vodka; Amaretto; Mill<.

This is served as a JUMBO Drink!!

Open 1 1 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst

Canrie room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC/ VISA/AMEX Accepted • 549-5403
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What's on HSCN this week
By JAMIE GORMSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hey there, Christian Slater lovers! Good
news! He's hot. he's blonde, and he's on
HSCN this week with his sister, Helen, in

The Legend of Billie Jean, and all by his

cute self in Pump up the Volume. There are
quite a few other flicks to catch this week
on good ol' channel 7, so keep that pop-
corn popping for these movies that'll be
running until next Wednesday.

City Slickers — Billy Crystal, Daniel
Stern, Bruno Kirby. Portrays nniddle-aged
men on the verge ofa middle-aged crisis.

They go to a ranch and meet up with a
crusty range-rider (Jack Palance — Best
Supporting Actor) who teaches Crystal a
thing or two about what really matters in

life. Acting all-around is top rate, and the

one-liners will leave you in stitches.****

Flatliners — Kiefer Sutherland, Julia

Roberts, Kevin Bacon. Takes the intrigu-

ing idea of medical students experiencing
their own deaths and then being brought
back to life and then completely loses that

idea. It's confusing, it's stupid in parts, and
begins to make absolutely no sense.
Roberts is not at her best, and Bacon does
not act up to his full potential. Sutherland
is pretty good, and the fancy camera work
is a saving grace, but you really have to

pay attention to get it. The question is, do
you really want to?

Flowers in the Attic — Victoria

Tennant, Kristy Swanson, Jeb Stuart

Adams. This movie does absolutely no
justice to the book from which it was
based. The story line is changed to the

point where avid V.C. Andrews readers

like myself are pissed off at the producers.

The children in the book are supposed to

be breathtakingly beautiful, as is the

mother. To put it mildly,the actors are a

bunch of dogs. Woof! Usually pretty Kristy

Swanson looks frumpy and overacts so
badly, you just want to wince. And what
trash barrel did they they scrape to find the

ogre that plays the older brother Chris?

Ggh. Don't get me started. MO STARS!!
The Golden Child — Eddie Murphy,

Charlotte Lewis, Charles Dance. Well, not

to dwell on bad movies or anything, but
this one bit the big one. This supposedly
perfect child with intense magical powers
is kidnapped in accordance with an ancient

foretelling. Now, if this kid is so powerful,

how did he allow himself to be kidnapped?
And who was the genius who decided that

Eddie Murphy was the only one in the

world to save him? Murphy should stay

with his forte — comedy. Not this — it's

below him. NO STARS!!
Hot Shots — Charlie Sheen, Uoyd

Bridges, Valerina Golino. FINALLY! A funny
movie. It's a take off on Top Gun, 9 1/2
weeks, and a few others thrown in there.

It's a traditionally slapstick Zucker movie,
in the same pattern as Airplane! and the

Naked Gun. A few scenes are hysterical,

and there's one or two where I was literally

on the floor. If you haven't seen it, you
really should catch it. What the heck, the

cable's already paid for, right? ***

The Hunt for the Red October— Sean
Connery, Alec Baldwin. Outstanding
screen adaptation ofthe Clancy bestseller.

A Soviet submarine captain (Connery)
may or may not be trying to defect, and an
American intelligence (somewhat of an
oxymoron, isn't it? Just kidding!) agent
(Baldwin) tries to predict Connery's every
step. Another brilliant performance by
Connery. ****

Iron Eagle— Louis Gossett, Jr., Jason
Gedrick, David Suchet. Oooh boy, here's

another one where you shouldn't get me
started. Nice premise. . . an 18-year-old,

gum-chewing, walkman- toting, Rock 'n

Roll-loving kid flies a — get this — F-16
fighter jet to the Middle East to save his

ROW dad. (Gratuitous vomitting) Oh, sure

makes sense to me, how about you? What
a waste of time for Gossett. But Gedrick
better get some acting lessons, and quick.

NO STARS.
Jagged Edge — Jeff Bridges, Glennn

Close, Robert Loggia. CLose is a lawyer

who will defend her client only if she
believes he is innocent of murdering his

wife. Well, she believes him as well as falls

in love with him. But nothing is ever as it

seems, right? Too many loopholes in the

plot, ruining some of its credibility, but

generally a good movie.***
The Legend of Billie Jean — Helen

Slater, Keith Gordon, Christian Slater. A
pretty decent movie about a group of

Texas teens who are on the run after a girl

(Helen Slater) and her brother (Christian

Slater) are unjustly accused of crimes
they did not commit, spurred by a misun-
derstanding over a motorbike. The two, as
well as a couple of their friends, are turned

into local heroes for standing up for what
they believe in.

**

Movies on HSCN but not reviewed are

The Addams Family, Dusty, End of the

World Man, Geisha Bay, Heidi, I Own the

Race Course, Lord of the Flies, Metropoli-

tan, My Other Husband. Night Patrol, Say
Anything. Shining Through, Urban Cow-
boy. Permanent Record, and Welcome
Home Roxie Carmichael.

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN
BY

RANDOM
DRAWING!

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!
WIN A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

Mighty Bosstones

at

Pearl Street Nightclub

Tuesday, September 29th

^_ ^
BOSSTONES TICKITS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

Name

Phone #

(/)

L'

Must be at least 18 years old lo enter Tickets are non-refundable

Drawing to be tield on Monday. September 28. 1992 No entnes will be reoeved alter 3 30 PM on 9/28/92

Collegian staff are not eligible to enter Winners will Ije contacted by telephone

Drop off entnes or mail to Collegian Concert Sweepstakes. 1 1 3 Campus Center, UMass. Amtierst 01003

Winners are responsible lor picking up tickets at tfie Collegian office before 3 30 pm on tf^e day ol the show

Only one entry per person will be accepted. Only olfioal entry lorm from newspaper will be accepted

_l
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Sugar
with regularity.

Other outstanding tracks include
"Changes", which is another relationship
song that analyzes the uncertainty angle
to a greater degree than most songwriters
will touch upon. Rather than wallowing in

despair, however, Mould sheds light upon
it all and seems to state that rationality will

triumph over all. This is quite a switch
from saying "I don't know if the sun ever
smiles," and quite a step up, at that.

The centerpiece ofthe album, however,
is "Hoover Dam," which could be the best
written crossroads theme song this side of
Robert Frost. Mot only is it Mould's favorite
song on the album, it may be one of his

best-written ever, if only for the nifty

synthesizer solo that kicks up in the middle.

When assembling Sugar this past win-
ter. Mould seemed to take a page from
David Bowie's Tin Machine book, in the
sense that he chose two relatively unknown
musicians to join him as opposed to the
Tony Maimone-Anton Fier backup bands
that he had formerly incorporated.

In addition to Mould, the band consists
of bassist David Barbe and drummer
Malcolm Travis. It appears that the gen-
eral desire is for the band as a whole to be
stressed, much like Tin Machine. It seems
that this new environment has taken a
good deal of pressure off Mould and has
enabled him to produce some ofthe finest

songs of his career.

All of these factors contribute to make
Copper Blue a refreshing change of pace.

Hey!

Come dov^n and write for the

Arts page.

Concerts, movie reviews, the-

atre, art shows, poetry readings,

you name it, we need it!!

-l^e.tau^ant ^ 4 H] i^ ^^

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free DclivciT for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge (or orders under $ 1

5

:N^
BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Bi-unch served Sunday 1 l:30am-5pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
, Children under 10 - $3.50

r-r-^L Luncheon Specials served I l:30-5pm - $3.25^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

JTokeCity
You'll lind 1,001 laughs ri^hl here

(^/'^-^^^^^«

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 2564252 ^

Hot Pepper Gum
Hand Buzzers
Squirt Rings
Rubber Rats
Fake Tattoos

Whoople Cushions
Clown Noses
Jumbo Files

Shrunken Heads
Money Snatchers

Crazy Teeth
le Dolls

Dribble Glasses
Idiot Mugs
Funny Eels

Exploding Pens
Rubber Chickens
Magic Tricks

Masks & Make>up
Gag Hats

Jum
Stsge Blood & MorelThe fun's in store at

The Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst •549-8117

HOME STYLELAUNDRY
Squire Village Shopping Center

Amherst Rd. (Rt. 116) Sunderland (Next to 7/11)

M-s^ Ave

UMASS

iPuiion

I Townehouscl

Meadow Laiic

•Home
Siyle
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15th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
(Sept. 21 through Oct. 4, 1992)

• Top Loaders (5+:ee)....75c • Double Loaders ($+766)...$ 1 GO.
•Triple Loaders ($?:ee)..,$1.50

Drawing: Prizes listed in store (No purchase necessary to win)

COME! SA\/E! BE A ]A^INNERi
Bring Coupon For Free Gift Or-ie Per Customer. Expires 10/4/92

PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!
THE EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING CENTER
Affiliated with ttie University of Massactiusetfs

Serving children 2 years, 9 months - 5 years

Unique, coring environment
Sctiolarships available for children of

college students
For more information, coll 545-4791
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Thursday - Friday - Saturday
DANCING

with
DJ. PETE FREE

APPETIZER
SPECIAL

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30-10:30
~ Every Night ~

DRINK SPECIALS
Electric Slide . . .$2.75

Maui Blue Sled Dog . . .$2.25

Milwaukee Best

Bottles . . .$1.25

All Pitchers . . .$4.50
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1968 • 1992
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POW controversy
remains under fire
By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The top military
officer at the end ofthe Vietnam War told

a Senate panel Thursday that the nation
"didn't have the stomach" to resume
fighting over possible unreleased POWs
after peace had been negotiated.

Adm. Thomas Moorer, who was chair-

man ofthe Joint Chiefs ofStafffrom 1970
to 1974, said it was poUtically impossible
for President Nixon to reopen the war in

1973 on the possibility that not all Ameri-
cans had been returned from Laos.

At that time, in 1973, Nixon had con-
cluded peace talks with the North Viet-

namese. The government of Laos was not
represented in the negotiations, and Nixon
was preparing to hold welcoming cer-

emonies for U.S. POW's released under
those Paris peace accords.

"We would have had to go to Laos ... and
physically sweep out the whole area,"
Moorer said.

"We didn't have the stomach for it. We
didn't have the will," Moorer said, adding
later that he referred to the nation as a
whole, not just military and Nixon ad-
ministration officials.

"Moorer testified before the Senate Se-
lect Committee on POW/ MIA Affairs as it

held a third day of hearings with former
mihtary andNixon administration officials

from two decades ago.

Some former officials have testified

there was reason to believe that more
Americans than the nine eventually re-

leased from Laos had been held in that
country as a result of the the fighting in

Southeast Asia.

Former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger also acknowledged the possi-

bility there may have been more living

Americans in Laos, though he denounced
as "a flat-out lie" the allegation U.S. offi-

cials knowingly abandoned Americans
there.

Committee Chairman John Kerry, D-
Mass., said, "The evidence is overwhelm-
ing to the committee there is a gap be-

tween stated public policy at that time
and reality."

In a just-released deposition to the
committee, Moorer was questioned about
orders he issued in March 1973 to delay
withdrawing the final U.S. troops in
Vietnam until a full accounting of POWs
had been provided. One day later, Moorer
reversed those orders.

"When this started and the POWs came
back and so on and there was a very
euphoric reception and the wives ofPOWs
came "to the White House" and so on and
press release after press release (said)

that we were withdrawing the troops, at

that point, no president could have said,

'Oops, we're not going to vrithdraw the
troops'," Moorer said in his deposition.

Testifying Thursday, Moorer said it

"wouldn't have been fair" to the POWs
accounted for by North Vietnam to have
delayed their release while the United
States pursued a search for others. He
also said the officials had no confirmed
information about other Americans be-

lieved to be held but not accounted for.

"Ifwe'dknowm the identity and location

ofcertainPOWs, we'd havedone something
about it," he said.

LVAN LIBERMAN / COLLEGIAN

BIKE TRAFFIC— With too many bikes and not enough racks, students have been
forced to be creative

Coll Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield ^^

Asian students
feel stiffed by
the University
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: this one in a series examining
multiculturalisni from several different perspectives

Paul Gee, an undergraduate and current presi-

dent of the Asian American Student Association
(AASA) is convinced that the administration has
not adequately addressed the concerns of Asian
students attending the University.

In a meeting with members of the AASA, the

question of cultural awareness was discussed
among undergraduate student leaders. The asso-
ciation was formed 14 years ago to help provide a
cultural base and meet the special needs of Asian
students.

"We continue to be underfunded and
unrepresented," Gee said.

Gee sees multiculturalism as inclusive of all

nations. In the United States, he said, there isn't

just one culture; it's made up of many.
"Within this paradigm we find that there is a

dominant culture that does not want to acknowl-
edge cultural differences," said Gee.

John Wong, AASA treasurer, said not investing

or supporting the club demonstrates a lack of
sensitivity by the University.

"The Asian students question the
administration's gestures as a sign of tokenism,

and lack geniune commitment." Wong said

"We are planning a 'Learning Thru the Com-
munity' film series. The purpose of the series is to

educate students and faculty and serve as a

mechanism to break down pre-conceived ideas

Turn to AASA, page 2

Porter caught in tug-of-war
Former priest wanted in Massachusetts, Minnesota
By JIMMY GOLEN
Associated Press

STILLWATER, Minn.-A formerRoman Catholic priest
charged vrith molesting dozens of parish children has
become caught in a tug-of-war between two states, his

attorney said Thursday.
James R. Porter was released on $1,000 bond after

being arraigned in Washington County, Minn. District

Court on six charges of fourth-degree criminal sexual
conduct involving a family baby sitter.

The 57-year-old father offour winked at his wife as he
filed into Judge David Doyscher's courtroom in this St.

Croix River town about 15 miles east of St. Paul.
The court appearance came one day after Porter

appeared in Bristol Superior Court in Massachusetts,

where he faces 46 counts of criminal sexual conduct.
He was arrested in connection with the baby sitter

case Wednesday night when his plane landed in the Twin
Cities.

One of Portei attorney's, Paul Lukas, criticized the
timing ofthe arrest and said there was httle danger that
Porter wouldn't show up for his court appearences.

"Mr. Porter got out (ofMassachusetts), got on a plane.

He didn't buy a ticket to Guam or anything, he got one (to

come) here, and he was ready to appear," Lukas said.

"Ifyou can count, you can tell he's in a lot more trouble
in Massachusetts. It's not hard to see he's got a lot ofwork
to do there. Ifhe's going to flee anywhere he's going to flee

here."

Porter is accused of molesting dozens of children in
Minnesota, Massachusetts and New Mexico.

Northeastern U cuts 3 programs
BOSTON (AP) — The President of Northeastern Uni-

versity said Thursday that the school is making progress
in controlling its projected deficits, but may eliminate
more programs.
"We are faced with a period of adversity that will not

end soon," President John A. Curry told students, faculty

and staff. "Unless we make a strong commitment to
selective excellence, we will founder in universal medi-
ocrity."

The speech by the chiefexecutive ofthe nation's largest

private university included an accounting of how much
money is brought in by each new student, praise for the
most profitable departments and harsh public criticism

of divisions that cost more than they take in.

Freshman enrollment at Northeastern is 2,760 this fall,

a slight increase in the number of freshmen came at the
cost of $2.5 million in financial aid that will have to come
out of this year's $217 million budget.
Northeastern had 49,225 graduate ad undergraduate

students last year, which administrators say makes it the

nation's largest private university. Current enrollment
figures are not yet available.

Department heads have been asked to cut $5 million in

costs this year. Three undergraduate programs are being
eliminated and 1 1 others merged. Plans call for
Northeastem's eight separate colleges to eventually be
whittled down to six.

Curry promised additional cuts in "areas marginal to
the university's mission."

He tied several program changes to their cost or profit.

Curry said new faculty positions and library im-
provements were approved for the law school in exchange
for its agreement to expand enrollments, generate more
revenue and broaden fund-raising efforts.

But he publicly berated the College of Business Ad-
ministration, where undergraduate enrollments are
falling.

Curry said a 15-year decline in the number of tradi-

tional-age college students and cuts in aid to higher
education mean the problems sho^»' no sign of ending.
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Friday, September 25
Blood Drive — The American Red Cross will hold a

blood drive in Campus Center room 165-169 from 10 -4.

Shabbat Service— The Chabad House will be hosting
their weekly Shabbat service dinner at 7 pm. This week's
special topic ofdiscussion will be "Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
Sarah, Rebbecca, Leah, and me???!!!

Discussion—The public is invited to a free introductory
talk on Psychosynthesis to take place from 7-9 pm in The
Synthesis Center, 148A N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.

Sunday, September 27
Services — The Chabad House will be holding Rosh

Hashanah services at 7 pm followed by a traditional
meal. Call 549-4904 for more information or to reserve
your meals.

Lecture — "The Beginnings of Agriculture on the
Euphrates: The Excavation ofAbu Hureyra in Syria" will
be discussed by Dr. Andrew Moore of Yale University at
4 pm in Herter Hall room 227, University of Massachu-
setts.

UMass Police Log Compiled by Michael Day
K'eci'/i/ incident raorck'd by the University's Dvp.ulnwnl ol Public SjtHy.

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413)545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

• Aman reported to University Police that his van was
broken into on Wednesday at approximately 4:30 p.m.

Stolen from the van, which was parked in the Campus
Center Garage, were five high quality Trade Show mats
worth an estimated $1250, according to police.

• A man reported to police that he was threatened by
several other males on Wednesday at 10:25 p.m. in

connection with a previous incident, according to police.

The incident occurred in Brown Residence Hall. Police

issued the four subjects trespass notices.

• A West Springfield man was arrested and charged
with motor vehicle violations during a traffic stop on
Massachusetts Avenue late Wednesday evening. Police

said John Casey, 20, was charged with operating a
vehicle with a suspended license and operating an
unregistered motor vehicle.

• Police were notified on Wednesday at 7:25 p.m. that
a man suffered a diabetic reaction while showering in

Brown Residence Hall. The man was taken to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital by an Amherst Fire Dept. ambulance.

AASA
continued from page 1

and haniers," Gee said.

"It opens the students up to various
issues and different views that are not
talkedaboutordiscussed in the classroom
environment," said Wong.
The AASA "statement of mission" has

been revised to reflect the conscious goals
of the group: "To create a supp)ortive at-

mosphere for all Asian and Asian Ameri-
can students," and "to sei-ve the needs and
interest of Asian and Asian American
students."

The statement also reads, "We advocate
unity among Asians and Asian Americans,
promote the (views, voices and experi-
ences) of Asians and Asian Americans.
Thus build a cultural base for social, po-
litical, cultui-al interaction. And facilitate

undei-standing and awareness of the Asian
and Asian Americans at the Univei-sity
and the community at large."

Gee expressed great conviction regard-
ing the coming tenth anniversary ofAsian

Night at UMass, which is set to take place
in early March 1993. This is a special night
that goes deeper and beyond the celebia-
tion of culture.

"This event will be dedicated to those
before us, who strove to hold on to their
ethnicity and as a result lost their lives,"

said Gee.

Asian Night is being planned as an out-
reach in conjunction with the five-college
network. In addition to this major event,
AASA is also in the process of coordinat-
ing a five-college picnic for the coming
year. The AASA team wishes to set a pre-
cedent and serve as a model for future
generations.

"We want the University and the com-
munity to know that we are here and we
have so much to contribute," said Wong.
The AASA team wishes to set a precedent
and sei-ve as a model for future generations.
"We want the University and the com-

munity to know that we are here and we
have so much to contribute" said Wong.«
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Local News

EVAN LIBERMAN / COLLEGIAN

OUCH — Amherst High Senior Dan Correia and class of 1993 UMass COINS major Alan Nelson fight it out.

Bush, Clinton
seen as soft

on int'l policy
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Neither President Bush nor Democratic nominee Bill

Clinton have formulated a comprehensive plan for foreign

policy and both have downplayed the importance of

foreign policy in the 1992 presidential election, according

to several experts from the Five College area.

Smith College government professor Susan Peterson,

Mount Holyoke government professor Vincent Ferraro
and Michael Klare, a political science professor at

Hampshire College, offered these views at a lecture titled

"Foreign Policy and the 1992 Election." Tuesday night at

Amherst College.

Peterson said although Americans seldom vote on the
basis of foreign policy issues, the focus on foreign policy

has been even less in the 1992 campaign because both
candidates have shied away from foreign policy issues.

"There has been next to no discourse on foreign policy

during the campaign," Peterson said. "The reason why is

neither candidate has a foreign policy."

Many voters have come to question Bush on the two
issues he claims the most credit for — the end of com-
munism in the former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
and the Persian Gulf War, Peterson said.

Peterson said Bush has been widely perceived as not
having played a significant role in the ending ofcommu-

Turn to ELECTION, page 6

Family values analyzed in 'Basic Instinct'
By University News Office

Dan Quayle might blame the ills of society on the

insidious messages of "the Hollywood establishment."
But according to University of Massachusetts film Pro-

fessor Don Levine, there is a lot more to family values in

films — even films like "Basic Instinct" and "Fatal At-
traction" — than meets the eye.

These films are rife with reactionary messages about
the role ofwomen in society and the place of the family,"

says Levine. "They are popular because they confirm,
even ifonly subconsciously, something about our attitudes
towards sex and family."

For instance, when Levin saw "Basic Instinct", he says
he almostjumped out of his seat at the symboHsm of the
phallic ice pick. "You have a woman who is wealthy, very
smart and independent and as a result she has to be
presented as a cold, murderous, sexual deviant.

Interestingly, she started out by murdering her own
family, and is attracted to and surrounds herself with

women who have done the same."
Similarly, when Levine viewed "Fatal Attraction," he

was amazed at the subtle depiction of the psychological

phenomenon in which a man fears his penis will be bitten

ofTby hidden teeth within the vagina during intercourse.

'There's this moment during the sex scene in which
Glen Close bites Michael Douglas on the shoulder until

he cries out in pain.

This unmarried, successful career woman — slowly

driven insane by here lack of husband and children— is

a kind offairy tale embodiment ofmen's fears ofunbridled

female sexuality, of sexuality untamed by marriage."

If Levine's ideas about film sound strange, they
shouldn't. Forever 20 years now Levine has been teaching
popular courses on the social significance of film.

And while his unflinching focus on hidden sexual

symbolism might not make him the ultimate movie date,

it does help make him one of the most sought-after

professors at the University.

Indeed, two years ago, Levine helped set up one ofthe

few programs in the country devoted exclusively to "read-

ing" the unspoken messages in film.

Called the film analysis track within the department
of comparative literature at the University, this major
looks less at the making of film than at its significance as

cultural artifact. The major has grown from five to 30
students since 1990 and shows no signs of abating.

What makes the film major so popular, Levine be-

lieves, is that it taps into something society as a whole is

becoming increasingly aware of— namely, that in their

intersection between unconscious entertainment and
deliberate manipulation, movies reveal something es-

sential about the gap between who we are and who we
think we are.

"Take a film like Thelma and Louise,'" says Levine.

"No one in Hollywood expected this to be such a big hit.

And yet it swept in the Oscars and the money. It tapped
into something in the national Zeitgeist. Like literature

in the 19th century, movies are the barometer by which
we can read our.selves."

Durfee Conservatory
The most tropical place on campus
By PATRICIA CRONIN
Collegian Correspondent

The "crowning glory of the school" is

how John Tirstan, director of the Durfee
Conservatory, describes this sanctuary of

exotic plants, gardens and fish.

Celebrating its 125th anniversary,

Durfee still holds its magic that once drew
the attention and envy of the Victorian

community.

It's a relaxing retreat from the rigors of

everyday campus life because of its year-

round tropical temperatures.
"It's one of the best places on campus,"

Tirstan says.

But this wondrous place has a lot more to

offerthan a rich historyand a greatclimate

.

Have you ever seen potatoes growing from
the sky, plants that are over a hundred
years old or a majestic room filled with

Turn to CONSERVATORY, page 9

Campus pond polluted,
filled with oil and dirt

JACOB ADELMAN / COLLEGIAN

Durfee Conservatory

By RACHEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

For the next three months the spot-

light will be on the Campus Pond as it

celebrates its 100th Anniversary. And
this presents an opportunity to dispel

some rumors about the pond and set

the facts straight.

People who visit the pond remember
it mostly for its "peacefullness" says

Bill Lambert, University Landscape
Architect and resident pond expert.

Of all the places on campus re-

quested by individuals to hold func-

tions, which have included wedding
ceremonies, concerts and demonstra-
tions, Lambert says that the pond is

the most popular.

But what about those rumors that

this tranquil body of water is infested

with rats the size ofdogs and its murky
waters are polluted and bottomless?

According to Lambert, the pond is

far from bottomless. In most areas it

reaches a depth of four to five feet, the
deepest point being eight feet at the

end near the Campus Center.

But the polluted waters are not a

myth. Many pollutants, including mo-
tor oil , dirt and human excrement wash
into the pond because the watershed

area that feeds the pond is the down-
town Amherst area.

While this may deter any sane
person from taking a quick dip, it does
not keep assorted wildlife away.

Lambert claims that they take
"careful" measures to keep out any
rats, but "there are a lot of fairly large

carp and many types of insects" that
call the pond home.

The pond also receives a large
quantity ofsediment accumulation and
needs to be dredged periodically.

This is an expensive procedure and
Lambert says that the funds are not

currently available to complete thejob.

As a result ofthe construction ofthe

Fine Arts Center in 1975, the size of

the pond was enlarged by a "few feet"

at the south end.

Before the current island was built

there was a natural island in the cen-

ter of the pond but. due to erosion, the

last vestiges were washed away by the

late 1960's.

Lambert also explained that the
reason the pond no longer freezes solid

is due to the warm water lines that run
deep beneath the ground.

Regarding the smell of the pond,
Levine says, "It has always stunk."
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Some real gun control
Here goes nothing . . . The best advice

given to me in the last ten days was
something to the effect of, "Give it to 'em
Mike, stick to your guns."

I couldn't ever give you guys anjdhing
less than both barrels, so let's examine
one of the biggest problems in the United
States today: gun control.

Michael

MORRISSEY
Stop. Don't leave me. You may think

that gun control has nothing to do with
you or it isn't a big deal. Think again.

Crime is more rampant today than ever

before, and even our great University has
students that moonlight as murderers.
The criminals ofthe world are everywhere
with their illegal weapons.

Yet the average man today has an im-
possible time purchasing a gun, due to the
bureaucratic red tape. I feel that the United
States today is a long way from the prin-

ciples and aspirations of our founding fa-

thers. As far as I can tell, the rights of

people to bear arms to protect themselves
weren't meant to ever be taken away . This
was a principle of our Bill of Rights.

Yet today, our University admits crimi-

• nals who pack guns while our state passes

the most restrictive laws in the country

against owning firearms. In Massachu-
setts, guns are too difBcult for upstanding

citizens to obtain legally and too easy for

the filth of the world to obtain illegally.

I envision a world where every man
and woman can protect their home and
family adequately.My liberal counterparts

envision a world where guns are impossible
for the average working man to obtain or

worse yet, entirely outlawed. To them I

say, read the five-cent bumper sticker with

a million dollars worth oftruth: "Ifguns are

outlawed, only outlaws will have guns."

Obviously the problem has never been

with non-criminals owning guns. The
problem has been the career criminals in

organized crime and teenagers in gangs

who run large scale gun operations.

My point is this: let's first stop the flow

of guns illegally into our country, like the

AK-47. Extradite kingpins who run them.

and prosecute them to the letter ofthe law.

Secondly, let's increase the penalty of

those who have guns illegally in our coun-
try. Make a six-year jail term mandatory
for anyone over the age of 16 found in

illegal possession of a gun.

"But they're so young," cry the bleeding
heart liberals who have a tendency to

ignore the bleeding head victims, who
were senselessly killed by illegal guns.

Thirdly, crack down on convicted
criminals who own guns. Ifyou commit a
felony, you should never have the right to

own a gun again. Ifyou are caught with an
illegal gun, you go tojail for life, no parole,

no furlough. This will eliminate the vile

filth of our country.

Fourth, let's allow easier access and
more openness for upstanding citizens

with good morals to obtain guns. Every
applicant for a firearm should bring two
witnesses and sign legal statements that

the applicant is sound of mind and is

capable of owning a gun. Also make the
applicant aware of the penalties.

Right now hardly any upstanding citi-

zenscan carry concealed firarms, and when
a firearm application is filled out, the

bureaucracy has a tendency to sit on it

needlessly. The police are generally decent

in this respect, but there is room forchange.

In our legal system today, a burglar

who is shot but not killed on your property

can file a lawsuit and generally win.

Where is the justice in that? He
shouldn't be rewarded for his dasteredly

actions, he should be taught a lesson. Let's

make sure we punish him similar to how
he punishes his victims.

Finally, I advocate gim control, real

gun control. I advocate that every citizen

learn about firearms first, train themselves

and then purchase them. Teach your
spouse and children at an early age how to

handle a firearm, and explain very spe-

cifically what the consequences are. Make
sure firearms aren't used carelessly, and
let's keep them away from vermin.

Because when brutal criminals make
the move from the heart ofthe city to your
suburban home, they'll sure as hell be

ready. Will you?
Michael Morrissey is a Collegi£m col-

umnist

Courtesy. Yes, it is something we were
all taught at an early age. "Say please."

"Say thank you." I honestly do not encoun-
ter too many impohte people at UMass. In

fact the years I've been here, everyone's

been pretty polite. Rushing through the

Campus Center on my way to class I have
exchanged probably thousands of"excuse
me's" and "thank you's" to people who held

doors open for me orjumped out ofmy way
to let me plow through to class.

Stacy

MALONE
Over-courtesy. Traditionalism to an

insulting extent. You can keep it. I don't

want anyone to go out of their way to hold

a door for me simply because I am a
woman. 1 find it very insulting when a
man thinks he is doing something chiv-

alrous for me by opening a door. If he is

ahead of me and holds the door for me, I

really do appreciate it and definitely pre-

fer it to him slamming the door in my face.

When a man goes out of his way for me
because I am a woman then he is slamming
a door in my face- the door of equality.

The days ofmen leaping around the car

for women to open their door and running
yards to reach the door handle before the

woman are out of style. Respect is in. Men
screaming catcalls and telling degrading
jokes at the expense of women are out of

style. Respect is in. Men treating them
like objects without feelings or brains are

out of style. Respect is in. Notjust respect

for women, but respect for all people.

The days ofmen sexauly harassing and
sexually assaulting women should be out

of style. Women are people. Men raping
women should be out of style. Women are

people. Men receiving higher pay than
women for the same job should be out of

style. Women are people. Women are

people and deserve respect, like all people

deserve respect.

Women need the opportunities to have
doors to open. Equality will give women
more opportunities. It is very rude to slam
a door in anyone's face, but women have
had doors slammed in their faces all

throughout history. Slamming doors in

the faces ofwomen is no longer just rude,

but discriminatory. People deserve and
need equal opportunities. Women are

people and should have these same rights

as any other person would receive .

Give women the respect they deserve

as people and individuals. Women should

have the respect from men of being cour-

teous like they would to any other person.

Not just the "say please" and "thank you"
politeness, but the courtesy of equality.

Women are people and should be given

respect. There is no question about it and
to argue whether women should be given

respect as people would be a gi'eat insult.

Courtesy. Yes, it was something we
were all taught at an early age. Respect.

Yes, it is something that many men are

still learning.

Stacy Malone is a Collegian columnist

Uprising and freedom of speech
In response to the excellent article

written by Martin F. Jones "The Rodney
King verdict: No turning back" [Collegian

,

Sept. 16] I felt an urgent need to commu-
nicate both my complete support for his

basic political views (e.g. ". . . no one could

deny that our nation is a fundamentally
racist institution.") as well as raise ob-

jection to his apparent endosement of a

specifically anti-free speech and anti-

democratic tactic:

"... supporters ofthe expelled editors of

color responded by removing that day's

edition of the Collegian from its distribu-

tive points around campus and disposing

ofthem . . This act proved to be effective."

As Martin Jones importantly observes,
the social and political climate in the US is

one ofdesparation and despair, ofpoverty

and institutionalized racism for people of

color and other minorities. The situation

for the activist left is in a state ofdisarray

,

lacking the power to even preserve the

basic social reforms of the past, let alone

win new reforms from the government.
Thus it is more important than ever to

draw political lessons from both the social

movements ofthe past as well as from the

insprirational leaders ofthose movements.
Although it is important that Jones

fully champions militant struggle and the

fundamental right of self-defense, as em-
bodied by Fredrick Douglas and Malcolm
X among others, he does them a grave

injustice by endorsing an anti-free speech

tactic which is fundamentally incompat-

ible with the political principles of those

same movement leaders.

It is not only possible to simultaneously

support the right of self defense and hold

a principled postion in support ofthe right

to free speech, but it had already been
done by Malcolm X, Fredrick Douglas,

Sojourner Truth and many others!

Their struggles were based on a rigor-

ous and principled defense of the right to

speak, the right to organize and the right

to distribute information. To these politi-

cal activists, tactics such as censorship,

acts of terrorism or even voting for

tweedledee/tweedledum, were seen ex-

plicitly as substitutes to organizing mili-

tant mass action. These tactics were only

symptomatic of a failure of movements to

organize and struggle for reforms demo-
cratically, and in a way that built and
strengthened grass-roots movements.

Censorship is a tool which only serves

the interests ofthose who wish to continue

to oppress and exploit us; who will only

turn around and more effectively censor

us. We can not afford to lend legitamacy to

a tactic which is fundamentally hostile to

genuine democratic movements and the

teachings of the likes of Malcolm X,

Fredrick Douglas, and Sojourner Truth.

The clearest example of this point was
the experience ofIda B. Wells who was the

single greatest fighter in the anti-lynching

movement around the turn ofthe century.

For Ida B. Wells, freedom ofspeech was
an invaluable tool for waging a militant

struggle for Black liberation and was
unwavering in her opposition to specific

attacks on her own freedom ofspeech. Her
struggles represented a valuable lesson

for the activists ofherown period! Fredrick

Douglas had nothing but complete admi-
ration for her work), and continue to hold
valuable lessons for the activists of today.

Josh Lyons
Central

Escort service fails to accomplish mission
Thanks to the bull escort service, I was duped into

walking the entire length ofcampus alone at midnight. I

don't mean to sound like a wimp— I have nothing against

walking long distances— but when dealing with such an

illustrious track record as the University tries hard not

to disclose, walking between two distant points on cam-

pus in the dark is a less than pleasant experience. I

realize they may be understaffed, but I think I gave them

too many breaks this time.

I called to tell them I would be taking my car to E lot

and asked if I might be able to get an escort back to

Orchard Hill. Although they picked me up before when I

called ahead, this time a woman informed me that I had

to call from the phone in E lot.

When I called from E lot, having taken my car there at

1 1:55, they told me they were "booked" until 12:lU, and

then there would be a shift change so I would have to call

back at 12:30 and even then there might be no one to help

me I find it outrageous that they thought I was going to

stand around in an isolated lot for over half an hour in

hope that I get an escort!

What really pisses me off is that I didn't need to stand

around looking over my shoulder. I was in no hurry to

drive to the parking lot that moment. I called ahead so

such an incident of stupidity could have been avoided.

They could have told me then. I was a hell ofa lot safer in

my dorm, and was quite willing to wait until it was
convenient for them to escort me.

If UMass spent less time putting out propaganda
about the "wonderful" services they offer, perhaps they'd

have more time to deliver them. They complain about

understaffing; thank God my money is going to an arena

which won't be done before I graduate rather than upping
the quality of existing staffing and services.

Yeah, I made it back to my dorm room — no problem.

But how many rapes does it take to validate the necessity

ofa better escort service? How many more before they can

at least stop feeding us useless bull ? I'm fed up.

Isabel Gilbert
Orchard Hill

Tirade wasn't news
There's nothing like a little exploitation to grab

people's attention, is there? I was insulted by
Alexander Nguyen's lack of regard for the intelli-

gence ofthe Collegian readership presented on this

semester's first Multicultural Affairs page [Colle-

gian, Sept. 231. His grandstanding tabloid-style

sensationalism is revolting in the context of such
an important topic.

I took part in the fight to save the diversity

pages last semester. If this is an example of what
I and so many others have fought for, then I am
ashamed. Why couldn't this tirade have run on the

Editorial/Opinion page next to Michael Morrissey?
This is not an example of multicuituralism, nor

is it what the diversity pages should be about. This
is an opinion piece masquerading as news.

Michael Connor
Southwest
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nism. Many also share Democratic vice-presidential can-
didate AJ Gore's view that Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein
has been able to "thumb his nose at the world," by defying
attempts by the United Nations to inspect Iraqi nuclear
capabilities, according to Peterson.

Ferraro said Clinton doesn't have to "win" the foreign
policy debate with Bush, he just has to prove he's "just as
good."

Despite the fact that foreign policy has not been
overtly stressed by either candidate, foreign policy "has
been a driving force behind many of the major issues in
the campaign," Ferraro said.

Ferraro said the questions over Clinton's draft record
during the Vietnam War are a "referendum on U.S.
interventionism" in perceived trouble spots throughout
the world.

Also, Clinton's stress on providing well-paying
manufacturing jobs to American workers are an implicit
criticism of President Bush's support for free trade, an
issue which bears particularly on U.S. relations with
neighboring Canada and Mexico, Ferraro said.

Finally, questions about the environment and the

response of the United States to ethnic violence largely
hinge upon foreign considerations. Ferraro said neither
candidate has made the link between domestic racism
and racial and ethnic tensions throughout the world.

Klare said both candidates have exhibited a great deal
of similarity on a number of major issues, including the
future direction of the U.S. defense budget, nuclear
weapons, the identification of Third World conflicts as
the major threat to U.S. interests and the success of U.S.
military technology.

The similarity between candidates stems "not so much
from their own internal views, but rather from external
events," Klare said.

Klare said the decline ofthe Soviet Union has left the
United States without a clear-cut enemy to help shape
U.S. defense policy.

Klare said he believed both candidates' "enemy list"

serve as indications of the directions they would like to

shift U.S. foreign policy. Klare said Bush's enemy list

would probably consist of North Korea, Iraq and Libya.
Clinton's enemy list would probably include Syria,

China and South Africa, indicating Clinton's interest in
"issues around democratization."
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Buy one Goody hair accessory at the
regular retail price, and get a second one
(of less or equal value) FREE' Sales tax
charged where applicable Ofler not valid
on sale items Limit one coupon per

Amount „customer

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

4-

BROOKS

$100
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
Lock

With a regular retail price of $200
or more Offer not valid on sale
Items Limit one coupon per

customer

Value: $1.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

BROOKS

$100
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
BIncfer

With a regular retail price of $1 99
or more Offer not valid on sale
items. Limit one coupon fjer

customer

Vklue: $1.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

BROOKS BROOKS

I

$100
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
HARVARD SQUARE'
3 or 5 Subject Notebook
With a regular retail price of $2 00
or more Offer not valid on sale
Items. Limit one coupon per

customer

Value: $1.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

PLU
#135

BROOKS
« 1.

$100
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
Paperback Book

With a regular retail price of $200
or more Offer not valid on sale
Items Limit one coupon per

customer

Value: $1.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

$500%^ OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

Any
SUPERMAX
Hair Dryer

Choose from a complete selection
Offer not valid on sale items

Limit one coupon per customer

Value: $5.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

t f

BROOKS

$100
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

Any Video or
Audio Cassette

With a regular retail price of $2.00
or more Offer not valid on sale
Items Limit one coupon per

customer

Value: $1.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

iBROOKS BROOKS

$500^m OFF
WITH THIS COUPON

Any
TIMEX
Watch

Choose from a complete selection
Offer not valid on sale items

Limit one coupon per customer

Value: $5.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

PLU
#101

BROOKS

$100
OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

Any
National Brand Item

With a regular retail price of $2 00
or more Offer not valid on sale
Items Limit one coupon per

customer

Value: $1.00

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

PLU
#106

50!^
WITH THIS COUPON

Any
Snack or Candy Item

With a regular retail price of $1 00
or more Offer not valid on sale
Items. Limit one coupon per

customer

Value: 50'

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

BROOKS Pharmacy

Up To

$600
YOUR NEXT PRESCRIPTION

WITH THIS COUPON
Present this coupon with any new pre-
scription not previously filled at BRCXXS
Pharmacy and receive up to $6.00 off the
regular price If prescription is over $600
you pay only the difference. Refills avail-

able at our low regular prices. Limit one
coupon per customer Cannot be used with
other offers or as a co-payment towards
public or private prescription programs

Store # Rx #

Amount:

COUPON EXPIRES 10/31/92

• School & Office Supplies • Boolcs & Magazines • Greeting Cards
• Cosmetics * Health & Beauty Aids » Prescriptions
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Spotlight on a Reckless costume designer
By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

This week's Spotlight feature is on Ken Chu a hard
working costume designer for the Theater Dept.

CO: Give me a little background on Ken Chu.
KC: I'm 22. I'm a senior. I'm from Boston and I'm a
Theater major.

CG: YouVe the Costume Designer (CD) for the
Theater deptartment's production of RECKLESS
this semester. Tell me about what you do.
KC: I read the play. I try to interpret a visual aspect of
costumes for the characters and I design them as best I

can to fit the specific characterization's of what or who
those characters are. Then I design the costumes work-
ing with the costume shop.
CG: Now when you say DESIGN, do you mean
getting a shirt or dress that already exists or the
actual building of the costumes from scratch?
KC: Some of it is built and some of it is pulled. The
costume shop has a really huge stock closet so there's a lot
that I can pull from there. I get a lot of things from the
costume shop because I also have to keep in mind my
budget. If I see something in there that I hke for a
character I'll pull that so I can save money. But we do
build costumes as well.

CG: The director ofRECKLESS, Ed Golden, has a sort of
'Demi-God'
reputation about him amongst theater students.
How is it working with him?
KC: (Laughing) It's really interesting. It's different
working with him as an actor...as a student you get the
sense that everything Ed says is right and basically it is,

it really is because when you're not listening to Ed you
feel off the mark and when you are listening you feel on
the mark, but as a designer I think I see a very different
side of Ed. He becomes more human and more of a peer
as opposed to someone high above you.
CG: Where do you want to be five years from now?
KC: Designing professionally, hopefully.

CG: You're also a brother at Lambda Chi Alpha. Are your
brothers acceptive ofyour talents, and how is that envi-
ronment for you?
KC: I think it's really different. I'm really happy

Ken Chu
JOSH REYNOLDS/COLLEGIAN

about being a brother at Lambda Chi and about
being a part of the Greek Area. I think that the
Greek system offers me something very different
from what you get in academics or anything else on
campus.
My brothers are all very receptive. Actually, some

have asked me for help on shows that they want to
audition for and they come to see the shows that I'm
involved with. It is a very accepting environment for me.
In fact, it's a lot more receptive from the Lambda Chi end
towardsmy theater vs. my theater friends being accepting
ofmy membership in a fraternity.

CG: As a proud member ofTheta Chi it will be ajoy to see
that answer in print. Now you didn't originally start out
as a CD - right?

KC: When I originally got involved with theater I

wanted to be a playwright, but I found that that

wasn't my forte. Then I got really involved in
acting and ei\joyed it a lot. I love acting and was
planning on going through with that, but a year
ago I took a designing class with June Gaeke. I

really loved it, and the work I did got a lot ofpraise
there. And that's a big thing in theater — being
recognized for your craft. So that gave me an
indication that I could do really good work as a CD.
After that class I got
picked to design a couple ofshows (INMYABYSS by the
SVP and MAMA at Hampshire college).

CG: Having become a CD doyou find yourselfbeing really

critical when you see a play or a movie?
KC: (Laughing) I think all theater majors are like
that. Especially since our Theater department is so
foundationbased.PennyRemsen (a lightingdesign
proffessor ) said, "Afteryou become a Theater miyor,
whatever you watch whether it's a play or a movie
- it will never be the same again. This sucks!' or 'I'd

do that differently!'".

CG: How much freedom is a CD given?
KC: That depends a lot on the director. The CD'sjob
is to be visual, to develop a visual concept. A lot of
times the CD needs to have guidelines to design
things which the director feels strongly about
visually but if the CD feels that the director is

making a bad choice visually, then it's the CD's
position to present that issue and offer a solution.
There is definitely a lot offreedom associated with
being a CD but there is also a definite framework
within which the CD needs to work.
CG: You work in the Undergrad's Admission Office, take
classes, are a member of a fraternity and function as the
CD for RECKLESS - how do you balance it all?

KC: My life is busy but I like it that way. I'd be too
bored if it were otherwise. I eiyoy working.
CG: Finally, my old staple, give me Ken Chu's philosophy
on life.

KC: Just do it! That says it alL
I'm constantly on the search for new interviews so ifyou

know someone involved with the ARTS who deserves a
little recognition stop by the COLLEGIAN and leave a
note in theARTS box telling me a little bit about them and
how I can get in touch.

Thanks Cutter

A sample of new fall sounds
by CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Correspondent

While pop vocalist Madonna has captured headlines
recently for her acting career and her new book, four
bands have actually released new albums and produced
some of the best music of the year.

The second release from the Spin Doctors, Pocket Full
'ofKryptonite, is definitely one of the year's best albums.
I bought this one afler hearing "Little Miss Can't Be
Wrong" on the radio, which caught my attention with its

witty lyrics and original yet slightly unpolished sound.
As it turns out, this is just one of several great songs on
the album.

"Jimmy Olsen's Blues" is a humorous poke at the
familiar Superman-Lois Lane romance in which Jimmy
persuades Lois to choose him over the Man of Steel.

"More Than She Knows" is a short but effective tune
which describes a woman who has everything she wants,
except of course, for the man who happens to sing this

song.

"Two Princes" is my favorite song on tiie album. It is

a storybook tale of, as the title would suggest, two princes
who are afler the same girl. The song canjust as easily be
read as a tune about two modern-day men afler the same
woman.

The Spin Doctors have a sound similar to that of Blues
Traveler, anotherNewYork band, who, not coincidental ly,

are good friends of the Doctors. One major difference

between the two bands is that Blues Traveler is a bit more
laid back. Their songs tend to wander off into guitar solo

oblivion once in a while. The Spin Doctors, on the other

hand, are constantly driving their music forward vnth no
excessive noise at all. Their original sound has made them
the hottest new touring act aroimd. As the album notes

proclaim, the Spin Doctors are a tonic for troubled times.

The Black Crowes stormed back onto the music scene

this summer with their second album. The Southern
Harmony and Musical Companion, the follow up to their

brilliant debut Shake Your Money Maker. For those of

you who missed their debut album, the Crowes are a bit

of a throwback. They like old time rock 'n' roll, and the

music they produce has a definite seventies quality to it.

You won't find any sappy lyrics or cheesy guitar solos

here, just foot-stomping, heart-pounding rock 'n' roll.

The Companion is a nice mix of power and finesse;

hard rockers and slow ballads. The powercomes into play

on songs such as "Remedy," "Hotel Illness," and "My
Morning Song," all ofwhich are terrific tunes. "Bad Luck
Blue Eyes Goodbye" is a nice slow song, but the gem of

this album is "Thorn In My Pride," the best song the

Crowes have released to date, in this listener's opinion.

There's not a lot of explaining to do about this album —

ifyou liked the first album, this one is just as good, if not
better. If you didn't like the first album, I don't know
what to say, because the first album was great. Go check
out the new Bobby Brown or something, I don't know.

The Seattle band Nirvana came into their own this

year with Nevermind. These guys are wacked. Their
music is really wacked. It's basically a guy screaming his

head off, a guy jamming like

crazy on his guitar and a drummer banging the hell out
of his drum set. Somehow, when this is put together, it

makes for a great album. "Smells Like Teen Spirit" is the
song everyone has heard. This is a great tune, but I prefer
"Lithium," "In Bloom," and "Come As You Are." Other
lively tunes include "Drain You," "Lounge Act," and
"Breed." This is a slam-bang, in-your-face album which
has no redeeming qualities except that it will release the
headbanger in everyone, if only for a few minutes. It's

also a fantastic CD to bring an3rwhere when you want to

liven things up a bit. All in all, well worth the money.
Finally, any story on new music would not be complete

without a tribute to the Beastie Boys' Check Your Head.
What an album. Mike D., MCA and Adrock have done it

again, only this time bolder and better than on Licensed
to III and Paul's Boutique.

Yes, the Boys play their own instruments on this one,
and they do surprisingly well, especially on "Gratitude,"
a thrashing piece which showcases the guitar talent of
Adrock (Adam Horovitz), and "Groove Holmes," an un-
characteristically mellow tune for these guys.

Don't worry, their new found passion for instruments
has not had an effect on the B Boys classic Brooklyn-
accented rap, as shown on such tunes as "Pass the Mic"
a simple yet addictive tune in which the B Boys rap about
nothingmore profound than what great rappers they are,

and "So What'cha Want," another booming track which
bolsters the new B Boys image ofpower over clever lyrics.

"The Maestro," "Live at P.J.'s" and "Jimmy James" are
nicely orchestrated speed-metal rap tracks. "Stand To-
gether" and "Finger Lickin' Good" are also worth a listen.

The Beastie Boys seem determined to shed the image
they created with "Fight For Your Right," and they have
indeed done that. If I could only understand more of the
lyrics, I'd have no complaints about this album. A great,
new original style of rap from some old friends.

While I would encourage all ofyou to run out and buy
all the albums I have mentioned here, you should also be
aware that several new releases have just hit the stores.

Boston's Extreme is back with /// Sides to Every Story,
Public Enemy is already stirrin <^ controversy over a video
from Greatest Misses, and country icon Garth Brooks
returns with his fourth album, The Chase. Also available
in stores now is You Gotta Believe. Well, all new releases
can't be great.

The Dreyfus
Affair throws
a curve ball
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

The Dreyfus Affair: A Love Story
Peter Lefcoiul
Random House

Baseball, I'm told, is one of the great American
obsessions. Love is another. Suppose these two
came together. No big deal, right? What if the
baseball player was the best shortstop in the league
and his love was his second baseman?

Such is the "high concept" ofThe Dreyfus Affair:
A Love Story, the new novel by Peter Lefcourt,

author of The Deal. Lefcourt has crafted a funny,
entertaining but completely digestable novel. He
touches on light media and social satire as well as
turning in some credible baseball writing. Unfor-
tunately. Lefcourt strikes out more than he scores.

Randy Dreyfus is happily married to Susie and
he has two children. He's the shortstop for the
fictional Los Angleles Valley Vikings, his autobi-
ography is a bestseller and a shopping center is

named afler him . Everything is going great for him
except for one nagging feeling: he is becoming
increasingly attracted to D.J. Pickett, a black second
baseman on his team.

This is something shocking to Randy, who never
considered himselfa "lefly" and is still attracted to

women ("Doc, do you think it's possible for a guy
who thinks Pia Zadora's a fox to be queer?") He
seeks help from a psychologist whose logical replies

to Randy's problems infuriate him. Rut he can't
keep D.J. out of his mind.

Randy seeks out D.J. and they eventually fall in
love. As the pennant race leads up to the World
Series, their secret affair is discovered when, in a
hilarious sequence, they are found making out in a
dressing room at Neiman-Marcus— and it's all on
film.

This naturally causes an uproar all overAmerica.
Everyone is taking sides over whether Randy and
D.J. should be allowed to play ball. Without them,
the Vikings would surely lose the Series, but with
them, the "integrity of the game" would be sullied.

Turn to DREYFUS, page 8
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Dreyfus
continued from page 7

Dreyfus' wife, Susie, is stunned at the
fact she had to learn about her husband's
affair during the evening news (she later

starts to see the same psychiatrist as
Randy). The baseball commissioner is

facing heat from all angles (including the
President) to make a decision to eject or
keep Randy and D.J. on the team. The
fans are divided; some boo and hiss, others
cheer. Through it aU, Randy and D.J.

remain together.

While the idea and execution of The
Drfy/i/.sA/To/r is credible, most everything
about this novel is surface. What ofRandy's
parents' reactions to their son's homo-
sexuality? Nothing is mentioned save a

small paragi'aph. Even Randy is poorly

drawn, leaving the reader with a sketchy
lead character.

Consequently, the supporting charac-
ters are discussed even less. Susie is just

a barrel of emotions. We learn nothing
about D.J.'s life; his family, his childhood,

etc. He seems more like the token love

interest than a match for Randy.
The remaining characters are given a

few well-chosen traits but none are full-

bodied people. The whole book seems like

a rough outline for a movie and it's no
coincidence that the film rights were
snatched upjustafter publication. Perhaps
if it falls in the hands of crafty writer-

director Ron Shelton ( Bull Durham . ^Nhite

Men Can't Jump), this novel could flesh

itself out and make a hilarious movie.
What The Dreyfus Affair does well is

write about baseball. While this is no-

where near the par ofgreat sports writing,

author Lefcourt has a way of placing the
reader in the middle of the game, if only
for a moment.

As a love story, it's only fair. This is

familiar territory, that is, the 'no one
understands our love'- type plot. Randy
and D.J. make a great couple, but every-

thing is so perfect between them, it just

doesn't ring true.

Despite the book's structural and de-

velopmental flaws, this novel is also very
funny. The Dreyfus Affair is like a sugar-
coated candy bar: you'll enjoy it for a
while, but it will leave you with an empty
feeling.

The overwhelming problem, however,
is that the potenial is right in the reader's

face and the novel doesn't do the issues it

brings up justice.

Lefcourt spends most of the novel
treading when he should be diving in. By
placing the novel in the baseball arena,

Lefcourt skims the surface of a primal
Americn contradiction: you can't be gay
and All-American at the same time. The
blatant prejudice in the stadium's stands
and the front office reveal yet another
rooted, great American pastime: hatred.

But these issues are studied from a safe,

benign distance.

The Dreyfus Affair is hardly a home
run. But it is one of the most accessible

gay-themed novels around and worth a
look if you're interested. But The Dreyfus
Affair, despite being a witty and easy
read, lacks substantial depth to make it

into the hall of fame.

In video: examining
Woody's infidelity

Recycle this

COLLEGIAN

By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

Before Mia Farrow's adopted Viet-

namese daughter Soon Yi and before

Husbands and Wives there was Mariel

Hemingway. That's right. Woody Allen

had conquered this territory years ago

in his 70's flick Manhattan.
Manhattan is a comical rendition of

Isaac Davis (Woody Allen) a nebishy,

Jewish Manhattanite. He becomes in-

volved with a high school girl after his

wife Jill (Meryl Streep) leaves him for

another woman. This makes for a cute

twist in Isaac's life because it makes
him want a much younger and naive

woman.
Almost all of Allen's films portray

demandingNew Yorkers. For this very

reason, Allen is able to enter a vast

arena to poke fun at the numerous
New York stereotypes. Allen's charac-

ter ( Isaac) complains when he quits his

televison writing job to write a book
that he will no longer be able to afford

luxuries such as two alimonies, his

tennis lessons, his country house in

Long Island's opulent Southampton
and he fears that he won't get a good
seat in svnagogue, thus making him
distant from god.

The on-screen romance between
Isaac and Tracy (Mariel Hemingway)
comes across as being very realistic

relationship. However, it is never ex-

plained how these two became attracted

to each other. Maybe it was
Hemingway's distinct similarity to

Laurie Partridge or her Noxema fresh

skin that Isaac was attracted to. How
could a forty-two year old even think of
hopping into bed with a sweet, soft-

spoken seventeen year-old high school

girl?

However, this doesn't stop the sex
craved Issac from being involved with

her. Allen's character tells Hemingway,
"I think I'm in love with you" and
"We're having a great time, but you're

a kid," while at the same time being a

father figure to her. The most notable

line in the film is when Allen speaks

about his love affair with Hemingway:
"As long as the cops don't burst in, I

think we're gonna break a couple of

records."

Meanwhile Isaac's wife Jill (Meryl

Streep), who left him for a woman
named Connie, continues to upset him
in her book called Marriage, Divorce,

and Selfhood about her marriage to

him. Allen is further upset by Jill stat-

ing in her book, "Making love to a

deeper masterful female made me re-

alize what a bizarre charade having

sex with my husband was." This was
one of the funniest lines in the movie.

Filmed entirely in letterbox black

and white (to maintain the big screen

rectangular quality) Manhattan is a
terrific comedy about infidelity, statu-

tory rape and life in the Big Apple.

What Allen did was turn emotional

issues into something that could be

laughed at.

The cinematography at the begin-

ning of the film uses still shots of nu-

merous Manhattan sites such as Cen-
tral Park, Washington Square Park,

Times Square and the bright lights of

the Broadway theatres instead of

showing the infamous skyline. No titles

were used to introduce the film's stars

or name of the film. Instead, a shot of

a vertical lit up sign is shown that

says: MANHATTAN to let the viewer
see the title in a semi-subtle way.

The music in the film sounds like

the music used in numerous United
Airline commercials. During the film

I couldn't help but see a United Airlines

jetliner slowly flying over the Golden
Gate Bridge.

LASAGMA
^

VKA^MosterCord
1

L
'^^' ^^

La Cucina di

^inoccHio
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thiirs. 1 1 :30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 1 1 :30am to 3:00am
Sun. 1 1 :30am to 1 :00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

I $1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

V' id at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

i Valid at Amherst location only

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

; TWIN SPECIAL
j
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

I
$12.50

I Any Topping $1.25 more
I

Pick-up or delivery only
I

Valid at Amherst location only
;

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993
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You can't criticize

the system if you
don't participate in

the system.

VOTE

conservatory
continued from page 3

colorful tropical flowers?

The wonders to behold at Durfee are
countless. Perhaps if you are having a
little trouble studying in the towers in

Southwest you might want to explore the
Palm Room at Durfee, complete with pond,
goldfish and turtles.

From the guest comment book it seems
as though Durfee has inspired and healed
many. In fact, Tirstan describes it as "one
of the most tranquil places on campus."
Durfee even offers an outside garden with
flowers and vegetables and two pretty
incredible trees.

In fact, Tirstan even offers places to

% ^^^ Liquor Store

338College St. Rt. 9 East 253-5384

^j^ 3\lAy/ui Trail Liqfit\
V \t^ y y/TwQ Weeks Oniyi Try Memxjnfs #1 selling Amber Alt-

p^^l^i^'six pak $4.20
1/2 Bbl $83.00

Becks Beer e pak cans $4.69 (+ dep)

Spaten Octoberfest e pak $6.69 (+ dep)

Red Stripe Jamaica 6 pak $5.99 (+ dep)

Smirnoff 90 proof Private Reserve i litre $11.69

Flecshmanns Vodka so proof 750 mi $5.49

Golden State Vintnens whiteZinfandel
750 ml $3.49

Kegs Starting At S33.00 - Checks/Mastercard/Visa ^
Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt
Scotches and Cognacs, Brandie'>, ^ Champagnes

338 College St.

One mile tasi of Amherst Ctr. on Rte 9

Open 9 am- 11 pm
Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Win
2 Tickets

to
Patriots/Bills

Game

SPOPTS MR
& PfSTflimflNT

Win
2 Tickets

to
Patriots/Bills

Game

SATURDAY
UMASS vs Boston University

POST GAME PARTY
with a

FREE BUFFET
Pizza • Skins • Nachos • Pasta

Veggies • Dip • Salads

Free J^^^^'^ LIVE
Prizes %JIIMii9 Broadcast
and jfP^^lT, 4-7

Drawings
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study and soothing classical music all in a

tropical climate with colorful plants and
flowers.

From 1 to 5 p.m., members of the com-
munity can simply wander through the
door and explore this conservatory filled

with treasures.

Some students such as Business major
Ron Burns volunteer by helping out at

Durfee. "I make sure I come in every week,
to get away from things," Burns said.

Ifyou need more information, a tour or
want to volunteer, just stop by or call 545-

5234. Whateveryou do, do yourselfa favor

this year and don't pass by this hidden •

jewel.

TKINS
riUJiT 'BOWL

Corner of Bay Rood & Rt.ll6 • South Amherst, MA 01002
4 1 3-253-9528 or 4 1 3-256-6038

A New England Apple Orchard & Country Food Store

Nestled in an old country orchard against the senic Holyoke Mountain Range
in Historic Pioneer Valley. Just five minute drive will give you a

chance to sample some of New England's favorite foods or pick

up a country gift as a keepsake

APPLE HARVEST
IS HAPPENING AT ATKINS FARMS

CORTLAND • MCINTOSH • MOLLIES
DELICIOUS • GRAVENSTEIN

Crisp, Juicy and Flavorful!

Apples just picked have a
sun-packed flavor that

is uncomparable!

PICK YOUR OWN
CORTLAND APPLES

d£lt. 0£ oUn. in our Belchertown Orchards

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

ATKINS Just Picked PEACHES
The LAST WEEKEND to

enjoy this once a year treat.

They are tree-ripened to a
sw^eet, juicy, luscious treat.

Enjoy them now.

BARTLETT PEARS & CLAPP PEARS
For Eating & Canning

FRESH PRESSED SWEET CIDER
with no preservatives here at ATKINS.

Fall Harvest ofNative Squashes, Sweet Corn, Tomatoes, Peppers, Pumpkins,
Potatoes & a whole lot more, available at ATKINS. Also Bittersweet, Gourds,

Indian Corn, etc, and other decorative items.

BAKERY - Country cooking from scratch:
Donuts • Cakes • Danish • Pastry • Pies • Breads

Muffins • Coffee • Specialty Foods & Coffees

Prepared Take-out Foods • Homemade FUDGE & other Candies

Special Care Packages
for students

From Birthday Cakes, Get Well Paks, Floral Arrangements, Lunch Tote Bags,
Snack Paks or Mix & Match your own choices. Much appreciated by students
away from home and a nice way to show them you miss them, that you're sorry

they're ill, or wish them a happy birthday or simply to say you care.
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
I FlGUetD OUT How I CM
A,CmEVE SUCCESS V^ITHOJT

HMiO WORK

By BILL WATTERSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

w^

By JIM

af lie S» kt etuli

TO HELL WITH BAEDECKER By ZACHARY A. SCHLAPPI

TO r>£ A tor^PuLSiv^ iviGfi

STOP .•rue fe^Li^ji. ti/st

attaC-kj mc -ON/r Dai-

'"He no... Fei2."JS ei/eni-

That 5 owe tx;wg

A/kvr rw/s ixJOi-D

K'Pt^/ A D/*1i fX>TW-

AND t,^KA7'S CA«.P

Ity Fori rue iovr3.

If IT UAS Foa

TO DO i.yitu H'^ fiecD

Tf/es S f^E'yf^ u^Ai IS,

OLOil ,/JA/tHCW

UH^r rue HUL.
Couco ne rye

PRICE

CAD/ TELL Me ^
realv,Ren_v.(^oo.
GooP ^i>TiN\E Sro^

By PRICE VAN RAY

^ KiD MAMEP PRCE WOKE
UP His PND ^TZ:O0A^A.
His DNP

|<EEPTM-KING ^^

m

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

Happy Birthday!
Happy 21st Birthday

to the Collegian's favorite

bar reviewer and columnist.

From the Thursday staff.

Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Hummus Veggie Pocket

Pizza

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Jalapeno Shrimp

BASICS DINNER
Split-Pea Stew

Jalapeno Shrimp

The opiniotis expressed on this p.ige are those ot the cdrt(X)nists and do not necessdrily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

Suddenly, the cops stepped into the clearing,

and the Spamshiners knew they were busted.

Quote of the Day
"It I didn't start painting, I would have raised

chickens."

- Grandma Moses

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (M.irch 21 -April I')). An
older person riMlly does me.in well.

Make dllowdnccs. Rcarrango ollice

lurnilure lor niaxinium comlorl and
c'lliciency. )ol down any monoy-
inaking idi-as that could come In

handy later on.

TAURUS(Apnl20-May2()):W()rk
conditions are gradually iniprovinj;.

Do not expect too much lcx> s(H)n. A
meaninglul romance tills you with

joy. Your social plans may change at

the last minute. Be llexihic.

GEMINI (May 2l-)une 20): The
emphasis today is on protecting your

financial sc?curily. Avoid taking any
unnecessary risks. Go slow where
your love lile is concerned.

CANCER Oune 2I-|uly 22): You
could lecl indecisive or pressured this

morning. Why lorce the pace? Let

your associates know that you will

act when the time is right. Your in-

tuition IS reliable in family allairs.

LEG duly 2VAug. 22): Now that

you can almost taste success, you
pick up a real bargain or gain an
im[xirtanl ally. A true nx-el ingot minds
IS possible. Buy hooks and art supplies.

VIRGO (Aug. 2 J-Sept. 22): The
financial picture brightens if you
continue to kc»cp the lid on spending.

Family memlx?rs approve of a ro-

mantic commitment. The illness of a

loved one makes you reassess your
priorities.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your

career prospects improve, thanks to a

lucky break. People who have op-

|X)sed you in the past want to jump on
your bandwagon.

SCORPl6(CX 1. 2 i-Nov. 2 1 1: The

emphasis now is on developing an

enduring relationship with an attrac-

tive memlK-r of the opposite se\. Di-

plomacy IS your best ally in business

negotiations.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): You cannot afford to risk your

money, not even for the sake ot'

friendship. New employntent gains

lie ahead; you find yourself whistling

while you work!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 1')):

Cultivating an unusual relationship

could yield surprising rewards.

Sonu'thing that falls into your lap

should be a real blessing. Creativity

pays big dividends.

AQUARIUS dan. 2()-Feb. 18):

Career advaiic emeni is a top priority

now. Record gains come through

publicity and advertising. Romance
could take <w upward turn. Give a

loved one a second chance.

PISCEStFeb. l')-March20):Think

twice before you speak and look be-

fore you leap. In short, lake the pre-

cautions any sensible person would
to prevent errors and losses. When
you voice your views with authority,

others lislen.

ACROSS
1 Actor Mostel
'i Art

to JdlFHite Low's
org

irt Al()pri,in port

II OPEC liaiiS|Kirl

15 Critic s revue.

at lcrT\ps

1 7 Deposit
1H Senior citizen

20 "Do — say
not "

?1 Old-timers, tor

sfiort

?2 Ladyot Spam
?3 Range units

25 Copied
26 Distribute into

groups
28 Wall Street

liguies

31 Hindu title

32 Actress Spacek
33 Oreek feller

35 Minor oath
.36 Aegean island

i7 Borodin's

"Prince —

"

38 NHC preceder
39 Was dealt a

hand
40 Girl of song
41 Fled

4:) Ibis' cousins
44 Actress Kate
45 River at

Cologne
46 F anious

Scar lace
49 West el al

50 Tan sound
53 Sisters

daughter's

child

55 Edible root

56 Symbol ol

authority

57 Walking
sticks

58 Craving
59 Dropout's

option: Abbr
CO Accrue: Var
61 Intermediate:

Comb lorm

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

DOWN
1 Author Fntile

? (lOil ol love

3 Sliips

corninunication

centof

4 Phono booth
capacity

5 Convincing
6 runny stones
7 " fair in

love .

"

8 Ciovl agent
9 Infringe

10 Rio -
1

1

Palm vanely
12 Verily to be

true

16 Special period

19 Without means
21 Part ol a

sentence
24 Nullify

25 Burning crime
26 On the'Coral
27 Wise ones
28 Lacking

boldness
29 Revive
30 Director Oliver

32 Cfoyed

34 Wai god
36 Wisdom
37 Mideast land

39 Exhaust
40 Spring bfoomer
42 Pressed
43 Cfieddar or

Cheshire
45 Sprinter, e g
46 Metric weigh!

abbr

4 7 "To - and a
bone "

Kipling

48 tempo
49 Computer

screen
feature

51 Curves
52 Santa sounds
54 Actor Mr Ketten

55 A Cratchil

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE •
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Minutemen to host BC and Queens
Friday, September 25, 1992 / Page 1
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By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

When is an away tournament actually
a home tournament?
When the team in question is the

University of Massachusetts water polo
team.

For the second straight year the Min-
utemen, ranked 14th nationally, are
hosting a tournament at our neighbor's
pool down the street, Amherst College.
Last year it was the New England vs. Mid-
Atlantic Challenge. This year, with lona
College and Fordahm University passing
up the trip, it has been renamed the "Fall

Classic."

"It's a real good opportunity for the
guys on the team to play in front of their
peers and friends," said UMass coach Russ
Yarworth. "Maybe it will get us some ex-
posure on campus, so people can see how
good our sport is and how good we are at
it."

The dimensions of Boyden Pool won't
allow games to be played in it, so until the
school wants to build a new pool , Yarworth
must rely on the kindness of the folks at
Amherst.
Like most home tournaments, no mat-

ter what the sport, the home team usually
feasts on teams of lesser quality. lona

UMass to visit Rutgers

provided stiff competition last year, but
with the Gaels not around there is no
reason to believe UMass shouldn't pad its

7-1 record with five more wins. Only a
letdown due to overconfidence could ruin
these plans.

"We can't take anything for granted,"
Yarworth said, "but I'm looking at this
whole weekend as an opportunity of get-
ting a lot of people a lot of playing time."

Saturday morning the Minutemen will

face Amherst College at 9 a.m., in what
should be an easy win. Then, at 11 a.m..
Queens College (0-8) will provide the op-
position. The team's third game ofthe day
will be at 7 p.m. against the Boston Col-

lege Eagles.

Yarworth says Queens will field a quick
team that may prove to be troublesome in

the small pool of Amherst.
Sunday's first game will be at 11:30

a.m. against Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

That will be followed at 2 p.m. wath a
game against Yale. Both games don't fig-

ure to give the Minutemen much of a
challenge.

It is a tournament where UMass has
nothing to gain in the national or regional
polls, and everything to lose. A defeat at

the hands ofany ofthe five teams would be
a serious blow this early in the season.

Art

Responding to adversity is what makes
good teams great.

That is what the University of Massa-
chusetts men's soccer team (5-1 ) hopes to
prove as they enter this weekend's
matchup against two-time Atlantic 10
defendingchampions, Rutgers University
in Piscataway, NJ at 7:30 p.m.

In their last outing, a 3-1 loss to
Dartmouth on the road, the Minutemen
came out flat, and despite scoring first,

were outshot 16-6 and overtaken in the
second half by the Big Green.

Junior Matt E^dgerly, in his second game
back from injury, put UMass ahead when
he scored off a pass from sophomore Mike
Doyle with three minutes left in the first

half

In the second half though. Dartmouth
came out firing and were able to beat
Minuteman goalie Mark Wolfthree times

for the victory.

It was the first loss for UMass, who
opened the season with a five game win
streak. In going to Rutgers, the road is

only going to get tougher for the Minute-
men.

The Scarlet Knights, coached by 1991
A- 10 Coach of the Year Bob Reasso, have
been a dominating force in the Atlantic 10
for the last two seasons. With a gaudy 14-

1 mark in the A-10 over the previous two
years, Rutgers is definitely a strong can-
didate to repeat as champion.

Rutgers is a team which the Minute-
men do not have to be pumped up to play.
For players like Edgerly this is the^a;/ie of
the year.

"I can't wait to get down to Rutgers," he
said. "It should be a showdown."
— JEFF CROFTS and ARTHUR
STAPLETON

continued from page 1

2

perusing through last week's statistics,

one number leaped off the page: 34, the
number of yards Barry Sanders rushed
for against Washington.

The Redskins' defense is getting it done
and they have moved up the No. 3.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian staff
member.

INCREDIBLE
-M\< I \\J! Kli \

MFRC HWT l\()RV PRODKTIOVS

Spirit iinus

Refrigerator
Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

Amhkrst

Laundromat
<)|H'il 7 dd>1i

Kaiii ''pill

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

Howards tND

Mtmcum
30 Amity St.

Friday-Sunday
7:00 and 9:{K)

Monday-Thursday
7:30

Students $1 ofTw/I.D.
-Now Available-
Movie Posters $IO

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
NEW INDIA
RESTAURANT

Authentic Indian Cuisine
Specializing: in Lamb. Chicken. Beef.

Seafood As Fresh Vegetables

Serving Lunch 4c Dinner Daily
Lunch: Mon.-Sun 1 1 :30-3:00pin

Dinner: Sun. -Tliurs. 3:00- 10:30pm I

Dinner: Fri -Sat 3:00- 1 l:OCpm J I

10% DISCOUONT WITH THIS COUPON- EXP. SEPT. 30 '

17 KelloEE Ave., Amherst • 253-4200 • Take-out available |

American Express • Mastercard • Visa • Call For Catering

DO YOU FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE WALKING

,
ONCAMPUS ALONE AT NIGHT?

GET YOURSELF A PERSONAL BODYGUARD

The bodyguard personal alarm fits in the
palm of your hand for when you need help

fast. It has an ear-piercing alarm and built in

light. Battery operated. $19.98 tax included
Call 546-7230 to order now.

It's a great investment in your safety.

k(!UAjaiH^<^liV^S V^/

The Massachusens Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
»U.E

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 13 Campus Center

PERSI

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

INDEX yearbook General Meeting
Monday 9/28 6pm
Dukes Room Student Union
All interested students are welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION WILOUFERS

SWIM FLY SLITHER HOP'
First Wildlife Society meeting
Tues 9/29 7pm Holdsworlh 203

REFRESHMENTS!

Auditions - UMass Theatre Guild. A
Midsummer Night's Dream Fri. 6-11 PM
CC 917 SAT 10 3. 6 11 917 CC.
Sign up in guild office 423SU 545-0415 or
just show up.

EMTS and FIRST RESPONOERS Fire

and first aid unit meeting September 27
7:00 pm Morrill 406N New Members
welcome.

Free! Free! Free to students! Bridge
lessons for beginners. Fre» book, t shin.

Learn to play for fun or competition. Cam
pus Ctr. RM91 1 9/25 7:00 p.m
665 7877

Need alocker? WehavethemalOCHO!
428 Student Union.

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home
heating oil at reduced cost. Register at

OCHO. 428 Student Union or call 545-

0865.

Save money and stay warm.

Talent Needed
Campus TV show looking for Musicians,
comedians, any performers. Huge audi-

ence potential Leave demo tape and info

at Union Video Center Student Union 545-

1336

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Lynx Red 5 speed 3-door A/C ste-

reo cass GOOD CONDITION, passes in

spection 102,000 miles S1200/besi offer.

Jim 549 7935

87 FORD ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Grealcar
S2300 O.B.O Sara 542 7963

1990 Toyota Celica Loaded 30,000
miles Must see and Dnve. Kenwood ste-

reo asking 12,500 256 1557.

Toyota 1984
5 Speed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
413)586 2087

CompuMrt
Great Deal!

1 Apple lie

with color monitor

& software

S400 get 2nd Apple IIC for

S200 Power Pack and Cables Included
Call 253 5421 Negotiable

GUITAR for sale G & L F 100 Electric

with case for S350. Good condition 584
3998.

FAST AND EASY INCOME
Earn SIOOO's weekly stuffing envelopes
Send Self addressed envelope to:

Additional income! PO Box 1416
CfiicaBO.JL ^0681 0416

Help Wanted
Counter person/Driver

20 - 25 hours
Amherst Deli 549-6314

LOST

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collage Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S6.00
Free soda with purchas of a large

sub or salad or spaghetti

549 6098 549 6073
MUST MENTION THIS AD

FOR RENT

Amherst 3 bedroom condo available Feb
1st. A room and one bedroom apt. avail-

able Jan 1st (classroom space available
by the hourl

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Fridge Rental Free delivery 253-9742

Live Concert* Ouns-M-RoMs, Many
more, uade. buy, sell. Call Dave 546-3975

Redlina Mt. bike 21 speed, like new
Over S400 new, asking S290 or b.o.

546-0387 Iv. message

Roadmastermountain bike, 12-speed.
NewJCall 549-4996.

TRUMPET 1989 ExcallMncond]
Silver Back Siraudavarious
Like New Call! anytime S500
Matte 1146

FOUND

ATTENTION New Students - personal
items left at the New Students Program
this summer may be picked up at the
New Students Office 304 Admissions
Center.

$252.50 Sail 50 Funny, College T Shirts
and make S252 50. No financial

obligation. Risk Fee program. Avg.
sales time=4-6 hours. Choose from
18j5esigns. Call free 1 -800 733-3265.

TRAVEL FREE! Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida! Best
commissions/free travel!

1-800 426 7710.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584 9830.

$200 - 8500 WEEKLY
Assemble products al home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-
teed. FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #
MA15KDH

Lost: Glasses - frameless, green
Monday. 1 1 AM CCSteps.
Please call 5490825 REWARD
Lost Uptown small green Liz Claiborne
wallet if found call 549-033 1 . Reward.

LOST GREEN SOCCER JACKET^
Please call Steve 256-0179.

MICHAELTHANKS for one oftlM moM
romantic dates ever. NIKKI

THANK YOU ST. JUDE

RIDE WANTED

il* to Burlington VT. Any week-
end will share expenses
Cell Brian 549 6383

Small white cat - extra toe on front
paw. Lives near Orchard Hill on E. Pleas-
ant. Call 549 6404.

ROOM WANTED

MUSICIANS

SINGLE ROOM for mature responsible
senior 549-5733 BEN

Guitar Lassons for beginner and in-

termediate players S10 per hour S49-
2885.

Wanted guitarist; Phish. Allman*.
Creative improv. 256-8115.

Fun but serious student looking for a
room close tocampus at reasonable rate.

5498120

SERVICES

PERSONALS

AMY.
Happy 2nd Anniversary

I love you
Marc

HELP WANTED

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Village

2 Bedroom 1 Bedroom to rent

S285 a month call 2535421.

FOR SALE

Acoustic guitar. New w/cate S200 or
b^^253 07J4^

$300 Black leather jacket for tale •

Never worn men's large S210.
Kramer electric guitar • focus 3000
Jonathan 253 3910.

Audio/vidao repair technician,

part-time. Three years professional
experience required. 584-9547.

'"Campus Reps Wanted*"
HEATWAVE VACATIONS
SPRING BREAK 1993

The best rates and the biggest
commissions for more information call

800 39S-WAVE

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! .. Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet!
SEYS. Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN
380184000

HEY WETZEL! 11

HOWYA- FlBJWn7??fH»jr??7?~

INSTRUCTION

Earn Credit learn to Scuba Dive Basic
course, G09. Florida trip, G10. New
England Advanced Course, Gil. Basic
Classes start 9/14. For further info call

5452338.

HAPPY BHtTHDAV
ROB!!!

Hope U get

everything U
wished 4 ...

Love Debbie

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics
Experienced teaching assistant
Call 2564260.

LARISSA

Exploding company seeks student
leaders, home business, profit sharing,
earn bonuses, free car! Call Deb 253-
7502 Leave message

HAPPY ONE WEEK, hon. Say hi to
Helen.

MS

LAB-bda
Mo Hy Bare Bon Nam?

Three months...

Six months...

Our kite jail?

Sam Yut Fy Lok!

Diet Coke, Cheers!
HorWoo & HorYee & GH7

MEREDfTM HAPPY BIRTHDAY ho^
this makes you smile! Love, Rob

MERE YOU'RE2

1

! Don't buy the bucks!
Happy BOay LoveJenn

Pregnant^
Need a pregnancy test, information or
support? Call for free and confidential
services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St.

Northampton 586^3000 or Greenfield 774-
6010

Septemtier Lawn Special
Low maintenance chemical fee natural
creations landscape company
Valley and Hilltowns Call 296-4337

WORD PROCESSING/

TYPING

Papers typed Free laser printout &
cover page. SI SOAyped page. Brian 546-
1795.

WANTED

I or drhwway space wanted for
car storage. Prefer local to southwest
area. Price negotiable. Call Paul at 54fr
1051,

Will pay cash for your used
PLANT BIOLOGY TEXTBOOK
Call 6-4758

'86 WINNABAGO FOR SALE

Top of the line - like new low miles 24 ft.

class a new air conditioner exquisite -

sleeps 5 completely self-contained
19,500 or Best offer Call Mike al 1-534-
5W6 in Chicopee
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Sports
Minutemen face B.U. in YanCon battle

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Ahhh . . . home, sweet home.
After a long, difficult two weeks on the

road, the University of Massachusetts
Football team will play its first home game
ofthe season at 1:30 p.m. this Saturday in

the friendly confines of Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium against conference rival

Boston University.

The Minutemen, who enter the game
at 0-1 in the Yankee Conference and 1-1

overall after defeating Holy Cross last

weekend, would like nothing better than
to give head coach Mike Hodges a win on
their home turf. Hodges realizes that a

victory against a squad like the tough
Terriers will not come easy.

"They are very committed to a run and
shoot offense which is very difficult to

stop, especially since they run it so well,"

said Hodges. They have a great passing
game with GregMoore and Walter Norton,
Jr. at quarterback, as well as a solid re-

ceiving game (Scott Mallory, 12-43, 1 TD
last week).

"What makes the run and shoot so

tough to stop is that the offense is very
spread outon the field and we can never be
too sure whether they'll run or pass."

Other imposing figures that UMass
will have to contend with include tackle
Jason Goldberg (6'5" 282), who anchors a
huge offensive line, tackle Paul Laudano
(6'3", 253 11 tackles), and linebackerJohn
Schaefer, who has 29 tackles on the year.

UMass suffered a few injuries last week
against the Cross when redshirt freshman
quarterback Andrew McNeilly reinjured
his thumb and tailback John Johnson
sustained a painful turf-toe. McNeilly will

start this Saturday but Johnson is very
doubtful for this weekend.

"Johnson may see some action against
B.U. but definitely will not start because

„
, , ^ ^ . ... . CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COLLEGIAN

Rene Ingoglia and the UMass football team battle Boston University at 1 :30 Saturday in the
Minutemen's home opener. Ingoglia is slated to start in place of the injured John Johnson.

A- 1 weekend for field hockey

of his injury," said Hooges. "Rene Ingoglia

(also a redshirt freshmen), who played

just greaX last week (19-70 yds. rushing)

will get the start.

"Ingoglia's a tough-nosed, aggressive

player who we're really excited about —
he had reconstructive knee surgery his

senior year in high school and didn't

practice at all last year, but he had a great

spring practice and has played well so far

this season."

One thing to look out for this Saturday
is Don Caparotti (CB-SE-PR-KOR), who
became UMass' first two-way player in

over two deacades last Saturday.

"We'll continue to work Donny into the

offense at split end occasionally," said

Hodges. "He's definitely in good enough
shape to play both ways but it's just a

matter ofgetting enough practice time (at

spUt end). When we feel that it's to our
advantage to use him on defense and of-

fense and when he does get enough prac-

tice time, we'll use him both ways."

Despite the strong Minutemen line-up

which includes one ofthe toughest defenses
in the YanCon, Hodges still has reserva-

tions about Saturdays' game.
"They're a great team defensively and

they make you defend the whole field," he
said. "I think if we control the line of

scrimmage and stop the run, though, we'll

have a good chance to win."

Game NotesrHodges: "We need a lot of
fans there this Saturday to support us so
we can have a true home advantage. Ifwe
can get a lot of people there at every home
game, then we'll be well on our way to

gaining back that UMass winning tradi-

tion."

In case you're too lazy or hung-over to get
out of bed, the game can be heard on
WTTT Amherst (1430 AM), with Mike
Fagerson and Jim Degnim bringing you
the action and WMUA (91.1 FM) with
Brian Jones and Dave Ohldread.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team is

hoping the old adage, "What comes around, goes around"
doesn't come true this weekend.

The Minutewomen (6-0), No. 5 in the country, begin
• their Atlantic 10 schedule today against Temple Uni-
versity at 3:00 p.m. in Philadelphia. On Sunday, UMass
will square offagainst Rutgers University at 3:00 p.m. in
Piscataway, NJ.

Massachusetts defeated both teams last year at home
en route to a perfect A-10 regular season record, but
having to face their foes on the road may make the feat
more difficult this time around.

Today's game versus the No. 11 Owls (3-2) will be the
Minutewomen's more difficult of the two. Afler a 3-1

defeat in the regular season, Temple defeated UMass in
the A-10 Championship 1-0 last year in Philadelphia to

capture a berth in the NCAA's. UMass had to sweat out
an at large NCAA berth, and they may be looking for

some revenge.

Wendy Skibitsky, Toni Byard, and Debbie Utz lead
the Temple offense. Skibitsky, a forward, has five goals
and one assist, leading the team in points.

Byard is second on Temple with five points on four goals
and an assist, and Utz leads the Owls with four assists.

The key to stopping Temple will be controlling their
penalty corner, a traditional weakness for Minutewomen
teams. Lately, however, UMass has used the comer
effectively.

Despite losing games to Iowa and Syracuse, Temple
has still managed to muster 57 penalty corners on the
season while limiting opponents to 26. The Owls have
nearly mastered the corner on turf.

Donna Porter and Lori Benner have shared time in
goal, with Porter amassing a 1.9 goals against average in
four games, and Benner having a 1.6 g.a.a. in two games.
A young Rutgers squad has struggled this year to a 3-

4 record thus far, but the Lady Knights can always be
expected to play a physical game.

Rutgers is known for its chippy play, and last year's
contest at Totman Field could not have proven the point
more.

In a contest that resembled a rugby match, UMass
(literally) broke away from the forechecking Lady Knights
to post a victory that came with a lot of physical play.

The Minutewomen may find a tougher Temple team
today and a more physical game against Rutgers Sunday,
because things are always harder on the road.

, OIL ... CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COLLEGIAN
Jenn Salisbury and the UMass field hockey team open their

Atlantic 1 season this weekend with road games against Temple
(today at 3:30 p.m.) and Rutgers (Sunday at 1 :(X) p.m.).

Arty looks into his crystal ball for week four
Football fans, crack open the beers and break out the

barbecue, because its time for the weekly edition of
Stapleton's Pigskin Picks.

We'll start this week by giving out some awards ofmy
very own, beginning with the Babe "I'm a Loser"
Laufenberg award. The wanner is none other than the
Chicago Bears' Richard Dent, who made a mockery of
both the officials and the Giants' quarterback Phil Simms
in last Monday night's game.

For those of you who did not see the game, Dent
manhandled Simms repeatedly afl«r the plays ended. It

was even more ironic that the Giants' Mark Ingram was
tossed for roughing. Dent, you are a mental midget, and
should be suspended.

Now, the Stud ofthe Week goes to Michael Irvin ofthe
Dallas Cowboys, who shredded the Phoenix defense,
catchingeight passes for 2 1 yards and three touchdowns.

For the rest of the league, it is back to work this

Sunday, starting with the local team, the New England
Patriots, playing host to the dominant Buffalo Bills.

The Pats are a miserable 0-2, looking powerless in the
two losses to the Rams and Seattle. On the other hand,
the Bills have piled on the points in their first three wins.

Here's an open plea to Coach MacPherson: first, get a
real kicker who can hit an extra point. Second, teach
Hugh Millen that he is supposed to throw to his receivers
at the end of crucial games, not the defenders.

Patriots fans, especially my friend HD, you should
hope that the game on CBS is not blacked out, because
your team is in for a massacre. Buffalo 34, New England
12 (two missed extra points).

Arthur

STAPLETON
For the next game, we travel to the Windy City, where the
Bears take on the Atlanta Falcons. Chicago is coming off
a humiliating defeat on national television, and Atlanta
wasjust pummelled by the Saints in a defensive struggle.
Mike Ditka will not allow his team to lose two in a row
wnth the country looking on. Chicago 17, Atlanta 13.

The game of the week is on Sunday night, as the San
Francisco 49er8 enter the Louisiana Superdome at 2-1 to
take on theNew Orleans Saints in a key divisional battle.

The New Orleans defense may cause problems for

Steve Young. San Francisco will also miss the services of
superior wideout John Taylor, who broke his leg last
week in the victory over the Jets. Taking this into
consideration, and the hostile environment the game
vdll be played in, I'm expecting an upset. New Orleans
24, San Francisco 20.

The Power Poll this week has very much changed in
the AFC. Still holding on to the number one ranking is
Buffalo. Last week, Bruce Smith proved he is back from
his injury, terrorizing the Colts offense with ten tackles
and two and a halfsacks. Houston makes a bigjump this
week to number two, after knocking Kansas City out
with an overtime win.

Cracking the poll at the number three slot is Miami,
who IS undefeated at 2-0. Don't look now, butDan Marino
IS up to his old record-breaking tricks.

Over in the NFC, the Philadelphia Eagles tore apart
Denver, keeping the top spot in the poll. Philly is
undefeated, looking hke the best team in football, but we
know what injuries can do.

The number two team is once again the Cowboys, who
are appearing to be suspect on the defensive side. After

Turn to ART, page 1
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Sunny, about 75 today

and tomorrow. Boring.

Local News:
Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New Year, began this week.
Read up on what it means for Jewish UMass students.

Page 3.

Sports:
Former UMass pitcher and Olympic star Ron

Villone to travel to rainy Seattle to play with the

Mariners. Page 12.
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Report alleges bias,
'lending gap' shown
BOSTON (AP)— Blacks and Hispan-

ics in the Boston area were denied mort-
gages more than twice as often as Whites,
regardless of income, according to bank
reports for 1991.

Bank data released last year for 1990
showed a similar lending gap between
Blacks and Whites, with the trend most
marked in the Greater Boston area. The
annual bank repoiis are required under
the federal Home Mortgage Disclosure Act.

"Some banks might be better, some
worse, but overall the rejection ratio is

still awful," said Richard Driscoll, the
president of the Massachusetts Bankers
Association. "It signifies that this is still a
serious problem."

Among the findings ofthe new reports:
• Shawmut Mortgage Co. denied

mortgages to well-paid Blacks twice as
often as it did to low-income Whites. How-
ever Shawmut officials said the bank al-

most doubled the number of mortgages
made to Blacks last year when compared
to 1990, and was the top home lender in

several largely Black neighborhoods of
Boston.

• Bank of Boston Corp. officials said
Blacks were rejected for mortgages roughly
twice as often as Whites in 1991. Bank of
Boston attracted mortgage applications
from fewer Blacks last year than it did in

1990.

• BayBanks Inc. denied mortgages to

Blacks and Hispanics nearly 2 1/2 times
as often as to WTiites in Boston. However
BayBanks showed a 60 percent increase
in the number of home loans made to

Blacks from 1990 to 1991.
• The minority-owned Boston Bank of

Commerce approved roughly seven out of
10 mortgage applications from Blacks and
Whites alike. Hispanics had a higher re-

Turn to MORTGAGES, page 4
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BUZZING WITH BEER AND BUICKS— Minutemen fans take advantage of new rules

allowing alcohol at tailgate parties during football games.

Luippold to head Public Safety
Longtime officer ready to tackle 'difficult issues

'

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Reaching for the stars with his many goals, the new
director of Public Safety at the University of Massa-
chusetts aims to minimize crime and make UMass
police officers more "accessible" to students.

"Our expectations are very high," said John W.
Luippold Jr., the 15-year veteran with the department.

Starting out at the Amherst police department 15
years ago as a community service officer, Luippold,
who has served as chief of police, became the directs
in August. He succeeds his former boss, Arthur Hilson,
who retired this summer.

Luippold will administer all departments in the
Division of Public Safety including: the detective bu-

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Director of Public Safety, John W. Luippold Jr.

reau, uniformed poHce, security, the community dis-

orders unit, mounted patrol and escort services. He
supervises clerical workers, an unarmed security force
and 42 police officers.

Luippold also wants to expand upon the educa-
tional programs the department offers and the escort
service, which he considers "very important."

Luippold said he is particularly proud to be pro-
moted in a force he's been with for the past 15 years.

"I really feel we have one ofthe best departments in
the area," said Luippold. "We have a fine group of
individuals and a good training program."

He said the campus officers are often forgotten,
especially competing with the Amherst department
and the state force. In fact, he said the force currently
has five openings due to officers transferring to other
departments.

At UMass, an officer is required to go through basic
training as well as computer training. Luippold said
the officers are in a much more "complicated world" at
the university than the city or state.

"We are a well-trained professional police depart-
ment that goes hand in hand with being well-treated,"

said Luippold.

With a diverse University population, Luippold
said the University offers a challenging environment
which keeps his officers' hands full.

"There are so many difficult issues here," said
Luippold. "There's a lot of complex issues other com-
munities don't have to deal with in the same context."

"It's a very difficult and stressful situation. Our
officers feel so stressful. It's a challenge, and some
don't adjust," added Luippold.

But Luippold has confidence in his officers.

"I have no doubts that my officers do more than
most cities and towns ever experience," said Luippold.

Turn to LUIPPOLD, page 2

Students trek
to Faneuil Hall
for Clinton rally
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Forty University ofMassachusetts students travelled
to Boston Friday to see and hear presidential candidate
Bill Clinton, courtesy of University Democrats.

The group was able to obtain a few front-section
tickets to the Faneuil Hall rally attended by approximately
45,000 people. The remainder of the student contingent
was given tickets in the second section.

Clinton criticized Bush for his reluctance to debate,
his credibility and the Iran/Contra issue, according to
Neil Carpenter, president of University Democrats and
Nathan Guerrero, treasurer of the group.

Carpenter and Guerrero said they see a lot ofsupport
at UMass for the Clinton/Gore ticket.

"Most people are fairly supportive," Guerrero said.

"We grew up under Reagan and Bush. I hear people
saying, I'd just like to see what it would be like to have
a Democrat in the White House.*"

"There seems to be a lot ofsupport from older students
and students living in Central, Orchard Hill and
Northeast," said Carpenter. "It's amazing how many
people from Orchard Hill have signed up to help."

Carpenter said the organization's next project will be
an absentee ballot drive. The gi'oup will he slipping
applications for absentee ballots under doors so that
students will have time to submit them and get their
ballots.

Activities up to this point have included tabling,
handing out information on Clinton and buttons.

Guerrero said the money is used for photocop3ang
fliers and other operational expenses.

"Our biggest project will be Get Out the Vote,'" said

Turn to CLINTON, page 4

1 1-year-old grows up fast in war-torn Sarajevo
By MARK J. PORUBCANSKY
Associated Press

SARAJEVO Bosnia-Herzegovina — His is a face any
mother would be proud of— a hint offreckles, alert brown
eyes and a ready smile. But in war-torn Sarajevo, 11-

year-old Timur Kekovic is growing up too fast.

A courier for the Bosnian defense forces, Timur packs
a sawed-off shotgun. Shells ring his waist. A tear-gas
pistol and wooden-handled knife are strapped to his side.

He says he'd kill if he had to.

A Bosnian military spokeswoman, speaking on con-

dition ofanonymity, said she knew of no soldier younger
than Timur, or of any policy barring children that age
from joining up.

On Sunday, Timur laid his shotgun on a table in the

library of his former school to tell his story.

He sleeps with his gun, he said. When he leaves the

house for the day, his mother tells him to be careful.

Timur is proud. He's also very angry and confused.
When the first barricades went up in Sarajevo this

spring, Timur's father took him out to help defend the
city. His brothers, 20-year-old Aladin and 16-year-old
Elvir, are on the front lines. Three months ago, Timur
also took the oath.

The war has dragged on since then. Timur said he
doesn't miss school much — he mostly liked only the
music and sports, anyhow — but he would rather be at
the seaside swimming.

Instead, clad in a khaki beret and green military
jumpsuit, he scurries through the streets of Sarajevo to
pass messages back and forth among the soldiers.

Sometimes he has to dodge sniper fire.

Once, he got to within 50 yards of the enemy. "They
were shellingour positions, and I was afraid, very afraid,"

he said. But after an hour and a half, he able to get out.

When he is not carrying messages, Timur answers the
telephone or cleans weapons.

His school friends also help in the war effort, digging
bunkers or carrying water or food for the soldiers. But
they envy Timur.

"A lot ofthem are making pistols and guns like I have
out of wood," he said.

Timur also had another school friend, Zoka Repic. "He
was a good friend," Timur said, "Usually, when I didn't
have money, he would buy me something."

But Zoka left with the Serbs who fled Sarayevo when
the fighting started, and "now his father is on Mrkovici,
sending us grenades," Timur said. Mrkovici is a Serb
position north of Sarajevo.

Zoka called from another Serb-held town, Vogosca, a
couple days ago.

"He asked me how it is here," Timur related. "1 said it's

fine, we're all shooting at each other."
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Monday, September 28
Meeting— The 1993 Index yearbook stafTis holding a

meeting for all interested in working on this year's

yearbook, at 6.00 p.m. in the Dukes room of the Student
Union. For more information call 545-0848.

Meeting — UMass POWER, a political Pro-choice
campus organization, will be holding it's weekly meetings
on Mondays, at 7:30 p.m., in Room No. 306 in the Student
Union. All are welcome. Call Kristin at 253-9707 for more
information.

Services—On Rosh Hashanah Day, today, the Chabad
House will be holding morning services at 10:00 a.m.,
followed by a festive meal. The Shofar will be blown at
12:00 p.m. and evening services will begin at 7:00 p.m.
followed by dinner, which will cost $4.00. The Chabad
House is located at 30 N. Hadley Road in Amherst. Call

549-4904 to reserve you meals.

Tuesday, September 29
Registration — Register your bicycle to prevent theft

at the Student Union Circle today and tomorrow between
8:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

Meeting — The Wildlife Society is holding its first

meeting in Holdsworth Hall in Room 203 at 7:00 p.m. All

are welcome, and refreshments will be served.

Blood Drive — The American Red Cross will be
sponsoring a UMass blood drive today in the Campus
Center room 165 and 169.

Wednesday, September 30
Meeting — The Golden Key National Honor Society

will be having a general membership meeting at 7:00
p.m. in the Campus Center room 911-915. All members
are urged to attend.

Luippold
continue(d from page

Even with budget cutbacks, Luippold
said he is not having problems with
staffing.

"We are doing more with less. We're
being innovative," said Luippold.

Because Luippold feels strongly about
being connected with students and being
approachable, his officers are making an
effort to get to know students better.

As part of that effort to be more con-
nected, eight officers will begin a new
program of bicycje patrols this year. Of-
ficers will be riding bicycles similar to

mountain bikes.

The department already has a 4-year-
old mounted police unit — five officers

who patrol the campus by way of horse.
Mounted police also ran drug education
programs this summer in off-campus
housing complexes.

"I think it's important to be cormected.
It's something I've always missed —
walking around and meeting people," said
Luippold.

The "alcohol factor"
One of his biggest safety concerns on

campus is alcohol related behavior and
injuries, Luippold said.

"A lot of physical and emotional inju-
ries are related to the alcohol factor," said
Luippold. "That concerns me."

He added that his preference is to in-

form people that problems could develop
before they do occur.

"We have a responsible student popu-
lation but criminal and disruptive behav-
ior and some tragedies occur and we need
to respond," said Luippold. "Students are
at an age, 18-22, when they experiment.
That's why enforcement and education is

so important.

Luippold said with the newly enacted
domestic violence law, his staff has been
able to respond much better to violent and
abusive physical relationships between
people who date.

"We have a tool in our hands now," said
Luippold.

Fifteen years of service
Luippold, 37, has been an officer at the

University since 1977. He was promoted
to sergeant in 1980, lieutenant in 1988,
deputy chiefin 1989, and chief in 1991. As
a sergeant and lieutenant, he served as
president of his unit of the International
Brotherhood of Police Officers.

Luippold received his bachelor's degree
in criminal justice from Westfield State
College in 1979, and his master's degree
in Public Administration from the Uni-
versity in 1988. In 1987. Luippold attended
the New England Institute of Command
Training at Babson College.

ATTENTION

STUDENTS
Do You Feel Your Travel Agency

Doesn't Want Your Business
If so. ^^1ll Central Travel.

with over 20 yccirs of S|xx:ializin^ in

Student Travel
CENTRAL TRAVEL

549-4900
25 A Pray St., Amherst

(in flic D.H. Jones Real Estate Building)
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Professions

Discover a challenging,

rewarding future that puts
you in touch with your skills.

Today's Air Force offers ongoing
opportunities for professional

development with great pay and
benefits, normal working hours,
complete medical and dental care,
and 30 days vacation with pay per
year. Learn how to qualify as an
Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

New districts cause
lower voter turnout
AUBURN, Mass. (AP)— If halfa dozen people vote in

Precinct 1 in the 3rd Congressional District race next
month, election officials will be happy with the turnout.

After all, there are only seven 3rd District registered
voters in the precinct. Only two of them voted in the
primary.

Auburn, like some other towns in Massachusetts, saw
lines for new congressional distiicts cut through its
boundaries because of redistricting. About 75 percent of
the town is now in the 2nd District, while the remainder
IS in the 3rd District.

Most of Precinct 1 is in the 2nd District, leaving just
seven registered voters eligible to vote for 3rd District
candidates. All ofthem live on the same street, according
to Town Clerk Doris Hill.

The two 3rd District voters who went to the Auburn
Public Library for the Sept. 15 primary found a warden
and three workers waiting to serve them, the Telegram
& Gazette of Worcester reported.

The same number of workers will be on duty Nov 3
hoping for a turnout by all seven registered voters.

Maybe well have to hire another worker," Hill said.
In retrospect, this is funny. If I didn't laugh, I'd cry. The
whole thing is just dumb, dumb, dumb "

Correction
Due to a computer error the Friday edition

omitted the foUoiving references from the article
Asian feel stiffed by the University."
The proper heading should have stated "Cul-

tural Diversity: An Asian Perspective." And in
':^fectto(AASA)studentrepresentatives,theoverall
information put forth did cover the essence oforga-
nization in it's entirety. The (AASA) student orga-
nization also mentioned that the Administration
can be more responsive to the needs ofAsian and
Asian Amer-ican by revitalizing and expanding the
A.iian Studies Program. The student leaders also
are committed to ivorking with other student orga-
nizations to broaden its mission.

The Collegian regrets the error.
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Food feedback
In a marked improvement from the vegetarian

graffiti artistwho scrawled"NOMORE CHICKEN"
in front of the Franklin Dining Commons last
spring, the D.C.'s now utilize a more effective way
to listen to students opinions on D.C. food.

"Lemonade is too damn sweet," one student
whines.

^Your comment will be passed along to the
purchasing department. We currently are using a
Cokeproduct, "responds Marion Whalen, manager
of the Franklin Dining Commons.

She is one of five D.C. managers who write
responses on the small comment card forms made
available in all the D.C.'s. The cards, with both the
student comment and official D.C. response, are
then posted for all to see.

"It's a vehicle to communicate with the cus-
tomer," says Whalen. "We pretty much take their

suggestions very seriously."

"Could you guys please, by means of lights or
signs, indicate which side ofthe D.C. to go to to (sic)

drop off our trays — this would save a lot of
aggravation," says Kevin.

"Signage is indeed a constant concern. We will

continue to strive toward better signage," writes
Whalen. This is a great idea — this could reduce
annoying linage when waiting to dump off your
trayage.

Whalen says all thecomment cards are compiled
and studied by D.C. officials. Apparently, they
take this form of food feedback so seriously that
they have divided the cards into four categories:

negative, positive, a request, and a suggestion.
For this next one, I would make a special cat-

egory: just plain dumb.
"Play Anthrax in the D.C," writes Mark.
"Maybe someday but for right now — sorry!"

politely responds Whalen.
Recent comment cards indicate that some stu-

dents are extremely sensitive about their cereals
— possibly to the point of neurosis.

"Why is it that there is always a decent selection

from the grains group at Worcester D.C? Why is it

that we get stuck with mere flakes and raisins

when they get the good stuff? I WANT REAL
CEREAL!" writes Greg.

"Worcester D.C. serves the largest number of
vegetarian students and offers a full compliment
daily," writes Whalen.

Frosted flakes and the Cap'njust don't cut it, do
they, Greg?

But not all students scrawl complaints on the
comment cards. In fact, there seems to be a rising

collective student movement to bring the heralded
"Belgian waffles" back to the D.C.'s on a weekly
basis.

"Can I pleeeease (sic), please, please, please

have the old waffles back?They were reallyyummy
!!" Wayne begs.

"They are on the menu [for last Saturday]. Make
sure to come to brunch," advises assistant D.C.

manager Martha Monaghan.
"Bring the big Belgian waffles back," says Tom

and "What happened to the Belgian waffles?"

questions Rebecca.
If I'm not mistaken, there will be a Belgian

Waffle Rally on the Student Union steps sometime
this week. Watch for it.

"Introduction to Monads"
Wishing you were back in that "Algebra IX"

class studying theorems, axioms and postulates?

Well, the University of Massachusetts was a

hotbed ofmathematical brain-scratching this sum-
merwhen several members ofthe math department
participated in off-campus research activities.

Professor Hui Kuang Hsieh, as a guest of the

Academia Sinica in Taipei, Taiwan, spoke on "Tol-

erance and prediction intervals for the lifetime of

k-out-of-m-systems." Neat.

In addition. Professor Haskell Cohen spent his

summer on the mathematics faculty ofthe Center

for Talented Youth — a program that selects out-

standing high schoolers and brings them to several

campuses, where they receive a strong dose of the

humanities, sciences and mathematics.

SGA changes election date
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Are you tired of the never-ending presidential race?
Looking for more excitment in pohtical campaigns?

It is time for the Student (Government Association to
hold its annual elections to fill empty offices and seats in
the area governments, house councils and Student Senate.

Jon Aronson, chair of governmental affairs, said the
SGA pushed the election day back to Oct. 6. Also, the SGA
reopened the nomination period to give more students in
certain residence halls an opportunity to get their name
on the ballot.

The previous election date ofSept. 29 was the earliest
in about seven years, said Aronson.

"The interested students didn't have enough time to
settle in and they were speculative about getting in-

volved in student government," said Aronson, a junior
political science major.

He said the extra time will significantly increase the
number of nomination papers filed.

"When the nomination period ended last week, we had
35 nomination papers for Student Senate," said Aronson,
"but about 15 more people with papers walked in after
the deadline."

Aronson said one problem the student government is

having is many students were hesitant about participat-

ing in the competitive races.

"They are afraid of getting involved in a heated com-
petition and having to do more campaigning," he said.

''Students didn't have enough time
to settle in and they were speculative

about getting involved''

- )on Aronson, govemmentQl affairs

He said the SGA decided not to allow more students on
the ballot in already contested spots.

"The SGA has to figure out a way to be fair to the
students who took the time to do the nomination papers
before hand."

In addition, Aronson said there is supposed to be one
student senator for every 250 students in a residence hall.

"The senator serves as an advocate for the students,"
said Aronson.

Aronson said the senate forms five subcommittees
which consist of finances, budgets, public affairs, public
policy and academic affairs.

He said many residence halls will be reopening their
nomination periods. If students wish to receive specific

information concerning the elections, call the SGA at
545-0341.

Students celebrate New Year
Rash Hashana unites UMass Jewish community
JENNIFER L. PRESS
Collegian Correspondent

Fall may mean the start of a new semester for most
people but for about 4,000 students at the University of
Massachusetts, it means the start of the Jewish New
Year, Rosh Hashana.

Rosh Hashana or "Head of the New Year" celebrates
the first day the world was created. For Jews, it is a time
to reflect on the past year while looking ahead to the
future.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, director ofUniversity ofMas-
sachusetts' Hillel House, said Rosh Hashana is not simply
a day to look at the past year but a day to look ahead and
go into new directions for the coming year.

"Rosh Hashana is a time for Jewish people to be
recreated and renewed," Perlmutter explained.

Perlmutter said attending services is a way to bring
the entire Jewish community together in order to give
support to one another as they try to make positive

changes in their lives.

"Services give students the spiritual opportunity to

step away from daily life and the pressures ofacademics
and look at their lives," Perlmutter said.

While many students are headed home for the High
Holy Days, services will also be held at UMass.

Josh Slomich, the student president of Hillel House,
said the yearly services on campus provide a good sub-
stitution when you cannot go home for the holidays.

"Attending services are important because they give
you an opportunity to relate to God and start over again,"
he said.

Slomich said he likes the services here because they
are geared toward the students.

Perlmutter also said the services held at the Univer-
sity are a prime opportunity for students to participate.

"Many of the [singers] at the services are students,
often participating in a religious service for the very first

time," Perlmutter said. "It's wonderful to work with
them."

In a statement from the American Jewish Committee,
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate Elie Wiesel said this is a time

TOM HELLER / COLLEGIAN
First year undecided majors Josh Rishbein (left) and Karyn

Feinberg (middle) sit with junior marketing major Andrew
Walker (left) at the first Rosh Hashana service last night.

for every Jew to explore their heritage.

"I still believe that to beJewish means to seek fulfilment

both as a Jew and as a human being. For a Jew, Judaism
and humanity must go together."

'To be Jewish is, above all, to safeguard memory and
open its gates to the celebration of life as well as the
suffering, to the song of ecstasy as well as the tears of
distress that are our legacy as Jews."

Rosh Hashana services is to be held today at 10 a.m.
and 7 p.m. and tomorrow morning at 10 in the Student
Union Ballroom. They are free and open to the public.

Nursing students win national award
By MICHELLE LUGO
Collegian Correspondent

A group of University of Massachusetts nursing stu-

dents recently won a national award for a video they
produced on the hazards of drunk driving.

The 15-minute video entitled "Think Before You Drink"
was awarded the "Best Community Health Project" at

the National Student Nurses Association's annual con-
vention, held in Phoenix last April.

The video is intended to be used as a teaching tool for

high school students, according to the producers, because
alcohol abuse is "so common among young people."

The topics in the video mostly focus on the effects of
alcohol on relationships and the importance of main-
taining one's self-esteem despite peer pressure.
"We are making an effort in reaching young audiences

who are just beginning to make their own choices in life,

and trying to warn them about the consequences of the
use ofalcohol can have on them." said Eleanor Vanetzian.
assistant nursing professor.

The video was produced as an honors project for the
course "Prevention and Management of Illness," taught
by Professor Vanetzian.

In the honors course, the students studied about
adults in the end stages of liver disease caused by long-

term alcohol use. The subject gave the nursing students
the idea of making the film on the dangers of drinking
and driving and submitting it to the contest.

Credit was given to the video's clever use of statistics

about alcohol abuse and alcoholism, and also for the use
of personal stories, told by the nurses themselves about
their experiences with alcohol.

This more sensible approach is said to be a change
from typical large company, drunk driving videos which
tend to be more graphic and difficult for many students
to watch. Already one school system in Montauge. Mass.
has expressed an interest in the video.

Professor Vanetzian said she is unsure of what sorts
of projects she is going to work on or even whether their
is going to be another video made this year.

Although it talks about drunk driving, the video was
inspired and dedicated to Nancy Anton, a 20-year-old
nursing student at the University who was killed last
year in a non-alcohol-related traffic accident.

All proceeds from the copies of the videos sold will

benefit the Nancy Anton Scholarship Fund.

|l
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U Clinton
continued from page 4

Carpenter. The project will involve volun-
teers going around to the dorms and
knocking on doors to remind students to

vote.

Guerrero said the group's activities help
students become part of the process.

"A lot of students feel ignored by the
process," he said.

COLLEGIAN

Carpenter and Guerrero said they are
negotiating a possible debate between
Carpenter and the president of the Re-
pubHcan Club, which would be sponsored
by the Debate Union.

UMass students were also involved in

a fundraiser which resulted in a Demo-
cratic headquarters on 479 West Street in

Amherst.

mortgages
continued from page 1

jection rate, although lower than most
of the area's banks.

• Fleet Financial Group last year

rejected Black mortgage applicants in

Massachusetts more than twice as of-

ten as White applicants. Hispanics were

rejected 60 percent more often than
Whites.

• Fleet has been improving its ser-

vice to minority customers and will

introduce new mortgage products to

further that goal, said James Murphy,
an executive vice president for Fleet.

'I'm a people person.'

What are you going to say at

your job interviews?
"I'm a people person" might be fiinny on T.V., but when you get

right down to it, are you prepared to go out and get a job?
The Collegian's Production Department gives you the opportunity

to work in a cooperative environment while fine-tuning your skills
and expressing your creativity.

Our Advertising Production Department handles the creation of
ads from start to finish - concept, graphic design and realization.

And our Night Graphics Department puts together the daily paper
- layout, desktop publishing and manual paste-up.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian. It's not just an adventure. It's
a job.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
Pnxiuction • 103 Campus Center • 545-1864
The Collegian's Production Department is
accepting applications for Day and Night

Graphics positions.

Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967

All Members Meeting!
Wcdlliiicsdjlay, OcptemlLcr 30

7;00 pm
v^aumpus v^ciiicr ivoom 91 1-915

Uiulnlc «u 1991-92 Activities

lannitig for 1992-93

1^ or JViore llnfortnaiiLon Call:

vJflatlys JLvoilfl'igiuicz

Ocaii of oiiunlcnis Office

54 (i.^^^^^.2684

PAY PARKING TICKETS
NOWAND SAVE MONEY

In the state budget passed on July 20th,

Massachusetts law was amended to increase

the fee we pay to the Registry of Motor

Vehicles for the non-renewal action taken on

our behalf. The fee will increase from $10 to

$20 per ticket.

This $10 surcharge must be passed on as a

late fee to vehicle owners with outstanding

parking tickets. Special notices have been

sent to all effected owners. To avoid these

additional late fines, remit payment to the

Ticket Processing.

If you have any questions, or wish to check

the status of your parking tickets, please call

Ticket Processing at 545-0964.

And if you do not have any parking tickets,

THANK YOU.

Spirit Haus
2 or 3

cubic foo-t
Dorma-tory

Size
Refrigerator

Rentals
Call For Delivery

256-8433
338 College Street
Amherst. MA 01002

Round Trip$ from New York Sr.tinf ic

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE CR. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK 949
Taxet not included. Reitrictiont apply.

Farei lubject to change A availabilitjr.

Call about one wa^rt. We luue
EURAIL passeson the SPOTI

79 South PTeaiant Street
Amherjt, MA 01002

256-1261
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Time to stop passing the destructive heirloom of hatred
A long time ago when I lived in Brooklyn I had a friend

named Malik. Malik was Black and I was White, but
nobody ever told us we were different, so being best
friends didn't seem strange.

One day we went to the Central Park Zoo. Our two
mothers sat on a bench and chatted, and Malik and I ran
around, picking up bottlecaps and twigs and carefully
stacking them into little "treasure" piles. We were sitting
at the base of a tree counting our treasures when two
older Black boyscame near us and taunted Malik, making
fun ofhim for playing with a "Whitie," and a girl at that.
He started crying, but I didn't even understand what
they were sa3dng. Our mothers came over and told the
boys to leave us alone, but that wouldn't be the last time
he was taunted.

I don't really remember later incidents as well (and
only with the help ofmy mother could 1 get details about
Central Park), but I do remember one day we just got on
a crosstown bus and tried to run away. We couldn't
understand why or how we were so different that we
couldn't be friends. Mom called it "a shame," and told us
not to pay attention to the older kids. I never realized that
I was witnessing the passing along of a tradition of hate.

There had never been a problem with Malik's and my
friendship until someone told us it was wrong. We didn't
see any real differences between us, except maybe favorite
ice cream flavors, until someone took the time to point
out, "you're different, you can't play together."

I eventually moved to New Jersey and I haven't seen
him since, but I can imagine what it would be like if I saw
him today.

If he went to UMass, it would pretty much be jxtliti-

cally impossible for us to be good friends. He might get

called, as I once overheard, amazed, last semester, an
Oreo: "Black on the outside and White on the inside." If
I invited Malik over to shoot the breeze, maybe my
neighbors would ask me if he were my "token" Black
friend, my political "affirmative action" friendship. Maybe
if he was with his friends and I sat down near him they
might, as I witnessed earlier this semester, pull their
chairs away and say "honkie" under their breath.

Brooke C.

WHEELER
The thing that angers me the most is that this is

learned behavior. People are not born with hate and
distrust; it is passed down from generation to generation
like a destructive heirloom. While we scorn our parents'
generation for their ignorance and bitter resentment, we
turn right around and re-teach it to each other. The Black
author Wendell Barry knew this; he made a plea to end
this tradition of hate in The Hidden Wound.

Where do people learn terms like "banana," "Oreo,"
"apple," etc. (yellow/black/red on the outside, white on
the inside)? I overheard it from a fellow classmate. He
probably learned it from another classmate. And so it

continues.

Our generation should not be enemies; we should not
hate each other because ofwhat the generations before us
have taught. We have the chance to change the message
from hostility to peace. We should be alliances against
the kind of hate we disparage. We should be fighting
together against the racism that precedes us instead of
fighting against each other and fostering a new genera-
tion of racism.

Martin Luther King Jr. knew that violence and hate
brings nothing but more pain and pulls us farther away
from the ultimate goal: unity, equality, harmony and
peace. He said, "An eye for an eye leaves everybody
blind." And slowing we are becoming blind at the hands
of one another.

Is there no end? We all ask, "Why can't there be
peace?" but then let our brothers and sisters remind us,
"Never. That can never happen." When is the tradition
going to change, and instead of passing along hate we
pass along understanding and peace? Those that teach
distrust and hate are as bad as drug dealers; they are
trying to sell you something harmful and destructive.
They don't want you to think there can be an alternative
— then they'd be out of business.

Hate is debilitating; it drains you and insures that
you will never be happy. Distrust is tiring and takes
effort to keep up. Peace brings productivity and positive
change. On the other hand, some people believe that
when violence talks, people listen. Unfortunately this is

true because the din of violence drowns out everything
else around it, including hope.

How is it ever going to change? How is the tradition of
racism ever going to stop? The change has to start inside
yourself. Ask yourself: do you want to hate for the rest of
your life, or do you want to get an early start on peace?
Are you going to teach the rest of your brothers and
sisters to hate as others have taught you? Will you raise
your children to hate?

If your answer is yes, then you have just insured the
perpetuation of misery, distrust, fear and hate for gen-
erations to come.

Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian columnist.
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n Upward Bound unjustice
shows lack of conscience

George Bush is 'grand deceiver'
All real Americans will understand,

thank and forget Pat Buchanan until 1996.

George Bush is back on theGOP ticket. For
what? Was the question asked by every

true conservative after his nomination.

Traditional conservative Republicans re-

alize Bush's betrayal of them on such is-

sues as taxes and racial quotas are not

mere aberrations. His contemptuous atti-

tude and recent betrayals are not a new
phenomenon but are symptomatic. They
reflect George Bush's long-documented
hostility to conservatism, hidden behind a
facade of studied pretense of loyalty when
he served as vice-president under Reagan.

I credit my exposure ofBush to Richard
Viguerie and Steven Allen, chairman and
communications director of United Con-
servatives of America, respectively, fur

summarizing the Grand Deceiver's record

in the December, 1991 issue ofNewsday.
Bush blamed "right-wingers" for cost-

ing him votes in the 1964 U.S. Senate
race. As a congressman, he called for a tax

increase. He voted for gun control. He
voted for the Family Assistance Plan that

would have inflated the welfare rolls. As a

presidential candidate in 1980, Bush said

it is "impossible to stop the growth of the

government." He attacked Reagan as an

"extremist." He supported federal fund-

ing ofabortion. He called supply-side eco-

nomic theories "voodoo economics."As vice-

president, he called conservative activists

"all hat and no cattle." As president, after

having pledged, "Read my lips: no new
taxes," he raised taxes to the highest level

in history. He supported Clean Air Act

revisions that restrain industrial progress

and harm job production. He voted for the
discriminatory racial quota bill.

He endorsed Congress' grab for a mas-
sive pay raise and forbade his party's

candidates from making raises an issue.

He allowed the National Endowment for

the Arts to fund pornography. He seeks
favored nation trade status for the Butch-
ers ofBeijing. Hebacked the "wrong horse"
throughout last year's dramatic events in

the Soviet Union, unrealistically sup-
porting Mikhail Gorbachev against demo-
cratic reformers. He ridiculed Boris
Yeltsin. He snubbed the soon-to-be-chosen
(first and last in the Soviet history)

president of Russia on his visit to Wash-
ington. He has sought to purge his admin-
istration of Reaganites, cocksure that

conservative voters have "no place to go."

Why say no to George Bush, coming
Nov. 3, 1992? "Grassroots conservatives,

who provide the GOP with the bulk of its

ideas, its issues, its money and its volun-

teers, no longer feel they have a stake in

the Bush administration.

"Without Pat Buchanan in the '92 race,

conservatives would [have to) sit on the

sidelines as a pseudo-conservative
Klansman (Bill Clinton), a country club

Republican president and six or seven
liberal Democrats debate the issues and
set the agenda." To conservatives, Judas
Bush is the Grand Deceiver. True conser-

vatives should write in votes for conserva-

tive alternatives, like Howard Phillips of

United States Tax-Payers party, and even
Pat Buchanan. God Bless America.

Pat. Sitaraman
Amherst

The sordid information about the Up-
ward Bound program would make a good
talk show. In fact, it would make an excel-

lent Hollywood film. We could call it "A
University Scandal."

There has been tampering with United
States mail, mismanagement of federal

funds, computer theft, incompetent grant
proposal writing and withholding ofinfor-
mation from the University community.

The Upward Bound program, a college

preparatory program for first generation
high school and low income students, was
defunded last spring.

Malkes

GOMES
It is too late for particular administra-

tors at the University to say they did not

know anything. Someone knows some-
thing and it is only a matter oftime before

the brick wall falls.

Of course, no one will voluntarily ad-

mit to having been involved with a con-

spiracy to sabotage a program which
pushed students upward but suddenly
started reversing students backward be-

cause the adults who are supposed to be
their role models abandoned them. The
administrators who were involved with
such a crime have displayed a great deal of

selfishness, catering to their own needs.

They have done an excellentjob ofplaying

bureaucrats.

Hopefully their consciences are telling

them that they have abrogated a very

reputable program after 25 years of out-

standing accomplishment.
They have made a fiasco out of some-

thing which served many ofmy "brothers"

and "sisters" in the ALANA community,
as well as many European students. To
pacify their guilt, they advocate starting

an entirely different program.
But what about the 25 years ofUpward

Bound? What about the students who uti-

lized the program and those who built the
program? Their diligent work has been
belittled. In fact. Dean of Students Jo-

Anne Vanin is very avid about working
with someone else to structure a different

program.
How ironic, especially when the ad-

ministration repudiated the idea that the
Upward Bound staffhelp write this year's

grant proposal to refund the program for

another three year cycle. They have es-

chewed a very important issue in all of

this, which is ethics.

Imagine being an employee for the

Upward Bound program and hearing, by
accident, through a phone call with a

friend, that your program was defunded.
This is news which the University should
have promulgated, not a social phone call

with a friend. It is like saying to the employ-
ees: thank you dogs for doing your job, but
your services are no longer needed. It was
the employees of the program who had
direct contact with the students— not the
administration. They made the difference.

Imagine being a student in this pro-

gram and suddenly being told three days
before the program would end that there
would be no more progi-am. How would
you feel?

Obviously the administrators did not
feel anything but antipathy.

In fact, over the three years I have been
associated with the program, I have rarely

seen an administrator come from
Whitmore and make contact with the stu-

dents, except for one interim director who
visited a few timesjust to check up on staff

— not to associate with students. Basically,

they have been unaware of the program.
When uninformed about something,

most people do one of two things: they
educate themselves or remain ignorant to

the reality of a situation.

It is very easy for many ofthe adminis-
trators ofthis school to arrive at work each
day with their degrees and nice clothing
and pick up their paychecks on Friday,
remaining distant from the student
population and the daily life situations on
campus. Then they wonder in amazement
why students are always protesting and
taking over buildings on campus.

It is time the administration recog-

nizes the legitimacy of programs such as
Upward Bound and stops paying lip ser-

vice to this quote unquote multicultural

hogwash which the administration claims
so avidly to support. If the administration
really supported multiculturalism then
maybe the program would still be here
today.

In 1989, the Committee for the Colle-

giate Education of Blacks and other Mi-
nority Students had their summer pro-
gram cut, and the minority engineering
program for incoming freshmen has been
scaled down.

What will go next? Is there a conspiracy
to eliminate these support programs? We
will discuss what you as a student can do
about the situation of the Upward Bound
Program next time.

Malkes Gomes is a UMass student.
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Arts & living
Words & Pictures III: Milk and Cheese
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Milk & Cheese
Evan Dorkin
Slave Labor Graphics

Before we get started, I would like offer

an apology, as last week's column was
inadvertantly cut and an important point
was therefore lost. As you may or may not
recall, last week I covered the various
comics stores in the Valley, and I seemed
to end by telling you that due to a combi-
nation of Sturgeon's and Gresham's Laws
— that is, that 90 percent ofEverything is

S— and that the Bad S— will Always
Drive out the Good.

But — and this is a big but— difficult

does not mean impossible. The staff of all

three of the stores that I covered last

week: Crossroads. Lance's and the Same
Bat Channel said to me that ifa comic is out
there somewhere, still in print, they can get
it for you, though it might take a little time.

The point here is that if you can't find

it. ask. Everyone I talked to at all three
stores was friendly and articulate and
they don't bite. They care about comics as
a medium and an artform, not just as a
facet of the entertainment industry.

So. This week I was going to tell you all

about a comic that would enrich your soul,
a comic so good that reading it would clear
up your acne, make you a better lover and
generally leave you feeling at one with the
universe. But I'm in a mean and sour
mood so I decided to do Evan Dorkin's
Milk & Cheese instead.

What are Milk and Cheese? Well, ba-
sically, they are a small pint-sized carton
of milk much like you used to get in grade
school and a small wedge of anonymous
though pungent cheese, that have been
given cut« little arms and legs and cute

little faces vaguely reminiscent of Dick
Tracy on a Halcion overdose. They are
connoissuers of bad alcohol and worse
television, vicious critics ofpopular culture,
black belts in the use of random violence
and the menacing non sequitur. They are,
to use their own words, a "carton of hate"
and a "wedge of spite."

They appear in three comics— Milk &
CheeseNumber One, Milk & Cheese's Other
Number One, and Milk & Cheese's Third
Number One — that are basically compi-
lations of one, two, or three page strips

that have appeared in various sources,

such as indie magazines like Deadline
andX or backing up comics like Cerebus or
Dorkin's own Pirate Corps. The strips

aren't meant to be read in a single sitting,

although there's no rule against it. There's
no continuity, though. Each one is basically

yet another ofMilk and Cheese's outings to

destroy that which they hate, which is

everything, preferably with copious
amounts of violence and a healthy leaven-

ing ofcruel asides. They reach new heights
in the art of the use of unnecessary force.
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Excerpts from "Milk & Cheese"
COMICS BY EVAN DORKIN

And that's pretty much it. Evan Dorkin
has proven himself in other comics, most
notably his excellent Pirate Corps, to be a
writer of some compassion and decency,
but he brings none ofthat to bear here. We
are left with nothing but his merciless wit
and an encyclopedic knowledge of pop
culture that provides his dairy alter-egos

with a steady stream ofmore than deserv-
ing targets.

There are no attempts atjustifjangthis

rampant nihilism. There are no quiet
moments athome with these two, no tender
scenes to show us the cute side of their

relationship, like with Calvin and Hobbes,
Ren and Stimpy or Akbar and Jeff. Hell,

there's barely a relationship at all between
Milk and Cheese. The only reason there's

two of them is that it's more fun to bash
things with someone who agrees with you
and it's easier to do witty dialogue ifthere's

someone to talk to.

I could lie and tell you that it's really all

about the catharsis one feels upon reading
these strips, identifying with our pas-
teurized protagonists as they wittily de-
stroy such all-pervading evils as stupid
mall clerks, hippy wannabees and the war
on drugs, allowing us to face the world once
more, refreshed and cleansed— but I won't.

That's just rationalization. Let's face it.

Sometimes there'sjust nothingfunnierthan
cruel nonsensical mayhem and nobody does
it better than Milk and Cheese.

So get out there and buy it, damn it.

These guys aren't just fooling around. I

want to see you all wearing Milk and
Cheese T shirts, I want to see you all

playing No Talent Celebrity Tag, I want to

see the strip called "Milk and Cheese
Vomit" framed above the toilet ofeveryone
who likes to drink far too much on a
regular basis. You want icons for the
Nineties? Here they are.

We deserve no less.

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UAAASS SKI CLUB

First Meeting of the
Year Tonight:

September 28 • 7:00 pm
Campus Center Room 168

Info On:
Winter Trips

Sici Sale
plus Activities

JOIN NOW!
Office: 430 Student Union

Phone #: 545-3437

SarahLawrence College

Oxford
An opportunity for qualified undergraduates to spend

a year of study at Oxford. Individual tutorials with Oxford
faculty, Oxford University lectures, and an affiliation with
an Oxford college immerse students in Oxford's rich
education tradition.

For information contact:

Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
Box UMAO
Bronxville, New York 10708

CK
Our 15th Year

1978 - 1993

Celebration .

tavern
Nightly Specials! amherst. mass.

Monday - 10c Mozzarella Sticks
Tuesday - 10c Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings
Wednesday - 25c Cheese Pizza Slices
Thursday - 10c Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets

Our Weekly Drink Special
THE CHUCK BERRY

A Rockin' Drink, This One "Be Goode"
Frangelica; Chambord; Baileys

Irish Creme; Vodka; Milk.
This is served as a JUMBO Drink

Open 1
1
am - 1 am 7 days a week . Kitchen open 'til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), AmherstCame room ..th 2 pool tables
» 3m > MC / VISA MmFx Accepted • 549-5403
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Billy Crystal as Buddy Young Jr. in "Mr. Saturday Night"

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD. MA.

SPINDOnOltS
FRIDAY

OCTOBER 2ND
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ROBERT CRAY

DELBERTMCCUNTON
FRIDAY

OCTOBER 9TH
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SATURDAY
OCTOBER lOTH

SOUP DRAGONS
TOMI TOIM CI.UI

SMKmmmm
FRIDAY

OCTOBER 23RD
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT TIIE PARAMOUNT BOX OFHCE (413) 734-5874.

NORTHAMPTON TICKET OFHCE AT (41 3) 586-8686.

OR CALL TICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE AT I -800-828-7080

UMOC
UMASS Outing Club

Try:

Hiking • Backpacking • Canoeing
Kayaking • Caving • Cross-Country Skiing

Rock Climbing • Ice Climbing • Mountaineering
...and more!

UMass Outing Club is having it's first meeting of the semester.

MONDAY, Sept. 28 • Campus Center Auditorium

IVe T^ke People Out In The Woods
AndDo Things To Them...

Mr. Lupo goes head to
head with Mr. Sat Nite
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Schmaltz. It is possibly the only word
to describe Billy Crystal's motion picture
directorial debut, Mr. Saturday Night.
This sometimes biting yet mostly gooey
comedy does a betterjob oftrying to make
us laugh than trying to pull at our
heartstrings.

Mr. Saturday Night tells the story of
Buddy Young Jr. (Crystal), a Jewish comic
who never really made it big. The film
flashes back over Young's 50 year long
career while showing us Young today; a
bitter old man who alienates his wife (Doc
Hollywood's Julie Warner), his new
manager (Helen Hunt) and most of all his
manager-brother (a great performance by
City Slickers' David Paymer).

While the humor is well-played and
engaging,Mr. SaturdayNight {alterswhen
it tries to be "touching." Co-written by
Crystal, Babaloo Mandell and Lowell
Ganz, the duo who wrote the drippy and
overratedA League ofTheir Own , the film
pushes the envelope when it comes to
drowning in sentiment. The devices are
overused and predictable.

What saves Mr. Saturday Night from
being a total mush-fest is the fact that
Billy Crystal is so likable, he'd make Hitler
into a nice guy. His performance is engag-
ing it makes the price of admission worth
it. Kudos also go to the makeup designer
who does a credible job of making the
characters age; this isn't For the Boys
( thank goodness). Don't go with big expec-
tations and you won't be disappointed.

Grade: B
The Last of the Mohicans — There is

something very wrong about this film. . .

there aren't any characters. Instead, there
are familiar bodies romping through the
wilderness. Such is the almost fatal flaw
of Mohicans, an otherwise visually stun-
ning and mostly enjoyable scalping-fest.

Mohicans, from director Michael Mann
(creator ofTVs "Miami Vice"), is as erratic

as films come. On the one hand, the adven-
ture is thrilling and complex (if only in a
plot-device ridden way) and on the other,
it's completely hollow. The film's brutal
and realistic fight scenes culminate almost
always with a thwak! of the tomahawk; a
sight that's achingly gruesome and his-
torically true. These action pieces, com-
plete with searing brutality, almost win
you over. The scenes are as emotionally
draining as they are cooly stylized.

However, no matter how you look at it,

there is a gaping whole 'n characterization.
Oscar winner Daniel Day-Lewis (My Left
Foot) portrays Hawkeye, a man who was
adopted and raised by a Mohican chief
The audience who is unfamiliar to the
classic novel by James Fenimore Cooper,
will be left wanting some background on
this event. As it is portrayed here, it feels
like this happens every day.

Hawkeye is drawn into a French-En-
glish skirmish set in the pre-Revolution-
ary colonies. Each side has formed loose
alliances with Indian tribes. With twist-
ing loyalties and vengeful rogues, most of
Mohicans is a history lesson come alive.
But as the plot wheels turn and every-
thing is rushed to a tense (yet yeah-right)
clifftop conclusion, history remains set in
clouded figures.

The most potent character, a revenge-
minded Huron Indian named Magua
(Dances With Wolves'Wvs Studi), is pure
villainy. Yet once again, Mohicans cheats
on its characters, giving the audience rough
sketches instead of flesh and blood.

Despite the fact that Hawkeye is almost
non-existent as an identity, th^ invented ,

romance between him and the daughter of
a British leader, Cora (Unlawful Entiy's
Madeleine Stowe ) further strains the film's
center. After a briefmeeting and a night of
rolling in the leaves, they are inexplicably
and unbelievably ready to die for each
other. Now, I'm a hopeless romantic, but
this coupling rang too false.

This is indicative ofthe film's thunder-
Turn to MOVIES, page 8

BUFFALO TOM
witnCoME

and CoFfee

Oct. 1992
StuDent UniOn BallRooM, 8pm
Tix $5 UMASS, $7 OTh

Tix available Sat. Sept. 26th at: Tix

Unlimited, For the Record, & Main St.

Records

UPC Productions
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movies
continued from page 7

ous flaw: there seems to be a missing reeL The reel must
contain something deeper in a character besides his or
her name, at least one or two more scenes giving some
weight to Hawkeye and Cora's "romance" and some
overall fleshing out. As it stands, Mohicans feels like an
epic-lite.

Michael Mann has crafted a superior example of pure
visceral style over substance. His Mohicans' has rich,

textured shots of forest vistas, graceful Indians almost
flying through the trees, a haunting and stunning water-

fall sequence and some ofthe most powerful and in-your-

face battle scenes in recent memory.
Mann's visual artistry, however, cannot wholly rescue

Mohicans from its empty center. Especially at the conclu-

sion, when people start dropping like flies, their moti-

vations seem compulsory, as if fllling out their plot-

driven destinies. The Last of the Mohicans can be easily

overrated, its eye-popping visuals canjust about smother
the one-dimensional characterizations. Beyond simple

eye-candy, Mohicans fails to deliver a solid whole.

Grade: B-

VICTORy

of the All New Victory Super Market in Amherst

Prices

Effective at Amherst
Victor>' Only

') 10 University Drive Formerly Imius' Foods
''.'f^

,

^ '

;/^'

Victory Only! A o^ ^ .'y^. .--->'•£-., .• .VAt >:-"• ':^.-'^"-r" -•/^raV^--

OPEN EVERY W:''- ri ' ^^-^
'i '

^ ;-\V- ^ /^-fMore
MORNING AT ' AM Fjg-g-

Yor Xour Convenience 1
lll^l^ il^Bk

Stop by our Bakery

before Class for our

Super Muffins, Donuts

Bagels and More! Ifg^Mon - Sat. 7 am - 9 pm Noon

ALSO: •Diet

*Cnffetne Free

•Caffeine Fret

Dtel • Sprite

*L)iet Spnle

2 Liter Bottle

Coke

Fresh Leroux

Italian

Sausage
'Sweet 'Hot

99*

s Dep.

SUNDAY^
ipofi
8 pm

Super

Values

in Our
Weekly

Circular!

Beef Loin

Porterhouse or

T-Bone
Steaks

$099
\our

Choice.

Hunt's
I

Tomato
Geisha

olid White

Sauce I^^Tuna
8 Oz. Can

6.25 • 7.25 Ot. Pkg.

Prince
Dinners

• .War & Cheese
• Twists & Cheddar
• Shells & Cheddar

SOUP WHITE TUN<

6.125 Oz. Can

in Water

Arm & Hammer

Ultra Powder

rfj Laundry

VVi^k^ Prepriced$l.99

• Regular

• Thick Cut

Beef Loin

^ Bone-In

Y. Sirloin

Steak

$199
Lb.

I^'fi^

Garelick Farms

lOO^f Pure

Orange
Juice

From Concentrate v

$1691 Gallon Jug

Fresh, White

^"^ Campbell^s

Mushrooms
Delicious with our New York

Sirloin on sale this week!

Cook's Smoked

Shank
Portion

am

79
fif'i

MANLFACrURERS

UpTo99'
YiCTORy

Super Markets^

Shady Brook Farms

Fresh Hotel Style

^ Turkey
Breast

99lb.

PRICES KFFECTTVEt

thru

Friday, Oct. 2, 1992.

Wl RKSKfH t THE RICHT TO LIMIT QmSTITIES VKTORY SIPKR

MAKKJ:TS AKK not RESPONSIHLt FOR HIWimPHITAI. ERRORS

LOW, LOW
PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112.535-1888

Amhersi

Laundromat
Open 7 days
8am-','pm

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

ptrtt Hans
2 or 3

cubic -foo't
Dorma'tory

Size
Refrigera-tor

Rentals
Call For Delivery

256-8433
338 College Street
Amherst, IVIA 01002

The Connells:
an alternative

act on the rise
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Staff

If you're amongst the many who've been anx-
iously awaiting the release of a new album by the

Connnells, I wouldn't suggest that you hold your
breath for an extended period of time.

The band's lawsuit against their previous record

company,TVT records should cause a further delay

in the issuing ofan already long-overdue follow-up

to their 1990 breakthrough release, One Simple
Vford.

The Connells allege that TVT failed to properly

promote the band's prior albums and did not pay
artist royalties within a preferred amount of time.

The band is currently searching for a new recording

label.

In the meantime, ifyou're just chomping at the

bit to hear some oftheirnew material , The Connells
will be playing a free show this evening, thanks to

our good friends over at Pearl Street Nightclub in

Northampton.
Joining them will be Washing^n D.C. singer/

songwriter extraordinaire Tommy Keene and the

heroes of Hopkins Academy, Love Minus Zero.

Although The Connells have been touring con-

stantly for about a year and a half, there's a pretty

good chance that this will be our last opportunity to

hear their new batch ofsongs before they go to wax.
In addition to the new work, it's a pretty safe bet

that theyll be diving into tracks from their Alter-

native-Top 5 smash One Simple World.

One of 1990s biggest independent releases. One
Simple World is classic Connells power-chord rock,

yet vfith seemingly more depth. The band credits

producer Hugh Jones (of Echo and the Bunnymen
fame) in bringing more out oftheir songs than they
had believed to be possible.

"Hugh stressed performance," says lead guitar-

ist Mike Connell. "He put in 15 or more hours a day
producing, recording, and engineering, and his

ability to give the songs dimensions and life im-
pressed us."

The Connells are further testimony to the
growing adage that the southern states are a new
haven for alternative rock. They are a band on the
rise and are most certainly worth checking out.

COLLEGIAN

WOCH to hold
first meeting
this evening
By ERIC T. NELSON
Collegian Correspondent

The chance to be a hard talkin', rebel bandit of the
airwaves has arrived. It awaits all who seek and is sitting
on top ofour very own Orchard Hill. WOCH, Orchard Hill
Radio, will begin broadcasting sometime in the coming
week.

WOCH was founded roughly six years ago by a group
ofradio enthusiasts from Orchard Hill. Tragically, its life

was a short one that was quickly quashed by the gov-
ernmental baddies from the Federal Communications
Commission.

WOCH's reincarnation came in the form of Housing
Services Cable Network in the fall of 1991. Broadcasting
through the University's cable network means that they
are no longer under the rules and regulation of the FCC.
They are currently alive and well on channel 13 of your
television.

WOCH is made up of a governing board of eight
people, responsible for the various facets of running the
station and lots of discjockeys. They broadcast every day
from nine a.m. until three in the morning and are looking
to play a wide variety of music.

"It's really like a soap box in a way," is how J. LaPorte
describes the station, referring to the fact that it is open
to anyone who wants to be on the air. He is WOCH's
program director and takes a very active hand in the
running of the station. According to LaPorte, one of the
biggest issues at the station is censorship.

Because WOCH is not subject to FCC regulations, its
DJ's are free to be who they are and do what they want.
"You don't have to worry about what you are going to
play, because no one is going to come down on you," said
LaPorte.

WOCH is a non-profit radio station, subsisting off of
the generosity ofrecord companies. "The fact that we are
commercial free also adds to our uniqueness," added
LaPorte.

WOCH is looking for a large number of new DJs for
this semester. All who are interested can come to the first
general meeting this evening at 7 p.m., held in the
classroom of Grayson Hall in Orchard Hill
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Bv MARK K. ANDERSON

Splat (1 "68 17-6,

|ed Dog Defecation Corps (TDDC)

^iWl^OTB^^

Theae three canines (known reapectivety as Splat I,

Splat II and Splat III) valiantly gave their lives and
bowels to the colonial cauae. Trained to infiltrate

Redcoat encampments at night and go nice-nice in

any boots sitting outside of the British Officers' tents,

the three Splals played a crucial role in keeping enemy
morale low during the first few years of the war.

Splat 11, the most decorated
member of the corpa, waa
unfortunately abducted by
the enemy and given hatha
against his will for several

days before being sentenced
to a trip to the vet.

SKATE BOY AND RURU
iSISfiMeeilfllillsilMeiMill'^f'' "^ ^^f^i^

Splat III. in fact,

went in to rescue his

doomed partner, but

apparently became
distracted by a British

Countercanine Ground
Squirrel Battalion

along the way.

Bv PITT
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Night Editor Marc Elliott
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"In fact, you like to build fires, don't you, Mr. Pig?
Building fires and burning wild animals a pastime
of yours, Mr. Pig? Did you Itnow my client Is an
endangered species, Mr. Pig, while you yourself
are nothing more than a walking side of ham?"

Quote of the Day
"People who hate trouble generally oet a

good deal of it."

- Harriet Beechcr Stowe

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -Ajxil 19): Con-
ifrcncci with executives should turn
out well. You dre .ihle lo reach .in

.imit ahle dgreemeni without much
Irouhle. Avoid getting sluck with
handling minor clelails.

TAURUS(A|)ril 20-May 20): Work
may pile up taster Ihanyoucin handle
il, putting your nervous system under
ronsideraWestress.Havelunch alone
Trust your intuition over logical ar-

guments.

GEMINI (May J 1 -June 20): Let

your imagination have tree rein this

morning. Recreative! Do not tall prey
lo the many smooth voii es tliat will

Ik> around. Slop living hy the < Unk.
Sf)ontaneily is a hig asset.

CANCER dune J I -July 11):
Change IS in the air. Several surpris-

ing i nt ident s are < )n Ihe agenda . Keep
a low prolile in lK)lh husiness and
romance. Choose your lonlidants
with s()ecial care tonight.

t.EO(|uly 2 t-Aug. 11): Not a good
day )o( seeking lavors. Wait until the
time IS right. Reiycling a clever idea
or (Kojei I helps you reap new protils.

Share the applause with the
deserving. Look hoth w.iys uhen
crossing the street today.

VIRGO (Aug 2 i-Sepl. 22): Both
sympathy and lavors are yours tor the
asking. Friends will come to your aid,

ollering helptul advice Do not (ount
on mu( h work Ix'ing an omplisl)edEal
some eggs tixJay..

LIBRA (Sept. 2 )-(;< t 11): Kcvpa
restless or impulsivi' mkkkI in < hei k

or you could s(|u,inder a ,g(>ltlen op-
ixirlunity to advante your cartvf.

tlimmaleiKin-('ssentiai|Hir(hasesand

slieamline your hudgel.

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-N<iv. 211:

C(X)d (heer alKuinds - luit so clo

irresponsihilily ,wi.\ estravagain e.

Leave your ireditc aids, It home Your
love lite is everything you e\|X'< led.

fate determines the ouUome oi a
de< ision.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-l)ec.
21): Your plans seem to (hange Irom
<Mic moment to the ncvl He llexilile.

SonH" giKid news regarding your joli

or he.iltli IS ( oming youi way. Kelax
with your male tonight.

CAPRICORN (IX-r, 22-|an. I')):

FinaiK iai mailers are in the s|Killighl.

Make an clloil to ini rease your in-

( ome. E\(X'rt .idvij e is worlh the e\-
(K-nse. Well ome a lasi-miiuite v« iai

invilalion.

AQUARIUS(|an. 2()-Feh. 1)1): He
carelul lo v\liom you express your
leelings. fuelled on your motives.
Although your romaniK piospei tsare

hriglil, llu're are some emotion, il

( ross( urrents present.

PISCES (Fell I'l-Maich 201:

Something hig ,iiHlimporl,iiilisal)out

lohapiX'H. Although you paienis want
lo help, you may lind lluy are gelling
in your w,iv. lie gra< loiis hut lirm

ahoiil voiu ncid lor iiulependeiK e.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Large number
5 Yellowish

shade
10 Not SO bright

bird?

1

4

Author Lamb
1

5

French river or

department
16 Arabian ruler

1

7

Cotton castotf

18 Traveler's

haven
1

9

Yearn for

20 Delay

22 Lessens
24 Long periods ot

time

25 Headliner

26 Frightened

29 Formal letters

33 Reduce
34 Barrel rib

35 Eggs, m old

Roma
36 Ancient

37 Copy, of a sort

38 Word to a cat

39 Decade
40 Weather

forecast

41 Boston's
Boggs

42 Rubbed out

spots
44 Grinned
46 Consumer
47 Actor Connery
48 Well-mannered
51 Flag

55 Help along

56 Himalayan
country

58 Roman 62
59 Misplace

60 Bring out

61 Otherwise

62 Untidy state

63 Old-fashioned

64 Observes

DOWN
1 Assist

2 Mixture

3 Wrongdoings
4 Ragged
5 Jordan —
6 Satellites

7 Hasty meal

8 Poetic before

9 IMiece or

nephew
10 Leave
1

1

Fail to mention
12 Sup
13 Mine products
21 Panof EAP
23 Foundation

25 Crosses over

26 Sudden
outburst

27 Barkley or Bird

28 Sports stadium

29 Short jackets

30 Train sign

31 Escape
32 Satisfied

34 More like a fox

37 Lurched
38 Cheats
40 Erode

43 Musical
compositions

44 Nailed shut

45 Isle of —
4 7 Bet

48 Date tree

49 Haulbois

50 Not as much
51 Notice

52 Shaft

53 Ascend
54 Machine

patterns

57 — Mane Saint

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Minutewomen remain perfect with 2 wins
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The No. 5 ranked University of Mas-
sachusetts field hockey team took a huge
step forward on the road this past week-
end, defeating archrival Temple 1-0 on
Friday and weathering a downpour Sun-
day to roll past Rutgers 3-0.

Massachusetts, who came into Phila-
delphia with memories of a bitter 1-0 loss

to the Owls there in last season's Atlantic
10 Championship game, were able to

avenge their loss wath an Ainslee Press
penalty stroke goal and tough defense in

the 1-0 win.

"The team had a lot of apprehension
going into Temple, but we played our
game. We passed the ball well and played
with confidence," UMass head coach Pam
Hixon said.

The wins proved three things: first,

that the team can win on the road. UMass
plays six of their last ten games on the
road, so the experience ofthe two wins v«ll

help them down the line.

Secondly, the wins prove that the team
can winon artificial turf. TheMinutewomen
have a team more customed to natural
grass, their home surface, but the victories

Buffalo destroys N.E.
Bills embarrass Patriots in 41-7 win
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

FOXBORO — Jim Kelly showed the
powerless New England Patriots what
offense is all about Sunday.

The NFL's top passer for the league's

highest-scoring team threw three touch-

down passes in a 35-point second half, and
the Buffalo Bills posted their second
straight rout with a 41-7 win Sunday.

The Bills' bid for the first consecutive

shutouts in the club's 33-year historyended
when Hugh Millen's 4-yard pass to Marv
Cook with 8:41 left in the game made the
score 41-7.

Buffalo (4-0) crushed Indianapolis 38-

a week earlier and has outscored oppo-
nents 153-45.

The Patriots (0-3) have only two touch-
downs this year and three in their last five

games. They have been outscored 65-13.

The Bills managed only field goals of42
and 30 yards from Steve Christie in the
first half

But on their first three series of the
third quarter, they scored on Kelly's

scoring passes of29 yards to James Lofton
and 45 yards to Andre Reed and on
Thurman Thomas' seventh touchdown of
the year, a 1-yard run.

Buffalo made the score 41-0 on Kelly's

22-yard pass to Lofton with 13:47 left and
Mike Lodish's 18-yard fumble return 44
seconds later.

Thomas finished with 120 yards on 18
carries, while Kelly completed 15 of 20
passes for 308 yards. Reed had nine catches
for 168 yards and Lofton four for 113.

Millen completed his first 14 passes, 13
in the first half, but the Patriots didn't get

inside the Buffalo 20 until the fourth quar-
ter, the first time this season they have
started a play that close to the goal line.

Kelly, who has thrown touchdown
passes in 13 straight games, went to work
in the third quarter.

He capped an 85-yard drive with his

first scoring throw to Lofton at 3:55 ofthe
third quarter and a 75-yard march with
his pass to Reed at 12:13 of the period.

Mark Kelso's fourth-quarter intercep-

tion started a 41 -yards drive that ended
with Lofton's 7 1st career touchdown catch.

The Patriots wasted numerous oppor-
tunities.

They had the ball for nine plays on
their first series but punted from the
Buffalo 41. On their third series, they
moved from their 9 to a fourth-and-1 at
the Buffalo 25. But Leonard Russell was
stopped for no gain.

The Distinguished Visitors Program
Presents

Native American ActivistI

Winona LaDuke

"Challenging the Effects
of Colonialism, a Native
American Perspective"

UMASS Campus Center Aud.
Tuesday Sept. 29

FREE 8 pm FREE

over the Owls and Lady Knights help pre-

pare UMass for the postseason, which is

predominantly played on turf.

Thirdly, and most importantly, the wins
give the Minutewomen a leg up on their

fiercest Atlantic 10 rivals, both psycho-

logically and in the standings.

"Our experience helped us and the wins
were a huge confidence boost for the team,
especially because they were on the road
and on turf," Hixon said.

On Sunday, the Minutewomen (8-0)

battled both the Lady Knights (3-5-1) and
a ferocious rainstorm to post their eighth

in a row, getting two goals from Tara

Jelley to win 3-0.

"Rutgers came out swarming, and it

was like nothing we had seen before," said

Hixon. "They were fairly dangerous, but
once we figured out what they were doing,

we had no problem."

Massachusetts got things started late

in the first half when Press scored on a

penalty stroke with 7:11 left. Jelley gave
the Minutewomen a 2-0 lead going into

halflime when she scored with 3:47 re-

maining.
Jelley's second goal less than ten min-

utes into the second halfkilledany chances
of a comeback for Rutgers.

football
continued from page 1

2

The Minutemen built on their halftime
lead six minutes into the third quarter, as
fullback Mike George barreled up the
middle for three yards and a 23-7 UMass
lead.

After a Walter Norton to Scott Mallory
scoring strike cut the UMass lead to eight,

the Minutemen doubled up on the Terri-

ers on a McNeilly to Matt Stefanski five-

yard touchdown pass with 11 minutes

left, ending the UMass scoring.

BU would add two late scores to close

within two, but a two-point conversion try

with six minutes left fell short, effectively

ending the Terriers chances.

The Terriers had a chance to get the

ball back with just over two minutes left,

but couldn't stop the Minutemen on second
and long, as Ingoglia ran for a gain of 11,

allowing the Minutemen to run out the

clock from there.

water polo
continued from poge 1

1

Amherst College, with Yarworth sitting

his top seven players. Later in the morn-
ingwas a 22-9 victory overQueens College,

a game that the referees totally let get
away, ending in a fourth quarter when
there were more than a few underwater
jabs thrown by both teams.

Yesterday the Minutemen jumped all

over M.I.T., going up 8-0 in a first period

where the team committed zero turnovers.

The final was 13-3. The afternoon game
was a sloppy 14-6 win over Yale, in which
the Minutemen were down 3- 1 before they
scored the game's next ten goals.

"It'll be nice to go home and watch
football instead of playing polo on a Sun-
day afternoon," McOsker said.

THE FIVE COLLEGE WOMEN'S STUDIES RESEARCH CENTER

WELCOiVlES STUDENTS

The Center - located in Dickinson House on the Mount Holyoke
campus - sponsors a (diverse progrann of lectures, filnns, and

informal talks on feminist topics. Visiting scholars and activists

from all over the world are in residence each semester pursuing

their research and working collaboratively with Five College

faculty. Colloquia and works-in-progress talks - held almost
every week throughout the year - allow students to hear about

current research in women's studies and meet leading scholars in

the field. Watch the Five College Calendar for announcements,
or call 538-2442 for more information.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepting applications for its 1993 entering classes.

(January, May and September)

General requirements at time ofentry include:
Approx.. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program

AG.P.A.of2.5oral)ove.

A personal interest in a career as a primary are physician.

Northwestern offers:
A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 1 2: 1

.

A spacious 25 acre campus in suburban Minneapolis.

Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

M 1-800-888-4777 ar

Wriu: Director ofAdmissions

2501 West Eighty-Fourth Street Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599
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Water polo sinks 'Classic' competition
By KEVIN HERLIPIY rt,u . .. ..

-*By KEVIN HERLIPIY
Collegian St^ff

The term 'classic', as in the University of Massachu-
setts water polo team hosting of the "Fall Classic" at
Amherst College this past weekend, connotates "epic
athletic struggles where neither team should lose " Or
something like that.

'Classic' in the sense ofwhat happened down the road
meant, "become non-appreciative hosts by turning each
game into a non-competitive scrimmage."

The five games the 14th ranked UMass polo team, now
12- 1 ,

played, meant little morethan that as they outscored
their five opponeris 79-27.

"We played well," said senior co-captain Dan McOsker.
Everybody got to play and that keeps everybody involved
in practice."

Women stay hot, win 2-

1

The only problem the team encountered was the
occasional lapse of intensity as they played teams that
were visibly less-talented.

"We had an up and down weekend," said UMass coach
Russ Yarworth, "but you have to realize that the level of
competition wasn't too strong. When they had to play
well, they did.

"I'm pretty pleased with how we played defensively.
Offensively we still have a tendency to turn the ball over.
The counter-attack was working well, but we didn't have
much ofa chance to run set offenses. You can bet we'll be
working on that in practice this week."

The premier match-up ofthe event was to be Saturday
night's prime-time match-up of UMass and Boston Col-
lege, but it was no contest from the start as the Minutemen
went up 3-0 after one period on goals by Tsan Engin, Dan
McOskerand Engin again. More importantly, the defense

didn't allow the Eagles a single shot on goal in that time.
B.C. scored to open the second period, but after some

not-so-gentle defensive pointers from Yarworth, five
different players scored before the period ended, makine
it 8-3.

^

The Eagles seemed to think that the way to beat
UMass was to spread out the offense, but it backfired as
UMass' aggressive defense closed the passing lanes and
came up with numerous steals.

The final score, in front of a decent and loud crowd
consisting largely of UMass swimmers and divers, was
16-3. In order to avoid running up the score Yarworth
ordered his troops not to shoot m the fourth period.

It wasn't the firsttime he spared the opponents a more
serious slaughter during the weekend.

Saturday morning's first game was a 15-6 win over
Turn to WATER POLO, page 10

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Neither sleet nor cold nor New Hampshire shall keep
the University of Massachusetts women's soccer team
from chalking up another victory.

The Minutewomen (7-0) had to battle a tough Wildcat
team as well as some weather not fit for soccer in order to
remain undefeated by beating New Hampshire 2-1 on
Saturday.

"It was the first rain game of the year for us and it

definitely affected our play," Massachusetts coach Jim
Rudy said. "But with this team I am pretty confident they
can win under any condition."

It was freshman forward Nicole Roberts goal in the
68th minute which proved to be the game winner for
Massachusetts. UMass' Carrie Koeper sent a ball into
the goal box from about 40 yards out. UMass' Polly
Hackathorn and a New Hampshire defender both leapt
for the ball and it was knocked down to a waiting
Roberts.

From there Roberts made no mistakes in firing the
ball to the right of Wildcat goalkeeper Racheal Hansen.

"It was nice to see a freshman get the winner," Rudy
said. "It was really a great play by Chief [Koeper] to get
it in there. She read the play beautifully."

Roberts tally put the Minutewomen up 2-0 but New

Hampshire cut the lead in halfjust 20 seconds later.
New Hampshire's Valentina Avramovic gained pos-

session near midfield on the right flank. She proceeded to
drive towards the net where she was left alone and
allowed to tee it up just 15 yards out. Aramovic sent a
bullet off of UMass keeper Briana Scurry's hands and
into upper right corner.

"I was very pleased to see us come back like that,"New
Hampshire coach MarjorieAnderson said. "It showed the
character of my team."

Massachusetts' first goal of the game was scored by
New Hampshire defender Katie Gatto. Confused? So was
Gatto when she tried to play the ball back to Hansen but
ended up driving it into her own net to give UMass a 1-

lead at 59:35.

"That first goal was a tough one to take," Anderson
said. "To score two of the three goals in a game and lose
is difficult to take. My team played well enough to win
today."

Rudy said, "The goal was a product of IRachel] LeDuc
and (Colleen

I Milliken pressurizing the ball. You could
say that that goal was the difference but we would have
played offensively the last 20 minutes ifit was a tie game.
And I am confident my team would have responded with
another if it needed to."

The 10th ranked Minutewomen will look for win
number eight on Wednesday against Dartmouth.

Minutemen deadlock Scarlet Knights

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

kept its undefeated record alive, defeating UNH 2-1 for the
team's seventh consecutive victory.

By JEFF CROFTS and ARTHUR
STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

It was their third straight game on the
road, their starting goalie was out with an
injury, and they were facing the #25 team
in the nation, the Rutgers Scarlet Knights.

That was the scenario the University of
Massachusetts' men's soccer team (5-1-

1 ,3-0- 1 A- 10 ) faced Saturday night. Instead
of folding up the tent, which would have
been understandable, Sam Koch's team
battled to a 2-2 tie.

Rutgers, which held an impressive 14-

1 Atlantic 10 record over the past two
years, has won the last two A- 10 titles,

and is favored to win this year's crown as
well.

However, the Minutemen proved on
Saturday that this year's crown will be

won in a dogfight and not a cakewalk.
Coming off a disappointing 3-1 loss at

Dartmouth, UMass entered the game very
intense, with junior Justin Edelman
scoring at 8:23 of the first half

Edelman's goal, his fourth of the year,
set off fireworks between the two A- 10
rivals, leading to more physical play. No
more than sixminutes later, Rutgers goalie
Kori Hunter was issued a red card for

attacking UMass junior forward Randy
Jacobs.

Jacobs came in on a breakaway, but
was tackled by Hunter, forcing Rutgers to

play with 10 men for the rest ofthe game.
This colhsion set the tone for the second
half as well as the overtime.

Rutgers freshmen Rocky Strazzella
booted a ball into the net at 38:27 to tie the
score at 1-1 heading into halftime. It was
the first goal of his career.

At 66:30 of the second half, the Scarlet
Knights scored, when UMass junior Ted
Priestly, trying to clear the ball, headed
one past goalie Erick Gruber. Gruber was
plajangin place ofsophomore starterMark
Wolf, injured while practicing earlier in

the weekend.
UMass seemed dead, but at 85:01,

junior co-captain Shawn Bleau took a pass
from Edelman and shot one past the re-

placement goalie, Tony Faticoni.

Both UMass and Rutgers had chances
in the overtime, but neither could convert
as the game ended in a tie. Jacobs came the
closest in theOT as he ripped a shot with 22
seconds left, which Faticoni covered up for

his sixth and most important save.

The tie leaves both teams deadlocked at
the top of the A-10 standings, with UMass
coming home to Garber Field to face
Providence on Wednesday at 2:00 p.m.

AEROBICS n

Low Impact

Step

!Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycies

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

2S6-0080
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Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

,

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior w publ.cat.on

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

The Franch Club
will sponsor a film ITBAI
9/29/92 Herter FLRC Classroom 6:30 P.M.

All welcome
Infomation call Cullen at 546-7060

INDEX yaarfooofc General Meeting
Monday 9/28 6pm
Dukes Room Student Union
All interested students are welcome

Fre«! Fr**! ft— to students! Bridge
lessons for beginners. Free Book, t-shirt.

Learn to play for fun or competition. SBA
RmlOl Wed. 9/30 S-7 p.m. 665-7877.

Open Rush: Pik*
All University men welcome
Monday night football9/28

Tuesday Open Rush
Come down to;

Pi Kappa Alpha
8:00 10:00

418 No. Pleasant St.

87 FORD ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great
car S2300 O.B.O Sara 542-7963

1990 Toyota Calica Loaded 30,000
miles Must see and Drive. Kenwood ste-

reo asking 12.500 256-1557.

Toyota 1984
SSpeed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
413)586-2087

•••CAMPUS REPS WANTED'^^
Heatwave Vacations
Spring Break 1993

The best rates and the biggest
commissions. For more information

Call 1-800 395-WAVE

INSTRUCTION

Physio and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced leaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

FOR RENT

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet!
SEYS, Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN
380184000

LOST

Sha-Sha:
Thanks for the happiasi
year of my life!

I love you.

Thermos

THANK YOU ST. JUOE and aFl others
for favors granted.

RIDE WANTED

Internships/Voluntaer activitias:

Press, organizational and fundraising

opportunties available. Be a part of an
exciting fall as Bill Clinton, Congressman
John Olver and the entire Democratic
ticket prepare for victory. Call Lill, Bradley

at John Oiver's campaign headquarters,

549 7900, 25 Prey St.

UMASS P.O.W.E.R.
Fall 92 Meetings
Mondays 7:30 p.m.

Student Union #306
Info: Kristin 253-9707

All Welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

°Vf',<l , ?'

ATTENTION WIUMJFERS

SWIM FLY SLITHER HOP!
First Wildlife Society meeting

Tues 9/29 7pm Holdsworth 203
REFRESHMENTS!

EMTS and FIRST RESPONDERS Fire

and first aid unit meeting September 27

7:00 pm Morrill 406N New Members
welcome.

Sigma Sigma Signta sorority

Open Rush
Tues. Sept. 29 7-8 Campus CenterRm 803
Wed. Sept. 30 7-8 Campus Center Rm 803
Thur Oct 1 5-6 Dinner at our home
Fri Oct. 2 5-6 Dinner at our home

387 N. Pleasant St.

549 3811

Tri-Sigma
You'll Love it!!

W.O.C.H. naads dMfaysl
Important general meeting
tonight, Grayson classroom
7:00 p.m. Orchard Hill

No experience necessary
All are welcome
Freshmen encouraged
Nearly 50 time slots open!

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Lynx Rad 5 speed 3'door /V/C ste-

reo casE GOOD CONDITION, passes in-

spection 102,000 miles S1200/best offer.

Jim 549-7935

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Village

2 Bedroom 1 Bedroom to rent

3285 a month call 253-5421.

FOR SALE

$300 Black laathar jacket for sale -

Never worn - men's large 3210.

Kramer electric guitar - focus 3000
Jonathan 253-3910.

Tha Honorabia Louis Farrakhan will be
in Springfield on Nov 21 for tickets

Nate 549 4600x217.

Radlina Mt. bika 21 speed, like new.
Over 3400 new, asking 3290 or b.o.

546-0387 Iv. message

Snowboard Gas halfpipe
w/ Bindings asking S100. Call Matt
6-7389.

HELP WANTED

Audio/vidoo rapair technician,

part-time. Three years professional

experience required. 584 9547.

FAST AND EASY INCOME
Earn SIOOO's weekly stuffing envelopes
Send Self-addressed envelope to:

Additional income! PC Box 1416
Cjiicago, IL 60681-0416

$252.50 Sail SO Funny. College T-Shirts
and make 3252.50. No financial

obligation. Risk Fee program. Avg.
sales time>4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Call free 1-800 733 3265.

TRAVEL FREE! Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas. Florida! Best
commissions/free travel!

1 800426 771 0.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

584-9830.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright »

MA15KDH

Lost: Glassas - frameless. green
Monday, 1 1 AM CCSteps.
Please call 5490825 REWARD
LOST GREEN SOCCER JACKET
Please call Steve 256 0179

Small white cat extra toe on front

paw. Lives near Orchard Hill on E. Pleas

ant. Call 549-6404.

I ride to Burlington VT. Any week
end will share expenses
Call Bnan 549 6383

SERVICES

MUSICIANS

Guitar Lessons for beginner and in-

termediate players 310 per hour 549-

2885.

Wanted guitarist; Phish, Allmans.
Creative improv. 256-8115.

PERSONALS

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or
support? Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Si

Northampton 586 3000 ot Greenfield 774
6010

Want free facial?
Sign up now with a "Mary Kay*
consultant' Individual/group

665 2473

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Amos-
You spelt my name wrong

but -

I love you anyways
Forever •

Diana

^•pers typed Free laser printout &
cover page, 31.50Ayped page. Brian 548-
1795.

WANTED

Happy Birthday to the little nursing
major Steve. - Nikki

Gerege or driveway space wanted for
car storage Prefer local to southwest
area. Price negotiable Call Paul at 546
1051.
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Sports
Minutemen down BU in home opener
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Thingsjust keep gettingbetter for Mike
Hodges and his University of Massachu-
setts football team.

One week after putting win number
one in the books with a 7-3 decision over

Holy Cross. UMass returned borne to

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium on
Saturday, downing Yankee Conference
rival Boston University 30-28 before a
crowd of 5,846.

Leading the UMass attack was fresh-

men tailback Rene Ingoglia, who rushed
for 148 yards on 33 attempts ( ninth best in

BU
UMass

UMASS, 30-28

at Amherst
7 21 - 28
16 7 7-30

BU- Mallory 8 yd. pass from Norton (Morello

kick)

UM- Ingoglia 5 yd. run (Dembowski rush)

UM-McNeilly 14yd. run (John Kromenhoek
pass from Tom Fasano)

UM- George 5 yd. run (Maguire kick)

BU- Mallory 5 yd. pass from Norton (Carnell

Henderson pass from Norton)

UM- Stefanski 5 yd. pass from McNeilly

(Maguire kick)

BU- Henderson 1 7 yd. pass from Norton

(pass failed)

BU- Burwell 1 yd. run (Morello kick)

Attendance- 5,846

BU UMass
21 17

32-131 63-288

237 35
107 124
42-24-1 9-2-0

5-238 7-264

3-2 4-2

2-13 7-65

30:06 29:54

First Downs
Rushes-yards

Passing yards

Return Yards

Passes
Punts

Fumbles-Lost

Penalties-Yards

Time of Possesion

all of college football on Saturday) as the
Minutemen stormed to a 30-15 third

quarter lead before holding off BU in the
final minutes to seal the victory.

"It was a great game," said Hodges. "I

think we did a little bit of everything
today, and the only thing I'm upset about
is that it wasn't sunny and 10,000 people
didn't show up."

The Terriers got on the board first, as
Scott Mallory hauled in an eight yard
Walter Norton Jr. touchdown pass ten

seconds into the second quarter giving BU
their only lead of the game, 7-0.

UMass took the lead eight minutes
later, as Ingoglia barreled in from the six-

yard line for his first collegiate touchdown
to bring the Minutemen within one.

Jim Maguire's extra point try was
blocked, but tight end Steve Dembowski
recovered the loose ball and ran it in

giving the Minutemen two points and a

lead they would never relinquish.

Minuteman quarterback Andrew
McNeilly added to the UMass lead with
just under a minute left in the half, turning
what looked like a sure sack into a 14-yard
scamper for the end zone, giving UMass a
14-7 lead.

"On that play, I'm supposed to fake the

option and waggle the other way," said

McNeilly. "I looked and saw nothing but
white |BU jerseys] so I turned the other
way and saw four or five BU players and
just took off."

Massachusetts Hned up for the Maguire
extra point, choosinginstead tohave holder
Tom Fasano throw to long snapper Jon
Kromenhoek, giving the Minutemen a 16-

7 halftime lead.

"We've had that play for two years,"

said Hodges. "It depends on how they line

up against the muddle huddle, and ifthey
don't adjust to it we're going to do it."

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 10

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
Andrew McNeilly passed for one touchdown and ran for another, leading the University of

Massachusetts football team past Boston University 30-28 in their home opener.

Backup Ingoglia responds well to challenge

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
Rene Ingoglia replaced injured tailback John Johnson as a

starter and ran for 1 48 yards and one touchdown in the UMass
football team's win over the Terriers.

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday was arguably the biggest challenge
that Rene Ingoglia had faced in his young football career;

thankfully for the University of Massachusetts football

team, he was up to that challenge.

On 33 carries, Ingoglia trudged through the mud and
torrential rain in his first collegiate start foran impressive
148 yards rushing on the day (4.5 yards/carry) and his

first touchdown. The five-yard touchdown runcame at an
opportune time in the second quarter for the Minutemen,
who were down by seven with just over six minutes left

in the half.

"I just ran left offtackle and allowed the blocking," he
said. "When I smelled the goauine, I just put my head
down and got in — it's as simple as that."

Indeed it looked "as simple as that" all day for the
tough-nosed, redshirt freshman from Rochester, NY,
who cut and sliced hisway through the Boston University
defense like a knife through butter. It wasn't always that
easy for Ingoglia, however.

In his senior year at Bishop Kearney High, Ingoglia
tore up his knee and had to undergo reconstructive
surgery. Rehabilitation kept him out for the remainder of
his high school career and also ended his hopes ofplaying
Division I football (he was recruited by a number of Div.
I schools). Enter UMass, which saw untapped talent in
this young athlete and decided to take a chance on him.

"He didn't even practice last year because ofhis knee,

but you couldn't tell that now," said head coach Mike
Hodges. "You can't believe what he's been through with
his knee. He's such a tough kid, though, and plays so

aggressively— he's not afraid to go up against anybody.
"Sometimes I think he should be a linebacker, because

that's his mentality."

Hodges isn't the only one who took notice of Ingoglia's
strong performance on Saturday, though.

"The field conditions were pretty bad with all the
rain," said BU head coach Dan Allen. "Somehow Ingoglia

managed to have a solid day, though. He's a fine back and
it was a great individual effbrt on his part."

BU defensive back Pablo Rodriguez agreed withAllen.
"We didn't tackle him all day," said Rodriguez. "But

you have to give credit to him — he had a great day."
Despite his performance against the Terriers last

Saturday, Ingoglia is still hesitant to take full credit for

his accomplishments.
"I have to give credit to the offensive line and our

fullback Mike George ( 15-91,1 TD)," he said. "They are the
ones who make it possible for me to have a day like this.

"We have so many other great backs on this team," he
continued. "All are capable ofcoming in and doing a doing
a quaUtyjob."

What does the future hold for Ingoglia, particularly
against Rhode Island in two weeks?

"He's definitely going to stari; again," said Hodges.
"He's got great speed, he's had no problems with his knee— we're very pleased with his performance and are
excited about what he's going to do in the future for us."

Villone agrees to terms with Seattle Mariners
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Groodbye DC food, hello filet mignon.
Former University of Massachusetts left-handed

pitcher and first-round draft pick Ron Villone agreed to

terms Saturday with the Seattle Mariners, and will sign
a contract today in Seattle.

Villone, a two-sport athlete for UMass, was picked
14th overall in the first round of June's major league
baseball draft by the Mariners. He ended a lengthy
negotiation process, agreeing to a contract which sources
say includes a $550,000 signing bonus.

Sources indicated that the vice president of the
Mariners flew into Amherst Saturday to talk directly

with Villone, and an agreement was made after that
meeting. However, UMass head baseball coach Mike
Stone said that Villone has not and will not sign until he
reaches Seattle.

"There's a stipulation in his contract that he go to
Seattle and have preliminary meetings with them before
he signs," Stone said.

Villone had threatened to hold out as long as possible
andhad returned to UMass in September to practice with
the baseball team. His biggest concern was being treated
fairly.

"I just want them to give me what I think I'm worth,"
he said in an interview earlier this month. "I just want to
be treated as a person."

The 6-foot-3, 235 pounder vrill report to the Mariners'
Instructional League team in Tempe, AZ this week,
according to Stone. While Seattle's gain was the UMass
pitching staffs loss. Stone was pleased that Villone was
leaving for the big leagues.

"I'm happy, and having him as a former Olympian and
first-round pick will help the baseball program," said
Stone. "He held out and finally got what he wanted."
When Villone signs on the dotted line, it will be the

exclamation point of his meteoric rise from obscurity to
celebrity in less than 13 months. The left-hander played
only two years with the UMass baseball team, and three
vrith the football team.

He was noteven drafted in theJune 1991 major league
draft after compiling a 4-3 record with 50 strikeouts and
being named the A-lOs left-handed pitcher of the year.

Villone followed that up last Spring with a 7-3 record,
picking up 89 strikeouts and leading the nation in
strikeouts per inning through much of the season. He
was subsequently asked to tryout for the Olympic team
and was drafted by the Mariners.

Villone was cut from the Olympic team, but, in a quirk
of fate, was recalled by U.S. coach Ron Fraser, who
apologized and asked him to go to Barcelona. He did, and
was successful, picking up a 1-1 record and striking out
11 in 11 innings.

After the Olympics, Villone was honored with a parade
by his home town, Bergenfield, NJ.

Tuesday September 29, 1992
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University faces suit

from female athletes

CHRIS EVANS / COLLEGIAN
TASTY MORSELS— Joyce Sadoski, a Franklin Dining Commons worker, is forced

to clean up after Ufvlass students too indolent to bus their own trays.

By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

AMHERST — University of Massa-
chusetts athletic administrators, already
the subject of a legislative inquiry, are
now under fire from women athletes for

dumping three varsity sports for women.
"What made me really mad was that I

didn't feel there was equality in the way
men athletes and women athletes were
being treated," said senior Amy Ryan,
who had been one ofthe leading players on
the women's tennis team before it was
eliminated last spring.

"When 1 was in high school, there were
no problems like that. Everything was SO-
SO."

Especially galling, Ryan said Monday,
was seeing the team cut even after the
players independently raised enough
money to cover their modest $5,000 bud-
get.

"That's when we really felt we were not
equally treated," Ryan said, adding that
male soccer players took the field after an
alumnus promised to cover that team's
expenses.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien has told
the faculty only that university oflicials

were meeting privately with a lawyer for

students seeking to reinstate the women's
tennis squad, as well as the women's la-

crosse and volleyball teams, said Univer-
sity spokeswoman Kay Scanlon.

The lacrosse team, which won the first

NCAA Division I national championship
in 1982, was eliminated in 1990. Women's
volleyball was dropped in 1991.

The lawyer, Patricia Flannery of Bos-
ton, declined to comment Monday on the
progress of the talks or the students

complaints.

Glenn Wong, acting athletic director,

did not return two telephone messages
seeking comment. Provost Glen Gordon,
who has headed the University's internal
investigation into the athletic adminis-
tration and is serving as acting dean of
physical education, also did not return
messages.

Wong and Gordon took over after
Athletic Director Frances Mclnerney re-

tired and his boss, David Bischoff, who
had been both associate chancellor of
athletics and dean ofthe school ofphysical
education, resigned amid ongoing legis-

lative inquiry into questionable spending
by athletic administrators.

Irate alumni, including many former
football players, pressed for the inquiry
after cuts in the football progi-am prompted
them to review the University's books.

Over the past three years, UMass sports
administrators have also announce plans
to cut several men's sports, including
soccer, water polo and men's tennis, to

save money. But the tennis squad is the
only men's team that hasn't been salvaged
by school or private grants.

It is the second time in seven years that
women's tennis has been eliminated, said
former women's coach Edwin Gentzler.
who voluntarily took a pay cut from $9000
to $1,000 to try to save the team.

Gentzler said that, with the reductions
in the women's teams, the university's ra-

tio ofmale and female athletes has slipped

from about 60-40 to nearly 70-30. That
level could be in violation of federal equal
opportunity requirements, he contended.

"There's a lot of personal pain when all

of a sudden your life's work is totally

gone," said Gentzler.

Tiananmen Square remembered
Fang Lizhi, famous Chinese dissident, speaks out
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: The following is a report on a telephone
interview last Thursday night with Fang Lizhi, China's
best known dissident physicist. Lizhi was the Deputy
President ofthe University ofScience and Technology of
China and a member ofthe ChineseAcademy ofSciences.

He was expelled from the Chinese Communist Party
and the presidency in 1987 for his role in the democracy
movement. In 1989, he was once again wanted by the
government, forcing him to take refuge for over a year in

the U.S. Embassy in Beijing.

Currently, Lizhi is in exile and has been a faculty
member at the University of Arizona in Tuscan since
Januaiy.

Three years after the Chinese army tanks crashed the
Tiananmen Square pro-democracy demonstration, in

which the Chinese army killed hundreds of innocent
students and civilians, China's best-known dissident.
Fang Lizhi, has not been forgotten.

"The Chinese government should release all student
demonstrators that have been arrested," Lizhi said.

Lizhi, often referred to as China's Sakharov, topped
the Chinese government's most-wanted list following the
June 4 massacre in 1989.

He was then forced to take refuge at the U.S. Embassy
in Beijing for over a year before the United States finally

negotiated a settlement with Chinese authorities for

Fang to leave China.
"I hope to go back to China one day, but for the time

being I don't see what I can do there," Lizhi said.

Lizhi criticized the Bush Administration's foreign

policy on China, describing it as a "failure." President
Bush, once a U.S. envoy to Beijing, has pledged to veto

legislation that would require China to satisfy a number
ofhuman rights and trade conditions for its most-favored
nation tariff status to be renewed. Bush believes this

would isolate China. "It has done little to help improve
China's human rights situation," Lizhi said.

Lizhi, a world renowned astrophysicist, is a member of
the International Center for Theoretical Physics at
Trieste, Italy. He is also a recipient of the 1989 Robert F.

Kennedy Human RightsAward in honor ofhis dedication
and commitment to democracy and human rights in

China.

Earlier that year, Lizhi wrote to Chinese senior leader
DengXiaopingpetitioning for the release ofjailed dissident
Wei Jingshengand other political prisoners. The Chinese
government abruptly rejected Lizhi's appeal.

"Economic prosperity does not necessarily lead to

democracy and freedom," Lizhi said. "All concerned people

TurntoUZHI, page 13
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Fang Lizhi, here seen with his wife.

Report looks
at status of
UMass women
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Issues facing women are being spotlighted in

the Status ofWomen Council's annual report that
was distributed this week to Faculty senators and
all University faculty members.

"IThe report I reflects the amount ofwork carried
out and shows the intense interest in seeing that
women's issues are attended to," said Catharine
Porter, Status ofWomen Council's co-chairperson.

The council was established to make recom-
mendations affecting the status ofwomen on campus
on matters ranging from recruitment, promotion
and salaries, the granting of tenure, the estab-
lishment of day-care centers, to the granting of
financial aid.

"We cover a broad spectrum of interests and we
follow through when something i.s brought to us,"

Porter said. "We have a good record of addressing
women's concerns and continue to do so."

Two major issues the council is continuing to

address this year are the University of
Massachusetts's compliance with Title IX, a law
that bars sex discrimination at institutions receiv-

ing federal aid and the impact of the University
Health fee on women, according to Porter.

The 1992 report stated the council solicited

input from coaches. Athletic Department person-
nel and student athletes concerning Title IX,

"It's an issue we're continually faced with and
we want to be on top of it," Porter said. "We're
advocating for women."

The council is also keeping an eye on the impact

Turn to REPORT, page 16
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UMqss Police Log
• A Resident Assistant in Washington Residence Hall

was allegedly struck in the face Friday night by a male
subject after the RA asked the male to remove alcohol
from the dormitory, according to police.

The incident occurred at approximately 10 p.m. on
Friday, police said. The RA reportedly pursued the male
to the lobby area before being struck again.

Pohce are investigating the incident for possible Civil

Rights violations.

• APVTAbuswas struck by another vehicleon Saturday
afternoonon University Drive whilethe buswas attempting
to make a turn, cracking a panel and rupturing a fuel tank,
according to Al Byam, an official at PVTA.

The accident occurred at 3:30 p.m. on Saturday after-

noon. The bus sustained approximately $3000 in dam-
age. The fuel tank began to leak gasoline, which was
contained by an absorbent designed to clean gas spills.

Byam stated that the operator ofthe car which struck
the PVTA bus was issued a citation.

• Two men reported to police that their room in
Hamlin Residence Hall had been ransacked Friday af-

ternoon. A total of $280 was stolen from their dressers.

• Police arrested a 17 year-old Quincy man in con-
nection with a fight that occurred in Mackimmie Residence
Hall on Saturday morning. The man was charged with
assault and battery with a dangerous weapon, disorderly
conduct and assault by means of a dangerous weapon (a

knife).

• An Amherst man was charged with operating under
the influence of alcohol and arrested at 3:15 p.m. on
Saturday afternoon, according to police.

Jonathan Laurence, 32, was arrested in a traffic stop
in front of Alumni Stadium.

• A head-on collision occurred in front ofLot 50 at 4: 16
p.m. on Saturday, according to police. The operator of a

Compiled by Michael Day
Kecvnl inciik-nl^ nrorchd by ihc Uni\vr<iity'<i Dcp.Htmcnl ol I'uhlic S.ili'ly.

vehicle swerved to miss a car pulling out of Lot 50, and
collided with another oncoming vehicle. No injuries were
reported, but the cost of damage was estimated to be
more that $2000.

• A police cruiser was involved in a three-car accident
Saturday night when it stopped to allow pedestrians to
cross the street in front of Skinner Hall.

According to police, although the vehicle immediately
behind the cruiser stopped safely, the car was struck
from behind by another car and was slammed into the
cruiser.

No one was injured in the 9 p.m. accident. Amherst
Police issued the driver of the third vehicle a citation for

failing to use care in stopping.

• University police and Amherst police are both in-

vestigating a fight which occurred in Gorman Residence
Hall early Sunday morning. According to police, a man
allegedly pointed a shotgun at other individuals involved
in the altercation.

• Police reported the theft of three mountain bikes
over the weekend. On Friday, a bicycle worth $400 was
locked in front ofMcNamara Residence Hall when it was
stolen.

Pohce reported the theft of a bike locked to a rack in
front ofHamlin Residence Hall on Saturday. On Sunday,
another locked bicycle was reported stolen from a rack in
front of the Lederle Research Lowrise.

• A pizza delivery man was confronted and robbed by
two males early Sunday morning in Cance Residence
Hall, according to police. Two pizza's and $2 in cash were
taken from the delivery man.

• A woman in Patterson Residence Hall reported
damage done to her room at approximately 5:30 a.m. on
Sunday. According to police, the woman was asleep when
someone threw a rock through her window, causing an
estimated $150 worth of damage.

Ancient Israeli city uncovered
By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press

BOSTON— Like the volcanic eruption at Pompeii, a
Babylonian king's destruction ofan ancient city in Israel
preserved artifacts that ordinarily would not have sur-
vived, archaeologists say.

Residents of Ashkelon left many possessions behind
when they fled King Nebuchadnezzar and his army in
604 B.C., said Lawrence Stager, professor ofarchaeology
at Harvard University.

"It's a snapshot ofthe residues and thingsjust as they
were left in place," Stager said.

"This is the irony of archaeology and history. Their
suffering is at least now, from a distance, ourgood fortune."
A team ofHarvard archaeologists working at Ashkelon

this summer excavated a warehouse, an accounting of-
fice and a complete human skeleton sprawled amid
smashed pottery.

They also uncovered an arched gateway, a mud-brick
structure more than 12 feet high.

The buried remains were well-preserved amid the
rubble left by fires set by Nebuchadnezzar's troops, said
Joe Greene, curator ofpublications at the Harvard Semitic
Museum, which has been sponsoring excavations at
Ashkelon since 1985.

"The effect is like that ofPompeii, in which the instant
that it happened is trapped in the layers that were
destroyed." Greene said. He acknowledged that the finds
themselves were less dramatic than those at Pompeii.

The Roman city of Pompeii was buried and thousands
were killed when Mt. Vesuvius erupted in 79 A.D. Ar-
chaeologists found the remains of some victims in their
last moments, including a pregnant woman and a man
trying to shield her with a veil from the suffocating ash.

Archaeologists relish the phenomenon of sites that
are well-preserved because of ancient disasters, said
William Sumner, director ofthe Oriental Institute at the
University of Chicago.

"Archaeologists are very ghoulish people," said
Sumner, an archaeologist who has conducted digs in
Iran. "We always delight in ancient catastrophes.

"What you find is objects of daily life more or less
abandoned relationships among objects revealed to you
right there on the ground."

Fire sometimes preserves wooden objects longer by
turning them into charcoal, which is more resistant to
decay, Sumner said.

Among the artifacts found at Ashkelon, located about
65 miles southwest to Jerusalem, were storage jars
containing traces of charred wheat, a small scale and a
dozen square weights.

In apparent signs of pillaging, archaeologists also
found shattered earthenware pots lying beneath charred
ceiling beams. The skeleton ofa man was found sprawled
on its back, its arms and legs flung out and its skull
crushed.

"It gives one an eerie feeling, seeing this corpse lying
there in place exactly where he fell during that siege,"
Stager said.
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Russian
officials visit

University
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Five Russian officials on a tour ofMassachusetts will

visit the University this week in their attempt to lock at
how cities and towns are run and financed, in addition to

exploring possible links with local businesses.
They will meet this week with professors from the

School ofManagement and the Department ofLandscape
Architecture and Regional Planning. Next week the
Russians will be in Boston to meet with Boston's Mayor
Ray Flynn and member's of Gov. WiUiam Weld's staff

along with other state and city officials.

''Basically, they want to learn the

way we run City Hall.

"

Robert Hopley,

visiting management lecturer

"Basically, they want to learn the way we run City
Hall," said Robert Hopley, visiting management lec-

turer. "They want to find out how town and city admin-
istrations work, how the Chamber of Commerce fits in,

what we do about regional planning, and how our system
of taxation works."

Hopley said the five will meet with business people
and government officials, share information and build
contacts, in addition to establishing social and business
ties in Massachusetts.

Focusing on municipal government, they will study
U.S. inter-governmental relations, and the educational
system at the University.

Alexandro Pedotov, the program's leader, is director of
the Management Training Center, St. Petersburg, Rus-
sia, where the University's School ofManagement has an
on-going exchange program.

The other four delegates, Vladislav Toumanov, Boris

Polozovare, Alexandre ProkofievandAlexandro Todontoov,
are from Pskov, a large region located to the south of St.

Petersburg. Toumanov is head of the Pskov regional ad-

ministration. Polozovare is head of Pskov's regional de-

velopmentand redevelopment authority. Prokofiev is head
of the Pskov city administration. Todontoov is deputy
representative the Pskov region's president. Todontoov
represents Boris Yeltsin in the Pskov region.

According to Hopley, the delegation has about 30
specific proposals from their region for various economic
partnerships with U.S. firms.

ANDY CARVALHO / COLLEGIAN
PASSING THE TIME — Senior civil engineering major Jeff Walker and his friend Scott Darling, also a senior civil

engineering major, hang out at the Fine Arts Center.

TEAMS looking for assistants
Valuable tutoring program helps minority students
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Correspondent

A University-based tutoring program that is designed
to offer a helping hand to linguistically and culturally

diverse students is looking for new recruits.

Created in 1984 Tutoring Enrichment Assistance
Model for Schools (TEAMS) has provided over 30,000
hours oftutoring to Asian, Latino, African American and
other minority students by undergraduate students from
several majors, not just education.

The TEAMS project collaborates with the School of

Education and the Division of Continuing Education, in

addition tojoiningwith local public schools and alternative

education programs, such as Westover Job Corps.

Funding for the TEAMS project comes from several

sources such as: The "Just Do It" grant from the Nike
Corporation for Kelly Elementary School in Holyoke and
a grant from the Massachusetts Commitee Service

Commission.
Other financial support is enlisted from the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts President's Office and a from a

number of local community merchants.
"TEIAMS is growing in number and changing in pur-

pose,"said Dawn Bond, project coordinator ofthe program
and a graduate student of the School of Education.
Primarily seen as a community service venture, TEAMS
also addresses contemporary societal issues affecting

education.

"We are concerned with class, race, and gender within
the schools," said Director Robert Maloy. "We hope to

provide a direction for change in schools as well as
society."

Through multiculturally aware tutors, TEAMS hopes
to combat societal ills within the American education

system ["isms").

Bond said the leadership of TEAMS exemplifies the

mission of the project. TEAMS is engaged in a collective

process at all times. The project coordinators, students,

extract past experiences from tutors and integrate these

ideas into the present program.
Essentially all directors Robert Maloy and Byrd Jones

do is provide guidance to the program, while students

Turn to TEAMS, page 18

Friday night alternative
Cluh provides skits, music to campus
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Correspondent

The Upside Down club met in the

Campus Center on Friday night for an
evening of comedy skits and musical

entertainment.

The Upside Down club is a Christian

student social and inspirational orga-

nization made up ofundergraduate and
graduate students.

The clubs primary focus is to provide

an alternative to nightclubs and house

parties. Jeff Chartrand, president of

the club, says it presents an opportunity
for students of all nationalities and
backgrounds to get together and so-

cialize.

"We try to bring talent together and
share this with other students. Many
students just come out of curiosity and
truly find themselves enjoying the at-

mosphere," said Chartrand.

Bobby Arsenault, a former UMass
football player, believes Jesus Christ

makes all the difference. Arsenault is

also a campus minister.

Chip Mitchell, also a former UMass
football player, was the moderator of

the evening, and introduced the various

acts.

George Baker, a UMass instructor

and tenor-saxist played various tunes

including a jazz track. Baker is an in-

structor in the performing arts dept.

Among the acts were the outrageous

comedy duo "I hate when that happens"

and "Kim and Kim" who sung a track by

the Indigo Girls.

Also performing were Shawdra
Poharski and Kelly Coon who along
with guitarist Brian Thompson sung
the popular theme song One Tin Sol-

dier.

Jeff Chartrand also a guitarist and
l3Tacist who sung a familiar track by
popular recording artist John Cougar
Mellencamp andJames Taylor's You 've

got a friend.

"This is our very first activity this

semester and our goal is to provide a

place so students can have good clean

fun, no pretension, no expectations,"

said Chartland.
Michelle Nevel a sophomore at

UMass and a liberal arts major
believes that the club has a lot ofpoten-

tial.

"It's a great idea. [This club has] a

lot of talent," said Nevel.

Jean Pow a graduate student at

UMass studying clinical psychology

major says she believes its an excellent

alternative to traditional college en-

tertainment.

"[The club provides a] variety ofen-

tertainment and a nice atmosphere,"

said Pow.
Tomas Olssom an exchange student

from Sweden, who is studying eco-

nomics said he arrived not expecting to

have a lot of fun.

"I love it! And there are great people

here, very nice," said Olssom.

The evening ended with a comedy
Turn to UPSIDE DOWN, page 18

Center serves 15,000
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

The Everywoman's Center serves
15,000 women a year from the Five College
area and offers a variety of services.

"Often times a woman waits until she
is in a crisis to use our services," said Carol

Wallace, the director ofthe Everywoman's
Center.

The Everywoman's Center has a

number of support groups this semester.

"We are offering a post-abortion support

group, rape survivors support group which
includes our Counselor/Advocate Program
and an incest survivors support group,"

Wallace said.

In the past three years budget cuts

have eliminated five direct program ser-

vices, such as, the Outreach/Public Rela-

tions, Bridge Program, Counseling Ser-

vices, W.A.G.E.S., and the Working
Women's Program, according to the Orga-
nizational Report of the EWC's 1991 Fis-

cal Year Report.

The report states "Significant unmet
need exists among students seeking
counseling services, particularly among
women students. Elimination of Coun-
seling Services Program within EWC
[Everywoman's Center | increased the
amount of unmet need."

Also, that "Most women's centers offer

Turn to EWC, page 13

$1,200 raised for orphanage
By SEEMA MALHOTRA
Collegian Correspondent

The South Asian Club held their sec-

ond benefit dance on Saturday night in

the Bluewall in order to raise money for an
orphanage in India.

The orphanage, located in Cuddapah,
Andhra Pradesh in India, was founded six

months ago.

The orphanage is run by a committee of

eleven members, who organize fund-rais-

ing and oversee its day-to-day operations.

Although it is supported by other organi-

zations in India and abroad, the University

South Asian Club is a major contributor.

All six children attend a local school in

India. While the orphanage will not be
taking any more children immediately, it

hopes to expand in the future, according to

club members.
The dance on Saturday was co-orga-

nized by South Asian Club members
Sonalee Patel, Deepa Krishnakumar and
Roopa Reddy. It was attended by almost
three hundred people and money was
raised through donations and ticket sales.

The crowd danced to a variety ofIndian
and western music and the evening raised

an estimated $1,200 for the orphanage.
"It's something very real. The [or-

phanage] is right now up and going with
our help," said Deepa Krishnakumar, a
senior civil engineering major who hopes
to visit the orphanage in January.

"Though it's not a big sacrifice on our
side it makes a big difference to the people
in India," Krishnakumar said. "We are
very proud ofthe response and cooperation

of all our friends and supporters."

Because ofthe success oflast semester's
"Jumma Chumma Nite" and of Saturday
night's event, the South Asian Club is

planning another dance next Spring.

1
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Students are
coming out
for fire drills
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Have your coats and keys handy this week. Environ-
mental Health and Safety will conduct fire drills in all

residence halls.

According to Keith E. Hoyle, senior fire prevention
officer at EH&S, Massachusetts General Law states they
must conduct fire drills once each semester. Hoyle said
they traditionally hold them within the first month ofthe
semester.

"New students have no idea what the fire alarm in
their residence all sounds like," Hoyle said. This is the
one and only time we will conduct a drill."

According to Hoyle, his office gets help from the
student fire and first aid unit, in addition to the Physical
Plant suppling a fire alarm technician. Hoyle is not
anticipating any problems with the fire drills.

The students are generally pretty cooperative," Hoyle
said.

Over the summer the University installed over
$600,000 in state-of-the-art fire alarms and sprinkler
systems in Emerson, James, Melville and Thoreau
Residence Halls and John Adams Tower.

These systems will provide better protection for resi-
dents and will reduce the number of accidental alarms,
according to David Beaudin, associate fire prevention
officer.

Although the new equipment makes the buildings
much safer than before, it will not reduce the number of
malaciously pulled alarms, according Hoyle.

"Only the residents that live there can change that,"
Hoyle said.
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Evil machine
in tower library

tracks student
The security system at the Tower Library has

run amok in a government-sponsored conspiracy to

thwart the study attempts ofleftist female students.

Well, not exactly, but there does appear to be a
theme developing at the climax ofmy library visits

as of late.

The first time, I greeted the jarring alarm with
shock and immediate compliance.

Needless to say, the Keepers of the Books were
placated when it was established that there was no
guilt on my part. It seems that certain textbooks
from the Annex make the damnable machine hys-
terical. A swift scanning of my possessions on a
suspiciously medical-looking implement quieted
the beast's spastic histrionics, and I was on my
merry, albeit shaken, way.

Lori

O'CONNOR .

Last night, however, I was horrifically weary as
1 made my way to the exit. It was 11:55, and four

hours oftruly significant studying had reduced my
cognitive processes to that of a two-year-old. Car.

Home. Bed. Sleep.

"Beep! Beep! Beep! Beep!"

Once again, my id sqealed, "Tee hee! I stole three

large print editions of Macrame Fashions for the

Family while you weren't paying attention! Wipe
that surprised look ofl"your face!"

Once again, I was forced to empty the highly

personal contents of my backpack onto the highly

impersonal formica counter top. Resigned and hu-

miliated, I fielded the rapid-fire interrogation for a

second time.

"What is this book?"

"Where did you get it?"

•What about that in the bag?"
"Have you ever bitten into a wintergreen Life-

saver in the dark?"

Okay, so the latter is a fictionalized insertion.

Yet the fact remains that I would have answered
any question, regardless of its relevance to escape.

Yes, I said escape with my rapidly plummeting
pride intact. There is something amiss when an
innocent library-goer feels as though she has
stumbled into an Orwellian nightmare, suddenly

tempted to propel her body over fierce metal

turnstiles in order to flee what has become, for her,

a literary Alcatraz.

Don't get me wrong. I harbor no resentment

towards the Organic Guardians of the Written

Word. I realize that shrieking, paranoid, demon
device ( which I secretly suspect can see through my
clothes) that I despise. Upset at its inability to be a

metal detector, disgruntled with its relatively low

rank on the annoying machine hierarchy, it has

chosen me as an outlet upon which it will vent its

frustrations.

I shouldn't be surprised. I've never had any luck

with gadgets, starting way back in '76 with the

smoky self-destruction ofmy Holly Hobbie Bake It

Quick and Tasty Oven. This is simply another

episode in a long history ofharassment by bleeping

machines.

You can take me seriously on one note, however.

The next time I muster up enough bravado to

venture back into the depths of that saggy archi-

tectural montrosity, I shall be transporting some

cutting edge, day-glo sexual paraphernalia in my
bag. That way, all involved will be blushing— not

just myself
Lori O'Connor is a UMass student.

Reality is dead, long live television
The smoke is clearing. The wreckage of Los Angeles

lies all around; the dead are numerous. Standingamongst
it (camera closes in), the Fresh Prince ofBel Air is helping
the cleanup, discovering a fresh sense ofresponsibility to

the community (roll opening credits). The iryured are
being rushed into the tender care of Doogie Howser,
M.D., and litigation is beginning in the offices of L.A.

Law.
Oh America, one wondered how you'd heal these open

wounds. What balm could bring relief to such raw in-

justice? Re-invention, of course. Cut up on video in

manageable portions, into something understandable,
something, even, with a moral at the end. The riots can
be portioned off", packaged for the autumn season and
forgotten.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
The Republican attack on "cultural elites" is self

deserving, it is the producers of Hollyweird who take
messy unfair life and put a gloss offatuous optimism over

it. There was no silver lining to the clouds of smoke that

billowed from L.A. during the riots, no reassessment of

the Reagan-Bush era of racist re-entrenchment, no ca-

tharsis for the African-American population. So instead

Holljrwood, maybe out of gratitude for not being burnt to

the ground, will color one in. A Learning Experience.

Anyway, since the L.A. riots incorporated television

and video, it is only fair exchange that now television

plots can incorporate the L.A. riots.

In Time magazine, the New York Times and the Bos-

ton Globe there are long articles trjring to understand the

meaningofan attack by the vice-president on the fictional

birth of a fictional baby in a situation comedy. They look

too hard. A strict distinction between fact and fiction has
been difficult to maintain for years in the arena of

American public life. Reality is dead; long live television.

Surely no one can have misunderstood the meaning of

Reagan. Reagan wasn't a president, he was an image of

a president. A kindly, strong, 100 percent American

image. The American public doesn't care about Iran-

Contra because deception and manipulation aren't con-

gruent with his image. It doesn't fit. But for Nixon it fitted

perfectly, send him down! Kennedy will always be loved;

he left such a Jimmy Dean-clean corpse, and what a
photogenic exit. Forget the Bay of Pigs fiasco and taking
the world to the edge of nuclear destruction, because he
followed two primary rules: leave them wanting more,
and leave them with a mystery.

Tim Robbins' new movie, "Bob Roberts," is a film, he
says, "against the Hollywoodization of Washington." He
might as well make a movie, as Kurt Vonnegut might say,

against glaciers. However, the film is a fine satire on the

image-reality crossover. Robbins is also astute enough to

have noted how easy it is for fiction to be subverted into

the hands of demagogues. He has included in the "Bob
Roberts" contract a clause that prevents any of the right

wing parodies of'60s protest songs ( e.g. . "The Times They
Are A-Changin' Back") from being released on a

soundtrack album.
In the '92 campaign the battle for celebrity endorse-

ments has been raging: Arnold Schwartzenegger opened
George Bush's campaign in the New Jersey primary,
while Richard Dreyfus waved off Bill Clinton and Al

Gore. But at least Schwartzenegger and Dreyfus got to

take time off. Bush and Clinton must play their parts full

time at election time, andjust when they get used to a role

some damn image consultant comes and tells them to

stop being fire-breathing-convention-Bush but turn into

Uncle-shot-down-in-action-dependable-Bush or some
other unlikely transformation. Poor Bush, he's a bad
president because he's a bad actor. . . he just can't get. .

. those. . . ur, folksy lines out. . . um. . . keeps on, er,

stumbling. He should stick to politics, something he's

good at.

Of course your image is never fixed; you never know
when you're safe. Poor Cristofal Colon — they wanted to

make him a saint in 1866; now he might become the

original white devil. The images will be battling it out

soon, at a cinema near you!

Jesse Armstrong is a UMass student.

The American dream destroyed?
With most of America spending its time looking for

these so called "family values," and spending less time

caring for each other, it doesn't surprise me when I hear
stories like Svetlana Speyer's.

Svetlana came to this country in the 1950s. Like many
looking to the West, she had hoped to have her share of

that infamous American dream. Sadly enough some forty

years later Svetlana feels her hopes ofthat dream are all

but gone.

David

RIVERA
For 18 years, day in and day out. Svetlana worked at

the UMass library using her skills in Russian and Ger-
man to better the library and the many thousands of

students that went through its revolving doors. Unjustly,

all her years ofwork may have been for nothing. Just this

past September 21, Svetlana was told to pack her things
and leave the library.

You see, Svetlana is a mother ofa teenage girl, and her
family fits that mold some Americans don't consider a

family. She's a single parent with one income — hers.

A week before her dismissal, Svetlana received a

memo informing her that her work hours were going to

change from day to evening. She saw this change as a

threat to her family life. Pleading her case to the library

administration, Svetlana could find no one to s3Tnpathize

with her situation.

At the age of 52, Svetlana felt she couldn't neglect her
parenting, especially with a young daughter growing and
changing before her eyes. "I couldn't make that choice

between my daughter and my work," Svetlana said. "I

guess I'll have to let the library choose."

Svetlana decided her family was far more important
to her, so she continued her regular work hours with full

knowledge that her superiors would consider her "insub-

ordinate."

"I took a risk and came in at my regular time,"

Svetlana recalled. "Soon afl«r I got there they told me to

pack my things and leave."

People like Svetlana are rare in these days of political

sound bites and Hollywood ideals. No weekly sit-com

here, she's a real Murphy Brown taking risks against

great odds for her strong beliefs.

Svetlana doesn't make much money— she never did—
but she had hoped to send her daughter to UMass, a hope
which may now be impossible. If she loses herjob because

of her stand, Svetlana knows all too well that her health

benefits and pension are gone. Sounds bad? It gets worse.

Her father, recently diagnosed with lung cancer, is

hospitalized and fighting for his life and she had to seek

medical help for all the stress from the last few weeks.

"If they fire me. then I won't be able to collect unem-
ployment. . . I don't know what will happen after that."

In her 18 years at the library Svetlana said .she never

expected anything like this to happen. Oddly enough she

carries a letter, praising her work at the library, from the

very person who asked her to leave.

"They don't take my parenting seriously," she said

while trying to hold back tears. "I'm just trying to raise

my child and make a living."

In this so called "kinder and gentler nation" ofours we
sometimes forget the values that really matter. The flag-

waving and horn-blowing rhetoric coming out of Wash-
ington can cloud our vision of what's truly valuable. Not
Hollywood make-believe but real values, values like

Svetlana's.

Having no idea what's going to happen, she only hopes
to return to her job and raise her family the way she
feels is best, the way she knows is best — her way.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

No more storm troopers needed
This editorial has been written as a

response to Keith F. Meadows' letter

[Collegian, Sept. 23] calling for more po-

lice presence outside the bars in Amherst.

I strongly disagree with this opinion.

At all times police presence around

Amherst center is more than adequate

and some would say oppressive. What are

these violent episodes that Keith alludes

to? And why aren't they on the page next

to this editorial with the minor posses-

sions and jaywalkers?

As a fifth year student at the Univer-

sity, I have frequented the bars ofAmherst

and can count on one hand the number of

times I've witnessed so much as a pushing

match outside the bars.

As a result of recent restrictions on

social activities in the Amherst area, spe-

cifically the implementation of keg laws

and a general crackdown on parties, stu-

dents have been forced to the bars. The
spontaneous gathering of people outside

the bars is one of the last ungoverned

social happenings. This last bastion of

young, fun loving people does not require

additional storm troopers.

IfKeith feels he needs a police escort to

get a slice of pizza at Antonio's, I suggest

he gets delivery and stays offthe streets of

any m^or metropolitan area.

Jonathan Dietz

Amherst

The janitor question is absurd
The janitor question at the Campus

Center is another example of manage-
ment bordering on the absurd.

These people are being treated more
like a commodity, instead of the re-

source they are. There is obviously a

need for more permanent positions. The
dangerous trend here is the exploitation

ofthe student work force to fill this need.

Yes, budgets are tight, but employ-
ees here have already suffered enough:
no pay raises since 1988, furloughs,

health insurance increases and layoffs.

To have their lives turned upside down
and their shifts changed is absurd. To
replace these employees with students

{Collegian, Sept. 24 1 is disturbing.

How many work study students
know their labor rights as hourly work-
ers? How many are paid benefits? Are
they instructed on basic health and
safety issues? One bad injury can do
serious damage to a student's educa-
tion and future.

So, as we welcome more work study
students into the work force, I hope the
administration and student represen-
tatives can work together to prevent
this exploitation. And. to the manage-
ment of the Campus Center: don't be
absurd.

Justin P. Cobb
Chief Steward,

AFSCME/Locai 1776
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YARD WORK — The lovely yard and exterior of a nearby home.
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Man shot following argument
Massachusetts resident currently in critical condition

BLACKSTONE, Mass., (AP) — A man was critically
injured when he was shot in the stomach following an
argument that began ni Woonsocket, R.I., police said
yesterday.

A police ofTicer witnessed the shooting, according to
authorities.

Police said David Jean of Blackstone was shot Sunday
night with a blast from a shotgun. Jean was in critical
condition at Rhode Island Hospital in Providence late
this morning.

Four people were arrested in Woonsocket in connec-
tion with the shooting, police said.

Three brothers. Keith Lambert, 21, Kenneth Lanbert,
18. and Rodney Lambert, 26, all of Woonsocket: and
Jeffrey Masisak, 19. also ofWoonsocket, all were arrested
on fugitive from justice warrants, said Capt. Herve
Landreville, detective chief in Woonsocket.

Officers said the argument started in Woonsocket
about 7:20 p.m. Sunday, and a group of people followed
Jean from there to Louie's Auto Body shop in Blackstone,
where he works.
A fight broke out, but the group left before police

arrived. The suspects allegedly returned later with an ax,
pipes, and a sledgehammer, and again a fight broke out.

Officers said a dog was hit over the head with a pipe
and the windows of the body shop were smashed.

Later, Officer Steven Livingstone was questioning
Jean about the damage when two men came aroimd the
side of the building. One fired a shot at Jean in front of
Livingtstone, police said.

Jean was hit in the stomach, and Louis Martinelli,
owner ofthe building, in the hand. Martenelli was treated
at the hospital and released. The alleged gunmen es-
caped, but were traced to Woonsocket.

Shoot for the

Collegian.
Our photographers live in fancy houses.

1 1 3 Campus Center • 545-3500
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Years of abuse
leads woman
to kill with iron
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — A woman who says years of abuse com-
pelled her to stab her boyfriend with a curling iron asked
a pardon board Monday tocommute her eight to a 15-year
manslaughter sentence.

But relatives of victim Milton Nixon said Patricia

Allen was the abuser in the relationship. Allen , ofBoston,
is the second of eight imprisoned women to go before the
Advisory Board of Pardons seeking reviews of their
sentences. Thewomen maintain they killed their partners
because they were battered . Allen said her attorney
declined to introduce evidence about her alleged prolonged
abuse at the trial.

Allen, 35, broke down in tears at one point while
describing the beatings she alleged she suffered.

"I'm very sorry for what happened," Allen said. "I

never meant to kill anyone. I live in pain every day."
Allen told the board that Nixon beat her repeatedly in

the course of their three-year relationship, and that he
was particularly abusive after using drugs and alcohol.
She said she has a permanent black eye and a bump on
her head because he hit her in the head and kicked her in
the eye while wearing work boots. She said she went to
the hospital emergency room several times, but was kept
waiting and decided not to stay for treatment.

Maiy Greenwald, an attorney for Allen, said her client
was a virtual prisoner in herown home because Nixon cut
off her contact with relatives and friends. She said
neighbors heard fights between the two, and said Nixon
boasted to his boss that he had given Allen a black eye.

Allen is seeking immediate ehgibility for parole. Un-
der the current terms of her sentence, she will not be
eligible for parole until 1994.

Board members will make a recommendation to Gov.
William F. Weld about Allen's case.

The board has not yet made a recommendation in the
case of Elaine Hyde, who came before it in July seeking
a commutation in the death of her husband on similar
grounds.

Earlier this year, Weld expanded the criteria for
reviewing commutations to include battered women's
sjTidrome.

Members of the board ofpardons Monday questioned
Allen about an incident prior to Nixon's death when he
was was hospitalized because he was stabbed in the back.
Nixon told authorities that Allen stabbed him with a
butcher knife.

Board members said they were troubled by Allen's ver-
sion of the story. She said she was peeling potatoes with
the knife when Nixon came up behind her and tried to
choke her.

"How could you stab him in the back? I don't see it,"
said board member Ruth Anne Jones.

"Your credibility is very much on the line here,"
Hooley said.

On the night of his death in 1987, Allen said she was
usmg a curling iron when Nixon came upstairs and
grabbed her, after he had attacked her earlier in the day.

COLLEGIAN

All Members Meeting!
WcJucsJay, SeptemLer 30

7s00 pm
Campujis Center Room 911-915

Update «u 1991-92 Activities
PUuning for 1992-93

For More Information Call:
vjrladys Rodriguez

Dean of SiuJenis Office
645-2684

PAY PARKING TICKETS
NOWAND SAVE MONEY
In the state budget passed on July 20th,

Massachusetts law was amended to increase

the fee we pay to the Registry of Motor

Vehicles for the non-renewal action taken on

our behalf. The fee will increase from $1 to

$20 per ticket.

This $10 surcharge must be passed on as a

late fee to vehicle owners with outstanding

parking tickets. Special notices have been
sent to all effected owners. To avoid these

additional late fines, remit payment to the

Ticket Processing.

If you have any questions, or wish to check
the status of your parking tickets, please call

Ticket Processing at 545-0964.

And if you do not have any parking tickets,

THANK YOU.

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, OCT. 23

Siuf^le Project/Event Grants

for music, theater, visual art

and design, performance

art, literature,film and video,

and other arts related events

PROPOSALS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT CROUPS

APPLICATIONS
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
209 HASBROUCK
OR CALL 545-0202
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American Indian
Dance Theatre to
premiere new suite

COURTESY NEW WORLD THEATRE
A member of the American Indian Dance Theatre company.

By EMILY MARINO
Collegian StafT

Are you looking at another un-
eventful Wednesday night? If you are

in pursuit of something more enthral-

ling than your average sit-com and
more educational than that History

reading that is due tomorrow. The
American Indian Dance Theatre is

plajdng your tune.

In cooperation with The New World
Theatre, this distinguished company
will perform a variety ofnot only tunes

but dances in the premier of Eastern

Woodlands Suite tomorrow evening.

Wednesday's program will consist

of traditional ceremonial, seasonal,

spiritual, and social chants, songs, and
dances.

"During each performance, audi-

ences experience many styles ofAmeri-

can Indian dancing," said director

Hanay Geiogamah. "All of our dances

are traditional and authentic, but have

been staged as theatrical pieces. In

making this transition, however, we
have been careful not to alter the basic

structure of the dances."

Also authentic are the hand-made
outfits ofthe dancers, traditionally worn
atceremonials, festivals, and powwows.

Dancers and musicians from the
Dakotas, Southwest Canada, and the
Great Plains represent fourteen tribes,

all ofwhich contribute aspects of their
cultures to the performance.

"We were committed to forming a
professional company featuringthe best

dancers and musicians from the Native
American world. We also wanted to

cross tribal lines and create an inte-

grated company from a variety oftribes
and tribal cultures," explains producer
Barbara Schwei.

The Eastern Woodlands Suite
promises to be a great show. Do not
miss the chance to admire and share
the experience of some of our nation's

richest yet least appreciated cultures.

TheAmerican Indian Dance Theatre
will perform at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall. Tickets are $18
general; halfprice for five-college stu-

dents. Call 545-2511 for more infor-

mation.

WEEKLY
COLLEGIAN
ARTS DESK
MEETINGS

Every Sunday at 2 p.m.

in the Collegian Newsroom.

Billy Crystal sparkles
in ^Memories of Me^
Adam Scott Roberts ' ace video pick
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

When Harry Met Sally he was driving
to New York City from Northwestern
University. Once in New York he decided
he had to leave by being a City Slicker.

Recently, he's declared himself Mr. Sat-
urday Night. But before he decides to take
on the comedy clubs of Manhattan he
ventures to the City of Angeles in

Memories ofMe, this week's video pick.

It's easy to say that the past perfor-

mances of Billy Crystal have all been
comical. This time the Jewish New Yorker
continues to make audiences laugh but
with a serious underlying message.
Comedy is used in this film to hide the
characters peiin.

Memories ofMe is a story about Abbie
Polin (Billy Crystal) and his father Abe
Polin (Alan King). Abbie is a New York
City surgeon who, after suffering a heart
attack, is forced to examine his relation-

ship with the father that left him and his

mother as a child.

Through the help and suppwrtiveness of

his girlfriend and co-worker, Dr. Lisa
McCardle (JoBeth Williams ofPoltergeist)

Abbie decides to visit his father in Los
Angeles. Not only is it apparent that Abbie
and his father do not get along, but it seems
impossible for them to ever get along due to

their bitterness toward each other.

It is not until Abbie realizes that his

father is dying ofa brain aneurysm that he
tries to put the negative memories of his

father behind him. By the time Abe and his

son are able to talk without fighting it is too

late to make up for their lost time.

Crystal's character continuously laughs
at his childhood by saying: "When my
parents got divorced my favorite toy was a
suitcase." And when asked by Williams'
character what his father's profession is.

Crystal responds: "He's a professional

embarassment."
Of all the Billy Crystal film's that I

have seen, each one is either equal to or an
improvement on his previous works and
that is why I think he's one ofthe funniest
actors in the Steve Martin and Joe Pesci
group of comical actors. His performance
makes the bumpy relationship between
father and son seem very realistic. (I can't

but help hear Cat Stevens's singing "Fa-

ther and Son ' at this very moment.)
If any one performance o{Memories of

M» stands out among the rest, it would
have to be Alan King's portrayal of Abe
Polin, a man who is convinced he is an
actor (emphasis on tor) and not an extra.

King shines by actually making the viewer
believe he is an actor despite the fact that

Abe doesn't have any speaking parts and
has been on the same soap opera as an ill

patient for over thirty years.

His son (Crystal) asks him how he feels

going to work everyday as an extra that
sits in a bed by saying: "Don't you feel like

a putz?" Abe's response is: "Where else can
you sit around all day and still get paid?."

The answer is: Hollywood!
Abe is very into the Hollywood lifestyle

whether he is pretending to talk on a plastic

toy phone in his convertible while driving

L.A. highways or just by having pictures of

himselfadorningthe walls ofhis apartment.
Abe even has an ego when telling people
he's been an extra in The Towering Inferno
with Steve McQueen or that he danced by
Grace Kelly in To Catch A Thief.

Crystal's Abbie can't understand how
his father can be happy with himself In a
moving scene that may cause your eyes to

become glassy, Abbie says to his father:

"What I want from you? You could not give
me if your life depended on it?" King
responds: "What's that?" and a very angry
Crystal yells "Love! You were a fraud as a
father, as husband, you are a fake Abe!
You're not an actor!" The father and son
go as far as to stop their car in a tunnel on
the highway to fist fight.

Crystal realizes that his father is not
all together when Abe says things such as
"I'm so glad I lived to see your Bar-
mitzvah." One of the most important and
meaningful quotes in the whole film is

Abe's monoloque of "Empty streets, lis-

tening to the sounds of your own foot

steps, shutters closed, blinds drawn, and
the doors locked against you and your not
sure ifyour walking towards something or
just walking away. Inherit the wind." It's

important because it describes his feelings

of being alone.

Overall, Memories of Me ie is smart,
witty, and entertaining. The one liner

jokes are cute and funny. But not even
jokes could cover up the true meaning of

this some what painful tale.

New Extreme effort:

memorable funk metal
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Correspondent

Three Sides to Every Story
Extreme
A & M Records

Anyone who saw Extreme as a one hit

wonder that was no deeper than its

megabit "More than Words," needs to look

no further than their newly released Three
Sides to Every Story.

At midnight last Monday, about 2000
fans lined up outside Strawberries in

Dedham to get the first copies ofExtreme's
new album and to meet Extreme's Gary
Cherone (vocals), Nuno Bettencourt (gui-

tar) Pat badger (Bass), and Paul Geary
(Drums).

Three Sides to Every Story is a musical
masterpiece. Extreme shows their diverse

musical style throughout the album. Their
range goes from the piano ballard "Seven
Sundays" and the acoustic "Tragic Comic"
to rockers like "Warheads" and the first

single "Rest in Peace."

The fifth track "Cupid's Dead" even
includes a verse of rap. The lead vocals of
Gary Cherone shine throughout the al-

bum. Guitarist Nuno Bettencourt, con-

sidered by many to be one of the best

young musicians on the hard rock scene
today, showcases his talent all through
Three Sides to Every Story, with memo-
rable solos on "Cupid's Dead" and "Our

Father."

The Boston based hard rock \funk metal
band's third effort shows a strong political

side to the band's nature. Extreme takes
on the issue of world peace in the songs
"Warheads" and "Rest in Peace."

The band has always been outspoken
against racism. The song "Peacemaker
Die" includes a portion of Dr. Martin
Luther King's "I Have a Dream Speech."

The third track "Color Me Blind" in-

cludes the lines: "Picture the world with-
out any color/You couldn't tell one face the
other/I don't understand why we fight

with our brother/Color be blind, just to

love one another."

The album is divided into "three sides,"

Yours, Mine, and The Truth. The Yours
section is mostly political. Mine is typical

Extreme, including the ballad "Seven
Sundays" and "Tragic Comic." The Truth
is three soul searching, almost philo-

sophical songs typified in the song "Am I

Ever going to Change."
Including the issue in their music is

nothing new to Extreme, who performed
at last summer's "Concert for Life," a
tribute to Freddy Mercury of Queen, who
died of AIDS. In their second album
"Pornograffiti," Extreme challenged the
issue of the abundance of explicit sex in
the entertainment and advertising in-

dustries.

Extreme appeared on the rock scene in

Turn to EXTREME, page 8
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Extreme
continued from page 7

1989 with their selftitled debut album.
It achieved minimal success, as the
videos for "Kid Ego," "Little Girls," and
"Mutha (Don't Wanna Go to School
Today)" getting exposure on rock sta-
tions and MTVs Headbanger's Ball.

Extreme broke through with their
second album Ponwgrafftti. Theirthird
single "More than Words" went all the
way to numberone on the singles chart.

They spent last summer touring as the
opener for such acts as David Lee Roth,
ZZ Top, and Bryan Adams. They fin-

ished by performing in "The Concert
for Life" with all proceeds going to
AIDS research.

Fans hoping to find a sequel to "More
than Words" will have to look else-
where, but fans looking for a powerful
and politically-oriented rock album will
find it in Three Sides to Every Story.

Mr. Lupo takes a sneak
peek at new flick Hero

Physical Graffiti gives
a rockin' tribute show
with style at Pearl St.

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Who says there are no heroes?
Hero, a new film by acclaimed director

Stephen Frears will attempt to answer
that question this Friday as this social
satire comedy opens in a theater near you.

These award-winning
actors come together to

weave what promises to be
a hilarious moral comedy
with irony running through
it all.

Hero is a contemporary comedy about
some unusual forms of heroism: a sleazy,
small time crook who stumbles into it

iDustin Hoffman), a desperate stranger
who steals it (Andy Garcia) and a big time
television reporter who gets the story of
her lifetime (Geena Davis). These award-
winning actors come together to weave
what promises to be a hilarious moral
comedy with irony running through it all.

When a plane carrving fifty-four pas-
sengers— incl uding reporter Gale ( Davis

)

— crash lands in the middle of a driving
rainstorm, conniving hood Bernie
LaPlante (Hoffman) is the first person to

reach the chaotic scene. In spite of him-
self, LaPlante spontaneously and anony-
mously risks his life to save a plane full of
people...only to leave the scene without
anyone seeing him.

Gale conducts a city-wide search for

"the angel of Flight 104" with only one of
LaPlante's shoes (CmrftreZ/a, anyone?). In
steps John Bubber (Garcia), where a
chance encounter with LaPlante has given
him a certain shoe, mud-caked and natu-
rally, a perfect match. Bubber assumes
the identity of the hero and becomes an
inspiration to the whole city. Then it gets
just a little more complicated...

DoubleAcademyAward winner Dustin
Hoffman describes his character as "a
working man who wants to be a respect-
able citizen, but he's not very good at it.

Whether it's being a husband, a father or
a thief, he always manages to shoot him-
self in the foot."

Academy Award winner Geena Davis
follows up her role in the hit A League of
Their Own to play a woman, according to

Davis, is "ambitious, driven and confused."
Hero is two-time Oscar nominated di-

rector Stephen Frears' third American
film. With early art house hits such as My
Beautiful Launderette, Frears won enor-
mous critical acclaim for his Oscar-
nominated triumph Dangerous Liaisons
and The Grifters. With such an impressive
pedigree. Hero is a definite must-see.

By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Correspondent

From the personas, costumes and body
language to the musical precision and
passion of Led Zeppelin, it was clear last

Thursday night at Pearl Street that

Physical Graffiti's zeppelin had landed.

Originally from Connecticut, Physical

Graffiti, the tribute band known as "The
Ultimate Led Zeppelin Show," does more
than just perform Led Zeppelin's songs.

The four man band strives to achieve all

levels of authenticity by acting, talking,

dressing and performing asJohn Bonham,
Jimmy Page, Robert Plant and John Paul
Jones did in their heyday.

Five years of effort clearly

shows in the performance

each member gave.

Putnam's talent is as

genuine as Plant's.

An hour and a half after the doors
opened, Physical Graffiti sizzled the
evening open with an amazingly precise

rendition of"The Song Remains the Same,"
a characteristic that continued for the rest

ofthe show. They continued on until 1 1 :30

p.m. with superb performances of "Babe
I'm Gonna Leave You" and "What Is And
What Should Never Be," accompanied by
Matt Hetherman (Jimmy Page) on the
acoustic guitar.

In an interview backstage, the band
revealed that Physical Graffiti had been
"their life" for the past five years. Recently
they had met an agent in New York who
helped them book their next show, to be
performed on the 28th of September, in

Tel Aviv, Israel.

After a fifteen minute break from the
first set, the band came back for another
dynamite hour, beginning with "No Quar-
ter," from Houses of the Holy, featuring
Gary Fox (as John Paul Jones) on the
synthesizer for the introduction. The song
even came complete with the "the howling
and moaning dogs of doom."

Another highlight was Johnny Mac's
(John Bonham) ten minute drum solo,

including a beautifully improvised sec-

tion between "We're Gonna Groove" and
"Whole Lotta Love," the ending piece for

the evening.

Five years ofeffort clearly shows in the
performance each member gave. Doug
Putnam's "Plantesque," charismatic
stances and hand motions added visually

to the already uncanny vocal imitations.

Putnam's talent is as genuine as Plant's,

right down to the harmonica solo in

"Nobody's Fault But Mine."
Hetherman's mastery of passing the

cigarette for a drag between himself and
Putnam was as ifthe audience was watch-
ing Page and Plant. His performance
highlights included the playing of his gui-

tar with a bow, and fingers that never
missed a note. One instance was his per-

formance of"Heartbreaker," duringwhich
his fingers travelled up and down his
guitar like manic iron-gripping spiders.

Showgoers left Pearl Street, frustrated
that their chants, shouts and cheers for

encore went unanswered. The band was
feeling the same frustration backstage.
Pearl Street management had told them
that there wasn't time left for more.

The band performed a diverse array of
selections, with the majority coming from
Houses of the Holy, Led Zeppelin //, Led
Zeppelin, and Physical Graffiti.

Physical Graffiti is an experience on
many levels that should definitely not be
missed.

STEVEN If You Would Like To Improve Your
Relationships

- to say what you feel without feeling guilty

- to explore your issues with commitment and choice

- to listen actively

• to have meaningful relationships

msi^^mm Relationship Skills Group mmmmmmm
A six week focused group meeting Tuesday afternoons. 3:00 to
4:30, beginning In early October. Pre-registration required For
further information or registration call Mindy Pincus-Wagman or
Richard Gleiner, 545-2337 or stop by Hills North 127

FRIDAY OCTOBER 2 8:00 P.M.

University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center

AU. SEATS RESERVED

AVAILABLE AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

OR BY PHONE 4I3S45.25II - VISA/MASTERCARD

PRESENTED BY STAGE LEFT PRODUCTIONS LTD. AND

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINE ARTS CENTER

^unan (garden >>. ^^ ^ u .j-

"^c^taurant i^ ^ «1 « ^^fi

MANDARIN/SZECHUAIM CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
rJJ^ Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday ll:30am-3pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50

—

^

Children under 10 - $3.50
- ^Luncheon Specials served 1 1:30-3pm - $3 25

Finie?frr"h.vK w'^""' ""^^^ ''^ * y°"^ '^f'o'^ 0^ 2 Chicken
Ungers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE -FUU COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9. Amhewt 25M252
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DEANS LIST
Oiir (»( tiic UnivciKity'H highest priorities is its ((iin-

mitiii<>i)ttopr()vi(l<>o|)|Miitiiniti(>sr(»i-aca(l(>iiii(-growtli.

1 am pleased, therefore, to recoj^nize those of you who
eainejj Deans List status for the Spring Semester 1992.

This level of achievement - 3.5 or higher semester

average with twelve or more graded credits - is attained

l>y fewer than 20% of the undergraduate student hody.

Such outstanding performance is a source of pri«le

to the fa<iilty. staff, your stu«lent colleagiu's, an<l, of

course, your parents.

Thank you for the cre«lit you hring t»t the University

through your achievement.

Kichard O'lirien. (Ihancciior

PRESS RELEASES

To puhlici/.e your a<-hievement. the University

News Office will he issuing a press icleasc to your
hometown newspaper if yi)u are a Massachusetts

resident. Out of state stiulcnts are re<piested to pi<:k

up a press release forni at 200 IMunson Hall (se«(UMl

floor). For further information, please call .S4.5-

0444.

ADDITIONS/OMISSIONS

The Deans List was hasetl on gra<lcs receivc«l and
postc«l hy the Hegistrar's Office liy August 21. 1992.

If you had a grade change after that date (including

making up an "liiconiplctc'" or had a missing or late

gra<le r«'conle<l after that date), ami helieve vou now

<pialify for Deans List stat^is. ph-ase fill out a form

availahle at the Information Data Hank, 2'"' floor

lt»hl»y counter, Whitinore, attach verification, and
return the form as int]i<-ated.

REMINDER: ONLYGRADED CREDITS ARE
CALCULATED IN DETERMINING DEANS
LIST ELIGIBILITY. PASS/FAIL CREDITS
ARE NOT INCLUDED.

riir Deans Ijst is prepared for piihlication hy Student

Affairs Special Sei-vices which pays for this listing

as a service t«) the campus communitv. The co-

operation of "The Massachusetts Daily (iollegian"

is acknowlcilged and appreciated

Y.

ABASCIANO, BRIAN J,
ABBOTT. HEATHER C,
ADAM, KRISTIN E,
ALARIE.KATHRYN A,
ALBERT. GRACE E,
ALLE6RA.ANN E,
ALLEN. LORI A.
ALLEYNE, MICHELLE

(H) ALSOP, PAMELA S,
AMES.SHERI L.
ANDERSON, DEBRA E,
ANDERSON, THOMAS R,
ANORAS.LISA M,
ANEZIS, JENNIFER K,

(H) ANTEBI, WILLI AM H.
ARANT. ANDRE A E,
ARGENTO. NICOLE,
ARNOLD. SUSAN E,
ASELTINE, JONATHAN H.
ATKINSON, ELISE 8,
AYCOCK.EOMARO M.
BACHINI, MELISSA 6.
BACLAWSKI.ALEC J,
BACON. GREGORY R,
BAILEY. AMY E.
BAKER, DASHA A,
BALKUS. PHILLIP V,

(H) BALTADONIS, DOREEM L,
BANKS. EOWARO 0.
BARRETT, KARA JEAN M.
BARRETT, KIMBERLY C.

(H) BATES, TODD C,
BAYLISS, MICHELLE 0.
BEAN. JONATHAN C.
BEAUOREAU , ANNEMARIE

.

BEAULIEU.PAUL B.II
B£1N,KRISTY L.
BELENAROO. HOLLY A.
BELL. MEGAN E,
BELLANTUONI, SUSAN L,
BENEK,MARK J,
BENOIT.OAVID,

<H) BENSON, PATRICIA J.
BERCHIN, BRETT C,
BERG,KRISTINE K.
BERGER,ALANA C,
BERMAN, MERRICK L,
BERTHIAUME. STEPHEN F.
BEVINS.WENOY L,
BILLINGS, ELLIOT M.
BITTON, MORGAN T.
BIX.HERIAM F.N.,
BLACK. GLORIA E.
BLAIS.ARMAND J,
BLANCHARO.OEBRA L.

(H) BLANCHFIELD, DAVID B.
BLEAKNEY. SARAH W,
BLOOM, DAVIO M,
BLOW.TERRI L,
BOLTZ, NANCY E.
BONGIORNO.ELISSA G.
BONICA.MARK J.
BOROWICZ.JOHN K.

BOUDREAU, MICHELLE M,

BOURRET.TOOO J.

BOWMAN. MARIANNE E.
BRAIN. IBEN A,

BRANDEL. JENNIFER S,

BRISSON.LESLEIGH A,
BROOIE.REX E.
BROOMFIELO, JESSICA S,

<H) BROWER. DAVIO C,
BROWN. PHILIP B,
BROWN, SUSAN R,
BROWN, TERESA M,
BROWNE. PATRICK T,

BRUSH. CHRISTINE E,
BRUSSEAU, FREDERICK P,
BUGLIO, MICHELLE F.

BURDEN, LEANNE G,
BURGESS, SUSANNE B,
BURKE, ASHLING E,

(ID BURNS, AMY S,

BUSCH. STEVEN M.
BUSH. BRENDAN S.
BUSH, EUGENIA M,
BUTKE. DANIELLE I,

BUTLER, JOHN F,

BUTTERFIELD.DAHN E,

CAHILL.BRENOA L.
CAIN.SHAUNA J,

CALDWELL. BRIAN F,

CALLAHAN, JODY A,

CALLAHAN, LYNNE A,

CAMPBELL. GRAHAM C,

<H) CAMPBELL, JAYDE E.

CAMPBELL, KEITH J,

CANEOI.CARA M,

CANTRELL. CYNTHIA A,

CAP00ANNO,JILL M,

CAPOZZI. DAVIO M,

CARLIN. RUSSELL C.

(H) CARLSON, JENNIFER I,

CARRANZA.LINOA L,

CARTER. NICOLE L.

CASSIE. JONATHAN H.

CAZAVELAN. WENDY A,

CHANT, CATHERINE M.

CHARLAND. ROBERT S,
CHARRON.LISA C.

CHASE, MICHAELA,
(H> CHIASSON.DEANNA M,

CHISHOLM.JEAN E.

CHISHOLM, KATHLEEN F.

CHISM,KEIRA L,
CHU,JEAN E,

CHUMSAE, LESLIE ANN,
CLARK. STEPHEN B.

CLEARY. JEFFERSON.
CLEMENT. VICTORIA S,

CLOUTER, JEFFREY S,

CLOWES. KAREN B,

(H) ALLEGREZZA. THOMAS A,

<H) ARMSTRONG, JUSTIN W,

ASNIS,TATYANA P,

ATKINSON, MARIA E,

6ABC0CK, GREGORY J,

BARUT. TERESA S,

BASTEK. JASON.
BAYLE, DEBORAH I,

(H) BEAL.KERRI L,

(H) BEAN, JAMES H.

(H) BENSON. JULIE L,

AIM S & SCIKMCKS Ml MA^IPIKS ^< MINK AK IS
COHEN, GALOIS A,
COLLINGS, AMANDA L,

(H) COLLINS, JOHANNA E,
COME AU, JEANNE F,
CONAGHAN, KERRY L.
CONSIOINE. MARGARET M,
COOK, CHRISTOPHER S,
COOK, CONSTANCE M,
CORCORAN. MATTHEW L.

(H) COREY, AMY M,
COSTA, SARINA N.
COTE. PHILIP J.
COUGHLIN, MOLLY A,
COULTER. SUZANNE C,

(H) COVE, LOUIS A,
COWELL, JESSE E.
CRAMER. KAREN L.
CREAMER. ROBERT A,

(H) CROFTS. WENOY A,
CROSS, LEAH A,

(H) CROUSE. MICHELLE E.
CROWLEY. OYANNE H,
CUMMINBS, ROGER B,
CURCIO, SALLY,
CURREY,JONN R.
CURRIE, CHRISTINA W,
CURTIN. NICOLE C,
CURTIS. BENJAMIN H,
CURTIS. BETH A,

CZEPIEL, ELIZABETH A.
(H) OAIGRC.ERIC S,

DANO,KIRSTIN E,
OANESI. ELIZABETH A.
DANIELS. STEVEN N,

OASSATTI. DEREK J,
(H) DAUBE, MATTHEW J,

OAVCCRACHELLE J.
OAVIS,ELISE E.
DAWeiN, BRIAN J.
OAY.GARETT N.
OELUCA. CARMINE V,

DELVECCHIO. RICHARD W,
DENN, SHARON K,
DENTREMONT. STEPHEN J,
OEROSIER. JEFFREY L,
DERUSHA.JEANINE H,
OESILETS.SEAN J,
DESMARAIS, MICHELLE J,
OESWARTE,ANNE B,
OEUTSCHMAN, HILLARY A.
DEVI VO, ANDREW F.

(H) DICICCO.MARK.
DITULLIO.LISA M,

<H) DOHERTY. GARRETT J,
DOLE. BRUCE 0,
OONAHO. JENNIFER L,
OONNELL. MARTIN F.

DORKIN.SHERI E,

OOWLING.PAUL N.

ORINKWATER.ELYSE A,
ORUSCHEL . BONNIE J.

<H) DUDLEY, KAYLIE T,

DUGGAN. MEREDITH K,
DUNN. CHRISTINE T,

DUPONT, TRACY F,
DURANT, SCOTT P,
DURR, KEVIN M,
DUVAL, PAUL J,

EAGAN,JULIANNE E,
EARLY, BETH A,

ECKMANN, TERESA L.
EOOIN.MARLA L.
EGAN. PATRICIA M,

(H) EICHENBAUM. WENOY F,
EILERT.KATHERINE R.
ELINSON. ALEXANDER E.
ELLIOTT, JASON B,
EMERSON, KRISTIN R.
ERWICH.WILLEM H,

FABISZEWSKI, LAURIE J,
FALZON,ADRIENNE E,
FEDERMAN.MARK,
FEELEY, DANIEL J.
FERNANOES.ELISHA L.
FERRIS. NANETTE.
FINNEGAN, KEVIN L,
FINOCCHIO, JULIE A.

FISHER, JOAN M,

FITZGERALD. AMY M,
FITZGERALD. LINOA M,

FLEMING. JENNIFER M,
FOGEL. MELISSA L,
FOLEY. PAUL F,

(H) FORRESTER, DAVID A,

FOULIS. SCOTT A.

FOWLES.ERIKA L,

(H) FRANTZ, JONATHAN M,

FREDERICK, JASON A.

FRESHMAN, PHILIP P,

FRIEDMAN, AMY L,
FRIZZIE, CHRISTINA 0.
FRYE, JENNIFER H,

GADOURY.AMY R.
GAGE.JAMTo E.

GALUSKI, DAVID P,

GALVIN,ZACHARY,
GATES, LACEY J,

GAULIN. MICHELLE D,

GAULIN, PAMELA A,

GAWRON, ANTHONY J,

(H) GEMAN, BENJAMIN A,
GENTES.ERIC A,

(H) GEOGHEGAN.ANNE C,
GERACE.LIANNE.
GERVAIS, JOANNE E.
GERYK.MARY T,

(H) GETCHELL. ROBERT M.

GIBBONS, SEAN P,

GILARDE, ANDREA M,

GILIBERTO.MARJORIE J,
OILMAN. DONNA M,

GINGRAS. DAVIO W,

GINSBERG. DAVID M,
GLADDING. JONATHAN A,
GLOSTER, TIMOTHY J,
GOGGIN, SUSAN E,
GOLDEN. AMY B.

GOLDSTEIN, BETH L,

GONCALVES, IRENE H.
GOODMAN, DAVE R,
GORDON, JANE H,
GORMAN, MELISSA,
GOUGH,MARCIA A,
GOUL ART. WILLIAM A.
GRABOWSKI.SALLY S,
GRADY, ROBERT E.
GRAHAM, AMY C,
GREENHAL6H. KEVIN B.
GREGORY, ANASTASIA K.
GRIFFIN, BRENOA J,
GROVE, AMY ELAINE,
GUERTIN.OONNA M.
HANSON, JANE,
HANSON, JULIE C,
HARBISON, HANNE 8,
HARRIS, GREGG R.
HARRIS, SCOTT H,
HARTMAN,ANOREA J.
HATCH, REBECCA E.

(H) HAWKINS, JENNIFER 0,
HAYS, VALERIE A,
HEALEY, DANIEL E.

(H) HEIKD,JETMRO,
HEIKO, MICHAEL N,
HEINEHAN, THOMAS M,
HELFANO.SACHA 0.

(H) HEMMER,KURT R,
(H) HENNEN, NOLLY E.

HENNESSY. KERRY A,
HEROA, RACHEL L.
HERLAND, CHRISTEN B.
HESS, ANN W.

HICKEY.ERIC M.
HILOITCH.SHAUN P,

(H) HILL I ARC, DONALD B,
(H) HIRSCH,ERIC A,

HOARE.GARY I.
HOBAN, BARRETT J,
HOJLO. JEFFREY F,
HOMER, ELIZABETH M,
HORLBECK.KARIN I,

(H) HOWARD. GREGORY E.
HOWLAND, REBECCA L,
HUFF, MICHAEL H.
HUGHES, REBECCA H,
HUI, MINGY,
HUMPHREYS. RICHARD D.
HYMAN.GARY S,

IRVING, DAVID 0,
JACKSON, ERICA I,
JENKINS. DAVIO H.
JENKINSON, WILLIAM E,
JENNINGS. KATHLEEN T.
JOHNSON. ELIZABETH N,
JOHNSON. JEAN E,
JOHNSON. JENNIFER.
JOHNSTON, DOUGLAS S,
JOHNSTON. LYNNE K,
JONES. CAROLYN J,

(H) JONES. CHRISTOPHFR R.
(H) JONES, ERIK R.

JONES. SANFORO R,
JORDAN, CRAIG D.
JOYNER. EDWARD W.
JUBINVILLE. JENNIFER K,

(H) JURICH.JOSCELYN S,
KAFKA, REBECCA J,
KAHN, SARAH E.

(H) KAPLAN. IRA J,
KAPLAN. KENNETH P,
KAPLAN, MATTHEW D,
KASHN£R,TERI S,

<H) KELLEHER,JOAN A,
KELLY-DILL, ERIN L.
KELLY, SEAN P,

KENDREW, DONALD I,
KERSTEIN, MYRON I,
KEYES,KATHRYN R,
KINCH.AMY,
KONRAO.MOIRA R.
KORINS.ROBYN L.
KOSARAS.BALAZS B,
KRAFT, ERIK P,

KRICK,KELORA E,
KRONENBERG, DAVID 1,
KUNHARDT,JOHN W,
KUSNIERZ.JOHN T,

<H) KWON,CHEEMIN G,
(H) KYROS,KONSTANTINE,

LACAVA, MICHAEL M,
LAFLAMME. MICHELLE Q,
LAGUNOWICH.KATHRYN N.
LAMADELEINE.LISA N.
LAMITIE. NATHAN C,
LAMPROPOULOS. MARIA L.
LANE, CHRISTINA R,
LANKFORD. DAVID P,
LANS.KRISTEN A.
LAPLUME. REBECCA S.
LARIVIERE,CRISTIE A,
LAROCHELLE, ROBERT J.JR
LAROSA. DOUGLAS A,
L AROSE. ANDRE A A.
LAUFFER.KATHERINE 0,

(H) LAVEROURE, REBECCA A,
LAWRENCE, JINSOOK S.
LAWTON.HOLLIE B.

(H) LEA. JEFFREY A,
LEBLANC. JULIE A.
LECHNER. ANTHONY R,
LEE. CHRISTINE M,
LEECH. SUSAN G.

LEFFERT8.L0CINDA M,
LEGGIO, LILLIAN K.

LEMERMAN.ALLYSON M,
LEUNG, TOMMY C,
LHEUREUX, NICOLE A,
LILLY, MARIAH.

(H) LIMBER, CHERYL L,
LINSKEY, MICHAEL R.
LIPHAM, MICHAEL J,

(H) LOH. EILEEN P,

(H) LOMBAROO. CHARLES J.
LONG,GAYLE L,

(H) LONG. MICKEY,
LOWNEY, CHERYL M,
LUCAS, LUCIA T,

LUCIGNANI, ALEXANDRA,
LTDON, KIMBERLY.
LYNES.JON T,

LYONS, RICHARD D,
MAAS. DEBRA L.
MACAULEY, MELISSA W,
MACOONALO, MATTHEW,
MACGOWAN. LINOA I,
MAHONEY, CHRISTINE T.
MAILHOT, MICHELLE H,
MAIURI. KENNETH R.
MALONE. PATRICIA A.
MAL ZONE. VICTORIA 0.
MANN. TIFFANY M,
MARCHANO, MARIE J,
MARCHESS, ALY8SA R.
MARINO, BRENDA A.

MARONI,MICHELE L,
MARTIN, JENNIFER C.
MARTIN, RICHARD A.
MARTYN, MATTHEW J.

(H> NASSEY. DAVID B.
MASSEY, FRANK N,
MATHEWS, KARIE L.
MATSON.KARA B.
HAURAIS, MARTIN 6,
MCALLISTER, ELLEN M.
MCAULIFFE, ROSEMARY.

(H) MCCABE. BRIAN F.
MCCARTHY . JOHN T,

MCCOY, MARTHA A,
MCDOWELL. MICHELLE H,
MCGRATH.BRANOl R,

(H) MCINTOSH. IAN P.
(H) MCKAY. KATE A.

MCKENORr, KAREN E,
MCLAUGHLIN. SUZANNE E,
MCLEAN, JEANINE A,
MCMAHON, JAMES E.
MCNAMARA.ANN E,

(H> MCNEILL. LUCAS H,
MCPECK.LISA A.

MCQUAIDE.JOHN E.
MCT AGUE, MARY J,
MEEK, TRACY Q,
MELGAREJO.TANAGRA N,
MELNICK.TAMARA L,

<H) MENOONCA,ROSE M,
MERCIER. CHRISTOPHER J,
MERRITT, TIMOTHY P,
ME RZEL, MARINA,
MEYER, PAIGE A.
MICHENER, CAROL,
MIOI,-cSSICA A,

<H) MILLARD. ANGELA C.
MILLEN, JENNIFER L.
MILLER. ABBY.
MILLER. ARETHA R,
MILLER. DANIEL T,
MILLER. JOSHUA E,

(H) MILLER. MATTHEW J,
MINER, KRISTIN B,
MITCHELL SMITH. NATANIA,
MOLINE.SHERYL L,

<H) MOLL. ALEXANDER B,
MONTALVO. EDWIN J,
MOORE, CHRISTOPHER M.
MORIARTY. TERRY A,

MORRIS. KIMBERLY S.
MORRISEY, MICHAEL L,
MORRISON. CATHERINE E.
MORRISSETTE.NOELLE A.
MORTON. MICHAEL R,

(H) MOSELEY, LAURA M,
(H) MURPHY. CHRISTINE A,

MURPHY . JENNIFER B.
(H) MURPHY. KATHLEEN C,

MURPHY. ME AGHE AN C,
MURPHY, MICHAEL J,
NAOEL, HEIDI A,

<H) NAPOLI. MICHELLE A.
NAUMES. JENNIFER R,
NEMETH, KIMBERLY A.
NEUMANN. REBECCA H.
NGUYEN, LUCY L,
NICHOLS. GREGORY 6,
NOLAN. MICHAEL J,

(H) NOMURA, AIKO.
NOONE.TRACI M,
NOVEMBRE. THOMAS C,
OBRIEN, JULIE A,
OBRIEN.MARY C,

(H) OBRIEN, MICHAEL R,
OCONNOR.LORI A.
OOELL.ALETHEA C,
OGASAPIAN.LISA A,
OGSBURY.MARY A,
OLBRIS, DANIEL J,

(H) OLOAKOWSKI. STEPHANIE A,
OLEARY, NATHAN S,
OLSON, CAITLIN R.
OLSON. KATHERINE E,
ONEILL. KATHLEEN E.
ORBETON. JESSICA H.

ORTMEIER. CHRISTINA M.
OSBORNE , AMANDA L,
OWENS, ALYSSA M,

(H) PAELE T.STEPHEN J,
PAGE. JULIE A.

PANOFF.SHARON G,

PAPA0OPOULOU,ELPIDA N,
PAPPAS.CHRISTA S.
PARI SI, LAURA A.
PARK. SONG CHAE,
PARKER, CHRISTOPHER P,
PARKER. JULIAN M.

(H) PARTRIDGE. MICHAEL A,
PASCETTA.STEPHANY.
PECORA.LISA M,
PELLE TIER, PHILIP L,
PEREZ. LUIS F,
PERFILIO, JENNIFER E.

(H) PET IT, MARGARET H.
PICARC, NICOLE L,
PIERPONT. WILLIAM L,
PLACZEK. KAREN M.

PLOUROE, JENNIFER A,
POLLNER,NEIL S.
POOLE. DAVIO B,
POPE. DAVIO J,

<H) POPSON. GLENN R,
PORTER, KELLI N,
POWER, MATTHEW W,
PR£CHT,PAUL F,
PRELL. CHRISTINA L,
PRENOERGAST,ANY R,
PRESTIFILIPPO. ROSEMARY M,
PRESTON. BENJAMIN R,
PROVINES. STEPHANIE L,
PRUNIER, SUZANNE H,
PUDPOLO. MICHAEL T.ll
PUTNAM. GREGORY TS,
QUATTRUCCI, DAVID P.
QUINN.JARED W,
RABKIN, ELIZABETH L,
RAOFORO.AMY L.
RAINS. MADELINE.
RAMSAY, JEFFREY S.
RAPP. JAMIE C.
RECK. JOANNA L,
RECORD, ANN MARIE,

(H) REOCLIFF. JULIE A.
REINERT, JOSEPH A,
REINHARO, STUART H,
REISER, WENDY L.
RENSENBRINK . MAR6ARE T

,

RESNICK. RICHARD J,
REYNOLDS. JOSHUA T,

RICAOELA, AARON J,
RICE. JOSHUA G,
RICH. PETER B.
RISLEY AOUIZAP.LISA R.
RIZZO. ALEXANDRA L,
ROBBINS, BARRETT L,
BOBBINS, MICHELLE M,
ROBERTO. SCOTT H,
RODRIGUEZ, ROSITA.
ROLLINS, ANDREA I,
ROONEY, VERONICA A,
ROSA, T 000 A,

ROSENBERG, STEPHANIE L,
ROSS. ANDREW P,
ROTH. ADAM J.

ROTONOO. SUZANNE.
RUDOLPH. AMY E,
RUDOLPH. JENNIFER M,
RUSSELL, DIANA L.
RYAN, JOHN F.IV
SABEAN, PAIGE E,
SABOGAL, EDGAR.
SADIA. ALBERT R,
SAINTIL,MARJORIE C,
SARAGE.CHBISTOPHER C.
SCHIAPPA.DEANNA M,
SCHNEIDER. ALAN W.

SCHNEIDER. KRISTEN A.
(H) SCHOFIELD. BARBARA A,

SCHUSTER. GENEVIEVE H,
SEIGLE, LAURA A.

SELLS, JENNIFER L.
SENDROFF.ADAM M.

SENNETT, WENDY A,
(H) SETO.ERIC.

SEXTON. ANDREA,
(H) SHEA. HEATHER A.

SHEPHARO. MAURA T,

SHEPP CARDOZA,ANNA.
SHUTE. MALCOLM C,III
SIEBER.BRANOER M,

SIHN.YOUNGHO WHACHEOL.
SILVA. ANTONY P,

SILVA. JASON L.
(H) SILVER, LAURA H.

SIMONICH. JUSTIN S.
SIM08.TARA M.

SKEELS. HEATHER E.

SKILLING. ROGER A,

SLAP. ANDREW L,

SLOAT. DAVID L,
SLOWICK. MATTHEW P,

(H) SMITH. JENNIFER E.
SMITH, LUCAS A,
SMITH, MICHAEL T.
SMITH, TARA L,
SOESBE. SUSAN K,
SOMERS. ANDREW N,
SPAOY, JAMES 0,
SPENCE, BARRY A,
SPENCE. TIMOTHY M,
SPOFFORO. ANDREW A.
STEIN. MATTHEW M.
STONE. CHRISTOPHER P,
STONE. ROBERT F,
STROHL. MICHAEL 0,
STUART. ANNE E,
STUDER, PAULA A,
SURABI AN, ROBERT P.
SUSSMAN. JENNIFER L.
TALLARIDA, DAVID F,
TATRO, CHRISTOPHER 0,
TAVERNIER. MICHELLE M,

(H) inidicates Honors Programs

TENORICH.LISA V.
THOMAS. JUSTIN W.
THOMAS, SCOTT G.

(H) THORNBURG. KAREN E.
THURLOW.KAITLIN B.
TIMBERLAKE.KRISTA.
TINELLE, REBECCA 0,
TINKER. JENNIFER E,
TOMASINE. SANTO J,
TOOKER, CARRIE L.
TOROW, JOANNA B,
TOWNSENO, CYNTHIA L,
TRACE, THOMAS H,
TRAUB, PAULA L,

TRICCA. MARIA L,
TRIPP, JENNIFER E,
TRYBA, MICHAEL T,
TUTTLE, RICHARD J.
UCICH, CHRISTINE C,
VARNCY, DIANE K,
VAUGHAN.AORIENNE J,
VINCENT. LISA A,
VOIGT. REBECCA A.
VOVA. HEATHER 0,
WALLACE, KATHRYN L,
WALSH, KATHLEEN A,

(H) WALSH, MEGHAN J,
WARNSHUIS, JENNIFER,
WARREN. JOSEPH M.
WARREN, THOMAS L,
WARRINER. MELISSA.
WASSERMAN. DAVID F,
WATERS. DUANE E,
WATSON, MATTHEW J,
WATSON. SHANNON 6.
WAUGH,MATT C,
WEAVER. JEFFREY 0.
WEBB JOHNSON. ADRIAN C,
WEBSTER. MATTHEW J,
WESTCOTT, ANTHONY W,
WESTON, AMY C,
WHITE, ALICIA A,
WHITMAN. MARC A.
WICKA, JENNIFER G.
WILKINSON. ARTHUR S,
WILLIAMSON. SEAN B,
WILSON. JAMES 0,
WILSON, KAREN M.
WINCHENBACH, JENNIFER A.
WING, PAULA A,
WIRTH, WYNNE H,
WOLF. HEATHER A.
WOLF. JOSEPH,

(H) WOLLER, EMILY E,
WOOD, HEATHER 0,

(H) WORSLEY,ANNA M,
WRONSKI, KATHERINE A,
WYSONG, MAURICE B.
YAFFEE.LYNN H,
YARNICK, MICHELLE A.
YEE.FAYE.
YUN.SUNGKYU,
ZACAROLA, CHRISTINE M,
ZERBY. CHRISTOPHER L,
ZERESKI,JOELLEN,
ZIDLE. MEGAN B,

(H)

Airi S X .SCII/SCKS NA 11 KAL .SCfK^CKS cK \1A :mati(:s
BERGMAN, ANDREW L.

BERMAN.MARK R,

BLASIOLI,LORI A,

(H) BONACCI, ANTHONY E,

BORNEHANN, ELEANOR A,

BOUCHER, JENNIFER L,
BOZZA, THOMAS C.

(H) BRAMLAGE.ANN T.

BRAUER. CHRISTOPHER N,
BROWN, LEE H.

(H) BUMBY.MARK A.

BURNHAM,ZACHARY D,
BUSWELL, REBECCA L.
CANHOTO. ALFREDO J,
CAREY. JULIANA H,
CARLSON. ADAM.
CARMONA . MIGUEL A.

CARRIVEAU, GREGORY F.

(H) CARROLL. MATTHEW A,
CARTER, FRANK E,
CASSOTIS, NICHOLAS J.
CHOU.YUNG MEI.

CIASCHINI. MATTHEW,
COLLINS, JENNIFER N,
CONDON. GARY R.

CONNOLLY. TAMMY L,
(H) CONNOR, KRISSIE,

C0R6ETT,NAX S,
<H) CORNELIUSSEN, SUSAN A,

C0TU6N0. KRISTEN E,
CREVIER.CORINNE.
CRONIN. KEITH E,

(H) CURRY, JILL 0,

DALEY, CRAIO L,
OANDANEAU, STEPHEN
DAVIS, JONATHAN.
DE.ARUP,
DELAHEY.LEE J,
OIAS.ANA N,
DITTO, LISA J,

(H) OORSEY, KAREN A,

DRAKE, JONATHAN 0,
(H> DUDLEY, AIMEE N.
<H) DUPONT, STEPAN A.

ELLIS, STEPHEN J.
(H) FARRAR. TIMOTHY 0.

FAY. CYNTHIA H.
FELDGUS. STEVEN H,

(H) FISHER. DAVID E.
FITZGIB80NS. KELLY A.
FLAX.JOOI L.

<H) FLESCHER, CHRISTOPHER B.
FOSSE. EIRIK,
FOSTER, JAMIE 8,
FRIEDMAN, AOAM 0,
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GALLAGHER. BRIAN n,
GAMMON, DANIEL J.
GAQUIN. JAMES L.
GIRABO.PAUL J.
GOLDMAN. JULIE L.
GOMERSAL.AMY E.

(H) GORDON, RONALD L,
GREENFIELD, BRETT S,
GUINEY, DAVID K,
GUNOEL.NEIL E.
HAJJ.PAUL A.
HASHIMI. HASSAN M,
HAUCSJAA.KJELDY A.
HERNANDEZ. JERRY.

(H) HERTZ0G.de ANNE L.
HO. HOI HUNG.
HOD.LIAT.
HOFFMAN. CHARLES N.
HOLDSWORTH.CLAY H,
HOLMES, PRESTON H.
HOLMGREN, LISA M,
HOLOVIAK.DANICA.A
HORAN.SETH B.
HOROWITZ. MICHAEL J.
HOWE. JENNIFER W.
HUNTER, REBECCA A,

AASRUD. MICHELLE.
ABBOTT. BRANDON R,

(H) ABUSHANAB.NADIA L,
ADAMS, CRAIG J,
AHN.EUN KYUNG,
AHUJA.SANJEEV.
ALBERT, PATRICIA G,
ALDRICH, MEREDITH R,
ALEXANDER. JEFFREY A.
ALMEIDA. MARK J,
AMELIA. CYNOY L.
AMISS. JASON H,
AMITAY. SARAH,
ANDERSON. CHERI L.
ANDREW, CRAIG B.
ANDREWS. KELLY J,
ANTICO.PAUL A.
ARCHER. ESTHER M.
ARGEPSINGER.LISA M.
ARNOLD. DANIEL R.
ARWOOD, TRACY J.

ATHERTON.OANA S.
ATWATER, JEFFREY S,

(H) AUSTIN. KIMBERLY A.
BABINEAU. KEVIN E,
6ACHNER.TARA M,
BAILS. STACIE L.
6AIR.ASATAR P,
BAKER. KARYN L,
BAKER. ORISSA 0.
BARIL. JENNIFER L,

(H) BARLOW. TAMMY L,
BARRY, SUSAN E,
BARTLETT. AMANDA L.
BATALIS, BRIAN J.
BATISTA. ANDREA L.
BAVER.JAY L,
BEAL.ERIC 0.
BEAULAC. DAVID J.JR
BECKER, ELISABETH J,
BECOTTE. JOANNE M,
BEGLEY. CHARLOTTE N.
BELKNAP, JOSHUA P,
BELLAS, JEFFREY W,
BELLOTTI, ANTHONY J,
BENFIELD.ROOO J.
BENNETT. DAVID L,
BENOIT. MELISSA A,
BERGONZI.AMY L,
BERNIER.KPISTEN F,
BERNSTEIN. MICHELLE A.
BFRNSTE IN. SANDRA J.

BERTOLINI.MARY ANN.
BISSETT.AMY S,

BITRAN.MICHAL L.
BLAKE. KERRIN A.
BLANOINI, JOSEPH V.
60DAH.0AVE M.

BONAVIRE. ELIZABETH H.
BOSS. EMILY C.
BOSSELAERS. SANDRA J,
BOUZIANIS. LOUIS P.
BOWO I SH. BONNIE L,
BOYER.ALENA E.
BRANCO. DAVID J.

BREOIMUS.KENDRA M.
RREGOFF.ANOREA N.
B?ENDEMUEHL. KAREN,
BRIER. DOROTHY M,
BRIGHAM. KEVIN A.
BRINOLE. KEVIN P,
BROOKS. ADAM Y,
BROWN. DAVID N.
BROWN. JODY.
BROWN. KATHLEEN C,
BRUNELL, JAMES A.
BUCHWALTER,JILL S.
BUCK, HEATHER A,
BUNUAN, JOANNE S,
BURGOYNE. KEITH E,
BURKE. KATHLEEN H.

(H) BURNS. MATTHEW 6,
BURZINSKI, DANIEL J.
BUSTAMANTE, ANDREW N,
BUSWELL , THOMAS A,

<H) BUTCHER, BANITA M,
(H) BUTLER. DONNA M.

BUTLER. JAMES P.
CAIRNS, MICHELE M.

(H) CAMPAGNA.LARA K,
CAMPBELL, BETSEY L.
CANOIELLO. LOUIS J,
CARDINAL, J SCOTT,
CARLETON, SCOTT T,
CARLSON, KRISTIAN G,
CASCO, STEVEN J,
CAT ALINI, JASON C.
CAYEN, ELIZABETH 8,
CHAIKIN,MELANIE,
CHAMBERS, JESSICA S,

(H> CHAMORRO, LAWRENCE H.
CHAMPAGNE. RENEE M,
CHAN, FIONA S.
CHENEY. ERIC R.
CHERRY, JENNIFER J,
CHIASSON. NICOLE L,

(H) CHINIGO.LYNNE M.
CLARK. JENNIFER L,

<H) CLONINGER,KIRSTEN A,
COFFEY. JEREMY B.

(H) COHEN. DANIEL M,
COHUTT. ANTHONY S,
COISMAN.JAY A,
COLLINS, LINDA H.
CONDON. KRISTEN A,
CONNOLLY. SEAN H.
CONNORS, KATHLEEN M,

<H) CONNORS, ME AGHAN L,
(H) CONRAD, CAROLYN S,

COONEY, BERNARD P. Ill
COOPER, ALLISON M.

ABRAHAMS, STEPHANIE H,
AGOSTINO, MICHAEL J,

ALLAN. STACEY H,
ARIETA. JENNIFER J.

<H> AUGAR1, CAROLYN L,
BARBATCALLYSON,
BARROWS, PAT T I L.
BARTON, ASHIA J,
BAVARO, MARIA T,

BEATTY, JUSTIN JAFAAR CAYCE

.

BENBENEK, JULIE A.
BERK. STEPHANIE 8.
BERTOZZI.ALLEGRA L.

BOLLES. BETHANY A,

BRIGGS.HAURFFN C.
BROWN, PHAEDRA I,

BUEHLER. VICTORIA E.
BURTON. JENNIFER L,

HURO.TAMI M,
(H) HURLBUT, PETER R,
(M) HURLEY, JAMES H,

JAEGER, KAREN M,
JAMES, MARY L,

JENKINS. NANCI 0.
<H) JOHNSON, ERIC A.
<H) JOYCE. MARY.

C

JOYCE, THOMAS S,
KAMFJORD,KJELL,

(H) KANTOR,BETH E,
KATZ.LISA A,
KERR. CLIFTON E.II
KHOXAYO.SOMMALA.
KIM.MELANIE,
KINSLEY, MICHELLE L,
KNEISSL. MICHELLE L,
KOLAHIFAR, SUZANNE M,
KOLBE, THOMAS W,

(H) KOZEL, PETER J,
KRAMER. KIH M,

<H) KRIVOPAL.MARK B,
KUJAWSKI, JENNIFER L,
LAOS, DAVID E.
LEBLANC. CHRISTOPHER C.
LEE. DAVID.

LEUNG, KA C,
LEVINE,PAUL E.
LI,WAI LIM.
LIM,CHARLENE K,

(H) LIM, MARY L,
LIN.CHIA-CHING A.
LIPMAN, JOANNE L,

(H) LIVERMORE,CAROL,
LUOLAM.ERIC H.
LYNG. THOMAS P.

(H) MACPHEE,KEELEE J,
MAGUIRE,MARK E,
MANGOR. JODIE.
MANNING, BRENDAN 0,
HARONEY, KATHLEEN A,

MARSEGLIA,PAUL 0,
MCEACHE RN, JANICE M.
MCGARR, PAULA J,
MCHUGH. MICHAEL J,
MCKAY, AMY K,
MCRAE.MARY F,

(H) MEGNA.LISA A,

(H) MEYMARIS, GREGORY,
MILA,BORJA.
MILLA.FEDERICO.
MILLER. ANDREW.

(H) MOESER. JAMISON T,

MORRISSEY, PAMELA E,

(H) MOSTECKI.JUSTIN W,

MUCKENTHALER.MARY E,

MUNROE. HEATHER A,

MURGU. ELENA.
NALESNIK, JEFFREY G.

NGUYEN. DAN S.

OBRIEN. ANDREW J.
OBRIEN.NEIL P.

(H) ONEILL, LAURIE A,

OTERO. MYRTA I.

PARIKH.AMIT R.
PAVAO, MATTHEW,
PETERSON. JEREMY 0.
PLACE. BEVERLY D.
REPPUCCI.TANIA,
ROY.CORINNE J.
RUTHMAN.LISA M,
RYAN, SHARON C,

SACKS, PAUL M,

SANTOS, SONI A C,
SARKARATI.SHAHIN.
SAULNIER.JANINE,
SAVAGE, KATHLEEN R,
SCHEFFER, KIMBERLY F,

SCHLAOENHAUFFEN.JOHN F,

SCHMILL, MATTHEW D,

(H) SCHNITZLER.MICAELA A.

SEATON, CHARLES M.

SEIBEL, CHRISTOPHER A.

SILVEIRA, ROBERT F,

SINGH. ARTI,
SLAUENWHITE.DAVIO R,

SPINNEY. ERIC 0.

SQUAZZO. SHARON L,

(H) STANCE, REBECCA E,

STEENBRUGGEN,JOHN C,

STEVENS. LAURA J,

(H) SU, JEFFREY.
SUBBOTIN.INGRIO A,

TAHERI. MOHAMMAD R,
TAWIL, ISAAC,
TEHESVARI. KATHARINE M,

TESSIER.TRACEY E,

THOMAS. CHRISTOPHER L,
THORNTON, ANDREW J,

TORRES, SANDRA Y,

TRACY, TIMOTHY A.

TROIANO.PAUL J.

TURNER, GEOFFREY P,

TURNER, GWYNNE,

AIM s cS^ s(:ii:m(:i:s social cS^ hkmaviohal scikincks
COPPINGER,ERIKA J.
CORCORAN, IAN M,
CRAIG, KERRY A.
CRONIN, JOSEPH P.
CROSS, ELIZABETH F,

(H) CROWE. ERIN,
CURRIER, NANCY B,
CURTIS, ANORA J,
CUSHMAN. SARAH L,

(H) DALESSIO, JULIE A,

DARDINSKI. RACHEL A.
DAVID, DANIEL J,
DAVIS, MICHAEL J,
DEFALCO. PATRICK J,
DEL PUERTO, FERNANDO J,
DELOREY, KAREN ANN,
DEROSA, MICHAEL W,
DESILVA,MELANIE R.
DESROSIERS,TOOO,
DEWEY, ERICKA G.
DEXTER. DEBRA L.
DIETEL, KIMBERLY A,
OIGIOVANNI, JOSEPH J,
DIPIERRO,OEBBI E.
DOL AT, JOSEPH V.
DONAHUE, MICHELLE L.

(H) OONAIS, CRAIG S.
DOUCET, DEREK S,
DOUVRIS, STEPHANIE N.
DGVI, DONNA M,
DOWNEY, KERI H,
DRAPE AU, CHRISTINE A.
ORATCH, SHARON N,

DRISCOLL, HEATHER E.
<H) DUFF, ALICIA M.

DUNN, PETER I,

OURANLEAU.OEENA L.
OURGIN. LORRAINE T,
DUVARNEY. JOHANNA M,
OWORKIN. REBECCA M,
DYNAN. MELISSA H.
EARLEY.JOHN W,
EMONO, MICHAEL D.

(H) ENGLANDER,BETH,S
(H) ENGLISH. SUSAN R.
(H) ENSMANN.MAI E,

ERLICH, SCOTT E,
FANTARONI, JENNIFER M,

(H» FANTASIA, RENE A,
FARIAS. DANA R,
FAZZI, JENNIFER A,
FERRANTE,TANIA J.
FERRARA.GARY R.
FERRARO. JULIE A,
FERREIRA.DEBORA D,
FINKELSTEIN, SUZANNE H,
FINNERTY, MARGARET M,
FISHER, JACQUELINE A.
FISHER, LEAF C,
FITZGERALD, WILLIAM C,JB
FLOOD. CHRIS A,
FLYNN, JASON W.
FLYNN, TIMOTHY P,
FOLEY, JACQUELINE J.
FOLEY, MARK D,
FORBES, MATTHEW R.
FORD, JANE A,

FORMAN.LISA R,
FORRANT, CARRIE A.
FOSTER, KEVIN S,
FOWLER. SHANNON M.
FOX. JASON V.

FRAOO. EDWARD A,
FRIEDMAN. MIRIAM I,
FUNG, CHARLES,
GAFFRON.ANTONIA M,
GALIPEAU.NICOLLE B.
GALLANT, LISA D,
GAMERO,Y0LANOA,
GARCIA, MICHELLE M.
GARDNER, SCOTT C.
GAUOETTE,SHARI I,

(H> GELBACH, JONAH B.
(H) GELLE Y.MELISSA M,

GENTILI, STACY L,
GEVIRTZ, STEPHANIE C.
GIBBS. GREGORY 6.

GIES.OARYL F.

GILBERT. BENJAMIN S,
GILBERT. LAURA L.
GLEESON. BRIAN M.
GOBIN.OIANNE.
GOLDSMITH, JOY M,

(H) GOLDSTEIN, BARBARA S.
GOOONOW, DAVID J.
GORDON, HEATHER L,
GORDON. MICHAEL P,
GORDON, WENDY B,
GOSLIN, SUZANNE E,
GOSSELIN, CHRISTOPHER M.
GOUBE T.NATHAL IE.
GRAVES. ASHLEY W.
GREANEY. SUSAN E.
GREENSTEIN.JANE H.
GREER. JAMES J,
GRENHAM.ANNE,
GROPPI.KERRI L,
GUERRA. MARGARITA M.
GUERTIN. MATTHEW R.
GULLA. JENNIFER M.
6URK A. SHARON A,
GUZIK,ERIK E,
HACKETT. JAMES C,
HAFEY, ROBERT I,
HAKKARAINEN,ADAH J.
HAKLAY.GONEN.
HALL. SHANNON A.

HAMMER, ALLISON G,
HAMWEY, SCOTT E,
HANCOCK, LAURA L.
HAND. JAIME A.

BUSWICK.KATHERINE J.

CACCAMISE. JULIE B,
CAMERON. JULIE A,

CAMPBELL. OLIVER R.
CAPOCCIA.LISA.
CHAPMAN. JENNIFER E.
CHENG. KELLY B,
CLARK. VERA JEAN M.
CLARKSON. CHRISTINE L,
CLOUTIER. CAROLE A.

CONIDI, FRANK.
COOLIDGE. MATTHEW F.

COZZA.LISA A,

CRAIG, KATHRYN P,

CROSTON.KARA T,

CROTEAU.MARC G.
CULGIN, SARAH A.

CURRAN.LUANN M,

(H) HANLON.ERAN D.
HARDING, PAMELA J.

HAROOTIAN,PATTI A,
HARRIS. ANDREW L.
HARRIS. JOHN B,
HARRIS. TAMARA M.
HARRISON, ANTHONY K,
HARRISON, KRISHNA M,
HART, CHRISTOPHER J.
HAYDEN, MICHAEL J,
HE ALE, SUSAN A.
HEALY, SHEILA C.
HENORIXSON. SUSAN M,
HENRY. ALICIA,
HICKEY, WENDY 0,
HIGGINS, MAUREEN A.
HIRATA.MONA L.
HIRSCHORNDHONnA L.

(H) HIRSH. SALLY R.
HIRST, CANOICE L,
HODGOON, ALICE,
HOGAN, REBECCA L.
HOPPE, KRISTIN J,

HOULIHAN, CHRISTINA M.
HOUSE, CHRISTOPHER L,
HOWARTH. SUSAN G.
HOWELL. DYLAN T,
HUET,MYRIAH R,
HURLEY. ANNA C,

(H) HUSSEY, MARIAN A.
IDE, JAMES E,

INA, JULIE A,

ISRAEL, ALISON M,

ITURREGUI,MAR1LDLI,
JABLONSKI,LYNN P.
JACOBY, KAREN R.
JAHN, SARAH F,
JINGO. MARY C.
JOHNSON , CARIN M.
JOHNSON, DANIEL C.

(H) JOHNSON, GRETCHEN J,
JOHNSON. HEATHER A,
JOHNSON. KIMBERLY A.
JOHNSON. SALLY J.
JONES. WILLIAM B.
JOSEPH. ALISON.
JOSEPH. PAMELA A,
KADISH.DANA E.
KALL, MELISSA A.

(H) KALLOCH. JOHANNA L.
(H) KAMERIK. KRISTEN L,

KANEOA.TOSHIKO.
KANTER.AOAH S.
KAPLAN. D. ROBERTA.
KAPLAN. TODD S.
KATSOULIS.KRISTA 0,
KATZ. JODIE S,
K AT Z.SHARON L,
KEATING. LEO 0,
KEATS. ADAM F,
KEENAN. SHERRY J.
KELLY. JENNIFER L.

(H) KELLY, RUADH H,
KELLY. SUSAN M,
KEMPNER. MARTHA E,
KENDALL. THOMAS,
KENWARO.SARA L.
KEDUGH. PATRICIA E,
KERO.LISA M.
KEUNG.HAU L.
KILPATRICK, KATHLEEN K.
KIM,YUL HEE,
KIMBALL. AMY R.

(H) KIMBALL. ANGELA C,
KING. JAMES R.
KING. JASON C.
KING.KARINA J.
KING.LAOISE.
KING. WILLIAM J.
KINN.MELANEY B,
KIRCHNER. VANESSA A,
KIRSCMNER.MIA J.
KLEIN. DONALD T.
KMIECIK, NICOLE 0,
KNIGHT. KRISTIN E,
KNIGHTLY. PATRICK J,
KNOCH. DAVID C,
KONIG.MOIRA J.
KONTSAS.DESPINA.

<H) KOZIOL. JENNIFER L.
KREIGER.AMY T.

(H> KRIEGER.ALLYSON M.
LACKARO. ANGELA L,
LAND. JOANNE M,
LANDAU. NEIL F,
LAN0STR0M.LI8A S,
LANE. MAUREEN E.
LANE, PATRICIA A,
LANGEVIN. PETER M.
LANGFORO.VIRNA L,
LANNIN. JOYCE E.
LANNON. KIMBERLY A.
LAPPALAINEN. JENNIFER J.
LAURIAT.MARLENE L.
LAWTON, MELISSA A.

<H) LAZILI. PAULA N.
LEBLANC, JUDITH 0.
LEBOFF,ERIC S,
LEBOFF, JUDITH F.
LEE,AN6IE,
LEE,EUNni.
LEE. NANCY M,
LEMACK. DANIELLE B.
LENZ I. STEPHANIE L.
LEPAGE. DANIEL P.
LEPPANEN.ERIKA A.
LESTAN. PAIGE H,

(H) LEVENSON.OEBRA L.
LEVINE, STACEY R.
LEVY, SUSAN E.
LEWIS, JENNIFER H.

LEWIS, KIMBERLY J,

LIM,KIMYEE,
LIPTON,LEDA M,

LISI. GREGORY A,

LITTLEFIELD,KERI J,
LOHNER.CATHLEEN M.
LOMBARDO, EDWARD P.
LONG. KATHRYN E.
LONGAN. DIANA J.
LONGHI. JAMES C,
LOPES, CARLOS A.

(M) LOUGHNANE, WILLIAM E,JR
MACAULEY. BRIAN L,
MACCARONE,LISA A,
MACEACHERN. LAURA L.
MACGOVERN. STEPHEN A,

(H) MACNAUGHTON. KATHLEEN L.
MAHONEY.AILEEN A.
MALM, ERIC C.
MALONE. MATTHEW F,
MANN, MAUREEN C.

(H) MANTZ. JEFFREY W,
MARA. RICHARD M.JR
MARBURY . ROGER B,
MARCHEFKA,OIANNE H,
HARINI, DANIEL A.
MARLOW. JENNIFER J,

<H) MARTIN, AMY D,
MARTINS, ELIZABETH E,
MATHEY, JAMIE B.

(H) MATHYS, ELLEN.

C

MAUST, MEREDITH A,
MAZZETTA, ALISON J.
MCCARTHY , JULIE C,
MCCARTHY, MARK H,
MCCARTHY, MICHAEL P.
NCCAULEY, PETER R,
MCCOMBS, CYNTHIA 8.
NCCONHELL, PAMELA J,
MCCORMICK, ELIZABETH A.
MCGARVEY, GILLIAN L.
MCGONAGLE.OARA E.
MCGOWAN, STEPHANIE A,
MCGRAIL, DONALD P,
MCHUGH. JAMES T.JR
MCINERNEY.JILL E,
MCLAUGHLIN, ELIZABETH H.
MCNAMARA.PAUL J.
HCPHEE, DEBORAH J.
ME HL MAN, SHARON R,
MELCHIONDA.GABRIELLE F.
MELONE. FREDERICK 0,
MENDEL. MELISSA J.
MENOES.CIOALIA A.
MERCHANT, JEFFREY A.
MESHENBERG.ALISA R.
MEUNIER. CYNTHIA A,
MICCICHE, CHRISTOPHER J,
MICHAEL, DANIELLE 0,
MICHAELIAN, KELLY A.

<H) MILDREN, REUBEN A.
<H) MITCHELL, ELIZABETH M.

MONT AGNA, KAREN M,
MONTEITH, MICHELLE R,
MONIES. EDWARD M,
MOONEY, MAUREEN B,
MOORE, PETER L.
MORAN.ERIN C,
MORAN, JENNIFER K.
MORAN.KAYELLEN,
MORANA, DAVID J.
MORENO, KAREN E,
MORIARTY, KATHLEEN A,
MORRIS, MARK S,
MOYLAN.AOAM R.
MUELLER, HANS J,
MUISE. PAULA J,
MULCAHY, EDWARD C,
MULLEN, SEAN C,
MUNK. BARRY S,
MURPHY, TIMOTHY J.
MURRAY, DEIORE,

(H) MURRAY, LAURA A,
MYERS, STEPHEN V,
NADEAU,MARISA J,

<H) NATALE. FRANCIS J,
NEEDLE. MYLIE A,
NEITLICH, ALEXANDRA S,

<H) NELSON, SUSAN V.
NESSMAN. KEVIN N,
NEVENS,AM8ER B,
NOONE.MARY E,
NOWAK, KAREN H.
OBERC, LAUREL I.
OBERHUBER.NICK J.
OBRIEN, MICHELLE L.
OBRIEN, PATRICIA H,
OBRIEN, PHILIP H.III
OCONNELL,SEAN T.
OCONNELL, TIMOTHY J.
ODONALD, ARTHUR J,
ODRISCOLL, DANIEL,
OH. JUNG Y,
OHEARN, MICHAEL P,
OKEEFFE. JENNIFER J.
OLE ARY. MAURA D.
OLIVERO. NICOLE M.
OLMSTEAD. CYNTHIA A,

:H) OMALLEY. MICHAEL A,
OMALLEY.se AN D,
DNUOHA.ANGELIA L.

(H) OROURKE, KELLY A.
(H) ORZCTRACEY A.

OSCAR. KATHERINE A.
OSTER. MICHAEL,
OWEN, THOMAS M,
PAGLIA, ANTHONY,
PAGLIA,ERIC C,

(H) PALAZZ0LO,VITA A,
PARK, MELISSA B,
PASCIUTD. NANCY A.

PASSE, JENNIFER S,

PATTERSON, KIMBERLY A.
PATULAK, JENNIFER L,
PAVLOFF,ALAN S,
PEARLSTEIN. MICHELLE S,
PEARSALL, CHRISTINE E,
PELLANO. BRIAN K,
PERRY, JAMES R,
PERRY. SCOTT M,

PETERSON, ROBIN C,
PHELPS. JENNIFER A,
PITTS, JAMES D IV,
PLUMB, BRYAN C.
POLLARD, EDWARD D.

(H) POMERANZ, JAMES R,
POMIANSK Y.LISA E,
POOLE. JAMES M,
POPE, DAVID C,
POPSUN, CAROL M,
PORTEUS, KATHERINE J,

(H) POSTER, MICHAEL 8.
POUSSARD, EDWARD M,
POWELL, DAWN E.
POWERS, ANDREA H.
POWERS. JAMES F,
POWERS, KERRI A,
PRATT. JENNINE L.
PREMO.OAWN B.

PROOLX.PAMELA A.
PROVOST, SCOTT E,
0U£ANOER,AHY J,
QUINLAN, CHRISTINE M.
RAACH,JOHN H,
RAOIVONYK, SANDRA A,
RALSTON. NICOLE S.
RAMSEY. GABRIEL M.
RAPP. ALLISON L.
RE CORD. MARY A.

REODY.AARATHI A,
REMOLD. JULIE M,
RIE.MARC D,

RISEBERG, DOUGLAS T,

ROBBINS,RUSS E.
ROBBLEE, PATRICK P,

(H) ROBERTS. ALISON E,
ROBERTSON, JENNIFER 0,
ROBINSON, ANNE S,
ROBINSON. MAUREEN A,
ROSATTO, CHERYL A,

ROSENBERG. ANDREA B,
ROSENFELD,TIFFAN D,
ROSSI, PAUL J,
ROWE, RACHEL S.

<H) ROWELL. JAMES L,
RUBIN, JILL T,

RUDKO, REBECCA A.
SAAD, OMAR R.

(H) SADLER, DENISE H,
SALINSKY. STACEY J,

(H) SAMIA.JOHN R,
(H) SANBONMATSU.KIRA L,

SATTERFIELD, KATHERINE A.
SCAMMONS, LINDA A,
SCHMIDT, JEFFREY C,
SCHMIDT, SUSANNE A.
SEIPLE. MELISSA A,
SESIN.JOSE A,

SHAFFER, PETER F,
SHANNON. COURTNEY E,
SHAPIRO, WENDY G.
SHEA, JOSEPH E,
SHEA, LINDA M,
SHEA, MARY KATHLEEN,
SHEARER, JENNIFER K,
SHECTMAN,AMY J,
SHELTON.CATHRYN E,
SHERMAN, DAVID A.
SHERMAN. LARRY S,
SHERMAN. SUSAN M,
SHETH.SHEFALI K.
SIEGEL, JUSTIN A.
SILVESTRO.MARNI A,
SIMPSON, FRANKLIN L,
SINKEL,GINNY,
SITES, JENNIFER L,
SKOWRON, JEFFREY J.
SLATE. CHARLES M.
SLE6ER. LAURA H.
SLOTNICK.SHARI J.
SMITH, AMY 0,
SMITH, CHRISTOPHER J,

(H) SMITH, JAMES H.
SMITH. JASON S.
SMITH. KATHERINE.
SMITH, KIMBERLY M.
SMITH. NIGEL E,
SMITH. SANDRA A,
SMITH. WILEY J.
SNOODY, CHRISTINA R.
SOLARI. SHELLY M.
SOLOMON. JAMIE,

<H) SORENSEN, KRISTIN 1.
SOUSA, ARTHUR W,
SOUSA,LILIA C.
SPAETH, JOHN H.
SPANG, KELLY A,
SPEREDELOZZI, JEFFREY L,
SPRINGER, JENNIFER A.
STACHELEK, SHARON L.
STERN, LEA,
STEVENSON, BRENOA L,
STOLL,AMY L,
STOPEK, PAMELA J,
STRASNICK. ROBERT M.
STUTMAN, KIMBERLY B.
SU. FELIX L,
SUOBEY. SUSAN E.
SULLIVAN. AMY E.
SULLIVAN. BRIDGET T,
SVOBOOA, FRANZ J.
SWANSON, CHRISTINE L

AIM S cVl SCIKNCKS DM DKCLAH Kl)
CUSSON, CATHERINE L.

CUSTER. REBECCA M,

OAGILUS. LINDA H.

(H) DAISLEY. KELLY M.

DARLING. JEFFREY B.

DAVID, CHRISTOPHER J.

DAVIDSON, ERIKA.
(H) OAVIES.JOHANNAH M,

DEANE, GARRETT A,

OELISLE. DAVID R,

(H) DENMAN. SAMUEL S.

DEPALMA. MELISSA A.

DIAS.EMILIANO A.

DONNELLAN. SHANNON.
OURAND.BERTRANO J,

OUSZA. SHEILA C.

ELVOVE.AMY S.

ENRLISH.PAUL C,

(H) ERRICK,JEW<IFER J.
FEDER. HELENA M.

FIGUEIREOO.JOHN,
FLEMING, KATHRYN G,

(H) FLETCHER, KRISTIN H.
FLYNN, KERRI A,

FORBUSH,LORI MICHELE,
FORRISTER.TINA D.
FUSSTEIG.LYNNE S,
GALLIGANI. THOMAS F,
GARF. ROBERT.
GARGULINSKI. RENEE E,
GAVEL, TRACY E,
GEORGE, REBECCA J,
GILMAN, WENDY B,
GOLDBERG. DAVID E,
GOMES, CASEY J,
GORDON, SCOTT J,

GRANT, ANGEL L,
GRANT, SUSAN E,
GREEN, DAVID M,
GREENFIELD, LISA P.
GREER, ALICIA L,
GROLNIC, LINDA B.
GUISE, KIMBERLY S,
GUZIK, KEITH W,
HANLEY, KRISTEN M,
HASTINGS, JENNIFER L,
HAYES, SEAN 0,
HEIOER. CATHERINE B.
HEKLER.KARL M.
HELOMAN.RANOI D.
HELGESON. DAVID N.JR
HENRICHS. HELEN F,
HEPP, JAMES H,JR

(H) HERNON. CHRISTINA H.

TZELLA8.AN0REM,
VILL ALBA, CONSTANZA A.
WALTHER, NATALIE K.
WAYRYNEN.ESA P.

(H) WEISMAN. STACY M.
WIISSBLUM. EMILY R.
WESTVANG.LARS E.
WE IMORE, PATRICK J,
WHITE, JAMES P,

(H) WHITTAKER,ALLYSON J.
WIEMER.KRISTOPHER B.
WINGSTED.MARK B.

WINKLER, AMY I.

WONDOLOWSK I. MICHAEL 0.
WRONA. MEREDITH.

(H) YANKELEV.HAYA.
YUNIS. JOSEPH E.

ZAGER. JONATHAN S.

(H) ZASSENHAUS. GEOFFREY H.
ZECEVIC.MAJA,
ZERVAS.NICOLETTE J,

ZERVAS, SOPHIA J,

SZYMANSKI, JEFFREY R,
TAFE,JOHN W,

TARNOR, DEBRA L,
TAURO, MICHELE L.
TERI, MICHELE L,

(H) THARP, DIANE L,
THELEN.LUKE A,
THEOOOSS, HARRY J.
THOMAS. DAVID Q,
THOMAS, REBECCA J.
TILLEY. JENNIFER M.
TILLIS. MERYL B.
TIMMERMANN. SUZANNE M,
TINGOS. KATHRYN P.
TITUS, JEFFREY S,
TODD, MARK B.
TOTH. JENNIFER F.
TRABISH. BRIAN N,
TROTMAN.ANNE M,

TRUBOW.WENDIE M.
(H> TUPPER. HEATHER L,

TURNER PONCE, GISELLE M.
TURNER, LORI B,
TURRANSKY.JOEL H,
VAUTOUR.OONNA H.
VELASCO.MARCELA.
VELLUCCI. STACY L,
VERSECKES. JULIE E,
VICHNESS. REBECCA L.
VIO. PATRICIA A.

(H> WAGNER. STACY E.
WALDNER. BRIAN H.

(H) WALSH. LISSA E.
WASSER. BRIAN J,
WATERS, KATHLEEN E.
WECKSTEIN,ALYSON R.
WEINER.ROSS D.
WEISS. HARCY L.
WELCH. RICHARD C.
WERBEL.EVA K,
WHIPPLE, BRADFORD A,
WHITE, DEANNA H,
WHITE, JAIME N.
WHITE, LAURA K.
WHITE. RICHARD J.

(H) WHITMORE, SCOTT L,
WILDER, ANDREW C.
WILL006HBY.CHERIE R.
WILSON, AARON 0,
WILSON, CHRISTOPHER L,
WOJTASZEK,C0RINNE H.
WORCESTER, BRIAN W.
WRIGHT, MARGARET E.
WURTZEL, ROBIN E,
XING,YAN,
YAMASHITA,YUKO,
YAS, JEFFREY R,
YEGERLEHNER,JOSIAH 0.
YOUNG. HEATHER J.
YOUNG. JEFFREY H.
YUFIK.ALEX Y,
ZACCONE , TRACEY A.

IH) ZANELLA-FORESI,SABRINA.
ZANOTTI, CAROLYN J,

:H) ZELIZER. CRAIG M,
ZIEFF, JULIE R,
ZIELINSKI, ALEXIS L,
ZIELINSKI, KIMBERLY A,
ZOZZARO. JAMIE S,

HERRERA, SUSAN A,
HERSEY,MELANIE M,
HOLBROOK , JENNIFER E.
HOLENA, DANIEL N.
HOLLAND. EUGENE F,
HOLLENDER,HANDA,
HORNE, STACY L.

(H) HOSLEY.OARIENNE J,
HOUSTON, KATHLEEN L,
HUANG, OAHUI,

(H) HUNTER, NATASHA B.
HUTCHINS. KEVIN M.
INOUYE.KARA E.
JENKINS. ADAM P.

ELVOVE.AMY S.

ENGLISH. PAUL C.
<H) EPRICK. JENNIFER J.

FEDER. HELENA M.

FIGUEIREOO.JOHN.
FLEMING. KAIHRYN G.

<H) FLETCHER, KRISTIN H.
FLYNN. KERRI A.
FORBUSH.LORI MICHELE.
FORRISTER.TINA D,
FUSSTEIG.LYNNE 8,
GALLIGANI. THOMAS F.
GARF. ROBERT.
GARGULINSKI. RENEE E.
GAVEL. TRACY E.
GEORGE. RE BECCA J.
GILMAN, WENDY B.
GOLDBERG, DAVID E.
GOME S.CASEY J.
GORDON, SCOTT J.
GRANT. ANGEL L.
GRANl .SUSAN E,
GREEN. DAVID M.

GREENFIELD, LISA P.
GREER. ALICIA L.
GROLNIC. LINDA B.
GUISE. KIMBERLY S.
GUZIK. KEITH W.
HANLEY. KRISTEN M,
HASTINGS. JENNIFER L.
HAYES. SEAN 0.
HEIOER. CATHERINE B,
HEKLER.KARL M.

HELOMAN.RANOI 0.
HELGESON. DAVID N.JR
HENRICHS, HELEN F.
HEPP. JAMES H.JR

(H) HERNON. CHRISTINA H,

ALBRO,BETHANN.
BALDWIN, SHERILL L.

<H) BALENIINE.LISA A.
BISHOP. MACEO R.
BORNSIEIN. JOOI L.
BOUIHILLIER. CARRIE P,
BRIGGS,AMY,

(H) BURKE, KIMBERLY A,
COHEN, FELICE,

ARVIDSON, PATRICIA A,
CELLI, ENRIQUE,
CHEEKS, TIMOTHY C.
DECELLES. BRIAN R.
DZUGAN, WILLIAM 8.

ALBERT, MICHAEL 0.
ALBRECHT,KATE H.
ANGELOU.VASILIKI.
ARRUOA,KARA M,
BARNES. JAYNE N.
BARONI.JILL K.
BELLO,EVE 0.
BERET8KY, GRETA C.
BERTRAND.ROSANNA H.
BOFFA.ANNE E.
BOHRER, CYNTHIA A.
BORR, STEPHANIE L.
B0YO,8AHANTHA A.
BRDMBER6, SUSAN B,
CABRAL, RUSSELL J.
CAHILL, TRACEY.
CALISH. JENNIFER.
CALLAWAY, DENISE L.
CARACCI,CANOITA,
CASEY, CRI8TINA A.
CHOQUCTTE.COLINDA M.
COLTON. CATHERINE L.
CUNNINGHAM. CARRIE ANNE.
OANA. JENNIFER N.

ADAMS, DEBORAH L.
ADAMS. ROBERT B.
AHAD.FARHAO,
ANDERSON. PAUL D.
ANDROSKI, MATTHEW J,
BANCROFT, GLEN 0.
BATTISTI, JONATHAN A.
BAVAR,AMIR A,

BELETSKY, PETER M,
BELL, SHANE L,

(H) BERGENDAHL. JASON R.
BERRY. DOUGLAS A.
BIZON.AMY J.

BOCK.DARRIN K,
BOUOREAU, JACQUES 0.
BOULAHGER, NORMAN P,II
BRENNAN. ROBERT T.
BRITTON. DAVID M.
BROWN. LIZETTA M,
BRUNO, DENIS R,
BRYAN. ERIC B.
BUCALA, JANICE A,
BURQUE, DAVID J,
BUTLER, H RAYMOND,

(H) CAIL, BRIAN J,

CAMPBELL, ALLAN A,
CAMPBELL, SEAN 0,
CANGIANO, GASTON R,
CAPPELLA, VICTOR S,
CARDINAL, JAMES B.
CARLSON, CYNTHIA H,
CHACON, SERGIO,
CHASSE, KEVIN M.
CHENG. CHUNG TING.
CHENG, K. HONG.
CHIN. CHE 00ON6 K.
CHUNG. RONY W,
COFFIN, JEFFREY 0.
CONTOS, ELENA H,
COPE, BRIAN E,

<H) CDRONELLA.JOHN S.
COULSON. ETHAN J.

CREIGHTON. JOSEPH A.

ABELSON.LDRI B.
ADAMS, DEBORAH A.
ADAMS, LESLIE A,
AHLSTROM.ALAN R,

AKUCEWICH,LISA H,

ALBUS, CHRISTOPHER E.
ALDRICH. SCOTT A,

ANAS. JENNIFER L.
ARAKELIAN.HAIG ARAM,
AUGUSTO, DONNA M,

BAAKE,JENS,
BAKER. CHRISTIE L,
BAKER. MICHAEL D.

BALADO, MARIE L.

BALMER, KRISTIN A,

BARLETTA,REGINA A,

BARNICLE, LAURA B,
BARSTOW, CYNTHIA M,

BARTOVICS. LAURA H.
BASS, ANDREA H,

(H) BEATTY. KAREN I,

BEAUCHESNE. RICHARD G.

BEAULIEU. DANIEL P.

BECKER. CAROL S.

BELAUSKAS. JENNIFER R,

BENIOFF.JULIANNE 0.
BISWAS. MALINI.

(H) BLAGG. TIMOTHY A.

BONETT. SCOTT 0.

BOREY. JOSEPH F.

BRADY. KAROLYN F.

BRADY, MAUREEN E,

BREITHAUPT, MICHAEL,
BRENNAN. KATHRYNE E,

BREWSTER, SUSAN M,

BROWN, ERIC B,

BUCKLEY, KERRY J,

HERRERA, SUSAN A,

HERSEr.MELANIE M.
HOLBROOK, JENNIFER E.
HOLENA, DANIEL N.
HOLLAND. EUGENE F,
HOLLENDER.MANDA.
HORNE, STACY L,

(H) HOSLEY,OARIENNE J,
HOUSTON. KATHLEEN L,
HUANG, OAHUI,

(H) HUNTER, NATASHA B,
HUTCHINS. KEVIN M,
INOUYE.KARA E.
JENKINS. ADAM P.

JOHNSON. WILLIAM C,
KARPOWITZ,MARCY £,
KATZL, JENNIFER L,
KEEFE, ELIZABETH A.
KELLIHER.LYNNE A,
KING, BRIAN C,
KING. JAY 0.
KOMAN, ALLISON R,
KOSLA.ALISA L,
KOTZAMPALT IRIS, CLAIRE S,
KRUSE,WENOY J,
KULMA, YVONNE 0.
LAFRANCE. RICHARD E.
LAMUST A. JENNIFER H.
LEE, STEVEN S,

LEMON, SIEPHENIE C,
LESLIE, DAPHNE.
LIN, JANE C.
LIU, JASON W,
LONDON, MELANIE A,

LONGUEIRA.ALLYSDN C,
LUDL AM. AMBER J,
LUU.NINH V,

LYONS, CHERYL A,
MACALLISTER, CRAIG M,
MACKEY.GAIL R.
MACMILLAN. HOLLY H,
MAHER. WENDY A.
MAHONE Y.MICHELLE N.
MAINVILLE.JOAN N.
MANES, KE IRA,
MARINO, EMILY A,
MARSHALL. CHAD C.
MARTINI, STEFANO.
MAY. ALEXANDER P,
MAY,0E1R0RE S.
MCINTYRE, SUSANNA M,
MEEHAN. WILLIAM F.
ME LL O.BROOKE,
ME RSON, MICHAEL,
MILLER. ARON M,
MILLER. JAMES R,
MITCHELL. CHANDRA C.
MOSES. CHRISTOPHER G,
MUIR. FRANCISCO,
MURPHY, ERIKA H.
MURPHY. JOHN J,
MURPHY. LISA M.
NGUYEN. ANH N.
NIETUPSKI. JASON M.
NISSENBAUM. DANIEL A,
NOBLE. JOANNE M,

(H) NOLAN. DANIEL D,
OCONNELL. KATHLEEN M.

OLIVER. BRANT J.
OROWAY. HOLLY E.
PARAOIS, RENEE E.
PAROYAN, CHRISTINE M.
PASARELL.GIOVANNA 8.
PAUL. JENNIFER L.
PAYNE. BRIAN J.
PEACOCK, DAVE J,
PEACOCK. DEBORAH L.
PETRANGELO.DENA M.
PHAM.XUYEN T.
PINE, JENNIFER L,
PINKHAM, KIMBERLY H,
PISINSK I, LAURIE J.
POULIOT, SUZANNE 0,
POWER, PAUL V,
PRESTI, ANDREA L,
PUOELKO, KAREN M,
RAMSTHALER, ERICA A,
RAPOZA. KIMBERLY A.
RIGNEY. RICHARD B,
ROMANCHUK. MELISSA B.
ROSS. ROBERT 0.
ROT H.MARCUS A.
ROTHWELL. CHRISTINA H.
RYAN.NEAL J.
SAART. JASON W.
SANTOLUCITO. THOMAS J.
SANTOS. JOSEPH E.
SCARAMUZZO. JAMES M.
SCHATZ.INGRID F.
SFARA. MATTHEW T.

SHARLOW.MARYBETH M.
SHEEHAN. DAVID P

SHELDON. ISAAC A.
SHMOELI.AVINOAM.
SILJANOER.SARA B,
SILLS, JAMIE B,
SILVERMAN, SCOTT A.
SKEHAN. MELISSA A,
SMITH. MICHAEL R,
SPITZER. ANDREA R,
ST ONGE. SCOTT A.
STERN. MICHAEL G,
STEVENSON. JESSICA A,
SIRACHAN, HEIDI M.
STUROIVANT, ELIZABETH A.

(H) TANNER. JENNIFER L.
I ASSONE. ANGELA.
THAYER. SARAH A.
THOMAS. EL ISA C.

<H) THOMAS. VICTORIA C.
TILOESLEY, ALEXANDRIA G.
TOPIOL.SARA J.
TRADER. TIFFANY R.
TRUOEAU. SUSAN M.
TURNER. JASON A.
VAINSTOCK.IRINA,
VALENTINI.ANGFLO.
V I AU, MARGARET fj,

WALSH, COLLEEN M,
WALSH, DAVID R,
WARO,OANIEL T,

(H) WEHLE,DANIT,
WILDER. BONNIE A.
WILLIAMS, JENNIFER H,
WILLIS, RONALD REIO.

<H) WISHNICK. HILLARY M.
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WUJCIK. CAROLE A,
ZHAi;,CHONU T,

ZHLNG.LIN6,
ZIMMERMAN. KEVIN L.

ions i>i;(;i<i:i; w n 1 1 im>iv \L (;<)^(;l:^^J'l K \ i lors
COLEMAN. COLLEEN T,
DAVIDSON, SARAH A,
DAVIS, MELISSA S,
ELLIOTT, SARAH A,

FREEMAN. CRISTINA P.
GEER. RUSSELL C.
GOLDBERG. GEOFFREY H,
HANBURY,KIM M.
HART,AJILA N,

GOEPP, KATHARINE A.
HARVEY, DENISE.
HENKINO, JANICE J.
HOUGH, MARY P,

HUNTER, WILLIAM A.

DANCEWICZ,KARA E.
DITCHIK.SETH L,
OOTSON, JENNIFER A.
DOW.KRISTINE M.
DOM). CHRISTINE H.
OUFFIELO, ANDREA J,
DUGGAN.MARY E.
FALCONER, CASEY L.
FISK,KELLIE D.
FORT lER, DENISE M.
FRANSEN.KRISTINE G,
GARBER. DEBORAH B.
GAVINI. SHARON L.
GRANGER. RENEE 8.
GRASSI . VIRGINIA M.
GRAY. MICHAEL M.
GREENWOOD. JENNIFER A,
HARRISON, AMY E,
HENNESSEY, HEATHER L,
HEY.KARI ANN,
H0LZMAN,R08YN I.
HUDAK, KAREN A,
HUSSEY. SARA M.
HYDER. ANNETTE,

CURTICE. JOSHUA N,
CZACH. JAMES J.

(H) DAILEY, MATTHEW L,
(H) DAVEY. CHRISTINE A.

OEBARROS. STEVEN C.
OEMAIO.JON A,

DENIS, NIKOLAOS A.
DENIREMONT, PATRICK A,
DESAUTELS.CORINNE E,
DEVEAU. MICHELLE M.
DEVERES, ANDREA,
OHALLIWAL,MANJIT S,
DIBIASIO, MICHAEL V,
OILUZIO, WILLOW R,
DONNELLY, WILLIAM J, III
DORAN, JEREMY P,

DORISS, ASHLEY P,
ORE IKOSEN , CHRISTOPHER

,

DUFFY, SEAN M,

DUNN,LEROY A,

ECON0MOPOULOS,CHRISTOS P.
EOBERG, WILLIAM M,
ELDER, CARL R,
ESHGHIPOUR.MARYAM.
FEINOEL, DAVID T,

FISCHER, DAVID G,
FITZPATRICK, DANIEL R,
FORNEY. DAVID A.
GAGNON, STEVE J,
GARSTKA, JAMES R.
GERRIOR. NICOLE A.
GERVAIS, DAVID P.
GILBERT, ANDREW E,
GILLIGAN, KEVIN N,
GRAHAM, MICHAEL 0,
GRANOWITZ, SCOTT D.
GREENE. DANIEL B.
GREENWOOD, WILLIAM J.
GREER, HEIDI L,
GROSS, STEVEN J.
GRUODIS, PETER K,
HALLEN, JEFFREY 0.
HATCH. DAVID P.

HIGGINS. ERIKA K.
JACOBS. JESSE M.

JEOLICKA. KEITH A,
KEARNEY, RICHARD M.
KELLEY, WENDELL H.JR
KOPPEL. LAUREN H.

(H) LEWENBERG, WENDY E,
MATEUS. THERESA Q.
MCGOWEN.LEAH B.

MCLAUGHLIN. SAMARA M.
(H) MESSINA. KEVIN J.

MOORE, JOEL G,
MORRIS, KAREN E,
MOYER,ALISA K,
ORTIZ RIVERA, HILDA I.
PAGNINI, JEFFREY M,
PASTRAS. DEBRA L.
PATEL.BHAVIN H.

<;()^ riMJii\<; i.duc \ i M)^
KAGAN.LORI A,
LAHEY, TIMOTHY P,
MELNICK.ROSS D,
MORRIS. EMILY M.
NAFTALIN.OORIT.M

NEPOMUCE NO, LAURA A,
ORTIZ, JAIME,
PARK.SOONA.
PATON. PAMELA M,
PERSING, BRADLEY.

IDl < \ I l(>\

lERAROI. MICHELLE A,
ISGUR. CAROLYN J.
KEENER, THAO T,

KUNZ.KARLINA E.
LACROIX, KAREN A.
LANGAN, KATHLEEN F.
LAURIE, LINDA M,
LOVUOLO, TRACY A.
MACDONALO,SEAN P.
MADDEN, JENNIFER 8.
MAGUIRE,JAMES E.
MAJEWSKI.LAURI R,
MARTINSONS. KARA P,
MATTHEWS, MARY T,
MEZZA.DEANNA L,

<H) MYNTTINEN, MATTHEW Q.
NAROONE, BENJAMIN M,
NGUYEN-PHAM,OIEM.
NGUYEN, TIEN 0,
NONIS,AILEEN S,

(H) ORENBERG, JENNIFER S.
PARENT, JOANNE L,
PEGRAM, CHRISTOPHER P.
PEGRAM. JEFFREY L.

PEREZ. EMMA J.
PLZAK, RACHEL C.
QUINN, HEATHER 8,
REOEKER, KAREN N,
ROONEY. DEMISE R,
ROWE. KRISTIN B.
ROY. KIMBERLY A.
ROY. LORI A,
SCHILLER, ELIZABETH A.
SCHOENROCK.TRISTIH,
SEGUIN,JILL K.
SHARMAN, JESSICA F.
SHEPHERD, SARA A,
SHMULSKY,SOLVEGI,
SLOWINSKI, NICOLE A,
SPITZER. ALISSA R,
STATHOPOUL0S,VIKI M,
SUGARMAN,RISA A,
SULLIVAN, HONORE,
SUVALLE.ROBYN L,

<H) SWOBODA,JUOITH L,
VO, FRANCOIS 0.
WALLACE, SUSAN H.
WALLITIS.MARLENE M,

i;\<;im:i;ki\<;
HAUGSJAA.ERIK P.
HAZEN. MICHAEL E.
HIDLER. JOSEPH M.
HIGHTER. STEVEN W,
HILL, BARRY C.
HORAN. GREGG P.
HORNE. ADAM J.

HOROWITZ. DAHLIA B.
(H) HOUSE, JODY L,

HUNT, ELIZABETH 8.
HUPPI. BRIAN Q.
HURLEY, BRIAN 0,
JACKSON, GREGOR S,
JAIN,RAJESH K.
JAOLINO. MARIA H.
JENKINS. BRETT E.

(H) JONES, ALLEN J,
KANTAS,I0ANNI8,

(H) KELLY. SHAUN P,
KESSLER. CHRISTINE A,
KHEMANI , RAJESH R,
KHO,ALVIN T,

KIRCHHOFF.PAUL E,
KNAPIK,NEIL C,
KNOWLTON. LEIGH A.
KRAUS, RONALD J,
KRISHNAKUMAR,OEEPA,
KRU6, FREDERICK H,
KRZANOWSKI, JASON A,
KWAN,KING H,
LAM, PETER C,
LANG, REGINALD C.III
LARAHEE, THOMAS J.
LEANNA, GARY J.
LEBRUN, SCOTT W,
LEE, CHAN YUIN,
LEGARE, PETER L,
LEONARD, EDWARD J.
LEVINE, SCOTT E,
LLOPIS ART IME, NOEL,
LOBO, JULIO 0,
LYODY, DANIEL J,
MACKINTOSH. DAVID E.

MACLEOD, SEAN M,
MANASAS,MARK A,

MANES, ENRICO N,
MARGOLIN, JESSE A.
MARSHALL, TRAVIS L,
MASON, CHRISTOPHER E.
MATA.RAY J,

MAUTNER,ERIC K,
MAYO, THOMAS C,
MCCLELLAN.JOHN N,
MCCUE. KATHLEEN N,

<H) MCGLYNN, MICHAEL W,
MCGUIGQIN.JOHN P,

MICHALAK, SCOTT C,
MICKEY, TODD 0,
MILLER, ADAM S,
MORIARTY, AMY K,
MORO, RUSSELL A,
MOZER, JOSEPH F,JR

(H) MUNRO, JENNIFER A,

MYERS, RANDALL T.

NASH. DANIEL M.
NEVEU.MANOA L.
NEVEU,STEFANIE A,

NG, CHUNG W,

NIEDZWIECKI, PAMELA L,
OAK, ANDREW C,
OAKLAND, ELISABETH A,
OSHEA, DANIEL J,

PALINSKI, BRIAN L,
PANAYIOTOU, CHRISTAKIS,
PARENT. SUSAN E.
PEARL. AMY F,

PECORA,JOHN M.
PLACHTA. CHRISTOPHER J.
POOGURSKI.DEVON A,
PRINGLE,CRYSTALLA.
PUCKETT, CYNTHIA L.
PULLEN, ADRIAN M,
PULLEN. MICHAEL T.

PYRO.JAN T,
QUINN, DAVID R,
RAMSAY, WILLIAM B.
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BURNE. MATTHEW R.
BURNS. MATTHEW.
BURRUS. WILLIAM S.
BUTMAN. WILLIAM G.III
CAHILL, JENNIFER L,

CAHILL, WILLIAM R,

CAPRIOGLIO, MICHAEL J.
CAPRON. NANCY V.
CARAMANICA. MELISSA A.

CAR60NE.CHA0 A.

CARBONE, MICHELLE A.

CASHIN. JAMES F.
CHANG. HEEYUN,
CHANG. JENNY J,

CHARALAM60US . DEME TRIS

CHASALOW,LEE K,
CHASMINE, TRACEY L,
CHATEAUNEUF, JASON R.
CLARK. DANIEL E,
CLARK. KARA A.

CLARKE , JOSHUA N,
COLE. CINDY A,

COLE, ERIC K,
CONNA,MARY S,

CONNOLLY, JENNIFER A.
COOKE, KIMBERLY B,
CORRALES.KATTIA M,
COSTA, JAMES J,JR
COTE. ROLAND T,

COUCCI. THOMAS J.
CROWLEY, MICHAEL P,
CULLUM. REBECCA M,
CUNNINGHAM, ANDREW S,
CURLEY,MARK C,

CUSICK,JOHN E,

OAGOSTINO,ANNMARIE,
DANTOWITZ, JUDITH E,

OAVIDSON. ELAINE F.
DAVIS. DANIELLE R,
DAVIS. DIANE M.
DEAL. MELISSA A.
OECHAYNE. LAUREN K.
DEGENHAROT. PETER A.
DELLA RATTA. ELIZABETH A,
DEMARCO. MARGARITA H.
DENHAM. JASON P.
DERRO. MICHAEL J,
DMOCHOWSKI. LAURA E.
OORFMAN.AMY S.
DREES. HEATHER E.
DRINKER. KENT G.

(H) DRISCOLL. TARA M,
DUDGEON. DENA A.
DUNLAVY.ANNE T,
EASTMOND. THERESAMARIE,
EOMUNDSON, THOMAS A,
EDWARDS , SHARON B,
EGAN, SHANE M,
EPSTEIN. ELISSA S,
EVANS, DANIEL R,
FAGERQUIST. JENNIFER A.
FAVA, JENNIFER A,
FERREIRA.BRITT 8,
FERREIRA.OAWNA L,
FERRER. ORLANDO.
FINOLEY. ALLISON A,
FINKMAN.GUY.
FITZGERALD. GAYLE E.
FLAHERTY. MAYA G,
FORMAN.MARNIN A,
FORSMAN.CANOACE E.
FRESHMAN, PEitR A.
FREZZO.MIA K,

FRIED, JENNIFER D,

GALUSHA, TIMOTHY 6,
GAMBOA.JOSE L.JR
GARRETT, JENNIFER D.
GARRISON, JENNIFER M.
GATULIS. KRISTEN M,
GEE, TINA,
GHAREEB. MARIA T,

GIAUORONE.PAUL A,
GIBBONS, BRIAN P.
GILBERT, AMY J,
GIRARO, EMILY S.
GONZALEZ. DEBORAH L,
GONZALEZ. FELIPE.
GOOOELL. GREGORY E.
GOODWIN. KEVIN R.
GOULD. KRISTIN J.
GRASSIE. SARAH A.
GRAVELINE. THOMAS G,
GREEN. KERI L,
GREGG, STEPHEN R,
GRIFFIN, ANDREA S.
GRIFFIN. PATRICIA M.
GRIM. KELLY L.
GRIHSHAW, SCOTT W,
GRYBKCCAMILLE M,
GUSTOWSKI, CAROL J.
HAODEN, WENDY L,

(H) HALSTEAD.LACEY E.
HAMMOND, JOSHUA S,
HAN.JU SIK,
HARFORD. ELIZABETH M.
HARRIS, MAUREEN N.

(H) HARRIS. PENNY S.
HARTFORD. SCOTT M,
HEARN. LAURA A,

(H) HEDGE, PRASAD,
HEHEON. JULIE L.

(H) POWER. ELIZABETH A.
PROKOPY. JOSHUA J.
RAIMO.DINA M.
SANFORO. DONNA M.

SCHAFROTH.INGRID M,
SCHNEIDER, LISE E,
SCUDIERE , TODD J,
SILVERMAN, AARON M,
SMITH, JULIANN M.

PETROV.ALEXEY.
POMERANTZ. DAVID I,
POWERS. CARL.
PYENSON.MAREN R.
RILEY, LAURA L,

WEEKS, KELLEY L,
WEINBERG, AILEEN B.
WEISTHAL,TAMMI J,
WID6EN, PATRICIA 1,
WINSTON, SHARON L.
WINTERS. REBECCA L.
WOfFORD, LAURA A,
ZAHIGI AN, DEBRA L.
ZEMAN.BEN H.
BLOCK, ANDREA E,
BORCHERT, CARL K,
BRIGGS, MARK W,
CALHOUN, CHRISTINA M,
CASEY, KARA A,
CLAYTON, CHRISTINE A,
CONLEY, KELLY M,
DANA, NORHA K,
DENN, AMY M,
HACKER, GAYLE M,
HAMMERTON, KRISTIN L,
HULL, MARGARET A,
HURST, KIRSTIN M,
HUTCHINSON, KATHARINE A.

SPERLING, ILENE J,
STEIL, REBECCA M.

<H) THOMPSON, KRISTIN M,
UPTON. AMY M,

(H) VELONIS, URSULA I.
(H) WALKER, SULEYKEN 0.

WriELAN. GREGORY J,

YELLEN, ELIZABETH J.

SACCONE.LEE ANNE,
SENZ. RENEE F,
TAYLOR. MERCEDES.
WINSLOW. GRACE H,
WOOD. CHARLES.

KAMINSKI, KERRI A,
LASOTA, ALLISON E,
LUCAS, LISA M,
MAJEWSKI, LAURI R,
MAHER, JANET T,
MATYLEWICZ, SHERI L,
MCDONALD, KATHLEEN A,
MURPHY, ROBIN M,
NIEVES, TARA M,
OLEARY, PAUL S,
ORTIZ, FRANCES I,
RECORE, STEPHANIE S,
RODRIGUES, KERRI L,
SCHWARTZ, DEBRA M,
SNOW, ANN MARIE
SONG, SOPHEA
STOSZ, DEBRA L,
SULLIVAN, PATRICIA M,
SWANSON, KARA L,
VANAMBURGH, HEIDI L,
WATTS, REBECCA G,
WICKLUND, REBECCA L,

RASATA RAINIKETAMANGA, REGINALD
RAZZANO.RICK S,

REDLICH, MELISSA S.

REED, PATRICK 6.
RICCAROI. CHARLES A,

RICHARDS, PAUL 0.
RILEY, KEVIN W,

<H) RITTERBUSCH, TIMOTHY J.
RIVAI, ELIZA,
RIVERA. ANGEL O.JR
ROBERTS. GEORGE 0.
ROBINSON. CHRISTOPHER 0.
ROGERS. JENNIFER L,
RUPANI.SAMEER P.
RYAN, LARRY 0,
SALES, VALERIE B,
SANTAMAURO.JON P,

SAVINEAU,CEORIC H,

SCHMITCHEL, STEVEN R.

SCRANTON, HEATHER B.
SEERY. WILLIAM P,

SETO.WAI MING,
SETO,YEE,
SHAH, RAHUL V,

SHAPIRO. JODY J,
SHARP, ERIC J,

SHEARSTONE, JEFFREY R,
SHEEL.MINAKSHI.
SHORT, TODD M,

SIMPSON. JAKE W,

SKOLNICK, ROBERT B.
SMITH. JENNIFER J,
SOUSA, JOSE R,

ST PETER, JASON Z.

STULL, SARAH E.
SULLIVAN, JULIE.
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL A,

SUSSMANN. THEODORE R.
SWANSON, JON N,

SWARCE. DONALD E.

SWINDELL, SCOTT R,

SZCZUKA, CHRISTOPHER,
TACKE.ANORFW .1.

TAI,JIANJI,
TANG, KIM L.
TAURASI.PAUL M,
TAYLOR. DARRYL C.
TERRY. KEITH T.

THEA.YOULEE.
THOMAS. JENNIFER E.
TOWLER. BRETT W,
TRACEY. DOUGLAS 8,
TRIMBLE. DEREK L.
TSANG. PETER C.
TWAROG. ELIZABETH M.
TWAROG. PETER J.
VIEAU.JOHN L.
VITALIS. BRIAN P.
VOLDMAN.JOEL.
VOLINSKY.OLEG M.
VOLK. JOSHUA T.

WALKER, JEFFREY M,
WANAT. JOSEPH T,
WANG.YAN.
WATKINS, RICHARD H.
WEIR. DAVID M,
WHIPPLE. MICHELLE A,
WHITE, JONATHAN A,
WIESEN, BENJAMIN J.
WILCZYNSKI,0AVIO W.
WILLIAMS. DEREK X.

(H) WYNER.EVAN L,
YANG, JIN,
YOUNG, NICHOLAS B,

km{ii)<;i: .s(

HENDERSON, JOHN N,

HIEBERT, STEPHANIE R,
HIGGINS, CHRISTINE A,
HILL, ROBERT S.
HILT. ANDREW W.
HINC.AMY A,

HOLLIFIELD.GARY E,
HOLLIS,SAP»M W,
HOLMES. SANO^A L,
HOWARD, MICHAEL 0,
HUBBARD, STEPHANIE L,
HURST, THOMAS P,
HUTCHINSON, BRUCE W,
JADATZ. STEPHEN E.
JARMEL, ROBERT J,
JESSEMAN,DWIGHT K.
JOHNSON, LISA K.
JOHNSON. STEVEN L.
JOHNSON. TAMMIE 8.

(H) JOSLIN. TAMMY L.
JOYCE. BRIAN A.
KABACK. SUZANNE.
KALEVA.IRA E.
KARODN.LISA E.
KATZER.SHERRI L.
KIELY, SARAH E.
KIM.Y0N6 T.

KINCAIO. STEPHANIE A,
KNIGHT. JAMES A.

(H) KOCH. STEPHANIE L,
KULIKOWSKI.KRAIG J.
LAFONTAINE.SHERYL A.
LANG. KRISHNA J,
LANTZ, KATHARINE BROMLEY.
LANZA, HEATHER M, ^
LAUZON.BETH E,
LAVIGNE, HENRY R,

LAWLOR, RICHARD T,

LEBLANC. MELANIE S,
(H) LEBLOND, JEFFREY 0,

LEITE, HELENA S,
LEMAY, CHRISTINE M.
LEVENBERG.SHERYL E,
LEWIS, FIORA L,
LEWIS, JENNIFER R,
LEWIS, ROBIN M,

LINGELBACH, CHARITY A,
LORIAN, PATRICK,
LUCIDO, PETER J,
LUECK. EMILY E.
LYNCH. JULIE A.
LYNN, KAREN E,
MACEK.KAPA L.
MADDEN. ANDREW P.

MALONEY. MICHELLE M.
MANIFOLD, SHELLEY.
MAPPLEBECK. KRISTEN M.
MARGOLIS. JENNIFER L.
MARSHALL. JONATHAN 8.
MARTIN. BRT AN F.
MARTIN. CRAIG S,

MARTONE. CHRISTOPHER J.
MATTED. ERIK A.
MATTED. MICHELLE L.
MCAFEE. STEPHEN J.
MCBRIDE.BRIGITTE L.
MCGOWAN. BRAOFORO T.

MCLAUGHLIN. ERIC J.
MCLEAN. KARAN A.
MCMAHON. TERENCE E.
MCMANUS, RACHEL J,
MEEHAN, KARA A,
MELBIN.ANNA.
ME NCHER. LESLIE K.
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HCNOELSOHN. MICHAEL L.
MERCER. SUSAN E.
MERCER, TIM01HY C.
MIZRAHI.OEBORA,
MOECKEL. BRIAN MARTIN.

(H) MOOLENBEEK . ANOREA S,
MOREY. LAURA Y.

MORIARTY.TODO E.

MORRIS. JEANMARIE.
MORRISSEY. JAMES C,
MULCAHY.LISA C,
NECRASON.AOAM R.
NELLES, MICHAEL S.
NISSENBAUM. TRUTH R,
OCONNOR. EDMUND 0,
OCONNOR . SUSAN H,

(H) OLIVER, SUSAN J,
OLSON,WENOY J.

ONE ILL. NICHOLAS,
OSULLIVAN,KATHERINE.
OW. JENNIFER S.
PACKETT. RUSSELL W.

PALAZZO. MICHELE A.

PAQUETTE.eiCHARO C.JR
PARISI.JOOI L,
PARKER. PATRICK I.
PARKER. SARAH E,
PECK. BONNIE C.
PENA.ANNE L,

PEREZ. VIVIAN P,

PERREAULT,JANE L.
(H) PETERS, JENNIFER L.

PETERS, WENOY H,

PETRILLO,OANA M,

PETRILLO.RAMONA E,
POEHLER.KATHERINE G,
PO*<ERS. HEIDI C.

PREYE. WILLIAM A.
PRICE, ELISA 0,
PROUTY.JANE K.

(H) PSUIK, CHRISTIAN 0,
PUTNAM. MATTHEM S,
PUTRIMENT, CRAIG R,

QUINK, CAROL.
RACICOT.PAUL 0,

6AYNO. DONALD J,

REGAN, CHRIS N.
REIO, TAYLOR C.
RCIS. CYNTHIA W.
REYNOLDS. JENNIFER L.
RIDEOUT.RENEE JOHNSON.
RILEY. CATHERINE V.

RIVET, REBECCA L.

ROBINSON. ALEXANDRA.
ROMERO. PEDRO A,

ROSS, MICHAEL S.
(H) RUDICK, KELLY A.

SANN£H,NJUNOU.
SARRO, SUSAN J,

SAVOIE,OAMN R.

SCANLON, LAURENCE H.III
SCHAUBER,ERIC N,

SCHORN, LAURA A.
SCHWAB. MELISSA V.

SCOFIELO. KAREN P,
SCOLLAN, LAURA J,

SEFERIAOES.CHRISTOS S.

SELIG, KATHLEEN J,

SEMANIE,CHERIE L,

SHEA, MARGARET K.

SHEA.TARA K,

SHIN.YEONSOOK.
SHINE . JONATHAN A.

SIMAO. NELSON L.

SIMKINS, ELIZABETH 8.

SIMONOS. MEGAN E.

SKIAOOPOULOS, GEORGE,
(H) SMALL. JENNIFER L.

SMITH, JENNIFER,
SPICER, RACHEL.
ST AMANO. REBECCA J,

STAHLER. SCOTT H.

STANOISH. LAUREN A.
STAPLES. JAMES P.

STARK, KRISTINE E.

STELMOKAS.JOHN W,

STITSON. PATRICIA A.

ST0RJ0HANN.KIM8ERLY I

STOWE.OAVIO A,

(H) SULLIVAN. NICOLE 0.
SWAHN,ASA K,

TAN, FIONA W,

TAN,TARO H

C

TANNER, MARK A,

TAURAS,NINA M.

TENEICK,KIM6ERLY H,

TESSIER, DONALD E.III
THYS, STEVEN J,

TIMONEY, ELLEN M,

TOOLAS, PETER B,

TOSCA,OAWN G,

TOWNE, ALICIA.
TOYRYLA,ARVO L,

TREMBLAY. JENNIFER A,

UMSTOT.TOOO G,

URIBE ECHEVARRIA. PAULA f.

UZAR. KENDALL.
VAN ATTEN, CHRISTOPHER E.

<H) VEENPERE,BEITI M,

VIOMAR. VALERIE L.

WALLENGREN. MATTHEW H,
WALSH, BRIDGET J,

WASILEWSKI,KATHY A,

WASSERMAN, TANYA E.

WEIOMAN.OAVID 6.

WICKS, PAMELA L,

WIERSMA, HEATHER C.
WILCOX, JENNIFER A.

WILLIAMS, MICHAEL R.

WILLIAMS, RACHEL M.

WILSON, CHARLENE J,

WILSON, KIP B,

WOOO.KERRIN M.

WOODROW, KENNETH E,

WOZNIAK, STASIA.
WRIGHT, STEVEN A,

WY MAN, LAUREL E,

YANGINSKI.TARA 8.

YERKE, JASON T.

YOOKINS,LISA A,

YOUNGER, JOY M,

ZAWEL, MATTHEW 0.

ZELMAN, SUZANNE J.

ZIE6LER, SUSAN E,

ANORESEN. JOSHUA P.

BRAINERO.TATIANA J.

JEFFERS.KATHERINE L.

MACOOUGALL. JESSICA R,

IIOMOKS (l)NI)i:<:i>AUKI))

MONAHAN, SHANNON C.

MORRIS. MARY ANNF B
MYERS. SANDRA A.

ROBINSON. DOUGLAS M.

SCHWARTZ, ALLISON J.

TANNENBAUM.LISA B,

TOPHAM.MELINOA M.
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AS6RI06E, MICHAEL JOHN.
ASTON. GEORGINA M,
AUOET.JOHANNE,
BARNES. OOREEN E,
BEEBE. SHERRY L.
BERGER. MICHAEL A.
BURTON. ANTHONY.
BUSHELL. ROBERT,
CASCIA.TROY.
CLARK. VICTORIA A.
CORBETT. COLIN,
CROSSLANO. BEVERLY.

DADOS. TIMOTHY JAMES.
OAVIS. ELEANOR.
OUFFY.ANN MARIE,
FLATT, ALLISON C.

<H) GIANTRIS,AMY L,

60RANSON, JILL.
HARRISON, MARK BENEDICT,
HAT TORI, TORU,
HAZELDINE, STUART PAUL.
HE ALY, CAROLINE,
HOBAN, GAVIN,
HOSOGOE.MEQUMI.

HOULNE. JULIETTE M,

HUEGLIN,D1RK P,

KENNY, ZOE.
KHANOPUR, NICOLA,
LAM, JEANNE,
LINSKEY, CHRISTINE H,

LONG, JULIA CLAIRE.
LOW, BENJAMIN D,

LYNCH, IAN GORDON,
MALONEY, KATHLEEN,
MCCROSSAN, KAREN TERESA.
MISCHEL, NICOLA S.

MITCHELL, TAMSIN SHAN.
MOHAMEO.USUFF WALL
MOTOSUE.TERRI ANN M K.

ODANO.KOMEI,
OOE.HIBIKO,
OLIVER, DOMINIC T,

OSHIRO,SHERRIE A,

PALMER, FIONA,
PATTERSON, APRIL,
PUGEDA,LIZA,
RAYNER, MICHAEL G.

ROWSTON.TRINA LUCYANNE,

RUOHOLM, CLAIRE,
SAHASHI, TAKUYA,
SANOSTR0M,ANNIKA,
SARMIENIO.CAMILO.
SCHIRBER, MICHAEL.
SECOLA, ANTONIO B,

SHAKESPEARE, JULIE E.

SMITH, CATRIONA,
SUNDERLAND. RACHEL.

<H) SZMYT.ERIC T.

TAKAHARA.MASAMI.
TAKAHASHI.MINAKO.

T AMURA, BRUCE K,

TELERSKI. JASON E.

TURNEY. LAURA JANE,
WHY TE, DOUGLAS R,

WICKES. SIMON,
WILKEY, DONALD J.

WISTEY.MARK,

M \M \(;i:\ii ^ I

,JR

(H)
(H)

ABEL, JASON E,

ALDRICH. KRISTINE
ALESSI, ANTHONY C,

ALIE, JASON 0.
ALLARO, ANOREA L.
ALLEN, GARY E,

ANDERSON, MARC R.

ANDERSON, ROBERT D,

AN6ELINI, STEPHEN,
(H) ARTZ, SUZANNE 0,

AVERY. JAMES.
BACKER. STUART R.
BAER.ROSYN N,

BARAN. ANDY H,

BARBARY , MICHELLE D,
BARBER, NOEL A.

BARI.TOOO 8,

BARR,LISA B,

BARUCCI,JOHN J.
(H) BECKER, MARC A,

BELLE, LARA C.
BENINK.ERIC J,
BENNETT, DOROTHY L.
BERNABE, ALEJANDRO.
BERNAROES.TANIA I.

BILWAKESH.SHUBHA,
BISHOP, DANIEL J,

BLACK, HOWARD P.JR
BLANTON.INESSA A.

BLASETTI, TERESA M.

BLASI, MICHAEL C,

BOGUSZEWSKI,PAULA H,

BOROEN, MATTHEW D,
(H) BOVARNICK,LISA A.

BRADLEY, NANCY L.
BRADLEY, NICOLE A,

BRASS, SCOTT H.

BROOY, SCOTT 0,
BROOKMAN, MICHAEL M.

BROWN, KATHLEEN A.
BROWN, RICHARD 6.
BRUNO, DAVID A,

BUCHANAN. BAILEY W,

BUONICONTI,OANIEL J.

BURCH.ALYSHA L.
BUROUL IS, MONICA L.
BURNET T,SHEP N,

BUTLER, MICHELLE E,
OABILO.TOOD,
CARPENTER, NEIL P,

(H) CARVALHO,GARRON J.

CASEY, SUSAN L.

(H) CASTELLANCOANIEL K.

CAVANAUGH, CHRISTIAN,
CHAISSON, BRIAN S,
CHAMUEL, GLENN 0,
CHEETHAM. DAVID S,
CHIKKALINGAIAH,RATHNA.
CHOW.AIMEE M,

CHUI,CHI MING,
CLARK, JILL A.

CLELAND, MELISSA V.
COHEN. STACEY H,

<H) COLLINS, MICHELLE M,
COLLINS, TODD M,

ALLEN, DAVID J,

AMARAL, JULIE M,

<H) AVERILL. CHRISTINE B,
6ENADAM,ELLA,
BRASS, CLAUDIA J,
BROWN, JOANNE M.

(H) BRYANT, HEATHER A,
(H) CICCHETTI.SHARON A,
(H) COATES. KRISHNA L,

CONDON, CAROLYN R.
CONSTANT INE. MICHAEL S.
COOK, TIMOTHY E,
COONEY, CHRISTOPHER C.
CORRIGAN, KEVIN P.
COSTE.SEAN P,

COSTELLO, JOSEPH M.
COX. JENNIFER L,
CROTEAU. BRIAN T,

CUMMINS. AMY L.
CURTIS, SHELLEY A.
CUTTER, CHRISTOPHER 0,
D SILVA, JASON 0,
OAVAR.USMEZ V.
DAY, JEFFREY R.
OEANE.ALAN S.
CELLED. JEFFREY M.
OEMBEK.AMY L.
OENNISON. DAVID W,
DE VINE. MICHAEL J.
DIORIO. PATRICIA A,
OIPIETRANTONIO, BRUNO,
DIRIELYAN,MELINE T,

OOMINICK, JASON P,
(H) 0ONARUMA,JOHN J,

DONNELLY, CAROLYN.
OORfMAN, STEPHEN W.
DOSCHER. MICHELLE E,
DREW, MELISSA J,

(H) OUBROLE, MICHELLE N.
OUGAN. MAUREEN E.

(H) OUGUAY, KELLY A,

OUNLAP, SCOTT W.
DUNNE, ALISON L.
DUNNE, JOHN W,

(H) ELDREDGE.MARA L.
ELLIS, LAURIE A.
EPPICH,RHYS A,
EWALO.ERIC J,

(H> FEINSTEIN, ELLEN 8,
FEINZIG.ADAM J.
FINE. SUZANNE E.

FINGER. JEFFREY K,

FINN. SHEILA E,

FISHMAN.RIVA J.

FITZGERALD. JEAN M.

FITZGIBBON. DIANE M.
(H) FITZPATRICtt, TIMOTHY B,

FLAHERTY. MICHAEL S,
FLETCHER. KRISTIN R.

FORBES. MICHAEL J,
FOSKETT.LISA A.

FOSTER GRANT, JANICE SHARON.
FOSTER. MICHAEL L.
ERASER. HEATHER L,
FREEOMAN. ANDREW T.

FREEDMAN. SCOTT D,

GAR6ER.HUGH E.
GENORON. RONALD C.
GENIN. ALEXANDER.
GILBERTI.JAYSON 0,
GILLIS. DONNA E.

GILLIS. KEVIN C,

GIRARD. ANDREW A.

GIRASELLA.GAIL M.

GLAUSER.SAMANIHA H.

G0L0ENBER6,NEAL J.
GORDON, KEVIN P,

6RABINE. SCOTT 0.
BRADY. TIMOTHY P.

GRANT. SHARAN E.

GREEN. MICHAEL E,

GUARNERA. LAURA H,

6U6LER.TRICIA A,

6UTHENBER6.KASCN.
HAD0A0.LI8A R,

HAMH, ELIZABETH L.
HAMMER. JEANETTE L.
HASELKORN.OENA.
HASNEM, MATTHEM S,

(H) HAWKINS, JOANNE M.
HAYDEN, DEREK R,

HAYES, MARIA C.
HEANEY, MICHELLE L,

HENNEBERG.KRISTINA 0.
HENRY, THOMAS C,
HIRSCHEN. RICHARD A.

HOFFMAN. MELISSA B.

HOGAN, WILLIAM M,

HOLLER, TIMOTHY H.

(H) HONIG, MICHELE L.
HORROCKS, JANES F.

HOVEL. ELIZABETH A,

HOWARD, NANCY A,

HOYLE, MICHELLE 0.
HUGHES, SHANE R,
HUGO, ANDREW H,

HUTCHINS, STEVEN W,
(H) IN6LEDUE,JANIS L,
(H) ISHERWOOD. JASON 8.

JANOFF. JASON R.
JASEK.ROGER P,
JENSEN, KARIN A.
KAMENS.TDDD E.
KAPLAN, ALYSSA S.
KAPUSTA, STEPHEN M.
KARYDAS, MELISSA,
KASPEROWICZ, PETER I.
KEARNEY, CAROLYN S,
KEELER.JOHN 0.
KELLEY.KANOIE 0,
KEUNG.YUK P,

KING, SHANNON,
KNUOSEN.AIMEE K,
KNUOSEN, JENNIFER L.
KOOP, JONATHAN R.

KOTLER,JAYME L.
KROSIN. DANIEL E.
KWAN, DAVE-KIN,
LABELL. ROBERT M.
LAHNI.KARINA A,
LAMBERT. JOHN R.
LANDERS. PAUL 6.
LAPHAM.MARK E.
LATHAM. SCOTT F,
LAU. PATRICK C,

LEDUCLORI L.
LEE, CECILIA SIU KWAN.
LEE.YAT H,

LEGER.MARC D,

LEIFER, SCOTT P,

LEONARD, MATTHEW T,

LEPORE, ANTHONY S.
LESPERANCE, BRETT J,

LESSING, TERRY J.

LEVINE,ERIC B,

LEVINE, RACHEL H.

LEWEWERG.ADAM 8,
LIANG, KARIN,
LINO, MARC M.

LINGO. JESSE S.
(H) LIPNER, MICHAEL.
(H) LIPSKY, TIMOTHY R,

LOCKWOOO , SARAH E.
LOVELANO, PAMELA 8.
LUBANA.MOHANJIT.
lUBELl , MITCHELL 8.
LUCEY.JOANN L,

LUCIOD, JUDITH A.

LUTZ, JACQUELINE M.

MACDONALD.MICHAELA H.
MACEY. SCOTT 0.
MACMILLAN. CHRISTOPHER J,
MAFFEI. CHRISTOPHER J,
MAGARIAN. MICHAEL M.

(H) MA6NUS0N, LAURIE K.
MALAMUT.JOOI L.
MALAHUT, STACEY E.
MAMBRO. SCOTT.
MAROULA. REBECCA M.
MARGOLIS. MICHAEL A,
MARSHALL. MICHAEL T,

MARTEL. LAURA L.
MART INO. JOSEPH A,
MARVIN, JAMES W.
MATTHEW. THOMAS B.
MAY. ABIGAIL N.

MCDONALD, JAMES M.
MCGILL. JAMES S.

MC6INNESS, MICHELE A.
MCKEEN.KIMBERLY A.

MCMANUS, CAROLINE N,
MELNICK, MICHAEL D,

(H) MERCIER, CHRISTINE E,
MERRILL, JONAS A,

MICALIZZI.JOHN M.

MICKLE, DONNA M,

MIKAELIAN.MARK A.

MIRABELLA.MARK J,
MISIASZEK.CASANORA L.
MITCHELL, STEVEN K.
MITROOK, MONICA C.
MODICA, JEFFREY M.

MOFS0WITZ,JOOI F.
MOLITO, JOSEPH J.

MOLLENAUER, ELIZABETH C.
MONACO. CRAIG C.
MOORE. PATRICK Q.
MORALES, JUAN C,
MOREIS.CINOI S,

(H) MORGANO, MICHELE E.
MORRE ALE, ERIC J.

MORRELL.JILL S.
MOSS, BRYAN R,

(H) MOTTA, ANDREW C,
MULLEN. BRIAN 0,

MURPHY, JILL C.
MURf^Y, KEVIN F,

MURPHY, PATRICIA A.

MYKONIATIS, GEORGE,
NAUGHTON,KELLI A.

NELSON, KAROLYN P.

(H) NEWMAN, SCOTT 0.
NICHOLS, KARA A.

NIEOZINSKI, THOMAS J.

NIM.THIN T.

NOBREGA, STEPHANIE A.

NORWOOD. KAREN L.
OCONNOR, ELLEN M,

000NNELL,JOHN F,JR
OLDHAM, BRENDAN H.

OLIETE.AOOLFO.
<H) ORKIN, DAVID A,

OSTROBINSKI. JULIE.
OTTOSON, JENNIFER L.
OWINGS, REBECCA P.

OZZOLEK. DIANE M.
PEARSON, THERESA A,
PECK, RICHARD A,

PEREZ. ALEJANDRO.
PERRY. CHARLES E.
PHELAN. CHARLES.
PHILLIPS. JASON H.

(H) PHILLIPS. JENNIFER L,
PIKE. AMOS F,

PLACE. ROBIN S.
PLACHT A, CAROLYN E.
PLISKA. CHRISTINE M.
PRATSON. KELLY A.

PROULE.JEANNETTE E.
PUOLO.CRAia A.
PUOPOLO, MATTHEW T.

QUINT. TAMARA N,

RAFFERTY, MATTHEW J.
RANKIN. JONATHAN A,

(H) RASKIN, OLIVER M,
REED, JASON G,
ROE. FRANK V,

ROGALSKI, JAMES M,
ROGERS, STACEY L,
ROSSETT I, STEPHEN M,
ROY.RENEE L,
ROY, SUSAN D,

RUSSO, KAREN E,
RYAN, JENNIFER J,
RYDER, KAREN J,
RYMES. JULIE A,
SALINETTI, JEFFREY A.
SANDS, DAVID A.
SAYMAN, WILLIAM C.
SCHMIDT, MARK R,
SCHOFER,nARK C,
SCHULTZ, DEREK M.

(H) SCIONT I. JENNIFER L.
SEOELNICK. STACEY L,

(H) SELVAGGIO. LAURIE A.
SHAUNESSY. KELLY M,

SHEEHAN.LORI B.
SHEEHAN.MARK J.
SHI, YAN X,

SHILMAN.GARY A,

SILVERMAN. ADAM K,

SK0LET8KY,LISA B.
SLAVET. BENJAMIN 0.
SMITH. CAROLYN M.

(H) SMITH. MATTHEW E.
SNELLA. SCOTT K.

SOLOMON. MARNI B.

SOONES.SHANNON C.

SOUTHWICK. PATRICK F,
SPACONE.KRISTINA M.

SPINELLI, JAMES P.JR
8P00NER, JULIE M,

STACHOWSKI. JENNIFER M,
ST APEL, MICHELLE E,

STEBBINS.KARA J.
STETSON. JENNIFER L.
STOLFO.JENNENE H,
STORK. RYAN 0.
SULLIVAN. KRISTEN.
SUPPE. ALISON E.
SUPRANOWICZ.LINOA J.
SWITZER.KIRT.
8ZAFRAN. JEFFREY J,
TANOLER, KEITH A.

TANNENBAUM.MARA 0.
TATA. JASON A.

TEITELBAUM. LLOYD H.

TEIXEIRA. FERNANDO H.
TEUFEL. ELISABETH L.
THEODORE. MARGARET H.
THORNTON. MARY T.

TIMMINS.PAUL J.
TOCKER. BARBARA N,
TOLPA. WENDY L,
TOMKO. TRACY L.
T0UZ0N.J08E A.
TRACY. AMY 8.
TRAN.HANG T.

TRAPASSO. PETER J.
TUFTS, OAMIEN L,
TUNNEY. JEFFREY T.

TZANETAKOS. NICHOLAS 8.
VAONAIS.JOHN P.

VALUTKEVICH.MARK 8.
VLAMIS.CHARA L,
VDURIDTIS.SPEROS K.II

(H> WEBER. JASON W.

WEISS. COREY A,

(H> WESTORT, THOMAS K,
WESTOVER, REBECCA E,
WHITE, DAVID C,
WHITEHOUSE. JOSEPH 0,
WIDOISON, PAULA E.

WILKENS, MEREDITH L,
WILLIAMSON, STEVEN S,
WINCHENBACH, JONATHAN R.
WINCJOANN K,
WIRT JES, JILL S,

(H) WITTENBERG,KIMBERLT 8,
WOODMAN, DEBORAH A.

(H) WOZ, JENNIFER A,

WYSOCK I, LAWRENCE 0,
YACKER,MARK B,

(H) YOUNG, MICHAEL R.
YUASA,NANAKO,
YURECKO, MICHAEL W,
ZUM8RUSKI, MICHELLE L,

(H) COROWELL, STACEY M,

OELISA, REBECCA A,

DOYLE, CAROLINE M.

(H) FARQUHARSON. LAURIE A.

FERRY. RAECHEL M,

(H) FLEMING, ADRIENNE.
GERBER, KRISTIN J,

HILL, CHRISTINE A.

JACKSON, JENNIFER A.

JONES, BRENDA K,
KOKERNAK, JAMES J,
LAGENOYK, ELIZABETH N,
LAUTER, ROBBIE S,

LEE,HWAYUN,
LORO.KATHERINE E.
LUMLEY, CARRIE S,
MALENF ANT, JAMIE E.
MCCONNELL. CHRISTINA J

MCGARTY, CATHERINE 0,

MCKEE, KAREN M,

MCVEIGH, ANN E.

MELIUS, SANDRA K,

MIL ASZEWSKI, KERRY M.

NELSON, NANCY A,

OMALLEY,KERRI A.

OSTERHOUT.JOOI L,
PATRICK, LIZA 0,

ROBERTS, JOOI M.

SCOLLEY.MARIBETH.
SEEBECK. HEIDI.
SHE A. JENNIFER A.

SILVERSTEIN. ELIZABETH A.

SMITH. LISA M,

TAZELAAR, JAMES E,

TIERNAN, NANCY S,

VAN£TZIAN,ELISE T.

VAROACK, JENNIFER
VEILLEUX, JULIE A,

(H> WELCH, ELIZABETH M.
WHITE, DEBORAH C.

rin sicAL i:i)i <; \ ^l()^

AAPONSON.TRACEY J.
BARTLEY, MICHAEL E.
BIRO, CHRISTINE J.
BLAIR, SHEILA M,

BPOWN,TRISTA A,
CARBONNEAU,KIMBERLY A,
CAYEN, DAVID M,

CHALMERS, SHAWN E,
CLEMENTE, DIANA.
CLIFFORD, MICHAEL J,
COME IRO, KENNETH J,
CORRE A, MICHAEL 0,
COULOMBE. KEVIN 0,

DIAZ, JASON A,

OINN, MICHAEL K,

FARMER, CHRISTOPHER HURLEY,
FERGUSON, GISELLE M,

FERRARI. JOSEPH L.JR
FINKELMAN. ERICA F.
FLAHERTY, BRIAN F.
FORFA, EDWARD A.

GADLIN.MARI A.

(H) GOLDSTEIN, JENNIFER E,
GRAVELLE.DENISE C,

HALE, CALEB P,

HARRISON. TODD C.

HASTINGS. BRETT R,

HERLIHY. SCOTT A,

INGRASSIA.KERI L,
KAPPEL.ADAM J.

KrENE. WILLIAM J.

KELLER. HEIDI L,
KOPYSTIANSKYJ.STEFANIA A,

LAMB. DEBORAH J,

LANGTON. TERENCE W,

LIBERMAN.EVAN A.

MANANSAL A. CHERRY M.

MANGAN. DOUGLAS B,

MARSHALL, TAMMY L,

MCKAY, KATYL,
MICKELSON,LISA J,

MIRARCHI, STEPHEN R.
MOLITO, ERIN N,

MURPHY, SEAN B.

NEVAREZ, GLORIA E,
NICHOLS, STACEY A,

PATON,BETH A,

PELL, CINDY L,

PELUSO, JOSEPH R,JR
PEZZOLESI, MARCUS G,

PIERCE, CARRIE A,

PODWORSKI,JAMES M,JR

RIVERA, ADALBERTO,
ROESNER, WILLIAM A,
ROTHLEIN,LISA A,
SALAMOFF,ADAM L.
SANPMY,SHERYL L.
SARNE Y.MICHAEL D.
SCHAFER.JOHN A.
SHEEHAN, KATHLEEN L,
SHIRES, WAYNE P,
SNYOER, MICHAEL A,
STELMAT , THEODORE M,
STERN, DEBORAH A,
SYLVANOWICZ, DAVID E,

TARGHETTA. OOREEN A,
TENKIN, CHRISTOPHER N.
TOMLINSON. DEREK H.
TRUNK. AMY K.
TWER, JOSEPH R.
VARA, MELISSA A.
VAROIS, JEFFREY P.
WENC. KENNETH E.
WHITE, HILARY.
WILKINS, PAULA L,
WOODSIDE,KATHRYN M.

I»l |{LI<; IIKAI/I M

AARONSON.KIMBERLY A.

ALPER, SUZANNE B.

BERKOWITZ.MARCI L.

BOWMAN, AMY R,
BRUNNWASSER.ELYSE R.

CARTER, JENNIFER L,

CLAFFEY.DARLENE E,

OARCY. MEREDITH J.

DUNCAN, SAMANTHA J,

OWINELL. SHANNON M.
FITZPATRICK, PAMELA L.
GALANTE, MICHELLE M.

HASTINGS, SARA E,

(H) JODOIN. JULIE A,

JOHNSTON. HEATHERANN 0,
KELLY, CHRISTINE M.

LEOOUX, MICHELLE T.

LYNCH, JENNIFER A.

MANZELLI.LISA A.

MARRECJODY L.

MCLAUGHLIN.KELLEY M.

MELLO, JENNIFER J,
MURPHY. WENDY E,
NAPACH,ILISSA M.

PIERCE, NANCY E,
QUIGLEY, EILEEN N,
QUINN,MARK J,

REDOING, JENNIFER 6,

REMILLARO, KRISTINE
REMILLARD, PAULA J,
ROBERTS, SUSAN E,

RUCHALSKI.LYNNE M,
(H) SANTOS. KATHLEEN A,

SHANIK, DEBORAH S,
SIGAL, KAREN E.

(H) SPEICHER.DEBRA J,
(H) STANFORD, EMILY J.

TURGEON, MEREDITH A.

IMV Kirsi I Y \V 11^
I W ALLS

CASE, DAVID H.

FLETCHER, TOBIE L,

HAMPTON, HERMAN E,
KARAKULA, JANE A,

LIPKE,PAUL R,

MARTEL. JANE A.

MCCORMACK, WILLI AM,
OBRIEN,DENISE B,

SALZBERG, MELISSA R.
WEBER, ELIZABETH A.

WEINBERG. RICHARD A.
ZUKOWSKI.OEBRA H.
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Ltzhi
continued from page 1

and the international community
should exercise pressure and influence
on the Chinese regime to improve its
human rights record."

Lizhi laments about the growing
trend in China where intellectuals are
leaving their academic positions for
more profitable ventures.

"I'm worried this may cause the

shortage of education and research
professionals in China," Lizhi said.
"However, it is their right to choose
what to do."

Lizhi first became known to the West
when he was invited to visit President
George Bush for a state dinner in
Beijing three-and-a-halfyears ago, but
was stopped by the Chinese security
police.
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continued from page 3

counseling services. The public expecta-
tion that EWC offers counseling services
continues regardless of whether the ser-
vices exist."

Some programs still existing at the
Everywoman's Center are: the support
groups, the Resource/Referral services and
the Graduate Women's Program.

The Resource/Referral Program "main-
tains and develops an information and re-
ferral system which includesgeneral health,
legal, social, and political resources avail-
able to women," stated in the pamphlet of
available programs.

"The Graduate Women's Program of-

fers advocacy for graduate women as both
individuals and in a group," Wallace said.
The program provides support for gradu-
ate women and offers workshops on issues
such as self-esteem and time management,
according to Wallace. The Everywoman's
Center is one of the places on the UMass
campus which continues to raise aware-
ness of women's issues, said Wallace.

The center's director said, "the compre-
hensive rape crisis services provide the
highest quality services and puts the
University on the cutting edge ofcampus*
responding to sexual assault, along with
its education offaculty, staffand students
on violence against women."
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WE'VE PUT A NEW SPIN
INVESTING WITH TIAA-C

r
1

J

I
I
O
K

At TIAA-CREF, our goal has always
X X been to make your retirement dollars
go farther. Now, they can go as far as

London, Frankfurt or Tokyo—or anywhere
else in the world where financial oppor-
tunities seem promising— with our new
CREF Global Equities Account.

THE CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES
ACCOUNT EXPANDS THE HORIZON

FOR RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
The CREF Global Equities Account is

an actively-managed portfolio of both
foreign and domestic stocks selected for

diversity and growth potential. As part of
a wide range of annuity and investment
alternatives already offered by TIAA-CREF,
it can increase your ability to create a more
balanced, well-rounded retirement plan.

While returns may vary over time, the
CREF Global Equities Account is based
on CREF's already-existing strength

and the long-term approach to investing

that has made TIAA-CREF America's

preeminent pension organization.

WHEN IT COMES TO
FOREIGN INVESTING, WE'RE
ON FAMILIAR GROUND.

We've been speaking the language of
foreign investing for nearly twenty years.

That's when we pioneered investing pension

funds on an international level. All those

Ensuring the future

for diose who shape it.""

years of research, market analysis and
cultivation of regional contacts have given
us special insight into the risks and rewards
of today's global marketplace.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OURNEW GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCOUNT.
The CREF Global Equities Account is

offered through your TIAACREF retire-

ment annuities, subject to the provisions of
your employer's retirement plan. It is auto-
matically available for TIAA-CREF Supple-
mental Retirement Annuities (SRAs).

To fmd out more about the CREF
Global Equities Account or TIAACREF's
other annuity and investment alternatives,
send for our free brochure. Or call

1 800-842-2776.

You'll find that at TIAACREF our
world revolves around helping you build a
secure and rewarding future.

»f you would like to earn
Full Time Income Working Port Time

Be a BoiteiKfe^
Day/Evei*>g IWeek W

•Local/NoHonal ttacettient

•Umited Openings Remoin For September,
October, and November Oosses

•Make Your Move litxtay and Receive
Additionot Savings on IWfion Fees

Coll Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 . Springfield ^^.^^^

r SEND FOR
OUR FREE BOOKLET

The CREF Glabtd E^mituj Actotutt
A WorQ ofOpportunity inA learn more
about this exciting new CREF Account.
Mail ihii coupon to: TIAACREF.
Dept. QC. 730 Third Avenue, New York,
NY I00I7. Or call I 800-842-2776.

Ntme ( Pleatt print

)

STUDENT
FITNESS
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks!

$179

A^^jj

Citf Slit ZifCtJ^

liulilulurn (Full nune

)

TtlU Daylune PImu ( )

TIAACKET Parluifmml

D Yfj a .V,

Ifyu. S«tul Stcunly #

CREF certificate! are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Inttilutionai Servicet. For more complete information
including charges and expente.. call I 800-842-2733. ext. 5509 for a protpectu.. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

00*SPECIAL RATE!
September
to May

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES*:
• Tennis • Racquetball" • Massace Therapy
•Nautilis • Aerobics"(includes step)
• Free Weights • Fitness testing "Sauna
• Basketball • Cardiovascular (Stairmaster , LifeCycles )

•Not all clubs feature all anr>enl«es "Nominal Fee
Comparable Value

$400 if paid monthly! ^^^^^
You save nearly 50% KimTnr
by paying for your iISbI of

'

membership on the ANiERICA
'

day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

659 Amherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638

(Formerly Winners Attiletic Club)
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Third World Affairs
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reHect those of the Collegian unless othemise noted.

Consider an alternative
One could rightfully assume that the term "Third

World Nations" could be slightly demeaning. The word
"Third" automatically suggests a certain level and is

possibly a type of social stratification. The negative
connotations that the phrase carries can be a bit degrading
to those who live or have lived within these so called
Third Worid " countries.

Tricia

WILSON
Economically, there is some basis for the above men-

tioned title. However, a term such as "DevelopingNations"
would be less suggestive of purposefully demeaning in-
tentions, and quite more accurate, since the nations
referred to by the discussed term are indeed undergoing
development. And who sets the economic standards that
countries, or nations have to meet to obtain the status or
title of "Developed Nations"? It is the Western super-
powers, the United States, or perhaps the United Nations,
but certainly not the "Third World " nations.

Most of the countries that are still developing eco-
nomically, such as Angola, India, Ivory Coast, Chile,
Guatemala and several other countries in Latin America,
were once colomes that were established by European
countries during the fouileen and the fifteen hundreds.
Today, for all practical purposes, these nations are in-
dependent, although they continue to somewhat depend

on the primary colonizers, both economically and cultur-
ally. Many of these nations only recently — within the
past century — became independent. Most often, the
course to independency is through rather unorthodox
strategies, for instance, violent revolutionary acts, over-
throws of the established governments, and sometimes
the arisel of "underground" organizations, often identi-
fied as guerillas, such is the case of Mozambique and
Angola.

As a result of the wars that the countries had to
partake in to gain independency, most ofthem have been
left with rather limited economic and infrastructural
capabilities.

The loss of culture in these "Third World Nations",
primarily due to the prior governing sources influence,
has caused a lack of direction and/or identity that must
be dealt with. Perhaps then the term "Third World
Nations" which projects a negative image of a "pre-
civilized" country in the "bottom of the barrel" should be
substituted by a more appropriate term.

The developing countries, in most cases, face tre-
mendous difficulties economically, socially etc. However,
they are continuously under development. Quite possibly
some integrity could be installed into a term that is used
in books and newspapers, to refer to the countries less
fortunate than ours, by identifying them as "Developing
Nations".

Tricia Wilson is a UMass student

Rebuilding Iraq a slow process
Establishing economic and social stability in Iraq,

following the Gulf war, has been far from an easy job
for the Iraqi government. After the cease-fire nego-
tiations between the United Nations Security Council
and the Iraqi government officials resumed, and the
Allied troops retired from Kuwait, Iraq was left to deal
with the war aftermath: facing economic and social
chaos, while entering the process of rebuilding a
structurally devastated country.

Inez

VIEIRA
Damage to Iraq's infrastructure, as of February 27

ofthis year, was estimated in $4 billion (US currency).
The devastation resulting from the Allied bombing
seriously disrupted not only the agricultural produc-
tion, but also Iraq's food distribution system. Food
stocks declined to a record low in the war's immediate
aftermath. Allocation of food items declined to less
than 40*7^ ofthe pre-embargo level, in January of 1991

.

Iraq's price of basic foods has risen at least 1,000
percent since August of 1990, and the private distri-

bution systems have virtually collapsed.

The mandatory economic sanctions imposed on
Iraq by the United Nations Security Council on August
of 1990, included Iraqi oil and other commodities and
on the sale or supply of all goods and products from
Irag. Although Iraq's assets abroad were "unfrozen"
shortly after the war, the economic embargo has
remained active to this daj

Iraq's Ambassador to the UN, Dr. Abdul Amir Al-Anbari,

right, talks with Iraqi Foreign Minister Ahmed Hussein.

In addition to the complete infrastructural devas-
tation suffered by Iraq as result of the war and the
economic restrictions imposed by the United Nations
embargo, Iraq also had to face serious national insta-
bility. Fighting among the Iraqi government forces
and the Kurdish guerillas reached national security
threatening intensity following the Gulf War.

There was widespread uprising against the gov-
ernment of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein, in early
March of 1990. The main rebellions were in the pre-
dominantly Shia South and the Kurdish North. By
end-March, the government forces had crushed the
South iebellion, and had advanced into Kurdistan,
causing a massive exodus of Kurdish refugees.

Allied forces occupied part of the Kurdistan from
mid-April to mid-July of 1991, in attempt to create a
safe territory for the Kurds. Meanwhile, talks between
the opposition and government officials ended in
failure. Intense fighting between the two parties at
stake resumed in September and October of 199 1, and
the Iraqi government imposed economic blockade of
Kurdistan was reported in December of 1991 to have
been partially lifted.

The Iraqi aftermath has been characterized by
serious economic as well as social problems. The
consequences ofthis condition, as announced by United
Nations officials, could possibly include widespread
malnutrition and epidemic diseases, as a result ofthe
scarce food availability and the breakdown of Iraq's
structural facilities such as water distribution and
sewage systems.

Iraq's immediate aftermath has been dealt with by
implementing various strategies such an emergency
economic proposal, which consisted of steps to the
rationing of food, and incentives for the farmers. In
this package, the main goal was to work toward
rebuilding of the nation, while keeping in mind the
harsh realities facing a post-war nation.

Reconstructing a country that, according to an
United Nations report released in mid-March of 1991,
"has been pushed back to a pre-industrial age but with
all the disabilities of a post-industrial dependency on
an intensive use ofenergy and technology" is certainly
going to be a long and hard process. And while the UN
embargo remains active and the world's eyes are
focused on Saddam Hussein's every move, rebuilding
Iraq will be a long term goal, perhaps longer than the
ordinarily expected.

Ines Vieira is a Collegian staffmember.

Plane crashes
near Lagos,
163 soldiers die
By FRANK AIGBOGUN
Associated Press

LAGOS, Nigeria- A military transport plane crashed
in a swamp shortly after takeoff from Lagos, and all 163
Army ofticers and crew on board were killed, the govern-
ment said in a statement on Sunday.

The crash occurred on Saturday night. The cause was
not immediately known, said military ofilcials. who spoke
on condition of anonymity.

The Hercules C-130 aircraft disappeared from the
radar of Lagos' Murtala Muhammed Airport three min-
utes after takeoff at 5 p.m. Saturday, the government
statement said. The crash site was not discovered until

1 1 a.m. the followingSunday, after two bodies were found
floating in a village outside Lagos.

Most of the passengers aboard the plane were high-

ranking ofticers of a military college located in Taji, a
town near Kaduna, who had gone to Lagos for a navy
celebration, the sources said.

Hundreds of friends and family members of the de-

ceased passengers gathered at the crash site Sunday.
Reporters said that fifteen bodies had been pulled from
the wreckage. Four women screamed in gi'ief near the
aircraft. One woman rolled in the water, refusing to be
consoled by relatives and army officers who said that her
husband had died.

The entire nose and one wing of the airplane were
completely buried in the swamp. Clothes, shoes and
toiletries floated in the water, covering an area of about
2,000 square miles.

An airplane pilot at the scene said that the weather
had been clear and visibility good at the time ofthe crash.

He was overheard telling a brigadier-general that he
thought it looked like engine failure.

The government statement said that the President of
Nigeria, Gen. Ibrahim Babangida, was canceling all

engagements for a week, including attending Oct.l fes-

tivities celebrating the independence from Britain, in

sympathy with relatives of the crash victims.

Talking, U.S. involvement needed in N. Ireland
Back in the 1960s, in the time of free

love, of making peace rather than war,

and Woodstock, the United States became
involved in one of the biggest disasters in

its military History, the Vietnam war.

The US' first contingent of troops were
sent over as the "police", but the "police"

action quicklyescalated into a catastrophe.

Almost thirty (30) years later, a war
erupted in the Persian Gulf, and most
feared another Vietnam fiasco, but this

time, some attention was payed to History,

and the wisdom one can gather from it

Now, let'sexamine theUS government's

reasons for involvement of the country in

both wars. In the case of Vietnam, the

"powers" involved were terrified of the

dominance effect. If Vietnam fell in the
hands of those "nasty communists", then
next would follow Cambodia and other
surrounding countries. The US, being the
"good guys" that they are just couldn't

allow such to happen.
In the case of the Gulf war, "bad ugly

Iraq" invaded "poor defenseless Kuwait",
and that isn't nice. Oh, and by the way, it

had absolutely nothing to do with oil. In

either case, was the US acting solely for

the good ofthe invaded countries? No. The
US aimed at an outcome that would ensure
to be beneficial to them, and with little

damage as possible.

The government is verygood sometimes
at pointing out the "bad guys", as long as

there is no harm done. The US govern-
ment has assumed the role of"police", yet
it picks and chases by contradicting stan-

dards, who the bad guys really are. Simply
ask the US government for their opinion
on Iraq, and you should be expecting a
long and windy reply. Ask the same ofthe
question concerningNorthern Ireland, and
youjust might hear that "Northern Ireland
is England's Vietnam. The situation is

such a shame", and then backs will be
turningfasterthanyoucan blink. So much
for the world "police" role.

I shall now clarify my point at the risk
of offending some, but one cannot always
please all, and keep in mind that this

reflects an individual's opinion. I am nei-

ther pro-IRA nor pro-England. I am not
pro-colonialization, that was so very
popular in the Fourteen and Fifteen
hundreds. Welcome to the 20th Century.

The old English do not recognize the
Sinn Fein because they are the political

wing of the outlawed IRA. The IRA is a
terrorist group. It is famous for car
bombings, and smashing kneecaps of
Catholics who dare to speak out against
them. The English emprision members of
the IRA in the worst conditions possible,
fly helicopters around Belfast with spot-
lights shining on "target" houses twenty-
four hours a day, and incite rebellion with
their presence. Each side has its faults.

Turn to N. IRELAND, page 18
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Activists awakening
to a new left in Mass.
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

DEERFIELD. Mass. — In most
places, candidates shun the "liberal"

label.

In western Massachusetts, a county
commissioner proclaims he's a social-

ist, a Green candidate wins a primary,
activists decry war and nuclear power
with abandon, and the flame of 1960s
radicalism still burns bright.

But some activists say their move-
ment, once unified against the Vietnam
conflict and then the Cold war, has
fragmented and gone adrift without a
clear rallying point - or with too many.

Organizers hope their still powerful,

ifdisunited, grassroots groups can give

rise to a new political identity.

"They're looking for a vision," said

William Strickland, a leader of Jesse
Jackson's Rainbow Coalition, who
teaches at the University ofMassachu-
setts. "Because we're living in a vi-

sionless time, people are pushing the
levers that are at hand - right or wrong."

With Eugene McCarthy and George
McGovern ever-fainter memories,
those levers are often outside voting
booths.

"My voting is with what I do, not

from . . . pulling a lever," said Juanita
Nelson, a 69-year-old civil rights activist

who works a subsistence farm.

"Although most local progressives

vote Democratic . . . virtually none feel

that either political party fairly or

strongly represents their interests or

the interests of the common people,"

said James Perkins, director of the

Traprock Peace Center.

It's Time.

to join the Collegian
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SHARK NIGHT
- Singles Pool Tournament -

• $2.00 Entrance Fee

• Free Pizza Slices

• Play For Cash
• Sign Up: 7:00 - 7:45

• 20 oz. Drafts: $1.75

WATCH ALL THE SPORTS ON
SATELLITE DISH

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

Prime-time riot is a hit
Television shows base plot on LA riots

By DEBORAH HASTINGS
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — As if watching Los

Angeles burn for real was not enough,

here comes a slew of television programs
to re-enact the spring riots that devastated

this city.

From the teen sex symbols of "Beverly

Hills, 90210" to the soap opera mavens on

"Knots Landing," seemingly every fictional

character on nighttime television has
something to say about the non-fictional

April violence sparked by the Rodney King
beating verdict.

All this prime-time riot writing makes
the line between reality and TV even

blurrier. Hey, if the vice president thinks

fictional Murphy Brown merits a real-life

lecture, why shouldn't television produc-

ers moralize about setting fire to the

nation's second-largest city?

Last week, ABC's "Doogie Howser,
M.D." and NBC's "A Different World"
chimed in with their takes on the three

days of looting and fires that left 53 dead
in Los Angeles and nearly $1 billion in

property damage.
The make-believe 18-year-old

wonderkind doctor on "Doogie" got a les-

son Wednesday night in social awareness
when riot victims began streaming into

his hospital's emergency room.

Sample morality lesson during a con-

versation between a black orderly and an
iryured looter:

"Look, this was a long time comin' man.
If you beat people down long enough,

they're gonna fight back," said the looter.

The orderly's reply: "You're not fight-

ing back. You're just stealing."

On "A Different World," the newly
married characters ofWhitley and Dwayne
saw their L.A. honeymoon interrupted by
rioting.

InJuly, Fox Broadcasting Co.'s "Beverly
Hills, 90210" incorporated the carnage
into its plot line with Dylan's boss losing

his business to fire. The network's other
glossy young show, "Melrose Place," wove
the racial unrest into its script two weeks
ago by having a leading character (a white
cab driver) attacked by black gang mem-
ber in South Central lx)s Angeles.

The list doesn't stop there.

Yet to come are next month's season
openers of NBC's "L.A. Law" and CBS'
"PCnots Landing," two long-running dra-

mas known for sensationalizing provoca-

tive issues of the day.

Leland McKenzie, patriarch of NBC's
fictional law firm, will utter, "

I watched
this city burn once before. I never thought
I'd see it again." And office pain-in-the-

neck Douglas Brackman will find himself

stuck in the rioting and arrested for loot-

ing.

"Knots Landing," CBS' 13-year-old

nighttime soap opera, plans to make
William Devane's character, the slimy

Gregory Sumner, head ofa corporate task

charged with rebuilding the city (not to be

confused with the real-life Rebuild L.A.,

headed by former baseball commissioner
Peter Ueberroth).

Barbara Corday , co-executive producer

of"Knots Landing," said she sees nothing
wrong in using the riots as subplot in her

series. In fact, she said, the series is trying

to send a message.

report
continued from poge 1

of a co-payment policy on accessibility of

reproductive care for women, according to

Porter. Last year, they sent a letter to

Governor Weld urging legislation to pro-

vide employer contributions to health
plans covering termination of pregnancy.

The report also promoted an increased
representation ofwomen on faculty senate
committees, councils and University
search committees.

"I'm very concerned that women have
the opportunity to participate on more
faculty and search committees and more
representation," Porter said. "We want to

see more women, especially on search
committees for all types of searches," said
Porter. We always pay a lot ofattention to

that."

The report includes a statement about
paying closer attention to female and mi-
nority representation according to faculty
senate by-laws, in addition to reminding
faculty senate committees to nominate
members and pay closer attention to
women and minority representation.

"In every case, I would like to think

there has been an honest attempt [to in-

crease the representation of women], but
we have to keep encouraging the admin-
istration to pay attention to the balance,"

Porter said. "It has to be continually

watched."

The report also evaluated current sta-

tus of financial and administrative sup-

port. The council met with the University
Child Care Director last year regarding
the status and fundingofUniversity Child
Care services.

Letterswere also sent towomen faculty

members encoiiraging them to become a
senator, to serve on a senate committee,
consider the position on the Board of
Trustees, the Rules Committee or Faculty
Senate Presiding Officer.

A letter was also sent to the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs last year,

supporting maintenance of Child Care
within Housing Services and their current
level of funding, as stated in the report.

The report will be presented to the
Faculty Senate meeting Oct. 1.
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Kelly D'Amato,

Dana Dorman, Lisa Jezowski & "BOB"

LUNCH
Tacos

Egg Rolls

BASICS LUNCH
Veggie Tacos

Veggie Egg Rolls

Menu
DINNER

Chicken Hoagie

Roast Pork

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Hoagie

Stuffed Cabbage

At the professional stick chaser's training camD.

Quote of the Day
"Censorship, like charity, should begin at

home; butunlikecharity, it should end there."

- Oare Booth Luce

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 141: Sep.i-

rale need from lancy and use your
resources judiciously. Take any ob-
stacles in sirlde in order lo rullill your
fommilmenls. Friendly chats shine
the s(X)tlighl on shared interests.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
can do an excellent job it you ignore
other people's Ixjasting, complaints
and attempts to inlerlere. The happier
you are, the more you will accom-
plish.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Hold
your horses! It you try lo make a move
now, you could be mowed over by
your CO-workers or competitors. Open
up new lines of communication. Pas-
sions intensify tonight.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 221: Be-
come a go-getier and some wonder-
ful opportunities will drop in your
lap. Wait a little longer l)efore reveal-

ing a family secret lo a friend. Keep
your temper when dealing with
youngsters.

lEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Consoli-
date your position at work Ijelore

trying any power plays. Success de-
pends on your doing your honx-work
caretully. Luckily, you are in the right

()lace at the right time!

VIRGO (Aug. 2 J-Sept 22): Mate-
rial rewards may l)e a handicap in

building a relationship with someone
new. Do not try lo rush things. Stay
within the timetable you previously

set. Others may not understand your
agenda.

LIBRAiSepl. 2.J-Oct. 22): Answers
will come more easily if you are will-

ing lo listen lo others' opinions. Try to

get someone lo a< <omp.iny y( )u when
mountain climbing or bikini; Be wary
of romance on the rebound.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2 i-Nov 21): The
emphasis l(jday is on avoiding a

showdown. Issuing an ultimatum will

only stir up a hornets' nest. Ignore any
challenges sent your way. You have
plenty to attend to now.

SAGI'HARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 2 1 ):

Keep your reactions unck>r control
when dealing with unreascjnable or

Ixiasltul people. Saleguard your re-

sources. Half-hearted efforts will bring
mixed resu/ls.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-/an. 19):

You can swing the stales in your
favor by taking a more humble and
constructive approach. Recognize
what your talents are truly worth. You
have an uncanny knack for ferreting

out secrets.

AQUARIUS l)an. 2()-Feb. 18):

Someone cou Id < hallengeyour icJeas.

Stand iirm and speak up! Inlluontial

per)ple will be impressed by yrjur

independence and oni^in.ilily. You
know exact ly how lo handle a delicate

situation.

PISCES (Feb. l')-\Urch 21): Your
enlerfxising spirit and delcrminiation

bring in much-neetJedc asli. Something
ycxj accomplish today k-lsyoul)egmlhe

weekend ha(}p)'.CiveronianceaclMnce

lo clevc'lop at ils own pace.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cailoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Engagement
symbol

5 Makes believe

9 Matte a trade

13 Rare birci

1

4

Light and heat
sources

1

6

Good grietl

1

7

Constant
chatter

19 Waiting group
20 Monlmartre

cap
21 W Colombian

city

22 Invoice listing

23 "JFK" director

24 Actress Hagen
25 Lemon additive

26 Hoses down
28 Find fault

30 Took vows
33 Having a lack

ol pigment
36 Bring forth

38 Bath powder
39 Poke fun at

41 ^Como —

?

42 Sun Valley

residents

44 "Hannah —
Sisters"

46 Priv

investigator

4 7 Hirt and Gore
48 Type of exam
49 Kra^y --

51 Capture
53 Bo who is a 10
57 "— and the

Man": GBS
59 Produced
60 Aviator Balbo
61 Mountain lop
62 Intellect,

informally

64 Peter Gunn's
lady

65 Dancer —
Ziari-

Jeanmaire
66 Sicilian spewer
67 Persuaded
68 Fir^y refresher

69 Actor O'Neal

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

OOtWN
1 Charles and
Linda Bird

2 Fiord

3 Surgeon of a
sort

4 NYCs —
Village

5 In the rear

6 Traveling show
7 Pick up the lab

8 Ocean
passages

9 Undivided
10 Conceal
1

1

British queen
12 Whitman work
15 Take to the

slopes
18 Dutch artist

25 Application info

27 All

encompassing
29 Lend — listen

31 Kitchen add on
32 Honey
33 In battle

34 Put on board
35 Illegal money

scheme

36 Talk

nonsense
37 Special kind of

day
40 Traps
43 Cereal

selection

45 Gymnast
Comaneci

48 Followed
orders

50 Made a request
52 "A Bell for — "

54 Well worn
55 "Maria —

"

56 Muslim
bible

57 Copies
58 Put together

again
59 Plant dir.

63 — culpa

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
5

9/29/92

ril**! l4n Aufrtn Tlmn Sextette •/29/92
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Divers uncover
man's remains

RANGELEY, Maine (AP)— Divers today found a body
in Rangeley Lake that is believed to be that of a Massa-
chusetts man presumed drowned when a boat capsized
over the weekend.

William Pitko. 32, of Arlington, was one of three men
in the 12-foot aluminum boat that swamped Sunday
night in wind and rain, said Paul Fournier, spokesman
for the state Department of Inland Fisheries and Wild-
life.

"Two of the men managed to cling to the boat and
holler," Fournier said. "Some people on shore heard them
and went out and plucked them out of the water."

Shawn Murphy and Frank Minniti, both in their early
30s and from Arlington, were treated for hypothermia by
members of a local rescue unit and did not have to be
taken to a hospital, the spokesman said.

Members ofthe warden service and the Rangeley Fire
Department searched the lake for three hours Sunday
night. The search team that returned to the lake today
included four divers and a pilot. They found the body late

this morning.

M Upside Down
continued fronn page 3

skit, in the manner ofSaturday Night Lives Church Chat,
with an interview with a fraternity student. The skit was
interrupted by the pumped brothers, a team of muscle
headed, muscle everything brothers.

Hung Joo a first year student at UMass stated, "it was
really great. I didn't know anyone here but I met a lot of
nice people. They made me feel very comfortable, I loved
it,"

Students from as far as the University ofConnecuticut
came to the activity.

Wes Melick, a graduate student from RPI was not at
all disappointed with the evenings outcome.

"It was terrific, the entertainers were very courageous
by letting it all hang out. They gave it there all," said

Melick

TEAMS
continued from page 3

take the initiative for coordinating the project.

Although the focus of TEAMS is mainly between
students and tutors, there is a great deal ofinteraction

and exchange of ideas between the faculty, school

administration and students.

Leo Keating, a senior psychology major and liaison

between the schools' faculty and TEAMS, said the

schools really encourage the program.
'They are always asking for more people," Keating

said.

Tutoring for the project requires at least 60 hours
in a semester, about six hours per week plus a two and
a half hour seminar each Wednesday night.

"The purpose of the seminar," Bond said, "is to

support tutors in dealing with bigger issues presented

by the students in schools and in society as a whole."

Cultural diversity is a big emphasis for the tutors,

according to Bond. In fact, tutors participating with
TEAMS earn three academic credits through the

School of Education.

Rachael Knightly, a junior BDIC with a concentra-

tion in psychology and education, is a first semester
tutor at Kelly Elementary in Holyoke.

Most ofthe students simply need some extra assis-

tance. "They know what they are doing," Knightly
said. "They just want some attention."

Students from all majors are encouraged to tutor

with no previous experience necessary.

'The only thing you need to be I to tutor) is open-
minded and willing to make new friends," said Jim
Solomita, a Continuing Education student.

N. Ireland
continued from page 1

5

Political talks breakdown more often than the MBTA in

Boston.

The only difference between Northern Ireland and
Vietnam is that the troubles have been going on for much
too long, and the US has not yet decided to act as Police.

Why? Because England is considered to be an ally of the

United States, and everyone knows that one does not
interfere with allies. Yet, once upon a time Iraq used to

be an ally.

It seems that the US government is guilty of cherry
picking. Whatever happened to self-determination?
Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn, is one of the few in the

government who feels that the US has the ability to help
mediate the situation in Ireland. I just wish that more
saw as he sees.

The troubles have gone on far too long. My appeal is

such: Mr. John Major, try and talk to the Sinn Fein and
vice-versa. Perhaps there is the need to implement a
mediator so that the discussions don't become too heated.

Help put an end to this needless violence. There is no
reason why people cannot peacefully coexist if the sub-

jects for intrigue are religious, or racial or economic. Isn't

it time that we at least, assuming that we are all human
enough, put in an effort?

Name withheld at author's request.
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Rugby gets job done in 17-5 win
By STEVE GREGG
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts' rugby team, in
fine early-season form despite having a 1-2 record
before last Saturday's match against crosstown rival
Amherst College, won their second in-league match in
as many weeks, 17-5.

UMass tried to keep up their intense against
Amherst College, a weak team in comparison to the
Minutemen. Amherst opened the scoring early with a
try at the two minute mark ofthe first half, making it

5-0. Their attempt at the conversion kick failed and
the score remained 5-0 throughout most of the first
half.

UMass finally got on the board when senior captain
Dave Lally dove over the end line tying the score at 5-

5 with a few minutes left in the half Senior Larry
Scanlon converted a tough kick and UMass led 7-5 at
the midway point. The momentum had swung.

The second halfwas no better for Amherst, as they
had to try to come back into a stiff breeze, which had
made things tough on the Minutemen in the first half.
The inclement weather coupled with the inspired
defense of the UMass back line led to an Amherst
offense that was by and large ineffective.

UMass began to put the game out of reach when
junior wing Jessie Pekkala scored midway through
the second half to make it 12-5. Though Scanlon

missed the subsequent kick, the UMass defense made
sure that a seven point lead was plenty.

Five minutes later, senior fullback Matt Washek
iced the game with the Minutemen's third score,
making it 17-5, which was how the game ended.

Massachusetts opened up their season with a tough
13-12 loss at the hands ofnon-conference foe University
ofConnecticut. Trailing 12-10, UConn cashed in on a
3-point penalty kick with no time on the clock to steal
the victory.

Following that heartbreaker, UMass hosted St.
Mary's Hospital, a professional travelling rugby team
from London, and the result was a 56-0 trouncing by
St. Mary's.

Instead ofbeing deflated, the Minutemen used this
defeat to motivate themselves for the University of
Vermont, their first league opponent. What followed
was a 31-0 drubbing with UMass dominating every
phase of the game.
Game notes: UMass rugby takes their 2-2 record

(2-0 league) to Norwich this Saturday for the third of
their five all-important league matches. Kick-off is
scheduled for 1 p.m.

In other day's action, the UMass "B-side" won a close
game over Amherst by the score of 17-13. The Minute-
men were led by Mike McClean who scored three times.
UMass also won the "C-side" match by a score of 20-0.
The C-side was led by the tough running of Colin
McLellan and was aided by "superb officiating".

Crofts
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blazing
continued from page 20

the NCAAs, something clearly possible.
The men's cross country team has done well in its first

two meets, and head coach Ken O'Brien said he expects

to challenge national powerhouse West Virginia for the
A- 10 title.

"We're off to a tremendous start," Wong said. And
basketball doesn't even start for another 33 days.

continued from page 20

sure can play. Despite Jon Daly's recent victory, it will be
Mickelsonand not Daly who will be the nextJack Nicklaus.

It isn't even hoop season, but a few things need to be
said:

This years' schedule for the Minutemen is as tough as
ever. Coach Cal in the boys, in addition to the return trip
they owe to Oklahoma, will open at Florida State, play
Depaul at the Centrum, host Southwestern Louisiana,
and play Cincinnati at Springfield.

Speaking of Cincinnati, the Bearcats might have a
surprise for the pubHc in one Curtis Bostic. The 6' 5"

Bostic. who hails from Massachusetts, is an undersized
forward who will crash the boards, attack on both ends of
the floor, and can leap out of the building. Hmm . . .

sounds like someone who played here last year.
Want a '96 Dream Team? Give me a starting five of

David Robinson, Shawn Kemp, Larry Johnson, Kendall
Gill, and Tim Hardaway and a bench ofShaquille O'Neal,
Derrick Coleman, Danny Manning, Billy Owens, Reggie
Lewis (he'll be a true star by then), Kenny Anderson
(watch him blossom soon), and Randy Livingston as the
token collegian.

Dunce of the Week: The whole Celtic brass gets the
award for giving us Xavier McDaniel and allowing the
Knicks to get Charles Smith and company. McDaniel has
knees only my grandma could envy, doesn't play a big
mans game, and isn't nearly as good as he was a few years
ago. Meanwhile, the Knicks get a vastly talented big man
in Smith and insurance in Doc Rivers for Mark Jackson
and a couple of draft picks! Dave Gavitt and crew, you
should be ashamed!

Obscure Fact of the Week Former Sox farmhand
Chico Walker is hitting .304 for t^e New York Mets. That
about does it for this week, next week the column might
be Crofts Phone Madness II.

Jeff Crofts is a CoWegian columnist
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Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

The French Club
will sponsor a film (TBA)

9/29/92 Hener FLRC Classroom 6:30 P.M.
All welcome
Infomation call Cullen a( 546-7060

UMASS P.O.W.E.R.
Fall 92 Meetings
Mondays 7:30 p.m.

Studeni Union #306
Info: Kristin 253-9707

All Welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION WILOLIFERS

SWIM FLY SLITHER HOP!
First Wildlife Society meeting

Tues 9/29 7pm Holdswonh 203

REFRESHMENTS!

Frea! Free! Free to students! Bridge

lessons for beginners Free Book, tshirt.

Learn to play for fun or competition. SBA
RmlOl Wed. 9/30 5 7 p.m. 665 7877.

Free to good home pair o( male cats

gray, neutered, shy but friendly, shots

253 2351

Greeks and clubs raise a cool
$1,000.00 in iutt one week!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

and a free Headphone Radio just for

calling 1 800 932 0528 Ext. 65

Open Rush: Pike
All University men welcome
Monday night football9/28

Tuesday Open Rush
Come down to;

Pi Kappa Alpha
8:00 10:00

418 No. Pleasant St.

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority

Open Rush
Tues. Sept. 29 7-8 Campus Center Rm 803
Wed. Sept. 30 7-8 Campus Center Rm 803
Thur Oct 1 5-6 Dinner at our home
Fri Oct. 2 5-6 Dinner at our home

387 H. Pleasant St.

549 3811

Tri-Sigma

You '11 Love ill!

Sigma Delta Tau
Open Rush!!

9/29 9/30

6:30 8

Call 549 3938

UPC General Committee Meeting
Tonight 9/29 at 6:00 pm in Earthfoods
at the Student Union. All are welcome.

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Lynx Red 5 speed 3 door NC ste

reo cass GOOD CONDITION, passes in

spection 102,000 miles S1200/best offer.

Jim 549 7935

87 FORO ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great car

S2300 O.B.O Sara 542 7963

1990 Toyota Celica Loaded 30,000
miles Must see and Drive. Kenwood ste-

reo asking 12^500 256-1557.

Toyota 1984
5-Speed high mileage
Excellent condition $700
413)586-2087

COLLEGE PIZZA

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small cheese 33.50

Large cheese S6.00

Free Soda with purchase of large sub
salad or spaghetti

549 6098 549 6073
Must mention this ad

FOR RENT

Fridge Rental Free Delivery 253 9742

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Village

2 Bedroom 1 Bedroom to rent

S285 a month call 253 5421

FOR SALE

A car radar detector, still new!
Whistler Spectrum. 3 bands
5140/8 0, call 665 2473

Attention bandi and deejays'
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable.

Excellent condition. Call Jim, 256-6661.

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Hewlett Packard 28S calculator

Great for engineering Call

6-5756 S130B.O.

The Honorable Louis Farrakhan will be
in Springfield on Nov 21 for tickets

Nate 549 4600x217.

Macintosh SE
1 MB RAM, two 800 KB internal floppy
drives. SCSI port. Expanded keyboard.
Superb condition. 253-0799.

Snowboard - G ft S halfpipe
w/ Bindings asking S100. Call Matt
6 7389.

HELP WANTED

Audio/video repair technician,

pari time. Three years professional

experience required. 584-9547,

Earn 81,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! .. Begin NOWi ..FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

FAST AND EASY INCOME
Earn SIOOO's weekly stuffing envelopes
Send Self addressed envelope to:

Additional income! PO Box 1416
Chicago, IL 60681 0416

Hurricane, reconstruction and
cleanup, many needed. Both skilled &
iinskiMcd, men & women. High wages,
for info, call 615 779 5505 ext. H858

Postal jobs available! Many positions.

Great benefits. Call 1 800 338 3388 ext.

p-3306

TRAVEL FREE' Sell spring break trips!

Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida! Best
commissions/free travel!

1 800-426 7710.

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

5849830.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801-379-2900 Copyright *

MA15KDH

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

Generel meeting for all students
interested in interacting with internatiorul

students. Election for officers,

refreshments will be served Monday,
October 5 7:00 pm
Campus Center 163

LOST

Small white cat extra toe on front

paw. Lives near Orchard Hill on E. Pleas-

ant. Call 549-6404.

MUSICIANS

Guitar Lessons. Berklee Graduate.
534 0163.

Looking for drummer to fill-out

righteous power trio. Grunge. Call Big Al
at 549 2631

RIDE WANTED

Need ride to Budinglon VT. Any week
end will share expenses
Call Brian 549 6383

SERVICES

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam St

Northampton 586 3000 or Greenfield 774
6010

Want free facial?

Sign up now with a "Mary Kay"
consultant' Individual/group.

6652473

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed Free laser printout &
cover page. S 1 .50/typed page. Brian 546
1795.

WANTED

Garage or driveway space wanted for

car storage Prefer local to southwest
area. Price negotiable. Call Paul at 546
1051
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Sports
UMass fall sports off to a blazing start

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Last spring, the University of Massa-
chusetts captured a national audience

when the school's basketball tearp raced

to a 30-5 record and an appearance in the

NCAA Sweet Sixteen. The question lin-

gering this year was, "What can UMass do
for an encore?"

Try 40-4-1.

That's the combined record ofevery fall

team after last weekend's events. Teams
such as water polo, women's track and
field hockey may not gain as much atten-

tion as basketball does, but those teams
have helped UMass rocket to one of the

school's fastest starts ever. Even more
remarkable is the fact that all of this is

being accomplished in spite of a huge
shakeup in the athletic department.

The UMass sports program is running
well despite a vacancy in the athletic

director's position and the heat ofa House
Post Audit and Oversight Committee
probe. Interim athletic director Glenn
Wong said he is overjoyed that the sports

department has posted such impressive
numbers.

"I'm very pleased with how the teams
are doing on the field," said Wong. "You
really have to give all the credit to the
student-athletes and the coaches.

"That was my first priority when I took
this job, to try to get people to emphasize
the kids, that's something I've been doing
all along," he said. "It's not an accident
that all of the teams we've put out there
have done well. I've always said we've got
a lot of good coaches here."

The three women's sports, field hockey,
soccer, and cross country, have remained
undefeated, amassing a combined 18-0.

Both women's soccer ( 7-0 ) and field hockey
(8-0) are currently fifth in the nation, and

CHRISTOPHER EVANS AND JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
UMass is in the midst of its most successful fall sports season ever, thanks in part to

(clockwise from top left): field hockey's Jenn Salisbury, men's soccer's Todd Kylish, women's
soccer's Nicole Roberts and football's Don Caparotti.

Women's X-C remains unbeaten
Liljeblad leads 25th ranked Minutewonten to victory

barring catastrophe, both teams will be in

the NCAA Tournament in November. In

that event, it would be soccer's 10th

appearence and field hockey's 11th in the

last 11 years,.

Women's cross country found out
Monday that they cracked the top 25 in

their sport for the first time in ages, right

at No. 25.

"Obviously everyone loves a winning
program," said women's cross country

coach Julie LaFreniere. "It feels real good
to be part of a winning atmosphere."

The men's teams have held up their

end of the bargain, looking impressive

early and keeping their jDostseason options
open. The men's soccer team (5-1-1) tied

national contender Rutgers University 2-

2 over the weekend, and come NCAA
Tournament time, there is a chance it

could be UMass and not Rutgers who
represents the Atlantic 10.

The UMass football team, while not

appearing to be as strong as 1988 or 1990
teams which won the Yankee Conference,
could surprise some folks. A 2-1 start out

ofthe gate and an upcoming trip to Rhode
Island could set up quite a scenario for

Homecoming.
"Tailgating's back, and it would be super

to come into the Homecoming game (Oct.

24 against Villanova] with a 3-1 record,"

Wong said. "We lost about 5.000 people to

last weekend's (poor) weather, but hope-
fully everything will work out."

Not to be overlooked is the tremendous
play of the water polo team, probably the
most obscure team on campus. Russ
Yarworth's squad is 12-1 after a 5-win
weekend, with their only loss at the hands
ofthe best team in the East, Slippery Rock
(PA.).

The water polo team must finish in the
top two in the East region to advance to

Turn to BLAZING, page 19

By JASON NASH
Collegian Correspondent

Ask any Uruversity of Massachusetts fan which fall

sports team has truly dominated every minute of play
this season and it is doubtful many will guess correctly.

The right answer? Women's cross country.

Saturday in Vermont, the UMass team continued this

domination by crushing Vermont and Boston University
increasing their record to 3-0. The win places the women
at number one in the Atlantic 10 and number two overall

in New England.
Junior Kelly Liljeblad continued her reign of terror

upon all competitors by finishing first in the 3.1 mile
course with a time of 17:47. Some simpled division will

tell you how impressive her mile times were.
"Kelly was really impressive," said Coach Julie

LaFreniere. "She took the first two miles easier than
normal, and remained fairly close with Vermonts best
runner. The last mile was all uphill and Kelly really

poured it on."

In UMass' two through five spots were junior Kim
Liljeblad (fifth) senior captains Becky Johnson (sixth).

and Mo Meldrim (seventh) and sophomore Julie Morough
(eighth). Incredibly, this pack of four finished with only
32 seconds between them.

"Those four did a great job and really held tight the
whole race," said LaFreniere. "Keeping a tight pack is the
key to winning any race. Believe it or not I would like to

get that time to around 20 seconds by the start of the
championships."

LaFreniere also said she was pleased v^rith the perfor-
mance ofMorough who she knew "had a good race in her."

While coming offtheir biggest win in six years against
B.C. last week, this meet was a cooldown for UMass.

"The girls were tired and had a long week," said
LaFreniere. "This meetwas a good break for us, especially
after such a big win last weekend."

UMass takes this weekend offand then wraps up their
dual meet season at home on October 10 with number
three ranked Connecticut.

LaFreniere added, "Even though we don't have a meet
this weekend, we're coming upon our highest mileage
week of the season.

We're really going to have to step it up a notch to get ready
for Connecticut."

Simon can't lift X-C to victory
Men drop contest to Vermont, Boston University
By GWENDOLYN McLAURIN
Collegian Staff

Despite another strong performance by senior Matt
Simon, the University of Massachusetts men's cross

country team lost to Vermont and Boston University, on
Saturday.

For his seventh place performance, Simon was named
Atlantic 10 Performer ofthe Week. Simon ran the course
in 25 minutes and 2 seconds, one minute faster then his

performance a week earlier. Simon has been the top
UMass finisher in both of meets.

In spite of Simon's noteworthy achievement, the
Minutemen placed third out of the three teams that
competed. It wasn't so much that they ran a bad meet as
it was they were up against two strong teams.

"I would have been much happier if we had won, but
I don't think we had a bad day," explained Coach Ken
O'Brien.

Boston University was ranked 36th in the country
going into the meet this weekend and no there is doubt
they improved their position with this decisive win. They

finished in the NCAA Top 15 last year and three of their
top five runners returned from last season, so they were
expected to dominate the meet.

The competition between Vermont and UMass was
fierce as shown by the scant four-point win by the
Catamounts. Vermont's strength is in their top runners
as exhibited by those top runners placing third and
fourth respectively. But that is where Vermont stops and
UMass begins. The strength of the UMass team is their
depth. UMass had seven runners complete the course
before Vermont's fourth place runner finished.

As usual, Pat Reed, Craig Cormier, Kevin Greenhalgh
and Brian Cox along with Simon were UMass's strongest
runners all finishing in the top fifteen. This week's
suprise came from two young runners, Erik Andelman
and Tim Bollard. Andelman, a sophomore competing in

his first meet of the year, finished 12th, while Boilard, a
freshman who was competing in the first college meet of
his career, finished an impressive 16th.

UMass is now looking forward to their next meet, the
Paul Short Invitational at Lehigh University on October
10th.

Ramblings on
the world of
sports action

Just some personal thoughts about sports in

general:

I don't know if anyone else is getting deathly
tired of the fat guy that does football commercials/
promos for CBS but I know that the sight ofhim is

just gnawing at me.
This clown, whom Hi call Lumpy, is a fat. ugly,

chromosome missing Neanderthal, who simply says
something about his love for football and the up-
comingCBS game. Who cares about this crumb and
his opinions?

Jeff

CROFTS
Can't CBS come up vrith something better than

this? This is sad! Whoever hired Lumpy should
immediately be fired and forced to eternally watch
reruns of The Land of the Lost.

Superbowl Prediction: Steelers 23 Eagles 17. I

know the Steelers got it handed it to them by the
Packers, but one week does not a season make!

Neil O'Donnell will lead the tough offense,
throwing to JeffGraham, the speedy Dwight Stone,
and big tight end Eric Green. Running backs Barry
Foster and Merrill Hoge can move the chains with
their bruising running styles.

Rod Woodson had a terrible game against the
Pack, but he is the defensive leader. As a whole, the
defensive squad is a mobile, ball hawking unit that
can play with anyone.

I just got my new cleats in the mail, so I'm going
to Foxboro in hopes of making the Pats as a wide
receiver. I think I have a chance with my 6.9 speed
in the 40, and mitts so sure they call me the second
coming of Roberto "The Hands of Stone" Duran.

Ifthat doesn't work out, 111 bulk up a few pounds
and try offensive line. The Pats are a sad team, an
unclever mix ofover-the-hill veterans and no-talent
youngsters.

Whateverhappened to Blackjack Mulligan, Enos
Cabell, Perry Moss, and Vegas Ferguson?

I'm not a big golffan, but this Phil Mickelson kid
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Brrrrr... It's getting chilly. Temps
in the 50s today and tomorrow.

Sports:
The Collegian premieres its Athlete of the Week
feature with field hockey goalie Philippa Scott.

Check her out on page 12.

Local News:
Find out what UMass police are doing
to combat the recent rash of prank

phone calls. Page 3.
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Rethinking Native America I

Ex-fiancee
Activist says a change ofperception is needed \ gUnS doWn

three, self
By CARA LEE BIRCH
Collegian Correspondent

Famed Native American activist Winona LaDuke
told a packed Campus Center Auditorium last night
that Americans need to change the way they think
about indigenous people and indigenous values.

Most Americans can name only three to four of the
nations ofNative American people, she said, therefore
"they know nothing about indigenous values." There
are are over 700 Native communities, she added.
Washington state alone, LaDuke said, has 14, 80
tribes live in California, and 200 in Alaska. North of
the Canada's 50th parallel, she continued, 85 to 90
percent of the population is Native.

LaDuke, president of the Indigenous Women's
Network and steering committee representative to
the International Council of Indigenous Women, lec-
tured on the effects of colonialism and industrial
thinking from a Native American perspective.
A member of the Bear Clan, the largest Native

American population in North America, who has been
involved in federal land rights lawsuits, LaDuke Hves
in the James Bay area in Northern Canada.

LaDuke said her experience has been that Native
people have different perceptions ofreality and values.
For example, she said, "natural law is preeminent."
LaDuke said Native communities beUeve they are the
only sustainable people because they actually put
everjthing back into the environment that they take
out of it.

Native people, she said, believe most natural things,
such as tides, the moon, seasons and time, are cyclical!
LaDuke contrasted cyclical thinking and the preemi-
nence of natural law with the Eurocentric industrial
way ofthinking. Within the industrial mode of think-

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Native American activist Winona LaDuke

ing, she said, people believe man is dominant over
nature. LaDuke dates this perception back to Co-
lumbus' 1492 invasion of the Americas.

LaDuke went on to say that capitalism uses labor,
capital, and resources for the purposes of accumula-
tion. The history of the United States has been one of
constant accumulation, she said.

According to LaDuke, there is a systematic link
between the wealth of the United States and the
underdevelopment of indigenous communities
throughout the world. For example, she said, one
group of indigenous people has been exterminated in
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By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

CHICOPEE, Mass. — An estranged lover burst into
his ex-fmacee's home with a shotgun and killed three
people, includingan 8-year-old boy. before fatally shooting
himself in the head, authorities said.

But they said the attacker's ex-fiancee, fearing threats
he made the previous evening, had left the apartment
and was out at the time. And the alleged attacker was
under court order to stay away.

'This is just one more chilling situation involving
domestic violence," District Attorney William Bennett
said during a news conference at the Chicopee Police
Department. "Domestic violence affects every ethnic
group, every neighborhood."

The victims were identified as Keith Dupont, 3, who
lived in the apartment, Katrina Trombly, 22, and her
boyfriend, Jesse Mitchell, 20, Authorities did not imme-
diately have the hometowns of Trombly and Mitchell.

The three were killed by Daniel Bessonette, 26, of
Holyoke, whose body was found in the kitchen with a
head wound.

The 8-year-old was the son of the intended target,
Karen Dupont, and Trombly was her sister, authorities
said. Another 4-year-old child of Dupont and a 1 -year-old
child of Trombly were in the apartment but escaped
unharmed.

Bennett also said authorities suspect that Trombly
was pregnant. Officials began autopsies of the victims
Tuesday, according to a spokeswoman for the Hampden
County medical examiner. There were no immediate
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Students reporting rise in sexual harassment
Rv MiriHRT T P RAVT TGG . , --By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

There is an increased level of sexual harassment
between peers at the University of Massachusetts, ac-
cording to a recent report on the impact ofthe University's
sexual harassment policy.

The Student Affairs Research and Evaluation Office
concluded in the report that the University needs to
"continuously educate the student body and extend its
sexual harassment policy to explicitly prohibit peer ha-
rassment."

The telephone surveys, sponsored by the Office of
Human Relations, were conducted last March, April and
May by Project Pulse and Student Affairs Research,
Information and Systems.

"It doesn't surprise me," said the assistant

Two helicopters collide,
four die as one crashes

ombudsperson, Mary Wardwell. "A greater awareness,
we hope, will lead to increased reporting of incidents of
sexual harassment."

Duringan interview last spring, Everywoman's Center
Director Carol Wallace said more students are feeling a
higher level of confidence.

"Ifthe report is made, people will take that seriously,"
Wallace said. "It's important for students to feel they can
speak to someone and I think more are feeling thev can
talk about it."

The Project Pulse survey found the majority ofwomen
surveyed were aware that sexual harassment is illegal,
but only two-fifths were aware that UMass has a policy
which prohibits sexual harassment.

Two-thirds of the women reported that they had
personally experienced students "making unwanted
physical contact" with them. Thirty-four percent re-

ported being sexually harassed by another student.
Only 62 percent reported awareness ofthe University's

policy that specifically prohibits sexual harassment. After
students were informed that UMass has a grievance
procedure for sexual harassment, a little over one-third
of the students said they were aware of it.

The report continued to state that women under-
graduates reporting awareness ofthe illegality of sexual
harassment, the existence of the University policy, and
the existence of a grievance policy do not greatly differ
from 1989 figures.

"A vast majority of sexual harassment probably goes
unreported," said Wardwell.

Wardwell suggested students may not be "sufficiently
aware" they can pursue instances of sexual harassment.

"Many may not even be aware that certain behavior in

Turn to HARASSMENT, page 4

By JOHN F. BONFATTI
Associated Press

NIAGARA FALLS, Ontario— Two he-
licopters carrying sightseers collided near
Horseshoe Falls on Tuesday, and one
plunged into an embankment, killing all

four people aboard, officials said.

The second heUcopter managed to land
at a nearby theme park.

Scott Hughes, manager of Rainbow
Helicopters Inc. in Niagara Falls, N.Y..
said the helicopter that crashed belonged
to his company and had four people aboard,
three passengers and a pilot. Fire Chief
Dave Kemp said all four died.

The wreck "was just a twisted mess
with a hand and a foot coming out of it,"

said Bobby Moss, a tourist from Atlanta
who was one of the first people on the
scene.

"As I was running over, I had to watch
and dodge the debris falling from the he-
licopter," he said.

The collision occurred shortly after
lunchtime. First reports said the crippled
helicopter fell into the Niagara River gorge,
but authorities later said it hit a nearby
embankment. Police Inspector Bill Bowie
said the other landed under its own power
at the nearby Marineland andGame Farm.

"It was an emergency landing, but ev-
eryone left the aircraft in an upright po-
sition," Constable John Gayder of the
Niagara Parks Police said. "Everyone
appeared to be OK."

Frits Wiarda, 3 1 , a sightseer from Delft,
the Netherlands, said he was standing by
a railing overlooking the falls when "1

heard a big bang."
"I looked up in the sky and I saw one

helicopter flying away and the red one
come tumbling down," Wiarda said. "My
first reaction was "Do I want to make a
photograph? And then I realized I was
pretty close to it, so I started running
away from it. And I looked up and there
was debris everywhere."

Magic to play again
Johnson returns to Lakers this season
By JOHN NADEL
Associated Press

INGLEWOOD, Calif — Unable to

leave the game he loves even to fight for

his life. Magic Johnson returned to pro
basketball Tuesday.

Less than a year aft^r retiring be-
cause he had contracted theAIDS virus,

Johnson announced that he will play
again this season for the Los Angeles
Lakers and said it was only natural.

"That court is where I belong, no
matter what happens," Johnson said,

speaking in the same room where he
bade his sad, shocking goodbve last

Nov. 7.

"I'm playing again," he beamed.
'Teaaaa. Finally."

He'll be back, wearing No. 32, flash-

ing that big smile and playing thegame
as only Magic can.

"It's time to go back to work, it's time
to have some fun." Johnson said. "I

think the positives outweigh all the
risks. That's not saying there are no
risks, because life itself is a risk. But
being out there, I won't be worried
about that. If I was concerned about
that, I'd still be retired."

The mood this time was decidedly
different from that retirement an-
nouncement 327 days ago.

"This is a lot more relaxed. . . better,"
said Johnson. "It was much tougher
then because I was having to .say

goodbye."

Johnson's wife. Cookie, said she was
behind his decision to return "totally. .

. 100 percent."

Since Johnson announced his re-

tirement, there had been a steady
stream of speculation and controversy
about his future, mixed with his tri-

umphant appearances in the NBA All-
Star Game in February and the
Olympics this summer. It was that

Turn to MAGIC, page 4
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Wednesday, September 30
Meeting — MASSPIRG will be holding a general

interest meeting in room 163 of the Campus Center at 7
p.m. tonight. Everyone is welcome.

Support Group — The Counselor Advocate Program
at the Everywoman's Center is sponsoring a 10-week
support group for adult survivors of rape. The group will

be held on Wednesday nights, starting tonight, from 7 to

9 p.m. The group is free. Call 545-0800 to sign up.
Slide Show — The Hitchcock Center for the Envi-

ronment is holding a presentation/slide show,
"Reconnecting with the Earth — The Challenge of Agri-
culture Today," from 7 to 9 p.m. The program is free and
held at the Hitchcock Center at 525 South Pleasant
Street in Amherst.

UMqss Police Log
• A man walked into a sliding glass door on the third-

floor balcony of Dickinson Residence Hall on Monday
evening, suffering lacerations to his foot, calf and hand.
The victim, who apparently didn't realize the door was
shut, was taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital by ambu-
lance, police said.

• University Police reported extensive damage to two
casement windows in the the Duda Building on Monday,
at 3:45 p.m. Police believe there was an attempted break-
in to the building, resulting in $550 damage to the
windows.

• A woman reported damage to her convertible car top

Thursday, October 1

Meeting— The UMass chapter of the American Soci-

ety for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing will hold a
meeting at 7 p.m. in room 203 in Holdsworth Hall. For
more information contact Alan Abend at 545-3749.

Meeting— GEO/District 65/UAW will hold their first

general membership meeting of the semester today at 4
p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Meeting— All Latino students are invited to a meet-
ing to discuss the possibility of opening a new Latin
American Cultural Center, tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Southside Room of Hampden.

Meeting — There will be a meeting at 7 p.m. for all

women ofcolor to discuss violence against women ofcolor
in room 164-171 in the Campus Center.

Compiled by Michael Day
Recent incidents recorded by the University's Department of Public Safety.

on Monday evening. According to police, the woman said
her convertible top had been ripped, resulting in causing
$2700 worth of damage.

• Two mountain bikes were reported stolen to police

on Monday. A locked bicycle worth $550 was stolen from
a bike rack in front of Kennedy Residence Hall at 11:45
a.m. Another man reported the theft of his bike from
Thoreau Residence Hall. The bicycle, worth $450, was
locked to a door frame when it was stolen.

• Police received a report ofa stolen car early Monday
afternoon. The car, parked in Lot 33, was later reported
to have been taken by a friend.

Milk isn't for breakfast anymore

Amherst

Laundromai
Open 7 days
8ain-9pm

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

^fJti'it Hans
2 or 3

cubic foot
Dormatory

Size
Refrig«era-tor

Ren-tais
Call For Delivery

256-8433
338 College Street
Amherst, MA 01002

By LAURA REHRMANN
Associated Press

BALTIMORE — Cookies and milk may never be the
same.

Child expert. Dr. Benjamin Spock, who long advocated
drinking cow's milk, is joining several other doctors in
questioning its nutritional value and the possible harm
it can cause some children.

"Parents have been doing their duty as they were
taught by medicine and dietetics and forcing milk (on
their children). We have to get parents over that," Spock
said in a telephone interview Monday.

Spock was scheduled to appear today at a news con-
ference on children and milk consumption at Boston's
Park Plaza Hotel.

Also scheduled to speak were Dr. Frank A. Oski,
director of pediatrics at John Hopkins University, and

Dr. Neal Barnard, president of the Physicians Commit-
tee for Responsible Medicine, a nonprofit association of

2,000 doctors that promotes preventive medicine and
alternatives to animal research.

Oski, who wrote a book in 1977 called "Don't Drink
Your Milk," said at a news conference Monday in Balti-
more that milk's reputation as a calcium-rich food that
will help children grow big and strong is largely
undeserved. Other foods, such as kale, broccoli or fish,

provide more calcium without the fat in milk, he said.
"There is nothing unique about milk, regarding its

nutritional benefits, that should make you want to drink
it," he said.

"There's no reason for us to spend lots ofmoney to give
milk to kids when it doesn't really do them any good."

The American Academy of Pediatrics recommended
earUer this year against giving whole milk to infants
during the first year because it may cause iron deficiency

wez, jun 'en croyez, n 'attendeza denia'm.

Ciiedlez de<i aujourd'hui le^^t ri\ie<t de Li vie.

Live, believe me in this matter, do not wait until tomorrow.
Gather the roses of life starting today.

Pierre deRonsard (1525-1585)

SEMESTER OR YEAR ABROAD
The American University of Paris

is a four-year liberal arts college in

Paris welcoming visiting students.

Majors in: Art History,

Comparative Literature, Computer
Science, European Studies, French

Studies, International Affairs,

International Business Administra-

tion, International Economics, and
Fine Arts at Parsons School

of Design.

Two programs especially de-

signed for visiting students:

The Institute for French Studies

in Pans (IFSP) offers students with

strong French language proficiency

the chance to combine their studies

at AUP with courses at the Institut

d'Etudes Sociales, Institut National

des Langues et Civilisations

Orientales, Universite de Paris IV-
Sorbonne, and Institut d'Etudes

Politiques ('Sciences-Po').

The Program in European Affairs

(PEA) allows students to select Europe-

fiKused courses from three of our

majors and to integrate them through

an on-going seminar. Year-long

students may qualify for international

affairs internships in their second

semester.

• 1000 students from 70 different

countries.

• 40% U.S. citizens, 14% French.

• In 1991-92, 12% visiting students.

• Housing is guaranteed.

Full college credit summer courses:

• Three-week French immersion.

• Six-week regular summer session.

THE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

OF PARIS

etahhssemetjt J'ensetf(nement supeneur prwe

31, avfnur Boitquet '5007 Pini, Frjncc

Concerned About Your
Relationship with rood?

A Peer Support Group will be held weekly for
those struggling with anorexia, bulimia or
compulsive overeating.

Time: Mondays 4:30 - 6:00
Place: Campus Center

check daily schedule by the elevator for room number.

Confidentiality Respected

Accredited by the Middle States Anociation of Schools and Colleges

I me more information on study abroad opportunities at The American University of Paris

Name MrVMs.

Mailing address

please print in ink

City State Zip Telephone ( )

Name of college/university you currently attend

I may be interested in applying for entry in Fall 19_

I am a:DFreshman DSophomore Djunior USenior

My primary academic interest/program:

Spring 19 Summer 19_

Please send to: United States Office, The American University of Pans
80 East 1 Ith Street, Suite 4J4 New York, NY 10003-6000
Tel. (212) 677-4870 Fax. (212) 475-5205

INTERESTED IN
YQLMNTEERiNa?

IIBt I t

WHEN:

WHERE:

WHO:

WHY:

Come to the
COMMUNITY SERVICE
VOLUNTEER FAIR!

Wednesday, September 30, 1992
1:00 to 4:00 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER - Room 163

Social Services agencies and non-profits like:
• Amherst Leisure Services
• Bangs Community Center
• Pioneer Development Services
• The Lathrop House

Find out how you can make a difference in the
lives of others while you gain valuable experience!
Be part of a campus that serves!

. For morr Information, pteate contarl:

?*'"* *^'"?,j7lt"-f"""""''"y Service Coordinator
E-2S Marhmer, UMASS m.; S4S-33$7

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fnteniity/SoTDnty Puk - on the Orchard IfiU bus niute. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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Prank calls on increase,
most of victims female

UAKinCIID CM _. . ~ ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIANHANDS UP— Folks enjoy a ride at the Big E Fair in West Springfield.

Comm prof to go abroad
Invited to lecture in Europe for the year

Donal A. Carbaugh, associate professor
of communication at the University of
Massachusetts, is spending the academic
year abroad after receivingan invitation to
lecture in England this fall and a Fulbright
to lecture in Finland for the spring.

In England, Carbaugh will be a visiting
senior lecturer at Oxford University and
take part in a communications studygroup
with European scholars. In addition, he
will speak at a November conference in
Finland, titled, "The Competent
Intercultural Communicator."

Carbaugh will be in Finland from
January through July, conducting a
seminar series at the University of
Tampere and the University ofJyvaskyla.
He will also help the UniversityofTampere
establish a program to study intercultural
communication.

Carbaugh will also conduct research on
the relationship between communication

and cultural identity and differences in the
ways Americans and Finns communicate.

"The sense of who a people are, what
they do, and the way they live, is shown in
their language," said Carbaugh. "Through
communication, people develop a sense of
who they are and the way they are sup-
posed to act.

"In America, individuality is stressed.
Sayings like, 'I've got to get myselftogether'
create a sense ofthe person forAmericans,"
said Carbaugh. "Also, the concept that
land is something to use is also very
American. Finns are deeply rooted to their
forests and lakes. I want to look at the way
Finns deal with land and development."

The Fulbright program awards about
5,000 grants each year to American stu-
dents, teachers and scholars to study, teach
and conduct research in more than 130
foreign countries.

— University News Office

By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Correspondent

University ofMassachusetts police say
they havebeen deluged with a high amount
ofcomplaints this semester from students
receiving prank calls.

The calls are solicitous in nature, po-
lice said, and can be potentially dangerous
to unsuspecting students.

Detective Mike Grabiac of the Depart-
ment of Public Safety believes students
are very concerned with the increase of
prank calls. He is recording the frequency
ofall prank calls in order to track down the
perpetrators.

"We are getting hammered with the
number of calls," said Grabiac.

Detective Joanne O'Connor says the
majority of complaints are coming from
female students. The influx ofcomplaints
have piled up since the return ofstudents
this semester.

"We are receiving more and more re-
ports," said O'Connor.

O'Connor offered some specific ex-
amples to illustrate the severity of the
problem.

"Students are receiving hang up calls,

which can be very annoying. There is also
the issue of voice mail hacking," said
O'Connor.

Voice mail "hacking" involves callers
figuring out students 5- 1 2 digit passwords
in order to bypass the answering system
and get their call through directly, accord-
ing to O'Connor.

"The hackers try to gain access to a
student password, and often times choose
simple password codes," said O'Connor.

The problem of voice mail hacking has
caused a lot of headaches for students,
said O'Connor.

With assistance from the telecommu-
nications office, the police department is

trying to devise ways to make voice mail
hacking mor»' difficult.

Usually the callers are male and call

between the hours of 1 a.m. and 6 a.m.
when most students are asleep and disori-
ented, police say.

Bike parking violations abound
Illegally parked bikes being chained, owners fined

"We are getting

hammered with the

number of calls''

Detective Mike Grabiac

O'Connor says that their method of
operation is often with the enticement of
money.

"The caller states that he has inherited
a large sum of money and uses this as a
ploy to deceive the unsuspecting student,"
she said. "The caller claims to live in the
eastern part of the state and tries to per-
suade the student to divulge personal in-

formation about themselves and others."
O'Connor also mentioned another ele-

ment that has surfaced on campus. Stu-
dents are receiving calls from unidenti-
fied callers who claim they represent Mas-
ters & Johnson and are conducting a sur-
vey on sex.

"The callers pretend to be conducting a
survey, a long survey and a short one.
They entice the unsuspecting student with
a cash reward depending on length of the
survey. The caller asks very personal
questions, often inquiring about personal
habits, names and phone numbers. The
caller tries to persuade the student who in
turn refuses to answer and hangs up,"
said O'Connor.

O'Connor urges students who may re-

ceive prank calls of this nature to not
engage in a conversation and report the
call immediately to the UMass campus
police.

"We are open and accessible to stu-
dents at any given time, we also need your
cooperation and input and help the com-
munity," said O'Connor.

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Bicycles parked on handicap ramps, stairways, cor-
ridors and doors are posing problems for the handicapped
students and making potential emergency building
evacuations difficult if not impossible, said a fire safety
officer.

Fire Safety Officer Donald Erickson said, "There has
been an explosion in the number ofbikes on campus and
not enough bike racks for students to park their bikes."

He said the buildings that have had the most bike
parking violations are Hasbrouck Laboratory, Morrill
Science Center, Guinness Engineering, Tobin Hall,
Campus Center and Goodell Building.

Matt Forman, a senior economics major, said his
illegally parked bike was chained to the handicap rail by
the maintenance staff in the Campus Center. "I waited
around for 20 minutes wondering who put the chain on
my bike and then I had to pay a $5 fine to have the
maintenance staff take it off."

Forrest Davies, senior building services manager,
said the maintenance staffchains the bikes and fines the
students to deter them from continuing to park their
bikes illegally. "It is better to charge the students a small
fine than to cut the $20 or $30 locks," he said.

Erickson said if a bike is found parked in an unsafe
area, excluding the Campus Center, the Environmental
Health and Safety staffleave reminder notices on it. "The
notice will say the bike is illegally parked and give a
reason why," he said.

According to Erickson, as a last resort bikes are
removed and must be reclaimed from the University
Police. "[Environmental Health and Safety] remove bikes

that they have seen illegally parked three or four times
or bikes that are a safety hazard."

Erickson said he has received several complaints from
handicapped students, janitors and the elderly. "People
who walk with canes or have heart problems need to use
the handrails to get down the ramps and they are unable
to do so because the bikes are obstructing their path."

Madeline Peters, assistant director of Disabled Ser-

vices, said handicap students sometimes cannot get to

classes or inside the Campus Center because of the
illegally parked bikes. "The students are not thinking

about what the consequences are for handicap students
who's only access to buildings is the ramps."

She said handicap students were dropped off by the
special transportation van and then found themselves
stranded because they couldn't get in the building. "The
student wouldn't be able to get to a phone to call anyone
and the van wouldn't be scheduled to come back for the
student until his or her class was over."

Erickson said the Physical Plant is responsible for
getting the bike racks for the academic buildings. "It is a
matter of the Physical Plant setting priorities and pre-
paring a budget for the academic buildings." He said the
budget probably wouldn't happen this year.

Davies said he has ordered three sets ofbike racks for
the Campus Center. "Hopefully the no parking signs the
maintenance staff is going to put up and the new racks
will stop the problem of illegally parked bikes," he said.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Campus officials are taking action against illegally parked

bikes, like this one. Fines and chains are being used to keep
buildings accessible.

Newman seeks
telephone help
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The Newman Center wants to raise $140,000 in

three weeks and to do that, it needs 450 volunteers
to staffits annual Phon-a-Thon, according to Phon-
a-thon Director Judith Smith.

"It costs about $400,000 to keep the Newman
Center open all year. [The Phon-a-Thon

I keeps the
place open," Smith said. "Anyone who wants to
volunteer is more than welcome. Most of the kids
have a good time. They come back year after year.
We get great help from fraternities and sororities."

Students will be contacting more than 20,000
Catholic Alumni and Catholic students' parents
from Oct. 4 to Oct. 22. Smith also needs secretarial
help. Volunteers can work Sunday through
Thursday from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

"We give them [the volunteers) meal vouchers
for the cafeteria. They can get what (food I they
want," Smith said. "I have sign-up sheets in the
Newman Center. They would be of great help, if

they signed up for hours."

In addition to every participant receiving a water
bottle, students can win money. The student who
brings in the most pledges or the largest amount of
money will be awarded $50. The team or group that
collects the most money will win $100 and, $250
will go to the fraternity or sorority that collects the
largest sum of money.

Because the Center receives no money from the
University or the state, the Phon-a-Thon accounts
for one-third of the center's annual income. The
first Phon-a-Thon was in 1986.

"We raised about $20,000 [in 1986 j. We were
ecstatic. We thought it was marvelous," Smith
said.

Last year the group raised $135,308.
The Center has a study area, a library, and a

cafeteria. It also holds some University classes. In
addition to it having Catholic masses, it has held
Russian Orthodox services, along with Episcopa-
lian, Methodist and Mormon rites.
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If You Would Like To Improve Your
Relationships

- to say what you feel without feeling guilty

- to explore your issues with commitment and choice

- to listen actively

- to have meaningful relationships

iiMWimMiiwiiiii. Relationship Skills Group
i

A six week focused group meeting Tuesday afternoons, 3:00 to

4:30, beginning in early October. Pre-registration required. For
further information or registration call Mindy Pincus-Wagman or
Richard Gleiner. 545-2337 or stop by Hills North 127.

Wednesday Niu;ht
is guest"

BARTENDER
NIGHT

Ai Mike 's

DHnk Special
MILLER GENUINE DRAFT

LIGHT
^ $4.50 Pi

Free T-Shirts & Prizes
This Week's guest bartender is

Ben Smith
•PRIZES

• $25.oo Gift Certificate to iVIike's •
• 2 -Week membership to THE GYJVl •

• Mike's Oiii>;inal T-Shirt •

Drawing Is \Vediicsda\- Night • Must he present to win but put \'our name in any time!

ALL YOU CAN EAT SUNDAY BRUNCH
1 1:30- 2:30 • $3.75

Eggs Benedict • Scrambled Eggs* Roast Beef • Assorted Muffin & Breads
Sausage* Chicken & Rice • Bacon • Beef Stroganoff • French Toast

Drink Special
SPICED RUM

$1.75

Always

Something

For Everyone!

Drink Special
MILLER GENUINE

DRAFT
S#*a0 :i*itc*ieri

STEVEN

FRIDAY OCTOBER 2 8:00 P.M.

University of Massachusetts

Fine Arts Center

AtL SEATS RESERVED

AVAILABLE AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

OR BY PHONE 413-545-2511 - VISA/MASTERCARD

PRESENTED BY STAGE LEFT PRODUCTIONS LTD. AND

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINE ARTS CENTER

harassment
continued from poge 1

fact constitutes sexual harassment," said

Wardwell. I think some people may be

afraid to report because of the possibility

of retaliation."

Slightly less than one-fifthofthewomen
reported that they had followed the Anita
Hill/Clarence Thomas Hearings "very
closely," and 36.4 percent said they thought
Anita Hill was telling the truth.

"I think a lot of people are reporting

now because of the Clarence Thomas
hearings," said Wardwell.

Four-fifths of the surveyed women re-

ported "sometimes or often" seeing or

hearing other students making negative
remarks about females or telling jokes
that "put down" womens. One-fifth of the
women reported this behavior from course
instructors or University staff members.

Two-thirds of the women reported
"students making unwanted physical
contact" with them. Almost one-quarter
reported they had experienced students
asking them "for sexual favors in return
for other favors."

"Clearly many women are experienc-
ing behaviors which often are defined as
"sexual harassment," but they are not

defining the behaviors as such," the Project

Pulse report stated.

Fifteen percent of the women surveyed
reported experiencing at least one of the
following behaviors by University staff

members: sexual remarks about their

bodies or sexual activities, feeling tense

by pressure for sexual activity, unwanted
physical contact or explicit unwanted
sexual advances.

Forty-one percent said they would "very

likely" report an incident of sexual ha-

rassment if they experienced it. A little

more than three-fifths said that "fear of

retaliation" would discourage them
slightly from reporting. More than half

said embarrassment or shame would dis-

courage them from reporting.

Only 12 percent said they had confi-

dence in the University's ability to respond
effectively to sexual harassment.

Wardwell encourages women to seek
assistance with a problem at the Ombuds
Office, who hears grievance cases.

"We are here to help anyone with a
University related problem. I encourage
women to report incidents of harassment
and not hope it will just go away," said

Wardwell.

LaDuke
continued from page 1

Brazil every year since 1900 and 70 per-
cent of all indigenous peoples' lands are
being annexed by the military industrial
complex.

LaDuke said thatGeorge Bush's energy
and industrial policy is based on the ex-

ploitation of indigenous land and that 72
percent of all wars in the world are fought
between the state and indigenous nations.

LaDuke contended that all nuclear
testing has been done on Native American
lands, the reason being that two-thirds of
the resources needed for nuclear devel-
opment, such as uranium, is mined from

Native land. On the reservations where
uranium is mined, she said, birth defects
are eight times higher than the national
average.

She concluded with the fact that even
500 years later, indigenous peoples still

survive through a continental holocaust.

The common myth "there is no Indian,"
LaDuke said, attempts to say that a crime
hasn't been committed.

LaDuke reminded the audience that
50 million indigenous peoples were
slaughtered in an unprecedented genocide,
and she challenged them to take respon-
sibility for these crimes.

murder
continued from page 1

results.

The murder-suicide sent ripples of
shock and frustration through this work-
ing-class city of56,000 residentsjust north
of Springfield.

"You don't know what cuckoos are out
there," said one resident, Anne Wlodyka.
"What's happening in our town? It's sad."

Authorities say Bessonette and Dupont
split up in August and she returned his
engagement ring Monday. He made some
threats at that time, the district attorney
said.

"He said he was going to take the little

boy and do something to her," said Shelly
Bassett, a woman at the scene who identi-
fied herself as Dupont's friend.

Magic
continued from page 1

success and the lack of additional
medical problems that convinced
Johnson to return.

"The true test for me was playing
against the players in practice on
the Olympic team and watching as I

was just getting better and better,

playing hard against them every
day, going at it hke it was a regular
game," Johnson said. "Also, getting
back here, putting on 15 pounds,
playing every day, as we did this
morning with the guys at UCLA.

"I'm feeling good and it's time to
get back to what I was doing."
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What 'in the best interests
of the child' should mean

Last Friday, 12-year-old Gregory
Kingsley was granted a "divorce" from his
biological mother by a Florida circuitjudge,
paving the way for his foster parents to
adopt him. It is a case that touches upon
the 1992 catch-all, "family values," and
raises two essential questions: one, will
this case establish a legal precedent for
the welfare of abused and neglected chil-
dren? and two, why did this case ever have
to go to trial?

When I wrote my first column this
year. I thought it would be the only one
that was adoption-related, but after see-
ing this case in the papers, I knew I had to
write about it.

Luke

ERICKSON
The primary factor to consider is par-

enthood: what is it, exactly? Is it the bio-
logical conception of life? Is it merely in-
stinct? Or is it a creation of society?

The answer to all of these questions is

yes. The argument is to what degree each
"concept plays in the overall picture. I be-
lieve parenthood is psychological above
all else. It is the caring and nurturing ofa
child that satisfies both physical and
emotional needs.

Mymotherused to quote fi-om Dr. Spock's
"Baby and Child Care" (The "directions" in
the movie "Raising Ai'izona") saying that
the love and care that a baby receives in the
first six months of life will influence him or
her for the rest of his or her life.

Gregory Kingsley"s mother neglected
him for most of the first nine years of his
life. It was a blessing in disguise when she
placed him into the foster care system
because she felt she could no longer pay
the bills. Gregory was placed with a foster
family that loves him and is willing and
able to give him the kind of support he
needs. Now, they are his parents.

Gregory Kingsley's father surrendered
his parental rights earlier this year when
Gregory made it known that he wanted
his foster parents to adopt him. He may
have seen it as an opportunity to escape.

or he may have realized it was in Gregory's
best interest; either way, it was the right
choice.

It is sad that Gregory's mother could not
realize that fact. Instead, she chose to fight;
not for her son, but for herown salvation as
a failed parent. Gregory was a pawn in her
game of "I'm Putting My Life Together
Again." Fortunately, Gregory was able to
leave the table. Sadly, his two brothers are
still with his biological mother.

What if Gregory Kingsley had grown
up in Massachusetts? Well, chances are
his case would have been brought to trial
by the Department of Social Services on
his behalf (Gregory Kingsley retained his
own attorney and filed suit himself, which
is what makes his case unique) but he
would have been at the mercy of judges
that are untrained in child psychology.

Case in point: A man, convicted of as-
saulting his wife and two daughters, sues
to retain custody of his children. He has
been granted a divorce from his wife. The
children have been in foster care for nearly
two years. Thejudge awards him custody,
citing his good behavior in jail (not too
many women and children in there to
knock around, your honor ?) and the fact
that the girls called him 'Daddy' when
they saw him in court (and the lawyers,
and the baihfT, and the social worker...or
any adult male, according to the girls'

foster mother). Six months later he's ar-
rested and convicted for raping his two
daughters. The foster motherwho pleaded
against him could only hang her head and
cry. Sometimes my mother's emotions
betray her stoic nature.

I am not advocating that every parent
who places his or her child into foster care
is an unfit parent, or that every child who
seeks to have parental rights terminated
(the correct term - not 'divorce') should win.
I do advocate that every case should be
looked at individually, before a panel of
social workers, with a judge acting as an
arbitrator, not God. It's about time that
"in the best interests of the child" meant
exactly that.

Luke Erickson is a UMass student.

The land of the free
a blurry piece of history?

The words are brewing underneath your
skin, eating away at your stomach. Filled
with passion and purpose they hold your
heart in a tight embrace. They're crawling
up your throat, trying to grasp at your
tongue, but no sound is made. Your blood
is boiling, the frustration of silence seep-
ing out your pores.

Your mind is doing violent somersaults
trjnng to figure out why no sound comes
and your eyes are swelling as if the words
were trying to be spoken through your
tears. The anger inside you serges through
your throat as you make one last effort for
sound— then you realize the government
is clenching your vocal chords in its iron
fist.

E.G.

THOMAS
This, to me, is what it would be like to

not have freedom of speech. I could never
fathom how people governed by dictator-
ships handled that indisputable silence,
but I was always thankful for our Consti-
tution preventing me from finding out.

This country would be nothing without
freedom of speech; it is the pavement on
which our nation was built; it is what
America stands for. However, lately it

seems the "land of the free" is nothing but
a piece of blurry history.

President Bush recently made a visit to
the Missouri Southern State College
campus. It was a public appearance,
sponsored by the Young Republicans, in
which all were invited, including the
Democrats.

Upon entry to the rally, the Clinton
supporters, one by one were approached
by officers from the Missouri State High-
way Patrol. They were each told thev
would have to move their "protest" to
another area. The officers referred to this
area as the "designated protest area"; al-
though no formal protest had been orga-
nized. "They were serious about it. We
were given no choice", the president ofthe
Young Democrats was quoted as saying in
the Joplin Globe

I Sept. 13 1.

The supporters were led to this area
(30 square feet marked off by crime-scene
tape and in no real proximity of the rally),
and held by the watchful eye of police and
secret service men; they weren't even al-

lowed to go to their cars or their classes.
They were told that if they crossed over
the line of segregation, they would be
arrested.

The Democrats repeatedly asked for
the reasons why they were being detained,
but the ofTicers had none, they were just
following orders.

Meanwhile on the grounds of the rally,
student journalists were being harassed
by police and service men. "I saw two
women from NOW arguing with this offi-

cer at the protest area. Since I had no
telephoto lens I had to get pretty close,"
one student said.

"This officer turned to me and
asked,'Who are you? Letme see your press
pass.' I told him I was a student. He
physically grabbed me and the camera
and attempted to take I it I away. I refused
to let him do it."

At the metal detectors Clinton signage
was being confiscated and those now en-
tering with any Clinton paraphernalia
were being verbally harassed and then
promptly sequestered with the others.

When I was younger the above was
explained to me as the meaning of com-
munism. I was enraged when I heard
about this story. This wasn't just some
excited Republican public taking away
Democratic signage, but an organized
government effort.

Who gave them these rights of au-
thority? Under what law would the stu-
dents be aiTested?Tiespassing— on public
property? Property that these students
pay for? They weren't even acting in a
disorderly or disruptive manner; how
threatening could they have been? All
they held were their beliefs, not baseball
bats orguns—just the ammunition oftheir
values.

America is fast becoming the land of
intolerance and distortion. The foundation
on which our country was built is disin-
tegrating into the earth and becoming the
bottom layers ofthe ocean floor. We might
as well rip up the Constitution and use it

as fertilizer. It would seem as if the gov-
ernment has already torn up the Bill of
Rights and used it as kindling to start a
fire. After all, the flames of their power
have already burnt down one city.

First they interfere with our skin pig-
mentation, then our ovaries, then our
hormones — now its everyone's vocal
chords? Our government might as well
enroll themselves in Harvard Medical
School to become certified surgeons. What's
next, our minds? — or have they already
gotten to that, and we just don't know
about it yet?

E.G. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Hey, we want to talk about sex
We, the Peer Sex Educators (PSEs) at

UMass, would like to let everyone know
that we are here and we like to talk about
sex! We'll come to your dorm, sorority,
fraternity, club meeting or anything else
and let you pick a workshop for us to give.

We'll help you to "Be a Better Lover."
We'll discuss safer sex and condom use

as well as HIV. AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases in a comfortable, non-
threatening manner.

We'll allow you to ask questions both
anonymously and otherwise.

We'll help you to understand why
communication is so important with your
partner.

Read me, please
Look, it's like this: all of your letters are great,

sometimes a little bizarre, but great nonetheless.
And you know we love getting mail and reading all

ofthem— but, hey, this is the deal—we can't print
any of them unless your name, address and phone
number are on the page somewhere. There's just

one catch to this all — it has to be your real name
— the one your parents gave you.

Sounds pretty simple, eh? So, look, as soon as
something you read irks at your heart strings, or

any other place I'm not allowed to mention — just

type (double-spaced, please) a nifty note under 50
lines to let us all know how you feel. Thenjust take
it down to the campus basement and give it to us—
you could even use campus mail if we scare you.

We're not homophobic or heterosexist.
We're Republicans, Democrats, so-

ciali.sts, female, male, gay, straight and
bisexual. We're pre-med, English, engi-
neering, psychology, sociology and math
majors. We're here and we're just like
you!

If you are interested in seeing a work-
shop, sponsoring one or just want to find
out more information, contact Myra
Edelstein at University Health Services
or speak to any PSE you can find. We're
always willing to talk about sex.

Robin Todd, PSE
Amherst

Problem of abandoned trays is easily solved
This letter is in reaction to the front page picture

[Gollegian, Sept. 29 1 titled "Tasty Morsels," where the
UMass students are portrayed as being "too indolent to
bus their own trays."

As the students who eat at Franklin Dining Commons
know, this picture is very misleading.

Franklin has two sides in which students can drop ofT
their trays. At lunch students usually have limited time

_
in which to eat and get going to their next class.

For some strange reason, during peak lunch hours
(11-1) only one side of this D.C. is open to drop off trays,
which is annoying because after you find out which side
is open (no signs ofcourse) the line is very long and slow,
something we are all used to at UMass.

The problem here is that there are two sides and using

both of them would eliminate the problem of students
leaving their trays on tables or on rolling racks as shown
in the picture.

By using the facility as it was intended and closing
down one side when it is slow would make a lot more
.sense.

I only wish the Gollegian was there earlier to get a
more realistic view of what was happening, that picture
makes us look bad and is very misleading.

This paper has quite a large circulation and, as we
know. It is important that we are careful how UMass
students are perceived, especially by ourselves.

Wayne S. Yeatman
Central
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'No race possesses the monopoly of beauty, intelligence, or force." - Steve Biko

Nobel Prize winner Tutu to visit UMass
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

On Tuesday. Oct. 6 at 4:00 p.m.. Archbishop Desmond
Tutu of South Africa will address the University of
Massachusetts at the Fine Arts Center. Desmond Tutu.
1984 Nobel Peace Prize recipient, will be discussing the

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO
Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

present state ofaffairs in South Africa and the role he has
played in the struggle against apartheid in South Africa.

Tutu's visit at UMass will be the first stop of a national
speaking tour. Proceeds from the event will go towards
the Bishop Tutu Fund, which provides scholarships for

Black South Africans to further their higher education.
Rev. Christopher Carlisle, Episcopal chaplain at the

University who helped arrange Tutu's visit, hoped that a
greater awareness could be raised towards the present
situation in South Africa.

"We thought he would bring attention to the situation
in South Africa while bringing into focus for Americans
the state ofrace relations in their own country," said Rev.
Carlisle. "It's through personal contact with bearers of
hope such as Desmond Tutu that we can see the greater
possibility for racial harmony and community."

Archbishop Tutu became an outspoken critic ofapart-
heid at the age of 12. Graduating from Western High
School in Johannesburg, he went on to study theology at
St. Peter's Theological College in Johannesburg. In 1961.
he was ordained to the priesthood and then went on to

England for further studies, receiving a bachelor's degree
in divinity and and a master's degree in theology in 1966
from Kings College in London.

In 1967, Archbishop Desmond Tutu returned to South
Africa. In 1972, he became associate director of the
Theological Education Fund, where he administered
scholarship funds of the World Council of Churches. In
1974 he was installed as dean ofJohannesburg and later
was consecrated bishop of Lesotho the following year.

In 1978. Desmond Tutu became the first Black secre-
tary general ofthe international South African Council of
Churches. Under his leadership, the council became an
important vehicle for Black leadership when the major
African Nationalist groups were banned.

In 1984, Desmond Tutu spent a three month sabbati-

cal at the General Theological Seminary in New York

City. On Oct. 16 of that year, he was awarded the Nobel

Peace Prize. Following his receipt of the Nobel Prize,

Tutu returned to South Africa and advocated strong for

the withdrawal of foreign interests and investments,

leading the way for the implementation of economic

sanctions on the government. Later in 1984, Desmond
Tutu was consecrated Bishop ofJohannesburg, the first

Black South African to hold that title. Two years later he

was enthroned as Anglican Archbishop ofCapeTown and
Metropolitan of the Church of the Province of Southern
Africa.

Mzamo Mangaliso a professor in the School of Man-
agement who also helped arrange the visit, met Desmond
Tutu while studying at Ft. Hare University in South
Africa. After establishing some professional contacts

there Mr. Mangaliso has initiated a drive to establish an
exchange program between UMass and Ft. Hare Univer-

sity in South Africa.

"Black institutions in South Africa have been reach-

ing out for support here in America," he said. "They are
very excited about the response so far."

According to Mangaliso, several African-American
professors have expressed interest in a special part ofthe
exchange program in which professors from UMass could
also participate in the program by taking a one-year
sabbatical at Ft. Hare University.

Ft. Hare Uiiiversity is presently the bearer of the
official archives of the African National Congress. The
ANC, presently led by Nelson Mandela, is an 80-year-old
Black South African political organization whose founders
studied in the United States.

Mr. Mangaliso says the exchange program is "all part
of a dream" that he has pursued for a number of years.

New Africa House to
host cultural events
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

This Friday the New Africa House will

play host to two events highlighting tradi-

tional African-American Culture. On Fri-

day. Oct. 2. from 3 to 6 p.m.. there will be
a performance by the Lining Bar Gang.
The group, mostly retired railroad work-
ers, will perform behind the New Africa

House where a temporary railroad track
will be set up to provide an authentic
setting for the performance.

The gi'oup of 16 men will recreate the

call-and-response work songs ofthe Black
railroad crews prior to mechanization.
Originally, the railroad workers used the
songs to synchroiiize their movements and
lighten the heavy task oflaying and main-
taining the steel tracks. The Lining Bar
Gang will also be performing from 10 to

1 1:30 a.m. at the Amherst Depot on Main
St. in Amherst.

Appearing in conjunction with the Lin-

ing Bar Gang will be professional story-

teller Dylan Pritchett. from Williamsburg.
Pa. will be performing at the New Africa

House in the Augusta Savage Ai't Gallery.

Pritchett will be telling stories and sing-

ing songs drawing from Black Virginia

historical tradition. Pritchett will also be
interviewing members of the Lining Bar
Gang for the public.

In addition to Friday's events, the Au-
gusta Savage Memorial Art Gallery will

be hosting a photo exhibit titled, "From
North to South." The exhibit features 50
photographs, printed and Mounted by
Cynthia Packard, a lecturer in the W.E.B.
DuBois Dept. of Afro-American Studies.
The exhibit documents the results of the
early Black migration from the rural South
to the urban North. Packard who also

helped arrange the performance by the
Lining Bar Gang and Dylan Pritchett,

spent the the past four years doing re-

search in Virginia to put together the
exhibit.

Also to be displayed are are six sculp-

tures by Dorrance Hill, assistant profes-

sor of Afro-American Studies. The pieces
will celebrate the history of the south and
particularly the Black Men who worked
on the railroads. The exhibit will be run-
ning from September 28 to October 23

Community Calendar
Wednesday, September 30

Meeting - The UMass Black Stu-
dent Union will be holding its Third
General Assembly tonight at 6:30 p.m.
in the Malcolm X Cultural Center.
Candidates for executive elections will

be giving their speeches. Any students
interested in running for office can pick
a membership and nomination form
from the Office of Third Worid Affairs
in room 404 of the Student Union.
Candidates must arrive at the Malcolm
X Cultural Center by 6:00 p.m. in order
to prepare their presentation.

Thursday, October 1

Elections - BSU Elections will be
conducted on the Campus Center Con-
course from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All
BSU members are eligible to vote and
students may sign up on the spot to
acquire membership.

Meeting - There will be a meeting
held to discuss the issue of violence
against women of color at 7:00 p.m. in
the Campus Center room 164-71

MeetingSixxdents concerned about
the future of the Upward Bound Pro-
gram vdll be meeting at the New Africa
House in the Shirly DuBois Library at
7:00 p.m.

Friday, October 2
Performance-The Lining Bar Gang,

a performing group from Virginia, will

recreate the traditional work songs of
Black railroad crews. The performance
will take place from 3 to 6 p.m. behind
the New Africa House. Appearing in

conjunction with the Lining Bar Gang
will be storyteller Dylan Pritchett. He
will be appearing in the Augusta Sav-
age Art Gallery from 3 to 6 p.m.

Mixer - The UMass Panhellenic
Council will be sponsoringa social mixer
from 7 to 11 p.m. at the Malcolm X
Cultural Center.

Saturday, October 3
Party - The UMass Panhellenic

Council will be hosting a party at the
Southside room in the Hampden Stu-
dent Center in Southwest from 9 p.m.
to 2 a.m.

Monday, October 5
Meeting - The Black Affairs Desk of

the Collegian will be holding a staff
meeting at the New Africa House Li-
brary at 7 p.m. All students interested
in either writing, doing research, mana-
gerial, or public relations work with the
department are encouraged to attend.

The rise and fall of the Upward Bound program
For 25 years the Upward Bound program has been

instrumental in helping minority students in establish-
ing their college careers. This program has been crucial
to our communities in recent years.

Penny

CAMERON
In 1988, 26,086.2 people enrolled in an institution of

higher education, of that. 4.167.5 were minorities. In
1989 30.644 doctorate degi-ees were awarded, the percent
of minorities that received these doctorates were, .12

percent Native American. 12.8 percent Asian, 13.2 per-
cent Afro-American. 2.18 percent Hispanic, and 2.5
percent Puerto Rican.

With the statistics being what they are. to many the
cry has been to make drastic changes in the current
educational system. To the students and faculty that
gathered in the New Africa House on Sept. 24, 1992, at 7
p.m.. the cry was "why did a program that was created to

change these statistics, had a 95 percent success rate,

produced an astronaut on a current shuttle mission, and

Jim Collins, who recently ran for state representative,
get cancelled?"

In a meeting which consisted of representation from
various multicultural organizations and most of their
campus communities, the main issue was the cancella-
tion ofthe Upward Bound program. The Upward Bound
program was for promising, low income, high school
students who would be the first generation of their
families to go to college. The program lasted from freshman
to senior year and consisted of financial aid advocacy,
tutoring, counseling, and college preparatory classes.

Upward Bound was housed on the University of Mas-
sachusetts, Amherst campus, employed a staff of seven,
and serviced the Amherst, Holyoke, Pittsfield, and
Springfield areas.

On May 8, 1992 the funding for the Upward Bound
program was officially cut, after 25 years. The participants
and employees of the program were notified on May 27.
It is the issue of this 19 day delay that caused the most
discontent throughout the meeting. Feelings began to
run pretty high as former members of the program
shared their remembrances in testimonial to the

program's validity. This, in conjunction with back monies
due the staffand statistics which came from 1982 used in
the 1992 proposal made the participants feel that the
cancellation of the Upward Bound program was prema-
ture.

The groups objectives for the meeting were to collect
ideas on how to go about the reinstatement ofthe program,
either in its full capacity or a down-scaled version of the
program. University administration has implied the
consideration of implementing another progi-am to fill

Upward Bound's absence, but any information on such a
program has not been released. One person present at
the meeting, who has asked not to be identified stated
"Each year I go to more and more funerals or maternity
wards or jails. The only reason for this I can see is that
they have never been exposed to a different side of life,

Upward Bound gave people this type of exposure. The
program can't cost more than for a jail."

The next meeting concerning the Upward Bound
program will be held on Oct. 1, 1992 in the New Africa
House at 7 p.m.

Penny Cameron is a UMass student.
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Arts &r living
Movies on HSCN this week: Ah-nold & Crystal
By MIKE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hey there, oh faithful readers! This week, there are
quite a few treats in store, including one of my favorite

scenes in a movie— the orgasm scene in When Harry Met
Sally. Also, for all you Ah-nold fans, he's back, he's good,

and he's on HSCN in Terminator 2: Judgement Day. So
keep it tuned religiously to Channel 7, and away we go
with the movies that'll be shown from today 'til Tuesday
(no pun intended.)

Dying Young — Julia Roberts, Campbell Scott. Well,

looks like we're starting offon the wrong foot here,hmmm?
Sigh, the previews looked so promising, didn't they? Too
bad the movie didn't deliver. . . anjdihing. It's your typical

cancer movie with a little extra dramatic effect with the

chemo scenes— very graphic. Julia is still irresistable but
overacts a tad, Campbell is good looking and sweet, but
MEGA thumbsdown on the plot, and especially the cheesy
ending. Survey says. . . BIG X! No stars.

Terminator 2: Judgement Day — Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Robert Patrick, Linda Hamilton.
Schwarzenegger's back, but this time he's the good guy,

and he must protect Hamilton's son, John, who is being
targeted for termination by the advanced evil cyborg
played by Patrick. You won't get much dialogue from
Patrick, but the special effects instilled upon his body will

completely blow you away, especially when he gets

slammed into a wall and reverses himself. Good lord, how
on earth do they DO that? ***l/2

Rocky Horror Picture Show — Tim Curry, Susan
Sarandon, Barry Bostwick. Cult horror classic that always
seems much better when you see it in Cambridge, but
what the heck? A fine film anyway about a straight

couple, Janet and Brad, who stumble onto a transvestite

town of Transylvanian whackos. The music is unforget-

Don't Miss This!

Last 3 Days

Leather Goods

Save 50-70% Off

Book Bags • Trave Bags • Hand Bags

Brief Cases • Portfolios • Wa lets

Plus Much More

Location: Campus Center Concourse

THIS WEEK ONLY
Sponsored by UMASS Baseball

35th ANNUAL MISS CHINATOWN U.S.A. PAGEANT

CONTESTANTS SEARCH

Pageant date: January 30, 1993

Location : San Francisco

AWARDS:
• $10,000 Cash Scholarship

• Grand Deluxe Orient Tour

• Numerous Additional Gifts

QUALIFICATIONS:
• Female. Age 1 7-26. Single.

Never Married and Have
Never Been a Parent

* Must Be of Chinese Ancestry

• Citizen or Resident of ttie U.S.

• Must Be Available from

Jan. 24-Feb. 7, 1993

Melissa Wu. Miss Chinatown USA 1992

Interested applicants please send a

short resume, phone s.tirrie you can

be reached, and a recent photo by

10/20/92 to: Esther Li c/o Chan & Li

445 Grant Avenue Suite 700

San Francisco. CA 94108

Sponsored by San Francisco Chinese Chamber of Commerce

R/T Transportation and

Room /Board will be provided.

table — let's do the time warp again.

Grease—John Travolta, Olivia Newton-John, Stockard
Channing. Taken from the long-rurming Broadway show.
Grease is lots offun to watch. The choreography is simple
yet magnetic, and the movie just oozes happiness in the

50s. A wop bop a loo bop a wop bam boom! ***l/2

Big— Tom Hanks, Elizabeth Perkins, Rot)ert Loggia.

Clearly the most delightfully innocent movie I have ever

seen. Hanks is a 13-year-old boy who wishes he were big

and gets his wish as he turns into a 30-year-old the very
next morning! Hanks is simply adorable, and the directing
by Penny Marshall is superb. ****

Project X — Matthew Broderick, Helen Hunt, Bill

Sadler. Very enjoyable story with a Disney-like ending
about a military pilot wishful who is assigned to teach
chimps how to fly simulated planes. Broderick discovers

a dark secret, however, and is enraged when he realizes

that the chimps are being subjected to more than just

flying lessons. The chimps are a delight to watch. ***

Regarding Henry — Harrison Ford, Annette Bening.

Ford is aman obsessed with his careerwho finds little time
or patience for his family but is engaged in an affair when
he gets shot in the chest and in the head during a conve-

nience store robbery. He loses his memory and must
releam how to read, write, etc., and he turns into a really

nice guy. A film that grabs the heart and doesn't let go.
*' '^

AirAmerica— Mel Gibson, Robert Downey Jr.. Nancy
Travis. I personally think that the producers tried to get a

couple ofmajor studs on a high budget and a script writer

on a low budget. Help! A couple of CIA guys run some
smuggling operation. It's part action/adventure, part

comedy, and mostly stupid and a waste of good talent.

Sigh. A couple of chuckles save it, but not by much. ''1/2

Madonna: Truth or Dare — Madonna is so indepen-

dent and rebellious, you just have to respect her man-
nerisms. The movies is autobiographical, and really

interesting—an insider's guide into the mind ofMadonna.
Sure, the water bottle scene is what you will always hear
about, but it goes much farther than that. Trust me! Don't

miss it. She's electric. ***

Micki and Maude — Dudley Moore, Amy Irving, Ann
Reinking. I suppose my loathing for Dudley Moore as an

actor has something to do with my incredible distaste for

this tedious and overworked farce, but I think that the

plot may have had a thing or two to do with it also. Moore
has a wife and a girlfriend who are both pregnant with his

child, and go into labor at the same time. Some funny
scenes in the hospital, but not a lot more to it. *l/2

A Nightmare of Elm Street — John Saxon, Heather
Langenkamp, Johnny Depp. Classic horror film of our
generation, I must say! Made Freddie Krueger a house-
hold name. . . director Wes Craven is very creative in this

movie about a bunch of teenagers who are terrorized by
their nightmares that eventually tie into reality as they

are murdered one by one. This is definitely a nightmare-
producing flick! ***

The Natural— Robert Redford, Robert Duvall, Glenn
Close. A superstar cast is packed into this movie about a

baseball player who leads a very interesting and depress-

ing life. He plays 'til he's past his prime, but that doesn't

matter, cause you have to play by the rules in movies,

people! You just can't end on a sour note. If it's a baseball

movie, it has to end with some guy hitting a homer into

some lights or something cliche like that. **

When Harry Met Sally — Billy Crystal, Meg Ryan,
Carrie Fisher, Bruno Kirby. Yep, my favorite orgasm
scene! Fantastic movie about a couple who meet in college

and hate each other, meet again in an airport and really

don't care for each other, and then meet again in New
York and become friends and eventually a couple. It's

down to earth, funny, sad and very realistic. It's a
heartwarmer, a tearjerker, a comedy. It's just fantastic

all around! =•=***

Welcome Home — Kris Kristofferson, JoBeth Wil-

liams, Sam Waterson. Tired film about an MIA who
comes home to his wife and son after 17 years. Yeah, nice!

How 'bout a shock, there? "Hi honey, I'm home. Yeah, it's

nearly two decades later, and I've got a new Cambodian
wife and a kid, but I'd really like to get back together with

you. You were faithful, right?" Yah, suuuuure!'''

Movies that are on HSCN this week but are not

reviewed are: City ofJoy, Miracle Mile, Panic in Needle
Park, Planet of the Apes, Runaway, This is My Life,

Thunderheart, and Young Visitors.

Photo exhibit explores Germany
By ERIC T. NELSON
Collegian Correspondent

"On a sunny day, you would see the people on the

streets looking down at the ground, hunched up in their

bigovercoats," ishow michael BrendonMaclnnis describes
his time spent in what once was the German Democratic

Republic, commonlyknown as East Germany. Maclnnis's

exhibit ofblack and white photographs oftheGDR is now
showing in the Student Union Art Gallery

Severe images of a country beaten into submission

under a communist rule greet the onlooker walking into

the exhibit. It is comprised of five years worth of photo-

graphs taken while travelling and experiencing life in the

GDR. The pictures tell the story of a country that was
afraid to.

Michael Brendon Maclnnis is 33 years old. He grew up
in the AUston and Nevv^ton areas of Boston and then

moved to California at the age of 21. After studying

sculpting and filmmaking at the Massachussetts College

ofArt, he transferred to the University ofMassachussetts

at Boston to study German and French Literature.

Maclnnis moved to the Federal Republic ofGermany,
or West Germany, in 1986 to participate in the UMass
Freiburg/Baden - Wurttemburg program and proceeded
to study at the University of Freiburg. He completed

bachelor's degrees in both French and German while

there and proceeded to go on to graduate studies until

leaving in 1991

During this time, he travelled extensively in eastern

Germany, doing most of his photo work between the

years 1987-1989. A large portion of the work comes from

the city ofEast Berlin, which he is most familiar with, but

other large cities such as Dresden and Bittefeld are

Turn to GERMANY, page 10

Attention:U^^^ 0.

My scales ache for you,

Pining away in No. Andover,

Keep in touch -

With Much Love

TONIGHT
KARAOKE

$50.00 Cash Prize

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30

THE ^4 PUB
( IMCimVllvS MIVjIYS IN A.MHi-HST

I '»<.H • I'I'I .

15 EAST PLEASAnT STREET
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Too Much Joy: Too Cool
Bv ERIC SAULNIER
and CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

Loose, ringing harmonies cutting over crunching
guitar-work was one of the reasons we first picked up the
Clatih. What do we listen to now while still avoiding the
Jones and Strummer wannabees? TOO MUCH JOY!

Mutiny, the foursome's fourth album and second major
label release (on Warner Brothers G/AiVTdivision ) is the
finest collection of songs from TMJ since their second
album. Son ofSatn I Am.

Too Much Joy's unique vocal approach shines through
on this release. Harmonies which most bands might mix
and lose behind the leads', rise up to meld with lead
singer Tim Quirk's witty vocal lines.

Producer William Whittman (Cyndi Lauper, The
Outfield, Graham Parker) crosses over nicely to work
with the Joy boys in producing an album which grabs you
by the ears and forces you to tap your feet while appre-
ciating the way that TMJ looks at life.

The lead single "Donna Everywhere" (whose video can
be seen on MTVs 120 MINUTES but DESERVES to be
a BUZZ CLIP) keeps you dancing while telling the tale of
a chance encounter with a beautiful woman and the
burning effect she has on Quirk's memory.

Stai-iy Eyes is a great cover tune re-worked lyrically to

create an extremely singable tune about issues like

censorship, abuse of authority, conservative regulations

and early closing bars.

Chili Pepper fans beware— "Just Like a Man" packs
ever}i;hing a Flea jam can hold plus a really hooky
chorus. And ifBass is your thing, TMJ's Sandy Smallens
proves to be one of the tastiest players around.

These guys touch every genre of Pop music to create

their own sub-grouping and the sound that they produce
is so distinctive that it is a joy to listen to the tunes again

and again.

So why haven't you heard of these guys? Because
they're not from Seattle! They're from Scarsdale, N.Y.

spoiled, white suburbia. But that's o.k. because Too Much
Joy doesn't take themselves too seriously and that's their

charm. "One day we're going to be pompous assholes,"

quips Tim Quirk. "We just want that day to be as far off

as possible."

So if the rest of the music world wakes up when the

"Seattle Buzz" is gone, maybe then they'll give Too Much
Joy a listen. Until they do - do yourself a favor and buy
their latest releaseMwf//jy and any oftheir past availables.

Ifyou buy only one new CD or tape this year it should be

Mutiny, you owe it to yourself.

CHRIS CALLIS / WARNER BROS
Too Much Joy

LOW, LOW
PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112-535-1888

HOT! HOT! HOT!

See Vou On The Beach

SPRING BREAK 1993

with

C/IMPUS GET-AWAYS

1^800-2-CANCUN
CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A FREE TRIP

Available

At:

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Ccjrds • C/dmcs & More...

Hcimpshjrc Mali, Hddlcy • 586-8775

hioclsidc Mcill, Holyokc • 552-9797

OPEN: Mondciy - Sdturdijy 10dm - 9pm •

Sunddy 1 i^pm - 5pm

CAREERm \992
Date? Thursday, October 1

Time? 1:00 -5:00

Where? Campus Center Auditorium

Who? Open to Everyone

Why? Find Out About 40 Major Firms

0^ ^^

Wal-Mart
AT&T
IBM
GE

NCR^
Chubb
Bull HN
Raytheon

SEiMIORS: Bring your
resumes

Sponsored by

THE UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB

Please Help
The UMass Library!

SAVE WRAPPERS
FOR US, PLEASE!
From Now until Oct. 15

The M&M/Marf'^

Company will redeem wrappers

from their candies, ice cream bars,

savory snacks, etc. for5^ each.

The University Store

Supports this effort.

Menibeis oftlie fri&icls otthe Libraiy will

collect tlie wappers and volunteers will sort,

count, & bundle tlieni lor redenpiai Funds

received will be used to supplement tlie bdly

undemourislied itaty Book Fund.

Thanks for your help!

Joseph Kilmartin Jr.

President, Friends of the Library

All M&M/MARS Single Candy Bars Are
Twix, Skittles i^x^ Snickers, Mars,
Bounty, PB Max {/MM|/ M&M's, Milky Way
Dove, Starburst <^ / ^ ^ y^ 3 Muskateers

.^UNIVERSITY ^ The University StoremSTORE* - T^^ '^'nl-Store

^ me Munchys at Franklin, Hampden, or Worcester Commons.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

ASQ«JT BATHS.
FIKE, QD
AHEAD m>
OEUS ir.
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By GARY LARSON

NOBOO>( RESPECTS
\M OEH\NL.

>>^-^^
^^,

JIM^S JOURNAL

|TTAa.y ov^e of ^^^

oiccii«Kii^\V>^ frit

130

By JIM

I'lL

Mt9 of VJAO^ «|V\«|

eerie fK^I wiMt
o-Ff of i+.

«|v^A slid it
b^cVc |Wt« plo^cC

X+ v#orVt^ as

DARBY By JOHN McLaughlin

WhyPo 6iRlS
ALWAYS AVOIP MH ?

Vou'Re
Too Sexy.

/

That's it./

I iNTlMlPATe
TH£t^.

\

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

1/

CAST OF THOUSANDS
/^l^2, Peki- 1 /AAJi l^A^ c^-z9-%

By BARRY DEUTSCH

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Marc Elliott

PhotoTechniclan Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor MikeCarvalho

Production Michele Bakis,

Theresa Ciammattei, Lisa Jezowski

Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Yummy Stuff on Roll Chicken Flapjacks

Ground Egg Soup Fish Head
BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Yummy Tofu Stuff Tofu Wings

Veggie Balls Doo doo

It was always a bizarre spectacle, but no one ever,

et^er, ridiculed the Teapot Kid.

Quote of the Day
"Freedom of speech is better than sex."

- Madonna

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Tak-
ing ihings nice and slow could
strengthen a promising relationship.

The two of you move forward together

on a better basis. Travel and eco-

nomic changes overseas stimulate

business.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Stay

on your toes at work — great plans

are l)eing hatched behind closed

doors! A night out may not suit your

mood this evening. Apologize lor

backing out at the last minute.
GEMINI (May 21-|unc 20): Seek

professional help if you are disturlx'd

alxjut something. Completing a spe-
cial project on lime could win you a
Ixinusor promotion. A telephone call

shows you a shortcut to financial

success.

CANCER (June 2I-|uly 22): Keep
closer tabs on your expenses when
traveling. Put receipts in a safe place
in case questions arise. A letter un-

derstanding of tax laws helps you
increase your savings.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22): Someone
who holds you in high regard wants
to reward you. Learn to accept praise

and gifts graciously. Do what you can
to open up new worlds to a child who
is reaching out.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
laciiul but honest when asked for

your opinion. Pretending to approve
of an idea or an individual could

come back to haunt you.

LIBRA (Sept. 2 J -Oct. 22): Long-
distance travel may not Ik' as satisfy-

ing as you hoped. Extra lime and
energy can turn a loss into a long

winning streak. A money situation

will s<K)n shift in your lavor.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21); A
differenceot opinion regarding nv)iH'y

< ould leave you and a loved one on
the outs. Postpone starling new col-

lalx)rative ventures, instead, complete
()rojects iK'gun last week.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec.2l):

A very lorlunate romantic en< ounler

could greatly improve your whole
outlook. Happy expedalions have
you walking on air! Go on an artistic

or literary binge.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. I'»: A
convivial meeting could prove prf)f-

ilable for everyone concerned.
Something new is addc-d to the job

scene, spurring you on. A sauna, hot

bath or massage is es|x>i lally relaxing

this evening.

AQUARIUS iUn. 20-Feb. 18):

Yesterday's efforts pay off nicely.

Greater elliciency increase your
chances tor a raise. To avoid mental

exhaustion, leave any work worries

at the office.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 21): Alli-

ances ot all types are under stress

now. Avoid making new demands or

rocking the lx)at. A public relations

campaign is worth the time and effort.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Garb (or fral

house parties

6 Too
10 Certain

opiiidians

1 4 Alas

1 5 1 ife stories, tor

slu>rt

16 He.idy tor

business
1 7 Boxing match.

ot a sort

19 Gandhi, to Ben
Kingsiey

?0 Toys for tots

?1 On Ihe briny

22 Elm or oak
23 Uno. due. —
24 Furious

26 Hansel's sister

30 f'fare lor

pigeons

32 fxlernaf

33 Helpers

34 Extinct bird

37 Barnum
allraclion

40 Explorer

.lolin'.on

11 Chiinqp

1? Blockbird Var

43 Oaf
44 Aorta
45 Wary
4R Bullring cry
40 Conlented

sound
bO Stubborn one
b? Cabbage
b6 Encourage
5^ Bond thriller

59 Tip

60 S«abird
R1 Oeep pink

62 Scrutinized

63 Intend

64 Encampment

DOWN
1 Wilson s

predecessor
2 Mixture

3 Show fatigue

4 Emotes

5 Snow runner

6 Mistreat

7 A being

8 Divan

9 Former secret

org

10 Heart pump
1 1 Big spender
12 Maitiiiigup

volcano

13 Large knife

18 Sandburg or

Sagan
23 Penthouse

feature

24 Part of a list

25 Mend
26 Tans chant
27 Regrels

28 Sicilian spewer
29 links location

30 Quoted
31 Srent

33 Ouartel

member
34 Erato lor one
35 Hebrew

measure

36 With sicill

38 Partner

39 Shack
44 A in Tel Aviv

45 Like a pig's tail

46 Debate
4 7 Avarice
48 Of yore
49 Purplish brown

50 Oliver's request
51 Arm bone
52 Tie

53 Tai Mahal site

54 — year

55 Gardner ot

mystery
57 Jewel
58 Water cooler

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

9/30/92

1 7 ] 4 h

14

W

71 m

II II 1? 1]
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n

IS 41 41
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The opinions cxpressc>d on this pogc art" those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily. retlccL the views ot ^Ik- Collcgion or the University.
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r AEROBICS ^^

Low Impact

Step

'Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHER$T
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

COLLEGIAN

Recycle
this

COLLEGIAN

'pirit Haas
2 or 3

cubic foo't
Dorma-tory

Size
Refrigera-tor

Rentals
Call For Delivery

256-8433
338 College Street
Amherst, MA 01002

Wk Germany
continued from poge 7

included. Maclnnis stresses the fact that the impact of
the exhibit comes from it being shot in the perspective of
an outsider looking in.

Many ofthe people in the photos are people withwhom
Maclnnis formed relationships during his time there.
This is evident through the intimate settings in some of
the photographs in the exhibit, showing the degree of
trust given to him by his friends and subjects.

In conjunction with the exhibit, there are works by
three East German authors presented. They are deliber-
ately located somewhat removed from the photographs
in an effort to force the onlooker to seek them out, and to
understand their meaning in relation to the rest of the
exhibit. The pieces showcase the work of Elisabeth
Alexander, Elfriede Bruening, and Ruth B., all chosen for
their anonymity. The fact that they have no known

0» t » » lo

PIA J^ndrezv ^addock^
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.
Auto Insurance Specialists

Discounts Available

586-6220
Conveniently Located on Rte. 9

Next to the Banks
Hadley

(\ V R I ,\ C I l> L K S of SOUND R K T I R i: M K \ T I .\ \ i: S T I \ G
M

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF

THROUGH RETIREMENX

:S'

I

'T^hmk about supporting yourself for At TIAA-CRER we not only under-A twenty-five, thirty years or longer stand the value of starting early, we
in retirement. It might be the greatest can help make it possible-with flexible
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity
you have one valuable asset in your plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
favor. Time. choices, and a record of personal
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral, service that spans 75 years.

Time for your money to grow. Over a million people in education
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in

ifyou begin saving just $100 a month at America's largest retirement system,
age thirty, you can accumulate $192,539* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-five. today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait tenyearsandyou'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you
$227 a month to reach the same goal. have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.

Startplanningyourfuturt. CaU our EnroUment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.*"

*Ajjuming

froiuct»ryiifferrn,r„ulU CREF cttUf^aU., an iutnhuUi hf TIAA-CREF M,.^u^lan.l InslUulJalSer,L.

identity is allegorical to the rest ofthe faceless residents
of this nation.

The enthusiasm, naivete and innocence that were the
trademarks of citizens of the GDR is something that
Maclnnis says he missed in today's reunited Germany.
This point is reinforced by an anecdote he tells of East
Berlin. Two children found a wallet, and the first thing
they said to each other was, "who do I bring it to?" They
asked an old woman sitting on a bench and she told

them to take it to a poUceman, which they zealously ran
away to do. This is one ofthe positive things instilled into

the people by their government - always do the right

thing and follow the rules.

Maclnnis said this reminded him ofa scene that could
have been plucked out of Anytown, U.S.A. in the 1930s
but which sadly would probably not happen in our country
today. This genuine enthusiasm and no doubt about
what is right is what Maclnnis says is lacking in Germany
today, now that the eastern half is no longer under the
protective net of a socialist government.
The exhibit is intended to put a human face on the

GDR, to point out to people that it really existed and was
a society that represented two generations," said Maclnnis,
"it is a comment that the true GDR was not a nation of
hostile peoples, which is how they are now beingportrayed."

STUDENT^
FITNESS W\
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks!

$17900*SPECIAL RATE!
September

to May
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES*:
• Tennis • Racquetbali** • Massage Therapy
• Nautilis • Aembics**( includes step)
• Free Weights • Fitness tesHng * Sauna
• Basketball • Caaiiovascular (Stairmastef", LifeCycles'

)

•Not all clubs feature all amenities •'Nominal Fee

Comparable Value

$400 if paid monthly! ^^^^^
You save nearly 50% ^rSTFnr
by paying for your ciUBS of!
membership on the ANiERICA
day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

659 Amherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638

(Formerly Winners Attiletic Club)

This 3 session

program (classes

one week apart)

includes information

on exercise, some
anatomy, massage,

treatment options,

posture tips and pain
relief methods.

Wednesday. October 21. 28 and November 4
6:00-8:00 p.m. J

University Health Center

Physical Therapy Dept. (ground floor)

^'^^^7^1 -^^f
'^^^^^^'io" 'Of information and registration.

!;n hJ ^ . 1'° °° ^"P***'* ^^^"''•'^ '^' registration but
will be refunded upon completion of all three sessions.
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M hockey
continued from page 12

lessly blindsided Sabres goalie Darren
Puppa as time expired. Both benches
predictably emptied and the fans pre-
dictably roared with approval as two
arch-rivals went toe-to-toe on the ice.

Folks, this was only an exhibition
game. It was for practice. It didn't count.
But that didn't stop either team, now,
did it? That'sjust because "gosh I really
hate your guts" rivalries are par for the
course in the Adams, hockey's toughest
division.

The battle for the division lead will
boil down to the Montreal Canadiens
and the Boston Bruins — a team who
wore black before it was cool.

It's hard to say if the Bruins can
once more overtake the Habs, consider-
ing the B's have a new coach in Brian
Sutter and are withoutCam Neely once
more (up yours. Ulf Samuelson). But
because the Bruins are the NHL's ver-
sion of James Brown — the hardest-
working team in hockey— it's difficult,

if not impossible, to bet against them.
As for Les //a6;Ya« ^s ? Being swept by

the Bruins really had to smart in
Montreal. So you've got to figure they'll

be just as competitive as last year, and
what's more there'll be plenty ofmotiva-
tion to oust the Bruins, who have sud-
denly turned the tables in their storied
rivalry by owning them in the playoffs.

The rest? Now that the expansion
Ottawa Senators have taken Quebec's
place as the worst team in the Adams,
the pressure's off the Nordiques. In
addition, the Nords picked up a bunch
of talented players in the Eric Lindros
deal . Considering all those young play-
ers on their roster you've got to wonder
if this is the year the Nords make it

back to the NHL sweet 16.

Buffalo? Go figure. They could fin-

ish first or fourth and few would be
surprised by either. The Sabres are a
team with Stanley Cup talent and Red
Sox playoff luck, destined to choke in
big games.

As for the rest of the league? Who
cares? Well, maybe you do so here's a
quick glance at those other, lesser divi-

sions.

Patrick: Even though Pittsburgh
won the Cup, the New York Rangers
are still the pick of the litter. Last
year's playofflapse will otherwise haunt
this team unless they win the whole
thing. Don't bet against it.

Pittsburgh, Washington and New
Jersey should all perform well, with
only the Penguins challenging the
Rangers' dominance. Philly will sur-
prise, but only if Lindros proves he's

worth the obscene amount of capital
the Flyers spent to land and sign him.

Norris: The only given here is

Tampa Bay will not make the playoffs.

Otherwise, Lightning fans can forget
the final score and count Manon
Rheaume's save total, if she becomes
the first woman in the NHL. They
should let her - there'll be few other
thrills for this team.

Chicago and Detroit look like the
early favorites in the Norris, with St.

Louis and Minnesota close behind and
Toronto a lot further back. The Maple
Laughs have got to be thanking their
lucky stars that an expansion team
landed in their division.

Smythe: Wayne Gretzky is out,
maybe for keeps. Now we find out how
good the Los Angeles Kings really are,
and 111 venture a guess the answer is

"not very." They could fall as low as
fourth. Calgary will be back as a result,
but in hot pursuit of Edmonton,
Winnipeg (maybe) and Vancouver.

See you at the TOC when Lindros
makes his NHL debut. . .

YanCon
continued from page 1

2

The Rams were embarrassed this past
weekend by perennial YanCon doormat
Richmond, who could be the surprise team
of the Yankee Conference.

Jim Marshall's Spiders have compiled
a 2-1 (1-1 YanCon) record while posting
impressive victories over URI (46-14) and
James Madison (49-40), ranked as high as
18th in preseason Division-IAA polls.

Scott
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In other YanCon action from this past
weekend, the University of New Hamp-
shire, led by YanCon offensive-player-of-
the-week Jim Stayer, downed Dartmouth
45-27 with their 21 point fourth quarter
outburst in Durham, NH.

Down in Blue Hen country. Delaware
head coach Earl "Tubby" Raymond is

seeing red, after Saturday's 21-20 loss to
Division 2 Westchester, Penn. Looks like
Blue Hen QB Bill Vergantino's dream ofa
perfect season was just that, a dream.

continued from page 1

2

freshman year.

And this year? This year she has led the
Minutewomen to an 8-0 start by allowing
only 2 goals (one widely disputed vs. Bos-
ton College) and collecting six shutouts.
Scott's lightning-fast refiexes extend off
the field as the senior is quick to credit her
defense for her vast success.

"This year I get a lot of credit for not
allowing goals, but the defense in front of

me has prevented me from facing many
shots," Scott said.

So for someone who at one time wasn't
even thinking about continuing her career
in field hockey, her last year won't be
filled with high expectations, right? Wrong.

"Obviously our goal every year is to
make the NCAAs, but we don't want to look
too far ahead," Scott said. "This is the last
year that I have a chance to win, and ifwe're
ever going to do it, it's gotta be this year."

1^ ^^^ DiCeronimo Brothers^^^mam

YICTORy
Super MoJ'tcis^m^mm

10 University Drive
Amherst

McKtetCOJd

7 MANUFACTURER'S

UP
TO

Round Tripj from N«w York Scvant ic

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625
iANGKOK. 949

I ixei not includea Rettricnoni appl^.
Fire« fub|e« to chang« A ivailability.

Call about one ways We Issue
EURAIL passes on the SPOTI

79 South Pfeaunt Street
^(TlIer^t. MA 01002

256- 1 26

1

The Honorable
Minister

Louis Farrakhan

BLACK AND WHITE
A SOLUTION TO THE RACE PROBLEM

Video and Discussion
Discussion led by Brother Joseph X of

Springfield Mosque #13 NATION OF ISLAM

Friday Oct. 2, 1992
ASH Auditorium 7:30pm

Hampshire College

Whitney's

Yogurt
6 Oz. Cup Assorted Var.

Price Effective thru

October 2, 1992.

^ForJi

,6A^
MAKE A SUPER

SALAD
At Our Immaculate

SAMDBi^
Visit our salad bar today for a quick

and nutritious salad with all the fixin's.

Always fresh and delicious, create your

own mixture... it's quick and convenient'

Create Your Own
Masterpieces

at our
SALAD BAR
Any Size Salad

OFF

With
Thu

Coupon50
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Etiective thru Friday, Oct 9.1992

THIS COUPON m. TO BE DOUBLED

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Need a Locker? We havethem at OCHO.
428 Student Union.

PVOC Oil COOP. Purchase home heal-
ing oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO.
<28 Student Union or call 545 0865. Save
money and stay warm.

The Russian Club will meet on
Wednesday, Sept. 30th at 7 pm in Herter
room 610. All are welcome.

UMASS P.O.W.E.R.
Fall 92 Meetings
Mondays 7:30 p.m.

Student Union #306
Info: Kristin 253-9707

All Welcome

Sigme Sigme Sigme sorority

Open Rush
Tues. Sept. 29 7-8 Campus Center Rm 803
Wed. Sept. 30 7-8 Campus Center Rm 803
Thur Oct 1 5 6 Dinner at our home Fri

Oct. 2 5-6 Dinner at our home:
387 N. Pleasant St.

549-3811

Tri-Stgma

y°"'" l-ovs ill!

Sigma Delta Tau
Open Rush!!

9/29 9/30

6:30 8

Call 549 3938

ATTENTION MT. BIKERS

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointment
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards
Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! . , Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet'
SEYS Depi. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

FAST AND EASY INCOME
~

Earn SIOOO's weekly stuffing envelopes
Send Self addressed envelope to:

Additional income! PO Box 1416
Chicago, IL 60681 0416

MUSICIANS

Guitar Lessons. Berklee Graduate
534 0163

Looking for drummer to fill out
righteous power trio. Grunge. Call Big Al

at 549 2631

FrMge Rental Free Delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr On Busline. Call

584 9830

PERSONALS

A car radar detector, still newl
Whistler Spectrum, 3 bands
S140/B.O., call 665-2473

UMass Chess Club
Mondays 7 11 pm
In the Bluewall cafe

All are welcome

Twisters Tavern
Acoustic open mic every Thursday 7-10

Bring your axe and come early!

CMAA
Club Managers Association

of America
Meeting tonight! Wed. Sept 30 at 5:30

pm Flint 201 All welcome call 549-6389
for more info.

You've seen us in the paper. You've
seen the green cards. You may have
;seen a poster or heard us on the radio.

Comefind out what MASSPIRGS all about.

General interest meeting tonight 7 pm
163 Campus Center.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Attention Mountain Bikers:
Mountain Biking handbood (with detailed
maps) for all Amherst area trails and
mountains. S4.95 each
Contact Tim ©253-3777

AUTO FOR SALE

Attention bands and deejays!
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-
cellent condition. Call Jim, 256-6661.

Hewlett Packard 28S calculator
Great for engineering Call

6 5756S130B.O.

87 FORD ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great car

S2300 O.B.O Sajra 542-7963

1990 Toyota Celka Loaded 30.000 miles
Must see and Drive. Kenwood stereo ask-
ing 12,500 256^557.

Toyota 1984
5-Speed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
413)586 2087

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Opporlunitv knocks since crime won't.
Products everyone wants. 30 seconddemo
sells product. 413-499-6739.

The Henorable Louis Farrakhan will be
in Springfield on Nov 21 for tickets

Nate 549 4600 x217.

Mecintosh SE
1 MB RAM. two 800 KB internal floppy
drives. SCSI port. Expanded keyboard.
Superb condition. 2530799.

Snowboard - G ft S halfpipa
w/ Bindings asking S100. Call Matt
6^^7389.

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HO'aiNE. 801 379-2900 Copyright «

MA15KDH

$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-Shirts
and make S252.50. No financial obliga-
tion. A risk free program, Avg. sales time
" 4-6 hours Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/larger quantities available Call

1-800 733 3265.

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics
Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260.

HELP WANTED

Free! Free! Free to students! Bridge
lessons for beginners. Free Book, i shirt.

Learn to play for fun or competition. S6A
RmlOl Wed. 9/30 5 7 p.m. 665-7877.

Free to good home pair of male cats

gray, neutered, shy but friendly, shots

253 2351

COLLEGE PIZZA

College Piiza
Fall Special

Small cheese S3.50
Large cheese S6.00

Free Soda with purchase of large sub
salad or spaghetti

549 6098 or 549-6073
Must mention this ad

Audio/video repeir technician,

part-time. Three years professional
experience required. 584-9547

•••CAMPUS REPS WANTED"'
Heatwave vacations
Spring Break 1993

The best ^ates and the biggest
commissions. For more information

Call 800 395-WAVE

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

General meeting for all students
interested in interacting with international
students. Election for officers,

refreshments will be served. Monday,
October 5 7:00 pm
Campus Center 163

LOST

Lost
Necklace of great sentimental value.
Green stone wrapped in thick silver wire
Last seen in Boyden Gym. If found: 253
4242.

Allison,

Happy Anniversary*

Love,

Me

Happy 21st Birthday Jules
Live it up
With love - Bep
Without love Erik

Happy 21st Birthday. EVE
We're going to the bars "Alfresco"

Love.

The Crew at 700 D
Jess,
Sorry so late

But who's ever on lime
One more year to go
So suck it up Next year's mudslide
Will be the best one ever
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Love Your Roomates

KM. -
Wild women do and don't regret it.

^T._

My Beloved Twin,
I have pledged myself to you, body , heart
and soul. Please accept my love as I freely
give it. and do so with great joy It gives
me great pleasure to love you but it gives
me even greater pleasure to know that
you lovingly accept my gifts

Always,

Me

RIDE WANTED

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCE.VIENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Need a ride to UMaine ono ANY
weekend Will share gas and tolls Call
Marisa at 546 1780

SELF DEFENSE

Self defense sprays legs', effective no
permit required Personal alarms also
available. 413 499 6739 24 hours

SERVICES

Legal questions? The legal services
center offers free legal assistance to fee
paying students contact us al 922 cam

pus center, 545 1995.

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or
support' Call for free and confidential
sen/ices ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam Si.

Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-

6010

Resumes
Need help' I have experience with Re
sumes Quick service, free advice, excel
lent quality, and low prices IBM laser
printing service available. Call Andy at

549 8463

Want free facial?
Sign up now with a "Mary Kay"
consultant' Individual/group

6652473

TYPING/WORD PROC.

^•P«r» Typed Free laser printout 8t

cover page, SI .50/lyped page. Bnan 546
1795

Valley Typing
S1.50/pg

call Chris

253-3149

WANTED

Need rMe to Burlington VT. Any week-
er>d will share expenses
Call Bnan 549-6383

Oarage or drivawey space wanted lor
car storage Prefer local lo southwest
area Price negotiable. Call Paul al 546-
1051.

Naed Peych 100 notes IFeldmanI
For exam call by Wed ASAP
Money paid Craig 256^)836
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Sports
Athlete of the Week: Philippa Scott

COURTESY SPORTS INFORMATION

Goalie Philippa Scott is the Collegian Athlete of the Week.
Scott, a senior from Corsham, England is finishing up a BDIC
major focusing on adolescent development and education.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Things could've worked out far differently. University

ofMassachusetts field hockey goalie Philippa Scott could

have easily been working in Corsham, England today
instead of starting in goal on Totman Field against

Northeastern University at 3:30 p.m. She might have
easily been a midfielder, because she wasn't discovered

as a goalie until age 17.

Even worse, she could be playing for Temple.
Scott has been named the Collegian s Athlete of the

Week for her performance last week. She went 3-0 and
registered two shutouts in games against Stanford Uni-
versity. Rutgers University and Temple. Scott has helped
the Minutwomen stay at No. 5 in the NCAA poll for two
weeks in a row.

Scott, who brings a minuscule 0.046 goals-against

average into the matchup, didn't even consider Massa-
chusetts when she was growing up across the Atlantic

Ocean. In fact, she didn't even enter a university right out
of high school and had begun to look around for a job.

"I worked for a year after I left school, but I wasn't
content," she said. "I worked at a summer school in the
States and everyone was talking about U.S. universities

and how they offered scholarships, so I decided to get
back into education."

Scott grew up playing field hockey since age 11, but
said she wasn't moved to goalie until she was 17, and had
a chance to play for an all-district mixed team.

She rose quickly as a goalkeeper, making the England
under-21 team one year later. Thanks to a national field

hockey scouting agency, UMass head coach Pam Hixon got
Scott's profile and, sight unseen, got her tocome toAmherst.

"I had never seen her in person, but when I was
recruiting her we talked back and forth on the phone,"

Hixon said. "I looked at a videotape I received on her from

an international recruiting agency, but I didn't see too

much. I was recruiting two goalies from Massachusetts,

but neither one of them ended up coming here."

Scott's first choice was Atlantic 10 archrivalTemple but
things didn't work out and, "[Hixon] just grabbed me."

You might say it was a stroke of luck for all parties

involved. Scott has played nearly every game since her

Turn to SCOTT, poge 1
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FIELD HOCKEY
Northeastern (5-1) vs. Massachusetts (8-0)

Today, 3:30 p.m., Totman Field

Today's game gives the Minutewomen first crack at avenging

two heartwrenching losses at the hands of the Huskies. Last

year's regular season matchup was played in similar circum-

stances.

Like this year, Massachusetts was 8-0 heading into the

Northeastern game and the Minutewomen were scheduled to play

the number one team in the country, Old Dominion that weekend.

Northeastern controlled the overconfident UMass squad and
squeeked out a 1-0 victory, breaking the team's winning streak.

"The only thing similar for us going into the this game is our

record," UfVlass goalie Philippa Scott said. "We're a totally

different team this year and there's no way we're looking ahead."

In the first round of the 1 99 1 NCAA Tournament, Northeastern

defeated the Minutewomen again, this time by a 2-1 score in

double OT.

UMass is currently fifth in the nation while r>k)rtheastern is

ranked No. 7.

So, coach Hixon, any chance UMass will be looking past the

Huskies again?

"Not on your life."

Minutemen back home
Men i soccer hosts Providence today
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Non-conference games are used by
teams to toughen up their schedules
and prepare them for the stretch drives.

That is what the University ofMas-
sachusetts men's soccer team hopes
will happen on Wednesday when the
Minutemen host the Providence Friars
at Garber Field at 2:00 p.m.

UMass (5-1-1) will be returning
home after a three game road swing
which brought them one victory (URI),
one loss (Dartmouth) and one big tie

(Rutgers).

The Rutgers game was significant

to the Minutemen because the Scarlet

Knights are the two-time defending
Atlantic 10 champ and possible foe in

postseason play. The tie with Rutgers
put UMass in great position to clinch a
berth in the A- 10 tournament.
Now The Minutemen must focus on

the Friars (3-2-1 ). Providence has won
two in a row via shutout, so the Friars

are a team to be reckoned with.

Offensively, Providence is led by
sophomore forward Matt Baldwin,
freshman Brian Jones, and senior co-

captain Brian Anselmo. Baldwin leads

the team with three goals and eight

points while Jones and Anselmo have
five and four points respectively.

In goal the Friars use the tandem of

junior James Smith and senior Rob
Falaguerra. Smith is 2-1 with just one
goal allowed while Falaguerra is 1-1-1

with five goals allowed. Expect to see
Smith in net against UMass aft:er he
posted a shutout o\er Georgetown his

last time out.

For UMass, their strength all sea-

son has been solid team play overall.

Juniors Justin Edelman and Randy
Jacobs lead the Minuteman offense.

Edelman has 11 points and Jacobs has
10 points. However, UMass's offense is

balanced with six players having at

least five points.

Defensively, the Minutemen have
been solid all year with five games of

one goal or less being allowed. A big
question for the Minutemen will be
whether sophomore goalie Mark Wolf
will be able to return from a painful hip
pointer he suffered during a practice

last week. Erick Gruber stepped in

against Rutgers last week and per-

formed admirably in the 2-2 tie.

Game Notes: UMass will be put-

ting its home unbeaten streak on the
line against the Friars. The Minutemen
are 4-0 at Garber Field. The UMass-
Northeastern University game origi-

nally slated for October 6th at North-
eastern has been changed to October
5th at Ludlow at 7:00 p.m.

Women face Dartmouth
No. 5 soccer look to avoid letdown
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team, fresh off its new No.
5 national ranking, will face a Dartmouth
squad (today, 4 p.m. on Garber Field)

which has given them fits the past two
seasons.

In 1990 Dartmouth defeated the
Minutewomen 1-0, despite only taking
two shots in the game. Last season, the
Big Green again played a defensive style

and held the game scoreless until Massa-
chusetts' Polly Hackathorn scored the
game winner in overtime.

"They have played us tough the last

two years," UMass coach Jim Rudy said.

"The defensive style was difficult for us.

We could not score a traditional style goal
against them."

In the past two meetings, Dartmouth
routinely sacrificed its offense by keeping
10 players back on defense, effectively

clogging all passing lanes and opportuni-
ties for UMass's runs. Offensively, the
Green waited for a breakout or a
Minutewomen mistake to pounce on.

"The bunker D is tough to handle ifyou
get frustrated," Rudy said. "If they play
that style, and I am not positive that they
will, we will have to stay focused."

Dartmouth (3-2) coach Steve Swanson
would not divulge his team's game plan
but his team does boast of some speedy

front people in the likes offreshman Kate
Andrews and sophomore Mya
Mangawang, who have opened the
Dartmouth attack up this season. The
Green scored six goals against Pennsyl-
vania earlier in the season.

"Their speed up front is tremendous,"
Rudy said. "They may be the fastest front

team we play this season. They can score

this year."

Massachusetts (7-0) jumped from No.
1 to No . 5 nationally this week and moved
up one spot to second in the region leaving
only Connecticut (No. 3 nationally) ahead
ofthem. North Carolina remained No. 1 in

the country fcir the fourth consecutive
week. The Minutewomen will have to

guard against a let down when they play
the unranked Green.

"I do not think we will have a drop offin

our intensity," Rudy said. "We worked so

hard to get to (No. 5 1 we will work hard to

keep it. We have something to play for

now, we want to keep this high ranking."
Swanson said, "We are not concerned

with the rankings. I didn't need a poll to

tell me how good UMass was. They are
extremely athletic, they have skilled

players, they move the ball well and they've

got good leaders. That is a tough formula
to beat.

"With UMass you can't just beat two
players, you have to beat the whole team,"
Swanson said. "It starts with the goalie on
up because they play so well as a unit."

Yankee Conference notebook
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Week three of the 1992 University of Massachusetts
football season is in the books, and what a week it was.

On Saturday, Mike Hodges's Minutemen christened a

brand new season at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium
with a 30-28 win over Yankee Conference foe Boston
University, as Rene Ingoglia rushed for 148 yards in his

first collegiate start.

^S'VANKEE
rCONFERENCE

Ingoglia's performance on Saturday earned him Yan-
kee Conference rookie-of-the-week honors, while UMass's
Phil Lartigue took home defensive-player-of-the-week

honors for his fifteen tackles and one fumble recovery

against the Terriers.

"It's a great honor for Phil," Hodges said. 'There's a lot

ofgreat defensive players in the Yankee Conference, and
he just played an outstanding game."

Lartigue leads the YanCon in tackles with 45, while
Lartigues Minutemen teammates Don Caparotti and
Matt Rajotte are tied for third in interceptions with two.

Perry watch: UMass linebacker Mario Perry had six

tackles on Saturday, sacking BU quarterback Walter
Norton Jr. once. Perry is playing like a man possessed,
and remains a constant threat whenever the opposition
has the ball.

It appears for now that the Minutemen have remained
relatively injury free through the first three games.
Junior tailback John Johnson was sidelined last week
with turf toe, but is expected to see action next week.

Also on the injury front, UMass inside linebacker
Bobby Burke should return against Rhode Island, en-
abling Scott Assencoa to move back to outside linebacker.

The Minutemen have moved up to number eight in

this week's Lambert-Meadowlands poll for the best Div.

1-AA team in the East, while YanCon favorite Villanova
sits atop the poll.

UMass has nogame this week, and resiunes itsYanCon
schedule when they travel to South Kingston, RI to take
on the University of Rhode Island on October 10th.

Turn to YANCON, poge 1
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Adams Div. tops
NHL this season

With the National Hockey League's regular
season set to begin in less than a week, it's time for

yet another of those "Greg's NHL outlook" deals
you've been waiting for with bated breath. Or bad
breath. Whatever works for you, use it.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
While the rest of the league talks about the

"new-look NHL," with all these fancy new fighting
rules and fancy new black uniforms, the Adams
division proudly continues its tradition of small-
rink, hard-checking, work ethic hockey. Witness
the bench-clearing brawl at the end of a Buffalo-
Hartford exhibition game this past weekend and
see for yourself.

The fun started when one of the Whalers need-

Turn to HOCKEY, page ) 1
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Jack Frost says sunny, mid-50s,
but bundle up tonight.

Section:
Old Blue Eyes to make Worcester swoon.

Your grandparents'll be psyched. Load up the Studebaker
and jump in the pit. Page W1

.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
Two of UMass's finest, the women's soccer

and field hockey teams, maintain their

unblemished records. Page 12.
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UM athletes encouraged
rts equality ruling

MATT KAHN / OOLLhGIAN
CANT GET THERE FROM HERE—Senior art

history major Michele Voelker rides a stationary bicycle
to draw attention to tfie bike club table on the Campus
Center Concourse yesterday.

Nightly police sweeps
affecting bar business

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

A recent court ruhng at Colgate University granting
equal opportunity for female students to play ice hockey
at the intercollegiate varsity level is sending a message to
former University of Massachusetts women varsity ten-
nis players — and they're hearing it loud and clear.
Women who are currently fighting, with the help of a

lawyer, to have the women's tennis and lacrosse teams
restored feel the decision could have far-reaching rami-
fications in intercollegiate sports here at the University
as well as across the country.

"The decision is huge," said Edwin Gentzler, the former
women's tennis coach. "It's a landmark decision."

The team's main argument is based on a statute which
calls for equal participation and funding between men
and women — Title IX of the federal Education
Amendments.

"I'm definitely in favor ofthe decision and happy to see
that women are being represented," said the former
tennis co-captain Amy Ryan, a senior communication
disorders major.

Since 1989, the women's tennis, lacrosse and volleyball
teams have been eliminated. Currently, the University
has 13 men's varsity sports and 10 women's sports.

Title IX, providing equal benefits and opportunities
for women, was enforced in the Colgate case Monday by
US Magistrate Judge David N. Hurd in Utica, N.Y.
According to a Boston Globe reporter, Hurd stated that
the liberal arts college in Hamilton, N.Y. was obligated
under federal anti-discrimination law to turn the women's
hockey club team into a varsity team, since there is a
men's varsity hockey team.

Ryan said she thinks the decision will probably be

influential to the teams' struggle here at the University.
"It's a big thing right now. It helps a lot, especially if

you have a strong team," Ryan said. "Women should be
able to be represented at the varsity level."

Gentzler said it is easy for any university adminis-
tration to demonstrate that there is not a lot of interest
in hockey on the part of w omen.

"For ajudge to rule equal opportunity — that's really
big," said Gentzler. "It's a major decision."

Gentzler also said he thought the decision was so "big"
because it involved equal allocation of practice time, use
of facilities and number of teams.

Former tennis team member Carrie Kaminski. a se-
nior elementary education major, also said she thinks the
decision will influence the fight she is involved in with
the University for the team.

"I do think it helps us," Kaminski said. "It shows that
other universities are dealing with equality issues."

"It seems universities are taking time to make things
equal. At least they are realizing there are problems,"
Kaminski added.

The tennis team's other co-captain,junior Pam Levine,
said she is glad to see colleges taking women into con-
sideration in "what's been a problem for so long."

"It puts pressure on the athletic department to see if
we're in compliance with Title IX," said Levine.

Since a Washington State precedent in 1987 that also
ruled greater opportunity. Gentler said women students
who have challenged their school have won.

"If [a school] spends money on men's teams, women
should be raising questions," said Gentzler.

UMass Athletic Director Glenn Wong is taking a hard
look at the decision.

"Before the decision. Title IX gave institutions flex-

Turn to ATHLETES, page 6

By KELLY GEERS
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst police are stirring up contro-
versy among bar owners and their patrons
by conducting nightly sweeps in area bars,
according to local students and business-
men.

The sweeps have police randomly
checking ID's and enforcing the bars' re-
cently-enacted capacity limits.

This is not a full-fledged sweep," said
Lt. Jeffrey Roy of the Amherst police de-
partment. "I Amherst Chief Donald Maia]
ordered a foot patrol from 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
for downtown, starting in September."

The policy was initiated due to local

residents' complaints about noise after 1

a.m. when the bars close, and in response
to alcohol-related problems.

In the past, these police sweeps were
only done on Thursday, Friday and Sat-
urdays. 'The police officers' duty is to
watch local establishments," said Roy.

"I don't have actual numbers," he said,
"but I estimate we have arrested six to
seven [underaged drinkers] so far. Bar
owners have been complying favorably."

Leaving Liquors 44 Fridayevening. Rich
Lombardi, 23. of Quincy was in Amherst
visting his girlfriend, a UMass sophomore.

"I can appreciate what the cops are
trying to do, but it seems like too much. I

live near Boston and I never had to deal
with this before," Lombardi said.

Mark Forsjrthe, owner of Twister's

Tavern, believes that "partrons are quite

dismayed" with the nightly checks.

As a result, Forsythe believes more and
more of his patrons may be choosing other
options instead of the bar scene.

"I've heard from staff that people are

now opting for ] off-campus] parties," said

Fors3rthe. "The lines are getting to be too

long because of the capacity limits and
people are afraid of the police."

But Forsythe believes the nightly police

checks won't curb illegal drinking habits.
"Police are being a little overzealous.

This lightens the problem but we will
never stop underaged drinking," he said.

"I don't mind the sweeps," says
Forsythe, adding, "no one has been caught
in Twister's so far."

Although things are busier than ever,
Forsythe said he believes that these issues,
"may eventually effect business."

"This is the wrong message to be
sending to the students," he said. "It's

saying just come here to study but don't
sociahze. That's wrong."

Other local bar managers agree. Ac-
cording to Jerry Jolly, manager ofthe Pub
and Rafl;ers, police are conducting sweeps
every single night, randomly checking the
ID'S of about 30 percent of the crowd.

"Nightly sweeps aren't neccesary," says
Jolly. "If they ride by they'll know. We
have trained doormen, and we are making
a conscious effort to comply. We go to the
Amherst police training courses."

Jolly adds, "Barowners inAmherst have
a very good attitude regarding the issues."

Local bar owners say that the nightly
checks are also an enforcement of the
capacity limits.

Starting in January, the Town of
Amherst and bar owners have been back
and forth over the limits.

Twister's Forsythe believes "the capac-
ity limits are unrealistic. We have con-
sulted a contracter who says ifwe move out
the tables and chairs at night, we can
accommodate 79 more customers safely."

The dilemmas for students are only
beginning. The long lines of students
waiting to gain access to popular
nightspots and police presence are mak-
ing many weary.
A small group stood outside the Subway

last Friday night weighing their options.
A UMassjunior from Westboro who asked
not to be identified said, "I don't want to
get hassled. I just want to have fun."

Students look to Somalia
Committee addresses famine problem
By EMILY GOLD
Collegian Correspondant

Though Somalia's severe famine is

located on the other side ofthe world, a
group of students in the Five College
community are attempting to increase
awareness of the famine by supporting
movements to bring in food and recon-
struct the nation.

The "Help Somalia Committee,"
which was formed m August by gradu-
ate students Hassan Mohamed and Tim
Mitchell, encourages students to pub-
licize the issue, write letters to the
United Nations and the U.S. govern-
ment and make donations to organiza-
tions aiding Somalia.

"When we first came together, (our

goal was] to raise awareness about
the problem in Somalia land] en-
courage the international community
to intervene," says Mohamed.

According to Mohamed, the crisis

is due to a series of three civil wars in

Somalia. In January, 1991, rebel fac-

tions began the first war by over-
throwing military dictators.

However, these factions were un-
able to form a unified government,
causing a second war between the
rebel groups. In Nov. 1991, a dis-

agreement between Somalia's enter-
ing civilian president and his miUtary
chief of staff led to a war between
members of the same faction, ended
by the United Nations.

Turn to SOMALIA, page 2

NE passes test on toxics
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The New England
states are relatively free oftoxic pollution,

a non-profit watchdog group reported
Wednesday.

None of the six New England states
were in the top half of the nation in total

pounds oftoxics released in 1990, according
to a compilation of data by the group
Public Citizen.

Massachusetts ranked 32nd with 41
million pounds of toxic air and water pol-
lution in 1990; Connecticut was 33rd with
35 million pounds; Maine was 40th with
17 million pounds; New Hampshire was
45th with 10 million pounds; Rhode Island
was 46th with 8.3 million pounds; and
Vermont was the cleanest state in the
nation in terms of toxic releases with 1.3
million pounds. Texas led the nation with
536 million pounds of toxics released into
the environment.

Even if all six New England states

were combined, there were still 14 other
states with higher total toxic emissions.
The petroleum producing and processing
states of Texas, Louisiana and New Jer-
sey and centers ofheavy industi-y such as
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Michigan and Ohio
were the top toxic polluters.

The inventory does not include emis-
sions from utilities, vehicles, small busi-
ness and homes — pollution sources that
would no doubt move the crowded north-
eastern states higher on the toxics list.

In virtually all cases, the toxic pollution
reported falls within the legally allowed
limits. Sources of toxic pollution in New
England are paper companies, printing
presses, tile coating firms, chemical com-
panies and manufacturers.

"What the (.state) law does today is

attempt to set a standard for those living
near a particular facility," said Dan
Greenbaum, commissioner of the Massa-
chusetts Department of Environmental
Protection. "What we have recognized is

Turn to TOXICS page 6
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UMass Police Log
• A Brighton man was charged with operating under

the influence of alcohol eariy Wednesday morning. Police
arrested Michael Molloy, 25, at 1:30 a.m. on the corner of
Massachusetts Avenue and North Pleasant Street.

• A man reported his telephone stolen from his room in
Johnson Residence Hall on Tuesday afternoon. Accord-

Compiled by Michael Day
Kiiviil incidonh rccurik-d by the Univi'rsily's Deparlmenl ol Pulilic S.i/efy,

ing to police, the phone was stolen at approximately 11
a.m., and is valued at $200.

• A mountain bike worth $400 was stolen from the
rack in front ofHamhn Residence Hall, police report. The
bicycle, lock and a bike pack were reported stolen at 11
a.m. on Tuesday.

Clinics defy abortion "gag rule"

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Family planning agencies in Massachu-
setts said Wednesday they will risk losing federal money
by continuing to inform patients on abortion, despite
Thursday's start of new federal rules prohibiting abor-
tion counseling.

But Leslie Laurie of the Family Planning Center of
Western Massachusetts, told a Statehouse news confer-
ence the centers didn't plan to break the law. Instead, she
said, they were attempting to restructure their programs
to stay within the the federal rules, which opponents
have labeled a "gag rule."

The rules prohibit workers at family planning clinics
that receive federal money from advising patients about
abortion.

It was supported by President Bush.
Mary Russell, co-chairman of the Massachusetts

Family Planning Association, said accusations by abor-
tion opponents that family planning clinics advocate
abortion over other alternatives are false.

"We will not compromise the services to our clients,"
Russell said. "This is an attack on services for low-income
women. We will continue to provide a full range ofoptions
and information for every one of our clients."

She and Laurie said agencies are ready to return the
federal money if it is found they are violating the new

rules.

The Weld administration announced Wednesday it is

prepared to make up for any lost federal money, as much
as $3.1 million, if federal officials withhold the dollars
from Massachusetts clinics.

"This administration is absolutely opposed to imple-
mentation of the federal gag rule," Barbara Roderick, a
member ofGov. William F. Weld's Commission on Women
and executive director of the Massachusetts Nurses As-
sociation.

Roderick read a statement from Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci
promising to restore the money if it is cut by Washington.

Massachusetts has 10 family planning agencies that
operate 77 clinics throughout the state.

Officials ofthe Massachusetts Family Planning Asso-
ciation said none of its member clinics actually perform
abortions.

The clinics also provide pre-natal care, pregnancy
testing, birth control and screening forcancerand sexually
transmitted diseases. Only about 10 percent ofthe clients
who receive services are pregnant, the officials said.

Dr. Gary Gross, who works for Action for Boston
Community Development, said he will continue to offer a
full range of pregnancy counseling.

"The gag rule is built on the false and insulting concept
that teUing people their medically sound and completely
legal options concerning pregnancy is encouraging
abortion," Gross said.

Somalia
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continued from page 1

"The destruction of structure led to the famine," says
Mohamed, who said he believes the absence ofgovernment
made it impossible for Somalia to produce its exports and
engage in trade to meet its economic needs.

The Help Somalia group's position statement says
that each day, 1000 to 2000 people, mainly children, die
in Somalia.

"Seeing little bodies on the ground lis disturbing],"
said sophomore Isatou Bojang, an undeclared major who
represented the African Student Association at the
meeting. "Over the summer, I saw a lot of news about
Somalia, and it was really sad. I really felt that I could do
something."

According to the position statement, these deaths are
due to starvation, malnutrition and various diseases.

"The acute problem at the moment is starvation," says
Mohamed. "What is needed is to flood the country with
food."

According to Mohamed, the food brought to Somalia is
distributed in the cities, forcing starving people to travel,
often causing death before they reach the cities.

"People in remote areas don't have access to that food,"
says Mohamed. "What is needed is to stop that process!"

In addition to supporting an increase of food, the

committee promotes long-term goals such as peacekeep-
ing, medical care and the economic development of the
nation.

"Six months down the hne, another catastrophe could
arise," says Mitchell. "Throwing food at a problem will
only make it go away for a little while."

In an earlier meeting, publicity and fundraising groups
were formed to promote the committee's goals.

By setting up an information table in the Campus
Center, petitions were signed, approximately 300 letters
were written to Congress and about $300 was donated to
the Red Cross and the International Medical Corps.

On October 23, Amherst College will have a "Somalia
Day," which will include speakers, dancing and other
related activities. On October 24, an "Afrique Beneflt"
dance will be held in Northampton.
On October 26, Hazel McFerson will speak at Amherst
College on conflict resolution in Somalia. In addition, the
Help Somalia Committee will hold its next meeting on
October 13 at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Mitchell encourages students to "be involved in the
local area to raise funds, to publicize the issue, and to help
organize activities."

"Governments cannot act without the public pressure,"
adds Mohamed.
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For whom the bell tolls
At the University of New Hampshire the quest

for "poHtical correctness" is marching to a new
tune. Namely, whether the chimes which play each
day on campus represent music of all cultures.

Protesters have claimed the songs, which are
selected and played by 40-year carillon veteran
Frank Heald, are too Christian in orientation and
do not represent every student on campus.

The University temporarily silenced Heald's
playing, in response to the complaints, and now
have new guidelines set up on what can and cannot
be played. Now the selections must be expanded to
include national anthems from all over the world
and Heald should avoid "sensitive" songs which are
perceived as inappropriate, such as "Onward
Christian Soldier."

One professor who protested the music felt that
to ensure the separation of church and state no
religious songs should be played. "I don't think
there is much diversity there Ion the campus
chimes I," she told The Boston Globe.

Some on campus think the whole issue is ri-

diculous. All Jutta, the editor of the campus
newspaper told The Globe, "it seems like the whole
thing is being blown out of proportion. You can't
even have a Christian hymn played on a carillon
without it becoming a controversy."

Hi. rm Bob Vila and
w^elcome to

"This Old HUD"
Mark Vane, a columnist for The Daily Texan , the

student newspaper of the University ofTexas, has
come up with some interesting suggestions for Gov.
Bill Clinton, if he is elected President, concerning
the filling of Cabinet positions.

Vane calls for Willie Nelson to be Secretary of
Agriculture, because of his work with Farm Aid
and his overdue income taxes.

As for Secratery of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment, Vane looks to none other than Bob Vila,
host of This Old House. Vane writes, "give him a
tape measure, a band saw and some wood glue and
all of the nation's homeless could have their own
breakfast nook and patio deck."

Vane goes on to call for Dan Quayle as Educa-
tion Secretary, Angela Lansbury as Secretary of
Health and Human Services and Jerry Lewis as
Labor Secretary. "Every time the coal miners go on
strike [Lewis] could stay up for 30-some-odd-hours
in a sweaty tuxedo and raise some cash."

And, the new Secretary of Defense, Sadam
Hussein. "He kept clear of the entire U.N. forces
during the Persian GulfWar, even when everyone
knew he was the prime target. Now that's defense.''

Mr. Vane obviously has notbeen receivingWSBK
TV-38 in Austin or he would have witnessed Boston
Bruins defenseman Ray Bourque, who is clearly a
better defender than Mr. Hussein.

But can she spell potato?
Speaking of the University of Texas, it appears

Texas Railroad Commissioner Lena Guerrero, who
is up for re-election, lied about her graduation from
the University.

The September 17 edition of The Daily Texan
reports that Guerrero leftUT 19 hours [credits] shy
of graduation. On the front page of the same ad-
dition, Guerrero's transcript was published.

The transcript showed Guerrero seemed to have,/^

some trouble hitting the books during her stay in

Austin. Guerrero flunked Gov 312, Gov 335N, Gov
340M and Com 32IK (twice). Some how Guerrero
did manage to achieve a 2.5 grade point average.

Hopefully the electorate will not lose faith in their

leaders because of this. Even though Dan Quayle
can't spell potato, Massachusetts senior Senator

Ted Kennedy knows Spuds McKenzie very well.

I'll drink to that
At Purdue University a local bar is adding new

meaning to the term "happy hour."

From 4-6 p.m. on Fridays The Orange Cafe, in

West Lafayette, Indiana serves free beer, and serves

shots for 25 cents.

UM women lack services
EWC counselor seeks programs for women of color
By SHYAMALA IVATURY
Collegian Correspondent

In the past three years, the Everywoman's Center has
lost five programs specifically addressing the needs of
low-income women and women of color due to the lack of
funding, according to the Center's latest annual report.

These programs include the Third World Women's
Program, WAGES, and Bridge Program. The WAGES
program provided services for working women.

This leaves the Everywoman's Center with no pro-
grams that are readily available for women of color and
low-income women, according to Sage Freechild, the
coordinator of the Counselor Advocate Program at the
Everywoman's Center.

Two of the most important programs designed to
combat violence against women are the Educator Advo-
cate Program and the Counselor Advocate Program. In a
recent interview Freechild described the program as
being a service for victims and survivors. The program
has a 24-hour rape crisis hotline at 545-0800.

The C.A. program also provides short-term peer
counseling, legal and medical advocacy and plays a role
in defining university policies.

The services that are now provided do not meet the
needs ofwomen ofcolor, who are referred to other agencies,
according to Freechild. She said she recognizes the "service
gap" within the center as lacking in services, such as the
absence ofmultilingual counseling, and the need for more
women of color as Educator and Counselor Advocates.

Freechild also mentioned the need to make the center
more muliticultural. There is only one woman of color on
the professional staff and two trainees of the C.A. pro-
gram who are women of color.

"There is a need for creating an inviting atmosphere
for minorites," Freechild said.

This would include making the application process
more accessible for women of color, Freechild said.

The rape crisis hotline serviced about 330 callers in the
past fiscal year, 29 of whom identified themselves as
women of color. This is a relatively low number compared
to the statistics given by the FBI, which states women of
color get raped four times more than white women.

Currently there are no plans to reinstate the pro-
grams that were removed except for the counseling
program. There are no other agencies at the University
ofMassachusetts that provide direct services for women
of color.

Local volunteer groups attempt
to tap UM students for services
By DAVID LaFONTANA
Collegian Correspondent

Local volunteer groups had an opportunity to recruit
interested students at yesterday's University of Massa-
chusetts Community Service Program volunteer fair in
the Campus Center.

Representatives from 42 community and eight cam-
pus organizations set up information tables for students
interested in signing up various volunteer programs.

Program coordinator Diane Huebner-Dillon ran a
similar fair last spring, but said she wanted to try to hold
one earlier in the school year this time. "That way
students have two semesters to get involved," Huebner-
Dillon said.

Organizations like AIDS Allies, the Salvation Army
and the Western Massachusetts Girl Scouts all rubbed
elbows for the afternoon. Peer advisor Kristin Wooldridge
explained the purpose of the fair, and the Volunteer
program in general.

"We're here to make sure the different groups don't
overlap each other," Wooldridge said. "We don't want one
group starting a service or program another one already
has."

"The program is important for students. With it, they
can get experience for their major, while at the same time
helping out in the community," said Wooldridge.
A table was set up for Congressman John W. Olver,

and case workerJohn Bunelle echoed Wooldridge. "We're
here looking for students interested in internships. Their
work not only helps us, but helps them on their resume,"
Bunelle said.

Bunelle explained how Olver helps students as well as
the other groups present. "[ 01ver] helps volunteer groups
look for grants, as well as helps students look for loans."

Another table was set up for Alpha Phi Omega, the co-
ed service fraternity on campus. Lisa Megna explained
the fraternity's role. "We do all kinds of services. We're
doing Las Vegas night to raise money for the library, and
we also do things like blood drives."

Fraternity member Emily Gitelson said she felt the
fair was long overdue. "We've been a service organization
so long it's nice to see an organized efl!brt.

Turnout for the fair was still slow at 1:30 p.m, but

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Senior physics and Russian majoe, Lisa Megner, chats

with Mike Spanknebel of Habitat for Humanity,

program coordinator Huebner-Dillon didn't seemed wor-
ried.

"It's still early. Still, we've had about a hundred people
so far," Huebner-Dillon said.

Virginia Christenson of the Family Planning Council
of Western Massachusetts said she was dissapointed at
the outcome. "We had a much higher turnout at Smith
and Mount Holyoke. I'm not sure how many UMass
students even kno-« about this," Christenson said.

Tales of times spent far avi^ay
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Correspondent

From Kenya to Switzerland to Taiwan, the University
of Massachusetts International Program can help send
you abroad to not only expand your academic experiences
but also to learn more about yourself, according to stu-
dents who have participated in the program.

Laurie Pascucci, a senior marketing major, describes
her experience in Italy as "the best, most happy time in
my life."

MaryElise Lamet, associate director for the Program,
said the program is affordable and relevant to all majors.
But interested students shouldn't delay in considering
where they'd like to go.

"Students should not hold back from going, but they
should begin planning now," advises Lamet.

The International Program sends almost 800 students
a year to study both language and culture in foreign
countries. School of management and hotel, restaurant
and travel administration majors also benefit from
overseas studies in English-speaking countries.

Hope Daley and Kerry Hagerty fire both s^enior HRTA

majors who spent their summer in Switzerland. They
took academic classes, but said they gained most of their
knowledge through traveling and hands-on experience.

"The Swiss people there weren't very accepting of
Americans— it was a very gradual process," Daley said.
Hagerty said although the people in Switzerland weren't
overly friendly, the fun they had far outweighed any
negativity.

India proved to be an exciting place for Neil Heffernan,
a computer science major at Amherst College. He said
people were eager to meet him because his skin color
made him a curiosity factor.

He attended the Indian Institute of Technology at
Delhi, which is ranked seventh in the world for academics.
In fact, he said cheating is socially acceptable. He also
said "India can be intimidating, but I learned a lot about
myself. This was more important than the academics."

England is a big draw for overseas students. The idea
of studying in an English-speaking countries appeals to
many.

Becky Richards, ajunior political science major, wasn't
bothered by the idea of leaving the University of Mas-

. .
Turn to TALES, page 7
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An imaginary conversation
between very real people

"Personally, I think we would've been
better off if Bush had dropped out when
Buchanan decided to run," scowled Kent
O'Brien as he bit into a tri-county fair
sandwich with reckless abandon.

Eustacia Fields poked at her salad with
a fork. "Yeah, that's all we need, another
fascist for president. Why don't wejust try
to elect Benito Mussolini?"

"He's dead," I offered.

"And he's a wop too." mumbled Kent
through an unchewed mass of meat-like
.substance.

Nathan

CRICK
"You are such a pig, Kent." chastised

Eustacia as she dropped her fork. "How
can you be so blatantly prejudiced against
people? Just because someone is Italian
doesn't giveyou the right to degrade them."

Kent swallowed. "For one thing,
Eustacia, I'm talking about Mussolini for
Pete's sake.And I am not prejudiced against
anyone, my dear with the wounded heart.
I don't care what they are, I just think
everyone has the same potential to bemade
a httle fun of in the same way. That's
freedom ofspeech," he stated, emphasizing
his statement by pointing in her face.

Eustacia sighed. "That is so hypocriti-
cal. You oppose stuff like the NEA but
condone blatant slander. For Christ's sake
I. .."

"Hey, God's on OUR side," he inter-
rupted with a grin.

"Oh shut up about God already, I am
sick of hearing all that crap," she said
angrily, stabbing a piece of lettuce with
her fork. "It's like the divine right ofkings
all over again. They're just trying to con-
vince us that the election is all up to God
so we will just stay home and not do
anything. They're treating us likegoddamn
children," she said as she scooped the
lettuce in her mouth.

Kent shrugged. "I didn't say they
weren't, but what works works."

"That's kind of sad. isn't it?," I asked.
"Sad has nothing to do with it," de-

manded Kent. "It's reality. It's not sad or
happy or wrong or right. It just is. That's
what galls me about you liberals, you all

want to create some new world out of the
old. You're just spinning your wheels."

"That's a really sick attitude," she re-
torted. "How can you believe in such a

philosophy — it's so callous and utterly
selfish. Without welfare and public fund-
ing half our nation would be dying in the
streets. If you weren't so upper class you
wouldn't think that, hell you'd probably
be grabbing up all the welfare checks you
could scrounge."

"Yeah, I probably would," he nodded.
Eustacia put her head in her hands. "Will
you stop agreeing with me for Christ's
sakes!"

Kent smiled. "Christ is in our party, not
yours."

"Aaaagh!" she cried. "How can I argue
vnth someone like this?" she asked me,
waving her hands around. "Who either
just agrees withmy criticisms orjust brings
up God?!"

Just don't argue with someone like
that, I suggested.

"Exactly," agreed Kent.
"What do you mean, exactly?*" de-

manded Eustacia.

Kent took the last bite of his sandwich
and chased it down with some overly-
sweetened Franklin Lemonade. "That's
how even that liberal shmuck Bush is

going to win this year. Everyone will get so
frustrated with arguing with him and
Quayle that most of the voters will just
stay away from politics and decide to stick
with what they're used to. It doesn't matter
ifthey like Bush or not, everyone's always
scared of something new. All he has to do
is pretend he knows what he's arguing
about and he'll still be President."

Eustacia scowled. "So why do you
support the party,

simply because it is able to fool more
people? Don't you think there should be
more to politics than deceivingthose people
you are trying to serve?"

Kent shrugged. "I'm not supporting
anything, I'm just stating what's true," he
said, picking up the paper. "Deception IS
politics, and don't tell me the Democrats
think any different."

Eustacia groaned. "You are such a pain.
Kent."

"To each his own, but you know I'm
right," he replied from behind the news-
print. We all paused silently for a few
seconds.

Tou're depressing," sighed Eustacia.
"I'm not hungry anymore."

Kent looked up. "My point exactly," he
smiled.

Nathan Crick is a UMass student.

Drop the blind ideologies
and create real change

As a transfer student I am dismayed
with the recent events that have taken
place at the University of Massachusetts.
Truly the question should be posed: How
are we to prepare for the challenges ofthe
21st century? Especially when the atmo-
sphere of hatred, division and confusion
still permeates a campus as diverse and
committed to fostering global awareness.

Kenneth

MAISONET
The accusations that the administra-

tion is racist in light of the many changes
that have and continue to manifest them-
selves everyday must be challenged. I have
witnessed the divisive mentality of those
who consider themselves "student activ-
ists," who misalign and misinform the
student body with preposterous allega-
tions of widespread institutional racism.
This is falsity that needs to be addressed.
The illusion of racism is underestimated
when certain individuals or groups claim
to have unalienable rights in the context
of oppressing the oppressors. Can we see
the contradiction of this pervading phi-
losophy at work on today's campuses? I

have made the following observations:
I am a Puerto Rican Internationalist. I

feel very strongly about my cultural
heritage and have gone to great lengths to
understand the world around me. Since I

arrived, I've taken the initiative to volun-
teer my time and input in hopes of con-
tributing to the students as a resource
person. In my opinion, students at UMass
are very open-minded to diversity and will
become more so over time. However, stu-
dents have not taken the responsibility of
being accountable and committed to ar-
ticulating and submitting their views in a
positive, educational and resourceful
manner. How are we to become agents of
social change if we do not broaden our
perspective and move into positions of
concentrated power that will provide the
base from which to positively influence and
contribute to the community, the world?

I am convinced that UMass is neither a
racist nor fascist institution that per-
petuates racist oppressive ideology as some
so-called student leaders purport. The need
to acknowledge that racist elements
abound within the perimeters of this in-
stitution is more constructive. Secondly,
in order to be accountable to the over-
whelming needs of students attending
UMass, we must look within its very walls.
The faculty in many ways have failed to
meet and address the needs of students.

There must be accountability on the
part offaculty who have not resolved inter-
nal conflicts within their own profession.
Students are in need of role models and
mentorship programs, which are key in
guiding and supporting students through-
out their four-year term. This is not to say
all faculty are subject to this critique, but
students are not just numbers or grant

projections: they embody the spirit of the
future. Please reinvest your energy in the
lives of the future! What type of message
are we sending to the younger generation?
What is the perception of our actions and
inactions? And to take matters further,

what impact will this have as we move
toward a global society? The role of peace-
keeper, mediator, ambassador are skills

and strengths that are constantly ignored.
There is a sharp contrast between lead-

ing and following. I have seen first-year

students become indoctrinated by causes
and movements and completely lose per-
spective on who and what they aspire to
be. This is happening more frequently
across many campuses nationwide, and it

denies the students the opportunity to
gain wisdom and knowledge as to who
they are within the the universe. This is a
cultural tragedy. It defeats the purpose of
education, which is the primary goal oflife— to relentlessly pursue the Truth. . . How
else are we to prepare the future genera-
tions and build better communities?

Will the demise ofeurocentrism, conser-
vatism and capitahsm bring true peace?
Will armed revolution, socialism and
globaUsm bring true peace? Are we seeing
life through very clouded myopic lenses?
We should pursue life with a passion, with
an understanding ofwho we are in this vast
universe. Bitterness, hatred, confusion,
resentmentand misinformationonly hinder
the process of change, obstructing and de-
stroying the inner voice within crying out
for a reason, a meaning to this complicated
web we call life. So much can be accom-
plished ifevery one could be accountable—
students, faculty and administration. The
old adage "time is precious" comes to mind.
. . I believe that life and time are synchro-
nous and that the universe will never be
given the chance to experience "rebirth,"
but will experience an absolute end. . . Yes,
absolutely! "Guard well your spare mo-
ments. They are hke uncut diamonds.
Discard them and their value will never be
known. Improvethem and they will become
the brightest gems in a useful life," wrote
Ralph Waldo Emerson

The choice is truly yours as to whether
you personally take a serious inventory of
your life — have all your heart-felt ques-
tions been answered? Ifnot, why? I appeal
to those engaged in the struggle of ex-
pression and recognition to consider for a
moment

: what areyou doing in the present
that will have an impact on tomorrow?
Have you pursued the Truth? Are you
struggling for a freedom that is indefinite?
I have met my reality, my destiny and
discovered more to Ufe pursuing the truth.
You may ask what is Truth? I say to you
keep searching your heart though will not
find it within. "Freedom is not the right to
do as you please but the liberty to do as you
ought." Do you recognize the source ofthis
reference?

Kenneth Maisonet is a Collegian corre-
spondent.

Might makes right— or does it?
My heart welled with pride last week-

end at the football game when our
sportsmanlike team gave the boys fi-om
Boston University a free extra quarter to
try to win the game. It seems that some
ofthe playerson the opposingteam hadn't
enough time to "settle in" in our stadium
or perhaps they were "speculative" about
gettmg involved in the game. Maybe the
extra time would "significantly increase"
their score and thus make the game
more fair. A few of their players strolled
into the end zone with the ball after the
final buzzer, but since they tried we'll
just give them the points.

If these words sound familiar it's be-
cause they were spoken by Jon Aronson,
the Student Government Association's
governmental affairs chairman \Colle
gian, Sept. 28). Aronson was speakine
abouttheSGAelectionsand the decision
he spoke about was unfair. If it would be
udicrous to conceive of arbitrarily al-
lowing the opposite team more time to

play because they had a bad day, then
how can we accept the fact that the SGA
elections were postponed? This gives the
unprepared, less interested candidates
more time and penalizes those who have
been hard at work on their campaign.

I question the legality of the SGA
decision. Was the decision made in an
open session, or were our campaigns
derailed behind closed doors?

An injustice has been done at a uni-
versity that prides itselfon fairness and
attempts to extoll the virtues of democ-
racy. It is the duty ofthe student govern-
ment to parallel the governments of so-
ciety so that we might learn to be leaders
and represent our constituents fairly.
Unfortunately, the SGA has acted un-
justly, and possibly illegally. Perhaps
the SGA parallels other governments
too closely.

Wylie C. Shipman
SGA and Area Government

candidate
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There is a new RSO on campus named Upside Down
and the group is associated with the Springfield Church

J"!, r»i'
^^^^'^'se known as the Boston Church of

u u .
^"^ questions have been raised concerning this

church. Is It a Christian church or a cult? Before making
any conclusions, a question central to scripture must be
asked: is their doctrine of salvation sound? After all as
Paul the Apostle declared (Gal 1:8), ". . . even ifwe, or an
angel from heaven, should preach a gospel other than the
one we have preached to you, let him be eternally con-
demned!" Therefore, the Church of Christ's doctrine
must be compared with scripture.

The Church of Christ declares that at the point of
water baptism a repentant person believing in Christ is
met by God's grace and made pure from past sins. The
evidence is prompt baptism after repentance in the book
of Acts, specifically Acts 2:38, and Jesus's seeming sup-
port ofthe idea ofsalvation at baptism when he says "one
must be born of water and the spirit." But. .

.

Water baptism is a command. But the scriptures are
straightforward in showing that salvation is essential for
(and thus precedes) water baptism. Let's examine some
priorities set forth in scripture.

Paul the Apostle, in settling a dispute, wrote: ".
. . for

Christ did not send me to baptize, but to preach the gospel.
. ."(Cor 1:17). Obviously the gospel's declaration receives
priority over water baptism. Romans 1:6 explains why: ".

. . I the gospel I is the power of Clod unto salvation for
everyone who believes. .

." It is the gospel that saves those
who believe in it. The question is when? At Repentance or
water baptism?
A verse that comes to mind is Romans 10:9. Now

things are pretty easy to understand. The verses say that

ifyou "confess with your mouth 'Jesus is Lord' and believe
in your heart that God raised Him fi-om the dead, you will
be saved." The verse does not declare "When you are
baptisedyou will be saved."On the contrary, it is when you
confessand believe. Itseems likewe couldend the discussion
right now. That's what I thought until someone asked "So
why do verses like IPeter 3:21 use the word 'baptism' to
refer to what saves a person's soul?" Good question.

DIANE

D*AVANZO
Well, this same verse that comes into question is part of
the answer. Here a very sharp distinction is made which
the Boston Church of Christ does not recognize— water
baptism is distinct from the saving baptism: "... an
antitype which now saves us— baptism which is not the
removal of filth from the flesh (water baptism) but the
answer of a good conscience toward God (the saving
confession of Romans 10:9)."

Peter calls "the answer of a good conscience" (or con-
fession ofChrist as Savior) a "saving baptism" because at
that point the Holy Spirit, who brings salvation, functions
like water to wash away sin. As ICor 12:13 states, "... we
were all baptized by one Spirit (not by literal water) into
one body (Christ)." Elsewhere in scripture the Spirit is

likened to washing water. You don't beUeve me? Well,just
look at the following:

Ephesians 5:26 — Jesus will sanctify the church by
"cleansing her with the washing with water through the
word." Titus 3:5— "(God) saved us, through the washing
of rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit." To clarify the
Spirifwater distinction let's look at an analogy concern-

ing circumcision.

Paul wrote (Rmans 2:28-9), "^ne is not a Jew. . . nor is

circumcision that which is outward in the flesh; but one is

aJew inwardly, and circumcision is that ofthe heart in the
Spirit. .

." The same with baptism: there are two— one is

outward and ineffectual to the soul but symbolic of the
inner which is of the Spirit and truly saves one's soul. Do
you see the correlation?

The next question is: can the two be simultaneous?
Peter in Acts 10 preached to some Gentiles. In 10:44 the
Holy Spirit came upon them. In 10:47 they were water-
baptized. Do you think the Holy Spirit can come upon
unsaved men? Of course not! They were saved prior to
water baptism! Likewise, in Acts 9:17 Saul was called
Ananias' brother in the faith (was saved) prior to being
water baptized in Acts 9: 18. Do you see the pattern? They
were all saved before they were baptized.

The great commission states in Matt 28:19, "Go and
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them. .

." How can
one be a disciple unless one is saved? ICor 1:18 and Luke
14:27 tell us that one is a disciple when one is saved.
Therefore, one is saved before baptism in water.

The conclusion is this: The Church of Christ is teach-
ing a false doctrine of salvation. If you are a member,
scripture challenges you to "test all "things, hold fast to
what is good ( IThes. 5:21)." Examine scripture and pray
for God's wisdom (James 1:5). Also, the Christian fel-

lowships on campus— Intervarsity c aristian Fellowship
and Campus Crusade for Christ— will be happy to speak
and pray with you.

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian columnist. Paul
Sullivan, a former UMass student, also contributed to
this column.

Why are you calling me?
When four-year-old brother was killed
My mom promised to his cold body
I will bury you on top of the hill

So you can reach heaven easily
So I can visit you every day

But they said there is no space for him
When we stood on the empty space
They said it was reserved
How can you reserve space for someone
who is alive?

My brother was Christian, but he was
also Japanese

MymothercrematedJamesAkira'sbody
He was buried in the cemetery away
On the bottom of the hill

Cars passed right by
My mother did not cry

Some people only see my slanted eyes
and my black hair
Yes, I have tried tobecome one hundred
percent American
But I am still Asian
Even with my penned hair and thickly
eye-lined eyes
I was a China girl, geisha girl, and
Madame Butterfly

Racism, what an ugly word I learned
So quickly at such an early age
What or who am I fighting against, I

used to ask
It was, and is a battle against myself
I do not want to lose myself, my heri-

tage, or integrity

But how can I not be so bitter

When I cannot be accepted in my own

country
When someone I don't know wants to
kill me for my slanted eyes
I fear the day when I become anti-
white racist

How can we ever end this continuous
battle?

I am sure everyone has heard it all

Racism, multiculturalism, diversity
and reverse racism
Sometimes I don't want to hear any-
more
But everyone, no matter what color,

has to pay the price

for living in such a catagorized and
classified society

Remember Pearl Harbor, people say
Yes, I do, because many people lost

their precious lives

I also remember those Chinese who
died building the railroads

I remember Martin Luther ICing Jr.,

Vincent Chin, Native Americans And
others

I remember those who died ofinjustice

My mother took my brother's ashes
back to Japan
Where he will be buried on top of the
hill, close to heaven
Her pain-stricken eyes glared at the
empty space
Still reserved for sevenyears for some-
one
Yes, my brother was Christian, but he
was also Japanese
Name withheld at author'srequest

Lets give em another chance?

U.S. can't make change in Ireland
This is in response to the anonymous

article suggesting U.S. involvement in

Northern Ireland [Collegian, Sept. 29].

I spent the last year studying at Uni-
versity College Cork in the Republic of
Ireland. Living with Irish people hasmade
me very skeptical of the ability ofAmeri-
cans, even Irish-Americans, to fully un-
derstand the problem in the North. Most
Americans could care less for one thing,

and the ones that do tend to think in terms
of a simplistic "Brits out" policy.

Northern Ireland is a very complex po-

litical problem. If the British Army left

tomorrow, Protestants would still outnum-
ber Catholics two to one. It is very possible

that Northern Ireland would revert ot be-

ing a "Protestant state for Protestant

people." Power-sharing agreements have
failed in the past. The Republic of Ireland

is a very poor country. Unemployment is

already 20 percent, and that's not counting

the thousands who emigrate every year.

Many people in the Republicask whywould
they want the North when they can't even

take care of what they've got?

If there is anything we should have

learned from our Vietnam experience, it's

that we shouldn't rush headlong into this

"police" role. A "police" role was not suited

to intervention in a bitter civil war in

Vietnam. Our "policing" of Latin America
has done nothing but create resentment.
What has our action in Iraq done to lessen
the power of Saddam Hussein?

The author correctly points out that
the "U.S. aimed at an outcome that would.
. . be beneficial. .

." and not any idealistic
goal in its "policing." In none of the above
cases has our action been beneficial. Me-
diation is a better possible U.S. role; still,

it is fraught with difficulties. Our
government's natural inclination is to let

England deal with her "territories" as she
sees fit. Iraq was never an "ally," it was a
convenience, so it's a false analogy. The
U.S. can't be an unbiased mediator.

The "troubles" by now are self-sustain-
ing. The IRA will never kill Ian Paisley
because they need him as a source of
fundraising. The Protestant paramilitaries
would likewise not kill Sinn Fein leader
Gerry Adams. Who are the bad guys?

The point is that there will never be a
solution to the problems in Northern Ire-

land until the people who five there decide
they've had enough. Until then, no amount
of conferences between the Republic and
England or mediation efforts by the United
States will do a damn thing.

Ed Lynch
Southwest

While the assumption that "might
makes right" is obviously of questionable
validity, it is, nonetheless, a powerful
notion that is deeply embedded in the
American psyche.

There is an implicit assumption in this
country that God wouldn't let us kick ass
ifwe weren't right in doing so. So we tend
not to question the causes orconsequences
for military invasions unless they go awry.
Witness the Gulf War, where we held
Moscow-style welcome home parades for a
mihtary that killed over one hundred
thousand people — many of them non-
combatants. Hyper-patriots were having
wargasms over destroying an Iraqi mili-
tary that the Reagan administration had
covertly and illegally built up throughout
the 1980s.

This is not a flaw peculiar to our own
brand of national chauvinism. Certainly
the Old Testament and the Islamic concept
of Jihad provide early examples of this
phenomenon. Hitler too saw military su-
periority as evidence of the supremacy of
the Aryan race— a good thing to his mind
and a lot ofGermans who followed him to
their graves.

Nonetheless, one hopes that the
American people will see through the B-
grade movie plot analysis constructed by
Media, Inc., and know that Saddam
Hussein is not the"New Hitler."The reality
is that he is the leader of a second rate
imperialist power leading a country that
has been pissed off since its inception
about not havinga viable port outlet to the
Persian Gulf (not to mention the
whipstocking of its oil by the Kuwaitis).

Will it take another long, bloody conflict

to get us to question our domination of
Third World peoples for corporate profits?

Of so, it will probably mean even more
American lives lost than in Vietnam be-
cause ^hs government and the elite inter-

ests it serves have learned their lessons
well.

The governmentnow knows not to send
rich white kids to the front lines. Our

troops are disproportionately taken from
the ranks of poor people of color — "the
poverty draft." And since these people
don't have power in this society, parents'
anguished cries over their children dying
won't make a difference (they don't now in

the vicious attacks on people ofcolor being
prosecuted under the guise ofa sham "war
on drugs").

Unlike Vietnam, the Pentagon now
controls the media, where war footage is

pooled and censored by military officials.

Bomb shelters become command and
control centers, baby formula factories
become chemical weapons plants.

For Americans who are concerned with
international freedom, equality and self-

determination, the upcoming presidential
election doesn't mean much. If you think
that Clinton-Gore represent some "peace
ticket," think again. Clinton's foreign policy
hero is Sam Nunn— about as hawkish as
they come. Gore has said he thought we
shouldn't have dissed the Kurds and
should have marched straight to Baghdad.
Great thinking, Al: knock offthe Bathists
so that a fundamentalist Islamic regime
that really hates America gets into power
while the Kurds go to war with SjTia,

Kuwait and ever3rwhere else their home-
land is a part of

If you don't think might necessarily
makes right, then direct action is the best
course of action. To stop the corporate
machine, soldiers need to leave the mili-

tary, third world liberation movements
need to be supported, movements for pri-

oritizing domestic social crises must grow.
More fundamentally, the United States

must become a truly democratic society,

where all ofus have equal control over the
economic, political and cultural institu-
tions of this country. To paraphrase Al
Haig, if the foreign policy of this country
was decided by the public, there would be
no wars.

Exactly.

Greg Maney
Southwest
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athletes
continued from page 1

ibility and wasn't that specific. Now it may be
changed according to their decision," said Wong
"We'll have to look at it carefully."

Wong said he will be obtaining a copy of the
ruling and studying it closely to see if it applies to
the University directly.

"I'm committed to addressing thegender equality
issue," said Wong, who pointed out how confusing
the law is. He questioned what the women's field
hockey team could be compared to, as well as the
football team.

"Hopefully a chain letter effect will kick in and
other universities will recognize and implement
the I title IX lawj" said Kaminski.

toxics
COLLEGIAN

continued from poge 1

that even if that were true it's important to reduce
beyond that." Massachusetts enacted the first toxic pol-
lution control law in the nation in 1989.

Greenbaum said that toxic pollution numbers have
been dropping since 1990 but mostly due to a reduction
in business activity. There have been some breakthroughs,
particularly in the high-tech industry where companies
are using water-based solvents for cleaning computer
chips instead of toxic chlorine-based solvents.

Other sources of toxic pollution in New England are
paper companies, printing presses and tile coating firms,
chemical companies and manufacturers.

Connecticut was placed high on the list of states
reporting toxic water pollution problems. Much of the
problem stems from chemicals dumped into the Thames
River in Groton, Conn., by Pfizer Specialty Chemicals
Group, a pharmaceuticals manufacturer.

The Thames in Groton is a salt water estuary and not
a source of public drinking water.

Thank you,
I used to think that people didn't care about what I had to say.

I mean, no one EVER hstened to me. Well now that I

write for the Collegian they listen to me
whether they like it or not.

AIM 9,000 of 'em.

Collegian!

CHINA GARDEN
The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"
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$2.«>o OFF with purctiase of~l
-i# "- IS 1 5 or nnore with ttiis coupon I

WELCoryiES

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm
Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valleys only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

A SOLO PIANO CONCERT
THE SUMMER SHOW

^HN M. GREEN HALL SMITH COLLEGE
Northampton

Tuesday. October 6 * 7:30 pm
:Or..s-_- /•/'i j*Mo-tt>arnptonBo. Office Charqeefy

Phone^l 3/586 8686of 1-800 THE ."tlCK

( c.jif t-.^^'p tjppor fie ['Veste'r, Mossachusetti
Food Ponk by bnngmg o donation

at canned food to the
concert

PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC
r\ 2 West Street, West Hatfield

(1 Massachusetts 01088n^ 247-9506

^^^^ STUDENT SPECIAL
Every night

Call ahead for availability

99« per string with 5-College I.D.

"H* Easy To Get Tof

A Perfect Night Out for Friends & Dates

300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/I.D.

DO YOU FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE WALKING
ONCAMPUS ALONE AT NIGHT?

GET YOURSELF A -ERSONAL BODYGUARD

CAREERm 1 992
Date? Thursday, October 1

Time? 1:00 -5:00

Where? Campus Center Auditorium

Who? Open to Everyone

Why? Find Out About 40 Major Firms

' • Wal-Mart • NCR
• AT&T • Chubb
• IBM • Bull HN
• QE • Raytheon

S^

THE
EDWARD M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

MATHEMATICS
DATE: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1 992
TIME: 4:00 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 903

SPONSORED BY:
MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and
discuss their experiences in the working world
Don t miss this important panel discussion'

ALUMNI PANELISTS:
Cynthia L. Brandts '87 Cost Accountant

R.R. Donnelley & Sons
Amherst, MA

Sponsored by

THE UND£RGRf)DUATE BUSINESS CLUB

Paul M. Conlin '88

John J. McDonough '88

Kirsten S. Sansom '85

Actuarial Associate
Aetna Life and Casualty
Hartford, CT

Senior Programmer
H.I.S. Applications, Meditech
Westwood, MA

Systems Engineering Supervisor
Electronic Data Systems
Hyde Park, MA

For nnore information, please contact-
Mather Career Center

545-2224

' w

EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY-Several graduate students pSyTe^aTeS^nTh*:atrium next to the Graduate Student Lounge.
«vau. mine

Fall festival on horizon
Annual celebration provides fun for all
By LYNN YAFFEE
Collegian Correspondent

Autumn is here again and so is the 6th
Annual Apple Harvest and Crafts Festi-
val that will be taking place Saturday,
Oct. 3, at the Amherst Town Common
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the Amherst Family
Center and the Atkins Fruit Bowl, the
popular family fair combines crafts, food
and lively entertainment for all ages.

With the help of over 200 volunteers,
the festival provides many children's ac- .

tivities, including painting pumpkins,
decorating cookies, story-tellingandgames
with prizes. Adults can enjoy the assort-
ment of fine crafts and demonstrations
created by over 100 craftspeople.

Marie Hartwell-Walker, chairperson of
the Festival and President ofthe Board for
the Amherst Family Center, invites fami-
lies, children and especially students "to
turn out for a lovely day and join in all the
fun." So as they say. . . Come one, come all!

Attractions such as homemade chili.

apples, fortune tellers and face painting
give the festival a real old-time country
flair, according to festival organizers.

Another attraction is this year's raffle.
Top prizes include a get-away weekend for
two at the Swift River Inn in Cummington,
an overnight stay for two with breakfast
at the Lord Jeffery Inn in Amherst, a chair
donated by Banco Scandinavian And
Contemporary Furniture in Hatfield and
two tickets to a Boston Red Sox game.

Tickets for the raflle only cost $1 or $7
tickets for $5, and they can be purchased
at the festival. Raffle tickets are also being
sold all week at two local estabhshments,
Charlie's Tavern in Amherst, and Mike's
Westview Cafe in North Amherst.

All the proceeds for the fair benefit the
Amherst Family Center, located at the
North Congregational Church Parish Hall.
The goal ofthe center is to top the $10,000
raised last year at the festival by all ofthe
community support.

In the event of rain, the festival will be
held indoors at the Mt. Farms Mall in
Hadley.
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AT&T Challenge brings
Wall Street to UMass
By KIRSTEN ANDELMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Beginning Nov. 2, college students na-
tionwide will have theopportunity to make
one of the first eraser marks across the
Ime separatingeducation and actual work
experience.

For students studying any facet of the
American financial worid or possibly just
looking for a low-risk, high-excitement
experience, AT&T's Collegiate Investment
Challenge may be a knock of opportunity
worth responding to and definitely worth
checking out.

For the price of $49.95, participants
are given a fictional $500,00 brokerage
account. For the next four months they
will be trading real stocks with live "bro-
kers" via toll-free AT&T Service.

Just like the professionals on Wall St.
they will earn interest, incur commissions
and track stock progressjust as they do on
the exchanges.

Their calculations to buy, sell or short
stocks will be basedon real-time quotations
ofup-to-the-minute stock prices from more
than 5,000 actual stocks.

Monthly, they will receive a newsletter
called "The Collegiate Exchange," as well
as a statement detailingwhat they've sold,
where they rank and how much they're
worth. It vrill also show how their stocks
compare to the Dow, within Massachusetts
and within UMass.

Aside from the over $200,000 awarded
yearly in cash and prizes, what incentive
did 80-odd UMass students have to par-
ticipate last year?

'The way I see it," said Jeff Finger, a
senior finance major who ranked 2nd

schoolwide last year, "there is the compe-
tition component that makes it fun, and
the educational component that gives you
excellent experience."

The contest gives students the chance
to match their stock-picking abilities with
1 5,000 others nationwide, providing them
with the competitive edge that crosses
them over into the educational realm that
becomes synonymous with experience.

"It was really the best way for me to
learn real-life investing inside-out without
using real money," Finger said.

Richard Lemppicki, a sophomore sci-
ence major who finished 5th schoolwide
last year said there are many advantages
to the program.

"For anyone who plans to do this for a
living or just for personal reasons, the
program is perfect because it provides
them with a rare opportunity to try out
different strategies without having any-
thing tangible to lose," Lemppicki said.

And for students experiencing anxiety
about entering today's tight job market,
having the program behind them defi-
nitely puts them a rung above the stan-
dard entry-level applicant, according to
several professionals.

"Any resume that crosses my desk
with the AT&T Collegiate Investment
Challenge on it is an automatic read," said

•

Jonathan Steinberg, Editor-in-Chief of
Individual Investor.

Students interested in joining the
program should call 1-800-545-1975, Ext
12. Any student already involved in the
program who in interested in attending
strategy workshops should inquire at the
School of Management or contact Jeff
Finger at 6-2850.

Bail set for UM student
SPRINGFIELD (APj -Ajudge has set

a bail of $250,000 for a 21-year-old Con-
necticut man charged with conspiracy in
the alleged gang-ordered slaying of a 16-
year-old Springfield boy.

Alex Delgado of New Haven was ar-
rested at the University ofMassachusetts
in Amherst shortly after Arnaldo Esteras
was gunned down on a Springfield street
Sept. 13.

His lawyer, David Hoose, sought to
have bail reduced to $10,000 contending
at a hearing Tuesday that a co-defendant,
Ismael Cinton, 17, of Springfield, impli-
cated Delgado in an attempt to save him-
self

However, Assistant District Attorney
Laurel Brandt told Superior Court Judge

Constance Sweeney that Delgado was one
of two members of the Latin Kings gang,
who ordered Esteras killed for making a
derogatory remark about a gang member's
signature beads.

She said the "termination order" was
given aft«r four gang leaders met at the
Springfield home of Maria Mercado.

The alleged gunman. Hector Ariaga.
20, of Hartford, Conn., faces arraignment
on murder charges Thursday after waiv-
ing extradition from Connecticut where
he surrendered last week.

Cinton and a 16-year-old, who was not
identified because of his age, have also
been charged with murder, while four
people, including Delgado and Mercado,
are accused of conspiracy.

FOOD
Served 'Till

Midnight

tales

Friday Happy Hour
FREE

PIZZA SLICES
4-6

Pineapple Bomb
$1.75

Sundays

PIZZA SLICES

50<l;

Day & Night
Watch all the sports ~ Satellite Dish

continued fronn poge 3

sachusetts. She said she enjoyed the time she spent
at the University of Essex in England.

"The University was smaller and more personal— I didn't feel like a number," said Richards.
School of management major Karey Fung spent

the summer in Taiwan, learning both the written
and spoken language. Tunghai University offers
these summer programs which are intensive, with a
heavy workload. "The class sizes were really small,
three in one class and six in another," said Fung. She
said she enjoyed her stay and the people were very
friendly.

The program at the University of Nairobi at
Kenya is now defunct, but Delene Rankin attended
the school last year. She said she had studied abroad
before and knew the hardest part was not leaving
but coming home.

"The people were amazingly friendly," said
Rankin. "I encourage everyone to visit Africa."

The International Program is more than willing
to answer any questions and send students abroad.

There are also many students who have returned
from their travels abroad and are willing to discuss
their experience.

Both students and program officials warn that
students should start planningnow ifthey plan to go
abroad.

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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The Honorable
Minister

Louis Farrakhan

BLACK AND WHITE
A SOLLTION TO THE R.ACE PROBLEM

Video and Discussion
Discussion led by Brother Joseph X of

Springfield Mosque #13 NATION OF ISLAM

Friday Oct. 2. 1992
ASH Auditorium 7:30pm

Hampshire College

JokeCity
You'll find 1.001 laughs ni^hl here!

Hot Ptpptr Gum
Hand Buuers
S<(ulrt Rings
Rubbar Rata
Faka Tattoos

Whoopla Cushions
Clown Noses
Jumbo Files

Shrunken Heads
Money Snatchsra

Crazy Teeth
Inflatabia Oolla
DrIbblaQlaaaes

Idiot Mugs
Funny Eels

Exploding Pens
Rubbar Chlckena
Magic Tricks

Masks & Make-up
GagHata

Jumping Spiders
StagaBloodA MoralThe fun's in store at

The Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549 81 17

THE SENTINEL OF THE SPACEWAYS

SPORTS MR
& RfSTAURANT

COMICS, TRADE PAPERBACKS, AND MORE AVAILIBLE AT

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cdrds • Qamcs & More

I KiiTipshiic MjII
f IcKiloy • ^H6-H77[>

Inoclsidc MM
I lolyokc • ^32-9797

oiiiv Moil. - Sell. 10-9 • Sumi.iy ^'/-b

IMA IVKI M,irnl InlinjinriKnl '"..i.i. Ifk All mhl- ti sltmiI

TONIGHT
MEET THE
COORS

GOLDEN DREAM
GIRLS

Sponsored By
Coors and WAQY

Coors Gold Special ~ $1.50 Bottles

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

IF YOU MUST EAT . . .

EAT

PIZZA
Sm. $3.00

Toppings .50

Meat
Ground Beef

Sausage

Ham
Bacon

Salami

Anchovies

Turkey

Med. $4.25
Toppings .75

Veggie
Red Onions

Green Peppers

Fresh Mushrooms

Black Olives

Broccoli

Spinach

Garlic

Sliced Tomato

Pineapple

Free Delivery

Lg. $6.00
Toppings 1.25

Special
Pesto

Walnut

Artichoke ^'s

Feta Cheese

Hot Mama Salsa™

Chili

BBQ Chicken

SUBS
FLAME BROILED
Sm. $4.95 Lg. $5.95

Chicken
BBQ

Lemon Pepper

Teriyaki

Honey Mustard

Pesto

Cajun

HOURS: Sun ~ Wed 4 pm-2 am
Thurs ~ Sat 4 pm-3 am

Steals
Reg.

Teriyaki

Cajun

BBQ
Honey Mustard

Lemon Pepper

Medium 2 Item Pizza
2 Cokes

Items

(Limit 1 coupon per order) Excluded)

EXPIRES OCT. 15,1992

REGULAR
Sm. $4.25 Lg. $5.25

Roast Beef

Turkey

Ham & Cheese

Tuna

Italian

Genoa Salami

BLT

Messy Jose

Cheeseburger

Seafood Salad

SALADS

549-7890

Garden:

Chef:

Tuna Plate:

Greek:

Spinach:

Taco:

$4.25

$5.50

$5.50

$4.75

$4.75

$5.50

Grilled Chicken:

Grilled Steak:
$6.50

$6.50

VISA. M/C. AMEX
Accepted

Checks $1 .00 ChQ.

50c OFF
Any Small
Grilled

Steak or Chicken Sub
(Limit 2 Subs per Coupon)

EXPIRESOCT. 15, 1992

Cigarettes $3.00

Small 2 Item Pizzas

Only $6.00
(Limit 1 Coupon per Order)

EXPIRES OCT. 15, 1992

PLEASE MENTION COUPONS WHFArT^pnfpy^vy^

CALVIN AND HOBBES

JIM'S JOURNAL
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Quote of the Day
"If it's small enough to fit on the Stu-

dent Union steps, it's not going to change the
world."

- overheard

SKATE BOY AND RURU
By PITT

TANGENT COMICS

|te»f»€ . Bur T. H^/e
VNAD I-*- WITH T«6
C0f<T«£wE|Li7 BE Wr40.. -

M« "L ARE (a»M, BACK
\»kT\we To-w«r errBpyL
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By KURT MATTILA

CAST OF THOUSANDS

WC SWALU AttErArr TO
Vj>*C<Me»~ AM'< CO>»SP»RACY

P05THU^^o^i5 VoPuUAV*.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(M.ifch21-April l9)Doyour
own research. You need to have all

the racis and figures l)elorc making in
imporlani decision. Increase your in-

conn' by recycling an idea or project.

TAURUS (April 2()-May 20): Trust

your intuition; II is right on target!

Outsiders may try to intrude into your
inner circle. Stand your ground. A
linanci.il problem that once seemed
insurmountable can now l)e solved.

GEMINr (May 2 1 -June 20): What
seemed so sweet could turn sour. You
want to -hold the tort" at home and
work. Wliatever comes up, stay calm.
Keep higher-ups happy while work-
ing l)ehind the scenes to change
things.

CANCER Oune 2 1 -luly 22): Be alen
lor hidden tensions at work— a ditli-

cull situation could blow at any lime.
Co quietly alxiut your altairs. Build
bridges ol friendship with associates.

LEO duly 2J-Aug. 11). Go the
evtr.i mile to l)e a star, even if lacing
highly dilticult tasks. Sidestep oliice

gossip; you have important business
lo conduct. Put any llamlx)yant plans
into the deep treeze tor now.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Friendships and (wrlnerships can l>e

tilled with deeper understanding to-

day. Conlide in one another and act
in concert. Joint etioris promise much
larger rewards than solo endeavors.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A bright

idea or pet project gets the green light

today. Top brass show new appre-
ciation lor the work lorce. You can
talk and travel your way lo success.
Dress your Ijest.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
philosophical disagreement could put
you between a r<xk and hard place
with loved one. Gel together with
those who share your athletic or lit-

erary interests.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 2 1 ):

Stay emotionally centered and you
will have little to worry alxjul ttxJay.

Leave business at the officewhen you
go home ibis evening. A period of
quiet meditation will work wonders.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Rely on those you have worked with
a long time. Daydreaming could in-

terfere with your prt)ductivily. Focus
on the task at hand. Getting l)etler

organized will give you free lime.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Doing something unusual could lift

your spirits and put you on the road to

success again. Go after what you
want! Romance needs more time lo

blossom. Save nxiney for a rainy day.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): New

romantic heights are within your
grasp. Your gift lor gab helps you
build a relationship. Take slock of
your assets and debts.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

By BARRY DEUTSCH

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Janet Riley,

Michelle Bakis, David Maryakhin

Menu
We should have eaten hereafter. / There would have

been time for such a meal, / Tofu and tofu and tofu. /

Creeps in this petty food from day to day, / To the last
morsel of digestable meat. / And all our burgers have
lighted fools / the way to gastric death. / Out out, brief
grease fire

! / Life is but a walking shadow. /A poor student
who struts and frets his final hours upon the line and then
IS heard no more. / It is a tale told by an undergrad, full of
sound and fury, signifying nothing.

Till- opinitjiis expressed on this page .ire those ot the c jrtoonists oncl do not necessarily rctlcrt the views of the Collcfiijn or the University

ACROSS
1 President

Taylor, lo

triends

5 Gives a poor
review to

9 Grandparental
13 Nagy of

Hungary
1

4

FoMower o(

Zenc
16 Come in

second
1 7 Czech song

popularized by
Sammy Kaye

20 Guidonian note
21 "...Lord,

IS—?":
IVIatt 26 22

22 Gaucho's rope
23 Business

magnate
^5 Part of QED
26 Apex
29 Proptiet

30 Opera Star

32 Stieer fabric

34 In need of

dieting

36 Merchant
37 New Orleans

thoroughfare

4 Member o' the

brass
4

1

One ot the

Masseys
42 "You —

mouthful'"

43 L-0 connection
44 1981 G Scott-

Cruise movie
48 Downed
49 Pull

51 A Starr

62 Famous
54 "There —

tavern in the

town."
56 Corn unit

57 Salinger title

61 Colorful fish

62 Scrowful tune
63 Harrow's rival

64 Shocking
swimmers

65 Consider
66 Slave of

puczledofn

DOWN
1 Asian civets

2 Charlotte —

,

V.I.

3 Malte

4 Plunk or plop

starter

5 College
Boards, briefly

6 Longfellow's

bell town
7 Partner of

neither

8 — Madre
9 Heaps

10 Changeable
1

1

Invite

12 Grazing spot

15 Durrell heroine
18 Storage item

19 Example
24 Circa

25 Sundown
27 "— a Song Go

Out .

"

28 For each
30 Obligation

31 Lead-in for bar

or tope
33 Fatty ester

35 Amplitude
36 Oesist

37 Vessel

38 Fancy rug

39 Road warning,

for short

40 Civil War side

Abbr
43 Prado's locale

45 Warns
46 "When I — my

fiddle...": Yeats
47 Calm
50 Symbol of

slimness

51 Pari oi a

Scrooge
quotation

53 Steer, in

Berlin

54 "Bus Slop"
playwright

55 Plant support
57 Miler Sebastian
58 Zoo swinger
59 Wrath
60 Shoebox

notation

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

10/1/92
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the following desks:

Black Affairs

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues

Jewish Affairs

Multicultural Affairs

ThirdWorld Affairs

Women^s Issues

ore looking for writers

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
1 13 Campus Center

545-3500

PATTERSOIN NACKIMMIE CLUSTER PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES OUR 1 99293 STUDENT LEADERS

FOUNDATION Jeanine Swatton

James Bennger Hokkum Pang

Alex Cvetkovic Pat St.Louis

Kevin Walsh All Davis

ONE SHORT Chris Seibel

Jake Gould Mark Barrasso

Ellen Bloch Pete Manone

Dan Wilkes John Adamson
Jan Fulton Jose Padilla

DaveBodah TWO SHORT
ONE LONG Becky Dimino

Eric NIms Michele Stapel

Rob Lmdberg Mike Digregono

Pal Stanton Ted Edwards

OebRaynxxid SheaMonn

FOUNDATION Lucy Halatyn

Micheal Batchelder Jenniler Weeks
John Oatis Christina Orwicz

Laylana Brun TWO SOUTH
Thomas Pnola Jen Dangelo
Aimee Cohen Tracy Sanville

Stacy Carvalho Brian Bunger
Kevin White Tara Palanzi

Amy ZiobrovKSki Anna Melbin
Jennifer Gannon Andy Wan

ONe NORTHTara Monagan
Pete Decaro Nina Bardascmo
Jay Boulay TWO NORTH
James Denaro Russ Zuckerman
Eric Saber FOUR CENTER
ONE SOUTH Julie Dziekan

MACKIMM E

Jaye Wood

Angela Tassone

Tonia Gralakos

Tanya Hoos

Laurie Selvaggio

Matt Brightman

Mike King

THREE SHORT
Jen Buccardi

Jon Mastin

Paula Cherkolsky

Stephanie Martin

Krissy Kyle

Nathan Perchak

Mike Young

FATTERSOI>l

Cindi Foss

FOUR SOUTH
Ellen Davis

Tiffany Kehayoglou

Marco Polselli

Chuck Jones

John Klocek

Mike Coonan
Chuck Badger

THREE SOUTH
Stephanie Friree

William Brooks

Mane Stanley

Lisa Dickey

Kara Swasey
Carlos Pimental

Dylan Shelley

Justin Berthiaume

Frances Ortiz

Alex Yeskie

Becca Baris

Steve Corcoran

THREE LONG
Cheryl Fisher

Laura Alpenn

Steve Goldman

Traa Leary

Kern Nolan

Rebecca Rubick

Neil Cook

Clara Goldberg

THREE NORTH
Todd Wood
Graig Pomroy
Kendra Nisby

Michaela Macdonald
Sara Siliander

Daniel Polak

THREE CENTER
Melinda Alteri

Sinjs Elman

Rob Carrol

Rebecca Robarge

ONE CENTER
Thomas Gary

Matt Fuller

Amy Ernst

Aaron Gendreau

Mindy Pedan

Beryl Swatos

liana Rabtnowitz

Jamie Anderson

FOURTH
Marty Dietrich

Mike Prioa

Cynthia Shich

Justin Lefevre

Eric Silvestro

Kyle Wells

Kathy Horton

FOUR NORTH
Drevif Novack
Bill Nproge
Domenic Serra

Swati Modi

Brian Schor

Cathy Tirone

Kim Irwin

Modasir Ahmad
Scott Hardy

Kristin Snow
Anna Lopresti

William Stratton

PATT/MACK CLUSTER COUNCIL EXEC. BOARD
Steve Corcoran

Swati Modi

Cathy Tirone

Dan YoumeU

Amy Allessio

Sadiq Bogard

PATT/MACK RESIDEfNT ASSISTANTS

Steve Kenyon
Sean Case
Amy Hinc

Matt Pavesi

Ana Lisa Silva

Deana Dohman
Kevin Irvine

Kathy Day
Jeff Martinous

Glo Moroney
Brian DeOliveira

Donna Walsh

Amy Jagenow
Bryan Leake

Kara Martinsons

Jenniler Thompson
Nicholas Keung
Dave Tram
Melissa Gelley

Patti Cusimano

TScott Cawood-RD • Brian Isaacson-ARD • Linda Keith-AC

PATTERSON/MACKIMMIE PRIDE
"Don't Leave Home Without It!"

COLLEGIAN

M shots
continued from page 12

all well there will be an Oct. 24 match of the
undefeated in Storrs, CT. It will be sweet revenge
from last year's tournament.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on
Ross Perot.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.
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WHY yoa $ll«^LD RECYCLE

IN THE %I^CE HALLS

f
S

-If UMASS residents do not
recycle, the Town of Amberjt
win fine lu, which will double
our Undfming fee. In 1991,
UMASS tesidents avoided
over $100,000 in 5nes by
recydinf.

-In 1991. recycling in the
Residence Hails also saved
the University over $9,000
in actual landfill fees.

If UMASS SIIVC^TOU SAVCI
HoiMino SwvloM R«M*Ki Procnm

Cii 646-1163

TONIGHT
MEET THE
COORS

GOLDEN DREAM
GIRLS

Sponsored By
Coors and WAQY

Coots Gold Special ~ $1.50 Bottles

THE /^PITR
<:i:ii:im.viius M[: JIYS in amhi kst

I'>f.M • l'><» J>

15 EAST PLEASAnr

If you wou^ike to earn
Full Time IncomcplfprWn^ Port Time

•Day/Ever^ I Vtfe«k

•Locol/NoiiorKii l»tac«ment

•Umlted OpenfmKtRemoinfor September,
October, and Noveinl:>er Dosses

•Make Your Move Tbctay ar>d Receive
Additional Sovings^gfi 'MHon Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield „^MC/VISA/A£

ViCTQ^ The BAKE PLACE
Super MarketsA

10 University Drive
Amherst*—

=

Once You've tried Our
DonutSy You'll Make
Victory's Bake Place
a Daily Stop!
Try the Victoryt^MJ^iJ^ MANUFACTURERS

*^® ^SS^ Where There's Always
Something SpecialUP

TO 99 In the Ovens...

nctory CouDon
Try Our...

Super Fresh

Donuts
Assorted Varieties

$100
JiOFF

ONE DOZEN

With
Thia

Coupon

Limit 1 coupon per customet

Effective thru Friday, Oct 9 1992

L 2"£CjOUPON^TO^EOOUBLEp j

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20e per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSi

' FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES AUTO FOR SALE
UMASS P.O.W.E.R.
Fall 92 Meetings
Mondays 7:30 p.m.
Student Union #306
Info: Kristin 253-9707
A ll Welcome

Twittars Tavarn
Acoustic open mic every Thursday 7-10
Bring your axe and come early!

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Frea to good home-pair of male cats
gray, neutered, shy but friendly, shots
253-2351

AUTO FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette
56 K miles

Needs clutch work
S500 or BO.
50-7912

Graaki and Clubs raisa a cool $1000
in just ona waak!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

And a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for

calling 1 800 932 0528 E xi. 65

Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority

Open Rush
Tues. Sept. 29 7-8 Campus CenterRm 803
Wed. Sept. 30 7-8 Campus Center Rm 803
Thur Oct 1 b-6 Dinner at our home
Fri Oct. 2 5-6 Dinner at our home:

387 N. Pleasant St.

549 381

1

Tri-Sigma

You'll Love it!!

UMASSOANCETEAM AUDITIOrVSn !

Sunday Oct. 4th 12-3
Old Chapel Auditorium
For info, call Keri 6-2989

ATTENTION MT. BIKERS

Attantion Mountain Bikars:
Mountain Biking handbook (with detailed

maps) for all Amherst area trails and
mountains. 34.95 each
Contact Tim @ 253-3777

87 FORD ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great car
32300 0.8. Sara 542-7963

1990 Toyota Calica Loaded 30,000 miles
Must see and Drive. Kenwood stereo ask-
ing 12,500 256 1557.

Toyota 1984
5-Speed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
413)586 2087

BUSINESS OPPORTUNrrV

Opportunity knocks sinca crime won't.
Products everyone wants. 30 second demo
sells product. 413-499-6739.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small cheese 33.50
Large cheese 36.00

Free Soda with purchase of large sub
salad or spaghetti

549 6098 or 549-6073
Must mention this ad

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Taret by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards
Call Mitch at 648-9761

Amharst 3 Badroom condo, avail. Feb
1st.

A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail. Jan. 1st

Also
Classroom space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St.

253-7879

Found - Tickats in Envalopa near
visitors center. Pick up and identify at
Collegian Business window, 113 Campus
Center.

LOST RIDE WANTED

Jackot found in library
Call to claim. Description required.
549-3586

Lost
Nacklaca of graat sentimental value.
Green stone wrapped in thick silver wire.
Last seen in Boyden Gym, If found: 253-
4242.

Naad a rida to UMaine Orono ANY
weekend. Will share gas and tolls. Call
Marisaat 546-1780.

HELP WANTED
SELF DEFENSE

FOR SALE

A car railar datactor. still new!
Whistler Spectrum, 3 bands
S140/B.O., call 665-2473

FOR RENT

Fridga Rantal Fraa Delivery 253-9742

Attantion bands and deejays!
PA audio equipment for sale. Speake s.

amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-
cellent condition . Call Jim. 256-666 1

.

Hawlatt Packard 28S calculator
Great for engineering Call

6-5756 3130 B.O.

Tha Honorabia Louis Farrakhan will be
in Springfield on Nov 21 for tickats
Nate 549 4600 x217.

MAC^SE/30 5/80, ext. Keyboard
Scott 549-0228

Macintosh SE
1 MB RAM, two 800 KB internal floppy
drives. SCSI port. Expanded keyboard
Superb condition. 253-0799.

Sava $$$ - Brand new 386 SX-33MHz,
2MB System memory, 80 MB Hard Drive,
1.44 or 1.2 MB Floppy, 512 K SVGA w/
SVGA color monitor, DOS 5.0, Warranty.
Delivered - $979 256-6474

Snowboard -GAS haHpTpa
w/ Bindings asking $100. Call Matt
6-7389.

Tandy 200 Ponabia computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 $450 O.B.O.

FOUND

Found Black Kittan female approx. 6
mos. Found by chemistry labs 9/28 Please
call 584-4703 if she is yoursi

'it

Audio/vidao rapair technician,
part time. Three years professional
experience required. 584-9547

.Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN
380184000

MUSICIANS

Guitar Lassons. Barfclaa Graduate.
534 0163.

SaM dafansa sprays legal, effective no
permit required. Personal alarms also
available. 413-499 6739 24 hours

Looking for drummar to fill-out

righteous power trio. Grunge. Call Big Al
at 549-2631

SERVICES

EVENING JOBS! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On Busline. Call

5849830.

PERSONALS

Postal Jobs Availabia
Many positions. Great benefits. Call 1-

800 338 3388 ext. P 3306

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed. FREE INFORMA'nON - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801-379-2900 Copyright »
MA15K0H

INSTRUCTION

CONGRATULATIONS DELTA ZETA
PLEDGES!
LeighAnn, Jill. Melissa, Lara, Melanie.
Allison, Jen, Carrie, Jill, Suzanne, Debbie,
Keri, Emily, Dana

LOVE THE SISTERS

Diana -
Have a super birthday
Love,

Michele

Rasumas
Need help? I have experience with Re-
sumes. Quick service, free advice, excel-
lent quality, and low prices. IBM laser
printing service available. Call Andy at
5498463

Tarot raadings
Call Chris 256 0821

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256-0260.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

Gansral maating for all students
interested in interacting with international
students. Election for officers,

refreshments will be served. Mor>day,
October 5 7:00 pm
Campus Center 163

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DIANA P.H!
Good luck in the tennis tourn. - Mark

Hay Julia K. Beth wrote it

I would never say that about you
Have a Happy 21st B-day
From Erik

K-thy,
Life al UMass is bearable since we met
you.

LovejCrazy and LAN
SB Just a little hello has it been 6 mo
sure it has! 2nite will be fun I'll bring all

my shoes & glasses so I have them. PS
AtleeldoePlawimyseinfraqtv.
Wishing you well - CB aka BF
SRA PETERSON
Happy Anniversary!

Thanks for a great ye., r

And all you have done
I love you with all my hean
and I look forward to the
years to come.

*

Love, Your Fireman

SIGMA KAPPA

SIGMA KAPPA walcomas it's new
pledges' Congralulationsto Kim, Kristin,
Hope. Christina, Stephanie, Melisa. Ali
cia, and Tracy. We're so proud of you!
Love the sisters of Sigma Kappa

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Affordabia Word Processing
S1.75/pg Call Janet 256-0306, leave
message

Papars Typad Free laser printout &
cover page, 31 .50Ayped page. Brian 546
1795.

TYPING 1.25/paga INCLUDED: Cover
w/label Spell Check. ANY DEADLINE
6 3148

VaHay Typing
Sl.SO/pg

call Chris

253-3149
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Scott's shots
Fourth down and inches. Fourth and less than

a soda can. Fourth and a student ID card.
There is only one team in the NFL that will fail

in this situation. They play in Foxboro. They shall
remain nameless as long as they are winless.

• Was that Head Coach Mike Hodges we saw
mingling with tailgaters just two hours before last

Saturday's game with BU? Sort of restores your
faith in all humanity. An ordinary guy out talking
ball with the fans. Public relations at its finest.

• Who is Jeff"Seals and" Crofts and why does he
keep following me?

• Have the Red Sox come back from the All-Star
break yet?

• Alexander Wolffs article in Sports Illustrated
on Title IX was harsh on UMass in particular. The
new buzzwords "gender equity" will be recurring
theme in the years to come and the situation has to

be tackled head on.

Women's sports should certainly be placed at
the top ofthe UMass sports agenda, (see: women's
soccer and field hockey) but when the bottom line

is revenue, the sad reality is women's sports are a
distant second. Watch for UMass to mend some
fences in the very near future. It's a must.

• Does this mean Ron Villone can't get the
student special at Pizza Hut anymore?

• Wouldn't it be something ifthe Nov. 7 UMass/
Richmond game actually meant something in the
Yankee Conference. I'm sure Jim Reid is storing up
some quotes just in case.

• When the final twine is tickled in The Cage I

have a proposal on the board to turn the Old Lady
into a bar. I hope to contact Margot "I'm in the
bushes" Parrot and discuss the possibilities.

• The farewell I wrote for Magic Johnson last

year still stands. We will never see the same Magic
again. Each time he falls or comes up limpingthere
will be a collective gasp. I hope he accomplishes
what he needs to and I hope he remains as classy
as ever. Too bad Larry won't be around.

• Assistant hoops coach Bill Bayno is getting
into the race for "Cravat King" early this year and
rumor has it that GQ will be photographing the
UMass bench at each game for a special series to be
called The Tie Guys." Coach Cal is still the favorite
on the sidelines but it looks as though I'll have no
competition high above courtside. Did you hear
that Tamir "Montague is very near" Lipton? How
about you Brett "Snuggle Bunny" Morris?

• For some odd reason I beUeve Garin Veris will

sack Hugh Millen a few times when the 49ers visit

Foxboro in a couple of weeks.
• Isn't a little late to be signing Ray Bourque to

a hfetime contract? He's already played a hfetime
with the B's.

• There will be no Cy Young Award for Roger
Clemens this year but I do believe Matt Young has
the inside track. Maybe that's the Die YoungAward.

• Take a ride towards the Vermont border and
gaze in pure wonder at the natural colors nature
has painted on its blue background. (I think my
new toilet bowl cleaner with "blueing power" has
changed my whole life.)

• Jim Rudy's girls are fifth in the nation and if

TURN TO SHOTS, PAGE 1
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Sports
Women extend winning streak
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

They weren't around last year, so they didn't experi-

ence the pain of the two losses to Northeastern Univer-
sity, but two newcomers helped the University of Mas-
sachusetts field hockey team exact revenge on the Hus-
kies in Wednesday's 1-0 victory at Totman Field.

Sweeper Natalie Hart provided steady and solid de-
fense throughout and Ainslee Press played well both
ways, stifling the Huskies (5-2) defensively and scoring
the game-winning goal on a penalty stroke which lifted

the Minutewomen to the victory.

"The thing that the other girls did this week was pass
on how regretful they were of last year," Press said. "By
the time I steppedon the field today, I hated Northeastern,
and I had never even seen them."

TheMinutewomen (9-0) extended their wirming streak
to nine games by outshooting Northeastern 19-18 and
shutting the Husky offense down afl^r Press scored on a
penalty stroke with 15:47 in the first half Press was the
beneficiary of what UMass head coach Pam Hixon said
was a "gutsy call."

"One of our players was about to shoot but a North-
eastern player hooked her right in fi-ont oftheir net to set
up the penalty stroke."

"It was a good call, the right one to make," Hixon said.

"But sometimes in a close game like this the officials

won't call it because they don't want to decide a game on
a call hke that."

When Preso set up for the stroke five feet in front ofthe
net, it was almost a near certainty. The team leader in
goals with nine, Press used her patented Hft shot to elude
Northeastern goalie Brenda Mitchell and give UMass
the only offense they would need.

Northeastern's last chance to tie things up came in the
second halfwith two and a halfminutes left. The Huskies
drove in but were turned away when goalie Philippa

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
The UMass field hockey team downed archrival Northeastern 1 -

yesterday. The Minutewomen travel to Old Dominion on Friday

where they will meet Virginia.

Scott made a routine kick save from the right side.

UMass players frustrated Northeastern in the final

moments by stifling the Husky's ball control ofiense.

"We had to play more agressively to stop them than we
normally do," Press said. "They had a couple of good
opportunities on penalty corners."

"Joy [Blenis] did a superjob shadowing Denise Nasca,
who I think is one ofthe best freshman in the country. We
putJoy on her for the whole game, and she came through,"
Hixon said.

Women's soccer keeps heat on
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Kim Eynards scored the game's only goal as the
University of Massachusetts women's soccer team beat
Dartmouth 1-0, yesterday, to move to 8-0 on the season.

Massachusetts, ranked No. 5 in the nation, played a
sluggish game but got a strong performance from goal
keeper Skye Eddy who recorded her third shutout of the
year.

"We played a little flat today," UMass coach Jim Rudy
said. "What you saw today was a very vulnerable top five
team."

The Minutewomen got the only score they would need
in the 71st minute. Freshman forward Nicole Roberts
squared the ball to Evnard, who was stationed in the right
slot, just inside the goal box. Eynard one-timed it towards
the net. Dartmouth keeper Michele Coru-oy could not
control the shot and the ball broke through her arms and
slipped between her legs.

"I saw there were no defenders so I just shot," Eynard
said. "I new itwas a good stroke. It wasjust shoot and pray.
I scored the goal for my new bom nephew. I promised my
sister yesterday that I'd score for him and I did."

Rudy said, "It was nice to see Kim step up under
pressure. I didn't think she'd get it off. It was a difficult ball
to one time.

"That is a tough goal for (Dartmouth) to lose on. They
played a good game, they were close, he said. "They
played a very nice first [half] where we couldn't get in
behind them. Their style was able to mess up our attack."

"[Dartmouth] is a good team, but we are just cutting
these games too close," Rudy said. "Our intensity was
down in practice and it showed today."

The success of this year's team has not come as a
surprise to Eynard.

"I guess I did expect us to be undefeated at this point,"
she said. "We had such a great preseason and we fight for
each other. That makes us better. When you play for one
another, you play more inspired. It means more."

Rudy said, "8-0 feels great. I think we're capable of
wirming all our games, if we play to our potential. We
didn't do that today. We will have to play better than we
did today to remain unbeaten much longer."

Massachusetts travels to Ithaca, N.Y. this weekend for
the Cornell Tournament. On Saturday, UMass will face
17th ranked Cornell and on Sunday it will lock horns with
the Xavier squad which defeated Dartmouth 4-0.

Minutemen stunned at home by Providence
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Highly ranked teams are always sus-
ceptible to upsets.

The University ofMassachusetts men's
soccer team, ranked fourth in New En-
gland, were shocked yesterday by Provi-
dence College at Garber Field, 2-1. The
Friars came into Amherst unranked in

the latest NE poll, but should crack the
top ten with the win.

Coach Sam Koch's Minutemen were
touched up for two goals in the second
half, and relinquished their halftime lead
of 1-0. The winning goal by PC was scored
at 65:50 when sophomore forward Matt
Baldwin grabbed a pass from Chaka Daley
and put it past UMass goalie Eric Gruber.

"We played bad for fifteen minutes (in

the second half), and you can't do that
against any team. Ifyou let down, you are
going to get scored on," said Matt Edgerly,
a junior midfielder for UMass.

UMass junior forward Randy Jacobs
scored at 39:28 to give the Minutemen a 1-

lead. Co-captain Shawn Bleau took the

throw-in from junior Ted Priestly and
dribbled up the sideline.

Bleau looped a pass over two defenders

to Jacobs, who drew Friars' goalie Jamie
Smith out ofthe goal and booted it into the

net for his fifth goal of the year.

"Today, we had a job to do, and didn't

get it done. A lot ofgames you slip by, but
it didn't happen," said junior Justin
Edelman.

UMass had 19 shots, but had trouble
converting on numerous chances. For PC,
Smith had 11 saves and continued his
solid play in goal. He has only allowed two
goals, including the one by Jacobs, in the
last four games.

The star for the Friars was Baldwin,
who along with his goal, assisted on his

team's other goal.

Providence's first goal came at 59:30
when sophomore forward Steve Waijanka
put one past the diving Gruber, tying the
game at 1-1. Baldwin leads the Friars in

scoring with 11 points (four goals, three
assists).

"It's not ability, it's discipline and heart
that lost us the game today. I'm not saying
that we don't have these things, because
we do; but if we're going to get anywhere,
we must show it consistently," said Koch.

Saturday is the next chance UMass
has to show what it is made of when it

hosts Siena, at 2:00 p.m. at Garber Field.

Iigury report: Sophomore goalie Mark
Wolf, who didn't play because of a hip

pointer, is questionable for Saturday's
game.

The UMass men's soccer team fell to Providence 2-1 yesterday. The M.nutl'^n'host S°ena on
Saturday at 2:00 p.m. UMass is now 5-2-1.

Frank
Sinatra Old BJue Eyes

is coming to
town

By Joseph Jourdain-Burns
COLLEQIAn CORRESPOriDEriT

Frank Sinatra will sing his heart out
in Worcester this Friday night. Yes, I

know he's no longer at the peak of his
powers as a performer, but he still

remains as the greatest vocalist in the
history of popular music and a man
that still takes his art very seriously.

For members of Generation X,
Sinatra remains as relevant as he was
in his heyday. As John Rockwell writes
in "Sinatra, " Sid Vicious' cover of "My
Way" was a "not so secret tribute, an
attestation of affinities between one of
the fathers of punk and who in his
music and character became the model
of all rockers from the beginning."
The Sinatra of the 50s and 60s was

a ground-breaking performer who re-

corded the first Lp and concept al-

bum. With master arranger Melson
Riddle, he created theme albums that
perfected the image of a way-out
"swinger" or a tormented "saloon
singer."

That was due, in part, to the revolu-
tionary way in which Sinatra sings. He
was much different than the "belters

"

that had dominated popular music up
until that point. Me was one of the first

to treat the microphone as a musical
instrument. His technique broke
ground for other pop stars that would
follow such as Perry Como, Dean Mar-
tin and Mel Torme. As with big band,
rock has its share of "crooners" like
Jim Morrisson and Bono.

Sinatra's work ethic as a performer
is beyond reproach. During his peak
he would release three albums and a
couple of movies a year. Yet it is the
quality of his 50s work that amazes. In

a Flayboy interview he described his
personal maxim, "The audience is like
a broad — if you're indifferent its

splitsville."

The essental Sinatra recordings have
to be his Capitol boxed set ($35). The
set includes the most productive and
Important years of his career. It mas-
terfully blends older Cole Porter songs
and Tin Pan Alley classics with newer,
more adult material. Most of the ar-

rangements were done by Riddle, who
lends a rich quality to these beautifully
remastered CDs. It Is by no means an
exhaustive collection, but it stands
well alone on its own terms.

At Worcester, Sinatra can be ex-
pected to attempt material that is bet-
ter suited for his deeper, more limited
voice. It will not be a performance by
a young talent. It will be a happening,
much like a Grateful Dead show. It's a
celebration of the talent of a mature
man that is selling out arenas at the
age of 76.
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Mr. Lupo casts his

ballot for Bob Roberts
By JOM LUPO
Collegian Staff

If the Republican Mational Convention
didn't turn your stomach enough and if the
"family values" rhetoric hasn't sent you
reeling yet, there's enough biting (albeit

mostly conservative) political satire in Bob
Roberts to keep you plenty apathetic, at

least until 1996.
Tim Robbins (The Player) v*/rote and

directed this mockumentary about Bob
Roberts, a guitar-wielding, arch-conser-
vative candidate for a Pennsylvania Sena-
torial seat. He's pitted against an incum-
bent liberal played by author Gore Vidal.

The film is told through the eyes of a

documentary team headed by a British

journalist. What happens in between
Roberts' rise in the polls and election night

is engrossing drama, biting comedy and
just a little scary, as all of it rings true.

Bob Roberts rises to fame as a "conser-
vative rebel," decrying the sixties as a
wasted decade and as a right wing folk

singer. He sings songs like "Don't use
Drugs" ("Those smoking morons/they're
hippie freaks"), "The Times They Are A-
Changin' Back" and "Bleeding Hearts"
("What's right is right/what's left is wrong").

Roberts has a wife, Polly, who just

smiles and says nothing, a campaign
manager (Alan Rickman) who has shady
ties to the Iran Contra and S & L scandals
and supporters who make Roberts into

some sort of conservative demagogue.
Bob Roberts takes brutal swipes at ev-

erything right wing. It's no coincidence
that every conservative in the film is Evil

and every liberal is a saint. This could be
considered leftist propaganda if everything
in the film seemed fictional. But the events

portrayed in Bob Roberts feel way too real.

The film's smaller targets, such as the
media, are shown as both decriers of

Roberts' double-lined ideas and followers
of his squeaky clean (at least on the
surface) image.

Bob Roberts works best in its little de-
tails. The movie is set during Operation
Desert Shield and there's a telling bit where
Roberts appears on a Saturday Night Liue-

type comedy show. Roberts' campaign
commercials and slogans like "Pride" lend
prickly allusions to their real-life counter-
parts.

Tim Robbins has the mannerisms, good
looks and winning smile that sell our
candidates today. He powers the film with

his smarmy persona, so well that his

egotistical ardor could have easily been
transferred to the left, making him a just as
effective liberal candidate.

Gore Vidal is the perfect foil for Roberts.

He's a little too much of a gleeming,
honest liberal to be taken as the "hero" of

Bob Roberts, but I must admit, he's great
casting. Alan Rickman hits sleazy new
levels. However, star cameos from Susan
Sarandon, John Cusak, Fred Ward and
Helen Hunt, among others, wasn't a good
idea. It draws attention away from the
film's smart idiosyncracies and relegates

the viewer to star-hunting.

If Bob Roberts falters a little near the end,
indulges in a leftist moral here and there, it

is forgivable. The film teeters on the edge
throughout, and I was surprised it didn't

happen sooner. This is the kind of movie
that validates our frustration with the double-
talk and rhetoric while visualizing scathing

contempt for the right. The film brazenly

crosses the line of simple satire into a
TURN TO BOB ROBERTS, PAGE 8

New exhibit illustrates

black migration struggle
By YOLANDA Y. BROWM
Collegian Correspondent

On Monday September 28 the Au-
gusta Savage Gallery, located in the

Mew Africa House, hosted the opening
reception of the exhibit entitled, "From
the South to the Morth: The Early 20th

Century Migration. " This exhibit was put

up to celebrate the history of the South
and also to celebrate the black men on
the railroads.

7/ wanted toj know both

the differences and the

similiarities ofthepeople
who left the South and
thepeoplewho stayed be-

hind. "

—Cynthia Packard

The exhibit was put together by two
afro-american studies faculty members,
Cynthia Packard and Dorrance Hill.

"From the South to the Morth" displays

four sculptures by Dorrance Hill and
also 50 photographs that were printed

and mounted by Cynthia Packard. The
photographs and the sculptures illustrate

the black migration from the South to

the Morth and the results of that struggle.

Cynthia Packard has been doing re-

search in Buckingham, Virginia for the

past 4 years in order to put this exhibit

together. She went through church
records, court records, tax records, and
any other records she could find to get

information on these photographs.

Packard conducted oral history in-

terviews and talked with the people

whose ancestors actually came from
Buckingham, Virginia.

"I learned about history on a per-

sonal basis and got history from people
who were the history," says Packard.

"(I wanted to] know both the differ-

ences and similarities of the people
who left the South and the people who
stayed behind."

Dorrance Hill who has been doing
sculptures for the past 10-15 years

explained that his sculptures repre-

sented more of a combination of the

Morth and the South. He said that he
used mainly scraps of metal and any
other "junk" that he could find to make
his sculptures with.

"Blacks in the South had to make
do with what they had and that's what
I did," explains Hill.

Cynthia Packard and Dorrance Hill's

exhibit of "From the South to the Morth"

will remain on display through Octo-
ber 23. I encourage all students who
haven't already, to go look at the ex-

hibit because it portrays a lot of real-

istic photographs and sculptures of

the South in a time period that is very
rarely discussed.

ATTENTION

STUDENTS
Do You Feel Your Travel Agency

Doesn't Want Your Business
II so. mil Central Travel.

Willi over 20 vears of sixricilizing in

Student Travel

CENTRAL TRAVEL
549-4900

25 A Pray St., Amherst
(in the D.H. Jones Real Estate Building)

«X:OLL£GIAN
ADVERTISINGI

WORKS!

The best
advertising
medium
to reach
students
In the

Five-College
area.

Reach 19,000

per day.

545-3500

Arts S Living
staff meetim^g

SunciaVr -zi^M
CJoIle^ian otticres

Oampuis Center 113

®Y®

ELL'S
UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, OCT. 23

Single Project/Event Grants

for iiiufic, llh'iilcr, visiinl art

and iicsi^n, performance

art. literature, fil}n and video

and other arts related events.

PROPOSAIS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT GROUPS

APPLICATIONS
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIl
209 HASBROUCK
OR CALL 545-0202

--"^ UQUORS ^^-«
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

(Quantity Discounts Available)

BUD, DRY, &LIGHT
$11.99 case cans

Bixsch
$9.49 cs. bar bottles

Catamount (your choice)
$8.99 12pk/botts.

Michelob (your cHoice)
$6.99 12pk/botts.

Visa/Mastercard accq)ted on keg ckposits

Many More ln-(Store 6pecial<*>

All Beers plus DqxKJt CC^pCCJally OH WJnCJ^^ *Deiivcn' Available*

Hound Tripi from f^trw York Staninc at

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK 949
Taxn not included. Rettrictioni appl^.

Fares tubject to change A availability.

Call about one wayt. We htue
EURAIL pastes on the SPOT1

79 South Pfeasant Street
^fT)1ent MA 01002

256-1261

r AEROBICS n

Low Impact

Step

'Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles
' Biocycles

Treadmill

u amher;st
;#HtETIC CLUB

256-0080
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^A/EEKENDHAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

LECTURE — Naomi Wolf, author of The
Beauty Myth: Hotv Images of Beauty Are
Used Against Women, begins the Choices
lecture series at Smith College. The series
intends to lay a foundation of information
and understanding to help students make
responsible sexual choices. Sage Hall, 7:30
p.m. Free.

READING— Poet/painter Steven Duplisea
explores the mystery of life in reading his

original poetry, "Lies Tall Tales, & Exag-
gerations From the Tenant in #1 ."Hampden
Gallery, 7 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — A combination of funk-
rock-rap will be presented at Hardest Kickin',

the first in a series of live shows planned at

Pearl Street Nightclub in Northampton. Hec-
tor, out of Hampshire College, cuts a killer

rap groove. The Bombastics, second in the
lineup, jam funky dance tunes. Finally, Rent
Party will perform and bring it home, featuring

Rockin Dave. 18 years of age and $3 gets

you in the door for this kickin' event. 8:30.

COURTtSY IKEN[ YOUNG

Marga Gomez will perform in Bowker Auditorium
on Friday, October 2 at 8p.m.

COMEDY — Pretty, Witty, and Gay pre-

sents the antics of "an adult female homo-
sexual" who rewrites the Bible, battles extor-

tionists, and reads from the lost journals of

Anais Nin. Marga Gomez, "exotic come-
dian," will take an insider's look at

homophobia, heterophobiaand
"Margaphobia" in what The San Francisco

Weekly called, "a raucous, sexual blow-out."

Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m., also Friday,

same time. Tickets $5, $3.

GENERAL MEETING — The GMass Can-
nabis Reform Coalition is holding their first

general meeting of the semester at 7 p.m. in

room 168 of the Campus Center. A speaker

on Rastafarianism and a video about the

history of prohibition of cannabis hemp.

Meeting is free and open to the public.

FRIDHY
COMEDY — Comedy master Steven

Wright, guestof greats Johnny Carson, Dave

Letterman, and of Saturday Night Livefame,

will perform tonight at 8 p.m. Don't miss the

hilarious off-center reason of this academy

award winner in his only Western Massachu-
setts performance. Tickets recommended in

advance.
IN CONCERT— Frank Morgan, master of

the alto saxophone, brings "eccentric, rhyth-

mically adventurous improvisations" and
direct, simple jazz to the Iron Horse Music
Hall in Northampton.

IN CONCERT — GMass-based band,
BuffaloTom fills the Student Gnion Ballroom
with "a rich sonic tapestry interwoven with

strands of Marshall feedback, reverborocket
space, acoustic guitars, grand pianos, and
layered vocal harmonies." The band, formed
in 1986 here at CJMass believes that their

latest is their best work, and hope the folks at

the old alma-mater agree. $7 general, $5
with ID prior to show. $9 and $7 at door,

respectively. Show kicks off at 8:00.

BOOKSIGNING/RECEPTION — Steven
Riel reads from his latest collection of poetry
works. How To Dream. This book, designed
by Barbara Werden, is Riel's first and was
made possible in part by a grant from the

Massachusetts Cultural Council. A reception

and book-signing will follow the reading at

Food For Thought Books in Amherst. 7:30.

Free.

EXHIBITION — Artist Carmen Lomas
Garza pays tribute to the people of
Tenochtitlan (currently Mexico City) with a

site-specific installation for the Dia de los

Muertos (day of the dead.) Based on the

traditions of the Mexican holiday which pays
homage to deceased ancestors, this install-

ment of altars and shrines presents the artist's

"ceremony of memory." SC Museum of Art.

Museum hours 12-4 p.m. Free.

SflTURDflY
IN CONCERT — Piano vocal jazz at it's

finest graces the Iron Horse Music Hall as

Mose Allison returns for his annual fall ap-

pearance. Nominated for a Grammy in 1 989
forhis Blue Note album. EverSince the World
Ended, Allison promises to give a good show.
RECEPTION — GMass MFA recipient Usa

Beemtsen will present a solo exhibition of ab-

stract paintings titled "Places for Something to

Happen." Color contrasts, abstract architec-

(UUHTISY SUPHEN WKICHT

Comedian Stephen Wright will appear at the FAC
this Friday.

tural elements, and spaces defined by light and
color are utilized. On exhibit today through Oct.

17 at the Amherst Community Arts Center.

Reception is today 4-6 p.m. Free.

SUNDAY
IN CONCERT— Ani DiFranco challenges

sexual politics, social conventions and the

meaning of existence with her intense folk-

rock tunes. Hear the "clipped, edgy guitar

style; forceful melodies; to-the-bone lyrics;"

and soulful guitar riffs of this "tiny, aw-
shucks, girl" with "flirtatious stage presence"
and within whom "lurks a woman capable of

strong unswerving sentiments." At the Iron

Horse tonight.

IN CONCERT— Think Tree, electronically

based band extraordinaire, will paint Pearl

Street tonight with "evocative colors from a

broad and ever expanding palette. " Equipped
with keyboards, drums, guitars, and voices,

this five member band will forever change
your idea of electronic and synthesized mu-
sic. Show begins at 9 p.m. 1 8+. $5 in advance.

Think Tree will play Pearl Street on Sunday night.

COURTtSY CAROLINE RECORDS

i I * ) ••««>.*
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Ggly Kid Joe's new CD lives up to their name
By LAUREN ROBERT
Collegian Correspondent

America's Least Wanted
Ugly Kid Joe
Stardog/Mercury

At this point I think most people know who the group
Ugly Kid Joe is. For those of you who don't, does the song
"(I Hate) Everything About You" ring a bell? Ah, yes, it's

all coming back to you now. Well, it was my task to review
their latest CD America's Least Wanted. What a catchy
title.

Now I know one shouldn't judge a CD by its title but I

was already getting a feeling of what the music was going
to be like; shallow tunes with a "why -be-normal?" attitude.

Needless to say, Ggly Kid Joe did not let me down and for

fear of really insulting them, I'd say they're Poison, beefed
up and in a bad mood.

For the most part, their songs are completely forget-

table. There are a couple of exceptions, however, and it's

these songs that make their CD so much more than just

a really expensive frisbee.

There's the mellow and 60s-like "Mr. Recordman," a
song that doesn't seem like it belongs on this album, but
nonetheless, a welcome addition. It's a thoughtful tune
about—now hold on to your hats—a band trying to make
it in the heartless and cut-throat music biz. Just soak in

these stirring lyrics: "Mr. Recordman, do you know who I

am?\Mr. Recordman, do you really think I can?\l've takin'

a likin' to yourgameM think we all feel the sameMs it a dream
or is it realWou say you want to cut a deal?"

Wow. Shakespeare couldn't have said it better.

There's also the surprising inclusion ofthe Harry Chapin
classic "Cat's in the Cradle." This song really seems
misplaced on this CD. but listening to it helps ease the
headache you'll get from the other songs. And who could
forget the song they're known for, "Everything About You."
This, I must admit, is a great song.
For the sole reason that it's so negative and funny at the

same time.

Who couldn't help but love singing to lyrics like "I get
sick when I'm around, I can't stand to be around, I hate
everything about you!" Perfect music to heal a rotten

mood. The icing on the cake is Pat, the androgynous

Ugly Kid

character from Saturday Night Live, opening the song
and groaning, "Are you the guys on the beach who hate
everything?" (An obvious reference to their video.) The
group seems to have an affection for Pat since
she's.. .he's. ..er, Pat's featured in their new video of the
song "Neighbor."

Ggly Kid Joe is trying desperately to be offbeat, gross
and immature and I think they've perfected it. The cover
photo is a cartoon of the Statue of Liberty flipping the bird.

The inside cover is a picture of the band showing the
world fast food, after it's been chewed by their preciously
talented mouths. Yum.

And dare I forget to mention the special thanks section
where they thank, and I quote, "...everyone who survived

COUKTeSY MICHAfl IfV/Nf

loe

the Zit Poppin', Butt-Pickin', Booger-flingin' Across
America Tour 91 -92!" Double yum. They present them-
selves to be the equivalent of those kids in high school

who used to put "Kick me" signs on people's backs: sick

but funny.

Ggly Kid Joe's music sounds like all the other fluff out
there on the radio waves nowadays, but it's fluff you can
stomach and heck, maybe even sing along to if, say, you
have PMS or your girlfriend dumped you.

So, if you like to bite your toenails and chew your food
with your mouth open, I'd say go for it, pick up Ggly Kid
Joe's new CD and set your nasty habits to music. If that

fails, you can always
play frisbee.

CO-ED PROTECTION
RAPE-ASSAULTS

!

Protect Yourself, get

A C E I
Preferred by Police & Military. Don't wait until something
happens to yourself or family members. Act now and feel

secure and protected. Easily concealed in your home, car or
purse. Safe-Effective.

Accuracy is Not Essential.
JUST AIM. ..SPRAY...

WALK AWAY!Carry Mace*

MaU:

Name:

Check or Money Order to:

Lorrc Enicq>riscs

P.O. Box 1055
Enfield. CT 06083- 1 055

Please Send:

_ 1 MACE for $19.95
2 MACE for $35.00
4 MACE for $67.00

Address:

Ciiy/SlMe:

-f S3.00 Shipping & Handling
wiih any order

I I I am over 1 8 years old

Zip Code:

Amount Enclosed _

aDo
The att6nM3!l at your Le^al Services €enter
can ana^¥ fete-paying UMass studeilKs*^
questidSM on « wide variety of legal probllins^
including:

Hosing, Criminal. Univeiiy-related;civii Rights/^
Consumer, Labor, Family.|l^rsonaI rnjury, and moi

'XwiOVMVii^ii^
iy>ii>n>>»X '

'*'tM i>>>>; ii i;tVi>;hY»»>>>ji >

Need k Lawyer? II

The LS^^ your first sourcclof law-related^
assistan^toc^^ted in room 922 of the Corpus
Center, the LSC is bjpen Monday through Friday,
9am to 5pm. Please call 545-1995 or drop by to
make an appointment.

DON'T FALL FOR THE REST ... OUR PRICES ARE THE BEST!

Don't Drink
and Drive

intlhlC I irM ir^D^

BUDWEISER S$i-I994!ALMADENWINES$C49
SUITCASE CANS f^iT^ | l + DEP^^ J>iABLIS. BLUSH Q

3.0 LITER

SAM
ADAMS 1D*dep

Case of

BOSTON LAGER 24i2o2Bonies

GOLDEN, VIN ROSE
RHINE

HEINEKEN <trtQQ
&AMSTEL ^O d1

12 Pack Bottles

O'KEEFE
BEER

Case of 24-1 2 oz bottles

^5

y, CANADIAN $^15491 CLUB lOwli.

;49
*750ML

COUSINO-MACUL
FROM CHILE
CHARDONNAY&

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

FALSTAFF& ^.^dQ
FALSTAFF LIGHT ^Q^dep
Case of 24-12 oz cans

°'^'-'-° SC49WHITE GRENACHE. '^•^^^
j^ SAUVIGNON BLANC. ^^
'^" WHITE ZINFANDEL i 5 LITER

GLEN ELLEN $049 fc^
CABERNET SAUVIGNON ^^^ITER

^^
CALLAWAY
CHARDONNAY

$C49
'750 ML

=6

JIM BEAM $1341 J,

FLEISCHMANN'S
PREFERRED WHISKEY

$1199
I |175L

V-i-

POPOV
VODKA

not responsible for

typographical errors

yJrClS. MondavthruMonday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
•mURS 10/1/92 THRU

|

WEDS. 10/7/92
I

Full Redemption Center
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Great rock 'n roll is in their blood
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The apples don't fall far from the tree, but when you're
father is an incredibly talented, famous musician, that's

not such a tough cross to bear. Most of the members of
Bloodline have this in common. Erin (son of the late jazz
trumpet player Miles Davis) on drums, Waylon (son of
The Doors guitarist Robbie Krieger) on guitar/vocals,
Berry Oakley, Jr. (son of the late bassist for the Allman
Brothers Band) on bass/lead vocal, and finally Aaron
(son of Sammy Hagar of Van Halen.)

If that isn't enough, the nucleus of the band is a
critically acclaimed guitar virtuoso, aged 15, named
Smokin' Joe Bonamassa v^ho has played with or opened
for B.B. King, John Lee Hooker, Charlie Daniels. Danny
Gatton, Robert Cray, Buddy Guy, Little Feat and Blues
Traveler.

Rounding out this band whose members range in age
from 15 to 22 is keyboardist Lou Segreti, 30, whose
duties include acting as musical director for the band,
supervising the arrangements of the songs, and keeping
the band true-to-form.

It is the round-faced Bonamassa, already critically

acclaimed on his own, who was headlining his own band
before being signed with Premiere Artists Services (who
also promote aged Liza Minelli and Frank Sinatra) and
who has been playing guitar since he was 4 and clubs
since he was 9 that was the centerpiece around whom all

the other band members were recruited.

"(Bonamassa) steals the show casually chewing gum
during impressive guitar solos the way Keith Richards
smokes cigarettes, posturing like an old hand at the
electric blues," writes Steve Garbarino in Neiv York
Newsday.

Their producer is the legendary Phil Ramone who has
worked with Paul Simon and Billy Joel.

Bloodline has a blues based "classic rock" sound.
They've been described by Gu/(ar magazine as "kind of

a mix between the Allman Brothers and the Doors." But,

Bloodline is very much their own band playing original

material with occasional covers from their famous heri-

tage.

Bloodline will perform a free show Friday night at

Pearl Street in Northampton.

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
NEW INDIA
RESTAURANT

Authentic Indian Cuisine
Speoialictn^ In Lamb, Chicken. Baef,

Seafood St Fresh Vagetablaa

Serving Lunch ab Dinner Daily
Lunch: Mon.-Sun. 1 l:30-3;00pm

Dinner: 8un.-Thur«. 3:00-10:30pm
Dinner: Frl.-Sat 3:00-I l:OOpm

10% DISCOUONT WITH THIS COUPON- EXP. OCT. 10
17 KelloKK Ave., Amherst • 293-4SOO • Talce-out available
Ameriean Express • Mastercard • Visa • Call For Catering

I

CAP€
DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra Diavio

• Lasagna al Porno

• Chicken Primavera

• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer Expires October 29, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Bloodline
COURTISY MARC itKOIA

CHINA DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Trcuiitional Chinese Cuisine
Relax and enjoy yourself at our beautiful Newly remodeled Facility •

Sunny Greenhouse • Sushi Bar • Beautiful Lounge with Big Screen TV.

Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week • Lunch Specials served daily
"Largest Chinese Restaurant in Hampshire County"

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1 :30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS TILL 1 1PM

1 EmYMOmAYTHROVGH THURSDAYJNOmWmGE
I

lOo/o OFF I

DINING R001\«
IOR CARSRY OUT I

I • DINNER •

I
ONLY

J

4PM 7PM. ENJOY

Happy Hour
$2.00 Appetizersfrom our special

menu • $1.00 Draft Beer
DdiiCTu .Voir ;4railaijii' ihrough Ddiivry Etpres.s al 549(Xi7

351 Northampton Rd. • Rte. 9 • Amherst
Corner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. * 256-8800

<^>M^*^>^»^>^^>M^»M^>^^>^>MM^^»^^*^>^>^'^*^*^^^MMM^^^>^^^^^^^^>^>^»^> ĵ

BUFFALO TOM
withCome

and CoFfee

Oct. 2, 1992
StuDent UniOn BallRooM, 8pm
Tix $5 UMASS, $7 OTHER

Tix available Sat. Sept. 26th ai: Tix

Unlimited, For the Record, & Main St.

Records

UPC P^'oductions
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DANCE CLUB

Wednesday -

DANCING WITH DJ JOB

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER

DANCING
WITH DJ DENNIS R.

WHMP broadcasting live.

Friday -

DANCING WITH DJ JOB
Free Aihnssion Betore lOiOOpm

FreeAilNi^w/CollegelD.f

Saturday - WHMP
THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOB

\Sunday -

INTERNATIONAL NIGHT w/
Dennis R.(18-t-)

Come See Our Completely New Dance

li^ System!

^.

LIVE MUSIC. A:
Thum., Oct. l-8:3q}nV18-h/

ROCKIN'DAVE&
THE RENT PARTY
The Bombastics

f

^M^'MMMM^'^^^'VMMV^'M^^WWWMW^^MM^^^AM^^^M^^AAMMi^

fa, Oct 9

Early Show - 7:00pn^

Male Dance Revue
CALIFORNIA PLAYGIRL

CENTERFOLDS
Life Show - 8:30pm

Grateful Dead Tribute

THE ZEN TRICKSTERS
I fee li.-lcicc IIIPM

' -".•'.-.•'.-asr 'jr
;
^'^^ *j^^ j*^^ '

ifcH^^^^te^^^Hyb^taa

Fri., Oa. 2-8:30pm

Frtf R(Kk Frldiiv

BLOODLINE

I

MM'
in

fe/rt0^ si fsnos (to Ses 4
1

' 5 1» ac 9ja« f
iggle The Handle

Sui)., Oct. 4-9:a)ijnVI8i-/

THINK TREE

Grave Goods
Thui\, C\t. H-8:M)pin'Wi->

ACAX: Tribute Band

BACK IN BLACK
.-J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J.J—'.J.-!.? .

iT.g<-l^-»_i»-.«_.lH»-.»_.»^.<.^^^»_..»-7rT

^'

Sat., Oct. 10-7:00p(v

Early Show - 7:(X)pm

TIL TUESDAY
•

^-
Barry Kingston

Late Show - 9:00pm
Lobsterz From Marz

u! i; i; ! ! u i; u l ij ij u l u u u i.

Tues., Oct. 13-8:00pn\/18+

JIMMY CLIFF
The Equalites

Thurs.. Oa. 15-8:30pnVI8+/

Pink Floyd Tribute

THE MACHINE
Sat., Oct. 17-8:30fm

JOE ELY
John Sheldon & Blues Steak

Sat., Oct. 2A-7:00fm

NRBQ
Tues., Oa. 27-8:00pnV18+/

THE SAMPLES
.1 - - -. -i - ..

Man., Nov. 2-S:00pm

Chicago Blues Explosion

KOKO TAYLOR
Lil Ed & The Blues Imperials

Thurs., Nov. 5-7:lK)pnVI8+/

MATTHEW SWEET

The Jayhawks
-••••-

Sun., Nov. 8-7:()()m']8+

YOUSSOU N' DOUR

Tickets availablr at Pcari Street,

Mrawberrics, Tix Lnlimiled,

D\Tiamili' Rctords, For Tbp Rwurd in

Amhcn: Ticket Pro (8OO1 8i8-:nfl<).

•
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Buffalo Tom returns to GMass stomping grounds
By ROU\MDCOGGirS
Collegian Staff

Friday night will be a sort of homecoming for Buffalo
Tom as they play the Student Union Ballroom. Though they
are known to everyone else as a Boston band, they formed
in 1 986 while attending UMass, Amherst. Like Dinosaur Jr.

and the Pixies, we'll proudly claim them as our own.
BuffaloTom is a band that has progressed from popularity

in Boston to national college radio airplay and their latest

CONTACT
LENS CARE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We take great

pride in being able

to fit many peop>le

who have had
difficulty in the

past wearing

contact lenses.

• • •

Offering a broad
array of contact

lenses with a large

in house
inventory.

• • •

The new daily

wear disposable

and frequent

replacement

contact tenses are

now available.

• ••
All fittings are

done by our eye
doctors with

experience in

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems.

• • •

Emphasis is

placed on your

ocular health and

professional

service.

album. Lei Me Come Over (Beggars Banquet/RCA) has

found a place on altemative charts nationwide. A group of

musicians more passionate than Bill Janovitz,Tom Maginnis
and Chris Colbourn would be hard to find; so much emotion
comes through the noisy guitars and unpolished produc-
tion of their albums that they couldn't be ignored.

Comparisons to Dinosaur Jr. are frequent (J. Mascis
helped produce their firsttwo albums), but Buffalo Tom has
found a style beautifully raw and quite their own.

Buffalo Tom songs are well -written and no matter how
noisy, are melodic enough to be accessible. As the cliche

goes, they are a band that will "grow on you," and their live

performances have gone over extremely well in Boston.

Joining Buffalo Tom is another Boston band. Come,
who are getting attention before their first album has even
been released. The latest Spin magazine calls them "on
the brink of the big time."

Opening band Coffee rounds out the lineup of another
(JPC show that shouldn't be missed. Go welcome Buffalo

Tom "home" and see what some (JMass kids do out in the
real world and decide for yourself if Come is the next big

thing in independent music.

Buffalo Tom, with bands Come and Coffee play Friday
at the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets $5 UM/ID.

COURTISY lOHN GOODMAN
BUI Janovitz, Chris Colburn and Tom Maginnis of

Buffalo Tom

I

I

I I

^

Moosehead
24/12 ozcans

$14.99 + dap. k-^-' ^a^
BUD, Lt./Dry
24/12 oz cans

$11.99-Kiep.

COORS, Lt./Gold
24/12 oz. cans

$11.99-^dep.

idis
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and convenient on
campus location.

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671

BUSCH
Bar Bottles

$9.49 + dep.

^-^e-.y^
•»<»•

M.D. 20/20
750ml $2.00

^ All
Flavor-

Ballantine Spumante

$3.99
.750 ml

Piels & Lt.

24/12 oz. cans
$8.89 -)- dep.

Narragansett
24/12 oz. cans
$6.99 + dep.

St. Pauli Girl
12 pk/Bottles

$7.99 + dep.

6 pk/bottles ^

$4.99 -(- dep.

Harpoon
6 pk/bott.

$5.49 + dep.

ICE!!! $1.00
Best Deal in VWMass

KEGS!! cSld
Lots in Stock!

BUG PARTY???
Delivery Available

Tired of store with BAD
ATTITUDES? At 4 Seasons

you'll be treated with
gratitude!

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

%t2 PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

[

256-8923 • 256-8924
J

Case Wine
10% Discount!!!

I

Mass State
Lottery Agent!

!

Jack Daniels
Whiskey

$10.99
750 ml

Johnnie Walker Red
$14.49

750 ml

1.75 L

Vanya Vodka

$8.49

4 Seasons Vodka
$8.99

1.75 L

Teachers Highland
_ . Creme
Scotch

1.75 L $21.99

Southern Comfort
$10.99

1.0 L

i HOURS: Mon -Sat. 9' 11 • 10°'o Senior Discount Everyday

Keq deposits Held Up lo 30 Days on VISA, MASTERCARD, CHECK, CASH

We
BUY and SELL

Used k New
Accessories

us
Hey Dj$ - Wide Range of Records 7" & 12 ".

1

.

Dance

2. Oldies

i. Rap

4. Rock

6. \az2

7. Country

8. VkJeos

y. Much, Much
5. Internjtiondl Moft

783-3212
1 6 Tennby St. (Next to Debbie Wong) Spfld., MA 01 11

9

WHiifiiSiiiiiiitaiitttiiiitta^ SH^^H

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

O N
Q E

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS UAMto2AM
FRI-SAT llAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUT OR DELIVERY

FREE DELIVERY

CARRY-OUT SPECIALTY FAMILY FEAST LUNCH SPECIAL!! LARGE CHEESE
i^lVTT\7 T%lTrF \ FORlLlSTci^ i -» OO • e'.OCH^ 1 1A\ lo 3PM H r%T rwrw tONLY PIZZA

DELUX

<4i 1 -> OQ •' (^'UUD 1 lAM lo 3PM I"

^ 1 ^ ^ iMHDIUMCilKHSHPIZZA+H
YOU GET

I BUYANYIARGF I I

luuuti

I 2 TOPPING PIZZA GPT A I

^'^RO^'^^^M.SAUSAGE^ 1/LARGE 2 TOPPINGS+
' " — """" ^j^r.nmrv . '

|i:FRt;r.coKi;s ,,,„,, J) CTVV

FREE
BROU™^^™^^^^^^ '!

"''^^'"''
'
TOPPING..! LARGi: CI li:KSt;PIXA M

^
BROUN DOUBLE aiKSE^

1/6 PACK OF COKE «
* 'VrnxaSs '''"''-

--- "

PIZZA

$599

SlU
1

1 *(Customcrp;iys deposit) ||

OiriM.M.MI TOl'PINGS

0\'L^—
4

S.ONI

(

, Q a.
i-L*r e^ s ^
n* / Q Q.

FRIDAY OCTOBER 2 8:00 P.M.

University of Massachusetts
Fine Arts Center

ALL SEATS RESERVED

AVAILABLE AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

OR BY PHONE 413-545-2511 - VISA/MASTERCARD

PRESENTED BY STAGE LEFT PRODUCTIONS LTD. AND

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS FINE ARTS CENTER

^^F^^
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Campus Paperback Bestsellers

1. A Tlnw to KM, Cyy Jo»in Gnsham (Island Den, $599)
Racial tension on htghdunng atrial

2. TTw Finn, by John Gnsham (Island Den. SS 99

1

Young lawyer conlronfe the hidden v»ortongs o( his lirm

3. Uto* Little Inettuction Book, by H Jackson Brown >
(Ruledge MiH. SS 95 1 Advice lor aBammg a Kill Me

4. Neadlut Tttlnge, by Stephen Kmg (Signei $699)
Kng dekvers a Nnsted Our Town vMti a vengeance

5. Live and Learn aid Pee* it on, by H Jackson Brown Jr

(Fijiedge Hill S!) 95 1 600 tpe lo achieve a lull Me

6. Seven Habits of Highly Eflective Peopte. by Steven R Covey
(Fireside $9 96 1 Guide lo personal fulfillment

7 Fried Gieen Tomatoee at the WNstle Slop Calt, by Fannie Fiagg

iMcGraw Hill $6 95 1 A tvoman s lememberance ol Me m t« deep South

8. Tlw Sum of AH Foare. by Tom Clancy (Berkley, $6 99 1 Middle

Eastern terionsts bmg about Ihe threat of nuclear war

9 Nig^t Over Water, by Ken FoNell (Signet S6 99
i

Dramabc escape Irom Bnlam on t<e oulxeak ol WW II

10. VouJu*tDon'tUnde(«tand.byOetioraMannen iBaianline $10001

How men arvl women can understand each olher beier

New & Recommended
raur « L«nW^ M,a»< Hum" .Hvv BoOUm IVawMV* M

. by Susan Faludi (Anchor $12601

Braong look al Vw undeclwed war against Amencar women

Praying tor Siteetrock, by Melissa Fay Greene (Fawced SlOOO)
Beautiful and compelling story of a small Southern town s awakening to

civil rigfus arxi tfie courageous biack man wtxi led the call

Jump and Other Stonee, by Nadine Gordimer (Penguin $1 00

1

Passionate, mcisive and with strong moral resonance, these stones offer

a portrait ol life as it is lived now al Ifie erx) ol our century

uaocunoM ot M«nc*N mauwwiunaNu. AsiocunoM or coufot itoms

ACRONYMBLE
CONTEST

Welcome to the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian 's newest contest: Acronymble.

Simply, each week the Collegian will print a

series of letters such as: A, G, H, T, F, M.
You the reader will respond by creating an

acronym out of the letters. For instance:

Anonymus Girls Hating Tall Fat Men or maybe
All Gorillas Having Two Femur Malformations.
Or whatever you can think up. The more
outlandish and ridiculous the better.

Each week the Collegian will select a first,

second and third place winner from the re-

sponses.
The prizes are: First Place — a free

Acronymble Board game, second — a free

Acronymble tee-shirt and third — free
Acronymble posters. Plus your name in the
Collegian, which means lots of future fame and
fortune for you.

Send all responses to The Collegian Arts

Desk/ 113 Campus Center, through campus
mail, which is free free free.

This week's letters are: S, M, G, E, B, I, F.

Bob Roberts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

nihilistic political nightmare scenario.

Sure, Boh Roberts is irresponsible, yet Robbins is

surely entitled to his point of view. The film's dark

satire transcends mere topicality and Roberts gets

points for being current. By all means, see Bob Rob-
erts; watch carefully and revel in its (all too true)

absurdity. And don't forget to vote. Grade: A-

correction
The Collegian inadvertantly printed the name 'Mark

Gornstein' on the HSCN article that appeared in

yesterday's edition. The article was actually written by
Jamie Gornstein. The Collegian regrets the error.

The Cotteqinn prints nineteen thousand

copies a da^. It Woutd take an aufful long

time to read that rnang neafspapers. That's

ufhif mast peopte around here read 'em nice

and siouf. One copy at a time.

5^5-3500

Our 15th Year 1978-1993

tavern '^

AMHERST. MASS.

Trii One Ol Our iVEir SVECiALT\ UIUI^KS

THE PRINCE CHARLES
"For A Ro^l Buzz, This One Will Make A Princess Die"

Baileys, Irish Creme; Kahlua; Vodka; Amarctto; Milk.

This is served as a JUMBO Drink!!

Open 11 am • 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC/ VISA/AMEX Accepted • 549-5403

ANY MIMS BRAKE SERVKE
Right now, get $20 off the regular pnce of any quality Midas brake service

at participating dealers. At Midas, you'll get a free detailed brake
inspection Wntlen estimate up front And we can fix your brakes nght the

same day you bring in your car. So what's stopping yoj?

•OHrtjuUrpnce Offer endi IO/2S«2

tniDAS

Hadley • Rt. 9 near Hampshire Mall • 586-9991

V \ V ^ \ ^ V \ . \ \ V V \ V \ V ^ \ ^ V \-^

October $avings at Scott's
Sales
good

9/28 to
10/3

Molson Golden
& Light

24-12 oz. cans

$1 099

Harpoon
Lager & Ale
6 pk. bottles

$^99
f dep.

Jack
Daniels

Tennessee Whiskey

$1 199X X 750 ml.

Michelob
Regular, Light, Dry

12-12 oz. cans

$f299\^ + dep.

Captain Morgan
Co-Pack

1.75 Ltx w/frcc 2 Lts Coke

$lg99

Robert Mondavi
White Zinfandel &
Sauvignon Blanc

750 ml.

$^799
2 for

7'

Tele-check for

yourpersonal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive "^

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Wa now have all

Mass Lottery games!

FULL
SELECTION OF
NON-ALCOHOLIC
sWINE ft BEERS^

\

\

\

\

\

\

\
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Happy,
Happy!

Pick up your
free copy of
the Collegian
at the
followring

convenient

• Lincoln
Campus
Center

• Lederle
Lowrise

• Collegian
Offices

• Whitmore
(Bureaucracy
Studies dept.)

• Herter Hall
• Tobin Hall

• all those
other buildings
with classes

and stuff in

them.

Joy,

Joy!

How's
your

First Aid?

American
Red Cross "W" gff)

R&P
Liquors
Conv«ni«nt to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street

South Amherst
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Partly sunny. Mid to upper 60's.

Pull out the blankets tonight.

Arts:
Cutter Garcia interviews Kurt Wildermuth, a student

striving for his masters degree in creative writing, in this

edition of Weekly Spotlight. Page 7

Sports:
FiekJ Hockey looks to remain undefeated as it

faces No. 1 Old Dominion, No. 15 Virginia in

tough weekend road test. Page 1 2.
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JUST LOOKIN AROUND— A Giraffe under tfie big top at the "Big E" fair in West

Springfield"

Perot plunges back
into November race
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

DALLAS— Ross Perot plunged belat-
edly into the presidential race on Thurs-
day, setting the stage for a three-way
struggle with President Bush and Bill

Clinton over the final month of the cam-
paign.

"Government is a mess," Perot said.

The Texas Billionaire said he was joining
the race because "neither political party
has effectively addressed" economic and
other concerns that are on the minds of
the voters. "We gave them a chance; they
didn't do it," he said of his rivals.

He made his remarks at a news con-
ference 1 1 weeks to the day after he an-
nounced he would not run. He said at the
time he believed he could not win and did
not want to be a disruptive influence on
the campaign.

He didn't address the likelihood of
victory in his announcement speech before

Express Your Rage rally unites
women, teaches self defense

family, friends and supporters in his home
state of Texas. Instead, he looked beyond
the election, pledging to dedicate himself
to solving the nation's problems and ral-

lying the public to the cause.

"Looking forward, working together,
we can fix anything," he said.

Perot once had support rivaling that of
Bush and Clinton in the public opinion
polls. His backing dwindled through a
series of spring controversies and he now
runs a distant third in polls.

His entry has the effect of injecting

uncertainty to a race that Clinton has led

consistently since July.

Perot cast his announcement as a def-

erential bow to the volunteers he said had
urged him to reconsider his earlier refusal

to run. However, spending reports he filed

with the government indicate he has spent
millions since his nominal withdrawal to

maintain a political infrastructure and
make sure his name was placed on all 50

Turn to PEROT, page 4

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

The crowd thrusted their fists in the air, stomped their
feet and kicked their legs at their imaginary abusers as
they shouted "fight back" in unison.

The "Express Your Rage" rally, sponsored by Neces-
sities/Necesidades, on the steps ofthe Unitarian Church
in Northampton last night, brought many women out to
tell their stories of domestic violence.

"The number of women who killed their abusers is

declining," said Gail Kielson, a speaker at the rally,

"Women are buying cemetery plots instead ofweapons to

defend themselves and are given an average of 10 to 15
years in jail for choosing jail over a cemetery."

Kielson said, women are clearly under seige with their
body counts rising. The domestic violence speaker stated

,

"We can no longer allow them to silence us. We must raise

our fighting spirits. We are fighting mad." She said
women will no longer tolerate the violation of their

bodies, souls, spirits, and rights. She spoke through the
crowd, "We must fight and we must fight now."

"The system does little to enforce restraining orders
until the victim is beaten severely or dead," said Priscilla

King, a speaker at the "Express Your Rage" rally and a
battered woman. Her experiences of domestic violence
led to 14 restraining orders against her abuser. Due to a
plea bargain, the abuser only served a one year sentance
for raping King's daughter five times.

King said, domestic violence is a crime of silence

because victims are afraid and ashamed to speak out. She
said there need to be stronger laws to protect women,
because "restraining orders cannot stop bullets."

Beaten for six years by a man who said he loved her,
"Suzie," a victim ofdomestic violence, spoke over the open
microphone. She asked the crowd of silent people to

imagine wondering "if the person who says they love you
will come home and say they love you, rape you or kill you."

"Suzie" said her abuser was finally sent to jail for

attempting to kill her. He received a nine month sentence,
but that was increased to a year after she received several
letters from him, while he was in jail, threatening her life.

Sixteen years of sexual abuse, the assault of her six

siblings and the battering of her mother into four mis-
carriages, caused "Kate" to leave home as a teenager.

"Kate's" abuser was her father, a Metropolitan police
officer. She said, for 22 years the police and the community
protected her father while he abused her whole family
and "he is still living there comfortably, remarried with
grandchildren."

The stories of domestic violence continued as woman
after woman walked up to the microphone and told their

stories of abuse. The women supported one another in

their applause, shouts of support, and shoulders to cry
on.

"We will do some fighting back. We have to fight back,"
said Sandy Goodman from the Valley Women's Martial
Arts, Inc. She gave women tips on how they can protect

themselves. The women would chant "fight back" as they
practiced their moves of defense.

Judge throws out bankers plea
Branch manager charged in Gulf War loan scheme
By MARK RICE
Associated Press

ATLANTA — A judge threw out a plea agreement
Thursday and cleared the way for a trial for a former

bank manager on charges ofmasterminding a scheme to

loan Iraq $5.5 billion during its pre-Gulf War military

buildup.

A lengthy trial is now expected in the case, which has

raised questions about whether the Bush administraion

covered up its role in arming Saddam Hussein before the

war.

Christopher Drogoul, former Atlanta branch manager
for Italy's government-owned Banca Nazionale del Lavoro,

will be tried on 347 counts of bank fraud. He pleaded

guilty in June to 60 counts, but later tried to withdraw

the plea, saying he was make a scapegoat by top BNL
officials.

Drogoul, 43, could have been sentenced to life in

prison, fined $17.5 million and ordered to pay $1.8 billion

in restitution for the 60 counts.

At a sentencing hearing Thursday, prosecutors re-

versed themselves and asked U.S. District Court Judge
Marvin Shoob to throw out the plea bargain. Shoob
agreed.

"Drogoul cannot have it both ways," said acting U.S.
Attorney Gerrilyn Brill. "He can't plead guilty, ask the
court for leniency and project a public image ofinnocence.

There is no middle ground."
The case's change in direction came a day after

Drogoul's attorney, Bobby Lee Cook, presented a mys-
terious document countering the prosecution's contention
that Drogoul alone masterminded the loan scheme.

Cook presented a document purportedly showingBNL
officials had sought assurances through an intermediary
from then - U.S. Attorney General Dick Thornburgh that

the bank would not be implicated. Cook said the document
was a BNL executive summary, written in Italian, that

was slipped under his hotel room door Tuesday night.

Thornburgh, who announced the indictment against

Drogonul in 19991, has said he doesn't remember dis-

cussing the case with the intermediary.

End of Cold
War means job
loss for many
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Congress and the pentagon
appear far from a consensus after a day of testi-

mony Thursday on what to do about the thousands
ofsoldiers and defense workers who will lose their

jobs with the end of the Cold War.
A hearing ofthe Defense Department's Defense

Conversion Commission generated statements of

concern and sympathy from lawmakers and com-
mission members. But as the congressional session

wound toward a close, there appeared no set of

proposals with support that address the problem.
The commission is due to report its findings

from a series of hearings around the country by
year's end by which time a new administration
could be preparing to move into the White House.
Congress included some measures designed to

address military shrinking pains in its budget
worked out Thursday by House and Senate ne-

gotiators.

Beyond that, the opinions of witnesses varied.

The hearing was weighted with representa-
tives from New England, a region particularly
vulnerable to cuts in Pentagon weapons programs.

Rep. Sam Gejdenson, D-Conn., cited a recent
study that predicted that Connecticut would be
the hardest hit state in the nation by the defense
spending cuts predicted between now and 1997.

The study, conducted by the Washington based
Defense Budget Project research group, said Pen-
tagon cuts would eliminate 2.3 of the state's jobs.

Most of the witnesses spoke in favor of some
sort of financial aid for the victims of defense
cutbacks. Indeed, the defense budget agreed upon
by House and Senate negotiators Thursday con-
tains about $ 1 .5 billion for programs to help defense
industries and workers.

But several lawmakers raised concerns about
how that money is spent.

"What is a defense worker?" said Sen. John
Chafee, R-R.I. "Surely it's the person at the sub-
marine shipyard. But what about the supplier for

the shipyard? And what about the fellow working
at the lunch counter that depends on those ship-

yard workers for business?"

Rep. Dean Gallo, R-N.J., chairman of the
Northeast Midwest Congressional Coalition, said
that the worker assistance programs, although
well-intentioned, "are not established, and will

take at least a year to be implemented."
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S/oorfDr/ye—TheAmerican Red Cross Blood Services
will be holding a blood drive from 11 am to 4 pm in UMass
Campus Center.

Sabbath Dinner—ASahhath dinner will take place at
the Hillel House at 5:30pm, preceded by traditional
prayers. Come as you are. $3 donation requested. Open
to all UMass students.

Register to Vote— in the OffCampus Housing Office,
room 428 Student Union Building (545-0865. Hours are
8 am to 11 am and 5 pm to 6pm, Monday through Friday.
You must register to vote by October 6 in order to be
eligible for the Presidential Election.

Saturday, October 3

Havdallah Service— Hillel and Chabad House will be

UMass Police Log
• A man reported to University Police that while

walking to his car in Lot 64 on Wednesday afternoon, he
watched another vehicle back into his own. The man
yelled at the operator of the vehicle, but the operator
drove away. The man gave the license plate number to
police, and they are now investigating.

• Police received a report ofa burglary on Wednesday

hosting a Havdallah service at 7:30 pm in the Hillel
House. All are welcome and there will be no charge.

Announcement — The Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop lo-

cated at 55 S. Pleasant St., Amherst will honor Norton
Juster for the publication ofhis new book A/6t?r;c the Wise
at 11 am.

Festival — The Annual Apple Harvest Festival and
the Amherst Service Business Fair will take place in
downtown Amherst from 10 am to 4pm. Enjoy an apple
and the day!

Sunday, October 4

Announcement— A Blessing of the Animals will take
place in the garden of Immanuel Lutheran Church,
located at 867 N. Pleasant St. at noon. For the animal's
protection, please leash dogs and transport cats in car-
riers.

Compiled by Michael Day
Keieni iniidcnis riHordi'd by thf University^ nvfi.uum-nl al I'uhlit S.iicly.

evening from a woman in Van Meter Residence Hall.
According to police, the woman returned to her unlocked
room to discover her watch and $47 in cash stolen.

• A video game's coin box was broken into and an
undisclosed amount of money was stolen on Thursday.
Police report that the theft occurred at 2 a.m. in the video
game room at the Campus Center.

UN to guard Somalian convoys

Correction
The Alumni Office has advised us that the

correct dates for Homecoming and Parents Day
are as follows:

HOMECOMING — Saturday. Oct. 17

PARENTS DAY — Saturday, Oct. 24
TheAlumni Office apoligizes for any confusion.

By Martin Finucane
Associated Press

BOSTON — The New York—based private relief
agency CARE wants United Nations forces to protect
food convoys to the people of Somalia even aft«r the
supplies leave the port city of Mogadishu.

Protecting the convoys inside the city is "in essence,
very little help. What we need is for the convoy to be
protected all the way to the final point of distribution,"
CARE President Philip Johnston said Thursday.

Somalia plunged into chaos and clan warfare follow-
ing the ouster ofdictatorMohamed Siad Barre inJanuary
1991. The bloodshed continues despite the internatinol
effort to feed millions of Somalis who are at risk of
starving to death because of the warfare and drought.

Five hundred U.N. soldiers have been committed by
Pakistan to protect the port and airport where relief
supplies arrive. Delivery of aid has been hampered by
warfare and looting.

But Johnston said Thursday the Pakistanis would be
restricted to protecting food shipments within the city
and that was "unacceptable to CARE."
CARE has been running the port, but plans to turn

responsibihty for it over to the United Nations forces.
The goal is to increase the amount of food brought

through the port from 10,000 to 12,000 tons per month to
50,000 to 60,000 tons per month, Johnston said.

Johnston said he wasn't concerned by a U.N. official's

reported statements that uncoordinated food shipments
were clogging the port.

"I would discount that tremendously because clogging
the port isn't happening. There are days and days when
there's no ship in the harbor whatsoever." he said.

He acknowledged concerns about looting, however,
and that CARE had discouraged one ship from unloading
because of concerns about looting.

Johnston said the ship was carrying food wrapped for
individual families and CARE considered those "theft-
friendly."
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Peace Corps volunteers
increasing in number
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Imagine dedicating over two years of
your life in the Peace Corps to living and
working in one ofthe 90 developing nations
worldwide, learning a language and de-
veloping new skills.

Michael Wood, a Peace Corps public
affairs specialist, said in the 90's many
more people have considered volunteering
for the Peace Corps. 'The grass-roots in-

ternational development agency is enjoy-
ing a 15% increase in applications so far in
1992," he said.

Celeste Landon, a University of Mas-
sachusetts Peace Corps recruiter, said the
increased interest in volunteering can be
attributed to the fact that people are rec-
ognizing the valuable job experience the
Peace Corps offers.

"Peace Corps gives the volunteer the
opportunity to be creative and work from
their own initiative while at the same
time developing pertinent career skills,"

she said.

While in the Peace Corps, Landon said
she worked with parents in the Dominican
Republic, teachers and cooks, helpingthem
come up with more flavorful recipes for

the children to eat. Landon also worked
for the sanitation department building
latrines.

"It was lonely at times because I missed
the support I had from my family, but my
friends and I managed to develope a strong
support system among ourselves, said
Landon.

Wood said the number of volunteers is

on the rise because people are moving

away from the "me" attitude of the SO's
and into the 90's spirit of giving.

"I've had people come to me and say
they have a need and desire to volunteer
for the Peace Corps because they have
been so fortunate and have had someone
taking care of everything for them all

their lives," he said.

According to the results ofa 1990 study
by the Gallup Organization, volunteering
in the U.S. is at its highest level ever with
approximately 98 million Americans
sharing personal resources and volun-
teering an average of four hours per week
in 1989.

Wood said these figures represent a
23% overall increase in the level of vol-

unteering since 1987.

According to Wood, volunteering for

the Peace Corps is an opportunity of a
lifetime. "There is nothing more exciting
than waking up knowing you are a part of
a foreign country's culture and not just a
tourist."

Wood volunteered in Liberia as an
English and science teacher. "I had great
relationships with students and other
teachers and I was able to develop pre-
sentation skills which were beneficial to

my career," he said.

Wood said Peace Corps volunteers en-
joy benefits like paid travel and living

expenses, free medical and dental care,

graduate education opportunities and fi-

nancial aid, along with a $5,400 end-of-

service bonus.
For more information about the Peace

Corps application process and which
overseas opportunities are available, call

the UMass Peace Corps office at 545-
2105, 12 Draper Hall.

Unfunded program
seeks reinstatement
By ICRISTIN J. ST. JOHN
Collegian Correspondent

Last night at the New Africa House
a group of about 30 students and
faculty discussed possible actions that
could be taken to help bring awareness
to the University and residing com-
munities to the recent loss offunding to

the Upward Bound Program.
In retaliation to the program being

cut, a petition is being passed around
demanding the University to reinstate
and fund the program until 1995 when
another federal proposal can be written.

There have also been letters sent to

University officials and politicians in

connection with the Upward Bound
Program

Other issues discussed were the
administrations meetings and efforts

towards development ofa new program
headed by Journalism professor, Ni-

cholas McBride.
Also, the possibilties of having

fundraisers to help the efforts of the
group to campaign against the Uni-
versity was proposed.

"We want to get the program back,
somehow," said an anonymous sup-
porter.

The Upward Bound Program has
been in effect for the past 25 years. The

Turn to UPWARD BOUND, page 4

Concerned supporters rally around the Upward Bound program last night in a
meeting held at the New Africa House.

Soviets seek
out American
business' help
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Five Russian delegates on a two week Massa-
chusetts tour to examine American government,
education and economy, met yesterday at Hills

North to speak with the press.

"Your businesses and your universities from a
social perspective is very important to us. A big

part of our economy is the military. But now we
don't need such a huge military. That is why you
can see the military under conversion. The industry
is starting to produce goods for peaceful purposes,"

said Vladislav Toumanov, head ofPskov's regional

administration. Pskov is an old Russian town lo-

cated near Leningrad.

The officials are hoping to attract American
businesses to Russia, in addition to having an
increase in the amount ofRussian goods sold in the
United States. Through exchanging ideas vrith the
two countries, the delegates want to see a stronger
bond between the two countries.

"We have great feelings about American busi-

nessmen in Russia," saidAlexandre Fedotov, Man-
agement Training Center's director at St. Peters-

burg, Russia.

One of the exchanges being planned, is with a

dry food company, CBLM Associates in Granby
according to Boris Polozov, head ofPskov's regional

development and redevelopment authority. An-
other is with The Yankee Candle Company in

South Deerfield. The Russians hope to set up a

situation, where they can accompany theAmericans
in making the products.

Yet the exchanges will not only include busi-

nesses, but also students . The University is planing

to enroll Russian exchange students next fall.

"The system of education is now under recon-

struction. I've seen the positive influence of the

U.S.I educational I system in Russia," said Alexandr

Zadontsev. a specialist in the Russian educational

system.
Alexander Prokofiev, head of the Pskov City

Administration sees the government changing its

tax policy. Less state owned enterprises are being

taxed. Now more money comes from private com-

panies.

Dangerous curves up ahead
Cyclists urged not to use incomplete bicycle trail

By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Correspondent

For years, local bicyclists have asked the proverbial
question: "Why doesn't someone build a public bike trail

between Amherst and Northampton?"
The query was finally resolved when the Five-College

consortiumjoined forces with Northampton and Amherst
and started construction of a paved bike path.

The path extends 8.6 miles from Damon Road in

Northampton to Station Road in Amherst.
Palmer Paving Corp., of Ludlow, has been building

the project and expects to finish by May 28, 1993, Ken
Neary, the residential project engineer at the
Northampton Department of Environmental Manage-
ment, said the facility will cost almost 2.2 million dollars.

But months before its anticipated opening next May,
conflicts have arisen from bicyclists and pedestrians vying
for elbow room on the completed portion of the bike trail.

Neary strongly discourages the public from using the
path until its finished.

At this point, Neary says, "We consider the bike path
a construction site and not a recreational facility." Con-
struction is about 50 percent complete, he said.

Both the town and the construction company have
posted signs warning against premature use of the path
until completion. In fact, the Departmental of Environ-
mental Management says using the path now could be
hazardous.

"It will be hard to ever fully enjoy the path if we lose

someone before it's ever built," said spokeswoman Rachel
Moore.

Both state and town officials were alerted to the

problem by numerous calls from concerned drivers who
had close calls with oncoming bicyclists in several sections

of the path where it merges with major roads such as
Route 9 in Hadley.

Two culverts will be built — one under Route 9 in

Hadley and another under Route 116 in Amherst, near
Amherst College. The plan also calls for bike parking lots

to be built at both ends of the bike path.

Both the Northampton and the state DEM are asking
for public cooperation to refrain from using the path until

its spring completion.

Tom Boldway, a local cyclist and merchandiser at

Bike World Too in Amherst, has tried out the path and
believes it's possible although it has a few dangerous
sections.

"Some bridges (over roads) are unfinished," he said.

"The unfinished sections are being built using railroad

ties."

"At times of restricted sight, especially at night, one
could fall through," Boldway said. But he applauded the

DEM for alerting the public of potential hazards.
"It's smart to warn people of the path being under

partial construction," he said. He believes it is the "cyclist's

responsibility" to watch for motorists when the path
merges with Route 9 and other major roads.

"The responsibility is up to the individual," he said.

The path uses a train bridge to skirt the Connecticut
River. "The views when riding the train bridge are quite
scenic," he said.

If all goes as planned, after May 28, everyone will be
able to share this natural beauty.

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO
Two bikers cross a portion of the soon to be completed

Northampton to Amherst bike path.
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continued from page 1

state ballots.

He reportedly has 20 or more television commercials
ready to go and said with a smile as he left his news
conference: "Got to make a living, got to pay for ads."

Bush declined to answer questions about Perot as he
arrived at the White House from Camp David in advance
of the Texan's comments. Clinton, campaigning in Wis-
consin, said, "I'm going to run my race" regardless of

Perot. "I think my fight is with George Bush."
Perot said his fight was with parties, and a political

system that has allowed the economy to deteriorate.
"We've got to put our people back to work," he said. To

rejuvenate the economy, Perot has prepared a detailed
plan to cut the deficit including a mixture ofhigher taxes
and spending cuts.

He added "Our people are good; the American people
are good, but their government is a mess."

Upward Bound
continued from page 3

U.S. Department of Education had supplied
$241,000 to the $326,000 budget until last year
when a grant that was written in 1982 was used
again and the funding taken away.

The purpose for the program was to assist first

generation and/or low income college bound high
school students. The program would assist them
through all four years in college and included
financial aid advocacy, tutoring, counseling, and
college-preparatory classes.
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La Cucina di

^inocchio
nZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-41 1

LASAGNA
30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst

Hours:
Mon-Thurs. 1 1:30am to 2:00am

Fri.-Sat. 1 1 :30am to 3:00am
Sun. 1 1 :30am to 1 :00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SAlADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

I
TWIN SPECIAL

j

2 Large Cheese Pizzas

1 $12.50
I Any Topping $1.25 more
I

Pick-up or delivery only
I

Valid at Amherst location only
,

Expires May 31, 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

i_ Valid at Amherst location only

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993
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Women are left

on very thin ice
Why is it facilities for women have been slashed

by budget cuts while men's remain practically
unscathed?

The Everywoman's Center has lost 26 percent
of Its budget over the past three years and its
services for women are slowly disappearing. On
the opposite side ofcampus, a brand-spankin' new
sports arena is being built. Does anyone else see
something wrong with that?

Stacy

MALONE
The state and the University are pulling finan-

cial support out from underneath the feet of the
women's community, while the men glide along by
us on freshly layered ice. Outside funding was
found pretty easily for a sports facility (surprise'),
but not for a women's center (overwhelming sur-
prise!). Oh, did I mention after a few phone calls I

discovered there is a nice layer of public funding
under the sports arena's foundation? Well, there
is. Isn't it nice that public and private money are in
favor of a kinder and gentler place to play sports,
rather than supporting women's programs?

I am not saying women are not going to use the
sports facility (I'd like to see them stop us) and the
facility will be a benefit to the women's sports
teams. After the elimination ofthree ofthe women's
varsity sports teams and only one of the men's
teams, I feel they at the very least deserve to use
the facility which probably was paid for at their
expense. I am saying women need more programs
and facilities. Public money should give priority to
programs which will have a positive effect on the
community. Most programs supporting the assis-
tance and well-being of women are in need of
money much more than additional sports facilities.

The Everywoman's Center offers so many im-
portant programs which assist in the enrichment
of the women's community. These programs for
women are not ones that should be lost for lack of
money. It is ridiculous that the Everywoman's
Center has had to lose five oftheir direct programs.
These programs are necessary and women should
have the right to have these resources available.
When the Everywoman's Center is financially
slashed it is felt by the women's community. Women
need a place to find support for the discrimination
we face; the Everywoman's Center provides this.

Women are in need ofcounseling as survivors of
rape, incest, sexual harassment, sexual assault
and abuse, and to deal with the discrimination and
daily pressures ofbeingwomen in a male dominant
society. Where will we go if the Everywoman's
Center loses any more programs from budget cuts?
Women need additional support groups, more
workshops and more staff to help with the in-
creasing numbers of women seeking counseling.
Where will we go ifthe Everywoman's Center loses
more programs due to lack of financial support
from the public, the state and the University?
Eventually will the only therapy available be ice
hockey in a shiny new sports arena?
Women stand on very thin ice in our society as

it is. It is disgusting that men so easily skate by us
in many different aspects of life— could it be that
the men can afford the skates?

Stacy Malone is a Collegian columnist.

Perot and the Greg Brady effect
In the COUr.SP c\f a favu cKfiT-f m^ntko. U d n i -- ... _In the course of a few short months, H. Ross Perot

went from savior to charlatan.
Perot, the man with the golden everything, came into

the 1992 presidential race as a maverick who was about
to stir things up.

What was supposed to be a boring race between
George (Dr. Domestic Doolittle) Bush and Slick Willie
Clinton heated up immediately with the arrival ofa third
party candidate in the guise of Perot.

Michael

MORRISSEY
Perot started off right, throwing equal amounts of

blame at both Clinton and Bush for skirting the major
issues. He was able to gain many supporters who felt that
modern-day politics had grown too big or too corrupt, and
he vowed to change the country. In his own words, Mr.
Pee-row (not to be confused with hero) was planning to
"buy the election for the American people." Instead, he
wouldn't even buy his own commercials. He wouldn't
listen to his top aides, men hke Ed Rollins who helped
Ronald Reagan win the presidency. Pee-row alienated
thousands of workers and millions of followers with
something as basic as his personality.

That's right, his personality. When you grow up to be
a billionaire, one of the positives is that you do not have
to listen to anything you do not want to hear, and you do
not have to do anything you do not feel like doing.

One of the negatives ofbeing richer than Croeseus is
that you generally start believing your own hype. I

cannot speak personally on the subject, but Mr. Pee-row
seems to get excited by seeing his name in the newspapers,
which may be one ofthe reasons he came back into the race!

So Pee-row went from being a potential president, or
at least enough of a diversion to throw the election into
the House of Representatives, to a insincere baby who
wouldn't do what it would take to win. When Rollins
resigned, citing a personality conflict with Pee-row, it
was the end. While the petition drive to put him on the
ballot was going strong, little cracks were showing in his
campaign.

Men like Pee-row walk with an aura that they know
what is best for the American people. They distance
themselves from politicians and call themselves "outsid-
ers," when in reality they've received millions of dollars
in contracts and tax breaks from Washington. Men who
make money must know what is best for us, right?

Unlike politicians, some ofwhom have degiees in law,
and (theoretically) ethics, billionaires are only ethical to
the extent that it will earn them another buck.

Pee-row hired private investigators to check cam-
paign volunteers, according to TheNew York Times. How
warped is that? People who want to contribute because of
their belief in the democratic institution are followed
because Pee-row is paranoid that someone is out to get
him.

No one is out to get him, because no one can even touch
him. Pee-row is the ultimate slippery eel, sliding here
and there, alwaysjust avoiding the spotlight ofquestions
and allegations that the media were about to throw.

It was a great strategy for someone who has as much
ability for president as myself, because he dropped out for
the middle ofthe campaign. He was easily forgotten as an
eccentric millionaire who broke a lot of promises and
crushed many dreams.

But he waited a little too long and wavered a bit too
much. Trying to get his name in the headlines by saying
maybe he would come back only hurt his cause. The
media portrayed him as a man unable to make up his
mind, which essentially he is.

So, the big question at Thursday's press conference
wasn't "Will he or won't he?", it was "How big of a moron
does he think we are?" Pee-row thinks he's helping the
election process, but by alienating millions of people who
saw through his charade, he ended up destroying it.

Incredibly, there are still people who will vote for the
man, and one friend used this analogy: "Hey, at first Greg
Brady didn't want the attic for his room in The Brady
Bunch,' so he gave it to Marcia. Then he decided he
wanted it after all so he took it."

If Greg Brady does it, it must be okay. Oh country, I

mourn thee.

Michael Morrissey is a.Collegian columnist.

Gay community must stand united
Onlv six states in thp rnnntrv incuro fVi«i Kaolin y,:,,il i c i i • ...Only six states in the country insure the basic civil

rights of gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals. Only twelve
towns or cities have domestic partnership legislation.
Thirty percent of all teenage suicides are attempted by
gay and lesbian youths.

We as lesbian, gay, transgender, bisexual and hetero-
sexual allies need to unify to fight the common enemies
of oppression and homophobia.

Jason

MCDONALD
Too often our communities are wracked by internal

disputes leaving many ofthe issues pertinent to our very
survival unattended. And while ourcommunity is diverse,
as GLBTGSA people come from all backgrounds, classes,
races, abilities, and religions, there are some common
issues we can work with together.

Ensuring legislation to guarantee our basic civil rights
in such areas as housing, employment and public
accomodation is a first step. Domestic partnership leg-
islation giving us the same rights and abilities afforded
heterosexual couples is another.

On a governmental level, we must work to bring to an
end the military's ban on the enrollment of bisexual/
homosexual peoples.

And for our very survival, we must address the
frightening number ofGLBTG suicides that take place
every year, as well as bring an end to the ever increasing

Brothers' games disrupt dorm

number ofqueer-bashings taking place across the coun-
try.

For many GLBTG people the fundamental issue of
coming out is still their prime concern. We must continue
to fight to bring to an end all forms of homophobia and
oppression, in the hope ofmaking a more compassionate,
tolerant world where people are accepted for who they
are. not what people want them to be.

Our diversity can be the tool of understanding, by
which we can understand the hardships of others.
We as GLBTGSA people have had to overcome many

personal and political hardships throughout our lives.
We cannot allow our communities to become separated
by being more concerned with ideological rhetoric than
actual accomplishment.

While arguments over whether we are gay. homosexual
or queer may seem of dire importance in academia. we
must still realize that it is a privilege to have this ability
to theorize. Whether we are born or bred is not the real
issue. The fact that we are. and do exist is a reality.

As people are still being bashed and murdered on the
streets and in their homes, we must unite in our struggle.
The war against homophobia is not over. We cannot allow
personal differences to interfere in our ability to work
together in makinga more compassionate, tolerant world.

I know how tiring the struggle is; many of us burn out
in the process. We must believe that we can make a
difference. Ifone less person commits suicide, or one less
person is bashed, then the fight is almost over.

Jason McDonald is a Collegian staff member.

I live in a low-rise in Southwest. I, like

most of the people on my floor, have early
classes and go to bed relatively early. Last
Wednesday night we got a little surprise.

I had begun to sleep when I was awo-
ken by a group of guys outside yelling at
12:30 a.m. I thought, "Okay, this is South-
west and they'll probably stop in a minute."
Wrong! The group came into the building
and began to go from floor to floor

screaming. Finally they came to the my
floor. I got up and saw about 20 guys from
Delta Upsilon fraternity knock on a door
down the hall, force their way in and start

to cheer. They had the right room ofone of

their maybe pledges, but his roommate, a

sophomore from the football team, was
rightfully upset when awoken.
When the football player tried to make

the guys leave it almost ended in a fight.

Why did the frat guys get upset when told

to leave a room where they woke two
people at 12:30 a.m.? I'll tell you why:

immaturity. The frat guys think the worid
revolves around them and showed no con-
sideration for the residents. A representa-
tive ofthe fraternity, holding an open beer,
said they were going to pledges, waking
them and making them drink a beer.

I hope action will be taken by the Uni-
versity or Greek Council to prevent things
like this from happening in the future.

I am not trying to put down all frats by
the actions of this one. I have met many
Greeks and individually most seem nice,

but when you get a group ofbrothers their
maturity level drops — especially when
alcohol is involved. The freshman should
hear the whole story about Greek life. It's

just not Excellence, Friendships and
Brotherhood. Freshmen should use the
whole semester or year to find out which
fraternity to join, if any. Make sure these
people are your friends and just don't
want your dues.

Name withheld at author's request

Recycling makes more cents
Whenever I go to throw something

away (unnecessary packaging) I jump
back in horror as I always see cans
lying on top ofthe other contents ofthe
barrel. Cans! Can you believe it? In
today's economy, people throwingaway
money? Perhaps it is impractical to

carry around a can for a measly nickel,

but one might argue that it is also
impractical to throw away your futur.
I haven't even mentioned the other
paper and plastic I see in the garbage
cans that should be recycled. What do
you think happens to all that?

You pay for trash receptacles to col-

lect it, people to empty them and pick
up around them and for somebody to

bury it in their landfill for you. I hope
you enjoy the rising tuition rates be-
cause you're helping to raise them! If

you could regard carrying garbage to

the recycling container instead of the
nearest trash receptacle as cool then
maybe we wouldn't need so many
barrels, collectors and landfills. It

might increase our output so much
that we could sell it to the rapidly
expandingrecyclingindustry and make
money. If we built our own recycling
plant we could turn a profit while
adding to our engineering curriculum
and put those laid off trash collectors
to work. Perhaps it would be possible
to have responsible people facilitate
this process by improving systems
within the rooms with more recep-
tacles, properly labeled, perhaps de-
rived from a fraction of the boxes I see
being disposed of daily. So come on
people. Give a hoot, don't pollute!

Jonathan Linder
Southwest
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UMass builds a new railroad
Lining Bar Gang recreates past with work songs
By QUESIYAH ALI
Collegian Correspondent

While books and museum exhibits afford us the op-
portunity to read and observe historical events live
performance artists the Lining BarGang provide a unique
multisensory approach to learning history.

The 30 member troupe from Buckingham County
Virgima. present an oft-forgotten part ofAmerican history— the railroad construction era— from the perspectives of
the Black crews who helped to build the tracks, recreating
their work experiences through traditional Call-and-Re-
sponse songs. They will perform on a temporarily installed
railroad track behind the New Africa House.

"The performance," said Cynthia Packard, lecturer in
the W.E.B. DuBois Department ofAfro-American Stud-
ies, "is a historical re-enactment of the work Black
laborers did on the railroad before mechanization. Ev-
erything was done by hand".

Packard extended the invitation to the Lining Bar
Gang to perform at the University after meeting the
manager of the troupe, Charles White, while conducting
research in Virginia. She was struck by the music's

unusual nature.
"The Call-and-Response work song,"explains Packard,

"combined with the percussion produced by hammering
down the lining bars and moving the rails created a
unique musical form."

''The Call- and- Response work
song,..created a unique musical
form''

Cynthia Packard

The Lining Bar Gang has performed throughout the
South, including the prestigious Valentine Museum in
Richmond, Virginia. They are performing in cooperation
with the Massachusetts Foundation for the Humanities,
the W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-American Stud-
ies, the Amherst Railway Society and a host of other
University organizations.

This blend ofAfrican Americana and musical history
is an experience not to be overlooked. We'll see you at the
railroad!

Traditional song, dance in FAC
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Even in the height of our cultural awareness, few
things can teach us as much about the customs and
lifestyles ofother people as can art. This realization came
to me not after years ofstudying art and history, but from
sitting for about two hours in row N at the Fine Arts
Center Wednesday night.

The 21 member American Indian Dance Theater
mesmerized the audience as they performed their East-
ern Woodlands Suite, a program comprised oftraditional
chants, songs, and dances. The ceremonial pieces paid
homage to ancestors, celebrated various animals, and
exhibited tribes' beliefs concerning power, wisdom, and
harmony in nature.

The opening piece transformed the audience and
carried us back centuries ago, to a land ofopen plains and
natural beauty. The peaceful chirping of crickets, slow
methodical drums and low, sweet flute melody filled the
dim stage and settled us into our new world. Every
movement of the dancers was calculated and exact yet
graceful and seemingly effortless. This ceremonial piece,
performed to remember tradition and pass it on to other
generations, was one of custom and symbolism.

Throughout the dances that followed, the dancers
presented aspects of both spiritual beliefs and daily
customs. In Grass Dance, a piece performed by four
dancers accompanied only by a drum, the young men
simulate grass as they prepare the ceremonial clearing.

Eastern Woodlands Suite, a collection ofeight dances,
celebrates different animals, mother earth and even war.
This piece demonstrated the vital importance of com-
munity, as each dancer and musician had an individual
contribution to a larger, unified form ofexpression. As in
nature, the relativity of each performer to the others
demonstrated the need for balance and cooperation.

My favorite piece, theApache Grand Dance, exhibited
the beauty of simplicity. One performer played an en-
dearing melody on his recorder, the singular sound of
which almost brought tears to my eyes. This music was
performed with more than appreciation by the musician,
it seemed to be played for the one indulgent pleasure of

hearing and feeling nothing else. Peace of solitude and
the importance of individual expression were exalted in

this work.
Two other show-stoppers proved to be the Fancy

Shawl Dance and the Hoop Dance. In the first, women
don colorful shawls and celebrate the legend of the
butterfly. Spirited steps symbolize the butterfly's
freedom and new life after the death of her mate.

The Hoop Dance brought the audience to their feet.
The dancer manipulated many reed hoops to form
different animals and natural things like flowers and
birds. He did this without remaining still at any point
during the dance, his quick and lively steps as enter-
taining as the manipulation ofthe hoops. The structures
seemed to evolve from one another, each one connected
somehow to the last, as are life forms in nature. The
final formation, the earth itself, brought the audience to
an explosion of triumphant vindication at the final
unification of our world.

The numerous other dances of the show allowed us
to experience and learn more about the fascinating
cultures of the tribes represented. The costumes were
all hand-made, as were ceremonial aids (props) and
instruments.

The dances were all traditional and unaltered in the
transformation to the stage. It was obvious to me that
the dancers were by no means stage performers, but
presented these dances to each other, to nature and for
traditional cultural purposes.

I was fortunate to have been given an opportunity to
experience these forms ofexpression. I cannot help but
think, however, that the dances lost something once
confined by our concrete walls. I longed to see these
pieces performed in their

natural setting, and for the true purposes of the
ceremonials.

The other sobering reality of this art form is that it

represents a way of life that our nation can't get back.
The cultures of the American-Indians who performed
Wednesday have been virtually squashed thoughout
history. As we celebrate 500 years since Columbus'
arrival here, it saddens me to have seen what we gave
up all those years ago in deeming this nation America.
For all the tributes to earth, nature, truth, wisdom,
cooperation, beauty, solitude, community and tradition
can truly shed light on where our own "civilization"
went wrong.

Spotlight: a short story writer

Kurt Wildermuth

By Cutter Garcia
Collegian Staff

CG:Give me some background on yourself.
KW:My name is Kurt Wildermuth. I'm 27 and I'm in the
Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing program of the
English dept.

CG:You're a short story writer, whose works have
influenced you?
KW:My major influence has been Samuel Beckett and the
trilogy ofnovels;Molloy,Malone Dies andTheUnnamable.
CG:Do you ever find yourself emulating Beckett's
style as you write?
KW:Constantly. I'm falling into that trap all the time.
CG:So what do you do when that happens?
KWrOften I don't catch it until after I'm done, in the
editing, so then it's a matter ofcutting anything out that
doesn't sound like me.
CG:Ifyou had a good piece that you were satisfied
with would it bother you if it sounded too Beckett-
ish?

KWrWell that depends on how much 'too much' is. I had
written some plays a long time ago and gave them to
somebody who said, "Thest are Beckett. These are photo-

Turn to SPOTLIGHT, page 8

Views from
the carpets
By Mark K. Anderson
Collegian Correspondent

I'm usually not much of a consumer.
When it comes time to cast my vote in the

marketplace, any heartfelt devotion invariably
goes to underdog products who don't advertise. It's

a real weakness, you know.
Yet two nights ago, I was wooed.
Innocently enough I sat watching a television

program long since forgotten when a commercial,
itselfnothingdistinctive,presenteda product whose
name promised great things. It struck a dark
resonance which, if I were in a Karate Kid movie,
would have provided sufficient inspiration to make
me seek the guidance of a Supreme Cosmic Ninja
Master ofTwo-Fold Dimension And Dirty Drapes
That Won't Respond To Woolite.

Touted as a carpet cleaner which even gets out
old stains (this seemed impressive at the time),
Carpet Science spot and stain remover stood poised
to change not only the entire domestic chemical
industry but also possibly the very nature of
Rugphysic (a word I admit to having made up).

I know a revolution when I see one.
The next morning, at that depressing hour

whenAmerica's Most Loathsome (morning people,
that is) cheerfully greet everything and everyone
in sight and probably hum a few Broadway show
tunes for good measure, I began the hunt for my
very own bottle of magic. After unsuccessfully
rummaging the shelves of several local markets,
this sleepy-but-enthusiastic consumer found his
holy grail and. product in hand, returned home to
practice his new found craft: Carpet Science.

Eager for instruction and counsel I called the
800-number on the back of the bottle.

"I'd like to speak to one ofyour Carpet Scientists
please," I gushed.

"Well . . .maybe I can be of some assistance,"
replied the knowledgeable tele-hack.
We discussed career opportunities in Carpet

Science and the hurdles one must clear to pursue
such a profession. As far as she knew, the world of
academia offered little opportunity to study Carpet
Science per se. She had to answer another caller
before I could ask her about any qualifying exami-
nations forwhich an aspiringCarpet Scientist would
have to study. (And, I might add, Stanley H. Kaplan
wasn'tmuch help i n addressing the question either.

)

Further research provided little solace. I could
find no professional organizations dedicated or even
related to Carpet Science, no scientific conferences,
no quarterlyjournals, no Nobel laureates, not even
an episode of In Search Of to its credit. Indeed, I

began to doubt the very existence ofCarpet Science
as anything more than a product name.

Just another marketing wank? One can only
wonder.

On the other hand, ifthere is no such profession
as Carpet Science, then what credentials have
those men in white lab coats on the late-night all-

in-one cleaner commercials? Call Liquid Lustre
into question and you're asking for trouble, bucko.

There was only one resolution to such a co-

nundrum: Fabricatea Fred-MacMurray-in-So/f-O/"-
Fluhherish pleasantending which would make the
(ever so kind) manufacturer of Carpet Science
think twice about pressing a libel suit for equating
their product to a "marketing wank."

Bearing in mind the recent tendency ofthe First
Amendment to melt like the Wicked Witch of The
West for anyone with less than a six-digit income,
I spared no expense in ensuring immunity.

Fortunately for all parties involved, there is

such a place as Cadillac, Michigan ("The Friend-
liest Area in Northern Lower Michigan"). (Seri-
ously.) I spoke with Betty at the Cadillac Town
Hall and, after agreeing to withhold her name, was
able to hammer out a Friendly Conclusion.

As it turns out. Carpet Science is not listed with
the National Academy of Sciences and is never
mentioned in Nova because, secretly, it is an Art.
And an under-appreciated and under-funded one
at that.

COLLEGIAN ARTS &
LIVING WRITERS

MEETING
• • •

SUNDAY 2 PM
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Mighty plaid moshes in Noho
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Mighty Mighty Bosstones
Pearl Street Nightclub
September 29, 1992

The white lights spun in a circle on the dark stage,
seemingly to herald a space ship's landing. But hark,
what's that sound? Bagpipes? It's the Boys in Plaid, The
Mighty Mighty Bosstones. Grabbing the microphone
with a vengeance and a Dennis the Menace leer, Dickie,
lead vocalist, took the stage.

Everyone knows about the 2X Mighty Bosstones at
UMass. Infamous for launching themselves off the stage
and into the churning mosh pit below, they revel in and
encourage the sweaty frenzy of their fans. The audience
filled Pearl Street Tuesday night, adding themselves to

the seething plaid crowd.
It didn't seem to phase them that I couldn't understand

a word of the lyrics. Heck no, there was a lot of base and
a thundering rhythm to fuel this crowd. And the true fans
knew the words from the Bosstones' album anyway,
especially from their latest from Taang! records. More
Noise and Other Disturbances.

Typical and musically sounding a little too familiar to

some other famous band's music is their latest anthem.
"Bad in Plaid." "Polka dotsjust don't go/ pointy shoes hurt
my toes/ paisley makes me nauseous/ when I'm down
with plaid be cautious." Sing it, Dickie.

So how was the band? Pretty good. I mean, I was
distracted. Randoms kept crashing into me and stepping
on me, and the heat was oppressive. When I stepped out
of the crowd to catch some cooler air, guys were leaning
up against the walls as their sweat literally pooled
around them on the cold floor. (Though bouncers were
diligent in keeping the stairs clear in case one of the
"dancers" had trouble finding their way down the stairs.

)

So that you don't think I was lax at myjob as reviewer

and general enlightener 1 will comment on the horn
section, which is especially worthy of note. The sax

player, Dennis, even sang a powerful solo.

And even if I couldn't hear what he was saying, Dickie

was charismatic and hysterically funny with his crazed
antics. Dickie was pulling fans onto the stage hugging
them and chucking them back into the crowd like a used
Chiclet.

So the band was fabulous. I loved it. I'd suggest tossing

back a few brewskies before you go to their next show.
Rumor even has it that they had Pearl Street provide
them with about four extra cases of their own before the

show, too.

spotlight

Amherst

Laundromat
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continued from page 7

copies ofBeckett." So I got rid of them. Those plays

don't exist anymore.
CG:Give me 10 authors, 5 male and 5 female,
whom you'd suggest to your friends.

KWrJames Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Italo Calvino,

Donald Barthelme, Salmon Rushdie, Virginia

Wolfe, Elizabeth Smythe, Flannery O'Connor,
Eudora Welty and Susan Sontag.

CGrWhat's your personal favorite book?
KW:My very favorite book? Ulysses byJames Joyce.

CGiWhere does the idea for a storycome from?
KW:Lots of places, lots ofplaces. Memories, things

I've observed, conversations I've overheard . . .

CG:When do you start working on your idea?
KW:That depends. If I get an idea while I'm work-
ing on another story then I'll put it down in my
journal. If I'm not working on anything else I'll

start right away.
CG:What kind of things does your journal
contain?
¥LW:(Smiling) It's a mess, it contains everything.

Thoughts, quotations, words I like . . .

CG:Explain the frustrations which go along
with writing.
KW:The frustrations are not being able to write as
quickly and as fully as I'd like.

CGrWhat do you do when that happens?When
you're stuck at 2:00 am on that one page
which is either going to make or break your
story and it isn't coming?
KWrWell, it's seldom that important. If it's not
going well 1 just leave it because life itself is more
important than writing. So I put on a record, make
a cup of tea and wait until it comes.
CGrAnd it usually does come?
KVi'.(Hopefully Grinning) It hasn't failed me yet.

CG:How long are your stories?
KW:They vary from two pages to 22 but they
average out at about eight pages in length.

CG:How many do you have lying around?
KW:128. 1 need 150 for my thesis. I'm working on
something now that's going to take place in a very
small span of time. It will take place in a matter of
minutes but will contain many strands of time. It

will project into the future and go back into the past.

CGrWhere is the Art in writing?
KW:Well, art can be a hand gesture, so writing
would be the capturing of the hand gesture and
endowing it with some sort of s)Tiibolism.

(END PART I. PART II WILL CONTINUE IN
MONDAY'S COLLEGIAN)
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Ficc Delivci7 for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $15

^^
,<5^

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Bi-unch served Sunday 1 1:30am-5pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50

Children under 10 -$3.50

-i^:rr:^F:==L Luncheon Specials served 1 l:50-5pm - $3.25
^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

^'O TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
1 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 2564252

AMHERST BUSINESS SERVICES FAIR
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3, 10AM-4PM

Boltwood Walk (Town Center)

-fO^^

^'^^^Vomr U SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL

M^ GiJOOVfi
J^usy

^^yAffT_

SPONSORED BY THE AMHERST CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS nAMto2AM
FRI-SAT IlAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRYOUT OR DELIVERY.

FREE DELIVERY
Ti T,
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DOLLARS?

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

WILMINGTON By MARK K. ANDERSON
OnvATa aVN " «p"*«iMq p*tpd« 3tavno Nva

_a dozen reasons why
Don Knotts never did a guest spot oo
and Stunpy. Neither did Ted Knight.

1

R&S may puke a lot but nothing tops Fred's

groovy van— The Mystery Machina (Except
maybe that thing Grape Ape rode around on
top of. But that's another cartoon altogether.)

INnn(AMM|M|«js

is still cooler than
ose dorksTtt Spin Magazine dig

RenJcStimpy. R«ason enough to

despise it for the rest of eternity.

The only true measure of the

love between a boy and his dog.

"Happy Happy Joy Joy-

originally written for

John Denver's Christmas

on Rikers Island TV special.

|sti m̂py Snacks? Not a chance.

«\t least Daphne bad the

decency to pick her noae

afT camera.

Scooby £>oo is Safe Sex. (Check it out:

SCOOBY DOOBY 000 also happens to spell

BOSCO YO DODO BOY— a safe sex slogan

if ever there was one. All you can get

out of REN AND STIMPY is STRIP ME DANNY.1

III Casey Kasem as Shaggy. Who could ask for more?|

That one time when
Velma tranquilized

FVed by mistake ani

for the rest of the

episode he sang
ariachi love songs

a utility pole.

(who would have gotten away
withjl too jr if it weren't

0^ for you
meddlin

kids.y

Cable $$ better

spent on beer

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
5AV • t>o Voo euEO.

Feet uic% ^oo'at

CRKiy??

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris CudcJy

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelman

Production Su[3en/isor Nicole Dumas

Production Brad Hutchison, Todd Elliott

Entire .yjecies ofaninial.s have been exiemiinaleJ, or reduced
to so small a remnant that their siiivival is doiibtfiil. Forests

have been despoiled by imcontrolled and excessive ciiltinfi of
hiniher: grasslands have Iven destroyed by overgrazing.. .We
have much to accnmpli.sh before we can feel assured of
passing on tn future generations a land as richly endowed in

fiattiral wealth as the one we live in.

-Rachel Carson

The opiiiicns cxprcsscci on this pnge are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily tlect the views ot the Coltcf^ian or the University

Quote of the Day
"I have everything I had twenty years ago,

only it's all a little bit lower."

- Gyp.sy Rose Lcc

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April I'ii: Fi-

lumul mailers must (K"h,iiicilfddi|)-

lomaludlly. Give more lhi)u,i;hl to

vvhal you say. Celling iK'llor orga-

nized will make il easier lor you lo

luliill your obligations.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
ran make your own luck today. Lis-

ten allenlively lo what m older per-

son lelK you. Work out a habysilling

exchange wilh a neighlwir it you need
lo have some lime alone.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20): A
loved one may lake you lor granied.

Be more asserlive. Familiarize your-

sell wilh an employer's long-range
goals. Sfjending itx) much Irme on
minor details would he a niislakc.

CANCER (|une 21-July 221: Con-
tinue lo lake people into your conli-

dence. Even it one door closes, an-

other one ofX'ns. Trust your ideas,

your way ot doing things; yrju are on
the right track.

LEO duly 2 3-Aug. 22): Key goals

are met as you climb the ladder ot

success. Phone calls, tellers and
meetings crowd your agenda. You
are in the right crowd. Place your trust

in respected lamily mcmlxjrs.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpl. 22): Dis-

cuss your hojx-s and dreams wilh

Iwlh Inends and bigwigs. Voicing
your ideas now can lead to a highly

prol'ilable collalx)ration. loin a pro-

fessional organization.

LIBRA (Sept. 2 i-CXi. 22): Deci-
sions can go awry today. Guessing is

not good enough— Ix* certain oi your
lacls. Tr>'ing lo lorce your will on
others will only create enemies.

SCORPIO (On. 2J-NOV. 21):

Marvelous doors are o(X'ning lo you.
Your sf)tial or prolessiunal lile v)ars

lo lolly heights. Kevolulionize ihe

way you do business. Culling ( i-rlain

lies wilh llie past helps you move
lorwaril

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2 1 1: Tune in lo VIPs; ibey ( An steer

you in Ihe right diiedion I'arlic ipal-

ingin a group project makes you look

good and. belter yel, leel good, IJuy

new lurnilurc or kill hen a()pli,inccs.

CAPRICORN (De( . 22-)an. 19):

Solitude IS not your cup ol lea today.

You want lo reach out toother |X'ople

and tind out whal is new. Cf)nlacl

relatives at a distance. An invitation is

lonhcoming,

AQUARIUS (|,in. 20-Feb. 18):

Travel and appoinimenis are subject

lo mix-ups. Do not leave anylhing lo

( hance. Gelling together wilh a iriend

who shares your goals proves in sjjir-

ing.

PISCES (Feb. 14-March 20): Be
prepared lo give the lloor lo other

people. Your willingness lo invesiigale

new methods will impress the lop
brass. Creative inspiration strikes in

s( ience, art and metaphysics.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 — up against:

meet
6 Gossip

1 Pen points
14 Large artery

15 Certain Raiigor
16 Religious image
1 7 Codicil

18 "You — heard
nottiin' yet'"

19 Billion: Comb
form

20 Texas stale

flower

22 Sometimes
apparent one?

?3 Conrad's
"— Jim"

Pi Access
?6 Gnm
29 Ancient Greek

dialect

31 Love, in

Pompen
32 Diving chanip

Louganis
34 Consumer

advocate Flalph

38 Suppie
4

1

Go astray

42 Piiccint

specially

43 Handle
44 Sacked out

46 — Angeles
4 7 Belated

49 Colorlul root

5? Bit

55 Loose
56 Perfume has it

57 Tricked

63 San wearer
64 Uproars
65 Fine and —

swell

66 Smart
'j7 Magnitude
•>8 Overlook
•59 A Rhine wine
70 Command lo

Fido
71 Kindol lule

DOWN
1 Shalt

2 Muddy

3 A language of

Pakistan

4 Addison's
partner

5 Retreat

6 Insipid

7 Ciil of meal
8 "Ttie Accidental

Tourist" author
— Tyler

9 Improve
10 Last race
1

1

Colder
12 Truck wheel

arrangement
13 Bait

21 Wash neighbor
25 Pacific current

El —
26 Ari;'ona rivor

27 Mifleast title

28 Yes or no
29 Kentucky's is

(amous
30 Fiend

33 Foresee
35 Paslr,TiTii

emporium
36 Cupid

37 Ha-;ty

39 Hockey
achievement

40 And others, for

short

45 Stand off

48 Old material in

a new form
50 Digressions

51 Home to Mt.

McKinley

52 Kind ot song
53 Gem State
54 Exhilarating

55 Ford name
58 Garfield's

friend

59 Sludge
60 Do handwork
61 Icelandic

literary work
62 One who colors

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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music mama
Everything in the store on sale!

RED HOTCHILI PEPPERS ^
NEW!

7^ Can

AtlcfiwGAtKj

INIM •OMS'WOUI.O*
DOWNMAMOtE/AMOM* CMMH

lS9Utt 7MCan 6.99 Cass 7J9Cass

^ UTAH SAINTb— ^OMIIMINC GOOD

^

EVERY SINGLE ALBUM TITLE CD

Si9 Cass 199 CD

GRAYSON HUGH
ROAO TO FREEDOMn

6i9Cass

Bushwick Bill

6i9Cass

OR LESS
ON SALE

1 14.99
til Cass

EVERY ARTIST • EVERY TITLE • EVERY CD, CASSETTE, & VIDEO NOW ON SALE!

7i9Cass

Willie D

r

'

Wk m
7i9Cass 7i9Cass 7i9Cass 6J9Cass 6.99 Cass sm BdMit skocw uff «

MliCo(hci,MiCr«ilalU/M

ONCE A YEAR • ONE DAY ONIY! • OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER!
TDK SA 90 4 Pack

Plus On*

Maxell UR 90 5 Pack 4. BMI 30 CD Case

11.99
Holds
30 CDS

@%:*-

Strawberries Annual Midnight Madness Sale

CASSETTE SINGLES
tvUrm fMNMAAM
MtPHMM tmiiTlatieM
rlwtt MlIN PW tpfti' But

Spedal Ifalue

THOUSANDS & THOUSANDS OF ITEMS NOW ON SALE!

*$(Niwlle$tiictioiis May Apply 'NoDoiibteMariidowiis 'Manufacbiren Overstock Net IncfadMl

HADLEY,RusselSURoute9

HOLYOK^2275NotaptonSt

PinsnELD, 241 North SI

SPRINGRELO, 1550 Boston Post Rd

W.SPRINGRELD,MemorBlAve.

ENFIELD. gRte. 190 Hazard Avfi

(413)256-3160

(413)536-2222

(413)499-0357

(413)543-1517

(413)737-4128

203)741-3030

Villone signs, Syracuse caught
Friday, October 2, 1992 / Page 1

1

The Seattle Mariners have signed former University
of Massachusetts left-handed pitcher and Olympic
baseball team member Ron Villone, Mariners Vice
President of Scouting and Player Development Roger
Jongewaard announced Thursday.

"We are extremely pleased to have Ron Villone signed
"

said Jongewaard. "Ron is a big, tough kid with a strong
arm. He's got a very bright future and could be a number
one or two starter some day. He's a Jim Abbott-type
pitcher with a 92-94 MPH fastball who's not afraid to
pitch inside."

As reported in Monday's Collegian, Villone agreed to
terms Saturday after Jongewaard flew from Seattle to
personally negotiate with Villone. Villone will join the
Manners' Instructional League team in Tempe, Arizona
today.

Syracuse, N.Y. (AP) — The long-awaited NCAA
sanctions against the Syracuse basketball program came
down on Thursday, lighter than expected because of the
school's cooperation in the investigation.

The Orangemen are banned from 1992-93 postseason
play and the school's entire athletic program was placed
on two year's probation as violations were also found in
the women's basketball, football, lacrosse and wrestling
programs.

The NCAA said the penalties were less than the
minimum for major violations because of Syracuse's
cooperation in its probe. The NCAA Committee on In-
fractions stopped short of banning Syracuse from live
television appearances, but did assess scholarship and
recruiting penalties.

"But for their cooperation, their penalty would have
been much greater," said David Swank, dean ofUniversity
ofOklahoma Law School and chairman ofthe committee.

S>Tacuse chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw said the uni-
versity would accept the penalties.

Basketball coach Jim Boeheim said his players were

disappointed when told of the penalties Thursday
morning.

"But this class (of seniors) has been to the last three
tournaments and they're going to have to accept it. There
are a lot of kids, a majority of kids, who go to college and
don't get to go to three NCAA tournaments," he said.

Syracuse is the first member of the high-profile Big
East basketball conference to bo sanctioned by the NCAA.

The conference's athletic directors will meet Oct. 6-7
at Providence for their regular fall meeting at which time
they will vote to decide whethei Syracuse can participate
in the conference postseason tournament.

"It is my personal position that Syracuse should be
allowed to participate," commissioner Mike Tranghese
said, referring to the 1993 Big East tournament. Syracuse
won the tournament in 1981, '88 and '92.

Anaheim, California (AP)— George Brett Wednesday
became the 18th player in history to top the 3,000 career
hit mark. His 4-for-5 performance Wednesday put him in
select company and keyed Kansas City's 4-0 win over
California.

women^s soccer
continued from page 1

2

0.75 goals against average) will start in net on Saturday.
Massachusetts will meet up with Xavier the following

afternoon. The Musketeers are lead by sophomoresJenny
Tombragel and Tricia Feldhaus.

"This Xavier team is very good this year," Rudy said.
"They were ranked earlier this season and I wouldn't be
surprised to see them return to the top 20."

Rudy will send Skye Eddy (4-0, 0.25 goals against
average) out to play net against the Musketeers.

continued from page 12

Last week, David Treadwell of the Broncos
defeated the overachieving Cleveland Browns by
kicking four field goals en route to a 12-0 victory.
This Sunday, the all-world defense of the Chiefs
travel to Mile High to take on this punchless attack
which resembles a wishbone type receiving corp
that can't compare to the University of Miami
(somewhat like the Patriots). Kansas City may
have problems with the noise of the home crowd,
but will overcome it on their way to a huge win in
the AFC West. Kansas City 17, Denver 10.

( Insert drum-rol 1 here ) The Game of the Week
is finally upon us, with the number one ranked
Philadelphia Eagles playing host to the second
ranked Dallas Cowboys. This battle ofundefeateds
is on Monday night for the whole world to see.
Randall Cunningham leads the Eagles' offense,
which has been given new blood with the addition
of Herschel Walker.

Walker, who trails his counterpart Emmitt
Smith of Dallas for the NFC lead in rushing, may
be looking to avenge his trade of 1987 which started
the Cowboys rebuilding quest.

Dallas' defense will have to prepare for a healthy
Eagles receiving corps, which may suffer from the
loss of Mr. Jackson. The defensive line of the
Cowboys must contain Randall if Charles Haley is
going to have any chance of wrapping him up.

One key to this game will be special teams, in
which Dallas nourishes by blocking punts and
returning kicks for scores. However, with the home
crowd and the youth ofthe Cowboys d-backs, 1 hope
I'm wrong, butJimmy Johnson's team will go home
with its first loss. Philadelphia 27, Dallas 23.
Read Collegian staff member Arthur Stapleton
every Friday.

ADVOCAlli
^ BK9T*

K^AORAfPOLL

199 2
a»l Piaca

P GEKING VIARDEN
A MANDARIN §1 SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Men. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUITET $5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 -3pm

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS Fri. & Sat.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Free Parking ^rXS •#• l~J WmWVi

The Honorable
Minister

Louis Farrakhan

BLACK A\'D WHITE
A SOLLTION TO THE RACE PROBLEM

Video and Discussion
Discussion led by Brother Joseph X of

Springfield f^osque #13 NATION OF ISLAM

Friday Oct. 2. 1992
ASH Auditorium 7:30pm

Hampshire College

BLOOD
DRIVE
TODAY!

Campus
Center
Km. 168

American JL
Red Cross TT

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to Publ.cat.on

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC

ACnVITIES

UMASS P.O.W.E.R.
Fall 92 Meetings
Mondays 7:30 p.m.

Student Union «306
Info: Kristin 253-9707
All Welcome

Toyota 1984
5'Speed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
413) 566-2087

BUSINESS OPPORTUNmr

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Fre« to good home-pair of male cats
gray, neutered, shy but friendly, shots
253235 1

History Honors Socioty
Phi Alpha Theta
Is now accepting applications

Deadline is Oct. 14 Applicationsare avail-

able in Herter612

MUSIC MANIA IS COMING
to Strawberries - Rt. 9 Hadley (next to

Super Stop & Shop) Friday, October 2nd
10 a.m. -2 a.m. Everything in store is on
salel!! One day only!

UMASSDANCETEAM AUOmONS! !

!

Sunday Oct. 4th 12 - 3

Old Chapel Auditorium
For info, call Keri 6-2989

Opportunity knocks sinca crime won't.
Products everyone wants. 30 seconddemo
sells product. 413-499-6739.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

Hawtatt Packard 28S calculator

Great for engineering Call

6-5756 S130B.O.

Tha Honorabia Louis Farrakhan will be
in Springfield on Nov 21 for tickets

Nate 549 4600 x217.

MAC SE/30 5/80, ext. Keyboard
Scott 549-0228

Fridga Rental Frea Delivery 253-9742

Amherst 3 Bedroom condo. avail. Feb.
1st.

A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail. Jan. 1st

Also
Classroom space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St.

253-7879

Macintosh SE
1 MB RAM, two 800 KB internal floppy
drives. SCSI port. Expar>ded keyboard.
Superb condition. 253-0799.

Save $$$ - Brand new 386 SX-33MH2,
2MB System memory, 80 MB Hard Onve,
1.44 or 1.2 MB Floppy, 512 K SVGA w/
SVGA color monitor, DOS 5.0, Warranty.
Deliverejl - S979 256 6474

Snowboard -GAS halfpipa
w/ Bindings asking S100. Call Matt
67389.

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs case and manuals
Call Milch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

FOUND

BE A SPRING BREAK REPI
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(aOO)32-TRAVEL

Classified Counter Clerk wanted to
work 12:00 - 3:45 on Thursdays. Apply in

person to the Collegian Classifieds desk,
103 Campus Center.

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW! ...FREE packet'
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T Shirts
and make S252.50. No financial obliga-

tion. A Risk Free program. Avg. sales time
•= 4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/Larger quantities avail.

Call 1 800 733 3265

$200 - $S0O WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy' No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMA'nON - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #

MA15KDH

PERSONALS

ATTENTION MT. BIKERS

Attention Mountain Bikers:
Mountain Biking handbook (with detailed

maps) for all Amherst area trails and
mountains. 34.95 each
Contact Tim @ 253 3777

For reduced rant prefer non smoking
woman in contemporary home light

housekeeping, babysitting required. S400.
First, last, references 665-7052.

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette

56 K miles

Needs clutch work
SSOO or B.O.

549-7912

8« Ford Escort air stereo wagon 31450.
253 2805

Attention ttands and deejays'
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-
cellent condition. Call Jim, 256-6661.

Dorm Fridga
Runs Great
Only 355

Call 665 2617

Can you read this?
Probably not if you lost your glasses

on North Pleasant St. last week
Call Christine 6-3552

Found Black Kitten female approx. 6
mos. Found by chemistry labs 9/28 Please
call 584-4703 if she is yours!

Found - Tickets in Envelope near
visitors center. Pick up and identify at

Collegian Business window, 1 1 3 Campus
Cente r. _
Jacket found in library

Call to claim. Descnption required.

5493586

HELP WANTED

Audio/vidao repair technician,

part-time. Three years professional

experience required. 584-9547

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

General meeting for all students
interested in interacting with international

students. Election for officers,

refreshments will be served. Monday,
October 5 7:00 pm
Campus Center 163

MUSICIANS

Guitar Lessons. Berklee Graduate.
5340163

B7 FORD ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great car
S2300 O.B.O Sara 542-7963

DIANE - Have a super birthday!

Love, Michele

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS TO YOU!
Happy Birthdays to you'
Happy Birthdays dear
Scott Mosweeta Alibaba and Matty Malt
Happy Birthdays to you !

Love
Jenny Jen Jen

Happy Birthday
Back in my day we didn't make a big fuss

over the day you were born. There was no
cake, no ice cream and we liked it, we
loved it! Happy 21st SUKI!

Hey MIKE WICKE!!
LETS GET STICKY'

WHENEVER YOU'RE READY
NIKK I

MICHAEL
Happy Birthday!

Remember:
"We'll always have Amhertt!"
Love NIKKI

The secret is out!
We overheard

We haven't forgotten

But, when did God actually create you?
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KENG
Do not overdo it

Your back forbid

We love you so, hang in there.

Your Hangout

To the gorgeous blond man I saw at the
campus pond reading the First Deadly
Sin: Lets get to know each other beyond a
passing glance. Let's meet: Noon by the
pond.

To the cute girl with the light brown hair
I saw at the pond wearing the blue and
black lacket I followed to Webster: Meal
me Noon by the pond.

SUKIMEISTER
Happy 21 SUKI'
Time to create, time to love
Love to create and create to lovel

Varsity Womens Crew
Mt. Holyoke and the rest

Will not know what hit them
It starts here NO REGRETS

RIDE WANTED

Ride Needed to Rochester/Syracuse
area the weekend of the 9 12. 1 will share
all expenses!! Rebecca 256 3191

SELF DEFENSE

Self defense sprays legal, effective no
permit required Personal alarms also
available. 413-499-6739 24 hours

SERVICES

Have you bean ripped off by a retailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center re

garding your rights as a consumer

.

922 Campus Center. 545 1995

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256 0821

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Affordable Word Processing
SI 75/pg Call Janel 256 0306, leave
message

Papers Typed Free laser printout &
cover page, S1.50Ayped page. Brian 546
n95.

Valley Typing
S1.50/pg

call Chris

2533149

WANTED

Eating Disorders: Subiects wanted lor

important study on bulimia and therapy
45 minute questionnaire sent to you
confidential and anonymous. Call 586-
8478.

Wanted Bike
Call 256 0225

in good condition S7S.
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Sports
Field hockey faces UVA, Old Dominion
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

"One game at a time," may not be the

wittiest sports cliche ever uttered by an
athlete or coach, but it concisely describes

the philosophy of the University of Mas-
sachusetts field hockey team this year.

The Minutewomen will have to stick to

it today as they face the University of

Virginia tonight at 6:00 p.m. in Norfolk,

Virginia, because if they look ahead to

their Sunday showdown with the number
one team in the country, Old Dominion,
they could easily have a 0-2 road trip.

The Cavaliers (5-1-1) are ranked No.

15 in the country, and are certainly no
pushover. Their offense is led by forwards
Nicole McNichol who leads the team with
five goals, and Kristen Daddona, who has
netted four goals thus far and leads Vir-

ginia in points with nine.

The Cavalier defense has been helped
by the play of goalie Denise Wernersbach,
who carries two shutouts and a 1 .29 goals-

against average into tonight's contest with
the Minutewomen.

Friday's game definitely is overshad-
owed by the impending matchup with the
Lady Monarchs of Old Dominion.

Old Dominion has ruled collegiate field

hockey like monarchs, winning twoNCAA
championships in a row. They have not

lost since 1990, and UMass head coach
Pam Hixon said she thinks Old Dominion
may be better.

Their penalty corner is more potent

than ever," Hixon said. "I hate to go into a
game thinking we're going to lose, but
we're going to totally change our playing

style.

"They have four players from foreign

countries, and six other players on the

U.S. National team, so I'm going into the

game like we're playing a National team."
Old Dominion sports a 9-0 record this

year, destroyingevery opponent by at least
five goals. Stanford, a team the Minute-
women beat 3-1, lost to Old Dominion 14-

0. The Lady Monarchs have outscored

their opponents 73-1, and anything less

than another undefeated record will be a
disappointment for the team.

As for UMass, just staying close to Old
Dominion could be considered a moral
victory, for a two or three-goal loss might
very well bump them up in the rankings,

possibly as high as number two. UMass is

hoping for contest like last year's, one in

which the Minutewomen stayed close but
lost 1-0 in Amherst.

"It all depends on ifwe can control the

ball," Hixon said. "Ifwe can hold onto the
ball, we can stay close. When you have the
ball , you can score. Ifwe turn the ball over,

it won't be as close."

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
The University of Masschusetts field hockey team travels to Norfolk, VA where they will face

Virginia today at 6:00 p.m. and No. 1 ranked Old Dominion Sunday at 2:00 p.m.

Dallas-Philly
heads Week 5

Wake up, football fans, because Stapleton's
pigskin crystal ball says this weekend should
produce some of the best games seen since last

year's playoffs.

First, though, we'll give out the weekly awards
for the highs and lows achieved on or around *^^he

gridiron.

Babe "I'm a loser" Laufenberg award:This
one belongs to SundaySports Live, that new mock-
ery of ESPN's Sportscenter on Channel 40. It is

hosted by Jim "I belong on Sesame Street" Cline
and Mike Ratte. We should gather up the Collegian
sports staff and take over that sad show.

Stud ofthe Week:There weren't toomany eye-
poppin' performances last week on the field in the
NFL, due to the NFC East's bye week. However,
someone close to UMass had a great game, and he
is none other than Rene Ingoglia, rushing for 148
yards in his first start. He was edged out by
Phillipa Scott for the Collegian Athlete ofthe Week,
but we all know this award is more prestigious.

The rankings this week: NFC, 1. Eagles 2.

Cowboys 3. Redskins 4. 49ers 5. Bears; AFC, 1.

Bills 2. Oilers 3. Dolphins 4. Chiefs 5. Steelers.

O.K., enough boring you with hype, offwe go to

the prognostications, where our trip takes us north
to Rich Stadium in Buffalo.

Arthur

STAPLETON
The Bills enter the game on an offensive ram-

page, scoring over 37 points per game. The Dol-
phins appear to be the only threat as ofWeek 5 to

Buffalo repeating as divisional champion. Coming
off a pounding of New England, Jim Kelly and
company may look past the Dolphins, after their
sluggish performance against Seattle.

Buffalo's defense is once again playing at a
Super Bowl level, and they have the advantage
over the inferior Dolphin receiving corp (minus
Mark Clayton, who is injured). The addition of
Keith Jackson will give Super Dan just one more
target to throw to, but he won't be as effective as
Coach Shula would like for his first game. I'd love

to pick the Fish, but to the chagrin of many fans,

I'll go with the favorite. Buffalo 27, Miami 24.

No one this season expected Detroit to be 1-3

after four weeks. A loss to Tampa Bay in the
Silverdome last week may have shattered the
Lions' confidence. Barry Sanders has been held in

check so far this season, and the problem could be
the untimely death of lineman Eric Andolsek in

the off-season.

Detroit must rebound this week against the
intimidating defense of the Saints (2-2), who lost

on Sunday night to San Francisco. Sanders has to

explode in order for the passing game ofthe Lions
to be effective (my guess is that he will). Detroit
23. New Orleans 17.

Turn to ART, page 1

1

No. 5 women travel to Cornell
By DAN WETZEL
Collegain Staff

To whom much is given much is expected.
Now that the University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team (8-0) has been given the title ofthe fifth best
team in the nation, it is expected to play like it.

On Wednesday, versus Dartmouth, the Minutewomen
didn't.

"We will have to play better than that this weekend,"
Massachusetts coach Jim Rudy said. "We were really

fortunate today, this was not pretty."

What Rudy was referring to was the lackluster play of
his team against the Big Green. The Minutewomen were
unable to get on track against Dartmouth, a team which
has traditionally played UMass tough.

However, the unranked Green, posted only sporadic
attacks and in the second half, UMass upped its intensity
and forward Kim Eynard banged in her fourth game
winner of the year.

"We can win every game but we have to play up to our
capabilities and Wednesday we did not do that," goal
keeper Skye Eddy said. "Previously this year we have
been playing as a team and that makes a big difference."

Rudy said, "We have the potential to win them all but
we can't cut the games so close."

This weekend, the Minutewomen will be playing
against competition which may not allow them a bad
half.

On Saturday, UMass will face the 17th ranked Cornell
Big Red. Cornell is a strong defensive team who rely on
forwardsAmy Finklestein and Meredith Wilner for scoring
punch.

"Cornell is a tough, well balanced team," Rudy said.
"Their new people are quite good."

The Minutewomen defeated Cornell 1-0 last year, in TU^ll„- •». X »j L .
JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN

' ne University of Massachusetts women s soccer team
Amherst, on the strength ofa Polly Hackathom goal and hopes to remain undefeated this weekend by beating both
the shutout goaltending of Briana Scurry. Scurry (4-0, Cornell (Saturday, 2:15 p.m.) and Xavier (Sunday 1200

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 11 p.m.).

Men's soccer ready for Siena
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Every game after a loss is a big game.
That is a fact Sam Koch and his University of Mas-

sachusetts men's soccer team will deal with when the
Minutemen host the Siena Saints Saturday (Garber
Field, 2:00 p.m.).

UMass is coming offa disappointing 2- 1 defeat suffered
at the hands ofProvidence College . It was only the second
loss on the season for the Minutemen, whose record now
stands at 5-2-1 overall, 3-0-1 in the Atlantic 10.

The last time the Minutemen lost (a 3-1 decision to
Dartmouth) they responded with a big 2-2 tie on the road
against two-time defending A- 10 champ, Rutgers. Koch
remembers how the team responded then and expects
the same now.

"I really would not want to be Siena right now," he
said. "I would be very, very surprised if the team is not
ready."

The Saints, a member of the Mid Atlantic Athletic
Conference (MAAC), enter Saturday's contest with a 3-3-

1 record overall, 1-1 in the conference.

Leading the offense is freshman sniper Tom Sewell.

Sewell, a midfielder, has five goals and an assist for a
total ofeleven points on the year. Other big contributors
for Siena include Steve Karbowski and Tim Harding.

Karbowski, a sophomore midfielder, has four goals
while Harding, a freshman midfielder, has three goals.

On the defensive side ofthe field, the Saints are solid.
In between the pipes, sophomore Brett Boskiewicz mans
the net. Boskiewicz has posted one shutout on the year
while compiling a 1.84 goals-against average.

Defense is one thing the Minutemen will have to
improve on aft«r their performance against Providence.
Koch believes that the defense is a key.

"We gave them (PC) too many chances and they took
advantage of it," he said.

"I'm very disappointed in the defense, especially in
the second half. But," he added, "we'll learn from it".

Game Notes: Sophomore goalie Mark Wolf is question-
able for Saturday's game. He's missed the last two games
with a hip pointer.

Erick Gruber, a sophomore, has filled in for the last
two games. Ailer Siena, the Minutemen travel to Ludlow
on Monday night (7:30 p.m.) to meet the Northeastern
Huskies.
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Sunny with a high near 60 today

and tomorrow. Nothin' special.

Arts:
Mr. Lupo is disappointed by director Stephen Frears' Hero.

He says it's just not on par with some of Frears past

accomplishments. But it's still not bad. Page 6.

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team remains undefeated after taking

down Cornell this weekend Page 1 2.
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Bush insists

he 'was right'

on economy
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— President Bush said Sunday
"technically I was right" in insisting last fall thathe
nation's economy was not in recession, but said he
should have acknowledged that "there's a hell ofa
lot of people hurting."

Speaking in an interview taped at the White
House for CNN's "Larry King Live" talk show, the
president said people still have a mistaken im-
pression about the economy's strength.

"Yes, things have been tough, but they haven't
been that tough," he said. "There's been some
encouraging things. I can click them off for you:
interest rates down, inflation down, businesses
ready, poised for recovery.

"So when I said there isn't a recession last fall,

technically I was right. But I should have done it

recognizing that there's people hurting, and I feel

it and I knew it then and I know it now," the
president added.

Bush acknowledged that voter' discontent with
the economy is hurting him in the polls.

"Technically I was right, but don't tell that to the
guy that's unemployed, or don't tell it to the family
that has a job and wonders ifthey're going to have
it tomorrow. So I could have handled that better."

The hour-long interview was taped in the East
Sitting Room of the first family's private quarters.

King said Bush had agreed to appear on his show
atCNN studios sometime before Election Day for a
live interview that would include calls from view-
ers.

Democratic presidential nominee Bill Clinton
and his running mate, Sen. Al Gore, are scheduled
to appear on King's show and take viewers' calls

Monday evening.

Earlier Sunday, in comments aimed at Hispanic
voters, Bush said that in a second term he would
increase U.S. pressure on Cuba to abandon com-
munism. He predicted that Fidel Castro "will fall of

his own weight."

"He's still denyinghuman rights there, he is still

putting the arm on his people and crushing them
down, and he can't go on," Bush said in an interview

with a Spanish-language television talk show to be
broadcast by Telemundo on Monday.

RA target of racial attack
Vandalism latest in series of Washington incidents
By TOM HALLER
Collegian Staff

"They've destroyed the floor," were the words spoken
by Arlens Barosy, the resident assistant for the 17th floor

of Washington Tower, as he came home to find his floor

literally torn apart and defaced with racial slurs.

Damage on the floor included destruction of the bul-

letin board, smeared human feces on the floor outside his

door, and several racial slurs and symbols on the bath-
room, hall, and stairwell walls and his door.

This kind ofharassment is not new for Barosy and his

hallmates. He and his floor have been plagued with hate
crimes and vandalism for the past several weeks, be-

ginning with the flood which left the floor and its resi-

dents' belongings extensively damaged.
"This is our home," said Barosy, shaking his head.

"Who weuits to come home to this?" Barosy has been the
subject of other attacks leading up to this weekend's
events.

According to police reports, last weekend, Barosy,
who is Black, was physically assaulted by a White male
whom he had asked to pour out containers of alcohol he

and several others were drinking by the 17th floor

elevator. Barosy said most of the group fled down the

stairwell, but five remained, refusing to dispose oftheir

drinks.

Barosy said one member of the group punched him
three times in the stomach andjumped into the descending
elevator. Barosy said he pursued the individual via the
stairs and met him down in the lobby.

He said the man thea attacked him and grasped him
by the neck, yelling, "Next time you f— with me I'm going
to kick your ass, you Black motherf ." The assailant

fled, and was not seen again by Barosy until the following

Friday.

Police reports say last weekend's incident is still

under investigation for possible Civil Rights violations.

Police reportedly told Barosy that those suspected of

involvement in the incident were identified from a resi-

dential sign-in sheet as non-University students.

Friday evening, Barosy said he spotted one of the

members of last weekend's group entering the residence

hall. He said he then followed the man up to the eighth

floor, where he was apparently staying as a guest of a
Please see ATTACK, poge 3
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Racial graffiti found on the 1 7th floor of Washington Tower. This is the latest in a series of racial assaults experienced by

Washington Tower's 1 7th floor residential assistant.

EPA declares UMass
toxic site in report
By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst is one of33,000 toxic sites in the

United States, according to a Neighbor-

hood Toxic Report prepared by the federal
government's Toxic Release Inventory and
Superfund database.

The report lists the University as an
"Environmental Protection Agency
Superfund site." This means the Univer-

sity and other sites throughout the coun-

try are under a current "low-priority" in-

vestigation for future waste clean-up.

James P. Fox, the senior hazardous

waste officer from University Environ-

mental Health and Safety, has been in-

volved with investigating on-campus
chemical waste deposits since late 1983.

"Right now, the ball is in the EPA's

court. They will generate a recommenda-

tion with an idea as to what preliminary

work needs to be done to assess a full game

plan," said Fox. "When is anybody's guess."

In 1983, EHS Director Don Robinson

asked Fox to investigate a memorandum
which dated back to the seventies and

referred to a chemical disposal site at the

northwest end of campus.
Fox says he was able to discover two

sites, a 7-acre plot and a l-acre plot, that

both contained about 10 waste burial sites.

The land was chosen. Fox says, because

of its heavy clay content which protects

against leakage ofwaste materials and is

therefore safer for the environment.

Prior to this mid-'70s memorandum,
several University departments buried

waste 15 to 20 feet under ground.

But campus oflicials are unclear as to

what type of waste was buried because
there are no written inventories.

"Obtaining a resolution to a matter like

this is akin to searching for a needle in a
haystack," said Fox. "It's not entirely that

difficult— but it's close."

After notifying the EPA, Fox says he

accompanied an EPA inspector on two

different investigations ofboth sites. Each
time, they failed to find the exact locations

of the burial sites.

Fox says tests of the areas to detect

surface migration of chemicals or chemi-

cal remains turned out negative. These

findings seem to describe the University

as a low priority site but no official EPA
designation has been handed down yet.

Women of color discuss

the problem of violence
By SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

A group ofconcerned women ofcolor

met Thursday at the Campus Center to

discuss violence againstwomen ofcolor.

An issue that many present said is not

being addressed by state, UMass, and
the local agencies that provide services

for women.
"Women ofcolor gu-e four times more

likely to get raped than White women,"
Shyamala Ivatury, co-facilitator of the

meeting, pointed out from an FBI re-

port.

"Women of color are sexually and
racially harassed and discriminated

against at this university, yet there are

no avenues for them to pursue proper

counselling or advice," Cara Lee Birch,

co-facilitator, stated.

Otherwomen expressed concern that

there was no safe place for them to

meet and felt very isolated.

"Cultural centers do not address

violence and the Everywoman's Center
is not accessible to women of color,"

Quynh Dang, UMass alumna, said. "In

parallel, thewayWhite men treatWhite
women is how White women treat

women of color," she concluded.

The group also discussed the nega-

tive stereotypes ofwomen of color that

perpetuate the violence.

"We are taught to tolerate and ac-

cept our circumstance," one woman
said, who wishes to remain anonymous.

The women explained that differ-

ences in culture, language barriers,

and lack offunds make it impossible for

women of color to seek assistance and
resources.

There is little being done by the

administration yet the need is great

and violence against women of color is

increasing, most present at the meet-
ing concluded.

Alternative solutions such as a

separate space for women of color or

the creation of services for women of

color were also mentioned.
The group plans to meet again

Thursday, Oct. 8, at 7 p.m. at the

Campus Center.
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Monday, October 5, 1992
Film — "Green Card" will be shown at the Amherst

College Campus Center Frontroom at 9:00 p.m. Admis-
sion is free.

Registration— Tomorrow is the last day to register to

vote! Register in the Off Campus Housing Office, room
428 Student Union, from 8:00 to 11:00 a.m., and 1:00 to
6:00 p.m.

Lecture — Ulin Linke of Rutgers will speak on The
Green Movement in Germany" in the Floor Lounge, 6th
floor, of Thompson, at 3:45 p.m.
Tuesday, October 6, 1992

Services — Hillel house is sponsoring Yom Kippur
services at 7:00 p.m. in the SUB. All are welcome.

Seminar — The Social and Demographic Research
Institute is presenting a Research in Progress seminar
on the first Tuesday of every month during the fall

semester at 3:50 in Machmer W32. The first presentation

UMass Police Log
• Two men were arrested last Thursday and were

charged with unauthorized possession of a controlled
substance, police said. At 10:15 p.m. on Thursday, police
arrested Erik Wobus, 21, and Jonathan Ratcliff, 20, in
Mary Lyon Residence Hall for the alleged drug law
offenses.

• A Topsfield man was arrested and charged with
possession ofan altered Massachusetts license on Friday.
According to police, David Pierotti, 19, was arrested at
midnight on Friday after police stopped him in Lot 22 for
suspicious activity.

• University police reported damage to a car on Thurs-
day evening. The car was parked in Lot 50 when objects
were thrown from a residence hall at the vehicle. The car
sustained an estimated $200 in damages, according to

will be today and will feature Suzanne Model discussing
"Industrial Niches and Group Mobility: Male Employees
in New York City, 1940-1980".

Blood Drive — The American Red Cross Blood Ser-
vices is sponsoring a blood drive from 1 1 :00 to 4:00 in the
Campus Center.

Lecture— MASSPIRG and Earthlands International
are sponsoring a lecture by John Seed on "The Council of
All Beings: Deep Ecology and Life on Earth." The lecture
will take place at the Bowker Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
and is open to the pubhc.

Film — A post election video documentary on the
Nicaraguan Co-operative movement, "For a Little Piece
ofLand", will be shown at 8:00 p.m. in room 81 1-15 ofthe
Campus Center.

Lecture — Archbishop Desmond Tutu will speak at
UMass fine arte center at 4:00 p.m. For information, call

549-5929.

Compiled by Michael Day
Keceni incidents recorded by the University's fDepannwni of Public Safely.

police.

• Two mountain bikes and one bike seat were stolen
on Thursday, according to poUce. At 6 p.m., a man
reported his $800 bicycle stolen from a hallway outside of
his room in (iorman Residence Hall.

At 8 p.m., pohce received a report ofa bike ofunknown
value stolen from the bike rack in front ofthe University
Library. At 1 :45 p.m. , a woman reported that the seat was
stolen from her bicycle, which was locked to the rack in
front ofCoolidge Residence Hall. The seat was worth $30,
according to police.

• A woman reported the theft ofher word processor on
Thursday aflernoon. The word processor was apparently
stolen from the lounge area in Brooks Residence Hall at

3 p.m., and is valued at $440, according to police.

Your last chance is today!

J§»ptrtt i-ians

Refrigerator
Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

IN THIS eilCTION.YtAR, TMI
COLLEGIAN REMINDS VO« TO

REGISTER fO VOTEI

Tribe survives Columbus
WORCESTER, Mass. — By the time Columbus got

arovmd to searching for a new route to the east, the
Nipmuc tribe had been here for 9,000 years.

"There's no going back on" what has happened in the
500 years since, said Frederick Freeman, a director ofthe
Nipmuc Tribal Project, which sponsored a weekend event
to promote awareness ofthe tribe. But "this is part ofyour
history as well. There are lessons that need to be shared
for the betterment of all. Let's preserve some of the good
in our culture."

The program, called "Surviving Columbus," included
drumming, chantingand singing, as well as performances
by American Indian artists in what project director
Thomas Doughton called "a celebration ofthe survival of
native culture in the region."

A related exhibit, called "Columbus: Through Native
Eyes" opened Sunday at the Children's Museum in
Boston.

Museum officials said they hoped "to begin to balance
the story."

Miniature dioramas show contemporary native people
and Columbus through each other's eyes. Another section
shows how some Native Americans were captured as
slaves and forced to mine gold for the Spanish.

The Nipmucs' territory was call Nipnet and extended
from what is now the New Hampshire border into
Worcester County.

"It's not taught in the schools," Jim Lewis, a member
ofthe board ofdirectors ofthe Nipmuc Tribal Project, told
the Telegram & Gazette of Worcester.

Get Starfled Program
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PRE-GAME BUFFET

All You Can Eat
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$3.00

HALF TIME
Snacks and Appetizers

are 1/2 price

^\

1*413*586*8111
137 Damon Rd. Northampton, MA

•Nutri/System meals additional. Weight loss and
maintenance vary by individual. Participating centers only

Cannot be combined with other otters. Otter expires 10/09/92
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Literary life

"We're on a roll," exclaims Bruce Wilcox, direc-

tor of the University of Massachusetts Press,
which last year received the coveted New England
Booksellers Association "Publisher of the Year"
award.

The press, which publishes between 30 and 40
scholarly books a year, recently enjoyed front-page
reviews of their work in the New York Times Book
Review and the London Times Literary Supple-
ment, says Wilcox.

"We've received a lot ofreview attention," Wilcox
says. "Sales are considerably up and this occurred
in a recession."

Before a book is published through the Univer-
sity Press, it passes through a gauntlet of critical

reviews before an editorial board comprised of

faculty members.
"We're open to anyone writing serious scholarly

work that deserves publication," Wilcox says. But
the writers, who originate not only from within the
University but also throughout the country and
world, don't publish through the University to reap
financial rewards.

'They don't do it for the money. They really

receive minimal royalties," says Wilcox. "They want
to see their books well-produced and well-marketed."

The following are some recent releases from the

University Press:

• Uncritica/ Theory: Postmodernism, Intellectu-

alsand the GulfWar, Christopher Norris. This work
describes the unreal assertions ofJean Baudrillard

and other postmodernist thinkers that the Gulf
War was a "hyperreal" event. Personally, I though
it was one long CNN "Special Report."

• Hard at Play: Leisure in America, 1840-1940,
edited by Kathryn Grover. These are original

essays which examine the role of leisure in

American culture before the age ofNintendo, from
roller skating and riflery to photography and "free

play."

• Destiny and Race: Selected Writings, 1840-

1898, by Alexander Crummell, edited by Wilson
Jeremiah Moses. A major nineteenth-century re-

former and intellectual, an Episcopal minister and
the first Black American to graduate from Cam-
bridge University, Crummell (1819-1898) wrote
pioneering works on Black nationalism. Black self-

determination and Pan-Africanism.
He was a strong influence on many African-

American leaders of his time, including W.E.B.
DuBois, who devoted a chapter to Crummell in The
Souls ofBlack Folk. Despite his importance to Af-

rican-American history, Crummell is little known
today.

• Homeles.s-/j ess; New England and Beyond,

edited by Padraig O'Malley, preface by Raymond L.

Flynn. There are an estimated three million

homeless in the United States, most of them chil-

dren, women, veterans, the elderlyand the mentally

ill. But there also millions more teetering on the

edge of homelessness.

With contributions from over 60 writers from

varied fields, the books covers the particular prob-

lems of the six New England States. Some chap-

ters discuss Hartford's mentally ill, tent cities in

Lowell and the media coverage of the homeless in

Boston.
• Late Fire, Late Snow, Robert Francis. A na-

tionally acclaimed Amherst poet, Robert Francis

continued to write and receive recognition for his

work right up until his death in 1987 at age 85. He
received an honorary Ph.D. fi-om the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, in 1970.

Cycles of sound
Two professors in the University of Massachu-

setts music department, Charles Bestor and Rob-

ert Stern, have received the 1992-93 American

Societv of Composers, Authors and Publishers

awards (ASCAP).
Bestor's most recent work is called "Cycles"— a

60 by 30-foot sound sculpture of shifting lights and

an electronic musical score.

Stern is currently working on a violin and

piano composition commissioned for the reopen-

ing of the Coolidge Auditorium at the Library of

Congress.

BSU elects top leadership
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

The newly-established UMass Black Student Union
held its first election last week for the academic school
year. The elections were conducted Wednesday night
following the BSU's weekly assembly and continued
throughout the following day on the Campus Center
concourse.

Fabiola Narcisse, a sophomore majoring in English
and Social Thought and Political Economy, was elected
president of BSU.

Narcisse, describing her intentions for running for

president, expressed her desire to make a positive

contribution to the Black community at UMass.
"I knew I wanted to make positive change for the

community," said Narcisse. "BSU presented that oppor-
tunity and I took it."

Elected to the office of vice-president was Junior
Arnold Lizana, who is a double major in Afro-American
Studies and Social Thought and Political Economy.

Lizana said that he intends to "help build a strong
foundation to msure the future success of the organiza-
tion."

"It's important that we build this organization the
right way," he said. "We are setting the direction for the
BSU into the next 10 to 20 years."

Also elected for secretary and treasurer were freshman
Patrice Mcneill and Thomas Pace of the UMa.ss men's
basketball team.

Both Narcisseand Lizana, whowereamong the founders
of the BSU, have had extensive leadership experience.

They were also chosen to serve in their present positions

on an interim basis until the elections were held.

Narcisse, who is from Hyde Park, Mass., served as the
president of the Afro-American Cultural Society during
her senior year at Boston Latin High School.

This past summer, Narcisse participated in a two-
week student leadership conference held at Wiliam and
Mary College in Williamsburg, Va. which drew prospec-

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

The newly elected Black Student Union officers Fabiola

Narcisse, Arnold Lizana, and Thomas Pace.

tive student leaders from around the country.

Lizana, who is from Springfield, Mass., served for two
years as president of a city-wide BSU based throughout
Springfield's three public high schools. He was also

president of his senior class at Sprin;? field Central High
and is presently a platoon leader in his ROTC unit here
at UMass.

Non-students a source of grief
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Guests of University students have been causing
trouble on campus, according to Joseph Zannini, execu-

tive director of Housing Services.

"We have a number ofincidents in which the guests of

somebody got in trouble," Zannini said. "We in Housing
hold you responsible for the improper behavior of your
guest. Ifyour guest is goingaround beating upon someone

,

obviously that is pretty significant violation and requires

a significant reaction."

In the past, non-University students have been charged
with such crimes as stealing from residents and yelling

racial epithets. Both hosts and guests have been pun-
ished, according to Zannini.

Guests of Washington Hall residents have been con-

nected with alleged racial attacks against the residence

assistant, Arlens Barosy, over the weekend. According to

Washington residents of the 17th floor, the visitors

vandalized their floor, scrawled racial slurs and smeared
human feces throughout the floor.

In fact, guests of residents have stayed an extended
amount oftime, said Zannini, which goes against Univer-

sity policy. The visitor, who often pretends they are
enrolled in the University, will sometimes take the host's

identification.

"[The guests] are not registered as guests. They are
squatting in the room," Zannini said.

Even if the guest is not officially registered, whoever
allows the visitor to sleep in their room is considered the
host. There have been incidents when neighbors have
had friends over and asked a friend to host a non-
University student, according to Zannini.

"Sometimes students feel a sense of unfairness inad-

vertently hosting someone," Zannini said. "Ifyou wait to

say, 'I wish this person got out of here,' you don't do
anything. But if you want, to get a person out. That's

responsible behavior.
I Housing! want to be helpful. We

are not going to turn around and be harsh."

About two years ago a non-University student Joseph
Mutau Makau, staying in John Quincy Adams Residence
Hall, was charged for raping a 21-year-old male Univer-
sity student in a Southwest parking lot. Only University

and continuing education students can live in the dorms.
"We are demanding the host be responsible for guests,"

Zannini said. "Situations where this occur is really unfor-

tunate. It is not our desire to turn guests away."

attack
continued from page 1

student. Barosy said he informed Norman Hiza, the

residence director, who then called the police.

No arrests have been made. However, according to

police officers, the individual later admitted to his par-

ticipation in the assault.

Two hours later, Arlens returned to find his floor in

shambles.

One eyewitness described the scene as "horrifying,

disgusting." Moise Tirado, a Southwest residence assis-

tant, commented, "You can't study and deal with this at

the same time. It's just not right."

The residents of the 17th floor, as well as other

Washington floors, came together to help clean up while

Barosy spoke with police officer Thomas O'Donnell.

Officer O'Donnell assured Barosy that the case would
be reported to the detective bureau and an investigation

would be made, but refused to give any other informa-

tion. O'Donnell's only comment was "Well, now it's off

your door."

In response to Officer O'Donnell's comment, Tirado

asked, "How well are the police really protecting us?

'The school's not willing to do anything," he said.

"Something has got to be done."

As Arlens Barosy stood staring at yet another racial

epithet scrawled on his door Sunday morning, he qui-

etly stated, "This is a very bad situation Blacks are

facing in this school. I don't think any race should be

open to it.

"Unfortunately hatred in people is so strong that they

don't think about what they're doing, or who they're

doing it to," he added.

TOM HALLER / COLLEGIAN
University custodian cleans racial slurs off door on Wash-

ington Tower's 1 7th floor.
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pffiSss« THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN
PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

Presents:

YUGOSLAVIA IN CRISIS: WHAT
OPTIONS FOR THE WEST?

"

A lecture by:

CVIJETO JOB, Retired Yugoslav

Ambassador Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars

Monday, October 5th

8:00 PM
Converse Hall, Amherst

College
This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair

accessible. Sign interpreting is available with two
weeks notice. For more information call PAWSS at

549-4600, ext. 519.

THE

EDWARD M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

MATHEMATICS
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1992

4:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 903

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and
discuss their experiences in the working world.

Don't miss this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:
Cynthia L. Brandts '87 Cost Accountant

R.R. Donnelley & Sons
Amherst, MA

Paul M. Conlin '88

John J. McDonough '88

Kirsten S. Sansom '85

Actuarial Associate

Aetna Life and Casualty

Hartford, CT

Senior Programmer
H.I.S. Applications, Meditech

Westwood, MA

Systems Engineering Supervisor

Electronic Data Systems
Hyde Park, MA

For nnore information, please contact:

IVIather Career Center
545-2224

La Cucina cCi

^inoccHio
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

1.ASAGNA

VK^^iMostcrCord
I

"^^ "^^ ^

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 1 1 :30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 1 1 :30am to 3:00am
Sun. 1 1 :30am to 1 :00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

SKjaaja

1

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
Pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 31, 1993
Valid at Amherst location only

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

TWIN SPECIAL
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993
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UMass: the friendly place
I'd like to say a few words about my

first weeks on campus, and I'm probably
going to surprise most ofyou in that what
I have to say is relatively positive. While I

share the trials ofthe "grade D but edible"

diningcommons food, the marathon walks
to and from class, and the empty-pocket
sjmdrome due to the insane, ever-sky-

rocketing textbook prices ( I've never heard
of having to pay for a syllabus, either), I

wish to accentuate something I was quite

delighted by: the University and the stu-

dents themselves.

Troy L.

MERRICK
Having spent my first two years of

college hell life at Glassboro State College,

New Jersey, I'm among a sea effaces here,

but found the adjustment much simpler

and more pleasant than expected. I was
overwhelmed by how much more open,

responsive and overall nicer my peers

here are.

No, I can't say I haven't encountered
the occasional loudmouth, creep or cretin

. (a good term would be "Masshole"); there's

one in every crowd. But I can't get over

how strong an improvement it is over my
former school. At the 'Boro, it seemed
almost no one had a pleasant personality

and I rarely heard, "Hello," or, "What's up/

how's it going?" — the basic tools of con-

versation. A smile was usually a total sin,

I'd begun to suspect. I'm not pulling any
punches— I hated that hole, and I'm glad

my route oftransferand escape wasUMass
at Amherst.

I've talked to friends (transfer and non)
from this campus and their accounts, for

the most part, match up well: the pool of

people here are, for whatever reasons,

easier to get to know.
At Glassboro, I recall my best friend

repeating how fake, two-faced and impos-
sible the fellow students there were. And
he's an easy-going person, not unlike my-
self, although I suppose I tend to analyze
people too much. Perhaps I should drop
journalism and take up sociology. Hmmm.

I've made as many friends in two weeks
as in two semesters or even two years at

Glassboro, and something must be said

for that. I didn't change a whole hell of a
lot. And while individuals pop in and out
ofsomeone's life (that's the case an3rwhere,

anytime) the transition here is more
merciful at any rate.

Enough about all that. Concerning the
physical aspect, Glassboro State isn't a
pimple on UMass. Of course, my former
home of higher learning was a mere state

school of approximately 9,500 students
while this place sees ever 23,000 faces, but
even proportionately the alternatives and
entertainment are altogether more
accomodating. Bluntly, there's more to do.

At G'Boro, I spent weekend after another
nearly bored to tears. It was a ghost town,

and I felt that the administration saw it a
privilege and a favor that they were even
giving me a room to hide in from the rain.

While the Sylvan area of UMass isn't

Disney World, it's a haven compared to

the best dorms Glassboro had to offer.

Plus, this isn't so much a suitcase college,

either; more people hanging around usu-

ally means more to do. That helps.

The basic point I'm conveying is that I

want to thank those I've met for contrib-

uting to the relaxed atmosphere I've seen
here, and that for those who've been at the

realm of the Minutemen for a year or two
and don't particularly like it, just i)onder

on where you could be.

Yeah, I'm a happier man. But excuse
me— I've gotta walk the mile and a halfto

Bartlett by 11:15; I'm late again.

Troy L. Merrick is a UMass student.

Media is feeding scraps
to a desperate public

There is one group of people who are
ecstatic that Ross Perot has re-entered

the presidential race, happier even than
the increasingly small number of citizens

who plan to vote for him. For journalists,

the little Texan's change of heart is a
godsend Starting Friday a flood of com-
ment and analysis began flowing that will

keep political pundits in overdrive until

November; then, of course, the political

scientists will begin their assault on the
mass of statistics produced in the cam-
paign and election.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Never before have there been so many

column inches in so many newspapers, so

much air time on so many radio stations,

or so many hours on so manyTV channels,
and all of it cries out: FILL ME!

Although Perot will be reviled by many
for his inconsistency, one has to admire
the sheer gall of the man. Hounded by
searching questions on his dubious views
and past he simply withdraws from public

view for two months, only to return with a

massive injection of free publicity and the
credibility granted by the respect shown
to him by the grovelling emissaries of the

two established parties.

In a sense Perot's re-entry is a perfect

story for the voracious media; it allows for

endless pontification, it calls for graphs
and specialist analysts, and yet all the

time the debate takes place in some other,

separate media-reality, largely unrelated
to the world we know and exist in.

It is a curious anomaly that the ever
hungry American media allows itselfsuch
narrow hunting grounds. There is an

avalanche ofcomment on the election and
Perot and debate formats and campaign
managers, etc., etc., but where are the

articles and news reports on why only half

the U.S. electorate bother to turn out even
for the presidential election? Who is ask-

ing what this says about the reality of

democracy, and how the American people

judge their power to effect change?
The spheres that established journal-

ists and reporters allow themselves to

operate in are saturated; they dissect the

smallest issue into a hundred component
parts. Hence the mediocre is praised and
the okay is hoisted hero-high. Lloyd
Bentsen's putdown of Dan Quayle in the

1988 vice-presidential debate was okay;

"Senator, you're no Jack Kennedy," has a
nice ring about it, but to hear the com-
mentators talk of it one might think
Bentsen had topped the Gettysburg Ad-
dress for rhetorical skill.

The American public is like a dog
sniffing through itsown vomit, desperately

looking for something worthy to ennoble,
but because of the terrible lack of intelli-

gent debate the people who "make up the
media" end up elevating some scrap of

truth into a piece of political wisdom to be
handed down from generation to genera-
tion.

This is the country where the need for

something— anything! — to say or write

is turning the seasons into marketable
media events. One can foresee the day
when there are autumn correspondents
for the major networks, CNN coverage of

the first leaf-fall, "Fair92" T-shirts, mugs,
chewing gum, commemorative leaves,

maybe a celebratory single. Yes, I think
this is a highly underdeveloped market. .

.

Jesse Armstrong is a UMass student.

Motivations must be considered
Going to war shouldn't be considered

by an incvunbent president in order to

win favor with voters. During and prior

to the Gulf War the country rallied

around Bush. The polls showed he had
his largest approval rating ever.

However, the swing in popularity

since the war has been drastic. His op-

ponent. Bill Clinton, has consistently

led in the pwlls by 8-15 percent over the

last month. The change mostly credited

to the economic situation. What would
an ambitious, intelligent man do faced

•with the possibility of losing the incred-

ible power ofthe office he presides over?

An ambitious, intelligentman would
step back and review his options. An
economic recovery is highly improb-

able this close t© the election. Strong
showings in debates and vigorous

campaigning don't seem like enough to

swing support in his favor. There are

only five weeks left. What action can he
take to gain a large amount of public

supprt quickly?

An ambitious, intelligent man would
look to his past success and take advan-
tage of the present unrest in Yugosla-
via. He may see the correlation between
public support and war. Like Operation
Desert Storm the action would be one
taken by the United Nations. But, like

Operation Desert Storm, the majority of
troops sent to fight would be from the

United States. An opportunistic man
may capitalize on Yugoslavia's situa-

tion to obtain popular support. Regard-
less of the outcome, the motivation be-

hind our involvement must be ques-

tioned. Would this be a campaign ploy or

would our involvement be out of genu-
ine moral concern? It may not be so clear

cut, but if there is no involvement, the

voter must question the motivation.

Jethro Heiko
Orchard Hill

Christian Harris
Southwest

AASA denounces
racial harassment

It has recently been brought to the attention of

the Executive Board of the Asian American Stu-

dents Association (AASA) an incident of racial

harassment which occurred on campus.

Our group's constitution our mission is: "To

create a supportive atmosphere for all Asian and

Asian American Students at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst." We, as a registered

student organization, strive to create under-

standing, education and mutual respect to fight

prejudice, a leading cause of racial harassment.

It is not within ourjurisdiction to act but know-

ing that incidents of harassment do occur is un-

settling. We acknowledge there is no ultimate

solution, that is. an end to all incidents of racial

harassment. We hope this incident is fully inves-

tigated and justly dealt with.

We cannot condone acts ofintolerance and must

condemn harassment of any form.

The 1992-1993 Executive Board of the

AsianAmerican Students Association

Chancellor takes steps to resolve conflicts
We begin this academic year pleased to have both the

largest freshman class since 1988 and increased state

funding. But we still face many challenges. I want to

address multiculturalism and problem resolution.

Our efforts to achieve a truly multicultural, vibrant

communitymust continue; we must find newways to serve

those communities formerly served by Upward Bound; we
mustcontinue to support those who are working to free our

campus from the ugliness that comes from racist, sexist,

anti-Semitic, homophobic and other intolerant attitudes

and actions. I have sought help by appointing a

Multicultural Advisory Board chaired by Fred Tillis, and
had a first meeting with them that has been very valuable.

Ifwe are to make progress the administration, faculty,

staff and students must be willing to engage in dialogue

and cooperative efforts. No segment of the community is

absolved from a responsibility to be a part of the solution.

My colleagues in the administration and I are willing to

meet members of the community, individually or with

small groups ofrepresentatives, to discuss their concerns.

A call or letter to our offices can initiate such meetings.

There will be times when someone finds these routes

ineffective. A new process called "Procedures for Protest of

University Policies by Campus Groups" has been put in

place to facilitate communication between members ofthe

administration and concerned groups. These procedures

were developed by the Civility Commission to ensure that

all members of the community have adequate access to

University decision-msikers to discuss concerns and seek

resolution. Information about these procedures is avail-

able at the Ombuds Office in the Campus Center, as well

as a the Offices of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

and the Dean ofStudents. Essentially they involve the use
of the Ombuds Office to help resolve problems such as

those which caused disruptions last academic year.

These procedures are designed to achieve constructive

institutional self-examination and, when needed, appro-

priate change. Let us discard the ways ofviolence, threats,

occupations and confrontations. However good are the
ends which they are designed to achieve, such hostile

meems are wrong and the campus cannot tolerate them.
The campus has been and will continue to be a place

that supports and promotes constructive debate and
dialogue. I look forward to meeting with many of you as
we work together to resolve lingering problems in order
to bring this campus closer to the ideal which we all seek.

Richard O'Brien
Chancellor
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Arts & living
Spotlight: writer Kurt Wildermuth, pt II
Cutter interviews a self-masochist
By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

This is part II of a SPOTLIGHT inter-

view with graduate student Kurt
Wildermuth.

CO: Did you have some sort of an
epiphany which made you want to
become a writer? Some largely dra-
matic moment when you
realized,"Hey— this is what I want to
do."

KW: I've never had an epiphany. [Writ-

ing I is a constant series of decisions for

me. I can't stand it when I'm not writing
but by the same token I can't stand it

when 1 am. I've nearly stopped doing it

countless times.

CO: So writing is a "self-masochistic"
activity?
KW'.(Smiling wryly) Well, it can be. But I

find that the things I've discovered along
the way are worth whatever pains and self

doubts that creep in during the process. I

haven't found anything else I'd rather do.

CO: What is Kurt Wildermuth's phi-
losophy on life?

KW: (A long,ponderingpause ensues— at

least a minute of silence — as he thinks.

Then he answers.) I don't want to define
life because it's so rich in contradictions.

There are just so many contradictions out
there. Life is constantly changing.
CG: In the first meeting of English
254, Reading and Writing Imaginary

Fiction, you ask your class *What five
purely selfish things would you take
with you ifyou were going to be alone
on a desert island, besides those
things which are for basic survival.*
Let's turn the tables. What does Kurt
Wildermuth take?
KW: (laughing) Oh let's see. He takes a
book — Ulysses. He takes a record —
Funhouse by the Stooges. A movie —
Citizen Kane. He takes a never ending
notebook and a never ending pot of coffee.
CG: To a writer, the written word is a
powerful tool which can be used in
many ways to achieve varied results.
What kind of power do you feel that
the written word has?
KW: Countless power. It can convey both
the inside and the outside at the same
time. Through both sound and sense you
can convey different layers of reality and
that can somehow enrich experience— it

can make the most banal episode in

someone's life more significant. That's from
John Cage. Make sure he gets in there as
a major influence.

(/ am still looking forpeople to interview
so ifyou know someone who is a student
here at UMass, is involved inANYand all

aspects of art and who deserves some
recognition for their craft— then come on
down to theCOLLEGIANofficesand leave

me a note in the ARTS mailbox with a
name,phone number and general de-
scription ofwhat it is they do. Thanks!)—
CG

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Kurt Wildermuth, graduate student in the English department, relaxes in the Blue Wail with

a cup of tea as he talks with Spotlight reporter Cutter Garcia.

Words and Pictures: Beanworld
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Tales ofthe Beanworld
by Larry Marder
Beanworld Press

Last week I said I was going to tell you
all about a comic so good that it would
enrich your soul, that reading it would
clear up your acne, make you a better
lover and generally leave you feeling at

one with the universe.

Alright, alright, so there aren't any

COMICS BY LARRY MAHDER

Excerpt from Tales of the Beanworld

documented cases of acne having been
cleared up, and whether or notyou become
a better lover is best left 'up to each
individual's subjective interpretation. But
if any comic is going to enrich your soul,

it's Larry Marder's Tales of the
Beanworld. It's that good.

In his introduction to the first collection,

Scott McCloud makes a very strong ar-

gument that, more so than any other comic,
Beanworld is a different work for each
person who reads it.

Some people read it for whimsical ad-
venture and the pure delight that Marder
takes in storytelling, some for the philo-

sophical insights into love and art. Some
people read it as a breathtakingly simple
metaphor for the complexities ofdeep ecol-

ogy, and use it to help teach some of the
basic concepts ofthe interdependence ofall
life. Some people read it as a puzzle,
pouncing on every scrap of a clue and
expounding endless theories as to how
things happened and why things happened
and what's going to happen next. Some
people read it as a creation myth, a peek
into the Dreamtime of a primitive society,

when the first hero is bom, when the first

work of art is created, when the first ques-
tions are asked, when the first lie is told.

I like to think of it as a thought experi-

ment, a way of learning things about
ourselves as human beings by closely

watching what happens in this alternate
world of beans.

The Beanworld is, to use Marder's own
words, "a weird fantasy dimension that
operates under its own rules and laws." It

is the island home of a tribe of beans who
lead a simple existence. They have to eat,

and so they hunt and gather chow from
the Hoi Polloi, but they are conscious of
the fact that all life in their little comer of
the universe depends on each other for

survival, and so they are careful to do
nothing to upset their delicate balance.

All is not merely hunting and eating, of

course. Occasionally a bean "breaks out,"

or discovers that there is something more
they have to offer the tribe than just the
gathering ofchow. And so the Boom'r Band
plays music and leads the dancing of the
beans, and ProfessorGarbanzo investigates

new ways to make tools, and Beanish does
his daily Look-See Show. Each one has
constructed his or her own identity, as

musician, scientist, or artist, and offers the

tribe a service in return for chow.
The stuffofbasic anthropology. Except

that in Marder's hands, in this alternate

world, it becomes the stuff of magic. The
fourth issue, when Beanish breaks out
and invents the Beanworld's first art, has
been called the best comic ever done (al-

though your correspondent hesitates be-
fore stepping out on that limb).

By watching this, by watching Beanish
fall in love with his muse, Dreamishness,
by watching Professor Garbanzo discover
the basic laws ofthe world around her, by
watching Mr. Spook lead the Chow Sol'jer

Army on a chow raid, by watching all this

happening in this other world for the first

time, we can look at art and love and
discovery and heroism in a new light,

charged vidth new mystery and magic.
And all this is done in such a seemingly

simple fashion, too. The art is very iconic,

based heavily on Native American imag-
ery and symbolism, and sometimes seems
to have been transcribed directly from a
cave wall.

The language is simple and direct, de-
lighting in puns and slang, becoming al-

most incantatory at times. They combine
to have an almost childlike effect, as befits
this story of beginnings, origins, and dis-

covery, and yet there is always a deep
resonance here that one only finds in the
wrisest and most mature of stories.

The Beanworld is a wildly original place,
and Tales of the Beanworld is a deeply
personal vision. No matter what else has
been trumpeted as the latest best thing in
comics for the past decade, Beanworld has
been well out in front of it in showing us
what comics are for and what comics can
do. And yetBeanworld is also universal in
its appeal.

There's only one real problem with Tales
of the Beanworld: it doesn't come out
nearly oft«n enough. Marder's currentjob
is as advertising director for Moondog's, a
large chain ofcomics stores in the Chicago
area, and lately he has been working
valiantly to make the world as we know it

a safer place for alternative comics every-
where. Which has left him very little time
to write and draw.

Still, he has promised a new issue at
the beginning of next year, and there are
19 already done— though difficult to find.
The first four have been collected into a
bound volume, as have the next four, which
should be available in a couple of months.
So, good luck, and good hunting.
Beanworld is more than worth it.

Back issues and the collections are also
available from The Beanworld Press Inc
1938 N. Sheffield, Chicago, IL. 60614. "

Hero doesn't
save this

writer's day
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Needless to say, I'm a little disap-
pointed with Hero, the new comedy
by director Stephen Frears. I was
eagerly awaiting Hero since Frears
is my favorite director. While it was
far from a turkey,Hero can't help but
be held up in comparison to Frears'
past trivunphs.

Stephen Frears first came to at-

tention with his British art house
hits such as Sammy and Rosie Get
Laid, My Beautiful Launderette
(with Daniel Day-Leviris) and Prick
Up Your Ears (with Gary Oldman
and Vanessa Redgrave).

His first big hit was the seductive
and searingly beautiful (not to
mention my favorite film ever),
Dangerous Liaisons, with Glenn
Close, Michelle Pfieffer and John
Malkovich. He followed up the Os-
car-nominated Liaisons with the
naked, nihilistic The Grifters star-
ring Angelica Huston, Annette
Bening and John Cusack.

With such a powerhouse history,
it was easy for me to hold such high
expectations for Hero. Though my
hopes were somewhat dashed with
this, his latest effort,Hero is still a sly
American comedy that dares to chal-
lenge the audience and poses ques-
tions our usual comedies hardly ever
ask. The film is a slightly confused,
but always classy satirical comedy.

Hero asks the loaded questions:
what makes a hero? Should we be-
lieve everythingwe seeon television?
When small-time amoral crook

Bernie LaPlante (Dustin Hoffman)
happens on a crashed plane, in
flames, he reluctantly (and inad-
vertently) saves the 54 passengers,
including hot-shot television re-
porter Gale Gayley (Geena Davis).
When Bernie disappears from the
scene, leaving only a single size lOB
$100 loafer. Gale begins a search for
"The Angel of Flight 104."

Please see HERO, page 7
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continued from page 6

A chance encounter between LaPlante
and a homeless man John Bubber (Andy
Garcia) gives him that certain size lOB
shoe. Eyeing the one million dollar re-

ward, Bubber becomes the hero. He looks,

acts and feels the part of the hero, inspir-

ing the city.

Meanwhile, LaPIante's life is falling

apart. Another chance meeting this time
on a ledge of a hotel sparks an inspired
ending, resisting Hollywood convention
while reveling in it at the same time.

Most ofHero is well-done. Television is

the main villain here, the pseudo-inspira-
tional soundbites, playing heavy on the
human interest (read: melodrama) and
letting the facts fall where they may.

Dustin Hoffman gives a twist on his

Midnight Cowboy Ratso Rizzo character,
but lets his performance transcend a lame
redemption resolution. Bernie is, for the
most part, a sleazy S.O.B. and stays that
way throughout the flick. There's a par-

ticular scene where Bernie says goodbye
to his son and ex-wife right before going to

prison. Frears uses his now trademark
close-up shot and coupled with Hoffman's
standout delivery, it nearly drove me to

tears. Now, as a jaded, cynical, IVe-seen-
it-all film critic, that's no easy feat.

It's Hoffman's film, but Geena Davis
pushes her way to give the best (by a nose)

performance. Although Hero needed to

spend more time with her character (same
with Garcia), her portrayal is textured

and funny. Ifthere's one thing Frears does
best, it's his ability to work with actors

and bring the best out of them. He did it

with Michelle F*feiffer and Glenn Close,

among others. He does it here as well.

Andy Garcia's John Bubber is slightly

underwritten. His Bubber is truly a nice

guy who conned a city into believing he
was their hero. He plays the part with
style, and Geena Davis is smoldering —
it's too bad their scenes were so short.

Frears is trying for satire, but he falls

short. The film also has the mistaken goal

ofbeing a Dustin Hoffman vehicle instead

of an ensemble. The script, writer David
Webb Peoples is smart, the film has keen
insights into how we pick (and hold up)

our heroes.

Grade: B

ACRONYMBLE
CONTEST

Reminder! The Collegian's

Acronymble Contest deadline is

Wednesday, Oct 7.

All you have to do to win is to

create an acronym out ofthisweek's

letters, S, M, U, E, B, I, F.

The prizes are: First Place — a

free Acronymble Board game,
second — a free Acronymble tee-

shirt and third — free Acronymble

posters. PLUS— your name in the

Collegian which guarantees you
lots of future fame and fortune.

Send all responses to The Colle-

gian Arts Desk. 113 Campus Cen-

ter, through the campus mail which

is free, free, free.

PHOTO COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES
British director Stephen Frears of "Hero."

THE BOGIE MAN IS BACK,

AND HE'S ON THE USE OF

HIS CAREER...
-

BNII
IVIAN

The Bogle Man Is a 48-page, full-color,

squarebound comic book printed on

high-quality text paper.

$4.9$ U.$./J5.9$ CAN/£2.95 U.K.

One-shot

SAME BAT CHAIUNEL
Comics • Cards • Qames & More

I lampshirc Mail

I Iddlcy • 5H6-H77b

Inqclsidc MM
Holyokc • 1132-9797

^1^ ^^ DiCeronimo Brothersa^ma^^

YlCTORy
Super Markets

i

FOOD
STAMPS

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES VICTORY
SUPERMARKETS RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CORRECT

TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS

Prices Effective: Saturday Oct. 3 thru Friday Oct. 9, 1992

TO
QQe sEEsn^REm/f
XJu detail-.

More Super

Values in

Our Gigantic

12-Page

Full Color Circular!

'£ Grief]

''Grecfl

Green Giant
Vegetables

WfHiie Kemei. Crcttm Sf\le or \iNef\ Cttm
•Kih hen Sbcetl. hrertch Style of Cut (ireer} lien

Hills Bros
High Yield

Ground Coffee

Bounty
Paper Towels

11.5 0.

Can99 . 72 a.

Single

Roll 69
mUk Wampler ,^^^^^^m LongAcre ^;;:^^;^ ;:•:;

•::i:'-'^^:;;:-^vA--^--'

Frozen SS?SS%i^

r^^f^ »^i»^ Round

AQm^mm$169
^^mm :.

Pine Cone
Whole Peeled

Tomatoes

if M

100% P"<

|>^4««r«st

ICKEM
vnH KICC

BEEF LAF
PILAf

nix

MIX

mil

T *L*f :|»'^t' H

Near East

Rices

79'
lu, fniiK.i h'lici lilihii H(l(»» Mil' -A). . /

h-l ().

.hiii

Liquid Laundry
Detergent

(lours Mon - Sil !f)-9 •Siiiul.iy iy-;>
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GENERAL
MEETING

INTERNATIONAL

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
MEET THE WORLD!

MONDAY, OCTOBER 5™
CAMPUS CENTER 163C 7 RM.

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

, rock
bottom
prices

MSCOUNT OIL
584-4112 • 53S-1888

QETECTOI

"^ -^AOUMD
HdViCE

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
OCTOBER 4-10, 1992

NFPA
National Fir* rrotac«l*ii Aatociatlon

<*.., tl I.I, •..,.„. I. |-„i .en l«,.^ "I'll

\i \ "' •'.• •(Ml ..M ,
;.. iiii«i

Welcomes

^ A SOLO PIANO CONCERT

JOHN M. GREEN Hall Smith College
Northampton

Tuesday, October 6 7:30 pm
Sifc 50 fOborved at Northampton Box Office Cf^arge By

Ptione413/586-8686or 1-800 THE-^TICK

Please ho'p suppor' tr,e 11/estern f^^ossacn^jsetts

Food Bonk by bnngifig a donation
'. .-- ^^ of canned fooa to The

concert

Judicial Advisors
Program

in cooperatioh with the Dean
of Students, i$ »:€eptlng applications

ft>r the tall 1992 scmesleh

from 7 to 9 in ^ campus center

Applications will be Hcepted at both the

Student Government Attorney General's

Office at 432 Student tliiion and the Deaa of

Student's office at 227 mmm,
AplHcations are due oil October 13th at Spm

For more Information, call 5450341.

m YOUR DEGREE

TO WORK WHERE
TCANDOA WORLD
OF GOOD

'k-i-i-

_-, i-,-
•

'
.-_•-

''.•.: 141^3

/^^^^^^^^ SBSB

^^^E^^^^^' -

^*^.-

Your first job after graduation

should offer you more than just a

paycheck. We can offer you an

experience that lasts a lifetime.

In Peace Corps, you'll

immerse yourself in a new culture,

learn a new language, receive

training and develop important

skills. . .and help to improve the

lives of others while at the same
time enriching your own.

In science or engineering.

education, agriculture, health, the

environment, and many other

disciplines. Peace Corps projects

around the world are bringing

help to where it's

needed... in

more than 70
countries in

Latin

America, Asia,

Africa, and

Central Europe.

#^

YOM KIPPUR
Seivtces held In the Student Union Ballroom

Tuesday, October 6
7pm Kol Nidrei

Wednesday, October 7

10am seivice
3pm Book of Jonah

4pm Tshuvah Exercises

5:30pm Ne'ilah

Amartoui R«d Ctom

</)

0)

en
3

a.

o

c

o

O

o

03

CO

13

Monday IOC Mozzarella

Oui 15th Year 1978-1993
Sticks

tavern
AMHERST. MASS.

H
c
(D
W
a.
to

Roll on in and try one of our
NEW SPECIALTY DRINKS!!!

THE "CHARLES KURRALT"
"This One Will Send You Traveling"

Apricot Brandy; Banana Liquer; Pineapple Juice and topped with

an orange slice and a cherry. This is served as a JUMBO Drink.

o

Q.

o

JZ
o

03
c

o
open 1 1 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC / VISA / AMEX Accepted • 549-5403

Wednesday 25C Cheese Pizza Slices

3
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

W>W oHCt S<»ici SHE LoYe4 M€

JusV 4-HE v^ay I <xtA,

So I >HoHiCR VtMo^ WonU KofTEH

bEc«^tAt «< CL«iyA.

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

COLLEGIAN

By GARY LARSON
if ME'I SoM V4«S C(Wl«iMQRiMl

«M (WERSiZC<i MoRS P'OEUVRE,

vWuLa M»M S^iU. HflVt Mt vtH}

JIMS JOURNAL

M^ eU ev\« vicit

process ;v^^/ ^t

s

'Xo.Vk \t out o-F

"Oh, it's just Hank's little cross to bear—
he's allergic to down and that's that.

'

CAST OF THOUSANDS
AW UHAT "^lUAG HIKING

QEBMSrOBS IN THBUOOPS
THfPRC^LfM?) ANP A BUS
'^s—^^r-^< FBLL ONMy A

FOOT f^

By BARRY DEUTSCH
PAIN IN BXTRFMITIES? COULP
B£ A SIGN Of PRiGNANCY

HOU OFTFNPO
you PC vn"
UH^NPIP )0U

PERIOP?

A BUS FELL ON MV FOOT!

PRICE

©PRicg sjf^V^ v^^' S:

TANGENT
f7Mf iofvoR AHV7m cmtsai
GO SACK lUrif^ To
ONCOVeK THf JFK
COHSp(RACi..m

SKATE BOY AND RURU

iF roo DOtiT SHUT vp^ I'm
6oii4& TO tFsr -m

on YofJ '

By PITT

* So l;li« r CJM

Ci^fh.. w
i in i,»,Jt t-

y

«««««««%«

*»****

iXjjou/i

.•••,,, ,,,»^»»,,,„,,,,^^^^^^^^^^ ««•«««««*««

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Co|3y Editor Sarah Levesque

PhotoTechnician Tom Haller

Production Supen/isor Lisa jezowski

Production Jason George,

Challis Meehan

Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Hamburger Chicken Tenders
Tuna Noodle Casserole Italian Hoagie

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Golden Burger Chicken Tenders

Tuna Noodle Casserole B lackeyed Peas

Quote of the Day
"You wish to be called righteous rather than

act right."

- Aesclnlu.s

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By PRICE VAN RAY
—

^

By KURT MATTILA

ARIES (March 21 -April 191: Words
spoken between iriends or to a select

group are highly inlormdtive and image-

enhancing A private powwow will have

a powerlul eilect on a special relationship

lonit;hl.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A dis-

play ol authority could reflect badly on

you now. By keeping a low proiile, you
will avoid getting your wires crossed! Be

wary ol liecoming too involved in a needy
iriend's aflairs.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): A day
when wishes can come true! Friends may
be planning a big surprise lor you. Oress

up and circulate — there's a lot going on.

Romance is a source ol delight. Job secu-

rity IS a very important issue today.

CANCER dune 2 1 -luly 22): Domeslic

liie could have its problems today. Take

your time when making decisions. Your

business instincts are right on target. Pri-

vate dealings could spell tremendous fi-

nancial success.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Friends and

relatives are a source ol good news or

valuable advice today. A boss may over-

look your etforts; if so, be patient. Ap-

pointments and important details must

not be left dangling.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): An op-

portunity to serve others will give you

more pleasure than you can imagine.

Help your community. Doing something

interesting makes depressing thoughts

vanish into thin air!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your ac-

tions speak louder than words. Be
cool in relationship matters. Your cash

reserves get a b(X)st when a Iriend

contributes to your i;ood works today.

SCORPIOKXt 23-Nov. 2 1 1: The

locus this morning is on travel, im-

prjrtant business details or your long-

range plans. You will z(X)m ahead!

Get ready to participate in a social

event tonight.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.
21): Feel irec lo pursue your career

and romantic aims. There is no
* rruKiniain high enough ((r valley deep
enough to keep you from reaching

your dreams.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 191:

What seems like a good financial

idea might not \ie. even il Iriends

promote it. Look beneath the surface.

Although il takes a lot oi backlxKie lo

stand tall, the results will be reward-

ing.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18):

Finalize travel plans betore reserva-

tions disappear. Romance liecomes

more meaningful when you act more
attentive. Resolve any conflicts by
peaceful means.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Ma-
nipulative behavior will not get you
what you want. Refuse to give in to

feelings of jealousy! Put your many
talents lo work on a wonderful new
project. Watch a classic movietonight.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

TIh- upiniuns expii-NScxJ on lliis pjyf lUc tiiosc- ot \Uv t .irloonisis and do not necessorily rcflcc t the views of the Collciiun or the University.

ACROSS
1 Highland group
5 "Ethan — ":

Edith Wharton
novel

1 Porno
1 4 Work or spun

starter

1 5 Shade of green
16 Italian tourist

mecca
1 7 Bonnie Blair

ar>d Brian

Boitano

1 9 Butter

substitute

20 Tutu designer

21 LA'S cagers

23 Goddess of

discord

24 Ot the cheek
25 Candice of

"Murphy
Brown"

28 Annual incomes
31 Kirov director

Vinogradov
32 Soar
34 Conductor

Akira —
35 Zilch

36 Ship's course
37 Actor Beatty

38 Airline abbrs
40 Sired

42 Road ng
43 Debbie or Burl

45 Braid for

tnmming: Var

47 Carries on
48 Philippine tree

49 Noisy brawl

51 Defamed
55 Get the better

of

56 Holmenkollen
competitors

58 Pulitzer prize

winner James
59 Ireland's — de

Valera

60 Cheese from
Holland

61 Shakespeare,
for one

62 One of the

Ladds
63 Pied Piper's

followers

DOWN
1 Smart
2 A bit nutty

3 Singing

brothers

4 Rainy day
savings

5 On fire

6 Mechanical
repetitions

7 Frankfurt's nver

8 Sight from the

Riviera

9 Put into

bondage
10 City in E.

Washington
1

1

Ryun or Coe
12 Employer
13 New Mexico art

colony

18 City SE of

Hiroshima

22 Pub order

24 Jason's wife

25 Faux pas
26 Type of type

27 Olympic baton
carrier

28 Wedding bands
29 Plant swelling

30 Containing an
alkali element

33 City on the Aire

39 Ate between
meals

40 Fortunate

41 Herald- —
42 Profiteer, of a

sort

44 Breakfast dish

for Caesar
46 A bit of news

48 French mustard
City

49 Sign of

weakness
50 Baltic port

51 Legume
52 Spartan

queen
53 Part of QED
54 Mil awards
57 Chiang — -

shek of China

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

B R U|S H B L A B N 1 B S
A R|T A L N E 1 C N
R 1 D E R A 1 N T 6 1 G A

RB L U E BON N E T H E 1

a 6 R D^HE N T R E E

s E VIE R li D R 1 B
A M ^GIR E G N A f R
L 1 T H E E R R P E R A
T R E A T A Jl ED 11 S

D A RIO "YHR AD 1 S H
T 1 TjT Dm ODBO
R

D oIr hio E 1 N K E

A N 1 AD s A N y

C H 1 C S 1 2 E 1,
S

L 1

11 A
E

R[hA CK HjLeJ EL!
10/3/92

1 2 3 4

1
i t 7 1 «

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 1« H

n I 71 27

?J It

JIJM
n n 27 n 2« M

Ji
1"

11 u

» M 37

u If 41 41 ^H u

41 44 45 4i

llJH
47 41 l^^l

4t M 51 52 53 M

a

1

M 'jT

u St

1
M f—

It U U

OI*tl Lm A*ttt*« Tlain Syndkait 10/3/92
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WHAT BEING
JEWISH MEANS
TOME

Nobei Peace Prize Laureate. 1986

I remenibiT: as a child, on Iht- other side of
oceans and mountains, the Jew in me would .intici-

pate Ri>sh lia-Shanah with fear and trembling

1 le still does.

On that Day of Awe, I believed then,
nations and individuals, Jewish and non-Jewish,
are being judged by their common creator.

That is still my belief.

In spite of all that happened? Because of
all that happened?

I still believe that to be Jewish today
means what it meant yesterday and a thousand
years ago. It means for the Jew in me to seek
Kilfilment both as a Jew and as a human being.
For a Jew, Judaism and humanity must go
fcjgether. To be Jewish today is to rect>gni/e that

every person is creatixi in the image ofGtKl and
that our purpose in living is to be a renunder of
Gixi.

Naturally, I claim total kinship with my
[XMple and its destiny. Judaism integrates
particularisi aspirati(»ns with universal values,
ter\(>r with ri);or, legend with law. IJeing Jewish
to me is to renvt M lanaticism aii\\vluTe.

Til Ix' Jewish is, above all, to s<ileeuard

nieinorv and oiH'n its gates to the celebration of
lile as well as lni> sulfi-ring, to the song of tvslasy
as well as the te.iis of distress that are our legacy
as lews It is to rejoice in the renaissance of Jewish
sovereignty in Israel and the re-awakening of

Jewish life in the toriner Soviet Union. It is lo

idenlifv with the plight nl jews living under
oppressive regimes and with the challenges
lacing our coniinimilies in free MH.ietii's

A lew nuist Ix- sensitive t») the pain ol all

luiinan Ix-ings A lew caniu)! remain indilkrent
lo luiinan siillfriiig, whether in former ^llgosla-
V ia. Ill Somalia oi in our own cities and towns
I he mission of the Jewish jx-ople has never K-en
lo make the wt)rld more Jewisli, but to make it

more human.

This seamm iff RiijJi Hn-Sluiiiali and Yi'iii Kipi'in

IS (? (Jon/ time for Ihiiiktiig nhinil wiml ht-iii^ Icu'isli mollis to

yii|( // IS (7 tinir for avry lav lo exptorr his or her ties to the

jm'ish fKi'yIe aiut to the jnvish /icrifnyc

77ic Anieruan lewish Coiiiiiiittee heliet'es in tlie

future of our jKople. American Jewry offers an abundance of

excitiiif^ intellectual, spiritual and cultural ofportunities.

leu'isliness can frmmU- a sense of meanin)( and of Monj^ing,

and a connection to the ideals and aspirations of our people.

VVi- Mieif tliat ei<ery jeu'ish person sliould hair Ihe

oppi<rliinitii lo learn, to experience, and lo become iniolvcd

in feu'ish life.

For informntum on a ivriety of programs and
organizations in Ihe American Jewish communiti/ which will

lielp vou to explore iA>ur connectum to jewisli life, write or

call us at (212) 751-4000. fxl. 267.

The American Jewish Committee
Alfred (1 Moses

fri-Hli-'ll

David A. MYITIS

T/ii* iiiiNwuf «< )>risi'iifi'if ^v ihr Anwth mi Intisli Cimiiiiillcr as a sfri'icc lo llie /nns/i omiinutiilv TTii- American leu'isli

Cimimillcr is dedicated la slrcnglhcning llu- Iniish commimily. enriching llic quality of Jewish life, and enhancing the

creatnx vitality of the lewtsh people.

Tlir y^nirrifflii Inrish Comniillec,

UqO JCM) loS last 56 Street, Netv York. New York 10022

The Collegian h
always looking

for new writers.

Come on down!

TOP Of
the CAMPUS

OUNCE
Dallas

at

Philadelphia

Assistant ^Advertising Representatives

for the Collegian

\Ne need:

• organized • motivated

• ambitious • reepone\b\e

with 0ood communication skills

These positions are volunteer

Call Pat at 545-3500

for more information or come to our

office and fill out an application
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

Application Deadline: Friday, October 9, 1992

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

CAREERS

Interested In A Career In Sports?

Come to the Sports Careers Boston Seminar

October 16th - Boston Marriott t!oplev Place

Meet, Network, and Learn from the Industry
• Celtics • Red Sox • Bruins • Patriots

• Fenway Park • NESN • Reebok • Nike

• Converse • IRSA • Globe • WEEI
• World Cup Soccer • Blazers • Titleist
"We have recently hired n\'o more Sports Careers Attendees - thought you
would want to know."

- Phillip Peck, Strategic Sales Director, Converse

Over 50 Speakers and Organizations in All
• Small Group Discussions • Panel Discussion

• Industry Contacts • Career Guidance
• Membership Discounts

• Job Opportunities SPOUTS^
Student discounts also available q m V%fyC

590AM BOSTON 1440 AM WORCESTER

1-800-776-7877 t
Call now to reseire your spot!

Space is

limited

COLLEGIAN

Skydiving a hit

with students
By PETER WOLLY
Collegian correspondent

They're popping up on college campuses every-
where. More and more students are getting in-
volved. It's more popular than bungee-cord jump-
ing. People are getting high without drugs or
alcohol. "It's even addictive," one six month UMass
veteran says. It's called skydiving!

Skydiving has been getting to be pretty popular
at UMass. Actually, it's been here for 35 years. It's
the oldest college skydiving club in the country.
The Skydiving Club is run by students and taught
by licensed instructors. Skydiver-wannabees take
five hours of classroom instruction, on an alter-
nating Thursday of their choice, and on the ensu-
ing Sunday, they're ready to make their firstjump.

The planes take off from Turners Falls Airport
and the jumps occur at the field right next to the
airport.

For those who may be a bit cautious for safety
reasons, at the beginning, students start jumping
what are called static linejumps. These arejumps
where a line from the parachuters backpack is
connected to the plane, forcing the parachute to
open directly after the jump.

After five ofthese, thejumper is now allowed to
free-fall, meaning he or she can pull their own
ripcord. The more jumps one makes, the more
freedom he or she gets. For example, after making
twentyjumps, thus proving their experience, free-
falling until the last possible second may be one of
their wishes.

It's $140 for the first jump, with each subse-
quent jump costing $35.

The student skydiving season runs from March
to the end ofOctober, so ifyou are interested, there
is still time this semester to sign up. The club
ranges from beginners all the way up to experts.
The club is located in the Student Union in room
309.
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NHL preseason predictions
Tongue Twisters

Did you ever consider doing the color for the NHL?
Well say this 10 times fast: Winnipeg's Nikolai Khaibuhn
passes out to Alexander Alexeyev, over to Artur
Oktyabrev, up to Yevgeny Garanin, who gives it off to
Andrei Karpovtsevone times it to Ivan Vologzaninov who
shoots and scores.

This rookie line from the Jets is not only a possibility
but a color man's nightmare. Anyone wanting to do play-
by- play for any NHL game must now possess a PhD in
Linguistics.

Ben

MULLALY
The Russian Invasion

This season's 1992 NHL entry draft saw a unprec-
edented influx ofEuropean players. In the first round, 1

1

out of the 24 picks were from across the Atlantic. The
Bruins got into the action and selected Russian left
winger, Dmitri Kvartalnov, in the first round. Montreal,
of all teams, had even selected Hiroyuki Miura from
Japan.
The NHL Bad Boys. Will they become extinct?
New rules dealing with fighting have been installed

over the summer. The rule says that a player who
"instigates" a fight will be thrown out of a game. Last
season, in 28 percent of the 735 fights an instigator was
penalized. All of the other fights were considered "spon-
taneous".

So rest easy fight fans, there will be plenty of extra
curricular activities spontaneously happening this season.
Dem's Fightin' Words!

Tie "Hard Head" Domi, is theNew York Rangers' tough
guy and loud mouth. This guy, disguised as a hockey
player, always has something to say. He once claimed to
have "more lines than (Bob) Probert has teeth."

Detroit's Mr. Probert, no stranger himself to the pen-
alty box, has taken offense to what "Hard Head" (aka s®"*
Head) Domi has said. Even with the fighting rules, I'm
sure when these two teams collide Dec. 2 , Probert will
show Domi his version ofthe "Irish hand shake" to his chin.
Ericmania

How would you like to be 19 years old, stand 6-5,
weigh 235 lbs. , and being paid over 3 million a year to play
hockey. Eric Lindros likes it.

This kid is makingaround $36,000 a GAME! In college
layman terms he is making enough money in one minute
to purchase 10 kegs and pizza with the change.

Even with all this, the Philadelphia Flyers with Eric
Lindros aren't expected to make the playoffs this year. It
is something that they haven't done since 1988-89. This
has not stopped the selUng out of season tickets though,
once Lindros had signed.

Plus, Flyer shirts with No. 88 are selling like mad for
all the Eric Lindros and Flyer bandwagon fans. So in a
business sense, the Flyer organization is profiting, but
statistically they will be the most watched fifth place
team in the league.

Ben Mullaly is a Collegian correspondent

HUMAN TRACKING
Join us at the Notch
23, 24, 25 October 1992

Learn more about an important search tool

Call for more information

toll free in the 413 area code

1-800-649-0447 or 442-0444

I'm a people person.'

5^ptrtt Hans
2 or 3

cubic foot
Dorma-torv

Size
Refrigeratot

Rentals
Call For Delivery

256-8433

I
338 College Street

lAmherst, MA 01 OO:

AEROBJCSn
Loiu hiipihi

Step

'Jli/Lozu

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

LIfecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

amueRvSt
ATHIXTIC CLUB

256-0080

Regency
Hairstylists 253-9526

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

Haircuts including

shampoo & drying are $ 1
with this coupon

(Long Hair $2 Extra) Exp. 1 1/4/92

What are you going to say at

your job interviews?
"I'm a people pcnwHi" mi{(ht be funny on I'.V.. hul when you get

riglil down lo il, are you prepared to f{f> out and rcI a job.'
The l.nlleglaH's Production Departmciil Rives you Ihe opportunity

lo work in a ciK>peralivc environment while fine-tuning your skills
and expressing your creativity.

Our Advertising Production r>epartinenl handles (he creation of
ads from slart lo finish - concept, graphic design and realiir.ation.

And our Night Graphics Deparlmenl puts together the daily paper
- layout, desktop publishing and manual pa.sle-up.

Ihe Massacbusetts Dally Collegian. Il's not |ust an adventure. Us
a job.

THt MA^SAf >(UStIIS[»Alir

COLLEGIAN
Production • 103 Campus Center • 545-1864

Vhc Collegian's Production Department is

accepting applications for Day and Niglit

Graphics positions.

Celebrating 25 vears • Daily since 1967

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
fALE

CLASSIFIEDS
. 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

_ Deadline: two days prior to Publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSl

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
" LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Thela
Is now accepting applications

Deadline is Oct. 14 Aplications are avail-

able inlHerter612

AUTO FOR SALE

AinO FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevetle

56 K miles

Needs clutch work
8500 or B.C.

549-7912

86 Ford Escort air stereo wagon SI 450.

253-2805

87 FORD ESCORTAC 4dr. 70K Great car

S2300 O.B.O Sara 5427963

Toyota 1984
5-Speed high mileage
Excellent condition S700
413) 586-2087

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

Fridga Rantal Fraa Delivery 253-9742

Found:
Gray EMS jacket on the

Campus Center on 9/30/92

Call Peter 6-6079

1979Triumph Spitfira. Rum great. New
u-joints, soft top, brakes, shocks, ignition,

exhaust, radio-tape, perfect emissions.

Needs little t>ody work. S1500/bo. Chns
253-3039.

Apt. for raducad rent in comtemporary
home prefer nonsmoking woman, light

housekeeping, babysitting req'd - 3400
First, last, references 665-7052.

For rant now! 1 Bdrm apt. in Amherst
360/mo hot water incl. Call Laura at

1(508) 765-0037.

FOR SALE

Attantion bands and deejays!

PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,

amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-

cellent condition. Call Jim. 256-6661.

81 Ford Fairmont w/84 Engine

S350 or b/o Call Suzanne at 253-5763.

Found - Tickats in Envalopa near
visitors center. Pick up and identify at

Collegian Business window, 113 Campus
Center.

Watch Found near Holdsworth Hall to

claim call 545-1015 and give description.

HELP WANTED

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Opportunitv knocks sinoa crime won't.
Products everyone wants. 30 second
demo sells product. 413-499-6739.

Tandy 200 Portabia computer
2 Power Pacs » case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O.

FOUND

Can you raad this?

Probably not if you lost your glasses

on North Pleasant St. last week
Call Christina 6-3552

Audio/vidao rapair technician,

part-time. Three years professional

experience required. 584-9547

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(^B00I32-TRAVEI.

Classifiad Countar Clark wanted to

work 12:00- 3:45 on Thursdays. Apply in

person to the Collegian Classifieds desk.

103 Campus Center.

Cruiaa Ships now hiring - Earn S2,000«/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634 0468 ext. C5001

Profassors, TJV.'a
Is your spouse at home? Properly
management position available for them.
Free Amherst apartment plus salary.

Responsible for leasirtg and
administration. Debbie 256-0741.

.Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

3801 84000

$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-Shirts

and make S252.50. No financial obliga

tion.A Risk Free program. Avg. sales time

- 4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.

Smaller/Larger quantities avail.

Call 1-800-733-3265

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-

teed FREE INFORIMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #

MA15KDH

Raward tost - smalL red glass pendant
w/silver cupid-cash for return 549-6086

MUSICIANS

Bassist, drummar naadad: fun, life, jam
Richard 549-8461 gig soon

Guitar Lassons. Barklaa Graduate.
534-0163.

PERSONALS

SELF DEFENSE

Salf dafansa sprays legal, effective no
permit required. Personal alarms also
available. 413-499-6739 24 hours

SERVICES

Tarot raadings
Call Chris 256 0821

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260.

Happy Birthday Kan! Love you.

• Bethany

Happy Birthday Lucy Jones
You're 21 and you suck!

I love you Juice Johnson

HIPY PAPY BTHUTHDTH THUTHDA
BTHUTHDY. (and many happy returns of

the day. ) Hapiness to you, Danenne, Becky,

and most of all Michelle.

TRAVEL

Montraal Trip

Oct. 30 Nov. 1

Hotel & Bus S1 19

Hotel only S44
Call 546 0466

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Ratirad taachar offars English Editing,

word processing and tutoring to

international grad students and
non-english majors. 253-3354.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT

RIDE WANTED

Rida Naadad to Rochastar/Syracuse
area the weekend of the 9-12. 1 will share
all expenses!! Rebecca 256-3191

ROOMMATE WANTED

AHordabIa IWord Processing
S1.75/pg. Call Janet 256 0306. leave
message.

Papars Typad Free laser printout &
cover page, SI .50/typed page. Brian 546-

1795.

Ganaral maating for all students

interested in interacting with international

students. Election for officers,

refreshments will be served. Mortday,
October 5 7:00 pm
Campus Center 163

LOST

Lost black backpack please call

665 8164 Reward

1 Room availabia in 3 bedroom Pufton.

No smokers - Rent S226 plus 1/3 electric,

cable, phone. Gas heal, cooking,

hot-water included. Room available

January 1 1, 1993. Angle, Joe, Anne
549-7718

Roommatafsl wantad baautiful
Sunderland Home private garage huge
yard available now Call Julie 665-7153

WANTED

Eating Disordars: Subjects wanted for

important study on bulimia and therapy
45 minute questionnaire sent to you -

confidential and anonymous. Call 586-
8478.

Naad cash? I will buy your baseball
cards. Complete set or single cards.
Call Dave 546-5690.

Wantad Bika
Call 256-0225.

in good condition S7S.
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Field hockey beats UVA, falls to ODU
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The 1-1 road trip of the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team was
about the best they could hope for. UMass
knew they would have to pull offa miracle

to beat No. 1 ranked Old Dominion, so the
team made sure they did not take No. 15

Virginia lightly.

It paid off. The Minutewomen (10-1)

were on both sides of th<j fence last week-
end, dominating Virginia on Friday for a
4- 1 win and being dominated by defending
national champion Old Dominion (11-0),

losing by a 3-0 count.

Ainslee Press scored two goals less than
one minute apart and thoroughly domi-
nated the Cavaliers, outshooting them 37-

7. UMass tallied 24 penalty corners while
holding Virginia without any.

Press' first goal came with only 3:26

left in the first half. On a penalty comer.
Holly Hockenbrock inbounded the ball to

Jenn Salisbury, who then assisted to Press
for the 1-0 lead.

Press struck again when she slapped
in a Hockenbrock feed at 2:30 to put the
Minutewomen up by two goals.

Virginia briefly made things interest-

ingwhen Nicole McNichol scored less than
five minutes into the second half.

McNichol's goal at 31:22 cut the lead to 2-

1, but UMass responded quickly.

Tara Jelley scored four minutes later, at

27:21, taking a feed from Salisbury inside

the Virginia circle and beating Cavalier

goalie Denise Wernersbach. The
Minutewomen would turn the 3-1 lead into

a 4-1 final when Danielle Borges scored

unassisted with 24:38 left in the game.
UMass goalie Philippa Scott had an

easy day, saving only four shots, while
Wernersbach sweated a tough
Minutewomen offense, making 20 saves.

On Sunday, theMinutewomen lost their

first game of the year to Old Dominion,
holders of a 47-game unbeaten streak.

The Lady Monarchs have not lost since

October of 1990, and have ruled collegiate

field hockey like a dynasty.

UMass could get in only one shot in the

game, that by defenseman Kathy Phelan.
For the second time in as many Sundays, a
torrential downpour hampered both teams.

Old Dominion got on the board with
10:59 left in the first half when Laura
Knorr converted a penalty comer which
was assisted by KelUJames and Jill Reeve.

The 1-0 score was enough, but Old Domin-

ion added another score before halftime,

makingthings worse forthe Minutewomen.
James took a pass from Jen Shepard

inside the circle and beat UMass' Scott,

who would have 14 saves at the end ofthe

day. Ifthe 2-0 halftime deficit didn't finish

the Minutewomen, Maike Hilbrand's goal

at 18:13 ofthe second halfdid.The 3-0 win
for Old Dominion is their closest game to

date, which means UMass gave the Lady
Monarchs as good a game they've had
thus far.

JwoH rVt I fiOLbo / oULLtGiAN

Danielle Borges, Tara Jelley and the rest of the UMass field hockey team split their road trip

this weekend, defeating Virginia 4-1 , but losing to No. 1 Old Dominion 3-0.

Edelman leads men's soccer to win over Siena

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Randy Jacobs, the UMass men's soccer team's second

leading scorer, notched an assist Saturday, helping the Min-

utemen defeat Siena 4-0

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Pressure is what every player feels when under the
gun in a big game.

Justin Edelman and the University ofMassachusetts
men's soccer team kept this pressure on Siena through-
out Saturday's game, as they burst out for four goals in

the second half, posting a 4-0 win.

Edelman, coming off a tough game in the loss against
Providence, bounced back with a strong effort and led the
Minutemen (6-2-1 ) to victory. He scored two goals, lifting

his team's lead to 15 (six goals, three assists).

"Itwas probably the most I've touched the ball in a half
all season, which was good for me, and it helped the
team," said Edelman.

Siena's game plan appeared to stress defense, and it

was somewhat successful in the first half. However, this

kept the ball away from its offense, preventing any
scoring opportunities for the Saints.

UMass controlled the ball throughout the half, but
were tentative on pulling the trigger on several shots,

)aelding a total of three for the half.

At 46:02 of the game, UMass finally scored its first

goal when Edelman put one past Siena sophomore goalie
Brett Boskiewicz. The play was set up by junior Matt
Edgerly, who was pulled down by a defender, giving
UMass an indirect kick just outside the box.

Edgerly tapped the ball to UMass junior forward
Randy Jacobs, who fired a shot at the Siena goal. The
rebound came out to Edelman at the top of the box, and

he ripped one into the net for a 1-0 lead.

This goal was all the Minutemen would need, as
sophomore goalie Mark Wolf was back in brilliant
form, stifling Siena late in the game with two
amazing saves.

"Wolfie came up huge twice (in the second half), and
was the difference in the game," said Edgerly.

Less than three minutes later, at 48:52, the UMass
scoring barrage continued as co-captain Shawn Bleau
headed one past Boskiewicz, putting the game out of
reach at 2-0.

Jacobs flipped the ball in fi-ont of the net, and Bleau,
who did not start because ofan illness, met it head on for

the score.

UMass' third goal was Edelman's second, at 78:13,
assisted by freshman Jeff Claudino and sophomore
Stephen Scott. Scott finished out the scoring with a goal
from Claudino at 85:19.

The next game for UMass is tonight against North-
eastern at Ludlow at 7:30 p.m. According to UMass Head
Coach Sam Koch, the Huskies are a "scrappy, hard-
running team: the type of team you don't like to play
against."

This game may once again be a chance for the Min-
utemen to reestablish themselves as a force to be reckoned
with in New England. However, for now, Coach Koch will

worry about how his team feels about itself.

"We have to reestablish ourselves within ourselves,
that is the main thing. I care about what we as a team
think. Well worry aboutwhat New England thinks come
the end of the year.

utemen defeat Siena 4-0. rebound came out to Edelman at the top of the box, and the end of the year."

Women stop Cornell, Xavier to stay unbeaten
Bv DAN WETZRL n1nvf>H thc^ Knil iin fn faammafo I^^T^n M.,r-^o,r \ll,,-^^,r KMHf ^H^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^^^^HBy DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's soccerteam
has a tendency to save its best for last.

The Minutewomen (10-0), once again, relied on a
strong second half effort as they won two games this

weekend, against Cornell and Xavier, by identical 2-0

scores.

''We're not pretty but we are getting

it done/'

- Jim Rudy

UMass women's soccer coach

"We're not pretty but we are getting it done," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. "Like usual, we did enough to win."

On Saturday, Cornell, ranked No. 17, dominated
Massachusetts throughout the first half. The Big Red
were able to create numerous scoring opportunities, only

to be thwarted by Massachusetts goalkeeper Briana
Scurry (5-0, 0.60 goals against average).

"Cornell dominated us," Rudy said. "In the first half,

they created more dangerous scoring bids than all our

opponents thus far, combined. But our defense was real

tough and Bri made some great, cat-like saves."

The Minutewomen, ranked No. 5 nationally, waited

until the second halfto get on the scoreboard. In the 48th

minute, offofa goal kick, Cornell keeper Kate Alexander

played the ball up to teammate Erin Murray. Murray
tried to play it immediatelyback to Alexander but UMass'
Nicole Roberts intercepted the ball and deftly snsiked by
the out-of-position Alexander, and shot into the open net.

"Robbie [Roberts] stayed as cool as a cucumber on that

play," Rudy said. "It was great hustle on her part which
caused the pressure."

With only four minutes left in the contest, UMass
struck again. Midfielder Amy Trunk served a ball from
the left flank into the goal mouth. Roberts leapt and
flicked the ball, with her head, toward the right post.

From there, Kim Eynard one timed the volley into the

net.

Yesterday, Massachusetts followed a similar script

against the Xavier Musketeers. Xavier outplayed the

Minutewomen in the first half, but UMass' keeper Skye
Eddy (5-0, 0.20 GAA) delivered the big saves when
needed.

In the 75th minute, Eddy thundered a punt nearly 65
yards, which forward Rachel LeDuc headed up the field

and past the defensive line, where Eynard collected it.

Eynard drove in alone on Xavier keeper Kelsey Ervick

and placed her shot in the far right comer, past the

floundering Ervick.

Thirteen minutes later, Eynard popped in her third

tally of the weekend. Paula Wilkins served a corner kick

toward the goal mouth which teammate Holly Hellmuth
headed at Ervick. Eynard stepped in front ofthe ball and
redirected it, with her head, into the right corner of the

net.

Continued sunshine, but cool.

Highs around 55 degrees.

Local News:
The Student Government Association is holding elections

today for student senators, house councils and area

governments. Don't forget to vote. Page 3.

Sports:
UMass men's soccer player Justin Edelman
is this week's Collegian Athlete of the Week.
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Bishop Tutu set to
address University
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Nobel laureate Archbishop Desmond
Tutu of South Africa is scheduled to ad-
dress the University of Massachusetts,
this afternoon at 4 p.m. in the the Fine
Arts Center Auditorium.

The lecture has already been sold out
and monitors will be provided for an
overflow crowd at the Rand Theater, also
located in the Fine Arts Center.

Rev. Christopher Carlisle, who helped
arrange Tutu's visit, described the local

reaction to his visit as "very electric."

"People are really excited about him
coming to UMass," he said. "So far the
response has been overwhelmingly posi-
tive."

Rev. Carlise responded to the recent
wave ofracial incidents that have occurred
throughout thecampus by reaffirming the
necessity for Archbishop Tutu's visit to
the University.

"The incidents have confirmed my
conviction that Bishop Tutu's message of
reconciliation is imperative towards cre-

ating a truly healthy existence with one
another."

Rev. Carlisle met with Tutu yesterday
along with Mzamo Mangaliso, a South
African professor at UMass, who also
helped arrange the visit.

Mangaliso, who first met Bishop Tutu
while studying in South Africa during the

Ex-UMass police head
Hilson fined $4,000

COU.EGIAN FILE PHOTO
Archbishop Desmond Tutu

early 1970's, described him as "a man of
broad knowledge and principles."

"He has a great sense ofhumanity and
oneness," said Mangaliso. "He wants to
see us loving each other instead ofturning
against each other."

According to Mangaliso, Archbishop
Tutu has been called upon frequently to

mediate between the various political fac-

tions that are presently at odds with each
Turn to TUTU, page 4

BOSTON (AP) - The former director
of public safety for the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst was fined

$4,000 by the State Ethics Commission
and ordered to forfeit a $1 ,000 gift from
an employee to the state.

Arthur Hilson did not contest the
judgment, according to the State Eth-
ics Commission.

The commission said Hilson bor-
rowed $ 1,000 from another public safety
worker, Erma Rocasah, to purchase
meat. He signed a promissory note for

the loan, calling for no interest pay-
ments.

A month later, Rocasah later came
under investigation by Hilson. She was
suspected of embezzling $15,000.
Rocash resigned her position with the
Public Safety Department.

Hilson telephoned Rocasah at her
home. During the call Rocasah asked
when she was going to be arrested and
taken to jail, but Hilson told her not to

worry because the University simply
wanted its money back and planned to

handle the matter internally, accord-
ing to the commission.

Hilson said he responded to

Rocasah's question by stating the mat-
ter was out of the University's hands,
and with the Distrcit Attorney's Office.

But, according to the commission, the

District Attorney's Office played no
role in the matter until later in the
year.

Hilson repaid $500 ofthe loan from
Rocasah, but failed to repay the $500
outstanding balance. One month later.

Rocasah mailed him a letter and a
$1,000 check saying the money was a
"token of sincere appreciation for

standing by me and turning a deafear
to all the voices ofdiscontentment with
me."

Rocasah explained she offered the
gift partially to thank Hilson for his

support during her resignation. Hilson
accepted the gift , deposting the $ 1 ,000
check into a personal bank account.

Rocasah was indicted on larceny
charges.

The commission found no evidence
Hilson ever attempted to interfere with
the investigation or advocate lenient
treatment for Rocasah. But under state

law, a public official is forbidden from
accepting a gift from a person he is in

a position to benefit.

"By accepting a $1,000 gift from a
criminal suspect being investigated
by his police department when he was
in a position to terminate that investi-

gation, Mr. Hilson violated
I that law |."

the commission said.

:i
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Students from
China fear the
journey home
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Correspondent

For many Chinese students at the University,
they are afraid to go home.

"China's human rights situation continues to
worsen," said Zhengrong Zhu, a Ph.D. candidate in
Food Science, who was actively involved in the
1989 pro-democracy movement.

"No matter how wonderful the official propa-
ganda sounds, there is still no fi-eedom of expres-
sion in China today," Zhu said. "People are being
arrested by the Chinese government for political

reasons.

"Just a couple of weeks ago, the government
house arrested' a Chinese student who returned
home only to see his mother," he said. "This is just
a latest example of China's human rights abuses."

Shen Tong, a Boston University student and a
leader of the Chinese democracy movement, was
detained by pohce in early September in Beijing
aft«r he went back. He has not been released to

date.

Yiguang Qiu, who is about to receive his doctor
degree in Resource Economics, said he doesn't
know when he can return to China without any
fear.

"There are many 'invisible' rules and restric-

tions imposed by Chinese authorities that people
have to comply with," Qiu said. "If not careful, you
would have a lot of troubles with your job, promo-
tion and everything."

Currently, over three hundred Chinese gradu-
ate students are studying at the University, many
ofwhom "fear to go home because ofthe continuing
political prosecutions taking place in China", ac-

cording to Tong Shen, who headed the Chinese
Students and Scholars Association at the Univer-
sity two years ago.

On Capitol Hill, a bill was recently passed to

protectChinese studentsand scholars in the United
— Turn to CHINA, page 2

Campus bike thefts increasing
Police report recent epidemic of stolen bicycles
By MICHAEL DAY
Collegian Correspondent

The epidemic ofstolen bicycles on campus has put the
campus Department of Public Safety on alert, according
to University police.

Last month police received 22 reports ofstolen bicycles
with a total value of $8,595. University police received
between 50 and 60 repyorts of bicycles stolen on campus
last year.

The types of bicycles stolen have been the top models
ofmoimtain bikes on the market today, ranging in prices
from $100 to $800. This has led police to investigate the
prospect of a bicycle theft ring.

"We are not ruling out the possibility of two or three
individuals operating in these thefts," said Detective
Richard Besse, crime prevention officer.

Yet police have not been able to pursue any leads
because students have been too careless to lock their

bicycles.

The police department is attacking back through
bicycle registration and bike owner education, according
to Besse.

"Students should come in and have their bicycles

registered and engraved as soon as they can," Besse said.

Last Tuesday, University Police were conducting bi-

cycle registration for students and faculty alike outside of
the Student Union.

Officer Neil Lunney, who supervised the registration,

said close to 300 people registered their bicycles between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

"When you register your bike, we enter the informa-
tion you give us into the [police! computer, so that we can
quickly call that information up if we need to do so,"

Lunney said.

According to Lunney and Besse, students who missed
the registration period can take their bicycles to the
University Police station.

On the registration form, the student is asked to

provide the specifics about the bicycle such as the serial

number, brand name, color, model name, etc. The student
is also asked to engrave their bicycle with their name,
social security number and any other information they
wish to include. The police provide an engraving tool to

the students at the time of registration.

"The most effective way to combat this type ofcrime is

to educate people as to the best ways to secure their

bikes," Lunney said.

Security officials are now attempting to schedule
meetings with Residence Hall Directors and Assistants
to teach them the best way to insure against bike thefts.

It is now generally accepted that the U-Lock, or Kryptonite
lock is the best type of lock to use for a bicycle.

"I wouldn't recommend any other type of lock to my
customers besides the real Kryptonite lock," said Tom
Boldway, manager of Bicycle World Too in Amherst
Center. "I tell my customers that even imitation
Kryptonite locks are not tough to beat. I mean, would you
rather pay $30 for a lock or $300 for a new bike?"

But these locks are not impregnable, according to

Turn to BIKES, page 4
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Alex DePillis, a 1 989 UMass graduate, registers his bicycle

in front of the Student Union.
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UMqss Police Log
• A woman reported on Monday that a Collegian ar-

ticle which she had posted on her door in Dickinson
Residence Hall was defaced with racial threats, accord-
ing to police.

• University police were called to break up a fight
which occurred in Mackimmie Residence Hall Sunday
morning. When police arrived to the third floor at 2:30
a.m., some involved in the fight fled the area. A man and
a woman were brought to University Health Services and
treated for minor injuries, according to police.

• A small amount of marijuana was confiscated from
a room in Dickinson Residence Hall on Sunday evening,
police said. At 9:15 p.m. police were called in to investi-
gate the smell of marijuana, and at that point they
entered the room and found the marijuana.

• A man reported the theft ofhis wallet from his room
in Wheeler Residence Hall on Sunday evening. According
to police, there were personal items as well as $80 in cash
in the wallet.

• Two license plates were reported stolen within two
hours of each other Sunday evening. Police said a man
reported the theft of his license plate from his car
parked in Lot 63 at 3 p.m., and that another man
reported the theft of his license plate from his car in Lot
49 at 5 p.m..

• A woman reported damage to her vehicle which was
parked in Lot 44 on Sunday. At 10 a.m., the woman
discovered damage to her front end which is estimated at
$500, according to police.

• Police are investigating racial graffiti discovered on
walls in Washington Residence Hall on Saturday morning.

Compiled by Michael Day
Rrtcnl incidcnis rfumkil hy ihc Uni\crsily\ Pt'iMrlrnvnl oi l\il)lu S.ilcly.

At approximately 2 a.m., giafliti was discovered on the
17th floor of the dormitory.

• A man reported that the windshield of his car was
smashed in on Saturday, according to police. The van-
dalism, which occurred in Lot 1 1 at 12:20 p.m.. caused an
estimated $400 in damage.

• A woman reported two tires on her vehicle had been
slashed on Saturday. At 12:50 p.m., the woman discov-
ered the damage to her car in Lot 11, with an estimated
$150 in damages.

• A man reported someone striking his parked vehicle
and leaving the scene on Saturday evening, according to
police. The car, which was parked in Lot 49, sustained
damage to the driver's door and side panel causing an
estimated $500 worth of damage.

• University police are seeking a Showcause hearing
in Court for a male subject apprehended in connection
with vandalism in Brett Residence Hall on Saturday. A
table and an exit sign were broken on the third floor at
3:30 a.m., according to police.

• Staff members from the Body Shop in McNamara
Residence Hall reported the theft of five membership
stickers worth $250 on Friday afternoon. One of the
stickers has been recovered from an
individual, according to police, and the matter is currently
under investigation.

• Police received a report of vandalism to a room in
Butterfield Residence Hall on Friday evening. Two men
reported that their door had been kicked offof its hinges
at 7 p.m.. Work Control replaced the door at a cost of
$250.

Officer found guilty of murder
By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press

BOSTON — A former Boston policeman was con-
victed Monday for the fatal shooting of an unarmed
Dorchester teen-ager and was sentenced to 5 1/2 to 10
years in prison.

James E. "Sonny" Hall, 29, who had been charged with
second-degree murder, was found guilty on the lesser
charge of involuntary manslaughter in Suffolk County
Superior Court.

Prosecutors had accused Hall in the July 12, 1991
slaying of Christopher Rogers, 16, who was shot once in
the chest as he hid under a truck outside his Hamilton
Street home.

There's not a day goes by that I do not feel the pain of
my murdered son," saidJudy Rogers, the victim's mother.
"His death and my pain was caused by the act of a man
who was trained and took an oath to protectand not to kill
people like my son.

"He didn'tjust take my son from me, he took part ofmy
life from me, something that I had," she sobbed.

Hall said the gun fired accidentally when he lost his
balance. He was on duty but outside of his assigned
district at the time.

Judge Robert Banks said Hall will be eligible for
parole after serving one-third of his sentence.

Prosecutor Thomas Mundy, who had recommended
that Hall serve a sentence of 14 to 18 years out of a
possible maximum of 20 years, said Hall was a "bad

M China
coritinued from page 1

States by allowing them to stay in this country unless
China's human rights situation is significantly improved.

"I really wishes to go back to my homeland where
many ofmy relatives and friends live," Zhu said. "But the
cruel political reality in the communist China leaves me

apple" who violated the public trust.
"It might give assurance to the public that everybody,

including the police, are prosecuted for misdeeds,"Mundy
said.

Frank McGee, Hall's lawyer, had asked for a suspended
sentence and said he would appeal the conviction.

"If we've reached the stage of having jurors second-
guess pohce officers as to when they should put their
finger on the trigger, then we've got serious problems,"
said Frank McGee, Hall's attorney.

"Workingon the street as a police officer is ajudgement
call. It's not something where you go by some dictionary
or textbook. Every situation is different."

McGee suggested the jury was not qualified to con-
sider the case because the 12 jurors did not know enough
about police work. The jury deliberated for about 15
hours Friday, Saturday and Monday morning.

Prosecutors said Rogers and two teen-aged friends
were looking into an apparently stolen van when Hall
approached them in his cruiser. Two of the youths fled
and Rogers dove beneath a car.

Hall earlier was fired from the police force in connec-
tion with an unrelated beating incident. He did not take
the stand in his own defense.

You can kill someone's child an just walk away," said
Jenel Manor, Roger's cousin.

Hall, she said, "is not going to be able to walk the
streets, he's not going to be able to smile, snicker at the
younger kids."

TONIGHT
OPEN STAGE NIGHT

WITH
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$2.00

9;30-10;30

ANY and ALL Acts Welcome
Sign up at 9:30 PM
Amateurs Welcome

vidth no choice."

Zhu said he believed the Chinese authorities are well
aware of his activities during the democracy movement.

"They keep good track ofeverything we do on or offthe
campus, and they have been openly harassing us through
various channels," he said.

The Gorton Chinese Student Protection Act intro-
duced by Sen. Slade Gorton (R-WA) and co-sponsored by
Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-MA), is awaiting for President
Bush's signature in the White House.

Shijin Wang, former president ofthe Chinese student
organization on the campus, hopes all concerned Chinese
students as well as American friends to call the President
for his support ofthe Chinese student protection bill. The
telephone number ofPresident George Bush is (202 ) 456-
1111, and fax number is (202) 456-2461.

President Bush has yet to decide whether to sign th*
legislation into law by the Oct. 12 deadline. A
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SGA set for
election day
excitement
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff"

By the end of today the Student Government
Association's election results for Student Senate seats,
area government and house council offices will be final-
ized.

"If students want to have a say in who will be repre-
senting their voice campus wide, then I strongly encourage
them to vote," said Jon Aronson, chair of governmental
affairs.

Aronson said the SGA received the normal number of
nomination papers from students running for Student
Senate seats and area and house council offices even
though there are still a few open seats and offices re-
maining.

"Postponing the elections to today really helped in-
crease the number of students who filed nomination
papers because they had more time to settle in," said
Aronson, a junior political science major.

Mike Poster, student senator and vice president of
commuter area government, said student interest in the
SGA was slow at first, but in the end he was pleased with
the turnout.

"Students seem ready to get involved and become
active in the SGA, so they can help other students," said
Poster, a senior political science major.

Poster said there was a significant increase in the
number ofstudents ofcolor, who filed nomination papers.
"There were only one or two Black people on the ballot
last year and this year there are at least a dozen if not
more."

Poster said it is important for every student's voice to
be heard and that the SGA be aware ofthe issues that are
particular to every community. "The SGA represents all

students no matter what their concerns are or who their
concerns are with," he said.

According to Poster, the prime job of the SGA is to
advocate students rights. "The SGA has to make their

Turn to EXCITEMENT, page 10

Apple Festival raises $10,000
Festival to benefit family center attracts thousands
By LYNN YAFFEE
Collegian Correspondent

The 6th Annual Apple Harvest and Crafts Festival
raised nearly $10,000 for the Amherst Family Center.

The Festival was held Saturday on the Amherst
Town Common

Families, children and students had the opportu-
nity to enjoy many attractions such as crafts demon-
strations, games, live entertainment, food, pumpkin
decorating, fortune telling and face painting.

"I've never seen such a cacophony ofcreative crafts,"
said Matthew Wenz, a University sophomore. Over
200 volunteers made up oflocal residents and students
participated in this year's fair.

"I couldn't have asked for a better day," said Marie
Hartwell-Walker, festival chairperson and president
ofthe Board for the Amherst Family Center. "It was a
wonderful turn out. And, all the volunteers have been
terrific!"

The Amherst Family center is an organization
located at the North Congregational Church Parish
Hall in North Amherst. The center provides education,
support and a sense of community to families with
preschool children.

Atkins Fruit Bowl , an Apple Orchard Country Food
Store located in South Amherst, was the main sponser.
The Atkins food stand was filled with apple pies, apple
cider donuts and German Apple Cake.

Pauline Lannon, who has been working for Atkins
for 30 years, said "that sales seemed to be very brisk
this year, better than they have been in years."

Crafts were a major part of the fair. Over 130
people exhibited and sold various items, including
paintings, wood carved figures, handmade dolls, pot-
tery, silk scarves, jewelry, quilts, and kaleidoscopes.

One of the craft vendors, Mary Gannon, a Univer-
sity graduate student, was selling handmade silk

screen tee-shirts, along with various importedjewelry
from Mexico.

"This fair is really nice," Gannon said. "It is very
well rounded and the festival really takes care oftheir
vendors."

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
J.J. Williamson of Springfield prepares to decorate his

pumpkin at the Apple Harvest and Crafts Festival.

Dale Atkins, a Belchertown resident, was pleased
with the sales ofhis wooden carved good luck necklaces
called 'Tikis and Trolls."

"I don't know if is was the weather or the im-
provement in the economy, but sales were 20 to 25
percent better than last year," Atkins said.

David Feren, a junior English major at Amherst
College, helped out with the children's games.

"The fair is pretty popular and everyone seems to
be having a good time," Feren said.

Traci Stokes, a University senior classics major.
has participated for two years in the fair with her
sorority sisters from Chi Omega.

"We have over 20 girls here helping out with food
and crafts," Stokes said. "I think this festival is a great
idea for the kids and the families."

Pete Kleinmann, a University senior economics

Professor speaks about
college women's goals

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COkLEGIAN
CHOOSE OR LOSE - John Gawienowski helps Wendy Greene, a junior political

science major, register to vote at the Newman Center.

Hatch hub of campus
Legendary center for food and music
By DAVID LaFONTANA
Collegian Correspondent

Back when UMass was the home ofthe

Redmen, the Hatchet and Pipe cafeteria

was opened in the Student Union.
The mascot was changed to the Min-

utemen in 1972, after complaints from

Native American groups, and the cafete-

ria became the Hatch. Larry Jeffers ar-

rived two years later and took over as

manager.

Since then JefFers, acquiring the nick-

name "Mr. Hatch", has increased the hours,

expanded the menu and made the Hatch

something of an institution on campus.

"We opened the bar again after we had

requests from students," Jeffers said. "Be-

fore the drinking age was changed, the

Hatch and Bluewall would go through 150

barrels of beer a week!"

Lines for the Hatch would run all the

way to the information desk by the Uni-

versity Store to drink and hear the bands

play.

The Hatch is one of only two places on
campus with a full bar, and it is well
known as a showcase for new bands.

"When the Bluewall closed, there was
no place for new bands. We had enough
room, so local bands would play for free,

just for the exposure," Jeffers said.

Jeffers has seen acts like Bonnie Raitt,

James Taylor, Max Roach, Fred Tillis and
legendary jazz pianist Sammy Price play
the Hatch.

"Two weeks before he died, Price played
the Hatch," Jeffers said.

In 1982 Jeffers took part in a ribbon-

cutting ceremony to re-open the Hatch
vrith a new layout. The new Hatch in-

cludes music and comedians. Jeffers has
expanded the menu to Mexican food, cold

cuts and pizza.

Today Jeff Holmes' Big Band plays

every Monday and the Hatch is still a

showcase for new bands. The bands know
how much exposure they can get.

"They still play for free," said Jeffers

with a smile.

By LISA M. TETRAULT
Collegian Correspondent

"Women want it all — marriage,
motherhood and careers," according to

Michele Hoffnung, a professor at
Quinnipiac College.

Hoffnung spoke Tuesday evening at
Mt. Holyoke College for the Five-College
Women's Studies Research Center.

In her lecture "College Women's Ex-
pectations forWork and Family," Hoffnung
focused on college women's plans for work
and family, and how they've changed over
the years.

Citing previous studies, Hoffnung said
the goals for women have changed. In a
studyofBarnard College freshmen in 1943,

61 percent planned to concentrate on
family and home. By 1979, that number
had decreased to five percent.

Statistics from a NewYork college study
say that in 1970, 48 percent of freshmen
planned to combine work and family. In

the mid-seventies, that number rose to 85
percent, and by 1985, 98 percent.

Although women's goals have drasti-

cally changed, society's views on women
have not changed that much, Hoffnung
said.

"Itis labeled nontraditional, sometimes
even feminist, for women to want to

combine work and family," she said. "The
label of nontraditionalist or feminist on
women's desire to have a career is a little

bit simplistic.

"Few questions are asked about the
women's view of families," Hoffnung said.

"Yet, everyone's views of families are dif-

ferent."

Attitudes about women in general dif-

fer from views they hold for themselves,
she said.

"It's a rare college student, certainly

college woman and even a college man,
who would tell you that women shouldn't
be able to do anything that men can do,"

she said. "But that's not the same thing as
a woman saying 'I'm going to do it.'"

Hoffnung. chair of the Women's Stud-

ies Program at Quinnipiac College, is also
conducting research on the psychological

effects of motherhood on women.
According to her research, there is a

high number ofcol lege women saying they
plan to combine work and family. But
many real mothers experience confusion
and conflict. There are several factors

which contribute to this, Hoffnung said:

"It is labeled nontraditional

for women to want to

combine work and family.

"

Michele Hoffnung

Quinnipiac College professor

• The general social devaluation of
being "just a homemaker." Society doesn't
see this as a real job.

• Lack of understanding on the part of
society of the pressures to seek employ-
ment while children are young.

• Part-time jobs have not increased in

availability, she said. Many women would
prefer to work part-time.

Hoffnung, author of "What's a Mother
to Do," said today's mothers at home are
concerned with when they can go back to

work. For some of them, they question
whether they will be able to work after

putting their professions on hold for sev-

eral years.

Hoffnung also states that men and
women view children differently. Many
women plan to work but will work around
their schedules to allow time to care for

their children.

"Liberal female undergraduates do not
see children free by choice as a positive
option. They project children as enhancing
quality of life for both themselves and
their partners," she said. "In contrast,
male students project children as lowering
life's expectations."

The lecture was the second in an eight
part series being held at Mount Holyoke
through the Research Associates 1992-
1993 Fall CoUoquia series.
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Students feel soured
by Food Services

Food services are becoming a problem
within the Campus Center and Student
Union , according to the Board ofGovernors
(BOG) at a meeting last Thursday.

The Board of Governors, a student
group who oversees all Campus Center
and Student Union issues, said the sad
state of these services can easily be in-

fluenced by students who are willing to
get involved and do something about the
situation.

Cafeteria food prices are too high, ac-
cording to Ben Preston, chairman of the
Board ofGovernors. OfTcampus delicates-
sens provide more discounts and services
for students than the cafeteria.

"Students should get on top of food
services in the buildings," Preston said.

Students should become more actively
involved and vocalize their ideas and sug-
gestions to improve the food services pro-
gram.

Although the Top of the Campus Res-
taurant announced at the beginning of
this semester it was no longer allowing
students to receive a 15 percent discount,
the BOG was able to get the 15 percent
discount back.

The Vending Program on the concourse
is experiencing problems with authoriza-
tion, according to Preston. The BOG is

hoping students get involved with the
vending policy. After it is reviewed, the
issue will be voted on and revised.

- ANNE BOBOWICZ

bikes
continued from page 1

Detective Besse. "Sometimes students will

leave the key mechanism on the lock fac-

ing up. gi-anting the bike thiefeasy access
to damaging or picking to lock," Besse
said.

This enables the thiefto apply leverage
in the attempt to crush the lock. When
using any type of lock, the key mechanism
should be facing down, the lock should be
as snug to the bike as possible, and the
lock should not be too close to the ground,
according to Besse.

If possible, the bike seat should be
taken with the student, and the front
wheel should be removed and locked to-

gether with the rear wheel and the body of
the bicycle. According to Boldway, "close
to 25 percent of our bike sales are bought
to replace a stolen bike."

Another reason for the rise in thefts is

the location of the locked bicycles. "The
bike should not be locked to a tree or a
fence because it is easily to cut [the bike]
away from these places," Besse said.

But the lack of bike racks in key areas
have forced students to become creative

with the places they are able to lock their
bikes, according to police officials.

Officer Lunney has started a petition
among the students asking for more racks.

"The students have been very enthusi-
astic about this petition. The areas they
are complaining about the most are the
Dining Commons', the Main Library, and
most of the classroom buildings," Lunney
said. "Most of the thefts occur at night,
and the bikes are stolen a lot easier when
they are locked in dark places."

In their effort to combat the rise in bike
thefts. Public Safety has now instructed
its officers to include sweeps ofbike racks
in their normal beats.

"Right now, these bike thieves are get-

ting as sophisticated as car thieves, and
we have to try to keep up with them as best
as we can," Lunney said.

While the investigation continues. De-
tective Besse warns students: "Try not to

give a thief an easy target."

And, Officer Lunney said, "We really
have to improve the awareness of this
type of theft."

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Beatrice Brunt of the Lanthrop Community Center in Northampton demonstrates

weaving at the Apple Festival on the Amherst Common this weekend.

Apple Festival
continued from page 3

major, pointed out "there is a lot of
excellent pottery here. It is really in-

spiring me to go down to the UMass
crafts center."

Many families seemed equally
pleased with the festival. Carol Steele,

a resident ofSunderland, said this was
the third year in a row that she has
brought her children to the fair.

"This festival has a lot of entertain-
ment for all age groups." She said. "I

really enjoy watching the children have
a good time."

Tutu

'MDC stands for

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

The Collegian wasn't always daily.

It mustn't have been called

the MDC then.

continued from page 1

other over the aparthied system within
South Africa and the future ofthat nation's
government.

"He alone commands the respect of all

the parties involved," said Mangaliso. "If

there is one thing that they all agree upon,
it is their respect for Bishop Tutu."

Mangaliso also expressed his own sense
ofoptimism towards the successful arrival
ofArchbishop Tutu. According to him, an
attempt was made in February, 1991 to

feature Archbishop Tutu as speaker dur-
ing the annual Black History events held
at UMass. That visit, however, was can-

celled due to a schedule conflict.

"I feel victory," said Mangaliso. "Seeing
him walk out of that plane helped me to

accept the reality that he is finally here."
Preparation for Tutu's visit have been

underway from several months now and
stem in part from efforts by Mangaliso to
estabhsh an exchange program between
UMass and Fort Hare University in South
Africa.

Proceeds from tonight's lecture will
benefit the Bishop Tutu Fund, which is a
scholarship program designed to fund the
higher education for Black South Africans
to study abroad.
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Racist attack condemned
mild^r^Zf

^^^^ ""^ Monday's Collegian served as yet another re-minder that raasm isn't just something you read about. It happens,

The front page illustrated racist graffiti on the 17th floor ofWash-

?^? .'':J^^
accompanying stoiy recounted how the resident

a^sistajit on the floor, who is Black, was assaulted last week by White
students while confronting them over violations of the alcohol policy

Apparently, someone felt they hadn't finished what they started lastweek and felt compelled to destroy the 17th floor. The results werehomfymg: racial slurs written on walls, bulletin boards torn downeven human feces smeared on the rug in the hall.
The Collegian condemns these actions for what they are: cowardly

racist, hateful crimes committed without any regard forhuman dignity
or the residents of Washington's 17th floor.

It's bad enough that a person or persons felt so much hate that theywould attack an RA and his floor on the grounds ofrace. What's worse
they couldn t even confront him face-to-face. It was a gutless attack
instead they took the easy way out and wrote on the walls when no onewas looking. Is this how far we've come? Or is this how low we've
stooped?

Secondly, the Collegian expresses concern at Housing policies which
force resident assistants to act like pohce. The RA in question was first
attacked because he was enforcing the Alcohol Policy.

This is the thanks he gets? His floor destroyed and his dignity
stepped on by cowards who resented the fact that he asked them to pour
their drinks out?
RAs are students, not police, and should not be expected to perform

thejob of police. That's up to the University. Unless Housing is willing
to adequately protect its employees, it should not expect them to put
their lives in danger.
The Collegian expects the University will pursue prosecution of

those guilty of these crimes. Platitudes and promises mean nothing
without actions to back them up. If ever there was a time for the
University not to pass the buck, this is it.

The Collegian also asks students to remember the following: we are
all human beings and deserve each other's respect. It's the least we can
do.

Unsigned editorials reflect a majority opinion ofthe Collegian Board
ofEditors.

Presidential honor is dead
Go back a few years, and think real

hard. Can you remember the first time
someone asked,''What do you want to be
when you grow up?" When was it? Where?
And who asked it?

It was my first day in kindergarten. My
first teacher asked my very first school
question. Actually, Mrs. Schneider asked
all of us rookies our hopes of the future.

David

RIVERA
I can remember Brian McWilliams

wanted to be a police officer, as did a few
ofthe other kids. Maggie Lawrence wanted
to be a doctor. Vance Chisholm wanted to
be a baseball star, even though he couldn't
hit his way out of a paper bag. Brenda
Joyce wanted to be a civil engineer, like
her father. I don't think at the time she
knew what it was, but she wanted to be
one anjrway.

I had far higher aspirations. I wanted
to be none other than — the President of
the United States. Mrs. Schneider was so
pleased, I received an extra cookie at snack
time. Here I was at age five and, call it

graft ifyou like, but already I was reaping
the benefits of my presidential future.

As a kid I thought that being president
was not only an importantjob but also the
most honorable job an American could
have. Impressions I learned of George
Washington and Abraham Lincoln led me
to believe that the position of president
was reserved for extraordinary human
beings.

Hadn't I seen the president almostevery
night in the news and seen his name
almost every morning in the newspaper?
Didn't I hearmy parents talk about him at
the dinner table, and hadn't I learned —
most important ofall— that the president
was a caring person who never, ever, lied?

Of course these were my impressions

Spilt milk leaves dignity dampened

as a child; gullible as they were, I held onto
them. First grade, far more sophisticated
than kindergarten, seemed cynical ofmy
quest for public service. "Sure, go ahead
and be a crook!" exclaimed Brian
McWilliams. "When I'm a cop, I'll bust ya."

I disregarded this minor setback in my
drive for the White House and stuck to my
goals even into the second grade.

Saying the second grade reaction was
hostile would be an understatement: I

was flat-out booed. But even I had seen
the reasons for their hostility. Politics and
politicians were not as honorable as we
were told to believe. Yes, the president
was on the television every night and in
the morning papers, but mostly because of
negative allegations.

In the early 1970s, Watergate set the
trend eventually leading to thelran/Contra
scandal of the 1980s. The presidential
deceptions during Grenada, Panama and
the Gulf War were all events in our near
history proving that "presidential honor"
is dead. The dishonor reaches into the
current campaign.

Mr. Bush's aides have admitted to us-
ing "distorted information" against Gov-
ernor Clinton, claiming that "it works."
Disgraceful. The hypocrisy that reigns in
Washington is so stagnant, it engulfs ev-
eryone and anyone, including us. We allow
the lies and distortions that discredit and
corrupt the the very core of our "democ-
racy."

Looking back, I don't know how 1 could
expect the leader ofour country to hold to
such high ideals as truth and honor. How
could I — how dare I — hope that the
president would hold himselfaccountable
for his mistakes?

How dare I think that presidents should
never lie. We know that they have. We
know that they do. And I can guarantee
you, they will.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

Something highly embarrassing happened to me on
the afternoon of September 16th, anno domini, 1992.

I shall begin at the beginning. I had just finished my
first class ofthe day and was coming from a quick stop at
the Mather Career Tent (you know, the place where you
get all kinds of forms and spend an hour filling them out
only to discover that you still have little to no chances of
finding a job). I decided that since my stomach was
making odd noises, it would be best to take a lunch break.
I had two hours until my next class— not enough time to

go to the apartment and whip up a tuna melt and a Coke.
I decided on the closest alternative: I went to Franklin
Dining Commons.

Kris K.

EARLE
Now before you gentle readers get all bent out ofshape

by thinking that this is another cheap whining about
D.C. food: do not worry. It isn't, it is not, nowhere near
and it is amusing. Please bear with me.

Upon entering the fine establishment which is the
Franklin D.C, I paid my hard-earned $4.95, equipped
myselfwith a tray, and zoomed on down the loading line.

Filling my tray with all kinds of delectable goodies, I

stumbled upon the soup.

"What kind of soup is that?" I asked a cheery silver-

haired woman.
"Oh, I don't know," she replied. Try it, and come back

and tell me what it is."

So I did. It tasted sort of like cream ofwashroom. But
this is not the amusing part, and I am starting to digress

from my main anecdote.

I finallymake it tomy seat. I have already gone through
getting up at least three more times for silverware, drinks,

condiments, and what have you. I am ready to eat.

As the clock struck 12:17 p.m., the accident happened.

While reading the paper, I nonchalantly reached over to
grab my ham on a water crest roll. To my horror, I

grabbed the wrong item. A very full and very cold glass of
milk was held for about two seconds before eluding my
grasp and moving on elsewhere.

Cold milk dampened my inner thighs.
The next moments were spent trying to blot some of

the liquid numbingmy gonads. The attempt failed. It was
like trying to drink a bathtub full of water through a
coffee stirrer; it's possible, but it would have taken an
eternity. My class was in half an hour.

As I got my wet self up, a squishy, sticky sound
emerged from below. It sortofsounded likewhen somebody
slaps you in the face with a handful ofchocolate pudding.
This sound was amusing to the patrons nearby.
My bold attempts to cover myself, alternating a

newspaper and my backpack, also failed miserably. I

stopped by a few more restrooms on my way to class,

hoping to find one of those hot-air machines. I didn't. I

guess that was a plus for me, since ifanyone walked in the
men's room, it would have looked quite odd to see a young
man with a wet lap pointed toward the heater. If one is

not sure, one assumes bladder troubles.

Moving along, amongst all the eyeballs I felt digging
intomy back, I made it to class. I was even early, so I began
to ponder the events which happened inmy luncheon hour.

I had stolen a few napkins and a knife that day, right
before I began to cry over the spilt milk. It may not have
been a federal offense, but I know it was wrong. Perhaps,
I thought (and this is where it gets a bit odd), perhaps my
subconscious was striving to tell me that stealing a few
utensils had to be justified somehow. And, with my mind
in a fury, it caused my hand to slip and create an embar-
rassing situation. It was a possibility, however strange.

Then again, I am probably just some poor klutz who
poured milk on his crotch.

Kris K. Earle is a UMass student.

'Artists' are asked to pick up after themselves
Once upon a time, last Monday, I was canoeing on the

Campus Pond. In the middle of the pond was an ugly

collection of boards, nailed together, tied to a white

plastic barrel. Ifyou've walked across campus in the last

few weeks then you've probably seen it.

At first I thought maybe some "artist" was kind enough

to unleash some more of their work onto the general

public, maybe a follow-up to the piece that debuted last

spring, now seen washed up in the bushes and scum at

the north end ofthe pond. But on closer investigation, the

truth became clear. A fraternity, namely Alpha Epsilon

Pi, decided to publicize their rush week by putting a

board with their name on it face down into the mud on the

pond bottom. We decided that to help them in their
publicity attempts, we would risk the toxic sludge of the
pond and haul it to the shore where it could be read and
possibly taken back to their front yard, where it belonged.
Last I checked, it's still there.

Perhaps the brothers should do a bit more of their
fabled community service and take away their trash
instead of leaving it on our pond. And while they're at it,

they could remove the styrofoam art eyesore as well.

After all, the swan doesn't need any competition; it's got
a big enough attitude problem already.

Rodger von Kries
Northampton

Church of Christ

wrongly accused
I am writing in response to Diana D'Avanzo's

editorial \Collegian, Oct. 1|, "Boston Church of
Christ teaches false doctrine." I never thought 1

would be defending the Church of Christ; 1 lost the
love ofmy life to this church. However, I have had
some interaction with the church and its members,
and what you said about them is not only incorrect
but a poor attempt at making them look bad. You
ask, "Is it a Christian church or a cult?" I ask my.self
this everyday, never finding an answer. Regardless,
what does examining their "doctrine of .salvation"

have to do with answering that question?
You seem to think that they water baptize their

members before salvation whch makes their doc-
trine false because "salvation is essential for (and
thus precedes) water baptism." The latter of this is

true, and substantiated in the gospel. As is that "it

is the gospel that saves those who believe in it. . .

land when youj'confess with your mouth "Jesus is

Lord" and believe in your heart that God raised him
from the dead, you will be saved.'" You must then
be assuming that these people don't live by the
scripture, aren't saved and therefore the water
baptism is made invalid.

That is where you are incorrect. The love ofmy
life picked up his Bible after attending a Bible
discussion with some church members and hasn't
put it down since. He, and the other members of th'e

Church ofChrist, DO live by the gospel and preach
from it on a regular basis. This church will not
baptize you until you have accepted Jesus as Savior
and have begun to live in an "upright" manner.

"Saving baptism" and water baptism is a two-
part process, not alternates. Saving baptism comes
first by accepting the gospel and Jesus. You are
water baptized for further purification. You imply
that members of the Church of Christ don't follow
this and they aren't saved. But as 1 have demon-
strated, they are saved. They believe in the scrip-
ture and in Jesus, and are entitled to water baptism

.

It seems to me that your problem is not with
their doctrine of salvation, but something else.As I

stated previously, I never expected to rise to the
defense ofthe Church of Christ. However, I cannot
stand to see them wrongly analyzed and accused. It

only empowers them. I would suggest you interact
with the members ofthe Church ofChrs': and study
their ways before making any further judgments.

Trinity Kagen
Amherst
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Multiculturalism: Where's the commitment?
Our pffnrts tn nnh iotio n /i-n/.. .^Our efforts to achieve a truly

multicultural, vibrant community must
continue; we must find new ways to serve
those communities formerly served by
Upward Bound: we must continue to sup-
port those who are working to free our
campus from the ugliness that comes from
racist, sexist, anti-Semitic, homophobic
andotherintolerant attitudesandactions."

— Chancellor Richard O'Brien, Octo-
ber 2. 1992.

We. women of color, share and are
committed to the Chancellor's ideas to

ti-uly free ourcampus from actions brought
about by racist and sexist attitudes.

Cara Lee

BIRCH

women? The majority of the core classes

do not teach our own histories or our
struggles of resistance as women of color.

Their theories tokenize women of color as
objects of study without any serious com-
mitment to understanding our position in

this world.

Without this commitment, they will

ultimately fail in their attempt to achieve
women's equality.

So far, we have noticed that the admin-
istration has not lived up to their state-
ments to create a multicultural university
nor have we found it to be a safe place
where such diversity can flourish. Their
actions speak clearly: Upward Bound has
just been eliminated, and programs that
serve women of color have also been cut.

On the other hand, they have attempted
to address students of color by increasing
funding for the cultural centers and they
have committed to hiring ten minority
faculty through the Special Opportunity
Fund lines. It must be noted that in these
cases, however, these actions taken by the
administration was only brought about
through student protest and positive ac-
tivism.

''Women of color in

particular are the most
economically

disadvantaged in this

society. Just looking at

the demographics of
UMass indicates the

extent of the problem.

"

women.
While some legislators are contending

that an increase in funding for the shel-
ters is the only solution to combatting
violence, when one checks the facts, it

becomes clear that this measure is simply
band-aid work.

As women of color, we contend that a
more effective solution is to provide women
the opportunity to permanently escape
the constant violence. Rather than having
places to run away to only temporarily,
women must have an avenue in which
they can get on with their lives by being
economically stable, have child care, health
care, housing, and access to education.
Women of color in particular are the , - ,

most economically disadvantaged in this ^tudputs, nnd fnrilHv hnvP
society. Just looking at the demographics

-^'""^"f-^ """ TaCUliy naVe
ofUMass indicates the extent ofthe prob- nOt had the avenueS tO
lem. The University has failed to actively
recruit women of color and the increase in
tuition makes it all the more difficult for

them to gain the access to higher educa-
tion.

''The link between theory

and practice has been

much discussed in higher

education, but so far,

truly expand their

academic experience.

"

"UMass is a land-grant

institution and therefore

must not only cater to the

needs of the students but
also to the surrounding

communities. //

THE PROBLEM:
Throughout the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, battering has increased
dramatically. Last year, a woman was
killed every 16 days by her boyfriend or
husband. In contrast, a woman has been
killed every 9 days so far this year. Since
the early 1970s, battered women's shelters
have increased threefold in this state as a
reaction to the increase in violence agaiinst

The few ofus who are at UMass are not
only isolated from each other, but have no
services that address the amount of vio-
lence and harassment we face. The
Everywoman's Center does not have any
programs that serve women of color.
Furthermore, the professional staff that
constitute the EWC only speak English
and are overwhelmingly white.

How do they expect to service ALL
women when they cannot even relate to us
culturally? Why do they contradict their
mission statement that purports to cater
to a diverse population ofwomen? Where
do women of color go when faced with the
high level of sexual and racial discrimi-
nation, harassment,
and violence?

Are cultural centers the answer? Ap-
parently not, as they never address vio-
lence against women of color, but instead
put on fashion shows, cultural dinners, and
dances that buy into the "multicultural"
facade that the university extols.

And what of the "Women's Studies"
department? Where is their "feminist"
commitment for the liberation of all

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS:
In order for women to escape violence

on a permanent basis the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts and the University
should commit to increasing access to
higher education for women of color.

This would entail providing full schol-
arships, including housing and child care,
for low-income women ofcolor. While this
not only benefits women from diverse
backgrounds

, i t also creates an atmosphere
ofprogressive change this university is so
dedicated to.

UMass is a land-grant institution and
therefore must not only cater to the needs
ofthe students but also to the surrounding
communities. At this point, UMass does
not have a strong structural base from
which to work. A new program, then, must
be considered, utilizing the diverse re-
sources of the University.

Traditionally, academic programs have
been divorced from the communities of
people they purport to "study." The link
between theory and practice has been
much discussed in higher education, but
so far, students and faculty have not had
the avenues to truly expand theiracademic
experience.

the University will improve, isolation for

women of color on campus will decrease
and diversity for the academic community
and the student body will increase.

Secondly, if there is an increase in the
diversity of the student body, then the
curriculum and faculty must reflect this

diversity. The University has already be-

gun this process by the recruitment of
more minority faculty.

Also, there are several departments on
this campus which encourage their stu-

dents to take part in internships and co-

ops, in order to gain practical experience
by working with people in the surround-
ing communities. Women's Studies might
be one such department that could pursue
their initial mission, which is to create a
program that is multicultural and to di-

rectly connect with the communities that
students come from. The University has
the resources to create such changes. All

that needs to be done is to implement
existing resources in a concrete way.

Finally, the way to combat the crisis of
violence against women of color in the
state, the way to create a "multicultural,
vibrant community," the way to "continue
to support those who are working to free

our campus from the ugliness that comes
from racist [and] sexist. . .attitudes and
actions," and the way the intellectual
community can improve their work, is the
creation of a new program.

"The University should

commit to increasing

access to higher education
for women of color."

Administration and the state can work
to create accessibility to higher education
through scholarships for low-income
women of color Active recruitment of mi-
nority faculty, particularly women would
be key in estabhshing a strong, diverse
base that the university could greatly
benefit from.

Because women of color, as students,
as community members, are in particular

.

need of the resources this university can
b urt;hermore, servicmg the surround- give, then the Special Opportunity Fund

ing community is one ofthe primary goals
of any land-grant institution. Why not
attempt to address both the academic
community and the surrounding commu-
nity in one simple program?

If, for instance, scholarships for low-
income women of color were to be estab-
lished on a permanent basis, it will change
the lives of women of color in a positive
and permanent way. The demographics of

lines can greatly enhance departments
such as Women's Studies. Also, a program
that brings together it's students to link
theory and practice expands the intellec-
tual base, which higher education con-
stantly pursues. After all, isn't education
all about giving back to the people and
improving society at large?

Cara Lee Birch is a Collegian corre-
spondent

Stop the war against
the Black Community
By SHYAMALA IVATURY
Collegian Correspondent

On Wednesday, Oct.7, at 7:30 p.m.
in the Cape Cod Lounge, a selected
panel will discuss the war against the
Black community waged by the United
States government.

The panel consists ofthree activists,

MshindiShabazz,KentakeNzapa,and
Alison Hoehne.

"They will discuss the connection
between the 500 years of genocide
against Indigenous peoples and the
oppression ofAfrican-Americans," Jen
Canon, organizer of the event, stated.

Nzapa will speak on behalf of the
National People's Democratic Uhuru
Movement, which stands for Black self-

determination. Black pride, and Black
power. The Uhuru Movement fights for
the right to decent housing, healthcare,
education, and democratic rights for

Black communities.
Shabazz is a representative from the

African People's Socialist Party, which
is an umbrella organization that works
to free political prisoners, such as Fred

Hampton Jr., in the United States.
Hoehne is a member of the African

People's Solidarity Committee, which
is predominantly White. They contend
that "White people cannot organize
against racism in isolation and must
work in coalition with and under the
leadership of Black people."

The main function of the party is to
educate the White community about
their responsibility in colonization of
Indigeneous and Black people.

The Uhuru Movement is along the
same lines as the Black Panther Party
and the Black Power Movement of the
60s.

"We are building a movement for

white reparations to the black com-
munity, reversing the flow of500 years
of stolen labor and resources, and to

build concrete and material support for

the black self-determination programs
of the Uhuru Movement nationally,"
quoted from the mission statement of
the group.

"Everyone is encouraged to hear and
participate in this open forum," Canon
urges.

Come down and contribute!

The Collegian's

Multicultural

Affairs desk is

looking for new
writers.

Just a hop, skip and a jump
down to 1 13 Campus Center
Basement. Ask for Sandra.
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'Lining Bar Gang' brings railroad history alive
By PATRICIA ROY
Collegian Correspondent

Friday afternoon behind New Africa House, a railroad
emerged from the hands and voices ofthe sixteen-member
Limng Bar Gang". The gang's performance was part ofan
event/exhibit at New Africa House aimed at bridging the
histories of Northern and Southern African-Americans.

The two-part performance consisted ofthe worksongs
ofSouthern black railroad workers and African-American
folktales from storyteller, Dylan Pritchett. Spectators
gathered on the grass and were treated and educated
with humor and history.

The Lining Bar Gang, dressed in blue overalls and
railroad cap, reenacted the now mechanized process of
rail realignment, spikes, hammers and all. All equipment
and materials used were in the fashion of those used
during the years of railroad expansion.

The performance involved a demonstration of the
cadencies used by railway workers. These cadencies
became an important part of the work as the group's
manager, Mr. White, explained. Several men were needed
to properly align the track and each pound needed to be
exerted by each man at the same exact moment.

The cadence aided coordination and served to humor
the men as they sweat and ached their way through each
long day. With a smile, Mr. White told the audience that
most of the worksongs were about women.

The diffemt cadencies yeilded many memorable lines,
such as "I gotta girl from Baltimore/ she used to love me[
don't no more," and "I gotta giri in Kansas City/ She can't
cook but she sure is pretty."

Most men spent their lives on the bottom level of
railway construction, which offered little upward mobility.
The men often trained their future foremen. Bosses along
with women, became the subject of worksongs. Lines
such as "Bossman drink a bottle of gin/ Now he can't tell
Where's he been" and "My captain treats me mean/ Don't
give me time to eat my beans" represented typical views
of the bossman's position.

Most of the members of the Lining Bar were descen-
dents ofrailway workers and some had spent many years
themselves working the tracks. When railroad construe-

Buffalo Tom
rocks UMass
By ROLAND COGGIN
Collegian Staff

Buffalo Tom
Student Union Ballroom
Friday, October 2, 1992

Friday was notjust another weekend night for the five
hundred people who came to see Buffalo Tom. It was a
chance to see one ofthe most inspiring bands around and
make friends with fellow sweaty music lovers. Buffalo
Tom got to play for their old school, J Mascis wandered
through the crowd and everyone went home smiling.

The first opening band Coffee played to the slowly
filling ballroom and sounded good for a band that is just
starting to mature. Their cover of CSNVs "Ohio" was
impressive.

The nextopeningband Come got the crowd's attention

,

but most people were reluctant to let themselves go to
songs they have never heard before. The only way to hear
Come ison compilations until their firstalbum is released
in November on Matador Records.

The Lining Bar Gang re-enacts the h.story of ra.lroad cadence songs dur.ng a performance on^SSo^rz'^^'^'""'

tion was in its heyday, a man could spend thirty to fifty
years working at the same job. The work was hard and
required coordination skill as the cadencies suggest.

Storyteller Dylan Pritchett followed the Lining Bar
Gang's performance with humor and music. His two
folktales wove proverb with wit. One such proverb reads,
"He who asks the question cannot avoid the answer."

The moral came after a tale offamine and a man who
seeks a magic drum that will yield food and make him
popular. The old man disobeys the wise old woman and
causes the death of his village.

Though the stories use traditional African archetypes
such as famine/drought and the wise woman, a modern
audience can still find relevance, for the stories speak of
timeless truths about vanity, jealousy, greed, and love.

The second story is appropriate for our times in that it

deals with love, ignorance and hateful prejudice. Ayoung
girl falls in love with a fish (yeah, a fish) who gives her
fresh water for her family. The father and brothers
discover the shall we say, bi-cultural marriage and kill
the fish. In spite ofthis, the lovely girl bears many ( water-
lily) children of her beloved.

Mr. Pritchett involved the crowd with his demon-
stration ofAfrican music. Clapping our hands, we expe-
rienced the rhythm and tonality ofAfrican music. At the
end of his performance, Dylan Pritehett explained the
importance of African storytelling and music: "If we
forget these things, they will die".

These things will not be forgotten, at least on this
campus, ifstudents and faculty visit the Augusta Savage
Gallery and encourage events such as the Lining Bar
Gang to return to the area.

the
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Cybex
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ I 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $ 1 5
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.^

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffci served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch seized Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 l:30-5pm - $3.25

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TONIGHT

Boston's Best Comedians

Rich Ceisler
A^^ ...

Kevin Knox
9:00 pm -$2.00 cover

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10BelchertownRd.atRt.9,Amherst 2564)252

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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Buffalo Tom
continued from page 7

Their set was short, and they played on borrowed
equipment, but the performance was enough to get people
excited about the band's future.

Lead singer Thaha Zedek lived up to her reputation
for eerie charisma and stage presence. She probably had
a rough day and she didn't try to hide it with a smiling
stage face.

Come didn't just play songs, they shared a part of
themselves and it was captivating. They are really noisy.

but in every song there was a little beauty that found a

way through the feedback.

When I talked to Come's guitarist after the set, his

quotable quote was "New record. Get it."

When Buffalo Tom opened with "Birdbrain" the ball-

room started to churn like a beaten-up wash machine on
spin cycle; it was bound to be a fun evening. They sounded
great right from the beginning and their ability to play on
people's emotions is even stronger live than on their

records. Their songs are beautiful and they did them
justice; all three of them poured their hearts out.

The crowd gave back energy, dancing hard, singing

NOW IN PAPERBACK-THE BOOK THAT

^As groundbreaking as Simone de Beauvoir's

The Second Sex and Betty Friedan's

TheFeminine Mystique!'
—Laura Shapiro, Newsweek

"Backlash is the right book at exactly the
ri^nt tlin6t«««This trenchant, passionate, and lively book
should be an eye-opener even for feminists who thought they

understood what has been going on."

—Elaine Showalter, front page, Los Angeles Times Book Review

"Invigorating and thorough...[A] bracing look at

the counterassault in our society on women's progress over the

last decade." —Ellen Goodman, New York Times Book Review

"Backlash is a must-read for women across
the IlRtion^^ —Eleanor Smeal, President,

The Fund for the Feminist Majority

"Spellbinding and frightening, this book is a
wake-up call to the men as well as the women who are struggling

to build a gender-respectful society"

—Robert Reich, author of The Work ofNations

More than 8 months on the
New York Times bestseller list!

along and smiling. "Mosh" is a dirty word at a Buffalo

Tom show; people just dance without getting uptight

about stepping on toes or bumping into each other. There

was no angst, just release — and if felt great.

When Bill Janovitz introduced a song from the first

album as "a song we wrote while going to school here," the

band and audience grew closer. It was nice to see Buffalo

Tom was having fun, too, and they played for a long time.

The three song encore didn't seem like an obligation,

instead it was the finishing touch to an amazing show.

Buffalo Tom is a band that deserves the attention and
it is hard to imagine them not getting huge. They have

the important talent of improving with each album and
a style that should touch all fans of good music. Their

songwriting and passion for playing rivals anyone's, but

they don't seem likely to let the rock star life get to their

heads; to us they'll always be three UMass guys who keep
making people really happy with their music.

RE LAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 Gatehouse Road

256-6446

This 3 session

program (classes

one week apart)

includes Information

on exercise, some
anatomy, massage,

treatment options,

posture tips and pain

relief methods.

!

Wednesday. October 21. 28 and November 4

6:00-8:00 p.m.
University Health Center

Physical Therapy Dept. (ground floor)

Call UHS - Health Education for information and registration.

549-2671 XI 81. $10.00 deposit required for registration but
will be refunded upon completion of all three sessions.

Available wherever books are sold

ANCHOR BOOKS
A division ot BanMrn DouDieday DeH Publishing Group Inc

Judicial Advisors
Program

in cooperation with the Dean
of Students, is ^cepting applications

for the fall 1992 sct^estcn

Training will take &ce on October 21
from 7 to 9 In the campus center

Applications will be accepted at both the
Student Government Attorney General's

Olfice at m Student Union and the Dean of
Sttldcitt's office H 227 IVhltrtiftrt.

Aplllcatlons are due on October 13th at 5pm

For more Information, call 5450341.
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PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans
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Dana Dorman
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Menu
The UMjss Dining Commons will be serving lood to siudenls parlicipaling

in the meal plan lor a good deal d' the day today. The D.C.'s will open
somelime very early in the morning and sray open lor a while. Then they'll

close, hut not tor long because they have to reopen. Alter a couple hours
they'll close again and clean the whole place" up again, but just like an hour
alter thai a bunch oi people will start lining up and they'll open it again. When
the people slop coming, the D.C.'s get closed up lor good and a bunch oi

people who work there shut everything oil and straighten the whole place up
so it will be ready in the raofning.

See tomorrow's Collrf;ian for rmve about these ongoing D.C. activities.

The opinions (.xpa-sstKl on this page .in- ihosc of the cartoonists and do n«>t necessarily reflect the views ot the Collcfii.ui or the University

Quote of the Day
"Whatever it takes."

- New England Patriots

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): li

entertaining this week, Ik- sure to

inclueci one or two people who can
Ixjosi your career. A noney-nijking

proposition couM he part ot the pic-

ture. Go slow It romaiice hits a snag.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Cir-

cumstances conspire lo bring greater

balance to your lite, An unconven-
tional person aids you in a |X'rsonal

((uc'st. Reluse lo be ruslied into mak-
ing long-range goals.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Do
not expect l<x> much troni your male
or a close business associate this

morning. Coo(X'ral ion may Ir' in short

supply. Talking things over with a

I'riend will give you a whole new
perspective.

CANCER (|une 2I-)uly 22):

Someone may try to soil you a hill oi

goods in connection wiih a tascinat-

ing scheme or investment. Do not

buy it. Wishlul thinking could Ik' your

undoing. Take things slow in romance.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): a cash
shortage or pinch-penny attitude may
Ix- the reason lor a loved ones long

tace. Unless you act sympathetn
,

romance coulcJ lake a nose dive. Plan

a S|)ecial Ireal lor the weekend.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 221: To-

day brings you a chance to remain
quietly in the background and ac-

complish a lot with hardly any luss.

Close attention to cJomeslic and li-

nancial mailers will benclil you.

LIBRA (Sept, 2.3-Oil. 221: Well-

chosen words olcommitmenl will gci

you lurlher with your steady day than

a lot ot' whis|X'red sweet nothings.

Kely on lamily iiK'mlKTs, not your co-

workers, lor emotional sup|X)rt

SCORPIO (Oct. 2i-Nov. 21):

Teamwork in connection with
properly repairs or a business
transaction will yield some surpris-

ing rewards. People who share your
values gain a clearer understanding
ot your motives.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Der.
2 1 ): Only you < an dec ide whal is

right or wrong tor you .Vllhcxr^hollK-rs

may not understand your ctec ision al

iirsi, ihey eventually will lome
around.

CAPRICORN (IXk . 22-|an. 19):

Routine activities prove surprisingly

satislying today. A business trip i oulcl

prove C|uile prolitable. The evening
hours are excelleni lor romaiK 0. Show
your lender side.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Fel). 181:

Concentrate on the promotiDn.i! and
advert ising as(x-( I s < ii your work Your

(wrsonality is a hig plus. You will l)c

even more popular alter tonight. Re-

examine your intimacy needs.

PISCES (Feb. 1<)-March 201; Con-
centrate on .1 "top priority" projei I in

the morning hours. You may run into

some delays this alternrxMi. 0|xmi your

Ix-art lo a trusted iriend. A call in the

evening will Ik- the wrong numl)er.

AC MOSS
1 fisherman's
milieu

5 Sign of healing

9 — de bourree
12 Sweeten the

pot

13 — breve
14 Conductor

Dorafi

1 7 Solemn servant

19 Siorra —
20 Musical Sign

21 Public spat

23 DNA's relative

24 Anger
25 Come in last

27 Mnr
29 Macho
31 Uses a credit

card
32 Dutch uncles

33 Gram or graph
le.id in

3(i linport.Tiil

Virginians

37 Puts al a

disadvantage
40 Hoarlrost

4? Mile High St

43 Pastry tray item

4 7 Playwright

Raltigan

49 Valerie Harper
role et al

51 Wakens
52 Being Lat.

54 Japanese
apricot

55 Wire measure
56 Range
58 Apartment

manager's |Ob
60 Avoid

62 Crude girl

64 19th cen
French
historian

65 Small rodent

66 Suit lo —
67 Banned

insecticide:

Abbr
68 Capri, lor one
69 Jumble

DOWN
1 Certain verb

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

2 Passage ot

time

3 Place for

knicknacKs
4 Stable wear
5 Playwright

Shepard
6 Before action

or act

7 Wonderland
visitor

8 Ordered
9 Ashen fellow

10 Donkey, in

France
1

1

Attic's purpose
1

5

Namesakes of

a famed orphan
16 King and

Edward
18 Raggedy Ann,

for one
22 Medical

building in C
26 -- (le tioeuf

28 Magician's

word
30 Molecular

compound
31 Mine product

34 Gambling need
35 "— on for ever"

38 Crooked chap
39 Craggy hilts

40 Experience
again

41 The Emerald
isle

44 Be a Ian

45 Name of eleven
kings of Egypt

46 Certain

flies

4 7 Circus star

48 Civil War letters

50 Not his

52 Wallaroos
53 Play lor lime
57 DLIII X II

59 Susiana
61 June celeb
63 Spot

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

6/ 13/02

1 1 1 4

1
i • 7 1

1

I 11 II

l> 11 14 t« tt

1? II II

7i 71 n I >3

t*

II

n n }> n

?t ^^^H"
3! 33 34 35

31

31^ 31 31 IM^I
1 — 41 4? I^ 44 a «•

«l 41 41 M

SI ^U 13 M

u I H 17 M M
H 11

1

it 13

1
M H M

• 1 M M
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Recycle this Collegian
excitement

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN

RANDOM
DRAWING!

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!
Wm A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

Til TUESDAY
at

Pearl Street Nightclub

Saturday, October 1 0th

continued from poge 3

voice heard and show the (University of

Massachusetts) administration and the

residents of Amherst that students are

concerned citizens who are going to be

watching them too," he said.

Students can vote from 11:15 am to 7

pm. Northeast and Sylvan residents vote

at the Worcester Dining Commons. Or-
chard Hill and Central residents vote in

the Hampshire Dining Commons.
Southwest-North residents vote in the

Berkshire Dining Commons. Southwest-
South residents vote in the Hampshire
Dining Commons. Commuter students
vote outside the Hatch. Greek students
vote at the Newman Center.

"Hopefully this year's candidates will

be committed and dedicated enough to

work for both semesters," said Poster.

^^.
'TIL TUESDAY TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

1

Name

Phone #

i/t

i_'

Must be at least 1 8 years old to enter. Tickets are non-relur>dable
Drawing to t>e held on Thursday. Oaober 8. 1992 No entries will be reoeved after 330 PM on 10/8/92.
Collegian slatf are not eligible to enter Winners will be contacted by telephone
Drop oft entnes at Collegian business window. 1 1 3 Campus Center (basement). UMass Amherst
Winners are responsible tor picking up tickets at the Collegian office betore 3 30 pm on Fnday. October 9.
Only one entry per person will be accepted Only ofliaal entry form from newspaper will be accepted

A
An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities

year or semester of undergraduate study im
mcrscd in the life and cuJture of Florence. The pro-
gram combines university courses with individual
tutorials and language study and, for students of
the arts, work with Italian artists. c a D A T-T
For infomudon and an application: 0/\_ivr\_rl

Sarah Lawrence CoUcgc In Florence LAWRENCE
Broruvillc, New York 10708 COLLEGE

A

RESTS ON ONE
FINAL BATTLE.

POT YOUR DEGREE
TO WORK WHERE
ra DO A WORLD
OF GOOD

A 6 issue limited series monthly from Marvel

I
Available At:

Same Bat Channel I

Comics • Cards • Qames & Morc|
HdFttpshirc Mall, Hadley Ingelside Mail, Holyoke

586-8775 532-9797

• • -Q^^ o/(^uf^ wf'((^ 0^imcL^mtm . . .

Open Monddy-Saturddy 10dm-9pm Sunday 12pm-5pm|

^' .

Your first job after graduation
should offer you more than just a

paycheck. We can ofler you an
experience that lasts a lifetime.

In Peace Corps, you'll

immerse yourself in a new culture,

learn a new language, receive

training and develop important

skills. . .and help to improve the

lives of others while at the same
time enriching your own.

In science or engineering.

education, agriculture, health, the

environment, and many other

disciplines. Peace Corps projects

around the world are bringing

help to where it's

needed... in /'^E
more than 70 /4c^
countries in

Latin

America, Asia,

Africa, and

Central Europe.

GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING
Wednesday, October 7

Campus Center Room 804-08

7:00p.m.

Contact UMASS Peace Corps Representatives Celeste Landon & Tom Akin
for information about tfie experience of a lifetime - PEACE CORPS!!!
UMASS PEACE CORPS OFFICE • 12 Draper Hall • Tel. 545-2105

TONIGHT

Boston's Best Comedians

Rich Ceisler
^4^ ...

Kevin Knox
9:00 pm -$2.00 cover

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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Luke
continued from page 12

waukee caught fire and caught Baltimore in mid-
September and came within two games ofcatching
Toronto. Cleveland surprised many by winning the
battle for fourth place among New York, Boston
and Detroit.

The AL West saw Minnesota follow the lead of
Toronto, but somehow after injury upon injury,
Oakland managed to stay within striking distance!
They won the division by doing what every man-
ager tells a second-place team: let's sweep 'em and
never look back. Minnesota never recovered after
Oakland won 7 of 8 games against them in late
July/early August. Chicago got very hot in August,
but it was too Httle, too late.

For the first time since 1986, all four divison
leaders are very evenly matched. No team won 100
games, and no team lost more than 70. Pittsburgh
and Toronto were probably the most consistent, yet
Atlanta and Oakland won their divisions by beat-
ing the competition quite convincingly. When it's

this close, a friend ofmine put it quite well when he
said, "You have to go with your gut instinct, rather
than your heart or your wallet."

AL: Oakland vs. Toronto
Toronto would be very wise to analyze how Mil-

waukee was able to sweep Oakland last weekend.
Toronto doesn't have Milwaukee's speed, but they do
have the hot pitching. Oakland needs to get ahead
early and give the game to Russell and Eckersley.
Toronto finished the season strong, while Oakland
has had time to rest and repair. The call? Toronto in
7 games. Both teams have strong playoffexperience,
butToronto's veterans are gamers, they've got home-
field advantage, and the team is hot.

NL: Pittsburgh vs. Atlanta
The Pittsburgh Pirates have won the division

the last three years, yet there is an attitude among
sportswriters that they didn't win the pennant so
much as other teams lost it. Atlanta has won nearly
80 of its last 120 games, but has been cool of late
after fending off Cincinnati's final charge. Atlanta
has incredible starting pitching, but a bullpen full

of should-bes and
has-beens. Glavine hasn't pitched well for nearly 6
weeks, thus giving Pittsburgh a chance. The call ?
Pittsburgh in 6 games.

Luke Erickson is a Collegian staffmember.

OTHER COLLEGIAN SPORTS
STAFFERS' PICKS

Michael Morrissey

Dan Wetzel

Arthur Stapleton

Chris Cuddy
Jeff Crofts

Kevin Herlihy

Dave Scott

Ted Kottler

Caleb Cochran
Jeff Hojio

American

League

Toronto in 6
Oakland in 6
Oakland in 5
Oakland in 7

Toronto in 6
Oakland in 6
Red Sox in 7

Toronto in 7

Oakland in 6
Oakland in 4

National

League

Pittsburgh in 6
Pittsburgh in 6
Pittsburgh in 7

Atlanta in 7

Pittsburgh in 6
Atlanta in 7

Cubs in 7

Atlanta in 6

Atlanta in 6
Toronto in 4
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Red Sox reconstruct for '93:
A look back at a disastrous year and a look ahead
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Correspondent

Before the 1992 baseball season even began, the
Boston Red Sox were already having problems. They had
lost their first baseman, Carlos Quintana, for the season
afler he was injured in a car accident. Their new manager.
Butch Hobson, was already being labeled as the wrong
man for the job. Their franchise pitcher, Roger Clemens,
was late for spring training. This season was doomed
from the very start.

Things only got worse. Wade Boggs, the league's best
hitter for almost a decade, never got into the groove and
finished the season at .259. Ellis Burks, the talented
centerfielder, went down to a back injury in June. Mike
Greenwell was lost for the season after elbow surgery.
Phil Plantier, the promising rightfielder, went into a
slump and was sent to Pawtucket. The Bosox continued
to lose, and finished the season in sole possession of last
place in the A.L. East, 23 games out of first.

It is pointless to try and explain away the 1992 season.
It's behind us, and the smart thing to do is to forget the
season entirely and concentrate on what can now be done
to reconstruct the club for next season.

First things first: Jack Clark is a money pit. He does
nothing to help the team. He should be the first to go.

The next priority should be the infield. Mo Vaughn
wrill never develop into the great player he was touted to
become. Jody Reed wants out. Wade Boggs is no longer
productive, and his attitude on and offthe field is hurting
the team. My advice to Lou Gorman would be to get rid of
all these guys. Get what you can for them.

The Sox should at least be able to get some young
prospects for Boggs, and a package deal involvingVaughn
and Reed could bring a solid player, perhaps a speedy
leadofT hitter. The departure ofVaughn, Reed and Boggs
would still leave the Sox with Scott Cooper, Tim Naehring.
Luis Rivera, John Valentin, and the ever-versatile Steve
Lyons. Without even trading for new infielders, the Sox
could still get by.

Next is the outfield. The Red Sox have too many
outfielders and not enough good outfielders. The starters
for 1993 should be Phil Plantier in right, Ellis Burks in
center, and Bob Zupcic in left. That means Billy Hatcher.
Mike Greenwell,Tom Brunansky , and Herm Winningham
are basically the odd guys out. With Clark gone, the Sox
will need a DH, a job which Bruno could handle quite
well. Winningham can be called upon to pinch hit and
play outfield occasionally.

Greenwell and Hatcher are expendable. Hatcher is

not theanswer to Boston's leadoffdilemma, and Greenwell
is already washed up. The Sox should trade these guys for

a solid number three starter and a young infielder who
can hit well and run well. All of the infield positions are
up for grabs, and the Sox would welcome a promising
youngster, even one who has not proven his worth yet.

I'm expecting big things from the '93 Sox. A healthy
Ellis Burks is a great player, and Phil Plantier will soon
blossom into a premier power hitter. Bob Zupcic is solid
in the field and at the plate. With these guys hitting 3, 4,
and 5 and a couple ofnew guys to hit 1 and 2, the Sox could
improve tremendously on their 73-89 record. Unless they
land Barry Bonds or Kirby Puckett, however, first place
is still a few years away.

Fencing holds own in Buffalo
By MARK VALUTKEVICH
Collegian Correspondent

Last weekend, September 26 and 27, the University of
Massachusetts fencing team travelled up to Buffalo, New
York to compete in an international hosted by the Uni-
versity of Buffalo.

It was a rigorous weekend as the team fenced for
approximately eight hours a day. More than a dozen
teams from around the Northeast and Canada, such as
the host school, Rochester fencing club and Brock Uni-
versity ofCanada made for some tough competition. Yet
through it all, the UMass team showed a very strong
performance after having only two weeks of official

practice.

On Saturday, the men's team sabre placed fourth.
This team was made up of seniors Craig Andrew and Al
Houle andjunior R.J. Ferullo. On the same day the men's
foil team, consisting ofMellisa Santala and JeffChu and
juniors John Weiss and Mark Valutkevich placed fifth.

The following day, team epee placed third and received
the bronze medal. The squad just missed placing second
in the last round of the tournament. The medal winners
were Edward Roaf and "Epee" Jim Silva and junior
James Butrym.

UMass Fencing Fall 1992 Varsity Schedule
October 3 at Boston College
October 11 Alumnae Classic

October 17

October 18

November 7

November 14-

November 21

December 5

15

Five college Open
at UConn Individuals

at Brandeis
Pomme de terre at M.I.T.

Boston College, Boston U.
M.I.T. Invitational

Note: All home meets will be located in Totman Gymna-
sium

Correction
Due to an editing error, a column by Collegian

correspondent Ben Mullaly in October 5's Collegian
was not printed in its entirety. Here are the last 10
lines:

Season Predictions
Patrick Norris

Rangers Detroit

Wash. Chicago
Pittsburgh St. Louis

Adams
Montreal
Boston

Buffalo

Quebec
Hartford

Ottawa

N.J.

Philly

Islanders

Toronto
Minnesota

Smythe
Vancouver
Calgary
Winnipeg
Edmonton
L.A.

Tampa Bay San Jose
Wales Conf. Champs: Pittsburgh
Campbell Conf. Champs: Detroit

Stanley Cup: Detroit

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to Publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSi

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES COLLEGE PIZZA

UPC General committa* meeting
Tonight 10/6at 6:00p.m. in Campus Center
room 174-76. All are welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Graaks and Clubs Raise a Cool
SI.OOO.OO

in just one weeltl

Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

and a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for
cajling 1-800-932 0528 Ext. 65

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta
fc now accepting applications
Deadline is Oct. 14 Aplications are avail-

able in Herter 612

What do you think about the TOC
Come Thur 6:00 Rm 804 Campus Center

AUTO FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette
56 K miles

Needs clutch work
SSOOor B.O.

549-7912

87 FORD ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great car
S2300 O.B.O Sara 542 7963

1979 Triumph Spitfire. Runs great. New
u joints, soft top, brakes, shocks, ignition,

exhaust, radio-tape, perfect emissions.
Needs little body work. S1500/bo. Chris
253 3039.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Opportunity knocks since crime won't.
Products everyone wants. 30 second
demo sells product. 413-499-6739.

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese 36.00
Free Soda with purchase of Large
sub, salad or spaghetti

549 6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointment
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards
Call Mitch at 548 9761

FOR RENT

Fridge Rental Free Delivery 253-9742

Apt. for reduced rent in comtemporary
home prefer non-smoking woman, light

housekeeping, babysitting req'd - S400
First, last, references 665 7052.

For rent nowl 1 Bdrm apt. in Amherst
360/mo hot water incl. Call Laura at

1(508) 765-0037.

FOR SALE

Attention bands and deejays!
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-
ce llent condition. Call Jim, 256-6661.

81 Ford Fairmont w/84 Engine
S3S0 or b/o Call Suzanne at 253-5763.

Roundtrip NY bus ticket
Leave & come back whenever

S35

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

FOUND

Found:
Grey EIMS jacket on the
Campus Center on 9/30/92

CanPeter6^79

Found - Tickets in Envelope near
visitors center. Pick up and identify at

Collegian Business window, 113Campus
Center.

Watch Found near Holdsworth Hall to
claim call 545-1015 and give description.

HELP WANTED

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TIIAVEL

Be on T.V. Many needed for

comniercials. Now hiring all ages. For
casting infOMll (615)^779 71 1 1 Ext. T-458.

Classified Coumer Clerk wanted to
work 12:00- 3:45 on Thursdays. Apply in

person to the Collegian Classifieds desk.
1 03 Campus Center.

Cruise Ships now hinng - Earn S2,000»/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment
program call 1 206-634-0468 ext. CS001

MM. Free Travel and resume
experience!*

Individuals and student organizations
wanted to promote Spring Break, call the
ration's leader. Inter-campus programs
1-800-327-6013.

Postal Jobs Available! Many
positions. Great benefits. Call

1 800-338-3388 ext. P 3306.

Professors, T.A.'s
Is your spouse al home? Property
management position available for them.
Free Amherst apartment plus salary

Responsible for leasing and
administration. Debbie 2560741.

Earn $1,300 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN
380184000

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling You're paid direct Fully guaran-
teed. FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #
MA1SK0H

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260,

Retired teacher offers English Editing,
word processing and tutoring to

international grad students and
non-english majors, 253-3354,

LOST

Lost black backpack please call

665-8164 Reward

Reward lost - small, red glass pendant
w/silver cupidcash for return 549-6086

MUSICIANS

Bassist, drummerneeded: fun, life, jam
Richard 549-8461 gig soon

Guitar Lessons. Berklee Graduate.
534-0163.

PERSONALS

Dave B.

To the man with the

machine and the big

stick. I am worthy'

NR

Diana -

Happy Birthday!!! We're so glad you're
back so we can celebrate it with you ! ! You
know we missed you!
B'ahava
Andie & Lissa

Happy Birthday Keng!
Wishing you well

Have fun

Love JM & THB

Happy Birthday Patty Belle
You're the best bus buddy!

Love, Leslie

Holli

Happy Birthday Have fun
Love - Tenia, Denise
Shannon & Stacey

To the girls that mashed pizza in my face
at Antonios, I'm very sorry about the "C
bomtts; I deserved a slice in the face

SELF DEFENSE

Self defense sprays legal, effective no
permit required. Personal alarms also
available. 413 499-6739 24 hours

SERVICES

Grants, Loans, Scholarships
We find financial aid for every

student regardless of grade point
average or family income. Guaranteed.

1 800-475 2288 ext. 1519.

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with
resumes. Quick service, free advice,
excellent quality and LOW prices IBM
Laser printing service available.

Call Andy al 549-8463.

Students
Scholarships and grants
are available;

minimal qualifications,

S39 Service charge with a guarantee
5869445.

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256-0821

TYPING/WORD PROC.

^•P*" Typed Free laser printout &
cover page, SI SO/lyped page. Brian 546
1795.

WANTED
Eating Disorders: Subjects wanted for
imponani study on bulimia and therapy
45 minute questionnaire sent to you -

confidential and anonymous. Call 586-
8478,

Need cesh? I will buy your baseball
cards. Complete set or single cards.
Call Dave 546 5690.

Wanted Bike
Call 256-0225.

in good condition S7S.
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Sports
Athlete of the Week: Justin Edelman

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

High expectations, whether they are

team-oriented or personal, often lead to

disappointments, if they are out of reach.

But for junior Justin Edelman, his goals

as well as his team's, are well within the

grasp of reality.

"Before the season, I wanted to score

ten goals, and make the all-conference

team with our team being at the A-lO's."

Edelman, a midfielder on the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's soccer team,

scored two goals in the second halfagainst

Siena, giving him the team lead in points

{ 15) and goals (six), as well as the Collegian

Athlete of the Week.
Soccer players start out very young, and

this one is no different. Before high school

sports were even a thought, Edelman was
out on the field in South Orange, N. J.4

When high school came aroimd, he

played three sports for Columbia High,

but his sport was always soccer.

"I played basketball and ran track, but

soccer has always been my sport since I

was really young," said Edelman.
When deciding on college, many high

school athletes look to the "prime-time"

universities that showcase their particu-

lar sport. This could have happened for

Edelman, who lives only 40 miles from
soccer powerhouse, Rutgers University.

"I wanted to go to school as far away
from Jersey as possible. Since one of my
closest friends (who graduated a year be-

fore he did) played here at UMass, I

considered them as my first choice."

Even though Edelman left New Jersey
to come to Amherst, he always anticipates

the trips back to his home state, especially

the games against the Atlantic 10 rival

Scarlet Knights.

I always look forward to playing at

Midfielder Justin Edelman is the Collegian Athlete of the Week. Edelman, a junior Scarlet Kmghts.
communicationsmajor, scored two goals in the Siena game, giving him the team lead in scoring. "I always look forwai

Fall air brings promise of hoop
Some preseason talk on pro and college basketball

Well, now that I'm singing soprano, I can feel the cool Miami is another Atlantic Division club wh

Rutgers. Many of the guys on my club

team backhome are on the team ( Rutgers),

and they like to taunt me by predicting a

loss for us."

This year, when the Minutemen trav-

eled to Piscataway for a Saturday night

clash against Rutgers, Edelman proved

he was a threat to opponents as well as a

bona fide scorer for his team.

He scored a critical goal that helped

UMass tie their archrival 2-2, setting up a

possible rematch between the top two
teams in the A- 10 Championships, also

held at Rutgers.

A high school forward, Edelman con-

verted to midfield when he joined the

Minutemen. He has flourished in this po-

sition because of his speed and offensive

awareness on the field.

Edelman's career here at the Univer-

sity has been marked by changes. From
the near demise of the soccer program to

the dawn of a new age with a new coach,

Sam Koch, he has seen a change within

the team's chemistry, as well as the in-

crease in personnel.

"Since my freshman year, the talent

level has risen greatly. Coach Koch has
really meant a lot to this teeun this season.

He is a player's coach."

A coach always knows his players best,

and Koch feels that Edelman is a vital

part of the Minutemen.
"Justin is a really good player that

makes the offense go," said Koch. When
asked of Edelman's performance on Sat-

urday, he added, "He had an excellent

second half against Siena, probably the

best he has played all year."

Edelman's play has made UMass a

contender in the Atlantic 10, but is quick

to credit his teammates.
"If we play up to our potential as a

team, I don't see a game lefton our schedule
that we can't win."

Well, now that I'm singing soprano, I can feel the cool

fall air bringing the climax of the baseball year, prime-

time of the football season, beginning of hockey, and
most of all the excitement of the upcoming basketball

season.

All the b-ball magazines. Street and Smith, Dick
Vitale, The Sporting News etc., are starting to hit

newsstands right about now. Therefore it is time for me
to donate nearly all of my columns from now on to the
hoopworld.

Jeff

CROFTS
First off. let's look at theNBA and what has happened

so far in the offseason:

In the Atlantic Division:

The Knicks immediately jumped ahead of everyone

else in the Atlantic Divisi'^n with all their wheeling and
dealing.

A starting frontline of Patrick Ewing, Charles
Oakley, and Charles Smith is downright scary. Add
Tony Campbell and Anthony Mason coming off the

bench and you have a frontcourt that has it all, low-post

scoring ( Ewing and Smith), rebounding (everyone except
Campbell ), a good outside shooter ( Campbell), toughness
(Mason and Oakley), and shotblocking(Ewingand Smith).

In the backcourt the Knicks have done a good job in

patching up their one major weakness, outside shooting.

Getting Rolando Blackman for a 1995 first round draft

pick rivals getting Manhattan Island for $22 worth of

trinkets as the steal of all-time. Blackman, along with

rookie Hubert Davis will delight Madison Square
Garden fans with their sweet shooting strokes.

In a minor moveNew York renounced the rights to off-

guard Gerald Wilkins. Wilkins, a major league athlete,

was also a major league headache for Pat Riley with his

unreliable jumper and crazy, sick dog drives to the hoop.

The big questions regarding the Knicks will involve

the readiness ofGreg Anthony to run the offense and
the team chemistry. In those two questions are answered

affirmatively then the rest of the NBA had better watch

out.

As much as I like Shaquille O'Neal and his huge

dunks, I cannot wait to see Ewing school him on the finer

points of the game during their Atlantic Division skir-

mishes.

Finer points like a baseline turnaround jumper, fol-

lowed by a dribble drive to the hole for a facial, followed

by jump hook in the post. O'Neal might very well be the

next franchise player but it's going to take a lot more than

his offensive arsenal of crazy dunks to get him there.

Miami is another Atlantic Division club which has
made a big stride in the offseason. In acquiring John
SaUey from the Pistons, the Heat have made a major
move in toughening up their frontcourt.

Miami , which is supposedly trjdng to deal forHakeem
Olajuwon, has got to settle on their backcourt and
whose playing what. They have too many guards for too

little spots.Steve Smith, Bimbo Coles, Brian Shaw,
Willie Burton, and rookie Harold Minerwill all be

competing for backcourt roles.

In other NBA news:
The Indiana Pacers and Minnesota Timberwolves

swapped small forwards and point guards when the

Pacers sent Chuck Person and Michael Williams to

Minnesota in exchange for Sam Mitchell and Pooh
Richardson.

What to make of this deal? Well, it seems as though
both teams got what they wanted. Indiana got a tough,

unselfish wingman in Mitchell in addition to Richardson,

who will run the club.

Minnesota got some much-needed instant offense in

Person, who has never met a shot he didn't like, and some
much-needed speed in Williams. Williams might have
played his way into the Pacer doghouse with his miser-

able defensive showing against John Bagley in the

playoffs.

Watch forKendall Gill andLarryJohnson toemerge
as the new tag team champions ofthe NBA. Gill is ready

to explode onto the scene as one of the top three guards
in the league, end of story. As for Johnson, his skills and
charisma make him a leading contender as the torch

carrying player for the 90's.

It is time to move onto college basketball:

Nice to see Midnight Madness is scheduled for Hal-

loween this year. Students are just going to be crazy,

rearing to go, anxious for the upcoming season.

I think I'll make lineup projections for the Minutemen.
Up front, you have to start off with 1991-92 Atlantic

Player ofthe Year Harper Williams manning the pivot.

Joining Williams up front should be the versatile Tony
Barbee and sophomore banger Lou Roe.

Addingdepth up front will be Kennard Robinson, the

returning giant Jeff Meyer, sophomore Ted Cottrell,

Tommy Pace and incomingfreshmanDana Dingle, who
could also see some time in the backcourt.

In the backcourt, there are sophomores galore.

Michael Williams will probably man the point with
Jerome MaUoy as his bombing side kick. Derrick
Kellogg, junior Chris Robinson, and possibly Dingle

will all get see some court action.

Next week: More court rumblings and predictions.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

Bucs-Toronto
LCS favorites

Some of you may remember my last baseball

column (Boston-New York World Series?) and will

laugh. Obviously, I was juuuust a bit off. My only

excuse is what every baseball writer will use -

injuries and sub-par performance by several key
players (Only 12 All-Star or Gold Glove players

between the Red Sox, Mets and Dodgers)
1992 was a memorable year for several reasons:

proposed realignment, the firing ofa commissioner,
a new ballpark in Baltimore, the possibility of the

Giants moving out of Candlestick, but what every
baseball fan loves is a good old fashioned pennant
race. 1992 did not disappoint.

Luke

ERICKSON
Minnesota, Toronto, Cincirmati and Pittsburgh

emerged as the early front-runners, with Oakland,
Baltimore, San Francisco, and the New York Mets
close behind.

The NL East race was a battle of mediocrity
until early June. Ailer 51 games, Pittsburgh, St.

Louis and New York all had 27-24 records. New
York turned into the walking wounded, and St.

Louis discovered that one good pitcher (Bob
Tewksbury) cannot carry a team. Montreal made
one of the best decisions for their team and the
sport by making Felipe Alou their manager. Alou
took them out of the cellar and brought them into

a tie into for first before falling flat at the end.
Nonetheless, it showed that a manager really does
have a strong impact on a team's performance, and,
that more minority hirings are on the horizon.

The NL West race was a seesaw between Cin-
cinnati and San Francisco until mid-June when
Atlanta caught fire and never looked back. They
went from fourth place to first in less than a month
by simply winning: at home, on the road, against
the good, the bad and the ugly. San Diego was never
able to get enough pitching to go along with the
hitting, but managed to make the race a three-way
chase for most of the summer.

The AL East race saw Toronto came out of the
gates like the racehorses everyone said they were,
but Baltimore was hot on their hooves and follow-

ing the .650 pace. The remaining five teams
struggled to stay over .500, until July, when Mil-
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Tutu calls for equality, justice and peace
Speech inspires many
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

In addition to being inspired by Archbishop Desmond
Tutu's speech which urged all people to come together
and oppose racism, students who attended the event also

felt his visit to the University was perfect timing.

"The message he presented was right on time," said

Thomas Simpson, a junior economic major, who reflected

upon a more tense racial climate here on campus since

the Rodney King trial and recent harassment against a
Black Resident Assistant in Southwest.

"He's letting the students know we have to come
together. We're destroying our future," said Simpson,
who said he especially liked Tutu's emphasis on humanity
and the idea that ifone group is oppressed, no one is free.

"Racism must be gone," said Simpson, who thought
the speech was "very inspiring." From an economic
standpoint, Simpson said if society is to work together
effectively to its potential, no one can be oppressed.

Junior economics major Edward Wiredu said his talk

about the absurdity ofracism "really hit a lot ofpeople the
right way."

"And hopefully people understood what he was saying,

and that the fight against racism is notjust for Blacks or

Whites, or Asians —it's for all people," said Wiredu.
Fabiola Narcisse, President of the UMass Black Stu-

dent Union found his speech "very enlightening and
uplifting."

"It heightened our awareness to the injustice [of rac-

ism 1 and we need to do something about it," said Narcisse.

"Eventhough the struggle in Africa continues, the struggle

Turn to SPEECH, page 4

Kidman films new
thriller in Amherst
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Many members of the community
are excited that the filming of the sus-

pense-thriller movie starring Nicole

Kidman and Bill Pullman is taking
place in Amherst.

But some University of Massachu-
setts students have managed to land a

small part as an extra in the film,

tentatively titled, "Damages."
Philip Wen, a senior economics ma-

jor, said, "It's very exciting to see what
goes on behind the scenes first hand."

Wen said in order to be cast as an
extra he went to the try-outs at Smith
College about three weeks ago. "The
casting director, Raquelle Osborne,
talked to me for five seconds, took my
picture and said she would call me back
if she could use me."

AccordingtoWen, an estimated 1000

people tried out for the part ofan extra

and only about 100 to 200 people were
called back to be in the film. "I think the
casting director was looking for a cer-

tain college look," he said.

Kristen Cartee, a senior psychology

major, said it was exciting to be cast in

the film at first, butnow she realizes she

isn't going to have a big part in the film.

"When I called the casting director to

see if I got the part she told me if I had
a car I could be an extra," Cartee said.

Wen said in the first scene he did, he
had to casually walk down a street with

Cartee. "I worked for three hours on
that one scene and I will only appear in

the film for a matter ofseconds," he said.

"When I told my parents I was going

tobe in amovietheywere excited because

I would be earning money," said Cartee.

She earned $40 for three hours work
and $15 because she brought her car to

Turn to FILMING, page 10

Calls racism 'blasphemous'
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Calling for an end to all forms of racism. Archbishop
Desmond Tutu emphasized the equality of all people as

he addressed the University ofMassachusetts yesterday
afternoon at the Fine Arts Center.

"Each one of us is of infinite worth, because each of us
are created in the image of God," he said.

Bishop Tutu was the winner of the 1984 Nobel Peace
Prize. His visit was sponsored by the Episcopal Chaplaincy
at UMass and is the first stop on a 10-day national tour.

Proceeds from the lecture will be used to benefit the
Bishop Tutu Fund, a scholarship program aimed at

helping Black South Africans to study abroad in the
United States and Britain.

The event opened with an introduction by the Rev.

Christopher Carlisle, Episcopal Chaplain at UMass, in

which he gave a biographical account of Tutu's life and
struggle against the apartheid system of government in

South Africa.

Following the introduction was a musical performance
by the Barwa singers, a group ofSouth African students,

and Amandla, a vocal choir from Greenfield, Mass.,

singing political songs from the anti-apartheid movement.
Tutu began his presentation by thanking those present

for their role in the fight against apartheid, citing the

significance of recent student movements that have put
pressure on the United States to maintain economic
sanctions against the South African government.

"There will be victory for all of us in South Africa,

Black and White together. Thank you for your contribu-

Turn to TUTU, page 8

Memorial Hall occupied
Teach-in protests Columbus Day
By DAVID LAFONTANA
Collegian Correspondent

Approximately 20 students occupied

Memorial Hall yesterday afternoon in

protest of the Columbus Day holiday. The
group, calling themselves Students for

Education, are protesting the "celebra-

tion"ofColumbus Day and violence against

women of color.

Instead ofcelebrating, the group hopes
to spend the day educating, making the

holiday an official "Day of Education" and
hold workshops on "500 years ofviolence".

With UMass police and security keep-

ing watch at the building's entrances, the

protesters kept their vig^l, talking to

passing students with a speaker and
playing Malcolm X speeches out the sec-

ond story window.
In a letter to Governor Weld the group

spoke out against what they felt was an
"immoral" holiday.

"The state of Massachusetts must dis-

continue the tradition of celebrating Co-

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Archbishop Desmond Tutu at UMass yesterday.

lumbus Day as a holiday," said the letter.

The letter wenton to compare the discoveiy

ofAmerica with apartheid in South Africa

and the Jewish Holocaust.

The group is asking for 40 scholarships

for low income women ofcolor and the set-

up ofa program that aids students ofcolor.

"We're not taking over the building,

we're holding a teach-in, and we're com-

municating with the people, with the

community at-large, the fact that we aren't

celebrating Columbus Day," said group
member Cara Lee Birch. "The University

has failed to respond to the needs of mi-

norities, particularly women of color."

The group expressed anger at the fact

that there were little or no resources on
campus for women of color.

"Basically, what were asking is that

the state not recognize Columbus Day as

a holiday, because for people of color in

America and all over the world it's not a
celebration," said Birch.

As for people passing by, interest in the

Turn to COLUMBUS, page 4

Idaho gunmen plead innocent

SETH KAYE / COLLbUIAN

Nicole Kidman, second from left, strolls on the set of her new film, Damages.

BOISE, Idaho (AP)- Two northern Idaho

men pleaded innocent Tuesday to charges

in a 10-count federal indictment alleging

murder, conspiracy, assault and firearms

violations surrounding a bloody August
standoff.

Randy Weaver, 44, and Kevin Harris,

25, were arraigned before U.S. Magistrate

Larry Boyle on revised charges a grand
jury handed up last Thursday. Most ofthe

counts were consolidated from earlier in-

dictments.

The charges stem from Aug. 2 1 gunfight

and resulting 11-day siege at Weaver's
mountaintop cabin near Naples. Deputy
U.S. Marshal William Degan was killed in

the shootout and Weaver's wife and 14-

year-old son died later.

Boyle scheduled a trial for both men to

begin Oct. 26 before U.S. District Judge
Harold Ryan. Attorneys involved said they

expected to be ready to begin on schedule.

The trial could take up to six weeks.
Both Weaver and Harris are being held

without bond in the Ada County Jail.

Weaver pleaded innocent Tuesday to

charges of aiding and abetting firsl-degi'ee

murder, conspiracy, two counts of assault-

ing federal officers, three fireamis viola-

tions, failure to appear in court on a 1990

firearms charge and committing crimes

after being released by a federal magistrate

on other charges in January 1991.

Ifconvicted, he faces the death penalty

or life in prison on the charges of aiding

and abetting murder and five years in

prison and a $250,000 fine on the con-

spiracy count. Weaver could receive an-

other five years and $250,000 fine for

failure to appear, 10 years and $250,000
on each of the assault charges and two of

the three firearms counts, five years and
$250,000 on the third firearms charge.

Turn to IDAHO, page 8
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Wednesday, October 7, 1992
Information— Peace Corps hasjobs for graduates and

will be available to speak vnth students at an information
table and film seminar today at 7 p.m., in Campus Center
Room 804-808. Interviews will be held tomorrow atMather
Career Center. For more information call 1-800-648-8052.

Wanted— The Newman Center needs book donations
for a used book sale. Drop ofTatNewman Center between
8 a.m. and 9 p.m. daily.

Services — Hillel House will be hosting Yom Kippur
Services from 7 - 10 a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
All are welcome.

Fund-raising — The University Library is holding a
fund-raiser. BringM&M Mars and Hershey wrappers to
containers at the library, University stores, or Munchy

UMass Police Log

stores by October 10.

Thursday, October 8, 1992
Assembly — Hillel House will be hosting a Sukkah

Assembly at Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant Street in
Amherst at 6:00 p.m.

Film— The Civil Engineering Department is hosting
"Skyscrapers: Time and Money," the second video of a 5-

part series. The video will be shown from 3 - 4 p.m. in the
Gunness Student Center Conference Room.

Meeting — The first meeting of the Institute for the
Healing ofRacism will be held at 7 p.m. at room 165 ofthe
Campus Center. All are encouraged to attend.

Meeting — There will be Al-Anon meetings every
Thursday from 12 noon to 1 p.m. in the Campus Center
room 802. Al-Anon is confidential and free.

Compiled by Michael Day
Koconl incident rt'iordt'd by ihe University's Depanment of Public Safety.

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax: (413) 545-1592

• A chemical explosion in the Lederle Research Tower
classroom injured a student on Monday evening, sending
shards of glass flying through the room.

Naoki Yoshioka, 29, received lacerations to his face
after his chemical experiment exploded at approximately
11 p.m., according to Don Robinson, an official with the
Environmental Health & Safety Department.

Yoshioka, a visiting scholar from Japan, was rushed
to Cooley Dickinson Hospital by an Amherst Fire am-
bulance. He was treated and released from the emergency
room late Monday evening, hospital officials said.

Health officials were called in to survey the damage
and cleaned up the shattered glass and chemical spill.

"We're investigating the cause of the explosion now
through use ofthe notes that were kept," said Robinson.

• A man reported to police that he dropped his calcu-
lator in Melville Residence Hall Monday night and wit-

nessed another person picking it up. That person denied
having possession of the calculator.

After Housing officials investigated the 9:30 p.m.
incident, the calculator was recovered and returned to
the owner.

• University police received a report ofstolen laundry
from a woman in Cance Residence Hall on Monday
evening. The woman reportedly placed her clothes in a
washing machine and returned to find them stolen. The
value of the stolen clothes is approximately $430, ac-
cording to poHce.

• Staff" members at the Telephone Center reported
damage to the main door of their equipment building
Monday morning. According to police, the damage, be-
lieved to be caused by a rock thrown at the door, was
estimated at $40.

Eat some paste.

Haste makes waste.
Gimme a slap in the

face - yikes!

Is this coffee laced?
The Collegian: A little bit ugly now.

Meter readers hit by corruption charges
By TO^fY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON- In a city where empty parking spaces are
about as common as a Red Sox victory and parking
tickets seem to be on every other windshield, accusations
of corruption among meter readers are making news.

Ten of the city's meter readers have been accused of
accepting free meals in exchange for ignoring parking
violations in front of downtown businesses, or of falsify-
ing tickets in order to cover up extended lunch breaks.

Last month, the 10 were suspended while the city
mulled disciplinary action.

But union officials have cried foul, charging that the

city hired a private undercover investigator to spy on the
meter readers, and that the detective went so far as to
date one of them.
Now some accused employees are threatening to sue,

and the union says it will take the matter to an arbitra-
tor.

The issue has special meaning in Boston's congested
downtown, where finding a parking space can be a blood
sport and keeping the meter pumped with quarters is an
acquired skill.

"Some ofthem [meter readers] are nice, but they'll get
you," said Steven Perlberg, a salesman who parks down-
town regularly. "You walk around here and youll see a
ton of tickets. It's brutal."

honvne je c)ecouiTe cjiuvic) Uje niejure

avec I'okttacle.

Man discovers himself when he measures himself against an obstacle.

Antoine de Saint-Exupery (1900-1944)
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Racial incidents anger
campus, administration

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
LtT IT BE - Chris Stroffolino, graduate Creative Writing student, tickles the ivories on

the steps of the Unitarian Meetinghouse in Amherst.

By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

Students and administrators at the
University of Massachusetts are con-
demning the recent wave ofracial attacks
against students ofcolor as campus police
continue their investigation.

Arlens Barosy, the Resident Assistant
on the 17th floor of Washington tower,
found his hall defaced with racial slurs
and human excrement this weekend.

Jen Wood, president of the Under-
graduate Student Government, was ap-
palled by the apparent personal attack
against the Black RA.

"This is horrible. The racist behavior
exhibited by the perpetrators ) must not
be tolerated at any expense," said Wood.
"This oversteps the barrier. It's blatant
racism and ignorance."

Wood, who questions why no arrests
have been made so far, feels RAs do not
have the adequate resources or support to

enforce the rigid "no alcohol" policy within
the dorms.

'The RAs should not be placed in the
position to enforce university policy," said
Wood. The attack on the RA was appar-
ently sparked by a previous incident where
the RA was physically assaulted for ask-
ing a group of White males to dump out
their open containers ofalcohol, according
to police records.

The SGA president also believes that
student organizations should respond
positively and aggressively to this incident.

"Student groups need to solidify and
join together to put pressure on the ad-
ministration in order to come up with
ways to positively resolve this problem, "

said Wood.
Students are planning a rally Thursday

OTWA director looks to unify UM
Acosta hopes students feel welcome at University

night to raise awareness about these re-

cent attacks.

Thomas B. Robinson, recently-ap-
pointed vice chancellor for student affairs,

said many forms ofharassment have been
aimed at Resident Assistants ofcolor since
the beginning of the semester.

"This disturbing behavior has no place
on campus," said Robinson in a letter

obtained by the Collegian. "In a commu-
nity which strives to recognize and respect
the freedom and dignity of every human
being, acts of intolerance hurt all of us."

Robinson said the University will use
campus disciplinary means and the court
system to punish those involved. In addi-
tion, writes Robinson, "student hosts will

be held responsible for the behavior of
their guests."

Nelson Acosta, director of the Office of
Third World Affairs, believes this problem
must be addressed immediately by the
administration in order for students to

feel assured that their concerns are being
appropriately handled.

"This racial incident must not be tol-

erated by students or the administration
if this is allowed to continue to divide this
community," said Acosta. "Let us ac-
knowledge that racism is a social disease
and should be treated as such."

Alison Roberge, a freshman English
major, was shocked by the recent incidents
of racial attacks and graffiti.

"I'm absolutely disgusted," said
Roberge. 'This is something the University
must deal with immediately through
educational and safety policies."

Jack Luippold, the recently-appointed
director of Public Safety, said the depart-
ment is investigating the reports of graf-
fiti "of a racial nature."

Turn to RACISM, page 10

By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

The director ofthe University ofMassachusetts Office
of Third World Affairs is taking the initiative to reorga-

- nize and set into motion the theme of unity spearheaded
by its new director.

Nelson Acosta, the present director, sees new life

coming into the organization and hopes that students
truly feel they have a place that welcomes them.

"I am here for the students in hopes to share my
knowledge and experience with students who are in
transition," said Acosta.

The mission of the office is to assess the quality of life

in the residence halls such as public safety and cultural
programming, for example.

Acosta believes this presents an exciting challenge to
the OTWA team.

This is a tremendous task and requires lots ofenergy
and input from the team," said Acosta.

Acosta feels there is a strong need to bring unity
among students ofdifferent nationalities and cultures on
this campus.

"We need to develop student leaders, that will pro-

mote unity and cooperation within the campus commu-
nity," said Acosta.

Acosta also believes that educating students from a
Third World perspective is imperative to having an
impact on the campus community.

The office is planning a student leadership conference
next semester where student representatives of their
unique cultures can come together and have constructive
dialogue.

"This is a way to start building alliances and stronger
leadership skills that are necessary to address pertinent
issues and meeting future challenges," said Acosta.

He also believes that there is a need to be conscious of
"who we are in the community."

"There must be a family to be identified with on this
campus. We must represent a chain linked to the past
and connected with the future," said Acosta. "An extended
family is most appropriate, students need to create stron-
ger bonds with the University and faculty."

Acosta earned his bachelor's degree in sociology and a
second degree in legal studies at the University of Mas-
sachusetts.

A native of Puerto Rico and well respected within the

Turn to ACOSTA, poge 4

Women seek shelter with local program
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

Womanshelter/Companeras in Holyoke provides
programs to assist women and children who are battered
in the Greater Holyoke-Chicopee Area.

"Women call the 24-hour hotline because they need to

talk," said Edith Jennings-Wigfall, the Volunteer pro-

gram coordinatorofWomanshelter/Companeras. "Women
call if they are being battered and sometimes women
aren't sure if they are being battered."

Jennings-Wigfall said women will often call to find out

what their rights are, how to become involved in support

groups and how to find shelter and services.

Some of the programs the shelter offers are a 24-hour

hotline, shelter in a confidential location, support groups

and community education programs.

The 24-hour hotline is currently run by 80 trained

volunteers. Jennings-Wigfall said the volunteers play a

big part in working with the women and children, getting

women involved in support groups and policy-making for

the shelter.

"The emergency shelter houses up to eight women and

16 to 18 children for six to eight weeks," stated Jennings-
Wigfall. She said the shelter does not put anybody out on
the street, is handicapped accessible and assists thewomen
in making their next move. Jennings-Wigfall said the
support groups are available through the 24-hour hotline
and occur once a week. She said childcare is not presently
available, but women are welcome to bring their children.

The community education program through
Womanshelter/Companeras is another way the shelter
gives to the surrounding community. The Teen Dating
Violence Program is part of the community/shelter ex-
change. The volunteers in this program make 45 minute
presentations for people 13-years-old and up concerning
violence and their dating relationships, said Jennings-
Wigfall.

"The presentations in the Teen Dating Violence Pro-
gram explain different kinds ofviolence in co-ed groups,"
said Jennings-Wigfall. "Date rape is discussed, how to

say no, verbal abuse and when a boy is being controlling."

Womanshelter/Companeras served 1600 women last

yearand is funded through grants and fundraising events,
such as, their second major auction this summer which
raised five thousand dollars.

Leverett hosts
peace group's
7th birthday
By KELLY GEERS
Collegian Correspondent

Hundreds gathered Sunday in Leverett to cel-

ebrate the seventh anniversary ofthe New England
Peace Pagoda.

The ceremony consisted of worship, including
interreligious worship, speakers and music.

"The past seven years have brought out many
changes in the world," said mistress ofceremonies
Ingrid Askew. Askew noted the world wide changes
that have taken place sirKe the Peace Pagoda
opened seven years ago.

"There is much suffering in the world, much
more than what we see on the 6 o'clock news," she
said. Askew then praised the efforts by Sr. Clare
Carter ofthe Pagoda, as well as the many individuds
who worked for peace.

The ceremonies were opened by Slow Turtle,
Supreme MedicineMan ofthe Wampanoag Nation.

Slow Turtle gave thanks to the Mother Earth
and praised the work ofthe Buddhists who came to

Leverett on sacred land, during his opening prayer.
Prayers were then given in Hindu, Jewish, Chris-

tian, Muslim and Sikh, to accommodate the many
varied worshipers who attended the services.

"The Peace Pagoda rises as a pure prayer," said
John Schuchardt, who gave the Christian sermon.

Ke3mote speakers included Rita Clark, Director
of the Nicaragua-U.S. Friendship office in Wash-
ington D.C.

Clark spoke ofher on-going work on behalfofthe
Nicaraguan people, a nation that is facing a 60-70
percent unemployment rate.

Also speaking, was Ben Swann, community ad-
vocate, educational consultant, and psychologist
from Springfield.

Swann spoke of the positive movements rising
within the urban population.

In his message, Ven. Higai Matsuya, ElderMonk
of Nipponzan Myohoji, called the day, "a Japanese
fine day," noting the beautiful fall weather.

Said Matsuya, "Today we pray for world peace
and celebrate the seventh anniversary ofthe Peace
Pagoda."
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continues here too."

Tutu's speech "touched a chord" in senior economic
major Charles Rubin, who thought "it was a moving
experience." He added that he liked how Tutu spoke in a
spiritual context. "He was very charismatic."

Edward Leonard, a senior engineering major said,"He
was very personal, like a gi-andfather telling a story."

Senior communications major Creston Patterson said
he rushed out to e,ei a ticket the first day and was very

inspired by Tutu's speech.
"He brought the whole community together as a unit,"

Patterson said.

"He's a tribute to humanity," said junior English major
Pamela Sharron. "His message about racism was incred-
ibly articulated. He's a voice that everyone should hear."

Diane Johnson, an Amherst resident, who works at
the Peace Development Fund said she felt he issued an
important challenge for everyone — to combat racism in
their lives.

Columbus
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teach-in seemed low. Most seemed disinterested,

"Go home!" yelled one person. "I just want a day
off," said another, passerby Mark Trulson.

Others, however, agreed with the occupying stu-

dents. "I don't think they should call it Columbus
Day, anymore. He's an idiot." said student Mikhaela
Houston.

Early in the evening, Dan Melley, vice-chancellor

for University Relations and Development, asked
the group to move to the public meeting room on the
building's first floor, but the group refused. Melley
reminded the group that they were in violation of
the Student Code of Conduct.

The group vowed to stay until they received

word from the University and the Governor's office.

Later, the University sent Ombudsperson Janet
Rifkin to talk with the protestors. The Governor's
office had not responded as of press time.

Thomas Robinson, vice-chancellor for Student
Affairs, said, "the University is very concerned
about the issues raised by the students and is

interested in helping to facilitate the teach-in on
Monday."
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CO community, he has contributed a great deal ofhis time
and energy trying to meet the needs of students at large.

Upon graduation, Acosta took on the position of re-

cruitment coordinator for the Bilingual Collegiate Pro-
gram (BCP) from 1983-85, and served as assistant direc-
tor of undergraduate admissions from 1985-1992. He is

currently completing his master's degree in multicultural
curriculum and organizational development.

Acosta lefl his position in an attempt to touch base with
the students atUMass and serve in the capacityofresource
person and give input on matters pertaining to students of
different nationalities and divergent cultures.

Currently, Acosta is researching the possibility of
promoting a yearbook within the Third World commu-
nity and the University.

Acosta is very pleased and equally excited that the
OTWA team has such great potential. He said the Third
World yearbook would include various students and
alumni that have contributed and participated in pro-
moting a positive Third World image on campus.
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Should we be impressed?

A winning fight for change
Allow me, ifyou will, to tell you a story.

It is a story of empowerment, of how fear
of the opposition can be defeated by faith,

of how when you believe in something
strongly enough you can make it happen.
My friend worked in a well-established

restaurant this summer. On the outside
the staff, from the waiters to the chefs,

seemed to be hard-working, professional

people. But as in many cases, the eye was
deceiving. Many male workers took on the
role of the oppressive chauvinist behind
the scenes. Women's names were often

replaced by "baby," "hon" and "sweetie."

Derogatory and demeaning remarks were
a common occurrence. On the occasion of a
Gloria Steinem lectureone waiterobserved,
'These women think they have something
between their legs." Homophobia also lin-

gered in the air, with offensive comments
that only waited to humiliate.

THOMAS
Enraged, disrespected and frustrated,

the women in the restaurant banded to-

gether to fight for respect. Their first step

was to call a meeting headed by the owner
. of the restaurant. Unfortunately, but not
surprisingly, their concerns were brushed
over casually. No great changes were seen.

Still angry, and with belief in their cause,

two women representing the whole sched-
uled a meeting alone with the owner. With
careful organization of their thoughts, in-

cluding the language they would use and
specific examples and requests, the three

met. And things changed. The owner, an-

gry that he had harbored such a disrespect-

ful staff, called a mandatory meeting and
announced loud and clear that this behav-
ior would cease. "We are not animals here!"

he bellowed. He then clearly laid down the
rule that you would either respect and
accept one another or be asked to leave.

Content with the meeting but still wary
over whether things would really change
this time, the women went to work as
usual only to find that their worries would
soon disappear.

Theowner stood by his words and within
two days of the meeting, three male em-
ployees were fired. The atmosphere ofthe
restaurant changed into a healthy, admi-
rable environment. Respect and accep-
tance replaced the ignorance and egos. All

because those who believed in change
fought and won. As she told me this story
me friend said, "It's like a movement,
something's happening."

Yes, a restaurant seems like small scale

compared to a town or city or country. But
what if there were many of these restau-

rants, one in each town, two on each city

block, hundreds in each country? Its not
what size a movement is that can measure
its importance; rather, it is the belief in

that cause that enhances its value. Every
employee on that staff learned a valuable
lesson in respect. Now whenever they take
on a job, they will hopefully take that
lesson with them, maybe even teach it to

others. Others will learn and the move-
ment will grow.

Don't ever letyourselfthinkyour beliefs

don't matter. As students at UMass, we
know too well the effect bureaucracies
have on our beliefs and the motivation
behind them. But you can't back down. As
intimidating as the opposition to your
beliefs may be, don't let them go unheard.
To say that you can't make a difference is

a cop out, for you can, and by following

your beliefs you will.

E.C. Thomas is a CoWegian columnist.

I was walking down a dorm hallway
they other day when something struck me
as odd. I am not a seasoned expert on the
University's policy on dormitory
presentablility, but I thought it a little out
ofthe ordinary that alongside the mysteri-
ous scrawl "NIGRR'S SUCK," someone had
taken it upon themselves to proudly display
their feces on the wall. I wasn't quite sure
what the graffiti was supposed to refer to,

but I thought there might be more appro-
priate ways ofshowing one's support for its

statement than by doing something so. . .

visual. Although I lauded their initiative, I

just thought it was a bit out of place.

Nathan

CRICK
The phrase "Nigrr's Suck" perplexed

me even more though, and to tell you the
truth I felt a little embarrassed that I

didn't know what it meant. If it was sig-

nificant enough for someone to smear fe-

ces on a wall, well, I thought I was missing
out on something big. Hell, if I knew what
it was, maybe I would've even pissed on
the floor a little bit. I didn't know what or
who this Nigrr was. It must have been
some kind ofperson, seeing nobody would
get so excited over, say, a vacuum cleaner
that could suck a nail out of wood. Even
assuming "Nigrr" was a proper name still

didn't clear up just what the word "Suck"
had to do with them.

Did these people have possession of
something called a "Suck?" If they did, it

raised the question ofwhat in devil's name
a "Suck" was. Did it answer who killed

J.F.K.? Was it a new dish detergent that
could clean those pesky stains you get in

plastic bowls when you heat sauce in the
microwave? You'd figure if they were
showing something they'd make it more
obvious, like a billboard that bragged they
had 'The One and Only Nigrr's Fabulous
Suck," with flashing lights and popcorn.
But they didn't. Maybe this Suck referred

to the person's feces; maybe they were so

proud of what they did in the toilet they
had to show the world.

That was overly repulsive, so I contin-

ued to ponder. The only other thing it could

be, assuming the person had the inteUi-

gence to write with correct grammar, was
that this Nigrr was described as "Suck."
I've never heard anyone called Suck, and if

it was complimentary I'd feel pretty bad
nobody ever called me Suck.

Then I sat for a moment, and thought
about 'the kind of person who might be
ignorant enough not to realize it wasn't
proper etiquette to smear crap on the
wall. I sadly realized that this might not
be complimentary at all, but a cruel and
hateful act by someone who didn't have
enough self-respect to accept that anyone
who didn't hide behind cowardly graffiti

and racial slurs wasn't a threat to their

personal growth as entrepreneurial big-

ots.

It made me feel kind of sorry for them.
I mean, it's really pitiful when people do
things in order to make others feel

ashamed of what they are. It's not just
pitiful for that reason either, it's pitiful

because these people actually believe
anyone could really give a damn what a
couple of ignorant clumps of flesh might
think in what constitutes their tiny minds.

Do they think this impresses anybody?
That it's going to make anybody stop and
think, "Hey, you know, maybe Nigrr's DO
suck?" Or that it will make anyone cower
in fear under the unspoken threat that
next time they'll cough up a phlegm globber
on the rug and scrawl "Blak Peepal's
Stnkk" on the bulletin board?

It doesn't matter what they do, they're

not proving anything. Well no, I shouldn't
say that. Anything anybody does holds a
certain value to the world as a whole. To
me, these pitiful creatures show how little

human beings can be worth sometimes,
and it saddens me that events like this

keep pushingmy opinion lower, and lower,

and lower. It makes me want to resign to

the fact that there is no such thing as
natural human dignity, and I think for

them to be able to do that is what really

disturbs us all.

Nathan Crick is a UMass student.

Vandalism is result of ignorance
In response to this past weekend's

incidentin Washington Residence Hall,

we, as both an Area Government and
as individuals, would like to express
our concern for such belligerent conduct
on this campus and in our area.

This issue of racism hits home for a
lot ofus. Whether it affects us directly or

indirectly, the point is that it affects all

ofus whether we choose to acknowledge
it or not. We, as a governing body, speak
out now to express that we neither

condone nor support such appalling ac-

tions as seen in the past and present,

relating not only to racism but anti-

Semitism and homophobia as well.

Finally, for those individuals who
participated in the destruction ofAi'Iens

Barosy's floor in Washington and oth-

ers involved in such perfidious and
abhorrent behavior, we leave you with
this thought: the old adage that al-

though you may think "ignorance is

bliss." you are sadly mistaken, for in

this case it is you who are truly the
unhappy and unfortunate ones.

Jody R. Weinberg
Eric L. Wheeler

Michelle A. William.s

Southwest Area Government

Appreciate diversity
As students, we look around and see many

different cultures. The effort •.ve make to become
aware ofdiverse cultures is our own responsibility.

During the past weeks our ability to accept other

ethnic backgrounds has been tested and some have
failed to meet the challenge. The incidents that

occurred to Arlens Barosy, 17th floor RA in Wash-
ington, reflect the inability of some people to deal

with the mix of races. Not only has the problem
arisen from non-students, but also students who
reside at this institution. This is the problem Jo-

seph Zannini, executive director of Housing Ser-

vices, needs to consider. It is the responsibility of

residents to choose guests wisely.

The people ofauthority need to address this with

seriousness and concern. We are not dealing with

simple vandalism; we are dealing with the civil

rights ofa human being. When we make the decision

to attend a large university that stresses cultural

awareness as UMass does, we take the challenge of

accepting diversity. We must respect those things

that are different than what we're accustomed to.

Wecome to UMass to learn and understand. Through

this we should begin to appreciate differences.

LaVonette Luciano
Joy Curvan
Southwest

EWC programs welcome women of color
I feel an urgent need to respond to Shyamala Ivatury's

article "UM women lack services: EWC counselor seeks

programs for women of color [Collegian, Oct. 1]." As the

primary person interviewed, I'd like to clarify some issues

raised. The slanted tone of this article seems likely to

have the opposite effect, discouraging women of color

from using EWC services.

While staff at EWC are well aware and openly discuss

service gaps in providing services forwomen ofcolor, I don't

agree with Ms. Ivatury's interpretation that EWC has "no

programs that are readily available for women ofcolor and
low-income women."The loss ofwages and the Third World
Women's Program (renamed "Bridge Program") resulted

in a void in programs which specifically serve women of

color. However, all remainingEWC programs are available

for women of color and low-income women, and efforts are

being made to address their specific needs. For example,
the Counseling Program targets for service provision low-

income women with limited or no resources for counseling
(all counseling services, as well as other program services

at EWC, are free). Also, the Counselor/Advocate and
Educator/Advocate Volunteer Training Programs include

the followingtraining sessions: "Anti-Oppression Training,"

"Institutional Oppression of Women of Color and Low-
Income Women," and "Providing Culturally Appropriate
Counseling Services." All EWC programs actively recruit

women of color for staff positions in an effort to increase

multiculturalism within the Center. I did not say that

current EWC programs do not meet the needs ofwomen of

color. I said the C/A Program currently has no bilingual

capability and can't meet the needs of women for whom
English is not the dominant language, so [they I are re-

ferred to other agencies. Although women of color are
actively encouraged to become counselor/advocates, at the
present time the C/A Program has a limited number of
women of color to provide services for women of color who
prefer a woman ofcolor as a counselor. Training ofC/A and
E/A program staff is geared to specifically prepare staff to

work with ALL women, including women of color.

I /lei^er indicated that the C/A application process was
inaccessible to women of color. In fact, I stressed that the
application process had been made accessible through
outreach efforts and specific interview questions regarding
comfort with a multicultural agenda and training which
emphasizes anti-racism.

I am very open to constructive criticism and sugges-
tions for moving forward with EWC's goal of becoming
more multicultural. However, I think it is important to

recognize that EWC does provide essential services for

women of color. We as a staff acknowledge our service
gaps and are working hard to correct them. In the
meantime, destructive criticism such as that reflected in

Ms. Ivatury's article seems only to serve to increase
feelings of alienation among women of color who might
need services available to them through EWC.

Sage Freechild
Counselor/Advocate Program Coordinator

Everywoman's Center
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Alts & Living
This week's best and worst on HSCN
Bv JAMIE GORNSTEIN
< .Ilegian Staff

Welcome to another edition of the Campus Cable
I "onnection! For those ofyou who keep close tabs on this
I olumn, you may have noticed last week that my evil twin
Mike attempted to take credit for my article. Alas, he has
been severely chastised and has sadly returned to his
regular dayjob ofcoordinating outfits for the Husky Boys
department mannequins at Sears. Poor Mike. Anyway, I

have returned and will be bringing you my weekly picks
and pans for good ol' HSCN. Now, here are the movies
that will be shown beginning Wednesday, October 7.

i4pn7Foo/sDay— Deborah Foreman.Griffin O'Neal,
Clayton Rohner. Whoa, all-star, Oscar-winning cast here,
huh" Anyone ever heard ofthese guys before? Me either.
Yep, they act that way, too. A very dry and overworked
plot, attempting to pattern itself after Friday the 13th
and failing miserably. It's a college weekend get-away
with murder and mystery. Whodunit? Whogivesacrap?
Not I. And somebody PLEASE explain the ending to me
if you possibly can. NO STARS.
For the Boys — Bette Midler, James Caan. Poten-

tially excellent movie that just lasts WAY too long and
was obviously trying to win some Oscars. Midler and
Caan are stand-up performers who entertain soldiers
during WWII and stay together through many trials and
tribulations until Vietnam, where there are many pow-
erful tearjerking scenes. If you've got quite a bit of time
to spare, then don't miss it. **l/2

Lucas — Corey Haim, Kerri Green, Charlie Sheen.
For once, a film that doesn't portray teenagers as flat,
static characters, but shows the thoughtfulness and
insight into several different aspects ofdifferent types of
teens. Lucas (Haim) is a social outcast who falls in love
with the beautiful new girl in town (Green) who treats
him like a cute little puppy. Thank goodness, and honest
ending. Leaves you smihng. **=-l/2

Sex, lies and videotape — James Spader, Andie
McDowell, Peter Gallagher. Writer-director Steven
Soderbergh took first prize at the Cannes film festival for

this spicy flick. Intriguing movie about a snotty, success-
ful lawyer who takes his frigid wife's sister as his lover
and welcomes his old college friend for a visit. Little does
he realize the effect all of this will have on him. Mmm
Hmm! ***l/2

The Grifters—JohnCusak, Angelica Huston , Annette
Bening. I give Cusak credit; his roles are getting much
more challenging as the years go by. His is wonderful in
this film about a small-time professional con artist who'll
dojust about anything to make a buck. Huston (as Cusak's
mother/oedipus complex) is so sly, she seems to just ooze
across the screen. Beware ofthe ending scene— its a real
shocker. An all-around cinematic masterpiece. ****

How I Got Into College— Anthony Edwards, Corey
Parker. Bizarre take-off of the stress factors involved
vrith getting into college. Not very funny when seen
BEFORE the college search, but now we can all sit back
and laugh, right? College fairs, dazzling entrance essays,
SAT's...aren't you glad you don't have to deal
with that anymore? I just hope they don't put out a movie
How I Got Into Grad School quite yet...** 1/2

Franhie andJohnny— Michelle Pfieffer, Al Pacino.
Cute romance involving a waitress and a short order
cook. Pacino is the cook vying for waitress Pfeiffer's
affections. A bit overacted and some scenes are reminis-
cent of Hitchcock's Rear Window. The plot starts to lose
it near the ending and the actual ending is cliche and
predictable. A bit disappointing, but not bad overall. **

Hook— Robin Williams, Dustin Hoffman, Julia Rob-
erts. Too bad— this film never quite delivered what it set
out to do. Williams is Peter Pan as an adult, which I know
for many of us destroyed the "Disney World" fantasy. A
weak plot but some good special effects. The Lost Boys
are adorable on the whole, Hoffman is outstanding as the
evil Hook and Roberts is at her absolute WORST! Halfof
the COINS TA's at UMass could have done a better job as
Tinkerbell! Sigh. **

License to Drive — Corey Haim, Corey Feldman,
Carol Kane. Whenever I see a film with the two Coreys,
it just makes me wince. The two together are just awful!
Remember that heinousDrfam a Li«Ze Dream. Ack! Pass
the Pepto. I watched License to Drive at the video store I

used to work at in high school and a customer requested
that we change the movie after he had been waiting in
line for five minutes. 'Nuff said? Good! NO STARS

The Commitments — Robert Arkins, Micheael
Aherne, Angelina Ball. My dad forced me to watch this
movie this summer, claiming that it was supposed to be
extraordinary. I had seen the coming attractions and had
already deemed it stupid-looking. Boy, was I wrong.
Thanks, Dad! It's absolutely a fantastic film about a soul
group in Dublin, determined to be the next big group out
of Ireland after U2 and Sinead O'Conner (no Pope jokes,
please). The music is outstanding, but it takes a few
minutes to get used to the thick Dublin dialect. Out-
standing! ****

Maximum Overdrive— Emilio Estevez, Pat Hingle,
Laura Harrington. Directorial debut of Stephen King,
based on his short story about trucks that come to life and
terrorize the world. Trust me, the story itself is excellent
and vividly described in King-ish style. He's a terrific
novelist and should stay that way. The film is positively
horrid and should have stayed that way. NO STARS
Nuns on the Run — Eric Idle, Robbie Coltrane,

Camille Coduri. 1990 British film about two thugs who
decide to break away from their boss and make it on their
own, but screw up and are forced to hide out in a convent
as a couple of nuns. Reminiscent of the 1989 American
film with DeNiro and Sean Penn, We 'reNoAngels, but this
one is infinitely more funny, despite the fact that both
lack points when it comes to plot. The one-liners make up
for it though. ** 1/2

St. Elmo's Fire — Ally Sheedy, Andrew McCarthy,
Rob Lowe and the rest of the Brat Pack. Great "friends"
film about a group ofcollege buddies who must survive in
the real world after graduation. I saw it in high school
several times, but appreciate it more now that I'm a
(gasp) college senior. It's very real-life and captures the
essence of "life after college" very well, especially the
scene where Lowe realizes that he is not "one of the
fraternity guys" anymore. ***l/2

Movies that are on HSCN but not reviewed are: Hear
My Song, Juice, Man With One Red Shoe, A Passage to
India, Shirley Valentine and Star Trek VI.

Wright leaves crowd
gasping for breath
By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Correspondent

Keying into his audience's capacity
to instantly understand and identify
with his non-sequiturs, comedian
Steven Wright left the crowd gasping
for breath in as superb a form as ever
Friday night at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall.

Opening for Wright, Barry
Crimmons. mostly a political comedian
was greeted by denouncement and
profanity from a small group ofyelling
spectators. Crimmons politely thanked
them and replied, "I guess when you're
as cool as you, you can get seats that far
away, too." Crimmons appeared to
utilize the incident well by letting it

guide him smoothly into his routine.
No further comment was heard from
the g^oup.

Crimmons put out a biting liberal
commentary on a range of issues such
as: politics, domestic issues, U.S. foreign
policy, the environment, women and
AIDS. Of H. Ross Perot's "revolution"
ideology/agenda he said, "I'm pretty
sure billionaires don't start revolutions
I v/ant to be a part of." But commenting
from the perspective of those who po-
litically and culturally justify Perot he
commented, "Agree vrith him, his checks
are clearing."

Of his many anti-Bush sarcasms,
Crimmons attacked Bush's promise to
"...do domestically (in the next four
years) what I did internationally."
Crimmons'comment was, ". . .he's a little

ahead of schedule in South Central
L.A." Crimmons said, "People ask me,
"If you don't love this country, why
don't you get out of it?' I say. Because
I don't want to be victimized by its

foreign policy.'"

Wright made his entrance around 9
p.m. to a very enthusiastic crowd.
Jumping right into his routine, he
started off with, "So I got off the plane
and I fopgot to undo the seatbelt and

I'm pulling the plane along with me,
the wings start knocking people over."

Wright's brand of humor that he is

merely looking at situations from a
different perspective. "I have two
brothers and a sister. My sister has
three brothers and no sister. When she
was little I would tease her, I'd say,
You're not really in this family, you're
the only one who doesn't have any sis-

ters.*"

Wright is famous for his deadpan
dehveries combined with timing. "I

bought a decaffeinated coffee table the
other day, you can't even tell by looking
at it."

His bizarre is almost never incom-
prehensible to the listener, "Our school
colors were clear. Vm not naked, I'm in
the band.'"

To make you laugh, he enhances
the literal aspect of figures of speech.
"Everybody dies instantly. It's the only
way you can die. You're alive, you're
alive, you're alive, you're dead." An-
other classic one-liner he threw at the
audience was, "There is a time and
place for everything, and you lost your
schedule."

The wealth of Wright's material
comes from ideas and situations with
which people are acquainted, so ac-
quainted in fact, that they are taken
for granted and ignored. He asked,
"What's the youngestyou can die ofold
age?" He told the audience that his
grandfather was, "...a small claims
court jester."

Wright indulged the audience in a
song (minimal accompaniment of his
own narration on his guitar) called
"Little Baby Prostitute." The song was
about Wright as a baby who was, "a
peripheral visonary. I could see into
the future but only way offto the side."

To truly appreciate Wright's water-
fall style of humor, his performance
must be seen live. At some point logic
vrill ask, "What is he saying?!" But the
taugtTter will inevitably continue.

Garth Brooks cannot
leave country's throne
Subpar album can't be a grand finale
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Chase
Garth Brooks
Liberty Records

The big rumor in the country music
circles lately is that Garth Brooks is going
to retire. This will be his last album. He
will do one more tour of the world, then
hang up his Stetson-and his fancy cowboy
shirts for good. Well, I find it hard to
believe that The Chase is Garth's last
hurrah. If this was going to be his last
album, he would have done it better.

Some of the efforts here are definitely
among Garth's finest, but a good portion of
this album is subpar, especially for Brooks.

The songs lack the energy
and feeling that have come
to characterize Brooks.

The two great songs on The Chase are
"Dixie Chicken" and "Learning to Live
Again." On "Dixie Chicken," a cover ofthe
Little Feat favorite, Garth lets his powerful
voice loose and brings back memories of
tunes such as "Rodeo" and "The Thunder
Rolls" from his previous albums. Brooks'
twangy voice, background vocals byTrisha
Yearwood and the fiddle of Rob Hajacos
combine to give this song a country feel
similar to that which Brooks created with
Billy Joel's "Shameless" on Ropin' The
Wind.

"Learning to Live Again" is the sad
story of a man trying to get back into
dating after what the hstener assumes to
be a long absence. Garth didn't write this
song, but he makes it his own and the

listener really feels for the character that
he has created.

Brooks uses his versatile voice to milk
all the emotion he can out of this already
tear-jerking song. While it doesn't pull at
your heart strings as much as some of
Brooks' past classics such as "The Dance,"
it will have you singing the bittersweet
chorus soon enough.

Another song which gives life to this
album is "That Summer," a tale ofa young
man who goes to work for a lonely widow
and ends up having a relationship with
her. As usual, Garth keeps it simple. His
voice carries this song, another track with
a vivid storyUne. Trisha Yearwood adds
the harmony on this upbeat track about
an older woman who has her youth re-
stored.

Throughout the remainder of the al-
bum. Brooks wallows in mediocrity. Al-
though a few of the songs, such as "Mr
Right," "We Shall Be Free" and "Night
Rider's Lament" aren't bad, they lack the
energy and feeling that have come to
characterize Brooks and his music.

Missing from this album is the energy
Brooks has previously displayed in songs
such as "Mama Loved Papa" and "We
Bury The Hatchet," the barroom sing-a-
long feel of "Friends in Low Places," the
honky-tonk twang of "Two of a Kind
Workin' on a Full House," and the emotion
of "The River" and "If Tomorrow Never
Comes."

While The Chase would be a substan-
tial accomplishment for most artists, it is
a disappointment for Garth Brooks. Al-
though Garth has slipped a notch with
The Chase, my bet is that hell be back to
redeem himself before too long. The king
of country music isn't ready to relinquish
his throne just yet.
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Roger s album is a textural montage of sound
By SCOTT BOSS
Collegian Correspondent

Amused to Death
Roger Waters
Columbia

It's late andyou can't sleep. The chirping
drone of crickets settles lightly on your
ears. A television comes on, whispering
bureaucratic noise from the night before.
The neighbor's dog barks as Jeff Beck
solos his guitar over some subdued key-
boards. You're inside the new Roger Wa-
ters album. Amused to Death.

Waters, the main writing force behind
Pink Floyd from 1972 to 1983, had been
gradually intensifying his control over the
expression ofhis material vrithin the group.
This process escalated until the The Wall
(1980), arguably the Floyd's most famous
release. It was a pseudo-autobiographical
study ofalienation, a theme which Waters
continuously excels in expounding on.

In Amused to Death this theme is el-

evated to a new level as he critiques
American (and Western) society's alien-
ation as a whole from the reality which it

inhabits.

Not as electronic or forced as his Radio
KAOS (1987), or as intensely personal as
The Pros and Cons ofHitchhiking ( 1984),
Amused to Death seems to resemble most
closely the last Floyd release to feature
Waters, The Final Cut (1983).

Once again, war is prominent in the
various themes of the album. Waters fo-

cuses on the U.S.'s latest imperialist
venture, the video-glorified "combat video
game" called Desert Storm. Using the
cynicism that stands as his hallmark, he
sarcastically proposes that "It all makes
perfect sense/Expressed in dollars and
cents"; how much is the pointless de-
struction of human life worth?

Waters spends most of the first half of
the 72 minute album exploring the justi-

fications for military interventionism: ev-
erything from capitalism, patriotism, and
entertainment, to "What God Wants", the
three-partopus that frames the main body
of the work. The two-part piece "Late
Home Tonight" describes in stirring, pa-
triotic detail the joy of an air force pilot
performing the ultimate duty for his
country: ultimate destruction.

The last half of the album winds down
to an even deeper cultural introspective of
our place in the imperialist schema; how

our actions (and more importantly, mac
tions) contribute to the situation we have
decided is out ofour control . As a reflection
of this, Waters book-ends the album with
statements by a veteran of World War I,

recounting "The Ballad of Bill Hubbard",
a young British soldier wounded in No
Man's Land who is consumed by despair.

In the climax of the album, "It's a
Miracle", Waters sardonically lists un-
likely events that have occurred in our
TV-twisted reality...or should occur. After
travelling this civilized wasteland, he has
no choice but to conclude that our society
has "amused itself to death," leaving no
room for cheery hope-building in the form
of ending on an upbeat note.

It's easy to see the surface has onlyjust
been scratched on this lyrical and
storytelling structure, but what about the
music, the paint on Waters' uncompro-
misingly bleak canvas? Well, once again,
his greatest strength lies in his producing
ability, amply assisted by Patrick Leonard
(Madonna and Toy Matinee co-conspira-
tor).

The album is packed to the limit with
Waters' textural montage of supporting
sounds including landing jets, back-
masking, thunderclaps, missile explosions,
TVs, dogs, babies, wet crunching noises,
birds, bells, phones, water drips, door
slams, booming genies, crowd scenes and
sportscaster Marv Albert (yes, Marv
Albert).

The music itself, primarily performed
by Waters, Leonard, virtuoso Jeff Beck
and various holdovers from Waters' pre-
vious Bleeding Hearts Band, is naturally
very dynamic, springingfrom moody waves
of synthesizers to voluminous crunching
power chords without warning.

Most of the music, particularly the
judgmental second half, is either slow
four-beat rock in the Floyd vein, or sedate
ramblings with a gentle percussive streak,
arguably his most fleshed-out performance
since The Wall.

On the other end of the scale is the
"What. God Wants" trilogy (the closest

Waters will ever get to being funky), and
"The Bravery of Being Out of Range", a
poweranthem which is lyrically satisfying,

but a deadweight in the center of the first

half.

Vocally, Roger Waters has never been
considered a talent. In music with less

emotional depth, this would be a serious
drawback, but the emotive investment he

Did you miss

Archbishop

Desmond Tutu ?

You have another chance to

hear him!

The speech will be broadcast

on

Wednesday, October 7th

makes in his varied vocal style generally
matches the intensity of his work. Still, it

can be difficult to appreciate Waters' range
of grunting mumbles and shouts.

In support of his uneven vocals is a
body of female singers (including Katie
Kissoon, Doreen Chanter and more) who
sometimes get leading parts. Also propping
up Waters on "Watching TV", a disap-
pointing ballad for the victims of the
Tiananmen square repression, is the
ubiquitous Don Henley, adding his raspy
voice to the mi.\. Contributors on the
musical side include conductor Michael
Kamen, the London Welsh Chorale, jazz
bassist John Patitucci, Guo Yi and the
Peking Brothers and Rita Coolidge.

What all of this amounts to is a solidly

constructed Roger Waters album, with all

of the attendant Floyd-ish trappings.
Amused to Death is most readily acces-
sible to fans of his previous work, with or
without Pink Floyd, although anyone can
appreciate his mood-building production
and caustic, inventive Ijtics.

When his inevitable tour rolls around
to Western Massachusetts, I highly rec-

ommend seeing Waters and his troupe
live. He consistently puts on a good multi-
media performance that reflects and en-
hances his studio work, rather than du-
plicates it. It is Roger Waters' fixation on
the completeness of his work that brings
fans back to his music again and again.

TO ISIGHT
The Union Video Centerm Sliow Live! with Phil Wen

Tonight: Dr. Abel & musical guest Brian Lweiland ' 6-8pni

Laser Karaoke at 9pm $2 cover

Greek Night ~ Wear Your Letters!

The Mike Cleary Band -8:30

$3 Cover Charge

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

PUT YOUR DEGREE
TO WORK WHERE
MDOAWORLD
OF GOOD

Your (irsi job after graduation

.should offer you more than just a

paycheck. We can ofler you an

experience that last.s a lifetime.

In Peace Corps, you'll

immerse yourself in a new culture,

learn a new language, receive

training and develop important

-skills. . .and help to improve the

lives of others while at the same
time enriching your own.

In science or engineering,

education, agriculture, health, the

environment, and many other

disciplines. Peace Corps projects

around the world are bringing
help to where it's

needed... in

more than 70
countries in

l^tin

America. Asia,

Africa, and

Central Europe.

/#^

GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING
Wednesday, October 7

Campus Center Room 804-08

7:00p.m.

Contact UMASS Peace Corps Representatives Celeste Landon & Tom Akin
for information about the experience of a lifetime - PEACE CORPS!!!
UMASS PEACE CORPS OFFICE • 12 Draper Hail • Tel. 545-2105
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Tutu
continued from page 1

tion," he said.

Bishop Tutu said there is an upsurge ofracism around
the world, citing examples in Europe and the United
States as well as in his native country of South Africa.

"We must oppose racism in every shape or form," he
said. "It is not just evil, it is blasphemous."

He described racial discrimination as "utterly ridicu-

lous," and added that "the color of one's skin is totally

irrelevant."

"We are the new people of God, the rainbow people.

Be proud of what you are and don't apologize for it," he
said.

Bishop Tutu also described his belief in the "oneness
ofhumanity," saying that "we need each other in order to

be human."
"We are set in a delicate network ofinterdependence,"

said Tutu. "This network includes all of God's creation."

He called for all people to take responsibility for

creating a more equal, just and peaceful society. He said

this challenge is not one of any particular people, but a

challenge for all of humanity.
"It is impossible for one segment of a community to be

free and others not to be free," said Tutu.

Bishop Tutu said that "freedom is not a gift of any
human being. It is an inalienable right that comes from

the fact that we are all created in the image of God."

"Whether we like it or not, we are meant to be in-

struments of peace," he said. "You and I have this in-

credible privilege to help bring about God's dream of a

world where all are at peace."

Bishop Tutu described his vision of a better world,

saying, "There is a much more beautiful world, God's

family, the the human family. Isn't it beautiful?"

Idaho
continued from page 1

and 10 years in prison consecutive to the related

counts for committing crimes after being released

by a magistrate.

Harris pleaded innocent to first-degree murder,
conspiracy, harboring a fugitive and two counts

each of assault and illegal possession of firearms.

Ifconvicted, he faces the death penalty or life in

prison on the murder charge in Degan's slaying,

five years in prison and a $250,000 fine on the

conspiracy count, 10 years and $250,000 in fines on
each ofthe assault charges , five years and $250,000
for harboring a fugitive, and a total of 15 years and
$500,000 on the firearms counts.

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World Co. representatives

will present an information session on the

Walt Disney World College Program on

Tuesday, October 13, 7:00pm, in Marston

Hall — Room 134. Attendance at this

presentation is required to interview for

the SPRING '93 COLLEGE PROGRAM.
Interview times and locations will be

announced at the presentation. All majors

are encouraged to attend.

Contact: Coop Office

Phone: 545-2224

Q The Vt'alt Disney Company

4jl(Ur^f»*e|<» World Co.

All Equal Opportuniry Employer

For the Serious

Student

• Quiet Apartment
Living

• Convenient
• Affordable

• Flexible

THE BROOK
2S3-3834

AEROBICSn
LoiU Impact

Step

'Jii/Lozu

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHl>liTlC CLUB
" 256-0080..

:S^pii*tt Hans
2 or 3

cubic foo't
Dorma-tory

Size
Re-frigeratio r

Ren-tals
Call For Delivery

256-8433
338 College Street
Amherst. MA 01002

"The Best in Fantasy, Strategy, and Family Games..."

^^^aagoDits^ ^ «.»<'"

««

xnsi

^
The Avaion Hill

Game Company
Cj k SON O* MOhJWC- *wi^-». .»:

TCVS JACKMON GAfVES GAMES
.*.
^^la"iun^ INC.

LOW, LOW
__PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON ' HOLYOKE

584-4112.535-1888

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Games • Posters • Cards S More

15% off all games and gaming supplies every Wednesday!!!

Hampshire Mall, Hadley Ingles
586-87^5

Open 10-9 Monday- Friday, 12-5 Sunday

Ingleside Mall, Holyoke
532-9797

HOT! HOT! HOT!

Set You On The Beach

SPRING BREAK 1993

with

CAMPU5 GET-AWAYS

1^800-2-CANCUN
CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A FREE TRIP

•
(A

b
2^

•
[• J

DOM
PIZ2>

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS llAMto2AM
FRI-SAT llAMtoSAM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUT OR DELIVERY

FREE DELIVERY
CARRY-OUT SPECIALTY FAMILY FEASH LUNCH SPECIAL 11 LARGE CHEESE

ONLY !! PIZZA 1!

'^^'^'^'- $ 1
39^^

!lx,l^,V,V,V/rV:^r^r^l?JA.|l PI77AI ONLY ii PIZZA ii
'«<'^'- $ 1 39^^ lixuamNiaiKKSKiVizzA.li

1 BUY ANY LARGE
j!

»E™
[

YOU GET "^rS:^^ $r99
j!

, Tr^nniMr: ni77A r.rr ,,
I'mRONItMUSHROOMtSAUSAGEt

, |/I,AR(;R 2 TnPPIMr.S+ v :..i:N,- . ONLY "^J
I 2 TOPPING PIZZA, GET All
I LARGE I TOPPING PIZZA 1

1

FREE
mm< DOUBLE CHEESE

/\i-;t ; I

%\Qi

1 1 l/MEDIUM 1 TOPPING+ll I.AI^GH ClIK

!! 1/6 PACK OF COKE >^*
'! VS,:1'^^^;SV.

PIZA |l

j
1/6 PACK OF COKE «*

1
1 * (Customer pays deposit) ...v^y'^^ ji

PIZZA

$599
5125

r

OOMINO

S

PIZZA

•
•

CALVIN AND HOBBES
I W\SW I

HAD A
BABY

BROTHER.

10U WAHF k NEW
^ I FR\£ND TD PlAV

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON
LOOK HONE^. CAH y<E TAUC ABOOT
n^AT OPERATION SOKE^ OTUER •^^AE !"

JIM'S JOURNAL

bos lodo^i vi;tV» •vt Somt of -Ik*

poster «v4s w^vi^

Ov^t v4c^\ for o^

cKVrofri^ctoY v<k*

\\9^^ «i fret

of^cr.

By JIM

fr««, Ti'w*. We

Early corsages

DARBY

OH, You HAVEM'T Met
ClNPY Yet. SHE'LL
66 So EXCITEP^

By JOHN McLaughlin

Vg-AH. I JUST SAW
HER \t\ -XW^ SHOWER.

She screamep
ClNPY/

/

({(((Or\

Quote of the Day
"It's better to light a candle than to curse the

darkness."

- Eleanor Roosevelt

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
JEANE DIXONBy

CAST OF THOUSANDS
RBAuyPTUSr ITS AMAZING.
A BROKEN AS SOONAS MY
rOBNAIL? ^ TESTS PROVEfn

NQTPREGNAMT,

5ffr ^Aa< ISMEETING^
MtAl J ME HEREINANHOUP

W UAIK ME H(»^.

C0CL...A:ruAuy. 1 phonbd
SUZI ruO HOURQ AGO. I

CJONPER UHATS KEEPING HER-^

By BARRY DEUTSCH
3L^ARB'yW \f ISNT THERE
ABSOLUrm SOMECNEEISB.
PosjTivaySORE here 1 could
yOUPFRlENPlSSTT \ SPEAK TOO
NMATERNiry?

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
%(iV. LOOK At Voo, fLtrK !

6oTT0MJ,Go(.p NEOftCLIONJ..

Tut weeicj! tme. 1170 '1,

'\ OonT vjfsNi ^Ht '76's -Ttge.

1. L60K Litce AN-jPXoT!

Bv CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARE. BACK, UJHN HftSN'T

>(OUR 0*>TFIT CHfrtoGeo. too'

PtRMW gtCfruSe THt f'RTiIT

HM>^'^ iHoufaMT Of n gefoee

ARIES (March 2 I -April 19):

Knowing the rojx's puis you in an
advantageous situation al work. A
subslanlidi pay raise is p<jssiblf,Counl

on gelling a gcxxJ deal when pur-
chasing a new car.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20).

Candid communication is important
today. Take the initiative. Look lor

ways to improve your financial se-

curity. An older person oilers some
excellent advice; follow it.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20); Know
your own mind when talking with an
ollicial. You may keep something
unlorlunale Irom happening it you
discuss your concerns openly. Give
diet-and-ex( crcise another try.

CANCER dune 21-)uly 22): He
more practical aUjut money matters.

Even some minor changes will make
your home more comlortahle. L(K>k

lor q()(X)nunilies to use new time-
s.iving and money-saving lechni()ues.

LEO ()uly 2J-Aug. 22); Make ev-
ery ellort to clear away a well ol

confusion this morning. If any real

estate deals are pending, settle them
ihisalternoon. Asalislyinghohhy will

help you lorgel a recent disappoinl-

menl

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Friendly influences give you an ad-

vantage over your compc-lilors. Con-
tact inlluenlial (jificials. Your male
wants to coni idea secret. Listen with-

out interrupting.

lIBRAISepl. 2VOcl. 11): RecoR-
r\\zc the prolil |X)lenlial ol a lainily

trust. Something you once thought

unattainable will soon move wiliiin

easy grasp. Generosity marks your
relations with your loved ones.

SCORPIO (Oil. 23-Nov. 21):

Weigh the pros and cons IK-Iore

making an im|)ortanl de< ision this

morning. Financial agteements) an
he con( luded this allernoon. Your
social lite accelerates when you
reach out.

SAGITTARIUS iNov 22-Oec.
21 ); The linaiu lal oullo(>k improves,
thanks to outside inllueiu es. Change
is dillH lilt hut necessary. A conipii-

menl lould leave you wondeiing.
Slop being so analytical!

CAPRICORN (IX"< . 22-|an. 19):

0\xy a psychic slop sign. You need
to slow down and reassc-ss your op-

tions. Postpone making important
decisions until more iniormalion is

available. F\c itc^menl brews on the

romantic Ironl.

AQUARIUS (|an 2()-Feb. 1«):

Someone in ihe know may give you a

word ol warning. Gel busy with a

linam lal move you have been c on-

sidering. Xtergers go well. Keep in

louc li with a brother or sisler.

PISCES (Feb. I '(-M.irch 201: Make
a long-dislanc e call and talk to sonK--

one whose wisdom and < iimpliments

cheer you Ciood linK's lie just ahead
Your Midas touch remains in force.

SKATE BOY AND RURU Bv PITT

Qfsea

his

9olV

i\ re^al? Hgfc lnflui?...5a7fc"'5^!>/Ml;«^<.

r • m • i—'«,,-•
. , . . . ;,*• . • •*•.•;;•

love be(r,e-AJre's\ P.OdoxoiooHOSil

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Chris Cuddy
PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Theresa Ciammatei,

Mike Carvalho, Murphy Brown

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Pucks

French Dipwich

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken a la Bruins

Le Sandwich au Dip

DINNER
The Dreaded Scrod

Beef Fajitas

BASICS DINNER
Oh, no! Not the Scrod!

Greek Style Skillet

ACROSS
1 Without — in

the world

fancy-free

6 Fresh

10 Practice (or a

bout
14 Tag
1

5

Volcanic flow

16 Whine
1 7 Terminal

18 Jog
19 Before long

20 Saitme

23 Snip

24 Taken care of

25 Writer

Remarque
27 Airport abDrs

30 ReiaxecJ

33 Wanderer
37 Brussels-based

org

39 Helpmate
40 Former African

dictator

41 Not acceptable
42 Country

stopovers
43 While elephant.

for one
44 Stiff collar

45 Floor or door
sound

46 Turkish capital

48 Shopping bag
50 Garbo
52 Urge upon
57 Indian cymbals
59 Parlor piece

62 Vigor

64 Determination

65 Flower
favorites

66 Odor detector

67 Decades
68 Clumsy
69 Cozy place

70 River to the

Laptev Sea
71 Pennies

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

4 Parapet

5 Put in office

6 Utah resort

7 Vice off

8 Bring about
9 Wellington won

f\ere

10 Health resor:

1

1

Comic's big

finish

12 Many of the

diamond
13 Lease
21 Go to pieces

22 Carnival city.

for short

26 — de Lune'

28 Med course
29 Wooden shoe
31 Actings Best

32 Secretary

33 Space org

34 Saudi gulf

35 White
ornamental
ware

36 Lend — listen

38 — avail

41 Kitchen cloth

15 Ego 'oHowe'
4 7 Fun and

games 'or

short

49 Cra»ai

51 Blading

53 River to the

Rhone
54 -A Doils

56 Napped
56 Tries Out

57 Volunteer St

58 Lotion

ingredient

60 Eggy
dessert

61 MartineMi or

Maxwell
House author 63 Snood

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

lSiJ_AlCJ(.
iWAiNtTjT

NtlTdTN

6/11/92

The opinions fxpifssccJ on this p.igo .ire those ot the c.irfoonists .inci clo not nercsScirily rotJec t tiu- views ot the Collvf^i,)!! or the University.

DOWN
1

" amas. I

love —

"

2 River craft

3 Homestead

1 2 3 4 b

1

( 1 t

1

11 11 12 13

14 IS It

17 11 19

n ?1 2i ^M"
u ^^^^7i ;• im^^^^^^^H?r it ?« ^|^° 11 12

31 U IS ^37 31

1
i<

40

1
41 4?

41 44 I"
4* 47 ^1" ^^^^1
fe^l M SI ^^^H 52 51 54 ss M

S7 M H u <1
1

•2 11

1

t4

1

IS

M 17 ••

M 711 71
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filming
continued from page 1

the set for the film director to use in the movie.

According to Wen, actors and actresses do seem
to have very glamorous lifestyles. "When Kidman
finished acting out a lunch scene in front of

Bonducci's Cafe, a nice, big, silver BMW Sedan
pulled up in front ofthe cafe and whisked her away
fi'om the crowds," he said.

Wen said he got the opportunity to met Kidman
and talked to her for a few seconds. "I didn't sit

down and have dinner with [Kidman I or anything,

but she seemed very pleasant and she was very

attractive," he said.

racism
continued from page 3

These are considered very serious offenses and any-

one with any information about these incidents is urged

to contact the University police immediatly," said

Luippold, in a prepared statement.

Jalil Mendoza, president ofAHORA, a Latin student

organization, believes that all forms ofracial harrassment

and prejudice must be confronted.

"Racially motivated incidents are wrong and unjusti-

fied. I beheve that people do things to others out of fear

and ignorance," said Mendoza.
Mendoza also feels the media portrayal ofracial issues

indirectly contributes to racial violence, insensitivity

and stereotyping.

"The media continues to feed us with misinformation,"

said Mendoza.
Terrie Mayusama, a junior BDIC major, believes that

this is one of many issues that are affecting students of

different nationalities and cultures.

"It's really sad that we have to deal with this. I hope

there comes a day when no one will have to deal with

issues of race. Racial harrassment is not only a minority

problem, but a majority one as well," said Mayusama.
Paul Gee, a senior communications meyor, wishes

more people could be sensitive of people's cultural heri-

tage.

"Why can't people look at each other for who they

are and not skin color and cultural make up," said Gee.

Running a newspaper without a computer system that's up to date
and in good repair would almost be more trouble than it's worth.

We should know.
The Collegian is

sorely in need
of computer
equipment for

the Newsroom.

The current system is well
beyond being outdated
and is starting to fall

apart.

If you or your business has any
equipment which you might
consider donating to the

Collegian, please contact us at

545-3500.
Thank you very much.

r r\

DISTINGUISHED TEACHING

AWARD NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 4, 1992
If you know a faculty member or teaching

assistant/associate who is truly outstanding and
deserves recognition, submit a nomination in

writing with a brief description of why your
nominee deserves the award.

FACULTY, ALUMNI & CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1992

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

(
514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

minutewomen
continued from page 1

2

marking both Northeastern and Virginia's top
scorers and shutting them out. In the 3-0 loss to Old
Dominion last Sunday, Blenis shadowed Kelli
James, who has scored 17 goals in 10 games, and
James only scored one goal.

Blenis was first team All-Conference in the A- 10
last year, and if both her and the team continue to
perform in the same manner, she will be again this
year.

Massachusetts has played seven teams in the
top 20 so far, defeating six of them. Of their last
eight games, only one team, Boston University, is

in the top 20. The road may be easier at the end, but
the Minutewomen show no indications of letting
up.

They cannot afford to. After the regular season,
the Minutewomen head to Piscataway, NJ for the
A-10 Championships. Since the winner ofthe A-lOs
does not receive an automatic berth in the NCAA
tourney, UMass must be performing well both
before and during the A- 10s to avoid a repeat scare
of last year.

Besides, Northeastern University is one step
behind the Minutewomen, both nationally and in
New England. The Huskies are currently fifth in
the nation, and second in New England, and while
UMass defeated them 1-0 earlier in the year.
Northeastern is poised to leap over the Minute-
women if they falter.

The importance ofbeing first in New England is

not overlooked by Hixon or her squad. If UMass
does what it has preached, take one game at a time,
they will finish the second half of their season as
successfully as they started it.
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Simon looks towards IC4A's
By GWENDOLYN McLAURIN
Collegian Correspondent

Matt Simon is a man on the run.
No, he isn't in trouble with the law. Rather he is the top

runner on the University of Massachusetts Boy's Cross
Country team. Last week, all ofMatt's hard work paid off
as he was named Atlantic- 10 Performer of the Week.

Simon is excited that he and his team should be
successful this season. Earlier this season the cross
country team defeated Boston College. This was especially
gratifying not only for the team but in particular Simon.

"It's more of a personal thing with me," explained
Simon. "I almost went to B.C. and most ofthe guys I raced
with in high school went there so whenever I race against
them, I'm looking out for them."
He feels that the team has a shot at taking away the top
spot in the Atlantic-10 Conference from West Virginia.

"The team this year is definitely better then last year.
It's an older team and people have more experience," said
Simon, "We've got a pretty good pack. There are a lot of
guys who are right around each other."

Simon discovered cross country in eighth grade. When
he first heard of it he thought that it was some type of
hiking club, but when he was cut from the soccer team he
decided to give cross country another look.

Simon really enjoyed and excelled at running, and
nothing showed that more than his senior year. During
his final season at Lexington High School Simon received
national accolades for running the mile in four minutes
and fourteen seconds. He was also named All State in
both cross country and track.

Simon attributes most of his success to his cross
country coach Art Dulong.
"Back in the sixties and early seventies he was just the

best there was. He won so many races," said Simon. "I

was just very lucky to have him as a coach in Lexington
because as far as I'm concerned he is the best distance
coach in the nation."

Simon enjoys running both cross counti-y and track
but when pressed on which he likes better he reluctantly
chose cross country.

"I like cross country because it is more of a pure sport
than track,"said Simon. "It's just distance running with
whatever natural objects are in your way, whether it be
hills or trees. But track has its good points, too."

Simon has also set many personal goals for himself
this season, especially since it is his senior year.

He is hoping that his hard work will pay offin November
at the IC4A Championships. There are over 100 teams
competing at this meet and the runners compete for a
spots in the nationals.

The top three runners qualify plus the top five runners
in each region. Last year, Simon came in sixty-fifth at the
IC4A meet, barely missing qualifying. Because he
was so close last year he is optimistic about his chances
this year.

Although he has no idea what the future holds for him
he does know that it will include marathon running, and
he'll run them not only for the personal enjoyment but
more importantly to win.

"Regardless of whether I succeed in marathons or
not... if 1 run them I'll be competitive, because that's the
idea."

Do you like to sweat? Write for Sports.

Spirit J^aws

Refrigerator
Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

Amherst

Laundromat
Open 7 d.ivi

Kani-9|)ni

i:)rop-<.)ff or
Self Service

Washing Machiiu-
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

TONIGHT
OPEN STAGE NIGHT

WITH
MC PETE FREE

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30

D.R Douqh
delivERS caIzones

caU 296 1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

THE ^^ PUB
(:i:ij:i«<.viivS Mfl JITS iNAMiii:Rsr

l<>f>H • l'>'> »

•15 EAST PLEASAHT STREET*
L

$1p''0FF i.'»1°"0FF
ANy 2 caIzones I I ANy 2 caIzones

EXPIRES 8/30/93
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caIzones.

I
I

EXPIRES 8/30/93
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caIzones.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

UMass Chsss Club
Wednesdays 7-11 pm
In the Bluewall

All are welcome!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FREE MEDITATION CLASS!
Begins Oct. 13 7:30

Check info desk for room #

History Honofs Sociaty
Phi Alpha Thela
Is now accepting applications

Deadline is Oct. 14 Aplications are avail-

able In Herter612

1979Triumph Spitfira. Runs great. New
u-joints, soft top, brakes, shocks, ignition,

exhaust, radio-tape, perfect emissions.

Needs little body work. SISOO/bo. Chris

253-3839.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese 36.00

Free Soda with purchase of Large

sub, salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

ENTERTAINMENT

For rant now! 1 Bdrm apt. in Amherst
360/mo hot water incl. Call Laura at

1(5081 765-0037.

FOR SALE

Attantion bands and deejays!
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-

cellent condition. Call Jim, 256-6661.

81 Ford Fairmont w/84 Engine
S350 or b/o Call Suzanne at 253-5763.

I l.ocl(ar7 We have them at OCHO!
428 Student Union

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home
heating oil at reduced cost. Register at

OCHO. 428 Student Union of call 545-

0865. Save money and stay warm.

What do you think about the TOC
Come Thur 6:00 Rm 804 Campus Center

AUTO FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Chevette
56 K miles

Needs clutch work
SSOO or B.O.

549-7912

87 FORD ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great car

S23O0 O.B.O Sara 542-7963

Monghani
Crazy Go Nuts Rock 'n' Roll at

The Hadley Pub
October 8 Thursday at 9:00 pm
Come and lose your hair

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointment
Informative Readings

Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

Fridga Rantal Fraa Delivery 253-9742

Apt. for raducad rent in comtemporary
home prefer non-smoking woman, light

housekeeping, babysitting req'd - S400
First, last, references 665-7052.

Roundtrip NY Bus Tickat
leave and come back whenever
S35 665-261 7

Sava $$$ - Brand new 386SX 33 MHz, 2

MB System Memory, 80MB Hard drive,

1.44 or 1.2 MB floppy, 512K SVGA W/
SVGA Color Monitor, DOS 5.0, Warranty.
Delivered S979. 256 6474

TYPEWRITER: Excellant condition, 3

page memory, some WPfunctions. Hardly

used S40 or BO. Call 6-5099

FOUND

Found - Tickats in Envalopa near
visitors center. Pick up and identify at

Collegian Business window, 113 Campus
Center.

HELP WANTED

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS' Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL
Cruisa Ships now hiring - Earn S2,000i'/

month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206 634 0468 ext. C5001

S$$$. Fraa Traval and resume
experience!!

Individuals and student organizations

wanted to promote Spring Break, call the

nation's leader. Inter campus programs.
1-800 327 6013.

Professors, T.A.'s

Is your spouse at home' Property

management position available for them.
Free Amherst apartment plus salary.

Responsible for leasing and
administration. Debbie 256-0741.

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars' ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

Wanted: Traval raps for spring break.

Established company with many years

experience. Earn money on spare time

and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie.

INSTRUCTION

Nancy P.

Get psyched (or this semester!
It will be an Amazing Orte!

Love
Your Big Sis

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260.

Retired teacher offers English Editing,

word processing and tutoring to

international grad students and
non english majors 253-3354.

LOST

Stolen: Red specialized Hard Rock
behind Bonducci's Sat Nite. Short Handle
bars w/red, gold, green tape. Any info.

PLEASE CALL ScotI 549 7190.

SERVICES

•••ATTENTION"* Campus raps
needed to promote spring and winter

vacations. Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
South Padre, Daytona, Panama City,

Sugarbush, Killington, Smuggler's Notch,

and more! Earn trips, cash!!! Call 1 800-

882-7325

8252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts

and make S252.S0. NO financial obliga

tion. A Risk Free program. Avg sales time
= 4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.

Smaller/larger quantities avail.

Call 1 800-733 3266

8200 - 8500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright «

MA15KDH

PERSONALS

Congratulations to AXO's
Latest additions

Kelly L. . Sharon S., Karen G..

Sarah K., Michelle P.,

YOU TREAT US RIGHT!

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with

resumes. Quick service, free advice,

excellent quality and LOW prices IBM
Laser printing service available.

Call Andy at 549 8463

Students
Scholarships and grants

are available;

minimal qualifications,

S39 Service charge with a guarantee
5869445

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256 0821

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed Free laser printout &
cover page. S1.50/typed page. Brian 546
1795.

Dearest SUE, RAY, LAURA, LORI
the world's best roomie JENBEAR!
I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY HEART!
HAPPY OKTOBERFEST!

Happy Birthday Moil
See ya at midnite at the TOC
Love Jim

and
WANTED

Eating Disorders: Subjects wanted for

important study on bulimia and therapy
45 minute questionnaire sent to you
confidential and anonymous. Call 586-

8478.

MIKE sMrm
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY!
LOVE TRICIA

cash? I will buy your basebell
cards. Complete set or single cards.
Call Dave 546-5690.
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Sports
Greg's picks

"He who breaks the la u> goes back to the House of
Pain."

That's right. Last week the Syracuse University
basketball program got slapped with a year's worth
ofNCAA sanctions for various wrongdoings. While
the penalties weren't stiff— the NCAA cited coop-
eration from SU as a reason — there'll be no
tournament for -Jim Boehiem to cry at this season.

UMass fans will have to wait a year for an Orange-
Minutemen rematch.

I've got to laugh at this, and you should, too.

Here's Syracuse, a member of the Big East, abso-
lutely ro///;?g in money, and yet they still got caught
cheating. Say what you want about the state of

recruiting college athletes, but when you have the
reputation and resources SU has, you shouldn't

have to cheat.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
UMass athletic programs would kill for the kind

of dough and support SU has. Heck, we're just

getting the women's lacrosse team back and here's

the Orange doling out "extra scholarships" in their

men's lax program.
Good riddance. Here's hoping the Big East locks

men's hoops out of the conference tourney.

Yesterday's Collegian included a listing of

the sports staffs predictions for the American and
National Leagues' championship series. Here's
mine. It's a little different.

In the AL, an electric short in SkyDome's re-

tractable roof causes one of the panels to crash
upon the playing field, instantly killing the entire

rosters of the Blue Jays and Athletics. Baseball
fans everywhere cheer as the two most hated,
overpaid, overrated teams in the game go to that
big Fenway in the sky. As punishment for their

baseball sins, they play out their afterlife careers in

Class D minor league.

With Toronto and Oakland thankfully out ofthe
way, the Pirates-Braves series is for all the marbles.
Barry Bonds, playing for a new contract instead of

the Pirates, turns in a stellar preformance as
Pittsburgh finally wins it all after three tries.

Okay, so the Bills lost. Shut up, already. Any
team that turns the ball over five times is going to

lose. But frankly, I'm pleased, because now Buffalo
has something to play for.

After all, it's only one loss, and life could be
worse: I could've been a Patriots fan. There's rea-

son to celebrate in Foxboro this week, since the
Pats actually scored three touchdowns in one game.
Wow! Unfortunately, the Jets scored 30 to New
England's 21, letting a rare possible win get away.
Only seven months 'till the number one draft pick,

folks. . .

More hockey news: Word has it that Buffalo
Sabres management may be considering a move
sometime in the future. The Memorial Auditorium
is hopelessly small, old, and contains few of those

all-important luxury boxes. Sabres management
has lost money the past few years, and both
Millwaukie and Hamilton, Ont. already have new
buildings awaiting a team.

Also in the Adams, the Hartford Whalers begged
the state of Connecticut for roughly 26 million

dollars to save their drowning franchise. There's an
easy solution for the Whale: schedule more games
with the Bruins.

How can the NHL be thinking about expansion
when it's member teams can't even pay the bills?

Small-market teams like Buffalo and Hartford
losing money is the first sign of a sports leagxie in

trouble. For the NHL's sake, those ESPN ratings

had better be good, or there's going to be trouble.

Read Greg Sukie?inik every Wednesday.

Men's soccer falls to Huskies
Minutemen outshoot NU 20-2, but succumb 2-1

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

As the old sajang goes, it's quality not quantity that

counts.

That is what the University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team found out Monday night in Ludlow as they
dropped a 2-1 decision to Northeastern University despite
outshooting the Huskies by a wide margin.

With the defeat UMass' record fell to 6-3-1 while

Northeastern improved to 4-6.

The Minutemen were able to control the game play

and had 20 shots (8 on goal) while limiting Northeastern
to a mere 2. However, those two shots were all the

Huskies would need as both were able to scoot by UMass
goaltender Mark Wolf and find net.

In the early going, things were pretty quiet, with
UMass keeping control of the ball and not allowing

Northeastern to pose a threat. While Northeastern wasn't
able to get a shot on net, the Minutemen were not able to

cash in on the chances they did have, and this would come
back to haunt them.

This scenario would all change at the 16:06 mark when
Northeastern would get on the board on their first shot.

Freshman midfielder Matt Cameron collected a pass
from fellow freshman Kevin Smith, and beat Wolfto give
the Huskies the 1-0 lead. This would not be the last

UMass would hear from this tandem on the night.

The game remained 1-0 as the halftime whistle

sounded. Coming out ofthe gates in the second halfit was
the same story.

The Minutemen would continue to press the action,

but were denied by Huskie goalie, freshman Randy
Spencer, on the shots they did get.

It remained this way until the Huskie tag team of

Cameron and Smith hitched together again and scored to

give the Huskies a 2-0 lead. Again, it was Smith who set
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The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team lost a

tough one yesterday 2- 1 at the hands of Northeastern University.

up Cameron, who in turn beat Wolf for the goal.

The Minutemen, however, would not fold that easily.

Junior forward Randy Jacobs took a pass from junior

defenseman Matt Edgerly and blew one by Spencer to cut

the deficit in half to 2-1.

However, the final gun sounded before UMass could

complete their comeback, and Northeastern walked off

the field with the victory.

Game Notes: Jacobs is now tied with Justin Edelman
for the team lead with 15 points. Up next for the Min-
utemen is a crucial Atlantic 10 battle on Friday night at

West Virginia. UMass has outscored their opponents 27-

13 overall.

Yankee Conference notebook
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Missing One football team. Last seen in Durham,
NH. Defending Yankee Conference champions, wearing
blue jerseys and white helmets with UNH inscribed on
them.

The Wildcats are hurting, and hurting bad. Off to an
0-3 YanCon start. Bill Bowes' men are all but finished in

the race for the Beanpot, an award many figured UNH to

battle Villanova and Delaware for until seasons* end.

UNH fell at home to YanCon frontrunner Delaware
42-22 lastweekend, knocking the 'Cats into sole possesion

of the YanCon basement.
More importantly UNH lost the services of AU-

American tailback Barry Bourassa (sprained hip) last

week versus Delaware, and will not play this weekend
versus Richmond.

Richmond is the surprise team of this year's YanCon
race, sitting just one half game behind the leaders.

Jim Marshall's Spiders are 2-1 (3-1 overall), with
impressive wins over Maine and Rhode Island.

Greg Lilly (YanCon offensive player of the week) is

putting big numbers up on the board for the Spiders (51-

78-1000-1), who
have outscored opponents 156-96 thusfar in '92.

"He'sjust playing great," said Bowes. "The passes he's

throwing are basically undefensible."

Even with Lilly and the Richmond offense putting
impressive numbers on the board, the Spider defense has
been the big svuTjrise of the '92 campaign.

Richmond let up an average of 477.1 yards-per-game
last season, and has improved that to 403.5 this year.

Leading the Spider defense is senior co-captain Eric
Johnson, who leads the YanCon in total tackles with 57.

The reason for the rejuvenated Richmond defense
according to UNH headman Bowes, is all to familiar to

Minuteman fans.

"They're [Richmond] playing really aggressive, fired-

up defense down there," said Bowes. "I've got to believe

that their defensive improvement has to do with the
prescence ofJim Reid."

UMass will get their chance to visit with Marshall,
Reid and the Spiders on Nov. 7th, when the Minutemen
travel to Virginia for what should prove to be a pivotal

game in the YanCon race.

This weekend UMass travels to Kingston, RI to take
on URI, a team which has struggled through the first four

games of the '92 season with a 1-3 (0-2 YanCon) record.

Look for the the Minuteman offense to come alive

against the Rams, a team which is dead last in the
YanCon in yards allowed.

"This is a really big game," said UMass head coach
Mike Hodges. "We don't want that second conference
loss, and our team is treating this game as if it was a
playoff game."

The Minutemen sit in the middle of the YanCon
standings with a 1-1 record, and a win over Rhode Island
would bring Hodges and company back to Amherst for a
three game homestand riding a three game winning
streak.

"We've been on the road three out of our first four,"

Hodges said. "It vdll awfully nice to come home for three,

especially if we're 3-1.

YanCon Awards: Offensive-Player-of-the-Week
awards went to Lilly, who bacame the YanCon's first

repeat winner this season.

Defensive-Player-of-the-Week honors go to Delaware's
hard-hitting All-American free safety Warren Mcintire,
who keyed the Blue Hen defense in a 42-22 stomping of
UNH.

Wilbur GiUiard ofUConn snagged Rookie-of-the-week
honors, running wild over the Yale defense for 198 yards,
as the Huskies improved to 2-2 on the year.

At halfway point, field hockey rolling right along
I I
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The UMass field hockey team is ranked fourth in the nation in this week's NCAA poll.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Most teams do not accomplish every-
thing they set out to do after only half a
season, but the University of Massachu-
setts field hockey team pretty much has.

With 11 regular season games down
and eight to go, the Minutewomen sport a
10-1 record and are currently ranked
fourth in the nation and first in New
England. They have improved markedly
from last season, gelling as a team and not
overlooking any of their opponents.

But as head coach Pam Hixon will tell

you ifyou ask her, there is still a long way
to go. The home stretch is where UMass
faltered last year, losing games to
unranked teams such as Delaware and

more or less stumbling into the Atlantic
10 Tournament.
A strongA- 10 tourney lastyear, despite

a 1-0 loss to Temple University in the
final, helped the Minutewomen grab an
at-large bid in the NCAAs. This year, the
Minutewomen have been a morecomposed
team, strengthened by the leadership of

people like senior Joy Blenis.

Blenis, a senior from Windham, NH,
was named A-10 Defensive Player of the
Week. She plays the official position of

center back for the Minutewomen, but is

frequently seen all over the field. The
reason? Hixon primarily uses Blenis to

mark, or shadow, the toughest forward on
the opponent's team.

Blenis anchored the defense last week.
Turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 1
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Building sit-in continues
Students demand alternatives to Columbus holiday

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Protesters occuping Memorial Hall look out on the crowd

gathered below.

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

The occupation of the Memorial Building by 11 stu-
dents to protest the celebration ofColumbus Day and the
treatment of women of color is still continuing as of last
night although the administration is considering puni-
tive action.

The group of 11, made up of University undergradu-
ates and graduate students and also alumni, are de-
manding the replacement of Columbus Day with a com-
memorative teach-in, 40 full scholarships for low-income
women of color and the funding of an academic program
to support these women.

The University "will not negotiate with anyone under
the condition of illegal occupancy," Chancellor Richard
O'Brien said last night.

"We have to look at our options hour-by-hour ," O'Brien
said. "I have not had any formal notification about the
terms [set by the protestors]."

"The issue is simple: society ignores issues of women
of color. They are denied the chance for education that
most others in the society have," stated Henry Theriault,
a graduate student among the 1 1 occupying the building,
in a prepared statement to the Collegian, "UMass must
take a step to change this. UMass must provide 40
scholarships for low-income women."

Quynh Dang, an alumnus and one of the demonstra-
tors, stated in a prepared statement, "Cultural Centers,
academic support services and student organizations do
not address issues of violence and the Everywoman's
Center is not sufficient to meet the needs of women of
color."

She said, "We are going to stay in here until the
University makes good on its professed commitment to
multiculturalism and the ending of racism."

The Memorial Building was decorated with bright
banners listing the women who have died in 1992 from

Turn to SIT-IN, Page 6

Attack suspect
told to stay off
UM property
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Police have ordered the suspect in the attack on
resident assistant Arlens Barosy in Washington
Tower to stay offthe University's campus, according
to a University staff member.

The University will seek assault and battery
charges against the alleged assailant, said Danny
Chun of the University's News Office. Police are
currently investigating to see ifthe alleged attacker,
who is not a University student, had any connection
with the racial epithets sprawled with marker
throughout the 17th floor of Washington Tower.
"There has been a lots of support for the resident
assistant. This includes University and other groups,"
Southwest/South area coordinator Linda Keith said.

Washington residents and staffexpressed outrage
at the two incidents happening over the weekend.
Many students said they wanted to catch the those
involved with the racial slurs.

At the entrance ofWashington, two large petitions
protesting the graffiti were filled with signatures.
On Tuesday, however, a poster in the lobby ad-

vertising an Asian American program was defaced
with a racial slur. Police are currently investigating
the situation.

"I wish this stuff would quit. It is a pretty good
floor," said Steve Melanson, a senior political science
m^jor.

Washington Residence DirectcM- Norman Hiza
and Keith sent out a support letter Tuesday to
Washington residents asking students to attend

Turn to SUSPECT, Page 6

UM faces investigation
Physical education probe continues
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON—A House committee re-
ferred its investigation into wrongdo-
ing at the University ofMassachusetts
at Amherst's School of Physical Edu-
cation to the state attorney general
Wednesday, citing potential criminal
wrongdoing.

The House PostAuditand Oversight
Committee members refused to dis-

cuss details of the allegations or to say
who is involved, saying they do not
want to compromise any potential
criminal investigation. The probe in-

volves several people, and could go
beyond the university, they said.

Thomas Hammond, who heads the
investigations for the committee said
the potential allegations could include,

"a whole host of things, including po-
tential tax problems."

Hammond's inquiry involved inter-

views with more than 70 people and an
evaluation of more than 50,000 docu-
ments received in response to subpoe-
nas and letters of request. But
Hammond said the investigation ran
into some stumbling blocks.

"There were a number ofsubpoenas
that did not get responded to in the
spirit of cooperation that they were
issued," he said.

The difficulty with getting some
people to comply with subpoenas com-
bined with questions about the statute

oflimitation on some matters prompted
Hammond to recommend that the com-
mittee turn over the inquiry to Attorney
General Scott Harshbarger's office.

The alleged spending abuses in the

university sports programs have also

been probed by a university administra-

tor, Provost Glen Gordon. Gordon failed

to respond to requests for comment.
Legislators began their inquiry af-

ter football and other alumni, angered
by the resignation of football coach Jim
Reid in January, demanded an ac-
countingoffunds . Reid quit over cuts in
his scholarship program.

David Bischoff, former dean of the
School of Physical Education, stepped
down in July, accusing his critics of
conducting a "witch hunt."

Bischoff had requested a chance to

appear before the committee. His at-

torney, James Collins, said Bischoff
was never subpoenaed by the commit-
tee or its investigators.

"Dave Bischoff looks forward to co-

operating with the attorney general as
his office determines whether to in-

vestigate this matter," Collins said.

"We have no idea what evidence
they're giving, if any, or what the alle-

gations are, if any," CoUins said.

Hammond said he will no longer
continue with his inquiry now that the
committee has referred the matter to
Harshbarger's office.

In an interim report on his findings,
Hammond noted several areas that need
improvement. There is no consistent
oversight of travel by school employees
in the school of physical education, ac-
cording to the report. The report also
criticized the budgeting practicing of
the physical education school, saying
funds werejuggled between accounts on
an almost daily basis.

The attorney general's office had
little comment on the committee's de-
cision. "As soon as we do see it, our
office will review it to see what action,
if any, will be appropriate for us to

take," said Kim Hinden, ofthe attorney
general's office. "That's all I can say at
this point."

GLB students seek safe
space through corridor
By JASON McDonald
Collegian Staff

After many years of struggle by GLB
students and faculty the "Two In Twenty
Corridor," a program for lesbian, gay and
bisexual students, began its first semes-
ter in Mary Lyons Residence Hall this fall.

Designed as a safe and nonthreatening
living space for GLB students, the corri-

dor hopes to eliminate much ofthe feelings
of isolation felt by gay men, lesbians, and
bisexuals on campus, according to resi-

dents.

"I don't want to have to fight for who I

am," said Tony, a resident ofthe floor. "I'm
here to get an education— I don't want to

have to waste my time with people that
are small minded."

The floor is not limited to gay men,
lesbians and Bisexuals. Allies, or students
who support the needs ofgay, lesbian and
bisexual students, are taking a major part
in supporting the corridor and its resi

dents.

"It's a corridor, but it's become a whole
building experience as more and more
people come out as allies and get involved,"
said Carol Carlson, the Residence Direc-
tor of the Crabtree/Mary Lyons clu.ster.

The purpose and structure of the cor-
ridor will be decided by the residents.
Future plans may include a class and
possibly an entire floor for gay, lesbian
and bisexual students.

Due to a lower turnout than was
originally expected. Two in Twenty's
orignal plan for an entire floor was reduced
to a corridor. The residents hope that with
greater publicity, the floor will continue to
expand.

As well as providing safety, the floor
also serves as a unique opportunity for
interaction between GLB students on
campus.

"I saw the floor as an opportunity to
better integrate into the GLB commu-

Turn to CORRIDOR. Page 6

NE deposits in jeopardy
BOSTON (AP) — More than $1.2 bil

lion in uninsured banks across the coun-
try, including more than $100 million in

seven New England banks, reportedly
could be lost in a coming wave of bank
failures.

Nationwide, 60 to 80 banks are in
danger of seizure by regulators because
they fail to meet strict financial standards
that go into effect in December, the Boston
Globe reported Wednesday.

Up to 50 other banks, as well as 300
savings and loans, with billions more in
uninsured deposits, also may be in danger
because depositors have accounts or cer-
tificates worth more than $100,000.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
protects accounts up to that amount at

failed banks. Anything beyond that is sub-
ject to seizure unless it is covered by a
private deposit insurer.

"Some people just don't learn," said
Warren Heller, research director of
Veribanc Inc. of Wakefield, a bank rating
and research firm. "With all that we've
been through, it's a shame that folks still

don't recognize the fairly obvious risks of
havingmore than $ 100,000 in near-defunct
institutions."

A study by Heller indicated there are
107 banks in 28 states that already fail the
new standards or are stuck in a downward
spiral, the Globe said.

New England banks at greatest risk,

according to Heller, are Guaranty First

Turn to DEPOSTTS. Page 6
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UMqss Police Log
• A woman reported problems with her former boy-

friend to University police on Tuesday, and asked the
police to intercede and resolve the problem. At 3 p.m., the
woman reported the problems from Chadbourne Hall.

• Police received a report ofthe theft ofgloves, goggles
and a flashlight stolen from a handlebar bag on a bicycle
on Tuesday. A man reported the theft from his bicycle
located outside of Morrill Science Center at 3 p.m. The
stolen items were valued at $90, according to police.

Fisher replaces
Magic Johnson
on AIDS staff
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush today ap-

pointed Mary D. Fisher, a carrier ofthe virus that causes
AIDS, to the National Commission on AIDS, replacing
basketball star Magic Johnson, who resigned the position
last month in protest.

Bush met privately with Ms. Fisher in the White
House this morning.

Ms. Fisher, 44, of Boca Raton, Fla., is an artist and a
mother of two.

She contracted the virus that causes AIDS from her
infected former husband. Her father. Max Fisher, is

honorary chairman of the Bush-Quayle '92 National
Finance Committee.

Ms. Fisher gained national renown for making a
speech to the Republican National Convention in which
she pleaded for tolerance toward people with AIDS and
said the administration needed to do more to combat the
disease.

"I'm putting myself in a position and in a situation
where I'm trying to do the best I can do," she told
reporters after meeting with Bush today.

She said she did not discuss the commission's business
with Bush.

Compiled by Michael Day
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• The theft of a wallet from a room in Washington
Residence Hall was reported to police on Tuesday after-

noon. Police say a woman reported her wallet stolen from
her desk at 1 :15 p.m. The items in the wallet were valued
at $45.

• A man reported the theft of his license plate from his
car on Tuesday. According to police, the man discovered
the theft when he returned to his car, parked in Lot 29,
at 3:30 p.m.

Dispute erupts
over Russian
arms removal
By SERGEI SHARGORODSKY
Associated Press

TBILISI, Georgia— Russia has begun removing
weapons and ammunition from Georgia, where the
government is trying to seize the material for its

battle withAbkhazian separatists, Georgian officials

said today.

Georgian military officials in Sukhumi said they
were expecting an attack by the separatists on the
city of 150,000 people. Georgian troops captured the
city, the Abkhazian capital, in August.

Abkhazian forces have scored key military vic-

tories in the past five days, pushing (Georgian troops
out of northwestern Abkhazia, according to reports
from the breakaway region.

Tensions have been increasing between Russia
and Georgia in recent days over the 6-week-old
conflict in Abkhazia. On Tuesday, President Boris
Yeltsin said Russian troops were taking full contol of
the main railway in Abkhazian territory, as well as
the coastline.

UMass policy receives criticism
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A flier distributed by

opponents of Portland's gay-rights ordinance has drawn
the University ofMassachusetts into the the fracas over
a city-wide referendum on the law.

The flier claims the university's Amherst campus
revised its non-discrimination code to protect pedophiles— adults who have abnormal sexual desires for children— but the university says that's not true.

Supporters of Concerned Portland Citizens, a group
attempting to repeal Portland's gay rights ordinance,
have been distributing the flier. It implies that gay rights
laws protect pedophiles and is listed as a reason voters
should repeal the city ordinance in a Nov. 3 referendum.

University ofMassachusetts spokesman Danny Chun
said the university's lawyers two years ago inserted a
clause into its anti-discrimination policy that specifically
excluded pedophiles. Last year, university trustees
dropped the language out ofconcern that it implied only
gay people molest children.
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Chun said the elimination of the pedophilia clause
does not mean the school endorses the practice and noted
that child molestation is a crime.

Confusion over the removal of the clause prompted
one nationally syndicated radio talk show host the criticize
the university over the summer. Gay rights opponents in
Tampa, Fla., recently misinterpreted the university policy
decision in the same way as Concerned Portland Citizens,
he added.

"Basically what we've been doing all along is to set the
record straight. . . We never protected pedophiles," Chun
said.

Portland's gay rights ordinance was adopted by the
city council earlier this year, but it has never been
implemented because opponents filed petitions that forced
next month's referendum.

James Duran, the leader of Concerned Portland
Citizens, could not immediately be reached this morning.
A call to his home was not answered.
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North Adams tipping
too many Sam Adams'

At North Adams State College student arrests
while "under the influence" is sparking concern
from college and community officials.

According to The Beacon, NASC's student
newspaper, during the first three weeks ofthe Fall

1992 semester there were four arrests, which is an
increase from past years, due to irresponsible
drinking, according to city and campus officials.

The arrests included a fight incited by a man
videotaping two intoxicated students being placed
under protective custody.

"It wasn't any brawl," said Director of Campus
Police John Dilego. "A couple of people had a dis-

agreement with the taping." Dilego said that when
a voice asked the man to stop taping and he didn't,

he was knocked down. He said 100-150 students
gathered at the scene at that point.

The most recent arrest occurred when police

confiscated two kegs of beer and arrested a college

visitor for buying beer for minors.

According to North Adams Mayor John Barrett

III, the increase in trouble is because of"how much
drinking there is at NASC."

'The amount of drinking on and off campus has
increased dramatically, as well as the problems
caused by drinking," said Barrett.

With comments like those Barrett could be a
shoe-in for election in Amherst.

I Got You, Babe
According to The State News, Michigan

StateUniversity's student paper, a man mastur-
bated in front ofa 25-year-old woman in a parking
lot.

The victim, was walking back to her car after

getting lunch. She noticed a car parked very close

to hers. The car, a 1984 Chevrolet Caprice, was
backed into the metered space and a man was
sitting in the car.

Police said as the woman tried to open her car

door without hitting the blue Chevy, a man sitting

inside said, "Hey baby, you're hot."

The woman saw the man masturbating and
then he drove off, police said.

Thewoman obtained the license plate number of

the car and then walked directly to the East I>an-

sing police station. She described him as a white

male in his 20s, 220 pounds with brown hair.

Police said the case should be resolved soon.

Ugly profs put on a
jfunny face

Purdue University's chapter ofAlpha Phi Omega
just wrapped up its "Ugliest Man on Campus"
biannual fund raising effort.

This year the contest was run a bit differently

than in the past, featuring contestants that are

professors on campus as opposed to campus celeb-

rities, as the group had used in the past.

"Typically we have rim the event with people

like Jim Colletto and Purdue President Steven

Beering," said Kristin Konn, charity fund-raising

co-chair. "But this year we wanted to use people

that were more in touch with the students and

more willing to make a funny face— before we had

to rely on press pictures."

Konn said finding professors willing to partici-

pate was the most difficult aspect oforganizing the

event.

"A lot of professors didn't want to participate,

though, because th^ were worried about marring

their professional reputation," Konn said.

The candidates for the national service

fraternity's event will be indirectly responsible for

acquiring money on behalf of the Lafayette Urban

Ministry homeless shelter.

Students can vote by placing money in jars with

the corresponding professor's face on it. kind of a

spin on the Chippendale technique. The winner

will be determined by the amount ofmoney totaled

up in each jar.

UM leads health alliance
Teams with local groups to improve public welfare
By University News Office

The University of Massachusetts Schools of Public
Health is teaming up with agencies and community
groups in central and western Massachusetts in an
innovative project aimed at fighting AIDS, substance
abuse, teen pregnancy and domestic violence.

In addition, the alliance will encourage minority and
disadvantaged youth to pursue careers in public health.

The project is funded by a $2.25 million grant from the
private Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan.

The foundation selected only seven consortiums
throughout the country out of 112 applicants for its $16
million public health initiative designed to encourage
community-based organizations to work with schools

and local health departments to improve public heath.

Joining the School of Public Health and the commu-
nity groups in the project are: the University of Massa-
chusetts Medical School in Worcester; Massachusetts
Area Health Education Centers, which promote com-
munity-based health education programs; and the Mas-
sachusetts Association of Health Boards.

Kellogg Foundation program director Dr. Thomas
Bruce says the Massachusetts project was selected be-

cause of its strong, all-around proposal.

"One of the proposal's strengths is its community
focus, targeting both rural and urban areas and an
intersting mix ofracial, ethnic and cultural groups," said

Bruce. "The project has the potential to be a model for

other parts of the country."

SGA elections
produce crop
of new senators
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The voter turnout for the Student Government
Association's elections last Tuesday, was average com-
pared to past years, but election day went very smoothly,

according to the SGA's Chair of Governmental Affairs.

The elections started on time, all the ballot boxes were
covered and the SGA finished counting the votes by 10:30

p.m., said junior Jon Aronson.
He said the voter turnout was not more than expected,

but it wasn't horrible. "Enough students voted to show
that there is a concern on campus about student issues,"

said Aronson.
The Greek area had the lowest voter turnout, while

the Sylvan residence area had the highest. "The students
whowon did, by far, the most successful write-in campaign
I have ever seen," said Aronson.

Aronson said the campaigners stood outside the

Worcester Dining Commons and handed out stickers

with the names of the students running for offices in the

Sylvan area government to voters.

The most competitive race was for Southwest area
Turn to SGA, Page 8

There is concern on the national level that educa-
tional institutions do more work with communities to

take on serious public health problems," says Stephen
Gehlbach, dean of the School of Public Health. "This
project gives us an opportunity to work at the grassroots
level to determine what communities think."

For the past year. University faculty members and
health and human service providers from the participating

communities have attended seminars held across the

country by the Kellogg Foundation to discuss the chal-

lenges of developing community-based public health
programs.

Also, community groups have been meeting to discuss

their public health needs and ways of forming an effec-

tive, on-going relationship with the School of Public

Health to deal with those needs.

Public health faculty members David Buchanan, Gary
Moore, Paula Stamps and Shlomo Barnoon are working
on the project.

"It's a crucial time in public health because there is so

much concern about our health care system," said

Buchanan. "Many people recognize that we can no longer
afford to pay for this treatment system. We have to move
toward prevention of problems."

Buchanan said getting faculty and students out ofthe
classroom and into the community will improve the work
and treiining in the School of Public Health. "We can tap
the front-line experiences of communities and learn

firsthand abou the public health problems they faces in

the trenches," said Buchanan.

EWC services
seen unequal
in poll results
By JOY GOLDSMITH
Collegian Correspondent

Students responding to a recent Collegian survey
said they perceive a significant difference along

racial lines in the accessibility of services offered at

the Everywoman's Center.

Many women of color surveyed say they are not

aware ofor are dissatisfied with the services offered.

The questionnaire, distributed Monday in the Cam-
pus Center and Student Union, asked women ifthey

have ever used the services at the Everywoman's
Center. Ifrespondents hadn't, then they were asked
to give reasons.

All the White respondents who had used the

EWC were satisfied with the services they received,

writing such comments as "good counseling" and
"welcoming place to go."

Although many women of color said they had
positive experiences at the EWC, 36 percent said

they did not.

Turn to tWC. Page 8
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OKAY, THAT'S ENOUGH DOGGIE PADDLE— Two frolicking puppies emerge from the Campus Pond yesterday,

as the only ones brave enough to have waded in.
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Columbus screwed up, but so what? He's still dead
When my best friend's dad was in college in the '50s,

he and his drinking buddies had this drinking song about
Christopher Columbus. The chorus went something like
this:

"He knew the earth was round, he knew it could be
found,

That mathematical, geographical, son of a bitch
Columbo."

Ha! And you though P.C. was new!
So Christopher Columbus isn't a hero anymore. He's

a reprobate, an imperialist, an enslaver, a murderer. His
accidental arrival in the New World brought suffering
and death to the indigenous peoples of the Western
Hemisphere, and by extension, he was therefore re-
sponsible for the enslavement of miUions ofAfrican men
and women. His "discovery" still affects us today.

But there's one detail about Columbus we've left out:
He's still dead. That's right, dead. Pushing up daisies.
Gone to that big Santa Maria in the sky.

So what's the big deal? Hindsight is 20/20, and in
retrospect it's easy to see the colonialism of the past was
greedy and wrong-minded. But at the same time, does
bashing the guy solve anything? Can we jump back in
time. Quantum Leap-style, and turn those boats around?

Even if we could, is there any doubt that another
"explorer" after him wouldn't do worse? Cortez, Pizzaro,
Drake, Cabot, Vespucci, De Soto, Cap'n Crunch — any

one of them could have held Columbus' title as history's
best-known imperialist, had Columbo fallen off the edge
ofthe Earth (it's flat, you know) or been run over in a DWI
accident by the good ship Exxon Valdez.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Point being, it was bound to happen sooner or later.

Someone was going to bump into this huge land mass
halfway between China and Portugal and ruin the rich
civilizations there. Sad, but true. Before jumping down
Columbus' throat, remember the historical context he
lived in, and understand neither he nor anyone else saw
this as a mistake of epic proportions. Exploration and
conquest, in the name ofGod and country, was the name
of the game, and like it or not we're left to pick up the
pieces.

Which brings us right back to present day. Why is

Columbus Day a holiday? Not for Columbus' sake, that's
for sure. Ifyou asked 100 people how they spent their day
off from work or school, I doubt you could find one who'd
reply "I'm celebrating Columbus." Most of us now know
he had as much to do with "discovering" this place as Joe
Bob Briggs did.

The world Columbus lived and its values are 500 years
down the drain. He's dead. Ferdinand and Isabella are

dead. The effects ofhis voyage on the map may still be felt

today, but not in the same context and not with the same
immediacy. Equating American foriegn policy with 15th
Century European colonialism is like comparing tofu
with a Whopper with cheese — you can't. They're two
different animals driven by two different sets of values
and motivations. And one tastes like modeling clay.

Columbus is a hard guy to figure out, partly because
the real person he was (or might've been) has been
obscured by history, legend and whatnot. Scholars still

aren't sure just exactly who he was. What he is now is a
symbol. Who knows what he felt about the New World, or
enslaving people, or perpetuating colonialism for another
500 years. If we can't see the future in front of our nose,
do you think he could?

What Columbus was into was gold. He sailed under the
Spanish flag not because he was Spanish, but because they
paid him. He was hoping to find a western route to the
East, not a potential sugar cane colony ripe for exploita-
tion. He probably had no idea his discoveries, or his actions
afterwards, would have such drastic, mind-bending effects.

He was a sailor. How much more simple can you get?
When Columbus died, by most accounts, he died

penniless and depressed. Let the man rest in peace,
already.

GregSukiennikfound the Collegianfouryears ago, but
only after walking into WMUA by mistake.

TKe debates

A series.

0Bu5K
vs.

Bush

Don't get tied to parties
This November, we, the people of

IJMass, as well as the rest ofthese United
States, are asked to make a decision that
will affect the future of millions. When it

comes to choosing a political candidate,
some people would rather not vote at all

than make a choice.

Arthur

STAPLETON

Racism: writing is on the wall
I just want to say three things in re-

sponse to the article "RA target of racial

attack \Collegian, Oct. 51." There is no
sense in going into all the reasons why
racism exists and arguing that it is inhu-
mane and unjust — that is apparent and
has been proven and discussed more times
than I can count.

First, I would like to reply to the white
students in my classes who oflen try to
persuade me that the struggle is over and
racism does not exist. The writing is figu-

ratively and literally on the wall.

Secondly, I am going to fight this and I

want the Black community to know that
we should not tolerate this and there is

nothing wrong with making a little noise.
The more we become passive the more
these situations will occur.

And lastly gentlemen (I use the term
loosely) — learn how to spell: your igno-
rance is showing, in more ways than one.

Kay West
Amherst

Well, I'm in that position when it comes
to a political party. I haven't grown up as
a Republican, Democrat or Independent,
(excuse me if I left any other meaningless
categories of political geniuses out) nor do
I claim that I am in any of these now.

People assume if I want to vote for Bill

Clinton that I'm a Democrat. No, sorry,
but I won't classify myself as part of any
party. I think these parties arejust shields
that weak-minded politicians hide behind
to evade pertinent issues in this country.

Forexample. Republican Vice President
Dan Quayle is one of these many people
who hide behind the so-called party plat-
form. He coincides with his party by
claiming he is pro-life, but when asked
what he would think ifhis daughterwanted
to get an abortion, he said he would stand
by her.

Don't you think, Mr. Quayle, that you
overstepped your party's platform when
you said that. Well, I say to you, get a
backbone and stand up forwhatyou believe
in, not whatyour Republican peers believe,
or say they do.

I was taughtbymy parents (yes, Quayle,
your family values) that I should be ari

individual, and think for myself instead
of adopting the policies of others as mine
without question.

After a summer of watching those ga-
las called conventions, I came to the con-
clusion that these stereotypes that derive
from political parties are not good for

young adults that are just entering the
"real world."

Stereotyping is what causes all of the
problems in today's society, so what makes
it O.K. to use them when it comes to

politics.

I remember telling a friend back home
that I was going to vote for Clinton. He
remarked, "Oh, no, you're a Democrat?
Remember the last time one of them was
in office."

To tell you the truth, I don't, and it

doesn't matter to me that George Bush is

a Republican. The job he has done has
been mediocre where I'm concerned and
ni vote for a person because of their plan
of attack, not what party the candidate
poorly represents.

Furthermore, there is nothing wrong
with agreeing with some views ofthe other
party. There is a die-hard Republican that
you read every Friday on this page whom
I consider a good friend.

We may not see eye-to-eye on certain
issues, but that does not stop me from
listening and learning about other views.

Case in point: if there are so-called
Democrats that won't vote for Bush be-
cause he's of another party, swallow your
pride and cast the vote for the person you
agree with most.

Furthermore, you so-called Republi-
cans out there who like Gov. Clinton's tax
plan as well as his views on education,
leave your clan and vote for the next
President of the United States.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian staff
member.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Notes from the Campus Center Basement, it's like

an old glove with me. Fits perfect, full of holes.
The vice-presidential debate, whoa. "Dan Quayle

versus Al Gore," should resemble those 'Trials of Life"
videos. You know the series I'm talking about. They're
advertised late at night with footage of killer whales
tearing up seals. Clap your flippers and bark, Danny
Boy.

I hate crossword puzzles. The clue is "Papal vest-
ment" and "the Pope's funny hat" doesn't fit.

Now and again you have to wonder what life is like
for the infamous Collegian columnist Michael
Morrissey. He says he gets a few funny looks in classes
now and then, usually when attendance is called at the
beginning of the semester. "When my name is called
for attendance, I hold my hand high and my head low,"
he says. "I'm here!"

I heard the University's loudestalumnus, Guy Glodis,
got the democratic nomination for Worcester's state
legislative seat. To fill in for all you young-un's out
there, Guy (yes that's his real name) was one ofthe few,
but most "outspoken," UMass conservatives. His spe-
ciality was getting people's attention. He and his play-
mates ran theMinuteman , held "Straight Pride" rallies,

held Morton Downey Jr.-style talk shows in the Cam-

pus Center Auditorium, and said the Pledge ofAllegiance
with much volume during student senate meetings. All his
success in the democratic primary confirms my beliefthat
electoral and political victory hinges on nothing more than
making more noise than the other guy. Doesn't matter
what you say, just say it loud. Vote for me, I'll say lots of
outlandish things to keep you from getting bored.

Marc

ELLIOTT
While I'm on the subject of bent campus personalities,

what is GEO's social chair Peter Underdown smoking? If
he's bored I'd suggest needlepoint. Anyone catch his dia-
tribe on the Collegian in the Grad Voice? It was an inter-
estingexperiment in one-sidedjournalism to be sure. More
inaccuracies than Yugoslavia's had cease-fires. Funny
Pete, I've talked to a few people down here in the basement
and none ofthem remember talking to you at all. I wonder
if maybe you neglected to get all sides of the story? You
certainly didn't identify your sources — ethically, that's
bad. I'd be a little more careful there guy. Ever see the
movie "Libel Suit?" It could be coming to a theater near
you. Since then another Grad Voice has been published. It
seems graduate students, or at least those on the Voice

staff, are no longer content with grading our papers.
Now they want to grade our humanity as well. I don't
suppose I'll be let off with a D-minus do you?

Just to be fair, maybe I'll mention a few administra-
tors next time.

Happy thought for the day: Only buy the smaller
clothes detergent containers. You could die tomorrow
and all that soap would go to waste.

Ross Perot suffers from the Dukakis electoral dis-
ease, shortness. 'Course, Perot could always stand on
his checkbook to reach the debate podium.

Of all the buildings on campus, why Memorial
Hall? Yeah, let's shut down the Telefund man. That'll
hurt 'em.

A trip to the supermarket these daysll clean you
out, sort of like D.C. food.
Why do people find it necessary to say they favor

world peace or an end to world hunger? Isn't it a given?
I haven't see many "I hope they starve" bumper
stickers lately.

Does anyone else find it disgusting that Congress
will only override a presidential veto to regulate cable
television? I guess the family leave legislation isn't as
important as Cinemax.

l^arc Elliott is a Collegian columni-st.
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Rush week disappoints
As a transfer student at UMass I

thoughtjoining a fraternity would be a
great way to meet people. Pledging,
brotherhood, exchanges, date parties,
formals and most ofall philanthropies.
I always associated the college experi-
ence with Greek life.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
I want to set the record straight: this

is not a fraternity-bashing editorial.

Instead this is my feeling about rush-
ing. Informal rush allowed me to decide
which houses I thought I would have
liked to join. I easily narrowed it to

three. One I never really liked, but I

kept an open mind. The brothers there
never took the time to get to know the
rushees. My second option I never
bothered checking out further because
1 liked my third option.

From the moment I stepped on their

porch the brothers greeted me and were
very friendly. I had a good gut feeling

about this house because each brother
took the time to talk to me. I attended all

of their rush events and really enjoyed
myself In a way I screwed myself by
putting all my eggs in one basket: if I did

go Greek it was going to be this house.

I felt part ofa group for the first time
in my life. I went to bed a few times
with my adrenalin running faster than
Bill Rogers. But then I said, "Wait!
Don't get excited. Ifthey take me great!

I'll be thrilled and will give the house
my all! Ifnot, then they can't be blessed
with my brotherhood."

After three weeks ofwaiting to see if

I got a bid, nothing happened. I figured

no news was good news. Friends and
aquaintances ofmine all reassured me.

"Oh, you'll get in," or "They must like
you, I put in a good word for you."
Great! But, if I got in I wanted it to be
because they liked me not because
someone told them to like me.

Finally, the news was broken to me.
I felt relieved and not upset. I thought,
"Look, I could either feel sorry for my-
selfor sorry for the house because they
lost a greatguy." I didn't lose a moment's
rest over it. I have no animosity towards
anyone in this house and I would hope
that ifthey ran into me at the Campus
Center they would still stop to say hi.

So far, I have seen a few guys from that
house and they are still the great guys
that I thought they were.

The only thing that bothered me
was the idea of being judged. Is that
what constitutes getting a bid? How
could people actually know who I am
from a few gatherings after classes?

Was I judged because of the image I

portrayed to the brothers? I could have
been fake and there would have been
no way that they would of known who
I really am. I'm glad that I didn'tchange
myself, my image, ormy opinions to get
into a fraternity.

Someone once told me "Being in a
fraternity is a privilege and not a right."

I understand this but in a way I don't

like it. I realized that we are all in a
fraternity, the "Fraternity ofLife." This
fraternity is our nuclear family, the

one group thatwe automaticedly belong
to. You don't need a bid to be a part of

it, your just bom into it. Your letters

are your last name. We should all be
proud of who we are, and where we
came from, our roots. And that, my
friends, is a fraternity.

Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian

staff member.

Forget CUnton, vote Bush
I'm going to be political. I hate politics.

I try to avoid politics. It's like Charles
Bukowski said: politics is like trying to

screw a cat. But it is an election year, and
no matter how much I drink I can't stop
the mindless banter of political hacks and
junkies. So I've decided to become a politi-

cal hack.

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS
I assume that most of you fishhead

boys and fishhead girls are going to vote

for Bill Clinton. What follows is an issue

by issue analysisoutliningwhyyou should
all vote for George Bush.

Abortion: This is not even an issue.

Abortion is legal now and always will be.

No supreme court will ever overturn Roe
V. Wade, no matter what Bush and thou-

sands of God-fearing redneck oafs do in

their spare time. Let them have their fun

protesting clinics. Vote for Bush.

The environment: Save someone's job.

Kill an environmentalist. Vote for Bush.
Women's issues: This is supposed to be

the pohtical "year of the woman." This

issue presents problems: while Bush's

record is mediocre, it's clear Clinton likes

women. He likes a lot of women. He likes

a lot of women an awful lot. If you want
Clinton to like you, vote for him. If you
want a better president, vote for Bush.

Racial issues: Another very sensitive

area. Once again Bush has done neither

anjrthing spectacular nor anj^hing out-

right deplorable. On the other hand, ev-

eryone knows that Clinton is an evil,

unrestrained, unthinking bigot. He hates

any white, black, red, yellow, gay, straight

or living person who makes between

$60,000 and $180,000 dollars a year, espe-

cially if these people own or operate their

own small business. He will, if elected,

seize these people's shops, factories and
offices and herd them into dead-end jobs

in the public sector. Vote for Bush.
Drugs: Let's face it, we all scream for

Ibogaine, but do you want someone who
thinks we'll believe he didn't inhale in the

White House? V.Tiat will he do in an inter-

national crisis, bluffthe enemy or the dis-

puting parties into submission? Besides,

sooner or later drugs are going to be legal-

ized. I don't think it will be Bush who
makes the daring move, but it is going to

be a Republican who finally realizes the

huge industry we're missing out on. Prob-

ably Quayle, when he gets elected in 1996.

Vote for Bush.

The economy: Everything the Demo-
crats are blaming Bush for is the fault of

the Democratic-controlled Congress. They,

thanks to the Constitution, control all

spending. Even the most evil schemes for

deadly weaponry at amazing prices pro-

posed by Reagan or Bush had to be ap-

proved by them. The economy exists inde-

pendent ofwhat any president wants to do

to it. If Clinton gets elected, you, the col-

lege student, will have less opportunity to

gain personal wealth in the next four

years. If Bush is re-elected, we all have a

better chance ofbeing rich. Vote for Bush.

Foreign affairs: No one seems to be

talking about this area this year. Vote for

Bush.

That settles that. I hope to seeyou all at

the polls and to see even more ofyou at the

local Bush/Quayle victory party, where
well down red wine, burn Murphy Brown
in effigy and dance the night away while

firing our guns randomly.

Chris J. Petropoulos is a UMass stu-

dent.

Division isn't a solution
Iconoclastic, extremist attitudes have

permeated our newspapers, cultural pro-
grams and schools of social and critical

thought.

"The Quincentermial: Columbus Day
Revised" has sparked much debateamong
various scholars and has led many into
thinking that all acts associated with this
day are a betrayal of those slaughtered,
tortured and raped by the conquistadors
in pursuit of control and exploitation.

Kenneth

MAISONET
I do not presume to be an authority on

colonialism nor do I wish to defend the
historical subjugation and cultural
eradication by the colonial elite. As a
Puerto Rican Internationalistmy country's
own coloiual socio-political history serves
as a constant reminder.

Not balancing the perspectives and at-

titudes are undermining the positive his-

torical advancements made through the
centuries by pioneers, inventors and sci-

entists who have contributed to the world.

We continue to see a dividing and dan-
gerous paradigm recreate itselfwithin the
context of oppression, redefining and re-

writing American history. The history of

America is a culmination of actors and
s3Tnpathizers who actively engaged them-
selves to forge a better world. The U.S.

Constitution, Bill of Rights and Civil

Rights Bill were measures needed to in-

sure that this nation did not become a
monopoly of territorial, cultural kings of

oppression. Although we see progress
stagnated at various levels— the human
spirit has not been silenced — history

bears a constant witness to this account.

The principles and standards set forth

were and still are the foundation of what
keeps this nation functional and sustain-

able. This country has sent out many
delegates and ambassadors who have had
a positive impact on a global scale, push-
ing for human rights and raising the
consciousness of the American people.

America still stands at the forefront of

democracy. Truly the age of cynicism has
come to fruition. People from all walks of

life are still loving, caring, growing,
learningandbearingeach others' burdens,

still aspiring to make the best of their

situation and time by pursuing education
and participatingconstructively in positive

social change. This continues in the coun-

try we call America.
This is what we fail to see, despite the

permissiveness of the spirit dimension,
and the unaccountability of certain indi-

viduals not willing to admit that this is a
reality. It is disheartening to see so many
bright students take a stand on something
they are vaguely sure is correct in itself

The notion that women of color must de-

mand more attention by the educational
establishment is to say that nothing is

being done across the board. This is inac-

curate, another example of misinforma-
tion and distortion of facts. Women of

color are moving up, fortifying the bonds
within the system.

The question needs to be asked: what
are the men of color doing to address the
issue ofviolence perpetuated within their

own culture? Men of color set the tone for

how other men perceive women. They act

as models for younger males and reinforce

certain attitudes about women in their

respective cultures. This is entirely left

out of the picture. Another contradiction.

To eliminate sound, historical, empirical
foundations rooted within the soil of the
country's history would be a disgrace, dis-

advantageous to students, parents and
future generations to come. What model
will replace such rich, often misinterpreted
history?

Can we account as a whole for what has
been done by the breed called Greed? Does
the entire white population, including stu-

dents at UMass, fall under judgement for

past and future atrocities? Most ceilainly

not! This divisive mentality will remain as
such because it fails to acknowledge the

imperfections within its own culture and
histories, their own shortcomings.

They seek to discard what is good in

American history and blame innocent
citizens ofoutright genocide. This is wrong
and a falsity. They do not take responsi-

bility for not being well-organized, struc-

tured and accountable to theirown people
and impacting the future generation. They
have had ample opportunity to make
positive, lasting change.

Their own individuality and cultural

pride has limited the global humanistic
efforts to understand and participate in

this country's history. There is always the

scapegoat slogans of the day such as "S/

he's racist and white" or "they're privi-

leged, they can't possibly understand" or

"they're closed minded." These are just a
few examples of how this prevalent men-
tality divides and continues to see life and
other people.

People never move beyond this stage

even with a good education. It only affords

resentment, hostility, bitterness and goes
further by becoming exclusive and sepa-

ratist in its actions. This attitude will

never make any real change.

We as students must continually
question the motives and agenda of those

who wish to revise U.S. history-victimology

and who see the entire role of American
history as racist in origin. This is not

factual and an untruth.

There is more to learn about America
than meets the eye.

Kenneth Maisonet is a Collegian staff

member.

White students must take action
How many people have to be physically

assaulted? How much graffiti and vandal-

ism will it take? When are white students

on campus going to realize that the prob-

lems of racial violence and hatred are not

the responsibility of students of color to

solve! Without white people, racism would
not exist. As a white person I am outraged
at the recent attacks on people of color on
this campus. Every day I am confronted

with story after story of students who are

discriminated against on the basis ofskin

color.

As I read the Collegian this morning, I

was struck by the fact that the only groups
meeting to talk about the racial violence

on this campus are groups of students of

color. Wake up White students— we need
to be part of the solution too! So you're

sitting there, reading this, saying to your-

self, "I'm not a racist. I don't participate in

violence against people of color. This isn't

my problem." Guess what: it is your prob-

lem! What have you done to end racism?

Have you lifted your voice in protest of

these atrocities? Have you lifted a finger

in support of the students of color on this

campus who are in constant fear of ha-

rassment and violence? Have you really

done anything? Now is the time for action!

Become an outspoken ally.

I strongly encourage White students
on this campus to organize against racism.
It is time we talk about what our role as
allies is and to mobilize against the heinous
events happening on campus. Come to an
organizational meeting ofWhite students
and stafftonight at 9 p.m. on the 19th floor

of Kennedy. We can't let the violence
continue — it is time for action. No one is

free when others are oppressed.

Stephanie Camahan, Residence
Director

Kennedy Cluster Office

Education must replace "celebration" as Columbus Day approaches
Is it in the spirit ofjustice, democracy and freedom

that we mark a date on our calendar to "celebrate" the

enslavement ofAfrican Americans, apartheid in South

America, the Armenian genocide, the killing fields of

Cambodia, the famine of Somalia or the Jewish Holo-

caust? If your answer is NO, then it's inconsistent to

continue to celebrate as a University holiday the mass

destruction ofjust about every Native American soci-

ety. We must end this tradition of celebrating violence

against people of color by replacing it with a day of

education and reflection rather than "celebration."

Concerned students have taken the first step in

petitioning Governor William Weld to set a nation-

wide example by replacing the University's "Columbus
Day Holiday" with a "Columbus Day Commemorative
Teach-in." For the upcoming Quincentennary, we have
planned the "First Annual Columbus Day Commemora-
tive Teach-in" for October 12. The program will include

faculty lectures, student workshops, community panel

discussions and films presenting the many different per-

spectives on the legacy of Columbus.
We can't change 500 years of violence against people of

color but we can and must prevent it from continuing in our

future. Let the University come together and mark this

date not through celebration, but through real education

and reflection so we can find some understanding and

hopefully prevent further racial incidents on our cam-
pus. We eagerly await the Governor's endorsement
making this annual event reaching the entire campus
community. In the meantime, we are conducting an
informal workshop inside Memorial Hail on "500 years
of violence." We will stay here until we hear from Gov.
Weld. Come join us. Everybody's support is necessary
in order to achieve this historic goal.

No celebration, real education!

Valerie Voorheis
Henry Theriault
Memorial Hall

I
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sit-in
continued from page 1

domestic violence. A loudspeaker was set up in a
window of the building so the demonstrators could
speak to the crowd of about 75 people on the lawn in
front of the building.

As the demonstrators peered under the banners on
the building and around a poster of Malcolm X
hanging on the window, they spoke to the people
telling their own stories of oppression, the stories of
others and their perceptions of Columbus Day and
the treatment ofwomen of color. The demonstrators
then opened the discussion to the people and a
megaphone was brought forth for the people in the
crowd to speak.

Patricia Guedes, a Latina woman present at the
rally yesterday, said, "Columbus Day should not be a
holiday." She also said the day should be remem-
bered as "a day ofmourning and awareness-raising".

Mike Kaplan, a resident assistant in Moore, said
at the rally he hears how men talk about and refer to

women and he is tired of it. Kaplan said, "I suggest
the guys out there think about who you are. You are
just oppressing someone because of their physical
and biological features." He also said, "Give women
respect, because they deserve it."—CoWegianstaffmember Christina Roth well con-
tributed to this storv.

corridor

suspect

continued from page 1

nity," said Matt Malone, a junior political science major
and resident ofthe corridor. "It allows us, asGLB students,
a unique forum for discussion of the issues pertinent to

our lives.

This floor is also unique as it is the second of its type
in the country, with the University ofCalifornia at Santa
Cruz the only other university to have such a floor.

"I hope other universities take our lead. I consider the
corridor to be an excellent addition to the supposed
'diverse atmosphere' on campus," said Ellen
Paleologopoulos, a sophmore STPEC major and resident
of the Social Diversity Floor in Brett.

Residents of Social Diversity Floor have expressed con-
cern that GLB students will not continue to request the
SDF as an alternative floor to the Two in Twenty.

"The Social Diversity Floor was formerly a haven for

GLB students," said Keith Kirkness, a senior psychology
m£yor. "GLB students have had a great influence in

creating a living environment for students who question
mainstream American values," Kirness said.

Although arguments have been raised against the
idea ofseperate floors for minority groups, LBGA member
Louise Godchaux said she believes they are necessary.

"Division between different peoples is a condition that
already exists— we didn't create it," Godchaux said. "We
would all like to feel integrated and safe within society.

But until we acheive that we have to take one step at a
time."

continued from page 1

floor meetings to focus on "Living Together in Commu-
nity: Tolerance and Respect," next Wednesday.

"People need to educate themselves on oppressiveness
and diverse social issues," Keith said.

Keith said students can help stop racism by checking
theirown words and actions and by watchingthe behaviors
of others.

In a prepared statement. Chancellor Richard O'Brien
said he deplored the events in Washington.
"The recent violence and harassment in Washington
Tower is intolerable," O'Brien said. "This campus is

implacably opposed to such acts, and will do everything
possible to punish the guilty and to protect against future
occurrences."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Thomas B.
Robinson is "hax-ing a whole series of meetings with
minority groups," O'Brien said.

Many students and staff say they cannot remember a
racial incident of this level occurring on campus.

"Nothing
I has happened] of this magnitude. The

community will heal," Hiza said. "A lot of people do not
agi-ee with this racial incident, they are feeling very
angi-y. Lots of good people are on the look out and the
residents will not let this happen again."

deposits
continued from page 1

Trust Co. ofWaltham; Martha's Vineyard National Bank;
Heritage Bank for Savings in Holyoke; Somerset Savings
in Somerville; Burritt InterFinancial Bankcorp of New
Britain, Conn. ; and Eastland Savings Bank ofWoonsocket,
R.I.

Heritage and Somerset savings banks have private
insurance that will cover excess deposits.

The FDIC does not make public its version of Heller's
analysis, but officials said about 80 banks nationwide
appear to be in danger, and 1,044 of the nation's 12,115
banks are "problems."

Some analysts say no one has noticed the impending
crisis because President Bush and Democratic nominee
Bill Clinton haven't discussed the banking crisis. In that
sense, they say, the situation harks back to 1988, when the
S&Lcrisiswas largely ignored inthe presidential campaign.

"To say that we've got to shrink the banking industry
very carefully, because there is not enough good business
to go around, is not an attractive thing to say when you're
running for ofiice," said Martin Mayer, an author spe-
cializing in banking.

Last year, Congress passed a law that requires regu-
lators to close or sell institutions that are "critically

undercapitalized," or too far gone to recover from their
losses. Once a bank reaches that mark, regulators usu-
ally are required to shut it down within 90 days.

Also, the $100,000 insurance limit will be followed
much more stringently than in the past.

The new capitalization regulations take effect Dec. 19.
Any bank on the verge of extinction faces almost imme-
diate seizure after that date, the Globe said.

ANY MIMS BRAKE SERVKZ
Right now. ^et $^(» off ihe regular pnce of any quality Midas brake service

at partii ipatiiiR dealers At Midas, you'll get a free detailed brake
inspection Written estimate up front And we can fix your brakes nght the

same day you bring in your car So what's stopping you?
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New York lags
in hiring Black
police officers
By VIRGINIA BYRNE
Associated Press

NEW YORK — In spite of affirmative action
programs, New York ranks last in a 50-city survey
that measures how closely police forces reflect the
cities' Black populations.

Los Angeles, where allegations of brutality by
White officers touched off riots earlier this year,
was ranked near the top, along with San Francisco,
Miami, San Jose, Calif, Omaha, Neb., and Toledo,
Ohio.

The survey, released Wednesday, found that
the percentage of Black officers in the New York
Police Department has not increased in nine years.

'The lack of progress is absolutely astonishing
for Black police officers in New York City," said
Sam Walker, a professor of criminal justice at the
University ofNebraska, who conducted the survey.

In contrast, Chicago boosted its number ofBlack
officers by 23.5 percent and Houston's rose by 48.5
percent since 1983. The city's population was 38.7
percent Black in the 1990 census.

The study found many big-city forces had made
only small gains in making their departments
more representative of their communities by hir-

ing additional Blacks, Hispanics and women.
"New York is the worst because of the high

volume ofhiring they've done," Walker said. "They
had an opportunity and it faiied."

"I'm more ofa mind to think there's a systematic
problem in the method of selection," said Hubert
Williams, president of the Police Foundation, a
think tank on policing issues.

The department has hired at least 1 ,500 officers

a year since 1983 to replace retiring officers, and
currently is hiring about 3,000 officers a year.

Acting Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly
blamed the department's failure to reflect the
city's racial makeup on its recruiting efforts in
minority communities.

"For the last five years the male Black numbers
have stagnated and this is at a time when we've
had two Black police commissioners foreight years,"
Kelly said.

He also acknowledged the department has a
longstanding image problem in the city's Black
neighborhoods. "Black opinion leaders have been
down on the police for a long time, some with
justification," he said.

Detective Robert Rivers, head ofthe Guardians
Association, a group of Black officers, said "we see
the police as rude to us as a people, including the
black police officers. We don't see

Ijoining the force
I

as something positive."

The police force in Los Angeles is 14.1 percent
Black, reflecting the city's 14 percent Black popu-
lation, the survey found. Since 1983, the percent-
age of Black officers has risen 81.8 percent.
New York City fared somewhat better in the

hiring of Hispanic officers, but still lagged behind
Philadelphia, Detroit and Buffalo, N.Y. It had 53.6
percent more Hispanics on the force in 1992 than
in 1983 and is up to 13.6 percent Hispanic, the
survey indicated.

If you would like to earn
Full Time Income Working Part Time

Be a Bartender
» Day/Evening 1 Week
•Local/National Wacement

•Limited Openings Remoln For September,
October, and November dosses

»Make Your Move Tbday end rsteceive

Additional Stfvbgs on lUlfion Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield „cMC/VISA/AE
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Abortion drug
seen effective
for dual usage
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON — A controversial
French-made abortion drug is also a
highly effiective morning-after pill,

preventing all pregnancies in women
who have unprotected sex, a study
found.

The drug, RU486, has not been
approved for use in the United States
A study conducted in Scotland and

published in Thursday'sNew England
Journal of Medicine concluded that
making the drug available for use
after intercourse could reduce the
need for abortions.

However, one anti-abortion group
said it would fight this use of the
drug, arguing that a morning-after
pill is just another form of abortion.

The drug is available only in
France, where it was introduced in

1988, and in Britain, Sweden and
China.

The drug acts on the hormonal
system to trigger abortions early in

pregnancy. It causes the embryo or
fetus to become separated from the
uterine wall and be expelled.

When used as a morning-after pill,

RU486 is believed to prevent im-
plantation of the fertilized egg in the
wall of the uterus.

In the study, doctors from the
University of Edinburgh compared
RU486 to high doses of the birth-

control pill, now the standard morn-
ing-after approach, but one that fre-

quently causes nausea and doesn't

always work.

"People are trying to find a highly
effective form of post-coital contra-
ceptive that is easy to use and free

from side effects," said Dr. Anna
Glasier, who directed the study. "It

would seem that RU486 meets those

requirements."

The research was conducted on
800 women who sought emergency
contraception within three days of

having unprotected intercourse.

Halfthe women were given RU486
and half got birth control pills. None
of the women taking RU486 got

pregnant, compared with four preg-

nancies among those receiving birth

control pills. RU486 was also less

likely to cause nausea.

The main drawback ofRU486 was
that it delayed the start ofmenstrual
periods by a few days in about 40
percent of women, researchers said.

This caused anxiety in those worried

about whether the treatment had
actually worked.

Glasier said the World Health
Organization will soon start a study
to see if a lower dose of RU486 than
the one they tried will be as effective

in preventing pregnancy.

Dr. David A. Grimes of the Uni-

versity of Southern California said

the drug is a contraceptive, not an
abortive agent, because pregnancy

does not begin until an embryo is

implanted in the uterus.

Mass. high on trash Kst
Report raps state's incineration record

BOSTON (AP)— Massachusetts relies
more heavily on trash incineration than
other states, according to a group that is

pushing for passage of a packaging and
recycling initiative.

The Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group report released today
ranks states in eight different categories
measuring their use of incineration as a
method of solid waste disposal, and the
environmental and economic impact of
incineration in each state.

MassPIRG favors passage of a ballot
question that would require packagers to

meet certain standards designed to reduce
the amount of materials used in packag-
ing their products.

According to the MassPIRG study,
Massachusetts burns 48 percent of its

solid waste, a rate that is higher than
average nationwide. The study also says
that Massachusetts produces 816,000 tons
of ash, more than any other state.

MassPIRG also says that Massachu-
setts taxpayers spend $179.5 million a
year to burn their trash, more than any
other state for which similar data is

available.

"Incineration is nothing more than an
expensive way to turn a ton of harmless
garbage into 500 pounds oftoxic ash, which
then must be landfilled," said Amy Perry,
solid waste program director for

MassPIRG. Perry said the report sup-
ports her contention that the recycling
initiative should pass to reduce trash.

The top five states that rely most heavily
on incineration include Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Florida, Maine and New
Hampshire, according to the MassPIRG
study.

"Obviously we would like to see more
recycling and more reuse and less
landfillingand incineration," said Te Leone
ofDEP.

"But in the hierarchy of disposable
options, we still feel that incineration still

poses less ofan environmental threat than
does landfilling."

Landfills can pose a threat to water
supplies in the state.

Gov. William F. Weld supports the re-

cycling ballot initiative, which would ap-
pear on the ballot as Question 3.

A group that is opposed to the recycling
ballot measure contends that Question 3
will not reduce trash.

"We stand by our position that Question
3 will leave 90 percent ofthis state's waste
completely untouched," said Steve Allen
of the No on 3 Committee, an industry-
supported group.

"Question 3 is about repackaging,"Allen
said. "This issue that they're raising today
has nothing to do with Question 3.
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SGA
continued from page 3

government treasurer, Aronson said.

Debbie Marino beat Lou Dias by 20
votes, he said.

Aronson said the election in Field
residence hall was voided because of a
procedural error. A candidate for office

in Field was operating the ballot box,
which breaks SGA election rules,
Aronson said.

According to Aronson, out ofthe 100
available senate seats, 60 were flUed.

He said the SGA does expect more
seats to be filled because the Third
World Caucus has to appoint 13 per-
cent ofthe available seats in the senate.

He said the SGA is in the process of
calling commuter students who only
received one vote. "The number ofcom-
muter senators should increase when
the SGA hears whether these students

accept the seat," said Aronson.
The SGA has an adequately filled

senate right now, but I would love to

have every seat in the senate filled,"

said senior Mike Poster, vice president
of Commuter Area Government.

Poster said if a student is inter-

ested in joining the senate later on in

the year, they should talk to either
their house council president if they
live in the residence halls, or the
Commuter Area Government presi-

dent if they commute.
Matt Pavesi, chair of Public Policy

Committee, said his goal was to get
students registered to vote and to set

up the new state wide voter data base
computer system. This system will do
things such as, making the process of

applying for an absentee ballot easier
for students," he said.

EWC
continued from page 3

"White women try to counsel women of
color who have cultural differences that
White women don't understand," wrote
one respondent. Several women of color

wTote that the EWC did not have the
services that they needed and that they
felt uncomfortable there.

Sage Freechild, coordinator of the
EWC's Counselor/Advocate Program ac-

knowledged that there is a "service gap" in

services to women of color.

One woman ofcolor noted that although
she found the EWC to be helpful, she

would "like to see groups specifically for

women of color."

About 65 percent ofwomen ofcolor wrote
that they had never heard ofthe EWC and
were unfamiUar with its services. Outreach
to White women seemed to be more ef-

fective since 70 percent of White women
reported that they knew the EWC existed
if they needed it.

The need in the community is great
but the EWC does not have multilingual
counselors," said Seng Ty, a volunteer at

the Cambodian Assistance Association of

Western Massachusetts.

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
HANGING AROUND— Brendan Stecchini, a UMass sculpture MFA, class of 1 975,

hangs the finishing touches on his sculpture "Manitowac" outside the Student Union, as
part of his exhibit in the Student Union Gallery.
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Interested In A Career In Sports?

Come to the Sports Careers Boston Seminar

October i6th - Boston Marriott Copiev Place

Meet, Network, and Learn from the Industry
• Celtics • Red Sox

• Fenway Park • NESN
• Contverse • IRSA

• World Cup Soccer

• Patriots

•• Ndce

• WEEI
• TiTLEIST

• Bruins

• Reebok

• Globe

• Blazers
"We have recently hired two more Sports Careers Attendees - thought you
would want to know."

- Phillip Peck, Strategic Sales Director, Converse

Over 50 Speakers and Organizations in All
• Small Group Discussions • Panel Discussion

• Industry Contacts • Career Guidance

• Membership Discounts

• Job Opportunities SPODTS^
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Brenden Stecchini

October 8-29

Student Union
Art Gallery

opening Reception
Thursday^ Oct. 8 • 5-7

Artist's talk, slides,

film & video

Tuesday, Oct. 29 • 2:30-4:30
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15 A MUDlsr 6EACH.

A MUt>15T 6EACM? THAT'S RIGHT.
LET'S GET
OUT OF HERE.*

HonJEV,
1'/^ HOME./

\

CAST OF THOUSANDS Bv BARRY DEUTSCH
TBLl ME, ARE YOU

Gins SOCMLIZSP

fTiN THBdiOOP?

fye9. you

UBLL PSAR\LJOUU>hn
rnogE AR£. ' UNDER-
yERy COMPL£)( STANP. ,

MBDICAL j\^

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
6 OlSCo KlNfe OwT'poNlHe FlooK,

WWlfc C«tc«.SvilRU ^6lWT "<0uRH£AO

f^on tilAtJt SMJ.5 HUNfe O't)t.H£A0.

IMAT WHlTt TOOT SUIT AnO

NOUe CKfcatNfeERi SHW.L AtL
RtPRAlN

fdon MAKiwfc FAST Ffloa of -mEMSa*
pot o\ltok.iN& Ky>Vi! PRgyftiu

YOVJ Nt'EK CEASE NooR
tONSTAMT autJT

-j-0 peovjt TO A*.L iHPtT

^ou'ee THt sejT

(kNO NOTMiMfa OtTEB/ \ouil

AmLSSX P.itHT..

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
CEPT V/JATCHlNfc "LOVE Bo.OiT"

peipA^r NIGHT

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

im^mwW^(^i^f^^<s!^^'®^^^^^s^<sm

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Produrtion Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Michele Bakis,

David Maryakhin, Janet Riley

Menu
LUNCH

Clinton Tacos

Bush Broccoli Casserloe

BASICS LUNCH
Core Veggie Tacos

Quayle Spam

DINNER
Perot in Cheese Sause

Chicken Marrou

BASICS DINNER
LaRouche Cheese

Chef Ra Baked Chicken

The opinions expressed on tliis p.ige arc those or the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Culle^un or the University.

Years later, Harold Zimmerman, (he original

"Hookhand" of campfire ghost stories, tells his

grandchildren the Tale of the Two Evil Teen-agers

Quote of the Day
"A leading authority is anyone who has

guessed right more than once."

- Frank A. Clark

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(Mar( h 2 1 -April 1 9): Reiust-

lo suiter in .m unhappy work ciiviron-

menl. Speak up lor changes or find a

way lo move on. An Imporlani lellcr

llnally arrives. A iriend or relalive's

encouragement sends your spirits

soaring.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Showcase your s(x-cial lalenls. f^lh-

erwise, nobody will ever gel lo know
what you can do. You tind a subtle

way to communicate your wishes lo

someone in authority.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: Take
any delays in stride and redr)uble

your eitorls. Accusing others oi being

uncoopc-ralive will only (reate ten-

sion. Keep your promises to small try.

CANCER Oune 21-)uly 221:

Someone you S|K.'ak with on ihe phone
could Ix- very astute. Do not question

Olivers' motives bul take seriously any
warnings that come your way. Take
an afternoon walk.

LEO iluly 23-Aug. 22): Your as-

sociation with a s|x-cial group is a

potential gold mine. Hold meetings,

make phone calls and write timely

letters. Positive thinking is a must lor

career or romantic success.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): A
()rofessional or domestic mystery

needs to l)e solved. Two heads are

Ijelter than one; work in concert with

your mate or partner. Curb personal

sjx'nding until you have a tidy sum in

the bank.

LIBRA (Sept. 2i-()ct. 22): Hap-
pily, you and your p.irtner work well

togelher, Uuild a bright Kilure lor those

you love. Your dedit alion is un-

(|iiestioned, evi'O by thosi' who would
prefer other methods,

SCORPIO (Oct. 2»-Nov. 21): A
major breakthrough is likely where a

partnership, legal matter or long-

distance union is ioiucrncd. Let the

words tlow Ireely it you arc nw)ved.

Turn to a i reative wniing piojec I to-

night

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Der.
21 ): Agreements and .llh.ln((•^^.lpldly

fall into place today. Uoth your ()ro-

tessional and soc iaUonla< Is iind yr)u

spellbinding. Your si>,lli sense helps

you discover it srMiieone has a hidden

agenda.

CAPRICORN (IXc 22-|an. 1'J):

Do not allow yourselt lo Ix- baunlc-d

by a financial mistake. The past is

over. If you posl|X)ne making a major

decision until next week, you will Ix"

happier with your (hoi( i'.

AQUARIUS ()an 2()-Feb. IKI: A
spontaneous approac h provides the

right answer in an emergeiuy. You
feel more in control of your lite and
are more productive. Do not < base

after an indilfereni partner.

PISCES (Feb. I<)-March 20): Tin-

money signs yrni have been l(X)king

ffjr appear today. Your sfKial lite

improves al the same I ime your career

lakes off.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 SuKjef Johfiny

5 Desist

9 (ban of Israel

13 AKA
15 Battle specialty

16 In the near
tutuie

1 / Bowling huogte
t9 I ofotia of

MA-S'H
JO O.nl

? 1 Vciy snialt

?? latJy fair

23 Me.iveftly stgttis

?4 Chjraoh after

Rameses
?5 Gdieil

?8 Run It) rteulral

10 Unused
:n (Jintuio

J t r.iko flMftil

)!> IndKin tourist

town
JO Mif>po(J

U Fell hclow par

38 Over
19 tanker or

lotuJiT

40 Blighled are.i

4 t Wedding parly

menttier

4? Oiatter

43 Nnali s first

4 4 Wading birds

45 Gafdrter of

whodtifiits

4^ Maliorca el al

49 Shcky
51 Fdil)le bulb
5? Pindar

spenalty
55 I tlierhne

56 TiLinh ilents

58 7iiiy i-otoni/ers

59 Ciarker spread
60 Scarce
111 I nw down
it? INtI) drinks
(i f Oiltorwisc

DOWN
1 Canary s

moot
? Aslrinyent

3 Most-'S

4 MonitMiry.

fill fine

5 Oueling

we<i()oii

6 Use a CAT
scan"

7 riio.isy

8 Buddy
9 r^liis Item

10 One of ten in

an alley

1

1

(iot very (tol

\? f'nker pot
starter

14 I arge bird dog
18 Pen ISO

22 Spelling

contest

?3 Exoibitant

?4 Snow vehicle

;>5 f III guy
A, Unnnlulii

grr.'f'ling

2f Pit( heis goals
?!) (consider

31 Wear down
3? OifTiinishes

34 Emery board
35 F inanations

3/ lennis VIP
4 t GiM.";n

43 SljIloMfl. to

fncridji

44 f flood ot

Oapfinis Vac
46 f .lined

shortstop
48 fathers
49 Soi^e

50 i ady (,fiapltn

51 (ieiii for ;i I itxa

5? ?ype of enain
53 t airs

54 I own near
Padua

56 20 Across is

one
57 Skaters'

surface

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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bucs
continued from poge 12

If the Seattle Mariners are Atlanta Braves
wannabes, then former UMass lefty ace will don the
god-awful new Mariners' logo quite soon. The Braves
rotation boasts three fine southpaws: Tom Glavine,
Steve Avery, and Charlie Liebrandt. The trio com-
bined for a record of 46-26. And, as we all know, the
Braves are on their way to a second straight N.L.
pennant.

So, if it can be said that lefties bring success,
enter Villone. The Mariners suffered through a 64-

98 season, but their talented lefty duo of Randy
Johnson and Dave Fleming accounted for 45% of
their victories. It might be asking a bit too much of
Villone to go 17-2 for an identical 46-26 record, but
it appears that Seattle weans southpaws much like
the Braves, and with a lineup that contains Griffey
Jr., A.L. batting champ Edgar Martinez, and slug-
ging Jay Buhner, ifyou add Villone, have you got a
contender?

Maybe I'm just kidding myself Good luck, Ronnie,
but damn, those new hats are ugly!

Bruins brace for new season

We know how to

reach you...
Do you know how

to find us?
Th« Massachusetts Dally CoU*glan

113 Campxis Center
UniversltT oi Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003 545-3500

By BOB GLOSTER
Associated Press
Though the season isjust beginning, the Boston Bruins

are treating their first few games as crucial.

The Bruins, who lost to Stanley Cup champion Pitts-
burgh in thew third rounds of the playoffs last season,
play three games in the next five days- all at home. Then
they hit the road until the end of October.

"It's important for us to start on the right foot," said
captain Ray Bourque. "To come out of this month over
.500 would be a big plus, because most of our games our
on the road."

The Bruins open their season by hosting Hartford on
Thursday, followed by the New York Islanders on Sat-
urday and the expansion Ottawa Senators on Monday.

Then they have five straight road games before returning
home on Oct. 29 against Los Angeles.

The early part ofthe schedule will present a challenge
for young players such as forwards Joe Juneau, Ted
Donato, and Steve Heinze, all ofwhom joined the Bruins
late last season after the Winter Olympics.

Veterans such as Bourque and fellow defensemen
Glen Wesley say the 1992-93 Bruins have the potential to
be the best team on which they've played.

I think it's the most talented team here for a long time.
On offense, we have some young guys with great hands
who can create some scoringopportunities," Bourque said.

"There are a lot of new faces, guys that came in last
year at the end. There's a lot oftalent, a lot ofspeed on this
squad."

^ Udki4inft*«

I ,
Tij

OMryt C»n»p. OJcoi/**^

I

I

J

STCWE/SUGARBUSH
SUGARBUSH/STCWE

ONE Pass-ONE Price

TWO WORLD CLASS SKI RESORTS

FORONLY«329
The biggest ski deal in the East is back! Ski 150 great trails, ride two of the

fastest lifts in the world . . . and have the time of your life . . . for ONLY $329!

BUT YOU HAVE TO ACT NOW - THE BIG PASS APPLICATION MUST
BE POSTMARKED BY OCTOBER 26 1^! (Price increases to $429 after that.)

The Big Pass is valid every day of the 1992/93 ski season at Stowe and
Sugarbush excluding 12/25/92-1/3/93, 2/13-2/15/93.

SryDENT BIG PASS APPLICATION • The big pass is avaUable
to registered fuU - time students 13 and older. Appropriate proof of current full-time en-
rollment from your school or current, valid college identification must be presented when
you pick up your pass at Stowe or Sugarbush. A $75 handling fee will be deducted from
any refund due to misrepresentation of enrollment.

First Name Middle Initial Last Nanie

School Name

Type of Student: Undcrgrad Grad Med Other Year: 12 3 4 Student I. D. #:

College Address

( 1 -

College Phone

Home Address

1 1

Method of Payment: Cash Check Credit Curd

Home Phone

Credit Card Type: MC Visa Am Ex,

Credit Card # Exii Dale Amount Cardholder s Signature

Please make your check payable to the resort where you will be picking up your jwss and mail

the application to that office.

Sugarbush Resorf" Season P^ss Sales • RR 1, Box 350 • Warren, VT 05674-2381
Stowe Mountain Resort Season PassSales • 5781 Mountain Road • Stowe, VT05672-4890

To order by phone, call Sugarbush at 80O-53SUGAR or Siowc at 802-253-3000

MICHAEL 'S
Billiard's

and Sports Bars

NATURAL LIGHT
$4.00 pitcher

Schnapps Shots
$1.50

8 Championship Pool Tables

6 TVs with your Favorite Sporting Events

• 2 Dart Boards • 1 750 Pay T^ble

Spaciuos Lounge • Weekly Specials

Rt.9 Aniherst Next to Hunan Garden
(413) 256-8284

QoCden "Key 9{ationa[ Honor Socieiy

Attention: Juniors and Seniors
with a 3.3 GPA or above,
you can become a
member of Golden Key
National Honor Society.

Awareness

Days: October 13, 14 & 15

For details visit

the information
table on the
Campus Center
concourse.

Hoops
continued from page 1

2

because, according to his coach Stan
Perkowski, he transferred high schools and
was subject to a "bureaucratic sanction."

"He hasn't played much high school
ball, but he has all the tools," Perkowski
said. "He is extremely agile, is a great
finisher and possesses all the skills ofa 6-

foot-1 player.

"Hejust needs to get on a real court and
play. He needs to gain some real game
experience. Hell be an NBA lottery pick
by the time he's a senior."

Camby, who visited campus in Sep-
tember, is also being recruited by Con-
necticut, Providence, Boston College,
Hawaii and James Madison.

The Minutemen are also in on a couple
of blue-chippers from Philadelphia.
Rasheed Wallace, a 6-foot-ll defensive
terror, is considered by Francis, to be one
of the top two seniors in the nation.

"He's a pro. Definitely the best defen-
sive player in the class," Francis said. "He
has one of the quickest first steps for a

player that size I've seen."

Wallace, who averaged 17.3 points, 17.5
rebounds and 8.7 blocked shots, lists

UMass his top 10 schools and he will

whittle his list down to five next week.
UMass may make the cut, but Francis does
not expect the Minutemen to land Wallace.

Also in the hunt are Temple.
Georgetown, Ohio State, Kentucky, North
Carolina, Kansas and Virginia.

Also a Philadelphia native is Jason
Lawson, who Francis ranks as "a top 30
player." Lawson, a 6-foot-lO forward/
center, averaged 17.0 points, 15.0 rebounds
and eight blocks last season.

Lawson will visit campus in October,
but Francis predicts he will attend Georgia
Tech in the fall.

UMass is also in the running for 6-foot-

9 power forward Austin Croshere ofSanta
Monica Crossroads High School. Croshere,
a banger who also possesses a nice touch,
according to Francis, is also being re-

cruited by Providence, Notre Dame, BC
and Oregon.
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Shots
continued from page 1
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• Word around intramurals is the
"We Go Down (the field, that is)" flag
football team has a defense comparable
to the Philadelphia Eagles. The squad
has allowed only six points while light-
ing up the scoreboard for close to 100
points. Their move to Foxboro is im-
minent.

• Do you think Lou Gorman actually
believes himself?

• Happy Birthday Red, thanks for

the memories.
• The First Semi-Annual/Probably

No Montague Bumper Pool Tournament
will be held tomorrow night. First prize

is an all-expenses paid trip to the
Montague Inn. The runner-up receives
a T-shirt reading "Montague — Noth-
ing Could Be Finer." Entry deadline
was yesterday.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyes on Lou Piniella.

David Scott is a Collegian columniHt.

m
£S^

IS THE

...to book for the HOLIDAYS!
Round Tripi from New Yori( Starting jc

LONDON 310
MOSCOW 625
TEL AVIV 639
CANCUN 310
BANGKOK 869

Tixes not included. Kestrictioni »pply.

Fares subject to change A availability.

CAU ABOUT OUR LOW
DOMESTK FARESI

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

FLEX

FITNESS CENTERAMNIRST, MA
THE VALLEYS LEADING WEIGHT TRAINING FACILITY

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE. AMHERST • 253-3539

Prorated Semester

Weekend Warriors
Saturday & Sunday $8.00

10% OFF SUPPLEMENTS

iflfith Ad.

CO'Ed • Walking Distance

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

INSTITUTE FOR THE HEAUNG OF
RACISM

Tonight 7 pm Rm 165 CC
Everyone Welcome

Japan-Anwrica Club Mtg
Elections for Committee chairs will be
held. Tonight 10/8al6:45pminKnowlton
Basement Lounge. All are welcome.

Russian Club Meeting
Thurs., Oct. 8lh 7:00 pm
Meet in FLRC Lang. Lab
Questions call Diana 6-7496

ENTERTAINMENT

Monghani
Crazy Go Nuts Rock n' Roll at

The Hadley Pub
October 8, Thursday at 9:00 pm
Come and lose your hair

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointnwnt
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR RENT

FREE MEDITATION CLASS
Begins Oct. 13, 7:30pm
Check info desk for room #

Greeks and Clubs Raise a Cool
$1,000.00

in just one week!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

and a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for

calling 1-800 932-0528 Ext. 65

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta

Is now accepting applications

Deadline is Oct. 14 Applications are avail-

able in Herter 612

What do you think about the TOC
Come Thur 6:00 Rm 804 Campus Center

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Ford Fairmont
Air, 116 K

A great around town car - S400, B.O.

Call Tom or Ari 6-5083

1981 Toyota Tarcal - Nice exterior and
excellent running condition, 83000 miles,

S1000, call 238-7716

87 FORO ESCORT AC 4dr. 70K Great car

S230 O.B.O Sara 542 7963

1979Triumph Spitfire. Runs great. New
u-joinis, soft top, brakes, shocks, ignition,

exhaust, radio-tape, perfect emissions.

Needs little body work. S1500/bo. Chris

253-3839.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese 33.50

Large Cheese S6.00

Free Soda with purchase of Large

sub, salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549 6073
Must mention this ad

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail Feb.

1st A room and one bedroom apt. avail

Jan. 1st

Classroom space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St.

2537879

Fridga Rental Fraa Delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

Almost brand new MNT bike hardly any
use S1 10 o r B.O. call Gavin at 546-7181.

Attention bands and deejays!
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-

cellent condition. Cal l Jim, 256-6661.

Sava $$$ - Brand new 386 SX 33MHz.
2MB System Memory, 80MB Hard drive,

1.44 or 1.2 MB floppy, 512 K SVGA w/
SVGA Color Monitor. DOS 5.0, Warranty.
Delivered S979 256-6474

Scuba Tank and Regulator
Call Mark 549 8225

Tandy 200 Portabl* computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 0.^.0^

TYPEWRITER: Excellent condition. 3
Page memory, someWP functions. Hardly
used $40 or B.O. Call 6-5099

FOUND

Found - Tickets in Envelop* near
visitors center. Pick up and identify at

Collegian Business window, 113 Campus
Center.

HELP WANTED

Cruise Ships now hinng - Earn S2,0Q0*I
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5001

$$$$. Free Travel and resume
experience!!

Individuals and student organizations
wanted to promote Spring Break, call the
nation's leader. Inter-campus programs.
1-800 327-6013.

Owarsaas Jobs 890O-2000 month
summer, year round, all countries, all

fields. Free info. Write IJC PO Box 52
MA01 Corona Del Mar Ca. 92625

Postal Jobs Available! Many
positions. Great benefits. Call

1-800-338 3388 ext. P 3306.

Courtney Walsh
Guess who?
Roger Rabbit

Big Sis

Professors, T.A.'s
Is your spouse at home? Property
management position available for them.
Free Amherst apartment plus salary.

Responsible for leasing and
administration. Debbie 256-0741.

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet'

SEYS Depl. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

$200 - $900 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801-379 2900 Copyright *

MA15KDH

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

Retired teachar offers English Editing.

word processing and tutoring to

international grad students and
non-english majors. 253-3354.

LOST

Stolsn: Rad Spocializad Hard Rock
behind Bonducci's Sat. Nile. Short Handle
bars w/red, gold, green tape. Any info.

PLEASE CALL Scon 549 7190

PERSONALS

BE A SPRING BREAK REPI
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159 Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

Adraana Pappas
AKA 'The Big A"
Good luck in Athens
We will all miss you
Especially Me.
I love you. Sean

Edi* Schachtar -
Good luck with the Calender!

Love,

Your Big Sister

Happy Birthday Hern. Hope it's a good
one! Love ya! Candi

Hey!!! The BIG guy with the black

sweatshirt at Twister's Sunday night
I'm the blond who sent you a drink, now
I want to send you my heart. We never
got to meet so now let's get together.

Meet me at the Bluewall, at 3 pm today.

I used to think it was the SHOERACK &
the great FURNITURE that made our PAL
ACE. but no. it's really that you guys
always make me smile.

Lisa

Jim
Frank

(Joe?!l

You are the X I*?!

Jill Seguin This is your SDT Big Sis!

You don't know who I am yet, but
I'll give you a hint ... I'm into

nutrition!! C-ya soon!
Love,

Your Big Sis

Jill Saquin
This is your Big Sis from SDT!
C ya later alligator!

JodyT
Your toilet paper tells it all

Sorry but I missed the mall

You don't know me but soon you will

Your Big Sister

JOHN A.:

Welcome back, we missed your smiling
face around our house

The sisters of SDT

Kim K.
You and are sure CREATE
a great friendship!

SDT love, your Big Sis

Uz.
Don't have time to write

I have to rush. Best of

luck with SDT.

Love,

Your Big Sil

Louisa Down -

I am psyched to get to know you belter

this semester.

Love,

Your Big Sister

LC
You are great!

(no, no Lisa, YOU are great!)

LC

Meredith G.
Welcome to SDT! I am so excited!

Here's a clue: Expect the

unexpected!

Love Your Big Sis

Mr. Cameo Man hang in there! Love the
Psychic

My Beautiful Twin
I always remember: Failure is nothing
more than a trick of the mind: every acci

dent, mistake, and mishap provides us
with more experience arxJ knowledge of

the world. Nothing is truly a failure.

Always,

Me

My Dear Zookeeper
Is this public space? Who cares!

Thank you for an amazing time on Friday,

and these first two weeks.
Spins on me ... Love Your Prize

Nancy P.

Now here's a little story I'd like to tell

About 1 big sister you know so well

Who is she?

Stay Tuned

To My Little Sis ... Christy Beck
I can't tell you who I am, but here's a clue

.. I conjure up thoughts of Christmas'
Have fun, see you soon!

Love,

, Your Big Sister

SERVICES

"••PATRICK"**
Happy 21st

I hope you don't die.

(Don't worry -- I haven't had any awful
premonitions yet. I -K.

To Michalla Smith
I ate tons of Toblerones in the Spring
Love
Your Big Sis

RODGER VON K.
The only trash left in the pond
Is what was in the canoe!

The artists of AEPi

SARAH
Here is a clue to who I am:
I am the original "Barfly"

Love
Your Big Sister in SDT

SHARON S.

You must use your nose to find the way to

Fantasy Island!" Welcome to SDT.
Love.

Your Big SIS

SUZANNE^
Welcome to SOT hi sis!

Love ya! Your big Sisl

PS Watch MTV lately

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with
resumes. Quick service, free advice,

excellent quality and LOW prices IBM
Laser printing service available

Call Andy at 549 8463.

Students
Scholarships and grants
are available:

minimal qualifications.

S39 Service charge with a guarantee
5869445.

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256 0821

THE LEGENDARY MATRIX

Matrix is a military juggernaut. His feats

are unsurpassed even by his arch
rivaLBennet. MATRIX is a soldier for the
official ARMY of JIM MORRISON He will

terminate all those opposed to Jim.
Matrix, a part time glacial geo mor
phologist, is most known for the him
COMMANDO, a documentary capturing
the exploits of»a true Morrison warrior.

"Bennet. I though you were: DEAD'"

TRAVEL

Montreal Trip

Oct 30-Nov. 1

Hotel and Bus S1 19

Hotel only S44
Call 546-0466

To the Original Jersey Girl

Happy Birthday

Precious is 20 today
May your day be bright and filled

With Flamingos.

Your Tacky Friend

TYPING/WORD PROG.

Affordable word processing:
S1.75/pg Call Janet 256 0306.
leave message.

Papers Typed Free laser printout &
cover page, SI 50/tvped page. Brian 546
1795

TYPING* 1.25/page! Free cover with
label! Spell Check any deadline 6-3148.

WANTED

Tammy
Try and find me all over town -

But you can start at SDT!!
Love Your Big Sis

Eating Disorders: Subjects wanted for
important study on bulimia and therapy
45 minute questionnaire sent to you
confidential and anonymous. Call 586
8478.

Naad cash? I will buy your basetiall
cards. Complete set or single cards.
Call Dave 546 5690.
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Sports
Hoop recruiting falls into place
Padilla, Traveiso, Jackson lead Bay State brigade
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts basketball team has
already received a verbal commitment from guard Edgar
Padilla, a Springfield native, and are closing in on another
Bay State guard, Boston's Carmelo Traveiso.

Traveiso. a 6-foot-2 shooting guard, attends Thayer
Academy (Braintree, Mass.) where he averaged 24.4

points, four assists and five steals last season. Traveiso
visited campus in late September and will likely sign a
letter of intent to Massachusetts, during the early sign-

ing period (Nov. 11-18).

"I like UMass," Traveiso said. "I will probably sign

with UMass, right now it is my first choice."

Traveiso is considered a pure shooter, who possesses
three point range.

"He plays an up-tempo style and he's good in the open
court," said Thayer coach Rob Dixon. "He can really

shoot, he has three point range. He is also a good defensive

player."

Clark Francis, editor of Hoop Scoop magazine, calls

Traveiso as "one of the top 150 preps in the country."

"He's a good athlete and he is one hell of a shooter."

Francis said. "He is a little frail but he'll be a good role

player for UMass. He's an Atlantic 10 player but UMass
is better than A-10."

Traveiso is also being recruited by Penn State, Rich-

mond and Cleveland State. If he signs he will join his

friend Padilla in the UMass backcourt.

Padilla, a 6-foot-2 point guard, has already verbally

committed to UMass. Padilla, who averaged 22.7 points.

8.0 assists and 8.5 assi- jr Springfield Central High
School, is considered ".. cop 50 prospect" by Francis.

"Padilla can move the ball well and should prove to be

a good point guard," Francis said. "He is a good com-
mitment for UMass."

Another Massachusetts player who may land in Am-
herst is former East Boston High School forward Jamal
Jackson.

Jackson's first choice, according to Francis, is Boston
College, but the forward may not have the grades to get

in. Neither Jackson nor his former coach Mike Rubin
could be reached for comment.

Francis sees Jackson as a considerable talent who
ranks among the "top 10 to 15 preps in the country."

"He reminds me of I UMass freshman
I
Donta I Bright I,"

Francis said. "He is super-quick and he possesses a

tremendous move to the basket. He may have better

range than Bright. He has All-A- 10 potential. He has All-

Big East potential.

"If he comes and teams with Donta, then you haven't

seen anything from UMass yet. The potential for UMass
in two years is scary. He's phenomenal. If they pull him,
it will be incredible."

The UMass coaching staff can not comment on any
recruit due toNCAA rules. However, Francis feelsJackson
is a lock for the Minutemen.

"If he gets his grades up, he's in," Fancis said. "As far

as I know it's a done deal."

Another New Englander, who UMass is recruiting, is

Marcus Camby, from Hartford Public High School. Camby,
a 6-foot-ll running center, did not play last season
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Women beat Yale for 1 1th win
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts got some needed
practice at beating teams from Connecticut yesterday , as
the Minutewomen defeated Yale, 1-0.

Massachusetts (11-0) will play regional powers
Hartford and the University of Connecticut in the next
two weeks, so a tune up from a team from the Constitution

State was helpful, at least psychologically.

The game-winning goal came in the 19th minute, off

the foot of senior forward Kim Eynard.
Massachusetts' Nicole Roberts squared the ball from

the top ofthe goal box to Eynard on the left flank. Eynard
drove past a defender and from 20 yards out loft«d a shot
over the head of Bulldog goal keeper Tina Phil.

"It was a wonderful goal, an unbelievable shot," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. "It was a lefty shot and she placed it

perfectly. It may have been her best goal since she's been
here."

The tally was Eynard's eighth overall and her sixth

game winner of the season.

"She is playing great," Rudy said. "She is so much
stronger this year. She's not getting knocked around and
she is finishing the play well."

Massachusetts got another solid effort in the net, this

time from Briana Scurry. Scurry (6-0), faced three shots

en route to recording her fourth shutout of the season.

Her goals against average now stands at a mere 0.50.

Also helping Scurrywas a Minutwomen defense which
stymied the Yale attack.

"Bri played well but our defense didn't allow Yale to

get any difficult shots on," Rudy said.

Leading Bulldog scorer Jen Teti (7 goals) was shad-
owed by UMass sophomore Heidi Kocher, and was effec-

tively contained.

"Heidi played a great game," Rudy said. "Shejust shut

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
UMass w/omen's soccer team battled Yale last night. The

Minutemen are currently the eighth ranked team in the nation.

Teti down by playing her tough one-on-one.

"

Massachusetts, despite wirmingthree games last week,
dropped from No. 5 to No. 8 nationally and from second
to third regionally. Hartford is ranked fifth in the country
and Connecticut is third. Hartford (10-1), who have lost

only to Rutgers, a team UMass beat earlier this year,
jumped ahead of UMass in both polls this week. UMass
hosts the Hawks on Saturday.
The polls are pretty ridiculous," Rudy said. "I do not

know what the pollsters are thinking but dropping be-
hind Hartford will help in our motivation for Saturday."

Scott's shots
The Red Sox's apology letter to their fans didn't

quite cut it, but it should serve as a good rough draft

for the boys in Foxboro.

Dear Fans ofNew England: Back in September

we were prepared to do "Whatever it Takes" to field

a winning team — unfortunately ive didn't realize

that meant putting bionic parts in Hugh Millen in

order to get him to scramble. We are sorry, but not as

sorry as those guys from Fenway. Thank you, Bud
Man.

• Don Zimmer threw out the first pitch before last

Sunday's game, as a farewell to Boston, but now the

thought is to give him Matt Young's slot in the

rotation.

Dave

SCOTT
• The latest Dave Scott/CNBSXYZ poll shows

UMass assistant hoops coach Bill Bayno inching

past John Calipari in the early race for Cravat King.

Bayno has been tying some sweet silks around his

neck as of late, but with Midnight Madness still

three weeks away, Bayno might be peaking too

soon.

Insiders report thatHaiyipshire Gazette sportsguru
Milt Cole could be a surprise entrant into this year's

race for Best Tie Guy in the Valley.

• For Them to lose Garin Veris is one thing, but

seeing Keith Jackson catch a touchdown pass from
Dan Marino truly shows They are not committed to

winning.
• We've received complaints that this space ca-

ters to a very limited audience. The mere fact that

this space caters to any audience is cause for cel-

ebration.
• It's fair to say that the next UMass Athletic

Director will have a much easier transition due in

large part to the dedication of Interim AD Glenn
Wong. Many times we fail to appreciate what we
have, when we have it; that shouldn't be the case with
Wong.

• (Watch as I deftly weave entertainment into the

sports page.) The newest Celtic, Xavier McDaniel,
has a cameo role in "Singles," the '90s version of "St.

Elmo's Fire." The Celtics may have filled a need in

the frontcourt, but their quest for an actor who can
slam fell well short.

• Give me Kirby Puckett over any ofthe upcoming
free agents.

• Professional football is actually alive and well in

Boston. It happens to be in the form ofthe BC Eagles,

but beggars can't be choosers.
• Wade Boggs doesn't sound like a man who will

be calling Fenway home next year and at this point
in his career that might be okay. But shame on you
to forget all he gave to Red Sox fans. He will be one
of those guys you tell your kids and gfrandkids about
(omitting the Margo part of course).

• The Move to Mullins brings with it many bo-

nuses for the entire community but lost in the shuffle

vrill be the ever popular "Rage in the Cage" battle cry.

Substitutes will be hard to come by. "Slap Your
Shins in Mull-ins" won't cut it. "Therell be No Dull-
insWhenWe Rock Mull-ins" seems doomed. Perhaps
we can consult with the genius in Foxboro who
devised "TogetherWeWin" and "Whatever It Takes."

• Okay, Coach Jim Rudy's girls go from being
ranked ninth to 10th to fifth and this week end up
eighth. They are undefeated. The coaches voting in
this poll are the same guys who kept working for
Perot when he dropped out of the race in the sum-
mer.
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Weak Bugs fans, unknown stars, and the Sox
Just a few thoughts about the 1992

baseball season, to this point and beyond:

If the Pirates don't sell out Three Riv-

ers Stadium for all post-season contests,

then I hope their playoff futility contin-

ues. Don't tell me the place is too big;

when I stood in line for Red Sox playoff

tickets in 1986, 1988, and 1990 (memories
I might want to hold dear), there were
always enough people waiting with me to

fill any park in the league many times
over. If Pittsburgh doesn't haven't have
the fans, they shouldn't even have the

team, much less the pennant.
Phillies' third baseman Dave HoUins,

Padres'center fielder Darrin Jackson, and
Cardinals' center fielder Ray Lankford
form the foundation formy 1992 Team-of-

damn-good-players-you've probably-
never-heard-of.

Hollins, playing in his first full season,

smacked 27 home runs, good for 4th place

in the National League and added 93 runs

batted in, the sixth-best total in the senior

circuit. Hollins, along with first baseman

John Kruk and catcher Darren Daulton
form the offensive nucleus that Philadel-

phia manager Jim Fregosi ho|>es will be
the key to his club improving its victory

total of 70 this season.

Ted

KOTTLER
Jackson, who has played in the shadow

of Tony Gwynn and Gary Sheffield, de-

serves his own ink. The seven-year vet-

eran hit just .249 but also had 17 home
runs and 70 RBIs and stole 14 bases in 17

attempts. But Jackson's real asset is his

fielding. While there are plenty of potent
batsmen who double as first-rate fielders

(Barry Bonds, Ken GriffeyJr. ), Gold Gloves
are oft«n awarded to moderate fielders

whose offensive numbers thrust them into

the limelight.

But no one is more deserving of the

N.L. Center field Gold Glove Award than
Jackson. He led the majors in outfield

assists with 18, 7 of which doubled off

baserunners, also tops in the league, and
made just 2 errors in 1338.1 innings (the

highest mark in the N.L. was 1373.2, by
the Pirates' Andy Van Slyke), good for a
tie with Lankford for a league-best .996
fielding percentage.

And then there's Lankford, for whom a
case could be made that he is one of the
N.L.'s best all-around players. He hit .293
with 20 home runs and 86 RBIs, and he
also rapped out 40 doubles and stole 42
bases, though he was caught 24 times.
And his performance on par with Jackson
shows his fielding talent. I think there's a
team on the other side of Massachusetts
that could use a guy like this. Think //ley'ye

ever heard of him?
Speaking of Red Sox Nation

(Shaughnessy, The Boston Globe), I don't
want to be the umpteenth armchairGM to

offer his cure-all for 1993, but let me just
say this: I think the front office has its

prioritiesjumbled. For the Boston brass to
feel that signing a closer is their second
greatestconcern in the off-season is pretty

thoughtless. Nick Cafardo, also of the
Globe, said it best: "A closer is the last

piece of the puzzle [when putting a con-
tender together]."

So what comes first? Could it be, a
starter? Yes, Lou Gorman, that's what
you really need. You've already said you're
going to loosen the purse strings and tackle
the free agent market once more, so why
not do it right this time. The best starter
available is none other than Chicago Cubs'
Cy Young front-runner Greg Maddux.
A closer will only have a chance to work

ifhis starters give him save opportunities,
and Maddux rivals Roger Clemens in ef-

fectiveness in this department. Face it,

guys: Frank Viola might win 13 again, but
Danny Darwin and John Dopson are not
going to get it done. You sign Maddux and
Bonds or Joe Carter, and you're the pick of
the A.L. East. But ifyou merely get Bobby
Thigpen or Todd Worrell to sign on the
dotted line, you won't win many more
than 73 from next April to October.
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Wynton /Vlarsalis
and the

Lincoln C^nl^r }dLXx Orchestra
FAC concert will feature the music of Duke Ellington,

"the quintessential American composer'"
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

The Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
will be appearing tonight at 8pm in the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. The 16-
piece big-band orchestra, which fea-
tures world-class trumpeter Wynton
Marsalis, will be performing the music of
Duke Ellington on its latest stop in a
national tour.

"It's appropriate to tour the country
with the music of Duke Ellington," re-

marked Mr. Marsalis, "because he is the
quintessential American composer.
Ellington best illuminates what american
society has represented and should rep-

resent. He wrote comprehensively for all

idioms - sacred music, dance music,
orchestral scores. He's what jazz is."

The Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
will be conducted by composer and ar-

ranger David Berger. Berger, who has
trancribed more than two-hundred
Ellington masterworks will be conduct-
ing two different all-Ellington programs
including "Mood Indigo," "Ko-Ko,"
"Black and Tan Fantasy," "Creole
Blues," "Princess Blue," "Lady of Lav-
ender Mist," "The Queen's Suite," "Peer
Gynt Suite" and other works.
Members of the Lincoln Center Jazz

orchestra include: trumpeters Wynton
Marsalis, Lew Soloff, Marcus Belgrave
and Gmar Sharif; saxophonists Jerry
Dodgion, Norris Turney, Todd Williams
and Joe Temperlay; clarinetist Bill Easley;
trombonists Britt Woodman, Art Baron
and Wycliffe Gordon; pianist Sir Roland
Hanna; bassist Reginald Veal; drummer
Herlin Riley; and vocalist Milt Grayson.
Trumpeter Wynton Marsalis, who

serves as artistic director, has attained
world-class stature as a musician and
his effect on the course of heightened
jazz awareness in America is one of

the most exciting musical phenom-
ena of the decade. Mr. Marsalis be
gan his Columbia recording career
in 1982 with his self-titled debut
album produced by Herbie
Hancock. Since then his career
has continued to grow and flour-

ish, over a dozen albums and re-

ceiving numerous Grammys and
other awards.
The Lincoln Center Jazz Or-

chestra tour is part of Jazz at the
Lincoln Center. The program,
which was inaugurated in Janu-
ary, 1991, grew out of the Lin-

coln Center's popular Classical

Jazz series, which celebrates its

sixth season this August.
Tickets to tonight's perfor-

mance at the Fine Arts Center
start at $16; with half-price

tickets for Five College students
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My Secret Garden captures family's genocide
By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Correspondent

In a painting entitled "Somehow We
Survive, about the often forgotten Arme-
nian genocide, a banner reads: "In my
garden the wounds run deep." In her exhibit

at Hampden Gallery, artist Jan Atamian
explores her own feelings and perceptions
about her lost heritage, a result of the mass
killing by the Young Turks in the Armenian
Massacre from 1915-1918.

Atamian entitles her exhibit My Secret
Garden. In vivid color Atamian shares with

the viewer thorough portraits and symbol-
ism the repercussions of having lost some
of her ancestors as the result of genocide.

"Somehow We Survive," a self-por-

trait, is one of Atamian's most moving
pieces in the collection. The focal point is

a woman in a pink dress slitted to reveal a
blood red heart. The woman is standing in

the entrance to a garden.
Beside the self-portrait is another with

more boldly political overtones. The
painting is called "My Secret Garden."
Atamian classifies it as "...a self-portrait

depicting my masked sadness, combined
with a family tree whose roots were nur-

tured in genocide."

In the painting's background there is a
photo ofGulfWar protestors with red paint

lettered across the top of the'photo that

reads "New World Order." The masked

woman in the painting is holding a tree

with the bodies and faces of ancestors in it.

Also striking about the collection is

her only piece done in pencil, depicting
her early years called "My Childhood In

Spaghetti." A girl in braids is being blown
by wind and has her feet tangled in spa-
ghetti. All this is indicative of the confu-
sion she felt growing up in regard to her
ancestors.

The collection has many portraits of

Atamian's family, one in particular of her
parents sitting in a living room. In the
foreground on the coffee table, Atamian
has painted words on the open pages of
a book that reads: "I found the remains of
one thousand years, shaped in curving

limbs, carved to perfection. Without
hands, without sandpaper, on the moon
to push."

Atamian had a quilt in mind for her
ceramic on wood work entitled, "My Auntie
and the Armenian Genocide." Resting on
the floor, the work is about the last surviv-
ing member ofthe generation that survived
the massacres. Atamian said her great
aunt, the main subject ofthe mural, passed
away last week. Atamian's work strongly

conveys just what is invol ved in those who
suffer the aftermath of genocide. It lends
itself to being in touch with history that

perhaps until now had had virtually no
voice with which to express what was
happening.
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• S/Hwisur health Irrojecxs

• RelneseiU siiukiu health care concerns
• Rcvurtv UHS hud((et

• Serve on UHS Search Cummittees ^ _
• Meet other students interested in health care tl^M-

COME SEE WHAT IT*S ALL ABOUT
Meeting: Thursday, October 8

Where: UHS Room 302
Time: 5:30-6:30pm

*S(i«irtif Health Advisory Board (est. 1971)
University Health Services
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EKEND
HAPPENINGS

THURSDIIY
IN CONCERT— The all-star Lincoln Center Jazz

Orchestra will perfornn an evening of music by the
legendary Duke Ellington. This 16-piece big band
features trumpeter Wynton Marsalis and conductor
David Berger. Band members have played with
such greats as Benny Goodman, Sarah Vaughan
Charles Mingus, Count Basie, Ray Charles and
Dizzy Gilliespie. FAC 8 p.m. Tickets $16-$20 gen-
eral, $8-$10 with ID.

VISUAL ART — Brendan Stecchini, director of
the Zone Gallery, presents his latest sculpture works.
This exhibit. Been Here and Gone: Past and Present
Works of Brendan Stecchini will include iron and
clay pieces, as well as steel chimes. Reception in
Student Union Gallery, 5-7 p.m. Free. Exhibit runs
thru Oct. 30.

LECTURE— "Friendship Based Love in Intimate
Relationships: Theory and Measurement," presented
by Nancy Grote of Smith College's Psychology
Department. 4:10 p.m. Free.
THEATRE— The Traprock Peace Center brings

us The ChristopherColumbus Follies, a musical from
which benefits will go to the peace center. 8 p.m.,
Shea Theatre, Turners Falls. Tickets $10 at door,'
$8 in advance.

IN CONCERT — Ludlow- based AC/DC tribute
band Back in Black will perform your favorite tunes
from this r/7undersfruc/cband tonight at Pearl Street
in Northampton. See and hear the five-member
band that has done extensive research on and
practices accurate imitation of their own favorite,
AC/DC. Fans 18+ don't do the Dirty Deed of
missing this show! 8:30 p.m. $6 at door, $5 in
advance.

IN CONCERT— Relax to the funky Blues of the
Chet Keefe Band at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton.
Call 584-4254 for ticket info and show time.
LECTURE— "Verdi and Nineteenth-Century Lyric

Opera." Henry G. Mishkin lectures at AC Music
Center Room 3, 12:15 p.m. Free.

FILM — Katz and Maus Cat and Mouse, a 1 967
film directed by Hansjurgen Pohland will be part of
the German Film Series at AC. Merrill II, 4 and 7:30
p.m. Free.

MUSIC— Jazz Workshop with Wynton Marsalis.
Don't miss the chance to explore the art ofjazz with
this trumpet giant. AC Buckley Recital Hall. 2:30-4
p.m. Free.

FILM— Weekly Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Film
Series presents Madchen in Uniform, a tale of a
young girl who falls in love with her teacher. 803
Campus Center, 7 p.m. Free.
LECTURE — "Romila Thapar speaks on Reli-

gion, Communalism and the Interpretation of His-
"tory in Modern India." This professor of Ancient
Indian History of Nehru University, Dehli will be
here through Oct. 31 to offer two lectures and
various seminars. AC Converse Assembly Room, 8
p.m. Free.

LECTURE— Henry Nasella, President of Staples,
Inc. to speak on "Reinventing Progress: The New
Generation of Massachusetts Merchants." Nasella
will address the issue of applying supermarket
principles to the sale of office supplies. Memorial
Hall, 7 p.m. Free.

FRIDAY
IN CONCERT — World-class fiddle player and

bluegrass great Alison Krauss, accompanied by
band Union Station, brings her "nonchalant preci-
sion" and "haunting vocals" to the Iron Horse Music

CUUKTESY STKITCH RtCOKDS

Guitarrist Robben Ford willplay the Iron Horse on
Sunday night

Hall in Northampton. Ticket info and show time
586-8686.
. CONFERENCE— "The Crisis ofWomen's Safety
in The Valley." Panelists Sarah Buel, Assistant
District Attorney and former battered woman, and
Bertha Josephson, District Court Judge to discuss
related issues. HC Franklin Patterson Hall, 10 a.m.-
3 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— Rippopotamus! Rippopotamus!
Rippopotamus! Get it? Don't miss them at Sheehan's
Cafe tonight. Show time and ticket info 584-4254.
REVUE— Bring your eyes, hands, and apprecia-

tion for the artistic value of the male body to Pearl
Street tonight to the California Playgirl Centerfolds
Male Dance Revue. 7 p.m. Ticket info 584-7771
COMMUNITY LIFE — A shabbat Service and

Dinner will be offered by Chabad House at Amherst.
7 p.m. Free. Info 549-4094.

FILM— Buckle your seatbelts and journey into a
land of Aliens with star Sigourney Weaver. Empty
stomach recommended. AC Campus Center, 8:30
p.m. Free.

THEATRE — Four woman troupe Sleeveless
Theatre will perform an hour of political comedy
through their well-known cartoons and slapstick
humor. Amherst Community Arts Center, 8 p.m. $8
at door, info 549-1701. Proceeds to benefit the
community center.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY — GMass student Mark
Fox will explore multiculturalism in a senior thesis,
performance art piece incorporating music, paint-
ing and cooking. "Historical Disintegration: Ameri-
can Individualism and the Absence of Historical-
Cultural Understanding" wiU evoke all senses in a
quest for complete awakening concerning diver-
sity. Hampden Theatre, 8 p.m. Free.

FILM— The Academy of Music Opera House in

Northampton to sponsor the Animation Film Festi-
val thru Oct. 15. In the tradition of underground
comics "sick and twisted" animation is emerging as
a cult hit with adventursome audiences across the
country. View the 19 short films plays this week at
the theatre and enjoy the "erotic hilarity" of the
various cartoons. Curtain time daily at 9 p.m. Call
584-8435 for ticket info.

COFFEE AND MORE — The Pioneer Valley
Folklore Society will sponsor cross-cultural musi-
cians Quetzal. This seven-member band will per-
form a combination of rhythms from the Andes, the
Caribbean and the inner "barrios" ofthe U.S. Gour-
met coffee will be served by the World Village
Coffee Merchants and Cafe as they encourage us to
"Drink Locally, Act Globally." 8 p.m., $7. Info 367-
0101.

IN CONCERT — The all-star line-up of The
Arkansas Traveler Review will perform at SC Greene
Hall tonight. Bands include Michelle Shocked, The
Band, Tajmahal and Uncle Tupelo. 7:30, $20 re-
served seating only. Tickets 1-800-THE-TICK
BOOK SIGNING — Local poet and children's

author Marguerite Davol will read from and sign her
newest book, The Heart ofthe Wood. Recently re-
tired after 25 years at Mount Holyoke College's
Gorse Child Study Center, Davol will be at The
Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley from 1 1 a.m
to 1:30 p.m. 534-7307.
THEATRE — No Theatre of Northampton to

preview Doppelganger, a new work in progress. 8
p.m., one seating only. Reservations recommended.
586-5553. $5.

AUDITION — Auditions for the contemporary
dark comedy Reckless by Craig Lucas will be held
today and tommorow from 7- 1 1 p.m. at the Curtain
Theatre SGNDflY

RECEPTION — The Northampton Center for the
Arts will host a reception to announce the opening
of it's latest exhibit, "The Art of Ruth Sanderson."
Sanderson presents paintings from the fairytales
and classic stories "Sleeping Beauty," "Beauty and
The Beast," "Heidi," "The Secret Garden," and "The
Twelve Dancing Princesses." Reception is 3-5 p.m.
Free.

BENEFIT CONCERT — Argentine- born pianist
and UMass professor of music Estela Kersenbaum
Olevsky will perform "Music from the Americas," a
concert recital featuring Western Hemishphere
composers and themes. Pianist Nigel Coxe to per-
form as well. Proceeds to benefit Amnesty Interna-
tional, concert dedicated to Zhang Jingsheng, an
Amnesty International Prisoner of conscience in

China. AC Buckley Recital Hall, 3 p.m. Tickets $8
general, $6 with ID at door and at Globe Bookshop,
Northampton.
COMMUNITY— Hillel House to sponsor a canned

good food drive and dinner at 6 p.m. More Info call
549-1710.

IN CONCERT — Robben Ford, guitarist
extraordinaire will play at the Iron Horse Music Hall
tonight. Guitar World raves, "no collection of con-
temporary guitar literature can be complete without
at least one sampling from each period in the career
of the great Robben Ford." Ford will play at 7 p.m.
Call 586-8686 for tickets. Thanks.

CONFERENCE — "Christians in Second Cen-
tury Rome." Three sessions of lectures by profes-
sors of various institutions on related topics, in-

cluding "The Roman Context," "Philisophical
Christianity" and "Institutional Christianity." 9- 1 0:30
a.m., 11 a.m.- 12:30 p.m. and 2-3:30 p.m. re-

spectively. AC Stirn Auditorium. Free.
FESTIVAL — The town of Greenfield will spon-

sor a two-day Fall Festival and Street Fair. Various
crafts, activities and entertainment will prove fun for

friends and family. Local entertainment to include
John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band. Buttons
available at local retailers $5 to entitle festival-

goers to discounts at participating retailers and
restaurants, as well as evening entertainment. Info

from Greenfield Chamber of Commerce.
IN CONCERT — Til Tuesday with Aimee Mann

will perform new tracks from their latest album,
Everything's Different Now. These tunes, traced

couRTisY PREtry fOLir PRODUCTIONS back to mid-Sixties folk-rock, and combined with

T/V Tuesday with AimeeMann willperform at Pearl modem singer/songwriter are guaranteed to enter-

Street on Saturday night.

COURTISY ROUNDER RKORDi

^ ,^ - .
Bluegrass fiddler Alison Krauss and Union Station

tain. Pearl Street Nightclub, 7 p.m., $9 in advance, play the Iron Horse tonight.
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Fashion: Finally, cosmetic justice at the Gap
By CaTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

if you're 5'7 or more don't read this story, it's not
meant for your eyes. If you're under that number, how-
ever, then read on baby — I've got some news that's
gonna rock your world . . .

How many times have you found yourself dreading
going shopping for a new pair of pants? foomany— right?
That sinking feeling which develops in your gut. The one
that gnaws away at your self pride declaring, "HA! HA!
HA! Just wait until all the people laugh when they see
your feet under the changing room door with all that
EXTRA material lying about!" Sucks, doesn't it?

Well batten down the hatches and seal in the chickens
because The GAP has just released a 28 inch inseam on
its GAP Jeans line.

That's right kids! F//VALLVsomebody has noticed that
not everybody who buys clothes is 6'3.

Gone are the days of the cuff. And while you tails out
there might consider the cuff to be a trendy fashion
statement, to us it is a curse handed down through our
genes. (HA!HA!HA! Get it?) A curse which has chal-
lenged and forced us to become clever.

How many times have you been looking in that mirror

of the changing room and making that stupid
rationalization,"Hmm — if I take these to the tailor and
have him cut a bit off they'll look just fine." The problem
is that by the time Gepetto is done working on them you
have pants that are the right length, but the foot holes are
wide enough to drive a truck through.

With this new 28 inch inseam from the wonderful
people at The GAP we too can now do that thing which we
have only been able to fantasize about for so long now .

. . last minute shopping! That's right! For the first time
ever we can go out and buy a shirtAMD pants at the same
time! And they'll both fit! Sometimes life is cool.

The only drawback to all of this good news is that The
GAP is only releasing the 28 inch length in jeans to see
how they sell. When I spoke to a saleswoman at the GAP
in the Holyoke Mall (through tears of joy from being able
to see my shoes) she said that if they sell well then The
GAP will make the 28 a standard length in all of its pant
items.

So do yourself and all your short brethren and sisthren
a favor and get down to The GAP to buy some 28's. Tell all

your short friends and neighbors. This is big, kids, real big.

Mow if we could just get the guy at the amusement
park to drop the, 'You must be this tall to ride,' line on that
embarrassing sign...

MA TT KAHN / COUICIAN

Modeling Gap's Genes

Exhibit explores multiculturalism through art

lOiH REYNOLDS / COLLICIAN

Mr. Fox and his Sax

By EMILY MARIMO
Collegian Staff

Those of you who have decided to stick around for this

long weekend made a wise decision, because you have the
chance to become part of history Friday. Right here, on our
very own (JMass campus. Senior Mark Fox will present an
unprecedented exhibit-in-motion as his Senior Thesis for
his B.A. in African -American studies. Created to commu-
nicate the idea of multiculturalism, this unique exhibit,

"Historical Disintegration: American Individualism and the
Absence of Historical-Cultural Understanding" will evoke
all senses and expose the viewer first-hand to the sights,

sounds, smells, and tastes of various cultures.
The exhibit will comprise of three artistic components:

an ongoing jazz concert, the creation of a three-part
totem pole of oil drums, and the preparation of ethnic
cuisine. Combined, these three aspects are to present "a
cutting edge, musical, visual, culinary vision of
multiculturalism."

"The depth of the piece is not on the undergraduate
level," asserts Fox. "I am the first one to attempt some-
thing like this, and pushing the idea of multiculturalism
through art."

A talented musician and master of the tenor saxophone.
Fox will be featured in the musical component ofthe exhibit
playing his own compositions from the past five years. Fox
will be accompanied by seven other musicians.

Ed Byrne, who played an instrumental role in arrang-
ing the pieces will play the trombone. Tony Vacca, has
recently released an album on Columbia records and will
play percussion. John Medeski of the Either Orchestra
and the Mandala Octect will play the piano. Chris Dailey,
a "local, very happening drummer who is recording ari
album with Marion Brown" will play the drums. Agnes
Zsigmondi McCraven, a Hungarian Folk master and
former GMass student will be a special guest artist and
vocalist. David Arenius will be on the bass and Kevin
Bryan will play trumpet.

The music played will be primarily jazz, with interna-

tional pulls from African, Latino and Carribean rhythms.
Fox will not only play these pieces, but has been primarily
responsible for composing and arranging them.

The artistic aspect of the exhibit entails the building of
a three piece totem pole of sorts. Melson Stevens, Edgar
Sabogal, and Richard Heller will individually work on
three separate oil drums. Approximately half-way through
the exhibit, the three artists will combine the drums into

one piece and paint it collectively.

The idea behind this piece according to Fox needs to
be applied to society. "This is a statement in society about
where things are going. This piece will model how we as
a society in America need to start functioning collectively
as opposed to individually."

The third component of Fox's exhibit is perhaps the
most unique yet basic of the three; food. The preparation of
Carribean and Jewish cuisine will add yet a third dimension
to Fox's presentation which will allow the exhibit-goer to
smell and taste multiculturalism. In an attempt to include
all facets of culture, experiencing this aspect of other
lifestyles is an innovative concept for an art exhibit.

Eric Zelman will prepare traditional Jewish foods, while
Vladimir and Victoria Morales will cook Carribean cuisine.

The multi-faceted nature of this exhibit is sure to
influence the viewer's idea of multiculturalism, and will
no doubt expose the viewer to various aspects of the
African-American, Jewish, and Latino cultures.

"My whole point is that this country is comprised of
several individuals. My message concerns accepting who
we are." Fox explained. "I think that this is now a
homogeneous society, but one that is hetergeneous, with
groups and individuals. We have to understand our own
identity and accept that others identify with who they
want to identify with. The statement in this piece is self-
evident, we must work together."

Do not miss the chance to experience this unique and
spiritual event. The exhibit begins at 8 p.m. in the
Hampden Theatre. There is no charge.

•COMPLETE PACKAGES"
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SAVINGS UP TO 75%
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The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
tenyaki and moce at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine~ Fresh, local
specialties; low-priced luncheon specials ajid
banquet facilties for your group or large party

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

[

256-8923 • 256-8924 |
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New REM disc brings
the band back to basics

This Weekend / Page 5

By SHARON MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Automatic for the People
R.E.M.
Warner Bros.

Last year, R.E.M. . the first band of col-
lege radio, surprised everyone by suc-
cunnbing to the mainstream with theiralbum

,

Out of Time. The success of Time made
longtime fans begin to wonder ifthe Athens,
Georgia based band could still put out real
music to please them, instead of the newly
converted pop music fans. On Automatic
forthePeople, singer-lyricistMichael Stipe,

guitarist Peter Buck, bassist-keyboardist
Mike Mills, and drummer Bill Berry redeem
themselves by returning to their folk-like

roots with the occasional, unpredictable
surprises that only they could do.

The album starts offon a slow note with
the first single, "Drive." "Drive" contains
the influence of Pink Floyd, a strange
challenge that the band pulls off with out a
problem. The song comes across as a
political meditation for a frustrated gen-
eration in an election year.

The slow mood continues with "Try Mot
to Breathe" which contains a great combi-
nation of Stipe's echoing voice and Mills'

harmonies. The slowness of the opening
tracks sets the mood for the entire album,
but does not prepare the listener for such
nonsense based songs like, "The Side-
winder Sleeps Tonite" and "Man on the

Moon." The first sounds like a folkish
version of their 1988 song "Stand."

Stipe relieves the listener of the serious
mood by talking about black -eyed peas,
Nescafe on ice, and a blooper on Dr. Seuss
which makes him laugh through the lyrics.

The latter starts out sounding like a cow-
boy song, then takes a turn to allow Stipe
to do an Elvis impression (yes, Elvis.)

While "Everybody Hurts" has an eerie
ring of Simon and Garfunkel with a cliched
message, the cliche in "Sweetness Follows"
is one that rings true inside the structure of
the family. The song which tells of a person
getting back in touch with his siblings when
his parents die is one of the most moving
songs the band has done since "Fall on Me.

"

The centerpiece of the album lies in the
simple ballad "Nightswimming." The song
which was left off of the last two albums,
finally finds a home. The song sends a
message: enjoy the memories that you
have formed through the years while there
is time to look back and enjoy them.

Automatic for the People is one of those
albums that the listener enjoys so much
that they never want it to end even as the
last note floats through the speaker. R.E.M.
has saved themselves from becoming a
mainstream pop band by holding onto
their roots and never giving into what
anyone else thinks. As the album closes,

one imagines his or herself travelling down
a never-ending road only wanting to ab-
sorb what is around them and holding onto
the desire to drive.

Peter Gabriel gives Us
an uneventful listen
By SCOTT KESNER
Collegian Staff

Os
Peter Gabriel

Geffen

While the members ot Genesis con-
tinue to recede both musically and ge-
netically, Peter Gabriel remains a inte-

gral pop icon with a wonderful head of
well-aged hair.

Gabriel's new release. Us is actually
the follow-up to the Last Temptation of
Christ soundtrack and not to 1986's
accidental hit factory. So.

On Lis, Gabriel returns to the visceral

art rock gestures and third world rhythms
that championed his third album and
Security, his forth.

The opening track, "Come Talk to
Me," broaches seven soul awakening
minutes of Shamonic grace while, "Only
Gs" slithers middle eastern style.

Unfortunately for this album, the
more funky stuff doesn't work, deem-
ing Lis seemingly dour. Its first non-
brooding moment, "Steam," is an un-
eventful gala that only John Travolta
would hustle to and "Kiss that Frog"
miserably fails at recapturing the kind
of adorable parody that made
"Sledgehammer" and "Big Time" so
much fun.

Yet, all of this can be forgotten thanks
to a little tune called "Digging in the
Dirt," a dead calm carefully coupling
irresistable hook with panoramic bra-

vura forming a highly stylized and most
hip single.

Just as Led Zeppelin used "Kashmir"
as Physical Graffiti's uplifitng center-

piece, "Digging in the Dirt" does much
the same for (Js.

Gabriel continues to highlight his mu-
sic with a multi-cultural breed of guest
musicians. On "Fourteen Black Paint-

ings" he siphons the abnormally omi-
nous bass, but more characteristic key-
boards of (does anybody remember
"Stairway"?) ex-Zep non-Satan wor-
shipping John Paul Jones.

The album's best lyrical bliss, "Blood
of Eden, " wouldn't be so highly effective

without the melliflous blend of Sinead
O'Connor's voice with Gabriel's and
Shankar's subtle violin shadings.

Gabriel's regulars, Tony Levin (bass)
Manu Katche (drums) and David Rhodes
(guitar) remain consummate craftsmen,
embellishing the album's finer tracks
and rendering even the most dreadful

material, (namely "Steam") saveable.
^smay be somewhat of a disappoint-

ment to Gabriel fans, but compared with

the drivel that makes up so much of

today's radio, it's another saving grace
from a real musical martyr.
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OUT DAY

Friday October 9th, 1992
in the student union ballroom
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With the Paradise
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CO-ED PROTECTION
RAPE-ASSAULTS!
Protect Yourself, get

Preferred by Police & Military. Don't wait until something
happens to yourself or family members. Act now and feel

secure and protected. Easily concealed in your home, car or
purse. Safe-Effective.

Accuracy is Not Essential.
JUST AIM. ..SPRAY...

WALK AWAY!arryMice*
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P.O Box 1055
Enfield. CT 06083- 1 055
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* S3.00 Shipping & Handling
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Zip Code: .

Amouni Enclosed
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Beyond Dances with Wolves
Inside the role of Native Americans in US cinema
By DAMIEL A. BROWN
Special to the Collegian

This is the ftrst of a three-part story discussing how
Native American people have been portrayed in the
contemporary Anierican cinema.

With the 500th anniversary of Columbus upon us,

there has been much discussion about Native Americans
and the impact 1492 has had upon them. Not surpris-

ingly, changing views of the American Indian experience
have been reflected through the years by that great mass
communicator, the movies.

And while "Dances With Wolves" brought Native
Americans into the cinematic spotlight, there have numer-
ous films before it that have attempted to go beyond the
usual stereotypes portraying them as bloodthirsty, scalp-

ing, yelping savages. Some have been successful, others
were well-intentioned failures. A few were real howlers.

There is a major difference between movies unth
Native Americans and movies about them. The former
includes all those John Wayne Westerns with Indians as
the faceless foe. These are not included here, instead, this

review will focus on those films which attempted to tell the
history of North America from the Native perspective or

dramatize current issues facing indigenous people today.
There also exists many excellent low-budget films and

documentaries that are too numerous to mention. I hope

the reader will be lucky enough to seek them out. What
appears below are critiques of some of the best-known
movies dealing with Native Americans that have ap-
peared in the last three decades.

Cheyenne Autumn (1964) — John Ford, director.

Richard Widmark, Karl Maiden, Ricardo Montablan, Sal

Mineo. Unrated. From the best seller by Mari
Sandoz.Summary: In 1878, a small band of Cheyenne
led by chiefs Dull Knife and Little Wolf flee an Oklahoma
reservation to return to their ancestral homeland.
Struggling against c erwhelmingodds, their epic journey
ends in the bloody snows of northern Nebraska, sur-

rounded by U.S. calvary.

Plus: Based on a true account, this is Hollywood's first

conscious attempt to portray Indians as the victims, not
the aggressors. The basic storyline stays close to historical

fact. Some scenes, like the winter escape from Fort

Robinson, still retain their power over the years.

Minus: The "Indians" are mostly Italian actors who
speak in wooden cliches and bang on Polynesian log

drums. The Cheyenne are saddled with a ludicrous

subplot which reduces them to soap opera dialogue.

Oklahoma looks suspiciously like Arizona and the
Cheyenne wear Apache headbands. The conclusion of

the film suggests a fair resolution between them and the
government; in fact, there was none.

Verdict: Maybe a breakthrough for its era, but
embarassing to watch today. Read the book.

Bloodline is

Type A Positive
By LISA CURTIS
CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

Bloodline

Pearl Street Nightclub

October 2, 1992

CG: When 1 5 year old Smokin' Joe Bonamassa
began to play his guitar with his group Bloodline] was
impressed. This kid was blasting through licks with a

lightning speed and intensity that should not have
been coming from one so young.

LCrSmokin' Joe is definitely a master musician,

and it was to enjoy a guitar solo at rock n' roll show.
And of course anyone that plays the "Star Spangled
Banner" has to be an OK kid, even though it seemed
a cheap ploy on his part to get a standing ovation.

CG:As the bluesy, hard-rocking tunes progressed,

Smokin' Joe elevated what could have been a

bargain-basement performance to a lofty status.

Make no bones about it — Bloodline is a cleverly

crafted star vehicle for Bonamassa.
The band includes bassist and lead singer Berry

Oakley Jr., 19 (son of Berry Oakley), guitaristWaylon

TURN TO BLOODLINE, PAGE 7

CHINA DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Traditional Chinese Cuisine
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Sunny Greenhouse • Sushi Bar • Beautiful Lounge with Big Screen TV.
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Bloodline
CONTINUED EROM PAGE 6

Krieger.l8 (son of Robby Krieger) and
drummer Erin Davis, 20 (son of Miles
Davis).

LC:Don't forget the aged keyboardist,
Lou Segreti, 30 years old. Though he
seemed to stand apart like a mentor,
nodding approvingly now and again to
Bonamassa, he mastered the keys.

CG:fi/cxx//(nehad a freewheeling Little

Feat essence about them going off on
extended jams between lyrics.

LC:No, they all looked like Stevie Ray
Vaughn clones. Oakley's voice was defi-

nitely a trip into the Twilight Zone. I was
looking everywhere to see if a tape was
rolling in a bizarre, evil lip sync plot.

CGrThey played well but I didn't under-
stand why they were touring ifthey only had
two originals. Bonamassa said they were
playing all original material, but at the end
of their sets they liked to fool around and
play some covers. Apparently they were
geared towards having 12 minute gigs be-
cause they only had two original songs. But
to be fair, Bonamassa did wail. His final

encore of the "Star Spangled Banner" was
incredibly cool. (Lisa was drunk; that's why
she remembers it differently).

LC: Bloodline is going somewhere. I

think that with time these guys will be able
to shake the 'novelty' image and create a
cohesive sound of their own. And 1 was
/VOTdrunk — I was tired.

CG:Veah, I'm going to be tired a lot this

weekend too.

ACROMYMBLE CONTEST WINNERS
The winners have been chosen:
The FirstPrizeofa groovy Acronymble

board game isTim Gorman ofBrandy^ine
whose 'noodle' was: Sour Milk Unduly
Evokes Bovine Inferiority Feelings.

The Second Prizeofa cool Acronymble
Tee-Shirt is Paul Wentzel of Brandywine
whose 'noodle' was: Sado-Masochists
Understand Extensive Bondage Is Fun

The Third Prizeofa neato Acronymble

poster is Eric Douglas of Wheeler Resi-

dence Hall whose 'noodle' was: Sorta

Mushed Under Elephants, But I'm Fine.

All winners should come down to

The Collegian Arts Desk to pick up your
prizes. . .we don't deliver.

This week's letters are: H. M, N, V. A,

B, C. Send all responses via campus
mail by Wednesday to the Collegian

Arts Desk / 1 1 3 Campus Center.

ACADEMY,MUSIC A,;^^
,84-8435

1 7 Days Only!~Fri. Oct.9 thru Thurs. Oct.1 5. Shown at 9:00pm only.'

Direct with COLLIDGE CORNER
Theatre, Boston. Where

attendance records are being broken!

J

"EXUBERENTLY DEFIANT NIHILISM!"
-Stephsn Holden, NY Times

SPIKE & MIKE'S
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AU SICK Sl TWISTEq
FESTIVAL OFANIMATION

"LIVELY, FUNNY, AND DIRTY!"*
- Bob Strauss, LA Daily News *

"DELIGHTFULLY CRAZED!" •

-Austin Chronicle
*

"The Best Gathering of

- Austin Chronicle

Only SPIKE & MIKE bring you
24 SICK and TWISTED films
featuring 15 PREMIERES!

17 & & OVER ONLY!

ATTHE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

COLUMBUS DAY WEEKEND
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DANCING

Free Happy Hour
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Drink of the Week
MELON BALL $1.75
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50<t:
Day & Night

Watch all the Sports here
Satellite Dish

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

^
UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, OCT. 23

Sin^^lc Pivjccl/Eiviil C(vi///s

for iiiiific, tlu'iiUr, vi^wU mi
niiti tiivigii, pcrforiiiiunc

art, lilciiitinv.filiii ami video,

and oilier iirh related eivnl^.

l'ROrOSAI.S l.NCOURACrD
rROM

HTUDLNTGROUK

AI'I'LICATIONS

GUlDANClJINrORMATION
STOP AT

STUDLNT ACTI VITIES
ornci: or limass
ARTS COUNCII.
2l>9llASIiROUCK

OR CALL 545-021)2

IF YOU MUST EAT .

EAT
PIZZA SUBS SALADS

Sm. $3.00
Toppings .50

Med. $4.25

Toppings .75

Lg. $6.00
Toppings 1.25

FLAME BROILED
Sm. $4.95 Lg. $5.95

Meat
Ground Beef

Sausage

Ham
Bacon

Salami

Anchovies

Turkey

Veggie
Red Onions

Green Peppers

Fresh Mushrooms

Black Olives

Broccoli

Spinach

Garlic

Sliced Tomato

Pineapple

HOURS: Sun ~ Wed 4 pm-2 am
Thurs ~ Sat 4 pm-3 am

Special

Pesto

Walnut

Artichoke ^'s

Feta Cheese

Hot Mama Salsa^^'

Chili

BBQ Chicken

Counts as two items

BBQ

Teriyaki

Pesto

Chicken

Lemon Pepper

Honey Mustard

Cajun

Steak
Reg.

Cajun

Honey Mustard

Teriyaki

BBQ

Lemon Pepper

REGULAR
Sm. $4.25 Lg. $5.25

Roast Beef

Turkey

Ham & Cheese

Tuna

Italian

Genoa Salami

BLT

Messy Jose

Cheeseburger

Seafood Salad

Free Delivery j 549-7890
TT5?r

Garden:

Chef:

Tuna Plate:

Greek:

Spinach:

Taco:

$3.95

$5.50

$5.50

$4.75

$4.75

$5.50

Grilled Chicken:

Grilled Steak:

Ranch

Thousand Island

Bleu Cheese

$5.95

$5.95

Lo Cal French

Italian

Hot Bacon

M/U, AMtA

Checks
Accepted

Medium Pepperoni Pizza
J

$4.50
EXPIRES OCT. 29, 1992

I

I

I

I

FREE SODA WITH
Any Large
Grilled

Steak or Chicken Sub
(Limit 2 Subs per Coupon)

EXPIRES OCT 29, 1992

$f00 Chg.
Cigarettes $3.00

Small 1 Item Pizza -i-

Garden Salad

Only $5.50
EXPIRES OCT 29. 1992

PLEASE MENTION COUPONS WHEN ORDERING
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Arts & Living
STAFF MEEXING

CAMPUS CENXER 113
SUNDAY 2PM
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~KEGS • AND ici]

FOSTERS LAGER
24/12 oz botts

$15.99 + dep

MILLER & LITE
24/12 ozcans
$11.99 + dep.

MILLER G.D. & G.D. Lt.

24/12 oz. cans

$11.99 + dep

BUSCH
24 Bar Bottles

$9.49 + dep.

PABST
24 Bar Bottles

$7.99 + dep.

Narragansett
24/12 oz. cans

$6.99 + dep.

Blackened VooDoo
Lager 6pk

$5.99 + dep.

GATOR; Florida Beer
6pk

$4.89 + dep.

Molson Golden & Lt.

12pakbott.

$8.49 + dep.

ICE!!! $1.00
Best Deal in W/Mass

BIG PARTY???
Delivery Available

KEGS!!

Tired of store with BAD
ATTrrUDES? At4Seasoi

you'll be treated with
gratitude!

All
Flav

M.D. 20/20
.750 ml $2.00
All MILLER Kegs

1/2 bbl

$39.99 + dep.

MASS. STATE

LOHERY AGENT!

Jagemneister!

750ml $14.49

Vanya Vodka

175L $8.49

Matador Tequila

1.0 L $6.99

4 Seasons Vodka

1 .75 L $8.99

Seagrams 7

175L $14.49

Captain iVIorgan

175L $15.99

Black Velvet

1.75 L ^13-99
iSAMASTERCARC

HOURS Mon. -Sat. 9-11 • 10% Senior Discount Everyday

Keg deposits Held Up to 30 Days on VISA. MASTERCARD, CHECK. CASH;

PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC.
r\ 2 West Street, West Hatfield

/
I

Massachusetts 01088

p^^ 247-9506

^^ STUDENT SPECIAL
Every night

Call ahead for availability

99« per string with 5-College I.D.

•H« Easy To Get To!

A Perfect Night Out For Friends & Dates

300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/l.D.

This 3 session

program (classes

one week apart)

includes Information

on exercise, some
anatomy, massage,

treatment options,

posture tips and pain

relief methods.

Wednesday. October 21. 28 and November 4

6:00-8:00 p.m.

University Health Center

Physical Therapy Dept. (ground floor)

Call UHS - Health Education for information and registration,

549-2671 XI 81. $10.00 deposit required for registration but

will be refunded upon completion of all three sessions.

Amherst

Laundromat
t)|Hii 7 tliiys

H<im-9|>in

nrop-Off or
Self .Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

For the Serious

Student

• Quiet Apartment
Living

• Convenient
• Affordable

• Flexible

THE BROOK
253-3834

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS IIAM to 2AM
FRI-SAT IlAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUT OR DELIVERY<:C

FREE DELIVERY
I!

I 99< PIZZA DEAL M LARGE PIZZA
|!
TWO MEDIUMS if OKTOBER FEST ir$1.99 PIZZA DEAL

!
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! ONE-TOPPING

JMEDIUiM PIZZA FOR
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Weather : Today, Cloudy chance
of rain 65-70.

SPECIAL NOTICE
Chancellor O'Brien will address the campus today in a

general meeting concerning racial tensions, at noon in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Sports:
The UMass football team takes on Yankee

Conference rivals the University of Rhode

Island this Saturday. Page 1 2.
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UMass explodes with racial tensions

SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
Ai lens Barosy (left), the 1 7th floor Washington RA who was the victim of several racist attacks
recently, speaks at the rally to address racial tensions at Washington Tower last night.

By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Last night, between 50-70 students
stormed the Washington Tower, in the
Southwest Residential Area, occupying
the building for nearly two hours.

The occupation took place following a
meeting at Morrill with campus adminis-
trators to discuss their handling of last

week's racial attack, in Washington, on a
Black Resident Assistant.

Many students present at the meeting
walked out in disgust at the
administration's explanation on the Uni-
versities policies towards the handling of

the incident.

About 60 to 70 students marched back
to Washington to confront the residents
involved with the incident.

At about 10:45 p.m., the students ar-

rived at Washington and walked past the
security desk to the eighth floor in search
ofthe resident who had served as the host
of the alleged assailant, who was visiting

from off campus.
The studentsimmediately occupied the

eighth floor, demanding that the resident
responsible for the actions of the alleged

perpetrators be expelled from housing for

the remainder of the school year.

During the occupation, the entire
Buildingwas sealed offand residents were
who were out side were unable to enter the
building. A large number of police were
inside and residents were instructed to

remain in their rooms.
University officials were present in the

building at the time ofthe occupation and
negotiated with the students towards a
peaceful resolution.

At 12:35 the students exited the building

with a memorandum by housing director

Joseph Zannini and assistant director

Anne Miller agreeing to expel the residents
involved from campus housing for the re-

mainder of the school year.

Arnold Lizana, Vice-president of the
UMass Black Student Union helped to

negotiate the crisis towards a peaceful

solution while meeting inside with the

Turn to TENSIONS, page 4

Rally epresses
anger, frustration

By YVETTE BAEZ
Collegian Staff

Last night, about three hundred
students ofcolor assembled in front

of the Washington tower in South-
west to hold a peaceful demonstra-
tion in support of a Resident Assis-

tant who was an alleged victim ofan
assault last month.

Following the rally, students
marched to Morrill for a meeting
with the Vice Chancellor and other
members of the Administration.

"Power to the people!", shouted
Arlens Barosy. the Resident Assis-

tant who was allegedly assaulted,

from the Washington pyiamids.
Barosy greeted everyone and de-

scribed, in detail, the account ofthe
incident, includingthe alleged racial

slurs and the occun'ences during
the days that followed.

He expressed his dissatisfaction

Turn to RALLY, page 4

UM officials meet with AASA,
address concerns of racism
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

University officials met with student representa-
tives of the Asian American Student Association
(ASAA) to address the concerns of Asian and Asian
American students in light of recent racial incidents
that have occured on campus.

The director of the Office of the Third World
Affairs, Nelson Acosta, was also present at this im-
portant meeting. Paul Gee (AASA president) opened
up the meeting by stressing the fact that they came
into this meeting with an education agenda.

"We did not come with a list of demands, we went
to create a better working relationship with the
administration," said Gee.

Newly appointed Vice-Chancellor Tom Robinson
believes that it is of great importance that he made
contact with the students.

"We are meeting to address a mutual concern that
affects us all. I am distressed by the incidents that
have transpired and we need to work together to

make this place a more enjoyable experience for

students," said Robinson.

Paul Gee distributed a list of recommendations
that focused on measures that would impact and
stimulate awareness on the campus community. The
list included changes in policy and public safety and
trainings consisting of both RA's and The Dept. of

Public Safety, as well as cultural sensitivity work-
shops.

Paul Gee also stated that there was a need to

promote more programming such as radio an-
nouncements by WMUA, and billboard advertise-

ments on UMass transit lines that would display the

'Civil Rights Law' to make the issue of racial ha-

rassment more visible to the community at large.

Other members expressed concerns about the is-

sue of racial harassment and the lack of support by
the University in responding to this issue.

Kara Inouye, vice-chairperson says that the Uni-
versity needs to be more in tune with the needs ofthe
students by providing access to support programs for

students who may have experienced some form of
racial harrassment.

''We are meeting to address a
mutual concern that affects us all/'

Vice-Chancellor Tom Robinson

"We need to show students what's out there for

support and state the law as it stands," said Inouye.

The meeting was conducted in a very constructive

and positive manner. All members present agreed
that pinpointing specific areas of concerns would
make planning and implementation of resolutions

more feasible and effective.

Paul Gee also believes that counseling for victims
of racial harrassment is essential to healing and
overcoming the feelings of helplessness

"We need to see organizations on campus make an
effort such as counseling and student counseling
services available," said Gee.

Director of the Office of Human Relations, Grant
M. Ingle believes that proposed policies regarding
racial harrassment are in the process ofbeing refined
and that stifFer penalities are to ensue. The process
will be more expedient and will need support from all

sectors of the campus community.
The proposed changes will be brought up before

the legal and faculty senate within the year for final

approval and adoption.

The meeting ended with a unanimous consensus
to continue the dialogue with students and to work
for real change at UMass.

Memorial Hall
occupation
continues on
By DAVID LAFONTANA
Collegian Correspondent

The occupation ofMemorial Hall continued yesterday
with a stalemate between the University and the protest-

ing students.

The Students for Education have remained true to

their word that they will not leave until their demands
have been met by the University.

The University has in turn stated that unless the
students leave, no demands will be met or even dis-

cussed.

"We've made our position clear. If you leave, we'll

talk." said Dan Chen, a University spokesperson. The
protestors see it differently, however.

"The Chancellor has written to us that he supports us.

If those are his principles, than he should support us
while we're in the building," said group member Quynh
Dang.

During a teach-in today, the students reported that
University officials said they weren't sure of the legality

of a scholarship for women of color.

"The University said it was illegal to earmark scholar-

ships for special interests,or along race or gender lines.

"The problem we have with that is that UMass already
does that by having something like a football scholarship,
which is an all-male team, and is a special interest," said
group member Henry Theriault.

While Chen called the teach-ins today "duds", the
protestors were more than happy to comply.

"The reason that most people didn't show up is because
ofthe way the curriculum is set up at this university. It's

racist."

The university has to ask What are we teaching that
encourages the celebrating of Columbus Day?'. If this
teach-in was a dud, so is their curriculum." said group
member Alex Nguyen.
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Friday, October 9

Conference — "The Crisis of Women's Safety in the

Valley" will include panelists Sarah Buel and Bertha
Josephson. The event is free and will be held from 10 a.m.

to 3 p.m. in HC Frankhn Patterson Hall.

Special Event—A Shabbat Service and dinner will be

held at 7 p.m. in the Chabad House in Amherst.

Saturday, October 10

Special Event — Shabbat Morning Service and Meal
vfiW take place at 10 a.m. in the Chabad House.

UMass Police Log
• A woman reported the theft of her gold bracelet and a
diamond and emerald ring from her suite bathroom on
Wednesday morning, according to police. The woman
reportedly left the items in her bathroom in McNamara
Residence Hall overnight, and discovered the items miss-
ing in the morning. The items are valued at $200.

• The driver of a car on Massachusetts Avenue was
stopped by police and was cited with driving to endanger
on Tuesday. Police observed the car moving with two
people riding on the roof when they stopped the car.

Sunday, October 11

Music from the Americas — An event to benefit Am-
nesty International, will be held at 3 p.m. at Buckley
Recital Hall in Amherst College. For more information

please call 256-6176 .

Monday, October 12

Rally— "Free Leonard Peltier" will begin on the steps

of the Student Union at 10 a.m. and then continue down
to Amherst Common. Donations can be made to the

Leonard Peltier Defense Committee.

Compiled by Michael Day
Recent incidents recorded by the University's Department of Public Safety.

• University police received a report of a stolen bike on
Wednesday evening. A man reported that his mountain
bike, valued at $400, was locked to the rack in front of
Coolidge Residence Hall when it was stolen at approxi-

mately 8 p.m.

• A man reported the lug nuts loosened and a metal
emblem damaged on his automobile on Wednesday
evening, according to police. The carwas parked in Lot 1

1

when the man discovered the damage, which is estimated
at $65.

EDDIE BAUER
STYLE SWEATERS

.00
REG,

CAMPUSClNHRCONCOHE'TOMyy

presented by

Grocery Manufacturer's Representatives

(GMR)
and

Boston University

Meet with leading consumer goods manufacturers to discuss

career opportunities

Over 25 companies will be present including:

Campbell's Soup. Co.

General Mills

Kraft

Nabisco

Nestle

Pillsbury

Procter & Gamble
Ralston Purina

Tuesday October 13, 1992

5:00 P.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

AT

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
George Sherman Union, Main Ballroom

775 Commonwealth Ave.

Boston, MA

resumes will be accepted

complimentary food & beverage

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntemity/Sorarity Puk - on the Orchud Hill baa route. (413)S4S-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

USDA plans research
to cut cost of ethanol
By JENNNIFER DIXON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Agricultural

Department plans to spend $100 million

over five years on research to cut the cost

ofproducingethanol by at least 25 percent.

Agriculture Secretary EdwardMadigem
said nearly $10 million would be spent
this fiscal year, which began Oct. 1. USDA
will seek the balance over the next four

years from Congress.

"If agriculturally based fuels such as
ethanol can be made cheaply enough, a
vast market awaits," Madigan said in

remarks prepared for delivery Thursday.
"Ifwe can cut production costs it will mean
more secure energy supply, cleaner air,

expanded markets for corn and a real

economic boost for rural America."
Last week. President Bush eased fuel

volatility regulations for corn-based etha-
nol. This move will boost ethanol's role in

reformulated gasolines used to meet clean-

air standards in smoggy urban areas.

A spokesman for the competing metha-
nol industry criticized the administrations

latest effort on behalf of ethanol as a
"continuation of the election-year pan-
dering to the activist farmers" and Archer
Daniels Midland Co., an agribusiness gi-

ant which dominates the ethanol market.
Bill Orr, cheiirman of the National Al-

ternative Fuels Association, said natural
gas and coal, the sources of methanol,
have been "sold down the river by those

pandering to the farm lobby."

Orr said that gasoline blended with
methanol is cleaner burning that ethanol-
blended gas and that methanol costs less

to produce than ethanol.

Madigan, meanwhile, said anotherway
to expand the use of ethanol is to reduce
production costs by improving manufac-
turing technology and by developing new
products from corn or other raw materials.

The five-year research proposal will try

to speed production through more efficient

fermentation and recovery, as well as by
raising the 3aeld ofethanol, Madigan said.

You can't criticize

the system if you
don't participate in

the system.

VOTE

I I

SPIES, TERROR, SPEED, AND WAR
JAMES DER DERIAN
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Local News

ON THE LINE - Students wait in line by the Fine Arts Center.

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN

Sports careers available to all
'*Sports Summit" will allow students to network

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

If you think you have to be a great athlete to have a
future in the sports world, Jay Abraham, President of
Sports Careers Inc., has a lesson for you.

Namely, careers in the sporting industry are not
limited to the athletes, and no one can help you break into

the business better than Sports Careers.
"We open people's eyes to the tremendous opportunities

in sports," said Jeff Wasson, a spokesperson for the
group. "It is especially good foryoung people because they
are not sure of all the opportunities out there."

Wasson cites opportunities ranging from working for

ESPN to being employed by a professional team's front

office to organizing a one-time golf tournament.
"There are thousands of opportunities waiting for

those who want them," Wasson said.

The number of people looking for those opportunities
are growing by the day, says Wasson.

"There are people whose passion is sports," he said.

"They eat, sleep, breathe and drink it. They'll do anything
to get a job in it."

According to Wasson, this is where Sports Careers fits

in. The company runs "Sports Summits," which are
conventions where professionals ft-om the industry lecture
and counsel people looking to break into the business.

"We bring in executives from over 50 professional

companies and the attendee has the opportunity to meet
them and hear them speak about the business," Wasson
said.

Sports Careers will be holding a "Summit" in Boston
on Friday October 16th at the Boston Marriott Copley

Turn to SPORTS, page 4

Faculty debates
Columbus Day
importance
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Society must re-examine the Columbus Day holiday,

according to many University faculty.

"From my point of view the day has been silly. 1 don't

see it as a truly important day. It is a good time to think
about I Coliunbus discovering America

I , but any day is as
good as any other," said African American studies pro-

fessor Robert Paul Wolff.

South African history professor John Higginson also

believes it should be a day of teaching about the groups
that became oppressed by the discovery of Columbus.

"It should be a day of reflection rather than celebra-

tion," said Higginson.

According to Higginson, because the world's economy
is shifting more towards the countries in the east,

Americans must take a critical look at their society.

Yet Paul MuUins, a teachingassistant for anthropology
290, World of 1492, believes Columbus's contributions
should still be remembered. For example, Columbus
brought with him the idea of colleges Mullins said.

"I think our debates should not be reduced to debating
whether Columbus is good or bad," Mullins said.

Yet Mulhns added that the images of Columbus we
learned in grammar school were built on the false ideas
from the early 19th century.

Wolffbelieves the anniversary ofColumbus coming to

America is purely for promotional advertising.

And Higginson believes the only way society can
change their views on Columbus day, is if the power
structure changes.

Some University professors do not understand the
connection between the students protesting in Memorial
Hall with the Columbus Day holiday. Protesters in Me-
morial Hall are demanding the University to give 40
scholarships to low-income women of color.

"Memorial Hall had nothing to do [with the Columbus
holiday]. I think it is an appropriate response for the
students about the racial incident these past few days. I

am quite upset about it," Wolff said. "1 am entirely in

support ofwomen ofcolor scholarships. I would like to see
a great deal more students able to come to the University."

Yet legal studies professor Stephen Arons wonders
about the the legal aspects of the scholarship.

"The University is right as far as the question of
legality," Arons said. "But all the same, they could give

the scholarship and let the court decide."

—Collegian Contributing Writer David LaFontina
contributed to this story.

GLB students seek safe
space through new hall
By JASON McDonald
Collegian Staff

After many years of struggle by GLB
students and faculty the "Two In Twenty
Corridor," a program for lesbian, gay and
bisexual students, began its first semes-
ter in Mary Lyons Residence Hall this fall.

Designed as a safe and nonthreatening
living space for GLB students, the corri-

dor hopes to eliminate much ofthe feelings

of isolation felt by gay men, lesbians, and
bisexuals on campus, according to resi-

dents.

"I don't want to have to fight for who I

am," said Tony, a resident ofthe floor. "I'm

here to get an education— I don't want to

have to waste my time with people that
are small minded."

The floor is not limited to gay men,
lesbians and Bisexuals. Allies, or students
who support the needs ofgay, lesbian and
bisexual students, are taking a major part

in supporting the corridorand its residents.

"It's a corridor, but it's become a whole
building experience as more and more
people come out as allies and get involved,"

said Carol Carlson, the Residence Direc-

tor of the Crabtree/Mary Lyons cluster.

The purpose and structure of the cor-

ridor will be decided by the residents.

Turn to HALL, page 4

Prof awarded fellowship
Dr. Budnik's nerve research continues

Off the beaten path:
Sig Ep and Chi Omega

By SEEMA MALHOTRA
Collegian Correspondent

Dr. Vivian Budnik, an assistant neu-

roscience professor in the Department of

Zoology at the University of Massachu-
setts, who was awarded a $30,000 research

fellowship by the Alfred P. Sloan Foun-

dation.

The Foundation was constructed in

1955 and was designed to give financial

support to promising scientists in all fields

who are beginning their research.

Budnik was nominated by Professor

Rod Murphey, Directorofthe Neuroscience

and Behavior Progiam for the award. She

was one of 90 outstanding young scien-

tists and economists chosen by the Sloan
Foundation this year.

Budnik, 35, was born in Chile and
studied there until coming to the USA to

undertake her Ph.D.
"In Chile it is very hard to pursue a

scientific career as it is an underdeveloped
country," she said. "The only possible way
for me to pursue science was to come to the
USA."

She received her Ph.D in biophysics
from Brandeis University in 1988 and in

1990 joined the faculty at the University
of Massachusetts.

Turn to FELLOWSHIP, page 4

By CHRISTINA THORPE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
community is well aware of the frater-

nities and sororities located on North
Pleasant Street.

But a few are harbored in the lesser

known Fraternity/Sorority Park. Lo-

cated off East Pleasant Street, the

Park is home to Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Chi Omega, as well as the Mather
Career Center.

GREEK AREA
Joe Hough, a senior electrical engi-

neering major and a Sig Ep brother,

has counted among the benefits of liv-

ing in the park the ability ofhis chapter

to have a "huge, great house." Overall,

Hough said there is no trouble filling

the house and the chapter does not

have to impose any formal living re-

quirements.

Chi Omega, the sorority house lo-

cated in the park, is a large house that

holds many sisters. But there is a two-

year living requirement for members.
Liz Belden, a senior English major, is

in her fifth semester living at Chi
Omega. Belden thinks Fraternity So-

rority Park may be "off the beaten
path, but we love it."

Janet Ferry, also a senior and mem-
ber of Chi Omega, reiterated Belden's

feeling. "Our house is offcampus, yet it

still feels like a home."
Transportation does not seem to be

a hassle for residents ofthe park. PVTA
loop buses run approximately ever 10
minutes during the week - although
not at all on weekends, but many have
cars of their own.

Being neighbors with Chi Omega
seemed to beone ofJoe Hough's favorite

aspects ofliving in Fraternity Sorority
Park.

"That's great. We're pretty much alone
up here, so we plan a lot of functions

together," said Hough. "It's good too

because everyone in one house knows
everyone else in the other."

Approximately 10 to 15 years ago
there was an idea to move all the fra-

ternities and sororities up to the park.

Ed Korza, the active director of Greek
Affairs and Student Activities, de-

scribed the entire situation as "com-
plex."

The University now owns several

lots there which they once wished to

rent to the chapters on campus. Each
fraternity or sorority would build their

own house on these rented lots, how-
ever many wished to own their land.

According to Korza, the physical

upkeep of the chapters on North
Pleasant was, at the time, not up to

Turn to GREEK AREA, page 4
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rally
continued from page 1

with faculty for not supporting him
during this time. He also commented
on the negative way police responded
to his call, making him at times feel

like the assailant and not the victim.

University officials, sensing poten-
tial danger, began enforcing the secu-
rity policy last night at 6 p.m., contrary
to the regular 8 p.m. policy. Over two
dozen police had secured the building.

Students of color that entered the
building were being acknowledged by
having a check placed next to their
names. Approximately ten students
entered the building to post flyers

bearing the words, "You Can't Keep A
Good Race Down" .

A number of students expressed
their intent to directly approach the
host of the alleged assailant and
chanted, " 801. 801! ", referring to the
host's room number in Washington.

At times, there were strong efforts

to keep the crowd under control, by
community leaders.

Tanya James said she was "frus-

trated" that more students were dis-

couraged from speaking.

"The white students who signed the
petition in support of Arlens should
have attended the rally," said James.

Others felt that the white students
did well in isolating themselves, "they
could have been hurt."

As students of color marched to

Morill, around 20 students blocked
traffic on North Pleasant St., causing
Police to erect barricades on either end
of the street.

Later in the evening in Morill,

students voiced their anger and frus-

tration to several department heads,
including Executive Director of Hous-
ing Joseph A. Zannini and Chief of
Police John W. Luippold.

A question-answer session followed
brief statements made by faculty,

where members of the community
addressed their concern for Barosy's
safety and that of the community in

generaL

tensions
continued from page 1

administrators.

"The decision was made in the best
interests of all the parties involved,"

said Lazana. "This is the first tangible

evidence of action that has produced
results," he said.

Today at noon. Chancellor O'Brien
will be holding an all-campus discus-

sion at the Student Union Ballroom.

I NIV LKSII^ OF .MAS.SACHUSETT.S
Af AMHFRSl

Ot(ic«f o( the Vtco Chanceiloi

Arnh.-'«r MA ptnoi

October 8, 1993

To the University Community,

Since the beginning of this semester, we have seen telephone harass-
ment, racially biased graffiti and assault. The targets of these attacks have
been Residence Assistants of color. This disturbing behavior has no place
on our campus. We wiU not tolerate acts of racism, sexism, anti-Semitism,
homophobia, and other forms of oppression. The university is dedicated to
the ideals of access, equality and opportunity for all people. In a community
which strives to recognize and respect the freedom and dignity of every
human being, acts of intolerance hurt all of us, not just the individuals who
are the targets of the actual acts.

Violence and harassment of any kind are not acceptable behavior on
this campus. We will actively seek to punish persons identified as perform-
ing violent or harassing acts, as well as those found to incite others to such
acts. We will piu-sue p\inishment through both the campus disciplinary
system and the court system, as appropriate, and student hosts will be held
responsible for the behavior of their guests.

While we are actively investigating the incidents that have occurred,
there is a broader agenda that needs attention as well. Making this campus
a better place to live, study, and work is a job that needs all of us. Only
together can we establish a truly multicultural campus. Thank you in
advance for your assistance in this effort.

Sincerely,

. ;^{?c)l
Thomas B. Robinson
Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs

This letter was originally written and dated Monday, October 5, 1992.
We remain as concerned about these issues today. Please help us end the
cycle of harrassment and fear, establishing a better campus evironment
for everybody.

sports
continued from page 3

Place. Executives scheduled to appear in-

clude Boston Celtics' President David
Gavitt, Art Berke, director of communi-
cations for Sports Illustrated and Jerry
Colangelo, president ofthe Phoenix Suns.

Also attending will be executives from
organizations such as Spalding, WEEI
Sports Radio, Converse, the New England
Patriots, the Boston Garden and the
Boston Red Sox.

Attendance is limited to the first 500
applicants, ensuring a better than 10:1

ratio between speaker and attendee.

"With the limited attendance we pro-

vide an opportunity for attendees to meet
the executives and network within the

system," Wasson said. "People often walk

out with three or four solid contacts in the

professional world. People have the op-

portunity to sit across a table from David
Gavitt and discuss the business."

Wasson says the opportunity to gain

advice from the inside can prove invaluable

to a college student who will soon be job

hunting.

"Being able to check with someone on
the inside, on how to do the right thing

when applying, is helpful," said Wasson.
"With someone giving solid direction to a

college student while they're still in school

will help them after graduation."

The convention costs $155 to attend

and the fee includes breakfast and lunch.

Interested attendees should call 800-776-

7877 to reserve a seat at the symposium.

Greek Area
continued from page 3

University standards, and thus did not
project a positive image for UMass. The
move was considered to be in the best

interest of the campus as a whole.
Currently, the idea has basically been

abandoned. Korza expressed his satisfac-

tion with the maintanance of the N.
Pleasant Street chapters. Within the last

three years they have portrayed a more
positive image with improvements in

landscaping and overall appearance.
In general, Korza seems to be a sup-

porter of the Greek Area and has voiced
his opinion of how the institution had

begun "appreciating the Greek Aiea for

services they provide."

The Mather Career Center is also part

of Fraternity Sorority Park. (The Career
Center building was once a fraternity

house before 1985.) Clark Edwards is the
Associate Director of the center.

"The only rough edge with Chi Omega
is parking competition, however it is no
different then anywhere else on campus."

Edwards feels that the presence of
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Chi Omega makes
the center less isolated - especially at

night. He expressed that his Greek neigh-
bors were a positive aspect of the park.

hall
continued from page 1

Future plans may include a class and
possibly an entire floor for gay, lesbian
and bisexual students.

Due to a lower turnout than was
originally expected, Two in Twenty's
orignal plan for an entire floor was reduced
to a corridor. The residents hope that with
greater publicity, the floor will continue to

expand.

As well as providing safety, the floor

second of its type in the country, with the
University ofCalifornia at Santa Cruz the
only other university to have such a floor.

"I hope other universities take our lead,

consider the corridor to be an excellent
addition to the supposed 'diverse atmo-
sphere' on campus," said Ellen
aleologopoulos, a sophmore STPEC major

and resident of the Social Diversity Floor
in Brett.

Residents of Social Diversity Floor have

expressed concern that GLB students will

not continue to request the SDF as an
alternative floor to the Two in Twenty.

'The Social Diversity Floor was for-

merly a haven for GLB students," said
Keith Kirkness, a senior psychology ma-
jor.

"GLB students have had a great influ-

ence in creating a living environment for

students who question mainstream
American values," Kirness said.

Although arguments have been raised
against the idea of seperate floors for mi-
nority groups, LBGA member Louise
Godchaux said she believes they are nec-
essary.

"Division between different peoples is

a condition that already exists— we didn't
create it," Godchaux said. "We would all

like to feel integrated and safe within
society. But until we acheive that we have
to take one step at a time."

113
Campus
Center.
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continued from page 3

"This was a very enriching environment to come and
work in," said Budnik, who plans to spend most of the
money on equipment for the lab. "There was already a
group here working in the area I'm interested in— that
is, in the development of neurobiology."

Her research focuses mainly on the development of
the nervous system.
The question I am most interested in is how the

nervous system developed," she said. "In a typical vertebra,
for example, you have a trillion cells. Now the cells,
during development, start growing and connecting to
each other in a very specific way. The main problem is
how do you make the trillion neurons join in this way."
Budnik is currently looking at a more simple network

such as that of fruit flies, since working with a very
complicated nervous system can be quite difficult.

"What I'm doing is using mutations that somehow
affect the pattern ofdevelopment ofthe neurons in these
insects. By studying this I hope to find the mechanism by
which the neurons form this precise network."

Although the emphasis in the work of Budnik and
other researchers in the lab has been on nervous system
development questions, they also work on other projects.

One thing we are looking at is certain rhythmic
behavior in ammals, for example feeding behavior, and
seeing which neurons are responsible for these actions."
she said.

"However at the moment I feel development is a big
enough problem -

1 will have my hands full for a very long
time!
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Editorial/Opinion 1

The opinions expressed on this page ore those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless otherwise noted.

Was that the voice of God or was it just another bullhorn?
I thought I heard the voice of God Tuesday night.
As I neared the Fine Arts Center, an angry disembodied

voice echoed offthe building, damning the great majority
of humankind and declaring that the time had come to
make reparations. For a few moments I was duped, but
as I listened I realized God would have had a better
argument, not to mention a better sound system.

The Voice ofthe Bullhorn has been nagging at me ever
since, accusing andjudging and dividing. Seems a bit like

a National Public Radio fund drive: a few people (11, in
fact) hidden in a room, desperately trying to snag the
attention and the support of the great masses. The
broadcast is on, but no one's listening.

Only a handful of supporters have spent quality time
on the lawn. Despite the appeals to sit and listen and
show support and solidarity, most people just keep on
walking. Sounds like a problem in communication.

The faces peering out of the windows see the folks

walking by. AJid they're not happy.

"If you're just walking away, trying to ignore us, if

you're White and. .
."

Urn, what //I'm White?
According the bullhorn, it is my responsibility to fight

racism.

Well, yeah, it's everyone's responsibility to fight rac-

ism. What does my skin color have to do with it? I'm still

working that one out when the voice goes on.

And, says the bullhorn, if you are White and you're

walking away, you're contributing to the violence against
women of color.

Darienne

HOSLEY
I pause a moment, and look at the disinterested faces

trying to get by Memorial Hall as quickly as possible. I see

many, many different colors, and they're all going away.
Why are those with "white" skin singled out? There are

memy men and women "ofcolor" rushing past; does their

appearance absolve them of guilt?

How is going to classes "contributing to the violence

againstwomen ofcolor?"Accusations don'twin supporters;
they turn people off, they encourage people to walk away.
Declaring that "the majority of this campus is racist,

sexist and homophobic" distances listeners. If you don't

respect your audience, you won't have an audience.

I kept walking. And I fight racism. I try to relate to

people on the basis of character, not color. Ethnicity is

part of that character, but it is not determined by color.

When I hear racist or sexist statements, I challenge

them, I argue. Sometimes I can change an opinion and
sometimes I can't. But I have found that honesty, respect

and a just cause have a strong influence.

Anyone inspired to join a cause by bullhorn rhetoric

isn't in the fight for the long haul. The "system" sucks, but
yelling at it won't change it. Get into the system. Work
from the inside out, and create meaningful changes that
will lead to and support further goals.

It's silly to accuse a delivery person of supporting
institutionalized racism simply because she expects the

protesters to pay for their pizza. "Us and them" tactics

won't work. Pissing off the administration won't work.

Harassing students won't work. The demand for 40
scholarships? A little closer, but still off the map.

Joseph Addison said, "A man must be both stupid and
uncharitable who believes there is no virtue or truth but
on his own side." Keep your bullhorns. But don't accuse
me of hatred because your way is not my way.

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian columnist.

Greek life isn't just a big party
To the author of "Brothers' games dis-

rupt dorm [Collegian, Oct. 21": you may
believe that immaturity caused the behav-

ior ofDelta Upsilon, but I believe ignorance

and misinformation are the only founda-

tions on which you based your article.

Everyone on this campus has the right

not to be awakened at 12:30 a.m. Why
does this action ( which occurs regularly to

and by all members of campus) become
ruder and more immature when done by
Greeks? People look at members of fra-

ternities and sororities as the narrow
stereotype portrayed by media, film, TV
and people like the author of Friday's

editorial. They do nothing but perpetuate
a negative attitude with ramifications of

destroying one of the most beneficial and
underappreciated organizations on cam-
pus. Brothers visit rushees' rooms to ex-

tend bids — not to hang out and have a

vnld party all night and to wake sleeping

roommates. In accordance with Massa-
chusetts state laws and Interfraternity

Council rules on hazing, no member, pledge

or rushee is ever, EVER forced to drink.

I agree that the whole story of the

UMass Greek Area should be told. If you
want to know the real story about being
Greek, ask someone who is. The answer
would probably inchide parties. But you
would also hear of scholarship, philan-

thropies, activities, history, sisterhood/

brotherhood, pride and the other oppor-

tunities that being Greek makes possible.

Most importantly, you would hear about
the friendships in the Greek Area.

Maybe you feel that itjust isn't for you;

that's fine. Just be aware that Greeks are

normal everyday UMass students. They're
inyour classes, clubs, activities and dorms.
There is somethingbehind all those houses
on North Pleasant Street with the strange
letters on them. If you don't care to find

out, care enough to make educated deci-

sions and to voice informed opinions.

Christina Thorpe
Southwest

Funding decisions aren't sexist
Stacy Malone could not have a more

misguided viewpoint \Collegian, Oct. 2|.

The issue of funding programs versus

capital procurement has nothing to do

with men versus women. I may even agree

that the allocations are ill-advised, but

sexist no. Ms. Malone's frantic search for

a conspiracy is a fool's errand.

The Everywoman's Center is a worthy

cause, but so are minority programs, raises

for teachers, etc. Over the past four years

they all have been competing for a

shrinking pool of funds. The shame ofthis

is that we can justify spending millions of

dollars for a rink, yet deny funding to

teachers and minorities, groups which

include their fair share of men, as well as

women. If this were something like Men's

studies (yeah right!) versus the EWC, I

could understand complaints of sexism.

Unfortunately, no issue is that clear

cut. Yet to explain that the new arena
"probably was paid for at their [women's)
expense," is completely unfair and makes
assumptions based on prejudices that Ms.
Malone accuses others of having. Women
have no more financial stake in the arena
than any other group. Ms. Malone's at-

tempt to portray women as the only victim

of misguided funding policies does not

promote support, only antipathy for a
close-minded viewpoint.

Please don't try to confuse a simple

issue of mismanagement and opposing

ideas of appropriate funding with sexism.

It is insulting, narrow-minded and un-

worthy of a person truly dedicated to di-

versity and understanding.
Timothy M. Svarczkopf

Belchertown

Where s Memorial Hall?
Most weeks I try to write about some-

thing interesting, but this week I'm writ-

ing about something I know you folks

don't care about: the topic is the takeover

of Memorial Hall.

Judging by the number of students

(real students, that is) who have shown up
in support of this takeover, I wouldn't be
surprised if your next question was,
"Where's Memorial Hall?"

Michael

MORRISSEY
Memorial Hall is right between the Old

Chapel and Herter Hall, and our profes-

sional protesting friends have decided to

take this over to protest "500 years of

violence against minority women."
Wait, folks, it isn't a takeover, but rather

a "teach in" to reeducate us ignorant un-
dergraduate students that Christopher
Columbus wasn't a martjnr. I don't know
about you, but I don't think too highly ofa
navigator who accidently bumps into a
continent on his way to India, and then,

regardless of the fact he's a couple of

thousands miles ahead of his destination,

calls his "discovery" the West Indies.

All intelligent human beings agree that
we shouldn't honor Columbus, a man who
didn't "discover" anything. By killing

thousands of Native Americans, he set a
disgusting precedent by showing us we
can't coexist with each other.

"So what does this have to do with the

oppression of minority women?" you ask.

Absolutely nothing. That hasn't stopped

the professional protesters, however. They
punched in on Tuesday afternoon during
Archbishop Desmond Tutu's speech, going

right to work by holding Memorial Hall

hostage and demanding 40 minority
scholarships for women.

By making such ridiculous demands,
they assured themselves that their effort

would fail, but that was probably a plan of

theirs all along. This way, when Chancellor

O'Brien says we don't have the $800,000
to fork over, they'll say, "See, this is an-

other example ofthe oppressive acts ofthe

White European male."

They're slippery, I'll give them that.

The fact that they held the takeover five

feet away from the Tutu speech in order to

facilitate television cameras was evidence

of their slyness.

So what's my point? Their whole spiel

revolves around affirmative action, the

fact that they think minority women are
more deserving ofscholarships than white
men or women. Affirmative action is dis-

crimination at its worst. I know many
people who happen to be white who could

desperately use a scholarship. They might
be a little upset if their tuition was raised

and it didn't go to benefit all students.

Besides the racist undertones of the

movement, the professional protesters are

forgettingone key point: there's no money!
Even if this affirmative action ploy did go
over with both Gov. Weld and O'Brien, the

state simply doesn't have the money.

Guys, guys, if they pulled those 10

minority faculty positions out from under
you, do you really think they'll give you a

cool million for minority scholarships? I

wouldn't pay one cent more for another
liberal affirmative action scheme, espe-

cially one designed by these people.

1 think student apathy is in general a
bad thing, but in this case it's good. Please

ignore protesters who scream out of the

windows, "If just one of you goes home
tonight and says, 'I'm going to stop raping
minority women,' then we've done ourjob."

The ironic thing is that they've im-
posed themselves on the people who work
in Memorial Hall by requiring standing
guardsateverydoor. Well, Memorial Hall

is used for Telefund, which elicits dona-
tions for all of us. Black and White, gradu-
ate and undergraduate. In their zeal to

conquer the next building, the professional

protesters have lost sight ofthe real truth:

they aren't helping a small minority,
they're hurting all of us.

Postscript: I didn't dislike everything
about the takeover; actually I thought the
orange and blue banners were pretty neat.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Residents unite against racism
We, the resident assistants of

Washington tower, were outraged and
disgusted at the hate actions taken
against our colleague, Arlens Barosy.

He and the residents of the 17th floor

became victims of harassment due to

the immature display of some indi-

viduals' ignorance and insensitivity.

Our community has joined hands
and minds to show our support for our
friendson 17. We would like to publicly

express that we do not accept and will

not tolerate such repugnant behavior
in our building, as well as across cam-
pus. As students at this University we
have witnessed the many forms of ig-

norance (i.e. oppression ) that exist here;

they can be seen, heard and felt ev-

er3rwhere. Racism is an ugly, learned
behavior that needs to be addressed,
stopped and eventually eliminated. As
originally stated by Target Enterprises,

racism is curable with a healthy dose of

cultural awareness and individual ef-

fort. Education is our key to ending this

form ofoppression, as well as all others.

We are strongly committed to build-

ing residence hall communities that
are diverse, focus on academic success,

and are based on the principles of re-

spect and responsibility.

UNITY + DIVERSITY = UNIVER-
SITY.

Julie J. Trainito
Southwest

Th is letter was signed by 16 studen ts.
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Arts & Living
Jeffrey Gaines: Lisa and Cutter go head to head
By LISA CURTIS
CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

Jeffrey Gaines
Iron Horse Cafe
October 5, 1992

CG:We were sent to the Iron Horse Cafe the other night
to review some guy named Jeffrey Gaines (aka 'Soapbox'
Gaines — but more on that later).

The band that opened was called Mr. Reality, a har-
monizing trio from New Jersey who blew my doors off.

Imagine a male version of The Indigo Girls— only with
a third voice and better harmonization. If there's any
cosmic justice at all these guys will appear on MTVs
Unplugged. They were amazing.
LC:Uh-huh. Mr. Reality was adequate. The trio was at

their peak when they sang/harmonized together, but
when the lead singer pioneered on his own with a solo, it

was a mighty uncomfortable experience for the listener.

Running with that idea ofbeing uncomfortable in your
seat, how about the lyrics to their song "In My Yard." "No
matter WHAT/ we always made it UP/in my YARD."
Okay, so they resurrected some childhood "doctor stories"

in a set of impossibly bad lyrics.

CG:Lisa, are you suffering from a severe crack habit?
Were you in the same room with me or were you too busy
pining away for 'ol 'Soapbox' Gaines?

Mr. Reality performed their songs with both feeling

The Arkansas Traveler Review show featuring singer/

song writer Michelle Shocked, The Band, Taj Mahal
and Uncle Tupelo will be [performing at Smith College's

John M. Greene Hall on Saturday, October 10 at

7:30pm. Tickets will be available at Greene Hall the day
of the show starting at noon.

.S4-X435
ACADEMY.rMUSIC ^j^^J^NORTHAMPTON 'iiif'^tVt

'7 Days Only!~Fri. Oct.9 thru Thurs. Oct.1 5. Shown at 9:00pm only,|

Direct with COLLIDGE CORNER
Theatre, Boston. Where ^,

J
attendance records are being broken

!
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"EXUBERENTLY DEFIANT NIHILISM!"
I -Stephen Holdon, NY Times

SPIKE & MIKE'S

ALL SICK& Twisnq
fPESTIVAL OFANIMATION

"LIVELY, FUNNY, AND DIRTY!"^«

,
- Bob Strauss, LA Daily News •

"DELIGHTFULLY CRAZED!"
- Austin Chronicle

"The Best Gathering of
,

Animated Shorts Seen in Years!"
- Austin Chronicle

Only SPIKE & MIKE bring you
19 SICK and TWISTED films
featuring 15 PREMIERS!

17 & OVER ONLY!
M THICVIISOF SMIIM( ()I.I.K(;r

and incredible sentiment. The song ofwhich you mock is

a beautiful testimonial to growing up and the letting go
ofthings which were so comfortable to you in your youth.
It's about the pain associated with realizing that the
world isn't always going to be as rosy as it looks when
you're 10 years old.

With Gordon Brown on guitar and vocals, Rob Tanico
on bass and vocals and lead singer Peter Scherer singing
together I was moved.
Mr. Reality was excellent. Everyone should buy their

album.
LC:The only thing I will grant Mr. Reality is that their

two guitarists had the best hair, incredible manes ofhair

really. But that is hardly enough reason to buy their six-

week-old album. Their poster, maybe. Very marketable.
But for true, raw talent Jeffrey Gaines came to the

rescue and wiped those Indigo Guys right off the stage.

Gaines, armed with nothing except a massive persona
and his plug-in acoustic guitar, rocked the house. Clad in

black and filled with similiarly dark anecdotes about his

music and life, Gaines created an inspirational being on
that stage that won't soon be forgotten by the 100 plus
audience in attendance.

I'd already played his self titled CD, which came out
earlier this year, about a million times. 1 knew all of his

best songs, which was about every song on that album.
He doesn't leave one important social/political issue

untouched. In "Headmasters ofMine" he actually accuses
the school system of brainwashing him in an attempt to

help him succeed in society. His music is disturbing,

sweeping, uplifting, soaring, toe-tapping and at times
weepy. The audience couldn't get enough and yet the set

went for two and a half hours.

CG:Ix)oking for more rope, Lisa? This gfuy was more
frustrating than a Rubik's cube in the hands ofa kid with
no thumbs. This gu^' has only 10 songs and he played for

two and a half hours!? L«t's do the math ... 10 songs at

six minutes apiece is 60 minutes. Throw in two covers at

6 minutes and you're up to a whopping 72 minutes. What
happened to those 'Lost' 78 minutes? Jeez, I don't know
— could it be the four hour segues between each song in

which Gaines took it upon himself to bore the hell out of
everyone in attendance?

Musically this guy is good. 111 concede that. I'll even
say that I think he's going to be the biggest thing on MTV
since Madonna's breasts. He's got talent both lyrically

and musically, he's poseable and he's good looking— the
perfect MTV package, hell sell six million copies, easy.

But the minute that he opens his mouth and starts offon
one of his glorified, self-promoting, smug, soapboxy dia-

tribes he's going to come crashing down quicker than you
can say, "Shut up Sinead."

LCiMaybe,justmaybeCUTTA, it'sa nicechangeofpace to see

a performer with some, oh I don't know, MORALS? Gaines is

a performer with some semblance ofmaUirity and a genuine
desire to make the world a nicer place. Gaines has an agenda
to push, but 1 like his a whole lotbetterthanCher pushinghair
care products on late, late TV.

When I went to see him after the show, a mother was
in there thanking him for giving her 16 year old daughter
a positive image to emulate. That's pretty rare. I don't see

too many moms thanking Judas Priest for giving their

kid that extra push to suicide. Anyway, he does his

preachingBETWEEN songs. His powerhouse vocals give

vent to soulful, passionately inspired vocals that could

move even the biggest obstinate fool. YOU, yourself said

that it seemed at times that Gaines was moving inside

your head. He understands the human condition, the

twenty-something generation.

CG:First of all, don't be ranking on Cher. Gaines will

never do for our country what "I've Got You, Babe" did.

And yes, you're right, 1 did say that I felt he had moved
inside my head— only he brought along a cheese grater

to rend my nerves to shreds.

When a person pays good money to see a performer

they're paying for the entertainment not the lecture. If

boring lectures were at a premium it'd be even harder to

get into a gen. ed. class than it is now. And why is that

NOT the case, Lisa? Because when you pay your money
at the door you expect to be entertained not bored.

1 wouldn't have minded if he'd had some important
message to share— but he didn't. He rambled about not

liking to use rubbers (Gee, THERE'S something I'm sure

Mom was ecstatic about!), about how an ex-partner had
screwed him over, about how cool he was now that he
could rub his pseudo fame in his buddies faces and about
his amazing past as a carpet layer. Shut up and play, Jeff.

LCrWho's on the soapbox, now? Gaines was masterfully

creating a characteron that stage , on ajourney ofmusical
and emotional exploration. At times it was like a roller

coaster ride, at one moment we were soaring along with
him and his pounding, all consuming passion for his art

and the next Gaines was halting, unable to perform the

next song, apologizing, "That one will hurt too much,
tonight." He's so damned candid, he can't be damned for

screwing up. That's a human being performing on that

stage, not an MTV "product."

CG:Don't give me that. As soon as the folks from Diet
Coke show up he'll be singing and dancing with dead
movie stars in commercials. Hell sell out before the ink
is dry on the check.

LC:Gaines is not nearly as vapid as you make him out to

be. The one and possibly most important example of this

is how he steps into the shoes of a woman in his song,

"Choices." (Which he wrote, by the way.) He attacks the
abortion issue without restraint with these lyrics, "If I

don't want this life/ Then why should you/ A life without
love is something/ An innocent child shouldn't be put
through."

CG:I think that his message would have sunk in a lot

further if I hadn't been nodding off, face first into my
salad plate. By the time he got to that point, I didn't want
to listen because he had bored me to death with his 'oh so
cute' and 'whimsical' anecdotes.
Remember a kid named Peter, Lisa? He screamed wolf
for a long time, so long in fact that when there really was
a wolfnobody cared. I say entertainers should entertain,
let them hold rallies

if they want to preach. He was good — but he could've
been so much better.

The Maria Muldaur Trio will play at the Iron Horse
Monday October 12, at 7 p.m. Ticke

Native Americans in the cinema
By DANIEL A. BROWN
Special to the Collegian

This is the second ofa three-part story discussing how
Native American people have been portrayed in the con-
temporary American cinema.
A Man Called Horse (1969)— Eliot Silverstein, di-

rector. Richard Harris. Summary: In the 1830's an En-
glish nobleman is captured and enslaved by the Lakota.
He slowly earns their trust, participates in their rituals

and fights to defend them. The two sequels follow his
return from Europe to reunite with the Sioux and the
exploits of his son.

Plus: For mainstream moviegoers, this was their

cinematic introduction to a sjonpathetic portrayal of
Native Americans. There are a few memorable scenes
here, especially the Sun Dance ritual in Return ofa Man
Called Horse (1976).

Minus: The plots are mired in your basic HoUjrwood
package of gratuitous violence. Somewhat exploitative,

especially the dreadful Triumphs ofa Man Called Horse

(1983) which featured starlets in buckskin bikinis! Sev-
eral ethnological miscues such as the forest of burial
scaffols on the the village edge.

Verdict: Not necessary to watch, especially withDances
With Wolves on video.

Soldier Blue ( 1970)— Ralph Nelson, director. Peter
Strauss, Candice Bergen. Rated (R). Summary: Fictional
western adventure derived from the infamous Sand Creek
Massacre that took place in Colorado in 1864. In one of
the most sordid events in American history, a unit of
Colorado mihtia (led by a former Methodist minister)
surrounded and destroyed a Cheyenne village camping
peacefully under an American flag. Several hundred
women and children were murdered and subsequently
mutilated. The i*V Lai of the Indian Wars.

Plus: Truer to history in that it is the Indians who are
massacred this time.

Minus: Considering the potential subject matter, the
plot and acting are uniformly awful. The Indians are still
treated as faceless savages and the massacre scene has

Turn to NATIVE AMERICAN FILM, PAGE 8
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Spotlight on Jen Costello, a Judas wannabe
Friday, October 9 / Page 7

By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

This week's Spotlight is on Jen Costello, an actress in
the UMass Theater Department^
CG:TeII us a little bit about actress Jen Costello.
JC:Theater major from Maiden. I'm a senior and I'm 21.
CG:List the roles you've played while a student at
UMass.
JC:I played Lady Blues in A Torch Song Trilogy. Then 1

was the Baker's Wife in Into The Woods. 1 was Juliet in
Romeo and Juliet

and Shelly in Buried Child. This semester I'm doing
Women ofTrachis and I'm the leader of the chorus.
CG:You have a professional background. After
having been trained at Walnut Hill Academy (a
performer's highschool in Natick, Mass.) and
working professionally do you find it hard to work
with other students who don't have your back-
ground?
JC:Absolutely not, everybody here really wants to learn.
You find out right away who is dedicated to their art and
who isjust there for the spotlight. Everybody I've worked
with is dedicated to performing and perfecting their
craft. Everybody here is on the same level — everyone
just wants to learn.

CGzAn actor's job is to present a 'reality' to the
viewer. How real does the role become for you
when you're up on stage?
JC:You never become someone else. If you believe you
actually become someone else— then you're neurotic and
you need to be put in a psychiatric institution. I am still

always me when I'm on stage. The game we play as actors
is calledThe Magic IF," and that is,''/F" I was this person
and "IF" 1 were in this situation — what would I do?
CGrWhathappenswhenyou get the actor's nirvana?
When you know that the audience loves your per-
formance and ifyou want to lead them left, they'll

C
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go left and if right, they'll follow there too.

JC:The only time you can let yourself acknowledge au-
dience approval is during the curtain call, and it doesn't
happen all the time. One night during i?omeo and Juliet
— the place was packed — I came out to bow and / got a
standing "O" (ovation) and I cried. It just blew me away.
I wasn't expecting it, I didn't know what to do. I was in

shock. I cried, I literally cried.

CG:Why did you choose acting and what does it

mean to you?
JC:Well, I didn't choose acting to begin with. I was a
professional dancer and I was in an accident and had to

stop dancing— which was a heart break. But I was also

a singer and since I moved into doing musicals from
dance, my interests in theater grew from that. Walnut is

where I really learned to love acting for the crafl. From
the beginning of rehearsals to the performance it's the
most exciting, nerve-wracking, alive feeling that a per-
son can have.

CG:What's the hardest thing about your art?
JC:It's emotionally draining, incredibly so. You have to

call up real emotions for real situations even though
you're not really the character. In Romeo and Juliet,

every night I had to fall in love, run away and get
married, find out that my husband has died and then kill

myself. I had to go through that every night and by the
end of the week I was drained. It was very draining.

CGiLet's flip the coin — what's the best thing?
JC:The qhallenge, the challenge of making somebody
real [a character). People who walk into a theater and

Turn to SPOTLIGHT, page 8
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spotlight
continued from page 7
have no connection with a show — they
can get up and leave ifyou're not engaging
them. Your job is to make them want to

know what happened and how things
turned out. And when you get feedback,
when people say later, "And when you did
this ... I remember the time I felt the exact
same way!"You go—YEAH! Yeah!— that's

what I wanted to do!

CGrYour boyfriend is also an actor, is

that a strange thing for you — shar-
ingyour personal space with another
thespian?
JCrlt's hard, it really is. The hardest part
is going through the audition process to-

gether because nine out of 10 times we're
going for the same production and it

typically happens that not both of us are
cast. And the difficult part comes when,
like this semester, being dissapointed
myself for not being cast in a show but
having enthusiasm for him because he
did. It helps our relationship because he's

a great actor and I trust his instincts, his

knowledge and his input about what I do.

Having someone I know who cares about
me and can tell me, 'You can do this.'

CG:What's the one role that you most
want to play before your acting ca-
reer is over?
JC:I really want to play Judas in JC
(Jesus Christ) Superstar before I die, and
I'm going to— I don't care where it is and
I don't know who's going to do it— but I'm
going to play Judas. JC Superstar is

probably one of the only musicals that is

seamless, it's perfect. I mean, from be-

ginning to end, it's a rock opera, it's all

music. And the roll ofJudas, it'sjust out of

control and I've got to sing it, someplace,
public. I sing it everyday to myself, but
I've got to sing it in public.

CG:Where will we findJen Costello in
five years? Where do you want to be?
JC:Yale University as a graduate stu-

dent. I'll take two years off and then go
back to study acting where the greats

have been. Meryl Streep, Jodie Foster.

That's what I want to do.

Native American film
continued from page 6

all the gravity ofa fraternity toga party.

Verdict: Read Bury My Heart at

Wounded Knee or see Little Big Man
Little Big Man (1971) — Arthur

Perm, director. Dustin Hoffman, Chief

Dan George, Faye Dunaway. (PG)
Summary: From the story by Thomas
Berger. The fictional saga of 121 year-

old Jack Crabb who spends his life

ricocheting between the Cheyenne, his

adoptive people (who name him "Little

BigMan") and the Americans, his people

by blood. As the West is "won," the
Cheyenne fight bravely, but futilely

against extinction. Climaxes with
Custer at Little Big Horn.

Plus: In my opinion, the true
"breakthrough" film about Native
Americans which portrays them as real

people. Chief Dan George gives and
Oscar-level performance that has yet to

be equalled. His choice of words tell

more about the Plains Indians' world
view that anything yet set to celluloid.

The diversity ofindividuals within the

Cheyenne is also well presented.

Drawing from an actual event, the
most harrowing scene in this movie is

the 1869 "Battle" ofthe Washita , where
Custer attacked a peaceful Cheyenne
village populated by the same unlucky
survivors of Sand Creek! This is the
movie Soldier Blue could have been.

Hoffman is excellent as he dances
through a lifetime identity crisis with
coviction annd confusion.

Minus: Not as many Native
American performers as could be pos-

sible and some ofthe Cheyenne women
have hippie names like "Sunshine."

The overlong plot could have done
withoutsome silly sequences that lower
the integrity of the story.

Verdict: Still, a must-see. A good
rainy afternoon video.

Freddie and Eddie strike out Mr, Baseball
By GREG ALEXANDER
FRANK BOUDREAU

"Freddie and Eddie are technologically

advanced"
- Matt Roy, Engineering major

"Freddie and Eddie win the pennant!"
- Darrell Jasper, Sports Mgmt. major

"They're better than SEX"
- Hot Babe, 36-24-36

Celebrities testify that they never read
their own reviews. Well, with reviews like

this how can you not. Freddie and Eddie's
first motion picture critique was greeted
with overwhelming success. Sightings of

our printed wisdom were reported from
such respected places such as the over
policed front door of the world famous
Barselotti's, the sweat seeping walls of

the valley's best gymnasium Flex Fitness

Center, and believe it or not the inefficient

and incapable Wbitmore Administration

Amherst

LAL'M)R(niAl
C)|K'ii 7 days
Kani-9pni

i:)rop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

/thiherst • 253-5072
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Building. Satisfaction is for the weak, and
weak we are not. The show must go on.

Our designatedjournalism assignment
this week is the latest attempt at big

screen fame by Tom Selleck, inappropri-

ately titled "Afr. Baseball." Immediately
this poses a universal problem. Tom
Selleck is not Mr. Baseball, Bob Uecker is.

Selleck is and always will be our hero.

Magnum P.I. This case of mistaken iden-

tity on behalf of Holljrwood producers is

the foundation of our argument.
The talent lacking executives have ef-

fectively displayed their obvious ignorance
by throwing a Louisville slugger in

Selleck's hands and subtitles under his

neatly trimmed moustache. It's similar to

casting playful Pee Wee Herman as the
Terminator. It doesn't work.

In Mr. Baseball, Selleck maintains the
speed limit in an unimpressive
Volkswagon Rabbit. Where's the fire en-
gine red Ferrari travelling at the speed of

light. The backround music creates the
ambiance ofyour local Chinese restaraunt.
Where's the unforgettable Eddie Van
Halen style guitar solo? Jack Elliot

(Selleck) or ifyou can, Mr. Baseball, hangs
out with four foot Japanese baseball
players who would lose to the little league
team sponsored by Joe's Garage. Where's
the helicopter flyingT.C. and the nightclub

owner Rick?

His love interest is the female version

of Mr. Miyagi for she attempts to teach

him the proper concepts of honor. The
uneventful love scene went from an in-

ternational kiss to the next morning, leav-

ing the audience curious. We could not

help but wonder ifshe knew how to wax on
and wax off!!

If you reside in a remote cave located

somewhere near Pluto and were unable to

read our first column, let us recap our
rating system. Freddie and Eddie have no
gray area. You will not find any stars nor
any thumbs, whether they be up or down.
When we decide a motion picture is worth
the two hour attention span we will en-

thusiastically endorse it and deem it

Stupendous. However, ifwe decide a film

stinks like egg foo yung gone bad, we will

deem it Horrendous. Ifyou haven't already
guessed, Mr. Baseball
is as bad as a virgin scorpion bowl. We, the
new power generation of movie analysts,

regretfully deem Mr. Baseball
Hurrendous.

Supporting evidence further providing
credibility to our opinions is necessary.

The plot was an unstable and inconsistent

course ofevents. After previous success in

the "BIGS", Jack Elliot feels he is irre-

placeable. He discovers that the fountain
of youth has run dry and he is unexpect-
edly deported to Japan. Predictably, Elliot

transforms from American primadonna
to Japanese cult hero. The ending finds

him happily back in the states with a new
girl, newjob, and a new perspective on life.

Japanese experience developed a bet-

ter product in Jack Elliot. This idea be-

trayed my patriotism. After all, Mr.
Baseball is an American film about our
American pastime. Baseball is one com-
modity that will forever be colored red,

white and blue. Japan will never be able to

replicate and dominate this American ex-

port.

The script prevents Selleck from
achieveing his maximum potential of

coolness. Magnum P.I. was appealing to

us for a decade because he lived by his own
rules and successfully defeated authority.

In Mr. Baseball he fails to remain unique
and succumbs voluntarily to his manager.
Ultimately, he betrays his loyal and trust

worthy coalition that took years of syndi-
cation to establish.

Pessimism is not a characteristic of
Freddie and Eddie. However, integrity is

practiced in our journalism. We would
love to be able to highly recommend a
motion picture to our loyal audience but
we haven't seen any of late. Our duty is to

prevent the time conscience student from
wasting precious moments on unworthy
movies. Hopefully this week we have fully

served you. This motion picture will fail to

reach the post season. Do not support this

losing effort. Mr. Baseball is headed for

the dusty shelves of the new release wall
in your local video store. Resist the shiny
box and Selleck's masculine smile. Until
the next time may the force be with you.
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelman

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Brad Hutchison

Todd Elliott

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Fish Munchies Quarter Pound Burger

American Chop Suey Egg Roll

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Fish Munchies Oatburgers

Scalloped Macaroni Vegetarian Egg Roll

A big day for Jimmy

By BARRY DEUTSCH Quote of the Day
"I can levitate birds, but no one cares."

- Steven Wright

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19): In-

surance matters require your atten-

tion. Compare costs. A personal

(ampaigngainsmomenlum. You have
all the authority you need. Use it

judiciously.

TAURUSIApril 20-May 20): Take
luncheon stories with a huge grain of

salt. You are about to win an impor-
tant personal victory! Travel could
allcct the intensity of a romance. Let

loved one know how you fell.

GEMINI (May 2l-)une 20): Post-

pone signing legal papers if you can.
You can smooth out the rough spots
in an important relationship ifyou are
patient and affectionate. Pay bills

promptly.

CANCER (June 2Muly 22): Fas-
ten your seat Ijell. You could be in for

a bumpy ride today. Avoid lashing

out at those who want to help you. An
old friend's loyally will make you
strong. Be appreciative.

LEO duly 2VAug. 22): Your dili-

gence and hard work are about to l>e

rewarded. You can regain lost power
and use it to improve your financial

position. Family love Is a source oi

joy and inspiration.

VIRGO (Aug. 2.VSept. 22): The
spot I ight sh i nes your way today . Now
isthe ideal time to break an unhealthy
habit. Imjxjrtant changes are right

around the corner. Take advantage of

a golden opportunity.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): Hasle
makes waste Icxlay. Co slow when
making financial decisions. Your
colleagues and friends can provide
valuable information services if you
ask them nicely.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 2 1 ): You
want to look and sound prosperous
when cJoal ing with aggressive business
types. Private Irustralions must Ih' set

aside or at least kept under wraps.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec.
2 1 ): Why disappear from view? Al-

though keeping a low profile has its

advantages, you need to make your
presence felt. A long-distance ro-

mance or return to school could lie in

the cards.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19),

Good luck improves your financial

position. You can easily tap other
people's valuable resources. A
handshake, nod, or stroke of the pen
seals a great deal.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18):

Your colleagues and mate may not l)e

much help in your quest for success
now. Strengthen your sk ills as a public
speaker. Distant contac Is or a new-
comer can Ix* of great service.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Co-
workers could squabble now, leaving

important work undone. Strive to

promote unity and you will achieve a
great victory. Higher-ups reward your
efforts to boost productivity.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opiiiions exprcssccJ on this page ore those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views oi the Collc^ion or the University.

ACROSS
1 Of a musical

sound
6 Kind of sch

1 Drop heavily

14 Excuse
1

5

Painter Quido
16 Latvian city

1

7

Flax fabric

1

8

He wrote
"Budden-
brooks'

19 Hebrew king

?0 Unruffled

i3 Kind of trip

?4 Yesterday, in

Le Havre
?5 Encorel

28 Finis

30 Summer slioe

35 O T book
37 Title tor

Markova
40 Hospital

employee
41 O'Neill play
44 Integrity

45 Billiards

46 Movie vamp
Theda

4 7 Heretofore

49 Bishopric

51 Blemish
5? Droops
55 Gore and

Pacino
ii' Vacillates

65 Apiece
f War god
6r riub

68 Ceremony
69 Some are

drones
'0 Smell or sight

/I Asa or Dorian
72 Chinese or

Furopean
lead in

73 Scottish fabric

DOWN
1 Soil mineral

2 Medley
3 Spanish tray

4 White poplar

5 Advertisement
charge

6 Columnist
Bombeck

7 Dissolve and
be washed
away

8 Boredom
9 Hashes
10 High school

event
1

1

Tree part

12 Fairy-tale

monster
13 Two
21 Meteorological

device
22 Of heaven:

Comb, form
25 F^ysics

Nobellst: 1967
26 Fluid in the

gods' veins

27 Play part

29 Moist

31 Devoid of

sensation
32 Reverie

33 Ad — per

aspera: Kansas
motto

34 Composer of

"The Merry
Widow"

36 Pride member
38 Chinese leader

39 A Slaughter
42 Testy

43 Unsoiled
48 Puritanical

Muslin sect

50 Firstborn

53 Bridge expert
Charies

54 Role for Patrick

Macnee
58 Type of

propallar

57 Composer
Alban

58 Den
59 Eight: Comb,

form
60 Treat for

Miss Muffet
61 Part of

NAACP
62 Caen's river

63 Come in last

64 Stowe book

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Water polo looks towards Easterns
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

After a layoffof 12 days, the University
ofMassachusetts water polo team travels

to Brown University in Providence, Rhode
Island for the second round ofthe Eastern
League Tourney.

The 12-1, 14th-ranked Minutemen will

play the following schedule tomorrow:
George Washington at 9 a .m

.
; Army at 1 :30

p.m.; Richmond at 4:45 p.m. Sunday's only

game is at 12:15 p.m. against Bucknell.

'The teams we're playing may be a tier

below us," coach Russ Yarworth said, "but

their season will be made if they upset us.

They're coming here focused on playing us
hard."

Army is the only team from this

weekend that UMass has already faced.

The Minutemen won 11-7, and it would be
surprising if any of the four teams will

provide any more ofa challenge than that.

The structure for the Tourney is very

different this year. Last year each round
was held at two different sites on the same
day, with the top teams meeting in each
round. This year, in order to assure that

more teams are in the hunt, there are

three sites for each round, and the top

teams won't meet until the final round,
November 7-8, at Navy. The top two teams

aaer the third round will go to the NCAA
Championship in California.

The break the team has been enjoying

is also a change from previous schedules,

an idea Yarworth came up with, but had

no idea how beneficial it would be.

"Even though there was no competition
the weekend off was very beneficial,"

Yarworth said, "because we were very

sick. We had a flu virus that went through
the whole team and we're just starting to

get healthy."

Leading scorer Javier Gonzalez has

been out for a few days with the illness,

but will resume practicing today.

Even with the lack of game situations

and not having practiced in a 30-meter

pool for three weeks, Yarworth feels both

he and the team are ready for the "real

season" to begin.

"It's been a long break and it's like

starting over," said senior driver Scott

Reed. "It's been a long time since we've

played a good game."

GAME NOTES - The new offense

Yarworth implemented this year, com-

bined with the relativelyweak competition

thus far, is really paying dividends in the

scoring column. In 103 quarters played

last year the team scored 233 goals. In the

52 quarters the team has played this year

184 goals have found the net.

Art's picks
continued from page 12

I'm trying. In the otherHype Bowl last weekend, Louis

Oliver of Miami made a huge contribution to the

Dolphins upset of No. 1 BufTalo, and he deserves this

more than anyone from the Eagles. He had three

interceptions, including returning one 103 yards for a

touchdown that buried Jim Kelly and the Bills.

New rankings this week: AFC: 1. Dolphins 2.

Oilers 3. Bills 4. Broncos 5. Steelers.

NFC: 1. Eagles 2. Cowboys 3. 49ers 4. Saints 5.

Vikings.

In the AFC, Buffalo was pitiful in the defense of

number one, so they have dropped. The Dolphins were
extremely impressive, and their offensive arsenal ap-

pears to be loaded. Houston, with a week off, benefitted

from the Bills' loss, but stayed at number two.

In the NFC, the Eagles proved that they belong at

the top for another week. Dallas succumbed big time
on Monday night, but with the Redskins losing yet

another game, and San Francisco barely beating the

lowly Rams, the Cowboys are still second best. Minne-
sota and New Orleans are proving defenses that turn

the ball over win games (see Dallas/Philly and Miami/
Buffalo).

The Denver Broncos andJohnElway have one thing

that defeats opponents and makes Houdini
jealous:niagic. This traveling show goes to Washing-

ton, which is preparing for the changing ofthe guard in

more ways than one. The Redskins are in need ofa win,

but who says their defense can stop Elway. I sure don't,

and a win for the Broncos will put them as contenders

again in the AFC. Denver 19 Washington 17.

Ray Handley's Giants come limping home to the

Meadowlands without their starting quarterback Phil

Simms, who is injured. Phoenix comes into this game
off the upset ofa former NFC East power, and Randal
"Thrill" Hill is proving to be an exciting plajrmaker for

the Cards. They are hungry, and the Gi£mt8 are

hurting. Phoenix 13 New York 10.

Atlanta and rejuvenated receiverAndre Rison have
the unenviable task oftraveling to Joe Robbie Stadium
to take on the number one Dolphins. The Dolphins

defense was huge last week, but they will not be as

pumped against the Falcons. The Falcons' defensive

backs are going to be running all day, and Jessie

Tuggle may get the job of covering Keith Jackson.

There may be a letdown for Miami early on, and the

Falcons have to score early to keep a good team down.
But, Marino and the gang are too strong for Glanville's

red and black attack. Miami 31 Atlanta 24.

Jimmy Johnson has to wonder if his team is ready

to bounce back from the beating they took on Monday
night. Dallas is returning home to face the perennial

average team, Seattle. The Seahawks have a new look

on offense, and his name is Dan McGwire. Kelly

Stouffer is out, and this is McGwire's chance to win the

starting job. The gambling defense of the Cowboys is

going to blitz him all day long. Expect his counterpart

Aikman to embarrass the opponents. As a good friend

of mine would say, I have four words for the reader:

Dallas in a romp. Dallas 38 Seattle 14.

Arthur Stapleton is finally a Collegian columnist.

field hockey
continued from page 12

half of the season," Hixon said. "This game is critical

because we'd like to explode into the second half
In order to finish St. Joseph's off early, the Minute-

women will need the scoring technique of Ainslee Press,

who leads the team with ten goals. Forwards Jenn
Salisbury, Tara Jelley, Holly Hockenbrock, and Danielle

Borges may also post big days.

However, the key for UMass will be the defense. Ifthe

Minutewomen play their normal strong defensive game
and avoid any breakdowns, it will be lights out for the

Hawks.
Goaltender Philippa Scott is shooting for her sixth

shutout. Scott, a senior, holds a goals-against average

under one and has been named the A-lO's Defensive

Player of the Week award twice already this season.

Still, the team isn't going into the game as an easy win.
Hixon said she won't even think about the possibility of

clearing the bench and allowing some of her second-

stringers to see some action.

"Every time I think about doing that it seems we end
up ,in a dogfight," she said. "We'll play as many people as
possible but every person out there has to be ready for a
dogfight."
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COLLEGIAN
News Desk • Ui Campus Center • 545 0719

The News Desk is looking for new writers.
Contact David Massey, News Editor.

Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967
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'DO ^ Need a Lawyer?"
The i^^^ your first source of law-related^
assistan^Located in room 922 of the Copipus
Center, the LSC is open Monday through Friday,
9am to 5pm. Please call 545-1995 or drop by to
make an appointment.

A POWERFUL SLIDeLECTURE
PRESEhHATION BY

GAIL DINES, Ph.D.

UMass Campus Center Auditorium

Tuesday, October 13th 8:00 p.m.

Mayo Clinic

Graduate School and Medical School

Rochester, MN
Mayo offers you:

• Quality educational experiences - Educational programs with the same level

of excellence as our internationally renowned clinical care.

• Superb clinical and research resources - The chance to work with nationally

and internationally recognized faculty and scientists in a world-class setting.

• Environment of teamwork and institutional support - The support to pursue
your research and studies, wherever they may take you.

• Exceptional opportunitiesfor minority students - An institutional commitment
to cultural diversity and bringing out the best in all people.

Examples of our programs:

• Summer Research Fellowships - $3,000 stipend

• Mayo Graduate School - Ph.D. programs in seven basic science fields

• Mayo Medical School - Small classes and a unique integrated curriculum
• M.D./Ph.D. Program - fully funded

Rick McGee, Ph.D., from Mayo will be in the following locations on
Wednesday, October 14:

• Univ. of Massachusetts, 10 a.m.-l p.m.. Room 111, Mather Career Center
• Smith College, 2-4 p.m.. Drew Hall

• Mount Holyoke College, 7-8:30 p.m.. Room 207, Blanchard Campus Center

Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and employer.
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Hoop tix on sale now
Four season ticket packs for Mullins
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By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts ath-
letic department unveiled its new bas-
ketball season ticket policy on Thursday
which will coincide with the February
opening of the $48 million William D.
Mullins Memorial Center.

The department's four ticket packages,
devised by interim athletic director Glenn
Wong, ticket director Thorr Bjorn and
other members ofthe athletic department,
were especially difficult to put together
because ofthe fact the Minutemen will be
playing their home games in two arenas:
the Curry Hicks Cage and the Mullins
Center.

"We're in a unique situation," Wong
said during Thursday's press conference
inside the nearly-completed arena. "It's

difficult because we're moving to a new
building in the middle of the year."

The season tickets will be broken down
like so: two packages, the "Sweet 16
Package" and the "Amherst Package," are
only available for 1991-92 season ticket
holders.

The "Sweet 16 Package" costs $199,
and includes eight games at the Cage, four
games at the Mullins with "preferred
seating", three "preferred seating" games
at the Springfield Civic Center: Cincinnati
and the Abdow's Holiday Classic, and
preferred seating at the Worcester Cen-
trum against DePaul, for a total of 16
games. In addition, this package includes
a post-season ticket lottery for the NIT or

the NCAA tournaments.
The "Amherst Package" ($165) allows

season ticket holders to renew their seats

for the eight Cage home games and pre-

ferred seating at the Mullins Center for

four games.
The other two packages are available

for the general public. The "4x4 Pack"
($99) includes the four games at Worces-
ter and Springfield in addition to the four

Mullins Center home games, and the
"Mullins Pack" ($56) is exclusively for the
four Mullins Center home games. The
"Mullins Pack" is subject to availability,

as orders for the first three packages will

be honored first.

Bjorn said that there will be no charge
for undergraduate students in obtaining
tickets for games in the Mullins Center.
However, there will be options which may
make the process for getting tickets more
expedient.

One option is torun student IDs through
an apparatus like those at the Dining
Commons, an move that is bound to speed
up a process which at times last year
moved at a snaillike pace.

"Students will get one halfofthe seats,"

head coach John Calipari said. "They will

get every seat on one side of half court, all

the way right down to the floor. They
should be given the same priority as sea-

son ticket holders."

The Mullins Center has a capacity of

approximately 9,500 seats, which is more
than twice the 4,058 capacity ofthe Cage.
This means there will be 3,000 season
tickets available to the general public.

ADvocAir:
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Pi GEKING VIARDEN
A MANDARIN « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Men. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUITET $5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 - 3 p.m.

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FrL & Sat.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

N -^ ^ on Route 9, Hadley mm586-1202

Free Parking

soccer
continued from page 1
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Minutewomen defense as "impres-
sive."

"Defensively they are very good,"
he said. "They play so well as a unit
and they have tremendous heart,
which is tough to beat. You also
know UMass is going to get some
great goaltending."

Daniels also feels, in order to

win, his team must stop Massa-
chusetts' All-American, Holly
Hellmuth.

"She is clearly one of the best
players in the nation," Daniels said.

"She is so tough on defense and
attacks really well. We will have to

do something to contain her."

The Massachusetts attack oflate
has come from forwards Nicole
Roberts (4 goals, 5 assists) and Kim
Eynard (8 goals). Eynard is on fire,

having scored five times in the past
four games. She has six game win-
ners on the year.

Rudy expects his team to respond
to the added pressure of playing a
top 10 team.

"This is our biggest challenge of
the year, so far," Rudy said. "There
is a little more pressure but we will

respond to that pressure.

mens soccer
continued from page 12

by Temple 2-1 earher in the season at

home, and UMass beat up on the Owls 6-

1 here at Garber Field.

Both the Minutemen and the Moun-
taineers traveled to Rutgers, with the
teams having different outcomes in New
Jersey. West Virginia defeated URI 1-0,

but lost to the Scarlet Knights 2-1.

UMass slid by the Rams in overtime, 3-

1, and salvaged a 2-2 tie with Rutgers.

^UBUJRV^
of Amherst
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(With This Coupon)

Not Good With Any Ottier Offer
Offer Expires 12/22/92

4 Main Street* Anntierst • 256-1919
Open Til 2am, Ttiurs., Fri. & Sat.

The Massachusetts Dailv Collegian • University of Massachijsetts/Amherst

_
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

,

- Casii in advance
- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.- Thurs. 8:30 3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 1 3 Campus Center

ptrit Hans
Refrigerator

Rentals

Call For Delivery

253-5384

338 College Street

Amherst, MA 01002

TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

FROM NEW YORK
Roimdtrip Oni Way

London
$305 $166

Paris
$398 $219

Rome
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$510 $290

Tel Aviv/Istanbul
$639 $329

Guatemala Oty
$390 $205
Costa Rica
$430 $225

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes.

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia.
Cuttomt'lmmigfilcin md deparljrt

U«e* ippty Fircf tubject lo change

wilhoul nolict

RlShA TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave. NY. NV 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

*in NYC

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SALE

FREE MEDITATION CLASS
Begins Oct. 13, 7:30pm
Check info desk for room #

War* you in Kay Club?
or

Do you believe in service?

Are you interested in joining Circle K
Call Ange - 6 3646
or Matt and Aaron - 6-1395

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Ford Fairmont
Air, 116K
A great around town car -

Call Tom or Ari 6-5083
S400, B.O.

1981 Toyota Tarcal - Nice exterior and
excellent running condition, 83000 miles,

S1000. call 238 7716

1979 Triumph Spitfira. Runs great. New
u-joints, soft top, brakes, shocks, ignition,

exhaust, radio-tape, perfect emissions.

Needs little body work. S1500/bo. Chris
253-3839.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

Amharat 3 badroom condo avail Feb.

1st A room and one bedroom apt. avail

Jan. 1st

Classroom space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St.

2537879

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Villiage

on bus route - 2 t>edroom - 1 room for rent

295 a month NEGOTIABLE
Can 253-5421

Fridga Rantal Fraa Delivery 253-9742

Almoat brand naw MNT bike hardly any
use S1 10 or B.O. call Gavin at 546-7181.

Attantion banda and deejays!
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-

cellent condition. Call Jim, 256-6661.

ONCE AGAIN
GREAT DEAL
2 Apple He Computers
2 Color RGB Monitors
& Software & all cables

Call 253-5421 S700.

Sava $$$ - Brand new 386 SX-33MHz,
2MB System Memory, 80MB Hard drive,

1.44 or 1.2 MB floppy, 512 K SVGA w/
SVGA Color Monitor, DOS 5.0, Warranty.
Dejivered S979 256-6474

Scuba Tank and Ragulator
Call Mark 549 8225

Tandy 200 Portabia computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

TYPEWRITER: Excallent condition. 3
Pagememory, some WPfunctions. Hardly
used S40 or B.O. Call 6-5099

FOUND

Found — Tickats in Envalopa near
visitors center. Pick up and identify at

Collegian Business window, 1 13 Campus
Center.

Found: 14 Karat gold ring in Berkshire

DC, Tues. OCt. 6 at lunchtime. Call and
describe to reclaim. 6-3510

HELP WANTED

AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience
necessary. Call Target Zone Studies
586-1729

BE A SPRING BREAK REP)
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from SI 59 Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

Cruiaa Shipa now hiring - Earn S2,000+/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-

perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5001

Evening Joba! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

$$$$, Free Traval and resume
experience!! Individuals and student or

ganizations wanted lo promote Spring
Break, call the nation's leader. Inter-cam-

pus programs . 1-800-327 6013.

Ovaraaas Joba $900-2000 month
summer, year round, all countries, all

fields. Free info. Write IJC PO Box 52
MAOl Corona Del Mar Ca. 92625

Profasaors, T.A.'a

Is your spouse at home? Property
management position available for them.
Free Amherst apartment plus salary.

Responsible for leasing and
administration. Debbie 256-0741.

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380284000

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed. FREE INFORIMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright «
MA15KDH

252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T shirts

and make S252.50. No financial obliga
tion. A risk-frere program. Avg. sales time
- 4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/larger quantities avail. Call 1 -800-

733-3265.

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Phyaica and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

Ratirad teacher offers English Editing,

word processing and tutoring lo

international grad students and
non-engtish majors. 253-3354.

LOST

Lost: Diamond/Amethyst heart shaped
ring Tuesday near Boyden
Great Sentimental value

Please return - reward.

Call 256-3433

Lost Glasses maybe Hatch or Thomp-
son if found contact 253-3359

Stolen: Red Specialized Hard Rock
behind Bonducci's Sat. Nile. Short Handle
bars w/red, gold, green tape. Any info.

PLEASE CALL Scott 549-7190

MEDITATION WORKSHOP
A free meditation workshop is being
offered every Tuesday in the campus
center. The first workshop is on October
13. Please check the campus center info,

desk for the room number. The workshop
is from 7:30 lo 9:30 pm
All are welcome

PERSONALS

CASSANDRA
Happy 21st! Can't wait to see you
Good luck this weekend
Love you Ions
Mikaboo

Congratulations to the new
Pledges of SDT

Meredith, Tammy, Sarah, Courtney,
Christy. Michelle. Jody, Suzanr>e, Louise,
Nancy, Liz, Sharon, Kim, Edie, ar>d Jill.

We love you I

Love.

The Sisters

CFB
Ya you sweet daddy
Happy 21st Birthday!

Party hard, but don't

Get sick

Have a great time

Love ya lots -

Bunny

Gratulerar PA Fodelsedagen
Hannes & Sonya
Men
Var Ar Era Gratula

Tioner?

Axel

Happy Birthday Christina BM
Love Mark

HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY JEANETTE.
You Ho!

Love, Heather, Sandy. & Glen.

I once had a friend named Cheryl
Who was in a bit of a peril

She bashed in her head
While looking at T-d

Then her shoes fell off!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Love
Yaj & Streckle

Jenn H. you heve alreadygiven me more
than you'll ever realize. Thank you for a
wonderful year! I Love you.
" Craig

Jen R. Happy 2 1st B-Oayl
Smile big and get psyched
for Sunday! Love, Your Roomies

KEVIN OF THE SMALL PHALLUS
You are the envy of men and the greatest
desire of women!
500 days and STILL COUNTING ...

HEE HEE!
We love you COONr

Love Your Two Women

To tiie girl with the purpla coat:
I'm jealous of Justin the soccer stud
Could we talk about this over a slice of
pizza at the Hatch?

Walking Stick
Happy Birthday ar>d manyhappymoonsi
Love, The Tritie

Warned
One single male 6' Pre Med major for

a night of PASSION/POSSIBLE
MATRIMONY

If interested please contact,
NURSE GENEVIEVE A.K.A. "HOT LIPS"

•Under 6' need not apply*
HAPPY BIRTHDAY GEN.

WOMEN'S NOVICE CREW
It's time for our hard work and
determination to shine through
Though I'm gone, my thoughts
(& loud mouth) are always with you

YOU CAN DO IT

KICK SOME BUTT
- your "cruisin'"

COXSWAIN

SERVICES

Grants, loans Scholarships
We find financial aid for every
Student regardless of grade point
average or family income. Guarentaed.
1 800-475 2288 ext. 1519

Stuilents
Scholarships and grants
are available:

minimal qualifications,

S39 Service charge with a guarantee
586-9445.

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256 0821

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Affordable word processing:
S1.75/pg. Call Janet 256 0306,
leave message.

P»P«rs Typed Free laser printout 8i

cover page, SI .50/lyped page Brian 546-
1795.
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Sports
Minutemen to face conference rival URI
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

Aftt'i- a week off, the University of

Massachusetts football si|uad travels to

Meade Stadium in Kingston, Rhode Island

for their second Yankee Conference game
against an old nemesis, the University of

Rhode Island Hams.
The Minutemen/Rams contest tomor-

row will be the tiVth in the series, which
dates back to 1 903 ( UMass leads the series

33-31-2). Last year, URI won 17-14 on a

Chris Cassara field goal with four seconds
to play, so a victory tomorrow would cer-

tainly be sweet for Coach Mike Hodges
and company.

"This is a hugegame for us," said Hodges.

"We certainly don't want our second con-

ference loss so we're going to play this like

a championship game. It would be great to

go into homecoming at 3-1."

The Rams (0-2 YanCon, 1-3 overall)

boast the most effective passing attack in

the conference (273.3 yds./game) but will

have to face a tough UMass defense, which
is ranked .second in passing defense (giv-

ing up only 138.6 yards/game) as well as

second in total defense (329 yds/game).

That infamous defense will be spear-

headed by linebacker Phil Lartigiie, who
leads the Yancon in tackles/game (45

tackles. 15.0 ave. ), and the multi-talented

Don Caparotti, who had seven tackles at

cornerback against Boston University.

Look also for outside linebacker Mario
Perry ( five sacks in three games), and left

tackle (co-captain) John Creamer to have
big games on D.

Offensively, redshirt freshmen Rene
Ingoglia (5'H", 190 pounds) was the talk

of the town last week after his 148 yd
rushiiig performance - he'll start again
tomorrow at tailback (splitting the time
with John Johnson). Another redshirter,

QB Andrew McNeilly, ran for a touchdown
and passed for another against BU and is

counted on to generate some points this

week against URL
URI's high powered offense will be led

by junior quarterback David Nordstrom
(replacing starter Tony Squitieri), and 1-

AA All-American tight end Darren Rizzi,

who leads the YanCon in receiving (27-

459yds,3TDs, 17.0ave.). UMass will also

have to contend with wide receiver Chris

Pierce, who is a formidible punt and kick-

off returner (fourth in YanCon in pr's)

Last year against UM, Pierce returned

the opening kickoff 98 yds. for a TD.
"We need to win this game to have a

realistic chance to be in the playoffhunt at

the end ofthe season," said Hodges. "That's

how our players are approaching it. We
had an excellent week of practice so I look

for us to come into this game strong."

Minutemen Notes:The game can be

heard on WTTF Amherst ( 1430 AM) and
WMUA (91.1 FM) with Jason Nash and
Mark Smith starting at 1:30 p.m.

Hard-nosed fullback/punter Mike George
tomorrow, when the Minutemen travel to URI
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will be a key player in the UMass running game
for a 1 :30 p.m. game.

Women host A- 10 foe St. Joe's

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team squares

off against Atlantic 10 nvai St. Joseph's Saturday at noon at

Totman Field.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

There are no pushovers on the University of Massa-
chusetts field hockey team's schedule, but Atlantic 10
rival St. Joseph's is pretty close.

Which means head coach Pam Hixon and her troops

will be guarding against an upset when they host the

Hawks Saturday at Totman Field ( 1 :00 p.m. game time ).

If all goes accordingly, the No. 4 Minutewomen (10-1)

should handily defeat a St. Joseph's squad mired near the
bottom of the A- 10 pack.

"Hopefully we should get things rolling early," senior

midfield Joy Blenis said. "This is an A- 10 game, which
alone makes it important. We can't take anyone lightly."

While Hixon realizes the Hawks (4-4-1) aren't a

powerhouse on the level of Old Dominion, she said two
factors make her wary of an upset.

"First of all, teams who aren't doing well always seem
to play with extra emotion when facing teams who are

doing well," Hixon said. "Secondly, it's a conference

game, and there's a lot of pride which goes along with
that."

A victory Saturday against the fourth place Hawks
and a win next Friday against third-place Rhode Island

will give the Minutewomen an undefeated conference
record and the number one seed in the A- 10 Champion-
ships.

"We haven't played for over a week, so it will be
interesting to see whether we come out with the same
hungriness and competitive spirit that we had in the first

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 10

Art looks to
bounce back
on week six

Turnovers, upsets, blowouts, and temble picks.

Last week is a bad memory for this prognosticator,

and thanks to many people, one that I will not soon
forget. However, the cliche says you learn from
your mistakes, so without hesitation, let's go to the

awards.

Arthur

STAPLETON
Babe "I'm a loser" Laufenberg award: Well,

this one stays with yours truly, who had a woeful
week, 1-3, with the crystal ball (which is now
history after I decided to pass it out my dorm
window when Troy Aikman threw the first ofthree

interceptions). So, now that I've had my bad week
of picking winners, let me say that Stapleton is

holding his head high, ready to venture once again
to the land of pigskin.

Stud of the Week: It is hard to overlook
Herschel Walker's performance on Monday against
Dallas ( 86 rushing yards and two touchdowns ), but

Turn to ART'S PICKS, poge 10

Unbeaten women set

to face No. 5 Hartford
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

For the University ofMassachusetts
women's soccer team, this weekend is

the time to prove itself.

The Minutewomen are 11-0 and
ranked No. 8 in the nation, but they

must face their stiffest competition thus

far when they host the fifth ranked
University of Hartford Hawks (10-1)

on Saturday at 2 p.m.

"This is a big one," Massachusetts

coach Jim Rudy said. "Both teams are

red hot with gi-eat records. This is the

biggest game to be played at UMass in

three years."

Hartford coach Austin Daniels said,

"This should be a gi-eat game between
two fine teams. There is not too much
between us. we're pretty even, so it

should be a nice competition."

The Hawks boast of a powerful

scoring attack, which has pum.ped in

40 goals this year (UMass has scored

21).

All-American forwards Rose Daley
(10 goals) and Kim LeMere (7 goals)

lead the attack up front and have been
joined by freshman midfielder Jessica

Reifer (7 goals) to make up one of the

finest offensive units in the nation.

"This is the most dangerous offen-

sive team we've faced," Rudy said.

"Daley and LeMere are as good as they

come, they finishes so well. We will

need to defend as a group, we can't let

any of them hang out and go one on

one."

Rudy will send the nation's leader

in goalkeeping, Skye Eddy (5-0, 0.19

goals against average), into the net

against Hartford. Daniels sees the

Turn to SOCCER, page 1
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Men travel south for
two-game road trip
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

There is no looking back now for the
University ofMassachusetts men's soccer

team.
Starting tonight at 7:00 p.m., the

Minutemen (6-3-1, 3-0-1 in the Atlantic

10) enter a crucial two-game swing that
should tell the tale of the rest of the A- 10
regular season. Up first for UMass is West
Virginia University.

UMass, coming into this contest, is 1 -3-

1 in its last five games, including a 2-1

setback at the hands of Northeastern
Monday night.

The Mountaineers (3-4-1, 1-1 A-10)
enter this game havingwon three in a row,
the last two wins at home against Jack-
sonville, 4-3, and Robert Morris, 4-0.

West Virginia is led by scoring threat
Aleks Lazic. In seven games, he has two
goals and two assists, totaling six points.

Along with Lazic, the Mountaineers
have a bombadeer in Keith Quill, who has

taken 24 shots in eight games played.

The goalie for West Virginia is Mark
Thienel, who boasts a 1.57 goals against
average. He has one shutout on the year,

and has played in seven ofthe eight games
this year.

On Sunday, at 2:00 p.m., UMass con-

tinues its journey on the road back home,
stopping at A-10 power George Washing-
ton (5-2-5, 1-0-1 A-10). The Colonials are

undefeated at home ( 3-0-2 ), but have only
won once in its last five games.
GW is led by freshman sensation

Stephan Masten, who has 18 points in 12
games played. Masten's complement gets
no worse in sniper Marcelo Valencia who
has taken a team high 42 shots to go along
with Masten's 38.

The goalie for the Colonials is Rob
Christian, who has a goals against aver-
age of 1.24. He has 62 saves in 12 games.

For a betterjudge ofeach of these A-10
powers, let's take a look at the common
opponents: George Washington squeaked

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 1
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Housing takes
actions to ease
racial tensions
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

In response to recent racial attacks involving resi-

dential assistants. Housing Services denounced the use
of threats and violence against RAs attempting to do
their jobs and plans to train RAs on how to deal writh

"potentially volatile situations."

"Any time staff are resisted in the course of perform-
ing their job is unacceptable, adding elements ofthreat,

intimidation or menace makes the situation intolerable,"

wroteAnne Miller, associate director ofHousing Services,

in a letter to residential assistants obtained by the

Collegian.

"It is challenging enough to be a staffmember without
adding the possibility of discriminating language and
threats," said Miller.

RAs are to receive specific training, she wrote, on how
to maintain one's personal safety while defusing "po-

tentially volatile situations."

The statement said Housing Services will also be
using a locally-produced film to illustrate the difficulties

of being a RA who is a person of color.

In order to make life for students living on-campus,
Housing also plans to install peepholes in all dorm rooms
over the next two years.

Student frustration over a racially-motivated attack

on a Resident Assistant culminated in the storming of

WashingtonTower last week to confront several students

allegedly involved.

In an apparent measure to appease protestor's de-

mands, an agreement was reached that called for the
immediate removal from housing of the occupant who
had invited the guest who had assaulted a Black resident

assistant last week.
Prior to this, approximately 300 students marched

over to Morrill Science Building to meet with University
officials to condemn the sluggish response of the Uni-
versity in dealing with recent incidents of racial attacks
and graffiti.

University Police said they increased foot patrols this

weekend and reported no arrests made in connection to

weekend protests.

O'Brien flees race forum
Response to Washington incident called *too late'
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Richard
O'Brien Friday walked out of a meeting meant to

discuss racial tensions after declaring the forum had
"deteriorated badly."

O'Brien had called the meeting in response to

Thursday night's protests by students, for what they
cite is a lack ofsecurity on campus for students ofcolor.

O'Brien outlined a plan which included increased

security in dormitories, sensitivity training for police

and better training for resident assistants.

A group ofstudents at the meeting were angered by
apparent administrative inaction and declared
O'Brien's measures as "too little too late."

The meetingcame to an abrupt endingwhen O'Brien

was cursed at by student Ranca Tuba, who has lobbied

in the past for a student advisory board to oversee the

department of Public Safety. O'Brien responded by
saying "this meeting has deteriorated badly" and there

was no need to continue.

Students reacted by blocking the rear entrance of

the Campus Center Auditorium forcing O'Brien to be
ushered out a fire exit by police. One student declared

the act as "racist" while another student called O'Brien

"the White kid's Chancellor."

Last night O'Brien said, "Before the meeting dete-

riorated, we had a useful discussion. I was sorry it

ended like it did."

"It was tjrpical, I'm not surprised at all," Alexander
Nguyen, a continuing education student, said. "It

publicly demonstrates his inability to deal with racial

problems."

StudentGovernmentAssociation PresidentJennifer
Wood said, racial tension had increased due to the

meeting because the Chancellor had walked out.

"He didn't have thick enough skin to stay," Wood
said. "People felt he thought they were inconsequen-

tial."

Students felt O'Brien was two weeks late in caHing
the meeting. Many said the meeting should have taken
place immediately following the alleged beating of

Black Resident Assistant Arlens Barosy by a White
non-student.
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An unidentified studentaddresses the ctianceilor at Friday's

forum on race.

There was a meeting between students ofcolor and
administrators last Thursday but O'Brien did not

attend.

"I should have been at that meeting," O'Brien

admitted. "I was wrong."

Earlier in the meeting O'Brien admitted his ad-

ministration should have acted sooner in dealing with

a series of racial incidents which have occurred this

Turn to O'BRIEN, page 2

Exchange students seek
opportunities at UMass
By NICOLE HOWARD
Collegian Correspondent

Why would a supposedly sane college

student uproot his or her life and decide to

spend some of their college career at the

University ofMassachusetts at Amherst?
Why not?

Approximately 110 students from all

across the United States and Puerto Rico

are doingjust that. They are attending the
Amherst campus fo." either the whole year
or a semester through the National Stu-

dent Exchange program.
Students' reasons for taking the "big

step" and going on exchange range from
getting away from home to taking ad-

vantage of the Five-College system.

"I wanted to see the Northeast and
going to school at the same time was a

really good idea,"explained StaceyDowell
from Illinois State University.

For some, knowing someone who went
on exchange encouraged them to get in-

volved. Loreen Bernardini, from Chico
State University in Californiacommented,
"I knew a guy at Chico State who was on
exchange from UMass. He had a killer

accent and made me want to come to

UMass.
Coming from as far away as Puerto Rico

and as close as New York, the students

find that the area has much to offer. "There
is so much to do and everjrthing in this

area is so close together. In the West,

everything is spread apart so it takes

forever to get anywhere," said Heather

Westall.

The exchange students are taking full

advantage oftravel opportunities, both on
their own and with the NSE Club. The
club is planning its annual bus trip to

Montreal in mid-November.
Because of all the opportunities, some

of the exchange students have problems
focusing on school. Being here is more like

a vacation. Loreen Bernardini commented,
"At home I'm into school and activities,

but here I'm playing tourist. I feel like I'm

at summer camp."
Though it has only been a few weeks,

the students seem to have settled into the

school and the area and formed their im-
pressions of western Massachusetts.

For students from warmer climates the

recent chilly weather has been a shocker.

"I'm freezing in the middle of October."

exclaimed Kristina Garnand from balmy
New Mexico.

Regardless ofthe cooler weather, Stacey
Dowell feels she has been warmly wel-

comed. "I was told that people might be
unfriendly, but the opposite is true. People
seem very laid back here."

The students have found many extra-

curricular activities to participate in, from
political volunteering and clubs to

aerobics instructingand tutoring. "It's nioe

because there's a lot going on both cul-

turally and educationally and there's so
many clubs," said Pat Bousliman.
At least one exchange student has enjoyed
UMass so much that she wants to stay

Turn to OPPORTUNITIES, page 2
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Peer pressure
can prevent
false alarms
By CHERYL LYONS
Collegian Correspondent

Red lights flashing the word "fire;" a clip-on lamp
toasted to a light brown; a Sony stereo half-melted
leaving the once dual cassette player with only one.

The University's Division ofEnvironmental Health &
Safety have used these tactics to grab students' attention
duringlast week's Fire Prevention Week. Fire Prevention
Week is observed across North America every first full
week of October in memory of the Great Chicago Fire.

An information booth consisting of relics from a real
fire, a video and safety brochures explaining fire pre-
vention was set up at the Dining Commons and Campus
Center Concourse this week. These activities were co-
sponsored by University Food Services, the University
Store and EH&S.
"A number of students have stopped to ask questions. It
has been good," said Dave Beaudin, associate fire pre-
vention officer.

Beaudin said the most common cause of fires are
candles. "Candles have been left unattended, a curtain
blows over it, or it just falls," Beaudin said.

Last year, there were about 1 18 fire alarms, according
to Beaudin. "The number offalse alarms have been down.
There were only about 1.5 false alarms in the past three
weekends."

Beaudin says this is due to the fire prevention mate-
rials made available every Thursday evening in residence
halls.

According to Beaudin, the most effective way to pre-
vent malicious false alarms is through peer pressure.

"When people's property gets damaged, there's peer
pressure to not pull alarms or damage property."

The National Fire Protection Association, which is
based in Quincy, Mass., has sponsored Fire Prevention
Week since it was first established by President Hardine
in 1922.
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longer. "I really like the school and it has my major,
which are my reasons for wanting to transfer," said
Miriam Wyman from Illinois State University.

The exchange students had words of encourage-
ment for anyone who is considering going on ex-
change.

"If there is a chance, definitely consider seeing a
part ofAmerica. It's a great opportunity," said Steve
Roberts.

University students who are interested in going
on exchange to one of 100 schools offered should
contact Sheila Brennan in E-26 Machmer, 545-
5351. Application deadlines are in February and a
minimum 2.5 GPA is required.

O'Brien
continued from page 1

semester. He said he was trying to speed up the handling
of the Barosy situation.

"(The investigation! is moving far too slow and it

should have been done by now," O'Brien said. "Nothing
matters more to the campus than the safety of its stu-
dents."

O'Brien told the over 200 people in attendance that
those responsible for the alleged assault on Barosy would
be "punished severely."

"That type of action will not be tolerated and we will
hold both perpetrators and their hosts responsible,"
O'Brien said.

Some students said reactive steps were not enough
and urged O'Brien to take steps which would ensure a
safer campus for students of color.

"What you've proposed is damage control," Nguyen
said. "With only one out of 10 students being of color
you've set up students of color for physical violence."

Breaking from the meetings theme. Senior Malkes
Gomes demanded answers from administrators on the
loss of the federally funded Upward Bound program
which has provided scholarships for low income students
who are mostly of color.

Gomes accused the University of mismanaging the
program's funds, stealing the programs computers us-
ing 1982 figures for 1992 reports and withholding the
programs demise from students until students had re-
turned home for the summer.

"You've lied to us and we have the right to know the
truth," (Somes shouted. "Why were we lied to? Why was
the information withheld?"

O'Brien denied the accusations and said, "I never lied
you know that is not true."

O'Brien said an investigation would occur and that
the University was trying to
find alternative funding for the program.
An unidentified student stressed the administrations

lack of control over the entire situation.
"You have lost complete control over this campus " the

student told O'Brien. "There have been racial attacks
nots have gone on, buildings are being occupied for half
a week and people have not been arrested. Arrest these
people."

Public Safety Director John W. Luippold, over the
weekend increased foot patrols on campus following last
weeks unrest.
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Memorial Hall occupiers
stage Columbus teach-in

Women's safety in crisis
Panel says violence rate has doubled

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

After a week-long sit-in at Memo-
rial Hall protesting the celebration of
Columbus Day, about 40 students, fac-
ulty and community activists met yes-
terday at Memorial Hall for an all-day
teach-in.

"Genocide is not a national holiday,"
said Shyamala Ivatury, a graduate
student who has been protesting in
Memorial Hall since the effort began
Oct. 6. "No one celebrates the Jewish
Holocaust or the bombing of Nagasaki
or Hiroshima."
A reported six to nine protesters

demanding40 full scholarships for low-
income minority women remained in
Memorial Hall at press time. University
officials have said they will not nego-
tiate with the students until they leave
the building.

Ivatury and fellow protesting gradu-
ate student Karen Adkins said the
University recieved $9.8 million in fed-
eral and state funds over the summer.

"We are just asking that money be
targeted toward [low-income women of
color] than given out randomly,"Adkins
said.

Ivatury said the group of graduate
and undergraduate students occupying
Memorial Hall had been meeting for
two months to discuss Columbus Day.
She said they did not originally plan to
take over the building.

Panelists discussed different topics
from "Genocidal Warfare: The Legacy
of Columbus Continues" to "Racial
Conflict: What Does it Mean?"

"We just asked (the panelists to
speak. 1 We are not paying [the speak-
ers.] They do not want to celebrate (the
holiday]," said undergraduate
Alexander Nguyen, one of the teach-in
organizers. "Because the 500 year an-
niversary is about violence against
people of color. It is also about coloni-
zation. The two go hand and hand. It

has not ended. There is violence right
here on campus, but it is all over the
world too."

Graduate student Bob Shapiro was
one of the panelist speaking on "Vio-
lence and the University." He said the
University is a "small part of a larger
problem."

"We have to educate students. Yet
students are doing a whole lot better
than adults," Shapiro said.

African-American Studies Professor
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Michealann Bewsee of the ARISE Home-

less Shelter in Springfield participates in the
Memorial Hail teach-in yesterday.

John Bracey was one of the panelists
who spoke on "Racial Conflict: What
Does it Mean?"

Bracey said society must get rid of
Columbus Day. The city of Berkley, Ca-
lif., he said, changed the name of Co-
lumbus Day to Indigenous People Day.

"There has been discussions all
around the country [about Columbus
Day]," Bracey said.

Many in audience said they enjoyed
the teach-in and some wished more of
these learning experiences would occur
more frequently on campus.

"I support the goals ofthe takeover. I

think the teach-in is excellent," under-
graduate Erika Higgins said.

Karen Adkins, a graduate student
that is part of the Memorial Hall sit-in,

also beheves the name Columbus Day
name should be changed.

Yet some listening to the panelists
wanted to see more of a discussion be-
tween the audience and the speakers.

"I would like to have an open forum.
Most of the people here already know
this information," doctorate student,
Libby Hubbard, said. "What we need to
do is talk about the new world, not
beating [the audience] over the head
with the same problems."

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

They are run over by trucks, stabbed
with ice picks, kicked, punched and raped
with curling irons, said a speaker de-
scribing acts of domestic violence at a
conference on women's safety at Hamp-
shire College last Friday.

"I am describing atrocities that occur in
domestic violence in every city in every
state all over the world," said Sarah Buel,
supervisor of Domestic Prosecution for the
Norfolk County District Attorney's Office.

Buel spoke of her personal experiences
with domestic violence, and cases that she
has prosecuted at a conference titled "The
Crisis in Women's Safety in the Valley,"
organized by Ellen Story, the state repre-
sentative for the Third Hampshire District.

Buel said 1,200 women's shelters exist
across the United States and 3,800 ani-
mal shelters, three times as many for
animals than for women.

"How is it we have such a different
standard for animals than we do for
women?" Buel asked the group of approxi-
mately 70 concerned community members.

In 1987, one woman was killed every 22

days. In 1991, a battered woman was killed
once every 16 days. This year, Buel said a
woman was killed once every eight days.

"The community has to take the respon-
sibility of domestic violence and take it off
the shoulders of the victims." Buel said.

Buel said over 75 percent of the women
who use emergency facilities have lefl their
domestic violence situations and returned
to them at least five times. "It is not about
being stupid, it is about not knowing your
options and who you can disclose to."

The obstacles which face women from
leaving the domestic violence are: fear of
their abuser, denial to minimize the situ-
ation and have hope of recovery for the
abuser, low self-esteem caused by the
abuser's isolation of the victim, economic
dependency on the abuser and a need to
protect their children, said Buel.

She said women have given men per-
mission to use violence at home to get
what they want. Men think they have the
power to "straighten women out" and use
their power and manipulation to have an
abusive private behavior at home and a
different respectable face in public.

Janet Aalfs, the head instructor for
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Bush said on thin ice
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UM Christian fellowship aims
to overcome campus division

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

President George Bush has Uttle chance
of getting re-elected, according to Jeffery
L. Sedgwick, University ofMassachusetts
political science professor and former
White House official .

. "Bush has not said what he is going to
do. I will be surprised, ifhe gets re-elected,"
said Sedgwick, Reagan's Bureau of Sta-
tistics deputy director. "If he gets re-
elected, it will be by the skin of his teeth.
I see no ring of endorsement by the
American public."

In addition to being discontent with
the present form ofgovernment, Sedgwick
believes voters are not satisfied with their
choices in the presidential race. Yet he
believes the way the campaign is being
run is adding to voter dissatisfaction.

"This is a non-campaign. There are a
ton ofgood issues we could talk about such
as economy, defence, etc. But nobody is

talking about the [main] issue. The issue
right now is the deficit," Sedgwick said.
"You have to raise taxes and cut spending
or some combination of both. You can not
spend your way out of the deficit."

Clinton's raising taxes on the rich is

silly, according to Sedgwick. He believes
the deficit is too large to be solved with

only raising the taxes on the rich.

"[The voters! want to lower taxes and I

can understand that," Sedgwick said. "But
at a certain point we have to realize there
is no Santa Glaus."

In addition to being skeptical of
Clinton's tax program, Sedgwick believes
electing Clinton will be putting another
Jimmy Carter in the White House.

"If Bill Clinton gets elected, it would be
a Jimmy Carter all over again," Sedgwick
said. "He will arrive in Washington with
no mandate to do anything. He cannot
raise taxes. He cannot cut spending. Well,
is that the kind of change you want?"

Yet Sedgwick, who is planning to vote
for Bush, feels a Republican president will

still be part ofthe deadlock in Washington.
"If Bush gets elected it will be a lame

duck president," Sedgwick said. "He will

have no mandate and he will spend four
years vetoing everything in sight."

Although Perot seems like the only
candidate to have paid attention to the
deficit, Sedgwick feels that Perot would be
a bad president.

"He is a control freak," Sedgwick said.
"He would be a disaster as the president."

Sedgwick believes we must have
stronger political parties because political

parties govern the country. Candidates
just want to win the election.

By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts Inter-Varsity Chris-
tian Fellowship met yesterday afternoon to discuss the
issue of racial harassment and its impact on students.

Riots come from deep rooted anger and it needs to

come out in some form, however it's the direction that can
be potentially dangerous, said Jenny Martin the group
leader.

Martin also stated that we need to identify this anger,
understand it and come together to work things out.

Martin says that the after-affects of the racial unrest
on this campus leaves a lot ofpeople isolated and divided.

"Students shut down and are to afraid to come to-

gether. We must try to do something to make sense ofthis
chaos. It would be a mistake to do nothing, said Martin.

The group talked about planning an all White teach-

in/symposium on racism and discrimination.

"This is a positive way to get White students to be open
and discuss the problems of race and to be more con-

sciously and cognitively aware and deal with their own
feelings of discrimination.

Kristine Dodson an, exchange student from Oregon
state who is studying French, believes that race is one of

the outcomes of cultural prejudice.

"Disabled people also face widespread discrimination.

We need to address all social injustices and how they
affect us all," said Dodson.

Martin believes that the issue of race relations has
always been seen and addressed as an external problem.

"We need to see race relations as central to the Gospel
of Jesus Christ and not just viewed as an external
movement.

Jesus set the example for us to follow. He came to bring
lasting peace and real change," said Martin.

Kristen Timothy, ajunior botany major, says she feels

that the perception of God as a select God has a lot of
people confused.

"Its important to let students know that God is for
everyone on this campus, said Timothy.

Greg says he feels strongly for those who have been
victims of discrimination.

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meets every
Wednesday from 12:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m. for prayer.
The group also meets every Friday at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center for Bible study, fellowship, prayer and
worship. All students are welcome to attend.

The group agreed that students must take an active
stand to examine ourselves and how we relate to each
other.

"Ourown aggressive education and personal growth is

key and a first step," said Martin.
Martin also believes that Christians must make a

difference and break stereotypes. "We are going to make
mistakes and be venerable to this crisis, but we want to
try and reach out and be there for the students and the
community," said Martin.

IN TUNE
OLIVER OBERDOHF / COLLEGIA

- Jim Olsen plays the bells at the Old Chapel.
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Valley Women Martial Arts, stressed how important it is
for women to develop skills to protect themselves She
said women who Hght back in some way are often suc-
cessful m getting out of the dangerous situation

Aalfs said her self-defense skills have taught her "the
reason I can walk alone is because I know I am not alone"

Mary Kociela. director of the New England Learning
Center for Women in Transition, said "We have to be as
loud as we can be in educating against the myths we have

learned about women." There has to be "a major shift in
all of our thinking." She said we have to get information
out to the public and inform them about domestic vio-
lence in order to have a community response.

Judge Bertha Josephson, associate justice of the Mas-
sachusetts Trial Court of the Chicopee Division, offered
solutions to end domestic violence.

"We need tojoin together. We need to resist scapegoating
each otherand blaming one another," said Josephson. "We
must focus our energy on the solutions to our problem."

"Each of us has a piece of the answer and bringing
those pieces together will make our society safe."
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

>^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH^ Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.
Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

WW YOU CAN
GET DIRTYFOR A
WHOLE LOT LESS.
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TREKusA MOUNTAIN BIKES

Oiy SALE!
850 was $519 95 now $449-95

6000 was $65995 now $51995
All Other '92s On Sale!

'93 Bikes Rolling In Daily!
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\ '^iiMuien unaer lu - >J.t>0=pL Luncheon Specials sei-ved 1 1 :30-3pm - $3.25
^^^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken i

Fi ngers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 256-0252

319 Pleasant SL
Northampton, MA

586 3810
800 464 3810
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TONIGHT
OPEN STAGE NIGHT

WITH
MC PETE FREE
Any Menu Nachos

$2.00

9;30-10;30

ANY and ALL Acts Welcome
Sign up at 9:30 PM
Amateurs Welcome
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
PENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOU]

THROUGH RETIREMENT
'yhmk about supportingyourself for At TIAACRER we not only under-A twenty-five, thirty years or longer stand the value of starting early wem ret.rement. It m.ght be the greatest can help make it possible-with flexible
financial test you II ever face. Fortunately retirement and tax-deferred annuity
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avor. ime

choices, and a record of personalTime to take advantage of tax-deferral, service that spans y^yearsTime for your money to grow Over a million people in education
But starting early ,s key Consider this: and research are already enrolled in

.f you begin saving, ust $.«o a month at America's largest retirement systemage thirty you can accumulate $.92,539* Find out how easy it is to join them Callby he timeyou reach age sixty-five. today and learn how simple it is to putWa.t tenyearsandyou d need to set aside yourself through retirement when you$..7 a month to reach the same goal. have time and TIAACREF on your side.

Startplahnif^yourJUture. Call our EnroUnunt Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*"
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra DiavIo
• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Primavera
• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,
including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee
for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer Expires October 29, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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Different lives, same fears
existing in the same tower

"Ifone is dehumanized, we are all dehu-
manized and humiliated. "— Archbishop
Desmond M. Tutu

Unlike last week, there were no crowds
of ang^ students. There were no visible

signs of police. Washington Tower, like

most of the campus this weekend, was
eerily quiet. Ifyou hadn't known about the
last few weeks, you'd think it was pictur-

esque.

David

RIVERA

Some right' realizations
Another Saturday night and I was dy-

ing in front of the TV when Bill Clinton's
slightly puffy face appeared and began to

castigate Pappy Bush for his execrable
record; this pleased me. Being a boor and
a glutton for punishment I began a political

conversation which wound through some
rather dark streets. These discussions are
usually trying and sometimes quite
painful. Not this one; tonight's was truly
wondrous and it led me to the light.

APPLEGATE
Mr. Ghnton made some soothing, ifer-

roneous, statement about his intention to

renew our country's lifelong commitment
to aiding the disadvantaged. I laughed
coarsely; the Popuhsts were the first major
political party to even propose that the feds

help out the little guy and that wasn't until

1892. Cynically, I suggested that our gov-
ernment has a longer record ofholding the
little guy down while big business savages
him than ofgivingWe the People a helping
hand. I followed these offerings with a
vehement berating of the GOP and its

Draconian domestic policies.

Looking back on those few misspent
minutes, I now feel ashamed of myself
Little did I know how far off the path of
righteousness I had been steered by the
perfidious lies ofthe Liberal Left. I shudder
to think what could have become of me
had my friend's roommate, Egalitea, not
been there to save me from myself

As her eyes swung up to meet mine,
they were filled with rage but they softened

when she saw how badly deceived I had
been. She recognized the evil teachings of

the Liberals and, kind souls that she is,

resolved to aid me in my time ofneed. She
began my tutelage immediately; after all,

the election was close at hand.

First she told me that there really is no
economic problem in America. The dis-

tribution of our wealth, I now know, is as

close to the Marxian ideal as the world has
ever seen. The solution to our deficit cri-

sis? Cut all social spending programs.

Completely. It isn't the government's re-

sponsibility to help the citizenry, Egalitea

said; people have to look after themselves.

The purity and splendor of this revela-

tion so stunned me that I forgot to ask what
the government's responsibility is, but no
matter; I know our elected officials will do
right by us, even ifwe aren't surejust what
they're up to. They're doing fine right now,
after all. The recession is almost over;

prosperity isjust around the corner. I guess
all they're supposed to do is tax us so the
police can afford to keep us all in line.

TTie best news ofthe evening, however,
was the information on how to solve pov-
erty. Egalitea really set me straight; I

have been educated. Now when I see a
homeless person or a family shopping at
the Salvation Army I will respond with a
shudder ofrevulsion; I will pelttHeftfwith
rocks and oaths. Their condition Ts their
own fault. If poor people weren't so lazy
they could get jobs and support their
families.

Arlens Barosy sat in his room alone,

thinking about how his life here at UMass
had changed so drastically. Barosy was
the residential assistant that was racially

assaulted and humiliated by a person in-

vited into the tower. He sat with a sad look

on his face, recalling the recent events
that have changed — not only his life at

UMass — but many other lives.

"I thought when I came to UMass that

this was going to be a great place. . . all I

found was hatred." He said while shaking
his head.

Barosy has to be escorted around cam-
pus. He's fearful of what might happen
because of what has happened. He spent
most of the weekend locked in his room.

There was a knock and Barosy looked

up quickly at the door as if something
could be wrong.

"Who is it!" He asked sternly, waiting
for a reply before opening it. A friend was
just seeing how he was doing. Barosy
seemed relived.

You see Barosy, originally from Haiti,

feels that slavery has ended but, "mental
slavery" still continues.

"When I came here 1 was Black first.Single mothers? We all know
what kind of amoral scum they are. They and a person second," he said recalling
don't deserve our support for their sinning, when he first came to the states.
As for the underemployed trapped in

menial, minimum-wage jobs. . . well,

they've gotnoone but themselves to blame.
If they had any initiative they would go
out there and get real jobs, like research
scientists and bank presidents.

Welfare and othersimilarprogramsjust
hurt these people, Egahtea told me. They
are inherently lazy and shiftless, a problem
caused by deficientfamilyvaluesand maybe
racial factors that we haven't been able to

isolate, butknow exist nonetheless. Thanks
to her I now know that these people need a
proper incentive to make them work, like

debtor's prison or dying of scurvy. Welfare
paymentsjust encourage them to continue
leading a dissolute life of luxury, eating
canned corn and chicken necks in their

condemned tenement buildings.

Let me tell you, I was sure relieved to

hear all this. Here I was getting all worked
up over nothing! I can't do anything to

help, whether I want to or not. The real

problem is the selfish, lazy people who
want to be supported for nothing and all

those bleeding-heart liberal types who
actually think that we, as
human beings, have some kind of moral
obligation to keep our fellows from starving
to death, illiterate and cold, in the most
prosperous nation on earth. To think I

almost fell for it!

C. Applegate is a UMass student.

Barosy just shook his head in frustra-

tion, and sat alone in his locked room.

Michelle Williams also sat in her room,

barricaded in on Thursday night. Angry
students fed-up with administrative
rhetoric stormed Washington Tower in

protest of its lack of action in prosecuting

Barosy 's assailant.

That night, police who had to patrol the

dorm, told Williams to stay in her room
and not come out. She also had her door

locked and was scared to open it.

The problems here at UMass are old

and instituted. Racial incidences like the

one in Washington Tower will happen
again unless a real understanding of cul-

tural differences are taught in our schools,

not just in college but in kindergarten.

Wanting to be a journalist for some
time, I thought I knew a great deal of

journalism history. But it wasn't until I

came to college, and took an Afro-American
Studies class, that I learned of the great

African American journalist, Ida B. Wells.

Wells during the turn of the century,

risked her life to catalogue the lynchings

of the South. I should have learned her
part in American history in grade school,

not in college.

Stopping the ignorance of racism starts

with the young and we owe it to future

generations of the world not to teach such
hate and ignorance. We ourselves have to

address our own problems with racism.

Before we can teach properly, we have to

learn properly. It's a fact that people are

not born racists, they're taught to be racist.

Arlens Barosy and Michelle Williams,

two UMass students of two different

worlds. One Black, one White, and ironi-

cally enough both with the same fears.

Both feeling that the school's administra-

tion has completely lost control of the

situation. Both feeling scared and con-

fused. And sadly enough, both with their

doors locked.

It's time to open the doors.

David Rivera is a CoUegian columnist.

We must watch for ignorance
When I sit here and think about the

one word that really bothers me the

most I wonder why it is still used, and
I wonder if the people who use it really

understand what they are saying? I am
of course referring to the word Nigger.

The word that was scrawled on the wal 1

near a Black RA's room, Arlens Barosy.

This is pure ignorance. Are we not a

civil society living in 1992, or are we
still living in the '60s? There have been
no arrests so far, why? Perhaps they

think it would not look too good for the

department or the town? What if the

roles were reversed? a group of Black

adults beating up a White RA? The
police would probably search every

Black person's dorm room until they

found every one of them. Or if they

couldn't find the suspects they might
simply arrest any Black person as they

did in the Carol Stuart murder case.

I encourage eveiyone on this campus
to do the work the police, and housing

has been slow to do. Look out for these

incidents, reportthem immediately, call

the police but hold the ignorant bas-

tards, physically ifnecessary, until they

arrive to arrest them. Maybe this will

make others think twice before their

actions. There is still not enough justice

in our world, it's sad but true.

Racism is a great sign of ignorance

and for the people who commit this

crime a warningyou might run into the
wrong person or group some day.

Daniel D. Gittelsohn

Southwest

Who was this Columbus, really?

Act on your beliefs or be ignored
Regardless of our personal opinions

about Columbus Day, the recent attacks

and protests in Southwest, or the protest

atMemorial Hall, most students are aware

by now that there are many conflicts at

UMass and that there are people willing

to act on their beliefs. We are all also

aware that there are serious conflicts be-

tween the people that make up this

country. These divisions are more real for

some than they may seem for others : many
people are able to wear blinders and pre-

tend that prejudice, racial and ethnic di-

visions do not hurt us all . At the same time

our country is the self-proclaimed cham-

pion of democracy around the world.

As University students we have privi-

leged access to formal education as well as
to all of the University's organizations

and resources. As Americans we are
privileged to be able to congregate and try

to change our lives without immediate
threats of torture, imprisonment or being
shot at. Let us not abuse these privileges

by not making use of them. Democracy is

not about sittingand waiting for the person
next to you to do something. Open your
eyes. Do what you can, now.

Elizabeth Sturges
Amherst

"In the year 1492, Columbus sailed the

ocean blue."

All of us have heard this phrase in one
way or another, and by now we all know
what Columbus did and what he stood for.

This is a rare time. On the eve of the

Quincentennial, many of us will be choos-

ing sides and arguing fiercely for what we
believe in, arguing for what Columbus
means to us.

To most people, Columbus is a symbol,

that of a hero or a villain. A hero because
he sailed through uncharted waters with

bravery and a spirit of adventure. And a

villain because he was the cause of the

genocide of the majority of the Native

American population.

What I'm concerned with, however, is

just one issue. Who was Columbus really?

What was the man like? It seems to me that

a lot ofpeople don't realize or don't consider

the fact that he was a human being.

Many people don't know about his ob-

session with finding India across the
western sea, how it consumed him and ate

at his soul. He was supposed to have been
rewarded greatly for finding the new world,

but of course never was. All of his hopes
and dreams of a life of ease and luxury
were shatten;d when he was told that the
New World was a disaster. After his fourth

voyage he returned home to die in dis-

grace and obscurity, a failure.

To me, Columbus was a product and a
victim of society, that being the uncaring
aristocracies of Europe.

Keith Hartford
Northeast
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Peruvian rebel Guzman behind bars
Bimael Guzman, a Peruvian revolutionary leader

hungry for power, who vowed to obtain his goal by
whatever means necessary, regardless ofhow brutal and
unorthodox these could become, was finally captured.

He is now watching sunrises from a rather different
angle-behind bars. This capture took place in an modest
house in one ofLima's neighborhoods. It was, surprisingly
enough, a bloodless process.

Guzman was the leader of the guerrilla group called
the Sendero Luminoso, Spanish for Shining Path, which
has terrorized the country for the past 12 years. Its

attempts to gain power over Peru were many throughout
this decade, and this group is considered by many to be
the most radical leftist movement still in operation in the
world.

Sendero Luminoso's approaches to obtain its goals are
very violent, and it is estimated that the group is re-
sponsible for 25,000 deaths, as well as 22 billion (U.S.
currency) in damages. The group is famous for brutal
attacks, random destruction of property, and numerous
assassinations.

Sendero Luminoso has gained strength throughout the
years because its ideologies surround Guzman himself

who has become, to his elite, a legend of determination,
courage and success. Its fighters are diligent and com-
pletely dedicated to the cause ofthe movement, character-
istics that are fundamental in constituting a strong unit.

Inis

VIEIRA
Although the Peruvians might have felt some degree

of relief upon the capture of the Sendero Luminoso
leader, it is thought that such feelings will soon be
replaced by fear.

The Shining Path movement might weaken somewhat
due to the abrupt loss of its leader, but it is much too
strong to become eradicated once and for all. For a while,
the attacks and the fear may lessen in degree, but once
the psychological impact has been dealt with and the
movement has had a sufUcient time to reorganize itself,

it will arise and do everything in its reach to free its

leader, and even possibly retaliate.

Peru has been "victim" ofthe Shining Path movement
for over a decade now, and one would be inclined to think
that capturing Bimael Guzman represents a victory for

the Peruvian government, and that there is finally a
chance that radical leftism be eliminated in this country.

Although, Peru's current political doctrine is not far from
leftist, since it is a pseudo-dictatorship imposed upon by
its President Alberto Fujimori.

Peruvian government tactics under the leadership of
Fujimori have been controversial. Security forces have,
in the past, used torture, shootings, and randomized
arrests as methods to fight the guerillas.

Fujimori's controversial ideologies and his techniques
have lead the country to widespread poverty, weak na-
tionalism level, and even resentment over the social

instability that is dominant in Peru.
It will be a fairly complicated process that of reinsti-

tuting peace and social as well as economic stability in

Peru.

While the potential threat ofthe Sendero Luminoso is

an evident concern in the lives ofPeruvians, and Fujimori's

tactics of leadership no longer present a motive for

instability in Peru, peace and possibility for economic
improvement in this country, at least for the time being,
might seem to be far-fetched goals.

Ines Vieira is a Collegian staffmember

Israel resists attempts for new talks with Arabs
D., CTT tTTXT A 1 rp r>/-v\i7r:iT T .1 . . ...._...By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press

Israel said Thursday that it will accept
the participation of Palestinians from
outside the occupied territories in the re-

gional Mideast peace talks.

The announcement by Foreign Minis-
ter Shimon Peres followed meetings by
Egyptian Foreign Minister Amir Moussa
with Israeli leaders. It was seen as a step
forward in stymied Arab-Israeli peace
negotiations.

Peres said that those Palestinians tak-

ing part in the regional talks could still not
belong to the PLO's parliament in exile or
come from Arab east Jerusalem. Israel still

opposes the inclusion in the main peace
talks in Washington of Palestinians from
outside the Israeli occupied territories.

Israel had refused to attend multilat-

eral talks on refugee problems and eco-

nomic development because exiled Pales-

tinians had planned to take part. It had
agreed to attend three other sessions on
regional issues. "The agreement is that
the Palestinians who participate in all the
five committees can be from outside the
territories", Peres said.

Israel objected the attendance at the
multilateral sessions by outside Palestin-

ians because it feared this could revive

demands by those exiled with the found-
ing of Israel in 1948 to return to their

former homes. The participation ofthe so-

called diaspora Palestinians also hints at
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the involvement by the Palestinian Lib
eration Organization.

Peres made the statement after a day
ofmeetings with Moussa, including a sec-

ond unscheduled session between the
Egyptian diplomat and Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin. Egypt has encouraged Is-

rael to soften its stance and the announce-
ment indicated Cairo's success at media-
tion. Israel objects to any role for Arabs
from the eastern part ofJerusalem because
Israel aimexed the land after seizing it

from Jordan in the 1967 Middle East war.
Thursday's decision did not affect

Israel's refusal to accept diaspora Pales-

tinians in the main bilateral peace talks
Israel is holding with Syria, Lebanon and
a joint delegation ofJordanians and Arab
residents of the occupied West bank and
Gaza strip.

" There is a progress that has been
achieved and we are looking forward to

more consultations", Moussa told report-

ers after meeting Rabin at the Israeli

Defense Ministry in Tel Aviv. It was not
clear what Israel would gain from its deci-

sion. Moussa met earlier last week with
PLO leader Yasser Arafat, but it was un-
certain if those talks were related to

Thursday's Israeli announcement.
Syria has since boycotted all multilat-

eral peace talks, maintainingthat progress
must be made in the direct negotiations
before it would take part in discussions of
regional issues. The Syrian-backed Leba-
nese government has also boycotted these

„ A D L III u- r X -. rr, ^ .
ASSOCIATED PRESS

James A. Baker III, chief of staff for the Bush administration, seen here with Soviet Foreian
Minister Boris Pankin.

sessions.

News reports had said that Moussa's
visit was intended to help arrange a sum-

mit between Rabin and Syrian President
Hafez Assad, but no announcement was
made regarding such a meeting.

15-year war ends in Mozambique
A Peace Treaty was signed last week in

Rome, putting an end to 15 years ofwar in
Mozambique. Mozambican President,
Joaquim Chissano and RENAMO leader,
Afonso Dhalakama, worked together so
that peace and order could once again
become the dominating forces in this South
Eastern African country.

The negotiations were not easily re-

sumed. The process began in July of this

year, and ended on the night of Oct. 4,

after six long hours ofuninterrupted talks.

The actual signing of the agreement
was predicted to take place on the first of
this month, but it was postponed due to

last minute demands set forth by the
RENAMO.

In addition to the two leaders in

Mozambique, various other key partici-

pants were present during negotiations.

Among these were several worldwide
government officials, namely, Emilio
Colombo, Italian ChiefofDiplomacy, three
Italian mediators, Mario Rafaelli, and two
representatives oftheCommunity ofSanto
Egidio, D. Matteo Zuppi and Andrea
Ricardi.

Also present were the archbishop of
Beira, Jaime Goncalves, Portuguese Sec-
retary of Foreign Affairs, Durao Barroso
and United Nations' James Jonah.

The signing ofthi s agreement was only

possible after long and continuous nego-
tiations on the last four protocols, these
dealing with the issues of military capa-
bilities, the actual cease-fire, warranties,
and the proposed conference of countries
expected to aide in the process of rebuild-
ing Mozambique.

Ines

VIEIRA
Among the agreement outcomes are

the demobilization of the countries two
armies and the creation of a sole army of
30,000. The negotiations also facilitated
the future holding of legislative and
presidential elections, expected to occur
within the next year. The format is
somewhat similar to that ofBicesse, which
has successfully headed Angola to an era
of peace.

As a direct result of the agreement.
Humanitarian aide from the United States
estimated to total $200 million will be
allocated toward the assistance of the
Mozambican population, which has been
severely affected by war, widespread
famine and drought. The estimated total
number of casualties resulting from the
above described conditions is 600,000, and
there are hundreds of thousands of refu-
gees.

Italy has taken the initiative ofpromot-
ing a conference consisting of representa-
tives of various countries that will be di-
rectly involved in the upcoming war after-
math. These nations agree to aide in sev-
eral ways, such as in the demobilization
process of both armies, and financially
supporting the emergent political parties.

Although reaching this agreement be-
tween the Mozambican government and
the RENAMO, was a long process, it has
now successfully resumed. Joaquim
Chissano said during his final speech that
the agreement could have been a "happier"
one, but nevertheless he is pleased since it

has satisfied both parties in question.
Perhaps the best outcome of all is that

Mozambique will experience life without
war. Hopefully this condition will last,
and along with the foreign aide and na-
tional incentive, a stable environment will
arise to facilitate the rebuilding process of
a country that has for a decade and a half
faced the hardships of constant battle.
The two leaders of Mozambique referred
to each other as "brothers" during the
negotiations final stages. The world and
especially the Mozanbicans hope that these
new found terms of "brotherhood" lead to
a true renaissance of another African
country that has been devastated by war.

Ines Vieira is a Collegian staffmember
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'Rockin' in Rhythm:'
Marsalis & Co. swing

Wynton Marsalis (top right) and

By EMILY MARINO
Collegian SUff

While racial tensions ran rampant
all over campus last Thursday night.
The Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra
surpassed cultural barriers to celebrate
and play the music of the legendary
Duke Ellington.

The 16-member orchestra directed
by David Berger played pieces from all

periods of Ellington's 50-year career,
featuring amazing solos by the musi-
cians.

Artistic Director/trumpet master
Wynton Marsalis and trombonist
Wycliffe Gordon played a lively duet in

Ellington's 1928 "Black and Tan Fan-
tasy." Not only did their instniments
sing dialogue from during this swanky
tune, but Marsalis' trumpet so closely
resembled the voice ofLouisArmstrong
that I almost expected to see him up
there.

"The Daybreak Express" focused on
the common train theme in Ellington's
day and provided a unique and funky
interpretation of a surprisingly accu-
rate steam train. From the turning
wheels to the toot of the horn, every
movementwas represented. A trumpet
solo by Marcus Belgrave further con-
tributed to making this piece one ofmy
favorites.

Special guest vocalist Milt Grayson
resonated a deep, rich soulful "Nothing
But the Blues." My imagination took
me back in time to a dark, smoky club
with tiny tables crowded closely around
a small platform upon which Grayson
stood, singing. As with so many of the
songs, I was swept away to an era of
speakeasies where patrons went to see,

hear and feel the blues.

In "Boy Meets Horn" Marsalis
evolved from a timid boy experiment-
ing with his first trumpet to a roof-

COURTESY FINE ARTS CENTER
the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra

raismg trumpet virtuoso. The in-be-

tween stages of increasing confidence
and sheer pleasure in creating the
music that he did brought out Marsalis'
versatile talent.

Other favorites included the 1940s
"Lady ofthe Lavender Mist," the 1945
"Perfume Suite," written at a time
when perfume was believed to trans-
form the personality of the wearer,
and "The Clothed Woman," a mix of
ragtime, classical and impressionistic
music. "Braggin' in Brass" and the
"Peer Gynthe Suite" also fared well.

Herlin Riley also performed a var-
ied and impressive drum solo in "Afro-
Bossa. " This solo incorporated militant
and tribal beats, the bare hand and
mallet interchanged and worked to-

getheron the drum to allow the diverse
styles build on each other.

The show got off to a late start due
to the unexpected misplacement of
Marsalis' tuxedo. "I would like to

apologize for the delay," Marsalis told

the audience upon entering the stage
clad in a suit. "As you can see I do not
have my tuxedo. Plus my suit is not
ironed, so I feel bad. .

." he chided.
Marsalis asserted that the music

was "desinged to swing hard, and very,

very hard" and would make up for the
delay. Indeed it did, and my opinion,
Marsalis looked just fine despite the
missing tux. . . I mean, I did not know
that a suit could maintain such di-

mensions.
And of course, the show was fan-

tastic. That's the great thing about
UMass, the performer-without-a-tux
ofuniversities. We don't need all ofthe
luxurious formalities to dress up what's
really important. As with our educa-
tion, we realize that the quality and
substance ofthe matter is what counts.
Tux or not, we came to see a great show
and that's what we got.

Mayo Clinic

Graduate School and Medical School

Rochester, MN
Mayo offers you:

• Quality educational experiences - Educadonal programs with the same level

of excellence as our internationally renowned clinical care.

• Superb clinical and research resources - The chance to work with nationally

and internationally recognized faculty and scientists in a world-class setting.

• Environment ofteamwork and institutional support - The support to pursue

your research and studies, wherever they may take you.

• Exceptional opportunitiesfor minority students - An institutional commitment

to cultural diversity and bringing out the best in all people.

Examples of our programs:

• Summer Research Fellowships - $3,000 stipend

• Mayo Graduate School - Ph.D. programs in seven basic science fields

• Mayo Medical School - Small classes and a unique integrated curriculum

• M.D./Ph.D. Program - fully funded

Rick McGee, Ph.D., from Mayo will be in the following locations on
Wednesday, October 14:

• Univ. of Massachusetts, 10 a.m.-l p.m.. Room 1 1 1, Mather Career Center

• Smith College. 2-4 p.m.. Drew Hall

• Mount Holyoke College, 7-8:30 p.m.. Room 207, Blanchard Campus Center

Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator and employer.

New comics museum
opens in Northampton
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

Ifyou walk to the back of Pulaski Park
by the Academy ofMusic in Northampton,
then cross the footbridge to the second
storey ofthe Roundhouse, you'll find your-
self at the entrance of the brand new
Words and Pictures Museum of Fine Se-
quential Art.

You step through into a cave covered
with primitive paintings. The cave opens
up into a hall filled with an eclectic sam-
pling ofart from a variety ofcultures; from
Egyptian hieroglyphics to 19th century
editorial cartoons, from Greek vases to
medieval paintings, from Francisco Goya
to the Yellow Submarine. All of them us-
ing words and pictures to tell stories. All of
them comics.

Only the third museum of its type in
the nation. Words and Pictures is the
brainchild of Kevin Eastman, who, with
Peter Laird, created the Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles in 1984. Eastman sees the
museum as an opjwrtunity to repay the
comics medium for the phenomenal suc-
cess it has given him, to "help the rest of
the world understand and respect the art
form I have loved all my life." The Words
and Pictures Museum certainly has the
potential to do just that.

The historical introduction leads, via a
grafiitti- covered subway tunnel that
serves as a neat bracket to the cave, into
the museum's main exhibit halls. There
are two, one following the curve of the
Roundhouse, the other up one flight in the
conical attic, beneath the central skylight.

Though they are cramped, the space is

used to its maximum effect.

. The first gallery exhibits the original

art for two complete comics — Michael
Ploog's The Life and Adventures ofSanta
Claus and issue 16 of Jack Kirby's
Kamandi: Last Boy on Earth. The art is

framed and hung on the gallery walls in

sequence, from first to last, so thatyou can
go down the wall and read the entire story.

The second gallery, upstairs, displays
pages by Paul Mavrides, John Severin,

Gilbert Shelton and two more complete
comics— the first issue of Bill Sienkiewicz
and FrankMiller's£/eA:/ra. Aisoisj/j. Italso

contains one of Mju-k Martin's Green-Grey
Sponge-Suit Sushi Turtles comics, his
parody of the cultural phenomenon that
made all of this possible. It was odd to look

up from his work to see Ufe-sized models of
the targets dangling from the Roundhouse's
rafters.

The museum sports a number of other
attractions in addition to its exhibit halls.

There is a life-sized mock-up of a typical

artist's studio, "mucked-up" and made
authenticby local comics artists who added
theirown personal touches. It is presented
on its side, as ifyou were looking down on
it from above, and it certainly rewards
close examination.

And, by the inevitable gift shop (where
you can buy copies of some of the comics
you've just seen exhibited as well as many
others), there is a space called the News-
stand, where many copies ofcurrent com-
ics are available to browse, and where you
can draw your own comics on a chalk-
board, or put together comic strips that
have been jumbled by a computer. Over it

all is an impressive mural by Paul
Mavrides paying homage to the heroes of
comics through the ages.

The Words and Pictures Museum defi-

nitely has the potential to become a land-
mark in the history of comics, though
opening night is too soon to tell if this

potential will be realized. One glaring
omission is that, of all the artists listed in

the museum's brochure, only one is a
woman. Such an oversight is inexcusable
today.

Nonetheless, the museum is well worth
your while, especially over time, as it will

constantly be altering its exhibits, draw-
ing from Eastman's own private collection

of over 7,000 pieces of comics art from
around the world. Seeing the art in this

new context is fascinating, and will give
you a whole new view of comics.

Live From

MTV

7 Days Only!~Fri. Oct.9 thru Thurs. Oct. 15. Shown at 9:00pm only

Dlroct with COLLIDGE CORNER
Theatre, Boston. Where

attendance records are being broken!
"EXUBERENTLY DEFIANT NIHILISM!'

-Stephen Holden. NY Times

I

SPIKE & MIKE'S H

^ALL SICK& TWISTEq
FESTIVAL OFANIMATION
a "LIVELY, FUNNY, AND DIRTY!" (

i
-Bob Strauss, LA Daily News '

"DELIGHTFULLY CRAZED!" *

- Austin Chronicle *

"The Best Gathering of^ Animated Shorts Seen in Year$!"
^^^

- Austin Chronicle

F

Only SPIKE & MIKE bring you
19 SICK and TWISTED films
featuring 15 PREMIERS!

17 & OVER ONLY!
AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

Hypnotic Hats
over 20 styles to choose from

^cluslvely at

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. PteasanC «., Amherst • 25.1-2013
22 Masonic St., Northampton • SJI6.633S

Open 7 dty%
Thursda)' nights in Northampton
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GOING
HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?

Reserve now to

Guarantee your seat
home. SPACE IS SELLING

OUT QUICKLY!!!

549-4900
CENTRAL TRAVEL

25 A Pray St-, Amherst
(in the D.H. Jones Real Estate Building)

SPORTS 5flP

& RfSTflURflNT

Mr. Lupo picks two winners
Sarafina! is a musical wonder; Feed is political fun

TUESDAY

SHARK NIGHT
Singles Pool Tournament

• $2.00 Entrance Fee
• Free Pizza Slices

• Play For Cash
• Sign Up: 7:00 - 7:45

• 20 oz. Drafts: $1.75

WATCH ALL THE SPORTS ON
SATELLITE DISH

University Drive ft Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Sarafina!— I'm not as quick to dismiss this drama/
musical as simply "Fame-goes-to-Soweto." With just the

right amount of musical forays— not every line is a cue

for a dance number — Sarafina! combines a potent

subject with great songs for a small wonder of a film.

Sarafina! tells the story of the 1976 student uprising

in Soweto, a Black township in South Africa. It is told

through the eyes of a teenager named Sarafina (played

with vigor and strength by newcomer Leleti Khumalo,
who originated the role on stage) who witnesses and is in

the center of the students who were beaten, tortured,

killed and kidnapped for their political beliefs. Inter-

spersed with this simple yet powerful melodrama are

well-played musical numbers that punctuate the tale.

Whoopi Goldberg is given top billing in a role that can
only be described as the Uplifting and Inspiring Teacher/

Role Model. Khumalo outshines Golberg in just about
every scene.

Khumalo's voice is clear and resonant, and the songs

are uplifting without being sappy— there's a great sung
version of the "Our Father" prayer that never was per-

formed like this. The final number, "Freedom is Coming"
is well-done, although the ending does come a Uttle too full

circle. The musical part of this film wins out in the end.

This film was one of the first to be allowed to film in

South Africa and these squalid backdrops, coupled with

r AEROBICS -

Low Impact

Step

^i/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

LIfecycles

Blocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

swirlingand lofty direction make this much more than an
excuse to burst into song. Sarafina! is playing through

Thursday at Mountain Farms Theatres. Grcuie: B+
Feed— 1 watched this funny and teUing presidential

documentary after viewing the Sunday debate— and it

left me with the feeling 1 had missed the best parts: before

and after the cameras rolled. Feed, directed by Kevin

Rafferty and James Ridgeway with some footage by

Brian Springer, concerns itself with the stuff we never

got to see in the New Hampshire primary races.

Most of the film are the seemingly endless primary

candidates waiting to go on the air, orfed to the networks.

The funniest bits include Jerry Brown snorting nasal

spray and Bill Clinton coughing up what seemed to be an

amazing amount of phlegm.

The rest ofFeed gives us a peek at behind the scenes

of the various campaigns. There's Hillary Clinton

thanking a homeless man for his support, Arnold

Schwarzenegger callingthe Democratic candidates 'gir lie-

boys,' and what can only be deemed veryjscary, Pat

Buchanan supporters chanting "dump the liberal Bush."

Speaking ofMr. Hit— , I mean Buchanan, his sudden
change of heart concerning Bush looks even more hollow

aft«r seeing Feed, indeed all of the candidates trip over

themselves for votes. Some things never change.

There's fretting about makeup, fidgeting with ties and
a funny moment where a voter asks then front-runner

Paul Tsongas ifhe knows how much a gallon ofmilk costs.

There's also an extended look at the whole Gennifer

Flowers scandal with the press asking such questions as

"Did Bill wear a condom?"
These moments give us a look at the human (read:

idiot) side of our candidates in our image-intentive age.

Feed will no doubt change your view of the talking heads
for elections to come. Grade: A-

, rock
bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
fJc'irana'.on / HolycHe

584-4112 • 535-1888

For the Serious

Student

• Quiet Apartment
Living

• Convenient
• Affordable

• Flexible

THE BROOK
2S3-3834

Act your age. Vote.
Some people think UMass students won't be voting in the
November 3'*^ presidential election.

But we know better.

To make it easier for students who are registered

back home, we're printing this coupon. Just mail
it back home to your city or town clerk, or election

commission today.

Please do it today. Vote.

DEAR ELECTION OFFICER/CLERK:

I AM A COLLEGE STUDENT AWAY AT SCHOOL. PLEASE SEND ME AN

ABSENTEE BALLOT SO I CAN VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER 3^*^ ELECTION.

YOUR NAME (AS REGISTERED): __^

Vote^

YOUR REGISTRATION ADDRESS (BACK HOME):

WARD/PRECINCT (BACK HOME, IF YOU KNOW IT):

YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS:

YOUR SIGNATURE:

MAIL TO YOUR HOMETOWN CITY OR TOWN CLERK OR ELECTION COMMISSION
PAID FOR BY THE STUDENT SENATE, COMMUTER AREA GOV'T, SOUTHWEST AREA GOV'T AND NORTHEAST AREA <iOV'T

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBFS
I'M NOT GOING
"TO DO K1 MAW
HOMEWORK

1^1^ AT -mESE UKSOL\/ED
PROBLEMS. HERE'5 A
NUMBER IM MORTAL COMBAT
V<ITH ANOTHER. OME OF
TUDA l-S <601KG TD SET
SUBTRACTED, BUT WW^?M0V^?
WHAT Wia BE LEFT OF HIM?

IT I ANSWERED THESE. \T

VKX)LD KILL TME SUSPENSE
IT WCULD RESiLVE THE
COHrL\CT AKD TVJRH
INTRIGUING P0S5\BIL\T\ES
INTO BORIHG OL' FACTS.

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
I NEVER

{^EAILH THOOGWT

ABOOT TME /

LlTtRARX
QUALITIES
OF MATH.

r PREFER
TO SAVOR
THE ms\ivs

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By GARY LARSON

Iw«^tcWi»«) TV

ByjIM

TANGENT COMICS

S^e s%\A, even

•Fools! They made me into a free-range chicken
and man, I never looked back.

STILL THIN An

DARBY

By KURT MATTILA Quote of the Day
'I'm all ears.

- H. Row Perot

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

, , , f :ltHecR\fn€"...

i

Ufe'LL, I FlhJALLY
Got it. a TaToo ?

You STUP.^

Yeah, what poyqu
Think? hm/^?
A LITTLE Too SexY.^

r

By JOHN McLaughlin

Looks like a
PEAp Cockroach. But Yoo saip

v wo^ien like
\ (7^ These Thimgs

CAST OF THOUSANDS
By BARRY DEUTSCH

ARIES {M.irch 2 1 -April 19): You
drdvvfxlra close lojco-workor today,
even iKtonio secrt-i pals. «c a conli-
dant lor c hildrcn, loo; ihcy have a lot

lo share. See ihc world ironi ilu-ir

eyes.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): II is

diriK ull lo lell where a relationship is

going; emotions sway lo and Iro. Fi-

nancially, you would he wise lo
maintain the status quo. Stay upbeat
when around a loved one.

GEMINI (May 21-)une 20): Your
Iriendshipsare particularly rewarding
riow. A dream may he tultilled it you
linalizeyour plans. Aquiel evening at

honu- will suit you lo a T. Avoid
dwelling on missed op(X)rlunilies.

CANCER (June 21-)uly 22): Your
social instincts are excellent and can
serve as a reliahle guide- — you need
not be wedded to tradition. The em-
phasis now is on sensitivity and long-
range planning.

LEO ()uly 2.3-Aug. 22): You need
lo keep your eyes open when makinj^
purchases today. Count your change
and he certain lo i;et your money's
worth. See people as they really are,
not as you wish they were

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 11):
Someone may l)c- trying lo put the
"squee/?e " on you. Take lime lo re-

examine work procedures and orga-
nizational duties. An older person
plays a key role in your career.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Diver-
sily and stress your versatility. Gra-
ciously accept the help ol an older or
more experiemcd pers< m who wants
you to su( ceed.

SCORPIO ((X:i. 2i-N()v. 211:
Give stuhlxjrness or grec-d a knock-
out punch. Make tlexihilny your
watchword. As business picks u(),

your finances improve. A letter
breathes new lite into youi plans.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov JJ-IJet.
21): Gel busy with the phone calls
and errands that will make your plans
lall into place. Be sure romantic
pannergetssjK-cial treatment. Private,

revealing conversations generate
powerlully good vil)es.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19):
A promise- may not be ktpi. This
could put you in a dillicull siiualion.
It you have grown < hildren, it mmht
l)e iK-tter If) write than piKjne them
loday. Learn more about real estate

AQUARIUSI|an.2()-Fel). IH):Oo
not give up hope resarding a bij;

project. You receive a lot ol supjjorl
in this and must Ik- gralelul lor help,
A cleanup crusade is bac k in the
s|K)llighl.

PISCES (Feb. 19-\t..rch 20): A
conK-rence may point out ihe tact

Ihal you (oultl make more money
elsewhere. Keview your opt ions. Now
is an excellent time to make overdue
I hanqes

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU
B> PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Michelle Robins

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

"Production Supervisor Seth Kaye
Production Kelly D'Amato

Dana Dorman

LUNCH
Fiesta Rice & Cheese

Chicken Cutlets

BASICS LUNCH
Fiesta Rice & Cheese

Chicken Cutlets

DINNER
Indian Shrimp Curry

Chicken Masala

BASICS DINNER
Curried Chick Peas

Chicken Masala

The opitiions expressc-d on this p.ige ore- those of the cortoonisfs and do not necessaniy retlec, the views ot the CuZ/e^-Mn or ,1k- University

ACROSS
1 Mars
6 Partners of

crafts

10 Farm output
14 Palmer of the

PGA
1

5

Diversify

16 Milanese coins
' 7 LPi'rns the

ropes
20 More sugary
21 Childhood woe
22 Consumes
24 Whirl

25 Exchange
witticisms

29 Magicians'

props
32 Scent
33 Heraldic term
34 Bnde's new

abbr
37 Hide nothing
41 — armed

bandit
42 Diminish
43 Lady Chaplin
44 Flemish capital

45 Casual
47 Steamer, eg
49 Pro —
51 Certain Asians
54 Castro's

predecessor
59 Joining forces
61 Press
62 Minced oath
63 Nary a soul

64 It's on tap
65 Town near

Padua
66 Snow vehicles

DOWN
1 Droops
2 Word with cut

or necic

3 Poker pot
4 Get up
5 Parlor piece
6 Ward off

7 Cheer
8 Trolley

9 "Auld Lang —
10 Shuts
11 Ransack
12 Bay windo*
13 Fala and Asta
18 Listen

19 Eden,

for one
23 Be hot

25 Machete
26 Mideast guif

27 Observe
28 Cycle leadm
30 Tennis great
31 Fed. agcy for

security

33 Old Glory, (or

example
34 Anchor
35 Litter's littlest

36 Remain
38 Taiwan capital

39 Honest —
40 Sticky stuff

44 Dally

45 Bachelor
party

46 Eucharist

plates

47 Be generous
48 Movable

lOint

50 Domicile
51 Freshwater fish

52 Large knife

53 Brooders'

products
55 Chemical suffix

56 Hightop,

for one
57 Take care of

58 War god
60 Tit for —

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10/13/92
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La Cucina cCi

^inocchio
nZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

LASAGNA

MaJcrCord

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 11 :30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 1 1 :30am to 3:00am
Sun. 1 1 :30am to 1 :00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only. I|

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

TWIN SPECIAL
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

I Any 2 Calzones

I

for $7.00
I Pick-up or delivery only

j
Expires May 31, 1993

I Valid at Amherst location only

I

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

UNIVKRSrr^' OF MASSACHUSETTS 0(l,ce o» the Chancello-

A I AMHERST
3fi Whilmore Adininislialion Building

Aniheisl MA 01003
(11 J) 515?? 11

October 13, 1992
To the Cajnpus Community:

pu;™'i*^Vh':t"^J:cTsi^''"''"'°'''°''°''*^ move

not tcle,.^ Violent or harassing acts of rJism, sexism, anti^tt^rhirphSUotherfZrofo;^^^^^ "^iTcourts and through the discipUne system to punish persons identified as responsible for such acts «! w»n !=?h™ , ^^ !
through the

community a safe and hospitable environment.
bmldmg security. We need to do everything we can to ensure all members of this

The recent events are examples of racism within the University that will only be reduced when all arp«« nri^i„^o+ *• ^ ,.
- make a commitment to substantive changes. No one can be exempt from be^ng a pl^of the^olu^^ '^T""'

'"^'^ ^^^ "'^^"^^
Who is not a part of the solution is fundamentally a part of the problem and hi'^^rplalfi^ou^^^^^^

""^ professional level. Anyone

The administration is committed to systematic change and recognizes that only this level of intervention can minimi.^ tn

s^r.x^rn''Th:sei^L^de-^:Spr^^^^^^
Friday, Michael Hooker, President of the uLersi.y. willL n.eeti:rXw^trsTurnTs.'rararfXrd-srssrc^s^ut^^""^ °"

The areas to be evaluated include:

• adequax;y of the escort service
role of RA's in enforcing the alcohol policy and alternatives for effective enforcement
adequacy and even-handedness of residence hall security systems
training in social issues for pubhc safety personnel, other staff and faculty
protocols for responding to victims of violence or harassment
protocols for responding to incidents of graffiti and telephone harassment
communication of administration action to the entire community

• accessibility of the upper administration
• support systems for students

We feel it is important to keep the campus informed on these important matters of serious concern tr. «ii ^fuiformation about specific steps is available on Friday.
^^^i^ern lo aii ot us. We will provide an update when

Richard D. O'Brien
Chancellor

Glen Gordon
Provost Thomas D. Robinson

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

preview
continued from page 1

2

'

Wake Forest once a perennial doormat, is the fifthACC team with legitimate high hopes. This is becausejumor forward^eviathon Rodney Rogers is back and
absolutely ready to take off this year. The return ofsophomore point guard Randolph Childress, who missed
all ofthe 1991-92 season with a leg injury, should be a big
lift for the Demon Deacons.
ALL ACC 1st Team: Center: Montross (NO. Power

Forward: Rogers (WF). Small Forward: G.Hill (Duke)
Point Guard: Hurley (Duke). Shooting Guard: Sam

CasseU (FSU).
Dunce of the Week: This award goes to my good-

hearted neighbor John Luviano. You see. John spent
about an hour of his precious time last week in my room
losing an argument about which season was tougher theNHL or the NFL. John must have felt like he got blindsided
by Reggie White after he left our room. The NFL season
dwarfs theNHL season, especially physically. That is the
bottom linem. John, you dunce.

Obscure fact of the week: Spurs center David
Robinson, despite being injured, blocked 305 shots last
year. As a team the Charlotte Hornets blocked 309!

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist
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for 17 goals already this year and 81 career tallies.

"UMass played us tough defensively," Reifer
said. They are physical, but not dirty. They are
definitely the best team we've faced this year.
They're a quality, classy team."

Daniels said. "This was such a close, hard fought
game. Just a great game. UMass is the best we've
seen and beating them is a great feeling."

Here '5 looking at

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE MAGAZINE

Featured in the October issue:

The College Vote: Exclusive Interviews
with Clinton and Bush

•Tim Robbins wants you... to vote!

•R.E.M.S Alternadve Reality

U. The National College Magazine

PORNOGRAPHY
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AAC
Amherst AthfeUc Club

• Owmert in butbwM since t9K
<LocaHy Owned

!• 1,3,4,»,12 fflonftt menlwrships avsilsbie

< Compfics wWi MasMchuictts Consumer
ffDtedion \jm

ACA
AtMetic Club ofAmerica

' ACA in business since 1 991

• Bssed in Esstorn Mass.

• Currently sdverlising 9 & 12 montti meoiberships
|

only.
• iias not posted insurance t»nd (according to

Mssi Secnttfjf of Sute) 10 proleet memljen If tlw chib
I

It thstk)C«tionms„. again

Amherst Athletic Club • 460 West St. • Amherst • 256-0080

A POWERFUL SLIDE/LECTURE
PRESENTATION BY

GAIL DINES, Ph.D.

UMass Campus Center Auditorium
Tuesday, October 13th 8:00 p.m.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
'New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITES FOR RENT F-OUND
UPC Ganaral CommiMM MMting:
Tonight, 10/13. at 6.00 p.m. in

Campus Center Rooms 165-169.
All are welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GREEKS AND CLUBS RAISeXcOOL
$1,000.00 in just one vv*«k!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

And a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for
calling 1-800-932 0528 Ext. 65.

FREE MEDITATION CLASS
Begins Oct. 13, 7:30pm
Check info desk for room #

Sonic Youth Tickat HoMors:
Anyone holding old Sonic Youth tickets
for the FAC show must return or exchange
them for Student Union Ballroom tickets.

Exchanges can be made at the FAC box
office only, and must be made before day
of show 10/19.

Any questions call 545-2892.

Want a great job?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Or. Chinachoti 545-1025

AUTO FOR SALE

W78 Ford Fairmont
Air, 1 16 K
A great around town car - S400, B.O.
Call Tom or Ari 6 5083

Amiiorst. Rantodalad 6 room, 4
bedroom apartment, great location, S899
a month includes utilities. Call Debbie at
256 0741 or 781-0712.

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Villiage

on bus route - 2 bedroom - 1 room for rent
295 a month NEGOTIABLE
Call 253-5421

Fridga Rantal Fraa Delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

Almost brand naw MNT bike hardly any
use S1 10 or B.O. ca ll Gavin at 546-7181.

Attantion bands and deejaysl
PA audio equipment for sale. Speakers,
amplifiers, monitors. Very affordable. Ex-
cellent condition . Call Jim, 256-6661.

Commodora 64C Compiitar; color
monitor, dot matrix printer, mouse; loads
of software desktop (like mac), games,
word process, w/spell check. MIDI, all

manual 3600 546-6683

ONCE AGAIN
~

GREAT DEAL
2 Apple lie Computers
2 Color RGB Monitors
& Software & all cables
Call 253-5421 S700.

Found kays by Fine Arts Center
to claim call Dawn 60908

Found: 14 Karat gold ring in Berkshire
D.C.. Tues. OCt. 6 at lunchtime. Call and
describe to reclaim. 6-3510

HELP WANTED
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience
necessary. Call Target Zone Studies
586-1729

Ba on T.V Many needed for commercials
Now hiring all ages. For casting info,

call (615) 779-7111. Extt-458.

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from SI 59. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TWAVEL
Cruisa Ships now hiring - Earn S2.000'f /

month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For employment
program call 1 206 634 0468 ext . C5001

Evaning Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines 584-
9830

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many
positions. Great tienefils. Call

1 800 333 3737 ext. p 3306

Racycling job availabla. Must have
hours free on Tuesdays and some eve-
nings. S6/hf. Ca ll 545-1153.

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOWi. FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova IN
380184000

$200 - SSOO WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #
MA15KDH

Lost Glassss mayba Hatch or Thomp-
son jf^found contact 253-3359

Small black databook/daytimer
4 inches x 8 inches VERY IMPORTANT!
Reward if found. Call Kris at 6 3631

MEDITATION WORKSHOP
A fraa maditation workshop is being
offered every Tuesday in the campus cen-
ter. The first workshop is on October 13.
Please check the campus center info, desk
for the room number. The workshop is

from 7:30 to 9:30 pm
All are welcome

ROOMATE WANTED

1 Room availabla in 3 bedroom Pufton.
No smokers Rent S226 PLUS 1/3 electric,
cable, phone. Gas heat, cooking, hot
H20 included. Room available January
1, 1993. Angle, Joe, Anne 549-7718.

SERVICES

Studants or Organizations.
Promote our Florida Spring Break pack-
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Call

Campus Marketing., SCO 423-5264.

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS foT spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
lime and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800-3SIESTA. ask for Bonnie

PERSONALS

Boogia
Thank you for October 1st
You are wonderful
Love ME
O.

Happy Birthday sweetielll
I'm glad I got those wading boots
LoveE

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics
Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256^260.

1981 Toyota Tarcal -- Nice exterior arxl

excellent running condition, 83000 miles,

S1000, call 238 7716

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Scuba Tank and Ragulator
Ca^lJWark 549-8225

Tandy 200 Portabia computer
2 Power Pacs « case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards
Call MKch at 548-9761

Waight Ranch • Weights
2 Benches w/incline 8i eg ext
w/ Squat rack

Many plastic weights w/ bars, curling
bar all great cond.

S100 for all

Pete 253 2154

$$$$. Fraa Traval and resume
experiertce!! Individuals and student or-
ganizations wanted to promote Spring
Break, call the nation's leader. Inter-cam

-

pus programs. 1-800-327 6013.

Ovarsaas Jobs $900-2000 month
summer, year round, all countries, all

fields. Free info. Write IJC PO Box 52
MA01 Corona Del Mar Ca. 92625

LOST

Lost:Oiamond/Amathyst heart shaped
ring Tuesday near Boyden
Great Sentimental value
F>lease return - reward.
Call 256-3433

Happy 2 1 st Birthday Stacy Love Jason
Happv^irlhday Judy Love Bob
Nikki, Staph and Sam:
For all you guys do, this personal
is for you.

Love,

"["cia

To tha Sylvan Six:
Hell went snowcone crazy!
The seventh Sylvanite
P.S. No more Posters!!

Grants. Loans, Scholarships
We find financial aid lor every student
regardless of grade point average or
family income Guaranteed.

1 800 475 2288 ext. 1519.

Resumes
Naad help? I have experience with
resumes. Quick service, free advice,
excellent quality and LOW prices. IBM
Laser Printing services available Call
Andy at 549 8463.

Studams
Scholarships and grants
are available;

minimal qualifications.

S39 Service charge with a guarantee
5869445.

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256-0821

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Affordable word processing:
S1.75/pg. Call Janet 256 0306.
leave message.

Papars Typad Free laser printout &
cover page, S1.50/1yped page. Brian 546
1795.
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Sports
Minutemen run down Rams for 3rd win
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. — Defense had been
the story for the first three games of the
University of Massachusetts football
season, but Saturday it was the offense
that impressed as the Minutemen romped
all over the University of Rhode Island,

UMASS, 32-7
at Kingston, R.I.

Umass(3-1) 14 11 7-32
URI (1-4) 7 0-7

DM - Johnson 6 run (Maguire kick)

UR - Rizzi 7 pass from Nordstrom
(Hoffman kick)

DM - Ingoglia 1 run (Maguire kick)

UM - George 28 run (Kromenhoek
pass from Fasano)

UM - Maguire 33 FG
UM - Johnson 1 run (Maguire kick)

A-6,141
UMass URI

First downs 23 12
Rushes-yards 65-345 25-39
Passing yards.... 120 171
Return yards 90 13
Passes 24-14-0 28-14-3

Punts 2-33.0 5-37.6

Fumbles-lost 2-2 1-1

Penalties-yards...6-54 7-49

32-7, in front of 6,141 at Meade Stadium.
The UMass running game was huge.

They racked up 345 yards on 65 carries
(RI only had 73) and produced four touch-
downs. Overall, they had 465 total yds. on
offense, as opposed to a measly 210 yds.
for Rhody. The UMass defense has to be
given credit for stonewalling the No. 1

ranked offense in the Yankee Conference
like this and for forcing four turnovers
that resulted in 18 points.

This is a big win for us because now
we're 3-1 going into homecoming," said
head coach Mike Hodges. "We made a lot

of mistakes in the first half, but in the
second halfwe played football like it should
be played.

"Our goals are set now — this team's
focus is on winning."

In the first quarter, both squads had
numerous chances to score but it wasn't
until 14:35 of the second quarter (follow-

ing a Matt Rajotte interception) that
UMass got on the board. On his own six

yard line, tailback John Johnson took his

third carry since returning to the lineup
(turf-toe injury) around right tackle for a
7-0 lead.

URI struck next at 3:40 of the second,
when QB Dave Nordstrom marched the
Rams from midfield to their own seven
yard line. From there, Nordstrom hit Ail-

American tight-end Darren Rizzi for a
touchdown and a 7-7 game. Fortunately
for the Minutemen, Rizzi's touchdown
dance was the last they would see all day.

College hoops
already? It's

preview time
With Midnight Madness nearly two weeks away, I

think it is time to start my year-long college hoop note-
book. Right now it is time for conference previews.

The first conference slated for preview is the Atlantic
Coast Conference, well here it goes:

Jeff

CROFTS
Duke, despite losing the big play ofco-captain starters

Christian Laettner and Brian Davis will still be con-
sidered ACC favorite. Watch for the smooth play of
Grant HiU to become explosive this year. The backcourt
of Bobby Hurley and Thomas Hill is unmatched. If

Cherokee Parks develops into a tough center, then make
the Duke reservations for New Orleans.

North Carolina heavily relied on Hubert Davis for his
outside shooting last year. Now that Davis is gone. Dean
Smith is going to have to find someone to bomb away to

take some of the pressure off of forward George Lynch
and center Eric Montross.

Florida State, a team which UMass will visit early this
year, is very quickly getting its' hoop program on line

Women's streak halted
Hartford upends Minutwomen, 2-0

On their next possession, UMass took

the ball at their own 44 with 3:36 left in

the halfand methodically picked through
the Ram defense thanks to some solid

passing from Andrew McNeilly, who was
named YanCon rookie of the week, and
great pass receiving from tight end Steve
Dembrowski (6-87 yds.). The drive cul-

minated in a one-yard run, with 26 seconds
lefl, courtesy of tailback Rene Ingoglia
(16-78 yds.).

"The offensive line really gave Andy
time to throw," said Dembrowski. "Luck-
ily, we were able to connect on a few
passes to set up the touchdown runs."

It was fullback Mike George who had
the biggest day for the Minutemen, though,
as he rushed for a career high 128 yards on
17 carries (with one TD) and 27 yards
receiving on three receptions. In the third

quarter, George took a handoff, ran right,

and busted through a hole that looked like

it had been parted by Moses for a 28 yard
TD. On the point after, snapper Jon
Kromenhoek took a pass from Tom Fasano
for his second two point conversion in two
games. Massachusetts 22, Rhode Island 7.

"The offensive line was great today,"

said a modest George. "They make it pos-
sible for me to have a day like this."

On the next play from scrimmage,
cornerbackDon Caparotti stepped in front

ofa Nordstrom pass and scampered to the
RI 47. Eight plays later, a 33-yard Jim "I

don't miss any PATs" Maguire field goal
put Hodges' troops up 25-7. In the fourth

quarter. Johnson (9-46yd8., 2 TD's)
rounded out the scoring for UMass as he
vaulted over the top of the offensive line,

barely breaking the plane of the goaUne
for the final points of the game.

"This team always tries to play hard for

60 minutes," said Dembrowski. "Today,
we did just that and managed to get the
win."

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts football

team, led by Yankee Conference freshman of

the week Andrew McNeily, dominated Rhode
Island by a 32-7 count.

Field hockey continues to roll
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Despite a one-week layoff, the University ofMassa-
chusetts field hockey team came out with the same
intensity ithas shown all year, wearingdownconference
rival St. Joseph's at home Saturday, 3-0.

The Minutewomen (11-1) reverted to their familiar
strategy, which was to score early and shut down the
opponents with tough defense. Led by two goals by
forward Ainslee Press, the Minutewomen broke their
one-game losing streak and clinched the first seed in

the Atlantic 10 Championships, held in November.
The Hawks were stifled, getting only six shots on

net to UMass' 29. The Minutewomen had 21 penalty
corners, one of their highest totals this season, while
holding St. Joseph's to four.

UMass got on the board less than five minutes into
the game when forward Jenn Salisbury took a pass
from Tara Jelley and beat Hawk goaltender Lisa
Fasano for the 1-0 lead. Ainslee Press increased her
scoring lead for UMass with her first of two goals at

15:19 of the first half, on an assist by Colleen Duffy.
In a 2-0 hole at halftime, the Hawks were out ofthe

game. Adding a second halfexclamation point. Press
scored her second goal on a penalty stroke after
midfielder Joy Blenis' penalty corner slapshot was
saved illegally by St. Joseph's.

On the stroke. Press wristed the ball in the upper
left hand corner of the cage, far away from Fasano.
The goal gave UMass the 3-0 final.

"They showed us a little different style," Blenis
said. "They seemed to come in clumps which gave us
a little bit of trouble, but we got our passing game
going in the first halfand stuck with our game plan."

UMass goalie Philippa Scott had her normal rou-
tine day, saving four shots and not allowing any goals.

Scottyielded to backup Tina Rusiecki with 14 minutes
left, and head coach Pam Hixon cleared the bench
with eight and a half minutes left.

Hixon downplayed the significance of the A-lOs
number one seed, which assuresUMass a game against
either St. Joseph's. Rhode Island, or Rutgers, whoever
becomes the number four seed.

with its' football squad as a perennial power. The Semi-
noles will miss not havingCharlieWard (wholl be QBing
for Bobby Bowden) early on, but the fact that all foiu- of
the other FSU starters return will lesson that blow.

Georgia Tech is another team which brings back expe-
rience. Despite losing shooting guard Jon Barry and

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team had its eleven game
winning streak halted on Saturday by the
University of Hartford.

The Hawks (11-1) received goals from
Jessica Reifer and Michele Thornsbury to

take the victory, 2-0. The game featured
end to end action and some great saves by
goalkeepers Skye Eddy (UMass) and
Karen Romero (Hartford).

"Anytime you can beat a team as good
as UMassyou have to be happy, and I am,"
Hartford coach Austin Daniels said. "We
were able to capitalize on our chances and
that decided it."

Hartford, ranked No. 5 nationally,

broke the scoreless tie in the 66th minute.
From the left flank. Thornsbury was able
to cross the ball to the goal mouth where
Reifer headed it back to. the left corner,

past Eddy.

"I Thornsbury I took it down the side

and made a great cross." Reifer said. "I

was just able to tuck in."

One minute later, the Hawks struck

again. Thornsbury collected a Rose Daley
pass near midfield. The UMass defense
never picked Thornsbury up allovdng her
to drive in alone on Eddy. She was able to

place her shot in to the right comer.
"We played great on offense but we had

some mental lapses on defense and that is

what beat us," Hellmuth s£iid.

Massachusetts, ranked No. 8 nation-
ally, played one of their finer offensive

games but were spoiled by some bad luck
and a timely Hartford defense.

"We could have won 4-2 today," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. "We just did not
finish our chances."

Massachusetts would have had at least

three goals if the crossbar was nine feet

high instead of eight. Kim Eynard, Holly
Hellmuth and Rachel LeDuc all clanked
shots off the iron.

Despite the two goals, UMass played
well defensively against a lethal Hawk
attack. High scoring Hawk forwards Kim
LeMere, shadowed by Hellmuth and Rose
Daley, covered by Heidi Kocher were
shutout of the scoring column for the first

time this season. The two had combined
Turn to STREAK, page 1

1

centerMatt Gieger,BobbyCremins has himselfa tough
team led by the monster forward tandem of Malcom
Mackey and James Forrest. Also, Sprinfield's Travis
Best, with a years' experience under his belt, is only
going to improve as a floor general.

Turn to PREVIEW, page 1
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UMass left wondering
Minutemen fall then meet controversy
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

"It seems like we went all the way for
nothing."

With that quote, defensemen Todd
Kyhsh probably summed up how the
whole University of Massachusetts
men's soccer team felt about their
weekend.

On Sunday, after droppingthe opener
of their two-game road trip to West
Virginia 2-0 in a hard fought overtime
battle, the Minutemen were beating the
George Washington Colonels 2-1 with
about 30 minutes to playwhen the skies
opened up and forced the teams to take
cover.

Usually, teams wait an hour for the
rain to cease before cancelling or post-
poning the game. However, that was ... „...„«, .uxxtroversy c.ears up.

ofWwtC . ''^'''l^-^-
\^^^^ UM«^« i« protesting the decision to callofwaiting the customary hour, the ref- the game

^^Zlf^^.^^^rif ^^l ^^°"^ 20 "I really don't know how to react to

tTeMfnuSl^n. . fl'^^y-
""^

""r
"^^^ happened," Pittman said. "I do

hanlned
""^ ^""^""^^^ ''"^^ '*^«^ ^^ ^''^ protesting the stop-^ page of the game."

Of the controversy, Kylish didn't
know what to think.

"I've never been a part of anything
like it, fGWljust left it [the field], it was
ridiculous," he said. "[UMass] definitely
got the bad end of the stick."

Before the sky opened up, the Min-
utemen had just scored to swing the
momentum in their favor. With the
score tied at one, Josh Pittman was
able to beat Colonial goalie Rob Chris-
tian to give UMass the 2-1 lead.

In the first halfitwas theMinutemen
who got on the board first when Randy
Jacobs converted aJustin Edelman pass
into a score. George Washington would
gain some momentum with a tying goal
before Pittman scored to put UMass
back on track.

Now, all that is moot however, until
the weather controversy clears up.
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Hooker hears concerns of UM communitv
By MARTIN F. JONES Studies professors and minority staffand administrators I

»^By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Students met with University of Massachusetts
President Michael Hooker, Chancellor Richard O'Brien
and other top University officials at the Malcolm X
Center to address the concerns of students ofcolor at the
University.

Hooker, who serves as the president ofthe five-campus
University system, was at UMass today for a Board of
Trustees meeting.

Prior to the meeting that evening, Hooker also met
Math a number of other groups in the Campus Center.
These included concerned students, Afro-American

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
UMass President Michael Hooker.

Studies professors and minority staffand administrators
and the students who had occupied Memorial Hall to
protest the celebration of the Columbus Day.

Hooker wasjoined by Chancellor Richard O'Brien and
trustees Heriberto Flores, Oeretta McNeil and Student
Trustee Kevin Newnan during the two-hour meeting at
the Malcolm X Center.

Hooker opened by explaining his accountability as the
top official in the UMass system.

"I'm the person whose feet you should hold to the fire,"
Hooker said.

Hooker also said his duty was to provide "moral
leadership" for the university.

O'Brien presented a new proposal to hire 20 new police
officers and stated stated his intent to work with students
in recruiting them.

He also announced an immediate commitment of
between $200,000 to $250,000 to institute a program
similar to the Upward Bound program, a minority college
recruitment program which lost its funding last semes-
ter. In addition, the Chancellor promised that a
review of the circumstances which led to the program
being cut would be conducted by an outside party.

Freshman Penny Cameron addressed her concern for
her personal safety on campus following the recent racial
attacks that have occurred at the University.

"I don't feel that I can stay at this school under these
conditions," she said.

Senior Alex Nguyen, who last year spearheaded a
campaign to increase the University's committment to a
multicultural campus, advocated for a "real committment
to to increasing minority recruitment."

Nguyen called for the University to set a goal of 30
percent minority enrollment.

President Hooker agreed with Nguyen, calling his
goal, "realisitic."

Al Lizana, vice president of the Black Student Union,
presented a list of seven demands compiled by students
which include the goals of 30 percent minority repre-
sentation at all levels of the University, funding the cost
of the Upward Bound program and restoring full litiga-
tion power to the Legal Services Center.

Turn to CONCERNS, page 2

Racial incidents on rise

after Washington assault
By MICHAEL DAY
Collegian Staff

Incidents of racial harassment and graffiti have
increased on campus in the wake of an attack on a
Black resident assistant in Washington residence
hall two weeks ago, according to University police
and administrators.

Film studies major Obed Alee, a student from
Haiti, discovered a racial slur written on the
message pad next to his door Monday morning.
When he confronted the individuals he saw run-
ning away from the door, he said they denied his
accusations.

PoUce investigated and eventually questioned a
non-student from central Massachusetts, whom
they said they believed was involved in the incident.
Police were scheduled to speak to the District
Attorney's office on Tuesday to discuss possible
criminal charges.

The case was then referred to the Dean of Stu-
dents Office to decide how to discipline the host
student. Alee told the Springfield Union -News
yesterday, 'This is outrageous. . . This is the third
weekend in a row something like this has happened."

Dean of Students Jo-Ann T. Vanin could not be
reached for comment.

Over the long weekend, a dramatic increase in
racial graffiti and racially related physical attacks
were reported to University police, with the majority
ofthe graffiti being discovered in Washington Resi-
dence Hall, police said.

Black students rallied to protest what was per-
ceived as a slow investigation and disciplining of
the host student in the Washington beating by the

Turn to GRAFFITI, page 10

Candidates square off
Angry Quayle questions Gore's record
By ROBERT NAYLOR JR.
Associated Press

ATLANTA — Democratic vice
presidential candidate Al Gore and
Vice President Dan Quayle argued over
leadership and the economy Monday
night in a biting debate of campaign
understudies spiced by James
Stockdale's passionate denunciation
of the political gridlock in Washing-
ton.

President Bush and Quayle were
like "deer caught in the headlights"
when the recession struck. Gore
charged, paralyzed and unable to re-

spond. He pledged that Democratic
presidential candidate Bill Clinton
"stands for change."

Quayle quickly retorted that Clinton
and Gore would make matters much
worse. "Jobs will be lost," he said, add-
ing that Clinton would raise taxes and
spending, as well. His was a finger-
waving, 'ang^y demeanor' from the out-
set, attacking Clinton in vigorous re-

marks over and over again.

Stockdale exploded at one point af-

ter Quayle and Gore argued, saying, "I

think America is seeing right now the
reason this nation is in gridlock." He
said Ross Perot was the man to fix

things in Washington.
Stockdale stressed his non-

politician's status from the outset.

"Don't expect me to use the language
of the Washington insider," he said.

"The centerpiece of my life was the

Vietnam War."
He went on to describe leading the

first bom.bing run over North Vietnam,
being shot down and held as prisoner of

war for seven years.

"Mr. Vice President— Dan, ifI may,"
Gore said. "Ifyou don't try to compare
George Bush to Harry Truman, I won't
try to compareyou to Jack Kennedy." It

was a reference to 1988 vice presiden-
tial candidate Lloyd Bensten's debate
salvo: "Senator, you're no Jack
Kennedy."

Quayle derisively noted that it hadn't
taken Gore long to bring up the subject
of that debate.

Quayle attacked Clinton for indeci-
sion in advance of the Persian Gulf
War. Tou can't have it both ways.
You've got to make a decision," he
said.

The vice president pressed Gore
several times to explain why Clinton
was quahfied for the White House, and
at one point, the two men interrupted
each other repeatedly.

Both seemed tense, and with Re-
pubHcan glaring angrily at Democrat,
Stockdale broke in and won audience
applause.

"I think America is seeing right now
why this nation is in gridlock," he said.

"We've got a man who knows how to fix

it, and I'm working for it," he said,
leaning forward on his podium and
clutching his folded glasses in his right
hand.

The three men squared off in an
auditorium at Georgia Tech.

The political imperative was clear
for each ofthe three running mates: to

boost the fortunes ofthe man at the top
ofthe ticket in a race that has exactly
three weeks left to run and shows
Clinton with a double-digit lead in the
polls.

UM president promises
strong stand on racism
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts President
Michael Hooker pledged the University
will take more aggressive steps to create a
multiracial campus, while a University
faculty member said Hooker's credibility
level with minority students was "basi-
cally zero."

Hooker spoke yesterday before over 60
students, faculty and administrators in
the Campus Center to address concerns
rising in the wake of several racial inci-

dents on campus in the past two weeks.
Hooker said racial harmony could not

be accomplished through any one pro-
gram, but through many different pro-
grams. Students and faculty questioned

and criticized existing policies that have
been implemented in the past and have
not worked.

Afro-American Studies Professor John
Bracey said he believes that nothing
Hooker proposed was concrete enough.

"The mechanisms are outdated — we
tried warning the administration and the
administration simply ignored us," Bracey
seiid.

Bracey also criticized the president for

using what he called the rhetoric that has
been a tradition with UMass administra-
tors.

"Your credibility level is basically zero.
Minority students have lost confidence in

the administration," Bracey said.

Hooker responded to Bracey's charge
Turn to HOOKER, page 1
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OLIVER OBERDORF / COLLEGIANWARMER DAYS - The Outing Club enjoys boating in the Campus Pond before the
chill sets in.
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Wednesday, October 14
Exhibit — "Further and Further" will

be the year's foundations show at the
Herter Art Gallery. The public is invited
to an opening reception from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m. The Gallery is open Monday through
Friday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. and is

located in room 125A.
Lecture — "Racism in the New Ger-

many — Black and White Feminist Re-
sponses" will be held with a distinguished
group of panelists at Amherst College
Converse Hall Red room at 4 p.m.

Community Life — Voter registra-
tion party! Together we do make a dif-

ference in UMass Student Union Ball-
room, 7:30 p.m.

Racism PrayerMeeting— InterVarsity
Christian Fellowship invites all concerned
for prayer focused on current campus ra-
cial issues. 12:30 p.m. -1:30 p.m. Campus

"Center, see information desk for room num-
ber.

Meeting — The Debate Club will be
holding its weekly meeting at the Debate
Trailer, located below Thompson Hall, at 7
p.m. All interested are welcome to attend.

Announcement — The UMass Bike Co-
op is now open for the fall season. Hours are
Monday, Thursday, and Friday 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. We are located across from the post
office in the Student Union. Come fix your
bike.

Thursday, October 15
Sukkot Party — The Chabad House and

Hillel House at UMass will be having a
Sukkot Party at 8 p.m. at the Chabad House.
The event is free, but donations are welcome.

Announcement — The Alumni office

wishes to clarify the dates for Homecoming
and Parent's Weekend. They are Oct. 17
and Oct. 24.

Death toll climbs to 400
in Egyptian earthquake

concerns
continued from page 1

The list also included the creation of a ALANA affairs
program which would allocate minority representatives
50 percent voting power on various university-wide com-
mittees and the hiring of more minority recruiters re-

sponsible for awarding minority scholarships, 40 percent
of which will be allocated for low-income women of color.

The final two demands involved the restucturing of
the University Minority Graduate fellowship scholarship
to include 50 percent minority representation and the
replacement on the academic calendar of the Columbus
Day holiday with a university-sponsored teach-in.

President Hooker described the demands as "thor-
oughly reasonable."

University administrators agreed to follow up with
the concerns and demands within two weeks.

By ZINA HEMADY
Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt — Egypt's earthquake
death toll climbed past 400 Tuesday, and
officials broadcast appeals for calm among
Egyptians terrified of another temblor.
Many prepared for a second night under
the stars.

Authorities blamed the high death toll

partly on panic stampedes but mainly on
the many weak, old or poorly constructed
buildings in the Cairo area.

Countries pledged millions in aid.

A security official told Cairo Television
the search for survivors was called ofT

Tuesday at all the scores of collapsed
buildings in the capital area except for
one: a 14-story apartment complex in the
affluent suburb Heliopolis.

Dozens of people were believed to be
buried in the rubble. Relief workers were
using their bare hands to sift through dust
and stones, and drills to cut through steel

construction rods. Many workers said they
had little hope of finding anyone alive.

Pohce Maj. Gen. Nadir Noman, direc-

tor of civil defense, said 1 1 bodies were

pulled form the debris by early afternoon.
As many as 15 people were found alive in

the debris shortly after the quake.
Witnesses reported two people died

Tuesday as three quake-weakened struc-
tures collapsed in the poor Sayeda Zeinab
neighborhood.

Life was generally back to normal
elsewhere.

Hundreds of aftershocks didn't help.
Almost all were too feeble to be felt but
not to be imagined: "Now I know what
hell is like," said Nadia Ezzeddin, a
housewife in Cairo's residential Zamalek
Island.

In hopes of calming the public, the
offical Cairo Radio and Television broad-
cast a statement by Subhi Freiha, deputy
director of the government's Helwan Ob-
servatory.

"All the observatory's recordings indi-

cate that the situation is stable," Freiha-
said. "There is no need to worry."
On TV, Information Minister Safwat el-

Sherifanswered a reporter's question about
the rumor of another strong quake by
chastising Egyptians to watch their own
media instead ofbelievingthe foreign press.

avoirpar coeur n ejtpnui javolr.

Knowing hy heart is not knowing.

Michel de Montaigne (1533-1592)
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Speaker condemns pomograp
Says both men and women become dehumanized
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Coll^an Staff

The $10-12 billion per year pornography industry
leads to violence against women by reducing them to
sexual objects, according to a Curry College professor of
sociology.

Gail Dines, speaking before a capacity crowd in the
Campus Center Auditorium, said all images of pornog-
raphy are dehumanizing to women and men.

"Women are notmasturbation facilitators and deserve
to be treated with dignity and respect," Dines said.

"Pornography is insulting to men because it makes
people think that all men want is fsexj," said Dines in a
lecture sponsored by the Distinguished Visitor's Program.
She said men should not collaborate with what she called
the "racist white male pornographers" and should de-
nounce pornography.

According to Dines, violence is used in pornography
because "straight" pornography is boring for men and
does not arouse them enough. "The violence is always the
pain of the woman and it is sold as sex," Dines said.

She explained a new trend in pornography where men
drag a woman off the street, film her while she is being
raped and then sell the film to the pornography market.
"Men Hke rape and want to see the fear a woman expe-
riences in an actual rape," said Dines.

Dines said ifthe woman who was raped finds the film
and destroys it, she is violating her rapist's First
Amendment rights.

"It is ludicrous to think people are not affected by
pornography," Dines said.

"Softcore pornography tells the man he owns women
and hardcore pornography tells the man he can do
whatever he wants to women," said Dines. One porno-
graphic magazine explained how to tie the bondage
knots, how to beat a woman so the marks weren't visible
and proceeded to tell the men to insert a vacuum cleaner
into the vagina and turn it on, she said.

"Men are told that women enjoy this behavior and the
pornographers know the more they push this violent
behavior at men, the more men that believe it," said
Dines.

Dines said images of violence against women are
filteringdown into mainstream magazines such as Vogue
and Cosmopolitan. "The photographers who are taking
pictures for the pornographic magazines are also used by
fashion magazines," Dines said.

She cited one advertisement for perfume in which a
woman was lying down with her head thrown back while
a man slid an ice cube down her neck toward her breasts.
"By baring her neck this woman is saying she gives up.
The ice symboUzes a razor blade cutting into her throat,"
said Dines.

Dines said men never appear in advertisements with
their heads thrown back. "It isn't sexy for men to be

Turn to PORNOGRAPHY, page 4

Gail Dines, Ph.D.
SETH KAYE / CCXLEGIAN

Students address racial issues
By RACHAEL DONNELLY and ZACK EXLEY
Collegian Correspondents

Approximately 35 students met yesterday afternoon
at the University ofMassachusetts, in the Campus Center,
to discuss strategies to combat racism.

In addition to discussing the racial attack at Wash-
ington Tower and the student takeover ofMemorial Hall

,

students exchanged information concerning other racial
assaults that happened over the weekend.

"More attacks have happened over the weekend, and
why is it that the University is sittingon this information?
It's saving its reputation at the expense of students of
color," said Dan Ball, a sophomore chemistry major.

As part of their goal of facilitating information flow
between different communities on campus, students
thought of possible ways to quickly end campus violence.

Students discussed ways ofchanging the attitudes among
the White population that they believe lead to racial

violence.

This meeting was one in a series scheduled since the
racial attack on Oct. 3 at Washington Tower. These
separate efforts will combine to join Allied Students
Against Prejudice (ASAP), which met for the first time
last week.

Donna Barosa, a resident director from Southwest,
spoke about community meetings that will take place on
every floor at Washington Tower to diffuse tensions.

Studentsmade an effort to widen the focus ofdiscussion
to encompass all residential areas and address the needs
of off campus students, members said.

The nextmeetingofthe group will take place Thursday
at 7:30 in the Campus Center.

"So many separate groups of students have gotten
together to do something about the 'White problem' at
this University. Now it looks like they're all coming
together," said senior social thoughtand political economy
major Emily Boss.

UM workers
reclaim spot
in building
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

University employees who were displaced by
the student takeover of the top floor of Memorial
Hall lastTuesday took actionyesterday by removing
the belongings of the protestors to the building's
first floor.

Approximately 30 University Telefund employ-
ees initiated a peaceful re-entry into the occupied
building, according to University spokesperson
Karin Sherbin. Telefund is a fundraising group,
consisting of about 40 employees that contact
University alumni and parents.

Meanwhile, the seven students who occupied
Memorial Hall since last Tuesday left the building
yesterday afternoon to meet with University
President Michael Hooker.

The employees issued a statement to all admin-
istrative departments regarding their action re-
sulting from the occupation by University students
protesting Columbus Day.

Since the takeover of the Memorial Hall, em-
ployees had tried to work in the offices and at home.
Because telephones on the second floor had been
disconnected by the protesters, fundraising efforts
have not been optimal, according to John Raimo,
associate vice chancellor for University relations
and development.

"Theemployees on theirown behalftold occupiers
they needed to return to work and they were wel-
comed to move to the downstairs meeting lounge,"
Sherbin said.

The protestors refused and employees proceeded
to remove personal and business-related items
needed to continue their work. The employees are
cleaning up and moving forward with their work as
protestors hovered over them, Sherbin said.

Raimo, responding to the concerns ofemployees,
met with them at 8 a.m. yesterday.

"It's unfortunate. This has been an ironic situ-
ation from the beginning. [Telefundl is one of the
main focuses of development is to rai.se money for
scholarships for students and programs." Raimo
said.

The loss of an "incalculable" amount of money
will directly impact students and the University,
according to Raimo. This compelled employees to

take action. Raimo said. Telefund raised about $4
million last year for the University.

"We agreed as a collective, without any admin-
istrative influence, to reclaim the space to continue
the work at hand," Raimo said. "Our point of view
was that we needed to get back to work for the
students and that yesterday was not a holiday for

the employees.
"We're trying not to judge actions taken by

protestors, but we must be allowed to continue our
work to raise money. It's a question ofrights and we

Turn to HALL, page 1
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Racial healing sought
Speakers stress personal commitment
By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Staff

A nation-vidde group established to

raise awareness concerning issues of

racism held its first meeting at UMass
last week at a time when the Univer-

sity faces serious racial division.

Len Smith, the president and owner
of an international organizing and
management consulting agency, and
FleetBank ofSpringfield Vice President

Neil McBride were the featured
speakers at the Institute for the Heal-

ing of Racism's meeting last Thursday
in the Campus Center.

"Making a personal committment to

heal racism" was the topic ofdiscussion

headed by the two guest speakers.

"Racism is the most powerful,

persistant obstacle to attaining a

peaceful society," McBride said.

According to Smith, combatting
racism means "to look inside ourselves,

and to know what it means to be rac-

ist. This is the basis of the Institute's

beliefs — that fighting racism begins

with the individual, and starts from
the heart."

McBride outlined a three-point plan
for healing racism , adding that "racism
is in our face increasingly every day."

According to McBride, the first point
is to work personally "to weed out traces
ofracism within ourselves." This is the
startofthe healing process the Institute

wants, McBride said.

The second point is to acknowledge
and be committed to social and racial

justice, which may be different from
legaljustice, according to the Institute's

mission statement.

"Regardless of how many laws and
statutes are enacted, racism vidll con-

tinue to exist," the statement said. "Only
through addressing racism in our own
hearts can people of all races generate
a compelling power to eradicate this

pernicious disease."

In his final point, McBride asked all

participants to be aware oftheir actions

and get "feedback" from friends and
relatives, if possible. This, he said, re-

flects your concern for the problem.

SGA seeks to 'rock the vote'

J

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

With the upcoming presidential elec-

tion, a student organization is using the
Collegian to encourage potential absentee
ballot voters.

Through putting in a series of half-

page voting ads for a week across from the
comics page in the Colhgian, the Student
Government Association has made the
absentee ballot process more accessible to

students.

Students who are registered in their

hometown can fill out the coupon in the ad
and mail it to their town clerk. Their town
clerk should then mail them back an ab-

sentee ballot. The deadline to apply for an
absentee ballot is 12 p.m. on Nov. 2.

"Ifstudents are registered at home and
don't vote, it does not do any good," said
SGA President Jen Wood. "I think the
process (to register for an absentee ballot

|

is intimidating to a lot of students.

"

"Students can call their folks or city or
town clerks back home to get the correct

address to mail off the request forms."
Although many groups have run voter

registration drives on campus, they found
many students who wanted to keep their

hometown voter registration, according to

Wood.

To attract the students' attention, the
SGA decided to have a media-driven cam-
paign, because they found students to be
more media conscious than other groups.

This year more people are registering

to vote, according to a recent Boston Globe
article.

According to the results from the re-

cent voter registration drive on campus,
about 1,800 students are registered to

vote on campus.
In addition to the voting drives on cam-

pus, some town officials are conducting
door-to-door voting registrations off-

campus.
One Amherst town official said about

800 students, requesting for absentee
ballots, have written to the Amherst town
clerk. She added these requests are com-
ing in daily.

Wood added that students can use these
forms again for other elections by writing
in the date of the election, they would like

to vote in.

"In the pastwe have never had a chance
to do this." Wood said. "Students have to

take the initiative, but they will find that
requestingand voting is not a complicated
process."

"It simply requires following through
in a timely manner," Wood said.

The election is Nov. 3.
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pornography
continued from poge 3

shown as vulnerable and powerless," Dines said.
According to Dines, pornography depicts Black men

as sexual beasts and Black women as prostitutes.
There is a race war in pornography against Blacks,"

Dines said.

She said she believes Mike Tyson was guilty of rape
but was convicted because he was Black. "It is time the
Kennedy-Smiths go down along with the Mike Tysons,"
said Dines.

"Censorship is not the answer to this problem. Pro-
viding everybody with the same access to free speech that
the rich have and giving everyone a chance to be heard is
the answer," said Dines. She said she believes free speech
isn't free when it costs $49,000 to run a full-page color
advertisement in Cosmopolitan.
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There is no doubt that racism exists— the events ofthese past weeks
serve as painful proof. The immediate concern is how we can fight it. One
way IS through discussion and dialogue, which are essential ifwe are to
educate those who still beheve the stereotypes and hatreds of the past.
The alternative is to use threats and violence. That's a solution we

don't need.

The community outrage over the racist attack on the RA of 17th floor
Washington is evidence ofhow severely racism has damaged the fabric of
the University. We have all been hurt; we are all victims.

But searching for someone on whom to pin the blame will not solve the
problem. Justice must be served, but not by a mob mentality. There was
no due process on the 8th floor ofWashington Thursday night. Were the
right people thrown out? Ifnot, are they still in housing, planning ftirther
revenge? It's a vicious cycle that will only end when we pledge to end it

unconditionally.

Taking over buildings, attacking the administration, and blaming
individual students for a problem belonging to the entire community will
contribute nothing to the fight against hatred and racism. If we as a
university are going to live together— not just co-exist, because that's a
copout — then we must do better than this.

"We need each other in order to be human," declared Archbishop
Desmond Tutu in the Fine Arts Center, just last week. He's right.
We have an opportunity to createchange—rea/ change. Let's not waste

the future for today's revenge.

Peace. It's the only answer.
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Board ofEditors.

Generally, I've found patrons at health
clubs an enthusiastic, amiable bunch.
There's something about pounding one's
joints into a pulpy mass to disco music or
climbing mechanical stairs until dizzy that
lends itselftoelevated spirits, brightsmiles
and cordial small talk. At least, that had
been my experience.

Lorl

O'CONNOR

Columbus anniversary a failure
The Columbus Day anniversary was a

flop; due in part to the corrupt and bun-
gling Columbus Quincentennary Jubilee
Commission, now under investigation by
the Justice Department. It was the
multicultural gadflies however, who rained
on everyone's parade with their omnipres-
ent themes of gloom, despair and outrage.

The Collegian has yet to print a posi-
tive article on Columbus Day, an article

that explains why this holiday is worth
celebrating. This probably has less to do
with their editorial policy than it has to do
with the fact that the fashionably anti-

European multiculturalists have suc-
'ceeded in making everyone feel too guilty
to embrace one of our nation's most im-
portant historical events.

Everybody knows that Columbus was
self-serving and cruel. We are aware ofthe
fact that the Spanish conquistadors were
barbaric and merciless. This is not, how-
ever, whatColumbus Day is about; instead,
we commemorate this day as a turning
point in history, a day that has enormously
altered the direction which this world has
taken, a day that leads to the widespread
promulgation of Western notions of free-

dom, democracy and individualism.

People reflexively thumb their noses at

this kind of thinking. Patriotism now
equals Eurocentricism and pride in

America is tantamount to racial and cul-

tural insensitivity. If our western values
are so abhorrent, why are non-western
countries lining up to emulate our politi-

cal and economic systems?Where do people
fleeing their homelands want to come?

The multiculturalists are using Colum-
bus Day as just another excuse to enlist
moremembers in theircampaign that rests
on the juvenile platform that America is a
dirty bastion ofinequalityand never-ending
oppression. They use Columbus as a fig-

urehead to impugn all that is white, male
and European. They do not really care
about the "indigenous peoples" displaced
by the Spanish, the pure and noble, kind
and gentle societies that existed here first

(hke the Aztecs?). No, Columbus Day is

merely a high visibility medium to promote
policies ofethnic division and sophomoric,
anti-establishment claptrap.

We should celebrate Columbus Day.
We should also give Native Americans
their due— perhaps a holiday oftheir own
to remember and honor their own cul-

tures; but Columbus Day must not be
allowed to deteriorate into some kind of
anti-western charade. The indigenous
tribes did not alter history, but neither did
Leif Erikson. Columbus did; and now we
live in a great nation, that despite its

enormous military power, continues to
adhere to notions of freedom and self-

determination for the rest of the world.
The principles ofour government were

not founded on the brutal practices of
Columbus and his followers. Our country
is not the man who discovered it.

Andrew Hasselman
Amherst

Then I purchased a trial membership at
an obscure Boston based workout arena,
and found myself in a zombie-inundated
establishment straight out of Dante's in-
fernal abyss. I should have remembered
the universal equation: exorbitant fees
equal no students. But when I noticed that
I was by far the youngest client, 1 decided it

was no problem. I tried not to be bothered
by the bewildered stares and lack of ac-
knowledgment to my questions. But when
I noticed cheerful banter between the other
stairmaster cadets and aerobics royalty,
paranoia set in like a virus. After estab-
lishing that I hadn't grown a snout or a
glossy coat with a hi-pro glow, 1 concluded
it could only be one thing: my age.

I couldn't understand the problem. 1 did
not snap watermelon Bubble Yum while
shrieking Debbie Gibson lyrics in the
shower, nor did I plaster the inside of my
locker with lipstick smeared photos of the
gang from "Beverly Hills 90210." Aside
from owninga face that practically screams,
"Card me! I'm in junior high!" my entire
persona was one of the utmost maturity.

I kept to myself, lurking in the shadowy
comers ofworkout central like a spandexed
Gollum, speaking only when spoken to.

Then I met Mrs. Shower Shoes. "Do
your parents belong here, dear?" she in-
quired one day.

I told her I was a student at UMass/
Amherst visiting Boston.

"Is that so," she said disdainfully. "I've
heard about your people. Humph!" I had
only seen people "humphed" in grainy
black and white moWes from the '40s. I

had never been on the receiving end of a

"humph;" I wasn't sure how to respond. I

tried to gain enlightenment by re-engag-
ing Mrs. Shower Shoes in conversation;
silence predominated.

This was the icing on the carob cluster,
so to speak. I realized my uneasiness
among the perspiration-soaked matrons
was justified. This woman and her lycra-
clad cohorts suffered from a serious case of
"UMassism" — the belief that students
from UMass at Amherst are a lazy,
uninspired crew reliant upon fermented
barley and hops for daily caloric intake.
This is an offshoot of the more prevalent
prejudice, "studentism," which assumes
that within every innocent-looking col-

lege student there lurks the insane urge to
rifle throught the coat pockets of society
for laundry change.

Before this incident, l^had never per-
sonally encountered these fascinating
phenomena. I've heard isolated cases, but
assumed the victims brought condemna-
tion upon themselves through actions that
were less than praiseworthy. Take the
chap who shared his pizza with my
windshield one night, after he had eaten
it. Some among us who insist upon
sounding their juvenile, inebriated yawp
to all in proximity. Just ask anyone on the
17th floor of Washington tower.

As a White female, I've been fortunate
to escape the diseased mindset of preju-
dice. I won't say that I now understand
how it feels to be discriminated against; I

do not. What happened was not a scan-
dalous incident that should have sent me
ranting and raving like Norma Rae, de-
manding a refund. I simply wish that the
perverse actions of a small minority of
miscreants didn't have to reflect upon the
rest of the UMass community.

I entered that Lysol-reeking hovel un-
aware, and exited thinking I had stumbled
ofl" the set of "Gidget Meets the Stepford
Wives." Arm yourself with kjiowledge be-
fore joining any establishment, or you too
may findyourselfgrapphngwith thebloated
self-importanceofa painfullyclosed-minded
Mrs. Shower Shoes and company.

Lori O'Connor is a UMa.ss student.

Mr. Megaphone not an effective
vehicle for promoting change

"That's right, just go to class. . . Hey,
isn't it nice to be White! Young, male
and White! You own the world, just
walk on by to class!"

This voice, megaphone-amplified and
projected out ofMemorial Hall evoked a
few personal responses. Following the
takeover ofMemorial Hall and continu-
ally interested in the changing signifi-

cance of Columbus Day, I had stopped
to listen. I agree! Lectures, workshops
and discussion are vital in interpreting
history and its mistakes. Thought and
dialogue, action and response are the
vehicles of change. But, as Kenneth
Maisonet so coherently argued /Colle-

gian , Oct. 8 1, I'm not so sure I can lump
the last 500 years into a stew ofgenocide,
villainy and oppression that is only now

subsiding. And I'm not so sure Mr.
Megaphone is an effective dialogic ve-

hicle for change. We need discussion
and interaction, not insults and barri-

cades. Yes, Mr. Megaphone, 1 went on
my way to class, but I do not wear a
simple mask ofwhite guilt that you can
lash out at from a second story wi ndow.
1 am a thinking man with open eyes.

It is imperative to value the awe-
some responsibility of nonviolent pro-

test and civil disobedience, a responsi-
bility and power hard won. A. Phillip

Randolph, Martin Luther King, Jr.,

Pete Seeger and the thousands with
them deserve a thoughtful and careful
continuation.

John E. Siegfried

Amherst

Nguyen fails to recognize the work women do to empower themselves
Alexander Nguyen's article, "Implicit

campus policy: legalized rape," LCo/Ze^^/a/i,

Sept. 231 is plagued with problems, the

most offensive being the graphic nature of

the article. The descriptions used closely

resemble pornography, are irresponsibly

used, and generally ineffective. The article

does not discuss individual male responsi-

bility to stop rape and Mr. Nguyen fails to

implicate himself; he is somehow removed
from the "men" he criticizes. The focus of

this piece is on the victimization ofwomen
and excludes women's resistance.

Nguyen takes issue with the

University's policies concerning rape, in-

cluding the lack of legal action and pre-

ventive work on campus. "It [the admin-

istration] focuses mostly on healing the

aftermath of rape and it actively propa-

gandizes the illusion ofsafety for women."

There can be no question as to the laclt^f

preventive work being done both at the

University and in communities across the

nation. I do, however, challenge and take
issue with Mr. Nguyen's use ofgraphically
descriptive scenes of sexual violence,
written from the point of view of the rap-
ist. These unnecessarily graphic scenes
titillate men and were actually more de-
structive than helpful.

IfNguyen has a dedication to stopping
violence against women, I urge him to
reconsider whether or not the effects of
using graphic descriptions of sexual vio-

lence are appropriate or useful. In a cul-

ture where 93 percent of all men consume
pornography, and where Playboy and
//ws^/er consistently outsell A^eifsu'ee/t and
Time 20 to one, it becomes clear that men
views rape as a form of entertainment.
Men who read the article surely will rec-

ognize a sort of"how to" ^Uqwed hit Itat
ment^ sucfi •s,*Whatarath« chan^„
sRe will report it? Extremely low. This
would humihate her and her family. What
are the consequences ofraping her? Zero

What Mr. Nguyen fails to realize is

that his article is not that much different
from an actual sexual assault, leaving
invasive images and them moves on to

take away viable options by minimizing
the work of rape crisis centers and places
of healing for survivors.

This article's graphic pornographic
nature has left women saying, "I feel sick,

and want to throw up." Several women I

know have expressed that the images are
invasive and others said that the de-
scriptions sparked flashbacks, leaving
them with feelings of humiliation and
powerlessness. Ifthe article was intended
to be helpful to women, to help put an end
to violence against women, then it was
irresponsibly written and seems to have
'ijit more harm than good. It seems that
lirvivid descriptions of rape were more

useful in "turning on" male readers.
In addition, the author seems to have

forgotten that it is individual men raping

women, not the administration's policies.

Men are responsible for stopping all types
ofviolence against women, including rape.
No matter what policies the University
implements, the fact is that men are rap-
ing one out of every three women. Who is

to be held responsible for these outrages
against women? According to the article it

is the administration at UMass and not
men as a whole.

Women fight back — physically,
through the courts and by surviving, which
is the greatest battle yet. Women are not
just accepting rape as part oftheir roles as
women. We are coming together, support-
ing one another and challenging both
governmental policies and men individu-
ally and as a whole. As women we are
reclaiming our lives and our right to live
free from fear.

Michelle Poole
Holyoke

This letter iras signed by 18 people.
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Putting out a daily newspaper with an out-of-date
computer system in a perpetual state of disrepair would

really start to grate on your nerves.

We should
knoini.

The Collegian is sorely in need of
computer equipment for our

Newsroom.
Our current system is well beyond
being outdated and is falling apart.

If you or your business has any equipment which you might consider
donating to the Collegian, please contact us at 545-3500.

Thank you very much.

COLLEGIAN
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No, it's not the Career Center.

It's the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian.

Resumes are nice, but it's

real experience
that counts.

Just ask our many
successful alumni at

newspapers and media
outlets across the country.

The Collegian.

WQi:k A|Vith y| for your future.
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Where was The Band?
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

Taj Mahal and Michelle Shocked
John M. Greene Hall, Smith College
October 10

When Michelle Shocked listed some ofher "all time
heroes and contemporaries" in a recent press release,
four of the most prominent names were Taj Mahal

i

Uncle Tupelo, Levon Helm and Garth Hudson.
As witnessed by a crowd of 1 ,200 at John M. Greene

Hall last Saturday night, Shocked's list may have
been altered in the past week but her musical talent
is unquestionably intact.

When Uncle Tupelo and The Band (Helm, Hudson
and Rick Danko have formed a semi-reunion tour)
backed out of what was promoted as "The Arkansas
Traveler Review," the show was transformed into
"The Michelle Shocked/Taj Mahal Series of Uphfting
Moments." The tour had been going on for about a
week, but "personality conflicts" resulted in the change.

Regardless oi the "sudden" cancellation (a spokes-
man for Great Northeast Productions, who organized
the show, admitted Saturday night The Band had
pulled out as early as last Wednesday) Mahal played
aninspired first setthat flowed smoothly into Shocked's
hour and a half show.

Shocked's combination of knee-slappin', foot-
stompin' down south music coupled with a Joni
Mitchell/Carole King voice created some memorable
moments. With a three piece band behind her that
included some high-flying fiddle licks, a mesmerizing
mandolin and the banjo's sweet twang. Shocked
showed why she is one of the premier female acts in
the country.

Offering tunes from each of her three albums.
Shocked tried to show "y'all where our musical influ-
ences come from." The upbeat "St. Anne's Reel" with

the catchy "Bait your hook/Throw your line/Clean
your catch" got things in a groove and led nicely to
"Cripple Creek" (NOT the Band's "Up on CripDle
Creek").

Shocked then led the seated version of a square
dance with what she termed "The Chair Dance,"
complete with a down home Yee Haw.

The mellow, soothing "Silver Spoon," a songShocked
wrote for banjo/guitar player Alison Brown was an
especially bright moment enhanced by Brown's ac-
companiment on vocals.

Mahal and Shocked combined for a rousing "That's
the Way the Story Goes" aft«r which Shocked poured
it on in the homestretch introducing the brand new
"Custom Cutter," about the hardships of v/interwheat
farming.

Add to that song list the thoughtful "Graffitti
Limbo," a heartwarming "Anchorage" and the Civil
War tribute "Shaking Hands/Soldier's Joy" and the
result was a terrifically focused and powerful set by
Shocked. The only lowpoint came when Shocked
stepped up on her soapbox prior to the encore and
preached her political view. (She's voting for Bill
Clinton, if you cared.)

Mahal's fans were prominent in the crowd and they
were certainly not disappointed with the blues master's
soulful set. It included a deeply moving "Corrina," as
well as the good-time "Fishin' Blues."

While the personal conflicts that caused The Band
and Uncle Tupelo to leave the tour were not clear, Lou
Salamone ofGreat Northeast Productions said Mahal
was the peacemaker in the situation.

"Just give Taj his carrotjuice and direct him to the
stage," Salamone said.

The carrot juice certainly worked as Mahal pro-
ceeded to boogie through his set.

Full refunds were offered at the box office prior to
the show but less than 50 were issued, according to
Greene officials.

HSCN this week
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to yet another in-
stallment of the Campus Cable Connection. This week,
we have SEX! SEX! and more SEX! on tap for you in the
tastefully raunchy TieMe Up! Tie Me Down! Also, the
Halloween creepies begin early with Tales From The
Darkside: The Movie. Keep it tuned to Channel 7, as it

is usually more interesting than calculus (except for you
actuaries who think math is more interesting than
an>thing). Now here are the movies that will be shown
beginning Wednesday, October 14.

Defcon 4 — Lenore Zann, Maury Chaykin, Kate
Lynch. Well, we're off to a good start here, huh? Quite
possibly the cheesiest movie to hit the silver screen in
1984. A team ofastronauts return to good ol' planet Earth
to find it not so good anymore. A nuclear holocaust has
occurred and now the planet is being run by bad actors
covered with split pea soup. Take my word for it— turn
the channel. NO STARS.
Enemy Mine — Dennis Quaid, Louis Gossett, Jr.,

Brion James. An original story about an Earthling and a
space alien deserted on a wasteland planet, once bitter
enemies but forced to become friends to survive. Quite
sappy and predictable at times, but Gossett's makeup is
very realistically scaly and slimy. A very different role for
Quaid. *l/2

Fatal Attraction — Michael Douglas, Glenn Close,
Anne Archer. Okay, UMass, is there anyone out there who
hasn't seen this one? Bueller? Anyone? Ifyou have seen it,

are there any men out there who would consider cheating
on their wives or girlfriends vdth a Glenn Close look-alike?
Do I hear silence? Thought so. The movie's a crowd-
pleaser, that's for sure. It's pretty predictable, and I hate
the fact that Close really does look fake at the end during
the drowning. The acting, however, is convincing and
laudable. Heck, you can always watch it again, right? '""'

Glory — Denzel Washington, Matthew Broderick,
Cary Elwes. Three Oscars went to this extraordinary film
about a white northerner ( Broderick ) who is sent to train

Turn to HSCN. page 8
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WE"VEIvi0VED^
Especially For You
Haircare & Beauty Boutique

Now at

233 N. Pleasant St., Downtown Amherst Carriage Shops

OcT 19, 1992

OPTIMUM • MORMIMG MAGIC • LUSTER'S

BRAIDS & WEAVES HUMAN & SYNTHETIC & BEADS & MUCH MUCH MORE
Come Down ft Browse Around or Call lb Place Your Order

FREE Delivery Within The Five-College Area

Especially For You
HatCiK& BeautySupplySpdalizinginAfh'cmAinerim HairOkl)vdu^
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Ninth World FocnI Day Teleconfierence

UMNA and the Department of Nutrition at the University and
The Luce Food Program of Hampshire College are proud to host:

"Linking Food, Health & Development"
October 16, 1992

12:00-3:00

. Foreign Language Resource Center

Herter Hall

This is a Satellite Conference that will feature discussion by a panel of

experts followed by a UNICEF video on "Nutrition as the bridge be-

tween food and health" and concluding with an hour of Questions &.
Answers involving participants from around the world.

Seating is limited: ii^T a^lfeeift^wlflt>^ll^af(Sr^ -"^m
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the first black regiment during the Civil

War. Acting is superb all around, especially

Washington, who won the Oscar for Best
SupportingActor. Intensely powerful. ****

The Naked Gun: From the Files of
Police Squad — Leslie Nielsen, George
Kennedy. Priscilla Presley. Hysterically

zany spoof by the Zucker brothers is a
laugh a minute flick about Lieutenant
Frank Drebin and his "Inspector Clouseau-
like" manner of solving cases. The first

time I saw this movie, I laughed so hard
that my cheeks felt frozen when I walked
out of the theater. ••'=*l/2

A Night In The Life of Jimmy
Reardon — River Phoenix, Meredith
Salenger, Ann Mang^son. Based on di-

rector William Richert's novel Aren'tYou
EvenGonna KissMe Goodbye?, the film

is drab, boring, draggy, poorly acted, but
filmed well. I originally went to see it

because I was 16 and in love with River

Phoenix when it was released. Now I am
ashamed for paying for a ticket. If you're
in the mood for self-torture, by all means,
turn that TV to Channel 7. Personally,
I've seen more interesting videos on how
to crochet potholders. 1/2*

Raw Deal — Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Kathryn Harrold, Darren McGavin. Re-
leased in 1986, this movie typifies every
AH-nold movie to come out around that
time. He's all brawn and very little brain,

and blows people away with very little

effort. It makes me cringe — I'm used to

seeing Arnold in more choice roles these
days, so it's like a bad blast from the past.

It does have some funny lines in it and
Schwarzenegger is more pumped up than
he is now. **

The Rose— Bette Midler, Alan Bates,

Frederic Forrest. One ofMidler's best per-

formances. She portrays a woman who is

stuck in the sheer and utter hell of show
business. Too much of this, not enough of
that. . . but Midler's voice makes up for it

all.
***

Sister, Sister — Eric Stolz, Jennifer

Jason Leigh, Judith Ivey. Two psychotic

sisters turn their parents' house into a

morbid guest house. Duh. It lacks. . .

everything. Sad. However, GORNSTEIN'S
GOSSIP tells us that Stolz and Leigh used

to date, and now Stolz is dating Leigh's co-

star from the new release Single White
Female, Bridget Fonda. Hmmm, Leigh's

a psycho in this movie as well as SWF. .

.

could there be any connection having to do
with Stolz? NO STARS.

Steel MagnoUas— Sally Field, Dolly

Parton, Shirley MacLaine. Doctor
Robinson! WARNING! WARNING!
Tearjerker alert! Definitely a movie to see

with the gals. . . I've not known too many
men to be moved by this one, and some
male critics have lambasted it. It IS sappy
at times, and Sally Field reverts back to

the j>ersonality (personalities) she por-

trayed in Sybil, but it's not one to be

missed. ***

TalesFrom theDarkside:TheMovie
— Deborah Harry, Matthew Lawrence,

Christian Slater. A young boy is impris-

oned by a woman with the same suste-

nance preferences as Hannibal Lecter. He
tells her three horror anecdotes to keep her

from serving him as the main course for

dinner. The tales are somewhat tame, but

the last one packs a punch. Stories by Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle, Stephen King and
Michael McDowell. **l/2

TieMe Up! TieMe Down!— Victoria

Abril, Antonio Banderas, Francisco Rabal.

Bizarre Spanish sex flick, originally rated

X but later released with no rating. The
title is inspired by some bondage in the

film. This whacko kidnaps an ex-porn

queen and ties her to a bed, but his in-

tentions are different than the expected.

Sound confusing? Well, it is, but it's a

STEAMER, so don't miss it! • *l/2

Films on HSCN this week, but are not

reviewed are Top Secret, Vibes,Hudson
Hawk, Stone Cold, End of the World
Man, Stand By Me, King ofNew York
and Return to the Blue Lagoon.

Go ahead, hit the couch.

TONIGHT

KARAOKE
$50.00 Cash Prize

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30

, rock
bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
584-4112 • 535-1888

THE PUB
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15 EAST PLEASAPIT

HOT! HOT! HOT!

See You On The Beach

SPRING BREAK 199?

wHh

CAMPUS GET-AWAYS

1^800-2-CANCUN
CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A EgjLME

Act your age. Vote.
Some people think UMass students won't be voting in the

November 3**^ presidential election.

But we know better.

To make it easier for students who are registered

back home, we're printing this coupon. Just mail

it back home to your city or town clerk, or election

commission today.

Please do it today. Vote.

DEAR ELECTION OFFICER/CLERK:

I AM A COLLEGE STUDENT AWAY AT SCHOOL. PLEASE SEND ME AN

ABSENTEE BALLOT SO I CAN VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER 3^"^ ELECTION

YOUR NAME (AS REGISTERED):

Vote^

YOUR REGISTRATION ADDRESS (BACK HOME):

WARD/PRECINCT (BACK HOME, IF YOU KNOW IT);

YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS:

YOUR SIGNATURE:
.ljlu)v/ 'jr!i ,

^AIL T^y^m^iH^^^XO^y^r^lM'^i^t^ fl5^^'f^<='-ERK OR ELECTION COMMISSION
iPAID FOR BY THE ^J\^^^sX^^-Wh'§^^^^^ AREA GOV'T, SOUTHWEST AREA GOV'T AND NORTHEAST AREA GOV'T.

r:

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
IF iSNOWKHCC l^ BLISS,
THIS LES50K WOULD APPEAR
"TO K: A CtLietRATt AmMPV
OH IQUR PA6T TO DtPRWC ME
OF HKPPINESS, THE PURSUIT
or- WmcU I'b W ONALl£K<kBl£

R\&UT ACQOtiOING TO TMt
DECUkRMTOM OF IHOEPEHOEKCE

1 TUEREFORE ASSERT MS
PATRIOTIC PREROGAH^JC NOT
TO mow TM\S MATERIAL.
lU BE OUT ON T>^t

PLAi^ROVJKO
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J IM^S JOURNAL

Tod*>f SHve Still ^e skewed w^e c^

le^er ke ^^t ih

•TKe vi^Qjl UloJi—
A recall K^ticc

WK»«\ r chilled

By JIM

CAST OF THOUSANDS
ROBIN?CAN/ "\

PISCUSSAPROBLSfl?!

^"^yjJf^EAR 19AUJ^

UHATUOULP iOU POlf-
HVPOnETICALt:^' VCf
cJS^GaNGouruih

ANPHERVERyfOUCH
BEGAN nnNCUREPUlSB
HXLIMEAN, \0U

UBRmrSMER AU THAT
ATTRACTBPTD HER...

By BARRY DEUTSCH
BUT NOU! SHEKISSES
youAND yOURSKINCRAULSi

f

.M/Pon€ncAux imean.

ANP IN (UGHI.)BED -youWmPORE(JHEN SHE

^imE\
BACKUHATl)
SAIP ABOUT
tfiEAR?

TANGENT COMICS
|<£^N0 so THc SfnoKC FRorv\

THE G/<ASSY KNOLL WAS
B\tL ClvnTOH siwoKiSfc' Pot.

THU5 T>AE AnS^wG?. To THE
COnT^0">Je9.S\^\. Q0esT\0H
OF "^f^rto <;\L\.Eo J7K "LIE'S
OlH THE S'" FLOOf. OFTME
BOOVs 06?CSlTOR.y..

THEORY
ft2

^5 OP THERE .'/.' T^^e '^'^
BEmnO THE COHSPlRACt
IS ON TME FlfTH FLOOR.

AND \5 AQOOT TO f\9-e

TWE "PATAU SWOT^'- .^V

By KURT MATTILA
WHO 15 (T?:? THE CUOfNS?
THC AMTi - CUBANS ' 06MJAlX>?
THE C.l.A. ? THE Lap. I).''

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

^IN6 SeOGNAND
\N COLLH&e aM BE

X t=EB_ AT nwves X

OrtEE^ ME Up.

-f^d
X i^Ve TO gEMEAvBER

I

Explorers from another cartoon are captured and
tortured by the savage Farsidians.

Quote of the Day
"When you're stupid, you do stupid

things."

- Ozz\' Oshoiirne

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): More
can Ije accomplished it you concen-
trate on one goal at a lime. Look at the

bright side ol an unusual situation.

Answering letters prom|>tly lets cor-

respondents know that you really exist.

TAURUS (April 2()-May 20): Bal-

ance your intuition with common
sense. Bewaryalwut lending items If)

relatives. You could have trouble

getting them when you need them.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Ac-

cepting honors graciously wins you
new admirers. Do not turn a lovers'

spat into a major drama. Think ol all

the fun you two will have making out!

CANCER llune 21 -July 22): You
can achieve amazing results if you
keep pushing for what you know is

right. Pay attention to mail order
contests. Eat hamlxjrgers.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Your cre-

ative anislry reaches a peak today.

Warm up during the morning hours.

Deceptive inlluence could render
your financial judgement unreliable.

Spend money.
VIRGO (Aug. 2 J-Sept. 22): Meet

temporary setbacks with patience and
flexibility. Byevening, everything will

l>e back an track. Devote some time
to planning a weekend trip. A lorg-

cherished dream could be reality.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-C)ct. 22): Gel
ready to play a key role al a large

gathering. Higher-ups may put you in

charge. Have confident el Lots ol

people are doing weird things.

SCORPIOIOct. 2J-NOV. 21):Do
not lake a trip to Disneyworld. You
may Ik- spending quite a lot of tinK'

trying to help a lamily meml)er. A
business mailer requires nx-re thought

.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2 1 ): The mind can play irii ks today.

Avoid judging a iKxjk by its cover
when It comes to a |X)tential partner.

(Question your liming, instead.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. I")):

Your personal affairs enjoy highly

favorable influences today. Put a se-

cret plan into action. Your thcerlul

outlook makes you popular. Giggle.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. IB):

Emphasize thrift today. Untimely ex-

(x-ndilures could cause resentment
Turn yr)ur allenlion to spec lal studies

<K a research project. Make phone
calls and run errands.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):

Promising opportunities are on the

horizon. An evening shopping irip

uncovers good values. Guard againsi

relationship struggles. Kememl)er, il

lakes two to tangle, so get out there

and play the field.

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Theresa Ciamnnetti

Jim Ganley, Great Scott

LUNCH
Fairwich of 3 Counties

Lava Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Swisswich

Lava Turkey Sandwich

Menu
DINNER

Round Beef -n- Sludge

SpaghettiSauceSausage

BASICS DINNER
Flesh less Sheep Pie

SpaghettiSauceTofuBa 1 1 s

ACROSS
1 John Jacob —
6 A Peagan
Secretary of

State

10 Tell all

14 Depa'1
15 Helper
16 Lasso
1 7 Clownish act

18 Locomotive
20 Fr. holy woman
21 Unit of real

estate

23 Yield

24 Bumpkin
25 Experienced by

touch
26 Scouring aid

30 Olympian's
reward

34 Silk tree

35 Fail's opposite
37 Daughter ol

Cadmus
38 Baseball s

Slaughter

39 Queen, in

Segovia
4

1

SKin problem
42 FBI employee
43 Paradise
44 Greek letters

46 Exudes
48 Highly

refractive

substance
50 Words from

Bertie Wooster
52 Antique autos
53 Prepared the

greens
56 "— She Sweef
57 Neighbor of

Syr

60 Prominent
people

62 Baking potato
64 First chip
65 Bone: Comb.

form
66 Starchyieldtng

palms
67 Pan ol a wind

instrument

68 Bookkeeping
VIPs

69 Figure of

speech

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

32 Karenina 53 SlopeDOWN
1 Too bad'

2 Thnlled

3 Constables are

hung here?
4 Egg Comb,
form

5 Recollects

6 Coif

7 Yorkshire river

8 Wedding words
9 Son

10 Literary

family

1

1

Nobleman
12 Church area

13 Tap product

19 Positions of

power
22 "Blithe Spirit"

author
24 Big shots in the

boardroom:
Abbr

25 Custardy
dessert

26 Besmirch
27 Light color

28 Make a scene
29 State a view
31 Judicial

assertions

et al

33 Soil deposit
36 Cause

gloom
40 Difficult to hold
41 -— well that "

43 Tee preceders
45 "Puffed up"

person
47 Smooched
49 Greets the day
51 Type of

committee

conveyance
54 River of NW

France
55 Eats, another

way
56 "— girt!"

57 Shakespeare
villain

58 Boutique
59 An emblem of

England
61 Small cobra
63 OC-based org

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10/14/92

The opinions cxprcssc-d on this p.ij-f .uc those ot the < ortoonists and do not nee css.irily rctlw t the views ot the Collcf^iMi or the University
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Tues.-Sun.CXtoberl3-^»

6 DAYS ONLY

It's our SAVE TWICE

Birthday^

STOREWIDENOW
With your purchase you will receive a

SURPRISE SAVINGS GIFT CERTIFICATE*
redeemable from Thanksgiving until Christmas.

(November 27-December 24)

So wish us a happy birthday now, and make
your savings last through the holidays!

' limit one per aistomcr.

graffiti
continued from poge 1

administration on Thursday evening.

The grafliti has been directed to whites

and blacks alike, and it is beginning to

enrage both students and faculty.

"Graffiti. . . is the ultimate act of a

coward," said Grant Ingle, the Director of

the Office of Human Relations.

Linda Keith, co-ordinator of the
Southwest Residential Area, said effi)rts

are underway to help alleviate some ofthe

worries and tension among residents of

Washington Residence Hall.

There have also been physical attacks

and threats to students tied along racial

lines. A woman leaving Lederle Research
Tower on Friday afternoon was attacked
by two men and pushed to the ground,
according to police reports.

While on the ground, one of the men
struck her in the face with an unidentified

object. The men then yelled a racial re-

mark at her and fled. The woman reported
the incident to police on Saturday, and

helped complete composites of the two
men.

From Friday morning to Monday
evening alone, there were eight reports of

racial graffiti around the campus, ranging

from Nazi swastika's to homophobic and
derogatory racial remarks, according to

police.

With the rise in graffiti comes a rise in

awareness, according to Keith. This trans-

lates into a rise in the number of incidents

reported, which in turn gives police a better

chance to apprehend the vandals.

"Ifwe are able to catch these people, we
are going to prosecute them in two ways

—

through the school and through the courts,"
Keith said.

The University can expel the students

based on a violation ofthe Code ofStudent
Conduct, while the courts can prosecute
the individuals based on a Massachusetts
state statute which bars graffiti on school

grounds, punishableby imprisoiunent and/
or stiff fines, according to Ingle.

TOISIGHT
laser Karaoke at Spin $2 cover

J-RICH
, CLOTHING FOR MEN ,

191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 01002 • 413-253-2013
22 Masonic St., Northampton, MA 01060 • 413-586-6336

Open 7 Days •Thursday Nites in Northampton

All The Voices- 9pm lis Cover

®

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

i DISTINGUISHED TEACHING

AWARD NOMINATIONS
DEADUNE: NOVEMBER 4, 1992

If you know a faculty member or teaching

,
assistant/associate who is truly outstanding and
deserves recognition, submit a nomination in

writing with a brief description of why your
nominee deserves the award.

FACUm; ALUMNI & CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1992

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE
514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

COLLEGIAN

New Ukrainian
prime minister
faces protests

KIEV, Ukraine (AP) — Parliament on Tuesday over-
whelmingly approved Leonid Kuchma, the long-time
head of the world's biggest missile plant, as Ukraine's
new prime minister.

The 54-year-old rocket designer, whose predecessor
resigned Oct. 2 after being accused ofstallingon economic
reforms, received 316 votes in the 377-member Parlia-
ment.

Outside Parliament, about 1,000 protesters tried to
build a tent city, saying they would stay until new
elections were called and Ukraine withdraws from the
Commonwealth of Independent States.

Police broke up the effort to put up the tents, and about
20 students were injured as the crowd was dispersed The
protest briefly delayed the start ofthe Parliament session.

Kuchma had been considered a supporter of market
reforms, and was the favorite of Ukrainian President
Leonid Kravchuk, whosegovernmentofprimarily former
Communists had been criticized for resisting changes.

In a speech to Parliament on Tuesday, Kuchma said
he favored a slow approach to economic change.

He rejected the kind of "shock therapy" reforms that
were implemented in neighboring Poland, and he said a
"step-by-step" approach was more suitable for Ukraine

Hooker
continued from page 1

saying he would exercise what he called "moral
leadership" to confront the issue of racism.

"Nothing is more important then providing
leadership that will enhance and achieve racial
harmony and peace on this campus," Hooker said.

Hooker told the audience Chancellor Richard
O'Brien and other administrators will address
campus safety and Upward Bound funding more
aggressively.

Hooker called for the development and imple-
mentation of programs designed to increase the
representation ofminority students and faculty and
an increase in security in residence halls. He also
said university officials will undertake a study ofthe
University's present policies on racial harassment.

hall
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continued from page 3

have the right to work on behalfofstudents," Raimo said.
The students and the University are affected the most

by the situation, according to Telefund spokesperson
Janet Muzzy.

"We got together today to discuss the situation, since
it was not the University position to negotiate. We just
wanted to get back to work," Muzzy said.

The employees entered the buliding and peacefully
spoke to the protestors.

"I'm not sure if the protestors knew what goes on in
this building. They obviously know now," Muzzy said.

Muzzy said the work must continue and that it is
imperative the fundraising campaign proceed.

"This has a direct impact on all departments, pro-
grams and most importantly the students," Muzzy said.

Don Quixote took on windmills.
The Collegian takes on 20,000 critical

students every day of the week.
Ole!

For the Serious

Student

• Quiet Apartment
Living

• Convenient
• Affordable

• Flexible

THE BROOK
253-3834

AAC
AmhentAthlBtic Club

Ommt in fautfneu since 19tt
• U)e«Oy Owned

• 1.3,4,9,12 momti memberthipt tvellable

• Conpfie* wHh MaeMchutetta Consumer
Protection Um

ACA
Athletic Club of America

• ACA in business since 1991

• Based in Etstern Mass.

• Cunemiy advertising 9 A 12 month memtwrships

only.

• Has not posted insurance bond (aMording to

Mass. SKietiry of State) to protect menilMrt if tlw club

at that location tails ... again

Amherst Athletic Club • 460 West St. • Amherst • 256-0080

/ ALL CAMPUS BINGO PARTY
• •• ••• ••• •••

Wednesday, October 14

7:00-9:00PM

Student Union...Commonwealth Room
$3.00 Admission...
All Are Welcome...

All Proceeds To Benefit
Caring & Sharing Campaign

Caring

Sh;Bingo Prizes Include:
Tickets to Athletic Events

Tickets to Fine Arts Center Performance
Parking Passes • Sports Lessons • Tutoring

Dinners • Tours

All Prizes Donated by UMASS People & Programs

TRAVEL SMART)
THIS WINTER!

FROM NEW YORK
ReiBidlrip On* Way

London
$305 $165

Paris
$398 $219

Rome
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$510 $290

Tet Aviv/Istanbul
$639 $329

Guatemala Gty
$390 $205
Costa Rica
$430 $225

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickeb allow changes.
Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe. Asia. Africa,

Latin America and Australia
Cuiioms-lnHngrdon ind decjnurt
turn apply turn tu6;acl lo ct\n\t

wiOMul nolKt

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison AwB.. NY. NY 10173

,

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

'10 NYC

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
JALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Want a graat job?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Or. Chinachoti 545-1025

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese 36.00

Free soda with the purchase of large

sub salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073
Must mention this ad.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards
Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

Amharst. Ramodalad S room, 4

bedroom apartment, great location, S899
a month includes utilities. Call Debbie at

256-0741 or 781-0712^

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Villiage

on bus route - 2 bedroom • 1 room for rent

295 a month NEGOTIABLE
Call 253 5421

Fridga Rantal Fraa Delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

Commodora 64C Computar; color
monitor, dot matrix printer, mouse; loads
of software - desktop (like mac), games,
word process, w/spell check, MIDI, all

manual S600 546-6683

FOUND

ONCE AGAIN
GREAT DEAL
2 Apple lie Computers
2 Color RGB Monitors
& Software & all cables
Call 253-5421 S700.

Tandy 200 Portabla computer
2 Power Pacs + case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 5450 O.B .O.

Tirad of waiting for University
computers?
386SX Monovga monitor 31/2 5 1/4 disks
40 Meg HD loaded w/word processing,
communications, and games software
S600 or BO John 584-4280

Waiflht Banch flk Waightt
2 Benches w/incline & leg ext
w/ Squat rack

Many plastic weights w/ bars, curling
bar all great cond.
SI 00 for all

Pete 253 2154

Brand new 386DX-40MH2: 4MB Memory,
120MB Hard drive. Super VGA Color
Monitor, & morel - $1379 For Power:
486DX 33MHZ$1879. Call for details. Cre-
ative Computers • 256-6474.
•First 10 callers get S50 off systems'

Found kay* by Fine Arts Center
to claim call Dawn 60908

HELP WANTED
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience
necessary. Call Target Zor»e Studies
586 1729

Baakatball tutor for 12 yr. old boy
must be sensitive and supportive. One to
two times per wk. S6 hr. Call 256-6264
Between S and 10 p.m.

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL todayl

J800)32-TRAVEL
Cruiaa Ships now hiring - Earn S2.000*/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5001

Evaning Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584
9830

Ovarsaas Job* $900-2000 month
summer, year round, all countries, all

fields. Free info. Write IJC PO Box 52
MAOl^CoronaDel MarCa. 92625

Racycling job availabla. Must have
hours free on Tuesdays and some eve-
nings. S6/hr. Call 545-1153.

$252.90 Sell 50 funny, college t-shirts

and make $252.50. No financial obliga-

tion. A risk free program. Avg. sales time
• 4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/larger quantities avail. Call . -800-

733-3265

.Earn $1,S00 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW! ...FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

$200 - $S00 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #

MA15KDH

Studanta or Orgattizations.
Promote our Florida Spring Break pack-
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Call

Campus Marketing., 800-423-5264.

WANTED: TRAVEL REPsHror spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Physic* and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260.

LOST

LostrDiamond/Atnathyst heart shaped
ring Tuesday near Boyden
Great Sentimental value
Please return reward.
Call 256 3433

Lost Glassas mayba Hatch or Thomp-
son if found contact 253-3359

PERSONALS

Congrats totha Epsilon Pledge class of
AEPhi! Randi A., Heather B., Melinda B.,

Karen C, Diana C. Heather C, Laurie D.,

Allison E., Jenna F., Jody K., Emma R..

Jennifer S., Karen W„ Tracy B.. Julie L.,

Kari S., Get ready ready for a great semes-
ter. We love you guys. Love the
sisters of AEPhi.

Happy Birthday Stevs S.I!

8 Years until you're 30!

From the Hillel gang

Hay Duazar, Happy 21st! Love always.
Cath

Sarah Siarra
Happy 21st

It's been great havir>g you as a big sis

I'm looking forward to a great semester.
Have fun tonight.

Love,

Your little sis (MCI

Moa, Maradith, Julia -
I've fallen and I can't reach the phone"
Love and smackers.
Brooke

Robin/Robyn Tall blonda slopped you
in crosswalk on way to southwest and
asked you your name. How 'bout lunch.
Please respond. The guy in the crosswalk

Walcoma to AXO!

Nenssa, Meredith, Meran, Christine,

Patti. Jennifer, Michelle. Stephanie.
Debbie, Courtr>ey, Shelley. Andrea.

Meredith Y., Heidi, Dena
Congratulations to our NEW PLEDGES

SERVICES

Rasumas
Naad I«alp7 I have experience with
resumes. Quick service, free advice,
excellent quality and LOW prices. IBM
Laser Printing services available. Call

Andy at 549 8463.

Scholarships, Grants availabla
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

S45 Fee

253 3454, 586 9445

Tarot raadings
Call Chris 256 0821

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papars Typad Free laser printout &
cover page. SI .SOAyped page. Brian 546-
1795.
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YanCon notes
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

With three out of their first four games on the
road, and their fooiball program supposedly in
shambles, the University of Massachusetts was
given about as much chance to contend for the
Yankee Conference title as the Patriots were for

the Super Bowl.
But while the Patriots have proven us all right

theUMass football team has proven everyone wrong,
going 3-1 over their first four games to remain right
in the thick of the chase for YanCon supremecy.

Saturday's resounding 32-7 victory over URI
bumped the Minutemen to 2-1 in YanCon play,
moving UMass into fourth place in the conference.

rCOIMFERBMCE
At this point, Delaware (4-1, 4-0 YanCon) and

Villanova (5-0, 3-0 YanCon) remain atop the
standings, with Delaware holding a slight edge by
virtue of games played.

The Wildcats and the Blue Hens duke it out this

weekend in Villanova for YanCon bragging rights,

while the Minutemen come home to take on the
University of Connecticut Saturday.

"We're 3-1, and we're coming home," said UMass
head coach Mike Hodges after Saturday's win. "Our
guys are continuing to give a good effort, and we're
getting good performances. We're happy that we're
winning and we can't wait to play one at home."

Hodges and the rest of the Minutemen come
home riding the crest of a three-game winning
streak, and are approaching UConn as if it was a
championship game.

"We're going to prepare for UConn [2-3, 1-1

YanCon] just like we would any other team," said
Hodges. "With Villanova coming up in two weeks,
we really don't want to pick up that second con-
ference loss yet."

The Huskies' one conference win came against
New Hampshire (2-4, 0-4 YanCon), a team many
figured to contend for the title.

With four conference losses under their belt, the
Wildcats have now dropped out of the hunt for the
Beanpot. and head coach Bill Bowes can start fine-
tuning his 'Cats for next season.
YankeeConference weekly awards: Rookie-

of-the-week: None other than UMass' redshirt
freshmen quarterback Andrew McNeilly, who
completed 13 of2 1 passes for 11 7 yardson Saturday.
McNeilly also ran for 50 yards as the Minutemen
offense exploded in a 32-7 victory over URI.

• Offensive-Player-of-the-Week: Bill Vergantino
took home top prize this week, as the Fightin' Blue
Hens toppled Boston University 49- 14. Vergantino
rushed for 57 yards and four touchdowns, while
completing eight of thirteen pass attempts for 100
yards.

• Defensive-Player-of-the-Week: Villanova's
Curtis Eller continued his domination of YanCon
offenses, racking up an unheard of 20 unassisted
tackles ( 23 total ) as the Wildcats scraped by UConn
27-20.

Sports
Hard work pays off for George
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts fullback Mike George
may notalways get the exposure a flashy tailback does, but
just the same, sometimes actions speak louder than words.

Such was the case on Saturday, when George's actions
(17 rushes for a 128 yards) led the Minutemen to a
resounding 32-7 victory over Yankee Conference rival

Rhode Island.

"It's definitely one ofmy biggest games," said George.
"But, there's no doubt in my mind that the offensive line

deserves all the credit."

Running over the left side of that line most of the
afternoon, George rambled over the URI defense for a
career high 128 yards, earning the six-foot, 210-pound
Duxbury native a spot on this week's YanCon and ECAC
honor roll.

"Mike played really well," said Minuteman head coach
Mike Hodges. "We just pounded the ball at them, and
Mike was able to run some people over."

George has now run up 282 yards rushing on the '92

campaign, trailing Rene Ingoglia by 15 yards for the team
lead.

Funny thing is, Gteorge may be the best fullback

UMass almost never heard of.

As a virtual unknown in the fall of 1989, George
walked on to to the Minuteman team, fighting for a spot

on the UMass team as a halfback.

George's 4.7 speed in the 40 yard dash was enough to

impress the Minutemen coaching staff, and George was
redshirted his freshmen year.

By the beginning of his second freshmen year, the
UMass coaching staff had moved George to inside line-

backer, a move that would last for most of the 1990
season.

It wasn't until 1991 that George found his permanent
home, lining up as the Minutemen's starting fullback in

every game, while amassing 509 yards in an offense

dominated by the running of tailback Jerome Bledsoe.
"Well, I'm awfully glad he decided to come to UMass,"

said Hodges. "It's just one of those things, where he
wasn't recruited out of high school but he came here and
really developed."

"Mike isjust a big strong kid, and he's got the speed to

match," said Hodges. "When you get someone that big
who can run like Mike can, he's going to be awfully hard
to stop."

Water Polo dunks competition
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

It was business as usual for the University of Massa-
chusetts water polo team over the weekend as the 14th-
ranked Minutemen won all four of their games in the
second round ofthe Eastern Tourney at Brown University.

Despite the team's overall record of 16-1, coach Russ
Yarworth believes his troops have not yet played their
best polo. There isn't a coach on the planet that would
mind finding fault with a team that has dismantled the
opposition the way UMass has done this season.

"We played the best defense of the year," Yarworth
said. "It seemed like most of the other teams' goals were
scored off of unsettled situations."

The team that figured to present the Minutemen with
the biggest challenge ofthe weekend was Richmond. The
Saturday afternoon game was UMass' third of the day,
while the Spiders were playing their second of the day.

"We weren't really paying attention like we should
have been," Yarworth said. "I think the key to the game
was how I changed defenses a couple oftimes. Richmond
didn't respond."

UMass had three goals in the first period but went
scoreless in the second, for a slim 3-2 halftime lead. Three
more goals in each ofthe third and fourth periods iced the
win.

Jeremy Alters had a hat trick and an assist and Tsan
Engin added two goals and one assist. Dan McOsker
scored twice and Jay Peluso and Javier Gonzalez added
one each.

Goalie Alex Mujica recorded 9 saves.
The weekend's first game was a 16-7 pasting over an

out-classed George Washington team. After erupting to
a 10-2 halftime lead the Minutemen coasted.

Alters, Gonzalez and freshman Fransisco Mariani all

tallied three goals. Dan MaAuliffe scored twice and
Denny Kinne, Luke Harian, Scott Reed, Charlie Dunn
and Engin each scored once.

Mujica stopped 10 shots during game one's blowout.

The day's second game was an easy 12-3 win overArmy,
who the Minutemen beat for the second time this season.

Gonzalez and Alters each scored three times and
Harlan scored twice. Peluso, Engin, Reed, Mariani and
John Luviano each tallied one goal.

Mujica had 10 saves for the second straight game.
The weekend wrapped up with Sunday's 12-5 win over

Bucknell. After jumping out to a 6-3 lead at the half,

UMass exploded for five goals in the third to pull away to
stay.

Alters scored three times, and Gonzalez and Engin
each scored twice. Adolpho Oliete, Peluso, Reed, McOsker
and Mariani each added one goal.

Goalie Todd Hourihan had 14 saves.

GAME NOTES — The team has scored the same
number of goals [2331 in the 17 games played so far this
season that it did in the 24 games from last year.

Senior Dan McOsker

COaEGIAN FILE PHOTO

Field hockey still No. 4
Minutewomen travel to Dartmouth today

A member of the UMass field hockey team in action,

the road against Dartmouth today.

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO

The team takes their 11-1 record on

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Sometimes Ivy League isn't better.
When the University of Massachusetts

field hockeyteam takes the field in Hanover,
New Hampshire today against Dartmouth,
it will show the Big Green how the game is

played outside the Ivy League.
The No. 4 team in the country, Massa-

chusetts ( 11 -1) will start their three-game
road trip against a 3-4-1 Dartmouth which
is struggling. However, where some people
see an easy win, UMass head coach Pam
Hixon is wary.

'Their record is very deceptive," said
Hixon. "They've played a number ofteams
tough, two into overtime before losing. I

don't think their record is very indicative
of how good they are."

Because of the academic strength of
the institutions, Ivy League schools typi-
cally recruit excellent all-around athletes
who may not be superstars at any one
particular sport.

They're really feisty, they usuallyhave
lots of athletic ability," Hixon said. "Typi-

cally, their players play field hockey in the
fall, ice hockey in the winter, and then
some other sport in the spring. When you
have players out there with an ice hockey
mentality, you know they'll be tough com-
petitors."

The Minutewomen are led by the trio of
forwards Ainslee Press, Jenn Salisbury
and Tara Jelley, who have combined for
31 points so far this season. Press, a se-
nior, leads the team with 15 points on 13
goals. Salisbury and Jelley, both juniors,
have scored six and four goals, respectively.

In order to score on Dartmouth, they'll
have to get past goaltender Lauren
Demski, a native ofNorthampton. Demski,
a freshman, has started every game, ac-
cumulating a 1.38 goals-against average.
She was nationally ranked at the begin-
ning of the season, but as the Big Green
has fallen on hard times, so has Demski.

The Dartmouth offense has been impo-
tent, as the team leader, Christina Caputo,
has only five goals. Senior Jen Hanley has
tied for the team lead with five points.

"I know one thing, they'll definitely be
coming outwanting to beat us," said Jelley.
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Scattered showers, temps in

the mid-60s.

This Weekend:
If you're ready to jam faster than the speed of sound,
the group you want to see is coming to the Valley. See

Sonic Youth Monday night in the Student Union.

Sports:
The field hockey team takes its act on the road

with a 2-0 win over Dartmouth in NH. The
Minutewomen are now 12-1. Page 12.
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Hooker says
UM neglected
racial issues
By JEFF BONN
Associated Press

AMHERST— The head of the state university
system faulted past campus leaders Wednesday
for failing to cool long-simmering racial tension
that spurred this semester's rash of attacks and
graffiti.

Even as he spoke, campus officials reported
another alleged assault and wave of dormitory
gi-affiti directed against blacks, whites, Jews and
homosexuals.

"We were shocked by the number of incidents,"
said school spokeswoman Kay Scanlan. "It's a
graphic example of the tensions that exist on
campus."

Michael Hooker, president of the five-campus
system, came to campus to listen to angry minority
students and faculty at a daylong series of meet-
ings Tuesday.

He told trustees Wednesday at their meeting in
the Campus Center that "ultimately the problem is

the culture on campus."
He called demands of campus minorities "rea-

sonable and in the right spirit."

"The reflect 15 years ofinadequate attention to

their concerns on this campus," he said.

Hooker, who took over as president in Septem-
ber, is widely credited with making a fuller place
for minorities and promoting racial harmony during
his six years as president of the University of
Maryland-Baltimore County.

Hooker's predecessor, Joseph Duffey, said
Wednesday that his own nine-year tenure showed
progress in recruitment of minority faculty and
some other areas.

Speaking in a telephone interview, he also said
racial tensions on campus are "exacerbated by
adolescent hooliganism, as well as alcohol" that
makes people drop their inhibitions. "The campus
does not like to hear this," added DufFey, who is

now president of American University in Wash-
ington, D.C.

Much of the recent turmoil at this Amherst
campus centers on an assault Sept. 25 on a black
student working as a dormitory supervisor. The
student, Arlens Barosy, says he was punched and
subjected to a racial slur by a white attacker after
asking a group of whites to stop drinking.

Keg law receives criticism
Town officials pleased, but students find policy unfair

T-u L _i I 1 L ,
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I hese kegs, and many more like them, are the subjects of much controversy in Amherst following the passage of a keq

licensing bylaw last spring.

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

While many Amherst town officials feel the new keg
policy is working effectively by encouraging responsible
drinking, many students at the University of Massa-
chusetts think it's ludicrous.

"It's pretty ridiculous," said Karl Borg, 22, a senior
mechanical engineering major. "It's an unfair attempt by
Amherst residents to control college students."

Last April, the Amherst Select Board voted to imple-
ment the policy which requires students to obtain a
license to possess a beer keg within town limits.

The penalty for violation of the law includes a fine of
$200 for the first offense, and upwards of $300 for each
subsequent offense.

The bylaw's purpose is to protect the health, safety
and welfare of its inhabitants. But many students think
it isjust another way for the town to control students and
help police pinpoint where parties are going to take place.

"First a dry campus, now they're checking I.D.'s up-
town. What do they expect us to do?" said Borg. "I think
it sucks."

Senior legal studies major Brendon Moyer, 21, said he

feels the recently-enacted law is unnecessary.
"Enforcement

I of the law| is horrible," said Moyer.
"We're just being hassled because we're students."

Amherst Police Captain Charlie Scherpa, who thinks
the law is "working out fine," said a majority of all town
alcohol-related disturbances, including off-campus par-
ties, are caused by UMass students.

On any given weekend, Scherpa said he receives from
five to 40 noise complaints from Amherst residents. Since
April, he said only 40 to 50 people have been charged with
violating the law.

"1 do think alcohol-related behaviors have been re-

duced," said Scherpa. "It's bringing about responsible
drinking."

Although Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said it's

too soon to passjudgement on the keg law, he believes it's

stemming the abuse of alcohol by minors.
"It's not designed to curtail the lawful dispersing of

alcohol. If you're going to have a party, you should be
doing the right thing," said Maia. "Once people realize

the law isn't to stop people, just place responsiblity. I

think it will go fine."

But Jennifer Wood, president of the Student Gov-
Turn to KEG. page 7

Intramurals on the mark
Program provides a *sport for everyone

'

By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Because of the extreme competitive-
ness of varsity sports competition at the
University of Massachusetts, many high
school athletes end their athletic careers

prematurely when they arrive at UMass.
Buteven ifyou're not quite good enough

to catch Coach Calipari's eye when he's

out recruiting for the men's basketball

team, take heart athletes. Three officials

ofthe University's Intramurals Office say
there is life after high school varsity

competition .

Dr. Franklin C. Wright, director of

Intramurals, Zulma C. Garcia, associate

director of Intramurals and Kirstie

Delbrugge, the newly-hired assistant di-

rector of Intramurals, said yesterday if

students are looking for an activity or

even a career, the Intramurals office is a

good place to start.

"We have a 'sport for everyone, and
everyone for a sport' mentality here." said

Garcia. "One ofmy biggest goals is student

development. We've hadmany people from

the university graduate and become ath-

letic officials as a result of their experi-

ences here. It's a good way to get career

experience."

Wright echoed this sentiment, saying
his personal goal for the intramural pro-
gram is to "provide some form of physical
activity for all members of the university
community."

From badminton to basketball

Garcia provided a schedule showing
that activities such as flag football, soccer,

tennis, badminton, racquetball, track and
field, ice hockey, volleyball and basketball
are either presently being offered or will

be by the end of fall semester. Additional
sports will be offered in the spring.

Garcia seud teams are divided into three
categories — men's, women's, and co-rec

teams— and that teams in each category
compete against one another once a week
for five weeks. Each category ofeach sport

crowns a champion at the end of com-
petitive play.

She also said, however, that in order to

create a championship team, students
must take that all-important .step of or-

ganizing themselves and signing up.

"Usually, one person takes it upon
himselfto become team captain," she said.

"Sometimes, R.A.'s will do it as a floor

activity. Theyll come by the office, pick up
Turn to INTRAMURALS, page 10

Student dies in crash
WORCESTER — Karen L.

Hazelwood, 18, a freshman at the
University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst, was pronounced dead Sunday,
Oct. 11, 1992, at the scene of a two-car
accident on Route 9 in Westboro.
Bom in Worcester, she lived there

most of her life. She graduated from
South High Community School this

year. She played for the school's field

hockey team for four years and was its

captain in her senior year.

She also played for the school's soft-

ball team for four years. She was a

member of many clubs at the school,

and was also a member ofOur Lady of
the Angels Church.

She leaves her parents, Ronald B.

and Judith M. (O'Connor) Hazelwood
of Worcester; two brothers, Jonathan
S. and Brian M. Hazelwood, both of
Worcester; her maternal grandmother,
Loretta V. (McArdle) O'Connor of
Shrewsbury; her paternal grandpar-
ents, Bernard and Ann (Reardon)
Hazelwood of Holden; and several
aunts, uncles and cousins.

Turn to HAZELWOOD, page 8

UMass prof, helps Democrats
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The chairperson of the University of

Massachusetts department of communi-
cation is putting her two cents in the
Democratic Party's campaign by helping
stage the messages they're sending out.

Professor Jarice Hanson has been ad-
vising Hillary Clinton and Tipper Gore
during this campaign on how to address
the issues ofabortion, health and women's
issues. The two are seeking ways to best
emulate the Democratic Party platform
and to reach women voters.

Hanson is part of a speech training
group, Sheehan Associates ofWashington
D.C, which helps orchestrate speeches
for the Democratic National Party.

Hanson also worked on the 1992
Democratic Party platform and on .strat-

egy for this year's Presidential debates for

the Democratic Party.

Hanson said she she supports Bill

Clinton because she thinks he could make
real change that would benefit the coun-
try. "And Hillary could make real positive

changes for women and children," Hanson
said.

Turn to HANSON, poge 8
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UMqss Police Log
• A vehicle turning onto University Drive collided

with another vehicle on Tuesday, causing an estimated
$1000 in damages to both cars, police said. There were no
injuries in the accident, which occurred at 9:20 a.m.

• A man reported the theft of a number of personal
items from his room in John Q. Adams Residence Hall on
Tuesday. According to police reports, clothing, compact
discs, cassettes and other items were discovered stolen
when the man returned to his room at 2:15 p.m. The
estimated cost of the stolen goods is over $300.

Compiled by Michael Day
Rocenl incidents recorded by the University's Departnwnl of Public Safety.

• Staff from the Computing Information Systems
office reported the theft of a display wall telephone to

police on Tuesday. The phone, which was discovered
stolen at about 3:20 p.m., was worth $562, according to
police.

• University police received a report ofstolen hubcaps
from a man on Tuesday evening. At approximately 8:30
p.m., the man discovered the hubcaps from his truck,
which was parked in Lot 44, were stolen. Police estimate
the value of the hubcaps to be $135.

Cable bill could lower rates
By STEPHANIE SCHOROW
Associated Press

BOSTON— No accident, perhaps, that the first time
that Congress managed to muster enough votes for an
override ofa veto by President Bush, the issue was cable
television.

Politicians—Dan Quayle among them—have learned
it's not wise to come between viewers and their TV sets.

But now that the rhetoric has cooled over the just-
passed cable television bill. New England cable sub-
scribers anxious to see a difference in their bills will have
to wait at least six months to a year.

And some may wait indefinitely.

"Because the Federal Communications Commission
has yet to write specific guidelines for the cable television
bill, the impact on rates and services here remains
unclear," said Thomas M. Steel Jr., vice president ofNew
England Cable Association.

"It all depends on how the FCC establishes the rate-
making rules," he said.

Passed last week over Bush's veto, the complicated
bill sets general guidehnes requiring cable companies to
provide basic cable service at a reasonable rate and
allows consumers to protest rates they consider unrea-
sonable.

Specific rules have been left up to the FCC to work out,
a process that could take months. Important details,
includingthe definition ofwhat constitutes "unreasonable
" rates, remain to be determined.

"It now falls to the FCC to determine what is the basic
service and give some direction in regards to price. In the
absence of those rules, it's difficult to predict what the
future will be," said Charles Schueler, spokesman for

Cablevision, one of the more than 40 cable companies
serving 3.5 million cable subscribers in New England.

"Perhaps the most immediate impact of the new law
will be a requirement that companies provide basic cable
service at a cheaper rate," said Thomas Cohan, director
of cable communications for the city of Boston.

Viewers, most often the elderly, who just want cable
for the clear reception will probably end up paying
between $5 and $10 a month for basic service, which
includes the broadcast channels, plus education and
public access systems.

Those who already subscribe to a second tier ofservice— includingCNN, C-SPAN andMTV— will probably not
see a change in their rates, Cohan said. But viewers who
want to subscribe to a premium service — such as HBO— will be able to do so without first subscribing to a
second tier of service.

"With this basic service, rates will go down but you
won't be getting much," Cohan said. "If you thrive on
CNN, you may not be happy with that."

Mostconsumercomplaints in the Boston area currently
center around the cost of equipment often needed to get
service, including monthly fees for remote controls and
conversion boxes, he said. The FCC has been charged
with establishing guidelines for consumers who wish to
buy equipment.

Caffeine deficit good excuse to stay in bed
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON— Coffee addicts take note: Even those who
drink just two or three cups a day may feel depressed,
anxious, sluggish and headachy if they suddenly give up
their caffeine fix, a study shows.

Experts have long recognized that heavy users may
feel out of sorts if they go cold turkey. But the new work
suggests that the millions of Americans who consume
moderate amounts of coffee, tea or caffeinated soda may
also feel not quite themselves if they miss daily jolt.

In fact, for some people, giving up caffeine can trigger
sick- in-bed symptoms as bad as the flu or worse. One
woman who took part in the experiment said going
without caffeine made her feel as awful as getting cancer
chemotherapy.

"We showed a severe withdrawal syndrome at the
usual dietary doses of caffeine," said Dr. Roland R.
Griffiths, senior author of the study at Johns Hopkins
University.

The symptoms reach their worst after a day or two and
then usually taper offwithin a week. People who want to
give up their coffee or their caffeine-laced drinks can do

so painlessly simply by gradually cutting back over a few
days.

The study, published in Thursday's New England
Journal ofMedicine, was conducted on 44 women and 18
men who ranged in age from 18 to 50, all ofthem average
caffeine users. The subjects were told they were taking
part in research looking at the effects of chemicals in
their food.

They were asked to avoid consuming anything with
caffeine and a variety of other substances. Then they
were given capsules containingeither sugar or the amount
of caffeine in 2 1/2 cups of coffee.

On their caffeine free days, half of the participants
suffered through moderate to severe headaches. About
10 percent complained of fatigue, depression, anxiety
and moodiness. These symptoms were rare on days when
they were getting caffeine.

Griffiths said his work does not imply that caffeine is
unhealthy. "It's not bad as long as you keep taking it," he
said.

He said the work also has implications for doctors. For
instance, when patients come in complainingofheadaches,
fatigue and other such symptoms, doctors should ask
them about the possibility of caffeine withdrawal.
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Rivalry not taken
for Granite

In New Hampshire, two of the state's pubHc
universities are waging a battle for supremacy in
the Granite Sate.

Recently The Equinox, the student newspaper
of Keene State College, took some students at the
University ofNew Hampshire to task for a lack of
sensitivity concerning sexual acts.

The Equinox cited in an Oct. 7 editorial an
incident where UNH athletes jeered and heckled
actors in a program enacted to increase sexual
crime awareness. The Equinox stated the partici-
pants "displayed disrespectful and rude attitudes
reminiscent of junior high students, at one point
yelling 'fag' and 'homosexual' to one man dealing
with the sexual abuse he received as a child at the
hands of an older man."

The editorial called Keene State a school with a
dream named Vision 2000, which is a plan which
calls for the transformation ofKeene State into the
pubhc, undergraduate school of choice in New
Hampshire by the year 2000.

The Equinox claims UNH students are living by
a plan called Vision 1000 and at least in the area of
sexual crime awareness Keene State has already
surpassed the state's flagship school in Durham.

The editorial also claims that with the negative
pubUcity coming from the event, Keene State is

closing the gap on UNH.
What seems most interesting to me is that a

competition is being waged between the two schools.
However, although Vision 2000 seems to be a big

deal at Keene State, the few staffers at the UNH
student newspaper which I spoke with were un-
aware there was even a contest going on. They also
felt UNH was secure in its position ofthe premiere
public university in New Hampshire.

Tequila or to-kill-ya
A jury in Texas found a tequila maker partly

responsible for the death of a Texas Agricultural
and Industrial University student, according to
The Daily Texan, the student newspaper of the
University of Texas at Austin.

The jury found the Brown-Forman Co. of Lex-
ington Ky. gxiilty for one-third ofthe death ofMarie
Brinkman. Brinkman, 18, had died as a result of
alcohol poisoning after consuming some 20 shots of
Pepe Lopez tequila at a party.

Brinkman's family was awarded $1.5 million
despite the fact the jury found Brinkman two-
thirds responsible for her death. Brown-Forman
officials issued a statement disagreeing with the
verdict and sa3dng the company planned to appeal.

"This case involves a tragic accident, but we
believe the young woman herself was responsible
for it," the statement said.

The suitcontendedBrown-Forman was negligent

because it failed to warn consumers that drinking
to much alcohol too quickly could be fatal.

A sobering subject
Researchers from the College ofWilliam & Mary

and Southern Illinois University have come to the

shocking conclusion that students who earn Ds and
Fs drink more than those on the Dean's List.

The study shows that on average students with
GPAs of3.5 or above consume 3.45 drinks per week
and students with GPAs below 1.0 suck down 10.87

drinks. B students averaged 4.95 drinks a week
while C students take in 6.77 alcoholic beverages

each week.
The study did not find out what kind ofGPA the

tequilachuggingMarie Brinkman ( see above ) would

be likely to receive. My prediction is not as high as

her blood alcohol level.

Philip Meilman, primary researcher from Wil-

liam & Mary said, "There had to be an interaction

somewhere — if you're intoxicated or hung over,

you can't study."

A U.S. Department of Education grant, for an

unknown amount of money, paid for the survey

which questioned more than 56,000 students at 78

schools nationwide.

Pardon my fiscal conservatism, but if you are

looking for governmental waste, here is a perfect

example. The Feds could have saved some dough

because for 20 bucks and with zero research I could

have come to the same conclusion.

STRUM, STRUM, STRUM - Greg Cabral, a junior forestry major, and Matt Carroll, also a junior studying math jam
outside the Campus Center. "

State rep. says minorities and
women face similar obstacles
By EMILY GOLD
Collegian Correspondent

State Representative Ellen Story drew parallels be-
tween the difilculties experienced by both women and
minorities in their quest for social and political economy
in a speech Wednesday. Speaking to the AmherstArea
Branch ofthe National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, Story noted the relationship between
women and minorities and of the leaders in the women's
and civil rights movements.

"The struggle for the rights of one group has always
influenced the other," she said. "There is a long historical
connection [between minority and women's rights.]"

Among the similar injustices Story cited were exclu-
sion from politics, unfair wages and training in the
workplace and a lack of equal education.

"There are many areas where important work needs
to be done," said Story. "IWe need] enforcement of laws
against discrimination and we need to make good edu-
cation available and valued."

Following her speech. Story answered questions from
the committee, mainly concerning her role as a state
representative.

According to branch President Reynolds Winslow, the
Amherst chapter, formed two years ago, consists of
community members and deals with racial issues in the
area.

SGA spars with
UM Bike Club
over financing
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate denied a request
from the University's Bicycle Racing Club for an $8,963
loan, based on what the Senate's Budget Chair called the
group's "financial irresponsibility."

Budget Chair Emily Rose said she had no problem
with loaning the six-year old club $5,460 to cover its debts
and to allow it to raise revenue, but said she felt the
additional sum of$3,103 was too much to ask ofthe SGA.

"The Bicycle Racing Club must prove themselves to be
a stable and responsible organization by making some
revenue," said Rose.

The SGA approved the newly-proposed $5,460 loan to
the club.

Sebastian Laurent, treasurer ofthe club, said he made
an accounting error and accidentally spent $3,860 which
the club did not have.

Laurent said the club stopped payment on a check of
about $3,800 in January and it took the Student Activi-

ties Office three months to take it off the club's account.
"I'm new to the system and I didn't realize it is

standard for the SAO to take three months to take the
money out of the account aft«r stopping payment on a
check," Laurent said.

Rose said she did not believe Laurent had a legitimate

Turn to BICYCLE, page 7

"We have several areas of concern," said Winslow.
"Historically, we are concerned with education, housing
and civil rights, and topically we have a major concern of
tracking youngsters in Amherst.

In response to the recent racial incidents on the
UMass campus, the Amherst branch issued a press
release condemning the violence.

''Historically, we are concerened with

education, housing and civil rights.

"

State Representative Ellen Story

The statement said, "We deplore the most recent
visible occurrence ofracial violence at Washington Tower
at the UMass Amherst campus. We would hope that the
District Attorney's office would pursue this matter vig-
orously."

The statement called for the university administration
to conduct a full investigation ofthe incident. Finally, the
statement called for continuing the thrust of the MCAD
Hurst report and the Tillis report, both ofwhich emerged
in the wake racial violence on campus following the 1986
Red Sox-Mets World Series.

According to Story, other community members have
responded to the recent violence.

"People have been absolutely appalled at the things
they've been reading in the paper lately," she said.

\

UM alumni lead
prayer meeting
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship held a prayer meeting yes-
terday as part of the group's efforts to provide a
non-threatening atmosphere for students to express
concerns over recent events on campus.

Jenny Martin, a 1988 graduate of UMass, led
the group in a moment of quiet prayer, and asked
students present to pray for their friends, students,
families and the nation. Approximately 10-15
students participated in the prayer for heali ng and
direction in their lives and the crisis on this cam-
pus. The meeting was held in the Campus Center.

Jim Martin, co-leader and a 1987 UMass
graduate, said he believes that participation and
providing a safe place for students to express their
concerns and feelings is badly needed.

"We need to be peacemakers and bring reconcili-

ation," Martin said.

Pastor Jose Pagan ofthe First Hispanic Church
ofAmherst also attended the meeting.

"I've come to this meeting to try and unite the
races, pray for God to open the eyes of our leaders
and break down the walls of division," Pagan said
in an emotional prayer.

Sean Morrison, a graduate student in civil engi-

Turn to PRAYER, page 10
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It s time for Civility 101
Listening to students addressing the

University president, chancellor and
trustees Tuesday night in the Malcolm
X Center reminded me ofa woman who
once told me I needed to take a diver-
sity class. At the time I disagreed. But
after working at the Collegian over the
next year or so I learned a lot about race
and discrimination I didn't know before.
At times, I learned the hard way.

Robert Fulghum was wrong. I didn't
learn everything I needed to know in

kindergarten. I learned to be respect-
ful, polite, to share and use "please"
and "thank you." Kindergarten never
taught me anything about racism.

Marc

ELLIOTT
"I'm used to teaching the White stu-

dents about my culture," said one ofthe
Black students at Tuesday's meeting.
He's right. Diversity is one of the big-

gest classes we have here at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts at Amherst.
We're all enrolled in it and some of us
have been forced to teach it— whether
we want to or not. For those White
students who had never been friends
with, talked to, oreven seen an African-
American, Asian, Hispanic or Native
American before coming to Amherst,
they are getting an education in a
subject which will, and has. shaped the
world.

But minority students have been
forced to teach this class. Most, I'd guess,
would rather not. They don't get paid for

it. It takes time away from their studies.
It wears on their spirits. And we White
students can be pretty thick.

It's time to give our teachers a hand.
We'll never be able to take the burden
completely off their hands. Unfortu-
nately, there will always be people who
need the lesson

.
But the University can

help. It's time for Civility 101.

Currently all UMass students have
to satisfy the diversity requirement.
But many of these diversity classes
don't serve the purpose for which they
were intended. Many of them never
touch on racism , sexism or homophobia

.

Hardly any touch on all three. Besides,
students could conceivably avoid these
classes right up until their last se-

mester. There's no telling how much
damage their ignorance could have
wrought by that time.

We need CiviUty 101, a class in re-

spect. It would be mandatory for all

incoming freshman. Everyone has to

take it their first semester. Some ofthe
lessons would involve reteaching old
kindergarten material: please, thank
you, sharing. But much more would be
added. The class would last the entire
semester and teach one lesson. People
— Black, White, Hispanic, Jewish, Na-
tive American, homosexuals, bisexuals,

men, women — are people. They love,

hate, feel, hurt, and with patience, they
can understand one another.
We need to know what hurts. We

need to learn how not to hurt. We need
some damn good professionals to teach
us.

I don't know exactly what the lesson
plan will be. I'd expect it will be mostly
history. It could turn out to be the most
valuable and eye-opening class a stu-

dent takes here.

This class won't eliminate racism
from the student body. People don't
usually learn unless they want to. But
it could clear up some stereotypes and
common myths. It would definitely take
some of the pressure off our student
teachers.

Maybe itil even prevent some stu-
dents down the road from learning the
hard way.

Marc Elliott is a Collegiancolumnist.

Movements must seek to
gain unity in diversity

Hillel fights racism with education
Hillel wishes to express its anger and

sadness over the recent events in Wash-
ington Tower. The news of such a vulgar
racist assault, both verbally and physi-
cally, against Arlens Barosy was deeply
disturbing.

However, asJewish students at UMass,
we are all too aware that the violence
afflicting Mr. Barosy is far from an aber-
ration. Rather, this display of racism is

indicative of the growing number of hate
crimes on campus.

The time has come to not only condemn
such expressions of prejudice, but to take
constructive action as well. The University

must make the fightingofracism and other
hate crimes into a top priority. Students
must take the initiative and exert pressure
on the University to reach new standards
in the department of civility.

The student body must attack racism,
through educational programs and by
confronting prejudices in our home com-
munities. Hillel has made a commitment
to educating the Jewish people on the
aspirations of other peoples and lu-ges

Jewish students to actively fight against
racial divisions on campus.

Josh Slomich, President
HiUel CouncU

I tried to keep silent. I tried to hsten
patiently. I tried to understand how people

were feeling — what they were thinking.

I tried to keep my mouth shut all the while
keepingmy mind open— I will be silent no
longer. Frankly, I'm too damn angry and
frustrated.

For just a second I'm asking you to get

down off your soapboxes, come down to

earth and listen — yes, listen. Put your
egos, threats and megaphones aside.

THOMAS
I have been a strong advocate ofequal-

ity for some time now. I was lucky my
parents taughtme this concept. They didn't

teach me that one's mind was between
one's legs; they taught me that it was
between two opened eyes. And they didn't

teach me black and white; they taught me
gray.

Unfortunately there are those on this

campus who have learned differently. To
those, I look at you with eyes ofdisgust and
sorrow. You are the rotten apples in this

orchard called UMass. But the chastising
that has gone on the last couple of weeks
has become nothing but a stage for self-

serving individuals to grab the spotlight.

Have you ever noticed that the same
names keep appearing in the media? The
quotes, the statements, the "reforming"
remarks, all followed by one ofthe names
wfith in a small group. These passionate
fighters for liberty seem to be a very elitist

group. After all, they are the only ones
with opinions — the only ones with a
worthy cause.

How about all these racial discussions
the administration keeps calling? Every-
one runs to the microphone to say the
same thing as the last person, only in a
louder tone of voice and with more adjec-
tives. You'd think that these discussions
were only competitions to see who could
get the greatest amount of applause.

Everyone's been yelling their threats
and sermons so loud and for so long that
their eyes have narrowed shut. Don't you
see what's going on around you? You're
going in circles. People who have advocated
your cause are walking away — and it's

your own fault. You have succeeded in
alienating over half of the campus com-
munity because you have continuallybeen
pointingone finger in blame and the other
in threat. Nothing will get accomplished
on this campus without support from the
community. Do you think that these isola-
tion tactics will gain their commitment?

The fight to end racism is a just and

admirable one, but it can not be solved
overnight and it cannot be solved without
productive discussion between all people.

All people — not just one colored group.
You cannot place your stereotjT)es on

one group while fighting for the removal of
them from your own. It is counter-
productice and only serves to increase the
tension that pervades this campus. We
have become a large mass segregated from
each other, and we are the ones responsible
for the segregation. Closed meetings,
marches and protests cannot and will not
solve an issue that concerns all of us.

We have all been walking on eggshells
these last few weeks. We walk in shoes of
anxiety and fear with our heads hanging
low. The constant threats of violence that
have taken place are not passionate prose
that promote change. They are irrespon-
sible diatribes that promote fear and
gridlock. There only success is in magni-
fying this problem into something that
could soon lead to uncontrolled chaos.
Violence is what sparked this issue— are
we just going to revert back to it?

It is time to stop the preaching,
threatening and yelling and sit with an
open mind and Hsten. The administration
has called several meetings to discuss
these issues; it's time we used these
meetings to our advantage. We need to

listen to each other's solutions and work
together to implement them. Screaming
at the administration will not get them to

listen to us — neither will taking over a
building. To have successful discussions
that produce feasible solutions, we all

need to communicate. Communication
leads to education — the administration
is in great need of education, and we can
teach them. We have the potential for that
power, but only if we work together, and
we work peacefully.

I will no longer accept being called a
racist because I do not suuport your tac-
tics in our movement. Change will not
happen whenyou followyourown agendas
and stop listening to the other voices
around you.

"From the pain come the dream, from
the dream come the vision, from the vision
come the people and from the people come
the power. From this power come the
change," writes Peter Gabriel.
We have the ability to gain this power

— but it needs to come from all peoples, in
order to survive and conquer its enemies.
The more united we are, the stronger our
power; from this unity will come change.
Together we can take a step forward, in-
stead of three steps back.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
The Graduate Student Voice, once a timid, one-

man operation, is quickly establishing for itself a
reputation as the pulpit of choice for previously un-
published graduate creative writing students and
historical revisionists. In an unprecedented gesture of
equanimity they have become the the first paper on
campus to institute a an affirmative action policy for

poor writers.

In October, the Voice gained the distinction ofbeing
the first periodical to publish nude photography since
its sale was banned on campus. This is strange behav-
ior from a group that proclaims so passionately its

compassion for women of color. It may be ethically

questionable, but it sure flies off the newsstand.
While I'm on the topic, I'm flattered that my care-

less uttering has been selected as "Quote ofthe month."
In a discussion with a Voice staff member I said, "If

you're going to have a women of color page, why not a
page for blonde, blue-eyed, slightly balding left-handed
dyslexics?"

I can't say that I'm surprised the quote was not
carried in its entirety. Many on the Voice staff have a
history of taking artistic license with the facts.

My clumsily-stated point was that further divid-

ingand institutionalizingan already stratified society

seems more likely to support and legitimate the
existing, unacknowledged caste system than it is to

solve the problem. Perhaps there are better ways to
promote unity than preaching to the converted from the
Student Union steps and pleading with the governor to
rename holidays.

At any rate, her reply to my suggestion was, "Well, if
they are an historically oppressed community, why not?"
I'm here to argue that we are.

Josh

REYNOLDS
Lefties (I prefer the term "Unconventionally Dex-

trous") make up only five percent of the population.
Whenever I reach to open a door, shake someone's hand,
or use a pair of scissors I am graphically reminded of the
oppression my people have gone through. At least they're
not trying to cure us anymore.

Blond males suffer disproportionately from color-
blindness and childhood hyperactivity. I'm sure everyone
has heard enough blondjokes and seenenough Cy Sperling
commercials to know that the accumulation of such
appearance-based discrimination can really bruise one's
self-esteem.

Back in grammar school I was discovered to be mildly
learning disabled. With the help of vigilant editors I've
managed to adapt, but I have friends who, despite being
obviously intelligent people, have found themselves un-

able to fulfill the university's mindlessly rigid Gen-Ed
requirements.

Furthermore, I was dismayed to discover that the
Collegian itself is part of the problem. Though there
are hundreds ofus on campus, the Collegian has hired
no dyslexic copy editors. It is time for the dyslexics of
the world to unite against the systematic oppression
which has held us down for so long. LD's are asked to
jom me in a sit-in at the Collegian offices until they
agree to correct this aberration and disable their spell -

checker.

This action will be followed by a teach-in/occupa-
tion at the hopelessly inadequate learning disabled
students office. This tool of the "normalist" bureau-
cracy is designed to adapt us to the humiliations and
feehngs of inadequacy which LDs face daily. I plan to
stay until the University agrees to remove dictionar-
ies from the library, and put an end to the humiliation
of undergrads and the perpetuation of "normalist"
values in children by hostinggrammar school spelling
bees. Also, "correct" spelling should be optional on all
papers and tests.

These proposals are non-negotiable. Allies stay
clear. This is our fight. Bring your sleeping bags, this
will be a long struggle.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.
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and made concrete suggestions about how to improve the
campus' racial climate. Naturally, the University didn't
enforce most of Hurst's suggestions, but at least it was a
start.

There were lots of speeches and platitudes about how
the University was committed to banishing racism from
this campus — just like the one given by President
Michael Hooker yesterday.
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past week. It's a lesson we should've learned long agoA little histoncal perspective, please: those surprised
by the stupidity that went down in Washington Tower
two weeks ago, or by the Black community's response to
It, should take a look back at what happened on those
same pyramids six years ago this month, and how this
Umversity's administration reacted. The parallels should
scare you stiff. —^^-^_^^_^__

For those unfamiliar, here's a brief synopsis. After Greq
Game 7 ofthe 1986 Red Sox-Mets World Series, tensions Ql IL^ICrMMIU'between angry Sox fans and jubilant Mets fans deterio- ^UIMtlNlNIIV
rated into racial violence in Southwest. Ten were injured
some seriously.
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Those dissatisfied with the current administration's
reaction to what went down in Washington would've
absolutely freaked at what the administration ofsix years
ago did when confronted with the '86 riot. The University
at first tried to pass the riot off as merely drunken and
angrybaseballfans,denyinganythingracialhadanything
to do with it. This only worsened tensions.

Next, the University, having admitted there was a
problem, commissioned a study into the incident by local

Political distortion on TV

No one doubts Hooker's sincerity about turning this
campus around, and few doubted the sincerity of David
Knapp or Joseph Duffey, respectively the president and
chancellor six years ago. But the best intentions often go
awry. It's easy for administrators to say they'll do
something, but a lot harder for them to actually do it.

Sometimes it's downright impossible.
Buteven given the energetic approach Hooker pledged

himselfto— and from me to you, Mike, I wish you the best
and hope you succeed— there's little any administration,
anywhere, can do if we, the people they govern, will not

"With the incredible economic difficul-
ties facing our nation's cities," began the
moderator, "how would your administra-
tion tackle these problems? We start with
Mr. Quayle."

Dan looked grim. "Our problems stem
from the failed social programs of the
Democratic leadership in Congress, but it

really comes down to the disintegration of
the American family." He meshed to-

gether his fingers to demonstrate. "And
youjust can't trust B ill Clinton to do that.

Nathan

CRICK
Admiral Stockdale tried to maneuver

so he could see over the podium. "Well, uh,
the cities' problems are because we don't
have leaders. Yeah, we need leaders. I

was. there the, you know? I headed a
whole society of four hundred men, back
then, back there. It was really good, had
our own laws and values, and we said
BACK US.'And it didn'tjust mean us,' it

meant U.S.A httle double meaning there,"
he ended, falling back, disoriented.

Al Gore did his best impression of a
wooden post. 'The United States are in
this state because of 12 years of Republi-
can leadership. Bill Clinton has proposed
plans that will help retrain workers, bring
jobs into inner cities and cut taxes on the
middle class." He shifted slightly and re-

sumed the post position. "But you don't
help things by subsidizing businesses to
move overseas."

Quayle laughed his Quayle laugh. "That
charge is utterly ridiculous. How can you
trust Bill Clinton with these charges?"

"Now Dan," began Gore with soothing
hand gestures. "You know you did. It has
been fully investigated by '60 Minutes,'
'Nightline' and Star magazine."

"And you know full well you voted for

theCaribbean Base initiative, Al," retorted

Quayle out of nowhere.
"No," said Gore calmly. Admiral

Stockdale reeled.

Quayle laughed again. "But you did!"
"No, I didn't."

"But I have proof!" hyperventilated
Quayle. "Proof, dammit!"

"No, you don't," said Gore matter-of-
factly.

"Would you like to say anything. Ad-
miral Stockdale?" asked the moderator.

Stockdale broke out ofhis daze. "What?
My hearing aid's off."

"Do you have anything to add?"
"To what? What the hell are they talk-

ing about?" he asked. "I can't see a damn
thing."

"I'll take his time!" chimed in Quayle
and Gore. Stockdale stumbled backwards
again.

Quayle jumped in. "Clinton and Gore
are going to ruin our industry by their tax-
and-spend programs! He's going to raise
taxes all the way down to anyone above
$36,000!" he cried.

"You're wrong," said Gore, shaking his
head.

Dan started turning that shade ofpink.
"See! See! He's pulling a Clinton again!
What do you say to that. Senator?" Gore
moved his arm and moved to speak.
"Answer my question, Al! You're hedging!"
Gore pointed back at Quayle. "No,you're

the one avoiding the issue, Dan. Why
didn't you answer my question?"

Quayle turned his pink face to the
camera. "See, Clinton just cannot tell the
truth."

"You're the one who's lying," said Gore.
Admiral Stockdale suddenlycame alive.

"I think tonight you're seeing the reason
that nothing is getting done in Washing-
ton."

It is ironic that the one piece ofwisdom
was from Stockdale, the man who criti-

cized environmentalism byclaiming ifyou
clean the water too much youll kill the
water lilies. It's just unfortunate that in
November we will find ourselves voting
for the idea of Bill Clinton instead of the
man himself.

Nathan Crick is a UMass student.

change ourselves.

Take Sunday's presidential debates (please!). All three
candidates offered soaring platitudes about doing all

they could to end this nation's racial divisions. When it

comes right down to it, though, they can't do jack if the
American people stay bound and determined to hate each
other until we're all dead at each others' hands.

So here's the point: we've seen this all before and we're
still back at square one. Why? It's not entirely the
administration's fault, although they've mastered the
knee-jerk reaction to problems (hindsight — it's still 20/
20) they could have met head-on. The administration is

powerless to change one damned thing ifwe refuse to let
that change happen.

It's too easy to get into an "us and them" attitude when
events which divide us occur. Well, here's a news Hash.
There is no them. There is only us.

Until we, the human race, somehow decide our dif-

ferences will no longer come between us. no platitudes,
speeches, takeovers, days of action, laws or rallies will
change us. We'll just keep attacking one another like
dinosaurs, confused by blind rage and fear of what we
don't understand.

You know what became ofthe dinosaurs.
Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.

APO wants to get to know you
Mr. Roberts, I read your article

[Collegian, Oct. 8] "Rush week disap-
points," and would like to introduce
you to another type of brotherhood. I

am a brother ofAlpha Phi Omega. Yes,
a brother, not a sister. We are a na-
tional co-ed service fraternity based on
the principled ofleadership, friendship
and service. The strongest attribute of
our fraternity is the brotherhood which
does not stand for manhood but for
strongly bound friendships.

As Membership Vice President of
APO, I cannotimagine choosing pledges
from individuals I have yet to know.
Anyone is allowed to pledge our frater-
nity. It should be their decision, not
ours. What makes our fraternity a
brotherhood is the diversity within our

group. Our members have different
sexes, religions, races, majors and pref-

erences. I've met many people I never
would have if I had only bid for indi-

viduals like myself.

We've finished our rush period, but
we always welcome anyone interested
in pledging or just participating in our
service projects. Ifyou, Mr. Roberts, or
anyone else, would like to find out more,
we are in Student Union Room 415A.
We are proud of who we are and

what we stand for. We are proud ofthe
people we were able to meet and the
prejudices we have learned to drop
because we have gotten to know the
person behind the name and face.

Sherri Katzer
Alpha Phi Omega

Split forces can't move forward

Bush threatens choice
I am writing in response to the misinformed, ignorant

and humorless article by Chris Petropoulos on why us
"fishhead boys and fishhead girls" should vote for Bush
[Collegian, Oct. 8]. Turn off Rush Limbaugh, Mr.
Petropoulos, and tune into the real world.

I'd like to address the pathetic paragraph on abortion.

Mr. Petropoulos informs us that "abortion is legal now
and always will be." Who are you kidding? On June 29,

1992, our Supreme Court rvded in Planned Parenthood of
Pennsylvania vs. Casey and virtually gutted /?oe vs. Wade.
At the same time, the Court also voted on whether or not

to overturnRoe vs. Wade. It was held intactby a 5 to 4 vote:

a one vote margin. FourJustices clearly stated their desire

and intention to destroy a woman's right to choose. As
Justice Blackmun wrote, "I fear for the darkness as four

Justices await the single vote necessary to extinguish the

light." Justice Blackmun is nearing retirement age, and

who can forget the last Bush appointee and newestJustice?
Thomas and his boys can't wait to revoke a woman's right

to choose. His replacement will be another youngish,

conservative little-known Justice like Souter and Thomas.

Under another four Bush years, abortion will be made
illegal, or restricted so much that it might as well be.

"Let them have their fun protesting the clinics." Have

you been out in front of the clinics, Mr. Petropoulos? I

have. And no one is having fun there. Pro-choice is not

pro-Bush, pro-women is not pro-Bush, pro-gay is not pro-

Bush. Clinton is our only hope, our only choice.

Kristin Lee
Amherst

I do not know how to deal with the
separation of races at UMass. First off, I

am angry because I feel the administra-
tion has handled these incidents poorly
by not taking control of the situation
right away. But what is crazy is that
instead of coming together and working
to fight ignorance, we have split into
minorities and Whites.
When I found out the rally at Wash-

ington was for minorities only, I thought,
"What?" I'm not welcome even though I

want to voice my opinions and make
changes too? Because I'm White? What
s— is that? The fact that I was shunned
because ofthe color of my skin pissed me
off; I don't do that to other people. I don't
want to see all White people stereotyped
as the guy who assaulted Arlens Barosy. I

was a minority in my schools. I've been
pushed around by enough races, including
my own, that if there were a good reason
to hate people, I could hate just about
everybody. But what good would that do?

Since I wasn't wanted at the protest, I

went to a meeting of "White allies of mi-
norities," which helped get rid of some of

my anger about these racial incidents. I

understand time was needed for the mi-
norities to make a stand, but the stand
would be bigger is everyone got together.

So whyam I still so damn angry?. From
what I witnessed Thursday night, we
weren't listening to each other. The frus-
tration and anger is understandable and
justifies, but the separation, the stereo-
types is not. What is important is that our
values and feelings are the same.There
are racist fools on this campus from every
race, but they are the minority when
compared to those who feel what's going
on is terribly wrong.

To the best of my abilities I can un-
derstand the anger and distrust minorities
feel toward Whites because of what has
happened over the years. Now is the time
to move ahead by understanding that there
are those of every race who share similar
values and can be trusted. Am I the only
person so outraged that I'm seriously
wondering just what kind of school I en-
rolled in?

Laura van Maanen
Southwest
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UMass Greeks ready to
float into homecoming

COLLEGIAN
COLLEGIAN

By CHRISTINA THORPE
Collegian Correspondent

The trees are turning, walks to classes
are getting colder, the football team is

playing and the University of Massachu-
setts Greeks are decorating floats.

Homecoming is here.

Arleigh Kennedy, a senior political
science major, is the vice-president of ac-
tivities for the Panhellenic Council. She
emphasized the importance of alumni in
this weekend's scheduled Homecoming
activities.

"Homecoming is a special time for
Greeks." said Kennedy. Because ofHome-
coming, "alumni always have a place to
come back to and see the people they know."

The theme of this year's Homecoming
is "Greeks through Time." There is a total
ofseven floats each representinga different
decade in history. Some float themes in-

clude the "Wild West." "Ancient Greece,"
"The Stone Age" and "the Future."

The groupings for Homecoming consist
of several different chapters — both fra-

ternities and sororities — on each float.

Kristin Fletcher, a sophomore psychol-
ogy major and sister of Sigma Delta Tau,
said she looks forward to her first Home-
coming as a Greek.

"Homecoming will be a great opportu-
nity to meet alumni and members of Al-
pha Chi Rho and Phi Sigma Kappa, whom
we are paired with," said Fletcher. "Our
theme is the '50s and building the float
should be a lot of fun."

Kennedy also said that the UMass
Marching Band will be participating in
the Homecoming parade. It is a possibility
that the University police will also be
marching.

At 11 :30 a.m. this Saturday, the parade
offloats will leave Lot 34 (Visitor's Center)
and proceed up Massachusetts Avenue to
North Pleasant Street. The procession will

travel the length of Fearing Street, turn
on University Drive and conclude at Dallas
Mall in front of the football stadium.

The football game is scheduled to begin
at 1 p.m., and tailgating will be allowed
before the game.

Kids lose extra pounds
Study links walking to cholesterol drop

Kids don't have to work out to the

max to reduce their cholesterol and body
fat levels. University of Massachusetts
researchers say low-intensity physical

activity, such as walking, does the trick.

The researchers tracked a dozen
sixth-graders from Fort River Elemen-
tary School in Amherst while they
trained to walk the Boston Marathon
course last April. They found that the

children's cholesterol and fat levels

decreased, while their aerobic capacity

and body weight increased slightly.

In all, 32 youngsters trained for

three months, walking a total of 220
miles. At the peak of their training,

they were walking 27 miles a week.
The youngsters walked the entire 26-

mile, 385-yard Boston Marathon course
in two days, starting April 20, the day
ofthe marathon, and finishing the next
day.

Frank Rife, associate professor of
exercise science, conducted cholesterol

tests on their children. "It was very
clear that as they increased their
training, their cholesterol levels
dropped," says Rife.

"We also noticed that ifthey stopped
their training for four or five days
because of injuries or holidays, their
cholesterol levels reversed themselves
and went up," says Rife. "But when
they resumed their training, their
cholesterol dropped again."

This suggests, Rife says, that
physical activity does not have to be
intense to produce health benefits,

but should be done on a regular basis.

Noting that the children's train-
ing was of low intensity and long
duration rather than high intensity,

Patty Freedson, associate professor
of exercise science, says researchers
did not expect to see significant in-

creases in aerobic capacity and, in
fact, saw only a small increase.

But she says the children's re-

duced body fat levels may indicate
that physical activity does not have
to be intense to reduce body fat levels.

As for the increase in the children's

body weight, Freedson says its pos-
sible that walkingincreases lean mass,
resulting in improved muscle tone.

—University News Office

CHINA DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Tmditional Chinese Cuisine
Relax and enjoy yourself at our beautiful Newly remodeled Facility •

SunnyGreenhouse • Sushi Bar • BeauUful Lounge with Big Screen TV.

Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week • Lunch Specials served daily!
"Largest Chinese Restaurant in Hampshire County" '

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1 :30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS TILL 1 1PM

;
EVERYMOWAYTHROm THURSDAY IS OURWmE

I 4PM 7PM. ENJOY

WITH COUPON

•OR CAJtRY OUT
I

I • DIIMIVER. • I

I ONUY
J

Happy Hour
$2.OO Appetizersfrom our special

menu • $1 .00 Draft Beer
Mivern \oir Avmlabk' ihrouah Dehivni £\T)rt's.s ai 549 007

351 Northampton Rd. • Rte. 9 • Amherst
Corner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. • 256-8800

Ninth World Food Day Teleconference

UMNA and the Department of Nutrition at the University and
The Luce Food Program of Hampshire College are proud to host:

"Linking Food, Health & Development"
October 16, 1992

12:00-3:00
Foreign Language Resource Center

Herter Hall

This IS a Satellite Conference that will feature discussion by a panel of
experts followed by a UNICEF video on "Nutrition as the bridge be-
tween food and health" and concluding with an hour of Questions &

Answers involving participants from around the world.

Seating is limited, but at least 20 will be held for
first-come first-serve basis.

So what are you
waiting for?

Tues.-Sun.
October 13-18

6 DAYS ONLY

It s our SAVE TWICE

r AEROBICS -I

Lozv Impact

Step

^Hi/Low

Birthday^CU

2(K
STOREWIDENOW

With your purchase you will receive a
SURPRISE SAVINGS GIFT CERTIFICATE"
redeemable from Thanksgiving until Christmas.

(November 27-December 24)

So wish us a happy birthday now, and make
"

ila: •
'

your savings last through the holidays!

• limit one per oistfHner.

191 N. PleasantSt, Amherst, MA 01 002 • 413-253-2013
22 Masonic St, Northampton, MA 01 060 • 41 3-586-6336

Open 7 Days 'Thursday Nites in Northampton

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra Diavio
• Lasagna a! Forno
• Chicken Primavera
• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,
including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee
for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer Expires October 29, 1992

Open Daily at 11:10 a.m.

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

25fe>008Q

THE INEXPENSIVE ALTERNATIVE

RADIAL
Full Warranty • Safe • Free
Road Hazard • Economical
30,000 mi. Tread Life • 90

Day Replacement Guarantee

AS LOW

GUARANTEED

USED
TIRES

71 North Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA
253-9.300

J

HADLEYTRE
AND BRAKE CENTER
439 Russell St., Hadley
253-9911 or 253-9054

Ex-hostages lodge
suit against Iran
NORRISTOWN. Pa. (AP)-Former hostages Joseph

Cicippio and David Jacobsen tx)day announced a lawsuit
seeking $600 million ofIran's frozen assets on grounds its
government sponsored "commercial terrorism."

The civil suit was to be filed today in U.S. District
Court in Washington, D.C., their lawyers said.

Cicippio and Jacobsen said today that if they were
successful, they would share any proceeds with fellow
hostages and families of slain hostages.

"This isn't anything we want for ourselves, but for all
the hostages, Cicippio said at a news conference in
Norristown, his family's longtime hometown. "We have
to let Iran know that this has to hurt in their own
pocketbook."

Jacobsen, by phone from California, said the ex-hos-
tages' action "is not one of vengeance. . . but we have to
have a commitment to justice."

Jacobsen is 51, Cicippio is 62 and neither has a job.
"Freedom has brought another form ofbondage for the

hostages," Jacobsen said.

mkeg

M bicycle
continued from page 3

excuse for his error. "The bicycle club shouldn't rely
on the SAO to give them their account information.
Thisjust shows the club has poor fiscal sense," Rose
said.

Laurent said the club plans to show a film early
next springand is also going to start collecting dues
from its 30 members to raise money.

Laurent said because the bicycle club's loan of
$8,963 was not approved, the club is still undecided
as to whether it will host its annual spring race
weekend.

"This race is always well-attended and it has
become a tradition at UMass," said Laurent. He
said everyone from the Eastern Collegiate Cycling
Federation, which consists of 76 schools from the
Northeast, is able to participate in the race after
paying a $21 fee.

Laurent said the club could possibly make a
higher income in light of the fact that last year's
event drew 540 participants.

"I don't know what will happen to the club now,"
he said.
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continued on page 1

ernment Association, says she thinks the
law is not working and is selectively en-
forced by police.

"It's grossly unfair," said Wood. "Stu-
dents are denied licenses randomly with-
out any real criteria. And I know a lot of
people who have keg parties without li-

censes.

"It's allowing the town to levy heavy
fines," said Wood. "There aren't fewer
parties. The whole punishment as a de-
terrent method doesn't work," she said.
"There needs to be different ways. I haven't
heard of people not buying a keg because
of the law."

Wood suggested the town ofAmherst is

even pushing the drinking problem into
other communities, where students can
drink from a keg without a license. She
also questioned the need for police to look
back to see if the applicant has a criminal
record.

"It's absurd. The whole thing doesn't
make sense," said Wood.

Senior history major Mark Delcore, 21,
doesn't think the law is going to stop
students from drinking.

"There's ways around it. Everybody's
going to drink anyway," said Delcore. "It

sucks. We work all week and we just want
to relax on the weekend. They're trying to
keep students from blowing off steam."

Scott Forbes, owner of Scott's Liquors
in Amherst, said he doesn't find the law
effective.

"The person who has the large party is

not going to get a license anyway," said
Forbes. "It's supposed to promote sensible
drinking, which is important, but I don't
think the answer is a keg license."

"It seems to be working quite well,"
said Amherst Town Manager Laurie
Benoit. "We're trying to raise student
awareness about the liabihty. The person
who purchases the keg is legally respon-

sible if anyone is injured."

Facing charges for violating the keg
law, junior history major Chris Jarvis, 20,
said he feels the keg law goes too far.

"It's targeted to ahenate the student
population from the community," said
Jarvis, who recalled coming to UMass in
1986 when his friend had a keg party in
his residence hall balcony.

Obtaining a license

Maia said it's easy to obtain a license
and doesn't understand why people think
it's difficult.

"We try to make it as easy as we can,"
said Maia, who added that only a few
people have been denied a hcense.

Applicants, who must be 21 years or
older, need to go to the Amherst Police
station for an orientation on the bylaw.

The police consider the followingfactors
before giving their recommendations to
the town manager, who has the authority
to award the licenses.

• Does the applicant have a criminal
record?

• Does the applicant have a record of
alcohol-related convictions, arrests or
complaints?

• Is there reason to believe beer will be
sold?

• What controls will be established to
prevent consumption by underage per-
sons?

• Is there a record of alcohol-related
complaints under present occupancy at
the site of the event?

• Is the size of the site, its parking and
sanitary facihties adequate?

If an application is denied, it may be
appealed to the Select Board.

"I don't like it," said Phil Delcore,
21, a microbiology major. "There doesn't
seem to be that big of a problem. It's not
necessary."

I am the genie
of the

Collegian.
You are
hereby

granted three
wishes.
Use them
wisely.

To summon
me, repeat
this phrase
three times:

"The
Collegian is a
way cool
paper."
Louder!

Make the most
of your

retirement years.
To make the most of your retirement in the future you

need to make the most of your retirement plan today.

At our free seminar, we'll show you an extraordinary new
investment opportunity for your 403(b) plan. Through the
Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector^ Account you can invest
in an extensive selection of Merrill Lynch mutual funds. You
also have the flexibility to move in and out of the funds as
your financial objectives or the economy changes.

And to help you make your investment decisions, a
Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant will work with you to de-
termine your individual financial situation and expectations.

Learn more about how the Retirement Selector Account
can help you make the most of your 403(b) plan by attending
our free seminar. To reserve your place, call one of the
numbers below or return the coupon below.

DATE: Thursday, October 22nd

TIME: 7:30 -9:00 a.m.

PLACE : Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst
(continental breakfast will be served.)

SPEAKERS: Michael P. Sarsynskl, Jr. and
Kate Rutherford,

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultants

RSVP: 413-78S4100 or 1-800-288^445
, ^
j

Mall to: Merrill Lynch
1331 Main Street, Springlield. MA 01 103. Attn: f9C$4/9«54

[
D Yes, I plan to attend your free seminar. Pleaite reserve. _seat($).
D No. I cannot attend, but vwjuld like to receive more ln(ormalH)n about the

Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector*" Account.

Name

Business Phone (_

Home Phone ( )

. Addres.<(

.

City

State .Zip.

Merrill Lynch clients, please give the name and odlce address of your
Financial Consultant.

Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust.

DMBRSITY
'Minmfy''LrwDay

m%-rmH

ANY MIMS BRAKE SERVKE
Right now, get $20 off the regular price of any quality Midas brake service

at participating dealers. At Midas, you'll get a free detailed brake

inspection Wntten estimate up front And we can fix your brakes right the

same day you bring in your car. So what's stoppmg you?

•OH regular prict Offer ends 10/25/92

miDAS

NEW

IHQimD
COLLEGE

SCHOOLOFLAW

1 1:00 tijm. ** 4:00 p.m.

S. Prestley Stake Law Center

Sessions:

•Student Panel Discussion: Diversity

Law Students Discuss Life at Law School

•Mock Law Class and Group Discussion

•How to Apply to Law School

•Career Options: Panel Discussion with

Attorneys of Color

DANCECLUB
Wednesday -

DANCING WITH D) JOB

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER

DANCING
WITH DJ DENNIS R.

WHMP broadcasting live.

Friday •

DANCING WITH DJ JOB
Ffw Admission Before IftOOpm

ffwAllNJ^w/CoHegeLD.*

Saturday - WHMP
THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOB

Coming 10/31

THE AREAS BIGGEST
HALLOWEEN PARTY

• CASH PRIZES •

LIVE MUSIC. .i

Thun,., Oct. ]5-8:.U)pnVJH+/

Pink Floyd Tribute

THE MACHINE

:.

Fri., Oct. l(>-8:30pm

Free Rock Frid.iv

MOVING PJCIORES
KUSH TriJHitf

Krtv Admission Before' lOiOOpm

Free All Nit^ht w/Collci'c I I),

...•....--...........,
Sjt.. Oct. l7-8:.U)pni

Country Rcxrk from Austin, TX

JOE ELY
John SheltJon and Blue Sirp.ik

Thuis.. (kt. 22-H:U)pn]/]8+/

RIPPOPOTAMUS
THE TRIBULATIONS

Fri., Oa. 2i-7:tVim

Free R(xrk Frid.iy

THE SIGHS
Floating Boats

I rev Aclmi'.sion

-—M

"-'•-'-'••-•-'' -^

S.il, Oct 24-7:(n)pin

NRBQ

Nri ii|HT>cf, (in sl.i^c ,11 Hprni
'''•' ' ^' " -- • -••-'•••-•^

Tue\. Oa. 27-H:(X)i)nVUU

THE SAMPLES

Jiggle The Handle

:

Mon., Nov. 2-8:00nm

Chicago Blues Explosion

KOKO TAYLOR
Lil Ed & The Blues Imperials

Tues., Nov. i-8:CK)i)nvl8+,

MATERIAL ISSUE
TOO MUCH JOY

MIGHTY LEMONDROPS t

r.

Thurs.. Nov. 5-7:()(>i>nyl8+

MATTHEW SWEET

The Jayhawks

S.it. Nov. 7-H:k)nm

MAX CREEK
^^^'^'-''-''-''^'-''-^-^'-"-'---•rrfrTi*

Sun., Nov. 8-7:()0ijnV18+/

YOUSSOU N' DOUR

j.j. 1. 1. 1. . .. ..J. .. .. ,.

ALL 413782 1 G I S T E

Hadley • Rt. 9 near Hampshire Mall • 586-9991 WESTERN NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE SCHOOL OF LAW
1215 WILBRAHAM ROAD • SPRINGFIELD, MA Oil 19

i

Man., Nov 9-H:00j)ni}H+.'

Free Show
WIDE SPREAD PANIC

Tues.. Nov. l7'H:(X)i>ni

LOS LOBOS
Tldicts available at Pearl StrwL
SIrawixTries, fi* Unlimited,

rhnamite Re<ords, for The Record in

Amherst ritket Pro (800) 828-7080.
•

JO PeariStreel Northanylon • ^84-7771
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Thieves couldn't wait
to get Madonna's Sex
WALTHAM, Mass. (AP) —

Madonna's new book "Sex" goes on sale
next week, but some thieves couldn't
wait and pilfered 1,365 copies from a
trailer.

The trailer had been parked outside
the Little Brown & Co. distribution
center in Waltham, about 15 miles west
of Boston. An official at Warner Books,
which published the volume, said no
other thefts had been reported.

"I can't even imagine what they (the

thieves) would do with them," Warner
publicity director Ellen Herrick told

the Middlesex News in Framingham.
The $49.95 volume spurred contro-

versy last week in France, where the
government threatened to censor the
book, which displays the pop star's

sexual fantasies in words and pictures.

The book is scheduled for release
worldwide next Wednesday.

Police say the culprits broke into the
trailer some time between 8 p.m. last

Thursday and Monday afternoon. De-
tective Cap. Richard Shannon said the
thieves replaced a padlock on the trailer

to cover up the theft.

Hanson
continued from poge 1

"The largest growing group in the

country is single mothers with a child

living below the poverty level. And these

people need to be represented," said

Hanson. "Bush doesn't represent them."

Hanson worked this summer with
Hillary Clinton and Tipper Gore at a

convention in Washington D.C. on issues

of a women's choice regarding abortion.

Hanson is pro-choice.

"It's none ofthe government's business

whether people want children or not," said

Hanson, who said she believes the whole
movement to protect women's choice is

protecting women's rights.

"We've helped in particular to get the
message that the government should stay

out of the bedroom," Hanson said.

After meeting with Clinton and Gore in

person, Hanson said she was much more
impressed than she had been by seeing
them through the media.

"Hillary is extremely smart, and very
sharp," said Hanson. She added that Gore
has a lot of integrity and "she's smarter
than I thought she was." Hanson said she
wasn't impressed by was how "[Gore's]

whole life is supporting her husband."
Hanson said one of the most frustrat-

ing things for her so far is how unaccepting
society is of Hillary Clinton.

"When you have a really dynamic and
intelligent woman like Hillary, it's sad
that society can't accept her," said Hanson.
"I think it's unfortunate that her brilliance

has been stifled because she is too

threatening to many people."

Hazelwood

FLEX CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

SV.V

I

FITNESS CENTERH^AMNIIST, M AW
THE VALLEY S LEADING WEIGHT TRAINING FACILITY

175 UNIVERSITY DRIVE. AMHERST • 253-3539

Prorated Semester

Weekend Warriors
Saturday & Sunday $8.00

10% OFF monthly or semester

rate with Ad.

CO'Ed • Walking Distance

I
$2.o» OFF with purchase of I

I

$ 15 or nnore with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

continued from poge 1

Arrangements are under the direction ofAlfred Roy &
Sons Funeral Home. Memorial contributions may be
made to the Karen L. Hazelwood Scholarship Fund,
South High Community School, 170 Apricot St.,

Worcester, 01603.
—Collegian Staff Reports
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586 5726
213 MAIN ST
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«4:<in«-«iil>l<>

l(«;«Mir<i.s

uimI

r.iis.Hi-ll«>>s

586 1707

21 STATE ST
NORTHAMPTON

c29^ CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE.

For students who aren't registered to vote locally,

it only takes 29^ to act your age and vote.

By mailing in the coupon below to your hometown

election official, you can vote even if you're not

home for the November 3^" election.

Just 29^. How can you not afford it?

Vote.

DEAR ELECTION OFFICER/CLERK:
1 AM A COLLEGE STUDENT AWAY AT SCHOOL. PLEASE SEND ME AN ABSENTEE BALLOT
SO I CAN VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER 3RD ELECTION.

YOUR NAME (AS REGISTERED): ^^
YOUR REGISTRATION ADDRESS (BACK HOME):

WARD/PRECINCT (BACK HOME, IF YOU KNOW IT):

YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS:

YOUR SIGNATURE:
MAIL TO YOUR HOMETOWN CITY OR TOWN CLERK OR ELECTION COMMISSION. '

' "

PAID FOR BY THE STUDENT SENATE, COMMUTER AREA GOV'T. SOUTHWEST AREA GOV'T, AND NORTHEAST AREA GOV'T

CALVIN AND HOBBES
I'm 9ohr>d pourvi you
in gym q\<*55, Ty<ink>|.

TO SEE Too t;^ IT/
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By BILL WATTERSON TH E FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
m BRAIN yiisuts My e«&o

HAD CALL-WAriHG.

JIM'S JOURNAL

and saU, ''X btt
Stewt'J pftc|L\K) up

50+ Tone's -f^Vt
t9cn\\ \%MtT an*
lUfiCW t\^\r& aM>iAS

tWat ;t \tt9S 9i

By JIM

''No \H«.»/."'T«KV

war JHfan;si«r*

Cornelius! I've been watching him!

Beware of the jawbone!"

CAST OF THOUSANDS
J^O.-ri:;' JUST ^BifORE I A^SImcR, I

IN THATCASS, IP SAi THATZACk'Q

SBSiM ANOTHER UOMAN. AND,
HB'QQAy. ALSO. HE PB&PIGBS

yOUANPh'f
HOTiEPUTN
WEOAW

BMoruBR.

By BARRY DEUTSCH
iCOUU>\

TO HELL WITH MY BAEDEKER

Quote of the Day
"Make no judgements where you have

no compassion."

—Anne McCaffrey

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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By PRICE VAN RAY
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QOLUEtbE NCiT
,NiO(2i>uR.i^ SCHOOL

ARIES (March 21 -April l'»):

Grealerlinant Jal sit urily will Ix- yours
it you make ihe right moves. Higher-
ups are particularly const ious ol the
image you project now. Take greater

pains with your appearance.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It is

lime to mend your lences with some-
one who has meant a lot Ij) you. Be
realistic ahout what you hofx- to

achieve. A financial victory may he
near. Avoid Ixiasling.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20); Spend-
ing money on a hol)ljy, sporl or any seli-

improvemem project is a sman nxjve
today. Travebrsnecdloexercise special
caution. Keep your car doors locked
and ol)ey the speed limit.

CANCER (|une 2 1 -July 22): Some
lal)ulous news comes your way. Be
careful not to lake a loved one lor

granted. Keep romance fresh and in-

teresting! Sharing a new hobby will

lead to new togclherness.

LEO (|uly 23-Aug. 22): You have
an exceptional eye for value today. If

there is an item lo buy or a financial

issue lo resolve, now is the ideal lime.

Be diplomatic and suggest a compro-
mise.

VIRGO (Aug. 2VSepl. 22): You
know your own mind and have a

clear vision of what you want lo ac-

complish. A generous gesture will be
repaid in kind. PrrKeed with caution
when mixing business with pleasure.

LIBRA iSepi. 23-Ot t 22): An un-
usual opijoriunity arises. Be willing to

use talents that have lain dormant
recently. Banish any soll-doubis by
studying history or philosopliy for

ins|)iration.

SCORPIO (()( I. 2 i-Nov. 2 M: A
work project will be lessdiliit ult than
il ap()ears. Curb a tendency to Ix--

come impatient. A spiritual or emo-
tional Conner lion with a new friend is

worth nurturing.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2 1 ): A great day to complete pending
tasks l)cfore facing new ones. You
receive a splendid assist from a true

Iriend who enjoys helping out. Take
an active part in a community event.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. I<»):

Coming on ttxj slrrmg could (jrove

counlerprodui live. Try kindness and
sweet reason to ()ul your point across.

Your talent for drawing or painting

may surprise- you.

AQUARIUS()an.20-Fc^). 18): The
good money signs of yesterday may
not ex ist now. Curb an urge to splurge.

Plan a dale tonight; the chemistry is

right! A gentle, talkative approach
gets the results you seek.

PISCES (Fc-I). l')-March 20); Limit

ex(X'nses, esixt iaily those cntouraged
by others. You must Ix' true lo you
values regardless ol public opinion. A
rewarding eiiKHional exix-rience gives

y<xj fresh lio(x- for the luluri'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Michele Bakis,

David Maryakhin, Janet Riley

LUNCH
Pizza

Deli Ham on Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Flat Bread Sandwich

Menu
DINNER

Attack of the Scrod!

Bacon 1/4 Ib.'er

BASICS DINNER
Save us from the Scrod!

Lentil Spinach Stew

Thf opiniotis fxprcsscd on this p.iyc .iic those ot the c .iitoonists .ind do not ncd'ss.irily rcfk-c t tlu' views ol the C()llc}ii,)n or the University

ACROSS
1 Feudal estate

S Move quiclcly

10 WW I plane
14 Approximately
1

5

Tuscany native

16 Miniscule
1

7

Talk stiow

pioneer

1

8

Aromatic herb
19 Dealer's

reqjest

20 Tart baker of

rhyme
23 American

cartoonist:

1840-1902
24 Medic's picture

25 Belt site

28 Helen's pursuer
31 Stage opening
32 Film center
34 Along in years
37 Gamblers' film

40 Pro —
41 Square
42 Worthless
43 Composer Erik

44 Thick

45 Bradley of the
Army

47 Max the fighter

49 Gambler's
game

55 Nick's dog
56 Greek epic

57 "The — Duke":
Wellington

59 Bank Issue

60 River craft

61 Diamond
source

62 Bold
63 Bad-mouth
64 Defunct brand

name

DOWN
1 Nifty dresser
2 Mosul's

republic

3 One of Isaac's

sons
4 Rhetorical

5 Stable

measurements
6 — noir

7 Possibly so

8 Car of yore

9 Word with deep
or high

10 Brenda, Kay
and Ringo

11 Caravel of 1492
12 Nervous
13 Stain

21 Corrode
22 "Time flies."

e.g.

25 Light unit

26 Yearning

27 Bit of gossip

28 Sort of soup
29 Foofaraws
30 Cleave
32 Coin taker

33 Singer Tennille

34 "— Island with

You-
35 Luau wreaths
36 Unit of force

38 Midwest
destination

39 Wage enhancer
43 Learned one
44 — Plaines, III

45 Davis from

Georgia
46 Com taker

47 Soma in "The
Rookie"

48 Viper

50 Parts of pens
51 Ouahog
52 '/orkshire river

53 "Topaz" author
54 Oxford

staffers

55 High mountain
58 Latecomer,

in a way

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.
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Michelob.DRYAJGHT
24/12 ozcans

$12.69 + dep.

Rolling Rock
Bar Bottles

$12.99 + dep.

Budweiser.DRYAJGHT
24/12 oz. cans

$11.99 + dep.

Miller G.D. & G.D. Lt.

24/12 oz. cans

$11.99 + dep.

Busch
24 Bar Bottles

$9.49 + dep.

Olympia
24/12 oz. cans

$7.99 + dep.

Narragansett
24/12 oz. cans

$6.99 + dep.

Artie Bay
12 pak bott.

$5.69 + dep.

Lowenbrau
12 pak bott.

$6.69 + dep.

Catamount
6 pak bott.

$4.69 + dep

KEGS!!

BIG PARTY???
Deliveiy Available

Tired of stores with BAD
ATTITUDES? At 4 Seasons |

you'll be treated with
gratitude!

Natural Light
1/2 bbl

$32.90 -t- dep

Busch
1/2 bbl

$38.99 -t- dep

Miller, Lite, GD, GD Lt.

1/2 bbl

$38.99 + dep.

MASS. STATE

LOHERY AGENT!

ICE!!! $1.00
Best Deal in Wl^Vlass

Popov Vodka

175L $9.99

Vanya Vodka

,75L $8.49

f\Mj llHJ0SdllH|J|JS

.750 L

intramurals

Old Crow

10L $7.49

Jim Beam

175L $13.49

Southern Comfort

,750 L $739
vel-'u 'B?- ^?- Not-PSDO"-,Die'o- TjiDO'i • VISA MASTERCARD E«cijaed o- S.iellt-n!

HOURS: Mon-Saf. 9-11 • 10% Senior Discount Everyday

Keq deposits Held Up to 30 Days on VISA. MASTtRCARD, CHECK. CASH

continued from page 1

the sign-up and health forms, post a sign-up sheet out-

side their rooms, and formulate a roster that way."

No sport too small

Garcia said even with the considerable number of

sports offered through intramurals, some students are

disgruntled at what isn't offered. The one sport most
often mentioned is floor hockey.

"Lots of people ask for floor hockey, but our situation

is such that we don't really have a place to play it," she

said. "Upstairs in the gym, the floor is pretty beat up, so

adding floor hockey wouldn't really help the situation."

This doesn't mean, however, that suggestions fall on
deaf ears.

"Coolidge I residence halll formed seven softball teams,
and they wanted to play each other, so we set it up,"

Garcia said. "We're open to suggestions, but two people

cannot make up a whole floor hockey league. You and
your girlfriend won't cut it."

'Only pay it once*

Wright and Garcia estimated the intramurals Office

has been in operation since 1961 or 1962, and they said

that contrary to popular belief, intramural activities are

not funded by the athletic fee on students' bi-annual
tuition bill.

"We are funded through the General Recreation and
Intramural Trust Fund, which is only paid by incoming
freshmen and transfer students," Garcia said. "You only
pay it once, and it coversyou for howevermany semesters
you stay here.

"Whether you graduate in eight semesters or 20, you
are still covered after paying the fee that one time," she
said.

Garcia estimated that approximately 50 percent of
male undergraduates, 20 percent of female under-
graduates and five percent ofgraduates and faculty take
part in intramural activities. But Wright believes these
numbers could be higher still if his office was given
greater access to media outlets.

"I think the Collegian is our best avenue to reach
people," he said. "But information is passed about
intramurals mostly by word of mouth, because we can't

get any publicity from your paper."

Wright said he hopes the campus media will increase

coverage ofintramural activities so undergraduates won't

be denied an opportunity to meet others and have fun

simply because they didn't know about it.

"I think it's critical that we let new students know
that, hey, we have an intreunural program here," he said.

"We want students to step up and stop by 215 Boyden so

they know we exist and they see what we have to offer."

prayer
continued from page 3

neering, said he is making a conscious effort to under-

stand how he was taught to have prejudices and is trjdng

to re-educate himself
"1 am pra3ring that God will smash the darkness that

is permeating this campus, so that His light will shine,"

Morrison said.

Morrison also said he believes that praying makes a

big difference.

Kristine Dodson, a exchange student from Oregon
State University, says she believes students have a

misperception that Christians are all White and that

Christianity excludes other races.

"We want all students to feel welcome and not think

it's an all 'White' thing," Dodson said.

Angel Grant, an undergraduate, says she carne to the

meeting to pray for peace and healing on this campus.
"God is the only person that can get things done," said

Grant.

Pagan said God is important to those students who are

in need.

"It's important to pray, it opens the door to heaven,
and God listens," Pagan said.

Pagan also appealed to God to help this campus and
bring healing to those affected by the racial incidents.

The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship is open to all

students and meets every Friday at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center. The evening program consists of bible-study,

fellowship and prayer. It attempts to provide a non-
threatening social and educational environment for

students.

"Students need to know that God's love is constant and
never changing," Dodson said.

If any of you took that thing about the metal file and the teeth seriously
yesterday, the Collegian would like to apologise sincerely. The same

goes for anyone who read that 'stats is fun' stuff. (Just kidding.)

Lookingfor aJob?
Need pvofessional experienee?

pw%%%%%%%>%%%%%%%%%.%%%%%%ii%>i^u%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%iaMM|

Find out how you can gain the competitive edge!

Attend a
PLANNING FOR FIELD EXPERIENCE WORKSHOP

WHEN:

Mondays @ 12:20 October 19, 26

Wednesdays @ 2:30 October 21, 28

Thursdays @ 1:00 pm October 15, 22, 29

WHERE:

16 Curry Hicks

Don't miss out!
Oppoi'liiiiilics ;i\;iil;il)k' ;il...

The Boston Globe

Pratt & Whitney

Arthur Anderson

IBM
Walt Disney

NBC Today Show

And many, many more.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntemity/Sorcnty Ptik - on the Orchard Hill biu route. (413)S4S-2224.

Where Careers Take Ojf!

Tix available at: Tix Unlimited,

For The Record, & Main St. Records

\SVS\\VN\\VNN.NNNXN NVVVSN.VVV'vSNN
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Shots
continued from page 1

2

• Midnight Madness on Halloween? I hope the John
Calipari mask is out in time. What's the dunk contest without
Will Hemdon? Perhaps Lou Roe can answer that.

• Right about here I usually run out of gas and start
writing about my dog or the Cravat King contest.

• Instead, 111 reintroduce The Shirl into this space For
those who chose t» foi-get, The Shirl is my mom and a pretty
good bumper pool player. Down three games to one in the
Finals ofMontague Madness, The Shirl found her bankshot
and ran away with the coveted Montague Medallion.

• Trade Clemens and you have to deal with the Curse
of the Bambino and the Rocket's Red Glare.

• There are certain sports where we only know one
prominent name and that name becomes universal when
we play such sports. So, when my bowhng partner "picked
up the mark" we turned to each other and said, "Just hke
Earl Anthony."

Keep your feet in bounds and youreyes on E Lot Saturday.
David Scott is a Collegian columnist.
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Blue Jays
continued from page 1

2

the opener instead of Cone.
Guzman stopped Oakland on one run and five

hits for seven innings. This is his first full season in
the m^ors.

Guzman was on the club that lost last year's
playoffs to the Minnesota Twins in five games.

The loss ended the AL West's domination in the
playoffs. Oakland and Minnesota had combined to win
five straight pennants since Boston won it in 1986.

The game got off to an ominous start for Oakland
when Devon White opened the first inning with a lazy
fly to shallow left field that Rickey Henderson dropped
foratwo-base error, his third ofthe series and fifth in his
playoffcareer. No other outfielder has more than two.

One out later, up came Carter and hit a drive
that barely made it over 121.9-meter mark (400
feet) in center field.

soccer
continued from page 12

office ofthe A-10 took place concerning Sunday's game
and itsoutcome. According toA-lOrepBobSteitz, there
was "no formal protest filed by UMass," but there was
concern about the postponing of the contest.

Therefore, the decision was that the game would
resume at a later date, Friday, Oct. 30, at George
Washington, with UMass leading 2-1. This changes
things for the Minutemen, who will have to wait over
two weeks to complete their A-10 regular season.

It would have ended tomorrow at Garber Field
against St. Joseph's University, but now UMass will
have to play four non-conference affairs before they
once again step foot on the field to continue the game
with the Colonials.

"We can't worry about the game withGW for awhile
now. A win against St. Joe's on Friday is a must for us,"
said Koch. "We'll have to take one step at a time."

Conv«ni«Pt to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 Wect Street

South Amherst

QUIET!
If you're tired of

yelling this,

come and see
us

The Brook
253-3834

Amherst

Laundromat
()|H'ii 7 days
Kani-9pm

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available
all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

AAC
Amherst Athletic Club

• Ownirt in bu«ineM since 19tt

•Locaiy Owned

• 1,3,4,9,12 month m«mb«nhipt iMJIabte

• CompfiM with llMMchuMtli ConMmer
Protection Um

ACA
AthleUe Club ofAmtrica

ACA in business since 1991

Based in Etstern Mass.

Currently advertising 9 & 12 month memberships

only.

' Has not posted insurance bond (swording to

Mssi Secrettry of SUttj to protect mefflben H the club

itthitlocitlonms...sg«k»

Amherst Athletic Club • 460 West St. • Amherst • 256-0080

SPORTS 6flR

& RESTflURANT

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

DANCING
9-1

Friday Happy Hour
Free

F*iz2:a Slices
Drink of the Week
Grape Crush $1.75

SvEndeiys
r*i2:z;^ Slices

Day fif Night
Watch all the Sports here

Satellite Dish

Campus Center 5:00 - $2.00
Auditorium 7:00,9:00,11:00

Thurs 10/15/92 $3.00
Sponsored by

the UMass Raquetball Team

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^E

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days pnor to Publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• FTC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Want a graat job?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Or. Chinachoti 545-1025

Sonic Youth Ticket Holdors:
Anyone holding old Sonic Youth tickets

for the FACshow must return or exchange
them for Student Union Ballroom tickets.

Exchanges can be made at the FAC box
office only, and must be made before day
of show 10/19.

Any^uestions call 545-2892

Graoks and clubs raise a cool S1.000 in

just one week!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

And a free headphone radio just for call-

ing 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65

Condomania on campus
Coming

Monday Oct. 19

CC Concourse

AUTO FOR SAL£

1979 Toyota Corolla, runs super, body
excellent S700 253-3369

Purchasing a used car? Having yourcar
repaired? Do you know your rights?

Contact the Legal Services Center
922 Campus Center 545-1995

COLLEGE PIZZA

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese S6.00

Free soda with the purchase of large

sub salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549 6073
Must mention this ad.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointment
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

Amherst. Remodeled room, 4

bedroom apartment, great location, S899
a month includes utilities. Call Debbie at

256-0741 or281j0722.

FURNISHED APARTMENT
Colonial Villiage

on bus route - 2 bedroom • 1 room for rent

295 a month NEGOTIABLE
Call 253-5421

Fridge Rental Free Delivery 253-9742

House-4 bedroom near Smith College

Northampton Nov. 1st. S775 plus. Skibiski

Realtors 584-3428

Amherst 3 bedroom condo, avail. Feb
1st A room and 1 bedroom apartment

avail. Jan 1st also

Classroom space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate 25 No. Pleasant St.

253-7879

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Tandy 20O Portable computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 3450 O.B.O.

WOW! 9$$$
Brand new 386DX.40MH2: 4MB Memory.
120MB Hard drive. Super VGA Color
Monitor, & morel S1379 For Power:
486DX-33MHZ S1879. Call for details. Cre-

ative Computers - 256-6474.

•First 10 callers get S50 off systems'

Postal Jobs available! Many positions.

Great t>enefits.

Call 1-800-333-3737

ext^-3306

AEROBICS INSTRtiCTOR: Experience
necessary. Call Target Zone Studies
586-1729

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

Cruise Ships now hiring - Earn $2,000'^/

month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-

perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C500

1

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

Overseas Jobs 9900-2000 month
summer, year round, all countries, all

fields. Free info. Write IJC PO Box 52
MAOl Corona De l Mar Ca. 92625

Recycling Job available. Must have
hours free on Tuesdays and some eve-
nings. S6/hr. Call 545-1153.

.Earn 91.900 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN
380184000

9200 - 9500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran.
teed FREE INFORIMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379-2900 Copyright #
MA15KDH

Students or Organizations.
Promote our Florida Spring Break pack-
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Call

Campus Marketing., 800-423-5264.

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS ToTspring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256^260.

LOST

Rugby Cleats on bus. Patrick, black
call Rich 256-4564

Lost Glasses maybe Hatch or Thomp-
son if found contact 253-3359

PERSONALS

Sigma Kappa Pledges: Congratulations
and welcome to Karen, Kim. Kristin,

Stephanie, Melissa, Alicia, Hope,
Cgriostina, Tracy, Susan, Kerrie, Debbie,
Missy and Darcy. Get excited for Home-
coming ! Love the sisters of Sigma Kappa

Delta Upsilon, Zeta Psi and Sigma
Sigma Sigma: the sisters of Sigma Kappa
want you to know we're psyched for a

great homecoming!

Hay Zeta Psi, Delta Upsilon and Sigma
Kappa: Get ready for a blast of a home-
coming!! The sisters or Tri-Sigma

M? Feeling foolish didn't meet when so
close. Hope opportunity comes again. Is

this off base? My loss or I • MV.
Finding Difficult -M

Michelle Hogan of Tri Sigma The count-
down is over
That final day has come
now you can join the senior club

because you are 211!

Happy Birthday! Love your sisters

Michelle Hogan or Tri Sigma
your 21st birthday is finally here,

just wait and see how it goes. Be
careful what you drink and try not to

bum your nose! ! Happy birthday roomie
Love Nicole

Happy Birthday Matt
One more year closer to getting in at the
Spokel

love your Big Sis

To Michelle
Roses are red

Carnations are pink

please don't take your shoes off

CU2 your feet stink!

Happy birthday roomie
(sorry it's late)

love Suzanne

Always Remember:
My wonderful mate, you will always be
t>eautiful because that's how I see you in

my mind's eye. Nothing can ever change
that.

Ahways,

Me
Moe, IMeredith. Julie -
I've fallen and I can'i reach the phone!
Love and smackers,
Brooke

SERVICES

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with
resumes. Quick service, free advice,

excellent quality and LOW prices. IBM
Laser Printing servicesavailable Call Andy
at 549 8463.

Scholarships, Grants available
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

S45 Fee

253 3454, 586 9445

Tarot readings
CalJ^Chris 256-0821

Leaf Raking and recycling pick-up: let

us help you with your fall cleanup. Rak-
ing 315-25. recycling free! Call 256-6887
for info.

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female to share large room 167.50
call 665-7604

A Room in 3 bdr house on but ft

w/2 Grad students

S283/mo * oil heal 256-0802

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed Free laser printout &
cover page, 31 .SOAyped page. Brian 546-
1795.

slng:S1.7»|)g.
Call Janet 256-0306, leave message

WANTED

Sell those drums!
I'm looking for a drum kit ASAP
I will settle for a cheap set but interested
in anything.

Call Shannon: 546-4924

UMASS RAQUETBALL

We are interested in new members.
All Univ. men and women are welcome.
If you want to learn more call 549-4349 or
546-2813
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Sports

Scott's shots
With their opening night, overtime victory the

Bruins clinched a playofTspot. Only two slots remain
open.

• The day this space starts off with a hockey
piece is the day the Red Sox start talking about
trading Roger Clemens.

• When the game's close and the tension builds,

there is no one in the same league as Sean
McDonough. The guy can do any sport with great

flare, but it's baseball where he's a true standout.
• A chopper on Astroturf is far different from a

chopper on natural grass. It's sort of like the differ-

ence between those naturally grown, ten-pound

pumpkins and the steroid-fed, 700-pound mon-
strosities.

• The intensity ofthe baseball playoffs is right up
there with March Madness and the NFL playoffs.

David

SCOTT
• The raging debate in Montague this past week
focused on whether one man can dominate a base-

ball game. What about hoops? Yes on the latter, no
on the former. Watch Eric Lindros prove the point

in hockey— he'll be running the show for the next

ten years.

Wait a min ute, is that the second hockey reference

of the week? That could fill the quota for the year.

• The career expectancy of Hugh Millen and
Leonard Russell is being severely hampered by
poor play calling and an offensive line that couldn't

hold back a puppy.
• Is it really a Celtics trsiiningcamp ifLarry Bird

isn't in uniform?
Preseason controversies are dribbling all over

the gym, but a starting five of Sherm at the point.

Dee, Reggie. X-Man and The Chiefis feasible. Bring
Easy Ed, The Kevins and Joe off the bench.

• Homecoming Weekend, tailgating and a 3-1

football team. It's almost like we're in Ann Arbor or

South Bend. Bring on Miami.
• Natalie Cole is scheduled to open the new

Mullins Arena, but my sources tell me that's just

the stage name Milt Cole uses. I've heard his rendi-

tion of "New York, New York." You'll want to get

your tickets early.

• There is no truth in the rumor that Ross Perot

is thinking oftrying out for the UMass Minuteman
Mascot position. However, James Stockdale could

have a future parading around Mullins with the
musket.

• The Eck seems to have lost the edge, but I'd

still rather have him on the mound in the ninth
than ace closer Paul Quantrill.

Turn to SHOTS, page 1
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Javier Gonzalez receives the
Collegian Athlete of the Week
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

As a freshman on the University of Massachusetts

water polo team last year, Javier Gonzalez made a

successful debut, finishing with 29 goals and 23 steals,

ranking third on the team in both categories. He com-

piled these numbers in 82 quarters of play.

This year the native of San Piedras, Puerto Rico has

already pumped in 47 goals and collected 20 steals. The
goals lead the 16-1, 14th-ranked Minutemen, and the

steals are second best on the squad.

The catch is that he has posted them in only 54

quarters.

The reasons for this scoring burst are many. Gonzalez

attributes it to this year's increased playing time. At the

beginning oflast season he was back home playing for the

Puerto Rico Junior National Team, so he joined the

already formed UMass squad two weekends late.

"I came to a new school, a different country and a new
style ofplaying," he said, "so it took me a while to get into

it."

After a year of getting used to his new environment,

Gonzalez feels much more in tune with not only his new
team, but his school life as a whole.

"The team is more united this year," he said. "We're

definitely more ofa team than last year. Last year we had
very good players butwe never really got into it as a team.

There's a big difference this year."

Coach Russ Yarworth said the reasons for Gonzalez'

scoring are two-fold: the second year of Junior national

play, in which Javier had togrow mentallyand physically,

and the new offense Yarworth implemented.

"I think it's more that he got another year of experi-

ence and feels more comfortable with the team," he said.

"Last year was his first year as a bilingual student and it

can be overwhelming. He's also a year older and a year

smarter.

"The change in the offense has kind ofemphasized the

things that make his part of the game more important,"

Yarworth said. "One of the things the team has realized

is that they have to get the ball to Javier more often."

"He puts the ball in the net, but he wouldn't do it ifthe

rest ofthe team wasn't playing defense and the structured

offense to get him the ball in the right place," Yarworth
said.

"The end result is that he has 47 goals, but those are 47

goals that the team has scored. They know where he is

going to be. If he gets the ball where he wants it, there's

a good chance it's going in the net. That's team water

polo."

Gonzalez said in the position he plays now it is his

"job" to score, but he is also aware ofthe old sports adage,

"offense wins games, but defense wins championships."

"I love to play both ends ofthe pool," he said. "I love to

play defense because it's harder work than offense. De-

fense is the key to the game. Ifyou don't let the other team
score, they're not going to win."

Gonzalez is quick with his swimming and his hands,

and his ability to anticipate steals often produce one-on-

none or two-on-one counterattacks that usually produce

easy goals.

"Defensively he's one ofour better players," Yarworth
said. "He plays the 'drop gap' really well because he
anticipates where the ball is going to go and comes from

the blind side really well."

Men's soccer controversy solved
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

What a long, strange trip it was for the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team. The players and their

coaches were left in the midst of controversy as they
returned home from Washington D.C. to Amherst last

Monday.
The Minutemen had many things on their collective

mind Simday when they entered the game against Atlan-

tic 10 foe George Washington. UMass was coming off a

tough defeat in overtime at the hands ofWest Virginia in

a key conference game, which further prolonged the

slump the team started at the end of September against

Providence.

However, despite losing non-conference games to the

Friars, Dartmouth and Northeastern, Sam Koch's team
realized that a win over the Colonisds combined with a

possible upcoming win on Friday against perennial A-10

doormat St. Joseph's would clinch a tie for the regular

season conference title with Rutgers University, assur-

ing UMass of a spot in the A-10 Championships.
Enough said for motivation.

Theaforementionedcontroversytook place 20minutes into

the secondhalfinthegamebetweenUMassandGW. Withthe
Minutemen leading 2- 1 , the skies opened up, and head referee

Rudy Beckman ruled that the field was not in playable

conditions, consequently stopping play at that point.

At the time, it appeared the game would be continued

after a brief delay, but the Colonials soon departed the

field, leaving UMass upset and in dismay. The team was
left with questions, and after the longjourney home, the

feelings were the same.
There is no doubtwe were disappointed. We were playing

well, and controlling the tempo ofthe game," said Koch.

On Tuesday, a conference call between representa-
tives of the parties involved, UMass and GW, and the

Turn to SOCCER, page 1
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Field hockey defeats Dartmouth, 2-0
Freshman scores two goals to lift Minutewomen to victory
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The official slogan of the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team is "Roll

UMass," but this year's version should

probably be "No letdown."

The number four team in the country

continued to dominate on the scoreboard

and the plajang field, stomping the Big
Green Wednesday in Hanover, N.H., by a

2-0 score.

The Minutewomen raised their record

to 12-1 by stifling any semblance of a

Dart.mouth attack on defense and letting

newcomer Ainslee Press do all of the

scoring on offense. Press scored at 23:18

on a penalty corner when Holly
Hockenbrock inbounded the ball over to

Jenn Salisbury, who set Press up for the 1-

lead.

Press' addition on the UMass penalty

comer has led to a plethora of goals and
has turned a once impotent attack into

one of the feared offenses in the North-

east.

Press scored againjust betore halftime,

at 5:14 to be exact, on a slapshot from
outside the circle. The senior transfer

student from Mississuaga, Canada raised

her team leading goal total to 15.

The Minutewomen outshot Dartmouth
15-5 and allowed the Big Green only one
penalty comer while acheiving 10 them-
selves. UMass goalie Philippa Scott posted

her second shutout in a row and eighth

overall, making four saves. On the other

side of the field, Dartmouth's Lauren

Demski had to make 10 saves against the

tough UMass offense.

Every forward got into the act for

Massachusetts, as Press, Tara Jelley,

Kathy Phelan, Colleen Duffy, Joy Blenis,

Hockenbrock and Salisbury all got shots

off, a true indication of the UMass ball

distribution.

The Minutewomen refused to let down
against a noticeably weaker team, which
says a lot about the intestinal fortitude of

the team. The UMass squad took
yesterday's road game in stride, and the
fact that they won going away says a lot.

It means they are taking each and
every team they face seriously, while at

the same time realizing their talent. The
whole team has preached "one game at a
time," and after the win against
Dartmouth, there is now one less team
standing in their path.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Kathy Phelan and the University of Massachusetts field hockey team came back from

Hanover, New Hampshire last night with a 2-0 victory over Dartmouth.

Blue Jays
gain spot
in Series
By BEN WALKER
Associated Press

TORONTO — The Toronto Blue
Jays finaUy learned how to win in Oc-
tober and took the World Series out of

the United States for the first time by
beating the Oakland Athletics 9-2

Wednesday to win the AL playoffs.

Juan Guzman did what Jack
Morris and David Cone could not do,

winning on three days' rest, to wrap
up Game Six. Joe Carter and Candy
Maldanado made Guzman's second
victory ofthe series easier withhome
runs that put Toronto ahead 6-0

after three innings.

Roberto Alomar capped the se-

ries off with an RBI single in the
eighth. He was 11 for 26 in the
series, tying the record for hits in an
AL playoff.

After Ruben Sierra flied out to

Maldonado in left for the final out,

fireworks exploded beneath the
closed lid of the SkyDome and the
Blue Jays mobbed each other on the
field as fans went wild.

By avoiding a seventh game, the

Blue Jays will be able to set up its

rotation any way it wants for the
World Series. Morris will likely start

Turn to BLUE JAYS, page 1
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By ERIC T. NELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Sonic Youth are going to kick your ass. The
adjective "sonic" in their name is not an idle

threat. These guys are loud. As hell. From
crunching guitar rhythms to screaming feed-
back riding on waves of writhing ecstasy.

Sonic Youth does it all. The voice of a disillu-

sioned generation of thrashers, their tour de
force marches into Amherst next week.
Sonic Youth occupy the hearts and minds of

the kids of America. Thurston Moore's wailing

melodies dig trenches into your brain, prepar-

ing to weather out the storm. Alternately

screeching like a banshee and weaving his sweet
vocals into the sometimes hard to find melodies
of the band, Thurston is an integral part of the
glue that holds Sonic Youth together.

The flailing bass and throaty vocals of Kim
Gordon make your bones ache with a longing
and light up with an emotion that few other
women in rock seem to achieve. She is a logical

predecessor to such rebel female rockers as

Joni Mitchell and Chryssie Hynde.
Guitar player and (sometimes) singer Lee

Ranaldo and drummer Steve Shelley round
out the band. Sonic Youth were formed dur-

ing the rush of noise bands in New York City's

early 80's music scene. Unlike most of the
other groups conceived in this era, Sonic Youth
have managed to stick together, becoming
increasingly more fine-tuned ever since.

The group began their eardrum-splitting

assault on the music world with their self-

titled, self-produced 1981 debut. This was
followed by "Confusion is Sex, " at which time,

Thurston described the group's music as, "like

having sex with the insane."

Sonic Youth were once again thrust into the
limelight with 1988's "The Whitey Album,"
for which they credited the recording to
Ciccone Youth, in a poke of fun at Madonna
(whose last name happens to be Ciccone). They
released a single off the album called "Into the
Groove(y)," further bashing the material girl.

1988's "Daydream Nation," and its single.

"Teenage Riot" secured Sonic Youth's place as

gods of alternative music and proved that
they were a force to be reckoned with. The
single shotto #1 on the alternative charts and

continued on page 8
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Madman: original & enjoyable comics mayliem
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

Madman
Michael Dalton Aiired

Tundra Publishing Limited

Rumor has it— I didn't get a chance to
see for myself, but my sources are (as
usual) impeccable — that at this year's
Comic Relief Robin Williams was spotted
wearing a Madman T shirt. Which is a sure
sign of something — I just have no idea
what. Still, it couldn't happen to a nicer
comic. To Madman, I mean. Not Robin
Williams.

Mice is definitely the word here, and I

mean it in the best possible sense. "Pleas-
ing, agreeable; also: well-executed; well-

bred; virtuous, respectable," as the
Merriam -Webster Dictionary defines it.

Madman is all of these, as well as being
original and highly enjoyable.

Michael Allred tells us the story of an
unnamed protagonist who has forgotten
who he is, who knows only that he wears
a slightly silly costume and that occasion-
ally, when he touches people, he can read
their minds — though this makes him
dance the Curley Shuffle when it takes
effect. He also knows that the only person

who could have answered any questions
he might have about himself is dead.

And so he departs on a quest to bring
his mentor back to life. He has quite a few
adventures along the way, with mad sci-

entists of all types and their henchmen fair

and foul, with a small town mayor and
decomposing zombies, with the girl of his
dreams and ultimately, with his past.

The total effect is that of a demented
magical-realist B-movie from the '50s, as
befits the comic's peculiar plot twists. The
characters are drawn as if cast from an
endless stream of extras from B-movies
and '60s TV shows, lumps, warts and all,

though the comic itself seems to take
place in some amorphous analog of the
present day, where towns have names like

Snap City and Buzztown and Big Brother
Security watches the skies.

A host of telling details adds to this

comic's take on retro, from the cars to the
fashions to a deserted drive-in theater which
was once showing a movie entitled TheBrain
That Wouldn't Die to the comic's logo it-

self, which is an adaptation of the classic

Mad Magazine logo from the '50s.

Though the comic has its violent mo-
ments, and concludes with a lengthy ac-
tion sequence— which features a surpris-
ingly straight reiteration ofa classic Warner
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Why not after the football game come in and try one of
Our NEW SPECIAL TY DRINKS!!!

THE "CHUCKIE"
"This One Is Child's Play"

Absolut Citron, Fresh Squeezed Grapefruit Juice; Cranberry
Juice with a Lime. This is served as a JUMBO Drink.

Open n am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open til midnightII Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC/ VISA / AMEX Accepted • 549-5403

Wednesday - 25c Cheese Pizza Slices
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Northwestern &)llege of Chiropractic
is accepting applianons for its 1993 entering classes.

(January, May and September)

General requirements at time ofentry include:

Approx.. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.

AG.P.A.of2.5oral)ove.

I A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:

I A professional school of 500 students with student fiiculty ratio of 12:1.

I A spacious 25 acre campus in suburban Minneapolis.

I Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools

and the C.<uncil on Chiropractic Education.

CaiL- 1-800-8884777 or

Write: Director of Admissions

2501 West Eighty-Founh Street Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599

Brothers cartoon gag — Madman never

descends to becoming merely an action

comic.
There are quiet moments, where Our

Hero ponders the significance of his ac-

tions, or just thinks those stupidly pro-

found thoughts we all find ourselves

thinking. And Allred never forgets that this

is a story about a quest for identity, and
through that, self-esteem.

These three issues form their own self-

contained story, though they draw on ma-
terial presented in issues of Allred's earlier

comic, Graphik Musik.
Each issue can also stand on its own,

though reading them all together is by far

preferable. This isn't the end for Madman,
though. Allred promises more issues to
come, dealing not just with our newly
empowered hero, but the strange and
wondrous world he moves through.

Good news indeed.
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Comics «: 1992 Michael Dalton Allred

Our hero participates in a scientific experiment in an excerpt from Madman.

Notice: The Collegian's This Weekend section is

intended for use from Thursday - Sunday.
In case of accidental weekday usage, seek medical

attention immediately. But not from UHS,
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(With This Coupon)

Not Good With Any Other Offer
Offer Expires 12/22/92

4 Main Street* Amherst • 256-1919
Open Til 2am, Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

I I

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD k SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and moce at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local
specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

%3i PANDA EAST
I

I

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
256-8923 » 256-8924 |

•• %% »

Concerned About Your
Relationship with Food?

A Peer Support Group will be held weekly for
those struggling with anorexia, bulimia or
compulsive overeating.

Time: l^ondays 4:30 - 6:00
Place: Campus Center

check daily schedule by the elevator for room number.

Confidentiality Respected
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

compiled by
Emily Marino

The Machine, The Ultimate Pink Floyd Tribute Band,' will perform at Pearl
Street tonight at 8:30 p.m.

THURSDAY
EXHIBIT — "Further and Farther," an

exhibit of first-year work by the class of
1995 will be shown at the Herter Art Gal-
lery through Oct. 23.

IN CONCERT — The Machine, "The
Ultimate Pink Floyd Tribute Band," will

perform at Pearl Street Nightclub in

Northampton. "The biggest thrill we get is

when someone comes up to us and says
that before they saw us, they didn't like

Pink Floyd, but now after seeing us play,
they do. And there are a lot of people who
do that. It makes us feel great about what
we're doing," said drummer Todd Cohen.
Don't miss these Spring Valley natives
tonight at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $6 in advance.
LECTURE — Henry G. Mishkin of

Amherst College will present "Verdi and
Nineteenth-Century Lyric Opera." AC
Music Center Room 3. 12:15 p.m. Free.

FILM — Ashes and Embers will be
shown in conjunction with the Continua-
tion of Corliss Lament Project Program 2.

This flick highlights the experiences of a
Vietnam veteran who realizes a parallel

between his experience and that of the
African-American. AC Stirn Auditorium,
7 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — If you are in the
Worcester area don't miss Elly Ameling,
Dutch Soprano great at Mechanics Hall.

Pianist Dalton Baldwin will accompany
Ameling in a program ofSchubert, Brahms,
Poulenc and Wolf. Show begins at 8 p.m.,

tickets $24 & $22 in advance. Call (508)-
752-0888.
LECTURE — "Tibet and China: The

Current Negotiations" will be presented by
Tsering Wangyal, Editor of the Tibetan

Review and Sonam Topagyal, Secretary
of Information and Publicity for the Tibetan

Government in Exile. AC Converse Red
Room, 4:30 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — The Scuds crash at

Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton. For more
information about this explosive show,
call 584-4254. Really, it'll be fun.

FILM— Something forEueryonemW be
presented as part of the Weekly Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Film Series. This
witty, sardonic black comedy will recount
the experiences of a "handsome stranger"
who ingratiates himself into the sexual
lives ofa fading aristocratic family. Campus
Center Room 803. 7 p.m. Free.
LECTURE— "Herdrian's Pantheon And

The Roman Architectural Revolution" to
be presented by Robert Mark, of Princeton's
School of Architecture. MHC Gamble
Auditorium, 7 p.m. Free.

COMMUNITY — A Sukkot Party to
include music, dancing and refreshments
will be held in Chabad House at Amherst.
8 p.m. Free, info 549-4094.
LECTURE— The first in a four-session

lecture/demonstration series on the basic
techniques of caring for art, "An Intro-

duction To The Care of Art Collections"
will be presented by David Dempsey of
Smith College. SC Museum of Art, 7-8:30
p.m. $25 students, $35 non-members,
$20 museum friends. Reservations re-

quired, 585-2760.
THEATRE — Student-run theatre

Hampshire Independent Productions will

kick off its Fall 1993 Season with The
Woods tonight. This drama written by
David Mamet relays the story of a couple
spending a weekend together in a cabin in

the woods. People are encouraged to come
early with blankets and picnics for a
snuggly-good time. HC Franklin Paterson
Hall Courtyard (outdoors). Tonight and
Friday, 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— "What Exactly Happened
in the G.S.S.R.?" will be sponsored by the
European Club tonight at 7:30 in the
Campus Center, Room 168C. Free.

IN CONCERT — Catch the raw alter

native to crunchdown. Bring your danc-
ing shoes, and be "easy like Steve" at a
performance of that way cool band Bon-
gos to Circus. At the Hadley Pub at 9:30
p.m. There is a $3 cover charge at the
door. Call BTC at 256- 1 95 1 for more info.

COMEDY — Tom DeLuca, winner of
the 1986 & 1989 Campus Entertainer of
the Year, will crack you up as he hypno-
tizes some of your best friends. Don't miss
the no-holds-barred laughter tonight at
AC Campus Center Frontroom, 9 p.m. $6
general, $3 with ID.

FILM— IVor/c/ngG/r/ starring Harrison
Ford, Sigourney Weaver and Melanie
Griffith will knock your socks off with a
jokingly funny look at on woman's climb
up the corporate ladder. AC Campus
Center, Women's Center. 8:30 p.m. Free
LECTURE/WORKSHOP — Textile

conservator Helene Von Rosensteil and
Historic Deerfield's Curatorial Associate
for Textiles lona W. Lincoln present a one-
day forum, "The Identification and Con-
servation of Historic Costume." This will

include two lectures, lunch at the Deerfield
Inn, a Costume Identification Workshop
and a tour of Historic Deerfield's Textile
Museum. Registration: 774-5581. 9:30-
4:30.

IN CONCERT — The Saturday Brass
Quintet, winner of the 1990 Naumburg
Chamber of Music Award, presents an
evening of everything from Renaissance
and Baroque to Contemporary Brass. AC
8 p.m. 542-2195 for ticket info.

FRIDAY
LECTURE — "The Power and Politics

of Deception in America," to be presented
by world-class magician and investigative

journalist Dan Korem. Especially appro-
priate in light of the nearing election,

Korem will offer insight to the root sources
of deceptions in both public and private

arenas. SC Wright Hall Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Free.

FILJVl— Paris Is Burning is a telling film

that explores the fascinating lives and
world of a group of drag queens. This
award-winning documentary set in Harlem
will be at AC Campus Center Theatre at

7:30 & 10 p.m. Also Saturday. $2.
IN CONCERT— Bring the kids or just

yourselves to the 18th Annual Multiband
Pops. F.A.C.. 8 p.m. $8 general, $4 with
ID.

COMMUNITY — "The Mitzvot of
Sukkot—discovering the spiritual inher-

ent in nature" will be presented with a
Shabbat Sukkot Service and Dinner tonight
at 7 p.m. at Chabad House.

IN CONCERT— Rockin' Dave and the
Rent Party zoom into Sheehan's Cafe for a
rockin' good time. Call 584-4254 for ticket
info, show time, and all kinds ofgood stuff.

DANCE — Sponsored by the Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual Alliance, this dance kicks
off at 9 p.m. and goes until 1 a.m. Check
it out at the Campus Center Room 1009
$4.

COFFEE SOCIAL— Sponsored by the
LBGA, this afternoon social runs from 3-

6:30 p.m. Campus Center Room 903.
Free.

"Further and Farther," an exhibit of first-year work by the class of 1 995 will be
shown at the Herter Art Gallery through Oct. 23.

SATURDAY
IN CONCERT — Pearl Street, club extrordinaire, will

host Joe Ely, country/rock performer tonight at 8:30

p.m. Tickets are $12 & $10 in advance.

SALE — Vintage Vinyl II: The WFCR Used Record
Sale. Discover-bargains in classical, Jazz, folk, pop, old-

ies, rarities and so much more donated by WFCR listen-

ers and the station's music library. Last year over 20,000
tapes and CDs were donated and picked up at outra-

geously low prices. All proceeds benefit Five College

Radio. Rain or shine, Amherst Town Common (Grace

Episcopal Church Parish Hall if rain) 1 a.m. - 5 p.m. Call

545-0100 to donate tunes or volunteer.

FILJVl— St. Elmo's F/re will be sponsored by the MHC
Film Society and stars Rob Lowe, Demi Moore and other

famous brat-packers galore. MHC Gamble Auditorium, 7

& 9 p.m. $2.50.

CONFERENCE— For an educational evening, boogey

on down to MHC's Hooker Auditorium from 8 a.m. -5 p.m.

for the Population Biologists of New England conference.

You may actually learn something.

IN CONCERT— If that last event doesn't arouse your

desire to venture off of campus today, check out Who's

Kiddin Who at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton. 584-

4254 for more info.

CONFERENCE— Rosalyn Yalow deliver the keynote

SUNDAY
address, "Radiation and Society" at the Endocrinology
Conference. Conference runs from 9 a.m. -6 p.m. Free at

MHC Clapp Room 120.

GALLERY OPENING — For exhibition The Real and
the Spiritual: Nineteenth Century French Drawings from
the Musee des Beaux-Arts de Lyon at the SC Museum of
Art. 4:30-6 p.m. Free. Also lecture today from 9 a.m.-
4:30 p.m. in SC Wright Hall Auditorium. 585-2770 for

reservations/info.

IN CONCERT — Feel the music of the Gospel Choir
Concert tonight at AC Buckley Recital at 8 p.m. Free!
COMMUNITY — Chabad House strikes again with a

Shabbat and Holiday Service and Meal. Chabad House
10 a.m.

IN CONCERT— The Pioneer Valley Folklore Society
brings in the harvest of folk artists living in Western
Massachusetts with a special concert by singer/songwriter
John O'Connor. 8 p.m. at the Montague Mill at Depot
Street and Greenfield Road in Montague. $5.50 general,
$4.50 PVS members and Montague Residents.

INCONCERT—The Handel/Haydn Society will present
Christopher Hogwood, keyboard, Christopher Krueger,
baroque flute, and Daniel Stepner, violin to perform
works by Telemann, Bach, and others. SC Sweeney
Concert Hall, 8 p.m. $15, $12 general, $6 with ID.

IN CONCERT — "Music in Paris: A Concert to Cel-
ebrate the Museum of Art's Exhibition of 19th Century
French Drawings Jamee Ard, Soprano; Monica Jakuc,
piano." Works by Berlioz, Meyerbeer, Franck, Pauline
Viardot and the 24 Chopin Preludes will be performed. SC
Sweeney Concert Hall, 3 p.m. 585-3150 for more info.

COFFEEANDMORE— As part ofthe Sundays at Eight
Coffeehouse series at AC, James Mcmurty will perform
with special guest Pat Donohue. AC Campus Center
Frontroom, 8 p.m. $8 general, $2 with ID. Reservations
recommended, tix available at AC Campus Center Box
Office and For the Record in Amherst and Northampton.

IN CONCERT — "America Sings: Transcriptions of
20th Century American Song," a Faculty Recital, will

feature Adrianne Greenbaum on the flute and Alissa
Leiser on the piano. MHC Pratt Auditorium, 4 p.m. Free.
COMMUNITY — "A private Audience With Our Cre-

ator" holiday service and dinner will take place at Chabad
House at 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "In commemoration of 500 years of
Indian Resistance in Latin America," a lecture by Marcos
Avirama, an indigenous leader from Colombia, will focus
on the contemporary struggle of indigenous Colombians.
At Campus Center room 1 74-75 at 6 p.m. Sponsored by
the Graduate Student Senate, STPEC, AHORA and the
Latin American Studies program.
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Native Americans in cinema, part 11

By DANIEL A. BROWN
Special to the Collegian

This is the second ofa three-part story discussing
how Native American people have been portrayed in

the contemporary American cinema.

A Man Called Horse (1969) — Eliot Silverstein.

director. Richard Harris. Summary: In the 1830's an
English nobleman is captured and enslaved by the
Lakota. He slowly earns their trust, participates in their

rituals and fights to defend them. The two sequels
follow his return from Europe to reunite with the Sioux
and the exploits of his son.

Plus: For mainstream moviegoers, this was their

cinematic introduction to a sympathetic portrayal of

Native Americans. There are a few memorable scenes
here, especially the Sun Dance ritual in Return of a
Man Called Horse (1976).

Minus: The plots are mired in your basic Hollywood
package of gratuitous violence. Somewhat exploit-

ative, especially the dreadful Triumphs ofa Man Called
Horse ( 1 983) which featured starlets in buckskin biki-

nis! Several ethnological miscues such as the forest of

burial scaffolds on the the village edge.

Verdict: Not necessary to watch, especially with

Dances With Woloes on video.

Soldier Blue (1970) — Ralph Nelson, director. Peter

Strauss, Candice Bergen. Rated (R). Summary: Fictional

western adventure derived from the infamous Sand Creek
Massacre that took place in Colorado in 1864. In one of

the most sordid events in American history, a unit of

Colorado militia (led by a former Methodist minister)

surrounded and destroyed a Cheyenne village camping
peacefully under an American flag. Several hundred
women and children were murdered and subsequently

mutilated. The My Lai of the Indian Wars.
Plus: Truer to history in that it is the Indians who are

massacred this time.

Minus: Considering the potential subject matter, the

plot and acting are uniformly awful. The Indians are still

treated as faceless savages and the massacre scene has
all the gravity of a fraternity toga party.

Verdict: Read Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee or see
Little Big Man (below).

Little Big Man ( 1971 )— Arthur Penn, director. Dustin

Hoffman, Chief Dan George, Faye Dunaway. (PG)
Summary: From the story by Thomas Berger. The fic-

tional saga of 121 year-old Jack Crabb who spends his

life ricocheting between the Cheyenne, his adoptive

people (who name him "Little Big Man") and the

Americans, his people by blood. As the West is "won,"

the Cheyenne fight bravely, but futilely against ex-

tinction. Climaxes with Custer at Little Big Horn.

Plus: In my opinion, the true "breakthrough" film

about Native Americans which portrays them as real

people. Chief Dan George gives and Oscar-level

performance that has yet to be equalled. His choice

of words tell more about the Plains Indians' world

view that anything yet set to celluloid. The diversity

of individuals within the Cheyenne is also well pre-

sented.

Drawing from an actual event, the most harrowing

scene in this movie is the 1 869 "Battle" ofthe Washita,

where Custer attacked a peaceful Cheyenne village

populated by the same unlucky survivors of Sand
Creek! This is the movie So/dierB/uecould have been.

Hoffman is excellent as he dances through a lifetime

identity crisis with conviction and confusion.

Minus: Not as many Native American performers

as could be possible and some of the Cheyenne
women have hippie names like "Sunshine." The
overlong plot could have done without some silly

sequences that lower the integrity of the story.

Verdict: Still, a must-see. A good rainy afternoon

video.
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CABERNET SAUVIGNON \J 750 ML

BERINGER $099
WHITE ZINFANDEL ij750ML

GEORGES DUB0EUF$C99
BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES 750 ML

CLUNY SCOTCH
SALE Si 3.99

MAIL-IN REBATE -S2.00

r

AFTER
REBATE

$-1-|99
I 11 75L

COSSACK
VODKA

AFTER REBATE
$799

SALE S9 49 MAIL-IN REBATE -S1.50 '

"^ -

CAPTAIN MORGAN
CO-PACK
INCLUDES ^ar^AQ

1-1.75 SPICED RUM »>TC '*y
1-2.0 COKE

GALLO CALIFORNIA RESERVE
CHARDONNAY & $Q49
CABERNET SAUVIGNON O750ML

16

AMERICAN BEER
$-29l^|

BICARDI $429j^
CASE OF 24-1 2 OZ. CANS f*DEP. 1^^|BREEZERS BOTTLES

BEEFEATER
GIN

KAHLUA
SALE 312.49

MAIL-IN REBATE -S3.00

$

AFTER
REBATE

$049'9

E & J BRANDY $7
. 17

99
750 ML

not responsible for

typographical errors

nOCM. 9am to 11pm
UrCIV. Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 10/15/92 THRU

WEDS.10/21/92

Full Redemption Center

The
Collegian...

It's not just

for

breakfast

anymore.
It makes a great

midnight snack

as well.

V-
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Bring a pillow and catch a few zzz's at 1492
Mr. Lupo says new Columbus flick looks great & works better than a sedative
RvylONIMPO .. ,.. . ....By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Zzzzzzzz. 1492: Conquest of Paradise is like a long,
drawn-out boring dream. All of the people who want to
see Columbus exhumed and flogged, don't worry. Hol-
lywood has spent roughly $90 million on two crappy
Columbus biopics. And these flops hit them where it

counts: the pocketbook.
The first was the confused Christopher Columbus:

The Discovery, with /Marlon Brando slothing his way to
the bank in a glorified walk-on and unknown George
Correface as the 'hero.' That film's problem (despite
being cheesy from the fade-in) was it tried having it both
ways. Columbus was a hero, then a villain, then a hero.
It became a problem trying to figure out what this guy was
from scene to scene.

This 1492 came with less baggage, and with Gerard
Depardieu as Chris, Sigourney Weaver as Queen Isabella
and Ridley Scott {Blade Runner) as director. 1492 is gor-
geous to look at, it's by far one of the best /oo/c/ny films of
the year. Once you get by the visuals (and it's hard to do),
1492 reveals itself as a stilted and dull movie. ..a plain bore.

Le French actor avec a big nose Gerard Depardieu
brings a certain weight and presence to 1492. His Co-
lumbus was mostly misunderstood, a man who dared to
dream (yuck) of a Mew World across the sea.

He convinces a well-dressed Queen Isabella (Weaver,
looking fabulous with hair) to grant him ships but he is

unaware the queen's advisors are really pulling the

Sea of Hats will sing you
no 'happy love songs'

strings. During what looks like a swift voyage across the
ocean, the mists part on cue (vintage Scott at work) and
reveal a lush paradise.

Columbus makes friends with the natives and, in a
voice over he says that he wants to convert the natives to
Christianity only if they want to. What a nice guy. In the
second voyage, we are given the white man's scapegoat
(someone else to blame), a Spanish nobleman named
De /toxica (/v\ichael Wincott, Alan Rickman's henchman
in Robin Hood), who it would seem, was the real villain.

Greedy white men, led by De /^Aoxica (but excluding
our buddy Chris) start the abuse, exploitation and eventual
war. In a spellbinding sequence, a marvelous storm
overtakes the islands. A cross Columbus put up is struck
by lightning, setting it ablaze. All inferences to the wrath
of God, my friends, are wholly intended.

7492 pretty much validates Columbus as a man ma-
nipulated by enemies both on the islands and abroad. So
when we see Chris at the end, aged (although no one else
has seemed to grow older) and without credit for 'discov-
ering' the Mew World, we are supposed to feel sorry for him

.

After spending two and a half hours with this guy, 1 felt

sympathy, mainly because the filmmakers made a film

about Columbus that seemed to last as long as his life.

1492 is another triumph for Ridley Scott in visual

theatrics. But once again eye-candy is being emphasized
over the story. It made me wonder if his best films. Alien
and Thelma & Lou/se were just accidental collisions with
rich visuals and strong narratives. Great visuals do not
make a good film, they make good music videos.

Depardieu displays some of the instincts that make
him such a great actor. Excusing the goofy Green Card,
Depardieu has done some amazing work, most recently
as Cyrano de Bergerac. Too bad the blazing sunsets and
carefully lit castles continually upstage him.

1492 is entitled to its own interpretation of the events,
but the facts surrounding the real Columbus seem in very
short supply. This film doesn't shed any more light on
Columbus, rather it serves up the old myth with a dash of
conspiracy thrown it. This Conquest ofParadise is in vain;

1492 is beautiful looking, but as interesting as Crystal
Gayle's hair.. .and just about as long.

Grade: C-

In theatres now:
Hero: Though a minor misstep for my favorite director

Stephen Frears, this contemporary comedy/satire is

classy and funny. However, it's a little too big for its

britches, never quite becoming what it wants to be. Dustin
Hoffman, Geena Davis and Andy Garcia give great
performances, though the latter couple have underwrit-
ten roles. Better than your average comedy. (B)

Last of the Mohicans: This adventure skips any
assemblance of character and goes straight for the
jugular, /^iami Vice creator /Michael fAann doesn't provide
any characters— he's to busy concocting enticing visuals.

The now famous clifftop climax is totally unmotivated
and the romance is painfully unbelievable. Good fight

sequences, great waterfalls, but this overrated hit is

shallow, flashy filmmaking. (6)

By EMILY /^ARIMO
Collegian Staff

What does local band Sea ofHats have
in common with greats hegatiueLand, The
Replacements, Frank Sinatra, Eric
Clapton, Lou Reed, The Who, and The
Beatles? Mot a thing, but you may still find

yourselfhumming their tunes in the shower
and wondering who these guys are and
what they are doing in your tub.

It has not even been a year that they
have been jamming together, but Sea of
Hats asserts that these "three young lads

with a burning dream" will forever change
your idea ofmusic after their performance
at Amherst College Saturday.

"We do mostly pop/rock with a heavy
emphasis on the irony of life, coupled with
the fact that none of us are very good."
offered Matt Walker, sophomore Philoso-
phy major at Amherst and drummer.

Jesse Fuchs, junior bass player and
sometime English major asserted that the
band's music is primarily "generic rock"
of "Smithereen loudness" and the kind of
simple stuff that keeps the mood light and
the crowd happy.

Fuchs also explained that the band
draws from personal experience to be
"subtle destroyers of hypocrisy." Their
music, alleged to be somewhat similar to

that of Too Much Joy, is a response to the
sometimes heavy political tuneage on the
airwaves and in the record shops today.

The band points out that often, such so-

cial/political jargon interferes with the en-
tertainment quality of the music.

"Why write a song from your own point

of view?" questioned Fuchs. "I mean, who
is against the rainforest?" he quipped.

The band borrows the name of a book
ofpoetry by Japanese poet OkunariTatsu,
who has since become a mascot of sorts

for the group.

Their lineup on Saturday night will in-

clude songs written since the band's for-

mation last February, with a conscious
lack of "happy love songs." Most tunes are
short and sweet, and are sure to make you
wonder how the band will achieve their

longtime dream of a concert in smell -o-

vision, with a scratch-and-sniff sticker for

each song. With tracks like "Cockroaches,
twinkles, and Jethro Tull," one wonders.

Special guest Freudloaf will open Sat-

urday. This hardcore band out of WAMH/
Amherst College will feature their unique
"Ironlung" style. Also, a special perfor-

mance by Professor Douglass of LJST at

AC will rock in "Municipal Dropout." And
you thought Amherst College was stuffy...

In addition to the rockin' professor,

John Rudolph, sophomore Classics and
Music major will give a new meaning to

lead vocals and guitar. The Manhattan
native may even treat the audience to a
Sheena Easton hit.

The band has a six-song album on the

Turn to HATS, page 6

Boo Radieys' dreams of
rock and roll come true
By LAGREM BECKHAM
Special to the Collegian

Martin Carr likes his job.

Playing lead guitar with the in-

creasingly popular Boo Radieys, a pop/
rock/alternative English band doesn't
sound so bad, does it?

The composer and lyricist Carr, a
founding member of the band — also
known as the "Boos" as their fans have
dubbed them — gave an inside peek
into the makings of a hit musical group.

"1 guess it all started when Sice (on
lead vocals) and 1 were about ten. We'd
run home from school in Liverpool, go
down to the basement ofmy house and
pretend we were in a band. We'd
practice doing interviews, rehearsing,

pushing away crazed fans, you know, a
basic day in a band's life. Well, we did

that for about eight years until we de-

cided it would be a good idea to learn

how to sing and play an instrument."

Sice and Carr learned. After re-

cruiting bass player Tim Brown and
drummer Steve Hewitt (replaced by
RobCieka in 1991 ), The Boo Radieys
hit the club scene.

"We started locally, but realized that

in order to get exposure we would have
to go to London. It cost us more to get
to London than we made playing the
gigs, so playing wasn't very lucrative.

but it was worth it."

The Boos persevered, got 'exposed'
and released a mini-LP called "Ichibod
and 1" on a small local label. Their

debut received rave reviews and led to

a series of EP's only relased in the
United Kingdom, Kaleidoscope, Every
Heaven and Boo Up.

After signing with Columbia Records,
the Boo Radieys released their first full-

length album, "Everything's Alright

Forever." The Boos are now working
on their second album, scheduled to be
released next year. Their music, which
is as elusive as the band's namesake—
Boo Radley was the imagined
boogeyman in the minds ofthe children
in Harper Lee's novel. To Kill A Mock-
ingbird— is a creation born from Carr's

composing.
"1 guess it all starts when 1 hear a

certain sound on the TV, street, subway
or wherever and 1 go home and play
around with the sound on my guitar

until I have something 1 like. Some
songs take months to get right, others

take only 15 minutes."

Carr is consistently being infiuenced

by other artists, but mainly bands such
as The Byrds, The Beatles, Dinosaur
Jr. and My Bloody Valentine are the

most influential.

"I like Public Enemy a lot, but you
Turn to BOO, page 6

HOMECOMINGWEEKEND
Thursday-Friday-Saturday-Sunday

DANCING
with

D.J. PETE FREE

Any MENU NACHOS
$2.00

9:30-10:30

Every Night

Featuring Big Drafts
20oz

$1.75

FOOTBALL
TONIGHT

Lions at Vikings

at 7:30 pm

BRUINS
TONIGHT
At Sharks at 10:30 pm

TOPof the

THE^ PUB
c:i:LiiBirvriLS MEIRS in amuhrst

\'K,H • \'t'> 2

EAST PLEASAnT STREET

fCAMPUS
GUNGE

ACADEMY,MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON 584-8435

Late Shouj~FrJ. and Sat. 1 1:15pm

Direct with COLLIDGE CORNER
Theatre, Boston. Where

'attendance records are being broken

!

[

"EXUBERENTLY DEFIANT NIHILISM!"
-Stephen Holden, NY Times

a

SPIKE & MIKE'S

ALL SICK & TWISTEI^
FESTIVAL OF ANIMATIONS
i "LIVELY, FUNNY, AND DIRTY!»«

, - Bob Strauss, LA Daily News •

"DELIGHTFULLY CRAZED!" •

- Austin Chronicle

"The Best Gathering of
^

j^g Animated Shorts Seen in Years!"
,

- Austin Chronicle

L^ 11th Floor • Campus Center
UMass at Amherst

Men. -Sat.: 2:00 pm-12:30 am
Closed Sunday

Only SPIKE & MIKE bring you
19 SICK and TWISTED films
featuring 15 PREMIERS!

Box Office opens at 10pm
\T THK GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE
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Boo
continued from poge 5
really can't tell through my music."

The Boo Radleys are touring the

states from October 1 3 through No-
vember 22. Catch them performing
October 24 at the Avalon in Boston.

As for the job of being a rock star,

Carr recommends it to everybody.
"It's brilliant not going to a nine-to-

five job. I get to hang out with my
friends ail day."

Hats
continued from page 5

way with possible title Hanging Out With
Ian Curtis. Their future ambition (in addi-

tion to the smell-o-vision concept) is to

snag a deal with Warner Records to pro-

duce an album titled More Than Talent.

Drop by the Amherst College Campus
Center Frontroom at 8 p.m. Saturday night

to check out the free show. At the very

least, as Matt Walker points out, "It'll

probably be more interesting than reruns
of that show Hotel."

Student Telephone

Directory
Distribution of the 1992-93 Student Telephone Directory

will begin later this week and take about five work days

to complete (so please be patient).

Residence hall students will receive one copy per room
with delivery being made through cooperation of the Area

Operations Offices. Commuters will receive copies via

bulk drop at theCampus CenterConcourse following deliveries

to residence halls (probably early next week); Staff and
Faculty via campus mail.

15,000 copies are printed. It is unlikely that any excess

copies will be available following the initial distribution.

The primary purpose of the directory is to provide a listing

of residence hall room telephones (prefix 546) whose numbers
are not otherwise available through Directory Assistance/

Information.

The directory is printed by an outside contractor at no
cost to students or the University.

Corrections of addresses and telephone numbers should

be made at the Registrar's Office.

You may note some "unusual" address abbreviations. These
are due to a computer problem at the vendor's computer
conversion company. For the full name of residence halls

see page 7; for Amherst street addresses, page 1 0. Hopefully,

this matter will be rectified by the Spring Supplement (5,000

copies).

?'•
. BECAUSE FUN IS A

\ LAUGHING MATTER.

ACRONYMBLE CONTEST
WINNERS

The second round of winners have been chosen:

The First Prize of a way cool Acronymble board game is Katie

Noble of Kennedy residence hall whose 'noodle' was:Hangovers
Meander Near Vindictive Alcohol Before Class.

The Second Prize of a studly Acronymble Tee-Shirt is Jonathan
Frantz of Field residence hall whose 'noodle' was: How Many
Virgins Are Buying Condoms?
The Third Prize of a priceless Acronymble poster is Kari Clouter

of Dickinson residence hall whose 'noodle' was: Hairy Models Never
Vocalize Against Bill Clinton.

All winners should hurry down to The Collegian Arts Desk to pick
up your valuable prizes. ..we'>e quite lazy.

This week's letters are: P, Q, E, K, C (five letters now, instead of

six). Send all responses via campus mail by Wednesday to the
Collegian Arts Desk/1 13 Campus Center.

COLLEGIAN
AIRTTS E) BC

WEEKLY MEETINGS
SUNDAYS AT 2 PM
113 CAMPUS CENTER

Anyone interested in

contributing to tlie Arts
section is welcome to join us

and get involved!

UQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Anxherst 253-5441

New! American Beer Exciting!

$7.49 case cans
(Quantity Discounts Available)

BUD, DRY, & LIGHT
$11.99 case cans

BuscH
$9.49 cs. bar bottles

SamAdams (your choice)
$9.99 12pk/botts.

Genuine Draft & Draft 'light"

$6.99 12pk/botts.

Visa/Mastercand accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-cStore (Special*

^ Beers phis Deposit Ce<spcciall7 On wine*; *Delivay Available

EUROPE
ANYONE?

NYC - PARIS $362.00**
NYC - LONDON $409.00**
'"roiiiKlnip. iiK-ludos raxes

'"mtcs subject to ie.sriictii)ns & chanj^e

5^9-^900
CENTRAL TRAVEL
25A Pray St., Amherst

(In the D.H. Jones Real Estate Building)

=^
HAMPSHIRE INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS

AND RESIDENTIAL ARTS PRESENTS

Entertaining Mr. Sloane
a Dark Comedy by Joe Orton

Directed by Corey Pearlstein

"One of the most immoral plays ever imported"

--CBS TV

at the hampden theatre
Southwest UMASS

Wed-Sat, Oct. 21-24 at 8:00
$2 students
$4 GENERAL

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER. HAMPSHIRE
SNACK Bar and at THE DOOR. ^
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YANKEE
CONFERENCE
CHAMPS

1960

1963

1964

1966

1967

1969

1971

1972

1974

1977

1978

1979

1981

1982

1986

1988

1990

NCAA
PLAY-OFFS

1977
1978
1988
1990

FIGHTING MINUTEMEN

AN OPEN LETTER TO UIVIASS STUDENTS

Dear UMass Students,

I am writing this letter to invite you to our Homecoming game vs the University of Connecticut,
this Saturday afternoon at 1 30 pm

We have a fine football team They play an exciting, emotional brand of football, and as a result

they are really fun to watch

We need you to help us win this very important Yankee Conference game Both UConn and
UMass have one conference loss and can not afford another We are not a dominating team, but
we have won three football games because we play with great intensity Your support Saturday
can help us sustain the emotional level that we need in order to win

We have an outstanding band, an exciting football team, and tailgating is back Please join us for a
great afternoon at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Sincerely,

7t^ /Uj^kj
Mike Hodges

Head Football Coach

>•••••••••••••••••*••••

If

>f
Tk

J

J

J

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•••*••••*••*••*

CO-ED PROTECTION
RAPE-ASSAULTS

!

Protect Yourself, get

m^L %#^ BE I
Preferred by Police & Military. Don't wait until something
happens to yourself or family members. Act now and feel

secure and protected. Easily concealed in your home, car or
purse. Safe-Effective.

Accuracy is Not Essential.
JUST AIM. ..SPRAY...

WALK AWAY!CirryMtce*

Mail: Clieclc or Money Order to:

Lone Enterprises

P.O. Box 1055
Enfield. CT 06083-1055

Please Send:

Naine:_

Address:

_]1 MACE for $19.95
2 MACE for $35.00
4 MACE for $67.00

' * $3.00 Shipping St. Handling
with any order

Ciiy/Suie:

I LJ I uni over 1 8 years old

Zip Code:

.

Aniouni Enclosed
J

SH^PE

Be An
RA

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
SELECTION PROCESS

for Spring 1993
OF THF.

Resident Assistants (RAs) are live-in, part-time,

student-staff members. Duties include

facilitation of community development, referral

counseling, administrative functions, assisting

with house management, enforcing University

policies, and programming.

Applications are available in all Cluster Offices.

Applications are due October 30, 1992. Apply today.

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on the basis

of race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, marital status, national

origin, mental or physical handicap, political belief or affiliation, membership or

non-membership in any organization, or veteran status, in any respect of

admission or treatment of students in employment.

m NOBODY
KIHOWS
LIKE
DOMIiyO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

ON
Q a.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS IlAMto2AM
FRI-SAT llAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUT OR DELIVERY^'^'ffgsSS;

FREE DELIVERY

!CARRY.OUT! SPECIALTY -FAMILYFEASTl LUNCH SPECIAL LARGE CHEESE

I

ONLY
II

PIZZA |.

^--' s 1 3^^ |j™m^ PIZZA
,,, ,v

,
.,Y , , R( ,-

DELUX YOU GET Vun '' S'

*

I
' toppink; pizza (;ktaii'''^^'^'^'^^^^'^^'"^"'^^"^'^^^"^^^^^^^ I/large 2 toppings+ [|^^^^

I LARCii: 1 TOPPING PiZZAll ^^^'1!!;:;^^^^^ l' 1/MEDIUM 1 TOPPING+H ...

• CDPF '! .'f^^'^^'^i^ai^^h^ !! 1/6 PACK OF COKE K* 'jVml^'uM^

PIZA 1

1

ll"' $79911
ows J w

TOITI.N'GS

^ "^ to
' • < o

y z
i,**.•

;

e N
O N
Q 0.

I •
,
o
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News

Sports

Arts

Comics

Crosswords

Horoscope

Opinion

Lunch

Everybody reads us.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
545-3500

^"^#
^>^

UMass/BostM's higlh

qvoRty, low-<est Paris

program efftrs

A epportanitits to slody at

roagt of iRstitvtioM

* 30 or Moro cologo crodHs

A porsoNoi ottootioa frooi

•xptrioKod and coriog

facvHy dkoctors

A tooipaaioRslMp with o saol

groop of sorioos, lodohlo

stodoHts

A variod lodgiog dMkos

A aod affordablty.

Sonic Youth at UMass
cover story

continued from the cover

the album, a double-length mix of care-

fully discordant melodies and songs that

inextricably work their way into one's head

and implant themselves to stay, was a

huge hit.

"Goo," their 1990 release, showed the

band with a return to their musical roots.

Screeching guitar noise and lengthy

feedback loops full of distortion dominate

the album. The newest Sonic Youth re-

cording, "Dirty," carries their chaotic-yet-

melodic version of rawk and roll to its most

refined plateau. Thurston, Kim, Lee, and

Steve have blasted themselves to new
heights as indy rock deities.

The album opens with the intense boom
of "100%," a song about ex Black Flag

frontman Henry Rollins' best friend, who
was shot dead on the street in L.A. — a

victim of aimless violence.

Other gems showcased within include

"Theresa's Sound World," described by

Thurston as, "A dirty thought. An erotic

succubus once again foretells the future

througha 'flicker' dream." The anthematic

"Youth Against Facism" rails against the

government and aligns itself with Anita

Hill.

"Dirty" is a true classic, From the des-

perate wailing on "Swimsuit issue" and

"Chapel Hill," to the closing sweetness of

"Creme Brulee."

Sonic Youth will be espousing their

philosophy of "make toueand plenty of it,

baby!" at the Student Union Ballroom on

Monday, October 19 at 9 p.m. Joining

them will be their special guests. Cell. The
ticketsare$]3for(JMassstudentsand$16

for all others (in advance). On the day of

the show, the cost will be $14 for UMass
students and $17 for all others.

The Collegian is looking for a few good photographers.

If you've got what it takes, why not give it a snot?

1 1 3 Campus Center • 545-1 701

HELP US FILL THIS SPACE.

etudier!
1i»k*dUHi fpr tlM progroNi,

m itwitfcwi niwpliliil at

km>im yttn of ulofo

ftwwhlwifc • i «vora|o)

MMSMMpTor ram. iio

fnmmktmtun rooad-tilp

drM% tw» SMMStors of

Imt mdt •*y» Jwhli iosar-

•lM»<o*t to lh« CommoiiwMillli.

UMass j:foston

roary 1 {t1

0900HR#^ DOT HNHvK Hi^HL
Apply oariyi

2nd Annual

This Friday, October 1

6

10% off all Code West
Purchases and Special Orders.

FREE T-shirt with Code West purchase.

View Unusual and Exotic Special Order
Boots— With Code West

Representative, Ed Romano

Women's Shoes, aothing & Accessories
Zanna North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413253.2563

Friday October 16, 1992
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Today will be cloudy arnJ windy.

High will reach 70 degrees.

Local News:
independent presidential candidate Dr. Lenora Fulani

campaigns in Northampton today. She is on the ballot In 41
states, including Massachusetts. Page 3

Sports:
Homecoming: The Minutemen take on the

University of Connecticut in a Yankee
Conference match-up Saturday. Page 1

2
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Candidates go toe to toe in round two
By TOM RAUM can we expect the three of you to meet our needs?" I"

—
1

Associated i'ress The questioner suggested that the candidates were wr,^ • * **^
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

Richmond, Va. (AP) — President George Bush and
Bill Clinton firgued over taxes and character Thursday
night in free flowing debate with Ross Perot. CHnton said
he wanted the wealthy to pay their "fair share" in higher
taxes, while the president said he was opposed to any tax
hikes.

There were few surprises and surely no knockout
punches, and little to suggest that the session would
boost Bush in his effort to overtake Clinton by Nov. 3rd.

Bush was more aggressive than he had been in Sun-
day night's first debate, criticizing Clinton for trying to
come down on more than one side of an issue.

"You can't turn the White House into the Waffle
House," he said.

Clinton replied that he has been "disturbed by the
tone and tenor ofthis campaign. I'm not interested in his
character. I'm interested in changing the character ofthe
presidency."

The 90 minute debate at the University of Richmond
was held under unprecedented ground rules in which
members of a Hve audience asked questions.

Following Bush's criticism of Clinton, one questioner
asked "can't we focus on the issues and programs. . . How

can we expect the three of you to meet our needs?"
The questioner suggested that the candidates were

steered by protest that the thoughts they uttered were
their own, and not drilled into them by aides.

The candidates gave their remedies for the huge
federal deficit, and Perot said scathingly that neither
Republicans nor Democrats were willing to take blame
for the nation's huge debt.

"Somewhere out there is an extraterestrial who's
doing this to us," he said.

Rather than standing behind the customary wooden
podiums, Bush, Clinton and Perot sat on and were free to
move about.

They fielded questions from an audience of 209 inde-
pendent voters, rather than from joumahsts. Carole
Simpson of ABC News served as moderator for the 90
minute session.

Clinton was the leader in all the polls as he. Bush and
Perot took up their positions, and Republicans conceded
time was growing short for the president to shake up the
race for the White House.

The Arkansas governor was quick to take advantage
of the format, moving away from his chair and closer to
the audience in responding to the first question.

Perot came out as feisty as ever, punctuating his
points with hand gestures and references to the audience.

UM students hold forum,
debate used as setting

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

After about 60 University students laughed,
booed, cheered and wildlyclapped, as they watched
the second presidential debate in Lewis dormitory's
television lounge. State Senator StanleyRosenberg
moderated the students' own hvely debate. Resi-
dential education and the University Democrats
co-sponsored the forum.

Students' shouted and clapped when the
moderator, Carole Simpson of ABC, posed an
educational question to President Bush from a
participant in the audience.

"Who would like to begin it? The educational
president?'" Simpson asked.

Students also cheered, when Clinton said, "I

don't want you to read my Ups and I sure don't
want you to read his."

Turn to FORUM, page 7

Responsibilities abound
for new Mullins director
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The William D. Mullins Memorial
Arena has taken over c^ ven years and
$51 million to be completed, but ev-
erj^hing is finally coming together for

the opening day on January 31, 1993.
The newly appointed executive di-

rector of the Mullins Arena Lee
Esckilsen, from Ogden Entertainment
Services, will have the responsiblilty
oforganizing the schedule ofevents to

be held at the Arena.
"I want to make this the bestpossible

building it can be for the students as
well as the community," said Esckilsen,
who currently works for Ogden as ex-

ecutive directorofthe Sioux FallsArena
in South Dakota.

Paul Page, vice-chancellor of ad-
ministration and finance, said he felt

outside management expertise was the
best. "We were all impressed with
( Esckilsen's) references and felt he was
a good person for the job since he was
so highly recommended," Page said.

Esckilsen said he was very im-
pressed with the Arena's two Ol3mipic
size ice rinks, seven racquetball courts
and 30'X60' theater stage. He said the
Arena also offers comfortable seating,

has 12 concession stands and is easily
accessible.

"Thearena is gorgeous. The students
will be ecstatic when they see it," said
Esckilsen, who earned his masters

Turn to MULUNS. page 7

Campus awaits
Mullins ' opening
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

It all began in 1985 when a repre-
sentative decided The University of

Massachusetts lacked an indoor facil-

ity of sufficient size for major sports,

concerts and exhibitions.

Representative WiUiam D. Mullins
said he believed a multi-purpose sports
and convocation center was essential
to the University's continued growth,
and thus the idea for the William D.
Mullins Memorial Center was born.

"The Arena is the best thing that
happened to Western Massachusetts
inmy lifetime, and I've been around for

a long time," said Harold Stoddart,
UMass Building Authority member.

TheArena was named after Mullins,

Turn to OPENING, page 3

Possible POW evidence
Southeast Asia paddies have letters
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The letters "USA"
and "K" etched into a Laotian rice paddy
only four years ago could be distress sig-

nals from American POWs, according to

Senate testimony Thursday.
A top U.S. intelligence official told a

Senate committee that the symbols have
not been linked to any unaccounted for

POW. But lawmakers and other officials

involved in the POW search process said
the letters were almost certainlymanmade
and meant to be seen from the gdr.

As in past hearings ofthe Senate Select
Committee on POW-MIA Affairs, the tes-

timony sparked disagreement among
panel members and between senators and
witnesses over the possibility that Ameri-
can POWs may be ahve in Southeast Asia.

'This may be the only evidence that we
find that points to specific men," said Sen.
Charles Grassley, R-Iowa.

The committee chairman. Sen. John
Kerry, D-Mass., warned against encour-
aging family members of the missing to

believe their loved ones are still alive.

"Ifwe pretend to them that something
is a sjTnbol when it's not, we are falsely

raising hopes," Kerry said.

Duane Andrews, the assistant defense
secretary for communications and intelli-

gence, testified that the Defense Intelli-

gence Agency, using highly sophisticated

and classified photographic techniques.

has analyzed several aerial images as
shadows cast by trees or overly optimistic
interpretation of markings on buildings.

"It's easy to be misled," Andrews said.

"Our photo analysts are trained to report
what's on the imagery, not what they'd
like to be on the imagery."

In two instances, DIA has concluded
that symbols were manmade but has
reached no conclusion on what they mean,
Andrews said.

—On Jan. 22, 1988, an aerial image
was taken of a rice paddy in norther Laos
near the village of Sam Jeua as part of a
Defense Department POW mission. By
the time the photo was analyzed the fol-

lowing December and follow up missions
flown, the letters had disappeared. But
the photos showed a clearly delineated
"USA" symbol carved out of the paddy in

letters about 12 feet high and 6 feet wide.
Below the "USA" letters was another
marking that could be the letter "K", a
letter used by Air Force pilots to commu-
nicate with rescuers.

—In May and July of 1973, after the
signingofthe Paris Peace Accords between
the United States and North Vietnam,
unmanned air reconnaissance craft pho-
tographed what appeared to be the num-
bers n973" followed by the letters 'TH or
"TA." the symbols were etched into the
ground or grass in central Laos on the
Plane ofJans, a contested area during the
civil war between U.S. supported Royal
Laotian forces and communist guerillas.

Man kills four plus self,

objects to child support

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
The Willam D. Mullins Memorial Center, soon to be home to UMass basketball, is

Hearing completion and should open on Jan. 31, 1993.

WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. (AP) — A
gunman complaining about having to pay
child support walked into a county office

and opened fire Thursday, killing four
workers before himself, authorities said.

Nancy Hall, an assistant administra-
tor at Schuyler Hospital in Montour Falls,

confirmed that four women were killed in
the incident and a man died later in the
hospital of a head wound.

'The Elmira Star-Gazette reported that
the women were workers for the Schuyler
Coimty Department of Social Services.
The shooting occured in the department's
Support Collection Unit, which works to

get parents to pay child support.
The man, believed to have been the

gunman, died of a self-inflicted wound,
the Star-Gazette said.

The paper quoted police sources at the
scene as saying a man walked into the
office, located in a building adjacent to the
county courthouse, complained about
having paid child support for a number of
years, and started shooting.

There were conflicting reports as to
whether there was a standoff, with people
in the office held hostage for a time, or
whether the shooting happened relatively
quickly.
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Announcement — Required orientation session for

Early Childhood Education student teacher for Spring'
1993 placement will take place at 3 p.m. in Open Space,
Basement, Furcolo Hall and 6 p.m. at the same location.

Announcement — The Fall '92 Final Examination
Schedule is available today. Copies will be delivered to

students in the residence halls, and will be available to

off-campus students in the Registrar's Office.

Dance—A Women's Dance will take place from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. in the 10th Floor of the Campus Center. A $4
donation is requested and men are not allowed to attend.

Saturday, October 17

Campaign — Clinton/CJore supporters are invited to

UMass Police Log
• Two residentsofWashington Residence Hall returned

to their room on the 15th floor and found an intimidating
note which was left under their door, according to police.

The incident was reported at approximately 8:00 p.m. on
Wednesday evening, and is currently under investigation

by police.

• A woman reported the theft of her mountain bike
from Coolidge Residence Hall on Wednesday afternoon.
Police value the bicycle at $280.

(Splrltjjaus

campaign in New Hampshire Saturdays in October.

Buses will bring campaigners to New Hampshire. The
bus this Saturday will leave from Northampton City Hall

at 7:30 a.m. and returns at 7:30 'pm. Ih sign up call

Clinton/Gore headquarters at 256-0730.

Presentation — "A Morning With Amelia Gambetti"
-Early Childhood Conference will be held from 9 to 12 in

Skinner Hall.

Sunday, October 18

Memorial — A memorial mass for UMass student
Karen Hazelwood will be held at 4:30 p.m. in the Newman
Center.

Dinner— The Chabad House will be holding services

and festive meals for Shemini Azeret and Simchat Torah
at 7 pm. This marks the conclusion ofthe Sukkot holiday.

Compiled by Michael Day
Recent incident recorded by ihc University's Department of Public S,ilety.

• Graffiti was discovered on an elevator panel in

Kennedy Residence Hall on Wednesday. University po-

lice received the report at 9:30 a.m.

• Police received report of a stolen wallet from the
Campus Center on Wecinesday. A woman reported that
her wallet was stolen from her backpack while she was in

the University Store, according to police. Personal
property and $25 in cash were in the wallet.

• A copy machine sustained damage in the Furcolo
School of Education on Wednesday afternoon, according
to police reports. Police said someone apparently at-

tempted to remove the card holder from the machine,
causing the damage.

LIQUOR STORE

BUSCH Suitcase Cans 12oz 9.99 -t- dep.

Coors, Coors Light, Extra Gold 12pl<. Bottles 6.99 -ndep.

Miller "Lite" Suitcase 1 1 .99 + dep.

FOSTERS 1 2pk. Bottles 8.99 + dep.

Sam Adams Ocktoberfest 6pk 4.99 + dep.

We have Ocktoberfest Beers including

Spaten^ Dinkel-Acken^ Hacker Pschorr,

August Schell, Harpoon, Wurzburgen and

many other In Store Specials too

numerous to list here...

KAHLUA 750ml 8.99

Southern Comfort 750 ml 14.99-3.00 mail in rebate 11 .99

Lenoux Schnapps 80 Proof 750 ml 6.99

adQuarw

Beers from around the World!
i Imports • Gourmet • Microbrewcries

\ Kcss startins at $33.00
(checks/Mastercard/Visa accepted for Kes Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

You're the BEST.why
not work for the BEST?

it all starts at one of our Job Fairs

Saturday, October 24, 10-2pm

Sunday, November 8, 10-2pm

All Job Fairs are at the Gatehouse Base Lodge at

Sugarbust) South in Warren, VT. For more inhrmation call

Sugarbush Personnel at (802) 583-6400

Sugarbush Resort is known for having the friendliest, most

professional and dedicated employees in the ski

business Why do we attract the best

employees?.. Simply because we have the best ski

mountain, the best daycare, the best food servce, the

best training and the best jobs. Add to that, more things

to do, more career opportunities and more fun and you

get more happy people Sugarbush employees get to

enjoy the resort and be part of the spirit that is Sugarbush

Join the fun, be part of the Best Team in the Ski Business.

Come to one of our Job Fairs, meet the hiring managers

from all departments throughout the resort, find out what

jobs are for you and pin the Sugarbush Team.

Sugarbu«h it an Equal Opportunity Employer

SUBUmSH USUI

RR 7 Box 350 Warren, VT 05674

Ihop Talk

Q Why do you like to

shopatJRICH?

Tony Riley

Amherst, Student

"Good service. You
guys are always cheery.

I get to layaway stuff

when I'm really poor.

Your clothes make me
look real good.

"

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant SL. Amherst • 253-2013
22 Masonic St. Northampton • 586-6336

Open 7 days
Thursday nights in Northampton

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

ON
O Q.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS llAMto2AM
FRI-SAT llAMto3AM

AVAHABLE FOR CARRY-OUT OR DELIVERY-

FREE DELIVERY
r^^^

TWO LARGE '

,
CHEESE

[,

I PIZZAS ||

I & A SIX PACK |i

[
OF COKE l[

FOR ONLV
[

I $X299 !|

I
+ lax.dcpusit , •

FOUR LARGE
CHEESE
PIZZAS

& A SIX PACK
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*R1 i:z99

TWO LARGE {!
BUY ANY LARGE j! f Aur^p '

CHEESE !!„„J'iZZA&GET I,

i-^t^^^t,
I

PIZZAS
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1 1 PIZZA 8f GET ii

*-'-' **'»-^-» *^

1
1
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^"^^^^
!! FOR ONLY II PIZZA
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+ tiix.deposit

$10^^ !l $1^9

I
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Aid Amherst shelters
Shelter Sunday needs more volunteers
BY KELLY SPANG
Collegian Correspondent

The Friends of the Homeless need
volunteers for Shelter Sunday on Oc-
tober 18 to go door-to-door in Amherst
asking for donations to benefit local

homeless organizations.

"We know in past years we didn't get
to knock on every door in town," said
Hill Boss, Shelter Sunday Coordinator,
"because we ran out of volunteers."

Any kind ofcommunity
service is always worth

the time.

-Fred Smallwood

UMqss Senior

In past years, about 100 people vol-

unteered, but Boss estimates that 200
participants are necessary to cover all

of Amherst.

"Shelter Sunday is a town supported
activity," said Betsy Johnson, Friends'
President. The Amherst Board of
Selectpersons decides when Shelter
Sunday will be held.

"Out of ten doors," Johnson said,

"maybe one door will be slammed in

your face."

Volunteers go from house to house
asking for a dollar donation from resi-

dents, but Johnson said people usually
give more than a dollar.

The goal is to raise $17,500 to be
equally divided between the Amherst
Survival Center, the Not Bread Alone

Soup Kitchen, Amherst Charitable
Fund, and the Grove Street Inn in
Northampton.

All of these organizations are in
need offinancial assistance, especially
Grove Street Inn which Boss said is

claiming a need of over $40,000 by the
end of this year.

Boss also pointed out the irony of
budget cuts to homeless shelters and
soup kitchens by the state. While the
state reduces funding for places such
as the Grove Street Inn, the demand
for services from these places increases.
So these organizations must serve more
people with less money.

UMass students generally have not
participated in Shelter Sunday in large
numbers, Johnson said. "We mainly
get isolated students through church
organizations," Johnson explained.

In past years, fraternities and so-

rorities have also participated, but Boss
said this year none of the houses reg-
istered to send volunteers.

Fred Smallwood, a senior manage-
ment major at UMass, organized a
building wide appeal for students to

volunteer for Shelter Sunday in Brown
(Sylvan). Smallwood said ten students
will be participating from his building,
but he encourages other UMass stu-

dents to get involved.

"Any kind of community service is

always worth the time," said
Smallwood.

Anyone interested in volunteering
for Shelter Sunday, the Friends of the
Homeless will be meeting on the Am-
herst Common at 12:30 p.m. to assign
areas to volunteers.

New Alliance candidate
campaigns in NoHo
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Independent presidential candidate Dr.
Lenora Fulani will be campaigning in
Northampton tomorrow with a series of
speeches and other appearances
throughout the day.

Fulani will be appearing on the No-
vember ballot in Massachusetts and 40
other states under the New Alliance Party,
which is presently the second largest in-

dependent political party in America.
John Morrison, a Northampton city

councilor, organized Fulani's visit after
meeting with her in New York City.

Morrison said he first became interested
in Fulani and her organization after read-
ing about her campaign in The Nation.

Ailer meeting with Fulani inNew York,
Morrison said he was "completely won
over by her party and its platform," and
agreed to help coordinate her campaign in

Western Massachusetts.
Dr. Fulani's day in Northampton will

begin with a 10:30 a.m. tour ofHampshire
Heights followed by an 11:00 a.m. cam-
paign rally at Hampton Gardens.

She will then move on to a book signing
at the Greycourt Bookshop on Green Street
and will give a speech at Smith College in

the Neilson Library.

At 4:30 p.m., Fulani will visit the Grove
Street Shelter and hold a second rally

there. Mayor Mary Ford of Northampton
will also be present.

Dr. Fulani became the first woman
and first African American to be named on
the ballot on all 50 states in 1988. This
year she became the first of all the presi-

dential candidates to receive federal pri-

mary matching funds.

Her organization, the New AlUance
Party, was formed in 1979 in New York by
local activists. Since then the party has
grown into a thriving left-wing party.
Fulani, who has served as chairwoman of
the party since 1985, calls the organization
as "a grassroots movement to challenge
the bipartisan political monopoly that runs

Turn to FULANI. page 7

CAMPAIGN FILE PHOTO
Lenora B. Fulani , New Alliance Party candi-

date for President of the United States.

Homecoming benefits research
ATG uses NASA equipment to raise AIDS funds
By CHRISTINA THORPE
Collegian Correspondent

This year the spirit ofHomecoming is not all fun and
games. Alpha Tau Gamma is also making Homecoming
one of giving.

ATG is a local fraternity whose members are enrolled
in the University's Stockbridge School ofAgriculture. As
part of the regular Homecoming festivities, ATG has
included a very unique philanthropic event which will

benefit AIDS research.

Steve Ziolkowski is a junior urban forestry major.
President ofAlpha Tau Gamma and the Interfratemity
Coimcil's Vice President of Activities.

"What we're trying to do is raise money for AIDS
research by having people try out this thing called a
Gyro," said Zoilkowski. "It's really called a Tri-Axial
Orbital Device."

A what?
Doubling as an amusement ride and a physical

yvorkout, the Gyro is usually used by NASA in the
training of astronauts. It will be available for the pubUc
to try at 12:30 p.m. on Saturday, October 17th - directly

following the Homecoming Parade.
The fuel used to propel the rider around and around

while on the Gyro is provided by the rider himself. When
you shift your body weight, your ride ranges from a
"relaxing float" to an "exhilarating flight."

With only five minutes on the Gyro, it is possible to
receive a full body workout both cardiovascularly and
isometrically.

The Gyro is praised as never beingboring or repetitous.
It would be quite a physical challenge to even try and
repeat a routine you were able to do previously on the
device.

Will you lose your lunch trying to help ATG raise
money for AIDS research?

The answer is no. While you are "flying" the Gyro, it's

provenyou will noteven become dizzy, let alone nauseous.
The Tri-Axial Orbital Device will be on display during

the Homecoming Parade while aboard Alpha Tau
Gamma's float. Then, ifyou wish to try the Gyro out for

yourself, it will be on the lawn of ATG, 401 North
Pleasant Street.

Each ride will be a $3 to $5 dollar donation given to

AIDS research.

UMass trustees
approve budget
AMHERST (AP) — University of Massachu-

setts trustees have approved a $1 billion operat-
ing budget for the five campus university system.

The spending plan, adopted by the University
trustees at a meeting Wednesday on the Amherst
campus, is about $20.5 million higher than the
$979.5 million spent by the five schools during the
last fiscal year. The five campuses had $990.8
million in revenues last year.

This year for the first time the campuses will be
allowed to keep the tuition money they collect

instead oftumingit over to the state's general fund.
State oflicials have required at least 4 percent

ofthe tuition revenue to be used for maintenance
and repair or equipment purchases.

The allotment for the Amherst campus, the
largest in the system, totals $376 million, including
$42.2 million in tuition. Last year, the campus
spent $343.6 million, according to treasurer
Stephen Lenhardt.

opening

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO
WHATARE YOU LOOKIN' AT? - A squirrel sits atop a tree branch searching for nuts

around campus.

continued from page 1

who died in 1986, because he was dedi-

cated to higher education and was very
interested in the UMass sports program.
Many ofhis legislature colleagues, namely
former Speaker George Keverian and
Senator William Bulger, carried out his

plans for the Arena.
Trying to find funding for the construc-

tion of the Arena took over three years,

but it was eventually provided by a State
Capital Outlay and the UMass Building
Authority. The Authority issued bonds for

$23,855,278 and the state appropriated
$25 million.

The bond will be repaid through a $50
per semester fee charged to students be-

ginning in September 1993. Stoddartsaid
the borrowed money is tax exempt.

Paul Page, vice-chancellor of adminis-
tration and finance, said construction for

the Arena began in January, 1991 and in

six weeks the contractor will turn the
facility over to the University.

Page said the University needs six

weeks to get a feel for the building and to

test the system because the facility is very
complex. "It would be a disaster if in the
middle ofa hockey game the ice started to

melt," he said.

Page said he predicted theArena would
not break even with its expenses after the
first year. "There is still a host of un-
knowns, but over time we will sort out
what the market is and how many people
the Arena will attract," he said.

"The Arena will offer significant oppor-
tunity for studentemployment," said Page.
He said the University, in conjunction
with Ogden Entertainment Services, will

hire only 11-12 full-time workers and rest
of the help will be part-time.

Page said the concession stand con-
tract was awarded to the University
Auxiliary Services Division and the mer-
chandise concessions contract was
awarded to the F'acility Merchandise In-
corporated of California.

According to Page, the University will
get a percentage of the profit.

1

I
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HOMECOMING
WEEKEND
2 1st ANNUAL

BLOODY MARY
BREAKFAST

14 oz. Bloody Mary - 2 eggs,

ham, bacon or sausage,

homefries, toast, coffee

4.25

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17th

10:00 AM -1:00 PM

AFTER THE GAME
-JOIN US-

Food Scncd until 9:30 PM

DANCING TIL 1:00 AM

MEDITATION
POHTIR
&

EI\LIGIITE]^]HEI\T

THE^ PUB
c:i:ijjM<.viiis Mn> jrtS in amiibhst

1968 • l<)9l

15 LAST "IT bTKCET

Saturdays, 11AM- 12PM
The Unitarian Universalist Church

121 North Pleasant Street

Amherst

Instructor - Chitananda

100% Conor. ' "' — —
1 (tn T in ilWHTl

St«MNG If^O & HP lO API . 44 MAfif &r
LiWlNVAlt - NY . 1 1 148 • AIXJ \i SAM Pt« SH«t

NY A(X) 6 5% UK I 1MMK OIUVMY
SINO SAM FOt »Mf CAlAlCXi CAU fO* QTY OlJCOU»sni

eiff»3 Af*«AHATrvt nWXJOCliONS ITD ,

DUMPE
QUAYL

JUST
SAY
NOE

THUMUTHMOrO
«iMsn.-

-WHAT A WMSn IT
IS TO kOM OM-t

Amherst

Laundromat
Oprii 7 days
Kdni-9pni

I>rop-Off or
Self Service

Washiii}; Machiiu-
Starting at $1

Attendant availalile

all diiy.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

2nd Annual

ldili[4IIUvJ
UUULflLttfl

Day

This Friday, October 1

6

•10% off all Code West
Purchases and Special Orders.

• FREE T-shirt with Code West purchase.

View Unusual and Exotic Special Order
Boots— With Code West

Representative, Ed Romano

JOIN FIT
HAMPSHIRE FOR

Most Complete -" ^

Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road
"Off Rt. 9, 2 miles East of Town Center"

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green •

• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • Nautilus • racquetball •

• free weights • Jacuzzi • sauna •

• oiassage • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmills • |~TSf
" Student Discounts •

Women's Shoes, Qothing & Accessories
Zanna North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253J2S63

SHAPE

Be An
RA

RESIDEIUT ASSISTANT
SELECTIOIU PROCESS

for Spring 1993
OF THE

Resident Assistants (RAs) are live-in, part-time,

student-staff members. Duties include
facilitation of community development, referral

counseling, administrative functions, assisting

with tiouse management, enforcing University

policies, and programming.

Applications are available in all Cluster Offices.

Applications are due October 30. 1992. Apply today.
The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on the basis
of race, color, religion, creed, sex, sexual orientation, age, marital status, national
ongin, mental or physical handicap, political belief or affiliation, membership or
non-membership in any organization, or veteran status, in any respect of
admission or treatment of students in employment.
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Women of all colors must join hands and break the silence
Women must unite.

Women as a whole are oppressed. We are discriminated
against, we are treated as subordinates, we are assaulted,
we are harassed, we are raped.

Although you will find women ofcolor are subject to all
of these disgraces more than white women, we all suffer
as women. Fighting against one another will divide
women and make it easier to oppress us. Uniting as
women we are stronger as a whole and able to fight abuse
and discrimination with more power.

The negative attitudes I find between a majority of
white women and women ofcolor are unnecessary. There
is no need for us to be against one another. There is a
common ground we all hold and it is being women. Our
color must not stop us from looking at each other as
women, peopleand adversaries against ourcommon abuse.
Women as a whole need to come together and work as

women, as people. We need to discuss how we can im-
prove the community for women. This includes funding of
multicultural services and programs at the Everywoman's
Center, a place where women of all colors should feel

comfortable to go for services, funding ofwomen's sports,
more women representing their views in the Collegian,

more multicultural staffofwomen at the University, and
more scholarships for all low income women.

Stacy

MALONE
Whether we say it out loud or feel it in our hearts,

every day we see in the news, in our homes, on our
campus, we are women and we are being abused like
animals. When a woman is raped, assaulted, harassed or
killed all women are violated. Abusers, batterers and
rapists do not abuse, batter and rape color; they rape
women. Women of all colors.

Mary Kociela, of New England Learning Center for
Women in Transition, said when a woman is murdered
fi-om domestic violence their shelter and hot lines are
flooded with calls from women. The abusers in domestic
violence situations use the deaths of battered victims to
scare their own victim. They tell the women, "You better
watch out or youll be next."

White women are not the only victims abusers prey on
and neither are women ofcolor. All women are the victims

of abuse. The society begins to oppress women by
teaching us we are subordinate to men and not their
equals. Next we are educated that all women are not
equal. We are divided as people and then allow our-
selves to divide once again by our race. This must stop.

When women divide and oppose one another we are
contributing to the conspiracy ofsilence. The conspiracy
of silence is what allows women to be oppressed,
beaten, sexually assaulted and harassed. The com-
munity often ignores situations of domestic violence,

sexual assault, incest and rape which creates a con-
spiracy to encircle women into being silent.

Women must break the silence.

Women of all colors must join hands and break the
silence. We can no longer stand by and watch our
sisters be beaten, oppressed, discriminated against
and raped without screaming with their pain and
defending the blows which kill them.
Women must unite.

We need to express our thoughts, share our pain
and represent ourselves. We must help our sisters ofall
colors and break the silence that abuses and divides us.

Stacy Malone is a Collegian columnist.

Understand the difference
In order to get along together, we have

to reahze we're all different. Simple, isn't

it, but the world today is populated with too
many people who don't understand this.

Even on our campus, there are too
many ignorant people (of all colors) run-
ning around, causing more and more ra-
cial problems. People at UMass who think
all of this racial tension is non-existent or
"no big deal" are some of them.

Michael

MORRISSEY
I'm sick of hearing my White friends

saying that this stuff is being blown out of
proportion. Black kids have gotten a raw
deal here for some time, and they shouldn't
have to take bullshit like "Niggrs suck"
gi'affiti in the places they live.

Ifthis has been blown out ofproportion,
then why have there been copycat slurs in

Washington and Baker? Why have there
been so many skinheads running around
campus? Do you realize we are the only
school in the country to have a race riot

after a baseball game? This semester's
problems aren't new.

What makes the attack on the RA and
subsequent graffiti disturbing is the fact

"that the administration did absolutely
nothing about it for almost a month. What
they are now trying to do is misdirected.
They are removing two kids from their

residence halls who have been proven
guilty of nothing but having the wrong
person in their room at the wrong time.

The 801 Washington residents, from
what I understand, had nothing to do with
the offender the first weekend he went
ballistic when a Black RA told him to

empty his beer.

The second weekend, the weekend
"Niggrs suck" was scrawled, the offender

only happened to walk into a party at 801
because he was a hometown acquaintence

of other students on the floor. The stu-

dents in 801 were not even accused of
writing the graffiti, so they are getting
thrown out for having a big party.

They are responsible because they had
a party, but they shouldn't be marked for

death. But for a group ofBlack students to

storm the floor, demanding the immedi-
ate removal of the students, was nothing
less than mob rule at its worst. For things
to change, the administration should be
acting, not the students.

It seems apparent that both Blacks
and Whites have acted poorly during this

incident. The students who continue to

scrawl on walls are cowards, afraid to

accept peoplewho look different then them.
The students who trashed Morrill and
told White kids who supported them to
stay away last Thursday were also wrong.
The whole campus was hurt by the further
division of the campus.

I'll be the first to admit that I'm prob-
ably different from the average Black guy
my age. We've had different friends, dif-

ferent parents, and different upbringings.
No one culture is better. To the White
kids: Don't get pissed off when Black
students raise their valid complaints.

To the Black kids: as I'm sure you
know, not all White people are ignorant
racists. Accept the help ofother kids, even
if their skin color is different. Don't trash
a campus that everyone has to use; you're
not helping your cause, but hurting it.

Oh yeah, telling the chancellor to f— off

isn't a good idea, even if you're really an-
gry at his ineffectiveness. I agree that Mr.
O'Brien has been a dunce on this, but the
Black leaders should talk rationally with
him now that he's come to the table.

We aren't all alike, but we're all here
together, so we might as well accept each
other the way we are and maybe learn
something in the process.

Michael Morrissey thinks racism sucks.

Faculty members, departments
urged to make their voices heard

Administration needs commitment
The other night I attended the meeting

in the Malcolm X Center regarding the

recent racial attack on Arlens Barosy and
the overall racial tension on the UMass
campus. The room was packed full of an-

gry people demanding answers. Why has
it taken so long for the administration to

respond to this attack. Why are the police

officers allowed to harass students ofcolor?

Why have so many promises to the Black

community been broken? Why doesn't the

New Africa House have decent furniture

and phones?
The administrators present responded

vdth as much sympathy as they could

muster, which was generally expressed in

the form of President Hooker's response,

"You're absolutely right. I agree." They

even offered an occasional solution, such

as Chancellor O'Brien's solution to the

disappearance of Upwaul Bound. He
promised that funds would be "reallocated"

to ensure the reinstatement ofthe program

in the future. "The money will be found,"

he said, "because this issue is a priority."

But why is it. Chancellor, that it took the

angry outcry of an entire community, a
violent racial attack and a lot ofbad press
to make "this issue," racism, "a priority"?

Every question raised in that room came
down to one question: why? And why
couldn't the administrators provide a
straightforward answer? Because there is

one answer to every one ofthese questions
— racism.

The end to racism on this campus isn't

in the hands of students. It's in the hands
ofthe administration thatmakes the rules,

hires the faculty, allocates the funds and
ensures the safety of students. By ignor-

ing the issues ofthe minority communities
for so long, the administration has been
telling every person on this campus,
whatever color, that racism will be toler-

ated. Racism on campus will not even
begin to end until the the leaders of this

university put an end to their own racist

behavior and make a commitment to the

minority communities and the cultural

enrichment of every student on campus.
Jennifer Wamhuis

Amherst

An open letter to all University Faculty:
The problems of racially motivated

physical violence, violence against women,
gays, lesbians and bisexuals are not new
to this campus. However, the recent events
in Southwest have served to bring the
issues of violence and racism to the atten-

tion of the University community. Stu-
dents have organized to protest the events
in Southwest, and also the environment of

violence that pervades this campus.
The one voice that has been missing in

these protests is the voice of the faculty.

While some faculty members have made
their voices heard, there needs to be more
of a response from departments and in-

dividual faculty members.
The administration must know that

the entire University community is out-

raged over the repeated acts of violence
occuring on this campus. Unless we all

become involved in seeking solutions to

the problems on our campus, acts of vio-

lence against all students will continue.
The Chancellor's response thus far has

been unacceptable. It is deplorable that
day after day, year after year, students
are beaten, raped, assaulted and harassed
in their dorms as well as on campus. We
mustALLACT to insure that EVERYONE
on this campus can live safely. Therefore
we, the undersigned graduate students,
urge faculty and departments to write the
Chancel lor and other administrators about
the following:

• increasing the representation of mi-
nority students to 30 percent and the
hiring ofmore minority faculty. Currently
at UMass, student representation is ap-
proximately 10 percent. Amherst College
has 25 percent.

• restoration of litigation power to le-*

gal services

• scholarships for low-income students
• representation of minority students

on University review committees.
• the chancellor's lamentable handling

of the current situation. The University
needs to decisively enforce its own rules

and regulations on an equal basis.

The administration must be made
aware of the fact that its slow and inef-

fective response to acts of violence only
serves to foster an environment where
violence can take place.

Within the next two weeks adminis-
trators will be making important decisions
affecting the climate of this campus. We
urge you to make your voices heard. They
must know that the entire campus com-
munity has had enough.

Kimberley Broderick
Northampton

This letter was signed by 22 people.

More officers

aren't solution
The Chancellor has promised 20

new police officers to help protect
students from racial harassment.
More cops is only an attempt to keep
students of color "in line," not to

protectthem from racial harassment.
Real progress lies in increasing

minority representation on campus.
How many scholarships to people of
color could the salaries of 20 officers

fund each year?

Jason T.A. Hogue
Southwest
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Arts & living
Views from another college campus
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

There's a difference between paranoia and caution but
I can't seem to find it.

Holing in for a few days at a private liberal-arts college

in Poughkeepsie, New York, where I clearly do not
belong, provides a rather perverse thrill akin to standing
in line at the video store with one of those Ernest
moviesAErnest Upholsters His Cousin's Conversion Van
comes highly recommended, incidentally.) The rush is

the constant fear of being caught.

Campus Freeloading, a recently discovered pastime,
can make for a fun-laden vacation. Then again, it can also

make for a fun little game of"twenty-questions" down at
Campus Security if you get too cocky.

This past week brought yours truly closer to the world
of Vassar College. And let me tell you, as freeloading
campuses (campii?) go, this one bit. Mistah Lewpoh give
it one stab.

Sponging a meal, room or library book out of these
uptight upstaters is about as tough as the cafeteria

omlette I ended up paying for. Everjrwhere you turn, you
hear harassing remarks like "Can I see your ID?" or "Are
you really a student here?" Did it ever occur to them that
some people on campus have no affiliation with their

community at all? It's almost like they want to screen out
all the non-Vassar students. The nerve.

As it happens, UMass has its own share offreeloaders:
Professionals. But they do it more out of necessity than

anything else — another story altogether.

Excepting the above situation. Campus Freeloading
can prove a delightful hobby. After all, falsifying one's

true identity and usurping membership in elite com-
munities is typically reserved for the realm ofpoliticians,
televangelists and their discarded one-night-stands.

One must be cautious of wearing out one's welcome,
though. A good way to gauge the ideal duration of your
own freeloadingjunket is theOpen Bottle ofBeer Rule.
That is, you should sponge off any given campus for no
longer than you can stand to have a (this space for sale)

beer open and still find it drinkable. If, extinguished
cigarette butts notwithstanding, you can stomach the
leftover drinks of last night then clearly you're an
overnighter at least. Ifthe end ofthe weekend comes and
you're willing to work on the half-empty cups from
Friday, you should probably be writing this article. If

Saturday's dead-soldier still shows signs oflife on thursday
and you volunteer to make the sacrifice then either

a.)You are legally brain-dead and should seek medical
help immediately, or b.)You missed all but the last hour
of The Kennedy's and thus are obviously attempting to

uphold the only Proud Kennedy Tradition you know of.

(Non-drinkers can substitute the Pre-Mesozoic-Era-
Pizza-Found-On-The-Dorm-Room-Floor skittishness
test.)

On long trips, freeloading can be a pleasant alterna-

tive to doing the Best Western thing every night. One
important difference is that the Freeloader's bible is not
the Triple-A Book OfFour-Star Hotels but USNewsAnd

World Report's Guide To Four-Year Colleges. And calling

ahead for reservations is as easy as saying "Hello ad-

missions office? My son/daughter's name is Ima N. Heat
and he/she's interested in visiting your school tonight."

To top it off, how many $200 Mariott suites come with

a free art history lecture or biology field trip?

However couples traveling with little children, who
typically don't look too convincing in Birkenstocks or

Stiissy summer-weight nosemuffs, may find Campus
Freeloading more challenging. So much for Family Val-

ues.

Now one can clearly see the futility ofa UMass student

slumming it down the street at our friendly local private

college. Why bother? You might as well waste your time
trying to get a crowd at the Haymarket to join you in

reciting the Pledge of Allegiance.

But one big plus of living on the eastern seaboard
(besides the courteous highway etiquette) is the plethora

of small colleges and universities seemingly everywhere
one looks.

Though it may seem hard to believe, some of these

other schools actually have buildings that are not falling

apart. A few even go so far as to put books in their library.

Thus you'd be well advised to enjoy your resemblance
to a college student while you still can. (Remember in this

game, all that is necessary is to look the part.) And when
some campus squirrel-chaser in Rhode Island pulls you
over and asks where you're from, just tell 'em you're with
a guy named Richard O'Brien and can't find your way to

his "Groovy Co-Ed Lovedome."

Freddie and Eddie reach
nirvana through Segal
By FRANK BOUDREAU and
GREG ALEXANDER
Collegian Correspondents

Sure Bruce Lee movies are great but
the words don't line up with his mouth.
Chuck Norris does the job but he's about
as suave as an Iroc driving dude from the
North End of Beantown. Jean-Claude ia

a fine French scoop for you ladies but
nobody kicks ass with as much style as
Steven Segal. Bred in Japan, he's got the
mysterious charisma and savoir-faire that
it takes to dropkick Hollywoods big wigs.

Under Siege contains all the essential
characteristics of a mega-million dollar

blockbuster. The film is a huge production
that is spectacular to watch. F-14's were
shot down, helicopters and submarines
.were blown up and countless people were
mowed down by numerous numbers of uzi

bullets.

Being of sound Freddie and Eddie in-

tellect, you might ask what more could a
movie contain? Anything else would be
dangerous right? Right! The intense

action takes place aboard the U.S. battle-

ship "Misspuri" which is heavily armed
with the latest in nuclear technology. The
well placed camera shots leaves the au-
dience with a new understanding ofjust
how much ass this great country can kick.

The entertaining plot was sufficient

but effectively reinforced with inventive

fight choreography while Segal was re-

stricted to catchy one liners only. Segal's

ponytail is offbut his moves are still on as
he retakes control of the hijacked battle-

ship.

He kills people with pizzazz and
imagination as the expression on his face

remains as calm as Hannibal Lecter's.If

you're the bad guy don't become too at-

tached to your eyeballs because Segal will

most likely rip them out. If your Adam's
apple means an3^hing to you hell jar it

from your throat leaving you speechless.

Though Freddie and Eddie together

could take him out, we'll leave the conflict

to Tommy Lee Jones and Gary Busey.

This demented duo are the colorful crazies

that support the film with all the best

dialogue. A smart move on the director's

part because they're the only two guys
that can act. These two are enjoyable to

watch. They're frenzied antics make you
curious just how wild it could be, before it

was called mentally insane.

Once all the feeble extras are locked
away like hve stock, it's Segal and his

bodacious girlfriend sidekick against an
entire army. Being aware ofour audience's
outstanding wit, we'll let you predict the
outcome.

For all the stiffs out there that feel

explosions, blood and decapitation in film

is anti-productive as a social medium,
stay home! The faithful dollar is the
motivation for these movies and in

America, "Violence sells."

These films are rated "R" for us adult
types that hopefully understand that the
dead rise as soon as the director yells cut.

Since we can't blow up Whitmore or raid

Westover A.F.B. we may as well see it

done in the movies. Ifit's action you want,
action you get in ""Under Siege".

Freddie and Eddie enthusiastically en-

dorse "Under Siege" and deem it Stu-
pendous. This is what good ole American
violence is all about. If you want to give

your stressed out brain a break and be
swept away by senseless fantasy, this

movie is for you.

Students with Engineering, Account-
ing, Pre-Med or any other abstractly bor-

ing major must see this film. It'll make
you want to be a stunt man instead. Its

therapeutic value for those studying to sit

behind a desk for forty years is immea-
surable.

This film makesyouwant to be eternally
WIRED, and we're all paying large sums
oftuition money studying to dry up asjust
another number in society. Get up, get

mad, SIEZE THE DAY! Bungy jump,
skydive, play saxophone, learn karate,

have sex, and get to know Freddie and
Eddie! That's the way this film makes you
feel.

Until next time remember: Never give

up on what you really want to do.The
person ynth big dreams is more powerful

than the one with all the facts.

There will be a Collegian Arts

writers meeting Sunday at 2 pm.
1 13 Campus Center

Lizard album adds to
punk rock vomit heap
By AUSTIN RUTLEDGE
Collegian correspondent

I picked up the new Jesus Lizard
tape on Saturday night. It cost eight
bucks. As soon as I got it home, my
friend, Nitin grabbed it from me and
insisted on hearing it. He put it into

the black tape deck that sits in our
living room and pressed 'play'. My
housemates gathered around in the
living room and we got to hear the first

song on the tape:"Boilermaker". It was
pretty typical of the type of music this

Chicago-based band records; tight and
explosive. As the first song segued into

the second, I gotup frommy flea-infested

chair to make myself a sandwich.
If I remember correctly, the sand-

wich was on Oatmeal-Wheat and I

found it satisfying. I always try to

finish off all my snacks with a nice

glass ofcold milk but on this particular
evening we were out of milk.

In any event, I returned to the liv-

ing room in time to hear the third song,
"The Art of Self-Defense". It kinda
sucked , but it didn'tbotherme because
I got to thinking how important the
Jesus Lizard are to the underground,
garage-band music scene. After all,

they've been playing together for four
yeeu-s, continuously beating away like

a spasm in the heart of Independant
rock. Like an unwanted shower, the
Jesus Lizard have spat their originality
and angst into the ears of depressed
Cobain-heads everywhere.

The fifth song on side one is called

"Puss" and if it has any words, they're
completely indecipherable. David Yow,
the singer of the Jesus Lizard, sounds
like he has his SM-58 microphone
wedged against his tonsils. For three
minutes Yow wails, sounding like a
cross between a leather-belt beating
and a good gargle. The song's energy is

evident, its meaning incoherent.

Liar is the Jesus Lizard's fourth re-

lease, succeedingGoat ,Head and Pure.
My fiiend pointed out to me that these
are all four-letter words and I guess
that's just the kind of band the Jesus
Lizard is: a little bit nasty.

When I managed to catch them live

this summer, I managed to catch
singer, David Yow about 10 times as
he lunged off the stage and into the
crowd. In December, they will be
playing in the area again, and it's

worth flagging a final to get your ass to

their show. But, seeing as how this is

a tape review, I should probably get
back to reviewing the tape.

Manyofthe songson Liarsound like

tales of a drunkard's night out; a bum
stumbling into the gutter in front of
his favorite strip-joint, only to collapse
in a warm puddle of his own piss. I get
the impression that singer, David Yow
has experienced this phenomenon, as
the lyrics to "Perk" demonstrate: "Take
off your shoes if you're going to dance
on me/ Don't grind your pretty heels in

my face."

Liar offers a disturbed viewpoint of
the world. Its perspective is remniscent
of the Peter Pan bus terminal in

Springfield.

As the tape rolled on and our Sat-
urday night progressed, my
housemates and I sat around trying to

decide what to do for the evening. Rob
said there was a party, Todd said we
had tequilla and Nitin called our at-

tention to the last song on the tape.
With a twist of the volume knob we
were submitted to "Dancing Naked
Ladies" and it ripped and grinded into
our heads likean older brother's noogie.
It added further proof that with Liar
the Jesus Lizard have made a re-

spectful offering to the monument of
the pimk-rockvomit heap. Its energetic
pace holds five times the stamina of
Indie-rock basket cases like Helmet or
Pavement.

Indeed Liar, like a whitened boil

with a hair growing out of it, seems
poised inevititably to burst all over the"
corpse that is modem music today.

COURTESY TOUCH AND GO RECORDS
Jesus Lizard's new album: Liar
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continued from page 1

degree in recreational sports management from Indiana
University.

Page said the Arena's ice rinks will be available not
only for the varsity hockey team, but also for recreational
and intramural use. The facility will also be able to host
entertainment events such as ice shows, circuses and
concerts, he said.

"The University is looking forward to bringing the
students a full diverse range of world class events," sjiid

Page.
Esckilsen said his first priority is organizing the

University's events and then he can decide what outside
events he can fit into the schedule. "The number of
outside events I can schedule is contingent on the en-
tertainment industry," he said.

Page said he is working with Odgen to try and get
students priority seating, lower ticket prices on certain
events and selling tickets to the students before they are
made available to the public.

"The University recognizes the students are bearing
the construction costs of the Arena and is trying to give
students priority treatment," Page said.

The first week's events remain under wraps because
the ticket system has notbeen installed yet, said Esckilsen.
He said the Minutemen basketball game against West
Virginia on February 4, will be nationally televised on
ESPN.

AESTHETICS
European Skincare

for
Men & Women

34 Main St.

Amherst, MA
253-9879

Offer good
'tiil Thanksgiving

With This

Ad, Get

15% OFF
• Deep-pore
Cleansing
Facials

• Leg "Waxing

• Brow Shaping

• Lash &
Bro>v Tinting

Fulani
continued from poge 3

fAmerica J on behalf of corporate America."
Fulani further describes theNew Alliance Party

as a "Black-led, multi-racial, pro-gay, people-in-
stead of profits independent political movement
for democracy and inclusion."

According to her spokeswoman Madeline
Chambers, the goal ofthe party is to challenge the
present two-party system and build coalitions to

support independent candidacies.

"We are seriously trying to break the pohtical
monopoly ofthe two-party system," said Chambers.
"We want to teach people what it means to vote
independent, and for Dr. Fulani in particular."

Chambers said the campaign does not have a
reaUstic goal of winning the White House, but
claimed that a substantial vote in favor of Fulani
would add legitimacy toindependent campaigns in

a year where Ross Perot has presented a major
challenge to both ofthe two major political parties.

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

^
I

$2.M OFF with purchase of I

I

S 15 or nnore with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 11 :00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

forum
continued from pxjge 1

Many times students in the audience groaned, when
Bush talked about 'family values' and 'trust'.

After the debate, students had their own heated dis-

cussion about education.

^-^^^S"
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You want to be among the top-earning college graduates in 1992? Then you better move fast.

Taco Bell Corp>oration is ready to pick the winners from this year's cream of the crop.. .right now, for

General Business Management opp)6rtunities.

Just set your sights on:

Autonomy and responsibility from the word "go".

"Ownership" of a million dollar business.

Career opportunities for multi-unit operations.

A competitive compensation package (22K to 26K) which includes PepsiCo stock options

and an incentive program for top performers. Not bad for beginners.

We're a major player in Fortune 50 PepsiCo Inc 's portfolio. By 1995 we'll have

over 7,000 points of distribution. And system sales in excess of $6 billion.

This dynamic growth means that the real career opportunities are to be found in running the

business. Our business.

So seize the day when we hold our Fast Track Meet. And get ready for accelerated growth.

TACO 'BELL

We will be holding an open information session on Tuesday, October 20th from

7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m. at the Faculty Club on Stockbridge Rd.

To be considered for an interview, drop your resume at the Career

z Planning Center and/or send it to: Taco Bell Corp., Human Resources,
'^EsiCP Attn: Recruiting, 11 Eves Drive, Suite 170, Marlton, NJ 08053
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team in the water every time."

Since the UMass win over Brown the Bears have had
an interesting go of things. They lost to Washington &
Lee and Harvard, both ofwhom UMass has beaten with
at least relative ease. They also gave 12th-ranked Slip-

pery Rock, the only team to have beaten UMass this

season, all they could handle before falUng. In addition.

/^ =^
HAMPSHIRE INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS

AND RESIDENTIAL ARTS PRESENTS

Entertaining Mr. Sloane

a Dark Comedy by Joe Orton

Directed by Corey Pearlstein

"One of the most immoral plays ever imported"

--CBS TV

AT THE HAMPDEN THEATRE
Southwest UMASS

Wed-Sat, Oct. 21-24 at 8:00
$2 students
$4 GENERAL

Tickets available at the fine arts center. Hampshire
v Snack bar and at the door. jj

the Bears went to California and beat lOth-ranked Fresno
State and 15th-ranked Cal-Davis.

The game could be a fast-paced, high-scoring affair as

Yarworth feels that the way to combat Brown's game
plan of defense and counter-attacks is to get UMass'
counter-attack going as well. Yarworth will not be at the

Brown, B.C . and Yale games due to a family commitment,
and will leave the coaching to assistant coach Dan
Margn^lis, who was a player/coach for Amherst College

last year.

Yarworth says Harvard "consistently has a whole lot

of talent, but they don't always do with that talent what
I expect them to be able to do. They're kind of an
underachieving team. But they've had three coaches in

three years so that has a lot to do with it."

IN OTHER SPORTS
The UMass crew team will be at the Head of the

Charles Regatta at the Charles River in Cambridge

this weekend.

Also, the UMass rugby team, 4-0 in league action,

will be taking on undefeated archrival Dartmouth in a

match which will determine the New England North

title at lower Boyden Field at 1 2:00 p.m.

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

UELLO, CoUKin LlBRW^^ ^

XES, DO t)U H^VE AW
BOOKS ON WH^ GIRV3

ARC 50 WBRD ?

THAfS WUM I SA\P. OR.
^00 MIGWT ALSO TTi^f

LOOKING UNDtR. 'OBHOiiajS"

H^

ACADEMY.MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON 584-«435

Late Shoiii~Fri.and Sat. 1 1:15pm

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8 am to 5 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS
Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greasei

VACUUM CLEANERS
$1.00 & S5.00 Changer
"OUR ATTENDANTS ARE
HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"

,^^"~>0

Direct with COLLIDGE CORNER
Theatre, Boston. Where

attendance records are being broken

!

\

"EXUBERENTLY DEFIANT NIHILISM!'

-Stephen Holden, NY Times

SPIKE & MIKE'S

All SICK & TWISTEI^
fFESnVAL OFANIMATIONi

JIM'S JOURNAL

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
ARE tX) 5^\0V)S .^' tW
MEAN TWERtS KO RtStARQ^
ON TH\S M kXL?.^
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By GARY LARSON
I'LL BET WE L\8RAR1
JVJST DOESKT WHT

,/^

a.
p

"LIVELY, FUNNY, AND DIRTY!";*

i
• Bob Strauss, LA Daily News •

J "DELIGHTFULLY CRAZED!" •

- Austin Chronicle

^^ "The Best Gathering of

g Animated Shorts Seen In Years!"^ - Austin Chronicle

f FOOD 1 01

:

A BASIC INTRODUCnON TO AN AMERI-

CAN CLASSIC. REDISCOVER GOOD FOOD
THAT IS EASY ON YOUR POCKET.

NL^Kt Time Specials
from b p.m . to close

Sunday thru Thursday

Only SPIKE & MIKE bring you
19 SICK and TWISTED films
featuring 15 PREMIERS!

Box Office opens at 10pm
ATTHE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

2 Quarter Pound
BURGERS for

2 BUCKS

FREE reg FRIES
with any
GRINDER

BURGERS •HOT DOGS
FRIES •ONION RINGS
PHIU.Y CHEESE STKS
SHAKES -FLOATS

SOFT SERVE"YOGURT

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

t.X Y%¥s, ihti To«^^-

J

<29^ CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE.

For students who aren't registered to vote locally,

it only takes 29^ to act your age and vote.

By mailing in the coupon below to your hometown

election official, you can vote even if you're not

home for the November 3^^ election.

Just 29^. How can you not afford it?

Vote.

DEAR ELECTION OFFICER/CLERK:
I AM A COLLEGE STUDENT AWAY AT SCHOOL. PLEASE SEND ME AN ABSENTEE BALLOT
SO I CAN VOTE IN THE NOVEMBER 3^^ ELECTION.

YOUR NAME (AS REGISTERED):

YOUR REGISTRATION ADDRESS (BACK HOME):

i

WARD/PRECINCT (BACK HOME, IF YOU KNOW IT):

YOUR CURRENT ADDRESS:

YOUR SIGNATURE:
MAIL TO YOUR HOMETOWN CITY OR TOWN CLERK OR ELECTION COMMISSION.

PAID FOR BY THE STUDENT SENATE, COMMUTER AREA GOVT, SOUTHWEST AREA GOVT, AND NORTHEAST AREA GOVT.

$tew€ asl&ci J^¥i^,

fen to Kw«M an^-

(o-iU

Tow>| S<i4, *Aw,
VouPr« v\» ^wH*
Th«^r €ou\4w«
be«v\ A ^rcql-

CAST OF THOUSANDS

By JIM

tKf recis«v^5 if

By BARRY DEUTSCH
Qf^, SO you DO

HA\/EA SOyp.QlEND.

WILMINGTON
jChad and Norma L«e Strait

can t believe their eart when
Mom k. Dad announce family

plans to leave the Strait &rm
Arkaniat for

an unknown
world called

Northampton,

V Ma»»achu»ett«.

li herfelf

its impretfed that hi*
town hat a bar that wai
once featured on PM Mag-

' azine, ei\joya a fame of
dart* on hi* Hrat ni(ht
out. However, he quickly

(cover* an element of the
ety which call* into

everything he hold* dear.

perplexed a* to why lo many of her
new friend* litten to mu*ic like The
Village People and Phranc. At nr»t
(he enjoy* the novelty and/or campine**
of (uch act(. bul(oon (he ra«ent* hav-

ing to feign intere*t ju*t to
remain popular. Inonepartic-
jularly ten*e moment *he tell*

her be*t friend Barcelona of a
boy (ho think* ofwhenever
(ho hear* that love eong by k.d.

lang. 'Uraam... I don't think
k.d. wa* *inging it about a boy,'
Barcelona offer*. 'Well then why

LOVE long?' Norma a*k

By MARK K. ANDERSON

•S6*

Icitt l» C9-tx

PRICE

/ HBi, ^CPUE. ARE
WALKING OUT OF KS
CHE^^\sTl^^^ cla^s.

X DONTBEUEX/E
I

THETtACWER. ISNTJ
STOPPING THEJ^^^l,

^ ^ (yy;

VOU QOTIP^ BE ^^
KIDDING ME.'XKWE"
A PLAW.' I ;H

fr

By PRICE VAN RAY

ViV\EN-meTS^CUER
\SN'T IjOO»^\W6,X"U-
PA^ FOR THE r->

"Little Bear! A watched head
never gets eaten by ants."

Quote of the Day
"With great power comes great responsi-

bility."

- The Anuizing Spider-Man

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Aprll 191: You
nuy ncfcJ lo reduce your i'X|X'nses.

Do whal is wise and in .uiord wall
your inluilion. |ol) changes are in-

evitable and will work lo your ad-
vantage. Altering your lilestyie proves
Ijenellcial, l(x).

TAURUS lApril 20-May 20): Al-

though you do not want lo come on
loo strong, now is the Ideal time to

promote youfsell and your ideas. A
ctjnt'ideni, affable approach gets the

l)cst results on the business level.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): Lo-

cally, there may not Ix' much going
on. However, distant environs could
provide you with an excellent ad-

venture. Look tor a stage where you
will be the star attraction.

CANCER Oune 21-)uly 22): Your
close triends are behind you all the

way. You will probably have to be
fast on your feel lo meet a deadline.

Eat some Indian food with a friend

tonight.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You have
an exceptional eye for value today. If

there Is an item to buy or a financial

Issue to resolve, now is the Ideal time.

Be diplomatic and suggest a com-
proinise.

VIRGO (Aug. 2VSept. 22): A
purchase for yourself or a loved one
makes you feel great. Your business

Ideas, even the risky ones, are In-

spired. If your associates disagree,

look for other allies.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Gu.ud
against extravagance while trying lo

aci uiiHilate an investment nesi egg.

Vou will never regret purchasing your
own home! Be carelul not lo hurt

your romantic partner with thought-

less words or dec-ds.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2i-N(>v. 21):

Show bad habits and old liMrs the

door. Turning over a new leaf will

help you triumph on all levels. A bold
idea strikes like lightening. Follow
through

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 12-Ovi

.

21): A g(H)d time lor s<'('kiiig ,i pay
increase or making a sfx'< lal re(|uesl.

Be considerate of your (o-vxorkers'

leelings; avoid bragging alx)ut a rec ent

victory or promotion.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. I')):

Interfering In someonesdomesllc life

could makea dlllK ult situation worse.
Avoid giving unsolicited advu e Slay

away from people who enjoy
spreading gossip.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 2()-Feb. 18):

Your rapport with a newconx-r Is

Ixith rare and delightful. Use your
"(XHjple skills" lo win higher-ups'

approval lor a special project. Set

your sights on a business target.

PISCES (Feb. I9-Marcb 201: You
will soon lie silting pretty if you fol-

low your financial instincts. Act on
private Information and make an
important purchase all by yourself. A
physical fitness program Is a musl.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU
PR\GE-

ByPITT

ACROSS DOWN
t Switctit>oard 1 Lee J or Ty
entry 2 Celet>es ox

5 City in S Iraq 3 Gonerils father
to Basilica's 4 Port

projection 6 SIreeter's
14 Draft "Chairman of

classification the—

"

1 5 Eyes amorously 6 Past
16 - -pie 7 Vulgarian
1 7 Where (tie 8 San — . Italian

corporate elite resort

meet 9 Shillong's site

19 On — with: 10 Parish in

equal to Louisiana
20 Ken's girlfriend 1 1 Box material
21 Tenants 1 2 Practice for a
23 Shoppe sign bout

word 13 All —
25 - Woods of N attentive

California 18 Fish dish herb
26 Coup group 22 Corrode
29 Kids cry 24 Played to the
32 Native born balcony

Israeli 26 French
35 Redolence landscapist

36 Tolkeins "The 27 Place on a—

"

pedestal
38 Mare's morsel 28 Ocean IronI

39 Hit the—

:

sights

leave .30 On top of

31 -All — i"
SO Cabbage

33 Tlie Ama/ing — palmetto
34 Floundering 52 Picture puzzle
36 0uietl 53 Scrutinize
37 Laid up 54 Facile
41 Accordion 55 Ridicule

feature 56 554. to Tacitus
43 Colt Comb. 58 Malayan

form outrigger
46 Corrupt 59 Isaac's son
48 Chinese poet: 60 Salinger girt

701-762 63 Luau memento

jBi^ymi

Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelman

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Brad Hutchison,

Todd Elliott

Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken Burrito Rotini

Fishburger Turkey Fillet

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Bean Burrito Rotini

Falafel Sandwich Stuffed Pepper

ThcMipjiiions cN>jjrcsscd on this page .iro those of the r.irtoonists iind do not necessarily reflect the views of the C()llcf;um or the University

40 Kind ol pigeon?
41 Neighbor ol

Okia
42 Hockey Hall of

Famer
43 Horse, tor Henri
44 Mahler's

"Das Lied von
der —

"

45 One of the

Kennedys
4 7 German article

48 Ancient country
of Asia Minor

49 Dampens
51 Small amount
53 Coast
57 Heroic poem
61 Picnic ham
63 Highway signs
64 Queries
65 Farewell

66 Hotel offering

67 Big Board, lor

short

68 Work clothes

69 Made anagram
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Luke's World Series preview
On a Lind and a prayer, the Atlanta Braves will

return to the World Series to face the Toronto Blue
Jays. It wasn't pretty, but it sure was exciting. Three
nms in the bottom ofthe ninth capped with a pinch-hit
by FranciscoCabrera(who the hell is Francisco Cabrera
?) and Sid Bream just beating the throw to the plate. It

took a httle luck (error ) and opportimity (a one-out walk
to load the bases and move the winning run into scoring
position ),but the Braves became the first NL team to

repeat since Los Angeles in 1977 and 1978.

Luke

ERICKSON
Toronto won the AL despite the tactics ofmanager

Cito Gaston. Leaving Jack Morris in to pitch the ninth
of game one, and pitching David Cone rather than
Jimmy Key with a 3-1 series lead for game five has left

many people wondering.
THE 1992 WORLD SERIES THUMBNAIL

PREVIEW
The first thing that's usually considered is home

field advantage. The Royals and Mets proved it was
possible to win games on the road in 1985 and 1986,
while the Minnesota Twins won the series in 1987 and
1991 by winning all eight home games. Atlanta's home
advantage is a factor if the Series goes more than 5
games.

The Braves were not significantly better at home

then on the road. Of course, that means they were
dominant no matter where they played. The real effect

comes froux the fact that Toronto can only use Dave
Winfield as a DH for three games.

Usually in a short series, the team with the best

pitching wins. Atlanta's starters are phenomenal, the
reUevers, well, not quite as good. Toronto can match
Atlanta as far as David Cone and Juan Guzman, but
Jack Morris is a question mark. A gamer, a gut-check
veteran, but also shelled in his last outing. Toronto's

rehevers may not seem dominating , but they were the
difference in the ALCS.

It is also noted that the team with the strongest

momentum going into the World Series will win, too.

Toronto won 14 of its last 20 regular season games,
holding off a Milwaukee charge, and were only
outplayed in game five of the ALCS. Atlanta was on
cruise control going into the NLCS, but were basically

shut down for the last three games until the ninth of

game seven. Atlanta's on an emotional high, but
Toronto'shas got all the parts in their baseball machine
well-tuned and running.

The Call? Many people are rooting for Atlanta
because they have a lot of heart and lot of character
(yes, and a lot of talent, too). Toronto, on the other
hand has got them matched if not beaten at every
position except third base, and the most important
position: manager. Atlanta in 6
Luke Erickson is a Collegian columnist

Art's football

OCTOBERFEST
SHOE SALE

OVER $3jOOOiXX) WORTH Of ATHIEIC FOOTWEAR ON SALE NOW

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY

BERKSHIRE MALL
LANESBORO

QUIET!
If you re tired of

yelling this,

come and see

us

The Brook
255-3834

continued from page 12

with a loss and wishing they had just one more quarter

to catch the Chiefs.

Randall's boys take the traveUng show to Washington,

where the Skins had a huge win in fix>nt of the nation on
Monday night, as they drubbed Denver. However, it is

time for the Eagles to get back to their winning ways,

marked by a stellar performance for Reggie White and the

GangGreen defense. Philadelphia 17, Washington 7.

Deion Sanders didn't have a clue when it came to

hitting a baseball this past week, but he can cover

receivers like a blanket. Not to mention he is a IdckoW
punt return wizard.

The 49ers struggled with the potent passing attack of

Hugh Millen (give me a break). San Francisco is the most
overrated 5-1 team in the league, beating teams with a
combined record of 7-15. As the commercial says, I think

you hear me knockin', and I'm bringing Deion and his 27
nicknames with me. Atlanta 24, San Francisco 20.

The Packers (yes, the team from Green Bay) travel to

the armpit of the country, Cleveland, to take on the

Browns in the "Who really cares" Bowl. Well, Brett

Favre, quarterback ofthe Pack, is a budding superstar in

this league, and he should shred the Dawgs (who belong

in Georgia). Don Majkowski better start lookingelsewhere

for a job, because his now belongs to the rookie. Green
Bay 17, Cleveland 6.

Kansas City had to win last week against Philly in

order to put itself among the NFL elite. When you have
the talent, preparation by your coaching staffcan beat a
team who is overlooking its opponent.

Dallas has something to prove after last week's shel-

lacking ofSeattle. The Cowboys can prove that Seattle let

Dave Krieg go for a reason: inconsistency. Dreams only
happen once in a quarterback's life, and Krieg had his

against the Eagles. Dallas must win to snag the number
one ranking from rival Philly. Dallas 21, Kansas City 20.

Homecoming special:Mikc Hodges' Minutemen host
YanCon rival UConn tomorrow in the biggest game thus
far for the new regime ofUMass football. UMass poses a
threat on both sides of the ball, with pro-prospect Don
Caparotti anchoring the defense, and former Stud ofthe
Week Rene IngogUa leading the potent running attack.

UMass' strength, which is running the ball down the
opponent's throat, will be aimed at a weakness of the
Huskies, rushing defense. They have given up 176 yards
per game this season on the ground. A 4-1 record going
into the game with Villanova sounds good to me. Mas-
sachusetts 24, Connecticut 16.

Read CoWegiancolumnistArthur Stapleton every Friday.

v-%
. NCNOFTHllFlfft

. lAVmsiM

TAKEmmm or m$i
GREAT SAVINGS!

>VAIUOOA'S
MI'AT IcilOCEHT 11.19110115

SUNUEnU\l\ID nOAD

"""irHKW- "' ™oms\imi

m

rowmmomo Himi
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MVmi IIIW lATURPNT I AJM. TO II r.M.

SUNDATS 1A.M. 10 8 PJM.
OAmSPKIAll

nui
m'Ri HAVING A GmUMl GMi PARUl

KSkV IVIAPLE RIVER

FRANKS

jnvwnnninRimii

ITALIAN

SAUSAGE

^1.48

MILLER LITE

SUITCASE

n2.99
MOLSON
CANS

irpactirv ca^iin.u^n

MiLLtn unAFTz^G.99

Aii & LAGEIIJL*4.99
»i» imnMnri

NUYBVS V0DKA_'9.99
"linomm
BUICKVELVET.M4.99
TiinniMtni

SEAGRAMS GIW_M4.99
•www «m^ mm HI ^_^

ALMADEW WK\IL7.49

TI«nC«MMOI.nolfWM

ORANGE

JUICE

ino;.R6.0RUGHT

CABOT SOUR

CREAM

88'

ASSORTED

DEAN DIPS

I

lEANrniMnncDBixuca)

ROILED HAM

n .99 .H
m
m

m
m

GinMAN DOIOGNA _
ROAST BEEF
i*w » tMii til tiriT "iim f> rmn

AMERICAN CIIIESE

M.09.
'3.99.

'2.79.

' COLESLAW 79^ ''^>^

^iiUi^uv;jiiii;,y,,ij.iii4i/AL^rac

men '5 soccer
continued from page 12

eight goals on the season to lead the Dutchmen in
scormg.

After opening the season with Keith Sequiera in
net. Hofstra has switched to Craig Dempster for
the nme games. Dempster has responded with
three shutouts for the Dutchmen.

field hockey
Friday, October 16, 1992 / Page 1

1

continued from page 12

goalie Philippa Scott said prior to Wednesday's 2-0 road
win over Dartmouth. However, in recent vear s Megan
Donnelly's Rhode Island squad has shown feist'iness in
dealing with UMass.

Although the Minutewomen dominated the Rams in a
4-0 regular season win last season, the Rams played
UMass tough in the A- 10 Tournament, but UMass pre-
vailed 2-0.

The loss ofsuperstar forward Andrea Gomez has hurt

the Rams, as thuy have struggled to a 2-9 season.
Rhode Island is fighting for theii: lives, as they are in

danger of not even making the A-10 Tournament.

CORRECTION
A headline in Thursday's Collegian misidentified

UMass field hockey forward Ainslee Press. Press is
a senior.

ADVOCAil;
• BKST*
THE VALLEY
READRHJ POix

1992
lat PIas*

R G.- EKING VXARDEN
R A MANDAPIN tl SZECHUAN RESTAURAWT

Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET 55.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 - 3 p m

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FrL & Sat.OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

VI%A

k^1

25% OFF
.\

• 1 Month or More
•Special ends 10/21/92

SPORTS efln

& RfSraURflNT

Monday

a! mountain farms mall

Rt, 9 « Russell St 584-2175

10c Mozzarella Sticks
CO

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
Thursday-Friday-SaturdayT

Our ISth Year 1978 - 1993

Y

O

Friday Happy HourFree
r^izza Slices
Drink of the Week
Grape Crush $1.75

Suinclimys
r»i2::z«» Slices

Day & Night
Watch all the Sports here

Satellite Dish

tavern
AMHERST. MASS

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4940

Why not after the football game come in and try one of
Our NEW SPECIAL TY DRINKS!!.'

THE "CHUCKIE"
"This One Is Child's P'o^;"

Absolut Citron, Fresh Squeezed Grapefruit Juice; Cranberry
Juice with a Lime. This is served as a JUMBO Drink.

c
CO
in
Q.
GJ

Open 1 1 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC / VISA / AMEX Accepted • 549-5403

Wednesday

c

Q.

O

X
o

DO
c

o

3
CO

25c Cheese Pizza Slices

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 200 per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSC

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Want a great job?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Or. Chinachoti 54S-1025

FOR RENT

frUiy Rental FraaJ)elivery 253-9742

Hou««-4 bedroom near Smith College
Northampton Nov. Isl. S775 plus. Sklbiski
Realtors 584-3428

Condomania on campus
Coming

Monday Oct. 19

CC Concourse

WRESTLING CLUB
All interested wrestlers

practice Tuesday and Thursday
8:30 - 10:00 24 Totman {not Boyden)
Call 549 2632 • Matt or 6-2959 Charlie

Amherst 3 bedroom condo, avail. Feb
1st A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail. Jan 1st also

Classroom space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate 25 No. Pleasant St.
253-7879

Cruise Ship* now hiring - Earn S2,000«/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5001

DRIVERS NEEDED, full or part time.
Day & night shifts available. Apply in

person at Pinocchio's,

30 Boltwood Walk in Amherst
Ask for Ramine

LEGAL INTERNSHIPS'*

FOR SALE

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584-
9830

Spring 1993 Internships with the legal
services center! Get hands on experience
in the legal field work directly with
attorneys and clients. Earn up to 15 un
dergraduate credits. NO expenence in

the legal profession necessary - training
provided. Contact legal services today:
545 1995, 922 Campus Center. Novem
ber 13 is the application deadline.

LET'S MAKE UP

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Toyota Corolla, runs super, body
excellent 3700 253-3369

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collage Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3 50
Large Cheese S6.00
Free soda with the purchase of large

sub salad or spaghetti

549 6098 549-6073
Must mention this ad.

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs » case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

Tired of Waiting for University
Computers?
386SX Mono Vga Monitor 31/2 51/4 disks
40 Meg HD Loaded wAfvord processing.
communications, and games software
S600 or 80 John 584 4280

ENTERTAINMENT

WOW! $$$$
Brand new 386DX 40MH2: 4MB Memory.
120MB Hard drive. Super VGA Color
Monitor, & more! S1379 For Power:
4860X-33MHZS1879. Call for details. Cre-
ative Computers - 256-6474.
•First 10 callers get S50 off systems*

HELP WANTED

Recycling job available. IVIust have
hours free on Tuesdays and some eve-
nings. S6/hr. Call 545-1153.

.Earn $1,500 WEEKLY maiTing our
circulars! .. Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN
380184000

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-
tefid FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright »
MA15KDH

Let'* make up
Theatrical make-up
Available at Joke City

233 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
549-8117

$252.50 Sell 50 funney, college T-shirts
and make 252.50. No financial obligation.
A risk free program. Avg. sales time - 4 6
hours. Choose from 18 designs. Smaller/
larger quantities avail. Call 1-800-733-
3265.

LOST

Rugby Cleats on bus. Patrick, black
call Rich 256-4564

Silver bracelet Tuesday last week
somewhere on the path from Southwest
to SOM. Call 546 1465 REWARD

PERSONALS

Meredith,
Good luck tomorrow! I You'll do great and
make us proud!

Love,

Moe, Brooke & Julie

IMichelle of Tri-Sigma
Happy 2 Isl Birthday
Love, Ellen

MM
Happy six months!
Thank God for the home shopping club'
I LOVE YOU.
Always JG

NANCY
"^

Happy 21st

You definitely deserve it!

Love.

Dave (The one with the beard you see on
weekends)

Paul Witches Sunday MZ
Shelley of Tri-Sigma
Happy 21st' Shut up
and have another!

Love. Blums

SERVICES

Grants, Loans, Scholarships
We find financial aid for every student
regardless of grade point average or
family income. Guarenteed.
1 800 475 2288 ext 1519

Scholarships, Grants available
Minimal qualificalions

Guaranteed results

Personal Service
S45 Fee
253 3454, 586 9445

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256-0821

Listen to Glenn & Rob on WOCH
3AM to 6 AM on Saturday morning
or your friends will hate you
and you'll lose all your hair.

AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience
necessary Call Target Zone Studies
586-1729

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointment
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548 9761

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and Ihe HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS' Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today'

(800)32-TRAVE(.

Students or Organizations.
Promote our Florida Spring Break pack-
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Call
Campus Marketing., 800-423 5264.

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

Gail McLeod
159 days
Since we first met
I LOVE YOU MORE EACH PASSING DAY
LOVE BUMBLE
Baby - '

~~
Happy Anniversary
I Love you
B.B.

Steve Lipof
Another year older! Wiser I'm not so sure'
Happy Birthday. Buddy'
Sam

TRI SIGMA WELCOMES ITS NEW
MEMBERS: STEPHANIE. HEATHER
TAMMY, JENNIFER, JULIE. SHERRY
ANNE MARIE, AND KIM.

CONGRATULATIONS IT'S GOING TO
BE A GREAT SEMESTER. LOVE, THE SIS
TERS OF TRI SIGMA

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female to share large room 167.50
call 665-7604

A Room in 3 bdr house on bus rl

w/2 Grad students

S283/mo oil heat 256-0802

ST. JUDE

Thank you!! I^or ,ill your help'!

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Affordable Wordprocsssing: SI ,75/J)g.
Call Janel 256 0306, leave message

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell
check, laser pnntoul. $1.50/ page. Brian
546-1795

INSTRUCTION

Phyeics and Math Tutor
MA. in physics
Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260,

Guy in Crosswalk - I'm sorry, Robin
can't go to lunch because she already has
plans with her boyfriend.

Keep playing in traffic - I hope you get
lucky.

Uura Champion Happy Birthday see
you in Bedrock Love Meg PS Stay Mossy.

Wanted
Male Stripper

for

Allison Rae's

Birthday

Must know Tae Kuan Dau
to fight offJessman

WANTED
Sell those drums!
I'm looking for a drum kit ASAP
I will settle for a cheap set but interested
in anything.

Call Shannon: 546-4924

UMASS RACQUETBALL

We are interested in new members.
All Univ men and women are welcome.
If you want to learn more call 549-4349 or
546-2813
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Sports
Minutemen host UConn at Homecoming
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

It's time once again for that annual rite

of fall they call Homecoming and the
University ofMassachusetts football team
couldn't be happier.

After playing three out of their first

four games on the road, the Minutemen
(3-1) will play the first contest of a three-

game homestand when the Huskies ofthe
University of Connecticut travel to War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium for a 1:30

p.m. kickoff.

"We're very excited about coming
home," said head coach Mike Hodges. "We
talked about it after last week's win and
it's a big deal for our guys to play three
games in a row at home."

First up on the menu for Hodges and
company will be UConn.

Last year against UConn, UMass re-

covered the onsides kick with 2:00 left and
was down by only five points (26-21), but
did not score. Overall, UConn has domi-
nated the series over the past decade,
winning 7 of the last 9 meetings, so the
Minutemen would like nothingbetterthan
a victory on Homecoming day.

The Huskies boast one of the best
players in the Yankee Conference in free

safety Mark Chapman, who leads the
YanCon in interceptions with four in five

games. Chapman also leads the league in

punt returns with a 13.5 avg./game. De-
fensive tackle Rob Belcure was named to

the YanCon honor roll last week for his 1

1

tackle, one sack performance. Offensively,

the UMass defense will have to contend
will have to contend with tailback Ed
Long (477 yards, 4 TDs), who leads a
group of backs who have rushed for 905
yards (181/game).

UConn QB Tom DeSarno (70-142 yds.

ITD), has two very reliable receivers in

flanker Alex Davis (team high 20-247 yds,

2 TD's) and tight end Brian Kozlowski

(6'3, 250). Kozlowski has to be one of the

biggest tight ends UMass will see all year.

"UConn is the best complete package
that we've seen all season," said Hodges.

"Most teams that we've played have been
oriented to one side ofthe ball but they are

the most balanced - they run well and
their play action pass is very effective.

Indeed the offense is effective as they

rolled up over 400 yards on total offense

against undefeated Villanova. UMass will

have to bring out all their guns to counter

this.

The return of inside linebacker Bobby
Burke (he played last week — nine tack-

les) will certainly bolster the already im-

pressive Minuteman defense, which is led

by all-everything cornerback Don
Caparotti and outside linebacker Mario

Perry. In the first four games, Perry's had
an impressive seven QB sacks.

The offense, with the likes of fullback

Mike George (128 yds rushing last week),

tight end Steve Dembowski and quarter-

back Andrew McNeilly, will also have to

come up big on homecoming day.
Dembowski (6-87) came out of nowhere
last week against URI to be UMass' of-

fensive player of the week and wall likely

be a main target for McNeilly. When
McNeilly's not passing, (jJeorge, as well as
the tailback-tandem ofJohn Johnson and
Rene Ingoglia, will lead a running attack

that averages 227.0 yards/game.
"We're a fun team to watch, and so is

UCorm," said Hodges. "It's Homecoming
weekend and tailgating is back, so it'd be
great if we could fill that stadium."

Minutemen Notes: The game can be
seen on Channel 22 with Rich Tettemer
(play-by-play) and Bob Rumbold (color)

.

Pigskin picks:
Week seven

Yes, fans, it is gut check time in the NFL. Week
seven is when the good teams like Buffalo put up,

and the overrated teams like Pittsburgh shut up.

So jump on the bandwagon, because Stapleton's

Pigskin Picks are back for another weekly in-

stallment.

Arthur

STAPLETON
Stud of the WeekiAs a Dallas fan, I must tip

my hat to the classiest wide receiver in the league,
the Washington Redskins' Arthur Monk. On Mon-
day night, Monk overtook Steve Largentandmoved
to the pinnacle ofthe list ofNFL career receptions.
With seven catches for69yards against the Broncos,
he reached the 820 mark, passing Largent's 819.
Mr. Monk proved once again that all men named
Arthur are destined for greatness.

Rankings this week:In the AFC, 1. Dolphins,
2. Oilers, 3. Chiefs, 4. Bills, 5. Broncos.

In the NFC, 1. Eagles, 2. Cowboys, 3. 49ers, 4.

Redskins, 5. Saints.

(Enter sniffling here) Philadelphia went into
Kansas City last weekend fearing no one, but left

Turn to ART'S FOOTBALL, page 10

Weekend challenge for women
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

After almost two weeks between serious competition,
the University of Massachusetts field hockey team em-
barks on a road trip to face two teams out for their blood.

Both Villanova University, whom the Minutewomen
(12-1) will play today at 6 p.m., and the University of
Rhode Island (Sunday, 2 p.m.) need a win against the
Minutewomen for different reasons. The Wildcats are a
team that UMass cannot afford to take lightly.

Villanova is 9-4 and has won six in a row, but the team
has not claimed a major scalp yet. They are hoping a
victory against Massachusetts will propel them into the
top 20 and keep their postseason hopes alive.

For Villanova, Melissa Rea and Bree Hawthorne are
tied for the team lead in goals for five, while Barbara King
and Staci Verzera have four each. The quartet offorwards
may offset UMass' strong defenders.

In the cage, Chrissy Thomas has handled most of the
action for the Wildcats, logging 118 saves in 862 minutes
for a goals-against average of 0.90. With only three
seniors on the squad, Villanova must make up with
intensity what they lack in experience. The up-and-
coming Wildcats will be hungry for the Minutewomen.

The Minutewomen do not have to make up any reasons
to get up for Sunday's Atlantic 10 Conference game
versus Rhode Island. A win against their A-10 foe gives
Massachusetts a perfect conference record. It also gives
them a great way to end their three-game road trip.

"We definitely want a perfect 3-0 road trip," UMass
Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIA^
Forward Tara Jelley and the University of Massachusetts

field hockey team face two tough road opponents this week-
end in Villanova and Rhode Island.

Men host Hawks today
BY JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Last weekend, the University of Mas-
sachusetts men's soccer team (6-4-1)

played two games on the road and came
away with a loss (West Virginia) and an
postponement (George Washington). This
weekend the Minutemen hope to have
better luck at home, where they have two
home games.

Today UMass plays host to the St.

Joseph's University Hawks (4-6-3) in a big
Atlantic 10 contest at 2:30 p.m. at Garber
Field. A victory for the Minutemen would
help in their quest for preferred positioning

in the A-10 championships. Then, on
Sunday, UMass will host the Hofstra
University Flying Dutchmen (6-9-0).

In St. Joseph's, the Minutemen will

face a team which is winless in the A- 10 (0-

2-1). However, this record belies the fact

that the Hawks are a tough team. St. Joe's

played Rutgers strongly before falling 4-1,

and tied George Washington 2-2.

Leading the Hawks offense is junior
forward co-captain Don D'Ambra.
D'Ambra has taken a total of 52 shots on
the year with nine of them finding net.

With 20 points on the year D'Ambra has
let it be known that he is one ofthe bigger
offensive forces in the A-10.

Other offensive leaders for St. Joseph's
include diminutive sophomore forward
John Mclntyre ( 1 1 points) and sophomore
forward John Sharp (10 points).

Manning the net for St. Joseph's is a
three-headed monster known as
VlietBowmanKeady. Separated, the indi-

viduals who have started for the Hawks
this year are freshman Sean Vliet, junior
Erik Bowrman, and junior Jim Keady.

Vliet has proven tobe the most effective

of the three in net, posting a sterling .53

goals-against-average and .895 save per-

centage.

Hofstra will be lead into Sunday's battle

(2:00 p.m., Garber Field) by freshman
forward Zak Wright. Wright has potted

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER. PAGE 1
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The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team host St. JosephTtoTy'°aV2^30 p°m
and Hofstra at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday.

Water polo face real competition at N.E.L.T.s
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

After nearly a month of practice and playing teams
that range from slightly to very inferior, the University
of Massachusetts water polo team should see some good
competition this weekend as they travel to Harvard
University for the New England League Tourney.
The standings for this tournament determine the

seedings for the New England Championships." said

coach Russ Yarworth. "We'd love to get the top seed by

winning this tournament because then, at the New En-
gland Championship, we won't have to play Brown or
Harvard before we hit the championship game."

The schedule is as follows: Friday night at 8:45 p.m.
against M.I.T., which should provide the non-starters
with some decent playing time; Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
against Harvard and 3:30 p.m. against Brown; and Sunday
against Boston College and Yale.

The 16-1, 14th-ranked Minutemen have never won
the N.E. title, but are playing like they are primed to do
just that this season. Brown, 11-8 and ranked 18th

nationally, and 8-3 Harvard, ranked 21st, figure to pro-
vide the only real opposition in the two rounds. The
Minutemen have a healthy and lengthy past with both
squads.

UMass was a 9-7 winner over Brown in the first
tournament of this season, but that was a long time ago
and a lot has happened to the Bears since.

"They're a completely different team and are very well
coached," Yarworth said. "Maybe they don't have the
talent they've had in the past, but they still put a good

Turn to POLO, page 8
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Hard-nosed fullback/punter Mike George will be a key player in the University of Massachusetts running game when the Minutemen take on the University of Connecticut Huskies.

This yearns Homecoming full ofnew twists
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

What is Homecoming? Homecoming Is different

things for different people. For alumni it is a return to

the alma mater, for students, another excuse for in-

ebriation, and for the University of Massachusetts

football team, a chance to shine in the sun.

Luckily, this weekend's game (Saturday at 1:30

p.m.) at Warren McCuirk Alumni Stadium against the

University of Connecticut will have something for

everyone. This year's game is different in a number of

ways: it is the first Homecoming for rookie head coach

Mike Hodges, who, along with interim athletic director

Glenn Woag, has promoted the on-field performance

of the 3-1 Minutemen, one of the surprising stories of

the fall.

Secondly, tailgating is back! For the first lime since

1986, students and alumnus will be able to hold pre-

game barbecues and beerfests in the E lot adjacent to

Alumni Stadium.

"We're trying to encourage more people to come to

the games," ticket manager Thorr Bjorn said. "The
majority of tailgaters are students, but it's open for all,

and it really makes it an enjoyable day."
In the first game since the ban was lifted, about 200

cars came to tailgate before UMass' 30-28 victory over
Boston University. Bjorn said that foul weather ham-
pered the attendence, but he's looking for a big turnout
Saturday.

"The student lot, E lot, will be set up for tailgating,

and there will be adequate security there," said Bjorn.

"I'd like to ask students who won't be tailgating to

remove their cars on Friday night to allow for more
space for the large turnout."

Third, and most importantly, the game not only

features contending Yankee Conference teams, but an
influx of returning alumni ready to welcome the Min-
utemen. The Homecoming game has traditionally

brought thousands of dollars into the Pioneer Valley

economy, and this year looks to be no different.

So with the renewal of the age-old tradition, the new
look team, the new look coach and the new tailgating

policy are sure to make this year's Homecoming one of

the best ever!
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Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served I I:50-)piii - $3.25
All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd, at Rt. 9, Amherst 2560252
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Rte. 9, HADLEY
Nam lo Howard Johnson Motor Lodgt

Whxys been making
Amherst's

finest Pizza since 1967?

%•/ PIZZA
• / 549-1311
\ / (5 Ur.hraraUr Drirc • AmlMtll

Serviiigthe Valleyfor over

a quarter century

1967-1992

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England

Founded in 1890 • Daily since 1967

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is published
each weekday during the calendar semester

with a circulation of 19,000.

Founded in 1 890 as Aggie Life, the Collegian is

now in Its 1 02nd year of production.

This year the Collegian celebrates 25 years
as a daily paper.

113 Campus Center • University ofMassachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003 •(413) 545-3500
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ror rne Desi...;^™^^^^*^ Tomato
- and only - and much more!
pizza slices! 253-0808

31 N. Pleasant

1992 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS ROSTER
Head Coach: Mike Hodges
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44
45
46
47

JOHNSON, TB
LAMBRIGHT, CB
BELL, CB
THIMAS, FL

MAGUIRE, PK
GRAY, FS

CUTONE, FL

DRAPEAU, FB
McNEILLY, QB
FEUER, PK
GAFFNEY, FL

TUDRYN, FS

FAUL, SS

DEVER, QB
FASANO, QB
RAMOS, QB
C. WILLIAMS, FL
TUCKER, FS

INGOGLIA, TB
ALESSIO, TB
T. WILLIAMS, CB
WILKES, FB

BOURGOIN,SE
HOWERTON, FL

KOTLARZ, SS
HEAD, TB

GEORGE, FB
FITCHETT, TB
MUMFORD, TB
CROTEAU, DT
CAPAROni, CB
KORENTIS, CB
DEMBOWSKLTE
TYNES, ILB

PERRY, OLB
KAPLOWITZ, CB
MAHERNILB
RAJOHE, FS

ROBINSON, SS
GIBSON, SS
DIBENEDEHO, ILB

SMITH, FB
READ, SE
HAMMOND, ILB

B. BURKE, ILB

48 LARTIGUE, ILB

49 DAKIN, DT
51 S. BURKE, DT
53 BRANDT, C
54 RACICH, OT
55 DURKIN, OG
56 RUST, OLB
57 CURTIN, ILB

58 CREAMER, DT
59 ALLEY, DT
60 ZYCH, OG
61 TAYLOR, OLB
62 MacNEIL, OG
63 BONO, OT
64 VALENTINO, ILB

65 HOUSEL, OG
66 RICE, OT
68 S. WILLIAMS, DT
69 HALLARD, OG
71 LeBLANC, C
72 SABELLA, OT
73 FRICKE, DT
74 TINKER, OG
75 VITAGLIANO, OT
76 SCHELLER, NG
77 SHALALA, C
78 SAWYER, NG
79 MARKOWSKL OT
80STEFANSKI,TE
81 KING,SE
82 JELLOE, FL
83 HARVEY, SE
84 MATTHEWS, FB
85 MILLER, CB
86 GOSSELIN, SE
87 HEALY, TE
89 HARDING, OLB
91 FENNELL, DT
92 CORCORAN, DT
93 RICHARDS, SE
94 PESSOni, P
95 TEJEDA, TE
96 ASSENCOA, ILB

97 ALBERT, NG
98 KROMENHOEK, OLB

MINUTEMEN"Umass
class2£PNWEAR

Pro wool serge

cap with

embroidered

letter in

Massachusetts
Maroon

^oust cfMaist^

32 Main St., Amherst 253-3361

The Students Used Book Exchange

Make up to 300% more by selling your
books directly to your classmates

through the directory listing

for used texts!

Call or write for free information: P.O. Box 459, Sunderland, MA 01375
(413) 665-8471 or 800-949-TEXT (8398)

1992 UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT ROSTER
Head Coach: Tom Jackson

4
5
6
7

1 Clarke, Robert, CB
2 Long, Ed, TB
3 Sosik, Nick, PK

Davis, Jemal, CB
Mitchell, Scott, CB
Quinn, Brian, P
Bailey, Gary, SS

8 Walker, Mike, FL

9 Pens, Chad, PK
10 Schonewark, Jarrod, PK
1

1

Rodgers, Zeke, QB
12 Valente, Tony, QB
13 Parker, Lament, CB
14Parrl, Brian, PK
15 DeSarno, Tom, QB
16 Chapman, Mark, FS
17 Cohen, Jon, P
18Reid, Brian, FL
19 Vorkapich, MarcSE
20 Bannister, Kevin, CB
21 Holland, Mike, FS
22 Mills, Derrick, CB
23 Dandridge, Leonard, TB
24 Edwards, Jerome, FB
25 Walker, Heath, FL
26 Jackson, Rick, SE
27 Weaver, Tim, OT
28 Dunn, Steve, FL

29 Groves, John, FS
30 Nook, Ed, FB
31 Zenkert, Paull, ILB

32 Lindner, Ken, FB
33 Colin, Peter, SS
34 Horton, Alex, FB
35 Davis, John, FB
36 Schuman, Dave, FB
37 Saleeby, Dan, OLB
38 Connolly, Pete, TB
39 Murphy, Dan, DE
40 Spelman, Chris, SS
41 Sutter, Steve, SS
42 Bachonski, Tom, TE
43 Madison, Kendall, SS
44 Lewis, Damon, ILB

46 Coen, John, ILB

47 Thompson, Henry, DE

48Gilliard,Wilber,TB
49 Lyder, Dove, FB
50 Smith, Pat, NG
51 McKinney, Anthony, DE
53 Henrich, Joe, C
64 Ortiz, Elias, OLB
56 Chanterelle, Jerry, ILB

67 Reppi, Jim, ILB

58 Bourgoin, Bruce, OLB
59 Burkowsky, PJ., OG
63 Krause, Mitchel, C
64 Walker, John, OG
65 Johnson, Baron, OT
66 Daignoult, David, OG
67 Arnold, Brian, DT
69 Manson, Chuck, KR
69 Piselli, John, OG
70 Sullivan, Scott, DT
71 Smith, Chris, DT
72 Kane, Pete, OG
74 Millard, Bill, OT
75 Jones, Don, OT
76 Schmidt, Eric, C
77 Verdi, Todd, OT
78 Montague, Alonzo, OT
79 Joseph, Sherrord, OT
79 Walsh, Pat, OT
80 Kuhlmann, Jason, TE
81 Koziol, Ted, PK
82 Kozlowski, Brian, TE
83 Davis, Alex, FL

84 Schmidt, Rob, TE
85 Nowden, Monte, SE
86 Girardin, Henry, OLB
88 Stanko, Justin, NG
89 Ziemiecki, Robert, P
90 Skene, Neal, DT
91 Harkins, Doug, ILB

91 Vrigo, Ryan, ILB

92 Appleby, Jason, NG
93 McCarthy, Mike, DT
94 Gleason, Brian, DT
96 Martin, Dexter, DE
97 Duckworth, Paul, DE
98 Schwertz, Brian, FS
99 Belcuore, Robert, DT

FIGHTING MINUTEMEN

SEASON RESULTS

Sept. 12 at Delaware
Delaware 33 UMoss 13

Sept. 19 at Holy Cross
UMass 7 Holy Cross 3

Sept. 26 BOSTON UNIVERSITY
UMass 30 Boston University 28

Oct. 10 at Rhode Island

UMass 32 Rhode Island 7

REMAINING SCHEDULE
Oct. 17 CONNECTICUT (1:30 p.m.)
Homecoming Game

Oct. 24 VILLANOVA (1:30 p.m.)

Bond Day / Parents Day

Oct. 31 NORTHEASTERN (1:30 p.m.)

Nov. 7 at Richmond (i :C0 p.m.)

Nov. 14 MAINE (12:30 p.m.)

Nov. 21 at New Hampshire (12:30 p.m.)

cJokeCity
You'll find 1,001 laughs right here!

THEATRICAL

MAKE-UP

^

HotP«pp«rGuin
Hand Buzzera
Squirt Ring*
Rubber Rats
Fake Tattoos

Whoople Cushions
Clown Noses
Jumbo Files

Shrunken Heads
Money Snatchers

Crazy Teeth
Inflatable Dolls
Dribble Glasses

Idiot Mugs
Funny Esis

Exploding Pens
Rubber Chickens
Magic Tricks

Masks & Make-up
Gag Hats

Jumping Spidera
Stage Blood & MorelThe fun's in store at

The Carriage Shops
233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-81 17^

COME CLEAN— IN COMFORT
^Large Capacity'

per
ywashioaci

Sit back, relax &
enjoy cofee... (^

soda...snacks...

and TV.. .while you
do your laundry!

WASHING
IVIACHINES

12-20-30 lbs.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY • 7 DAYS A WEEK
PEEDWASH ^ 1 1 Pray St. • Amherst

549-1665

South Town Commons
Eiiiby the

convenience of
state-of-the-art

washers
in our

and diyers
pleasant

atmosphere

479 West St. • SOUTH AMHERST

Subscribe to the
Collegian!

If you are a parent, an alumni or just inter-
ested in the activities going on at the UMass/
Amherst campus, become one of the 30,000
readers of the Collegian and subscribe today!

Whether you choose a daily subscrntion or
one paper per week, the Collegian ]j always
delivered to your doorstep via first class mail.

Contact the Subscriptions

,
Manager at tlie
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The staffand
management of

Victory Super Markets want
to devote this space to

wishing the entire UMASS
Student-body and their

families an enjoyable

Homecoming Weekend '92!

Good Luck Against
UCONN!

AFTER THE GAME . . .

EAT
PIZZA

Sm. $3.00
Toppings .50 Toppings .75 Toppings 1.25

Meat
Ground Beef

Sausage

Ham
Bacon

Salami

Anchovies

Turkey

Med. $4.25

Veggie
Red Onions

Green Peppers

Fresh Mushrooms
^ Black Olives

Broccoli

Spinach

Garlic

Sliced Tomato

Pineapple

HOURS: Sun ~ Wed 4 pm-2 am
Ihurs ~ Sat 4 pnn-3.am

Lg. $6.00

Special

Pesto

Walnut

Artichoke 's

Feta Cheese

Hot Mama Salsa'^'

Chili

BBQ Chicken

Counts as two items

SUBS
FLAME BROILED
Sm. $4.95 Lg. $5.95

BBQ

Teriyaki

Pesto

Chicken

Lemon Pepper

Honey Mustard

Cajun

Steak
Reg.

Cajun

Honey Mustard

Teriyaki

BBQ

Lemon Pepper

Large Pepperoni Pizza

$6.50
Limit 2/coupon

EXPIRES NOV. 31, 1992

REGULAR
Sm. $4.25 Lg. $5.25

Roast Beef

Turkey

Ham & Cheese

Tuna

Italian

Genoa Salami

BLT

Messy Jose

Cheeseburger

Seafood Salad

Free Delivery
|||
549-7890 tisj:

SALADS
Garden:

Chef:

Tuna Plate:

Greek:

Spinach:

Taco:

$3.95

$5.50

$5.50

$4.75

$4.75

$5.50

Grilled Chicken:

Grilled Steak:

Ranch

Thousand Island

Bleu Cheese

$5.95

$5.95

Lo Cal French

Italian

Hot Bacon

M/C, AMEX

FREE SODA WITH
A Large

Steak or Chicken Sub
(Limit 2 Subs per Coupon)

EXPIRES NOV, 31, 1992

Accepted
Checks $1 .00 Chg

Cigarettes $3.00

Medium Pepperoni Pizza

Only $4.50
EXPIRES NOV, 31, 1992

PLEASE MENTION COUPONS WHFN ORnFPTxrr.
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Light rain, possibly mixed with

wet snow. Highs in the 40s.

Local News:
Michael Hooker, our University's new president, has a

record of dealing with difficult race problems according to

some who have seen him in action before. Page 3.

mn! mmm

Sports:
Players Rene Ingoglia and Scott Assencoa

lead the Minutemen to a 20-7 victory over the

UConn Huskies for Homecoming. Page 1 2.
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Second earthquake
kills 2 in Colombia

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — The sec-

ond severe earthquake in two days struck
Colombia on Sunday, this time rocking
the entire country. Two people were re-

ported killed and numerous buildings
destroyed.

The temblor hit at 1 1 : 15 a.m. EDT and
lasted about two minutes. It registered
above 7 on the Richter scale, Hans Meyer,
director of the Seismic Institute in the
southern city of Cali, told the radio net-

work.

Preliminary findings put the epicenter
at about 185 miles northwest of Bogota,
almost the same spot as Saturday's earth-
quake, which measured 6.6 on the Richter
scale.

Sunday's tremor caused panic across
Colombia. In Bogota, the capital city of 6
million, people ran out of their shaking
buildings into the streets. Traffic lights

were swinging wildly.

Two hours later people were still mill-

ing in the streets, clutching their belong-
ings, afraid to return to their homes,
Bogota's Crypton television news reported.

This is the greatest earthquake to hit

Colombia since Dec. 12, 1979," Meyer said.

The temblor measured 7.9 on the Rich-
ter scale and killed 800 people in Colombia
and Ecuador.

Sunday's quake was felt in every part
of the country, from the north Caribbean
Coast south to the Amazon River, accord-
ing to RCN radio.

One child died in the northwestern
village ofVigia del Puerto, 100 miles from
MedeUini, and other children were in-

jured, according to news reports citing the
national Red Cross. In the southern city of
Paereira, a mother died of a heart attack
following the quake, according to radio
reports.

Two people were injured in Puerto
Tejada, outside the southern city of Cali,

when a lamppost fell on them, said the
Red Cross.

A damaged roof in a nothern Medellin
suburb lightly injured four people, accord-
ing to a RCN radio interview with Ramiro
Monsalve, the director of Medellin
firefighters.

Saturday's earthquake partially de-
stroyed the fishing village of Murindo, 90
miles northwest of Medellin in Antioquia
state.
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YOU ARE HERE— Taller than the Tower Library, it's a enterprising photographer!
A different way of looking at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

U.S. searches for POWs
Said secretly looking in Asia for 10 years

Reporter describes her
role in Anita Hill affair
By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Correspondent

Talkingabout how the future politi-

cal climate could affect future appoint-
ments to the Supreme Court, Nina
Totenberg, famed reporter for the Na-
tional Public Radio said, "I think it's

fair to ask, 'What is their life experi-
ence? Do they have a broad exposiwe
to. . . the life ofpeople whose lives they
will be ruling on?'"

Totenberg addressed a nearly-
packed auditorium Thursday night at
Symphony Hall in Springfield as part
ofthe Springfield Pubhc Forums spon-
sored by the Springfield Adult Educa-
tion Council.

Totenberg was the reporter who
broke the story last fall alleging that
Justice Clarence Thomas had sexually
harassed his employee, Anita Hill.

Totenberg has won many awards

for excellence in covering the Supreme
Court and for her coverage of legal

affairs.

Though her speech was more con-
cerned with the Supreme Court,
Totenberg answered questions after-

ward. When asked to give her opinion
on how the Thomas-Hill trials affected
Black Americans, Totenberg declined
to offer her view.

"I don't have an informed opinion,"
said Totenberg. "It would be presump-
tuous for me to try to answer that
question."

But at the same time she asserted
that, The Senate Judiciary Commit-
tee was an accident that was waiting to

happen.
"I didn't do anything that I will ever,

ever apologize for. I waited for her to ask
for an interview. . . I did not blackmail
her. I did everything possible to be sure

Turn to TOTENBERG, page 2

By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Secretly, for the past
decade, U.S. intelligence agencies have
been flying planes, satellites and un-
manned drones over Southeast Asia in

search of missing American POWs.
Highly sophisticated and classified

photographic imaging techniques have
given intelligence gatherers a surprisingly
detailed overhead view of the former war
zone where scores of Americans remain
unaccounted for.

The photographs, infrared views, and
other images have used to tell the relative

height of a man, show whether a prison
camp gate is kept open or closed, distin-

guish between a pile of rice stubble and
other agricultural material, and estimate
the last time a building got a paint job.

Representatives of the Defense Intel-

ligence Agency, the CIA and the Penta-
gon appearing before the committee last

week argued repeatedly with the com-
mittee, chaired by Sen. John Kerry, D-
Mass., over how much should be said in

open session.

But in the end, the officials reluctantly
unveiled a great deal about their capabili-

ties.

"When someone mentions photographs,
we probably think ofthe snapshots we get
back from thedrugstore,"DuaneAndrews,
assistantdefense secretary for intelligence,

told the committee.
The serial images collected by intelli-

gence agencies are "produced by very high

technology processes involving devices
which transform the varying light signals
into digital signals. These digital signals
can be read out on very high resolution
work stations — a kind of very high defi-

nition television," Andrews testified.

Among other things, the cameras are
capable of taking two images of the same
area slightly apart in time to produce
what looks like a three dimensional result.

Despite the end of the Cold War, the
Pentagon and the CIA are still jittery

about discussing these overhead photo-
graphic techniques. The Persian GulfWar
was one recent example in which serial

imagery capable ofdistinguishingbetween
actual defense installations and decoys
was used extensively.

As a result, although Andrews dis-

cussed some of the images taken over
Southeast Asas, DIA released only fac-

simile line drawings of them.
"Ifa camera scientist can get his hands

on an image, he can determine many
characteristics ofthe camera that took the
picture,"Andrews told the committee. "We
do notwant the scientists ofothercountries
to obtain such knowledge of our technical
capabilities. Such knowledge would help
them hide things from us that we need to

see to support our military forces and for

national security."

In dozens ofinstances, DIA was able to

determine that what looked like S3anbols
etched on the ground, possibly made by
POWs were actually mere shadows of
treetops. In a few instances, the intelli-

gence community followed up.

Dining Commons staff says breakfast essential
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When freshman Calli Quinn bit into a soggy waffle
one morning at the Worester Dinning Commons, she was
so distraught with the taste that she mailed it home to
her parents.

Yet in missing out in her breakfast, Quinn may be
shortening her life span, according to a 10-year study
done at the University ofCalifornia. The study concluded
that those who eat breakfast on a regular basis live

longer than those who do not.

"Whatyourmom said about breakfast being important
was true," said Food Service's administrative dietitian,

Joyce Meier Fredrick. "Himgry kids don't learn.

Eating breakfast results in greater efficiency in
studying. And, those who have breakfast tend to have an
overall more positive outlook, according to Fredrick.
Furthermore, she said, breakfast is one of the most
nutritious meals of the day. It has been shown through
studies that those who eat breakfast tend not to overeat
at lunch and munch on high-calorie snaks.

"It is not essential that you eat a big breakfast.
Students should still try to have something like orange
juice and bagels in their room ifthey can't make it to the

DC," Fredrick said.

Worcester Dinning Commons and Hampshire Din-
ning Commons offer breakfast from 7 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.
on weekdays. In addition to the two main hot dishes,

there is a breakfast bar with two cans of fresh fruit,

raisins, and other breakfast foods. They also offer break-
fast cereals that have been selected by the students
through a survey.

Yet there are some students, who are not pleased with
some of the choices.

"Better selection offruit. I don't want canned fruit and
I want eggs that look like eggs," said Ted Salonich, a
senior hotel restaurant and travel administration major.
"Bagels are better than.they used to be. They used to be
rock hard."

Although at one time students could toast their own
bread at the DC, the toasters caused too many fires,

according to Fredrick. One of the problems encountered
with the toasters is that students would put peanut
butteron the bread before they would toast it. Anemployee
now toasts the bread for the students.

But even with these restrictions many students still

come to breakfast.

"I enjoy my breakfast. It is the best meal they serve. I

always have cereal .
I have eggs everyday," said sophomore

astronomy majorAndy LaPorte. "I love those sweet buns.
I haven't seen those in a long time."

Food Services tests all its recipes with HTRA students
judging, according to Food Service's Dietitian Dianne
Sutherland, who heads this program for HRTA majors.
Food Services get their recipes from students, in addition
from other schools. Tastes differ from school to school.
The hashbrown pie was a favorite at a near-by school, but
it flopped at UMass, Fredrick said.

"When it comes to future meals, it is student driven,"
Sutherland said. "You watch for what is coming in menu
trends."

Sutherland said in the future, foods from the Orient
will become more popular along with vegetarian meals.
Lemon, yogurt, cornmeal, banana and orange flavored
pancakes will be served the week ofOct. 26. The pancakes,
by the way, will be made from scratch.

Yet with cooking for so many students, it takes a skill

in serving so many students, Fredrick said.

"[The cooks] are continually cooking, so it is fresh on the
line. [ It is called 1 batch cooking," Fredrick said. "The cooks
job is to keep an eye on the line. You don't want to make too
much, but you don't want to throw out too much food."

"If you don't like waffles there are so may options,"
Fredrick added. "Every day could be a different meal."
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Totenberg
continued from poge 1

that I wasn't a tool for some vindictive woman."
In her opening political statements she said, "I

would venture to say that if President Bush is re-
elected, the court will become yet more conservative.

"If Bill Clinton is elected, the court will moder-
ate considerably but will not become liberal,
because the youngest members of the court are its
most conservative members.

"There is no left left on the court," she said.
Totenberg said she expected three or four vacan-

cies on the court in the next few years, namely
Justices Harry Blackmun and John Paul Stevens.
As another possibility, she thought that the re-
tirement of Justice Byron White, " would make
some significant difference."

As other possibilities, Totenbergmentioned Chief
Justice William Rehnquist, who sufTered the death
of his wife a year ago and Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor who has sufTered breast cancer in the
past few years.

Totenberg told a story about Justice O'Connor
who was attending a private conference with the
otherjustices on affirmative action. Justice Antonin
Scalia objected to aflirmative action because, "he
saw it as an affront to Ameritocracy" to which
O'Connor leaned over the table and said, "And you
know, how do you think I got my job?"

NOW YOU CAN
QETURTYFORA
WHOLE LOT LESS.

.USA

850 was $519.95 now $449.95

6000 was $659.95 n<Niir 519.95

All Other '92s On Sale!

'93 Bikes Rolling In Daily!

|o»J^%
UT 1»J|

319 Pleasant SL

Northampton, MA
596 3810

800-464 3810
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For Your
Informatioii

FYli jre public servicv jnnounct'mvnts f/j.if run cjch Monday, Wednt'sdjy
jnd Friday tor campus and local non-profit organizations. Due to space
constraints, the Collegian cannot print alt FYts submitted and no announcement
can Ik' repeated.
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Monday, October 19, 1992
Presentation — The Smith Project on Women and

Social Change is sponsoring a work-in-progress presenta-
tion by Elizabeth Spelman titled, "One Being the Object on
Compassion: Reflections on Harriet Jacob's Incidents in
the Life of a Slave Girl". The presentation will take place
at 4:15 p.m., at Bass Hall, Room 203, at Smith College.

Party — Chabad House will be hosting a Simchat
Torah party at 7:00 p.m. at Chabad House located at 30
North Hadley Road in Amherst.

Debate party - University Democrats will hold a
presidential debate party in Lewis Hall lounge starting
at 6 p.m. There will be an informal discussion afterwards
in which U.S. Representative John Olver for the First
District will participate.

Tuesday, October 20, 1992
Meeting— The Institute for the HeaUng ofRacism will

hold a meeting in room 165 of the Campus Center. For
information, contact Colin Ruhe, 585-5887 or Gene
Wallace, 256-1878.

Lecture — Professor Robert Mcintosh of Electrical
and Computer Engineering will speak on "Remote Sensing
of our Environment: Some Engineering Challenges in
Memorial Hall, in the Main Room at 4:00 p.m. Admission
is free. For more information call 545-6228.

Meeting— The Conservative Alliance will hold a gen-
eral meeting at 7:00 p.m. in room 801 Campus Center.

Services — Chabad House will host Simchat Torah
services at 10:00 a.m. with lunch following. Chabad
House is located at 30 North Hadley Road, in Amherst.

Garbage rises despite recycling
By CLIFF EDWARDS
Associated Press

CHICAGO — Manufacturers increasingly are stock-
ing store shelves with the three environmental Rs —
reusable, reduced packaged or recycled items.

But industry experts say the move toward "going
green" may be going bust. Figures show the amount of
garbage heading to landfills each year is rising.

"On a per capita basis, we're each throwing away a
little less trash than in previous years, but that little bit
is not enough to prevent an increase in the overall
amount each year as the population grows," said John
Wood of Franklin Associates, a Prairie Village, Kan.,
firm that gathers data from industry groups for use by
the Environmental Protection Agency.

The amount of trash in 1990, the last year available,
rose to 162.3 million tons from 110 million five years
previous, according to Franklin Associates. A third ofthe
trash comes from packaging.

Manufacturers now are turning toward reusable, or
refillable packages as a quick cure to the problem.

"Tliere are more refills out there, partly due to the fact
that it's an environmental improvement and partly be-
cause of economic facts," said Janet Mansfield, a statis-
tician for Marketing Intelligence Service Ltd., a company
that tracks U.S. product introductions.

Refills can be made with less packaging — meaning
less trash heads to the landfills.

The image ofcrumpled refill bags versus hard plastic
bottles also has an effect on consumers, saidGreg Erickson,
editor in chief of Packaging magazine.

"Whereas you can see an empty plastic bottle, now
come items are packaged in plastics thatyou can crumple

so small ... it seems to disappear in the trash," he said.
One company, L&F Products, a division of Eastman

Kodak, worked with European packaging engineers to
develop a stand up refill bag for its liquid household
cleaners. It says the reclosable refill bag uses 75 percent
less plastic than trigger bottles and, when emptied, takes
up 65 percent less space in landfills than an empty
trigger bottle.

The drawback, however, is the package is made ofnon-
recyclable plastic. The amount of non-recyclable plastic
now in garbage is 32 times the amount it was in 1980,
according to the 1992 Environmental Almanac.

Joseph Healy, president of the household products
division forL&F Products, said the company's new product
does have that flaw, but at least is making a dent in the
waste stream.

Another benefit of refillable items is that because the
products have less packaging, they are less expensive for
the company that makes them and for the cost conscious
consumer.
A study by the U.S. Dept. ofAgriculture indicated that

for every $1 Americans spend on a particular item, 8.5
cents goes toward packaging. Refillable items reduce
costs for manufacturers, who often pass the savings on
consumers, industry groups say.

Despite the increase in refillable items, environmen-
tal activists and packaging industry groups say the
greatest trend toward reducing the amount of trash is
source reduction — cutting the amount of packaging
surrounding a product at the factory instead ofrelyingon
home recycling.

The industry has responded to recent criticism about
so called redundant packaging by quietly removing lay-
ers of packaging.
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You're the BEST.why
not work for the BEST?

It all Starts at one of our Job Fairs

Ssturday, October 24, 10-2pm
Sunday, Novembw 8, 10-2pm

All Job Fairs are at the Gatehouse Base Lodge at

Sugarbush South in Warren, VT For more information call

Sugarbush Personnel at (802) 583-6400

Sugarbush F^sort is known for having the Iriendliest. most
professional ar\d dedicated empfoyees in the ski

business. Why do we attract the best

empkyyees?...Simply because we have the best ski

mountain, the best daycare, the best food sen/ce. the

best training and the best jobs. Add to that, more things

to do. more career opportunities and more fun and you
get more happy people. Sugarbush empfoyees get to

enjoy the resort and be part of the spirit that is Sugarbush.

Join the fun. be part of the Best Team in the Ski Business.

Come to one of our Job Fairs, meet the hiring managers
from all departments throughout the resort, find out what
jobs are tor you and join (/je Sugarbush Team.

Sugartxjih it m E(mI Oppalunily En^oyw

DICAKLO

ssnnin^'ISBU

RR 1 Box 350 Warren. VT 05674

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra Diavio

• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Primavera

• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer Expires October 29, 1992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
2S3-9300
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Local News
UM head suited for crisis
Presidents past record shows success in racial issuesCAMPUS

SHORTS
compiled by

David Massey

This isn't the menu
Campus Shorts is back from a week-long hiatus

due to last Monday's Columbus Day or Genocide
Day or Indigenous Peoples' Day or whatever you'd
like to call it.

It's also nice to report that the Telefund folks who
raise money for the University are back in Memorial
Hall doingtheirtelemarketingthing. Unfortunately,
the students who took-over Memorial Hall protest-

ing Columbus Day won't be so lucky.

"The students will be disciplined for breaking
the student code," said Chancellor Richard O'Brien
at a Faculty Senate meeting last week.

As of press time, Dean of Students Jo-Anne
Vanin is said to be waiting for a report detailing

damages the building sustained during the take-

over and also the costs ofextra security during the

week-long sit-in.

Meanwhile, the University has identified two
students as hosts to the person who allegedly

attacked a Black resident assistant.

The University is considering what disciplin-

ary action to take," said Karin Sherbin, University

spokesperson. "UMass police were able to identify

the host because of student cooperation."

How true, how true
While minority students and top administra-

tion officials report "very optimistic" results from a

private Saturday meeting, UMass president
summed up years offrustration in a quote featured

in the Boston Globe's editorial page "Quotes ofNote"
on Friday:

'*!knowpeople are angrygiven theemptypromises

for 15 years." On Friday, Chancellor O'Brien un-

veiled his plan tocombatracismoncampus, including
the reallocation of funding for Upward Bound, the

hiring of 20 new security personnel and improved
human relations training for all campus staff.

In announcing his 11-point plan, O'Brien said,

"Now we need a little more talk and a great deal of

action." If it took the beating ofa Black RA and the

subsequent storming ofWashington Tower to alert

top campus officials about racism on campus, we
still have a long way to go.

Hooray for Clinton
U.S. Representative Joseph Kennedy will be the

main speaker at a Clinton rally scheduled for this

Thursday from 5 to 7 p.m. by the campus pond.

State Senator Stan Rosenberg (D-Amherst) and
Representative Ellen Story (D-Amherst) are ex-

pected to attend the evening rally.

Major managing
O.K., now let's get this straight. You entered

UMass as a chemical engineering major with a

minor in Spanish. Now maybe your minor should

be your major.

But, waste management as a major is looking

really inviting but you're not sure. Then you fill out

some paperwork in triplicate and switch to a major

in English with a minor in social thought and

political protesting. College is a time for experi-

mentation, right?

Major-switching can result in a prolonged col-

lege stay , according to the author ofHoiv to Choose

a Major: The College Student's Guide,

James K. Hickel, president of Real World Asso-

ciates, a firm specializing in helping students in the

post-college world, says lengthy college careers can

hurt one's job prospects.

"Businesses are looking for employees and po-

tential executives who can demonstrate a sense of

direction," says Hickel. "A history of spending five

or six years in college, toying with different poten-

tial majors, often won't even get you in for the first

interview."

Students need a "sense of focus," warns Hickel,

and should carefully research their own personal

interests and pinpoint areas with the highest ca-

reer potential.

Nevertheless, recent studies indicate about half

of all students switch majors at least once during

their academic careers.

And 15 percent change their majors more than

once, according to Hickel.

By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

AMHERST, Mass. — Michael Hooker — 47, White,
and earning a reported $175,000 a year— was winning
young friends last week at the Malcolm X Cultural

Center.

Hooker's admirers were not surprised. They say

Hooker, the new president of the University of Massa-
chusetts, is ideally suited to push for peace after weeks of

campus racial attacks, graffiti, and a rampage by students
fearful about dormitory security.

"IfMichael Hooker cannot do it, I don't know who can,"

said Willie B. Lamousse-Smith, a professor of Afro-

American studies at the University of Maryland - Balti-

more County. "He's very bright, he's very humane . . . and
he tries to focus on the present and future."

Indeed, Hooker is widely credited with promoting
racial harmony at his previous job as president at

Lamousse-Smith's campus. Hooker shows a flair for

negotiating in a crisis and thinking through the deeper

issues that emerge. And he knows his new territory as a

former student at the Amherst campus.
Still, Hooker faces a daunting task in steering this

campus from violence, persuading minority students

that long-broken promises will be kept, and marshaling
the money to make up for years of budget cuts.

"We finally have someone higher up in the adminis-

tration to hear our call," Al Lizena, a leader ofthe campus
Black Student Union, said at a student meeting with
Hooker last week at the center named for 1960s Black

power icon, Malcolm X.

But Lizana added, "Let me tell you what we're used to

Turn to HOOKER, page 4
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UMass president, Michael K. Hooker

Speaker outlines natives' needs
By CARA LEE BIRCH
Collegian Correspondent

Marcos Avirama spoke last night, through an English

speaking interpreter, in commemoration of 500 years of

Indian resistance in Latin America. An indigenous leader
from Coconuco, Colombia, Mr. Avirama has worked for

the past 26 years to further land and cultural rights of

indigenous Colombians.
Mr. Avirama began by introducing five main points

that the indigenous people see as necessary for their

independence and what constitutes their natural rights.

First and foremost is the reclamation of lands for

indigenous people. Their land was taken from them
through trickery, assassination, and the brutal mis-

treatment of their ancestors.

Second, education is sought for the language and the

culture of the communities to remain.

Third, health is a fundamental by making use of

resources, medicine and traditional plants.

Fourth, an independent government is necessary to

insure enforcement of law and the right to govern
themselves in their own communities.

Finally, economicindependence is necessary to develop

community companies and enterprises that will improve
the economic conditions for the people.

Avirama noted that the most important one of the

Mather aide helps
women plan careers
By KATHLEEN L. TEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

An assistant director at the Mather Career Center
told an audience of women last Wednesday that career

planning begins with a careful self-assessment of a
woman's personal values, interests, skills and aptitudes.

"This is key whether you are looking for your first job
or your 30th," said Ginger Goldsbury, who has been an
assistant director at Mather Career Center for 13 years.

It is necessary to research career opportunities and
network said Goldsbury. She said by talking to people, a
woman can establish contacts and gain an insider's view
of a particular job.

Goldsbury said it is vital that a woman has a definite

idea ofwhat she wants from ajob. Employers want to see

women who are confident to know they are able to handle
the job she said.

Potential employers are influenced by independence,
maturity and direction toward a specific goal said

Goldsbury.
Women should look forjobs in fast-growing small and

mid-sized companies and organizations, said Goldsbury,
which offer the most opportunity for a woman at an
entry-level position.

UMass has an extensive network of alumni working
all over the country in many different occupations said

Goldsbury. She encouraged the women present at the
workshop to take advantage of other career research

libraries in the Five-College program.

five was the reclaiming of land. "The earth is the funda-

mental basis of the development of our culture," he
stated.

He went further to explain that land is the natural and
spiritual nourishment as well as the political support for

the communities. Therefore, the issue of land creates a
direct confrontation with the landowners and the gov-

ernment of Colombia by the indigenous people. "Men,
women, and children have been killed and put intojail for

defending their lands," he added.

Distributed at the lecture, a press release from the

Consejo Regional Indigena Del Cauca described one of

the most recent violations by the Colombian government.
Previously agreeing to a peaceful march by indigenous

people in protest of the Quincentennial celebrations,

"members of the armed forces fired into the crowd in a

blatant violation of the signed agreement, wounding
several people."

Urgent action appeals were made by Amnesty Inter-

national, and the U.S. Senate sent a letter condemning
the violence. The senate also urged the president of

Colombia to conduct investigations to find those re-

sponsible for the murders, attempted murders, and threats
against human rights workers.

The lecture by Marcos Avirama was sponsored by the

Graduate Student Senate, STPEC, AHORA, and the

Latin American Studies Program.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

I WONDER HOW THESE'LL FIT IN A CD PLAYER?
— Ron Schneider of Springfield rummages through

some records on the Amherst Common over the

weekend.
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IT'S ANYTHING

YOU WANT
IT TO BE.

U Hooker
continued trom page 3
seeing after someone says "I agree': We're used to seeing
neglect."

It was inside a nearby dormitory that a Black student
was allegedly punched and subjected to racial slurs on
Sept. 25 when he asked a group of Whites to stop
drinking.

At least 30 students demanding more protection
rampaged through the 22-story dormitory on Oct. 8,
scrawling anti-White slurs on the walls and prompting
residents to lock themselves in their rooms. A rash of
racist graffiti — both anti-Black and anti-White — and
alleged assaults has followed.

Many blame the administration, saying it has allowed
racism to fester on campus. Richard O'Brien, the campus'
British-born chancellor, was forced into an unseemly rush

out a side door as minority students shouted insults at the

end of one meeting.

But Hooker appeared to make inroads at the cultural

center. Tie and sportjacket discarded, he started straight

into the faces of angry students, beaming a sympathetic

smile. Some spoke menancingly of violence in the two
weeks if their demands were not met, but most just

pleaded for more security, resources and minority pres-

ence on campus.
Hooker said he generally agreed with their ideas but

made few specific commitments. He said students and
faculty must work out programs with on-campus leader-

ship, and O'Brien quickly backed him up with promises
of 20 more campus security officers and other measures.

Hooker said as leader of the five-campus system, he
would furnish the commitment, drive and "moral leader-

ship" to advance minority interests and nurture a climate

of multiculturalism.
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October 22, 1992
Campus Center Building

2nd floor Reading Room
10am-4pm

ATTENTION SENIORS! If you are a minority senior, you ore
cordially invited to an all day open house to learn more about
retailing and Filene's. hAee\ other minorities who are enjoying a
successful career in May Department Stores.

We will hire bright goal oriented minority students for our
Executive Training Program, with strong leadership skills and a
proven ability to think analytically.

You owe it to yourself to listen to what we can offer you'

Fl LEN E'S
The May Department Stores Company

Regency
Hairstylists 253-9526

189 Na Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

Tuesday & Wednesday Specia

Haircuts including

shampoo & drying are $ 1
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Praise, damnation of the American way from England
There was always the temptation, the temptation

when it came around to Column Time to take the easy
option and write a piece on the "hilarious" consequences
of Anglo-American misunderstandings. Pavement and
sidewalk, curtains and drapes not to mention the endless
comic possibilities of an innocent English request for a
fag. Well, I've succumbed. Here is a celebration and a
damnation of America; please take it in the spirit in
which it is given (Sunday morning fuzziness).

First the food. Like the Japanese of industrial myth
Americans have taken the foods ofthe world and adapted
and improved them until the pizza is better than in
Palermo, the feta better than in Athens, the burrittos
better than in Mexico City and just about everything is

better than in Manchester. And when it comes, it comes
in huge, inhuman quantities. If food equals life then
America is making a bid for immortality through size of
portion.

The only thing that can maybe put me ofT my tree-
trunk burritto is the sight ofNorman Schwarzkopfsmiling
coquettishly from the cover of Newsweek, apparently
unaware that maybe sporting analogies are not entirely
appropriate for the description of the killing of large
numbers of retreating soldiers.

Still, off I go to The Game for an unadulterated slice of

Americana. Now, everyone is allowed their prejudice
against a sport. Woody Allen says swimming is not a
sport, but rather a technique to avoid drowning; Oscar
Wilde thought golf a good way to ruin a pleasant walk. It

seems to me American football (not to be confused with
real football played, naturally, with the feet) is a poor
excuse for a half-time show. Why do you need semi-naked
women dancing on the sidelines if not to compensate for

the tremendous tedium of a game essentially consisting
of attempts by the teams to stop the opposition from
doing anything exciting?

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
At UMass the authorities have been kind enough to

allow the spectators to get blind drunk outside the sta-

dium before having to sit through a game, a humanitarian
gesture indeed, but causing the curious anomaly in

which the only place you can avoid the ridiculous alcohol

policy and drink openly on campus is right by the car you
are about to stumble into and swerve home in. Clearly
you pay your $5 for a permit to drink-drive and distribute

booze to the underaged.
If football is to be "enjoyed" at all it should be in the

comfort of your home, on a big '70s-style TV. After all it

is a game trapped in "the decade style forgot," dressed in

those big burlesque costumes, parodies ofmanhood mince
in disco colors and you can so easily imagine Nixon's
ashen appearing in a news flash with some grave as-

surance of his administration's probity.

Despite Nixon, and all the other nightmares the
American dream has passed through, there is a strong
residual optimism in the United States, lost, I think, in

England. Maybe optimism is the wrong word; maybe it is

an openness. Cynicism, sarcasm and irony do not reign

here in the same self-defeating way they do on my small,

tight-minded island. It is indeed a fake sophistication

granted by an unbreachable wall of cynicism; neverthe-

less it is curious for a Briton to encounter American
enthusiasm. George Orwell said fascism could never
succeed in Britain because the people would laugh at

soldiers goose-stepping, but likewise this self-con-

sciousness, I think, would prevent the raising of a team
of cheerleaders or a huge costumed marching band at a

British university.

Anyway, did I mention the other day I was walking
along the pavement and I stopped this bloke and asked
him for a fag. . .

Jesse Armstrong is a UMass student.

Smart-aleck can't have fun

Silly protests make bad impression
It's October again, and the leaves are

turning color. There will probably be a sit-

in at the physical plant to protest Univer-

sity workers' treatment of leaves of color.

October means classes are in full swing,

and people should have better things to do

than keep mid-level University adminis-

trators up all night.

I bet not one protestor brought his

homework. But that's okay, because these

brave little troopers are getting the kind of

education that can't be taught in a class.

Staying up all night with nothing but

moral outrage and Ovaltine to keep their

spirits high will make them better for it.

Maybe next semester the University will

add a sit-in fee to the bill. Slip it in between

authority fee and MassPirg and wham! —
you can pay for someone to be on call to

babysit hippies wherever and whenever

they decide to stop in for the night— or two
— or until they get bisexual native Cana-

dian women ofcolor on the UMass payroll.

Why don't they have sit-ins at the

Everywoman's Center or LBGA head-

quarters? These are places where mili-

tant elitists are supposed to go when they

feel like taking over a building. I just hope
the protestors in Memorial Hall let the
Telefund people in to work.

Should you put sit-in participation on
your resume? We should all storm the

Mather Career Center and demand that

they recommend doing so.

Imagine, instead ofbasketball coaches
being accused of exploiting students, it

was middle-aged grad students who hang
around just to stir up trouble? "I don't

think there's anything wrong with major-
ing in professional protesting," they would
say as they led budding rebels-without-a

cause to Whitmore.
Or, if that one went over your head,

how "bout this one: you made it on TV
again — great!

What doyou expect when all the legisla-

tors in Boston see of UMass are groups of

nuts who obviously don't go to class or care

about their real education, singing"We are

the World" while kicking in windows ofthe

student newspaper, all in the name of free

speech? Give UMass more money?
Rick Razzano

Amherst

As human beings, we are all idiots.

Psychologists claim the average human
being uses about 3 percent of his or her
brain. You may have questioned it before,

but what the capital "F" accounts for the
other 97 percent? Does the major part of

the brain spend a lifetime figuring out
what it should do and never gets around to

it? Perhaps there will be a PBS special on
"the procrastinating brain." Who knows?
In any case, to shed some light on the

subject, I became enlightened the other
morning when I had a chat with a person
who uses 100 percent of their brain.

Kris K.

EARLE
I met the entity while I was skipping

rocks at a nearby pond. Dressed in a toga,

the being appeared from a cloud of fog,

walked across the surface of the water,

and stated rather bluntly that it has the

answers to all the world's problems. Al-

though it knew innumerable forms of

communication, it spoke to me in English,

since that is the only language that my
little mind could comprehend. It called

itself"Chris," although which gender Chris
was eluded me.

Chris knew the secrets behind the
making ofthe universe and said that there

is other life out there, but much too far

away. Chris does not want to waste time
spending 300 and two years in a space-

craft, so Chris send an intergalactic post-

card saying that we boring humans are

located on Earth. I wonder how much the

stamps cost.

Chris told me that at 100 percent
knowledge, males and females do not need
to love each other, hate each other, or have
any sort of relationship whatsoever. At
the mass knowledge of 100 percent there

is little pleasure in sexual gratification. It

is a thingofthe past to Chris, "a time when
men and women were unsatiated brutes."

Chris mentioned that all nuclear ar-

maments and forms ofmilitary equipment
will bring our ultimate destruction. "This

is only because some squalid, 3-percented

buffoon might actually have one of those
human mood swings and let one fly." Chris
sardonically said. Chris thought that

nuclear weapons were a good idea other-

wise, "sort of like a good chess game."
Figure that one out.

Chris knew that there are actually no
forms of a believable religion and looked

everywhere to find proof "I am the closest

the human race will ever get. I am 100
percent pure." Chris boasted. "Everyone
out there is fooling themselves in relying

on false pretenses."

I started thinking that Chris was sort

ofa pompous jerk. A smart, pompous jerk,

but my labelling held true otherwise.

Fortunately or unfortunately. Chris heard
me. "Am not." was the brilliant 100 percent
reply.

Chris started to head toward even
touchier areas. Chris said the abortion

issue was moot because the whole human
race will be sterile in less than five years.

"This is due to the fluoride in the drinking
water and the hot chromosophmorian
siding of vector X-12." I did not bother to

ask what the hell the preceding meant.
Among the other topics Chris spewed

out from his non-stopping orifice were
that we will not need leaders in the future

and that the human race will be erased
from existence by the turn of the century.

Chris was a true and optimistic prophet.

"The power of 100 percent knowledge is to

know all that there is to know," Chris said.

In between the rambling. I managed to

ask Chris how he gained all of this wisdom
and knowledge.

"Practice. You wouldn't understand,"
Chris replied, grimacing. The "know-it-

all" then vanished into thin air.

I stood in a daze, trying to piece together

why it was me that this being came to and
stated all these irrepressible thoughts.

But at 3-percent knowledge, I could not.

I went back to throwing rocks and got

one to skip seven times. I may use only 3
percent ofmy brain, but I think I am smart
enough to know when to kick back and
enjoy some of life's simple pleasures.

Kris K. Earle is a Collegian columnist.

Black students want to study, not be insulted
I am angry about what happened to Arlens Barosy

way before he was attacked a second time, when it finally

became too noticeable for the Collegian not to address the

racism to which he was subjected. I have a couple of

statements to make to the individuals who were involved

in both attacks on Arlens and to everybody else who

might feel or act the same way toward Black people.

I want everyone to understand that I am not speaking

to White students only, that hatred ofBlack people exists

among foreign races too, and I am talking from experience.

I live in Knowlton where there are only a few Black

students and it is sad to see that some ofthe residents in

our building have already set their minds about Black

people based on the way this country has portrayed Black

America. They do not even take the time to learn about

us and from us. I am askingyou to take the time and learn

from Arlens now. I also feel that the University plays its

role in whatever happens to students of color as well as

all racists because in a 200-300 student class size you can

only count 4 or 5 students of color. Why aren't more
students of color admitted to this school?

The media have always associated us with violence,

but anyone who has read the Collegian has to admire
Arlens'courage for not being violentwhen he was attacked.

In remaining nonviolent, Arlens hsmdled the situation by
embracing Martin Luther King's approach, but let's pray
the Lord that there will never be a second Arlens Barosy:

he or she may handle such an attack very differently.

Black students on this campus take this matter very

seriously. We are here to study, not to be insulted with
words like "nigger" or to be physically attacked. We will

not tolerate such words or behavior and ifprovoked some
of us will fight back. It is time for students of all races to

realize that Black students are present on this campus,
and we will remain here whether it pleases racists or not.

Magalie LaMour
Northeast

Union expresses
support, solidarity

In light of the most recent attacks on the minor-
ity community at the University of Massachusetts,
the Executive Board ofAFSCME Local 1776 voted
unanimously to condemn these acts of violence.

Our union is committed to building both a just

workplace and a multicultural community where
prejudice, discrimination and violence will not be
tolerated. Therefore we call on University adminis-
tration to urgently and vigorously address the causes
of racial violence that we have recently witnessed.

We also offer our solidarity to the members of

the University community who have suffered as a
result of the intolerance that continues to plague
our community.

Richard Coach, President
AFSCME Local 1776
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Alts & living
Words & Pictures: for mature readers
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

Dirty Plotte
by Julie Doucet
published by Drawn & Quarterly

Julie Doucet does comics that are not
for the faint of heart.

You can tell just by looking at the title

— "Plotte" is a French Canadian slang
word for female genitalia, whose nearest
English equivalent is unprintable in any
newspaper available to impressionable
young minds.

She writes and draws mostly autobio-
graphical fantasies, short pieces about
her dreams, her fears, the bizarre things
that happen when she isn't looking. Sex
figures prominantly, frequently accom-
panied by death, or at least mutilation—
all handled without a trace of self-con-

sciousness or self-restraint.

In an early story, "My Conscience,"Julie
— the restrained one, the straight-laced

one — is embarassed at the antics of her
wild and woolly conscience — climbing all

over cars, falling out ofher clothes, making
lewd and suggestive comments to passing
friends— all the things that Julie wants to

do herself, but won't. Luckily, Julie's con-

science is allowed free reign in her comics.
Her range is enormous. She can effort-

lessly convey the dark paranoia ofa night-
mare, as in "At Night. Coming Home,"
when she returns to her apartment to

discover that it has been booby-trapped
with guillotines. There's the loopy odd-
ness of the strip in which she levitates

herself to the bathroom to avoid spilling a
menstrual overflow, or "Charming Peri-
ods," a strip in which a penis whines
piteously for a taste of Tampax, bringing
new meaning to the term "penis envy."
And then there's the touching loveliness
of another page which is about the quiet
beauty ofwalking home drunk on a snowy
night with a lover.

Her work is perhaps only describable
with thatover-used cliche "simple, yetcom-
plex." Even her most charming strips, like

"Ballet with my Phone," is filled with an
edge ofparanoia— her phone cries, "I have
the feeling I'm gonna rrr...rring?" and then
does, dancing about the room. Julie leaps
up to chase it, but feels compelled to copy
her phone's every move and dances about
with it, dismayed, unable to answer it.

But this paranoia is rarely terrifying

—

like everything else about her work, it is,

Sea ofHats ponders
hypocrisy with music
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Whether or not they will turn
Amherst into the next Seattle, local

band Sea OfHats definitely made their
presence known last Saturday in the
Campus Center at Amherst College.
The two-hour performance featured
tunes the musicians have been working
on since last December, most of which
focused on themes common to most
college students.

Opening with "Televangelists," a
song exalting the virtues ofsome ofour
favorite TV personalities and soul-
guiders, the group sounded a little

nervous but maintained a great energy-
level. The hard-driving beat and catchy
tune uphfted the spirits ofthe audience
so that almost everyone was in that "I-

dig-this-tune-but-not-eonugh-to-get-
up-and-dance" mood. Chair dancing
was big at this point and throughout
most of the show, a number ofnodding
heads and tapping feetconstituted most
of the audience participation.

Amongmy favorites was"They Smell
the Fear," a song illustrating the expe-
rience ofminors getting served and the
gut-wrenching ordeal of using a fake
ID for the first time. This tune was a bit

more low-key than most of the other
material and more deviant from the
familiar structure of many songs per-
formed.

"I Want My Foreskin Back," an up-
beat tune that I just couldn't help
singing along with (despite the fact
that 1 could not really empathize in
light of the subject matter) illustrated

Turn To SEA, poge 7

"To be effective, legal education
must be a shared enterprise."

Stephanie Wlllen

Assistant Dean & Director of Admissions

A B., Mount Holyoke Collpge, 1985

Dean Wlllen served Western New England
College School o( Law as assistant director

of admissions before her current appoint-

ment A graduate of Mount Holyoke College,

she brings to her position strong manage-
ment skills and significant human resources

experience gained during her previous posts with a nationally

prominent insurance company, as well as her tenure as a labor

relations aide with a state employees union.

Meet with Dean Willen
to learn more about our Law School, where faculty
and students work together toward a common goal.

Graduate School Fair, Wednesday, October 21

Lincoln Campus Center Auditorium, 10 AM - 3 PM
We invite applications from all persons regardless of race, gender, sexual preferer>ce, or handicap

School of Laui
lUestern Reui England College
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and she takes great glee in it. In another
strip about a disturbing dream, she
awakens from it and wanders about her
apartment, which is full of household ap-
pliances and kitchenware, all come to

life and crying out "Hate hate" and "Here
you are bitch" and "Murder!" and "Beat
her!" She takes no notice, though, feeding
her cat and herselfand then sitting down
to write in her diary as the animate
implements swarm about her.

Like I said, not for the faint of heart.

Some will complain, some will react with
concern, like the reader who wrote in

about "Strip Tease," in which she lovingly

dissected a reader who had sent a nude
picture of himself to her. "Is it for shock
value," he asked, "do you hate men, or did
you suffer abuse as a child?" Doucet re- \^
sponds, "I do not hate men (or penises) ha
ha no, no abuse as a child. . . I'm just
studying the world, in my way, and in that
case, just dissecting the penis case!"

In the end, her work is so original it's

impossible to say ifshe is doing something
wrong or right. Each issue ofDirty Plotte
is an invitation into Doucet's dreams and
nightmares, and you can accept it or reject

it as you choose.

COURTESY JULIE DOUCET

Excerpt from "Dirty Plotte"

Sophie's Choice is

this week's video pick
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Of all the films that Quick Flix has
delivered to my dorm for my reviews
Sophie's Choice by far struck me as one
ofthe finest films I've ever seen. The early
'80s Alan J. Pakula film has a fantastic
cast starring Meryl Streep, Peter
MacNicol, and Kevin Kline (who stars in
Pakula's latest flick Consenting Adults.)

The actors' abilities and Pakula's di-

recting appear on screen to be a more than
perfect combination, something that is

vital to a film that wants to come across as
realistic. My choice for this week's video
pick is Sophie's Choice.

Of all the Kevin Kline performances
that I have seen I feel that Sophie's Choice
enabled the Indiana University and
Julliard graduate to really show his stuff".

Kline's character acts like he's on top of
the world, when in fact he is a very de-
pressed aggravated man.

Sophie's Choice takes the viewer back
in time to post-war Brooklyn in 1947.
There is a story within a story in this film
(are you still with me on that?). On the
surface, the story is about ayoung southern
writer. Stingo (Peter MacNicol) that ven-
tures to New York on what he calls "a
voyage ofdiscovery ." There he makes close
friends with his neighbors Sophie (Meryl
Streep) and Nathan (Kevin Kline) who
live in the apartment upstairs. The three-
way friendship becomes a love triangle.

The underlying or secondary story re-
volves around Sophie's past. On the sur-
face her distinct Polish accent, her blonde
curls, and her sweet foreign smile hide
who she really is. Her unhappiness with
herself, the scars on her wrists, and the
tatooed numbers on her left arm tell an-
other story about this woman.

"Here I am, a nice Jewish boy pushing
50, I fall in love with a polish shiksa
(Yiddish for a non-Jewish woman)," seems
comical when Nathan speaks about
Sophie. She loves him, but has lied to him
The way Sophie describes her father as aman that was killed for helping the Jews
made me feel he was a better man for

giving his life to save Jews when he was
not a Jew himself "My father was a civi-

lized man, Hving in an uncivilized time.

.

. the civilized were the first to die." But the
truth is revealed that her father in fact

was no friend of the Jews, he was a pro-
fessor in Cracow who lectured on how to

exterminate the Jews.
The words that flow from Meryl Streep's

mouth seem to be coming somewhere else
besides the script (whether it be from
Holocaust survivors or personal experi-
ences). Whatever the source she pulls you
in so close thatyou are able to feel her pain
and it seems that she is sitting in front of
you. This remarkable performance adds
to the vivacious actress' resume as yet
another powerful performance.

In a series of flashbacks, Sophie de-
scribes the truth about her father to Stingo,
whom she has emotionally "bonded" with.
She was typing a speech for her father
about Poland's Jewish problem when she
stumbled upon a word that she didn't
know. The word was 'extermination.' Her
father's solution to Poland's Jewish prob-
lem was extermination. That day, she
said, she visited the Jewish ghetto and
couldn't understand why her father
wanted to exterminate the Jews. She had
no courage to question what her father
was lecturing on. Her husband and father
turned on her. Before she knew it she was
being sent to Aushwitz with her two chil-
dren and that is when she said to Stingo. "I

knew Christ had turned his back on me."
Towards the end, Stingo proclaims his

love for Sophie and asks her to marry him
and mother his children. She tells him
"no" because she wouldn't make a good
mother. In a moving flashback Sophie
describes her arrival at the death camp. A
Nazi yelled at her and wanted to take her
children from her. He forced her to choose
which ofher children must die. She yelled
m German "I can't choose."

Trust me, I'd love to ruin the secondary
story's ending, but I won't. As for the sur-
face story's ending, it too, is a shocker. But
hey, ni be nice this time. So ifyou want to
know what Sophie's choice is, make your
own choice to view, Sophie's Choice.

AAC
Amh9nt Athletic Club

• Ownm in businn* since liS ~"
•LocaHy Owned
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• CompBtt w«h MauKhuMtts Consumer
Protection Lew

ACA
Aih/e(ic Cfub of America

[
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• ACA In business since 1991

Besed In Eutern Mass.

• Currently advertising 9 & 12 month membersiiips

only.

' Has not posted insurance bond (according to

Masi Sccfettry of Sutt) to protect mefflbert if the club

at that location (ails ... again
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continued from page 6
the ups and downs ofcircumcision for a college-age
Jewish male. I could almost designate this song as
the culturally diverse portion of the program, and
although It's a stretch, it was the closest thing to
"ethnicity" within the four posh walls of Amherst
College's Frontroom.
A unique acoustic segment of the show gave

guiUr player/vocalist John Rudolph a chance to
exhibit his skill within both musical arenas With
"Love Will Tear Us Apart." Rudolph displayed a
more serious and therefore versatile musical talent
The downright silly, clap-along "Take A Lot of
Drugs" concluded the acoustic portion of the per-
formance, and returned to the lighthearted tone of
the rest of the show.

"There's No Chiistmas Anymore," "The Balding
Song"a.k.a. "Shiny Unhappy People,"and "Holiday
Screw" were crowd favorites. The seven-minute
"Musings ofthe Elder Prometheus" (a change from
the usual two-minute, short-but-to-the-point pieces
by the band) incorporated costumes (kind of) and
the band's idea of totally ft-ee musical expression.

In addition to the incredible talent of Rudolph,
the energy ofdrummer Matt Walker added quality
and quantity to the overall stage presence of the
three-member band.

Still seemingly in the process oflearning how to
play his bass, Jesse Fuchs did a goodjob keeping up
with the two more experienced musicians. He also
did wonders for "Musings ofthe Elder Prometheus"
donning a multicolored jester's hat and collar, and
adding to the vocals of this piece.

All in all Sea of Hats gave a good show, and 111

probably find myselfhumming some of their songs
while trudging across campus or paintingmy nails.

I have to give Sea of Hats credit in one major
area where it is no doubt due. Much of their show
reminded me of one of my all-time favorite bands,
Spinal Tap. Having seen Tap in concert this sum-
mer, I have a new appreciation for the silly antics
of such on-stage farce and sarcasm. In true Tap
form, Sea of Hats taunted every aspect of our
sometimes juvenile existence as college students.
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B
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' > There are staff meetings"****
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Make the most
of your

retirement years.
To make the most of your retirement in the future you

need to make the most of your retirement plan loday.

At our free seminar, we'll show you an extraordinary new
investment opportunity for your 403(b) plan. Through the

Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector^ Account you can invest

in an extensive selection of Merrill Lynch mutual funds. You
also have the flexibility to move In and out of the funds as

your financial objectives or the economy changes.

And to help you make your investment decisions, a

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant will work with you to de-

termine your individual financial situation and expectations.

Learn more about how the Retirement Selector Account

can help you make the most of your 403(b) plan by attending

our free seminar. To reserve your place, call one of the

numbers below or return the coupon below.

DATE: Thursday, October 22nd

TIME: 7:30 -9:00 a.m.

PLACE : Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst

(continental breakfast will be served.)

SPEAKERS: Michael P. Sarsynskl, Jr. and
Kate Rutherford,

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultants

RSVP: 413-785-4100 or 1-800-28^0445

Mall to: MerrtU Lynch
1331 Main Street. Springfield, MA 01 103. Attn: 19664/9654

D Yes, I plan to attend your tree seminar. Please reserve solM-
O No, I cannot attend, but would like to receive more Infurirution about the

MerrtU Lynch Retirement Selector™ Account.

Name

Butlneai Phone (

Home Phone ( )_

. Address

.

City

State -Zip.

Merrill Lynch client*, please give the name and oHice address o( your

Financial Consultant:

Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust.
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Throwing Muses to perform
ROLAND COGGIN
Collegian Staff

The Throwing Muses come to Northampton to play
the Iron Horse Tuesday night and you want to see them,
even ifyou don't know it yet.

The Muses have been around for a long time and
they've always been cool, but not too many people have
heard of them. They sure aren't the household name
Barry Manilow is, yet. But that's not the way to judge a
band, because not too many people liked Beethoven until
he was dead, you know?

Playing a style that is completely your own won't
usually win popularity,just a lot oflove from a few people
ifyou are as good as the Throwing Muses. They effortlessly
blend acoustic and electric guitars, crazy percussion,
occasional strings or samples, and dreamy folk-inspired
lyrics and it always ends up sounding like no one but them.

Yesterday someone called me and the first thing she
said was "Hey, you're listening to the Muses!" For a band
like them, that's cooler than having gold records to hang

on their apartment walls.

The Throwing Muses have gone through many lineup
changes (most notably Tanya Donelly takingoffto record
an excellent album with a band called Belly), but they
keep doing their thing. The latest album, "Red Heaven"
on Sire Records is beautiful to listen to; it's their most
modern sounding, with noisier guitar parts that still fit

their style.

Kristen Hersh has handled the leading role well,
putting out an album that will excite fans instead of
having them wish for the old Muses.

The Flaming Lips open the show; they are a little

angrier than the Muses, I think. Hopefully they'll leave
some of the stage standing for the rest of the evening.

The Iron Horse is a nice place to see the Throwing
Muses. Its old wood and folky restaurant atmosphere
suits the Muses better than dusty beer soaked basements;
you can even enjoy dinner before the show to make for a
swanky Tuesday night.

The Throwing Muses will perform Tuesday, Oct. 20 at
7 p.m. at the Iron Horse in Northampton.

The CoUegian-
You can't eat it, but it's still okay.
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Another UMass band tastes success
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian StafT

When you recite the birth places of music talent,

Seattle and Atlanta come to mind. But how about the
University of Massachusetts? One Eyed Jake, a rock
band, is yet another band breaking into the big time from
the hallowed towers of Southwest.

Steve Brenner, lead and rhythm guitar player for One
Eyed Jake, is the last ofthe band's members to graduate.

Tom McGrath, on percussion and harmonica, Avrum
Heafitz, on Tenor Sax and backing vocals, and Brenner
have been together for four years. "Completely nuts" Bob
Mullins, lead vocalist, and "classical" Brooks Holmes on
trumpet, round out the band.

"We'll always be a UMass band, but now we're trying

to get a base in Boston. That way we'll sound a little more
credible than being labeled 'just another college band,'"

says Brenner.
This last summer was a whirlwind of unbelievable

success for this local band. Beginning with Harvey
Wharfield's "Boston Music Showcase" in which Wharfield
played the band'sCD repeatedly , One Eyed Jake went on
to headline at the Paradise in Boston.

"For some reason Nightstage cancelled out on its

whole performance. We ended up headlining at the

Paradise. The first time we played the Paradise, we
headlined. It was a huge crowd and they loved us," says

Brenner, months later, still wide-eyed with disbelief.

The band was even contacted by Star Search, Brenner
said.

"From there we played the 'Best of Boston' series at

Great Woods. It was amazing. There were probably about

four to five thousand people there. And a huge stage. We
were getting announced on WBCN and WCGY at the

same time. It was just a great time. We got a lot of

exposure from that and a lot of people heard of us," says

Brenner. "It was a showcase for bands, and all the record

companies came down."

A few days after the Great Woods performance the

band was contacted by Asahi National Broadcasting,

who wants the band to tour in Japan next year. And One
Eyed Jake is the ultimate American Rock n' Roll band, all

of its members clean shaven, short haired, denim wear-

ing, all-around-good-guys. It's easy to see how this band's

looks alone could make them a marketable target for the

Japanese scouting agency.

And yet, they're talented too! The band is rumored to

be actively pursued by a Columbia records subsidiary

and Capitol records, where if they were signed, they

would be recorded with another Boston band on the same
album.

As for the band's future plans, Brenner says, "The

Hadley Pub was always nice to us. We'd do something

again with them. Otherwise we'll pretty much stick

around Boston, do the record deal, and get rich and

famous." Brenner laughs, "That's my plan, anyways."

One Eyed Jake will perform the Pi Kappa Alpha

(PIKE) fraternity's Halloween party on Oct. 31.

FOOD 1 01

:

A BASIC INTRODUCTION TO AN AMERI-

CAN CLASSIC. REDISCOVER GOOD FOOD
THAT IS EASY ON YOUR POCKET.

BURGERS •HOT DOGS
FRIES •ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES-FLOATS

SOFT SERVE-YOGURT _
ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241

ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

COURTESY ONE EYED JAKE

UMass alumni, One Eyed Jake, are "rocking" the music world. The members are Steve Brenner, Tom McGrath, Bobby
Mullins, Brooks Holmes and Avrum Heafitz.

, rock
bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
584^112 • 535-1888

For the Serious

Student

• Quiet Apartment
Living

• Convenient
• Affordable

• Flexible

THE BROOK
253-3834

Amherst

Laundromat
Dpcii 7 days
Hani'9pm

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at )1

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

S1ART YOUR nRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU,

Bring your BSN to the Army and we'll assign a

preceptor to help put you at ease.

Your preceptor will be an experienced Army Nurse

who will smooth your transition from school to practice.

With advice, counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just

by being a friend.

With your preceptor's help, you'll meet your new
challenges and rapidly move into a leadership role of

your own.

If you're a BSN candidate...or you are an RN with a

BSN...you11 find the rewards and responsibility you're

looking for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army
Nurse Corps Recruiter.

Call 1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

r

SPORTS MR
& RESTAURflNT

PRE GAME BUFFET
Pasta - Salad - Garlic Bread

J^ii VoMM Can Eat S3.00

IIAI.F TIME APPETIZER BLITZ
1/2 Price

Firat lOO People (Starts at T>
Get a Free NFL Team Cup

Toatl Score Pool - Great Prizes
— Monday Night Stumper —

- Drawing For Pats Tickets & -
Limo Ride to Foxboro-Week 17

UrJverslty Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

The woods were dark and foreboding, and Alice sensed
that sinister eyes were watching her every step. Worst

of all, she knew that Nature abhorred a vacuum.

Quote of the Day
"Make no judgements where you have

no compassion."

—Anne McCaffrey

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Orl. 22):ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A les-

son in living comes your way. At first,

you may not know how to handle it.

The results prove instructive for the

future. Do not let a family quarrel j;ol

out of hand.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Keep
a low profile until you see how things

really stand. A misunderstandingcould
upset the balance of (X)wer at your
place of employment. Clear things up
quickly Ijefore a war breaks out.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -lune 20): Culti-

vate an individual whose experience
would mesh well with your own.
Teamwork brings speedy success. Bel-

ter financial planning will make it easier

for you to pay monthly bills.

CANCER (/une 2 1 -July 22): Do
whatever is necessary to get a job done
right. Although travel may be inconve-
nient, it could put you in line for a large

financial payout. Your sense of humor
comes in handy.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Knowing
your sirengthsand shortcomings helps

you apply for the right job. Be realistic

in your self-appraisal. Use shopping
pages to plan money-saving family

needs.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Resist

an early-morning temptation to take a
chance in business or community af-

fairs. What seems like a sure-fire solu-

tion to a delicate matter may not work
out as expected.

Yoo
could encounter red tape and delay
this morning. Keep your temix'r in

check. Once you calm down, you will

prol)ably think of an alterntalive. Bury
the hatchet with lovcxl one.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Children are drawn to you. Be more
open and affectionate. Your consider-

able charm helps you promote a iavor-

ite charity. Public entcriainnient holds
extra appeal tonight.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21 ):

Trust your intuition when it warns you
ofpotential danger. (5o-it-yourself tyjK's

save money if they work hard. Bar-

gains abound for comparison sho|>-

pers.

CAPRICORN (Det. 22-)an. 1 9): A
good sense oi humor will help y<xj

weather some difficult hours. Success
depends on your willingness lothange.
Rigid, stuWxjrn thinking can cost you
a jolj or romantic partner.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-reb. 18): A
reUxalion is possible. Apply for a pass-

port. Avoiding oppcxtunistic ()eople

will savey<xi both timeand emotional
distress. Romance seems swt>eter the

second time around!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Re-
read your mail; you could have missed
something. Lightening your work load
gives your more time for creative

projects. Criticizing others will not

bring the results you seek.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE
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Today's Staff
"Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Angela Lansbury

PhotoTechnician Tom Haller

Production Su|jervisor Lisa jezowski

Production Jason George,

Challis Meehan, Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Sloppy Jeff Mandarin Chicken
Grilled Chicken Southern Fried Steak

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Tofu Sloppy Jim Veggie Stew

Grilled Chicken Mandarin Chicken

TIk' ()(jinii)iis expicsNcd on llii> |J.i};f mc those ot the ( arloonists .iiicl do not necessarily reflec t the views ot the Collcfium or the University.

ACROSS
1 Luminary
5 Saudi
9 Climber's spiKe

1

4

Remove rind

15 Hollywood's
Lugosi

16 Roman official

1

7

Coacli —
Alonzo Stagg

18 Long, long time

1

9

Appellalions

20 Time flies: Lat

23 Superlative

ending
24 Salary hikes

25 Affair of honor
27 Kennedy or

Turr>er

28 Doubters
32 Pumpkin -eater

of rfiyme

35 Virginia willow

36 'Amo, amas,

37 French friend

38 Qualm
41 Anger
42 Citrus fruit

44 Dancer Coles
45 Alma —
47 Type of silver

49 Franklin, to

friends

50 Salute

51 Monte Carlo

site

54 Much-used
article

56 "— wait for no
man'

60 Lanat

62 Norse god
63 State

64 Steve or

Woody
65 Trigonometric

function

66 Poses
67 Saunter

68 Proofreader's

word
69 Otherwise

DOWN
1 Have words
2 Mora docile

3 Odor
4 Delay

5 Shamed
6 Hazards for

sailors

7 Baseball family

name
8 Explosive

sound
9 Curbed

1 Cretan
mountain

1

1

Deadline, in a

way
1

2

Corrida shouts
1

3

Aerie

21 Consumers
22 Perfect

26 Greek letter

28 Cheated
29 Military cap
30 Be concerned
31 Follows mob or

gang
32 Buddies
33 Give off

34 "— ail wounds"
35 Press

39 Type of pepper

40 Revise

43 Time period

46 While pigment
48 Form of prayer

49 Head covering

for a highlander

51 Bangor's
state

52 Before war or

engineer

53 "Waiting for

Lefty"

dramatist
54 Streetcar

55 Hawaiian city

57 Bryophyta
58 Blue pencil

59 Gaelic

61 Golfer's

gadget
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Food expert to address
UM luncheon fundraiser

Patricia Wells, award-winningcookbook
author and former food writer for the New
York Times and the Washington Post, will

speak Monday at the University ofMassa-
chusetts at a luncheon to raise money for

the David A. Booth Scholarship Fund.
Booth taught in the department of po-

litical science for 24 years. Besides being
a distinguished scholar and beloved pro-

fessor. Booth had a passionate interest in

French cuisine— notjust in the eatingbut
in the preparation as well.

He frequently vacationed in France
and returned with new recipes. He died in

1991. The scholarship will benefit politi-

cal science students.

Wells, who has lived in France for over

10 years, is one of the world's most re-

spected authorities on French cooking. In

her career as a journalist, an award-
winning author of four best-selling cook-

books, and one of France's leading restau-

rant critics, Patricia Wells, has taught
food lovers around the world to enjoy the
hidden treasures of French food.

AnAmerican, Wells is the first foreigner

and only woman to have served as restau-
rant critic for the French newsweekly,
L'Express. Wells will also be one of six

featured women chefs participating in

"Books and Cooks," the United Way
fundraiser on Oct. 20 in Northampton.

People attending the luncheon will re-

ceive a paperback copy of Well's "Bistro

Cooking," with 200 recipes inspired by the

neighborhood restaurants in France.
The luncheon menu, which came from

the book, includes seasoned couscous salad
on lettuce greens, French bread, Tante
Yvonne's tossed salad with vinaigrette,

Le Petit Truc's chicken with tarragon
vinegar, potato quarters sauteed in their

skins and chocolate mousse.
— UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE

COURTESY UNIVERSmr NEWS OFFICE
Elizabeth Dale, right, the director of conference services at the University of Massachusetts,

gives an invitation to Chancellor Richard O'Brien, center, to attend the luncheon to raise funds
for the David Booth scholarship fund. George Sulzner, left, chairnnan of the political science
department, holds a cookbook authored by renowned French food critic Patricia Wells, who will

speak at the luncheon.

Asian Hiuareness Uleek

Euolutions of the RsJdn Culture
Sponsored by flSfl of Smith * Oil Euents Free To The Public

•"^^''^^v^^

Monday, October 19

Tuesday, October 20

Wednesday, October 21

Thursday, October 22

Friday, October 23

The Politics of Patriotism: Japanese Americans and

the Loyalty Question during World War II.

Speaker: Professor Sawada from Hampshire College.

Location: Bass Science Building, Room 210.

Time: 4: 00-6 :00pm.

The Way of the Shakuhachi: The Evolution of the

Shak\ihachi Music in Japanese History.

Speaker: Mary Ellen Miller will play & perform for the

public.

Location: Bass Science Building, Room 203.

Time: 7: 00-9 :00pm.

Asians in the Media: From Cheulie Chain to Connie

Chung.

Speaker : DoloresKong , Medical Reporter for the Boston

Globe.

Location: Bass Science Building, Room 210

Time: 4:00-6:00pm.

Asian Appetizers: Come Taste Exotic Debghts from

Various Asicin Countries

Note: Not to be a replacement foi dinner.

Location: Umty House

Time: 4: 00-6 :00pm or until food run out.

Film : The Taxmg Woman Returns.

Location: Wright Hall Auditorium.

Time: 7: 00- 9 :00pm.

Ending men's violence
60 rally to condemn domestic abuse
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

People came together to sing songs,

hold signs and speak out against vio-

lence at a demonstration to end men's
violence at the Unitarian Church in

Northampton Saturday.

"In order to address a problem, you
have to speak out against it and take a

stand," said Stan Rosenberg, the state

senator for Amherst, "this is an oppor-

tunity to speak out against domestic

violence."

As speakers condemned domestic

violence in front of an estimated 60
people gathered on the Unitarian
Church's front lawn, some held hand-
made signs saying "Stop the Violence

Against Our Sisters" and "Never An-
other Battered Woman." Between
speakers, the men, women and chil-

dren sang together against domestic
violence.

The Men's Resource Center in

Amherst sponsored the demonstration.
Center Director Steve Botkin, said the

third Saturday in October has been set

aside for about six years to speak out
about men's violence in our lives, our
families and communities.

"We need to make a visible and loud
public statement about men's violence

against women," Botkin said. "We need
for men to see other men doing this."

Botkin continued, "We are social-

ized into a culture where violence

against women is normal."

He said men are afraid to recognize

themselves as perpetrator and abusers
ofwomen. "Because ofour fear, we are

afraid of breaking the silence of our
violence and afraid of not being real

men.
"Together, in our anger and action

we can develop a community of peace,"

Botkin said.

Veronica Frenkel, a formerly bat-

tered Latina woman working in the

Educator/Advocate Program at the
Everywomen's Center, said she desires

a safer world to live in.

Frenkel said she would like a world
in which she does not have to pick up a

newspaper and see a woman has been
killed by her partner, she wished she

could walk down the street without

being whistled orjeered at and wished
she could get in her car without having
to check the back seat.

"We can all start with ourselves and
make a personal commitment to end the

violence against women," Frenkel said.

She said in order to stop men's vio-

lence against women men need to re-

sist sexist attitudes and challenge those

of others, stop making or laughing at

jokes that degprade women and refuse

to rent or buy pornography.
Frenkel also said men need to chal-

lenge abusive behavior when they see

it, find healthy and constructive ways
to handle their anger and make a con-

scious commitment to find some alter-

native to violence and teach children

healthy, respectable nonviolent behav-
ior.

"Women hold up half the sky" is a

saying Frenkel she liked. "I need you
men to join in against violence against
women because only together can we
hold up the sky," Frenkel said.
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Homecoming
continued from page 1
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"I was just the lucky one today," Ingoglia said.
Gaining yards is a team effort, and the offensive
line did their part and I just happened to come up
with my end of the bargain."

UMass opened the scoring in the first quarter, as
Ingogha dove in from the one yard line capping a 10-
play, 94-yard drive that put the Minutemen up 7-0

Ingogha's score would hold up until early in the
fourth quarter as UConn threatened to score twice
both times being turned away by the ferocious
UMass defense.

The Huskies best chance to score came late in the
third quarter, when UConn took over at the UMass
16 yard line after an Andrew McNeilly fumble.

UConn would drive to the Minuteman seven
yard line, before a fourth and one run over right
tackle was stuffed by inside linebackers Bobby
Burke and Phil Lartigue for a one yard loss.

"We knew in the huddle that there was no way
they were getting that 1 first down J," said Assencoa.
"They ran it to the other side ofme, and Phil put a
hit on I Ed I Long that they're hearing back in
Connecticut."

Four minutes later. McNeilly went around left
end on the keeper, putting the Minutemen up 14-0
and essentially slamming the door on UConn's
victory hopes.

UConn's next possession saw DeSarno cough up
the ball on the Husky 24 yard line after enduring a
bone crushing lick by a blitzing Mario Perry.
Tom Fasano, filling in for the injured McNeilly

(minor concussion), muscled his way in from the
one yard line three minutes later, putting UMass
up 20-0 as the two point conversion try by Ron
Drapeau failed.

The Huskies finally got on the board with three
minutes left, as Long burst through from the two,
capping a six play, 75 yard, penalty-laden drive for
the 20-7 final.

The victory moves the Minutemen to 4-1 (3-1 in
the Yankee Conference) while the Huskies drop to
2-4 (1-2 YanCon). UMass is tied for third in the
YanCon with Villanova, who travel toAmherst this
Saturday.

fr ^
HAMPSHIRE INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS

AND RESIDENTIAL ARTS PRESENTS

Entertaining Mr. Sloane

a Dark Comedy by Joe Orton

Directed by Corey Pearistein

"One of the most immoral plays ever imported"

-CBS TV

AT THE Hampden Theatre
Southwest UMASS

Wed-Sat, Oct. 21-24 at 8:00
$2 students
$4 GENERAL

^
Tickets available at the fine arts Center. Hampshire

Snack bar and at the dcx>r J
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Field hockey wins two on road
Minutewomen defeat Villanova and Rhode Island

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
won two road games this weekend in contrasting fashion,
slipping past Villanova University 2-1 in sudden death
double overtime on Friday, and pummeling the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island squad by a 6-0 count Sunday.
When UMass took the field in Philadelphia on Friday,

they were well aware ofhow good the Wildcats ( 9-5 ) were
\

but had no idea of how physical they would be.
"Let's put it this way," UMass head coach Pam Hixon

said. "This was the most physical contest I've ever been
involved in in my life. If Villanova didn't get the ball,
they'd get a piece of us. There wasn't a lot of flow to the
game, and their players received yellow and green cards.

"

The two teams traded penalty corner goals in the first
half, Villanova's by Staci Verzera at 28:22 and UMass' at
21:52 by Ainslee Press. From that point until the end of
regulation, UMass did nothing to break the 1-1 tie.

"They took us out ofour game early, and we struggled
to get back in it," Hixon said. "Kathy Phelan was our
catalyst in overtime, though. Shejust went on the attack,
and made lots ofpasses. She was the player ofthe game."

After a scoreless first overtime period, UMass took
advantage of Villanova's excessive physical play. When
Tara Jelley broke free after taking a perfect feed from
Press, she had a breakaway until two Wildcats tackled
her from behind. Officials awarded UMass a penalty
stroke, and Press easily beat goaltender Chrissy Thomas
for the game winning goal.

Sunday's matchup was less strenuous for the
Minutewomen (14-1), who travelled to Kingston, Rhode
Island to take on their Atlantic- 10 foe Rhode Island. Two
first halfgoals on penalties by Press, along with a penalty
comer by Natalie Hart, gave UMass a 3-0 lead.

In the second half, forwards Jenn Salisbury (two
goals) and Danielle Borges finished up the scoring.

—MICHAEL MORRISSEY
/

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Joy Blenis and the University of Massachusetts field hockey

team had themselves a stellar weekend by winning two road
games, 2-

1 over Villanova in double OT on Friday, and 6-0 over
Rhode Island Sunday.
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CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days Prio^to Publication

Men. -Thurs. 8:30-3.3U

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center
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• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Multicultural Night
International entertainment and cuisine

needed for campus wide event
(ingredients will be provided) Show
UMASS your culture! Call by Nov. 6.

2S3-0S22

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Want a graat Job?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Dr. Chinachoti 545-1025

Condomania on campus
Coming

Monday Oct. 19

CC Concourse

FOR SALE

WRESTLING CLUB
All interested wrestlers

practice Tuesday and Thursday
8:30 - 10:00 24 Totman (not Boyden)
Call 549-2632 -- Matt or 6-2959 Charlie

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Toyota Corolla, runs super, body
excellent S700 253-3369

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

Body Shop mambarship for sale
Aerobics/Gym - full year for S70.00
Call 546-4172

Tandy 200 Portabto computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 $450 O.B.O.

FREE FOOD WITH AEPI

Southweal

Tonight!!

8:00 p.m.

See posters

HELP WANTED

AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience,
necessary. Call Target Zone Studies
586-1729

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona. &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

I800)32-TRAVEL

DRIVERS NEEDED, full or part time.
Day & night shifts available. Apply in

person at Pinocchio's.

30 Boltwood Walk in Amherst
Ask for Ramine

Evaning Jobal Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584-
9830

Looking for top fraternity, sorority or
student organization that would like to
make 500-1500 for one week marketing
project right on campus. Must be
organized and hard working. Call

800 592 2121 Ext. 308.

.Earn S1.S00 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN
380184000

Cruiaa Ship* now hiring - Earn S2,000+/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-

perience necessary. For employment pro-
gram call 1-206^34-0468 ext. C5001

~$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling You're paid direct Fully guaran-
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTUNE.801 379 2900 Copyright «
MA15KDH
t252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts
and make 252.50. No financial obligation.
A risk free program. Avg. sales time = 4-6
hours. Choose from 18 designs. Smaller/
larger quantities avail. Call 1-800-733-
3265.

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

LET'S MAKE UP

Lot's maka up
Theatrical make-up
Available at Joke City

233 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
549-8117

LOST

Lostl Largo silvar pipe ring wAurquoise
stone. Left in Campus Center Big Re-
ward! 546-4918.

Silvar bracalat Tuesday last week
somewhere on the path from Southwest
to SOM. Call 546-1465 REWARD

PERSONALS

Happy Bolatad B-Day Jonathan
Love always
Picasso & Talbot

Tri-Sigma Sanior Chibl
Heres to a new tradition!

The fun has just begun -

Charlies Tonight!

Blums

SERVICES

Lagal Quostions? The Legal Servicas
Center offers free legal assistance to

fee-paying students. Contact us at

922 Campus Center, 545-1995

Scholarships, Grants availablo
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

$45 Fee

253 3454, 586-9445

Tarot raadings
Call Chris 256-0821

ROOMMATES WANTED
Famala to share large room 167.60
call 665-7604

A Room in 3 bdr house on bus ft

w/2 Grad students

S283/mo * oil hast 256-0802

ST. JUDE

Thank youl I For all your help! I

TyPIN<VWORD PROC.

'•!»•" Typod - Frao cover page, spell
check, laser printout. $1.50/ page. Brian
546 1795

WANTED
Soil thoaa drumal
I'm looking for a drum kit ASAP
I will settle for a cheap set but interested
in anything.

Cajl^hanr>on^4ft-4924

Waakly TV Naws show needs reports
and writers Call Sendy at 5 1336.

UMASS RACQUETBALL

Wa ara intorastad in naw mambars.
All Univ. men and women are welcome.
If you want to learn more call 549-4349or
546-2813
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Sports
Minutemen stick it to Huskies, 20-7

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Linebacker Scott Assencoa, shown here sacking UConn's Tom DeSarno, had a hellacious

day in UMass' 20-7 win. Assencoa led the defense with five sacks and seven tackles.

By CHHKS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Led by the runningoffreshmen phenom
Kene Ingoglia and the defensive clinic put

on by uutside linebacker Scott Assencoa,

the University of Massachusetts football

team rolled over the University of Con-
necticut 20-7 before a Homecoming crowd
of 10.909 Saturday at McGuirk Alumni
Stadium.

"We prepared really well for this game,
and it was just a great show of determi-

nation by our guys," said UMass head
coach Mike Hodges. "I've been here for 14

years, and this was probably the best

defensive effort I've seen."

Assencoa's five sacks of Husky quar-

terbacks Tom DeSarno and Tony Valente
set the defensive tone for the day, as the

UMass defense tightened time and time
again.

The Minutemen allowed the Huskies
just 180 yards in total offense, shutting
down the potent UConn offense while
making a mockery of the entire Husky
offensive line.

The I UMass 1 defense was great today
,"

said UConn head coachTom Jackson. "Our
offensive line stunk and our quarterback
stunk. They (the UMass defense] were

probably holding a lottery in the huddle to

see who would get the next sack."

Offensively, the Minutemen were led

by the 138 yard, 22 carry performance of

Turn to HOMECOMING, page 1
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UMASS, 20-7
at Amherst

UCk)nn (2-4)

UMass (4-1) 7

7 - 7

13 - 20

UMass- Rene Ingoglia 1 yard run (Jim

Maguire PAT)
UMass- Andrew McNeilly 5 yard run

(Maguire PAT)

UMass- Tom Fasano 1 yard run (rush

failed)

UConn- Ed long 2 yard run (Nick Sosick

PAT)

Attendance 10.909

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

RUSHING- UConn, Long 18-79, Wilbur

Gilliard 12-64; UMass, IngoglJa 22-138,

McNeiily 12-62.

PASSING- UConn, Tom Desamo 20-8-

2-56, Tony Valente 2-1-0-6;

UMass. McNeilly 10-7-1-73, Faaano 3-1-1-

10.

RECIEVING- UConn, Gilliard 2-16.

Koztowski 2-12; UMass, Ingoglia 4-38. Matt
Read 2-30.

Assencoa anchors the defense
Linebacker's five sacks propel UMass to victory
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Bolstered by his return to a more familiar position, as
well as the stellar play of his defensive mates. University
of Massachusetts outside linebacker Scott Assencoa
played his finest collegiate game, compiling Five sacks
(four in the first half), seven tackles and two pass deflec-

tions.

Assencoa had moved to inside linebacker for the first

three games to replace teammate Bobby Burke. With the
return ofBurke two weeks ago, Assencoa was able to slide

over to his more familiar outside backer position and
responded with his first five sacks of the season.

"We had all the right calls at the right time," said
Assencoa. "The coverage by our defensive backs was
great and everyone else was doing their job— this freed
me up to pressure the quarterback."

"Pressure the quarterback" is a bit of an understate-
ment, as Assencoa's sacks resulted in a total of 30 yards
lost for the UConn offense, as well as some very creative,

made-for-television sack dances. A few ofhis hits are still

being heard back in Storrs.

"I've been around this game 25 years — 14 years at
this place— and that's as good a defensive performance
as I've seen," said head coach Mike Hodges. "The perfor-

mance by Scott was just great though— you can't ask for

much more than that."

The 6-foot-2. 212 junior from Natick. Mass. evolved

quickly in 1990 when he arrived here and became a
starter at outside linebacker. He started nine games
that year and has yet to relinquish that position on one
of the most potent defensive forces in the Yankee Con-
ference.

"The guys, the personalities, the friendship, we're
such a close-knit unit that when it comes to a fourth-and-
one, we look at each other and say, 'OK, let's do it,'" said

Assencoa.

Other defensive standouts for the Minutemen were
outside backer Mario Perry, who added to his sack total

with one for a 12-yard loss, as well as five tackles and
two pass deflects. Defensive tackle Brian Corcoran was
impressive as well, as he compiled six tackles and one
sack, and inside linebacker Phil Lartigue added to his

team lead in tackles with seven yesterday against the
Huskies.

Free safety Matt Rajotte and cornerback Don Caparotti
also played well, as they each had one interception.

"The defense gave the offense opportunities all day to

score," said Hodges. "Luckily, the offense took advantage
of those opportunities."

Next week, the defense will face its toughest opponent
of the season when the Villanova Wildcats travel the
Amherst. Will the defense be able to duplicate this week's
performance?

"Our motto is play hard for 60 minutes, and we did
that against UConn," said Assencoa. "Now it's time to set

our sights on Villanova and play just as hard."

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Tailback Rene Ingoglia rushed for over 100 yards as the

UMass football team defeated the University of Connecticut.

Johnson, Jacobs lead UMass to two victories

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Tomas Johansson, seen here in earlier action against

Siena, scored on a pass from Todd Kylish yesterday at Garber
Field in the win over Hofstra.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Johnson and Jacobs. It sounds like a law firm, but this
potent offensive tandem led the University of Massa-
chusetts men's soccer team (8-4-1, 4-1-1 in Atlantic 10) to
two overtime victories over St. Joseph's 4-2, and Hofstra
5-2 at Garber Field this weekend.

On Friday, UMass defeated A-10 foe St. Joe's 4-2
behind Colin Johnson's two scores in overtime. The
freshman put the Minutemen ahead with his third goal
of the year when he took a pass from junior Justin
Edelman and put it past the diving Sean Vliet, goalie of
the Hawks.

UMass got on the board early in the second halfwhen
freshman Brad Miller assisted on Hossein Giahi's first

goal of the year, giving Sam Koch's team a 1-0 lead.
At 58:40, junior forward Don D'Ambra tied the game

at 1-1 for the Hawks with assists from sophomores John
Sharp and Michael Feite.

However, UMass would strike again when junior
Randy Jacobs scored the first of his three goals for the
weekend, putting them ahead of the Hawks 2-1.

Jacobs blasted a pass from co-captain Shawn Bleau
into the upper right corner of the net, leaving Vliet
sprawled out on the ground.

Even though Sam Koch's team came away with an
important victory, there was some disheartening news
for UMass, because the Minutemen lost Bleau for the
season. The inspirational midfielder suffered a broken

leg in a collision with a St. Joe's defender, which was
questioned as a cheap shot.

"Shawn means so much to this team, and now we have
to pick it up a notch. It is going to be tough," said Matt
Edgerly after the victory over St. Joe's.

This was the attitude of the team as it entered
yesterday's non-conference matchup with Hofstra Uni-
versity. The Minutemen honored their injured leader by
having Edgerly wear Bleau's number 15 jersey.

Coach Koch looked for Edgerly to fill some of the void
leftby Bleau's absence. Thegame ended vfiXh an emotional
5-2 win for UMass, asJacobs ignited a three-goal outburst
in the overtime period.

Early in the overtime, Jacobs stole a pass from a
Hofstra defender that was intended for keeper Craig
Dempster. He faked right with the ball and put it in on
the short side for the goal, giving UMass the lead at 3-

Jacobs added a goal later in the period for his second
of the game. He also combined with Johnson for UMass'
first goal, totaling six on the weekend for the tandem.

"Two wins in a row and we're excited. Our team was in
a slump and hopefully now we are coming out of it.

Lookingahead to UConn (3:00 p.m. Wednesday atGarber
Field), it's going to be tough, but we will be ready," said
Johnson.

Other UMass goal scorers: Tomas Johansson and
Dave Yurick also scored for the Minutemen against the
Flying Dutchmen. Freshman Brad Miller had two assists
on the weekend for UMass.
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Partly sunny, temps in the 40s
today. Possible flurries Wed.

Local News:
Chinese official Shukang Yang urged Chinese students to
return to their homeland after graduation. Yang spoke at
the Chinese Students and Scholars Association. Page 3.

Sports:
The water polo team won five games this

weekend to improve its record to 21-1 on
the season. Page 12.
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Negotiations
said to be
beneficial
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Progress was made after a three-hour private meeting
Saturday between minority students and top adminis-
trators at the University of Massachusetts, according to
Marty Walsh, one of the mediators at the session.

"Everyone is very positive," said Marty Walsh, the
regional director ofthe Justice Department's Community
Relations Service. "And I hope it continues," said Walsh,
who said both parties left with a sense of optimism that
progress was made.

Student leaders and administrators, includingUMass
president Michael Hooker, have agreed to work out their
differences in mediation administered by the Boston
regional office of the U.S. Justice Department's Com-
munity Relations Service. The free service sponsored by
the department provides conflict-resolution in racial dis-
putes.

The department got involved last week to mediate the
dispute between UMass minority students and admin-
istrators. Since a recent assault on a black residence
assistant, which led to racial grafitti, threats and other
incidents, students have been concerned about their
safety.

Last week Chancellor Richard O'Brien announced a
plan to combat the racial problems on campus. Actions
executed last week include the allocation of $250 000
annually to replace the loss offunds for Upward Bound,
the funding ofa review ofthe loss ofthe program and the
allocation offunds to appoint 20 new personnel to address
security concerns.

Due to negotiation ground rules, Walsh, or anyone at
the meeting can not comment on the substance of the
session.

Ricardo Townes, an associate dean from academic
support services, who was present at the meeting, said
the meeting sets a significant precedent because it's the
first time students are working face to face with the
policy makers.

"I can't over emphasize enough the significance ofthe
President of the school (Hooker) meeting directly with
the students," said Townes. "It's hard to convince people
who are somewhat removed that this should change
things. This is the first year students of color have not
been disconnected with the pohcy makers."

Townes said he hopes the relationship between the
students and the policy makers continues and the climate
for students of color is improved.

Turn to NEGOTIATIONS, page 4

before Saturday s game. Th,s weekend marked the first Homecommg since 1986 at wl„ch ta,lgating has Sel" allowed

Bush, Clinton clash on taxes;
Perot cites outsider background
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

EAST LANSING, Mich. - In a jousting, climatic
campaign debate Monday night. PresidentBush predicted
Bill Chnton would "sock it to the middle class" if elected
president. Clinton pledged point blank: "I am not going to
raise taxes on the middle class to pay" for his initiatives.

Fifteen days from the election, the fur was flying— so
much that at one point Bush suggested Clinton's home-
sUte ofArkansas was the "lowest of the low," drawing a
quick and passionate defense from the five-term gover-
nor.

Ross Perot, the third man on the debate stage, stressed
his non-politician's background in pledging to work on
economic and other problems. He said he was spending

$60 million of his own fortune on his independent bid for
the White House.

"Tonight isjust the beginning," Perot said, then giving
the program schedule for a series of campaign ads to
come.

Bush played the role of the aggressor throughout the
90-minute debate, charging that on issues as diverse as
free trade and the draft, Clinton had a pattern of "trying
to have it all ways."

Clinton, the front runner on the debate gi-iddle, said
that Abraham Lincoln, too, had once opposed a war. He
said he could send Americans into battle if necessary to
protect the nation's interests, pointing out that Woodrow
Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt had done .so without
having served in uniform.

Turn to DEBATE, page 4

Analysts discount 1962 CIA
missile sightings in Cuba
By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

LANGLEY, VA. - The CIA had 25
agents reporting from Cuba during the
1962 missile crisis that brought the
world to the brink of nuclear war.

Intelligence analysts in Washing-
ton discounted their reports of seeing
what looked like huge missile-like
tubes, believing the Soviet military
buildup in Cuba was purely defensive.
The record of intelligence is not

unblemished in thiscrisis," DeputyCIA
Director Adm. William O. Studeman
said Monday during an unprecedented
seminar at CIA headquarters.

The compilation of documents in-

cludes notes taken by then-agency di-

rector John McCone during White
House crisis meetings, estimates by
the intelligence community, reports
from Cuban agents, and memoranda
coded Ironbark — meaning they were
based on information from one of the
most valuable Soviet espies ofthe Cold
War. Col. Oleg Penkovsky.

Ifthe CIA could do it over. Studeman

said, it would pay more attention to the
informants reportingsightings ofSoviet
missiles in Cuba, and analyze better
how the Soviets viewed deployment of
missiles outside their borders.

The documents and reminiscences
highlight how the United States nearly
missed the deployment ofthe SS-4 me-
dium-range missiles in Cuba until it

was almost too late.

The deployment oftly becameknown
when a U-2 spy plane photographed
the launch pads on the western third of
Cuba on Oct. 14.

Warren Frank, then with the
agency's foreign intelligence branch,
said much of the Cuban agent report-
ing was collected in Miami at what
became the largest CIA station in the
world.

The 300-member station collected
reports from some 25 agents on the
island, interviewed Cuban refugees,
and talked to emigres in regular touch
with their families.

One report declassified Monday was
made Sept. 17, 1962 by a 47-year-old

Turn to CIA, page 4

Olver: Clinton to win
Bush debate effort not strong enough
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

President Bush failed to make the
strongeffort he needed in last night's final

presidential debate to allow him to over-
come Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton on Nov.
3, according to Congressman John Olver
and approximately 50 students who
watched last night's debate in Lewis Resi-
dence Hall.

Following the debate, students par-
ticipated in a discussion with Olver led by
UMass history professor Bruce Laurie as
part of a debate party sponsored by the
University Democrats and Residential
Education.

Olver, who represents Amherst as part
of the First Congressional District, said
he believed Bush would do whatever he
needs to do to get re-elected.

"Bush distorted repeatedly — he will
say anything to win," Olver said.

Olver said he thought it was ironic that
Bush spent much of the debate accusing
Clinton of favoring the growth of govern-
ment when the Reagan and Bush admin-
istrations have experienced large growth
in the public sector.

Sophomore communications major Josh
Eilberg, who is uncommitted, said he
thought Bush "put his foot in his mouth"
in answering a question about the role of
women and minorities in his campaign.

After giving examples of women hold-
ing high positions in government, includ-
ing U.S. Labor Secretary Lynn Martin
and Trade Representative Carla Hills,
Bush said he hopes most of the women
running for office "lose, because most of
them are liberal Democrats."

Bush drew a number ofgroans after his
statement and after he said he respected
Ross Perot's decision to admit his mistake
in dropping out of the presidential race
earlier this year. Clinton drew the gieat-
est applause, particularly during his
closing statement and when he said he
would be in charge ofthe nation's economy
if elected president.

Sophomore history major Matthias
Brown said he is voting for Clinton because
the thinks the Arkansas governor can
change the direction the U.S. took during
the past 1 2 years ofRepublican leadership.

"The Republicans have ravaged this
country over the last 12 years," Brown

Turn to OLVER, page 4
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UMass Police Log
• University police arrested a youth in connection

with a case ofassault and battery on Saturday. A 1 7 year-
old Fall River man was charged with domestic abuse and
arrested by pohce in Dickinson Residence Hall at 2 a.m.,
according to police.

• A Seattle man was arrested and charged with
unauthorized p>ossession of a controlled substance and
possession of a dangerous weapon on Saturday, accord-
ing to pohce reports. Robert Rynd, 20, was arrested in
Van Meter Residence Hall at approximately 7 p.m.

• Pohce received a complaint ofmarijuana smell from
a resident in Baker Residence Hall on Saturday morning.
When they responded to the complaint, they confiscated a
small amount ofmarijuana from awoman on the first floor.

• A resident in Mackimmie Residence Hall reported a
marijuana smell to police on Saturday evening. Police
investigated and confiscated a pipe with residue in it

from the third floor.

• Graffiti was discovered on an elevator panel in
Kennedy Residence Hall on Saturday. Housing Staff
discovered and removed the graffiti at approximately 10
p.m.. The graffiti was not directed towards minorities,
according to police.

• Police received two reports of vandalism to cars in
Lot 32 on Saturday. At 5:20 a.m., a woman reported her
driver's side window smashed out, causing $150 in
damages. At 12:45 p.m., another woman reported the
same type ofdamage to her car, causing $ 100 in damages.

Compiled by Michael Day
Koi'cnl incidenis riwndvd by the Univt'rsily's Departntent o( Public Safety.

• A woman who was visiting the University reported
that her car was broken into when she left it parked in Lot
33 on Saturday. The woman reportedly returned to her
car at 9 a.m. and discovered a cellular telephone, $50 in

cash and a duffel bag with clothing in it stolen, according
to police. The estimated value ofthe items was over $600,
police said.

• A woman reported the theft of$25 and credit cards
from her wallet on Saturday. According to police, the
wallet was in the woman's locked room inJames Residence
Hall at the time of the theft.

• Pohce were called to Washington Residence Hall to

intervene between a man and a woman who were having
an argument on Sunday.

• A car was discovered by police in Lot 22 with its rear
tires missing on Sunday morning. Police notified the
owner of the car, who said she parked it in the lot on
Saturday evening. The tires and rims were confirmed
stolen, and police said they were valued at $150.

• A woman reported the theft of her bicycle from the
rack in front ofMoore Residence Hall on Sunday, according
to police. The woman said she discovered the cable she
had locked the bike with was cut and left on the ground
at 12 p.m.. The bike was worth an estimated $325,
according to police.

• Police received a report ofa stolen license plate from
a woman's vehicle on Sunday. Police said the car was
parked in Lot 49 at the time of the theft.

No testing for health workers

Write for the
Collegian's

Women's
Issues

Desk.
Come down to

113 Campus Center
and ask for Stacy.

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON— A state commission recommended Mon-
day against mandatory AIDS testing for health care
workers, opting instead for universal precautions, edu-
cation, counseling and innovative insurance plans.

The commission was chaired by Public Health Com-
missioner David Mulligan and Assistant Consumer Af-
fairs Secretary Stephen Wallace.

The commission was set up in 1991 after Congress
required all states to comply with recommendations from
the Centers for Disease Control regarding health care
worker to patient disease transmission.

Mulligan said the commission recommended against
mandatory testing for several reasons.

"Number one, what would the test really prove?"
Mulligan said. He explained there generally is a six-
month period between exposure to the AIDS virus and a
positive test result.

Instead of protecting patients, he said, a mandatory

test program could lull providers and patients into a false
sense of security.

"If you get into mandatory testing, it may be more
difficult to find health care workers to work in high-risk
settings," Mulligan added, citing another reason against
it.

The other reason against mandatory testing, Mulligan
said, was cost.

Since there has been only one proven case of patients
contracting AIDS through a health care worker, the
chances ofpreventing infection through mandatory testing
are extremely low. Mulligan said.

That one case involved a Florida dentist who had five
patients diagnosed with AIDS. Experts feel improper
sterilization ofequipment may have been responsible for
the infections. The dentist was HIV-positive and later
died.

The report recommended that health care workers
who are at risk for HIV-infection, either through work-
related reasons or because of personal behavior, are
tested.

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROADBUTLER UNIVERSITY
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
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NEW ZEALAND
FuWy integrated study at British, Irish,

Neu' Zealand and Australian universities
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INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
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1,3,4,9,12 month memberships Milable
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - October 28
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Uiiivcisily llealtli Center - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help. How
can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid...What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is
struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal
workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these
issues.

I

I

Local NewTs
Bicycle Co-op asset to bikers
RSO allows students to fix bikes for cheap prices

Chinese official

urges students
to return home
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Correspondent

In a meeting with a group of Chinese students at the
University Friday night, Shukang Yang, an Education
Consul at the Chinese Consulate in New York, reiterated
Chinese government's call for overseas students to return
"no matter what their political beliefs were."

Yang's speech, the first in three years by a Chinese
consular official, was sponsored by the Chinese Students
and Scholars Association at the University. It came
almost four months after a new governing council of the
Association was elected.

"We encourage all Chinese students and scholars to go
back to China after completing their study here," said
Yang. "Even for those who once committed some
wrongdoings, they are as well welcome."

Yang appealed to overseas students to join China's
ongoing reform and economic construction, adding, "Vast
Chinese students are patriotic."
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Janet Kreda (left) and Done Goldman make repairs on a bicycle at the Bicycle Co-op in the Student Union.

By TROY L. MERRICK
Collegian Correspondent

In the back hallway ofthe Student Union is a small
room many students are probably unaware of, which
could be beneficial to them.

This hidden organization is the Bicycle Co-op, a
non-profit business. With the growing population of
bikes on campus and the inevitable need for an occa-
sional repair. Matt Germino and his shop are all the
more important.

"Historically, the bike co-op has been a loosely-run
business plagued by inconsistent open hours, inad-
equate tool supply, and lack ofpublicity," said Germino,
head of the co-op.

The premise of the place is relatively simple. One
merely hauls his or her bike into the shop, and, using
the array of tools hanging on the wall, can go to work
him or herself. The room also has vices to hold the bike
frame in place while the patron repairs the bike gears,
for example.

Often the staff will provide helpful advice as to

what the problem is and decide whether the part is

worth repairing or replacing altogether. Germino said
the co-op charges 50 cents for using the shop for 15
minutes and $1 for any time over 15 minutes.

This element can help a person avoid being prey to
a bike shop, who would likely charge hefty prices. The
co-op also sells replacement parts such as tubes, tires
and chains at a reduced rate and can order a variety
of specialized parts from supply chains like Trek,
Service Cycle and United Tool.

Several students have been associated with keep-
ing the co-op open, but the lack of publicity and
support by the Center of Student Businesses caused
many to leave.

It was only recently that student Peter Diplock of
the Center showed some interest in the facility and
initiated a lot of the big changes in inventory, payroll
and the business organization, according to G«rmino.

Germino said this helped the entire well-being of
the co-op, as a severe lack of hands in keeping it open
caused the inopportune business hours and was making

Turn to BICYCLE, page 4

''We encourage all Chinese students

and scholars to go back to China
after completing their study here.

"

Shukang Yang, Chinese Consulate

Yang said an official document was issued by the
Chinese State Council in late August which details a nine-
point regulation concerning students studying abroad.

Yang, formerly a faculty member at the Northwestern
Polytechnic University in Xi'an, China, began his four
year tenure six months ago at the Chinese Consulate in
New York city, which deals with consular affairs in the
New England area.

Among other things, the Consulate is in charge of
issuingandextendingpassportsforChinesenationals.lt
also at times provides some domestic movies and video-
tapes to local Chinese student organizations.

Yang said students with private passports and ex-
change visitor's visa may apply to waive the two year
home country residence requirement.

To do so, the student must submit an application and
a certification letter from his Foreign Student Office or
U.S. employers to the Chinese Consulate, according to
Yang.

"For some reasons some students cannot return home
for the time being," Yang said. "But we hope they nev-
ertheless keep in touch with their counterparts in China
and contribute to China's science and technology."

Yu Wang, President of the Chinese student associa-
tion, said his group "is independent and willing to coop-
erate with the Chinese officials."

"We want to improve our working methods," Wang
said. "Everybody is encouraged to join our organization."

He said by paying $10 per year membership fee one
can enjoy various privileges such as free Chinese food,

parties as well as 10 percent discount at Panda East
restaurant in Amherst. The contact person ofthe Chinese
association is Fan Wu at 546-4937.

Local businesses give
state economic advice
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Local business and town officials voiced

their advice for the economy yesterday at

the Pioneer Valley Regnional Conference
forGrovemor Weld'seconomic development
plan.

The Donahue Institute, a public service

and outreach unit of the University of

Massachusetts president's office, cooper-

ated with the state Executive Office of

Economic Development to host four

separate panels, which were held in the

Campus Center. The panel heard views

and recommendations of what the state

can do to improve the economic picture for

Pioneer Valley.

Michael Hooker, president of the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts, said, "The

world's economy is changing rapidly and

radically." He said he sees a shift of an

economy based from energy to one based

on knowledge and information. He said

universities play an important role as

knowledge factories. "The current reces-

sion has also magnified this structural

shift taking place," said Hooker.

Hooker said. "The challenge for regions

is to get in front of the curve of change to

discern the rules that still need to be
written."

Lieutenant Governor Paul Cellucci
said, "The administration recognizes how
critical (the higher education system) is to

our economic development." He asked the
attendants to explain "WTiat kind ofthings
can we do, infrastructure and investment,
that will help the Pioneer Valleyeconomy?"

The panels considered attitudes about
capital & credit, education & training,

infrastructure, and regulations.

Katharine Sloan, the president of
Greenfield Community College, said the

Education & Trainingmeeting determined
Education is economic development.

"There is no such thing as economic
development vrithout a strongly supported
K through 12 and higher education sys-

tem," she said. Recommendations include

an increased investment in education,
alternatives for property taxes for the
financial support of schools, and flexible

proposals for individual communities.
The panel also said the community

college and technical school system is

underutilized. Andrew Scibelli, president

of the Springfield Technical Community
College, said, "The state needs to look at

Turn to ECONOMY, page 4

Press fights nutrition
Expert says media discourages health
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The media is having a war on food,

according to an award winning French
food expert Particia Wells, who spoke
to the press yesterday in the Campus
Center.

In addition to writing a famous
French gourmet recipe book. Simply
French, she has written for the A^ea;

York Times, Washington Post, and
L'Express, which is a nationally known
Parisian paper in France.

"I don't feel the American press helps

in understanding nutrition," Wells said.

Since the media affects the way we
look atour lives, Wells finds the media's
negative coverage of food to be dis-

turbing. The press coverage on the
nutrition value ofmilk is discouraging,
Wells believes. Young children in

France are raised on milk. When they
get older they drink less milk, but they
consume large amounts ofcheese. Wells
says cheese and milk are healthy.

"We sit down at the table. We have
all these negative thoughts," Wells said.

"What we do is compensate by over-

eating."

Instead of the press jumping on ev-

erynew study about the negative effects

offood, Wells prefers the media to print
positive news stories about the nutri-

tional value of food.

"IWe should
I
have a sense of where

food comes from," . Wells said. "Most
people don't know what a whole chicken
looks like. Give us more human at-

tachment to food; individuals making a
living at creating steak."

"If we can get behind getting rid of
smoking, we can have a 'food is positive'

campaign."
Wells said Americans tend to look at

food as more ofa necessity which takes
up part of their busy schedule than
looking at it as a pleasurable part of
their life. The French, on the other
hand, look forward to meals. They find

food to be a relaxing part of their day.
"(The press) should pay more at-

tention to our attitude towards food.

Pleasure of food is not part of our cul-

ture," Wells said.

With a little bit of ingenuity, it is

easy to make an nutritious and del icious

Turn to WELLS, page 6
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M debate
continued from page 1

The two men debated over issues as
diverse as trade to auto efficiency stan-
dards to the banking system in the final

debate of the campaign, but the sharpest
exchanges came over the economy and
Bush's attempt to raise doubts about
CUnton's trustworthiness.

Mocking Bush's announcement that
James A. Baker III would take command
of domestic policy initiatives in a second
Bush term, Clinton said that in his ad-
ministration, the person "responsible for

the economic policy will be Bill Clinton."

Bush broke in swiftly: "That's what
worries me. He's going to be responsible."

Bush criticized Clinton's record as
governor of Ai-kansas. "We don't want to

be the lowest of the low. We don't want to

be a nation in decline. We are a rising

nation."

Clinton praised Perot for stressing the
importance of the deficit, and paid tribute

to Bush for his service to the nation. "I

wish him well," he said ofthe president, "I

just believe its time for a change."
Bush said the election came down to

"who has the judgement and the experi-

ence, and ves, the character" to serve in

the Oval Office.

COLLEGIAN
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U! - The University of Massachusetts Marching Band warms up outside the Warren McGuirk stadium before their halftime show at

this weekend's Homecoming contest between the Minutemen and the UConn Huskies.
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Olver
continued from page 1

said. "Clinton can make the U.S. more accessible
and return this country to the ideals of [John F.|

Kennedy and
I Lyndon] Johnson."

Although the crowd was overwhelmingly pro-
Clinton, senior microbiology major Steve Bochnak
said he supports Bush on foreign policy and because
he supports measures to make doctors less liable to

malpractice suits.

bicycle
continued from page 3

those who were helping out sick of the whole thing.

"A lot ofpeople start and try to do all they can for

it, but they get burned out," Tom Matthew, the
accountant for the co-op, said.

Many speculated on what changes could be
made to stabilize it. One notion was instituting a
payroll for consistent members. Veterans of the
bike co-op like Germino, Dorie Goldman, and Dylan
Kirshner have given their supreme effort to tighten
the organization and make it more efficient,

available, and accommodating.
This led to the creation of the "steering commit-

tee", which has made the co-op more available to

the students.

"Most of the participants were volunteer before
and it's difficult to get people to work more," said
Germino. He said with the steering committee the
co-op is hoping to get more people so it'll be more
like an actual shop. "I was the only one here last

spring," he said.

The bicycle co-op is located across the hall from
the post office in the Student Union.

Aerobic Instructor
Training Program

with Vicfci Dailey

• 8 week program
• Choreography
• Motivation techniques
• Cueing techniques
• Safety

• Elders • Pregnancy •

Nutrition • Anatomy
• Instructor training material
• Cassette tape
• CPR certificate

Employment opportunities upon
successful completion of course

Greenfield • Sunderland
Amherst • Deerfield

Call 549-3638 or 773-5851 for

interview and aadition

Program to be
held Saturday.

12-3 pm

659 Amherst Street

SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638
(Formerly Winners Attiletic Club)

ATHLETIC
CLUBS of
AlACmCA

negotiations
continued from page 1

Also present at the talks, Jo-Anne Vanin, the Dean of

Students, said she too was optimistic after the meeting.
"I think it's good we're talking. There's a commitment

on all sides — 1 feel good about that," said Vanin.
Fabiola Narcisse, president ofthe Black Student Union

who attended the meeting was unavailable for comment.
Actions to be undertaken in the coming weeks as part

ofthe Chancellor's plan include: restoration oftraining in

human relations, social crisis and crisis intervention for

all campus personnel. The staffTrainingand Development
Program, eliminated in past budget cuts will also be
restored.

Internal security phones will be installed for residence

mciA
continued from page 1

Cuban described as a businessman with four years of
schooling and of average intelligence.

The informant described driving out of Havana and
observing a convoy of 16 trucks and eight trailers, seven
of which were carrying "what looked like huge tubes
extending over the entire length of the flatbed and
completely covered with canvas." The eighth was carry-
ing what looked like a radar, he said.

The CIA received hundreds if not thousands of such
reports, many of which its agents in Miami deemed
credible, said Frank.

hall safety, a provision of $100,000 to fund a series of

proposals for multicultural events, the purchase of an
additional vehicle for the escort service and the expan-
sion of new student programs with greater emphasis on
issues of social justice.

Jen Wood, president ofthe Student Government Asso-
ciation, said she feels the actions are a good step in the
right direction, but that more needs to be done to address
all minority concerns.

Walsh said that the students who attended the meeting
will report back to the student population on the meeting
and that the two-week deadline they had set would
extend through the second meeting which is scheduled
for next Saturday.

The Collegian. One university.

One paper. Every day.
No illustrations.
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economy
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this enormous resource. The network is already in

place, and the state should utilize and publicize it."

Common complaints of businesses included
pervasive inefficiency of information within vari-

ous state organizations that caused expensive
wasting of time.

John Gallup, the Senior Vice-President for the
Greater Springfield Chamber of Commerce, said
his forum held it just about unanimous that the
state system was over-regulatory. He said, "There
was a lack of a sensitive attitude . . . and a lack of
response to business needs."

One request that repeatedly arose is a "one-stop
shopping" information center where businesses
can find out exactlywho they need to speak to in the
state bureaucracy.

Lt. Gov. Cellucci said the administration sup-
ports the concept. "A business can waste months
trying to find which person to talk to," he said. He
said they hope to create one overlapping agency to
coordinate information.

Dr. Lynn Griesemer, associate director of the
Donahue Institute, said part of the value of these
conferences is hope.

SPORTS MR
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Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

TUESDAY
SHARK NIGHT

Singles Pool Tournament

• $2.00 Entrance Fee
• Free Pizza Slices

• Play For Cash
• Sign Up: 7:00 - 7:45

•20oz. Drafts: $1.75

WATCH ALL THE SPORTS ON
SATELLITE DISH

University Drive ft Amity • Amherst • 549 4040
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Remembering old haunts
Having grown up in the city means

much to me now. As a youngster I took for

granted the now unusual things I lived
through in my neighborhood. Halloween,
for some time, was the highlight of the
year. Sometimes, not always, Halloween
was just as important as Christmas.

There were dozens of kids my age that
I grew up with. We had our own little

world, mainly consisting of club houses,
baseball cards and after school Nerf foot-

ball. And once a year all of us were pro-
fessional trick or treaters, usually count-
ing down the days in anticipation.

David

RIVERA
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EWC s twenty year commitment
to women and multiculturalism

I am writing in response to a recent
Collegian "survey" regarding the accessi-

bility of Everywoman's Center Services
I Oct. 8 1. EWC is a multi-service women's
center with a 20-yearconmiitment togrowth
as a multicultural organization and provi-
sion ofculturally appropriate services. The
mission ofEWC is to provide leadership in

promoting educational access and equity
forwomen in highereducation. EWC defines
multiculturalism in the broadest sense and
emphasizes services for women who expe-
rience discrimination by virtue of gender,
race, ethnicity, class, sexual orientation,

religion, ability and/or age.

EWC began in 1972 with a desk, a
phone and one volunteer. Over the years,
EWC continued to expand services for

women of color, low-income women, re-

entry women, working women, etc., in its

struggle to provide campus andcommunity
women with the fullest possible access to
the University's resources. EWC outreach
efforts target agencies that serve women
ofcolorand low-income women. Brochures,
press releases and many educational
materials are available in English and
Spanish. In-service trainings focus on all

issues of oppression.

In recent years, budget cuts have elimi-

nated six EWC programs: Bridge (for-

merly Third World Women's), Counsel-
ing, Legal Advocacy, Public Relations/
Outreach,WAGES and WorkingWomen's
Program . Fourwere coordinated by women
ofcolor at the time of elimination. Elimi-

nation of these progi-ams not only under-
mined critical services for women ofcolor,

low-income women, re-entry women and
working women, but also undermined
ongoing efforts to diversify staff. Of the

remaining four programs (Counselor/Ad-
vocate, Educator/Advocate, Resource/Re-

ferral and Graduate Women's Program),
two were coordinated by women of color

during FY92.
The last programs to be eliminated

were Public Relations/Outreach and

Counseling Services. At this time EWC
identified restoration ofcounseling as the
first priority. EWC receives calls from
women in crisis and seeking counseling
services every day. The Counseling Pro-
gram provides services exclusively to stu-
dents and low-income women. Community
women with insurance or the resources to

pay for counseling services are given re-

ferrals. Since EWC is the only agency in
Hampshire County that offers free coun-
seling services, these are women who
would otherwise not have access to coun-
seling. Approximately 10 percent of par-
ticipants are women ofcolor. A search has
been completed for a Coordinator of
Counseling Services and the position of-

fered to a woman ofcolor contingent upon
funding.

EWC rape crisis services (Counselor/
Advocate and Educator/Advocate pro-
grams) serve the second highest number
of participants ofany rape crisis center in

Massachusetts. Approximately 20 percent
of participants are women of color. EWC
continues to make substantial progress in

diversifying its paid student staff as well.

During FY93, four of five graduate stu-

dents (80 percent) and nine of fourteen
undergraduate students (64 percent) are
women ofcolor.

To achieve a truly multicultural com-
munity we must build coalitions and work
together. There will always be room for

improvement and more work to do, but to

target an organization that has dedicated
20 years to advocating for and serving all

women, and an organization that has it-

self been targeted for budget cuts, can
serve no constructive purpose. We welcome
constructive criticism, and invite the
community to work with us in coalition,

through joint programming or co-spon-
sorship ofactivities, or byjoining our staff

as an intern or volunteer.

Carol Wallace, Director
Everywoman's Center

I never made much ofcostumes; unfor-
tunately my mother did. Not that she was
compelled to please me, more because she
would find herself competing against the
other neighborhood mothers for the best
costume.

As neighborhoods go, mine was a
smorgasbord of people and architectural
eras. The area was once an old ethnic
neighborhood with traditional triple-
deckers, small houses and quaint brown-
stones. The folks who lived there were as
different as that architecture. Old timers
and their families lived right along with
hippies, and soon to be yuppies.

Halloween, I thought, was special for

its rewards: candy, jokes, costumes and
horror stories. But eventually I saw that
people, not candy, were the reasons for the
long awaited day.

I remember being so excited I would
map out my route of attack. First Regina's
house, then Sam the Bookie, Mrs. B's, the
Crazy Professor's, and then we would run
home to count and eat, and eat and eat. The
map altered as the night progressed but
everyone felt the wrath ofmy friends and I

.

Our moms corralled us to and fro, but
never, never were they to come directly to

the house with us. That was strictly for-

bidden and against Article 1, Section 1 of
the Code of Trick of Treating. Dads, of
course, were stuck with door duty. My dad
would complain, but every year he would
find some gory mask to scare kids. He
never fooled me, he loved that night as
much as we did.

Regina, the old Italian lady who lived

one house over, gave us homemade cook-

ies instead of candy. Those cookies —
bliss, sheer bliss. "Adorable, adorable!"
was her response to every kid that came to

her door. "Now everyone take a handful,"
she would say, holding a tray of "special

Halloween wine cookies." These were our
favorite. Not because they were sugar and
cinnamon coated, but because we believed
if we ate enough of these "wine cookies."
we were sure to get drunk.

From house to house we marauded.
Some homes were better than others, but
no one was as generous as Old David. We
thought he was at least as old as his scary-
looking, ancient house. Opening his door
he would demand the trick instead of the
treat. "Never settle for the trick," was our
gang motto. After some bartering he would
eventually hold out a bag ofcandy. That's
when the frenzy began.

Because he was somewhat blind, we
would of course gi-ab until his bag was
empty. I'm sure he didn't mind; he lived all

alone and now, years later, I can see that
he lived for that evening. His door would
open more that one night than it did all

year long. For one night of the year he
wasn't alone.

As true darkness took the night, our
flashlights would light our way. All around
we could see other groups of kids, with
their moms following close behind,
boasting at the amount ofcandy they had
gotten. And when it was over, we would all

head home to sort through the "good stufT
and the stuff you gave to your younger
bothers or sisters.

After eating several pounds of every-
thing we would fall asleep to Halloween
stories only to wake up in the morning and
start waiting again for next year.

The neighborhood has changed. My
family moved out years ago. The gang
parted ways, some are married with kids.

Old David died a few years ago; someone
bought his house and tore it down. Regina
took ill and had to move out of state— she
took her wine cookie recipe with her. Most
of the and houses have fallen to the condo
craze of the '80s, so it doesn't quite look
like the old neighborhood. But every year
on that October day. during dusk, the old

neighborhood returns. It returns forothei-

kids, other moms, other door duty dads
and yes— it returns for some of us senti-

mental fools.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

Candleight vigil against racism
Racism is a social disease that di-

vides and hurts people. It is created by
an unhealthy community environment
where people become frustrated, angry
and confused. I know there is no quick
solution for this disease, but one defi-

nite response is to show it no tolerance,

to address it whereever it may appear,
and to show its victims support and not
allow it to destroy your hope for a more
civilized world.

As a community, we must come to-

gether to respond to this social disease
called racism, as long as there are indi-

viduals willing to learn how racism

affects our lives and how to get in-

volved in protesting racial acts. I am
sure we are headed on a path towaids
a better .society. I would like to invite

you to participate in a Candelight Vigil

to condemn racism. The vigil is to make
clear that racism and unsocial behav-
ior will be confronted wherever it may
appear in this community. For more
information please contact the Office of
Third Worid Affairs at 545-2517. Your
help in organizing this event is more
than welcomed.

Nelson Acosta, Director
Office of Third World Affairs

Speyer says thanks
This letter is to thank the staff of the Collegian

and the members of the academic community who
continue to supportme during the most painful and
stressful time my family has experienced. I have

worked for the UMass Library for the past 18 years

with a work schedule of Monday to Friday, 8 a.m.-

4:30 p.m. I regret the management did not accom-

modate my need as a single parent and provider to

continue that schedule and, instead, disciplined

me for my choice to parent and my inability to

accept the change to Sun. to Thurs., 2 p.m.-10 p.m.

I continue to be suspended without pay for

choosing to stand by my family. As a result I have

been warned that Iam subject to further disciplinary

action, up to and including termination. Despite

the risk of losing the means to provide for my
family, I do not regret my decision. I feel supported

in my belief that we have the potential to work

together to guarantee that all treated with equal

respect, civility and compassion, and thateveryone's

contributions will be acknowledged and valued.

Svetlana Speyer
Northampton

HASA raises questions, demands answers
The Haitian American Student Alliance (HASA) is

concerned about the recent racial incidentsonthiscampus.
In particular, we demand an explanation from the police
and the administration regarding the treatment of our
member Mr. Arlens Barosy. We also want to inform the
students on this campus about the events that both the
University and the Collegian are not reporting.
On Thursday, Oct. 8, approximately 50 skinheads

were on this campus armed with baseball bats, sticks and
knives. A White female was attacked, beaten and called
a "nigger lover" by the skinheads because of her partici-
pation in the peaceful vigil organized by the Black stu-
dents on campus. On Oct. 9, more racial slurs were
written on the door ofa Black student's room on the 20th
floor in Washington as well as on the door a Black
student's room in Baker. On Oct. 11, racial slurs were
written once again on Arlens' floor.

Who are behind these incidents? Supposedly the Uni-
versity is expelling the residents on the 8th floor where
Arlens' attacker was caught hiding. What about the
residents on the 18th floor who wrote the racial slurs and
smeared feces on Arlens' door? Will the administration
take any action against them? Also on Sunday, Oct. 11, a
resident on Arlens' floor caught four students writing

racial slurs on the floor walls. Are the police and the
University doing anything about that?
HASA is calling on the administration to stop giving

lip service to the student body and take proper and
necessary actions against racial violence occurnng on
campus. We are requesting that the University enforces
its policies and serves justice evenhandedly. By not
taking the required actions, the administration is turn-
ing this campus into a place where fear and division run
rampant, making it impossible for all students to do what
they came here for, which is to get an education. Addi-
tionally, the administration is putting people's life in
danger and giving a bad name to this university. If the
administration fails to take proper actions against the
perpetrators of these violent and racist crimes, HASA
will feel compelled to create their own solutions.
We the members of HASA applaud all those who

despise bigotry and hatred. The time to sing, "We shall
overcome someday," has passed; it's "Action now or there
will be no peace."

Moise S. Tirado, President
Joseph R. Laventure, Vice-President
Haitian American Student Alliance
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Boyfriend acts out dream
of murdering girlfriend

COLLEGIAN

By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

SALEM, Mass. — A year before a 14-
year-old Beverly girl was stabbed to death
and her body dumped in a pond, her boy-
friend said he had dreamed of killing the
girl, a classmate of the couple testified

Monday.
The testimony came in the second week

ofthe trial ofJamie Fuller, 17, of Beverly,
who faces one count offirst degree murder
in the Aug. 23, 1991 death of Amy
Camevale.

Michael Sciucco, 17, of Danvers, testi-

fied that he. Fuller and Sarnevale were in

Fuller's room one day in the summer of
1990 when Fuller told him of a dream he
had.

Fuller dreamed "that he took Amy in

the woods, gave her a rose and then killed
her," Sciucco told a Salem Superior Court
jury.

Prosecutors say Fuller stabbed
Camevale in the woods near Beverly's
Memorial Middle School, then dumped
her body in a pond near an abandoned
machinery plant in the town north of
Boston.

Police, acting on information from a
friend of Fuller's , found Carnevale's body

wrapped in plastic and weighted with cin-
der blocks.

On the day of the killing, Fuller and
Camevale walked into the woods in full

view ofseveral oftheir friends, prosecutors
said. The friends reported hearing two
screams, then seeing Fuller emerge from
the woods covered in blood and holding a
broken knife.

Defense attorney Hugh Samson, who
began presenting his case to jurors Mon-
day, contends that Fuller was a tormented
teen who was driven to kill by steroid and
alcohol abuse.

Sciucco, co-captain ofthe football team
at Beverly High, said his friend had been
a shy, skinny boy in the seventh grade
when he began dating Camevale.

But by the eigth grade Fuller was lift-

ing weights almost daily and had gained
30 pounds of muscle, Sciucco testified.

"He got bigger and stronger," Sciucco
said. "He looked and acted like a tough
guy."

But there were other, more disturbing
changes. Fuller grew more aggressive and
his relationship with Camevale deterio-
rated, Sciucco said. Once, Sciucco said he
spotted a book on anabolic steroids in

Fuller's room and on another occasion, a
hypodermic needle.

Wells
continued from page 3

meal that is simple to make, according to

Wells. Wells also mentioned that frozen
meals are not as nutritious as meals pre-
pared from scratch.

"We are so obsessed with meals that
take 30 minutes to prepare that we don't
realize the best foods takes very little

preparation time," Wells said. "You could
eat very well with just a cutting board, a
refrigerator, and a hot pot."

Wells finds religion to play a big role in
the way Americans look at food. Religion
tells us that pleasure is bad, according to
Wells. Even our language expresses this

idea, Wells mentioned. We call delicious
food "sinfully good" and chocolate cake is

called "devil's food cake'.

In the past American food has been
bland, according to Well. She points to the
turn of the century when German and
Italian heritage was smothered for pohtical
reasons, according Wells.

"We either like bland or peppery food.
We are just afraid of food," Wells said.

But Wells believe in the future, there
will be a change of tastes.

"We still have a huge wave of immi-
grants opening restaurants. We wall have
more exciting food."

r^g^-g^^ **^A*Mv^^-^f as:^

FREE TUITION!!!!
for

vSpring 1993 Semester

Tuition Scholarship Raffle

sponsored by

The University of Massachusetts

Alumni Association

Drawing will be held on Saturday, October 24

5:15 p.m. - Student Union Ballroom

Tickets $5.00 each Winner Need Not be Present

Tickets on Sale in The Alumni Office

First Floor, Memorial Hall

Now through October 24

RafTIe open to current undergraduates only. There will be no outright cash award; credit for

Spring 1993 tuition and fees will be awarded to a maximum of $4,250. If you receive Financial
Aid, this credit will be factored into your award and could have a negative impact.

Twins allegedly run over,

stab supermarket worker
MILFORD, Mass. (AP)— Teen-age

twins from Milford and a Franklinman
were arraignedMondayon charges that
they ran over a supermarket worker
and then stabbed him repeatedly.

Milford DistrictJudge Edward Viola

ordered Shawn Medina, 17, and
Michael S. Dignard Jr., 18, each jailed

on $25,00 cash bond in connection with
last week's attack on Steven Rossacci

outside Super Stop and Shop.

Viola set bond at $10,000 for Shawn
Medina's twin brother, Michael.

Police say the men tried to rob the

19-year-old Milford man as he left work
about 11 p.m. Wednesday. Witnesses
said that Rossacci fled toward the store,

but he was struck from behind by a car.

The driverthen backed up and struck
Rossacci again. His body caught on the
undercarriage, Rossacci was dragged
as the car backed up and lunged for-

ward repeatedly, said police Detective
Joseph Gresian.

Then Shawn Medina allegedly
jumped out of the car and stabbed

Rossacci several times with a screw-
driver, he said. Police said Dignard
was driving.

Rossacci suffered injuries ranging
from a pimctured lungand stab wounds
to broken collar bones and other in-

ternal injuries, police said. However, a
spokeswoman at University of Massa-
chusetts Medical Center in Worcester
said information about Rossacci's con-
dition was unavailable.

The Medina twins surrendered to

police Friday, while Dignard was ar-

rested on Saturday, Gresian said.

All three were charged with assault
with intent to murder, while Shawn
Medina faces the additional charge of
assault and battery with a dangerous
weapon.

Dignard also faces charges on as-

sault and battery with a dangerous
weapon (motor vehicle), operating
without a license, operating an
uninsured and unregistered car, failure

to yield to a pedestrian and driving to

endanger, among others.

/^ ^
HAMPSHIRE INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS

AND RESIDENTIAL ARTS PRESENTS

Entertaining Mr. Sloane
a Dark Comedy by Joe Orton

Directed by Corey Peerlstein

"One of the most immoral plays ever imported"

--CBS TV

AT THE HAMPDEN THEATRE
SOUTHWEST UMASS

Wed-Sat. Oct. 21-24 at 8.00
$2 STUDENTS
$4 GENERAL

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE FINE ARTS CENTER. HAMPSHIRE
vv Snack bar and at the door.V==- ^^
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Lozu Impact

Step

Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycles

Biocycles

Treadmill
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Student Telephone

Directory
Distribution of the 1992-93 Student Telephone Directory
will begin later this week and take about five work days
to complete (so please be patient).

Residence hall students will receive one copy per room
with delivery being made through cooperation of the Area
Operations Offices. Commuters will receive copies via

bulkdropattheCampusCenterConcoursefollowingdeliveries
to residence halls (probably early next week); Staff and
Faculty via campus mail.

15,000 copies are printed. It is unlikely that any excess
copies will be available following the initial distribution.

The primary purpose of the directory is to provide a listing
ofresidence hall roomtelephones(prefix 546) whosenumbers
are not otherwise available through Directory Assistance/
Information.

The directory is printed by an outside contractor at no
cost to students or the University.

Corrections of addresses and telephone numbers should
be made at the Registrar's Office.

You may note some "unusual" address abbreviations. These
are due to a computer problem at the vendor's computer
conversion company. For the full name of residence halls
see page 7; for Amherst street addresses, page 1 0. Hopefully,
this matter will be rectified by the Spring Supplement (5,000
copies).

--^^- ^^ ^^
J
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Candynian won't rot your teeth,
but be sure to brush afterwards

Tony Todd and Virginia Madsen of Candyman.
courtesy tristar pictures

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Despite the fact that Candyman descends into
ooga-booga horror nonsense in the third act, this
contemporary urban shocker is actually a notch above
the usual fare. But that isn't really saying much, now
is it? Candyman isn't exactly a fantastic movie (not
even a particularily good one), but for most of it, the
film taps into a common fear of the irrational, gooses
the audience a few times and in a controversial sidebar,
injects an undercurrent racism.

You will find no Stephen King knock-ofTs or buxom
coeds getting sliced as they lose their virginity here, as
director Bernard Rose concocts a promising (if even-
tually underwhelming) shocker fi-om a Clive Barker
short story.

Virginia Madsen {Highlander 2) plays Helen Lyle,
a grad student at the University of Illinois who is
writing her thesis on urban folklore. Madsen is piqued
by one particular legend, the one about the hook-
handed Candyman (Tony Todd),who can be summoned
by chanting Candyman five times in the mirror.

Naturally skeptic and cynical, Madsen starts offas
a refreshingly fearless heroine, as she probes the roots
of the Candyman legend in Cabrini Green, a local
housing project. A series (it's always a series) of
gruesome murders has solidified Candyman lore into
the already gang-ridden project.

To get the plot moving, Madsen utters Candjonan
five times in the mirror and nothing happens...right
away. In some innovative twists, the hook-handed
wonder reaps his horror on Madsen (and others as
well).

Up until this point, Candyman generates some well-
earned suspense, but I lost it as the film descended
into some goofy horror melodrama, with Candyman
wanting Madsen (get this) to be his lover beyond the
grave. Excuse me? Did I miss something?

The gaping problem with Candyman is the title

character. Who exactly is this robed guy?. The film
gives some third-rate gothic tale (something about a
doomed love affair) to explain why he has a hook hand.

It also makes a point about the fact he was killed by

getting stung by a hive of bees. The latter point is for
no other reason it seems than to have Todd have live
bees crawl out of his mouth. Nice, squirmy trick guys,
but w-h-y?
We really never get to see Candyman enough for him

to work as a conventional horror villain. Maybe that's
for the best, keeping the psycho in the shadows adds to
his allure, but there's no motivation for the hyperactive,
pseudo-operatic (that's a new one) ending.

By switching the location of Barker's short story
"The Forbidden" from a Liverpool project to the real-
life Cabrini Green and by making Candyman black,
director Rose adds a layer of racism that's virtually
virgin to this genre. However, by makingMadsen look
like a great white savior. Rose undercuts his whole
subtext.

The entire cast of Candyman admirably tries to
avoid horror film cliches, but erratic performances
persist. Madsen acts her heart out here and she works
best in the first hour as her gradual cynicism over the
legend and the irrationality of it all wears down into
fear. Unfortunately, her performance wears down as
well, dissolving into a near farce as she tries to save a
crjing baby from a trash heap (don't ask).

Tony Todd (Worfs brother on Star Trek: The Next
Generation) isn't given much to do as Candyman,
except walk around with a hook hand and speak in an
overdubbed voice that sounds like he's bellowing into
the intercom mike at Stop and Shop. But he was brave
enough to have bees in his mouth, so let's give credit
where it's due.

Vanessa Williams (not the singer but the actress
from Melrose Place) gets to show some un-Aaron
Spelling range as a resident of Cabrini Green. And
Kasi Lemmons (Jodie Foster's FBI cadet sidekick in
Silence oftheLam bs ) plays Madsen's partner and since
she's the lead's best friend we all know what happens
to her...

Bernard Rose, who directed 1988's underrated mind
game Paperhouse, tries vainly to make a film that will
ressurect the horror genre, yetCandyman isn't it. This
film won't rot your teeth but four out of five movie
critics recommend you rent Paperhouse instead.

Grade: C+

Author tells of
Columbus with
innocent eyes
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

In order to wind down its reflection of the
quincentennial of Columbus' arrival in the new world,
Hampshire College hosted distinguished author Michael
Dorris to speak last Sunday evening.

The author of The Crown of Columbus, which he co-
wrote with his wife, Dorris addressed the quincentennial
as a matter of the next five hundred years rather than of
the past. With extensive experience and study in the field
of anthropology, he asserted that we must look to the
through ofthe past without repeating our mistakes in the
future.

One way in which Dorris gives voice to the past is v.'ith

his literature. The Crown ofColumbus, for example, tells
the story of Vivian Twostar, an associate professor at
Dartmouth College who tracks down one ofthe diaries of
Columbus. In learning about his exploits and redefining
her beliefs about Columbus, this woman of Native
American descent learns a lot about herself

Dorris read from his latest work on Sunday, a childrens
book titled Morning Girl. This is the story of a twelve-
year-old girl named Morning Girl, living in the Bahamas,
who is the first human to encounter Columbus upon his
arrival in the Western Hemisphere.

The story was inspired by Dorris' study of the mirror
trade propagated by Columbus in his early years. Morning
Girl exhibits normal curiosity concerning her physical
appearance and in essence who she is. At one point she
asks her brother, "But what is me?" to which he merely
responds "You are you."

Morning Girl eventually learns about her appearance
by studying the features of her family and determining
which of those she shares with various relatives. This
seemingly simple concept teaches us not only to remember
where we come from, but to keep our appearance in
perspective. It also makes the idea of a mirror seem
debilitating in our struggle to figure out who we are.

Morning Girl is modeled after a true girl cited in
Columbus' diary to be one of the first people he met,
described to be "one quite young girl." Dorris' fictitious
character illustrates the vast difference between the
technology of Columbus' world and the simple ideals of
the people native to the land.

She also makes the reader question the idea of barbar-
ism, forwhen we look through her eyes at Columbus for the
first time, we see a man not found in any histoiy book.

The reader is drawn into the peaceful world of spar-
kling water and cool ocean breezes when Morning Girl
encounters the "fat people in the canoe." Upon seeing
these strangers Morning Girl greets them in her friend-
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Columbus
continued from page 7

liest way, but gets no response. She recog-

nizes their surprise at seeing her, and
continues to welcome the despite the fact

that they are "brainless as gulls."

Morning Girl's innocent warmth and
excitement to engage in conversation and
trade with the strangers paints a picture

of a friendly society anxious to "embrace
the possibility of difference" presented by
Columbus and his men. Little did she or

her people know of the conqueror's true
intentions that eventually crushed their

entire civilization.

Although the "boys in the boat" may
have won whatever claim to the Western
Hemisphere, Dorris claims the loss of the

treasures of the "beautiful, gentle and
impossible to enslave" people who lived

here before us turns Columbus' victory

into a bitter one indeed.

Through this story Dorris emphasizes
the evolution of multiculturalism. From
his ancestors who lived in segregated,

ethnocentric tribes to our jumbled society

today, Dorris asserts that "Our diversity as

a species has always been our salvation."

He concluded his lecture by asking us
to look at the future as an opportunity to

use our knowledge ofthe past not to mend
Columbus' errors but to develop our respect
for one another and for our differences.

"As we begin the next five hundred
years," he began, "let us all do a betterjob."

10,000 Maniacs finds
their own lyrical Eden
By SHARON MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

Our Time In Eden
10,000 Maniacs
Elektra Records

It has been over three years since we
have heard anything new from 10,000
Maniacs, with the exception of a 1990
compilation album, Hope Chest. Now the
group has changed their lyrics on their

new album Our Time In Eden with that
hint of redemption hidden through it all.

Led by lyricist-singer Natalie
Mercahand with guitarist Rob Buck,
keyboardist Dennis Drew, bassist Steve
Gustafson and drummer Jerome
Augustyniak, the Maniacs bring out a
fresh and more uplifting sound than in

the past.

The album starts off with the chilling

ballad "Noah's Dove." The piano ar-

rangement grabs the listener from its

intro with a loud and pronounced sound
that builds throughout the song and with
Merchant's beautiful voice.

An upbeat turn is taken on "These Are
Days," which is probably one of the most

optimistic songs in the groups's archive.

The song makes a point of saying, "enjoy

everything around you."

The dark ballads are still on the album,
with a darker tone and more aggressive
vocals. On "Tolerance" and "I'm Not the
Man," Merchant's vocals blend with the

bellowing of the music. Both quickly grab
the listener with an eerie power to believe

everything that is being said.

A new edition to the group's sound is

the use of J.B. Horns on "Few and Far
Between" and "Candy Everybody Wants."
The tracks show a playfullness, unlike

other songs they have done in the past,

with a soulful twist.

The track "Eden" makes one realize

that time is always against us no matter
what we do to try to stop it. The Ijrrics

paint a poetic tapestry for the listener to

interpret for themselves. Along with
"Eden," two other tracks that summarize
what the album's title means are "Jezebel"
and "IfYou Intend."

"Jezebel" is a song that is strong and
rich in its musical and lyrical content.

Starting off as a slow, but beautifully

orchestrated ballad, the song takes a turn
to show the power ofthe character's anger.

The Machine flops as

a Floyd tribute band
By DAKKAN ABBE
Collegian Steff

The Machine
Pearl Street
October 15, 1992

My expectations were high as I en-

tered the smoky lower level ofthe Pearl

Street night club this last Thursday
night. Billed, ofcourse, as "The Ultimate

Pink Floyd Tribute Band", The Machine
had drawn a large crowd of excited

Floyd fans, many of whom I suspect

had seen the band before.

I myselfam a giant Floyd fan. Wish
You Were //ere was, in my opinion, their

last great album, the end ofan amazing
saga that began with the wild Syd
Barrett years, took us through David
Gilmour's birth as a guitarist of tre-

mendous influence and finally Roger
Waters' dark exploration ofthe state of

humankind.
Both "Animals" and "The Wall" have

their strengths, but compared to ear-

lier Floyd come across like basically

dull and occasionally pretentious mu-
sical experiments.

So what about The Machine? Ugh.
First off, they started an hour and a
half late, which is something 1 barely

take in an original band, let alone a

"tribute band". 1 watched the band
members (as 1 correctly guessed them

to be by their cheesy garb) chat and

drink as the crowd poured thousands of

dollars into Pearl Street cash registers.

When they finallycame onstage and
plugged into the stacks of beeping

equipment, 1 was ready for a serious

tribute to one of the great bands of

history, complete with rare songs and

perfect renditons. What I got was a wet

noodle beating that began with the

tepid "Learning to Fly" from Floyd's

most recent album (1988?— whatever

itwas called), uninspired covers ofgood

songs from "The Wall" and the oh-so-

daring "Money," a classic rock radio

staple guaranteed not to offend anyone.

Most of the songs in their first set

were from "The Wall," and nothing

they played had even the slightest hint

of obscurity. If these guys are fanatic

Floyd-Heads, why couldn't they pull

out some gem that only those who know
Pink Floyd's music from the albums
and not from WAQY rock-blocks would
recognize and love?

My guess is that The Machine
learned their Floyd tunes from the

diligent taping of all the Pink Floyd

rock-blocks they could find. I was told

by an unconfirmed source that night

that The Machine makes a million

dollars a year doing this schlock.

Ifyou love Floyd skip this yawn-fest

next time it comes around and save
your money for a real band.

The song follows a woman's frustration

against a marriage she regrets getting

involved with and the fear of a divorce.

More powerful, yet simple in its own
way is the song "IfYou Intend." It displays

the sight of seeing someone's pride hide
the fact that they are d3ang from AIDS.
Merchant's voice is painfully pleading for

the person to reach out to those around
you before it is too late.

Our Time In Eden flows with the nar-

rative observances that revolve around
one crucial aspect of life— time. Without
it we will not know where we are going.

With it we will be misled into mysterious
turns that make up our life.

10,000 Maniacs convey this message
with the right amount ofintensity when it

needs to be done. They let us create our
own Eden in our hearts where we can
control all the time we want—
while we have it.

All Students!!

Annual Five College

Graduate & Professional Schools

Information Day
Over 90 schools including:

Boston College School of Social Work
Boston University School of Law
Cornell University

Emerson College

Dartmouth College

Harris Graduate School

George Washington University

Mass School of Professional Psychology

Northeastern University

Perm State University

Simmons College

Suffolk University

Temple Universtiy

Touro Law Center

University of Pennsylvania

University of Vermont

Wednesday, October 21, 1992

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm
Information & Literature on Admission, Financial Aid, and Housing

Coordinated by the Mather Career Center, University ofMassachusetts!Amherst in cooperation with Amherst, Hampshire,
Mt. Hotyoke and Smith Colleges

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement •Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Dana Dorman,

Kelly D'AmatO, speri.il thanks to Bell's Pizza

Menu
LUNCH

Cheesy Macaroni

Fishburger

BASICS LUNCH
Cheesier Macaroni

Veggie Chili

DINNER
Eggplant Parm

Beef 'n Veggie Stir Fry

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parm

Tofu 'n Veggie Stir Fry

The (jpinions cspri-ssi'd on thi> |).i(;c .irc those ol the ( artoonists .inci do not necessarily ret'lec t the views of the Collvi^i.}!! or the University.

By GARY LARSON

"Nerd! . . . Dang!"

Quote of the Day
"A man who is not hungry for tree food
is a fool."

— Anonxmous

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Mcuch 2 1 -April l'»); Bi-

very polite lo your neighlxirs and
show sympathy lor those who work
hard. Too much seli-analysjs could

lead to in.K lion. Trust your instincts.

TAURUS lApril 2()-May 20): Be
carctui ii temf)ied to oiler advice to

your adult olts[)rini; This lovc-d one
wants synipatliy. not suggestions.

Focus on community service. It is

your destiny to help others learn lo

help themselves.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 201: You
deserve helter than what you have
l)oen gelling. Retuselogiveup! There

is plenty oi tinx' to make a new start.

It necessary, seek prolessional assis-

tance.

CANCER (June 2 1 -)uly 221: Does
it ever liolher you that they named a

disease alter your sign^ Today will be
a day much like every other day, so

take care to notice the similarities.

LEOIjuly 2 i-Aug. 21): Yoursc-nse

ol humor hel|)s you win iriends and
inlluence potential enemies. You will

gel out ol lite whatever you put into it.

A busy social calendar keeps you on
the go!

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sept. 221: You
may I )e t(X) easily inlluenced l)y other

people now. An indirect business

approach will produce extraordinary

results. Your tinances receive a wel-

come l)oost.

LIBRA (Sept. 2^-Oct 22): Your

desire lor a close relationsliip grows
stronger every day. ('ost|)onea luxury

purchase until you have built up a

larger cash reserve You will never

regret planning tor a rainy day.

SCORPIO (Oct 2i-Nov. 211:

Now IS the lime todo those ihingsthal

will put you in charge ol a situation or

event. Overoplimism or tuzzy think-

ing (ould lead you aslray. Avoid
jumping into the unknown.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-f>c.
21 1: Although climbing the stairway

lo success is ditlicult at times, you can
reach the to)}. Keep your tails straight

and a\oid going to extremes. Make
plans lor the Christmas holidays.

CAPRICORN (Oe< . 22-ian. 1')):

Try lo stay on course with a new
enterprise. Oo not gel involved in

legal high jinks or ottlM'at busiiu-ss

pro(«)sals. It worriitl about a techni-

cal matter, seek prolessional help.

AQUARIUS (|an. 2()-Feb I Hi: A
delay or mixup looms. To rush lr)r\vard

or retreat IS hazardous; seek the middle
ground. Thediliit ult issues ol the day
should l)e discussed calmly.

PISCES (Feb. 1 '(-March 20): Have
nothing lo do with people you know
are snobbish. You are lucky lobe Irei'

ol their inlluence The Ik'sI way lo

strike il rich is through wise invcsl-

mcnis.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Devotion

6 Site of Tai

Mahal
10 Functions
14 Screen
15 CrucifiK

16 Escapade
17 Shallow lake m
W Russia

18 Word with hog
or house

19 Half MXIV
20 Bud
22 Label

beforehand
24 Rams' dams
26 Carpenter, at

limes
27 Speech

impaired

30 Aesir member
31 August babies
3? Liplike

34 Eureka!
37 — luck

36 Adjective for

Abner
39 Hat feature

40 Time spans:
Abbr

41 Fog
44 Bread spread
45 TV host Jack
46 Deductive
48 Oualilying race
51 Actress

Patricia

52 Recall

55 Char
59 Ripened
60 Alts, in the

Seine
62 Creamy color

63 Darn it!

64 — qua non
65 Friend, in

Colonial days
66 Ye — Shoppe
67 I ondon

gallery

68 Fruit lead in

DOWN
1 Supposing that

2 Small brook

3 People
Comb, form

4 Fried egg order

5 Subscribes
again

6 Part of ETA
7 Gunk
8 Bellow

9 Attachment, of

a son
10 Bu7Z0f NASA
1

1

Find fault

12 Twinkling

13 T bar rider

21 Lime tree

23 Bucket
25 Graduated, like

a ladder
27 Cohort
28 Fruit salad

component
29 lytasons'

troughs

30 J n Ewmg,
for one

33 Encore'
34 A Guthrie

35 Yesterday, to

Yves

36 Mine, in Pans
39 Erupt

41 Injure

42 Certain versifier

43 Simians
45 Promise
4 7 Speeding
46 Madrid

museum
49 Queenly

50 Make better

53 Lamb's pen
name

54 Lease
56 Roster
57 Harvest

56 Extravagant
promo

61 Understard

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Whose world . . . Whose America . . . ?
"When we read the history books given to children in

the United States, it all starts with heroic
adventure...there is no bloodshed. ..and Columbus Day is

a celebration." -Howard Zinn, A Peoples History of the
United States

The year 1992 has been declared as the "Year Against
Genocide" by the Native American Nations throughout
the Americas. October 12, 1992 was marked by a spate of
protests world over, condemning the celebration of Co-
lumbus' "discovery" of the "new world."

Five hundred years ago, the "hero" Columbus sailed
forth seeking a passage to India, in search of gold and
spices. He accidently landed in the Carribean and was to

wrote in his log, "They brought us parrots, balls ofcotton
and spears and many other things. ..they willingly traded
everything they owned...They were well-built, with good
bodies and handsome features...with 50 men we could
subjugate them all and make them do whatever we
want."

Thus began the era ofgenocide, violence, exploitation,
and bloodshed against the peoples ofAfrica, Asia, and the
Americas; an odyssey of unparalled exploitation that
continues even today.

The story of Columbus being told features the arrival
of European "civilization" in a land "uninhabited." The
obliteration of gS'/r of the indigenous populations of this
hemisphere by warfare, starvation, and imported disease
is pictured as an unfortunate side effect.

The holdiay is a symbol of the celebration of a trail of
murder, theft, and broken treaties that followed
Columbus'discovery. It is akin to the glorification of the
Jewish holocaust, or the bombing of Hiroshima or Cam-
bodia. It is an assertion on the part of the dominant

culture that benefitting through exploitation and killing

is acceptable.

The Columbus quincentennial raises a matrix of
complex issues relating to racism, intervention, the en-
vironment, sovereignity for people of color, land rights,

and cultural rights. It draws focus to the fact that the
violence people of color face world over is part of that
continuum of colonial violence which American and Eu-
ropean governments propose to celebrate in the form of
Columbus' voyage from Europe to America.

Shyamala

IVATURY
As the process ofcolonization has unfolded, the legacy

of exploitation has continued. To give a few concrete
examples-
1

)

Today in Columbia and other Latin American countries,
cyanide-based chemical processes are causing severe
pollution. It's continued use is justified because helps
extract precious metals from old mines. Metals that are
then sold by U.S. companies for a profit.

2) In the western part of the United States, uranium
mining on reservations has caused increased levels of
radioactivity. The hazzards ofthis can be seen in the fact
that the Navaho population experiences birth defects
which are 8 times above the national average. Uranium
mining is important for President Bush's energy policy.

3) In Central America the U.S. agro-export policy or the
"hamburger connection" destroys much of the land by
clearing it for cattle to graze. The cheap beef enhances
fast-food restaurants, while the clearing of the land
causes severe erosion of top soil in these countries.

4 ) In Kuwait after the GulfWar, there were 732 oil wells

on fire, lifting almost 100,000 tons of smoke and soot

into the atmosphere daily. The long-term effects ofthis

is unknown.
5) In 1984, in Bhopal, India, a pesticide leak at a U.S.

owned Union Carbide Plant killed 2,000 people initially.

6) In 1987, the Haitian governement issued an import
permit for fertilizer to the cargo ship "Khian Sea."

However, the ship's cargo consisted of 13,476 tons oftoxi

municipal fertilizer ash from Philadelphia.

A closer look at racism and the enviornment within

the United States reveals the following:

1) 3 of the 5 largest commerical hazardous waste land
fills are in Black or Hispanic communities. These account
for 40% of the nation's estimated land fill space.

2) 3 out of5 African-American and Latin Americans live

in communities with uncontrolled toxic waste sites.

3 ) About one-halfo ofthe Native Americans live on lands
with uncontrolled toxic waste sites.

As was the case 500 years ago, when Columbus set

sail, the exploitation of people from Asian, Africa, and
the Americas benefits the "white power structure," U.S.
and European multinationals, and the majority white
citizens of their nations.

It is the case that the people of color world over are
being exploitated by the minority white population of
this planet. Most ofthe economies ofdeveloping nations
are ravaged by imperialism and neo-colonialism. When
people of color within the U.S. continue to face racism
and discrimination, it is no small wonder that this
philosophy is reflected at the UMass campus.

Shyamala Ivatury is a UMass graduate student

Puerto Rican culture
and politics examined

Yesterday, I was listening to several
Ruben Blades' songs such as "Tiburon"
and "Patrica," when a woman from
Guinea Equatorial asked me if I were
Latin American. I instinctively replied
"Yes, I'm Puerto Rican." She laughed
and asked, "but isn't Puerto Rico a
territorial possession or a colony of the
United States?" She laughed even
harder and asked me. "so why is it that
the majority of Portoricans would pre-
fer to become either the fifty-first child
of the union, or remain a colonial pos-
session oftheAnglo-American Empire?"
I replied, "It's an economic thing." She
laughed and responded, "Oh, so it's true
that Portoricans love the welfare sys-

tem."

Charles R.

VENATOR-SANTIAGO
The majority of citizens of Anglo-

America neither care nor have a clue
about the geographical extension oftheir
empire. Most can't even name all of the
fifty states oftheir union, nuch less the
colonial possessions of their nation.
Boriken, or in Spanish terms Puerto
Rico, is one of over 2,200 islands cur-
rently appropriated by Anglo-America.
Yes, Iraq took over one country, while
the U.S. has formally invaded and colo-

nized over 2,200 island territories.

Nonetheless, the question ofBoriken
should be examined in greater detail by
the majority of Portoricans. If allowed
Portoricans, a term developed by and
for Anglo-American purposes, would
choose to become the fifty-first child of
the union, or remain a colonial posses-
sion of this northern giant, rather than
join the rest of the Latin Americem
nations (with the exception of Mexico)
as a free and independent country.

Currently, portoricans (U.S. Citi-

zens by Might ofJones Act of 1917) are
eligible to be drafted, receive welfare
benefits, exempted from paying fed-

eral taxes, while not being allowed to
have proportional representation in the
U.S. Congress, along with a myriad of
other procedural legalitites which
maintain Puerto Rico as a ghettoe state
of social-economic development.

As of today, over fity percent of the
island's population would be eligible to

receive poverty level benefits by U.S.
standards. As a state, besides being
elibgle to have more congressional rep-
resentation than 30 states ofthe union,
over seventy-five percent of the popu-
lation would make more money re-

ceiving welfare benefits rather than
working, under current U.S. standards.

However, what must be clear, is

that no matter how confused and ig-

norant the majority of Portoricans are
ofthe social-political-economic realities,

their cultural heritage stands in their
way, possing a strong element of re-

sistance.

Culture, although continously being
redefined, is still the most outstanding
means of rebellion that challenges
Anglo-American hegemony over our
community. Culture, or a shared set of

historical experiences, has no geo-
graphical boundaries. No Portorican
can deny their African, Taino, and or
Spanish heritage. No Portorican can
hide his or her language, food, music .

. . beauty, no matter how "Euforicly"

hard they try.

In the words of an honrable pirate,

"in the land of faithful blind servants,

the on eyed will rule."

Charles R. Venator-Santiago is a
UMass graduate student

Whose campus • • . ?

The Collegian's
Multicultural Affairs Page

is looking for writers.
If you are interested in

contributing, please come down
to 113 Campus Center Basement

and ask for Sandra Rose.

Exploitation has become an ingrained
doctrine that is systematically structured
in Western cultures. The system is struc-
tiured so that white people are often un-
willing to admit they are privileged, even
though they may recognize that people of
color are disadvantaged. White people do
not recognize the corollary relationship,

by being advantaged, and the connection
to those who are disadvantaged.

Sandra

ROSE
The University of Massachusetts is in

a position where it recognizes that people
of color are disadvantaged, but continues
to perpetuate the oppressive condition,
through it's resistance to truly create a
multi-cultural environment. How can
UMass claim that it is a diverse campus,
when the most disadvantaged in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts are de-
nied access to education, when minority
students, staff, and faculty only make up
10% of the campus population, when the
hostile racial climate endanger the lives of
the students of color on the campus?

In an era where public school systems
are failing, the students suffer the most.
Minority communities have been hit the
hardest by the failed educational system.
Minority students often fall through the
"cracks" and then are unfairly blamed for
a being a victim of a societal problem. It's

not thatthey can't do the work, it's because
the school systems have failed them. For
many minority students living in urban
cities, they cannot see the connection be-
tween success and education, because
higher education is often not a possibility.

Students of color are becoming more
separated with education.

In light of this fact, UMass cuts one of
the most vital programs that provide an
opportunity for disadvantaged minority
students to make college a reality. UMass
actively recruits athletes each year, but
where is their commitment to bringing
inner-city students to this campus?

Low-income women of color with fami-
lies have little access to education and
college is almost impossible without assis-
tance in childcare, housing, tuition, and
health-care. These women cannot get out
oftheir present conditions without having
an alternative to improve their lives.

Currently, there are no programs spe-
cifically designed to bringmore low-income
women of color to this campus, and there
are only a few services to aide the women
who are already here.

UMass is a white cultural center that
breeds privileged white people. The core-
curriculum is Eurocentric and elitist. Stu-
dents of color often feel isolated and frus-

trated not only because of the low repre-
sentation of minority students, but be-
cause ofwhat is being taught. Students of
color are subjected to distorted Euro-
American perspectives that does not rec-

ognize that it was the sacrifice, labor, and
resources of people of color that built this

coimtry. White students are in such a
state of denial that they cannot even rec-

ognize the extent of"white" exploitation of
people of color.

Insensitive treatment goes beyond
student relations. Top level administra-
tors, faculty, staff, and police contribute to

the hostile racial climate on campus. It is

not the students of color who are beating
up residents. It is not students of color
who are defecating on cultural centers. It

is not students of color who are teaching
racism and violence in the classrooms.

Students ofcolor are justified for react-
ing to the hostile racial climate that is set
up for them. Why should we remain pas-
sive, while our adversaries are taught to
be violent, hateful, and racist? We must
bring our voices together in protest.

The token 10 percent minority repre-
sentationon thiscampus is being exploited.
We are subjected to discrimination, vio-
lence, and insensitivity on a daily basis,
while administrators use us to make
UMass' appHcation booklets and recruit-
ment pamphlets more attractive by cre-
ating a multi-cultural facade.

The administration would like to take
the credit for the few improvements made
towards a multi-cultural university, but
the truth is that the University has failed
its mission. Most ofthe changes that have
occurred to improve the situation for stu-
dents of color have been through student
activism. The resistance andbacklash that
students of color have met in the past is a
testament to the ignorance of white
privileged people who do not understand
the reasons why students ofcolor who feel
unsafe, discriminated against, and mis-
represented in the dominant culture.

White students will always be in the
company of people in of their race. White
students will learn their history and the
contributions that their ancestors' made
in this society. White students will never
be attacked by a mob of Black students
over a dispute about a baseball game.
White students will never have to be a
"credit to their race." White students will
never have to fight for their basic rights
because UMass is a large white cultural
center that caters to its white populous.

"This is not such a free country; one's
life is not what one makes it: many doors
open for certain people through no virtues
of their own. "— Peggy Mcintosh

Sandra Rose is a Collegian staffmem-
ber
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continued from page 12

There, I might have been sitting," said Johnson.
Johnson decided to come here to UMass when Koch

saw him playing in a tournament in Dallas, and it was
then a matter of time before he came to Amherst.

"Coach Koch saw me playing in the Dallas Cup this
year, and I was looking to stay close to home at that point.
I came here, and liked the campus, the program, and the
players," said Johnson.

Koch has been impressed with his freshman, and has
great things to say about Johnson.

"Cohn is a freshman that plays like an upperclassman
because he doesn't make too many first year mistakes.
He's a hard worker who works extremely hard in prac-
tice. The players know that they can count on his support
offensively and count on him to work hard," said Koch.

Even though the personalities ofJacobs and Johnson
are different, the players have mutual respect for one
another. Their goals for the rest of the season are the
same: win.

"We have proven that we could beat any team going
into the A- 10 Championships. Everybody on our team
has to contribute if we are going to win," said Johnson.

"Our team has to lift its game another notch. Before
the season, I wanted us to be in the NCAA's. I think we
can do it," said Jacobs.
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folks (twice the viewership of Channel
22).

My advice is this: don't give up, you
will get the hang of it. What is that
saying about, " 'tis nobler to try and fail

a thousand times, than never to have
tried at all."

Despite awful newscasts, Channel
30 WVIT has shown there is someone
with a brain in their New Britain stu-
dio by coming up with the most inven-
tive twist I have seen in years.

The "You pick the game" promotion
urges viewers to call the Channel 30
studios and decide on which NFL game

the network shows on Sundays. The
promotion implied that the game picked
by the most viewers will be shown ev-

ery week. That's what I like to see,

democracy in action.

Oh, how the mighty Patriots have
fallen. WVIT must be getting killed by
WSFB channel 3's CBS telecasts, fa-

cilitating this change. I just want to

know how many of you wiseguys out
there will spend the dime to demand
the exciting Indianapolis-Miami
matchup. Better yet, Cleveland-N.E.
Am I alone, or has the CBS "big fan",

(Cro-Magnon man, according to our
own Mr. Crofts) grown on you, too?

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian
columnist

Read Michael Morrissey each
Friday in the Collegian.
Then send your letters of

response to 113 Campus Center.

Collegian Sports. If you don't want
to read it, at least appreciate the

pretty, action-filled photos.
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Come on in and try one of our
NEW SPECIAL TY DRINKS!!!

THE "CHARLIE CHAN"
"This One h A Mystery"

Vodka; Midori; Amaretto; Cranberry Juice and topped with an
orangeslice and a cherry. This is served as a JUMBO Drink.

STUDENT
FITNESS
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks!

$179

Open 1 1 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet Bank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC/ VISA/ AMEX Accepted • 549-5403

o
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Wednesday 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

00*SPECIAL RATE!
September

to May
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES*:
• Tennis • Racquetball** • Massage Therapy
• Nautilis • Aerobics**(includesstep)
• Free Weights • Fitness testing • Sauna
• Basketball • Cardiovascular (Stairmaster , LifeCycles )

'Not all clubs feature all amenities "Nominal Fee

Comparable Value

$400 if paid monthly

You save nearly 50%
by paying for your

membership on the

day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

ATHLETIC
CLUBS of
AIABRICA

^^^

659 Amherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638

(Formerly Winners Athletic Club)

Hypnotic Hats
over 20 styles to choose from

Exclusively at

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Plrasint SI., Amherst • 253-2013
22 Muonic S(., Nofthjmplon • SU-6336

Oprn 7 dayi
TlMmd>)r ntghb in Northampton

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian '.University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

UPC Gaiwrai Committ** M««ting:
Tonight 10/20, at 6.00 p.m. in Earthfoods

at the Student Union. All are welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Want caraar and a job?
Try Food Science as a major

Call Dr. Chinachoti 545-1025

WRESTLING CLUB
All interested wrestlers

practice Tuesday and Thursday
8:30 10:00 24 Totman (not BoydenI
Call 549-2632 - Matt or 6-2959 Charlie

ATTENTION

To tha guy that came down to the

Collegian a week ago asking about lost

tickats. Please come down as I think

they were your tickets. You have 2 left.

AUTO roR SALE

1979 Toyota Corolla, runs super, body
excellent S700 253-3369

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese S6.00

Free soda with the purchase of a large

sub salad or spaghetti.

549 6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also medicine cards

Call Mitch at 548 9761

FOR SALE

Dot Matrix prirrtar IBM compatible S 120.

Call 245-9542 after 5 ask for Don

Tandy 200 PortaMa computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O.

FREE FOOD WITH AEPI

Cantral/Orchard Hill

Tonight!!

8:00 p.m.

See posters

HELP WANTED

AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience
necessary. Call Target Zone Studies

5re 1729

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Oaytona, &

Jamaica from SI 59. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

Ba on T.V. Many needed for

commercials. Now hiring all ages.
For casting info, call (615) 779-71 1

1

ext. T-458.

Cruiaa Ships now hiring - Earn S2,000-^/

month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-

perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5001

Evaning Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584
9830

Postal Jobs availablal Many positions.

Great benefits. Call 1-800 333 3737
ext. p-3306 .

Earn $1,300 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars' ... Begin NOWi. .FREE packet!

SEVS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCE.VlENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-

teed. FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801 379 2900 Copyright «

MA15KDH

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring

break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.

Call 1-800 3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

LEGAL HELP

Questions about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases? Questions

about the condition of your new house or

apartment? Contact the Legal Services
Center, 922 Campus Canter 545-1995.

LOST

Lost! Haart-shapod amethyst/diamond
ring on 10/17 near Boyden. Please call

2563433.

Lost! Larga silvsr pipe nng w/iurquoise

stone. Left in Campus Center Big Reward!
546-4918.

PERSONALS

Babydoll
Squach!
Yahooooooooooooo!

!

!! Happy Birthday!!

8 More and you're

tthhiirrttyy

Love you do I.

Love you me most.

J.

Bon of Andy's Pizza Fame:
"You are the HOTTEST one for years of

night my dazed eyes have enioyed.

Brilliance'

-Fainting with Interest

Mira G.A. Here's a personal just for you!
I love the way you make me smile and
laugh!! Siempre pensando en ti. Your
mentadent woman.

To thosa who brought the pond to us
You'll gel yours!

M & L Webster

SERVICES

Grants, Loans, Scholarships
We find financial aid for every

student regardless of grade point

average or family income. Guaranteed.
1 800 475 2288 ext. 1519.

Scholarships, Grants avsilabia
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

S45 Fee

253 3454, 586 9445

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256 0821

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female to share large room 167 .SO
call 665-7604

A Room in 3 bdr house on bus rt

w/2 Grad students

S283/mo oil heal 256-0802

ST. JUDE

llianli youl! For all your help!!

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell

check, laser printout. 51.50/ page. Brian

546-1795

WANTED

Weakly TV News show needs reports

and writers Call Sendy at 5 1336.

UMASS RACQUETBALL

Wa ara intarastad in now members.
All Univ. men and women are welcome.
If you want to learn more call 549-4349 or
546-2813
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Sports
Jacobs and Johnson earn duel award
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Roommates are supposed to communi-
cate off the field, but when it comes to

Randy Jacobs and Colin Johnson, this

pair communicates on the field as well.

These two combined this past weekend
for six goals (three for each player) to help
the University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team clinch a spot in the Atlantic 10
post-season with two key wins, earning
Jacobs and Johnson Collegian Co-Athlete
of the Week.

Jacobs, a junior forward from Trenton,
N.J., could be compared to "Prime Time"
Deion Sanders, since he is outspoken on
his talent and ability to score. He is very
confident on and offthe field, and his play
earned him Atlantic 10 Player ofthe Week.

Jacobs has been playing soccer since he
was five years old, not uncommon for

successful players. He credits his father
for getting him started at such a young
age.

"My father brought me up in soccer and
he was my coach through my younger
years up until high school," said Jacobs.

When Jacobs arrived at Hamilton High,
he decided to play three sports: basketball

,

tennis, and soccer. However, he always
knew that soccer would be what could get
him to the next level, which was college.

Since he lived in N.J., it would have
been possible for him to play his sport at

Rutgers University, which in the past had
been known more for its soccer program
than here at UMass.

"Rutgers was a possibility, but I didn't

really want to play more soccer in New
Jersey. I've done that my whole life. I

wanted to bringmy talent to another state,"

Jacobs said.

Now to the present, where Jacobs is a

prominent scorer on a successful UMass
team, led by head coach Sam Koch. Koch
was not herewhen Jacobs was a freshman,

but from his sophomore to hisjunior year,

he has seen a change in his forward, and
is impressed.

"Randy is doing simple things extremely
well, and his finishes are outstanding. I'm

really pleased with his attitude and work

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Randy Jacobs (right) and Colin Johnson of the UMass men's soccer team were named

Collegian Co-Athletes of the Week for their performance this past weekend against St.

Joseph's and Hofstra.

ethic. He has developed into a great

player," said Koch.

On the other hand, Jacobs' roommate
and complement, Colin Johnson, could be

compared to Walter Payton. He is often

quiet, receives the recognition, butremains
within himself about his abihties.

Johnson, a freshman forward from
Yorktown Heights, N.Y., has started every

game this season for UMass, and his play

has been rewarded. He has been named A-

10 Freshman of the Week for the second
time this year.

Johnson's father taught him the game
of soccer at a very young age, when Colin

attended his soccer camps all the way up
until high school.

Back in high school, Johnson played
lacrosse as well as soccer. However, he
stopped participating in lacrosse when he
realized soccer was his sport.

"A lot of my buddies from high school

are now competing in lacrosse at big time
schools, and they ask me why I gave it up.

I just tell them it was for soccer," said

Johnson.
When itcame time to choosing a college,

Johnson had several options, including
national soccer powers Duke and South
Carolina.

"Duke and South Carolina showed in-

terest in me by talking to the coach ofmy
club team back home. However, I wanted
to come in and play and have an impact.

Turn to AWARD, page 1
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Water polo sweeps five games at Harvard
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON—A year ago at this time the University of
Massachusetts water polo team was in serious trouble.
They had just lost to perennial eastern power Brown
University in double overtime in the first round of the
New England Championships at Harvard. The Bears
beat the Minutemen later in the year to win the N.E title.

This past weekend the same tournament produced
very different results as UMass won all five of their
games, including a convincing 7-3 win over 18th-ranked
Brown Saturday afternoon. The Minutemen are now 21-

1 and ranked 14th nationally. Yarworth said the team
could possibly move up if a team above them falters.

"At this point last year, we lost it," said UMass senior
driver Scott Reed. "This year we didn't. We stayed on top.

I think this is the biggest game of the year."

It was, and the Minutemen played it as such.
"The whole team was great," said assistant coach Dan

Margulis, who was acting as head coach as Russ Yarworth
attended his sister's wedding. "It was a real team effort

and that's why we're so good this year."

Jeremy Alters got UMass off on the right foot as 50

seconds into the game he tossed in a nice backhand curl.

A Uttle more than two minutes later Reed banked one in
off the right post.

The Bears scored the next three goals over a span of
three minutes, and just when UMass seemed on the
verge ofpacking it in, Javier Gonzalez scored with three
minutes lefl in the half, putting new life into the Min-
utemen.
A minute later Tsan Engin scored to make the score 4-

3. The killing blow was another Engin score with less

than a minute left. Gonzalez took a shot at the end ofthe
shot clock, and when the Brown goalie didn't hold on to it,

Engin pounced on the reboimd and put it home, and
basically put the game out of reach.

UMass' active, pressing defense held the Bears
scoreless in the second half. Third period goals byGonzalez
and freshman Fransisco Mariani iced the win.

Freshman goalie Alex Mujica made four saves in the
fourth quarter on his way to a game total of nine.

Harvard put a scare into the Minutemen Saturday
morning as they controlled play in the first half and
enjoyed a 4-2 lead at the break. Unfortunately for the
Crimson, UMass had a third period slaughter planned.
Gonzalez scored three times in the period, and Alters and

Pat Lau added one each as the Minutemen went up 7-5

in what Yarworth termed as the best quarter of polo the
team has played all season.

Engin and Gonzalez scored in the fourth period to put
the game out of reach. Mujica recorded eight saves.

Friday night the Minutemen recorded a 15-8 victory
over the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Tsan
Engin had four goals and Todd Hourihan had four saves.

Sunday morning they dispatched of Boston College
14-6 as Reid notched four goals. Hourihan replaced
Mujica in net and made nine saves.

The Minutemen closed the weekend Sunday afternon
by beating Yale 12-3. Gonzales had three goals while
Hourihan had an easy day in net, notching three saves.
GAMENOTES - The team really seems to be clicking,

and, unlike past years, has confidence in the big games.
Even after being down at the half to Harvard and down
3-2 to Brown, the Minutemen didn't panic.

"What we're seeing now is if a team doesn't come to
play us for four quarters, they are not going to win,"
Yarworth said.

This weekend the Minutemen are hosting Army at
Amherst College in the season's last home away from
home g£une.

The good, the bad, and the ugly of TV sports
To those ofyou who cannot read the bendee, I am not

Jeff Crofts, I am simply filling in for my esteemed col-

league, who will be back later in the week.
This is the first TV sports column of the year. This

column has three purposes: A) to take up a huge amount
of space on the sportspage; B) To quiet those who
incessently ask, "So Mike, what did you do this weekend?";
C) To (hopefully) entertain the reader.

First of all, five of the six American League Champi-
onship Series games were broadcast during the day. I

don't know who said a prayer to the television gods, but
it worked. They relented. The fact that Toronto-Oakland
Part I (back in 1989) was one of the worst series ever in

terms of ratings might have had something to do with it.

Or it could be the simple fact that the Eye wanted to

showcase America's Team, Atlanta, during prime time.
But wait, what important things do South Carolinian
Braves fans do during the day before WTBS comes on?
My best guess would be something involving fireworks,

firearms, or Fireball brand moonshine.
Anyway, the Braves have picked up a national audi-

ence, and the Braves-Pirates playoff series got a better

rating last year than the Blue Jays-Twins. Besides,

Oakland is in the Pacific time zone, which facilitated the
daytime coverage even more.

Getting to the men themselves, Sean McDonough and
Tim McCarverhavedonean excellentjob, andMcDonough 's

call at the end ofNLCS Game 7 was memorable.
The action didn't end on the field for McCarver, either.

He was doused, as I am sure you all heard, with cold

water and ice by poor sport Deion Sanders. It seems
Sanders was unhappy with McCarver's description of

Deion's two-sport Sunday showcase as "a selfish act."

That wasn't all. though. Sunday, McCarver bent over
backwards to sound like Mr. Niceguy with respect to

Sanders. Yeah, Tim, we didn't think you'd be that objec-

tive. It's obvious that the tail is wagging the dog in TV
land and players dictate what is and is not said.

It seems nobody cares about the World Series anyway
because of the late start of the first pitch. Newspaper
editors are cursing CBS under their collective breath
because the games have exceeded deadline on the East
coast. In other words, forget about actually reading about
any of the games in the morning.

Michael

MORRISSEY
McDonough and McCarver's handling ofEd Sprague's

game-winninghome run in Toronto's Game 2 5-4 win was
weak at best. Sprague's dinger rocketed out ofAtlanta's
Fulton County Stadium before McDonough could even
get a word out. Hey Sean, were you really that shocked
that former Red Sox reliever Jeff Reardon could give up
a ninth inning homer?

To top it off, CBS made Sprague's noteworthy homer
ridiculous by harping on the fact that wife Kristen Babb-
Sprague won a gold medal in synchronized swimming.

Not only did they flash to Babb-Sprague every minute,
but they described in detail during the ninth inningofthe
World Series how a scoring error gave the swimmer the
medal over a Canadian and caused commotion in Toronto.
If you thought it was boring to read just now, imagine
how it sounded on air!

Let's run down other action on TV this weekend.
Game ofthe Week: Saturday's Boston College-Penn

State game on ABC. Not only did many viewers get to see
the Eagles nationally for the first time this year, they also
saw BC do what no team has done in 23 years: beat the
Nittany Lions at Homecoming. A heartstopper down to

the wire gets my pick.

Worst game ever shown on television: This one

also goes to ABC, the second half of Saturday's college
football double header. Michigan was leading Indiana
31-3 at halftime in a game noone from New England
cares about (where was the Tennessee-Alabame game? I

don't have pay per view!), and there was no scoring
whatsoever in the second half. 'Nuff said.

Other lowlights: CBS superstar John Madden made
not one but two mistakes in Simday's Redskin's 16-12
win over the Eagles. Not only did Madden insist for three
minutes that up 16-3, the Eagles could only tie the game
with two touchdowns, but he also said Washington line-
backer Wilber Marshall used to play for Pittsburgh, not
Chicago, but he quickly corrected himself.

Try, try again: To those of us who have grown up in
the Boston area and are accustomed to competent sports-
casters, the Happy Valley is quite a shock. Although I

cannot rip channel 40 because I confess to not watching
SundaySports Live this weekend (my VCR must have
malfunctioned!), Channel 22 gets the nod forunsolicited
advice of the week.

With heavyweights such as Rich Tettemer and Bob
"Let's get ready to" Rumbold at the microphone, God only
knows how well the production of the UMass-UConn
Homecoming football game came out. I sure don't, be-
cause I went to see the game, along with 10,900 other

_______^_
Turn to Morrissey. page 1
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SPORTS NOTICE
MIDNIGHT MADNESS— The basketball office is now accept-

ing entries for the Midnight Madness three-on-three basketball
tournament and fool shot contest, To enter, ptease sign up at the
men's basketball table on the Campus Center concourse, which is

open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily unt8 Oct. 27th.
The prefiminaries for the three-on-three tournament wfll be heW

on Wed. Oct. 28th at the Curry Hicks Cage and final rounds will be
heW on Sat. Oct. 3t. before Midnight Madness at the Cage.
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Call the weather phone like

we do. Amazingly easy.

Local:
Amherst schoolchildren will be let loose to trick-or-treat in

Orchard Hill Residential Area thanks to a program
sponsored by VIBES and house councils. Page 3.

Sports:
Men's soccer defeats St. Joseph's, clinch tie

for A-10 title. Women's soccer to face

Rhode Island. Page 12.
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WOULD YOU LIKE FRIES WITH THAT? - Craig Allaben, manager of the University Gallery, evaluates the safety of
Mauro Staccioli's sculpture on the Fine Arts Center steps, and makes minor repairs.

Candidates' views are not clear
Millie is more well-known than death penalty issue
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Correspondent

While many voters are familiar with some ofthe more
trivial aspects of the presidential campaign, their
knowledge of the candidates' policies, records and the
issues in general is "extremely low," according to a recent
national survey.

Two University professors at the Center for Study of
Communications surveyed nationwide 601 randomly se-
lected likely voters from Oct. 6 to Oct. 9. The study,
commissioned by FAIR, had a four percentmargin oferror

.

In a news conference at Robsham Visitors Center
yesterday Justin Lewis, an associate communication
professor, said the main finding of their survey was "the
level of knowledge about issues among the electorates
seems to be very, very low." It also found avid television
watchers were not more knowledgeable of the campaign
issues.

"When we asked people about the issues or what the
candidates stand on the issues, most people really don't
know very much either about the candidates or about
issues in general," Lewis said.

In the survey out ofthe 21 questions asking about the
candidates and the issues, the average score was 32
percent in correct answers. The figure drops to 27 percent
if the more trivial questions were removed, according to
Lewis.

"That outhnes how low the score [was]," Lewis added.
When it comes to more trivial issues, the survey found

"people are better informed" than with more substantial
issues.

About 86 percent ofthose surveyed said they knew the
Bush family has a dog named Millie, while only 15
percent know that both Bush and CUnton support the
death penalty, and less than five percent are aware that
both candidates have proposed cutting capital gains
taxes, according to the study.

Olver's staffer caught
listening in private talk

Fierce race
drives up
large cost
By MIKE ROBINSON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - The presidential rivals are
waging what shapes up as the costliest political adver-
tising bhtz in the history ofthe airwaves, spending more
than $40 million on network television this fall.

From pro football games to prime-time sitcoms,
presidential ads are everywhere and will be until election
eve, when the rivals are expected to air 20- to 30-minute
final appeals at a rate of almost $1 million an hour.

Beyond that. President Bush and Gov. Bill Clinton are
pouring millions more into a barrage of radio ads and
local TV spots in key battleground states.

"If the opposition is doing it, you're afraid not to do it,

that's what drives the spending up," said Professor Herbert
Alexander of the University of Southern California, an
authority on campaign spending.

What are viewers seeing?

Bush's latest ad show a Time magazine cover with
Clinton's face and the headline: "Why voters don't trust
Clinton." Perot has been running half-hour spots laying
out the country's economic problems and his proposed
solutions. Clinton's first network ad aired Thursday
night. It shows Bush telling voters in 1988 they would
would be better off with him as president. "How are you
doing?" it asks.

Spendingon network ads this year has easily outpaced
four years ago. At this time in 1988, for example, ABC
had taken in a total of $5.9 million from Bush and
DemocratMichael Dukakis in post-convention ad money,
compared with $19 million so far this year from Bush,
Clinton and Perot.

Perot's presence in the race is one reason for the
higher spending levels.

Another is Bush's underdog status in most states,

which has forced him to spread his message far and wide.
He is talking to the networks with ads that in happier
times might have been more economically targeted to key
states.

"With Perot in the race, it has to be the most spending
ever, no doubt about it," said Washington political con-
sultant Vic Kamber.

"Obviously, we've taken in a lot more this year," said
ABC spokes man Stephen Battaglio. The network so far

has gotten $7.9 million from Bush, $10.4 million from
Perot and $680,000 from Clinton.

"CBS was still calculating its totals at midday Tues-

Turn to AIRWAVES, page 2

By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

U.S. Rep. John Olver has publicly
apologized after one ofhis staffers taped a
private conversation between a reporter
and a Democratic supporter of his Repub-
lican challenger.

The apology was the second in quick
succession that Olver has had to make for

campaign gaffes.

Michael Meehan, Olver's press secre-

tary, blamed the latest incident on "a

young and overly aggressive campaign
staffer" and said Tuesday that Olver had
also personally apologized to Leominster
CityCouncilman Kevin Cormier and Tracy
Seelye, a reporter for the Sentinel & En-
terprise of Fitchburg.

"It's an unfortunate error that we re-

gret," Meehan said. "The campaign staffis

supposed to do their best for the candidate.

But its clear that on two occasions last

week the staff let John Olver down."
On Thursday, Olver had to apologize to

Republican Patrick Larkin liir falsely ac-

cusing him ofhaving a no-show job with a
conservative New Jersey congressman at

the same time he was chief of staff for the

late U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte. Olver suc-
ceeded Conte, who represented the district

for 32 years, in a special election following
Conte's death in 1991.

The Amherst Democrat initially stood
by his claim despite Larkin's denials. He
issued the apology after a check of social

security numbers showed that a different

Patrick J. Larkin had worked for a former
U.S. Rep. James Courter and Courter
confirmed that his Patrick Larkin was
now living in California.

Cormier, a Democrat, who supports
Larkin, said that he and Seelye exchanged
pleasantries as they walked down a hotel
hallway in Fitchburg last Wednesday af-

ter leaving a private fund raiser for Larkin
hosted by U.S. Rep. Warren Rudman, R-
New Hampshire.

"(Seelye 1 had her notebook in her purse
and her car keys in her hand. It was
clearly a private conversation," Cormier
said.

"As we were walking down the hall we
noticed a woman following us with a tape
recorder held down by her side. But I

didn't think anything of it because a lot of
out-of-town press were at the fund raiser
and a number ofthem had tape recorders."

Campaign showdown
Bush is bustling to bypass Clinton
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. - President

Bush will be trying in the final two-

week campaign stretch to shore up his

weakened base and sustain the ag-

gressive stance he struck in the final

debate. Bill Clinton's goal i s to preserve
his double-digit lead.

News Analysis

As Bush began a final blitz to save
his presidency, the Arkansas governor,

brimming with fresh confidence,
worked the pivotal Midwest and plot-

ted to extend his margin into Western
states that have been traditional Re-
publican turf.

The two will spend much ofthe cam-
paign end game fighting in the indus-
trial battleground states - where
Clinton now enjoys a comfortable lead
- and swamping the airways with their

ads.

Manyanalystshave suggested there's

not enough time left for Bush to mount
a comeback and the die may already be
cast for a decisive Clinton win.

And, even Republican strategists

promoting a come-from-behind victory

for Bush acknowledge it is a long shot.

With the three debates over, both
major-party candidates on Tuesday
signaled the likely course of the rest of
the campaign.

Independent challenger Ross Perot,

still the third man out, planned to stick

to his strategy - spending tens of mil-

lions of dollars of his own money buy-
ing television time but otherwise
staying out of public view.

"I'm going to keep fighting," Clinton
said as he campaigned in Michigan,
Illinois, and Wisconsin. "I have the
best economic plan. That's what 111

hammer home these last two weeks."
Clinton campaigned in Illinois and

Wisconsin before a swing through West-
em states that were once Republican
bastions - including Wyoming and Ne-
vada. The trip underscored the confi-

dence that was spreading through the
Clinton campaign.
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Wednesday, October 21, 1992
Lecture — David Twersky, a Washing1x)n correspon-

dent will speak on "Decision '92: Israel and the American
Jewish Community aOer the Two Elections" at the South
College Neilson Library Browsing Room, at 4:15 p.m.
Admission is free.

Film — Club Communication will premier the film,
"Pack ofLies: the Advertising ofTobacco", featuringJean
Kilbourne and Richard Pollay. The movie was filmed at
UMass m April, 1992 and will be introduced by Sut
Jhally. It will begin at 7:00 p.m. in Thompson 106.

Meeting — Ifyou are interested in getting published
attend a Spectrum general meeting today at 6:00 p.m. in
the Campus Center room 162.

Dancing— The Hillel House vvrill sponsor Israeli Folk

UMqss Police Log
• Homophobic and Racist graffiti was discovered in

Brown Residence Hall on Monday morning, according to
pohce reports. Members ofthe janitorial staffdiscovered
the graffiti on both the third and the fifth floors, and
reported it to police at 9 a.m.. Police said symbols,
believed to be of a Satanic nature and racial in content
were painted on the third floor.

Dancing at 7:30 p.m. at the Hillel House, 388 North
Pleasant Street in Amherst. Admission is $1.50, but free
to Hillel Acitivity card holders.

Thursday, October 22, 1992
Meeting—The Student Health Advisory Board will be

meeting at 5:15 p.m. in room 302 of University Health
Services. All are welcome.

Club — There is a new Whitewater paddling club
available in Amherst. For further information, call Sanne
van der Ros at 665-3930.

Film — The Weekly Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Film
Series presents "Ciao Frederico" at the UMass Campus
Center room 803, at 7 p.m.

Film — "Marianne and Juliane" will be shown at
Amherst College, room Merrill II at 4:00 and 7:30 p.m.

Compiled by Michael Day
Recent incidents recorded by ihe University's Departntent of Public Safely.

.

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax: (413) 545-1592

• University police received a report of homophobic
graffiti in Bartlett Hall on Monday. At 9:30 a.m., police
were called in to view the graffiti which was discovered on
the walls of Bartlett tunnel.

• A man was issued a Trespass notice by University
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police after violating a Court restraining order on his ex-
spouse on Monday. Police were alerted of the man's
presence in Hampshire Dining Commons, and arrived
there at 3:40 p.m. to issue the notice.

• Police received two reports of stolen bicycles on
Monday. At approximately 10:20 a.m., a man reported
his bike stolen from the rack in front of Mackimmie
Residence Hall. PoHce value the bicycle at $300.
A woman reported the theft of her bicycle from the

rack in front of Emerson Residence Hall at 12:20 p.m.,
according to police. The woman reportedly discovered the
cable and lock cut and left at the scene. Police value the
bicycle at $400.

airwaves
continued from poge 1

day, but network officials did not quarrel with figures of
$4.3 milhon from Bush, $3.3 million from Perot and $2.5
million from Chnton were report in Advertising Age.
NBC reported $5.5 million thus far from Bush $3 7

million from Perot and $1.2 million from Clinton.
'

All told, Bush has thus far spent $17.7 million on
network buys to $17.3 million for Perot and $5.5 million
for Chnton.

And ABC is scheduled to air three 20-minute ads on
election eve, one from each ofthe campaigns, from 8 p.m.
to 9 p.m. EST. at a total cost for the hour of$975,000 NBC
IS offering each ofthe presidential rivals a 30-minute slot
tor a final pitch to the voters.
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UMass students tutor
one-to-one with youths
By SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

The Youth Empowerment Program, a
volunteer tutorial program forjunior and
senior high school students in the Amherst
community, began Monday. The tutors
are students from the University of Mas-
sachusetts.

"This is a supplemental program that
gets kids interested in their own devel-
opment and encourages them to be better
students," Professor Nicholas McBride,
director ofthe program and a parent with
his own son in the program, said.

The students relate to college tutors on
a one-to-one basis and bridges the gap
between the necessity ofschool, according
to Joseph Bennett, a parent and student
at UMass.

"We are providing students with guid-
ance and assistance. They just need some
motivation," Jessica Broomfield, tutor and
senior at UMass, said.

"I can relate better | to college students]
than to grown-ups," Paco Tolson, an 8th
grader at Amherst Regional Junior High
school, said.

The program was developed because

students and their parents were "dissatis-
fied with students' ability to get what they
need in the Amherst school system,"
McBride said.

"Students are isolated in school and it

is important to make connections with the
community," Peggy Perri, a parent, said.
The program is designed to move kids
forward, she said.

"The students know what their needs
are, and they're not getting it." Janine
Maland, a parent said.

"It's not that these students can't do
the work. It's because they are not moti-
vated," Bennett said.

"Teachers get frustratedwhen students
don't learn fast enough,"Jacob McBride, a
10th grader, said. He went on to explain
that the tutors in the program had patience
and provided the individual attention that
is often lacking in the classrooms.

The focus ofthe program is on minority
students because they are becoming "more
disconnected with the school system,"
Bennett said, but all students are welcome.

More information about the program
and volunteer information is available
from Professor McBride in thejournahsm
department.

EXTRA! EXTRA! - Chris Grassier,
papers blown by the wind outside of

junior architectural

Hampshire D.C.

ANGIE POPOVICH /

design major, picks
COLLEGIAN

up news-

Students join
forces against
racism at UM
By TROY L. MERRICK
Collegian Correspondent

About 50 people met with the Institute for the
Healing of Racism last night in room 163 of the
Campus Center and poured their hearts out about
a topic that has acquired a lot of attention lately.

Racism is seen as one of the most challenging
issues at the University of Massachusetts, said
Cohn Ruhe, a junior electrical engineering major.

Speaker Craig Harmsen brought up what is
possibly the most pertinent obstacle to combating
this social disease: denial. Harmsen spoke for about
10 minutes and then opened the forum up for
audience discussion.

"Either I'm very good at these talks or you're
really desperate, and I don't think I'm that good,"
Harmsen said, indicating the campus' need to deal
with racial tensions.

Halfway through the session, the lights went
out, and someone in audience said, "Now we can't
see any colors."

AnneMarie Greene said that that statement in
itselfcould have easily been the central focus ofthe
night, and consequently, ofwhat the population of
the University of Massachusetts and of the world
need to bear in mind.

The consensus of the audience members was
that those who contribute to the violence and ha-
tred are missing out on what the world could be: a
society of understanding, accepting, and respect
for one another for who they are, not just African-
American, Caucasian, Asian, or whatever—but as
individuals.

Participants agreed the revelation isn't going to

come overnight, but that the message ofthe meeting
was that of hope.

"There's somethingaboutyou people that touches
me," s£ud Carlos D. Anderson, an Amherst resi-

dent, speaking to the group, which consisted of
people of many ages and ethnic backgrounds.
"Lovingpeople is what's going to at least help knock
out racism; it's working for me and I know it can
work for everyone."

Another key point made in the discussion was
the family and its involvement in teaching positive,
well-rounded understandings of people of other
backgrounds.

"I grew up in Buffalo, New York, and my mother
championed the 'equahty of the races'," Harmsen
said, "and she tried to expose me to other races."

He explained how that largely contributed to his

involvement with the Institute. Many members of

the group described their own experiences of dis-

comfort in the presence of members of other races

due to not having upbringing of that type.

"Sometimeswhen I'm w ith a colored person, I feel

nervous because I feel I ma.\ say the wrong thingand
he or she will be seriously offended," said Ruhe.

Local children to participate in
campus trick-or-treat and party
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Halloween will be a safe and enjoyable experience for
many underprivileged children this year, because of a
dedicated University volunteer program and two house
council governments.

Volunteer Initiative Blending Education and Service
has planned its third annual Halloween Trick-or-Treat
in collaboration with the Grayson and Field House
Councils.

Jennifer Wolcott, staff member of VIBES, said about
65 children from the Main Street Shelter in Holyoke,
Jessie's House in Northampton and a group from the
Boltwood Project will be participating.

"The event usually brings out more kids than the
volunteers can handle, but everyone has a good time,"
said Wolcott.

She said about 40 students have decided to volunteer
in the trick-or-treat, which will take place on Oct. 28 from
6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Grayson and Field residence halls.

Wolcott said anyone who has the time should volun-
teer. "Volunteering gives you a sense of accomplish-
ment and makes you feel good for the rest of the week,"
she said.

Michael Tow, president of Grayson House Council,
said the volunteers would be escorting the children to
designated rooms, lounges and halls, all of which would

be decorated.

"One dormitory room is going to lay mattresses on the
floor and tell spooky stories to the children," he said.

Wolcott said the lounges will have apple bobbing and
a game called "donuts on a string." She said there will
also be a haunted path in the Orchard Hill courtyard.

Laura Rosenbaum, a staffmember ofVIBES, said the
Halloween event gives college students a chance to make
a difference in their community.

"Children receive a fun evening from positive role
models and students get the opportunity to learn about
themselves and help children," she said.

Wolcott said VIBES is a student program in the School
ofManagement which helps students get placed in various
volunteer organizations in the local area.

"After students volunteer they have a positive change
in attitude towards the environment and their neighbors
in the community," she said.

Wolcott said VIBES hosts several one-time events
during the semester which are geared towards the in-
terests of the elderly, homeless families and
underprivledged children.

Wolcott said VIBES has planned a new event called
"Shopping Spree" in which about 20 elderly women from
Lathrop Home will go to the Hampshire Mall with SOM
volunteers.

"This will give the elderly a chance to get out of the
home and socialize and shop with each other," she said.

No free ride on free trade laws
By PAUL PRECHT
Collegian Correspondent

Speakers at two separate forums at the University of
Massachusetts blasted the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA), negotiated by the Bush adminis-
tration. The agreement, pending approval by Congress,
would remove barriers to trade between the US, Mexico
and Canada.

Elaine Bernard, former president of the New Demo-
cratic Party in British Columbia told an audience on
Monday in the Labor Center thatNAFTA was an attempt
to "remove sovereignty from the people and put it in
something like the trade deal. Sovereignty is the right of
people to democratically elect governments to enact so-
cial policy."

As an example, Bernard, currently with the Harvard
Trade Union Project, said American standards for addi-
tives in food could be interpreted as a "non-tarriff
barrier to trade" by a company exporting food into the
US.

"One country's non-tarriffbarrier is another country's
social policy," she said.

Bernard quoted a Canadian trade official as sa3ang
"The trade deal limits the extent to which the US or other
signatory governments can respond to pressure from
their citizens."

NAFTA is part ofthe bipartisan "neo-liberal agenda"
of "socializing costs and privatizing benefits," Bernard
said. The benefits from NAFTA will go to transnational
corporations who move to Mexico because of its cheap
labor and lax environmental controls. The losers will be

Canadian, US and Mexican workers, according to Ber-
nard.

Between 290.000 and 490,000 American jobs will be
lost by the year 2000 ifNAFTA goes through, according
to research presented by Mehrene Larudee, staff econo-
mist for the Center for Popular Economics, at a seminar
on political economy in Thompson, Tuesday. A paper by
Larudee and Skidmore professor Timothy Koechlin pub-
lished in the Sept.-Oct. issue ofChallenge estimates "that
investment will be diverted from the United States to
Mexico in an amount between $31 billion and $53 billion
by the year 2000 as a result of NAFTA..."

Mexican workers will also be hurt when Mexico
abolishes com subsidies under the NAFTA agreement,
Larudee's research shows. Cheap com from the US and
Canada will flood the Mexican market, forcing an esti-
mated 700,000 peasants to head for the cities in search of
work. Larudee predicts this mass exodus to the cities will
increase unemployment and drive down the wages of
Mexican workers. The daily wage for Mexican workers is
now about equal to what American workers make in an
hour.

In what Bernard calls a "circumvention of the Con-
stitution," NAFTA has been called an "agreement" and
not a "treaty." The trade deal can therefore be passed by
a simple majority of both hou.ses rather than the two-
thirds ofthe Senate the Constitution requires for passage
of treaties. Bernard says the Bush administration does
not have the support to get two thirds approval. Because
it has been put on "fast-track" Congress has no power to
alter the text of the treaty. The Constitution allows the
Senate to amend treaties.
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Women and minorities need to shatter the glass ceiling
Well the third and final presidential debatejust passed,

and yet again gender and racial discrimination was
ignored. A reporter brings up the question of minorities
not holding positions above the "glass ceiling" in each
candidate's administrative and campaign years and the
issue is merely thrown into the trash pile of issues for

later years.

George Bush immediately took on a defensive tone as

he attempted to answer the question. I suppose I would
too if my platform had an underlying tactic of getting

women out of the boardrooms and back into the kitchen.

Under his administration, a question such as the one
posed wou 1 d be ludicrous and irrelevant. He has made his

position quite clear. Think about it: why would he allow

women the power and opportunity to decide national,

economic and domestic policies, when he won't even
allow them the a decision about their own bodies? If

women can't make a personal choice, why should they be

allowed to make a political one?

Why would he allow a woman the position to make
international decisions if his platform denies them the

right to fight in combat? Ifwomen can't make a patriotic

choice — why should they make a diplomatic one?

He managed to sputter out a few names, but that was
like putting a red ribbon around a time bomb— it doesn't

make it any less dangerous to believe in his promises.

He also mentioned how great it was that so many
women were running for the Senate. However he doesn't

want them to win because then they would represent a

"liberal Congress." Well gee George, maybe that is because

your ticket doesn't believe them worthy ofsuch a nomina-

tion.

Perot really won the grand prize for hypocrisy. Here's

a man who throughout the entire campaign, as prob-

lematic as it was, preached for "issues, issues, issues," yet

every time someone asks him a question on discrimina-

tion he fails to answer it. I don't think anyone knows his

position on these issues simply because he doesn't have

one — he doesn't care enough to. Having women in his

administration means to him having a wife and four

daughters. These discrimination issues seem to be as

irrelevant as the entire state of Arkansas.

THOMAS
Monday night was a case in point. I don't know how

Perot always manages to weasel his way around these

issues, but women and minorities were quickly put aside

to Saddam Hussein. It's good to know that my presence

in this nation is less important than a man in the desert.

I'm beginning to think that maybe the skill of his

"weaselness" has something to do with those beady little

eyes.

Bill Clinton was the only candidate to target the issue.

His staffwould represent the people ofAmerica, and you

couldn't do that without women and people of color. He
was also the only candidate who emphasized the fact that

by employing women and people of color he wouldn't be

sacrificing quality and excellence (a mistake many make

when discussing affirmative action).

For once someone acknowledged the fact that they

have great minds and are not to be looked upon as charity

cases and pawns in the game of getting elected. Clinton

is the only candidate who addresses these issues head on.

He doesn't dance around it as if he were on hot coals.

Notice that neither Bush nor Perot even bothered to

mention people of color. Bush and Perot all but managed
to strip away any identity women and minorities have.

After all we are not deserving enough to be the topic of

discussion. If it wasn't for our dignity and passion for

equality, they might have succeeded.

With all the discussion on "leadership," it amazes me
that the candidates' attitude towards the people ofAmerica

hasn't been brought up. How can you be considered a

leader if you don't represent the people? If your staff is

made up ofWhite males, how can you be in touch with all

the people? How can you make decisions for this country,

for all people, without giving all peoples a voice in the

government?
After the debate was over, I started thinking what it

would've been like to have the debate on this campus. I

wondered ifthe candidates knew what was going on— or

ifthey even cared. I think that it would've been more than
appropriate. Walking around Southwest would be like

walking around the inner cities. Walking around the

campus as a whole I wonder ifthose candidates could look

us all in the eyes and tell us that things are going to

change.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Then: burn your bra!

Now: bum your Barbie!
Millions of little girls all over America

are struggling in math classes! It's a

national crisis! A disgrace! Young girls

(or should that be "pre-school women"?)

are being led down a monstrous path of

degradation and inhuman repression to

a sorry state of bottomless self-esteem

and respect.

What menace is behind this hideous

state of affairs?

None other than Barbie, that plastic,

blond, perky pillar of American culture.

This is the story:

Mark T.

WENTHAM
Mattel, the toy company that makes

Barbie, has issued a statement that all

Teen Talk Barbie owners who feel that

her canned speech bits are sexist may
exchange the little monster for a mute
model.

It appears that the American Associa-

tion of University Women and other po-

litically correct watchdog groups have

raised a stink over the fact that one ofthe

lines Teen Talk Barbie mutters, "Math

class is tough," may be having a negative

effect on our nation's female youth by

discouragingthem from doing well in that

subject.

Horrors! This is definitely something

to get up in arms about. Throw your

Barbies into the streets! Get out the lighter

fluid! Watch the dark smoke ofrighteously

burning blond and Caucasian plastic rise

into the sky! Liberate the world from Teen

Talk Barbie and hear millions of women
roar!

Do you ever get the feeling that some

politically correct watchdog groups in this

country havejust a little too much time on

their hands, or thatmaybe they take things

just a tad too seriously? The next thing

you know, some Coalition ofthe Repressed

Voiceless of America is going to fire back

at the feminist groups that it's degrading

to the Special Vocal Needs people of the

world to exchange the talking Barbie for

(gasp!) mute ones.

In an odd way, this brings to mind an

article I read last year about a team of

scientists from some college who did an in-

depth two year study on the navel-clean-

ing habits of American men. Those were

education dollars that were definitely put

to incredible use. Or maybe I'm not really

seeing the true benefits here; I suppose to

some people out there it's important to

know that almost half of the men in this

country never wash their bellybuttons.

That's an earth-shattering statistic, one

that perhaps should be addressed in the

current presidential election.

The connection? Both stories make me
wonder why some people don't have any-

thing better to do with their time. Maybe
that's wrong and unfair ofme to think, but

I guess ni have to live with that weight on

my conscience.

However, regardless of the fact that

some ofthe other things Teen Talk Barbie
says include, "Let's start a business," and

"I'm going to be a veterinarian," theAAUW
and others really seem to feel the need to

spend time going after this particular

cause. I don't know; perhaps Barbie say-

ing, "Math class is tough," really could

adversely affect the performance ofyoung

girls in math classes in some remote, mi-

nor way.
It just seems that there are bigger fish

to fry out there.

Yes, "politically correct" and all that is

important and good, but as with anything,

you can go too far, get too serious, become

"poUtically maniacal," as it were. A sense

ofhumor is a really wonderful thing, and

getting more rare by the day, it seems.

The sad and unexpected thing about

the P.C. movement is that instead of be-

coming a more unified and equal culture

— the driving theme behind this new
awareness— we'vebecome more and more
fractured because everybody is so busy

bitching at each other.

And instead of instilling a sense of

strength and self-respect amongst our-

selves, we've become a nation of victims

and whiners, with a lot of people afraid to

talk anymore lest they say something,

innocently or not, that will offend

somebody's "P.C." sensibihties. Hell, if

Barbie is under attack, can anybody be

spared?

I can just see a little elementary kid at

recess somewhere sa3ang to his friends,

"Why did the chicken cross the road? To
get to the other —" and being swooped

down upon by some adult member of the

Society for Oppressed Fowl to be dragged

off to the principal's office and suspended

for a week for making obscene chicken

harassment jokes. Are we far away from

such a scene?

In the meantime, however, is you are

female and you're struggling with math,

perhaps it would be a good idea to go to

your therapist and talk about Barbie. You
can't get a refund for Teen Talk Barbie,

butyou canexchange it forone with Special

Vocal Needs.

And if you're male, perhaps you might

want to wash your bellybutton the next

time you take a shower. After all, it's only

PC. to have a clean navel.

Mark T. Wenham is a UMass student.

Bush plays "Commie pinko" card
As students planned their Colvunbus ers, your pre-Panama invasion relation-

Day picnics and plotted the overthrow of ship with Manuel Noriega and a host of

the chancellor, I sat and laughed aloud as

I read the Boston Globe. The subject was
"Chicken" (]leorge Bush's latest desperate

campeugn ploy, accusing Democratic nomi-

nee Bill Clinton of being unpatriotic by

participating in anti-war demonstrations

while a student in London.

Bush stated, "I don't understand mobi-

lizing demonstrations against your own
country. I don't think you should do that.

That's what gets me." Well, George, I don't

thinkyou should give weapons technology

to Saddam Hussein, a "New Hitler" you

called him, while he's gassing his own
people. That's right, our patriotic prez

was allotting funds for Iraq in 1988 for

their war against Iran with the knowl-

edge that Hussein was gassing the Kurds.

I don't think the president should promise

in his election campaign to not raise taxes,

then raise them anyway. I don't think he

should ignore problems such as AIDS,
racism, declining education funds,

homophobia, a disgusting health care sys-

tem and violence against women while

parading around the world under the flag

ofthe"New World Order." Does that phrase

sound familiar? It should. It's how Hitler

described his vision of Europe when he

was done conquering it.

The Bush camp also suggested that a

trip to Moscow by Clinton was arranged

by the KGB. George, my friend, you are

truly a desperate man. Are you so afraid to

discuss your poor economic policies, your

"great" rapport with disenfranchised vot-

other failed policies, that you are bringing

McCarthyism back? I guess so. The Bush
camp also raised questions about Clinton's

involvement in demonstrations in London,

and his attendance at a "closed door meet-

ing in early 1969 in Martha's Vineyard

during which anti-war strategy was dis-

cussed and nation-wide marches and pro-

tests were planned." So what? Besides the

fact that it was a reunion for Eugene
McCarthy supporters I don't see the prob-

lem with organizing a peace rally. I guess

that makes Clinton an evil man. Califor-

nia Republican Rep. Robert Dornan was
quoted as saying: "He (Clinton! was a

'peace worker.'" Wow! Really? Was he? So

I guess that makes you a "War Maker,"

huh Bob? Bush also complained (what

else is new) that "nobody is asking" Clinton

about his trip to Moscow. Well, maybe
because no one cares except you, GeoTge.

The only reason the Bushsters have

come up with this strategy is because Bush
is trailing in the polls and the numbers are

dropping weekly. Desperate times call for

desperate acts. This is the last at-bat for

Bush and I'm sorry to say, (George ol' buddy,

you've been struck out. Bush seems to

think he can mouth off" about someone's

personal business without the facts: "I don't

want to tell you what I really think because

I don't have the facts." Well, George, since

you won't say what you really think, then I

will. Read my lips. Start packing!

Jeremy Smith
Central
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Arts &r living
This week's fine cinema from HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers! For those of you who can't get
enough of Christian Slater, I have some good news for

you! He's hot. He's happening. And, he's here on HSCN
for another week in two flicks. The Legend OfBillie Jean ,

and Pump Up the Volume. Yes, these are all repeats, but
they're good ones, so sit tight. For those ofyou who don't

Uke Christian Slater, there's plenty of other movies for

you to relax and enjoy. Now here are the movies that will

be shown beginning on Wednesday, October 21.

Flatliners—Kiefer Sutherland, Julia Roberts, Kevin
Bacon. It takes an interesting and intriguing idea ofmed
students experiencing their own death and then being
brought back to life. It completely loses that idea. It's

confusing. It's stupid in parts. And, it begins to make
absolutely no sense. Roberts is not at her best, and Bacon
does not act up to his full potential. Sutherland is pretty
good, and the fancy camerawork is a saving grace, but
you really have to pay attention to get it. But, do you
really want to? =• 1/2

Flowers in the Attic—Victoria Tennant, Kristy
Swanson, Jeb Stuart Adams. This movie does absolutely
no justice to the book from which it was adapted. The
story line is changed to the pointwhere avid V.C. Andrews
readers like myself are upset at the producers. The
children in the book are supposed to be breathtakingly
beautiful, as their mother. To put it mildly, the actors are
a bunch of dogs. Woof! Usually pretty Kristy Swanson
looks frumpy and over acts so badly, you just want to

wince. And, what trash barrel did they scrape to find the
ogre that plays the older brother Chris? Ugh. Don't get
me started. NO STARS!!!

Hot Shots—Charlie Sheen, Lloyd Bridges, Valerina
Gohno. Finally! A funny movie. It's a take offon Top Gun ,

9 1/2 Weeks, and a few others thrown in there. It's a

traditionally slapstick Zucker movie, in the same pattern

as Airplane! and the The Naked Gun. A few scenes are

hysterical, and there's one or two where I was literally on
the floor. Ifyou haven't seen it, you really should. What
the heck, the cable's already paid for, right? ***

The Hunt for Red October— Sean Connery, Alec

Baldwin. It is the outstanding screen adaptation of

Clancy's bestseller.A Sovietsubmarine captain (Connery)
may or may not be trying to defect, and an American
intelligence (somewhat of an oxymoron, isn't it? — just

kidding) agent (Baldwin) tries to predict Connery's every

step. Another brilliant performance by Connery.****
Iron Eagle—Louis Gossett, Jr., Jason Gedrick, David

Suchet. Oooh boy, here's another one where you shouldn't

get me started. Nice premise. ..an 18 year-old gvun chew-
ing, Walkman toting, rock 'n roll loving kid flies a—get this

— F-16 fighterjet to the Middle East to save his POW dad.

(Gratuitous vomiting) Oh, sure. Makes sense to me, how
about you? What a waste oftime for Gossett. NO STARS.

The Legend of Billie Jean—Helen Slater, Keith
Gordon, Christian Slater. A pretty decent movie about a
group ofTexas teens who are on the run after a girl (Helen
Slater) and her brother (Christian Slater) are unjustly

accused of crimes they did not commit, spurred by a
misunderstanding over a motorbike. The two, as well as
a couple of their friends, are turned into local heroes for

standing up for what they believe. Christian Slater is

adorable with his naturally blond hair, and Keith Gordon
(Christine) does some pretty good acting. **

Permanent Record— Alan Boyce, Keanu Reeves,
Michelele Meyrink. Very important film about teenage
suicide. Acting is especially potent by Keanu Reeves who
plays the best friend of Boyce, the untimely suicide

victim. It's a downer for sure, but it portrays a message
not to be taken lightly. ***

Pump up the Volume—Christian Slater, Ellen
Greene, Scott Paulin. Slater plays a young rebel, who is

fed up with society and deals with it by making his own
radio show. By dominating the airwaves, he creates

much perpetual confusion and outrage to parents, but

surprises and delights teenagers. ***

Say Anything—John Cusack, lone Skye, John
Mahoney . Touchingand very real story about a blossoming

relationship between the class outcast and the class

brain. An emotional subplot involves the deterioration of

Skye's relationship with her father. It's a tearjerker, a

heartwarmer, a comedy. Add some g^eat music, and what
more could you ask for? ***l/2

Working Girl— Melanie Griffith, Harrison Ford,

Sigourney Weaver. Cute film about a smart, ambitious

secretary who can't get a break into the "big time" jobs,

until she manages to outwit her sly, villainous boss,

played superbly by Weaver. The ending is predictable,

but hey, you'll like it. Griffith is so, well, cutesie that you
can't help but love her character.***

WarningSigns—Sam Waterston, Kathleen Quinlan,
Yaphet Kotto. Less than mediocre film about the horrific

results of a chemical spill at a government research

plant. Does that sound like the plot ofevery movie? Isn't

someone always spilling something toxic that the govern-

ment is trying to cover up? Give mea real plot, and give

me one now. *

Project X— Matthew Broderick, Helen Hunt, Bill

Sadler. Very enjoyable story with a Disney like ending
about a military pilot wishful, who is assigned to teach
chimps how to fly simulated planes. Broderick discovers

a dark secret, however, and is enraged when he realizes

that the chimps are being subjected to more than just

flying lessons. The chimps are a delight to watch. ***

Movies on HSCN this week but are not reviewed are

Addams Family, Blue Velvet, Grand Canyon, Muppets
Take Manhattan, My Other Husband, Night Patrol,

Shining Through, Urban Cowboy, Welcome Home Roxie
Carmichael, and Young Visitors.
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It all starts at one of our Job Fairs

Saturday, October 24, 10-2pm

Sunday, A/ovamber 8, 10-2pm

All Job Fairs are at the Gatetiouse Base Lodge at

Sugaibush South h Wanen. VT. For more information call

Sugaibush Personnel at (802) 583-6400

Sugarbush /tesorf is known for having the friendliest, most

prolessbnal arid dedicated employees in the ski

business. Why do we attract the best

errpfoyees?...Simply because we have the best ski

mountain, the best daycare, the best food service, the

best training and the best jobs. Add to that, more things

to do, more career opportunities and more fun and you

get more happy people. Sugarbush empfoyees get to

enjoy the resort and be part of the spirit that is Sugarbush.

Join the fun, be part of the Best Team in the Ski Business.

Come to one of our Job fa«rs, meet the hiring managers

from all departments throughout the resort, find out what

jobs are foryou and join the Sugarbush leam.
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RAKE IN

THE SAVINGS
EVERY MONTH!
Incredlblel Use Anytime!
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Month

* PItu Hnill joining fee.

FEATURES*:
Nautilus • Racquetball" • Tennis*
Aerobics- (includes step) . Free weights • Lessons
Fitness tesUng • Sauna • am Sur 3000 • Basketball
Day care • Cardiovascular (SuirMasters™, LifeCydes™)
Seniors A kid's programs
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ATHLETIC
CLUBS af
AIAERICA

659 Amherst Road, Rte. 116

(formerly Winner's Ath. Club)

SUNDERLAND: (413) 549-3638
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We must continue to fulfill our mission
Who are we and why are we here?
To most ofthe students, faculty and administrators at

this university we represent a small minority of people
whose presence is silently tolerated.

To our communities back home we represent hope.
Duririg a time when there are more ofour men in prison
than in college, we are also a tiny minority among our
own people.

Education has always been the key to success in any
given society. For our community, access to this opportu-
nity has been a constant struggle. At one point in time we
were completly banned from all forms ofliteracy. In Little
Rock, Arkansas, armed soldiers once stood in the way of
ovu- children as they sought to achieve this opportunity.

Generations later, we continue to be confronted with
continuing barriers to our progress. In the 1960s, the
nvunber ofstudents ofcolor at UMass could be counted on
one hand. This eventually changed in 1967 with the
creation of CCEBMS, the Committee for the Collegiate
Education of Black and other Minority Students. This
recruitment program would become responsible for open-
ing the door of opportunity for thousands of students of
color over the past 25 years. Since then, those students
have left a permanent imprint on this campus. From the
establishment ofthe New Africa House and Black Studies
Program in 1970, the creation of the Black Affairs Page
nearly two decades ago, the founding of the Malcom X
Cultural Center in the mid-70s and the 1992 establish-
ment of the Black Student Union, we have continued to

change thiscampus to best suitourneeds as people ofcolor

.

And the struggle continues.
22 years ago, this campus found itself in a situation

not far removed from the most recent racial attacks on
our community. One evening in February, 1970, a group

of Black students were walking past a fraternity house
where a party had just broken up. These students sud-
denly became the target ofseveral ofthe White fraternity
brothers and were attacked. Some friends of the Black
students went out and found some of these fraternity
brothers alone and beat them soundly. This ultimately
led to a full scale riot outside ofMills House, a dormitory
in Central.

At the conclusion of this battle, the Black students
retreated into the dorm, barricaded thedoors, and warned
all of the White students to stay in their room. They

Martin F.

JONES
stayed locked in their rooms for several hours, "fearing
for their lives." Lengthy negotiations ensued, and the
White residents ofMills House were eventually relocated
to other residence halls on campus.

For some strange reason this all sounds very familiar.

Remember that the administration has been here a lot

longer than you and I. They remembered Mills House
that fateful Thursday night that Black students took
over Washington tower. Twenty-two years later, history
nearly repeated itself

Today, you may know Mills house by its new name, the
New Africa House. It is the center for Black academic and
administrative services at UMass. Following the occu-
pation. Black students successfully acquired the building
to be used permanently as a Black academic and cultural
center. This is the result ofthe struggle ofthose thatcame
before us.

To all the freshmen who hate it here, realize that there
are others from our community that experienced the

same racism then that we feel today. Many of them did
get discouraged and eventually left the university. Oth-
ers stayed.

They would not be moved from this opportunity which
is their birthright. They stayed and maintained their

presence here. They made the change that we benefit
from today. We must not be driven away either. The
ultimate objective of these racists is to make things so
unbearable for us that we leave.

Well, there is a rule that all of us must keep in mind:
Stayaway from those things which ourenemy encourages
us to embrace, drugs, illiteracy, violence and hate against
each other, wasteful consumption from which he profits,

careers in sports and entertainment which offer us no
real power, and the loss of self knowledge that results
from opportunistic assimilation.

Then there are those things that our enemy tries to

drive us from: good health, education, love and respect for

one another, economic investment in our own communi-
ties, true professional careers that empower our race and
self-knowledge. We must continue to strive towards these
goals and never give up on our struggle to obtain them.

As students ofcolor at a predominately White institu-

tion, we must not forget that we are the privileged few
that have been allowed through this particular door of
opportunity. We have in our hands a power that most of
our people do not. Therefore, it is up to us to persevere
and complete our education here, so that we make take
our skills and talents back to our community and rebuild
it. We must not be lured aside by opportunism. We have
to be smart enough, strong enough, and sure enough of
ourselves to meet this challenge. That is our mission.

Martin F. Jones is the Black Affairs Editor at the
Collegian.

Cultural events should
receive higher priority

Community Calendar

As the semester progresses, we are
feeling the stress ofmidterms and looking
forward to the sacred Thanksgiving break.
Our strenuous weekly schedules often
leave us anxiously awaiting the weekend.
For many minority students, our salva-
tion is the weekend social events at the
Malcolm X Cultural Center.

Yvette

BAEZ
The center is supposed to focus on cul-

tural awareness and education, sometimes
fused into a social event. What is happen-
ing to our culture? Too many organiza-
tions that utilize the Malcolm X Center's
facilities are focusing their events solely

on profit. Iam not criticizing their need for

money (an organization cannot function

without some form of funding) but, it is

possible to have a party with a cultural

theme or an educational component. It

would be good to leave a party feeling
you've accomplished more than just the
need for a shower.

I highly commend those cultural and
Greek organizations who do devote their

time and energy to give us a better under-
standing ofourselves and our community.
To those who have yet to explore the pos-

sibilities that exist when utilizing the
Malcolm X and other cultural centers,

please do so.

On a campus this large, it is enlight-

ening to learn more of our African-
American and Afro-Carribean cultures,

among many others.

Yvette Baez is the PublicAffairs Director
at the Malcolm X Cultural Center

Black Affairs presents the

Fall 1992 CCEBMS Dean's List

The Black Affairs Desk would like to congratulate the
following students on making this semester's Dean's List.

Wednesday October 21
Meeting The UMass Black Student

Union will be holding its General As-
sembly meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the
Malcolm X Cultural Center.

Social Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Inc. will be hosting a benefit at Twist-
ers Tavern at 9:30 pm. Donation is $2.

Proceeds will go to the Amherst ABC
House.

Lecture "The Challenge of Black
Feminist Thought" by professor
Patricia Hill Collins of the University
of Cincirmati. Smith College, Seelye
Hall room 10 at 4 p.m.

Thursday, October 22
Theater "To be Young, Gifted and

Black," a theatrical performance on the
biography of Lorraine Hansberry.
Mount Holyoke College in the Alice

Withington Rooke Lab Theatre. Octo-
ber 22-25 at 8 p.rn. and a 2 p.m. matinee
on October 25. Box Office: 538-2406

Friday, October 23
Benefit SomaUa Hunger ReliefBen-

efit at Amherst College.

Lecture at 4 p.m. in the Campus
Center Front Room. Performances and

fundraising at Charles Drew House
from 6 p.m.-9 p.m.

Semi-Formal with live jazz artist

Joe Sallins from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
Call 542-4262 for ticket information.

Benefit The Malcolm X Center will

be hosting a benefit for the Upward
Bound Program. Donations are $2.

Saturday, October 24
Benefit Oye' Productions presents

"Dance Afrique: A Benefit for Somalia
Famine ReheF at the Peoples Insti-

tute, 38 Gothic St. in Northampton.
Admission is $10. For moreinformation
call 549-1154 or 546-4501.

Dance The Black Mass Communi-
cation Project presents the 15th an-
nual Jeans and T-Shirt Party at the
Blue Wall from 10-2 a.m. Tickets
available at TIX Unlimited at $5. 5-

College ID required.

Sunday, October 25
Meeting "Supporting the Nubian

People" A discussion on building a 5-

College Network within the African-
American community will be held at 7

p.m. in the Malcolm X Cultural Center
at UMass.

Heather C. Abbott

Donna M. Abelli

Farhad Ahad
Michelle Y. Alleyne

Justin Jafaar Cayce Beatty

Maceo R. Bishop

Keith J. Cambell

Chui Chi Ming

Danielle R. Davis

Marsha C. Elliston

Elisha L. Fernandas

Debora D. Ferreira

Janice Sharon Foster-Grant

Tamara M. Harris

Anthony K. Harrison

Jerry Hernandez
Susan A. Herrera

Heather Johnson
Jonathon R. Koop
Deepa Krishnakumar

Peter C. Lam
Virna L. Langdford

Lillian K. Leggio

Elizabeth E. Martins

Ray J. Mata
Leah B. McGowan
Aretha R. Miller

Angelia L. Onuaha
Karen N. Peart

Christopher P. Pegram
Jeffery L. Pegram
Jared W. Quinn

Marjorie C. Saintil

Shefali K. Sheth

Shannon C. Soones
Mohammed R. Taheri

Brian H. Waldner

Jaime N. White

Ronald Reid Willis

Sungkyu Yun

m
lAfE"VE MOVED
Especially For You
Haircare & Beauty Boutique

Now at

233 N. Pleasant St., Downtown Amherst Carriage Shops

IS

V

OPTIMUM • MORNING MAGIC • LUSTER'S

BRAIDS & WEAVES HUMAN & SYNTHETIC & BEADS & MUCH MUCH MORE
Come Down & Browse Around or Call 549-8316 lb Place Your Order

FREE Delivery Within The Five-College Area

Especially For You
Hat(^&BeiutySupplySpeciilizinginAMcanAwerimHiirCaK Products
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Entertaining Mr. Sloane
Students put show on in Hampden Theatre

PHOTO BY SETH KAYE

SONIC YOUTH— Thurson Moore

By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Good, old American ingenuity is well at work in the

valley. Just ask Corey Pearlstein of Hampshire Inde-

pendent Productions what it's like to undertake a major

theatrical production without the sponsorship ofa single

college department or affiliation with a well-known or-

ganization. That's one way to learn about ingenuity —
through homemade art.

With the help of University of Massachusetts Resi-

dential Arts, Pearlstein and the small ensemble of

Hampshire Independent Productions are able to produce

and bring us Joe Orton's Entertaining Mr. Sloane.

"In a valley that has five colleges it is still very difficult

for smaller theater groups to compete with the college

departments and professional groups in a way so that

something is not sacrificed from the project," director

Pearlstein said. "With all of the complications of student

directing, writing, and producing, what is often lost is the

quality of the experience."

Pearlstein credits Bob Antil and Eugene Warner of

UMass Residential Arts in making HIP's£n/ertami/i^ Mr.

Sloane possible.

The small ensemble ofactors and production assistants

is comprised ofstudents from both UMass and Hampshire
College, and has been working diligently together in the

past months to create what Pearlstein believes is "a

strong ensemble feel."

The result, he feels, is a production of Orton's dark

comedy relaying the experiences ofsociopaths, matriarchs,

and homosexuals which will "force the audience with

words and by power of action into self-examination."

Entertaining Mr. Sloane was Joe Orton's first full

length play. Orton, bom in 1933 in Leicester, England,

went to the Royal Academy of Dramiatic Arts where he

developed a passion for writing. Orton co-wrote various

novels and other works with his lover and later, murderer,

Kenneth Halliwell.

Orton's solo works include The Ruffian on the Stairs,

What the Butler Saw, Loot and such projects as a

screenplay for the Beatles (which was never produced).

Do not miss this moving performance tonight at 8 p.m.

in Hampden Theatre.

The show runs from tonight until Saturday. Tickets

are available at the UMass Fine Arts Center Box Office

and the Hampshire College Snack Bar for $4/$2 with ID.

Collegian Arts
Where all the coolies

hang out.
113 Campus Center Basement. Jon.
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - October 28

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

University Health Center • Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be

sure? What should I do?

I

I

I

I

I

I

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help.

can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest...Where should she go?

How

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid. ..What can i

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is

struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal

workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these

issues.

Of the
CAMPUS

LOUNGE

ANY MDAS BRAKE SERVKE
Right now, get $20 off the regular pnce of any quality Midas brake service

at participating dealers Al Midas, you'll get a free detailed brake

inspection Written estimate up front And we can fix your brakes right the

same day you bring in your car. So what's stopping you?

n Offer end! 1IV2V92•Offref

miDAS

Hadley • Rt. 9 near Hampshire Mall • 586-9991
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production ;Theresa Ciammattei,

lim Ganley, Lisa, Mike, Lt. Whorf

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Mac and Cheese Eggplant Parminiginia

Fishburger Stir Fry a la Boeut

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Mac and Cheese Eggplant Parmigianagia

Garden Chili Stir Fry a la Tofoo

"Well, I'll be! It's still there! The hen house
I used to watch as a kid!"

Quote of the Day
"Life is a game, just tell me how to play the game.

I don't want to be playing football with a lacrosse

stick."

—Professor James Malone, Marketing

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19); Travel

enjoys highly favorable inlluernes

now. Get in touch with people who
are doing exciting things in other

parts ol the country. A new partner-

ship fits like a glove. Seize the day.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Do-
mestic aflairscontinue to occupy your
thoughts. Be willing to made intelli-

gent compromises. A brief separation

could made the the heart grow londer.

Giveeveryone the lx?nelit ol the doubt.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Busi-

ness and linancial negotiations are

highly sensitive now. Any rocking ol

the Ixiat would he ill-advised. Tell

someone they look marvelous today .

CANCER dune 2 1 -July 22): Pent-

up tension could start to show itself

today. Adopt a mature, conciliatory

approach and others will take your

cue. Even a temporary alliance will

produce considerable linancial gains.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): A pel

project will gel the green light soon.

Be carelul what you sign. Someone
who works l)ehind the scenes will

pull strings on your Ijehall. Romance
is thrilling but requires diplomacy.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Live

up to your family obligations but do
not become a doormat. Landing new
business helps you increase your

earnings. A former romantic partner

could re-enter your life. Co slow.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An
older |)erson holds the Irump card in

a wheeling-dealing situation. A fam-

ily problem resurfaces, taxing your

patience. Hear all sides before mak-
ing any suggestions, but your sister is

probably right. Be happy today.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):Try

to reach on an agreement on a money
matter so you will not be distracted

Irom your other responsibilities.

S(x*nding tin>e with someone special

signa Is the start of a great relal ionship.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.
21 ): Confidential dealings will bring

financial gains this week. It pays to

explore other walks of life.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. 19):

A gracious, receptive approach lets

you stay on good terms with bigwigs.

Steer a steady financial course. Be a

thrifty, disciplined, strictly-by-thc-

lx)ok (lerson. Make love.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20- Feb. 18): A
stable work situation helps you to

reduce tension in your |)ersonal life.

Any financial problems need to In.-

discussed ojienly with family mem-
lx.'rs. Use your originality lo altraci

new business. Feel lucky.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201: Y(xj

will gain a big advantage if you go out

of your way to help someone today.

Avoid unnecessary hassles. Give
someone a wet kiss today.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
t Word w{tti bird

or bug
5 Spread-eagle
10 Actor James
14 Auttior

Wiesel

15 Eliminate

16 Peak in

Ttiessaly

1

7

"A- as in —
18 Equestrian's

crop
20 Repeated verse

in song
22 Relatives of tfie

oslricti

23 Twine iround

25 — culpa

26 "— ties a lolly

good "

28 Wingless insect

29 Montti Comb
term

32 Ama^emont
33 l^all.ird

36 Hostelry

37 Silvery, soil

elements

39 — the line

40 Repetitive

42 Actor

Chaney
43 Hesitate

44 — Truehoart

47 Skillful

48 Letterwnler's

2nd thoughts

49 Little — Annie

51 Earn

54 Tense
57 Alternately

61 Sup
62 Trigonometric

luncfion

63 Cereal grass

64 Ferrara family

65 Husky's
burden

66 Wary
67 Mall spare

DOWN
1 Shakespearean
monarch

2 Al an end. in

Berlin

Variance

Long for

Daytime TV
show
Daughter of la

reine

Youngster
"— was going

to St. Ives..."

Desire

Wrangler
Arthur of tennis

Europe's
neightxK
Takes a

snooze
Plato and
Papadopoulos.
eg
An alien

Erode
Roman 2900
-l^y — Lady-
Possessed
Incredible

Ice cream
serving

Ovccoals
Reeve's role

37 Irascible

38 Mistakes

41 Judged
45 Informal

46 Old Chinese
kingdom

50 "Backbone" ol

South America
51 Military dining

hall

52 Wicked
53 Filmmaker Clair

55 — us a son Is

given"

56 Chicks sound
58 Symbol of

wrisdom
59 Much-used

article

60 Half a bray

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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MNHL
continued from page 12

didn't get what they wanted.
I t's more thanjust a team orsomething todo on Sunday

,

it's civic pride. It's revenue from visitors. It's national
exposure, even if your team does poorly. Would anyone
know Foxboro from a hole in the wall if it weren't for the
Patriots? No, and even though the Pats have been a major
pain in the neck for Foxboro residents for 20-odd years
(traffic problems, no Monday night games, police protec-

COLLEGIAN

tion), you can bet the town has it's fingers crossed that
"Curious George" Orthwein won't pack the team in the
back of his pick-up truck and say "Meet me in St. Louis."

One last thing: speaking of the Patriots, I doubt
there's any football fans herewho will doubt the following
statement: the Boston College Eagles would have a
better-than-average chance ofbeating the Patsies on any
given day. Think about it: could the Pats walk into happy
Valley and walk out winners? I think not.

Greg Sukiennik appears Wednesdays on the Sports
page.

men s soccer
continued from page 12

Bleau's number 15 jersey every game for the rest of

the season.

"The game (UMass-UConn) is going to be excit-

ing, and it would be great to have a big crowd. It will

be nice to see this place (Garber Field) filled," Koch
said.

_

EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES
Recent graduates who are now Executive Trainees with the May Department

Store Company will be returning to campus to discuss our Executive Train-

ing Program with interested students. Stop by...bnng your resume (if you

have one) and hnd out more about opportunities in retailing.

Friday, October 23, 1992

10:00 am-4:00 pm
School of Management

Faculty Lounge

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

FILENE'S
The May Department Stores Company

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS
Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students
who wish to Hve off-campus for the Spring 1993
semester should apply for an exemption from
the Board of Trustee regulation governing on-

campus living. Applications are now available

in the HousingAssignment Office, 235 Whitmore.
Exemption applications are due no later than
Friday, October 30, 1992. Please submit all

applications to the Housing Assignment Office.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

** THE EXEMPTION COMMITTEE WILL
ONLY MEET ONCE . THIS IS THE ONLY
OPPORTUNITY YOU WILL HAVE TO
APPLY FOR OFF-CAMPUS PERMISSION
FOR THE SPRING 1993 SEMESTER.
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU APPLY ON
TIME.

** Signinga lease is not valid grounds forreceiving

an exemption from the on-campus housing
requirement. DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNTIL
YOU RECEIVE AN EXEMPTION . Any student
who signs a lease without prior approval from
the exemption committee and the Housing
Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus
fees and will be required to reside on campus.

OCTOBERFEST
SHOE SALE

OVER $3jOOO>000 WORW OF AMEIC FOOIWEAR ON SALE NOW

HAMPSHIRE MALL
HADLEY

BERKSHIRE MALL
LANESBORO

Campus Center Auditorium S2.00 at 5pm
Thursday. Octobof 22 S3 00 at 7. 9, 1 1 pm

Sponsored by th« Cape Verdeon Student Alliance

THE
* * TEXTBOOK

ANNEX IS OPEN

« YEAR ROUND BUT
TO MAKE SURE YOU

^ GET THE BOOKS YOU
NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

PLEASE BUY YOUR
TEXTBOOKS NOW!
^ We are beginning to return m.

unsaid boolcs to tlie pubiislier

Wo/I noonday, October 26th. *

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Monday-Friday

9:00 am-4:00 pm
545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER

COLLEGIAN

Big East
continued from page 12

they come, and the guard trio of Malcom Huckaby
,Howard Eisley

, and GerrodAbram can shoot the hghts
out. If O'Brien is able to find someone to help Curley up
front the Eagles could be looking at a first-division finish
in the conference.

Georgetown lost Alonzo Mourning "Has Broken"
to the NBA, and Mourning was the team last year. In his
place comes Othella Harrington , the consensus best
big freshman in college hoops. If Harrington develops
the way he should then John Thompsons' Hoyas won't
fall too much. However, if Harrington and his fellow
frontcoui I mates, Robert Churchwell

, and freshman
Duane Spencer struggle together, than so will the
Hoyas because I could beat out Joey Brown and Irvin
Church for a starting spot in the backcourt.

UConn was a dominant team at the beginning of last
year. However, after going 16-1 to start the year, Jim
Calhouns' Huskies packed their bags and went south for
the winter. After going 4-9 in their last 13 games, the
Huskies must regroup for the upcoming season. Losing
mercurial guard Chris Smith doesn't help matters, but
the Huskies still have talent. Donyell Marshall and
Scott Burrell are too athletic and too skilled to let
UConn slip to far.

Also-rans: Pitt, St. Johns, Villanova, Providence, and
Miami

All Big East: center: Curley (EC), forward Walker
(Seton Hall), forward Burrell (UConn), guard Moten
(SU), guard Dehere (Seton Hall)

SEC:No more Shaquille , no moreWimp Sanderson

, and no more of Arkansas' 40 minutes of hell. With all
that said the SEC (both East and West) is still going to be
fun to watch this year.

Kentucky, despite losing three starters from last years'
squad, still figure to be the class of the Eastern Division.
Jamal Mashburn has shown that there isn't much he

can't do on the court. He's good enough to lead the Wildcats
by himself. However, Rick Pitino has returning experi-
ence in centerGimel Martinez , and guardsTravis Ford
and Dale Brown. Incoming frosh Rodrick Rhodes

,

straight out of St. Anthonys, should help Pitino up front!
Florida, not known for its basketball prowess could

change this year. The Gators return a tough front line in
Stacey Poole AndrewDeClercq , and undersized Hosie
Grimsley. Their starting backcourt from a lazy year also
returns making the Gators a rugged, experienced squad.

Tennessee returns four starters from last yeaj-. Among
Wade Houstons' returnees is his son, Allan Houston.
Houston a 6'6" shooting guard can light it up from
anywhere and will have to be the leader for the Vol unteers.

Rest ofthe East: Georgia (could surprise), Vanderbilt,
and South Carolina

Alabama can win the West if the players react well to
new coach David Hobbs . Shooting guard James
"Hollywood" Robinson is an incredible talent and ifhe
can keep his explosiveness within the teams' framework,
then the Crimson Tide could do some damage. If not,
Alabama will spiral downward.

Arkansas will have to start from scratch after losing
four starters, three ofwhom were NBA first round draft
picks. Coach Nolan Richardson will have to make due
with incoming freshman forward Corliss Williamson

,

who plays a biggame at 6'7", and a trio ofseniors who took

Tuesday, October 21, 1992 / Page 1
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a backseat to the aforementioned giaduates. The Razor-
backs are another team who could rise or fall.

Mississippi State, Auburn, and Mississippi all return
four or five starters and this experience could bode well
for all three.

LSU lost the Shaq so watch for Dale Browns' club to
drop. The Tigers do have some talented guards but they'll

still fall some. Fear not Tiger fans. Randy Livingston
will be in Baton Rouge next year.

All-SEC: center: Charles Claxton (Georgia), for-

ward: Mashburn (KU), Wesley Person (Auburn), guard:
Houston (TU), guard: Robinson (Alabama)

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist
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TOISIGHT
Laser Karaoke at 9pin $2 cover

Greek Night -Wear Your Letters!
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Eating Disorder
Programs • Fall 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

• • •

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental
Health Clinician, Physician and/or Nurse
Practitioner. Mondays and Wednesdays
Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671,
Qinic 4. , , .

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
sonnebody with an eating disorder. Call

549-2671, Clinic 4.

1
1

I

I
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GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

D.R Douqk
cIeUvers caLzones

caU 296 1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

$100 OFF 5 i ^l"" OFF
ANY 2 caIzones I I ANy 2 caIzoncs
EXPIRES 8/30/93 I

Delivery Only
One coupon per 2 caIzones.

"
EXPIRES 8/30/93

Delivery Only
Or>e coupon per 2 caIzones.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University oi Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
fALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days Pnor W pubUcat.on

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSl

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCE.MENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION: Pra-med, nursing, public

health, and any other majors, the Student
Helath Advisory Board will be meeting
Thurs OCt. 22 at 5:15 pm in Rm 302 Uni-

versity Health Services. Come see what
we're all about!

Multicultural Night
International entertainment and cuisine

needed for campus wide event (ingredi-

ents will be provided). Show UMass your
culture! Call by Nov. 6lh 253-0522

UMas* Chass Club

Wednesday nights 7-11 pm

in the Bluewall

All are welcome!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Auditions
Actors and Actresses

Needed for student flim

Call Reel World Productions

5*9 1065

Early Bird Specials for spring brak

carribbean cruises. Call Jon 253-2601.

Graaks and Clubs raise a cool SI.OOO.OO

in just one week!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

And a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for

calling 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65

Pack of Lias:

The controversy surrounding the

adveaising of tobacco
Club Comm premiers the film.

Sut Jhally will introduce

Wednesday October 21

7 pm in Thompson 106

UMass Thaatra Guild membership
meeting tonight at 7 pm in CC 917. New
memberswelcome! I Questions? 545-04 1

5

Want a caroar and a Job?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Dr. Chinachoti 545- 1025

Wrrtar* and Directors
SVP is looking to produce dramatic per-

formance art pieces

Put resumes ur>der door of SVP office -

322 Student Union
Writers include sample of work
For more info, call Heather 549-4729

FOR PRESIDENT

WRESTLING CLUB
All interested wrestlers

practice Tuesday and Thursday
8:30 • 10:00 24 Totman (not Boyden)
Call 549 2632 - Matt or 6-2959 Charlie

ATTENTION

To the guy that came down to the
Collegian a week ago asking about lost

tickets. Please come down as I think they
were your tickets. You have 2 left.

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Toyota Corolla, runs super, body
excellent $700 253-3369

COLLEGE PIZZA

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese 33.50

Large Cheese S6.00

Free soda with the purchase of a large

sub salad or spaghetti.

549 6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad.

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot by Appointmant
Informative Readings
Also inedicine cards

Call Mitch at 548-9761

UMass students for Ross Perot '92

To Volunteer call 549-4581

FOR SALE

Dot IWatrix printer IBM compatible$120.
Call 245 9542 after 5 ask for Don

GENESIS GAMES
Madden 92 NHL Hockey Populous Mo-
naco GP Each S30.

Digital comp. w/printer - WP 100- B.O
Call DILO 549-8353

Mountain Bika, 1990 Giant Iguana
Excellent condition. Call Dave
at 549-4924

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

HELP WANTED
AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience
necessary. Call Target Zone Sttjdies

586-1729

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from SI 59. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

Cruise Ships now hiring - Earn $2,000-)'/

month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-

perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5001

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

.Earn $1,500 WEEKLV mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380 1 84000

$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts

and make S252.50. No financial obliga
tion. A risk free program. Avg. sales time

4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/larger quantities avail.

Call 1-800 733 3265

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMA'PON - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright It

MA15KDH

UMASS Telefund is hiring! UMass
students with good communication skills

come to the basement of Memorial Hall

to fill out an application

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS forTpring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Ca« 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

MUSICIANS

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260.

LOST

Loett Haert-shaped amethyst/diamond
ring on 10/17 near Boyden. Please call

2563433.

Lost! Large silver pipe ring wAurquoise
stone. Left in Campus Center Big Re-
ward! 546-4918.

Lost UMass Baseball jacket please re-

turn if found reward Call 549-5789

Wanted: Congo players for sunset jam
- Before too cold!

Call: 546-4336

PERSONALS

Hay Roombrandt -
Yes, I remembered your birthday

(for once!) I gotta tell ya
If friends were shoes you'd be bucks
If friends were trips you'd be a Nova
Scotia cruise

If friends were dinner you'd be the t. on
the grill on a fall day over 7 yrs. ago
What else can I say? I love you. You rule

Happy Birthday Sunshine! Love, Me

Heyll Who is mailing me jelly and why?
I guess you're a slippery character.

Skinny in Hadley

Fernandez have a horrible birthday!

PS Rot in Hell, Dumpling

To the girl with the kotex lamp:
You're a poo poo head
Dinner tonight?

Love the boy sucked by
the Vantage Monster

ZataPsi
23 Phillips St. is gone forever,

yet Upsrion Mu continues to thrive.

We, the brothers, thank her for the

memories in Tau Kappa Phi. Don't let

the light go out.

Theta Delta

SERVICES

Leaf raking and recycling. Let us help
you with your fall cleanup. Leaf raking S15
- S25 based on lawn size, recycling free!

Call Sigma Kappa at 256-6887
For more information

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with re-

sun)es. Quick services, free advice, tx-
cellent quality and LOW prices.

IBM laser printing service available

Call Andy at 549 8463

Scholarships, Grants available
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

S45 Fee
253 3454, 586 9445

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256-0821

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female to share large room 167.90
call 665-7604

A Room in 3 bdr house on bus rt

w/2 Grad students

S283/mo * oil heal 256-0802

ST. JUDE

Thank youti For all your help!!

TYPtNO/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell
check, laser printout. SI. 50/ page. Brian
546-1795

Typing $1^0 24hr turnaround 586-
5268

WANTED

Weekly TV Maws show needs reports
and writers Call Sendy at 5-1336.

UMASS RACQUETBALL

Wa are interested in new membars.
All Univ. men and women are welcome.
If you want to learn more call 549-4349 or
546-2813
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Sports
Soccer squads kick back into action
• Men clinch A-10 berth, host Huskies • Women take on weak URI squad
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

It seems like its deja vu all over again.
The last time the University of Mas-

sachusetts' men's soccer team won two
games in a row before this past weekend
was back in September, during the streak
to start the season. After defeating Holy
Cross and Atlantic 10 foe Rhode Island,

Sam Koch's team traveled to New England
rival Dartmouth, with the Big Green leav-

ing the Minutemen stunned with their

first loss of the season.

Today at 3:00 p.m., enter the Univer-
sity ofConnecticut, another New England
team looking to end the winning streak of
the Minutemen. UMass (8-4-1) is coming
offan A- 10 win over St. Joseph's 4-2 and a
non-conference 5-2 win over Hofstra,
similar circumstances to the last winning
streak.

The Huskies (4-9-2) come to Garber
Field on a down note, after losing two road
games over the weekend to Pittsburgh 1-

and Georgetown 3-2.

Before the trip south, UConn enter-
tained Providence, who has already beaten
UMass here in Amherst 2-1. The Huskies
pummeled the Friars 5-0, proving that
their overall record is misleading.

UConn possesses a balanced scoring

attack, similar to that of the Minutemen.
Erik Barbieri leads the team with 19 points
(seven goals, five assists). After Barbieri,

the next three scoring leaders are sepa-
rated by five points.

A bombardier for the Huskies is Wolde
Harris, who has taken a monstrous 40
shots in 15 games. He has totaled six goals

and three assists.

Sniper Mike Saunders has been an
offensive threat throughout his career,

scoring 12 goals and seven assists.

The keeper for the Huskies, Sloan
Spaeth, is strong as well, having started

every game for his team this season.
Through 15 games, Spaeth is giving up
1.56 goals/game, making 82 saves on the
season.

"UConn is an extremely dangerous
team," Koch said.

UMass lost co-captain Shawn Bleau
for the season over the weekend, and some
holes have to be filled. When it comes to

leadership and ability, co-captain Todd
Kylish feels that the team will miss Bleau,
and they owe him something.

"We have dedicated the rest of the
season to him (Bleau), because he was our
leader, and we lost him," Kylish said.

Kylish and the rest of the Minutemen
decided that someone would play wearing

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 10

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

After 12 days ofinaction the University
of Massachusetts women's soccer team
will look to get back to its winning ways
todaywhen it faces the University ofRhode
Island.

The Minutewomen ( 1 1-2) took the layoff

to rest and heal both physically and
mentally.

"We were beat up," Massachusetts
coach Jim Rudy, who has vowed not to

shave until his team wins again, said. "We
had 13 games in a short period oftime and
we needed to rest mentally as well as
physically."

Massachusetts, ranked No. 11 nation-

ally, will face a weak URI (3-12) team
before meeting rival Cormecticut, in Storrs

Conn., on Saturday. UConn is ranked first

in the north and No. 3 nationally.

"Record wise Rhode Island is our
weakest opponent but since we've lost two
in a row we can't take it for granted," Rudy
said.

Rudy also can not take his teams health
for granted as UMass will likely play
without three regular contributors, in-

cluding leading scorer Kim Eynard.
Eynard is out with a hip-pointer and is

questionable for the UConn game. Also

injured is forward Polly Hackathorn
( knee), who is out indefinitely and sweeper
Lisa Mickelson (upper thigh), who is day
to day.

Rudy will move midfielder Paula
Wilkins back to defense and rely on
freshman Rachel LeDuc and Savia Baron
to step up and perform.

"The freshman are going to have to

play," Rudy said. "If they have been doing

there part and training hard all year we
shouldn't have a problem."

URI has bigger problems. The Rams
have been outscored 61 to 16 this season
and been outclassed by UConn (10-0),

Brown (7-0) and Boston College (7-0) thus
far.

The Rams are lead by sophomore for-

ward Stephanie Sf>oonerwho has five goals

on the year amd senior midfielder Eileen

Ganzhorn.
"Spooner is skillful, she can be dan-

gerous," Rudy said. "Ganzhorn is a rugged
defender who I consider the key to their

team."

URI coach Karen Parker, "UMass is a
great challenge for us. They are a very
talented, top ranked team, but our players
usually rise up to play top teams. It is

good to play UMass because it shows our
players where we want to take our pro-

gram."

Yankee Conference notebook
Assencoa, Ingoglia bring home weekly awards
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

The 1992 University ofMassachusetts football season
has reached its midpoint, and the Minutemen have
surprised everyone by jumping out of the gate with a 4-

1 (3-1 Yankee Conference) start.

Mike Hodges and company have now won four in a
row, and this Saturday face perhaps the biggest game of
the 1992 season when Andy Talley and the Villanova
Wildcats roll into Amherst for a 1:30 showdown at
McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

The Minutemen have moved up to No. 5 in this week's
Lambert-Meadowlands Poll, given annually to the best
Div.l-AA football team in the East.

Speaking of the 'Cats, they were on the short end of a
21-20 decision this past weekend in Villanova, as Dela-
ware grabbed sole possession of the top spot in the
conference.

College hoops:
The Big East

I am going to continue on with the college bas-
ketball previews. This week, I'm going to knock out
two conferences, the Big East and the SEC. Here
they are:

BIG EAST: This division is wide-open with only
Seton Hall really standing out above the crowd.
There are a number of different scenarios which
could develop this year.

Jeff

CROFTS
Seton Hall is the definitive favorite to win the

Big East. The Pirates have excellent guards in

Terry Dehere (Mr. Clutch), Danny Hurley , and
Bryan Caver . Ifbehemoth (try 7'2" 290 on for size)

Luther Wright develops the way he should've last

year and helps out fellow widebody, 6'7" forward
Jerry Walker than the Pirates will handily rule

the conference.

Sjaacuse, ahh, how Jim Boeheim must look
even more aggravated now that the Orangemen
are on probation. Despite the sanctions' Boeheim
still has a skilled club. Lawrence Moten , who
made it look so effortless last year, returns, as does
center Conrad ''What did I do wrong except
cash a couple checks?" Mcrae , and guards
AdrianAutry andMike Hopkins .JohnWallace
. an impressive freshman banger gives Boeheim
room to experiment up front.

Boston College had a strong campaign last year,

making it to the NIT. The optimism for Jim
O'Briens' squad is sky-high this year. That is

because ofjunior center Bill Curley is as tough as

Turn to BIG EAST, page 1
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Delaware is now in the driver's seat for the YanCon
Beanpyot, with their three remaining YanCon opponents
being Connecticut, Maine, and Richmond.

Rchmond has stunned everyone in the YanCon by
jumping into second place on the heels ofa 4-1 conference
mark.

The Spiders were picked to finish dead last in almost
every pre-season poll, but quarterback Greg Lilly has put
up herculean numbers (89 completions in 137 at-

tempts,1532 yards, 2 touchdowns) while leading Rich-
mond to the upper echelon of the Yankee Conference.

Richmond has climbed to No. 1 1 in the country in this

week's Division 1-AA poll, which has Delaware climbing
to No. 7, and Villanova dropping into a tie for eighth with
Samford.

While Richmond has the most potent offense in the
YanCon, the stingiest defense belongs to none other but
the boys from Amherst.

The Minutemen defense has played like a pack of
crazed dogs as oflate, holding opponents to an average of
275.4 yards in total offense per game.

In last Saturday's 20-7 victory over UConn, the UMass
defense had the Huskies' number all day, sacking UConn
quarterback's Tom DeSarno and Tony Valente seven
times while making the UConn front five resemble a
certain offensive line that calls Foxboro home.

UMass outside linebacker Scott Assencoa had the
game of his life on Saturday, sacking the UConn duo of
QB's five times while batting down two Tom DeSarno
passes.

The UMass defense allowed the Huskies only 180
yards of total offense, causing UConn headman Tom
Jackson to publicly berate his offensive line after the
game.
On the injury front, UMass quarterback Andrew

McNeilly suffered a concussion in Saturday's win, but is

expected to start against Villanova.

Not so lucky however is UMass fullback Mike George,
whose sprained ankle is listed as day-to-day, although
George may not start on Saturday but could see some
action.

Weekly Yankee Conference Awards: Defensive
player of the Week: UMass' Scott Assencoa shares this

award with Derek Whitaker of the University of Rich-
mond. Assencoa racked up five sacks against UConn,
while Whitaker sacked Boston University quarterback
Walter Norton, Jr. four times.

Assencoa, a junior form Natick, now trails Mario
Perry for the team lead for sacks by two (7-5), while
echpsing his total of a year ago (2) in one afternoon.

• Rookie ofthe Week: For the second time this season,
this honor goes to UMass' freshman tailback Rene
Ingoglia. Ingoglia rushed for 138 yards and one touch-
down in Saturday's win over UConn.

Ingoglia has now rushed for over four hundred yards
(91-442), and has a realistic shot at cracking the one
thousand yard mark.

• Offensive player of the week: Lanue Johnson of
Delaware racked up 166 yards in total offense in
Saturday's 21-20 thriller over Villanova to take home
this week's YanCon offensive player of the week award.

Burgers, beer,
and the NHL

Ifthere's anyone left on this campus who doubts
the value oftailgating to home football attendance,
let he or she witness the 10,990 fans who climbed
the stairs at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium
last Saturday for UMass' 20-7 pasting of UConn.

It was great to witness so many people having
fun Saturday afternoon. Burgers on the hibachi
and cold brew aside, fun could be seen and had just

about everywhere, including inside the Stadium.
Why didn't this happen until my senior year? Why
didn't we bring back tailgating sooner? Why does
only the lure of alcohol bring students out for

games?
More importantly, why ask why? Ill see you in E

Lot Saturday.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
My inside sources tell me Cam Neely may

never lace 'em up for the Boston Bruins again.
When written pieces on Neely start comparing his
fragile knee to Gord Kluzak's, you know something
is dreadfully wrong. IfUlfSamuelson knows what's
good for himself, he'd better stay home the next
time Pittsburgh visits the Gah-den. Unless, of
course, pain is something he enjoys.

Then again, no brain, no pain.
As for the remaining, healthy Bruins who can

skate and shoot and throw left hooks, you've got to
be impressed by their quick start. Itspeaks volumes
more that head coach Brian Sutter says he isn't

impressed. Imagine how good the B's will be when
they reach his standards. Then imagine what May
is like in downtown Boston during a Stanley Cup
parade.

Ottawa and Tampa Bay surprised everyone by
actually winning more games than they lost the
first week of the NHL season. At last glance,
however, both teamswere seen plummetingtowards
the cellar, where they belong. Hey, feel no pity.

They had their fun for the year.
Meanwhile, Buffalo Sabres management got

what they wanted. Their threats of moving the
Sabres were met with a pledge from city and county
officials to build a new home for the team, which
hasn't been past the first round ofthe playoffs since
I was in middle school. So much for incentive to
perform.

Ifyou or I threatened to leave ourjobs, you know
what we'd hear? "Don't let the door hit you on the
backside on theway out." But ifyou're a professional
sports franchise, even the suggestion ofa major city
in Florida will get you luxury boxes, sweetheart
parking and concessions deals, even a new park to
play in.

Yes, sports are a business, but there's something
fundamentally wrong with this picture. Ask the
residents of Baltimore, St. Louis and Oakland how
they feel about beingjerked around by owners who

*^ Turn to NHL, page 10
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Cloudy morning, sunny afternoon.
All's well that ends well.

This Weekend:
Steal away to the Iron Horse Sunday night to see Flower
Thief. Their music is impossible to categorize, so you have

to hear it for yourself. Page Wl

.
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Sports:
The men's basketball team may have nabbed
itself a potential star in 6' 10" Marcus Camby,
a highly touted high school player. Page 12.
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UMass reinstates women's sports teamsByTRUDYTYNAN and wn,..n .tKW.. ...^
^ •^^**AAA^By TRUDY TYNAN

Associated Press

AMHERST— Faced with the threat of
a lawsuit, the University of Massachu-
setts agreed Wednesday to reinstate three
women's sports teams dropped over the
past three years.

"I was really pleased with the
University's attitude," said Patricia
Flannery, a Boston lawyer representing
the women athletes. "They saved their
players a lot of heartaches."

Flannery contended the settlement
brings the state university into compli-
ance with the federal law requiring schools
to provide equal opportunities for men

Hooker against
tuition hikes as
budgetary cure
By ANNE STUART
Associated Press

BOSTON — Colleges and universities can no longer
keep charging students more money to make ends meet,
the new president of the University of Massachusetts
said yesterday.

"The solution of raising tuition and fees has limits to
It and we have pretty much achieved those limits,"
Michael K. Hooker said at a conference on the financial
crisis in higher education.

Hooker and others warned that colleges must instead
cut costs or face losing students who simply can't afford
the bills even at public schools.

"I fear that we may be slipping backward to a day
when family wealth determined college choice," said
Daniel S. Cheever Jr.. president of the Massachusetts
Higher Education Assistance Corp.

Cheever, the former president of Boston's Wheelock
College, said 37 percent of all students enrolled in the
most selective colleges come from families earning more
than $100,000 a year, the top 5 percent income bracket.

Meanwhile, Cheever said, states nationwide have
decreased funding for higher education. "Here in New
England, state appropriations fell almost 7 percent in
two years, and in Massachusetts, some public campuses

Turn to HOOKER, Page 7

and women athletes
"We couldn't be happier with the

university's reaction," said Pam Levine,
captain of the women's tennis team. "The
women's teams should never have been
dropped.

The students hired Flannery after the
school dumped women's tennis this spring
even tliough the players had raised enough
in private donations to cover the cost of
fielding the team and their coach had
offered to work for $1,000.

"That's when we really felt we were not
equally treated," said Amy Ryan, a senior
termis player, pointing out that the men's
soccer team had been allowed to continue
after an alumnus promised to cover its

Alsn r*.,r..f of^«^ K • •

tcnnis. But the only men's team not to be

,..=7. '^^'"^J^^'i beginning spring se- salvaged by either school or private grantsmester was the women's lacrosse team, was the tennis squad
cut in 1990 a decade after Massachusetts
won the first national women's lacrosse
championship sponsored by the NCAA.
The women's volleyball team is to resume
play in the fall of 1993. Volleyball was
dropped in 1991.

The agreement calls for the university
to cover the cost of all three of the sports
teams at least through the 1995-96 school
year.

Over the past three years, the cash-
strapped school announced plans to also
cut several men's sports to save money,
including soccer, water polo and men's

"Although women make up 50 percent
of the undergraduate enrollment at the
university, the cuts left them with 30
percent ofthe athletic opportunities," said
Jeffrey Foote of Portland, Oregon, presi-
dent of the Trial Lawyers for Public Jus-
tice, which also participated in the
settlement.

"Umass has taken a potential legal
problem and created a solution that will
benefit all concerned," said Foote, whose
group has been active in pressing equity
cases involving women's teams at several
universities.

the Gl^tVumpkT'^'
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Question 3 a hot issue
MassPIRG promotes packaging law
By ANGIE POPOVICH
and ROMIN THOMSON
Collegian Correspondents

The Massachusetts' Public Interest
Research Group is promoting a hotly-
contested bill which they feel will ban
wasteful packaging.

Question 3, the Recycling Initiative,
will force corporations to become more
environmentally responsible in their
packaging methods. It calls for five ways
to reduce wasteful packaging to be
phased in over four years.

Sarah Turk, MassPIRG's campus or-
ganizer at UMASS, said she sees the
initiative as a "ground-breaking law."
that will lead to "environmental recycling
standards for the country."

MassPIRG faces opposition through
a massive lobbying effort led chiefly by
several major multinational corpora-
tions.

Companies such as DuPont, Exxon
and Dow Chemical have spent over four
million dollars promoting a controversial
advertising campaign which pro-Ques-
tion 3 advocates claim utilizes false as-

sertions. Those favoring the initiative

have found discrepancies throughout the
campaign.

Backers are calling for an investiga-

tion to be launched in order to deter-
mine the validity ofthese charges. Josh
PCratka, an attorney working with sup-
porters of the initiative, said he feels
that it is "criminal that the out-of-state
plastics and packaging industry is using
its unlimited advertising budget to de-
ceive and mislead the voters."

Supporters of the bill claim discrep-
ancies have been found in advertise-
ments statingthe bill will resultin higher
consumer prices, "costly red tape." and
the creation of three new state bureau-
cracies.

"Since the release of the advertise-
ments, the percentage ofsupporters has
dropped from 81 to 52 percent," said
Andy MacDonald. the statewide orga-
nizing campus director of MassPIRG.
"People are only seeing the negative,
opposing side, so there is a large doubt
in people's minds. We must give indi-
vidual messages to the public— it is our
main priority."

MassPIRG has begun an effort to
educate UMass students in the discrep-
ancies they see in the campaign. For
example, Turk said "there is a major
misconception that the bill will hurt
small businesses, but it won't even ap-
ply to them."

Turn to QUESTION 3, Page 8

Olver campaign under the gun
PITTSFIELD, Mass. (AP)— U.S. Rep.

John Olver's recent campaign blunders
prove he will do anything to hold onto his
1st Congressional District seat, his Re-
publican rival Patrick Larkin charged in a
debate Wednesday.

Larkin attacked Olver for mistakenly
charging that he had a no-showjob with a
conservative New Jersey congressman at
the same time he was chiefof staff for the
late U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte. An Olver
campaign staffer also taped a private
conversation between a reporter and a
Democratic Leominster city councilman.

Olver "will do anything and say any-
thing to get elected," Larkin said in the
debate at the Bershire Hilton.

Olver, who has apologized for both gaffes,
responded wath a self-deprecating remark.'

"Over my hfetime as both a scientist
and a public official I have been extremely
careful," he said. "In fact usually people
say that I look at the research so long that
I come into the issue too late to do any-
thing about it."

Olver also said he thinks it is time to
get on with the issues, and not to focus on
his campaign mistakes.

The Amherst Democrat initially de-
fended his claim that Larkin had twojobs
despite Larkin's denials, but issued an
apology after a check of social security
numbers showed that a different Patrick

Turn to OLVER. Poge 7

D.A. who inspired "JFK" dies
KTCWi /-\r>T ir> A XTO / A T->, , ^ .NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Jim Garri-

son, the flamboyant district attorney whose
maverick theories about the assassina-
tion ofPresidentJohn F. Kennedy inspired
a hit movie, died yesterday. He was 70.

Garrison served 12 years as New Or-
leans district attorney and 12 years as a
judge on the state's 4th Circuit Court of
Appeal, from which he stepped down last
year when he reached the mandatory re-
tirement age of 70. His death today, at his
home in New Orleans, was announced in
court by a former colleague, state Appel-
late Judge Patrick Schott.

Garrison's beliefthat Kennedy was the
victim of a CIA plot and government

coverup formed the basis for the nation-
ally publicized trial against Clay Shaw
and three books, including"On the Trail of
the Assassins" which was the basis of the
1992 movie "JFK."

In the movie. Garrison, ironically, was
cast as Earl Warren, chief justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court and head of the
commission that established that the
president was slain by a lone assassin,
Lee Harvey Oswald.

Directed by Oliver Stone, the movie
stars Kevin Costner in the part ofGarrison.

It was Garrison's behefthat the Warren
report was a hastily compiled document

Turn to JFK, Page 7
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UMass Police Log
• University police responded to an annoying behav-

ior report in the parking lot of Boyden Gymnasium on
Tuesday evening. According to police, a man reportedly
was confronted by his former girlfriend at 6:30 p.m., and
the woman then created a disturbance. The man told

police that he will be seeking a restraining order.

• A man reported damage done to his car on Tuesday
after another car apparently struck it and then left the

scene, according to police. The man's vehicle was parked
in Lot 22 at the time, and police estimate that it sustained

$1000 in damages.
• Police received a report of burglary to a man's car in

Compiled by Michael Day
Kccvnl iiH idcnis rtturdt-d by the Uni\vr-.ily's Oeparlmcnl oi Fublic S.Hvly.

the Campus Center parking garage on Tuesday after-

noon. The man reported that his vehicle was broken into

and a leather coat, a calculator and sunglasses were
stolen. Police estimate the value of the items to be $775.

• A man reported the theft of his leather jacket and
other clothing from his room in Brett Residence Hall on
Tuesday, according to police. Police received the report at

approximately 6:30 p.m., and value the stolen items at

$125.
• A stolen license plate was reported to UMass police

on Tuesday. A man said that his car was parked in Lot 63
when the plate was stolen. Police value the plate at $45.

Madonna's Sex a real hot item
By LARRY McSHANE
Associated Press

Contents unseen. Madonna fans around the country
dug deep into their pockets Wednesday, handing over
$49.95 to become the first owners of their undressed idol's

fantasies about S&M, bondage and nude pizza eating.

"What will I find? What you always find in Madonna's
music or videos or books — sex," said Howard Silvera of
New York City, clutching his Mylar-wrapped copy of

"Sex."

"In this day and age, she's our Marilyn, our Elvis, our
whatever."

Maybe, but you never saw the King posing near-naked
with a switchblade pointed at his crotch, or Marilyn
hitchhiking in just a pair ofhigh heels. Which may be the

whole point, said one buyer in Boston.

"I wanted to see how far she's gone. I want to see if it's

all they say," said Marielle Scungio, 28, who turned up at

the Barnes & Noble in Boston's Downtown Crossing. "The

outlet sold about 20 copies in its first two hours of

business.

At many stores, the book was kept behind the counter

so the curious had no chance to break through its silver

Mylar seal and peep inside. Customers had to ask for

their "Sex."

Michael Gunczy didjust that— five times. The native

ofVienna, Austria, paid $270.35 (with tax) to take home
five copies. A friend with him ordered eight copies, and
lugged two bags out ofthe B. Dalton's on New York's Fifth

Avenue.
"We read that the books will sell out in Europe, so we

decided to get them here," said Gunczy. "I think it's a book
to collect."

There were no lines in midtown Manhattan, but it

appeared Gunczy might be right about Europe. In Lon-
don, more than 150 rain-soaked people stood in line

waiting for bookstores to open at midnight for a special

"Sex" sale. In Paris, major bookstores reported the book
had sold out.

Politically correct? Or just try to be? All the best radicals read the Collegian.

UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STAFF
The United Way campaign is about to begin and I appeal to you for your financial

contribution.

This Fall, for only the second year, Advocacy Network is listed as an approved
agency by COMEC (Commonwealth of Massachusetts Employees Contribution) to
receive your contribution as a state employee through COMEC via United Way as the
collection agency.

Advocacy Network is an all-volunteer group which advocates for the mentally re-
tarded residing primarily in Western Massachusetts. We have achieved much success
as evidenced by our lengthy record of significant accomplishments - including the
involvement of the federal and state courts - and we are soon to achieve a historic first:
the closing of the Belchertown State School by January 1993.

Through the years. Advocacy Network has been closely involved with thousands of
University of Massachusetts students who have participated in the long-standing and
successful Boltwood Project, a recognized student organization.

As you prepare your COMEC contribution form, please specify Advocacy Network.
None of us is paid. We are dependent upon public contributions.

Ifyou wish to learn more about Advocacy Network, please phone (413) 256-1313 and
we will not only answer your questions, but we will mail you our handsome updated
flyer.

'

Thank you.

Sincerely

Benjamin Ricci

Professor Emeritus
UM/Amherst
Board Chairman
Advocacy Network
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Columbus Day renamed
Ifyou thought the University ofMassachusetts

was the only place where an anti-Columbus Day
rally could take place, guess again.

Michigan State University students joined a
gi-oup of more than 200 indigenous people an^
marched on the state's Capitol as legislators inside
passed a resolution making Columbus Day,
Michigan's Aboriginal People's Day, according to

The State News.

People in the crowd declared this day the begin-
ning of a new 500 years for indigenous people.

"We will begin today to start a new time in our
lives as Native American people in unity, in peace
with one another," said Dennis Belindo, director of
the Michigan Urban Indian Consortium.

Marchers— dressed in American Indian ribbon
shirts, cloth dresses and buckskin — performed a
round dance symbohc of their unity and survival
during the last 500 years.

Protests were also reported at the University of
Arizona and Purdue University.

The Wild Wild (North)West
Students at the University of Washington can

apparently do at least two things very well. One is

play football — the Huskies are currently the top-

ranked team in the nation. The other is act in a
somewhat wild manner.

According to The Daily, the student newspaper
at Washington, on Sept. 27 the Phi Delta Theta
fraternity threw a party which resulted in a brawl
allegedly between the fraternity brothers and a
gi-oup of those very good football players.

The fight, which police described as "chaotic,"

ended after UW student Jennifer Wen was hit in

the eye vvith a flying bottle. Wen is currently
blinded in her right eye, but is improving daily.

Police have had a hard time sorting out the
details but University officials have made it clear
they are pleased with neither the fraternity nor the
football players.

Washington football coach Don James said he is

confident the fight is not a team problem but
promised to look into the incident.

Further adding to the madness is this odd scene.

Apparently, at 1:44 a.m. on Sept. 24, a member of
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity arrived at the
front door of the Delta Delta Delta sorority house,
disguised as a suitor for one of the women in the
house.

The fraternity brother had a bundle of flowers

and asked the women answering the door if he
could enter and speak with a particular sorority

member. When the door was opened, between 10
and 15 other fraternity brothers rushed into the
house and began yelling and screaming. The broth-

ers rushed up stairs and what resulted was an old-

fashioned, if they ever happened, "panty-raid."

Within minutes sorority sisters report having
been verbally assaulted, groped and generally
frightened. By the time the police came the frater-

nity members had climbed down a fire escape to

freedom. Kind of reminds me of that scene in

"Animal House" when John Belushi has his ladder
fall backwards.

Anjrway, the police tracked these alleged hooli-

gans down, but it turns out that unless the sorority

house wants to press charges there will be no
further action. Delta Delta Delta has notyet pressed
charges.

Tequila ease revisited

Regular readers of "News from other U's" will

recall last week's tale ofMarie Brinkmeyer, an 18-

year old who died from sucking down over 20 shots

ofPepe Lopez tequila. A Texas court recently ruled

the tequila company resfwjnsible for the death and

Brinkmeyer's family was awarded $1.5 million.

This space applauds a recent editorial by The

Daily Texan condemning the verdict with a touch of

humor. The piece was entitled "Tequila case award

must be taken with a grain of salt."

Rosenberg, Story call FY1993
budget a good sign for UMass
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff"

Two local legislators told the Undergraduate Student
Senate last night there was reason for optimism at the
University of Massachusetts because of an 8 percent
increase in the University's budget for the 1993 fiscal year.

"Things are looking up. We have turned the corner and
are back on the road to recovery from the previous four
years ofbudget cuts," said state Sen. Stanley Rosenberg.

Rosenberg said there was an overall increase of $70
million for the five University ofMassachusetts campuses.
He said the Amherst campus received $11 million.

"This increase is more than twice the rate of inflation,
but the University still has a long way to go considering
that about $30-39 million has been cut from the budget in
previous years," said Rosenberg.

Rosenberg said the library's budget was increased
from $2.4 million to $10 million this year. "This is a
tripling of the library's allocations," he said.

State Rep. Ellen Story ofAmherst said she gave some
credit to the students and parents for the increase in the
budget. 'The lobbying at the State House really had an
impact on the legislature," she said.

"Tell your friends, neighbors and family to write to
their state representative and let them know the Uni-
versity needs more money," said Story. She said if a
representative receives three to five letters on an issue,
it has a major impact.

Rosenberg said tho l^nivrr-itv's Board of Trustees
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MassPIRG aids
homeless with
'Trick or Treat'
The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group is

conducting a "Trick or Treat" at local apartment com-
plexes on Halloween night to collect canned food to assist
local homeless shelters and food pantries.

MassPIRG's Halloween project is part of a series of
events thegroup has organized or participated in focusing
on the double problems of hunger and homelessness.

• Since early October, volunteers at MassPIRG have
been compiling statistics and data concerning hunger
and homelessness in the Amherst area. According to

MassPIRG volunteers, there are over 5,000 homeless
people in the Amherst area, including 1,616 families.

Since July of 1991 the Amherst Survival Center has
donated more than 1,200 boxes of food to Amherst and
surrounding towns and has served over 5,000 meals. The
Center has also donated almost 160,5000 pounds of
clothes.

• MassPIRG has also participated in the National
Conference on Hunger and Homelessness by sending two
students from UMass. The conference included workshops
and speakers aimed at educating people about hunger
and homelessness in the United States and throughout
the world.

• MassPIRG volunteers have also been visiting the
five residential areas on campus collecting canned foods
on a weekly basis as part of a semester-long project.

• MassPIRG has been running campaigns concerning
various environmental issues, including the "Green Bill

Campaign," which is focused on gathering support to

pass questions Three and Four on the ballot. If passed,
Question Three would require manufacturers to reduce,
reuse or recycle the materials they use in packaging by
1996.

Question Four would write into law a fift;h of a penny
tax on every pound of toxic chemicals used by companies

Turn to PIRG, page 8
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wanted full tuition retention, but the state and commu-
nity colleges were opposed to the idea. Tuition retention
means the University keeps all the tuition money it

receives and state funding decreases by a corresponding
amount.

Rosenberg proposed a policy regulating tuition reten-
tion, which would provide a formula allowing the state to
arrive at an amount to allocate to public higher educa-
tion.

"Then the state should figure out what fair share to
ask ofthe students and lock it into law so the University
can't tinker with it," Rosenberg said.

Addressing the issue of racial tension on campus,
Rosenberg said as soon as students develop specific
proposals about the issues, he will work to get the
proposals through the legislature to obtain the money
and changes students want.

"Story and I didn't want to politicize the race issue and
thereby create unreasonable problems," said Rosenberg.
"I want the students to know we stand ready to partici-
pate, but want the students to work on the issue them-
selves."

Story said she believes University President Michael
K. Hooker has a strongcommitment to initiating changes
on campus which will effect minority students. "I believe
Hooker is going in the right direction, and if I didn't I

might have acted differently on the race issue," she said.
At the outset of the meeting, the Senate elected Mike

Poster as speaker of the senate and Emily Rose as
treasurer.

Public Safety
hires five new
police officers
By DAVE MASSEY
Collegian Staff'

The University of Massachusetts Division of
PubUc Safety has hired five new police officers,
including one woman and two minorities.

Public Safety now boasts five women police officers
and five minority officers, out of a total of 35 uni-
formed police officers.

This appointment, officials say, fills existing
empty spots in the department and is unrelated to
Chancellor Richard O'Brien's plan to hire 20 new
security personnel as a response to the recent rash
of racial incidents on campus.

In a few weeks, the five new officers will begin a
17-week intensive program at the Municipal Police
Officers Academy in Agawam. The officers will re-

ceive "in-depth training" on civil rights, human
relations, criminal law, motor vehicle law, police
ethics, defensive tactics, firearms, police liability

and report writing.

"We personally visited 30 college and university
campuses in Massachusetts, seeking female and
minority applicants," said Jack Luippold, director of
Public Safety. "We also advertised extensively in
minority publications across New England and the
nation."

Before beginning their new shifts, the new officers

will complete a three-month field training officer

program which includes diversity education.
Preparing for future vacancies, Luippold said he

began developing a list ofapplicants for the positions
in December 1991. In fact, Luippold said over 500

Turn to POLICE, page 8
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Recycled speeches, tired lines a poor excuse for debate
Okay. I told mvself a whilp harW whr. Kaor,v ,j^„ u *„ . -.i x^ . , . . _ .
"Okay." I told myself a while back,

"wail until the debates are over, then
decide who gets your vote for President."
Hmm. Two weeks later, I'm a little less

confused about what George Bush, Ross
Perot and Bubba Clinton are all about.
That's rather unfortunate, because by and
large I don't like what I see.

Rather, I don't like what they've decided
to show me.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
If you listened carefully to what Bush,

Clinton and Perot had to say, you may have
found yourself saying "Gee, that's awfully
familiar." And well you should, because it's

the same damn thing over and over and
over. These weren't debates, these were
regurgitations of convention speeches,
sound bites and commercials we've been
watching since February. How pathetic.

Take Clinton, for example. I still want
to like Bubba. I'll probably vote for him
anvway. But while he has answered ques-
tions directly, more often than not he's
quoted himself verbatim from his July
acceptance speech. His answers on health
care and restarting the economy are good
examples. How many times haveyou heard
the phrase starting with "100 prominent
economists?" As if 100 economists could
agree on the color of the sky.

Clinton isn't alone on the spit-up cir-

cuit. How many times has Bush said '•.
. .

we're going to have a new Congress next
year?' Wrong again, George. The chances
of incumbents losing elections, even this
year, are slim and none. Even John Olver,

who hasn't done much to warrant either
his re-election or his dismissal, is still a
better-than-average shot to win this fall.

At least he was until his staffers started
eavesdropping.

I get the uncontrollable urge to strangle
Ross Perot every time he says "and I'm
doing this for you, the American people."
Really, Ross. I didn't doubt your sincerity
until the 12th time I heard it. Then I got
suspicious.

Speaking of Perot, here's complaint
number two about the debates: will some-
one, anyone, please answer a question?

Perot was the worst offender on this
count. When asked for specifics on diffi-

cult questions such as, "What would you
do to ease racial tensions?" or, "How will
you bridge the gap between parties on
Capitol Hill?" Perot went flying off on
some vague, campaign rhetoric tangent
about the American Dream and how he is

the man to bring it back to us.

What about Perot's specific plans? I'll

give him this: Perot is the only candidaU;
who has come forth with a deficit reduction
plan that doesn't rely on smoke and mir-
rors. While Clinton talks about economic
investment (with Monopoly money? Credit
cards?) and Bush offers the same tripe
about cutting spending, Perot has comt-
up with a real plan. It'll cripple the economy
and send the price ofgasoline through the
exosphere, but hey, it's a plan.

When it came to other issues, however,
Perot cops out. He's fond ofsaying "there's
a lot of plans, good plans, that have bien
floating around Washington for years but
have never been tried."Wow. I neverwould
have guessed. Which plans, Ross?

Future debate moderators should be
equipped with small buttons on their
desks. Buttons which, when pressed, send
an electric shock similar to that of a stun
gun coursing through the nervous system
of any candidate who eludes answering
any question directly. The last candidate
lefl alive wins.

I think I'll vote for Clinton, because I feel

compelled to vote. But next time around
there had better be some changes. This
wasn't a campaign, this is pro wrestling.

MR. PERoT; how VilLL

VOi/ CEBU/LD THE fcoAJoNVV
f^ TD PRoViU 600D JOfiS ^

Ui

Imagine Bush and Clinton are Ric Flair (
D-

Arkansas) and "MachoMan" Randy Savage
(R-Texas) the next time you see debate
highlights. The comparison isn't so far-

fetched. When the future of oui- nation
resembles quasi-sf>orts entertainment, you
know there's problems. Big problems.

So ifthis is pro wrestling, is the election
fixed?

GregSukiennik never watches the WWF,
but thought Perot should have been dis-
qualified as third man in the ring.

I GO To WASM/NGTON 4M0
I LOOK AT ALL THE PLAMi
JH£.UJc. ARE /WAT AJOBOOV

DOES MfTHlNb ABOfr

AND THEN X Pvr ToUTHER
A TASKFo'^c.e 7i>LDo^:Ar

/AND
tS«tm£ai?

\ 7WE PLMii AMD COfAi. uP

Meeting for future
of Cultural Center
Dear fellow student.

You are invited to participate in a commuiuty
meeting to discuss the future of the Latin American
Cultural Center. The meeting is scheduled for
Thursday, Oct. 22 at 7 p.m. in the SBA Rm. 116.

The Latin American Cultural Center was closed
during the fall semester in 1991, in unity with the
administrative mistreatment of the Cultural Cen-
ters and the ignored demands both centers submitted
to the Division of Academic Support Services and
the administration in Whitmore.

The following points will be discussed in the
general meeting:

• History behind the closure of the center.
• Under what conditionsmay the centerbe opened.
• Depending on the decision made in this meet-

ing an action plan will be drafted on what we should
do about the Cultural Center.

Your participation in this meeting is essential to
determine the future of our Cultural Center. We
hope to see you at this meeting and don't forget that
"... en la union esta la fuerza," y como dijo Ruben
Blades SE PUEDE!

Students concerned about the future
of the Latin American Cultural Center

8£COM/«r, PtaiofMT . . /j ^r j^^f n//v^

Dean asks the faculty: what else can vou do?
Dear Colleagues:

I attended Oklahoma A &M College in the mid-forties
as an undergraduate. Most of the students in my classes
were White, although a few were Native American. In
one class there was a screen in a corner which separated
one student from the rest of us. The student who sat
behind the screen was Black!

In those days, Black students in Oklahoma had to
attend Black colleges unless the program that they needed
only was offered at one of the non-Black schools. When
they attended a class in a non-Black school, they were
screened from the other students in that class. Imagine the
isolation and fear that those Black students experienced.

That was about half a century ago, yet today many of
our students ofcolor have similar feelings ofisolation and
fear on this predominantly White campus. Skin color is
not a salient determinant of our sense of well-being so
long as those around us share the same color. Skin color
becomes a determinant of our sense of well-being when
we are surrounded by people whose skin color differs
from ours. For those ofus who are White,just imagine the
strong feelings ofisolation and fearyou would experience
when walking by yourself in one of the Black neighbor-
hoods in any major city in the United States. This is part
ofthe experience ofour students ofcolor that is reinforced
by acts of verbal, pictorial and physical violence on
campus.

The screen was a physical manifestation of racism.

The screen is gone, but not the prejudice. The screen is
gone, but not the feelings of isolation and fear.

When I attended Cornell University in the mid-fifties
as a graduate student, my classes were composed ofmale
and female students. In those days, Cornell was the only
Ivy League school that admitted women to graduate work.
The women students were as good (if not better) than the
men. When it came time for my graduating class to search
for faculty positions, only men were offered positions at
major research universities. To be sure, even in those days,
some women were hired by these institutions, but just
imagine what their sense of isolation and well-being was
like. Just ask the women in your department how they feel
today!

In this country you have reason to be concerned about
your well-being if you are a person of color or a female.
Unfortunately, the same concerns are present on our
college campuses. It is difficult for any one ofus to rid the
country ofthe plague ofprejudice, but each of us can take
action to rectify the situation on our campus. I ask each
ofyou to take responsibility and help eliminate racial and
gender discrimination on this campus. Talk to your
students, your staffand your colleagues about steps that
might be taken in your department to make the campus
a safer and more productive place for people of color and
lor females. Then ask yourself what else YOU can do!

r» x^ .
SyBerger

Dean, Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Ya know, either people are deliberately dropping

road-kills in front ofme on the road or we've got to start
driving more carefully.

Readers will notice that "Graffiti O' the Week"
hasn't appeared in Notes from the Campus Center
Basement for a couple ofweeks now. Hopefully certain
individuals on this campus will take the hint.

Employees working on the second floor ofMemorial
Hall get Marc's Golden BurritoAward this week. I give
out these things every now and then when I see
someone do something so outrageously logical that I

jump up and yell, "Weeee!"
These 30 or so University employees got displaced

from their offices a couple of weeks ago when a few
students, non-students, graduate students — what-
ever, it's all a blur at this point— were overcome with
another bout of western Massachusetts' famous
T.ikeover Virus. Apparently, they decided the second
floor of Memorial Hall was small enough for their
incredibly shrinking protest to defend so they went in
for about a week to demand free pizza, press coverage,
a new public address system, some of Gov. Weld's
stationery, and 40 scholarships for low-income women
of color. I'll skip all of the mistakes these protest vets
shouldn't have made (like forgetting the food and
assuming Domino's would deliver for free) and get
right down to those fabulous University staffers, who,

ironically, are in charge ofraising scholarship money and
said they agreed with much of what the protesting
pundits were talking about.

Marc

ELLIOTT
Well after a week, these state employees really wanted

to get back to work. The fact that state employees wanted
to get back to work is in itselfworth a Golden Burrito. So,
one morning they went in and asked the occupiers to
move downstairs to the lounge so they could do theirjobs.
Ofcourse they refused to budge and the employees moved
their stuff downstairs for them. Whoa.

While I'm on the subject of Memorial Hall, I've got to
compliment the Graduate Voices staff on their dedica-
tion. There aren't many journalists who are willing to
take over a floor of a building to hold a week-long staff
meeting. The Collegian hardly ever has meetings for the
whole staflTat a time. Wow. Canyou separate the reporters
from the protesters? Ick.

While I'm on the subject of protests and takeovers, I
promised last time I did Notes to mention a few admin-
istrators in my next Notes column. How many out out
there knew that our new— and highly paid— University
president, Michael K. Hooker, took over a building when
he went to college in North Carolina? The way he tells it

he was a student worker in Chapel Hill's dining
commons and making less than minimum wage. The
law there allowed it for some food service employees
on the assumption they would make up the rest in tips
Anyone who's been to the D.C. knows tips just don't
happen there. So he and a bunch ofangry food scoopers
took over a law school building that wasn't being used
at the time and set up an alternative cafeteria effec-
tively shutting down the other one. They said they
wouldn't come out until the chancellor recognized theumon and he did. 'Course the next semester the school
hired an outside contractor to run the dining commons
and all the student employees were fired. Eh.

I noticed the chancellor said he would refuse to talk
with the students in Memorial Hall because they were
engaged in an illegal occupation of a buildingHmmmm. I wonder where I've heard that before'' I

wonder where I wish I'd heard that before
Pop quiz: What UMass housing director had his

picture in local papers last semester holding a toy gun
to his head? Here's a clue:
he was trying to illustrate that using condoms, which
he said are sometimes defective, is like playing Rus-
sian roulette.

Everybody's mom loves Angela Lansbury.
Eh.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.
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Confront issues
with education

I never thought I would have to confront anti-Semitism
here at UMass. Unfortunately, I have encountered it
three times this semester.
A huge banner with the names and a little background

of eveiyone on my floor hung near my door. Someone
decided to scrawl the words "Hebe" by my name. I was
shocked. I couldn't believe that this was really happen-
ing. Why did some ignorant fool write this? Was it written
because I speak fluent Hebrew, and that the term "Hebe"
was a nickname for me? I didn't like it and before I could
cross It out someone else (a friend ofmy R.A. ) had already
taken the liberty of crossing it out and writing under-
neath it, 'That's anti-Semitism."

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
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Where's glory in the new world order?
Our cause is Just!"— Norman Schwartzkopf
In every debate I have watched, neither Bush nor

Quayle have failed to expound upon "Our Nation's"
glorious victory for freedom and democracy in the
Middle East. And in every debate, neither Gore nor
Clinton have voiced anything but praise for the
president's handling of the situation. It really disap-
pomts me that an articulate intellectual such as
Clinton would betray his ideals in order to appease the
patriotic masses, but I cannot say I am surprised.

Nathan

CRICK

Then someone in one of my classes asked me if I was
Jewish after I gave a speech in debate class. I answered,
"Why do you ask?" Her response: "Because, you look like a
Jew-boy." Now, her tone wasn't threatening but her
statement was. I responded politely, "What does a Jew-boy
look like?" Her final answer was, "You. Because you're cyjte
and you're rich. .

." Hello, this is anti-Semitism. It's

repugnant. It's uncalled for. And it is wrong!
These incidents bothered me and I never spoke out

about how I felt until I spoke with the rabbi at Hillel. He
advised me to speak with the person who made these
remarks to me. I thought about it and didn't get a chance
to say something to her. However, before I got a chance
to confront her I heard another horrifying statement
from the same person: "Be nice now, or I'll have Uncle
Adolph come pay you a visit." Stop and think for a minute.
This is anti-Semitism without a doubt.

This time I took the rabbi's advice and approached
her. I explained to her that whether she meant them or
not that it was wrong. She responded, "It's not anti-
Semitism. It really depends on who is saying it." Wrong
again! I explained that it doesn't matter who says it; it's

still anti-Semitism. She agreed and was glad that I

approached her on how I felt.

I realized through reasoning and explanations I was
able to confront an upsetting issue with education. I

explained to her that day, "How do you think someone
feels when they hear these remarks, especially to a
person that has lost relatives to the Holocaust?" This
woman understood my point that her statements were
made in a subtle manner, and that they are the major
premise that anti-Semitism is founded on.

In the light of all that has transpired here at UMass
over the last few weeks, there is a strong feeling of
tension. I know that I wasn't the first victim— there have
been many unreported (surprise! surprise!) incidents on
campus and we must all speak up and let our voices be
heard. Hate crimes are a fact of life and by educating
people about anti-Semitism we can only hope to change
things and that is a goal that not only Jewish people have
to fight for, but all minority groups as a whole.
Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian staffmember.

The politics ofwar have shaped our world since the
beginning of human history, and is not soon to be
abandoned. To be able to create an enemy with a
demon's visage and make killers out of children is an
art that has been inherited by every government, and
a religion that we have been baptized in from the day
we learned "Cowboys and Indians." It makes no dif-
ference whether it is the Soviet Union, Vietnam or
Iraq; there is always a space in our subconscious
eagerly awaiting the creation ofa Godless nation that
will cry out for our deadly and righteous intervention.
The war against Iraq was a battle ofgood versus evil,
at least in our minds. It wouldn't have mattered if
Kuwait was Sodom and Gomorrah, ifthe government
wanted us to be outraged with Iraq itcould've made us
outraged with Iraq. It wouldn't matter if a year later
we all found out we were lied to, because the public is
always ready to forgive and forget and be led like
lemmings when the next cliff comes along.
We are so willing to forgive because we do not believe

that our nation will put our people behind a gun for
poweror politics. We always go to war foran ideal. "Hey,
there's some Naked Aggression! It's about time we take
a stand against that!"America cannotbecorrupt because
we always fight with our lofty morality behind our

guns. To protest the war would be to condone Naked
Aggression, and in the Iraq scenario the government
created those nifty little ribbons so ifyou protested the
war you obviously did not care for the safety of our
troops either. Never mind that it was George Bush who
send them to fight in the desert; if any of them were
killed it was because YOU dared to protest.

The thing that really scares me, though, is not our
childlike mentality ofwarfare. What is really frighten-
ing is the lack ofremorse we have for those we killed, as
ifwe were still following the defense that, "They needed
to die." How can we praise God for our victory when
afl^r we zipped up our pants and left, most ofthe Iraqi
people were abandoned to drink out of puddles in the
road and die quietly ft-om the diseases it gave them?
Because they are subhuman, that's why. Because we
believe that the herdsmen who live in the desert are
simply incarnates of Saddam, and if we mistakenly
drop napalm on them they damn well deserved it.

It's one of the great brainwashing techniques in
human history, that one's government is the country.
Bush might call on me to bomb Iraqis, and now
suddenly I'm serving my country and helping to defeat
Saddam. Tell me if I'm wrong, but it would seem to me
all I'd be doing would be killing frightened human
beings so we could give oil back to wealthy monarchs.

I saw a car a couple months ago with the bumper
sticker, "Nuke Iraq," with little mushroom clouds all
over it. People like that are really sad, when the only
way to feel good about themselves is to beat the crap out
ofsomeone. What's even more sad is that this nation felt
the same way for about a year, and some of us still do.
It is embarrassing to witness how ignorant we can all

be, and is really pitiful to see our president still clinging
to that ignorance even in desperation. I think when he
finally bows out, it will be will a solemn moment to
reflect upon the New World Order he has created.

For there is no glory in death, George. Even in yours.
Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

Faculty urges president to implement change
Dear President Hooker,

The recent racial incidents on the Amherst campus
have once again highlighted the failure ofthe university
policies to insure a quality accessible education for stu-
dents of all ethnic, cultural and economic backgrounds.
The university policies do not even create an atmosphere
where students may take for granted their physical
safety on campus. This is intolerable. The history ofslow,
weak and defensive responses to racial incidents on this
campus must stop, by taking strong positive actions now
to change fundamental policies and conditions.
We strongly support efforts to increase minority rep-

resentation on campus at all levels, most definitely in-
cluding the higher administration. Fellowships for mi-
nority students, from low income backgrounds and a
strongcommitment to Upward Bound are al so important.
Implementing new policies within the residence halls is
obviously needed as well. It is quite apparent that resi-
dent assistants should not be asked to police students
who are essentially their peers. An emphasis on the
importance of respecting all students' rights should be-
gin the day a student first has contact with the Univer-

Perot and his ego-driven agenda
Ifthere's a suckerbom every minute,

then a lot ofthem are Perot supporters.
P.T. Barnum would have been proud.

Perot's current bid for the presi-

dency is the biggest hoax since the
Hitler diaries. Ever since the loyalty of
"volunteers" gave him an excuse to

jump back into the race, it has become
abundantly clear that Perot is no longer
interested in becoming president, and
that he has no intention of winning, or
even trying to win, this election.

Perot thought it might be fun to be
King of the Hill, and voter dissatisfac-

tion put him on the ballots. It looked Like

he actually had a chance for a while, but
then the press stopped being nice. They
weren't obsequious enough and some
even had beards. So Perot decided to

quit, lettingdown miUions ofpeople who
put their misguided trust in him.

The press rightfully savaged him for

this shameless display of thoughtless
self-indulgence, for once aiming their

guns at someone other than a Repub-
lican. This was unnacceptable to Perot
— he wasn't going down in history as a
quitter, a rash fortune-seeker. It was
the ever-loving "volunteers" who pro-

vided him with another "in." This time
the goal was not the White House, but
something far more important — a
restoration ofhis shattered reputation.

Perot is an intelligent man, most
billionaires are; and his efforts with the

POWs in Vietnam were laudable. Per-

haps this assessment is too simplistic.

He wouldn't really go to all this trouble

just to remove the stigma of having

abandoned his people on a whim, would

he? All doubt was eliminated when Vice-

Admiral Stickdale stepped up to the

podium at last week's veep debate
The press has been kind to Stockdale

(ifhe had been a Republican, theywould
have driven him to suicide with their
lauughter). Evidently, there is some
kind ofsympathy thing at work here: a
man like Stockdale is so tough that if

seven years of torture in Hanoi didn't

destroy him, a few bad press clippings
wouldn't exactly bring tears to his eyes.

It is an understatement to say
Stockdale was unprepared for this de-
bate. He hadn't been well-briefed on any
ofthe issues with the exception ofPerot's
perennial favorite, the deficit. Asked a
question about health care, Stockdale
simply "passed." You do not "pass" in a
vice presidential debate. Asked about
something else, Stockdale began to
ramble incoherently about life in the
Navy, mumbling about some naval ac-
ronym and emergency battle plans until
he forgot what the question was .

Agreat militaryman and war hero to
be sure, but that alone does no qualify
him to be the man "a heartbeat away
from the the presidency." The point is

that Perot, ifhis bid for the Wite House
was genuine, would have chosen some-
one sharp as a tack on the issues, a pro.

A woman or minority candidate would
have convinced a lot ofpeople that Perot
was in this for reasons other than his

own ego-driven agenda. Butby choosing
his pal the admiral, by refusing to

campaign vigorously across the country
like his opponents and by flagrantly

dodging issues that do not interest him,
Perot has demonstrated that he has no
intention of winning this race.

Andrew Hasselman
Amherst

sity, at the very least in promotional materials and
informational brochures. We also suggest making
available a diversity awareness program for incoming
students. Staff at this university, in particular those
charged with security, need training to deal quickly,
sensitivelyand fairly with the safety concerns and human
rights of students from all backgrounds. The problem
must be addressed at every level.

We applaud your willingness to recognize the severity
ofthe problem and the failure of past efforts to deal with
it. Your statements in the press have lacked the am-
bivalence and defensiveness of those to which we have
become accustomed in the numerous racial incidents on
this campus in the past. We strongly urgeyou to continue
to speak out and to assure the implementation of much
needed changes influencing the racial climate on this
campus. And we offer our cooperation and support in
carrying our programs like those mentioned above.

Professor Lyn Frazier
Linguistics Department

This letter was signed by 18 professors and graduate
students in the department of linguistics.

Violence can turn sex into rape
Two women from the Everywoman's

Center came in to my psychology lecture
to talk about rape. One issue thatemerged
was about whether or not going back to

another person's room implies that you
want to have sex with them.

But this argument ignores the fact that
even if someone does want to have sex, it

is still very possible for them to be raped.
To anyone for whom this is incomprehen-
sible, I suggest the following experiment:

Wait until you are good and hungry.
Then sit down to eat with two of your
strongest friends. Announce to them,
"Wow, am I hungry. I really want to eat."
Then have them jump up and, using as
much force as it takes to pin you down
while you resist with all your strength.

have them start cramming food into your
mouth. Make sure they cram it in faster
than you can swallow; make sure they
hurt you; make sure you can barely
breathe; make sure you don't like the food
they use; and most of all, make sure they
don't stop, even if you beg them to, until
they feel like it (at least 10 minutes).

The point, obviously, isn't that force-
feeding is as bad as rape; the point is that
even ifyou want to do something, having
it forced on you in a violent way with
absolutely no regard for your feelings, is

terrifying, agonizing and dehumanizing.
I think anyone can comprehend this. I

wish no one had to actually experience it.

Gregory Sellei

Amherst

Man of Steels coming demise
inspires allegorical interpretation

With the hand of death drawing near
for DC Comics' "Superman," one may an-
ticipate a gasp from a lump in the earth
called Nietzsche and bepuzzlement for

Zarathustra disciples.

An allegorical interpretation of
Superman's fate would have "Doomsday"
as STD/Racial Tension/Cholesterol/The
Concrete Manifestation of the Federal
Deficit. And informed readers who have
monitored slipshod Superman's waning
ability to eschew these diseases ofmortal-
ity for the past six years have foretold the
debacle, leaving only "when" question-
able. And ifSuperman is reborn, due to his
role in the business, as his bruited nail-

spUtting more human (rationalizes "more
interesting") counterself, yet another
mundane version of you, me and the

dreadful common-herder, then he's better
un-reborn. And we weep with you,
Nietzsche, crying, "Where is our anti-hu-
man?" Lamentably, we shall watch our
myth, our point of contrast to explore
contemporary chaos, die. We, our times,
have killed him.

Fabrications being necessity-bom, we
ponder the results ofSuperman's death on
that willed November 15: poetic entropy?
A mere super-speck in an eternally recur-
ring cycle? A displacement in the gargan-
tuan turtles reminiscing the Italian mas-
ters? God is dead. Soon Superman will be
dead. And hence an era. An oft-consoling
concept, the reality of the transitory. . .

Eric Daigre
Central
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Prof, says witch hunts
show current attitudes

COLLEGIAN

University of Massachusetts German
professor Sigrid Brauner may look more
like a thirtysomething baby boomer than
a contemporary version of the Antichrist,
but that doesn't stop people from some-
times confusing her with a witch.

"I guess you have to expect that mak-
ing witches your specialty," Brauner says.
"And yet, to be honest, it's a little dis-
turbing."

Disturbing indeed, considering the
strange historical coincidences in the air.
For in this tricentennial year ofthe Salem
witch hunts, a year in which "family val-
ues" politicians attack single mothers and
workmg women, history seems to be re-
peating itself.

That, in part, is why Brauner has be-
gun teaching a new course in the
University's German department titled
"Witches: Myth and Reality." In the course,
Brauner looks at the history ofwitch hunts
in German-speaking Europe and colonial
New England.

She examines them in light of our con-
temporary attitudes towards women and
families, and shows how sexual — as well
as racial and class differences — still play
a role in our imagination of the demonic.

"The first massive witch persecutions
clearly followed the events of the Refor-
mation," Brauner said. "The Protestants
really stressed that the partriarchal. Old
Testament family was the most important
social and religous institution. In fact,
Luther literally defined witches as women
who refused to be obedient housewives."

In her class, Brauner uses a wide array
of sources — including contemporary
studies in anthropology, theological trea-
tises from the early modern period and
witch trial records — to illustrate her
points.

Over90 percent ofall witch hunt victims
were female, she says, and their moral
reputation was the focal point of their
persecution.

Indeed, she makes clear that it was
their relationship to husband and child
that largely sealed their fate.

Of the 150,000 women who were ex-
ecuted in the European and American
witch hunts between 1430 and 1750, the

vast majority were single or widowed and
so suspect in the eyes of those who wor-
shipped the family.

"Survivinginterrogation records reveal
that the questions put to these women
largely concerned their marital relations,
their extra-marital sexual behavior, the
extent of their religious education and
how they were raised and how they raised
their children," Brauner said.

At least in Europe, the changing notions
ofeconomic hierarchy were related to the
persecution of women. Before the witch
hunts, large numbers ofEuropean women
had been trained professionals such as
artisans and physicians. With the break-
down ofthe old guild system, these women
began to be excluded from professional life

and so denied well-paid jobs.

"Recent statistics show a drastic in-
crease in domestic violence against
women," says Brauner. "Indeed, women
who try to break out ofbattering situations
by leaving their men and trying
to support themselves are oftenmurdered

.

It could be said that this is the modern
equivalent to the violence wrought against
women during the witch trials."

Brauner draws a further comparison
between the past and present when she
looks at the modern political landscape.

"It was not popular attitudes or su-
perstitions that brought women to the
stake during the witch hunts, but insti-
tutionalized oppression fostered by
society's leaders," says Brauner.

"To see how this is the same today, look
at Vice President Quayle's attacks on
Murphy Brown, the Repubhcans' bashing
ofHillary Clinton, the Senate's hostihty to
Anita Hill."

In addition to anti-female attitudes,
Brauner points out that anti-race and
class attitudes were part of the witch
trials in America. In Peru, enslaved in-
digenous people were often singled out as
witches, just as in Salem one of the first
people accused ofwitchcraft was a woman
of color from the Caribbean.

Brauner says, "Ultimately, it becomes
clear that the practice of magic had very
little to do with the witch trials at all."

—University News Office

If you'ie from Moorehi\^h
iMnd you 5^et sick,

fall on your knees and pray^ . . diequJck.

A new prescription for terror

,i*:

UNIVERSAL

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.

ABSOLUTE SILENCE
THE BIRTHDAYS, THE GRADUATION, THE WEDDING DAY WE WERF THPRF Tn toact tucu a, ,
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ADBUSniS (604j 736-9401

COLLEGIAN
MORE EXCITEMENT
THAN YOU CAN
SHAKE A RECYCLING
BIN AT

D I C A R LO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra DIavIo
• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Primavera
• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,
including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee
for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer Expires October 29, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m.

COLLEGIAN
MORE

POLITICALLY
CORRECT
THAN YOU
THINK

TJie J'Rich

Family Values

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
2S3-9300

Cotton
Flannel Boxers

Plenty ofPatterns
'9.50

RICH!
CLOTHING FOR MEN

lmher.1 • :=i1-2nn
: Mivinic SL, NnrttumpUin • SKtv^TTt

OpcnTdjvs
Thuridiy ni^U in Nnrthamptan

COLLEGIAN

_„_„„„^^„ JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
EVERYBODY STARTS SOMEWHERE—Young

Hadley entrepreneurAndrew Haklwicz, seven, watches
his vegetable stand on Rte. 9 in Hadley.

M Budget
continued from page 1

endured budget cuts over 30 percent before rising
somewhat this year," he said.

"There is httle Hkehhood we can look to the
federal government for a bail-out because, unfor-
tunately, our crisis has come after the savings-
and-loan crisis," he told about 200 people, mostly
New England college presidents, officials and
trustees.

U.S. Rep. Jack Reed, D-R.I., said a higher edu-
cation bill signed into law this year increases both
loans and grants for college students, particularly
those from middle-income families.

Hooker, who came to UMass in September, said
he had to cut budgets significantly in his previous
positions as president of the University of Mary-
land-Baltimore County and Bennington College in
Vermont.

In Maryland, as at UMass and other schools,
administrators initially achieved quick savings by
defen-ingmaintenance, renovations and purchases
of equipment and library materials; cutting part-
time faculty positions; increasing class sizes and
improving efficiency, he said.

But at many schools, that hasn't been enough.
He advised administrators to work closely with

faculty in reducing, eliminating or combining pro-
grams. "Any effort to cut costs on campus has to be
an effort that achieves consensus before it can go
forward successfully," he said.

William M. Chace, president of Wesleyan Uni-
versity, agreed, addingthat administrators should
disclose all budget information except for individual
salaries. "Ifthe process is to work, there can be no
secrets," Chace said.

Olver
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continued fronn page 1
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J. Larkin, who writes thrillers and lives in Cahfornia
worked for former U.S. Rep. James Courtier

Leommster Councilman Kevin Cormier said his sup-
port for Larkin was strengthened after the Olver staffer
taped his private converstation. The Olver campaign
said the campaign staffer was overly aggressive

The two candidates also clashed on health care policy
during the debate. Olver supports the creation of a
national health care system, because he believes it will
bring down costs.

Larkin disagrees, and points to malpractice lawsuits
as the reason health care costs keep rising.

"I don't believe the federal government can be efficientm controlling cost," Larkin said. "The Medicaid and the
Medicare programs have doubled in costs over the last
five years and I don't see any improvement in the services
that they provide," Larkin said.

Olver was elected last June in the race to fill the seat
vacated by Conte's death. Olver beat former Republican
gubnatonal candidate Steven Pierce in a hard-fought race

mjFK
continued from page 1

' " "

issued for the good ofthe country to quell unrest thatmieht
lead to war.

But critics, familiar with Garrison's fiamboyant early
career, said he pursued the Kennedy investigationjust to
get publicity.

In 1962, Garrison was an upset winner as a reform
candidate for district attorney, the first local politician to
make effective use oftelevision. Once elected, his raids on
French Quarter vice dens and gambling joints were
frequently accompanied by an entourage of cameras
lights, technicians and reporters.

His hypnotic stare, air of poised confidence and rum-
bling expressive voice made him a natural for the medium

He developed a deep affection for Kennedy as a person
and as a symbol. In an interview after publication of his
third book, Garrison said of Kennedy: "He had ideals He
inspired dreams."
A series of coincidences led Garrison to believe in a

CIA plot, and in 1969 he prosecuted businessman Clay
Shaw for conspiring to kill the president.

The 34-day trial was an internationally publicized
circus. One key witness died under mysterious circum-
stances. Other refused to say on the stand what they had
told Garrison's investigators. One witness, a psycholo-
gist, destroyed his credibility by testifying that he regu-
larly fingerprinted his daughter to make sure a spy had
not taken her place.

The jury took less than an hour to acquit Shaw.
But Garrison won re-election to a third term in a

landslide.

In 1973, he was charged by federal prosecutors with
taking bribes to protect illegal pinball gambling inter-
ests. He conducted his own defense and was acquitted,
but the trial left him only a month to campaign for a
fourth term, and he was defeated by Harry Connick

FOUND:
ONE ROACH.
FLAT. CALL
COLLEGIAN TO
CLAIM

LOST:
MY BABY.
TAN. SIX LEGS.
QUICK ON
FEET. AN-
SWERS TO
WILLARD.
CALLCC
BASEBOARDS
WITH INFO.

WANTED:
SELF
STARTING AND
MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS
FOR MONEY
MAKING OP-
PORTUNITY.
BREED. RAISE
BABY
ROACHES IN
YOUR SPARE
TIME. CALL
COLLEGIAN
BUSINESS
OFFICE FOR
DETAILS.

WANTED:
MAKE YOUR
VOICE HEARD.
COLLECT
GARBAGE FOR
ROACH FARM.

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISING.

IT WORKS.

DANCECLUB
Wednesday -

DANCING WITH D| JOB

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER

DANCING
WITH D) DENNIS R.

WHMP broadcasting live.

Friday -

DANCING WITH DJ |0B
Free Admission Before IftOOpm

Free All NJ^w/CdJejeLD,*

Saturday - WHMP
THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOB

Coming 10/31

THE AREAS BIGGEST
HALLOWEEN PARTY

•S30<) CASH PRIZE FOR BEST COSTUME'

LIVE MUSIC. .i

Thurs.. Oct 22-8:30pny18+/

RIPPOPOTAMUS
THE TRIBULATIONS

Tn., CX1. 2i-7:lX)pn)

Free Rock Friday

THE SIGHS

Floating Boats
iSl^hs on itage af 9pnii

Free Admission!
fY,.j:.:.:-.::::..-..-..-..-.!-.;'.!\r.r.

S.U., Oct. J4-7:(k)uiv

NRBQ

i)|M-mT on siajju ,ii H|)m:

Tues.. Oct. 27-8:00pnV18+/ i

THE SAMPLES

•''-'^•'-•'-*^-*--'--'--'
1

JiRgleThe Handl

Fri.. ()a. .U)-H:M)pm

Free Rock Friday

BIG BAD BOLLdCKS
Free Before lOpm

—•'-•••'-••

SM.. Oct. JI-{i:.Wpm

Halloween Party

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO
......i.........jryi?i

Mon., Nov. 2-8:00nm

^C\vc,^gQ Blues Explosion

KOKO TAYLOR
;'j LilEd & The Blues Imperials

Tufy, Nov. i-8:LX)i)in W+.

TRIPLE BILL!

MATERIAL ISSUE
TOO MUCH JOY

MIGHTY LEMONDROPS

Camous Center Auditorium $2.00 at 5pm
Thursday, October 22 $3.00 at 7, 9. llpm

Sponsored by the Cqpg Verdeon Student Alliance

f Thurs.. Nov 5-7:iX)i)n^ ] H+/

MATTHEW SWEET

CO-ED PROTECTION
RAPE-ASSAULTS

!

Protect Yourself, get

•f-/-f'?-J..f.f..f.f.J.J.j.j.^7^r^'.

J
The Jayhawks []

Round Trip* from N«w York Startinf tc

CAHCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE Clt 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK 949
Taxes not Included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change A availability.

Call about one ways. W* IsMi*
EURAIL p«M«s on th« SPOTI

Preferred by Police & Military. Don't wait until something
happens to yourself or family members. Act now and feel
secure and protected. Easily concealed in your home, car or
purse. Safe-Effective.

lAccuracy Is Not Essential.
JUST AIM. ..SPRAY...W^LK AWAY!

79 South l^easart Street
Amherst. MA 01002

256-1261

HADLEY TIRE
AND BRAKE CENTER
439 Russell St.. Hadley
253-9911 or 253-9054

Check or Money Order to:
Lone Enterprises

P.O.Box 1055
Enfield. CT 06083- 1 055

Pltoie Send:

Name: _
Address:

Ciiy/Stalc

1 MACE for $19.95
2 MACE for $35.00
4 MACE for $67.00

. * $3.00 Shipping & Haadlinf
wiih any order

. .»..'• . 1 LI Lrw.jr.^.

S.1I.. Nov. 7-8:i0[m \]

MAX CREEK
;

-•'• • '»- i . .rii

Sun, Nov 8-7:(X)pnVJ8+/

YOUSSOU N' DOUR
7i7iji;i.-i-i.i j i .

. i . i

Mon., Nov. 9-8:00fxiV18+/
Free Slx>w

WIDE SPREAD PANIC

D I am over lit years old

Zip Code:

Amoani Enclosed _

,................. .. .. .. ....

TInirs., Nov U-8:i0f}ny'}8+/%

SHOCKRA
.f....... ...--*.-..•- -'i'S^i

,

....- ...

Tues., Nov. 17-8:00pm

LOS LOBOS

[

TiAeh avTjilablr at PeaH Street,

Slrawherries Tlx Unlimited,

D\Ti.initff Rw ortJ^, For The Record in

•\mhcfM; r.(kpt Pro iHOOl H2«-;f)8().

•

JO PeylSlrert Vythaffyjon • SW-TTl
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PIRG
continued fronn page3
in Massachusetts. The money collected would then
in turn by used to help fund the toxic waste cleanup
program.

MassPIRG. which was founded in 1972 by stu-
dents at UMass, is a non-profit organization con-
cerned with environmental preservation, consumer
rights, hunger reliefand voter mobilization. There
are currently 25 student-funded and directed
MassPIRG chapters in Massachusetts.

Question 3

HAVE YOU WRITTEN HOME TO MOMMY LATELY?
SHE MlCan* GIVE YOU LOVE,

BUT WELL GIVE YOU GREY HAIR.
lapt.

Ou iukntdimin^

continued from poge 1

"Our goal is to inform as many people before election
day as possible. By distributing leailets and covering the
polls, we'll be able to reach the entire voting population,"
Mclnerney said.

While both proponents and opponents to the bill

continue to spend considerable time and money dealing
with it's passage, there are still some who feel the effort
is wasteful.

Associate professor offood science Parvinee Chinachoti
said she believes the bill will only help to control the
wasting ofpackaging material makes up 30 percent ofthe
waste currently overflowing the state's landfills.

Chinachoti asserts that the state should be focus its

attention on the remaining 70 percent of landfill ingre-
dients, of which only eight percent is currently recycled.

police

HIGH FIBER. LOW FAT. NO CHOLESTEROL

COLLEGIAN
IT ISN'T JUST FOR BREAKFAST ANYMORE

5-ColIcge Asian Students Association Semi-Formal

Friday, October 23, I0:00pm-2:00am

Blanchard Hall, Mt. Holyobe College

Tickets $7 advanced sales or $10 at the door

For Tickets & Reservations,

cantact your campus Asian Student Association

For UMASS. Winna 546-3341 • Marb 256-1539

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIESW

continued from page 3

people applied to fill the five new openings.

Students, faculty and staff comprised an oral

review board that interviewed 82 qualified candi-

dates for the positions.

The five new police officers:

• Ted Jarowski is an alumnus of the University

of Massachusetts. He majored in business and mi-

nored in communications. Jarowski worked as a

part-time law enforcement officer for the U.S. Coast
Guard.

• Lisa Kidwell has a bachelor's degree in law
enforcement and corrections from Westfield State

College. She has worked as a part-time emergency
dispatcher in Ashburnham, Mass.

• Kevin Monahan has a bachelor's degree in law
enforcement and corrections from Salem State Col-

lege. He previously was an automatic teller machine
technician for Wells Fargo.

• Christoph Moreland attended the Criminal
Justice Academy in Maine and the Police Academy
in Barnstable County, Mass. He was a police officer

in Washburn, Maine and, most recently, in Dennis,
Mass.

• Michael Ross attended Holyoke Community
College. Previously, he was a Hampshire County
correction officer and an aircraft refueling employee
at Bradley International Airport.

We carry everything for your needs including:

Wigs • Make-up • Masks • Costumes

CHILD'S TOYS & HOBBIES
at Hadley Village Barn Shops

49 RusseU St., Rt. 9

Hadley, MA • 584-2604

il/en di^trtnt^m illtin rut, uitktndt

69K6eC/tinti/^/us,

SQHQF ^
One of tlic area's

largest scleclioiis

of Iui|M>rtr(l,

Iiulepcnilant

& Duiiiosiic Records,
Cassettes

ami Couipact Discs

586 5726

Tei»8 of Tliousaiuls
of Used,
Cut outs

& CoUcctihIe
Records
and

Cas.scltes

586 1707
1

213 MAIN ST 21 STATE ST |

NORTHAMPTON

HALLOWEEN
s WEEK SPECIAL
I October 25 through 31

I A Chilling Cffer
3 scoops of ice cream

(for the price of 2)

T HE HAMPDEN SNACK BAR A CREAMERY S HALLOWEEN
CANDY CORN
COUPON COUNT CONTEST

October 2$th thru 31st

No trick our treat!
Guess how many candy corns in our jar. If

your guess is the closest without going over,

you will win a $20.00 certificate good for

anything sold in the Creamery or Snack Bar.

Employees not eligible.
r'«,

TEXTBOOK

ANNEX IS OPEN

« YEAR ROUND BUT
TO MAKE SURE YOU

* GET THE BOOKS YOU *
NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

PLEASE BUY YOUR
TEXTBOOKS NOW!
^ we are beginning to return ^

unsold bool(s to tlie publisher
"Mon Monday, October 26th. ^

Hamoden Snack Bar
CUtO' (ileOMO^ in southwest

1 n̂UteA^iituf Sto^e^'i,

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Monday-Friday

9:00 am-4:00 pm
545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

JIM'S JOURNAL

By BILL WATTERSON

ITS A HlGW PR\q^ TO ?Ki
But uozzukg tiser
lUMMltS IS ONL OF T^E
<aCEAT PLEASVJRLS OF LIFE
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Michele Bakis,

Janet Riley, David Maryakhin

J

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Tacos Roast Pork

Egg Rolls Chicken Hoagie
BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Veggie Tacos Stuffed Cabbage

Veggie Egg Rolls Jalapeno Shrimp & Rice

Quote of the Day
"Experience is vy/hat you get when you don't

get you vc^ant."

- Dan Stanford

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES iM.irch 21 - April 19); Your
goals c ould change in a i>ip way now.
Tfsl the walers at work iMMore you Ir)'

lo make a big splash. Take advanlagi-
oi shitling alliances. Angry oulbursK
rtil! prove countcrproduclive.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)- Voii

could be caught oli-guard when
someone trom your past reap(X?ars.

Reluse lo let anyone change your
course. You can no longer live on
lernis sel by people who do noi really

know you.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -|une 201: Check
and double-check any pafKTs put in

t'ronl of you today. Dining with an old
llame could lead to a wonderful
evening. Keep track oi your keys to

avoid getting locked out.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22): You
cold catch the acting bug today. Party

and travel with those who share your
ideals and interests. Reluse to let a

third party'scommentscome between
you and a male.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Romance
soars to new heights. Keep some of

your abundant energy in reserve. You
will want lo Ije there for those who
need your assistance. Investigate be-
fore making a financial commitment.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Chil-

dren will delight in whatever time
you can give them now. Complica-
tions abound at work. Be flexible.

Hang on to what you already have.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): Your in-

tuition keeps you on the right track by
telling you what you nee<l lo know
about peopltv Vou could Ix- leased by
an associate, lie a g(X)d sport.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Be
extra studious and aleri. Close atten-

tion to detail will keep a sufiervisor

from blowing up or a parlnersliip

from breaking down. Use your anis-

lic talents lo iiuild up your bank at-

count

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22-Det.
2 1 1: Team up with Ineiids or co-

workersto make great progress tcxJay.

Lend a hand with a s(x^cidl project.

Good publicity tollows you into the

night. Reaffirm your decision-making
abilities.

CAPRICORN (l>c. 22-ian. 191:

A wish could come true with a little

help from your friends. Vou attract

new supporters with your captivating

charm.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb, 18):

Timely lessons can lie learned trxlay;

pay attention. The emphasis now is

on paying your bills. Avoid spending
too mucli money on entertainment

this evening.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):

Travel and paperwork will use upany
free time you have today. Make a

phone call if running late. A less-

than-prompt arrival could affect the

terms of a deal.

ACROSS
1 Fast

6 Imitator

10 Duct
t3 Humble
14 laihcen

English

composer
15 Hue
16 Nixon's veep
1

8

Pi6ce de
resistance

19 Tranquilize

20 Grief

21 Ken or Lena
22 Larry McMurlry

novel

25 — judicata

28 Big — , Calil.

29 Mauna —
30 Gallery

contents

31 Price

34 Directory

38 Bakery
purchase

39 Cough drop
ingredient

41 Corn unit

42 Beat

44 Fortune teller

45 Bathing suit

pan
46 — Arbor.

Michigan
48 — Yankee

Doodle '

50 Clever

51 Historic

stepping stone
57 Chicago

business

district, with

"The "

58 Golf gadget
59 Bakery units

63 Verdi opera
64 Luminous

electric bridge

66 - bien

67 Slaughter of

baseball

68 Wile ol Balder

69 Sniggler's prey
70 "Peer - "

71 Form ol

trapshooting

DOWN
1 Tatters

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

2 "— in one's
bonnet'

3 Cowpoke's
pal

4 Father ol

Jacob
5 River mouth
deposits

6 WW II US lliers

7 Lurk

8 Sign up
9 Card game
event

10 String

instrumenl

1

1

Prank
12 Reek
15 Horse or War
1 7 Reach a

conclusion

23 Golf bay
Items

24 Spring

25 Intent

26 Gannon
University

site

27 Stalk

32 Sault — Marie
33 " doing -

own thing'

35 U S Socialist

Eugene

36 Nobleman
37 Picture of

health?

39 Single: Comb
form

40 Gilded
brass

43 Argentina's

grassy

plains

47 The — State

Connecticut
49 Oak tree seeds
51 Dish

52 French river to

the Bay ol

Biscay

53 Sing, alpine

style

54 Wee
55 Egret

56 Inuit ( a*.

60 Weathercock
61 River into

Donegal Bay
62 Go away!
65 Chicago time

abbr

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

10/22/92

The opinions cv\|jrcsM'cl on this pane .ire those ot the c.irtrMniists .incl do not necfss.irily reflect the views of llu' Collri^i.ui or the University.
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Men's crew in swing
Rowers seek consistent performance
By ERIC STEINHILBER
Collegian Corespondent

The University of Massachusetts
men's varsity crew team finished near
the middle of the pack in last Sunday's
Head ofthe Charles Regatta, according
to coach Greg Siemankowski.

So far this fall the UMass men's
team fared well in their matches this
Fall including an eighth place finish in
the Head ofConnecticut. Siemankowski
said "We've raced successfully against
teams we gauge ourselves against,
particularily the CoastGuardAcademy.
So far, in two races we've beaten them
once and they've beaten us once. Typi-
cally, Coast Guard finishes among the
top six schools in the country".

This fall, Siemankowski is stressing
fitness and technique. "Rowing is not a
simple discipline — you can't learn it

all in one year," said Siemankowski.
"We're taking the fall to improve gen-
eral fitness level, a lot of lifting, a lot of
running, a lot of long distance rowing
that will translate into speed when the

spring comes around".

"One of our biggest strong points
this year are the numbers, we probably
have one of the biggest crews that
UMass has had in quite some time,"
said Siemankowski. "There are about
30 varsity men at this point, novice
men are upwards ofabout 50 or 60 and
the women are even larger."

With the fall season winding down,
the crew team is looking ahead to their

upcoming Regatta in Philadelphia and
another competition on the Charles
against Harvard, MIT, BU, BC and
other local au-ea schools.

In the past UMass has had strong
showings at the National Division Two
Championships ( Dadvail ) and theNew
England Championships. Last year,
UMass won the Division Two B Cham-
pionship convincingly. This year they
have returned to Division Two A and
Siemankowski appears optimistic and
ready for the challenge. "This year we
hope to finish in the top six in the A
Division which I think is very realis-

tic".

The Collegian.
Who else could love a face like that?

Freshmen phenoms
lead soccer to victory
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Three results from the University of
Massachusetts 2-0 victory over Rhode Is-

land yesterday.

One, the Minutewomen (12-2) put an
end to their two game losing streakjust in

time for Saturday's big match up with
Connecticut.

Secondly, Massachusetts Coach Jim
Rudy will once again be a clean shaven
man. Rudy had previously vowed to not
shave until UMass won again. While one
admirer reportedly told Rudy he looked
"handsome" with the facial growth, most
found the clean shaven coach more ap-
pealing.

Finally, five UMass freshman made it

known that they can all play at the Divi-

sion 1 level.

Minus starters Kim Eynard, Polly
Hackathorn and Lisa Mickelson, Rudy
was forced to look to the class of1996 to fill

in. What he received was the usually strong
performances of Nicole Roberts and
Courtney Smith and big efforts from first

time starters Rachel LeDuc, Savia Baron
and Nicki Ahrenholz.

"Freshman played well today, they
proved the are capable of stepping in,"

Rudy said. "Savia and Nicky were very
good and they hadn't played much this

year. By the end of the game they had
settled down and were creating the play."

Massachusetts, ranked No. 11 nation-

ally, dominated the Rams throughout. The
Minutewomen had 16 shots to URI's 1 and
outcornered the Rams 15-0.

One ofthe comers resulted in a patented
Holly Hellmuth goal. In the 22nd minute
Paula Wilkins served up the corner and
Hellmuth drove to the net, outleapt the
defense and headed in her fifth goal ofthe
season.

In the second half, Massachusetts'
Carrie Koeper slide tackled a URl player
near midfield, gained possession of the
ball and served it up to LeDuc.

LeDuc went in one on one with Ram
goal keeper Jennifer Ernst and scored
into the left corner.

"Koeper won a great tackle at mid field

and then sent a nice ball through for

Rachel," Rudy said. "It was a great play,

LeDuc made no mistakes when she was in

alone."

Skye Eddy recorded her fi fth shutout of
the season improving her record to 6-1

and lowering her goals against average to

0.42.

"It's nice to get back on the winning
track," Rudy said. "This was a good game
and now we've got two days to prepare for

UConn. We'll know ifwe're ready for them
when we get there."

STCWE/SUGARBUSH
SUGARBUSH/STCWE

ONE Pass-ONE Price

TWO WORLD CLASS SKI RESORTS

FORONLY $329
The biggest ski deal in the East is back! Ski 150 great trails, ride two of the

fastest lifts in the world . . . and have the time of your life . . . for ONLY $329!

BUT YOU HAVE TO ACT NOW - THE BIG PASS APPLICAHON MUST
BE POSTMARKED BY OCTOBER 261^! (Price increases to $429 after that.)

The Big F^ss is valid every day of the 1992/93 ski season at Stowe and

Sugarbush excluding 12/25/92-1/3/93, 2/13-2/15/93.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

STUDENT BIG PASS APPLICATION • The big pass is available

to registered full - time students 13 and older. Appropriate proof of current full-time en-
rollment from your school or current, valid college identification must be presented when
you pick up your pass at Stowe or Sugarbush. A $75 handling fee will be deducted from
any refund due to misrepresentation of enrollment.

First Name Middle Initial Ixist Na lie

Sth(x>l Name

Type of Student: Undergrad Grad Med Other Year: \ 2 M Student I.D. #:

.

College Address

1 1

Colle};e Phone

Home Address

( )

Method of Payment: Cash Check Credit Card Credit Card Type:

Home Phone

MC Visa Am Ex

Credit Card* Exp. Date Amount Cardholder s Signature

Please make your check payable to the resort where you will be picking up your pass and mail

the application to that office.

Sugarbush Resorf" Season F^ss Sales • RR 1, Box 350 • Warren, VT 05674-2381

Stowe Mountain Resort Season P&ssSales • 5781 Mountain Road • Stowe, VT05672-4890

To order by phone, call Sugarbush at 800-53SUGAR or Stowe at 802-253-3000

((

)) BUY and SELL

Used k New
Accessories

JVoO or 3 ^
^^

us
^^Hey DJ's - Wide Range of Records 7" & 12 "y

1. Dance 6. Jazz

2. Oldies 7. Country

3. Rap 8. Vkieos

4. Rock y. Much, Much
5. Intcm^itioiial More

783-3212
1 6 Temby St. (Next to Debbie Wong) Spfld., MA 01 11

9

SPORTS 6flR

& MSTAURflHT

Thursday~Firiday~Saturday

DANCING
9-1

Friday Happy Hour
Free

LIVE Broadcast with
ROCK 102 5-7
Drink of the Week
Dirty Bird $1.75

Sundays
Pizza Slices

50c
Day & Night

Watch all the Sports here
Satellite Dish

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

COLLEGIAN

Scott
continued from page 1

2

"

move I can recall where the Red Sox dis-
played g)-eat vision.

• How many times will this year's
Boston College team be compared with
Doug Flutie's Cotton Bowl team?

• Any ding-dongs who complain about
a Canadian team in the World Series need
only to repeat the following, "It's the
WORLD Series, not the United States
Series."

• When Coach Mac stepped into the
Hotel Patriots last year it was assumed he
would never check out. Now there's so
much instability it's hard to say what will
happen. Look what Mike Hodges has done
here — maybe he can do the same out on
Route One.

• When is the last time the 49ers had a
bad team?

• Perot sort of looks like Tom Landry.
• Keep your feet in bounds and your

eyes on Cabrera.
David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Jacobs
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men defense, providing keeper Mark
Wolf with his third shutout.

"Kyhsh was a key player on the team
in terms oftheir defense. They wouldn't
let us get into the goal mouth and that
was the difference," said Marrone.

Doyle wore the number 15 jersey of
Shawn Bleau, and he credited his play
to the inspiration ofthe co-captain.

"Wearing thejersey gaveme a lot of
inspiration I can'teven put into words,"
said Doyle.

"The Massachusetts team always
comes to play. They are an aggressive
and hard working team, and you have
to credit the coaches for that," said
Marrone.

LTMass is home on Sunday against
the second-ranked team in New En-
gland, the University of Hartford at
2:00 p.m.

COLLEGIAN
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE
LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE LOVE

Conv«ni«Pt to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street

South Amherst

^ BoYDEM Relief ^
2 FOR $45

!one month)

Flex^itiuess Center

Monday IOC Mozzarella Sticks

Our I5th Year 1978-1993

fi 7\

Lv

QUIET!
If you re tired of

yelling this,

come and see
us

The Brook
253-3834

^
AMHERST

CHINESE FCX)D
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN S S2ECHUAN CUISINE I

• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FRESH VEGETABIES FROM OUR FARM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
•OPEN 7 DAYS -NEWLY REMODELED

I

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

62 MAM STHEET, AMHERST

tavern
AMHERST. MASS.

^^^ * ^ * IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT * ^ ^ ^
The next Writing Program Placement Tests will be offered on the
following dates:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1992
and

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1992
7:00 PM BARTLETT 65

This test may be taken only once.
Students should pre-register for ENGLWP 112.
Students do not need to register for this test.

D

Come on in and try one of our
NEW SPECIAL TY DRINKS!!!

THE "CHARLIE CHAN"
'This One Is A M^stern"

Vodka; Midori; Amaretto; Cranben^ Juice and topped with an
orangeslice and a chenv. This is seo/ed as a JUMBO Drink.

X
o

CD
C

o

I

Open 11 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight
1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet B'ank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables » 3 TV's « MC / VISA / AMEX Accepted • 549-5403

25e Cheese Pizza SlicesWednesday

'I*

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCE.VlE.NTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

ATTENTION: Pre-nwd, nursing, public
health, and any other majors, the Student
Helath Advisory Board will be meeting
Thurs OCt. 22 at 5:15 pm in Rm 302 Uni-
versity Health Services. Come see what
we're all abouti

Multicultural Night
International entertainment and cuisine
needed for campus wide event (ingredi

ents will be provided). Show UMass your
culture! Call by Nov. 6th 253-0522

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home heat-
ing oil at reduced cost register at OCHO
428 Student Union or call545-0865.

Save money and stay warm.

Want a career and a job?
Try Food ScierKe as a major
Call Or. Chinachoti 545-1025

COLLEGE PIZZA

Dot Matrix printarlBMcompatibleS120.
Call 245-9542 after 5 ask for Don

GENESIS GAMES
Madden 92 NHL Hockey Populous Mo-
naco GP Each $30.
Digital coinp.'w/prihter - WP 100- B.O
Call DUO 549-8353

Mountain Bika. 1990 Giant Iguana
Excellent conditNin. Call Dave -

at 549 4924 ...

Postal Jobs Available! Many positions
Great benefits. Call 1-800-333-3737 ext.
P-3306

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easyl No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright »
MA15KDH

LOST SERVICES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Auditions
Actors and Actresses

Needed for student flim

Call Reel World Productions
549-1065

Collage Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S6.00

Free soda with the purchase of a large
sub salad or spaghetti.

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad.

FOR RENT

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.BO.

HELP WANTED

Early Bird Specials for spring break
carribbean cruises. Call Jon 253-2601.

Imposters, fakes and frauds: A semi-
nar on confidence and competence for

women with Dr. Valerie Young. 10/24

12:00-5:30. Fee rncludes materials 586-

5122 to enroll

METAMORFOLUES
Meeting 92

Discuss plot, production, songs, more
tonight 7 pm

Union Video Center

It's Kafka! 1 1!

Need a locker? V^e have them at OCHOI
428 Student Union

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail Feb 1st

A room and one bedroom apt avail Jan 1st

Classroom space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St.

253-7879

Fridfla rental free delivery 2S3-9742

FOR SALE

$$Cheap$$ Computers SS Cheap SS
Brand new 386SX-33MHz - 80MB Hard
Disk 2MB RAM • 512 K Super VGA w/
SUGA Color monitor - DOS 5.0 MUCH
MOREII! $979 Cost-effective: 386SX-25
S779 for power: 386 DX-40 Full blown
S1379 'Call for details'Creatrve Comput-
ers 256-5474 •$ First 10 get $50 OFF $•

AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience
necessary Call Target Zone Studies
586-1729

BE A SPRING BREAK TOP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

Cruise Ships now hiring Earn S2,000->/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C6001

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action $7/hr. On buslines. 584-
9830

UMASS Telefund is hiring! UMass
students with good communication skills

come to the basement of Memorial Hall

to fill out an application

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years expenence. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

Lost! Heart-shaped amethyst/diamond
ring on 10/17 near Boyden. PIfease call

256-3433.

Lost UMass Baseball jacket please re-
turri if found reward Call 549-5789

Missing brown leather wallet with
important health information please call

Amy 256 6766

PERSONALS

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with re
sumes. Quick services, free advice, ex-
cellent quality and LOW prices.

IBM laser priming service available
Call Andy at 549 8463

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260.

Big Guy-
Did you think I would forget about you?
Happ, B day!

- Little Girl

Cristina F.

Happy 21st! Have a great time
this weekend!

Love,

Molly

and
Jill

Scholarships, Grants available
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service
$45 Fee
253 3454. 586 9445

ROOMMATES WANTED
I to share large room 167.50

call 665-7604

ST. JUDE

Thank you!! For all your helpM

Earn $1,900 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN
380184000

LEGAL INTERNSHIPS

SPRING 1993 INTERNSHIPS with the
Legal Services Center! Get hands-on ex-
perience in the legal field - work directly
with attorneys and clients. Earn up to 15
undergraduate credits. No experience in

the legal profession necessary - training
provided. Contact Legal Services today:
545 1995, 922 Campus Center. Novem
ber 13 is the application deadline.

Denis* Breunig
Happy 22nd Birthday

33 more years
Until that Senior Citizen

Discount!

Love - Your Roomates

Eddie T., Happy two years to the sexiest
landarc I know. We've come a long way
since 1st grade! I love you Eddiebeari
Love, Your hon

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BARI!
Your 3rd decade - WOW!
Love, Kara

Thank you St. Jude - B.D.

TYPING/WORD PROC.

^•P*'* Typed - Free cover page, spell
check, laser pnntoul. $1.50/ page Brian
546 1795

Typing - Word Processing,
Resumes, Reports, Theses,
Dissertations. Laser Pnnting
Call Rosemary 323-5031

Typing $1/PG 24hr turnaround 686
5268

WANTED

Spanish Tutor needed. Review 1*2.
Call Laura 546 4116

Weekly TV News show needs report-
ers and writers Call Sendy at 5 1336.
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Sports
Highly touted Camby commits
Calipari nabs "big-time" recruit from Connecticut
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Since he arrived in Amherst. University of Massa-
chusetts basketball coach John Calipari has been
searching for a true center to play for his team.

Calipari may finally have found his man, in the form of
6-foot- 10 Marcus Camby, a product of Hartford Pubhc
High School, who verbally committed to UMass yesterday.

"UMass is the best opportunity for me," Camby said.
"It is where I felt most comfortable and I got along well
with the coaching staff and the players."

Camby will sign a national letter of intent to UMass
dunng the eariy signing period (Nov. 11-18). Due toNCAA rules, the Massachusetts coaching staff can not
comment on a recruit until he officially signs.

Camby cited the campus atmosphere and his rela-
tionship with UMass freshman Donta Bright as two
reasons for coming to Amherst.

"I met Donta at the Boston Shootout and we got along
really well," Camby said. "When I visited we got to talking
and he played a big part in my decision to come to UMass."

Camby is considered a skilled athlete who can run the
floor and score both inside and out. Some experts tout him
as one ofthe top 10 to 15 high school seniors in the country.

"I'm a legitimate five (center)," Camby said. "I can run
the floor, shoot the jumper and break guys down on the
dribble."

Hartford coach Stan Perkowski predicts Camby will
be "an NBA lottery pick by the time he's a senior."

He has all the skills— physically he's one ofthe best
in the country," Perkowski said. "He's big and fast. He's
extremely agile, is a great finisher and possesess all the
skills of a 6-foot- 1 player."

Clark Francis, editor of Hoop Scoop magazine said,
"he's real big but agile. He runs well and has good range
on his shot. He's a big time signing for UMass."

Camby, who visited campus in September, chose
UMass over Connecticut, Boston College, Providence,
Wake Forest, Syracuse and Villanova.

"He chose UMass because he likes the school, he hkes
the coach and it is a good situation where hell have good
chance to play," Perkowski said.

Camby did not play basketball last season because he
had transferred schools and was forced to sit out a year.

"He hasn't played much in high school but once he gets
on a real court, with a real team and starts playing he'll
take off," Perkowski said.

Camby has not yet passed his SATs but he is expected
to do so this fall.

Camby is the third top prospect to verbally commit to
Massachusetts this year. Springfield Central's 6-foot-2
point guard Edgar Padilla, who is considered one of the
top 50 preps in the nation, committed in September.

Carmello Traveiso, a 6-foot-2 guard from Boston,
committed last week and is considered one of the finest
three-point shooters in New England.

"They are getting it done up in Amherst," Francis said.
"John Calipari and his staffare doing an unbelievablejob
recruiting."

Scott's Shots
This week's space comes from a remote terminal in
Lot 22 as we continue to test how long it will be
before somebody forces us to go inside the Stadium.

"Hey, throw on another burger."
• Here's to the cop who on Saturday said, "The

Athletic Department would appreciate it if you
went into the game, but hey, it doesn't really
matter."

To which someone in the tailgating crowd re-
sponded, "What game?"

• It should come as no surprise that the Cana-
dian flag was upside down on Sunday. Did you see
the way the Marine Corps wear their hats? The
rims are down around the bridge of the nose, it's a
wonder they can walk vrithout tripping.

David

SCOTT

Field hockey hosts BU rematch
Rv MTPHAITT MnPRlCorv .- .By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Rivals always seem to push each other a little bit
more. When two rival teams get together on a playing
field, there is always more aggression, more determination
and more at stake.

The matchup between the University of Massachu-
setts field hockey team and the Boston University Ter-
riers can definitely he called a rivalry.

The No. 4 Minutewomen ( 14-1) take the field today at
3 p.m. at Totman Field against the fiesty Terriers with a
lot riding on the outcome. Having played a number of
patsies lately (Dartmouth, St. Joseph's and Rhode Island)
the Minutewomen need the BU game to see how good
they really are.

The rivalry between the city women and the country
women has a long history. In 1989, UMass ended BU's
season in Boston in the NCAA Tournament with a triple
OT penalty stroke victory in Boston.

In 1990, the Minutewomen beat the Terriers 1-0 at
Totman, but they lost last year's contest 3-0 in one ofthe

..most stinging defeats of the year. UMass was without
head coach Pam Hixon for the game, and the team simply
did not come to play. Their chance for revenge comes
today.

The Boston University (12-2) squad has posted an
impressive record, with their only losses coming at the
hands ofNo. 2 Iowa and No. 8 Ball State. Now at Number

10 in the country, the Terriers have reeled off a nine-
game winning streak.

They would like to finish the regular season on a high
note and ease into the NCAAs, but they end with three
New England teams on the road in a row: UMass, UConn
and Northeastern. The Terriers must beat at least one of
these teams to get into the NCAAs.

UMass is now number one in New England, but they
must win to retain the honor. BU is number three in NE,
and while the selection committee of the NCAAs usually
selects three and sometimes four teams from the region
the Terriers would Hke to knock off their old nemesis.

'

UMass has reeled off a four-game winning streak of
their own, but the team must continue to win to maintain
their stay at number four in the country, which they have
occupied for three straight weeks. Forward Ainslee Press
leads the UMass offense and has literally carried the
scoring burden with her 19 goals and two assists Press
was named Atlantic 10 Offensive Player of the Week for
her six goals in three games, winning the award for the
second time this year.

Goaltender Philippa Scott won Defensive Player of
the Week for the third time this year. Her stalwart
defense of the UMass cage was key in victories over
Villanova, URI and Dartmouth last week. Scott's goals-
against average is now 0.57.

Jen Nixon and Chris LaPointe are the Terriers' top
guns. Nixon leads the team in goals (10) and points (17).
LaPointe has six goals and eight assists.

SPORTS NOTICE

The basketball office is

now accepting entries for the
Midnight Madness three-on-
three basketball tournament
and foul shot contest.

To enter, please sign up at

the men's basketball table on
the Campus Center con-
course, which is open from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. daily until Oct.
27.

The preliminaries for the
three-on-three tournament will

be held on Wed. Oct. 28 at

the Curry Hicks Cage and
final rounds will be held on
Sat. Oct. 31 before Midnight
Madness at the Cage.

• Attempting to steer his team away from their
two-game losing streak, women's soccer coach Jim
Rudy decided not to shave. The sight ofJR with a
beard is enough to make anyone run faster, kick
harder and win.

Along the same line, I've decided to let my scruff
go until the Bickering Boys from Foxboro get on the
right track. They can only afford one more loss to
have any hope of making the playoffs.

Whatever It Takes.
• Complaints have been pouring in over last

week's swipes at professional hockey. It's not dis-
crimination— ifI had any college hockey knowledge
I'd take swipes at that too.

However, it is apparent that scores have been
higher this season. I attribute this to the new puck,
or perhaps the cork filled sticks, or maybe it's the
artificial ice.

• This year's Midnight Madness will feature a
John Calipari Look-A-Like contest. Anyone wish-
ing to borrow a Calipari-A-Like tie can find me at
the Montague Inn. Early favorites are Rich Tettemer
and Joe Pesci.

• The Shirl offers this Pearl on Deion Sanders.
"The guy's teamjust won one ofthe most exciting

playoff games ever and all he can do is throw
buckets of water on that nice announcer? What's
the matter with him, didn't his mother bring him
up better than that?"

The Shirl. More thanjust a mother, a way oflife.
• Chris Ford might have to give Sherman

Douglas the starting nod solely for his fight against
Larry Krystkowiak last Saturday. Gotta love the
tenacity.

• Ifearlycommitments are any indication. Coach
Cal and his assistants are certainly doing some
serious recruiting. When you start taking players
away from the UConn's of the college hoops worid,
you're in pretty good shape. It says a lot for the
program Cal's built.

• I'd take Chnton over Bush one on one, any day.
But Bush's height gives him the edge over Perot.

• Sure Dave Winfield's been around as long Dick
Clark, but he can still play baseball. The same
cannot be said for JeffRear-Don(e). That's the first

Turn to SCOTT, page 1
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Jacobs stuns UConn with four goals
fZlSffx'?^

^"^^ (?I±?.rA^«^' Minutemen uom; at 9-4-1By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Don't believe the hype. For Randy
Jacobs, this is not a cliche to live by.

The junior forward tallied four goals
yesterday for the University of Massa-
chusetts men's soccer team (9-4-1), lead-
ing a 4-0 whitewash of the University of
Connecticut yesterday at Garber Field.

Jacobs did not wait long against the
Huskies to continue his scoring rampage
of last week. Less than four minutes into
the game, he chipped one past UConn
sophomore goalie Tim McCarroll, giving
the Minutemen a 1-0 lead.

Junior Justin Edelman took a throw-in
about 30 yards outside of the box for
UMass, as the Huskies Adam Linker
misplayed the ball. Jacobs shpped by him,
and came down the sideline. He faked the
keeper inside and drove the ball to the
outside post for the score.

McCarroll had only 13 minutes of ex-
perience before taking the field to start
against the Minutemen. UConn coach Joe
Marrone said it was his decision to go with
NcCarroll instead ofregular Sloan Spaeth.

The halfended with UMass leading by
the same score, but that quickly changed
when, at 50:43, Jacobs blasted a shot from
the top ofthe box into the upper leftcomer

«T ^r^t n.^ u / u •
''"^ "^^^ °^^ of their own end.

AfhL^!f.K w^t ". a!J"^
"^""^^ ^°- "This wasthebestwe'veplayedallyearX W^lk^ a^rilTnt^^^^^^^

defensively, and our defense's^rts^heoitne week), and I wanted to come out and offense," said Kochprove It legit, said Jacobs, who added two Junior co-captain Todd Kylish and

f^attlTs""'"'''""''""'^'^^^^^^™ ^•'P^^--^ Mike' Doyle contributed Im

OntheothersideorthebalUheUMass
'^^"^^^^^^'^"tn^/ASSs^.rg:"

The University of Massachusetts mon'c o« . .

matt kahn / collegian

Minutemen have an annual CmnTgamrSaturS(^'.t IT o^^^^^^^
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is 1 1 :00 a.m. ^ Saturday October 24th. Game time at Garber Field
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a band that's clearly going
places stops at the iron

horse along the way

j'-yUr

FLOWER THIEF
COURTESY FLOWER THIEF

By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

A brand new Flower Thief will be unveiled
at the Iron Horse this weekend.

Guitarist Christine Geisler and bassist Jen
Gallahorn will be joined by their new partner
Amy Green, who brings to the band a
melodicon, a stand-up drum kit (including a
cymbal made of bicycle parts) and a "whole
lot of flutes." Green, who has performed
before as a solo artist in the Valley, also brings
her own songs to the band, raising the
number of songwriters in this trio to three.

Their show on Sunday the 25th will be
their first concert since their successful tour
of the South and points Midwest earlier this

summer, which included opening for Phranc
in Pittsburgh. They've spent the time since
then squirreled away, writing new material
and rearranging the old songs, taking time
out to laugh at the occasional presidential
debate.

This will also be their first headlining con-
cert at the Iron Horse. They were to have
shared the billing with the Ellen James Soci-

ety, but the Atlanta-based band has cancelled
their entire tour, leaving Flower Thief with
two sets all to themselves,

"We're really excited about the show/'
says Chris Geisler. "Our new songs are differ-

ent, we're really expanding, taking a lot of
chances with the songwriting. And all the old
material sounds different to me. We have a
new sound, a new identity here — I don't
know what it is, but I haven't heard it be-
fore."

They will be playing the acoustic stage at
CBGB's in New York the night before, so
"hopefully we'll work out any opening-night
jitters."

So what can you expect? Only some of the
finest "alternative folk"— or whatever we're
calling it these days— with touches of clas-

sical and jazz and tight vocal harmonies. And
an early taste of a band that's clearly going
places.

Doors open at the Iron Horse for dinner at
5:30 this Sunday, and the show begins at 7:00.
Phone 586-8686 for ticket information.

THIS WEEKEND
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There's nothing arousing about Erotica
Bv JOh LGPO lir-Uc ^/^<. if »^l.<./ ...u:^u I J-By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Erotica

Madonna
Maverick/Sire

If Madonna's new album, erroneously
titled Erotica, is any indication of where
the Material Girl is heading, I think it's time
for her to stop reinventing herself and
pack it in. This time, the master manipu-
lator serves up lyrically banal and pseudo-
house claptrap, all with the premise that
she's actually doing something daring.

Her first mistake with Erotica is getting
rid of her two previous writing partners,
Patrick Leonard and Stephen Bray, who,
respectively, penned the majority of
Madonna's best songs, from "Open Your
Heart," "Express Yourself to "Oh Father."
Instead she employs the vapid Shep
Pettibone, who co-wrote "Vogue." While
this gives Erotica a different sound, it's not
necessarily better.

Most of Eroticais painfully repetitive and
almost exhaustively empty. The first single,

"Erotica," begins an annoying trend that

extends throughout the 1 4 track, 75 minute
album: Madonna's spoken voice. She intro-

duces herself in the patented breathless
voice that ignited "Justify My Love," chant-
ing "My [Name is Dita/I'll be your mrstress
tonite/I'd like to put you into a trance." And
what an uneventful trance it is.

Her continued reliance on her words
rather than her voice makes the entire disc
seem like a bad extention of "Justify My
Love." A trio of poorly written diatribes on
men and 'love:' "Bad Girl," "Waiting" and
theembarrassingly cliche "Thief of Hearts."
ThiefofHearts? Lyrics like "you're a thief of
hearts/and now you have to pay/how rnany

licks does it take/.. .which leg do you want
me to break?" dotted with an occasional
'bitch' make the song comical — though
Madonna delivers it with a straight face.

The emptiness of "Theif of Hearts" is

nothing compared to the almost ironic

"Words," where she actually utters one of
the most overused metaphors in musical
history: "Words/They cut like a knife/cut
into my life." And an extended rap (that's

right, rap) try the listener's patience with
its utter uselessness. Never has a Madonna
album been such a chore to get through.

Not that the woman who would "seduce
the world" doesn't inject some perverse
and enjoyable tidbits, they're just hard to
find. Her remake of Peggy Lee's "Fever" is

serviceable, but perplexing, she doesn't
play with the coyness of it, instead she
grinds it down to an annoying whine.
On "Where Life Begins," arguably the

most 'controversial' track. Madonna invites

the listener to discuss "dining in and eat-
ing out" (nudge, nudge). She offers "if

you'd like to learn/a different kind of kiss."

There also some references to Colonel
Sanders and KFC's famous tag line but I

think you can draw your own conclusions.
The best tracks are the ones that break

free from the synchronized repetitiveness
that makes up the bulk of the album.
Tracks like "Bye Bye Baby" and "Deeper
and Deeper" work because they actually
have a melody, though the unimpressive
hooks won't leave you singing along —
they're too static. And her continued use
of samples and arrangements from her
oivn songs keep reminding the listener of
better songs and better lyrics.

The one song that jumps off of Erotica,
mainly because it resembles "This Used to
Be My Playground" is "Rain," and effective
ballad that unfortunately sounds like Ma-

Madonna
COURTESY SIRE RECORDS

donna doing a Belinda Carlisle tune. This,
along with "Where Life Begins" show some
imagination in the lyrics, something that is

severely lacking here.

Erotica is by far Madonna's most
dissapointing and amateurish effort. It never

nears the confessional wonder of her best,

Like A Prayer or even the wit and clever-
ness of the underrated Dick Tracy- inspired
I'm Breathless. It's not even particularly

arousing, just stilted and repetitive. If this is

as erotic as Erotica gets, I'll pass.

WHEN THE GOING GET TOUGH, THE TOUGH READ THE COLLEGIAN AND LEAVE THE OTHERS
SITTING BY THEMSELVES ON THE RACKS
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CORONA
24/12 oz bott.

$16.^^^dep.

MICHELOB
24/12 oz. bott.

$12.^^.deD
COORS Lt/Gold

24/12 oz. cans

$11.««-^dep

Tired of stores with Bad
Attitudes? At 4 Seasons

you'll be treated with
gratitude!
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Natural Light
1/2 bbl

$32.90 ^ ^^ep

M.G.D.,M.G.D. Lt., Lite

1/2 bbl

$38.99 + dep

BUSCH
bar bott.

$9.*9_+_de£.

BLACK LABEL
bar bott.

$8.99 + dep
PABST
bar bott.

$7.99+ dep

GOLDEN ANNIV
24/12 ozcans
$7.«9 + dep

AMERICAN
24/12 ozcans
$7.29 +dep

Big Party??
Delivery Available!

MASS STATE
LOHERY AGENT

ICE COLD
KEGS

ABSOLUTE VODKA

1.75

4 Seasons Vodka

L
$8.««

1.75

NARRAGANSETT
24/12 oz. cans

_$6^99 + dep

ICE!!
10 lbs only Si.**

50 lbs only $4.>°

I Hadley Coiii'Op Laundromat
206 Russell St./Rt.9

Open: 7 days • 7am-llpiii
Weekend Special: 75c Dbl. Louders

While 'W Wait, Stop By...

The Hadley Pub
Tuesday • Open Mic

All You Can Eat Pasta Dinner - $2.00
Sat. Oct. 24 Ryme & Reason Duo

, UMASS Football Tick's Giveaway
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CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

I $2." OFF with purchase of I

I $15 or more with this coupon I

84-843

Late Shoiu~Fri. and Sat. 1 1:15pm
Direct with COLLIDGE CORNER

Theatre, Boston. Where
attendance records are being broken!

"EXUBERENTLY DEFIANT NIHILISM!"
-Stephen Holdcn, NY Times

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin &. Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

CAPTAIN HOOK
Spiced Rum

$6>^.750ml

CANADIAN CLUB

.750ml

MALIBU RUM

.750ml

.750ml

CORONET

SPIKE & MIKE'S :

^
CK&TWISTEq

fFESTIVAL OFANIMATIONi
B

• • • •
• • • • •

• • « •

HOURS: Mon. Sat. 9 11- 10°o Senior Discount Everyday
iMt"; Hplrl Up In 30 Oay"^ "f VISA ; HCARf) Cuf-rK CA'

:;:; Campus
gi Design
|x| & C o p y
:•> 403 Student Union
:v3 (413) 545 - 2271

Only SPIKE & MIKE bring you
19 SICK and TWISTED films
featuring 15 PREMIERS!

Box Office ooens at 10pm
ATTHK (;\TLS OF .SMITH COI,LK;r

Students
Working for
Students
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» •
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RESUMES
RESUMES
RESUMES

$1
...., All Inclusive
,%« Layout, typesenmg, 10

,*tS and 01

copies, 10 matching envelopes
one year storage
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Arei

THURSDAY
THEATRE— To Be Young, Gifted and Black, the biog-

raphy of Lorraine Hansberry will be presented by MHC's
Laboratory Theatre. Directed by Paul K. Jackson, a visiting
professor from Spellman College, the ensemble cast will

present characters from Hansberry's life and plays A Raisin
in theSun. Tousaint. A Sign in Sydney Brustrein 's Window
and What Use Are Flowers. Tonight through Sunday, 8
p.m., matinee Saturday 2 p.m. $4, $2 with ID/elders.

IN CONCERT— The Art Steele Band makes an appear
ance at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton tonight. Don't
miss this musical wonder. More info call.

DANCE— Daphne Lowell's full-evening dance work-
shop explores the stereotypes of women in the mythical
and personal sense. Tonight and Sunday are the only
shows not yet sold out, so call ext. 228 to reserve tickets
for this 8 p.m. show. $7.50 $4 with ID.

VIDEO PROJECT— Screenings, discussions and
workshops for DeeDee Halleck's student generated video
project. Rethinking Marxism, will take place to conclude
her weekend stay in Amherst. Event locations vary
throughout the five colleges, so call for more info. Halleck
is the co-founder of Paper Tiger television and Deep Dish
Television, and is a video producer and Associate professor
of Communication at the University of California, San
Diego. Events are free.

THEATRE— The Smith College Theatre will perform
Marie Irene Fornes' surreal drama Fefu 6 Her Friends. This
romance, set in 1 935 is full of suspence and politics (often

the same thing, isn't it?) as eight women gather in the
country for a weekend to plan for a conference. Watch the
mystery unfold tonight through Saturday and 10/28-10/
31.8 p.m., Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts. $4/
$2 with ID.
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COUimSY RIPPOPOTAMUS

RIppopotamus plays Pearl St. tonight at 8:30pm.

IN CONCERT— Belting out mountain music, Dustbowl
songs, early bluegrass and country gospel, Iris DeMent
appear at the Iron Horse Music Hall tonight. Rolling Stoner

John Prine raves, "I saw Iris DeMent perform recently, and
I can count on three fingers the number of people who
impressed me as much the first time I sawthem live." Doors

open at 5:30 p.m. for dinner, show begins at 7 p.m.

THEATRE— Hampshire College Theatre will perform

FandoSLisby Spanish surrealistFernando Arrabal. Themes
offascism, sexism and interpersonal violence are presented

in this piece directed by Amy Baxt. HC Emily Dickinson

Building, Studio Theatre. 8 p.m. tonight through Sunday,

tickets are $3 and $2.50 students.

IN CONCERT— Rippopotamus will rock the house at

Pearl street tonight for an 18+ show. Showtime is 8:30.

RLM— The Weekly Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Film

Series offers Fellini'stragi-comic C/aoFredenco. This is the

story ofa universeofbeautiful, exoticwomen and handsome
homosexual men. Come and appreciate the fine art of

Italian film. Campus Center Room 803, 7 p.m. Free.

FILM— Marianne and Julian, a 1981 German flick di-

rected by Margarethe von Trotta will be shown tonight a 4

& 7:30 p.m. in AG's Merill II. Free.

COLLOQUIUM— A panel discussion on "Publication.

Censorship and Revolt" will feature Princeton University's

Robert Damton and respondents. MHC Mary Woolley Hall,

New York Room, 4:15 & 8 p.m.

FILM— Patriot Games will be shown and sponsored by

Cape Verdean Students. Campus Center Auditorium,

5,7,9,1 1 p.m. showtimes. $2 at 5 p.m., $3 for all others.

IN CONCERT— 1991 Avery Prize winner Yefim

Bronfman will perform at Bowker Auditorium tonight at 8

p.m. This Soviet-bom piano great will prove worthy of his

"established commanding presence in the upper echelon

COURTESV CHARISMA RECORDS
The Sighs play Pearl St. Friday at 7pnn.

of keyboard artists." Tickets $20 & $18, half price with ID.

LECTURE— Visiting composer Melinda Wagner will be
availble for discussion at SC's Sage Recital Hall at 4 p.m.
Free.

SYMPOSIUM— "The Cultures of Science: Culturing
Science in the United States." Anne Fausto-Sterling of

Brown University's School of Medicine and Women's
Studies/Luce Professor at MHC will sp>eak on "Making a

Difference: Biology and Sexual Variation in Brain Anatomy."
MHC Dwight Auditorium, 4:30 & 8 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— George Kateb, Politics, Princeton Univer-

sity and John J. McCloy Distinguished visiting Professor
will lecture on "Self Reliance: Reflections on Emerson's
Philosophy." AC Converse Assembly Room. 8 p.m. Free.

FRIDAY
SCI-n CONVENTION— "Not Just AnotherCon 8," the

oldest science fiction convention in Westem Mass. will take
over the Canripus Center Hotel thru Oct. 25. Special guest
author Barry B. Longyear {Enemy Mine) will speak along
with a banquet, dance, raffle, art show, auction, a Star Trek
room and lots more. Sponsored by the Science Fiction

Conventioneers of UMass (S.C.U.M).

LECTURE— Joseph S. Tulchin, director of the Latin

American Program atAC will present "The Quincentenary:
Close Encounters of Every Kind." AC Converse Assembly
Room, 4 p.m. Free.

FILM— Marathon Man. Catch the thrill of this 1 976 flick

about a long-distance runner pushed to the limit by a
creepy diamond fiend. Laurence OlivierandDustin Hoffhnan

star. AC Campus Center Theatre, 7:30 and 10 p.m. $2.

THEATRE— The New World Theatre presents Judy
Narita's endearing Coming Into Passion. Bowker Audito-
rium, 8 p.m.

FILMi^ Come and see what the Collegian's own Adam
Scott Roberts heralded as "one of the finest films I've ever
seen." Sophie's Choice will be shown at the AC Campus
Center/Women's Center tonight at 8:30 p.m. Meryl Streep

stars in this 1 982 tale of a guilt-haunted survivor ofthe Nazi

concentration camps. Free.

COMMUNITY— Chabad House in Amherst offers a

Shabbat Service and dinner, with a focus on "Bereishit-

Creation and Evolution, beyond the simple story." 7 p.m.
EXHIBIT— Gregory Stone presents his exhibit of

sculpture and paintings, "Art and Politics" which runs

through November 3 at R. Michelson Galleries in Amherst.
An opening reception will be held from 6-8 p.m. tonight.

STORYTELUNG— The Westem New England Story-

tellers' Guild opens its ninth season with a haunting evening
of hair-raising stories in honnor of Halloween. Sponsored
by the Pioneer Valley Folklore Society, this reading will

feature Irish, Jewish and New England tales presented by
Jay Boldspinnr, Robert Harris and Cynthia Payne. Tonight
at the Northampton Center for the Arts, 8 p.m. Admission
is $7, $4/seniors, $1 discount for PVFS members.

EXHIBIT— Tonight is the last chance to view the work
of the class of 1995 as presented in "Further & Farther."

Don't miss the collages, ceramic sculptures, computer
generated images, paper constructions and drawings in the

Herter Art Gallery, 1 1 a.m. -4 p.m. Free.

THEATRE— Walking Lightly, a Portrait ofEinstein will

be presented at the Unitarian Universalist Society of Am-
herst tonight through Sunday. This one-man show recre-

ates Einstein's
, grand sense of wonder, playfulness and

commitment to education, peace and friendship. 7:30

tonight and Saturday, 3 p.m. Sunday at 1 23 N. Pleasant St.

READING— The Odyssey Bookshop in South Hadley
will host author Liz Connors to read from her latest txx)k,

Out of the Darkness. Connors will be available to sign

copies of her mystery thriller after the reading. 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT—Maple Ridge, a Westem Massachusetts
based quartet will present their innovative approach to

traditional and contemporary bluegrass and country mu-
sic. Don't miss the fun at Book Mill in Montague. 8:30 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Free Press «/ill play at Sheehan's Cafe
in Northampton tonight.

IN CONCERT—The Sighs will puton a free show tonight

at 7 p.m. at Pearl Street Nightclub in Northampton.
LECTURE— Marcia Siegel discusses "Art and Social

Responsibility." AC Stim Auditorium, 3-5 p.m. Contact
UMass dance office for details.

SATURDAY
AUDITIONS— Pioneer Valley Ballet will hold open

auditions for the parts of reindeer, plichinelles, angels,

soldiers, and mice in their production of Thehutcrackenoday
and tomorrow. Auditions are at the PVB studios.

IN CONCERT— Jazz enthusiasts from the valley over
will be treated to an evening of outstanding performances
by Jazz Ensemble I and the Chapel Jazz Ensemble. The
groups will perform Charlie Parker's Confirmation, Bob
Mintzer's ChristopherColumbusand LoueForSalebyUh\ass'
own Doug Olsen to name a few. FAC Concert Hall 8 p.m.
$8/$4 with ID.

IN CONCERT— Artist- in -residence at Goucher College
Lisa Goldman Weiss will play a guest solo piano recital

tonight at 8 p.m. in SC's Sage Hall. Lisa will perfomn
Haydn's last piano sonata in Eb Major as well as as
Schubert's late A Major Sonata. Free.

WORKSHOP— Beth Beede of Northampton will con-
duct a mask making workshop at the Guild Studio School
today and tomorrow. See giant armadillos, ancient sun
Gods and alien beings come to life in this series of classes.

Call 584-3299 for more info and registration.

IN CONCERT— NRBQ to perform tonight at Pearl

Street. Show starts at 7 p.m., tickets $ 1 2 & $ 1 in advance.
Don't miss this rockin' good time.

FAMILY—Today and in one week a 2-session program
for families with children ages 6- 1 will be held to celebrate

the Day of the Dead. "An Altarpiece for the Day of the
Dead" coincides with Chicana artist Carmen Lomas Garza's
installaton based on this Mexican holiday. Create home
altarpieces using flowers, cut-paper banners, offerings and
ancestoral mementos. Instructed by Kathie Giltinan, Mu-
seum Education Intern at the Smith College Museum of Art.

FILM— The Good, The Bad and The Ugly stars Clint

Eastwood as one of three low-lifes who band together to

pursue wealth. MHC Gamble Auditorium, 7 & 10 p.m.
$2.50.

FACULTY RECITAL— Cynthia Dearbom. piano; Louisa
Damiane, French Horn; Lynn Sussman, clarinet; Alex
Ogle, flute, and guest artists Diane Fedora, bassoon, and
Wess Nichols, oboe perform works by Mozart, Saint Saens,
and others. AC Buckley Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

SUNDAY
COMMUNITY— Hillel House hosts Neil Gillman at their

weekly Bagel Brunch to discuss "How Can a Modern Jew
Speak of God?" $l/free to Hillel card holders.

IN CONCERT— The Hampshire College Chorus to

perform an off-campus concert of Bach Cantatas 80 and
104, with Valley Festival Orchestra and soloists Melinda
Spratlan, ChristopherJenkins, Charles Lindsey and Donald
Wilkinson. Ann Keams will conduct this free concert to be
performed at the Grace Church on the Amherst Commons.
3 p.m.

WALK— The Massachusetts Coalition of Battered
Women Service Groups sponsors a 1 Ok walk to benefit the
Jane Doe Safety fund, a statewide educational and
fundraising campaign. The walk will takeofffrom the Hatch
Shell in Boston and will be hosted by Liz Walker.

COURTCSY KM ARTfSTS

Pianist Yefim Bronfman will perform at Bowker
Auditorium tonight at 8pm.
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Luxurious Of Mice and Men;
brain-dead Consenting Adults
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Straight from high school reading-list oblivion, Of
Mice and Men is a beautiful and literate wonder of a
film. Hyphenate Gary Sinse has taken one of the
great American novels by James Steinbeck and
nurtured it into an emotion -filled ride of love and
tragedy.

Sinse, who co-starred in this year's sleeper. A
Midnight Clear, directs Men with an obvious care
and love for the novel. From a faithful script by
Horton Foote {Tender Mercies) , Sinse has breathed
new life into an American classic.

To all those who never even read the Cliff Notes of
Men, it tells the story of two drifters, the practical and
simple George (Sinse) and the the retarded and kind
Lennie (John Malkovich). Their story, as they work
the land at a farm and dream of a distant, ten-acre lot

where they can work and live, is the centerpiece of a
complex film that can be enjoyed and understood on
many levels.

In immediate retrospect, Steinbeck's novel is now
somewhat familiar territory. The supporting char-
acters seem like stock, yet Men's freshness was
never its lure. There's the farm owner's ornery son
(Casey Sziemasko), his beautiful but lonely wife
(Sheriiyn Fenn, who has Symbol written all overher),
the token black (Joe Morton), the kind team leader
and the tired old man (Ray Walston).

But Men transcends mere ninth grade analysis to
deliver what is arguably one of our most emotional
and textured novels, something Sinse transfers almost
perfectly to the screen. His vistas are few but brilliant,
the staging simple and fluid, and the performances
untouchable.
The loaded role of Lennie is filled with easy to fall into
traps, the 'simpleness' of the role usually sets an
actor's gears in motion, but Malkovich never resorts
to easy sympathy or sentiment, so his Lennie seems
less theatrical (and dare I say less gaudy) than Dustin
Hoffman's Rainman, an obvious comparison.

To say that Malkovich gives a tour de force
performance would not only be using a horrible
cliche but not do the underrated actor justice.
Malkovich, who played Biff in a wonderful television
version of Death of a Salesman with Hoffman and
the rakish Valmont in the superior Dangerous
Liaisions (his best performance to date), eclipses
most of his past portrayls to deliver a complicated
role without the manipulativeness one might expect.

Sinse, however, should not be overlooked in a role
that isn't as straightforward as it seems. Sinse works
well with Malkovich, coming off less like a overpro-
tective big brother and more like a (if you'll excuse

the Shirley MacLaine-ness of the phrase) soul mate.
Sheriiyn Fenn, toned down as less of a tramp than

in the novel, gives a breathless performance that

surpasses the almost standardness of the 'lonely

wife' role. But who would've ever thought she'd be
outdone by My Favorite Martian Ray Walston, who
excels in a roller-coaster of a scene that'll drain your
tear ducts without making you groan.

OfMice and Men is a small treasure of a movie, a
simple yet layered beauty that is filled with outstand-
ing performances, a fine script and some of the most
vibrant images this side of a Ridley Scott movie. Of
Mice and Men deserves the all the audience and
attention it receives. And how many movies can you
say that about?

Grade: A

Consenting Adults — Intelligence Alert! This
wholly brain dead, ridiculously predictable and
embarrasingly acted 'thriller' hinges on enough coin-
cidences to fill a couple of seasons of Murder, She
Wrote and an entire Nancy Drew series combined.

Kevin Kline, looking as though he lost a bet.

meanders through a role with his old January Man
co-star Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio as a yuppie
couple who befriend their next door neighbors, only
to be trapped in a web of deciet and murder. The film
tries to be lurid, but the set up is soooo unbelievable
that anyone with wits in hand would see a mile away
what's going to happen.

Kevin Spacey (Glengarry Glenn Ross) and Re-
becca Miller (W.nd) play the neighbors, who have
more candles in their house than Yankee and (I love
this) have billowing curtains on their ceilings and
blood red walls. Hmmm. Wouldn't this, coupled with
Spacey's creepy attitude send people with a clue
reeling?

Both Kline and Mastrantonio vainly try to cling on
to their dignity by bringing a thirtysomething-type
marital angst to Adults, but the blatant stupidness of
this film overwhelms anything even remotely cred-
ible. I mean, how many times are we going to sit

through a supposedly tense climax when the outcome
has been done to death? At least no one gets impaled
here.

Most could be forgiven if at least Adults could be
considered a guilty pleasure, like chuckling at Re-
becca DeMomay's howlingly perverse nanny in Hand
that Rocks the Cradle or sitting through Pacific
Heights hoping (and I know I wasn't the only one)
Michael Keaton would staple-gun Melanie Griffith to
death. But Consenting Adults is so horrendously
bad that it doesn't merely insult your intelligence, it

slaps you in the face as well.

Grade: D-

ACRONYMBLE
WINNERS

The third set of winners have been chosen:
The First Prize of the one and only

Acronymble board game is Jennie Galbreath
of Amherst whose sick noodle was: Phoney
Grandmas Enjoy Killing Children.

The second prize of the fashionable
Acronymble Tee-shirt was Nona Chiang of
Kennedy Residence Hall whose hammy noodle
was Pink Garters Excite Knights of Columbus.
The Third Prize of the super-duper

Acronymble poster was Stephanie Goodwin,
Dept. of Psychology, whose drunken noodle
was Portly Greeks Enjoy Keg Consumption.
The winners should find their way down to

the Collegian to pick up their goodies — we
can't find our way out of the basement. This
week's letters get more sadistic...J,J,J, J,j.
Send all your responses to the Collegian Arts
Desk/1 13 Campus Center via campus mall.

WMUA's
Top Ten
Compiled by Jim Powers
Dominic Boyd-Maunjell

1. Weird t^ightmares/Mediations of
Mingus (Columbia)
2. Circle X/Compression of the Spe-
cies T (Matador)
3. Tolling Midgets/Son (Matador)
4. Happy Flowers/Rowers on 45: The
Homestead Singles (Homestead)
5. Royal Trux//?oiya/7ruA: (Drag City)
6. Pavement/Trigger Cut EP (Mata-
dor)

7. H.P. linker/Perseverance (Thrill
Jockey)
8. Flshwife//?/fa//n (Hedhunter)
9. Melvins/K/ss Parody Ep's (Boner)
10. Gong/Camembert Electriaue
(Decal)

THERE WILL BE flN ARTS & LIVING STAFF MEETING THIS SGNDflY AT 2PM IN CflMPGS CENTER 113

COLLEGIAN
ON PAR WITH OR BETTER THAN YOUR

FAVORITE BATHROOM READING MATERIAL

"-"' UQUORS "'-

18 Main St. Oowntown Amherst 253-5441

^(g^- American Beer <^c/w
,^^$7.49 case earner

(Quantity Discounts Available)

BUD, DRY,& LIGHT
$11.99 case cans

BUSCH
$9.49 cs. bar bottles

Heineken orAmstel
$8.99 12pk/botts.

Genuine Draft & Draft **Light"

$6.99 12pk/botts.

Visa/Masteixaid accepted on fceg ckposits

Many More In^tore (Special*

All Beers plus Deposit Cej>pCCially On wlncs) ^Delivery Avaibblc*

UVE IN SPRINGFIELD. MA

BOB DYIAII
OCTOBER 28TH

SANTANA
WITH SPKCIAI. GUEST
THIRD WORLD

SATUUDAY
NOVEMBER 7TH

JOAK BAEZ
FUIDAV

NOVEMBER 20TH

-—-____ ' '^tlPROPHONP CHARGE AT 1 8()0-828-7O8O
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Jazz ensemble promises an eclectic proqramBy RACHEL D. MEDANIC fi |^ ^-T
J^ %«By RACHEL D. MEDANIC

Collegian Correspondent

The best the UMass Music Department
has to offer is bound to shake your halls
and rattle your walls with the sound of Big
Band Jazz this Saturday night at the Fine
Arts Center.

The evening will be performed by Jazz
Ensemble I and Chapel Jazz, two 1 8 piece
bands of three in the music department.

The evening promises, "For Big Band
music, to be an eclectic...two hours," ac-
cording to music director Jeff Holmes.
The performance day was changed to
Saturday to accomodate parents week-
end.

Featured performances are Ensemble
I's Somba-rhythmed "Ride to One-Hun-
dred Islands," which is composed by stu-
dent Phil Whittall. arranged by seniormusic
major Doug Olsen and has one of two
saxaphone solos being performed by Jerry
Merra. Merra's other solo comes in an
Oliver Nelson ballad entitled "Black, Brown
and Beautiful."

An

Foley'a arrangement of Charlie Parker's
tune "Confirmation."

On a more tradtional note. Duke
Ellington's "Rockin" In Rhythm," Thad
Jones' "Three In One," and Bob Mintzer's
"Christopher Columbus" will be performed
by Ensemble I.

Another Latin/Somba piece entitled
"Hey Momma Your Somba's On Fire" is

also on the list. Junior music major Adam
Scott, a trumpet player for Chapel Jazz
said. "I can play any note I want and it

sounds like I'm a genius." He says the
slow-moving chords give him "time to
think."

Both Jazz Ensemble I and Chapel Jazz
have been recognized in the past. En-
semble I has recently been invited to play
this coming March at the National Confer-
ence of Eastern (seaboard) Music Educa-
tors. Chapel Jazz, playing at Boston Gni-
versity by invitation last spring, was cho-
sen "Outstanding Band."

Also in the unofficial stages of planning
is a CD with the work of both groups
scheduled to be on it. Sporny says the CD,,_,^„_,„„ n
-— v.v.-u.v^uiv./iyc^^iiiL. oporny says rne <>.U

r,Tr'„,''pTr;jl"„l"^?I wouldac,likea„.«,,e,e_doesfor.college
piece with a little of Rod McConnell in it,

accoj-ding to Holmes, entitled "Love For
Sale" features the arrangement of Olsen
and Carlos Bermudo on jazz guitar.

Under the direction of Professor David
Sporny, Chapel Jazz is featuring Keith

team in promoting. The CD would be used
for student recruitment, university
fundraising and departmental promotion.
The CD is a joint effort between the depart-
ment and Kappa Kappa Psi that is trying to
become a reality.

Convention transports
you to another world
By KIPAAANLEY
Collegian Staff

Watch the skies. They're back.
The Eighth Annual Not Just Another

Con descends upon the Campus Center
this weekend, transporting it temporarily
to another world where mythical monsters,
fanciful aliens and mighty heroes roam
free, swapping tales, trading jokes, and
generally having the time of their lives.

NJAC is a convention of the fans of the
genres of fantasy and science fiction
scattered across all the various media of
popular entertainment, from movies to
books to television to comics to games to
radio plays to live theater. This year's
theme is cyberpunk— for the uninitiated,
think of Blade Runner — which me;=^ns
lots ofsunglasses, black leather, com .er
chips, and power ties.

This is the oldest and largest fantasy
and science fiction convention in Western
Mass, and as such it draws a large number

Memories and
melodies /ill

serene Humroot
By MEREDITH R. MAKOWSKI
Collegian Correspondent

Humroot
Shelleyan Orphan
Rough Trade/ Columbia Records

Shelleyan Orphan's unique style of combining new
age and altemative music comes out in an expressive and
emotional way. Tracks like "Fishes," "Dolphins," and
"Long Dead Flowers Dried Out in Summer" reach out to
the feelings of the listener. Shelleyan Orphan's new
album, Humroot, is incredible.

This new album, although seeming more melancholy
than their last album, gives more of Orphan's true selves.
The mellow distant sounds this group creates gives a
familiar and comfortable feeling to those who listen.

Each song is like reading a giant book of memories
and life. There are uplifting sounds that come from the
track, "Supernature on a Superhighway" with lyrics that
literally sprout ideas in the imagination: "When you find

a rare flower/ Allow something in/ Something good/ And
the garden empty now/ Will flower and flower." This
spring of lyrics sounds like a combination of The Darling
Buds and The Happy Mondays.

The sonorous vocals of Jemaur Tayle and Caroline

Crawley compliment the tones of the keyboard. This is

especially true in the track. "Little Death." This Celtic tune

highlights the band's use of experimentation. This song
catches all the sensitivity that this album was written with.

Boris Williams' use of drums is incorporated well into

the delicately played music. A good example of this is in

the first tracii. "Muddied Up." The soft and airy usage of

1 L'RN I () HUMROOT, PAGE 6

of fans and professionals every year. Spe-
cial guests for this eighth convention in-
clude authors Jane Yolen and Hal Clem-
ent, artists A.C. Farley and Hanna Shapero.
and GMass's own Samuel Delany. The
Guests of Honor are Barry B. Longyear.
author of the novel Enemy Mine; Mary
Hanson Roberts, artist of a widely popular
Tarot deck; and publisherTom Doherty of
TOR Books, a famous science fiction
imprint.

The weekend will be chock full of go-
ings-on. from serious (and not so serious)
panel discussions — previous topics have
included hypothetical alien sex, the philo-
sophical implications of communicating
with another race, how to create your own
mythologies and religions, and how to ca-
reer-track yourselffor ajob in today's space
industries. Other events include art exhib-
its, film festivals, dances, storytelling ses-
sions and readings by the authors, and trips
to the GMass Observatory.

TURN TO NJAC, P.AGK 6

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, OCT. 23

Single Project/Event Grants

for music, theater, visual art

and design, performance

art, literature,film and video,

and other arts related events.

PROPOSALS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT GROUPS

APPLICATIONS
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACTtVrriES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
209 HASBROUCK
OR CALL 545-0202

The Jazz Ensemble I with Jeff Holmes (bottom rt.), director

COURTV5Y FME ARTS CENTU

ThQ firts & Living d«slc wants

to grace tliese lialiowed pages.
Come to CC 113 Sunday at 2pm.

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN
BY

RANDOM
DRAWING!

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!
WIN A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

NRBQ
at

Pearl Street Nightclub

Saturday, October 24th

Act
Now!

^_
NRBQ TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

n

Name

Phone #

(/)

L'

Must be at least 18 years oW to enter Tickets are non-refundable
Drawing to be heW on Thursday. October 22. 1992 No entnes will be reoeved after 3 30 PM on 10/22/92.
Collegian staff are not eligible to enter Winners will be contacted by lelepbone
Drop off entnes at Collegian business window. 1 1 3 Campus Center (basement). UMass. Amherst
Winners are responsible for picking up ticKets at tfie Collegian office before 3:30 pm on Fnday. October 23
Only one entry per person will be accepted Only official entry (orm from newspaper will be accepted

_l
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NJAC
(.ONriNTKn I ROM TACihS
trips to the GMass Observatory.

There will also be various contests, including a Mas-
querade, the Hastur Memorial Unspeakable Prose Con-
test (write your own very, very bad fiction), and the
mystical Eye of Argon, about which nothing more can be
said here.

Entrance to the convention is $19 at the door (with a
three dollar discount to Five College Students before the

convention begins). This one price covers all three days
of events. For those who wish to test the waters before
taking the plunge, a Huckster's Room will be open to the
public, allowing you to browse the Strange and Curious
Wares of various hawkers.

There's something for everyone at NJAC, whether
you've been a life-long fan of the genres or you just think
that Siar Trek is pretty cool. Come on down and check it

out.

ANY MHAS BRAKE SERVKE
Right now. get $20 off the regular price of any quality Midas brake service

at p;irtK'ipating dealers At Midas, you'll get a free detailed brake
mspectiun Written estimate up front And we can fix your brakes right the

same day you bnng in your car. So what's stopping you?

•0« reiular poet OHti endt l(V2V92

miDAS

Hadley • Rt. 9 near Hampshire Mall • 586-9991

Thursday-Friday-Saturday

DANCING
with

D.J. PETE FREE

Any MENU NACHOS
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30
Every Night

Featuring Big Drafts
200Z

$1.75

Humroot
CONTINL'HD FROM I'Atih =>

instruments is what gives Shelleyan Orphan its

unique tone and wispy feeling.

Compared to the tones of Century Flower, the
band's first album, Humroot is a new step forward
experimenting with different musical themes instead
of just letting people hear what they are about. This
musical growth will hopefully expand even more so
in time. This is a band with a lot of energy, as well as
a lot of potential for moving up the college charts.

Shelleyan Orphan's new album is definitely worth
purchasing. Its tranquility is relaxing and at the
same time not overbearingly so. It's good to sit back
and think to, to let your mind wander, or even to get
up and sway to. Pick it up, and let your mind drift to

the mellow madness.

COLLEGIAN
MORE FUN THAN A BARREL OF

X-ACTO BLADES

THE^ PUB
(.i:ij:iti<.vii.s MP. JPxS in .\mih:i<st

I'X.M • l'>'>2

5 EAST PLKASAni

GOING
HOME FOR THE
HOLIDAYS?

Reserve now to

Guarantee your seat
home. SPACE IS SELLING

OUT QUICKLY!!!

549-4900
CENTRAL TRAVEL

25 A Pray St,, Amherst
(in the D.H. Jones Real Estate Building)

^
All you can eat!

Cafe Ashley's
Famous Sunday Buffet

Belgian Waffles Carved Ham
Egg & Omelettes Fresh Fruit^

'

Home Style Potatoes Fruit Breads
Bacon & Sausage Croissants
Scalloped Apples Bagels

^^
$6.95

II
Rt. 9 Hadley 2 miles from UMass 586-6393

m ii^-^t to Howard Johnson's I^odiie

\\\\,w.\\\s\\\s\n^<.>.iim<(i(((c«<e«(«((f(ff^^

CHINA DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Traditional Chinese Cuisine
Relax and enjoy yourself at our beautiful Newly remodeled Facility •

SunnyGreenhouse • Sushi Bar • Beautiful Lounge with Big Screen TV.

Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week • LunThSpecials served daily
"lAirgest Chinese Restaurcmt in Hampshire County"

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1 :30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS TILL 1 1PM

;
EmYMomYmomrmsDAYisomwmE

I 4PM 7PM. ENJOY

C,C5I IPON

I
10«/o OFF I 4PM7PM ENJOY

'

•OR CARRY OUT ^^PPV nOUV
I • DINIVER. • I

$2.00 Appetizersfrom our special

I ONLY ' menu » $1.00 Draft Beer
—————— -—--_--—-—— J Ot'huvi Xou- Amiable ilmuih nrinvni Exvress al 5i9()0T7

351 Northampton Rd. • Rte. 9 • Amherst
j^orner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. * 256-8800

I iniinDo A/I Don't Drink
and DriveCO l/l/fAf, I irM ir\D^

COORS, COORS
LIGHT &COORS
GOLD $-1 H 99
SUITCASE CANS | | f DEI

I^SSES

MOLSON GOLDEN &
MOLSON LIGHT $-^99
12 PACK BOTTLES f + DEP.

SPATEN
OKTOBERFEST $«;99
6 FVkCK BOTTLES ^ -fDEP.

FALSTAFF & $Q49
FALSTAFF LIGHT O.dep
CASE OF 24-12 OZ. CANS

99MILLER GENUINE $oO
DRAFT & DRAFT ^OO
UGHT&LITE 1/2 KEG

CARLO ROSSI
WINES $C99

\j 4.0 LALL FLAVORS

SEBASTIANI
PROPRIETER WINES
wnrrE. blush, red, chenin
FRENCH COLUUBARD. WHITE

GRENACHE, GAMAY BEAUJOLAIS
WHOE ZINFANDEL

$1:49
1.5

UTER

BEL ARBOR $049
WHITE ZINFANDEL W 750ml

COLUMBIA CREST
CHARDONNAY $^99

750ml

PICCINI $099
CHIANTI O,^,

CANADIAN MIST $n49
SAL£1i49 57l.75L

MAIL IN REBATE 3.00 AFTfflRPRATP

SEAGRAMS GIN
SALE1Z49 e/>^Q
MAIL IN ^IJk^^ AFTER

REBATE 3.00 W 1 .75L "EBATE

TEN HIGH $049
BOURBON **
SALE 11.49

MAIL IN REBATE ZOO

MALIBU $049
RUM 0,50.,

LIQUORS $099
44 VODKA O

not responsible for

typographical errors

WM3fl Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS10 22 92THRU

WEDS.10'28'92

Full Redemption Center

AFTER REBATE
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Outward Bound is non-stop musical ioy
ly BILL ROGERS tu^ .. , , .

" M J'By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Correspondent

Outward Bound
Sonny Landreth
Prazis/Zoo

Louisiana native Sonny Landreth has
been known to most people as simply the
slide guitar player for John Hiatt and John
Mayall. Mot anymore, though. LSndreth's
debut solo album. Outward Bound is a
masterpiece of country-tinged Southern
rock.

As you can see, I liked it. Mo, I loued it.

The guitar work was fantastic, as well as
the bass (played by David Ranson) and
the drums (played by Kenneth Blevins).
The way they were thrown in with every
type ofmusic imaginable completely blew
my mind.

It's nonstop action and suspense from
the beginning. You just don't know what
Landreth will do next, and, depending on
how open you are to musical preferences,
you could be absolutely thrilled with every
song or perhaps like only one.

The lyrics were absolutely breathtak-
ing. Although I pegged Landreth's music
as country-tinged southern rock, there
were many instances where the music
sounded remarkably like blues, folk and
Cajun gumbo music. It could also be
considered new country, but the way
Landreth uses these types of music, you'll

find this thoroughly enjoyable disc will

leave you hooked, as I was.
Sonny Landreth's anonymity works to

his advantage — I didn't know what to

expect when I first listened, but once the
music starts taking off, you'll be gladly
taken over.

The songs cover a wide array of feel

ings. "Soldier of Fortune," is one of the
best tunes on the album and worth reciting

is a line or two or three: "Coming and
going/going 'til I was gone/I never meant
to hurt you, baby/I never meant you wrong/
Rambled like a story/in a tugboat captain's
song/the delta took me winding off/from
where I once belonged..."

"Fortune" describes the mixed feelings

a woman experiences when her husband
decides to leave, successfully made into a
metaphor by by using Vietnam as a setting

instead of the relationship.

I found that Landreth's songs tend to be
about collapsing relationships, whether
straightforward, underlying, or, like "Sol-
dier of Fortune," metaphorical.

For example, in "BackToBayou Tech,"
Landreth says: "The wind tonight ain't all

that cries/Leaves like tears fall outside/
She knows I'm blowing with the season
change/look at me and hear her say/Lay,
chere, just a little bit longer/you'll be gone
so long out west/Stay, chere, just a little bit

longer/do pass back to Bayou Tech."
The same goes for "When You're Away,"

which is a song that is crying about a loved
one that is so far away. But, have no
fear.. .the album is not filled with only
depressing songs. The song "New Land-
lord" is an upbeat tune about the way a
man becomes friends with his new land-

lord.

The entire disc is cool, as I've said time
and time again, but if you want to take
some time to listen to some awesome
music that is, in my mind, one of a kind,

listen to "Speak of the Devil." I have never
heard a song as groovy (for lack of a better

word) as this. It is, hands down, the most
exciting song on the disc. The tune has

kind of a bluesy overtone that tells the
story of a woman Landreth knows who
had the worst husband in the world, a non-
stop drinker and a wife beater.

If y'all are looking for a disc that is as
cool as a disc can be, Sonny Landreth's

Sonny Landreth
COURTESV mCHARO McLAURIN

Outward Bound is it. Just mosey on down
to the record store and grab this fantastic

disc before they're all gone. I hate it when
that happens, and if you don't hurry up, it

just might happen to you. You won't regret

it.

COME MEET THE GURU OF THE MOVIE REVIEW
LIVE IN PERSON

THE COLLEGIfiN'S VERY OWN

MR. UlPO
FOR fi LIMITED ENGAGEMENT

THIS SUNDAY IN CAMPUS CENTER 113. 2PM MINE THE SECRETS OF THE ARTS DESK
SIT NEXT TO THE SPORTS WRITERS!

/ V^. PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC.
2 West Street, West Hatfield

Massachusetts 01088
247-9506

STUDENT SPECIAL
Ever>' night

Call ahead for availability

99« per string with 5-College I.D.

-H« Easy To Get To!

A Perfect Night Out For Friends & Dates

300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/l.D.

DRINK SPECIALS
Hollywoods $1.50
Kami Kazi $1.50

Under TVew Management
Advance Tix Available

Route 9 • Hadley •586-4463

If you are over 18, and would like to earn
Full Time Income Working Port Time

8e o Bortender

Oay/Ever#ngi iVtfe^

•Local/National Macement

Limited Openings Remain far September,

October, and November Classes

•Make Your Move fioday and Receive

Additional Sovmgs on 'Aiitton Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield
M̂C/VISA/AE

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

2Unna • North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563
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Innovative 'Fefu' keeps audiences on the move
Tefu and her Friends' offers audience
a chance to be part of the action

In the mood to be part of a play? If so,

the original production of "Fefu and Her
Friends" is just the ticket. The play, an
engaging mystery by Maria Irene Fornes,

is actually designed to keep audiences on
the move and involved.

When eight women gather at Fefu's

country house to plan a benefit, a bizarre

mystery unfolds. "The audience is sub-
jected to different physical perspectives of

the play," says director El Lash. "People

should come prepared to be engaged in a
unique theatre-going experience." Lash is

speaking of the innovative staging, where
the audience will view six different scenes,

each in a different space on the stage in

Theatre 14.

"Fefu and Her Friends" will be shown
Oct. 22-24 and 28-31 at Theatre 14 at the
Mendenha II Cen ter for the PerformingA rts

at Smith College. Tickets $4 general; $2
students/seniors.

Jude Narjta
COURTTESV FINE ARTS CENTER

YOU CAN SEARCH fflGH AND LOW, NEAR AND FAR
BUT YOU'LL NEVER FIND
ANYONE AS NEAR AS US.

COLLEGIAN
A scene from "Fefu and her Friends'

COURTUY STAN SHERER

Concerned About Your
Relationship witti Food?

A Peer Support Group will be*, held weekly for

those struggling with anorexia, bulimia or
compulsive overeating.

Time: Mondays 4:30 - 6:00
Place: Campus Center

check daily schedule by the elevator for room number.

Confidentiality Respected
»t n n

I I
I

The Area's BEST CHINESE I

FOOD & SUSHI BAR I

I I

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and mo<e at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine~ Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

I j^T
Si PANDA EAST

103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
j| |

256-8923 • 256-8924

•
MING'S

ZA
( m]
[• J

O N

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

J

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS 11AM to 2AM
FRI-SATnAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUTOR DELIVERY

FREE DELIVERY

LUNCH SPECIAL 1

' CiOOl) NAM to M'M jl

I Mi:niuMcm;j;si; i'izzA+ |l

I o\'i: TOPPi\r,+ (tr-ogil
12 FRKL COKKS "^D ||

"LARGE CHEESE PIZZA II

'(),\I:T0PPI\(;PIUS (t^^nn •'

I4 KRKKCOKIS 4> / |l

|\iwnivuiiiivi\(.si\i«\ ()\|Y 1

1

BUY A LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA

FOR THE
PRICE OF A

SMALL

iVIEDIUlVlll BUYANYLARGE "! TARr^F
CHEESE " PIZZA & GET [i

*-'-'^*^'*JE,

r^,l^ '°^'i ^Sb^r^S," cheese
$4^ or 2 for jj

FOR ONLY Ij PIZZA
$g99 jl $199 !j $q;99$599

•1 £ 2
I

ON

I • O
^ J 5^

jif^iS
•

. L» ^ Q a.
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Mostly sunny. 60-65.

Tonight clear and cool, 40-45.

Local News:
University of Massachusetts journalism professor Madeline

Blais's new t)Ook The Heart is an Instrument: Portraits in

Journalism has hit local b)Ookstores. Page 3.

Sports:
University of Massachusetts football team

faces it's biggest challenge of the season

this weekend. Page 1 2.

»
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The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1 890

State and student leaders rally for Clinton
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

While a handful of Bush supporters
heckled and waved signs, about 250
Clinton supporters rallied yesterday by
the campus pond. Several area Democrats
and student leaders spoke in support of
the Democratic ticket.

US Representative Joseph Kennedy,

who attended the University, said that

wages are going down and taxes are going
up and that he is concerned about the
economy.

Kennedy was interrupted during his

speech by hecklers shouting, "four more
years."

"Should we talk through them? Here
what do you think?" Kennedy asked the

crowd.

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
Rep. Joseph Kennedy addresses the crowd at the rally for White House frontrunner Bill

Clinton Thursday at the Campus Pond.

The crowd enthusiastically cheered
Kennedyon and he continued to talk above
the hecklers. He said ordinary people need
help, not Bush administration policies of
giving tax breaks to the rich.

"I am already thanking them for what
they have done for me," Kennedy said.

About 50 percent of inner city high
school students drop out, and 40 percent
under the age of 14 become pregnant,
according to Kennedy. He blaiaed the Bush
administration for these statistics.

"[You are] better off having a baby in

Romania orJamaica," Kennedy said. "I You
are

I
more likely to die by the age of 20 in

Harlem than in Bangladesh."
But Kennedy assured the crowd that

young people have already made "a major
change in the issues."

"The new struggle in America is

women's wages," Kennedy said.

Women earn about 60 cents for every
dollar men earn, according to Kennedy.

Kennedy, also said the public must
improve race relations on campus.

Jen Wood, president of the Student
GovernmentAssociation, said theeconomy
makes it difficult for graduating college

students to find jobs.

"Most students graduating from UMass
will not be celebrating. We see our recently
graduated friends flipping burgers and
pumping gas," Wood said. "We need

Turn to CLINTON, page 2

Republican Club
plans Bush rally

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

With the election only two weeks
away, political pundits are saying
only a "a major scandal" would pre-

vent a Democratic victory. In the
wake of rallies, debates, conven-
tions and stump speeches, the
UMass Republican Club has been
noticeably quiet.

But under new leadership, mem-
bers of the club are planning to

make their voices heard in the final

weeks of the campaign with rallies

scheduled for next week.
Kevin Jourdain, a senior politi-

cal science and economics major
said, "Bush is the only choice for

leadership in the 21st century." He
cited President Bush's qualifications

in foreign afiairs, domestic affairs,

as well as the ever popular issue of

character.

He believes Bush will be re-

elected, but only by a narrow mar-
gin, because many have lost confi-

Turn to BUSH RALLY page 4

Student arrested
on rape charges
By PAUL PRECHT
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Police De-
partment reported an alleged rape of a 29-year-
old female student in an academic building on
Wednesday morning.

Pohce arrested a 32-year-old male graduate
student on charges of rape, assault with intent to

commit rape and indecent assault and battery on
a person over 14. The student pleaded innocent to

all charges in Northampton District Court
Wednesday afternoon. He was released on $5,000
personal surety bail.

Pre-trial conference is set for November 12,

1992. According to the Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Assistant Northwestern District Attorney is

prosecuting the case.

There were 18 forcible sexual offenses atUMass
in 1991, according to crime statistics provided by
the UMass Division of Public Safety. Only one
person was arrested, records show.

The Everywoman's Center has counselor/advo-

cates available 24-hours forwomen who are victims
of violent acts. The hotline number is (413) 545-

0800.

Women's sports teams reinstated
University now committed to equal opportunity plan
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Members of the women's sports teams which were
reinstated after the threat of a lawsuit are ecstatic and
proud to be the driving force behind the "phenomenal"
precedent they have set.

"We challenged the system and it worked and we
won!" saidjunior co-captain Pam Levine, who is majoring
in math. "I'm so excited. We totally shook up the system
and UMass felt the heat. It's amazing."

Representing the lacrosse, tennis and volleyball teams,
Patricia Flannery, a lawyer from the Boston law firm

Thornton and Early, who specializes in sex discrimina-

tion cases, negotiated the settlement after threatening
the University of Massachusetts with a lawsuit.

The university also committed to a five-year plan
bringing the school's funding of women's sports into

compliance with Title IX, a federal mandate which calls

for equal opportunity between men's and women's sports.

Flannery thought the teams had a strong case after

UMass eliminated all three teams over the last three

years, while cutting only one men's team. While women
comprise 50 percent of the undergraduate enrollment,

the school currently offers women 30 percent of the

opportunities to participate in varsity sports.

"You can't balance the budgetby discriminating against
women," Flannery said. "I'm really happy for the players.

What happened to them was unfair."

Athletic Director Glenn Wong could not be reached for

comment.
"It's about time our voices were heard," said Levine.

"It's rewarding to see after all our work that we actually

won," said Levine.

"I was very upset when they cut the (tennis I team. It

was my meiin activity and it was so unfair," said senior

HRTA major Kelly Grim. "They said there wasn't enough
interest but obviously there was. It was ridiculous."

Rachael Splain, a senior education major who receives

a four year scholarship to play on the lacrosse team is also

excited about what she considers an achievement for

women.
"It's definately a positive thing for women." said Splain.

"Unfortunately it's my senior year and it would've been
great if it happened earlier."

Flannery said the team tried to work within the

system before contacting her. They did their own
fundraising when their budget was cut for the 1990-91

season. But after they were eliminated last spring,

Flannery said they were forced to go to court.

'The administration pushed us to the point of having
no qualms about suing. We did something that other
people are afraid to do. We showed that you shouldn't be
afraid to stand up for your rights," said Levine.

"The fact that they cut these teams as the athletic

Turn to WOMEN'S SPORTS, page 4

State employees' travel
expenses questioned
BOSTON (AP)-A legislative probe into

illegal spending at the University of

Massachusetts atAmherst raised concerns

about out-of-state travel by some state

employees, according to a preliminary

report released Thursday.
The House Post Audit and Oversight

Bureau study concluded, "It appears that

there is no coherent oversight policy for

evaluating the necessity of out-of-state

travel by administrators ofstate agencies

and institutions."

The bureau report cited the university's

School of Physical Education and said

expenses could be cut at the Executive

Ofiice ofTransportation and Construction

and the Massachusetts Bay Transporta-
tion Authority.

The bureau said it would investigate

"attendance at general conferences,
sending multiple employees to the same
event, and travel that combines personal
activities and state business."

At theMBTA, employees' travel totaled

$111,052 in fiscal 1992. The Post Audit
and Oversight Bureau has not determined
how much ofthat was charged to the state.

One MBTA worker made two trips to

Europe, totaling $8,070, to inspect ongo-

ing T equipment construction.

Jim Ball, spokesman for the MBTA,
Turn to EXPENSES, page 2

Cooperation of Vietnamese
praised by President Bush
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — President

Bush on Thursday praised Vietnam's
willingness to cooperate in accounting
for missing American servicemen but
said he doesn't see normal relations

with Hanoi in the near future.

Bush left the impression in an inter-

view with CBS that there will be no
decision on normalizing relations be-

fore his term is finished meaning a

decision may fall to Democrat Bill

Clinton if Bush is defeated.

The president reaffirmed that nor-

malizing relations with Vietnam will

be linked to Hanoi's cooperation in

accounting for the MIAs and hinted

that an exchange ofambassadors could
depend on whether Hanoi moves to-

ward democracy.
The United States has never had

diplomatic relations with the Hanoi
government and maintains a trade

embargo against Vietnam.
"I must be satisfied as president

that all obstacles about POWs and
MIAs have been removed," Bush said

in explaining his requirements.
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Dance — The 5-college Asian Students Association
will be holding a semi-formal from 10:30 pm to 2 am at

Blanchard Hall in Mt. Holyoke College. Tickets are $7 in

advance and $ 10 at the door. Contact your campus Asian
Student Association for tickets.

Dinner— There will be a Sabbath dinner at the Hillel

House at 6 pm. This will be an informal dinner preceded
by traditional prayers. $3 donation requested and the
event is open to all UMass students. For more info call

Tom at 549-6659.

Benefit — The Amherst College Theme Houses will

sponsor a day of events to benefit Somalia. The benefit

kicks off at 4pm with a lecture at the Campus Center by
Hampshire Professor Ben Wisner. For more information
call 542-4258.

UMass Police Log
• Derogatory racial graffiti was discovered in a

restroom in the basement of the Library on Wednesday
morning, according to police. At 7:40 a.m., members of
the Janitorial StafTdiscovered the graffiti in a handicapped
stall and notified police, who are currently investigating.

• A woman was struck by a pickup truck as she was
walking in the crosswalk behind Kermedy Residence
Hall on Wednesday evening, according to police. The
woman was reportedly struck as the truck was backing
out of the roadway at approximately 9 p.m.

The truck left the scene after striking the woman, and
a cruiser took the woman to University Health Services
to be treated for injuries. Police are investigating .

Sunday, October 25

Bagel Brunch — A Hillel Bagel Brunch with special

speaker Rabbi Neil Gillman will discuss "How can a

Modern Jew Speak of God?" The event will take place at

11 am at the Hillel House. The cost is $1.

Book Sale — A book sale will be held at the Newman
Center, UMass campus, from 8 am to 5 pm. A variety of

used paperbacks and hardcovers will be for sale.

Halloiveen Happenings — The Amherst Leisure Ser-

vices presents a Halloween Parade at 1:30 pm. The
parade will congregate on Amherst Town Common. A
Halloween Performance by Magician JeffCorveau will be
held from 2:30-3:30 pm at the Amherst Junior High. A
donation of $2 is requested. A Halloween party will take
place from 3:30-4:45 pm at the Amherst Junior High.

Parents and kids age 2-12 in costume. Admission is $1.

Compiled by Michael Day
Recent incidents recorded by the University's Department of Public Safely.

• University police received two reports of stolen

bicycle wheels on Wednesday. At 9 a.m., a man reported
the theft of his front rim and wheel from his bicycle in

front ofJohn Q. Adams Residence Hall. Police value the
wheel at $50.

At 1:30 p.m., police received a report from a man who
said his bicycle's rear tire was stolen while his bike was
locked in front of Pierpont Residence Hall.

• A woman reported a rock thrown through her win-
dow to f>olice on Thursday, according to police. The
incident occurred at 2:50 a.m. in Patterson Residence
Hall, and caused an estimated $50 in damages, police

said.

Israel and Syria to talk
Withdrawal from Golan Heights discussed

By BARRY CHWEID
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP)— Israel declared
Thursday that it is willing to talk to Syria
about withdrawing from the Golan
Heights. A Palestinian representative
called for a similar commitment to yield

ground on the West Bank, in Gaza and in

Jerusalem.
"We hope there will be a comprehensive

commitmenton all fronts," HananAshrawi
said. But she softened the demand by
telling reporters that it was not a "pre-

condition" to productive negotiations over
Palestinian self-rule.

The territorial issue is one of the
toughest items facing Arab and Israeli

negotiators in their slow-moving peace
talks. The Arabs' key demand is that Israel

give up all the land they lost in the 1967
Six-DayWar with theJewish state. Israel's

main quest is peace from its neighbors.

Until a Labor government took over
last summer, Israel spurned any sugges-
tion it give up land for peace. But in the
last round of negotiations, which ended
Sept. 24, Israel acknowledged that U.N.
Security Council land for peace resolutions

applied to the Golan Heights.

On Thursday Israeli negotiator Itamar
Rabinovich told reporters at the State
Department, where the talks will be held
until Nov. 19, that "We don't shy away
from using the word 'withdrawal' when
appropriate."

He said, "WTien our quest for peace and
our quest for security are satisfied, we will

not shyaway from introducing the element
of withdrawal into a settlement."

This apparent concession wasreinforced

in Jerusalem by Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin. At the same time, though Rabin
stressed that Israel was not prepared to

give up all the land on its border with Syria.

"We don't want to repeat the price of
peace with Egypt, but by the same mea-
sure, we do not believe one can achieve
peace in exchange for peace alone," Rabin
said.

Israel surrendered all of the Sinai
desert, including its modern airfields and
its only oil fields, in return for the 1979
peace treaty with Egypt.

Responding to Israel's gesture, chief
Syrian negotiator Muwaffiz al-Allaf said
"the first pillar" of any agreement "is

complete withdrawal." The second pillar,

he said, is to establish all of the annexed
territory.

Clinton
continued from page 1

someone who has seen financial aid
forms and eaten macaroni and cheese.

Bill Clinton is that person."

When State Representative Shan-
non O'Brien rose to speak, she was
heckled by Bush supporters.

"Come on Bush people let's here ya.
You know what that is. That is the
sound of the gag rule," O'Brien said.

"Listen to that. That is the sound of
ignorance. That is the sound of intol-

erance. That is the sound of closed
minds talking.

"Yes, we are going to clean house.
We are going to clean the White House,"
O'Brien said.

O'Brien accused the Bush adminis-
tration ofintruding on people's private
lives. But O'Brien said she believes
that Bush would not be re-elected, be-
cause he is so out of touch with the
average person.

U expenses
continued from pxige 1

said travel expenses cited by the biu-eau
involved trips to a national transit con-
ferences, where employees were panel-
ists, and a bus-driving competition.

This President is not going to eat
macaroni, Jen," O'Brien said. "He is

not going to get through the check out
counter."

State Senator Stan Rosenberg said
that Bush's trinkle down theory has
not worked, while adding a large deficit.

"Vote like your future depends on
it, because it does," Rosenburg said.

State Representative Ellen Story,

State Representative William Nagle,
and University Democrats' President
Neil Carpenter spoke. United Staff
Association's President Sheila Griffith,

Rose Olver, who is John Olver's wife,

and David Lenson, the president of
Massachusetts professors, also ad-
dressed the audience. The event was
part of the second Clinton Gore Na-
tional Student Day. Campuses around
the country held rallies to encourage
college students to vote.

In the European trip, an MBTA
employee visited seven cities in seven
days to look at trolley cars being con-
sidered for the Green Line which are
more accesible to the disabled, he said.
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Local News
Professor's new book celebrated
Pulitzer prize winning Blais signs books in Amherst
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

"My children usually ask me when I return home after
work 'What did you do today?' and now I can finally

answer 'I wrote a book,*" said Madeleine Blais, the author
of the recently published book The Heart Is An Instru-
ment: Portraits In Journalism.

Bruce Wilcox, director of the University of Massa-
chusetts Press and publisher ofthe book, said, "The book
is a collection of 15 memorable essays, vivid portraits
that speak to the realities of contemporary American
experiences."

Blais said she met Wilcox through her daughter who
has been friends with his daughter since they were very
young. "Wilcox has done an A-1 bang-up job on the
presentation of the book, which is something journalists
don't take for granted," said Blais, a profpssor ofjournal-

ism at UMass and a winner of the 1980 Pulitzer prize.

During the celebration of the book's publication at

Jeffery Amherst College Store, several of Blais's admir-
ers and supporters came to purchase an autographed
copy of the $24.95 book.

"I promised myself to write something meaningful in
each person's book I sign," Blais said.

Manager ofJeffery Amherst College Store Ty Lorenzo
said, "It was a good party with a very fine, nice turn-out
of lots of people who like and admire (Blais)."

Journalism professor Norman Sims said he thought
the book was great and wants to use one of Blais's pieces
in his next anthology. "Her ability to make sense out of
the most bizarre stories is what I like," he said.

Some of the stories Blais tells are of a homeless
schizophrenic woman, a teenage prostitute with AIDS
and a 12 year-old boy who murders his parents.

Turn to PULITZER PRIZE, poge 4

JACOB ADELMEN / COLLEGIAN
Madeline Blais, professor of journalism at UMass, signs a copy of her new book, The Heart is an Instrument: Portraits in

Journalism at Thursday's book signing held at the Jeffery Amherst Bookstore.

UMass racism
is linked to
hometowns
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The history of racial tension in the Greater
Boston area and the "defacto segregation" ofwhite
suburbs also has an impact on the racial tensions
on this campus, according to a University of

Massachusetts administrator.

According to Grant M. Ingle, director of the
office ofhuman relations, 60 percent ofthe students
at UMass are from the Greater Boston area.

"Large numbers of students come here from
prejudiced White areas, with a naive set of
prejudices and stereotypes about people of color,"
Ingle said. "Every year the University is forced to

do remedial multicultural education because be-

havior in the home community has not been
challenged."

"The Boston bussing crisis in the 70s made it

clear that racial antagonism is alive and well and
unaddressed in the Boston area," he said. Ingle

said this problem is not unique to Boston and that
other universities face similar situations with
students from predominantly White suburbs.

Eric D. Martellini, a senior studying sports

medicine, who is from South Boston, agreed.

"You stay in one place, you live in one place and
you experience one kind of person," Martellini

said, referring to Boston residents. He said hi.s

impression is that many people rarely venture out
of their section of Boston and visit areas beyond
Boston even less.

"People get really confused," Martellini said

citing "territorial tension" which occurs in Boston.
He said that people who are used to having their

"place" find it difficult to adjust to a campus where
Turn to RACISM, page 6

Joe Kennedy joins
NoHo's Clinton rally
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON— A vote for Demo-
crat Bill Clinton represents a vote for hope
and change, according to several local

legislators who spoke at press conference
highlighted by the appearance of U.S.

Rep. Joseph Kennedy yesterday.

Kennedy was joined by state Sen.

Stanley Rosenberg, state Rep. Ellen Story

and Northampton Mayor Mary Ahearn at

the conference at Northampton City Hall.

Kennedy said it is important for Demo-
cratic voters to guard against overconfi-

dence in the two weeks prior to Nov. 3 and
that supporters of the Clinton-Gore cam-
paign need to work hard until that time.

"We have to work together and band
together," Kennedy said. "The one thing

that is unifying the people in this country

is fears about their jobs and their future.

"Bush promised to create a lot ofjobs in

this country," Kermedy said. "I guess he
did keep that promise — the problem is

that most of those jobs are in Germany
and Japan."

Although the presidential election will

draw top bilUng in the Nov. 3 election,

Clinton organizers expressed hope that
the momentum of the Clinton-Gore ticket

will help local Democrats.
Cindy Langley, the Northampton orga-

nizer for the Clinton campaign, said the
campaign is focusingon voter registration

and raising awareness among citizens

about the aims of the Clinton campaign.
"I get the sense that momentum is very

high — people are going to come out and
vote for Clinton," Langley said.

Langley added that she believed
Turn to KENNEDY, page 4

Researchers assembled
Women 's Studies research facilitated

By MICHAEL B. PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

The Five College Women's Studies

Research Center is the first multi-campus

center of its kind.

Gail Hornstein, director of the Center,

said the Center's main goals were to pro-

vide a place for researchers to work and

offices for people studying abroad.

Naomi Graetz teaches English at Ben

Gurion University of the Negev in

Beersheba, Israel, and came to the Center

to research a book she is writing, "The

Battered Woman in the Jewish Tradition:

Metaphor and Halacha."

"This is a wonderful opportunity to

write in a supportive atmosphere," she

said. "I have a husband and three children

and community obligations. Sometimes it

is difficult to work at home. This gives me
a chance to focus on the book."

Graetz said she heard about the program
through an advertisement she received in

Israel.

"This looked like it would be perfect for

me," she said. "I left America in 1967, and
I was glad that I had the opportunity to

come back and work in New England."
Research associates apply to the Cen-

ter for terms of residency ranging from
several months to one year.

Hornstein said applicants are selected

based on the excellence of their work. A
committee consisting of one representa-

tive from each of the five colleges makes
the decision.

Out of nearly 80 applicants, 21 were
selected for this year.

While in residency, each associate must
give a lecture on her work. These lectures

are part of a program where the partici-

pants critique and respond to each other's

Turn to RESEARCH CENTER, page 6
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Takin' a break - Tom Goba, a music education Grad. student, and his dog Danielle

take a break and talk to UMass police officer Jim Turati and his horse, "Moose" while

taking a walk near the campus pond recently. The recent cold spell could signal that fall

is coming to a close, with winter right around the corner. Time to put away the shorts and
bring out the thermal underwear.
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M Bush rally
continued from page 1

dence in his ability to lead. "It won't be a rout for Bush,
but it will be as close as the Democrats are going to get for

a long time," said Jourdain.
According to Phil Brunault, ajunior history m^or and

chairman ofthe Young Americans for Freedom, one ofthe
reasons for the club's inactivity is last semester's ag-
gressive campaign for Patrick Buchanan, former Re-
publican presidential hopeful. Also, campaign advisors
for Bush are reluctant to spend money on a primarily
Democratic state. This leaves the club with less campaign
literature.

Brunault said he believes that "Clinton is too far to the
left." He said that Bush, on the other hand, is the
conservative man's choice and is not afraid to take a
strong stand on the issues.

Members of the Republican Club also attacked
Clinton's economic plan. Jennifer Fazzi, junior political

science and economics major and vice-president of the
UMass Republican Club, said that ifClinton were elected,
"we would experience the most hellacious economy this
country has seen in years."

John Reardon, a senior political science major, said,

"Clinton wants to turn this country into an agrarian
society." He also said that Clinton would try to turn the
country away from industry, only further weakening the
economy."

They also have a few rallies of their own planned for

the upcoming weeks.
Next Wednesday will bring "Clean the House" rally.

This gathering will be to further educate voters in the
hopes of electing more Republicans to Senate and Con-
gressional seats.

The following day will host the semester's first on-
campus Bush/Quayle rally. The club is hoping to get
across it's message before the election.

COLLEGIAN

M women's sports
continued from poge 1

department increased money to the basketball
and football teams made it so clear that this was
discrimination," said Flarmery. "They had money
for women and they chose to give it to the men."

The conditions of the agreement include: res-

toration of the teams' competitive schedules and
budgets without any money being taken away
from other women's sports, reimbursing the stu-

dents legal costs and attorneys' fees, the resur-
facingofthe termis courts, uniforms and a regional
coach. Tennis and lacrosse are scheduled to start

up this spring and volleyball next fall.

"Both I the Athletic Director! and I UMass
President J were instrvunental but it was the threat
that made them act immediately because they
knew they were going to lose,"

said Flannery. "It's wonderful that they did the
right thing."

A switch from how theywere previously treated

,

Levine agreed "they're actually doing it right.

We're being treated like a varsity team and not a
burden to the department."

Stacy Scheckner, a junior pshychology major
and member ofthe tennis team said after the team
was eliminated the administration discouraged
the team, saying there was "no way and no how"
to reinstate the team.

"It's (reinstatement] almost like a miracle,"

said Scheckner. "We deserve to have it back."
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continued from poge 3

Julia Richardson, a senior journalism major, said

"Maddy takes people who are off the beaten path and
makes them accesible to the reader." She said it wasn't
everyday a person has the opportunity to hear the story

of a homeless person or an AIDS victim."

Wilcox said he would be pleased ifthe book received a
great review in home-town papers and a positive review
in the New York Times Book Review. "So far halfmy wish
has come true because the book has received some great
local review," he said.

Wilcox said he considered Blais's depth of insight is

very unusual. "She has the acute ability to capture the
emotional and psychological reality of her subjects'

worlds," he said.

Noah Jorgensen, assistant manager ofJefTeryAmherst
College Store, said the store has about 30 book-signing
parties a year because they feel it develops a good rela-

tionship with people in the area and they like the op-

portunity it brings to sell books.

"The party gives the author and publisher a chance for

publicity where publicity is due," said Jorgensen.
Howard Ziff, professor ofjournalism, said, "What can

I say. 1 love Maddy and I love her work."

Kennedy
continued from poge 3

Clinton's support will help local political candidates. U.S.
Rep. John Olver of Amherst is facing a tough race with
Rep. Patrick Larkin, while Rosenberg is being opposed by
Independent Donald Gallagher.

Story, who is unopposed, said the increased interest in
poUtics resulting from the presidential election helps to

open up the political process. She noted that approximately
2,000 students were registered to vote at UMass earlier

this month.
"People will come out to vote," Story said, adding that

she hoped the increased turnout would help Olver's bid to

return to the U.S. House ofRepresentatives. "It's not very
exciting to come out to vote for someone who is running
unopposed."

Story said she felt a Democratic victory would help to
reverse the Conservative trend on the Supreme Court
following 12 years of Republican leadership and that
Clinton could help the United States undergo a gradual
economic recovery.

"All you have to do is think about the Supreme Court
and realize that its time to have a I Democratic | victory,"

Story said. "The Supreme Court needs justices who will

be sensitive to the needs of those who are less fortunate
and will protect abortion rights.

S
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The decision to have sex
doesn't belong to men only

Rape. It happens. We all know it

happens. Not always in a back alley, a
dark parking lot or by a stranger. Rape
happens inyourown home,your friend's

room and usuallyby someoneyou know.
What is rape? Rape is sexual inter-

course by force. It has no boundaries of

where it can happen, who it happens to

or who is the rapist.

Stacy

MALONE
Why does rape happen? Was the

woman drunk? Was her skirt too short?

Did she put out signals that she "wanted
it?" Did she go to the man's room? None
of those circumstances are reasons to

violate a woman's body.

Awoman is wearing a lot ofmakeup,
her skirt is extra short and her shirt

very tight. She decides to go back to a

man's room after they studied at the

library or after drinking at a party.

This does not mean she wants to have
sex. No matter where a woman goes,

what she is wearing or whether she is

drunk or sober, she is never asking to

be raped. Women don't ask to be raped,

but they are.

Men often take it upon themselves

to decide when a woman wants sex. It

does not seem to matter whether the

woman wants to have sex or not, be-

cause ifthe man does he can make sure

he gets it. Men need to listen and let the

woman decide for herself. If a woman
says no, that's it. It doesn't matter ifyou
think she isjust teasing and reallywants
it or she's drunk and you don't think

she'll notice or care— she said no.

A man takes a woman on a date.

They go out to eat, a movie, whatever

and he pays. She goes home vfith him
ani he wants sex. The woman owes
him nothing and he does not have the
right to take anything away from her.

Rape takes many things from a
woman. It steals her security, her dig-

nity. When sex is forced on a woman, a
man has temporarily satisfied his

sexual appetite while the feeling of

victimization rape causes may never
leave the woman.
A man and a woman are friends.

They know each other well and he de-

cides he wants more than friendship.

Maybe he wants a relationship with
her. He hasn't decided whether or not

he wants a commitment, but has de-

cided he wants to have sex with her.

Would you ever think your friend

would force intercourse on you? Isn't a

friend suppose to understand how you
feel and know when you say no, you
mean no? Well, it happens.

In the Everywoman's Center 1991
Fiscal Year report there are statistics

of the number of people who attended
workshops addressing date rape and
abuse in relationships through the

Educator/Advocate Program. There
were 29 abuse and respect in relation-

ships workshops; 491 people attended.

Twenty dating violence workshops were
held and the attendance was 893 people.

The rape and date rape workshops had
an attendance of 808 people.

Rape is a serious issue on this cam-
pus. Forcing sex on a woman is rape,

whether the man believes the woman
wants sex or not. Women have the right

to decide ifthey want to have sex and no
man should steal that right away.

Stacy Malone is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Fight racism by acting internally
I am tired. I am experiencing fatigue

and a general lack of wellness. Why? Be-

cause y'all keep whining about "issues,

issues, issues." Think carefully. Consider

what your real opinions are. Weigh them
against your true beliefs. If you're really

honest with yourself, youll find a contra-

diction. Consider what I am about to spew
atyou as diet foryour brain. When you diet

with food, you have to change the way you

approach eating. I'm asking you to change

the way you approach people and "issues."

Vail wonder what to do about racism.

How's this as a tactic: start with yourself.

What's the real reason you're afraid to

speak to that person with skin a shade

differentfrom yours? Is it really thatyou're

£ifraid of saying the wrong thing? And if it

is honestly that fear: who told you it was

the vvTong thing? The wrong terminology

is really quite subjective.Try saying it and

find out if it really is wrong for that situ-

ation. If it is wrong*you know not to use it

again. Ifpeople get offended, that'sA) their

problem and B) your turn to apologize. In a

complicated way, it really is that simple.

Another thing you can try is not using
the word "minority," especially if you are

classified as one. It implies a lesser status.

Uncool. How can anyone be equal if they

are called lesser? Next, attempt to describe

people of races that are not your owii as if

they had no difference at all. How are we
going to have a color-blind society if ev-

eryone is "the White guy," "the Black chick"
or "the Asian dude?" It won't work. If

everyone walked around in baggy clothes,

ski masks and gloves, we'd have to say

"the person who sings in the shower" or

"that humanoid who listens really well."

I'm just asking people to think about it.

Just be aware of it and try to change it.

Social change begins with the individual.

In this case: think globally, act internally.

Anika Hannibal
Orchard HiU

Alum harassed at Homecoming
During my visit to UMass for Home-

coming, while sitting on the tailgate ofmy
vehicle, sipping a beer, I was approached

by a UMass policeman who requested my
ID. Since I am well over 21 (Class of 1983),

I chuckled but politely gave him my li-

cense. From out of nowhere, I was sur-

rounded by three other policemen with

very threatening expressions. The first of-

ficer accused me ofselling beer to students,

which was ludicrous since I was alone for

15-20 minutes.

The situation became even more bizarre

when one of the officers claimed to have

seen me accept money fix)m a student. I

was shocked. After a few testy moments,

the first officer threatened to arrest me! I

tried to explain I had been alone for some

time, but he suggested I was caUing him a

liar!I now suspect they were just trying to

provoke trouble, and at this point they

walked away. In any event, all four were

extremely rude and unprofessional.

I hope this type of police harassment is

not common at UMass these days. I met
and talked to other policemen on horses

who were very courteous and polite, and I

would like to think the above incident is

unusual. I was a bus driver atUMass from
1978-83, and oft«n depended on the police

to assist with unruly passengers, and they

alwaysbehaved professionally. Neverhave
I seen the UMass police behave like the

Gestapo.

I think that the University adminis-

tration should investigate this problem, if

indeed there is a problem. There certainly

is with at least two officers. Police ha-

rassment of alumni at a homecoming
football game is not going to endear the

University to alumni, and will do little to

improve fundraising during the current

budget crisis. Needless to say, my day was
ruined by this totally unnecessary act of

four bullies in police uniforms, and if it

happens again, I won't be back.

Mark M. Scholefield
Reading, PA

Just say no to Slick Willie
In student politics this week, the best

man for the job lost in his bid for speaker
in the Student Senate. To intelligent

senators, Kevin Jourdain was the only
choice. Unfortunately, the little Caesars
insiston acting like the state pols, because
they elected a man who, I'm told, is slightly

to the left of Michael Dukakis. Well, an-
other liberal Democrat around here to run
things, what else is new?

Michael

MORRISSEY
The 1992 presidential race is, as al-

ways, a turning point in all our lives. I'll

admit, I was a little premature last spring
with my column, "Bush clinched re-elec-

tion," but as I am a man, 1 will admit my
mistakes. By just doing so, I have proven
to be one notch more mature than Bill

(Slick Willie, Bubba, Pookie, the Gub'nor)
Clinton. This column is devoted to the top

1001 reasons why not to vote for Slick

Wilhe.

No. 1: Dishonesty. Clinton has
proven time and again what a slippery

snake he is by failing to come forth on a
number of issues. He has failed to divulge

the truth on his draft record. First he says

he wasn't, then he says he was, then he
says he was deferred. We find a letter by
him to a U.S. Senator saying, "Thank you
for getting me out ofthe war. 1 don't know
what I would have done if I was drafted."

Slick Willie has also denied inhaling

marijuana, but admits to "experimenting"

with the drug. Why would you try it ifyou
weren't going to inhale? C'mon, that's like

saying you were in another woman's bed,

but you didn't have sex with her. Oh, hold

on . . .

No. 2: InHdelity. I said it during the

primaries, and I'll say it again: Slick

Willie's got the only good-looking wife

among the bunch (and as a throw-in, she's

got a brain), but he goes offwith a woman
who spells Jennifer with a G. No wonder
he took up jogging, he's had to run back
home every morning for years.

No. 3: The anti-patriot. Clinton was
19 years old (the same age George Bush
was when he was shooting down planes in

World War I), when he decided to spend
his time protesting the Vietnam War on

foreign soil.

I'm sorry, but I agree with the president
on this. To run amok in other countries

protesting the United States is absolutely

disgraceful. To supporters who use his age
as an excuse, I submit that a president

needs vision, and that action shows a lack

of vision. Heaven forbid that Clinton was
elected and the U.S. ever got involved in

another war, having to reenlist the draft.

Nineteen-year old kids would say, "F

—

the president. He didn't fight, so I sure as

hell ain't." No man who doesn't believe in

the principles of our country should be
able to lead it. Ifyou are called to fight, you
fight. Case closed.

To go the whole nine yards. Slick Willie

even went to Russia during the height of

the Cold War. What is this man thinking?

Slick Willie, maybe you can write this on
your hand or something: U.S. , good; Soviet

Union, bad.

No. 4: Issues. And you guys thought 1

was holding out on you, but I simply saved
the best for last. Even if you admit Slick

Willie is a pot-smoking, poker-faced lying.

Communist-loving, tax-and-sp>end liberal,

maybe you like his stance on some of the

issues. I'll play word association in the

remaining space I have, using
Clintonspeak and reality to showyou what
we're in for.

National health care equals Socialism,

Communism, less money for us. Tax the

rich equals. . . and the middle class and the

poor and the dead and the. . . Revitaliza-

tion of the economy equals 15 percent

inflation, 30 percent misery index, odd
license plates fill up on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday (for those of you
youngsters out there, it means gas lines

like those under Carter). Defense cuts

equals Hi Saddam, hi commies, come waltz

right in and take what you want, we won't

stop you.

To summarize, all of us (except the

professional protesters out there) will be

in the work force four years from now. Do
you really wantyour first paycheck slashed
in half for some socialist program?
Wouldn't you rather have the chance to

save the money yourself and build your
own American dream?

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

^ Relij^dl^>r^secl? An^dous? Could be. ^B
caffeine wiiharawal, researchers say.
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Civil disobedience brings change
In response to the unsigned editorial

reflecting majority opinion of the Board
Editors [Collegian, Oct. 14], I would hke to

inform the board that there is a vast dif-

ference between revenge and civil dis-

obedience. The direct action taken in

Washington tower as well as the occupa-

tionofMemorial Hall fit the latter category.

Our nation was founded on civil dis-

obedience. I hope the board would be as

quick to condemn such actions of our

founding fathers as the "mob mentality" of

the Boston Tea Party. Are they willing to

denounce the actions ofthe Underground
Railroad and Rosa Parks? They all broke
laws. They did not rely on due process.

Action has always preceded due process in

bringing about social change.
In a future era, when they look back in

astoundment at our racism and celebration

of Columbus, it will be the occupiers of

Memorial Hall and the stormers of

Washington tower who will be called pa-

triots.

Maure Briggs
Northampton
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MassPirg faxes information on Question 3 daily
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— The paper produced by the press release
war over Question 3 may make up only a small part ofthe
6.5 million tons of trash the state generates every years,
but for those on the receiving end, it piles up.

The Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group,
which supports Question 3, sends a flurry offaxes on the
issue almost every day.

"It is primarily to reporters who have asked for in-

formation on deadline," said Amy Perry, solid waste
coordinator for MassPIRG. She estimated that she sends
out about a dozen faxes a day.

"What we have tended to find is that in general

whenever we drop materials offin person to avoid the fax,

people always say they didn't get it," Perry said.

Because it has a special coating, fax paper cannot be

recycled with regular white paper. Perry acknowledged
that fax paper is difficult to recycle.

"We feel obligated to get the information out," Perr>

said.

"We would certainly prefer the mail."

Perry said that on her end of the fax line, MassPIRG
uses paper with recycled content.

The industry-backed group that opposes the packag-
ing measure says it favors waste reduction, although it

touts alternatives to Question 3 for cutting down on

trash. Jennifer Peck, a spokeswoman for the No on 3
Committee, said her group has only generated four press
releases since the campaign started.

But Peck's group has been sendingout copies ofthe 20-
page initiative, so far the mailing has gone to about 3,000
people.

We've copied them on recycled paper," Peck said.

"Anything we send out is on recycled paper."

Peck said the measure only goes out to people who
request a copy. "That's not a waste. That is something for

people (that) they are going to be voting on," she said.

Question 3 proposes setting standards so that pack-
ages would either have to be reduced in size, contain
recycled materials or be reusable.

Debating the raising of
the cigarette excise tax
BOSTON (AP) — Supporters of a

ballot initiative that would raise the
cigarette tax said Thursday a similar
tax reduced smoking if California.

In California there was a 17 percent
smoking rate decline after the 1988
initiative passed there, said John
Pierce, director of cancer prevention
and control at the University of Cali-

fornia.

"This represents a doubling of the
rate of decline nationally and the pre-
vious rate of decline in California,"

Pierce said.

Pierce conducted an evaluation of
the effectiveness ofthe 1988 California

ballot initiative which, like the pro-

posed initiative in Massachusetts'
Question 1, raised the excise tax on
cigarettes by 25 cents. Pierce said the
decline in smoking can be directly asso-

ciated to the increase in cigarette tax.

Money raised from the tax in Cali-

fornia has been used to finance smok-

ing cessation courses in schools and
community centers.

In 1988, the year the Cahfomia
measiu-e passed, the per capita con-
sumption of cigarettes in CaUfornia
was about 10 packs per month. As of
January 1990, that figure had dropped
to under nine packs per month.

In 1987, the year before the tax
increase passed, 26.8 percent of Cah-
fornia adults smoked. By 1990, that
figure was down to 22.2 percent, orjust
over 4 million adults.

Opponents to Question 1 agree that
it would reduce cigarette sales, but
only because people go to other states

to buy them.
"It will clearly cut down on con-

sumption because people in Massa-
chusetts will drive across the border
and buy their cigarettes elsewhere,"
said Maryann Preskul-Ricca, a
spokeswoman for the Committee
Against Unfair Taxation.
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research center
continued from page 3

work.

Although the associates do not receive

money, the Center does provide them with
other benefits, such as offices that can be
used as hving space and the use ofall five-

college programs.
Hornstein said another effort for the

racism

Center would be to seek other sources of

support to allow funded residencies for

women who are not always able to get a
free year for research.

The Center is located at Mount Holyoke
on one floor of Dickinson House, and the
meetings are usually at 7:30 p.m. on Tues-
days. The lectures are open to the public.

continued from poge 3

such territories do not exist.

Ingle calls this "turf behavior" and a

mentality that "you don't belong here."

"There's an assumption on the part of

White students that Black students are
here unfairly, that they got here not on
their own merits," Ingle said.

"It'smy impression that in roughly half
of all racial incidents the perpetrators are
non-students and a preponderance ofthose
perpetrators are from eastern Massachu-
setts," Ingle said. He said police records
show that 50 percent of those arrested on
campus are non-students and that he be-

lieved that many incidents where students
were arrested, non-students involved.

He said he believed incidents often
occur when friends and relatives of stu-

dents from eastern Mass. visit the campus
and there is a clash between what is ac-

ceptable behavior in hometowns and what
is acceptable behavior on campus.

The failure of high schools to teach
concepts of respect for diversity also con-

tributes to racial tensions, Ingle said. He
said he has spoken with high school ad-
ministrators who say they do not have to

deal with racial issues because there is no
"minority presence" at their schools.

"High schools have driver's education,
physical education and health education,
but there is no multicultural education,"
Ingle said.

Ingle said this is a problem that em-
ployers and the military are also facing
when dealing with high school students.
He is seeking a grant from the Philip

Morris Companies to provide incentives
to faculty who create courses which would
introduce students to multiculturalism in
their first semester.
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Nihilistic, immoral fun in Southwest
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

CBS was right when it branded Entertaining Mr.
Sloane "one of the most immoral plays ever imported."
They forgot to mention that it's also one of the funniest.
Both a brilliant script from the late, great Britsh play-
wright Joe Orton and a stellar cast make this Sloane a
smashing success.

This production, directed by second year UMass stu-
dent Corey Pearlstein and produced in association with
Hampshire Independent Productions and Residential
Arts, is a hilarious (and gloriously tasteless) jab at the
social mores of one British 'family' during the sixties.

Kath (played almost to perfection by Rachel Solomon)
lives near a trash heap with her crusty father Kemp
(Matthew Pitt). She invites the handsome (but ever so
young) Sloane (Noah Simblist), a self-described 'orphan,'
to stay with them. Kath, you see, wants to be Sloane's
mummy. Enter Kath's brother, Ed (Pearlstein) who also
has more than a passing interest in Sloane. And Kemp
fears he knows the young man from somewhere...

Entertaining Mr. Sloane is rapid-fire black comedy

that hinges on quick exchanges and almost constant
sexual tension. The cast does a wonderful job, their
scenes almost crackle with expert pacing, and thankfully,
their British accents don't seem put-on or forced.

Rachel Solomon, a third year student at UMass, plays
Kath with unmitigated hilarity. Her performance looks
almost effortless; her style gives the "Mrs. Robinson"-
type role a perfect amoral spin. Her scenes with Noah
Simblist's Sloane bristle with some of the weirdest, yet
most comedic sexual tension.

Pearlstein, who stepped in for a vacant Stephen
Dedelus only a few weeks ago, does a bang-up job. His
overlapping accent and keen mannerisms were well-
played. His interaction play with Sloane doesn't take the
low road with easy pathos, it's just as desperate as his
sister's (and just as humorous).

Simblist, a first year Hampshire student, has the
toughest going. Sloane is being used, knows it and in

turn, uses both Kath and Ed. Simblist plays offofSolomon
and Pearlstein with equal attentiveness, though he could
have used less of that maniacal, fake smile in his more
dramatic scenes.

Matthew Pitt wisely avoids most of the 'old-man'

cliches that can easily peg an actor into overkill. Pitt has
a more relaxed accent than the others in the cast (though
one would think it would be the opposite) and gives a
nicely restrained performance. He doesn't try to be as
broad as the others and that works to his advantage.

Hampden Theatre proves a perfectly intimate setting
for this in-your-face play. While a few technical foul-ups
made for a ponderously long break in between the first

two acts, the production was simple and let the actors
shine. Even the goofy music that opened up the scenes,
which annoyed me at first, somewhow fit in by the end of
the evening.

Entertaining Mr. Sloane is witty, sometimes biting,

theater served up with outstanding performances (es-

pecially Rachel Solomon) and rich ensemble work. Sure,
it's nihilistic, immoral and
desperately decadent, but it is also one of the funniest
productions (intentionally, that is) to come out of UMass
in a while.

Entertaining Mr. Sloane runs through Saturday at
Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets $4 general; $2 for
students. Tickets can be purchased at the FAC and
Hampshire College Snack Bar.

Views From Yet Another Campus
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

A week ago, one wily, undercover
UMass student spoke of his incognito trip

to the world of a rigidly uptight college
which (believe it or not) refused to feed
him free ofcharge or board him overnight.
Skinflints.

This past week, uninhibited by last

week's failure or anything having to do
with Rear Admiral Stockdale, he tried

again.

Mark K.

ANDERSON
Bennington College (in Vermont),much

like The People's RepubUc of Hampshire,
is in some ways just not fair game for a
Campus Freeloader. It's far too easy. Pos-
ing as a student for a day or two and
sponging offtheirsystem might provemore
enjoyable ifyou didn't get the feeling that
that's preciselywhateveryone else is doing.

Such groovy vibes do not come cheap,
though. Clocking in among the five most
expensive colleges in the country, this

rustic, homey campus may look proletar-

ian but the cellular phone in one student's
bumperstickered Volvo revealed that we
really were not down with The People
anymore.

Other than in the playful fields of an-
other college in South Amherst, one would
be hard-pressed to find a more blissful

ignorance of covert affluence.

Walking around the campus, I was
continually reminded ofa remark someone
once made to me about an acquaintance:
"You know, she's from Greenwich but I

swear you couldn't tell it by the way she
dresses.^ You mean the dreadlocks and
unwashed Grateful Dead t-shirts arejust
a put-on? Get outta town.

Most of the above suspicions were fur-

ther documented by the college's admis-
sions pamphlet which proudly trumpets
their lack of grades, majors or for that
matter any notion of proper hygiene.
Now before some Bennington alum or

hypersensitive Deadhead pulls out their

typevmter and composes a scathing how-
dare-you letter, let the fact be known that
first of all "sophomoric" has three o's and
second of all it's not my fault. It's that
Democratic congress thing. . .that gridlock,

tax-and-spend, trickle-down-government
thing.

Anyway, despite our finding one chair
too hard and one chair too soft, there
really are great campuses across New
England which, vrith a careful, steady
approach and a pair of laboratory safety

goggles, can be fun places for a faux-

student to "attend" for a day or two. (The
goggles are recommended for the more
advanced student who feels they're ready
for being trained in on the power tools.)

(Wait. How did that seventh-grade shop
teacher get in here?)

In case there are those so inspired as to

try Campus Freeloading on their own, the
following tips may be of use.

Keep in mind that most people put on
an easygoing, freewheelin' facade during
their college years. This fact is of invalu-
able assistance to the Campus Freeloader.

As a result, almost any confrontation
one might encounter can be met with an
apologetic back-down or a simple (in Huck
Finn's words) "stretcher." There's no need
to weave complex lies or spin tales you're

bound to forget. (Unless you happen to be
a former member of the Reagan Adminis-
tration. In that case, you're a True Patriot
and have a Constitutional duty to craft a
tangled mess of hyperbolic lies.)

This rustic, homey campus
may look proletarian but

the cellular phone in one
student's bumperstickered

Volvo revealed that we
really were not down with

The People anymore.

However, be careful when spillingyour
identity to people on the target campus.
Roughly one-third of most campus popu-
lations would help with your charade pro-

vided there was no mention of things like

probation officers, arrest warrants or any
affiliation with the Manson family. An-
other third might shirk away but not tell

any higher-ups either. The most danger-
ous third ofany campus population would
probably call America's Most Wanted on
you if they had the chance.

Ofcourse the trick, as any experienced

Campus Freeloader will tell you, is to read
which of the three types of confidants one
encounters in any given face-to-face. ( Hint:
if the person is wearing one of those
"D.A.R.E." buttons or still has their Jun-
ior Firefighter's badge from grade school,

you might want to avoid letting on that
you don't belong on campus.)

One experienced Amherst-area free-

loader had these additional words of ad-
vice: "If you intend to sleep in a dorm
lounge or take a shower and brush your
teeth the next morning, figure out the
logistics during the light ofday— you look

a lot less suspicious. If you're short on
money, go to the campus food service a
minute or two before they're scheduled to

close. There's a good chance the work-
study kid at the door has taken down the
ID checker in which case you're golden. A
quick line about leavingyour wallet at the
library and it's mealtime."

However, he cautioned, "In the end,
showing something less than respect for

the students, staff and grounds of your
freeloading campus will come back to

haunt you. The basic secret behind a
successful Freeloading trip is simple
common sense."

And don't forget your unwashed
Grateful Dead t-shirt.

Amherst

Laundri^mat
Open 7 days
Katn-9pni

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

AIDS is everyone's problem!

Donate $5 or more and receive

our publications. Send name,
address, and enclosed

donation: $

MAIL TO:

THE RUBBERS BROS.""

READING aUB
P.O.Boxi31-UMC,Wilbraham,MA01095-0<31

AIDS Information -Tel. 1413) 734-1057
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COMEDY
STOP

GRAND OPENING
IN CHICOPEE • BUY
ONE-GET ONE FREE!
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BOSTON GLOBE READERS POLL

Comfort Inn, 450 Memorial Dr.

1-800-441 -JOKE
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The Collegian
Arts & Living
section has
staff meet-
ings every

Sunday,2pm.
JOIN US

London based Daisy Chainsaw
weirds out in America

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIESw

We carry everything for your needs including:

Wigs • Make-up • Masiis • Costumes

CfflLD'S TOYS & HOBBIES
at Hadley Village Bam Shops

49 Russell St., Rt. 9

Hadley, MA • 584-2604

By IAN CANADINE
Collegian Correspondent

Scruffy noise merchants Daisy Chainsaw have al-

ready made it pretty big on the UK independent scene
(even making a dent in the mainstream charts) and are
now looking to repeat their success on this side of the
Atlantic with a tour and soon to be released album
Eleventeen. They have already received quite a lot of

attention here with their first two singles "Love Your
Money" and "Pink Flower," which were released together
on one CD earlier in the year.

Listening to the album feels like you
are having weirdness packaged for

you, rather than experiencing the

genuine article.

The London-based four piece are fronted by singer
KatieJane Garside, who cultivates an image ofcorrupted
little girl innocence and barely restrained madness, ap-
pearing on stage covered in mud and twigs and staring
wide-eyed like her mind is several places removed from
its immediate surroundings. Musically, the band employs
a combination of grinding rhji,hms and bludgeoning
fuzzy gfuitars to accompany Katie Jane's maniacally
cackhng and gasping vocals, with the occasional oddly
mellow interlude, as on "Natural Man" and "Use Me Use
You."

The influence ofAmerican noise bands ofthe mid-80s
like Big Black and Swans is pretty apparent in their

sound, and this sets them apart from the sea of pale

Nirvana imitators currently clogging up the alternative

scenes on both sides of the Atlantic.

The band is initially an interesting proposition, but
listening to the pre-release o{ Eleventeen I am not com-
pletely convinced by them. Their use of noise somehow
lacks the menace which the bands that clearly influenced

them captiu-ed so disturbingly— it seems almost polished.
After wondering what exactly it was about the album
which failed to connect 1 came to the conclusion that there
is a certain sense of contrivance about it which really

reduces its impact.

Katie Jane flirts with some very obvious connotations
of psychosis and innocence debased, and, hke the kid at
school who tries to get everyone's attention by pretending
to be mad, there is something almost too obvious about it.

(Titles on the album include "I Feel Insane" and "Every-
thing About You is Weird.")

Listening to the album feels like you are having weird-
ness packaged for you, rather than experiencing the
genuine article. This is kind of ironic since their first

single, "Love Your Money," was an attack on the
commericialism of the music business.

Of course this kind of criticism basically depends on
what you look for in a band— ifyou reallyjust want some
energetic indie pop with noisy guitars and outrageous
exhibitionism, then Daisy Chainsaw is fine, but their

press release's rather pretentious comparisons between
them and John Cage should be taken with a rather large
grain of salt. Anyway, they're certainly a bit of different

to the current generic norm in indie music, particularly
in the U.S. scene, and are worth checking out at least. The
album Eleventeen, is released this month, and the band
is playing in Cambridge Monday night, for any intrepid
concert goers who want to assess them first hand.

Buddhist Enlightenment

American Buddhists Discuss Their
Experiences With An Enlightened Teacher,

Enjoy An Evening Where Powerful
Meditation Techniques Will Be Taught.

Learn About Our Exciting Self-Paced

Program Geared For the 90:

• Gain Personal Power, Happiness, And Wisdom
• Study With An Enlightened Teacher
• Learn Meditation Using Electronic Music
• Attend Awesome Field Trips to Hawaii & The Desert

Saturday 's - October 24 & October 3 1 7:00pm
Wednesday's - October 28 & November 4 7:30pm

Campus Center Building
(See Schedule For Room Number)

FREE FREE FREE

Free Music Tape For All Who Attend!
Sponsored By the Boston Meditation Society

(617) 499-7985

,a»..acj

FREE TUITION!!!!
for

Spring 1993 Semester

Tuition Scholarship Raffle )••

Sponsored by

The University of Massachusetts

Alumni Association

Drawing will be held on Saturday, October 24

5:15 p.m. - Student Union Ballroom

Tickets $5.00 each Winner Need Not be Present

Tickets on Sale in The Alumni Office

First Hoor, Memorial Hall

Now through October 24

Raffle open (o current undergraduates only. There will be no outright cuh award; credit for
Spring 1993 tuition and fees will be awarded to a maximum of $4,250. If you r«cdve Financial

Aid, this credit will be factored into your award and could have a negative impact
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
I SAID TO
OO 0«JT

Lom.'
KEEP
GOING.'

THIS IS ^S FAR
AS tXJ CAM "nwrs

NOT

Ofc. I'LL STtP
CLOSER

.

IT'LL BE TUE
UST THING
10U EN/ER Do,

100 PLEA
FETAST.

SEE IF loo
FIGWT AS BW)L1

AS NCX) "WKW.'

By BILL WATFERSON
r Gotss A

THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

TV^IS IS

ANOTUER
INCOKIUTE

ir^ A GC»D
TWING WE OONT
HAVE Tb FI6HT

SOWE OWEIt,

TEAM'

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATPERSON
SUSIE, STAS RlGUTTME^iE'
I WANT TO SUOV^ NOJ

SOWETMINS

'^kU

ITS A SURPRISE, SO CLOSE
^ORENES. IILBER\<3HT

BACK. DONT Mov/E.

T

o^. co^JEVi looR. Nc^ s:)

lOk) OOKt SMELL AN^TWINS.
OK? TUAT5 REAL IMPORTANT.

AND ALL iOOR CLOTUES ARE
y<ASUABV£, RISKV'

DOGGOHE IT, NOBODY

S

GOING 10 BE UER FR\EHO
IF SUE WONT TRunr

ANYONE,

S^sr?
*ivi

JIM'S JOURNAL

To4«^^ X S^y*4

•I' t

5aU ^'••# <^^*^"i

He «»a *tKikV

(o-v-j

By JIM

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
SHHl'YfSllM^READYTTD
Bt SHH-INO fORYOUjt^KSni

VJHATAJOYTO^E ,

SHH-lNb FOR MASTIR*!

Bv CHRIS SHADOIAN

WILMINGTON
week tw«

wacky w^iUartTs w*rl<l o weatker
—itk wetoa weeal weakiaas)

Nonna Lee strait and her brother Chad ars

begiiining to get wltled into their new hooia-

t<nm when word oomee annjnd that ecWaity

will be arriving in town not week: Camarm Cnm
andalL To U)|» it oC they're lookinc lor a fcw

locals to play extra* in the background. Iliii

could really be my big breakT Norma Lae giddily

»>l«im. to her neweet beatrfricnd Banelaia Wj\

^VlMt kind of people are they iookinffii^ Baraakna

a*k«. Tm curioui 'cauee I have anoUar ftteMl

who might be interested.'

By MARK K. ANDERSON
Leaves on the

^.'rr-;:-f.y.

••atini
r^*^

Cold Wednesday morning,

ground and Lesbianville, U.S.A. is now on

the air. Both Chad and Norma Lee stand in

the crowd of faces greeting Willard as he bids

Good Morning to America, reads the weather

farecaat, salutes a centigtnanan in Sun City.

AriJODa and interviews Barcelona's friend

the partll) DelyU Monsoon.
TeU me Miss Monsooa' WillanJ begins. -How is it tlat

this fine small town could condone deviant behavior

like the kind mentioned in a recent Nationai Enquuvr

aiticler *Listen here. Willy.' Deiyla firea back. *Wbo
the hell are you to lecture me about morale wfaai YOUS
NETWORKBOWNED BYTHE LARCXSrWEAPONS

'ACTUREX INTHE HISTORYOF MANKIf«r
TTnaMfanius ayplause from the crowd And as ths potiee

drag a rad-(kead Deijria away, the young radical who has

justoahad in her IS-minute* catches a glimpse ofabrallMr

and sister who nervously ask Willard for an autogiaph.

(It is Ml for the reader to ascertain which ana «ftha twomj„i^t»
SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

'tfu \o CorrecWcA

cUse. ike W
cJ'^h jdkeL.Ds

Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy
Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelman

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Brad Hutchison,

Todd Elliott

Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Hummus Sandwich

Pizza

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Jalapeno Shrimp

BASICS DINNER
Split Pea Stew

Jalapeno Shrimp

Suddenly, there he was, running along the far shore
right in front of Bob and Vera, who would always

remember they once saw the legendary

"Character of the Latte."

Quote of the Day
"Procrastination is academic suicide."

- Ken Hdskins

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Business partners could change Icier

minds, leaving you in a pickle. Oon'l
worry. You will soon be l)eck on top!

A gcxxi bcxjk holds your attenlion

more than television this evening.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Take
care ol paperwork and other impor-

tanl tasks l)elore you even think about

going to lunch. Hidden hopes and
desires will not (ome into Ix-ing un-

less you share them with loved ones.

GEMINI (may 21-|une 20): Do
not overlook the obvious, A money
matter must be handled l)y you |)er-

sonally. Do not pr(Krastinalei>r try to

shitt the responsibility onto someone
else.

CANCER (lune 21 -July 22): Be
more adver)lures()me KKlay. You are

in good standing with irlends and
VIPs alike. You (X)wer base and circle

ol acc)uainlaiKes continue to grow.
Extend your reach.

LEO ijuly 2!-Aug. 22): A won-
derlul new a< cord could louc b vour
lile. Develop even better rapport with

your iriends and asvx lales; make
introductions, l(«). Launch a spec lal

projec 1.

VIRGO (Aug. 2 i-Sept. 2>):

Meeting privately with VICs should
be a highly enligblening experierK e.

Learn as much as you c an. He more
assertive on the linancial tr<jnl Get
any promises Ir^ writing.-

LIBRAiSept. 2VOcl. 22K Do not

let disappointing news keep you Irom

doing your l)est work. Y< lu are headed
lor the big lime il you please the tof)

brass. Put your Ix'st |(H)| lorward;

dress fashionably

SC0RPI0(0( 1. 23-Nov. 2 1 ): You
rea( hlhec rossfoadsv\ here .1 business

venture is concerned. Push onward
with the help ol Iriends and V'll's.

Guard your savings Irom dishi mesl I )r

incc)m(X'tent linanc lal .idvisers.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc .

2 1 ): A( ling impalieni or lac lless will

draw Ud reviews today. Hide your

iirilaliun and emptiasize IIk' rewaids
ol sharing. Pouring on the charm will

make you a big bit.

CAPRICORN lOvc. 22-)an. I'J):

You can expec I to gel a special

business deal tcxlay. Your mind is

keenly tuned lo |K)lential prolils; ,i

secret pact niav result irom conii-

denlial lalk-

AQUARIUS ij.in 2()-Fil). IHI:

Slop ibinking alxiul the monotony ol

a task .iiid you will get tinislu-d

C|uicker. Shore uls are lavored so long

as you doni skip any c rue lal steps.

Conlide in .i lovc-d one
PISCES (Feb l')-M,ii( h 20):

Someone may try lo persuade vou lo

take a path you know is dangerous.

Say "no" as many iIok^s as il lakes lor

the message to sink in. Seek sec lusion

this evening.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opiniuns expressed on this poge .irc those ot the c.irtcwnists and do not ncressdrily reflect the views of the Co//t^'/.jn or the University.

ACROSS
1 Hamlel, eg,
5 Tea
complement

10 false
^i Sponsorship
1

5

Actress Barkln
16 First-rate

17 Mulish

19 Pears, poaches
etc,

20 Linfcs location

21 Composer's
effort

22 Removes chalk

24 Speaker of the

diamond
25 Laissez- --

26 Road divider

29 Threw off

course
32 • lo fetch her

poor dog —

"

33 Tourist stop
34 Broadcast
35 City SE of

Cleveland
36 Broke one's

fast

37 Gigantic

38 Work's planet

39 Buenos —
40 Sounds of

sorrow
41 Slarlike

43 Open bays
44 Age units

45 Babe —
46 Michener novel

48 Dried

49 — -relief

52 Fxcited

53 Line-shortening

knot

56 Acknowledged
leader

5 7 Jittery

58 River ol NW
France

59 Tokyo drink

60 Passover meal
61 Nibble at

DOWN
1 lOU
2 Fit of shivering

3 Khartoum's
river

4 Place for

vanishing

breeds Abbr
5 Ooze
6 Santa —
7 Automobile
pioneer

8 Society page
word

9 Became
beloved

to Kenya outing

11 Guffaw
12 Pay to play

13 Hodgepodge
18 Goddesses of

the seasons
23 Oman coin

24 Coloi lightly

25 Lavish parties

26 Certain sharks

27 Siskel'"! partner

28 Drudgery
29 Gift recipient

30 Ocho. in Ohio
31 Atli-e

33 Trumpeter Als
family

36 Journal

keepers
37 Born or brow

beginning

39 Jai —
40 Lots lor

builders

42 Pan of NFL
43 Baby, at times

45 Delia of song

46 Crones
47 Water, in

Barcelona
48 Excite

49 Rural residence
50 " - Karenina"
51 Unbalance
54 Haw's other

half

55 Road animal?

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Redskins, 5. Vikings.

With the win over the Chiefs, Dallas
ranks 1st in the league. The terrible loss

by Philly drops thembehind San Francisco,

and Washington is still trailing the Eagles,

even though they beat them last week.
Now it's time for the much-anticipated

1992 AU-Offensive Stud Team. We'll

start off with our leader, at quarterback,
Miami'sDan Marino. Super Dan doesn't

put up Moon-like numbers, nor does he
have the athleticism of Rocket Randall,
but he gets the job done, giving the Dol-

phins an undefeated record, 6-0.

The backfield of this squad is loaded,

and it is anchored by Dallas' Emmitt
Smith and San Francisco's Ricky
Watters. Emmitt is the cornerstone ofthe
Cowboys franchise, and with all the de-

served credit given to Barry Sanders and
Thurman Thomas, he is having the most

I
LIQUOR STORE I

Meisterbrau 1 2oz Cans Case 7.99 + dep.

Bicentennial 6pk. Bottles 4.69 +dep.

Becks 6pkCans 4.69 +dep.

24 1 2oz Cans 1 7.80 + dep.

Bud, Bud Light, Bud Dry Suitcase 12.99 + dep.

Miller Lite, Genuine Draft, Genuine Draft Lite Suitcase ... 1 2.99 + dep.

Jack Daniels 750mi 12.99 + dep.

Leroux Peppermint Schnapps 750mi 6.99 -i-dep.

Poland Spring Vodka 1.75 l 9.99 +dep.

Goslings Black Seal Rum 750 ml 12.99 +dep.

adquar^ers

. Beeis from around the World!
I Imports • Gourmet • Microbreweries

\ Kess starting at $33.00
(checks/Mastercard/Vtsa accepted for Kes Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 Collese Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

productive season thus far. Watters has

been incredible this season for the 49ers,

both running and catching the ball, giving

us a formidable complement for Smith.

Coming off the bench to spell Smith
and Watters is none other than the first

ever Stud of the Week, Pittsburgh's
Barry Foster. Remember that this

prognosticator was the first to recognize

the acheivements of the behemoth back

out of the Steel City.

Our wideout corps begins with
Lawrence Dawsey of the Bucs and
Ernest Givens of Houston. Givens is a

touchdown machine, tallying one in al-

most every game this season. Dawsey
provides the big play, like another man
out of Florida State.

Atlanta's Mike Pritchard is one of

the few bright spots for the Falcons this

year so far, becoming the go-to-guy for

Chris Miller. He will catch the ball any-

where on the field, similar to the anchor of

the offense, Dallas' Michael Irvin.

Irvin is both a deep threat and a pos-

session receiver for the Cowboys. He is the
man, and it would not surprise me if he
gets a television commercial really soon.

Next week, we'll finish off the squad
with defense and some mid-year report

cards, but for now, off to the three big

games of the weekend.
Don't look now, but guess who is re-

emerging down in D.C. No, not Greorge

Bush, Mr. Morrissey, but the Washington
Redskins, who travel to the 5-1 Vikings on
Sunday. The Skins are coming off a huge
win over the now second place Eagles.

The Vikings can afford a loss, but Washing-
ton can't. Washington 20, Minnesota 10.

The number one ranked and first place

Dallas Cowboys (I've been waiting to write

that for six years) travel to the Raiders,

who are on a roll as well. Troy Aikman
responded immensely last week against

the Chiefs, and this is another test for

Jimmy Johnson's bunch before the show-
down in Big D with the Eagles. Dallas 23,

Los Angeles 21.

ArthurStapleton is a CoWeg^Sin columnist.

^uM«H (garden ^ ^ ||| ^ ^

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DRLIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery tor orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 chcirge for orders under $ 1 5

^^
.^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH

Buffet served 5-8pni Sun-Thurs.

BiTjnch served Sunday 1 l:50am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :30-3pm - $3.25

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

y TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10BelchertownR(l.atRt.9,Amherst 2564252

La Cucina di

(Pinoccfiio
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

1.ASAGMA

MasterCard

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 11:30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 11:30am to 3:00am
Sun. 11:30am to 1:00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

TWIN SPECIAL
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

I Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
I Pick-up or delivery only

I

Expires May 31, 1993
I Valid at Amherst location only

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31. 1993
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Jeff Reardon(e)'s fault
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Shortly afler reliever JeffReardon was
traded from the Red Sox to the Braves for
the rough equivalent ofajar ofpond scum,
the estimable Dan Shaughnessy of The
Boston Globe wrote in his column how
fortunate Reardon was to have escaped
what Shaughnessy terms "Red Sox Na-
tion." His change ofvenue was the envy of
the other 23 suckers who would suffer
through the last month ofthe dismal 1992
season in a Boston uniform.

Ted

KOTTLER
Most Sox fans know that the All-Ex-

Red SoxTeam is quite a formidable lineup.
Dennis Eckersley, Brady Anderson, Jeff
Bagwell, Curt Schilling, and Carney
Lansford headline this squad. But unless
they are also Braves fans, it has to please
the faithful of the Old Towne Team that
Reardon's performance in the World Se-
ries thus far is not about to bump the Eck
back into the starting rotation for the All-

Ex-Red Sox.

No, on the contrary, the bearded native
of Dalton is well on his way to being
remembered as one of the most gruesome
goats in the 89-year history of the World
Series.

Reardon's gaffes make me wonder how
much communication occurs between he
and Atlanta manager Bobby Cox. Know-
ing this would help determine who really

deserves the blame here. Before putting

men^s soccer

him into pitch in the top of the 9th inning
in Game 2, did Cox bother to ask Reardon
a simple question, like, "So, Jeff, think you
can throw just one past (future Hall of
Famer] Ed Sprague tonight?"

If Reardon lied and said "Yeah," then
Lord Jeffs the culprit. But ifCox actually
had some genuine confidence in the way-
past-his-prime holder ofa frivolous record,

who surrendered a game-winning solo

homer to the slugging Sprague, then there
should be no Manager of the Year award
for Cox when the series is over.

Reardon has saved more games than
any pitcher in megor league history, though
Lee Smith will Ukely catch him soon. He
also blew more save opportunities in 1992
than any other reliever, which suggests
that the spike-hanger beckons. But in

fact, Reardon was probably all washed up
five years ago, in 1987 with the Twins.

In that World Championship season,
he allowed more than four runs per nine
innings, a ghastly ERA. He langviished for

the next five seasons while Eckersley,

Todd Worrell, Mitch Williams, and Bobby
Thigpen stole the relief limehght from
Reardon, Dan Quisenberry, and Bruce
Sutter.

My point is this: When the Braves went
in search of a closer as the trade deadline
neared, they should have steered clear of

the Red Sox and Reardon. True, the Braves
didn't give up a thing to get him, but he is

unworthy of being an ex-Red Sox.

Ted Kottler is a Collegian staffmember.
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gamesThomas is the fourth leading scorer
for Hartford despite his unscheduled va-

cation.

Other offensive stalwarts for Hartford
include sophomoreTod Herskovitz ( 6 goals,

9 assists, 2 1 points ), freshman RobJachym
(8-1-17), andjunior FlemmingKjoeller (5-

5-15).

In between the pipes for the Hawks
will probably be senior George Kostelis.

Kostelis has started 61 games for the
Hawks in his career, so it is safe to say he
is known as a fixture down in Connecticut.

This year Kostelis has posted a tough
1.10 goals-against average. Hartford also

has a more than capable backup in junior
Neil Baverstock. Baverstock is 2-0 this

year with a 1.29 goals against average.

As for UMass, they have their own

playground legend in one Randy Jacobs.
LatelyJacobs has made opposing defenses
look like swiss cheese, amassing seven
goals in his last three games. For the
whole year Jacobs leads the team with
thirteen goals on the year.

It was the UMass defense that was the

most impressive facet ofthe game against
UConn however. Goalie Mark Wolf faced

minimum pressure against the Huskies,
and when he did feel pressure he rose to

the occasion, posting his third shutout on
the year.

Of the Hartford battle, junior co-cap-

tain Todd Kylish was rearing to go.

"If we beat Hartford, we're right back
on top of the region," he said. "We should
be able to keep the intensity up through
Sunday and into next week, and hope-
fully, ride a high wave to the tournament."

Water polo home again
21-1 men face Army at Amherst College
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
water polo team, ranked 14th in the
country, will play its last "home" game
of the season this weekend as the
Minutemen host two teams Saturday
at Amherst College's Pratt Pool.

"Ill be looking to the seniors for

leadership," said UMass coach Russ
Yarworth. "We don't get to play at
home too often. If there's a good crowd
there I'm sure the intensity level will

be up because they don't want to screw
up in front of their friends.

"I'd love to see a good crowd ofpeople
seeing what essentially is one of the
country's best teams playing a really

exciting sport," he said.

The 21-1 Minutemen are riding an
eye-catching 15-game winning streak,

and should have little trouble adding
tomorrow's noontime game against
Army to their win total for the third
time this season. They will also play
the Boston-Metro team, comprised of

former Boston-area college players, in

preparation for next weekend's New

England Championships at Brown
University.

In the first weekend of the season
UMass beat Army 11-7. Two weeks
ago, in the Eastern League Tourney at

Brown University, Umass won 12-3 in

a laugher.

The Minutemen are coming off of

last weekend's big wins over Harvard
and Brown. The victory over the
Crimson was of the come-from-behind
variety, while UMass thoroughly out-

played the Bears in the team's biggest
win of the year.

"As usual my goal is to have the
team come in with a good attitude and
control the game," said Yarworth. "It

seems we've played a little bit better

each weekend."
The Cadets have something big to

play for this weekend as their hopes for

a legitimate shot at the Eastern
Championships in two weeks ride on a
win over the Minutemen.
GAME NOTES - The seniors

playing in their last home games are
co-captains Scott Reed and Dan
McOsker, Denny Kinne, Scott Deluca,
and Jay Peluso.

field hockey
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this game, and she had some really spec-

tacular saves. We played well in the first

half, but I think we held back after Tara's
goal. Sometimes that works, though, and
today it did."

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

New members only! Expires 10/30/92

^ BoYDEiu Relief ^
2 FOR $45
one month)

Flex^itiuess Center
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Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days pnor to Publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Want career and a job?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Dr. Chinachoti S45-1025

ENTERTAINMENT

Glan and Rob appear on WOCH every

Fridaynight/Saturday morning 3AM-6AM.
We have disco, we liave oldies, we have
classic, we have rap, we have pop. Party

with us. If you don't men with white lab

coats will come for you and do strange

experiments with your urine. Fear the

wombat inside.

Fight the schnauzer!

Face the music. We take requests.

FOR RENT

Amharit 3 badroom condo avail Feb
1st A room and one bedroom
apt avail Jan 1st Classroom
space available by the hour
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St.

253-7879

Fridga rental free delivery 283->742

PUFFTON one bedroom apt onty S434
Call 549-8170 or 549 6579

FOR SALE

1972 Chrysler New Yorltar
93.000 ft/liles

RUNS GREAT
S800
546-3527

$$Chaap$$ Computers SS Cheap SS
Brand new 386SX 33MHz - 80MB Hard

Disk 2MB RAM - 512 K Super VGA w/
SUGA Color monitor - DOS 5.0 * MUCH
MOREMI S979 Cost-effective: 386SX-25

S779 for power: 386 DX-40-Full blown

S1379 'Call for details'Creative Comput-
ers 256-5474 $ First 10 get S50 OFF S*

Dot Matrix printer IBM compatibleS120.

Call 245-9542 aftei^S^ask for Don

Mountain Bike, 1990 Giant Iguana

Excellent condition. Call Dave
at 549 4924

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs case and manuals

Call Mitch 548 9761 $450 O.B.O.

HELP WANTED

AEROBICS INSTRUCTOR: Experience

necessary. Call Target Zone Studies

586 1729

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Oaytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL todayl

(800)32-TRAVEL

Cruiaa Ships now hiring - Earn S2,000'»/

month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No ex

perience necessary. For employment pro

gram call 1 206-634 0468 ext. C5001

Evening Jobs! Environmental campaign

work. Fight pollution with Clean Water

Action S7/hr. On bushnes. 584-9830

.Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380 1 84000

Looking for a top fraternity, sorority, or

student organization that would like to

make 500- 1500 for a one week manketing
project right on campus. Must t>e orga-

nized and hard working. Call 800-592-

2121 ext. 308

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling: You're paid direct Fully guaran-

teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright «

MA15KDH

$252.50 Sell 50 funny college T-shirts

and make S252.50. No financial obliga-

tion. A risk free program. Avg. sales time
= 4 6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.

Smaller/larger quantities avail.

Call J^OO 733 3265

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring

break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

LOST

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Do you have questions about your
rights? Do you think your civic rights have
tieen violated? Find out! Contact the Le
gal Services Center. 922 Campus Center
545 1995

Lost! Heart-shaped amethyst/diamond
ring on 10/17 near Boyden. Please call

2M^433.

Lost UMass Baseball jacket please re

turn if found reward Call 549-5789

Missing brown leather wallet with
important health information please call

Amy 256 6766

PERSONALS

AXOPres.
Hey dude! Had a blast at Sig EpI
My sister a Boozer?

Love,

Your Material Girl

Congrats to the new Pledges of Chi

Omega, Diane, Lisa, Laura, Lisa, Meg,
Kara, Jill, Lauri, JoAnne, Cibel, Michelle,

Connie, Irma, Christi, Renee, Stacey. We
love you!

Erice B.

Happy
Birthday

Today is yours

Enjoy it!

Love you
Cathy T

Happy 2 1 St Birthday lllisa Napach Your
Bazooka shot is now calling your name at

the Pub. Have fun! Love Amy

HeyVal
Polish quote:

I'm on the 19 -

I eat every single focking one of them
Tracy & Deb

LED
This past year has been pretty screwed
up, but you've been the only part I wouldn't

change Sorry the last month has been a

mess. Happy one year anniversary Here's

to many more. I Love You
JWB

Lisa You're the balls.

Thanks for all your help with PP
Sigma Love Jenny

My Tantalizing Prince,
Here's to many more months like

this. Spins on me ...

With love. Your Princess

Sigmas act pumped for date pany'

TAMARA JEAN McDONALO
You left your retainer

in the CLUSTER OFFICE
now you're 21 yr old Tami-HMO

Thank you St. Jude B.D.

To all the girls m AEPHI and their

pledges Have an amazing Founder's
Day!
It's going to be GREAT' LML

Tri SIGMA sisters and associations:

Get psyched for date party this weekend
It's going to be a blast!

- Meredith

SERVICES

Grants, loans scholarships
We find financial aid for every student
regardless of grade point average or

family income. Guaranteed
1 800 475 2288 ext 1519

Scholarships, Grants available
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

545 Fee

253 3454. 586 9445

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female to share large room 167.50

call 665-7604

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell

check, laser pnntout. 51.50/ page. Brian
546 1795

Typing - Word Processing,
Resumes, Reports, Theses,
Dissertations Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/PG 24hr

6268
turnaround 586

WANTED

Spanish Tutor neeiled. Review 1 * 2.

Call Laura 546 4116

Weekly TV News show needs report
ers and writers Call Sendy at 5 1336.
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Sports
Biggest game of the year awaits football
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football squad (4-1)
has yet to be really tested so far this season.

That will change tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. when the
Villanova Wildcats (5-1) travel to Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium to try and put a stop to the Minutemen's
four-game game win streak.

The Wildcats were undefeated until last week, when
they lost to Delaware in a squeaker, 21-20. Head coach
Mike Hodges and company have already lost to Delaware
this year and were hoping that Villanova could improve
UMass' chances at first place.

"We were certainly cheering for Villanova, but that's
the way it goes," said Hodges. "Ifwe just continue to win
like we've been doing, then we'll be all right."

The journey to victory number five will not be a
particularly easy one, though, for UMass. Villanova
boasts the most potent one-two quarterback combination
in the Yankee Conference in Tom Columbo (5'7) and Brad
Parpan (6'4) so the top-ranked UMass D will certainly
have to be in top form. Columbo, a Brockton native, has
thrown for 662 yards and seven TD's, while Parpan has
thrown for 367 yards and three TD's.

"Their two QBs are as different as night and day," said
Hodges. "One guy is small and scrambles around a lot

and the other guy is big and has a cannon for an arm. It's

very difficult to prepare for them."
UMass will also have to contend with fullback Jeff

Johnson, who has run 77 times for 4 17 yards and one TD.
Tight end Scott Donald ( 6'5, 220) is a force in the air as he
has caught 2 1 passes for 267 yards and three TD's. That's
an average per catch of 12.7.

UMass will have to bring out all its guns on offense
tomorrow to counter the likes of 1991 YanCon Defensive

Player-of-the-Year, and All-American senior linebacker
Curtis Eller (6'0, 225) who has a whopping 73 tackles,
third best in the conference. Eller has also recorded four
sacks, has forced four fumbles and has broken up four
passes.

Strong safety Devian Logan has 44 tackles and is third
best in the YanCon in Kickoff returns with a 23.9 aver-
age. Defensive tackle Chris Grychowski has been im-
pressive thus far this year with six QB sacks.

UMass will be led by the potent running attack (242
yds/game as a team) of tailbacks Rene Ingoglia (22-138,
one TD, four receptions) and Johnny Johnson. Fullback
Mike George turned an ankle last week against UConn
and has been hobbling around al 1 week with an inflatable
cast. He may see limited action, but Ron Drapeau will
definitely start at fullback. QB Andrew McNeilly will
look to two of his favorite targets, flanker Eric Thimas
and tight end Steve Dembowski in the air, and look for
McNeilly to do a bit of scrambling as well. He will be
protected by a huge offensive line, anchored by co-captain
Bill Durkin (left guard) and center Andy LeBlanc.

Inside linebacker Phil Lartigue (56 tackles) and Scott
Assencoa (five sacks last week) continue to impress on
defense as does outside linebacker Mario Perry. Perry is

one player who does not get cheated when he sacks a
quarterback - you can feel those sacks up in the press box.
(I!ornerback Don Caparotti and strong safety Matt Rajotte
now lead the YanCon in interceptions with four in five

games.
"Villanova's not gonna give us anything, so we've got

to be very well prepared," said Hodges. "If we just take
advantage ofthe opportunities that the defense has been
giving us, then we'll do fine."

Minutemen NotesrThe game can be heard on WTTT
Amherst (1430 AM) with Mike Fagerson (play-by-play)
and Jim Degnim (color).

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

UMass head football coach Mike Hodges and his squad
face their toughest game thus far against Villanova at Warren
McGuirk Stadium at 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

Minutewomen defeat rival BU, improve to 15-1

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIA^
Ainslee Press scored her team leading 20th goal of the year Thursday, helping the UMass

field hockey team squeak past Boston University 2-1 at Totman Field.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team played their normal agressive
style for about 40 minutes Thursday at
Totman Field, which was just enough to

hold off their rival, Boston University, 2-

1.

The Minutewomen (15-1) scored two
goals in a Uttle more than five minutes
just before and after the half, then held
tough for the remaining 30 minutes to

defeat a tenth ranked Terrier squad which
would not quit.

Ainslee Press scored on a blast during
a UMass penalty comer vnth a scant eight
seconds remaining in the first period. In
the second half, forward Tara Jelley put
UMass up 2-0 by tenaciously banging
home a loose ball in front of the open BU
net. Jelley's goal ended the day for the
UMass offense, which came out on fire but
elected to sit on the 2-0 lead. The team's
passive play cost them 10 minutes later.

The Terriers scored their lone goal on

Pigskin picks:
Week eight

Stapleton's pigskin picks has reached the mid-
way point (the next three weeks) in the NFL. This
space is mainly dedicated to football picks, but
today I salute individual achievements, high and
low, for the first half of the year.

Arthur

STAPLETON
Norm "I could never drink too much"

Peterson award: For those ofyou who were at the
UMass-UConn game last Saturday, you may have
seen the recipient of this week's trophy. The guy
was wearing a Comic ReliefT-shirt, and I think he
may have partied too hard that morning to under-
stand football in the first place. From your chicken
dance to the begging ofthe crowd for the wave, you
were more entertaining than the game itself (well,

almost). So, congratulations, because I'm jealous
of the man with the four hour buzz. Have another
one, and I hope to seeyou tomorrow at the Villanova
game.
New rankings this week: In the AFC, 1.

Dolphins, 2. Broncos, 3. Oilers, 4. Bills, 5. Steelers.

In the NFC, 1. Cowboys, 2. 49ers, 3. Eagles, 4.

Turn to ART, page 10

one oftheir two penalty corners. Jennifer
Nixoninbounded the baJl to Susie Maxwell,
who was situated to UMass goalie Phihppa
Scott's right. Metxwell harmlessly pushed
a weak shot near the net, but Scott did not
react and let the ball roll into the net. This
freakish goal cut the UMass lead to 2-1,

and woke both teams up from their naps.
While BU went on the attack after the

goal, UMass also seemed to wake up, at
least defensively, and they contained the
Terriers enough to preserve their fifth

victory in a row.

The Minutewomen had a wealth of op-
portunities in the first half, but even the
toughest shotswereturned awaybyTerrier
goalie Kerry Wingardner, who notched 21
saves. Three incredible saves occured on a
Press rocketfrom outside the circle, another
Press shot which was lifted on a penalty
corner, and a Natalie Hart slapshot esti-

mated at least 70 miles per hour, which
Wingardner saved with her body.

"I thought [Wingardner] was outstand-
ing," Press said. "She was definitely up for

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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Women to face No. 3 UConn
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The last time the UniversityofMassachusetts women's
soccer team faced its rival the University ofConnecticut,
the Huskies ended the Minutewomen's 1991 season with
a 1-0 victory in the NCAA tournament.

"This season an improved Massachusetts squad (12-2)
will look to avenge that defeat as it travels to Storrs,
Conn. Saturday for a rematch with third ranked UConn!

"this is our biggest game ofthe season," UMass coach
Jim Rudy said. "UConn may be the best team we face this
year and we will have to play heads up to win."

Connecticut ( 14-1-1), whose only loss came against top
ranked North Carolina, is currently No. 1 inNew England.
UConn is lead by speedster Denise Swenson, who has 10
goals on the season. Rudy will counter with sophomore
midfielder Heidi Kocher.

"Heidi has done a nicejob all season on the quick kids,"
Rudy said. "She is very efficient and a tough defender.
She matches up well with Swenson."

No. 1 1 Massachusetts will have sweeper Lisa Mickelson
back but leading scorer Kim Eynard (knee) is still

questionable. Freshman Rachel LeDuc will start ifEyanrd
can't play.

"We are still not sure about Eynard,"Rudy said. "Even
if she can come back she hasn't played in two weeks so I
don't know what kind of shape she's in."

Rudy will start Briana Scurry (6-1) in net against
UConn.

"Scurry is ready for a big game," Rudy said. "UConn
beat her last year so she's motivated."
"^® ^^y ^ the game is if we can take the attack to

UConn and not just play defense," Rudy said. "We are
going to have to play our hearts out. I know we can do
that. I know we will do that.'^

UMass entertains Elvis, UH
By ARTHUR STAPLETON and
JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Attention Amherst: Elvis is coming, Elvis is coming.

enter Sunday's game fresh offa 4-0 shellacking ofUConn
Wednesday. That victory gave the Minutemen (9-4-1) a
three-game winning streak and tremendous momentum
as well.

No not rock legend Elvis Presley7burEl^s"fhoma8 .»i^^'l?f°''*^j-^''^'^^'
''^"^^^ ^"*^ ^" ^^"^ England, are

sophomore forward for the University of Hartford men's ^ f^ "**"^ ^ fJ,®" S^"™^ unbeaten streak (5-0-2).

soccer team. Thomas will bring his breathtaking skills to
^,^'.°^!!"®"t'0"®d Thomas, injured against Dart;mouth

Garber Field on Sunday to take on the Universitv of t
'

n r
^^^^°"' ^^^ '"^turned with a vengeance.

Massachusetts.
^

,
^" ^' "^^ 8:ames he has played in this year, Thomas

J The Minutemen, ranked 7th in New Eneland will
^*^°'"^*^ Impressive? Yes. With six goals in those fivegidna, will

^^^^ ^^ ^g^,g SOCCER, page 1
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VOLUME CM ISSUE 33

Partly sunny skies, tennps in the

low 50's. Showers this evening.

Local News:
Neighborhoods, swimwear, Nostradamus, Northampton,

tuition jacking, and stink bombs in this week's Campus
Shorts. UMass briefs in the brief. Page 3.

Arts & Living:

Tripping and Dreaming in Words & Pictures.

Are they same thing? Comics critic Kip

Manley will explain. Page 6.
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A TRIPPING GOOD TIME -Junior Megan Zidle competes in the Intercollegiate Horse

Show this weekend.

Hispanic students
list their demands

UM racial talks continue
Administrators, students make 'progress*
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Administrators and minority students
are optimistic following their second ne-

gotiation session Saturday at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts.

The students have agreed to extend
their original two-week deadline, which
would have ended with Saturday's meet-
ing, until an agreement is reached.

Though "progi-ess was made," one of

the mediators at the session, Marty Walsh,
regional director of the Justice

Department's Community Relations Ser-

vice said both parties acknowledged there
is a lot ofwork left to be done. "We're very
pleased and both parties are pleased," she
said.

The demands include an increase in

minority students, faculty and staff, an
increase in scholarship aid and restoration

of the Upward Bound program for high
school students.

Student leaders and administrators
have agreed to work out their differences

in mediation sessions administered by the

Turn to PROGRESS, page 4

By SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

Latino/a students at the University of
Massachusetts Friday gave Chancellor
Richard O'Brien two weeks to respond to

a list of demands for them to re-open the
Latin American Cultural Center.

The cultural center was closed last year
by Latino/a students in conjunction with
the closing of the United Asia Cultural

Center by Asian students, to protest the
inadequate commitment to multi-
culturalism at UMass, according to the

press release.

The Latin American community held a
meeting Thursday night to discuss the
possibility of re-opening the cultural cen-

ter, according to Nelson Acosta, director of

the Office of Third World Affairs.

The consensus of the community was
to re-open the cultural center and to chal-

lenge the University to fulfill its mission
to create a multicultural environment for

all students of color.

"We do not have sufficient funding to

develop programs for the community," said

Evelyn Rivera, ex-coordinator ofthe Latin
American Cultural Center.

The Latino/a students are requesting:
• the relocation ofthe center from Moore

House to a place that is more accessible to

Latino/a students.
• an independent bank account in which

the center has complete control over.

• adequate funding to develop pro-

gramming and acquire equipment.
• to select the office to which the cultuial

center will report.

"We want to be a separate entity; to

develop a center and progiams to improve
the quality of life for Latino/a students,"

said Ileana Ramos, vice-president of

AHORA.
"These are reasonable demands. We

want to work with you. We want negotia-

tions before Nov. 5," David Nunez, chair-

person of Third World Caucus, told

O'Brien.

''We want to make it very

clear that Latino/a students

are organized and ready to

take action.

"

- David Nunez, chairperson
Third World Caucus

"We want to make it very clear that

I Latino/a I students are organized and
ready to take action," Nunez said. "We
support what all the other communities of

color are doing, but we want to band to-

gether when we need to. We are a distinct

community with our own distinct prob-
lems. There is a time to work together and
a time to work on our own."

"I'll do my very best. I'll be glad to see

the cultural centers open again. Cultural
centers are valuable and important,"
Chancellor O'Brien said.

The Latin American Cultiu-al Center is

comparable to the Malcolm X Center in

what it does for the African-Amorican
community, according to Nunez.

The Latin American Cultural Center
will be a meeting place for Latino/a stu-

dents to talk about issues and will act as a
base of operations, Nunez said.

Central African election halted
By RAPHAEL KOPESSOUA
Associated Press

BANGUI, Central African Republic — The govern-
ment halted voting in two cities Sunday in the country's

first democratic presidential elections in 11 years. The
opposition called for the cancellation of all balloting.

Security Minister Ismaela Nimaga said all voting in

the capital, Bangui, the western city of Berberati, and
among Central African expatriates in France, would be
stopped because of election iiregularities. He did not
elaborate.

Voting continued elsewhere in the country, despite

opposition requests to reschedule the entire election.

Many in the former French colony of3 million people had
hoped Sunday's election would distance the country from
the autocratic legacy of former Emperor Jean-Bedel
Bokassao.

Three hours after the vote had begun, the only candi-

date who had been able to cast a ballot was the country's

military leader. President Andre Kolingba.

Ballots were not available in the voting stations of the
four other candidates.

"Because of the numerous irregularities observed, I

am going to ask the Supreme Court to annul these
elections," said former President David Dacko, who re-

turned from exile to contest the election.

Other candidates voiced similar complaints.

Dacko became the Central African Republic's first

president at independence from France in 1960. He
named then-Col. Bokassa his military commander.

Bokassa overthrew Dacko in 1965, outlawed all oppo-
sition and clashed frequently with France, expelling its

diplomats and businessmen and then inviting them back.

The mercurial leader crowned himself Emperor
Bokassa I in 1977 in a ceremony patterned after

Napoleon's coronation. After he ordered his army to fire

on student demonstrators in 1979, France sent troops to

restore Dacko to power while Bokassa was visiting Libya.

In 1987, Bokassa returned to Banguli where he was
tried and convicted in the murders of 20 political oppo-

nents and for stealing millions in state funds.

U.S. suspends Somalian airlift
By G.G. LaBELLE
Associated Press

MOGADISHU, Somalia — An American plane deliv-

ering food to the starving in the central town of Baidoa
was struck by a bullet Sunday, and the United States

suspended its airlift.

An American spokesman said workers did not know
who had fired on the cargo plane.

Relief agencies are caring for an estimated 80,000

people in Baidoa, which is among the towns hardest hit by
Somalia's famine. However, relief officials say the situa-

tion has improved with increased deliveries of food, and
the daily death toll has dropped from a high of 350 to 70.

Drought and war have killed more than 100,000

people in Somalia this year, and another 2 million are on

the verge of starvation.

Clan warfare and banditry have periodically forced

the suspension of international food airlifts, underscor-

ing the difficulties reliefworkers face. As much as 200,000

tons of relief supplies delivered to Somalia this year has
been looted.

It was the second time a U.S. plane was hit by gunfire

since the Americans began their emergency airlift of food

Aug. 21. Another C-130 was hit by a stray bullet Sept. 18
in the western town of Belet Huen, causing a two-week
suspension of U.S. flights to that town.

In the last week, a German relief plane was hit by a
bullet at Mogadishu's airport, and on Saturday two
planes for the International Committee of the Red Cross
were fired on in the southern port of Kismayu.

In Sunday's incident, the U.S. plane was making the

second of 12 flights planned for Baidoa, said army Lt. Col.

Robert Donnelly, the spokesman for the American op-

eration, based in Kenya's coastal city of Mombasa.
Donnelly said the military C-130 Hercules was shot as

it approached Baidoa's airstrip Sunday morning.
"One bullet hit the aircraft," said Donnelly, 43, of

Suffern, N.Y. "We don't know how many shots were fired

or where the bullet was fired from."

2,000 hike lOK
to raise money
for Jane Does
BOSTON (AP) — About 2,000 people hiked

along the Charles River Sunday to raise money to

fight domestic violence and support shelters for

battered women.
The first Walk for Women's Safety raised about

$200,000 in donations and pledges for the Jane
Doe Safety Fund, spokeswoman Gillian Gansler
said.

The fund, named after unknown abuse victims,

supports more than 30 Massachusetts shelters for

women and children.

"Any woman can be a Jane Doe." said Carolyn
Ramsey, a former battered wife who established

the fund.

"She is from any race, nationality, income level,

or lifestyle,"said Ramsey, executive director of the

Massachusetts Coalition of Battered Women Ser-

vice Groups. "Jane Doe can be your mother, sister,

daughter or co-worker."

Despite the raw, damp day. the 10-kilonieter

event on Boston's Esplanade drew about twice as

many participants as expected, including politi-

cians, police officers, lawyers, union leaders and
survivors of abuse.

Many marchers were members of teams from
the Massachusetts Teachers As.sociation. the Mas-
sachusetts Medical Society, Blue Cross-Blue Shield
and other organizations and busines.ses.

Shawmut Bank and WBZ sponsored the event.

Along the route, participants passed 35 signs.

each inscribed with the name of a victim of domes-
tic violence. Thirty-five Massachusetts residents,

mostly women and children, have been killed in

such incidents this vear.
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Monday, October 26, 1992
Lecture — Paul Puccio will speak on "Love. Sex, and

Panic in the Fiction of E.M. Forster," as part of the Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Studies Brown Bag Lunch Series
from noon to 1:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 917.

Meeting— Al\ Whitewater enthusiasts are welcome to
join the first organizational meeting of the new regional
Whitewater paddling club from 7-9 p.m. at the Bangs
Community Center in Amherst.

Lecture — Professor Dale Melcher and graduate stu-
dent Trish Gallagher of the Labor Center will present a
works-in-progress entitled "Women in Union Leadership
in Massachusetts Locals." The talk will take place at 4:30
p.m. at the Dickinson House Living Room on the Mount
Holyoke College campus.

Tuesday, October 27, 1992
Lecture — Sherrie Imiess, a Five College Women's

UMqss Police Log
• Derogatory grafilti directed towards homosexuals

was discovered in Bartlett Hall on Thursday, according
to police. At 1 p.m., police were informed of the graffiti,
which was discovered on a bathroom wall.

Studies Research Associate from the University of Cali-
fornia will present a talk entitled "Dancing with the
Maids: Domestic Service and Social Reform in the Seven
Sister Colleges, 1890- 1920." The lecture will take place at
7:30 p.m. in the Dickinson House Living Room on the
Mount Holyoke College campus.

Information Session — Doug Goldhirsch, program
relations represeantative for Sea Semester and SEA
Summer Session Programs will present a short video and
speak about opportunities for students. The session will
be at 4:30 p.m. in the McCaflery Room in the Campus
Center at Amherst College.

Meeting— The Wildlife Society is holding it's second
meeting at 7:00 p.m. in Holdsworth 203. Refreshments
will be served.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for students
interested in changing their major to Exercise Science at
7:30 p.m. in Bartlett 61.

Compiled by Michael Day
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• Members of the Custodial Staff in the School of
Management reported the theft of a vacuum cleaner to
police on Thursday evening. According to police, the staff
discovered the theft at approximately 11:15 p.m.

• The rear window ofa Jeep Cherokee was reportedly
smashed in on Friday morning, according to University
police. The Jeep, which was parked on Fearing Street,
was discovered at 2 a.m.

• A person fell off of a bike, and was transported to
Cooley Dickinson Hospital on Friday to be treated for

minor injuries, according to police reports. The person
was apparently riding the bike at 1:30 a.m. when it

struck a curb.

• A woman reported to police that she feared her
bicycle was stolen on Thursday. The woman reportedly
left her bike locked, but could not remember where, and
subsequently could not find it.

• A New York State license plate was stolen from an
automobile on Thursday morning from Lot 63, according
to police.

• University police received a report ofa stolen bicycle
seat on Thursday. The bike was left in front of Pierpont
Residence Hall when the theft occurred, according to
police.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian: damn fine college
journalism or an experiment in endurance?

I guess that would depend on the department.
But anyway, I came to this hole of an office three years
ago seeking happiness and acceptance. Didn't find
both but hey, they make pills for the former, right?
But anyway, I like to stay up late and test the effects

of wax and Bob filler on the campus population.
The Collegian, nice, if weird, folk.

^.ONLY IN
NEW YORK

ONLY AT NYU
Session I: May 24-JMly 2

Session 11: July 6-August 1
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THIS SUMMER, YOU CAN...

Perot says ^

forced July
NEWYORK (AP)— Ross Perot blames

Bush campaign dirty tricks for forcing
him to withdraw from the presidential
race in July, the Texas billionaire says in
interviews with CBS' "60 Minutes" and
Sunday's Boston Herald.

But Bush campaign spokeswoman
Torie Clarke called the allegations "total
and complete nonsense."

Perot told both "60 Minutes" and the
Herald that a well-connected Republican
friend said the GOP had used computer
imaging to doctor a photo of his daughter,
Caroline. The CBS interview was to be
broadcast Sunday evening.

"They were going to smear her with a
fake photograph that they had done with
a computer where you put a head on an-
other body and they were acutally going to
have people in the church to disrupt her
wedding," Perot told the Herald, adding
that the picture vvas to be given to super-
market tabloids.'

The newspaper did not specify the
content of the picture.

Perot also contends that the Bush
campaign intended to wiretap his Dallas
business office. He told the Herald that he
has given FBI investigators a 20-minute
videotape of a meeting in downtown Dal-
las between a senior member of the Bush

• CheoM from ov«r 1,000 covrsM.
• Study wMi a distingvished faculty.

• Uv* in New YoHi CHy for as Httlo

as $100 por six-wook sossion.

Make the NYl' Summer
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Call us today toll tree at

1-800-2284NYU,
ext231,
or send In the coupon.

]

New York University

;

25 West Fouftti Street

I

Room 326

i

New York, NY. 10012

:

Please send me a FREE 1993 Summer Sessions Bulletin.

I My area o( Interest Is

dirty tricks'

withdrawal
campaign and an ex-CIA contract em-
ployee hired to do the wiring.

Perot provided no names to back up his
allegations and would not sav how he
obtained the videotape. CBS says the head
ofthe FBI's Dallas office found no evidence
of wiretapping.

The Texas billionaire said he did not go
public with the dirty tricks allegations
when he withdrew from the race because
he wanted to protect his daughter and
didn't want to make it a campaign issue.

Perot said he didn'tknow how Caroline's
Aug. 23 wedding might have been dis-
rupted, but told the Herald: "Watch how
they disrupt the rallies; watch how they
tried to disrupt the Democratic convention.

. . They got a bunch of neo-Nazis there
that do this kind of stuff."

He told the Herald that he did tell "a
number of people"— including press sec-
retary James Squires and all his family
members except Caroline— the real reason
he was leaving the race.

Perot told "60 Minutes" and the Herald
that President Bush called him the day he
dropped out to suggest a meeting. Perot
said the meeting was canceled when he
told the White House that his No. 1 item
on the agenda would be dirty tricks.
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OUT THERE!!

Open House

Januarys, 1993

10a.m.

Loeb Student Center

566 La Guardia Place

Registration begins January 8
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BATTLE OF THE BANDS!
Interested bands should pick up an

application outside our office (located
in Hampden Commons, accross from
the Munchy Store in Southwest). Drop
off application and a demo tape (2
songs) NO LATER THAN 5 pm Thursday

Oct. 29

Any Questions? Call 5-0960
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CAMPUS
SHORTS

compiled by
David Massey

Be my neighbor
The colorful introductory pamphlet on UMass

sent out by the Admissions OfTice to thousands of
high school seniors utilizes an interesting euphe-
mism to describe dorm life.

"Freshmen and sophomores are guaranteed on-
campus housing in one of five 'neighborhoods.'"

If residence halls can be called neighborhoods,
we should begin calling the time between classes
"recess." And I personally advocate compulsory
nap-time for all students on a daily basis.

Models 'R Us
Several flyers were seen around campus encour-

aging UMass women to sign up for a "Girls of
UMass calendar." Emblazoned with several mod-
els displaying the latest swimwear, the ad offered
a number for interested women to call. All calls to
the company answering machine have yet to be
returned. Watch out. Sports Illustrated.

Nightmares of
Nostradamus

It appears that rumors last fall of a Halloween
night massacre on campus was a one-shot hoax.
UMass, in addition to many campuses across the
Northeast, beefed up security last Halloween night
in a residence hall in response to students' fear of
a mass murder foretold by the French astrologer
Nostradamus.

Many students in the Southwest residence halls
were shaken by rumors of the alleged prophesy.
According to campus lore, the 16th-century physi-
cian and prophet had predicted a murder in an L-
shaped dorm on a hill near a pond, a cemetery and
a certain building.

It's kind of a trivial prophesy to worry about,
considering the famed seer predicts a major global
catastrophe by the turn of the century.

Coming out in NoHo
The wonderful world of Northamptor. was fea-

tured in last Friday's Bo.s/oh G/o6e and alsoonABC's
"20/20."

The Globe's Barbara Carton writes: "Today,
Northampton's lesbian community has come of
age. There is probably no other place in the United
States where lesbians are so open, influential or
established. More lesbians live in New York and
San Francisco, or even Boston, but they are scat-
tered, and their voices are diluted by the louder
voices of gay men, so they do not give the impres-
sion of strength. To visit Northampton, therefore,
is to see a social phenomenon that is unique."

More tuition troubles
State colleges and universities are cutting pro-

grams and faculty to hold the line on tuition hikes,
according to a study released several weeks ago.

But the study says the price of tuition at state-

run schools rose an average of9.8 percent this year,
more than twice the rate of inflation. The report
was released by the American Association of State
Colleges and Universities, which represents 375
public institutions and 30 state systems nation-
wide.

The total bill for an in-state UMass student,
including tuition, fees, room and board is $8,755,
an average increase of3.6 percent. Will that be Visa
or Mastercard?

Stink bombs and stuff
The owner of Joke City in Amherst, a mecca of

inflatable chickens and exploding pens, is enjoying

the rise in sales due to the upcoming Halloween
holiday.

"We're selling a little bit of everything," said

Jack Brooks, owner of the joke store located in the

Amherst carriage shops. "We got all sorts of crazy

stuff."

Brooks says a rubber mask of Bush is selling

well although he doesn't carry a Clinton mask. But

don't forget Ross "I'm all ears" Perot.

"Everybody's buying these jumbo ears as Perot

ears." said Brooks.

Media said stereotyping Asians
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON — Asians have been historically
stereotyped by the general media in the United States, a
Chinese American journalist told a group of students at
Smith College Wednesday.

"The stereotype ranges from Charlie Chan, an emas-
culated Asian male character, the 'model minority' myth,
to the so-called 'invasion of the U.S. by Japanese inves-
tors and members ofthe whole Asian mafia'," said Dolores
Kong, a medical reporter for The Boston Globe.

Kong's speech, the third in a series ofevents celebrating
the Asian Awareness Week, was sponsored by the Asian
Student Association at Smith College.

Kong said she was outraged by a 1981 film named
Hardly Working, in which Jerry Lewis portrayed a
Japanese chefwith stereotypic buck teeth, slant eyes and
round glasses.

"The particular stereotype whether good or bad de-
pends on economics," Kong said. "The media reflect the
society and the society reflects the prevailed economic
and political mood."

For instance, Kong said, as the United States "loses its
international economic preeminence, the media and so-
ciety at large turn to Japan-bashing, and consequently
violence against Asian Americans increases and the

stereotypes about Asian gangsters prevail."
In an earlier economic downturn about 10 years ago,

a Chinese American in Detroit was killed by some White
auto workers, who blamed people like him for theJapanese
made automobiles that they felt aflected their jobs, ac-
cording to Kong.

"The auto workers never got sentenced, while Vincent
Chin lost his life the night before he was to get married,"
Kong said. "This could be an example ofstereotype that's
very deadly."

Kong rejected the notion of the Japanese economic
invasion, criticizing the media for "failing to mention how
many more Europeans invest here than do Japanese."

While acknowledging Connie Chung's success in the
broadcast media would make television stations more
willing to hire Asians, Kong said, some Asian women
"who don't look exotic enough or look Asian enough ended
up beingdismissed from either anchor positions or reporter
jobs."

Chung, seemingly the best-known Chinese American
broadcaster, is currently an anchor woman at CBS
News.

"There are a population of Asian Americans on this
campus who probably don't know much about their own
culture and heritage," said Sandy Cheng, president ofthe
Asian Student Association which has about 300 members.
"The awareness week is a way for them to learn."

/^OM/^CMTDATi/^ki 1 ..
JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIANOUNOtNTRATION - Junior communications disorders major, Crystal Turner, digs into her midterm assignments.

'Science Days'
draw over 2,000
to University

Move over business and pre-law students — science
majors are becoming the most populous group on campus,
at least at the University of Massachusetts.

If you don't believe it, just ask one of the more than
2,000 high school juniors or seniors visiting the
University's Amherst campus this month and the next
for the second annual high school "Science Days," spon-
sored by the Faculty ofNatural Sciences and Mathematics
at UMass.
Why the interest? One reason may be the increase in

students interested in pre-med, another might be the
lure of the biotechnology industry, or an interest in
environmental studies.

Whatever the motivation, students will be lining up
for lectures with provocative titles like a 'Trip to Abso-
lute Zero," 'Thunderstorms," and "Fire and Brimstone:
the Eruption and Origin of Hawaiian Volcanoes." Each
student will attend two morning lectures, and then be
exposed to the world of college food with a luncheon
invitation to a student dining hall.

In the afternoon, the future scientists will break into
small groups for lab tours with distinguished faculty
members who teach and do research in either biology,
chemistry, computer science, earth science, mathemat-
ics or physics.

This is one of the largest organized student visits to
the campus ever undertaken, according to Frederick W.
Byron, Jr., dean ofNatural Sciences and Mathematics on
the Amherst campus, and one of the organizers of the
event. Fifty-five schools will be taking part, 15 more than
last year.

"One thing we learned last year is that a lot of high
school students are interested in science," said Byron.

Turn to SCIENCE, page 4

UM pundits plan
election debate
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The campus Democrats and the Republicans
are getting ready for an election year showdown
today at 12:30 p.m. in 168 Campus Center.

University Democrats' President Neil Carpen-
ter and the Republican Club's former president
Kevin Jourdain plan to debate the merits of their
parties' candidates with the UMass Debate Union,
as non-partisan moderators.

Jourdain said last night he felt "pretty confident"
he would trounce the Democrat.

'This should be like taking candy from a baby."
Jourdain said.

But Carpenter said he felt the debate favored
the Republicans, because he said they had more of
a decision in the planning ofthe debate. There will
be a three minute response time with a two minute
rebuttal. The forum will be open for audience
questions at the end.

"I am doing this because I don't want us to look
afraid to defend Clinton and Gore," Carpenter said.
"I am hoping some people will come."

Jourdain said both he and Carpenter worked
together in planning the debate.

"Pretty much a consensus. 1 was willing to
debate in any format." Jourdain said. "1 hope we get
a good turn-out."

Although Carpenter said he is uneasy with the
debate set-up. he is planning to focus on four main
issues: abortion, the environment, education, and
the economy.

"Let's get into
I the issues

I with some depth."
Carpenter said.

Jourdain said he plans to look at Clinton's

Turn to DEBATE, page 4
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Boston regional office of the U.S. Justice
Department's Community Relations Service. The
free service sponsored by the department provides
conflict-resolution in racial disputes.

Since a recent assault on a Black resident as-

sistant, which led to racial grafliti, threats and
other incidents, students have been concerned about
their safety.

"There was some progress but nothing materi-
alized," said Fabiola Narcisse, president of the
Black Student Union who attended the meeting.
"We won't be satisfied until we see results. I think
we're going in the right direction."

Negotiations are scheduled to continue this week
according to Walsh. He said communication will

take place between students and administrators
through subcommittees which will be meeting this

week in between formal sessions.

Due to negotiation ground rules, students and
administrators present at the private meeting said

they are unable to comment on the substance ofthe
session.

Administrators at the meeting agreed progress
was made and said they are hopeful it will continue
in the same cordial atmosphere.

"The spirit ofthe meeting was very harmonious."
said Chancellor Richard O'Brien. "I hope to continue
to make progress and reach agreement in the next
week or two."

"It was a good session." said Dean ofStudents Jo
Anne Vanin. "People on all sides are working
positively together and progress was made."

Walsh said mediators will be on campus during
the coming week "in an effort to move progress
forward more rapidly." In addition, campus officials

said a subcommittee of students and administra-
tors have been discussing methods to implement
increased safety measures.

Doctor convicted of allowing
use of AIDS-tainted blood

BROOKLINE, Mass. (AP) — A French doctor who
faces a four-year prison sentence in his country for

allowing the distribution of AIDS-contaminated blood
maintained his silence Sunday morning.
A crowd of journalists continued waiting Sunday

outside the graceful brick mansion where Dr. Michel
Garretta has been living, but did not see or speak to

Garretta. Others in the home refused to comment.
Garretta, former head of France's National Blood

Transfusion Center, was one of three people convicted

Friday in the scandal in which 1 ,200 hemophi liacs received

tainted blood.

A woman or girl who answered the phone Sunday
morning at Garretta's number in Brookline was asked
whether a reporter could talk to Garretta. "I'm sorry. No,
you can't," she said, hanging up.

After a second call, she said, "Excuse me, but we've got
no comments" and hung up again.

At least 10 reporters, photographers, and television

crew members, both from the United States and France,
lingered at the vine-covered house with a slate mansard

science

roof throughout Saturday.

The stakeout continued throughout a cold, damp
Sunday.
On Sunday afternoon, Mark Krone of Brookline rodde

up in front of the house, then taped two handmade signs
— one facing the street, one facing the house — to a
telephone pole.

Both signs read: "Shame."
"He should go home and face the responsiblity ofwhat

he did," said Krone, adding that he was not acting on
behalf of any group.

"Someone should speak up for what this man did. It's

murder and it's terrible," Krone said.

On Saturday afternoon, somejournalists played catch
as they waited for Garretta to appear. Some photogrphers

said they saw a man they believed to be Garretta appear
at a window early Saturday, but the house's shutters

remained closed most of the day.

Xavier Charvet, Garretta's lawyer, told the Boston

Globe Saturday that Garretta would return to France
soon.

Rng persons interested in challenging tiie Collegian's staff to a lunatic

Fringe contest, contact us at S4S-3S00 or come to 113 Canpus Center.

continued from page 3

"We want them to see how science is done at a university,

and we want to reassure their teachers that the sciences

are alive and well at the University of Massachusetts."
As recent evidence ofthat assertion, Byron noted that

UMass was recently awarded $1 .2 million by the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute to support its undergraduate
bio-science program.

There are over 500 undergraduate biological science

majors currently at the University. The Amherstcampus
also has the largest number of pre-medical students of

any public university in New England, graduating be-

tween 75 and 90 each year. Approximately 75 percent of

those graduates are accepted to medical school each year.
Further evidence of the university's progress in the

sciences includes its selection last year as one ofthe "Ten

Most Improved U.S. Universities in Science," by the
Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia, a
publisher of science texts.

UMass ranks 21st nationally in the production of

science Ph.D.s. according to the National Research Coun-
cil. In Massachusetts, only MIT and Harvard gi-ant more
doctorates in the sciences — 510 and 505 respectively.

Byron credits these achievements, and much of the

success of Science Days, to the enthusiasm ofthe science

faculty.

One such scientists is Robert Hallock. chairman of

the physics department and a 1965 UMass graduate.
Hallock was just awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship,
and has spent many hours helping to organize the four-

day event.

— UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE
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debate
continued from page 1

character, in addition to his lack of experience.
"He is just over his head. Bill Clinton just does not

compare
I to Bush ]," Jourdain said. "The big issue is going

to be experience."

Carpenter said he believes the Republican platform
on abortion leaves "no room for trusting women any-
where." He said he disliked the president's stand on the
environment alongwith his views on education. Carpenter
said he agrees with Clinton's proposal to allow college
students to pay off their loans through public service.

"I Bush) tried to cut Pell grants for families making
$10,000 a year." Carpenter said.

But Jourdain said he finds Bush's platform in education
and other social issues to be an asset.

"Bush is interested in capitalism and not in social
hand-outs," Jourdain said.

Jourdain and Carpenter said the debate wasoriginally
going to be held at the Student Union Steps, but the
Student Activities Office would not grant them the per-
mission. Both said the Activities Office was afraid the
debate would cause too much of a disturbance. Jourdain
said they then planned to have the debate in the Student
Union Ballroom, but they ran into a conflict with a
theater group. As a result they decided to have the forum
in the Campus Center.

GET MONEYFROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sain Every year Army ROTC even pay a flat rate for textbooks and sup-

awards scholarships to hundreds of talented plies. You can also receive an allowance of
students. If you qualify, these merit- -^-rrrjT^ "P '° $1000 each school year the
based scholarships can help you pay p^"Tp3 scholarship is in effect. Find out today if

tuition and educational fees. They |\.fc3 you qualify.

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTESTCOLLEGE
COURSEYOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more: Contact John Hedly

Military Science Building, 545-2321
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Starting at SI
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Tony Riley

Amherst, Student

"Good service. You
guys are always cheery.

I get to layaway stuff

when I'm really poor
Your clothes make me

look real good.

"

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant Si. AmhefSt • 253-2013
22 Masonic St. Northampton • 586-6336

Open 7 days
Thursday nights in Northampton
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Round Trips from N«w York Sorting ic
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,
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Lip service isn't enough— we need to confront reality
Imagine being the victim of racial violence because of

a simple thing such as the color of your skin. Imagine
being constantly harassed because ofyour race. Imagine
walking into a bathroom to find all kinds of racial slurs
written on the wall. Have you ever been arrested for
something you did not do, but because you are African-
American and someone alleged you did something? No?
Friends of mine on this campus have been.

Have you ever been stopped on campus for driving
below the speed limit, or have you ever been stopped by
three police cars and a security van and then searched?
No? I have. This is only a veneer ofwhatALANA students
have to put up with on this campus.

It has been a few weeks since the racial incidents on
campus have occurred, but I am still irate and absolutely
disgusted that such events have taken place. The people
who took part in these actions have displayed what I

would call very aberrant behavior. It is a cowardly thing
when one takes part in such hateful actions but is not
ready to take responsibility for these actions.

Those of you who have never experienced racial ha-
rassment or prejudice can never really feel what the
ALANA students have felt over the last few weeks, until
they themselves have actually been victims. Many White

administrators, faculty and students say that they are
sorry about the incidents which have occurred over the
last few weeks, but can they really feel the pain? There
are some who are allies to our cause, but then there are
others who play a role. I think back to the rally in
Southwest and ask where were all the White students
who signed the banner condemning the racial incidents?
What happened to those who witnessed the incident, but
suddenly lost their memories?

Malkes

GOMES
It should not have to take students protesting to get

the administration of this school to do a job they should
have already been doing. In fact, if I was an administra-
tor of this school I would be very embarrassed about the
fact that it took a visit from President Hooker to do thejob
Chancellor O'Brien and his staffshould have been doing.
It leads me to question the competence and commitment
of the administration to the ALANA community.

In a sense I feel sorry for those people who are racis.t,

because they grew up learning how to hate from their
parents, grandparents and environment. People of

ALANA background cannot be racist because we don't
hold the social economic power in this country, although
we may feel anger which is provoked by racists. People
who are racist, in my opinion, are people who carry a
serious disease, who need psychological counseling.

Many people have played a role by taking an African-
American class to study us and then say, "I am liberal and
can understand the plight ofBlack people." Many went to
hear Desmond Tutu speak, to make a political statement
to say, "Yes, I was there," but let's not forget the true
meaning of his visit.

Don't get me wrong, there are many White allies

supporting the ALANA community who are true to the
cause. They must try to help other White people to become
educated to the plight of the ALANA community. What
needs to be looked at is the history ofracism in this country
which is always eschewed in the classrooms. When one can
admit there is a problem and actually look in the miiror,
we will be able to make progress. An alcoholic cannot be
cured until he or she can admit to themselves that a
problem exists. Some people have to look a little deeper
into their hearts, but I am sure somewhere down there one
can come to terms with reality.

Malkes Gomes is a UMass student.
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Misery on a Sunday morn

Math major tells Barbie to shut up
I am a woman, I am a mathematics

major, and I find fault with a toy that tells

young girls "math class is tough" [Colle-

gian , Oct. 2 1 1. 1 certainly do not claim that
after playing with Teen Talk Barbie third
grade girls everywhere will bring home
failing gi-ades in math class. No, Barbie's
effect is much less direct and therefore
more easily ignored.

I have taken 13 math classes at UMass.
Women were outnumbered in all ofthem.
I had a professor who refused to call on
women in class. I've been treated as in-

tellectually inferior. I've been told by a
man, "Women don't belong in math
classes." The work I do must be twice as
good as a man's to earn half the respect.

Some will never notice my work no matter
how good it is because I am a woman and

"everyone knows women aren't good at
math." I want to explode that myth. I am
a woman and I am good at math.

Society conditions children to accept
traditional sex roles. They learn their

expected place in life from TV, magazines,
relatives, teachers and the toys they are
given. Children learn that math "should"
be difficult for girls, and that girls should
study other subjects. Hearing Barbie croak
out, "Math class is tough," day after day
reinforces the idea that American culture
is already cramming down their throats:

girls aren't good at math. I understand
that Teen Talk Barbie may seem like a
small issue, but ifwe do not actively fight

gender stereotypes we condone them.
Karen Dorsey
Orchard HiU

This is a true story. Sunday morning:
things are not going well. It was an in-

auspicious start anyway; returning from
a weekend in Vermont, the campus looked
grim. We're all used to bad architecture,
but so much of it all at once is dispiriting.

UMass, especially compared to the wooden
houses of Vermont which seems in their
very construction to accept their transitory
nature.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Anyway, for once I thought I'd get my

column in early. . . get it written up and
typed well before the 3 p.m. deadline.
Rolling a few choice phrases around my
head in the shower, the day is looking up.
But (the horror, the horror) where is my
key? Locked, of course, safely in my room
with, amongst other things, my clothes
and my notes for this column.

Dripping and shivering I wander the
Sunday-gray, empty-wrecked corridors of
Butterfield, looking for somebody to lend
me some trousers to make the icy run to the
cluster office. It is a sad fate that the only
male awake is a gibbering lunatic in the
basement. He offers me the dregs ofa bottle

of peppermint schnapps; he's been up all

night, waiting to go to a Unitarian church
service where he tried to steal a hymn book.
He is only too glad to furnish me with
clothes: huge, oversized Timberland boots,

flannel plaid jogging pants and a different

plaid horse-hair-feeling shirt.

Looking like a Scotsman's bad trip I

dash to the cluster office, shampoo in

hand, but it's closed till 2. 1 am condemned.

condemned to linger like a bad smell in my
day-glo clashing tartans in the dining
commons, putting people off their break-
fasts until either the cluster office opens
or my roommate returns.

There is a sad epilogue to this stoi-y. It is

me. frustrated and tired and aware of the
time ticking away to the 3 p.m. column
deadline, trying to break into my room.
There is a method I'm told, but all I succeed
in doing as I snapmy leg down onto my door
handle is to rip the heel off one of the
borrowed Timberland boots. Pathos. Or
maybe bathos as I wander, heel dragging,
plaid nightmare, around the dorm looking
for someone awake who'll let me record my
misfortunes on their word processor.

And this is all I remember of my notes
for a column, a reply to those who disagreed
with my comments last week on American
football. The difference between what I

will grudgingly, while on this continent,
call soccer and football is like the differ-

ence between good sex and bad sex. Soccer
is made up of long, flowing, teasing moves,
skillful yet spontaneous and healthily
physical. Football, meanwhile, is inter-

rupted, over-tactical, unspontaneous.
brutal. Spectators are pushed into fake
elation at touchdown from relief that any-
thing at all has been achieved.

Please, gentle readers, take pity on any
plaid-clad idiots you encounter: you never
know when it might be you in the coiridor.

This column is dedicated to Fran for

the trousers and Kevin for the word pro-
cessor. Without you none of this would
have been possible.

Jesse Armstrong is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Men, not just women,
find math class tough

While I'm not generally one to give a damn what a
talking Barbie would have to say, I am firmly against one
that would relay the message "Math class is tough" to

young girls. While Mark Wenham [Collegian, Oct. 21]

expressed that he supports women's equality, he went on
to say there is no harm in the new talking doll. "There are

bigger fish to fry," he says. I disagree. In order for women
to achieve the equality they are entitled to, every offense

must be treated with severity.

Women are already under represented in math and
science classes. As a mechanical engineer, nearly every

person in my classes is male. I believe the few women in

my classes have it much harder than the men. I frequently

hear the "men" in my classes stereotype the women as

masculine or hard-work geeks. They assume a connection

between scientific ability and masculinity.

What Barbie says is sometimes true. Math class is

tough, even for a White male like myself However, the doll

targets a certain group: easily influenced young girls,

already subjected to discrimination in the sciences. With

a friendly companion like Barbie telling them math is

hard, the stereotype ofmath beinga man's field is reinforced.

No one has to tell young girls that they vidll not excel in

math. It is the small, daily influences that make the

message perfectly clear: women cannot expect to succeed

in the field of mathematics. If pulling Barbie off the shelf

will remove just one of these influences, it is important.

Chris Cromier
Orchard HiU

GEO gives support to protestors, demands
As representatives of the Graduate Employee Or-

ganization, we add our voices to those who have
expressed outrage at incidents of racially motivated
violence on campus. These incidents must be seen in

the context of a history of such incidents and must be
understood as s3Tnptoms of deeper problems the Uni-
versity community has yet to come to terms with. The
administration's response has typically been to calm
things down, protect its public image and apply band-
aid programs and unfulfilled proposals for programs
while refusing to deal with root causes.

We support actions taken by students at the Wash-
ington Tower vigil and protest, as well as at the
Memorial Hall sit-in, in bringing attention to the
seriousness and urgency of addressing the causes of
racism and violence. We endorse the Memorandum of
Demands put forward by the ALANA students. While
supporting the program demands, we see as particu-

larly significant the demands calling for greater mi-
nority student participation in decision-making pro-
cesses. These are essential for the long term commit-
ment and involvement needed to deal with issues;
they address questions of structural hierarchy and
power differentials at the University that reinforce
institutional oppression rather than redress it. We
hope the administration has the foresight to agree to
all the demands and to help create viable structures
on campus to continue work resolving these problems.
We support the students who occupied Memorial

Hall. Their actions should be judged on the morality
rather than the legality of what they did. We would
consider disciplinary action taken against any one of
them as an injury to us and the entire university and
will respond accordingly.

Coordinating Committee, Stewards Assembly
Graduate Employees Organization

Prof urges increased hiring of faculty of color
Dear Chancellor O'Brien: areas where the hiring of minority faculty will be most

I am writing to you to request that, of the 100 new likely. I have already urged my own dean and depart-
faculty positions made available on this campus, 50 per- ment head to reallocate the position given to my own
cent be earmarked for people ofcolor. I am also requesting department to an area where it will be possible to hire a
that Provost Glen Gordon revise his restructuring plan to minority faculty member. This proposal is a step towards
include a campus that is multicultural at every level. implementingALANAstudents'demand for the hiring of

I am also requesting that, in consultation with de- increased numbers of faculty of color,
partment heads and chairs, the deans reconsider the Sara Lennox, associate professor
positions allocated to them and give priority to those Germanic languages and literatures
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Arts &r living
Trip and Dream on Words & Pictures

Excerpt from
Everyman."

1992 BY JOE LEE

'The Dreams of an

By KIP MANLEY
Collegian StafT

Comics Trips
Peter Kuper
Tundra

The Dreams ofEveryman
Joe Lee
Rip Off Press

I've been runningaround like an (insert

appropriate simile here ) all weekend, and
am not done yet, so I thought I'd save some
time this column and cover a couple of

pieces that are shorter than my usual
fare.

First up is a book by New York artist

Peter Kuper — you might recognize him
from some of the Op-Ed illustrations he
does for the New York Times. His
cartooning is very expressive, yet at times
manages to achieve a high degree of styl-

ization, almost like a restrained Cubist,

and he works quite often with such ofT-

the-wall techniques as stencils and
scratchboard.

Comics Trips is a compilation of
sketchbook pages from his eight-month-
long trip around the Third World in 1989,

and as such is something of a grab bag.

There are a lot of pages which have
collages of sketched images from his trip,

mostly in pen-and-ink and wash. He works
frequently with found images such as
stamps and bits of maps, incorporating

WRITE FOR
ARTS & LIVING^
See Ion L. or Ms. Curfts

SarahLawrence College

Oxford
l\. n opportunity for qualified undergraduates to spend

a year of study at Oxford. Individual tutorials with Oxford
faculty, Oxford University lectures, and an affiliation with
an Oxford college immerse students in Oxford's rich

education tradition.

For information contact:

Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
Box UMAO
Bronxville, New York 10708
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
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BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Bi-unch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 l:50-3pm - $3.25
All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

J TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
1 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 256-0252

them into the drawings as starting points.

The real strength of the book are the

three comics stories scattered throughout
— "Black Market," "Gorillas," and
"Bangkok," which are extended anecdotes

about memorable moments on the trip.

Ofthe three, "Gorillas" is definitely the

best, outliningthe sometimes unbelievable
obstacles in trying to get to see the gorillas

in the Kinigi National Park in Rwanda.
My problem with Comica Trips is that

I don't believe that I can recommend that

you buy it. Kuper is always a delight to

read, and the book is great to flip through,

but it is slim, clocking in at 64 pages,

mostly sketches and illustrations.

It suffers from the same syndrome as

most Tundra books — in their eagerness

to showcase the work they publish in the

best possible light, they quite often price

their books out ofthe reach ofmost people.

Seven dollars is really too much for this

comic.

Next is a curious little comic called The
Dreams ofEverymun, by Joe Lee. The
title pretty much says it all. Our Hero is

Everyman, that "consort ofGod and Devil,

Virtue and Vice, that Star ofMystery Play
and Morality Tale," a dumpy little bald
White guy in a suit who dreams.

I'm not quite certain why I liked this

comic so much. The dreams are oft«n quite

didactic, making very obvious points —
but they are always handled with wit and
a certain deflatory attitude to Everjonan's
aspirations and misconceptions.

The language often has a dehght-
fully old-fashioned feel to it, reminding
me of Winsor McCay, an old master of

comics who was also famous for his

work about dreams.

The drawing is gorgeous, using a

sumptuous mix of cross hatching and
pointillism to make his fleshy hero and
the world he moves through weighty
and solid.

Kuper's cartooning is

very expressive, yet at

times manages to achieve

a high degree of

stylization, almost like a

restrained Cubist

But I think my favorite thing about
Dreams was the last story, a perfect

retelling ofthe old Buddhist tale about
the cliff, those two tigers, and that
strawberry.

Lee is definitely working in the tra-

dition of the old underground comics
from the Seventies, like many alter-

native comics artists today.

But he's drawing more from the

mystical side rather than the political.

This philosophy and, yes, dreaminess
is something that so far has been
missing from the alternative comics of

the '90s. He'll be someone to watch.

Coming Into Passion:
a one-woman wonder
By SfLWVN MCDONNELL
Collegian staff

Jude Narita has described her one-
woman show, Coming Into Passion (per-

formed Friday at Bowker Auditorium ), as
containing "the voices which are missing
from American theatre." It would be dif-

ficult to argue that point. One need only
look back at some of the great Asian per-
formers on stage and screen in recent
years (Monique Wilson, Alec Mapa, or
Tamlyn Tomita to name a few) to realize
that none of them have found significant

work since their one-in-a-million lucky
breaks.

That an Asian artist could overcome
significant barriers to create a widely
popular show is remarkable in itself. What
is more remarkable is that Coming Into
Passion manages to expertly avoid the
dangers of a politically-based single-per-
former show. Passion is not a vanity pro-
duction, and neither is it a show which
screams politics while alienating its au-
dience. What Narita has achieved is a
remarkably moving story of race, change,
growth, and understanding; an epic tale

told in simple, unpretentious words.
Narita assumes seven roles in the show,

ranging from a Japanese child witnessing
the destruction of Hiroshima to a third

generation Asian-American revolting
against her heritage. The characters are
of different worlds, different times, dif-

ferent positions, yet there is a strong sense
of inter-relatedness between them.

Narita is a sensitive and insightful
writer, who seems capable of finding the
humanity in everj^hing and everybody
without passing any judgments. A Viet-
namese prostitute is ecstatic to have
regular customers, because it means her
family will have food. This, says Narita, is

nobU;. Yet equally noble is the Cambodian
refugee who regrets surviving a Khmer
Rouge massacre because she was forced to
see so many die.

In the most upsetting piece, a child
fleeing the destruction ofHiroshima turns
to embrace death, because she is simply
tired of running.

Narita is also a rarely gifted actress,
able to drastically change her voice, ap-
pearance, and mannerisms to suit the

Turn to PASSION, page 7
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needs ofher characters. Yet, unlike many other character
monologists, her world is not unremittingly dark, nor her
characters fundamentally evil. Eric Bogosian might want
to reveal his subjects, but Narita tries only to embrace
hers. Passion is less about hardship and suffering than it

is about the people who deal with that hardship and
suffering.

The character pieces do not follow one another in any
distinguishable pattern. Chronology, place, impact and
mood are juggled quite effectively, and the result is a
constant series of shocks and surprises. Under the di-
rection of Colin Cox, the evening is fast-paced and visu-
ally striking.

Narita's only mistake is her attempt to pull all the
pieces neatly together with a rather pedestrian frame
device. An Asian-American woman rationalizes her lack
of connection to her heritage ("I'm not Asian, I'm
American"), then dreams the rest of the show.

This entire frame seems like an afterthought, and by
lumping together all six of the other characters with a
silly "we're all in it together" moral, Narita risks under-
mining the effects ofher otherwise open-ended character
sketches.

However, if this simplistic device is a flaw, it does not
make thejewel less impressive. Coming Into Passion is a
remarkable offering from a vastly talented young writer/
performer, which manages to entertain while saying
something significant, and a bit reassuring, about the
disturbing times we live in.

Nostradamus hasn't made any
predictions about Halloween at

UMass this year, although if you
look really close you could probably
twist something all around to make

it look like he predicted our new
president would be named 'Hooker.'

Home
Composting
Made Easy
Tuesday, Oct. 27

7-9 p.m.

UMass IPF IMi
Behind N. Amherst Fire Station

Amherst, MA
Sponsored by the UMass Office of

Solid Waste Management

Pre-register for these workshops by calling

the Center For Ideological Technology (GET)
at 1-800-238-1221

f UMass English Department Announces

Oxford
Night

Wed, October 28
Bartlett Hall Room 206, 7:00pm

J\ slide lecture and student respondents

to give and exchange information about the

English Department's Oxford Summer Semi-

nar. This is your opportunity to learn more

about a program now in its 28th year.

Six weeks of residential life (July 1 - August

12) at Trinity College, Oxford. Study English

literature taught by British University dons in

tutorials and small seminars.

Read in the world-famous Bodleian Library,

travel to Stratford and London to see Shakespeare

produced by the Royal Shakespeare Company.

Spend time in one ofEngland's most beau-

tiful cities, punt on the Cherwell, run on the

banks of the Thames, relax in pubs with stone

floors and thatched roofs.

Oxford Summer Seminar Office

Bartlett 378
Tel. 545-1914

Open Mon 2:30-4:30: Tue. Th 1:30-2:30: Wed,Fri

9:00-12:00
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The next big college band?
Gin Blossoms hold their own on new Experience
By SHARON MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

New Miserable Experience
Gin Blossoms
A & M Records

The '90s are now upon us and the search is on for

the next great college band. The Gin Blossoms are
definitely headed in that direction. The Arizona-based
band, likened to R.E.M., lives up to that expectation
on their new album New Miserable Experience.

With guitarist-vocalist Robin Wilson, guitarist-vo-
calistJesse Vanenzuila, bassist Bill Leen and drummer
Phillip Rhodes, the Gin Blossoms come through with a
sound that holds its own through the album.

Kicking ofT with "Lost Horizons," the band quickly
comes across with a tough attitude that rings through
the guitars in the background. That attitude carries
on throughout the album on tracks like "Mrs. Rita"

and "Hold Me Down."
The first single, "HeyJealousy"has an intensity that

grabs the listener and does not let go at all through the
nonsense. The blend of the vocals and music work to

string the songs together and make up a fable-like

story, even though the lyrics don't always make sense.

Comparisons to R.E.M. are inevitable. The Gin
Blossoms' harmonies are reminiscent of the Michael
Stipe-led band, though the vocals are far clearer than
Stipe would ever sing, even now. In addition, the topics

of the songs seem more inspired by 10,000 Maniacs
than R.E.M., with the poetic narratives less direct.

The Gin Blossoms useNew Miserable Experience to

forge their way through the mainstream without
giving into it, while at the same time avoiding the
protection of the alternative music scene. There are
reminders of the '80s foundation of first generation
college bands in Gin Blossoms, and with it the hope
that the '90s will continue the tradition ofgreat college

bands.
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Potato

cm

79
Fancy...

Florida

Grapefruit

^99*
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Sit-down thrills with the Throwing Muses
By ROLAND COGGIN
Collegian Staff

When the Throwing Muses played at the Iron Horse
Tuesday night, a lot of young rock and rollers got to see
tnusic the middle-aged way: with dinner, sitting down. It

was a nice change ofpace and an excellent show that was
easy to enjoy.

The original opener Flaming Lips canceled and were
replaced by Oat Pearl, who showed why they've been
called one of the Valley's finest. But they'll have to lose

their female vocalist who looked like the winner of a
"party with Pearl Jam" contest. Her pseudo go-go danc-
ing and lame attempts at looking busy in songs she didn't

sing were more suited for karoake night at a sports bar.

The rest of the band sounded great, and I think they
must have written a lot oftheir songs in autumn, because
their mood really fit the weather outside. It was almost
comical to see them playing to a sea of candlelit tables of

people, though I'm used to dodging vicious people's el-

bows when seeing a band like Oat Pearl. Instead, I sipped
coffee and smiled at the ironv.

The Throwing Muses came on as a trio that could have
been called the Kristen Hersh band. With Tanya Donelly

gone, she carries the Muses herself, as she has always
been talented enough to do so.

They opened with Hendrix's "Manic Depression" as a

sort ofshowcase for Kristen's "other two,"who are probably

the best Throwing Muses rythm section ever. The
drummer (who I think was the Muses' original) played

like a young marching band drummer who is mad at his

parents and trying to let them know it.

It almost seemed that Kristen Hersh's charisma de-

manded such intensity, and no matter how hard he
played, he couldn't overshadow her. The bassist was the
groove in the backround kind ofguy who rounded out one
of the hugest sounds around.

Kristen Hersh sang over the ground shaking beats

without the slightest sign of strain on her face; her lips

barely moved, but her voice filled the room like a whole
choir. My friends and I agreed that we could listen to her
all day, and we now all aspire to be as cool as she is.

Hersh's guitar playing was beautiful too, and she has
a style like no one else's. Until recently, women lead

guitarists were rare, but now ofthe dozens around, she is

by far the best I've seen. Her solos had the same kind of

character that separates her voice from other singers,

and she effortlessly kept up with the speedy rythm

section.

The Muses played songs from all of their albums
(except the ones that Tanya Donelly wrote) and were able

to convey the emotion with a less eccentric style. Kristen

Hersh was nothing less than incredible and she was so

captivating that she kept people's wide-eyed stares even

as she tuned her guitar between songs.

This lineup is one that can bring the Muses popularity

while staying true to an original sound that in the past

was too far ahead ofits time for most people to appreciate.

For me, seeing the Throwing Muses was like having a

really good dream— it's so beautiful it's hard to grasp, no

matter how hard you try — and when it's over all you
know is you want to have that dream again.

Luckily, with the Muses there are a couple of great

albums to listen to, and their latest,Red Heaven will keep
Kristen Hersh's voice echoing through your head even in

the daytime.

USTRSVEL
at the Campus Centez

Complete Travel Planning

SPRING BREAK PflCKi
Book Now And Save On:

RUISES FLORIDA JAMAICA AND MORE!'
Limited Space Left

Don't Miss Out! Stop In Soon!

545-1700 • 545-2900

We carry everything for your needs including;

Wigs • Make-up • Masiis • Costumes

CHILD'S TOYS & HOBBIES
at Hadley Village Bam Shops

49 RusseU St., Rt. 9

Hadley, MA • 584-2604

LOW, LOW PRICE

Bi^:
DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short ternn

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

Arts

Sports

News

Ed/Op

Comics

Lunch

The Collegian.

What you need,

baby we got it.

Daily Mon.-Fri.

I
ARE YOU UNDECIDED?
COME TO A PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE BETWEEN

NEIL CARPENTER, PRESIDENT OF THE
DEMOCRATIC CLUB, AND KEVIN JOURDAIN,

PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLICAN CLUB,

TODAY AT 12:30, CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 168

SPONSORED BY THE UMASS DEBATE
UNION & THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES
CULTURAL ENRICHMENT FUND

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
r LD/E
RECtSS.'

/

TYIO WINV)TES A60, I

HAW, CWOCOL^Tt M\L<,
SRAPtS, mo ICE CREAK

jIM^S JOURNAL

be*, s+«»Hk^ n*

AKD NOW I'fA RONN\HG
AROOND ON A PLMGKOUHD
Foul of KAV)StA-\NWC\HG
DISORIENTING MOTION .

Dt^icEs. y

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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ITS THE ONE TIN\E ^T
SCWOOL I GET 33KE

S:iLU-V)OE

.

By GARY LARSON

lTk«v% X f«^M M«r.

By JIM

X accu^a tk%

50VWC Sort «f
bo) or (ovnetK'iM)

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
p53s.
By CHRIS SHADOIAN

TANGENT

ISN'T THf^T

T
v

*^9

^rg
^i

7/7
JGrreRAvrrH op potite bhutautt V4t -VfA ?6o««.c 09-n\t

UNlTfO ITATfi hetO AH

i1<\o's. 50r«eoHe \N»to <m\u-

^M^SS , BUT HOT 6C AFRAH)

By KURT MATTILA

CAST OF THOUSAN By BARRY DEUTSCH
.. ryesARBASB
'BSrCOMMBNCe!

'987 FarWoiks. inc OismbuM by Unvwui Press SyndicjM

Man, Bernie, you 're ci mess!. .

.

YcKt a,n-i- :tch,n' anjfwhere, are you ?
Afan, J h^i^ a ca^r oh rny lej y^rj
<^go ar\d bo^ did ij- ikh!... Drove <

me crazy/ yKnow wM 2'n\ sayin'?...

Tause you can't scratcl^ ;f^y'Krwi^...

Don't th;nK about >'tch:n^ c:inyvvherr^

^(rrme, 'cause it'll dr'iMe you nuts!

•O 2</

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Sarah Levesque

PhotoTechnician Tom Haller

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production lason George,

Challis Meehan

Menu
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwich

Phish Munchies

BASICS LUNCH
Ghoti Munchies

Summer Salad Pocket

DINNER
Chicken Cacciatore

Pineapple Ham Steak

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cacciatore

Curried Chick Peas

TIk- opiniDns CNprcssc-cl (jii lhi> p.ijic .irc !ll()^^ ot the ( .uloonists .nul do not nfrcssarily rctlort the- views ol the Cullc^i.m or tin- Lliiivfrsity

Quote of the Day
"He was then subjected to the miracles

of modern medicine, and died at 7:30 the
next morning."

- murderous patient in, "The Hospital"

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 191: Open
iheconimunicalion lines to relatives,

monied (x-ople and those who share

your goals. You CAl^ make your sav-

ings grow through savvy husiness

maneuvers.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Someone who starts a legal action

may have hidden motives. Get expert

adviceljelore you respond. Let reason

l)e your guide. A hasty tinant iai de-

cision could hrtng lasting regrets.

GEMINI (May J I -lune j'oi: Con-
centration can be ditlicult it there are

constant interruptions. Handle rou-

tine work with extra care. Promises

made lightly are too easily broken.

Romance looks territic.

CANCER l|une 2I-|uly 221: Di-

plomacy helps you win inlluential

[K'ople over to your way ot thinking.

Travel, educational ()ursuits and I jihff

activities designed to widen your

horizons are highlighted today

LEO (July 2i-Aug. 22): There

<ould be a lem(X)rary lack ot ^upp()rl

and harmony today. Go about >our

business and let others do their own
thing. By evening, everyone will be in

a much belter nuKKJ.

VIRGO (Aug. 2 3-Sept. 22): You
may not be able to escape trom

problems at home, but you can put

them aside. Fix us your attention on

Iriends and group activities. A C|uandry

tests your maturity.

llBRA(Sepl.2.WXt. 22): Alravel

or communication snag could upset

you. Alter reviewing your options,

you will see your way ilearly. An
alternative plan could work out even

iK'tter than the original one.

SCORPIOtOct. 2 i-Nov. 2 1 1: The
forecast is outstanding lor your per-

sonal relationships. Cultivate new
friendships while you als<5 strengthen

longtime alliances. Aristic pursuits

can Ix' highly lucrative this coming
winter.

SACITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dc-c.21):

Orgamzalions, iriends or kin give a

|X't project their stamp of approval.

No gf)al is out ol rea< h — you have
the bac king to work uoiiders.

CAPRICORN iDec . 21-Uw. I'll:

Avoid being a slay-al-l)( HiK- now. I'lug

into the main social stream and you
could end up center-stage. S()( lalaiul

business groups welcome you. Noiii

coniideni altitude Ic ads to sue cess.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2()-K>b. IH): In

both uoni and dcc-d, you will be in

the power seat today. Vll's gi\e .i

c realive projec I the green light. You
irc- able to viy vshat needs tcj Ix" said

without c ausing enmity.

PISCES (Feb. I')-March 201: In-

lormalion oi a tresh nature is in the

spotlight. /\ pcotessional's opinion

could l)c' involved. Slay on top oi

details, ap|)ointmenls and phone c alls

— a linanc lal windlall is (xissible.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 Brazilian dance
6 Tito

10 Stands treat

14 AKA
1

5

Cellist Ma
16 Biblical brother

1

7

Loaded
19 European

capital

20 — . NY 11784
21 Son of Gad
22 - fi«e

23 Twit, to a Brit

25 Agreernent

27 Short race

31 European
country

34 Yearn

35 Heinnch,

Horace or

Thomas
36 — Park, Colo
41 Barely getting

by
44 Trunk

45 Cob or pone
46 Windy

instrument

47 Kabob rod

49 Watch over

50 Landed
property

54 North ol Afr

56 Mimics
57 Attempt
60 Salt or pepper
65 Army vehicle

66 Conlorm
68 Gaelic

69 Tardy

70 Actress Burlte

71 Require

72 Pan of HOMES
73 News beat

DOWN
1 Adages
2 To the

sheltered side

3 Eliofs "The —
on the Floss"

4 Hairless

5 Pale

6 Good lollowef

7 Actor's

goal

8 TerrT^iner's

partner

9 Signs of the —
10 European

capital

1

1

Home
12 Arabian

country
1

3

Weather word
18 Elgars "—

Variations"

24 Medium's state

26 Appear
27 Pixilated

28 Apex Comb
lorm

29 Memorable
restaurateur

Toots
30 Folds

32 Fund
33 Dinner

course
37 Chimney item

38 Subway, to a
Londoner

39 Type of collar

40 Molt

4? Leno or

Donahue
43 Forward push
48 Cook s need

50 Consumed
51 Kind ol lire

52 Rigid

53 inquired

55 Stalks

58 Lion s shouf
59 The

Abominable
Snowman

61 Actor Baldwin
62 Farm building

63 Aware ol

6J Tide

67 Goiter's

need

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

W
i

*
|

K i OM D
; ,

N
,
A

,

RMST]"T
Y E RM H U I L EB cyolM

P A P aB oJG LJ E SMA CjE

M H 1
1
T? t HT"C" ETrCl N

10/26/92;

1
5—^ 4 s-^

1
4 7 1 I 10 11 17 11

14 •J n

17 II '»

n 71 .'?

n ^^^^H 7S 71

»7 n n M

1
11 17 ]] ^^^^H

M 15 11 11 11 11 41

41 «t 41

44 <s <c

<r 44 <l

M SI SI U |H s« SS ^^^^^^^^H
H

1

5' SI M ^mtt •' 17 • 1 M

H U »'

M t«

1
0

71 ! )
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SPORTS W)R
& RCSTAURANT

^^ ¥ ^ ^ IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT ^%%^ ^^
The next Writing Program Placement Tests will be offered on the

following dates:

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1992

and
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1992

7:00 PM BARTLETT 65

This test may be taken only once.

Students should pre-register for ENGLWP 112.

Students do not need to register for this test. ^

PRE GAMK BUFFET
Mexican Buffet

All you can Bat $3.00

HALF TIME APPETIZER BLITZ
1/2 Price

BUFFALO vs, N.Y. JETS

Total Score Pool - Great Prizes
- Monday Night Stumper -

- Drawing For Pats Tickets & -

Limo Ride to Foxboro-Week 17

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - Oc(ol)er 28

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Uiiivcrsily Ilealtli CeiUer - llooiii 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help. How
can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid...What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is

struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal

workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these
issues.

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY
STUDIES
Presents:

"THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE
TO THE HUMAN CATASTROPHE IN

SOMALIA"

A lecture by:

HAZEL McFERSON, George Mason
University's Commonwealth
Professor of Conflict Resolution and
Public Affairs

Monday, October 2^"^!!

8:00 PM
Converse Hall, Amherst College

This event is free, open to the public, and

wheelchair accessible. For more information

call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519

* ^ *
THE -%

* * TEXTBOOK

ANNEX IS OPEN .

« YEAR ROUND BUT
TO MAKE SURE YOU

* GET THE BOOKS YOU *
NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

PLEASE BUY YOUR
TEXTBOOKS NOW!
^ We are beginning to return ^

unsold books to the publisherW 0/1 Monday, October 26th. *

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Monday-Friday

9:00 am-4:00 pm
545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER

COLLEGIAN

Rudy
continued from page 12

'

' ~—
job, they ran all over us."

Although the Huskies dominated the play in the first
half, their goal came as a result of a tremendous indi-
vidual effort.

Swenson, UConn's leading scorer, picked up a loose

if u ,i^^
°"*^ °" ^^^ "^^' ^*^^- ^""o™ there she drilled

the ball into the upper left corner ofthe net and just past
the leap of UMass goal keeper Briana Scurry.

"Swenson really cranked it, it was a great goal " Rudy
said. "She made the play count."

soccer

Monday, October 26, 1992 / Page 11

UMass ( 12-3) could not mount much ofa counterattack
in the first but Scurry held them close with a strong effort,
highlighted by the denial ofPam Claudioon a penalty shot!

After the Swenson goal, Rudy took out his freshman
front line and replaced them with Kim Eynard, Colleen
Milliken and Skye Eddy. Eynard, the team's leading
scorer, had been questionable to play due to a knee
injury, likewise for Milliken (ankle), and Eddy is usually
a goalkeeper.

"I felt we needed some experience," Rudy said. "Kim
seemed to have recovered miraculously and Skye just
played great."

The result was a renewed Massachusetts attack , which

produced several scoring opportunities.
Eynard drove down the right side and unleashed a

drive from 20 yards out which struck the left post. Later
in the second half, off of an indirect kick, the ball was
served to the right side of the net to Eynard. UConn
keeper Amy Schwarz fell down, leaving most of the net
open, but Eynard headed the ball down and it hit Schwarz,
who was laying on the goal line.

In the 70th minute Eddy broke in alone and scored on
Schwarz but Milliken was called offside.

"We got our chances but we couldn't put them in,"
Rudy said. "It's disappointing we didn't play a better first
half, but we didn't quit and we almost had them."

continued from page 12
'

one past Minuteman goalie Mark Wolf.
The 1-0 lead for the Hawks would not last long though

as UMass roared back to tie the score 2:13 later (28:32
into the game). Junior Todd Kylish took a nice drop pass
from junior Randy Jacobs and directed the ball past
Hartford goaUe George Kostelis.

DICARLO

The rest of the first halfsaw a couple of opportunities
for both teams, the best being UMass' Jacobs getting
denied by Kostelis on a screamer at the 30:43 mark.

In the second half, it was more ofthe same. Both teams
played well and had opportunities but couldn't quite
capitalize.

That would all change at the 60:31 mark when the
Minutemen took advantage of a botched clear by Hart-
ford. Junior Justin Edelman got the ball at the front of
the Hawk box as it caromed offJacobs' back and fed it to
freshman Colin Johnson. From there Johnson made it

elementary, slipping the ball past Kostelis.
With the score now 2-1 UMass, the game continued to

see-saw back and forth. Finally 71:18 into the game,
Hartford would tie it offof a free kick. Senior Chris Love
netted the ball to make it a 2-2 game.

Both teams continued to fight fiercely but were denied.
After two overtimes, in which many a post was hit (by
UMass) and big saves were made (by both goalies) the
game ended in a 2-2 tie.

field hockey

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra Diavio

• Lasagna al Forno

• Chicken Primavera

• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer Expires Oclobcr 29, 1<)92

Open Daily at 11:30 a.

m

New members only! Expires 10/30/92

^ BoYDEM Relief ^
2 FOR $45
one month)

Flex^itness CiniTER

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
2S3-9300

contir^ued fronn page 1
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controlled the game, after they scored I was hoping
we'd get a couple of more chances."

UMass did get a chance on a penalty corner with
12 minutes left, and defenseman Natalie Hart's
stinging slapshot deflected off UConn goalie Tina
Moon and into the net, giving the Minutewomen
the 2-1 victory.

"She cranked it," said Hixon. "She just pasted it,

it hit the goalie's leg guard and went in the net. I'm
surprised the shot didn't knock

I Moon | into the net."
When asked how fast the 6-foot-3 Hart could

shoot, Hixon replied, 'i really don't know. The number
they've been throwing around is 70 miles per hour,
but I'd have to have a radar gun to be sure."

The Minutewomen outshot the Huskies 28-10
and had a 11-2 edge on penalty corners. With both
Hart's and Press' goals coming on penalty corners,
the offensive weapon which plagued the team last
year seems to be one of their strengths this season.

"Last year we were really groping for a corner
piece that would work. Our personnel were rela-
tively inexperienced and we didn't have as powerful
hitters," Hixon said.

"This year, the players at the various skills are all

experienced," she said. Jenn Salisbury has really
worked hard, she's been absolutely fantastic, and
with Ainslee, Natalie and Joy [Blenisj, we're
threatening because we aren'tj ustone dimensional ."

A loss to the unranked Huskies might have
knocked UMass out of the No. 4 position they have
occupied for three weeks and hurt them in the New
England rankings. By winning, UMass has stayed
on top in the region and will likely coast nito the
Atlantic 10 Championships relatively unharmed.

Amtrak

BUYYOURAMTRAK TICKET FROM

CENTR.4L TRAVEL ANDBEELIGIGLETOWINA

TICKET TO MONTREAL
ASK US ABOUT AMTRAK'S DAILY SERVICE
DIRECT FROM AMHERST TO MONTREAL,

ONLY $55 ROUND TRIP!
FROM THE AGENCY THAT CARES. .

.

CENTRAL TRAVEL
649-4900

25A PBAT SX, AKHERST, BfA
(IN THE D.H. JONES REALESTATE BLDG.)

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Dally"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES ATTENTION LLAMAS

G«t involved in campus radio
WOCH (HSCN-13) will be holding a

general meeting tonight at 7 pm in the

Grayson classroom. Orchard Hill.

Open to all UMass students.

Current members should attend.

The French Club
will view the movie
"Le Cavaleur"

10/27/92 HenerFLRC
7:00 p.m. All welcome
info, call Cullen 6-7060

Remember the time we kicked it so live

Llama love to Kristen Tina Kelly and
Chrissie From Jen Shores and Shannon
Hennessy ohohAHAHAH !

'

!

FOR RENT

Fridge rental free delivery 253-9742

PUFFTON one bedroom apt only 5434
Call 549 8170 or 549-6579

FOR SALE
Multicultural Night
International entertainment and cuisine

needed for campus wide event (ingredi

ents will be provided! Show UMass your

culture! Call by Nov. 6th 253 0522.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Daha Zata'e Annual See-Sawathon*
For the hearing impaired

Wednesday Oct. 28 at the Campus Pond
Please come and show your support.

Want a career and a fob?
Try Food Science as a major

Call Dr. Chinachoti S45<1Q25

1972 Chrysler New Yorfcar

93.000 Miles

RUNS GREAT
S800
546 3527^

Dot Matrix printer IBM compatibleS120.

Call 245 9542 after 5 ask for Don

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

HELP WANTED

Cruise Ships now hiring - Earn S2,000«/
month & word travel Holiday, summer
and career employment available. Ho ex
perience necessary. For employment
program call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5001

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr, On buslines. 584-

9830

.Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet'
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products al home. Easy! No
selling You're paid direct Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801-379-2900 Copyright #
MA15KDH

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159 Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

$252.50 Sell 50 funny college T shirts
and make S252.50. No financial obliga-

tion. A risk free program. Avg. sales time
= 4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/larger quantities avail.

Call r;800-733 3265

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

••LEGAL HELP'*

Questions about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases'
Ouestionsabout the condition of your new
house or apartment? Contact the Legal
Sen/ices Center, 922 Campus Center
545-1995.

LOST

Lost! Heart-shaped amethyst/diamond
ring on 10/17 near Boyden. Please call

2563433.

Lost Jacket J. Riggins green with hood
and stripes inside left at Hatch Bar on
10/16 Reward call Steve 549 6310.

Lost UMass Baseball jacket please re

turn if found reward Call 549-5789

PERSONALS

Happy 21st Birthday Jess'
You made it! Have a blast and good luck
on interviews!

Love,

E KMandT
Lynda, Michael, Tony, Becca, Elise,

Michelle, Rob. Michelle. Zach, Micah,
Brandon, Katia, and Tone
Thanks for everything!

Break a leg.

-Gina

PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE!

Are you undecided? Come hear the
president of the Democratic Club Neil

Carpenter and the President of the
Republican Club Kevin Jourdain go head
to head on the presidential race' Today in

the Campus Center Room 168 al 12:30
p.m.

SERVICES

Chantelle,
Just wanted to say
that you are faniabulous
and one of a kind.

Bunches of love

Nathan

Greg, you have made my last two years
at school unforgettable You are such a
special part of my life. I will always love
you! Happy 2 year anniversary! Love,
Beth

Free Peer counseling lesbian, gay,
bisexual issues Phone or walk in,

LBG counseling collective. 406G Student
Union 545-2645.

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carnage Shops. 549-1906.

Scholarships, Grants available
Minimal qualificalions

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

S45Fee
253 3454, 586 9445

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female to share large room 167.50
call 665 7604

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell

check, laser prinloul. SI. 50/ page. Brian
546 1795

Typing • Word Processing.
Resumes, Reports, Theses,
Dissertations. Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/PG 24hr turnaround 586-
5268

WANTED
Are you moving out of Puffton?
Could we take over your lease?
2/Bedroom wanted Call 6 1993.
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Sports
Minutemen upset No. 8 Villanova, 13-9
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team was
picked to finish near the bottom ofthe Yankee Conference
this season, and even after winning four of their first five

games many still had doubts about the ability ofthis team.
But yesterday the Minutemen proved all doubters

wrong, as they trudged through the mud and rain in front

of6.891 enthusiastic fans for a 13-9 victory over nationally

ranked Villanova.

"Going into the game, a lot of people didn't believe in

us and said the teams we had played had a total of five

wins between them," said cornerback Don Caparotti.

"But after beating a team like Villanova (5-1 before the

game) people are going to have to respect us."

Villanova led for most ofthe game but at the 14:54 mark
ofthe fourth quarter, down 9-6, tailback Rene Ingoglia (21-

51 yds, two TD's) took a pitch from quarterback Andrew
McNeilly and ran four yards into the right corner ofthe end
zone for the go-ahead touchdown. It looked as if McNeilly
was going to be dropped for a loss on third-and-four as he
ran right but just as he was hit, he pitched the ball to the

streaking Ingoglia, who followed some great blocking into

the end zone for the game-winning TD.
"I waited until the last possible second to pitch the

ball," said McNeilly. who completed 6 of 1 1 pass attempts
for 86 yards. "As I was going down, I saw Rene from the

corner of my eye and pitched off to him."

On the first play of the game, McNeilly dropped back
to pass on first down, and hit split end Matt Read for a 43-

yard gain. Three plays later. Ingoglia ran eight yards
around left tackle for a 6-0 Minutemen lead (the two-

point conversion was no good).

"It's unbelievable that on the first play of the game,
they'd have a play action pass." said a disconsolate head
coach Andy Talley . "All week before the game, we told the

kids to watch out for the run because they can't pass the

ball and then their guy runs right by our cornerback for

a 43-yard gain."

Villanova's first pointscame when, with UMass pinned

on their own five yard line facing a third down and 12,

McNeilly slipped in the end zone and was sacked by

inside linebacker Mike Jones for a safety and a very

baseball-like score of 6-2.

In the second quarter, aft«r three Massachusetts
penalties, Villanova QB Tom Columbo hit flanker Harold
Hart for a 35-yard gain. Six plays later, Hart out-leaped

Caparotti to catch Columbo's lame-duck pass. 9-6 'Nova.

"There's nothing you can do about a play like that,"

said Caparotti. "Coach Hodges kept my head up and told

me to forget about it."

Villanova had some golden opportunities to score

throughout the game, but the UMass defense held tough.

Perhaps the biggest play was when, on fourth-and-fifteen,

Columbo lofted a pass into the left corner ofthe end zone,

but cornerback Tony Williams was there to deflect the

pass. Williams played a great game all-around as he had
six tackles, including one of Villanova punter William
Hoffman after he fumbled the snap. Outside linebacker

Mario Perry had a solid game as well, as he compiled 10

tackles, 2.5 sacks, and caused two fumbles.

'This was the second week in a row that we got

screwed by the referees," said Talley, referring to the
disallowedTD in the fourth quarter. "Not to take anything
away from UMass, but we don't work our butts off all

week to have the game decided on a bad call like that."

Hodges had no comment regarding the referees.

"The bottom line is that we got the job done," said

McNeilly. "We scored more points then they did."

Game Notes: Villanova Coach Andy Talley on the

lousy field conditions: "The field conditions were bad
enough to begin with and then they put 32 bands on at

halftime. I'm sure that really helped our situation."

»<^.
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Tackle Brian Corcoran and the rest of the UMass defense

stymied Villanova on Saturday and led the Minutemen to a 1 3-

9 upset over the No. 8 ranked Wildcats.

Minutemen look to silence critics
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

During the pre-season. the skeptics

said University of Massachusetts football

was dead.

At mid-season with the Minutemen
sporting a 4-1 record, the skeptics said

that UMass wasn't for real, and that their

early season schedule bordered on the
weak side.

Saturday, UMass proved the skeptics

wrong by defeating a heavily favored
Villanova squad 13-9 on a rain and mud-
soaked McGuirk Alumni Stadium field

that was oddly reminiscent of 1990's 3-0

mud bowl between these two old rivals.

"All this year, people have been saying
that the teams we've played have won like

five games," said UMass cornerback Don
Caparotti. "Now this [victory over
Villanova! just opens the door to make
people believe in us."

Believe in them people should, as the
Minutemen held the potent Wildcat of-

fense (375.8 yards per game) to just 225
yards while thrice squelching 'Nova scor-

ing drives inside the UMass 20 yard line.

And while the UMass offensive attack
may not have been the prettiest thing ever
seen in these parts, Rene Ingoglia's four-

yard touchdown jaunt seconds into the

fourth quarter put UMass up for good, as

the Minutemen recorded their biggest vic-

tory of the '92 campaign.
"We played our hearts out today," said

UMass outside linebacker Mario Perry.

"It was a total team effort, and our season
is just beginning."

The Minutemen have now rattled off

five victories in a row after their season

UMASS, 13-9

at Amherst

Villanova (5-2) . ....2 7 0- 9
UMass (5-1).... ....6 7- 13
UM - Ingoglia 8 run (pass failed)

|

V - Mike Jones safety

V - Hart 9 pass from Columbo (Hoffman

Kick)

UM - Ingoglia 4 run (Maguire kick)

Attendance - 6,891

Vill. UMass
First downs 13 11

Rushes-yards .. 69-136 56-117
Passing yards . 158 86
Return yards ... 87 63
Passing 22-9-1 11-6-3

Punts 3-31.3 7-30.9

Fumbles Lost .. 5-3 3-2

Penalties-yards 9-66 8-71

opening loss to Delaware, and this victory

over Villanova (ranked eighth in last

week's NCAA Division 1-AA poll) should
vault the team into the top 20 for the first

time since last season's brief pre-season
appearance.

"We're playing better every week," said

UMass head coach Mike Hodges. "Itcomes
down to your personnel, and our kids got

it done today."

"We took advantage of Villanova's

mistakes," said Hodges. "We talked about
taking advantage of our opportunities at

halftime, and we came out in the second
half and did it."

By taking advantage of Villanova's

mistakes and escaping with the 13-9 win,

the Minutemen have now moved into a
second place tie vdth Richmond, while
keeping their Yankee Conference title and
post-season hopes alive.

"Wejust have to go into every game like

we did this one," Caparotti said. "We beat
Villanova, and people are going to have to

respect us now."
For the UMass football family, it is

respect that is long overdue after an
offseason in which many questioned the
unity and character of this team.

"The coach kept telling us early in the
season that we're not a family yet," said
Perry. "Well, we're cousins now."

Soccer falls

short versus
UConn, 1-0
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Connecticut
women's soccer team made Denise
Swenson's goal in the 20th-minute
stand as it held off a frenzied Uni-
versity of Massachusetts attack in

the second half for a 1-0 victory.

Massachusetts, ranked No. 11

nationally, played an inspired second
half only to come up short on a
number of fine scoring bids.

"We deserved a better fate, we
played well enough to win," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. "We put in a
nice second half, we dominated it.

We had our chances to win it and we
didn't come through."

Unfortunately for UMass, it did
not perform in the first halfand the
Huskies (15-1-1) were able to capi-

talize.

"We just let them play in the
first," Rudy said. "We did not do the

Turn to RUDY, page 1
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UM, Hartford
battle, end in
2-2 deadlock
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Usually, in boxing matches the two opponents
take a few rounds to feel each other out before

bombing away. On Sunday at Garber Field the
same thing could be said for the University of

Massachusetts and University of Hartford men's
soccer teams.

After a quiet opening 25 minutes, the two teams
exchanged blows before settling for a 2-2 tie. Both
teams, but especially UMass < 9-4-2), had opportu-

nities to win the game, but lady luck would not play

her hand for either team.
Hartford (10-4-2) would get on the board first,

26:19 into the game. Freshman Rob Jachym col-

lected a pass from senior Chris Williams and blasted

Turn to SOCCER, page 1
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Field hockey
defeats UConn
for sixth in row
B- MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Countdown to postseason: T-minus two games and
counting.

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team
rolled into Storrs, Conn. Saturday to face a mediocre
University of Connecticut team and rolled out with a 2-

1 win. The Minutewomen outplayed the Huskies (6-9-1)
throughout in a tune up for the postseason.

UMass (16-1) had not much to gain with their sixth
victory in a row, but plenty to lose. It appeared that an
upset was looming when UConn's Patsy Rinehimer tied
the game at 1 on a penalty corner with only 15 minutes
left in regulation. UMass, which had plenty of excellent
scoring opportunities, could get only one goal in the first

half on an Ainslee Press penalty corner.

"I honestly think we should've definitely had one or two
more goals," said UMass head coach Pam Hixon. "We

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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SPORTS NOTICE
MIDNIGHT MADNESS

Tfie basketball office is now accepting entries for the
Midnight Madness three-on-three baskettjall tourna-

ment and foul shot contest.

To enter, please sign up at the men's basketball table

on the Campus Center concourse, which is open from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily until October 27. The deadline is

tomorrow!!

The prelimi-

naries for the

three-on-three

tournament will

be held on
Wednesday,
October 28 at

the Curry Hicks

Cage and final

rounds will be
held on Saturday

October 31 be-

fore Midnight

Madness at the

Cage.basketball

Tuesday October 27, 1992

VOLUME Cll ISSUE 34

Sunny, mid 50's today.

Same for Wednesday.

Local News:
University Democrats and the Republican Club

spar at a debate on the presidential election yesterday in

the Campus Center. Page 3.

Sports:
The Unlverstiy's women's Cross Country

team won it's second straight A-10
championship this weekend. Page 1 2.
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AIDS scandal's
French doctor
heading home
BROOKLINE (AP) — The former head of

France's National Blood Transfusion Center, con-
victed of infecting 1,200 hemophiliacs with AIDS-
tainted blood, will return to Paris within days, his
attorney said.

Dr. Michael Garretta was sentenced Friday to

four years in prison and a $100,000 fine. Two other
former health officials also were convicted in the
scandal.

Garretta's lawyer, Xavier Charvet, said Monday
that his client's accusers were exaggerating the
number of victims in the case and "creating hys-
teria." Charvet said Garretta was innocent, and
would say so himself before he left for France.

"The people who write these lies and accept
them, they should be ashamed of what it is that
they've done," Charvet said in a press conference
conducted mostly in French on the front steps ofhis
client's rented Brookline home.

Charvet said that Garretta would return to
France on Tuesday or Wednesday.

Asked if the doctor was guilty, Charvet said,

"No, not at all." But he later added that Garretta
has not decided whether to appeal.

"It's too difficult," Charvet said. "I don't know
yet."

Charvet condemned the French newspaper
France Ce Soir for listing Garretta's home tele-

phone number, saying the media had behaved
"scandalously" and that no one had listened to his
client's side of the story.

He said Garretta was being made a scapegoat, a
reference to complaints that former Premier
Laurent Fabius and two of his ministers were not
charged in the scandal.

Garretta did not respond to requests that he
speak personally to the 15 French and American
reporters and photographers who have been stak-
ing out his vine covered brick house since Saturday.

Some 1,200 hemophiliacs — half the French
Turn to DOCTOR, page 2

Athletes aided in academics
Student tutors pull teammates through tough times

War heroes remembered
Egyptians honor dead of WWII battle

By RACHEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

Scott Kaplowitz, a sophomore undeclared major and
defensive back for the University ofMassachusetts football

team, starts his day early, squeezing in all his classes
before 2 p.m. Then he is off to the practice field for five
hours, followed by dinner with the team until 7:30 p.m.

But do not think his academics take a back seat in this
hectic schedule.

This year Kaplowitz and about 750 other student
athletes at the University of Massachusetts have a new
tutoring program available to them through the Athletic
Department.

After his daily regimen, Kaplowitz tries to devote his
evenings to academics. As a freshman he spent evenings
at study hall or with a tutor, but as a sophomore the study
hall becomes optional.

Kaplowitz recalls study hall as helpful and the tutors
as partners to work with.

Although tutoring services for all student athletes
have been available for over two years, this "cottage
industry," has undergone many changes, according to Ed
Suglia, director of Academic Coordination.

Suglia's program was created to offer prospective
tutors the opportunity to earn three graded credits in a
human service class, given in conjunction with the School
of Education.

By requiring the tutors to go through a training
course, Suglia believes this "provides quality control,"
gives student athletes well-trained, capable tutors.

More than 100 student tutors are expected to par-
ticipate in this year's program.

Freshman women's basketball team member Kim
Gregory said the tutoring "helps me to adjust."

Gregory said tutors answer questions and help guide
her through her homework. "It is so much easier with
tutors," she said.

Mike Berthiaume believes that being a tutor is more
than helping students do assignments. He gives study
hints and aids students in learning how to understand
lectures.

Melissa Cellucci, who tutors for the men's lacrosse and
football teams, said tutors are needed in all areas. She
said she believes that because the tutors are students too,

they "know the demands of school."

MATT KAHN/COLLEGIAN
Bill Vellios, a freshman business major and member of the

University's baseball team, is tutored by senior communication
major Colleen Joyce.

There are other benefits as well , Suglia explained. The
University savesmoney because the Athletic Department
no longer has to hire the tutors.

But he feels it should be the University's responsibility
to set up and run such a program.

"It is fundamentally wrong for us to provide the
tutoring program," he said.

Suglia explained hisjob is to help athletes register for

classes, provide academic and career counseling and to

act as a referral for campus resources.

Suglia hopes that eventually the program will be
taken over by another department in the University.

Turn to TUTORS, page 4

By MIMI MANN
Associated Press

EL-ALAMEIN, Egypt—The battle that
raged at El-Alamein half a century ago is

consideredamong the most crucial ofWorld
War II, but its larger effects weren't much
on the minds of veterans marking its an-
niversary.

Instead, they thought about such details

as a dead friend's voice.

"He laughed a lot. Always laughing,"
Jim Mallot said of Doug Ingram, as he
cleaned the desert dust off Ingram's grave
with a bottle of mineral water.

Mallot was among the thousands of
combat veterans, war widows and relatives

of the fallen who came to this desolate
Saharan village to commemorate the battle
that stopped theAxis march through North
Africa.

The fighting took place on a 40-mile-
wide stretch of desert between the Medi-
terranean and the vast quicksand fields of
the Qattara Depression. Field Marshal
Erwin Rommel, the "Desert Fox," was
trying to pass through the narrow stretch
to reach the Suez Canal and Egypt's rich

oil fields.

The battle extracted a staggering toll:

72,500 killed, wounded or captured —
13,500 ofthe British Commonwealth forces

and 59,000 Germans and Italians.

Turn to HEROES, page 2

Wealthy give millions
annually to charities

Japan jilts American business
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — American busi-'

nesses are being kept out ofJapan's huge
foreign aid program despite Japan's claims
that it is among the most open in the
world, a U.S. scholar says in a new book.

American University professor Margee
Ensign, in Doing Good or Doing Well,

disputed Japanese figures showing
American and other foreign businesses
winning an increasing share of contracts

from Japan's official development assis-

tance program.
She said Japan's ODA, the largest in

the world in 1991 at $11 billion, is still

structured to give lucrative contracts to

Japananese businesses.

"Although the Japanese aid program
has become more open on paper, it is

closed to non-Japanese companies in

practice," she wrote.

Japan says that 84.5 percent ofits 1990
ODA loans were totally untied, meaning
the recipient nation was under no obliga-
tion to buy Japanese goods and services
for an aid project.

But the Japanese Overseas Economic
Cooperation Fund, which implements
Japan's aid programs, could come up with
few foreign firms that won contracts from
1986 to 1990. said Ensign, who made
repeated requests for the information.

By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD, Mass.— Likemany
workers. Chuck Collins sometimes
grumbles about his salary and worries
about scraping together $100 to fix the
car.

But to Collins, such cares are rela-

tively new. As a member of the Oscar
Mayer Wiener family, he gave away his

entire inheritance to promote social

change.

He is one ofthousands ofAmericans
who donated small or large fortunes to

further their ideas of a better world
and, for many, relieve guilt over their

own good fortune. Activists say such
social-change philanthropy has resisted

stock market crashes, the recession,

and even the me-first ethos ofthe 1980s.

"Wherever I look around at the
world, I see so many problems, that
sitting on a mountain ofmoney creates
a problem in and of itself," Collins said.

Collins' great-grandfather, Oscar
Mayer, was no doubt trying to eke out
a living— not advance social justice—
when he opened a Chicago butcher shop
at the turn ofthe century. He and his
family succeeded. Today, the company's
hot dogs sell in supermarkets and
baseball parks across the country.

Collins, who was raised in the well-

to-do Detroit suburb ofBloomfield Hills,

said children of affluence are "fed a
whole lot ofmyths" by their families as
they grow up: "People have worked
hard. They've taken risks and suc-
ceeded. They're smarter."

But he said he began to question his

family's wealth in the wake ofthe 1967
summer riots in Detroit. "I noticed that
poor people tended to be black, like our
housekeeper . . . who came from
downtown Detroittoworkatour house."

As a young man, Collins came to

Worcester to work at a crisis interven-
tion center and later joined a voter
education project. "I began to realize
how hard it would be for poor people to

stop being poor. Meanwhile, I could see
that people of privilege my own age felt

that the sky was the limit," he said.

In 1986, Collins finally decided to

give away his whole $275,000 inherit-

ance and accept the limits of working
people. He contributed about40 percent
to the Funding Exchange, a New York
City-based network that funnels major
donations to activist causes around the
country. The rest went to si milar groups
in New England and the South, as well
as a peace fund in Amherst.

His father objected so strongly that
Collins now declines to talk about his
family's reaction to his decision.

Officials at Funding Exchange,
which isdistributinga record $7 million

Turn to MILLIONS, page 2
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UMass Police Log
• University police are investigating five incidents of

grafTiti discovered over the weekend. On Friday, Staff

membersofthe Fine Arts Center reported graffiti referring

to racism which was not thought to be ofTensive in nature.

At 9 a.m., the staff discovered bottle caps glued onto two

doors forming the graffiti and informed the police.

On Saturday, police received a report of racist graffiti

scrawled on an elevator panel in Brown Residence Hall.

The graffiti, which was discovered at 8 a.m., was Satanic

in nature, according to police.

A male student involved in a disciplinary matter

discovered derogatory remarks written on his note board

in Patterson Residence Hall on Sunday morning, ac-

cording to police. After further investigation, two non-

students were escorted from campus.
Several doors in Thoreau Residence Hall were dis-

covered to have obscene remarks written on them on

Sunday, according to police. At 11:20 a.m., police were
informed of the graffiti, which they are now investigat-

ing.

On Monday, a Residential Assistant returned to his

room in John Q. Adams Residence Hail after a weekend
trip to discover a threatening note left on the door.

• Staff from Lewis Residence Hall called police for

assistance with a man who refused to leave the dormitory

on Saturday morning. At 12:30 a.m., police placed the 19

year-old man into Protective Custody.

• On Saturday afternoon, a man reported the theft of

his bicycle from the rack outside of Pierpont Residence

Compiled by Michael Day
Kticnl inndonls ri'(orcktl hv the University's Oi'p.trlmonI m I'ulilir S.iit'lv

Hall. Police valued the bicycle at $600.

• On Sunday morning, police arrested a Southbury,
CT man and charged him with Possession of a Class D
Substance (Marijuana). According to police, William
Burrus, 20, was charged with the offense at 1:30 a.m. in

Dwight Residence Hall.

• Police were called in to investigate a fight in Pierpont

Residence Hall on Sunday. A resident of the fourth fioor

confronted a man who was believed to be urinating on the
fioor at approximately 3 a.m. After a verbal exchange
between the two, punches were thrown, according to

police.

• A stop sign was confiscated from a room in Wash-
ington Residence Hall on Sunday after police received a
call from a person who observed the sign.

• A woman reported the thefl of three pumpkins from
her room in Lewis Residence Hall on Sunday evening,

according to police. At 6:40 p.m., the woman reported that
her room was broken into and pry-marks were discovered

near the lock. Police value the pumpkins at $10.

• Police are investigating an incident which occurred
near Lot 33 on Sunday evening. According to police, a
woman left her disabled vehicle to seek help and was
followed by two men who yelled at her and swore at her.

The woman ran to a well lit area and then to her
dormitory to call police.

Choice may not improve schools

doctor
continued from page 1

total — received from the transfusion center in 1985
blood known to bo contaminated with the virus that
causes Acquired Immune Deficiency Svndrome. Virtually

all became HIV positive, and more than 250 have died, at

the rate of about one per week.
Garretta has 10 days from the time of sentencing, or

until Nov. 2. to present himself in court to file an appeal.

But the French television network TF- 1 reported that his

lawyers had won an extra week's delay.

WASHINGTON (AP) — There is little evidence that

allowing parents to choose their child's school improves
learning, according to a study that says the best way to

enrich education is to focus on quality rather than loca-

tion.

"Instead of providing choice only among schools, why
not create choices within schools," the Carnegie Foun-
dation for the Advancement of teaching said in a study
released today.

The concept of school choice is favored both by Presi-

dent Bush and Democrat Bill Clinton as it applies to

public schools. Bush would go further, providing gov-

ernment financial assistance for parents who want to

send their children to private schools.

The foundation study, however, found that 82 percent

of those interviewed would rather see improvements to

their neighborhood public schools than choose another
for their children to attend.

South Mountain, a neighborhood high school in

Phoenix, was cited in the report as overcoming in-school

violence and a soaring dropout rate by creating more
choice for its students. It divided into five speciality

schools, gave teachers time to tutor and make home
visits, toughened its educational standards and provided
on-campus social work programs.

Thirteen state legislatures have adopted choice plans,

and 21 others have considerred them, the study said.

Minnesota instituted the first program in 1987: laws
offering choice are scheduled to take effect in Michigan
and Ohio next vear.

heroes
continued from page 1

On Sunday, war widows walked row after tow of sun-

blasted memorials looking for the men who never re-

turned. A woman in black cried and rubbed her palm
again and again on a memorial wall bearing thousands of

names of men with no known graves.

A convoy of World War II German and Italian staff

cars cruised along the dusty coastal highway from Al-

exandria toward Alamein's battlefields. A German vet-

eran in a touring cap and goggles eagerly waved to

passerby.

The battle that was commemorated was actually the

second at El-Alamein. The first, in August 1942, ended
after four days when Rommel pulled back.

millions
continued from page 1

this year from its 2,500 donors, said Collin's views
are typical ofwealthy contributors who kept giving

more each year throughout the 1980s.

"In spite of the 80s, the Reagan years, and the
sluggish economy ... we are still getting donations
from people," said Dion Thompson, a staffer at the
Funding Exchange. "They feel that the work we do
is even more necessary because of the things that
have happened."

Author Christopher Mogil, who co-wrote "We
Gave Away a Fortune" to highlight people who
donated at least $100,000 for such causes, esti-

mated that roughly 10,000 such donors contribute

$1 billion annually in the United States.

NOW YOU CAN
GET DIRTYFOR A
WHOLE LOT LESS.

Itrekusa mountain bikesI

OIU SALE!

850 was $519^5 now $449-95

6000 was $659^5 now $519^5

All Other '92s On Sale!

'93 Bikes Rollingin Daily!
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Women must represent

themselves and speak out!

The Women's Issues Dept.
at the Collegian gives you

the opportunity.

Drop off ideas, issues and articles
in the Women's Issues Editor's

mailbox.
Or just call 545-3500 to get

together.

The Collegian wants women of all

races to voice their opinions and
cover stories in the women's

community.

o'Scl^'To,
1ST H»l

TUESDAY

SHARK NIGHT
Singles Pool Tournament

• $2.00 Entrance Fee
• Free Pizza Slices

• Play For Cash
• Sign Up: 7:00 - 7:45

• 20 oz. Drafts: $1.75

319 Pleasant SL

Northampton, MA
586 3810

800-464 3810

TREKl/sA

WATCH ALL THE SPORTS ON
SATELLITE DISH

University Drive 8t Amity • Amherst • 549 4040

Home
Composting
Made Easy
Tuesday, Oct. 27

UMass IFF
Behind N. Amherst Fire Station

Amherst, MA
Sponsored by the UA\ass Ortlce of

Solid Waste iWanageinent

I'le-iegistei- Tor these uoikshops b\' calhng
the Center lor Ecological Technolo^' (CliT)

it 1-800-258-1221
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Student leaders battle in election debate

LHHISIOt'HLH LVANS/COLLEGIAN
"The only reason people in Arkansas sup-

port Clinton is to get him out of the governor's
office." — Kevin Jourdain of the Republican
Club.

B> MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian St^fT

Two local partisan leaders sparred
yesterday in a vigorous debate over the
upcoming presidential election as the
raucous audience interjected comments
without restraint.

Neil Carpenter, president of the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts Democrats, suf-
fered fierce blows from the former presi-

dent of the Republican Club, Kevin
Jourdain.
He also withstood a mostly Republican
audience ofabout50 people, as he defended
Clinton's record and platform yesterday
in the Campus Center.

Bush's economic plan, according to

Carpenter, has failed the American people
for the last four years. "We have a choice
of a failed past or a bright future," said
Carpenter. ;;His plan will help people help
themselves, not cater to the rich."

Jourdain countered by defending
Bush's strong economic plan and said the

economic state ofthe country is not as bad
as the Democrats say it is. "We need a
program for working on the problems —
not a silly liberal idea," said Jourdain.

"Bush has driven the economy in a
ditch," said Carpenter. "We're working
harder for less. To blame it on the sixties
is a bunch of bologna."

The debate was moderated by Malaika
Higginson, president of the University
Debate Club. Each representative was
asked six questions by Higginson, one
question from each other and direct
questions from the audience. The debate
was sponsored by the University Debate
Team and the Student Affairs Enrichment
Fund.

While Carpenter paused for a few sec-

onds in between questions, Jourdain in-

terrupted him, mistaking his "elongated
pauses" for a completed thought.

"At least 1 think before I talk," Car-
penter answered.

Experience is what Jourdain said is

Turn to DEBATE, page 4

CHRISTOPHER EVANS/COLLEGIAN

"Clinton's plan will help people help them-
selves, not cater to the rich. "— Neil Carpenter
of University Democrats.

Student uses
new tactics to
sell condoms
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When junior marketing major Paul S. Edelman
started working at Condomania Incorporated in

Greenwich Village, New York, he was so excited
with seUing condoms that he decided to start his
own business at the University of Massachusetts.
Condomania on Campus was born.

"I had a proposal to bring condoms here to make
more safe sex. [Condomania tries] to make it more
comfortable to buy condoms, instead of in a drug
store," Edelman said. "We will be here all semester
two to three days a week [on the campus con-
course)."

By buying his supplies from Condomania Incor-

porated. Edelman is able to offer in addition to real

condoms, novelty items, such as glow in the dark
condoms to lollipop condoms.

The glow in the dark condoms are $3 each; the
lolhpop condoms are $1.5.

Senior marketing major Gregg Oginz, who also
works at the table, said the lollipop condoms and
the condoms in a nut are popular items. Oginz said,

pointing to the condom hat on his head, that it was
also popular.

Since Edelman started his business on campus
two weeks ago, he said the public's response has
been positive.

Edelman hands out a questionnaire, asking if

anything on the table offends, to on-Iookers.

Edelman also questions in the survey if the table

makes people more aware of AIDS, and if makes
the purchase of condoms easier.

Senior theater major Rob Corddry was one of

the many curious passers-by. Corddry found the

condom display colorful. Others found it to be

entertaining.

"It's doing really well," Edelman said.

"Lots of people are amused by it. People are just

looking," Oginz said. "Our goal is to protect the

campus and at the same time make a small profit.

Our whole table is based on sexual awareness from

AIDS and other sexual diseases."

Although some students were amused with the

condom table, others said they felt uncomfortable

with the idea of selling condoms in the campus
concourse.

"Ijust don't thinkit should be publicly displayed,"

sophomore English major Suzanne Pouliot said.

Although Pouliot said she felt that it was im-

portant issue for people to have safe sex, she said

she found the novelty items to be too commercial-

ized.

In addition to selling condoms on the campus

concourse. Edelman plans to have a campus condom

mail order catalogue, for those he said could be too

shy to buy condoms in public.

Oginz said they hope to bring in speakers to talk

about safe sex.

"I want Condomania to be available in every

University across the nation," Edelman said.

"I Amherst I
is a test market."

Rabies dangerous for cats, dogs
Infection frequency growing in Massachusetts
BY CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Cats and dogs in Massachusetts are in danger of
coming down with rabies, according to two health de-
partment experts.

,

Cats are at the greatest risk, because cats keep the
same habits as raccoons, who are the main carriers ofthe
disease, according to Director of the Amherst Health
Department Bettye Anderson Frederic. Cats, as with
raccoons, hunt at night.

"(Students) can help cut down on their pets getting
rabies by getting their animals vaccinated. We are par-
ticularly interested in getting cats vaccinated," Frederic
said.

Frederic also suggests students to write or call home
to encourage their parents to vaccinate their pets. Cats,
unlike dogs, are not legally required to have a rabies
shot.

Despite scientists' expectations ofthe disease spread-
ing from the western and southern borders ofMassachu-
setts, many of the rabies cases have been detected in

eastern Massachusetts, according to the University's
Office of Environmental Health & Safety's Senior Envi-
ronmental Health Specialist, George H. Reed.

Although Reed and Frederic said no dogs or cats have
been found with the disease in the area, both said these
pets have a high chance of catching the disease.

Rabies is a disease that infects the central nervous

WMUA holds
annual fund
raising drive
By ERIC STEINHILBER
Collegian Correspondent

The student-run and funded radio station of the
University ofMassachusetts, WMUA 99. 1 FM, is looking
for donations for theiryearly telethon. Their goal for 1992
is $16,000 and they appear confident in their quest.

"We've already made about $10,000," said Matt Wil-
liams, programmer,"I estimate that by Thursday we'll

reach our goal."

Williams added that their Polkathon which was held
on the first day was a twelve hour show which brought in

over $8,000, the biggest money maker so far.

"I was nervous the first day because of the economy,"
said Roubina Surenian, telethon coordinator, "But I felt

that the economy was getting better so I raised the goal
by $1,000".

Surenian said so far the telethon has sucess. "At this

point, we're three days in and we've already reached
$10,000, so I think in the end it's going to be very
successful".

Throughout the week ofOctober 24th, each discjockey
solicits contributions from listeners during their radio

shows which feature a variety of music.

In addition to Saturday's Polkathon, WMUA is also

featuring a jazz block which has raised almost $700 and
an oldies block, a new idea this year, has proved to be a
successful addition to the telethon lineup.

WMUA has also been giving away various prizes and
gifts including gift certificates, posters, CD's and cassettes.

Turn to WMUA, page 4

system. Since the disease is carried in the saliva, it is

usually transmitted through a bite.

The infected animal will be acting very strange, ac-
cording to Frederic. Reed said if rabie symptoms develop
in humans, than the disease is fatal.

Eleven cases of rabid raccoons have been found near
the Fitchburg area. Reed said.

Reed said he encourages students not to feed wild
animals, because the animals will start to live closer to

humans.
"Raccoons like to live close to humans, so people

should be concerned about it," Reed said. "It is a disease
ofan over population of animals. There is plenty of food
for them. (Raccoons) are cute, but they can be a nui-
sance."

Reed suggests to keep garbage containers secure,
since raccoons are attracted to refuse. Reed also recom-
mends that ifpeople get bitten by an animal, they should
wash the wound with soapy water, and seek medical
attention immediately.

The best advice is to stay away from wild animals,
according to Reed.

Frederic said this Saturday two local veterinarians
are having a rabies clinic for cats and dogs. Dr. Michael
Katz in Amherst will be hosting the clinic from 1 1 :00 a.m.
to 12 p.m..

Dr. Ted Diamond in Hadley will be hosting the clinic

from l:oo p.m. to 2 p.m. The vaccination fee will be $8.00
per an animal.

ARAM COMJEAN/COLLEGIAN
BEARING IT OUT— One tough teddy hangs out at

the soon to be completed Mullins Center.
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debate
continued from peg© 3

going to save the country. "While Bush is

helping people, Clinton is running around
hke a chicken with his head cut off. The
only reason people in Arkansas support
Clinton is to get him out of the governor's

office," said Jourdain.

Expounding on Bush's experience,
Jourdain said, "While Clinton was in

diapers," Bush was bringing down com-
munism fighting the Cold War. He said

Clinton isn't even internationally known
except for when he went to demonstrate
against his country on foreign soil.

"It's over. The Cold War is over," em-
phasized Carpenter who said Clinton
would concentrate on the i-conomy.

On the environment,Jourdain defended
Bush's record stating that "not one inch of

wetland" was lost during his term and
that Arkansas ranked last in the nation

on the environment. "Clinton has no ap-

preciation for the woods," said Jourdain.

"Bush has flip-flopped but hasn't had
the courage to flip-flop to the public," said

Carpenteron Bush's environmental record

and said the Clean Air Act was initiated

by congress and not a "wandering aimless
Bush."

Both candidates were asked why their

vice-president is better than the
opposition's.

"Wow, that's a tough one." answered
Carpenter. He said Quale doesn't even
trust a woman to make a decision about
herown body and said Gore is out working
with people.

"I'm the first to admit Gfbre is out there,

but where?" asked Jourdain, adding that

Quayle is a strong vice-president.

Answering a question about why
abortion should be outlawed even if the
woman is raped. Jourdain said Bush didn't

support this.

"It's the platform," Carpenter inter-

rupted, arguing the idea that the govern-
ment knows best and a woman does not.

One questioner from the audience asked
Jourdain several questions. He accused
Bush of allowing his co-pilots to be shot
down during his wartime involvement and
called the Republican party the "party of

liars."

"Does the University security know
you're in the building?" Jourdain asked
the questioner. He said Bush was scared
to death to go |to warj, but went none-
theless. He said it is Clinton who's the
draft dodger and asked why people should
go if the president won't.

"I wish he would draft the domestic
issue," said Carpenter. He said again that

the war is over and that Bush's character
flaw is that he lies about other's records.

Carpenter got his share of questions

from the audience as one questioner asked
why Clinton accepted donations from top

polluters in his state. As the audience
became more disruptive and boistorous

Carpenter asked who was running the

debate. "Is it just because he's [Jourdain]

bigger and stronger?"

Jourdain said Clinton would be an
"absolute abomination" on gun control.

But Carpenter said Clinton supports a

seven-day waiting period before purchas-
ing guns.

Concerned that society would become
completely agrarian, one questioner be-

littled the increase of rice and chicken
farming jobs in Arkansas.

Carpenter said people like having these
jobs. "I don't like the elitism here," said

Carpenter.

As the audience again became boistrous

Carpenter said "I'm glad to see the audi-

ence is objective open-minded republican

club members."

COLLEGIAN
MORE EXCITEMENT
THAN YOU CAN
SHAKE A RECYCUNG
BIN AT

ATTENTION WOMEN'S
LACROSSE PLAYERS

Ail female Athletes and students, with or without women's lacrosse

playing experience, who are interested in trying out for the recently

reinstated women's varsity lacrosse team are invited to attend an or-

ganizational meeting on Wednesday, November 4th at 4 PM in Boyden
Building (signs will be posted in the building identifying the room number
where this meeting will be held).

Practices are currently taking place for all interested in playing women's
lacrosseon Monday-Thursday from 4:00 PM-6:00 PM on the Lower Boyden
Fields.

For more information on the women's lacrosse team, practices, or the

organizational meeting on November 4th please contact either Melissa

Cellucci at 256-6230 or Carol Barr, Assistant Athletic Director at

545-3173.

Do you knoMT
your LEGAL

Protections ??

The LEGAL SERVICES CErsTTER at UMass offers free,

professional legal he|p to fee-paying students!

We can advise in most matters affecting students,

including consumer, criminal, housing, family,

employment, military, civil rights, and other matters.

922 Campus Center • 545-1995

tutors
continued from page 1

Until then Suglia and his staff will

continue to oversee the tutors.

Julie Ricardelli, one of four interns

working in the Academic Coordinator's

Office, typically works an eight-hour

day and returns in the evening to run

one ofthe team's study halls in Boyden,

where most ofthe tutoring takes place.

With the new program the amount
ofreferrals is six to seven times greater

than last year, Suglia said.

He said the increase can be attrib-

uted to the efforts made to reach each

athlete individually.

They see that the kids are getting

help when they need it, not when it's

too late, " Suglia said.

Each sport holds its own study hall

Sunday through Thursday, and most
coaches require freshmen and trans-

fers to attend these study halls.

Suglia denies that any athletes re-

ceive a "free ride" or that tutors arrange

special privileges for athletes through

their professors.

"Tutors have no authority except for

what they tutor," Suglia ^id. Any in-

stance where a professor allows an
athlete to not complete all required work
is not condoned by the Athletic Depart-

ment, he said.

Under Athletic Department policy

all student athletes are allowed tomake
up any tests or assignments missed

due to practice or games.
Suglia added that the athletes work

"very hard on their academics." When
the Softball team went to the College

World Series, they took their semester

finals in a hotel room.

Student athletes say they are dedi-

cated to both their classes and their

sport. The lacrosse team's captain Rick

Mullins said he and some of his team-

mates "load up" on credits in the fall,

because oftravel during the season and
his hectic schedule.

"It's hard to take a lot of classes

during the spring," Mullins said. "If

there's a class you really need, try to do

it in the fall."

Kaplowitz said some of his football

team members take night classes so

that their academics do not suffer.

But Kaplowitz does not see himself

missing out on anything because of

sports.

"Anything sports-related can help

your career goals, and you get good
coaching on the game of life, not just

your sport," Kaplowitz said.
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TONIGHT
OPEN STAGE NIGHT

WITH
MC PETE FREE

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30
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EAST PLEASAHT

"When ah'm
relaxiri' an'
raaam* tlie

Massacliusietts
Daily CoHegtan,
ah'm happier
than a pig in

slop/'

~ R Ross Perot

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834
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BANDS OUT THERE!!
UTHWMT ARKA GOVERNHINT l« PROUD TO PRUINT THI lOTH ANNUAL

BATTLE OF THE BANDS!
Interested bands should pick up an

application outside our office (located
in Hampden Commons, accross from
the Munchy Store in Southwest). Drop
off application and a demo tape (2
songs) NO LATER THAN 5 pm Thursday

Oct. 29

Any Questions? Call 5-0960

Bfm OF r«E UlIINIITE liyPE!
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Ross Perot gives hope for true change and true leadership
They come from all over. Young and old, rich and poor.

They're of many racial backgrounds. At one time they
called themselves Democrats, Republicans and Inde-
pendents. They have few things in common, except next
Tuesday those ofus looking for true change will cast their
vote for Ross Perot.

^

For many Americans, this is notjust another election.
It's a pivotal point in changing American politics and
everything wrong with it. A great many think this may be
our last chance. Our last chance to turn things around.
My Dad has been a Democrat all his life. Watching the

debate the other night he reminisced with pride that
President John Kennedy was the first ever to receive his
vote. He also remembered with sadness that Robert
Kennedy would have received one also. They were true
leaders." my dad said. "Bush and Chnton are just the
opposite."

My dad has worked hard all his life, and I weigh heavy
his advice and comments. He expressed feelings a great
many Americans are dealing with. It's a sadness, deep
and painful, that has permeated the country over the last

20 years. Loss ofjobs, loss of homes, and worst of all the
loss of hope has brought many Americans to the brink of
despair. As we near the election, people become more and
more discontented with both parties and what they've
done to the country. Voters hear the rhetoric everywhere,
on the campaign trail, television and radio. They don't
what to hear it any longer.

Bush says things aren't so bad.
"These pessimists," he calls us with contempt.
He's quintessential bureaucrat, out of touch with

reality and the American people. He's forgotten the
urban poor, the working class, people of color, and, with
his stance on abortion, he has forgotten women. Bush and
Washington have simply forgotten what the needs ofthe
country truly are.

David

RIVERA
The local democratic well-to-dos held a Clinton rally

pondside last Thursday. Crammed inside a huge tent,

they yelled and cheered, as if Clinton were the new
messiah. He isn't. Ifhe gets to Washington he'll play the
same old game. A friend of mine suggested, "Hold your
nose, and vote for Clinton." I'm tired of holding my nose
during elections.

At the rally a bunch of local politicians lined up to

speak. It's election time, and true to their trade, they
appear only when in need of our votes. One by one they
got up and blathered. But basically they used the same
rhetoric that has been used against us again and again.

I left and found myself cheering the Perot supporters
banished outside.

Where were these "democratic leaders" a couple of
weeks ago when this campus was about to explode with

racial tension? Where were they a few years ago when
we went on strike to protest the drastic cuts that have
nearly destroyed this school? Where were they? Not
here.

You don't have to go to the cities to see how bad
things are in this country. Take a short walk over to

Whitmore. Watch the students seeking assistance at

the financial aid office. The hues, resembling add/drop
dimensions, start forming about an hour before the

office even opens. One by one students wait in line,

hoping they can get the help, financially, they need so

they can afford their education.

Most of them come from blue-collar families. A
great majority are students of color. And most feel

abandoned by a school and a system created by bu-
reaucrats. Some won't be able to come back next
semester let alone next year. It's in this cloud of

despair that some of us hope for true change.
I don't know if Perot has all the answers, but most

of us believe he's an honest man with integrity. That
alone sets him above the others. I'm giving Ross Perot
my vote, as will millions of other Americans fed up
with the two-party system that has failed countless
times. We hope for true change; we hope for "true"

leadership. Ross Perot gives that hope.

Give 'em hell Ross.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

New menu of cause du jour
Ever wonder what UMass will be like

once you're gone?
No, not when you're dead; afler you've left.

My friend Ed is gettingjust a little taste of
it this year as he spends his senior year in

Spain. Me? I'm Ed's connection to UMass.
Dear Ed:

Hola mi amigo! Que pasa? The Happy
Valley is pretty much the same, and this

semester has its own menu of cause du
jour. There are some interesting stickers

floating around, quoting deposed and de-

parted administrators commentingon last

semester's events but unfortunately, they
have all the validity ofAdolfHitler saying,
"You're a loser."

Luke

ERICKSON
There is a new addition for Sarge's

Takeover Tour. You remember, the
walking tour around campus that de-

scribes each and every building that has
been taken over, when and why. For the
fall of'92 it's Memorial Hall, taken over by
protestors demanding that the Columbus
Day holiday be recognized by a series of

teach-ins stressing the racism and geno-

cide that the Columbus discovery created.

The protestors also demanded 40
scholarships for low-income women of

color. I like the idea myself, but I see little

correlation to Columbus Day. I guess
protestors can be like legislators and at-

tach riders to their demands.
Personally, I saw it as a chance to catch

up on my homework, while most of my
friends went home for the weekend. I'm a

little nervous that anarchist could decide

to blow up Whitmore in protest over the

lack of celebration of Guy Fawkes Day. nist.

They'll have to take a number behind thou-
sands of disgruntled students, however.

In Southwest, an RA was assaulted for

enforcing the pathetic and fascist housing
policy on alcohol (yes, it is possible to both
respect and hate authority — see "Full

Metal Jacket" for a more complete story).

The offender was a visitor, and admitted
to the crime. UMass police issued a tres-

pass notice, banning him from campus.
The RA in question was an African-
American. A few days later, a racial slur,

misspelled and grammatically incorrect,

was scrawled by the RA's door, a demon-
stration of not only how narrow but how
shallow the cowardly offender's intellec-

tual capacities are.

Somehow it was concluded that the two
incidents were directly related, and a mob
descended upon the floor of the visitor's

host. The administration broke up the
crowd by promising that the hosts would
be expelled from Housing. It's sad to see

that the University expects us to treat our
guests like children and to take responsi-

bility for their actions rather than dealing
with the offending persons directly. Oh
well: same crap, different semester.

The UMass sports teams are doing quite
well, if having a winning record in every
sport and sitting at or near the top ofevery
conference standing is doing well. Mid-
night Madness is this week, and the season
just a little over a month away. Too bad we
won't be able to go to the NCAAs together,

like we did last spring. But don't worry, Ed,
you'll hear about every game ASAP, even if

I have to write the story myself.

Take it easy, big guy. And UMass says,

"Hi."

Luke Erickson is a Collegian colum-

A lesson from Chinese history

Reviewer gave poor performance
I have recently been made aware of a

review of the Pink Floyd cover band The
Machine, written by Dakkan Abbe [Col-

legian , Oct. 20 1 . 1 feel some misconceptions

need to be addressed.

First, the band started on time, as per

arrangement with the Pearl Street man-
agement. Since the venue closes at 1:30

a.m., and the band plays two 60-70 minute

sets with a brief intermission, the 10:30

start was appropriate.

It is polite to introduce yourself as a

member ofthe press. To my knowledge, no

one in the band or the crew was aware of

your reviewer's attendance. Consequently,

assumptions were made that the band

was deliberately wasting time by socializ-

ing with the crowd.

The first song was "Signs of Life," which

flows into "Leamingto Fly," from the album

Momentaiy Lapse ofReason. A Pink Floyd

fan would know this. The reviewer seemed

particularly upset that "obscure" material

was being avoided. The band's repertoire

includes material from nearly every re-

cording Pink FLoyd ever made. It is a band

policy never to repeat a set in a given
venue. Consequently, such nuggets as
"Bike" or "Interstellar Overdrive" don't get
played every night. We will have to ascribe

this to luck of the draw. However, the
underlying sentiment that the Pink Floyd
material played on the radio is somehow
inferior to the earlier or less-played com-
positions is simply elitist snobbery.

Simple math would demonstrate that to

earn a million dollars a year, 365 shows a

year would have to pay $2,739.73 each.

Again, a little investigation would have
avoided this ridiculous assumption.
We have always looked forward to per-

forming in the five college area, from our
first shows at Katina's three years ago to

more recent gigs at Riverside Park,
Gepetto's and Pearl Street. Everyone is

welcome at our shows, and this policy will

continue unabated, including members of

the Collegian staff. However, next time
please exercise a little journalistic integ-

rity.

Howard K. Rose
Publicist, The Machine

I am Chinese and there are a lot of

reasons for me to be proud ofmy cultural

heritage. I hope people can realize that

China has been one of the most powerful
countries in the world for many centuries.

The Great Wall has sjonbolized protection

for our civilization from the "barbarians"
for thousands of years. The power of

Genghis Khan established the largest

empire in the world's history when he
conquered all the lands to the Black Sea.

But about 150 years ago, Chinese pride

suffered a severe blow when the "barbar-
ians" from the West dominated our coun-
try. The cannons of the West could not be
matched by our backward military and
the lure ofthe opium trade was too strong

to be overcome. This domination under-
mined China's belief that it was the most
civilized race. Although China was
weakened by this dominance, the Chinese
wanted to maintain cultural pride and
pure"Chineseness." Aflernearly SOyears
of killing, resistance and frustration, the

Chinese finally cried out the slogan, "Open
our eyes and learn from the West," and,
"Down with Confucianism!" This period of

enlightenment changed our nation dra-

matically. We established our national

industry, modern army, hospitals and
museums. We overthrew the last puppet

emperor and drove off all the imperialist

powers from China. In 1949, we declared

to the world, "From now on, Chinese people
stand up forever!"

History has taught the people of China
that isolation, ignorance and the decay of

the feudal system caused our country to

become enslaved by an outside power. I

discovered if I kept an open mind, my life

could be enriched by such things as Ameri-
can music, literature and arts. I have de-

cided to study Western philosophy and
history so I can better understand my own
culture. I can become stronger if I try to

learn from another culture.

Being Chinese, I am glad to see that we
are learning this lesson from history: to

have enough courage to break the Great
Wall by ourselves! We have the possibili-

ties before us to create a new history. In
China at this moment there is a feeling of
change. Mao in his famous poem "Snow"
says, "from the Great Wall I gaze inside

and beyond and see only vast tundra."
The people of China are confident the

world will see more ofour glorious civiliza-

tion — a country full of ups and downs,
joys and sorrows, good and bad times. The
world will watch and see!

Wenping Jin
Southwest

Hiring, recruiting in mediation
Editor's note: The following letter is a

response to Sara Lennox's letter [Colle-

gian, Oct. 26/asking that 50 new faculty

positions be reserved forfaculty ofcolor.
The questions of targets for hiring

and recruiting are under discussion

between the administration and stu-

dents ofcolor in formal sessions chaired

by mediators Marty Walsh and
Lawrence Turner. We have all agreed
that the only comments about items
under discussion will be made by Mr.
Walsh until the final agreement is

reached.

Richard O'Brien
Chancellor
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Third World Affairs
Impeachment came down; CoUor is out
By CHRISTOPHER ROGERS
CoUepan Correspondent

On Sept. 29 the Chamber ofDeputies, the lower house
of Brazil's Congress, voted by 441 votes to 38 in favor of
impeaching its president of two years, Fernando Collor
de Mello. Technically he is now suspended for 180 days
vhile the case goes to the Senate for trial.

Why was the 43-year-old president ofSouth America's
argest democracy kicked out of ofTice? Collor's downfall
)egan in May as a family feud.

His younger brother Pedro denounced him in the
oress as the "front man" for Paulo Cesar Farias, a
businessman from the Alagoas region of Brazil. "'P.C", as
Farias is known in Brazil, was accused of running a vast
bribery ring inside the government. Within three months
JL congressional investigation had confirmed the story.

It found that Farias had exploited his friendship with
the president to extract millions of dollars in bribes from
businessmen seeking government contracts. In return,
Farias transferred money to Collor through secret bank
iccounts. What did Collor do with the money?
Buy a palatial estate in Rio? No. Buy an island in the
South Pacific? No. Stash the money in a Swiss bank
account to pay for the increasing costs of an American
?ducation for his children? No.

He spent $2.5 million of it sprucing up his family's

gardens. Then again, $2.5 million in Brazilian cruzeiros
will be almost worthless in time. Inflation has been
running at more than 20 percent a month.

Ordinary Brazilians were unamused. Collor had,
after all, spent more than two years lecturing them on the
virtue of belt-tightening.

Since his election in March 1990, the real wages of

federal employees have fallen by half, and the minimum
wage is worth less than it has ever been since its creation
more than half a century ago.

News Analysis

On top of that unemployment has soared during the
global economic slowdown and consequently the GNP of

Brazil in 1992 will be lower than it was in 1986, in

nominal terms, which is a terrible sign. However, there
is some cause for delight in Brazil — which explains the
honking ofcars and yells ofjoy all around. Is Pele coming
back to play for the national team? No, the impeachment
came down.

The citizens of Brazil were happy because the depu-
ties had at least exercised the powers vested in them by
the Constitution of 1988 . They had struck a biow for clean
government, without fear that the generals who ran the
country from 1964-1985 would come marching out of
their barracks. Above all, they had listened to, and acted
on, the overwhelming wish of the people.

Under the constitution the new president for the

interim at least, is Collor's ex-vice-president, the 61 year-

old Itamar Franco.

Franco is a civil engineer and a career politician from
the mountainous mining state ofMinas Gerais. He has a

spotless reputation (one columnist has gone so far to call

him a "slave to high ethics"). But he also carries some of

the pro-labor, anti-competition ideological baggage that

many other Brazilians have abandoned and can do
nothing but hinder a countries economic gi'owth.

With an open market for global competitors to compete
in, like IBM or Toyota for instance, quality will improve
and prices will go down for consumers. New plants and
factories will also create jobs which Brazil desperately

needs.

However, Franco is in no position to make economic
policy all his own. As a gentleman-politician without a

party, he will have to bend the will of the opposition

coalition that organized

Collor's impeachment.
Fortunately, all members of the coalition, including

the parties of the left, say they want to persist with
reforms to cut state spending and expose the economy to

foreign competition- which can only help the continent's

biggest economy in the long run- and hopefully stop the
bleeding, politically and economically in the short tenn.
Good Luck Mr. Franco.

Election controversy
Angolan vote not recognized

The National Electoral Council said
on Tuesday that it was suspending the
announcement of results in Angola's
first multiparty polls in apparent at-

tempt to head off new violence in the
war shattered country.

Facing defeat in the elections by
UNITA, the leftist party former rebel

chief Jonas Savimbi has cried fraud
and withdrawn his men from the newly
unified forces formed under the May
1991 peace accords.

Ranca

TUBA
UNITA's joint commander of the

new Angolan army. Arlindo Chena Pena
"Ben Ben" said Unita did not want to

resume its 16-year war with the ruling

MPLA (Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola), called for three
demands to be met to "avoid the worst."

Among the demands was that no
more results of the September 29-30
poll be announced. The electoral council,

which has challenged Savimbi to pro-

vide proof of fraud, said it would sus-

pend announcement of results while it

counted the final ten percent of the
votes. A provisional final result will be
released within a few days.

Meanwhile, the United States,
Savimbi's former backer in the civil

war criticized him for rejecting the out-

come of elections judged free and what
was considered fair by more than 800
international observers.

"This is an unfortunate step which
is not in accord with the spirit or letter

of the Angoalan peace accords", said

Herman Cohen, U.S. assistant secre-

tary of state for Africa on the Voice of
America radio.

With more than 80 percent of the
vote counted, Savimbi had 39 percent,
with PresidentJose Eduardo dos Santos
hovering over the crucial 50 percent
threshold that would force him to face

a potential run-off against the rebel

leader Savimbi.
The MPLA has 55 percent versus

UNITA's 33 percent in the race for the
223 seats in parliament.

Savimbi has once again charged the
government with fraud, ballot-stealing

and intimidation. But Savimbi's accu-

sations also failed to impress Angola's
former colonial ruler, Portugal.

A spokesperson for the Portuguese
government overseeing the elections,

said in a statement it "considers un-
acceptable the taking of any position

which attempts to alter the situation

arising from implementation of peace
agreements by force or any other in-

appropriate pressure."

Ranca Tuba is a UMass student.

Death as a child's toy;
starvation in Somalia

For the past several months, thousands
ofpeople have been d)dngin Somalia. The
devastation caused by the four years of
civil war has been exacerbated by drought
and the slow response ofthe international

community. Finally, after months of
warnings and requests from local NGO's,
the relief efibrt has begun.

However, it is estimated that at least

one thousand to two thousand people per
day, mostly children, continue to die in

Somalia. The main cause of death is

starvation and disease.

Hassan

MOHAMED
While the current relief effort has alle-

viated some of the suffering, much more
needs to be done. According to a recent
UNICEF report, "up to 95 percent of So-
malis aged under 10, between 750,000
and one million children are suffering

from malnutrition."

For half of these, malnutrition is rated
as severe. Unless large scale food, medical,

and sanitary aid is forthcoming in the

next two months, 1.5 to two million lives

are at immediate risk.."

Most relief workers agree that not
enough has been done. There are few
feeding centers and the existing ones at-

tract more people than they can help.

The overcrowded camps become
breeding grounds for disease caused by
lack of sanitation facilities. It is feared
that the rainy season will exacerbate the
situation.

Clearly, in addition to the urgently
needed food and medical aid, long-term
reconstruction and development work
needs to begin in areas such as agriculture,
clean water and health care.

A recent article in the New York Times
reports, "Despite the misery inside the
town of Baidoa, two Somali agricultural

experts working with the relief agencies
said the situation in the outlying regions

could be salvaged by the prompt delivery

of seeds to farmers who had remained in

their villages.
" Regarding the need for medical fa-

cilities, the same article stated that "im-

Turn to SOMALIA, page 10

Rediscovering Africa;
it's not just a jungle
When I first arrived in this country, as

a college freshman, I was overwhelmed as
most people are, not only by UMass, but
also by the U.S. since I had never lived

here before.

I found it to be understandable that
most Americans I met knew very little

about Africa or its geography, since the
U.S. itself is such a vast and diverse coun-
try.

This was the excuse I gave for some of
the questions I was asked, such as: whether

Isatou

BOJANG
we still lived in huts and communicated
by drums.

Of course, I would reply that those
belonging to long-established tribes still

do, but that the majority of African coun-
tries have enjoyed significant development
in a relatively short period of time.

When I speak of development, I'm re-

ferring to technological advancement since
this is the only criterion by which the
western world measures other countries.
It should not surprise me then that I am
asked such ignorant questions since
Americans in general are conditioned to

regard the rest of the world in relation to

their set standards.

Many people need to realize that the

world can not be viewed from a single lens

and a whole continent can not be deemed
inferior simply because it does not fulfill

the categories established by some all-

knowing force called the western world.

Unfortunately, the remnants of colo-

nialism are still deeply ingrained in African
society to a point where we feel that we
have to 'catch-up' with the west in order to

be so-called "civilized". We should
pride ourselveson our history and cultures
instead of chasing an ideal which if we
stopped to analyze, would understand has
many imperfections.

It is time for the stereotypes to be
discarded and for a balance to be set up
between the images ofAfrica as a disaster-
ridden, helpless continent and the notion
held

by many that it is one big safari park.
There is so much more to the continent
than these images represent and so much
diversity among countries that goes
unmentioned, that perhaps it is time for

many to be re-educated about Africa and
its peoples.

When thinking of Africa, envision a
continent not only with its share of prob-
lems, but also one of diversity and ex-
tremely rich culture. Take time to discover
the many wonders ofthis continent that is

still known as 'the jungle'.

Isatou Bojang is a UMass student.
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Arts & living
Drop in attendance mars
weekend SF convention
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

Not Just Another Con 8
Lincoln Campus Center
October 23-25

I have always been a fan of science
fiction and fantasy, or speculative fiction,

or whatever the correct buzzword is these
days. But I've never been a fanatic about
it. Nonetheless, I found myself spending
this weekend with a crowd of people, who
take their enjoyment of these genres very
seriously indeed.

Escapism is big business these days,
and science fiction and fantasy are es-

capism taken to the nth degree. Star Trek:
The Next Generation has the highest rat-

ings of any show in syndication and is

already spawning a sequel series. Deep
Space Nine. The Science Fiction Conven-
tioneers of UMass (SCUM) organized the
convention.

Role playinggames have never reached
a wider audience and even begin to ap-
proach art with such games as Vampire
and A?-s Magica

.

Science fiction and fantasy are the only
pulp genres left that can maintain a re-

spectable nvunber of national magazines
devoted to publishing short stories.

A convention like NJAC is a way for the
fans and professionals to come together
and celebrate these accomplishments. It's

like a gathering of the tribes. As people
come from all over the nation (and even
the world) to meet and greet each other,

they swap stories and share their enjoy-

ment in the imaginary worlds they love so
fiercely.

The others drawn to a convention such

as NJAC is, as I said before, are because of
escapism. Nowhere have I seen an envi-
ronment more conducive to and support-
ive ofa constructed identity. All it takes is

the bare bones of a costume and a new
name and you can become someone else.

Simple as that. In this day and age, the
lure to be from another world or another
time is undeniable.

Unfortunately, this year's convention
suffered a drop in attendance. Due to a
lack of on-campus publicity, and late

mailings to members and guests, atten-
dance dropped from 400 last year to 237
this year. And, while large amounts offun
were had by all, quite a few ofthe planned
events suffered.

Some ofthe panels ofprofessionals were
larger than their audiences, and more than
one devolved from the structured topic to

personal conversations with the panel . And
the small attendance lent an intensely in-

sular air to the occasion, as quite a lot ofthe
crowd already knew each other, leaving

outsiders ( such as your writer here) feeling

somewhat out of the loop.

Things did kind ofgo to hell this year,"

said Brian Johnson, a member of SCUM.
Johnson said it has merely underscored

what the organization needs to do better.

"Next year we're going all out on pub-
licity, we're recruiting from other cons,

doing radio and newspaper ads," Johnson
said. "We're gonna see 700 or 800 people
next year."

But for that to happen, more people are
going to have to get involved. A lot of old
SCUM members are graduating or mov-
ing on to new things, and they have to be
replaced vrith new blood. NJAC also has to

expand its audience, to try and draw in

more than just the hard-core fans.

Rock and roll and jam
with the cool Samples

The Samples
PHOTO COURTESY THE SAMPLES

By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Correspondent

At Pearl Street tonight there will be
a band that is guaranteed to pump you
up and make your evening complete.

The Samples, a reggae/rock quartet
from Boulder, Colorado, will literally

blow you away. The Samples' music is

easy listening, according to them —
excuse me, my mistake — it's easy to

listen to.

The subtleness ofthe music is merely
a disguise. The music the guitarists

Sean Kelly, Al Laughlin and Andy
Sheldon dish out, with the help of
drummer Jeep Macnichol, contains
some of the most powerfully sizzlin'

music in contemporary rock and roll.

It all started in 1990, when they
were signed to Arista Records because
of the superb quality of their self-re-

corded demo, which they later released
as an LP. Afl:er finding out that Arista
had no clue about what the band was
trying to do with the album, they de-

cided to hit the road.

With the confidence necessary to

make it in the music business, the band
became a member of the elite class of

performers with no label. The band had
experienced hardship before — the
name of the band originated from the
fact they were once forced to live onjust
samples from supermarkets in Boulder.

They were soon picked up by What
Are Records? Ltd., a New York based
label with radical and innovative ideas

in marketing and distribution.

"It's nice to know that we didn't

have to change or compromise any-
thing," Kelly said. "Now we won't have
a record company or an A&R person

Turn to SAMPLES, page 8
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Eating Disorder
Programs • Fall 1992
Sponsored by University hiealtii Services

• • •

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - witii Nutritionists, Mental

Health Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse

Practitioner. Mondays and Wednesdays
Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671.

ainic 4. ...

Friends and Family C^roup

Single session for th j concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549-2671 . Clinic 4.

i

DURING LUNCH HOUR, I HELPED A
THUNDER GOD TRIUMPH OVER IMPOSSIBLE
ODDS, FOUGHT OFF AN INTERGALACTIC

INVASION,AND STILLHAD TIME FOR DESSERT.
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Regency
Hairstylists | 253-9526

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

Haircuts including

shampoo & drying are ^p 1 U
with this coupon

(Long Hair $2 Extra) Exp. 1 1/4/92

RE LAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 Gatehouse Road

256-6446

I
MARVELMAKES THE MAGIC!

Available At:

Same Bat Channel
Comics, Cards, Qamcs and more...

Hanipshire Mall, Hadley 586-8775 higleside Mall, Holyokc 532-9797
... fly on your own wings of imagination....

Open Monday- Saturday 1 am- 9pm Sunday 1 2 pm- 5pm IJjJg
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By KIP MANLEY
Collegian StalT

Flower Thief
Iron Horse
October 25, 1992

It was cold outside on Sunday night, and the wind was
thrashing the trees in an autumnal frenzy, but the inside

of the Iron Horse was warmed with a blast of Indian
summer straight from the heart of Flower Thief.

"We were getting sick ofjust playing in the living room."
said Chris Geisler, the guitarist, oftheir gruelling practice

schedule before the show. "Once you play for other people,

you can't get enough. It becomes an addiction."

One of those addictions that is good for you, it seems.
Despite a somewhat shaky start, the band lapped up the
energy of the audience and used it to grow steadily in

assurance from song to song until they were flinging that
energy back into the crowd tenfold.

That shaky start was perhaps due to the fact the band
has recently run a major marathon — the integration of
new member Amy Green. Over the course of four weeks,
they wrote five new songs and rearranged 20 old ones.

"It's been an exercise in practicing patience," Green
said. "I'm trying to bring improvisation to the band."

Green said she loves avant-garde free jazz. Geisler
called the experience an "emotional roller-coaster" and
said the band has "always been so structured. We've been
afraid to cut loose."

Not any more. Flower Thiefranged widely last night,
from the delicate loveliness of "Calling My Own" ("Our
only cover," said Geisler, introducing the song. "My
grandmother wrote it") to the thrashing grind of Amy
Green's "Black Shoes" ("I'm a recent convert to drums,"

FIVE COLLEGE IRISH STUDIES

Featuring
Professor Luke Gibbons

co-author d
Cinema in Ireland

FILM
FESTIVAL
AND
LECTURE
SERIES
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she said. "I can't wait to get them under control") to the

bouncing glee of "Shopping Cart JojTide."

"I always used to only write songs only when I was
depressed," bassist Jen Gallahorn said. "So

I
"Shopping

Cart Joyridel is about how it's okay to be happy and to be
in love and to write songs about it. Dammit."

The older songs shone as well on Sunday. Gallahorn 's

punchy bass and Geisler's guitar were as tight as their

vocal harmonies, while Green added a solid base with her
enthusiastic drumming. It was when she picked up one of

her flutes or the melodica that she really stood out. Green's
bandmates and the audience gave her more than one
astonished look during her solos.

Flower Thiefs excitement at performing was so great
they only waited through a few moments of applause
before bouncing back on stage for an encore.

"We're not terribly familiar with encore etiquette,"

Geisler said. "Is it okay if we play another song?"

The crowd roared; it was more than okay.
Flower Thiefis definitely in it for the long haul. When

Jen graduates from Hampshire andAmy from Smith this

winter, there will be a January tour ofthe South followed

by a return to the Valley to record a new album. And this

summer they'iv going to go for a nationwide tour.

"It's easy for a woman to just be an inspiration for

someone's art, to be flattered by that attention," Geisler
said, speaking ofa song she wrote about the relationship

between Nausicaa and Ulysses. "I mean, there's no rea-

son she couldn't have her own odyssey."
And, that was the most exciting thing about Sunday's

concert— the realization that this wasjust the beginning
of an odyssey for Flower Thief Or, to quote from their

song "Fortune Cookie" — "The master plan has finally

began/The plan that only little girls and spiral notebooks
know."

samples
continued from page 7

come in and screw around with all of our songs trying to

fix things that aren't broken."
On their album. No Room, the Samples successfully

send their messages, with songs that are as diverse in

culture and rock, reggae and country rhythms as they are
in texture, feeling and attitude. They attempt to create
an album that combines the richness ofgood music with
the depth of philosophy enough so you'll be excited and
impressed from beginning to end.

The show is one of many on the Rock The Vote Tour,
"a non-profit, non-partisan organization founded by
members of the recording industry to encourage 18-24
year olds to become involved in the process ofdemocracy
as a response to the relentless attacks on freedom of
speech and artistic expression."

The Samples will be at Pearl Street nightclub in

Northampton tonight at 8 p. m. Tickets are $7 in advance
and $9 at the door. The show is those over 18.

New members only! Expires 10/30/92

^ BoYDEM Relief ^
2 FOR $45
one month)

Flex^Fitmess Center

Flower Thief steals the show
with an energetic performance Glengarry Glen

Ross: brutal
and comedic
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Searing and brutal comedic drama was never so

desperately beautiful. In Glengarry Glen Ross,

from James Foley (AfterDark, My Sweet ), the stakes

have never been so high and yet so poetically

scummy. The grifters here are both the swindlers

and the marks — they're victims of themselves.

Director Foley takes David Mamet's Pulitzer

Prize-winning play and basically does not screw it

up. Mamet, who wrote The Untouchables and di-

rected the acclaimed House ofGames and last year's

Homicide, is in high form in Glengarry. His maze-
like dialogue and textured pacing are wonderfully

machiavellian.

The plot ( what there is of it ) is simple yet loaded.

Four salesmen— con men, really— sell swampland
as valued real estate. Their livelihood is based on
"leads;" names of suckers who are easy targets.

When a v. p. from downtown (Alec Baldwin)
announces a sales contest. The first prize is a

Cadillac, the second is a set ofsteak knives and the

third is you're canned. Glengarry is set in a dizzy-

ing 24-hour period in which the office is burglarized

and the glengarry leads, a list of "sure things" are

stolen. The film unfolds as the culprit is revealed
and the desperation of the characters crystallizes

and ultimately shatters.

The cast of salesmen are strokes of genius. AI
'acino is Ricky Roma, the one on the winning
streak, who is a master of deceit. He wines his

marks with liquor and gains their trust. Shelly
Levine (Jack Lemmon) is an over the hill salesman
who prime has past and is on a losing streak.

Ed Harris (T/ieA6yss ) is the short-tempered one,
who tries to cajole, even blackmail co-worker Alan
Arkin (The Rocketeer) into stealing the glengaiTy
leads. Their interplay is a portrait of grifters vic-

timized by themselves and their line of work.
Director Foley lets the characters work in a tight

ensemble, each performance compliments and in-

terlocks with another, although Mamet's script

allow each ofthe actors a chance to shine. Lemmon
has the time ofhis life in a part he seem destined to

play. It is no coincidence that the part has Oscar
written all over it. Lemmon is exquisite, he has not
been this good in a while.

Pacino shows smarmy charm as Roma. His
scenes with a mark (Jonathan Pryce) who wants
his money back glide with desperate tension, as
Roma pulls out all the stops to steady the mark
against the clock. It would be easy to skip over
Pacino's performance — it is amazing as usual.

Both Harris and Arkin work wonders with their
roles, their portrayals are slithering portraits of
men who are reduced to their tempers and com-
plaints. Kevin Spacey (Consenting Adults), as the
firm's supervisor, brings weaselness to new lows.

Glengarry's profanity sings, it is plot layers
cross like Shakespeare and the performances soar.
David Mamet is now a man to be reckoned with; his
script is intense and glorious. Glengarry Glen Ross
is prime American filmmaking at its finest.

Grade: A

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - October 28
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Uiiivcisily Heallli Center - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help,

can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest.. .Where should she go?

How

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid...What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is

struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal
workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these
issues.
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Chris Evans

Production Supervisor Lisa )ezowsl<i

Production Dana Dorman,

Kellv D'Amato

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
BLT Chinese Beef w/peas

Chicken Pucks Lemon Pepper Cod . ,,

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Savory Stuffed Peppers Lentil Chili

Chicken Pucks Lemon Pepper Cod

Kangaroo nerds

Quote of the Day
"Does Security know you're in the

building?"

—Kevin Jourdain

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
JEANE DIXONBy

ARIES (March 21 -April 19):Con-
iradiclory urges require you to pot

mind over matter. Prolits will rise il

you keep business and pleasure strictly

separate. A letter about an old busi-

ness chum tires you with ambition.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20); The
emphasis now is on upgrading your

property. Relurnish your quarters lo

make them more cheerlul. Seek a

peaceful way to resolve difterences

with loved ones.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): Im-

portant people should support you in

the pursuit ot key goals now. Cultivate

new business contacts in distant

places. Revamp accounting proce-

dures and keep credit cards under

wraps.

CANCER dune 2 1 -)uly 22): Keep
a low profile today and refrain from

tooting your own horn. Playing sec-

ond fiddle can have its advantages.

Take medication as ordered of under
physician's care.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Quick
thinks helps you snatch victory form

the jaws of defeat today. Talk it up if

you go out this evening. Cupid could

have a surprise for you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): This

is not a good day to let your heart rule

your head — a love interest or pal

may fool you. Eat popcorn- a deli-

cious and healthy snack.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Ocl. 22): Do-
mestic harmony and cooperation re-

turn. Drawcloserto family members.
A private matter will require the kid-

glove treatment.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Keep a lid on your ego and you will

win many new friends today. Public

opinion can work for you or against

you, depending on how you conduct
yourself.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2 1 ): Ward off moodiness through

aeroljics or cycling. Give yourself a

s()ecial goal for the day. You can

accomplish wonders once your mind
is in gear.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

A day when your skills and efforts

should win favorable notice. You
would l)e smart to place yourself on
center court and show the crowd
what you can do. Investigate any
financial offers.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18): A
machine malfunction could cause

delay, trying your patience. Concen-
trate on solo projects to make the

most efficient use of your time.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Some
of your plans could be realized in an

unexpected way. Invest your money
through reliable channels. Travel

could prove Iwlh expensive and fu-

tile. Stay close to home base.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 "Go —

,
young

man"
5 Kind of food

,
9 Cowboy '• rop*

Il4 Companion lo

hearty

15 Onatlma apple
spray

16 Illood of Ifie

gods
1 7 At tlie peak
IB Evidence
19 Pilfer

20 Cettains guns
22 Jolting

23 "Let — ling"

24 Ellilopinn

province

26 Ol an nge
2B Agil.-iliOM

32 Pail ol a place
spiling

36 llihhcal

boatwriglil

38 - la Douce
39 Male swans
40 F.imoiis

people, usually

41 Fliponed

42 Part ol a sel

43 Verne's captain

44 I olion

Ingredients

45 Discern

4 7 Hosiery mishap
49 Diamonds, in

Spanish cards
51 tJiideislood

56 fwlnrble

59 Positive

61 Siiboidin.-ile lo

62 ftesernbling:

Siillix

63 I rank

64 Miisit.ll

direction

65 Nolhinq Sp.

66 Eye p.irl

57 — nut
'>8 Very, in

Versailles

69 Coltic

DOWN
1 Marina
structure

2 Gourmand
3 Ski run

4 SIouk's home,
formerly

5 Component
6 Franch court

danca
7 Lizard:

Comb, form
B Ringlet

9 European
capital

10 Concerning
Insurance rales

1

1

Son of 36
Across

12 Cleansing

agent

13 A Paris airporl

21 Yemen cnpilnl

25 F«(.lain,illons

ol surprise

27 Movers
29 Therelnre

30 Diving duck
3' Little fellows

32 Gull war missile

33 Corn bread
34 News Item

35 Surgical chisel

37 Docking

position

40"— each life..."

44 Saa moss
product

46 Embroidary, of

a kind

48 Certain palma
60 Hol)t one
52 Shoulder cover

53 Pickled-

pepper picker

Peter

54 Equalizes

55 Thick

56 Rhyma achama
57 Actor Flackman
58 Touched down
60 Betelgeuae.

eg

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
[BT

filPJ

10/27702

The ()|jinions expressed un this p.l^c• .irc those ot the cartooniMs .ind do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Collegium or the LJniviTsity.
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Somalia
continued from page 6
proved medical care should be the priority
in Baidoa now that food is being distributed
in town and at more than 40 villages in the
countryside.

At the moment, the only health facili-

ties are at the town's one hospital, which
is without running water, and two clin-

ics."

While it is true that some of the food,

medicine, and other supplies sent to So-
malia are looted, the aide must continue.
Food is getting to the hungry, one way or
another. The present chaotic situation
cannot be an excuse for ignoring one ofthe
greatest humanitarian crisis ever. Instead,
new and bold tactics must be used to
remedy the situation.

World organizations and nations can
find ways to assist Somalia and they must;
particularly in the light oftheir part in the
creation ofthe present situation. The death
and destruction caused by the fighting
and drought in Horn of Africa cannot be
pushed aside while world attention focuses
on Eastern Europe. The Somali people
also have a right to life.

However, along with efforts for re-es-

tablishing farms, clinics, and other basic
services, the larger issues need to be ad-
dressed.

Order and security must be restored so

COLLEGIAN

that workers can feel safe. Bringing order
out of the present chaotic situation will

also require the intervention ofthe UN, in
the form of a peace-keeping force.

The first 500 troops, all Pakistanis, are
slowly arriving but they will be deployed
only in the capital city, Mogadishu.

This is an example of too little, too late.

More troops are needed to escort food
convoys to the remote areas and to restore
stability in the food distribution opera-
tions.

The resolution of the situation in So-
malia requires a firm and long-term
commitment on the part of the UN Secu-
rity Council and the international com-
munity to help in the recovery and reha-
bilitation of the victims. We must sustain
our efforts as an entire generation is d)dng
from civil war, starvation and disease.

Pressure on the UN, the US adminis-
tration and others must continue. The
present media attention is not enough.
Personal involvement in the way of letter

writing, telephone calls, fund raising, and
forming long-term organizations ofsupport
are also necessary.

Please participate in up-coming Soma-
lia relief-related events in your commu-
nity or help organize one.
Hassan Mohamed is a UMass student.

Imagine.
Youre flipping through the pages of tomorrow's Collegian and something

catches your eye. "Win two free tickets to see Material Issue, the Mighty
Lemondrops and Too Much Joy at Pearl Street," says the ad.

"That sounds too good to be true," you think to yourself. But. just in case, you
follow the directions and get in the drawing.

Next thing you know, you've won the tickets and you have to figure out what to
wear, who to ask...

Free tickets. Tomorrow.
THE MAS.SACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN

Bartletfs Quotations
lists newest members
By MARTIN FINUCANE
Associated Press

BOSTON — Nelson Mandela made
it. But so did Kermit the Frog.

The 16th edition of Bartlett's Famil-
iar Quotations, first published in 1855,

includes plenty of new voices to join

Shakespeare, the Bible, Milton and T.S.

Eliot, in a collection that spans more
than 4,000 years.

Some are statesmen, thinkers and
writers, following the dominant
Bartlett's vein.

"You'll find a great deal of unortho-
dox material in this book," said Justin
Kaplan, a Pulitzer Prize winning au-
thor who spent two years editing the
book, with an eye on contemporary
phrases. "I've tried to make the book a
great deal more down to earth."

Mandela, the long-imprisoned leader
of the African National Congress in

South Africa, was included, saying"Only
free men can negotiate; prisoners can-
not enter into contracts."

But this year many of the new faces
come from the movies, TV, and popular
music.

So Kermit, the character from the
Sesame Street children's show, opines,
"It's not easy bein' green."

Other contributions come from Jimi
Hendrix, Elvis Presley, John Lermon
and Paul McCartney and Bruce
Springsteen. Among Woody Allen's se-

lections, "It's not that I'm afraid to die. I

just don't want to be there when it hap-
pens."

Yogi Berra's contributions included.
"When you come to a fork in the road,
take it."

Many selections were added from
popular songs, such as "We are the

world", written by Michael Jackson
and Lionel Richie, and The Doors'

"Come on baby, light my fire."

From a 1981 speech at Yale Uni-
versity where she talked about women
succeeding in areas previously closed

to them, Gloria Steinem is quoted
saying, "Some of us are becoming the
men we wanted to marry."

Kaplan, 67, who lives in a comfort-
ably unkempt house on a back street

of Cambridge near the Harvard Uni-
versity campus, won the Pulitzer and
a National Book Award for his 1966
biography of Mark Twain. He won
another National Book Award for his

1980 book about Walt Whitman.
"I think of it as a book of record, as

a cultural montage." Kaplan said. "It's

a fairly unique repository of the re-

corded word."

But forget any notions that he led

a phalanx ofcrack researchers, wield-
ing checklists, in monitoring modern
culture to produce the book.

Kaplan describes editing Bartlett's

as a modest, homespun process, in

which he worked alone in his study,
using friends as unofficial advisors.

He said the project is "one person's
take" and issues a disclaimer: "The
book is never going to be definitive. I

hope it's authoritative and reliable .

.

. its basic ingredients— that is, usage
and familiarity— change every day."

But Mark Starr, Boston bureau
chief for Newsweek magazine, said
Kaplan was open to input from other
people.
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HALLOWEEN
WEEK SPECIAL

October 25 through 31

A Chilling Offer
3 scoops of ice cream

(for the price of 2)

Also other ghoulish treats and ghostly surprises

Thank you for your patronage. Have a safe holiday!

HALLOWEEN
CANDY CORN
COUPON COUNTCONTEST

October 25th thru 31st

No trick our treat!
Guess how many candy corns in our jar. If

your guess is the closest without going over,

you will win a $20.00 certificate good for

anything sold in the Creamery or Snack Bar.

Emp<oya«8 not eligible

HarjiDden Snack Bar
(UUt^ Cie€UHe^ \n southwest

Buddhist Enlightenment

American Buddhists Discuss Their
Experiences With An Enlightened Teacher.,

Enjoy An Evening Where Powerful
Meditation Techniques Will Be Taught.

Learn About Our Exciting Self-Paced
Program Geared For the 90:

• Gain Personal Power, Happiness, And Wisdom
• Study With An Enlightened Teacher
• Learn Meditation Using Electronic Music
• AttendAwesome Field Trips to Hawaii & The Desert

Saturday 's - October 24 & October 3 1 7:00pm
Wednesday's - October 28 & November 4 7:30pm

FREE

Campus Center Building
(See Schedule For Room Number)

FREE FREE

Free Music Tape For All Who Attend'
Sponsored By the Boston Meditation Society

(617)499-7985

COLLEGIAN

M Crofts
continued from page 1 2

'

Johnny Orr. Their backcourt of Justus Thi^en and
Ron Bayless is long on experience and ability. The ugly
Juhus Michalik is a long distance threat in the
frontcourt. The Cyclones' balance is their greatest
strength.

Oklahoma, a team UMass beat handily last year (86-
74) and visits this year, is usually a strong club and this
year should be no different. Billy Tubbs has centerBryan
Sallier, forward JeffWebster, and guard Terry Evans
back. The big question will be if someone can replace
guard Brent Price in the backcourt.

Nebraska should be a tough team as well. Center
Derrick Chandler is a rugged inside player for Danny
Nee. Forward Eric Piatkowski complements Chandler
with his overall game.

Big Eight Also Rans: Missouri, Oklahoma State,
Colorado, and Kansas State.

All Big Eight: Center: Sallier ( OU), Forward: Hancock
(KU), Forward: Jevon Crudup (Missouri), Guard-
Walters (KU), Guard: Thigpen (ISU).

Great Midwest: This is a conference on the rise. Cin-
cinnati captured the hearts of many last year. Memphis
State will do some big damage come this year.
Memphis State is revived, thanks to Larry Finch.

Finch has people recalling glory days ofKeith Lee in the
mid-eighties. Anfemee Hardaway is a talent too good
to describe. Hardaway gets help up front from the strong
David Vaughn. Two other starters return for Finch,
who will be having some fun in March.

Cincinnati had a dream year last season, making the
Final Four. Coach Bob Huggins is one of the top young
coaches in the game. Despite losing three starters"
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Huggins still has a strong squad. Shooting guard Nick
Van Exel is a player, plain and simple. Three of the top
reserves return for the Bearcats, making their losses that
much easier to swallow. Cincinnati will be battling UMass
at Springfield come January.

Marquette is long on experience with all five starters
returning. Their experience is a big plus when it comes to
their con-topping defense. Balance is the key word when
it comes to the Warriors' offense. Four of their starters
averaged double figures last year. The go-to guy for
Marquette is junior center/forward Damon Key.

GreatMidwestAlso Rans: UAB (UMass should meet
them in the Abdows), DePaul (UMass will meet them at
the Centrum), and St. Louis.

All Great Midwest: Center: Key (Marquette), For-
ward: Vaughn (MSU), Forward: Hardaway (MSU)(He
has to play somewhere). Guard: Van Exel (Cincinnati),
Guard: Terry Davis (DePaul)
Now it's time to return to my weekly column features

that have taken a vacation. They are back.
Dunce of the Week: This award goes to NBC Sports.

After listening to ex-Bear Dan Hampton provide color
commentary for the Pats-Browns fiasco, I realized that
there is a place for me in the sports world. Hampton could
not put two thoughts together, let alone two sentences. The
one great thing Hampton did do was after the Browns took
the lead at the end, Hampton said Dick Macpherson, ".

.

.

looked like he saw a bus hit a I pause for thoughts] street
vendor." That is one of the best things I have ever heard.
However, toNBC sports, how canyou let a cro-magnon like

Hampton on the air, you bunch of dunces!
06.scureFacfo/"f/ie Wee*.- RonnieGrandison finished

6th in the CBA in rebounding last year with 10.0 a game.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian Columnist

equestrian
continued from page 1

2

Horsemanship on the Flat, Class 6A; Heidi Seebeck
in Novice Horsemanship on the Flat, Class 4A and
Open Horsemanship Over Fences, Class 9A; Mike
Conway in Novice Horsemanship Over Fences,
Class 7A; Kristie Matisko in Novice Horsemanship
Over Fences, Class 7C; Andrea Wagner in Walk-
Trot, Class lA; Megan Zidle in Intermediate
Horsemanship on the Flat, Class 5D; and Sharon
DeClerq in Walk-Trot. Class ID.

Third-place ribbons went to Ramona Petrillo,

Kristie Matisko, Kelly Monohan, Heidi Seebeck,
and Michelle McDonald.

Fourth-place winners were Mike Conway, Becky
Dunham, Kristen Joseph, Sam Scott, Katie Noble,
and Laura Scheel.

Fifth-place ribbons went to Teya Geiger, Megan
Zidle, Jennifer Sykes, and Fe Fandrayer.

Collegian Sports- Where you
can read it all day every day.
(except Saturday and Sunday

of course 'cause we have
lives too, ya know.)

J

'MDC stands for

Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

The Collegian wasn't always daily.

It mustn't have been called

the MDC then.

SAY CHEESE!
Learn the secrets of photography.
Join the Collegian photo desk.

TOniGHT
Laser Karaoke at 9pin $2 cover

Greek Night -Wear Your Letters!

Spam Paris - 9pm
@

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Th* Franch Club
will view the movie
"Le Cavaleur"

10/27/92 Herler FLRC
7:00 p.m. All welcome
info, call Cullen 6-7060

Pra Vet ANSCI club meeting

6:30 316 STK tonight

Tufts speaking about
Vet School

UPC Oanaral Committaa Meeting:

Tonight, 10/27 at 6.00 p.m. in Earthfoods

at the Student Union. All are welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Oalta Zata't Annual See-Sawathon!

For the hearing impaired

Wednesday Oct. 28 at the Campus Pond

Please come and show your support.

Lika Appiiad Scianca?
Try Food Science as a major

Call Dr. Chinachoti 545-1025

Jaff McKanzia, Happy 22nd Birthday

Thanks for the Holyoke Flimflam, and

always hold true to your Caribbean roots.

Mama-guy.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese $6.00

Free soda with purchase of large

sub salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

FOR RENT

Amharst ramodalad Srm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus
S899/mo 256-0741

Fridfla rantal fraa delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

1972 Chryslar Naw Yorfcar

93.000 Miles

RUNS GREAT
S800
546-3527

DotlMatri«printarlBMcompatibleS120.

Call 245 9642 after 5 ask fo r Don

Tandy 200 Portabia computer

2 Power Pacs case and manuals

Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

HELP WANTED

BE A SPRING BREAK REPI
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun. Daytona. &

Jamaica from $159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL todayl

(800JI32-T1IAVEL

Ba on T.V. Many needed for

commercials. Now hiring all

ages. For casting info.

call (6151 779-7111 Ext.T-468

Coupla* - Proparty Managar Free

Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256-0741

Evaning Jobal Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

.Earn $1.S0O WEEKLY mailing our
cirrulars! ... Begin NOW!. ..FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

$200 - $500 MEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-

teed FREE INFORIMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801-379-2900 Copyright «

MA15K0H

Postal Job* availablal Many positions.

Great benefits. Call 1 800 333 3737
axt. P-3306.

STUDENTS OR ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spring Break

packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips.

^£Campus Marketing 800 423-5264

WANTED: TKAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA. ask for Bonnie

LOST

Loat Jackat J. Riggins green with hood
and stripes inside left at Hatch Bar on
lOm Reward call Steve 549-6310.

Loat UMass Basaball jacket please re-

turn if found reward Call 549-5789

MUSICIANS

QuHar Laason Borklaa graduate
534-0163

PERSONALS

Bath,

It's been two years since that night you
picked me up. I'm glad you've become
such a huge part of my life. Thanks for all

of the great times so far and to come.
Love,

Grag

CONGRATULA-nONS MEREDITMIII
First Place -wow!! We are all so proud of

you for doing your t>est and coming out

on top. You deserve it. Keep on doing
what you love and excelling at it!

Love, The Three Stooges
lesp. the Chocolate Monster)

Dana Yuan 1 1 (foul)

Happy Birthday Douchiel
We love you (liar)

Love your roomies ~
Wayne, Linda, Kate, Rebecca

Happy Balatad 2 1 St Birthday to Maureen
Clifford Hope you had a great one! Love
your favorite Brother Brian

SERVICES

Fraa Paar cotinsaling lesbian, gay,
bisexual issues. Phone or walk in.

LBG counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545-2645.

Qrants, Loans, Scholarahlps
We find financial aid for every

student regardless of grade point

average or family ir>come. Guaranteed.
1 800 475-2288 ext. 1519

Pregnant? Naad Halp?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops. 549-1906.

Scholarships, Grants svailabia
Minimal qualifications

Guaranteed results

Personal Service

S45 Fee
253 3454. 586 9445

Tarot Raadinga
Call Chris 256-0821

ROOMMATES WANTED

Famala to share large room 167.50
caM^5-7604

North Amherst female to -.hare tw
bedroom nice clean. On bi uute 200,

month ASAP Call Holly 549 ,'59 eves

TYPING/WORD PROC. ^-

Papars Typed - Fraa cover page. s(> II

check, laser printout. $1.50/ page. Brian
546-1795

Typing - Word Procaaaing,
Resumes. Reports, Theses,
Dissertations. Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323-5031

Typing tl/PG 24hr

5268
turnaround 586-

WANTED

Ara you ntoving out of Puffton?

Could we lake over your lease?

2/Bedroom wanted Call 6-1993.
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Women's X-Country grabs A- 1 title
By JASON NASH
Collegfian Correspondent

Usually, people try to jump on a band-
wagon before the team hits greatness. If

you are looking to hop on one, forget about
the University ofMassachusetts women's
cross country team because their train

just left town.

Saturday, at the A-10 championships in

Van Cortlandt Park, Bronx, New York
UMass won the A-10 championship for the
second year in a row and added yet another
win to their undefeated regular season. In

addition, the win wrapped up coach of the

year for UMass skipper Julie Lafreniere.

"I'm very happy (about coach of the
year)", said Lafreniere. "I have my team to

thank for being so outstanding all year."

While going in highly favored, the
Minutewomen were not themselves. Four
runners were sick including Mo Meldrim,
Kim Liljeblad and Becky Johnson.

Junior Kelly Liljeblad finished first for

UMass and second overall to Rutgers Ali-

cia Guiliano who set an Atlantic- 10 record

with a 15 second margin over Liljeblad.

On top all the sickness, Liljeblad sprained
her ankle virith a mile left on a very de-

crepit course.

"New York's economic troubles have left

them unable to put much work into the

course," offered Lafreniere. "Last weekend
8,100 people ran of the course making it

very run down and quite dangerous."

Rounding out UMass' top five were
Kim Liljeblad (5th), Johnson (7th), Julie

Moreau (11th) and Meldrim (13th).

With the UMass team losing their lead,

Meldrim provided a burst of inspiration

by screaming to her teammates ahead of

her to pick up the pace. Riding on the

emotion in the process Meldrim propelled

herself from seventh to fifth.

"Mo has been on penicillin for a week

now and hadn't run for five days," said

Lafreniere. "She and all the girls really

ran their hearts out."

While Saturday was very successful fro

UMass, they now must look ahead to the

New England Championships on Friday

and then the ECAC's on November 14 and
at the same time must deal with the con-

dition of the team."
"We are very happy to win to win the A-

10 championships, it really means a lot,"

said Lafreniere. "Luckily, we do have three

weeks to recover from all these injuries.

Our main goal is to be one ofthe two teams
selected to the Nationals at the ECAC's"

Water polo goes to 23-1 with win over Army

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Luke Harlan rises over a defender in Saturday's 18-10 win

over Brown. The two wins raised the water polo's record to 23-

1.

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

While the University of Massachusetts football team
was swimming its way around McGuirk Stadium Sat-

urday afternoon, the water polo team was swimming
around Amherst College's Pratt Pool, making two more
opponents look silly.

The Minutemen increased their record against varsity

teams to 19-1 in a 18-lOpoundingofArmy, inagamenot
as close as the margin indicates. They increased their

overall record to 23-1 in a 16-5 victory over Boston-Metro.
It was a weekend in which the 14th-ranked Minute-

men needed to both relax and play a game or two to stay
sharp. This weekend UMass will travel to Brown Univer-
sity in search of the program's first New England Cham-
pionship.

It was also the last area appearance of the UMass
seniors.

"It seemed to me," UMass coach Russ Yarworth said, "that

for some reason it brought the team back together. There's

beena little bitoftensionand I think thatwas a response to the

pressure ofthe end ofthe season coming up."

"The kids had a good time this weekend. Everybody
played. We were relaxed and playing the game, and that's

what you have to do once in a while. There's a lot of

pressure right now because we're getting down to that

time ofthe season where a loss . . . well, we know what it

can mean."
The Minutemen went out to a 5-2 lead after one period

and 9-4 at the half. The shoot-out continued as UMass
outscored the Cadets 6-2 in the third period in route to

the eight-goal winning margin.
"It was hard for us to get consistency, because I was

playing so many kids. We played the starters in the first

quarter and started putting in other guys," Yarworth
SEiid. "Not that they're worse players, it's just that it

wasn't a consistent group. I was subbing too much to

acheive cohesion."

UMass' leading scorer Javier Gonzalez had a monster
game, scoring five goals. Tsan Engin scored three times,

and seniors Scott Reed and Scott Deluca added two each.

Senior Jay Peluso scored once, as did Jeremey ALters,
Rich Schragger, and John Luviano.

Reed and freshman Fransisco Mariani each had three
assists, and senior Dan McOsker added two. Senior
goalie Todd Hourihan collected seven saves.

GAME NOTES - The Minutemen scored their 18
goals on only 23 shots, raising the team's shooting per-

centage on 493 shots to an impressive 56 percent.

"I don't think we've ever been above 50 percent this

late in the season," Yarworth said. "It's nice."

College hoop
preview looks
at Big Eight

This week I will continue with the college hoop
scene. This week I am hitting the Big Eight and the
Great Midwest. What no Big Ten? That con is being
left to another Collegian writer, look for it, prob-
ably later this week. As MC Serch would say, here
it comes:

Jeff

CROFTS
Big Eight: This conference has a prohibitive

favorite in Kansas. There is some depth, but not as
much as in the past.

Kansas is my pick to be cutting down the nets
in New Orleans. The backcourt ofAdonis Jordan
and Rex Walters is unparalleled. Up front Rich-
ard Scott and Eric Pauley add intensity and
toughness. The big addition for Roy Williams is

juco superstar Darrin Hancock. Hancock is going
to amaze all with his athletics and overall game.

Iowa State (a UMass victim last year. 71-51)

returns all five oftheir starters back and that bodes
well for the Cyclones' coach, the entertaining

Turn to CROFTS, page 1
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UM equestrians jump to the top
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Despite rainy skies and a muddy field, the UMass
Equestrian Team made a triumphant showing at
Saturday's Intercollegiate Horse Show at Hadley Farm.

Eleven colleges were represented at the day-long
show, includingAmherst College, Mount Holyoke College,

Holy Cross, Williams College and Smith College. UMass,
managed by Wendy Cicciu, was the high-point team of
the show with eight first-place winners, nine 2nd-place
winners, five 3rd-place winners, six in 4th place and four
in 5th place.

Captain Heidi Seebeck said the team is proving itself

more and more with each show.
"We are so excited," she s£ud. "Last week we were

second, now we're first. But we're always in the top
three."

Ramona Petrillo, an Open rider, said "We're having a
ball. We're ecstatic with the way the whole team is doing,
and we're having fun on top of it."

In first place were Carol Noll in Intermediate Horse-
manship on the Flat, Class 5A; Teya Geiger in Interme-
diate Horsemanship Over Fences, Class 8A; Ramona
Petrillo in Intermediate Horsemanship Over Fences,
Class 8B; Susan Shallcross in Open Horsemanship on
the Flat, Class 6C; Meredith Kelly in Walk-Trot, Class
IB; Betty Adams in Advanced Walk-Trot-Canter, Class
3D; and Madeline Feely in Novice Horsemanship on the
Flat, Class 4D.

Second-place wirmers included KellyMonohan inOpen

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Junior Megan Zidle jumping during the UMass equestrian

team's match, which took place at the Hadley Farm last

weekend.

The madness returns on Saturday
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Get ready for the madness.
If you have been waiting since March

for the return of the University of Mas-
sachusetts basketball team, your wait is

almost over.

Because at 12:01 a.m. Saturday nights

Sunday morningthe Minutemen will take
the Curry Hicks Cage court for their first

practice of the year.

"It is great event for our fans and players

to celebrate the upcoming season," team
manager Brian Gorman said.

Following last season's Sweet Sixteen
appearance, this Midnight Madness may

be the most eagerly awaited in its four

year history at UMass.
The Cage doors will open at 9:30 p.m.

and the festivities will include the give

away of a free UMass poster to the first

1,000 fans, a three-on-three tournament,
a free raffie drawing for two free round
trip tickets on USAir to Florida and a foul

shot contest for money.
The night will not only provide fans

their first opportunity to see the 1992-93

Minutemen, who are ranked No. 19 in

Dick Vitale's Basketball and No. 20 in

NCAA Magazine, but also a chance to

celebrate Halloween.
New NCAA rules pushed back the first

practice date from Oct. 15 to Nov. 1 and

UMass has responded accordingly.
This year the team will hold contests

for the best Halloween costume and the
best UMass fan costume. Also, a Coach
John Calipari look-a-like contest will be
held.

The deadline for signing up for the
three-on-three and the foul shot contest is

today. You can sign up on the Campus
Center concourse at the basketball table.
The final round ofthe tournaments will be
held at Midnight Madness.

At midnight the Cage lights will dim
and, Chicago Bull style, each player will
be introduced. What follows will be a short
scrimmage and a slam dunk contest.

The evening will conclude around 12:30.

SPORTS NOTICE
The basketball office Is now ac-

cepting entries for the Midnight

Madness three-on-4hree basketball

tournament and foul shot contest.

To enter, please sign up at the

nnen's basketball table on the Cam-
pus Center concourse, which is

open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
deadline to enter is TODAY!

The preliminaries for the three-

on-three tournament will be held on
Wednesday, October 28 at the

Curry Hicks Cage, and final rounds
will be held on October 31 before

Midnight Madness at the Cage.
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Thursday will be cloudy with

possible showers and nippy.

Local:
Political junkies and future pundits in Orchard Hill residen-

tial area holds a mock presidential election party.

Bet'cha can't guess who won. Page 3.

Sports:
Women's soccer offense gets a kick from

star goalie Skye Eddy, proving that her talent

isn't limited to the net. Page 12.
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UMass learning
disabled attack
Housing policy
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Several learning disabled students are filing com-
plaints with the University because Housing Services
refuses to waive the additional cost oftheir single rooms,
said a junior political science major.

David Shea, a learning disabled student, said he is

medically required to have a single. "It takes me a longer
time to learn and I need my own space to be able to

concentrate," he said.

Shea said he became aware this August he was paying
the regular rate for a single room. He said University
lawyers are reviewing the legality of the policy to deter-

mine whether Housing has the legal right to waive the
fees for physically disabled students and not learning
disabled students.

Housing Services Director Joseph Zannini said he
heard about the complaints several weeks ago and has
had a staff member working with an attorney on the
issue. "Our attorney has told

i
Housing! that our policy is

fair and appropriate," he said.

Zannini said Housing gives priority for singles to

learning disabled students, but expects them to pay the
money for the room just like all the other students.

Patricia Silver, head of Learning Disabled Student
Services, said Housing has done a good service giving

accommodations to learning disabled students, but she
doesn't know if their policy on single room fee waivers is

equitable.

i feel uncomfortable telling students to just accept
Housing's policy, so I tell them if they don't feel good
about it. they should check the policy out," Silver said.

Shea said even though Housing gives learning disabled
students priority to single rooms, their fee waiver policy

is inexcusable.

"Housing does not have the right or privilege to violate

the law and pin one group against another just to make
a quick buck," Shea said.

Zannini said if students were disappointed with
Housing's decision to charge learning disabled students
the required cost of a single room, they should talk to

him.
Zannini said the students should give him any other

information they have that would prove Housing's policy

inappropriate and unfair.

"I would be more than willing to work with their

attorneys. Students must realize the decision isn't final,"

Zannini said.

Silver said Housing's policy on fee waivers effects

Turn to HOUSING, page 2
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FEELING GROOVY - Debbie Moore, the X-Plicit Players, and Sexpression gave a performance outside the Hampshire
College Library yesterday.

Weld criticizes Clinton tax plan
Says Bush not to blame for Mass, unemployment rate
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— Gov. William Weld charged Tuesday that

a Clinton administration would cost Massachusetts jobs,

but he said the state's soaring unemployment rate over

the last four years wasn't President Bush's fault.

Rather, Weld said, the state's unemployment— which
was 3.3 percent in January 1989 and 8.6 percent last

month— was the fault of former Gov. Michael Dukakis.
"We're not out ofthe woods, but we're going in the right

direction," said Weld, chairman of the Bush-Quayle
campaign in Massachusetts.

With the election a week away. Weld blasted as

"cockeyed" the Arkansas governor's plan to raise taxes on
families making $200,000 or more. He and Lt. Gov. Paul

Cellucci, Bush's New England campaign chairman, also

took indirect shots at Clinton's trustworthiness.

"Clinton has consistently waffled on this issue. Is it

becau.se he doesn't know where he stands, or is it that he
deliberately is deceiving the American people?" Celucci

said.

Boston Mayor Raymond Fiynn, one of Clinton-Gore's

national co-chairs, responded later, saying that "for Gov.
Weld to call Bill Clintons economic plan ruinous is one
more example of the Republican pot calling the kettle

black."

"What could be more ruinous than the loss of 400,000
jobs in Massachusetts since George Bush took office?"

Flynn said.

According to the state Department of Employment
Turn to WELD, page 4

Bush signs bill to release

JFK assassination material
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush
signed a bill Tuesday requiring govern-

ment agencies — including the FBI
and CIA — to release secret material
on the assassination of President
Kennedy.

Amid a furious campaign schedule.

Bush penned the so-calledJFK bill into

law in Paducah, Ky.

"I sign this bill in the hope that it

will assist in healing the wounds in-

flicted on our nation almost three de-

cades ago," Bush said in a statement
issued following the signing. Bush ex-

pressed concerns that the law mayerode
his constitutional authority to control

executive branch secrets.

But he said, "I fully support the

goals of this legislation."

The law sets down the guidelines for

Congress, executive branch agencies,

and government research centers such

as the National Archives and presi-

dential libraries, to release a mountain
of still-classified material on the Nov.

22, 1963, assassination. The material
includes everything from top secret

intelligence reports to news clippings

and tax returns.

Documents that agencies refused to

release would be reviewed by a five-

member commission appointed by the
president. The commission would have
the power to make public the disputed
materials. In the case of executive
branch documents, the president could

overrule the commission and withhold
documents but only by showing that

"grave harm" would result by their

release.

One exception written into this law
is the file of photos and X-rays taken
during the atopsy of Kennedy. The
material would remain confidential and
access would be controlled by the
Kennedy family.

Bush complained that the law lacks

specific language allowing him to with-

hold documents from public view if

they concern executive branch delib-

erations and law enforcement methods.
The national security exceptions were
also too narrowly drafted. Bush said.

Armageddon this week
claim religious groups
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON ~ Don't make plans for the

weekend.
The end of the world is drawing near,

according to a national religious movement
that predicts the final reckoning wi 11 occur

between now and Saturday.

"Some people don't believe," said Lee
Ihn-Kyung, spokeswoman for the Taberah
World Mission, whose 16-year-old leader

reportedly received a revelation that Jesus
Christ would come this month for Judg-
ment Day. "But many people believe. It's

all up to them how much their minds are

closed to God."

The "saved," or born-again Christians,

will be swooped to heaven in the so-called

rapture. All others will be left behind for

seven years of tribulation, at which time
human history will end, according to the

revelation.

It's not the first time someone has
predicted the end of the world. But this is

a sophisticated Armageddon; it's being
announced in advertisements in The New
York Times and in brochures tucked un-

der the wipers of parked cars in major
cities.

"The fact that these expectations are
out there is kind of common now," said

Thomas Wangler, a professor of theology

at Boston College. "And there's much in

the Bible to inspire it. But the kind of

rationalization and modern advertising
campaign they're using, that's new to

me."
At least three groups are behind all the

publicity: the Taberah World Mission in

Skokie, 111., the Maranantha Mission in

Los Angeles and the Mission for the
Coming Days in Derry, N.H. .Some adver-

tisements also have been sponsored by the

Korean-based Coming of Chri.st Mission.

All are affiliates of the Korean Mission
for the Coming Days Church, according to

the Watchman Fellowship, a Christian
cult-monitoring.

Korean authorities last month arrested
Lee Jan-rim, a leader of the movement,
charginghim with swindling his followers

of up to $4 million. Prosecutors said he
had $380,000 worth of bonds with
maturities as late as next May, well after

his predicted doomsday.
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Housing
continued from page 1

about 30 learning disabled students, 'it takes lots of
energy for learning disabled students to organize their

day and it is beyond their ability to cope with a room-
mate," she ?>aid.

"I can't believe Housing isn't giving fee waivers to

learning disabled students." Shea said.
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UMass English Department Announces

Oxford
Night

Wed, October 28
Bartlett Hall Room 206, 7:00pm

J\ slide lecture and student respondents

to give and exchange information about the

English Department's Oxford Summer Semi-

nar. This is your opportunity to learn more

about a program now in its 28th year.

Six weeks of residential life (July 1 - August

1 2) at Trinity College, Oxford. Study English

literature taught by British University dons in

tutorials and small seminars.

Read in the world-fiimous Bodleian Library,

travel to Stratford and London to see Shakespeare

produced by the Royal Shakespeare Company.

Spend time in one ofEngland's most beau-

tiful cities, punt on the Cherwell, run on the

banks of the Thames, relax in pubs with stone

floors and thatched roofs.

Oxford Summer Seminar Office
Bardett 378

Tel. 545-1914

0/>rrt Mon 230-4:30: Tut. Th 1:30-2:30: Wtd.Fri

900-12:00

^^^ ^ Y FYls are public service announcements that run each Monday, Wednesday

r'^^V* ^v^^HV^ ''"^ ^'''^^y ^"'^ campus and local non-profit organizations. Due to space

i^^^i JL T^P^^ m constraints, //>e Collegian cannot print all FYls submitted and no announcement
can be repeated.

W^^ ^C--. ^ ^ ^^ To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all pertinent information to

I B^Tfl^B^VVf^J J JBB ''"' Collegian c/o the News Editor. FYls cannot be taken over the phone.
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Wednesday, October 28, 1992
Meeting — The Debate Club will be holding its

weekly meeting at the Debate Trailer, located below
Thompson Hall at 7 p.m. Anyone interested is welcome
to attend.

Blood Drive— The American Red Cross is sponsoring
a blood drive today in the Campus Center Room 101.

Meeting — Students Alliance For Israel meetings
have moved to Wednesdays at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Fundraiser — Delta Zeta is holding their second
annual 24 hour See-Saw-A-Thon beginning at 8 a.m. at

the campus pond and during the night it will move to the

corner of Phillip and North Pleasant Street. Proceeds go
to the hearing impaired.

Film— The Black Mass Communications Project will

be sponsoring the movie, "Mo' Money" in the Campus
Center Auditorium. The times will be 5, 7, 9 and 1 1 p.m.

The first show will be $2. and all other shows will be $3.

Lecture— MassPIRG is sponsoring a lecture by Rich

McClintock, Policy Analyst for the National Environ-

mental Law Center titled, "Exposing the Lies," at 5:30

p.m. in Room 423B in the Campus Center.

Thursday, October 27, 1992
Lecture — AHORA is sponsoring a lecture by Dr.

Antonio Martinez on "Purposes of Torture: Violations of

Human Rights and Empowerment of Survivors," at 7

p.m. in the Campus Center room 101.

Group— Chabad House will be having their monthly
women's Rosh Chodesh group at the Chabad House, 30
North Hadley Road in Amherst. Call Jill at 256-6695 for

more information.

Blood Drive— The American Red Cross is sponsoring

a blood drive in the Campus Center room 101.

Mass. police and fire stations
operating in serious disrepair
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

HOLYOKE, Mass. — State legislators Tuesday de-

clared the leaky, plastic draped police station here and
the Revere headquaii^rs among the worst in the state.

And they have viewed more than their share ofdecrepit
buildings during visits to police and fire stations in 39
Bay State communities over the past two weeks.

"It's shocking to see what's out there," state Rep. Paul
Cannon, D-Springfield, said Tuesday. "And it's not just

buildings. We are sending police into the street in cruisers

that have 150,000 miles onthem and firemen into burning
buildings with air packs that are 20 to 25 years old and
patched together with spare parts."

Canon, who chairs the House Public Safety Commit-
tee said he and state Sen. James Jajuga, D-Methuen,
chairman ofthe Senate Public Safety Commission, decided
to take a look for themselves after getting a steady
stream of pleas to help out individual communities.

Since the message of the tax limiting Proposition 2 1/

2 in 1980 Massachusetts communities have been hard
pressed to borrow money for capitol projects and have let

public safety needs slide, he said.

The legislators have sent questionnaires to all cities

and towns and expect to visit at least another 15 com-
munities before completing their assessment, Nanon
said. Eventually, they hope to put together a bonding
mechanism, perhaps similar to that in place for school

buildings, for public safety projects.

"Whether it is Taunton, Revere or Southbridge, it is

clear there is a real need," he said. "It's a real tribute to

the professionalism of the men and women that work
under those conditions. In many communities we've seen
them donate their time to build additions and make
repairs."

Their findings so far are a dismal litany.

"When you stamp on the wood floor in the Fitchburg
fire house, oats come out," Caron said pointing out that
the century-old firehouse, like many others around the
state, cannot accommodate the weight ofmodern trucks.

But the police stations in Holyoke and Revere stood out
even against a backdrop ofthe worst the state has to offer.

"There was a general consensus among the commit-
tees that they are in a class of their own," said Ann
Dawley, an aide to Jajuga.

"It reminds me ofsome bombed-out building i n Beirut,"

Jajuga, a former state trooper, said after Holyoke Police

Chief Robert Wagner showed the lawmakers around his
moldy station Monday where the roof has been leaking
since it was built 16 years ago.

Wagner pointed out light fixtures rusted by water
running through them, flaking paint, rooms draped with
plastic sheeting and decorated with buckets, and the hair
dryer he keeps by the telephone in his office to dry offthe
telephone wires during wet weather.

The city faces a damage suit from a prisoner struck
when part to the ceiling let go in a holding cell and several
police officers have suffered injuries and illnesses blamed
on the building, he said.
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Local News
Food Science turns 75,
starts $1M endowment

The department at the University of
Massachusetts that helped make Cran-
Applejuice a popular national beverage is

celebrating its 75th anniversary.

The department has created a
$1,000,000 "Campaign for Food Science"
to create a departmental endowment for

scholarships and equipment.
"Since 1918, the food science depart-

ment at UMass has prepared more than
1,000 talented scientists for industry and
government and academia," department
head Fergus Clydesdale '66 Ph.D. told an
alumni weekend audience earlier this

month.
"UMass has the only major food science

program in New England and its reputa-
tion for aiding industry innovation is al-

most legendary," said Clydesdale. "Our
research runs the gamut from GI rations

to wholesome packaging ofjuice and milk
for children to food analogs made from
inexpensive fish protein."

The tiny UMass department made one
of the University's biggest contributions
to the state's economy back in the 1950s
when the Ocean Spray Cooperative— not
yet a billion dollar sales organization —
was looking for ways to expand its mar-
ket.

One obstacle was the extreme tartness

of the cranberry which did not lend itself

to making a popular beverage.

Enter UMass food science doctoral can-
didate Kirby Hayes who was working on
developing a stable blend ofcranberry and
apple juice for his doctoral dissertation.

Using the department's lab, Hayes and
Ocean Spray scientists collaborated to

develop one of the company's most suc-

cessful blended juice products.

"We don't want to take special credit

for Ocean Spray's work," said Clydesdale.
"It's just another example of our depart-
ment helping distinguished scientists at a
major company to accomplish their re-

search objectives."

Much of the department's success is

now represented by its 20-memberAlumni
Advisory Board, many of whom hold key
scientific positions in industry.

Charles Feldberg, '54 B.S., chairman of

the Alumni Advisory Board, is also vice

president for health, safety and quality

assurance of CPC International Inc., a
leading food corporation in 51 countries.

"This campaign will provide the money
for a margin of excellence in the food

science program that will allow it to meet
the scientificdemands ofthe next century,"
said Feldberg.

Another Advisory Board member,
Lawrence Kuzminski, ('67 Ph.D.) vice

president of research and engineering for

Ocean Spray, chaired the board's endow-
ment fund subcommittee.

"Scholarships and fellowships are a top
priority," said Kuzminski. "Tuition and
fees are almost $9,000 for in-state students,

which represents a substantial investment
to many families."

Clydesdale added that some equipment
and laboratory renovations will also be
among the priorities for funding.

"Students need the latest equipment to

keep pace with scientific requirements,"
said Clydesdale. "The Campaign for Food
Science is a commitment by our faculty

and alumni to maintain our leadership in

the field of food science.

"New technology in food processing and
in biotechnology will require graduates
with advanced scientific know-how," said

Clydesdale. "We average two calls a week
from companies looking for food scien-

tists."

Food scientists will face many impor-
tant challenges in the 1990s. Clydesdale
predicts that "as medical science identi-

fies diet and disease relationships with
more
certainty, food scientists will be ready to

mass produce appropriate foods to meet
both health and aesthetic needs of con-

sumers.

—UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE
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Students back Clinton
Hill residents conduct mock elections

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
These Clinton-hopefuls gathered in Dickinson last night for free food, free stuff, and

to root for the Democratic Party.

By KELLY GEERS
Collegian Correspondent

Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton won
a key victory in the 1992 race for

president last night. He took the hill.

Webster and Dickinson Residence
Halls' "Election Party" proved a rous-

ing, if symbolic, success for the south-

ern Democrat, who walked away with
186 of the available 257 votes in the

mock election. Independent H. Ross
Perot followed with 50 leaving Presi-

dent Bush with a mere 21.

But education, not results, were the

important part of this election, ac-

cording to Webster resident assistant

Linda Forbes.

"The important thing was to educate
people for the real election, not just to

see who won here tonight," she said.

The election party, which was held
after the mock voting in the lobbies of

Webster and Dickinson from 5 to 7

p.m., was a collaborative effort from
resident assistants in both dorms, the

house councils, Universitv Democrats, the

Republican Club, MassPIRG and WM UA
Forbes said.

Carol Grady, resident director foi

Dickinson and Webster, said she wm
pleased with the mock election overall

"Much credit should be given to the RAs,
she .said. "I think we succeeded in educating;

our residents, and 1 hope there will Ik

great voter turnout at the election."

University Democrats repie.sentativc

Joe Silva said he believes that if last

night's party was any indication, the stu

dents will make the right choice in next

week's election.

"We need change," he said. "We've scei

what Bush has done to the economy. \V(

all know that college
I
graduates

I aren't

finding jobs." Silva said the Repuiiliian.>-

could do very little now to influence the

students.

There were no representatives of tht

Republican Club present.

The race for the president isn't the onl>

contest being decided this year, or last

Turn to ELECTIONS, page
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THE LONELINESS OF THE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER - Joshua Andresen, a sophomore philosophy/physics major,

cools off with a soothing ice pack after a brutal workout.

Guide makes off-campus easier
By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Correspondent

Ai'e you wondering how students manage the some-

times haiTowing move to living off-campus?

Some help is available in the form ofthe University of

Massachusetts Off Campus Housing Office which is

making copies ofthe town ofAmherst's "Annual Guide to

Understanding Your Rights and Responsibilities as a

Landlord or Tenant in the Town ofAmherst." This guide

is available free of charge to the public, said Joanne

Levenson, director of OCHO.
According to Levenson. 55 percent of all Amherst

tenants are students. The booklet is intended to educate

tenants and landlords of state laws and town bylaws

affecting them and their legal responsibilities. Thisyear.

the booklet was prepared by theTown ofAmherst Housing

Partnershi p/Fair HousingComm ittee in cooperation with
* * 4 4 • • ^ *. •• •. '. '. *. '» '* * '• 4 '* 4 * 4 * 4 « . * 4 .

UMass Off Campus Housing Office.

"This booklet has been published for over a decade
now," said Levenson. "Its main focus is on inappropriate

security deposit handling by landlords, sanitary codes,

alcohol bylaws, and the like." The booklet is an annotated
summary of pertinent state and local housing laws.

The idea came up about 10 years ago at an Amherst
town meeting. A local tenant activist group, the Amherst
Tenants Association, suggested the booklet's creation

and it was passed as a town bylaw. According to Levenson,

the booklet is the sole example of literature of its kind.

"We are unique. . . no other community produces a

booklet like this," she said.

Jen Phillips, a junior in the School of Management
said she thinks the booklet is a good idea pointing out a
major problem with her off-campus apartment.

"My landlord didn't draw up a legal contract for our

Turn to GUIDE, page 6

Conference to

study culture
and medicine
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

A conference which hopes to address ways health

care proxiders can provide proper care to people of

color w ill feature speakers from across the region.

The conference, titled "Cultural Relevancy in

the Delivery of Primary Care," will be held from
Oct. 29 to Oct. 30 in rooms 101 and 168 of the

Campus Center.

"There are enormous demographic changes oc-

curring in the United States," conference organizer

and assistant University ofMassachu-setts nursing
professor Christine King said. "Health and human
service providers will be seeing more diverse

populations whose languages and cultures may be

unfamiliar to them and with which they have had
little or no clinical experience."

'There is a lack of services available for people

ofcolor. Ifyou look across the state, many people of

color have no services," King said. "There is a

paucity of providers that are able to deliver care to

their own communities."

The invited speakers have been able to find

ways of approaching a culturally sensitive health
care system. King has arranged for Dr. Sara Torres
from the University of South Florida to speak at

the conference. Torres, president of the National
Association of Hispanic Nurses, is an expert in

Hispanic health care. Dr. Leda McKenry, who is a
visiting associate professor in the School of Nurs-
ing, will also be addressing the conference.
McKenry is an internationally known health care
consultant.

"You have to bring people from the outside in.

We just can not do it by the resources in the
community," King said. "I The conference

I provides
a way for us to help our graduates and under-
graduates gain knowledge in cultural diversity

skills. Students are welcome to drop by
"
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Prof, studies content of British. U.S. ads
In a recent Schweppes ad, comic John

Cleese pedals his product in both a classi-

cally British stylo and h ^^onzo American
on<

In the British version, he holds his cool

glass ofsoda aloft, extolli ng its virtues and
tastefulness, all the while wearing a con-

servative business suit. But in the
American version, Cleese stands in

swimming trunks on a beach, surrounded
by bikini-clad women, shouting near the
top of his lungs: "It's really wild."

It's classic Anglomania, a bit that ap-

peals to our belief that the British are
infinitely more subtle than ourselves.

And yet, according to University of

Massachusetts marketing Professor Marc
Weinberger, it's correct in only one respect.

"You would never see jiggling bodies in

British commercials," says Weinberger.
"It's simply out of character with the
British experience. In general, U.S. and
British ads reflect their respective cul-

tural norms. Still, while some of these
differ, many more are interchangeable."

For over eight years, Weinberger has
made British advertising his area of ex-

pertise, and recently he has been focusing
on that quality of advertisuig in which
many think the British put the American.s
to shame — humor.

'There's this myth that British ads are
much more clever than American ads,"

Weinberger says. "But if you simply look

at the humor in television commercials,
you will find that by and large it's much
more alike than different."

Alter months of watching hundreds of

commercials, perusing countless maga-
zines and surveyingadvertisingexecutives
in both countries, Weinberger has been
able to create a profile of the similarities

in British and American advertising styles.

Dividing advertising into categories—
informational and entertaining —
Weinberger shows that advertisers in both
countries rely on relatively identical ap-

proaches depending on the product.

For instance, when it comes to routine

purchases like Tylenol and Bayer, it's rare

in either country to see pure entertain-

ment ads. Typically, product benefits

dominate the ad because that's what
consumers demand. Likewise, in the group

of low-risk "feel-good" products, such as

beer, ads in both countries arc predomi-

nately entertainment-oriented.

In America, a bar scene complete with
funny one-liners (such as the Coors Silver

Bullet ad) is common, while in Britain, a

pub substitutes for these humorous ex-

changes (such as in the John Smiths Bit-

ter ad).

Other ads bear comparable similari-

ties. Higher risk products like microwave
ovens and cars in both countries are sold

most often by crafting messages that

convey tangible features and benefits

within an entertaining context.

Weinberger does acknowledge some
subtle differences in the advertising

strategies of the two cultures. One of the

most striking of these, he says, is in the

use of language.

"I don't know ifit is to do with increased

literacy or what, but there is much greater
use of puns in British advertising than in

American," Weinberger says.

Also dissimilar is our use ofthemes like

patriotism and family togetherness. Love
of country and family would be viewed as
horribly out of place in a British ad.

This doesn't mean that sentimentality

is a purely American vice, however. For
instance, American ads for Cottonelle toilet

tissue focus on soft cuddly kittens and
adorable children, while the British

Andrex toilet tissue ads features a frol-

icking, happy-go-lucky puppy.
Ultimatley, Weinberger concludes that

British ads only seem more clever to us in

America because when we happen to see

them (such as on the Tonight Show) they

are the cream of the crop and novel by
definition.

"If we saw run-of-the-mill British ads
day in and day out on TV, however, they
would leave a very different impression,"

he says.

—UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE

Some people don't like the Collegian.

Well at least we've got our integrity.

So there.

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

$10 HAIRCUTS!
Make an appointment with Heather
or Liz, between 9am and 1pm, and

your haircut will be only $10 !

Good Monday through Friday.
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Weld
continued from page 1

and Training, Bay State unemployment skyrocketed
after Bush took office, peaking at 9.4 percent in March
and May 1991. The low was 3.2 percent in February
1989.

For the four reporting quarters of 199 1 , Massachusetts
saw unemplo3mient rates of 8.9 percent, 9 percent, 9.1

percent and 8.8 percent. In 1992, unemployment has
been 8.9 percent, 8.6 percent and 8.4 percent.

Weld, who took office in January 1991, blamed the
unemployment figures on "massive tax hikes" by the
Dukakis administration and spending by Dukakis and
the Democratic Legislature. At the Republican National
Convention in Augfust, Weld told the delegates he had

turned Massachusetts around.
"Other states have been going down while we have

been going up," he said. "We were number one in the

unemployment rate of the top 11 industrial states all of

last year. This year we've been five, six and seven."

"George Bush and Bill Weld are so out of touch with
the working families in America and Massachusetts that
they are actually trying to tell us that the economy is on
the upswing," Flynn said.

Weld and Cellucci, pointing to recent national polls

showing Clinton's lead over Bush and independent Ross
Perot tightening, said heavily Democratic Massachu-
setts and its 12 electoral votes were still within the
president's grasp.

Need a Little Help
with Life? Call us

at the LB6 Counseling
Collective, 545-2645 or

stop by 4066 U. Mass.
Student Union.

Call for office hours,

we're here to help!
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Despite some nasty rumors,
Big Brother is NOT watching you right now.
Nor will he be peeking over your shoulder on
November 3. So once you saunter into that

voting booth and draw the curtain, you will

be shut off from the rest of the world - just

you and those little levers. It's a fateful

decision, friend, don't blow it off. The best
thing you can do in the face of this new
responsibility is to become an educated

voter. Know WHY you are voting. Be proud.

Our friend Bob actu-

ally does not have a

body. The reason he
is always seen as a

free-floating head is

exactly that - there's

nothing else to the

poor guy. So if you've

got any extra torsos

lying around, the

Collegian will gladly

take donations.
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Four more years? Yuck
The presidential election is in one week.

Yep, Nov. 3, 1992, will decide the fate of

America for the next four years. Before
pushing any electoral buttons, I thought
maybe I should open my mind, give the
conservative's opinion some credit and
think about George Bush as America's
president — again (oooow I just got the
chills).

EO
THOMAS

Anyway, here I am — mind open —
yeah, just waiting for reasons to vote for

Bush to enter my head. I never realized

what a dark place this could be — wait
was that an echo? Did I turn off the coffee

machine? Maybe I should go downstairs
and check. Chris will yell at me if it isn't.

Chris is always yelling at me. Chris has a
mouth like Perot has ears. Wait — Bush
that's right. Okay, okay, I'm thinking. No
pressure. Let's see, what would the world
be like with Bush for four more years?
Maybe I should play word association:

abortion/wire hangers; women/ball and
chains;jobs/Japan; Yugoslavia's civil war/
L.A. riots; fam—Nah, word association is

becoming too tedious. Let's try this: a
random-in-no-particular-order-list.

Why we should vote for Bush:
• The economy is doing just peachy.
• The U.S. "must be a military super-

power."
• The Rodney King verdict was proof

that "the system works."
• Donnna Reed will conquer the drug

lords of this country.
• Health care adequately covers all the

people.

• Dan Quayle's Competitiveness
Council has "saved" 2,000 auto jobs in

Alaska (hold on a second, there aren't any
auto jobs in Alaska).

• Women's bodies are only for breeding

purpyoses and have only the mental ca-

pacity for cookie recipes.

• Oil is more important than the edu-
cation ofAmerican youth.

• Separation of church and state is

outdated.
• George Bush won't raise taxes (sorry,

that echo was read my lips).

• The environment is as green and
healthy as our economy.

• The Constitution should be recycled

and used for toilet paper.
• The government should own our bod-

ies — ovaries and larynx' come with the
lease to the White House.

• AIDS is a homosexual problem.
• Sexual orientation isman and woman,

just as family is husband and wife.

• The destruction of Saddam Hussein
and Iraq's military power (wait, Saddam
is still there and we gave them the weap-
ons in the first place. . . scratch that one).

• With Bush's waffling, IHOP service

might improve.
• Blistex and Chapstick stock will go

up creating money for the economy.
• Late night talk shows won't have

much material without Dan Quayle.
I have to stop, the pizza I had for dinner

has decided to give my mouth a second
taste. Well, I guess this open mind thing
isn't working out the way I had planned.
It's funny though, now that I think about
it my mind seemed to get narrower and
narrower as I wrote my list. In fact I began
to feel rather claustrophobic. I wonder if

that happens to other people when they
consider voting for Bush. Kinda scary . . .

I wonder how their minds breathe (ewww,
I just got the chills again).

Well, I'm glad I went through that
exercise, it was a little like a nightmare
— but its good to confront your fears.

Damn, I better go check that coffee ma-
chine.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Financial aid isn't much help
In order to obtain approved financial

aid loan checks, all students are re-

quired by law to attend an information

session. When are they? Who knows. An
announcement is recorded on the for

ever-busy financial aid phone line on

Friday for the following week's meet-

ings — and each week the meeting

changes location and time. How can we
plan to attend? Ifyou're lucky, you may
not have a class when they meet, so you

stop whatever worthwhile thing you're

doing and rush over to the Campus
Center. Butyou've come all the way only

to be stopped at the door and told that

the 15 minute meeting is full— you are

out of luck. There are already 50 people

crammed inside ( and now there are that

many people outside ) and they can't run

another meeting in 15 minutes because

they supposedly they don't have enough
forms for you to fill out (lie).

So what's the big deal?

1) Give multiple sessions that will

accommodate the overflow.

2) Reserve a bigger room.

3

)

Give more than one week's notice.

4) Don't lie to students who are work-

ing hard, deserve their money and will

find out that there were plenty of forms

at the meeting, unlike what you told us.

See how easy that is? I understand

you may have other constraints I don't

know about and maybe it's more diffi-

cult than it seems. The bottom line is

that students are here to study, attend

all their classes and work to get by— not

to run all over campusjust to be lied to.

Beth Hunt
Northeast

Matters versus money
My father was waiting in line at the gas

station the other day, and our town's
moderator (no, we have no mayor) walked
up and got in line behind him. My father

commented on the long lines, and our
elected official said something to the effect

of, "Well, Ross will take care of that. No-
body will be able to afford gas when he
gets in. Heh heh heh." Funny man.

Not so unique though. Machiavelli said
to punish a man while keeping his loyalty

you can kill his family, but never take his

land. He'll forget his family eventually. Of
course back then Machiavelli was only
dealing with men; ifhe did that to women
today he'd be singing a different tune, and
probably with a much higher voice.

Nathan

CRICK
Nevertheless his point is made. For

most of us, little matters about our leaders
next to how much money they can put in

our pockets. George Bush. Did he coddle
Saddam Hussein and then rape his

country? Well, maybe. Did he sell arms to

Iran? Long history. Has he ruined our
inner cities? I don't know, I live in

Cowpatch. How much has he abused the
environment? Like I care about the spot-

ted owl. Isn't his abortion stance a little

too fascist? Maybe, but he means well. His
son was involved in bank fraud ! Hey, that's

private. What about this supposed "war
on drugs?" Sounds neat. Quayle? He's
funny. But they've led us into a depression
and given us a four trillion dollar debt!

Yeah, that bothers me, but everyone else is

going to raise our taxes. I will not pay ten

cents more for a gallon ofgas! That's lu-

dicrous and I will not stand for that!

Push the right buttons. History will

disappear.

Do we really care about anything out-

side of our realm of view? Most of us do,

but it is just a concern tucked away in our
minds that comes out in entertaining po-

litical discussions at the dinner table.

When it comes down to it, we don't vote for

imaginary debts or foreign wars or bank

scandals or anything thatwecannot touch.
And for most of us not struggUng against

the system in our inner cities, the only

thing we can touch is money. Well, not the

only thing. In 1988 we could feel the fear

of a black man named Willie Horton who
was going to rape our daughters. That
makes two.

I wonder if it's our fault though. We all

seem resigned that most of what we are
told is made up of lies and half-truths.

Maybe we are so self-centered because we
believe that the only things we can rely on
are what we can see. When taxes go up we
know taxes go up, we don't have to rely on
the misinformation ofour leaders. As long
as everybody keeps track of themselves,
everything will work out right. Kind of a
nice way to go through life isn't it? In fact,

for most places that seems to be the rule.

That's the problem with our society; you
can't really blame anyone for being the way
they are. People are either ignorant to

begin with, brought up in a commercial
world that makes them ignorant, or, if

know what's going on, they're too nihilistic

to care. And the ones that are concerned
enough to shout, "I want change!" have no
idea how to go about it, and eventually give

up themselves. Especially when they have
to compete against a candidate like Bush,
who basically epitomizes the status quo,

but insists on shouting the same damn
thing. It's as ifwhen people all get together

and cry for change, politicians try to make
what they shout for just more of the same
in different words.

In my yearbook there was a Desert
Storm layout in memory of our victory,

and the first sentence read, "The first

place Americans felt the impact ofthe war
was at the gas pumps." Wow. Really gets

you right there, you know? It made me
want to scrawl something obscene on it,

which I consequently did. I wonder if our
country is ever going to change, if we are

ever going to be able to look beyond our
own noses when it comes to improving the
world in which we live. But then I went
home.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

Does Ques. 3 offer real answer?
The dispute between business and

government has been fought many
times throughout American history.

Question 3, the recycling initiative,

has been described as a showdown be-

tween big business and government.
The bill is hailed by supporters who
feel government intervention in prod-

uct development stages will be benefi-

cial to the recycling cause. Both sides of

this initiative are backed heavily by
strong lobbies and high-cost advertis-

ing campaigns.
The problem is clear and unavoid-

able. We must conserve our resources

to sustain an environment adequate
for natural survival and economic
growth. The objectives in Question 3

are well thought out and, if met, ben-

eficial to society. However, must our
onlymeans ofenvironmental protection

come from a government agency?
Should a watchdog commission to

regulate and control the inner workings
of a firm be the only option in handling
this dilemma? If so, why bother with
the free market system in the first

place?

In a true free market economy, the

bulk ofregulatory power should be held

by consumers. Instead oftrying to solve

our environmental problems through
more conventional means (a commis-
sion to study and regulate from the

outside) why not place that power in

the hands ofcustomers? Let them know
who is complying with a list of envi-

ronmentally attractive goals by pro-

viding incentives for those who do and
ignoring those who do not. For example,
allow companies to display a logo when
the product in question complies with
all the standards determined. When
shopping, consumers can make the de-

cision to avoid products which do not
show the logo, thus providing provo-

cation for corporations to develop en-

vironmentally sound products.

Using a system similar to this will

force big companies to become more
responsive to consumer needs and will

also save a state government too far in

debt from having to spend considerable

effort meddling in these affairs.

Romin Thomson
Southwest

Rethinking what White guilt is
This is in response to Malkes Gomes'

editorial [Collegian, Oct. 26]. I am moved
by the eloquence ofyour statement ofyour
and many others' opinion. While my expe-
rience lacks the root evil underlying the
troubles others put me through, it puts
the call to the administration to take re-

sponsibility, and the steps taken to do so,

in a different light.

I had held a similar view to the
Collegian's, though unwilling to float the
same judgment with any Black friends. I

have to rethink the aspects ofwhat White
guilt is, and the capability of the Univer-

sity to cure the disease that will continue
to corrupt its pretenses to rationality.

Much of the persuasiveness ofyour view,
though, is the anticipation of the falter-

ing defense the White community holds
against the fact that the attitudes of
people ofcolor are not rooted in their own
racism. There is an end to passing tra-

ditions of hatred, even if it be stilted, or
deliberate, and it's been within society's

reach for longer than a devoted effort

should take.

Glenn S. Foster
Hadley
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Harassment reports on increase ' st*ide
^^ /~r^r»f irM i£i/H frr\rr\ n

BOSTON (AP) — The number of sexual harassment
complaints in Massachusetts has increased dramatically
since conlirmation hearings of then-Supreme Court
nominee Clarence Thomas last October, federal figures
show.

"Sexual harassment has been given wider play in our
society recently, and it has given a lot ofwomen courage
to come forward," said Charles L. Looney, director of the
regional office of the Federal Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission.

"Of course, there has been a great increase in the
number of complaints after Anita Hill."

Hill, who once worked for Thomas, alleged during
testimony at his hearing that he had sexaully harassed
her. Thomas strongly denied the charges.

According to EEOC figures, 92 complaints of sexual
harassment were filed in Massachusetts between Octo-
ber 1991 and June 1992, up from the 70 cases lodged in

the previous 12 months. The increase nationally in the
same period was 44 percent.

"I think that the continuing rise of consciousness and

concern with working in an environment free from ha-

rassment have prompted more women to exercise their

rights," Looney said.

He said another reason for thejump in the number of

complaints is the flurry of cases involving domestic
violence during the last year. He said more attention is

being paid to battered wives and women.
Looney said the large increase in complaints indicated

that growing numbers of women will no longer tolerate

being victimized by the behavior of co-workers.

"It is not an easy thing to enter a federal office and to

lodge a federal complaint," said Looney. "It takes a lot of

courage."

Looney said the EEOC looks into all complaints filed,

although about 50 percent ofits cases are administratively

dismissed at some point. He said about 25 percent end
with a judicial ruling, and the rest are settled without
court intervention.

"Larger companies have been aware of the (sexual

harassment
I
problem for a long time and have systems in

place," Looney said.

elections
continued from page 3

night. MassPIRG is pushing Question 3, a referendum
question calling for a new recycling law.

MassPIRG's Student Director Sarah Turk said,

"Massachusetts is proposing one of the nation's toughest
recycling laws. It is important we do everything we can
I
to see it passl."

Turk said major out-of-state corporations, such Dupont,
Exxon and Dow, are flooding Massachusetts media mar-
kets with advertising aimed at defeating Question 3. Turk
said the statements made in the ads are, "outright lies."

Though the question passed in the Webster/Dickinson
Election Party with a landside victory, Turk said it won't

be as easy come Tuesday.

When you're as good as we are,

you don't have to apologize.
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continued from page 3

rental agreement," Phillips said. "Plus, he will always go
to our parents with a problem before dealing with us
directly." .

Steph Roselund, a senior psychology major, said, 'There
are so many landlords who will screw you just because
students don't know their rights." She said she considers

the booklet a good resource to protect student tenants'

rights. She offered some practical advice for potential and
new student tenants. "Keep good records — it's the only

real way to avoid trouble in the long run," said Roselund.

Both students agree that living off-campus is well

worth the hassles it can cause. "It's somewhere to come
home to," said Phillips.

"Yes, it's cheaper; better food
,
quieter accommodations

and more convenient," said Roselund. "I wouldn't live on
campus again even if you paid me a million dollars."
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performance
In Howard Franklin's The Public Eye, set in New York

in 1941, Joe Pesci plays seedy free-lance photographer
Leon Bernstein, whose shots of life and death on the mean
streets gi-ace newspaper covers daily. Bernstein is also
known as "The Great Bemzini" for his apparently magic
ability to turn up at the scene of a crime before the police,
and he is presumably based on the real life photographer
Weegee, who was so named for the same reason.

His line of work means that he knows both "all the
crooks and all the cops." and because ofthis he is hired by
glamourous nightclub owner Kay Levitz (Barbara
Hershey) to investigate a man who claims to be her late
husband's business partner. In taking on this investi-
gation Bernstein . a man who "never takes sides," becomes
involved in a Mafia war and gets inextricably caught up
in his own subject matter as the film draws towards its

violent climax.

The first few minutes of the movie suggest that it is

going to be simply an exercise in styhzation with its

period setting and obvious gangster/film noir influences.

but what emerges is actually an impressive study in
character and obsession.

Pesci's character is set up as decidedly amoral right
from the start, as we see him rearranging a dead body to
make a better shot, and the issue of his own voyeurism is

made clear with black and white sequences which high-
light the way that he can only look at the world as if

through a camera. It seems that, as a friend says to him
at one point, he can only express emotion when he has a
camera in front of his face.

Bernstein is, by nature of his job, a parasite, and what
this film is essentially about is his struggle to redeem
himself by finding somethone to believe in what he does.
He sees his photographs as art but he finds that they are
too much involved with real life for the art world to regard
them as anything but "vulgar." The subtext of this film is

that being an artist makes you someone, but portraying
everyday life on the streets brings you only contempt; the
film suggests that finally maybe art and life are the same
thing.

The interaction between Pesci and Hershey is central
to The Public Eye, and Kay Levitz reflects Bernstein's
parasitism in her own apparent role as a "cold-hearted

Public Eye
bitch' who married an old man for his money. Like
Bernstein she is searching for some kind of redemption,
and Hershey's subtle performance means that we can
never quite figure her out.

One of the most intriguing elements of the film is the
constant suspicion that (as was the convention with the
films that The PublicEye pays homage to) she will turnout
to be more dangerous than she appears, and the film's

closure revolves around this. It is to its credit that is doesn't
go for the easiest option in its resolution, but manages to

tread a fine line between a conventional portrayal of the
femme fatale and a more subtle character reading, without
losing its nerve and opting for the banal happy ending
which looks dangerously imminent at one point.

As it is essentially a character study The Public Eye
ultimately stands or falls on Pesci's performance, and he
handles the role brilliantly, bringing it pathos without
sentimentality. In the end this film is fairly modest in

what it sets out to do, and perhaps too much in debt to its

influences to really be striking, but it addresses its

themes tightly and is a welcome relief form the glut of
overblown landscape epics (e. g.A /?/i'fr/?i//j.s Through It,

1492, etc.) which Hollywood is currently churning out.

Come down to the Collegian and
^ ————————. ^

Write for Arts.

Instant popularity.

Instant status.

Instant wealth.
And you get to hang out with all the hipsters

113 Campus Center Dungeon. Tell them Bob sent you.

TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

FROM NEW YORK
Rowidl;9 Oni Way

London
$305 $165

Paris
$398 $219

Rome
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$458 $229

Tel Aviv/Istanbul
$639 $329

Guatemala Gty
$390 $205
Costa Rica
$430 $225

Some tickets valid to one yeir

Most tickets allow changes.

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa.

Utin America and Australia.
Cuflomt Imrrvgriton md dtpiljrc

Uia apply Firet nAjpA lo change

without notict

RISM TRAVEL
S42MadliMAn.,inr.irr 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
FOUNDED 1966, THE ARTS COUNCIL FOSTERS
EXCELLENCE & SCOPE IN THE ARTS ON CAMPUS

!?^?!5RKsr!!^^^?!^!^?!^s5^

did you know that...
. IN THE LAST 3 YEARS THE ARTS COUNCIL SUPPORTED

100'' OF GALLERY EXHIBITIONS.

100'^ OF ARTFUL PERFORMANCES IN THEATER, DANCE & MUSIC.

100' OF PUBUCATIONS, POETRY READINGS,

SLIDE LECTURES & WORKSHOPS.

YOU...
• COULD ENRICH THE UNIVERSITY WITH YOUR

CULTURALLY DIVERSE EVENT.

SHOULD COUNT YOUR ART RELATED PROJECT INTO OUR NEXT 100!

^^?K^^^fS?^^^^^Sw»^^^i^i<?^^>>yx^?:-'-^^^

'1^'

• THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL GIVES FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO THE ARTS.

• CALL AND ASK ABOUT AVAILABLE FUNDS FOR FALL & SPRING CYCLES

DEADLINES: 11/20, 2/19, 3/26, 4/23.

• WE CAN HELP, CALL 545-0202, 209 Hasbrouck

. STOP AT OUR TABLE ON THE CAMPUS CENTER

CONCOURSE ON 10/28-29

I

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN

RANDOI^
DRAWING!

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!
Wm A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

MATERIAL ISSUE, TOO MUCH JOy,

MIGHTY LEMONDROPS
at

PEARL STREET NIGHTCLUB
Tuesday, Wovcmber 3rd

TRIPLE BILL TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
n

Name

Phone #

s/%

L'

Must be at least 18 years old to enter Tickets are non-relundable

Drawing to be held on Friday. October 30. 1992 No entries will be recieved after 3:30 PM on 10/30/92

Collegian stat! are not eligible to enter Winners will be contacted by telephone

Drop oM entnes at Collegian business window. 1 13 Campus Center (basement). UMass. Amherst
Winners are responsible (or picking up tickets at the Collegian office before 3 30 pm on Tuesday. Nov 3rd

Only one entry per person will be accepted Only ofticial entry form from newspaper will be accepted

_l
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LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

Captain's Log,

Stardate 10-28-92,

1:03.35 AM.
An early one for

Collegian Night
Graphics staff, but
taxing nonetheless
It's a filthy, grimy,

sinful job, but
somebody's got to
be there for the

students of UMass.
We LOVE it

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - October 28
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

Uiiivcrsily lieallh Center - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she Isn't getting any help. How
can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says It's

under control, but I don't think It is. I'm really afraid.. .What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is
struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal
workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these
issues.

THE FrVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN
wPEACE AND WORLD SECURITY

J^ STUDIES
Presents:

in

"THE INTERNATIONAL RESPONSE
TO THE HUMAN CATASTROPHE IN

SOMALIA"

A lecture by:

HAZEL McFERSON, George Mason
University's Commonwealth
Professor of Conflict Resolution and
Public Affairs

Monday, October 2h*:h

8:00 PM
Converse Hall, Amherst College

This event is free, open to the public, and
wheelchair accessible. For more information
call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519

COLLEGIAN

Family of Carol Stuart
sues Charles' employer
BOSTON (AP) — The family of Carol

DiMaiti Stuart reportedly has sued Back
Bay furrier Edward F. Kakas & Sons,
claiming it carelessly stored a revolver the
victim's family says Charles Stuart used
to kill her.

The wrongful death suit was filed in
Suffolk Superior Court last week, two
days before the third anniversary of the
fatal shooting in Boston's Mission Hill

neighborhood, the Boston Herald reported.
Charles Stuart, who also was shot, told

police a Black manjumped in the car and
robbed and shot him and his wife.

Stuart apparently committed suicide
Jan. 4, 1990, after he was implicated in
the killing by his brother Matthew.

The suit maintains that Charles Stuart
took the revolver from an unlocked cabi-
net at Kakas after he was unable to get a
gun elsewhere. Stuart was a $100,000-a-

year manager at Kakas.
The civil suit said Stuart used the gun

from Kakas "only when those other efforts

proved to be unsuccessful and only because
he knew that the gun was not likely to be
missed due to the defendant's lax and
careless handling of it."

The suit also said Kakas kept the gun
in a manner that gave Stuart and other
employees unrestricted access to it despite
knowing that Stuart "was implicated in

certain unlawful activity" before his wife
was killed.

It was reported in the past that Stuart
was among employees questioned in 1986
in an investigation of a suspected theft of
furs from Kakas.

Matthew Stuart, is scheduled to go on
trial Monday on charges of conspiracy to

obstruct justice and hide evidence in the
killing of Carol Stuart.

Clark professor slain
signs of struggle found
WORCHESTER (AP)— Pohce are in-

vestigating the apparent murderofa Clark
University professor found dead in her
home on Tuesday.

Police said Dr. Margret Comer, 50, an
associate professor of biology and adjunct
associate professor ofchemistry

, probably
was killed during the weekend.

Neighbors called authorities at about 9
a.m. Tuesday when they noticed all the
shades in Comer's house were drawn.
Police said one window was left open and
there were signs of a struggle.

Investigators said they had no motives
or suspects. Policewere looking forComer's
car, agray 1987 four-door ChevroletNova,
which they said may have been stolen by
the killer.

It was the fourth murder in Worchester

in as many days.

Worchester Police Detective Lieuten-
ant John McKiernan said Comer's body
was discovered in the rear of her single-
family home.

Comer served until summer 1992 as
director of the university's biochemistry
and molecular biology program. She taught
graduate and undergraduate courses in
molecular biology, molecular genetics, re-
combinant DNA, biochemistry and mo-
lecular bacteriology.

"This is a campus in shock right now,"
said university spokeswoman Kate
Chesley.

Comer was a specialist in molecular
genetics. She was a member of the insti-
tutional biosafety committee for the
Worchester Biotechnology Park.

Assistant Advertising Representatives

for the Collegian

\Ne need:

• organized • motivated

• ambltioue • reeponelble

undergraduate etudente

with qood communication skills

These positions are volunteer

Call Pat at 545-3500
for more information or come to our

office and fill out an application
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

JIM'S JOURNAL
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RECESS \S
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By BILL WATTERSON
IT TAKES Mt MORE TUM
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

A U1^\e 4rop of

By jIM

TU* ^pe«^Wcrf jos-f

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
How ON X.

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

TANGENT COMICS
T-u4-n<.e WAS QE/N& i-a<wK>

??.6t\C€H"nA». CArNyAtfrt^, vWT**'

^e m<r*iy \---^tm

I X GCJT prf^l^'A*: WAIT,

lUjHATb -T>Vfe?

Bv PRICE VAN RAY

IS IT AN 'A"Ok IS VTA
"8". WELLX MEUER
SAIa; SUCM WAIT.

VAAATS TWS?

A STAR ONi AAH t^^!

TO HELL WITH MY BAEDEKER By ZACHARY A. SCHLAPPI

Vt UAS At a Feii^J

CCNVSfJTioiJ Of ALL, PL^c^Z. T AooCi Him liyST

(;)F HIS nrnf.

Hf\ve Htm if^

Today's Staff

Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Mark "Eraser" Elliot

PhotoTechnician Jessica Taverna

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Theresa Giammattei,

Jim Canley, The Dread Pirate Roberts

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Duchess Meat Pie Chickenmeat Stir Kry

Grilled Cheese Fettuccini/Meat Sauce

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

FALAFEL POCKET!!! Veggie/Tofu Stir Fry

Grilled Cheese Fettuccini/Nomeat Sauce

"Louis . . . phonecaw."

Quote of the Day
"Why not go out on a limb? That's

where the fruit is."

—overheard

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April I <)): Ciin-

didoni al honK- or work could l)e

lurbuleni. Slay calm. Your social life

IS alxjul lo move inio high gear. Do-
nx'S(icprojeclscomelogelhef quickly

and sm(X)lhly.

TAURUS( April 20-May 20): Your
(X)wers ol |X'rsuasion sliould pul you
in rhe driver's seal now. Far-reaching

business and linancial plans iH'gin lo

take oil. New alliances are iavored.

GEMINI (May 21-!une 201; A
rocky relationship or unwanted ohli-

galion may he getting you down. Do
>omelhing new this evening. Go
hrough your wardroln' with a critical

ye Ix'iore gf)ing sho[)ping.

CANCER dune 2 1 -luly 22i: Keep
.ailing along in the spirit oi

achievment. Il travel plans tall apart,

look lor an alternative. Improved
ommunication with a child hel()s

.<)U restore domestic tranquility.

LEO ()uly 2i-Aug. 22i: I'lans

oncerning your home or lamily ap-

)ear promising. Be willing lo travel

ind work long hours to at hieve lull

business success. Keiuse to I x.' templed
into altering your educational gf)als.

VIRGO I Aug. 21-Sepl. 22): Do-
nK'stic lite ison an even kit'l, allowing

you lo pursue your career whole-
heartedly. An investment begins to

pay handsome dividends. Your so(ial

lile accelerates.

LIBRAtSepl. 2 t-C>:t. 22): Airiend

or relative could provide the answer
tea business ((uestion. DomcslK lite

looks much iK-tter lolkmmg a ( andid
conversation with your man-. He ,)ii

eager l)eaver wla-n s< (M)ping mashed
|)olatoes.

SCORPIO (Oil 2i-Nov. 211:

("reative endeavors enjoy highly ta-

vorable intluemes Make a Ixildtash-

lon statement ii .itteiiding a glitzy

event. Al work, promote I kmIucm art h

undertakings and vour own literary

skills.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec.
211: Complete |K'nding businessearly

in the day. Your physic al batteries are

recharged. The power ot jMisitive

thinking gives you tlie winning edge!

CAPRICORN iDec. 22-|an I'll;

Guard against unnecessary linancial

gambles. Cash in sour chips bclore

disaster strikes. Il you're Irish, you're

pretty cool.

AQUARICISijan 2t)-Fel). ! »i; Use
your own good |udgemenl when
purchasing a major item. Certain

c laims cannot be proved, lie sure to

keep your promises.

PISCES (Feb. I'i-March 20); Your

good taste keeps you irom making a

costly mistake toclav Follow your

intuition in romance-. Ac ting Ich) de-

pendent on a mate c ould c ause prol)-

lems.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 Man on the

beat
4 Normancjy town
8 Stravinsky

ballet

12 Tree trunic

13 Sctiool dance
14 Uncultured
15 Make —

succeed
16 Facility

1 7 Faced the

target

18 Soprano born
in Brooklyn

?1 Betore. in

poetry

?? Chicago trams

?3 Vinegary dnnk
P7 TV street

?9 Casino game
31 Yoko Lennon.

nee -

X^ flopMno born
in Modena.
Italy

36 Payable
3/ Cavi.ir

38 Siniile conlPf

'to Sf>f»f.ino hofii

111 Aiuiirl.i (j.'l

.M Onrida ..lieer

If) Was in ariears

46 Refugee
50 Disposable

handkerchief

5? lamb s

complaint

53 Bern s riv«-r

54 Me/70 bo^n tn

Bradford. Pa
58 Malay mammal
61 Actress Singer

6? tjeither fem or

neiit

63 Join

64 like a certain

ranger

65 '— Rhythm"
66 "The Art of

Fugue"
coinfw>ser

67 Reducing spots

68 Pro follower

DOWN
1 Stick

2 Martini

garnishes

3 Rose or

Fountain

4 School text

5 Servers

6 Casualty

7 Buddhist
sacred

mo'inlain

8 Gre'l the dawn
9 Chewing matter

10 Canticle

1

1

Beatty or

Sparks
12 Naive ones
14 London's "The
— the Wild"

19 Do followers

20 Zhivago's

beloved
24 Exits

25 Mrs
Leonowens

26 Reine s male
28 Singer Fd
29 Overflow

30 "Gradus ad
Parnassum"
author

33 Seabird
34 Raiahs wife

35 Wlir^rp lo (jot n

tiero

36 Functions

39 lota

40 "- My
Sunshme"; hit

song of 1 940
41 Pitcher, of a

type

42 Nasty ones
43 Nanking

nursemaid
47 Lincoln's

home?
48 Release

payment

49 Put up
51 Kate or Al

52 She played
Nora
Charles

55 Troubles

56 Pilot's

maneuver
57 Neglect

56 Bucket
59 Collection of

sayings

60 Snapshot,
briefly

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

10/28/92

^H' ? 3 4 s 1 7

1

• I 11 11

1? 13 14

15 II 17

II 11 n ^
?1 n 73 S n n

71

_^ IN
" 31 31

1
^^^1" 33 34

3S 3( ^^^^3' ^H 31

If M 41 4? 41 I^^H
44 45 41 47 41 4f

SI 51 " wnn 54 _" 51 _
SI SI M

r
II

1

U

t] •4 H

M 17 M

r, ,1 ,„ iMv i.iiM. lie- those 1)1 tlK'C.iituooisl^.incl do not nucfss.trily ri'iiet t the- views ol the Collci^uui oi the University.
The o(jiiiions e^|;le^secl on this [)<^^ <"'- i"" -',"'. » » . . .,»...-—-.---'

•ilMl Lm Aii|tl«i TIam XyntfkMc 10/28/9?
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One of the best pure athletes on
this year's UMass squad, Williams
started three games at quarterback
for the Minutemen last year, before

moving to cornerback last spring.

(Center) Maguire kicks towards
record books

Minuteman placekicker/punter

Jim Maguire has connected on all 3

1

of his point after attempts since

landing his bare foot style in

Amherst last fall.

The UMass record is 33 in a row,

held by Sandro Vittello (UMass
kicker during the heyday of Min-
uteman football in the late '70s),

and barring the unexpected,
Maguire should tie or break the

record this weekend when the Min-
utemen face Eastern Mass rival

Northeastern on Saturday at 1:30

p.m. here in Amherst.

A- 10 may merge with Great Midwest

Sweat
with Collegian Sports.

113 Campus Center Basement.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Depending on who you talk to, discus-

sions of a merger between the Great Mid-
west Conference and the Atlantic 10 Con-
ference are either a new issue or old news.

The Philadelphia Daily News reported

Monday that six schools, including the

University of Massachusetts, have begun
preliminary discussions about a possible

merger. According to Mike Carey of the

Saint Bonaventure University Bona
Venture newspaper, the other schools are

Temple University, Rutgers University,

West Virginia University and George
Washington University.

The six schools do not include St. Joe's

or St. Bonnie's because we didn't have
football programs," Carey said. "If this

happened, St. Joe's and St. Bonnie's pos-

sibly would merge with the MAC (Mid-

American Athletic Conference)."

Tim Stephens, Great Midwest Confer-

ence assistant commissioner for media
relations, said that there iscommunication
between the two conferences.

"I don't understand what all the com-
motion is now," Stephens said. "There has
been an informal exchange ofinformation

which started at the NCAA convention in

January. We've requested information

from the A- 10 and they've given it to us.

Nothing new has happened."

Ask the directors ofsports information

ofdifferent schools in the Great Midwest,

however, and you might be surprised.

"That's the first I've seen or heard ofit,"

said John Lanctot, DePaul, associate

sports information director. "I wouldn't

know about any possible proposals, we
really haven't talked about it."

The breakdown of the most likely

merger scenario would look like this: the

six A- 10 teams would merge with the

Great Midwest, creating two divisions for

most sports (with the exception of foot-

ball). The two divisions would be broken

up into East and West, and each team
would playeachteam within their division

twice, and play each member of the op-

posite division once, at least in basketball.

In minor sports, each team would only

play other teams within their division

until the conference championship, which
would bring every team together. The
purpose ofthe structuring would be to cut

down on travel, which seems to be the

primary concern ofmany skeptics in both

conferences.

"I know there have been talks going on,

but I don't think there's anything immi-

nent," Cincinnati Sports Information Di-

rector Tom Hathaway said. "I don't see

travel being a mtyor problem to overcome."

In terms of UMass, the merger seems
to make sense. The University already

has the big-time facility (the 9,493 seat

MuUins Center), which means they are at

least partially committed to becoming
nationally prominent in basketball.

A merger would mean a conference

television market to 50% of the nation,

giving all schools added exposure. A huge
television package is being discussed. And
while teams such as DePaul have exclusive

contracts, the revenue for the A- 10 teams
would be much greater than what is

available now.

One ofthe larger roadblocks is football.

The Great Midwest's football teams are

weak, but West Virginia, Temple and
Rutgers have worked too hard to get into

the Big East to pull out now. UMass and
Rhode Island have Division I-AA pro-

grams, and George Washington does not

even field a football squad. In all likelihood,

a merger would not affect football.

"We anticipate a day when the Great
Midwest Conference is bigger then it is

now," Stephens said. "We're steadfast in

our belief that when we grow, we want to

get better, not just bigger."

TONIGHT
KARAOKE

$50.00 Cash Prize

Any Menu Nachos
$2.00

9:30 - 10:30

THE
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15 EAST PLEASAHT STREET

Harriers finish third in A- 1Os
By GWENDOLYN McLAURIN
Collegian Correspondent

It is a crunch time for the University ofMassachusetts
men's Cross Country team. It started last weekend in

Van Cortlandt Park, Bronx, New York and it won't end
until Nov. 14 when the IC4A Championships are held in

Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Penn.

Last weekend, the team competed in the Atlantic-10

Conference Championship and finished third behind St.

Joseph's University and West Virginia University.

"I felt going into the meet that we had a chance to win
and I would not have been surprised to come in second or

third, but I was hoping to win the whole thing. I still think

that we have the potential to run as well as the top two
teams [in the Atlantic-10 division),"said CoachKen O'Brien.

"I've come away from the meet thinking that we can be a

better team than both St. Joe's and West Virginia."

West Virginia finished the race with 48 points and
UMass ended up with 61 points, which was the closest

gap in scores for the entire field ofteams. UMass ran very
strong and by the four mile mark they held a lead over

West Virginia. However, they were unable to hold the

lead and faded slightly towards the end ofthe race. That,

r AEROBICS -^

Low Impact

Step

"Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycles

' Biocycles

Treadmill

The world's mightiest heroes fWMl?
on sale monthly from Marvel?

Available at:

Same Bat Channel
Comics, Cards, Qames and more...

Hampshire Mall, Hadley 586-8775 Ingleside Mall, Holyoke 532-9797

... fly on your ov^^n v^ings of imagination....

Open Monday- Saturday 10 am- 9pm Sunday 12 pm- 5pm

COMICS TRADE PAPERBACKS GRAPHIC NOVELS
TM & C 1992 MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT GROUP INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

AMHBEST
AtHLETICCLUB

256-0080

coupled with West Virginia's strong finish, finalized the

scoresheet and forced UMass to settle for third.

"In some respects, I'm a little disappointed, but I like

to focus on the positive parts ofthe team's performance."

said Coach O'Brien. "We did have a good team effort. We
just didn't finish it off the way we should have."

Coach O'Brien had high praise for some of the indi-

vidual ninners who ran strong races. Matt Simon finished

first in team scoring while placing fifth overall with a
time of 26:01.63. Kevin Greehalgh, a junior, finished

eleventh overall right behind Simon with a time of

26:29.37. After that, UMass came together in a pack
where, ofthe next eight spots, four ofthem were occupied

by UMass runners. The pack included sophomores Rick

Copley and Brian Cox.

"Those four guys I really feel had the best day ofour
entire group." said Coach O'Brien.

The team is now looking forward to their next meet
which will be held this Saturday at the Franklin Park Zoo
in Boston.

"The recent polls in New England show UMass in the
second five. They haven't seen our best race yet. There
has only been one race where we've had our top two
runners (Simon and Erik Andelman) together and that
was at Vermont," said Coach O'Brien.

"Most teams have not seen our best race and I'm the
kind of person who believes that anything is possible.

And I'm not saying that UMass is a longshot, either. I can
accurately project that if we have five good races out of

any ofour top seven runners then there is a good chance
that we could move up substantially in ranking."

Amherst

Laundromat
Open 7 days
Kam-9pm

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washiii}; Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

* s- ^ 8! *

BANDS OUT THERE!!
UTHWEST AREA GOVRRNMENT 18 PROUD TO PRESENT THE lOTH ANNUAL

BATTLE OF THE BANDS!

Interested bands should pick up an
application outside our office (located
in Hampden Commons, across from the
Munchy Store in Southwest). Drop off

application and a demo tape (2 songs)
NO LATER THAN 5 pm Thursday Oct. 29

Any Questions? Call 5-0960

BE PARI OF rHE UIIINIIIE WW
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Stanley Cup run. Last year, the magic
wore offand the North Stars hit the middle
of the road.

This years' Stars are 5-3-1. with an
impressive 4-1 Smythe Division record.
Could it be that the Stars are for real this
time? Their goals for— goals against ratio
IS a pretty mediocre 35-33, so they're not
winning games by much. But a 6-0 win
looks like a 3-2 overtime squeaker in the
win-loss column.

Go figure what happened to St. Louis
and Chicago. They're holding up the rest
of the Smythe from the cellar, behind

Tampa Bay. You know this won't last very
long. Either that or the Lightning signed
a pact with the devil (or the Devils) to be
the first expansion team to make the
playoffs since theNHL expanded from 6 to
12 in the 1970s.

Go back to the junior leagues, eh:
the pathetic Ottawa Senators might con-
siderAHL membership. They haven't won
or tied since their surprising opening-
night upset over Montreal. The Sens' big
problem seems to be offense, sine they've
only scored 18 goals in eight games. ( Fellow
expandee Tampa has rung up 32).

Greg Sukiennik appears everyrp^^ D T i . "-""^s -ju-niciiiiiK appears every
1 ampa Bay. Letme say that again, behind Wednesday on the Collegian Sports page.

Meditation. ^'4.
Mental Clarity.

Mystical Experiences.
Emotional Balance.
Spiritual Depth.

It will be with you for
the rest of your life.

Learn How.
Now.

A special program
forpeopie 18-29.

FREE Every Wednesday
October 21 -December 9

UMass-Amherst • Carr^pus Center • 7:30-9:00pm

Oct. 21, Rm. 903 Nov. 18, Rm. 911
Oct. 28, Rnn. 1 74 Nov, 25, Rm. 803
Nov. 4, Rm. 905-09 Dec. 2, Rm. 803
Nov. 1 1 , Rm. 803 Nov. 9, Rm. 803

New members only! Expires 10/30/92

^ BoYDEM Relief ^
2 FOR $45

(one month)
UNIVERSITY FACULTY AND STAFF

The United Way campaign is about to begin and I appeal to you for your financial
contribution.

This Fall, for only the second year, Advocacy Network is listed as an approved
agency by COMEC (Commonwealth of Massachusetts Employees Contribution) to
receive your contribution as a state employee through COMEC via United Way as the
collection agency.

Advocacy Network is an all-volunteer group which advocates for the mentally re-
tarded residing primarily in Western Massachusetts. We have achieved much success
as evidenced by our lengthy record of significant accomplishments - including the
involvement of the federal and state courts - and we are .soon to achieve a historic first-
the closing of the Belchertown State School by January 1993.

Through the years. Advocacy Network has been closely involved with thousands of
University of Massachusetts students who have participated in the long-standing and
successful Boltwood Project, a recognized student organization.

As you prepare your COMEC contribution form, please specify Advocacy Network.
None of us is paid. We are dependent upon public contributions.

If you wish to learn more about Advocacy Network, please phone (413) 256-1313 and
we will not only answer your questions, but we will mail you our handsome, updated
flyer.

Thank you.

Sincerely

Benjamin Ricci

Professor Emeritus
UM/Amherst
Board Chairman
Advocacy Network

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST& FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES FOR RENT

MuKicultural Night
International entertainment and cuisine

needed for campus wide event (ingredi-

ents will be provided) Show UMass your
culture! Call by Nov. 6th 253 0522

Tour of Wall Streat & United Nations

November 6, 1992

Day trip to New York City S32
Call 546 3727 NOW!
Organised by the European Club

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Graeks and Clubs raise a cool S1.000 In

just ONE WEEK!
Pins S1000 for the member who calls!

And a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for

calling 1 800-932-0528 Ext. 65

Lika Appliad Scianca?
Try Food Science as a major
Call Dr. Chinachoti 545-1025

Naad a lockar? We have them at OCHO!
428 Student Union

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home heat-

ing oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO.
428 Student Union or call 545-086S. Save
money and stay warm.

Amharst ramodaladSrm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus
S899/mo 256 0741

Fridga ratital fraa delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

Dot Matrix printar IBM compatible S 120.

Call 245-9542 after 5 ask for Don

Tandy 200 Portabia computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O.

HELP WANTED

COLLEGE PIZZA

Collaga Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S6.00

Free soda with purchase of large

sub salad or spaghetti

549 6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

Alaska Suinmar Emplaymant - fisher

les earn $600+ a week in canneries 34000/

month on fishing boats. Free transporta

tion! Room and Board! Mala or Female
Get a head start on this summer. For em
ployment program call 1 206-545 41 55ext

A5001
^ „ __

BE A SPfflNG BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun. Daytona, &

Jamaica from S159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800)32-TRAVEL

Couples - Property Manager Free

Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256-074

1

Evening Jobs! Environmental campaign
work. Fight pollution with Clean Water
Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584 9830

.Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! ... Begin NOW!...FREE packet!
SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran-
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #
MA15KDH

$252.50 Sell 50 funny college T-shirst
and make 3252.50. No financial obliga-
tion. A risk ree program. Avg. sales time ^

4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/Larger quantities avail. Call 1-

800 733-326 5.

STUDENTS OR ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spring Break

packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips.

Call Campus Marketing 800-423-5264

WANTED: TRAVEL REPsTor sp7ing
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800 3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

Work for Us
UMass Outing Club
Now hiring an
EQUIPMENT MANAGER
Applications avail,

at UMOC office

423 C Student Union
Due Nov. 9

HEY YOU

TV Times has UMass cable and town of

AMherst cable listings customized for you.
Pick it up on campus today. Valuable
coupons inside!

-•LEGAL INTERNSHIPS**

Spring 1993 internships with the Le
gal Services Center! Get hands-on expe-
rience in the legal field -• work directly

with altorneysand clients. Noexperience
in the legal profession necessary - train-

ing provided. Contact Legal Services to

day: 545-1995, 922 Campus Center. No-
vember 13 is the application deadline.

LOST

Gillian

Happy Birthday

Happy Belated Birthday Demetris

To the Best R.A. on the seventh floor.

Love the

T.M.'s

Resumes
Need Help' I have experience with Re
sumes. Quick service, free advice, excel
lent quality, and LOW prices. IBM laser

printing service available

Call Andy at 549 8463

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

Kim S. from Tri Sigma
Tonight is the night! Get Psyched!
Love Your Big Sis

Lost: License at Friday's party

Please return in girls 546-2909

Mary Breslin
Happy Birthday! You're my
one and only. I love you very

much. We have been and always
will be "Always and Forever"

Love,

Michael

RIDE WANTED
MUSICIANS

Guitar Lasson Berklaa graduate
534-0163

PERSONALS

Need a ride to North Adams Saturday
and back on Sunday. Please call Laura at

546-1394

Anne Maria of Tri-Sigma
Only a few more hours and
you will find out who I am.
You're awesome I'm so glad
you're my little.

Sigma love and mine.
Your Big Sister

SERVICES

Free Peer counseling lesbian, gay,
bisexual issues. Phone or walk in.

LBG counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545 2645.

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops. 549 1906.

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female to share large room 167.50
call 665-7604

North Amherst female lo share two bed-
room nice clean. On bus route 200/monlh
ASAP Call Holly 549 4259 eves

TYPING/WORD PROC.

P»pars Typed - Free cover page, spell
check, laser printout. SI 50/ page. Brian
546 1795

Typing - Word Processing,
Resumes, Reports, Theses,
Dissertations Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/PG 24hr
5268

turnaround 506

WANTED

Are you moving out of Puffton?
Could we take over your lease'
2/Bedroom wanted Call 6 1993.
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Sports
B's are back,

|

New role, same result for Eddy
Tampa's hot,
Ottawa's not
The Bruins are back.
The past two seasons have seen Boston Bruins'

squads that have done well for the most part, but
shown signs of weakness and inconsistency. No
such problemthisyear. Even withoutCam "someday
I'll get healthy and when I do. UlfSamuelson dies"
Neely, the Bruins have streaked out to a 6-1-1, 13
point. 41 goals-scored start.

What's more impressive is that 4 of those 6 wins
have come on the road. The opposition wasn't
exactly Stanley Cup calibre ( San Jose? Edmonton? ).

But hey. they're all wins. Who's complaining?
Bruins coach Brian Sutter is. It's obvious he

knows what he's doing by his comments on the
team's play. It's a long season, and 6-1-1 means
nothing compared to the playoffs. When they get to

where lie wants them to go. the Bruins will be
drinking champagne.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
That old Brums competitive fire is back. too.

Witness Darren Banks, man without fear. He
couldn't catch on anywhere else, but Sutter and
general manager Harry Sinden knew a big part of
the Bruins mystique is intimidation. To date. Banks
has 32 penalty minutes in eight games — that's
roughly a five-minute major per game. Look out,
infie boy. Darren's coming for you.

Meanwhile, the Pittsburgh Penguins picked
up where they left olTlast year — dominating the
opposition. The undefeated Penguins (7-0-2) have
rung up 49 scores, the most in the league, and are
only allowing 3.16 goals per game. What's more,
Mario Lemiuex is healthy and dominating games
again. Yes. it's still early, but the Pens look like

contenders.

Ifand when the Penguins falter, both New York
teams mo. the Devils don't count) will be there,
beating the whatnnr out of each other. Everyone
already knows what the Rangers can do— namely,
choke big-time in the playoffs — but the Islanders
are a relatively new story.

A year ago. the Islanders were hopelessly mired
in the Patrick cellar. Suddenly they're in third.
What happened' F'irst, the players the Isles picked
up in the Pat LaFonlaine trade, i.e. Benoit Hogaie
and Pierre Turgeon, are no joke. Second, the Is-

landers' minor league system, which producedAHL
playoff contenders the last three years in Spring-
field and Albany. N.Y.. has finally paid dix-idends.
Ha ha ha: The E^dmonton Oilers are a pathetic

1-8-1. Laugh now while you can, because they'll

still probably win the Cambpell Conference. What
the heck, they always do.

Also in the Campbell: two years ago, Minnesota
shocked the hockey world with a rags-to-riches

Turn to SUKIENNIK, page 11

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Skye Eddy knows a thing or two about a soccer net.

Mainly, what its like to play between the pipes.

Yesterday, Eddy proved she knew how to shoot be-
tween those same posts as she netted her first collegiate
goal in the University ofMassachusetts' 2-0 victory over
Vermont.

Eddy has spent the last few seasons at UMass honing
her skills as a goal keeper. She has proven to be one ofthe
finest keepers in the nation and is a viable candidate for

All-American honors this season.
However, Massachusetts (13-3) has another All-

American caliber goal keeper in Briana Scurry and for

most of this season playing time was split between the
pair. At least until UMass coach Jim Rudy discovered
Eddy's prowess as an attacker.

"Skye's a goal keeper but our attack has been missing
something lately," Rudy said. "What we were missing we
saw in her."

Rudy had recently seen his team's offensive attack
stall out and halfway through Saturday's game at Con-
necticut he sent Eddy in as a spark. She turned out to be
the player of the game.

By yesterday, the skilled and experienced keeper had
won herself a starting job, at forward.

"I'd rather play in goal but the team needed me to play
up so I have to make the most of it," Eddy said.

The most of it has turned out to be an uncompromising
style of attack. Eddy is more likely to go through a
defender than around her.

"She fights and challenges and digs and pounces and
does whatever she needs to do to gain control ofthe ball,"

Rudy said. "She's not as technical as most forwards but
she makes up for it. She plays physical."

At this point the Minutewomen's goaltending rotation
is on the back burner. Scurry is the starter in net and
Eddy is in place on the front line.

"Skye came to me Monday and offered to play more up

X)SH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

defeated the University of Vermont Tuesday 2-0 to run their

record 13-3.

front if it would help the team," Rudy said. "It is a
tremendous sacrifice for her. Skye's goal is to l)e the
national team's keeper but for our team she is willing to

step aside and do what she can to help. It is a sacrifice

which I don't take lightly."

Eddy may still rather be in net for UMass' drive to

earn an NCAA tournament bid, but scoring a goal helps
make her new situation a little less difficult.

"Scoring was awesome, but it was weird," Eddy said.

"I guess I probably enjoy scoring more than mo.st players
because I know how angry I get when I'm scored upon."

Whether she's trying to put the ball in or keep it out,

Massachusetts has an unselfish athlete who is sure to be
factor the rest of its season.

Minuteman gridiron notebook
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Wliile Villanova head coach Andy Talley was busy
crying over spilt milk moments after the Massachusetts
13-9 shocker over his Wildcats on Saturday, the UMass
football team was busy celebrating its fifth straight
victory, and its revival from the controversy that
threatened to break the team over the off-season.

Picked to finish seventh in pre-season Yankee Con-
ference polls, the Minutemen refused to let the scandals
and controversies of the off-season, including the resig-
nation of then head coach Jim Reid, affect them on the
field of play where the coach Hodges and company have
bolted out of the gate to a 5-1 start.

That 5-1 start, coupled with the Minutemen's upset of
Villanova (ranked eighth in Division 1-AA previous to
the game) propelled UMass into the polls this week with
the Minutemen holding onto the 20th spot.

In other polls. UMass moved up to third in this week's
Lambert-Meadowlands Trophy poll, behind YanCon ri-

vals Delaware and Richmond, the same two teams that

the Minutemen are bottlenecked with near the top of the
YanCon standings.

Defense comes up big
The UMass defense played the game of games this

weekend against the 'Cats, three times stuffing the
Villanova offense inside the Minuteman 20-yard line.

Mario Perry continues to play like a man possessed, as
the Albany. N.Y. native made 10 tackles, while sacking
'Nova quarterback Tom Colombo two and a halftimes for
24 yards in losses.

Perry's defensive effort was good enough to take home
this week's ECAC Div-IAA defensive player of the week
award, but not the YanCon defensive player of the week
award which went to UConn's Garj' Bailey (who votes on
these things anyway?)

If the YanCon award didn't go to Perry, it surely
should have gone to Minuteman cornerbackTony Williams
who recorded six tackles, three pass deflections (includ-
ing one to save a touchdown), one interception and was
responsible for breaking up a 'Nova punt early in the
second quarter.

Turn to NOTEBOOK, page 10

Minutemen travel to Fairfield to face the Stags

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team takes on the Stags of Fairfield today

at 2:00 in Fairfield, CT.

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

In all sports, it is dangerous to look
past an opponent and ahead to another.
On Wednesday, the University of Massa-
chusetts men's soccer team will try not to
do that as they travel to Fairfield, Con-
necticut to take on the Fairfield Stags.

The danger for the 9-4-2 Minutemen is

there because on Friday the team will
travel to Washington to finish off their
battle against the Colonials. What's at
stake in that game? Oh nothing, except
the Atlantic 10 regular season champion-
ship and No.l seed in the A-10 tourney.

The Stags ( 5-5-3), a member of the Mid
Atlantic Athletic Conference, have an
opportune time to score an upset if the
Minutemen aren't focused.

In their last performance, the Minute-
men played a greatgame against Hartford,
but hit the posts a couple of times and
were forced to settle for a 2-2 tie. UMass
coach Sam Koch said he was pleased with
his team's play against Hartford.

"We played well , we deserved to win," he
said. "We had tx) finish our chances, though,
we just hit the crossbar a couple of times.''

Koch also said that he knows Fairfield
is a team not to be overlooked.

"Fairfield is a tough team," he said.
"They beat Loyola (2-0 last Wednesday),
so they are a good, tough team."

Leading that good, tough team at the
offensive end is Jason Harmon. Harmon
has three goals and four assists on the
year, for a total of 10 points.

The real strength for the Stags, though,
comes in the form ofgoalie Andy Tennant.
Tennant has been a solid pillar in the net,
posting three shutouts thus far.

For UMass the key will continue to be
their solid defense which sets up their
potent offense. Against Hartford, the
Minutemen defense was strong. Junior
Chris Merrill said that the defense played
really well.

"I think our defense really pulled it

together," he said. "We played some strong
defense."

Game Notes: Randy Jacobs earned the
Atlantic 10 Player of the Week award for
the second straight week. With32 points on
the year, Jacobs is the .scoring leader in the
A-10. Hartford's much heralded (especially
here in the Collegian) forward Elvis Thomas
played a mere 10 minutes against UMass
on Sunday and was held scoreless. After
today's battle and the Friday finish at GW,
the Minutemen wrap up their regular
season on Sunday at Maine.
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93 degrees and sunny. HA!
Really... Mid-50s. Chance of rain.

Local News:
Federal mediator Marty Walsh says the administration and
minority students are making progress in their negotiations

regarding racial issues on campus. Page 3.

This Weekend:
Blood. Guts. Gore. Movies.

Get ready and get your fill of the best horror

flicks this Halloween weekend. Page W2.
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Library to purchase books
Staffseeks increased budget to bring library up to par
By PAUL PRECHT
Collegian Correspondent

Four months into the new fiscal year, the University
ofMassachusetts Tower Library has ordered over 12,000
new books, already more than the 8,900 purchased during
the last fiscal year, during which the library suffered
from having its lowest-ever level of financial resources.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
After several years of cuts, the University Library has had

funding restored. This additional funding allows the Library to

renew subscriptions to important academic journals.

The increased book orders, which should total 25,000
by the end of the year, are the result of a three million
dollar state special appropriation for libraries.

Administrators and staff say they feel the book pur-

chases will put the library back on par with its peer
institutions in terms of yearly acquisitions. The new
budget allows the library to reestablish its regular pur-
chase of titles from the university presses and for its

Latin America collection.

The increased funding, up from less than $900,000
last year, is the result of "pressure" brought by the
Faculty Senate Library Committee, the library staffand
students, according to English Professor David Paroissien,
a member of the committee.

The committee released a report last January saying
the library was in "crisis." In April, faculty and library
staff held a symbolic bake sale to raise funds for the
library on the steps of the State House in Boston.
The library became a symbol of the University's

plight," explained Jeanne Kocsis, interim associate di-

rector for collection development. The government more
or less saw the light."

Funding for next year is "very much dependent on the
economy," according to Richard J. Talbot, director of
libraries at UMass.

Talbot said he views this year's increased appropria-
tion as almost "accidental." The increase was the result
of a conversation between Paul Marks, chair of the
Higher Education Coordinating Council, and Gov. Weld
in which Marks described the libraries of the state's five

colleges as "broken."

"One year we have a famine. One year we have a glut
— mostly famines rather than gluts," said history Pro-
fessor Vincent Ilardi, chair of the faculty's library com-
mittee. "There should be a way whereby an institution is

more or less assured of at least a minimum so that
planning can take place."

Last year the collections divisions, working under
predictions oflevel funding for the followingyear, prepared
a plan to cancel between 25 and 40 percent of periodical
subscriptions. In June, promises of an increased budget
allowed the cancellations to be called off. The experience
left the "selection stafflimp, enervated and mistrustful of
the future," according to the library's annual report.

The library is using over $600,000 ofthis year's budget-
ary windfall to purchase a number ofexpensive reference
materials such as microfilms and indexes of periodicals.

Such high priced items are necessary for a research library,

according to Kocsis. As an example, Kocsis cited the cost of
Turn to BOOKS, poge 4

O'Brien seeks
investigation

of UM official
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff and
Associated Press

The ongoing turmoil concerning the University of
Massachusetts athletic department continued
Wednesday when Chancellor Richard O'Brien an-
nounced he had written to the State Ethics Commis-
sion requesting the Commission's investigation of
allegations ofwrongdoing by a former administrator.

For the past seven months, a constant barrage of
allegations have been raised by various newspapers
concerning the travel and spending practices of
personnel within the school of physical education
and the athletic department, particularly exercise
science professor Frank Katch and former Dean of
the school of physical education David Bischoff.

ICatch allegedly had a financial conflict of inter-

est when he was the head of the University's exer-
cise science department by having a financial stake
in a company which bid for and received a contract
from the university to provide equipment for the
residential area fitness centers, or "body shops."

Writing the Ethics Commission concerning Katch,
O'Brien said, "because of the extensive media atten-
tion and politicized context in which the issue has
arisen, we believe a disinterested review or investiga-
tion by the Ethics Commission would be helpful."

With this referral to state authorities, O'Brien
said it would no longer be appropriate for the Univer-
sity to continue its internal investigation of these
specific allegations. However, O'Brien said the Uni-
versity will continue to review and respond to disclo-

sures and information made available and will con-
sider sanctions for improperconduct when warranted.

As a result of the media attention, O'Brien had
announced an internal investigation, led by Provost
Glen Gordon, which would investigate all questions
which were raised by the press or by the House Post
Audit and Oversight Committee, which saw fit to

Turn to INQUIRY, page 8

State faculty seek raises
University heads say need is critical
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON— Warning that the qual-

ity of higher education is eroding, the

executives of all 29 state colleges and
universities on Wednesday called for

salary increases for their faculty and
staff.

"The quality ofour institutions and
of the service they provide to the citi-

zens of the commonwealth is severely

diminished by the failure to remedy
this critical problem," the presidents

and chancellors said in a letter to Gov.
Wilham F. Weld.

Most Massachusetts colleges and
universityemployees have not received

a raise since 1988, while their share of

the cost of medical coverage and other
benefits has increased and in a time
during which inflation totaled 19 per-

cent.

The morale on these campuses is

horrible," said John Polidori, a spokes-

man for the Massachusetts Teachers
Association.

"Never mind the sob stories, here's

our most immediate problem: we're

trying to rebuild these institutions,"

said David Lenson, president of the

faculty union at the University ofMas-

sachusetts-Amherst. "We're going to

try to go out and recruit I
new faculty]

and tell them, Teah, you'll love the

place, and by the way, we haven't had a

raise since 1988."

Top professors have been lured away,

and new prospective faculty are going

elsewhere. Budget cuts means those

employees that are left are doing more
work without an increase in their pay-

check.

"Either that, or the customers are

getting less," said Polidori.

Massachusetts has fallen from fifth

to 21st since 1989 in salaries paid to

faculty in the state university system,

according to the American Association

of University Professors. Pay for state

college faculty has gone from 10th to

34th and for community college staff

from seventh in the nation down to

26th.

Those institutions themselves must
contend with serious and, arguably,

irreversible drains of qualified person-
nel," the presidents and chancellors

said in their letter.

It would take an estimate $66 mil-

lion in faculty salary raisesjust to cover

increases in the cost of living, state

officials said.

"The reason that employees in higher

ed, like other state employees, haven't

gotten a raise is that the state just

couldn't afford it," said Ginny
Buckingham, a Weld spokeswoman.

UM Republicans rally
for change in Congress
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Several local Republicans called
President Bush the real agent ofchange in

the United States and accused Congress
of getting a "free ride" in a rally on the
Student Union steps yesterday.

Approximately 50 students waved signs

supporting their candidates at the rally.

Although the Republican Club sponsored
the event, the crowd was equally divided
between Bush and Clinton supporters.

Anthony Ravosa, who is running for

state representative in the 2nd Congres-
sional District, blamed the state of the
economy on Congress and accused legis-

lators of taking pay raises and bribes.

"Congress is not going to get cleaned up
unless we start at home," Ravosa, a Bos-

ton College graduate, said. "People are

pointing a finger at the people in Congress."

Congress is raising taxes and over-

spending, according to state Senate can-

didate Joe Boynton. Boynton said Congress
would try to institute "mandatory welfare."

"We need to reduce taxes and expand
the tax base," Boynton said.

Former Republican Club President
Kevin Jourdain, a senior political science

major, also accused Congress of gaining
"free rides," through doing little and
spending taxpayers' money.

Jourdain said Bush was more of a can-

didate for change than Clinton, and he
suggested voters replace incumbents in

Congress.

"We do not have a congressmen that

represents us," Jourdain said.

But Jourdain endorsed Ravosa, saying
he would be a new kind of congressman.
Tony Ravosa is going to offer change

just like Bush," Jourdain said.

Noticing the group ofabout 12 students
holding signs for Congressman John Olver,

who currently represents the 1st District,

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said Olver
was part of the gridlock in Washington.
Olver is running against Republican

Turn to CONGRESS, poge 8

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Elizabeth Ragsdell, a Mt. Holyoke junior

studying international relations, tells why she
won't be voting for Bill Clinton this November.
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UMass Police Log
• University police are investigating an alleged ac-

quaintance rape which took place this past weekend in

the Southwest Residential Area. Police said a 1 9-year-old

woman reported the rape on Tuesday.
No further information was available as ofpress time.
• A man working for the Physical Plant paint crew was

struck by a woman driving a Physical Plant van on
Tuesday and was brought to the University Health Ser-

vices after one ofthe van's wheels ran over the man's left

leg.

Thomas Thornton was struck in the chest and knocked
to the ground by the rear bumper ofthe van while he was
kneeling on the road preparing to paint traffic lines. The
woman driving the van apparently did not see him when
she backed the van down the road.

• University police discovered a shotgun in a vehicle

parked near the Cage on Tuesday morning. Police con-

tacted the owner and he produced a valid Firearms
permit. The man was issued a warning and reminded
him that it is illegal to have a firearm on campus.

• A vehicle operating on the sidewalk in front ofCashin

Compiled by Michael Day
K'c( cnl iiuiLlfnis rc( ()«/(•(/ h} the Universily's Oeparlnienl nl Public S.ifely.

liesidence Hall struck a woman and then left the scene on
Tuesday, according to police. The woman was not injured

after the accident, which occurred at 7:40 p.m. She later

provided police with information which led them to the

owner and operator of the vehicle. The operator was cited

for operating on a sidewalk, according to police.

• A woman lodged a Court Order with University

police on Tuesday against her former boyfriend. The
woman sought the order after the man allegedly assaulted

her in another state this past weekend.
• Staff from Emerson Residence Hall discovered a

lewd poster on the wall on Tuesday evening, according to

police. The poster was located on the third floor of the
dormitory, and apparently depicted Black and White
males drawn onto the poster with emphasis on their

genital areas.

• A woman reported damage to her car after it was
allegedly struck by another car on Tuesday. At 4:40 p.m.,

the woman reported the accident to police, and a witness
later furnished police information on the vehicle which
left the scene. Police are now investigating the incident.

Hughes' legacy funds research
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BETHEDSDA, Md. — Just off" the lobby in a nonde-
script office park in suburban Washington hangs a life-

sized oil painting of a clear-eyed young man in a suit, tie

and pilot's overalls.

Except for the name on the door, it is the only real hint
of the source of a fortune that quietly has become a
powerful force in medical science.

The portrait's subject is the namesake of the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute, the biggest private philan-
thropy in the United States. With $7 billion in assets, it

is second only to the National Institute ofofHealth— the
federal government — as a sponsor of basic medical
research.

It was after the settlement ofHughes' will in 1984 that
his shadowy institute, long regarded as a glorified tax
dodge, became the nation's richest private philanthropy.

Over the past eight years, it has spent lavishly, put-
ting up buildings, fitting out labs and hiring some ofthe
brightest people in U.S. science. And though it has not
quite cornered the brain power market, it is working on
it, especially in the area of genetics.

The Hughes has 223 investigators, including four
Nobel Laureates, and a total of 2,130 employees at 53
institutions around the country.

Last year, it spend $250 million on research, or about
27 percent of the total private, nonprofit support for

biomedical research in in the country.
"It's been a phenomenal boost to the biomedical sci-

ence," said Rebecca Rimel, executive director of the Pew
Charitable Trust. "It is a closed society. There is a lot of
debate about whether that's in the best interests of
science. But not many can take issue viith the fact that it

is a wonderful resource."

Dr. Maxwell Cowan, the institute's research director,

is also its Michael Anthony.
Anthony, as those under the age of40 might not know,

was the gentleman in a 1950sTV show who tracked down
strangers and presented them — out of the blue— with
cashier's checks for $1 million, tax free, from a reclusive
billionaire.

Cowan phones unsuspecting scientist and offers them
a legacy from another reclusive biUionaire. His proposal:
a science job known as Hughes investigator. Even ad-
justed for inflation, it's probably better than getting a
million bucks.

Hardly anyone refuses Cowan's offer, and the reasons
are clear: Hughes investigators are a privileged elite.

Beyond the honor and mystique of the whole affair—
one does not apply to be a Hughes investigator; one is

chosen — there is all that money.
Science is expensive. Most of it is financed by the NIH,

which gives grants to university-based scientist to con-
duct experiments. Writing one grant application takes
months, and a good-size lab needs to win three or four of
them to stay in business. The competition is fierce.

Hughes investigators don't worry much about money.
Even though they remain on the faculties at places like

Harvard and Duke, they are Hughes employees. The
institute pays their salaries, hires junior scientists and
technicians, stocks their labs with awesomely expensive
equipment and spends whatever else it takes to do top-
notch science.

Even better, the Hughes, as it is called, does not tell its

investigators what to investigate. It likes to say that it

supports careers, not projects, so its people are free to
follow the scientific scent wherever it takes them, veering
from genetics to endocrinology if the trail is promising.
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Nap attack
According to the president of Teikyo Marycrest

University, college students should nap at least
once a day, even if it is during class, according to a
report in The Exponent, the student newspaper of
Purdue University.

Joseph D. Olander, the president of the 1,400-
student campus located in Davenport, Iowa, has
encouraged h>s students to take a 10 to 15 minute
nap sometime between noon and 1 p.m.

"Latin, Asian and Mediterranean peoples have
long known that naps are very good for us, spiri-

tually, mentally and physically," Olander said.

Olander even approves of napping in class.

"I would like to encourage faculty who are teach-
ing during that hour to ask students simply to lower
their heads at their desks with them and take a nap."

Take note. Dr. Hooker.

Door-to-door service
The bizarre story of the week comes once again

from The Daily Texan, the student newspaper of
the University of Texas at Austin.

In nearby Richmond, Texas a funeral home
dumped the body ofa man on his son's doorstep after

the son was unable to pay the full price ofcremation.
The body of George Bojarski, covered only with

a sheet, was found Monday evening at the door of
his son's apartment. Bojarski, 66, had died ofcancer
a few days earlier.

The body had been picked up by Evans Mortuary,
but when the son, Larry Bojarski, paid only $299 of
the $683 bill, the funeral home returned the body.

"I saw his head come out of the sheet," said the
son. "I called the police and they said, 'How do you
know it's your father?' And I told them, 'I see his

face. I know what he looks like!'Whatam I supposed
to do with the body? He's my father."

Newell Evans, owner of the mortuary, said he
did return the body but it was not done maliciously.

"Who says I dumped him there? I left him there,"

Evans said. Asked if he thought the practice was
unethical , Evans replied: "Who defines ethics?"When
told other funeral homes considered it unethical,

Evans responded : "Theycan run theirestablishments
as they see fit and I will run mine my way."

Another local funeral home agreed to provide
the service ft-ee of charge.

Police are uncertain whether charges will be
pressed or if the act was even criminal.

What is still unanswered is whether or not the
son got his $299 back. As I see it, since about half
the money was paid, the mortuary owed it to the
customer tocremate halfofthe body before returning
the rest.

The bare facts
If you are looking to get close to White House

frontrunners Bill Clinton and Al Gore, look no
further than the Great Outdoor Underwear Festi-

val, which took place last week in Piqua, Ohio.
According to the Daily Kent Stater, the student

newspaper ofKent State University, a psur ofboxer
shorts autographed by Clinton and Gore were to be
auctioned off.

Clinton signed one leg and Gore the other. The
group was prepared to ask President Bush to sign

a pair of shorts when he campaigned in Ohio later

in the week.
Some ofthe other famous undies to be auctioned

include a pair from singer Crystal Gayle and a pair

from Bob Denver, who played Gilliganon television's

"Gilhgan's Island."

Beam me up — to

Idaho
The big news at the University of Idaho this

week appears to be the visit by James Doohan, who
played Scotty on "Star Trek."

According to The Argonaut, the student news-
paper on campus, Doohan pleased a large gather-

ing of students with some humorous stories from

the '70s television show. Apparently Doohan is no

friend of William Shatner, who played Captain

Kirk on the show, and took a number of shots at

both the actor's book and temperament.

Students, administrators make
progress in *frank' negotiations
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Administrators and minority students are making
progress in "frank" negotiations over the issues that have
led to racial tensions on campus, according to federal
mediator Marty Walsh.

Yesterday the mediators met seperately with students
and administrators who have been meeting this week in

subcommittees to discuss student's demands for increased
minority representation in the University community,
key issues of safety and security and the general racial

climate on campus.
The student's deadhne for the administration to meet

their demands, originally set for last Saturday's nego-
tiation, is still being extended as ofyesterday, according
toWalsh, the regional director oftheJustice Department's
Community Relations Service. A date for the next formal
session has not yet been determined.

Walsh said the "frankness" of the negotiations indi-

cates both sides feel a sense of urgency in resolving the
issues involved.

There is a history of distrust between students and
administrators, Walsh said, adding that students feel

promises have not been honored by the administration.
"But the most important thing now is that there is

good faith on both sides and we're making progress," said
Walsh.

The demands include an increase in minority students,
faculty and staff, an increase in scholarship aid and
restoration of the Upward Bound program for minority
high school students.

Student leaders and administrators have agreed to

work out their differences in mediation sessions admin-
istered by the Boston regional office ofthe U.S. Justice
Department's Community Relations Service. The free

service sponsored by the department provides conflict-

resolution in racial disputes.

Since a recent assault on a Black resident assistant,

which led to racial graffiti, threats and other incidents,

students have been concerned about their safety, minority
representation on campus and the administration's
handling of such incidents.

"Both parties are in good faith and proceeding in a
proper and effective manner," said Walsh. "There's a
commitment from both sides to continue and we antici-

pate progress."

"I'm glad to hear there's progress by the University.

Now that President Hooker is involved, the Chancellor is

realizing he has to do something that will benefit the

school," said junior Desiree Joseph, chairperson of the
Public Outreach Commitee. "I'm sorry it took such a
drastic measure, but I'm glad [the administration 1 finally

opened their eyes."

Newman Center
achieves goals in
fundraising drive
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The Newman Center's recent Phonathon has demon-
strated that fundraising can still be successful in spite of

depressed economic conditions.

Judith L. Smith, coordinator of Phonathon, said the

450 volunteer callers were able to raise $139,679.55 in

pledges. "I am shocked we made our goal and stunned at

the generous response of our pledgers," she said.

Smith said she attributes the success of last week's
Phonathon to the impact the Center had on alumni's lives

while they were at UMass. "TheNewman Center provided
a homey atmosphere for alumni and they remember that

when we call," she said.

Reverend Joseph Quigley, director of the Newman
Center, said the money will help pay the estimated
$450,000 operational costs of the building. "The
Phonathon was a smashing victory for us," he said.

Smith said 95 percent ofthe volunteers were students
and the other 5 percent were faculty, staff and members
ofthe Newman community. "We couldn't have done the

Phonathon without the support ofthe Greek community,"
she said.

Smith said the volunteers were given 20,000 names of

alumni and 4,500 ofthese alumni gave an average pledge
of $31.03.

Quigley said every year the University has given him
a list of Catholic students who attended UMass. "We are

indebted to the University because we couldn't have run
the Phonathon without them," he said.

Smith said the participating fraternities and sorori-

ties were responsible for raising almost $53,000. She said

the sorority that raised the most money was Kappa
Kappa Gamma with $12,788.

According to Smith, Rick Bari, a 14-year resident of

Turn to FUNDRAISER, page 1
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Mediator Marty Walsh

Students and administrators involved in negotiations
have agreed not to talk about the substance ofthe negotia-

tions or ongoing communication between both sides.

"I think things are moving along in a positive direc-

tion," said Tom Robinson, vice chancellor for student
affairs, who met with the mediators yesterday. "We're in

the process of getting things accomplished."
FabiolaNarcisse, president ofthe Black Student Union,

was unavailable for comment as of press time.

Walsh said the students demands cannot be resolved

on a "piecemeal basis" and that a final outcome will be
announced when all the issues are resolved.

Though progress is being made on each issue, Walsh
said both parties recognize there is a lot ofwork ahead of
them. He said both parties are add'-essing and clarifying

issues in a preliminary stage right now and in the
interest ofthe negotiation process, will schedule a formal
negotiation session when both parties are ready.

Acknowledging that both parties are under a lot of

pressure, Walsh said he and the other mediator, I.awrence

Turner, are trying to move things along as quickly as
possible.

Walsh said a major question was how to develop a

more inclusive climate that will benefit the entire com-
munity.

"It's fortunate we've had a lot of experience. We un-

derstand an end can be obtained through negotiation."

said Walsh.

Kosher dining a
tasty alternative
By STEPHANIE FOLLICK
Collegian Correspondent

I fyou want a place to eat that offers the i ntimacy
and special preparation ofa home-cooked meal, the
Kosher Dining Commons may be the place for you.

The Kosher Dining Commons, located in the
Hampden building, is in the Southwest Residential

Area. The Kosher DC is a small program that
provides kosher dinners Monday through Friday,

from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Kosher Dining started in September of 1974 due
to demand from the Jewish community, according
to Richard Rossi, director of Food Services. Cur-
rently there are about 40 students that are on the

program, which costs an additional $120 per se-

mester. Students say this is a small price to pay for

what they believe is the best food on campus.
Rossi said in recent years the attendance in the

Kosher DC has declined from the approximately
100 students that were on the program several

years ago. But in order for the Kosher DC to break
even, says Rossi, there has to be 100 to 125 .students

signed up.

Rossi says that if the economy gets any worse,

the Kosher DC will convert to Kosher TV dinners.

The meal plan works on a four-week cycle,

which includes two cycles. There is a warm weather
cycle which includes lighter meals for the warmer
weather, and a cold weather cycle which includes
heavier meals to help students survive the New
England winters.

Dietician Joyce Friedman plans all ofthe menus.
Rabbi Stanley Friedman oversees the operations to

ensure all ofthe Kosher laws are followed properly.

He visits the kitchen three times a week, or has
someone as equally qualified to check for him.

Before the spring holiday of Passover, when the
Turn to KOSHER, poge 9
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Literacy reconsidered
Linguistics prof. reads into 'knowledge*
By ANGIE POPOVICH
Collegian Correspondent

While literacy is commonly thought
of as the ability to read and write, a
University of Southern California lin-

guistics professors says there is a great
deal more to it than this.

James Paul Gee stressed the impor-
tance ofrela«:ing popular conceptions of
knowledge to the nature of langauge
and literacy in contem^Porary schools in
a lecture titled "Literacy: Tuning in to

Forms of Life."

The lecture, part of the 1992-92
Literacy Speaker's Series, was held
Tuesday in the Campus Center. The
Series is sponsored by the School of
Education and the Department of En-
glish at UMass.

Gee said there is a need to expand
the traditional view of literacy beyond
simply reading and writing. He sug-
gested "any text can be read in many
different ways," so there is a need to

place more emphasis on other elements,
especially "knowing."

"Multiple literacies are all embed-
ded in different forms oflife which have
given rise to many problems with edu-
cation," said Gee. "Since education has
to do with knowing, we have to ask

"What does it mean to know?'"
He stressed a new theory in the

process of knowing called the
connectionist view. Unhke the stan-
dard view of cognitive science, it sug-
gests there are networks, not sentences,
in our heads which link ideas together.

"Experience and associations with
many things" play a key role in this

process, according to Gee. "The things
stored are things experienced. Gener-
alizations emerge from the information
stored. Every experienceyou have gives
you more information for generaliza-
tions. When you know something, you
can link it together with others that
relate to it."

"Gaining authority or trust before
making a claim" is also essential to the
learning process, said Gee. He said he
feels that the learning environment
has to be a community where students
can make claims comfortably.

He voiced his concerns about
whether or not students are able to get
this type of feeling in the classrooms.
"In most cases students can't gain au-
thority and trust. They can't socially

distribute cognition," Gee said. "Mi-
nority students are not the only ones
being shafted when you push knowing.
Most students are."
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microfilm of congressional hearings from
1971-74 at $29,574.

"Things like that we'd better go for this

year," Kocsis said. Last year's budget for

these items was only $676.

The library is also using about $450,000
of university money that normally goes to

acquisition ofbooks and periodicals to pay
for its share of a new computer system
that will link the five college libraries. The
library's annual report calls the system
"absolutely necessary, if the library is to

have any chance of providing competitive
information services and remaining rel-

evant to the academic enterprise."

Because of past budget cuts, the
library's rating by the Association of Re-
search Libraries has plummeted to 93rd
out of 107. Last year's crisis may cause its

rating to fall below 100, according to the
annual report. Although improved acqui-
sitions for this year should boost its rating
into the 80s, the library will still be well
short of the university's goal to place in

the middle of the rated universities.

"That situation hasn't in any way been
addressed," Paroissien said.

Talbot estimates the total library would
have to increase from 9.2 million to be-

tween 11 and 12 million dollars to bring
the ARL rating up to the median.

The library's budget constraints are
complicated by the high inflation rate in

publishing, according to Kocsis. Because of
the exchange rate, the prices ofbooks from

abroad have gone "through the roof," Kocsis
said. Periodicals are cancelled on an ad hoc
basis iftheybecome prohibitively expensive.

The library's current staff of 144 is

almost a third smaller than the staff of
similar institutions. There are 32 posi-
tions which are authorized but which re-
main vacant due to budget constraints.
Only two positions will be filled this year.

"Either more staffwill have to be added,
or a permanent reduction in certain types
of services will have to be accepted as
'normal,'" the library's report states.

"For people in the humanities and so-
cial sciences, the most important criterion
for an institution is the Ubrary," Ilardi

said. "You should have at least double the
number of books we have, three times the
number of periodicals. What is even more
dramatic is the kind of institutions that
are ahead of us — five state campuses in
California alone."

Ilardi also looks to other universities for
examples ofhow to raise money. Rutgers, a
state university inNew Jersey

, raised $ 166
million in a recent capital campaign.

"Is Rutgers a rich man's school?' Ilardi
asked. "If Rutgers can do it, we can do it."

Ilardi proposes having people pay to
have study carrel s and rooms in the 1 ibrary
named after them. The library itselfcould
be named after someone for a donation of
around $10 million, he said.

"We should name our buildings, not to
dead politicians, but to people who give us
money," he said.

UMass prof, receives degree from homeland
In 1956, Julius Fabos, professor oflandscape architec

ture and regional planning at the University of Massa-
chusetts, fled his native Hungary to escape political
persecution and receive an education in the United
States.

On Nov. 4, with a bit of irony and much satisfaction,
Fabos will accept an honorary doctoral degree from the
school he was never able to attend, the Hungarian Uni-
versity of Horticulture.

"I've gotten many awards, but this is the most
meaningful for me," said Fabos. "It has taken me exactly
seven times as long to get this degree than it would have
if I had gone to the school when I planned."

Fabos's father was a "Kulak," a successful, indepen-
dent farmer and community leader, and as such, a threat
to the Communist collective movement.

Consequently, in 1949, Fabos was thrown out of his
senior year of high school, the family farm was seized by
the government and both he and his father were tortured
and jailed, with his father receiving an 18-month sen-
tence. Fabos was charged with dismantling the few acres
left of the family farm.

Unfortunately, when Fabos inherited the farm, he
also inherited his father's sabotage charges. At that time,
all young men in Hungary had to serve in the military,

but many that the government trust, Fabos included,
were assigned to a labor corps, which Fabos describes as
a "slave labor camp."

"In 1955, the hardliners took over the country. I talked
too much, they arrested me and tortured me," said Fabos.
He served 15 months ofa two-year sentence, about a year
of it doing heavy labor in a coal mine. "One day they just

let me go," said Fabos.

The summer after he was freed, Fabos finally earned
his diploma and went back to work as a manager on a
state-run vineyard. He was scheduled to take the Hun-
garian University's entrance exam on Oct. 24, 1956, but
on Oct. 23 Hungarians took to the streets in a show of
sympathy for the plight of the Polish people and as a
revolt against the Soviets.

"On Oct. 23, the clock radio alarm came on to wake us,

but instead ofmusic we heard gunshots," said Fabos. "We
organized ourselves, had a meeting in the farm commu-
nity. They decided I should lead the freedom fighters and
gave me a pistol, a raincoat and a flashlight.

"Instead ofbottling wine we bottled gasoline and sent
trucks of Molotov cocktails to Budapest," he said. Soviet
Premier Nikita Khrushchev sent in tanks and suppressed
the uprising. "The revolution was crushed and we were
numb. I had come out ofjail just five months earlier and
I was involved on the periphery ofthe revolution— itjust

didn't look like I would be safe."

Fabos, with the help of friends and some Hungarian
soldiers, crossed the border, eventually reaching an Aus-
trian refugee camp. "They asked us where we wanted to

go. We picked America by process of elimination," said

Fabos. "We wanted a country where foreigners were
readily accepted and wherewe could practice horticulture.

"We were on the first refugee ship and got to New York
harbor on New Year's Eve," said Fabos. "The lights by the

hundreds, the thousands, the millions— it overwhelmed
us." Fabos and the other refugees were taken to a military

camp in New Jersey, where they spent two weeks. He
received a scholarship to take language classes in Vermont

and another to attend Rutgers University that fall.

After Hungary's political climate calmed down, Fabos
returned in 1970 to see his family. The fourth time he
went back, in 1976, Fabos was greeted not by his family,

but by the police. "They got me at the airport, questioned
me for three hours, and locked me up for the night." The
next morning he was back on the airplane.

Since 1980, Hungary has become much more relaxed

and Fabos goes back once or twice a year. His honorary
degree follows decades of academic achievement and
close work with the faculty of the Hungarian University
since the 1970s. Fabos also serves as advisor to the
Hungarian Minister of the Environment.
When he accepts his honorary degree, Fabos will give

a speech on the role of landscape architecture in the 21st

century. "My job is to help show the alternative ways the

profession can go. I examine the forces that are affecting

the field, nationally and internationally," he said.

Author of four books and more than 130 articles and
chapters of books, Fabos has lectured at more than 60
institutions, including a semester in Portugal on a
Fulbright grant. Over the years, he has received more
than $2.5 million in grants.

Fabos received his diploma from the Junior College of

Agronomy, Hungary, in 1956. He received his bachelor's

degree in plant science from Rutgers University in 1961,

his master's in landscape architecture from Harvard in

1964, and his doctorate in resource planning and conser-

vation from the University of Michigan in 1973.

He has been a member ofthe faculty at the University
of Massachusetts for 28 years.
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WE'VE PUT ANEW
INVESTING WITH T

At TIAA-CREF, our goal has always
2. \. been to make your retirement dollars

go farther. Now, they can go as far as
London, Frankfurt or Tokyo— or anywhere
else in the world where financial oppor-
tunities seem promising— with our new
CREF Global Equities Account.

THE CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES
ACCOUNT EXPA2VDS THE HORIZON

FOR RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
The CREF Global Equities Account is

an actively-managed portfolio of both
foreign and domestic stocks selected for

diversity and growth potential. As part of
a wide range of annuity and investment
alternatives already offered by TIAACREF,
it can increase your ability to create a more
balanced, well-rounded retirement plan.

While returns may vary over time, the
CREF Global Equities Account is based
on CREF's already-existing strength

and the long-term approach to investing

that has made TIAACREF America's
preeminent pension organization.

WHEN IT COMES TO
FOREIGN INVESTING, WE'RE
ON FAMILIAR GROUND.

We've been speaking the language of
foreign investing for nearly twenty years.

That's when we pioneered investing pension
funds on an international level. All those

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.**

years of research, market analysis and
cultivation of regional contacts have given
us special insight into the risks and rewards
of today's global marketplace.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OURNEW GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCOUNT.
The CREF Global Equities Account is

offered through your TIAACREF retire-

ment annuities, subject to the provisions of
your employer's retirement plan. It is auto-
matically available for TIAACREF Supple-
mental Retirement Annuities (SRAs).

To find out more about the CREF
Global Equities Account or TIAACREF's
other annuity and investment alternatives,

send for our free brochure. Or call

I 800-842-2776.

You'll find that at TIAACREF our
world revolves around helping you build a
secure and rewarding future.

r SEND FOR
OUR FREE BOOKLET

7"Ar CREF Global Equititj Account—
A World ofOpportunity AnA learn more
about this exciting new CREF Account.
Mail this coupon to: TIAACREF.
Dept. QC, 730 Third Avenue, New York.
NY 10017. Or call 1 800-842-2776.

Name ( Pleaae print

)

If you are over 18, and would like to earn
Full Time Income Working Part Time

Be o EktrtefKier

•Oay/Everir^ tWeek

•Local/National Placement

•Limited Openfngs Rennain For September,
October, and November Classes

•Make Your Move Today cr^d Receive
Additional Sovings on tuition Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 . Springfield ^^^.^^^

Aerobic Instructor
Training Program
with Vicfei Dailey

8 we«k program
Chor«ogrQphy

- Motivation techniques -
Cueing techniques -

Sofety
Eiders - Pregnoncy
Nutrition - Unotomy -

Instructor training material
Cassette tape
CPR certificate

Arf^rejj

City Sittit Zifi Co^

/lutilitlutn (FuW name)

Title Daylime Pkoiit ( )

TIAA-CREF Parluipam

D Yes a No
Ifyej, Social Security #

CREF certificate! are di.tributed \>y TIAACREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete infoniJIii^^;
mclud.ng charge, and expense., call 1 800-8422733. ext. 5509 for a prospec.u.. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.

Employment opportunities upon
successful completion of course

Sunderland
Amherst • Deerfield

Call 549-3638 or 773-58S1 for
interview and audition

Program to be —..^h
held Saturday. at MHlEtlC

659 Amherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413) 549-3638

(Formerly Winners Attiletic Club)

RUSSELL'S
"' UQUORS -^

18 Main St, Downtown Amherst 253-5441

(Quantit>' Discounts Available)

BUSCHBar Bottles
$9.49 ease

BECK'S Regular
$7.99 12/pk bottles

Foster's Lager
$7.99 12pk/botts.

Genuine Draft & Draft **Light"

$12.99 cs./botts.

Visa/Mastercard accepted on fc^ dq)osil

Many More In-<Store (Specials

^ Beers plus Dqx)sit (especially On Wine^; *Delivcry Available

FRIDAY
OCTOBER 30

18 & Over

JOHN UALBY Dr. Dirty

DRINK SPECIALS
Hollyvvoods $1.50
Kami Kazi $1.50

Under A/^ew Management
Ad\^ance Tix Available

Route 9 • Hadley • 586-4463

CHINA GARDEN
sN "The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

j^^" r. 1/•^^K I $2.<^ OFF with purchase of I

^-^^^^;5^-""--
I

$ 15 or more with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 11 :30- 10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a weel^

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
' Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

SQUISHY, LUMPY, OOZY, LOVELY

COLLEGIAN

DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Shrimp Fra Diavio

• Lasagna al Porno

• Chicken Primavera

• Eggplant Parmigiana

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D,

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer Expires Oclober 29, 1992

Open Daily <it 1 l:30d.m

7] North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
2ii-9K)n

PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC.
2 West Street, West Hatfield

Massachusetts 01088
247-9506

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every night

Call ahead for availability

99t per string with 5-Collegc I.D.

*-« Easy To Get To!

A Perfecl Nighl Oul For Friends & Dates

300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/l.D.
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Hateful graffiti causes shock, disappointment— not fear
I should have gone back to bed. I could feel that it was

going to be a bad day. My dooming prophesies unfortu-
nately came true. The day dawned dark and rainy. I

dropped my orange juice all over the Hasbrouck lobby,
managing to spread broken glass everywhere, and while
fleeing from the embarrassment. I lost my wallet. De-
pressed and thirsty, I complained my way through class,

and went back to my room to mope. Little did I know that
it was going to continue to become worse.
My sister tried to lift my sagging spirits by inviting me

to lunch at the T.O.C. With such a fine atmosphere and
good company, I felt my gloominess disappear and even
began to believe that my wallet would be returned. After
heartily enjoying the Puerto Rican buffet, we made our
way back to our dorms, she to Gorman, myselfmakingmy
way towards Brooks. It was then that I realized how
much worse my day could get.

The first thing I saw when I reached my room was the
big, ugly, black swastika that someone had drawn on my
door with a marker. I was shocked, more than I ever
thought 1 would be. A million things ran through my
head, stood, dripping wet and staring at my door, hoping
it would erase itself When I realized it wasn't going to
disappear. I went inside to call my sister, Rabbi Saul
Perlmutter and the police. My sister got there first, and

shared my horror and and disbelief.

Although we had both heard that there was an increase
ofthe number ofanti-Semitic acts on campus lately, to see
something that represents such hate, directed towards
me, was still a surprise. I thought that ifit ever did happen
to me, I would know how to react, that I would understand
that it was simply graffiti meant to scare and intimidate
me. Instead, all I could think of was leaving campus and
hiding. Not a mature response, but one I felt immediately.

Andrea

SPITZER
The police were very helpful, kind, understanding and

reassuring, which was exactly what I needed. They asked
if I was scared for my safety, if I wanted security, if I had
any idea who it may have been and explained what to

watch for and what to do ifanything happened. They took
many pictures of my door, finally said I could wash the
swastika off, and left me to think about many things I had
never thought of before. In my three and a half (almost)
years at UMass, I had never experienced such blatant
anti-Semitism before.

The more I thought about it, the more angry I became.
Why must people, if feeling powerless or angry, turn and

make someone else feel the same way? I believe that

these feelings are the ones that cause racist graffiti and
tension, and are responsible for the incidents that have
been occurring on campus the past few weeks. I wasn't

scared for my safety or worried that someone was trying

to scare me; I was disappointed that people feel the need
to display such violence and hostility towards anyone, of

any race, color, religion, gender, etc.

UMass is a big place, I have discovered, and it is full

ofcountless types of people. The diversity of this campus
is one ofthe things that I love, one of the things I couldn't

experience at my high school or hometown. The fact that

this diversity includes racists, anti-Semites, orjust plain
hostile individuals, is also something that I have now
begun to learn. The important thing is that to know what
you can do when such hatred is expressed.

The most important thing is to let someone know;
contact your resident assistant or the police. If you are
scared to report it, or feel unsure of what to do, call

someone to talk about it and let someone know what
happened. You can contact Hillel, the Everywoman's
Center, or even me. here at the Collegian. It's an impor-
tant issue, and it's been ignored too long. To stop it, we
have to know about it.

Andrea Spitzer is a Collegian staff member.

What's with the stickers?
I've got sticker shock.
Have you noticed those annoying little

stickers all over campus? Some of them
are political, like the current pro-Question
3 yellow stickers or last year's "GEO is a
union." which you can still find in various
campus locations. Some have a message,
like the "I won't celebrate violence" orange
squares stemming from the Memorial Hall
takeover/teach-in/pizza party. Others
make unfounded charges and call student
newspapers inflammatoi-y names.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Whatever these adhesive message-

beai-ers say, they all have one tiling in

common: they're all litter. Trash. Eyesores
on an otherwise beautiful campus.

It cost most of us $10,000 to enjoy the
privilege of a year's worth of college. Out-
of-state students and their families doled
out even more money in tuition, room,
board and fees. More than this place is

worth. So what do we do with the campus
we paid so dearly for? We vandalize it.

Well, some of us do. In their quest to get
their message across, some have chosen to
leave their mark wherever they please,
without regard for the rest of us.

What about the maintenance employ-
ees of this university? They're already
working skeleton crews because ofbudget
cuts. The administration treats them like

dirt. Students treat them like dirt. They
do work no one else wants to do, for pea-
nuts, and some show their lack of respect
and appreciation by leaving Chancellor
O'Brien's quotes all over the place. Just
what the maintainors need, huh? What
the hell, they've got plenty oftime to waste
cleaning adhesive off the walls, right?
What lack of consideration.

I get a real kick out of the pro-Question
3 stickers. Let's examine the logic, if you
want to call it that. Question 3 supporters

want a wasteful packaging initiative

passed. They assessed their options, con-
sidered the effectiveness of each and de-

cided to support envirormientally cautious
packaging by littering everywhere with
tiny yellow stickers. That's like trying to

put out a fire vrith a bucket ofkerosene—
it tends to blow up in your face. IfQuestion
3 loses, someone better fetch the Bactine.

Then there's GEO. Ahh, GEO. Their
orange and black "GEO is a union" calling

cards still mar walls and railings, the backs
of chairs, stairs, desks, pets that were tied

on a leash and couldn't get away — you
name it,GEO stickered it.Awiseguy firiend

ofmine once made light ofthese paper and
glue manifestoes, saying, "GEO is a pain in

the ass." Ifonly he knew how right he was.
Marshall McLuhan's often-quoted

maxim. "The medium is the message,"
applies well in this case. Ifyou want to be
heard, you speak intelligently and clearly
so everyone can hear you. If you're a
coward, you write on walls or leave little

stickers up for people to read. They don't
say much— you can only fit so much text
on a piece of paper — and they certainly
don't hold much water in a discussion.

Really, is seeing the names "Bush/
Quayle" repeatedly going to change the
way I vote? No. Will I be apt to pay attention
to Question 3 supporters because they
covered the campus in neon? Of course
not. Intelligent persuasion based on facts,

however, has already convinced me that
we should ban wasteful packaging.

If I see little pink squares everywhere
that say, "Pete is a jerk," should I think
Pete really is a jerk? No. Not if I see one, or

10, or 100. 1 would have to meet Pete first,

get to know him and find out what he's all

about before I made a decision. If it turns
out Pete's a jerk anyway, fine. But other-
wise, anti-Pete propaganda isn't going to

impress me to change my mind one iota.

Greg Sukiennik gave up drawing on
walls with crayons in the early '70s.

Make a statement: vote Marrou
Ajidre Marrou is running for presi-

dent, with Nancy Lord for vice president,
on the Libertarian Party ticket.

For those who don't know, Libertar-
ians combine the left's emphasis on per-
sonal freedoms with the right's belief in
economic freedoms. Sort ofthe best ofboth
worlds.

Anyone who saw Marrou's interview
on the "MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour" will
tell you he's quite impressive — intelli-

gent, articulate and, well. . ."presidential."
Of course, if there was a tight race in

Massachusetts, and if our electoral votes
were crucial in the overall race, it would
be important to make a careful choice
among the front-runners, even if this

Notes from the Campus Center Basement

seemed like a case of "the lesser of two
(three?) evils." But since, in reahty, it is

extremely improbable that our votes will

figure in the outcome at all, why not send
a message?

Sure I reahze Marrou won't win. But if

he can get one million votes, which is a
possibility, he will get his Party's position
noticed by the media, and maybe even by
the actual winner.

Ifyou don't like the way Democrats and
Republicans run the country, why vote
Democratic or Republican? Ifyou oppose
large and intrusive government. I suggest
voting for Marrou.

Terry Franklin
Amherst

I'm sure by this time everyone's heard about as
much about the election as they want. But, as a
columnist, I feel compelled to force my opinion upon
vou.

I find it easier to vote against politicians than
finding one I can vote for. I voted against John Silber
in 1990, and after getting ripping di unk last Sunday
(voting while inebriated makes the choices much
more appealing) I voted against Teddy Marivelias,
the esteemed University alum running for state
representative in Danvers and Nicholas Mavroules,
the sticky-fingered chairman of the House armed
services committee, whose campaign has been ham-
pered by the criminal investigation by three con-
gressional subcommittees.

After careful consideration, I found a write-in
candidate I can endorse. I've decided to vote for the
Clinton/Brown ticket. George Clinton and James
Brown. One nation under a groove and a funky new
president. I was worried that Brown's criminal record
and poor road manners may hurt the credibility ofthe
ticket, but simmilar complaints haven't deterred

Lyndon LaRouche or Teddy Kennedy.
The editorial page editor received a letter in support

for the Alternately Dextrous page. Although the authors
declined to support me in the take-over of the physical
plant, demanding that more desks for the alternately
dextrous be installed in lecture halls, they did express
their support ofan Alternately Dextrous page. Now ifwe
can just find someone to write for it. . .

Josh

REYNOLDS
A few weeks ago a new sculpture appeared oft" tofu

terrace, outside the Student Union Art Gallery. I guess it
was only a matter of time before someone decided that
that open grassy area was a good place for a giant, twisted
hunk of rusting metal. I've started an office pool, betting
on which local celebrity will be the first hanged-in-effigy
from its peak.

In other local news.The X-plicit Players and Sexpression
put on a performance on the lawn outside the Hampshire
College library. The Hampshire administration refused to

host the group's performance, and set their lawyers to
work draftnig briefs exploring the legal liability in case
onfices were entered or fiuids were exchanged.

After a campaign by campus activists, the troupe of
grizzled, fifty-something hippies arrived, removed their
shirts, formed a peace train and proclaimed their
freedom to hug audience members who were unlucky
enough to sit within reach of the P.A. system's mi-
crophone chord. Vii'a La Revolution.

After shelling out $20,000 a year in tuition, these
suburbamte, L.L.-Bean wearing. Mercantile-shopping,
5>8UO mountain bike-riding Nouveau Crunche can't
think of anything better to support than a group of
genatnc bra burners?

Don't get distracted. There's more to protecting the
treedom ofspeech than lining Madonna's pockets and
eating ice cream from Vermont won't save the envi-
ronment. If there is one thing you should learn before
you escape from the valley it's that anything that you
can fit on a bumper sticker or the Student Union steps
IS too small to change the worid.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.

UMass attitudes
cause segregation
As a first-year student and human being, I feel a

normal imperative to make an observation on a phe-
nomenon that I have witnessed over this past month. The
editorial page has seen a deluge of articles by affected
students denouncing the outbreaks of racism. Blacks
have cried out for an end to their oppression. Whites have
told them that they are supported.

Both sides have lashed out at the administration on its
foot-dragging. It failed to create a precedence in a case
where action would have proved the intolerance of ig-
norant crimes on behalf of this "institution of higher
education" that someday we will all so dearly call our
alma mater.
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Change deception and the election

Steven L.

COHEN
Both of these complaints are merely a grand facade of

the real problem. Unfortunately. I can't tell you what the
real problem is. I can only speculate that it has something
to do with the mindset of our society in this imperfect
world. I'm not talking about a conspiracy to suppress
Blacks or the breakdown of"family values." Two years ago
my mother gave me the "stick to your own kind" speech
when I brought home a Roman Catholic girlfriend. I'm
Jev^ash. George Bush might be upset to find out that I told
her that those Old World values, not the ones that justify
single-motherhood, are the ones that procreate violence.
Fortunately, it is not a liberal vs. conservative problem.

If we are products of heredity, then I would have my
parents' prejudice. I don't. If we are products of our
environment with the ability to develop our own opinions
about what we witness, then we have a chance for peace.
Prejudice must be taught. DONT!

The last generation may have worked hard to make
our lives better but they also created a thought pattern
that, in the liberal hotbed ofthe world UMass causes self-

segregation. The Malcolm X. Center and its equivalents
should provide a way for people to maintain their ethnic
identity as a part of a multicultural community. Instead
we see a ghetto-style approach of support through iso-

lationism from many of the R.S.O.'s. I don't blame the
various centers. They do more good than harm, but eat at
Franklin D.C. and look around. Ifyou notice the pattern
that I did, it will scare you. Look hard.

What is the answer? I don't know — I'm only asking
the question. The answer is a personal one that lies

somewhere within us. The paradox here is the connection
between "personal" and "us." Clue: I love my mother
anyway; there still is time for peace.

On a related thought, I would like to make an appeal
to the student body. I'm a political science major. In high
school I couldn't wait to get to college and take over the
Dean's office in the name ofsome altruistic crusade ofthe
people. Now, I'm here and that spirit still burns within
me, but the necessity for it to become manifested in some
form or another has not yet been seen, by my eyes
anjrway, this year. The powers of boycott, public protest
and free speech were so well used by the American
colonists as tools offreedom that they were later protected
by the Bill of Rights. Please stop trivializing them by
crjdng wolf for problems that can be worked out other
ways. How do you get people to listen? Try writing an
editorial —- the pen is mightier than the sword. Thinking
doesn't break windows.

Steven L. Cohen is a UMass student.

This is a personal message to the UMass commu-
nity at large.

In light of the recent events locally, nationally and
globally, we are all faced with the decision ofvoting for
a candidate that will lead this great nation back to
economic recovery. The two leading contenders in the
presidential race have fallen short, with the exception
of President Bush who has stood his ground despite
the media blitz and biased reporting which has now
dominated our newspapers and television shows.

Kenneth

MAISONET
We are also headed into the Halloween weekend.

The reason I mention this is because Deception has
proven to be the formidable contender in this election
year, not the candidates. Students are constantly
asked to vote for the popular candidate; what about
voting for Mr. Deception? It is by far the most popular
and well accepted character in our society today.

The notion that a particular leader or party is key
to our country's future is a dangerous one. I think we
must analyze our reasons for voting for any candidate,
especially in this election year. We must think of our
children and the position they find themselves in:

without a vote or a platform from which to openly
express their outrage at those who have betrayed
their future all in the name of Change.

The future generation does not see or have positive,

educated role models coming out of this and other
universities across the nation. They are falling through
the cracks of irresponsibility of those before them.
Halloween, the concept of Deception and the propo-
nents of Change are synonomous in nature.

In this secular humanistic system, we are taught
that the human being is above all life-affirming, sus-
tainable (sacred) traditional values. The values ofthe
human potential has been exalted to such a degree
that we have failed to notice the children. Individualism
vs. Community. Individuality is not answerable to a
higher law and there are no boundaries from which to

refrain and reconsider our actions.

It would seem almost obvious that in many areas of
our society this thought is more prevalent than others.
Our educational establishment stands to be the single
most determining factor in shaping and molding the
minds ofthe future leaders ofthe 21st century. This is

also the platform from which post '60s radicals (now
professors) are politicizing and psychologically as-
saulting students who are not mainstream.

Change/Deception are behind this strategy and of
course the active willing participants ofChange. With
this being said, who then are the participants of
Deception? We must never forget that America is still

a very blessed country by many standards compared
to others nations around the world.

When deciding on who to vote for, think again ofthe
unseen candidate, and how our country is headed to

perilous times at the expense of Change. All we need
to do is look within the classrooms. Look toward the
horizon. Will there be Change or Deception?

I am convinced that we are stumbling in great
darkness, and that we've become increasingly de-
pendent on human scientific progress to answer highly
complex problems. There is another more viable,
sustainable option that remains overlooked, even by
the most prominent scholars in the world. This is just
my opening statement.

Kenneth Maisonet is a Collegian staff member.

Join support for Question 3 on Election Day

Amherst campus needs diversity

Massachusetts is in a trash crisis. As a state we
produce over 6.5 million tons oftrash per year— fully one
third of that is packaging. As a result, our overburdened
landfills are leaking, contaminatinggroundwater supplies
and closing one by one. That which is not landfilled is

often burned in incinerators, releasing hundreds of tox-

ins in the air. Contaminated ash residue from the in-

cinerators is in turn buried in landfills creating cyclical

pollution.

Clearly, the solution to this problem is to recycle as
much as possible. Efforts have been madeon an individual
and town to town basis, but they are largely ineffective

because there is little or no market for recycled goods.
Companies prefer to use virgin materials rather than
recycled ones. This causes them to exploit our natural
resources to make a profit at our expense.

Even with the help of the Bottle Bill, which passed as
a similar referendum in 1982, statewide recycling levels

are only about 10 percent.

The solution is simple: pass the recycling initiative.

Question 3 calls for environmental standards to be set for

all packaging used in Massachusetts. The packaging
needs only to fall into one of five categories: it is reduced
in size, can be recycled, has been recycled, contains a
percentage of recycled content, or is reusable. Reduce,
reuse, recycle.

While you may have seen ads that claim Question 3
will hurt business or cost us more money, they are
extremely misleading if not outright lies.

The companies who fund these ads are huge, out-of-

state corporations. In fact. 96 percent of the ad money
comes from out of state, while an equal percentage of
money to support the Recycling Initiative Campaign
comes from Massachusetts residents.

Among the firms wishing to control our state from the
outside are Exxon, the company that gave us the Valdez
oil disaster; Dow Chemical, who have paid hundreds of
thousands in fines for environmental infractions; and
General Electric, one of the worst polluters in the coun-
try.

Gov. William Weld, elected on a strong pro-business
ticket, is the number one supporter ofQuestion 3. He sees
it for what it is: a chance to both stimulate the economy
and benefit the environment in Massachusetts.

They say you can learn a lot about an idea by the
company it keeps, and Question 3 is no different. On the
"yes" side are Weld, MassPIRG, the League of Women
Voters, every major environmental group in the state,

over 2,000 Massachusetts businesses, a majority of our
state representatives and a vast majority of Massachu-
setts citizens.

On the "no" side are the big, out-of-state polluters.

Question 3 will create a market for recycled goods,
help create up to 6,000 new jobs, and save the state up to

$300 million in landfilling and waste removal expenses,
according toa 1991 MITstudyofThe Recycling Initiative.

On Nov. 3, vote for a cleaner environment, fresh air,

safe drinking water and recycling: vote yes on Question 3.

Rob Conery
Southwest

As a member of the UMass Board of
Trustees, I have been following the events
surroundingthe "racial strife"atthe UMass/
Amherst campus very closely. I was opti-

mistic following the meeting and more so
after the Board ofTrustees meeting, when
President Hooker rightly rebuked the
Amherst administration for delays in tak-

ing care of the issues. At the same time.

Hooker provided direction and moral lead-

ership so that we can all move forward.

However, today, I am less optimistic.

Not because I doubt the commitment of

the president, or the seriousness of the

issues and the resolve the students, of all

colors, have in eliminating the ugliness

and injustice of racism; but because of

what I read to be the side-stepping of the
issues by the Amherst administration.

On Sunday [Oct. 18, A^^ Times] Chan-
cellor O'Brien is paraphrased as say-

ing,"4,000 new students arrive each year,

many from white neighborhoods in the

Boston area, many with the stains offrank

racism." Grant Ingle, director of the office

ofhuman relations, in a similar vein, states,

"much of the University's racial tension

arises form the fact that 60 percent of its

students came from the "white neighbor-

hoods in the Boston area."

Yet, we have not seen such ugly racial

incidents as the 1986 riots at Amherst, or

smearingofhuman feces in corridors based

on irrational, racist beliefs. Why not? The
answer is simple. Although we do have

many white students from the same
neighborhoods that the Amherst campus
draws from, the students, the faculty and

the administration ofUMass/Boston have
been committed to the recruitment and
the education of people of color.

On every level of the campus, minori-
ties are represented. Half of our vice

chancellors are persons of color. Four out
of five of our academic deans are persons
of color. Between a quarter and a fifth of

our staff" and faculty are persons of color.

Over 25 percent of the student population
are persons of color and this portion i.s

steadily rising. When a significant num-
ber of people of color are present in any
population, it is hard for any individual to

believe they can get away with such out-

rageous behavior as we have witnessed on
the Amherst campus.

Even more important, however, is the
fact that the presence of a diverse popu-
lation makes all of us comfortable being
different and being individuals. It is this

kind of atmosphere that the administra-
tion of the Amherst campus should try to

foster, and not the same old blame game
that we have been involved in for the last

two decades without progress.

The fundamental aspect of coming up
with a resolution to this problem is the
recruitment and maintenance of signifi-

cant number ofminorities at every level of

the community. The president, the trust-

ees and the students are ready for this

commitment. Perhaps we can begin by
replacing Chancellor O'Brien, who will be
leaving in June, with a person of color.

David Loh
Student Trustee

Umass/lioston

''Tribute to loser ' reaffirms defeat

as writer misses point of election
It was with considerable anger that

I read the opening paragraph ofMichael
Morrissey's article last Friday [Colle-

gian, Oct. 231.

He paid magnanimous tribute to the

loser oflast week's elections for speaker
in the Student Senate. It is to his mis-

fortune that his article neither arouses

sympathy for Kevin Jourdain nor causes
regret over the final result, but merely
reinforces the belief that in Michael
Poster the senate did a great service to

the students of this University.

The speaker, as defined in the SGA
constitution, is "the executive officer

and the official representative of the

Student Senate."

It is one of the most powerful posi-

tions in the SGA and therefore when
the elections took place is was neces-

sary to take into account much more
than one's political persuasions.

The speaker has to be able to control

the senate, facilitate meetings, work
with and be able to fairly represent all

groups of people. It is a great responsi-

bility and rests on a relationship of

trust.

Kevin Jourdain did not lose because
of a Democratic conspiracy, nor did he
lose because he was incapable of doing

the job. He lost becau.se the senate did

not consider him to be the "best man,"
and in my opinion this decision was
based to a great extent on his strong

Republican views.

The speaker is suppo.sed to be a non-

partisan position and it was the fear of

many that Jourdain would not be able

to divorce his political interesl.s from
those ofthe student community. This is

a fear that Mr. Morrissey's article

strengthens rather than soothes, and
with all due respect, his heartfelt wishes
for Kevin Jourdain did more harm to

his cause than good.

Indeed, for Mr. Morrissey to write

that Kevin Jourdain was "to intelligent

senators. . . the only choice" is at once
both narrow-minded and an insult to

the intelligence of the majority of the

University's student representatives.

Mike Poster is a highly capable, re-

sponsible and trustworthy person for

whom I have the highest respect and I

do not believe he deserves Mr.
Morrissey's derogatory comments. As
a student senator, I congratulate him
on his appointment and look forward to

working with him in the future.

Seema Malhotra
Central
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M inquiry
continued from page 1

investigate a wide range of allegations.

Gordon's interim report to O'Brien stated
that neither BischofT nor Katch had re-

sponded satisfactorily to his questions.
Since the University does not have the
power to subpoena individuals, Gordon
recommended that the University turn the
investigation over to the appropriate pub-
lic agencies which can compel testimony.

O'Brien's announcement comes three
weeks after the House Post Audit Com-
mittee referred its investigation to

Harshbarger. saying several areas of "po-

tential criminal conduct" were uncovered,
according t» an Oct. 8 Boston Globe.

COLLEGIAN

Katch's lawyer, Jonathon Souweine,
said Wednesday, "if the Ethics Commis-
sion chooses to review unsubstantiated
allegations involving Dr. Katch, we expect
Dr. Katch to be vindicated."

Skip Sesling, spokesperson for the au-
ditor, said the auditor had referred his

report to the state attorney general and
other criminal authorities.

In his letter to Harshbarger concerning
Bischoff, O'Brien said "the University. . .

welcomes your review ofmatters that have
been the subject of an audit by the House
Post Audit and Oversight Committee. We
offer full cooperation of the University, its

staff and outside counsel."

Congress
continued from page 1

candidate Patrick Larkin.

"John Olver is a lightweight when he

was in Congress. He does not act. He is

merely a cog," Newnan said. "He has

full responsibility for the economic

situation |in western Massachusetts)."

Newnan said he believed local sup-

port for Olver was not strong. Olver's

supporters were only going along with

the crowd, according to Newnan.
"I think they should come up and

swear they support the Democratic

platform,"Newnan said laughing. "Take

a look at what John Olver has done and
then take a look at Patrick Larkin."

The Republican party might not have
a lot of money, but they are strong

campaigners, Ravosa said.

"What we don't have in green, we
make up in grit," Ravosa said.

Ravosa said this election is very im-

portant because it is a lime ofchange in

the governmental structure. Students
must get out and vote, according to

Ravosa.

"I Turnout I is going to be the turning

point in the election," Ravosa said.

"THE 1992 ELECTION: WHERE DO
THE CfiNDIDfiTES STfiND ON

^FOREIGN POLICY AND DEFENCE"

fi lecture by

LEE FEINSTEIN, Assistant Director of Research

The Arms Control Association, Washington, DC

Thursday, October 29^^

4:00 pm
202 Skinner Hall, Mount Holyoke College

8:00 pm
Hasbrouck 20, the University of Massachusetts

fi panel discussion with:

MICHAEL KLARE, Director

Five College Program in

Peace & World Security Studies

LEE FEINSTEIN, Assistant Director of Research
Arms Control Association, Washington, DC

MARY WILSON, Professor of History

University of Massachusetts

This event is FREE, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

DISTINGUISHED

TEACHING

DEADUNE; NOVEMBER 4, 1992
If you know a faculty member or teaching

assistant/associate who is truly outstanding and

deserves recognition, submit a nomination in

writing with a brief description of why your

nominee deserves the award.

STUDENTS MA'

IS (NOVEMBER 4, 1992

TO; DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OfEICE

514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS

ANY MDAS BRAKE SERVME
Right now, get $20 off the regular price of any quality Midas brake service

at participating dealers. At Midas, you'll get a free detailed brake
inspection Written estimate up front. And we can fix your brakes right the

same day you bnng in your car. So what's stopping you?

'Offrrfubrpnce 0(t« «id< I0/2V92

miDAS

Hadley • Rt. 9 near Hamp.shire Mall • 586-9991

Dear 5-College Community
X'Mas is around the corner, so we wont to

make a special offer on our entire collection of
jewellery, apparel & decorative crafts.

k SbqipingEnMmt's Drem Come Ike

EveryM Tinged MercMdise in our Basement

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
That Includes Elegant Silver Jewellery, Richly
Colored Hand Embroidered Ladies Dresses &

Exquisite Hand-Crafted Gifts,

THESE GREAT BUYS WILL BE ON TILL DEC 31
But Do Not Walt because ttie Stock is Limited

and there will be no Rain Checks!

aJ^>_^ BiXshj\\s

oKitMnvLKuqs

241 Main St., Northampton. MA 01060 » 413-586-6030

Need a Little Help
with Life? Call q^

at the LBG Counseling
Collective, S4S'Z64S or
stop by 4066 U. Mass.

Student Union.
Call for office hours,
we're here to help!
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FOLLOW THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD- Freshman Tare Wisniewski. a double major in theateraS women'Jl'dST
has a funny dream that someone is watching her yeasteday afternoon.

NO
ESOTERICA
FOR US. NO
SmEE

BOB
'CAUSE
TRAMPS
LIKE US.

BABY WE
WERE BORN
TO RUN.

Kosher
continued from page 3

KosherDC is open for three meals a day, Rabbi Friedman
supervises the special "koshering" of the kitchen and its

equipment.
Students say Friday night dinners are the best meal of

the week. These include chicken, stuffing, mashed potatoes,
challah and the usual salad bar, according to Shirley
Stafford, director of the Hampden and Berkshire Dining
Commons. Other popular meals include turkey and bagel
dogs'. Another advantage of the Kosher DC, says Stafford,
are the "beautiful sunsets durirtg dinner," since the DC
faces the west.

Head Cook Helen Yagodzinski and assistant Frieda
Januskevicius make all the food. Januskevicius makes
all of the croutons, which students say are delicious, and
Yagodzinski adds a special touch of her own. They treat
the students that eat at Kosher as if they are their own
children, says Rossi.

Both Rossi and Stafford agree that Kosher DC enroll-
ment has decreased over the last few years. Rossi wants
feedback on what could be improved to attract more
people. He also wants to know what the students like or
dislike about the Kosher DC.

"People who eat there are extremely happy," accord-
ing to Rossi. The small size of the DC also adds friendli-
ness and comfort to the meals.

Stafford says the Kosher DC is an "excellent program"
and says she is disappointed more people do not par-
ticipate. One does not need to be Jewish to enroll on the
meal plan, or to eat there occasionally, which costs an
additional $2 if you are on the meal plan.

During Passover the Kosher DC is open for three
meals a day, which provides students with the special
food for that holiday. Seders are also provided at Kosher
DC. for those who can't go home, or are curious about the
traditions of Passover.

NO
POLKADOT

£e{KE^ESIOCKS

FOR US.

WE KNOW
WE'RE

FASHONABLE
ENOUGH.
COLLEGIAN

ADVERTISING.
IT WORKS.

THE COLLEGIAN WILL VOTE FOR ITS FAVORITE CANDIDATE
THIS NOVEMBER 3.

(PROVIDED WE CAN ALL FIT INTO THE BOOTH).
WILL YOU?

IT'S

MIDTERM
TIME

^Listen to "MUMMY\ our Savings are S^OOlf^B&tlBt!inoc yg/i Don't Drink
and Drive

WE DON'T
WANT YOU
TO FAIL
OUT AND
NOT READ
US ANY-
MORE,

SO STUDY.

COLLEGIAN

BUD, BUD LIGHT,

& BUD DRY
SUITCASc S
CANS ^

nil GALLO

BECKS BEER $
CASE OF 24-1 2 02. CANS

FOSTERS LAGER $799
12 PACK BOTTLES ' DEP.

mm
/WsROCK

ROLLING
ROCK $-|2^^
:ASE0F24-12 02.

^CASE
BAR BOTTLES DEP

SCHLITZBEER
SO29

*'^"SAL£ 9.29

MAIL IN

REBATE 1 00
& REBATE

DEP.

CASE OF 24-12 OZ CANS

CLASSIC $Q99
WINES O

ALL FLAVORS
1.5 L.

ir^iir\tDC

SUTTER HOME
WHITE ZINFANDEL

$Q49

NARRAGANSETTBEER
CASE OF

24-12 OZ. CANS
$1 ;99

' tDEP.

BLACKENED
VOODOO
LAGER BEER

$C69^ -DEP.

6 PACK BOTUES

FOLONARI $C99
SOAVE OisL

PAOLO
TOSCANO ^3^^
CHIANTI

BACARDI $.

SILVER RUM

SEAGRAMS? $Q49,,.
WHISKEY O

750 ML

BLOSSOM HILL $^99
CHARDONNAfi CABERNET

SAUVIGNON

FREIXENET
'

CORDON NEGRO BRUT j
SALE 5.99

MAIL IN REBATE 1.00

AFTEB
REBATE

SALE 13.49

MAIL IN REBATE 5 00

AFTER
REBATE

JIM $1349
WBEAM '

POPOV s_Q9VODKA Vwl
SALE 9.99 ^^„

MAIL IN REBATE ZOO "EBate j

pautauuBovnnauuMivmuvsiauki^

DANCE CLUB
Wednesday -

DANCING WITH Dj JOB
Thursday - WHMP

EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING

WITH DJ DENNIS R.

WHMP broadcasting live.

DOWNSTAIRS-
DANCEHALL REGGAE WITH

Dj OBED
Friday -

DISCO 2000 with D) )OB and

WTIC's Lear jet

Free Admission Before lOOOpm

Free All Night w/CoHege 1.0.

Saturday - WHMP
THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOB

Coming 10/31

THE AREAS BIGGEST
HALLOWEEN PARTY

•S300 CASH PRIZE FOR BEST COSTUME*

OTHER PRIZES A.ND CIVEAWAVS

LIVE MUSIC.
fn., at U)-H: iOpm

Free Rock Friday

:] BIG BAD BOLLC)CKS
D.i [Xi

Free Before lOpm

Frtr All Ni<.;hl with Colleije ID
:..••,...........-

S.if., (kt. il-iHiiOim

Halloween Party

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO
rio.itin'' Bo.its

Xtoii. Nov. J-8:lX)iJii} WRSI
Chicago Blues Explosion

KOKO TAYLOR
Lil E(i & The Blues Imperials

7(/(-. . N()\. i-ti:nili>i)i<llii-,

TRIPLE BILL!

MATERIAL ISSUE
r

••: MIGHTY LEMONDROPS

: lhui\, Nov. 5-7:(>()ijny'lfi-h/

MATTHEW SWEET

The Jayhawks
D(Mn'>l,iiis-'>:(>l) i>in l!i+

FRANK ZAPPA'S
JOE'S GARAGE

pic^'ntcd l)y the Ciiwn

Fri., Nov. ()-H:M)pm

Free Rock Fnrlay

THE BOMBASTICS
John M(;ii(j|;()ly

Free Beiore lOom*
I -I .1 .1 :tt l.l.i.i.r

\if., Nov. "-/) 'Opm

MAX CRFEK

PASSPORT $1 C99
SCOTCH ^1 75L

BURNETTS GIN
SALE 11 99 $Q99

MAIL IN

REBATE 2,00

;q<
MAIL IN ^ 175L

AFTER REBATE

BACARDI $Q99
BLACK RUM

8'
750 ML

not responsible for

typograptiical errors

m^CfV. Monday thru

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Monday thru Saturday
Campus Plaza/Route 9

253-9344
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SAL£ PRICES
THURS10/29,"32THRU

WEDS. 11/4/92

Full Rtaemption Ceru^r

Sun.. Nov. H-7:0()jm'W+/

Nonh^mplon Center tor the

Arts Presents

YOUSSOU N' DOUR

\k>n., Nov. ')-tm)jm\]H+/

FreeSlv)\,v

WIDE SPREAD PANIC
(Adv. Tix. All Outlets)

ThurK. Nov. 12-8: U)pnVIH-h/

SHOCKRA
BorclerlcincI

Fn., Nov. ] i-H:M)pm

f ree Ruck Fncl.iy

BOP HARVEY
.S,7f., Nov. l-l-8:U)pm

ROOMFUL OF BLUES
'^JI.M. /J1JI..|..1/I^....„

Tues.. Nov. 17-8:()()pm

LOS LOBOS

Scit., Nov j/-r.fv)j/))

LUCINDA WILLIAMS

Tlcicts available at Pearl Strw-t,

Strawberries, Tlx Unlimited,

l>\Tiamitc Records, for The Re< ord in

Amhert Ticket Pro (800) 828-7nW).
•

10 i\ji^ Slri>d ^orttwmplon • ;84-~l
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OOM CHOOSING PROCESS
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: IMPORTANT INFORMATION

RESERVING If you intend to keep your present residence hall room assignment,

YOUR you must call the Voice Response Room Choosing System at 6-9000

CURRENT (from on-campus) or 546-9000 (from off-campus) to reserve your room.

ROOM FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE THE SYSTEM IS AVAILABLE FROM
ASSIGNMENT 9AM TO 9PM ON MONDAY. TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 2. 3. 4 .

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM OR
YOUR HALL

If you wish to move to another room in the same residence hall , you must

sign up with staff on duty during the room choosing process on Wednesday

evening, November 18. All room changes will be determined by your seniority

and rank. THE ONLY EVENING TO SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM IN YOUR
CURRENT HALL IS WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 18 .

If you wish to move to another residence hall , you must complete a Housing

Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE
FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFHCE IS WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 25.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT
WHILE ALSO REQUESTING A HALL CHANGE YOU MUST DO THE
FOLLOWING:
1. Use the Voice Response System to reserve your current room on either

November 2, 3, or 4 or a new room on Wednesday evening, November 18.

2. Fill out a Housing Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower

right hand comer is a box you must "check" if you wish to be returned to

your current hall if your choices cannot be met. YOUR OLD RESIDENCE
HALL ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH
STEPS.

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a

student already assigned to that residence hall, you must together complete a green

ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMMATE
REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OITICE IS THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 19.

DIDN'T
GET THE
ROOM YOU
WANTED?

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a residence hall to which neither

of you is currently assigned , you must each complete a Housing Preference Form.
These forms should be identical, (with the exception of the "check" box) and stapled

together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25.

If, during the regular Room Choosing period, you were unable to

secure a particular room or type of room (single or particular double),

please contact the Housing Assignment Office to fill out a blue

In-House Room Request Form. Rooms that become available during Intersession

will be assigned, according to seniority, to those residents who filled out these forms
and returned them to the Housing Assignment Ofilce.

PAY BILL BY Your Spring 1993 fee bill will be mailed to your home in early December.
DUE DATE If complete payment of this bill is not received by the Bursar's Initial Due Date

(usually in early January), your assignment will be subject to cancellation.

IF YOU ANTICIPATE HAVING A PROBLEM PAYING YOUR BILL PLEASF
CONTACT THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE. WE WILL MAKF
ARRANGEMENTS TO HOLD YOUR HOUSING UNTIL YOU ARE ABLE TO
MAKE FULL PAYMENT.

OTHER
THINGS TO
REMEMBER

In addition to properly completing room choosing all students are required to remain
in good standing with the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any reason
after the end of the semester may automatically subject your assignment to
cancellation. Check to make sure you do not owe any fees to the Bursar BEFORE
you leave for intersession.

QUESTIONS? If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process, please contact the
Housing Assignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

COLLEGIAN
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Exiled Chinese student
discusses imprisonment

TUio lo «-»ni w A -ri-r.
'^'^*^ COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN

THIS IS ONLY A TEST— Members of the UMass firefighting force, senior zoology
major Brian Major, left, sophomore undeclared major Scott Smith and junior political
science major Jeff Winn, practice fighting fires in the Campus Parking Garage.

fundraiser
continued from page 3

Amherst, raised the most money with
$2,470.

Bari said he does the Phonathon be-
cause it is a gi-eat cause. "I am the proud
father oftwo daughters who went through
the UMass system and I know how im-
portant theNewman Center was to them,"
he said.

Quigley said before the Newman Cen-
ter used Phonathon to raise money they
used to depend on allotments from the
Springfield Diocese. "We are becoming
more and more self-sufficient, which is

going to be the way of the future for

churches," Quigley said.

"The Newman Center would be in real
dire straits ifthey depended on the Diocese
today," said Quigley. He said he can't
depend on the Diocese because in past
years the revenue demands have exceeded
their income.

Quigley said he is thankful Smith de-
veloped such an unbelievable fundraising
system and that so many people partici-

pated in the event.

"Everyone's hard work produced a very
satisfying result," said Quigley.

By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press

NEWTON, Mass.— Deported Chinese
dissident Shen Tong said Wednesday he
was threatened with a prison sentence of
up to 30 years a few weeks before Chinese
officials released him.

"They hinted to me they were ready to
try me," said Shen, 24, who fled China
after the 1989 crackdown in Tiananmen
Square and re-entered the country about
three months ago. He was arrested Sept.
1 and released on Saturday.

Shen, speaking publicly for the first

time about his imprisonment in China,
said he was held under 24-hour guard on
the top floor of a hotel near the capital of
Beijing.

He said he was questioned about his
beliefs and contacts with democracy activ-
ists inside China. Shen said he frustrated
Chinese officials by refusing to cooperate.

"There was a heated argument where I

just said to them, "You guys are so stupid.
Either you put me in jail or accept that I

will never be on your side," he said.

Shen was arrestedjust before he was to
announce the formation of a Beijing office

of the Democracy for China Fund, a New-
ton-based human rights group.

While Shen was in China, some Chi-
nese dissidents in the United States said
he carelessly endangered dozens of activ-
ists by contacting them while they were in
hiding. Some also said Shen misrepre-

sented his role as a leader of the 1989
student uprising.

Shen denied those charges at the news
conference.

"It was not our team's intention to

endanger any contacts in China," he said.

"Everyone I met knew in advance where I

was and what I was planning to do.

"They were fully aware of the danger
they may face simply by talking to me."

Shen said that as a condition of his
release, he demanded that Chinese au-
thorities release any dissidents connected
with his case. Asked if he thought China
would comply, he said: "I don't think so."

Two other dissidents, Qi Dafang and
Qian Liyun, were arrested with Shen. At
least three others were questioned and
possibly imprisoned, Shen said.

Shen, a Boston University graduate
student, also denied a Chinese govern-
ment report that he confessed to illegal

actions and had engaged in anti-govern-
ment activities.

Shen credited his release to interna-
tional pressure on China. Seventy-four
U.S. senators, including vice-presidential
candidate Al Gore, sent a letter earlier
this month to Chinese Premier Li Peng
urging the release of Shen.

He said he planned to return to China,
but said his role as a dissident in exile was
important.

"1 can speak for a lot of people who
cannot speak for themselves in China,"
Shen said.

MMM, MMM GOOD.
NEWSPRINT IS GOOD FOOD.

COLLEGIAN.

COLLE-
GIAN
FILLER

'THanh you! lof your pMtfnn*
1h« l^ruprrak fflntMy

easons
Roinr 9, MAnifr 584-HI74

|iir,to(/Ni (ioi/oRs_- mm wim
|

I
KEGS • AND ICE I

AS

INSTEAD OF
RAKING THESE

RAKE IN

THE SAYINGS
EVERY MONTH!
Incredible! Use Anytime!

91^^00 Members^^^^—1 Only. Offer
Per Ends 10/31/92

Month

ncredib]

' Plus small joining fee.

FEATURES*:
Nautilus • Racquetball" • Tennis*

Aerobics** (includes step) • Free weights • Lessons

Fitness testing • Sauna • Cam Star 3000 • Basketball

Day care • Cardiovascular (StairMasters™, LifeCycles™)

Seniors 8t kid's programs

"F«« raquirad

ATHLETIC
CLUBS at
AfAERlCA

659 Amherst Road, Rte. 116

(formerly Winner's Ath. Club)

SUNDERLAND: (413) 549-3638

Winter Session 1993
January 4-25

Yes, you can I
Register for Winter Session classes.

SPECIAL enrollment RESTRICTIONS DO NOT

APPLY FOR Winter Session.

So, if YOU'RE A UMASS

STUDENT, all YOU HAVE

to do is just sign up.

Over 100 credit

COURSES.

Earn 3 credits in just

3 SHORT weeks!

Sam Adams, Beer/Ale

24/12 oz.bott.

$17.99 + dep.

Molson Gold & Lt.

24/12 oz. bott.

$15.99 + dep

Michelob, Lt/Ory

12 pkcans

$6.99 + dep.

ICE COLD
KEGS!!

Natural Light
1/2 bbl

$32.90 + dep

/ NCatalogs

Registration begins

November 14.

AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS
OR AT THE
Division of
Continuing
Education,
6th floor
G O O D E L L .

Rolling Rock
12 pk bott.

$6.49 + dep.

Miller, Lite, GD, GD Lt.

1/2 bbl

$38.99 + dep.

20L

Sun Country
Wine CcKilers

$3.99 + dep

Busch
Bar Bottles case

$9.49 + dep.

Bud Dry
Bar Bott.

$11.99 + dep

Narragansett
24/12 oz. cans
$6.99 + dep.

MASS. STATE

LOHERY AGENT!

.750 ml

Jim Beam

$7.99

Long Trail Ale/Lt
6 pak bott.

$4.49 + dep.

Blackened Voodoo Beer
6 pak bott

$5.99 + dep.

Popov Vodka

$9.991.75 L

Southern Comfort

$739750 ml

Division of
Continuing: Education

ICE!!
10 LBS $1.00

50 LBS $4.50

4SeasonsVocl<a
1.75 L

BUttBTshotsSdYiepps

.750 L ^OLl^J

Gordon's Gin

1 75 L 513.99

4 Seasons Gin

$9391.75 L

<;amast( nrAPsn f

HOURS Mon.-Sat 9-11 • 10% Senior Discount Everyday
Keg deposits Held Up to 30 Days on VISA, MASTERCARD CHfcCK CASH
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Russian creates
department for
arms detection
MOSCOW (AP)— Russia has created a new spy

department to combat the potential threat from
nuclear and chemical weapons belonging to former
Soviet republics and other neighbors, a foreign

intelligence agent said today.

Agents will operate inside and outside the former
Soviet Union, said Gennady Yevstafiev, head ofthe
new Department for Weapons Control and Non-
Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction.

He told a news conference that Russia was
especially worried about states along its border
developing a nuclear capability. He singled out
Pakistan and North Korea, an ally of the former
Soviet Union.

Yevstafiev said that while the end of the Cold
War has reduced the likelihood that either super-

power will use nuclear or chemical weapons, Russia
fears such weapons could be used in regional clashes.

Ethnic strife was reported in 76 spots in the
former Soviet Union before it collapsed at the end of

1991.

All short-range nuclear weapons have since been
transferred to Russian control, but long-range
nuclear weapons remain in Ukraine, Kazakhstan
and Belarus.

Yevstafiev's department will be a branch of the

Foreign Intelligence Service, one of the agencies
created out of the former KGB.

AG seeks retail interest rate cut
BOSTON (AP)— Massachusetts retailers are charg-

ing interest on credit cards at rates as high as 23.5

percent, according to a study released Wednesday by
Attorney General Scott Harshbarger.

Harshbarger asked retailers to voluntarily cut their

interest rates.

Of the 23 retailers surveyed by the attorney general's

Consumer Portection Division, 10 had interest rates at

21 percent or higher, with the appliance chain Fretter's

charging the highest— 23.52 percent.

None of the retailers charged interest lower than 18

percent.

"Considering the dramatic drop in interest rates we've
seen over the past few years by banks, it is unacceptable
to find retailers— and so many ofthem— charging these
outrageous rates," Harshbarger said.

"Retail credit card rates, set years ago when inflation

and interest rates were high, need to be overhauled to

reflect better the dramatic drip in the cost of funds
today," he said.

State law caps interest rates at 18 percent, with some
exceptions. His office planned to investigate whether
retailers charging more than 18 percent in Massachu-

setts were breaking the law.

Edgar Dworsky of the consumer protection division

said some out-of-state banks are allowed to charge rates

higher than 18 percent. "That's why banks like Citibank

in South Dakota charge outrageous interest rates and
export it."

"The legal issue we're talking about here is, can a
retailer hire an out-of-state bank and in essence cir-

cumvent the 18 percent cap," Dworsky said.

Harbarger's oflice conducted the survey on Oct. 1.

Other stores the consumer protection division surveyed

included Lane Bryant, 22.8 percent; The Limited Express,

22.8 percent; Eddie Bauer, 22.6 percent; True Value
Hardware, 22 percent; Service Merchandise, 21.96 per-

cent; Tweeter, 21.84 percent; Grossman's, 21.6 percent;

Home Quarters, 21 percent; Somerville Lumber, 21

percent; Lechmere, 19.86 percent.

Retailers with rates of 18 percent included
Bloomingdale's, Bonwit Teller, Bradlees, Caldor, Filenes

Basement, Harvard Coop,Jordan Marsh, Lord and Taylor,

Neiman Marcus, Saks Fifth Avenue and Sears.

Tweeter's is interest-free if bills are paid within 90

days.

Faithful wait in vain for world to end

HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIESW

We carr}' evenlhing for your needs including:

Wigs • Make-up • Masks • Costumes

CHILD'S TOYS & HOBBIES
at Hadley Village Bam Shops

49 RusseU St.. Rt. 9

Hadlev, NLA • 584-2604

kcM- ourKf^f'n^r it: Cm r<it^ wiCr.^

carscCOhp^lus.

Dps

By C.W. LIM
Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea — Thousands of Koreans who
believed the world would end at midnight chanted, sang
and wailed "the rapture is coming" in nearly 200 churches
throughout Korea. But they didn't ascend to heaven as
they expected and the singing faded.

"Nothing has happened," said the Rev. Chang Man-
ho, according to parishioners. "Let's go home. Let's go
back to a normal life."

Some 2,500 worshippers then left a church in western
Seoul early Thursday, expressing emotions ranging from
disappointment to depression.

"It'sjust not time for Jesus to come," said Chung Dong-
bun, a 53-year-old believer. "There will be another time."

Believers had expected rapture— the ascent to heaven

— at midnight ( 10 a.m. EST). Seven years of apocalypse

would follow, bringing the Earth's annihilation and the

second coming of Christ, they believed.

Singing could be heard from inside Seoul's main
doomsday church, the Mission for the Coming Days, after

midnight.

Outside the church, more than 1 ,000 curiousity seekers

and family members stood behind police lines.

A police searchlight scanned the darkness, and 200
riot police stood a block away, ready to move in to try to

prevent any suicides or other extreme actions. Officials

worried some believers might despair when the predic-

tion failed to come true.

No suicides had been reported an hour after the
deadline.

The Mission for the Coming Days, the largest of the

Turn to RAPTURE, page 14
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Live Music bv THE CHOICE
Cash Prizes for Best ^ Most Original Costumes
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Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

State of ttie Art Machines
Snacl< Bar

Big Screen T.V.

Pool Table and Video Games
Senior Citizen Discount

$1 .00 OFF
any size washer
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Expires 10/15/92

$3.00 OFF
DRY CtEANING

($10.or more)
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Don't miss the action!

Kings at
Bruins
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CAMPUS
OUNGE
L^ 11th Floor • Campus Center
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Mon.-Sat.: 2:00 pm-12:30 am
Closed Sunday
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Men U
LUNCH DINNER
Pizza Baked Ziti

Corny Beef on Rye Pan Shish KaBOB
BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Pizza Baked Ziti

Sesame St. Noodles Captain's Catch

"Yes! Yes! That's it! . . . Just a little higher.

"

Quote of the Day
"Sex is the first thing I liked that liked me

back."

- overhear

J

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 141: A
i^Dod tl.iy lor cltMlini; vvilli |X'i)pli-

who prc'iiT lo sidy oul ol the piil)lii

eyf. Sifrt'cy is essenli.il. A lin.imi.il

plan ( jn Ik- (.irncd J >\v\) lurllifr.

Scuk your loved ones' support.

TAURUS lApiil J()-M.iy JOI: Lite

( ould ihrovv you a i urve lotlay. The
show must go oil! Redouble your

ellorls lo make a name lor yoursi'll.

Working lonij hours iKjw will produi e

a rich harvesl.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20):

SooK'one may he a !;(X)d iriend hul

nol very lair ahoul linaiu iai mailers.

Tolerate ihis [x-r son's miserly ways it

you value your relalronship. Separ.ile

reslauranic liec ksrem.iin.i L;o<Klide.i

CANCER ilune 21 -Aui-. 221: Vou
c ould dec idclodosomelhini; wilhan

M\ projec I Those Irying lo have ihc'ir

work published will soon receive a

happy surprise Nurlure a loved one
who has s|M'c lal emolioiial needs.

LEG (|uly 2i- Aug. 221: Since

human liislory endslhiswc-ekend, gc)

oul vvilh a hangl Enjoy yourscll lo the

iullesi and ihe end limes Ik' damned.
Invest in an S\L

VIRGO lAug. 2 !-S<'pl 22): Vou
can charm your way inio a real bar-

gain IcKlay. Someone inlluenlial sees

your true value. You will not need a

rabbit's tool or tour-leal clover lo

allraci good luck.

LIBRA iSc-pl. 2t-()ct. :2y. Env)-

lions run high today. A ticklish situa-

tion calls lor a cool head. ( oopera-

tion IS the key to larger linancial re-

wards. IJeware oi shilling vinds oi

public opinion

SCORPIO lOcI 2!-Nov. 211:

clinging lo ouldated ideas c ould c re-

ale problems at work or home: Icmvc

room lo grow. A new liusiness M'li-

lure is louih-and-go Leave nothing

10 chance.

SAGITTARIUS iNov. 22-l)ec

211: Splendid ihings are hapiK-nmg
where your soc lal lite is coiueined.

Encourage open disi ussion and idea-

sli.iring Noun areer Hillslayonliai k

11 you do nol v\aiver.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. I'll:

Helping Ian II lyinemlK-rs,co-«orkers,

Inends — this is your strength tcKlay

A lun new pal could he part ol the

()ic lure Suggesi a s(H'( lal ouliiig

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2()-Fcb liii: A
woll in lamb's c lolhing max show its

Irue c olors now. There is lillle use in

cTying over spilled milk. Put a disap-

pointment bc'hind you: gel on with

bigger and Ix'tter things!

PISCES (Feb. 1<).March 20): Try

not lo gel upsel or angry alxiul a

delay. (.)lhcrs have the right lo do
ihings in their own lime anci nol v\ hen

you want . Nurture yc lur c lose
|
Krsona I

rclalKjnships

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Tlif opinions L-xpresst-d on this pane ,\rv those ot the ( .irtJKHiisIs .incl clo not nw cssorily rcilc* t tlic views ot the Gtllvfiuin or the UnixiTsity.
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1
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19 •What's — (or
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?0 Jeanne d Arc,

eg
21 15th cen

Italian painter

2* Sierra -
?6 West or Busch
?7 Furnish

29 Exceptional

34 Article of food
35 Srrijtini7es

36 Nr?ilher fish —
fowl"

37 Start ol a

Sh.ikespearean
title

38 Prrofreader's

39 (jrlmm heavy
41) Faulty

4

1

Cntic. at tunes

42 tJnpleasanlly

plump
43 Decreased
45 r.rins

46 London repast

4 7 Clubs and
hearts

48 Hit play of 1945
53 I arqe joint

5G 7Mictior

57 new of seats

58 Annoy
60 Only
61 Shake — hurry

up
62 noman official

63 Br^arj spread
64 - out

supplement
65 Actor Jacob!
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3 World's highest

cascade
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7 Composer
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si,lint,-ir*"

9 Wntei healer

10 Atlanta arena
1

1

Not of the cloth

12 Aware of

15 Part

22 Circular Abbr
23 What Antony

wants to

borrow
25 A very long

time

27 Advantage
28 Pierre's

daughter
29 Landed
30 Max or Buddy
31 Type of pasta
32 Scandinavian
33 Kilmer poem
35 Rescue

38 Rummy
variation

Tt f ifi.ll notice

41 Whirl

42 Neglected
44 Hi fis

successor
45 Petition

4 7 ("Conductor

Kntissrvit/ky

48 Gl's supplies

49 Christmas
50 Clinton's

lunning mate
51 High, stiff hat

52 Emit

smoke
54 Land in the

water

55 1 iirlive glance
59 fJofherlands

town
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Rapture
continued from page 12

doomsday churches, claims 10,000 mem-
bers. Police estimate the total number of

doomsday believers at 20.000.

A closed circuit television outside had
shown parishioners inside kneeling on
cushions, singing and raising their arms
as a chorus sang and a steel guitar played
hymns. "Jesus is coming," they screamed.

But the television was smashed by a

teen-ager whose brother was inside the

church. He was arrested after a scuffle.

One woman threw a black purse from a

fifth-story window containing what looked

like housekeys.

"See you in heaven," said a mother with
baby on her back, who was outside the

church.

Thousands more riot police were de-

ployed at some 200 other doomsday
churches in Seoul and elsewhere. Police

said fire engines, ambulances and rescue

vehicles also were deployed.

The church's 46-year-old founder, Lee
Jan-rim, had warned followers to restrain

themselves in case today was not the end.

He is in jail on charges of swindling fol-

lowers of up to $4 million.

Prosecutors said Lee had $300,000
worth ofbonds that mature as late as next

May. They said that proved he did not

expect the world to end.

Hundreds and possibly thousands of

Korean believers sold property, abandoned
their families, quit schools and jobr and
deserted military posts.
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tavern
AMHERST. MASS.

FRIDAY NIGHT
Prizes & Giveaways with the

Jagermeister Models
Friday, Oct. 30th, 8-12 midnight

Open 1 1 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight

1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet B'ank), Amherst

Came room with 2 pool tables • 3 TV's • MC / VISA / AMEX Accepted • 549-5403
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Reebok "pumped" for lawsuit
against L.A. Gear over patent
STOUGHTON, Mass. (AP)— Reebok

International Ltd., armed with a newly-

issued patent for its inflatable shoe

technology called "The Pump," has filed

suit against competitor L.A. Gear Inc.

"We now have the tool needed to

address unlawful copyingofThe Pump'
concept by other companies," said

Reebok Chairman Paul Fireman.

The patent issued by the U.S. Patent

Office Tuesday covers athletic shoes

featuring an inflatable chamber and
pump mechanism.

Reebok immediately filed a patent

infringement suit against L.A. Gear in

federal court in Boston over six models
ofshoes sold by the California company
under the name "The Regulator."

The suit seeks an injunction against

the sale of the shoes, plus unspecified

damages.
"Ifcompanies introduce products that

look like our products, that infringe (on)

design rights that we have or technology
for which we have a patent, then they

should consider themselves at risk of

Reebok pursuing them," company at-

torney Jack Douglas said Wednesday.
L.A. Gear spokesman Jeff Lloyd in

LosAngeles said thecompany wasaware
of the lawsuit, but had no comment.

"The Pump" was introduced by
Reebok in November 1989 and the com-
pany has since shipped more than 12.2

million pairs of shoes incorporating the

inflatable technology, which allows the

wearer to drive air into inflatable

chambers to more closely grip the foot.

Patent applications are pending for

other uses of the same technology,

company officials said.

The company sued Spalding Sports

Worldwide last year, saying Spalding
stole the technology for its airFlex air-

inflation baseball gloves.

Reebok accused Design Continuum,
its partner in creating'The Pump,"with
passing trade secrets on to Spalding.

The case was settled, and Spalding
continues to sell its airFlex glove.

Reebok International Ltd. reported

1991 sales of about $2.7 billion.
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Wednesday 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

Amtrak

BUYYOURAMTMTICKETFEOM

CENTM TRAVEL ANDBEELIGIGLETQWINA

FREE TICKET TO MONTREAL
ASK US ABOUT AMTRAK'S DAILY SERVICE
DIRECT FROM AMHERST TO MONTREAL,

ONLY $55 ROUND TRIP!

FROM THEAGENCY THAT CARES...

CENTRAL TRAVEL
649-4900

26A PRAT SX, ABfHERST, BfA

(IN THE D.H. JONES REALESTATE BLDG,)

A PUBLIC
SERVICE

ANNOUNCEMENT
BROUGHT TO
YOU BY THE

COMMITTEE TO
ELECT

OURSELVES.

Pea^ ^/Ifaes'Ba^^tU^uan^
Two days to MIDNIGHT MADNESS - your first chance to

see the 1992-93 Minutemen! We have an action-packed

night of activities planned for you. Come dressed as Coach
Calipari and win dinner with me and my wife, or put on

your best costume and win a trip of your choice with the

basketball team. You can win cash prizes in the special Midnight Madness
raffle. Remember: no masks will be allowed.

We anticipate a capacity crowd at the Cage. Be one of the first 1000 through the

door and receive a special 1992-93 team poster. Entrance will be on a first-

come-first-serve basis.

The doors will open at 9:30 pm and the event will end around 12:20 am. For

everyone's safety, no alcohol or containers are permitted in the Cage.

We look forward to seeing you on Saturday night.

Best Regards

OAAy

Coach John Calipari

COLLEGIAN
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continued from page 16

comes to college football.

Best impersonation ofthe weekend: OnNFL Live,
Bob Costas stuck it to the Eye with his "I'm a big fan"
imitation while wearing a fake moustache. Well, the guy
hasn't grown on me yet, unlike my other esteemed Col-
legian colleagues, so get rid of him.

SundaySports Live a liit?: I've got to admit those of
you who missed the show this week should be disap-
pointed. Yes, the informative interview of UMass coach
John Calipari was well conducted by Mike Ratte. Thank
god it was not in studio so Jim "Won't you be my neigh-
bor?" Cline could not mess it up.

Look who's helping out Monday night: During the
Jets-Bills game, NBC's David Letterman made a visit to
the broadcast booth via invitation from Al Michaels. ABC
should make him a regular and get rid of Dan Dierdorf.

Arthur Stopleton is a Collegian columnist.

Big Ten
continued from page 16

The most fab ofthis year's "recruits" is Purdue's 6-

9 Glenn Robinson. In fact, Robinson was a Prop 48
casualty last season, and I'm sure coach Gene Keady
wishes he'd been eligible while he still had All-Big Ten
guard Woody Austin, because this year, the support-
ing cast is too thin to help Robinson propel the Boiler-
makers into the conference race. But, judging from all

the favorable comparisons he's drawn to the phenom-
enal Webber, he probably can steer the other team in
Indiana to a first-division finish in the Big Ten and a
trip to the NIT, or perhaps the NCAA Tournament.

Predicted order offinish: 1. Indiana, 2. Michigan, 3.

Iowa, 4. Illinois, 5. Purdue, 6. Ohio State, 7. Wiscon-
sin, 8. Michigan State, 9. Penn State, 10. Minnesota,
11. Northwestern.

Ted Kottler is a Collegian columnist.

Scott's
continued from page 1

6

she asked, "If the Red Sox were eliminated so long ago,
why are we still subjected to Lou Gorman sjabberwocky?"

The Shirl, a vote for her is a vote for you.
• Very rarely will I get serious in this space, but on

Monday, the Patriots lost a long-time fan and I lost a
cousin who showed me the value of laughter and the
importance ofsimply being yourself. Herb, in many ways
you might be better off, now your Sundays will be stress-
free. Enjoy your view from the skybox.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the ballot
box.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

HERE AT THE COLLEGIAN, WE DON'T JUST TEND TO
YOUR EVERYDAY COLLEGE-MINDED, THURSDAY-

WEEKEND-STARTING, TUESDAY-WEEKEND-ENDING,
TEST-CRAMMING, TIRED-OF-D.C.-EATING, REAL-

CABLE-WANTING, MISSING-FREE-LAUNDRY-DOING,
LATE-CLASS-ADDING-BUT-DONT-REALLY-WANT-rr-
BUT-CREDIT-NEEDING, LATE-GRADUATING, MORE-
SLEEP-WANTING, UNDERGRADUATE, JOB-AFTER-
GRADUATION-WANTING, REAL-WORLD-AVOIDING-

SO GRAD-SCHOOL-UP-SIGNING, DO-NOT-LIKE-GREEN-
EGGS-AND-HAMMING, DO-NOT-LIKE-THEM-SAM-I-
AMING, DUCK-FEEDING, SWAN-FROM-RUNNING,
COSMIC FRENCH-FRY-MARVELING, MEANING-OF-
LIFE-PONDERING,YES-BUT-IS-IT-ART-MUTTERING,

MONEY-FROM-HOME-SEEKING, CONDOM-
BRANDISHING, CAFFEINE INGESTING, HEY-HEY-HO-

HOING, BOB-LOVING NEEDS.

WE LOVE YOUR ANGST AS MUCH AS OUR OWN.

VOTE COLLEGIAN

ISplrltJiaus
LIQUOR STORE f

DISTinCTIVE HAIR
DESIGNS

Our stylists work with you to create
Just the perfect look for your MAIR

[x: 11/30/92

Styles by Deborah
65 Uitii'crsiti/ Drive, Amherst • 549-5610

Post Road Ale epak $6.99 (+dep)

Blackened Voodoo L^er 6 pk $6.20 (+dep)

Catamount Gold Amber Porter 6 pak . $4.69 (-Kiep)

Poland Springs Vodka 1 75 l $9.99

Absolut Citron 750 ml $14.99

Canadian Club 750 mi $9.99

Galto Burgandy ChaUb Rhine is l $6.20

The Best Selection of Octoberfest Beers still

available-"Last Call" at Spirit Haus, and some

great in store spedals for Halbween!

Beers from around the World!
*i Imports • Gourmet • Microbreweries

\ Kess startjns at $33.00
(chedcs/Mastercard/Visa accepted for Kes Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University ot Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Hauntad House
Lamba Chi Alpha
Tonight 6;30 9:00

S1 child S2 Adult

To benefit D.A.R.E

Guaranteed to scare!

Multicultural Night
International entertainment and cuisine

needed for campus wide event (ingredi-

ents will be provided) Show UMass your
culture! Call by Nov. 6th 2530522

Tour of Wall Straat & United Nations

November 6. 1992

Day trip to New York City S32
Call 546-3727 NOW!
Organized by the European Club

UMASS Racquatballtaam interested in

new members> all university men and
women welcome. All ability levels wel

come -beginner to advanced.

If interested call 549-4349

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ENTERTAINMENT

Don't miss the IVIIDNIGHTMADNESS sale

Amharst Muaic Housa
Today 10 a.m. - 12 midnight

233 N. Pleasant St.

(Carriage Shops)
Amherst
549-1728

FOR RENT

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

2 Tickats for Hair
FRIDAY NIGHT
S6 Call 665 7153

HELP WANTED

Amherst remodeledSrm 4 bedroom apt
on bus route minutes from campus
S899/mo 256-0741

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb.

1st A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail. Jan. 1st.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253^7879

4 Bedroom house near Smith in

Northampton. S775 plus. Nov. 1st. Call

SKIBISKI realtors 584-3428

Fridge rental free delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

Like Applied Science?
Try Food Science as a major

Call Dr. Chinachoti 545 1025

COLLEGE PIZZA

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese 86.00

Free soda wuh purchase of large

sub salad or spaghetti

549-6098 549 6073
Must mention this ad

1989 Kawasaki EX500
Wht. Full fairing only 8600 miles

Have no storage for winter • Must sell

First S1600 takes it

Call Josh at 549 7939

Black Bike leather used call 256-3092

Leave message take BO

Alaska Summer Employment - fish-

eries earn 5600-^ a week in canneries
S4000/month on fishing boats. Freetrans
portation! Room and Board! Mala or

Female. Get a head start on this summer.
For employment program call 1-206-545-

4155ext. A5001

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona. &

Jamaica from SI 59. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL todayi

I800)32-TRAVEL

Couples - Property Manager Free

Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256-0741

Easy Work! Excellent pay!

Assemble products at home
Call toll free

1-800-467-6226 Ext. 598

STUDENTS OR ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Flonda Spring Break

packages Earn MONEY and FREE trips.

Call Campus Marketing 800 423 5264

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring

break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Ca ll 1 800 3SIESTA. ask for Bonnie

Work for Us
UMass Outing Club
Now hinng an
EQUIPMENT MANAGER
Applications avail.

at UMOC office

423 C Student Union
Due Nov. 9

HEY YOU

TV Times has UMass cable and town of

AMherst cable lislingscustomiiedfor you.

Pick It up on campus today. Valuable

coupotw Insidel

MUSICIANS

Guitar Lesson Berk lee graduate
534-0163

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

Computer System for sale, desper-

ately need the money, great for beginners

color monitor and printer, IBMXT/AT
Asking S550 call 6-6970

Like new Brother word processor
WPD 760D plenty of features

A steal at S210 or best offer

546-1197

19 inch color TV
Excellent condition S50
Call Sam 253 7896

Earn $1,S00 WEEKLY mailing our
circularsi .. Begin NOW!. FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

PostalJobS Available! Manypostiions,
great benefits. Call 1-800-333-3737 ext, P-

3306

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling You're paid direct Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMA'nON - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright «

MA15KDH

Italian Tutor
Native Speaker
Call 546 1347

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 02060

••LEGAL INTERNSHIPS**

Spring 1993 internships with the Le
gal Services Center! Get hands on expe
rience in the legal field work directly

with attorneys and clients. No experience
in the legal profession necessary train

ing provided. Contact Legal Services to-

day: 645 1995, 922 Campus Center No-
vember 13 IS the application deadline.

CAP
Yo roomie' You are finally legal. What do
you say we get NICE and STINKY on 20/20

after grocery shopping? Have a good one,

sweetie pie! With tokns of roomately
LOVE!
CYC

Diane,
Thank you for the best nine months of my
life.

Love,

Brian

Little Chicita
I like ya.

TurkeyHead

Missy, Thanks for lending an ear.

You're something special kid! BRETT

Thanks foR a fUn roll in the hay laSt
Thursday.

•TOM*

Happy 20th

Love,

B

RIDE WANTED

• FOR SALE

• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

SERVICES

Free Peer counseling lesbian, gay,
bisexual issues. Phone or walk in.

LBG counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545 2645

Pregnant 7 Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops. 549 1906.

Resumes
Need Help? I have experience with Re
sumes. Quick service, free advice, excel

lent quality, and LOW prices. IBM laser

printing service available.

Call Andy at 549 8463

Tarot Reedings
Call Chris 256 0821

ROOMMATES WANTED

North Amherst female to share two bed
room nice clean. On bus route 200/month
ASAP Call Holly 549 4259 eves

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell

check, laser pnniout SI 50/ page Brian
546-1795

Typing - Word Processing.
Resumes, Reports, Theses,
Dissertations Laser Pnnting
Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/PG 24hr
5268

turnaround 586

Ride needed to Long Island or NY City

this weekend. Call Paul at 256 1239
WANTED

Are you moving out of Puffton?
Could we take over your lease'

2,'Bedroom wanted Call 6 1993.

We want your 2BDRM Puffton lease"
Starting January 1 Call us first '

' Reward
if we sign it!' Call 549 7319
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Sports
Minutemen succumb to Fairfield Stags, 2-0
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

An unwritten law of sports is never
underestimate your opponent. If you do,

you will get beaten.

The University ofMassachusetts men's
soccer team was guilty of breaking this

law yesterday as it traveled to Connecti-
cut to battle Fairfield University, leaving
with a 2-0 defeat at the hands ofthe Stags.

"We underestimated Fairfield and we
weren't mentally prepared. Our team
didn't practice too well the last couple of

days and today was an indication ofthat,"

said junior back Matt Edgerly.

The loss drops the Minutemen, ranked
fifth in the New England poll before
yesterday's contest, to 9-5-2. Fairfield,

unranked, came into the game on a high
note after upsetting nation Loyola, which
was ranked 24th.

After a scoreless first half, the Stags
got on the board with 23:06 left to go in the
game. Jim McElderry scored on a penalty
kick, blasting a shot past UMass goalie

Mark Wolf
With the score 1-0, the Minutemen

were looking for their typical second half
surge to tie up the Stags. However, the
efforts for a UMass tie were thwarted with

13:55 to go in regulation.

Fairfield's Shawn Mahoney booted one
from right in front ofthe goal and it found
its way by Wolf, burying Sam Koch's team
for good at 2-0.

For the game, UMass only took 3 shots
against Stags' goalie Andy Tennant, who
posted his fourth shutout on the season.

All three shots by the Minutemen were
directed on net, but Tennant collected

saves on all three.

It was Fairfield's first non-conference
victory all season, following up their huge
win over Loyola. The Stags finished 2nd in

the Mid Atlantic Athletic Conference, as-

suring them a spot in the conference's

post-season tourney.

"The game is over with, and we need to

work harder than we have all season for a
big win against GW," said Randy Jacobs.

UMass will be busy this weekend, as the
team travels to Washington D.C. Friday
morning for the completion of the game
with George Washington at 11:00 a.m.
A win would clinch the number one

seed in the Atlantic 10 tourney, possibly

setting up a rematch with the Colonials
next weekend.

"A win againstGW means the most for

our program. We'll have to put the loss

behind us," said Colin Johnson.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Randy Jacobs and the University of Massachusetts men's soccer team fell to Fairfield

yesterday, 2-0. Jacobs leads the Atlantic 10 in scoring with 32 points.

Scott's shots
The following is a paid political infomercial

sponsored by "Sports Fans for Scott. " The opinions
expressed reflect nothing logical and are solely

presented because I, like Mr. Perot, have wads of
cash to waste.

• Perhaps there was a small misunderstanding
lastweek when I vowed not to shave until Foxboro's
Fumblers won a game. I was referring to my legs.

• Publicly we will never admit that we travelled
four hours roundtrip to watch those sorry souls
discovernew ways oflosinga football game. Privately
however, it could be time to seek counseling.

• Welcome back UMass defensive coordinator
Bill McGovern, it's so nice to have you back where
you belong. Talk about inspired defense. Woaahh
Nellie.

David

SCOTT
• Seems like just yesterday Cal's Pals were

beating West Virginia in the Cage and now BANG,
it's Midnight Madness. Hoops season does some-
thing to this campus that is simply unbelievable.

This just in. . . Lenny Wirtz has been banned
from the Coach Cal Look-A-Like Contest after

testing positive for anabolic steroids. Oddsmakers
have installed Hampshire Gazette sports svengali
Milt Cole as a 2 to 1 favorite. Milt's pretty much the
mirror image of Cal.

• Xavier McDaniel looks just fine in the Green
and White.

• This isn't necessarily Canada-bashing, but the
Blue Jays were truly classless when they started
doing the Tomahawk Chop and chant during their

locker room celebration.

• Either Hugh Million is more injured than
originally thought or he's simply a very mediocre
quarterback.

• It's starting to look like Robert Parish will be
the last of the Big Three left standing.

• As a rule, when at football games it is not
advisable to mix hot chocolate and blackberry
brandy. Unless of course your team decides to

fumble three times in the fourth quarter. Three
times. Thrice. Trois. (You know I'm ripped when I

pull out the French vernacular.

)

• Wouldn't it better for the Bruins to sit out key
players the rest of the season in order to save them
for the playoffs? Unfortunately it looks like Cam
could be sitting for a long time to come.

• Forget the basketball Saturday night Lou Roe,

slam home a pumpkin. Madness on Halloween, talk

about SCARY.
• Unfortunately we tend to overlook the accom-
plishments made in some ofthe lesserknown sports

on this campus. Case in point is Julie Lafreniere,

the two-time A- 10 champ UMass women's cross-

country head coach, who was named the conference's

Coach of the Year. A job well done, congrats.
• Further investigation into Sunday's "game" at

Foxboro reveal that both offenses were using the

same playbook — a blank one. Ray Berry was
spotted dashing from the Browns offensive box to

the Patsies box.
• The Shirl posed the question ofthe week when

Turn to SCOTT'S, page 15

Crew enjoyed busy weekend
By ERIC STEINHILBER
Collegian Correspondent

This past weekend, the men and women's crew teams
traveled to Pennslyvania to compete in the Head of the
Schuylkilla Regatta.

The lightweight women's team captured first place
while the lightweight men's team finished third in their

division (division two) and thirteenth overall. At press
time the results of the heavyweight races were not
available.

The women not only beat twenty other colleges," said
Greg Siemankowski, coach ofboth the men and women's
crew teams, "but they also beat the Vesper Boat Club
which contained people with National Team potential, so
it was a real good race."

The men's team also had a solid showing finishing

Hoops in Big Ten
is a very big deal

The Big Ten is definitely a big-time basketball confer-
ence, virtually without a doubt the strongest in the
NCAA. But it is actually made up of 11 teams. Welcome
formerAtlantic 10 (or is it 8?)memberPenn State, which
testifies to the strength of the league in that it is a
consensus cellar pick despite four straight 20-vrin seasons.
(Though I rate the Nittany Lions 9th.)

Now consider this: Here's my All-Big Ten team. PF:
Acie Earl, Iowa; SF: Calbert Cheaney, Indiana; C:
Chris Webber, Michigan; PG: Jalen Rose, Michi-
gan; SG: Tracy Webster, Wisconsin. All but Webster
played on the college development squad that upset the
Dream Team in a scrimmage, and all Webster did was
shoot 75-for-153 (.490) from 3-point range, the sixth-best
mark in the land.

Ted

KOTTLER

third in their division. "We finished thirteenth overall,

but all the teams ahead of us except for two were Ivy
league schools and National Team," said Siemankowski.

The crew teams have two weeks off before they return
to action on the Charles for "an end ofthe season Regatta".

"We should do really well ," said Siemankowski. "We're
going up against Harvard, BU, Northeastern. BC and all

the other division one schools and I'll be very happy ifwe
can be competitive with that league because they're a
step up."

Siemankowski said he feels very confident and hope-
ful about the upcoming spring season.

"Once we get to the spring that's the big racing season
for us," said Siemankowski. "Where we've been finishing
in the races this fall points to higher finishes in the spring
and possibly, for a couple of events, higher than ever
before."

While it appears Penn State won't be in the race for the
conference crown, it may have a profound effect on it.

Until this season, each Big Ten team would play a home-
and-home set with the other nine, for a total of 18 leag^Je
games. They will each play the same number this season,
but only one against two different teams.

This format affects the frontrunners, Indiana and
Michigan (my picks in that order), most dramatically.
The Wolverines one-time it with Northwestern and
Penn State, two ofthe league's weaker teams, while the
Hoosiers meet Michigan State and Wisconsin, both
likely post-season teams, just once. General Knight's
troops get the better end of the deal.

Unlike last year, which marked the arrival of
Michigan's Fab Five and Indiana's 6-9 shot-blocking
machine Allen Henderson, it wasn't a banner year for
recruiting by the Big Ten. Ofthe Top 50 ranked freshmen
in theA// Star Sports 1992 Basketball Recruiting Report,
published by college coaches' best friend Bob Gibbons,
only five are on Big Ten rosters.

The most highly regarded of these is Ohio State's 11th
ranked, all-purpose guard Greg Simpson, a McDonald's
Ail-American, who is the vital ingredient to the Buckeyes'
climb back to the top ofthe conference standings following
the early departiore ofJLmmy Jackson.

Turn to BIG TEN, page 15

Weekend sports
around the dial

Welcome to another weekly installment of "TV
Sports," where we'll take a look back at the wacky
world ofbig-time athletics, with a twist. I'm filling in
for Mr. Morrissey, who might resume his column
next week, depending on his workload.

Well, the World Series is over, and for those ofyou
who fell asleep on the game early Sunday morning,
the championship banner will fly north ofthe border
for the first time in history.

Arthur

STAPLETON
We are starting to see how television is dictating

sports, pushing game times all around the dial in
order to obtain high ratings. Baseball is losing touch
with its younger fans, mainly grammar school kids,
because the games a) last too long, b) don't start until
prime-time on weeknights, and c) never finish in
time for the morning newspapers.
CBS did a good job overall on the Series, with

Sean McDonough and Tim McCarver jelling well as
a tandem on the tube. McDonough seemed to lead his
partner into great evaluations of the game itself

Once again, like last season, McCarver had the
unenviable task ofinterviewingtwo-time loser, Bobby
Cox. He handled it with his normal integrity, and
didn't step on any toes in Atlanta throughout, de-
spite what Deion Sanders thinks.

Other observations from the tube: Channel 22
really missed a chance at high ratings Saturday when
It didn't broadcast the UMass-Villanova game. Itjust
happened to be the biggest game of the year for the
Mmutemen and their fans, and many people left the
game after tailgating due to the awful weather.
Game of the Week: ABC once again hit the

jackpot with the Penn State-West Virginia contest.
This game went down to the wire, with the Nittany
Lions sealing the victory with an interception return
for a touchdown in the final minutes. Even though
NBC would have reaped the benefits of their Notre
Dame Saturday if the Irish had a chance at the
national title, it has become ABC Saturday when it

Turn to TV, page 1
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RECKlfSS
By )ON LUPO
Collegian Staff

What do marriage, psychiatry, game shows,
parenting and murder have in common?
Not much, except that they make up the
dizzying sphere of "Reckless," a dark com-
edy that tells of one woman's flight and her
search for stability in an always unpre-
dictable world.

Written in 1988 and re-worked since,

"Reckless" was written by Craig Lucas,
the talented screenwriter who wrote the
breakthrough AIDS melodrama Long-
time Companion and both the stage
and screen versions of Prelude to a Kiss.

In "Reckless," Lucas tells the story of
Rachel (Lynda Newton), whose idyllic

Christmas Eve is shattered when her husband
Tom (Michael Lombardi) confesses that he's
taken a contract out on her life and furthermore,
he regrets it. But there is no time and Rachel's
only option is to flee.

"Reckless" follows her journey — in

completely absurdist manner — as she
travels in a world that may or may not
be a complete "dream or therapeutic
fantasy."

During her 'journey, ' Rachel meets
up with a mysterious physiotherapist
named Lloyd (Tony Maestrone), who
brings her home to meet his wife
Pooty (Becca Mackinnon).

Before the end of the play, broad
twists and game show sequences will

spin "Reckless" into the absurd, which
is precicefy what director Edward
Golden says the message is.

"[The play] suggests that there are no
easy solutions to the big questions in life,"

Golden says. "We tend to be hungry for

the quick fixes, but ultimately, I think
the play says you must find it within
yourself, that we must find our own
unanswerable questions."

Golden says he was immediately
piqued by the over-the-edge style of
"Reckless."

"The play takes a very serious situa-

tion and treats it with humor," Golden
says, adding that the audience should "go
with it" and the message will follow,

"Reckless" showcases the work of graduate
students Terry Beckett's scenic design and
Sabrina Hamilton's lighting design. UMass se-

nior Ken Chu designed the costumes.
With this kind of background work and Lucas'

fast-paced, bittersweet script, "Reckless" will

prove to be a unique theater experience.
"Reckless" runs through October 31 at the

Curtain Theater at 8 p.m. There will be a
matinee on October 31 at 2 p.m. Tickets $5
general; $3 students/seniors. Available at the
FAC.
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Tony Maestrone and Lynda M. Newton.
PHOTOS COURTESY UMASS THEATER DEPT

^
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Scares & thrills from beyond the VCR
By JOM LUPO
Collegian Staff

Someone important or famous once
said, "Fear is good." Or maybe that was
"Greed is good." Anyway, so much for a
segue into my top five scary pick flicks

(say that five times fast) for Halloween, the
holiday where kids are encouraged to dress
up like ghosts and goblins (more like the
Terminator and Waldo), go knocking on
doors and beg for candy that will eventu-
ally cause them to get enormous amounts
of cavities and send dentist bills soaring.

Where was I? Oh yeah, scary movies.
Everyone has theirfavorites, and I'velisted

five (really six, but who's counting) con-
temporary films from recent memory just
about guaranteed to make you scream.
It's a given that any film with Melanie
Griffith in it Lvill make you scream (or at
the least beg God for mercy). As a bonus,
I've also included some older, classical
and lesser known gems to spook you.
Alright? Put on your Underdog mask and
vinyl, flame-repellent costume and read
on:

1
. Halloween — ( 1 978) The ultimate

and now well-regarded slasher movie stan-
dard that sends schlock movie producers
running to claim any imaginable, available
holiday, big-chested virginal co-eds and
some neat impaling object as their own.

John Carpenter's suspenseful "fairy

tale" stars Jamie Lee Curtis as a the hero-
ine who plays a frightful cat-and-mouse

game with the now legendary psycho
Michael Meyers (no, not the one from
Wayne's World). Michael does the stalk-

ing thing and is pretty freaky-looking,
even now after seeing the four sequels.

Sure, a lot of teenagers get killed before
and after sex (though one in the middle),
and Curtis thinks she offs Michael at the
end, but Halloween still boasts an eerie

performance by Donald Pleasance as Mr.
Loom is and the most identifiable, scary
movie music this side of Psycho. (A-)

2. The Exorcist — (1973) Pea soup
vomit, Linda Blair's possessed slut taunts
the priests, head twisting. . .who could ask
for anything more! This acclaimed and
near shocking film has been parodied to

death, but it is still one of the consistently
scary films ever.

There's a whole other layer of stuff

going on in The Exorcist but it works best
on the rawest level. Linda Blair's posses-
sion is chilling and the exorcism is one of

the most frightening sequences on cellu-

loid. Pulsing performances by Ellen
Burnstyn as Blair's mother and Jason
Miller and Max Von Sydow as the priests
who try to do battle with a very evil spirit

are equally engrossing. (A)

3. The Shining (\980)€, Carrie {\976)— The best (and there have been a lot) of
the Stephen King film adaptations. None
other than Stanley Kubrick (the master
filmmaker of all time?) and the marvelous
Jack Nicholson team up to deliver a film
that is a visual and jolt-filled ride that

1 URN TO HALOWEEN, RAGE 4

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN
BY

RANDOM
DRAWING!

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!
WIN A PAIR OF
FREE TICKETS

MATERIAL ISSUE, TOO MUCH JOY,

MIGHTY LEMONDROPS
at

PEARL STREET NIGHTCLUB
Tuesday, November 3rd

^rr.

TRIPLE BILL TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

Name — .

~]

Phone #

l_

^ Must be at least 1 8 years old to enter. Tickets are non-refundable.

1^ Drawing to be held on Fnday. October 30, 1 992 No entnes will be recieved after 3:30 PM on 10/30/92
^j Collegian stafi are not eligible to enter Winners will be contacted by telephone^ Drop oft entnes at Collegian business window. 1 1 3 Campus Center (basement). UMass Amherst

Winners are responsible (or picking up tickets at the Collegian office before 3:30 pm on Tuesday Nov 3rd
Only one entry per person will be accepted. Only official entry form from newspaper will be accepted

_J

KA- r .. £ r, , ™ . .
Photo by Brian Hamlll

Mia Farrow, star of Rosemary s Baby, is seen here in Woody Allen's latest release
Husbands and Wives.

THERE WILL BE AN ARTS & LIVING STAFF MEETING
THIS SUNDAY, AS ALWAYS. IN
CAMPUS CENTER 113 AT 2PM.

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglad»

253-9742
505 West Street

South Amherst

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

2 NIGHT!

r
^>

IFWE
KNEW
WERE
ABO
R

PRESTO

COLIEGIAN

BASH!
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30lh with MONGHANI
SAT.,OaOBER 31st with BARK LIKEA DOG

BOTH BEGIN AT 9 pm
IA "FRIGHTFULLY" FUN TIME FOR All!
60 02. Miller Genuine Draft Pitchers •y*

Munchies! Prizes! Fun!

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS 1 1AM to 2AM
FRI-SAT 1 1AM to SAM

AVAILABLE FORCAKRY-OUTOR DELIVERY

FREE DELIVFRy

LUNCH SPECIAL !! buy a large II

' (iooD HAM io;>PM ji r'urccr ni'^rr a |i

I MLDIUM CHKKSi: !'IZZA+ || Clltt^t 1 IZZA ||
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"LARGE CHEESE PIZZA II
PRICE OF A
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

THURSDAY
LECraRE— Dr. Raymond McNally, history professor

at Boston College, will lecture on his unique findings of 1

5

years of researching Vlad Dracula the Impaler. the real-
life vampire behind the myth. He will draw from his two
novels, In Search ofDracula and Dracula: Prince ofMany
Faces. AC Frontroom, 9 p.m., $5/$l with ID.
THEATRE— Hairopens tonight in the Student CInion

Ballroom. Sponsored by the GMass Theatre Guild, this
student-directed production promises to be an entertaining
show. Adult material presented, viewer discretion advised.
8 p.m. $6 general, $4 students.

EXHIBIT— Residential Arts presents the work of Ron
Rizzi at Hampden Gallery through November 20. Rizzi's
collection, "Gulf Angels: Recent Work by Ron Rizzi,"
includes somber and enigmatic paintings presenting
issues of social awareness. Opening reception tonight
from 5-7 p.m. Free.

COURTESY VOHAH RALPH
The works of Yohah Ralph will be on display at the

Thornes Market Gallery in Northampton. The exhibit

"Street Chic" will run Nov. 1-Dec. 3.

FILM — Susan Sarandon, Catherine Deneuve and
David Bowie star in The Hunger, a film about "chic queer
vampires." Part of the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Film
Series. Campus Center Room 903. 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "The Video Drive-In: A Crack in the
Tube" by Kate Horsfield will focus on issues concerning
the implications of alternative media for the future of
video, television and politics. Tonight at 8 p.m. in AC
Stirn Auditorium. Free.

IN CONCERT — The Valley Chamber Players will

perform with special guest guitarist Kevin Collins. The
program includes Estudios Sencillos by Leo Brouwer,
Sonata in C by Fernando Sor, Guitar Quintet /Vo. 6 by
Boccherini and String Quartet Ho. 6 (The American) by
Dvorak. Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets $5/$2.50
with ID. Box Office: 545-251 1.

EXHIBIT — "Touch: Interactive, Introspective Clay
and Play" by Sunny Miller will be on display at the

Wheeler Art Gallery tonight through November 20. Gallery

Hours are Mon-Thurs 4-8 p.m., Sun 2-5. 545-2804 for

more info.

THEATRE—The CIMass Theatre Depa rtment presents
Craig Lucas' Reckless. Written by the award-winning
author of Prelude to a Kiss and Longtinie Companion, this

is the story of a woman who struggles to make sense of

her life after having been told a deep, dark secret by her

husband. Show runs through Saturday at 8 p.m. in the

Curtain Theatre with a special 2 p.m. matinee Saturday.

Tickets $5 general, $3 students/elders.

LECTURE — Luke Gibbons will present seven film

shorts and four feature-length films to encourage an
informed viewing of contemporary Irish film. 12 p.m.

Campus Center Rm. 803, 4:30 p.m. Herter Hall Rm. 227,

8 p.m. SC Sweeney Auditorium Sage Hall. Lectures/

presentations run through Friday, call 659-2207 for

specific times and lecture topics. Free.

MEETING— Amnesty International, SC Bass Hall Rm.
204. 5 p.m., 585-6767 for more info.

PANEL DISCUSSION — "Five College Aquatic and

Marine Science Alumni Career Panel" will discuss career

and graduate school experiences in related fields. SC
Sage Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — Carole Straw of MHC's Department of

History will present "Death in the Arena: The Martyr as

Gladiator." MHC Gamble Auditorium. 7 p.m. Free.

FILM — Lesbian Tongues will be presented by the

UMass Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns
and the LBGA. Lesbians talk about their lives, love and
sex in this documentary. Campus Center Rm. 803. 7 p.m.
Free.

LECTURE— "Arms Control and Defense in the 1 992
Election" will be presented as part of the PAWSS Fall
Lecture Series. Lee Feinstein, Assistant Director for
Research, Arms Control Assoc, in Washington D.C to
speak. MHC Skinner Hall, 4-5:30 p.m. Free.
THEATRE — The Long Goodbye by Tennessee Wil-

liams will be shown tonight at AG's Fayerweather Studio
Theatre, 8 p.m. Free but reservations needed, call 542-
2277.

LECTURE — "Conspiracy of Silence: African-
American Women, Abortion and Reproductive Freedom"
will be presented by Byllye Avery, Founding President of
the National Black Women's Health Project. HC Franklin
Patterson Hal\/v\ain Lee. Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— The Sanden Strayz Band will play at
Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton tonight. Call 584-4254
for more info.

FRIDAY
IN CONCERT— Irish band The Frames will perform in

true Pogues form with special guests, The Big Bad
Bollocks tonight at Pearl Street in Northampton. Don't
miss this free show that begins at 7 p.m.

LECTURE— "Women in the Labor Force: Workplace
Issues of the 1 990s" will be the focus of Kate Nussbaum's
discussion. Nussbaum, President and Executive Director
of 9-to-5 (National Organization of Working Women) will

deal with problems facing clerical and support staff in the
workplace. SC Seelye Hall, 4:15 p.m. Free.

FILM— Evil Dead //will start your Halloween weekend
with a BOO! Plus, it's only $2 at AG's Campus Center
Theatre, conveniently shown at 7:30 and 10 p.m.

IN CONCERT—Jonathan Hirsh conducts the Amherst
College Choral Society in a special parents' weekend
concert. Reservations required for this Buckley Recital
Hall show, tickets are $5/$2 with ID and for elders. Show
begins at 8:30.

FILM — Sally Field stars in Places in the Heart, a
nostalgic look at family life during the Great Depression.
AC Campus Center, Women's Center. 8:30 p.m. Free.
REGGAE — Internationally renowned reggae master

Pato Banton will be jammin' with you in AG's Campus
Center Frontroom tonight at 10 p.m. $10/$5 with ID.

542-5773 for more info-man.
SOCIAL — The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance to

hold a coffee social tonight from 3-6:30 p.m. in Room 903
of the Campus Center. Free.

SOCIAL — Alpha Phi Omega to hold "Las Vegas
Night" in the Campus Center Auditorium tonight from 7
p.m. -12 a.m. Gamble the night away for $3 in advance,
$5 at door.

EXHIBIT — The illustrations of local artist Carol
Adamski will be featured at the Barnes Gallery at Leverett
Crafts and Arts through November 10. An opening re-

ception will be held tonight for the artist from 7-9 p.m.
Call 548-9070 for more info.

HOLIDAY CONCERT — The Arcadia Players, a Ba-
roque and Chamber Ensemble, will present Underworld,
a musical celebration of Halloween. Works to be played
include Alessandro Stradella's Cantata for the Souls in

Purgatory, Henry Purcell's In Guilty Night and Marc-
Antoine Charpentier's Orpheus Descends to the Inferno.
Tonight, 8 p.m. at the First Unitarian Universalist Church
in Springfield, Friday at St. Brigid's Parish Hall in Amherst
9 p.m., and Sunday at 4 p.m. at the First Churches of
Christ in Northampton. $15 general, $12.50 senior, $10
student. Call 1 -800-THE-TICK for more info. Don't forget
your costume!

IN CONCERT — No Doubt, hellacious unsigned al-

ternative band of Orange County will perform tonight at

AC. Having performed with the likes of the Red Hot Chili
Peppers, Fishbone, Mary's Danish, The Untouchables
and Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers, No Doubt will

rock the house with their hybrid of dance/ska/funk and
rock. Call 542-5773 for more info.

PARTY — Sheehan's Cafe will sponsor and host a
Record Release Party tonight. The first 50 guests will

receive a free "45. The Ray Mason Band with special guests
The Beeds will also perform. 584-4254 for more info.

SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MADNESS — Don't miss the chance to

celebrate Halloween and show support for the number
one college basketball team in the world. Midnight Madness
kicks off at 9:30 at the soon-to-be-just-a-memory Curry
Hicks Cage. The event will feature a "Best UMass Fan"
costume contest, a Coach Calipari look-alike contest,
lots of prizes, raffles and fun. The 1992-93 UMass Min-
utemen will also take the court at midnight for their first

practice of the season. Don't miss the event of the year,
heck, even ESPN will be there!

COURTESY INTERSCOPE RECORDS

Don't miss No Doubt, a zany California alternative

band at Amherst College on Friday.

COURTESY THE SAINT PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra will perform

Saturday at 8pm in the Fine Arts Center.

IN CONCERT — The Grammy Award-winning and
internationally renowned Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra
will perform a program to include Rossini's Overture to
Tancredi, Haydn's Symphony No. 86 in D, Prokofiev's
Violin Concerto No. 2 in G Minor, Op 63 and Symphony
No. ] Op 25. Special guest violin soloist Gil Shaham will

be featured. Principal Conductor/Music Director Hugh
Wolff will lead America's only full-time professional
chamber orchestra in tonight's 8 p.m. performance.
FAC, tickets $18 general/$9 with ID/ $8 children.

FILM -- The MHC Film Society sponsors a creepy
double feature to celebrate this Halloween eve. Hitchcock
classics Rope and The Birds will make your trip home
from MHC's Gamble Auditorium just a little more fright-

ening. 7 & 9 p.m. $2.50.
IN CONCERT — Pearl Street hosts a rockin' Hallow-

een Party featuring Who's Kiddin' Who. Tricks and treats
lie in store for you at this Northampton hot spot, and who
knows what kind of assorted goodies you may take home
on this mischievous night. $5, party kicks off at 8:30.
COMMUNITY — Chabad House at Amherst to spon-

sor a Shabbat Morning Service and Meal. 10 a.m. Free.
More info call 549-4094.

PARTY — Sponsored by the Cambodian Student
Association, in the Campus Center Auditorium from 7
p.m.-l a.m. $7.

DANCE — Sponsored by the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay
Alliance. This dance will be held in the Bluewall, Campus
Center. 9 p.m. -2 a.m. $4.

SUNDAY
EXHISmON— "Street Chic," an exhibit of the paintings

and sculptures of Yohah Ralph will be featured at Thome's
Market Gallery in Northampton today through December
3. An opening reception will take place today from 2-5 p.m.
Call 586-3071 for gallery hours and more info.

IN CONCERT — Folk singer/songwriter Brooks Wil-
liams will perform his simple, infectious melodies and
intelligent lyrics tonight at 8 p.m. at AG's Campus Center
Frontroom. $7 general/$l with ID.

IN CONCERT — The Mount Holyoke College Glee
Club and Chamber singers will present "A Fall Concert"
today at 3 p.m. in the Abbey Chapel at MHC. Selections
by Schumann, Handel, Britten, Mendelssohn. Catharine
Melhorn will direct. Free.
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Let your Hair down to
groovy sixties musical
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian staff

The musical Hairhas always been a bit

ofa contradiction: a rebellious "tribal love-
rock" musical which is also a mainstream
hit, an experimental operetta with a half-

dozen Top 40 hits, and a constant success
descanda/ebecause of a nude scene which
is almost never performed.

The Broadway critics had a hard time
defining it, when it opened nearly 25 years
ago. It was the first time that rock music
had been used in the theatre, and the first

time a show had dared to address issues of
the day. The riew York Times praised its

originality, and that (combined with in-

creasing word-of-mouth publicity) helped
to turn it into an enormous box office

success — eventually running for an im-
pressive 1,742 performances.

But despite Hair's commercial suc-
cess, it was rarely greeted with enthusiasm
by the jaded New York theatre elite.

Overlooked at the Tony awards, the show
became best known for its popularity with
the youth it represented.

Alan White describes Hairas an "almost
abstract and representational" creation, "a
show very much of experimentation."

White is the director of the new (JMass
production of Hair, whick kicks off tonight
in the Student Union Ballroom. In the spirit

of the show's reckless past, this Theatre
Guild production promises to place a new
spin on what is already one of musical
theatre's most unusual creations.

Hair, the musical, (a vastly different

creature from the disastrous Milos Forman
film of the same name) is the story of eight
very different people, and their search for

something to believe in. "It is the search
that they havein common,"explains White,
"and it is that which brings them together."

Set against the backdrop of sixties

activism, the show questions the formal-
ized structure of our society which can
allowforhomelessness, pollution, Vietnam,
or even (as White suggests) the War in the

Gulf.

"This is a difficult show for us to do," he
explains, noting the danger of theatrically

re-creating an era which neither cast nor
director were a part of. "But all of us in this

generation have looked back on the six-

ties."

One of the messages of the Theatre
Guild production is that despite certain

differences, the children of the sixties and
the children of the nineties share many of
the same concerns— from war to ecology

,

and from pollution to drug use.

"Things still aren't the way they should
be." explains White. "That is still the same."

The Theatre Guild production of Hair
has been formed very much as an en-
semble piece, in which the cast and the
creative team have worked together in

interpreting and representing the text.

Because of the experimental nature of the
show, the way the characters appear to

the audience relies heavily on the the
personalities of the actors portraying them,
and the environment they are given to
perform in.

The Student Union Ballroom is perhaps
the ideal place for such a freewheeling
show, and the Guild has altered the space
to meet their needs. In addition, Musical
Director Peter Fernandez has
worked out new orchestrations of many of
the show's more familiar numbers, to help
the production break away from its Top 40
image.

The score for Ha/r contains numerous
now-classic rock tunes, including "Easy
to be Hard," "Good Morning Starshine,"
"Donna," "Let the Sunshine In." and "The
Age of Aquarius"— as well as the rousing
title song. Among the lesser-known gems
are "Sodomy," an ode to deviant sexual
practices, "Air" a tongue-twisting musical
catalogue of pollutants, and "What a Piece
of Work is Man" — a mournful number
with lyrics by William Shakespeare.

However, the most infamous number
from Hair is the act one Finale, which
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builds up the dread until it explodes.

Nice support from the terrified Shelley

Duvall and the ominous, snow-filled

locales that lend to the feeling of being

trapped. Fantastic.

Carrie is not nearly as solid as The
Shining, but director Brian De Palma
works the audience to screams in a

tension-filled portrait ofa teenager (Sissy

Spacek. who brings creepiness to new
levels) with telekenetic powers that she

uses to wreak revenge on her guilt-less

classmates. Piper Laurie is excellent as
Carrie's bible-thumping fanatical mother
and ti le most stunning image in the film

— Carrie drenched in blood at a school

dance — is extraordinary. The Shining
(A). Carrie (A-).

4. Rosemary's Baby— ( 1 968) Ro-
man Polanski's dread-filled urban
shocker exploits a thrilling vein of terror

as Mia Farrow slowly begins to realize

the baby she's carrying is, Satan's kid!

Ouch! Ruth Gordon won an Oscar for

her nifty portrayal as a member of the
coven ofwitcheswhich inhabits Farrow's

apartment building. It's less hackneyed
than it sounds, as the movie builds to a

dizzyingly emotional climax. The Omen
did a similar thing but within the confines
of the thriller genre. Rosemary's Baby
taps into the fear of motherhood — and
amplifies it tenfold. (A-)

5. A nightmare on Elm Street —
(1985) The first time Freddy Krueger
stalked our dreams was a virtual

reinvention of the slasher movie myth.
The psycho now was already dead, and
he lived in the dreams of the teenagers
who lived on Elm street. Freddy's not so
goofy as he became in the sequels; he's
a true scare rather than comic relief.

Wes Craven knew how to shock;
both the "final" confrontation with
Freddy and the near-surreal ending
make for an off- kilter journey that's as
good as this sort of thing gets. (B+)

But beyond the top six shockers,
there are also some terrifying gems that
are sure to send you leaping for your
partner's arms, or at least the light switch.

Check out Bette Davis' maniacal
babysitter in The ISanny (1965) that

would eat Peyton, from Hand that
Rocks the Cradle, for breakfast.

Director Nicholas Roeg has some
chilling twists for you religious sym-
bolism fans, the stylish and haunting
Don't Look Now (1973) with Donald
Sutherland and Julie Christie. This film

also contains one of the classic pas-
sionate love scenes in movie history,

and, unlike the horny teens in Hallow-
een, these adults don't get offed while
caught up in the throes of passion.

The director of Rosemary's Baby,
Roman Polanski. has an equally dis-

turbing film that will no doubt keep you
on the edge of your sanity. Catherine
Deneuve is underrated in the cryptic,

mesmerizing Repulsion (1965). A
stylish descent into madness that grips
and grips and grips...

Brian De Palma has been called
everything from the next Hitchcock to

the next Godard, but you can be sure
that his early films show a definite

mood, image and thought while at the
same time being an unabashed, ma-
nipulative thrill ride.

One of his first films was the criss-

cross image-splitter Sisters (1973),
with Margot Kidder as a pair of twin
sisters, and well, you know the story,

but De Palma veers into Bergman

-

Persona territory with a clever sidebar
about mis-identity.

Also worth looking at (if only for the
first in a line of many Hitchcock hom-
ages) is Dressed to Kill, your basic
Psycho re-working with more empha-
sis on sexuality and guilt.

And finally, no look at spooky Hal-
loween movies could go without a nod
to the grandaddy ofscary movies: Alfred
Hitchcock's brilliant Psycho (1960).
Just a look at this landmark film and
you'll see how much the film industry
and the genre have gained from this

singular, perfect shocker.
Sit back, steal some candy from the

basket by your front door and have a
happy Halloween.

General Meeting
of the campus community with the search

firm assisting the

Chancellor's Search Committee.

Campus Center 904-08

Friday, October 30, 2:00-3:00

Tori Amos' stunning
voice powers concert
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By DAN NGUYEN
Collegian Correspondent

Tori Amos
Smith College

Sunday, October 25

What can I say? I've been eagerly
awaiting seeing Tori Amos for about a
year. I bought her album. Little Earth-
quakes, after 1 heard her voice once. 1

missed her the first time last year, when
she appeared at the Iron Horse— I called
for tickets two days too late. This time
around I just bought a pair of tickets, it

didn't matter who accompanied me.
Tori Amos came on stage at the Buckley

Recital Hall after a very entertaining open-
ing act. though I forgot his name [sorry].
Tori was dressed in bell-bottom jeans,
platform -like shoes and a stretch tank top.

She opened with a song unfamiliar to
me. and then went right into her latest hit.

"Crucify." I knew she had a clear, pleasant
and strong voice, but I was completely
unprepared to witness the soul -shattering,
ethereal entity Tori Amos calls her voice.

1 seriously had to fight my sobs and
welling tears. Tori had taken in, and it was
only the second song. Phinney may call

am brosia food for the Gods, but Tori Amos'
voice could nourish anyone for immortality.

Tori continued with "Silent All These
Years," "Precious Things," "Happy Phan-

tom" and a Jim Morrison cover. Tori ex-
plained to us, the willing, how "excited"
Tori got about Jimmy. Perhaps he was
one of those "demigods with their Nine-
Inch nails and little fascist panties tucked
into the heart of every nice girl."

Throughout the entire show. Tori looked
directly out at the audience while playing
the piano and singing out her very being.
She sat on the edge of the piano seat in
quite awkward positions.

At the turning point of the show, she
performed her emotional "Me and a Gun."
Every member of the audience gained
insight into her rape after the charged
song was over. The pain and scars still

remained and were transferred to the au-
dience. After this delicate part of her set,
she continued with "Mother."

She performed two encores. In the first

one she played an incredible cover of
Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit." She
can make any song sound pleasant and
soothing. I don't think this is what Kurt
Cobain had in mind, but it worked for me.
She closed wi*h the long awaited "China."

And I haven't even mentioned her pi-

ano playing. This is because she had the
entire place entranced by her voice that
the audience scarcely knew she played
any instruments. Her playing was com-
pletely effortless and flowed beautifully.
Her piano ability perfectly complemented
her flawless voice.

Noise is Medicine for
post-anemic rocicers
By SCOTT KESNER
Colllegian Staff

Shot Forth Self Living

Medicine
Def American Jam

Medicine's debut effort, Shot Forth
Self Living is a lot closer to an open
wound than well kept skin. In loud con-
trast with polite musical relatives. Lush,
Cocteau Twins and the Sugarcubes!
Medicine's music is often a terribly un-
comfortablefrappeofnoise. And, unlike
most English bands, these guys are
from California.

The albums opening (and best) tr.-;ck.

"One More." will send your congested
head scrambling for cotton. Caught in

the fray of seven unmanagea blem inutes
of undaunted feedback. distortion and
Faux-lndian drone fulminations. "One
More." is something akin to an amplified
fly protest. When the noise finally dissi-
pates, it's like successful ear wax re-

moval.

"Aruca." the album's second tune,
seems no more an ear asylum than its

predecessor. With its opening death pool
feedback and torrential guitar ululation,

"Aruca," originally resembles little more

than an non-listenable augury foretell-

ing future annoyance.
But much to the consternation of

static and noise devotees, the arrange-
ment thankfully manifests into a not so
ghoulish haunt looming Brad Laner
and Beth Thompson's pallid harmo-
nies over hip hop.

Medicine's music may be too fre-

quent with distortion, but they spread
their glaze well. On "Five." a Boston
meets fuzz box number, they soften their
hallmark in favor of a more palatable
groove. The shift from effects -loop to
groove is subtle but important in lifting

the album from a potential drone to a
tasty cocktail of all good things.

"Sweet Explosion," a gargling chiller

of veritable vim is dance club material
for those who still enjoy real drums
while "Short Happy Life" succeeds with
immutable rock beat excess and thick
gloom.

You may find yourself playing with
the treble knobs on your stereo in a
desperate flail to decipher lyrics. You
will fail. And true, you can't hear a
damn word on this album, but who
cares. Medicine's done enough by
prescribing iron for a whole new gen-
eration of post-anemic bands.

New Spiritualized disc dares and challenges
By ROMIN THOMSON
Collegian Corespondent

Lazer Guided Melodies
Spiritualized

RCA Records
Spirituaiized's latest album, Lazer

Guided Melodies, is a daring effort which
seeks to fulfill man's inconstant search for
inner purity in a world tailored for high
technology.

The music and title go far in challeng-
ing the idea that man has been removed
from his soul by influences in a techno-
logically advanced society.

Spiritualized was created by previous
members of Spaceman 3, a British band
which had been performing since 1982.
Founding member and vocalist Jason
Pierce has crafted this band as a logical
"next step" for Spaceman 3. He acknowl-
edged the band's desire to shy away from
the "drone thing" which came to charac-
terize the Spacemen and move into a
different style.

Spiritualized features cutting-edge tech-
nology, utilizing multi-layered material
surrounded by smooth melodic overtones.

The single "Run" has already impressed
audiences in the G .K. It features an opening
hook irresistable to any rock fan and then
continues as the drummer rolls with an
engaging array of tribal booms. The singer
seems to absorb the unrelenting pounds
and spits back a collection of monotonic
cries in a response that adds subtlety to a

ripping fuzz riff.

The final cut, "200 bars" serves as a
microcosm of the recording. Keyboardist
E. Kate Radley counts from one to 200 as
she plays each bar and the tune slowly
builds note by note. The lyrical content of
this piece lays evidence to Spirituaiized's
musical goal. ("I've been abused/and I've
teen used/I'm gonna lose myself in 200
bars.")

The resulting pun asks the audience to
"lose" themselves in the music of Spiri-
tualized, just as they could in alcohol.

The music on this album has a haziness
to it that enters its venue like a cloud of fog.
In "Sway" Jason Pierce's voice is watch-
ful, yet not intruding. He studies the au-
dience and provides comfort, not in a
motherly way, but as a stranger trying to
hypnotize his captives.

His only failing comes in his reluctance
to take over any of the recordings.
Throughout the album Pierce elects to
fade into the background of the music.
Although this approach has given him
popularity in Europe. American audiences
who like to see pretentiousness in their
lead vocalists will probably be frustrated
by his technique.

Lazer Guided Melodies suceeds bril-

liantly where the band utilizes its talent to
manipulate high-tech instruments to cre-
ate a music which drives at man's constant
search for peace. Their use of subtlety to
promote a calm melodic environment is

both outstanding and fresh.

Spiritualized
Phuto by Colin Bell
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Night & the City looks nice but falls flat
By JOrS LUPO
Collegian Staff

There's something dead about nightand the City, even
though the film contains spirited, bold camera moves, an
all-over-the-place performance by Robert DeNiro and
keen supporting players. So why is it so, familiar?

The bulk of the blame goes to producer turned director

Irwin Winkler, whose first directing job was the stilted

Guilty by Suspicion. In that film, he drowned the talents

of Robert DeNiro and Annette Bening, a powder-keg
coupling if there ever was one, into a soapy melodrama
that was as stiff as cardboard.

In Night and the City, whichJells the story of heister

Harry Fabian, an ambulance-chasing lawyer who tries to

revive neighborhood boxing in Mew York City. Winkler

captures the vitality of the city, his spinning camera and
fluid moves (though its a little too reminiscent of Martin

Scorcese) whirl with spirited janglenss. Beyond this, I'm

afraid /V/ghfand the Gfy falls short ofgiving the audience
anything new.

Harry Fabian is a loser who is always on the edge of

screwing up real bad. A loan shark, played nicely by Eli

Wallach {Godfather III) tells him, "You would be good
at...son^ething— if only you'd slowed down."

This is a perplexing performance by DeNiro. Harry

Fabian might well be DeNiro's most lively yet most
lifeless role. There's nothing underneath, not even shades.

DeNiro's not particularly bad, but I've seen this type of

guy done before— and done better. The deranged would-

be comic Rupert Pupkin of King of Comedy, perhaps?
Harry's not nearly as looney, but he's not really anything

here.

DeNiro is all too engaging in highland the City, yet he's

nothing more than the image the actor purports. You can

see Harry's mind spinning constantly and that's about it.

The surrounding characters are often more interesting

than the main character. Cliff Gorman plays Phil, the

owner of a bar Harry hangs out in. Jessica Lange plays his

wife. ..and Harry's lover (though Harry seems less inter-

ested in her than her money).
Gorman's performance is mean and resonant, he

literally throws out a nun who is in the bar asking for

donations. Lange looks itching to act, her scenes bristle

with anxious intensity.

Alan King surprises and Jack Warden does an admi-

rable job as brothers who are on opposite sides of Harry

Fabian's scheme.
There is a clever running visual allusion that runs

through Night and the City. There is a multitude of am-
bulances that race around in the backround of the action in

a number of scenes. Harry Fabian is an ambulance-

chasing lawyer. The ambulances continue racing until they

catch up with Fabian at the end. Are you still with me?
Anyway, it was a sly subtext nonetheless.

After you get over the visual trickery, what then, if

anything, is Highland the City about? The script is talky

and somewhat overwrought, DeNiro's wild performance

never looked so much like it was on autopilot and all the

good characters aren't on enough. Winkler may have

mastered the visual aspect, but the hollow, almost stoic

theatrics grind Night and the City hopelessly down.

Grade: B-

(.OURT»T UMA» DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC SUHflaV NOVPmhprI
KEVIN BACON?— No, it's Kevin Collins, on guitar, performing with the Valley ^""^^V' "^ovemoer i

Chamber Players, tonight in Bezanson Recital Hall at UMass.

COURTESY AMHERST COLLEGE

STRUMMIN' — Brooks Williams will perform at Amherst College at 8 p.m.

CARING.
ONLY FROM THE
COLLEGIAN.

Have a great
time en us.

There's no better way to spend the day than
enjoying simple pleasures with a special

friend. So, don't let the best time ofyour life

pass you buy. Put on a pair of

Rollerblade® in-line /i ^ .. ^. .

skates ^Rollerblade
Get the times of your life at:

c^^
.0^

cOV^̂ \
SKAIt SMARi

.M»\^

SATURDAY, OCT 31st
10A.M.-2P.M.

HAMPSHIRE MALL • HADLEY

Poilcrbiadaiti n a ragnwrxl Iradamaik ol RoilbarMad*. Inc.

SPORTS wm
& R€STAimANT

Thurs ~ Friday ~ Sat

OANCING
9-1

Friday Happy Hour

Free Pizza Slices
4-6

Drink of the Week
Peachtree Punch

$1.75

Saturday

UMASS vs. Northeastern

Post Game Party

- FREE Buffet -

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Aniherst

413.253.2563
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(\CR0N^N\BJ=i WINNERS
Yes! It's time again to announce the Acronymble

winners!

First Prize is the Acronymble Board Game, fun for
the sober and the intoxicated in our home audience.
This week's winner is Jon Edwards of Amherst who
writes.John Jubilantly Jammed Joyce's Ju-JuBees.

Second Prize, but first in our book for holiday
appropriateness, goes to Kristen Chapman ofGrayson!
Herspooky noodle is Jaded Juveniles Jeer Joyful Jack-
o-lanterns. Come on down to the Collegian and pick
up your versatile, wear-anywhere Acronymble T-shirt

Third Prize is THE ACRONYMBLE POSTER, suit-
able for framing and much less pretentious than that

OTHER artist's work you have on your wall. Applaud
now for, the perceptive, the one, the only, Sidra Ellison
of Hadley for her noodle, Jeepers! Jim's Journal Just
Jams!

All winners should venture to the Campus Center
Basement where the Collegian offices are located.
There you will find gleeful staffmembers who will direct
you to the actual Editor-in-Chief, Dan. or Jon/Lisa the
Siamese twin Arts and Living Editors.

Mext week's letters will bend your brain: R.S.R.S.X.
Bring down your submissions in person or send them via
campus mail to Collegian Arts Desk, 113 Campus
Center.

Hair
CONTINL'HD HU)M I'.Acih 2

brought the original Broadway production a headful of
trouble from censors and Christian Watchdog groups,
when director Tom O'Horgan decided to have his cast
perform the number nude.

Alan White smiles at the inevitable question, no doubt
because he's been asked it so many times. Will there be
a nude scene in the (JMass production?

"If you want to find out," says White, "it will cost four
dollars of your money, and two hours of your time."
HAIR is being performed through Saturday at 8:00PM in
the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are available from
TIX, or at the door.

Campus Paperback
Bestsellers: November
compiled by The Chronicle ofHigher Education

1. The Firm, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, 5.99)
Young lawyer confronts the hidden workings of his
firm.

2. The Indispensibie Calvin and Hobbes, by Bill

Watterson. (Andrews & McMeel, $12.95)
3. Life's Little Instruction Book, by Jack Brown, Jr.

(Rutledge Hill, $5.95) Advice for attaining a full life.

4. A Time to Kill, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell,
$5.99) Racial tension run high during a trial.

5. The Sum of All Fears, by Tom Clancy. (Berkley,
$6.99) Middle Eastern terrorists bring about the
threat of nuclear war.

6. Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, by Steven
R. Covey. (Fireside, 59.95) Guide to personal fulfill-

ment.

7. Saint Maybe, by Anne Tyler. (Ivy, $5.99) Struggles
of a young man to come to terms with his past.
8. The Road Less Traveled, by M. Scott Peck.
(Touchstone, $10.95) Psychological and spiritual
inspiration by a psychiatrist.

1 O.Daisy Fay and the Miracle Man, by Fannie Flagg.
(Warner, $7.99) Young girls's hilarious and touching
coming of age in a Southern town.

SPAMPARIS — This poppy, airy alternative, progressive/ art rock group will perfonn tonighUnThe^atch^^HS*?
the nriouth watering Ed Di Muzio on drums. Rick Reese on bass and keyboards, Chris Hobler vocalist and lead guitarist
and David Flood on acoustic guitar and vocals.

Filler. Just like in hot dogs.

Mmm.
The Collegian.

You there -- the one
with the cappucino and

beret!

There will be an Arts
meeting on Sunday at

2:30 PM.

The Area's BEST CHINESE I

FOOD & SUSHI BAR !

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and mare at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

fSi PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

I I

J

The Students Used Book Exchange

Make up to 300% more by selling your
books directly to your classmates

through the directory listing

for used texts!

Call or write for free information: P.O. Box 459, Sunderland, MA 01375

(413) 665-8471 or 800-949-TEXT (8398)
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Madonna's 5ex: 'just another day at the orifice'
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

SEA"
Madonna
Photographs by Steven Miesel
Maverick/Warner Books

She danced onto the scene in 1 983 by
singing that we needed a Holiday and funky
clothes made her a Material Girl. She tried

to convince us that she's Like A Virgin,

then she decided to Express herself writh

Like A Prayer and striked a pose with

Vogue. Ever-so-ready to push people's
button's with her blonde (or is it brunette?)
ambition, Madonna's gone completely
Erotica with her controversial book SEX.

The $50 book, kept behind bookstore
counters worldwide, is wrapped in silver

mylar which makes it resemble a giant

condom. Open it up and you'll hold the

heavy, spiral-bound book. Engraved on
the book's metal cover: SEX.

On the first page Madonna writes "This

book is about sex. Sex is not love. Love is

not sex. But the best of both worlds is

created when they come together." Wait a

minute, if love is not sex and vice- versa then
how the hell are they the same when com-
bined? Is this a deep thought or just another
Madonna mechanism for playing on
people's imaginations?

She goes on to state that "Everything
you are about to see and read is a fantasy,

a dream, pretend (yeah right]. But if 1 were
to make my dreams real, I would certainly

use condoms. Safe sex saves lives. . .Noth-

ing in this book is true. I made it all up."

i think SEX is a beautiful piece of art

(YES, I said art). But as a dedicated fan, I

have a biased opinion about anything
Madonna does by saying that it is her

"artistic integrity" that is on display.

Realistically, I'm one of the numerous
fools manipulated by Madonna and her

marketing conspirators. 1 have been ma-
nipulated into thinking SEX is an expression
of art. When SEXappears to be just one big

marketing ploy for her to test people by
pushing their buttons and ripping them off

at the same time.

So, I'm a victim and I'll still ask for more.
But, come on, what else is left for her to do?
Will she "accidentally" slip out of her dress

at an awards ceremony on live television?

The Steven Miesel photographs in SEX
make Playboy look like Volume One of

the Winnie the Pooh series. Shot mainly in

black and white, the pictures show "Dita"

(Madonna's pseudonym and character in

the book) in various erotic and auto-erotic

poses and situations. Other photos show
Madonna as an object or a victim to her

male and female counterparts.

The photographs are trying to convey
the idea that pain and abuse are good
when she writes "Only the one who hurts

you can comfort you. Only the one who
inflicts the pain can take it away."

The photos dare to shock, and Ma-
donna lets nothing stand in her way. in one
set of photos she is shown cavorting with

two skinhead, tatooed lesbians, who both
have numerous parts of their body pierced.

"Dita" is shown being tied up by the

dominatrixes while one french kisses Ma-
donna and the other kisses her breast.

Madonna gives her thoughts on bond-
age: "There's something comforting about
being tied up. Like when you were a baby
and your mother strapped you in the car

seat. She wanted you to be safe, it was an
act of love. "I interpreted this as her thinking

sadomachicism as an act of love. Is it Art?

Or is it pornography? Mah!
Miesel'scamera capturesMadonna and her

homoerotk: fantasies visualized in a series of

photos with two naked (except for their

combat boots) , athletic males french kiss-

ing and expressing their lust and feelings

towards each other.

This photo, and the ones that follow of

Madonna with a half dozen dancing gay
men tries to allow the reader (that's a

stretch) to see images that they may have
never seen before.

She writes: "...I also like gay male strip

places. Straight male strip places are dis-

gusting. Those guys can never dance.
Only the guys at the gay clubs can dance
and they always have really good bodies."

Madonna also invites celebrity guests to

pose with her. Has-been Vanilla Ice jumps

on the bandwagon and Madonna for that

matter in a set of pics. Nothing special, but

it was probably a good idea for Vanilla — if

your album sales are near non-existent,

maybe doing an erotic photo shoot with

Madonna is a good career move.
Other celebrities include actress Isabella

Rosellini and former Madonna flame Tony
Ward. But surely the most talked about
photos will be the menage-a-trois layout

with Big Daddy Kane in his skivies and a

nude Maomi Campbell sandwiching the

naked Madonna.
Believe it or not, words are written in

SEX but I am unable to quote even the

shortest of sentences due to Madonna's
vast vocabulary (Not!). Some of the more
"deep" revelations: "I wouldn't want a

penis. It would be like having a third leg. It

seems like a contraption that would get in

the way. I think I have a d— in my brain. I

don't need to have one between my legs."

Just about every other word is a swear
or a description of an erotic act and !

understand why this may be offensive. But
thou shall not censor. . .and hey, don't buy
the book and you'll be fine.

Madonna knows that she can't be
censored and she'll tell you her "artistic

integrity" and first ammendment rights

are at stake until she's blue in the face. So,

if you have a problem with her or SEX,
simply don't give her your money.

F^urthermore, Madonna thrives on the

fact that she takes people to the limit. She'll

bring you right to the point of trying to

censor her and all it will accomplish is

giving her exactly what she wants: public-

ity. The more exposure she gets, the more
money she'll make. Hmmm. Maybe Ma-
donna isn't a person but rather one big

marketing scam?
Madonna takes her "artistic integrity"

too far when she and Miesel depict a rape

scene in a high school gym. One male
holding her hands above her head while the

other male moves his hand under her skirt

(she's not wearing and underwear). The
expression on Madonna's face is a happy
one. What message is she sending out?
Where do we draw the line between respon-
sibility and art?

COURTESY SIRE RECORDS

Madonna
"I think for the most part if women are in

an abusive relationship and they know it

and they stay in it, they must be digging it."

This message can't be taken any other way
than how it's written, it degrades us all.

For those of you readers thinking this is

pornography. Madonna writes for you: "I

don't think pornography degrades women.
The women who are doing it want to do it.

No one is holding a gun to their head. I don't

get the whole thing. . .1 love looking at

P/at/t)oy becausewomen look great naked."

SEX is pretty exciting at first, but the

hype is lost after two or three browsings. I

think Madonna has achieved what she does
best: shocking people over and over again.

RELAX. QUICK
TAKE A BREAK -

AND WATCHA

FLICK

iMt I t

Gain \aiaaiuj: i xpikiknc i:

HI lOKi: \OV (iKADl All:!

Attend a Field Experience presentation

designedforyour mq/or

QUICK FLIX OLIVERS MOVIES TO YOUR DOOR.

OVERp TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM INCLUDING:

NEW^EIEASES, FOREIGN FILMS, CUIT CLASSICS, + ADULT FILMS

CALL
549-8008

FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE DELIVERY

word of the day

MELANGE-(ma-'lazh,-lanj)n: a mixture of incongruous elements, e.g. "She dips her mitt in this

melange'. W C. Feilds in My Little Chickadee.

Bistory Oct23^ 4300ptfli 60lKerter

SOM Nov 3 4:00fpm U^SDM

Comoi
N0v4 430(^111 ^IBarOett

Ettgiti Nov 4 43l%m 13:21/134

Marstoti

PoUSci
Legal Stu Nov 5 4$00^ia 2^Hert«r

PRESENIATIONS BY:

GTE Pratt & Whitney ffiM
Monsanto Mitre Keyport

Arthur Anderson

With former Coop and Intern students

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement Cooperative Education Internships

Fraternity/Sororitj Pkrk - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take OffI
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Partly sunny and brisk today,

highs 45-50. Happy Halloween!

Sports:
The 1 1th ranked University of Massachusetts Water Polo
team travels to Brown University this weekend to compete

in the New England Championships. Page 15.

Ed/Op
The Collegian endorses the Democratic ticket

of Bill Clinton and Al Gore. The election is on

Tuesday, November 3. Page 5.
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Student robbed,
stabbed near cage
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

A 20-year-old University ofMassachu-
setts student reported that he was stabbed
and robbed of $20 yesterday aflernoon in

an incident UMass officials are calling "a
robbery with no racial overtones."

The victim, who chose not to identify
himself, was discharged from Cooley
Dickinson Hospital at approximately 6:45
p.m. after receiving treatment for lacera-

tions to the face, arm and abdomen.
"He came from behind and hit me over

the head," the victim said. "He wanted
money, I gave him twenty dollars and he
ran." He described the alleged assailant
as a Black male in his early 20s, approxi-
mately six-feet tall with a heavy build.

The victim, who was able to make his
way to UMass Health Services, reported
to police that the alleged assailant didn't

use any racial comments. This led the
pohce to regard this as a robbery and not
another racial incident on campus.

The victim was transferred by Amherst
Ambulance services to Cooley Dickinson
Hospital at approximately 3:30 p.m. for

follow-up treatment.

Following the alleged assault, police

sectioned offthe area near the Curry Hicks
gymnasium for several hours while look-

ing for evidence. A weapon was not found,
according to UMass police.

Assistant Dean ofStudents, M. Ricardo
Townes, was at the scene of the incident
but had no official comment. He did say
that UMass officials aware ofthe situation
and were in a meeting to address the event.

Buses along Route 9 in Northampton
were stopped by Northampton police, in

an attempt to find the alleged suspect.

Witnesses on the the 3:35 bus to

Northampton, said police stopped the bus
and questioned the driver and then
questioned a UMass student.

The student, who is Latino, said he
didn't want to be identified and said he
was asked to step outside the bus and
answer some questions.

"They asked me to step outside the
bus," he said. "They said they were look-

ing for a black suspect and I got angry —
I'm Latino and they just picked me out
because I have dark skin."

UMass spokesperson Kay Scanlon said
UMass police had no involvement in the
bus stoppings on Route 9 and added that
they responded on their own to radio re-

ports of the incident.

"Northampton police recently had a
similar incident and they acted on their

own," Scanlon said. "UMass police did not
set up road blocks."

As rumors spread throughout the cam-
pus of a possible racial incident, housing
officials used the telephone system to in-

struct RDs,ARDsandRAs to keep informed
of the situation in case of problems.

"We received two messages," said
Joanne Land, an RA in Dickinson. "They
advised us to beware of the situation and
help stop rumors."

Land added that she, like all other RAs
are trained in safety matters and are re-

quired to attend meetings regarding
situations like yesterday's. She also added
that she hadn't heard any facts about the
incident and said the phone system allowed
her to stay informed.

Collegian staffmember Mike Carvalho
contributed to this article.

ROBERT O _ . .,L.^ -L^Llu.A.',

ON THE AIR-Chancellor Richard O'Brien being interviewed by Liz Walker, of WBZ
in Boston, for an upcoming story on racial disharmony.

Phillip Morris
denies trying
to sway Gov't
By PAUL RAEBURN
Associated Press

NEWYORK— Phillip Morris has given milUons
to charities in lawmakers' states and districts,

according to documents obtained by an advocacy
group that says the tobacco conglomerate is trjdng
to buy influence in Congress.

Federal campaign finance laws limit corporate
contributions, but corporations are free to give as
much as they want to charities.

Phillip Morris denies any wrongdoing.
The tactic of contributing to charities to sway

legislators has increased in recentyears, said Donna
Edwards, an attorney with Public Citizens Congress
Watch in Washington.

She also noted that charity contributions are
tax-deductible, meaning that taxpayers are partly
"footing the bill, in lost revenue."

"All of this stuff is done in the context ofbuying
access to influence," Edwards said. "It has effectively

stalled legislation that would be good for the health
of most Americans."

Eric Olberg, executive director ofHouston-based
Doctors Ought to Care, said the documents arrived
in the mail as computer files on floppy disks. He
said he was told the files were from computers in

Phillip Morris' Washington office.

"What gets people elected is support from their

constituents," said Solberg. "Phillip Morris has
learned to get Congresspeople support by donating
to charities in their districts."

James W. Dyer, a White House deputy for legis-

lative affairs, was a Phillip Morris lobbyist during

Turn to MORRIS, page 9

Candidates' platforms analyzed
Arms Control Assoc, rep speaks on defense policies
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Staff

"While the candidates' positions in arms control and
defense policies are very similar on paper, there are
obvious and undeniably important generational differ-

ences," an arms control analyst said.

Lee Feinstein, Assistant Director for Research at the
Washington-based Arms Control Association, spoke at
Mount Holyoke College yesterday. It was sponsored by
the Five College Program in Peace and World Security
Studies.

Feinstein said he believed the different experiences of
Bush as a WWII veteran and Clinton as the first

babyboomer to run for president will "shape the way the
two candidates approach their decisions."

In general, Feinstein said, the Clinton campaign "seems
to think when it comes to the defense and arms control

issues, they are very happy if they call it a draw, they are
not interested in winning the debate."

Feinstein quoted Lee Hamilton, Chairman of the
House Mid-East Subcommittee, as saying: 'The main
message ofthe Clinton camp has been: This is a democrat
in mainstream who would pursue the policies of the bi-

partisan foreign policy consensus since WWII."
Hamilton amongothers is speculated to be a candidate

for Secretary of State in a Clinton Administration.
Feinstein said that no matter who is president, he is

going to have troubles in keeping the defense spending at
the level he plans to.

"While the peace dividend we have all been talking
about may not materialize the way we hope," Feinstein
said. "Equally I think the defense budget is vulnerable,
and even the spending level that George Bush has an-
nounced will be difficult to sustain over the course of the

Turn to PLATFORMS, page 9

Andrew's victims still await aid
HOMESTEAD, Fla. (AP)— When Hurricane Andrew

blew apart his trailer home and scattered everything he
owned, Dan Haschker filled out forms to get emergency
aid for rent and clothes.

He was told he qualified for help, but two months
later it still hadn't arrived. Last week he filled out more
aid forms and was told to wait another two to four
weeks.

Haschker, 29, who has lived in an abandoned motel,
camped out in a tent and slept in a car since the Aug. 24
storm, is pessimistic.

"They'll probably call me in three weeks and tell me
the same thing they told me two months ago," he said.

More and more people in storm-ravaged south Florida
are complainingthat red tape and regulations arc getting
in the way of renewal and rebuilding.

Legal aid lawyers charged Tuesday that less than
halfofthe 154,000 people seeking aid have gotten it, and
a shortage of mobile homes from people leaving now-
closed tent cities has left thousands with inadequate

housing.

Officials of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, which is overseeing the disaster relief effort,

deny the lawyers' accusations. They note that since
Andrew struck, FEMA has received 155,999 applications
and disbursed nearly $500 million in housing grants.

"We have delivered much more aid and much faster
than we had with (hurricane) Hugo," said Len DeCario,
a FEMA spokesman. "Most people are getting help very
promptly."

He said .some delays had been caused by hurricane
victims filing out more than one application for help, or
moving into temporary lodgings without telling officials

their new addresses.

"It's little wrinkles like that have caused some delays,"
he said. "But among most people who have applied for
help, I don't think you'd find a large numberofcor-iplaints."

Most agree some delays are inevitable willi disaster
the scope of Andrew. But some remained fri; rated.

Turn to ANDREW page 1
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Correction
The University of Massachusetts athletic de-

partment was inadvertently implicated in a story
in Thursdays Collegian entitled "O'Brien seeks
investigation ofUM official." The officials named
were connected with the schools ofexercise science
and physical education.

Dinner— A Shabbat Service and dinner will be held
at 7 p.m. at the Chabad House in Amherst. The topic of
discussion will be "Judaism - a universal code, com-
mandments for humanity."

Las Vegas Night — The Kappa Omicron Chapter of
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring the thirty-first annual
Las Vegas Night to benefit the UMass Library at 7p.m. in
theCampus CenterAuditorium. Tickets are $3 in advance
and $5 at the door.

Mee^m^—A general meetingofthecampuscommunity
with the search firm assisting the Chancellor's Search
Committee will be held from 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. in Campus
Center room 904-08.

Meeting—The MvLshm Students Association ofUMass
will be holding Jumaa Salat at 1 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Check the information desk for the room number.A

Registration — The Everywoman's Center will be
offering a group for women who are questioning their
sexual identity. Interested women should call 545-0883
for more information or registration. The deadline for
registration is today.

UMass Police Log
• Graffiti was discovered near Crabtree Residence Hall

on Wednesday morning, according to police. StafTfrom the
dormitory found chalk figures of human figures on the
blacktop outside the dorm at 8 a.m. Some of the figures
were shovm holding guns and balloons, police said.

• A woman received a derogatory racist message on
her answeringmachine Wednesday evening and reported
it to University police at 5 p.m.

• Police received a report of the theft of a sportsbag
from the playing fields in front of the Boyden Athletic
Building on Wednesday. A man reportedly left the field
for a short period of time and returned to find the bag
missing at 11:15 a.m. The bag contained the man's
wallet, which police value at $140.

• A man reported the theft of his stereo from his car
parked in Lot 32 on Wednesday. According to police, the
automobile was found to be broken into at approximately
8:30 p.m. The stereo is valued at $300, police said.

Saturday, October 31

Rabies Clinic—A vaccination will be held for all cats
and dogs from 11 a.m. to 12 noon at 260 Snell St.,

Amherst and from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. at 320 Russel St.'

Hadley (Dr. Katz and Dr. Diamond). The fee is $8 per
animal. Due to the recent confirmation of raccoon rabies
in Massachusetts , cat owners should bring their animals.

Morning Seruice — A Shabbat morning service and
meal will be held at 10 p.m. at the Chabad House. The
event is free.

Sunday, November 1

Public Solar Observing— A free public solar observ-
ing is held on the Amherst Town Common every clear
Sunday from 1-2 p.m. Appropriate for all ages. Additional
dates for the observing will be Nov. 8, 15, 22, & 29.

Public Planetarium Show — Free public plan-
etarium shows will be held every Sunday at 3 p.m. at the
Amherst College Bassett Planetarium. Appropriate for
all ages. Additional dates for the shows will be Nov 8
15, 22, & 29. '

Compiled by Michael Day
Recent incidenls recordeil by iho University's IDepartnienl of Public Safely.

• Police received two reports of stolen bicycles within
twenty minutes of each other on Wednesday. At 2:30, a
man reported the theft ofhis bicycle from the rack in front
ofHills House. At 2:50, police received a report ofa stolen
bicycle from a man who said he had locked the bike to the
rack in front ofThoreau Resdidence Hall. Pohce value the
bike at $525.

• Two men will be summoned for a showcause hearing
for the attempted theft ofa Security Officer's uniform hat
on Thursday morning. One ofthe men stole the hat from
the officer in Washington Residence Hall and attempted
to flee from the building. While pursuing this subject, the
officer was tripped by the second man, according to
police.

• Pohce were summoned to Cashin Residence Hall to
investigate the reported smell ofmarijuana on Thursday
morning. Upon investigation at 1 a.m.. police located the
suspected room and confiscated a small amount of the
drug.
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Computerized badges
signal workers' location

Saturday ©ctobcr 31et

©lucwall 9^,m. - t%m.... $4.00 - donation
Scream to the eounde of fej'e ^parapbonia.

JFRiee thing, there dxz no maehe tonight!!!

CAMBRIDGE, Mass., (AP)— Finally,
no more telephone tag.

A computerized badge worn by some
Digital Equipment Corp. workers tells a
central computer where they are when-
ever they leave their desks.

The month-old experiment on 30 em-
ployees in the computer maker's Cam-
bridge office is designed to imporve effi-
ciency, said Joe Codispoti, spokesman for
the Maynard-based computer maker.

"Our job is to figure out how to gather
information and get it to people where they
want it and when they want it," he said.

Calls placed to a badge-wearer were
automatically sent to his or her location,
which is also shown to anyone who taps an
employee's name into a computer net-
work.

The badges emit an infrared pulse
picked up by scores of sensors scattered
around the building. The sensors then
relay the information to the central com-
puter.

The system is an experiment to see if
the badges might have commercial use,
according to Codispoti. "It's very explor-

atory," he said.

Engineers and sales staff spend up to
70 percent of their time away from their
desks, said Laure Riedman, spokeswoman
for Italy-based Olivetti, designer of the
badge.

She told the Boston Herald that the
new techonogy could save customers and
colleagues valuable time in trying to reach
people.

Some computer industry analysts said
the badge system could threaten an
employee's privacy.

"I thing it is very scary," said Coralee
Whitcomb, a member ofComputer Profes-
sionals for Social Responsibility. "You can
cite examples ofany technology's benefits,
but the door is open just wider to more
abuse."

Digital officals said the Cambridge
workers are voluntarily wearing the
badges.

And if the badge wearers change their
minds, thy can punch a button on the
badge and keep their location private. The
computer will tell callers the person is
"busy."

Corpse found in woods
Needham police attempt to identify body
NEEDHAM, Mass. (AP) - PoHce are

trying to solve the gruesome riddle of a
decompsed body found chained to a tree in
the woods.

Authorities were directed to the corpse
by an anonymous caller Wednesday night
They say the body had been there for at
least six months.

It remained chained to the tree for
most of Thursday while police combed
through the leaves for clues.

They said animals may have dragged
away the victim's clothes or personal pos-
sessions.

An autopsy is planned to determine the

body's sex and age.

The corpse was discovered in a Massa-
chusetts District Commission reservation
between the Charles River, MBTA com-
muter rail tracks and Route 128, Needham
Police Lt. Thomas Leary said.

Leary said police were checking miss-
ing persons Hsts from bordering towns. He
said Needham had no reported missing
persons.

The area where the body was found
was sealed off, while Needham and state
police officers returned to the scene along
a narrow mile-long access road to search
for further evidence.
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Amherst asks
UMass to give
up $250,000
By MICHAEL B. PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

Town officials are asking the University ofMas-
sachusetts to hand over more than $200,000 in
collected motor vehicle violations.

The money, collected from moving vehicle viola-
tions paid through the Northampton District Court
was sent to the bursar's office and then to the
scholarship fund at the University of Massachu-
setts.

Larry Kelley, town meeting member, said the
University owes the town of Amherst nearly
$250,000, including interest.

"If this money does belong to the town, I'm
putting my flamethrower on full throttle to get it
back to the town," he said.

Jaymie Chernoff, director of University rela-
tions, said the laws changed over the past few
years, and "at each time, we were operating under
the law because the court's interpretation changed."

Chernoff said prior to 1990, 50 percent of the
money went to the state's general fund, and the
other 50 percent went to the town in which the
violation was issued.

She said the court decided in 1990 that the
money from violations issued by University poUce
on roads owned and 100 percent maintained by the
University, and on which town police had no ju-
risdiction should go the University.

Chernoff said the town sought a letter of guid-
ance from the chiefjustice ofthe state trial court in
1992 to determine where the money belonged.

"His interpretation was that the money belonged
to the town," she said. "But he also said the letter
wasn't binding because other parties may wish to
seek further clarification."

Turn to MONEY, page 4

UM grad returns to Pioneer Valley,
speaks on human rights violations
By CAROLINE NASSON
Collegian Correspondent

More than fifty people gathered last night in the
Campus Center to listen to a lecture by Dr. Antonio
Martinez, Director of Chicago's Marjorie Kovler Center
for the treatment of Survivors of Torture.

Sponsored by the University ofMassachusetts Spanish
speaking organization AHORA, Dr. Martinez discussed
the purposes oftorture, human rights violations, and the
empowerment of survivors of torture.
A graduate ofUMass. Martinez began his speech with

a story about a Guatem;?lan woman who was severely
oppressed by her husband.

"She felt that the relationship between man and
woman in Guatemala was like torture. She was beat up
because her husband did not like the fact that she enjoyed
herself while making love."

Martinez went on to discuss other examples oftorture
in Guatemala. "The Guatemalan army does not respect
the constitution which says that individuals do not have
to join the army until they are eighteen years old. But
they forcively take ten to thirteen year olds into the
army," he said.

"What kind of society is it that children can't be
themselves, but military strategists who protect their
lives only so they can be killed?"

Martinez explained that the purpose of torture is
pohtical control. Because of the unequal distribution of
wealth inherent in many third world countries, people
demand social change, says Martinez. Torture and terror
are a means for the people in power to avoid change and
keep those in power. As a result of the torture, the
number of poeple seeking refuge in the United States i.s

increasing, he says.

"Over 50,000 people were killed in one year in Gua-
temala for minimal requests, like asking for more books
in the schools," Martinez said.

"Why do people do this? Are they monsters? Do they
have deformed personalities? How can a human being do
this? A person must be fascist, communist, racist, and
immoral to think that the person recieving the torture is
not human, but an object. Anyone can be a torturer."

The Marjorie Kovler Center includes over seventy-five
professionals consisting of docters, social workers, and
counselors who help get survivors of torture on their feet.

"We tell them that it is very important to fight for
something. Dr. Martinez stated.

"We're doing this not because we feel sorry for victims,
but because if it can happen to them, it can happen to us.
Violations of human rights happens in very civilized
societies. It happened in Germany."

ANGIE POPOVICH / COLLEGIAN
Amnesty speaker

Co-op Extension System looks to bridge gap
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Cooperative Exten-
sion System was designed to help bridge the gap between
poor disadvantaged families in the early 1900's through
research and education. The program primarily worked
with families in rural areas by teaching about agriculture
and home economics.

In 1914 the program branched out and started to work
with agricultural issues and the community at large. In
particular withyouths from economically depressed cities.

The UMass Cooperative Extension System Youth and
Families At Risk Program addresses high risk factors for
young people living in poverty by focusing on community
empowerment. The program aims to reach those most
discouraged due to lack of resources and social isolation.

The system's expanded Food and Nutritional Educa-
tion program educates low-income families with children
to effectively meet their nutritional needs. Since 1969,
over45,000 families have increased their basic nutritional

knowledge, enabling them to improve their diets and
health.

The 4-H Youth Development Program guides the
efforts of thousand of volunteers working with young
people across the state. It's mission is "...to assist youth
in acquiring knowledge, developing life skills, and forming
attitudes which will enable them to become self-directing,
productive and contributing members of society.

Diversity, Partnerships, Volunteerism and Youth
Development are the values promoted by the programs
philosophy. The 4-H believes that diversity strengthens
the ability of 4-H to reach out and help youths develop
and deliver quality educational and cross-cultural ex-
periences provide opportunities for program involvement
regardless of economic, social, culture, age, disability or
gender.

John H. Gerber, the newly appointed associate dean
and director of The UMass Co-op Extension System
believes that cherishing differences among cultures is of
utmost importantance in creating a better society.

"We're about values and differences, we believe that in

order to be a good teacher our perspective must include
appreciation and understanding different nationalities
and cultures," Gerber said. He also states that the staff
is charged to teach children about nutrition with respect
to cultural backgrounds.

"We need to open up to new ideas in relation to
agriculture, nutrition and the community, working in
concert with the community in a way truly supportive
manner," said Gerber.

Mr. Gerber's approach to pragmatic issues is by pro-
moting a more decentralized concept to management,
where everyone is in harmony, more participatory in
decision making.

"We want to empower people. That is our mission not
just a theory because it's working," said Gerber.

The UMass Co-op Extension System is a highly re-
search based program that was created as a partnership
between the federal, state and local government, it is a
statewide, off-campus program that works with the
communties.

Turn to EXTENSION, page 1
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Women of color unite
Look to end isolation on UM campus

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
MIDTERM MADNESS — Pumpkin with it's eye blown out by anxious student. Pretty

seedy, huh?

By CARA LEE BIRCH
Collegian Correspondent

A group of undergraduate and gradu-
ate students met last night in the third
formal meeting for women of color in the
Campus Center.

The women formed the meetings to
begin a discourse among each other, at-
tempting to end the amount of isolation
that occurs on the University of Massa-
chusetts campus. Most importantly, they
organized to address the everyday violence
that women endure and to find solutions
to the problem.

"Women of color are scattered and
isolated on this campus and often have to
sit and listen to professors who make
racist and sexist remarks to them and
about them on a daily level," said an un-
dergraduate.

The conversations explored a variety of
issues ranging from racism on campus to
relations between Asian, Latino, African-
American and Native American students
to exploring the histories of American

women and Third World women.
The understanding between many

women was that there simply was not room
in the classroom to deal with one another
and with the white majority on campus.

"In most classes, race, class, and gen-
der are talked about in an abstract way
and our issues are never seriously ad-
dressed," stated Juliana Hopkins, an un-
dergraduate in Women's Studies.

"We become objects of study because
most often, the majority of the class is
white and will be taught by a white pro-
fessor," stated another woman.
Many others also expressed that their

classes never talked about race or gender,
and that the invisibility they felt was due
to departmental demographics. Engi-
neering, for instance, looked very different
from Women's Studies.

Besides the curriculum and the lack of
professors ofcolor, many women expressed
their concern over the amount of daily
harassment and violence they endured.

"We don't have many places to turn on
Turn to WOMEN, page 4
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Digital Corp. announces
layoffs and closed plants

CONDOMANIA!-Paul S. Edelman, a junior marketing major, doesnTjus'tScondomTHe also sells the concept that condoms can be fun and life-saving.

wotnen
continued fronn page 4
this campus." stated Shyamala Ivatury, a
graduate student. "Who trusts the police,
or who would confide in a racist Resident
Assistant if she had just been raped?" she
asked.

The discussion continued over the issue
ofharassment, which was overwhelmingly
prevalent according to the women in the
meeting. Many talked about the behaviors
of professors, graduate teaching assis-
tants, other students, and staff in ad-
ministrative office positions.

There was a consensus over the issue of

By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

^
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., — Digital

Equipment Corp. announced Thursday
that it was closing its computer manu-
facturing plants here and in Burlington,
Vt. , as part ofefforts to stem flagging sales
and persistent losses.

The Springfield plant, opened 20 years
ago, employs about 320 people and the
Vermont facility another 350.

"It's a terrible blow for us," said
Springfield Mayor Robert Markel. "The
city has lost 600jobs in one week." Earlier
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance,
headquartered here, announced it was
cutting 300 workers.

"And it's a blow for the state of Mas-
sachusetts," Markel said. "All that activ-
ity and prosperity driven by the computer
companies in the late 1970s and 1980s
seems to be coming apart."

The closing leaves onlyone Digital plant
in the Springfield region and Markel said
he was told by company officials that they
have yet to make a decision on that facility
in Westfield.

U.S. Rep. Richard Neal, D-Springfield,
a former mayor, said her was seeking a
meetingwith the company's top executives
in hopes of persuading them to change
their minds. But Vermont Gov. Howard
Dean said he and state officials had already
tried that and failed.

"I talked directly with the new presi-
dent," Dean said. "We felt we made a good
case for keeping the Vermont plant. It is

an extreme disappointment to us and to
Digital's workers that the industry's re-

trenchment again struck here." The

Burlington plant opened in 1976.
Company officials said they expected

the work force to be phased out over the
next six months and the plants shut by
April 1993. It plans to keep its sales,
software and service operations, which
employ about 80 people in Springfield and
its information services in Vermont.

They blamed the closings on decreased
demand caused by a soft worldwide
economy has left Digital . . .with excess
worldwide manufacturing capacity," said
Edward D. McDonough, vice president for
manufacturing and logistics.

He said the Maynard-based company
will remain in the computer manufactur-
ing businesses and described the plant
closings as part ofits efforts to restructure
its operations to become more competitive.

Since 1989, Digital, the nation's second-
largest computer maker, has cut 27,000
jobs. It reported a huge loss in its fiscal

year, which ended June 27, of$2.8 billion.

In the most recent quarter, which ended
Sept. 26, it reported losses of $260.5 mil-
lion and the elimination of 5,3000 jobs.
The cuts brought its work force to 108,500
people.

At the time. President Robert B.
Palmer, who took over earlier this month
from Digital co-founder Kenneth Olson,
said he expected the company eventually
to cut its payroll to 90,000 people.

The workers are to get a reduced sev-
erance package announced by the com-
pany last week. Those with up to 10 years
of company service will get a lump sum
payment of nine weeks pay plus one
week's pay for every year of service, ac-
cording to Digital spokeswoman Nikki
Richardson.

lack of safety anywhere on the campus,
whether it be the classroom, the dormi-
tory room, the library, or various other
offices.

Finally, there was some discussion on
solutions. Mosteveryone agreed that there
needed to be a vehicle to put out the
concerns of women of color.

"Because women are silenced in many
ways, I think there should be room in the
media or in other programs for women to
express their concerns and to support one
another," remarked another student at
the rally.

money
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Kelley said he didn't think the laws
changed.

"I don't think a judge looked at this
case and made a law stating the Uni-
versity could keep the money, and then
rescinded it," he said.

Alan Seewald, assistant town
council, said in his opinion, the money
was improperly paid to the University
and belonged to the town.

Seewald wouldn't comment on
whether or not the laws had changed
over the years or if action would be
taken against the University, but also
said "there are so many courts because
reasonable people can differ."

Kelley said he hoped to start taking
action next week, and estimated the
cost of litigation to be between $3 000
and $10,000.

Chernoff said the University was
working with the town to straighten
out this issue.

To make people aware of what is

happening, Kelley said he would take
out paid advertisements if necessary.

Chernoffsaid the University wasn't
acting like a "deadbeat."

"I don't think any responsible per-
son in government believes that," she
said. "Larry Kelley is a man ofextrava-
gant language. He makes some good
points, but he is excitable."

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst
413.253.2563

Winter Session 1993
January 4-25

Yes, you can f
Register for Winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions do not
APPLY for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass

student, all you have

TO do is just sign up.

Over 100 credit

courses.

Earn 3 credits in just

3 short weeks!
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Registration begins

November 14.
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Education,
6th floor
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Division of
Continuing Education

Have a great
time en us.

There's no better way to spend the day than
enjoying simple pleasures with a special
friend. So don't let the best time ofyour life
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Clinton will bring change I

Bush the comeback kid
Al Go^t^rn^twtfn^^^^^^

dexr^ocratic ticket ofBUI Clinton and
V^rlZV u u ^ ^^^ *^® presidency. Clinton and Gore are the only

^Sp 4"a " '"'"" ' """^^ commitment to change, a changt tl

the^frri'T''"''' ^1^" "^^\ ^"* *^^*^" ^^"^^ *^^ American people inthe long mn. By investing in America, Clinton will create jobs We notoverseas. His economic plan gradually cuts the deficit over a pSod of y'ears

cutTramSr '''"' """^" "'"'"" '"' '"'"' secu^y.^ll /otl

f\.Jt^
Clinton's Imowledge of health care and Gore's of the environment

being ofthe American people now and in future generations

r.nHfJ!t""^nf^'^'
?'' ''" ^' Students, Clinton and Gore are the onlycandidates who have shown a commitment to young people and education

Clinton served as co-chair at the President's Education Summit in 1989 andArkansas, under his governorship, has been nationally recognized for its
education improvements. Furthermore, in a time where racial and gender
discrimination plagues this campus- and this nation- Clinton/Gore is theonly ticket that has not ignored these issues. They have addressed them with
compassion, concern and a sincere promise for change.

George Bush promised us several changes, but his administration has yet
to come through. In a time when this campus and this nation scream for
reform Bill Chnton and Al Gore have what it takes— open minds.Wed also like to emphasize how important it is to participate in this
election. You have the power to be heard, your voice is your vote The
government should be for the people- ifyou give up your vote, you give up
your rights. VOTE! '-^ s v

A funny thing happened since last Fri-
day: the comeback kid has stepped out of
the ditch which politicians and pundits
alike had thrown him in, and back on the
electoral college highway, it looks like
President George Bush will not stop until
he reaches 1-270.

This will be my last column before
Super Tuesday, and I will devote it to the
many reasons why voters should support
our president.

There are those who believe that the
American people are constantly in need of
someone watching over them, for they are
incapable of leading successful and inde-
pendent lives on their own. Bill Clinton is

one ofthese people . President Bu.sh is not.

Michael

MORRISSEY

Women left in Stone Ase
Move over Ward and June, and make

way for the '90s, the decade in which women
are finally supposed to receive the equal
treatment they desei-ve. Unfortunately,
though the years have passed, sometimes
it seems like we are back in the Stone Age
with Fred and Wilma, and for us women
that's nothing to Yabba dabba doo about.
We are currently living in the heyday of

gender discrimination. The phrase was
coined to describe the wrongful restrictions
made on women due simply to their sex.
Gender discrimination, which has come to
settle in the work force, is anything that
deliberately keeps women out ofthe work
force, for no reason other than their sex.
unless it serves a national good.

Stephanie

EISENBERG
Under these classifications, many old

issues begin to resurface under this new
heading. One such issue is abortion, or
more so, anti-abortion. Although abortion
is traditionally thought ofas a moral issue,

these new facets place it where it belongs,
in the category of discrimination.

The biological differences between men
and women make it understandable that
when a woman becomes pregnant she will

need to temporarily remove herself from
the job place. Since she has made the
conscious decision to bear a child, she then
understands that her displacement from
the work force is inevitable.

That's all fine and dandy, yet many
women choose not to have children, even if

they do become pregnant. Under current
law, they are permitted to have an abor-

tion, enabling them to remain in the work
force. If abortion becomes illegal, as pro-

lifers would like, many unfortunate women
vrill be forced to carry a child they don't

want. In addition to all the other idiocy

and lunacy thatcomes vrith viewingwomen
as baby making machines, women forced

to carry a baby are forced to remove
themselves from the work force.

That's right folks, by forcing women to

have children they don't want, by outlaw-

ing abortion, you are keeping them from
the work force. According to some of the
new discrimination laws, this can be
viewed as a form ofgender discrimination.
Now this would be a key place for all of

you snoozing pro-lifers to tune in. As if it

wasn't crime enough foryou to try to shove
women back with good old Wilma and
Betty in the Stone Age, you could actually
be committing a crime by outlawing
abortion. And since I would never want to
see all ofyou "lovely" people go to jail, I'm
considering this my civic duty toward
mankind (although womankind is more
appropriate) and warning you. So get the
hell out of the road and stop blocking
abortion clinics, before you're faced with a
hefly gender discrimination lawsuit —
one that I would be all too happy to file!

I'm not vain enough to think that I'm the
first person who came up with this clever
deduction. Denying abortions to women is

a way of preserving the male hierarchial
structure and societal order that has tradi-
tionally been associated vrith the work force.

Denying abortions to women makes them
more vulnerable in thejob place, and makes
them more susceptible to further types of
gender discrimination. Denying abortions
to women is a sneaky way of removing
them from the work force and placing them
back in the private home front. And when
viewed in the context of gender discrimi-
nation, it is also illegal.

With times and the government the
way they are, it is rare that abortion will
ever be viewed in this context, since we
are dominated by a society of "holier than
thou" types who think abortion is murder
but gender discrimination is nifty. Abor-
tion is more than a moral issue, and women
should not be kept out of the work force
simply because they are able to bear
children. Hopefully by the time we get to
the Space Age, the "holier than thou"
types will have either died out or gotten a
clue, and George and Jane Jetson will

have some promising news for us.

In the true philosophy of conservative
politics. Bush has fought a successful battle
to keep the federal government out of our
hospitals, our places ofwork, our churches
and our pockets. Bush's laissez-faire gov-
ernment has kept Big Brother off our
backs by maintaing low income taxes,
fighting against "environmental" bills
which harass large profit-making corpo-
rations, and standing up against socialist
reform for national health care.

Bush has also fought AIDS by spend-
ing more money than any of the forty
previous presidents combined. The
president is dedicated to the well-being of
this country, and it has shown.

This is simply a highlight ofthe things
Bush has done domestically. To go into
what he has done globally (contributed to
the fall of communism, the tearing down
of the Berlin Wall, the protection of
countries such as Kuwait and Panama) in
his first term would take from now until
12 midnight Tuesday, which is Clinton's
estimated time of concession.

The glowing report on the economy of
the third quarter, which was revealed
Tuesday, is simply the tool Bush needs to

ply his way to electoral college supremacy.
Despite the charges of the (liberal) press,
despite the naysayers and doomsdayers
in Congress, the economy has improved
for six straight quarters, which has
demonstrated that the recession is over.

The economy was the lone issue that
the Democrats held in their grasp as a
weapon to slash Bush's credibility. The
public now sees that the economy, thought
ofas the Democrats' machete, turns out to
be nothing worse than a table spoon. Voters
have begun to swing and the election may
turn out differently than the liberal press
might have hoped.

When Bu.sh did not give speeches that
would rival Socrates, Lincoln, or Reagan,
the press tried to bury him. Democratic
spin doctors thought that Clinton won the
third debate, and magazines such as Time
had Slick Willie's face on the cover, ana-
lyzing what he will do ifelected president.
Because the liberals held the vague "has
to hit a home run" phrase up to Bush, he
failed to live up to their expectations.

Yet George Herbert Walker Bush has
never been a home run hitter, even back
when he was the captain of the Yale Uni-
versity baseball team. What he was. and
is, is a true leader. He also is a very good
singles hitter, a man who will constantly
and tirelessly hack away until his team
wins.

He has finally begun to drive home his
policies and his ideology, and the newest
Gallup poll among likely voters has Slick
Willie's lead down to 2 percentage points,
with o plus /minus margin ofSpenent. Do
you know what that means: it means we
have a dead heat.

Bush has guaranteed that he will win
reelection, and like the pedigiee that he is,

he will beat Slick Willie (a horse of a
inferior breed) out by a nose and preserve
our way of life in the United States of
America. The comeback kid is back, and
the communist kid is history.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Olver s work supports higher ed
The Graduate Employee Organi zation/

District 65/UAW, a labor union of gradu-
ate students at UMass/Amherst who work
as teachingand research assistants, voted
to endorse Democrat John Olver in his bid
for re-election to the First Congressional
District seat. Because our membership is

dependent upon the University not only
for our education but also for our liveli-

hood, we are concerned that the Congres-
sional representative from our area be
completelycommitted to higher education.
Congressman Olver's unfailing support
for the University during his many years
representing us in Boston should be seen
as a starting point of what we feel will be
a lifelong task of advocacy on behalf of
higher education.

As the sole Massachusetts member of
the Education Committee, Congressman
Olver has already made his presence felt.

He has cosponsored legislation recently
passed by the House expanding the avail-

ability offederal grants and loans to work-
ing families and increases this aid for

nontraditional students. With .so many ui

Western Massachusetts out of work, this
legislation will be welcome news to those
returning to school in order to help
themselves off the unemployment line.

Olver helped secure over $5 million in

federal educational funding for Western
Massachusetts. Education is the key to

America's future as a leader in the post-
industrial global economy, and John Olver
has already been helping to make that
future come to life; think ofwhat he can do
if he has the opportunity to serve a full

term. Please help him to continue his
excellent work as a supporter ofeducation
in Washington, D.C., by casting your vote
for him on Nov. 3.

Tristram C. Carpenter, Jr.
Political Action Coordinator,

GEO/District 65/UAW

Perot backers Hving in dream world

Stephanie Eisenberg is a UMass stu-
dent.

Join struggle for liberty and vote
Americans know that the time for expla-

nation is over. The time for action is here.

We know that real equality ofopportunity

among all races and creeds can no longer be

denied. Let us move to the higher gi-ound of

action given to us by our founding fathers.

We, as college students have a chance to

make a change. So regardless of political

faith, get out there and vote!

Ifyou need a ride to the polls or infor-

mation on where to vote call 545-0341 or

come to Room 420 in the Student Union.

Polls are open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.

The struggle for individual liberty is

the crucial political conflict of our times.
What America thinks about liberty and,
even more important, what America does
about liberty, affects the policies of every
government and the people ofevery nation.
More than at any other time in our history
we in America cannot be confuse about
what liberty is but must seek broad, deep
agreement on what liberty means and
how we must secure it. Vote Democrat on
Nov.3 and demand a change.

Manuel Aguilar
Northampton

I was dismayed by a letter from a Perot
supporter that appeared last Wednesday
ICoZ/e^ian, Oct. 21 1. The author cited some
very legitimate concerns regarding the
present state of politics in this country we
are all familiar with— politicians cater to
powerful interests, are not often respon-
sive to their constituents, etc. This is in
itself is disturbing. However, what really
worries me is that the author is party to
some widespread and very dangerous
misconception; first, that Ross Perot has a
better character than either of the other
candidates, and second, that once in office
he will carry out his ambitious agenda.

Regarding the first: time Perot entered
this race ostensibly as an outsider intent
on providing the American voters with a
choice in candidates that is not party to
special interests, and to make the point
that the existing candidates were be-
holding to special interests to an unac-
ceptable degi-ee in American politics. It is

ironic that v hat Perot has done is illustrate

what is really wrong with this country:
that it is prey to the whims of megaloma-
niacs, both in politics and in the private
sector, who are willing and able to ma-
nipulate politics to suit their own pur-
poses and to indulge their own egos. In
this light it is obvious that Perot is not the
solution to the problem, he is the problem.

Another misconception is that if this
maniac were in the oval office he would
miraculously to clear up the nation's
problems. What Perot has left out of the
equation is the principle of checks and
balances that was prudently included m
the Consitution. A Perot administration
would result in a paralysis in government
between a loose cannon i n the White House
and an alienated and hostile Congre.ss. Of
course the reality of the situation is that
Perot will not win; he hasn't a prayer and
those who deny merely confirm that they
are living in a dream world.

David Fahl-King
Northampton
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New book challenges
'Little House' series
By KENDALL J. WILLS
Associated Press

KANSAS CITY. Mo. — Laura
Ingall's Wilder's "Little House" series
about frontier life were ghostwritten
by her daughter, a professor contends.
But others say it's not so clear where
the writingends and the editingbegins.

In a forthcoming book , William
Holtz challenges the image of Wilder
as a literary Grandma Moses and
credits Rose Wilder Lane with every-
thing that make the children's books
"stand up and sing."

"I am saying the daugher substan-
tially rewrote it, excising parts, writ-
ing dramatic themes, changing dia-
logue. If this isn't ghostwriting, what
is?" the University of Missouri profes-
sor of English said Wednesday.

Some of Holtz's colleagues counter
that the Wilders collaborated on the
series published in the 1930s and that
the daughter was simply an editor.

"Her fingerprints are all over these
books," said William Anderson, a
Michigan author who has written sev-
eral books on Wilder's family. "But I

just don't think it is fair to say she did
80 or 90 percent of the writing."

If Lane had been a ghostwriter,
HarperCollins Children's Books would
have given her credit as co-author, said
spokesman William Morris. Its prede-
cessor companies published nearly 25
million copies of the books.

Wilder, who had earlier written for
newspapers and a Missouri farm jour-
nal, began writing books at age 65 at
her daughter's urging. She had the

Turn to SERIES, page 9

Franken releases book
SNVs Smalley IS good enough
By SCOTT WILSON
Associated Press

NEW YORK— Stuart Smalley is not a
licensed therapist. He is, however, a
memberofseveral 12-step recovery groups,
including Overeaters Anonymous, Debt-
ors Anonymous, Al-Anon and Adult Chil-
dren of Alcoholics. He broke up with his
"rage-aholic" girlfriend, Dale, more than a
year ago. It's been tough.

Still, he's managed to get his own self-

help and daily affirmation program on
cable TV, which airs on NBC's "Saturday
Night Live" every now and then. And he's
on the cover of this month's Sober Times
magazine.
Stuart is obtuse, vaguely narcissistic,

shy, hopelessly neurotic and co-dependent,
and yet has a certain sweetness and dumb
courage. He fails and yet, each time, he
picks himself up and resumes his journey
of recovery.

Stuart is fictional. He's the creation of
"SNL" writer-producer-performer Al

Franken, who also wrote a Dell paperback
of Stuart's daily affirmations: "I'm Good
Enough, I'm smart Enough, And Doggone
It, People like Me."

"It's a long title — but that's OK!"
Franken insists, lapsing into Stuart's
character. "It's catchy."

See? Already, Stuart has begun to for-

give himself for the long title.

Last week, Franken conducted a three-
hour "satellite tour" of25 cities, talkinglive
with news anchors and reporters about
his book. Actually, it was Stuart who did
the interviews, 'cause, dam it, he's good
enough!

"There were just a couple who couldn't
accept that Stuart was there, not Al,"
Franken said. "One of them asked me,
'Now Stuart, what does Al Franken do in
his spare time?"

Spare time? The short answer is that
Al Franken has no spare time. His job at
SNL is full time. He's co-writing and co-
producing Sunday's Nov. 1 election spe-

Turn to BOOK, page 9
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Anderson's Views from the Outside
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Don't kid yourself. Disasters can prove
to be defining moments of an era. We all
know where we were when we learned
that the shuttle Challenger exploded or
when news arrived that Brady Bunch
daddy Robert Reed bought the farm. Yet
very few could recite the accomplishments
of the many successful Space Shuttle
missions, or for that matter of anything
having to do with Eve Plumb.

(You know. Jan? Right next to Alice on
the tic-tac-toe board credits?)

Every human endeavor has its share of
disasters. The world of Wall Street has
Ivan Boesky, the v/orld ofArt has Christo
that guy who wraps islands in plastic, the
world of architecture and design has...

well . .
.
Christo that guy who wraps islands

in plastic, and the world of television has
The New Monkees.

Disastrous in more ways than one. the
1987 TV show The New Monkees, admit-
tedly a brilliant piece oftrash-marketing,
cashed in on the mid-eighties revival mania
surrounding its predecessors. (Who, it

bears repeating, started off as their own
unabashed cash-in.)

Unfortunately, Monkees: The Next
Generation did distinguish itselffrom the
original formula in one significant way.
That is, unlike the story of the Pre-Fab
Four, the televised antics of Larry, Dino,
Jared and Marty (the Pre-Flab Four?)
lasted about as many weeks as a mild case
of the gout. For good reason too: The New
Monkees episodes tended to reek so fouly as
to cause severe swellingand excessive fluid

build-up in many of its regular viewers.
The lads released an album under their

name which, truth be told, they didn't
have a whole lot to do with. Big surprise

there, sports fans.

The songs on their eponymously self-
titled album that, conveniently enough,
happens to be named The New Monkees
are not severely wound-inflicting or even
painfully torturous. Side one is certainly
not as bad as being stuck in a mine shaft
with only a leafblower to digyour way out.
The flipsidemay even prove more tolerable
than undergoing root canal work as
practiced by caffeine-junkie oral surgeons
in the land of recurrent earthquakes.

Having denigrated the show ( nay, way
oflife seems more fitting) to such extremes,
in fairness I should note that at the time I

too was swept up in the enthusiasm for a
Monkees that the youth oftoday could call
its own.

Hindsight, always being partial to-
wards the winner, exposes the fatuous
nature of the dream I was chasing. Yet to
this day I cannot help but be moved by the
words I wrote upon first viewing Larry,
Dino, Jared and Marty: "Hail to the new
standard-bearers! Having just last year
been immortalized by The Replacements'
' Bastards of Young,' our generation now
has a television show which sets us apart
from the pernicious, dominant and ho-
mogenizing influence of the baby-boomer
demographic."

And then the show flopped. I'm so em-
barrassed.

Naturally, the inevitable question must
be posed. Where are they now? Surely, fate
has brought them lucrative Nutra-Sweet
commercial offers or maybe even a chance
to portray that Jean Luc waiter guy the
two dismal and apparently mentally-de-
ficient middle-aged women drool about
over their "international" coffee. ("Okay,
we're here in Paris! Let's skip the muse-
ums, historical monuments or any other
place we might stand to learn something

The New Monkees
COURTESY WARNER BROTHERS

and just ogle at french waiters in some
tacky, American tourist-dive.")

Back-issues of magazines or newspa-
pers (not counting the highbrow win-a-
date-with-Menudo periodicals) offered
nothing to help pinpoint the whereabouts
ofAmerica's fallen teen idols. A long day of
library jockeying turned up nothing more
than a few half sheets of computer print-
out and several dull pencil stubs.

The other tact, locating our displaced
heroes through their record label, appeared
a reasonable option. One call to Warner
Brothers and the nice operator, after
taking down your size preference for the
comphmentary Bugs Bunny t-shirt, would
giveoutall the phone numbersyou needed.

And Juan Valdez picks coffee beans for
a living.

It probably would have been easier to

get the Time-Warner stockholders' meet-
ing to sing a round of "Cop Killer" than it

was to get the promotions department to

cough up any leads. No one would talk
New Monkees with me.

Are they ashamed of a flop? Did one of
the boys knock over a Seven Eleven re-

cently? Why the secretiveness?
I quickly discovered that prying open

the files of such dropped product could
only be done if some ex-member of the
team is still working with Warner Brothers
today. Short of flying out to Vegas and
getting the 411 from Wayne (he knows
all ), the old bait-and-switch appears to be
my only remaining approach.

Next week: The chase is on!

This week's movies on super spooky HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hey. movie lovers! Welcome to yet another installment
of the Campus Cable Connection. For those of you who
like kiddie movies (including myself, thank you), there
are some really cute ones this week, including The Ad-
ventures ofMilo and Otis, a simply adorable film with
the cutest animals to ever gi-ace the silver screen, in my
humble opinion. One note, though, the movie is narrated
by Dudley Moore, and narrated stupidly. You know how
everyone gets annoyed by Bob Sagget's interludes during
"America's Funniest Home Videos"? Same principle.
Dudley's a dork. Watch the movie with the volume turned
down, and you're in for a treat, trust me! An3rway, here
are the movies that will be shown from now until No-
vember 3rd.

Coming to America—Eddie Murphy, Arsenio Hall,
James Earl Jones. One of Eddie's better movies about a
rich prince who is yearning a bride that is more than just
a subservient beauty—he needs a woman who can match
his wits. ( Does that sound like Eddie to you?)Anyway , it's

very cute and—get this—not one obscenity comes forth
from Murphy's lips! Can you believe it? Arsenio is hys-
terical as Murphy's best buddy sent to watch over him in

New York . Watch for the speci al cameo appearances from
48 Hours. ^

Children OfA Lesser God—William Hurt, Marlee
Matlin, Piper Laurie. Touching film about a schoolteacher
who falls in love with a woman who he sees workingat the
school as a janitor. The janitor, played superbly by
Matlin, is a very intelligent woman but is hindered by her
hearing impairment causing her isolation from society.

The two leads' performances are simply phenomenal,
and this is a movie absolutely not to be missed, especially

the sex scene in the pool. Whew! What a steamer! ="'•=•=1/2

Godfather III—Al Pacino, Andy Garcia, Talia Shire.

Good try, but not even in the same ballpark of greatness

as the first two. It was obviously rushed for Oscar time,

and the last scene with Pacino grievingover his daughter
being shot was SOOOOOO obviously one of those scenes

where we expect to see it on the screen when they
announce the nominees for Best Actor. Now I know there

was a lot of discussion over the fact that Coppola's

granddaughter was horrible, and all I have to say is. . .she
is quite possibly THE worst actress I have ever seen. She
is an ugly, heinous troll, and Andy Garcia had to have
been severely hard up to go for her. What a woofer, and
the space between her ears is for rent. But the rest of the
movie, especially Garcia's acting, is somewhat laudable
--1/2

House Party—Christopher Reid, Robin Harris,
Christopher Martin. VERY funny movie about the events
before, during, and after a house party. Starring real-life
rapper Reid, the film has some moments that'll leave you
rolling. Ifyou need to have a good, honest laugh, catch this
movie. What the heck, HSCN plays it all the time for
SOME reason, right? *===n/2

MannequinTwo—NOTAndrew McCarthy ,NOT Kim
Basinger, and NOT anyone you'd want to see on a screen
for more than three seconds before screaming. I saw this
piece of(expletive

I over the summer at 3:30 a.m. on HBO.
I was in disbelief that any producer was proud enough to
put his name on the credits. It must have been a mercy
nriission from God, because I have not seen a movie so bad
since the first one, but then again the first one had good
actors. People, please, for your own safety and sanity, DO
NOT WATCH THIS MOVIE! I would rather be stark
naked in a leech infested lake than to sit through this film
again. 'Nuff said? NO STARS.

Point Break—Keanu Reeves, Patrick Swayze, Gary
Busey. Sigh. I reviewed this movie last semester and was
severely chastised by a certain member of the Marching
Band's drum line who shall remain nameless (we'll just
call him Rich), for talking about how cute Keanu Reeves'
butt looked in the wet suit, but quite honestly. Rich, it was
the only saving grace of the film. The acting was terrible,
the plot lacked EVERYTHING, and Gary Busey got so fat
that they had to break out the wide angle lens for close
ups! Give me a break! Am I to suffer through an entire
movie without seeing Keanu's delectable derriere? As if!

1/2 = for the movie, *'•=* for Keanu's butt! HA! Did it again
Rich.

Total Recall—Arnold Schwarzenegger. Rachel
Ticotin, Sharon Stone. Wow, director Paul Verhoeven
must have a thing for Sharon Stone, huh? I just saw his
steamy Basic Instinct for the first time last night. Gasp!
Anyway, Total Recall is one ofthe best AH-nold movies

to date. The special effects are outstanding, the acting is

worth praise, the plot is new and exciting, and there's
never a dull moment. As always, great music as well. If

you haven't seen it, you must. ••••"'

Rocky Horror Picture Show—Tim Curry. Susan
Sarandon. Barry Bostwick. This one's alway.s Ix'tter in
Cambridge, but what the heck. Still a fun film when seen
on HSCN about a straight couple. Janet and Brad, who
stumble onto a strange town of Transylvanian tian.sves-
tite whackos. Outstanding music by Meatloaf. though he
is a tough one to look at. I guess the name says kail, huh?
At least watch it with a bunch of friends who have seen
it in Cambridge. It's a major cult classic!

'

"
=

U2 Rattle and Hum—Excellent film as the famed
Irish band takes it on the road. For some strange reason,
parts are in black and white and others are in color.'

Weird. Anyway, their version of"Helter Skelter" is abso-
lutely amazing. I kept rewinding and rewinding to see it

over and over again. Bono and The Edge are fantastic as
always, but some parts drag. U2 should have just kept to
the music and left the trip to Graceland out. "

Movies that are on HSCN but are not reviewed are:
Bride of Reanimator, Dead Again. Lawnmower
Man, Gladiator, Night in Heaven. Physical Evi-
dence. Ragtime, The Super, Where the Boys Are. and
Young Guns II.

Halloween Cheese-a-thon
WMUA 91.1 F.M. will be presenting the first

annual Halloween Cheese-a-thon this Saturday
night from midnight until 6 a.m. Join hosts Mark,
Jarvis and Jim as they spin six hours of the
absolute worst in recorded music. They will be
joined in the studio by Tom Ardolino, drummer for
the band NRBQ. and other lovers ofthe abysmally
horrible.

Mark. D.J. of the Nasty Notes, says, "The
management reserves the right to play Don Ho at
any moment if matters get out of hand."

—Lisa Curtis

Collegian Arts - it's an adventure.
Come by and check out all the wonderful opportunities that await you.

We're located in the basement of the Campus Center on the opposite end of the ATM's.
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Tritt's new album puts drive into country
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Correspondent

T-R-O-U-B-L-E
Travis Tritt

Warner Brothers

While Garth Brooks decided to rest on his laurels with
his new album, Travis Tritt's latest release, T-R-O-U B-
L-E, gives further proof that he is a force to be reckoned
with in the country music world.

The follow up to his brilliant sophomore album It's All
About to Change, TROUBLE follows the same for-
mula as Tritt's first two albums: exhilarating country
rockers balanced with soulful ballads.

TROUBLE gets off to a bang with the first song,
"Looking Out For Number One." This tune is a typical
Tritt rock 'n roller which cruises along with all the power
ofThe Black Crowes and a Southern flair that only Travis
has the patent for. In the song, Tritt announces that he
will begin to concentrate on his own feelings rather than
those of others.

Another down-home rocker is the title track, which
couples clever lyrics with powerhouse guitars and rip-
roaring vocals to produce one ofTritt's best songs to date.
The speed and force of this track are reminiscent of the
Tritt classic "Put Some Drive In Your Country" from his
debut album, Cow/j^/n/C/wif). but "T-R-O-U-B-L-E" is even
more upbeat than the earlier tune.

In contrast to Garth Brooks, whose songs sometimes
walk a fine line between country and pop, Tritt's feet are
firmly planted on Southern ground. He is a pure country
singer, more comparable to Alan Jackson than Brooks or
Randy Travis. Tritt explains his style best in the afore-
mentioned hit, "Put Some Drive In Your Country," when
he says that "I made myself a promise, when I was just a

kid/ I'd mix Southern rock and country, that's just what
I did."

While the album thrives when Tritt plays hard and
fast, it suffers at points when he slows things down. "Can
I Trust You With My Heart," while mechanically well
done, is a bit sappy and lifeless. The same can be said for
"When I Touch You," the only really bad song on the al-
bum. Travis aims to create a moving love song here but
instead produces a laughable mess which is well below
his standards.

While Garth Brookes walks a fine line

between country and pop, Tritt's feet

are firmly planted on Southern
ground.

With the exception of those two songs, however, the
album is on a par with Tritt's first two albums, which
were fantastic. "Lord Have Mercy On The Working Man"
is a pleasant and twangy tune in which Tritt discusses
the perils ofblue collar America. "I Wish I Could Go Back
Home" is this album's answer to "Drift Off To Dream,"
from Country Club, a genuine heartfelt tear-jerker.

Another of Tritt's scornful tracks in the spirit of last
year's "Here's a Quarter (Call Someone Who Cares) is "A
Hundred Years." In the song, Tritt sings about love gone
awry but shrugs it offby saying that none of it will matter
in a hundred years.

With the release of T-R-O-U-B-L-E, Travis Tritt has
added to the steadily growing body ofevidence that he is

the number one contender in the fight for the country
music crown. While Garth Brooks and Randy Travis are
both past their peak, the young Tritt is well on his way to
a long and fruitful career in the country music world.

COUP resY randee st. Nicholas
Travis Tritt
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1992-93 UMASS Minuteman
Mascot Tryouts! i;

Attention students! ^^^
Are you energetic, athletic and willing to promote
the successful tradition of UMASS Athletics?
If .so we would like you as our UMASS MINUTMAN
MASCOT for the 1992/93 school year. <r.

Mascot tryouts will be held on November 8, 9 & 10^

1992 at the Curry Hick's "CAGE" arena.
For all those interested please contact Margaret
Driscoll at the UMASS Athletic Dept. in Boyden
Building room 203. 545-3190. ' y
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cial "Saturday Night Live's Presidential Bash."
On Tuesday, he'll be Comedy Central's anchor for

election coverage, a stint he began with the State of the
Union speech.

Franken also has a screenplay in development with
co-writer Ron Bass. It's tellingly titled "Disgruntled
Former Employee" and it's a comedy, he said; the final
draft should use up his Christmas break.

Franken is a little shy and very delighted when a
critical reader compliments his book.

"I think it's the best thing I've ever done," he said. "It

has a lot of ( 12 Step) program wisdom, Hke "Denial is not
just another river in Egypt."

"And it has handy survival tips for people from dys-
functional families."

"One affirmation is; 'When I go home to visit my
family, I will stay at a motel.' The book's only been out a
week, but I've been told that has saved several lives."

Franken acknowledges that Stuart is an "extreme
example" of the recovery program mentality. He also
acknowledges Stuart's less-than funny origins.

"I belong to an anonymous fellowship of friends and
relatives of drunks and recovering alcoholics," he said.

series
continued from page 6

BURGERS • HOT DOGS
FRIES •ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES"FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

equivalent of an eigth-grade education.
By the time she died in 1957, Wilder had published 10

books. Another was published after her death. Lane died
in 1968.

Holtz's claims are made in his biography of Lane,
"The Ghost in the Little House," to be published in the
spring by University ofMissouri Press. Lane's heir gave
Holtz access in 1976 to family letters, diaries and
manuscripts.

"I think what the manuscripts, the diary and the
letters indicate is that (Wilder) was an amatuerish
writer from beginning to end and that everything that
makes the 'Little House' books stand up and sing is what
the daughter did to them," Holtz said in a telephone
interview from Columbia.

He said Lane was an established writer before Wilder
became famous, writing novels, articles for national
magazines and biographies of Henry Ford and Herbert
Hoover.

"Have to finish my mother's goddamnjuvenile, which
has stopped me flat," Lane wrote to a friend about
WiWer's "On the Banks of Plum Creek."

"Change the beginning ifyou want," Wilder wrote her
daughter. "Do anythingyou please with (the) damn stuff"
ifyou will fix it up."

}l

platforms
continued from page I

next four years."

The Bush plan will reduce the military spending to

251 billion dollars in 1997, a 15 percent reduction from
this year's level, while the Clinton plan as outlined by his
advisors proposes a 20 percent cut, setting the 1997
defense budget 234 billion dollars, same level as 1975
which was a low year in the post-Korea war period,
according to Feinstein.

Under the Bush Administration, Feinstein said, the
defense spending cuts were done reluctantly. And if

Bush is re-elected, we will see a "Status Quo Plus" and
more arms sale, while it is "fair to expect that Clinton will

pursue more seriously the idea of limiting the U.S.
conventional arms sale," said Feinstein.

Feinstein predicted that in defense and arms control,
Clinton will face "very much the same problems that
Jimmy Carter did."

"Perceived as someone who lacks foreign policy ex-
perience, he may lack a certain confidence in operating
independently in this area," said Feinstein.

Morris
continued from page I

the period covered by the documents, roughly 1989 to

1991. He confirmed incidents reported on what appear to
be his expense accounts, suggesting the documents are
legitimate.

He also confirmed that Phillip Morris pursued a strat-
egy of making charitable contributions to organizations
in the districts of key legislators.

"They did do a lot ofcharitable contributions," he said.
"That's not a campaign contribution."

Craig Fuller, vice president for corporate affairs at
Phillip Morris Inc. New York, neither confirmed nor
denied the accuracy of the documents. But he emphati-
cally denied that the company's donating program is

driven by political goals.

"It's directed toward helpingcommunities in which we
have people living or working or consuming our prod-
ucts," he said Thursday. After the contributions are
made, he said, "It's certainly understandable that our
Washington office would be interested in our activities."

"It's possible that elected officials would bring to our
attention community needs," he said. "But that happens
on both sides of the aisle."

A file on Sen. Bob Kasten, R-Wisc, shows that during
the past decade Phillip Morris made some 5,000 separate
contributions to high schools, colleges, public televsion,
arts organizations. Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, the Kidney
Foundation and other groups in Wisconsin.

The CoUegian-
What a party.

If you would like to come and
have some fun stop by the

Campus Center, room 113 and
find out more about it.

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

Amherst

Laundromat
()|)cii 7 dajT
Kani'9pm

Orop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

^

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY

NOT!

Don't belieye" every thing you hea^^the Air
Force cofvlinues to seek ou tsta^rffr^Qstuden ts

to fill futurl"*of ficer. requir'emeint$V' See
yourself becomirfg a l6ad(&r>'*graduating from
college ad in Air F^o'rgexbffitSet with fully
developed qualified ofv,6r\ar deter and mana-
gerial ability. NotJciS, tOoi, the oppor tunit ies.j

Li^6 eligibility for Scholarjbhip programs that
can pay tuit,ion\'ifextbo<>Hlsi fees. ..even $100
in fax-t*,6e-JWcome.^iach ppademic month

Visualize ^ cr/sp unifort|Jthat reflects
pride Ifi yourself ar1a\yo|i ability to accept
challende . Get the plctu|^?:*'Now make a call!

\
54 5-24S^/24 37

AIM HIGH—AIR FORGE
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UMass racial attack
OK'd for prosecution
NORTHAMPTON ( AP) — A judge on

Thursday cleared the way for prosecution
of a Framingham man accused of a racial

attack at the center of racial strife on the
University of Massachusetts campus at
Amherst.

The suspect, an 18-yearold White male,
is accused of assault and civil rights vio-

lations for allegedly punching a Black
student at a campus dormitory.

The alleged assailant accused the Black
student, 22 year-old Arlens Barosy of
Worcester, ofattacking him first. But Judge
Alvertus Moms dismissed that counter-
claim during Thursday's show-cause
hearing in Northampton District Court.

The suspect, who is not a student at the
campus, was visiting friends there, au-
thorities sav.

The alleged attack on Sept. 25 set off a
storm of anger on campus, including an
alleged spree ofanti-White slurs in a dorm
by minority students.

University officials are now negotiating
with minority students over a set of de-
mands, including greater security and
increased minority representation among
students and faculty.

In his decision, Morris said there was
enough evidence to warrent formal charges
against the alleged assailant. "I think if

Barosy was white, this incident would not
have occured," the judge said.

More than 30journalists and spectators

watched the hearing. Show-cause hearings
are usually closed to the public, but au-
thorities decided to open Thursday's pro-

ceeding in the highly publicized case.

*MDC' stands for

Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

The Collegian wasn't always daily.

It mustn't have been called

the MDC then.

The UMass Theater Guild presents

t^ y:^H

HAIR <
The American Tribal-Love Rocl< Musical if

f
October 29, 30, & 31, 1992

8 pm Studer^t Unior^ Ballroom

u

Jickeis on sale at Tix Unlimited

$4 sfudenis $6 non-students

General Admission

May not be suitable tor some viewers H

Experience

Real-life working experience.
That's what really matters once you graduate.
Like the skills you learn working at the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, the largest independently-run college daily in New
England.

In fact, many of our current staffers spent their summers
working at The Holyoke Transcript, The Middlesex News, WLVl
TV-56, The Boston Globe, WEEI, The Berkshire Eagle and the
Associated Press.

And our alumni? They hold jobs at almost every major paper in
the nation.

At the Collegian, you learn the skills you'll really need - from
brainstorming for news features to writing stories on tight
deadlines.

It's cool, casual and you can go at your own pace.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
News Desk •113 Campus Center • 545-0719

The News Desk is looking for new writers.
Contact David Massey, News Editor.

Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967

The Collegian is looking
for writers for the

following departments:
Black Affairs

Third World Affairs
Multicultural Affairs
Women's Issues
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues
Jewish Affairs
Call 545-3500 or visit our office in the basement

The Collegian is an EOE

t ^i ai ct M
^4e ^eat (^^cftedc Scc^^
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Dclivciy for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ I 5

#^

<j^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH^ Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.
Bi-unch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

-^- 'Luncheon Specials served 1 l:50-3pm - $3 25

^^' ^ TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9. Amherst 25M252
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Clinton's optimism
may help him win votes

(AP) — Democrat Bill Clinton — the
candidate who was born in Hope, Ark. —
has tried to frame the election as a choice
between "hope and fear." He has called
repeatedly for racial unity and closed his
nomination acceptance speech with the
line, "I still believe in a place called Hope."

That may be a good stance to take.
Candidates who either didn't discuss
problems or made them seem surmount-
able won 18 of 22 presidential elections
from 1900 to 1984, according to a study by
political psychologist Harold Zullow of
Columbia University and psychologist
Martin Seligman of the University of
Pennsyvania. Among the victors:
Eisenhower, Johnson and Reagan.

President Bush is having trouble con-
vincing some voters he has a way to fix
their problems. Independent Ross Perot's
call for share sacrifice is not what most
people want to hear. Almost by process of
elimination, Clinton has become a re-
pository for intangible hopes.

In Ypsilanti, the doomed plant workers
call Clinton there only hope. In College
Station. Texas, Neal Van Alfen says
Chnton will revive the caring of the past.

"Twenty years ago we had a real sense
that we had a responsibility to the environ-

ment and to each other. I don't see that as
much anymore. I'm disappointed in how
the country has changed," says Van Alfen,
a plant pathology professor at TexasA&M.

Blacks in the AP poll were more pessi-
mistic than Whites about the state of race
relations a decade from now. But many
have great hopes that Clinton will diffuse
tensions.

"If we don't sit down and talk to one
another and reach some common ground,
we're in trouble," says Johnson. "Clinton
believes in racial equality and doesn't
believe in devisiveness. The message has
to be sent from the top. That sets the
climate and the tone."

Turner, the granddaughter ofa former
slave, sees, "too many Black men out of
jobs, too many white men selling Black
boys crack." She, too, is counting on "re-
sponsible leadership" at the White House
to help ease the trials of the black com-
munity.

In 10 years, she says, "there will be
jobs, people will understand each other
and respect each other race-wise and
Blacks will sense and feel the value of life

much more than they do now." After a
pause she adds, "It's wishful thinking, but
it's within the area of responsibility."

^
If you're happy and you know it

read the Collegian.

2 NIGHT!

BASH!!
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30™ with BARK LIKE A DOG
SAT., OCTOBER 31^ WITH MOMGHANI

BOTH BEGIN AT 9 pm
A TRIGHTFUU.Y" FUN TIME FOR ALU
60 oz. Miller Genuine Draft Pitchers ^3^'

Munchies! Prizes! Fun!

HADLEY PUB • ROUTE 9 • HADLEY

MEDITATIOI\
POWER
&

E]VLIGHTErVME]\T

Saturdays, 11AM- 12PM
The Unitarian Universalist Church

121 North Pleasant Street

Amherst

Instructor - Chitananda

Andrew
Friday, October 30, 1992 / Page 1

1

continued from page 1

Dade County officials have waited for
weeks for the arrival of thousands of
housing vouchers to help people left
homeless to pay rent. More than 5,000
people are on waiting lists for the help.

But the office of Housing and Urban
Development is still waiting for the Office
of Management and Budget to turn over

extension

the money. "We've got the plans, we're
just waiting for the order to fire," said
Mario Marti, director of the county's spe-
cial housing program.

Insured homeowners are also facing
bureaucratic hassles. Elizabeth Henretig,
75, was ready to use insurance money to
repair her home of 17 years after Andrew
swept through.

continued from page 3

Gerber is very optimistic despite the
economic budget crisis. He has travelled
extensively to the Carribbean, Asia and
Africa, working and learning more about
culture, agriculture and the environment.
He also served as Associate director ofthe
experiment station in the department of
Foods and Natural Sciences at the
Univerity ofllUnois.

Gerber says that learning styles are

within the context of culture is another
aspect by which we can foster better
business relations and help acheive goals
more effectively.

"Our basic philosophy is helping people,
help themselves. Most of the people that
work with us are volunteers. 4-H is run by
volunteers. Ouryouth development model
approach is very collaborative, not com-
petitive in the sense that it promotes co-
operation and team building," said Gerber.

The Collegian would
like to remind you to

please vote in the
upcoming election.

If you don't then we
don't want to hear

you complain that you
don't like who won.

Got a deal?

(5plrlt^«^
LIQUOR STORE r

CORRECTIONS
Post Road Ale epak $4.59 (+dep)

Gallo Burgandy Chablis Rhine 15 l $4.49

Catamount Gold Amber Porter 6 pak . $4.69 (-t-dep)

Poland Springs Vodka 1 75 l $9.99

VISA & AAASTERCARD ACCEPTED
Open 9 am 338 College Street/253-5384
- 11 pm One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

News

Sports

Arts

Connics

Crosswords

Horoscope

Opinion

Lunch

Everybody reads us.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
545-3500
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Rugby beats Yale, faces
Harvard in N.E.T.

COLLEGIAN

By STEVE GREGG
Collegian Correspondent

Coming ofT their first league loss last
Saturday. 34-0 at the hands ofDartmouth,
UMass looked to rebound in the rain, mud
and cold against Yale in the first round of
the New England Tournament.

UMassand Yale both boasted 4- 1 league
records and were seeded fourth and fifth

respectively in the eight team field.

UMass opened the scoring in the first
half on a try by Junior wing Greg Lisi.

Rich Halloran fielded a kick from a Yale
fullback at midfield and ran it halfway to
the goal before being hemmed in by Yale
defenders. He passed the ball outside,
and two passes later, the ball was in Lisi's

hands and he was across the goal, and

after the two point conversion, UMass had
a 7-0 lead.

UMass struck again in the first half
when Senior co-captain Dave Lally scored
on a penalty run from the five meter mark.
Scanlon again converted on a very difficult

kick to make it 14-0.

Yale added a penalty kick in the final
minutes to make it 14-3 at the half, and
they struck first in the second half, their
try without the conversion kick making
the score 14-8.

UMass countered with another try
thanks to a heads-up play byjunior scrum-
half Sean Flynn. Rich Halloran, subbing
for the injured Larry Scanlon. converted
the kick for a 21-8 UMass lead.

Yale was able to rally for two tries but
could only cut the lead to 21-18. UMass.

water polo
continued from page 15

under much pressure to produce.

"I think there's less pressure this

year because we're pretty much guar-
anteed being in the championship
game. ..unless we really fall apart
against the B.C./M.I.T winner, which I

don't see happening."

Junior hole-man Tsan Engin says
the pressure is on the team to send the
seniors out in style.

"I think there's some pressure," he
said, "especially for the seniors. They've
been here for three years, and have lost

to Brown all three times in the champi-
onship game. Plus, Brown has won it 17
years is a row. We think it's our time to

claim the title. We feel a little pressure,
but we're also really confident."

A win in the opening round would
give the Minutemen a 12:30 p.m. Sun-

day game against the winner of the
Harvard/Brown game. UMass beat both
squads during the season, with the
Crimson puttingup a much better battle

than the Bruins.

12th-ranked Slippery Rock College
(PA.), the only school to beat UMass
this season, is at the Mid-Atlantic
Championships this weekend, where
they will have to play Navy and
Princeton, the only two Eastern teams
that have beaten "The Rock" this sea-

son. If the Minutemen win the N.E.
title and S.R. loses a game this week-
end, UMass will likely be the top seed
in next weekend's Eastern Champion-
ships. The top team and an at-large

team after that tourney will receive

invitations to the NCAA Champion-
ships in California over the Thanksgiv-
ing weekend.

TRADITIONAL WOOD-FIRED
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

CD
12 CRAFTS AVENUE

NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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Campus
Design
& Copy
403 Student Union
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Students

RESUMES
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$15
All Inclusive

Layout, typesenmg, 10 copies, 10 matching envelopes
and one vear storage
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We carry everything for your needs including;

Wigs • Make-up • Masks • Costumes

CHILDS TOYS & HOBBIES
at Hadley Village Barn Shops

49 Ruseel St., Rt.9

Hadley MA • 584-2604
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Buddhist Enlightenment
American Buddhists Discuss Their

Experiences With An Enlightened Teacher.

GEKING VIARDEN
A MANDARIN K SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Enjoy An Evening Where Powerful
Meditation Techniques Will Be Taught.

Learn About Our Exciting Self-Paced & Bodacious
Program Geared For The 90's:

• Gain Personal Power, Happiness, and Wisdom
• Study With An Enlightened Teacher
• Learn Meditation Using Awesome Electronic Music
• Attend Field Trips to Hawaii & The Desert

Saturday Night - Oct. 31, 7:00 pm, Room 903
Monday Night - Nov. 2, 7:30pm, Room 811

Campus Center Building

^REE FREE FREE

Free Music Tape For All Who Attend
Sponsored By The Boston Meditation Society

(617)499-7985

ADVOCAIl;
• BKST*
THE VALLEY
READRRJPOU.

19 92
im% PUc. Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET S5 99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 .3pm

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS Fri. & Sat.OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FrefSg i^t^"" Route 9, Hadley

o

o

COD
CO

FRIDAY NIGHT
Prizes & Giveaways with the

Jagermeister Models
Friday, Oct. 30th, 8-12 midnight

Open 11 am - 1 am 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight
1 Pray Street (Behind Fleet B'ank), AmherstCame room wth 2 pool tables

» 3 TV's » MC / VISA / AMEX Accepted • 549-5403 b
Wednesday - '"Ts7"'""?hrrTT'""*r""*^"""""^ ^

' ^^^ Cheese Pizza Slices
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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"Well, this Isn't very promising."

Quote of the Day
"I am thekingand I will haveclumplings!"

- Ferdinand ofAustria
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
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ARIES (Mjrch Jl-April 1<»): Dis-
lanl busini'SN or lin.KK i.il ,iil,ilrs w-
quirc lari'lul h.incllinn. Invilc sonio-
ont- s|jc( i.il lo lufiih. Sli.irini; soc rcis

vvilhlhis(XTS()ru()ulcll),ivf.i|)r(>rouiid

(.'llc'd on your lulurf.

TAURUS (April JO-May 201: The
prospt'd ol tin,)iii(,il j^ain keeps you
on your loos loday. He (H-rMstenl.

Coping with stress is easier than in the
reteni past Try lo exercise or lake a
long walk every evening.

GEMINI (Jme you have esiah-
lished a regular rhythm, you will he
ahleto work a lot taster Although you
hold strong poliiu ,i| views, trying to
lorce lliem on others < ould prose
counter-productive.

CANCER ()une 1 1 -July 11): Ele( •

trilying hut pleasant news may fjut a
bounce in your step this morning. A
secret plan has every c ham e ol suc-
ceeding. Take lamily memhers and
VIPs into your ( onlidence.

LEO (|uly 2 !-Aug. 221: Your vi-

tality returns. A daily workout could
Ik.' good exercise. Someone nec'ds
your hel() or wants to hridge a gap. I3e

wary ol getting involved with an overly
aggressive pc^rson.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 221: A
iriendship or romanc e is fragile now:
hold It together with tenderness. Play
second ticJdle to your mate tor a
change. You need to think caretully
hetore creating a long-term debt.

LIBRA (Sept 2t-C)ci. 221: LcK)k
forward to ,i day ot discovi-ry. Place
no limits on where you will go or
what you w ill cJo. A legal matter or

< reativeendeavoiturnsoul just great.

( clehrale tonight.

SCORPIO ((Xt. 2 1-Nov. 211:
Curl) a tendency lo act mocKly or
alool this morning. You will nc^ed all

the cooperation you c an get lo reach
a business goal. Aiuincvpec tedgitlor
invitation c arnes a s|kc lal message.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-(;ec.
21 1: OiIh-i^ in.iy be lemperamenlal
loday. Be caretui to go through
( haniiels it you want a tavor You will

need lo nuke a spen.il eltort lo create
harmony at work.

CAPRICORN! I Jec. ll.\An. MJ):

Somelliing import.int is going on this

morning. Hold meetings behind
closedd(H)rs:anytinan< iai maneuvers
must be kept contindential Lessons
learned in the past c m be put lo uh'.

AQUARIUS (|an. 2()-Feb. I Hi:

Your difjiomalic skills .ire tested by
someone's demands. Complete .i

major work projcrt, then take llu>

lime lo reassure a lovc'd one. Relax at

homc' tonight.

PISCES ( fell. I 'l-M,uc h 20): Why
sign your iijme or put money on the
line when Iheie are no guarenlees^
What you secoi heai isnotnecc-ssarily

what you will get. Kc^ep in touc h u ith

your parents
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy
Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelman
Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Brad Hutchison

Lisa Jezou'ski

Menu

J

LUNCH
Hamburger

Chicken a la King

BASICS LUNCH
Tri Bean Casserole

Chicken a la King

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Broccoli Royale

BASICS DINNER
Sweet and Sour Tofu

Roast Turkey

ACROSS
1 Style of \azi

6 Musical syllable

9 Mutt's pal

13 Rocket fuel

14 Accelerate
15 Chemical

ending
16 British car

hood
1

7

Botanist Gray
18 Rim
19 "Le — ": Fokine

ballet

22 Cities in Spam
and Ohio

23 Without

hesitation

27 Having a

handle
31 Toulouse-

I autrec's

birthplace

32 Promise to pay
lor Short

34 Group of

Muslim
scholars

36 Thp - 1965
Pulitzer prize

play

•10 I S or George
41 Of everything

42 Fr holy women
43 Mister, In

Lisbon
46 Oriental

48 Use up
50 " Rainbow

comes and
goes, and -

'

Wordsworth
58 Muscat IS the

capital

59 Econ concern
60 01 an eye pan
61 Star in Cetus
62 Bus letter

abbr
63 Thread Comb

form
64 Pt of

linguistics

65 Fed agcy
66 Aims

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

3 Judge's
seat

4 Uruguayan
writer Juan
Carlos

5 Of motor cars
6 Barter

7 Mignonette
8 King Arthur's

paradise

9 Taunt

10 Within: Comb,
form

11 Mists
12 Escape
1

3

Jr's ammo
20 Sir Thomas —

:

16th cen
English writer

21 Assyria, ol old

23 Wreck a Soho
flat

24 Hebrew months
25 Slats'

p.irtner

26 Type of

mustard
28 " - lady"

Cather
29 Sample
30 Muslim

ruler

33 Charily

org

35 Org
37 Kennedy or

Waters
38 Aitu native

39 Violent

44 Part of water
45 The — of

Galloway
47 Kind of record

player

49 Org. for dogs,
etc

50 Capital of Togo
51 Leave out
52 Modify
53 City in Judah
54 "Green

Mansions" girt

55 Old law land
ownership

56 Poses
57 Writer Umberlo

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

10/30/92

• 11 It 17

11

II

The opinions expressed on this p.i^e .ire those ot the cjftoocMSts .iivl ck> not necessarily retlert the views ot the Collvf>uin or the University

DOWN
1 Cartoon
character Betty

2 S«8 eagla eiWl Ut AatHn TiBti SyaMcato 1IV3Q/U
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basketball

Two days to MIDNIGHT MADNESS - your first chance
to see the 1992-93 Minutemen! We have an action-

packed night of activities planned for you. Come
dressed as Coach Calipari and win dinner with me and
my wife, or put on your best costume and win a trip of

your choice with the basketball team. You can win cash prizes in the
special Midnight Madness raffle. Remember: no masks will be allowed.

We anticipate a capacity crowd at the Cage. Be one of the first 1000
through the door and receive a special 1992-93 team poster. Entrance
will be on a first-come-first-serve basis.

The doors will open at 9:30 pm and the event will end around 12:20 am.
For everyone's safety, no alcohol or containers are permitted in the
Cage.

We look forward to seeing you on Saturday night.

Bestjpegards

Coacli John Calipari

#
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY

We write this letter as faculty who are deeply con-
cerned about the state of the University. The events of

the last few weeks have underscored how far the Uni-
versity is from reaiizing the ideal of a multicultural campus
where tolerance and respect for difference form the
foundation of community. If racial harassment, violence
and fear are a fact of life for students in our community,
it is because the University is not doing its job. Once
again it has been the very students who suffer the racism
of the campus who have had to bear the responsibility

for bringing the attention of the University to these issues.

We believe all members of the University community
have the responsibility for creating a tolerant and respectful

community, but our responsibilities are not all of the same
kind. It is the job of the administration to ensure that
this campus has an acceptable living environment, and
to ensure that violators of its policies against harassment
and violence are quickly and effectively disciplined. It

is the job of the administration to establish goals for

correcting minority underrepresentation on this campus

at all levels - students, faculty and administrative staff

- and to provide the means for reaching these goals
through active recruitment and retention programs. More
generally, it is the job of the administration to promote
a vision of multicultural community that pervades every
area of University life and to support in every way possible
the realization of that ideal. The administration has not
done its job.

As members of the University community we voice
oursupportofthedemandsforasafe, tolerant, multicultural

campus put fon^ard by the students involved in the recent
protests:

• increasing the representation of minority students
and minority faculty

• restoration of litigation power to Legal Services
• scholarship for low-income students
• decisive, equitable enforcement of University

regulations

• increased security by a police force free of racial

prejudice

Nina M Scott

James M. Royer
Douglas L. Anderton
Jos6 Ormelos
Sara Lennox
Arlene Avakian
Mary C. Wilson
Margaret Gulick

Bruce Laurie

Roland Sarti

Klaus Peter

Susan Cocalis

Jeremiah Allen

Dennis Porter

Scott Barton
Julie Nelson

Jeffrey Blaustein

Randall Stokes
Gareth Matfiews
Joseph Lake
Nancy Folbre

Robert Creed
Ernest Gallo

Jules Chametjky
Gloria Bernabe Ramos
Surinder Mehta
Daniel Martin

Richard S. Ellis

Spanish & Portuguese
Psychology

Sociology

Spanish & Portuguese

Germanic Lang & Lit

Women's Studies

History

Art

History

History

Germanic Lang & Lit

Germanic Lang & Lit

English

F^rench & Italian

Polymer Sci & Eng
Theater

Psychology

Psychology
Philosophy

Slavic Lang & Lit

Economics
English

English

English

Spanish & Port., CASIAC
Sociology

French & Italian

Mathematics & Statistics

Sarah Lawall Comparative Literature

Adnan Haydar Judaic & NEastern Studies
Shmuel Bolozky Judaic & NEastern Studies
William Moebius Comparative Literature

Harry Seymour Communication Disorders
Charlena Seymour Communication Disorders
Robert Rothstein Slavic Lang & Lit

David Paroissien English

Jerri Willett School of Education
Sonia Nieto School of Education
Luis Fuentes School of Education
Robert Sinclair School of Education

Harry Schumer
Carlin Barton
Cristina Gonzalez
Lisa Saunders
John R Nelson

Vincent Cleary

David Gross
Stephen Arons
Eduardo Cattani

John Brigham

Julie Graham
Eric Mart?
Judy Solsken

Richard S. Bogartz

Janice B Shafer

Patrick Sullivan

Ernest D Washington
James F Walker, Jr.

James Humphreys
Byrd Jones
R.W. Maloy
R. Rarihakrishnan

Rosalie Scott Soons
Alvin Cohen
Daniel Clawson
Sigrid Brauner

Craig Harbison
Alan Swedlund
Esther Terry

Robert Stern

Jane Rausch
Juan C. Zamora
Robert Paynter

Leonel Gongora
John Bracey

Ingrid Bracey
Pat Griffin

Maurianne Adams
Rita Hardiman
Bailey Jackson

Psychology
History

Spanish & Portuguese
Economics
English

Classics

diochemistry

Legal Studies

Mathematics & Statistics

Political Science

Geology & Geography
Microbiology

School of Education

Psychology

Physics

School of Education
School of Education
Physics & Astronomy
Mathematics & Statistics

School of Education

School of Education

English

Spanish & Portuguese
Asian Languages
Sociology

Germanic Lang & Lit

Art History

Anthropology
Afro American Studies
Music & Dance
History

Spanish & Portuguese
Anthropology

Alt

Afro American Studies

UWW
School of Education
School of Education

School of Education

School of Education

We also call for:

• a serious revamping of the administration of the
residential halls, one which restores a faculty and
staff presence in the halls and removes the burden
of police functions from student residential assis-
tants

• the hiring of minority administrators at the highest
levels

As faculty members we commit ourselves:
(i) to stand watch over the administration and at

the same time to participate with it in the attain-

ment of the goals represented by these demands,
(ii) to vigorously recruit minority faculty members

and students in our own departments, and
(iii) to use our resources as teachers and scholars

to contribute to the understanding of difference
and to the combatting of racism, sexism and
homophobia, in our own University and in the
world at large.

Jennie Traschen
Nicholas Bromell

Jerome Myers
Mohammed Jiyad

Katharine Leigh

Jan Whitaker

Roberts W. French
Dario Politella

R. Brooke Thomas
Arlyn Diamond
Carlene J. Edie

Gary L. Aho
Linda Marchesani
Barbara Love
Felice Yeskel
Andy Anderson
Richard Trousdell

Anne Mochon
Ruth Hooke
John Kingston

Angelika Kratzer

Emmon Bach
Lyn Frazier

Margaret Speas
Barbara Partee
Hagit Borer

Thomas Roeper
Elisabeth Selkirk

Joyce Berkman

Anne Hemngton

Marcia Curtis

Sara Stelzner

John Bonsignore

Barlon Byg

Physics

English

Psychology

Judaic & NEastern Studies
Art

Physics & Astronomy (staff)

English

Journalism

Anthropology
English

Political Science
English

School of Education
School of Education
School of Education
Sociology

Theater

Art History

UWW
Linguistics

Linguistics

Linguistics

Linguistics

Linguistics

Linguistics

Linguistics

Linguistics

Linguistics

History

Writing Program

Writing Program

Writing Program

Legal Studies

Germanic Lang & Lit

^ For information or to add your name to this list of signers, contact Lisa Selkirk. Linguistics Dept.. phone (545-0889 in\ 256-8024 fh))T7r mail (selkirk@)cs.umass.edu^. h
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field hockey
continued from page ) 6

as we now do, it makes your corner more powerful"
Hixon said that the team has used the past

week to get back to fundamentals, and to refresh
the basic skills such as passing, shooting, and
playing defense. Hixon said she would try to get
the team to practice scoring opportunities, one of
the team's weak spots.

Tomorrow's game is a chance for the
Minutewomen to refresh their talents, and barring
any major letdown, pad their record.

womerVs soccer
continued from page 16

A sweep this weekend will not be easy though.
On Saturday, the Minutewomen face SMU ( 14-4 ),

which boasts ofa lethal scoring attack in the form
of Kara Lee, Courtney Linex and Lisa Perry.

Lee is a speedster, with great finishing moves
who has pumped in 16 goals on the year. Linex ( 1

1

goals) and Perry compHment the attack and can
bum a defender at any time.

Central Florida (10-3-1) will host Massachu-
setts on Sunday and has lived on defense all
season. The Mustangs have allowed a mere 12
goals and have skilled Heather Brann in net.
Senior defenseman Michele Keshan is particularly
tough. Sophomore frontrunnerAmy Geltz (6 goals)
is the team's leading scorer.

B pigskin picks
continued from page 16

nation in a game they had to win, then proceeded to go
into a funk for the last three weeks. GangGreen has the
ability to win the Super Bowl, but the offense is weak if
Randall does not perform. GPA: 3.65.

San Francisco 49ers (6-1): With the win over New
Orleans earlier in the year, San Fran has the inside track
on the divisional title. A strong running game thus far by
Ricky Watters has added to the depth of the offense
despite losing John Taylor, and has overshadowed a
suspect D. The only loss came to Buffalo, who possess a
real offensive threat.GPA: 3.6.

Washington Redskins (5-2): Joe Gibbs is the best
coach in the NFL, and his troops are making a great run
at a repeat of the championship. Mark Rypien has been
mediocre at best, and the Redskins will be dangerous.
The remaining question is "can the veterans on this team
survive the stretch run?" GPA: 3.3.

On Monday night, the Vikings travel to Soldier Field
to take on the Bears, who seem to get it done in mysteri-
ous ways year after year in front of millions. Harbaugh
will make sure he doesn't let Minnesota back in this time.
Chicago 24, Minnesota 17.

Game of the Week revisited: Philadelphia travels
to Dallas in the biggest game ofthe season for both teams.
The Eagles need to bounce back from their sluggish
performance lately, and Dallas can pull away from the
division if they win. Aikman, Emmitt, and Irvin have
never combined against Kotite's crew for a typical offen-
sive performance, until Sunday. Dallas 17, Philadelphia

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist.
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Engin, UMass
look to make
splash at N.E/s
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The 14th-ranked University of Massachusetts
water polo team has entered what coach Russ
Yarworth affectionately calls, "the second season."

It is also known as the playoffs, where a blemish
to the Minutemen's 19-1 record against varsity
teams can mean grave consequences to theirNCAA
Tournament hopes.

This weekend UMass will travel to Brown Uni-
versity for a shot at its first ever New England
Championship. As the tournament's number one
seed, the Minutemen have a first round bye. At
2:30 p.m. Saturday UMass will play the winner of
tonight's Boston College/Massachusetts Institute
ofTechnology match-up. Neither team provided a
contest during the regular season, so the playoffs
should prove to be no different.

It is the first time in the team's short history
that it has been seeded number one for the N.E.
tourney, but Yarworth doesn't feel that the team is

Turn to WATER POLO, page 12

luZ^AxUl/^ <^l(V^Uif V^/ DISTINCTIVE HAIR
DESIGNS

Our stylists work with you to create
just the perfect look for your HAIR

^^ OFF! with Cheryl only.

Styles by Deborah
6.5 University Drive, Anilwrst • 549-5610

tx: 11/30/91

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"Nev\/ England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Like new Brother word processor
WPD 7600 plenty of features

A steal at S210 or best offer

546-1197

19 Inch color TV
Excellent condition S50
Call Sam 253 7896

Stereo Components: Uted/recondi-
tionsd, area's biggest selection. Buy/Sell/

Trade at Stereo/Vidao Exchange, Sun
days 10-4, inside Jackson's Flea Market,

Mountain Farms Mall. Hadlev,0lfier days
call 256-0941

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs • case and manuals
Calj^Mitch 548 9761 S4S0 O.B.O.

2 Ticket! for Hair
FRIDAY NIGHT
S6 Call 665 7153

FOUND
Tour of Wall Street & United Nations

November 6, 1992

Day trip to New York City S32
Call 546 3727 NOW
Organized by the European Club

UMASS Racquetball team interested m
new members> all university men and
women welcome. All ability levels wel-

come-beginner to advanced.
If interested call 549-4349

ANNOUNCEMENTS

You're Doomed
If you dont ATTEND
The 2nd Annual
Lumberjack Extravaganza
TONIGHT

FOR RENT

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 bedroom
apt on bus route minutes from campus
S899/mo 256-0741

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb.

1st A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail. Jan. 1st.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No, Pleasant St. 253 7879

4 Bedroom house near Smith in

Northampton. S775 plus, Nov. 1st. Call

SKIBISKI realtors 584-3428

Fridge rental free delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

1989 Kawasaki EXSOO
Wht, Full fairing only 8600 miles

Have no storage for winter - Must sell

First SI 200 takes it

Call Josh at 549-7939

Computer System for sale, desper-

ately need the money, great for beginners
color monitor and printer, IBMXT/AT
Asking S550 c all 6-6970

Electronic Typewriter
Some WP features

like new'

S60 call

6652617

Found - a WatchI Properly describe it and
its yours once AGAIN' 546-0021

HAIR

The Umass Theater Guild presents
HAIR

The American Tribal, Love Rock Musical
October 29,30, 8i 31, 1992

8pm Student Union Ballroom
Tickets on sale at Tix unlimited

34 Students S6 non-sludents
General Admission

May not be suitable for some viewers

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment - fisher-

ies earn S600* a week in canneries 34000/
month on fishing boats. Free transporta
tion! Room and BoardI Male or Female.
Get a head start on this summer. For em-
ployment program call 1 -206-545-41 55 ext.

A5001

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
EARN FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona. &

Jamaica from 3159. Call TAKE A BREAK
STUDENT TRAVEL today!

(800I32-TWAVEL

Couples - Property Manager Free
Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
2560741

Easy WorkI Excellent pay!

Assemble products at home
Call toll free

1 800-467 6226 Ext. 598

Evening Jobsl Environmental campaign
work. Fight pollution with Clean Water
Action S7/'hr . On buslines. 584 9830

Earn S1.S00 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars' ... Begin NOWI...FREE packet!

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova. IN

3801814000

S252.S0 Sell 50 funny college T-Shirts

and make S252.50. No financial obliga-

tion. A risk free program. Avg. sales time
= 4 6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/larger quantities avail. Call 1 800-

733 326 5

S200 - SSOO WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy' No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #
MA15KDH

STUDEiVTS OR ORGANIZATIONS
Promote our Florida Spring Break

packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips

Call^Campus IVIarketing 800 423 5264

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring

break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare

time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA. ask for Bonnie

HEY YOU

TV Times has UMass cable and town of

AMherst cable listings customized for you.
Pick It up on campus today. Valuable
coupons inside!

INSTRUCTION

Italian Tutor
Native Speaker

CajlJ46-1347

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256-0260

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Do you have questions about your
rights? Do you think your civil rights fiave

been violated? Find Out! Contact The Le
gal Services Center, 922 Campus Center,
545-1995

LOST

Brown clutch purse - Purse
desperately need contents

Reward 549 1198

Lost Book 1 0-23: A History of Russia on
NOHO bus, borrowed important high
lights. Call Eric 586 8918

MUSICIANS

Guitar Lesson Burklee graduate
534.01 63

PERSONALS

Andrea,
May my twin have a

Happy Halloween
Good luck riding 10/31

JV

•
Cher Chris
Est ce que vous aller a la ma chambre
pour une interresante temp le dimanche
prochain? Je voundrais pour tu a crois

Ange

Chris Kephart where are you? Respond
e mail amortiz @phoenix. princeton, edu

Oenisel It's great to see you beat the rap.

Make sure your sisters hold your liair

back when you boot!

Happy 21st

Love, Me
Doherty, Happy Halloween
Get ready for a great weekend'
Love BIZ

Ellen Bioch - Have an awesome week-
end at conclave & keep up the good work!
In LFS^I/our Big Srotherl

Erick K. - How about I show you how to

enioyjrick or treat? SO

For the six... »
Happy Halloweeni' ^B
Let's try to control ourselves ^^
Huh? No urinating in unauthorized ar

eas'i Jen!' Love Ray

From one bail of wax fan to anolher.

Happy 21sl Birthday!

Go to the ^
Lumberjack Halloween Party ^X
Or perish

^^
Happy Birthday Kree! This day finally

came' I am sure that this evening will be
a night to remember!
Dougaroo

Happy 20th Birthday
Janet (Mem)

Only one more year

to go"
Have a great day"

Love,

Your Siamese twin!

Who else?

Happy Halloween to my favorite big sis

Stef from her favorite little sis ••

Shannon

Happy Halloween ..^
To all my friends 4A
and all of my Sigma ^P^
Sisters!

U Guys R the .^
GREATEST. ^^
Karolyn

Happy Swiliin
Swiss Village

Go get em:
TimL Demo D.C. and Joe

Happy Belated
Birthday Abby Stowe Sorry it's late

-Justine-

Happy 21st Kim Addesal*
Where's that shot glass

Love Heido

Harmful: I by far have the freshest lid.

I will also have the best costume lomor
row. Harmless

Hay 5th Floor Dickinson
We're going to have a ^^
Spooktacular Halloween ttr
Catch the green ball

Hey Muffin
~

I love you'

From your little mushroom

Hey Sanchez??? How was consenting
Adults' Why don't you try the popcorn
tonight'

The Concessionisl

DC. Man

Janet M.
Happy 20th Birthday

and many Happy days to come
Love Eric

Jason
Have a Happy Halloween!
I love you
Stacy

Kyri to Tuesdays, shotglasses. Ger
many and the Oktobcrfest Prepare your
self^orjlfie final day! Prosfi! Jenbabwe

Lucy Jones
Let's Luce it up this Halloween'
I love you all

Love Juice Johnson

My Only favorite boyfriend
Happy Halloweeni I can i believe

I've been kissing you lor a year.

I'll love you forever. RAY

My Prince of the Nile

Thanks lor the oast three years
I look forward to many more.

No more Pearl Jam!

^

9

Pooh
You are a freak anyway NO need to dress

up' But if you want someone to be crazy

with you throughout life than I'm -he

one' ' By the way I don't need an anm ,er

sary to know how much I LOVE YOU

Weasel

Ozzy works at Mcdonalds
Ozzy works at Mcdonalds
Ozzy works at Mcdonalds

Ozzyiscorkyi HH!

Ray. Kyri. Fluzy. Lon Laura. Jane. Ah.

and Julia. Only one day left of Oktober>st
Get Ready" J

Rob Garf
Happy Birthday Mush
Love Annie

Roomate ^
Happy Halloween ^^^
R ^^

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST& FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

To the cast jf HAIR
I hust want to thanli you
for the experience along with
the nightly dose of tears.

Have a fantastic opening and run
I love you we are all one"

^our Producer & love Bunny
Jen

Tracy. Happy 21st Birthday" You can
finally go out again!! Have fune this

weekend. Love. Belh

RIDE WANTED

Russ, NIkki, and Todd:
One week ago,

Little did I know
that y could fit m a bed
II was cramped ;t was crowded
There was more than was allowed
My bed got wet,

No sleep did we get

My thanks goes to your
From the girl m 302'

RYL ~
'~~

Halloween -^L
Nice! ^
-•RY

Sherry
Welcome to

TRI SIGMA
I'm glad you're my little sister

Love your big sister

Estee

SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS and pledr^es

Get ready for the best date party ever

Thanks to Dana, Mitch and Jen

Spandex Weasel ManI Hope you have a

Happy Halloween maybe you'll get your

neck bit' iwink. wink, nudge, nudgei

Sunset Cafe
I'll be thinking of

you while in sunny
Colorado' Happy
Halloween' Love Me

Tenia Gentile
It's finally here

and you're gonna sally out'

Oh well happy 21st

love

Your roomates

To Lori whose imagination is anything
but faint:

Excuisite IS a weak word to describe the

way your interest has made me leei. Ec

static comes closer The time before the
dawn IS a life in itself. May we share much
more of it ...

Ben

To the cool girls on the 4th floor of ^QA
Happy Halloweeni

_ ^
Guess who' fj^

Ride needed to Long Island or NY City
this weekeno Call Paul at 256 1239

SERVICES

Free Pear Counseling lesbian, gay, bi-

sexual issues Phone or walk in, LBG
counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545-26^5

Grants, loans, scholarships
We find financial aid for every
student regardless of grade point

average or family income. Guaranteed.
1 800 .175 2233 ext. 1519

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential, caring help
Amnerst Carnage Shops. 549-1906

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with re-

sumes. Quick service, free advice, excel-
lent quality, and LOW prices IBM laser

printing service available .

Call Andy 549-8463

Tarot readings
Call Chris 2E6 0821

ROOMATES WANTED

North Amherst female to share two
bedroom nice clean On bus route 200/
month ASAP Call Holly 549 4259 eves.

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell

check, laser printout. Sl.SO/page. Brian
546 1795

Typing-Word processing
Resumes, reports, theses,

dissertations. Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing SVpg 24 hr. turnaround 586
5268

WANTED

Are you moving out of Puffton'

Could we lake over your lease'
2;bedroom wanted call 6-1993

Weneedbooksl Quality paperbacks and
textbooks bought year round Buying
hours Mon Sat , 10 4 Atticus/Albion
Bookshop, 8 Main St, Amherst (next to
Subway) 256-1547

We want your 2BDRM Puffton lease'

'

Starting January 1 Call us first' Reward
if we '.ign it" Call 549 7319
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Football faces revamped Northeastern
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

After gaining some respect last week against Villanova,
the University ofMassachusetts football squad (5-1) will

travel across campus to McGuirk stadium for a Hallow-
een matchup against the Northeastern Huskies tomor-
row at 1:30 p.m.

The Huskies (4-2-1) have certainly been a surprise

this season, as they joined the Yankee Conference this

year and were picked to finish among the cellar dwellers.

With a win over the Minutemen, however, they could
break into the division 1-AA top 20; UMass, on the other
hand, will be fighting to retain its No. 20 ranking (and
hopefully move up).

"This is a big game for both teams," said head coach
Mike Hodges. "Gallup (NU head coach Barry Gallup) has
done a nicejob rebuilding their football program; tomorrow's
game is a chance for them to gain national respect.

"We've already gained that respect," hecontinued, "now
we just have to keep winning and moving up in the polls."

NU's run-and-shoot offense (averages 27 pts/game) is

led by senior quarterback Ralph Barone, who passed for

an impressive 1,899 yds last year and so far this season,

his numbers are equally impressive: 120 completions in

236 attempts for 1,551 yards with 13 TD's. He is also the
second leading rusher on the NU squad with 223 yds
behind running back Kevin Williams, who averages 4.3

yards/game and has five TD's thus far. Two of Barone's
favorite targets are wide receiver Branden Tsetsilas

( 12.5/catch, four TDs) and wide receiver Tim Boudreau
(12.3, three TDs). Tsetsilas also has 401 yds receiving.

Defensively, NU defensive back Silas Calhoun was
named to the YanCon honor roll for his 11 -tackle per-

formance last week against UNH. On the season he has
22 tackles, two sacks and one interception. Calhoun will

be joined on D by outside linebacker David Atwood (41

tackles), and tackle Joe Griesbaum, who has 38 tackles

on the year as well as five QB sacks. Strong safety Mark
Salisbury has come back from a pre-season shoulder
injury to rack-up 30 tackles and two interceptions.

"They (NU) have an aggressive, stunning, blitzing

defense," said Hodges. "That presents a lot ofproblems to

us.

"Offensively, the run-and-shoot is very hard to defend
because they spread out the field very well," he said. "The

quarterback throws very well and they also mix in the

run very well - it's going to be very hard to stop the run

and defend the pass."

For UMass, Mike George will be back this week as the

starting fullback after sustaining a twisted ankle against

UConn. He'll be joined in the backfield by tailbacks Rene
Ingoglia and John Johnson, as well as redshirt freshman
quarterback Andrew McNeilly, who passed for 86 yards

last week.

On defense, "Super" Mario Perry has been simply

awesome with 42 tackles and 10, yes 10, QB sacks. There
is a good chance Perry's name will be heard once or twice

over the loudspeaker. Inside linebacker's Bobby Burke
and Phil Lartique will gang up with outside linebacker

Scott Assencoa to try to stop the Husky's offense as will

cornerbacks Tony Williams (nine tackles, three pass-

break-ups, and an interception last week) and Don
Caparotti.

The question is, if UMass wins this game, what are

their chances for making the playoffs?

"We're in control of our own destiny," Hodges said. "If

we win all the rest of our games we won't have to worry
about whether we're going to the playoffs."

Big weekend for women
Soccer faces UCF, SMU in sunny Florida

JOSH KL , -,w^L..o COLLEGIAN

The UMass women's soccer team travels

to Florida to face Central Florida and South-

ern Methodist this weekend.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's
soccer coach Jim Rudy has to be happy
with his team's post season chances. En-
tering the last weekend of the season, the

Minutewomen's fate rest in their own
hands.

UMass (13-3) travels to Orlando, Fla.

this weekend to take on two tough teams,
tenth-ranked Southern Methodist and No.
13 Central Florida. If UMass, tied with
SMU for No. 10, wins both games, they are
a shoe-in for an NCAA bid.

"It is nice to know the ball is in our
court." Rudy said. "We can decide our
future."

Each region of the country (North,

South. Central and West) receives two
automatic bids to the tournament. There
are also four more at-large bids. Con-
necticut and Hartfordhave all butwrapped
up the two automatic bids in the North,
leaving Massachusetts in a fight with al-

most a dozen teams for the at-large bids.

Central Florida and SMU are in simi-

lar positions so with every win . UMass not
only stregthens its own case but knocks off

a chief competitor.

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 15

A- 1 title up for grabs
Win over GW gives men number one seed

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Starting today, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team will

finish off their regular season with 1.5

games this weekend.
How can the Minutemen be playing

1.5 games, you ask? Well, it is simple,

today in Washington D.C. UMass will

finish off their battle against George
Washington which was delayed (with

UMass up 2- 1 ) due to rain earlier in the
season.

Then on Sunday, the Minutemen (9-

5-2) will invade Orono, Maine where
they will meet the Black Bears. While
Sunday's contest might be the season
capper, it is today's battle with the

Colonials thatvnW be for all the marbles,

the Atlantic 10 marbles that is.

Earlier in the season, on October
11th, the Minutemen were at GW and
beating the Colonials 2-1. Right after

the second UMass goal, which was
scored byJosh Pittman, the sky opened
up and both teams took cover.

GW claimed the weather made the
field unplayable, thus making the game

void, and that it was to be played over

at a later date from the begirming.

Controversy followed, and it was
ruled that the game would be finished

on Oct. 30 from the point that mother
nature let go. Now the game has sig-

nificant importance because if UMass
wins, they win the A-10 and will enter
the conference's post season tourna-
ment as the No. 1 seed.

You don't have to ask junior Justin
Edelman twice about the importance
oftheGW finish.

"We have got thirty minutes left,"

he said. "We know what have got to do,

wejust have to go down there and play

hard."

On Sunday the Black Bears will be
no pushover for the Minutemen. The
Bears are 8-4-3, and are coming offa big

3-0 victory over Central Connecticut.

Jake Ouimet is the leader of the

UMaine offense, amassing 13 goals on
the year.

In net for UMaine will probably be
SebD'Appolonia. D'Appolonia has been
stingy to stay the least, with seven
shutouts and a sterhng 1.15 goals-

against average.

Pigskin picks:
Week nine

For those of you who have been in solitary

confinement since September and have missed the
first eight weeks of the NFL, Stapleton's Pigskin
Picks is here to highlight the best and worst in

football as well as preview upcoming games. So as
Chris Myers of ESPN puts it, "Stay with us, I. . .

know you will."

Arthur

STAPLETON
As previewed in last week's column, the

Midseason GPA for each team in football will

follow in several supplements (I just thought I

would simplify it for those readers who don't really

comprehend what they read). Warning: Any
grades below a 1.5 will not be listed, for the
teams should be ashamed and belong on AP.

Athletic Excellence, 3.5 and over:
Dallas Cowboys (6-1): The loss against

Philadelphia on Monday night did more for Jimmy
Johnson's team than any victory so far this season.

Emmitt Smith is the anchor of the team, and if he
carries the ball 20 or more times, the Cowboys are

21-0. The presence of Charles Haley has created a

pass rush down in Big D. After Week 8. Dallas is

the best team in the NFL, for now. GPA: 3.8.

Philadelphia Eagles (5-2): Letdown is not a

word Randall Cunningham wants to hear right

now. The Eagles crushed Dallas in front of the

Turn to PIGSKIN PICKS, page 15

Women tune up with Springfield
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

To use a boxing analogy, Saturday's field hockey
contest against Springfield is a light sparring match the
University ofMassachusetts. The Minutewomen will use
the game at Totman Field ( 12 noon) as a tune up before
the more rigorous Atlantic 10 Championships take place
next weekend.

The Minutewomen have moved to third in the nation
in the new NCAA field hockey poll, up from fourth. The
team is 16-1 and could finish out the regular season with
two more vnns, against Springfield and Yale. The team
has, for all intents and purposes, locked up a spot in the
NCAA Tournament. Even ifthe team were to lose its last

two regular season games and the first game of the A-10
Championships, theywould still stagger into the NCAAs.

The focus now for the Minutewomen is to play the
same type of fundamentally sound game which has
gotten them this far. Against a team like Springfield, this
should result in some goals, and a win.

With offense coming from midfielder Ainslee Press ( 2

1

goals), UMass will have no problem getting on the board.
Press, along with Holly Hockenbrock andJenn Salisbury,
have made the penalty corner run smoother than ever for
head coach Pam Hixon's squad.

'The difference between last year and this year is the
experience at the skill positions," Hixon said. "They've all

worked hard. When you have more than one dimension,
Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 12

Madness is back for Halloween
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The first day of University of Massachusetts basket-
ball practice takes place on the maddest day of the year:
Halloween. Hence, this year's version of Midnight Mad-
ness is bound to take on a whole new meaning.

There are a couple ofnew twists to the event, including
a possible appearence by ESPN. The cameras may be
rolling, and a wild and raucous crowd is expected, as head
coach John Calipari anticipates the Cage to be filled. Two
other new events are the Coach Calipari look-alike con-
test, with the winner receiving free dinner with Mr. and
Mrs. John Calipari at a local restaurant.

New NCAA rules have pushed back the first basket-
ball practice date from October 15 to November 1, and
UMass has responded with moving the Madness to

Halloween night. The doors will open at 9:30 p.m. and the
first 1,000 fans will receive free UMass posters. A three-
on-three tournament will then transpire, as will a raffie
for free round trip USAir tickets to Florida. There will
also be a foul shot contest for money.

Another new contest involves the "Best UMass fan
costume," with the winner getting his or her choice ofone
free road trip with the team. The lucky fan will fiy, stay
at the team's hotel, and sit on the bench during the game.

At midnight, the lights will turn offand the team will
be mtroduced a la spotlight, player by player. A slam
dunk contest by the players and a scrimmage will follow,
and the Madness will wrap up at about 12:30 a.m.
Sunday morning.

Following the Minutemen 's 30-5 record and appearence
m the Sweet Sixteen last year, this fourth edition of
Midnight Madness could be the most eagerly awaited ever.

Highs in the 50s,

slight chance of rain.

Arts & Living:

Halloween at Spooky World- What's the attraction? See
how famed Sports writer Jeff Crofts' ride on the

Haunted Hayride went. Page 9.

Sports:
Women's soccer add two more victories to

their record over the weekend while

vacationing in Florida. Page 1 6.
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Cage rocks in madness Teenager charged
in assault on RA
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON — A judge ruled
Thursday that a Framingham man will

face civil rights charges as well as assault
and battery charges in an attack on a
University of Massachusetts resident as-

sistant which spurred massive protests

and racial tension on campus earlier this

semester.

After hearing testimony from witnesses
in Thursday's show-cause hearing. District

Court Judge Alvertus Morse issued a
complaint against Francis Marchant. 18,

in the alleged Sept. 25 attack on former
Washington Tower resident assistant
Arlens Barosy.

UMass police sought the complaint
against Marchant, charging he struck and
attempted to choke Barosy after Barosy
attempted to enforce an alcohol policy

banning open containers of alcohol from
dormitory hallways.

Marchant was reportedly one ofa dozen
people carrjdng open containers ofbeer in

the hallway of the 17th floor that night.

All complied with Barosy's request to pour
out their beer except Marchant, who used
foul language and assaulted Barosy, ac-

cording to police.

Morse opened the hearing to the public

at the request ofBarosy's attorney , William
A. Norris. Show-cause hearings are usu-
ally held before a clerk/magistrate behind
closed doors, but court procedures allow
judges to hear them in an open court.

"My feeling was that it should not be

done in the basement of the court with
nobody looking," said Norris.

Marchant sought a counter-compliant
ofassault and battery against Barosy, but
Judge Morse turned down his request

citing lack of evidence. Witnesses said

Barosy grabbed Marchant to restrain him
from punches and to keep him in the lobby

long enough to get his name.
Marchant's cross complaint was not

allowed, Norris believes, because
Marchant's most favorable witness said

Barosy had tried to restrain Marchant's
arm. Norris said he argued that Barosy
had every right to restrain his arms in

such an immediately threatening situa-

tion. "Arlens said he never touched
Marchant and 1 believe him,''added Norris.

Marchant did not testify.

Much of Thursday's testimony came
from statements taken by UMass police

from Barosy and witnesses. Barosy said

he confronted a group ofpeople waiting for

an elevator on the 17th floor when
Marchant threatened Barosy after he told

Marchant to get rid of his beer.

After escorting the group downstairs in

an elevator, Norris said derogatory
statements accompanied Marchant's
threats of violence.

Barosy also said Marchant punched
him three or four times sending him
through doors and bruising his head.
Barosy added that Marchant never iden-

tified himselfand threatened Barosy again
as he left the building.

According to press reports, Marchant
Turn to ASSAULT, page 6

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Scott Zaiinsky, winner of the best basketball-related costume watches Saturday's

Midnight Madness.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Get ready for the encore!

The University of Massachusetts
basketball team began practicing for

the upcoming 1992-93 season early
Sunday morning, p>erforming in front

of a near-capacity crowd at the Curry
Hicks Cage in the fourth edition of
Midnight Madness.

The raucous crowd began filing into

the Cage a few minutes after 9 p.m.,
with most celebrating Halloween by
dressing up in strange and unusual
fashion. Costumes ranged from a man
sporting a backboard and net on his

back, to threeJohn Calipari look-alikes.

With their costumes, fans brought

high expectations for the upcoming
season. The Minutemen finished with
a 30-5 record and a spot in the NCAA
Tournament Sweet Sixteen last year,
and although losing three starters, fans
have not lost their high expectations.

NCAA regulations pushed the Di-

vision I basketball openingpractice date
Oct. 15 to Nov. 1. Although head coaches
everywhere were upset because thenew
date leaves teams with less preseason
preparation time, the fans at the Cage
yesterday did not seem to mind.

Head coach Calipari addressed the
crowd at 12:01 a.m. Sunday, cajoling

them into saying, "Repeat after me: "We
do not expect 30 wins.'" The crowd fol-

lowed along faint-heartedly until
Turn to MADNESS, page 16

Recent tailgating craze
overshadows Minutemen
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Thousands ofstudents and alumni have
been exercising their newly restored right

to drink alcohol at football games this season
and some may wonder whether it's the beer

or the game that draws them to Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium every weekend.

"It's the biggest party around," said

Steve Mann, a senior Plant and Soil Sci-

ence major, echoing the attitude of

countless fellow tailgate party-goers at

Saturday's football game. Many, however,

said it was only the parking lot drinking

that brought them there.

Tailgate parties are nothing new at

UMass. The practice of standing around
in the parking lot drinking beer prior to an
athletic event is an old one. banned only in

1988. Despite massive protests made by
thirsty sports fans, the ban lasted four

years until requests from alumni and other

University football fans brought an ex-

perimental restoration of drinking rights

this semester.

The ban was instituted by former
Chancellor Joe Duffy in April 1988 in

response to the violence which followed

the 1 986 World Series where mostly White
Red Sox fans clashed with predominately
Black Mets fans.

But now a stroll through E lot outside

the stadium, now designated a ""tailgating

lot," reveals row upon row of cars, pickup
trucks, and recreational vehicles with ste-

reos blaring, grills blazing, and people

guzzling. The price of admission for one
car is $5, which includes the cost of a large

plastic recycling bag, designed to reduce
litter.

An important factor behind the lifting

of the ban was a desire to increase atten-

dance at the games. According to Kay
Scanlan of the UMass News Office there

Turn to TAILGAITING, page 6

Across the nation, people are ready to vote
By CHRISTOPHER SULLIVAN
Associated Press

NEW HOPE, Ala. — At Huck's Barber Shop, pictures

on the wall celebrate the glory days ofAlabama Crimson
Tide of football. People here hold to tradition, and they
like things the way they are in this tidy country town far

removed from big-city crime and Washington politics.

"We've got it made right here and we don't know it,"

mused barber Leon Hornbuckle, who can leave his shop
door unlocked when he goes across the street to tend to

business at his used-car lot.

And yet something has people in New Hope and other

places around the country stirred up. It's Tuesday's

election.

For many, it's the most important vote in years— and
they say that, whoever wins the White House, they look for

a thawing of government gridlock, and awakening of the
economy, overdue attention to the $4 trillion national debt
— changes that they simultaneously wish for and fear.

See related story, page 3

"It'll be rough for a few years," said Hornbuckle.
anticipating hard post-election choices to deal with
problems the long campaig^n has raised.

"But after we get on our feet, we're going to be fine,"

said the 42-year-old businessman. "We've got to get
things straightened out. It's an important election."

He's voting for Bill Clinton. But down at the Main
Street Cafe, Danny Baker, a supporter of President
Bush, has a similar, hopeful feeling. "They've been run-
ning so hard against each other, they're going to have to

start doing some of the things they're saying," he said.

At the town library, Aileen Moon joined the chorus,
saying that both parties "are starting to get the message"
delivered by her candidate. Ross Perot, whose economic
plan focuses on cutting the debt through higher gasoline
taxes and other across-the-board economic sacrifices.

It's not only in New Hope that folks feel new hope —
and concern.

At a giant fireworks store with Las Vegas-style neon
signs that fiood the nigh sky in Kimball. Tenn.. manager
Richard Talley strikes up conversations about the elec-

tion with his largely tourist clientele.

"Everybody wants a change. They want it but they're
afraid of it," said Talley, 45. "They know that the change
is going to have to be so drastic that everybody's going to

have to sacrifice."

Like many others interviewed around the country, a
Turn to ELECTION, page 2
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Monday, November 2, 1992
Lecture — Marcia Curtis will speak on "Write what

you think, but please not that: Gay issues in the writing
classroom," from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the 9th floor of the
Campus Center. This lecture is part of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual Studies Brown Bag Series.

Seminar— The Speakers Bureau of the Program for
Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns is sponsoring a
seminar, "Everything you always wanted to know about
queers but were afraid to ask. .

." at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center room 176.

Film — As a part of the weekly queer film series, the
Program for GLB Concerns and the Lesbian, Bisexual
Gay Alliance will sponsor a film at 8:00 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Film to be announced.

Panel— The Five Colleges Coastal and Marine Science
Program and the UMass Department of Geology and

Geography are sponsoring a panel, "Recent Develop-
ments in Coastal and Wetlands Law" at 4:00 p.m. in the
Campus Center room 803.

Vigil — There will be a candlelight vigil from 7:00 to

9:00 p.m. on the south side of the Student Union to
protest racism. For more informatin, call the Office of
Third World Affairs at 545-2517.

Tuesday, November 3, 1992
Meeting — The next meeting of the Institute for the

Healing of Racism will be at 7:00 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 165. For more information, contact Gene
Wallace at 256-1878.

Seminar — The Social and Demographic Research
Institute is presenting a Research in Progress seminar at
3:50 p.m. in W32 Machmer. The seminar will feature
Randall Stokes and Albert Chevan discussing "Male
marginality and female family headship."

Columbia shuttle lands safely

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413)545-3500
fax: (413)545-1592

election
continued from page 1

groups of retirees in Tampa, Fla., suburb of Land O'
Lakes said they'd arrived at their presidential pick by a
process of elimination.

Bush probably will be the choice ofEd Broussard, a 52-

year-old registered Democrat. "I expect the country to

start to bounce back," he said. "Things will get better, but
it won't happen overnight."

"Our country is right on the edge with the size of our
national debt," siiid Ervin Hoefler, 75, but he receives

Social Security and fears Perot's tough measures. He, too

expects to vote for Bush.

By MARCIA DUNN
Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Columbia swooped
through a clear sky and landed at NASA's spaceport
Sunday with six astronautswho released a laser-reflecting
satellite and tested a robotic eye during their 10-day
journey.

"Beautiful ending to a great mission," Kevin Chilton,
an astronaut inside Mission Control, told the crew.

Columbia landed on the concrete runway at Kennedy
Space Center at 9:05 a.m. EST. Just before nosewheel
touchdown, the astronauts released a red, white and blue
drag chute that slowed the shuttle as it rolled to a stop.

It was a fine morning for a landing. There were only a
few wispy clouds and, contrary to earlier forecasts, barely
any fog.

More than 300 people were on hand to welcome Co-
lumbia home.

Columbia traveled 4.1 million miles during its voyage,
which began Oct. 22, and circled Earth 159 times. It was
the 51st shuttle mission and 13th flight ofNASA's oldest
shuttle.

A quick inspection showed teh shuttle to be in good
shape, said NASA launch director Bob Sieck.

Ground controllers had to scramble when shuttle
commander James Weatherbee reported during descent
the failure of a mechanical gauge that displays the
positions ofthe rudder, body flaps and other flight control
surfaces. Mission Control told him to turn the power off

and on, which got the gauge working but only for a few
minutes.
NASA spokesman Jeff Carr said it appeared to be a

power problem and that the crew was able to monitor the
information on computer screens.

The five U.S. astronauts and one Canadian completed
their primary orbital job — releasing the Laser
Geodynamics Satellite — early in the mission. They
released the satellite on Oct. 23, and an attached rocket
quickly boosted the craft into a 3,632 mile high orbit.

The sateUite is covered with 426 prisms to reflect laser
beams fired from around the world. Geologists hope, over
time, to gauge the slow drifting ofcontinents by measur-
ing the time it takes for the pulses to travel back and
forth. That, in turn, should provide a better understanding
of earthquakes.

Italy's space agency built the $4 million satellite and
its $120 milhon booster.

Kennedy director Robert Crippen, a former shuttle
commander, took issue the critics who blasted NASA for
spending nearly a half-billion dollars on the mission and
risking six lives to launch a satellite that could have been
lofted by an urmianned rocket.

He said there was no reason not to use the shuttle for
hoistingthe satelhte since that hadbeen the plan all along.

Although the experiments that were conducted dur-
ing the flight might be considered small by some, they are
important, Crippen said. "There is a really big plus for
science," he said. "It was a superb mission as far as I'm
concerned."

Commish denies allegations

Nutri/Size"

Lose All

The Weight By
Thanksgiving

BOSTON (AP)— Police Commissioner
Francis "Mickey" Roache dismissed re-

cent critics who have accused the depart-
mentofpohce brutality, callingthe charges
dangerous.

"I will not let them tear down the good
relationship that has been built between
the police and the overwhelming majority
ofthe residents from all over," Roache told
the Boston Herald. "That is a very dan-
gerous thing to do."

"The costs can be extremely high," he
said.

"The department was the subject of
heavy criticism at a community meeting
Thursday in the Dorchester section ofthe

city. Rev. Eugene Rivers and others, nearly
all ofthem Black, accused the department
of brutality.

Roache vehemently denied the allega-
tions and said no new police misconduct
complaints have been filed with the
department's Internal Affairs unit.

He asked that those with legitimate
complaints go through the official system,
but also said that many times, cross-
complaints are filed by citizens against
officers who have made proper arrests.

"I think we have a very sophisticated
society and a lot of people involved with
the law know how to utihze the system,"
Roache said.

Reiner Kruger

Nutri/System

Client

1*413*586*8111
137 Damon Rd. Northampton, MA '

*you pay only for Nutri/System meals. Weight loss and
maintenance vary by individual. Participating centers only.

Cannot be combined with other offers. Offer expires 1 1 /6/92 .
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A missed mission
One hundred fourteen faculty members signed

an open letter to the University community that
appeared in Friday's Collegian. The faculty de-
nounced the administration, saying it has failed in
its mission to create a tolerant, multicultural
campus community.

Lisa Selkirk, a professor in the linguistics de-
partment, said the idea for an open letter came
through discussions within the department. "Its

intent is to let students know that faculty are very
concerned about the situation," said Selkirk.

"If racial harassment, violence and fear are a
fact of life for students in our community, it is

because the University is not doing its job," states
the letter. "It is the job of the administration to

promote a vision ofa multicultural community that
pervades every area of University life and to sup-
port in every way possible the realization of that
ideal.

"The administration has not done its job."

Mirrored mirage
Ifyou haven't already noticed, the scenic photo-

graph that graces the cover of the latest student
telephone directory is backwards.

The 15,000 copies of the directory, produced by
Student Affairs Special Services, are provided to

students free ofcharge. But the image on the cover
depicts an M.C. Escher-like notion of campus with
the Southwest Towers located where the Campus
Center area should be.

"It was printed backwards by the printer," said
an official from University Photographic Services,
who provided the publisher with the slide. The
photograph itselfwas actually taken fouryears ago
from atop of Herter Hall.

But Rob Brooks, director of Student Affairs
Special Services, was initially unaware ofthe mix-
up. "I suspect, if anything, the slide was wrong."

For the correct view of the photograph, simply
hold up the phone directory to a mirror.

TAs cheapen degrees
A new book by a former Columbia University

professor slams schools for suppl3dng students with
"second-rate" educations by forcing graduate stu-

dents to serve as professors.

Martin Anderson, in his book Impostors in the

Temple, (Simon & Schuster, 1992), calls the use of
teaching assistants — better known as TA's — a
"callous exploitation" of both graduate students
and their undergraduate pupils.

"The victims of the rip-off are the undergradu-
ates, especially freshmen or sophomores, the ones
who are often taught and graded by other students
— teaching assistants as they are euphemistically
called," writes Anderson.

"In a variation of the old bait-and-switch game,
the universities entice potential students and their
parents with tales of exceptional teaching by eru-
dite and sometimes world-renowned professors. .

.

While these pseudo professors rarely lecture in the
large halls, they often lead the smaller class dis-

cussions where the real teaching should occur.

"As long as few people catch on to the fact that
university students are taught and graded to a
significant extent by other students, and that high
grades are commonplace, the value of the degree
will hold up. But as the word spreads, and it will,

the value of many college and university degrees
will become more and more suspect."

Excerpts courtesy of the Collegiate Network, a
program of the Madison Center.

UMass buttons up
University administrators have distributed

thousands of buttons with the lettering "ALLY" to

students and faculty. The different colors on the

button symbolize various ethnic groups and com-
munities and support the idea of a "multiplicity of

cultures."

According to the Amherst Bulletin, the human
relations office spent approximately $1,400 on the

buttons.

"Symbols are very important on campus," said

Grant Ingle, director of the Office of Human Rela-

tions, who came up with the idea. "It really is to

provoke people's thinking, and the plan is to make
sure that there is some discourse and dialogfue."

Ballot questions await voters
By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Correspondent

When area voters pull the lever tomorrow, they won't
just decide which candidatesjoin the unemployment roll,

but vote on state and local ballot questions including a
cigarette tax increase, a pro-environmental package law,
and a seller's property levy.

Four state referendum items, three coimty questions
and three non-binding state questions join Tuesday's
choices for president, congressional representative and
local seats. Supporters and opponents of the proposed
state laws argue their sides in a voter-information
pamphlet published by the Office of the Commonwealth
Secretary.

The Recycling Initiative is the hot question in the
Valley this year. A yes vote on Question Three requires
Massachusetts packaging used after July 1, 1996 to be
smaller, reusable, or recyclable.

Supporters, including environmental groups, Gover-
nor William Weld, and state civic leaders, say the law
would triple recycling levels, conserve trees, energy and
water, and save millions in garbage disposal costs. Back-
ers also cite the creation ofnew markets andjobs through
recycling programs sparked by the law.

Question Three's opponents say the law is deceptive
and would cost the state millions without increasing
recychng. The NO on 3 Committee says the law would
also increase consumer costs and threaten jobs by in-

creasing costs to businesses.

Question One proposes a tax increase of 25 cents on a

pack of cigarettes and an increase in the price of smoke-
less tobacco by 25 percent of the wholesale price.

Supporters link tobacco price and consumption, and
say 80,000 jieople will quit or never start smoking because
of the tax. Revenue raised would fund smoking infor-

mation and cessation programs.
Opponents say the tax is regressive and unfair because

25 cents a pack becomes a larger percentage ofincome the
less a person earns. Higher taxes and more government
will drive out area businesses, say opponents.
A yes on Question Two requires certain banks, in-

surance companies and publicly traded corporations to

file public tax return reports with the Massachusetts
Secretary ofState. The law would keep companies honest
by holding them accountable to taxpayers, say support-
ers of a yes on Two.

Out-of-state competitors could use the information to

hurt state business, which is why no state has a public tax
refwrt law, say the initiative's opponents. The prof>osal

violates confidentiality and threatens business when
Massachusetts is losing jobs, say opponents.

A yes vote on Question Four approves a proposed tax
on certain oils and hazardous materials which makes
polluters clean up toxic dump sites, say its proponents.
Last year only two of 2500 suspected toxic dump sites

were cleaned, says the official argument.
Four's opponents say the new tax increase exempts

the worst polluters and passes down costs to consumers
through higher prices, lost jobs, and increased property
taxes.

Turn to BALLOT, page 7

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
SEEING DOUBLE — Erin Kelley, a freshman engineering major, and Michelle Giengregorio, a freshman Political

Science major, relax in the women's bathroom after a hard day of classes.

Officials offer
input in search
for chancellor
By LISA A. BONSALL
Collegian Correspondent

Scholarly recognition, fundraising experience, and
commitment to athletics and multiculturalism are a few
ofthe qualifications that should be on the next chancellor's
resume, campus officials said.

But strong leadership and managerial skills and a

personal involvement with the campus were what mat-
tered most to those expressing their views at an open
forum Friday afternoon in the Campus Center.

It doesn't matter how sensitive a candidate is to

racism for example, said one man at the forum, if that
candidate cannot manage the campus with "sheer
managerial confidence."

The forum allowed the campus to voice its opinions
about what kind of criteria are needed for choosing the
next chancellor at UMass, said Robert Schwartzwald, a

member of the chancellor search committee.
Leadership and supervisory skills while conducting

internal affairs on campus are also important criteria

when choosing a candidate, said to forum participants.

The chancellor needs to focus his attention on the
internal problems on campus and then be able to articulate
clearly what needs to be done and how it is going to

happen, said Karen Shelley, assistant financial director

for Housing Services.

Turn to CHANCELLOR, page 7

Students support

Democratic ticket
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

While recent public surveys shoiv President
George Bush and Governor Bill Clinton neck and
neck in the race forpresident, an informal Collegian
poll taken yesterday showed Clinton winning the
election by a significant margin.

The poll, which was conducted over the tele-

phone, surveyed 20 University of Massachusetts
students. There were 14 votes for Clinton, 4 votes
for Perot and no votes for Bush. With only one day
left until election day, two students remained un-
decided.

• Robin LaMonda, an undecided first year stu-
dent, said, "I'm voting for Clinton because I don't
like Bush's environmental policies. Any policies

Bush has passed have ended up hurting the envi-
ronment."

• Leah Petrakis, a sophomorejournalism major,
said, "Throwing my support to Perot is the only way
I can help break the two party system. Neither the
Republicans nor the Democrats want change and
eventually there is going to bejust one party which
no one will be able to contest."

• Mike Zabawa, a sophomore School of Man-
agement major, said, "Clinton did a good job as
governor in Arkansas and 1 want a Democrat in the
White House for a change."

Turn to POLL, page 6
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College community.
The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and

columns for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone
number in order to be considered for publication. This informa-
tion is subject to verification.

Anonymous letters will be printed at the editor's discretion.

Letters should be no longer than 50 typed, double-spaced lines.

Columns should not exceed 70 typed, double-spaced lines. Sub-
missions that are not typed will not be considered for publica-
tion.

Responses to or criticism of columns, cartoons, articles or
letters are limited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns
responding to previously pubhshed material will not be printed.

Responses to or criticism of letters that themselves have re-

sponded to a letter, column or article will not be printed.
Collegian staffare restricted from writing letters, butmay write
columns. Any exceptions will be determined solelyby the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted
material. Submissions become the property ofthe Collegian and
will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the indi-

vidual writer and do not represent the views of the Collegian.

The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-
mentioned policies in order to provide a forum for community
discussion of issues.

Two men, a scary clown
and a political prediction

Hostility, racism won't be solved
through 'feel-good' alternatives

Recently the editorial pages of the
Collegian have been full of examples of
racism on campus and solutions to the
problem. Unfortunately, the suggestions
seem to revolve around the idea of forced
"racial harmony" by hiring a specific

number of minority educators and giving
additional financial aid based on color and
sex. I believe that these measures will

only serve to increase racial tensions on
campus.

I, personally, do not care about the
ethnic background ofmy professors. I am
being taught the intricacies of electrical

engineering, and I expect the best educa-
tion that I can get for my money.

As long as the professor is the best in

his field, I feel that I am getting what I am
pajang for. I would not be pleased to be
taught by someone who was hired solely

on race, when more qualified candidates
for the job were not considered because
they did not meet a racial requirement.

I have to pay for my own education. I

am not willing to spendmy money in order
to be a pawn in a social experiment of
affirmative action.

The misconception among those who

wish to implement scholarship programs
based on race and sex is that the average
White male does not need financial aid in

order to attend college. My ancestors have
been in New England since the early 17th
century. Some arrived on the Mayflower
and most served in the Revolution. De-
spite this, without the aid that I am cur-
rently receiving, it would be impossible
for me to further my education.

I am already excluded from many cor-

porate scholarship programs due to my
sex and nationality. Being excluded once
again for a scholarship program, whenmy
tax dollars would be used to fund it, would
be more than unfair.

The only way to end the racial tension
on campus is to destroy the racial and
sexual barriers, not add to them.

Hiring should be done on the basis of
ability and qualification, not color or sex.

Scholarships should be awarded for scho-
lastic merit and financial need, not race.

Anger and hostility are bound to grow if

the current situation is not addressed with
real action, not "feel-good" alternatives.

Gregory O. Bodge
Holyoke

Two men and a scary little clown. Is

this a reference to the presidential race?

No. It is Friday night trying to hitch back
from Hampshire college at four in the

morning. I can imagine no worse combi-
nation, unless maybe we were carrying a
severed head.

I'm dressed like Karl Marx (thinking it

was the scariest thing you could dress up
as in America) but am reminded of
Groucho: like him and his club I certainly

wouldn't take a ride from anyone who
would be prepared to have us as passen-
gers. So, trudging back the only thing
scarier than the thought ofhaving to walk
all the way home is the thought that
someone might pick us up.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
In England Halloween is a problem.

Sure, it's Halloween, but what does one do
about it? Only small children know: suf-

fused with American culture they have
adopted "trick-or-treating" to the
bemusement of those whose doors they
knock upon. 1 think maybe Halloweeen is

the perfect American festival, signifying

nothing, merchandisable without the ir-

ritating moral overtones of Christmas or

Easter. But most of all you are given free

reign to do your thing, be it dressing as a
roller-skating caterpillar, a blood-splat-

tered Jackie Kermedy or, ever popular at
Hampshire, "a semi-naked person."
Dressed as Marx I kept getting mistaken
for Uncle Jesse from "The Dukes of
Hazzard" andmy friend without a costume
was taken to be an amusing portrayal ofa
poor person.

I did my portrayal ofa poor person this
week at University Health Services where
I paid $50 for a pain in both arms. I was
disgusted; this is America, where is my
choice? The same injection for everyone?
What is this, socialism? There should be a
$5 standby rate with a jab from a rusty
pike in the butt, or a $100 special where

you get to keep your personalized needle
and the doctor does a Bob Newhart routine.

Perhaps some ofthe revenue from such
a scheme could help finance the UMass
institutions in steepest decline. It is a sad.

sad state of affairs when it is headline
news that the library is to purchase books.

Boy, what will next week's investigative

coup be? "D.C.'s to serve food," perhaps, or

"UMass to arrange classes"?

Anyway, two men and a scary little

clown — who are you going to vote for?

O.K.. so you're not going to let a limey tell

you how to vote, but how about a bit of

prediction. Here is the dubious premise:
for the last 20 years British and AJnerican
politics have traveled parallel courses,

with British electoral results foretelling

the American mood. Hence Wilson's '74

victory for Labor can be compared to

Carter's '76 victory, likewise the tide of
radical conservatism swept in with
Thatcher's '79 victory a year before the
same impulse let Reagan win.

By this logic the April victory by the
Tories in the British general election is a
precious omen for Republican strategists.

Like the Democrats here, the Labor party
was ahead in the polls up to the eve of the
election, but it seems that in the privacy of

the polling booth a significant portion of
voters swung to the Conservatives, fright-

ened ofpossible Labor tax increases. This is

certainly a plausible scenario here also.

But hold on, there is another scenario: a
Clinton landsUde. Imagine ifthe Democrat
vote holds firm and a large section ofPerot
voters join them, deciding not to "waste"
their vote but unwilling to support four
more years of pragmatic Bush inaction.

Who can tell, maybe such a victory by
what is only relatively the left here could
prefigure a British change, after all it is

quite possible that after the fiasco over pit

closures and humiliation on European
policy a split Tory party might be pushed
into a second general election this year.

Jesse Armstrong is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Columnist s rhetoric is pointless

U.S. citizen counts on
others to make choice

1 would love to vote in these elections. I am counting the
days that are soon to be gone but there is a big problem.

I am registered to vote, just like my friends are. We
know most of the things that go on in this government.
We abide by "the U.S. Constitution and protect it as if it is

ours, but I can't vote because I am from the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico and can't vote for the president of
the United States I am a born U.S. citizen just like all the
Puerto Ricans at UMass. We follow your constitution and
even use the same currency, but I still can't vote for a U.S.
president.

I would give anything to be able to decide who will run
such a powerful country. Like me there are at least 500
students at UMass that would love to vote here.
My point is that you are given an honor, not a right,

and that you should use it properly because you are going
to decide who should run the country. I am counting on
you to i^ake the right choice.

Its nbt as ifyou like red or blue but that you trust the
person you are voting for to be a leader for this nation.
This will be the person who will guide us through the next
four years. So I count on you, the people, to make the
choice for me.

Karola I. Rovirar
Southwest

Dear Mr. Morrissey:

Welcome back "Ted Maravelias! I am
glad we have such an astute and original
poUtical mind working for us at the Col-
legian. Themaimer in whichyouexpressed
your unsubstantiated views Friday [Col-
legian, Oct. 23 J is an embarrassment to
both the Collegian and yourself Just think:
a conservative columnist in a fairly liberal

publication advising us on how we should
vote in November. Since your column was
in the editorial/opinion section, I can deal
with that. What I (and I'm assumingmany
ofyour readers) have trouble swallowing
is your arrogant, righteous attitude and
utter lack of any real insight concerning
the political climate.

If your primary objective in writing
this column was to provoke a reaction
from readers (which incidentally I feel is

the case here), then that to me constitutes
poor journalism. On the other hand, I

would never discourage one from sharing
his or her views, political or otherwise.
However, if your views are simply a con-
glomeration of typical Democrat-bashing
statements, a slew of nicknames for Bill

Clinton, and a rehash of "America— love
it or leave it" rhetoric, then I'd advise you
to save your time because this kind of old
hat just isn't worth reading.

Brian F. Rattigan
Amherst
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You're nearly grown up now— what are you going to be?
I've just stepped out of my journalism class, and am

slowly realizing how confused and baffled I am with the
whole thing. No, not just the class itself; I'm talking
about my life.

My courses just contribute to my bewilderment. I

guess what I'm driving at is that I'm a junior in college
and am a bit unnerved because I have no real, concrete
idea of what I want to do with my miserable existence.

I've always thought that writing would be my bag. Of
course I, like everyone else, went through the "what I'm
gonna be when I grow up" phases. My plans included
becoming a lawyer, surgeon, ghost hunter, oceanologist,

veterinarian and World Wrestling Federation star (could
you honestly see me trying to bodyslam Andre the
Giant?).

But now I'm 20 years old and hopefully more mature
and level-headed. I took up journalism because I don't

know what else to do. I'm presently getting into the core
ofmy studies, and it's not that I'm scared — I just hope
like hell I made the right choice.

I comprehend the fact that someday I've got to get

serious and consider an internship, co-op, or something
— I've gotta get in gear! It depresses me to the point of
yakking that when parents, professors and all those
adult figures refer to moving on in hfe and settling down
to a long road of deadlines, career moves and overall

seriousness, they bring up "putting the fun aside." What
a nice outlook!

Troy L.

MERRICK
I remember my dad giving me his version ofa pep talk

about becoming an adult. He said he "didn't envy me" and
flat out didn't know how my peers and I would survive in

this apparently knock-down, drag-out society, job mar-
ket world.

Stressing the importance of a college education (and
the fact that a high school diploma alone don't mean jack
in many or most instances), he noted that without it the
average shmuck would be the slob who asked you ifyou
wanted fries with your quarter pounder with cheese.

I respect my Dad — he's provided me with endless

knowledge and insightful advice, but the sad truth of his

opinion in this matter made me think twice ofmy desire

to live past my 18th birthday. They say high school is

supposed to be the most cherished four years ofyour life,

and now those too have been gone for three years and
what do I have to look forward to?

Well, I suppose my future contains whatever I cause
it to — I have control. But if I don't have the foggiest

notion ofwhat I'm going to do, where I'm going to go, who
I'm going to be— I'm staring into a cul-de-sac, a dead end,

and all the inspirations and goals I've established for

myself will be dust in the wind.

I'm willing to gamble that most of you probably cat-

egorize me as a pessimist, but please don't. I only want to

show you who feel that your back is against the wall and
don't really know what direction to drag your academics
in that you are not alone. You are not the sole castaway
on the ship of cluelessness in the sea of life.

I have a lot of living to do. Sigh.

Troy L. Merrick is a UMass student.

'20/20' didn't cover diversity

Student casts his vote from Cairo
It's been a bit strange being in Egypt

for the tail end of the 1992 presidential

election. Most Egyptians I have met are
very interested in the election and are

curious to discover your political leanings.

In the Middle East where patriarchal,

strong-handed governments are the norm.
Bush is described in terms of "strength

and fairness." At first I was taken aback.
Bush!? Strong, fair? My Amherstian ears

were shocked. My Arabic is not yet good
enough to launch an effective argument
against Bush's foreign policies but I've

managed to incur the ill feeling of most of

the taxi drivers and store owners in Cairo.

On the other hand, I can understand the

Arabs' misgivings toward Clinton con-

cerning his views on the Palestinian/Is-

raeli question, which are shaky at best.

They see him as selling out to Zionist

pressures in the United States and possibly

departing from the policies of the Baker
negotiations. However, according to W.
Quandt. NSA advisor to Carter, Clinton is

merely doing what any self-respecting

Democrat who wants to win New York
must do. In fact, one of his chief advisors

has issued a statement which promises to

follow the initiatives begun by Baker.

It was a very surreal feeling, voting in

my first presidential election by absentee
ballot at the American University in Cairo.

As the teacher rattled on about the coup in

Algeria, I cast a vote to decide on who I

wanted to lead my country for the next

fouryears. The system may disenfranchise

huge numbers of our population, but in

the end we have no one to blame but
ourselves. P.J. O'Rourke wrote, "All gov-

ernments are parliaments of whores, but
in a democracy we're the whores." If you
don't like either candidate join a reform
group or do something other besides
complaining and watching your country
go dowtt the toilet.

Egyptians, like the vast majority of

people in this world, live in a police state.

They enjoy more political freedoms than
their neighbors but the system is still a far

cry from Western democracy. A few hours
by plane can take you to a country like

Somalia where people live and die in such
poverty that their government is entirely

irrelevant. The United States will join the
ranks of the "have-nots" one day in the
future and we only beckon that destiny

through political negligence and compla-
cency.

Michael R. Smith
Cairo, Egypt

Ignorance isn't bhss — it's rape
I am writing in response to the letter

"Violence can turn sex into rape" I Collegian ,

Oct. 22J. I've never seen such an effective

metaphor for rape. Even if I wanted sex,

and even if I went back to someone's room,

absolutely no one has the right to force me
to have sex. I'm my own person, and no one

has the right to force me to do anything,

regardless of whether I want to or not.

What impressed me most about the

article, was it was written by a man. This

semester, stories have been printed de-

claring men to be evil animals who don't

know the meaning of "no." Now don't get

me wrong— there are definitely guys out

there who have no respect for women
whatsoever, but I feel that this article

shows that there are decent, understand-

ing men out there, few as they may be.

The problem, though, is not just with

men. More often than I would like to

admit, I've heard conversations where

friends, girl friends, are as ignorant as the
assailant. "It's her own fault — she was
stupid enough to go back to his room.
What did she expect?" She didn't expect to

get raped. Simple as that.

Statistics state that at least one out of

every four women will be raped. Five out

of six of my friends have been, at least,

sexually harassed. Those are pretty high

chances for something horrible and dehu-
manizing to happen.

Women: it's your friends, your daugh-
ters, you who are facing these chances.

Men: it's your friends, your mothers, your
sisters who are facing these sad facts. It's

true, yet very few are willing to admit that
it happens every single day.

Ignorance is not bliss. Ignorance is sad

and unfeeling. Ignorance of understand-

ing and respect is rape.

Tanya Milosh
Amherst

I am writing in response to the Oct. 23
"20/20" show in which reporter Lynn
Scherr did a piece on Northampton women
who love women. I felt degraded, embar-
rassed and misrepresented by a show that
purported to portray all women who love

women in Northampton in a positive, can-
did manner. These are critical times for

queer communities nationally. Not only
are we reeling from the devastation of

AIDS, but we are under attack from the
radical right wing, which is pushing such
initiatives as Section 9 in Oregon that
could take away the rights of all queers.

Many say the timing ofthe "20/20" show is

crucial in educating voting Americans on
the acceptability oflesbian lifestyle. I think

there is danger in that assertion.

The show's approach was typically

homophobic. Ms. Scherr trotted out lesbian

sexuality as though it were some scientific

experiment, dwelled on why lesbians aren't

into men. and the photographers spent an
inordinate amount of time on "Cherisse's"

cleavage. "20/20" also mistitled the show; a
more apt title is "How Lesbians can be
Middle Class, Thirtysomething, Profes-

sional and Get Married and Have Babies
Just Like Heterosexuals."

I am not interested in bashing the lesbi-

ans on the show for their choice in lifestyle,

although I can't understand why any les-

bian would agree to answer such idiotic,

exploitative questions about our sex lives

and our "rejection" ofmen. Where were the

perspectives oflesbianswho are on welfare?

Where were the opinions of women who
aren't lesbian but are bisexual?What about
the voices ofBlack, Asian, NativeAmerican
and Latina lesbians (the voice of the one
lesbian of color who spoke was dubbed
over)? What about those of us in our teens

or 70s, or who wear lots ofleather and have
green hair? What about the insights of

lesbians who are survivors of drug abuse
and the mental health system because of

the trauma ofbeing queer in a homophobic
society? And where does "20/20" get off

denying that lesbians are political?

"20/20" does not address the complexity

and diversity of the Northampton lesbian

and bisexual women's community. By be-

ing portrayed as homogeneous and con-

formist, we are being denied our right to

choose the sort of lifestyle we want to live.

Do you honestly believe that this model of

lesbianism won't be held against those of

us who don't fit it? How many times have
each ofus been told that it's okay that we're

lesbians as long as we don't flaunt it? How
is this show saying anything different?

Frankly. I'm scared. There is no pre-

dicting what sort of homophobic backlash
Northampton is now going to be subjected

to. While the professional organizations

featured in the show are getting business
from curious people and lesbians who had
not known about Northampton (and can
afford to eat in restaurants and buy cul-

turally appropriate trinkets), already 1

am being scrutinized like a zoo animal as

I walk down the street to my $4.36 per
hourjob. What happens ifreactions become
violent? While I realize that the organi-

zations named by "20/20" may suffer some
monetary setbacks from loss ofhomophobic
patrons, the targets of violence will not be
lesbians safely ensconced in their cars,

homes and places ofbusiness. The targets

will be queer women who are already

vulnerable because they are poor or dark-
skinned or politically vocal, etc.

If "20/20" represented all facets of the

Northampton community and sincerely

addressed the issues facing us, it would be
worth chancing the backlash. But we can't

ask them to do that now because they
aren't around. They are back in TV land,

getting pats on the back for finding such a

controversial human interest story and
they're raking the money because they

upped "20/20" in the viewership polls. Or
have we all forgotten that the show aired

during network TV's sweeps week?
Elizabeth Rensenbrink

Northampton

Bush is loser in character contest
It's 3 a.m. The remote has switched the

station to CNN. I can't believe what I'm

seeing.

The nose ofa plane is silhouetted against

a blue and white sky. Outside the hangar is

a small crowd. As he quickly alights the

steps to the podium in his white, blue and
red parka, one could mistake him from a

distance for a rock star, but he is much too

old. A young African-American rushes ea-

gerly to the man to shake his hand. "No,

no!" I gasp. He does. Pretty cheerleaders

run through well-rehearsed routines.

Mothers and fathers wave signs. A band
strikes up patriotic music.

After acknowledging the applause and
cheers, he starts to speak. He punches with
his fistand points to punctuate his rantings.

He is not above macho posturing, "When I

am through with my opponent, I won'tjust

give him hell, he'll feel like he is in hell."

"Go get 'em, John Wayne," I caustically

mumble.
The King of Smear doesn't stop. He

labels his opponent as unpatriotic, a trai-

tor and a daft dodger. I bolt up from my
chair and yell, "Wait a minute Joe
McCarthy, everyone tried to get out ofthat

war!" I remember men feigning everything
from homosexuality to asthma to avoid
being drafted. Surely George Bush would
have used the wealth and influence of his

father to avoid the "service" had he been a
member of the baby boom generation.

I switched the TV off. How much longer

will Americans be fooled by trickle down
economics, with its increase in food stamp
applicants and working poor, or by a presi-

dent who refuses to take any blame for the

recession and actually tried to fool us into

thinking it didn't exist? Such blind patrio-

tism overwhelm reason? What sort of
tragedy are we headed for when the lessons
of history are distorted and forgotten?

My choice for president is Bill Clinton.

He is a man who cares about people, and
notjust about getting elected. Bill has been
known to stay up late, upset about racial

injustice. Bush, on the other hand, while
running for Congress in Texas, actually

campgiigned against the 1964 Civil Rights
bill to pick up votes from segregationists.

Bill is one of us. He worked his way
through college and knows financial hard-
ship. Bush, who likes to lampoon CHnton
for only having experience in public office,

boasts about starting his own oil business
(with a $1.2 million loan from his Dad).

Clinton can .step off the pedestal and
play his saxophone on "Arsenio Hall." But
just as quickly, he can play the role of
presidential contender and whip George in

debate, forcing him to retreat into whining,
"Don't blame me, I am not an Oxford man"
(he is a Yale man).

On Nov. 3, let's end the lies ofthe Repub-
lican administration. Vote for Clinton —
the wirmer of the character debate.

Tim Leinroth
Sunderland
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continued from page 1

claimed he did not ride the elevator but took the stairs to
the lobby.

Witnesses maintained Merchant confronted Barosy
in the elevator.

Senior English major Julie Trainito, who said she
witnessed the incident, said she thought Marchant acted
hostilely because Barosy was Black. "It was definitely an
RA confrontation that turned racial," she said.

"Hearing those racial slurs was worse than physical
damage," said Norris. "The language wasjust horrible. It

was the worst possible."

Although Norris he did not doubt thejudge's sensitivity,

he said he didn't think the court's original venue was
"terrific." So Norris said he asked for a judge to preside
over the hearing instead ofa clerk and requested that the
proceedings be opened to the public.

"We're going in the back door and civil rights was
tacked on as an afterthought," said Norris, who asked if

the proceedings would have been brought into the lowest
level of the criminal system if the situation involved a
White defendant.

Merchant's attorney. Janet Kenton-Walker, was not
available for comment.

Due to the incident and subsequent appearance of
racial graffiti and feces outside his door and other stress,

Barosy has quit the resident assistant job and moved to

another dormitory, according to Norris.
"Arlens is quite a remarkable man," said Norris,

commenting on how outstanding it is that he's a native of
Haiti, who attended high school in the states for a few
years, and then awarded a prize at the University last

spring for maintaining the highest GPA for electrical

engineering students.

"It's terrible the things that were said to him, especially
to someone so talented and wonderful as him," said
Norris.

Barosy was not available for comment.
The dates for Merchant's arraignment had not been

set as of press time.

M tailgaiting
continued from pxage 1

were about 2,000 tailgates at Homecoming, and turn-
out at the other games has also been high. But the
parking lot festivities tend to continue well into the
first half of the game.

"There has been a continual problem of people not
leaving [the lots] during the game," said Scanlan.
"Tailgating is supposed to be two hours before the
game and one hour after, but the lots just don't clear
out."

Many of those interviewed at Saturday's game
praised tailgating as a social event, but said they were
not interested in the game itself Others were more
blunt.

"I'm just here for the drinking," said Greg Caille, a
senior history major.

"Ijust like to drink beer," said ajunior HRTA major
who cleverly identified himself as Ben Dover.

Still, head football coach Mike Hodges said he feels

attendance at the games is increasing as a result, and
that many people who originally came just for the
tailgating become interested in football when they see

the game.
"If they come down once they'll come back. Our

team is great to watch, and this season has been
excellent from a fan's standpoint. I think tailgating

has let a lot of people realize that," he said.

Jennifer Knudsen, a junior School of Management
m^or, echoes this sentiment. "I'd never been to a game
before tailgating started, and it's mademe realize what
I've been missing. I've gotten a lot more interested in

the games."

Scanlan said-there have been no arrests or major
security problems at the parties, and that police have
issued no more than a few trespassing orders. "It's been
pretty under control," she said.

According to Scanlan tailgating will continue until

the end of this season, and then the policy will be
reviewed for a decision to be made as to whether it will

continue next year.

And whatever their reasons for being there are,

many of the tailgaters do go in to watch at least part

ofthe game. "Yeah, I'm going in. As soon as I'm drunk
enough," said Rick Pitcher, a senior HRTA major.

French ban smoking in cafes

The election is coming up
tomorrow-

don't forget to vote!

By TERRI JONES
Associated Press

PARIS — Some French are delighted, some are dis-

gfusted, while others are blatantly flouting a tough new
law that went into effect across the country Sunday.

"The battle lines are drawn," said Alain Genestan,
writing in a front-page editorial in Le Journal ou
Dimanche, Paris' only Sunday newspaper. "What do I

mean, battle? It's a war."

The law bans smoking in restaurants, offices and
pubUc transportation.

"I'm not going to stop smoking at work," said Doile
Marie, an office worker at Telediflusion de France, which
distributes radio and TV programs.

"I'm a very tense person, I drown my stress in ciga-
rettes," she said. "If I stopped smoking, my rate of work
would slow down. People respect that in me, too."

Miss Marie say, however, that away from the office

shell refrain from lighting up in public places or places
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where it bothers people.

Polls indicated up to 84 percent ofthe French approve
of the law and 65 percent support pressure to enforce it.

But howls of protest have risen from cafe, restaurant
and hotel owners, who fear losing clientele for enforcing
the law, or hefi;y fines of up to $1,200 — or even prison
terms— ifthey don't. Individual violators are to be fined

$120 to $250.

Dozens of cafes and bars across Paris put up yellow
signs on their doors saying, "Bar Fumeurs" (Smokers' Bar)

Joel Robuchon, the famed chefat the three-star restau-
rant Jamin, one of the swankiest in Paris where diners
often enjoy a pungent cigar after a meal, said Sunday it

would be extremely difficult to enforce the new law.
"It's hard hard to harmonize this with the dining

experience," he said in a radio interview.

Daniel Estival, owner ofL'Estivel said. "Then we'll see."

France has one of the highest rates of smokers in
Western Europe: 40 percent of all adults, according to

1991 figures.

poll
continued from page 3

• Eric Peltier, a senior history major, said, "Perot will

shake up the government and is the only candidate
intelligent enough to deal with the economy."

• Tom Owen, a senior economics major, said, "I am not
pleased with any of the candidates because each have
some good ideas, but none ofthem have all the good ideas."

• Noah Rice, a senior history major, said, "I am voting
for Clinton because he stressed education. Ifpeople want
to improve the quality of America, they have to start in
the school systems."

• Debbie Adams, a senior electrical engineering ma-
jor, said, "Since Bush doesn't stand for free choice, I'm
voting for Clinton. Clinton will do more for the middle
and lower classes too."

• Hillary Swanson, a first year pre-veterinarian ma-
jor, said, "Bush is fascist and Perot is insane, so I'm voting
for Clinton. Clinton will try to do something for the deficit
and he has, by far, the most superior views on social
issues."

• Jon Harris, a first year mechanical engineering
major, said, "Perot's experience in business will improve
the national debt and will help Americans produce better
businesses."

• Susan Pease, a first year graduate student studying
fine arts and poetry, said, "I'm voting for Clinton because
he supports the economy, middle and lower classes and
women. I don't want to give Bush the chance to appoint
another conservative Supreme Court justice."
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chancellor
continued from page 3

Teamwork and intercommunica-
tion among all groups on campus is

important, Shelley said, but a "chief
operating officer" not afraid to discuss
issues that people don't always want to
hear will benefit the campus.

The chancellor must feel comfort-
able surfacing possible volatile issues
and then work together with the
campus to deal with the problems,
Shelley said.

Another important criteria dis-

cussed at the forum was the abiUty of
the chancellor to gain the trust of the
students who want to be able to go to a
name they recognize and respect. They
want a chancellor, said a woman at the
forum, "who can roll down his or her
sleeves and talk with students in the
Hatch" about important issues.

"It's not going to be easy to make
changes on campus," said Shelley, but
if the chancellor is able to become a
part of the teamwork on campus, then
situations will get resolved.
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continued from page 3

The three Hampshire County ques-
tions. Five, Six and Seven, work in con-
junction imposing a service excise of$1 . 14
per$500 value ofreal estate transactions,
paid by the seller. A yes vote on these
questions approves the fee, which would
provide $400,000 for a locally controlled
Regional Services Fund.

Opponents resist restoration of a levy
banished in 1989. The levy would charge
$456 to the seller of a house valued at
$200,000.
A yes on Seven, the substantive ques-

tion, raises money for underfunded rural
social service programs said Hampshire
County Commisioner Vincent O'Connor.

"This is not a propery tax, nor is is new.
It's only paid by the seller once or twice in

his life, and it provides money for services

that help the community do the best for its

residents," said O'Connor
'O'Connor said the excise would raise

money for an educational service for local

dairy and produce farmers in co-operative

extension with the University of Massa-
chusetts. He said the revenue would also

computerize the registry of deeds' record

system, saving citizens time and legal fees.

The service fund includes nutritional

information for low-income and rural

families, and a care facility in
Northampton, said O'Connor.

He said Question Five strenghtens the
county charter and Question Six is tech-

nical housekeeping which make a yes on
Seven more effective. O'Connor said Five
and Six enact no laws or fees.
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Why are so manypeople
from allwalks of life

opposing the Repackaging Bill?

David Gordon Wilson
Professor, MIT

Author, ''Legislation to Promote
Recycling and Conservation"

"The increased consumer costs and bureau-
cratic frustrations Question 3 would create

would completely outweigh any small effect it

would have on our waste stream. Question 3
would be very costly. I urge a NO vote on
Question 3."

Jennie, Paul, and Connie Brown
Brown's Market

"Our family has owned and run our grocery
store for over 70 years, and we've never faced a

problem like Question 3. Question 3's repack-
aging red tape would force higher prices in

stores throughout the state."

Gregory A. Conigliaro

President

Conigliaro Recycling Company

"As a recycler I believe we need to continue
to improve our existing recycling programs.
We don't need Question 3's costly repackaging
red tape and bureaucracy. Join me in voting

NO on 3
"

Solid Waste Experts, Grocers, Employers,

Workers, even Recyclers urge NO on 3 . .

.

Because Question 3 would cost Massachusetts
people over 500 million dollars every year,

but leave over 90%
ofour solid waste untouched.

Massachusetts Citizens and Employers Against the Repackaging Bill

(Partial List of over 50,000)

Dr. Melvin W. First

Professor of Environmental Health
Engineering

Harvard School of Public Health

Carolyn E. Boviard
State Director

National Federation of Independent
Business

Jon DeFreitas

Atlantic Poly

Recycling Company

Martin Kelley
Owner
Durgin Park

William J. DeTellis

President

Healthshare Associates

Jay Howland
President

D'Angelo Sandwich Shops

Jeffrey A. Miron
Chairman, Department of Economics
Boston University

Kevin B. Harrington
Former President

Massachusetts Senate

Charles McDevitt
President

Local 422, UA.W

Hoyt C. Hottel

Professor Emeritus,

Department of Chemical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dr. Laura C. Green
President

Cambridge Environmental, Inc.

Lecturer, Division of Toxicology, MIT

Robert N. Stavins
Kennedy School of Government
Harvard University

Robert Cerretani
Cerretani s Supermarkets

Richard A. Manley
President (1970-1992)
Massachusetts Taxpayers Foundation

Jill Beresford
Vice President

BPI Environmental
Recycling Company

Joseph D. Alviani
State Secretary of Economic Affairs

(1985-1989)

William F. Marsden
Demoulas & Market Basket

Richard Arnott
Professor, Department of Economics
Boston College

Robert H. Bateman
Chairman, Massachusetts Economic
Development Council (1986-1987)

Constance Brown
Browns Market

Jack B. Howard
Professor of Chemical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Richard S. Stein
Professor and Director of Polymer
Research Institute

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Peter B. Post

President

Greater Boston YMCA

Kenneth M. Lemanski
President

Charles River Hospital-WEST

John Phinney
President

UFCW 1445

George C. Lodge
Professor of Business Administration
Harvard Business School

Roger S. Berkowitz
Owner
Legal Sea Foods

Professor David Gordon Wilson
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Author, "Legislation to Promote
Recycling and Conservation"

Gregory A. Conigliaro
President

Conigliaro Recycling Company

Merton C. Flemings
Department Head, Materials Science
and Engineering, MIT

Larry Overlan
Director, State and Local Government
Policy Studies

Beacon Hill Institute

Suffolk University

1. Robert Freelander
President

Come Play Products
Recycling Company

Bruce Butterworth
President

Pewter Pot Family Restaurant

John dementi
President

Plastican Recycling Company

Joseph C. Faherty
President

Massachusetts AFL-CIO

Patrick E. Roche
Roche Brothers Supermarket

Barbara Anderson
Executive Director

Citizens for Limited Taxation

Christopher P. Flynn
President

Massachusetts Food Association

James F. Slattery

Executive Director

Massacusetts Farm Bureau Federation

Ira Stepanian
Chairman
Massachusetts Business Roundtable

John Cammarata
Manager, Superior Produce
Distributors

Chelsea Produce Center

Titles and affiliations for

identification purposes only

Stop the Costly Repackaging Bill

VoteNOon3
Authorized and paid for by the NO on 3 Committee, PO. Box 4512, Boston, MA 02101, Christopher P. Flynn, Chairman, Cynthia Hid. Treasurer
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Alts & living
Spooky World missing
the scare but still fun
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian St^ff

Spooky World
Horror Fun Park
Berlin MA
Thursday, October 28

Well, October is over and so is Hal-
loween. For all of the haunting month
in Berlin, Massachusetts, there was a
corporate sponsored horror theme park
called Spooky World.

Once one enters the Spooky World
grounds, the spooky aura becomes evi-

dent. There is an old man withjuggling
skills galore at the entrance. Hejuggles
axes, torches, and other novelties while
standing on both the ground and a
large beach ball.

That is the entrance, the two attrac-

tions that await you at Spooky World
are the Haunted Hay Ride and Haunted
Barn. Up first is the hay extravaganza.

Right from the beginning of the
hayride it is easily recognizable that
the ride is going to be more entertaining
than horrifying. The emcee on the
tractor makes that clear with his one
liners and anecdotes.

Along the ride there are many live

performers running around trying to

frighten you. Included in these char-

acters is Jason (of Friday the 13th
fame), legendary barber/murderer
Sweeny Todd, and Leatherface (of

Texas Chainsaw Massacre fame).

Other characters include cannibals,
mummies, and a variety of ghouls and
living dead. While the characters do
provide a few shocks, it is the special

effects which make the hayride enter-

taining.

A guillotine, boiling pot o' human
soup, scattering of a calvalcade of
corpses, flying monsters, and a high
quantity of bloody gore make the hay
ride, if not scary, fun filled.

After the hay ride comes the haunted
barn. The barn is basically the opposite
of the hay ride in that it lacks in ideas
but is better in the fright department.
This is because the barn has the charac-
ters placed strategically in dark places,

around corners, and so on. This place-

ment allows for the element of surprise
which the hay ride lacks for the most
part.

Other than the characters, the rest

ofthebam is prettymuch lacking. There
are a couple of nice displays featuring
ahens, but that is about it.

There is a gift shop where a pot-

pourri of things can be bought. In ad-
dition to items for sale, the gift shop
allows one the chance to get decked out
in the latest horror makeup. There are
a couple of horror celebrities (no, not
Stephen King) there to greetyou as well
with autographs and polaroid moments
awaiting.

Also, Spooky World would not be
complete without a karaoke machine,
which is right near the hay ride en-

trance. Entrance into Spooky World
cost $12.50 from Monday through
Thursday, and $15.50 on Friday to

Sunday.
On a whole. Spooky World could do

more to be frightening, but it was enter-

taining. So, even though it is closed now
for this year (it is open every night of

October), it is pretty clear that it will be
back again next year. Ifyou want a few
laughs and a couple of shocks, check it

out.

Views on television:

the last round of Cheers
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

When Kelsey Grammer of Cheers ap-
peared on Late Night With David
Letterman recently, 1 felt the tears welling
up in my eyes. No, it wasn't because of
Grammer's ugly beard, although that thing
IS horrible. The reason for my heartache
was the announcement that Cheers is

nearing the end of its long and glorious
run on NBC.

Although this announcement was cer-

tainly not a surprise, it is saddening to

hear cast members speaking of the end.
The way Grammer put it, whenever Ted
Danson is ready to hang it up, Cheers will

ride off into the sunset. Thus, the show
vdll run one more year at the most.

Grammer's announcement confirmed
what 1 had already known for quite a
while: the Golden Age oftelevision comedy
is coming to an end.

1 was never a big fan of M*A*S*H,
Barney Miller, or even Taxi. Thus, 1 don't

consider the 1970's the pinnacle of t.v. sit-

coms, as many do.

Rather, my Golden Age begins in the

early 1980's. Shows such as Bosom Bud-
dies and WKRP in Cincinnati are still

among my favorites. Shows like Diffrent
Strokes, The Facts of Life, and Silver

Spoons, while funny, were only hints of

what was to come.
In 1984, one ofthe greatest comedies of

all time. The Cosby Show, was born. With
Cheers and Family Ties already in the

Thursday night lineup, Cosby brought
NBC over the top and created the most
awesome lineup in t.v. history.

The Cosby Show quickly became one of

my favorite programs as the Huxtable
family won my admiration with their hu-
morous antics and old-fashioned values.

It was shortly after the birth of The
Cosby Show that I began to stay up until

9:30 on Thursdays to watch Cheers, per-

haps the greatest program in television

history. The characters on this show are
simply brilliant.

Norm Peterson, the overweight, un-
employed slob played by George Wendt, is

my favorite character in all of television.

Cliff Clavin, the mail man with a knack
for trivia, and Carla, the angry waitress,

are a couple made in heaven. And don't

forgetSam Malone, played by Ted Danson,
is the foundation of the show.

However, the one thing that has allowed
Cheers to enjoy such a long and fruitful

stay is the quality of the writers. It was a
stroke ofbrilliance to bring in the character

ofWoody after the death ofCoach, and the

changeover from Diane to ftebecca took

place without a hitch.

The characters of Dr. Frasier Crane
and his fellow psychiatrist and wife Lilith

have only made the show stronger. And
yet, it is all about to come to an end.

Yes, Cheers will certainly live on forever

in syndication. However, there is no top-

ping the excitement ofa weekly television

show that is still alive. Every week, we
were entranced by the romance of Sam
and Diane; annoyed by the stories of Cliff;

entertained by the one-liners of Norm;
baffled by the stupidity of Woody.

The show is now winding down. Sam is

older, and the rest are now so familiar that

nothing is a surprise anymore.
However, it is still a fantastic show. It

is still funny, it is still entertaining, and
every Thursday night at nine, I still want
to go where everybody knows my name.

So forgive me ifyou see me holding back
the tears as Cheers comes to a close. I'm not

only weeping for myself, but for the demise
of the Golden Age of television comedy.

Tefu and Her Friends' makes one think about life
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Midterms haunt me, and a number of

professors feel the need for me to share

enlightening thoughts and prove worthy
ofmy education here in the form of some-

thing like 10 pages, double spaced, you
know the rest.

Feelingthat some entertainment might
offer solace and insight, I treked over to

Smith College last Wednesday night to

relax and view Maria Irene Fornes' Fefu

and Her Friends.

Upon entering Theatre 14, as I was
sure I was supposed to, I was a bit con-

fused because the play appeared to already

be going on. Elegantly dressed women
engaged in what one might call "charming

conversation" of the highest caliber of so-

cial etiquette. Otu- hostesses sweptaround

the stage sipping champagne and gig-

gling.

And then the strangest thing hap-

pened. These women talked to us as ifwe
were guests at the same party. Not only

had I forgotten my party atire, but I wasn't

sure that I liked discarding my comfort-

able role as mere spectator for one closer

to that of actress.

As the play progressed I became more

accustomed to Fornes' intentional inter-

twining of audience and cast.

The actual plot of the play unfolded

around Fefu ( FrancesAnderson ) and seven

otherwomen spending a weekend together

to engage in prime female bonding and

consequent soul searching. In true "New
Woman" style these eight women explore

and test the boundaries of their woman-
hood, questioning their relations to men
and to each other.

"Men have natural strength," asserts

the unpredictable and beautiful Fefu.

"Women have to find it." She goes on to

explain that men have faith in the world

where as women do not. Men, she quips

bitterly, are insulators of pain, and the

price that women pay for this protection is

the spirit.

Fefu and her friends illustrate the ba-

sic differences in not only how men and

women interact differently with each other,
but demonstrate the struggle for women
to shed the ideological implications oftheir
sexuality and find their own "voice."

After having met Fefu and her friends

the audience was divided into four groups
and brought on stage to view four differ-

ent scenes involving various characters.

This made our experience with the ac-

tresses more intimate, and helped us to

better understand how women interact

differently in groupand private situations.

It also skewed the concept of time by
presenting information to the audience in

varying order. Each group had a different

perspective ofwhat was happening in the

lives of these women and to the cast as a

whole.

These four scenes depicted certain as-

pects of female sexuality which confine

women to certain roles. The first scene

illustrates a dream which Cindy (Victoria

Claire True) had pertaining to sexual

harassment and her power to stand up for

herself and protect her dignity by finding

the voice to say no.

The second scene explores the "seven

year love affair" between men and women
which, when all is said and done, consists

of three months of true happiness. Paula

(Nancy Blasi) and Cecilia (Megan Stancill

)

present homosexuality as not a mere al-

ternative, but as a natural solution to the

incompatability between men and women.
They portray an endearingrelationship

that fulfilled emotional needs seemingly

better than previous heterosexual rela-

tionships, and one that caused as much
pain once it was over.

The third and most powerful scene fea-

tured Julia (Caty Carr), a woman crippled

after having been accidently shot by a

hunter. The trauma has led her to hallu-

cinate. Julia's hallucinations, her visions,

address the limited societal role ofwomen:
her visionwoman's oppression and limited

role in society due to ideologies pertaining

to her sexuality and biological "duty."

Datingback to the Biblical tale ofAdam
and Eve, woman's "evil" nature with regard

to sex provides a scaf>egoat for men who
are not spiritually sexual. For men, sex is

merely physical. For women, sex is a vital

part of their nature which creates evil

thoughts and deeds in men.
Carr presents these ideas disturbingly

well, and the fact that the audience looks

down into a pit designated as a bedroom
while she writhes around in the bed cre-

ates a literal image that women should be
looked down upon in this position, unable
to move and at the world's disposal.

Finally, Fefu and Emma (Karuna
Venter) present homosexuality in a more
obvious and visual way as comforting and
safe. Discussing everything from genitals

(Emma insists that people pretend that
they do not have them in daily encounters)
to the unexplainable fear of which Fefu is

a constant victim, these two women
present the necessity ana unique beauty
ofthe bond between women. Homosexual-
ity is not merely an issue ofphysical affec-

tion, but one ofemotional commarardiere
and spiritual fulfillment.

Venter later steals the show with a
monologue concerning the "science of

educational dramatics," by hypnotizing
the audience with unescapable, direct eye
contact and complete surrender to her
emotion-driven words.

Frances Anderson also portrays a

seemingly confident, spontaneous woman
struggling to maintain her lively spirit in

the face of social restrictions. She con-

vincingly presents all facets of her char-

acter. Anderson lets that frightened little

girl that lurks inside all women at one
time or another escape from the corners of
her michevious eyes or smiling lips.

It is not very often that I question my
life in terms ofhow being a woman affects

me on a daily basis. After all, we are all

just people, right? We boast that gender,
like race, has little to do with how we
relate to each other in this world. How-
ever, you may be surprised at what an eye-

opener a little drama can be.
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Blue Rodeo lassoes unique music variety
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

Lost Together
Blue Rodeo
Atlantic

In the past, Canada has produced musical acts such
as Bryan Adams, Allanah Myles, and Honeymoon Suite.
However, perhaps the best Canadian act of all is the
little-known band Blue Rodeo. The band recently re-

leased their fourth album, Lost Together, which could
finally launch the band out of obscurity and into the
hearts of American listeners.

The roots of Blue Rodeo were formed back in 1981,
when band leaders Jim Cuddy and Greg Keelor created
a pop/new wave band called The HiFi's. After being
scorned in New York City by a lack of response to their

music. Cuddy and Keelor put together a tape of music
that "we were sure wouldn't be popular," according to

Cuddy, and called the band Blue Rodeo. With this

recording, the band finally started to receive recognition.

After three years in NYC, the band headed back to

Canada. There they found drummer Cleave Anderson
and keyboardist Bob Wiseman. After bassist Bazil
Donovan was discovered through a classified ad, Blue
Rodeo was complete.

In 1987 the band released their first album. Outskirts,
which won the band acclaim in Canada with the esteemed
Juno Award (the Canadian equivalent to the Grammy)
for best group. Diamond Mine, released in 1988, and
Casino, the band's third album, also received critical

acclaim but went virtually unrecognized in the United
States.

With Lost Together, Blue Rodeo may have finally pro-

duced an album that American fans can appreciate. The
album embraces several musical genres, most notably
country, pop and rock. The use of an organ, steel guitar
and violin add to the diversity of the album.

"Fools Like You," the first songon the album, gives the
listener a pleasant sample ofthe band's sound. The song
includes elements ofcountry and pop, producing a sound
somewhat like that ofTom Petty and the Heartbreakers.
Ian Guenther's viohn gives the song a touch which John
Mellencamp uses quite often in his music.

In "Rain Down on Me," Blue Rodeo exposes its country
side. The vocals here are definitely more country oriented
and the presence of the steel guitar gives the tune a
western feel. It is already evident afler listening to this,

the second song on the album, that Blue Rodeo is as
diverse as it is talented.

"Restless" is much more ofa conventional rock 'n' roll

song. Guitars flail and drums pound with confidence as
the band reveals yet another facet oftheir repertoire. Not
many bands have the ability to shift from country to pop
to rock as comfortably as Blue Rodeo does here.

With "Western Skies," country is again the chosen
style. This tune is an ode to rural life which glorifies the
countryside and the simple life. BobWiseman showcases
his piano skills here with a stirring solo.

"Flying" is another song which reminds me very much
of Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers. If Petty sang the
vocals here, the tune could be thrown onto the LongAfter
Dark album from a few years back without hesitation.

The guitar chords that open this tune are definitely

reminiscent of the Beatles.

"Lost Together" is bound to be a favorite slow song at

high school dances for years to come. This is a beautiful

love ballad devoid of the cheesy lyrics that are common-
place in many of today's ballads. The organ of Bob
Wiseman is a bit annoying here, but otherwise this is a
great song, with background violins contributing nicely

to the overall mood of the song.

The real gem of this collection is "Last To Know,"
which perfectlyembodies the spirit ofthe band. Elements
ofcountry, pop and rock all shine through on this track.

A powerful chorus carries this song along with emotion
and heart. While most of the songs on the album can be
quite easily sorted into categories ofpop, rock, or country,
this tune blends all three of these elements to produce a
brilliant song.

Lost Together winds down with "Angels," an eight

minute
jam which borrows from many rock 'n' roll heavyweights,
including U2, Eric Clapton and The Black Crowes. Piano
and guitar instrumentals rage through this track with
reckless abandon, showcasing the talents of drummer
Glenn Milchem as well as those ofWiseman, Cuddy and
Keelor. Wiseman lets loose with an organ solo here
unheard of since the days of The Doors. A quiet piano
solo wraps up the song and the album nicely.

Although Blue Rodeo is already recognized in Canada
as one of today's best lesser-known bands, American
fans have yet to recognize the band's talents. With Lost
Together, Blue Rodeo should finally win the praise of
American fans as well.

The group Blue Rodeo is a group which fits into many categories. They have a style which uses threads of country, pop, and rock. Their latest album is titledTost^To^th
PHOTO BY ATLANTIC RECORDS
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TVHirsnUTE WHO
1992-93 UMASS Minuteman
Mascot Tryouts! .i;

Attention students! ^^^^.
Are you energetic, athletic and willing to promote
the successful tradition of UMASS Athletics?
If so we would like you as our UMASS MINUTMAN
MASCOT for the 1992/93 school year. t
Mascot tryouts will be held on November 8. 9 & 10
1992 at the Curry Hick's "CAGE" arena.
For all those interested please contact Margaret
Driscoll at the UMASS Athletic Dept. in Boyden
Building room 203. 545-3190 '

-^
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Family claims
racial motive
in beating
BOSTON (AP) — Police on Sunday investi-

gated the beating ofa Black man whose family said
the attack was racially motivated.

Donald Williams, 32, was allegedly attacked
and beaten by a White male early Saturday morn-
ing, police said.

Williams' family said the victim moved to South
Boston from another section ofthe city three weeks
earlier.

"He was in a lot of pain." Peggy Williams told
the Boston Globe aOer visiting her son. Ms. Wil-
liams said her son told her "a bunch of white boys
jumped me."

Mayor Raymond Flynn visited the neighbor-
hood after learning of the attack and spoke with
residents.

"We don't know any of the details, but we're
obviously concerned with any incident ofthis type,
whether it beWhite on Black, Black on White or
any other racial or ethnic group," Flynn said.

Peggy Williams said her son was on his way to
a construction job at North Station when he was
allegedly beaten.

Williams was taken to Boston City Hospital and
later transferred to University Hospital.

By Sunday afternoon, Williams had been trans-
ferred to Massachusetts General Hospital where
he was to undergo surgery on his eye, police
spokesman James Browning said.

Browning said the Community Disorders Unit
had spoken to Williams briefly, but officers were
hoping to learn more when they interview him
again Monday after his eye surgery.

MAKE A MARK
FOR YOURSELF.

PHYSICISTS
MATHEMATICIANS

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS

Do you have a PhD, a Master's

or Bachelor's defree?

Is your decree in Mathematics,

Physics, Computer Science or in

Electrical Engineering with

emphasis in signal processing?

Are you a U.S. citizen?

If you answered YES to all of the above questions,

read on! XonTech is a highly respected, progressive

R&D firm specializing in the empirical analysis of

complex physical phenomena, and development of

advanced concepts and technologies in support of

numerous defense programs. Our research encom-

passes the following:

Research, development and evaluation of advanced

radar and weapons systems:

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

• Signal Processing

• Performance Analysis

• Signature Analysis

• System Simulation

• System Design

• Threat Analysis

Analysis and evaluation of flight test data (aircraft,

ballistic missile, satellite) including:

• Trajectory Reconstruction • Navigation Analysis

• Re-entry/Aerodynamics • Orbital Mechanics

Our work is technically challenging and offers ex-

ceptional visibility and direct client contact. There

are excellent opportunities for technical and

management advancement.

All applicants selected will be subject to a

security investigation and must meet eligibility

requirements for access to classified material.

XonTech will be at the

Career Planning and Placement Center

on Wednesday, November 4.

Sign up today for an interview.

Qualified professionals are invited to submit cover

letter and resume in confidence to: Corporate

Human Resources Dept.. 6862 Hayvenhurst Ave.. Van

Nuys, CA 91406. We are an equal opportunity

employer M/F/DA'.

XonTech, Inc.
"People. Science and Technology"

Northern & Southern C tlifomit

Washingtofl D.C. • Hnntsville, Alabama • Colorado
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Democrats to dominate again
New Congress promises more newcomers, minorities
By JIM LUTHER
Associated F*ress

WASHINGTON — American voters apparently are
ready to grant Democrats control ofCongress for another
two years.

Despite intermittent scandals, a stagnant economy,
running confrontations with a RepubHcan president and
general voter discontent, polls indicate the Democratic
party will at least retain its 57-43 Senate majority and
will probably lose no more than 20 seats of its 100-seat
margin in the House.

Even so, the 103rd Congress that will be elected
Tuesday will look considerably different from the one
that adjourned last month:
— At least one-quarter of the 435 members of the

House will be newcomers. With 65 members having
decided against re-election— a modern day record— and
many incumbents running in newly redrawn districts,

some analysts are predicting 130 or so new faces, the
largest turnover in 60 years.
— Six additional Hispanics and 11 new blacks are

assured election to the House because of redistricting.

— The Senate will get at least eight new members;
another eight incumbents are in close races for new terms.
— Women are running in record numbers for both

houses. The two incumbent female senators who will be
returning in January probably will be joined by at least

two other women, maybe more. Dianne Feinstein, D-
Calif. , and Carol Moseley Braun, D-Ill., are rated the best
bets. Braun would be the first black woman to serve in the
Senate.

Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., is nip-and-tuck in polls with
Republican Bruce Herschensohn. Democrat Lynn Yeakel
is within range of Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., and in

Washington, Democrat Patty Murray is in a close contest
with Republican Rep. Rod Chandler in their race for a
vacant seat.
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Cemetery teaching comes alive
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

BELCHERTOWN, Mass. — Shaun Breshnahan's job
is making the dead speak in language modern teen-agers
can understand. So it is somehow fitting to find the
national social studies Teacher-of-the-Year and his stu-

dents in the local cemetery.

"It's a wonderful way to teach the history of a com-
munity and the nation — its architecture, art and lit-

erature styles, and its religious and social practices," he
said.

Breshnahan isn't about to be forestalled by funding
cutbacks that have affected his little school district as

well as many across the country.

"If you can't bring the kids to the cemetery, you just

bring the cemetery to them," Breshnahan said, rum-
maging through the cabinets in his cluttered classroom

packed so tight with historical artifacts and other props

that there is barely room for student desks.

In a few minutes he emerged from behind a teetering

pile ofboxes with a battered suitcase stuffed with plaster

CA^€
DICARLO

5-College Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Parmigiana
• Shrimp all' Arrabbiata
• Pasta Primavera

Complete Italian Dinner, including choice

of entree, salad, bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires Nov. 30, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m

casts of 17th and 18th century headstones.

He demonstrated how students can make rubbings of

the replicas and plaster casts of their own. "See, this is

history they can touch."

"You don't have to talk for 45 minutes. In 10 seconds

you have them," he said, diverting to empty a carton of

visuals.

Breshnahan will receive his award and a $2,500
stipend on Nov. 21 at the annual meeting of the National
Council for the Social Studies in Detroit.

At 45, and with 22 years teaching here, Breshnahan
calls himself"just one ofthe lucky ones to be singled out,"

and can't imagine doing anything else.

"I've wanted to be a teacher since I was a sophomore
in high school. It's the most powerful and important
occupation in the world," Breshnahan said. "Here is

where the action is."

"At the end of one week teachers have produced a
hundred times the impact of any legislative body on the

course of the world," he said. "In what other job can you
influence the attitudes ofthe world's potential leaders—
the people who are going to be creating history?"

"When you have a teacher like that you just sit back
and let him go," said High School Principal Dennis Pike.

"I'm here at school at 7:15 a.m. and leave at 3:15 p.m.

From 3:30 p.m. until 9 p.m. I devote to my own family.

Then I spend from 9 p.m. until midnight or 1 a.m. in

academic preparation," he said. "My vacations all revolve

around my school work."

And he admits he doesn't have the time to cover

everything he'd like.

"I don't have the luxury of dealing with just 250 years
of history. I am forced to impart 10,000 years of human
history and culture and project that into the future,"

Breshnahan said after a lesson that in 10 minutes took

students from locai lead paint removal projects to the

gold fields of the Amazon, the fishing grounds offJapan
and through ocean currents, the tuna fleet and human
ills caused by pollution.

"All I can can really do is bring out the highlights.

Infuse ideas and relationships," Breshnahan said. "And
ifwe seem to concentrate on the mistakes that is after all

what we do not want to be repeated."

So he makes sure he has help.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

Gambling bug
biting young
in Bay State
BOSTON (AP)— Youth gambling is on the rise

and some gambling addiction experts are pointing

at church and state-sponsored gambling as two of

the causes for the increase.

State law bans people under 18 from buying

Massachusetts Lottery tickets. But a Department
of Public Health survey of more than 2,000 stu-

dents in junior and senior high school indicated

that 61 percent between ages 11 and 17 have
played the numbers.

Nearly 3 percent reported playing the Lottery

20 or more times a month, indicating they might
suffer from early gambling addiction, officials told

the Boston Sunday Globe.

A growing number of young people or their

parents are calUng a gamblers' hotline, said Tho-

mas Cummings, director of the state Council for

Compulsive Gambling, which released the survey

last week.

Jack Hi, chairman of the New England
Intergroup of Gamblers Anonymous, said Sunday
that his organization also had noticed a trend

toward younger gamblers.

"It's quite obvious that the average age of the

compulsive gambler has come down substantially

over the last few years," he said.

Gambling is "just rampant" in college and it's

starting to become "very prominent" in high school,

he said.

Typically, the young gamblers bet on sports, he
said, sometimes losing large amounts of money.
The new gamblers include well-educated kids from
wealthy suburbs, he said.

The gambling increase has been helped by church
and state sponsorship, said Howard J. Shaffer,

director of the Center for Addiction Studies at

Harvard Medical School.

"As drug and alcohol use decline, the Lottery is

becoming the crack ofthe '90s," he said, referring to

crack cocaine, which addicted many people in the

1980s.

Specialists say more youths are supporting their
gambling addictions by stealing, peddling drugs
and prostituting themselves.

More than 90 percent of compulsive adult
gamblers take up the habit before they are 14,

specialists also say.

An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities

year or semester of undergraduate study im
merscd in the life and ciiJture of Florence. The pro-

gram combines universit)' courses with individual

tutorials and language study and, for students of
the arts, work with Italian artists. C A R A T-T
For infomution and an apphcanon: 0.rVJVrVXi.

Sarah Lawrence College In Florence I_<iAWTRJENCE
Box UMAF r^r\J T TTi^-C
Bromcvillc, Ncvn' York 10708 \^KJL.L,tj\^tj
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
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5

^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
-^^ Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.
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Children under 10 - $3.50
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^
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iMenu
LUNCH DINNER

Sloppy Joe Roast Turkey

Grilled Cheese Beef Stew

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Tofu Sloppy joe Roast Turkey

Grilled Cheese Cheese Spinach Strudel

"More worms? . . . Saaaaaaaaay— why are you
being so nice to me all of a sudden?"

Quote of the Day
"My vision may be impaired, but I can

still see you've got candy!"

- Crazy Protractor Man

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March Jl-Apnl I'll: Oo-

nu'slic jclivilit's enjoy highly lavor-

abk' inllui-ncfs. A visitor could bring

you some fascinating news about a

mutual pal. Avoid linanc lal s(x-cula-

lion.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Be

glad that you are pulling money away

lor a rainy day. Your savings will give

you some stability when rising ex-

penses eat away at your budget. Use

your investigative skills wisely.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 201: De-

vote more lime to your work and

doing what higher-ups ask ol you.

Friction mounts in certain alliances

— do not controni it; walk away.

Romance on the reixjund seems e.\-

Ira-sweet this week.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): You
are on a winning streak! Big-wigs

value your lirains as well as your

brawn. A romantic partner also has

high praise lor your ettorls. Be a

peacemaker on the honie front.

LEO ()uly 23-Aug. 22): Unex-

pected disruptions could gel in ihe

way of your career or domestic plans

lf>day . All you need lo do, however, is

go that extra mile Make a darmg

move in romance.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Con-

gratulations are in order. A tinancial

windfall adds to the happiness of the

day. You can afford lo Ix? generous.

Listen carelully to a teenager's prol)-

lems before giving advice.

LIBRA (Sept 2!-Ocl. 22): Your

skills and ambil ion are inllHs|x)lli|.;ht.

While you are working lor oilier

|X*ople, they will Ix working tor you.

Lighten up! Try not lo take yourself

lix) seriously.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2VNOV. 21):

Your one-ol-a-kind thinking and style

could l)eexaclly what higher-ups want

to see. A |)annersliip brings sc-veral

nice surprises. Talk things over with

your mate Ix'tore making new com-

niilments

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): A business pannersliip thrives

now. Reaching a new financial

agreemc-nl will mean lasting peace ot

mind. You get your point across

convincingly when you stand firm.

CAPRJCORN (1> ( 22 Ian. 191:

Make certain there is no misunckf-

standing alx)ut a contusing work as-

signment. Your gcxKJ rapport with a

VIP can \yu a real blessing. He ()liilo-

sophic al about plans placed on hold.

AQUARIUS (|an 2()-feb. 18):

You lend lo get a little ( arried away al

times. Wishlul thinking is best

avoided. Level wilh a partner; l)e

sfx-cific alxjul what you exiK-cl Ircxn

your relationship

PISCES (Feb. l')-March 20): Now
thai your leelings are out in the open,

it should l)e easier lo deal with a

business |)roblem. Handling your fi-

nancial resources elticientlywilll'ielp

you attain greater sell-sufficiency.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Have status

5 Coarse die

9 "— lor All

Seasons*
13 Shortly

14 "t cannot
tell
—

•

15 Martini garnish
16 Ian Fleming's

secret agent
18 Tea type

19 Enfoyed a meat
20 Hurt

21 Fad
22 Clement
23 Actress Jaclyn
25 Wheedle
28 Aural

29 Bat wood
32 Accumulate
33 Scottish miss
34 Fr litlp

35 Coal weigttts

36 Wallet contents
38 Friend, in

f rancp
39 Belofe. to a

bard

40 Ham s garment
4 1 Fragrance
42 Dreampr's

activity Abbr
43 Cosmetic

ingredient

44 Shops
45 "Our Miss

Brooks" star

47 Marvin and
Ma(ors

48 Grate

cabt>age
50 Mag
52 Vacation spot
55 Backslide
56 Floss

MacOonald's
detective

58 Director Woody
59 Help go wrong
60 Ceremony
61 Root vegetable
62 Challenge
63 Singles

DOWN
1 Indian prince

2 Art school

course, lor

short

3 Weighty work
4 Compass point

5 Mob
6 Vocally

7 Transgresses
8 Idol's perch
9 Wide awake .

10 Mickey
Spiltane's
private eye

11 StraKord-

upon-

—

12 Require
1 5 Science ol

vision

1 7 Weighs anchor
22 Playwright Hart

24 Feel Ihe lack ol

25 Provide food
26 Love, m Roma
27 Agatha

Christie's

sleiilh

28 Kiikia, Fran
and -

30 Photographer's
command

31 Rascals

36 Bundle
37 Strict

38 Famous —

:

cookie king

40 ITapress

41 Take Ihe helm
44 Lagistallva

body
46 Adjust Ihe

alarm

47 Devalue
48 Thick slice

40 Hearty

51 Country singer

Mctntira

52 Ankle kne«
connection

53 A Cincinnati

Rose
54 God of war
57 — -MagrKMi

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

IJU uuui^] urjiJHLj

11/1/92
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Appreciating
the Madness

Saturday night's Midnight Madness basketball love-in
was more proofjust how much the student body appreci-
ates the men's basketball program. It also goes to show the
strides the Minutemen have made the past four years.

There was a time when this event didn't attract much
attention. Four short years ago the first-ever Madness
attracted 2,500 fans. There were easily that many in their
seats before 10 pm Saturday night, two hours before the
first dunk, aone-handed tuck-awayby seniorTony Barbee.

Greg

SUKIENNIK

Minutewomen

Here's a little excerpt from former Collegian
sporswriter George Austin's piece on the Madness from
Oct. 16, 1989: "it was our way of giving back to the
students, getting them involved, getting them excited
and telling them that we need them,' Calipari said. . .'we

need (the students! in this building, we need them going
crazy, we need them having fun and I think that they saw
tonight we're going to have an exciting team.'"

Imagine that: having to ask students to come to the
Cage. Now the program has gotten so big it has literaly

outgrown the Cage.
Midnight Madness is an event more with the fan in

mind than the basketball purist. It's less of a game and
more of a game show, especially considering the amount
of prizes given away.

Halloween has a bad reputation at this school because
of the potential for drunken mayhem, and many were
concerned that something stupid was going to happen at
the Madness.

Nothing could have been further from the truth. If

anything, the holiday brought out the creativity in the
UMass fan. One individual — a male student dressed in

a halter and spandex — made a big hit for his dancing
prowess. Also in attendance were a cow (complete with
udder), more nuns than St. Joseph Central High (most of
them male), a walrus, and a guy with a regulation-sized
backboard strapped to his back. Now that's dedication.

As for the actual basketball. Lou Roe's play foreshad-
owed possible future brilliance. Okay, it was only a
scrimmage (read: minimal defense), but Roe was every-
where on the floor. His highlight of the evening was an
offensive follow-up slam, which brought the now-ex-
pected reaction: "Louuuuuuu." You'll hear a lot more of
that this year.

Anyways, here's some food for thought: UMass' Dec. 2
season-opener at Florida State is exactly one month away.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.

continued from page 16

this morning.

Eynard sniped home two clutch goals bringing
her season total to twelve, eight ofwhich are game
winners.

"Kim is showing herexperience,"AssistantCoach
Felicia Faro said. "She is coming through when we
need her— in the clutch."

Yesterday, Massachusetts survived an early
onslaught by an emotionalUCFteam but rebounded
to bring home the win.

UMass goal keeper Briana Scurry (9-2) was
spectacular, stopping six shots to record her seventh
shutout on the season and lower her goals-against
average to 0.63.

Scurry, who was pressured for much of the first

15 minutes, stuffed Julie Tombragel in the 13th
minute and made a diving stop on Tina Theis in the
25th minute.

"When it comes down to having a lot ofpressure
on her, Bri steps it up a notch for the big games,"
Faro said. "She's playing with a lot of confidence."

Eynard banged home the winner in the 50th
minute. Rachel LeDuc gained possession near
midfield on the right. LeDuc passed up to Eynard
who collected the ball at the top ofthe box and drove
into the left slot. From there she laced her shotjust
inside the right post.

"It was a great goal," Rudy said. "Rachel was a
big factor and [Nicole] Roberts created the play at
midfield."

On Saturday, Eynard again provided the late

heroics for the Minutewomen. With only 1:16 left to

play, Eynard picked up a pass from Amy Trunk at
midfield. She streaked down the left flank into the
corner of the box. About 25 yards out she shifted

back to the center past defender Lyrm Jarosi.

From 20 yards out Eynard drilled a shot just
under the crossbar for the game winner.

"It was a great play," SMU coach Alan Kirkup
said. "You can't defend that, you've just got to give
her credit for the play."

The Minutewomen, who jumped out to an 11-0

start, may be playing their best soccer now.
"I think we are playing better now than at the

beginning of the year," Scurry said. "We are play-
ing full games, good defense and we're getting the
goals. This is a good time to be playing this way."

Men's soccer
fall in finish

to GW, lose seed
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

It is hard to imagine any team being upset with itself

after qualifying for a postseason tournament, but that
may very well be the case with the University of Mas-
sachusetts men's soccer team.

That is because on Friday in Washington D.C., the
Minutemen had the chance to wrap up the Atlantic 10
regular season championship and No. 1 seed in the
upcoming A-10 tournament.

To do this, the Minutemen (9-5-2) had to hold onto to a
2-1 lead against A-10 rival George Washington (8-4-6) in

a game which started earlier in the season. UMass could

not do it, and now while the Minutemen are still in the A-
10 tourney, their seeding will slip, how much depends on
how other A-10 teams did in their conference games.

Earlier in the year (October 11) in Washington, the
Minutemen jumped out to a 2-1 lead before rain and
lightning caused postponement.

UMass' Randy Jacobs started off the scoring at the
19:47 mark. GW would answer right back when Derk
Droze beat Minuteman goalie Mark Wolf at 36:10.

Before the rains came, UMass' Josh Pittman scored to

give the Minutemen the 2-1.

It is here where the action picked up on Friday, with
31:11 remaining in the game. GW finally was able to tie

the game at the 78:46 mark. Nashir Idris potted the goal
for the Colonials.

The game would remain tied until the final minute
when Moises Reyes of George Washington broke the
deadlock with a goal with at the 89:15 mark.
GW held onto the lead for the scant 45 seconds that

remained and dislodged the Minutemen's hopes ofbeing
A-10 champs.

For UMass, the A-10 tournament this upcoming
weekend in Piscataway, New Jersey will represent their
big opportunity for both revenge and a birth into the
NCAA tournament.
Game Notes: Shots on goal: UMass 1 1,GW 14. Saves:

Umass (Wolf 4), GW (Ward Mclntyre). UMass played on
Sunday against Maine University but results were not
available as of press time.

BreakEastSpedalcsam-itam)
Scrambled Eggs - Home Fries - Toast

n.49

iUDArsnOALS
(4:oopin • 9!00pin)

MeatbaU Grinder $2.65

Italian Dinner Specials

(4:oopni • liMfm)

Pizza Slice (Large Cut) 99C

Large Plain or Pepperoni Pizza with

your choice of a pitcher of soda or

a pitcher of beer $8.75

Now Through November 24^ at

DISTINGUISHED

TEACHING

DEADUNE: NOVEMBER 4, 1992
If you know a faculty member or teaching

assistant/associate who is tnjiy outstanding and

deserves recognition, submit a nomination in

writing with a brief description of why your

nominee deserves the award.

FACUIIY, ALUMNIUUIM GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUAIE

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1992

TO; DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE

514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSin OF MASSACHUSETTS

-3
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Polo wins first-ever New England title
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Entering yesterday's New England Championship
water polo game against Brown University, the lucky
number for the Universiy of Massachusetts was three.
After all, it has been the third period where UMass has
buried teams all season.

"1" will be on the minds ofUMass players and coaches,
at least for a few days, as the 14th ranked Minutemen ran
their record to 22-1 in earning their first ever New
England title in a 9-6 win over the Bears. Brown had won
the last 17 titles in a row.

"It means everything in the world to me," said UMass
senior co-captain Scott Reed, whose father has coached
Brown for the last 20 years. "It's all I wanted to do. For
seventeen years I've been hearing about it, it's been the
same guys. It's about time we did something about it."

UMass had a small but boisterous contingent at the
Smith Swimming Center, but it was Brown's Tim Freer

who scored first, 2 and a halfminutes into the game on a
mem-up situation.

It was the only lead Brown would have.
Reed scored on a man-up with 3:22 left in the first,

floating a shot over two defenders and the goalie. The
normally reserved Reed pumped his fist after the goal,
signifying the frustration the UMass seniors haveendured
against Brown over the years.

Afler Tsan Engin scored to put UMass up 2-1, Javier
Gonzalez made it a two goal bulge just under a minute
into the second period as he picked up a ball Jay Peluso
had banged offthe post and skipped it past Brown goalie
Kevin Newman.

Less than a minute later, UMass'Adolpho Oliete drew
a penalty shot. Gonzalez, missed the ball offthe left post,
igniting Brown and its fans.

The Bears responded as Jed Simon scored twice in the
next two minutes, with the second coming on a penalty
shot.

"When Javier missed that penalty shot," coach Russ

Yarworth said, "We sort of absorbed Brown's emotion
and hung in there."

After the teams traded goals, Luke Harlan, with 45
seconds left, made a tip steal on a Brown man-up
situatiuon. The Minutemen made it pay off, as Engin fed
Gonzalez with 20 seconds left, and the his goal gave
UMass a hard-earned 5-4 lead at the half

Brown scored to open the second half, and UMass'
offense was almost too patient, twice letting the shot
clock run out.

Gonzalez atoned for the missed penalty shot with 2:38
left in third period, as Reed fed him on a counter-attack,
and Harlan's score on passes from Reed and Peluso gave
UMass a two-goal lead.

With 41 seconds left in the third, Peluso scored the
back-breaker on a pass from Engin, creating an 8-5 lead.

The Minutemen played the fourth quarter somewhat
conservatively, but could afford to with a three-goal lead
and Brown's sputtering offense. The teams traded goals
in the fourth.

kicking
continued from page 16

ever, on his 42-yd bomb in the fourth quarter.
"I knew that was perfect right after I hit it," said

Maguire in reference to his immediate celebration after
the kick.

Hodges seemed equally impressed vfith Maguire's
performance on Saturday against the Huskies.

"He didn't have a lot ofconfidence at the beginning of
the year," Hodges said . "For some reason today, every-
thing clicked for him. The second one was a knuckleball,
but the last one he drilled."

Maguire's kicking talents have brought him from
Division 3 Nichols College to Big East behemoth Syracuse
and now to UMass.

"In practice, he kicks 'em (field goals) 50 yds - he's a
talented kid," said Hodges. "The footing was tough out
there today but he did a great job."

Butwhen is the footing ever good for Magviire, who has
been kicking barefoot since seventh grade?

"I can't kick with a shoe on," he said. "I get a much
better feel for the ball kicking with a bare foot."

Maguire also moved one PAT closer to tying former
UMass kicker Silvio Bonvini's record of 33 consecutive
PAT's, with his 32nd successful extra point attempt
Pursuit of the record, however, does not seem to phase
this Cohasset, MA native.

"Hey, it's 20 yards, I better not miss one," said Maguire.
"With "Tommy (Fasano) holding and John (Kromenhoek)
snapping it's more a case ofthem not having missed one.
It's the guys up front who make it happen."

After getting the opportunity to play for the Orange, he
had to move his talents to Amherst because of monetary
reasons. The UMass football staff couldn't be happier.

ChWISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
The UMass defense, shown here wrapping up a Northeastern running back, played a huge role in the team's 22- 1 win over

the Huskies. For the fourth straight game, the defense of the Minutemen has held opponents to one touchdown.

Minutewomen
continued from page 16

good production from our forwards. Tara Jelley got the
ball in the circle constantly, and Jenn made a lot happen
at the endline."

The action slowed in the second half, as Springfield
retracted into a defensive shell, conceding oftense and
the win to UMass. Because of this, Hixon used the final

35 minutes to clear the bench. BackupgoaUe Tina Rusiecki
played the whole second half in net and did not face any
Springfield shots.

"They didn't take as many risks in the second half,"

Hixon said. "Tina didn't even touch a ball in net, and I

don't think they had any corners."

The Minutewomen sustained two key injuries, how-
ever. Forward Catherine Jarema sprained an ankle and
will be out ofaction for at least a week. Holly Hockenbrock

,

who was on crutches after the game, will recover soon,
according to Hixon.

"Holly got hit on her foot by a ball, and it's a little tender.

She didn't practice Sunday, but she will be all right."

The Minutewomen performed like the third-best team
in the country Saturday after a week's hiatus. The fact

that the team did not look ahead to the Atlantic 10
Championships next week is a powerful example of its

concentration.
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Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Multicultural Night
International Entertainment and cuisine

needed for campus wide event
(ingredients will be provided) Show
UMass your culture I Call by Nov. 6th

253 0522

Tour of Wall Street & United Nations

November 6, 1992

Day trip to New York City S32
Call 546-3727 NOWl
Organized by the European Club

4 Bedroom house near Smith in

Northampton. $775 plus, Nov. 1st. Call

SKIBISKI realtors 584 3428

Fridge renul free delivery 253-9742

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Video
The Union Video Center is offering

workshops on video production.

Get hands on training with professional

grade equipment. If you're Interested in

video, don't miss this opportunity. The
UVC Is located In the Student Union.

545-1336

Life is short, video Is forever.

Brother Wordproceseor VVP-760O4'
wKh spreadsheet brand new with one
year warranty.

Only S298
546-0390

1989 Kawasaki EXSOO
WhI, Full fairing only 8600 miles

Have no storage for winter - Must sell

First S1200 takes it

CalU05h at^ 549- 7939

Like new Brother word processor

WPD 760D plenty of features

A steal at S210 or best offer

546 1197

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot Reading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch at 548 9761

Stereo Components: Used/recondl
tioned, area's biggest selection. Buy/

Sell/Trade at StereoA/ideo Exchange,

Sundays 10-4, inside Jackson's Flea

Market, Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley.

Other days call 2560941

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs <- case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 O.B.O.

FOUND
FOR RENT

Amherst remodeled Srm 4 bedroom
apt on bus route minutes from campus
S899/mo 256 0741

Found - a WatchI Properly describe It

and its yours once AGAINI 546 0021

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn S600+ a week in canner
ies S4000/month on fishing boats. Free

transportation! Room and BoardI Mala
or Female. Get a head start on this

summer. For employment program call

1 206^ 545 4155 ext^SOOl

College Pro Painters
Earn S8000-S10000 this summer run-

ning your own business. Informational

session on Wed. Nov. 4 room 902
CampusCenter.lnfocain 800 346-4649

or Brendan at 549-8109 All

are welcome

Couples - Property Manager Free

Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256-0741

Evening Jobsl Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean

Water Action $7/hr On buslines. 584-

9830^

Earn $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our

circulars! ... Begin NOWl...FREE packet*

SEYS Dept. 121 Box 4000 Cordova, IN

380184000

Fundraisers for Christmas Kettle

program, outdoor work needed for 3

hour shifts from November 21 thru

Christmas. Reliable and dependable
individuals a must. Contact Lisa at the

Salvation Army M & F 3-7 and Thurs 1

6 S4 50/hour

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright #

MA15K0H

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring

break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare

time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons - first lesson half price

665 1 178

Italian Tutor
Native Speaker
Call 546 1347

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

Micah
Congratulations on your first depart

ment show! Good luck and break a leg!

Your Best Friend,

Michael

SIGMA KAPPA SISTERS and
pledges: Get ready for the t>est date

party ever! Thanks to Dana, Mitch and
Jen

Xavler-
Happy Anniversary)

Let's play forever.

Your Best Friend.

Bartholomew

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256-0821

RSO FAIR '92

Brown clutch purse - Purse
desperately need contents

Reward 549 1198

Glasses in black case somewhere be
tween E-Lot and Central - Call 546-5258

Lost Book 10-23: A History of Russia

on NOHO bus, borrowed important

highlights. Call Eric 586-8918

PERSONALS

Dave
I Love you so much honey.

Happy 1st Anniversary

Thanks for everything.

Mugga-Mugga-Muggal
Lo ve Always,
Me

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 girls needed to share largest bed
room in a 3 bdrm Puffton APT. 549-73 1

9

SERVICES

Free Peer Counseling lesbian, gay,

bisexual issues '*hone or walk in LBG
counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545 2645

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops, 549-1906

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with re-

sumes. Quick service, free advice, ex-

cellent quality, and LOW prices. IBM
laser printing service available

Call Andy 549 8463

RSO FAIR '92

Monday, November 9
12 4 SUB
FREE food, entertainment, prites.

Demonstrations and Information.

SCollege Community Welcome!
SPONSORED BY
Oiv. of Student Activities

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell

check, laser printout. S1.50/page. Brian

546 1795

Typing-Word processing
Resumes, reports, theses,

dissertations. Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg 24 hr. turnaround S86-
5268

WANTED

We want your 2BDRM Puffton lease!

I

Starting January 1 . Call us first I Reward
if we sign ItM Call 549 7319

Cash for your Clunkerl
Get paid for your worthless carl Call

549 4897 and ask for Crusty for

details. This is not a joke. I need your
carl

Happy Birthday
Oahui Huang

From Hamlin House CourKil
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Sports
Maguire, UMass down Huskies 22-10
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Spearheaded by Jim Maguire's three field goals and
four Northeastern turnovers, the University of Massa-
chusetts defeated the Huskies 22-10 before a McGuirk
Stadium crowd of 5.051 on Saturday.

The Minutemen, now 6-1 and riding a six game win-

ning streak, used a balanced running game and another

outstanding defensive effort to edge NU, who falls to 4-3-

1.

"We just played a little better than them [Northeast-

ern 1." said UMass head coach Mike Hodges. "Our team is

playing with a lot ofconfidence and emotion right now. As
long as we keep it up, we'll be OK."

After a 19-yard Maguire field goal gave the Minute-

men a 3-0 lead with seconds left in the first quarter, the

Huskies stormed back for ten unanswered points while

building a 10-3 lead over UMass late in the second

quarter.

It appeared that NU would carry that lead into the

locker room at halftime, as the Huskies regained posses-

sion with just over a minute left before the break.

It was at this point that the UMass defense took over,

as reserve strong safety Roger Kotlarz stepped in front of

a Ralph Barone pass at the Husky 43-yard line, taking all

the way to the one before being brought down by Austin

Saladin.

"I just happened to be in the right place at the right

time." said Kotlarz, who was starting in place of Allen

Gibson.

Reserve fullback Ron Drapeau bulled in from the one
on the game's next play, knotting the game at ten apiece.

Northeastern would threaten once again to regain the

lead before the half, driving to the UMass 26 yard line

before Scott Assencoa and Brian Corcoran forced Husky
tailback Bill Eacrett to cough up the ball with 26 seconds

left.

"Our defense prides ourselves on making the big

play," said UMass linebacker Mario Perry (4 tackles, 1 1/

2 sacks). "If we don't make a big play on defense,

something's wrong."

After the break the Minutemen took control of the

game, scoring 12 unanswered points as the Huskies
could muster only 38 yards of total offense over the

game's final 30 minutes.

UMass would take the lead for good six minutes into

the third quarter, taking over at the Northeastern 24

yard line after Tony Williams forced a Barone fumble

after a 12 yard Husky gain.

Four plays later Maguire would boot a career-long 40

yard field goal, giving the Minutemen a 13-10 lead.

Northeastern would never really threaten again, as

the Minuteman defense would allow the Huskies 12

yards in offense the rest of the way.

"They're a good defensive team," said NU head coach

Barry Gallup. "They did what they had to do down the

stretch."

The Minutemen made it 16-10 with 10:10 left when
Maguire booted his third field goal on the afternoon, a 42-

yarder that bested his 40-yarder as a career-best.

John Johnson would finish out the scoring with 2:29

left, scrambling in from the three after apparently being

swarmed under at the line of scrimmage.

"I followed the pulling guard into the hole and there

was nothing there but a mass of people," said Johnson.

"Then I looked at myselfand said 'I'm not down.' So I ran

around the pack, handed the ball to the official and said,

'I'm in! I'm in!' He just looked at me and said, 'I know
son.""

ANCHRISTOPHER EVANS >,

The University of Massachusetts football team, led by Rene

Ingoglia, won its sixth game in a row Saturday by defeating

Northeastern 22-10.

madness
continued from page 1

"Expect 31."

The event was handled smoother
than ever before, as students were given
tickets before they reached the door,

assuring them of a seat in the Cage.
Security and UMass police were also

out in full force, making sure the Mid-
night Madness-record crowd did not
get out of hand.

"Everything went off without a
hitch," said ticket manager Thorr Bjorn.

"Our biggest concern was getting ev-

eryone in safely. Giving them tickets

really worked out for the best."

Two eagerly awaited contests were
the John Calipari look-alike contest

and best UMass fan contest. Matthew
Goldstein, a virtual Calipari clone, won
the contest in a landslide. The judging
fans loved his rendition of an angry
Cahpari.

A fan who painted on a UMass tank
top jersey on his torso and ornamented
his head with a basketball rim, won the
best fan award.
A veritable freak show occurred

when Tettemer asked all costumed fans
to participate in the "best costume"

contest, for a potpourri of transves-
tites, and male nuns rushed the floor.

The winner by consensus was a man,
replete with moustache, dressed as a
woman with tight pants and swimsuit
top, but assistant coaches Bill Bayno
and James "Bruiser" Flint gave the

award to a woman dressed as a walrus.

As the lights dimmed at 16 minutes
to midnight, a omen of some sort oc-

curred when the spotlight blew out.

Introductions were done in the pitch

black until the Cage lights were turned
back on. Calipari said the spotlight

breaking was a good omen for this

year's team.
"It's a good omen because for us, we

should be judged on how we play and
whether we give 100 percent, not on
how we look," he said.

Calipari conducted a 10-minute
scrimmage to show off the team's tal-

ents, and Lou Roe, Jerome Malloy and
newcomer Dana Dingle wasted no time
in showing off their talents.

Tony Barbee won the dunk contest

with his back-to-the-backboard,
bounce-under-the-legs off-the-

backboard catch-and-slam.

Maguire boots 3 FG's
Kicking game comes up big for UM
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Head coach Mike Hodges said Saturday
that the University of Massachusetts
kicking game has been solid all season but

hasn't directly determined the outcome of

any game.
Saturday against Northeastern in front

of 5,051 rowdy fans that all changed, as

senior placekicker/punter Jim Maguire
played the biggest game of his career,

banging home field goals of 19, 40 and 42
yards. Maguire also made the best hit of

the day when he dropped his shoulder and
flipped NU's Clarzell Pearl, just as Pearl

was about to break a kick return.

"We've talked about (the importance
oO the kicking game from day one," said

an elated Hodges. "Today the kickinggame
definitely helped us win."

Maguire's first field goal, a 19-yard

chip-shot, put UMass on the board first

with 20 seconds left in the first quarter.

His second, at 8:13 of the third quarter,

was a 40-yd line drive knuckleball that

broke a 10-10 tie and put the Minutemen
up for good. Magfuire left no doubt, how-

Turn to KICKING, page 15

UMASS, 22-10

at Amherst
Northeastern (4-3-1)... 10 0-10
UMass(6-1) 3 7 3 9-22
UM - Maguire 19-yard FG
NU - Rogan 20-yard FG
NU - Gobeil 7-yard pass from

Barone (Rogan kick)

UM - Drapeau 1-yard run (Maguire

kick)

UM - Maguire 40-yard FG
UM - Maguire 42-yard FG
UM - Johnson 3-yard run (pass

failed)

Attendance - 5,051

NU UM
First Downs 9 15

Rushes-yards 41-137 59-202

Passing yards 34 30

Return yards 112 160

Passes 18-8-1 13-4-1

Punts 7-38.7 6-33.7

Fumbles-lost 3-3 1-1

Penalties-lost 4-37 7-64

Field hockey wins 4-0 at home

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Ainslee Press scored a goal, leading the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team over Springfield College, 4-

Saturday at Totman FiekJ.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

On Halloween, the sun rose and set, children went out
trick-or-treating, and the University of Massachusetts
field hockey team won. All three occured in equally
routine fashion.

The Minutewomen ( 17-1 ) controlled Saturday's game
atTotman Field against Springfield College, netting four
goals in the first halfand extending their winning streak
to seven games. Danielle Borges, Ainslee Press, Colleen
Duffy and Jenn Salisbury scored to put the game out of

reach by halftime.

The Minutewomen, pla)nng their first game in a week,
showed no signs of letdown in the first half Head coach
Pam Hixon was concerned about a possible letdown.

"I saw Springfield upset Providence 2-0 at Providence,"
Hixon said. "I was a little apprehensive going into the
game, but the players showed no signs of pressure. I was
worried that the team would take Springfield too lightly,

but we really executed."

One aspect that the team worked on during the week
was the standard offense, which had been anemic of late.

Hixon said she was concerned the team was scoring
almost exclusively on penalty corners.

"I think we did play well on offense," she said. "We
really dominated, we passed the ball really well. We got

Turn toFIELD HOCKEY, page 15

Women boost
NCAA hopes
with road wins
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

ORLANDO, Fla.— Senior forward Kim Eynard
scored two game- winning goals over the weekend
to virtually lock up an NCAA tournament bid for

the University of Massachusetts women's soccer
team.

Massachusetts (15-3) defeated tenth ranked
Southern Methodiston Saturday and No. 13 Central
Florida yesterday by identical 1-0 scores.

"We played wonderful," UMass Coach Jim Rudy
said. "Defensively we didn't give up anything the
whole weekend. We couldn't have played much
better."

Massachusetts, ranked No. 1 1 nationally, came
up with two big efforts under the hot Florida sun
and should receive an at large bid to the NCAA
tournament when the field of twelve is announced

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN. page 14
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Cloudy with showers, clearing

later. Terrtps In the low 50s.

Local News:
The Annherst select board voted last night to

suspend Twisters Tavern's liquor license for alleged

violations of the town's capacity limits. Page 3.

Arts & Living:

Too Much Joy is too good to miss when it

plays tonight with Material Issue and The
Mighty Lemondrops at Pearl Street. Page 8.
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struck
Two UM undergraduates hospitalized dcSpltC Vulnerabilities

TOM HALLER / COLLEGIAN
An automobile which struck two pedestrians, both UMass undergraduates on

University Drive last evening. Both students are currently hospitalized.

By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
and GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Two female pedestrians were seri-

ously injured as a result of a one-car
accident last night on University Drive
at approximately 7 p.m., according to

eyewitness reports.

Carrie Crossland, a freshman from
Westwood, was admitted to Baystate
Medical Center about 8 p.m. last night
according to hospital officials.

Crossland, according to her roommate,
suffered a broken nose and is currently
in a coma.

Jennifer Coughlin, a freshman from
Norwood, was also admitted to
Baystate and suffered two broken
shoulders according to Crossland's
roommate. Hospital officials would not

comment on either students' condition.

"They were crossing the street when
they got hit," said Dan Moroney, who
witnessed the accident from the curb of
University Drive. "One went over the
hood and one went off to the side."

The windshield of the car, a late-

model Chevrolet Celebrity, showed
signs ofbeing cracked from the outside,
with heavy damage on the driver side.

Moroney said that one of the injured,
and possibly both, struck the wind-
shield.

Lt. Michael Grabiec, who heads the
UMass Police's department of investi-

gations, declined comment at the scene,
saying only that the accident was still

under investigation. The information
would be made available when the in-

vestigation was completed and the ap-
Turn to ACCIDENT, page 6

By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Ihere was a
time when Bill Clinton was the Republi-
cans' favorite Democratic challenger. Now
theman they thought would be vulnerable
is at the doorstep of the White House, the
election-eve favorite to defeat President
Bush on Tuesday.

The characterand trust questions Bush
was pressing in the final days, when
Clinton's lead in the polls narrowed to

striking distance, couldn't have been ap-
plied to a different Democrat.

One top Republican mused that if the
Democratic nominee had been one of the
front-rank dropouts - Bill Bradley ofNew
Jersey or Sam Nunn of Georgia, for ex-
ample - the president's re-election chances
would be none instead of slim.

The GOP theory was that Clinton was
a flawed candidate, carrying too much
political baggage to oust their incumbent
president. He certainly had baggage, but
he carried it skillfully, and dispensed with
much of it early in the season.
When Bush and his allies began bear-

ing down on character as an issue, the
president did show temporary gains in the
polls.

"We simply cannot take a risk on Gov.
Clinton," Bush said Monday. "You have to

have the trust of the people through
character and you have to have the trust

of the world when you are President."
Bush said he didn't come up with the

word "slick" to describe Clinton. "I did
say slippery when wet. I will stand with
that."

The Gennifer Flowers affair accusations
and Clinton's varying accounts of the way
he avoided the Vietnam draft both surfaced

before the presidential primary elections
began.

The Republicans chose to let Demo-
crats wrangle among themselves. As
Clinton noted after Bush raised the draft
question in the final campaign weeks,
the president had discounted it as an
issue last winter.

At that point, rival Democrats were
making the case against Clinton, and
warning the party that their attacks were
only a pale preview of what he'd face from
the Republicans in the fall.

That was in the days when Clinton was
emerging from a thin Democratic field to

effectively clinch the nomination only
weeks into the campaign.

By the time he did. Bush had his own
intra-party problems - the conservative
challenge and the persistent protest vote
in the GOP primaries.

He also had his own baggage: the eco-

nomic slump. That's been the Democrat's
issue from the start, along with the classic

outsider's message that it's time for a
change. Bush bounced among themes,
trying to find one that would work. One
effort was the unlikely claim that he'd
bring change.

Bush talked more about changing his
own administration in a second tei-m than
he had about changing things in 1988.

All of that gave Clinton a relatively

free ride prior to his nomination, and it

was extended when the Republicans
looked past him and tackled Ross Perot
after the independent entry climbed in

the polls.

With Clinton's nomination, the Bush
campaign decided on a theme that had
worked before: They'd depict him as a tax-

and-spend liberal,just like the Democrats
who lost in 1988 and 1984.

New legislation impacts women
State Rep. Story cites revamped system, stalking bill

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

State Representative Ellen Story, Democratic candi-
date ofthe Third Hampshire District, said in an interview
yesterday that the passing of recent bills concerning
violence against women through the legislature will have
a great impact on all women.

"In the short time I have been in the legislature there
have been three important bills that have passed which
specifically apply to violence against women," Story said.
"They are the stalking law, a new computer system in the
court system and a new standard for setting bail."

Before the stalking bill was passed an ex-boyfriend or
ex-husband could be harassing a woman and there was

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO
State Representative from the Third Hampshire District

Ellen Story.

nothing she could do about it. Now ifthere is a restraining
order against someone and they are stalking, the person
can be arrested, said Story.

She also said there is a new computer system in the
court system that gives the judge all information avail-
able about the history and current restraining orders of
the person who is arrested.

"If someone is arrested the judge not only can, but is

mandated to pull up all information on the person," Story
said. "Before this law passed, judges would not have a
whole history ofthe arrested person and would not know
that the person who was arrested in Northampton had
been battering someone in Worcester."

The past criteria for setting bail solely depended on
whether the person would return to the court for trial or
not. The new criteria, which isjust recently in effect, also
takes in consideration the dangerousness of the person,
said Story.

"The judge would have to decide if the person is set
loose what could be the consequences," Story said. "The
judge is the only person who can decide whether or not
bail can be set for an arrested person depending upon the
person's dangerousness."

Story believes the two main reasons for the passing of
the recent bills are the escalation in domestic violence
and the Governor's response to the issue.

"Governor Weld has declared a state of emergency
around the issue of domestic violence," Story continued,
"Domestic violence is now a priority in legislation, because
it has to be taken seriously and the tone was set from the
top down."

Story said as a community we must send out the right
messages to both the batterers and the battered women.
She said we must get out the facts to the battered women
that domestic violence is extremely common, the battered
woman is not bad or worthless, there are genuine safe
places for the women to go and help available to assist in

supporting their children. Story said the batterers need
to know and be shown that battering their wives and

Stuart pleads
guilty; closes
book on case
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON— In the final twist of a murder hoax
that made national headlines, Matthew Stuart
today pleaded guilty to charges connected with the
1989 murder of his brother Charles' wife.

Stuart's plea came as jury selection was sched-
uled to begin for his trial on fraud and obstruction
of justice charges because he had disposed of the
gun allegedly used to kill Carol DiMaiti Stuart.

Suffolk Superior Court Judge Robert Banks,
aft^r hearing from the pro.secutor, accepted the
plea and sentenced Stuart to three to five years in
prison.

The sentencing came after statements to the
court by Matthew and Carl DiMaiti, a brother of
Carol Stuart.

DiMaiti said Matthew Stuart de.served as much
blame for the murder as his brother.

Matthew told the court, "I never knew of my
brother's plan to murder his wife." He turned,
looked at Carl DiMaiti, and said in a voice choked
with emotion, "I am truly sorry, and hope that my
actions today will help heal some ofthe pain of this
terrible tragedy."

While the plea closes the legal book on the major
part ofthe case, it leaves much ofthe circumstances
forever up to speculation,

"The rest ofthe questions were never answered,
and are never going to be answered," said Nancy
Gertner, Matthew Stuart's attorney.

Matthew, now 26, had maintained all along that
he did not know there was a plot to kill Carol Stuart

Turn to STUART, page 4
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UMass Police Log
ASSAULTS

• A woman was reportedly walking back to her dormi-
tory in Northeast Residential Area on Saturday morning
when she passed five men on the sidewalk. One of the
men slapped and grabbed her on the buttocks as she
passed them at 1:30 a.m., according to police.

• University police were called to the Blue Wall in the
Campus Center to investigate a fight involving several

women on Saturday morning. According to police, a
woman not involved with the fight asked a male friend of
one ofthe combatants how the fight started at 2 a.m. The
man then followed the woman to her car, where he
allegedly struck her in the face. Court complaints are
being sought and the incident is under investigation,

according to police.

• A female Resident Assistant in John Quincy Adams
Residence Hall investigated the source of a disturbance
on Saturday and was allegedly pushed against a wall by
a man who she confronted. The man then fled the dor-

mitory, according to police. The woman reported the
incident to police at 2 a.m., and police then stopped and
identified the subject, who will be summonsed to Court
for a Showcause hearing, according to police.

• Police escorted a man from Baker Residence Hall on
Saturday afternoon afler they were called in to investi-

gate a disturbance between the man and a woman. The
man allegedly broke a mirror in the woman's room at 5:35

p.m., according to police.

• Two women were ha\'ing an argument on Sunday in

front of Curry Hicks Cage when one of the women
allegedly threatened to assault the other. Police are
investigating the incident, which occurred at 12:30 a.m.

• Two subjects were charged with disorderly conduct
and arrested by police on Sunday morning in the Campus
Center. Police arrived at the scene and had to break up a

fight in progress between them. Toy Bun, 22, and Run

Compiled by Michael Day
Kt\enl iruiJfnt>> riKordod hy thv University'i Department ot Public Safely.

Trach, also 22, were arrested at 12:30 a.m., according to

police.

• A woman in Washington Residence Hall was riding

in an elevator with three men when one of the men
allegedly pulled at her shirt and made a derogatory

comment to her on Sunday, according to police. The
woman reported the incident to police at 2 a.m., and the

subjects were then identified. The matter is under in-

vestigation, police said.

VANDALISM
• A pizza delivery man was parked in Lot 50 on

Saturday morning when a group of men allegedly ap-

proached his vehicle and one ofthem kicked and damaged
his rear-view mirror. Police estimate the damage to be

$50.
• A car parked on Sylvan Drive sustained $500 in

damages after bottles were thrown at it from the windows
of a nearby dormitory on Saturday morning.

• Police are investigatingdamages at the Gay, Lesbian,

Bisexual Concerns office in Crampton Residence Hall.

According to police, a plate glass window was kicked-in

and a mail slot was bent on Saturday morning. Police

estimate the damages to be $225.
• Staff members from the Emerson Residence Hall

reported two large drawings on the first and second floors

which depicted male genitalia at 1 1 : 15 a.m. on Saturday.
• A swastika and a reference to Adolph Hitler was

discovered written on a bathroom stall in Dwight Resi-

Turn to POLICE LOG, page 4

Announcement
The candlelight vigil to combat racism which

was postponed last night due to rain has been
rescheduled for this Thursday, Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. by
the Campus Pond.

Write for the Collegian. And vote.
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Select Board to penalize Twisters Tavern
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Select Board suspended
Twisters Tavern's alcohol license from Nov.
15 to Nov. 2 1 yesterday with the possibility
ofadding Nov. 12 - Nov. 14 to the penalty
at the town meeting held at the Bangs
Community Center.

"You're shutting them down for 10
consecutive days. This is a long period,"
said Sheldon Rosenthal, a Springfield
lawyer representingTwister'sownerMark
Forsych.

On several occasions the Amherst Fire
Department have reported over-crowding
at Twisters Tavern, which is license to
seat 120 people. On Sept. 1 1 the fire de-
partment found 189 patrons inside the
tavern and 14 on the patio. Another inci-

dent occurred on Sept. 16 with the Assis-
tant Fire Chieffinding 339 patrons inside
Twisters and 10 on the patio.

Rosenthal admitted the evidence was
true, but said Forsych was pressured to let

loiters in to preserve order outside the
bar. Also on one of the nights when the
over-crowding was found Forsych said
people snuck in the back of the bar, ac-
cording to Rosenthal.

"What is outside of the building is no

responsibility [to bar ownersl," Amherst
Fire Chief Victor Zimabruski said.

But Select Board member Harry Brooks
said businesses in the area are complaining
the over-crowding is making them look
bad.

"I move we revoke the license. Role
back hours to 10:30 p.m.," Brooks said. "It

would be a modern version of an English
pub."

As Brooks stated his proposal of
Twisters having soups an^ salads, stu-
dents in the back ofthe room groaned and
laughed. When the ALO East, Inc., which
owns Twisters, applied for the alcohol
license back in 1988, it said in its plans it

would be an English pub for business
people, according to Selectman Bryan
Harvey.

"It would enable him to go back to

original request of what it was originally
was about," Brooks said.

Brooks added that Forsyth would save
money because he would be able to hire
less people because they would be open for
a shorter amount of time.

Although Brooks suggested the bar to
roll back its hours. Select Board member
Brena Kuchinski said this problem has
happened before and will happen again so
the board should penalize the tavern

harshly.

"I would like in some ways revoke their
licence," Kuchinski said. "I think [the
problems ] will come back to us eventually."

Part way through the meeting Town
Manager Barry L. Del Castilho said he
just got some information that Twisters
violated the capacity seating on one other
occasion. On Oct. 30 despite the Twisters'
staff" counting 135 patrons, the Amherst
fire department found 141.

About 50 students attended the meet-
ing, along with about 20 townspeople.

Many students said they were angry
about not being able to express their views
to the select board. Jennifer Anezis, a
junior English major who works as a
waitress at the tavern, said she believes
the other bars are also having problems
with over-crowding, but are using Twist-
ers as an example in order to get their
business.

. . ... '°S^'' REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Amherst select board members deliberate the fate of Twisters Tavern last night at the Bano=

Community Center.

Librarian negotiates
deal to maintain job

Gay issues discussed
Panel says gays need role-models

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

For reasons of economic survival,

Svetlana Speyer, a University of Mas-
sachusetts library assistant threatened
with termination, has negotiated an
agi-eement with her personnel manager
to maintain her job.

Speyer agreed to reduce and re-

schedule her work hours afler receiv-
ing one week's suspension and two
letters of insubordination threatening
termination last month.

"I had no choice— I need to survive,"
said Speyer, 52, who agreed to have her
full-time daytime hours reduced to 28
hours a week despite feelings that the
agreement is still unacommadating to

her needs. She said she has been forced
to compromise her obligations as a
single parent by changing two daytime
shifts to evening shifts.

Speyer was "kicked out" ofherjob in

the Reserves department a month ago
for refusal to switch the daytime hours
she has maintained for the past 18
years to the night shift.

"I was really scared and I panicked

because I couldn't afford to lose my
job," said Speyer. "But right now I don't
know what I'm going to do."

Speyer believes she would have been
terminated if her grievance wasn't so
highly publicized. She said after a re-

cent Collegian article describing the
threatening termination process, she
was asked to meet with the personnel
manager to negotiate an agreement to
keep her on staff.

"There's no doubt in my mind that I

would have been out of the University
[without publicly voicing her griev-

ance!," said Speyer. She said it was
obvious her bosses felt threatened by
their management style being ques-
tioned publicly.

"But it was either I go public or have
no job," said Speyer.

Pat Graves, the personnel manager
who negotiated the agreement, was
unavailable for comment.

Gordon Fretwell , Associate Director
ofPublic Services was also unavailable
for commont.

Unhappy with the new agreement,
Speyer said she doesn'tunderstand why

Turn to LIBRARIAN, page 6

By GREGG A. BORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

A panel of women from the writing
program at the University of Massachu-
setts led a discussion about gay issues in
writing classes, at noon yesterday in the
Campus Center.

The luncheon, titled "Write what you
think, but please not that: Gay issues in

the writing classroom" was part of the
Program for the Gay, Lesbian and Bi-

sexual Concerns Brown Bag Lunch Series
organized by Ben Zeman, a graduate
student in the Social Justice Education
Program.

The discussion was opened by Marcia
Curtis who addressed problems imminent
in the GLB community.

"After listening to Pat Buchanen speak
at the Republican National Convention,
for the first time in my life I had adult
fears," Curtis said. She said she felt that
the standards of rights for gay, lesbian
and bisexual individuals at UMass were
unacceptable.

Curtis said the Black community has
been demanding more minority faculty be
hired by UMass and she said one reason is

that minority teachers can be more of a
role model for minority students.

Abortions nearly illegal in U.S.
Author says Roe v. Wade in danger ofbeing overturned

"Gay, lesbian and bisexual students
can make those same demands too," Curtis
said. She said that there are homosexual
teachers already in the university, "If

teachers who are gay come out they can
act more as role models for gay students."

Cathie Bachy said non-heterosexual
perspectives were not usually brought up
in the classroom.

But she said once a heterosexual male
teacher ofhers brought in a lesbian writer
to speak in a lecture, presumably to show
the students that being a lesbian was
valid and equal.

"Anyone can promote this point ofview.
You don't have to be gay," Bachy said.

Julia Wagner, a writing teacher, said
she felt objectivity in analyzing personal
writing was essential.

Gabriel Carey said it is very important
for gay, lesbian and bisexual people to

have peers accepting them for who they
are.

After the paneli sts were done speaki ng,
a role playingexercise was done concerning
the public reaction to Magic Johnson's
announcement that he had contracted the
AIDS virus.

The panelists said the goal of the ex-

ercise was to address the question, "Why
Turn to PANEL, page 4

By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Correspondent

Abortion is as good as illegal in most of the United
States and the Bush administration encourages this

repression, said psychologist and author Dr. Kathryn
May to an Election Day eve crowd last night.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Dr. Kathryn May speaks about abortion to a crowd at the

Campus Center Auditorium.

A safe and legal abortion is a euphemism and the
political chmate promotes strippingwomen oftheir rights
under the guise of a return to traditional values, said
May, speaking about her 1988 book, Back Rooms - Life in
America when Abortion was /is illegal, an oral history of
the illegal abortion era.

"It's been several years since I wrote this book, and I

still find these women's stories hard to read. I get a sick
feeling in my stomach, and I guess I came here tonight to
make you sick, too," said May.

Despite infringements on abortion rights since the
1973 Roe v. Wade decision, May said the situation for the
women interviewed for the book was much worse.

"You couldn't learn anything. The non-discussion was
the hardest part," she said. May said most women she
interviewed for the book chose illegal abortions because
"It was the only way they could go on with their lives,
even if they had to risk losing them."

With Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court essentially
barred states from regulating against abortions in the
first three months of pregnancy. May said the decision
ran into trouble recently as conservative legislators and
religious groups read the ruling as a misinterpretation of
the constitutional privacy act, and distorted the issue.

"You get a different picture if you listen to people on
the talk shows. No one wants abortion to be legal in the
seventh month. That's not what they're after," said May.

"In the past few years there have been hundreds of

Turn to ABORTION, page 6

Sisters work for
hearing impaired
By CHRISTINA THORPE
Collegian Staff

Anyonewho saw the women ofDelta Zeta sorority
last week see-sawing by the campus pond probably
wondered what they could have been doing.

The answer is raising money for Gallaudet
College forthehearingimpaired. Your contributions
wenttoward Gallaudet's research and scholarships.
OK - now the question is why.
Like the other national sororities on campus.

Delta Zeta regulariy participates in philanthropies,
one of which is Gallaudet College. A nationally
chosen philanthropy such as Gallaudet receives
assistance from the sorority's chapters across the
country.

Jennifer Brown, a senior animal science major,
and Andrea Rosenberg, a senior psychology major,
are the co-fundraiser chairs for Delta Zeta.

Rosenberg said, "See-sawing is a fun way to
raise money -while raisingmoney for a good cause."

According to Jodi Slotnick, the Vice President of
Philanthropy for the Panhellenic Council, there is

no real definition of a philanthropy.
I guess it is something we do as a fundraiser for

an organization," said Slotnick. "It helps anyone
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continued from page 1

propriate contacts were made, he said.

The two women were struck in the
northbound lane of University Drive
roughly 100 yards north of the corner of
Fearing Street and University Drive. Both
were admitted to the Trauma Unit at
Baystate at or about 8 p.m. last night,

according to Pam Ciberowski, a nursing
supervisor at the hospital.

Wet road conditions may have been a
factor in the cause of the accident. A light

rain had been falling yesterday afternoon
and evening.

"It was wet— the driver hit the brakes

and skidded into them," Moroney said. "It

was definitely hard to see. They had dark-
colored clothes on and it was dark."
Moroney also said he thought the driver
did not see the two women until the last

minute.

Police arrived on the scene shortly af-

ter the accident and closed University
Drive from FearingStreet to the Southwest
Horseshoe. Two ambulances and five po-

lice cars responded to the accident and
were later joined by an engine from the
Amherst Fire Department.

Collegian staff member Dan Wetzel
contributed to this report.

Stuart

police log
continued from page 2

dence Hall at 3:15 p.m. on Saturday, ac-

cording to police.

• Graffiti of a homophobic nature was
written on several doors and posters on
the first floor of Lewis Residence Hall on

Sunday. Police are investigating the graf-

fiti, which was discovered at 11:20 a.m.
• A woman discovered a window bro-

ken on her vehicle on Sunday, according to

police. The car was parked in Lot 32 when
the woman discovered the damages.

continued from page 1

and that he only pieced it together after

disposing of a gun and some of her
possessions. Police say he told officers

he thought his brother wanted him to

help stage a theft for insurance money.
Earlier this year, he was charged

with conspiracy to commit insurance
fraud and to obstruct justice, com-
pounding a felony, concealing stolen

property and unlawful carrying of a
handgun.

Charles Stuart had claimed an as-

sailant had entered his automobile the

night of Oct. 23, 1989, as they left a

birthing class and then shot them. His
call from a car radio to police was taped
by tabloid television shows and played
across the nation.

Carol Stuart died that night, and
her son, Christopher, was delivered

prematurely and died Nov. 9.

A citywide manhunt ensued, but 10
weeks later, Charles Stuart apparently
took his own life after Matthew, a

younger brother, told family members
he was going public with what he knew
of the his brother's actions.

The gun later was found in the Pines
River in Revere.

Gertner and her colleagues had said

in papers filed with the court that the
indictments "typify the common-
wealth's frustration after Charles
Stuart committed suicide and thereby
avoided prosecution."

Charles Stuarthad told police a black
man had robbed and shot him and his

wife, and prosecutors zeroed in on a
suspect— too quickly according to civil

rights activists— until Charles Stuart's

apparent leap from the Tobin Bridge
Jan. 4, 1990, convinced observers they
had been duped.
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LIBERAL ARTS IN THE MARKETPLACE:
OPTIONSAND OPPORTUNITIES

QUESTION:
What do the screenwriter of Voting Indiana Jones Chronicles,

orchestrator of the presidential debates, and the publicity

directorfor the Boston Red Sox have in common?

ANSWER:
A liberal arts degreefrom UMass in the Faculty ofHumani-
ties and Fine Arts.

THE FACULTY OF HUMANITIESAND FINE
ARTS PROUDLYPRESENTS

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI PANELISTS:

panel
continued from page 3

did it take Magic Johnson's contraction of

AIDS to bring about the revelation that
AIDS can affect everyone?"

Zeman said that the luncheon's aim
was, "to make people think about more of

the cutting edge of the academic side of
GLB studies."

Richard Bresciani '60

Edward Fouhy '56

Jon Hensleigh '81

Director ofPublicity, Boston Red Sox

Boston, MA

Founder & President, Concorde

Communications

Washington, DC

Screenwriter & Producer

New York, NY

DATE?
TIME?
WHERE?
WHY?

Thursday, November 5

8:00 PM
Campus Center 163

Learn what a liberal arts degree can dofor your

future. Meet alumni and discuss their experiences in

the working world.

Breakfittt Special[mim)
Scrambled Eggs - Home Fries - Toast

(4:oopin • 9:oopin)

MeatbaU Grinder $2.65

Italian Dinner Specials

(4!OOpin'ii:oopiii)

Pizza Slice (Large Cut) 99(

Large Plain or Pepperoni Pizza witli
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Work directly with attorneya and cllonts

Receive up to 1 5 academlo credits

Function aa ^ paralegal In a I:>u8y law office
Qain valuaiste, Handa-on axpeHenoa In tM* legal field
Apply TODAY. Call Legal Servlcea at &4S-1005!

Plug-h Textbi
Expand the power ofyour HP 48SX calculator.

^Access equations, formulae & technical data instantly!

Calculus

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

General Chemistry

Statistics

Mathematics

Physics

Spice48

Solid State Electronics

Celestial Navigation

AVAILABLE AT YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE Cr»0tY^OtTI
OR CALL 1-800-827-8416 (EXT 552) ^RgASSlU

Eciitorial/Opiiiion
Ihe opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reOect those of the Collegian unless othenvise noted.
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Registration system hangs itself
It is estimated that in the 1988 presi-

dential election, barely 50 percent of the
electorate voted, as turnout hit its lowest
point in 64 years. Even though the partici-

pation rate of the U.S. voting-age popu-
lation was low, it is estimated that more
than 80 percent of those registered do
vote. Even moreAmericans might consider
exercising their right to vote to participate

in the democratic process, if the registra-

tion were made more convenient.
IVesently, 29 states allow voter regis-

tration at motor vehicle offices, and 27
states permit registration by mail. Only
three states — Maine, Wisconsin and
Minnesota— practice same-day registra-
tion and North Dakota requires no regis-

tration at all. Experts argue that follow-

ing the lead ofthese states would motivate
would-be voters to vote.

Dade County, Florida, was one of the
first school districts to institute the award-
ing of voter registration cards along with
high school diplomas. It is reported that
this pilot program now registers an aver-
age of 11,000 high school seniors a year.

Earlier this year. President Bush ve-

toed legislation nicknamed "motor-voter"
which would have required states to allow
citizens to register when they obtain or
renew their driver's license. It also required

states to offer registration by mail and at

welfare, unemployment and other gov-

ernment offices.

Some experts claim this legislation

would have increased voter registration to

a whopping 90 percent — a significant

step up from the 60 percent currently

signed up. The naysayers predict that
such legislation would not increase voter

turnout, but would in fact increase the

likelihood of fraud and create mountains
of paperwork for the registrars.

Then there is the question of"purging"

so-called ineligible voters from the rolls.

Most states hace procedures for removing
voters who do not vote in two consecutive
elections. I take issue with this process. A
proud native of New York state, I tradi-

tionally return to my home state every
four years for the privilege of making a
difference. This year is the exception.

Currently residing in Massachusetts, I

phoned New York to request an absentee
ballot, only to be informed I had been
purged from the state rolls. I was shocked
and angry. How dare they deny me the
right to stand and be counted? The sym-
pathetic voice at the other end of the
phone patiently explained that because I

had not notified the board of elections of
my change of address, I had been elimi-

nated from the state rolls. It did not seem
to matter that I have not lived at that
address for over five years, but have still

continued to pull the lever in every major
election in that district during that time.

And so I sit on the sidelines like a
wallflower ignored at the prom. I wonder
how many Americans have been locked
out of the process while politicians com-
plain about voter apathy. Shouldn't we all

have a say in the choosing of our policy

makers? And shouldn't that process be
made as simple and as accessible as pos-

sible? Getting Americans to register to

vote is a monumental task. Just look at
the massive campaign mounted by MTVs
"Rock the Vote" in an effort to inform and
prompt 18- to 24-year-old lads to take part
in the deciding of issues of that affect us
all. Let's keep the voters we have, while
encouraging more Americans to register.

So I urge those who can, to vote and let

your voice be heard. Do it for those of us
who can't.

Angela Norman
Springfield

Hats off to Sinead O'Connor for doing
the unthinkable. In one brilliant moment
ofexpression she touched the untouchable.
With one act she opened the door to healthy
criticism ofan institution that has far too
much power in the world. The Catholic
Church must be held accountable for its

deeds, both good and bad.

David

RIVERA
Few people understood O'Connor's an-

ger with the Catholic Church when she
tore up a photograph of Pope John Paul II

a few weeks ago on "Saturday Night Live".

Claiming the Pope was "evil" she set a fire

she didn't expect to ignite. Of course the
Bible thumpers and pious pundits went at
her like they usually do when a woman
questions authority.

Soon after "SNL", O'Connor was booed
off stage by a crowd of forty-something
dolts during a Bob Dylan tribute. I find this
ironic, for it was that same generation that
championed free speech. It seems the forty-

something crowd is a bit washed up. It's off

to the nursing home with you.

O'Connor, in using her right to free

speech, tore that photograph to raise
awareness ofpapal power and the church's
abuses ofthat power around the world. Not
many in this country understand the au-
thority the church has over people in Ire-

landandhowoppressive it is toward women.
Like many Irish women , O'Connor feels

the church regards them merely as in-

struments of reproduction and nothing
else. Abortion is not only illegal but im-
possible to have. Even ifa woman becomes
pregnant through rape or incest, the
church wouldn't condone an abortion.
O'Connor knows that women's rights are
all but none existent in Ireland.

Many people feel the church has been
given a free ride for far too long. O'Connor
wants to bring awareness of the true
wrongs ofthis religious organization to an
apathetic Western world.

Claiming homosexuality is against the
word ofGod, the Roman Catholic Church
has perpetuated and encouraged hate and
violence against homosexuals. In promot-
ing its doctrine against homosexuality,
the Catholic Church has created divisive
situations like that in Oregon. This elec-

tion season Oregonites will vote for or
against new legislation condemning ho-
mosexuality ,which could sendan already
backward and sheltered state into the
dark ages. Shame.

Roman Catholicism is a multinational
corporation and should be controlled like

one. No more "separation of church and
state" nonsense. It's time for the church to

pay its fair share of taxes.

This separation has proven wrong time
and time again, but a sad example of
abuses by the church can be found in the
case of Father James Porter. As the
atrocities committed by Father Porter
become known, more people are question-
ing the authority of the church.

1 don't condemn any institution be-
cause of the acts of one sick person; 1

condemn an institution that protected him
and allowed him to hurt more and more
children. Church officials knew Porter
molested children. They did virtually
nothing to stop him and covered up the
case. The church is as guilty as Porter.

Last week the Vatican finally apolo-
gized for condemning Galileo's idea of the
solar system. Four hundred years ago he
was sentenced to life imprisonment for

saying the Earth revolved around the Sun.
Four hundred years later they finally ad-
mit he was right and said they were sorry.

Maybe hundreds ofyears from now the
church will apologize for their mistreat-
ment of homosexuals. And maybe hun-
dreds of years from now the Roman
Catholic Church will apologize to women
and admit they have the right to do
whatever they want concerning their
bodies. But by then— like for Galileo— it

will be far too late.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

Ques. 3 endangers public health
Question 3 would require all packag-

ing in this state to be reduced in size,

reusable or made of materials that have
been or could be recycled. The MassPIRG-
backed initiative, endorsed by Governor
Weld, is likely to have a major impact on
the food industry without having a m^jor
impact on the solid waste stream.

Food packaging is an easy target; con-
sumers see it everywhere. However, it

represents less than 2 percent of munici-
pal solid waste. Packaging materials
comprise only about 30 percent of mu-
nicipal solid waste; some 24 percent ofthis
already is recycled. The majority is non-
packaging materials, and is not much re-

cycled (only 8 percent is). If we vote for

Question 3, we will be scratchingthe wrong
place. We should limit non-packaging
waste rather than packaging waste.

The Institute of Food Technologists

addressed the issue in its report "Food
Packaging, Food Protection and the Envi-
ronment". It states clearly that, while we
do need to address the environmental is-

sues in packaging decisions, we cannot
compromise the high degree offood safety,

quality and nutrition presently provided
to the American consumer. Uniform na-

tional packaging standards and coding to

identify materials for recycling would bet-

ter address waste reduction without com-
promising food safety. Packaging offood is

an essential part ofpublic health, standard
of living and lifestyle in the U.S. Food
packaging is highly regulated to assure
safety. Reduction in its size or reusing of
used materials can result in outbreaks of
food-borne diseases and even death.

Pavinee Chinachoti
Associate Professor of Food Science

Hatfield

Pretentious column trivialized abortion issue
Stephanie Eisenberg's trivialization ofthe moral mas-

sacre of abortion is disconcertingly typical of the selfish

mindset in modern America [Collegian, Oct. 30 1.

To illegalize murder while condoning abortion is to

flaunt the hypocrisy embedded in our misprioritized value

system.

I feel compelled to denounce the condescending tone of

this article, which I consider a pathetic attempt to

minimalize the severity of the issue.

Eisenberg's reasoning is similar to that of most sub-

scribers to the "me first" philosophy. She reduces the

beauty ofa human life to a matter ofmonetary gains and

losses in a workplace power struggle.

This stultified outlook is a failure to realize that the

disregard for the equality ofwomen stems from the same

neglect of basic human life advocated by abortion.

The commercialization used to stereotype genera-

tions gives the illusion that more, faster and easier

represent the "blessed" idea of progress we vainly take

pride in as a society.

In actuality, we are tearing ourselves away from the

very simplicity which is our natural, inherent livehhood

as humanity. Gender discrimination is not a result of

abortion. By defending abortion for this purpose, you are

saying there's no real reason to stop oppression, but that

we will simply take any measures to make ourselves
succumb to it!

It is pretentious to call me a "snoozing pro-lifer" when
I can claim sincerity above a feigned faithfulness to

practicality.

Regarding the invitation to "tune in": I do not listen to

stations that play constant grating static. I pronounce
my exclusion from the classification "us women" and I

would not like it to be supposed that I would ever "yabba
dabba doo" about anything.

The infantile theme framing the argument makes
offensive Ught of a traumatic injustice that carries be-

yond the scope of the article.

It is obvious that Eisenberg is the one assuming a
hoher than thou attitude by granting herself divine
authority to determine the destiny of an innocent child.

And yes, I am one of those "types" who think abortion
is murder, and I am not surprised that in order to be
consistent with her futile argument, she closed her ar-

ticle with the apathetic hope that my type will "die out"
so as not to inconvenience the pseudo-liberation ofwom-
ankind.

Marianna LaCanfora
Central

Don't let out-of-state

CEOs buy your vote
These may be the last words you read about

Question 3, so read on. (vote yes) The recycling
initiative will set recycling standards for packag-
ing for manufacturers, (manufacturers) The little

man at your corner store is exempt, for he is not the
problem. (Dow Chemical is the problem) The
problem is that packaging is over one third of the
waste we throw away every year, (compact disc
boxes) If we contine this, we'll close 80 percent of
our landfills in the next three years, (new taxes)

So who's fighting Question 3? (money-grubbing
CEOs) The large corporations that gave us this
stuff. Ninety-four percent of the money on the "No
on 3" campaign is from outside Massachusetts,
(bogus) Meanwhile, Gov. Weld, Sens. Kerry and
Kennedy, the League of Women Voters and every
environmental group are endorsing Question 3.

Don't let Exxon buy your vote! (dumb) Make
sure you vote yes on today's ballot and ban wasteful
packaging. Vote yes on 3. (yes!)

Dana L. Forrar
Amherst
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abortion
continued from page 3

laws passed by dozens ofstates to try and
regulate against abortion." said May. Pa-
rental consent laws contributed to a
chipping away at Roe, and are horrifying
to anyone under 18, she said.

The parental consent law in Indiana
led Becky Bell to seek an illegal abortion
because she didn't want to disappoint her
family. Now her parents are stomping
across the country for abortion rights be-
cause their daughter's illegal abortion
killed her. If it weren't for that parental
consent law, she would still be alive today.
She's not the only case," said May.
May said the 24-hour waiting period in

some states contributes to illegal abortions,
especially in a state such as Mississippi,
where there are three abortion clinics.

Many women can not afford the travel
expenses the law requires, said May. She
also cited informed consent, public dis-
closure of clinical records, and the at-
tempted gag rule as repressive measures.

This is what's happening out there.
It's still possible to get abortions if you
have money or live near a city, but for
most women in this country, in fact in 83
percent of this nation's counties, there is

no legal abortion available," she said.

May quoted Supreme Court Chief
Justice William H. Rehnquist who said
threats to abortion rights have made Roe
V. Wade "a mere facade".

"it's important that we realize the im-
plications ofissues that are so relevant on
this night before our election," said May.

COLLEGIAN

librarian
continued from page 3

she couldn't continue her former
work schedule. She added that the
whole situation is so unfair because
she said they're hiring other people
to fill the position she was trans-
ferred out of

"I feel so victimized. It is so hard
to work there now," said Speyer.
"People look at me Hke I'm a trouble
maker."

Considering seeking other em-
ployment after receiving threats
from co-workers and having had an
object thrown at her, Speyer said
when she asked her boss ifshe could
get good recommendations for her
18 years employment, he told her
she didn't have a good work record.

But Speyer, who feels she has
been a dedicated worker, is angry
her identity has been ruined, with
two letters of insubordination on
her record. "It's highly upsetting,"
said Speyer.

"They expected me to walk away
quietly but I wouldn't do it," said
Speyer, who is considering writing
an open letter to her boss voicing her
resentment to the agreement she
feels forced into.

COLLEGIAN
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continued from pxage 3

who needs our help - an individual organi-
zation or a general cause."

As a whole, the Greek Area participates
in several different philanthropies each
semester. This fall Slotnick, with the help
of the Interfraternity Council's Vice
President of Philanthropy Jason
Gragerman, has planned philanthropies
with a range of beneficiaries.

For the Thanksgiving holiday, frater-

nities and sororities will match up to "adopt
a family." The Greeks will prepare turkey
dirmers for their families who reside in

local shelters.

So far this semester the Greek Area has
been a force in several philanthropic un-
dertakings including a telethon to raise

money for theNewman Center, and a drive
which collected and packaged candy
wrappers to send in for rebates to help
maintaintheUMass library. Sororities have
also been babysitting every Wednesday at

Wildwood Elementary School.

There are no monetary returns for fra-

ternities and sororities when they partici-

pate in philanthropies. Slotnick feels the
motivation to contribute is the same as
with anyone else who does volunteer work.
It comes from the desire to give to the
community and the "incredible feehng" a
volunteer, or Greek, receives when he or
she does just that.

"You feel great whenyou help someone
else out," said Slotnick, "and when we
know people feel they can count on us for
help."

For the December holidays there is a
tentative Christmas party planned for the
children oflocal shelters. Slotnick is hope-
ful this will become reality.

Many saw how Alpha TauGamma con-
tributed to AIDS research during Home-
coming with the Gyro. Delta Upsilon has
their annual Chariot Roll to benefit the
Jimmy Fund, and Sigma Kappa sells lol-

lipops to raise money for research of
Alzheimer's Disease. Chi Omega has no
chosen national sorority, yet this semes-
ter these women have adopted an owl,
participated in the American Apple Har-
vest, and plan to visit a soup kitchen.

Story
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continued from page 1

children is a type ofbehavior that will not
be tolerated.

She also said we need more funding for

battered women shelters and more edu-
cation in schools to tackle the problem of
violence against women. Funding battered
women's shelters will give battered women
a safe place to go and more education in

schools can teach theyounger generations

how to talk about problems rather than
beat one another up, said Story.

"Domestic violence is a huge problem
and will not eliminate violence against
women only by education and financial
support," Story said. "We have to start
taking steps so they will all fit together to
create a society in which domestic violence
and violence against women will be un-
acceptable."
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WE'VE PUT A NEW SPIN
INVESTING WITH TIAA-C

At TIAA-CREF, our goal has always
X X been to make your retirement dollars
go farther. Now, they can go as far as
London, Frankfurt or Tokyo—or anywhere
else in the world where financial oppor-
tunities seem promising— with our new
CREF Global Equities Account.

THE CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES
ACCOUNT EXPANDS THE HORIZON

FOR RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
The CREF Global Equities Account is

an actively-managed portfolio of both
foreign and domestic stocks selected for

diversity and growth potential. As part of
a wide range of annuity and investment
alternatives already offered by TIAA-CREE
it can increase your ability to create a more
balanced, well-rounded retirement plan.

While returns may vary over time, the
CRI',1'" Global Equities Actounl is based
on CREF's already-existing strength
and the long-term approach to investing
that has made T1AA-CRF:F America's
preeminent pension organization.

WHEN IT COMES TO
FOREIGN INVESTING, WE'RE
ON FAMILIAR GROUND.

We've been speaking the language of
foreign investing for nearly twenty years.
That's when we pioneered Investing pension
funds on an international level. All those

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.*"

years of research, market analysis and
cultivation of regional contacts have given
us special insight into the risks and rewards
of today's global marketplace.

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OURNEW GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCOUNT.
The CREF Global Equities Account is

offered through your TIAACREF retire-
ment annuities, subject to the provisions of
your employer's retirement plan. It is auto-
matically available for TIAACREF Supple-
mental Retirement Annuities (SRAs).
To find out more about the CREF

Global Equities Account or TIAACREF s
other annuity and investment alternatives,
send for our free brochure. Or call

I 800-842-2776.

You'll find that at TIAACREF our
world revolves around helping you build a
secure and rewarding future.

r SEND FOR
OUR FREE BOOKLET

7*r CREF Gloial Equitiej Account—
A ^orli ofOpportunity amWrarn more
about this exciting new CREF Account.
Mail this coupon to TlAA CREF.
Dept QC, 730 Third Avenue, New York
NY 1001 7, Or call I 800-842-2776.
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Multicultural Affairs
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless othenvise noted.

A vigil to protest racism was cancelled last night due
to the weather. This is an interesting concept. Students
on this campus were only going to "peacefully protest" if
the weather was good. Since when has racism been
dictated by weather?

This concept of holding a vigil must be taken further
and so must the concept of"organizing" other groups that
are supposedly combatting racism. Holding vigils is never
going to end the daily violations that students ofcolor on
this campus are forced to tolerate. Holding candles only
symbolize the racism and those wicks only last so long.
Students need to wake up and take some action. Don't
stand around hoping the weather is good so that you can
stand "peacefully" and pray to who knows what for white
people to be good to you.

It seems that the administration

simply wants us to 'appreciate' the
racial attacks and violations when
they put out this line ofcelebrating
diversity'.

tration to the students, especially students of color.
The administration on this campus loves such groups

like A.S.A.P. and the "Institute . .
." and they love to see

vigils and "multicultural" events because ultimately,
they want to pacify the students. They figure that a few
dances and dinners will satisfy students ofcolor and that
the whole university can participate in this "cultural
exchange." The chancellor even proposed putting forth
$100,000 for multicultural events. This only exploits us,
our people, and our culture for their benefit.

Cara Lee

BIRCH

perm

As we have seen, many students have taken the
reactionary stance and they have molded together some
groups that are purportedly challenging racism. One
such group is Allied Students Against Prejudice(A.S.A.P.).
For those who believe that they are "doing something,"
ask yourself what is changing on this campus.

Are African, Latino, Asian, and Native American
(ALANA) students still being beaten up, raped, harassed,
and threatened? Are people ofcolor still being denied the
opportunity to get an education? Are ALANA students
still being forced to learn from a Eurocentric curriculum
by racist and sexist faculty? Do ALANA students still

constitute only 10 percent of the population on this
campus? Itbecomes quite obvious that nothingis changing
positively for students of color here.

Another interesting group is the Institute for the
Healing of Racism. We must begin to understand that
racism isn't something we attempt to "heal." One can
never put a band-aid on a person who is bleeding to death
after being stabbed in the back.

Besides, rsicism is embedded in the institutions ofthis
society. The structures that we have today like universi-
ties, social service agencies, businesses, administrative
offices, and so forth are fundamentally linked to the U.S.
government, and are based on racist practice. Racism in
this country is systemic, and people must recognize that
institutions are set up to perpetuate this system, not
"heal" it.

Just look at the chancellor's language: "I believe we
should go at this task as a community— in a spirit less
interested in blaming than in healing." He is simply
attempting to divert responsibility from the adminis-

Compare this to the language used around Columbus
Day. Depicting Columbus as a man bringing different
cultures together only grossly distorted the reality of
genocide against Indigenous peoples of this land. Media
folks and government sponsored celebrations put out the
line that his discovery was "inevitable" and that now, we
should just "appreciate" our cultural differences.

Holding cultural dinners and dances only distorts the
reahty of people of color and helps to ignore the daily
violence. It seems that the administration simply wants
us to "appreciate" the racial attacks and violations when
they put out this line of "celebrating diversity."

Another tactic the administration uses is their hand-
pickirig of students to participate in such things like the
negotiations that are going on. They say that students of
color are negotiatingdemands put forth to the chancellor.
However, there is a white woman who is also on this
negotiating team. Also, many of the students on that
team never even saw the list of demands until the first

day of negotiations. As students of color, we don't even
know who is representing us.

in the Third World?
Students have been sucked into thinking with a colo-

nial and victim mentality by attempting to work with
their own oppressors. The administration is nothing but
wealthy people who don't give a damn about our lives.

They have nice comfortable jobs at the expense of our
labor and exploitation. They can go home and have
something to eat and sleep in a nice house after their day
of work. We are still harassed, abused, and raped on a
campus that is blatantly racist.

The climate of this campus is not isolated nor is it

aside from the climate of the U.S. As the youth in this
country are being attacked for being in gangs, as the men
are incarcerated into the jails, women are being raped,
murdered, and sold into sexual slavery. Racial and sexual
stereotypes are carried over to the classroom, the oflices,
and the dorm rooms. This isn't about campus politics.

This is about our lives, our histories, and our futures as
people of color in this country and around the world.

Attempts at combatting racism, sexism, homophobia,
and class exploitation will be futile if there is not an
understandingand a critique ofa capitalist system which
depends on racism and sexism to achieve its goals of
cheap labor.

Workshops, vigils, liberal

organizations, and other such
nonsense. . .tell us to adjust to the

genocide against our own people.

Students have been sucked into

thinking with the colonial and victim

mentality by attempting to work with

their own oppressors.

To top it all off, the administration has the U.S. Justice
Department mediating the negotiations. One of the pur-
poses of representatives from this department is to go
around to college campuses, such as ours, in order to pacify
the students there through "negotiations." This also helps
deflect the issue at stake which is the repression and
exploitation of people of color in this country and abroad.

Since when has the Justice Department ever vied for
people of color in this system? Why are students of color
working with those who are putting one out of four
African-American men injail?Why are students working
with those who serve a government that supports the
South African government and who murders our people

Workshops, vigils, liberal organizations, and other
such nonsense, simply attempt to tell us to adjust to the
level of violence we endure, and tell us to adjust to the
genocide against our own people. These are reactionary
tools that the administration fuels in order to divert us
from the reality ofracist and exploitative practice. Holding
hands, lighting candles, and "feeling our pain," is the
most appalling and humiliating ways to "resist".

Institutions in this American system have been built
on the land ofthe Indigenous people here, and have been
built through the enslavement of African, Asian, and
Latino peoples. Ignoring this history puts us at the mercy
ofthe European colonizers and this system ofrepression.
People of historically oppressed nations cannot expect
the "leaders" of this nation to ensure our human rights
out ofthe goodness oftheir heart. As students ofcolor, we
cannot expect the administration to ensure our safety. It

is simply not in their best interest.

Finally, the cry for "organization" must be turned into
the demand for "hberation." Organizing often means
utilizing the tools given to us by the master, and as Audre
Lorde so eloquently put, "the master's tools will never
dismantle the master's house."

Cara Lee Birch is a Collegian correspondent

We will speak out . . . We will be heard
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Mainstream media has constantly per-
petuated the charade of "objectivity-ob-

jective journalism." Under the guise of
unbiased reporting, mainstream media
has successfully silenced the voices of
women, people of color, lesbians, gays,
and bisexuals, i.e. all those who do not fit

into the establishment's mold. It is cer-

tainly not in the interest of the "powers
that be" to allow for discussions on sexism,
racism, homophobia, for they benefit from
these oppressions.

The "cultural elite" perpetuates the
system by establishing clones of itself at
the grassroots level. For instance, the
newspapers at the collegiate level replicate

the attitudes and prejudices present in

the national media. The Univeristy of
Massachusetts is a microcosm of larger
society even though the facade of
multiculturalism has become fashionable.

Asserting their firstamendment rights

offreedom ofexpression, women at UMass
in the late 70s agitated for the formation
of the women's issues page in the college

daily. Their action was a protest against
the "sexism" present both in the media
and all over this campus.

It has been over a decade since UMass
women first demanded that their voices

be heard and their issues be addressed.

Subsequently, it seems as though we have
come full circle. Women's issues are once
again being ignored and our voices have
been censored.

Women on this campus have no means
through which they can exchange infor-

mation and discourse on issues relating to

them. News stories are not adequate for

they provide no analysis. The predomi-

nantly white management of the major
campus media does not encourage the
printing of a diversity of opinions and
views, let alone a coherent discussion on
sexism, racism, and homophobia.

There has been the defacto silencing of
the voices of women, especially women of
color and gay women on this campus. The
implicit meta-message is that issues con-
cerning women are "non- issues" and that
we do not count.

Shyamala

IVATURY
This state of enforced silence is dis-

turbingconsidering the intolerant climate
on this campus. Incidence of racism and
homophobia are on the rise, the number of
violent crimes against women is on the
rise, as is sexual harassment. These phe-
nomenons are not only local, but also na-
tional trends.

There is an acute need for women to

discuss issues relating to them. This dis-

cussion could continue through the local

media. The local media could be contrib-

uting to the educational mission of this

university by seriously addressing issues
of oppression.

The last few decades have produced a
large number of writings on women's lib-

eration. The different critiques of white
middle-class feminism have exposed its

contradictions and pitfalls. Obviously the
notion of a "monolithic concept of femi-
nism" was false. There are significant

differences in the articulations of libera-

tion from oppression for white women and
women of color, for women from different

economic strata, for women from different

cultural backgrounds, for gay and hetero-
sexual women. It is obvious that women of
all colors and backgrounds cannot simply
hold hands and unite — in abstraction.

The feminism of the 60s and 703 has
been critiqued for its elitism and racism.
The lack ofacknowledgment ofdifferences
between women has left women of color
and poor women uninterested in main-
stream feminism. The 80s witnessed the
slow death of the feminist movement as
white middle-class women saw the nar-
rowing of the wage differential between
white men and themselves. The co-option
ofmiddle-class white women has afforded
them material comfort, yet they have re-

mained victims of sexism and violence.

White middle-class feminism has not
been able to articulate a
notion of liberation that is universal. It

has not been able to build coalitions be-
tween women from different backgrounds.
Only those formulations that incorporate
the complexities of race, ethnicity, and
sexual orientation, intertwining them with
women's equality can be liberating.
Without recognizing the inter-connected-
ness of all these oppressions, there is no
true feminism.
Women of color are the hardest hit.

They are caught within the clutches of
both racism and sexism. They are often
put into a position of having to decide
which contradiction to tackle first. The
monolithic construct of feminism has re-

sulted in severe backlash from their re-

spective communities. The men of color
notice the racism of white middle-class
feminism , so any women ofcolorwho cares

about women's equality is accused of not
caring for her own people. The backlash
which is the result of racism often results
in the non acknowledgment ofsexism and
homophobia within the various commu-
nities of color. Women ofcolor who choose
one or the other struggle do so with the
knowledge that partial liberation is a myth.

For third world women, the idea that
feminism is some kind of universal ideol-
ogy has proved to be extremely problem-
atic. For instance, western concepts of
feminism denounce the "veil" as a symbol
of subjugation at the same time rejoicing
over the status of women in this country.
Reducing women's equality to a dress code
ignores the acts of rebellion ofthird world
women. White feminism does not take
into account cultural relativism in the
construction of their definition of libera-
tion.

The need to articulate a more universal
and inclusive construct of feminism is

intimately tied to the need for women to
have their voices heard. There is a need
for a forum through which all women can
establish a discourse on issues concerning
women. The most obvious choice for such
a platform seems to be the print media.
The censoring ofwomen's voices is another
means of maintaining oppression by the
age old tactic of "divide and conquer." It

results in the separation of women from
different communities, preventingwomen
from actively engaging in issues relating
to their oppression.

How long will freedom ofspeech remain
as a privilege for a select few?

Shyamala Ivatury is a UMass gradu-
ate student.
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Alts & living
A beautiful,
stirring, but
erratic River

COURTESY COLUMBIA RCTURES
Brad Pitt of "A River Runs Through It."

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Sentiment is everybody's game now, it seems.
From the drippy, manipulative yanks ofA League
of Their Own to the more honest but just as sappy
strains of Fried Green Tomatoes, the business of
churning out the tears in lieu of real drama has
become almost a given in Hollywood films these
days.

Sentiment has its place, to be sure. OfMice and
Men is a recent example of the type of film which
earns the respect of emotion without reducing a
character's life to a slow montage flashback and a
whispy violin solo.

Ordinary People, the 1980 Robert Redford-di-
rected triumph is a film of the former. It told of the
cracking ofa brutal American family with honesty.
The film's closing displays a driven force of mixed
sentiment without reaching for weepy theatrics.

Redford has returned to behind the camera for
the third time (he directed the confused Milagro
Beaufield War in 1988) with the beautiful and
stirring film version ofthe Normal Maclean novella,
A River Runs Through It.

Shot in almost constant golden glow. River is the
story oftwo brothers in Montana between 1910 and
1935. There's the logical and morally upright
Norman (Craig Sheffer), the charismatic and dar-
ing Paul (Brad Pitt) and the father (Tom Skerrit)
who raises them with a love of (Jod and fly fishing.

Redford, as an older Norman, narrates the film,
setting the stage with the famous opening line from
the novella, ''In our family, there was no clear line
between religion and fly fishing."

Redford steers the film from the boys' stem
upbringing to their early twenties, as they become
men and drift apart; their only link being the bond
they share through fly fishing.

These expertly shot fly fishing sequences were
by far the best moments of the film, which, as a
whole is as erratic as it is masterfully photographed.
At times. River could be almost cryptically intricate
and the emotions true. At other times, the film
seemed to choke within its normative constraints.

River begins promisi g and carries well
throughout,the father's pax enting is real "family
values," and it almost immediately wins you over.
This is the type of film youll want to fall into,

letting the lazy rays ofthe Montana sun warm your
face and the innocent, aw shucks of the times
engulf you. You're willing to follow it anywhere.

Norman goes to Dartmouth and studies to be a
professor, while Paul becomes a hard-drinking
newspaperman. This is where River becomes un-
even. Paul turns out to be the most intriguing
character inRiver, but since the film is seen through
the eyes of the bland Norman. Paul is relegated to
the fringes of the story. The most loaded story, it

seems, is being told off-camera.
This is a source of almost constant frustration,

as the token love story between Norman and Jessie
Burns (Emily Lloyd) takes up screen time that
should've been devoted to Paul. Hell — Jessie's
family is more lively than Norman.

The conclusion, drenched in familiar sentiment,
doesn't come out of nowhere; the character has

Turn to RIVER, page 9

Too Much Joy is too good to
miss live at Pearl St. tonight
By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

All throughout history the downtrodden have had
their heroes, those glimmering beacons of light which
have served to inspire and motivate the masses. The
Jews had Moses. The women had Clara Barton. The
Native Americans had Geronimo. Frazier had Lilith and
we, the twentysomethingmembers ofthe lost generation,
have Too Much Joy.

This band, who has just released their new album
Mutiny on Giant Records, is the embodiment ofthe class
clown we all sat next to in high school. The kid who your
mom didn't want you hanging out with because behind
that Cheshire grin lurked a dangerous presence.

Too Much Joy is the kid who got you to steal your dad's
Playboy's and drink warm Black Label beers out in the
woods behind your house. TMJ = Eddie Haskell '92.

Using upbeat tempos and unique harmonization TMJ
manages to point out all of life's injustices and inanities
in a wryly sarcastic manner. With lyrics like "Wish I was
BlackAVish I was gayAVish there was a reason that I felt

this way/I'm ahead ofmy time/But only by a week/This is

my happening/And it makes me freak."
"We get people from all walks of life," says lead

guitarist Jay Blumenfield, "but the one thing they have
in common is that they can't dance in beat. It's sort oflike
. . . they're people who are pissed off at the world and
pissed off at hypocrisy and pissed off at themselves but
they're not quite alternative. They went to Lollapalooza
but they still didn't fit in."

TMJ consists of four high school friends (Tim Quirk/
vocals, Sandy Smallens/bass & vocals. Jay Blumenfield/
guitars & vocals.Tommy Vinton/drums and other objects
ofbashing) who banded together sophomore year to play
music, drink beers and scream at the world.

"We started in 10th grade because we hated everyone
in our high school and we wanted to annoy them as much
as possible," says Blumenfield, "and we decided that
being in a band would be the most subversive and
annoying thing we could do. Then our parents made us go
to college. Tim and I went out to California (Stanford and
Berkeley). Sandy went to Yale and Tommy went to lona.

We tried to do the college thing but all's we could do at
college was get drunk and then call each other up late at
night and go,'we GOTTA do this band!'"

Lucky enough for the rest of us, the Joy Boys gradu-
ated and got back together to record and spread their

visions of disillusionment and anger. You can't help but
listen to their songs and smile. Their ability to call

attention to issues like homelessness, abuse ofauthority,
unreqiuted love and lack of direction - all while never
taking themselves that seriously - is their charm.
TMJ talks with their audience and not o/ them. They're

the kind of a band you'd love to be in because they look
like they're having so damned much fun up there. And
you know what kids? - They are.

When asked about how big they'd like to become
Blumenfield quips, "Well, anyone who's in a band who
tells you they don't want to be the biggest band in the
world is full of s— . We're doing this to reach as many
people as possible so there's no cap on it. (Ifthey sold out
an 80,000 seat stadium) It wouldn't be a problem. We'd
figure out a cool way to do it - and it wouldn 't be called
ZOO TV."
When asked about label support Blumenfield says,

"They're cool because it's like, they pretty much don't
understand us but they know that there's something
there so they're kind of like,'Well, we don't get it - but
that's Too Much Joy - let them do their thing. Here's some
money, go do what you've got to do. We don't understand
it - but the kids seem to.'

"

On tour right now with Material Issue and The Mighty
Lemondrops, Too Much Joy is busy preparing for a solo
tour in January. "In January we'd like to go out and
headline and offer really cheap tickets and play for a long
time.", said Blumenfield.

In trying to describe the TMJ philosophy on life

Blumenfield says, "Go buy all our records. Then after you
listen to them, you'll get it. Then go out and buy some
more of them and then come to all our shows. Stop
pointing fingers at others and point them at yourselfand
then after you've pointed them at yourself and have
taken a good look THEN go point them at others and then
push people you've ever hated and everyone who's ever

Turn to TOO MUCH JOY, poge 9

The production dazzles, but
a lame cast washes out Hair
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian staff

Hair
Student Union Ballroom
October 29-31, 1992

Beneath dangling banners ofsixties-kitsch artwork, all

spiralling psychedelia and stars, a "happening" is taking
place. Flowerchildren in limitless supply converge into a
dancing, gyrating sea ofbangles, beads, peace medallions,
marijuana joints and tie-dye shirts, as a throaty-voiced
folk-siren announces the dawning of the age ofAquarius.

If this image ofan average afternoon in 1968 is based
moreonWoodstock newsreels and nineties misconceptions
than it is on consistent fact, one must nevertheless
admire the skill with which the creators of this spectacle
have tapped into our collective vision of the period.

Certainly Rado, Ragni and MacDermott, the creative
trio behind the musical Hair, were as aware as anyone
that the late sixties was a period of self-defining myth:
their show is a celebration of the imchallenged love and
peace which never really existed outside of one counter-
culture's ideology.

As performed by the UMass Theatre Guild, Hair is a
masterwork ofevocative, escapist fun— a giftbox ofrock
music, striking imagery, and contagiously joyous danc-
ing which is so completely entertaining that one scarcely
notices its emptiness.

Director Alan White has done an exceptional job of
staging the show, complementing the episodic structure
with a series of wonderful images. In the song "Air,"
about pollution, a single gasmask-toting woman stands
alone in a field of corpses; in "Don't Put It Down," four
elevated men salute the "red, white, blue and yellow"
while urinating on an American flag; and in "Three-Five-
Zero-Zero" the cast pontificates about the tactics of war,
while casually murdering one another.

Some of White's direction seems downright inspired.
For the beautiful closing song, "Flesh Failures," he has a
drafted hippy being drowned out and swallowed by a
crowd of his friends, who do not understand his decision
to fight in Vietnam. The story and characters are as banal
as the music is fantastic, but White presents the scene
with such style that it becomes moving nonetheless.

The tragic shortcoming of this production is its con-
siderably below-average cast, whose inadequacy under-
mines many of White's inspirations. Wonderful songs
like "Donna" or "Electric Blues" are mauled by unspeak-
able vocals, while others such as "Easy to be Hard" or

"Colored Spade" are totally inaudible.
The only complete performance ofthe evening was that

of chorus-member Michelle Wynn, whose glorious vocals
put the accepted leading ladies to shame. Despite her
minescule role, Wynn was the only person who appeared
to be playing a character, as well as singing rock songs.

While the rest ofthe ensemble appeared indifferent to
their lines, Wynn seemed to be experiencing the words as
they went through her. When she shouted "we don't need
your f—ing war," you could see the anger and frustration
in her face. When she lamented the loss of innocence in
"Eyes Look Your Last," her voice had all the wailing
intensity of a keen.

Thankfully, White managed to keep the stage packed
for most of the evening. The performers who seemed
inaudible or off-key by themselves sounded wonderful
when singing harmony, and the finale (a rendition of"Let
the Sun Shine in") was so infectious that the cast, director,
and audience all wound up dancing and singing together'
With an ending hke that, you can't help but leave smihng
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Craig Lucas' Reckless inspires
laughter and cool realization
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By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Whitehead brought Christmas to life with their stints as
carolers. Their songs were entertainment in themselves
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°"u "»uivc up me scenes.was hke entering a whole, separate underworid and
donning glasses with which to see and reevaluate life.
Surrounded by the engulfing black walls and floating,
star-hke beads, the UMass Department of Theatre pre-
sented the hilarious yet soheringReckless by Craig Lucas.

Lucas' play centers around Rachel ( Lydia M. Newton),
a woman who is told by her husband, Tom (Michael
Lombardi

) on Christmas Eve that he has taken a contract
out on her life. Having second thoughts, he warns her to
leave before the gunman appears, as he cannot take the
order back.

We follow Rachel along a path ofself-exploration upon
which she encounters the likes of a hearing deafwoman,
a game show called "Your Wife or Your Mother,

Too Much Joy

While the humor was first-rate and served as a buffer
for the characters and audience, the lack ofcommitment
by Rachel to deal seriously with the profound issues
presented in Reckless was at times frustrating.

It was not until the end of the production that Rachel
wakes up from her numb, emotional daze and
deals with the pain of having thrown away, or rather,
having been virtually forced out of the life she originally
tries to make for herself

Lucas' attempt to avoid serious confrontation works
well to communicate the sentiment that "People are
capable of anything if they are willing to work hard and
tell themselves the truth," as Rachel is told at one point.

One of the morals of the story here is that, as Rachel

continued from page 8

been a hypocrite and anyone who's ever taken
themselves too seriously."

And through the whole interview over the phone,
speaking to Blumenfield from somewhere deep iri

the corns ofKansas, I can hear the smile on his face
with each answer to every question. That tongue in
cheek self depreciating humor which IS Too Much
Joy. Do yourself a favor and go see these guys.

Too Much Joy, Material Issue and The Mighty
Lemondrops will be playing tonight at Pearl St. in
Northampton. Doors open at 8:00. Ticket prices are
$8 before the show and $10 at the door. 18+.

River
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characters and experiences
As the story develops we learn that each of the three

main characters, Lloyd (Tony Maestrone), Pooty (Becca
MacKinnon), and especially Rachel, have secrets in their
pasts which cause their present lives to be less than
honest.

Maestrone portrays the lovable, clueless lounge-lizzard
so that you never quite fully trust his motives, but can't
help give him the benefit ofthe doubt and can't wait to see
what he does next.

Mackinnon utilizes facial expression and physical
gestures to convey what she cannot with words, and
maintains strong stage presence despite the lack oflines.

Rachel, delighted at the prospect of having the free-
dom to start a new life realizes, "I could be anybody."
Changing her name and lying about her past, she erases
the thoughts of her family and friends to face life with a
fresh vigor.

With forever anxious eyes, Newton's Rachel desper-
ately seeks the best in every situation. Her painstakingly
humorous efforts to reason out and justify the bizarre
occurrences in her life sustained our fondness for this
naive woman.

Newton's versatility allows her to keep the audience
on the edge of their seats in anticipation of her next
flighty move, and to later reach into the depths ofher soul
to shed Rachel's defensive, jovial shell and uncover the
unsure woman inside.

Likewise, with periodic appearances to do prop changes
between scenes, Robert Corddry, Michelle C.T.Hendrick,
Zachary Galvin, Micah Hollingworth and Brandon

L
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Due to Election Day, we will not be holding a
formal meeting today, but an "Election Day
Extravaganza" in our office, 406 Student
Union (right above the Credit Union). We
hope this gives everyone time to vote!
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a woman who spent her entire Hfe reacting to her sur-
rounding and not Hving for herself, this revelation allows
her to stop trying to make sense of every event.

Resolution for Rachel (with respect to her past) comes
at the end of the play through individual rectification
rather than understanding from direct confrontation
between the characters. The lesson we learn is that
sometimes you need to step completely outside of your
own life to recognize your self-imposed limitations and
realize your potential.

Productions like Reckless serve as reminders of the
small treasures beheld by this huge, sometimes grossly
underrated public university. The entire cast was excel lent
(with a side-splitting performance by Tone Nunes as an
obnoxiously flakeygame show host ) and carried ofTLucas'
multi-layered comedy/drama with style.

continued from page 8

'doomed' written all over his forehead. It was effective, I'll

admit, but must tragic fatealways intervene in these tvoes
of films?

The sterling performances keep with the rich look and
feel of this film. Craig Sheffer (Nightbreed) is fine, it's the
role that's stale. Tom Skerritt (Alien) is wonderful, but,
considering the weight ofhis role, he's hardly there. Emily
Lloyd (Wish You Were Here) does her best as the 'girl-
friend;' her scenes were crisply acted.
A River Runs Through It is a cleverly convincing, ten-

der entertainment. Redford's visual^ are breathtaking,
his steady camera captures the fly fishing sequences as
poetry in motion. Yet his continued reliance on narration
to move the story along is a sure sign he's playing it safe— a littls too safe.

But the film's initial charm and eventual nagging flaw
is that it chooses easy Hollywood sentiment instead of
full-circle drama. While this could probably be forgiven,
River will be remembered as the film with too much
narration and not enough imagination.

Grade: B

A pregnancy te

you (don't have t

be a Chem Maj
to use.

Pink line, you' re
pregnant, white
yoUre not.

Absorbent End.

Actual size

Thumb Grip.
For easy handling.

Control Window:
So you know the
test is working.

'**s'

The First Response' 1-Step Pregnancy Test
requires just one easy step— no cup.

So leave the test tubes and complicated procedures in your chemistry lab.

This one-step, one-piece pregnancy test is our easiest test ever made. Just hold the

absorbent end of the tester in your urine stream. Within three minutes

you'll know. If a pink line appears in the result window, you're pregnant. If it remains

white, you're not. Even if it's your first time using a home pregnancy test,

First Response" 1-Step is so easy to use, it's virtually mistake prcx^f.

For more information call us at 1-800-367-6022, Mon-Fri 7am-5pm EST.

So easy, you can trust the result*

•Hiuhlv accurate in ii>a«inier tcstinu
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel
Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Dana Dorman,

Kelly D'Amato

Menu
LUNCH

Grilled Chicken

Bagel Dog

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Chicken

Flat Bread Sandwich

DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel

Stir Fry Beet

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel

Stir Fry Veggies

The ()|jini(jns expressed on this pjge are those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Collv^un or the University

Ornithology 101 field trips

V<3TE

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 1'i); A
publicity effort pays off — ihnks to a

lot of harcJ work and planning. You
jump over a hurdle with relative ease.

Adventure beckons as you push a

personal ambition to the limit.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
can steer yourself and hard-working
crew to success now. With work fin-

ished in a breeze, sail into a romantic
evening. Be honest if you prefer to

play the field.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Keep
your wils alx)ul you today. It is diffi-

cult to say if you are being deceived
or deceiving someone else. Either

way, get the problem out in the open.
Talk things over.

CANCER dune 21 -)uly 22): Waf-
fling about a situation will only make
things worse. Take a firm stand and
face the music: you might Ik' pleas-

antly surprised. Zoom ahead with a

stunning new project.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Concen-
trate on work even though you would
rather be playing. Do not let

someone's emotional storms rain on
your parade. Stress your loving

lemfX'rnienl and avoid anger.

LIBRA(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Abreak
in a relationship ctoes not have to

occur if you keep the communication
lines open anddiscussmatterscalmly.

Travel plans could go awry

SCORPIO(Sept. 2 J-Ocl. 22): Try

not to make a big deal out of a differ-

ence of opinion. If a family member
wants to argue, back off. Keep a key
goal in sight at all limes.

LIBRA (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): Do not

lei old habits come out of the wcxxJ-

work. It is only loo easy lo slide back
inio worn-out Ix+iavior (lallerns. Turn

yourself into a financial wizard by
consulting exjjens.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Try not lo throw your weight

around this morning. Instead, foster a

spirit ol c(X)peration. Take a long

look at your philosophy of life. Ex-

amine your deep-seated beliefs.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Do not gel mixed up in a heated
domestic argument. Tend lo your

everyday work; it could be just what
you need. Determinaiion is your
passport to success.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 181:

Avoid lar-leiched financial sc hemes,
even if they are proposed by a fairly

solid citizen. The sensible thing is lo

keep you money in the bank.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be
cooperative where shared resourc(?s

are concerned. Put several hours of

hard work on a group pro)eci, then

call it quits. Gather with good friends

tonight and cast any troubles over-

lK)ard.

ACROSS
1 Luxurious

6 San — , Italian

port

1 Vigorous spirit

14 French income
1

5

Always
16 Knowledge
1

7

Home ol a
biblical witcti

18 Italian tourist

mecca
19 Homeot ttie

leprectiauns

20 Plead poverty
22 Rocky debris
23 NelMe or toast

24 Tourist stops
25 Toronto

museum,
lor stiort

28 Maglie or

Mineo
29 An Indie

language
30 "Iliad": eg
32 Necessary for

victory

37 Ligfit craft

39 Cougar or

Jaguar
40 Growing out
41 Novemt>er

surprise,

perhaps
44 Location
45 Nothing, in

Paris

46 Craggy hill

48 Once around
the track

49 Next lo last of

a series

52 Raced in the

Tour de France
54 Motto
55 Roosevelt.

Truman and
Clinton

59 Hindu god
60 Numtier of

Muses
61 Soldier hero

and actor

Murphy
62 Printer's

direction

63 Declare

positively

64 Exhausted
65 Being: Lat.

66 Butter

sections

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

67 Seed coating

DOWN
1 Type of school,
for short

2 Carson's
successor

3 Reverse
4 Big blow or

actress Gale
5 Messenger of

the gods
6 Hoover, Ford

or Bush
7 Lloyd Webber
musical

8 CocKdinate
9 Mouths, in old

Roma
10 Novemt>er

events
1

1

Actor Peter of

"Casablanca*
12 Role in "The

Tempest"
1

3

State birds of

Hawaii
21 Norwegian

saint

22 Find a solution
24 "La F.lle —

gard6e":

Ashlon ballet

25 Four sided fig.

26 Coloriul fish

27 Typo of skirt

29 Volunteer

campaign
workers

31 Furrow
33 Salt

34 Part of a comet
35 Kelt of the

comics
36 Ooze
38 Ancient Roman

official

42 Caress
43 — Ono
47 Fashion anew
49 Old hat

50 Prepares for

publication

51 Parts of

churches
52 American poet

Stephen
Vincent

53 One-seed fruit

55 Kathleen
Battle, for one

56 Lemon
additives

57 Pastel color

58 — good
example

60 Forty winks
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Promising season awaits for swim team
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

Rigorous preseason training has the
UMass women's swimming and diving
team fueled and ready. Their season opens
tonight at 7:00 p.m,, when they will go
head to head with Smith College in Boyden
pool.

The team went 6-5-0 in last year's dual
meet lineup and went on to place 7th in

the New England Championship Meet.
Under the direction of head coach Bob
Newcomb, and assistant swim coaches Ed
Melanson and James Sweeney, the team
is hoping to improve on lastyear's winning
record.

"We're really amazed with the way the
team has responded to the training," said
Newcomb. "We havejust hammered them
this fall and they come back every day
tired and sore, but with smiles on their

faces. That to me is a sign ofa team that's

going someplace."

The team practices 20 hours per week.
Besides swimming, their trainingincludes
weight lifting, running, and grueling
biathlon workouts, "We've set up our
program with a more scientific training
approach this season." said Newcomb.

'This group feels like they have some-
thing to prove this year," said Melanson.

"We're off to a good start. I'm positive, but
we've got to work hard every day if we're
looking to be one of the top teams in New
England."

The Minutewomen have lost a total of
nine swimmers from last year's line up.
They have had a decent recruiting season
and have fifteen new faces.

"The team is led by captains Kari
Edwardsen and Teresa Konieczny. Both
are returning seniors. Edwardsen, who
swims the 100 and 200-yard backstroke
and the 200-yard individual medley, said,

"This is probably one of the better teams
we've had."

Konieczny, a distance freestyle swim-
mer, will be competing this season in the
500, 1,000, and 1,650 yard swims.
Konieczny agrees this year's team is one of
the best teams they have had, "not only in

terms of swimming ability, but in atti-

tude," explained Konieczny.
"Personality is something this team

definitly isn't short of," added the captains.
Other returnees to keep your eyes on

are senior Beth Wadick and junior Kim
Broad. Wadick is returning after taking a
year off to complete an internship. "She
has astounded us with her pre-season
swimming." said Newcomb. Broad placed
2nd in the mile swim at last year's New
England meet.

Brown University transfer Julie
Veremey and Syracuse transfer Jennifer
Perkins are both new assets to the team.
Veremey, a junior, is a top competitor for

the 200 yard butterfly, and the 400 yard
individual medley.

Perkins, a sophomore, specializes in
freestyle and butterfly events. Newcomb
grinned and said, "We've stolen a very
powerful, and very talented athlete from
Syracuse."

Promising freshmen include Laura
Gunn, Jessica Griffith, Sarah Baker and
Heather Saunders. Gunn's forte is pri-

marily in freestyle and butterfly events,
however, she is a versatile swimmer.
Griffith is predicted to surprise a lot of
people in her breaststroke events.

Baker's forte is sprinting, and she
should prove to be an asset in the relays.
Saunders, a competitor for the 100 and
200 yard backstroke, and the 100 and 400
yard individual medley.

From a pre-season estimate, "Veremey,
Perkins, Gimn and Griffith are all potential
top six placers for New Englands," said
Melanson. "They should score very high
for the team."

The women's diving team, under the
direction of Newcomb,
and assistant diving coach. Bill Rozen,
will be looking forward to another prom-

ismg season.

Junior diver Allison White is the de-

fending New England champion on the

three meter board, and was voted co-diver

of last year's New England meet,
"The name of (White's) game is con-

sistency," said Newcomb. "She is the per-

formance leader of the diving team."
Freshman diver Amanda Moynihan is

likely to be a tough competitor. "She has a
good work ethic, and has come a long way
on the boards," said Newcomb.

In addition to the traditional New En-
gland meet, held in February, the team
may also look forward to a new mid season
Atlantic Ten Championship meet to be
held in December.

"TheA- 1 meet gives us an opportunity
to set goals for the mid season." said
Captain Konieczny.

"This year we have more of a focus to

win back all ofour close meets that we lost

last year," stated Captain Edwardsen.
Newcomb explained that development

is the key to their program. "We've taken
swimmers that haven't even been men-
tioned in our pre-season preview and
turned them into New England champi-
ons." Newcomb added, "What has made
our program thrive in the past is the
development of our student athletes.

Physically, mentally and academically."

cross country
continued from page 12

right mind set knowing we were no where near full

strength."

While things seem horrible now the season can
still be salvaged. With either a first or second place
finish in the ECAC's on November 14, the women
could qualify for a trip to the nationals.

"We have two weeks to get ready for this and it's

the only thing saving us right now," said LaFreniere.
"If the women want it bad enough they'll pull

together and do it. We need to work hard the next
two weeks and hope people start to get healthy."

This feat is quite possible seeing that the top
opponents at the ECAC's are the same teams
UMass has seen for the past month and has already
beaten ( UConn, B.C. , and Rhode Island ). The meet
will be held at Lehigh University in Bethleham,
Pennslyvania on a course that LaFreniere said
suits the talents of UMass very nicely.

"The course is all grass and very wide," said
LaFreniere. "The wideness will be an advantage to

us because we will be able to get by people more
easily."

hoop
continued from page 1

2

Lewis mode. Off" guard Peter Dukes can bomb with
anyone, as his 75 treys last year can attest. A return trip

to the NCAA's might be a reach for Mike Montgomery's
squad, but it is a possibility ifsomeone helps out up front
where Keefe is gone.

PAC-10 Also Rans: Arizona State (Ya think Bill Frieder
is glad he left Michigan?), Washington, USC (wow, will

they miss Miner and Duane Cooper ), Washington State
and Oregon.

All-PAC-10 Team: Center: Haskins (OSU), Forward:
Mills (Arizona), Forward: Hendrick (Cal), Guard: Lollie

(Stanford), Guard: Reeves (Arizona). Watch out for Kidd
though.

Some personal thoughts on the Sportsworld:
Magic Johnson's decision to retire caught me by sur-

prise. It seems that the lifestyle and the turbulence Magic
felt in retiiming were too much for him. I am not trying to

be critical, but I hope Magic did not think that it was going
to be an easy ride coming back after all that has happened
to him.

Theone thingMagic did do in this latest retirement was
let his teammates down. I know that basketball pales in

comparison to one's life, but Magic didn't re-retire because
of his health, it was outside factors that caused it.

It was pitiful to see George Bush when he was on the

Sports Machine last night. The only person 1 know who
was mad that he missed the Machine is Mike Morrissey,
and I don't think that 1 have to say much more than that.

Both Bush and and host George Michael were pa-
thetic, especially when Michael talked about the two
other candidates not responding to Michael's requests.
This is why the Captain, Lou Albano, is going to get my
write in vote later today.

The Celtics will be better off if Sherman Douglas
starts at the point and Dee Brown brings his athleticism
off the bench.

Like I said earlier, the Pittsburgh Steelers are going
to win the Super Bowl.

Lennox Lewis shocked me when he knocked out Razor
Ruddock so early Saturday night. But maybe it shouldn't
for a few reasons. No. 1 , Ruddock's defense and fight plan
suffers when he tries to load up with his left hand. No. 2,

Lewis is a good boxer who will exploit his opponents'
mistakes. And No. 3, Ruddock has got to be a little

shopworn after going 19 rounds with Mike Tyson. Even
if Tyson couldn't finish him, and was past his prime, he
still issued Ruddock a beating.

Riddick Bowe will knock out Evander Holyfield on
November 13th and then will get revenge by beating
Lewis in a rematch of their 1988 Olympic clash.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
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Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Inatttuta for th* Healing of Racism
7pm tonite

CCRM 165

UPC General Committee iWeetinal:

Tonight, 1 1/3. Instead of the usual UPC
meeting, we will tie holding an informal

election day gathering in the UPC office

(406 Student Union, just alrave the credit

union). Get info., talk, laugh, and pizza

rewards for those who help flyer! Stop
by between 5:00 to 6:30 pm. See you
there!

AIRLINE TICKETS

AlrilnaTlckatstak* SSOSIOOoffany
fare call Stuart at 516-767-7646

ANNOUNCEMENTS

COLLEGE mZZA

Collage Pizza
Fall Special

Small cheese S3.&0
Large cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings S6.99
Free soda with large sub salad or

spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

H/1UST MENTION THIS AD

Tandy 200 Portabia computer
2 Power Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 S450 0.8.0.

HELP WANTED

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot Raading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch at 548-9761

FOR RENT

TIrad of your science major/
Try Food Science

Call Or. Chinachoti 545 1025

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 t>edroom
apt on bus route minutes from campus
$899/mo 256-0741

FOR SALE
VIdao

The Union Video Center is offering

workshops on video production.

Get hands on training with professional

grade equipment. If you're interested in

video, don't miss this opportunity. The
UVC Is located in the Student Union.

545 1336
Life is short, video is forever.

Write a letter Save a Life

Amnesty Internationa! Meeting

Nov. 3 7:00 pm Campus Center rm 905-

909 some signs say Nov. 4 but actual

date Nov. ?, My apologies.

Brother Wordprocessor WP-TeOO-t'
with spreadsheet brand new with one
year warranty.

Only $298
5460390

LIka naw Brother word processor
WPD 760D plenty of features

A steal at S210 or best offer

546 1197

Stereo Components: Usad/recondi-
lioned, area's biggest selection. Buy/
Sell/Trade at Stereo/Video Exchange,
Sundays 10-4, inside Jackson's Flea

Market, Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley.

Other days call 256-0941

Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn S600t a week in canner-
ies $4000/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room and Board! Mala
or Female. Get a head start on this

summer. For employment program call

1 206-545 4155^ext.A5001

Ba on T.V. Many needed for commer-
cials. Now hiring all ages, for casting
info, call (6JI6)779-7111 Ext.J 458

CAN YOU MANAGE AN EXTRA
$2500? Practical experience for Busi-

ness/Marketing Majors: Manage credit

card promotions on campus for a Na
tional Marketing Firm. Hours flexible.

Earn up to $2500Aerm. Call 1 800 950
8472 ext. y?^

Collaga Pro Palntars
Earn S8000-S10000 this summer run-

ning your own business. Informational

session on Wed. Nov. 4 room 902 Cam
pus Center. Info call 1 800 346-4649 or

Brendan at 549-8109 All are welcome

Couplas - Proparty Manager Free
Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256 0741

Postal Jobs avallablal Many posi-

tions. Great benefits. Call 1 80 333-3737.

ext. P 3306

$500.00
If you have access to a video camera,
we're looking for students to film a

mini video. May lead to permanent
position. For information, call C.B. pro
ductions Inc. M F 9 5, (617)332 9606

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Full vguaran
teed FREE INFORMATION -24 HOUR
HOTUNE. 801 379-2900 Copyright «

MA15KDH

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring

break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
tin->e and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

LOST

Brown clutch pursa Purse
desperately need contents
Reward 549 1198

Glassas in black case somewhere be-
tween E-Lot and Central - Call 546-5258

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 girls needed to share largest bed
room in a 3 bdrm Puffton APT. 549-7319

SERVICES

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Paper* Typed - Free cover page, spell

check, laser printout. SI 50/page, Brian
546 1795

Typing-Word processing
Resumes, reports, theses,

dissertations. Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586-

5268

WANTED

INSTRUCTION

GuitarLaasons • fIrat lesson half price

665 1178

Italian Tutor
Native Speaker
Call 546 1347

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines, 584-

9830

Fundraisara for Christmas Kettle

program, outdoor work needed for 3
hour shifts from November 21 thru

Christmas. Reliable and dependable
individuals a must. Contact Lisa at the
Salvation Army M & F 3-7 and Thurs 1

6S4.50/hour

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

••LEGAL INTERNSHIPS^^

Spring 19g3 Internships with the

Legal Services Center! Get hands on
experience in the legal field work
directly with attorneys and clients. Earn
up to 15 undergraduate credits. No ex
perience in the legal professional nee
essary training provided. Contact Le
gal Services today: 545 1995, 922 Cam
pus Center. November 1 3 is the applica-

tion deadline.

Free Paar Counseling lesbian, gay,
bisexual issues. Phone or walk in. LBG
counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545 2645

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with re-

sumes. Quick service, free advice, ex
cedent quality, and LOW prices. IBM
laser printing service available,.

Call Andy 549 8463

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256 0821

Wa want your 2BDRM Puffton leased
Starting January 1 . Call us first! Reward
if we sign it! I Call 549 7319

Cash for your Clunkart
Gel paid for your worthless carl Call

549-4897 and ask for Crusty for

details. This is not a joke. I need your
car!

Singer - Do you want to sing the
National Anthem at UMass Basketball
games? Contact Margaret in the Ath-
letic Depl. For information 545 3190

WANTED TO RENT

RSO FAIR '92

RSO FAIR '92

Monday, November 9
12 4 SUB
FREE food, entertainment, prizes.

Demonstrations and Information.

5 College Community Welcome!
SPONSORED BY
Div. of Student Activities

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call '/oung-Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

Efficiency one Bedroom
Starling mid Dec or Jan 1

Upperclass honors student
female.

Call Jen 546 4978

Wa want to take over your lease! 4
person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Sports
Field hockey tunes up against Bulldogs
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team's regular season finale at
Totman Field is not an ending ofsorts, but
rather a beginning. Although this will be
the last regular season home game ever
for seniors Joy Blenis, Kathy Phelan,
Philippa Scott, Ainslee Press and Tina
Rusiecki, do not shed tears for those
women. They have a lot more work to do,

or so they hope.

The matchup (2:30 p.m.) between the
Minutewomen (17-1) and the hapless Yale
squad is more like a mismatch, a game
that pits the number three team in the
country against a unheralded Ivy League
school, the second Ivy League team UMass
has faced this year. The Minutewomen
easily disposed of Dartmouth earlier this

season by a score of 2-0.

The game will serve as a final show-
case of UMass' talents before this
weekend's Atlantic 10 Championships,
which take place in Piscataway, New
Jersey, home of Rutgers University.
UMass head coach Pam Hixon is probably
just as concerned about her own team as
she is against the visiting Elis.

The Minutewomen have performed at
a consistently high level throughout the

year, and as last weekend's victory over
Springfield College will show, the team
was not hindered but helped by the recent
layoff.

The game is a beginning because the
Minutewomen, with a strong showing to-

day and this weekend at the A-lOs, will

lock up a first round bye in the NCAA
Tournament and will host a second round
game at Totman Field. In order to accom-
plish this, UMass must remain among the
top four teams in the country by the end of
this week.

To win the game, the Minutewomen
must do as they have done all season:
control the play at midfield. With
midfielders Blenis, Press, Holly
Hockenbrock and Colleen Duffy on the
field, UMass will likely be able to handle
the ball during most ofthe game, and feed
it to forwards Danielle Borges, Tara Jelley
and Jenn Salisbury.

Hixon said she was concerned of the
forwards' lack ofscoring punch, but Borges
and Salisbury each netted a goal last Sat-
urday, and they have upped their play.

The defensive trio of Kathy Phelan,
Tracy Barclay and Natalie Hart have
shown sufficient talent to stop any threat
Yale could possibly mount, but just in

case, goalie Philippa Scott will be in net as
a backup.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Kathy Phelan is one of five UMass field hockey seniors who will playing their last career

regular season home game against Yale today at 2:30 p.m.

Women receive NCAA berth
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

For the tenth time in 11 seasons the University of
Massachusetts women's soccer team yesterday earned a
spot in the NCAA tournament.

Massachusetts (15-3) will face the University of
Connecticut (15-4-1) Saturday in Storrs, at 1 p.m. The
winner ofthe firstround match-up will play the University
of Hartford ( 18-1 ) in the quarterfinals.

The team is happy they are in," UMass Assistant
Chris Parker said. They worked hard for the bid and
they want another shot at UConn."

The Huskies defeated UMass 1-0 on Oct. 22 in Storrs.
Connecticut broke the scoreless tie in the first half and
then held on during a ferocious Minutewomen onslaught
in the second half for the win.

Last season UConn ended the Minutewomen's season
with a 1-0 first round victory in Storrs.

"I was hoping we'd get UConn," UMass goal keeper
Briana Scurry said. "We want to give them a little pay

back. Getting in feels great. I know what it was like as a
freshman when we didn't make it and I didn't want that
to happen again."

UMass Assistant Coach Felicia Faro said, "We have a
personal vendetta with UConn. Last time we just didn't
get the breaks but this time we will. When we get a
scoring opportunity we will finish it."

Massachusetts, ranked No. 10 nationally, sealed up
its invitation with back-to-back victories over Southern
Methodist and Central Florida over the weekend.

"We came in and proved we deserved a playoff bid,"

Faro said. "We got two big wins on the road and this is

great momentum to go into the playoffs with."
The other brackets in the field of twelve include, the

SMU (15-5) at Duke (14-4-2) winner will face Virginia
(14-4-1).

The Portland (18-1) at Stanford (15-1-1) winner will

match up with Santa Clara (11-4-2).

The North Carohna State (15-5-1) at Wilham and
Mary victor will play defending national champion North
Carohna (22-0).

Women's XC finishes seventh
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

"In sickness and health until death do us part" was a
vow women's cross country head coach Julie LaFreniere
hoped she would not have to face when she went to the
altar with her team at the beginning ofthe season. While
this marriage has been nothing but smooth sailing for

most of the season, Friday's meet in Boston proved that
the honejTnoon is over.

Plagued with a virus that has strangled four ofthe top
five runners for over three weeks, the University of
Massachusetts women's cross country team finished a
sub-par seventh overall at this weekends New England
Championships. What makes the performance even more
heart-breaking is the fact that UMass has already beaten
five of the six teams that finished ahead of them previ-
ously this year.

Kelly Liljeblad, finished first for UMass and 17th

overall in her worst run all year long. The virus had hit
Liljeblad as bad as anyone and was the only reason for

the lack of her usual superwoman-like performance.
"I let Kelly run even though she was sick all week,"

said LaFreniere. "I know if she was healthy she could
have finished second or third."

UMass next four were Freshman Julie Moreau (34th),
Tricia Mathiesen (40th), Mo Meldrim (42nd) and Kerry
Acre (60th). The usual second and third finishers, Kim
Liljeblad and Becky Johnson, were not allowed to run.

"The women (Liljeblad and Johnson) wanted to run,"
offered LaFreniere. They ran sick last week at the A-
lO's, but I just couldn't let them do it."

Those who ran for UMass found it hard to get exited
for the meet. With the team knowing their best performers
not were racing, a let down is always possible.

This is very depressing," said LaFreniere. "But, I had
a good idea this was going to happen. They weren't in the

Turn to CROSS COUNTRY, page 1
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College hoop,
Magic and the
boxing ring

I'm going to make my last conference review of
the year in today's column. The conference reviewed
will be the PA(J-10, after the review, I guess some
random thoughts that come to my head will fill the
page.

PAC-10: This conference welcomes a new Kidd
on the block, while bidding farewell to some tre-

mendous talent in the likes ofDon Maclean , Tracy
Murray , Adam Keefe , Sean Rooks and of course
Harold Miner

.

Arizona , despite losing the inside play ofRooks
look to be the conference favorite. Lute Olson has
himselfa good backcourt in shooter Khalid Reeves
and playmaker Damon Stoudamire. Ed Stokes is

going to have to have a big year up front, while Mr.
Versatility, Chris Mills will have to be a leader for
the Wildcats.

Jeff

CROFTS

Magic Johnson retires again
By JOHN NAJDEL
Associated Press

INGLEWOOD. Calif— Magic Johnson, who returned
to the Los Angeles Lakers on Sept. 29 after missing last

season with the AIDS virus, said yesterday he is retiring
for good.

Johnson announced his decisionjust four days before
the beginning of the NBA season.

"After much thought and talking it over with Cookie
andmy family, I decided I will reti re— for good—from the
Lakers," Johnson said in a statement issued by the team.

"It has become obvious that the various controversies
surrounding my return are taking away from both bas-

ketball as a sport and the larger issue of living with HIV
for me and the many people infected."

Several NBA stars, including fellow Dream Team
member Karl Malone, have expressed concern about
playing with Johnson for fear of contracting the virus.

One NBA general manager, speaking only on condition
that he must not be identified by name; told theNew York
Times that Johnson should step aside to avoid any
controversy.

A source close to Johnson who spoke on condition of
anonymity confirmed that Johnson's retirement was
related to the controversy that countinued to surround
his comeback, and not his health.

The source referred to an article in theNew York Times
on Sunday that examined the hazards of playing with
Johnson as an example ofwhat was bothering the athlete.

"It was not the same for him," the sources said. "It was
not fun for him anymore."

Johnson played in five of the Laker's eight preseason
games, averaging 10.4 points and nearly 12 assists a game.

"I've come to realize that it simply isn't possible to
return to playing in the NBA and still continue to be
involved in all the things I want to do," Johnson's state-
ment said.

California is following the lead of George
Jefferson and is 'movin on up, to the top'. To the top
of the PAC-10 that is. The addition of local point
guard supreme Jason Kidd to an already impres-
sive stable ofyoung studs, makes Lou Campanelli's
squad that much better. Brian Hendrick , a senior
forward who missed much of last year with a knee
injury, is healthy and ready to return to the All-
PAC-10 team, a team he has already made three
times! If Hendrick provides leadership to his
youthful teammates, the (]k)Iden Bears will be
growling all year long.

UCLA lost alot in the three M's, Maclean, Murray
and tough guard Gerald Madkins , but there is still

a base oftalent left for Jim Harrick . Ifformer high
school legend Ed O'Bannon can regain his form
that he had before a knee injury than Harrick's
cause would be helped greatly. Mitchell Butler and
Shon Tarver will be as physical as any guard
tandem in the PAC-10. The Bruins will definitely
fall off of their 28-5 record that they had last year.

Oregon State is the X factor in the conference.
Last year was a strange one to say the least for
coach Jim Anderson. Tragedy hit the Beavers when
forward Earnest Killum died from a stroke. Talented
forward Chad Scott didn't help matters with his
academics, or lack of academics that is, limiting
him to non-conference games. This year there is
enthusiasm because of center Scott Haskin, who
made the All-PAC-10 team last year, and guard
Charles McKinney, a tough player. IfScott is totally
eligible this year the Beavers will be tough, very
tough.

Stanford lost Keefe to graduation but the Cardi-
nals are still a good team. Senior Marcus Lollie is
the best point guard in the PAC-10 and forward
Brent Williams is a smooth scorer in the Reggie

Turn to HOOP, page 1
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Sunny this morning, showers in

the afternoon. Temps in the 60s.

Sports:
Mike Hodges' 20th-ranked football team prepares to face
the Richmond Spiders and former UMass head coach Jim
Reld, now Richmond's assistant head coach. Page 12,

Arts & Living:

College rock standard R.E.M. is the subject of

"Behind the Mask," a book which attempts to

reveal the mystery behind the band. Page 7.
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Clinton wins landslide victory
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press

Bill Clinton was elected the nation's
42nd presidentonTuesday in a Democratic
landslide that swept George Bush from
office and ended 12 years of divided gov-
ernment in Washington. Bush conceded
defeat and wished the Arkansas governor
well in the White House.

Voters were renewing Democratic
control of Congress and said pocketbook
concerns had mattered most as they chose
the new generation of leadership.

Bush vowed to ensure a "smooth tran-

sition of power" to the new president. He
said he hadtelephoned his congratulations
to Clinton, and added, "I wish him well in

the White House. Regardless ofour differ-

ences, all Americans share the same pur-
pose," he said.

The president spoke before supporters
with First Lady Barbara Bush at his side.

He thanked Vice President Dan Quayle
and James A. Baker III, his closest confi-

dante in three decades of politics.

Bush looked ahead to his retirement to

the grandparent business, and said to his

wife, simply, "It's over."

Independent Ross Perot said "the people
have spoken," and offered his congratula-
tions to Clinton.

Clinton, whocampaigned as a "different

kind of Democrat" and pledged to rebuild
the economy, ran strongly in all regions of
the country. He won customary Democratic
battlegrounds, captured key battlegrounds
in Illinois and Missouri and put Vermont
and Kentucky in the Democratic column
for the first time in many years.

The 46-year-old governor will become
the nation's third-youngest presidentwhen
he take office Jan. 20, along with Vice
President-elect Albert Gore. Together, the
two men savored their triumph in Little

Rock, where thousands of supporters
gathered to cheer their success and plot

the presidency to come.
Perot, the man who electrified the

campaign and ran a respectable third,

had conceded earlier. The television net-
works declared Clinton the winner about
10 minutes before the polls closed in the
far west.

With 52 percent of the precincts re-

porting, it was Clinton with 44 percent of
the vote. Bush with 39 percent and Perot
18 percent.

The Associated Press tally showed
Clinton had won 323 electoral votes and
led for 57 more — far more than the 270
need to win the election. Bush had 58
electoral votes, a far cry from the 426 he
compiled in 1988.

Presidential politics aside, the voters
were kind to most congressional incum-

ASSeClATED PRESS FILE PHOTO
President-elect Bill Clinton, seen here with wife Hillary on the campaign trail earlier this year,

emerged the clear winner in Tuesday's race. Bush called to wish him well.

bents. Most were re-elected easily, with the
exception ofDemocratic Sen. Terry Sanford
in North Carolina and Republican Sen.

Robert Kasten in Wisconsin. Carol Moseley
Braun won her race in Illinois, the first

Black woman ever elected to the Senate.

Clinton said he felt "wonderful" as he
wrapped up a campaign in which he cast

himself as the candidate of new economic

opportunity and appealed over and over for

voters to summon the "courage to change."

Throughout his campaign, Clinton
called himself a "different kind of Demo-
crat" with alternatives to old-style

Democratic economics, and he emphasized
his support for moving welfare recipients

into jobs and more law enforcement per-

sonnel onto the streets.

Rep. Olver wins in 1st District
Democrat will return to Washington for full term
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

HOLYOKE — U.S. Rep. John Olver ofAmherst beat
Republican challenger Patrick Larkin of Pittsfield in the
race for the 1st Districts Congressional seats yesterday.

Although final results were not yet available at press
time, Olver had 7 1,333, or 56 percent, to Larkin's 55,463,
or 44 percent, of the votes.

Olver credited his victory to the support of a broad-
based coalition which included organized labor, teachers
and environmental and women's groups.

"This is wonderful— I see so many ofyou who were out
late last night and early in the morning working for this
campaign," Olver told a group of approximately 200
supporters who gathered at the Yankee Pedlar Inn in

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN

Students celebrating the victory of Democratic candidates.

Gov. Bill Clinton and Sen. Al Gore as the election results came
in late last night.

Holyoke.

"I think you've sent me back for a full term to work
writh a new administration of Bill Clinton and Al Gore,"
Olver said. "We'll work to rebuild the economy and build
the education system we need. And we'll work to pass a
national health care plan to provide insurance for every
single American citizen."

Olver was elected in June 1991 in a special election to

fill the seat vacated by the death ofU.S. Rep. Silvio Conte.
As Olver entered to make his victory speech accom-

panied by his wife, his supporters chanted his name for

several minutes as Fleetwood Mac's "Don't Stop" played
in the background.

Olver referred to this summer's redistricting which
changed the composition of the 1st District, removing

Turn to OLVER, page 2

Students come out
in numbers to vote
By MICHELLE BOBBINS
Collegian Staff

The high student voter turn-out in the Amherst pre-
cincts with the largest number of registered students
indicates the students have a strong interest and concern
for the future, said many workers at the polling stations.

"This restores my hope that students really do care
about voting and making a contribution to their own
lives," said Lesley Crouse, a worker in Precinct 4.

Esterica McGill, the warden ofPrecinct 2, said the line

to the polls had been steady since 7 a.m. "Almost all ofthe
voters registered in this precinct have voted. This is an
unusually high turn-out, she said."

Precincts 2, 4, 5 and 10 have the most significant
number of registered student voters.

In Precinct 2, out of the 1525 people registered, 1384
voted. In Precinct 4, 62 1 people voted out ofthe estimated
750 registered voters. In Precinct 5, 1011 people voted
out of the 1250 registered voters. In Precinct 10, by 7:30
p.m., 546 people had voted out of the estimated 675
registered voters.

Dave Allshouse, a junior, said it is important to get
involved in voting, but it is even more important to get
involved during presidential election years because it is

such a significant decision. "It is a privilege to vote and it

is very easy to do, so there is no reason not to vote," he said.

Katie George, a clerk in Precinct 5, said many more
students vote in the presidential elections than in the

Turn to STUDENTS, page 10

Government
gridlock may
now be over
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Bill Clinton's sweeping victory

and the election ofdozens offresh faces in Congress
created instant expectations for a break in govern-
ment gridlock and a rush towards solutions to fix

the economy.
After 12 years of Republican rule at the White

House, the country is turning toward another
course, with Clinton's activist government in

command. It is an unmistakable vote for change.
"We're going to have a very active government for

awhile," predicted Michael K. Deaver, one ofthe top
advisers in Ronald Reagan's White House. 'That's
going to get the town bustling. All the communica-
tions people and lobbyists are going to be active
again - health care, job bills, tax proposals."

"Hold on to your seats," said Burton Yale Pines,
chairman of the National Center for Public Policy
Research, a conservative think tank, predicting a
surge of legislation when Congress returns in

January. Bills that President Bush vetoed, family
leave for instance, are sure to be back next year and
coast through.

There will be a giant turnover in jobs, as more
than 3,000 Republican poHtical appointees are
replaced by Democrats.

Real estate agents already are licking their
chops in anticipation of sales.

Clinton offered a generational and ideological
change. At 46, he will be the first baby boomer in
the White House.

Come January, more than 100 new House mem-
bers will take their seats. Intent on restoring their
legitimacy in the eyes of voters, lawmakers will be
intent on getting things done.

Stephen Wayne, a Georgetown University spe-
cialist on the presidency, said Clinton's victory
generates "a kind ofnew optimism that government
can work."

Fixing the economy is job No. 1. And Election
Day provided an unwelcome reminder of the
problem: The government's gauge of future eco-
nomic activity fell in September for the third time

Turn to GRIDLOCK, page 10
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Wednesday, November 4
Panel discussion — "Election Results and U.S. For-

eign Policy" will be discussed by Five College faculty at 8
p.m. in the Stoddard Auditorium at Smith College. The
event is free and open to the public.

Meeting — A Holocaust Memorial Week Planning
Committee meeting will be held at 11 a.m. in Hillel's

Student Union Office. Come and brainstorm.
Lecture— "'Who the Hell CaresAbout Nursing Theory"

will be held with speaker Gertrude Torres, RN, Ed.D
from 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. in Campus Center 174-176. There is

no charge or registration fee.

Meeting — The Debate Club will be holding its

weekly meeting at the Debate Trailer, located below
Thompson Hall at 7 p.m. All interested are welcome to

attend.

Thursday, November 5
Conference — "Circa 1492, The Impact of the

Reconquista on Muslims and Jews," a two-day confer-
ence, will include the following:

FHFA
Welcoming Remarks: 1 p.m. Dean Lee Edwards,

Session I 1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m.

Session H 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Keynote Address: 8 p.m. Memorial Hall

*""Additional sessions will be held on Friday, November
6. All events in take place in UMass Campus Center
Room 904-908

Panel Discussion — "Liberal Arts in the Marketplace:
Options and Opportunites" will be discussed with a
distinguished panel at 8 p.m. in Campus Center Room
163. Learn what a liberal arts degree can do for your
future. Meet alumni and discuss their experiences in the
working world.

Concert — "Voices Sepharad" a concert of Judeo-
Spanish music and dance. The event will take place at
7:30 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. Admission will be $3
for students and $5 for the general public.

Announcement — Spring '93 Pre-registration guides
will be available on Mon., Nov. 9, 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 2nd floor

lobby Whitmore.

Olver
continued from page 1

Northampton and adding Holyoke, as an unsuccessful
attempt by Gov. Weld and the Republican Party to

unseat him.
"The governor tried very hard," Olver said. "What

we've seen tonight is that the city of Holyoke has taken
up the slack for the loss of Northampton."

Olver also won Pittsfield, Larkin's hometown, with
unofficial totals giving Olver 11, 302 votes to Larkin's
10,489.

Eileen Moss, Olver's press secretary, said Olver won
Pittsfield because the voters there saw that he had been
an effective congressman.

"People in Pittsfield saw what [Olverl has done in
Congress for the past 16 months," Moss said. "Olver's
strong point is the issues, and we were able to focus on
these."

Moss said the campaign was hurt by Larkin's "mis-
representing" Olver's record, including his assertion that
Olver did not support a federal balanced budget
amendment. Moss said Olver supported a balanced budget
proposal that was different from Larkin's and which did
not involve cutting social security.

Olver'scampaign suffered from several mistakes. Olver
had to issue a public apology after charging that Larkin
had held a "no-show" jol? as a congressional staffer and for
the actions of a campaign staffer who taped a private
conversation between a reporter and a Larkin supporter.

UMass sophomore Neil Carpenter, the president of
the University Democrats and a former intern for Olver,
said he beheves Olver has been a strong supporter of
public higher education. Olver is a member of the edu-
cation committee in the House of Representatives.

"Olver understands the need for increasing financial
aid and is willing to put his money where his mouth is,"

Carpenter said. "The full returns aren't in on him yet, but
he really cares about higher education."

Moss said Olver helped establish the Center for Man-
agement Productivity at the University, where UMass
works with local businesses to increase productivity.

Correction
In a Nov. 3 Collegian article, it was inadvert-

ently omitted that Chi Omega is a national soror-

ity. The Collegian regrets the error.

Aren't you glad you voted?

For the Serious

Student
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• Flexible
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It's the end of

the world as

we know it,

and
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Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI
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326 College St. (Rt.9)
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THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES
Presents:

THE ELECTION RESULTS fiND
U.S. FOREIGN POLICY"
fi Five College Faculty Panel with:

JAMES DerDERIAN, University of Massachusetts
MICHAEL KLARE, Five College Program In Peace

& World Security Studies

SUE PETERSON, Smith College

Wednesday, November Ath
8:00 PM

Stoddard Auditorium, Smith College

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible. Sign

interpreting is available with two weeks notice. For more informa-

tion call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.
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You're the BEST..why
not work for the BEST?

It all starts at one of our Job Fairs

Sunday, November 8, 10-2pm

All Job Fairs are at the Gatehouse Base Lodge at

Sugarbush South in Warren, VT For more intormation call

Sugarbush Personnel at (802) 583-6400

Sugarbush Resort is known for having the friendliest, most
professional and dedicated empbyees in the ski

business. Why do we attract the best
empbyees?...Simply because we have the best ski

mountain, the best daycare, the best food senfbe. the

best training and the best jobs. Add to that, more things

to do. more career opportunities and more fun and you
get more happy people. Sugarbush empbyees get to

enjoy the resort and be part of the spirit that is Sugarbush.
Join the fun. be part of the Best Team in the Ski Business.

Come to one of our Job Fairs, meet the hiring managers
from all departments throughout the resort, find out what
jobs are for you and join (/je Sugarbush Team.

Sugartxjth it an Equal Oppatuwly En^oyw

siiuniisii/^lSnisiin

RRlBox350 Warren. VT 05674

We take great

pride in being able

to fit many people

who have had
difficulty in the

past wearing

contact lenses.

• ••

Offering a broad
array of contact

lenses with a large

in house
inventory.

• • •

The new daily

wear disposable

and frequent

replacement

contact lenses are

now available.

• • •

All fittings are

done by our eye
doctors with

experience in

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems.

• ••

Emphasis is

placed on your

ocular health and
professional

service.

'

EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and convenient on
campus location.

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671
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Panel to report
suggestions for
racial solutions
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Students and the University of Massachusetts ad-
ministration must learn to approach cultural diversity
in positive ways, and the campus must become more
pro-active than reactive toward racial issues, according
to the Massachusetts Advisory Committee to the U 8
Commission on Civil Rights' chairperson Dorothy S
Jones.

The volunteer 13-member committee will be releasing
Its 46-page report, "Campus Tensions in Massachusetts-
Searching for Solutions in the Nineties," that is based on
the comments from 29 panelists, representing speakers
from UMass and Smith College this Monday. The report
will be suggesting actions the University and other college
campuses should take to avoid more racial explosions.

"More has to be done or there will be more trouble. You
don't wait till the whole thing blows up," Jones said.

Other college campuses across the nation have also
been experiencing racial tensions, according to Jones.
She said this is because many students coming to college
have never faced the culture diversity present at the
University.

Yet Jones, citing that she was the Cambridge's public
schools' desegregation director for nine years, said she is
positive about the improvements.

"It is great that we have so many different students to
make up an interesting whole," Jones said. "The core
curriculum needs to respect diversity in a positive way.
The college has a responsibility to provide it. Life would
be dull if we were all alike."

Although the University's Human Relations Director
Grant M. Ingle said he has not received a copy of the
report. Ingle said he plans to have three-credit
multicultural course that first semester freshmen and
transfer students would be required to take. Grant said
although the courses would be broad-base, they would be
pertinent to the students' major. He added it would be
similar to the writing requirement.

"IThe courses would be I introducing students to the
culture of the college and introducing students to
multicultural issues of concern," Ingle said.

Yet Jones and Ingle said it would take a while for the
changes to be felt throughout the campus.

Ingle said the racial problem at the University is only
a piece of the racial difficulties in society.

In addition to encouraging more diversity at the Uni-
versity

,
the Committee's 12 recommendations are for

more financial aid and scholarships for financially needy
minority students. They also suggested students having
a greater voice in curriculum revisions for multicultural
affairs.

of students voted for president as well as Congressional seats and several referendum questions.

UM student's condition critical
Two pedestrians remain in hospital after car accident
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts undergraduates
remain hospitalized at Baystate Medical Center in
Springfield after being hit by a car on University Drive on
Monday night.

Carrie M. Crossland, 18, of Cance Residence Hall, is
listed in critical condition at Baystate. A Baystate
spokesperson said Crossland is in the hospital's intensive
care unit. Hospital officials would not comment on the
extent of her injuries.

Jennifer L. Coughlin, 18, of Mackimmie Residence
Hall, was upgraded from critical to faircondition yesterday
afternoon. A University spokesperson reported CoughUn
had undergone surgery Tuesday morning.

The two were struck at approximately 6:40 p.m. by a
car driven by Noreen Murray, 20, also a UMass student.
No charges have been filed against Murray. The accident
is still under investigation.

A state accident re-construction team has been called

in to assist in the investigation, according to University
officials.

After the accident Monday night, the residence hall
staffs ofMackimmie and Cance counseled residents and
provided accurate information about the accident in
order to prevent the spread of rumors.

"We want our residents to know that counseling is
available to anyone who feels the need," said Susan Lang,
the Cance House Plesidence Director. Lang added her
priorities in dealing with the accident are providing
accurate information, in addition to supporting residents
and staff.

"We tried not to put people in a position where they got
panicky," said Carrie Walker, a Cance Resident Assistant.
"People asked the typical questions, but it wasn't mass
hysteria."

Serious vehicle-pedestrian accidents have occurred
before on campus. On Sunday, Sept. 23, 1989, former
UMass basketball player Lorenzo Sutton was struck at
the corner of North Pleasant Street and Massachusetts
Avenue.

->^fltfbi^^

Chinese journalist advises
retaining U.S. trade status

TOM HALLER / COLLEGIAN
WHICH END IS UP? - A Washington residence hall student finds a creative way to

express his frustrations with the pressures of midterms.

By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Staff

On a visit to Harvard University Qing
Dai, a famous Chinese journalist said last

Wednesday the United States should con-
tinue their trade status to China for "for the
sake ofordinary Chinese people to change
their social status."

Arenowned reporter for the Guangming
Daily, Dai was recently awarded the
Golden Pen for Freedom by the Interna-
tional Newspaper Publisher Association
for her excellence in advocating freedom
ofexpression and human dignity in China.

Dai, who is visiting Harvard Univer-
sity under a fellowship from Nieman
Foundation, was detained by police in
Beijing for 10 months following the mas-
sacre on June 4, 1989. She was then ex-
pelled from the communist party, because
of her role in the democracy movement.

Jianying Ye, Dai's late foster-father,
was one ofthe People's Republic ofChina's
founders, and one ofthe 10 marshals com-
missioned by Chairman Mao in the 1950s.

In last 10 years while the U.S. has been
extending China's preferable tariff sta-
tus, the foreign enterprises, joint enter-
prises and private enterprises in China
have been flourishing, but the central
planningeconomy is weakening, Dai said.

As a result, China's economic structure
has been changed significantly. Millions of
unemployed people have been able to find
a job in companies that the communist
government has less direct control over,
according to Dai.

"The impact of the most-favored-na-
tion status on China is that it has in fact
helped to solve a most urgent and most
populous human rights problem there,"
Dai said.

Dai thanked the international commu-
nity for its concern and support during her
detention in Beijing two years ago. After
Secretary ofState James Baker personally
raised hercase to the Chinese leaders diuing
his visit late last year, the government
finally allowed Dai to leave China for the
United States.

However, Dai said she disagrees with
Congress for imposing various conditions
on China in order to renew its most-fa-
vored-nation trade status.

"Undoubtedly I was one ofthe beneficia-
ries as a resultofthe international pressure
in pushing China to improve its human
rights record," Dai said. "Nevertheless, the
worst violation committed by the commu-
nist regime is to set a permanent status for
each individual based on ideology. If you
are put on the bottom of the society, you
have no status right, no education right, no
marriage right and no relocation right. You
don't even have the most fundamental
human rights."

"I was once asked, 'If for the millions of
people to have their rights to live and
change their status, still putyou in jail. Do
you accept that?'" Dai said. "I replied. Yes
I accept it.'"

Although Dai said her imprisonment
was mainly the result of her own activi-
ties, she said, "The Chinese law has many

Turn to STATUS, page 4
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Bennett suing Boston for civil rights damages
BOSTON (AP)— The man once consid- case after Charles Stuart told police he The Bennett suit seeks damages for The lawsuit was filed on the same day

ered a prime suspect in the murder of and his wife were shot by a black man. civil rights violations, invasion ofprivacy, Matthew Stuart pleaded guilty to helping
Carol Stuart is suing the city. Police who robbed them, as the couole left a infliction of emotional distress, malicious hide the eiin his brother allecredlv used to

BOSTON (AP )— The man once consid-
ered a prime suspect in the murder of
Carol Stuart is suing the city. Police
Commissioner Francis M. Roache, and
several officers alleging his civil rights
were violated.

William Bemiett. who is seeking an
unspecified amount of money, filed the
lawsuit on Monday in Suffolk Superior
Court. The lawsuit also names Detective
Capt. Edward J. McNelley. the
department's homicide chief, and six other
police officers.

Bennett, who has an extensive crimi-
nal record, became a prime suspect in the

case after Charles Stuart told police he
and his wife were shot by a black man,
who robbed them, as the couple left a
childbirth class.

Carol Stuart, eight months pregnant,
died Oct. 23. 1989. Two months later,

Charles Stuart died in an apparent suicide
attempt after his brother, Matthew, im-
plicated him.

"It's in the public interest to have the
facts ofthis case fleshed out in court," said
Bennett's lawyer, Steven J. Rappaport.

"Let's put it in front of a jury and let

them decide whether Bennett was treated
properly."

status

The Bennett suit seeks damages for

civil rights violations, invasion ofprivacy,

infliction of emotional distress, malicious

abuse of process, defamation and con-

spiracy.

The lawsuit accused the officers of

building their criminal case against
Bennett by threatening, coercing and in-

timidating witnesses. For example, offic-

ers tried "to plant controlled substances in

the homes of witnesses" to pressure them
into incriminating Bennett, the suit states.

A spokesman for the Boston Police de-

clined to comment on the lawsuit, which
he said the department had not received.

The lawsuit was filed on the same day
Matthew Stuart pleaded guilty to helping
hide the gun his brother allegedly used to

kill his wife. He said he thought he was
helping his brother in an insurance scam.

Matthew Stuart pleaded guilty to con-

cealing stolen property, compounding a
felony, conspiracy to obstruct justice, in-

surance fraud and carrying a firearm. He
was sentenced to three to five years in

prison and five years probation.

Bennett last month filed suit seeking
$200,000 from the Stuart estate for "in-

juries suffered by the infliction of emo-
tional distress" and legal fees.

continued from page 3

was mainly the result ofher own activities, she said, "The
Chinese law has many flaws and the government often

fails to implement it."

"Since I did what I did, I should bear its conse-
quences," Dai said.
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DEBATE
TEAM
NEW RECRUITS

FOR THIS SEMESTER
INTERESTED?
Come to a weekly meeting
this Wednesday at 7pm

at Debate TVailer, located
below Thompson

rof- mof-e in^oMKatm caf^ 545-2055

Greetings, students.

My name is Bob. I

usually hang out with
Collegian Night Staff

weirdos, but I'll be youi
friend, too, for the right

price. Take a ride down
the escalator to Room
113 in the Campus

Center, and bring cash.

It'll be a rockin' good time.

Eating Disorder
Programs • Fall 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services
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Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental

Health Clinician, Physician and/or Nurse
Practitioner. Mondays and Wednesdays
Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671,

Qinic 4. ...

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549^2671, Clinic 4.
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Cops say body
found chained
to tree suicide
NEEDHAM (AP) — Authorities said the dead

man found chained to a tree in a wooden area last

week was a probable suicide, rather than a murder
victim.

"Although bizarre, it's extremely tragic." said

Michael McGorty, a spokesman for District Attor-

ney William Delahunt.
The Norfolk County district attorney's office has

identified the man as Douglas H. Glawson Jr., 35,
and said investigators now believe the disabled
veteran may have meant to let himself die of
exposure or starvation.

Tipped by an anonymous caller, police found
Glawson's remains Wednesday about a quarter-
mile from the commuter railroad tracks near Route
128. Officials estimated that he had been dead for

at least six months.
Initially, police investigated Glawson's death as

a homicide. But McGorty said Monday that based
on "the history ofthe individual," detectives believe
Glawson may have chained himself to the tree to

commit suicide.

Glawson, whose last known address was in
Somerville, had been living in area homeless
shelters, McGorty said.

"Information came to us from one ofthose shelters
that this individual has been known to go around
with a heavy chain around his neck. He had some
mental disorders," McGorty said.

The exact cause ofGlawson's death could not be
determined because the body was badly decom-
posed. He was identified through dental records.

The greatest things in life are those
that you work hardest for.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepting applications for its 1993 entering classes.

(January, May and September)

General requirements at time ofentry include:

I Approx.. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.

A G.P.A. of 2.5 or above.

I A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:

I A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.

I A spacious 25 acre campus in suburban Minneapolis.

I Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools

and tiK. C.mncil un Chiropractic Lduution.

Call' 1-800-888-4777 or

Write: Director ofAdmissions

2501 West Eighty-Fourth Street Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599

Concerned About Your
Relationship with Food?

A Peer Support Group will be held weekly for
those struggling with anorexia, bulimia or
compulsive overeating.

Time: Mondays 4:30 - 6:00
Place: Campus Center

check daily schedule by the elevator for room number.

Confidentialily Respected

Meditation.
Mental clarity.

Mystical experiences
Emotional balance.

Spiritual depth.
Learn how.

Now.
i^ ®(P®©ll$iO iprogjimm

^V^*^^ /

Now2 Classes
Every Wednesday!

Nov. 4 - Dec. 9
Introductory: 7.00 - 8-15
Advanced: 8:30-9:45 pm

]V,Vo
""'•803 12/2 flm.803

.... ""^'^ ^2/5 "•"•«»
UMass Campus Center

Free Music Meditation
t^)es toryoul

tmughl by
Tim Botlon M.d»HI«aw SecMr
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The people are scum' philosophy
People are scum." Daniel in his glorious British wit

was tellingme his philosophy oflife." In America everyone
uses each other- take Ethiopia. Pretend you lived there
You have no shelter or food. You're hungry, everyone's
hungry. You have one thing in mind, survival. To survive
you would work with your people to get the food essential
lor your very existence. No one would care about the color
ofyour skin or what kind ofcaryou drive, all anyone cares
about is finding food. You have one goal and you would
work together to find it. In America there's so much
tnvial crap going around and between people that no one
but yourself matters. . . people are scum."

E.G.
'

THOMAS
Daniel's seriousness and his "Masterpiece Theatre"

tone ofvoice had me hooked. It was hard to look into those
Caribbean blue eyes and not believe him. The subtlety of
his words were slowly winning me over. We were parked
on the side of a road, consumed by trees and early
morningstars, sippingwhiskey and talking. I love talking
with Daniel. He's one ofthe few I know who listen to every
word I say without taking my thoughts for granted.

But as we talked that night, with each passing hour I

felt smaller and smaller, simply because I believed in
humanity. Despite the precedents of my life, I had faith
in the goodness of people — Daniel doesn't and never
truly has.

"People have this inane need to surround themselves
with a lot of people, 'friends' they call them," he paused
slightly and sighed with an acute frustration. "They fill

up their existence by gaining more and more 'friends'. I

mean it's all meaningless bull. These people aren't friends,
they're like possessions in the game of status quo— who
needs that really? You need five or so friends to be happy,
once you increase that number you start to lose the true
friendships that matter — it becomes trivial."

I've forgotten now how I responded exactly. I remember
talking about how I wanted to help humanity in some
way. As Utopian as it sounded I continued defending the

good in people.

But the more Daniel spoke the harder it became to find
the logic in my defensive reasoning. I felt rather naive, for
Daniel's words reflected the very cluttering of people in
my life. Ever since I went home that night, Daniel's words
have plagued me. I began thinking about the many
people in my life that I tend to call friends. The question
ofwho merits such a title was always in the back ofmind.

Tonight those thoughts again visited me. 1 started
thinking about how many people I labeled friends have
come and gone in the last year of my life. The number
haunts me. Who I've grown up with, who I've been with,
who I live with, it amazes me that when I really lay it all
out, few ofthese people really know and care about me—
very few are "friends." I'm baffled by my ignorance of
what is so apparently obvious.

I sawone ofthose deceptive persons I carelessly deemed
a friend tonight. It hurt a lot that I had trusted him with
such a precious thing as friendship. But it hurt even more
that he wasjust one in a number ofpeople who have left a
rather large footprint on my heart. Oddly enough he'll
probably become a fossil in a lot of people's lives. Maybe
people like that don't even deserve thought, but I kind of
feel sorry for him. Anyone who makes a mockery of a
friendship is the one who in the long run is going to be hurt.

Daniel has been subtly preaching to me that the only
one you can trust and worry about is yourself Now that
I think about it, it's kind of ironic that he talks to me, the
defender ofthe universe. I think that he feels a sort ofpity
for me, because I'm so idealistic despite the realities I've
had to face. I hate admitting it, but his 'people are scum'
philosophies are tangible references to my life. There
have been many times that people have been too quick in
theirjudgements on me, or too quick in their exits. I don't
know how much longer I can keep this torch ofhope alive
in me. There are few people who actually ignite my faith.

Respect, trust are the keys to a working friendship. I

feel rather stupid that its taken me so long to realize that
few ofmy "friends" even know what these words mean. .

. in fact, its only about five. . . maybe six.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Don't let Housing put an end to coed bathrooms
Wake up UMass! Just when we thought puritanical

moralism went out the door with Jerry Falwell, Jim
Bakker and the rest of the Moral Majority, we find that
it's back — this time in the form of Housing Services'
crackdown on coed bathrooms.

Coed bathrooms have long been a tradition at UMass.
Since many coed floors (including my own) have just one
large bathroom, these bathrooms have naturally been
used by both sexes. The toilet and shower stalls are
private, secure and convenient for all floormates. Resi-
dents, especially females, are not faced with the safety
hazards of walking through dimly lit, glass-littered
stairwells to get to another bathroom.

Coed bathrooms, like coed floors and residence halls,
have proven to be a successful living arrangement. They
are a place where residents (and RAs) can communicate
with fellow residents. Coed bathrooms create a natural
environment where people of the opposite sex learn to
live with each other and respect each other. I have yet to
find a student who grew up in a home with a single sex
bathroom. I am also unaware ofany single sex bathrooms
in the homes of administrators, faculty or off-campus
students.

This brings us to the decision of Housing Services
administrators to impose their morals on the adult un-

dergraduates who call the residence halls their home.
Jimmy Swaggart and Pat Robertson would be proud. In
selected buildings. Housing Services has placed signs
over the bathrooms doors designating them "male" or
"female." RAs are required to police the bathrooms to
flush out and cite violators. Resident Directors, who do
not have single sex bathrooms in their residence hall
apartments, are expected to mete out punishment to any
and all coed criminals.

Housing Director Joe Zannini should be ashamed.
Does he have single sex bathrooms in his home?
And why haven't I heard anything from the Student

Government Association on this matter?Are the concerns
of dorm residents not important enough? Was this new
policy implemented with their consent?

Housing Services shoiild spend more time on dormitory
repairs and housing assignments, and less time imposing
their "family values" on the residence hall population.
Since I expect that they won't, the SGA should make coed
bathrooms a priority issue and stop any further erosion of
our student rights. And finally, residents should realize
Housing Services can't write up every resident in the
system and that there is strength in numbers.

Kathleen Collins
Southwest

UMass is what
you make it

The past few weeks have been bad for me. Those
ofyou who know me know why. It's UMass. A state
of war exists between this institution and myself

I hate UMass. It's a diabolical, sadistic example
of what happens when gutless swine get together
mismanage public funds until their eyes are red
and their bungling little paws stiff from bungling.
UMass festers, oozes, moves with all the cunningof
a 12-foot brain damaged Mako in the kiddie pool.
It's a squamous, rotting sack of flesh that drags you
down, smothering you.

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS
Are there any good things about UMass? Yes:

the top floor of the library, the Campus Center at
four in the morning (for the solitude), the basket-
ball team, and "Cast of Thousands."

Are there things that could be done to make
UMass better? Yes, simple things that could be
done now or easily by next year.

First, pave all the grassy fields around the
dorms and make them parking lots. This would end
the torment for those of us with cars, remove the
fear of attack walking to and from E lot, and with
all the extra spots, allow free parking for all. The
parking office could be burned to the giound and
each paper-pushing zombie who works there fired,
saving the University badly needed funds.

Then radically change how the student activity
fund is administered. Cun'ently, i neither belong to
nor support any ofthe RSOs. Yet my money is being
divided up between them. Every student should
pay into the fund and be issued a bond representing
their payment. Each student should then be able to
place their funds with any RSOs they find worthy
ofsupport. Ifthey chose not to join any groups, they
should get all their money back at the end of the
semester. This would allow us to abolish the Stu-
dent Activities Office and fire those racketeers.

The 24-hour Student Union Bar and Grille. How
can a campus this size not have a place to get eggs
and sausage all night long? With good food and a
small, law-abiding tavern, this place would rake in
the cash. I'd gladly run it, and split the take with
UMass 50/50. I'd be able to retire in three years.

Considering that the Bar and Grille would create
a rise in student drinking, all UMass police .should
be required to sign a statement to the effect that they
will not arrest underage drinkers.

Instead, the police should busy themselves ar-
resting people who are not heavy drinkers but toss
Frisbees and smoke clove cigarettes on the grounds
so that they offend one's sensibilities.

Finally, the University should come clean as to
where on campus the state's facility for destroying
illegal drugs is, and who exactly is in charge. I've

tried to find out. As usual, UMass won't give me a
straight answer. But where ever the fui-nace is, it's

a time bomb ticking away.
Imagine: a drug disposal sight, on this campu.s?
Bad craziness.

Chris J. Petropoulos is a UMass student.

Material Girl is just a prostitute
After reading Adam Scott Roberts' re-

view ofMadonna's Sex
I Collegian , Oct. 29],

one can conclude that it is diflicult, if not
impossible to call Madonna a feminist
spokeswoman for sexual equality. A more
justifiable description would be to say she
is the highest-paid prostitute in the world.
She has become part of the establishment
as the Material Girl who counts the money
she has made on her violent pornographic
fantasies which rape and pollute our minds
with her vulgar acts.

No wonder the media esablishment has
given her so much air time while com-
pletely ignoring the radical feminist

scholars who could really enlighten the
world with the love message. When will
the truly wise women recieve the recog-
nition they deserve so that the bondage
which ties lovers of equality together is

the cosmic energy oferotic love? These are
the kinds of orgasms which move the
heaven and earth and create social har-
mony between the sexes. The power of the
love relationship will create a new world
vision radically different than the world
view we see in everyday life of sadomas-
ochism and Madonna.

Libby Hubbard
Amherst

Men don't make the rules of life
The article titled, "Women left in Stone

Age," was nothing more than the poorly
transcribed mind of a hot-headed femi-
nist. I support equal rights.

Yet it is disturbing to see the feminist
movement sunk by people who squint so
much to see th^r objective that they dam-
age their vision. The point was made that
"Denying abortions to women is a sneaky
way of removing them from the work
force, and placing them back in the private

home front."

This is as asinine as the idea that
women discriminate against men in the
work place, because the average life ex-
pectancy of a man happens to be several
years less than a woman's. In simpler
terms, it's a fact of life. Men don't make
the rules oflife, God does. Ifyou have any
problems, bring them directly to him.

Martin OToole
Orchard Hill
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Who will serve as our next President?
President Bill Clinton! Scream and shout Black people,

the lord has finally answered our prayers. After 12 years
of Ronald Reagan and George Bush, we finally have a
Democrat in the White House to save our souls. Soon we
will all be free.

And soon we will all wake up.
The harsh reality is that Bill Clinton is not going to

deliver us to the promised land. In fact, none of the
White men who have sat in the oval office ever have or
ever will.

Ever since the late 18608 when president Abraham
Lincoln helped to pass the 13th amendment which
abolished slavery, Black people have put their hopes and
dreams in the hands ofone of the two parties which they
felt would offer them the best deal for surviving this
racist country of ours.

Back then the Republican party was the party of the
emancipators and abolitionists, the party whose first
president to sit in the White House was Lincoln himself

The Democratic party, on the other hand, was the
party ofsouthern slave owners, who utilized the Ku Klux
Klan as an American terrorist group to suppress to
political gains ofBlacks through violent lynchings, rapes,
and other forms ofrepression. This party was, by the way,
America's first political party and produced most of her
earliest presidents.

This year, in 1992, we have yet another southern
Democrat who appears to have our best interests at hand:
President-elect Bill Clinton of Arkansas. Will he really
help our phght here in America? Don't count on it. But
first, let us examine the record of this man.

Bill Clinton supports the death penalty, a policy that
clearly aids in the extermination of our people. He even
flew to his state to personally preside over the execution
of a mentally retarded Black man.

Bill Clinton is against affirmative action. He says he
believes in equal opportunity, but not mandated equal

results. After over 300 years of slavery, lynchings, and
segregation. Bill Clinton still insists that any guaran-
tees toward our survival in America is preferential
treatment.

This past spring, Bill Clinton attacked Rap singer
Sister Souljah, calling her racist and comparing her to
David Duke, the former Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux
Klan. It was a clear attack against J&sse Jackson, who
hosted her at a dinner, to show White America that he
could stand up to Jackson in a way th at Michael Dukakis
failed to do in 1988.

Once again, a White politician had exploited us for
political gain.

Martin F.

JONES
And yet, miUions ofAfrican-Americans, at the urgings

ofJackson himself, have gone to the polls to send Clinton
to the White House, claiming that he is the lesser of two
evils.

This scenario is historic. In 1876, Rutherford B.
Hayes was a Republican candidate who was elected in
the same manner as Bill Chnton. At that time Blacks
were blindly loyal to the GOP much as they are now to
the Democrats.

Hayes called himself the candidate of change and
promised White voters he would move the party away
from its liberal roots while assuring Black voters he
would protect their interests in the process.

Hayes received the backing of Black politicians who
insisted that he was the lesser oftwo evils over Democrat
Samuel Tildon, the candidate ofthe party that was most
op|X)sed to civil rights.

During his tenure in the White House, President
Hayes turned his back on the Black voters and instead
favored the White voters that his campaign brought back

into his party. Under Hayes, many ofthe political, social

and economic gains made by Blacks after the Civil War
were lost.

Will history repeat itselfwith Bill Clinton in the White
House? Just wait and see.

Malcolm X talked about the power of the Black vote
when he was alive. He spoke of how Blacks had no real
power because they were always locked into an alle-

giance with one of the major parties. He was right. We
have always been forced to choose the candidate that
one ofthese parties sends to us. We have fought and died
for the right to vote, but in reality we remain politically

disenfranchised. According to Malcolm, if Blacks were
to ever free themselves from such blind party loyalty,

they would become a decisive force in almost every
major election.

With the success of Ross Perot, it is clear that Black
people need to organize themselves as an independent
voting block. This voting block could be even further
shaped and empowered under the direction ofa national
Black political party. And if we wanted to have a real
voice for our interests, we could even elect our own
president through this party who would serve as the
legitimate, democratically- elected leader of Black
America.

This president would be a leader chosen by us — not
for us— and would be empowered to represent us. Ifwe
had such power during this election year. Bill Clinton, for
all of his deceptions, attacks and fake promises towards
our people, may have found himself headed back to
Arkansas where he belongs.

This election saw the phght of Blacks in America
totally ignored by both major parties. In the end, we must
remember that we can never successfully choose between
the lesser of two evils. There is only one evil, and it is

aimed at us.

Martin F. Jones is an Amherst resident.

Dr. Jeffries offers us
a wealth of knowledge
On Thursday, November 12, Dr.

Leonard Jeffries will be speaking at
UMass. Since the day I heard this news I

have heard the rumblings of protest from
several communities. I would like to take
this time to remind you that many ofthose
people who are protesting have nevereven
heard Dr. Jeffries speak. These people are
unfamiliar with his background and cre-
dentials. They are basing their opinions
on what the media has portrayed.

Sandra K.

WEST
People say he is anti-Semitic, yet they

overlook the fact that a dozen Jewish
scholars from across the country sent him
information that supported his findings.
They also would be surprised to learn that
he was the President of a Jewish Frater-
nity during his college years. In his field,

both friends and enemies alike have the
utmost respect for him.

Dr. Leonard Jeffries is a world re-
nowned scholar in Black Studies with
numerous degrees and has written nu-
merous books. Dr. Jeffries received a Ph.D

in political science and African Studies at
Columbia University in 1971. Prior to
that he received numerous awards and
four fellowships. He has done extensive
research in Pan-African studies from poli-

tics to economic development. Dr. Jeffries
has organized and facilitated international
conferences around the world in Africa,
the Caribbean and South America. He has
been the chairman of the Department of
Black Studies at the City College ofNew
York since June, 1972 to the present.
Black students are entitled to this wealth
of knowledge that Jeffries has to offer us
as African- Americans and on the struggle
ofBlack people around the world. We will
not be denied the right to hear him speak!

I challenge all students. Black, Jewish,
White, and others to attend Dr. Jeffries'
lecture and dispute his claims ifnecessary.
Go out and dig, do the research and find
facts to support your position on his re-
search. If anything, we can all leam from
this. Listen to Jeffries, hear what he has to
say, and then make your decision. Don't
crucify the messenger just because you
don't agree with the message!

Sandra K. West is a UMass student

Community Calendar
Wednesday, November 4

Meeting — The UMass Black Stu-
dent Union will be holding its General
Assembly at 6:30 p.m. in the MalcolmX
Cultural Center.
An update on the ongoing negotiations
with University administrators and the
Justice Dept. will given at the meeting.

Radio— "Reports in Color" a weekly
community forum sponsored by the
Black Mass Communications Project
will be broadcast from 6 to 7 p m on
WMUA91.1FM.

Thursday, November 5
Vigil — There will be a candlelight

vigil from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. on the south
side of the Student Union to protest
racism. For more information, contact
the Office of Third World Affairs at
546-2517.

Friday, November 6
Dance — "Help Somalia Jam!", a

benefit to aid Somali civil warand famine
victims will be held at the Campus
Center Auditorium. Music by DJ
Knockout and DJ Malkes. Also featured
will be a live performance by Loose

Caboose. Tickets $3 in advance, $4 at
the door. For more information, contact
Moise at 546-2994, or Hiza at 546-4501.

Saturday, November 7
Food Fest — "A Taste of Culture:

Foods ft-om theAfincan Diaspora" Smith
College Lilly Hall, M'Wangi Cultural
Center at 3:00 p.m. Admission is $3 at
the door. Sponsored by Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority Inc.

Party — Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
rority and Iota Phi Theta Fraternity
will be hosting a party in the Southside
room of the the Hampden Student
Center from 9 to 2 am. Music by DJ
Knockout.

Sunday, November 8
Open House— The Sylvan Cultural

Center will be holding a fall open house
from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Room 02 in
the basement of Cashin. All students
are wlcome to attend.

Meeting — Nommo News will be
holding a staff meeting in Room 103
New Africa House at 5:00 p.m. All
students interested in writing for
Nommo are encouraged to attend.

Poverty and affluence in the Black communitv
When I was a boy growing up in Dayton, the entire Black communitv „«f i.,of <-;^j * -„ : . .

"^When I was a boy growing up in Dayton,
Ohio'sAfrican-American communityon the
city's west side, I was fully aware of what
"Blackness" meant. We didn't experience
the ugly oppression of Jim Crow segrega-
tion, yet we still confronted a less severe
form of discrimination every day.

Blacks were permitted to vote, but
were silently denied credit at every insti-

tution. White-owned boarding houses in
Gettysburg Avenue, which was the outer
boundary ofthe Black west side, had signs
posted in their doors and windows: "No
colored."

Nevertheless, there was also a deep
sense of shared commitment for group
advancement, and a willingness for indi-
vidual sacrifice for the benefit of one's
friends and neighbors, which permeated

the entire Black community
Denied full access to the White world's

opportimity, people learned to go beyond
the prejudice and to rely on each other.
Black doctors served Black patients, rich
and poor alike; Blacks with legal problems
sought out attorney James McGee, a
prominent community spokesman who
would be later elected the city's first Afri-
can-American mayor.

Dr. Manning

MARABLE

not just tied to one's income; it was also a
reflection of educational attainment, the
character of one's children, and a person's
service to his or her church and neighbor-
hood associations.

Social clubs had a role in group uplift,
working to tutor Black teenagers on week-
ends. We also knew without being told
that despite the value ofour homes, auto-
mobiles, or other personal property, that
any one of us could be harassed or called

5ff^ °rr -1^,^-- - F-^^.a^^^nS-SrS

special obligation among the new genera-
tion of Black professionals, who never
experienced Jim Crow segregation or the
non-violent struggle in the streets to
achieve civil rights.

Our civic associations, fraternities and
sororities, our neighborhood groups and
alumni of historically Black institutions,
all have a job to do. We must take aggres-
sive steps to halt the violence between
young Black people, replacing apathy and

Black folk were aware of "class distinc-
tions" which cut across ourcommunity, but
the income distance between the Black
middle class and the poorwas less than two
paychecks. Middle class social status was

Black community was our unity.
Blackempowerment in the 2 1st century

will require African-Americans to revive
those bnkages across class and income
boundaries. If we have any hope in de-
stroying the barriers of institutional rac-
ism which affect all of us. This means a

hope and advancement. If we remember
the positive lessons ofour own history, we
will rediscover the the tools necessary for
a renaissance of Blackness.

Dr. Manning Marable is professor of
political science and history at the Uni-
versity of Colorado Boulder.
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New R.E.M. bio: fables of their construction
Colorful book is a photo-filled stumble
By SHARON MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

R.E.M. - Behind the Mtisk
Jim Greer
Little Brown & Co.

I will admit it, and my friends can back
me up one hundred percent: I am one of
the biggest R.E.M. fans alive. The amount
of posters, magazine clippings, and god-
knows-what-else I have on my walls have
left people to tell me that I have an official
'shrine' is my room. All it lacks is the
candles and incense.

In addition, I am apt to pick upanything
about R.E.M. , no matter how much it

costs. The past year I have been busy
purchasing collectors items and more re-
cently, biographies.

The newest one in bookstores isR.E.M.
- Behind the Mask, by Jim Greer. Greer,
the Senior Editor at Spin magazine wants
to give the R.E.M. fan a historical overview
of reveahng the "mystery" of the band.

Longtime fans will not need an over-
view. What they want is a more in-depth
look at the band members themselves. It

is an easy five-minute story to tell how Bill
Berry, Peter Buck, Mike Mills and Michael
Stipe got to where they are now, from
playing local clubs and pizza parlors in
Athens, GA, to winning Grammys and
MTV awards. Unless one is a new found
R.E.M. fan, these facts are useless.

The book will disappointmany longtime
fans. The reader gets the impression that
Greer is close friends with R.E.M., then
turns around and makes some silly errors.

For example, under one caption it is

said that "Fall on Me" is one of the best
tracks on Fables of the Reconstruction,
when it was on Life's Rich Pageant (come
on! ). Even worse, there is the mentioning
of the band getting signed to IRS records

aft«r their president. Jay Boberg, sees
R.E.M. inNew Orleans on March 12. 1980.
When in reahty, the band did not even
form until April 5, 1980 (whoops!).

Such errors are going to make fans
wonder if the band gave him the wrong
information (Stipe is famous for doing
this) or it is a common error.

The biggest attraction to the book lies
in its collection of photographs and "arti-
facts," some ofwhich are almost ancient in
appearance. However, some of them are
poorly done and the layout for some does
not fit a certain chapter at all.

In one chapter, a picture of Stipe from
the 1990 release Out ofTime is placed near
a write-up about their early days. This can
totally make one diehard fan like myself
squirm at the awkwardness of the page.

Some of the photography itself is sec-
ond-rate with poorly focused pictures in
some sections, andjust simply bad pictures
of the band (the Grammy overleaf is the
worst!).

There are, however, also great inserts
ofinterviews with Peter Buck and Michael
Stipe. As well done as they are, Greer
decides to insert them in the middle of an
important story.

One of the best parts of the book, be-
sides the interviews, is the section entitled
"Discography, Tours, and Guest Appear-
ances". It contains one of the most in-

depth discographies, including 36 bootleg
recordings and every minorappearance or
production of someone else's albums.

In the tour section, there is a listing of
everywhere R.E.M. has done a concert or
radio performance, includingone that they
did at our Fine Arts Center andWMUA in
October of 1984. However, there are ob-
vious guest appearances left out, includ-
ing MTVs "Unplugged" and last year's
"Saturday Night Live."

Some biographies either tell the stan-

R.E.M.
COURTESY WARNER BROS.

dard story of how a band came to be and
their rise to success or show a photo album
filled with candid pictures of the band in
photo shoots. R.E.M. - Behind the Mask is

a mixture ofboth. This works well at some
points, yet at others horribly.

Ifyou are seriously interested in some
other biographies, especially for those new
R.E.M. fans, here are two that I can rec-

ommend. The first is a British import
which is a rare find but an excellent book
titled Remarks: The Story Of R.E.M. by
Tony Fletcher.

Secondly, and probably the best book
and most accessible for a baby R.E.M. fan
isParty OutOfBounds: The B-52's. R.E.M.,
and the Kids Who Rocked Athens. GA by
Rodger Lyle Brown. A basic introduction
for those who want to be weaned onto
R.E.M. ( and it has some great party ideas,
too!).

R.E.M. - Behind the Mask is a great book
for the average rock 'n' roll fan who loves
those big glossy photos to drool over, but
the band's story is one that more substan-
tial R.E.M. fans can find else where.

This week on HSCN; Boyz, Godfather and a Pope

COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES
Nia Long and Cuba Gooding, Jr., of "Boyz N the Hood."

By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers and welcome to yet another in-
stallment of the Campus Cable Connection. For those of
you who keep close tabs on this column (thank you
faithful readers), you would have noticed the nausea-
invoking GodfatherHIwas shown on HSCN, much to my
dismay. However, this week, I am pleased and honored to
say the one, the only, the original and the best Godfather
will be gracing your television sets. Plus, there are many
other ofmy favorite picks and pans this week, so keep it

tuned to good ol' Channel 7. Now here are the movies that
will be shown from today 'till Nov. 10.

^n7Foo/'«Day—Deborah Foreman, Griffin O'Neal,
Clayton Rohner. A star-studded cast here, huh? Ridicu-
lous plot of a woman with more than a few screws loose
who decides to play some practical jokes on her college
friends, as she hosts a weekend getaway at her parents'
mansion. Give me a break! Anyone with a shred of
intelligence would not find this one remotely believable,
and I found myself laughing more than once at the very

fake-looking corpses. I think I saw a price tag hanging
from one of them! Sheesh. NO STARS.

Boyz 'NTheHood—Morris Chestnut, Cuba Gooding,
Jr., Ice Cube, Larry Fishburne. Whew! Thank goodness,
a quality movie. This film is a rare treat directed with
superb mastery by novice John Singleton. It is about a
father and son relationship that deals (quite tastefully, 1

might add) with the issues ofAIDS, drugs, gang violence,
and other relevant subjects. The acting is intense. The
music is outstanding and the cinematography is phe-
nomenal. Not one to miss! *-^**

Children of the Corn—Peter Horton, Linda
Hamilton, R.G. Armstrong. Not one of Stephen King's
finer stories about a town taken over by psychotic kids in
the Bible Belt. They murder their parents in a gruesome
scene in the beginning of the movie, but it goes downhill
from there. Thirtysomething's dead Peter Horton and
Terminator2's Linda Hamilton are the only saving graces
of the film. A couple of scenes to make you jump, but not
enough to save the movie. *

The Day the Earth Stood S/i7/—Michael Rennie,
Turn to HSCN, page 8

Concert of Judeo-Spanish Music & Dance

VOICES OF SEPHARAD
I-I-I-1.1.1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ......
, .

.

Thursday, November 5, 7:30pm
Bezanson Recital Hall (Fine Arts Center)

General Admission: $5 / Student: $3
Hillel Activity Card Holders & Music Students: FREE

"Graceful, fiery & elegant,

VOICES OF SEPHARAD
explore in song and dance a
stunning Jewish cultural

tradition.

"

Sponsors: UMASS Hillel, UMASS
Arts Council, UMASS Dept. of
Music & Dance, 5-College Hillel
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P. tricia Neal, Hugh Marlowe. This 1951 film is a classic
irovie in the Gornstein house back in good old
Framingham. If you murmur even a single word during
the movie. Dad Gornstein'll shoot you in the face with a
bazooka. In other words, it's an amazing film way, way
ahead ofits time. It is about an alien, who comes to Earth,
to deliver a very important peace message that is not
received as well as anticipated. Words to the wise...Klatu
Barata Niktoh! '""^^'

STUDENT
FITNESS
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks!

$13900 *SPECIALRATE!
September

to May
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES*:
Tennis • Racquetball** • Massage Therapy

(includes step)

qu
• Aerobics'*!.

• Sauna

Cardiovascular (Stairmastef", LifeCycles )

• Nautilis
• Free Weights • Fitness testing
• Basketball '~ "

'Not all clubs feature all amenities "Nominal Fee

Comparable Value

$400 if paid monthly! ^^^^
You save nearly 50% ^THLETICi
by paying for your CLUBS Ofi
membership on the AtAERWA
day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

659 Annherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638

(Formerly Winners Attiletic Club)

TheFreshman—Matthew Broderick, Marlon Brando,
Maximilian Schell. A very funny movie about an NYU
INew York University) student who becomes involved in

the Mob. Brando is simply outstandingas his "Godfather-
like" self in this film with a tres-New York flavor. Not in

the same ballpark as my favorite film with Brando in it

this week (see the next movie down), but an enjoyable
flick nonetheless. **l/2

The Godfather—Marlon Brando, Al Pacino, James
Caan. Francis Ford Coppola's brilliant adaptation of
Mario Puzo's novel is just

simply indescribable with respect to sheer and utter
perfection. The film reflects upon a Mafioso godfather,
Don Corleone, and his family. The only controversial
scene is whether or not James Caan actually dies at the
toll bridge. HA! Just kidding. ****

Hairspray—Sonny Bono, Ruth Brown, Divine, Ricki
Lake. Very funny film about the integration of a dance
show in the early 60's. And, as my sorority sisters, who
see me in the bathroom every morning, will agree that I

should have starred in this one. Ricki Lake is an excellent
actress with a lot ofhidden talent (perhaps it was hidden
in all that hair! ). Catch this one at least once. The music's
a lot of fun. ^'^^

I Love You to Death—Tracey Ullman, Kevin Kline,
Joan Plowright. Believe it or not. This film about a man
who constantly cheats on his wife and she unsuccessfully
tries to kill him. It is actually based on a true story!

Laughable film noir goes a tad flat at the end. But it is a
treat to watch, especially the scenes with River Phoenix
and oh-so-cute Keanu Reeves. The scene, with Kline
going to confession, is a classic! **l/2

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

L

$10 HAIRCUTS!
Make an appointment with Heather
or Liz, between 9am and 1pm, and

your haircut will be only $10 !

Good Monday through Friday.

Expires 11/4/92

MajorLeague—Charlie Sheen,Tom Berenger, Corbin

Bernsen. This film is sooooo predictable, but who the

heck cares? The Cleveland Indians' owner dies and his

wife is left to manage the team. She wants to relocate the

team to Florida and can only do so, if the team comes in

dead last. The players who make up the team are so

hysterically bad, but great fun to watch. The film is

completely devoid of all surprises. They, of course, win
the League Championships. Charlie Sheen has a typically

fantastic performance as "Wild Thing." ***

Pacific Heights—Matthew Modine, Melanie Griflith,

Michael Keaton. Lots of M's in this movie, huh? Griflith

and Modine are landlords who get a tenant, Keaton, who
just won't leave. Another movie that is very predictable,

except for one jumper. I had to be practically scraped off"

the ceiling. Keaton is a slithery, evil character, not a very
challenging role for him, but he done very well. You will

cheer for Griffith in the end. ***

Places in the Heart—Sally Field, Lindsay Crouse,
Ed Harris. Two Oscars clinched for this stupendous
drama about a cotton farmer's widow. Issues in this film

deal with rural poverty, racism, and other politically

charged elements. Sally Field won Best Actress and
writer-director Robert Benton (not to be confused with
Robby Benson) won for his original screenplay. One ofthe
better films about the 1930s Depression next to The Grapes
of Wrath. ''**l/2

PrinceofTides—Barbra Streisand, Nick Nolte, (George
Carhn. From what I have been told, it is not as good as the
book. But I was extremely impressed by the film directed
by Streisand about a Southern football coach, who has to

deal with his marriage falling apart, his sister's attempted
suicide, and his growing attraction to his sister's psy-
chiatrist. The story is very powerful. The acting is out-
standing, and Bohr-bra is hke BUTTAH! Please.. .talk
amongst yourselves...*'"**

Movies that are on HSCN, but were net reviewed: A«
AngelAtMy Table, House Party II,My Girl ThePopeMust
Diet, WhiteMen Can'tJump, iMbyrinth andYoungGuns.

LOW, LOW PRICE^

J

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Hoiyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

1 I I

Five College Career Fair
I lor Students in the Sciences

A
3:00-7:00 pm
Thurs. Nov. 5

Smith College

Neilson Browsing

Room

Explore inlernships and full-time employment opportunities with these organizaUons

I BASF Bioresearch Corp.

teicarch a*fnc oncolnny. immunology or molcrulw hiology

2. Brown University Graduate School

ti»liMir «h*»ol pp>trNm* in th« ni«ncr«

3 CEIMIC Corp.

•rilviit ihnxKl ((ISC hrmlKiKl inrnvii mrdiXMS A PhD)

4. Mas.s Exec, omce of Envir. Affairs

rr^ionst planner environment*! •nalytl. envir engineer

5. MM" Lincoln Laboratory

HrilfMMici digital common talrlliie commun ijd» tyitemi

f) New liiijil.iiu) A(|Uiiiiuiii

liiiern^hip* education. ginphK detign. eihihitt. etc

7. U.S. Dcpt. of Interior/Fish & Wildlife

10. Bristol-Myers Squibb

UM.lcienlial/uaof. clinical icientifl

IL Brown Univ. Assoc. Provosts Offic

i«««ach In Wo. chem. phyaica. compufer aciencc

12. Mass. Dept. of Environmental Mgmt

riv«r buki plaininl. dev. ol nalliral icaoiHm tduc

13. Medical Information Tech, Inc.

eoflwan appllcallont oonMlmi, programmcra

14. Neurogcn Corporation

pharm ,mol hio.biochcm. clectrophyaiolngy

I.S. Student Conservation Assoc.

paid inlemthipa' envtron. educ .wildlife leieaich

16. Jackson Laboratories

JVlllsrU^TE WHO?
1992-93 UMASS Minuteman
Mascot Tryouts! |
Attention students! ^S«^n^>.
Are you energetic, athletic and willing to promote
the successful tradition of UMASS Athletics?
if so we would like you as our UMASS MINUTMAN
MASCOT for the 1992/93 school year. '^

Mascot trvouts will be held on November 8, 9 .£ 10
1992 at the Curry Hick's "CAGE" arena.
For all those interested please contact Margaret
Driscoll at tht UMASS Athletic Dept. in Boyden
Building room 203. 545-3190.

>

JV,

'""mb^«'-t.

345^pytleo7^^eto^'">9

-n

.nirin^hip, p(ivii,.l..,y. hvd.aullc engineering r< l.gy heha.lor Inlemahlpa and naaarck

S Wycih Aycrst Research |7. PFuer. Inc.

ItN'MS ilirmiOi mill I.L.IitgKI.

9. Cancer Prevention Research Institute

•nlem^hipi in Moehemittiy ami epidemiology

phaimaciiHlcal reaearch ami maikeUng

...and more!!

Co-Sponsored by the Career OfTices at Amherst. Hampshire.Mt. Hoiyoke.
Smith Colleges & The University of Massachusetts

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fniemity/Sorority Piik • on the Orchard Hill bui route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

TIME OUT
Tonite

Free Prizes, T-shirts, etc

Free Antonio's Pizza

fivgry Tuesday & Wednesday 10-?

COLLEGIAN
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By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
SUf^ AM LCOKINS
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OP0IN6NOTHIN6.

CALVIN AND HOBBES
IF THIS \5 FROM
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^4

By BILL WATTERSON
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A PKO.' ^
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\Y\
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY AND RURU

"Well, if I'm lucky, I should be able to get off

this thing in about six more weeks."

Quote of the Day
'I have no political horizon."

- George Bush, U.S. President

Jan. 20, 1989 -Jan. 19, 1993

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April I')): The
mocxi IS chtfrlul and buoyjnt, jusl

right lor advanring your iMiiploynienl

Of linaniial plans, loinl eiKins with
VIPs prove espet lally lu< ralive. Re-

evaluate vour investment |x>niolio.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Stick

to your work routine and get belter

organized, it is OK lo he a grxxJ

sport" so long as you do not lei other

(X'ople lake advantage ol your gentle

disposition

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 201: Onre
you gel up a head ot steam, you can
Ix' a real go-getter. Redouble your
eltorls to gel a new venture under
way. Slop worrying alxiul those things

you t annol change.

CANCER ()une 2I-)uly 221: Fi-

nancial need may be the motivating
factor behind the energy you direct lo

your work. Valuable information is at

your tingerlips; use it wisely. The
more you give, the more you will

receive.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Try lo let

someone down gently, but \ye firm.

Fooling around is not your cup of tea,

especially on the job. Fcx-us on fi-

nancial affairs. Do not waste lime on
frivolous pursuits.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Dis-

tant horizons beckon; it may l)e hard

lo hold you backl Break loose this

evening and tackle a new venture.

Although your feelings are close to

the surface, you hide them well.

LIBRA (Sept. 25-Oct. 22): You
have a chance to add to yout back
account or blow the extra i ash on
clothes. Resist the temptation to

splurge. Pay back an older sil)ling

instead

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Plunge ahead icarlessly with your
plans. Obstacles (an Ix' IraiisluriDi'd

into stepping stones! A good rela-

tionship grows into sonK-thmg even
more rewarding.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov J2-De< .

21 ): Duty calls, and you have some
catching up to do. Even il you slay al

honie Icxlay. you will have plenty lo

(xrcupy your attention Walt h your
language. Angry exchanges should
Ix' avoided.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19):

Trust your initial impression: it is

proliably right on the money. Avoid
going overlx)ard on luxuries you do
not need. Sex iai prospects are lcx)k-

ing up.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18): A
temporary delay might hamper
progress but not your expei lalicjns.

Go over financial arrangements with

a keen eye to eliminate waste An6
inefficiency.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-Marc h 20): Sonx-
new and clever ideas could be worth
()ursuing; keep them in mind for later

on. A partner has other plans lor you
today. Treat loved ones with res|X'Cl

and sensitivity.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editrix Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Jessica Taverna

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Jim Ganley,

Theresa Giammattei, Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Clam Roll ITALIAN NIGHT
Hamburger Fried Mozzarella

BASICS LUNCH Eggplant Parmigiana

Clam Roll Fettuccini or Rotini

Oatburger with Sauce

ACROSS
1 Perches
S Stage
10 Kr>ock«
14 Pirates-

bounty
1

5

Place lor a
boutonnlere

16 Ready lor

publication

1

7

Qreen Qables
girt

18 Stacilum

19 Spouse
20 Beauty

contest

22 Foofrest

24 Fruit stone
25 Sla« ol life

26 Starshaped
30 Burr or

Hamillon
34 Inlet

35 Mideast
country

37 Fancy feather

38 Tool tor

Bunyan
39 Enlivrii

41 Nothing
42 Flaxen cloth
44 Corncob, e.g.

45 Monslw
46 Involve

48 Most daring

SO Jargon
52 Pan of USMA
53 Huntsman's

cap with ear
flaps

56 ScHirce of

drying oil

60 Toward
shelter

61 Say "hello"

63 European
cinema

64 Raise
65 Cosmetician

Lauder
66 Word wilh

weed, viood or
work

67 Tattered

68 Emits smoke
69 Cozy home

DOWN
1 Smack
2 Hebndes

island

3 Chinese
society

4 Spire

5 Bananalike fruit

6 A Richard
Rodgers'
parlner

7 Imitate

8 Man of the

casa
9 Happy

10 Make over
1

1

First father

1

2

Pocket bread
1

3

British gun
21 Feel rocky

23 Shade of brown
25 Shining

26 Dieter's need
27 Poison
28 Happening
29 Journey
31 Fencing move
32 Arabian rulers

33 Lease again

36 Neck area
39 Doddering
40 Wood eaters
43 Part of EST
45 Rainy day wear
47 More

immense
49 — ordinaire

51 Scandinavian
S3 Tram anagram

54 Bread spread
55 Adjacent Ir

56 Onionlike plant
57 A name for

Ireland

58 Son of Seth
59 "— Tread on

Me'
62 French

season

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
FTTTBTIT

11/3/92

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do ncjt necessarily reflect the views of the Callegidn or the University.
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Announcing

PURPOSE: THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE IN ETHICS ESSAY CONTEST, sponsored
by

1 he Ehe Wiesel Foundation for Humanity, chaUenges students to identify
detine, and analyze contemporary ethical questions, issues or dUemmas, and
thmk carefully about complex human and social problems.

ELIGIBILITY: The Essay Contest is open only to full-time undergraduate
beniors enrolled m an accredited, four-year coUege or university in the United
States. Students must have registered senior status during the Fall 1992
semester.

ESSAY TOPICS, CONTEST & LENGTH:
"The Meaning of Ethics Today: Choices, Challenges and Changes "

"What IS the Ethical Legacy of the 20th Century?"
"Can Ethics Be Taught?"

In 3,000 to 4,000 words, students are asked to develop a substantive, informed,
and judicious argument defending an ethical perspective and principles relahve
to one essay topic.

QuesUons students might consider in addressing the 1993 topics could include
the following:

• What are the most important moral choices faced today?
• Why must individuals speak out when confronted with human suffering
and injustice?

• What are our ethical obligations to preserve and protect our physical
environment and natural resources?

• How should we respond to new, and not so new, ethical issues in business,
medicine, law, goverrmient, and human rights?

• What are the significant moral or ethical issues raised bv technoloav
in the 1990"-? ^^

• How does an individual or a group reconcile desire for autonomy with
the necessity for cooperation within a community, a nation, or the world?

• How can educational institutions affect morality?
• How should one respond when writers and philosophers - sometimes

great writers and great philosophers - use language and concepts which
encourage racism, ant-semitism and other forms of prejudice and hate?

The essay may be developed from any point of view and can be in the form
of a case study, a personal experience, or an analysis that is literary, philo-
sophical, historical, biographical, sociological, theological, or psychological.

Essays must be in EngUsh and must be the original, unpublished work of the
author.

First Prize, $5,000, Second Prize, $2,500, Third Prize, $1,500, and two Honorable
Mentions, $500 each.

Submission Deadline: 12 Dec. 1992.

For Further Information, See Faculty Coordinator,

Professor James Young, 452 Bartlett Hall

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

SPORT MANAGEMENT
DATE: WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1992
TIME: 3:00 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 168C

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SPORT MANAGEMENT

This is an opportunity to meet witti alumni and discuss their

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Paul Baldrate - B.S., 1989

Pam Batalls -M.S., 1991

Tom Cafaro - M.S., 1979

Heidi Holland - M.S., 1981

Pam stone - B.S., 1988

Assistant Manager and Membership
Coordinator

Plymouth & Worcester Athletic Clubs

Sales Representative
Reebok Northeast

Athletic Director
Nichols College

Director of Media Relations
Boston Bruins

Public Relations Manager
Spolding Sports Worldwide

For more Information, please contact:
Mather Career Center

545-2224

gridlock
continued fronn poge 1

in four months.
Clinton aides said his first proposals

would be aimed at sparking the economy.
He is expected to propose investment tax
breaks and tens of billions of dollars in

spending on public works projects to cre-

ate jobs.

Clinton promised tax cuts for the middle
class, but that might go on hold because of
the record budget deficit that topped $290
billion.

Voters also made clear they want the
President and Congress to produce a plan
to control soaring health-care costs and
provide coverage for the more than 40
million Americans who have no health
insurance.

students
continued from page 1

state and local elections. "In previous state
and local elections somtimes just 10 stu-

dents have voted," she said.

Phyllis Hastings, the warden of Pre-
cinct 4 said the low student turn-out in
local and stat« elections is to be expected.
"Students local political interests are in

their home towns. The presidential elec-

tion attracts the most students," she said.

Mary Andrews, the warden of Precinct
10, said she enjoys it when students come
to vote for the first time. "It is fun to show
them how to use the polling machine. I

hope it is a good experience for students
too," she said.

Josh Wardrop, a sophomore engineer-
ing major, said he thought is was great
that a group ofhis friends got together and
voted. "It is our generation that will be
deciding on issues and by voting we are

west

showing we care about what happens to

the country," he said.

George said students seemed prepared
to vote on the whole ballot because they
asked a lot of questions about it.

'The students were in the poll booths
reading the ballot for a long time, so I

think they answered more than just one
question," Hastings said.

Hastings said she was glad to have a
precinct including students because she
likes working with them. "I think the
students are sincere about voting and
happy they can do their bit for the coun-
try," she said.

John Mitchell, a first-year student who
is undecided, said he wanted to vote to try
and make a change. "It's our future and
when students complain about the gov-
ernment when they haven't voted, I think
it is hypocritical," he said.

continued from page 1

2

team, especially come playoff time. If an-
other forward like Richard Dumas or
Cedric Ceballos steps up off the bench to
help Barkley, watch out for Phoenix.

The Seattle Supersonics have the tal-

ent to win it all. Shawn Kemp showed in
the playoffs just how much of monster he
can be. IfGary Payton plays the point the
way he should and Benoit Benjamin plays
the pivot the way he could, the Sonics
would be very scary. Seattle has every-
thing, they just have to show it.

The Golden State Warriors are as excit-
ing a team as there is in the NBA. Problem
is exciting doesn't always mean good. In
Billy Owens, Tim Hardaway, Chris Mullin,
and Sarunas Marciulionis, though, Don
Nelson does have a talented base to work

with. If they only had a center.

The Los Angeles Clippers are on their
way up. Danny Manning plays well for
Larry Brown as does Ron Harper. IfMark
Jackson takes over at the point the way he
can and Stanley Roberts does damage in
the post, look out!

The Los Angeles Lakers fell back when
Magic re-retired. Lookout for rookie Duane
Cooper, though from USC, he can really
run the break.

The Sacramento Kings are in sad shape
with Mitch Ritchmond, Lionel Simmons,
Walt Williams, and Wayman Tisdale their
only viable players.

Conference Prediction: Seattle over
Phoenix (No, I am not drunk).

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian Columnist!

LIBERAL ARTS IN THE MARKETPLACE:
OPTIONSAND OPPORTUNITIES

QUESTION:
WJtat do the screenwriter of Young Indiana Jones Chronicles,
orchestrator of the presidential debates, and the publicity
directorfor the Boston Red Sox have in common?

ANSWER:
A liberal arts degreefrom UMass in the Faculty ofHumani-
ties and Fine Arts.

THE FACULTY OF HUMANITIESAND FINE
ARTS PROUDLYPRESENTS

DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Richard Bresciani '60

Edward Fouhy '56

Jon Hensleigh '81

Director of Publicity, Boston Red Sox
Boston, MA

Founder & President, Concorde
Connuunications

Washington, DC

Screenwriter & Producer

New York, NY

DATE?
TIME?
WHERE?
WHY?

Thursday, November 5
8:00 PM
Campus Center 163

Learn what a liberal arts degree can dofor your
future. Meet alumni and discuss their experiences in
the working world.

Don 't miss this lively and informative event!

COLLEGIAN
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potential. Patience is the key. "Shaq" is
worth the wait.

7. WASHINGTON BULLETS: The
emergence ofPervis Ellison suprised some,
and finally satisfied others. The play of
Michael Adams and Harvey Grant was
consistent. And, they picked up Rex
Chapman. That is it. Not really much else
worth mentioning about last year.

Is Michael Jordan still breathing?Then
the Chicago Bulls will contend for the
title. Clearly the most dominating player
in the game. Jordan is coming off two
consecutive Most Valuable Player awards,
and the Bulls are coming off two con-
secutive N.B.A. Championship seasons.
He, along with Scottie Pippen and Horace
Grant, lead the championship team that
not only put points on the board (fifth in
N.B.A. ), but also played exceptional de-
fense (third). They are going for their

third straight championship, which if ac-
complished it would be the first time since
the Boston Celtics back in the 1960s. Let
us look at the Central Division:

1. CHICAGO BULLS: Is this team
overexposed? I think so. Is this a three
man team? Practically, I believe, and a
darn good one. Will they "three-peat"? It's

a definite possibility.

2. CLEVELAND CAVALIERS: The
only other team in the conference besides
New York and Chicago that have a chance
at the ring. Led by underrated superstars
Mark Price and Brad Daugherty, the Cavs,
if healthy, should contend. Larry Nance
(33 years-old ) andJohn "Hot Rod" Williams
are key players to the Cavs' success.

3. DETROIT PISTONS: Isiah Thomas,
Joe Dumars, and Dennis Rodman are the
only three reasons why the Pistons will
not drop into the division cellar. Daly is

out, and Ron Rothstein is in. Rothstein

has to deal with the differing personalities
on this team as well as Daly did. Ifnot, the
Pistons are in trouble.

4. CHARLOTTE HORNETS: They have
Larry Johnson, one of the next great for-

wards in the N.B.A.. They have Kendall
Gill, one of the next great guards. And,
they picked up one of the best players in
the draft, Alonzo Mourning. The key to
Charlotte's success stands but 63 inches
off the ground. If point guard Tyrone
"Mugsey" Bogues produces, this team could
make the playoffs.

5. ATLANTA HAWKS: Dominique
Wilkins is back after missing 40 games
due to injury. Kevin Willis is back after
averagingover 15 rebounds per game, and
Stacey Augmon is back after a steady
rookie season. The problem: who plays
point guard? Newly acquired Mookie
Blaylock could be the answer.

6. PACERS: Picked up Pooh Richardson

and Sam Michell, lost Chuck Person anu
Michael Williams in September trade.

Reggie Miller is one of the league's best
shooters, and Detlef Schrempf is the
league's best sixth player. Now that Per-
son is gone, who will they go to come
playofftime? No reed to worry, the Pacers
won Not make the playoffs.

7.MILWAUKEE BUCKS: If you need
to remain patient with Shaquille O'Neal
and the Magic, imagine how it is needed
here. They have some young players,
including draft picks Todd Day and Lee
Mayberry, and they have some veterans,
including Moses Malone and Alvin
Robertson. All ofthis is irrelevant, though.
This year, the Bucks are going nowhere.

Prediction for the 1992-1993 Eastern
Conference Final: Knicks over Bulls in
seven games.
Andrew Bryce is a Collegian corre-

spondent.

It's a noise w© love to make, and for jemi
we liaF© been makin'.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Twenty-five years in the business and still puttin' out

TONIGHT

KARAOKE
Any Menue Nachos

$2.00

9:30-10:30

D.R Douqh
(JeLivers caIzones

caU2;6'1616
No IV Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

(i:Li:m< vii>> Mh JPxS in ammhkst
! 'X.S • I •»•>

.

I5E AST PLEASAMT STREET*

*!™0ff:.'«1»»0FF
ANy 2 caIzones

EXPIRES 8730/93 I
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caIzones.

ANy 2 caIzones

EXPIRES 8/30/93
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caIzones.

TRAVEL SMART!
THIS WINTER!

FROM NEW rORK
Roundtrip One Way

London
$305 $165

Paris
$398 $219

Rome
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$458 $229

Tel Aviv/lstanbuij
$639 $329

I

Guatemala Gty i

$390 $205

$430 $225
Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets allow changes
Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia.
Cusloms-lmmigralion and deparlure

ti«e« ippV Fare* 8ub|ec1 to change

withoul notce

RISM TRAVEL
342MadisonAve..NY.NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

•In NYC

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALL

• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Anthropology mnjort and pro«pi»c.

caucus meeting today 3:30 Machmer E
U ALL WELCOME
Multicultural Night
International Entertainment and cuisine
needed for campus wide event (ingre-

dients will be provided) Show UMass
your culture! Call by Nov. 6th 2530522

Video
The Union Video Center is offering
workshops on video production.
Get hands on training with professional
grade equipment. If you're interested in

video, don't miss this opportunity. The
UVC is located in the Student Union.
545 1336

Life is short, video is forever.

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O.

COLLEGE PIZZA

AIRLINE TICKETS

Airline Tickets take S50 SlOOoffany
fare call Stuart at 516-767-7646

ANIMOUNCEMEIMTS

Department of Landscape Archi-
tecture announces its Fall Workday
Saturday, November 7, 1992.

YOU supply tools WE supply labor

Call 665-7207 by 1 16

Greeks and clubs raise a cool $1 000
in just one week!
Plus S1000 for the member who calls!

and a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for

calling 1 -800 932 528 exl. 65

Need a locker? We have them at

OCHOI 428 Student Union

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small cheese S3.50
Large cheese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings S6.99
Free soda with large sub salad or
spaghetti

549 6098 549-6073
MUST MENTION THIS AD

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot Reading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch at 548-9761

HELP WANTED
Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn S600. a week in canner-
ies S4000/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room and Board! Male
or Female. Get a head start on this

summer. For employment program call

1-206 545 4155 ext.A5001

College Pro Painters
Earn S8000S 10000 this summer run-
ning your own business. Informational
session on Wed. Nov. 4 room 902 Cam-
pus Center. Info call 1-800-346-4649 or
Brendan at 54^ 8109 All are welcome

College Pro Painters
Informational session room 902 cc will

be held at 7 pm tonight

Couples - Property Manager Free
Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256-0741

FOR RENT

PVOC oil Coop. Purchase home
heating oil at reduced cost. Register at

OCHO. 428 Student Union or call 545-

0865. Save money and stay warm

Student Renters and landlords should
stop by the offcampus housing office to

pick up the latest landlordAenant guide.

It's free and an absolute must for all

your housing questions call 5-0865 or

stop by.

The off campus housing office at 428
Student Union offers a great way to find

subletting or sublet a property over
intersession all leasing questions an-

swered with a smile call 5-0865 or stop
by^

Tired of your science major?
Try Food Science
Call Or. Chinachoti 545 1025

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 bedroom
apt on bus route minutes from campus
S899/mo 256-0741

FOR SALE

Brother Wordprocessor WP-760D«
with spreadsheet brand new with one
year warranty.

Only $298
5460390

Like new Brother word processor
WPD 7600 plenty of features
A steal at $210 or t>est offer

546 1197

Stereo Components: Used/recondi-
tioned, area's biggest selection. Buy/
Sell/Trade at Stereo/Video Exchange,
Sundays 10 4, inside Jackson's Flea

Market, Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley.
Other days call 256-0941

Evening Jobsl Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action S7/hr. On buslines 584-
9830

Earn $2000 + FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPSI North America's #1 Student
Tour Operator seeking motivated stu
dents, organiations, fraternities and
sororities as campus representatives
promoting Cancun or Daytona Beach!

CallJ^^SOO 365-4654

Fundraisers for Christmas Kettle
program, outdoor work needed for 3
hour shifts from November 21 thru
Christmas. Reliable and dependable
individuals a must. Contact Lisa at the
Salvation Army M & F 3-7 and Thurs 1-

6$4.50/hour

Postal Jobs avallablel Many posi
tions.Greatbenefits Cain 80-333-3737,
ext. P-3306

$500.00
If you have access to a video camera,
we're looking for students to film a
mini video. May lead to permanent po
sition. For information, call C.B. produc
tions Inc. M F 9-5, (617)332-9606

$252.50 Sell 50 funny college l-shirts

and make $252.50. No financial obliga
tion. A risk free program. Avg. sales
time = 4 6 hours. Choose from 18 de
signs. Smaller/larger quantities avail,

call 1 800 733 3265

$200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct Fullyguaran
teed. FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801-379 2900 Copyright #
MA15KDH

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Cai; 1 800 3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons - first lesson half price
665 1178

Italian Tutor
Native Speaker
Call 546 1347

Glasses in black case somewhere be
tween E-Lot and Central - Call 546-5258

PERSONALS

Bonnie Becker is finally 21!

Now when you give strange men your
wallet they'll know your real name'
Happy 21st Love, Lauren, Jen, Elyse,
Tanya, Mara

krtotin

Happy 21st Birthday!!

Karyoke will never
be the same
Have fun - We love you

Paul In my nutrition discussion
You've got a gorgeous smile!

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 fun roomates needed as of Jan. 1st

SI 40/month including heal and hot wa
ter 549-4911

2 girls needed to share largest bed-
room in a 3bdrm Puffton APT. 549-7319

RSO FAIR -92

RSO FAIR '92

Monday, November 9
12 4 SUB
FREE food, entertainment, prices.

Demonstrations and Information.

5 College Community Welcome'
SPONSORED BY
Div. of Student Activities

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed • Free cover page, spell
check, laser prmtoul SI 50/page. Brian
546 1795

Typing-Word processing
Resumes, reports, theses,

dissertations. Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586
5268

WANTED

SPRINGBREAKERI
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips.

Organije SMALL or LARGE gtoups.
Campus Marketing. 800-423-5264

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260

**LEGAL INTERNSHIPS**

Spring 1993 Internships with the
Legal Services Center! Get hands on
experience in the legal field - work
directly with attorneys and clients. Earn
up to 15 undergraduate credits. No ex
perience in the legal professional nee
essary - training provided. Contact Le-

gal Services today: 545 1995, 922 Cam
pus Center. November 1 3 is the applica
tion deadline.

LOST

SERVICES

Free Peer Counseling lesbian, gay.
bisexual issues. Phone or walk in. LBG
counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545 2645

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Ser
vices Center offers free legal assisance
to fee paying students. Contact us at
922 Campus Center, 545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidentiaL caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops . 549-1906

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with re-

sumes. Quick service, free advice, ex-
cellent quality, and LOW prices. IBM
laser printing service available .

Call Andy 549 8463

Tarot readings
Call Chris 256 0821

We want your 2BDRM Puffton lease"
Starting January 1. Call us first I Reward
if we sign it'! Call 549-7319

Singer - Do you want to sing the
National Anthem at UMass Basketball
games? Contact Margaret in the Ath-
letic Dept. For information 545 3190

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young-Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4
person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546-2296

•rown clutch purse - Purse
desperately need contents
Reward 549-1 198
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NBA preview:
Knicks take it

"I've never felt this good about a team as this
one. But I won't be happy until we win a Cham-
pionship." Patrick Ewing said. It is obvious why
Ewing said this. He is tired of waiting. He has
always been the franchise player on an unproven
team, and the critics have terrorized him for it.

Some have the gall to even say that Ewing is

overrated. Well, Patrick Ewing should finally be
smiling on June 1993. Because now, the New York
Knicks have surrounded him with talent. Last
year. Pat Riley quieted his critics by winning 51
games in his first season as the New York coach,
taking the over achieving Knicks to the Eastern
Conference Final. They proved to be the Chicago
Bulls' toughest opposition, before bowing to de-
fending champion in seven games. This year, they
have added Rolando Blackmon, Charles Smith,
and Glenn "Doc" Rivers, who have each added
depth to the needed positions. Let us look at the
Atlantic Division: (in order of predicted finish)

1. NEW YORK KNICKS: With these players
added in the off-season, and Pat Riley, the league's
best motivator at the helm, the sky is the limit for

Ewing and his mates.
2. BOSTON CELTICS: Despite losing Urry Bird

to retirement, and the aging frontline mates, 39
year-old Robert Parish and 34year-old Kevin McHale,
are notgettinganyyounger. Reggie Lewisisemerging
into a superstar. With youth at the perimeter spots,
and the pickup of free agent Xavier McDaniel in the
off-season, the Celtics should stay competitive.

3. NEW JERSEY NETS: Chuck Daly is in as
head coach. Bill Fitch is gone. Good move. Nets.
Look for Derrick Coleman to explode into an all-

star status. Watch for Kenny Anderson to take over
as floor general for the Nets, and Drazen Petrovich
to remain the consistent scorer he was last year.

4. MIAMI HEAT: Ron Seikaly has turned into a
consistent centei-. Glen Rice's move to small forward
has put him into all-star status, and All-Rookie
selection Steve Smith proved he could play in this
league. Twelfth pick Harold Miner should prove to

be a steal. Look for this team to contend for the title

in the upcoming years. Not this vear, though.
5. PHILADELPHL\ 76ERS: Can the Sixers make

up for the loss of all-star Charles Barkley? Is first

round draft choice Clarence Weatherspoon the
answer? Can new coach Doug Moe gel this team
together? If these questions are answered posi-
tively, then the Sixers could surprise.

6. ORLANDO MAGIC: Twenty year-old
Shaquille O'Neal is here, and without playing a
game, he is considered one ofthe National Basket-
ball Association's best centers. He, along with Terry
Catledge. guards Dennis Scott. Catledge and for-

ward Nick Anderson make for a young team full of

Turn to EAST, page 10

Sports
Minutemen hang in at No. 20
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Fresh of their sixth straight win of the 1992 season,
the University of Massachusetts football team is still

ranked 20th in the nation in Division 1-AA, one week
after debuting at that slot.

The Minutemen travel to Richmond, VA this weekend
to take on the Spiders, and it will mark a reunion of sorts,
as UMass gets its first look at Jim Reid since he left

Amherst in a cloud ofcontroversy last January to take the
reigns as assistant head coach and defensive coordinator.

However, don't look for the Jim Reid factor to play a
big part in Saturday's game, because as Mike Hodges
puts it, "We're not playing Jim Reid, we're playing
Richmond."

During the preseason, many figured this weekend's
match-up between the Minutemen and the Spiders would
be a battle of Yankee Conference also-rans, but as it

stands now it turns out to be an all important game in the
hunt for the Div. 1-AA playoffs.

The Minutmen sit at 6- 1 good enough for sole possesion
of second place in the Yankee Conference, behind de-
fending champion Delaware.

Richmond is 4-2 and in a tie for third place with
Villanova, and a loss versus UMass would all but knock
the Spiders out of playoff contention.

For Mike Hodges and company, however, the ball is in
their court as wins in each oftheir last three games would

all but lock up a playoff spot for the Minutemen.
"Every game from here on in is a bigone," Hodges said.

"We're probably not going to get in [the playoffs] via the
automatic bid [YanCon champions] so we'll have to take
care of it on the field. I don not really know how the
selection process works, but if we win the rest of our
games there should be no questions."

In his first season at the helm, Hodges has compiled
more wins thus far this season than any other Div. 1-A or
Div. 1-AA coach hired over the past offseason.

Hodges has to be a strong candidate for coach of the
year honors, as he has taken the Minutemen from the
brink ofdeath (or so everyone thought) to the verge ofthe
NCAA playoffs in one short season.

Minuteman tailback Rene Ingoglia, who left Saturday's
game in the third quarter with an injured ankle, was seen
hobbling on the UMass campus on crutches, and all

indications are Ingoglia will not suit up on Saturday.
The good news for the Minutemen is that starting full

back Mike George and starting free safety Allen Gibson
should be back in action against Richmond after missing
the two previous games.
Game Notes:: Saturday's game at UR Stadium will

be the first (and only thankfully) game the Minutemen
will have to play on artificial turf this season.

This weekend should see Jim Maguire break the all

time UMass record for consecutive extra points made, as
the barefoot kicker from Cohasset, MA needs just one to
tie the record of 33 held by Silvio Bonvini.

The wild, wild west of the NBA

Rugby finishes season

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Here is an outlook on the Western Conference in the
NBA:

The Midwest Division: This is the weakest division in
all of the NBA.

The Utah Jazz loom as the favorite of the division.

Sure their offense is about as exciting as watching grass
grow. But, it is effective with John Stockton feeding Karl
Malone or Jeff Malone throwing up some off his off-

balance jumpers for the duece. The addition of Jay
Humphries gives coach Jerry Sloan a nice three guard
rotation. The defense will miss the injured Mark Eaton
but they will survive.

The San Antonio Spurs are a team which is unpre-
dictable. Jerry Tarkanian has himself the best center in
the game in David Robinson, and that alone makes the
Spurs capable of doing some damage. The loss of Terry
Cummings (leg injury) hurts but Sean Elliott can make
that point moot ifhe performs as he is capable. The Lloyd
Daniels saga makes this team very interesting no matter
what happens.

The Houston Rockets are a team which is capable of
doing a lot, given the right coaching. Hakeem Olajuwon
is a great center, Otis Thorpe is a great power forward,
while the backcourt ofVernon Maxwell and Kenny Smith
scares many, including the Rockets. Maxwell and Smith
is the most erratic backcourt pair in the league, but they
are soooo talented, especially Maxwell.

The fact that the Denver Nuggets are the fourth best
team in this division says a lot more about how weak the

Midwest is than how improved the Nuggets are. Dikembe
Mutumbo is a force in the middle and that is usually a
good place to start. The backcourt is a mess with Dan
Issel trying Mark Macon at the point and moving Reggie
Williams from small forward to the off guard. Question,
what the hell happened to Chris Jackson and his jump
shot?

The Dallas Mavericks are a team beset by questions.
When is Jimmy Jackson going to get signed? When is

owner Donald Carter going to get over Roy Tarpley?
When is the guy who traded Rolando Blackmail for a 1995
draft pick going to get fired? Is Fat Lever ever going to
recover from his knee problems?

Pity poor Jimmy Rodgers, coach of the Minnesota
Timberwolves. The Wolves are improving, though,
through the draft and trades. Christian Laettner will add
toughness up front, Chuck Person will add brashness
and shooting ability, and Michael Williams is a point
guard who wants to be there (unlike Pooh Richardson).

The Pacific Division: This is probably the most es-
tablished division of the four in the NBA.

The Portland Trailblazers have talent galore, but do
they have the championship instincts? Having Rod
Strickland in place ofDanny Ainge makes the backcourt
stronger but not smarter. Tracy Murray will is a good
shooter which the frontcourt needs. The talent is there in
Blazerland to win it all, but the fragile mental psyche is

also capable of causing a collapse.

The Phoenix Suns have added Charles Barkley and
Danny Ainge at the expense of Jeff Hornacek, Andrew
Lang, and Tim Perry. That alone makes the Suns a tough

Turn to WEST, page 1
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By STEVE GREGG
Collegian Correspondent

In the Final Four of the New England
Tournament, the UMass rugby team knew
it would take a stellar defensive effort to

get by top-seeded Harvard. And in the
first half that is exactly what UMass had,
holding the high-powered Crimson attack
to just two tries and a 12-0 lead.

Despite not scoring, UMass was buoyed
by their first half defensive effort, and
they knew the match was not out ofreach.

However, 10 minutes into the second
half, senior co-captain and outside center
Pete Lorri had to leave the game with a
concussion and a bruised calf. With him
seemed to go the UMass defensive inten-
sity, and Harvard took advantage of the
defensive letdown for 42 second half
points.

The Minutemen were able to score just
six points against the stingy Crimson de-
fense as junior Rich Halloran converted
on two penalty kicks making the final

score 54-6.

UMass tried to rally against the Univer-
sity ofConnecticut on Sunday in a rematch
ofthe early-season thriller in which UConn
stole a 13-12 victory with a last second
penalty kick. At stake was a trip to the
Eastern Regionals in Philadelphia.

UConn struck early and often with 20
points in the first 10 minutes against the
injury-plagued Minutemen. It was not
until senior co-captain Dave Lallycame in
for injured freshman Greg Davy that
UMass began to settle down. UConn still

held a 32-0 halftime lead.

The second half saw the return of an
inspired UMass defense, as they at-

tempted a second half comeback against
UConn.
On offense. Josh Benson made a dra-

matic 30-yard run to set up a UMass line-

out near the UConn goal. Unfortunately,
Benson paid for his heroics with a broken
leg, adding to the growing list of UMass
injuries. Brett Sherman was able to con-
vert Benson's effort into UMass' only try
of the weekend.

With their renewed defensive effort,

UMass was able to hold UConn to 14
points in the second half, making the final

score 49-5, UConn.
Seniors Lou Masiello and MattWashek

both enjoyed good games against Con-
necticut.

GAME NOTES: UMass finished their
regular season ranked fourth in New
England. They will play their final fall

home game this Saturday at 12pm against
traditional late-season rival Berkshire
Men's Club.

Patriots weak in N.E.
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

FOXBORO, Mass. - Forget about
wondering when the New England Pa-
triots will win again. When will their
offense score again?

The offense was pointless in last
Sunday's 16-7 loss at Buffalo, and the
team is winless midway through the
season. Next up is New Orleans, one of
the NFL's stingiest defenses.

The Patriots have no rushing
touchdowns and only 10 by passing.
They have 87 points in eight games,
which projects to the second lowest
non-strike total in their 33 year history,
even lower than the 181 they scored
when they went 1-15 in 1990.

"It's hard to score points on any
defense in this league," quarterback
Tommy Hodson said. "We have to con-
tinue to be optimistic and think we can
do it, and I think we can."

There is, however, cause for pessi-
mism:

• The Patriots are using theirbackup
quarterback, Hodson, because Hugh
Millen is sidelined with a separated
left shoulder which should keep him

out of his second straight game Satur-
day, and third overall.

• Left tackle Bruce Armstrong, who
went to the Pro Bowl the last two sea-
sons, is out for the year with a knee
injury suffered at Buffalo.

• The 196 yards the Patriots
squeezed out against the Bills was their
lowest output of the season. Now they
must face the Saints, who gave up 154
yards to Tampa Bay last Sunday and
are third in fewest points allowed, 12.9
per game.

The Patriots defense held Buffalo to
288 yards and scored the team's only
touchdown on Vincent Brown's fumble
recovery that gave them a halftime
lead, 7-0, for the first time this season.
Two Buffalo points came on a safety.

Trailing 9-7 in the fourth quarter.
New England was in field-goal range at
the Bills 13-yard line when Hodson lost
a fumble. Buffalo scored on the next
possession.

"It's been difficult," center Gene
Chilton said. "But I think once we get
this thing going and we can get some
field position and get some drives going
maybe 111 have the ball in my hands
some more."
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Partly sunny, mid-50s.

Enjoy it while it lasts.

This Weekend:
If you're done with your mid-terms and want to celebrate,

perhaps you'll want to stroll down to Pearl St. and hear the

soulful sounds of Mathew Sweet. Page Wi.

Sports:
We hope you've been waiting with great

anticipation to find out who the Collegian's

Athlete of the Week is. Page 1 2.
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Younger voters swell Democratic ranks

ROBERT O'CONNELL / COLLEGIAN
Democratic faithful experience the sweet taste of victory during a party to celebrate Bill Clinton's victory over President

George Bush at the Hotel Northampton Tuesday night.

UM faculty laud Clinton victory
Professors see Democrats shifting nation 's priorities
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Bill Clinton's victory in Tuesday's presidential election
will have a positive impact on a wide range of different
issues facing the nation, according to a number of Uni-
versity of Massachusetts professors.

David Schimmel, who is a professor in the School of
Education, said Clinton's administration will change
many current government policies. Not only will his
cabinet appointments create waves in Washington, but
also Clinton's appointees to the Supreme Court will have
a huge impact on controversial issues such as abortion.

"With Gov. Clinton as president, I see the country
going in a very different direction in judicial appoint-
ments," Schimmel said. "I anticipate the appointment of
people who see abortion as a right and who tend to

promote separation of church and state. Regarding edu-
cation issues, I see Gov. Clinton committed to providing
increased assistance by the federal government to schools
themselves and to students as president."

Associate legal studies professor Matthew Chametzky
said in the past Reagan and Bush appointments to the
Supreme Court have been mostly wealthy men.
Chametzky said he hopes to see Clinton put women and
people of color into positions of power, so the country's

cultural make-up will be truly represented.
"Reinstate vitality into Roe vs Wade. And, stop the ero-

sion of the 4th Amendment," Chametzky said. "Reflect a
more multicultural view of reality in their approach to

the law."

Clinton's plans for school choice within the public

school system is better than Bush's platform for funding
Turn to FACULTY, page 6

By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Democrat Bill Clinton won the
White House by reversing the exodus from his party of
young people, independents and suburbanites.

The affinity young voters felt for Clinton and his
youthful running mate, Al Gore, perhaps best illustrated

the dramatic difference four years can make.
President Bush carried voters under the age of 30 by

a 63-37 percent margin in 1988, one exit poll showed.
Clinton was 10 points ahead of Bush in the same age
group this time, even with independent Ross Perot si-

phoning off 22 percent.

According to the massive Voter Research & Surveys
exit poll, Clinton had an even bigger edge, 14 points,
among the very youngest voters, those aged 18-24. He
picked up 48 percents of first-time voters, compared to 30
percent for Bush.

'This completely reverses the Reagan-Bush gains of
the last 12 years with younger voters," said Republican
pollster Bill Mclnturff. He attributed the falloff to "the
whole image of the Repubhcan Party, the way the con-
vention played, the whole sense ofstatus quo vs. change."

"There was a young generation of voters who were
very, very impressed with Ronald Reagan, in large
measure because he held out a promise of economic
opportunity," another Republican pollster, Vince Breglio,

said. "For many of them, that promise paid off. For the
more recent generation ofyoung voters, that promise has
rung hollow."

Clinton's pollster, Stan Greenberg. said younger vot-

ers responded "when we spoke about growth, about the
economy, about both the country's long-term decline and
the need for stimulating this economy."

Democratic strategist Mark Mellman said the Clinton
campaign had "cut across all demographic and geo-
graphic lines." Final exit poll results showed one major
exception— white voters, who went for Bush 41 percent
to 39 percent.

A 1988 exit poll showed Bush taking the over-65 group
by 10 points; Clinton had a 13-point edge this year. "We
had sort ofthe May-December coalition here," said Clinton
strategist James Carville, referring to the oldest and
youngest voters.

Suburbanites were another disaffected component of

the 1980s Republican coalition. For years they helped
Bush and Reagan offset huge Democratic majorities in

cities like Detroit. Cleveland and Philadelphia. This
week, Clinton. Bush and Perot split suburbanites 43-37-

20 percent.

Independents went strongly for Bush in 1988, by a 14-

point margin, but Clinton led this year's race despite
Perot's obvious appeal to the group. The Arkansas gov-
ernor had 38 percent followed by Bush at 32 percent and
Perot at 30 percent.

The independents helped Clinton compensate for at-

tracting only 77 percent ofthe Democrats.

Senate approves funding
for Jefferies' UM lecture
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

After over two hours of controversial

debate, the Undergraduate Student Sen-
ate voted to loan the Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity $1,000 to fund a visit by Dr.
Leonard Jefferies.

According to a written statement pro-

vided by the fraternity, Jefferies has been
charged with making anti-Semitic and
racist remarks directed toward white
students during his lectures.

Justin Harris, secretary ofthe frater-

nity, said "it is important for Jefferies to

speak because he advocates the rights of

the African-American community." Har-
ries said he believes Jefferies will enlighten

and educate the campus community.
"Students have the right to hear

[Jefferies' I speech because it will initiate

dialogue and only then will students be
willing to sit down and talk about racial

issues," Jones said.

Senator Kevin Jourdain said he believes

in the right to free speech, but feels the

issue of whether the SGA should loan

money to the fraternity to fund Jefferies'

speech is a question ofjudgment.
"When the SGA agrees to loan the

fraternity money, they are condoning
Jefferies's speech. The message SGA is

sending to campus will become a problem
in the future," Jourdain said.

Junior Jon Aronson, the chair of the
governmental affairs committee, said he
was shocked so many students deemed
this issue so controversial when so many
other lecturers have made prejudicial re-

marks about other communities.
"When the SGA endorses money to the

fraternity, they are not endorsing the
speaker. They are endorsing the right for a
group ofpeople to hear him," Aronson said.

SGA President JenniferWood said stu-

dent money often goes to fund controver-
sial events and it is the SGA's responsibil-

ity to serve all the different interests ofthe
students.

"The SGA is not the moral conscience of

the University and the issue is whether to

allow a group to bringa speaker to campus
that is important to them," said Wood.

Steve Sparling, chair of Black and
Jewish relations at Hillel, said the student

Turn to JEFFERIES. page 6

Journalism said unequal
UM teacher says women face hurdles

she said in a interview Mon-By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Women still face discrimination and
harassment in the field ofjournalism,

according to a University ofMassachu-
setts journalism professor.

"I think that women have made tre-

mendous strides injournalism, in terms
of numbers, representation and cover-

age given, but it's taken a long time,"

said professor Karen List. "There's still

a lot that needs to be done."

List has been a member of the
University's journalism department
since 1988. In 1991 she was nominated
for one of three UMass Distinguished
Teaching Awards.

List said pay inequity is one sign of

discrimination in journalism, a field

where men outnumber women two-to-

one. She also said the "glass ceiling,"

referring to an invisible barrier which
keepswomen from rising to prestigious

positions in their fields, is still preva-
lent in journalism.

"In entry-level positions there is

more equality, but, other than that, it's

not there

day.
Turn to JOURNALISM, poge 7

COURTESY KAREN LIST

Karen List
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UMass Police Log
• A passenger on a PVTA bus reportedly became very

upset when the bus driver stopped for an extended period
of time at a bus stop on Wednesday morning. Police said
the driver chose to stop because he was ahead ofschedule
on the Campus Shuttle Loop Two at 7 a.m.

• Graffiti was discovered on a urinal and bathroom
wall in the University Library Wednesday niornin^f.
Police said the graffiti was found at 7:45 a.m.

• University police responded to an accident involving
two automobiles on University Drive Tuesday evening.

Compiled by Mich.iel Day
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Aaron Kuzmeskus of Gill struck Denise Kainville of
Amherst from behi nd as their cars were travelling at 5:45
p.m. yesterday, according to police. No injuries were
reported.

• Police escorted an "unwanted" person from campus
after Univer.sity Library staff members complained of
the person's presence! on Tuesday at 9 a.m.

• A door on the second floor of the L^ni versify Library
was found damaged on Tuesday morning. Police said no
entrance was gained.

Qrff Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual
+ T l-OKUM The CLB Forum runs each Thunday and consists ofevent listings or interest

to the Gay. Leshian and Bisexual community. The CLB Forum is compiled by
the CLB Issues Editor who can he contacted c/o the Collegian.

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413)545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

Thursday, November 5
Lecture — Margaret Cerullo, a professor at Hamp-

shire College, will speak on "Who's in the White House?
Does It Matter? A Radical Queer Agenda for the 90s," at
4 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Film — A French peasant rescues and nurses a
German soldier back to health and the two men unex-
pectedly fall in love in We Were One Man. 7 p.m. Campus
Center Room 903.

Reading — Louise Raficin, editor ofDifferent Daugh-
ters: A Book by Mothers of Lesbians, will give a reading
from her newest work. Queerand Pleasan t Danger, at 7:30
p.m. at Food For Thought Books, 106 N. Pleasant St,
Amherst.

Meeting— The Lesbian and Bisexual Women's Union
will meet from 9:30 p.m.- 11:30 p.m. in the LBGA office,

413B Student Union.

Friday, November 6
Social— The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will host

a coffee social at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center Room 903.
Film — Paris is Burning will be shown at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center. No need to be shady, just fierce!

Saturday, November 7
Rollerskating — The Queer Student Groups of the

Five Colleges are sponsoring "College Queers on Wheels"
at Interskate 91 from 11:30 p.m. -1:30 a.m.

TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

FROM NEW YORK
Roundtrip One Way

London
$305 $165

Paris
$398 $219

RcMnc
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$458 $229

Tel Aviv/Istanbul
$639 $329

Guatemala Gty
$390 $205

$430 $225
Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes
Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia
Customs-lmmigntjon and departure

la>e« apply Farei subject to change

without mtice

.^/S/W TRAVEL
342MadisonAve NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

Dear 5-College Communityl
X'Mas is around the corner, so we want to

make a special offer on our entire collection of
jewellery, apparel & decorative crafts.

k ShippingMhtmst's Drem Come Ike

EveryM Tinged Merelmiise in our Basement

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
That Includes Elegant Silver Jewellery, Richly
Colored Hand Embroidered Ladies Dresses &

Exquisite Hand-Crafted Gifts.

THESE GREAT BUYS WILL BE ON TILL DEC. 31
But Do Not Walt because ttie Stock Is Limited

and ttiere will be no Rain Ctiecks!
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The Elections may be Over but the
$avings Continue at Scotts!

REGULAR. LIGHT. DRY
24-12 OZ. CANS

$1 099
*DZP.

PRICES
GOOD
THRU

11/7/92

GORDON'S
GIN

SALE PRICE 13.99
MAIL IN REBATE -3.00

FINAL <i

COST ^

SUTTER HOME
CHARDONNATft

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

$099
2 FOR O 750 ML.

POPOV
VODKA

SALE PRICE 10.99
MAIL IN REBATE -2.00

FINAL ^
COST ^899

1.75 L.

21 WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

DOMAINE
ST. GEORGE
RED ft WHITE TABLE WINES

$p:99
%J 1.5 L.
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Tele-check for
your personal check

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

Play all Mass
Lottery games here!

-WWW

THERE ARE
CERTAIN UNI-
VERSAL CON-
STANTS THAT
MUST AFFECT
THEMSELVES
FOR LIFE TO
CONTINUE
ALONG THE

SEMI-REASON-
ABLE TRACK IT
HAS SO FAR.
1.) GRAVITY
MUST WORK.

2.) HATCH FRIES
MUST BE

GREASY AND
CRISPY.

3.) THE DCS
MUST NEVER

SERVE YOU THE
SIZE PORTION
YOU REQUEST.
4.) THE DORM
DRYER WILL
ALWAYS RE-
QUIRE EIGHT

I

QUARTERS TO
FULLY DRY YOUR

CLOTHES.
5.) THE DORM
CABLE MUST

NEVER RECEIVE
REAL CABLE
CHANNELS.

6.) WHITMORE
MUST NEVER
PROCESS YOUR
PRE-REG FORM
CORRECTLY.
7.) YOU MUST
NEVER GRADU-
ATE WHEN YOUR
PARENTS WANT

YOU TO.
COLLEGIAN.

ONE THING YOU
CAN ALWAYS
COUNT ON.

i
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Last Call
Amherst may not be the only college town which

is trying to repeal liquor licenses from local area
bars.

In Kent, Ohio, where Kent State University is
located, the city council is asking the Ohio depart-
ment of Liquor Control to not renew two local bars'
licenses, according to the Da/7y Kent Stater.

Cheer's Bar and Grille and The Shark Club have
been cited by the council for violating a slew city
laws, such as underage drinking and disorderly
conduct of patrons.

Cheer's incidentally made this column back on
Sept. 15 for it's weekly specials, which include a
"Ladie's Night" where "ladie's drink for 50 cents all

night" and a "ladie's wet T-shirt and guy's best buns
contests."

Cheers co-owner Tony Jabor denied most of the
violations, claiming he ran a clean bar.

There's been one or two [violations) but not all

of these," he said. "No underage person has pur-
chased a beer at Cheers. We're probably one of the
strictest places around. We run a very, very re-
spectable operation. We feel there is some discrimi-
nation going on here."

Councilwoman Carol NefF said Cheers has be-
come a problem in the neighborhood surrounding
the bar. Noise and patrons leaving late at night are
most often cited problems, according to Neff.

Prohibition revisited
Seattle state Rep. Mike Heavey, a democrat,

needs to have a drink and relax.

However, ifhis new plan to end underage drink-
ing is enacted, he won't be able to consume alcohol
anywhere in a one-mile radius of the University of
Washington.

Heavey has proposed a plan which would ban
alcohol in fraternities, sororities, dormitories and
privately-owned residences within a one-mile ra-
dius of the University, according to The Daily,
Washington's student newspaper.

"Because there are 18 or 19 year-olds suddenly
on or near a university campus, what makes them
think it's suddenly legal to drink or that it's there
right to drink?" Heavey said.

Heavey said he does not believe current laws are
doing enough to curb the evils ofunderage drinking
and his proposal would sufficiently put an end to
the problem.

Counter-arguments to his plan, such as student
rights, are pushed aside.

"Why all this tolerance?" he asked. "Underage
drinking is illegal in all circumstances."

Party favors
Playboy Magazine's search for "Women of the

party schools" has arrived at the University of
Texas in Austin and some students and professors
are not pleased.

The April 1993 edition of Playboy will feature
nude, semi-nude and fully-clothed women from the
top 10 party schools in the

country. Texas was selected as one ofthese schools.

"[The pictures) cater to a narrow sexual image of
women," sociology Professor Susan Marshall said.

Denictria Williams, coordinator for the UT
chapter of the National Organization for Women,
referred to Playboy as "pornography."

"The question is, is pornography perpetuating
violence against women?" she said.

Elizabeth Norris, a representative from the

magazine is not concerned with the negative pub-
licity.

"We have tons of women," Norris said. "In the

South, California, Texas and Florida we expect a

lot of people."

The actual school which made the top ten would
not be revealed by Playboy, which will pay a model
more for a nude photo than a clothed one.

Norris said Playboy is looking for more thanjust
beauty and through an interview process will select

three total women from each school.

Election seen as positive
Gay community hopeful about Clinton 's intentions
Rv .CJTArV MAT nMP T^By STACY MALONE
Collegian SUff

Bill Clinton's victory in Tuesday's presidential election
could be a m^or step forward for members of the gay,
lesbian and bisexual community ifhe follows through on
his promises to extend their civil rights, according to a
University of Pennsylvania sociology professor.

George Lakey, author, lecturer and professor, gave
the ke3mote address forGay Lesbian Bisexual Awareness
Day titled "Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Liberation after
the Election: Mainstream or on the Margin."

Day events.

Matthew Jaquith, a 1989 UMass graduate, said the
"similarity I see among all ofthese groups is that they are
all scapegoats. When we become a visible group, we get
a lot of the anger from society."

Lakey said when the mainstream doors open to the
gaycommunity, members should walk through the doors.
Howover, gays, lesbians and bisexuals must also seek
other options.

"The Clinton/Gore ticket has an open appeal for the
gay community. The politicians have bid for our support
and when they win we are getting a piece of the pie,"
Lakey said. He asked the audience if they believed the
Democratic victory would open doors to allow the gay
community into American society.

"Hopefully Clinton will make all of the changes and
implement all the policies that he spoke about during the
campaign," said Wendy Mataya, a labor studies graduate
student.

Mataya said during the convention when Clinton
spoke about gays in a positive light she felt like he had
hugged her.

John Beck, a UMass student, said he hoped Clinton
would follow up on his promises to the GLB community.

"Clinton said he would lift the ban on gays in the
military, sign a freedom of choice act and sign a federal
GLB civil rights law," Beck said. "Whether that was all
election year hogwash or it will actually happen, I don't
know, but I'm hopeful."

George Lakey
MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN

Lakey, who is a Quaker, first got involved in activism
in the 1960's when he was arrested during a civil rights
protest.

"My Quakerism has inspired me to bring my message
to the people," Lakey said. "My life is committed to
service."

Lakey has given over a thousand workshops on over
four continents and has taught sociology at Swarthmore
College and the University of Pennsylvania.

Lakey said there are similarities and differences be-
tween thegaycommunity and othercommunities in society.
"There are people in our movement who will say we are
like the Italians and the Poles and are digestable by
society, because they believe that people are born as gays,
lesbians and bisexuals," said Lakey.

"There are also people who say we are not like the
Italian and Poles, because our characteristics ofoppression
are different and are harder for the American society to
digest," Lakey said.

Ben Zeman, a UMassgraduate student, said he doesn't
believe the gay community will be digested by American
society, because of sexuality and the ideals of sexism.

Zeman said another difference between the gay com-
munity and other communities is that people do not
always know if someone is gay, lesbian or bisexual.

Zeman works at the Program for Gay Lesbian and
Bisexual Concerns, which is sponsoring the Awareness

Workshop tackles issues
concerning GLB students
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff"

Gay, lesbian and bisexual people came together
to explore their feelings about coming out and being
out and to discuss ways to combat homophobia at a
workshop yesterday.

The workshop, titled "You've come out. You're
still out. Now what?" was facilitated by George
Lakey, one of the founders of the Movement for a
New Society in Philadelphia and an activist for gay
rights.

Coming out refers to the process by which gay,
lesbian and bisexual people recognize their identity
and share their identity with friends, family and
colleagues.

The workshop was part of Bisexual Gay Lesbian
Awareness Days which is sponsored by the Program
for GLB Concerns.

Confidentiality was a key concern for those at-
tending the workshop, which was held in the
program's office in Southwest Residential Area.
The turnout was small, but the reduced number
fostered an air of privacy.

Discussion revolved around learning to live with
discomfort and maximizing the knowledge gained
in Ufe. This involves releasing the negative feelings
that GLB students felt from experiencing
homophobia.

The workshop centered around "getting in touch
with yourself" Those at the meeting said they had
experienced pain, fear and anger.

Turn to WORKSHOP, page 8

Students combat anti-Semitism
By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Staff

Approximately 20 concerned students gathered earlier
this week to discuss ways to try to eliminate the various
formsofanti-SemitismJewish studentsendureoncampus.

"Jewish students are not comfortable with beingproud
of the fact that they are Jewish because they feel in-
timidated here [at UMass)," said Yehudit Heller, the
assistant director of the Hillel House staff.

The group, including student officer for Black/Jewish
Relations Steve Spariing, Hillel Prehi. ent Josh Slomich
and members ofthe house council ana staff", offered ways
to try to eliminate the recent rise in hate graffitti on
campus and raise awarenss about anti-Semitism.

But hate graffiti, students said, is not the only way
anti-Semitism thrives on the UMass campus.

"This form of discrimination has taken on several
faces this semester," Sparling said.

Many Jewish students had to miss exams and papers
due to the High HolyJewish holidays earlier this semester
and make up the work later on. But many say they had
to endure uncaring attitudes from their professors on the
importance of major Jewish holidays.

The group also discussed the dilemma of having final
exams scheduled on Saturday, which poses a problem for
many students who observe the traditional Sabbath day
of rest.

Students at the meeting said they are encouraged to
seperate their religion from their studies.

"It's an administration problem. There is too much
bureaucracy and Jewish students have no power."
Sparling said. Many students said they took exams on
the holidays to avoid problems with their professors.
A group representing Hillel is planning to meet with

Chancellor Richard O'Brien to try to resolve these prob-
lems.

The University does recognize some of the important
Jevrish holidays and Jewish students are excused from
classes, in accordance with State Law Chapter 375 of 1985.
However, students are not given those days off from
classes and still have exams scheduled on those days.
Many at the meeting said they feel the University

should understand that Judaism is not only a religion but
a way of life.

"This is all ludicrous. It's a spit in the face," said senior
Harry Horowitz, who claims that the SUNY college
system in New York offers Jewish students days off" for
their holidays. There is no reason why UMass shouldn't
follow suit, he ssiid.

Jewish students also face more blatant forms of anti-
Semitism. Recently, there have been several personal
graffiti attacks at students, ranging from Nazi swastikas
to derogatory slurs and remarks. Often, students don't
report the incidents to police, and as a result, awareness
of the problem is minimal.

Jewish students say they have tried to assimilate
their culture into the wider student population and many
say they would rather not stand up for who they are in
fear of causing problems for them.selves.
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Was it all just lip service?
Kent O'Brien sighed heavily. "I guess

this means we can all lay back and watch
the government control our lives now," he
said as he took a sip of some Blue Wall
coffee. "Let smiling Bill just start telling

us what's the correct way to think."
"Feeling bitter old boy?" grinned

Eustacia Fields. "I'd feel sorry for you if I

really cared, and I think you've got it

wrong anyway. I believe it was Fuhrer
Bush who wanted to control our bodies
and brainwash us with God and Country."

Nathan

CRICK
"Oh, please," Kent scowled. "I can't

stand how everybody distorts simple faith

and patriotism into some kind of fascist

mindset. And Bush isn't controlling your
bodies, he's just trying to save unborn
children. Doesn't that count for some-
thing?" he paused. "Oh. you voted for

Clinton, I guess that would be a no."

Eustacia continue to smile happily.
Tou're not bothering me, Kent. In two
months Bush will be gone and all of your
election rhetoric will be as worthless as
Bush's administration."

"Oh, Eustacia," Kent sighed. "How gull-

ibleyoumust be . Doyou honestly think Bi 11

Clinton is going to live up to all his prom-
ises? Did you decide to read his lips too? I

bet you think he's not going to raise taxes
on the middle class either. Wake up my
dear, you're living in a dream world."

"Like you haven't been in one for 12
years." she retorted.

"I never claimed that Reagan or Bush
were flawless. You apparently think Clinton
is some kind of saint, and I would never be
stupid enough to believe that for anybody."

"Oh, give mea break," laughed Eustacia.
"You would've kissed Reagan on the lips if

you had the chance. Hell, you probably
even believed him that trees caused pollu-

tion. The guy was almost as bad as
Stockdale. and he apparently believes water
lilies are the cornerstone ofour ecosystem

."

Eustacia nodded thoughtfully. "Yeah,
you're right. I really should've voted for the
guy who lied about taxes and Iran-Contra
and Iraqi arms sales and accused Clinton
of being a communist. That's honesty."

"You could've voted for Perot too, you
know," he said.

"He's a fascist millionaire pig," stated
Eustacia.

"Aaah, it's always refreshing to hear
such critical analysis ofa candidate," said
Kent, sipping his coffee. "And Bush is the
same I assume, and probably every Re-
publican in the United States as well.

Talk about closed minds."
"We've talked too much about Bush

already," she smiled. "And while we're on
the subject, did you hear Bush talk last

night? The guy was wasted," Eustacia
laughed. She haIf-<4osed her eyes and
started wobbling around in her chair. "I

jush wanned to shay that Americans still

shame the. . . uh. . . share the hame values.
I'd like to thank Jim Baker, my wife and,
uh. . . my friend Jim Baker, and. .

."

Kent rolled his eyes. "Yeah, like Clinton
probably didn't get stoned out ofhis mind.
That's all we need, a burnt President."

"I'm glad you agree," said Eustacia.

"I don't agree with anything," said Kent
seriously. "I think that Bill Clinton has
deceived this entire nation that he is a
freethinking moderate, when in fact he's

just more ofthe same garbage. He's going
to make this a welfare country where
nobody is going to be able to rise out of

their subservience to the government be-

cause free enterprise will all but be de-

stroyed. He's a liar and is going to run this

country into the gn^ound."

"Kent, just shut up," stated Eustacia
firmly. "Why can'tyoujust try to hope he'll

make this country better?"

Kent shrugged. "Because he'd just let

me down."
"He better not do that to me," she said

bitterly. "If he does, I don't think I'll ever
be able to put faith in a leader again."

Kent nodded slowly. "Well, 1 hope for

your sake he doesn't. I don't like the guy.
but it would be more ofa shame for him to

alienate people like you from politics than
anything else he could do to this nation."

Eustacia smiled. "Thanks a lot, Kent. I

just wish 1 could say the same for you," she
laughed.

"Alas, the price of conservatism," he
sighed with a smile.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

No action, no change

The wealthy are least charitable
Although it is comforting to know that

the fiscally fortunate among us are not
automatically cursed with the genes of
Ebenezer Scrooge, your toast to the gen-
erosity ofChuck Collins and other offspring
of successful businesspersons [Collegian,

Oct. 271 was a bit too sweet to swallow.
A dash of bitter truth appeared from

the selfsame Associate Press a week ear-
lier. A survey conducted by the advocacy
group Independent Sector reports that
charitable giving across the nation has
declined from 75 percent of American

households to 72 percent in 1991. The
survey, conducted by the Gallup organi-
zation, also points out that households
with incomes under $10,000 gave 3.6
percent of their income in 1991 while the
percentage for those in the $60-75,000
bracket was 1.7.

On the brighter side, the only age group
showing an increase in giving during the
same period was the 18-to-24-year-old.
Keep it up! Remember the less fortunate!

John McDonald
University Library

1 don't feel I can write about the elec-

tion. It's over, Clinton won and I am happy
about the outcome. This was the first

presidential election 1 was able to vote in,

and it was definitely a nice change to

think I could help by taking part in chang-

ing things that desperately needed to be

changed. . . and that's what I think I shall

write about.

Andrea

SPITZER
UMass is very different from my home-

town. There is diversity; that's the most
important difference. My town has yet to

accept the fact that others besides White
Protestants have as much ofa right to live

there as anyone else. Well, to be fair, there
are a few Jews and some Asian families.

That's their solution to diversity.

Coming to UMass was at first a great
shock to me. I have come to appreciate
that diversity, and it has taught me a lot.

Yet there is an issue I must address.
Many people, usually those referred to

as minorities, feel they are not well repre-

sented on campus. They cite the media,
the percentage ofminorities on the faculty
and administration and the hateful vio-

lence directed toward them as evidence of
this misrepresentation. I have no doubt
these people are under-represented. What
bothers me are the people who complain
and raise issues yet are unwilling to act on

their beliefs.

All important changes in our society

that have been brought about by dissent

and anger, outrage and resentment, have
come about because of people who genu-
inely cared, people willing to fight. Martin
Luther King, Theodor Herzl, Ghandi and
many others have fought, lived and died for

their causes. Without people like them,
how would our world have changed?
And without people on campus willing to

fight for their beliefs, how will things here

change? How will we be assured of equal

representation for everyone? 1 am not try-

ing to be dramatic— all changes, no matter

how small or isolated, are as important as

ones that affect everyone, worldwide.

I do not want to preach, to tell people

what to do, or make myself seem righ-

teous. I want to see fairness in all aspects

of campus life for absolutely everyone on
campus. I have learned from my years

here that people ofevery color, race, sexu-

ality, political background or religion can
get along and can work together peace-

fully.

For those who think things here are not

fair or equal, make yourself heard, be
active and fight for whatyou believe. Write
for the newspaper, protest, have meetings
— anything that lets people see your side.

The changes you can bring around may
help people for a long time after you leave.

Andrea Spitzer is a Collegian staff

member.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Why is it that whenever 1 hear the words "pulled

out of a mall in New Jersey" I expect the phrase "and
shot" to immediately follow?

Are you White? Male? Heterosexual? Fairly
wealthy? Well then, we've got the cologne for you:
"Oppression" by MENnen.

1 hear that serial killer trading cards are big sellers

back East. Odd how that doesn't surprise me. 1 wonder
if they come with gun. . . er. . . gum. And if they do,
what flavor?

Doctor of Neutopia?
Let's all play the name game and have some Avanti

pizza before we go dancing at Katina's. Eh, strike
that. Do people eat Rads pizza at the Vertex?

Well 1 hear Dr. Leonard Jefferies is coming to

campus. Jefferies is the formerNYC University profes-
sor who was canned recently for what some called anti-

Semetic remarks. Personally, I think people should be
allowed to say what they like no matter who or how
many agree with them. 'Course that doesn't mean 1

condone it all . At any rate, this should be an interesting
speech. Maybe it'll be half as interesting as how this

racially and ethnically divided campus reacts to it.

Happy thought of the week: "Your entire life could
be a dream from which youll wake up at any moment
to discover your life is much worse than you thought."

I'm part of that very select group of people on

campus that believe we're cultured and refined because
we don't like "Bud."

Marc

ELLIOTT
Funny to see organizations, professors and unions fall

all over themselves the past couple of weeks to come
forward and say "Racism bad." Gee, here's a revelation.

Sinead, I realize you have something to say, but there
are more constructive ways of approaching problems
than ripping up pictures of the pope.

O.K.— the campaign is over so now us columnists are
going to have to find some other ridiculous nonsense to
wTite about. But until next week here's the Elliott elec-
tion wrap-up:

• So Perot spent in the neighborhood of $100 million
on this campaign, eh? Politics is the easiest way to waste
money, I guess. Remember "Brewster's Millions?" Whoa.
How much does it take to buy a couple electoral votes in
this country anyway? Hey Ross, I thought you said you'd
win all 50. Dam. Slight miscalculation there.

• Too bad Bushy Boy, it was a close one. I'd guess you
didn't want thejob back anyway. Now it's time to decide if
you're goingtojoin Carterand build houses for the homeless
or follow Teflon Man's footsteps ( watch it, the trail may be
pretty slippery) and lecture in Japan for millions. Then

again you could spend your sunset years toolingaroundm that high-speed fishing boat ofyours, burning up all
that fuel you fought so hard for in the Gulf But don't try
to stay on unemployment too long. Remember— you
kept vetoing that bill. 'Course dad's money has served
you well, eh? Say George, did you really get a quail-
huntmg license on Tuesday? At least now we know you
can't win an election by calling your opponent a "bozo"
and comparing him to your dog.

• Now that we're entering the presidency that
doesn't mhale, I wonder if we'll be doing anything
about the air quality around here. I hope hell just
admit runmng for president was a ego thing and be
done with it. I mean, how many people have their faces
shaded over their office stationary?

• So, which did you find scarier? Clinton or the
economy?

• I'm not going to pass anyjudgements or anything,
but at an election rally for Bush and Quayle Thursday,
Uinton counter-rally rats were chanting "four more
days. All you math majors out there who ignored
Barbie s banter will notice that at the time it wasTwe
days until election day.

Ya know, if it weren't for the Collegian, the Grad
Voice would have nothing to write about

Eh.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.

Treat your car with respect, or you risk its cruel revenge
As a public service. I am poincrt/i risk h^in<TlQKoU,^ o „« *;ui l .l . , ., .. .

^As a public service, I am going to risk being labeled a
hopelessly witless vessel ofconfusion by relating a recent
experience of mine. I am about to lay myself across the
tracks of the Happy Valley Ridicule Railroad with the
hope that someone will learn and benefit. Please promise
not to laugh.

Last fall, when I escaped thosecommunal experiments
in mass insanity and privacy deprivation that are eu-
phemistically referred to as dorms, my father sold me his
mint condition '87 Toyota. For over 12 blissful months,
this hand-me-down auto and I were involved in an all-
consuming love affair. She was always there to take me
wherever my heart desired, and in the beginning, my
gratitude was immense. But as in many relationships,
something went subtly wrong, and I began taking her for
granted. In short, I was naughty to my car. But she
exacted a final, merciless revenge, and left me a sadder
but wiser automobile owner.
When I first noticed that the steering wheel was

trembling as I drove, I went into denial and blamed it on
poor road conditions. But deep inside, I knew that my car
was displaying the distressing symptoms of my own
callous neglect. Aside from a few monthly pauses to
refuel, I had been treating her like a cross between a
Timex watch and the Velveteen Rabbit, catching air on
speed bumps and then ignoring her in the aftermath.

But since nothing horrendous had ever gone wrong
mechanically, it was easier for me to ignore the barely

perceptible spasms beneath my hands. I'll admit that
when I made plans to visit my parent's home in a suburb
just south of Boston, it did cross my mind that this might
not be a wise venture. However, I decided to have the car
looked at as soon as I returned to Amherst. If the
tremblings were going to escalate into a full-blown
problem, they would have done so already, right?

Lori

O'CONNOR
Wrong.
Travehng at 75 mph on the crowded Mass Pike during

rush hour, my left front tire exploded. One moment, 1 was
humming along to the radio without a care in the world.
The next, I was screaming hysterically and babbling to
myself in tongues, certain that my wheels had just
transformed themselves into butternut squashes and
that I was, without a doubt, going to die. And the last
thing that I would ever hear would be John Lennon
telling me that everybody's got something to hide except
for him and his monkey. Oh, the horror.

Somehow I managed to regain control ofthe lurching
wheel and maneuvered my crippled vehicle into the
breakdown lane. When a police officer finally arrived, he
found me numb with fright and balanced precariously
upon the guardrail, a can of mace clutched firmly behind
my back in order to discourage any unwarranted friend-

liness from strangers in the night. He said that he could
change my tire, but when I told him I had no spare, he
called for a tow and vanished.

The tow truck arrived over an hour after my car first

impersonated a Tilt-a-Whirl, and by then my nerves were
stretched so tightly thatyou could have used them to floss

teeth. I couldn't even walk; my knees were weak from
watching, bug-eyed, as scores of 18-wheelers passed
within spitting distance. I was a frightened, freezing,

tear-stained, stumbling excuse for a human being.

Nearly six hours after leaving Amherst, my odyssey in

anxiety came to an end, and I collapsed quivering upon the
front steps ofmy childhood home, thankful to be out from
behind the wheel ofa car whose temper tantrum had made
Stephen King's Christine look positively smgelic. My father
listened quietly to my breathless narrative, and then
motioned for me to follow him outside. He opened my trunk
and lifted up a highly camouflaged compartment that I

hadn't known to exist. For several seconds my eyes refused
to convey to my brain the significance of what lay there.

It was a spare tire.

Okay, so it is semi-amusing. Ha ha. But I haven't put
on the proverbial dunce capjust to make you smile. Learn
from my ineptitude. Act right away when your car falls

ill. Ifyou can't, don't drive. Hoofing it may be tedious, but
it is far more palatable than what the stakes may costyou
in the foolhardy game of automotive Russian roulette.

lAiri O'Connor is a UMass student.

Drunk designated driver
leaves partier stranded

This Halloween I decided to stay in

and relax. But after lots of encourage-
ment, I decided that going to an off-

campus party wouldn't be that bad
after all. With the cold October air

blowing through the open window I

dressed as a football player.

My main concern was who would be
the designated driver. After being
promised we had two, I felt more at

ease to attend the party.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
The beer was cold and everything

was goingfine. College students dressed
like fools; enjojnng ourselves.

When I finished my second beer, I

was told that the designated driver was
leavingwith his girlftiend. I immediately
asked a ftiend, "Now who's going to

drive?" She said not to worry, Albert
(not his real name) would drive us. The
evening progi-essed as we all enjoyed
ourselves. The party wasn't the best but
the alcohol didenhance the atmosphere.

As soon as I saw Albert drinking I

threw out my cup. I grabbed a huge bag
of potato chips and began downing the
salty chips to help absorb the alcohol in

my system. I became livid for allowing
myself to be put in this situation. How
could this happen? One ofthe reasons I

didn't want to go to an off-campus party
was the fearofnot havinga sober driver.

I started yelling at my friends for

continuing to drink. I asked each of

them, "How are we getting home?"And
one said, "I don't know, but we will." I

felt like crying. The thought of calling

the police to break up the party entered

my mind, anything to get home safely.

In the distance, I saw the lights from
the Southwest towers illuminating the
brisk Halloween evening. I thought
about walking. However, the narrow
unlit road was creepy and I feared get-

ting hit by a car. I felt I was the only
responsible person out of my fiiends

because I was the only one concerned
about getting home. In addition, I was
the only one to stop drinking.

I wanted to call a finend, but I didn't

know where the phone was. I attempted
to enter a person's bedroom to find a
phone, but other activities were tran-

spiring (!). At this point, I tried to get

people together to leave. I could have
driven, but was highly self-conscious.

Was I sober enough to drive? Or was I

just neurotic? Visions of being arrested
entered my mind and I wanted to cry.

Finally, I grabbed the guy who be-

came "the third designated driver" and
demanded he take me home. He had
been drinking, but wasn'tdnmk. Other-
wise, I wouldn't have gotten into his car.

I put my seatbelt on and held onto the
door bar so tightly my hand began to

sweat. Within one minute, the drive

down that long side street was over. I

was in fixjnt ofmy building and as I got

out I said to Albert, "Have a safe evening.
And thank you so much for driving me
home. I didn't mean to be a pain. Bye."

Fortunately I got home safely. This
past Halloween has touched upon my
life in a way that will affect many
future decisions. When I become a
parent, I pray I won't have to tell a
story like this to my children to teach
them a lesson. But, then again at least

111 be able to tell the story.

Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian

staffmember.

The Jolly Roger s true meaning
to sailors on the S.S. Butterfield
Any insinuation that the pirate flag

flying above Butterfield dorm is a tribute

to any neo-Nazi group is undoubtedly the

product of an overactive imagination
coupled with someone's desire to impress
their self-proclaimed radical friends.

I suppose that the Pittsburgh Pirates

are secretly in league with Tom Metzger
and the White Aryan resistance move-
ment. L.A. Raiders fans, look out, you are

doing the wave for Hitler youth! Wait a
minute — remember that TV movie "The
Wave"? My God. I've stumbled upon a plot

involving Butterfield. TV. pro sports and
the neo-Nazi movement! Call the STPEC
department, send in the paraprotestor

crack building takeover units!

You boneheads!

The sjmibol of the Jolly Roger existed

long before the White Aryan resistance

was ever imagined. The pirate was indeed
a criminal, and the Jolly Roger was a sign

of destruction for many innocent people.

The symbol of the pirate to us, how-
ever, has a connotation of the person who
chooses to live outside society's norms. To
us it is a symbol of our defiance. Defiance

of the unjust policies foisted upon us by
Housing Services, defiance of idiots who
choose to be narrow-minded and
unaccepting ofpeople as individuals. This
is what the flag means to us.

The White Aryan Resistance is using
our sjTnbol — people like us have existed

for far longer than they have. Socrates,

Spartacus, Elijah Lovejoy, Susan B. An-
thony, Frederick Douglass — these are
people embodied in our reason for flying

this flag, for they were pirates ofthe mind.
Word has it that housing is now plan-

ning to take down the flag and the an-

tenna to which it is affixed. This should
come as no surprise to anyone.

It's important we realize that this event
is not happening in a vacuum. That is, it is

not a singular, unimportant incident.

Can this be possible, that someone
wants that flag down because it is racist?

Or is it a thorn in the side of a few select

but self-important, petty bureaucrats, as
this dorm had been for years, and this is

merely a very underhanded example of

taking advantage of a real problem, i.e.

racism, for someone to work out their own
personal problem?

Yes, the whining voice of someone so
unhappy with their own life that they try

to foist the blame onto the rest of us is a
voice frequently heard on this campus,
and unfortunately across this nation.

The difference is that those of us who
realize the petty whiner for whom he or

she is can also respect their right to be
stupid in public.

Yea, the S.S. Butterfield is under sail,

so prepare to be boarded, o ye of weak
minds and character.

Marc Randazza
President, Butterfield Dorm

This letter was signed by 38 residents.

Faculty union wants safety for all
This Board condemns absolutely any

and all forms of racism on this campus,
and expresses its solidarity with those
who are the targets of racist attacks.

We call on the administration to work
expeditiously toward creating a safe en-

vironment on campus for all students,

one in which racial prejudice or victim-

ization of any kind finds no place.

Executive Board
Massachusetts Society of

Professors

WMUA condemns
racist behavior at UM

In light of recent events on the University of Massa-
chusetts campus, we at WMUA feel it necessary to make
clear our feelings. The Management Board of WMUA
denounces racist behavior in all forms. Racism is de-

plorable, hateful and narrow-minded. As part of the

University system, we are deeply concerned about racial

attacks occurring on our campus and intend to do ev-

erything in our power to ensure that such attacks do not

occur again.

We at WMUA strive to maintain an atmosphere of

racial diversity in which all are welcome. We hope that

elsewhere on campus, whether it be in administrative

offices or residential areas, this policy of openness and

acceptance is adopted and adhered to. As one University,

and one community, we cannot allow such racist dis-

crimination of any kind and eradicate racism at this

University.

Although few may be guilty of such acts, we are all

responsible. It is incumbent upon our organizations, and

us as individuals, to combat racism wherever we may
find it. Finally, the Management Board of WMUA rec-

ognizes the hurt and anger felt by the University's

communities of color and wishes to extend to you a

healing hand and a commitment to your safety and well-

being.
Emily Stewart, Chairperson
WMUA Management Board
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faculty
continued from page 1

private and public schools, according to associate educa-
tion professor Patricia Anthony. She said because
Clinton's plan concentrates on the public schools, it is

"helping kids that are usually left behind |with bad
school systems I.

"

"Bill Clinton has had an excellent record for im-
provements in the public education system in Arkansas,"
Anthony said. "I think we now have a real advocate for
education in the White House."

Assistant political science Professor Peter Haas and
Environmental Director Joseph Larson said they to see

Chnton becoming the environmental president that Bush
only preached about being.

"With the election of Gov. Clinton, I expect less

weakening of environmental policy and 1 expect him to

take steps to stop the efforts of the Bush administration
to weaken environmental policy," Larson said.

"With the economy in the state it's in, we're probably
not going to be able to strengthen environmental controls,

the best we can expect, even with a president committed
to environmental goals, is to hold the line," Larson said.

"When the economy grows, well have a chance to improve."

Although many voters felt Bush would handle foreign

affairs better than Clinton did, two foreign affairs spe-

cialists said they believe Clinton will tackle international

ELL»S
UQUORS "'-o«,

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

New! American Beer Exciting!

$7.29 case caiis

(QuaniitN' l^isc^oiuiis Available)

problems in a tactful manner. Political science professor

KarJ Ryavec, who is an expert in Soviet and Eastern
European government, said Clinton will become more
involved in foreign affairs.

"Under President Clinton, I expect a much more
active policy in foreign affairs and less acceptance of
governments as they are," Ryavec said. "I expect a bit

more pressure on government to act more humanely."
"With the election of Gov. Clinton, I anticipate more

emphasis on human rights and less interventionary

action from a geopolitical point ofview," associate political

science professor James Der Derian said.

Psychology professor Ervin Staub said Clinton has
energized the nation as John Kennedy did, and with this

spirit he will reach out to the international community.
"Bill Clinton did extremely well in coming out and

trying to create a new spirit of community, in calling on
people in trying to energize them as Kennedy did," Staub
said. "One question is whether Clinton will try to bring
this spirit of community and caring into the real world,
into human rights issues, moving outward, into concerns
like Bosnia."

Material from the University News Office was used in

this article.
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Jefferies
continued from page 1

body should not unilaterally endorse Jefferies be-
cause it will cause a tremendous amount of pain to

the Jewish community.
"Jefferies's speech will divide people on campus. It

will not initiate positive steps in bridging the gap
between theJewish and Black communities," Sparling
s£ud.

Corey Rinehart, a member of the fraternity, said
he believes the SGA should be commended for giving
a loan to the fraternity.

He said the Black community feels alienated be-
cause they are not represented enough at the Uni-
versity. "The loan is the most representation the
Black community has seen in a long time," he said.

LATE NIGHTS. SWEATY PALMS,
WAXY FINGERS, BORDER TAPEY
SHOES, GRAPHICALLY CORRECT.
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Whatley man commits suicide
Thursday, November 5, 1992 / Page 7

WHATLEY, Mass. (AP) — An estranged husband
broke into his wife's home and wounded her with a
shotgun before shooting himself to death, state police
said Wednesday.

The husband was violating ajudge's restraining order
telling him to stay away from his wife.

The couple was identified as Maurice Theriault, 56,
and his 53-year-old wife, Nancy. She was in fair condition
Wednesday at Baystate Medical Center in Springfield
with a gunshot wound in the arm.

State Police Sargeant Leonard Von Flatern said the

husband broke into his wife's house in Whatley with a 1 2-

gauge shotgun, but she was away.
He waited until she returned and assaulted her, send-

ing her fleeing into the street, according to the officer. He
shot her there, dragged her back inside, assaulted her
again, and then turned the gun on himself, Von Flatern
said.

Authorities were called to the scene after neighbors
heard a shot and the wife's screams late Tuesday evening.

There were no immediate details on how long the
couple was separated or specifics on what may have

M joumalism
continued from page 1

Coverage of women in the news is

also a problem, but List said that has
begun to change recently.

"I think that it has improved dra-
matically just recently and 1 really

think that a lot of that has to do with
the Clarence Thomas/Anita Hill hear-
ings," List said. "I've noticedjust in the
newspapers that I read that a lot of
issues of concern to women have been
covered in the last year that had not
been previously covered."

In order to continue breaking down
barriers to women in journalism, such
as discrimination and harassment. List

said the issue needs to 'oe addressed
outright.

"It has to be put on the agenda,
whether in the newsroom or at the
university," said List. "People have to

feel that those who are in positions of

authority understand this issue and
take it seriously."

"I think most women have their

stories to tell, either with assignments
they've been given or problems with
harassment in the newsroom or prob-

lems with harassment by sources," List

said.

List referred to a recent article in

the Washington Journalism Review as
an example. The article quoted a
University of Maryland survey which
polled 102 female journalists working
out ofthe congressional press galleries

in Washington. More than 60 percent

said sexual harassment had been a
problem for them.

"I think that's incredible. That's
more than half the women working at

that level," List said.

List earned her bachelor's degree
from the University ofMissouri School
of Journalism in 1970. She holds
master's degrees in journalism and
history from Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity in 1973 and 1974, respectively.

In 1980, List earned a doctorate from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison
School of Journalism and Mass Com-
munication.

In addition to UMass, List has taught
journalism at the University ofMissouri
and the University of Rhode Island.

List worked for two years as a re-

porter for the Metro-East Journal in

East St. Louis, 111. She has published
numerous research papers, several
relating to the portrayal of women in

the media.
During her second year at UMass,

List created a course titled "Women in

Joumalism" to address some of the
problems women face in the media.
List said a need for discussion on
women's participation and coverage in

joumalism prompted her to create the
course.

"Since I've started the "Women in

Journalism" course here, I've been
hearing a lot ofstudents tellingme how
much they appreciate being able to

study these things," List said.

A Panel Discussion

Race, Gender and Sexuality

in the Newsroom

Panelists include:

Athelia Knight, Staff Writer, Washington Post
Ellen Kleig, Assistant City Editor, Boston Globe

Stephen J. Simurda, Free-lance Journalist

Moderator: Chancellor Richard O'Brien

Friday. November 6, 1992

2:30 - 5:00 P.M..

Campus Center 163C

Sponsored by Department of Journalism
and

Office of Human Relations
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workshop
continued from poge 3

Many expressed feelings of rebellion, along with
a feeling of being overwhelmed. They said they all

felt as though they were in a space, all alone, with no
one to help. Some said this program helped them
deal with their sexuality and all the emotions sur-
rounding it.

Lakey had many activities to help put across his
ideas. He involved the group in two-person encoun-
ters. They focused on goals and what each partici-

pant wanted out of life.

Other activities included role-playing and net-
working. Lakey said these were meant to be more
therapeutic and helped relieve the anxiety that had
built up.

The workshop was emotional and Lakey had to

pause to let each participant fully explore their
feelings. He commented that he was "amazed by the
richness of experiences."

Lakey also asked people to tap into their resources
and use their emotions to help enrich their Uves.

The agenda for the meeting included setting

goals, creating action plans, and supporting the gay
community. He said homophobia needs to be com-
batted and the community needs to stop infighting

and work together.

The workshop was based on increasing self-ex-

ploration and personal awareness. The issue of

sexual orientation was never directly addressed,
because all the participants said they were relatively

comfortable with their sexuality.
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Republicans blame loss on Bush
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Members of the University of Massachusetts Repub-
lican Club called President-elect Bill Clinton's convinc-

ing victory over President Bush in Tuesday's election a

"sad day for America."
"Basically, I would move out of the country and go to

Russia," said senior Kevin Jourdain, former president of

the Republican Club. "But I'm living there right now."
"I'm disappointed to say the least," he added.
Members of the Club agfree Clinton didn't really win

the election — Bush lost it for himself Jennifer Fazzi,

vice president of the Republican Club, said she believes

Bush wasn't true to his conservative values. "It's a sad
day to be an American," Fazzi said.

"The fact is that CUnton was in the wrong place at the
right time," Jourdain said.

While Bush tried to use the issue ofcharacter against
Clinton, Bush hurt himselfwith his "read my lips" speech,

according to Jourdain.

"That put a nail in [Bush's] trust campaigfn," said

Jourdain, who said he believes there was too much
emphasis on the economy in the campaign. He questioned
ifthe economy would even be an issue in upcoming years.

Although Jourdain said he thinks the economy is

destined to improve in the next year despite Clinton's

leadership, he said he is going to give him the benefit of

the doubt in his time as president.

Jourdain predicts that in the next election a much
more conservative candidate will take the Oval Office.

Jourdain also said he thought Clinton won only because

of an anti-Bush theme and his platform of change.

Bush lost because ofthe economic recession, according

to Jourdain, who attributed the high voter turnout to

voters' fear of the future. He said the Republican Party's

strong point is historically the economy and Democrats

usually focus on social causes. But because the economy
was a weakness for the party. Bush had no chance. Ifthe

economy was fine. Bush would have won, Jourdain said.

Jourdain said he doesn't think Clinton will be an
effective commander-in-chiefand that hell have to heavily

rely on his large staff of handlers and assistants. It will

be interesting to see how Clinton works with the Demo-
cratic majorities, he added.

Perot also hurt Bush in the key electoral states,

although not too severely, Jourdain said, adding that he
was surprised Perot received 18 percent of the vote. He
said he expected Perot would only get eight or nine

percent of the vote.

Paraphrasing Bush, Jourdain said he encourages

people not to give up hope in the Republican process.

Program helps minority students
By LISA CASEY
Collegian Correspondent

Members of the University of Massachusetts men's
and women's basketball have been doing more than
simply practicing theirjump shots— many are currently
involved in a tutorial outreach program for minority high
school students in urban areas.

The program, called Bridging Worlds, is headed by
Steve Satell, an academic interventionist for the Com-
mittee for Education ofBlack and Other Minority Students
and TAP (an honors program in the School of Manage-
ment), and by Tim Kingston, head academic coordinator
for the UMass basketball team.

The program is sponsored by Afro-American studies
professors Michael Thelwell and John Bracey ofthe New
Africa House.

Bridging Worlds involves minority students from
Springfield and Lowell. Its goal is to encourage these
students to fulfill their academic potential and to help
them better understand and conquer the hardships oflife

and society by learning how their actions today have a
strong bearing on their future.

The tutors in the program, who must meet certain
criteria to participate and receive credit for their in-

volvement, serve as role models for the high school
students by talking about the problems which they have
overcome to reach their personal goals, and encouraging
the students to do the same.
The tutors discussed the trials of achieving academic
success and discussed various problems which can in-

hibit success to the 30 students that attended the pro-
gram at Commerce High School in Springfield.

"Who here likes to win?" asked Steve Satell, head
tutor. Approximately three-fourths ofthe students raised

their hands.
"You must learn from your losses before you can win.

Failure to succeed comes from failing to try," Satell said.

Kennard Robinson, tutor and senior basketball team
member, emphasized the importance ofstudents believing
in themselves.

"I proved them all wrong," said Robinson, referring to

the National Collegiate Athletic Association. Robinson
had been prohibited from playing basketball his freshman
year due to Proposition 48, an NCAA clause that forced

him to devote his time to academics.
As a result, Robinson worked hard and eventually

surpassed his academic expectations.

Laurie Dendarski, tutor and member of the UMass
women's soccer and basketball teams, urged students not
to sell themselves short by not fulfilling their potentials.

Shawn Polk, tutor and member ofCEEBMS, discussed
the difficulties she faced her first year. ''I knew I was
smarter than what I was putting out, and I had to start
working harder to prove it," said Polk. She admitted that
her success was due to her strong desire to fulfill her
goals.

Tommy Pace, tutor and former member ofthe UMass
men's basketball team, urged students to push themselves
academically and to act on every opportunity they find in
their education.

"I wish I learned more and concentrated on education
when I was younger, but instead I took the easiest classes
to get by," Pace said.

Tutors will return to the high schools in the spring to
follow up on the students' progress. In the mean time, the
tutors will keep in contact with the students through
letters during the year and will give the high school
students a first-hand look at higher education during a
day at UMass.
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Quote of the Day
"Do you know me? I was president of one of the most

powerful countries on the planet. Now I'm just another
has-been politician. But sometimes I need people to
know who I am, that's why I carry the American Un-
employment Card. Because term limits work.

"

- George H. W. Bush

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
JEANE DIXONBy

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Al-

though a jol) oiYer sounds gcxxi, cnv
ploymenl Ix-nelils could give you
second thoughts. Banish sell-imposed

resJriclions. You are much more cre-

ative than you think!

TAURUS (April 20-May 201: A
wonderful day lies ahead it you w<jrk

with a will to get things settled. Be
caretui not to let someone down.
Your psychic sensitivity is on the rise.

Trust your instincts.

GEMINI (May 21 -lune 20): Face
tacts. Someone is less de(jendal)le

than you would like. Rely on your
own ellorts. This evening could mark
the end ol your participation in a
grcHjp.

CANCER dune 2 1 -luly 22): Good
eating habits aixl regular exercise will

boost your stamina. Kick the junk
food habit once and lor all! Invest in

something that really interests you.

LEO(|uly23-Aug.22):Acontident
attitude makes you popular now. Do
not wasletime on trivial matters when
there is a big audience you can influ-

ence. Refuse to let others dump iheir

problems on you.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): An
abrupt change of pace occurs. A busi-

ness or marriage proposal is featured.

Take your own sweet time to think it

over. You may have to change certain

social plans to accommodate others.

LIBRA (Sop«. 23-Oct. 22): You
may be hesitant to promote yourself
or your plans today. A staunch ally

goes to bat for you in a drantalic

fashion. Do your liest to live up to this

person's expectations.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-NOV. 21): Do
not play games with another |)erson's

emotions. If you are not serious alxtul

a conin)itment, say so, but in a gentle

manner. A romantic partner could
throw you a curve!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
2 1 ): You can do your l)est work alone
today — far from distractions and
interruptions. Do not get Iruslrated il

new iiK'thfxJs prove dillicull lo mas-
ter. Persevere.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Stop doubting your unique abilities.

Hard work and perserverance will

help you accomplish miracles.
Counsel an associate who has finan-

cial woes. Romance is fulfilling.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fel). 18):

Draw the line with a family member
who does not want to shoulder re-

sponsibilities. Someone may (xessure

you for an answer to a recent query.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Your
spirits get a big boost when a pal calls

with exciting plans. Go along with
the tide. It could turn out to be an
interesting adventure. Be your own
best friend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George
Copy Editor Lisa Donadio
PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Seth Kaye
Production Janet Riley,

David Maryakhin, Michele Bakis

Menu
LUNCH

Kielbasa Grinder

Hot Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato Casserole

Hot Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Pork

Cheese & Macaroni

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Beans

Cheese & Macaroni

ACROSS
1 Aptly named

British spa
5 Twice CCCII
9 Embrace
1? Soprano Petina
13 — Lama
14 Measured

ponion
1

5

Amaze
16 Round cheeses
1 7 Type of exam
18 Strauss

operetta

21 "From — With
Love": 1963
BoTKl (lick

22 Stravinsky

23 Table scrap
24 Gilbert and

Sullivan

operetta

30 "— count the
ways "

31 Nets
32 "Le Roi d'Ys"

composer
35 Latin lesson

word
37 With -The.'

Chicago area
38 Wintry eave

sight

41 Tom of "The
Seven Year
llch"

44 Rodgers and
Hammerstein
musical

46 Bog
49 Not fooled by
50 Stand in the

way
52 "The — ":

Tchaikovsky
opera

55 Touch on
57 Conductor

Santi

58 Bndga. In

Boulogf>e

59 Pod lookallkes

60 Made ol wood
6 1 Seed coal
62 Mount — . Nev
63 U S weather

satellite

64 Oxford feature

DOWN
1 Caf«

? Dudley Moore
rote

3 Tops In

loyalty

4 Does a
museum /ob

5 June honorees
6 Potters shape

this

7 Satiric verse in

Greek literature

8 Countenances
9 English or

French
follower

10 "Born In Itie —
11 Set

13 Exit

14 Threshold
ledge

19 Exclamation of

horror

20 Billy or Pete
25 Miss Hogg
26 Hercules v lion

site

27 Goddess who
rescued

Odysseus
28 — volente

29 Cleo's killer

30 Lat>or-dispule

actions

32 Ignited

33 Alas, to Hans
34 Prevaricate

36 Possess
39 Do a tailoring

tob
40 Agreement
42 Menio Park

name
43 Like Oali

watcftes

45 They're doad
ducks

46 Hat type
47 Blissful

48 Get comfy
51 —Bull
52 Wharf
53 Corrida shouts
54 Market, of a

sort

55 Jungle
swinger

56 — canto

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LF
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Costas, SportsCenter head list of Art's honors
Broadcasting excellence, especially in

sports, depends on how you relate to your
audience. Whether it is on ESPN, NBC,
CBS. or ABC, the men and women who
translate sports make it easier to watch
and learn, and for this they deserve the
highest honor: Art's Awards for Sports
Ref>orting.

Arthur

STAPLETON
Students living on this campus may

lose touch with the sports world, espe-
cially without the services ofGod s gift to
the fanatic, ESPN. Over the summer, this
writer overdosed on SportsCenter, the best
possible review of the athletic arena.

This all-sports network is characterized
by charismatic broadcasters and influen-
tial advice. From Chris "Boomer" Berman
to Dick "Prime-time baby" Vitale, it doesn't
matter what team you follow, because
ESPN keeps you on top of every team.

Best tandem on television: "Welcome
to Happy Hour" is the lead used by ESPN's
Keith Olbermann and Dan Patrick to in-

troduce their nightly show, usually the
11:30 p.m. edition of SportsCenter. The
best thing about these two is that they
mesh together as a pair, not as two indi-
viduals. Patrick is known for his famed
calls of "Freeze it!" and "Good!"

Whether it is baseball or hoops, Patrick
is entertaining as well as a fountain of
knowledge. UMass got a full dose of Mr.
Patrick last season both during and after
the broadcast ofthe midnight game in the
Cage against Siena. By staying around to
talk to the Minutemen fans, this man won
my accolades.

His partner Olbermann came out of
nowhere to grab the spot along side the
famed Patrick. The best clip this summer
was one of the Keith Olbermann fan club,
along with a guy dressed like his hero of
SportsCenter.

Worst tandem on television: I've

Experience MINUTRMANTA

Become a student booster. Get the benefit
ofAdvance Ticket Pickup plus:

• Minutemania T-shirt

• Game Receptions
• Souvenirs
• "The Maniac" Newsletter
• And your Minutemaniac membership card!

Sign up! Become a MINUTEMANIAC!
Join at: 203 Boyden

545-3190

Contact: Margaret Driscoll

V4>SI

ELECTION WEEK SPECIAL
$3.00 Pitchers
50C Drafts

$1.00 Miller Genuine Draft Bottles
$1.50 Vodka & Sprite

Wed Nite--Come Sign Gp for Guest
Bartender Nile

Thursday-FREE APPETIZERS 9:00-i0:30
Wings, potato skins, chicken fingers, etc.

Friday- -All You Can Eat Buffet $2.00

Try our Sunday Brunch 11:B0-I:B0

ali-you-ean-eat $3.99

sausage, baeon, ham, roast beef, eggs, hash

browns, quiehe, french toast, assorted muffins,

danish and desserts

Pitchers of Mimosas $S.SO

Bloody Marys $2.00

heard ofbeating a dead horse, but this one
is needed. Channel 40's SportsSunday Live
with Mike Ratte and Jim Chne doesn't

Hve up to the hype its station tries to

gather. Wait, it doesn't receive the good
hype, but the show is ripped by this

prognosticator every Friday.

The reason this show turns me offis the
fact that Jim Chne tries too hard to be
funny, and he seems extremely shallow
when it comes to sports, trying to be a fan
of every successful team. Hey, Jim, jump
on the Cowboys bandwagon, cause it left

the station on Sunday.
On the other hand, Mike Ratte has

talent, and I commend him for putting up
with a partner who should be working for

a PBS aflihate instead of NBC. Ratte's
work thus far has caught my eye, and
some esteemed station must put him out
of his misery and give him another job,

preferably ESPN or CNN.
Ratte gives insight to many things, but

he doesn't overdo it. He can interview
influential people like John Calipari and
not get emotionally involved.

Well, the best place to continue is "Prime
Time, Prime Time," with Berman, Tom
Jackson and Chris Mortensen. You know it

is football season when the boys of pigskin
start and end your Sunday of sports.
Berman has the most character of any
sports journalist, and his versatility gives
ESPN high ratings. This man is the one
who has taken the country by storm with
his creative nicknames, having them be-
come household items ( Do the names Fred
"Crime Dog" McGriffand Lance "Oh, dam,
you sunk my" Blankenship ring a bell?).

Jackson provides the player insight
needed to make the fan aware ofstrategy in
the game. After starting rough around the
edges, he has become one ofthe mainstays
when itcomes to theNFL. Mortensen seems
to dig up the dirton what is goingon behind
the scenes in the leagfue.

Not many announcers can afiect a sport
like Keith Jackson has changed college
football (woah nelly, let me tell ya about
Jerome Bettis; he's rumblin', stumblin',
bumblin' all the way to the end zone).

Former coaches don't make good an-

nouncers in this writer's opinion, but there
are exceptions. One of these is none other
than John Madden, who is a football god. I

have one comment on Mr. Madden: he's so
great that the best video game ever is his.

When it comes to hoops, the profes-

sional ranks are topped by the tag team of
Marv Albert and the "Czar of the
Telestrater" Mike Fratello. Albert is the
voice ofthe NBA, and his memorable calls

are numerous: "Ewing is hearing it from
the capacity crowd!" or "Oh, what a move
byJordanl'Marvis one ofthe most popular
guests on Late Night with David
Letterman, and he has his own following
up at Syracuse, his former school, as well
as colleges across the country.

Fratello, a former graduate of
Hackensack High, my alma mater, has
proved that this former Atlanta coach
does have a place in the NBA: broadcast-
ing. He goes well with Albert, and NBC
should never lose the NBA contract with
these two running the games.

College hoops is controlled by one man
that has changed the way people view the
sport. He is none other than Vitale, who
possesses more energy during a broadcast
than anyone else ever could.

His vocabulary has become synonymous
with hoops for college fans, especially his
"T-O baby" and "Diaper Dandy." Vitale is

another former coach who has made it big,

and he supports his partner, whoever it is.

Mike Lupica is a journalist who covers
sports as well as it could be done. This
syndicated columnist appears on ESPN's
Sports Reporters and should be given his
own show. Lupica has the best ideas in
sports, and he needs to be commended, not
chastized.

Art's Ail-Time Favorite Broad-
caster: This one goes to the jack-of-all-
trades — the incomparable Bob Costas.
From the Olympics to baseball, football to
hoops, Costas is the man when it comes to
reporting on sports. Talk about versatile,
this man even has a really late night talk
show on television, as well as his Costas
Coast to Coast radio program.
Read Collegian columnist Arthur

Stapleton every Friday.

EACHING

DEADLINE EXTENDED:
NOVEMBER 12, 1992

DO YOU HAVE A PROFESSOR OR TA AT UMASS WHO IS

•...Really Good?
• Generates ExcHemenI?

• Makes You Think IN New Ways?
• Influences Your Life?

• Helps you with your career choice?

If you do, the Distinguished Teoching Award Commitfee
wants you to nominate her or him for a DTA Award

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE

GRADUATE DEAN'S OFHCE

514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

swimming
Thursday. November 5, 1992 / Poge 1

1

conlinued ffom page 12

Captain Kari Edwardsen said.
Sat.. Nov. 7. at 1:00 p.m. the Minute-

women will host UVM in Boyden pool

M Scott s

"Saturday will be the first significant
test for us." said assistant coach Ed
Melanson. "UVM is one ofthe better teams
in New England."

continued from page 12

the Bruins will make the playofTs.
• The Shirl figures the Red Sox might

as well go for Ruben Sierra. "Let ihem
spend some big bucks foi- another super-
star then watch him fade into obscurity."

The Shirl, building a better tomorrow.
• So if all goes well, the Fumblers win

their final eight, squeak in as a wildcard
and the rest, as they say. is history.

• If there's a better feeling than run-
ning a table in pool, I'd guess it's by illegal
means.

• Looks like Coach Mac has been sick-
ened to the point where he has to take a
couple of weeks off So who's going to run
things on the sidelines'.^ My phone should
be ringingany minute now. butmy trustful
agent has advised me to only accept ifthey
are renamed the Montague Maulers.

• I've never mentioned a 12th-ranked
water polo team in this space. There, now
I feel better.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyes on Santana.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Men's XC places third

I'D JUMP THROUGH HOOPS FOR UMASS BASKETBALL.
ONLY IN THE COLLEGIAN.

By GWENDOLYN Mcl^URlN
Coilepfian Correspondent

The" UMass Men's cross countiy team
pulled off an amazing upset tlus past
weekend by finishing third at the New
England Championships at Franklin
Park in Boston.

Matt Simon and Erik Andelman had
an outstanding race as they finished
together, placing ninth and] 6th respec-
tively. Coach Ken O'Brien said that he
knew that they would be a force if they
got the chance to run together. Prior to
the New Englands, they only raced to-
gether once earlier in the season.

O'Brien also felt that the rest ofthe
team "held their end ofthe bargain" and
were very solid throughout the whole
race. The coach also thought the whole
team performed very well and that the
race was basically error free. O'Brien
said he was very pleased that all of his

runnels placed in tiie lop fifty, calling
this "the besl race ofthe year, so far."

The field consisted of teams from
Divisions one, two and three from Maine
to Virginia. The pre-race poll had placed
UMass in the second five (sixth place
through tenth ). But by the end ofthe day
the Minutemen had captured third .

O'Brien said that he was very happ.\
that all of the team's hard work had
finally paid off. He said that he has l)een

watching them improve measurably in

the practices but that it had not paid off
during the meets. He also said that this
was a great confidence booster for them
as they are going into the Nationals.

The Nationals will be held at Lehigh
Universityon Nov. 14. Although O'Brien
said that he thinks the top five spots
are pretty much locked up, he said he
sees a field of about twenty teams that
could grab the next few spots on any
given day.

Fur the Serious

Student

• Quiet Apartment
Living

• Convenient
• Affordable

• Flexible

THE BROOK
253-3834

READ OUR LIPS . LOW, tow PRICES!!

"IDC jH/I Don't Drink
and Drive

MAIlhi I irMirsoc

Round Trips (rem Naw Yorii S(artin|M:

CANCUH $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE CR. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK. 949
Taxes not Inckidad. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change A avaihbilhy.

Call about one ways. W* bsu*
EURAIL pattM on th« SPOTI

BUD, BUD LIGHT,

& BUD DRY «H049CASE OF 2-12 PK. vT'y'*^
BOTTLES Mgm + DEP. \m

SAM ADAMS «.^^„„
BOSTON LAGER *"|6??e
CASE OF 24-12 OZ. BOTTLES

DEP.

SCOTCHMONDAVI
WOODBRIDGE CHARDONNAY $^99
& CABERNETSAUVIGNON tf&CAUtHNET SAUVIGNON ^ 750 ML

jgSTALMADEN 7Z7Z
^^^CHARDONNAY, ZINFANDEL ^W^^

& CABERNET SAUVIGNON W 1 5 L

79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst MA 01 002

256-1261

ROLLING
ROCK
12 PACK BOTTLES

CORONA
12 PACK BOTTLES

$St
49
DEP

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY &
GOLDEN ANNERVERSARY
L'^"T" $779

DEPCASE OF 24-12 OZ. CANS 7Ml

IGNLENOOK WINES $/;49
CHENIN BLANC. FRENCH O
COLUMBARD. RHINE, ROSE. 30 UTER
CHABLIS. BLANC DE BLANC, BLUSH.
WHTTEGRENACHE. WHUEZINFANDEL

1990 CHATEAU $^99
PITRAY O
FRENCH RED BORDEAUX

BARTLES & JAYMES
WINE COOLERS
SALE S2 99
MAIL IN REBATE -$1.00

I AFTER
REBATE

$i99
1

$'

GORDON'S AI^ER REBATE

VODKA $949
SALE $1 1 .49, MAIL IN REBATE -$2.00

SCHENLEY
WHISKEY
SALE $11.49
MAIL IN REBATE -$3.00

COST AFTER
REBATE

[49
M.75L

$
8:

GILBEY'S GIn'°«bb'^e^''

$3496ALE $11.49
MAIL IN REBATE -$3.00 1.75L

RON ROBERTO
WHITE RUM

SALE $10.49
MAIL IN REBATE -$1.50

COST
AFTER REBATE

$
Si

not responsible for

typographical errors

nDP\h 9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 11,5/92 THRU

WEDS. 11/11/92

Full Redemption Center

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
lLE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Japan-America Club general mtg.
tonight 7;30 pm Mtg. rm to be an-

nounced or call 256-4654 for more info.

AIRLINE TICKETS

Airline Tickets take S50 SlOOoff any
fare call Stuart at 516-767 7646

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 bedroom
apt on bus route minutes from campus
$899/mo 256-0741

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb.
1st A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail Jan 1st.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No^Pleasant St. 253-7879

1 Bdrm apt in PufftonI Move in any
time only 434 (includes heat, hot water)
Well Kept! See it! 549-3542

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR SALE

Department of Landscape Archi-
tecture announces its Fall Workday
Saturday, November 7, 1992.

YOU supply tools WE supply labor

Call 665-7207 by 11-6

Tired of your science ma|or7
Try Food Science
Call Dr. Chinachoti 545-1025

COLLEGE PIZZA

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small cheese $3.50
Large cheese £5.99

1 or 2 toppings $6.99
Free soda with large sub salad or

spaghetti

549 6098 549 6073
MUST MENTION THIS AD

Brother Wordprocessor WP-760D+
with spreadsheet brand new with one
year warranty.

Only $298
546-0390

Like new Brother word processor
WPD 760D plenty of features

A steal at $210 or best offer

546-1197

Earn $1000/week at home stuffing

envelopes! For information, send long
SASE to CJ Enterprises, Box 67068K,
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44222

Evening Jobsl Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action $7/hr. On buslines. 584
9830

Fund Raisers for Christmas Kenle
program, outdoor work needed for 3
hour shifts from November 21 thru
Christmas. Reliable and dependable
individuals a must. Contact Lisa at the
Salvation Army M & F 3-7 and Thurs 1-

6 $4.50/hour

••LEGAL INTERNSHIPS^*

Spring 1993 Internship* with the
Legal Services Center! Get hands on
experience in the legal field - work
directly with attorneys and clients. Earn
up to 15 undergraduate credits. No ex
peiience in the legal professional nec-
essary - training provided. Contact Le
gal Services today: 545 1 995, 922 Cam-
pus Center. November 1 3 is the applica
tion deadline.

Jim SomppI

Holy Sh t 4 years!!!

I love you. sunshine -

Forever and ever

ROOMMATES WANTED

RSO FAIR '92

RSO FAIR '92

Monday, November 9
12 4 SUB
FREE food, entertainment, prl?es.

Demonstrations and Information.
5-College Community Welcome!
SPONSORED BY
Div. of Student Activities

LOST

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot Reading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch at 548-9761

Stereo Components: Used/recondi-
tioned, area's biggest selection. Buy/
Sell/Trade at StereoA/ideo Exchange,
Sundays 10-4, inside Jackson's Flea

Market, Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley.

Other days call 256-0941

Tandy 200 Portable computer
2 Power Pacs + case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 $450 O.B.O.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn $600* a week in canner
ies S4000/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room and Board! IMal*

or Female. Get a head start on this

summer. For employment program call

1 206 545 4155 ext.ASOOl

Postal Jobs Avallablal Many posi-
tions. Great benefits. Call 1-800 333-
3737 Ext. p-3306

SPRINGBREAKERS
Promote our Florida Spring Break pack-
ages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Or
ganize SMALL or LARGE groups. Cam-
pus Marketing, 800-423-5264

$500.00
If you have access to a video camera,
we're looking for students to film a
mini-video. May lead to permanent po-
sition. For information, call C.B. produc-
tions^lnc. MF 9 5, (617)332-9606

>200 - $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're paid direct. Fully guaran
teed FREE INFORMA'nON- 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright »
MA15KDH

WANTED: TRAVEL REPS for spring
break. Established company with many
years experience. Earn money on spare
time and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA, ask for Bonnie

aiasses in black case somewhere be-
tween E-Lot and Central - Call 546-5258

Lost Ski Club jacket Sat - Alumni wknd
uptown red North Face Reward
offered please call office 545-3437

Green • White House on Halloween
were you there? I lost my camera -

Pentax 10 200M. Reward for info lead-
ing to its return. Joanne 6 5624

MUSICIANS

Female to share 3 t>edroom house in

North Amherst over intersession and/
or Spring. On bus route

Call Candace or Michelle

549 4301

2 fun roomates needed as of Jan. 1st

$140/monlh including heat and hot wa
ter^49 4911

2 girls needed to share largest bed-
room in a 3 bdrm Puffton APT. 549-7319

3 Responsible women
Need housing for Sping semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Ni 546 0580 or

Jen 546-4978

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page, spell
check, laser printout. $1.50/page. Brian
546 1795

Typing-Word processing
Resumes, reports, theses,

dissertations. Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586^
5268

WANTED

BasaistandDrummer needed for rock
band. Call Jason 6-7301, or Steve 6-

1086 for info.

PERSONALS

Amherst-Belchertown line 3 to 5

bedroom new homes on bus route call

5864270

Couplea - Property Manager Free

Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256 0741

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons - first lesson half price

665 1178

••Hair Casf
Anyone with a clue recognized the en
ergy and enthusiasm with which you all

performed. Mark et. al., great work and
thanks for sticking together. Pay no at-

tention to those who have proven
themselves Ignorant

Hey Kimmy Z.

Happy 21! The tequila shot is on me.
Love,

The Guy in Chico

SERVICES

Free Peer Counseling lesbian, gay,
bisexual issues. Phone or walk in. LBG
counseling collective, 406G Student
Union 545-2645

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops. 549-1906

Resumes
Need help? I have experience with re-

sumes. Quick service, free advice, ex
cellent quality, and LOW prices. IBM
laser printing service available..

Call Andy 549 8463

Tarot readings
Call Chris 25&0821

We want your 2BDRM Puffton lease!!
Starting January 1. Call us first' Reward
if we sign itil Call 549 7319

Singer - Do you went to sing ttw
National Anthem al UMass Basketball
games? Contact Margaret in the Ath-
letic Dept. For information 545-3190

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing lor spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 5460580 or
Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease! 4
person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546-2296
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Sports
Scott Reed— Collegian Athlete of the Week
By KEVIN HERLHiY
Collegian StafT

After the final buzzer sounded at the
New England Championship water polo
game Sunday afternoon, the two teams
involved lined up for the traditional hand
shaking.

At the end of the University of Massa-
chusetts line was senior co-captain Scott
Reed, a four-year starter who could finally

say he played for a N.E. title team after
two straight losses to Brown University in

the championship game.
At the end ofthe Brown University line

was Ed Reed, the 20-year head coach of
the Bears whose eftbrts and love for the
game has brought respectability to the
Eastern League in a sport dominated by
west-coast teams.

When the two met they hugged not
only for a game well-played, but as the
father-and-son team they are.

"I was happy, but I felt bad for him," the
younger Reed said, even though his father
had won the previous 17 N.E. titles. "He
built the program from scratch, and now
he's losing it. It's tough to watch him coach
a team that isn't as good as teams he's had
in the past. I feel bad for him, but I also feel

great for me."
Such is the life for Scott Reed, who

won't even talk to his father during the
week before UMass and Brown add an-
other game to their spirited rivalry. It's

not that they can't communicate, but until

the game is over, his father is "the enemy."
"It sounds funny, but that's the way it

is," Scott said. "I can talk to my mother
with no problem, but I have to get focused.

I can't think of him as my father."

As a member of the UMass swimming
team Scott has been on three straight

N.E. title teams, but the honor is new for

water polo. His 29 goals are fourth on the

team, and his 35 assists lead the team.
Figure in 24 steals and unbounding en-
durance, you have a player that can do it

all.

"Scotty tends to lead by what he does in

the water," said UMass coach Russ
Yarworth, who sees Reed as one of his
most respected water polo coaches. "He's
not a real vocal captain, but you don't
always have to be to get your point across.

What he does is give 100 percent all the
time. He gets his point across with his

plays.

"When Ed told me five years ago that
he felt comfortable with Scott coming to

UMass to swim and play water polo, I took
it as a very strong compliment."

This weekend the team travels to the
Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland
for the Eastern League Championship,
with the top two teams earning berths to

the NCAA Championships at the end of
the month. UMass, 14th-ranked and 24-1

overall, has been named the number one
seed in the tourney, but Reed says they
aren't getting the repectability that such a
seeding deserves.

"The Mid-Atlantic teams think
Princeton should be number one," he said.

'They just think that we're not a real

team. It's kind of upsetting. We've beaten
all these teams, except Slippery Rock, and
we have the best record on the east coast."

This weekend the Minutemen will have
a chance to silence the critics. If they win
their first game against Villanova, they
will play the winner of the Navy/Brown
game. This could mean a last match-up
between this father and son duo. It would
be just another game for Scott, but for the
first time, with NCAA implications. If

they don't meet, Sunday's game will have
been the last between these opponents.

And Scott can say that he beat his

father in the big game in his senior year.

Matt Reed of the 1 2th ranked
Week Award for his strong play

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
UMass water polo team garnered The Collegian Athlete of the

Minutewomen win opener 1 99-99
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

"V-i-c-t-o-r-y." is what the University of Massachu-
setts women's swimming and diving team roared this

past Tuesday night, when they defeated Smith College in

their season opening meet in Boyden pool.

The Minutewomen drowned out Smith by a whopping
100 points. The final score was UMass 199, Smith 99.

"Smith would not have been competitive with us ifwe
had put our top-line swimmers in their top events," said
head coach Bob Newcomb. "So instead we swam our
second level, placing swimmers in off events and they
still swam very well."

The team swam a solid performance and pulled top
place finishes in several events. Lifetime bests were
swam by juniors Kate Riddell during the 100-yard back-
stroke of the 400-yard individual medley relay (1:06.6)

and Michelle Munyon in the 100-yard breaststroke
(1:12.74).

Lifetime bests were also swam by freshmen Sarah
Baker during the 100-yard freestyle of the 400-yard

freestyle relay (0:57.14), Jessica Griffith in the 50-yard
freestyle (0:26.08) and also in the 200-yard individual
medley (2:20.22), Barbara Mullen in the 200-yard back-
stroke (2:32.01), and sophomore Kristen Miles in the 200-
yard backstroke (2:28.03).

Top place finishes were executed in 13 out of the 16
events. The Minutewomen stole 1st, 2nd and 3rd places
in the 1000-yard freestyle, the 400-yard freestyle relay
and in the first one meter diving event. The team held on
to a wide point lead throughout the meet.

The first place time for the 1000-free was 11:20.87 by
junior Carolyn Curran. First place for the 400-free relay
was 3:55.52 by freshmen Sarah Baker and Darbie Honey,
junior Stefanie Souto and seniorCaptain Kari Edwardsen.

The first piace score for the one meter divingwasl94.45
by junior Allison White. Due to a broken three-meter
springboard, two one meter diving events were held.

"This meet was an opportunity for us to see our
freshmen perform and compete," said Newcomb. "The
team was unified and was there for each other."

"Considering everyone swam oft'events. we did great,"

Turn to SWIMMING, page 1
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Scott's shots
Foxboro's Fumblers and you, together discover-

ing new levels of absurdity.
• So, the prophecy for this Saturday's matchup

with Richmond came true. It is an important game
and we can guarantee at least one greatJim Reidism

.

Something to the effect of, "What a great day for

football, those young men really played their hearts
out."

Minutemaniacs are back again
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

The gang's all here. Harper's back. Lou's back. Coach
Cal is back. The Minutemaniacs are back.

UMass basketball is coming off its best season ever
and it may be more thanjust a coincidence that last year
was the first for the Minutemaniacs, UMass' athletic

team booster club. Now the club returns for it's second
season, bigger and better.

"It's a good way to hang out with some crazy people,"
said Minutemaniac Mark Benek, a junior from New
Ringgold, Penn. "Basketball games are a good place to

show some school spirit."

The student booster club was founded last year by
UMass student Gabe Tucker and offered a way for die-

hard sports fans, especially basketball followers, to join

together with fellow fanatics during UMass home games.
Thisyear the club has a new president, Kevin Coulombe

of Haverhill, as well as guidance from the Athletic De-
partment from of Margaret Driscoll, assistant to UMass
interim Athletic Director Glenn Wong.

Driscoll and Coulombe have revamped the
Minutemaniac package to include a special feature where
members will be allowed to pick up their tickets a couple
ofdays prior to regular distribution ofstudent tickets for

UMasshome games. The $25 membership fee also includes
a T-shirt, game-receptions and a newsletter.

"We've had to limit the membership to 200 in order to

preserve the benefit of having advanced ticket pick-up,"
Driscoll said.

The Cage has seating for 2,000 students and plans are
still being finalized for student seating in the new Mullins
Arena. Details for the advanced ticket pick-up for
Minutemaniacs are still being worked out, Driscoll said.

"The main perk is that members will be able to pick
tickets two days before anyone else," said Coulombe, a
senior sport management major. "Sleeping out for tickets
in the middle ofMarch is fun once— but that's about it."

While the club has its roots in basketball, the hope is

for Minutemaniacs to help support other UMass sports
teams in the future.

"It's a booster club for the entire UMass Athletic
Department," Coulombe said.

Applications were handed out beginning at last
Saturday's Midnight Madness and membership is growing
quickly.

"It's a great opportunity to support one ofthe country's
best basketball teams," said freshman Lisa Carparelli,
from Cheshire, Conn. "Being a Minutemaniac, I know I'll

be surrounded by others who love basketball as much as
I do."

Some ofthe money raised from membership collection
will be used to purchase the new UMass mascot costume.
Tryouts to become the UMass mascot will be held this
coming Sunday in The Cage at 9 p.m. and Tuesday night
at 8:15 p.m. Hopefuls must contact Driscoll prior to
tryouts.

How does a team go into a game being ranked
20th, then win over a better than average team and
still remain at No. 20? No matter, let the wins and
the defense do the talking.

• Jim Rudy's Lady Kickers will venture to Storrs
for a rematch oflast year's opening round game. It's

not a stretch to imagine both Connecticut power-
houses falling in consecutive weeks to Rudy's
Beauties. It appears as though the team might be
peaking at just the right time.

Give credit to Skye Eddy for accepting her new
role up front — the move has already provided one
game winner.

• There's something more to the whole Magic
story. We might never know what that is and sadly
the "comeback" has put a blemish on Magic's fine
career.

• There's a new guy roaming the UMass Sports
Information office and early indications are that
Lamar "Take A" Chance is going full steam for the
Cravat King title.

The Rook proudly displayed a tantalizing tie
decorated with sneakers last Friday. Coach Cal take
heed, there's a new Chance(llor) in town. Just re-
member, it's MY contest. Welcome aboard.

• Boston Garden was rocking last Friday night
with the sounds of some fine music emanating off
the banners, but there's no comparison to the elec-
tncity generated by one Larry Joe Bird. The rever-
berating energy felt when Bird would hop off the
bench with that glare, wipe his soles and proceed to
dominate a game can't be duplicated by all the
speakers in the world. Where have you gone Larry
Bird?

• By the way, the refurbished parquet looks nice,
but It's nothing compared to the shine applied to the
floor at the Montague Inn courtesy of our esteemed
barkeep, Tina.

• Early results from key states in battleground areas
are still tooclosetocallatthishourbutwe projectthat

Turn to SCOTT'S, poge 1
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MATTHEW
SWEET

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Putting it plainly, Matthew Sweet appeals to both the hope-
lessly romantic and the hopelessly cynical. His songs reveal a
genuine affection for classic pop, while at the same time skewing

relationships, faith and the human spirit.

His third effort, a seamless melting pot of above-average pop with
a tinge offolk and rock, is Girlfriend. He toured this summer with the

Indigo Girls and now he's here at Pearl Street. Putting it plainly
again, Matthew Sweet is a show that shouldn't be missed.

Sweet, born and raised in Lincoln, Nebraska,
has always had an affinity for new-wave cover

bands. After graduating in 1983, he de-

parted for Athens, GA, the birthplace of

R.E.M. and the B-52's, to attend sum-
mer school. He soon found himself in

a local band, Oh-OK and later formed
his own group. Buzz of Delight; both
released EP's on DB Records.

A few years later, a 20 year old

Sweet departed Georgia with his wife

for New York City, where a record deal

was waiting from Columbia Records. His
first album, 1986's Inside, was received

enormously well. Rolling Stone declared
that "Sweet's a pop addict and his melodies
are so effortlessly catchy to dismiss his

songs as slight— a big mistake." The maga-
zine gave the first solo effort three-and-a-

half stars.

After a stint as bassist with the Golden
Palominos to help record and tour with their

1987 disc. Blast of Silence, Sweet returned to

solo songwriting with 1989's Earth.

Earth got rave reviews but no one seemed to

notice. Ken Tucker called Earth "the first perfect

pop album of 1989" and Rolling Stone once again
gave Sweet three-and-a-half stars.

This brings us to Girlfriend, an album that has a harder edge
than Sweet's first two albums. With a cool 1957 Tuesday Weld cover

photo seems almost glamorously misleading as Sweet delves into more
personal and reflective territory.

"The album reflects the actual overlapping ofthe end ofone relationship and
the beginning ofanother," Sweet recalls. "The songs are semi-autobiographical

in this sense only."

Songs like "Looking at the Sun" and "Thought I Knew You" (Sweet says "this one
about feeling betrayed, bitter."), along with "You Don't Love Me" mirror Sweet's real-

life divorce from his wife and past relationships.

Sweet also explores other issues, such as the difficulty of belief in God in today's
secular world in "Divine Intervention." And in "Don't Go," the songwriter tells of a
person who's grieving over a death they can't accept.

But Sweet's pop fans won't be disapointed. Girlfriend, and indeed Sweet himself, is

more mature, yet still as engaging, enjoyable and entertaining. Sweet is ever-climbing
the ladder of success and if Girlfriend is any indication, he'll be at the top in no time.
Matthew Sweet will play Pearl Street in Northampton tonight at 7 p.m. with special

guest The Jayhawks at 8 p.m. Tickets $8 Adv. Call 584-7771 for more information.
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The Green Rosettas: a different garage band
Pearl St. presents vintage rock opera

COURTCSV KATE WRONSKI
Dave Aaronoff of Duck Duck will be performing with the Green Rosettas as they
present the stellar rock opera, "Joe's Garage" tonight at Pearl Street.

By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Correspondent

Is music something that will be the

prime cause of unwanted mass behavior

in our future? In Frank Zappa's rock op-

era, Joe's Garage it is.

Zappa's political commentary, in the

form of bawdy satire, on the censorship

controversy that political conservatives have
created in the past decade will be performed
tonight by the Green Rosettas at Pearl Street.

Joe's Garage is about Joe, a garage
band guitar player who decides to pursue
a career in music which leads to his demise.
Joe is arrested because his music is too
loud and upon release from prison, he
attempts to reform himself by attending
church social activities.

His contraction of a painful social dis-

ease there leads him to seek the advice of

L. Ron Hoover (a takeoff on L. Ron
Hubbard) of the First Church of
Appliantology. The opera takes off when
L. Ron tells Joe his problems can be
solved by having himself sexually stimu-
lated by government sponsored homo-
replicas (sexual appliances).

It is no coincidence that the performance
will happen in the aftermath of the presi-

dential elections. The band members of

the Green Rosettas decided this would be
prime time to put on the on the opera. In

addition Zappa had intended to run for

president this year but decided against it

because of health problems.
To the delight of hardcore Zappa fans,

the 15-member band has painstakingly
figured out ail the music themselves. Joe's
Garage, one of Zappa's lesser-known
pieces, will also charm non-Zappa fans
with its extensive vocal arrangements,
traditional use of a complex technical
style and poly-rhythms set into time sig-

natures which are unreasonable for the
performer and unbelievable to the listener.

The Green Rosettas originated in Lowell,
Ma. and have been working hard on the
rock opera since this summer. Aaronoff
called it, "a project with a point to it."

Besides appealing to the general public,
Aaronoff says the rock opera is "like a
musician's inside joke." The band formed
because they wanted to see the rock opera
done live and since Zappa stopped touring
in ] 988, they decided the only way to see
it done live was to do it themselves.

THEY'RE PAY-PERS, IDENTICAL PAPERS
ALL THE WAY.
THEY READ ALIKE THEY FEEL AUKE.
WHAT A CRAZY PAIR.

Typical humor of the opera is, L. Ron
Hoover's song in scene nine, "Don't you
be Tarot-fied, Its just a token of my ex-
treme, ...Don't you never try to look be-
hind my eyes. You don't wanna know what
they have seen," and SY BORG'S (a
nuclear-powered, Pan-Sexual Roto-
Plooker- a type ofsexual appliance), "Your
place or mine? See the chrome, f^eel the
chrome, Touch the chrome. Heal the
chrome. See the screaming. Hot black
steaming. Iridescent naugahyde python
screaming. Steam Roller!"

Joe's Garage is one of two rock operas
Zappa has written, the other being Thingfish.
In the background to the opera, Zappa
writes that the opera was originally meant
to be done, "...like a really cheap kind of
high school play... with all the sets made out
of cardboard boxes and poster paint."

In Joe's Garage, the music is the dia-
logue. The opera consists of three acts
and is narrated by the Central Scrutinizer
(a robotic law enforcer).

The band got their name from the last

scene of the opera where
Joe has ended up after a great deal of
torment. Joe finally gets released and
gives up music and gets a job at the Utility

Muffin Research Kitchen where he applies
"Green Rosettas" on an assembly line to
passing muffins and donuts.

But perhaps what Zappa wants the
listener to keep in mind more than any-
thing else, he writes in the opera's back-
ground, "Desperate nerds in high office all

over the world have been known to enact
the most disgusting pieces of legislation in

order to win votes (or, in places where they
don't get to vote, to control unwanted
forms of mass behavior). Naturally our
government is no exception. . .Just be
glad you don't live in one of the cheerful
little countries where, at this very moment,
music is either severely restricted. . .or, as
it is in Iran, totally illegal."

"But as for the sucker who will write the
review. If his mind is prehensile. He'll put
down his pencil, And have himself a squat
on the Cosmic Utensil, Sit 'n' Spin until

you rot. On the Cosmic Utensil, He really

needs to squat, On the Cosmic Utensil.
Mow that I got that over with, I'll just play
my imaginary guitar again . . . (Scene 1 6:
Packard Goose)."

The Green Rosettas willbeperforming at
Pearl Street tonight at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $5.
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ANY WAY YOU CUT IT.

IT STILL COMES OUT CUT.
COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING.
IT WORKS.

V.

Aerobic Instructor
Training Program
with Vicfei Dailey
.'-••:S^w«|<rk\l»i»SHiii^-- =i

> Clipr«09r€ipliy •
« Hotivallon litchniqfiqrs » ,

> Cci«in9 t«chnlqa«s «

" Ei4«rs « PfHe^ffiancy
» Ncitrition «'llii«itoiny «

Instraclpr tfidlttlng inat«Hal «
» €ois«tt« t<ip« M
^ Cf^H certificate <

Employment opportunities upon
successful completion of course

Sunderland
Amherst • Deerfield

Call S4^3638 or 773-5851 for

intarview and audition

at ATHLETIC
CLUBS af
AtkCRICA

Program to be
held Saturday.

12-3 pm

659 Amherst Street

SUNDERLAND: (413) 549-3638
(Formerly Winners Athletic Club)

PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC.
ri 2 West Street, West Hatfield

/] Massachusetts 01088M^ 247-9506

^^ STUDENT SPECIAL
Every night

Call ahead for availability

99t per string with 5-College I.D.

"MK Easy To Get To!

A Perkcl Nighl Out For Friends & Dates
300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/I.D.

Conv*ni«nt to Brittany

& Riverglads

253-9742
505 West Street

South Amherst

AMHEKST SUNSHINE
CARWASH |ip

Automatic wash/wax
Daily 8 - 5 pm
Self Service

wash/wax 24 hrs.

Vacuum Cleaners

381 College Street (Rt. 9 East)

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

I $2." OFF with purchase of 1

j$15 or more with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

XPVi^'® °Y®^ '®' 9fl^ would like to earn
Full Time lncom#iQrking Part Time

B^aBtHender
•Day/Evening IWe^
•Local/National ttacement

•Limited Openings Rornain For September,
October, and November Oosses
•Make Your /Move ibdoy and IH^ceive
Additionaf Sovlngau^JRiHten Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield ^^MC/VISA/A£
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Calendar of events
in the S College Area

HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

Smi?h r^nf r this noontime with Lynn Sussman. clarinet, and Friends at

Mmh A T^''
^^^^"^y "^" '°'^^^- ^"^^^^" ^"d f'^'^'^ds will play wind music by

THpI^pp^'^' r P"'' °^'^" ^"^''^ '" '^^ "°°" Hour concert serL. 12:30. Free

Am^iic^n "IT Tf Department ofTheatre and Dance presents Woyzeck/Amenkan, a work adapted from Georg Buchner's 1830's anti-heroic fragment

ZTcuL?"7K^'
'''''''''' ^'^"'^^'^ ^"^ ^^^ ^y ^- - ^h- repressive. coSpo

SitLnJ A
'''^?

"^'u^
para-military survivalists. this production will run throughSaturday, a p.m. Free but reservations necessary.

^s^2^^?^l^?'^~ ;^^*^^^ Sweet to perform tonight at Pearl Street in Northampton.Sweet s debut was heralded by Rolling Stone's Anthony DeCurtis as rewarding "re-peated listenings and eamed Sweet 3 1/2 stars. Sweet will play an 18. show that

PYu.mx ''?u ''^u'f '

3"^'^' ^^^ Jayhawks will also appear. $8 in advance.

rr'^'|~ 'h^^'gh^h annual Midway show, "6 at Midway" to kick off today and run
until Dec. 3. The show features work by second yearMFA candidates, including computer
graphics, sculpture, printmaking. painting and ceramics. Sponsored in part by the UMass
Arts Council, this exhibit may be viewed in the Student Union Gallery FreeREADING- Prize-winning author Louise Rafkin will read from her latest workQueer and Pleasant Dange/ tonight at Food for Thought Books in Amherst. Rafkin's
reading is held to celebrate Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Awareness Days that have run
since Oct. 31 and go until Saturday. 7:30. Free.

IN CONCERT- Voices ofShepard to perform a program ofJudeo-Spanish music anddance tonight at 7:30 in Bezanson Recital Hall. Presented by The Hillel Foundation with
co-sponsors the UMass Arts Council, UMass Music Department, 5-College Hillel and theUMass Dance Department, this four member ensemble will explore Jewish cultural
traditions with Spanish origins through song and dance. $.5 general/ $3 with IDFILM- As part of the Imaging Peace Film Series, a program focusing on "Media
Manipulation: Power, Propaganda and History Redefined" will be presented at AG's
Stirn Auditorium .Films Faces oftheEnemy and Manufacturing Consent:Norm Chomskuand the_Media will be shown. 7 p.m. Free.
CONFERENCE- "Circa 1492: The Impact of the Reconquista on the Muslims andJews wil include discussions on "Unity and Disunity" ( 1 :30-3:30 p.m.) and "Iberuans

ar^AaJ P"^-^' ^^'^o'T^e/opening at 1 p.m. Events in Campus Center Rooms
yU4-8. Free.

xv/ ^^^"rl^^":
^^'"y" ^°""g ^° P'^^^"* "^°h" D- L^'^ Lecture - In the aftermath ofWar and Revolution: Post-Vietnam America, Post-Cultural Revolution China " MHCMary Woolley Hall, New York Room. 4 p.m. Free.

FILM- AH: Angst essen Seele auf/Ali: Fear Eats The Soul. This 1974 German flick
will be shown tonight for free at AG's Merrill 11 at 4 and 7:30 p.m.
OPEN HOaSE— For anyone interested in on- and off-campus research and

educational opportunities in Coastal and Marine Sciences. With affiliations with marine
research centers such as the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute and the Northeast
Marine Environmental Institute, the five-college program is able to arrange research
cruises, field trips and comprehensive exposure to the field. SC Clark Science Center
McConnell 805. 7:30 p.m.

o r'^.75°^P^'' ^"°^'' ^"'^ ^"^^'" ^^^* ^° P'"^^'^"^ ^ thirty minute documentary
Roben MaUary - Pioneer in Computer ArL A reception will follow. Herter Auditorium'
2..51. 3 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT- Bongos to Circus will jam the night away at the Hadley Pub in Noh.

.

Tickets only Si.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

IN CONCERT- The Talich String Quartet presents works by Beethoven andJanacek as part of the Sage Hall Concert Series. Show begins at 8 p.m in SC'sSweeney Concert Hall. Admission $13.50 & $10 faculty, staff 6 seniors/$6 students

QD^fli'P"^'^^'^'""^^'^^"
^^^^" ^""^^ women artists present "LOVES BODYbPtiAKb, an original multi-media performance and art show to run this afternoon andtomorrow. The show consists of movement, images and lyrical expression to celebratehe connection between creativity, spirituality, sexuality, and the natural world The

live show runs at 2 p.m both today and tomorrow. The exhibit will run through Nov 20
at the Nacul Center in Amherst. Donations accepted.

IN <^ONCERT- The Springfield Symphony Orchestra to perform Chopin's Piano
Concerto No 2 and Mendelssohn's Syn.phony No. 3 under the direction of Raymond

rm T?mp^ 1^'"'
f^^

P""' ^^ Symphony Hall in Springfield. Ticket prices range.

f pTVr
'>'**^- S^f^P'e food, enjoy music and appreciate moving prose as the women

^r' M u,
^^""^ ,^^^ ^""S t° ^s "A Taste of Culture: Foods from the African Diaspora "

bC M Wangi Cultural Center, Round Room, 3-5 p.m. $3 at door
IN CONCERT- Minibus cruises into Sheehan's Cafe with new drummer Mark

Foitras aboard. The five-member band will play a mix of rhythm and Wues, reqqae and
progressive rock. Show kicks off at 9 p.m. $3 at door.

LECTURE-- Cheryl Sisk ofMichigan State University will present "Photoperiodism.
Rhythms and Clocks as part of a lecture series on "Neuroendocrine Mechanisms of
Reproductive Maturation in a Photoperiodic Species, the European Ferret." SC Hillyer
nail 117. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. Free.
FILM- Total Recall, starring the ever-sexy Sharon Stone and he-man Arnold

Schwarzenegger will be shown at MHC's Gamble Auditorium. 7 and 9 p m $2 50MUSIC- Mount Holyoke College V-8's perform with The Cornell Hangovers in a
surprise-laden Acapella Jam. Blanchard Campus Center, 7 p.m. $3
,'" ^?!}^^^r Pianist/composer Liz Story will perform pieces from her latest

release My Foolish Heart." Come and see the woman that the /Yea- York Tin.es
heralded as offering "music that defies category, but is elevated and technically
accomplished. Story will play at the Iron Horse in Northampton tonight at 7 p m $ 1

1

in advance, $12.50 at door.
k- sjh

COMMUNITY- Chabad House at Amherst will sponsor a Shabbat Service and
Meal. 10 a.m.. Free.

IN CONCERT- Max Creek will rock the house at Pearl Street tonight at 8:30 p m3b in advance, $8 at door. 1 8-^ show. Dancing with DJ Bob will also start at 9 p m and
run into the late night hours.

SUNDAY

IN CONCERT— The Bombastics will do their thing at Pearl Street tonight at 8 30
p.m. Special guest John Monopoly will accompany. The best part is that it's Free
Dance party later with DJ Job, hosted by WTIC Lear Jet. and it's still free if you get your
fanny in by 10 p.m. j =• j

ART CLASSES— Learn how to create the rich tonal qualities of pastel art at the
Guild Studio School tonight through Sunday. Barbara Johnson, with an MFA from
UMass will provide students with an introduction to the medium using the still life and
live models as subject matter. Register for classes by calling Julie Held at 584-3299
DISCUSSION— A Panel Discussion focusing on "Art and Social Responsibility" will

be held at HC's Franklin Patterson Hall from 3-5 p.m. Free.
IN CONCERT— Tom Savoy will perform tonight and tomorrow at The Coolidge

Park Cafe at the Hotel Northampton from 8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. For an evening ofyummy food and great tunes, come on out!

THEATRE— The Valley Light Opera presents Gilbert & Sullivan's merry Medi-
terranean musical, The Gondoliers. Amherst High School hosts this tale of love
marriage and mistaken identity tonight through Sunday, and again Nov. 13 & 14 at 8
p.m. with a 2 p.m. matinee Sunday (and no evening performance). $10 general/$7
students & seniors.

CULTURE— Come on down to Smith College for International Students Day!
Sponsored by the International Students Organization at Smith, the event will feature
a cultural show, vendors and tasty international eats! 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. in Scott Gym
50 cent admission fee.

PARTY— The MHC Asian Students sponsors a jammin' food festival and party
tonight at MHC's Chapin Auditorium (food) and Blanchard Campus Center (party) $6
for both, $2 for party only. 5 p.m.

FILM— Desperately Seeking Susan, starring Collegian staffer Adam Scott Roberts'
demi-Godess idol. Madonna, will be shown tonight. This off-beat comedy, directed by
Susan Seidelman will run at 7:30 and 10 p.m. at AC Campus Center. $i.75.
MUSIC— The Smith College Choir Alpha will perform a musical based on the text

of the book of Ruth in a Musical Shabbat Service. SC Helen Hills Chapel, 7:30. Free.
FILM— The Second Sight Film Collective brings you Over The Edge, the tale of an

American family that discovers that affluence doesn't guarantee acceptability. Star-
ring Matt Dillon. HC Franklin Patterson Hall. 8 p.m.. nominal fee.

IN CONCERT— Linda Ladarach. violin and Larry Schipull, piano will perform music
by Beethoven, Ginastera and Franck in a faculty recital. MHC Pratt Auditorium, 8pm
Free to the public. .

IN CONCERT- Bill Morrissey. folk songwriter great will perform works from his
latest album. "Inside." heralded by /?o//m5 Stone magazine as "classic folk music
graced with an astonishingly subtle simplicity" which eamed Morrissey 4 stars'
Advanced tickets available by calling or stopping by For The Record in Amherst or theAC Box Office. Show starts at 8 p.m. in the AC Campu.', Center. $10/$2 with ID

IN CONCERT- The Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra from Budapest will perform a
program of Purceil, C.P.E.. Bach. Rossini. Dvorak and Liszt/Wolf. AC Buckley Recital
Hall, 8 p.m. ^

WORKSHOP— "Separation of Church and State: What Has it Meant ,ind What
Shoula it Mean ' will be presented by First Amendment Consultant Herbert Greenhut
of New York. This workshop will deal with issues relating to religious freedom and
church-state relationships. 10 a.m. -4:30 p.m., $6 ali day registration. Call DebbieKothHowe to register and for more info.

IN CONCERT— The Smith College Glee Club, joined by the Virginia Glee Club to
perform three choruses from Irving Fine's Alice in Wonderland. Under the direction
of Lucinda Thayer (Smith) and John Liepold (Virginia) the groups will perform
separately (Virginia to perform American folk music and spirituals) and combine
after intermission to do Leonard Bernstein's Chichester Psalms. 3 p m in John M
Greene Hall. Free.

PLANTS— Get in tune with your natural self at the Annual Chrysanthemum show
at SC s Lyman Plant House today from I I a.m. - 4 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— John McCutcheon will make his Iron Horse debut tonight at 7 p m
Performing his latest pieces "What it's Like" and "Live at Wolf Trap" to name a couple'
McCutcheon will thrill you with tunes ranging from folk to jazz.
LECTURE— Lecture and tea demonstration presented by Grand Tea Master

Soshitsu at MHC's Pratt Auditorium. 3 p.m. Free.
IN CONCERT- Performing "Beautiful and threatening songs about death and lossOld new and perennial modal music of Anglo North America," Cordelia's Dad willmake their statement tonight at the Iron Horse.

cr-'L^^'^^T
^^''°' ^d^'st^'" 3"d Lisa Shea read from their own works today at thebL Heilson Library Browsing Room. 4 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— The Lenox Brass Quintet will present works by Purceil Greiq Pezel
Karg-Elert, Hoist, Horovitz and the group's own Robert Carriker as part of the "Musicand More" Catherine A. Dower Performing Arts Series at Westfield State College. 3

FIUV\__£i^, directed by Federico Fellini tells the story of a film director who
retreats from his wife and mistress into his fantasies. A nominal admission fee will getyou into this film sponsored by Second Sight Film Collective at HC Franklin Patterson
riall. o p.m.

IN CONCERT— The Northampton Center for the Arts and Pearl Street Night CLub
present YOUSSOU N' DOUR tonight at 7 p.m. for an 18. show. Tickets are $13^advance. ^

IN CONCERT- The University Chamber Choir and Madrigal Singers, under the
direction of E. Wayne Abercrombie, will present an evening of music The Madrigalsingers W.N perform Renaissance works from Germany, Italy, France and England The

IZl' 9 w ?
""^^ ^"'°"^ ^'^^ '^^ Springfield Symphony) and a sect on ofBloch s Sacred Service. 4 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. $6/$3 with ID
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IfYES,
BUT IS IT

ART?"

THE COLLEGIAN
IS LOOKING FOR

WRITERS TO COVER
GALLERY BEATS.

INTERESTED?

ARTS WRITERS MEET-
INGS ARE SUNDAYS
AT 2PM,

CC 113.

* ijtH'ORS D'OEUVRES NOT INCLUDED

%,^,.r>^ COORTtSV MICHAEL BOCANDE
YOaSSOa N' dour — This talented performer will be at Pearl Street

Mightclub in Northannpton on Sunday, Novennber 8 at 7 p.nn. 18+ show only,
kiddies.

FROM THE MAKERS OF SCOOBY SNACKS...

HICKORY FLAVORED

COLLEGIAN ©®™

MAKES IT'S OWN GRAVY

CRUNCHY ON THE OUTSIDE,
CHEWY ON THE INSIDE.

IT'S THE LEFT THING TO DO.

UNDERGRADUATE TESTED, MOTHER APPROVED.
DO NOT OPERATE HEAVY MACHINERY WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF COLLEGIAN
NO ANIMALS HAVE BEEN HURT IN THE TESTING OF COLLEGIAN.
COLLEGIAN HAS BEEN SHOWN TO CAUSE CANCER IN LABORATORY ANIMALS.
CONTENT SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. BECAUSE IT ALL ENDS UP IN THE

SAME PLACE EVENTUALLY.

THIS WEEKEND

House of Love: for sale
Thursday, November 5, 1992 / Page 5

By PAMELA ACJCOIM
Collegian Correspondent

Babe Rainbow
House of Love
Fontana

The House of Love's latest offering
Babe Rainbow opens to the sound of an
explosive guitar riff, and equally disturb-
ing lyrics "Drown the soul, and through
the eyes/You'll see a future, so cold and
lonely/Hunt the tiger and kill the jungle/
How nnoney cooks inside us all."

Majestic, ringing guitars, (inviting

comparisons to the late Snniths guitarist

Johnny Marr) cleverly belie sonne of the
material's dark undertones. At its best,
BabeRainbow shows House of Love at the
top of its form, presenting us with catchy,
Echo and The Bunnymen influenced pop
songs. At its worst, it is merely generic pop
that is pretty boring.

Singer/lyricist Guy Chadwick's lyrics

work best when tackling the ugly, sadistic

side of love in songs like "Crush Me,"
"Cruel" (the titles give you an idea), and
especially sound great against the melodic,
edgy guitar sounds.

Lines such as "Somebody got a hold of
my head/put it into a can/and changed
the way that I feel/somebody got a hold of
my hand/and put it right through glass"
evoke the kind of tortured feelings one
feels when they are in a relationship that is

harmful, but refuses to let go.

The listener may not realize that the
slow, pretty ballad "Don't Fade Away" is

about neglecting a lover, urging that person
to never leave their side, and taking ad-
vantage of them later.

That combination also drives "High In

Your Face", featuring the kind of memo-
rable chorus you sing along to enthusias-
tically while driving with your friends.

"Cruel," "Don't Fade Away" and "Feel"

benefit from subtle, lush female back-
ground vocals.

The worst songs are the most preten-
tious, where Chadwick uses abstractions
to describe concrete emotions wrapped
around banal melodies.

Chadwick's strength is in his direct-
ness, not in delivering lines such as "I love
surgery/not just chemistry," or "With cel-

lophane/Go cover up your eyes."
"Girl with the Loneliest Eyes" and "Philly

Phile" are so melodramatic and cliche-ed
that you may be forced to reach for the fast

forward button. When Chadwick sings "Call

out the cops/Mop up the blood/CJp with
the sheep/and down with the lambs, /for
you/Sail on the sea/but give me the wheel/
Your culture's too young/You're just not
the same as me", one begins to wonder if

Chadwick's under a little too much stress.

Morbidity works sometimes, but sung
in Chadwick's emotionless voice it sounds
like he is desperate for filler lines. Still,

Babe Rainbow should not be overlooked,
because when it works, it works well.

Alice in Chains get
Ditty in new disc

COURTESV SUZI CWBONS
'Babe Rainbow"

CORRUPTION ON CAMPUS.
GEOPOLITICAL UPHEAVAL.
GOVERNMENTAL DISORDER
HATCH FRY THEFT.

IF YOU NEED TO KNOW IT.

IF IT AFFECTS YOUR LIFE.

IF ITVIOLATESYOUR PERSONALSPACE.
WE'VE GOT IT.

COLLEGIAN.

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Dirt

Alice in Chains
Columbia Records

With their second album, Dirt, Alice
In Chains has established themselves
as one ofthe elite bands to rise out of the
Seattle scene. The 1 3 track Dirt is an
dark album which pulls no strings, it hits

hard from the first song, "Them Bones."
to the last song, "Would".

The dark content of Dirt for the most
part deals with the drug problems which
Alice band members have had in the
past. To get their points across, the
band uses the familiar guitar-driven
sound that they made so popular with
their first album Facelift.

The aforementioned "Would" found
success when it originally was released
from the soundtrack to the movie
Singles. "Would" starts off at a slow
pace before the voices of lead singer
Layne Staley and guitarist Jerry Cantrell

take over and lead the song to it's

frenzied finish.

The opener. "Them Bones." grabs
you right away with Cantrell's guitar

smoking from the outset. It stays that

way from beginning to end in "Them
Bones." and gets you ready for the rest

of Dirt.

The drums of Sean Kinney con-
stantly pound throughout Dirt, letting

up not once. It is Kinney who combines
with bassist Mike Starr to back the
blistering pace of the guitar action.

The moody "Rain When I Die" is a
grungy, tough song about estranged
love with lyrics like. "Could she love
me again/ or will she hate me/ Probably
not, I know why. Can't explain me."

The song, "Sickman," has a
Metallicaesque feel to it with a fast

rythm switching back and forth with a
piece with amore melodic tone to it.

The title track has an opening similar

to Soundgarden's "Rusty Cage" before
turning into a glum, guitar heavy song
about drug abuse with lyrics like. "I

rUR.\ K) DIRTY, PAGH 7

ALL THE NEWS
THAT FITS.

COLLEGIAN.

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE -MSG"

• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE
• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FfiESH VH3ETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FUU. LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEM.Y HEMOOELEO

UASTERCAriO & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

IV^ 62 MAX STREET. AMHERST ^.

AAillor Lito Liv<e

Concort S^ri^^
av-::>:*-k J :v- :^v :-;<«^x%)aSHas*:&:

'prosont:

^ ... S25 PLEASAUT STREET I

^^ /Oi nORTtlAMPTOn

XJOfX^-^
5̂84-2491

Get Your Fraternity & Sorority Party Reservations

S*'' Annual...

MID WAY

srirupa dasgupta

susan minnich

paula sethre

carol struve

deborah santini missy therien

STUDENT UNION ART GALLERY

NOVEMBERS -DECEMBERS

11-4 DAILY

Opening Reception November 5.

lh\s exhibition is sponsored in part by

ttie UMASS Arts Counoil.
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School Ties

fails to make
critic's grade
By JOh LGPO
Collegian Staff

School Ties is well-meaning, to be sure. It's an
"Afterschool Special" given a fifties, clean-cut spin.
But whatever its earnest, lofty intentions. School Ties
so steeps its anti-predjudice message in predict-
able melodrama and stock characters that it nearly
ridicules itself.

Brendan Fraser (fresh from Encino Man. ouch!)
plays David Greene, a Jewish, working-class high
school student who is recruited by an exclusive
Massachusetts prep school for his senior year —
just to play football in order to beat a rival school.

The group of elite seniors accept him almost
immediately. They're an almost earthy display of
WASP-y pretentions. Greene hides his faith instinc-
tively, and the group bonds by singing rock and roll

songs into hairbrushes and by scoring on the field

(how cute).

David hides his Jewish heritige by putting his
Star of David necklace in a Band-Aid box. You
know sooner or later someone's gonna need a
band-aid and then, whoops, the secret's out. When
it does, his friends respond ignorantly (of course),
snubbing and insulting their former friend.

Even his bubble-gum (and token in the worst
sense of the word) girlfriend (Melrose Place's Amy
Locane) decries that her friends will think low of her
if she dates a Jewish boy.

But then School Ties departs from its original
formula into a subplot that is a staple of nearly
every boys/military school movie ever made: the
dreaded and overused plot contrivance, the honor
code. It becomes a convenient lesson in judging
people that is about as deep as a 'very special
episode' of "Saved By the Bell."

ILRN TO TIES, PACK \V8

Actress Rydes tier way to top
Part one of a Winona Ryder filmoqraphy: Heathers
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

This is a three part series highlighting a trio of actress
Winona Ryder's best films.

She's young, she's sexy, she's beautiful, and she's one
of todays most sought after actresses. But before she
heats up screens this Friday the 13th in the eagerly
anticipated Brani Stoker's Dracula, let's take a stroll down
movie lane with an actress named Winona.

The Petumala, California native hasn't always been
known as Ms. Ryder; just before the release of 1986's
Lucas, the Jewish actress changed her name from Winona
Horowitz to the more Hollywoodesque Ryder

liked by all. Who ever thought that the "plain Jane" (so to

speak) who screamed from the football bleachers "Throw
it to Lucas!" would go on to play Veronica Sawyer in

1 988's Heathers, "which remains the definite black com-
edy of Reagan-youth lust and greed."

Before the beautiful girls of West Beverly, and before
her highly publicized romance with actor Johnny Depp,
the bitch-clique of three Heathers and one Veronica
stormed fictional Westerburg High in Sherman, Ohio.

Dressed like debutants with killer wardrobes, with a
midwest version of Valley girl talk, the "swatch-dogs and
diet Coke heads" are members of the most powerful
clique in school.

Winona Ryder is the only girl in the clique not named
Heather. Instead, Ryder's Veronica is among the cheer-

It was only six years ago that the fifteen-year-old leader babes that stomp on all the little people in high
actress made her screen debut in Lucas. She had chopped
hair and played the typical high school geek that played
in the band. Every time her mouth opened she would be
whining.

In love with Lucas (Corey Haim), Ryder came across
as sympathetic to her fellow nerd-friend who wanted to be

school. However, Veronica is sick of her friends and she
feels that she must stop Heather Chandler (the leader of

the clique) at any cost.

One of the most memorable scenes in the movie is

when Veronica, er, vomits in a fraternity house hallway.

ILRX rc) RYDER, IWtiK \VS

COLLEGIAN
Actress V\/inona Ryder (r.), seen here with Keanu Reeves In the upcoming Bram StoTeTrDraTulS'''''

"""''"

SONY • JVC • TECHNICS • AIWA • PANASONIC • SHARP • TDK • MAXELL

STEREO BLUES?
UNDERGROUND SOUND

CAN HELP
UNDERGROUND SOUND has been an expert, cost effective
repair service for home audio, car audio, video components
and musical instrument amplifiers since 1981. We also sell
new and used components and install car audio systems at
competitive rates. Stop Procrastinating—Get It Fixed—Listen
To Music—Be Happy.

UNDERGROUND SOUND • 103 NORTH PLEASANT STREET. AMHERST, MA . 253-9507
WE ARE LOCATED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTAURANT

I

I I

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local
specialties/ loiv-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

't?j PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst ! '

256-8923 • 256-8924

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS 11AM to 2AM
FRI-SATllAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUTOR DELIVERY
FREE DELIVFRY

I LUNCH SPECIAL
' I,Don 1 i.wi to ;)PM M
I \ii;niuMciii:i:si; nzz,\+ |i

loxi; TOPPi\c,+ C rooil
12 VR\:\: coKKS .^O ii

I
vpi>lliii\\i iiirri\. s I \iK\ ON'IA

I

'LARGE CHEESE PIZZA 1

1

'ON't: TUPPING PLUS rt^ —oo ''

l4rRKi: COKES ^7 1

1

TUI'ri\lAi«R\ ONLY

BUY A LARGE i!

CHEESE PIZZA [!

FOR THE j!

PRICE OF A
ji

SMALL !!

iVIEDIUJVIi; BUY ANY LARGE

CHEESE '!
PIZZA & GET

PIZZA forli^'^^O^^OFE^U^I

<t iQQ I'
OR LESSER VALUE

*4^ or 2 for,'! FOR ONLY

$g99
IJ $299

LARGE

PIZZA
$199

I'.' a
'! (.•)

Sn
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Classic Santana plays the Paramount

Dirty

Carlos Santana will take you back in time at the Paramount.
COURTESY POLVCRAM

tX).\ TiXL'ED HROM P.AGH .=i

'

from the walls/ and go crazy like you've made me."
Other songs which come across the same way "Dirt"

does include "Godsmack", "Hate to Feel", and "Junkhead".
All of these songs are dark and gloomy, and are heavy on
the guitar side.

The best song on Dirtis undoubtedly "Down In A Hole".
The song starts off beautifully, featuring the two voice
harmony of Staley and Cantrell, before it becomes a full

fledged rocker with the chorus sticking in your head for

hours.

Alice In Chains with two deep, dark, and heavy albums
to their credit, have proven that they are one of the best
bands on the scene today. It is rare to have a band in these
days which prefers substance over style, but that is

exactly what Alice In Chains is all about. The band's songs
are about their problems and real issues, nothing else.

After you listen to Dirt, you feel as though your problems
are not so bad, after all.

Amtrak

BUYYOURMM TICKET FROM

CENTRAL TRAVEL ANDBEELIGIGLETQMNA

FREE TICKET TO MONTREAL
ASK US ABOUT AMTRAK'S DAILY SERVICE
DIRECT FROM AMHERST TO MONTREAL,

ONLY $55 ROUND TRIP!
FXOM TWEAGENCY THAT CARES...

CENTBAL TRAVEL
649-4900

aSA PRAT ST., AMHEBST, MA
(IN THE D.H, JONES REALESTATE BLDG.)

XJ i:> e: TsT T

M
%

By MICHELE BAKIS
Collegian Staff

It is rare to find a group retaining popularity for as long
as Santana has. They started close to 30 years ago,
becoming successful almost immediately. Carlos
Santana's devotion to the guitar is clearly audible through
his decades old music. Intense guitar and percussion are
strong constants in Santana's work.

The group originally formed as the Santana Blues
Band in 1966. Early in their career, this San Francisco
based band performed for a crowd of half of a million at
the Woodstock Festival in 1969. Other accomplishments
include performances at the U.S. Festival, Live Aid, and
Freedom Tour '87.

Blues for Salvador, Santana's last solo effort, was
awarded a grammy for best rock instrumental performance
in 1988. Santana has been awarded nine Bammies(Bay
Area Music Awards) including best album for Moon/7ou;ers,
best group, and Carlos Santana himself won "Musician
of the Year."

As a child Carlos Santana followed his heart and
strayed from the traditional music form taught to him by
his father. Santana's distinctive style has been influenced
by his exposure to vast musical styles as well as a desire
to produce music that makes people dance. Carlos has
a number of solo projects in addition to his work with the
Santana band. He has recorded seven albums exclusive
of the Santana band, working with such artists as Buddy
Miles, Mahavlshnu John Mclaughlin, and Turlya Alice
Coltrane.

Santana has an impressive record of playing benefit
concerts and reaching out to those in need. In the early
seventies Santana, along with the Rolling Stones, played
a benefit concert for earthquake victims in Nicaragua.
Since then Santana has performed for Live Aid, Amnesty
International Concert Tour, Crackdown, and has been
involved in raising money for children in El Salvador as
well as the recent earthquake victims in California.

In just over two decades, Santana has produced 20
albums with over half of them attaining platinum or gold
status. Some oftheir most popular works include. Abraxas,
Caraoaseral, and Moonflower.

Santana's latest release, Milagro, has a wide range of
styles. Milagro is the premiere album on Santana's cus-
tom label Guts and Grace. The album was recorded live
as a tribute honoring the memories of Bill Graham and
Miles Davis.

As Carlos notes, "It was of utmost importance to
record as live as possible for the purpose of capturing the
moment, raw, naked, and pure. There was no time to
think, only to feel and project." M/7agro appeals to a large
number of listeners because of all of the different influ-
ences incorporated into the music. There are hints ofjazz,
blues, rock, Afro-Cuban, pop, gospel, as well as other
music which defy categorization. All of these are infused
with Carlos Santana's incredible guitar.

Santana will be performing on November 7at8p.m. at
the Paramount in Springfield.

na. w^-

'

LOBSTEKZ

GRAnFUL DEAD TRIW
SAT. SELECTRO<
KARAOKE MOI«»i

ROUTE 9

•

Work directly witli attorneya and clients

Receive up to 1 S acedemic credits

Function as a paralegal In a l>usy law office

Oaln valuaksle, hands-on experience It^iiil^'ijeaal field

Apply TODAY, Call i-egai Services at S^S-I OOSI

JOIN
HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
256-6446

You are invited

Be

^ i.

to our 20th Anniversary Open House

this Sat. & Sun. Refreshments served in

the lounge 9am-4pm. Aerobic classes

10 & 11:15am Sat., 10 & 4pm Sun.

Take a swim in our Olympic Size Pool

or work out in one of our 3 Exercise Rooms.

Open 8am-9pm.
^B^ft^^H
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Ryder
((iN"i;iS.'L'Khl-R(iMI>Ac;tW6
The girls move outside and Heather says "I get you
into a Remington Party. And how do you repay me'^
On the floor!"

Veronica yells out with such gut feeling "Lick it

up baby. LICK it Up!" This was clearly Ryder's best
line. She acts out her bottled up feelings with such
"umph" that I'd bet you all wanted to just yell and
cheer.

Heathers is a movie that gave us teenagers all

those snobby, elitest and degrading quotes we'd all

love to say, but were afraid to use. That's probably
why we loved those "snoots" of Westerberg.

With each scene the plot twists and turns to
make it a "Twizzler" film. The set-up suicides also
known as "accidental deaths" are hysterical. (Did
you ever find yourself singing that cheesy song
"Teenage Suicide, Don't Do It" by fictional rock
group Big Fun?)

The film also gave us Shannen Doherty (origi-

nally from TV's "Our House"). She played Heather
Duke, the bitchiest of the three Heathers. I can only
assume that Shannen drew from her role in Heathers
and brought it to her Brenda Walsh character on
"Beverly Hills, 90210.

Yet another career was to be launched by this

film, the teen heartthrob himself, Christain Slater.

Slater took his Jason Dean ( J. D.) deranged view on
life to his role in Pump up the Volume. In fact,

that film should have been called J.D. After
Westerberg because in Pump Up the Volume, it's

really just the old J.D., corrupting a different school
in a different state (just minus the Heather factor!)

But the best thing that Heathers gave us was a
remarkable actress called Winona. Compared to
none other than Matalie Wood, she continues to
make her mark in Hollywood by making great
films.

Mext week, I'll take a look at two of Ryder's more
recent efforts in Edward Scissorhands and Mer-
maids to explore a different side of an actress that
gives new meaning to the word charisma.

ACRONYMBLE
WINNERS

Happy Acronymble Day, boys and girls! It's that day,
Thursday, when we pick the three best submissions for
last week's letters.

FIRST PRIZE, the real ACRONYMBLE BOARD GAME,
the very same entertainment system available in the
University Store, goes to AIMEE AQUINO of 2 1 1 J.Q.A.
for her nimble noodle, "Really Strong Rum Smells
Xcellent. Come on down, Aim-ster and collect your prize
from the illustrious Editor-in-Chief, Dan Wetzel. If you win
twice you can win dinner with "Wonderbuns."
SECOND PRIZE, the ever fashionable Acronymble t-

shirt which sports a meticulous design. in an alphabetical
theme, on its cotton blend front and back sides, will be
donned by DANIELLE GALVAGNI who submitted this

gem, "Rhonda Sometimes Receives Skeletal X-rays."
Come claim your prize, Danielle!

THIRD PRIZE, the Acromyble poster, goes to PAM
O'CONNOR of Northampton who wrote the naughty
noodle, "Raunchy Sister Roberta's Smut's X-rated."

Don't get weepy if you're entry wasn't chosen this
week! Next week's letters are B.B.B.B, and B. Submit
your noodles to 1 1 3 Campus Center, The Collegian Arts
Desk. The deadline is Wednesday, November 1 1.

Ties

And then, seemingly out of nowhere, comes a

refreshing and even daring conclusion. Realistic

and cleverly open-ended, it somewhat overcomes
the melodrama that preceded it. yet not enough to

make School Ties worth the journey there.

School Ties is inoffensive enough, and its mes-
sage is duly noted, yet the film plays itself a little too
safe (and erratically) for comfort. It seems to be
giving into the notion that being politically correct
equals being bland.

By not giving Fraser some character shading (a

flaw or two, perhaps?). School Ties presents itself

as d clear "me good, you bad" scenario, it vainly

tries to be righteous and message-driven, yet it

places itself too deeply in the normative, Holly-

wood fantasy structure, the same place that made
prostitution seem downright glamorous in Pretty

V^oman.
Ultimately. School Ties' intelligent conclusion

nearly saves the film. It left me wishing the entire

film was as risky and loaded. It's gaping lack of
character development (in the entire cast) that

regrettably makes School Ties more well-meaning
than well-made.
Grade: C

ONLY 28
COLLEGIANS

UNTIL WINTER BREAK.

MINIBUS — Five guys will do their thing at Sheehan's Cafe, Saturday, November 11 at 9 p.m. Tickets $3.

KnakEast Spedal (sam-ioan)

Scrambled Eggs - Home Fries - Toast

lAHUDATSPEOAU
(4:oopni'9:oopin)

MeatbaU Grinder $2.65

Italian Dinner Specials

(i'oopiii'nsoopm)

Pizza Slice (Lai^e Cut) 99C

Lai|e Plain or Pepperoni Pizza with

your choice of a pitcher of soda or

a pitcher of beer $8.75

Now] rough November 24" at

CHINA DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Trctditional Chinese Cuisine
Relax and enjoy yourself at our beautiful Newly remodeled Facility •

Sunny Greenhouse • Sushi Bar • Beautiful Lounge with Big Screen TV.

Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week • Lunch Specials served daily
"Largest Chinese Restaurant in Hampshirv County"

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1 :30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS TILL 1 1PM

.

I
, <A^o/^^'^ EmYMomAYmovGH THURSDAYi^omwrn

I
rO*M> OFF" I 4PM 7PM. ENJOY

{^A'li^^^S^^l Happy Hour
I • DIIVIVEFI • I

$2.00 Appetizersfrom our special

I ONLY ' menu* $1.00 Draft Beer

f^CLppy Hour

351 Northampton Rd. • Rtc. 9 • Amherst
Corner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. • 256-8800

AFFORDABLE CONDOMINIUMS
AVAILABLE FOR RENT

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

•ONE
•TWO
&

•THREE
BEDROOMS

•QUIET
• CONVENIENT

&
• FLEXIBLE

253-3834

Friday November 6, 1 992

VOLUME CM ISSUE 42

Partly sunny, highs near 50.

Chance of showers Saturday.

Section:
Mark K. Anderson continues his quest to find the real story

on what happened to the "New Monkees" in this week's
Views. Page 7.

Sports:
The 1 2th ranked Water Polo team heads to

Annapolis, MD this weekend to compete in

the eastern championships. Page 12.
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U.S. imposes tariffs to back
American soybean farmers

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
WHO'S GOT THE PUCK — Nathan Lee a senior

Geography major is on the defensive playing table

hockey in the Student Union game room.

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— The Bush administration, seeking
to force trade concessions for American soybean farmers,
announced Thursday that it was imposing punitive tar-

iffs on $300 milUon worth of European imports.
The move would effectively triple the import price ofa

bottle ofEuropean white wine, and it threatened t(» set off

a full-scale trade war between the United States and the
12-nation European community.

U.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills announced
that effective Dec. 5. the tariffs on a 750-milliliter bottle

ofwhite wine from Europe would rise from seven cents to

200 percent of the prices paid by importers.
American consumers would not likely feel the effects

ofthe higher tariffs until January because many importers
have stockpiled shipments in anticipation of such a
move.

Several importers said that if the tariffs take effect

virtually all European white wines would disappear from
American store shelves. This is because the importers
would cut off orders rather than risk being caught with
expensive inventories they can't unload at triple the
current price.

U.S. officials released a two page list of240 wines that
would be hit with the higher tariffs. The United States
imported $270 million worth of white wine from Europe
last year, with France supplying $125 million of that

amount. Other big suppliers were Italy, $98 million, and
Germany, $35 million.

Wines from Spain, Portugal and Greece were also
targeted for the new 200 percent tariff.

In addition to the $270 million in white wine imports.
Hills also announced that 200 percent tariffs would be
imposed on $30 million in imports of wheat gluten,
primarily used as a binder in pet food, and in rapeseed oil,

a cooking oil.

Germany is the principal European exporter ofwheat
gluten and rapeseed oil to the U.S. market.

Hills said that she was delaying the effective date for

the new tariffs to allow negotiators time for one last-ditch
effort to resolve the underlying trade dispute involving
American soybean sales to Europe.

"We have demonstrated extraordinary patience and
we are open to further negotiations in the 30 days before
the duties become effective," Hills told reporters.

"However, given the trade harm the United States is

suffering, I must proceed with a compensatory trade
action."

The administration claims the unfair subsidies cost
American producers $1 billion a year in lost sales.

Hills expressed the hope that talks over the next
month would succeed but also issued a new target list of
$1.7 billion worth of other European products.

She said the administration would broaden the tariff

targets beyond the original $300 million unless the ne-
gotiations succeed.

New Judicial Advisors
provide info and support
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Correspondent

The Judicial Advisors program is de-
signed to provide students involved in

judicial cases at the University with in-

formation on their rights and ensure that
students are sufficiently prepared to rep-
resent themselves in a hearing.

The program is new to campus, estab-
lished through a coordination of the Stu-
dent Attorney General's Office and the
Dean of Students Office.

"Advisors are available," says Paul
Vasconcellos of the Dean of Students Of-
fice, "to make sure people have all the
information they need."

About 20 students from many different

majors volunteered to participate as ad-
visors. Each advisor receives comprehen-
sive training in campus discipline, the
Code ofStudent Conduct, and procedures
involved with hearings and prehearings.

"An advisor is a support person," says
Deirdre Bannon, senior history and En-
glish major, head ofthe advisory program,
"so that students won't be so nervous at a
hearing.

Students may utilize advisors to pre-
pare their openingand closing statements,
but each student must represent him or
herself at a hearing.

"All we can really do," explains Bannon,
"is provide tips on how to prepare a case."

Advisors are not permitted to speak at
hearings, but they may be present to make
sure students do not incriminate them-
selves and to ensure that procedures are
followed during the hearing. The only
communication an advisor is allowed to

have vrith a student during the hearing is

to slip notes. No verbal communication is

tolerated.

Many of the advisors are also on the
hearing board, so they have an under-
standing of how the proceedings work.
Real training for advisors Bannon believes
will come with participating in actual
counselling of students.

"Students' rights" Bannon says is why
the program began. Many students go to

hearings unprepared or unaware of their
rights. Throughjudicial advisors, Bannon
hopes students will become more aware
and know that sanctions brought against

Turn to ADVISORS, page 4

Panel analyzes Clinton
Predicts no foreign policy changes
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Staff

One day after Bill Clinton was
elected president, a panel of experts
Wednesday predicted no major foreign

policy changes in the Clinton adminis-
tration.

Three political science professors
from the five colleges joined the panel
forum titled "The Election Results and
U.S. Foreign Policy" at Smith College,

which wgs sponsored by the Five Col-

lege Program in Peace and World Secu-
rity Studies.

"Foreign policy played little role in

this year's election," said Sue Peterson
from Smith College. "And George Bush
was unable to translate his over-

whelming support over his foreign

policy agenda into electoral victory."

Peterson said strategic and domes-
tic economic imperativeness would
operate very similarly on Bush or

Clinton, setting the broad parameters
ofAmerican foreign policy. This would
narrow the foreign policy options avail-

able to Bill Clinton as he assumes the
office of the president.

"The economic imperativeness of a
new world order suggests in fact again
the election of Bill Clinton makes very
little differencT in terms of explaining
broad contours of American foreign

policies," said Peterson.

However, Peterson pointed out there
are three areas in Bill Clinton's foreign

policy outlook that differ from what we
would see in a second Bush term:

• Clinton's belief that economic se-

curity is the real basis of the national
security, his idea of forming an Eco-
nomic Security Council, and more im-
portantly, Clinton's distrust of free

trade, his "protectionist impulse."
"This will lead to a lot more protec-

tionism, to a lot more closure of the
American economy and potentially to

conflict with our trading partners,
particularly Japan," Peterson said.

•Clinton's internationalism. The
lesson that Bill Clinton learned from
the Vietnam war is to avoid fighting

Turn to PANEL, page 6

1 5 tourists detained in illegal immigration case
By SANDRA HERNANDEZ
Associated Press

BOSTON—A Malaysian tour guide accused oftrying

to smuggle illegal immigrants into the United States and
15 other travelers held for more than two weeks were
ordered to leave the country Thursday after federal

prosecutors dropped the charges.

"I'm ordering everyone in this case to be on flights out
of this country today," said U.S. Magistrate-Judge
Marianne Bowler.

Bowler said she was disturbed by the way prosecutors

had handled the case.

"There have been a number of problems in this case,"

she said. 'Time was of the essence in this case."

Chee Kheong Choong. and the 24-member tour group
he led were detained as they arrived Oct. 21 at Logan
International Airport. The tourists had planned to visit

New York, Atlantic City and Philadelphia when they

were taken into custody to ensure their testimony against

Choong.
Some of the attorneys for the 15 tourists still in

custody said their clients had been traumatized by their
detention and were anxious to leave.

"My client feels bruised by the experience," said George
Gormley, a lawyer for Ng Lai Kneng. "She was very
concerned by being thrown into jail while she was 12,000
miles from home."

Others said their clients should never have been
detained since they were witnesses.

"Ifmy client was a white European, this would never
have happened," said attorney Henry Owens. "These
people were intimidated, they were harassed, they were
threatened."

Choong's lawyer, Michael Natola criticized INS offi-

cials for their handling of the case.

"There was so little evidence of wrong doing," said
Natola.

"The agency was a legitimate agency that had an
outstanding record in Malaysia. My question of the

government is ifthis was an illegal scheme that had been
going on for years why wasn't it discovered sooner?"

"My client told me last night that after having experi-
enced American justice first hand he was never coming
back to the U.S.," Natola said.

U.S. Attorney A. John Pappalardo's office did not
immediately comment on why the charges were dis-
missed.

The 15 remaining tourists and Choong were expected
to board a flight out of Logan International Airport
Thursday evening.

The case has prompted criticism from those who say
the case is racially motivated and accuse INS officials of
being over zealous.

But INS officials dismiss the allegations saying "there
is not a racial issue here," said Timothy Whelan, deputy
director for the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service in Boston. "We have records to show we've had
many occasions where people were detained because
they were not valid visitors."
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Friday, November 6

Announcement — The Early Childhood program is

now accepting applications for admission to its N-3 cer-

tification program. Applications are now available in the
hallway outside of room 109, Furcolo Hall. Please call

Nancy Burnett at 545-0534 to arrange for an interview.
Panel Discussion — "Race, Gender and Sexuality in

the Newsroom" will be discussed with a distinguished
group of panelists and moderator Chancellor Richard
O'Brien. The event is from 2:30 to 5 p.m. in C. C. 163c.

Announcement — Spring '93 pre-registration guides
will be available Mon, Nov. 9, 9 a.m.-4p.m. in the 2nd
floor lobby of Whitmore.

Sabbath Dinner— There will be an informal Sabbath
dinner at Hillel House at6 p.m.A $3 donation is requested.

Announcement — The Department of Computer and
Information Science has had an official name change to

the Department ofComputer Science. The department's
acronym, which had been COINS for the last 20 years,

UMass Police Log
• A woman reported that she got off a PVTA bus at

Massachusetts Avenue at approximately 9 a.m. on
Wednesday and was grabbed on the shoulder by a man,
according to police. The woman then fled to her room in

Kennedy Residence Hall.

• Homophobic graffiti was discovered on an elevator
panel in Brown Residence Hal! on Wednesday morning,
police said.

• A man received a derogatory remark on his voice
mail system Wednesday evening. Police said the call was
discovered at 11 p.m.

will appear as CMP-SCI in all references.

Meeting— Muslim Students Association will be hold-

ing Jumaa Salat at 12:30 p.m. in C. C. 917.

Saturday, November 7

AuthorAppearance— Author Barbara Cooney will be
signing her book, Emily. The book signing will take place
at 2:30 pm at the Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop.

Shabbat Meal— The Chabad House will be holding a
service and meal at 10 a.m.

Sunday, November 8

Learning Group — The Chabad House hosts weekly
Jewish women's learning groups every Sunday at 8 pm.
All women are welcome to join.

Honor— Author Maureen Howard will be honored for

the publication ofhernew novel, iVafura///isto/y. She will

be honored at 3 p.m. at Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop.

Compiled by Michael Day
Recent int ick-nls rcconkxl hy ihe University's [)ep,utment ofPuhlic Sjfcly.

• University police are investigating the theft of a
strobe light from Field Residence Hall on Wednesday.
Staff from the dormitory reported the theft at 8 p.m.,
according to police. The light is worth $37.

• A man reported the theft ofa fifly dollar bill from his
room in Coolidge Residence Hall on Wednesday at 3:20
p.m., according to police.

• Police are investigating the thefl ofa woman's wallet
from her room in Mary Lyon Residence Hall which
occurred on Thursday morning. Police value the wallet at
$180.
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HERE GOES NOTHING - Senior Political Science major Steve Melanson prepares for his first parachute jump in the

UMass Sport Parachute Club at Turner's Falls Alport.

Liberal arts and the real world
Panel discusses degree '5 options and opportunities
By STACY MALONE
Collegian StafT

A liberal arts degree offers a strong curriculum of
knowledge for people working in the real world, accord-
ing to a panel of UMass alumni who spoke Thursday
night at 8:00 p.m. in the Campus Center.

The event, titled "Liberal Arts in the Market Place:
Options and Opportunities" was sponsored by the De-
partment ofHumanities and Fine Arts and was facilitated

by the department's dean, Lee Edwards.
Jon Hensleigh graduated from UMass in 1981 with a

history degree, went to law school, worked on Wall Street
and then made a transition into a career as a screenwriter
and producer.

Hensleigh said to the audience of approximately 30
people that instead of specializing in a particular field it

is more important to get a whole groundwork of knowl-
edge.

"By studying a very broad curriculum you can compile
a group of personal characteristics that will help you
later on in life," Hensleigh said. "You have a four year
block of time in an intellectual environment where you
can think about things and learn. You virill never have
such an opportunity again."

As a graduate of UMass in 1960 from the Journalism
Department with honors, Richard Bresciani used his

writing and broadcasting skills from the Collegian and
WMUA to get variousjobs in the sports field and then the

Turn to DEGREE, page 6

More graffiti

written in a
residence hall
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts police said they found
homophobic graffiti in one of Brown Residence Hall's

elevators on Wednesday morning. Brown's janitorial

stafffound homophobic and racist grafllti on the 3rd and
5th floors on Oct. 10, police said.

Because the graffiti was usually written late at night,

the janitors would erase it when they discovered it,

according to a Brown resident.

Although Andree Castillo, a junior psychology major,
has lived in Brown for over a year, he said he had not seen
homophobic graffiti occurring in Brown since this semes-
ter. Castillo said he is bewildered by these written attacks.

"I think there is one group of people causing it,"

Castillo said.

And, Todd Bates, a senior philosophy major, also said

he was surprised it happened in his dorm. Bates said he
thinks perhaps it is some new students, who might feel

threatened by a homosexual lifesyle.

'There is nothing threatening about the LGBA j Les-
bian Gay Bisexual Association | or a homosexual lifestyle.

This is probably their first experience," Bates said. "I

think [the graffiti in general] reflects themes picked up
by the Republican party. If a whole party can have those
ideas from the religious right, there must be a lot of

homophobia."

Another Brown resident, Jed Jankowski a freshman
geology major, said he was unaware of the graffiti inci-

dents, but said the University has a responsibility to

educate students.

"The only way to stop something like that is to change
students' attitudes, but that is very hard to do,"Jankowski
said.

"What is normal in [students'] hometowns could be
racist, homophobic, and sexist here."

Demetvis Chavalaubous, a senior hotel restaurant
and travel administration major and a resident assistant

on the 7th floor of Brown, said the University needs to

educate students.

"No matter what kind of security you use, it will not
matter," Chavalaubous said. "You need more education
so people know it is wrong."

Lecturer examines Clinton's stance on gay rights
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

The election of Gov. Bill Clinton to the
presidency and its effect on gay rights,

was discussed at a workshop yesterday in

the Campus Center.

Margaret Cerullo, a social sciences
professor from Hampshire College gave a
lecture titled "Who's in the White House?
Does it matter?A radical queer agenda for

the 90s," as part of Bisexual, Gay and
Lesbian Awareness Days. Cerullo is also a
lesbian and gay rights activist in the
Boston area.

Her lecture examined the stance of

Clinton and Gore on gay, lesbian and
bisexual issues and what ttieir plans may
be to pave the road for gay rights. Cerullo

said she feels Clinton and Gore will give

new hope to the issue of gay rights.

"I think we will see that Clinton will

provide stimulation to the government on
gay rights," said Cerullo. "I think we can
look forward to seeing gay men, lesbians

and bisexuals being appointed to White
House positions."

"My main question is whether or not

our humanity will be valued outside ofthe

gay community?" Cerullo said.

The result of two specific ballot ques-
tions in Colorado and Oregon is also a
major concern, Cerullo said.

The Colorado ballot question passed
and rescinded any gay rights ordinances
in that state.

The Oregon initiative failed but had it

passed it would have gone even further to

restrict gay rights. It would have required
school systems to teach that gay rights

was immoral and perverse. Library mate-
rial on gay rights would have been re-

moved and all state funded monies for gay
rights and gay right groups would have
been done away with.

"This would have meant that gays, les-

bians and bisexuals would have been de-

nied from jobs," said Cerullo. "This is

discrimination of our rights."

"The scary thing was that 43^ of the
Oregon public voted for putting the ques-

tion into action," Cerullo said. "There is a
lot of discontent in the country."

Cerullo referred to recent gay-bashings
in Colorado and Oregon. In Oregon, a

woman was severely beaten because, in

the words of her assailant, she looked like

a "dyke." and a bomb was thrown through
the window of a house killing several gay
men.

Cerullo chronicled past "wedge issues"

of Presidential campaigns and how they

have affected the outcome of previous

elections.

"The Republicans were always able to

win because they created wedge issues

that shifted Democrats to vote Republi-

can," Cerullo said. "Bush and Quayle's
wedge issue on family values backfired."

Cerullo said the Republicans were un-

able to focus homophobia as a wedge issue

because they could not create an image of

gay people to which voters would respond
negatively.

She attributed the lack ofwedge issues

in the '92 election as a reason for the
failure of the Republicans.

Though the Clinton and Gore ticket

provides new hope, Cerullo said, "Im still

scared. There is a future of homophobia
and I think it's big."

"WithClinton and Gore." Cerulloadded,
"Hopefully we will have a climate that's

more tolerable and less hateful."

Hillel House provides
Jewish residences
By ANDREA SPITZER
Collegian Correspondent

The time to choose rooms for the spring

semester is arriving soon. Ifyou are looking

for a community type atmosphere in which

to reside, you may want to check out the

Hillel House. The Hillel House is located

on 388 N. Pleasant St., a mere two minute

walk to campus. The top floor ofthe Hillel

House hosts the Jewish Living Commu-
nity, or the JLC, which is a residence for

26 students.

TheJLC isopen to five-college students

ofall faiths interested in Jewish awareness

issues and experiences. A priority is given

to UMass students. The sense of commu-

nity is enhanced by Friday night shabbat

dinners, study breaks, and periodic com-
munity meetings. There is a kitchenette

(dairy only) and a lounge with a TV and a

VCR. The residents usually form a close-

knit groups, and a friendly community is

formed.

While wanting to live a Jewish commu-
nity is a common thread that attracts

students to the JLC, the students' back-

grounds are quite diverse. Some students

come from religiously observant homes of

all sorts; some are secular, some are more
involved in culture. The JLC has been
home to students from France, Iran, Israel,

and the former Soviet Union.
Debbie Charnot, from Cherry Hill N.J.

says that she heard about the JLC from a

Turn to HILLEL. page 6

Jolly Roger is pirated
Flag flies in the face ofcontroversy
By PAUL PRECHT
Collegian StafT

The long-running dispute over the
flying of the "Jolly Roger" flag over the

Butterfield dormitory at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts at Amherst has
turned political and ugly.

The pirate flag with skull and cross

bones has been flown intermittently

from the dormitory's TV antenna since

last spring. University housing offi-

cials have removed the flag on at least

two occasions, citing a university poJicy

that prohibits flying unauthorized flags
over any UMass building.

University policy also prohibits stu-

dent access to the dormitory's steep
slate roof, according to Matt Oullett.

area coordinator for Orchard Hill and
Central residence halls.

At one point a flag appeared over
Butterfield bearing a crude sexual in-

sult against Oullett.

On Monday, Tana G. Henderson, a

former resident assistant in Butterfield,

posted a letter in the dormitory saying
the flag "has become a .source of frus-

tration and discomfort forme and others
on this campus."

Henderson posted a picture of the
"Jolly Roger" being used as the symbol
ofthe Aryan Youth Movement, a white

Turn to JOLLY ROGER, page 4
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State study
seeks out a
megaplex site
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Seven Massachusetts sites would be
suitable for a new stadium, according to a state study
released Thursday, but only Boston and Cambridge could
accomodate a "megaplex" stadium and convention center.

Stephen Tucco, the state's secretary ofeconomic affairs,

said Massachusetts is losing big revenues from large
conventions and shows because most conventions are
medium-sized.

"I don't have any favorites," Tocco said of the sites. "I

just want the damn thing so bad."
A feasibility study by Coopers and Lybrand weeded

out 14 other proposed sites because they failed to meet at
least one criteria : no wetlands, hazardous waste or other
environmental problems; quick access to interstate and
mass transit routes; adequate land size and configuration,
and "compatibility with surrounding developments."

The study said all seven sites would be considered for

final approval, but only the Boston location would be
seriously considered for developing up to 500,000 square
feet of exhibition or convention space.

The Boston sites are the State Hospital site in Mattapan
and the South Bay area, a 42-acre plot at the intersection
of the Massachusetts Turnpike and the Southeast Ex-
pressway for a domed stadium.

Officials have estimated that construction and land
purchases for a 65,000 to 75,000 seat domed stadium
would cost $150 million to $170 million, depending on
whether it has a retractable roof

The study said that in addition to becoming the new
home of the National Football League's New England
Patriots, a domed stadium would host up to 22 other
events a year, including concerts, college sports and
motor sporting events.

Other sites under consideration include:

—An East Cambridge site, called "Nori;hpoint," which
is 46 acres between the McGrath Highway and Interstate
93.

—336 acres that includes Foxboro Stadium and
Foxboro Race Track.

—A Framingham location is at intersection of the
Turnpike and Route 9.—65 acres in Lynn between Route 1-A and Lynn
Harbor, north of the Saugus River.

—About 86 acres in downtown Worcester between
Interstate 290 and the Providence and Worcester railroad
tracks.

Sam DeSimone, a Worcester attorney serving as
spokesman for a group backing a stadium there called the
Worcesterdome Group, said he didn't think the state
could afford to build a "megaplex."

'That kind of complex is really a difficult thing to
achieve, especially in these economic times, even for

Boston," he said.

advisors
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JUST A SCRATCH— Jessica Rechischalfer, a graduate of Hamshire's Medieval Studies program suits up for a duel

at a Society for Creative Anachronism meeting in the Campus Center last weekend.

Rafkin gives reading for BGLAD
By ADA MICHELLE LUGO
Collegian Correspondent

A prize-winning lesbian author gave a reading from
her new book last night at Food for Thought Books as
part of Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Awareness Days.

Louise Rafldng read from her recent book "Queer and
Pleasant Danger" and gave the audience a taste cf her
smart writing and charismatic approach.

The small group had the chance to enjoy the one-hour
reading which emphasized the lives of gay men and
women but also touched on common issues such as
growing up, politics, and relationships between families.

Rafkin started the reading with a story based on the
changes in the unfriendly and indifferent manner gay
men and lesbian women view each other.

The author comically narrates the conversation be-
tween a lesbian who is informing her two gay male
friends of "Michigan, where women go to return to their
own true selves as naked nymphs," and where men are
driven off the property by the chant of 10,000 women
screaming, "Man on the land!"

Although the story was humorous, Rafkin also incor-
porated the serious issue of prejudice between gays and
lesbians. Rafkin said that for many decades both lesbian
and gay communities have remained separate and un-
caring to one another with the male homosexuals taking
most ofthe attention from the public eye in fighting their
battle for acceptance in society.

The author said she is concerned for the large but

"invisible" community of lesbian women who, "are al-

ways kicking up our heels making trouble" but whose
presence is rarely acknowledged and whose voice is still

greatly unheard.
"Queer and Pleasant Danger" has sensitive moments in

which the author describes the delicate nature ofhuman
feelings. Love, hatred, sharing, selfishness, understanding
andjealousy, are all present in the stories Rafkin admits
are somewhat inspired by her own life.

The reading of her second story included the familiar
tragedy of a person who, when being left behind by their
lover of two years for another, fights feelings of depres-
sion and rejection.

The sad story was ofa woman discarded by her lesbian
lover, whom she was infatuated with, and the ironic way
she uses a pet turtle given to her by her mother to find
comfort.

The story brought many symphathetic sighs from the
audience whom many could sympathize with the lonely
heroine.

By the end of the night, the audience was eager to catch
a few more glimpses of "Queer and Pleasant Danger."
Rafkin also stayed around to answer questions, and
accept compliments.
Raflcin has been writing for many years and has taken

part in numerous "coming out" workshops for young
college students.

Rafkin said she encourages young women and men to
come out with their sexuality learn to be happy with who
they are.

conlinued from page 1

them are serious. Any sanctions adminis-
tered to a student will remain on his or her
record for seven years.

The University must prove a student is

guilty; all students have the option to

attend a hearing to present their side of
the case. Many students, however, are
unaware of this option and neglect to

make use of it.

"RDs are manipulating students,"
Bannon says, "by having them sign ad-
ministrative agreements without students
knowing their full rights."

By sig^iing an administrative agree-
ment, a student is admitting he or she is

guilty even if there is a chance of getting
offofthe charges. Bannon wants students
to be aware that they do not have to sign
the agreement and have the option to a
hearing.

Along with students cited as violating
the Code of Student Conduct, advisors
will also help complaining students pre-

pare their case. "We take both sides,"

Bannon stresses.

The Judicial Advisors office is located
in 433 Student Union. Office hours are
uncertain right now, but students with
questions are encouraged to stop by be-

tween 4-9 p.m. Monday through Friday.
In the next couple weeks, there will be a
schedule of advisors' hours posted on the
door to let students know when someone
will definitely be available for advising.

There is no phone in the office yet, but
any student with questions can call the
Student Government's Office 545-0341 or
the Dean of Students Office 545-2684.
Once a phone is installed, Bannon suggests
that students call for an appointment
rather than just stopping by the office.

Jolly Roger
continued from page 3

supremaci st group,toexplainher objection
to the flag.

On Tuesday, Henderson found her
letter covered with graffiti, some of it of a
crude sexual nature signed by Marc
Randaza, the Butterfield house president.

Randaza said the sexual insults are
"my trademark" and "never directed
against anyone in particular." Randaza
called the flag a symbol of "defiance" to

housing policies and social norms. Accu-
sations of any racist motivation in fljdng

the flag are "absurd," he said.

Henderson called the reaction to her
letter "hostile" and "immature." She does
not believe that the students who flew the
flag were aware ofits use as a racist sjmibol.

Ironically, both Henderson and Randaza
say they had formed a friendship during
last spring and summer.

Oullett said the graffiti scrawled on
Henderson's letter "completely shuts down
discourse." By acting with "civility" towards
one another, he said, students can create a
"climate of dialogue."
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Clinton and women's rights
Goodbye Reaganomics, adios George

"GulfWar" Bush, welcome President-elect

Bill Clinton and Vice President-elect Al
Gore. For the first time in twelve years
there's a Democrat in the White House—
and it's about time. Clinton and Gore,
produced by the baby boomer generation,

are perhaps the most dynamic duo to hit

the White House in ages (sorry, George
and Dan just didn't quite cut it!).

Stephanie

EISENBERG
With the Democrats finally in office,

the United States is subject to many
positive changes. The days of presidents

with amnesia and vice presidents with
spelling problems are behind us. One of

the most profound changes will be in the

issues that affect women, as the Clinton/

Gore ticket represents modern ideals,

rather than the old-fashioned, idealistic

rituals favored by President Bush. Now
America can look ahead toward rebuilding

this great nation.

The Clinton/ Gore administration fully

supports rights for women, and will be one
ofthe first administrations to incorporate

their personal beliefs into the legal spec-

trum. Clinton seems to have a real un-

derstanding of the problems women face

in this country and he offers more than a

plausible solution to ameliorate them. He
agrees that in today's horrible economy
(special thanks to Ronnie and George), it

is necessary for women to work in order to

make ends meet. His "family policy" is a

plan that allows women to remain in the

workforce while easing their financial

burdens through various tax credits.

Clinton also supports a child day care

program, stressing that a mandated pro-

gram will not only alleviate much of

women's tensions in the job place, but will

also provide children with a better start to

a good education. By creating an adequate
child care program, he enables women to

remain in the work force, while simulta-

neously eroding the age old stereotype

that women belong in the home front to

care for the children.

Clinton also supports a family leave

program stressing the importance of both

maternity and paternity leave for a

specified period oftime. This program will

benefit women in two ways. It will allow

women to take a leave of absence from
their job without the fear of losing it, as

well as help to stress that women are not

the only ones responsible for child care.

Although he also takes a firm stand on
many other issues affecting women, such
as gender discrimination and sexual ha-

rassment, perhaps the most controversial

issue is abortion. He supports every
women's right to choose, regardless ofher
ability to pay, and states that violating

this is a fundamental violation of privacy.

Abortion lies at the root of discrimination

against women. Having a leader who re-

alizes this is the first step toward allevi-

ating all the barriers opposing women.
Bill Clinton and Al Gore bring about a

much needed change to the White House.
Their ideals and enthusiasm generated so

much support that they easily won in a

landslide of electoral votes and sent that

Republican elephant packing. Perhaps
poor George, his elephant, and his sidekick

Dan can put their experience running a

three ring circus to use, and join Ringling
Bros. After all, clowns belong in the circus,

not the White House.
Stephanie Eisenberg is a UMass stu-

dent.

'Separate but equal' is not the

solution to political salvation
In his Black Affairs page article titled

"Who will serve as our next president?"

Martin F. Jones [Collegian, Nov. 4] goes

far wide of the mark when aiming at a

prescription to remedy Black political dis-

enfranchisement.

I agree with much of his historical

interpretation of the African-American

struggle, but when he calls the death

penalty "a policy that clearly aids the

extermination oF the Black race, he reveals

himself as patently irrational and flatly

paranoid. The death penalty aids in the

extermination of abnormally brutal

criminals. To assume that the death

penalty is engineered to produce Afro-

American genocide is to say that all Blacks

are violent criminals. I can't believe that.

Do you believe that, Mr. Jones?

Furthermore, Clinton is right in op-

posing affirmative action as a clearly racist

policy. It is as wrong to grant employment

on the basis of race as it is to deny it. I

would give a job to any man. Black or

White, if and only if he was the best man

for the job, just as I'd expect a man ofany
race to hire me only under that same
condition, regardless of any race.

When he concluded that political sal-

vation for Blacks would come at the hands
of no established party, I thought I saw a

flash of brightness and rationality at the

end ofthe piece. But he veered clear offthe

road in claiming that political separation,

an exclusively Black political party, and a

schism between Black America and the

rest of the nation would bring equality.

History shows the false promise in the

slogan "separate but equal," but this is

precisely what Mr. Jones promotes.

Equality and harmonyamong races will

come through independent politics, but

through coopera</o72, not a racial schism. It

will come when like-minded people of all

races getoverthemselvesandwork together

to achieve blindness to race, and are will-

ing to say, "Before I am Black/White/Asian/

Native American, I am human."
Bradley P. Heintz

Southwest

Hungry new Republicans
need to emerge for '96

Don't bother me. Yes, I'm still de-

pressed.

I was going to write 60 lines of nasty
stuff, but as time permits (my plane to

Nova Scotia leaves this afternoon), I will

try to keep this short and put a positive

spin on the election.

Michael

MORRISSEY
I was shaken when the reality hit me

that our president had been defeated. The
last time I was so upset was the Kentucky-
UMass game at the Spectrum last March.
I wanted to write about how idiotic, mo-
ronic and generally stupid this country's

voters are, but I would rather follow the
example of President Bush and be humble
in defeat.

When George Bush conceded around
11:10 p.m. Tuesday night, he showed a
side few had seen before. Like a true
leader, he was gracious in defeat. One of

the strongest themes in his speech was his

plea for the youth of the United States to

move up and take control of politics.

"Don't lose your idealism, don't lose

your drive," Bush pleaded. I really took
that to heart for some reason. Ironically,

Ross Perot said the same thing. It's funny
because the two candidates were defeated

at least partly because of their age, and in

Bush's case, his stagnant administration.

Bill Clinton won in part because he was
a fresh young face who had the youth
behind him more than the other candi-

dates. Why would Bush court the youth,
especially duringoneofthe most important
speeches in his life?

Bush has always been a great Ameri-
can, and he realized Tuesday night that
his political career is over. Yet he wants to

see hungry new Republicans emerge, to

fill the void of the old guard. He, like

others, feels a new Republicanism can
capture the hearts and minds ofAmericans
everywhere.

The Democrats have it. While I am
repulsed to say it, I have a shred of ad-

miration for those people around campus

who feel strongly enough to defend their

beliefs our support a club, be it the pagans,
the Radical Student Union, or the Demo-
crats. When I watch these people demon-
strate, it's sort of like a morbid curiosity.

What these people believe in makes me
sick, but they realize the importance of

taking a political stand and fighting for

what they believe in, even ifit is unpopular.

Ifwe want to take our country back, we
need more young conservatives stepping
up to the political battleground. It makes
me sick when someone says they supported
Bush but didn't vote for him, or tells me
how conservative they are yet never act.

I do not think President Bush was
asking too much. I know I am not. The
young Republican students on this campus
and in this country need to make them-
selves more visible, they need to stand up
and say, "I hate what's happening to my
campus (or country)." That's all. Contrib-
ute. Vote. Become more involved in poli-

tics.

Slick Willie was elected on the economy,
and when it rebounds (and it will, as any
economist will tell you), he and his wife

will take credit for it, making 1996 an
even more important election year. Most
ofyou will have gi-aduated by then ( except
the professional protesters, who are
hopeless),, and you will not only have to

make a decision, you will have to make a
difference.

We need to combat these "new Demo-
crats" with our "new Republicans." I grew
up adhering to the morals and beliefs of

one of the gi-eatest presidents of all time,

Ronald Reagan. What he stood for is gone,

but we all have to make a decision as we
get ready to marry, have kids and enter

the working world. We have to decide
which set of values we will pass on to our
children, Ronald Reagan's or Bill Clinton's.

Even in defeat. President Bush inspired

me, showing how great a leader he is. I

hope I was not alone. Anyway, I just can-

celled my trip to Nova Scotia. I am too

busy to go now. I'm preparing for 1996.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Jeffries' visit a chance to learn
As a Jew, I understand much of the

controversy surrounding Leonard
Jeffries, but it its crucial that UMass
students, especially usJewish students,

take time out and critically think about
our options.

One option is to see Jeffries as solely

an anti-Semite and fight and protest to

keep him off campus. The second is to

write him off as not having anything
positive to say and to just boycott his

speech. I would like to offer a third. This

is the option oflearning something from
him and this whole controversy. But
before I discuss this option, I would just

like to say a few things.

American Jews need to understand
that although we may deal with plenty

of anti-Semitism and hatred towards
us, we must recognize that we have in

many ways assimilated into a white,

capitalist system that has been inher-

ently racist towards African-Americans
and many others. I know that in the

past and even in the present this sys-

tem has also been unfair to the Jews,
but I hope that we can admit that many
of us, over the years, have taken ad-

vantage of, or at least benefitted from
our "white-skinned priveledge".

Along with this has come a widescale
abandonment of the African-American
struggle by Jewish Americans (and
many other white-skinned ethnic
groups). Why do you think so many
Jews have lived the "American Dream"
while most African-Americans are still

fighting the American Nightmare even
though the majority of us Jews came to

this country hundreds of years later?

Our assimilation and too often silence,

makes many of us partly responsible

for the institutional and blatant racism

i n this country. As a result ofthis, there

has been at times great resentment
towards Jews (and others) by the Afri-

can-American community.
I do not wish to apologize for, nor

approveofJefTries'anti-Semitic remarks
but perhaps these remarks are in some
of the racist remarks towards Palestin-

ians and other Arabs that Zionist

speakers have made on this campus.
This somewhat leads us to our third

option, which is to go hear Jeffries

speak, and to ask questions, and to

share with him and the African-
American Community our concerns,
and to learn from each other. Maybe us
Jewish students should decide that it is

time we listen to a variety of concerns
and opinions coming from the African-

American community, including
Jeffries', and in return the African-

American students will take time to

hear the varitey of concerns and opin-

ions we have. It is also important for us
to realize that just as not every Jewish
speaker, whether it be Leonard Jeffries

or Clarence Thomas, speak for all Af-

rican-Americans.

Who knows? Maybe many Jews will

appreciate some things Jeffries has to

say and maybe many African-Ameri-
cans will be really turned off by him.
We must take this opportunity to not

only point out other people's anti-

Semitism, but to come to terms with
our own racism and what assimilating
into a raci.st society means. Most of all.

let's take this opportunity to listen,

think and share so we may all under-
stand each other a little better.

Mark Federman
Amherst

This letter was signed by 9 students
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Lawsuit against tobacco
company is dismissed
By FRED PIEREITI
Associated Press

NEWARK, N.J. — A judge Thursday
dismissed the landmark Cipollone lawsuit
against the cigarette industry at the re-

quest ofattorneys for the family ofa woman
who claimed she died from smoking.

U.S. District Judge Dickinson R.
Debevoise dismissed the case with the
consent ofthe family, said one attorney for

the family, Alan Darnell. He referred
questions to attorney Marc Z. Edell, who
referred questions to senior managing
partner Henry Larner, who did not im-
mediately return calls seeking comment.
A court clerk said the case was dis-

missed with prejudice, which means the
lawsuit cannot be filed again. The judge's
order did not elaborate.

Richard Daynard. a law professor at

Northeastern University in Boston and
Chairman of the Tobacco Products Li-

ability Project, which encourages lawsuits
against tobacco companies as a health
issue, said dropping the Cipollone lawsuit
would not deter future legal action against
the tobacco industry.

The Cipollone decision "is still the law
ofthe land." Daynard said, adding that he
is hosting a seminar this weekend in

Boston with about 20 potential plaintiffs

in tobacco liability cases.

The case was sent back to federal court
in Newark in June by the U.S. Supreme
Court, which ruled that a 1965 federal law
requiring warning labels on cigarette
packages did not shield the companies
from all lawsuits based on state personal
injury laws. The 7-2 ruling also said
smokers need to do more than prove that
cigarette advertising and promotions tend
to minimize the health hazards.

Edell said at the time that the ruling
would likely generate more lawsuits
against cigarette companies despite the
court's ruling that smokers must convince
juries they are not primarily at fault.

But Charles Wall, associate general
counsel for Phillip Morris Companies, Inc.

in New York, said Thursday the high
court's ruling earlier this year made suing
cigarette companies more "time consum-
ing and expensive."

"The litigation is complex, lengthy, and
difficult," Wall said.

degree
continued from page 3

position as Director of PubUcity for the
Boston Red Sox.

"I feel the liberal arts helped me so I

wasn't focused in one area and gave me
the opportunity to take a lot of courses
that I liked." Bresciani said, "I could benefit
from the more knowledge I could get."

Bresciani said to the audience to show
what they want to do by gettingexperience,
making contacts and meeting a wide va-

riety of people who can only open doors
later on.

Edward Fouhy graduated in 1956 as a
history major, became a Marine, worked
forWBZ TV and was involved in radio and
television production.

He spent three years working for the
CBS News, is the founder and president of
Concorde Communications in Washing-

ton, D.C. and worked on this year's series

of presidential debates.

Fouhy said as a journalist he covered
all the great events, such as, Watergate
and the Vietnam War and it was his lib-

eral arts background that made him in-

terested in seeing and covering important
historical events.

"When one is a journalist, one contin-

ues to draw on the disciplines learned in

the liberal arts," said Fouhy. "I think one
spends, as ajournalist, a lot oftime looking
at much that is ugly, notjust in war but in

Washington. It is the liberal arts that
teaches us to appreciate the beauty and
gives us the knowledge to appreciate it."

Fouhy said, "One does not have to wish
for more than a mundane job. Liberal arts
teaches us to reach for the stars. We must
reach for the stars."
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the wrong war. Peterson said she be-

lieves Clinton will be "an internation-

alistand even interventionist president,

although that's certainly not something
dramatically different from the early

Bush years."
• Clinton's human rights agenda.

Peterson cited Clinton's criticism ofthe

U.S. foreign policy toward China in the

aftermath of Tiananmen, his criticism

of the Bush administration's inaction

or hesitancy to provide funding to the

republics of the former Soviet Union
and his criticism of Bush's inaction in

Bosnia.

"I think Clinton has a real commit-
ment at least at some level to human
rights and democracy as a basic prin-

ciple that foreign policy should pur-

sue," Peterson said.

Peterson seiid the "biggest and im-

mediate shift in the American foreign

policy after Clinton assumes office will

be U.S. policy toward China."

James DerDerian ofUMass agreed.

He added while Clinton will be hard on
China, hell be "much softer on Israel,

and Syria is going to get a lot pressure
from Clinton."

Michael Klare, director of PAWSS,
said: "If Bush remained president, the
countries that would have to worry are
countries that look or feel like Soviet

Union or Warsaw Pact, or authoritar-

ian centralized regimes like Iraq, Iran

and North Korea, while the countries

that would have to worry a Clinton era
are those whose problems are more
post-cold war than cold war like."

Hillel
continued from page 3

friend who was very enthusiastic about it.

Debbie says "I like the close-knit commu-
nity and the Jewish atmosphere. It's

great having the opportunity to have
Friday-night dinners together, cook to-

gether, and just be close to a lot of great
people."

Adi Gildor, a sophomore Engineering
major says that he chose to live in theJLC
because he felt "a growing detachment
from my Jewish background, especially

from students my age. I wanted to Uve in

a place amongJewish students and renew
the Jewish aspects ofmy hfe." Gildor says
that he likes living in the JLC because
"there is a continuous activity in academic,
social, and activist aspects, and there is

always the opportunity to get involved."

The library and scholar-in-residence

suite which currently houses Professor
James Young, are a part ofthe University's
Center for Jewish Studies which is based
in the Hillel House, and is associated with

the Judaic Studies Department.
Accredited Judaica classes are offered

right in the Hillel House. According to

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter UMass may very
well have the only Hillel House in the
country that offers the unique combination
ofthese three components: a residence for

students, a full Hillel program, and an
academic presence.

Students who live in the JLC have
access to laundry machines in the base-
ment, and on-site parking. The student
rooms are carpeted and well-furnished,

the JLC is open to sophomores through
graduate students, and there are still

spaces available for the spring semester.
The cost ofthe rooms is $ 1050 for a shared
double room, and $1575 for a single.

Further information and applications
are available from the University of
Massachusetts Hillel, in the Hillel House,
388 N. Pleasant St. The phone number
there is 549-1710. Applications are being
accepted now.
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A Monkee's View from the Outside
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

Douglas Coupland defines "obscurism" in his book
Generation X as follows: "The practice ofpeppering daily
life with obscure references (forgotten films, dead TV
stars, unpopular books, defunct countries, etc.) as a
subliminal means of showcasing both one's education
and one's wish to dissociate with the world of mass
culture."

One-hunnid puhcent pure unapologetic, obscurist folly.

Views From The Outside's present pursuit ("The New
Monkees: Where Are They Now?") has led to countless
dead-ends and setbacks since being introduced one week
ago. Representing new frontiers of inanity in college
journalism, the spin of this column may best be sum-
marized by the reaction of one Warner Brothers' staffer

when he heard that a story was being written on such a
trivial, embarassing showbiz flop: "Wouldn't a better
title be Where Were They Then'?"

Preee-cisely.

Living one's entire life among a generation relegated
to playing the role of clean-up crew for America's most
coddled and spoiled demographic can certainly induce a
warped sense ofcultural and civic identity. And embracing
a failed attempt to propagate banal boomer icons into the
present generation's popular lexicon appeared passively
cynical enough for my tastes. I blame society.

Twisted motivations now aside, on to the hunt.
When we left our hero last week, he had stumbled

upon so many bibliographic phantom leads as to frustrate

further pursuit of library research. (Believe me, neither
"New Monkees" nor "Monkees, New" can take you very
far in any local card catalog or database.)

Only one approach remained. It became imperative to

work towards that elusive three-hundred dollar thresh-
old for November's phone bill. And what better way to do
it than to spend one's afternoons tracking down and

leaving messages with Hollywood's elite while patiently
waiting for them not to call back.

(Well, truthfully, our hero was several tiers away from
his quest— he waited to not get called by industry wonks
who were waiting to not get called by slippery agents who
were off at lunch busily not delivering messages to

Hollywood's elite. Thank God for Variety or no one would
ever get through to anyone in that town.)

''Embracing a failed attempt to

propagate banal boomer icons into the

present generation 's popular lexicon

appeared passively cynical enough for

my tastes. I blame society.

"

In the end, one lead did materialize. After several days
of sniffing out trails like a bloodhound (or at least like a
comatose poodle with a head cold), it was discovered that
someone from The New Monkees album had actually
managed to avoid disappearing from civilization without
a trace. In fact, this person had recently distinguished
himselfin turning out the very currency ofour disposable
culture: New Product.

More specifically, the man responsible for engineering
track one on side one also happens to be the producer for

the entire catalog of the band Faith No More.
"Hello Warner Brothers? My name is Richard O'Brien

and I'm writing a story for the Boston Globe on the re-

cording process for alternative rock bands. I'm interested

in the work ofFaith No More and would like to speak with
their producer."

And about as quickly as you can read from Abrams to

Zucker in a metropolitan phone book, I was talking with
The Man.

Predictably, he had little to say about 1987's answer to

1967's answer toA Hard Day's Night. "I was approached
by several executives at the label to turn out a song on
their New Monkees project so me and my friends got
toge her, threw down the tracks and let the guys sing
over it. That simple." End of story.

When pressed further on any leads as to the current
whereabouts of the karaoke four, their producer related
that he had only spoken with one of them in recent
memory and that was over coffee several years ago.

However, he did continue that, "It was no surprise that
the show Hopped. No one outside of our circle took the
project seriously and though the music was basically

catchy pop tunes, the TV show was the central focus."

(And the TV show was velveeta-from-last-week's-fondue
cheezy. Dogs cried and grown men howled. Nothing short
of beautiful.)

After a polite thank you and goodbye, the click of the
phone line truncated yet another approach to contacting
those would-be agents of change who tried to rearrange
the Summer of Love formula for a Decade of Lust, or at
least suck some money off the poor saps who didn't know
the difference.

With yet another lead evaporated into the ether,

levels of frustration once again began to climb. Arisen
were such questions as, "How far does an innately futile

exercise need to be taken if futility was really the only
initial motivation?" or more succinctly, "Who the hell

cares?' and most obviously, "Who showed this yahoo
where the thesaurus is?"

Still though, the lads are out there somewhere. (Al-

though, frankly, I have no idea what I'd ask if I did
eventually find them.)

All the more reason to spiral this investigative-jour-

nalism-meets-cultural-scatology story further out of
proportion.

Next week: C'mon Anderson, enought already!

Audience has Too Much Joy at Pearl St.
By CUTTER GARCLA
Collegian Staff

Too Much Joy
Pearl St.

Nov. 3, 1992

This review is going to be totally biased and completely
favorable. It might, in fact, even be considered a bit messy
and unprofessional but if I walked away from the Too
Much Joy show at Pearl St. with only one lesson learned
it's, "Challenge the system and laugh when it cringes." So
here goes . . .

Too Much Joy brought harmonic convergence to the
uiiiverse existing within the walls of Pearl St. on election

night "92. The stars aligned, bio-rythms were synchopated
and republicans and democrats hugged, kissed and
fondled each other while enrapt in the^oy of each other's

company. . . . And how was your night? The S.R.O.
crowd ofTMJ fans crowded the stage and began chanting
early. Cries of,"TOO MUCH JOY! TOO MUCH JOY!",
filled the hall as tech people were busy tuning guitars and
setting microphone levels. The crowd, consisting of a
colorful mass ofmen and women from every race, eagerly
awaited the arrival ofthe fab four by swaying and waving
their arms as the fog machine blew it's first streams of

smoke, which shrouded the stage and set the mood.
The energy coming from the eager mass of fans was

palpable.

It was as if they were expecting something great to

happen. Something larger than life. Something so fraught

with energy that

it just might possibly alter life as they knew it.

And Too Much Joy, when they finally hit the stage, did

not disappoint their minions.

The Joy boys came out kicking! Crunching right into

the crowd with, "Making Fun ofBums" offoftheir Son of
Sam I Am release. The song, which deals with what it

must be like to suddenly find yourself homeless after

taking your good fortune tor granted, was a perfect choice

with which to lead things ofF. It was very upbeat, thrashy
and a great pace setter for the set to follow.

TMJ was extremely animated throughout their entire

performance switching microphones with each other
repeatedly and running all over the stage dancing and
cavorting with each other.

Right from note one the audience members were
involved with the band. People ran onto the stage to sing

with the members, dance with the members and kiss the

members (Makeyourownjoke here)ofthe band. Normally
you might expect to see burly bouncers cracking heads in

a situation like this but none of that was seen.

Drummer Tommy Vinton found himself in the middle
of a beat when an enthusiastic fan charged past lead

singer Tim Quirk and made his way to the rear of the

stage and proceeded to wrap his arm around Vinton's

shoulder in a 'buddy-hug' manner. I expected to see a look

of alarm on Vinton's face but instead saw a huge grin as
he looked over his shoulder realizing that he was safe, all

while never missing a beat. The fan stayed for a few
moments and then dove back into the crowd only to be
safely caught by the other Joysters on the fioor.

Guitarist Jay Blumenfield had to abandon his mike
when during his rendition of "Donna Everywhere," two
fans decided to relieve him of his singing duties.

Blumenfield smiled, turned a quick 180 degiees and
sprinted cross stage to bassist Sandy Smallens where the

two shared a michrophone.
It was amazing! It was fantastic! It was everything

that Ed Sullivan ever feared about Elvis! And the best

part was, it was standard Too Much Joy.

At one point between songs Quirk made an an-

nouncement, "I have some good news and some bad news.
The good news is that we have a new president of the

United States, and his name is Bill Clinton."

The audience screamed their approval with a joyous

cheer and then Quirk continued. "The bad news is that he
still has to answer to a higher authority . . .ME, I am The
king of Beers!", and with that they segued into their song
of the same name.

I got an opportunity to talk with the band before and
after

the show and they told me that they were having a gi-eat

time on this tour. The only disapointment being that they
had hoped to play some newer venues that they hadn't
been in before.

They spoke highly of their relations with tour mates
The Mighty Lemondrops. "They can drink more beers
than we can so we like to hang out with them" grinned
Quirk.

The fans were more than pleased with TMJ's |)erfor-

mance. Delirious smiles were seen everywhere as they
filed out after the performance was finished (nobody
seemed to care about hearing Material Issue play -

attendance was cut by more than half after TMJ left the

stage). "I can die now! I got to tickle Tim Quirk!", boasted
Amherst College student, Jessie F'uchs. "They were in-

Turn to JOY, page 8
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Quasi-fanatical 'Spread-heads' are called to NoHo

continued from page 7

credible! Oh, they wereSO good!", squealed Hillary
Brown who had driven from Middlebury, Conn, to
be there.

The only complaint I heard came from Larry
Harmon who wished that the Joy boys had played
his favorite song, "Clowns." "I really love that
song," said Harmon, 'Tm sad they didn't do it. It

has a lot of personal meaning to me."
Special mention must be made here for TMJ's

tour manager Kerry Wittig who has, in his time,
ran everything from operas to Plasmatics concerts.
"These are a great bunch ofguys and we're having
a lot of fun. I wasn't originally a fan before 1 took
this job but after listening to them every night I'm
becoming a fan," said Wittig from behind the T-
shirt stand where he was doling out TMJ concert
items. Wittig was a very cool guy and it was evident
that the band had met a soul mate on this tour.

Too Much Joy. put out an incredibly rousing
performance which left each audience member
smiling and dancing into the streets. I can't wait
for January when they'll be touring solo.

By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Correspondent

On Monday, Nov. 9th at 8p.m., Pearl Street will be
featuring a band that defines the musical sound of the
dynamic, ever-changing and urbanizing new south.

Wipespread Panic is a radical band coming all the
way from Georgia. They let out a distinctive straight-up
sound that is firmly rooted in the guitar based rock and
roll of the late '60s and early '70s, while sharing the
freshness, wit and energy oftheir contemporary musical
counterparts from the south.

Widespread Panic was the first band to be signed by
the newly reincarnated Capricorn Records. The quintet,
consisting of singer and guitarist John Bell, guitarist
Michael Houser, drummer Todd Nance, percussionist
Domingo S. Ortiz, bassist David Schools and newly
acquired keyboardist John Herman, produces music that
takes cues from r&b, blues and country sounds that
influences earlier Capricorn artists, like The Allman
Brothers and Wet Willie. On top ofthese lies a mixed bag
of influences with dashes of psychedelic guitar, melodic
bass lines and percolating backbeats from the drummers.

Since its creation in 1985, Widespread Panic has
gotten to know the national touring circuit quite well.

They are considered one of the finest original sounds on
the circuit today.

The band has built a loyal following across the nation
since it was put together at the University of Georgia,
largely based on its tight, energetic live performances.
The band is currently playing over two hundred shows a
year in venues ranging from New England to California.

Quasi-fanatical "Spread-heads" have been known to

travel literally hundreds upon hundreds of miles to

experience, firsthand, the band's no-nonsense, hard-
rocking live show, which features the roadhoned musical
interplay of Bell, Houser and Herman, set against the
powerful rhythmical backdrop provided by Schools, Nance,
and Ortiz. Widespread Panic has released one album in

addition to the current self-titled release with Capricorn.
In 1987, they released Space Wrangler on Atlanta based
Landslide Records (altough it has been recently re-re-

leased by Capricorn). The album displays the band's
songwriting gifts on such cuts as "Walkin'" and "Mercy,"
while also leaving room for a tasteful, innovative re-

working of "Send Your Mind," an obscure early Van
Morrison recording.

September 1st saw the release of Widespread Panic's
Live From The Georgia Theatre thirty-five minute video.

Turn to PANIC, poge 10

Winter Session 1993
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!

Register for Winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions do not
APPLY FOR Winter Session.
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Earn 3 credits in just
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Registration begins
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206 Russell St./Rt. 9

Open 7 Days 7am-11pm
Top Loaders: $1.00 • Dbl. Loaders : $1.50

Weekend Special: 750 dbl. Loaders

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

TRADITIONAL WOOD-FIRED
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

12 CRAFTS AVENUE
NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS

586-1468^
ISplrltjjaus

1 LIQUOR STORE

Bud, Bud Light, Bud Dry 12 pk btis ..$6.99 (+ciep)

Golden Anniversary 24-12 oz cans .$7.99 (+dep)

Rolling Rock 12 pk btis $6.99 (+dep)

Arctic Bay 12 pak btis $6.39 (+dep)

Red Stripe 6 pk $5.59 (+dep)

Martei Cognac v.s. 750 mi $19.99

M.D. 20/20 A!! Flavors 750 ml ..$1.99

Fieischmannn Vodka 750 ml $5.49

LuksuSOWa Polish Vodka 750 ml $12.99

Goslings Black Seal Rum 750ml $12.99

Leroux Blackberry & Coffee Brandy 1 Liter ..$1.99

>
Beers from around the World!

\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrcweries

\ Kess startins at $33.00
(chccks/Mastcfcard/Visa accepted for Keg Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champagnes

I
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SPORTS wm
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^Wld Heavyweight Championship.

Jhe Mirage, LasVt/egas

Champion.

Evander

Holyfield,

28-0

HOLYFIELD
BOWE

Challenger.

Riddick

Bowe,
31-0

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & AAASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

_ WILL BOWE BE THE NEXT CHAMPION^

m ANPHINC CAN HAPPEN.

«10.00 TICKET PRICE
Pre Fight Buffet » Door Prizes]

9:00 PM
Tickets Can Be Purchased in Advance

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549 4040
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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Thay all die.

Even Willard.

The End.

I knew I shouldn't have Joined that
Matvuplal Kickbudng tmimament.

CfwoaUte Nut PuSi aren't so much an
enjoyable dessert recipe as they are
an excellent cmciyncy flotation device.

Inna gadda da vida baby,
don t you know that I k>ve you?

And yet wc oouUnt help but wonder
why cat liver patt Is considered
a delicacy In some countries.

My niece sounded much better

aAer the marbles were removed
from her mouth.

I've got Itl Let's all play a board game!

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

Three times on the Whlrly-Wheel
must have been one time too many
for that guy with the cotton candy.

tf you think about It. the human
condition Is sort of like my trip
to the grocery store this aitemoon.

WHOOOOOAAA. NELUEaiin

'When he got up on the stepladder
to change the Ughtbulb. I really
wanted to kick It out inaa under him.

'Here's the place I found that
severed buiuiy head!' Steve
bragged to his girlfriend.

CaMnl What say iw team up and get rid of that Far Skle guy once and

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
"<0U 60%HT YHf^Vt Vou SEEN
M^OoN^jft's i fM£ Photo: OF

"SEIl," OlONT/ HER PNO
VftNILLA \CE?

Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelmon

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Brad Hutchison

Todd Elliott

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Meatball Grinder Seafood Newburg
Tuna Melt Chicken Tenders

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Griiider Ratatouille

Tuna Melt Chicken Tenders

Thor s hammer, screwdriver and crescent wrench

Quote of the Day
"To err is human, but to really foul things

up takes an anchorman."
- Dan Rather

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES iM.ifth 2 1 -April I'd: A
shorl lri|) (ouki he on Ihu ji;cncl,i.

Welioini' ,1 iKc.ik 111 your cl.iily rou-

liDf. Buslnc'^^,llld|JllM^url•(ouidn1(x

r.illuT nicely now. W,1I( h lor an old

rel.ilionship lo M.irl hcilinn up .tg.iinl

TAURUS(AprilJ()-May20):'Your
I'molion', in.iy not \k- m sync with

lo^k this morninj;. Poslponc nwkini;

an imporlanldwision until,iln>rn<H)n.

Put work.ilic'adolplf.isuri'. ApljltMiK

rclalionship dclighls you.

GEMINI (Way Jl-juni- JOI: You
ni'i-d lu make up your mind in a luirry

iIh)U| .1 iK'VA ijpporluiiily. Travel or an
exleixjitl ( oufsf o( study is |)ossl)le.

Keeps line oi roniniunic.il ion open.

Seek new allies.

CANCER dune 2 Muly 22): II your

enlertainnxMil plans i;c't derailed, you
c an always liven up the sc ene vvilh a

spur-ol-lhe-monieni invilalion. A
worthy c harily approac Ik's you lor a

donation. Give il you can.

LEO (July 2 i-Aus. 22): You can
make a good imjiression on someone
you admire. Do nol laiilasizc' alx^ul a

romaniK relationship, however. To- •

nighl IS lor parenting or calling a

lamily meeting.

VIRGO(Aug.2 l-SfpI.22):|uRgle

a home-career tonllirl with grace It

does not pay to get overly emotional
or let (K-rsonal interests interlere with

your work. Stand tirm and c liallenge

ahout business maitcrs.

LIBRA (Sept. 2i-<>(l. 11): Oo-
nieslK and employment aliaiis ilour-

ish in your c apahle h.inds. T.ip your

creativity. Keep lo yoursell when
working on projects thai will sel ihe

stage loi stardom

SCORPIO (Ocl. 2 l-Nov. 21):

< )ihers may drag llieir leel today.

Stand alone and gc^l the jol) clone

right. Strive lor results, not lanlare.

Spend a cjuiet, resliul cvc'iiing i\ilh

your one-and-only recharges your

hatleries

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 2 2-Dec .

21 1: All may nol he \,\h.il il seems in

eniploymeni dealings ,\voicl sec rem-
and "underground" activities Flow
with the tide, not .igainsi it li«lay.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an l<)l:

Emotions si.<;zle today. A c lever idea

sc-enis red hoi. Seize tile moment, lull

l)e carelul nol lo damage your re|ju-

tation. Do niore listening lliat talking

in soc lal siiiMiions.

AQUARIUS i|an. 2()-Fcl> l«):

l'<H)leclresour( es and Icam spirit make
It delight lully easy lo acK am c on the

jol). A thread ol g(K)d v\ill is all you

need lo se>w up a winning el.iy ( iioup

tunc lions sound ap|xaling.

PISCES (Pel). I'i-\tareh 20):

(jreHipdynamic s lac k |X)wer, hut tjure

are still y)me dclighliul surprises in

store. A one-on-one approac h hrings

out the best ideas. Revisiting a lavorile

s(X)t m.ikes romance sixKial tonight.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Till' opinions t'\piv>st'ci on lliis pj^c .iiv those ot the ( artoonisis .ind do not nt'( vssiiily ri'tlcc t the views or the Co//e_t;M/7 or the University.

ACROSS
1 Seethe
5 Ecclesiastk:al

wear
10 Hem's partner

13 Tourist mecca
in India

14 Counterfeit

1

5

Cork Harbor
port

16 Names in the

spotlight

18 Vagrant
19 American

inventor Nikola

20 Chemical
compounds

22 "One —
Jacks' Brando
movie

25 Operatic
leading lady

26 Mine find

29 Member of the

orchestra

31 — five, usual
work day

35 Sunday seat
36 Room or office

lead in

38 Lime tree

39 Run away ?nd
hrde

43 Body of land
44 Egyptian native

45 Netherlands
piano producer

46 Arm of the

Indian Ocean
49 Actress Olin

50 Co7y place
51 Emily or Wiley
53 Sunnybrook, to

Rebecca
55 Green liqueur

59 Dark brown
sharji*

63 Capricorn

symbol
64 Advantages m

a rare
67 tgg on
68 Miscue
69 One of the

Websters
70 Self

71 Printers proof
72 Story

DOWN
1 Money in

Bangkok

2 Pointed arch
3 Savings accts
4 Dipper

5 Accessory for a
geisha

6 Director

Howard
7 Ripened
8 Shocking
9 Excuse or

delay, old style

1 Parka pan
1

1

French clenc
12 •— on first?"

15 Ristorante vino
1 7 Take a rest

21 Half of XXXII

23 Historic river of

Spain
24 Jim Morrison's

group The -

26 Land of wealth,

in the Bible

27 Famous
shortstop

28 Danish poet
and dramatist

Johannes —
30 Toward the

inside

32 Fished for

morays
33 Mark over a

letter

34 A Merlin 55 ChilK and lever
37 Barabbas, lor 56 Winner at

one Wimbledon
40 D«lriment 197680
41 LabvnsAl 57 Powdered
4? Ownef of San starch

Simeon 58 WyatI ol the
47 Years and Wild West

years 60 Outrigger
48 NiK ol old 61 Type ol type:

movies Abbr
52 -Over -" 62 Arthur ol the

George M courts
Cohan song 65 Click beetle

54 Intended 66 Sign on Bway.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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panic
continued from page 8

which was recorded before Student Run
Organization audiences of Athens, Geor-

gia. It is getting rave reviews as a mas-
terpiece of contemporary film noir. The
band is scheduled to have a third album
released early next year.

Widespread Panic recently completed
tour dates with the H.O.R.D.E. (Horizons
Of Rock Developing Everywhere) tour.

This eight day string of festival perfor-

mances teamed the band up with fellow

Capricorn label mates Col. Bruce
Hampton & the Aquarium Rescue

Unit, as well as Phish, The Spin Doc-
tors, Blues Traveler and Bela Fleck
and the Flecktones.

Widespread Panic is a definite crowd
pleaser. Do not miss
this show. Even if you're not sure if you
like this music or not, you will never have
a better chance to find out. The price is

certainly right.

WidespreadPanic will beplaying Pearl
Street in Northampton on Monday, No-
vember 9th at 8P.M. Tickets are free, but

must be ordered in advance from the

Northampton Box Office.

FRANK COUCH
Widespread Panic from left to right Michael Houser, David Schools, John Bell, Domingo

Ortiz, Todd Nance, and John Herman will be at Pearl St. Monday.

RECYCLE THIS COLLEGIAN

jyillNriLJTE WHO'S
1992-93 UMASS Minuteman
Mascot Tryouts! ^iu
Attention students! ^^^
Are vou energetic, athletic and willing to promote
the .successful tradition of UNUSS .Athletics?

If so we would like vou as our UMASS MINUTMAN,
MASCOT for the 1992/93 school year.

Mascot tryouts will be held on November 8. 9 & lOj

1992 at the Curry Hick's "CAGE" arena.

For all those interested please contact Margaret

Driscoll at the UNUSS Athletic Dept. in Boyden
Building room 203. 545-3190.

.-I"

to.

SPORTS MR
& RESffiimANT

FRIDAY NIGHT

^flJ^OfWl^

Drink Specials •

T-Shirts • Prizes «

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549 4040

Art
continued from page 12

the Pontiac Silverdome to avenge the

38-6 playoff trouncing at the hands of

the Detroit Lions (2-6). It will mark the

third time that Emmitt will go head-to-

head with Barry Sanders, coming out

second best in the last two. The system

of the Lions caused major problems for

Dallas last time out, but it should be

completely different due to the new per-

sonnel on defense for the Boys.

Jimmy Johnson's defense is im-

proving week-by-week, and when
football genius John Madden says

during the Dallas-Philly game, "We
are watching the best two defenses in

football," you know the defense is suc-

cessful. Dallas 24, Detroit 10.

The aforementioned Eagles (5-3)

travel home to take on Art Shell's Raid-

ers (3-5), who are coming offa bye week
afler the hard fought loss against the

Cowboys. Jim "All guts, too much glory"

McMahon once again gets the nod over

Randall Cunningham, but expect a

change early if he is not successful.

Randall is the reason the Eagles
were winning, and he has to be at top

form ifthey are going to contend. With
McMahon at the helm, the Eagles must
hope the Raiders fold. Trust me, they
will. Philadelphia 17, Los Angeles 7.

Next we'll travel to Buffalo, and
focus on fellow staffmember JeffCrofts'

Super Bowl pick, the Pittsburgh
Steelers (6-2). The hit Rod Woodson
put on Warren Moon will go down as

one of the influential pops in history.

The Oilers without Moon are worse

than Philly without Randall.

Neil O'Donnell is developing into a

strong quarterback in the league, and
he now must face Bruce Smith and
company at Rich Stadium, any young
leader's nightmare. Thurman Thomas
was injured last weekend against the

Patriots, and his status is questionable.

The Bills (6-2 ) control theirown destiny

because Miami lost, so they are in the

driver's seat. Buffalo 31 , Pittsburgh 20.

San Francisco-OVERRATED. If

you stress something long enough, it

may finally come true.

The Niners travel to the Georgia

Dome to take on the Falcons, who lost

Chris Miller for the season. Jerry

Glanville is sacrificing winning by
putting Deion Sanders on the bench.

Guess who's in trouble at home? San
Francisco 34, Atlanta 21.

For those football fans who had a

bad weekend, along with my friend

who blacked out on Saturday,
Stapleton's pigskin picks would like to

leave with some advice: Have some
ice cream. It will make you happy.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian

columnist.

women s soccer
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ver> well in both games in Florida."

The Minutewomen, with consecutive

wins over Vermont ( 2-0 ), Southern Meth-
odist ( 1-0) and Central Florida ( 1-0), enter

the tournament hot. Connecticut is not.

Afterjumpingoutto a 15-1-1 mark, the
only loss coming against six-time defend-
ing national champion North Carolina,

UConn has dropped its last three.

Road losses to Hartford (3-1), Santa

Clara (3-0) and Stanford (2-1) have the

Huskies reeling.

By hosting the game both coaches agree
UConn has a distinct advatage. "We are

happy to be at home," Tsantiris said. "We
want to turn the home game into a big

advantage with a sizable crowd."

Rudy said, "UConn has a very hostile

and very anti-UMass crowd. It gets real

vocal, withjeers and cat calls, on the verge
of nasty."

football
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tomorrow against the Richmond "O."

The UMass offense will be will be led by
quarterback Andrew McNeilly, who'll look

to tight end Steve Dembrowski and split

end Matt Read in the air. The running
game will be led by tailback John Johnson
and fullbacks Ron Drapaau and Mike
George, wholl return this week after sus-

taining a twisted ankle. Johnson will see

a lotofaction, as teammate Rene Ingoglia's

status is doubtful for tomorrow because of

a sprained ankle suffered last week.
"We're at the point in the season now

where this is a big game," said Hodges.
"We still don't have the respect that I

think we deserve . . . we'rejust gonna have
to take care of it on the field."

NovembV 1. 1992

The Mug Shot
vW" 7^

Create your own Customized mul^ with your

favorite picture or sayings, or let ustake your picture

at our Hampshire. Mall Location.

A great gift idea fpr friends,,family or anyone.

Create a mugful'of memories for a lifetime.

-J

cdtaurant t ^f ^l iii ^M

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Dcliveiy for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $1 5

<j^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
"^ Buffet served 5-8pni Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
1

Children under 10 - $3.50
?=^==^ Luncheon Specials served 1 l:30-3pm - $3.25
"^

!

All kincheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fmgers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

\^^
) TAKE our SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Ami jrst 256^252

1 .b (1 •! J\ t. .
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has two to choose from: Lisa Fasano and
Wendy Lazarus.

Fasano is the incumbant, a two-sport
athlete who transferred out of Temple. A
junior, Fasano has started in 12 of 19
games and has a 1.45 goals-against aver-
age.

Lazarus is a freshman who has notched
a 1.69 goals-against average, proving that
the fault does not lie with St. Joe's de-
fense, but rather with their anemic offense
which has scored more than two goals
once this season.

"They are a turf team, so this field will

benefit them more," UMass head coach
Pam Hixon said. "They hit the long ball, so
if we can create turnovers we can get
opportunities and penalty corners.

"If we have the ball, we can score. We
have to go hard and go early, trying to take
the wind out of their sails," Hixon said.

Rutgers and Temple square off in

Saturday's afternoon, and while at first

glance. Temple has the upper hand, Hixon
isn't counting out the Lady Knights.

"I haven't given the slightest thought
to playing Temple yet, because I consider
their game against Rutgers a flip of the
coin. The tourney is at Rutgers, so they'll

be trying to resurrect what has been a
terrible season for them."

Despite the home field advantage,
Rutgers also has the memory of a tight 4-

3 overtime loss to Temple to think about.
Rutgers has been outscored 28-24 and has
only posted a 7- 10- 1 record, but they match
up well with Temple.

Both teams are infamous for their
physical play, and Rutgers would love to

knock Temple out of the NCAA Tourna-
ment by beating them. Goalie Jodi Deem

has started every game for the Lady
Knights, making 220 saves and posting a
1.47 goals-against average. Nicole Wilson
(7 goals) and Heather Jones (6 goals) are
the offensive leaders.

Temple may have more to play for than
any of the other three teams. The second
seed in the A-10 tourney, the Owls are
precariously perched at tenth in the coun-
try, possibly the best spot for them to be in.

Anything less than a win in the A-10
Championship game may keep them out of
the NCAAs, butby winning the A- 10s, they
may even host a first-round NCAA game.
The ball is in their court, so to specik.

Toni Byard, a A-10 Player of the Year
candidate, leads the Owls with 13 goals.

Goalies Donna Porter and Lori Benner
have shared duties with Porter (1.5 gaa)
seeing most of the work. However,
Temple's strength is its tenacity. The team
never counts itself out, and last year in

Philadelphia the Owls upset UMass 1-0 in

the championship game.
Forward Tara Jelley said that Temple

won't have more intensity ifthey play the
Minutewomen, even though UMass is

nearly assured a spot in the NCAAs.
"Because of last year's upset, we'll be

playing with as much intensity as they
will," Jelley said. "We're going in this year
with more experience, and we want to win
with a vengence."

If UMass wins the A- 10s, they will re-

ceive a first-round bye in the NCAAs and
will host a second-round game, needing
only to win to advance to the Final Four.
Hixon said she isn't lookingahead, however.

"It would be great for that to happen,
but we've got to win to have that luxury,"

Hixon said. "But our mentality all year has
been to only look at the team we're playing."

m men s soccer
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they have had the habit of doing in

their losses this year.

Even ifthe Minutemen have nary a
victory against the other three teams
present this weekend, the players as
well as the coaches know they can play
with any of the three.

Freshman Colin Johnson is guard-
edly optimistic about the tournament.

"We won't be overconfident, we'll be
ready to play," he said. "We know we
have the ability to win."

Junior Ted Priestly thinks that the

key involves team play.

"It always seems that we perform
better when we are the underdog,"
Priestly said.

Junior Justin Edelman, who hails

from New Jersey and throughout his

career has shined there against
Rutgers, is excited about the upcoming
tournament. "I'm from Jersey, and I'm

anxious to show that people up in

Massachusetts can play with Jersey,"

he said. As for the outcome, Edelman
was outspoken, "I guarantee a
victory, we are going to beat Rutgers."

water polo
continued from page 1
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teams, they're all pretty much equal. Any-
thing can happen in tournament play."

Saturday morning the Minutemen will

play 12-11, eighth seed Villanova in what
should be no more than a tune-up for its

second game a few hours later against the
winner of number four seed Navy and
number five seed Brown.

"I The players
I know what they have to

do. They've been very good this year about
not looking ahead and taking care of the
situation at hand."

The Minutemen have beaten the Bears
in both of their meetings this year, in-

cluding last weekend's 9-6 New England
title victory, but have not faced the Mid-
shipmen.

Yarworth feels, as he has all season,
that the Minutemen have yet to play their

best sustained game of water polo.

This week's problems stem around an
offense he feels is a bit stagnant, even
though the team has scored 43 goals over
the last three games.

Also posinga problem is the wingdefense
when the hole-man is fronted during a
man-down situation. Against Brown last

Sunday UMass allowed the Bears eight
man-ups, which is too many to give to most
of the teams playing this weekend. The
good news is that they only allowed Brown
to score on one of those man-ups.
GAME NOTES - How focused are the

Minutemen? After the N.E. title game
against Brown Yarworth asked the team
what they had accomplished. "Nothing"
was the collective response. This team w^ill

not be satisfied until they are in California

instead of eating turkey.

SPORTS MR
& RfSroURANT

SUNDAY NIGHT GAME OF THE WEEK

Cincinnati Bengals Vs. The Chicago Bears

PRE-GAME BUFFET

$3.00

7:00 - 8:00 PM
Roast Chicken, Pasta, Roast Potatoes

Salad • Bread

1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS & SNACKS

At Half Time

- Sunday Nite Pig Out -

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-404U
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"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

MuKicuhural Night
International entertainment and cuisine

needed fro cannpus wide event, (ingredi

ents will be provided) Show UMass your

culture! Call by Nov. 6th 253-0522

AIRLINE TICKETS

Airline Tickati taka $50 $100 off any

fare call Stuart at 516-767-7646

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR SALE

Black Leather motorcycle jaclcet size 44

125.00 if interested call Kevin
546-6175

DACHSTEIN SKIBOOTS
10 1/2 - $130.00

Where there's a will

there's an A Video •- S30.00
549-5115

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548-9761 $450 O.B.O

Department of Landacape Architec-

ture announces its Fall Workday Sat-

urday, November 7, 1992

You the tools WE supply the labor.

Call 665-7207 by 1 1/6

FOUND

Tired of your Science mafor?
Try Food Science

Call Dr. Chinacoli 545 1025

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Found - Key in Campus Center Con-

course on 11/4. Call 256 1372 to identify

and claim

HELP WANTED

Tarot Reading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch 548 9761

FOR RENT

Amharst-Balchertown line 3 to 5 bed

room homes on bus route call 586 4270

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus $899/

mo 256 0741

Amherat 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb.

1st. A room and 1 bedroom apartment

avail Jan. Isl.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

1 bdrmapt. in PufftonI Move in anytime

only 434 (includes heat and hot waterl

Well Kept! See it! 549-3542

Room available in beautiful renovated

church. We are 2 males and 2 females

with one cat. Rent $250 Call evenings 253-

7367

Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn $600 + a week in canneries

S4000 month on fishing boats. Free trans

porlation! Room and Board! Male or

Female. Get a head start on this summer.
For employment program call 1-206 546

4155exl. A5001

Couple* ~ Property Manager Free

Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie

256 0741 _
Earn $1000/Week at home stuffing en-

velopes! For information, send long SASE
to CJ Enterprises. Box 67068K, Cuyahoga
Falls. OH 44222

Earn $2000 * FREE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS! Worth Americas #1 Student Tour

operator seeking motivated students, or-

ganizations, fraternities and sororities as

campus representatives promoting
Cancun or Daytona Beach I

Call 1-800-365 4654

Evening Job*! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean

Water Action S7/hr. On Buslines. 584-

9830

Fund Raitart for Christmas Kettle

program, outdoor work needed for 3 hour
shifts from November 21 thru Christmas.

Reliable and dependable individuals a

must. Contact Lisa at the Salvation Army
M & F 3-7 and Thurs 16 S4.50/hour

Springbraakars
Promote our Florida Spring Break pack

ages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Orga-
nize SMALL and LARGE groups.. Campus
Marketing, 800 423 5264

$500
If you have access to a video camera,
we're looking for students to film a mini-

video. May lead to permanent position.

For information, call C.B. Production, Inc.

M-F 9-^ (617)332 9606.

$200-$S00 WEEKLY
Assembe products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're direct. Fully guaranteed
FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379-2900 Copyright
«MA15KDH

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.

Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time

and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800-3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

$252.50 Sell 50 funny college I shins

and make S252.50 No financial obliga

tion. A risk free program. Avg. sales time
= 4 6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.

Smaller/largerquantities avail. Call 1-800

7333265

INSTRUCTION

LOST

"Gremlin" - Tan Cat last seen m N
Amherst area. If found please call 549
7770

Glasses in black case somewhere
between e-lot and Central Call 546-5258

MUSICIANS

Bassist and Drummer needed for rock

band.CallJasone 7301 or Steve 6-1086

for info.

PERSONALS

Chris of 18 Washington
I think you're incredible

but I don't know how to

approach you!
- Interested

Dates desperately needed
For Mohammed Y. and

Juan Z. of Hamlin. Please call for a

funky time.

Hey Breckin! Happy 21st! Watch out

(or cars Love ya Sarah

LISA JENIKE
HAPPY 21 BIRTHDAY'
HAVE A FUNKY ONE

LOVE COON

NIKKI
Happy Anniversary

Love

To our November Infants:

The kegmasters and ex con

One more year to go. HA'HA!
From the "Main" women in your life.

UMass Woman Swimmers
A Dancer for my b day, I was delivered

For this I thank you, it will be
remembered
If I were granted a wish it would be

To crush UVM . show NO MERCYi
LGUSTTA •

RIDE WANTED

Denver, Boulder Co. area to Boston, By
plane, train, or car. Will pay S Around 1 1/25,

26, 27. Call Pete evenings 549

9377

ROOMATES WANTED

Female to share 3 bedroom house in North
Amherst over intersession and/or Spring.

On bus route. Call

Candace or Michelle. 549

4301

2 fun roomatas needed as of Jan. 1 st S 1 40/

month including heat and hot water 549

4911

2 girls needed to share largest bedroom
in a 3 bdrm Puffton Apt 549 7319

3 Responsible women
Need housing for Spring semester Desire

place near UMass Call Young Ni

546 0580 or Jen 4978

Guitar Lessons
665 1178

first lesson half price Trevor

**LEGAL INTERNSHIPS**

Friday November 13 is the last day to

contact the Legal Services Center about a

Spring 1993 internshipi Get hands on
experience in the legal field. Work directly

with attorneys and clients. Earn up to 15

credits' No experience required train

ing is provided. Contact Legal Services

TODAY: 545 1995. 922 Campus Center.

Rachel Kitson,
Happy Birthday'!

We love you!

Love
Jill, Julie, Jess and Kim

Sigma Kappa: What a weekend we
have planned! Tonight will be a lot of

fun .- pledges gel excited! Jen P. nice

lob with week of Giving Steph W.
good luck with Parent's Day. Happy
Founder's Day everyortel I'm officially

staffi In Sigma leva, Christina T.

RSO FAIR '92

RSO FAIR 92
Monday, November 9

12 4 SUB
FREE food, entertainment, pnzes.

Demonstrations and information.

5 college community welcome!
SPONSORED BY
Division of Student Activities

• FOR SALE
• PERSON.ALS
• HELP VVA.NTED
• LOST >.^ FOUND
• ANNOUNCE.MENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

SERVICES

Free Peer Counseling lesbian, gay bi

sexual issues. Phone or walk in LBG
counseling collective 406 G Student
Union 545 2645

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - free cover page, spell

check, laser printout SI 50/page Bnan
546 1795.

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg 24 hr turnaround 586- 5268.

WANTED

We need books! Oualily paperbacks and
textbooks bought year rotind. Buying
hours Mon Sat, 10 4 Alticus/Albion
Bookshop. 8 Main St., Amherst (next to

Subway) 256 1547

We want your 2 bdrm Puffton lease"
Starting January I.Call us first' Reward if

we sign It! Call 549-7319

WANTED TO RENT

Efficiency one bedroom
Starting Mid Dec. or Jan 1

Upperclass honors student

Female
Call Jen 546 4978
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Sports
Water Polo
top seed at
Easterns
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

It has not been a long time coming, but what
goes around should come around for the University
of Massachusetts water polo team this weekend.

As you read this the 24-1 Minutemen, who
moved from 14th to 12th in this weeks national
poll, will be in vans headed for the Naval Academy
in Annapolis, Maryland for the Eastern League
Championship.

It has been this tourney, for two years running,
that has ruined UMass' post-season hopes and
dreams.

"I feel we have got a legitimate team this year,"
said UMass coach Russ Yai-worth. "whereas in the
past we've had a legitimate group of individual
players. It's a pretty significant difference."

UMass is the number one seed, and after

Sunday's games the top team and one at-large
team will gain berths to theNCAA Championships
over the Thanksgiving weekend.

"We're going there with the intention of doing
what we've been doing all year," said Yarworth,
"which is taking it one game at a time. I really feel

vei-y strongly that ifwe play our game, that we can
be the team to beat. But, ifyou look at the top five

Turn to WATER POLO, page 1
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UMass looks to squash Spiders
Football team to face former coach Reid for first time
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After a three-game homestand, the University of

Massachusetts football team (6-1, 4-1 conference) hits

the road this weekend, as it travels to Virginia to take on
the University of Richmond Spiders at 1 p.m. Saturday.

The game tomorrow will mark the first time the
Minutemen face their old coach, Jim Reid (now asst.

coach/defensive coordinator) as well as an old friend,

former UMass football star Joe Cullen. Reid re-

sigfned from UMass last year amid controversy over
scholarship money— he has since taken up employment
with the Richmond squad. Cullen joined the Spider staff

this season as well.

Undoubtedly, Reid and Cullen are quite knowledgable
about the UMass game plan so many think the Spiders
will have an upper hand. Coach Mike Hodges disagrees.

"I'd like to know as much about Richmond as the two
of them know about us," said Hodges. "But even though
they know what some ofour schemes are (offensively and
defensively), they still don't know when we'll run what
play."

Last year, the Minutemen toyed with Richmond the
whole game and won convincingly, 42-14. This year,
however, Richmond is much improved (6-2, 4-2 Yankee
Conference) and is right in the hunt for the YanCon title,

along with UMass, Delaware and Villanova.

"This is a huge game for us, like every game from here
on out," said Hodges.
When you talk about Richmond, you have to mention

their offense. Led by junior quarterback Greg Lilly,

Richmond has racked up 464.3 total yards on offense and
averages 34.6 points/game, second only to the University
ofDelaware ( 36.3 ). Lilly has had an incredible year so far,

as he leads the YanCon in passing (117-184-4 int., for

2,032 yds and 18 TD's, 63.6 Cmp%) and total offense

(252.8 yds/game). He will probably break all URichmond
passing records before the end of the season.

"The Richmond offense is awesome," said Hodges.
"The quarterback | Lilly J really makes 'em go. You watch
the game films ofhim and he not only makes good choices

but just sticks the ball every time he throws it.

"Lilly's rating is 196 or 197 and the next closest

quarterback is about 167," he continued. "There's no one
even close to him. It I Lilly's ability I will absolutely be the

toughest challenge for the defense."

Lilly isn't the only player UMass will have to contend
with, though. Sophomore phenom tailback Uly Scott is

running away with the YanCon rushing title as he's

racked up 985 yds and 10 TD's for 123 yds/game. Splitend
Rod Boothes (35-857, 9 TD's) and flanker Sterling Brown
(33-547, 4 TD's) are Lilly's favorite targets and are
expected to play a big part in tomorrows game. Boothes
also leads the league in scoring (7.8 pts./game) and is

third in the YanCon in kickoff returns.

Defensively, Richmond boasts two of the best players
in the YanCon in inside linebacker Eric Johnson and free

safety Maurice Glenn. Johnson has 110 tackles on the
season (first in the league) for a 13.8 ave./game. Glenn
averages 11.7 tackles/game and 93 on the year. They are
joined on the defensive side ofthe ball by teammate Matt
Joyce, who has 52 tackles and five QB sacks.

Defensively for UMass (ranked first in total defense
253.3) outside linebacker Mario Perry (6-foot-3, 220) is

having a great season for Coach Hodges with 12 sacks, 43
tackles, three forced fumbles and three pass break-ups.
Inside linebackers Bobby Burke and Phil Lartigue ( named
to the YanCon honor roll for his 1 1 tackle performance
last week) as well as free safety Matt Rajotte and
cornerback Don Caparotti will also have to come up big

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 10

Post season begins for UMass soccer teams
• NCAA test for Women at UConn • Men face Rugers in A-10 tournament
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team will face the Uni-
versity ofConnecticut in the first round of
theNCAA tournament tomorrow at 1 p.m.
in Storrs. Conn.

Connecticut (15-4-1) defeated the
Minutewomen on Oct 24, 1-0, but has lost

three straight contests since that time.

Massachusetts (15-3) has taken the
momentum from a strong second half
against the Huskies and turned in three
wins in a row.

"We know they can be beaten," UMass
Coach Jim Rudy said. "And we know we
can beat them. When our team is on, is

focused and plays for 90 minutes it can
beat anyone in the country."

Connecticut Coach Len Tsantiris said,

"We know UMass is a good team and we
will have to play strong to win. We have
the players to win, wejust need to perform."

In the regular season Connecticut,
which has won five straight against the
Minutewomen, made a first half goal by
Karen Fergusen stand up, despite a furi-

ous second half attack by UMass.
"In the first halfwe gave them too much

respect." Rudy said. "We backed off and
allowed them to play. In the second we
came out and took the play to them. Our

piayersknow wecan play betterthan them ."

Tsantiris said, "This is a different game,
we expect things to go differently."

It may L)e a different game but as with
all UConn-UMass games the play will be
intense and physical.

"I know we will come out and play a very
intense game and we expect UMass to play
intense, just as always," Tsantiris said.

Connecticut combines a potent offense

and a solid defense. Forward Denise
Swenson has light the lamp 1 2 times on the
year and Ferguson has pumped in another
6 goals. In net freshman Amy Schwarz
boasts of a 0.79 goals against average.

UMass will counter with a renewed
frontline featuring goal keeper turned
frontrunner Skye Eddy making her fourth
consecutive start. Leading scorer Kim
Eynard has 12 tallies on the season, eight
of which are game winners.

Rudy will also look to his freshman
class, particularly Nicole Roberts, Rachel
LeDuc and Nicki Ahrenholz, to come off

the bench and provide scoring depth up
front. Rudy, known in the past for his

stinginesswhen substituting, appearsnow
to have no problem going 16 deep.

"The young kids have been great offthe
bench lately," Rudy said. "Roberts has
been pla5ring very well and has upped her
game recently. LeDuc likewise is played

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 10

Bv ARTHUR STAPLETON and
JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

It might old and it might be cheesy, but
it is time for the University of Massachu-
setts men's soccer team to put up or shut
up. Starting tonight, the Minutemen be-
gin play in the sixth annual Atlantic 10
Men's Soccer Tournament in Piscataway
New Jersey.

The Minutemen, seeded third in the
four seed draw will play defending champ
and hometown favorite, the Rutgers
Scarlet Knights. In the other opening
round matchup, pitted against each other
will be the No. 1 seed George Washington
Colonials and the No. 4 seed West Virginia
Mountaineers.

Here is a brief synopsis on the three
other teams in the A-10 Tourney:
GEORGE WASHINGTON 9-4-6 (5-0-2

A-10): The Minutemen, in Washington
D.C., fell to the Colonials 3-2 in a game
which was delayed by rain. At the time of
the delayUMass was winning 2- 1 , however
the Minutemen could not hold on to the
lead this past Friday and fell 3-2. The loss

was especially hurting to the Minutemen,
dropping them from No. 1 seed to No. 3.

According to Sam Koch, head coach of
the Minutemen, George Washington pos-
sesses many fine performers.

A-10 title in reach for UMass

'They have a tremendous amount of

individual talent," he said. "They are re-

ally fun to watch."

WEST VIRGINIA 8-6-2 (4-3-0 A-10):

UMass fell to the Mountaineers in

Morgantown on October 9th, 2-0 in over-

time. The game was evenly played until

the extra period, when West Virginia
scored early and forced the Minutemen to

press the action.

Koch knows that one should not un-
derestiTiate the Mountaineers, despite
their No. 4 seed.

'They are a hard-running team," he
said. 'Their strength is that they really go
forward well, and they like to run."

RUTGERS 10-7-3 (4-1-2 A-10): Back on
September 26th, at Rutgers, the Minute-
men put forth a valiant effort against the
defending A-10 champs before setthng for

a 2-2 tie. Despite the outcome, the Min-
utemen came away knowing that they
played one oftheir best outings on the year.

"Rutgers is a team that has some tal-

ent, a lot oftalent," Koch said. "They are at
home, they have the home crowd and
home field. The game should be exciting."

As for the Minutemen, they do have the
talent to play with anyone. It is just a
matter of UMass putting their talent to-

gether with their psyches and not under-
estimating their opponents; something

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, Page 1
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By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The Atlantic 10 field hockey Championships take
place this weekend in Piscataway, N.J., and St. Joseph's
is playing to escape embarassment, Rutgers is playing
for revenge. Temple is playing for their playoff lives, and
the University of Massachusetts field hockey team is

playing for prestige.

Two wins this weekend will give UMass an easy road
to the NCAA Final Four, but they must get through their

conference foes first. The winner oftheA-10 Championship
will be the hungriest team. IfUMass is hungry, it should
have no problem knocking off the likes of St. Joe's,

Temple and Rutgers. IfUMass comes out overconfident,

the A-10 title could slip away from them for the second
straight season.

If their recent performance is any indication, the
Minutewomen (18-1) should have no problem locking

up the title. In their last five matches, UMass has
outscored their opponents 2 1 -2. Tuesday night's 7-0 victory

against Yale was a demonstration that the Minutewomen

are taking no one lightly.

The St. Joseph's Hawks are the number four seed in
the A-10 tourney, and they will hope to upset UMass on
Saturday at 11:00 a.m. The Hawks have divebombed
after a 4-1-1 start, losing 11 of their final 13 games.

Their leading goal scorer is freshman Hayley Davidson,
who has amassed seven goals in 18 games, and senior
Jenn Dunn is the Hawk's assist leader with five. The
Hawks only win in A-10 play came against Rhode Island
more than a month ago.

The Minutewomen realize St. Joe's is not a very good
team, which might be what scares them. St. Joe's will
play with a high intensity level on Saturday, seeing that
they have nothing to lose. This is the Hawks' first ever
appearance in the A-10 tourney.

"We have the same attitude that we've had all year,"
midfielder Joy Blenis said. "We're going in with the
attitude that anyone out there could beat us, so we won't
be overlooking St. Joe's."

As is the case in field hockey, a hot goaltender could
stop UMass cold, and St. Joe's Coach Michelle Finnigan

Turn fo FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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Pigskin picks:
Week No. ten

. .
.
Ladies and gentleman, the winners, and the

new, undisputed best football team in the world, the
DallasCowboys. Yes, Halloween weekend marked
the beginning of a change in these United States,
with America's team reemerging from Texas.

Arthur

STAPLETON
As predicted here last week, Emmitt Smith had

his career day against the Eagles, rushing for 163
yards, leading the Pokes to victory. Troy Aikman
finally broke his personal jinx, winning for the first
time against Philadelphia in his young career.

On Sunday, these same Cowboys (7-1) travel to

Turn to ART, page 10
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Accord reached in minority negotiations
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

After a month ofnegotiations between administrators
and student leaders, the University of Massachusetts
agi-eed this weekend to provide for 40 new scholarships
for minority students, increase the hiring of minority
faculty, and rename Columbus Day.

With the assistance of two mediators from the U.S.
Department ofJustice, the two sides reached agreement
in their fourth session Saturday on seven student demands
concerning minority progi-ams, safety and representation
on campus. The four studentsand about 10 administrators
participating in the negotiations also planned for secu-
rity and housing programs changes.

"We've made a big step but there's still a lot ofwork to

do," said Fabiola Narcisse, president ofthe Black Student
Union, who attended the negotiation.

The next step is to go back to the community and
broaden support, said Arnold Lizano, vice president of
the Black Student Union, also present at the meeting.
"We have a consensus that we're doing the right thing,
but we need the community's support," he said.

The mediation sessions began last month in an effort

to ease racial tensions on campus and make the general
climate more inclusive of minorities on campus.

Racial tensions were sparked last month after an
assault on a Black resident assistant student in Wash-
ington Tower. Francis Marchant, a non-student from
Framingham, was charged with assault and battery and
two civil rights violations for allegedly punching and
threatening Arlens Barosy and using racial slurs.

The incident sparked protests by minority students
concerned with their safety, minority representation on
campus and lack of education on diversity issues.

Black. Latino. Asian and Native American student
groups, represented by a coalition calledALANA, extended
their original two-week deadline for the administration
to act on their demands until agreement was reached.

In a report to be released today, the Massachusetts
Advisory Committee to the U.S Commission on Civil

Turn to AGREEMENT, poge 2

JUon KtYNULL
Chancellor Richard O'Brien, top left, and student negotia-

tors Arnold Lizano, top right, Michelle Murphy, bottom left, and
Fabiola Narcisse, bottom right, hammer out the details at

Saturday's negotiation session.

U.S. report targets
racism on campus
By CHRISTINA KOTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Students and faculty are eagerly awaiting today's,

release of a federally funded study on racial ten.sions at

the University of Massachusetts, Snuth College and
other college campuses.

After a year of researching the racial situation and
listening to 29 witnesses from UMass and .Smith testify,

the Massachusetts Advisory Committee to the United
States Commission on Civil Rights plan to present their
report. Campus Tension in Massachusetts: Searching for
Solutions in the Nineties, today from 9:30 a.m. to 12:00
p.m. at Campus Center 16.3C.

The 46-page report starts its study of racial incidents
on campus with the brawl between predominantly White
Red Sox fans and predominantly Black Mets fans follow-

ing the 1986 World Series. One of the 13-member
committee's main goals was to research steps taken by
the administration to alleviate racial tensions on campus
since the 1986 incident.

Ofthe committee's 12 recommendations, one suggests
greater faculty and stu«lent diversity. The report al.so

proposes the federal gover-nment to provide needy minor-
ity students with .scholarships or financial aid while
allowing students to incorporate multicultural views
into the curriculum.

"I hope it will bring attention
I to racial problems on

collegecampusesj. Because tensions at UMass and Smith
have been woi-.se than ever. Administration policies need
to be set, especially with the acts of hate crimes," said
Kamina A. Henderson, a Smith Collef^'e student and
former chairperson for the Black .Students Alliance who
testified for the committee last September.

Although the University has become more orj^anized

Turn to REPORT, page 6

Arab-Israeli talks await
sign from Clinton team
By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Until now, the Mid-
west has been more on Bill Clinton's mind
than the Mideast.

But the president-elect will have to

tune in to that troubled region if for no
other reason than the Arab-Israeli peace
talks taking place at the State Department
in Washington.

Conscious of the fragility of the peace
process launched by the Bush adminis-
tration one year ago, Clinton made a point
after his election of promising continuity
in U.S. Middle East poUcy.

Beyond that broad brush stroke, cam-
paign advisers say, little has been filled in.

Arabs and Israelis, resumingtheir talks

Monday after a week's break for the elec-

tions, are eagerly waiting for a signal —
any signal — from the Clinton transition

team.

It was the subject of a lengthy meeting
Thursday between Israeli Ambassador
Zalman Shoval and Dennis Ross, James
Baker's top policy aide at the State Depart-
ment who moved with him to the White
House lastAugust to help Bush's re-election

efforts. Ross is moving back to the State
Department for the remainder of the ad-

ministration, and one of his prime tasks

will be to shepherd the f>eace talks.

Clinton, in the early stages of forming

his transition team, has not decided who
will handle Middle Eastern issues.

A mandate from the Clinton transition

is essential if Baker or State Department
ofTicials are to have any influence with the

parties between now and January, ex-

perts agree.

The talks owe their birth and infancy to

the skilled midwifery and nursingofformer

Secretary of State Baker. If they agree on
nothing else, Arabs and Israelis and Demo-
crats and Republicans are in accord on one
thing — that without an active U.S. role,

the negotiations vnW languish and die.

"If they collapse, you're looking at tre-

mendous instability in that area," said
James Zogby, president of the Arab
American Institute and a prominent
Democratic activist.

Clinton comes to the talks with a
handicap. Real or perceived, the presi-

dent-elect is viewed as a supporter of Is-

rael who does not enjoy the same trust or
personal relationships that George Bush
has in the Arab world.

Clinton "needs toenhance his credibility

in the Arab world," said William Quandt,
a Middle East expert and former aide to

President Carter.

Bush gained trust ofthe Arab world, in

part, by daring to openly criticize the pow-
erful pro-Israel lobby in Washington and
by taking on Israel's former government
over its support for Jewish settlements on
Palestinian lands.

His decision to help Kuwait and defy
the powerful leader of Iraq also won Bush
some enduring friendships among moder-
ate Arab leaders.

Clinton has had little if any contact
with Arab leaders. He has spoken of the
"ties of conscience" that bind Israel and
the United States, has stated his opposi-

tion to a Palestinian state, and criticized

Syria's President Hafez Assad for his

"egregious" human rights abuses.
"There's a lot of apprehension about

the peace process, based on campaign
statements by the candidate and his staff,"

said Khalil Jahshan, executive director of

the National Association of Arab Ameri-
cans.

Journalism vs. politics
CBS producer talks political reporting
By EMILY GOLD
Collegian Correspondent

A UMass alumnus who produced
this year's presidential debates gave
students first hand information re-

garding the debates and the role of

journalism in politics Friday in the

Campus Center.

''The purpose of

American-style

journalism is to get it

straight, as straight as

you can possibly get it.

"

-Edward Fouhey

In an informal and brief lecture.

Edward Fouhey. producer of the CBS
Evening News with Walter Cronkite.

discussed the significance of journal-

ism in American society. The lecture

was sponsored by the journalism de-

partment and the Collegian, and was
attended by about 15 journalism ma-
jors.

"I Debates I
allow (people to I

draw
the differences between I candidates]

very sharply," said Fouhy. "What was
amazing to us was the ratings. The
audience redeemed all ofour hope. We
have a lot of faith in people, and in this

case, our faith was redeemed."
According to Fouhy. it was the con-

centration on issues of interest that

drew a national audience of about 100

million.

"We were really focused on domestic
issues, and that meant that more people

could participate," he said.

"In a democracy, journalism and
politics have to have a one and one
relationship." Fouhy said.

"The purpose of American-style
journalism is to tell it straight, as
straight as you can possibly get it," said

Fouhy. "We're constantly going to he
criticized

I
for the news we report.

I
If

you want to write opinions, that's an-
other line of work. Being a straight
news reporter is the best job there is."

Fouhy encouraged students to pur-
sue their interest in journalism.

"There are gi'eat journalists that
have worked for the Ma.ssachusetts
Collegian." he said. "I hope you con-
tinue that tradition."

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

CBS producer, Edward Fouhey
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Car accident victims improving
The conditions of two University of Massachusetts

undergraduates who were struck by a car last Monday
night has improved, Baystate hospital officials said yes-

terday.

Carrie Crossland, an 18-year-old freshman who suf-

fered head injuries in Monday's acccident, is in serious

condition in Baystate's Critical Care Unit, according to a
nursing supervisor. She had been in critical condition

until Sunday afternoon.

In addition, 18-year-old freshman Jennifer Coughlin
is currently listed in good condition. She had been in fair

condition until this past weekend, hospital officials

said.

The two have been hospitalized since Monday, when
they were struck in the northbound lane of University
Drive by a car driven by Noreen Murray, 20, also a UMass
student.

— GREG SUKIENNIK
w^ « ^ FYls are public service announcements that run each Monday, Wednesday
Lv^^V# ^v ^^HV^ ''"^ Friday tor campus and local non-profit organizations. Due to space
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University of Massachusetts
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Monday, November 9, 1992
Announcement— Spring 1993 pre-registration guides

will be available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Whitmore, the
second floor lobby.

Announcement — The Child Care Tuition Assistance
Program is accepting applications for the spring 1993
semester from all undergraduate parents who need money
to help pay for child care expenses. Applications are

available in the OffCampus Housing Office, 428 Student
Union, 545-0865. Deadline is Friday, December 18.

Seminar — Tau Beta Sigma is sponsoring a leader-

ship seminar in the Campus Center Auditorium from
6:30 p.m. to 12 midnight. Admission is $20 in advance,
$25 at the door.

Fair— Student Activities is sponsoring an "RSO Fair"

in the Student Union Ballroom from 12 noon to 4 p.m.
Admission is free.

Music — The University Chamber Choir and Madri-
gal Singers will be performing in the Bowker Auditorium
at 4 p.m. Admission is $6 and $3.

Theater — There will be a demonstration/discussion
of Macbeth in Africa. Teachers of English, drama and
social studies are invited to attend. Contact Five College/

Public School Partnership at 256-8316.

agreement
continued from page 1

Rights outlined steps toward solutions to racial ten-

sions on campus.
Under the agreement. University officials agreed

to aim for a goal of 20 percent minority freshmen by
Fall 1995. They also pledged to boost the appointment
of minority faculty and staff. Minority hirings have
comprised 23 percent ofstaffand faculty appointments
since 1986. Minorities now represent 10 percentofthe
total faculty.

The administration has also agreed to:

• Fund a substitute program for Upward Bound, a
program for low-income high school students, if fed-

eral funds do not come through.
• Support partial restoration of the Legal Services

Center, relative to litigation involving students and
non-university entities such as landlords.

• Temporarily treat the Office of Third World
Affairs as the Office of ALANA Affairs and add a
teaching assistant. A task force will be assembled to

determine a long-term organization for the new office.

• Provide for 40 new scholarships for students of
color will be created for next year at a cost of$200,000,
covering all tuition and fees. UMass will hire two new
minority admissions recruiters and create an associ-

ate director position to supervise minority recruitment.
• Recommend that three more graduate students

of color be added to the Minority Graduate Fellowship

review committee.
• Arrange teach-ins on Columbus Day. In addition,

the holiday will be renamed for campus use.
• Hire additional police and security personnel

over the next three years to improve campus seciu"ity

and implement a diversity training program for all

security personnel.

Both sides recognized Saturday's agreement as a
first step and praised the mediation process in bring-
ing them together and opening the lines of communi-
cation.

"This sets a climate for dealing with issues and that
the way to do it is through negotiation and coopera-
tion," said mediator Marty Walsh.

Acknowledging that not everything is solved.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he was "extremely
pleased."

"We're all part of the problem and the solution,"

said O'Brien. "We're talking for the whole campus and
this is a very effective first step in drawing in others
to continue."

"A concrete foundation has been built, but the rest

of the house is needed to be built," said freshmen
Penny Cameron,
a member ofthe BSU andALANA coalition present at
the session.

Students now plan to take the agreement back to

their constituencies for feedback and support. They
said they recognized the agreement with the adminis-
tration to be an on-going process.
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Tuesday, November 10, 1992
Concert— UPC is sponsoring "Al DiMeola Concert" in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admission is $14 for stu-

dents and $16 for the general public.

Needed — Volunteers are needed to prepare concret

for pouring of walls of temple adjacent to the Peace
Pagoda in Leverett. For information call 367-2202.

Lunch — Chabad House is sponsoring a Lunch and
Learn. The topic is to be announced. Admission is $3, for

more information, call 549-4094.

Play — The Apple Orchard", a play about a land
development controversy in a New England University
town is playing at Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$5 general public, $3 students.

Lecture— There will be a lecture on "Technology and
Ethics of Women's Health Care: Fetal and Infant Tech-
nologies" by Dr. Ian Holtzman at 7:30 p.m. The lecture

will take place at Smith College Wright Hall Auditorium.

Yeltsin reforms
face challenge
in Dec. session
By DEBORAH SEWARD
Associated Press

MOSCOW— President Boris Yeltsin kept pro-Soviet

protesters from marching on Red Square, but he will find

it harder to parry former Communist lawmakers who
want to roll back his reforms.

Both Yeltsin and his opponents have been sharpening
their rhetoric and consolidating their forces ahead of a
session ofthe Congress ofPeople's Deputies, or parliament,
that is scheduled to open Dec. 1.

At stakewhen the 1,046-member parliament meets are
Yeltsin's special powers that expire next month unless the
Congress extends them, the fate of his reform government
and plans for a referendum on a new constitution.

The session also could determine whether Yeltsin
emerges with enough authority intact to keep Russia's
increasingly restless regions from breaking away from
Moscow's rule.

Yeltsin came under strong attack from the Congress
during its lastmeeting inApril , but the Russian president
emerged from the 14-day session with his powers and his
government intact.

But the economy has weakened in the six months
since then, ethnic warfare has erupted on Russian soil

and Yeltsin's own popularity has been slipping.

Elected in March 1990 for a 5-year term, the Congress
includes a majority offormerCommunist Party members,
many of whom oppose Yeltsin's efforts to dismantle
central planning and create a market economy.

These Soviet-style politicians could try to curtail the
president's special powers, force him to dump some
members of his reform-minded government and slow
down the pace of change.

His opponents have already denied Yeltsin's request
to postpone the parliamentary session until spring, and
are trying to unite pro-Communist forces with Russian
nationalists.

Yeltsin has shown little patience with the hard-liners.
Last month he banned the anti-reform National Salva-
tion Front and disbanded an opposition-controlled secu-
rity force.

As the 75th anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution
approached last week, workmen began replacing the worn
cobblestoneson Red Square, preventingYeltsin'sopponents
from demonstrating at Lenin's Tomb on Saturday.

But the repairs and dump trucks used to block Red
Square weren't really needed. Only about 20,000 people
showed up for a rally in central Moscow to mark what had
been the Soviet Union's most important holiday.
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Raging Minuteman
Since Alex Dugan plays flute for the University

Marching Band, her quiet instrument doesn't give

her a chance to play with the raucous Hoops Band.
But she may have a chance to play a vital role in the
phenomenal success of the men's basketball team.

She's hoping to be the new mascot ofthe Minute-
men basketball team, decked out in a custom-
designed Minuteman costume to liven up the roar-

ing fans. Dugan is one of about 10 students par-

ticipating in tryouts tomorrow night to see who has
what it takes to charge up a crowd with a cowbell
and a cheer.

"I have been working on cheers and trying to

psyche myself up for it," said the junior biology

major. "By participating in the marching band, I

have a lot of school spirit. Being a mascot, I can
carry that enthusiasm to the crowd."

Her competition will be the likes ofScott Rosner,
a sports management graduate student, who's also

trying out for the position. During his undergradu-
ate days at the University ofMichigan, his roomate
was the unofficial basketball team mascot— Wooly
the Wolverine.

"He was a big influence on me," said Rosner. "He
had a great time with it. I was talking to him and
he said, 'Yeah, definitely do it.'"

This is the first time the University Athletic

Department has sponsored official tryouts to find a
student to fill the unpayed position of being the
official team mascot and travelling with the bas-

ketball team on road trips.

Margaret Driscoll. the assistant to the director

of the Athletic Department, is looking forward to

the Tuesday night auditions to discover which
student can "stimulate the crowd.

"

"We're basically going to leave it up to the imagi-
nation of whoever is trying out," Driscoll said. She's

looking for "someone who can keep the crowd excited

and keep the spirit of the game going." A panel of

judges will choose the most spirited student.

If all goes as planned, the new mascot will be
unveiled for the Central Connecticut game on Dec.
5. The flexible, unisex costume was designed by the
South Carolina-based Scollon Productions, who
have designed such costumes as the "Energizer
Bunny," "Bugs Bunny" and "Tweety Bird."

The costume, Driscoll says, is designed to re-

semble a Minuteman soldier, complete with over-

sized head and feet, a hat emblazoned with the

UMass logo, a maroon vest, black pants and boots
which can be worn over sneakers.

"We wanted a character that was larger than life

and animated," said Driscoll. The new mascot is

being financed by the official campus basketball

fan club, the Minutemaniac Booster Club.

Can't beat the real thing
Scott Rogala has a Coke habit— Classic Coke,

that is. "It's gotta' be Classic Coke," says thisjunior

undecided major. "I can tell the difference."

Rogala drinks three 2-litre bottles ofCoke every

week during the semester. During finals week last

year, he downed seven bottles in one week.

A 2-litre bottle of Coke was recently priced at

$1.69 at the campus Munchy stores. So Rogala

figures he shells out approximately $100 a semes-

ter to satisfy his fix.

Rogala isn't sure the headaches he sometimes
suffers are related to his caffeine addiction. Never-

theless, he's trying to wean himself off the soda by

drinking milk at meals.

"I Coke I
doesn't exactly taste great— it's a weird

dilemma," says Rogala. "All I know is that I want to

get away from it."

A study published last month in the New En-

gland Journal of Medicine found that people who
are accustomed to drinking a few cans ofcaffeinated

soda can feel flu-like symptoms when they don't

satisfy their cravings.

"Anyone who drinks two or more servings of

caffeinated beverages per day is at risk for possible

withdrawal effects," said Dr. John R. Hughes ofthe

University of Vermont.

The study said doctors should now question

their patients to see if their complaints of head-

aches and fatigue are due to caffeine withdrawal.

Rogala. who usually drinks Coke to help him

stay awake while studying at night, says, "It's a bad

habit."

Panel of journalists examines
newsroom diversity problems
By PAUL PRECHT
Collegian Staff

Because she is a lesbian, Ellen Kleig, assistant city

editor for The Boston Globe, has received "internal hate
mail," Kleig said at a forum on race, gender and sexuality
in the newsroom on Friday at the campus center.

"It's rough out there," Kleig told the audience at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Kleig added
that "99 percent of people at the Globe are accepting."

"Newsrooms are changing," according to Athelia
Knight, a Black woman who has worked for The Wash-
ington Post for 18 years as a reporter. In 1978, racial

minorities represented 4 percent of newsroom employ-
ees, Knight said. In the spring of 1992 they represented
9.4 percent of newsroom employees.

But the affirmative action policies that are changing
the composition of newsrooms nationwide are spurring
resentment among many White employees, according to

Stephen J. Simurda, a freelance journalist who wrote an
article on the subject for the Columbia Journalism Re-
vieiv.

A White reporter told Simurda, who is White, that
when he sees a Black reporter, "I want to see their

resume."

"Fifty percent of all daily newspapers don't have a
minority journalist," Simurda said. Minorities continue
to be underrepresented among editors and managers in

part because they have only recently broken into the field

and don't have the years of experience, according to

Simurda.

"Newsrooms have to employ people of diverse back-
grounds" and people who are "open to different opinions"
if they are to "appeal to a broad spectrum of readers,"
Knight said.

"We have to put aside our baggage" of prejudices.

Knight said.

Simurda echoed this thought, saying the issues of
diversity are even more difficult in the "real world" than
they are on college campuses.

Diversity at the Collegian continues to be a subject of
dispute. Last spring, protests led to negotiations over
control over the newspaper. Two former editors of the
Third World Affairs page are currently suing the Colle-

gian over the status of graduate student particiaption in

the organization.

Kleig and the other panelist criticized the use of
special affairs editors and pages although they said they
did not have the knowledge to comment on the specific

situation at the Collegian.

"It balkanizes the paper," Kleig said. Editors and
reporters from different backgrounds "have to learn to

work together. The larger question is whether those
issues will get covered without those editors," Kleig said.

Kleig also differentiated between the role ofajournalist
and the role ofan advocate. As an "out" lesbian, Kleig said
she makes a special effort to make sure people do not
think she has a special "agenda."

Knight also criticized those who a.ssume Black jour-
nalists are only interested in "Black" issues. She cited the
example of a Black journalist who served as the Post's

bureau chief in Moscow.

JOi)H HLY.NOLDS / COLLEGIAN
SAVE SOMALIA — Loose Caboose plays at a benefit dance Friday night to help feed the starving in Somalia.

BGLAD week forges awareness
Program reaches out, offers celebration and education
By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Staff

Celebrating gay people and culture and educating
heterosexual students about gay issues is what the third

annual Bisexual, Gay, Lesbian Awareness Days which
ended on Friday were all about, according to the director

of the Program for Gay Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.
This year's BGLAD, which is sponsored by the program

comprised of 14 events including workshops, speakers
and a dance, said program Director Felice Yeskel. She
said the week complemented the Lesbian Bisexual Gay
Alliance spring awareness week.

"When students came in the spring, many decided

that UMass was a safe place to come out, but then they

had to go straight home to their friends and families and
be accepted," said Yeskel. "We decided to do BGLAD in

the fall to give them time to adjust before going home."

Although the University of Massachusetts is one of

about 10 universities with any kind of administrative

GLB program, Yeskel believes the program cannot totally

eliminate homophobia.
"It's all relative. It's safer to come out here than most

places, but there are people who are homophobic with

closed minds who give people grief. So anyone's experi-

ence is going to be mixed. Just because we have all these

wonderful programs doesn't mean anything negative

won't happen," said Yeskel. She said students broke a
window at the program office in Southwest's Crampton
House and ripped down campus posters.

LGBA member John Beck said the Halloween-eve
broken window was a sad start to the week.

"It made me wonder what I could do to reach out to

those people and help them deal with their hate and their

fear. I think fear is the main thing that motivates them,"
he said.

Despite the negative start, Yeskel said the week
helped forge a multicultural community.

Events included a Halloween dance, comedy, films,

gay issue seminars and an election return watch. Beck
said low turnout by straight students was the most
disappointing part of the week.

"I spoke at the seminar called 'Everything you always
wanted to know about queers but were afraid to ask.' for

heterosexual students. I was happy with the questions
that were asked, but like most ofthe events, the audience
was very, very small and it bums me out. This is a free

service and it can be a lot of fun," Beck said.

"The main problem with BGLAD is that word doesn't
get out enough," he said.

Beck said the week's highlight was author George
Lakey's keynote address last Wednesday about homo-
sexual liberation after the election. He said although the

Turn to BGLAD. page 6
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Prof, looks at historic aftermath
Speech highlights relationship between U.S. and China
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian StafT

In both China and the United States, 20 years have
passsed since the trauma of the Cultural Revolution and
the Vietnam War. But New York University Professor
Marilyn Young says historic questions remain.
Who did these things? Was it us? How could we with

our glorious history and great civilization have done such
terrible things?

"How these questions are answered speaks centrally
to the future of the country rather than its past," said
Young. "And how we are brought to remember the past
has a great deal to do with how we are able to live in the
present."

For almost 20years, the governments in both countries
have "tried to establish and retain a monopoly on the
interpretation" of the Cultural Revolution and the Viet-
nam War, Young said.

Youngmade the remarks in her speech Thursday titled
"In the Aftermath of Revolution: Post-Vietnam America.
Post-Cultural Revolution China" as part ofthe 1992 John
Lax Memonal Lecture at Mount Holyoke College.

Young has authored publications such as "The Rheto-
ric of an Empire: American China Policy 1895-1901,"
"Women in China: Studies in Social Change and Femi-
nism." and "The Vietnam Wars: 1945-1990."

Young said both in the United States and China the
unpleasant past has again caught people's attention.

A high-tech aerial photo ofthe Laotianjungle recently
shown on television seemed to reinforce speculations of
American POW/MIAs still alive in Indo-China, she said.
And over 15 years after his death, Young added, familiar
portraits of Mao are again seen in many taxicabs and
buses in China.

"Probably no country in the 20th century is free of
historic trauma," Young said. "And everywhere the vic-

tims insist that each horror be remembered, the perpe-
trators are often more insisting that all be forgotten,
which is of course another way of remembering."

For everyone the horror must be interpreted and
integrated into the nation's history as well as the personal
history of all who survived, and in many cases the
integration can be fairly straightforward, according to
Young.

"For the Vietnamese, the American invasion ofSouth
Vietnam resembled earlier invasions by the Chinese, the
Japanese and the French, as did the forms of the resis-

tance," Young said.

"To be sure, the American war lasted longer and took
far greater toll than earlier resistance struggles," Young
said. "However, there was nothing in the nature of the
war to leave the Vietnamese to question themselves or
their understanding of the Vietnamese past."

Young added both the Cultural Revolution and the
Vietnam War "violated the dominated basic paradigm
within which the Chinese and Americans understood the
history of their societies and themselves."
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3rd RSO fair

to showcase
involvement
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The third annual Registered Student Organiza-
tion Fair will be offering free food, free T-shirts,
live entertainment, raffles and opportunity for

involvement today in the Student Union Ballroom.
"The RSO Fair provides a great opportunity for

the entire 5-College community to learn about the
diversity of activities produced by UMass RSOs,"
said Assistant Dean of Students Edward Korza.

According to the RSO programming assistant,
Gloria Santa Anna, the RSO Fair was developed in

1990 by a steering committee of RSO leaders, the
Undergraduate Student Government Association
and the Division of Student Activities.

"People realized the RSOs needed a vehicle to

showcase their programs to the UMass commu-
nity," Santa Anna said.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said the fair

provides an opportunity for students to see what
groups are on campus and to meet people in these
organizations.

"The fair is easily accessible to students inter-
ested in joining an organization and enables orga-
nizations to attract more members," Newnan said.

Santa Anna said out of the 200 RSOs, 47 are
going to have booths set up in the SUB. 'This year
the RSOs have been more generous in donating
prizes for the raffles and offering to help set up and
clean up for the fair," she said.

Scott Kaufman, co-facilitator of the Distin-
guished Visitors Program, said the fair is a good
way to get students interested in the RSOs. "The
DVP is hoping to expose to students to our organi-
zation and tell them what it is all about so we can
recruit new members," he said.

Adam Goldman, chairperson of the Theater
Guild, said the fair is a good opportunity to adver-
tise their new shows. "Members of the Hair cast
are going to perform some songs and the
Midsummer's Night Dream cast will act out seg-
ments of the play," he said.

Santa Anna said the RSOs can't survive with-
out a continuous influx ofstudents. "Ifstudents go
to the Fair they will realize how rich this campus
is in RSOs.

"There is no reason for students to feel bored or
isolated on thiscampus because there is something
for everyone no matter what your gender, religion
or interests," Santa Anna said.
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Well, it looks like we made TV again.
On Oct. 28, 1 was walking to Franklin D.C.
to consume one of those delicious entrees
they call lunch when I noticed a camera
crew setting up in front of the campus
pond on the Fine Arts Center's steps.

Liz Walker, from WBZ-TV 4 in Boston,
was standing at the edge of the pond
rehearsing her spiel and trying to come up
with an opening line. She said something
about, "This university is supposed to be a
bridge of safety. .

." Then she giggled and
told the woman next to her that this line
didn't work, but she wanted to work the
bridge behind her into the introduction
monologue.

Steven L.

COHEN

Jeffries' speech spurs discussion
The Chancellor's Commission on Civil-

ity in Human Relations recognizes the
potential opportunity that Dr. Leonard
Jeffries' speech affords for campus-wide
discussion of some of the controversial
and emotionally-charged issues splinter-
ing this campus.
We understand the anxieties of those

who fear that Dr. Jeffries' talk will promote
anti-Semitism and other forms of bigotry,
and we understand the hopes of others
that this occasion will reinforce efforts to

foster respect for people of color on cam-
pus. We call upon faculty, administrators,
staff and students to participate in the

discussions in residence halls and else-

where this week and immediately follow-
ing Dr. Jeffries' presentation Thursday
evening to explore these issues and build
sturdy bridges of mutual understanding.

Those faculty willing to participate as
discussion leaders or participants in resi-

dence halls and other forums are urged to
contact Anne Miller, associate housing
director, at 545-1964.

Joyce Berkman
David Schimmel

Co-Chairs
Chancellor's Commission on
Civility in Human Relations

As I sat in the D.C. digesting my duch-
ess beef pie. a revelation popped into my
head and I could have sworn I saw a light
bulb hovering oyer my head for a moment
or two. It must have been something I ate.

What is it that Dr. Abel says? "Happi-
ness is in the palm ofyour hand?" Well, Liz
had the perfect analogy for UMass within
reach but she failed to grasp it. That
bridge represents UMass so well that I

may be forced to mix my metaphors.
Here at UMass, we have a problem that

separates us like the pond separates its

opposite banks. That problem is prejudice
in the forms of racism, anti-Semitism,
homophobia and ignorance. The adminis-
tration is supposed to forge a bridge of
peace, awareness and safety from one side
to the other. Except, like the bridge over the
pond, they only go three-fourths ofthe way
across and then stop. Ifyou try to continue
without the bridge or the administration
then you are destined to fall in.

So what good is the bridge? I walked
out there this afternoon to see. It takes
you part of the way across and then pro-

vides you with a g^eat view. The campus
looks so tranquil and aesthetic from there
that I felt like everything was okay. You
can't even see all the pollution; it's behind
you. Does this sound familiar to anyone as
far as policy is concerned? You'd almost
think they planned it!

What about the centers and houses set
up by the administration to help and give
support? They are great, except that they
are designed to add support to the existing
structure, not to finish the bridge. Are we
doomed by this design flaw?

Do not fret. All hope is not lost. Every
year the ROTC sets up a rope bridge
across the pond. It has less actual struc-
ture than the real bridge and requires
much greater effort to cross it, but it can
get you all the way and if you falter and
end up with the ducks, someone in a canoe
will help you and ferry you to land.

Metaphorically, this could contain the
answer. I wish I knew. I don't claim to

have all the answers. The last person who
did that got nailed to a cross. I can only
make these observations and then ask you
to think. Ifhappiness is in the palm ofyour
hand, don't make a fist.

If the administration is serious about
doing something this time, then I have a
suggestion for something to openly re-

mind us ofthe talks between them and the
campus'minoritygi-oups: collaborate with
the art and engineering departments to
create a sculpture or monument that com-
pletes the bridge. I know we are in a
recession, but it couldn't cost any more
than that silly piece of useless maroon
sheet metal that stands on the other side
of the Fine Arts Center. The University
could even pay for it by selling their single
greatest natural resource, the icd tape
they manufacture at Whitmore. It is a
product all consumers should have the
unique pleasure of experiencing.

Steven L. Cohen is a UMass student.

Aquaman: the ruler or enslaver of the seas?
The scene is familiar to any ignoramus who grew up

watching the likesofGleek and the Wonder Twins panter
around the marbled floors of the Hall of Justice. Sud-
denly, as though from above, a God-like voice reports
some distant trouble that requires the immediate help of
the Justice League. Superman tears off his clothes.
WonderWoman flies around in an invisible plane (why or
how this is feasible we don't know, nor do we question)
and then there's Aquaman.
My roommate Dan's face lit up when I told him he

reminded me ofAquaman. "Really? You think so?" he says
as he gets up and starts to suck in his stomach and pop out
his chest, faintly mirroring Aquaman's stoic animated
stance. "He's great, you know. Ruler of the seas, he was."

At this point I'm just staring at my morning eggs and
coffee, left to muse for a moment, letting my UMass
argumentative mind shift into gear. I smelled abuse and I

was primed to fight about it. Out ofnowhere I crash Dan's
mental party and state plainly, "Aquaman was a jerk."

"What do you mean he was a jerk?"

"I mean he was a jerk. Look at what he did to those
poor whales, dolphins, sharks and whatever other species
of water-based mammal that happened to be within
radius of his mysterious radio waves that somehow got
all the fish to pull a U-turn and report. Do you really

think they wanted to cart him around on their backs to
the scene of the crime?"

"They didn't care. They were his friends; they liked
Aquaman."At this point Dan is upset and hurt; he's being
forced to question a previously unquestionable figure in
his life. Always a hard thing to do.

"No, no, no. That's bull. They were forced to report
once those stupid white echoing lines caught up to them."
I'm on a roll. Not only am I arguing on my feet, but as any
good debater or chess player knows, in order to win the
battle you've got to think three steps ahead of your
opponent. "And haven't you noticed that they're never
going in the same direction as they're needed? It's prob-
ably because they're thinking, 'Let's get as far away from
Aquaman as we can before he uses his signal again.'"

Feeling pretty pleased, I quieted down to let Dan
throw in some meaningless retort. By now Dan had
resorted to mumbling about Solomon Grundy and the
Legion ofDoom. I was pleased; I got to finish my cold eggs
and Dan was left to ponder past episodes of"Superfriends."

Someone once said, "For those who believe no amount
of proof is necessary; for those who doubt no amount will

suffice." That's the way it goes.

Pat Borelli

Amherst

SGA handles money,
not moral judgments

It's ironic a university committed to that catch
word "diversity" has a Student Government Asso-
ciation which feels that it can makejudgment calls

any time the mood hits them.
Officers ofthe SGA: you are al locatingmy money!
It's not for you to decide who can speak at this

institution. Do your job: allocate money, not moral
prescriptions. Withholding money from any orga-
nization that is going to educate me is theft.

Ifyou are going to get into the business of moni-
toring those whose speech offends, attend the
countless number ofclasses at this institution where
offensive, racist bigotry is exhaled daily by tenuied
professors pa/f/ by the University. I do.

As far as Leonard Jeffries is concerned, you
decide. Ifyou're offended, be offended. I'm offended
on a daily basis.

To sum up, there should not have been any
discussion about the speaker, but about the money.

Michele Monteiro
Central

Hillel opposes speakers bigotry
"Dr." Leonard Jeffries is an up and

front anti-Semite. His message of hate

has been challenged by politicians and
religious leaders of varying back-

grounds and philosophies. Dr. Jeffries

has accused Jews offinancing the slave

trade and, along with their co-con-

spirators, the Italians, having deni-

grated Blacks in films.

He also believes in a perverse, re-

verse Aryan superiority theory, claim-

ing that the melanin the Blacks' skin

somehow makes them more "peaceful"

and "sunny," unless they come under

the corrupting influence of the "ice

culture" in Europe. His hate is non-

discriminatoi-y. He attacks Black men
who marry White women, caustically

derides "faggots," and lauded the

Challenger space shuttle disaster.

It is for these reasons that Hillel. the

Jewish student organization at UMass,

condemns the upcoming "lecture" by

Jeffries. We believe his appearance on
campus is provocative, and will divide

this already sphntered campus.
We are further insulted by Sandra

West's article on the Black Affairs page
[Collegian, Nov. 4]. Not only does she
make several inaccurate statements
concerning Jeffries, she lowers herself

by engaging in classic Jew-baiting. She
warns Jeffries detractors not to "cru-

cify" the messenger. It is obvious that

she is trying to link Jeffries with Jesus,
thus resurrecting the age old anti-

Semi tic falsehood by charging theJews
with deicide.

We urge the campus community as
a whole to reject Jeffries'bigotry. There
has been much talk about fighting

racism. Here is an excellent opportu-

nity to prove one's mettle. We must not

let Jeffries' hate go unchallenged.

Josh Slomich
President, UMass Hillel

Finger-pointing offers no solution
I could not help but respond to Cara Lee

Birch'seditorial titled, "Combating racism,

weather permitting [Collegian, Nov. 3|."

Miss Birch's angry condemnation of the
administration, staff and all attempts of

racial awareness are understandable but
very misdirected. She offers only harsh
judgment in her editorial, and no solutions.

Miss Birch rejects the concept of "heal-
ing" racism completely. Her analysis of

the Institute for the Healing of Racism is

obviously uninvestigated, otherwise she
would know that one of the things the
Institute discusses is how racism is seeped
into every aspectand system in thi s society.

She seems to think that racism only affects

the victim.

How can we fight racism without try-

ing to heal the wounds of the victims and
without changing the processes that cause
the perpetration?

The A.S.A.P., the Institute for the
Healing of Racism, the vigil to protest
racism, and the desire of the administra-

tion and staff to multiculturalize the
campus are not efforts to be booed out of
recognition. Would you have the faculty
and staff ignorant and unwilling to face
this problem? These people have real in-

fluence on the students and it is more
destructive to have them be unaware.
These efforts are aimed at the real source
of racism: every one of us. Racism comes
from within each person, which is reflected
in the system. How does Miss Birch pro-
pose to deal with the problem? Providing
opportunities for all the members of this
campus to be together and experience each
other is a way to create awareness.

The daily violence can only be changed
through the personal efforts of every .'.lu-

dent, teacher and administrator as they
go about their everyday business. It has to
be dealt with constantly and consistently.
Throwing blame and anger at the problem
doesn'tbegin to deal with itconstructively.

Cheryl M. Thomas
Northeast
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report
continued from page 1

in dealing with civil complaints, the University
should not cut back any more multicultural ac-
tivities because of budget cuts, according to Haim
Gunner, a School of Public Health professor who
spoke before the committee.

David Schimmel, an education professor and
Civility Commission co-chairperson, said he would
like to see the restoration ofthe racial and religious
sensitivity training it once had in the dormitories.

Big money even bigger in '92
Fat-cat donors equalled reelection in '92 campaigns

BGLAD
continued from page 3

students at the events take a vow of confidentiality, they
were free to discuss topics in general terms.

"I found George Lakey a very interesting person. His
speech helped me deal with other people's fears and
reactions and helped me confront some of my own fears
and insecurities," said Beck. He said he anticipated more
publicity for the spring awareness week.

Yeskel said students who missed last week's events
could show up at any Brown Bag at noon Mondays on the
ninth floor of the Campus Center, or at the Thursday
night film series at 7 p.m. in the same place.

By JOHN SOLOMON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Big money was bigger than ever in

the 1992 election. An estimated $100 million poured into

the presidential election from corporations and fat-cat

donors — exactly the kind of donations that post-

Watergate reforms sought to eliminate by financing

White House campaigns with tax dollars.

In the congressional races, big spending equaled win-

ning once again, as all but a few incumbents survived the

anti-Washington mood of the electorate. As usual, their

warchests got plenty ofhelp from political action commit-
tees.

"More than in any other election, in 1992 you saw the
failure of existing campaign-finance laws and rules,"

lamented Ellen Miller, executive director of the watch-
dog Center for Responsive Politics.

"I think we're worse off today than before Watergate,
because there is more big money than ever," she said.

One man who observed the abuses of that era, former
Senate Watergate committee chiefcounsel Samuel Dash,
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agreed. "I think once again we're in a situation unfortu-
nately where money is buying power," he said.

But Dash said Bill Clinton's incoming administration
is poised to make a change, noting that the Democrat has
already said he would have signed the sweepingcampaign
finance reform bill passed by Congress earlier this year
but vetoed by President Bush.

That bill would have eliminated the so-called soft

money loophole that unions and corporations, forbidden
from donating directly to candidates, have used to plow
large sums of money, often upwards of $100,000, to the
political parties.

"It will be difficult for Clinton to back away from that,"

Dash said.

Christine Varney, general counsel to Clinton's cam-
paign, predicted campaign finance reform would be a
concern "early on He's committed to real change," she
said.

Clinton's own campaign benefited much from the
Democratic Party's explosion of soft money from rich

donors who'll now have an interest in the policies his

administration crafts.

The same types of fat-cat donations to presidential

candidates during the Watergate era led Congress to

change the rules. They limited individual contributions to

$1,000 per candidate per election, refined the prohibition

against corporate donations, and eneded presidential

candidates' reliance on private money by fully financing
their campaigns and conventions with tax dollars.

But the "soft-money" loophole in those rules allowed
the huge private contributions to continue, as general-
purpose gifts to the political parties.

Bullets scarce
for defenders
in Sarajevo
By TERRY LEONARD
Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Ammunition is

so scarce in this besieged Bosnian capital that its defenders
must train with air rifles.

To the north and northwest, refugees with little more
than the clothes they are wearing march forlornly in

columns that stretch for miles.

For those who keep track, maps of Bosnia are now
sorry sketches ofdead and dying cities in flame and ruin.

The strategic towns of Jajce and Bosanski Brod and
Olovo remain under relentless siege.

"It is quite obvious that Bosnia-Herzegovina, although
advanced some months ago as a sovereign and indepen-
dent state, doesn't exist any more as a proper state." said
Zdravko Grebo. a law professor and former Bosnian army
spokesman.

"Two-thirds ofthe territory is occupied," he said. "The
Bosnians cannot take back all the territory they have
lost. And if they did, what would they have? Nothing but
wasteland."

Ejup Ganic, a Muslim member of Bosnia's collective
presidency, believes the Serbs want to finish in Bosnia
before Dec. 20 elections in neighboring Serbia. The elec-
tions are expected to test the political resiliency of na-
tionalists intent on building an expanded Serbia.

Ganic and others in the government say the West
must lift an arms embargo before then ifBosnia is to have
any chance to defend itself

""The radical Serbs are trying to destroy more each
day," he said. "It is no secret that we are running out of
ammunition."

Bosnia is also running out of time.
"Since winter is coming, even one month is too long,"

said Taric Haveric of the opposition Liberal Party.
"We need the embargo to be lifted and for the interna-

tional community to give us defensive weapons." he said.
"We don't intend to attack Belgrade, just defend Sarajevo."

Perhaps as ominous for Bosnia as the lack ofweaponry
is the steady collapse of a Croat-Muslim alliance against
the Serbs.

Bosnia's Croats and Muslims voted together last
February for independence form Yugoslavia, and they
fought together against Serbs who rebelled with the help
of the Yugoslav federal army.

But Muslims and Croats recently clashed openly in
several fierce battles for control ofcentral Bosnian towns.
Nobody knows how much longer the shaky alliance can
last.

A U.N. ofllcer. speaking on condition of anonymity,
predicted that the central town of Travnik would fall

soon, after Croats abandon their Muslim co-defenders.
Some military commanders allege that Croatian defenders
simply gave up Bosanski Bord, the last government
outpost in a northern corridor linking Serb-held regions
in eastern and western Bosnia.

Ganic said Jajce fell because Croatian President Franjo
Tudjman cut off its supply of ammunition, a charge
Tudjman denies.

But Tudjman has urged Bosnia to accept the inevi-
tability ofbreaking up into ethnic regions, a plan pushed
by Serbs almost from the start.
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Words & Pictures of a comics master
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

To the Heart ofthe Storm
Will Eisner
Kitchen Sink Press

What we have here is an exceptionally
difficult book to review.

No one has come as close as Will Eisner
has to mastering every conceivable aspect
of drawing comics. Not only in terms of
technical drawing skill— which has been
honed razor-sharp by over 50 years of
experience — but also his ability to set a
stage, to use light and shadow to convey
mood, to manipulate the reader's percep-
tions of time and space, to guide the eye
across the page in the best possible way to

tell the story he wants to tell.

Eisner practically invented some ofthe
most innovative storytelling techniques
this medium has ever seen, and his ac-

complishments ofeven 50 yearsago remain
untouchable by most of today's artists.

His textbook. Comics as Sequential Art, is

essential reading for anyone who seri-

ously contemplates writing or drawing
comics.

And yet, until now. I've never met an
Eisner story I liked. His masterful visual

storytellinghas effortlessly guided me time
and again through hokey allegories, stock

characters, recycled morals, and bad dia-

logue. Reading Eisner has always been for

mean exercise in the exquisite frustration
of a bad story beautifully told.

Now we have To the Heart of the
Storm, a 208-page comic that is a "thinly
disguised autobiography." It begins in

1942. on a troop train carrying new recruits
south from New York City to an unspeci-
fied boot camp. As the train pulls away
from the station, our protagonist, Willie,

gazes out the window and thinks back on
his life so far and what has led him to

make the decision to enlist in the World
War.

Storm suffers from some of the same
problems as all of Eisner's stories. You
wince at some of the more contrived se-

quences, such as the openings of both his

mother's and his father's flashbacks, where
one can almost hear the harps and strings
and see the page wavering and blurring
away. And Eisner's marked admiration
for the stories of O. Henry is once again
very much in evidence throughout.

Butyou are more than willing to indulge
him in these excesses because the story
thathe tells is sodamned j/i/er^i////^— and
important as well.

As Willie reminisces, we see not only
his story of grov/ing up in Depression-era
New York, but also, in their own words,
his mother's and father's stories of grow-
ing up in turn-of-the-century New York
and Vienna, respectively. And even though
Eisner's stated intention is to detail the
"insidious prejudice that permeated my

world," this never sinks the comic with
heavy-handed moralizing.

The story is told very matter-of-factly.
This is what happened, this is how we
responded, sometimes things got better,

sometimes they got worse. The details
shine here, whether in the little episodes
that structure the story, in the characters
as they grow and change through the
years, or in the meticulous art, which is

Eisner at his peak.

As these anecdotes weave themselves
through Willie's life, we begin to see the
long-term effects of prejudice and hatred,
whether based on anti-Semitism or race
or money or class or gender or something
so specific as the distrust between German
and Austrian Jews.

Willie's mother's family disintegiates
despite her best eflbrts to hold it together,
her older brother going so far as to renounce
religion, culture, and family for a shot at
medical school.

And his father has to give up his dreams
of art because of his flight from Europe
and war. He tries set painting for Broad-
way theaters for a while, but has to turn to

ill-fated business ventures such as furni-

ture or furs that he doesn't anything to do
with, all so he can feed his family. And
Willie himself learns to be ashamed of his
parents' Jewishness — and his own —
when itcomes between him and his friends.

These loosely connected episodes come
together beautifully in the end, as World

War II looms on the horizon and Willie

must decide whether he will enlist in the
fight or remain behind. Both sides of the
argument are handled with respect, and
the decision comes as a natural conclusion
to the story, rather than forced patriotism
or false sentiment.

One is left with the feeling of having
watched a really good. . . oh. say, Frank
Capra film. To the Heart ofthe Storm is well

told, beautifully drawn — but somewhat
anachronistic.

Because the real problem with Eisner
is not his occasional lap.ses into the hokey
or the lugubrious, but that Eisner learned
how to write in the comic .strips and comic
books of the 1940s, and while he has
gotten much better over the years, he still

writes from that point of view and that
mindset.

For instance. Cast of Thousands car-

toonist Barry Deutsch tells a story of
having taken a class from Eisner a couple
ofyears ago. Eisner was lecturing one day
on the foundations of storytelling — spe-

cifically, metaphor— and using a recently
completed comic of his own as an example.

The comic involved a man falling ever
deeper in debt to the mob. losing his shirt

at the track, and generally watching his

life crumble before his very eyes. In the
end. he throws himself from a bridge.

Eisner projected the last panel onto the
screen. The man had disappeared iieneath

Turn to STORM, page 8

Voices of Sepharad sing of ancient traditions
By ILANA GOLDWASSER
Collegian Correspondent

'Voices of Sepharad
Bezanson Recital Hall
Nov. 5

1992 is the quincentennial ofthe expulsion ofthe Jews
from Spain, and on Thursday, Voices ofSepharad, a four
person ensemble, explored through song and dance those
Spanish Jewish cultural traditions which originated in

Medieval Spain. Sepharad is the Hebrew word for these
traditions.

Aside from several chairs, microphone stands, the
instruments and two umbrellas shrouded in bright and
colorful tapestries, the stage appeared empty. Yet the
vibrant, energetic movements ofJudith Brin Ingber, the
dancer and choreogi-apher of the troupe, easily filled the
stage's void. The talents of flamenco guitarist Scott
Davies, percussionist Mick LaBriola and lead vocalist

David Han-is complimented the dancing, emitting a
warmth and passion that quickly engaged the audience.

''The entire range ofhuman emotion
is embraced by [these songs]...

we have learned a lot about the world

through singing these songs.

"

David Harris

lead vocalist for Voices of Sepharad

The songs have messages and meanings for all occa-

sions and sentiments. As Harris explained, "The entire

range of human emotion is embraced by (these songs]...

we have learned a lot about the world through singing

these songs. I believe it has universal appeal." Brin

Ingber emphasized after the concert how the music is not

disconnected with the present, and that the lessons and
messages of life the songs tell still hold true today.

There was an instrumental duet by LaBriola and
Davies. whose purpose was to demonstrate the various

percussion instruments played. LaBriola is a Reggae
artist who is very familiar with Arabic music and Davies

is a highly skilled flamenco guitarist. The combined

talents resulted in an emotionally charged and impres-

sive display of Sephardic music. LaBriola had a solo in

the middle ofthe duet. The way he altered the tones ofthe

l>ercussion instruments by cupping his hand and bring-

ing it up the length of the bongo skin, in addition to the

rapid poundings of his fingers was captivating. The
natural movements of his body added to the intensity of

his presentation.

Two of the more somber and memorable acts repre-

sented events ofJewish history. The first one took place

in the royal court ofSpain, where Brin Ingber and Harris

addressed the court through song, proposing the infa-

mous Inquisition. The melodic guitar and rhythmic

percussion instruments served as a background to the

stirring performance. At the end of the song Brin Ingber

and Harris announce that to expel the Jews is the real

remedy and that the Jews are never to return to Spain.

Voices of Sepharad had recently taken a trip to

Poland, where they visited the most notorious of the
death camps, Auschwitz. Brin Ingber told the audience
how they walked through one ofthe barracks, which was
filled with piles ofeyeglasses and suitcases with people's
names on them. Seeing a glass case in the corner of the
building. Brin Ingber walked over to it. hoping that it

contained something that would relieve some of the pain
she was feeling, she said. In it was a pile of pacifiers.

This experience influenced the strongest act of the
performance. The music was slow and soft and Brin
Ingber walked onto the stage carrying a baby wrapped in

a blanket. She moved gracefully, smiling at her baby.
With the change in music she turned away fiom her baby
and her facial expression became one of horror, and she
reacted as if being slapped by an invisible hand. Her
dancing became calculated movements caused by fear.

With another slap she dropped the blanket and instead
ofa doll, a pile ofpacifiers and a fuzzy ball spilled out onto
the stage.

Themusicamplified the pain felt, watchingthis woman
unsuccessfully try to gather all of the pacifiers, only to

turn with pleading eyes to the audience as she cradled
the blanket and then her leg, as a substitute for the baby.

Sepharad is an oral tradition of .songs that evolved

hundreds ofyears ago. After their expulsion from Spain
in 1492, the Jews resettled throughout the Mediterranean
world, and so Hebrew, French and Turkish words were
woven into the ancient Judeo-Spanish dialect of the
melodies. As the communities of Sephardic (Spanish

I

Jews throughout the Mediterranean contrilnited to and
changed the music in different ways. Voices ofSepharad
add their own variations to the material also.

Davies explained after the concert, "The tradition is

rich and vast, and yet the group is allowed free reign in

the way we are doing it. We don't try to recreate the songs
ofthe past. We seek to express our take on the nuusic. The
music is the accumulated sentiment and feeHngs of the
culture

I
ofthe Sephardic Jews I." He also said that it is the

diversity of this tradition that is part of it's richness.

Voices of Sepharad has been active for six years,
and has toured throughout North America and P^urope.

They have an original talent for preserving an ancient
tradition through visually stunning and passionate
performances. Harris said that the group is h<)pint> to be
the next page in the history of Sepharad because they
contribute a new twist on the tradition through the
theatrical presentation. Voices ofSepharad show that
the traditions arc still alive and stroii''

COURTESY VOICES OF SEPHARAD
The Voices of Sepharad from left to right are Mick LaBriola, percussionist, David Harris, lead vocalist, Judith Bnn Ingber,

dancer and choreographer, and Scott Davies, flamenco guitarist.
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Winona Ryder's cutting career, pt. II
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

This the second in a three-part series

highlighting actress Winona Ryder's best

After playingVeronica Sawyerin 1988's
Heathers, Winona Ryder avoided making
the mistakes many young aspiring ac-

tresses fall victim to. Horribly scripted

productions that could have robbed Ryder
of her good name and much (if not all) of
her clothing was something she probably
didn't want to have on her resume.

The determined actress went on to star

in such productions as 1969 and Great
Balls ofFire. In Great Balls ofFire Ryder
got to play the baby cousin who eventually
became the wife ofJerry Lee Lewis played
by Dennis Quaid.

Wearing her black and white saddle
shoes and one of those old fashioned
"poodle" dresses. Ryder successfully con-

vinced me that her character was a naive
child. Falling in love with her older cousin
and marrying him was the way Ryder's
character played "house." Great Balls of
Fire was a great film choice for Ryder
because it showed that she could be a
versatile actress by leaving her elitist,

snotty role in Heathers to play a young
innocent Southern girl in love.

Leaving behind Sawyer's bitchy atti-

tude and the naivete of being Jerry Lee's

wife. Ryder entered the film world's land

ofmake believe by starring inTim Burton's
fairy tale film Edward Scissorhands in

1990. Working with Burton was nothing
new to Ryder because he had also directed
her in his bizarre film Beetlejuice. In ad-
dition to Heathers, Beetlejuice opened the
actress's career to future promising roles.

In Edward Scissorhands Ryder plays
Kim Boggs, a high school cheerleader with
long strawberry blonde hair. Kim's Avon-
lady of a mom Peg, played by Dianne
Wiest (Little Man Tate) found Edward
(Johnny Depp) while trying to sell cos-

metics door to door. Peg brings him home
to live with her family. Eventually, Edward
becomes the neighborhood gardener be-

cause of his amazing sculptures made out
ofshrubbery. In addition, his scissor-hands

enable him to give his neighbors and their

dogs outlandish hair cuts.

Whenever Ryder's roles call for a little

sarcasm, she delivers. For example, in

one scene Ryder comes home late at night
only to find a scary looking thing (Edward

)

on her water bed . She screams that there's
a murderer in her bedroom. Edward re-

luctantly tries to get off the bed and pops
the bed open and water sprays every-
where.

Afterwards, Peg says to Kim, "You
scared the man half to death!" Ryder's
character responds immediately with, "I

scared him to death?"

Her beauty, her voice, and her ability

to become the character that she portrays
are a few of Ryder's strongest attributes.

Student Union Ballroom

Monday^ November 9
12 -4 PM

Food • Demonstrations
Entertainment

Information • Prizes
Sponsored by: Div. of Student Activities

Celebration of the Birth of

BahaVUah
The Promised One of All Ages
7:30pm • Wednesday • Nov. 11*^

Memorial Hall
The Public is Welcome

O people ofCod/ Give ear unto that which, ifheeded, will ensure
the freedom, well-being, tranquillity, exaltation and advancement ofall men

Baha'u'llah

Sponsored by the UMASS Baha'i Club

Another reason why Ryder gave an excel-

lent performance may have been because

she played opposite her real life love,

Johnny Depp. The real-life chemistry

carried over to the silver screen because

Depp's Edward fell in love with Ryder's

Kim. Throughout the film Kim reahzes

that she has feelings for Edward but can't

act upon them because of her bully boy-

friend, Jim, played by Anthony Michael
Hall (Sixteen Candles).

The music in this fairy tale adds to the

HoUywood-ization oftelling a story. It was
similiar to the way it was done in Burton's

Batman as well as in this summer's
blockbuster sequel Batman Returns. In

addition, aquas, peaches, pinks, and light

blues are the colors of all all the automo-
biles, homes, and wardrobes of the people

in the story, forcing viewers to leave the

real world behind them for the 1 00 minutes
of the film.

Edward Scissorhands is a love story

and a fairy tale (but then again, what fairy

tales aren't?) Ryder once again delivered a

great performance in this film. A month
afterEdward Scissorhands release Ryder
would go on to co-star with Cher as a "fish

out of water" in Mermaids, which will

finish the three part Winona filmography.

Thursday.

Storm
continued from page 7

the river, leaving only his snap-brim
fedora bobbing along the surface.

"Now this is important," said Eisner,

pointing to the hat. "This is the

metaphor. Because everybody knows
— when you've lost your hat, you've

really lost control."

And Eisner lectured on, oblivious

to the puzzled looks his bare-headed
audience exchanged, and oblivious

to the fact that no one aside from a
few retro-hipsters and Bella Abzug
has regularly worn hats since the

1950s.

That To the Heart ofthe Storm is

anachronistic in the end does not

distract from it. You may feel like

you're reading a comic from the '40s

rather than the '90s until you real-

ize that a comic this personal, about
growing up as a Jew in 1930s New
York, could never have been told

then — precisely because of the
prejudice Eisner shows us.

Will Eisner definitely still has
his hat on. To the Heart ofthe Storm
is yet another high-water mark for a

man who has already left an indel-

ible stamp on the medium ofcomics.
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QoCden %ey
9{ationaC Honor Society

AH Members:
A meeting will be held to discuss the

organization of the
1993 Northeast Regional Conference

which will be hosted,

for the first time ever,

bv the U-Mass chapter. There will
also be an election of new officers.

Involve yourself!

Attend the meeting on:

Tuesday, November 17th
7:00 pm

Campus Center Room 165-69

For more information call:

Gladys Rodriguez
Dean of Students Office

545-2684
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LUNCH
Duchess Meat Pie

Grilled Turkeywich

BASICS LUNCH
Hummus Veggie Pocket

Grilled Turkeywich

DINNER
Basil Chicken ,,-sm-/,.„

Veal Cordon Bleu

BASICS DINNER
Basil Chicken ,.s...,„

Cauliflov»/er Eggplant
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ACROSS
1 Con g.ime

5 Like good
wine

9 Rose or

Fountain
<3 Candle
15 Chip 'n' -

18 Constantly
1 7 Uncivon
18 So be It

19 Notches in

timber

20 Teachers
22 Oo a publishing

(ob

23 Promote
?4 Alleviated

?6 B.T.ic food
item

30 ro'liludB

31 Reduce
3? Cheer
35 Manq Ihe

airas?

39 Tarry

4 1 Gefinq or

Costellr)

•17 Broadcast
43 Fnqlish royal

house
14 Con
46 Hindu god ol

fire

4 7 Bearing
49 lndir;ate

51 Rapiers (or

fencers

53 IJii (Jiat)ln and
de Trance

55 Deed
56 Medical care of

children
ft? c;oni|Kiser

ril llnle

nntanripa"

63 Angers
64 1 nlly nest

65 Oiandstand
unit

66 "- of f den"
67 fr.irisrnif

money
OR r»(>itchfrir ks

69 ConcoirJes.

e q Abbf
70 Podium

DOWN
1 -Watch
your —1"

2 I L C word
3 Footless one
4 — Verde
National Park

5 Proverb
6 A Z
7 Roborl —
8 More crowded
9 Artful dodger?
10 Gel around
11 Lukewarm
12 Once, once
14 Kingly

21 Marriage vow
word, formerly

25 Verdi opera
26 Nave wrjrds

2 7 Prohibited

28 Jeiime
29 Step

counters
30 Surfeit

33 Spirit

34 Chaney of the

movies
36 Jason's ship

37 Confined

38 Entertainer

Adams
40 New YorK Stata

canal

45 Conception
48 Discerns
50 To be. In

Barcelona
51 Uncanny
52 Ulscusalon

group

53 That Is. Lai.

54 Shoppar*'

aides

55 Destiny

57 Imporlanl

periods

58 Woodwind
necessity

59 La Douce
60 Early AD data
61 Congaala

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

11 78/92

' > 3 1

14

1

i I 1 1

1

i 11 II II

1] II II

u II II

71 ?l

M

>i

Mhi 71 It ?»

>l }i ? i%

91 14

141
4I~

iT"
BiB

It ^H" M jr 11

11 11

1
4«

41

1j«1 <4

I M

41

1
Bn 47

s^ if

1
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1
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—
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Collegian Sports. Go UMass football

S1ART YOUR nRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU.

Bring your BSN to the Army and we'll assign a
preceptor to help put you at ease.

Your preceptor will be an experienced Ainiy Nurse
who will smooth your transition from school to practice.

With advice, counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just

by being a friend.

With your preceptor's help, you'll meet your new
challenges and rapidly move into a leadership role of
your own.

If you're a BSN candidate...or you are an RN with a
BSN.. .you'll find the rewards and responsibility you're
looking for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army
Nurse Corps Recruiter.

Call 1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Winter Session 1933

Ves, you can!
Ves, you can!

So, do it!

Register for Winter Session classes.
Special enrollment restrictions do not opply for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass student, all you fiave to do is just sign up.

WINTER SESSION:
• a unique "mini-semester," just three weeks

long

• earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14.

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25

continued from page 12

In the third quarter, Richmond took the
ball after Ail-American linebacker Eric

Johnson ( 15 tackles, two sacks) intercepted

a McNeilly pass, and drove to the Minute-
man seven yard-line. On third down, the

UMass defense held tough and the Spiders
had to settle for a Barton 27-yd field goal.

"They're (UMass players) an amazing
group of kids," said Hodges. "They always

find a way to make the plays... all of them
just refuse to give up."

Game NotesrSenior placekicker Jim
Maguire broke the UMass school record
for consecutive point-after-attempts (by
Silvio Bonvini) with his 33rd and 34th
consecutive extra points. . . the Minutemen
are the number-one ranked team in divi-

sion 1-AA according the the national RPI
computer rankings.

field hockey
continued from page 1

2

teams fight that hard, having it go down to

penalty strokes doesn't give an indication
to how close it was."

UMass and Temple traded goals in

regulation, with the Minutewomen scor-

ing at 15:01 in the first half on a Press
penalty corner slapshot, and the Owls
breaking out early in the second half and
tying the score at 33:16 on a Debbie Utz
shot to the left side.

"I think it was our desire that kept us
going through the adversity," Press said.

"We learned to fight throughout the year."
The Minutewomen tried to fight Por-

ter, but had almost no success. Porter
made 22 saves on the day ( UMass outshot
Temple 39-13), and her Herculean effort

was, at times, the only thing that kept the
Owls in the game. Her saves
propelledTemple in the second half and
throughout the first overtime, as the Owls
made UMass play tentatively.

The Minutewomen regained momen-
tum in the second overtime, and had a
number of chances to win, including
Salisbury's penalty stroke with four min-
utes left that was way right.

"It was a battle of wills," said Jelley.

"The game flip-Hopped, but we eventually
overcame them."

With seven minutes left in the second
overtime, Hixon had backup goalie Tina
Rusiecki warmup and prepare to go in to
face the penalty strokes. However, Hixon
first asked Scott if she was up to the task.

"Tina's reflexes are quicker, and I

wanted her to be ready to come in," Hixon
said. "Scottie had to prove to me in her
heart and her mind that she was readv for

the peenalty strokes, and she showed it in

her voice that she was."
"She asked me if I wanted to stay in the

game, and I said yes," Scott said. "I've

been with the team the whole way through,
and Iwanted to win with them or lose with
them."

The win most likely gives the
Minutewomen a first-round bye in the
NCAA Tournament, and UMass will
probably play at home next Saturday.
Tournament seedings will be announced
today.

In Saturday's semifinal, the
Minutewomen destroyed number four seed
St. Joseph's 5-0, mustering 32 shots on
net. The ferocious offense spread the
wealth, as five different players scored
one goal each.

The Hawks (5-13-2) were backpedaling
from the beeinning, and when Danielle
Borges scored at 27:34 ofthe first half, St.

Joes had an uphill climb. Kathy Phelan
added a goal nine minutes later on an
assist from Borges, making it 2-0 UMass.

"We didn't look past St. Joe's," said
Borges. "We came out fired up, because we
couldn't afford to lie back."

UMass was still fired up long after the
outcome was known, as Natalie Hunt
socred at 1 1 :04 on a penalty corner to put
UMass up 3-0.

The Minutewomen came out strong in
the second half, as Tara Jelley and Jenn
Salisbury stormed the net, with Salisbury
putting the ball in the open side, making
it 4-0 UMass. The Minutewomen ended
the scoring at 12:10, when co-captain
Blenis' slapshot on a penalty corner found
the open corner.

Breaklast Special (sam-ioani)

Scrambled Eggs - Home Fries - Toast

1.49

(4:oopiii • 9!00pm)

Meatball Grinder $2.65

Italian Dinner Specials

(4:oopin ' iiioopm}

Pizza Slice (Large Cut) 99c

Large Plain or Pepperoni Pizza with

your choice of a pitcher of soda or

a pitcher of beer $8.75

NqwThrough November 24^ at

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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defiense
continued from page 1

2

UMass defenders.

Lilly got the pass away and as the offering flew over
the head of Sterling Brown and past the outstretched
arms ofRodney Bowens onto the UR Stadium turf, the
Minutemen knew they had escaped Virginia with the
W.

That's exactly how I wanted it, in the hands ofthe
defense on the last drive," said UMass head coach
Mike Hodges. They refused to give up, and we found
a way to win."

Playing like a pack of crazed pit bulls that hadn't
been fed in weeks the UMass defense sacked Lilly six

times, as well as forcing three interceptions and nu-

merous bad passes as Lilly had his worst statistical

day of the '92 season (eight completions-23 attempts-
87 yards-zero touchdowns-two interceptions).

The Minutemen turned those Lilly turnovers into
seven points, courtesy of a Brian Corcoran sack and
fumble recovery on Richmond's second offensive se-

ries.

All in all, it was a big day for Corcoran who recorded
nine tackles, one sack, one pass deflection, one forced
fumble, and one fumble recovery.

The Minutemen defense is now ranked second in

all ofDiV- 1AA in total defense (253.3 yards-per-game ),

behind South Carolina State.

Also coming up big for the Minutemen in Richmond

women s soccer
continued from page 12

our adrenaline because we saw we had an opportunity
but sometimes that advantage is a disadvantage. You
have to stay disciplined because the other team is playing
harder. UConn did a great job a player down."

The Minutewomen did not lose their focus and were
able to control the play until LeDuc's game winner.

Massachusetts will travel to the University of Hart-
ford (18-1) Sunday to face the second ranked Hawks in

the NCAA quarterfinals.

men s soccer
continued from page 1

2

I
Priestly I, and then the shootout."

For the Minutemen, the A-10 Champi-
onship weekend began on a sour note
Thursday at the awards banquet. As a
team, UMass only filled two spots on the
All A-10 teams (Jacobs on the first team
and Kylish on the second), a huge disap-

pointment.
Even more dissatisfaction came with

the presentation ofthe individual awards,
especially Player-of-the-Year. Jacobs, who
lead the A-10 in overall scoring with 36
points ( 15 goals, 6 assists) was edged out
byGeorge Washington's Marcelo Valencia.

Valencia had 7 goals and 12 assists on
the season, ten fewer than Jacobs. The
opposing coaches in the A-10 may not
have appreciated Jacobs style ofplay , along
vdth his team only reaching third place,

unlike Valencia of first place GW.

"I Not being named Player-of-the-Year I

gave me incentive to play harder but it

really upset me that my teammates didn't

get the recognition they deserve," said

Jacobs.

Before a near capacity crowd of 1,507,

Saturday the Minutemen came out very
intense against tournament host Rutgers,

getting on the scoreboard first with 7:04

left; in the first half
Jacobs took a pass from freshamn Brad

Miller and blasted it into the upper left

comer, past the keeper Kori Hunter, giv-

ing the Minutemen a 1-0 lead.

Both UMass and Rutgers, traded blows
but the Scarlet Knights could not put one
by Wolf, until 18:40 left in the game.

With 6:38 left in the game Jacobs si-

lenced the boisterous crowd with his sec-

ond goal of the game, at the same time
burying the Knights for good.

WBJHM

STUDY IN SPAIN
at

THE CENTER FOR CROSS-CULTURAL STUDY
SEVILLE

Come talk with Nico Guidera
about the adventure that awaits you.

Tuesday, November 10 and Thursday, November 12

UMASS/Amherst Campus Center Concourse
8:30 AM-5:00 PM

• Spring, Fall, Academic Year, January Term, Summer study in Seville

• Courses in politics and economics, history, art history, sociology,

business, language, Spanish and Spanish-American literature & civiliza-

tion, dance
• Homestay or student residence

• Study tours and cultural activities

• Intercambios with Spanish students OR CONTACT:
CC-CS, Dept. UM
219 Strong Street

Amherst, MA 01002
Tel: (413) 549-4543

FAX: (413) 549-9943

Round Trips from Niw Yorit Stardng ic

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625
BANGKOK 949

Tixet not Indudad. RotrictJont apply.

Fares subject to change A avaibblAtjr.

Call about one ways. W« luu*
EURAIL pasM* on th« SPOTI

79 South ITeasant Street

Amherst, MA 01 002

256-1261

BURGERS • HOT DOGS
FRIES -ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES"FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

m
3(u naw ^icwd\J c/t

cdtaikrant ^ 'A ai .* 'M

7^ S&it (}AiH€^ ^<4iet
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $1 5

^^
.^

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Bi-unch served Sunday 1 1:50am- 3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 l:50-5pni - $3.25

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Am> 3rst 256-0252

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AASA General Meeting
7:00 p.m. Campus Ctr rm903

November 10

Asian Night Meeting

FOR HIRE FOUND

Bedand Breakfast, downtown Amherst
5490733

Hey Bandot!!!
This is the LAST week to buy banquet
ticketsi They are being sold before band
at chapeL and today and THURSDAY
after rehearsal at the field.

PLAY THE GAMEIII^

Tired of your Science major?
Try Food Science

Call Dr. Chinacoti 545 1025

UMASS RACQUETBAU CLUB
MEETING All club members requested to

attend all new interested students

welcome Thursday Nov . 12 7:30 p.m.

Dukes Room Student Union 310

COLLEGE PIZZA

College PIzxa
Fall Special

Small Cheese $3.50
Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 Toppings S6.99

Free Soda with Ig. sub salad or

spaghetti

549-6098 549 6073
Must metion this ad

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot Reading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch 548 9761

In 1972acrack commando unitwas sent
to prison by a military court for a crime

they didn't commit. These men promptly
escaped from a maximum security prison

to the Los Angles underground. Still

wanted by the government, they survive

as soldiers of fortune. If you have a

problem, if no one else will help, and if

you can find them, maybe you can

hire ... The A TEAM

FOR RENT

Amhertt-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed-

room homes on bus route call 586 4270

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus $899/

mo 256 0741

1 rm in downtown Amherst house
Take over my lease

250 all utilities included

Great Location!

253 4250

Room available in beautiful renovated

church. We are 2 males and 2 females

with one cat. Rent S250 Call evenings 253-

7357

FOR SALE

Black Leather motorcycle jacket size 44

125.00 if interested call Kevin

546 6175

OACHSTEIN SKIBOOTS
10 1/2 $130.00

Where there's a will

there's an AVideo - $30.00

549-5m

Over 30 Sega & Nintendo games
Starting at $16 Call Rob 6 548^ ^_

RollerBlades size 8
Almost new $30

2634242

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power

Pacs case and manuals

Call Mitch 548 9761 $450 O.B.O

Found - Key in Campus Center Con-
course on 11/4. Call 256-1372 to identify

and claim

Found - Watch in parking lot behind
Whitmore. Call Lisa 6-3282. Description

Needed.

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn $600 * a week in canneries

S4000 month on fishing boats. Free trans

portation! Room and Board! Male or
Female. Get a head start on th is summer.
For employment program call 1 206-545
4155ext. A5001

Couples - Property Manager Free

Amherst apartment plus salary Debbie
256 0741

Earn $1000/Weak at home stuffing en
velopes! For information, send long SASE
to CJ Enterprises, Box 67068K, Cuyahoga
Falls, OH 44222

Free Spring Break Vacation
Organize a group, earn commissions and
free trips! Call: 800 826-9100

$500
If you have access to a video camera,
we're looking for students to film a mini

video. May lead to permanent position.

For information, call C.B. Production, IrK.

MF9 5(617)332-9606^

$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assembe products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're direct. Fully guaranteed
FREE IIMFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright
#MA15KDH

Wanted: Travel Raps for spring break.

Established company with many years

experience. Earn money on spare time

and free trip to Cancun.

Call 1-800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

$252.50 Sell 50 funny college t-shirts

and make $252.50 . No financial obliga-

tion. A risk free program. Avg sales time

= 4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.

Smaller/larger quant itiesavail. Call 1-800-

7333265

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons - first lesson half price

665-1178

••LEGAL INTERNSHIPS*^

Friday November 13 is the last day to

contact the Legal Services Center about

a Spring 1993 internshipi Gel hands on
experience in the legal field. Work di

rectly with attorneys and clients. Earn

up to 15 credits! No experience re-

quired training is provided. Contact

Legal Services TODAY: 545 1995. 922
Campus Center.

LOST

'Gremlin' - Tan Cat last seen in N.

Amherst area. If found please call 549

7770^

Help! I lost my red clipboard, and I'd

like to get it back call Deryk at 586 6555.

Lost gold and silver seiko watch Last

seen Monday in Webster, Great senti

mental value! Please return for reward.

546 5114.

Lost red wallet on CC or Marcus Hall

TH at noon if found call 6 3312 Reward

MUSICIANS

Lead guitarist seeking working band
or all original, years of experience 549
2885

PERSONALS

Erika - Though u wouldn't get one'
Sorry it's late

Happy B day
Phi love

Hollie & Liia

Kir*.

Six years of love and
looking forward to our forevertogether'

I love you, Happy Anniversary!

Love always,

Donna

Kristin B.

I know this semester hasn't been Great
at least you aren't 28
But you are 21 and that can be lots of funi

Get ready for an awesome night

I swear It will be all right

so prepare yourself for shots

because there will be lots'

Happy 21st Kristin'

We love ya

Donna, Sherri and all the sisters

Matt
Happy 21st Birthday!

I love you*

Jennie

Mike E. Face Finally the blessed event
has come to pass Happy 21st Birthday!

Hopefully we'll get a chance to celebrate'

Best wishes always you're still the idol of

one' me

MS
You're 2 cute

PC

RIDE WANTED

Denver, Boulder Co. area to Boston. By
plane, tram, or car. Will pay S. Around 1 1/25.

26, 27. Call Pete evenings
549 9377

ROOMATES WANTED

Female sublease
single m Mill Va.

Spring Sem.
Call 253 3406

Looking for two women to share our N.

Amherst Apt. S200 prmth & utilities Jan 1st

Call 549 0916

3 Responsible women
Need housing for Spnng semester Desire
place near UMass
Call Young Ni 546 0580 or Jen 4978

RSO FAIR 92

RSO FAIR -92

Monday, November 9

12 4 SUB
FREE food, entertainment, prizes.

Demonstrations and information.

5 college community welcome'
SPONSORED BY
Division of Student Activities

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Bmhright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0621

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TRYDER

Enough said

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - free cover page, spell

check, laser printout. SI 50/page. Brian

546 1795.

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg 24 hf. turnaround 586 5268.

WANTED

We want your 2 bdrm Pufflon lease"
Staning January 1 . Call us first' Reward if

we sign it' Call 549 7319

WANTED TO RENT

Efficiency one bedroom
Starling Mid Dec. or Jan 1

Uppejf IdSs honors student
Female
Call Jen 546-4978
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Sports
Women's soccer advances in NCAA Tournament
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Conn. — Freshman forward Rachel LeDuc
scored with 5:39 left in the second overtime period to lift

the University of Massachusetts women's soccer team to

a 2-1 xactory Saturday over Connecticut in the first round
of the NCAA tournament.

LeDuc's score capped a Massachusetts' ( 16-3 ) comeback
effort. Connecticut (15-5-1) had jumped out to a 1-0 lead

in the 49th minute on a goal by Mary Beth McNichol. The
Minutewimen tied the game with only 7:33 remaining in

regulation on a penalty kick by Kim Eynard.

"This was a gi-eat win for us," said UMass coach Jim
Rudy. "I'm happy we played a full 150 minutes and never

gave up."

On LeDuc's game winner, UMass' Holly Hellmuth
from the left flank crossed a ball to the goal mouth.

Teammate Nicole Roberts collected the pass and shot on

net only to have the ball blocked by UConn defender Arne
Serravezza. The ball trickled to LeDuc, who had fallen

down, she got up and fired the ball into the right corner.

"I saw the ball coming and Nicole took a shot, but it

was blocked and I fell down," LeDuc said. "The ball came
over to me and I got up and it was right there. I just shot

it into the open net. I was so excited when it went in."

The play ofthe game though was the play which set up
Eynard's penalty shot. UMass had a corner kick and

Rudy sent goal keeper Briana Scurry up to enter the

attack. With all eyes focused on the pulled goalie, Lisa

Mickelson served the ball long to an open Heidi Kocher

who headed it to the upper left corner.

The ball was set to sail clearly into the net when
UConn defender Cathy Cambia jumped up and batted

the shot down with her hands. The deliberate hand ball

resulted in a red card being assesed to Cambia for

unsportsmanlike play. Cambia received a game miscon-

duct and UMass a penalty shot.

"When I came up it Hustered them," Scurry said. "The

whole team was looking at me, the goalie was staring right

at me and that freed up Heidi. The play worked perfectly."

On the penalty shot Eynard made no mistakes, slip-

ping the shot to the left of a diving Amy Schwarz.

With Cambia's ejection the Huskies were forced to

play with a player down the rest ofthe way. giving UMass
a considerable advantage. However neither team felt the

game was over at that point.

"We played even harder a man down," Serravezza

said. "We picked up our intensity, we thought we could

put one in and win anyway."
UMass forward Kim Eynard said, "The red card rose

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 1

1

JOSH RCYNOLDL. / COLLEGIAN

Junior forward Colleen Milliken and the University of Mas-

sachusetts women's soccer team advanced to the NCAA
quarterfinals after defeating Connecticut 2-1 Saturday.

Minutemen beat Spiders for 7th straight win
Defense comes up big,

Holds Lilly to 87 yds.
Bv CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

RICHMOND - Prior to Saturday, no one had
been able to stop University of Richmond quarter-

back Greg Lilly.

Leave it to the University of Massachusetts to

end that streak, as the UMass defense held Lilly,

the number one rated qb in the country in Division

1-AA, to just 87 yards passing (Lilly came in aver-

aging 254 yards per game) as the Minutemen held

ofTa fourth quarter Richmond comeback to upend
the 13th ranked Spiders 17-13 before a crowd of

10,402 at Richmond Stadium.
The UMass defense kept heavy pressure on

Lilly from start to finish, intercepting Lilly's sec-

ond pass of the afternoon (on the game's fifth play)

and pressuring Lilly into a bad pass on Richmond's
final offensive play, a fourth and five offering from
the UMass 12 with :39 left in the game.

It was that play that typifed the Minuteman
effort for the day. as Lilly dropped back to pass and
was immediately swarmed under by a slew of

Turn to DEFENSE, page 1

1

JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

RICHMOND - Even aRer going 6-1 to start off this

1992 season, the University of Massachusetts football

team still had not gained much respect in Division 1-AA.

Last Saturday, however could be the day that the

Minutemen gained that respect as they beat No. 13

Richmond 17-14 in front of 10,402 at Richmond Stadium
thanks to a strong defense, some timely offense and a

never-say-die attitude.

"These guys deserve to be ranked and deserved to be

ranked higher than 20th," said Hodges. "We've played

four teams in the top 20 and beat three of them and we
have the thirteenth toughest schedule in Division 1-AA."

The game came down to the final play after Richmond
took the ball at their own 45 with 2:43 left in the game,

and marched to the Massachusetts 1 1 yd line. On fourth-

and-five with nine seconds left, Ail-American quarterback

candidate Greg Lilly dropped back and hummed the ball

to wide receiver Rodney Bowens. The ball deflected off

Bowens shoulder and went through the hands of wide
receiver Sterling Brown, dropping incomplete in the

endzone. The Minutemen. as well as the small contingent

of UMass fans who had braved the 10-hour trip down to

Richmond went absolutely wild.

"I'm gonna tell you something," said a Gatorade cov-

ered, but ecstatic head coach Mike Hodges, "the last thing

I said to the guys was, 'this is where we want it on the last

play - in the hands of the defense.'"

"On the last play, we were saying, 'this is our season,'"

said outside linebacker Scott Assencoa.

Indeed, the UMass defense was the story again as they

held division 1-AA's leading passer (ave. 254 yds passing/

game), Lilly, to a mere 87 yds passing. The "D" also

sacked Lilly six times.

"I feel bad for him," said UMass QB Andrew McNeilly.

"I know I wouldn't want to go up against our defense."

The first points ofthe game were scored at 1 1 :09 ofthe

first quarter when Corcoran rushed in un-touched and
sacked Lilly, forcing a fumble. An alert Corcoran picked

up the loose ball and rambled 31 yards for the UMass
touchdown.

"I came in clean, went to sack him and the ball jumped
up in my face," said Corcoran. "I got past one guy and then
I just waltzed in."

Richmond got on the board at 13:33 of the second,

courtesy of a 20-yd field goal by Todd Barton. Three
minutes later, after connecting on three consecutive

passes, UMass QB Andrew McNeilly ( 12-25, 158 yds, 1

TD ) rolled left on play action from the Richmond three yd-

line, and hit tight end Steve Dembowski in the left corner

of the endzone for a 14-3 UMass lead.

Before the half, the high-powered Spider offense

managed their only touchdown ofthe game when fullback

Michael Henderson bullied in from one-yard out, barely

crossing the goaline. UMass answered once again, though,
when Jim Maguire knocked a 38 yd field goal through the

uprights for UMass's final points.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 10

Field hockey win A- 1 0's Men lose in A- 1 final
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY, N.J. - The University of

Massachusetts got locked into its closest

and most intense game ofthe year against

Temple University in the Atlantic 10

Championship game, with the two teams
battling through 70 minutes of regulation

and 30 minutes of overtime before the

Minutewomen triumphed in penalty
strokes for a hard-fought 2-1 victory.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team captured the Atlantic 10 Cham-
pionship yesterday by defeating Temple 2-1.

Jenn Salisbury, Kathy Phelan, Tara
Jelley and Joy Blenis beat Owl goaltender

Donna Porter on the penalty strokes to

give UMass a 4-2 edge on the strokes.

After 100 minutes of bone-chilling, back-

and-forth field hockey, each team pre-

pared to take five penalty strokes.

The Minutewomen, who had missed
two penalty strokes in regulation, went
down 1-0 when Ainslee Press, the leading

scorer on the team, missed high by a mile,

and Temple's Wendy Skibitsky beat
UMass goalie Philippa Scott. Momentum
had shifted throughout the game, and
when UMass fell behind in strokes, it

seemed like Temple would forge ahead
and win the championship.

"This was a game ofmomentum, and it

was going to be decided on how much of

Temple's momentum we could handle,"

said UMass head coach Pam Hixon. "When
we missed the two strikes in regulation, I

thought 'Oh, Jesus, it's going to be a long

day.'"

Down 1-0 in strokes, the Minutewomen
regrouped when co-captain Phelan and A-

10 co-player of the year Jenn Salisbury

scored to give UMass the 2-1 lead they

would never relinquish. Meanwhile, A- 10

TournamentMVP Phillippa Scott stopped

two of Temple's last three strokes, and
when Blenis beat Porter in the lower right

hand corner, the Minutewomen stormed

the field for their first A- 10 Championship
since 1988.

"It was a real heartbreaker," Temple
coach Michele Madison said. "When two

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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West Virginia wins on penalty shots
By JEFF CROFTS and
ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY, N.J. — Even in de-

feat, teams often show qualities which
set them apart. This is the case with
the University ofMassachusetts men's
soccer team, who yesterday dropped a
heart breaking 1-0 defeat (settled in a
shootout) in the Atlantic 10 Champi-
onship game to West Virginia.

Neither team was able to score
through regulation and two overtime
periods bringing the game to the five

penalty kick shootout.

For UMass Todd Kylish, Randy
Jacobs and Justin Edelman were able
to score. They were matched by their
West Virginia counterparts, heading
into the final shooter. West Virginia
Alek Lazic. The shootout was tied at 3-

3, when Lazic went to the lower left

hand corner for the goal and the victory

for the Mountaineers.
Despite the loss, the Minutemen

showed the qualities that brought them
to the title game: unjrielding effort,

tremendous heart, and most ofall , team
spirit.

Both UMass and West Virginia ap-
peared flat during the first halfwith the
Mountaineers holding the upper edge.

Neither team was able to find net with
the ball, so it was scoreless at the half.

UMass opened up the second halfby
dominating the play in the West Vir-

ginia end. However, the Minutemen
were still unable to cash in. Midway
through the second half, UMass
defenseman Ted Priestly was ejected

from the game afler he picked up his

second yellow card for physical play.

Both cards drew protests from the
Massachusetts bench.

Both teams were unable to score
before the final horn blew, so the game
headed to overtime.

In the two overtime periods, both
goal keepers, UMass' Mark Wolf and
West Virginia's Mark Thienel, denied
any scoring opportunities that came
their way.

After the game Minutemen Kylish,
Jacobs. Wolf, and Dan Chagnon were
honored as members of the All-Tour-
nament team.

UMass coach Sam Koch, was un-
derstandably upset after the defeat.

"It's a tough, tough way to lose," he
said. "We really didn't play well bul
t you really have to give West Virginia
credit; they didn't let us play."

Kylish also thought it was a difficult
way to lose.

"It was a tough way to lose; I've been
on both sides before and its a tough
lose," he said. "We got beat bad the first
half, came back, then we lost Teddy

Turn to MEN'S SOCCER, page 1
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Sunny today, highs in the 40s.

Wed. cloudy and showers.

Arts & Living:
They're a band, and one of their members is named Sean
Cassidy, but they're not the Partridges. They're Bongos to

Circus and they played the Hatch Thursday night. Page 7.

Sports:
The field hockey team took the A- 10 title

this weekend, and is one home game away
from the NCAA Final Four. Page 12.
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Committee releases report on racism
n., A^muL-"! I w o*\/i ICO I, •By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students,
faculty and staff hounded administrators
with questions and accusations concern-
ing the University's commitment to im-
proving the general climate for minorities
on campus during the official release of a
federal report on racial tensions at the

University, Monday in thecampus center
Top administrators, including Presi-

dent Michael Hooker, and two Smith
students sat on the panel with membors of
the Massachusetts Advisory (\)mniitteo
to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
who released the report Ix'fore 200 pt'ople

at the conference. The federally finidod
study outlines recommendations to racial

problems at the University. Smith Col-

CHRISTOPHtR EVANS / COLLEGIAN
All Woolwich, a senior representing the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance, addresses the

audience at the official release of a federal report on racism at UMass.

lege and other colleges.

"I have yet to see changrs." said senior
Ali Woolwich, a represontativr of tlir

Ix?sbian Bisexual Cay Allianco. who sliiod

up from tlu> audiencr lo spoak. "Tlu'.so

issues liavi'lx'onhore si luvrvt'luvn lu-nv
We need an action board — not a nroni-
mendation board

"

Woolwich responded tt) ("haiuelloi- Ri-

chard O'Brien's recognition of Iwt) man-
datory cultural diversity cour.s<.<s.

"A person can gt) through UMass
without addressing nuiltiiulluralism and
oppressi«)n,"saidW(K)lwich. wild said .some
arts and literature courses, which mo
designated diversity courses, are still lo-

cu.sed on Western culture.

O'Brien replied that actions \ver<«

agreed to this weekend during negoli;i-

tions with students and not just riToni-

mendations. lie al.so e.\pressed douhls
alM)ut the effectiveness of the diversity
courses.

Kanuna Heiider.son. a Smith student
on the panel, said she is sick of reeoin
rnendations which act as a hand-aid ovim
the huge wounds of "incredibly high l<'n

sions" at her school,

"Its pretty scary," said Hi'iider.son. thai
people who are harassing others are re
ceiving the same diploma as her and said
there's no distinction between ignorance
and maliciousness.

"We want to see the perpetrators os-

Smith students examine racism
Students demand more action, less talk from College

traci/,ed.''said llendeison. who said llu're

are people (»n campus feeling iincomroil-
alileand llirealened daily. "We w;uil jlhe
perpetialorsi tor«>el inicoiiiror(al>K> Tlu-y

sluiuldn'l he coddled with educalion."
"We're sick of talking and no aclioii."

said Eli/aU'lh Saleinau. a sludenl from
Smith on tin- panel. She adtle<l llial (he
students avc suk o( lM>in<,' the ones lo

educaU- the coiiinunnly and Ih.il ;idniin-

istrators and Cacully siuuild sl.iil l.iking

I'espoiisihililv.

Kicardo Towiies. Assiniale Direeloi of
Academic Support Servici-s said I he h.i-

rassiiu'iil and violeiucllie.SinilhsliKlenls

expel leiiic and \Mlness is honiiilc and
pointetl «tul thai sludenls at UMass ex-
perienci' similar iiuidenls

"VV»" can K'ciuil people hut il doesn'l
slop w hat's h;ippenin<i everyday ."Townes
said. "Wlienevei you have racial iiu idenis
tli«>ri''s always leci iiilinent. Iml .ill hels
areolfilyoudtMri havelliesupporl system
lo keep liieiii "

As he called lor impidveiiu-iil uulside
I he classroom as well, (lie I wo Smilli
panelists nodded m .i;;re(iiie!il I'liey

clapped when Townes said. •All lalk is

great hut wi-need help today lor slud«nls
hen- today slrum;lin;; lo in.ike it

"

Dr. Donna ('.o<idlear lioin tlu' unmens
studies deparlmenl al I 'Mass stood up
and .said she w.is^oini; loapply lot leniire

lurn lo PANEL. p(iqo?

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Although the University of Massachusetts has been
the main focus ofrecent racial tensions, the federal study
released yesterday reports Smith College is plagued with
racial hostilities, as well.

''Hate-crime Iperpetratorsj need to be
punished and made an example of.

Absolutely nothing is being done.

"

Smith senior Karuna Venter

Smith College students demanded more action and
less talk from their administration, as the Massachusetts
Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights presented their 46-page report, Conipus Tensions
in Massachusetts: Searchingfor Solutions in the Nineties,
at the Campus Center yesterday. The study incorporated
29 testimonies from UMass and Smith students, faculty

and administration.

Kamina A. Henderson was one of the two Smith
students on the panel comprised of UMass and Smith
administration and Committee members.

Henderson, a Smith student and former chairperson
for the Black Students Alliance, testified for the committee
last September. Although the Black Student Alliance has
been a strong voice on the Smith campus, Henderson .said

in the report that "all the women on this panel can U'll you
honestly that the only way we have ofachieving progress
is through confrontation, sit-ins."

When the college talks with the students about racial
insidents, they only discuss the is.sues rather than find
solutions, said Henderson.

"I The Smith administration's proposals are! Band-
aids over a huge gaping wound," Henderson said at the
meeting. "What we need the administration to do is step
on the line and expel students

I
for hate crimes. I"

Since the study came out, two Smith students have
been accussed of racial acts by a student judicial Ixiard.

according to Smith senior Karuna Venter.

TurntoSMrrH,page3

UMass student suffered stroke
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Stafi"

Kathie Caldwell attended the University of Massa-
chusetts last September. A graduate of Masconomet
Regional High School in 1991, she was a psychology
major and made the dean's list her first semester.

But the day she took her midterm exams in the second
semester, March 25, 1992, Kathie suffered a catastrophic
stroke, leaving her a total quadrapelegic. unable to speak
or eat.

From this moment on the Caldwell family was thrust
into a world ofhospitals, rehabilitation, wheelchairs and
adaptive equipment. 'The whole thing has been a very
emotional ordeal," said Mrs. Barbara Caldwell, Kathie's
mother.

The Kathie Caldwell Fundraising Committee was
formed this semester by a group comprising the University
of Massachusetts Golden Key Honor Society, Alpha
Lambda Delta and the Mortar Board Honor Society. On
Saturday. November 21. 1992, a walk-a-thon to benefit

Kathie Caldwell will be held at the University.

While Kathie has regained some control over her right

hand, can eat pureed or soft foods, and can move her head
left or right, a long-term recovery will start at the earliest

stages of life, Barbara said. Kathie is totally aware ofher
Turn to CALDWEU, page 3

COURTESY BARBARA CALDWELL

Kathie Caldwell

Race tension
far from over
at University
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian .Staff

The problem ofracial tension is far from resoKcd
attheUniversityofMas.sachu.sellsaccordini^loIlK'

C;hairperson (»f the Massacliu.sells Advisory Com
mittee to the U.S. ('ommission on Civil lvi;;lils.

l)uringthe<)rricialrelea.s<'ortheledeially liinded

study on campus tensions. Chairperson Dorolliv
-Jones poinl<'d to examples olstiideiirs lesdmoiiy
which support this.

"The situation we keep hearing; iclleels I he liij^

world." .Jones said.

In the report. Jones .said minority sludenls voice

frustration with White student's naive (piestions.

their surprise when they excel and said polie'e

officers are ill-trained. .Jones stated a need lo en
hance campus diversity and reeornniend«'d sludenls
assist in the process ofma king CM nicii 1 11 in changes.

The 46-page report. Caniptis Tensions in Mas
sachiisetts.SfoirhiniiforSo/nlKnis in the Ninrlifs,
is a result of a year o( researching the r.ici.il

situation and listening to 2}) witne.s.sesdoin UMass
and Smith.

The study found that overt iiuidenls niotiv.ited

by racial and leligious prejudice and someliines
physical as.sault continue to occur. The re|Mnt en-
couraged such incidents lo he ii ported and the
need for students to understand the effects of
discrimination.

"In my 19yea?sofliviiig, I haveneverex|)erienced
as much racism as I have al Smith ('olle};e," said
student Kamina Henderson in the report.

The report also found that many minorities,
.some faculty, and a few administrators view stejis

taken to fight bias-related incidents as insulllcient

or ineffective. Of tiie 12 recommendations, the
report recommends the additional assistance hy
the government to strengthen and diversify these
efforts.

UMass student James Jemi.son in the report
stated that Black and other minority students
graduating from UMass earns two degrees —"one
for rigorous academic work, the .second for having
survived a lot of negative hatred on the part of

Turn to PI?OBLEMS. page 4
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the GLB Issues Editor who can be contacted c/o the C(jllegion.

Wednesday, November 1

1

Meeting — The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will

hold its general meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the LBGA ofiice,

413B Student Union.
Thursday, November 12

Film—The Program forGLB Concerns and the LBGA
will sponsor the film By Design about lesbian fashion

designers who contrive to have a baby by looking for a

substitute father. It will be shown at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 903.

Meeting— The Lesbian and Bisexual Women's Union
will meet from 9:30 p.m. - 11:30 p.m. in the LBGA ofiice,

413B Student Union.

Friday, November 13

Hearings — The Massachusetts Governor's Commis-
sion on Gay and Lesbian Youth and the Governor's

Advisory Committee on Women's Issues are holding

regional hearings onGLB youth from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m. in the

Campus Center.

Social— The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will host

a coffee social at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center Room 903.

Dance — The LBGA will sponsor a dance in the

Bluewall from 9 p.m. - 2 a.m. Admission is $4.

Monday, November 16

Brown Bag Lunch — Margaret Hunt will address

"The Uneasy Union of Gay Studies and Lesbian Stud-

ies," from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th

floor.

Student Senate Update
The Student Senate Update is a service of the

Collegian provided to inform students about up-

comiiif^ items on the SGA agenda.

TheUndergraduate StudentSenate will move to eunend

the Constitution ofthe Student Government Association

atits meeting on Wed., Nov. 11, 1992 at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center 163. All members of the University community
are invited to attend and participate.

This is a motion to replace the Constitution ofthe SGA
uith a new one. The present constitution has not been

officially recognized by the Board ofTrustees. The recog-

nition of the SGA Constitution by the Board of Trustees

is fundamental to the issue ofstudent empowerment and
status of an organized student voice on this campus.

Copies of the current Constitution and the proposed

replacement are available in the SGA office, Rm. 420

Student Union, and will be available at the meeting.

panel
continued from page 1

but withdrew her application because of elitism and
racism at the institution as well in the women's studies

department.
Goodleaf said she would like to see ideas on how to

recruit and retain other Native Americans.

Panelist Tom Robinson, vice-chancellor for student

aflairs, stated interest in recruitment of all minority staff

and students and pointed out how two persons of color
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will become recruiters as part of the agreement reached

this weekend between students and administrators.

"Interesting is not good enough," responded Goodleaf.
"

I want to know exactly when you can bring more
I
Native

Americans! in."

As O'Brien responded that the University is aiming to

increase minority faculty and that faculty are hired by

departments, panelist Deirdre Almeida from the com-

mittee pointed out to O'Brien that Goodleafs question

was specifically about Native Americans.
"1 Goodleaf! and I are already overstressed with the

amount of work we have," said Almeida. "I, as a member
of the commission, would like to see that addressed."

Robinson said he is interested in improving the situ-

ation for Native Americans as well as for all students.

Alexander Nguyen said the administration keeps re-

iterating the same responses every time a racial incident

occurs.

"You need to hear the people on the front line." said

Nguyen. "If you don't listen, the incidents will occur

again."
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Campus Center Auditorium
Wed. I 1/1 1 at 5,7,9 and 11pm

STUDY IN SPAIN
at

THE CENTER FOR CROSS-CULTURAL STUDY
SEVILLE

Come talk with Nico Guidera

about the adventure that awaits you.

Tuesday, November 10 and Thursday, November 12

UMASS/Amhersl Campus Center Concourse

8:30 A!Vl-5:00 PM
• Spring, Fall, Academic Year, January Term, Summer study in Seville

• Courses in politics and economics, history, art history, sociology,

business, language, Spanish and Spanish-American literature & civiliza-

tion, dance
• Homestay or student residence

• Study tours and cultural activities

• Intercambios with Spanish students OR CONTACT:
CC-CS, Depl. UM
219 Strong Street

Amherst, MA 01002

Tel: (413) 549-4543

FAX: (413) 549-9943

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES,

THE HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE PEACE STUDIES PROGRAM,

and THE HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

Present:

NATIONALISM: THE UNDERSIDE OF
WORLD POLITICS"

A lecture by:

DAN SMITH
Director, Transnational Institute (Amsterdam)

Tuesday, November 1 0th

8:00 PM
East Lecture Hall, Hampshire College

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible. Sign
interpreting is available with two weeks notice. For more information call

PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519

The Union Center Talk Show
LIVE! with Phil Wen 7-8pm

PLUS! The Zen Cats at 9pm (no cover)

NEXT TUESDAT (11/17) JOHN SACCO MASTER HYPNOTIST
AND - Don't forget our 4pm-llpm Special

Large Plain -or- Pepperoni Pizza with
your choice of a pitcher of soda -or- a

pitcher of beer $8.75
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Local News
Optimism for Clinton may fade
Panel says he must make fast changes in govei^iment
By JASON r,I<X)RCE
Collegian SlatT

The sense ofoptimism following Bill Clinton's election

will fade quickly if he fails to make serious and rapid
changes in the nation's political structure, according to a
panel discussion last night.

The discussion on the "Meaning of the 1992 Election,"

included II. S. Rep. John Olver, who was re-elected to his

1st Congressional District Seat on Nov. 3. It was sponsored
by the Institute for the Advanced Study ofthe Humanities
and held in the Campus Center.

The panel alst) included Afro-American Studies pro-

fessors John Bracey and William Strickland, education
professor Sonia Nieto, journalism piofessor Halpli

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

1st Congressional District Rep. John Olver.

Whitehead, English professorJulesChamet/.ky and Ellen
Pader of the land.scape architecture and regional plan-

ning department.
Olver said when he ihst arrived in Washington after

winning a special election to fill the seat vacated hy the
late Silvio Crmte in June 1991, he fell a .sense of "deep
gridlock" in the U.S. government.

"I Bush I
was leading the country In upiiolding vetoes

against Congie.ssional legislation," Olver said, notnig
liush's consistent vet(K>s on abortion, campaign finance
and tax fairness issues,

Olver said the .sen.se of"euphoria" created by Clinton's

election could be temporary if he fails to reverse many ol

the trends of the past 12 years oIKepublican leadi-rship.

"Now, there is no excuse not to produci'," Olver said.

"I've been telling people to either elect a Republican
president and Congiess and get what you saw at tlu-

Republican National ConviMition.oitoelect a Demociatic
president and "hold our feels to the fire' to get things

done."

Bracey predicted a return to the "long, hot sununeis."
which marked the racial tensions of the UUiOs if "the

people in power keep the same priorities." and fail to

reallocate federal money to .social piograms.
"Try to tell sometme who is homeless that (here is no

money to get them offthe street and into a home," Bracey
said. "They'll get it one way or another."

Bracey said he believed Clinton should walk .several

blocks from the White House at night to witness the

poverty which he said is symptomatic ol tlu' problems of

the nation's cities.

Bracey also said Clinton won by "freezing" the Black
vote in this country and telling Blacks "we will not

promise you anything, but you'll have to vote for \ue

because I'm not (>eorge Bush."

Strickland said he believed the Republican Party had
sought a long-term domination of the country's political

processes through maintaining control of the executivi'

and judicial branches and woiking to intimidate an
already-compliant Congress.

Strickland akso said he believed many have "fallen

into the trap of viewing politics through peisonaliti(>s."

"Don't blame Clinton — it is our fault." ilthe Demo-
crats fail to make changes, Strickland said.

Vigil initiates racism discussion
By INESVIEIRA
Collegian Staff

"UMass has to change," according to guest speaker.

Nelson Acosta, director of the UMass office of Third
World Affairs. He spoke at the candlelight vigil to protest

racism last Thursday night on the steps of the Student

Union.

Acosta said the goal of the candlelight vigil was to get

students talking about one ofthe major problems plaguing
the Amherst campus today — racial intolerance.

About 25 concerned UMass students held candles in

their hands to symbolize their protest against racism.

The participants formed a circle, discussing ideas on how
tomake the UMass campus free ofracism and a welcoming
place for minoiities.

"The second fioor of Whit more has maybe five people

of color working there, the third floor has three and the

numbers decline as you go up the ladder," said Acosta.

"There is no diversity of opinions at the top administra-

tion levels. The oppression issue must address how in-

stitutions are organized."

The participants agreed on various issues, namely

that racism affects everyone, and that each individual

should take responsibility foi' racist acts. Participants

said there is a need to speak out and beconu" vocal, and
only then will racism be stot)ped.

"We're news. We're talkingabout makingchangi-sand
building coalitions." said Acosta.

According to Acosta, .students need to organize them-
selves and "take a stand, vvt' must start talking. Make the

connection on unity , and set up goals to work loget her." I li-

also stated that having small meetings scattered
throughout campus isn't enough to get everyone involved.

"We need to go Lnwond small meetings." he .said.

Acosta believes racism sln)uld be stopped through
peaceful means and direct acti«)n. "You don't have to lake

over buildings or break windows, just slop racism when
you see it."

After approximately an hour ofcontinuous discussion,

the gi'oup started to dissipate, but not before UMass
student Colin Rube urged everyone to "Just take {'tvc

minutes of your time to make things better."

Before resuming the vigil, Aco.sta asked the partici-

pants to carry their lit candles home as a .symbolic

gesture of the protest against racism.

Caldwell
continued from page 1

situation. She is working every waking moment to

adjust. The Caldwell family say that Kathie's dispo-

sition is "remarkable."

"She's determined to make as much progress as

possible. She's learning to use adaptive equipment to

eat, communicate and to control her environment,"

Mrs. Caldwell said.

This tragedy has naturally taken an emotional toll

on Kathie, her family and friends. The financial

situation is ofhigh priori ty at this point. While medical

costs have been absorbed by health insurance, the

family must pay the tab for the equipment that is

crucial to her recovery.

Amongthelistofadaptiveequipment that is needed

is a fully portable but costly speech synthesis device,

known as "The Liberator." This device also comes

equipped with writing and printing capabilities.

"Medicaid and private insurance do not pay for the

type ofequipment Kathie needs. Using a communica-

tion device, operating a T.V.. or home computer,

adjusting one's position in an electric hospital bed.

making a phone call and turning on and off lights are

not considered medically necessary and therefore, are

not provided," Mrs. Caldwell said.

Kathie received intensive physical, occupational

and speech therapy at the New England Rehabilila

tion Hospital in Woburn and and was allowed to

return home in mid-September.

While Kathie presently still cannot talk and has

little movement on her left side, she still has some
movement and function on her right side. But family

members say she is .still very weak.
Mrs. Caldwell maintains her optimism, and to-

gether with family and friends, they hope and pray foi'

a full recovery.

Mrs. Caldwell recently .sent a letter to Eileen

Stewart in the UMass Dean ofStudents office to thank

her for her efforts in regards to the fundraising for

Kathie.

"Kathie's friends and neighbors, near and far. have
encouraged her and uplifted her." Caldwell said.

Later this week the Kathie Caldwell Eundraising

Committee will have a table out on the Campus
Center concourse, that will provide more information

on Kathie's condition and try to get more students

involved in the their fundraising efforts.

Eor more information regarding spon.sorship and/

or donations to the Kathie Caldwell Equipment Eund,

please contact Eileen Stewart. 545-2684 or Kathy

McNaughton. 256-3585.

Commercials
show women
as products
By S'PACY .MALONE
Colleirian Staff

I maizes ofwomen inaii\i'rl iseiiuMils distorts the

pei"ce|)t ions ol real uomi-n \i\ socii'ty.aiiordm;; loa
video ami di.siiissit)n Monday in.uht in t he C.impus
CiMiter.

The woikshop liegan will) .i \ ulco l)\ Jean
Killiourne'slitlrti "Slill Killing I's Soltlx " .md llu-ii

opeiu'd into a discussitin aiiumg the audieiui' ol

about 10 (U'ople. Tlu' exeiil w;\s laciliLited in

Meagan Rosst'r and I lolls Schick, meinheis ol 1 lu-

Educator/Advocate I'lOL^iam Irom I he
Everywoman's Ci'uler. and sponsored In WMl'.X

Kilboiu'iie's \ ideo shovM-d how ad\iMl iseiiiriHs

portray women in an ideal mannei ami how llien

bodii'saie used losell products and .i;ivi' society the

appioval to lii'al women as objects

"TheadviMtisers.sfll us \alues.i mages. »oiU(|)ls

ol lo\e. si'xualilv. success, reality, and iiormakx
"

Kilbourne said. "They ti-ll us who we an- and w ho
we should be."

Kilbourne said in commeici.ds llu-ie is no one
who IS disabled, evfryo'u- is he.uitilul and tin- uie.il

is ba.sed on {lawlessness.

She said all t he womi'ii a re whilf..slim. available

for sex and women's bodies and the products are
interchangeable in llu> world of ativerlisnig.

"The woman lu-comes less and less human aii<l

the l)ody lu'comesa thing an object can lu- packai;eil

in." she said. "Turning a human being into a (lim;;

IS the way to justilv \ iolenci* ai^ainst a person
"

Kilbourne gave examples ol commercials llial

show woman hanging out ofa tiasluan tosell shoes

and portray liberal ion and independence lor women
to sell cigarelles.

Kilbourne said a major probU'in in our societ > is

that the culture has a pornogiai)hicattil iidelowaKJ

.sivx and I lu' seriousiu'ss ol \ ioleiici' against women
is trivialized in advertisements.

"A mytli llial women love to gel liealen develops

an altitude in our societ v llial makes it h.nd lor tin-

victim to get help." Kilbourne said.

As llu- audience watched the advoit isemeiils

used in Kilboiiine's v ideo. jx-ople re.icted in disiMisI

to the way women were porliavcd .is pieces of

merchandise and how abuse and rape is in.KJe lo

l(M»k casual and as a joki'.

Schick, a lacililalor. said lliev wanted lo Imiii!;

an open discussion locoinmiiiiicali'.ind.icl I lirou:;li

a (.oalitioii lo lombal these problems lliioii;;li

t'ducalion and awareness.
Kosser. anollier lacilitalor. said. ".Ailvril ise

menls not only sha|)e our roles and our livt >. Iml

also lellecls the society."

She said that a lot of women .ire port raved as

bimbos and even w lu'ii \ou listen to the radio you

can hear the DJs making sexist lem.iiks.

I'aiiily Stewart, a senior coiimuiiii»at ions major

and the chairperson of WMl'.X. said. "XOii imisl

speak up i I yon see .soinethingollensive. This society

tells me that my most preciouscoiniiiodil v isnot iiiv

mind or what I am i'a|)able of. but me in iiiv

birthday suil. Don't (|iiestion voiirsell about

speaking up. let jx-ople know when somelbiii;;

offends vou."

Smith
continued from page I

The judicial board demanded an accu.sed stndenl in

issue a formal apology to one of students viclimi/.etl. in

addition towritinga research paperon imilliculturalism.

according lo Smith media relations director Slacey
Schmeidel.

Yet students and faculty said racial tensions hav*-

escalated since the judicial board gave then verdid.

"Hate-crime
|
perpetrators | need lo be punished and

made an examjileof," Venter said. "Ab.sohitely not bin;; is

being done."

One of the reports 12 lecommendations is lor top

administratois to fiunish hate-crime perpet rato? s and to

assist all government levels in streni^t heiiing

multiculturalism.

Smith student Elizabeth Solernou. who testified for

the Committee as tlu' co-chairperson for Nosotras. a

Latina students organization, said on the panel that

minority students on campus do not feel safe,

"The College has not |)ut forth the communication for

(irotecting minority students." Solernou said.

The studi(>s proposed that multicultural education
should be heavily emphasized at the elemenlary school

level, and "any multicultural education still required at

the college level should be recognized as important re-

medial work." The report also recommends police and
security to take part in multicultural education.
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problems
continued from page 1

faculty, staff and other students."

The report found that covert bias-motivated incidents

tend to be committed by young adult white males. It also

found that standard courses that are components of the

core curriculum lack multicultural viewpoints and recom-
mended a review and modification ofsuch diversity coui'ses.

"The University does not really understand us and it

doesn't understand itself," said Alexander Nguyen in the

report. "Ifyou want to be multicultural don't look at me.
look at yourself first. If you want better relations on

campus, look at White racism and why relations are so

poor."

The report recommended structured events to create

dialogue between conflicting minority communities. It

also recommended increased support for minority

scholarships, as it found inadaquate recruitment of mi-

nority students and faculty.

The committee also found that police personnel may
contribute to the problems by "brusque, if not improper
treatment" of students of color and recommended
multicultural education and training.

"I'm pleased to note the recent progress (with the

student-administration agi-eement|," said Hooker. We
need to put the present report in context. I'm delighted

with the civility that characterized the agieement. We
need to empower dialogue."

Celebration of the Birth of

BahaVUah
The Promised One of All Ages
7:30pm • Wednesday • Nov. 11^^

Memorial Hall
The Public is Welcome

.^i

people of God.' Give ear unto that which, ifheeded, will ensure
the freedom, well-being, tranquillity, exaltation and advancement ofall men

Baha'u'llah

Sponsored by the UM.ASS Bahai Club

Winter Session 1993

Yes, you can!
Yes, you can!

So, do it!

Register for Winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions xlo not apply for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass student, all you fiave to do is just sign up.

WINTER SESSION:
o unique "mini-semester," just three weeks
long

• earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 1 00 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14.

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25
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Champion.

Evander

Holyfield,

28-0

World Heavyweight Championship.

JThe Mirage, LasVegas^

HOLYFIELD
BOWE

Challenger,

Riddick

Bowe,

310

WILL BOWE BE THE NEXT CHAMHONP
«^ JUST NBi? ON FRpy. NOVEMBER 13TH.

~TNG MN HAPPEN.

$10.00 TICKET PRICE
Pre FigKt Buffet • Door Prizes]

9:00 PM
Tickets Can Be Purchased in A-dvance

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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• Work diroctly with attorrioys and clients
- Recaive up to 15 academic credits
• Function as a paralegal 4n a l>usy law office
• Gain valuable, hands-on experience In the legal field
• Apply TODAY. Call Legal Services at 5-t5-1005I
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This isn't the time or place for Jeffries to bring his bigotry
There is something on our campus as oflate, something

that can be felt by many, but not touched. Diflerent people
are referring to it in different ways. Some call it hatred,
some violence; I call it tension, tension generated by events
such as the assault of an RA in Washington Tower.

There has been an outbreak of giaffiti demonstrating
hatred toward gioups of individuals: Jewish students,
GLB students, students of color, etc. And deeper than
that, there has been a feeling, a fear perhaps, in many
students that this campus is not a community, that we
cannot work together, and that to be different is to be in

danger. And this feeling is something I worry about,
something that has to change.

Everycme on campus has a right to exist in peace, a
right not to be scared that someone is going to confront
them, or that they will find something scrawled on their
door when they wake up. Everyone on campus has a right

to speak tlieir minds, to say what they believe in. Most
importantly, everyone has a right to be safe. And to

ensure these rights that are shared by all, it is of utmost
importance to make sure that events and stimuli that can
cause tension should be kept to a minimum. It is for these
reasons that I am opposed to Leonard Jeffries speaking
this Thursday.

1 believe in the First Amendment, that everyone has
a right to speak their thoughts. I do not wish to censor or

crucify Jeffries, regardless of what his message this

Thursday will be. It is his past record, the things he has
said about Blacks, Jews, Whites, homosexuals and the
space shuttle incident that cause me to fear his presence
on campus.

Andrea

SPiTZER
Jeffries has spoken against Black men who marry

White women. He holds the Jews responsible for the
slave market in Africa, as well as "putting tt)gether a

system of destruction of Black people." Jeffiies' bigotry

extends to those he refers to as "faggots." In a speech.

Jeffries referred to the Challenger catastrophe as "the

best thing to happen to America in a long time" because
it may slow the space pi'ogiam and prevent Whiles from
"spreadingtheirfilthacross the univeise." While Jeffries

reserves his right to these beliefs, I can't comprehend
what good he will bring to campus, what enlightenment
he will provide, especially during these times ol' pre-

existing tension on campus.
If Jeffries were to come and speak at any time. I

believe many students would be concerned and upset. At
a time like this however, his presence causes fear and
anger, as well as disappointment that some encourage

and await his arrival. Even more upsetting is that the
SCiA voted to use funds from all students, funds (hat we
must pay as part of our arts fee. to invite such a man to

this campus. 1 would not voluntarily pay to hear Jellries

speak, nor pay to bring him here, it's highly unfair that

1 have paid money to bring a speaker whti has said such
terrible things about all people that fall imder his big-

otry. At a time when Black-Jewish lelations an- being so

carefully worked out, 1 cant help but consider this a slap

in the face from those who invited JelTries.

Instead of tieating those who oppjK-^i' -leffries as

troublemakers or crucihers. try to understand our fear

and angei'. To say a man wiio has said he is "sick and t ired

ol'having t he danni Jews shoving the Holocaust down our
throats" is not anti-Semitic is insultnig and unlruiv I

plan to attend Jellries speech. t«> hear his message, anti

to learn nioie about him. But even il" he says nothing
oll'ensive. liiat will not change who he is. what In- is or

what he has said, or the disappointment that he would be

invit(>d and sponsoied in part by SCA funds I don't think

anyone is saying he. or anyont> else, has no right to speak.

What more people are concerned about is whet Iwr t his is

a good time for him to be here, and I lie damage lie could

cause with his insulting remarks. We liavi- as iiuuli ol a

right tt) ask why. as he does to speak.

Aiulrcd .S'/»//-('/' /.s' a ColU'gian staff mriiihcr.

A toast to full-size glasses
It was a moment of piu-e revelation.

What caused this heavenly event of luck?

Who had blessed us with this monumen-
tal move ofcompassion? Why had so many
lucky students been given the vast luxury

usually I'e.served for so few in our society?

Last week at the Franklin Dining
Commons students and staff alike fell on

the floor to give thanks to the powers that

be for a new found gift. A gift so gi-and

mere words cowered before its being. Po-

ets, associated with the greatest works of

art. coiddn't find the words to express the

true gi-atitude that us lucky Franklin
diners have felt.

How could we ever pay back such tre-

mendous charity? How could we pay hom-
age to the giver of such a wonderful be-

stowment?

David

RIVERA
No. its not diamonds. No. it's not gold.

Its more wonderful, more precious. Stu-

dents at Franklin were given ( I don't know
if I could say it) — full size drinking

glas.'<es!

Yes. it's true, students will no longer

have to suffer the indignity of stacking

multiple mini-glasses to quench their

thirst. Now students at UMass can feel

like normal people and drink with dignity

and drink with honor.

I feel pity and remorse for those stu-

dents who recently moved ofF-campus, for

they shall never reap the benefits of this

coup d'etat. To all ofyou who had to suffer

years and years with those mini-glasses, I

feel a sense ofsadness. You will never kiiow

what it feels like to drink from these new
twelve-ounce glasses. All you can do is

dream in envy ofus dinningcommons elite.

After I recovered from the shock of this

surprise, I decided to find out who was the

benevolent creature who gave us this gift

from the gods. Who could be so giacious?

Who could be so caring and who could

possibly have that kind of political clout,

clout so vast that mini-glass lobbyists were

unable to stop this new-found-hero?

I called officials at Whitmore and they

told me to talk to Noah Nutintado. the

Dean of Dish Utensils.

"Dean Nutintado. I'm looking to write

an article to show students how gi-eat you

are. and how you truly care for us," 1

explained over the telephone.

"Well, aaah David, thanks, aaah not

many aaah people aaah know aaah how
hard I work aaah." he replied.

"Well sir. many students feel that this

move toward large drinking glasses will

help students at UMass feel like true

change is on the horizon, and that true

hope exists."

"Aaah. drinking glasses aaah 1 have
nothing to do with aaah drinking glasses

aaah I'm da Dean of Alloy Utensils aaah
you want Donald Donutin aaah he's da
Dean of Ceramic and CJass LUensils."

I apologized and hung up immediately.
How could 1 be so stupid as to mistake this

gieat event with the wrong person . I called

Dean Donald Donutin.

"Dean Donutin. many students are

gi'ateful for the recent large drinking glass

movement. What moved you to make such

a bold and daring act. to stand up against

the status quo and fight those mini-glass

lobbyists? What made you care for the

dining commons patrons who will benefit

and prosper because of this mandate?"
"It wasn't ea.sy David. Foryaarz UMazz

students haav had to suffaar the insult of

drinking from a dwarf-like drinkingglazz.

This of course made students feel subhu-
man. It waaz psychological terror. Grades
were low and so waaz morale. But not

anymore. Now UMazz students can feel as

privileged as all those highbrow private

universities."

With tears in my eyes I went on and
asked about the opposition who wanted to

keep UMass in the mini-glass era.

"Well I caaan't name names, but there

waaz a considerable pressure from the

Bush administration. Students from
Ammherzzt college also lobbied agaanzzt
the change. But they of course received

full-size glazzez years ago, and look how
prestigious they've become. They didn't

waant UMazz to add to the competition."

Dean Donutin went on to express pride

in his decision and he added that UMass
students can now drink "like real human
beings," who will seek to reach for gi-eater

and higher hopes.

"Dean Donutin, with this new change
of glasses, many students are hoping that

changes in the actual food will take place.

Students are hoping fresher, more nutri-

tious f(X)d will be offered in various com-
binations. And maybe someday fresh fruit

juice during dinner."

"Come on Dave, get real. This is after

all — only UMazz."
David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

Make political debate meaningful
I was elated to see Bill Clinton elected

president, yet I wholeheartedly second

Michael Morrissey's call for "hungry new

Republicans" to fight in future elections

|Co//t'i,'/(-///. Nov. 61. I respect the Republi-

can stance and would enjoy the Republi-

can steer the G.O.P. into more meaning-

ful dialogue with the Democrats I spport.

The U.S.A. was built on the free ex-

change ofideas and not cheap epithets like

"Slick Willie" or spurious claims of mo-
nopoly on "character" and "family values."

I hope we can learn from the past mistakes

and let healthy bipartisan debate restore

the people's faith in the political .system.

Timothy Lahey
Northampton

Remembrance: a form of honor
1 would like to add .some comments

to several recent aiticles in tin- i'otic

giati on anti-Semitism. The more one
studies this phenomenon the plainei- il

appears to me that oiu' must be rea-

sonably clear of .several of its facets.

There is a question as to the mean-
ing of I he term "Semite." It should he

stated that there is no race of Semites:

1 mean this in the sen.se of being of the

Black. White, etc.. races. It istriuthat

Hebrew, as in Arabic, is IVom the

ScMiiitic branch ollanguages. There are

probably several million .Ji>ws. uiifor

tunalely, who may not know any inori"

Hebrew than tbe general public.

If one talks about fJews as an ethnic

gi'oup ()! more loosely as a minority il

would imply that they can be di.stin-

giiished fiom other groups Innause they

retain the customs, language aiul/or

some special perspective. Here again

they remain more or less invisible since

wherever Jews live they are as di\'er.se

in their .skin colors as in their interesls.

This includes those who govern their

entire livesinastriclor ultra-.strict way
on what they believe to be Judaism: or

on the other hand, tho.se who don't care

about other people's religiou.s opinions

and consider all religions to be human-
made. This leaves one with cultural

Jews, that is people who find Ihemselves

united, even if vaguely, around the ten

commandments and the golden rule:

Ixjve thy fellow human being as thy.self.

Lastly, there is a.ssimilation. .lews

have been accused of being

unassimilable. Historically, laigi'

numbers of Jews have made lieiou-. if

misguided, allempts to assimilate.

(a>rmanyandCeiilral Kuropegenerally
would be good and recent examples of

this failuiiv I say mi.-;guided because

a.ssnnilation as an option does not de

peiid on Jewish u illiiigiiess bill on the

willingiu'ssof the non-Jewisli iiia|oi ity

populations' acquiescence even ilJew s

were among the original sj'ltleis

What to do? I would not treal aiiti

Semilism as a disease or iiiatlness or

any oIIum way wbicii allows such lie

havior to find refuge Those who .ire

anli-Semilic. liir tlie mosl part, are

quite ordinarv |)eople. .\iili-Seiiiil ism

is a learned behavior with \i-iv old

roots. Il is primarily a Western plie-

iiomeMon wtiii'li began b\' going West

from the Near Kasl in the relrealmg

and dying footsteps oldie lumiaii Em-
pire. This empire, of course, bccaiiie

the Holy Ixoiiian l']mpiic. I I liink one of

the messages, as Flie VViesel and inaiix

others have said, is ne\-er to foi i^et I lie

historiial beginnings. I be pidMiiance.

of the Holocaust. Ways to avoid for-

getting are to remember, keep talkini;.

writing and e<hicating. In the lase of

the Jews and all others who liavi' suf-

fered in similar ways such leiiieiiiber

iiig is a way o( honoiing I hose \\ bo were

slaughtered. Aren't we all IniiiKin be

ingstogi'tlier in so ma iivdi verse vvavs'.'

rJaines van laiik

Vi.siting Professor
Amiierst

Randazza nearly lobotomized me
The Butterputian pirates of the iiiiiid.

could 1 please join up and be fii(>nds with

you? I would like lo pledge into this fialer-

nity. Where else could 1 be with such indi-

viduals, free thinkers, geniuses ofthe ag<'?

No self-proclaimed radicals live up there in

the clouds. If only I could be just like you!

Friends, the virus is everywhere. Ever

since I was an infant the whole world has

been out to get me. Us individuals are

fingered for liquidation by the United

Front. What is this United Front? An evil

place of social reform for any people who
dare to hi- dissimihir. There is a plot to

lobotomize us Jolly Rogers. Before 1 read

your manifesto, I had no idea what to do

with myself. Thank you, O Great Socrates,

or was that Randazza the Humble?
Please let me live with you artist folk. I

have read many Ixxiks. I know all about tin-

real world, just like you. I have very little

experience with reality, but those IxMiks

sure told me what to expect. Orwell lives!

I stand alone now, but I will come lo

meet you Butterpulians. We can be indi-

viduals together, and bond into a unit to

fight this United Front. Housing Services

cannot be allowed to spread the virus of

conformity! It will be quite different to

remain individualsdefyingthc world ifwe

bond I hough. How can we be indiviriuals if

we are on IheS.S. Hulterfield? Ifllu-re is

a president, a Mark Randazza'.' llou can

there be any individuality'.'

Oh my! I have had a revelalioii! The
ship must Ik- sunk. The Butlerpiit iaiis are

the virus. Both Housing Services and
Bulteiputians are collaborating with the

United Front! 1 almost was bailt-d into a

|)lai-e of ri'sidence with the grealnes.s of

my presence, with noo.xygeii. I was almost

lobotomized by Kandazza the llimible.

There is little light in lUitleipiitia: all t be

t'vil fluorescent lights liave been covered

with grocery bags. I would always be trip-

ping all about, never getting anywhere. I

would live in a vacuum, tuniu'ls of .sel(-

imporlance leading back to my narrow
little mind, just like.'iS people vvlio.seeil fit

to sign a letter all about how lliey are

belter than the lest of campus.
I have In-en the victim of a Ikkin! I \\vvi\

a transfusion to clean my system alter all

this infection. Now everyone is out to get

me. even those nasly Butt er put iai is. There
isjust one option. I must leave UMass and
head toward Paris. Feel free tojoin me. The
battle verse the United I'roiit has be;.;iiii!

John Mucciaccio
Central
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Pinochet remembered
A review of dictator's economic plan

Angolian rebel forces
reject gov't elections
By RANCA TUBA
Collegian correspondent

Angered by the result of the elec-

tions, Savimbi ordered his rebels to

overtake provinces last Thursday. The
clash between UNITA ( National Union
for the Total Independence of Angola)
rebel forces and MPLA (Popular
Movement for the Liberation ofAngola

)

government forces erupted onThursday
and came to an end on Saturday.

The fighting had spread from prov-

inces to the capital city, Luanda. The
MPLA government forces over the

course of the weekend retook Luanda
as Savimbi's rebels fled with the help of

armed civilians who vowed not to see

Savimbi's rebels control the streets.

Tensions had been rising since na-

tional elections were held in September,
which UNITA lost. Savimbi accused
the MPLA government of ballot steal-

ing and rigging the votes. Although
Savimbi claims that the elections were
fraudulent, he has given no explanation
for his allegations, and he does not

retain any concrete evidence about il-

legal acti\ities on the part of his rivals.

The United Nations states that the

balloting was free and fair.

UNITA is known for its terrorist

and inhuman tactics which they have
used against their rivals and the people

ofAngola. Savimbi who is the political

and militai-y leader ofUNITA is known
for his brutality and racism. There is

evidence of recent developments that

he pertained knowledge and condoned
the assassination of two high-ranking
officials within his party.

As a result of the weekend clashes,

UNITA's rebels suffered a major set-

back. Savimbi's second-in-command,
and nephew were reported killed and a

third top rebel official wounded. Three
UNITA generals were captured, police

reported.

During the 16-year civil war, the

United States and South Africa backed
UNITA, while Cuba supported MPLA.
The weekend fighting threatened to

renew the protracted civil war that

came to an end last year, after the cease

fire agreement in 1991 had been signed

between MPLA and UNITA.

News Analysis

The agreement between the two
parties was intended to guarantee
peaceful multiparty elections. The up-

rising violence by UNITA rebels clearly

indicates the unwillingness ofSavimbi
and his rebels to abide by the cease fire

agreement.
A dusk -to-dawn curfew was imposed

by the police. Police warned civilians to

remain in their homes and avoid going

into the streets if necessary because of

snipers. State radio reported that 1000

lives were claimed over the weekend
fighting. Aguiar dos Santos, a reporter

for Lisbon's TSF radio in Luanda con-

firmed that he has seen the bodies at a

Luanda police station of UNITA's sec-

ond-in-command official Jeremias
Chitunda, and Elias Salupeto Pena
another UNITA top official and
Savimbi's nephew. Since the weekend,
only sporadic shooting and explosions

have been heard in some districts.

By CHRISTOPHER ROGERS
Collegian correspondent

General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte:

September 1973 - March 1989

On September 11. 1973. Chile was

convulsed by a violent military coup d'etat.

With the presidential palace besieged and

in flames. President Salvador Allende

committed suicide. The military takeover

and Allende's sudden death shocked the

world.

The coup against the Marxist presi-

dent was led by the commander in chiefof

the Chilean Army, General Pinochet, and

a four-man military junta. A career army
officer, Pinochet assumed full power as

chief of state in June 1974 and remained

the authoritarian leader of Chile until

March 1989. By the time he finished his

rule over Chile in 1989, Pinochet's presi-

dency covered the administration of five

U.S. presidents: Richard Nixon, Gerald

Ford, Jimmy Carter. Ronald Reagan, and
George Bush. (Sorry Bill, you just missed

him).

Throughout his one-man reign, the

international press coverage of Chile fo-

cused on human rights and other issues of

interest to world public opinion. The
atrocities committed by the Pinochet re-

gixne have made Chile the object of

worldwide concern.

Although considered the bloodiest coup

in the history ofLatin America, Pinochet's

control of power could not have occurred

at a more opportune time. Under the then

president. Salvador Allende. Chile was
heading down the road of Marxism and
socialism. Castro's Cuba was seen as the

model of the way a country's economy
should be run and Allende wanted to fol-

low his example.

However, with Pinochet's arrival those

plans were fortunately abandoned. Chile's

economic policies began to follow Milton

Friedman's orthodox monetarist theories

and results followed.

The first stirrings of the economic

"boom" were felt in 1977. The Chilean

"economic miracle" took center stage not

only economically, but politically and so-

cially as well. The gross domestic product

(GDP), having fallen 12.9% in 1975, re-

covered 3.57f in 1976. In 1977Chileenjoyed

a spectacular gi-owth rate of 9.9%. the

highest in several decades. This notable

growth continued in 1978 and 1979. when
production increased 8.2% and 8.3% re-

spectively. In 1980. however, the growth

Political Analysis

rate declined moderately to 6.5%. It was
also in 1980 that Pinochet pushed through

a new constitution that would allow him
to remain in power until 1989.

Those tremendous growth rates were
accomplished by privatizing many indus-

tries around the country and giving own-

ership back to the people— and far away
from the government. Because Pinochet

recognized that economic stability comes
through free-market reforms, Chile is able

to call itselfa true market economy today;

while Castro begins his fourth decade as a

dictator of one of the poorest countries in

the world.

Granted, Pinochet must not be con-

doned for his violent rise to power and
many human rights violations that fol-

lowed; however, he paved the way for a

stable economic system that is present in

Chile to this day and enables it to be one of

the most economically successful countries

in South America.

Grenada's long movement for autonomy
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

With its white sanded beaches and hypnotizing palm
trees, Grenada bares few of the scars left from the 1983

invasion. What it does bare is poverty and isolation that

has sent Grenada back decades in social advances.

Located at the southern tip of the Windward Islands

and just 90-miles off the coast ofVenezuela lies this tiny

Caribbean island. Nine-years aft«r the Untied States

invaded Grenada, both Grenadians and Americans are

asking questions that probe into the events that lead up
to and followed the 1983 invasion.

Sighted during ChristopherColumbus's third voyage.

Grenada's first inhabitants were the Chiboney and
Arawak Indians originating from Venezuela.

After centuries of native autonomy. French busi-

nessmen payed for the extermination of Grenada's in-

digenous people.and claimed it for themselves. With the

Indian population destroyed France looked to the slave-

trade to supply labor. Few traces remain of Grenada's

indigenous culture.

In 1763, under the treaty of Versailles, Grenada fell

into English control. Slavery would reign throughout the

British colonies until the Emancipation Act of 1833.

In 1974. after hundreds ofyears offoreign rule, Grenada
received its independence from England and began to

look towards a new nation. Rich with resources, many
thought Grenada would be able to sustain its indepen-

dence and even prosper.

Eric Gairy would become Grenada's first elected Prime
Minister, he would also become the island first un-

elected dictator. Gairy would be corrupted by his power
and newly attained wealth. He even created Grenada's

own death squad called, "the Mongoose Gang".

Maurice Bishop and a group of well-educated young
Grenadians formed the New Jewel Movement,(NJM).
Based on Marxism, the NJM was determined to oust the

Gairy Government.
With Gairy out of the country, on March 13 1979,

Bishop and the NJM took control of government instal-

lations in what is now called the "Bloodless Revolution.

'

Bishop and his new Peoples Revolutionary Government
( PRG ), had a huge task ahead of them. The country was
in dire economic need due to the years ofcorruption ofthe

Gairy regime.

In what Bishop and his government considered an
insulting move, the United States ambassador, Frank
Ortiz offered $5,000 to help in the rebuilding ofGrenada's
economy.

Lyden Ramdhanny. was a cabinet member during the

time said the PRG was looking to both sides for help. "We
said we'd like to have relations with
everybody, left-leaning and right-leaning," Ramhdanny
said. "His offer of $5,000 was a slap in the face."

Bishop and his followers looked to Cuba for assistance

and they proved to be more than generous.

The United States, under the Reagan administration,

immediately let the PRG know that closer relations with
Cuba would, "not be tolerated," said a spokesperson for

U.S. State department.

Historical Analysis

Throughout 1980 and 1981. Grenada and its popula-
tion of 110,000 began to develop into a self-sufficient and
autonomous nation. The PRG began an anti-illiteracy

program and started an education program that proved
to be far ahead of its Caribbean neighbors.

Grenadians were pleased with the social advances.
Unlike before the revolution, education, health care and
food programs were all free to the needy.

The Reagan administration became more and more

DAVID RIVERA / COLLEGIAN
Prime Minister Bishop's office remains gutted and un-

changed as a sad example of a stagnant economy nine years
after U.S. forces bombed his Ministry Head Quarters.

aggressive towards Grenada. The republican adminis-
tration worked to deny Grenada loans from the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund and from the World Bank. It was
clear from the beginningthat Grenada would have nothing
but hostility from the superpower from the north.

This aggression created divisions within the PRG and
this would lead to a power struggle that would cause
what Grenadians call. "Bloody Wednesday".

On October 15, 1983 a power struggle within the PRG
created chaos and deaths. Hundreds ofcivilians including
Bishop and several cabinet members were killed in a gun
fight which to this day has historians baffled.

On October 25, 1983 the Reagan administration found
the chaos in Grenada ideal for implementing a full scale

invasion of one of the Caribbean's tiniest islands. The
official reasons for the invasion focused around the safety
of American medical students and the death of Bishop.

These reasons were later discovered to be bogus. The
government which had taken control following the death
of Bishop assured the U.S. State Department that no
American citizen was threatened or at risk. And Reagan's
new-found affiection for Bishop was seen as an act to
muster support from neighboring islands.

Grenadians and nearby islands expected the United
States to save them from their economic depression. That
salvation never came.

Robert Coard, a Grenadian who lives in Boston and is

President of Action in Boston for Community
Development(ABCD), says since the invasion Grenada
has suffered more than any time in its history.

"No new development has taken place," Coard said.

"Most Grenadians are worse off after the invasion."
Coard also said that the island suffers from 50 percent

unemployment. "What happened in 1982 was the cow-
boy foreign policy of Ronald Reagan," Coard said.

Coard also added that he saw the invasion of his
homeland as. "international child abuse," because of the
islands size.

Coard sees little hope for Grenada's near-future but
he added that with a democrat in the White House a more
human attitude maybe expressed towards the Caribbean
as a whole.

"People from all over should get together and demand
more aid for Grenada," Coard said. "After what that tiny
island and its people have been through, they deserve
more."
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Boston-bound Bongos
funking up the Valley
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Bongos To Circus
Flubber
The Hatch
Nov. 5, 1992

Bongos to Circus is not the usual college-

life cover-band experiment with limited
notions of Success in the Valley.

They are a full-fledged original band
with their own sound. These people have
talent, not attitudes. And last Thursday
night a lucky Hatch crowd was reminded
why they're going to be hitting Boston
within the next year and leaving the Val-
ley in the dust.

The jeans-and-T-shirt Worcester band
Flubber opened for Bongos to Circus,
setting the mood with their funky rhyth-
mic ska/hard rock/reggae/blues sound.
("We call it rock." said Matt Robert, lead
vocals and guitar.

)

Despite being harassed by some police

on the way and being an hour late, they
managed to relax and pump out some
hearty rhythmslike 'Tequila War Stories,"

"Soap Opera Life" and "Look Again."
Drummer Paul Plourde whipped him-

self into a frenzy, bassist Bill Butkus pro-

vided the thumping heartbeat ofthe songs,
and guitarist Mark Debennedictis ended
up playing spastic riffs on his back on the
Hatch "stage."They finished their set with
a brooding Eagles-esque harmony.

Then Bongos took the stage and dove in

with the danceable ska-ish "Where's
Home." Husky-voiced lead singer Ames
Friedman then kicked into some
psychadelic twirling and groovin' during
the catchy, engaging, yet dark "Partners

in Crime," their "spy movie theme song."
Guitarist Steve Chumsae, sporting

Elmer's Glue dreadlocks, hypnotized the
crowd with his echoing guitar, and then
Ames whipped out her tambourine and
added a new dimension. Meanwhile, back
in the "percussion corner," Albert Sadia
was working himself into a sweat with
some maniac bongo playing.

They mesmerized the crowd with their
trademark: songs that change tempo sev-
eral times during their duration, moving
sometimes from a languid reggae beat
into an almost thrashy frenzy or into a
swingy ska.

Drummer Sean Cassidy pumped out
the leading beats with sweaty fervor. The
rhythm got so worked up and Tom Hansen
attacked his bass so ferociously that I

thought his right hand was going to fly off

his wrist and land in the crowd.
Ames then introduced their token

Jane's Addiction cover with a request to

"bang your head, please." They ended the
first set with "Missing Missiles," Ames'
ethereal vocals and Steve's dreamy guitar
flooding over the percussion.

In the second set, they played the fa-

vorite "Wake Up Screaming," a heady,
menacing, sometimes funkadelic guitar,

throaty vocals and a psycho bass that
slams into your head.

In "Part II ," the guitar became ethereal
and Albert worked furiously over his
bongos. Some woozy, funky, psychadelic
Charlatans-on-caffeine stuff started hap-
pening, and Ames really got down and did
some funky moves of her own.

Then they blew me away with a cover of
Jefferson Airplane's "White Rabbit."Ames
gave Grace Slick some fierce competition.

Turn to BONGOS, page 8
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The University ofMassachusetts

Department of Theater

presents

Women of
Trachis

by Sophocles

a new translation

by Robert Bagg

November 12-14
\ and 18-21

8:00 p.m.

Rand Theater
Tickets: 545-251 ]

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

FROM NEW YORK
Roundtrip OntWty

London
$305 $165

Paris
$398 $219

Rome
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$458 $229

Tel Aviv/Istanbul
$639 $329

Guatemala Gty
$390 $205
Costa Rica
$430 $225

Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets allow ctianges

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all [Dajor destinations in

Europe, Asia, Atiica,

Ljtin America and Australia
Cuitora Immigraion >nd depjrlure

ItiM >ppV Fom tubitcl lo ctunge

wtlhotA notcc

, . ,ISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

MM mmn iim m

PflfilS
for infoniidlion and an application, contaci

Sarah lauiience College in Pans

BOK UMAP
eionxuilleJeui York 10^08

fl semester or year of

dcddemic study for

juniors and seniors

Students study in small

seminars and tutorials

ujitti frencti faculty, and

in such Parisian

institutions as ttie

Sorbonne, tlie tcole du

louure. and ttie Instifut

dftudesPolitiijues

Al Di Meola revolves
around World Sinfonia
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Stafl"

World Sinfonia, the latest project
and release by guitar great Al Di
Meola, couldn't have been more aptly
titled. His first release in over three
years, the album's name reflects both
its style and the band members' origins.

In Di Meola's own words, the group
World Sinfonia is "a very South
American/European mix of classical

jazz-tango improvisation and Middle
Eastern overtones. It's like a small
symphonic ensemble."

Tonight at Bowker Auditorium,
UMass will be treated to Al Di Meola
World Sinfonia's eclectic sound, show-
casing the perfomer's award-winning
talent on both acoustic and .synclavier

guitar.

The self-titled album is an exciting,

heavily Latin influenced work. One of
the pieces for World Sinfonia is a
homage to Di Meola's friend Astor, titled

"Last Tango for Astor."

Some of the other tracks include a
new arrangement of "No Mystery," a
piece Di Meola cut with Chick Corea at
age 19, and "Saluzzi," a work written
for the poor shoeshine boys of Buenos
Aires.

Di Meola's obvious favorite, how-
ever, is a track titled "Tango Suite,"

written by the father ofclassical tango,
Astor Piazzolla.

Driven by Di Meola's talented gui-

tar abilities, the group also features
percussionist Arto Tuncboyaci from
Turkey, playing all homemade instru-

COURTtSY MUSIC WOHKS. LTD

Al Di Meola, playing tonight at Bowker.

ments. Puerto RicaiVCuban percus-
sionist Gumbi Ortiz on congas and
Venezuelan guitarist Chris Carrington.

World Sinfonia's newest member is

Argentinian Dino Saluzzi — who per-

forms on bandoneon — an instrument
primarily used for tango music in Latin
America.

Starting his career in 1974, Di Meola
has recorded 13 solo albums and has
collaborated with Paco DeLucia and
John McLaughlin on two others.

DiMeola'saccomplishments include

a Grammy award for his album. No
Mystery (1975) and two Gold albums.

Turn to Di MEOLA. page 8
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QUIET!
If you re tired of

yelling this,

come and see

us

The Brook
253-3834

Amherst

Laundromat
Hani V|>m

Orop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all ddv.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072
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Di Meola
continued from page 7

Elegant Gypsy (1977) and Friday Night in San Fran-

cisco-Live.

Di Meola has also been lauded numerous times by
music magazines, appearing on the cover ofsuch titles as

Guitar, Guitar Magazine, Downbeat and Player.

Al Di Meola World Sinfonia with special guest The
Andrea Ryaboz Trio will perform at Bowker Auditorium
tonight at 8p.m. Tickets $14 1 UMass students. Available

at FAC box office.

Correction
In "House of Love: for sale," (November 5), the

Collegian impHed that guitarist Johnny Marr, pre-

viously of The Smiths, was deceased. He is indeed
alive and well. Also, the name of the group and the

disc's title were accidentaly reversed. The band is

Babe Rainbow, and the album title is House ofLove.
The Collegian regrets the error.

IV/TH 5UMME/? RIGHT AKOUND
THE CORNER. riM CONTEMPLATES
HIS JOd PROSPECTS

OHm^^ ' '''''''

WEEKS AND

5,000 MILES LATER.

Bongos
continued from page 7

kicking raspy power out of her throat. They ended

the evening with "Ajiother Day," during which

Tom let his hair down and the crowd jumped into

some last-ditch moshing.

Despite the Hatch's deplorable acoustics and
amioying feedback. Bongos to Circus rose high above

the problems and delivered their own orginal,

unbrandable kind ofmusic to a very thankful crowd.

Ames has a husky, bluesy voice ("Smoking— I

was a soprano in high school") that belts un-

flinchingly through Steve's inspired and chameleon
guitar. Albert deftly beats the crap out of no less

than 15 instruments, including various bongos,

drums, chimes and something like a cowbell.

Sean swings the songs loudly and heartily along

their tempo and tempo changes, and Tom brings

the whole thing around with a driving, throbbing

funk bass.

Don't miss them before they skip offto Boston—
they're too good to stay unknown for long.

Bongos To Circus will be playing at the Hadley
Pub Nov. 20 to a 21+ crowd.

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY

NOT!

Don't believe' every thing you hear^^'the Air

Force continues to seek outstarjdfng.students
to fill fiiturd'officer requireme'ht$-!' See
yourself becoming a leader, ^^raduating from
college as an Air Force officer with fully

developed qualities of Character and mana-
gerial ability. Notice, tocx, the opportunities.
Like eligibility for scholar.^hip programs that

can pay tuition, textbooHs, fees. ..even $100
in tax-tr6e Income'feach jpCademic month.

|Vi8uali;!e a crisp uniforrti that reflects
'pride in yourself andyoji' ability to accept

j

challengg . Get the picture? ' Now make a calll

545-2451/2437

AIM HIGH— AIR FORCE

PRESENTATION!
,

i Thursday, November 1 2, 7pm i

I

I

I

^ ^ , „ I

' hirmitrr inromuiKinonVXorkint; Ahtvud. i-jll(2l.'i«>l I il i t-M I IMI ' ^» .

Campus Cemer, Room 805/09
Intormution Tubic

(lampus Ccnicr Lobby. 8 .<('am->pm

Speakersfrom Londou & Dublin

TONIGHT
Pre-Holiday

DANCE PARTY
with

D.J. PETE FREE

ANY MENU NACHOS
$2.00

9:30-10:30

THE^ PUB
(,i:i.i:iM<.vii-s Ml. JIYS iNAMiiiiHsr

I'X.N • I'X).

•15 EAST PLEASAPiT STREET*

La Cucina di

^inoccfiio
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

I^ASAGNA
^ ^

(
^oslerCorc

1
"^ "^^

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 1 1:30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 11:30am to 3:00am
Sun. 1 1 :30am to 1 :00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
Pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 31, 1993
Valid at Amherst location only

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 31, 1993
Valid at Amherst location only

TWIN SPECIAL
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Michelle Robhins

PhotoTechnician Chris Evans

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Dana Dorman,

Kelly D'Amato, Lisa Jezowski

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

Tri-County Fairwich

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burrito

Veggie Sandwich

DINNER
Pan Shish Kebab

Oh, [)lease save us...

BASICS DINNER
...from the ScrodI

Hearty Latin Stew
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Mutants on the Bounty

Quote of the Day
"Freedotn to clitler is not litnitecl to

things that do not matter much."
— Jii.stice Robert Jack.son

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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will alxiundsl Open up ihe lines ol

( omniunic alion and ( reale ne« rap-

porl Willi ijolenlial allies. Willi < liil-

dren, use wortis ol |jrai»<' and supjjorl.

LEO ijuK J i-Aui;. ll'r. This is no
lime to lei v\liiiii inlluenie your love

and linaiu lal allaits. AMud lakini;

loolish < lianies. Kedesii;ii your diel

aloiin more licallhlul lines.

VIRCOi Au:.; Jl-Sepi JJ):Kea<li

oul lo your ( o-workers, (re.ilinn ,m

almospheri' oi mendship and irusi.

You (an gel oilier people lo a.ijree

wilh you, and alvi learn a ihinj; oi

Iwo Trust your liunrhes.

LIBRA iSepl. Jt-Oil. 11\. tiiv.-

Iions run hij;li. We lorgil iImI wc are

iiu'ikIs or loved oiii-s and losi- our

lool. ,\ spei iai i;ill lo your swccl

sihiinj; or lovini; loui li lu.iy sinke llie

rii;lil Hole

SCORPIO 'ih I .: ;-No\ J! I.

Wal( Il your money lotlay. IMiava-
i;an( !, wliinior loinaiu ei oiildi ause

( ash lo sliplliiou'.;li voui lini^eis "lou

uill III' iiUK II Ixllei (III imnieisril iii

(lulies lliaii III lli.;lils ol laiK •.

SAGITTARIUS iNov. JJ-Dei
Jl I; Superior riasoimit; i;i\es (.ou .»\

ed);e today. Apply your hii-li eiieri;y

lo a spi< lal projeM. You should lie

.ilile lo allain sallsivin;.^ resull-.

CAPRICORN iDei _'J-)aii. I'M:

f:mpliasi;re sli.iietlresouK I'slialay —
lliex < ould he llii- key lo new em-
ployment and tinaiK i.il su< i ess

( iianjje is lieallliy; welronn' ill (.el

out ,\i^(.\ so< lali/e ihis e\X'nin:;

AQUARIUS llaii Jll-feli. I»i

Vou ( ouldheon sli.iky ;.;rouiullod,iy.

Slronj; desiri's are one lliiii'^, imp.i-

lieiue is another. Do noi pul love

pn)(M-rly or money al risk, tluni loi

.iiili<|u>'s Ol ( ollei I iiicmorahili.i

PISCESlfeh. I'»-Mar<h_'lli Iherr

may he < eriain (oiiiplu .ilioiis le-

Haidinj; a piete ol pio|xrly. iJo noi

remain on ihe sidelines Ntakiiv.; voui

views known iii.iy prevent someone
irom ( ausin<' lurlhei dillii iiIim ^

ACROSS
1 Indian ctiiel

6 Grouch
10 Went under
14 Hilo hello

15 Abominable
snowman

16 Woodwind
1 7 Asian peninsula
18 Crash landing,

of a sort

20 Family Iriend

21 - back
relaxed

23 Potential

24 Car fare

25 Correspondent
Ernie

26 British Open
champ

30 Figs and firs

34 Apportions
35 Andean native

37 Fragment
38 Turldsh titles

39 Poker pot
41 "I cannot

tell —

"

42 L/nusual

43 Capital ol

Chile Abbr
44 Neophyte
46 Nut bearing

tree

48 Preaching Iriar

50 Vallee from
Maine

62 Chilled

53 Make current

56 Talk back
57 Hockey great

60 Tracks or

trenrjs

62 Asian capital

64 Grendel. e g
65 Cheese from

Holland
66 Dale or Linda
07 F ly high

68 Columnist
Rarrett

09 Check casher

DOWN
1 Incline

? Wings
3 Shock

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

4 So'

5 Storage area
for feed

6 Actress

Shepherd
7 Critic Rex
8 Ocean Abbr
9 Rocker Joel

to More gentle
1

1

Comfietent
12 Palindromic

time

13 Retained
19 Crimean city

22 "Seward's
Folly"

24 Ring decisions
Abbr

25 Seine span
26 Big wheel
27 — France
28 "Bonnie

and
29 Tlie same
31 Wind eroded
32 Novelist Jong
33 Painter Jan
36 Doubters
40 Auto racing s

"— 500"

41 Enthusiastic

43 Closes
45 Ballroom dance
47 Lunar feature

49 Foreboding
atmosphere

51 Hinder

53 Flying

saucers?:

Abbr
54 Famed

'possum

55 David

Copperfield's
first wife

56 Bridge

57 Consent, of a
sort

58 Cubs
Sandberg

59 Kennedy
matriarch

61 62 Across once
63 Eggs

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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rookies secretary
continued from page 12

she never stopped putting in the full eflbrt, and it has

paid off for her."

For Mickelson. overcoming the injuries has proven to

be quite rewarding.

"It's been a real character builder for me," she said.

"I'm proud to make it through the physical and mental

strain of being injured. I never, ever, ever thought about

quitting but you can't know what its like unless you go

through it."

Mickelson. who chose to attend Massachusetts over

Wisconsin-Madison, New Hampshire and Central Florida,

has enjoyed playing under the often difficult pressure to

succeed at UMass.
"The tradition here has helped motivate me," she said.

"The expectations are very high, every year. It's not just

the press but everyone on campus. They expect us to win.

The goals are lofty but we also put them upon ourselves.

We think we can attain those goals."

And what are the goals for this year's team'.'

"This year we take it one game at a time." Mickelson

said. "Every year we say that but this year we finally did

it. It's

hard when everyone is gunning at you, but we've done it

so far."

swimmers
continued from page 12

wliat Nellie has in Latrell SprevveU. Due to an
injury to Sarunas Marciulionis. Sprewell has
opened the season as the starting ofT guard. What
Sprewell does well is play defense and streak
shoot. Nellie will put up with the latter if the

former continues to be as strong.

Hubert Davis electrified Madison Square Gar-
den when he helped rally the Knicks past the 76ers
Saturday night. Davis is widely known for his zip-

code shooting range, but it was his defense which
won him accolades against Philly.

Another Nuggets rookie. LaPhonso Ellis, is the

starting at power forward for Denver. If Ellis, with

a build and athletic ability remarkably similar to Ed
Pinckney, is able to establish lumself inside and
develop himself outside, should have a stronger

caieer than Easy Ed who has been a role player,

ponod.

Other rookies who have impressed in the open-

ing days: the Spurs' Lloyd Daniels and the Bucks'

Todd Day. and Clarence Weatherspoon ofthe 7(x>rs.

Jeff Crofts can be read in the Collegian every

Tuesday

continued from page 12

yard breaststroke ( 1 : 1 1 .25 ), 200-yard breaststroke

(2:33.8) and 200-yard individual medley (2:19.47).

Diving with her usual finesse, junior diver

Allison White lifted herselfto 1st place in both one-

meter springboard diving events. In the second

one-meter event. White came back from a low

scoring reverse one and one half somersaults in

pike position to squeeze out UVM diver Lisa

Ciavaglia by one-tenth of a point. (179.8 to 179.7).

Near lifetime bests were executed by junior

Carolyn Curran in the 1000-yard freestyle( 11:16.1

)

and the 500-yard freestyle (5:31.8) and freshmen

Sarah Baker and.Ki'isten Chapelle who led off the

2nd and 3rd place 400-yard freestyle relay teams.

"The events that UVM did win. we mostly came
in 2nd. 3rd and 4th in." said Nevvcomb. "We've got

a good solid base."

Team captiiin Teresa Konieczny said. "To go

this fast in the first real meet we've had is a great

starting point."

This week the Minutewomen will be gearing up

to do battle with Boston University at BU this

Sunday Nov. 15, at 1:00 p.m.
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Ba\toik
For CashWith

No Fees.
Get Unlimited Free Withdrawals And More With
The BayBank Student Value Package?

open a BayBank Student Value Package and get cash at more than

750 BayBank X-Press 24* banking machines free of transaction

fees.' And for a low monthly fee of $5 you'll also get a complete

package of banking services including:

Q Student Value Checking " Account which includes 8 checks per

month and a companion Savings Account.'

a The BayBank Card with X-Press Check™-!

^ Reserve Credit overdraft protection md/ree CheckView™ plus

a BayBank Visa' or MasterCard' with an annual fee of just $21?

To open a BayBank Student Value Package, visit your nearest

BayBank office or call 1-800-BAY-FAST' 24 hours a day.

«,«,.». MJ^^ -*'•*"

5 Bonus Offer
When you open a Sliidcnl Value Package and a.sk for a BayBank

Card, we II deposil five dollars in your Student \alue Clu'ikmn

Account lust present this coupon at anv BavBank office or call

1-800-BAV-FAST before December ,<l. mi

Name.

Address-

Cily -State. -Zip.

School.

Liinit one five dollar deposit per account Ba/Bank®

'Charges for transactions at BayBank X Press 24 Cash* machines and ATMs owned by other banks are additional A S 7S fee applies to each check after the eighth To open a BavBank Student Valu Pa k-

you need a valid schooill) i»r other proof of current student status
'

*" ^ ^^'-'^

'To qualify for X Press Check. Reserve Credit overdraft protection, and a BayBank MasterCard or Visa, you must be 18 or older and have no adver.se credit history BayBank Credit Card annual fev an I APR f

14 90% subiect to change Member FDIC 'Equal OpportunitUender

^—
. .^ lucauuy, iNuvciiiuri ivy, ly?

Field hockey wins awards at banquet
Bv MICHAEL MORRISSRY *»,« ^^„„f;^^.,„ i i.:„„ 4^u;„ ^u- i_. _l_ .. . .. „ _ .

"*By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY. N.J. - In addition to
winning the Atlantic 10 field hockey
Championship over the weekend, the
University of Massachusetts field hockey
team won two ofthe top three awards and
placed four players on both the All-Con-
ference and All-Tournament teams.

Last Friday night's banquet proved to
be a good omen for UMass as two
Minutewomen shared the A- 10 Player of
the Year award. Midfielder Ainslee Press
and forward Jenn Salisbury were given

U water polo

the prestigious honor, making this the
second year in a row the award has gone to

a UMass player. Sherlan Cabralis won
the award last year.

Salisbury, a three-year starter for

UMass, led the A-10 in points with 28,
notching 1 1 goals and 17 assists. Salisbury
is the most ferocious forward on the team,
as she uses her dribbling and penetrating
abilities in the open field. The junior has
also filled a key role as a setter in the
potent UMass penalty corner.

"I don't think I would have won the
award if it wasn't for the team's perfor-
mance," Sahsbury said. "It really means a

lot sharing the award (with Press).'

Press, a senior transfer from
Missisuaga, Ontario, has been a godsend
for the team since the moment she first set
foot on Totman Field. Press leads the
team and conference in goals with 25, and
her point total was good for second in the
conference. Press is the key cog in the
UMass penalty corner, scoring most ofher
goals on corners or penalty strokes. She
had 10 game-winning goals, including3 in
conference play.

After Sunday's exciting 2- 1 victory over
Temple University in the championship
game, goaltender Philippa Scott was

named A-10 Tournament Most Valuable
Player. Scott won A-10 Defensive Player
of the Week three times this season. The
senior from Corsham, England has a 0.47
goals-against average and 12 shutouts to

her credit.

UMass coach Pam Hixon was the Coach
of the Year for the third year in a row and
fourth in the last five years. Hixon has 236
career wins and has led the Minutewomen
to 12 straight NCAA tournaments.

Middle back Joy Blenis, Scott, Press
and Salisbury were all named to the All-

Tournament and All-Conference teams.

continued from page 12

for a 8-8 score, but Navy's Jim Mills scored a minute later
for a 9-8 lead. Withjust under a minute left Harlan scored
his second man-up bullet to knot the score at 9-9 and set
up the ending drama.

"I hate losing," said UMass senior Scott Reed. "Ev-
eryone else does. I can't be upset with the way things are
going right now. We're having the best season ever. It's a
tough loss, but somebody had to lose, and it happened to
be us. But I don't want to go into tomorrow [Sunday) and
take fourth. I want to take third."

The game Reed was referring to was a game the

Minutemen had to win big to have the most remote
chance at recieving the at-large bid. The opponent was
Slippery Rock, the team that had given UMass its first

and only loss before this past weekend.
Only eighteen seconds into the game 'The Rock's'

Frank Mulcrone was awarded a penalty shot by referee
Lewis, who had missed the clock call against Navy.
Yarworth protested the call mildly, but Lewis gave him
a warning. When Yarworth questioned that Lewis gave
him a seat with the fans by ejecting him. Yarworth said

Lewis' actions in giving him the heave-ho in an obviously
over-reactionary manner were more upsetting than the
call he missed the night before.

After watching 'The Rock' score the first four goals of
the game, the Minutemen countered with three of their
own, only to have S.R. score seven of the next eight en
route to a 14-9 win.

The referees lost total control of the game around the
middle of the third period, and everyone could tell the
game was a time bomb waiting to explode. It did.

SPORTS NOTICE
Walk-on tryouts for the University of fvlassachusetts

men's basketball team will be held Thursday November
1 2 at Curry Hicks Cage. The tryouts will start at 4 p.m.
All interested should show up ready to practice.

We have health careers down to a science.

WEDNESDAY

KARAOKE
ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00

9:30-10:30

THE^ PUB
( i:ij:m<Ari-s Mtl JPiS in amhhkst

I'x.H • i>><>:

•15 EAST PLCASAnT

Tile Bouve College of l*harmaQ

and Health Sciences at Northeastern

University offers graduate studies for

those who want lo excel in a health-

related profession.

You'll be taught by faculty who

have distinguished themselves in both

teaching and research. Your studies

will be enriched lhix)ugh Bouve's

affiliations with some of Boston's

worid-class medical and research

facilities. Study ma> lead to a masttTs

degree, a^rtificate of ad\ anced grad-

uate stuc^ (G\GS).or d(Kt()ral degree.

Most programs are offered on a part-

time as well as a full-time basis. For

your convenience, courses meet in

the late afternoon and early evening.

For more information, call (617)

437-2708 or write Graduate School.

Bouve (>)llege of Pharmacy and Health

Sciences, 203 Mugar Life Science

Building. Northeastern University.

Boston, MA 021 15.
rj

Bouve College

of Pharmacy and

Health Sciences

Northeastern

University

(JraduaU^ prognims are offered in

the following areas:

• Applicxl Behavior Analysis
• Audiology

• (llinical Hxertlse Physiology
• College Student Development
and Counseling

• (>ouns(Ming Psychology
• l)(Kt()r of Pharmacy
• (Jeneral Biomedical Sciences
• Health Professions

(k'fieral Option

Health Policv

Physician Assistant

Ke^iulatory Toxicology
• llospitijl Pharmacy
• Human Resource Counseling
• Human Services Sp(Tialist

• Medical lial)orat()ry Scie;nce

• Medicinal Chemistry
• Pharmaceutics
• Phannacology
• Recreation. Sport & Fitness Mgt.
• Rehabilitation Couns<;ling

• School Counst^llng

• School Adjustment (Counseling

• Sch(K)l Psy( hology

• Speech-I>anguage Pathology
• Sp<x'ial Kducation

• Toxicology

Northeastern I'niverslty is arcrediled h> the New Kngtand As,sooialion of Sch<H)l and (k)lle«es. Inr

An equal opportunity/afrirmative action «>du<ational institution
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Classifieds
ACTIVITIES FOR HIRE

Hiltol -- Pizza Bagel Night at the Hil'}l

House Nov. 14 S3/Free for ACH
Call 549 1710 For more information

ANNOUNCEMENTS

* AASA General Meeting *

700 p.m. Campus Ctrrm903
* November 10 *

* Asian Night Meeting *

Bed and Breakfast, downtownAmherst
549 0733

UMASS RACQUETBAIX CLUB
MEETING All club members requested to

attend all new interested students

welcome Thursday Nov . 12 7:30 p.m.

Dukes Room Student Union 310

AUTO FOR SALE

Buick Regal ttd. 1982 Excellent cond.

Must see S1850 neg. Call 586-5276^

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

5493662.

COLLEGE PIZZA

College Pizza

Fall Special

Small Cheese $3.50

Large Cheese $5.99

1 or 2 Toppings $6.99

Free Soda with Ig. sub salad or

spaghetti

549 60^8 549-6073

Must metion this ad

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Tarot Raadinfl by
appointment. Anytime

Call Mitch 548 9761

In 1 972 a crack commando unitwas sent

to prison by a military court for a crime

they didn't commit. These men promptly

escaped from a maximum security prison

to the Los Angles underground. Still

wanted by the government, they survive

as soldiers of fortune. If you have a

problem, if no one else will help, and if

you can find them, maybe you can

hjre ...The A TEAM

FOR RENT

Amherst-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed-

room homes on bus route call 586 4270

Amherst remodeled Srm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus 5899/

mo 256 0741

1 rm in downtown Amherst house
Take over my lease

250 all utilities included

Great LocationI

253 4250

Room available in beautiful renovated
church. We are 2 males and 2 females
with one cat. Rent S250 Call evenings 253
7357

FOR SALE

OACHSTEIN SKIBOOTS
10 1/2 $130.00

Where there's a will

there's an A-Video • $30.00

5495115

Over 30 Sega & Nintendo games
Starling at $15 Call Rob 6-5486

RollerBlades size •
Almost new $30
253-4242

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S460 O.B.O

Telemark skis 200 Jarvinen, excellent

condition $85
Raichele FlexonPro Ladies 7, Super Boots

!

S 85 Call Oeb evenings 549 8743.

FOUND

Found •- Watch in parking lot behind
Whitmore Call Lisa 6 3282. Description

Needed.

Walkman, near Goesman, claim 6-6970

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn S600 » a week in canneries

54000 month on fishing boats. Free Irans

portationi Room and Board! Male or

Female. Get a head start on this summer.
For employment program call 1 206 545

4155exl. A500JI^

Be on T.V. Many needed for

commercials. Now hiring all ages. For

casting info call (615) 779 7111 Ext. t 458

CAN YOU MANAGE ON AN EXTRA
$2500 Practical experience for business/

marketing majors: Manage credit card

promotions on campus for a National

Marketing firm. Hours flexible. Earn up to

S2500/term. Call 1 800 950-8472, ext 17

Earn $1000/Week at home stuffing en

velopesi For information, send long SASE
to CJ Enterprises, Box 67068K, Cuyahoga
Falls, OH 44222

'if you like Pine Coladas,'
Free Spring break trips & cash, you can
have it all! We are looking for serious

students to market our programs Serious

& prestigious travel company
Call Carmine! 800 999 6166
203-978-1564(11

$200-$S00 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy' No
selling. You're direct. Fully guaranteed

FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright

«MA15KDH

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break

Established company with many years

experience. Earn money on spare time

and free trip to Cancun.

Call 1 800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons -

666 1178

firsi lesson half price

"LEGAL INTERNSHIPS"

Friday Novemlwr 13 is the last day lo

contact the Legal Services Center about

a Spring 1993 internship! Get hands on
experience in the legal field. Work di

rectly with attorneys and clients. Earn

up to 15 credits! No experience re

quired training is provided. Contact

Legal Services TODAY: 545 1995. 922

Campus Center.

LOST

'Gremlin' - Tan Cat last seen in N.

Amherst area. If found please call 549-

7770

Lost red wallet on CC or Marcus Hall

TH at noon if found call 6 3312 Reward

Mt. bike from Boyden Thurs be

tween 1 & 2 Make Giant Iguana color

purple & black any info please call 549

6588

PERSONALS

Hamlin House Council
wishes a

Happy Birthday to:

Edwin Tan

Jared
Happy 1 year

I love you
Love Mushy

Jordan,
You are my 1 & only

Happy Belated

I luve u

Rach

My sweetheart, dearest hero TM, Happy
Birthday! I love you very much' I hope your

day IS filled with sunshine and smiles!

!

With all my love.

Always and forever,

Elizabeth Anne

The countdown is over!

Tracey Cahill is finally 21

!

Now we can all go uptown together!

Happy 21st Tra!

Love
Those how have been waiting for you

Yael,

Happy birthday) Have a great 20thi

Love,

Your roomates

MUSICIANS

Lead guitarist seeking working band
or all original, years of experience 549

2885

ROOMATES WANTED

Female sublease
single in Mill Va.

Spring Sem
Call 253 3406

Female to share large room 167.50 call

665 7604

Looking for two women to share our N.

Amherst Apt. $200 prmth 8i utilities Jan 1st

Call 549 0916

• FOR SALE

• PERSON,ALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

3 Responsible women
Need housing for Spring semester Desire

place near UMass
Call Young Ni 546 0580 or Jen 4978

Two females needed to share a

Brandywine Apt Call 549 8382

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help 7

Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, canny help.

Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Resumes
Need help? I have experience Wiiii

resumes Quick Service, FREE Advue.
Excellent quality, and Low Pnces IBM
Laser printing service available.

Call Andy at 549 8463.

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec. 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - free cover page, spe
check, laser printout. S1.50/page Brian

546 1795.

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing tl/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586 5268.

WANTED

We want your 2 bdrm Puffton lease!!

Starling January 1 . Call us first > Reward if

we sign It! Call 549 7319
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Sports
Water polo loses, NCAA hopes dashed
Bv KEVIN HRRl.IHY _.... . . .

*•...
. .By KEVIN HERLIH\

Collegian Staff

ANNAPOLIS. Md. — .Among the words that could be
used to describe the University of Massachusetts' trip to
the Eastern League Championships at the Naval Acad-
emy this past weekend: encouraging, gut-wrenching,
controversial, and unfortunate.

After first round losses in each of the past two years,
the Minutemen made it to the semifinals Saturday, onlv
to fall nctim to a disputed last second goal in a 10-9 loss
to Navy.

The loss cost UMass. which ended its finest season in
the progi-am's history at 25-3. its first-ever trip to the
NCAA Championships. Princeton claimed first place and
Nav>- received the at-large bid. and both will represent
the East in California.

With 13 seconds left in the game against Naw, UMass
freshman goalie Alex Mujica. who had kept UMass in the
game by blockmg two penalty shots, had a fieethrow from
the goal. He lofted a pass to mid-pool, where two Naw
players beat UMass" Scott Reed to the ball. Mid-Shipman
Josh Bell raced in with the ball ahead of Reed and let go
a shot that hit the post, then Mujica. and rolled over the

NBA rookies
start strong
first weekend

The NBA season has started and the only thing
more exciting than a season of NBA hoops, is a
season of NCAA hoops. Here are some opening
weekend impressions on NBA:

1 know that there have only been a couple nights
of basketball, but it already looks as though this
years rookies class is going to be a solid one. Here's
why:

Shaquille O'Neal is going to be as good as ad-
vertised, end of stoiy. On the defensive end O'Neal
is going to dominate. The boards? O'Neal will
dominate the glassmuch like he did in college where
he was a member ofDick Vitaie's All-Windex Team.

On the offensive end. Shaquille is raw. but his
opennig day performance, in which he scored only
12 points, featured a couple of drives down the
length ofthe court in which Shaq finished one with
a signature dunk and one with a Magical no-look
dish. It is plays like that which has everyone
involved with the Orlando franchise salivating
like a bunch ofsailors cominginto port at a bordello.
The Shaq will be a force, a big-time force.

Christian Laettner had a rough opening against
the Celtics (eight points, seven rebounds), but re-
bounded in liis second game with twenty six points
and fourteen rebounds. Laettner. as much as I don't
like him. is not the second coming ofDanny Ferry as
he has been unfairly accused of being.

Laettner. unlike FeiTy. is a tireless worker with
his back to the basket who can also score outside.
Feny is a jump shooter to weak to battle it out
inside. Laettner is more athletic, strongerand skilled
then Feny and will be alot more Miccessful as well.

Bryant Stith is this draft's Rick Fox. Stith, like
Fox. is from an ACC school (Virginia), can play
physical defense and is offensively skilled, albeit
inconsistent at times.

Walt Williams won't be a point guard in the
NBA, but Sacremento still has a versatile jewel in
Williams. Although his quarterbacking skills were
overblown in college, Williams still can do many
things well, the best being score.

Tom Gugliotta scored 20 in his debut but the
juiy is still out on whether he can do that (which is
his primary attribute since he is as quick as a snail
and as thin as a pencil) night in and night out.

In Houston, the Rockets have started Robert
Horry in their frontcourt and his overall game has
impressed. Horry will not overwhelm any one with
any particular skill but his athleticism should
allow him to be a solid 12-15 points a-game, 5-8
rebounds a-game, and 1-2 block shots a-game
player. IfHorry can do that than Houston will have
found their small forward to go along with Hakeem
Olajuwon and Otis Thorpe up front.

Dallas has started Aiizona rookie Sean Rooks up
front and in his first games Rooks scored twenty
points. Well schooled in post play. Rooks should be
able to provide some points for the Mavs. The
question is whether he will be able to defend the post
and rebound well enough to get sustained playing
time.

Don Nelson loves his athletes and that is exactly
Turn to ROOKIES, page 10

goal line as time expired.

Referee Jack Horton made the goal call , as was his job.
saying the ball was totally over the goal line. That was
one matter of debate. Another problem was referee Jim
Lewis, who was supposed to be watching the scoreboard
for the time expiration. The horn on the scoreboard,
which was the only one in use and at the end opposite
from where the goal was scored, was manually operated
and wasn't loud enough to be heard by anybody save
Navy coach Mike Schofield. who says he heard it. Lewis
admitted to not watching the clock, so the call went to
those seated at the scorer's table. There were four Navy-
students at the table, and they agreed that the ball was
released before the clock expired.

After a brief discussion with referees and coaches
around the pool deck, the goal stood. UMass coach Russ
Yarworth protested the call on the grounds of the shot
clock expiring, and also about the horn not beingconnected
to the game clock.

Nearly 45 minutes later, with the teams and crowds
gone and the lights being shut offin the pool, the commit-
tee considering the protest gave Yarworth the word,
saying the goal would stand.

"I think it's a questionable call." Yai-worth said. "I

wish the game hadn't ended that way. We lost a gieat
game. Ifwe played again the results would be different."

It was an unbelievable game featuring seven ties.

UMass' Tsan Engin and Javier Gonzalez both scored in
the opening two minutes, but Navy scored the next four
goals to take a two goal lead near the end of the half
UMass' Adolpho Oliete scored in the final 30 seconds of
the second period to make the score 4-3.

Engin scored on a backhand curljust over two minutes
into the second half, and Mujica blocked the first penally
shot a minute later. UMass' Pat Lau scored with 3:04 left

in the third to give the Minutemen a 5-4 lead, but Navy
scored two man-up goals during the next minute and a
half to regain the lead. Gonzalez scored with only five
seconds left in the third, to tie the game at 6-0.

Only twenty-five seconds into the final frame Navy's
Brian Wienke scored a goal that like the last, trickled
over the goal line after hitting the post. A minute later
UMass' Luke Harlan scored on a blazing man-up shot to
tie the score again. Moments later Wienke scored to give
Navy the lead, and soon after that Mujica stopped his
second penalty shot.

Gonzalez scored with three-and-a-half minutes left

Turn to WATER POLO, page 1
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Women to host game in NCAAs
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

All year, the University ofMassachusetts field hockey
team have worked extremely hard for an invisible goal.
They have played one game at a time, and they have said
time and again that they do not have tangible goals,
except to play as well as they can.

The NCAA tournament seedings were announced
today, and the Minutewomen are one game, a home
game, away from the Final Four.

They last time the University of Massachusetts field
hockey team hosted a second-round NCAA Tournament
game, back in 1988, they lost to Northeastern. This year,
the Minutewomen (20-1) are the number three team in
the country, and they will host the winner of Thursday's
NCAA first-round game between Penn State University
and Temple University at Penn State.

The second-round game will be played on Sunday.
November 15 at noon at Totman Field' and a win will
propel head coach Pam Hixon's squad into the Final Four

for the first tune since they were runners up to Old
Dominion in 1988.

"I'm happy, happy, happy." said Hixon. "I'm not disap-
pointed that we won't face an easier team. The biggest
thing for us is not who we play, but where we play, and to
have a home game one game away fiom the Final Four is

great."

As this is a NCAA function, admission irill be charged
to get into Totman Field. Tickets are $2.00 for students.
$4.00 for adults. Hixon said she hopes to see a huge ciowd.

"We want the fans there in droves." she said. "The
more people that come, and the louder they are. the
better our home field advantage is."

Twelve teams make the NCAA field hockey tourna-
ment, with the top four teams receiving first-round bvcs.
These teams are No. 1 Old Dominion (22-0). No. 2 Iowa
( 18-0), No. 3 UMass (20-1 ) and No. 4 North Carolina ( 13-
6-1). The other eight teams are paired off against each
other in the four regions, with the winner travelling to
face one ofthe top four teams. All ofthe first round games
will take place on Thursday.

Women swimmers win second in a row
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

They have triumphed again. The University of Mas-
sachusetts women's swimmingand diving team captured
their second straight victory Saturday at Boyden pool,
when they successfully out-swam The University of
Vermont by a score of 1 9 1 - 1 05

.

The Minutewomen prevailed over UVM with a more
than solid performance. Defeated by UVM last season,
the team was determined to prove their new found
season strength.

"I was more than pleased with the way we swam," said
head coach Bob Newcomb. "We still have a long way to go
but I saw some swims out there that I wasn't expecting to
see for another month or so."

The Minutewomen's 200-yard medley relay opened up
the meet fast and furious by stealing a handsome 1st
place from UVM in a time of 1:55.98.

The 200-yard medley relay consisted of senior team
captain Kari Edwardsen swimmingbackstroke, freshman
Jessica Griffith swimmingbreaststroke, freshman Laura

Gunn swimming butterfly and senior Beth Wadick pull-
ing the finish leg with freestyle.

The Minutewomen swept 1st, 2nd and 3rd place fin-
ishes in the 200-yard freestyle and 500-yard freestyle
and landed 1st and 2nd place in the 1000-yard freestyle,
100 and 200-yard breaststroke and 200-yard individual
medley.

Stellar performances were swam by senior Beth
Wadick, juniors Kim Broad and Julie Veremey and
freshman Jessica Griffith.

Wadick swam two lifetime bests, one in the 50-yard
freestyle (0:25.99

) and the other in the 100-yard freestyle
(0:56.05).

^

Broad was a double event winner, placing 1st in the
1000-yard freestyle (11:05.54) and 500-vard freestyle
(5:26.10).

" ^

Veremey also pulled off two 1st place finishes in the
200-yard freestyle (2:00.93) and 200-yard butterfly
(2:12.29), swimming the two events less than 5 minutes
apart.

Griffith was a big winner capturing 1st in the 100-

Turn to SWIMMERS, page 10

Lisa Mickelson, Secretary of Defense
Rv HAM WFTVPt . -By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

When Lisa Mickelson arrived at the University of
Massachusetts she was expected to provide women's
soccer coach Jim Rudy with some scoring punch.

Four years later, Mickelson, who has not scored in
over two seasons, is considered an unlikely offensive
threat for the Minutewomen.

What the senior sweeper back has become is a defensive
anchor and a quiet leader for a Massachusetts team
prepanng for an NCAA quarterfinal match-up at the
University of Hartford (Sunday, 1 p.m.).

"Coming out of high school I was an offensive player,"
said Mickelson, who averaged 15 goals and 15 assists a
season in high school. "I was both a playmaker and a goal
scorer. I had a long range shot and I created the offense
from a mid-field position."

Rudy said, "Out of high school she was quite good on
offense. She created some nice things and could score
with either foot from 30 yards out."

Due to a rash of leg and hip injuries, which severely
cut down Mickelson's mobility, the high school All-
American never realized her offensive potential at
Massachusetts. However, by her junior year, Mickelson
became the starting sweeper for the Minutewomen and

the focus of her game shifted to defense.
"The injuries were difficult to deal with," Mickelson

said. "I had surgery on my hip as a freshman and a stress
fracture in my leg as a sophomore and my knee scoped
last season. My mobility and speed was gone so I moved
back to defense."

Mickelson admits she misses the offensive side of the
game but she is content in her role as a stopper and not
a scorer.

"I enjoy scoring the most, it is the biggest thrill for me,"
Mickelson said. "It's tough because no one has seen what
I m capable of, I have something to prove."

What Mickelson has proven to be the last two seasons
is the anchor on a very good Massachusetts defense. This
season she was an All-New England second team selec-
tion.

"Mick stays at home well, she doesn't get herselfout of
position " Rudy said. "She sees the field very well and
physically strong enough to challenge anyone."

Mickelson said, "My strengths are being able to read
the play and anticipate what is going to happen."

Rudy also mentioned a little thing called heart, which
he says in Mickelson's case, is far from little.

"She will give you all she has for 90 minutes, every
game, Rudy said. "Through all the injuries and setbacks

Turn to SECRETARY, page 10
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Cloudy. Highs 48-53.

Chance of showers.

This Weekend:
Almost a century after Bram Stoker wrote his novel,

Frances Ford Coppola brings Dracula to the silver screen.
Opening this Friday at a theater near us. Page W1

.

Sports:
Senior co-captains Kathy Phelan and Joy

Blenis have led the women's field hockey
team to a 20-1 record this season. Page 12.
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Yeltsin says U.S. prisoners
executed in Russian camps
By DEBORAH MESCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Russian President
Boris Yeltsin told U.S. senators Wednes-
day in a letter that Americans were held
in prison camps after World War II and
some were "summarily executed" while
others still live in his country voluntarily.

Yeltsin's letter said some Americans
were forced to renounce their citizenship.

Russian leaders are almost certain no
U.S. citizens are still beingdetained. Yelstin
said in his letter, read to a Senate committee
by the general who serves as Russian head
of a U.S.-Russian commission searching
for American POWs and MIAs.

Gen. Dmitri Vokogonov told the Senate
Committee on POW-MIA AiTai-rs that he
has pored through Russian archives but
has so far found no evidence that any
Americans captured in the Korean or
Vietnam wars were taken to the former
Soviet Union. He said he was aware of
only nine American servicemen who de-
serted in the Vietnam War and went to the
former Soviet Union.

He added, however, "hypothetical ly we
cannot dismiss the possibility that
Americans were taken from Vietnam to

the Soviet Union, but we have no precise
information" about any specific cases. It is

"a possibility and I believe not a vei-y

strong possibility," he said.

Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., chairman of
the committee, characterized as revela-
tions the Russians' acknowledgements
that Americans held after World War II

were forced to renounce their citizenship,
that some were killed and some still lived

in the former Soviet Union voluntarily.
"They will be talked to. . . and asked

whether they want to come home," Kerry
said, adding that the list of names and
addresses that Volkogonov delivered to
the committee would be made public.

Last August, Volkogonov signed a
statement printed in a Soviet newspaper
which said several dozen Americans were
jailed by Soviet secret police during and
after World War II and that one of them
was executed on orders of Soviet dictator
Josef Stalin. The Americans trapped in
the Soviet Union for years were inter-
viewed by an Associated Press reporter
shortly thereafter.

In answer to a reporter's question
Wednesday, Voklogonov said through a
translator that 1 19 American were held in
Soviet camps after World War II. But he
did not say how many were executed or
how many were still living in the former
Soviet Union.

Committee aides did not immediately
make available any of the information
that Volkogonov turned over to the panel.

Kerry also said that it was too early to

say definitively whether any Americans
captured in Korea or Vietnam were later
taken to the former Soviet Union.

"I think you have to go through this
process considerably further before you
start makingjudgements," he told report-
ers.

The committee is finishing its work
and plans to issue a report in mid-De-
cember before it goes out of existence at
the end of this year. Some committee
members planned to visit Southeast Asia
this month.

Jeffries' UM speech
area of contention

Clinton sets arms goals
Pledges to maintain 'strongest* defenses
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK. Ark.— President-elect

Clinton delivered a Veterans Day pledge
to keep America's defenses the "strongest
in the world" while continuing deep cut-

backs in the post-Cold War military he
will soon command.

"I dedicate myself to fulfilling those
responsibilities as commander-in-chief,"
the president-elect said Wednesday. He

promised, as well, assistance for military
personnel who lose theirjobs, better healtli

care for veterans, and a full accounting for

missing POWs and MIAs.
Clinton also spoke by telephone with

President Bush, who called to invite the
president-elect to visit the White House.
Clinton, pushing ahead with transition

planning, said he would plan to meet with
congressional leaders in Washington next
week and might visit with Bush then, too.

Turn to CLINTON, page 10

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staft

Dr. Leonard Jeffries, a professor of
Black studies at City College of New
York, has sparked debate between
members ofthe Black and Jewish com-
munities at the University of Massa-
chusetts ever since a fraternity invited
him to speak here last week.

Jeffries, the formerchair ofthe Black
studies department at City College,
will be speaking tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

Mahar Auditorium.
Jeffries made a widely-quoted

speech several years ago blaming "rich
Jews" for financing the slave trade and
Jews and the Mafia for negative
protrayals of Blacks in movies.

Members of the Black community
say they believe some of his quotes
have been taken out of context, while
membersofthe Jewish community say
they believe some of his remarks are
anti-Semitic.

While Jeffries has been accused of
making anti-Semitic and homophobic
remarks, Black students say they feel

he represents a positive role model.
Doug Greer, president of Phi Beta

Sigma, the fraternity which invited
Jeffries to come to UMass, said, "Jeffries

is an expert on Black history and he is

coming to UMass to en lighten students
on issues and facts about Blacks that
have been cut out through time."

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter, director of
Hillel, said he understands that Jeffries
represents a powerful voice to some
people and that helps focus attention
on their needs and frustrations which
have been long ignored at UMass.

"Jeffries is a divisive person who.se
prejudiced and bigoted remarks to-

wards other communities detract from
the positive message he does bring to

some people." Perlmutter .said.

Many Black students say they don't

understand why there is so much con-
troversy surrounding Jeffries' visit

when many students have never heard
him speak.

Pete Ribeiro, general manager of
the Black Mass Communications
Project, said, "People should stop judg-
ing him before he has even come to

ASSOCIATED PRESS
Dr. Leonard Jeffries

speak. They don't know the detailed
story about Jeffries. They are feeding
off what they have heard."

Steve Sparling, chairper.son of the
Black/Jewish Helati(jns Commitlce,
said Jewish students are upset by
Jeffries' anti-Semitic remarks.

"Jewish students have a knowledge
and understanding of anti-Semitism
and view Jeffries as an intimidating
force. They feel vulnerable on campus
right now." Sparling said.

Members of both communities say
their goal is to improve relations be-

tween them and ease racial tension on
campus. However, some students say
they don't believe Jeffries represents
the best interests of everyone here.

Josh Slomich, president of Hillel,

said . "Anyone who has endorsed JefTi ies

to come and speak at this campus, is not

serious about fighting racism, including

the Undergraduate Student Senate."
Slomich said theSGA shouldn't have

helped fund Jeffries' lecture for the
sake of free speech. "The SGA should
have thought about the responsibility
issue of bringing a controversial figure
to this campus," he said.

The SGA voted to loan the Phi Beta
Turn to JEFFRIES, page 8

Cadets honor POW/MIAs with Veteran's Day vigil

ROBERT OCONNELL / COLLEGIAN
ROTC Students stand vigil over a symbolic bamboo cage for POW/MIA's.

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

In an effort to focus Veteran's Day on the men and
women who have served in the nation's armed forces, the
Air Force and Army ROTC cadets held a 24-hour vigil

outside of Memorial Hall yesterday.
The vigil stalled at 5 p.m. on Tuesday with an invocation

ceremony led by Father Charles Quigley, a Catholic priest
from the Newman Center. The names ofall Massachu.setts
prisoners of war and soldiers missing in action were read
out loud, and a candle was lit after every four names. A
symbolic bamboo torture cage was placed outside Memo-
rial Hall as a solemn reminder of the missing soldiers.

On Wednesday morning. Colonel James P. Czekanski
from Westover Air P'orce Base in Chicopee, said the fate
of MIA's should not be forgotten. Czekanski is the 439th
Airlift Commander at Westover and a UMass alumni.

"We must never forget the POWs and MIA's and we
must pledge to find out about their whereabouts." he
said. "Our actions and deeds, not just our words, are the
most fitting tribute to veterans."

After this speech, one ofthe Ai-my cadets played "Taps"
on the trumpet, and "God Bless America" by Lee Green-
wood was also played. At 11:15 a.m., four A- 10 Thunder-
bolt II attack planes from Barnes Airforce National Guard
in Westfield roared overhead in a symbolic fly-by.

The vigil continued until 5 p.m. on Wednesday, when
Turn to VIGIL, page 8
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UMqss Police Log
• A fire in a dryer in the Morrill Science Building

caused approximately $400 in damages on Monday
evening, police said. The Amherst Fire Department and
Environmental Health & Services responded to the alarm,
which sounded at approximately 10 p.m.

• A woman reported the theft, of her bicycle from
Cashin Residence Hall on Monday evening, according to

police. The bike is valued at $150.
• An unknown vehicle struck a man's car and left the

Compiled by Michael Day
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scene on Monday morning, according to University po-

lice. The man's car was parked in Lot 25 at 10:40 a.m.
when it was struck, sustaining a large dent and various
scratches. Police estimate the damage to be $500.

• A woman received an annoying telephone call from
a man on Tuesday morning, according to police. The man
reportedly offered the woman money, and then the con-

versation became sexual in nature. Police are investi-

gating the call, which was reported at 4 a.m.

Church of England opens door
for women to become priests

1 1 3 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

By GRAHAM HEATHCOTE
Associated Press

LONDON — The Church of England voted Wednes-
day to ordain women as priests, risking a schism with a
stubborn minority that feels the move contradicts
Scripture and tradition.

The vote allows the Church ofEngland to join 12 ofthe
28 self-governing provinces in the Anglican Communion
that already ord£iin women priests— most ofthem in the
2.5 million-member Episcopal Church in the United States.

In Rome, Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro said

the vote was a "grave obstacle" to repairing the 16th
century split between Roman Catholics and Anglicans.

"The church has been emotionally exhausted over
this. Now we can get on with preaching the Gospel," said
Cave Bergquist, a chaplain at Trinity College, Cambridge,
who was in the crowd awaiting news of the vote outside
Church House in central London.

With a two-thirds majority required in each ofthe three
houses ofthe church's General Sjnod, the legislation was
approved 39-13 by the bishops, 176-74 by the clergy and
169-82 among the laity after a day-long debate.

A switch ofjust two votes among lay delegates would
have blocked the path to priesthood for the church's 1 ,350
women deacons.

If Parliament and Queen Ehzabeth II endorse the
decision, as expected, the first woman priest could be

ordained in 1994.

"The ordination ofwomen to the priesthood alters not
a word in the creeds, the Scriptures, or the faith of our
church," said Archbishop of Canterbury George Carey,
the spiritual head of the Church of England.

The legislation does not permit women bishops. Also,

parishes may refuse to accept a woman as priest, and
bishops cannot be compelled to ordain women or accept
them as priests in their dioceses.

Following its historic vote, the synod approved sev-

erance pay arrangements for any full-time priest who
decided to resign rather than accept women.

Some opponents threatened to leave the church.
Michael Silver, who was in the crowd outside Church
House, said those who did not want the change "have no
choice but to rebuild the Church ofEnlgand from outside."

"I now have to reflect carefully on the decision and the
sort of options that lie open before me," said Hope, who
opposed the legislation. "And I hope that I will do that in
a generous and Christian kind of way."

At the Vatican, spokesman Joaquin Navarro said
Pope John Paul II told Carey in an audience in May that
the issue "touched on the very nature ofthe sacrament of
holy ordination."

The two churches have sought closer ties since 1966.
Anglicans who now number about 70 miUion worldwide,
broke with Rome in the 16th century over papal refusal
to grant Henry VIII an annulment.

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - November 18
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

University Health Center - Room 304

correction
Regarding the Nov. 5 Collegian article "UM faculty laud Clinton victory,"

Matthew P. Chametzky believes the Reagan/Bush appointees to the entire
federal judiciary had been mostly wealthy men. In addition, Chametzky said he
hopes Clinton will appoint women and people ofcolor asjudges at all levels ofthe
federal judiciary, not just the Supreme Court.

The Collegian regrets the error.

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
sure? What should I do?

can I be

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help,

can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest...Where should she go?

How

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid...What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is

struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal
workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these
issues.
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And the winner is . .

.

Congratulations to the staffof T/je State News,
the student newspaper ofMichigan State Univer-
sity, which was recently awarded the prestigious
Peacemaker Award, which is given to the most
outstanding college newspaper in the nation.

The Peacemaker Award, often called "the
Pulitzer Prize of college journalism," is sponsored
by the Newspaper Association of America and
judged by the Chicago Tribune.

The State News, the largest collegiate publica-
tion in the country, won the award for the 10th
time in the last 30 years. Michigan State has a
total student enrollment of over 43,000.

As a reader ofscores ofcollege newspapers each
week, I agree with the selection. The State News
continually publishes at a higher level than any
other college paper I've seen.

Size and quality-wise, few college papers can
compare. For example, the first edition ofthe year
for The State News was a seven-section, 128-page
broadsheet publication. It would rival any local

professional Sunday paper in quality.

If I were to select a runner-up it would be The
Daily Texan, the student newspaper of the Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin (total student enroll-

ment of nearly 50,000). Its size is comparable to

The State News and it even costs 25 cents to buy.
The Collegian has recently ranked in the top 30

in most national competitions and in the top five

of comparably-sized Universities.

Praying for an "A^'
Syracuse University is planning to offer Catho-

lic Studies as a new accredited undergraduate
minor as early as Spring of 1994, according to The
Daily Orange, the student newspaper ofSyracuse.

Rev. Ed Ondrako has been the driving force

behind the creation of the minor.

"This is a program that's been long in the
making, mostly from the students who wanted to

mix Catholic intellect with SU courses," Ondrako
said.

Holly Lauwers, a senior, said she agreed Syra-
cuse should offer the program.

"It's an important aspect of education and
something that the Catholics in the community
need to have," Lauwers said. "It's a great idea —
students will have a broad range of choices."

Many Syracuse students argued that if the
University was going to offer a Jewish Studies
Program, then it should also offer Catholic Stud-
ies. The Director of the Jewish Program, Alan
Berger, agreed, saying the programs are more
educational then religious.

"The CSP will also have to point out that it is an
academic program, with religious aspects," he
said.

I wish I w^ere an
Oscar Mayer Wiener
Ifyou ever had the urge to make that song come

true, here is your opportunity.

According to The Pitt News, the student news-
paperofThe University ofPittsburgh, Oscar Mayer
is currently looking for college graduates with
good driving records to drive the 23-foot (in hot dog
terms, 52 hot dogs long) OscarMayerweinermobile
for a year's internship.

The interns travel over 50,000 miles a year and
create a sensation wherever they go.

Drivers earn a little over $20,000 a year and
their hotel and food expenses while on the road are

paid. When the internship is over, the drivers

have an opportunity to become sales representa-

tives for Oscar Mayer.
Over 1 ,500 applications were received last year

and the company is looking for communications,

marketing and journalism majors to fill the posi-

tion. All interested weinermobile drivers are en-

couraged to call Oscar Mayer at ( 608 )-24 1 -33 11 for

more information.

Speaker puts
nationalism
under the gun
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Staff"

Nationalism will remain an extremely important po-
litical force in international politics for the next several
decades, according to a scholar who studies military
conflicts throughout the world.

Dan Smith, director of the Amsterdam-based
Transnational Institute, said since many of today's wars
are fought over nationalist issues, it is important to

understand nationalism in order to stop or prevent wars.
The talk, titled "Nationalism: The Underside ofWorld

Politics," was held Tuesday night at Hampshire College.
The talk was jointly sponsored by the Five College Pro-
gram in Peace and World Security Studies, the Hampshire
College Peace Studies Program and the Hampshire
College School of Social Science.

A scholar and activist on issues of militarism and
disarmament. Smith was the chairperson ofthe European
Nuclear Disarmament Program in the early 1980s, and
will assume the directorship of the International Peace
Research Institute in Oslo, Norway next year.

"Nationalism is the ideology ofthe challenged national
identity, and national identification itself is the result of
the breakdown of old group identities," Smith said.

According to Smith, nationalism has three virtues:
• Nationalism protects cultural diversity against the

homogenous trend of world culture.

• Nationahsm protects against the piracy and looting
that can occur as a result of operations of world market
and transnational cooperations.

• Nationalism today is quite ofl«n concerned with
reducing the political arena to a more or less manageable
size.

"In that sense, I think nationalism retains the
democratic theme which was clearly presented in the
19th century," Smith added.

Nevertheless, Smith said he would rather have the
positive effects of nationalism without its negative side
effects, calling nationalism "the underside of world
pohtics."

"Nationalism is understood more than superficially

only in a very narrow circles," Smith said. "And there
seems to be no connection between those circles and
policy makers in the government."

Smith cited the policy ofthe Western European states
in response to the war in Yugoslavia which he said "has
gone wrong."

"Every policy initiative which the West European
states have launched has had almost exactly the opposite
result to the one which was intended," Smith said. "The
good intentions of the Foreign Ministries of Europe are,

for one, not in doubt. The problem is their understand-
ing."

Smith said the "areas of powerful shocks" are the
feeding grounds of nationalism — the areas of possible
nationalist conflicts.

The process of uneven development throughout the
19th century and in the Third World today, the end ofthe
Cold War and the way in which the world economy acts

to destroy or threatens to destroy local community
identities are examples of those "powerful shocks," ac-

cording to Smith.

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGI.\N
IN MEMORIAM—Senior Rachel Simon sits outside of

the Student Union Tuesday at a display commemerating
the 54th anniversary of Kristallnacht, the "Night of Broken
Glass. " Kristallnacht took place on November 9-10,1 938,
and represented the largest government organized anti-

Jewish mob riots in Germany and Austria, just preceding
the Holocaust.

Guatemalans
face struggle
against govt.
By TOM McALPINE
Collegian Correspondent

The native Indians of Guatemala face a continued
struggle to regain land which their government forcefully

took away from them, according to members ofa Guatema-
lan group which performed Tuesday night in Bartlett Hall.

"Me Tiendo el Caite," a performance group from Guate-
mala, was the main performer for the event. The event was
sponsored by a number of organizations, including the
UMass Arts Council, the Five College Lecture Program,
AHORA and the Latin American Studies Department.

Jorge Ramirez, a member of"Me Tiendo el Caite," said
the purpose of the performance was to demonstrate the
widespread corruption within the Guatemalan govern-
ment.

"There are thieves in Guatemala, some with knives,
some with guns, but the chief of the thieves is the
president of Guatemala," Ramirez said.

Ramirez said the Guatemalan Indians, almost all of

whom are poor, will continue their fight against the
government with or without the support ofother nations.

"The United States and othergovernments ofthe world
should enact sanctions to put pressure on the Guatemalan

Turn to STRUGGLE, page 10

New world order, new Marxism
Conference dispels notion that *Marxism is dead'
By ZACK EXLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Although the fall of communist governments in the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe has given rise to the
popular view that Marxism is dead, the presence ofover
300 Marxist scholars, artists and filmmakers at UMass
this week may help put a damper on that notion.

A major international conference on "Marxism and
the New World Order," which is open to the campus
community, starts today. With over 120 panels and
numerous artistic and cultural events, the conference is

probably the largest gathering of its kind in American
history.

Conference organizers say they believe the fall of
communism has not meant the fall of Marxism, but has
allowed it to move in new directions.

"The size ofthe conference and the diverse positions to

be presented there belie the popular view that Marxism
is dead after the fall of communist countries in 1989,"

said Stephen Cullenberg, an economics professor at the
University of California at Riverside.

"Instead, an active and lively debate is clearly emerg-
ing as Marxism is being rethought and developed in new
directions," Cullenberg said.

The conference is sponsored by thejournal Rethinking
Marxism, one of the nation's leadingjournals on Marxist
and radical theory which started at UMass. The journal's

quick growth over the last five years has surprised even
its editors.

Richard Wolff, a UMass economics profes.sor and an
editor of the journal, said, "The number of people doing
Marxist intellectual work in the U.S. is probably greater
now than it's ever been in the history of this country.

"There are many Marxisms that were hated in the
Soviet Union," Wolff said. "Now they are coming back
into their own and taking offin new directions. The USSR
was just one chapter in a much larger story."

Three large panel discussions will be held in the
Campus Center Auditorium tonight at 8, Friday at 8. and
Saturday at 4 p.m. The panels will include well-known
academics from various fields.

The conference also includes a multimedia art exhibit,
numerous film and video showings and a giant art in-
stallation at the Mountain Farms Mall.

The multimedia exhibit, "This is My Body, This is My
Blood," is on display at Herter Gallery.

"All the artists involved are interested in looking at
the body in relation to this New World Order, and in the
ways in which the individual and the collective bodv have
been represented," said Susan Jahoda, one of the cura-
tors ofthe exhibit. "This is something that current Marxist
debate is also concerned with."

Most of the panels and events will take place in the
Campus Center. For further information or a conference
schedule, call 545-3285.
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Look beyond the symbols
Warning: do not underestimate the

power of symbols.
The symbolic is the theme ofthe semes-

ter here in the Unhappy Valley. Racist
graffiti and building takeovers, flags and
federally-funded reports and a man whose
words and views have made headlines —
all of importance and substance on their

own merit, but larger than life as symbols.
When you only see the surface mean-

ingsand miss outon the underlying themes,
impoilance and impact of events, objects,

actions and words, you cheat yourself You
miss out on what's really important. You
allow people to think for you.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Let's look at the situation upon the S.S.

Buttei-field. For a year now, Butterfield
has flown the Jolly Roger as a symbol of
defiance against the rules of Housing, and
ofthe "expected norms" society demands of
us. Independence, societal and intellectual,

was the Butterfield rallying cry.

Now it seems that another group, one
far less deserving, has adopted the Jolly
Roger. Some bunch of ignorant White su-

premacist, racist morons decided to make
the skull 'n' crossbones their own. In light

ofthis development, some have asked that
the Jolly Roger be taken down, as it has
now joined the ranks of the Confederate
battle flag and the infamous swastika.

Who's right and who's wrong? There are
no easy answers. Like the stars and bars,

the Jolly Roger carries a double meaning
which inspires some and hurts others. It's

doubtful that Butterfield, widely reputed
as one of the most tolerant, progressive
places on campus, meant to offend minori-
ties on campus. Still, one can play devil's

advocate and say "easy for them to say,"
especially in a campus racial climate that
went spiraling down the sewer this fall.

The only alternative is dialogue

and cooperation. Anything else is

counter-productive.
We are mammals, and therefore stu-

pid. When we see or hear something that
upsets us, we react in predictable, violent

ways that reflect our limited intellectual

development. Do right whales and
humpbacks swim around spreading ste-

reotypes and hurting one another? By
comparison, we're locked into this cyclical

pattern of hate that we can't solve. It's

driving this campus crazy.

When Leonard Jeffries takes the stage
at Mahar Auditorium tonight, we wrill be
forced to challenge ourselves. We must
challenge ourselves to look past the New
York Post headlines and take this man's
words on their own merit.

Some have said Jeffries is anti-Semitic.

I won't say that: first, I haven't heard the
man for myself Second, I'm notJewish and
have no place telling you what anti-

Semitism is when it's impossible for me to

experience it. I know what it looks like, but
that's like sajning I know what a baseball
game at Wrigley Field is like because I've

seen one on TV. It's not the same thing.

It may be too late for us already. Jeffries

hasn't spoken a word yet and people are
already making claims and counter-claims
about what he's said, about the legitimacy
of his scholarship, what he stands for.

We are presumably here at UMass be-

cause we seek higher knowledge. Please,
if your mind is already made up about
what Leonard Jeffries is going to say,
don't show up. If you're going to react to
what he says violently, without seeing
both sides ofthe arguments he makes and
without regard for each other, don't show
up. Stay home and watch some brainless
sitcom if you can't be open-minded and
decent and respectful.

But ifyou're up to the challenge, I'll see
you there tonight.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Who decides the truth?
"Ifyou don't have anything nice to say,

don't say anything at all ."
I wish mom had

studied the notion of free speech more
carefully.

The First Amendment doesn't work
well with "nice" limits. Sometimes, the

truth hurts. Of course, a lot of the time,

ridiculous nonsense also hurts. Funny how
all of this would send me headlong down
that dangerous path into the debate sur-

rounding tonight's lecture by Dr. Leonard
Jeffries.

Marc

ELLIOTT
Is Jeffries a raving anti-Semite who

hates all White people? Maybe. Should he
be speaking here tonight? Sure, ifhe wants
to. Should people call into question his

past remarks and reputation? Well, yeah.

The free speech debate (isn't it won-
derful that free speech is so free that it

allows debate about its own virtues?) of-

ten comes down to separating "truth" and
"ridiculous nonsense."The usual argument
for preventing people from speaking is

that what they have to say is racist, sexist,

homophobic, anti-Semitic, bad for society,

irresponsible or basically, "ridiculous

nonsense." But who gets to decide what is

"truth" and what is "ridiculous nonsense?"
I don't know anyone short ofGod qualified

to make those kinds of decisions.

The concept behind the First Amend-
ment is that all arguments can be voiced

so individuals can decide for themselves
which are valid and which are false. It

doesn't say anything about limiting the

right to "good" arguments.
I love hearing people in the Under-

graduate Student Senate say things like

"I believe in free speech, but. .
." Whoa.

Hold on there. The word "but" just doesn't
work. Once people get into "but" they're
making judgements on what a speaker is

saying. They're deciding that what they
have to say is "ridiculous nonsense" and

doesn't deserve to be heard. Last I knew,
God was not a member of the student
senate.

I remember last spring I was at a rally

where I had something to say. I asked the
person running the rally if I could say a
few words. But before she'd give me the
bullhorn, she asked, "Well, what are you
going to say?" Hmmmm. Could it be that
I had some information she didn't want
the crowd to hear? It's just possible.

By now the reader has probably guessed
I support the student government's deci-

sion to loan Phi Beta Sigma the money to

bring Jeffries to campus. But I have to say
that I don't support the fraternity's deci-

sion to arrange tonight's experiment in

fear. I'll stand up for their ability to bring
whoever they want to come and speak, but
I reserve the right not to applaud their
choice of a lecturer.

I'd hope that those attending Jeffries'

speech will listen with a critical ear and
not accept everything he says to be the
gospel truth. There is good reason with
any lecture to remember that the speaker
is human and subject to human failings

and "ridiculous nonsense." Tonight, per-
haps we have an even better reason to pay
close attention.

We've seen a lot ofhate these days here
at the University of Massachusetts.
There's been a lot ofhate-inspired graffiti.

People of color, Jews and homosexuals
have been the primary target groups for

these acts. Jeffries has a reputation for

being anti-Semitic, anti-homosexual and
anti-White. All the groups concerned are
going to have to learn how to live with
each other ifwe're going to continue to live

at all. The human race doesn't have the
time for division. I would be shocked and
dismayed if he were to come and go from
this campus without someone protesting
the sentiments he's liable to spout. But I

would be just as disappointed to see an
effort to silence him.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.

Students shouldn't fund hatred
The controversy over the arrival of Dr.

Leonard Jeffries to ourcampus has caused
emotional outcry from many groups. The
debate all along was whether students
should shoulder the burden of paying Dr.
Jeffries' fees out of our student fund. We
should not.

The issue was never one of free speech.
I advocate wholeheartedly Dr. Jeffries'

right to come here and deliver his message.
That is his right and privilege. Rather the
question was one of endorsement. By
sponsoring his speech, we are paying to
hear his message. We are inviting him as
a guest into our home; we are feeding him
and putting clothes on his back. But more
than that, we are sending him and all

those like him that theirs is a welcome
message on this campus.

Dr. Jeffries is an anti-Semite and is
anti-gay. To dispute this fact is sheer
stupidity and not worthy ofany academic.
He has been denounced by major African-
American leaders, including Alex Haley,
who was one of the founders of

Afrocentrism. His is a message of hate,
not of harmony.

Our challenge as students and future
leaders of this planet is to look ahead to

what unites us, instead ofcowering behind
those who would divide us. There is much
pain on this campus and in this world. I

ask none to ignore that pain. But what we
must seek out are those things which
would heal us, not those which would seek
to wound us more. We must have the
courage to let down our guard and lead
each other into a new beginning.

But we waste valuable time and money
when we bring Dr. Jeffries to campus. Let
us send a message to all those who would
divide us in an hour or trouble that their
words are not welcome here and they will

not receive payment from us for their
message of bigotry. Only after we have
sent such a message can we begin to walk
forward. Until we do, we only defeat our-
selves.

Harry Horowitz
Sylvan

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Monday, Nov. 9, was a Wednesday class schedule

in order to make up for the Monday schedule we went
by on Wednesday, Oct. 14, two days after the holiday
tentatively referred to as Columbus Day. Apparently
Whitmore doesn't have enough paperwork to shuffle.

It's not clear what purpose the day-swapping scheme
serves, but 1 feel comfortable saying that whoever
made the decision is overpaid.

1 slept in on Veteran's Day, caught up on some
overdue reading, and aside from the 15 minutes 1

spent trying to convince my shell-shocked housemate
to stop cowering in the cellar after the A-10 fly-over,

1 had an eryoyable day. But I had the nagging suspicion
that by observing Veteran's Day I was passively
condoning the wars they had fought in.

1 didn't agree with the Gulf War, Bush's covert
altercation with the Iranian navy during the Iran-
Iraq war, the invasions of Grenada, Panama or any
other "police action" or CIA operation this country
has embarked on in Central America, Asia or the
Middle east in the past century. I don't even think it

was a good idea to invade Canada in 1781.
Wars are horrible things, and they're still happening

today. Clearly, the way to change people's attitudes
about war is to rename October 1 1 "Pacifist's Day" or
"Draft Dodger's Day" in memory ofAbbie Hoffman, Phil
Ochs, Eugene V. Debbs, Corporal Max Klinger and all
those who were courageous enough to stand up against
their respective wars.

Josh

REYNOLDS
We should also round up all the ROTC troopers, (are

naval officers-to-be called NOTC's?) as well as anyone
who's ever taken the AS-FAB and send them through a
day-long re-education.

There just aren't too many national holidays you'd
really want to "celebrate." Most are linked to nasty
events or arbitrarily assigned dates of Christian signifi-
cance. Labor Day almost makes the cut, but I'm sure
some would consider it a symbol of the unfair burden of

women (especially mothers) in today's society.
While we're renaming things, Amherst is a good

place to start. British General Jeffery Amherst
achieved notoriety as the father ofbiological warfare,
by making a gift of smallpox-infected blankets to the
previous inhabitants of land he secured for the em-
pire. I say we call it St. Petersburg.
A few weeks ago I was admiring the cover ofthe new

student directory (photographers get off" on stuff like
that) and noticed that the picture is reversed (Munson
hall should be on the right, Whitmore on the left).

When our news editor called auxiliary services to
investigate, the bureaucrat on the other end of the
line said that although he hadn't noticed, the pho-
tographer had quit, and he was sure it was the
printer's fault. Although there are plenty of more
deserving topics, the guy's response merits comment.
Any official who can spontaneously re-assign blame
as quickly as he had will certainly do well on this
campus.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.
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Speech renews"] Coming out in a hostile job market
racial damage

Professor Leonard Jeffries will be here to speak
tonight regardless of the ramifications he will
bring. For many students this is an event to look
forward to. Yet for many it is an event to dread.

I can't help but be one ofthe latter. I don't doubt
ProfessorJeffries' right to speak, yet simultaneously
1 can t seem to understand the reason for the hy-
pocrisy that bringing him to UMass represents.

Mimi

FELLNER

When I was a sophomore at UMass, I wrote my parents
a letter to tell them I was bisexual. Their initial reaction
was less than stellar, but aft«r several months they began
to read about gay, lesbian and bisexual people and joined
a group called Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays.
They still attend P-FLAG meetings once a month.

As harrowing as it was to come out to my parents, I

knew that their love for me was deeper than their fears
and prejudices. I knew they would accept me.

Tami

MONAHAN

Dr. Jeffries' past record of blatant prejudice
against Whites, homosexuals, Jews and any Blacks
involved with Whites represents exactly the kind
of speaker our campus does not need. There has
been and still is a tremendous amount of hurt and
tension from the racism at this University that
most students are vei-y worried about and cannot
forget. Because this is true, what we want to do is
repair the damage and heal the wounds, not cut
deeper into them with more hate.

I understand that to many Jeffries is an im-
portant speaker. His negative side should outweigh
this fact, especially when dealing with the tense
and dire situation of the present racial pandemo-
nium on this campus.

The fact that he can only bring problems to an
already touchy situation should be reason enough
not to bring Dr. Jeffries here in the first place,
especially since the Black student community, the
hosts, have been a prime target of the racial ten-
sion themselves.

This event only seems to say that all the work-
shops, meetings, talks and vigils to try to repair
racial damage have been a huge waste of time.

I can't see how allowing Dr. Jeffries' bigotry
here can bring any form of the peace that our
campus so desperately needs. I can only see how
this event will adversely demolish and tear away
at the little shreds of well-being some have fought
so hard to construct.

I encourage those who have not heard Jeffries
speak before to go and listen tonight in order to see
and understand what this campus does not need,
or even to form a personal opinion, because after-
ward we must all pick up the pieces and move on.

Mimi Fellner is a Collegian staffmember.

But now, as 1 get ready to graduate, the problem I have
is much worse. Do I come out on my resume? Obviously
I am notgoing to put "Tami Monahan, bisexual" at the top
of the page above my address. Really, it's not anyone's
business. But what do I do about positions I've held, such
as gay, lesbian and bisexual issues editor?

Right now, 1 have two resumes. One lists my position
as it is and the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance as one of
my activities. The other lists my position as "associate
issues editor" and omits my involvement with the LBGA.
I'm torn.

On the one hand, I'm not ashamed of who I am and
while I don't see any reason to make a grand announce-
ment, I also don't see any reason to hide my identity.

One the other hand, why put myself in a position to be
discriminated against? Massachusetts' gay rights law
prohibits employers from, among other things, discrimi-
nating against gay, lesbian, bisexual or heterosexual
people (I swear, its true, the gay rights law protects
heterosexual people), but let's be realistic. In the current
economy, there are more apphcants than jobs and em-

ployers are looking for reasons not to hire you.
Besides, I don't want it to be distracting. So you're

gay? Bisexual, you say? Who do you like better, women or
men? When I'm doing a speaker's bureau to educate
people, I don't mind answering the most outrageous
questions. But in a job interview I want to talk about my
exceptional editing skills, not what I do in bed.

If I put on my resume that I was GLB editor, I might
have to talk about being gay, and that doesn't qualify me
for the kind ofemployment I'm looking for. If I write some
alternative title I can be assured that I'll be asked about
what I did, but then am I being dishonest, to both my
potential employer and myself?

The discrimination that exists in society makes me
fearful to come out and possibly not get a job. On the other
hand, by not coming out I perpetuate the discrimination by
allowing people to see gay people as weird and perverted
and not as a young woman with a sparkling resume.

I don't know what I'm going to do. I get angry when gay
people don't come out. I makes it so much harder for the
rest ofus. I get angry at the teachers in my high school who
I know were gay, for not helping me to come out and accept
myself But most of all I get angry at a society weie I feel

obligated to talk about what is ultimately very private and
personal, and really none of anyone's damn business, in
order to end the discrimination we all suffer.

I don't want this to be an issue, but it is. I'd like tojust
walk in with my resume completely honest and real and
have the interviewer say, "So what kinds of things did
you do as an editor?" and not be thinking, or asking, about
who I've slept with. And I'd like to feel confident that if I

don't get the job, it's because of what I have or haven't
done, not because of who or what I am.

Tami Monahan is a Collegian staffmember.

Fraternity defends Dr Jeffries' campus visit
Enough! Ever since we decided to bring Dr. Leonard

Jeffries to campus we've heard the Jewish community
crying about anti-Semitism. How could you intelligently
debate what the man has to say when you have never
heard fully what the man has ever said? Your knowledge
comes from the most racist newspapers in the world.
We decided to bring Dr. Jeffries to educate all students

and faculty about the history of the African people, a
history that's been left out by everyone, including the
Jews. People of the Jewish religion: don't flatter your-
selves by thinking that we brought him here to attack
your religion. This is not our intention and has never
been. Being a Black man, I truly understand oppression;

I can't slip in and out ofmy oppression when convenient.
It must be remembered that he has come to this area

before. Additionally, it must be remembered that a per-
son ofcolor on this campus has never attacked you on the
basis of your religion. I think your anger is misdirected
and it should be directed toward the people who really
attack you on the basis of your religion.

In conclusion, he is coming and there's nothing you
can do about it. So why don't you just shut up and listen
to what he has to say and then judge the man.

Douglas Greer, President
Lambda Nu Chapter,

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.

Protest of flag anything but petty
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I am writing in response to Mr.
Randazza and the 38 people who signed
his editorial {Collegian, Nov. 5|. Can they
understand what it might be like to see a
symbol that, among other things, repre-
sents an ideology that calls for their exter-
mination on the grounds of something so
perverse as the color of their skin?

I respect freedom of expression, and
the meaning invested in the flag in ques-
tion. It is unfortunate that the WhiteAryan
Resistance movement has invested "your"
symbol with a meaning that is anything
but respectable. The point, however, is

that they have. Who used it first and for

what purposes is irrelevant to the fact

that the Jolly Roger currently holds an
offensive, racist meaning.

I am familiar with the "insinuation" to

which they refer. Nowhere was the right to

fly the flag brought into question. The issue
was the racist meaning it held for T.G.
Henderson and others. The letter to the
residents was informative, rather than
accusatoi-y. It did not assume that accusa-
tions of racism in Butterfield were valid or
necessary. To reduce Henderson's observa-
tions to tired discourse on the rights ofthe
"individual" to express him or herself and^
iiiuiviuuai Lo express mn

Holocaust s meaning for a younger generation

to imply this expression exists in a racial

vacuum is frustrating at best, and sicken-
ing at worst.

It is presumptuous to say that this is

the dirty work of the housing staff of the
University. It is ignorant to assume that
the objection to the flag lies at the level of
personal problems, of decontextualized
people infringing upon the
decontextualized right to freedom of ex-
pression.

There is a context: race. It is not a
comfortable context, for it insists that there
is inequality in society that needs to be
addressed. Henderson's letter suggests
that what is at stake is anything but petty.

One could easily argue that the symbolic
protest of housing policy is petty when
compared to larger issues of racism in

U.S. society. No one is questioning the
right to freedom ofexpression and dissent
Mr. Randazza and others claim to hold so
dear. But I implore them to imagine what
might be at stake for Henderson and oth-
ers with similar objections, and what im-
plications these objections might have for
society in general.

Edward Hannon
Southwest

My parents are survivors of the Holo
caust. "rhis summer I traveled Europe and
saw sites of both incredible beauty and
unspeakable tragedy. I also spoke with
my relatives about the horrors they went
through in Hungary. I've seen Dachau,
Auschwitz and Birkenau with my own
eyes. 1 know the Holocaust happened, but
what does this mean to me?

What it means to me is partly based on
what it means to my parents, that is, what
happened to them and how those experi-

ences are manifested in my parents today.

An acquaintance of my parents would
never know what they lived through, but

they always know what happened. My
mother remembers how. as a six-year-old

girl, already fatherless, she saw the Nazis

march her mother away« and lost her

parents and her childhood. And my father

always knows the fear he felt, at age 12. as

his father was taken away to forced labor

camp again. He remembers the fear he felt

as someone looking forJews came snooping

around the bombed-out house he was
hiding in. These were my parents' expe-
riences growing up.

It was during these youthful years that
my parents formed their opinions of the
world around them. Because they were so
young, these opinions were formed in
powerful ways that do not necessarily
change, deep down inside, with time.

What this means to me is that 1 am a
child of Holocaust survivors, a part of the
generation that was never supposed to be.

When I was younger my mother told me
very quietly, "You know I don't tell people
I'm Jewish. MyJudaism is a very personal
thing." She showed me the little tick mark
she makes that becomes a tiny chai ( He-
brew for "life") in her signature. My father
is still hoarding worthless goods. While
cordial at times, he can waver between
profound cynicism and brooding depres-
sion. My parents went into hiding from
the Nazis as children and are still hiding
todav.

I was instilled with powerful messages,
verbal and nonverbal. They said that be-
ing Jewish is not okay, don't trust people,
the world is an unsafe place. Only recently
have I begun to be proud ofmyJudaism, to

assert my Judaic identity. I live in a house
with manyotherJews. I regularlyorganize
Sabbath dinners for the UMass community
and am part of the group building better
ties between Black and Jewish students
on campus.

This summer I visited relatives in
Hungary who could tell me more about my
family and the Holocaust. Today 1 know
that I am a child of Holocaust survivors. I

am proud that my family was able to
survive and I am proud that I no longer
feel the need to hide my Judaism. It's sad
that so many survivors still live in the
shadows of the Holocaust. Myself, I have
stepped out into the sunshine, and today
I hide from no one.

Tom Bales
Amherst

Support soccer
This Sunday at 1 p.m., the UMass

women's soccer team will play the
University of Hartford for the right
to go to the Final 4/NCAA Champi-
onships. Although Hartford is 18-1
and ranked #2 nationally, we feel we
have a good shot at winning. Hart-
ford regularly attracts a large, vocal
and supportive crowd. They haven't
lost at home this year. We need your
presence, cheers and support.

Admission at the gate is $4 for
adults, $2 for UMass students with
I.D. and $1 for children 12 and under.
U.S. Express and UMass Athletics
have arranged for a bus to the game.
Seats are available for only $5 on a
first-come, first-served basis. Contact
Margaret Driscoll at 545-3190 for
details. With your help we can do it. I

hope you will come. Wear maroon!
Jim Rudy

Head women's soccer coach
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The Five College Program In Peace & World Security

Studies & The Five Colleges European Club

Present:

"U.S. REUITIONS WITH
EUROPE IN H NEW ERfl

A Lecture By:

RICHARD KAUZLARICH
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for

European and Canadian Affairs

Thursday, November 12th

7:30 PM
Hasbrouck 20

the University of Massachusetts

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

Monday, Nov. 16 Exhibition Viewing 3-6pm
7pm "Irish Ways" video, a retrospective of devebpments

in Nbrthern Ireland over the past 20 yea-s,

Tuesday, Nov. 17 Exhibtion Viewing ll:30am-6:30pm
7pm "Inside Belfast", shdes and guest speaker DANNY BURKE,

"Belfast Exposed" photojournalist.

Wednesday, Nov. 18 Exhibition Viewing ll:30am-6:30pm
'Belfast Expoxd" is a presentation of the 'Northern Ireland Report", and is sponsored by Residential

Arts, UMass Arts Council. SACEF, UMass Solidarity, STPEC and PAWSS.

MERCER

Boston

Chicago

London

Management Consulting

will be interviewing on campus on Thursday, December 3

Interested students should submit cover letter, resume, transcripts, and GMAT/SAT

scores (if available) to the Mather Queer Center hy November 19, 3 p.m.

Giver letters should be addressed to:

MaryJ.Taggart

RecruitLog Coordinator

Mercer Management Consulting, Inc.

33 Hayden Avenue
Lexington, MA 02173

New York

Paris

San Diego

San Francisco

Toronto

Washington, DC

COLLEGIAN
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CHOOSING PROCESS
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: IMPORTANT INFORMATION

RESERVING If you intend to keep your present residence hall room assignment,
YOUR you must call the Voice Response Room Choosing System at 6-9000
CURRENT (from on-campus) or 546-9000 (from off-campus) to reserve your room.
ROOM FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE THE SYSTEM IS AVAILABLE FROM
ASSIGNMENT 9AM TO 9PM ON MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 2. 3. 4 .

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM OR
YOUR HALL

If you wish to move to another room in the same residence hall , you must
sign up with staff on duty during the room choosing process on Wednesday
evening, November 18. All room changes will be determined by your seniority

and rank. THE ONLY EVENING TO SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM IN YOUR
CURRENT HALL IS WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 18 .

If you wish to move to another residence hall , you must complete a Housing
Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE
FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 25.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT
WHILE ALSO REQUESTING A HALL CHANGE YOU MUST DO THE
FOLLOWING:
1. Use the Voice Response System to reserve your current room on either

November 2, 3, or 4 or a new room on Wednesday evening, November 18.

2. Fill out a Housing Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower

right hand comer is a box you must "check" if you wish to be returned to

your current hall if your choices cannot be met. YOUR OLD RESIDENCE
HALL ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH
STEPS.

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a

student alreadv assigned to that residence hall, you must together complete a green

ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMMATE
REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 19.

DIDN'T
GET THE
ROOM YOU
WANTED?

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a residence hall to which neither

of vou is currently assigned , you must each complete a Housing Preference Form.

These forms should be identical, (with the exception of the "check" box) and stapled

together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25.

If, during the regular Room Choosing period, you were unable to

secure a particular room or type of room (single or particular double),

please contact the Housing Assignment Office to fill out a blue

In-House Room Request Form. Rooms that become available during Intersession

will be assigned, according to seniority, to those residents who filled out these forms

and returned them to the Housing Assignment Office.

PAY BILL BY
DUE DATE

Your Spring 1993 fee bill will be mailed to your home in early December.

If complete payment of this bill is not received by the Bursar's Initial Due Date

(usually in early January), your assignment will be subject to cancellation.

IF YOU ANTICIPATE HAVING A PROBLEM PAYING YOUR BILL PLEASE
CONTACT THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFTICE. WE WILL MAKE
ARRANGEMENTS TO HOLD YOUR HOUSING UNTIL YOU ARE ABLE TO
MAKE FULL PAYMENT.

OTHER
THINGS TO
REMEMBER

In addition to properly completing room choosing all students are required to remain

in good standing with the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any reason

after the end of the semester may automatically subject your assignment to

cancellation. Check to make sure you do not owe any fees to the Bursar BEFORE
you leave for intersession.

QUESTIONS? If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process, please contact the

Housing Assignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.
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vigil
continued from page 1

cadets lowered the flag. Air ForceandArmy
cadets participated in the vigil, with three
soldiers standing guard in two hour shifts.

The tribute was organized by Greg
TolmolT, a sophomore mechanical engi-
neering major and squadron commander
for the Arnold Air Society. The Society is

a community service project involved in
POW/MIA awareness issues.

"A lot of time and preparation went
into the vigil, but the cause was worthy,"
Tolmoffsaid. He said he believes that it*s

important to remember the POWs and
MIAs still unaccounted for in Vietnam.

Glen Roberts, a senior political science

and journalism m^or and spokesperson
for the Air Force, said "i-he vigil gives Air
Force and Army cadets an opportunity to
show respect for POWs and MIAs. Our
purpose is to remind people ofthe sacrifice
veterans made for freedom, and also to
focus on POW/MLA awareness."

"People need to realize that Veteran's
Day is more than just another day off,"

Roberts said. The reason behind the
holiday, honoring veterans, is something
we need to turn back to."

To learn more about POW/MIA
awareness, contact the National League
ofFamilies ofAmerican Prisoners Missing
in Southeast Asia, at (203)-659-0133, or
get in touch with the Air Force ROTC
cadets in Dickinson Police building.

Jeffries

DICARLO

T
5-College Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Parmigiana
• Shrimp all' Arrabbiata
• Pasta Primavera

Complete Italian Dinner, including choice
of entree, salad, bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 1 1 :30 to 10:00.

Offer expires Nov. 30, 1992

continued from page 1

Sigma fraternity $ 1 ,000 to fimd Jeffries'

visit during their last meeting on Nov
4. The SGA vote was strongly in favor
of Jeffries coming to campus, with 46
senators voting for him to come and 9
senators voting against his coming.

Greer said he thought the SGA's
decision to loan the fraternity money
was a wise decision. The issue the
SGA had to decide on was about loan-
ingmoney to the fraternity, not Jeffries'
moral character."

Al Lizana, vice-presidentofthe Black
Student Union, said he sees Jeffries'

visit as an opportunity to better racial

tensions on campus, if people don't ig-

nore the things he says. "There won't be
any problems ifstudents use his lecture
to everyone's advantage," he said.

Jay Berkovitz, chairperson of the
Judaic and Near Eastern studies de-

partment, said "there is an opportu-

nity to transform Jeffries' visit into an

educational event."

Berkovitz said faculty have a respon-

sibility to discuss in class issues brought

up in Jeffries' lecture. "The faculty needs

to lay bare someofJeffries'absurd claims
with factual record," he said.

Sparhng said students in both com-

munities have been working together

for months to build positive communi-
cation with each other. He said BMCP,
theAlana Honor Society and Hillel have

sponsored events such as the
Multicultural Sedar and Kwanzaa-
Hanukkah.

Sparling said he feels when the na-

tional media gets involved, they pro-

mote an image ofthe Black and Jewish
communities being pitted against each
other.

"In reality this is not the case. We
are not at each others throats. We are

trying to promote positive and educa-
tional communication with each other,"

said Sparling.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

INTERESTED IN FILM STUDIES?

To sign up for the Certificate Program
during pfe-reglstratlon (and afterwards),

come to the Interdepartmental Program
in Film Studies, 101 South College, UMass.

Tel.: 545-3659

Pick up spring course desalptlons and newsletters!

Open to all undergraduates!

Advising hours:

Mon/Wed 10:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Tu 8:00-1 1:00 am; 2:30-5:00 pm., Th 2:30-5:00pm

Make the most
of your

retirement years.
To make the most of your retirement in the future you

need to make the most of your retirement plan today.

At our free seminar, we'll show you an extraordinary new
investment opportunity for your 403(b) plan. Through the
Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector^ Account you can invest
in an extensive selection of Merrill Lynch mutual funds. You
also have the flexibility to move in and out of the funds as
your financial objectives or the economy changes.

And to help you make your investment decisions, a
Merrill Lynch Rnancial Consultant will work with you to de-
termine your individual financial situation and expectations.

Learn more about how the Retirement Selector Account
can help you make the most of your 403(b) plan by attending
our free seminar. To reserve your place, call one of the
numbers below or return the coupon.

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD -

JOIN THE BEST
HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road
256-6446

DATE:

TIME:

PLACE:

SPEAKERS:

RSVP:

Thursday, November 19th

7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.

Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst
(Continental breakfast will be served.)

Michael P. Sarsynsid, Jr. and
Kate Rutherford,

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultants

413-785-4100 or 1-800-288-0445

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyol<e

584-4112 • 535-1888

Mail to: MerrlU Lynch
1331 Main Street. SprtngMd. MA 01 103, Alia: fN«4/MS4

D Ye I plan to attend your tree seminar Please reserve seat(s)D No, I cannot attend, but would like to receive more Inlorinallon about the
Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector^" Account.

Name

Bustnes* Phone ( )_

Home Phone ( )_

Address,

aty

Stale -Zip.
Merrill Lynch dlctils. please give the itame and oiHce adckcM of your
Financial Consultant:

•OTri#in*MniL,irfin.,«ii_tkM>> itmtmmt

Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust.

JJ .rt^
SQ« QF ^u

<^^(S^^
One of the area's

largest selections

of luiiiortetl,

Indepcndant
& Dunicslic Kecurds,

Cassettes

and Compact Diars

Tens of Thousands
of Used,
Cut outs

& CoUectihIe
Records

and
Cassettes

586 5726 586 1707
213 MAIN ST 21 STATE ST

I NORTHS^MPTON J

Novembar 1, 1992

The MycTShot
'•-'

%>"'.:, i.>.
\: .?=,.=

.
»^.;«.'-*^« « *i^

Create your own^iii&i0^ with your
favorite picture or ea000prij0Sel^\:e your plcturs

at our HatTi^hlt^|^f(|location.

A Qreat Qift idea %;^^5|&mily or aY\yone.

r
Create a mu(^fu\'6fmerYior\eefor a lifetime.

Coupon n

L

Grand Opening
The Mug SHot

Coupon Value is $3** toward Purchase

of a mug with Student ID.

Coupon Expires December 15, 1992

Pro^^u^^i4diem open House
WESTERN

NEW

ENGLAND

COLLEGE

SCNOOL OF LAW

J

Saturday
November 14, 1992 & January 23, 1993
1:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.
S. Prestley Blake Law Center

•Mocic Law Class and Group Discussion

•How to Apply to Law School

•Reception Following Open House: 4:00 p m - 4 30 p m
Meet With Law School Faculty, Staff, and Students

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE SCHOOL OF LAW
1215 WILBRAHAM ROAD . SPRINGFIELD, MA 01 119
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
DID I
GET
AKOTUtR
LETTtR

TOOM ?

VtP' XWEN New
WRIH TO yoUKStLF,

^O) <3ET A LDT
OF MA\L.

I OOHT
WRITE

TWESE' «MM
ARENOO
TAUCIKG

A93\JT

OU CMOH,
CAL^IH. I

KNCW WVE
BSN PUTTING

"mESE ovjT For

THE MMIMAH

JIM'S JOURNAL

"'V
WAIT A

M\KUTE'

IHESE ACE

COM\K&

MOUSE ^-^

OM, AND r WAHT
lOU TO f6K BERXt

loo CUT UP m
M^<SA21MES, OK'

By BILL WATTERSON

AIL RlGKT WHB^'S
ITWr M1SER^BLE
BUNCH OF STRIPEY
ORMiSE FLEA BMT.?^

I we^t over •*-•

0¥\ -tk* couck fk^t
k« ikrev« on<V» 'H««

iMov;e vik;k ^t

tkt^'<i J€«W !-»• /

By JIM

tK»f,r favorite f^A\

during 1k€ $ko«t
out p«iyts.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production David Marykahin

Michele Bakis, Janet Riley

Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken Puckige Fisherman's Platige

Broccoli Casserolige Tacoige

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Chicken Puckige Fisherman's Platige

Garden Sandwichige Veggie Tagoige

THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

"Hey! Now her whole head is out!

.

is getting better every minute.

This

Quote of the Day
"Butthecount! Neverdid I iinaginesuch

wrath and fury, even in the demons of the
pit. His eyes were positively blazing."

- Dracula

Brum Stoker

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES IM.iicli Jl-A|)iil I'll:

A fiifnd oflois .1 hoi|jiii}; li.intl to

.1 t.imlly mcMnl)or who is It.iving

clitlK ulli(">. He .i|)|)ri'c i.ilivf.

ri.ivfl ic'i|uiri-s(,ireful pl.imiiiig.

Ecit lij;htly totiight.

TAURUS (April 2()-M,iy 30):

Devote |wrl of your woik fl.iy to

.111 .iilistir |)ioject. Ik su<(ess

' ould IckI Io ,) se( onil iiu oiiic!

Avoid pl.iyiii^ nucssioi; ^;,imcs

Willi your lic.illh; s( lie<lule ,1 visit

Io liic (lo( loi oi deiilisl.

GEMINI (M.iy 21-juiie 201:

l<ese.ir( l« will hel|} you verily

iinfioiMiit success. Show iiioie

sell ( oiiliol when .iioimd your
lovc'd ones. Cr)iKlilions ,iic l.i-

vor.ihle lor de.iliDi; with initldle-

itien. Your i<i|)|jort with .i mein-
her of the o|)|X)site sex is .it .in

•ill-lime high.

LEO duly 2 <-Aug. 22): Use .i

new inetlvKl to put .k loss youi

oii^in.il idf.is. A pul)li( lel.ilions

proj;i,ini will he stepped up. Ko-

m.intic ties .lie stienj;thened.

Diplom.u y will help you < le.ir

up .my doinestif problems.

VIRGO (Au^;. 2 TSepi. 22):

Sh.iriiif; youi thoughts with
someone you w.int to Ik- < losi' to

helps ( re.ite clieomy i.ippoit.

Resist confiding niuc h loo socjn.

Ik- sensitixe to the neetls of those

who sh.ire your hcjmc.

LIBRA (Sept. 2<-(Jct. 21i: It

may Ik* time to sh.ire with others

the ro.isons for underlyiiif; ten-

sions. You have .i discerning fi-

nanci.il eye but .ire somoJinies

tcx) Irustinj;.

SCORPIO((:)ct.2<-Nov.2I):
You will find contentment in

solitude now, f.ir from the spot-

light. Higher-ups m.iy Ix'loucliy;

w.ilc h loi sifins of iiiil.iljon oi

l.ilij;ue. A friendship clee|K'ns.

SAGITIARIUSINov. 22 Dec

.

21 1: l.ikc- .i(lv,inl,ij;eof .ino|M-n-

door |K)lic y ,11 woik to win new
fiiends cind ImkisI your |)opulcii-

ity. Thero.ist is c le.ir for roinnncc
lonit;ht. Siiueiity works U'sl.

CAPRICORN (De<. 22 J.in.

1 9): Yourb.irg.iining instincts will

Ix- sh.irp lod.iy. Hone in on ,i

puicli.iseoi invesimenl. Ychi ni.iy

Ik' in lor ,i sweet surprise. A gocxi

evening for .illMcting notice.

AQUARIUS (|,in. 2()-Fcb. 18):

Some goixl news in.ikes you w.int

tocelelx.ite with youi loved ones.

Resist the tempt,itif)n to

overiiululgc. Self-discipline Iwlps

you st.iy fit. He mcjre loving.

PISCES deb. 19 M.irch 20):

W.ilth your slej) when de.iling

with (K'ople in .lulhority. Keep
ti.uk of import.ini lesfXJiisibili-

tit>s. It Is up to you to show what
you can do.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinions expressed on this p.ige .ire those of the cartoonists ,y\Kl do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Calli'Sii.in or the University

ACROSS
1 Room on a linef

6 Queen and
honey

10 Trial run

1

4

Bolshoi event

15 Peart Mosque
site

16 Canola product
17 Final option

19 Consumer
20 Painting, lor

one
21 Dell bread
22 SHAEF word
24 Simon ot music
26 S 5 yards

27 Us sometimes
fouriri

30 Professor

35 One at —
36 Bunny tail

3 7 Broad bean
38 Cornmeal
39 Snicker

40 — average
4

1

Al all

42 Downs
43 Brew lor

getting

picltled?

44 Belittle

46 Crowd-drawing
spots

47 Chance it

48 Boring buzz
50 Slay one's

hand
54 List ending

abbr
55 Skater

Babilonia

58 Shawm's kin

59 Footholds
62 Pinocchio, for

one
63 Least likely

64 Sign on
65 Burrows
66 Town near

Winnemucca
67 Slow on the

uptake

DOWN
1 Son drink

2 On — : equal

3 Better than

better

4 NYC transit line

5 Recount
6 Swiss rail

center

7 Psyche part

8 Pulls a

diamond boot

9 Waterlog

10 Master stroke

1

1

Besides that

12 Look to t>e

13 Went like a

house afire

18 Mr Rochester's

Jane
23 NASA structure

24 Gray jays

25 Emulated
Dennis
Conner

27 Alleviated

28 Type ol old

wooden church
in Norway

29 Olympics
ollicial

3

1

Pool poles

32 Mad
33 A Trump

34 Stalks

36 Do an
usher's |Ob

39 Where the cha
IS poured

43 Sidelined

45 My starsi

46 Io or luna

49 Right-hand
page

50 Pleat

51 Show tui

honor
52 Horse of a

certain c'llor

53 Sure enough
55 Glacial pool

56 Dust ups for

Dogberry?
57 Key
60 Question
61 LA to Vegas

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

11/1 2/»J

i r i i i Hi i i i Hli '! W W

V n n WM" " » n M

Jr "W J"^m ^I"

n̂
|u ri"

•* "

">
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continued from page 1

Clinton said Bush's call was "very statesmanlike."
The president-elect said he had "several international
questions I'd like to ask" Bush but declined to be more
specific.

The Veterans Day address in the rotunda of the
Arkansas Capitol was Clinton's first speech since his
election eight days ago, except for a brief statement on
the day following his election.

Clinton, wearing a conservative blue tie and talking in
measured tones, appeared humbled by the task before
him.

'This is a Veterans Day unlike any other for me," said
Clinton, who has attended eight ofthe last nine Veterans
Day ceremonies in Little Rock. "I always try to be here.

.

. but today I come here with special responsibilities."

Clinton, who advocates defense cuts $60 billion deeper
than those advocated by the outgoing Bush administra-
tion over the next five years, said the nation needs a well-
trained and mobile military backed by high-tech weap-

ons, even as it continues to pare defense spending.
"I dedicate myselfto fulfilling those responsibilities as

commander-in-chief," he said. The president-elect made
no reference in his speech to the campaign controversy
over his avoidance ofmilitary service during the Vietnam
era.

While Clinton prepared for his speech and Vice
President-elect Al Gore attended a veterans ceremony in

Washington, aides held a series ofprivate meeting as the
pace of their transition work quickened.

Clinton planned a news conference today to announce
the structure ofhis transition operation, and some senior
campaign aides were informed yesterday of their new
roles.

Campaign manager David Wilhelm and communica-
tions director CJeorge Stephanopoulos will become top
deputies to transition director Warren Christopher, ac-

cording to sources. Rahm Emanuel, Clinton's chief fund-
raiser, headed from Little Rock to Washington to begin
organizing inaugural celebrations.

THE COLLEGIAN NEEDS YOUR HELP
The Collegian is a daily struggle for a bunch of

hard-working students.
But it's not any easier when our decrepit computers
are working against us.

Sometimes we wonder if they'll last us another
week.

Please, if you are buying a new computer or if your
office is upgrading its system,
and you don't know what to do with the old ones,
consider donating tbem to the Collegian.

j^ We need your help to keep printing.

Thank you,
Brooke C. Wheeler

Managing Editor

TAKE AN EXCITING
COURSE OF ACTION!

REGISTER FOR A CFNR GEN-ED COURSE!

Fundamentals of Applied Ecology (bs Gen-Ed/ forest i90A)

Plant Diseases: Feast or Famine (BSCcn-Ed/ plpath loo)

Plan's, Soils and the Environment (i Ccn-Ed/ tlsoil ii5)

Organic Farming and Gardening (bs Gcn-Ed/ plsoil 120)

Insects and Human Society (BS Gen-Ed/ ent 226)

Environmental Economics (Sb Ccn-Ed/ res ec 262)

Introductory Statistics For Life Sciences (R2 Gcn-Ed/ res eg 21 d
Introductory Resource Economics (Sb Gcn-Ed/ res eg io2)

International Agricultural Development (Sbd Gcn-Ed/ res eg 432)

Soils (BS Gcn-Ed/ PLSOIL 106)

Intro. To Biotechnology (BS Gcn-Ed/ an sci 200)

Science of Food (bs Gcn-Ed/ fd sci i50)

Nutrition and People (bs Gcn-Ed/ nutr i30)

OTHER INTERESTING SPRING '93 COURSES!
Wildlife and the Environment (VV&fbio 197A)

Herbs, Spices and Medicinal Plants (PLSOIL290B)

Intro, to Marriage, Family and Intimate Relationships (CS 176)

Community Organizations & Services (CS 374)

Contemporary Fashion Analysis (CS 357)

Food and Health (fdsci loi)

World Food Habits (fdsci 102)

Intro. To Hotel, Restaurant & Travel Admin, (urta loo)

»»Check the Spring Pre-Registralion Guide for course descriptions!*"

Register for a College of Food and
Natural Resources General Education
course and begin exploring one of the

exciting majors available in CFNR.
You're also welcome to call or come by
flO Slockbridge Hall to set up a lime to

meet with our Undergraduate Advisor,

Yvonne Morand (545-1969).

cO'^
College of Food and Natural Resources
110 Slockbridge Hall

Struggle
continued from page 3

government," Ramirez said. "Unfortunately, Latin

America has always been the United States' backyard

and the U.S. would never vote for sanctions against

Guatemala in the United Nations because their gov-

ernments share the same interests."

DeHdia de Fuentes, a representative of the state

union workers in Western Guatemala, said, "We
hope to see with a new U.S. administration a change
in policy and pressure put on the Guatemalan gov-

ernment, because ofhuman rights violations. Clinton

can help by pushing the peace process in Guatemala
for results."

The performance was conducted in Spanish and
was translated into English by the facilitators, Cara
Siano of Greenfield and Marcela Velasco.

The presentation began with a video, titled "Adios

Pampa Mia," which means "Goodbye, my land" in

English. The video presented the government police

force's violence against the indigenous people whom
the performers said peacefully protested the illegal

seizure of their land by the government.
The video was followed by a mime performance that

showed the corruption of the Guatemalan govern-

ment and the people's struggle to regain their land.

The mimes used about halfof the 40 members in the

audience to participate in a mock struggle between
the Guatemalan people and their government.

The presentation then moved into a discussion

where Rene Chacon, another actor, said the group
works to support labor unions and grass-roots orga-

nizations in Guatemala and their performances serve
to denounce human rights violations against the
Guatemalan people.

The members of the group stressed during the
discussion the need to solve the struggle over land
settlement in a humane way after three years ofwar
and an estimated 150,000 casualties.

The Collegian.

One of the finer
things in life*

Want to earn BIG money?

On a small investment?

It's Staring you
right in the face.

Collegian

Advertising
S4S'3S00
We reach students.

19,000 copies, every day!
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The biggest disappointment in the NFL is the Detroit
Lions, and It won't get any better for Barry Sanders and
his club. The Pittsburgh Steelers return home after a
valient effort to no avail against Buffalo, but expect
different results this week. Barry Foster will prove that
there is more than one Barry who deserves to be at
running back in the Pro Bowl. Pittsburgh 24 Detroit 10

Jim McMahon wins, and now Richie Kotite names
Kandall Cunmngham the starter for this Sunday's game
against the Packers. What is going on with the Eagles'' If
you replace Cunningham with McMahon to get a win and
he accomphshes the task, how can you justify pulling him

the next week and returning Randall to his rightful job''
Sound confusing'.' It is, but the Eagles should have no
problem with Green Bay. Philadelphia 13, Green Bay 6

Takea breakfrom football: Ust weekend, the UMass
men s soccer team ended its stellar season, losing in the A-
10 championship to West Virginia. It was the closest the
Minutemen have ever come to making the NCAA's With
all ofthe credit given to other fall sports, men's soccer has
enjoyed the biggest turn- around, and possesses the most
promising future. Next year, Sam Koch's team returns
every starter, and this space would Uke to make the
Minutemen early favorites to win the A-lO's.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist.

Scott's
continued from page 1

2

• Early rumors about the Mullins Ai-ena have
professional wrestlingcoming toAmherst. Wouldn't
it be something to see Chief Jay Strongbow in the
Uptown bars? How about George Steele— he'd bite
a barstool for sure. Ah, the Golden Days ofwrasslin'.

• Be prepared for an Uptown pizza war in the
coming months, the likes ofwhich we haven't seen
since the old Celtics/Sixers glory days.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on
Philadelphia.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

QoCden 1(ey

9{ationaC Honor Society

All Members:
A meeting will be held to discuss the

organization of the
1993 Northeast Regional Conference

which will be hosted,
jor the first time ever,

bv the U-Mass chapter. There will
also be an election of new officers.

Involve yourself!

Attend the meeting on:

Tuesday, November 17th
7:00 pm

Campus Center Room 165-69

For more information call:

Gladys Rodriguez
Dean of Students Office

545-2684

Scott's Shots
IN EVERY THURSDAY'S

COLLEGIAN
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FIELD HOCKEY

'991

ATTENTION
UMASS F.H. FANS
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT!

Here on the UMass campus. Come clieer on tlie
UMASS field hockey team as they battle the
^einner of the Penn State/Temple Game in the
Second Round of the I^CAA Division I Field
Hockey Championship. 12:00 noon on Sunday,
November 15 at Totman Field. Tickets are $6.00
for adults, $4.00 for students.
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Classifieds
JALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

-Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSi

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST.i FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES COLLEGE PIZZA

Hiltol - Pizza Bagel Night at the Hillel

House Nov. 14 $3/Free for ACH
Call 549-1710 For more information

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Gr««k and Club* raise a cool tl.OOO
in just one week!
Plus $1000 for the member who callsl

And a free HEADPHONE RADIO just for
calling 1 800 932-0528 ext. 65

Naad a lockar7 We have them at OCHOI
428 Student Union

PVOC oil coop. Purchase home heating
oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO. 428
Student Union or call 545-0865. Save
money and stay warm. Come join nowl

Student Renter* and landlord* should
stop by the off-campus housing office to
pick up the latest landlordAenant guide,
it's free and an absolute must. For all your
housmg questions call 5 0865 or slop by.

"Subletting over Wint*rsa**ion7* The
off-campus housing office at 428 Student
Union offers a great waytofind sublletting

or sublet a property over intersession. All

leasing questions answered with a smile.

Call 5-0865 or slop by.

UMASS RACQUETBALL CLUB
MEETING All club members requested to

attend all new interested students
welcome Tht-sday Nov . 12 7:30 p.m.
Dukes Room Student Union 310

AUTO FOR SALE

Buich Regal Ltd. 1982 Excellent cond.
Must see S1850 neg. Call 586 5276.

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

549 3662.

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 Toppings 36.99
Free Soda with Ig. sub salad or

spaghetti

549 6098 549 6073
Must metion this ad

Room available In beautiful renovated
church. We are 2 males and 2 females
with one cat. Rent S250 Call evenings 253-
7357

ENTERTAINMENT

Free Concert
Monghani and Bop Harvey
performing at Peari St.

Friday the thirteenth

Doors open at 8:00

Come and fall in love

FOR SALE

MAC SE/30 w/lots of additional software
2MG/80 asking 1800 or BO call 774 2567

Over 30 Sege & Nintendo games
Starting at $15 Call Rob 6 5486

Passport Radar Detector works per-
fect 375,00 or B/0 Alex 253 7896

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs • case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 3450 O.B.O

Telemark skis 200 Jarvinen, excellent
condition 385
Raichele FlexonPro Ladies 7, Super Boots!
S 85 Call Deb evenings 549-8743.

S200-S500 WEEKLY
Assemble products al home. Easy' No
selling Vonre direct Fully guaranteed
FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright
#MA15K0H

Wanted: Travel Reps (or spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons -

665 1178
first lesson half price

Jessica Bro^mfield
Happy 22nd Birthday
(It's November 12th)

Wishing you love and happiness
in the year to come
Peace from Beth al Brown University

MS
You're 2 cute

PC

Tarmus
Happy Birthday

You're the best

Love.

Daver

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOUND
Tarot Reading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch 548 9761

Walkman. naarGoesman, claim 6-6970

HELP WANTED
FOR RENT

Amherst-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed-
room homes on bus route call 586-4270

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 bedroom apt
on bus route minutes from campus 3899/
mo 256-0741

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb.
Isl. A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail. Jan. Isl.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

t rm in downtown Amherst house
Take over my lease

250 all utilities included
Great Location!

2534250

Alaska Summer Employr?ient
fisheries earn 3600 . a week in canneries
34000 month on fishing boats. Free trans
portalioni Room and Board! Mele or
Female. Get a head start on this summer.
For employment program call 1-206-545
4155exl A5001

Earn SlOOO/Week al home stuffing en
velopesi For information, send long SASE
10 CJ Enterprises, Box 67068K, Cuyahoga
Falls, OH 44222

EARN EASY MONEY!
Post our brochures around campus and
receive commission for each completed
application. Work few hours on your own
time. Call 1 800 758 9918 EST

'•LEGAL INTERNSHIPS**

Friday November 1 3 is the last day to
contact the Legal Services Center about
a Spring 1993 internship! Get hands on
experience in the legal field. Work di

reclly with attorneys and clients. Earn
up to 15 credits! No experience re

quired training is provided Contact
Legal Services TODAY: 545 1995. 922
Campus Center

LOST

At last LBGA Dance I lost my black
coat and found someone else's' It might
be yours. Please call if you think you
have mine. Reward available upon re
turn 549 4364

Lost keys on a volleyball keychaiii near
FA C. if found please call 6 1640

Mt. bike from Boyden Thurs. be
Iween 1 & 2 Make Giani Iguana color
purple & black any info please call 549
6588

Womyns X Country
No Pain No Plane

Let's Do It

PERSONALS

Cherrity,
I've been looking for you in the gym. I

apologize for disturbing your aerobics
class, but I think that you're really hoi

'

Lets gel together

Mike

ROOMATES WANTED
Female needed to take over
Brandywine lease ASAP or by January 1

3185 month » utilities. First months rent
Free call 549 0853

Female sublease
single in Mill Va.

Spring Sem.
Call 253 3406

Female to share large room 167.50 call

665 7604

Looking for two women to share our N.
Amherst Apt $200 prmth & utilities Jan 1st
Call 549 0916

Need 3 Housemates M/F Jan 1st 5 min to
Campus 549 7619

Roomate wanted to share 2 BR
Brandywine Apt starting Jan. 1, Call Tom
549 2653

3 Responsible women
IMeed housing for Spring semester Desire
place near UMass
Call Young Ni 546 0580 or Jen 4978

Two females needed to share a
Brandywine Apt Call 549 8382

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
lesting and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Resumes
Need help' I have experience with re
sumes. Quick service, free advice, excel
lent quality, and LOW prices. IBM Laser
printing service available Call Andy at

549 8463

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

SPORTS CARDS

SpoftStop Cards
Coming Dec 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Save on spring break '93

Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, Flonda from
3119! Book early, save S33" Group dis
counts!! 1 800 426 7710

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - free cover page, spell
check, laser pnntout. S1.50/page. Brian
546 1795.

Typing • Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.
Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586-5268.

^I^HHHr>u<
^n»p»ca

WANTED

ur 2 bdrm Pufflon lease! '

ary 1. Call us first! Reward if

II 549-7319
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Sports
Phelan and Blenis spark Minutewomen
Senior co-captains provide newfound leadership, cohesion for 20-1 field hockey
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts field

hockey co-captains Kathy Phelan and Joy
Blenis have affected the team in different

ways, but their leadership has been a big
reason why the Minutewomen are 20-1.

What a difference a year makes. In
1991. thanks to a total second half col-

lapse, the Minutewomen were one of the
last teams to enter the NCAA Tourna-
ment, and they had to travel to face North-
eastern. That team . one that lacked a true
leader, was defeated.

This season, with Blenis and Phelan
leading the team on and off the field, the
Minutewomen have prospered.

'The biggest thing they've brought as
captains is their stability." said
defenseman Tracy Barclay. "Last year,
when we hit that low in the middle of the
season, there was no leader that kept us
going, and we completely fell apart."

Both players had different beginnings
in the sport, with Blenis wanting to play
and Phelan at first resisting the sport.

"There are four girls in our family, and

three of them played soccer. One of my
sisters was an All-American," Blenis said.

"I began playing field hockey in fifth grade.
I chose a different route and I don't know
if it was because I wanted to be an indi-

vidual or what."
Phelan said she played soccer when

she wasyounger and only tried field hockey
after the persuasion ofa number ofpeople.

"I was playing ice hockey in Gary
Dineen's hockey camp up in Enfield, NH,
and he recommended tomy dad that I play
field hockey," she said.

"I told him I'm not going to play field

hockey when I can play ice hockey, but my
mom talked me into it, and I was decent
from the start."

Despite both being from out of state,

both Blenis and Phelan fell in love with
the Amherst campus and enrolled the
same year.

"I was born in Springfield, and my
grandmother lives in Holyoke, so even
though I grew up in Pennsylvania, we
were always up here for all ofthe holidays,"

said Phelan. "I love the area— I've always
loved being here."

Blenis said she had not really consid-

ered UMass until head coach Pam Hixon
called her.

"I was considering four or five other
schools, but I knew Pam from her hockey
camps growing up, and she called me
down in April, which is real late, to visit

the campus," she said.

"My final decision came down to the
visit, and I saw the school and fell in love

with it. I signed a letter of intent imme-
diately and within three days I was ac-

cepted."

On the field, both players lead in their
own way. Blenis, because of both size and
skill, usually marks, or shadows, the big-

gest or most threatening forward on the
opposition. Phelan's game is more geared
towards quick steals and passes.

"Kathy is really aggressive," said
Barclay. "Her game is to come out of no-

where and surprise the other team. Her
style is definitely one of aggression."

"Joy is more personable," Phelan said.

"She's very vocal on the field whereas I'll

be more calm and serious, and make sure
the team is serious when we have to be."

Their two styles mesh well, as both
players will be quick to tell you.

"There is a bond between us, because
we started out together and we're ending
together," Blenis said. "Last year, we
played each other's positions. It's gi'eat to

be a captain with her. There's some spe-

cial feeHngs for us going into this game."
"I think we complement each other as

captains," said Phelan. "I was psyched
when I found out we would be captains,

because it's a real honor to be looked at by
other players like that."

As the two seniors prepare to play their

final home game at noon this Sunday at

Totman Field against the winner of the
NCAA first round game between Penn
State and Temple, they are not looking
back at their careers here in Amherst, but
looking ahead to the Final Four.

"We were making a pizza run Monday
waiting for the NCAA seedings, and we
were saying it's not ready for it to end, it

just doesn't feel like it's going to end," said
Phelan.

"Actually I don't care who we play,

because I know we can beat both of them.
I haven't even thought about losing. The
only thing that seems to matter is going to

the Final Four," said Blenis.

Weeks commits to Minutemen
Philly power forward plans to travel east to UMass
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basketball team is

expected to receive letters of intent from four highly
touted high school seniors during the early signing period
which opened yesterday.

Tyrone Weeks, a 6-foot-6, 250-pound power forward
from Philadelphia, verbally committed to Massachusetts
earlier this week and becoming the fourth and final

recruit of the year for Coach John Calipari.

Weeks will jom 6-foot- 10 center Marcus Camby of
Hartford. 6-foot-2 point guard Edgar Padilla. formerly a
Spring-field Central standout and 6-foot-2shootingguard
Carmelo Tiavieso ofThayer i Branitree, Mass. i Academy
in Amherst next season.

Weeks, who averaged 18 points and 19 rebounds a
game last season for Philadelphia City Champion Franklin
Learning Center, chose Massachusetts over Villanova.

"I like UMass best." Weeks said. "I like their style of
play better than Villanova. it's more up-tempo."

Weeks also cited his relationship with UMass Assis-
tant Coach James "Bruiser" Flint, also a native of Phila-

delphia, as a major reason for choosing UMass.
"Me and Bruiser have a good relationship," Weeks

said. "It helps he grew up in the same town. He's been
recruiting me for a while and we're close."

Flint is unable tocomment on Weeks because ofNCAA
rules prohibiting coaches from discussing recruits.

Weeks is a wide-body who is considered a rebounding
menace, by scouts.

"I can bang and grab the boards," Weeks said. "Scoring
and defense are also strengths."

Letters of intent should be arriving from the other
verbal commitments in the next couple of days, giving
Calipari one ofthe better recruitingclasses in basketball.

Massachusetts has now filled all four of its scholarship
slots but one more top prep may still arrive.

Jamal Jackson, a 6-foot-5 slasher from East Boston
High School, is expected to apply on his own (no schol-
arship) to UMass and if accepted could possibly join the
team as a walk-on.

Jackson is considered an athletic talent but an aca-
demic risk by many, which has forced most coaches to shy
away from recruiting him despite his being labeled one of
the top 15 preps in the country.

Art's ramblings for NFL Week 1

1

Undefeated. Last weekend was a banner one for
Stapleton's pigskin picks: 4-0 while living it up at the
Embassy Suites hotel at the Atlantic 10 men's soccer/
field hockey championships. However, one great week-
end does not mean the work is over, so off to the games.

It is now crunch-time in the NFL, and many fans can
cut the tension with a knife. The players, however, may
not appreciate the pressure of the playoffs yet according
to Charles Barkley: "Pressure? Pressure is something
that fills up tires."

Arthur

STAPLETON
The New York Giants are having the worst luck out of

any team in the league this season. Ray Handley could
possibly be the worst coach in the NFL, and with this
man calling the plays, the offense is in trouble. Their only
weapon is Rodney Hampton, and ifthe opposing defense
keys on stopping this elusive back, Handley's team is

done. On the other side ofthe ball, the best linebacker of
all-time, Lawrence Taylor, may have played the last
game in his stellar career.

Questions of heart and determination will surround
this squad for the remainder ofthe season, and these will

start to surface on Sunday against Denver. The Broncos
have won eight straight games at Mile High, and come in
fresh off a defeat of the other disappointing New York
(Jersey ) team . the Jets. The Giants must realize that you
have to reach rock bottom before you make progress in
the upwards direction. Denver 22. NY Giants 17.

Next we'll look at the best two teams in the AFC,
Buffalo and Miami, and their contest on Monday night.
The Dolphins destroyed the Bills the last time out,
receiving the recognition for being the best team in

football. Jim Kelly had a nightmare last time out against
the Fish, but don't expect another.

Kelly and counterpart Dan Marino have all the tools
for an offensive explosion, but can the Dolphins sweep
the Bills? No. despite the home crowd and the motivation.

my heart tells me that Marino and friends lose their
grasp on first place. Buffalo 35, Miami 20.

Houston was my pre-season pick to run away with the
AFC Central, but, as usual, the Oilers are a disappoint-
ment. Despite having the most explosive wide receiver in
the AFC, Ernest Givens, and the potent passing attack of
Warren Moon, Jack Pardee's team was held to under 100
yards passing against Cleveland.

The task for Moon gets no easier as Houston travels to
surprising Minnesota for an interconference clash. Chris
Doleman is having an excellent season so far, and should,
along with the rest of the D, keep the pressure on the
Oilers all day. Minnesota 20, Houston 17.

Kansas City, the best 5-4 team in the NFL, hosts
Washington this weekend in what could be the battle of
defenses. Derrick Thomas had four sacks in the first half
against the Chargers, but the offense led by Dave Krieg
is pitiful. Mark Rypien finally threw a touchdown last
week, and he'll have Thomas, Neil Smith and company in
his face all day. The Chiefs have split with NFC East
powers Dallas and Philly, so a win in this game could put
them over the top. Kansas City 12, Washington 10.
New Orleans tattoed the Patriots last week, and the

best sign at that game was this one: John 3:16, Pats
0:16. This basically explains New England's season, and
they needed some help going into the game with the
Colts. Coach Mac is out, but so is Steve Emtman, a force
on Indy's defensive line. Hey, Matt and Saint, I know you
are wondering when the Pats will win. Mark it down:
November 15. New England 6. Indianapolis 0.

Speaking of Saints, Pat Swilling and his wrecking
crew travel to San Francisco in a battle for the top spot in
the NFC West. Ifthe Niners' defense can force turnovers,
like in last week's shellacking ofAtlanta, they are tough
to beat. The last time these two met. New Orleans gave
up the ball as much as the Pats, but still had a chance to
win. What does that mean? If the Saints' offense plays
like they did at home, I predict Young and company in a
victory. San Francisco 16, New Orleans 10.

Turn to RAMBLINGS, page 1
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Scott's shots
Tis the season for turkey raffles and we're offto

a 1-0 start. The 23-pound juicy bird came courtesy
of the Turner's Falls VFW and it's primed for

stuffin'.

Turkey raffles can't really be explained, just
experienced.

• In a year filled with Title IX controversy, it's

refreshing to see the UMass field hockey and
women's soccer teams in their respective NCAA
Tournaments.

Jim Rudy's Lady Kickers had sweet revenge on
Len Tsantiris and his UConn Huskies last Satur-
day in Storrs. An overtime victory is one thing, but
when the game winner is scored by a local product
like Rachel LeDuc it's all the more exciting.

David

SCOTT
By the way, it might be time for Rudy to stop

taking those headers in practice. Saturday's post-
game included a very Rudy-like tangent on "Sa-
Lad" ( no idea what it was about) and then a moving
sermon on the effectiveness of his fabulous fresh-
man, the "Kiddie Korps." Sa-Lad. coach. Sa-Lad.

• Boston College's match-up with Syracuse this
weekend pits two teams that serve as their area's
professional football entry, albeit on the collegiate
level.

• It now looks fairly dismal for Foxboro's
Fumblers to make the playoffs, although a quick
seven-game winning streak will offer a nice glimpse
of things to come. Whatever It Takes.

• Dante Scarnecchia is already starting to look
Uke Ray Berry, Rod Rust and Joe Morgan rolled
into one.

• Hakeem Olajuwon isn't happy, but I'd bet Red
Aurebach could change that.

• Goodbye Jon Barry, we hardly knew ye. . . and
hardly cared.

• Time once again for this space's infinite wis-
dom on the NHL. The Bruins are exciting to watch
even if I can't pronounce Kvart- or spell Special K's
name. Adam Gates has more touchdowns than
anyone on Foxboro's FoUies.

• Not a pleasant way for Lawrence Taylor to
leave the game, but it's more important to remember
the good times.

• There's a bus heading to Hartford on Sunday
to help counter the partial Hawks crowd during
the UMass' women's soccer game. Cheap seats and
great entertainment— contact Margaret Driscoll
in Boyden, (The preceding was a public service
announcement meant to fill space.)

•^If you see this page's "Artie Guy, The Party
Guy" give him a pat on the back for last week's
Pigskin Picks. Then hit him for the Kirby Puckett
goatee.

• Rick Fox is a man on a mission— the guy had
a slam on Friday night that rattled North Station's
train tracks.

• Tommy "Butch" Hodson could be out this
week for the pivotal game against the Colts and the
quarterback situation is dismal at best. We offer
the ultimate solution — Steve Grogan. If Grogs
can't do it, no one can.

Turn to SCOTT'S, page 1
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STOKER'S

BEHIND THESCENES
By JON LUPcT \
Collegian Staff |

Blood. A seductive, gothic romance. The most horrific amd
brooding vampire.A superb cast and a renown director. All
these elements brew together to make Brant Stoker's

Dracula one of the most eagerly awaited films of the year.
StarUng tomorrow, this terrifying and faithful version ofStoker's

classic 1 897 novel, comes bracingly to life. Think you've seen all
there is on Dracula? Think again.

Director Francis Ford Coppola (the Godfathertriolgy) is set to
offer a highly stylized journey into the oft-told tale of an alluring,
deadly vampire and his bloodthirsty obsession.

British actor Gary Oldman (Oswald in JFK) portrays the pow-
erful vampire; a shape shifter whose love ofMina (Winona Ryder)
proves his ghastly undoing. Keanu Reeves plays Jonathan, Mina's
husband. Oscar-winner Anthony Hopkins (Howards End) ap-
pears as Van Helsing, the doctor who is obsessed with destroying
Dracula.
The supporting cast includes Sadie Frost as Lucy Westenra,

Mina's friend as Dracula's victim with Cary Elwes (Hot Shots!) as
Lucy's flance. Richard E. Grant {Hudson Hawk) plays Dr. Seward,
administrator of his own insane asylum, disciple of Van Helsing
and failed suitor of Lucy. Bill Campbell ( The Rocketeer) portrays
Quincey Morris, a Texas aristocrat who tries to defend Mina and
Lucy from Dracula's web and singer Tom Waits as Reinfeld, a
lunatic locked up in Seward's asylum. s^

ScreenwriterJames V. Hart (Hook) spent 1 3 years trying to grt
"the real Dracula" to the screen. "I think Hollywood has truly
diluted the story through the years. People don't realize was «
beautifully written piece ofwork [Bram Stoker's Dracula] is."

Hart grew up with the English Hammer film versions ofDracula
with Christopher Lee. "To me Dracula was just a sort of exploi-
tation, blood-sucking monster who wasn't very attractive."

After reading Leonard WolFs AnnotatedDraculain 1 977, Hart
was completely spellbound by the writing. "I couldn't believe
what a dramatic, powerful, erotic story was on the page, and that
this narrative that 1 was readingwith its wonderful high adventure
climax had not ever been done on the screen."

But it was the offhand assistance of actress Winona Ryder—
who received Hart's version ofDracula^ at that point subtitled The
Untold Storyin a pile of scripts from her agent— that started the
project rolling.

Ryder, who dropped out of Coppola's 1990 Goc(father III due
to exhaustion, was meeting with the director on another project
and gave the script to him. "I never thought he would even read
it," she recalls. \ ,/ X '"^

Coppola, it turns out, was immediately interested. Says Ryder,
" I think Francis andllikedthesame things about the script, which
was very romantic and sensual and epic, a real love story that was
very passionate.

. .It's not really a vampire movie. To me, it's more
about the man Dracula, the warrior, the prince. He is unlike any
other man — he's mysterious and very sexual — attractive in a
dangerous way."

Coppola's first vision of Dracula was ofJohn Carradine in the
1945 House ofDracula, but it was F.W. Murnau's classic 1921
silent film, Nosferatu, an "unofficial" film version of Stoker's
novel, which to Coppola has been the greatest fiy|m made on the
Dracula story. g ''%^

|
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From the Lives of Dolls brings back memories
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

A trip to the University Gallery at the GMass Fine Arts
Center may turn into a nostalgic trip back into your
childhood, to a time of favorite games, pastimes and
toys. You will experience such a time vk/arp when you trek

to view Ellen Phelan's From The Lioes Of Dolls, a body
of work presenting themes of self-identification, cultural

roles and memory through doll imagery.
The artist's work recreates the images of her own

childhood dolls primarily with oil on linen, watercolor or

guoache. The dolls range from bare-breasted, female pin

cushions to a wire and mesh tubing baby figure.

With seemingly simple messengers (dolls), Phelan's

art conveys adult themes to which many of us can relate.

A two-painting series titled "The Kiss: Betrayal," (part

one) and "Revenge" (part two) utilizes figure scale to

illustrate how being left out often makes one feel small. In

addition to being physically smaller than the two dolls

engaging in the kiss, the female onlooker is bare-breasted

and obviously vulnerable.

Part two of the series, "Revenge" presents the death of

the lip-locked lovers and a "if looks could kill" expression

on the face of the ostracized doll.

Likewise, "Baby and Old Man," a guoache work,

utilizes the same kind of technique to enhance a distinct

presentation of life, death, being young and growing old.

Phelan's baby figure, possessing skinny, unstable legs

and stiff, outstretched arms, appears to grow before the

viewers eyes. Next to him the tiny old man is virtually

shrinking as death encroaches.

Present in many of her pieces, Phelan's baby doll

image represents the "moment of pre-pubescent sexual-

ity, before sex rears its ugly head" explained the artist.

It is in these "glimmerings of interest with no physical

conscience" that our childhood slowly escapes us and is

eventually replaced by adult sexuality.

Other works focus on street scenes, characters such
as Budman, and specific moments in time that we all

share at one time or another.

"A word of Advice," "Rejecting Mother" and "Self as
Eir project common yet sacred experiences that we
either share with those close to us, or utilize by ourselves

for self-exploration.

Whether through the fleeting look of joy amongst the

faces ofcompanions (as in "War: Sailor and Barmaid") or
TURN TO DOLLS, PAGF. 4
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

HAPPEN INGS

Check out Cordelia's Dad at the Iron Horse tonight

THURSDAY
THEATRE— Sandra Radosh and the Department of

Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning Board
present TheApple Orchard, a new play by Barry Greenbie.
The story centers around a New England university town
in which a local planner runs into conflict with stop-
growth activists. Throw a little romance into the works
and you have this show running in the Hampden Theatre
tonight through Saturday, 8 p.m. with a 2 p.m. matinee
Sunday. $5 genera!/$3 with ID.

IN CONCERT— Rippopotamuswill perform live at the
Hatch, UMass' super-cool, on-campus hangout. If you
are 18+ you, too can enjoy this rockin' good time. Drop
by the Hatch for details.

THEATRE— German novelist, playwright and poet
Michael Ende, author of The Never Ending Story will be
honored by Smith College natives Andrea Hairston and
John Hellweg. They will present his latest play. Fool's

Harvest. The show will run tonight through Saturday at 8
p.m. in the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre, Mendenhall
Center for the Performing Arts. Shows also to run next
weekend, 1 I / 1 8 - 1 1 /2 1 at the same time and place. $4
general/$2 students & seniors.

IN CONCERT— Shockra, unique five-piece band from
Boston will play jazz, funk, rock and blues tonight at Pearl

Street in Northampton. Don't miss this politically, socially

charged 18+ show. 8:30 p.m. $5 in adv./$6 at the door.

RELEASE/CONCERT— Celtic thrash masters Cordelia's

Dad will presenttheir latest album, hou; can /s/eep? tonight

at the Iron Horse in Northampton. Their second full-legnth

album will be featured in two sets, one acoustic and one
electric. 8:30 p.m. $6.50 in adv./$8 at door.

LECTGRE— "Stereotypes of African Women in Latin

Literature" will be presented by Shelley Haley of the

Classics dept. at Hamilton College. SC Wright Hall

Common Room, 4:15. Free.

THEATRE— The Women ofTrachis will be presented
by the GMass Department of Theatre and directed by
Keith Oliver. This translation of Sophocles' tragedy by
Robert Bagg, English Dept. features themes of jealousy,

pride, devotion and love as Heracles reaches his destiny.

Tonight through Saturday, 8 p.m. at the FAC Rand
Theatre. Next weekend as well, same time and place. $5/
$3 students and elders.

LECTORE— "U.S. Relations with Europe: Special

Focus on Germany" will be discussed by Richard

Kauzlarich, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Eu-
ropean and Canadian Affairs. Hasbrouck 20. 8 p.m. Free.

THEATRE— The Castlehy Howard Barker focuses on
a feudal lord and his attempt to undermine the radical

values his people are adopting. Tonight through Sunday
and next weekend, 11/19 - 11/21 8 p.m. HC Emily

Dickinson Building, Mainstage. Reservations recom-
mended. $3/$2.50 students.

LECTURE— "Infant's Perception of Auditory Space"

will be discussed by Rachel Clifton at SC Bass Hall 210.

4:10 p.m. Free.

THEATRE— Laughing, Losing and Loving: Three

Modes of Expression will feature work in progress by

Shades of Expression. MHC Chapin Auditorium, 7 p.m.

$2/$l with ID.

FRIDAY
THEATRE— The Valley Light Opera's continuation of

Gilbert & Sullivan's The Gondoliers to run tonight and

tomorrow night at 8 p.m. at Amherst High School. $10

adults/$7 students & seniors.

IN CONCERT— (JMass band Afterimage to perform

COURTESY CORDELIA'S DAD
as they pronnote their latest album, How Can I Sleep?

classic and progressive cover tunes by greats such as
Rush, The Police, Queen, Pink Floyd and others. All ages
welcome to this 9 p.m. show, and those of you 21 + can
enjoy a nice pitcher-o-brew at the Hatch (Campus Center)
for only $3.50. Neil O'Brien, Colin Hanley and Jordan
Weeks look forward to seeing you there.

OPENING RECEPTION— A reception will be held at

R. Michelson Galleries in Amherst today for Pioneer
Valley artists featured in the latest exhibit, "Images of the
Goddess." Come meet artists Judy Chicago, Imogen
Cunningham, Carol Grigg, Mark Weiss and Judy Dater
from 6-8 p.m at 25 S. Pleasant St. Free. Exhibit runs
through 11/30.

IN CONCERT— The Iron Horse sponsors Mary Chapin
Carpenter as she plays at the FAC tonight at 8 p.m. Tix
range in price, $16-$21.

IN CONCERT — The Bay State Cabaret, starring

musical acts The Lyres, The Cheetahs, Flower Thief and
Raymond & the Circles hosted by Tom "Lenny" Hotz, will

be presented at the Bay State Hotel in Northampton, next
to the Pearl Street Nightclub at 1 p.m. Tickets $5 at the
door. Call 584-8513 for more info.

FILM— The Second Sight Film Collective presents
Repulsion, the story of the mental deterioration of a
sexually repressed girl left alone in an apartment for a few
days. Nominal fee required. 7 & 9 p.m. at HC's Franklin
Patterson Hall.

DANCE— Baile Latino/Latin Dance will be held to

raise funds to benefit the victims of the tidal wave on the
Pacific Coast of Nicaragua. Dance, fun and refreshments
will be offered tonight at AC Spanish House/Newport
House. 9 p.m.-l a.m. $3.

IN CONCERT— Bop Harvey will play a live, free show
tonight at Pearl Street in NoHo at 8:30 p.m. Be there or be

square.

DANCE— Trek on over to Hampshire College to

dance the bad luck of this Friday the 1 3th away to tunes
of the 70's, 80's, and 90's. 10 p.m.-l a.m. $1.

SATURDAY
IN CONCERT— Nashville singer/songwriter Hunter

Moore will appear in concert with folk favorite Greg
Brown at the Iron Horse tonight 7 p.m. Moore's "ro-co-fo"
mixture of rock, coutry and folk will be performed solo
and defy acoustic gravity. $1 1 in adv.
LECTURE— "Vanishing Homelands: A Chronicle of

Change Across the Americas" will be presented by the
producers of a documentary series of National Public
Radio. This slide-lecture presentation on the struggle for

political rights of indigenous groups in Latin America is

free. SC Neilson Library Browsing Room. 10:30 p.m.
FIUV\_ The MHC Film Society presents Mo' Better

Blues, a Spike Lee classic revealing the self-involved
world of an extremely talented jazz trumpeter. $2.50 only
at Gamble Auditorium 7 and 9:30 p.m.

IN CONCERT— The University's premiere string en-
semble, Opus One, returns to Bezanson Recital Hall

tonight at 8 p.m. to play virtusoic works by Vivaldi,

Mozart and Grieg. Professor Charles Treger will be fea-
tured, as well as Chua Lik Wuk, formerly of the Singapore
Symphony and Joanna Kurkowicz, who placed in the
semi-finalist category in the 1991 Wieniawski and 1990
International Jean Sibelius Competitions. Tickets $5/
$2.50 students and elders.

COMMUNITY— Pizza-bagel/Movie night to be held at
Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St. The fun kicks off at 7
p.m. Don't be left in the dark, get into the light at the Pizza-
bagel/Movie night! $3 for non -activity card holders. Free
for activity card holders. New students welcome.

IN CONCERT— Local jazz/rock band Stone Soup will

do their thing tonight at the Hadley Pub. Don't miss this

UMass musical ensemble extraordinare, heralded by the
Collegian 's own Dan Wetzel as a group that "really jams.
They're really good..." Show kicks off at 7:30.

SUNDAY
BENEFIT CONCERT— The Radical Student Union of

UMass to host a benefit concert for the AIDS Foundation
of Western Massachusetts and the Pioneer Valley GLB
Youth Project. Bands The Queers (of N.H.), Psycho
(Boston), Affirmative Action and Intent (both of Albany)
will play from 4:30 to 10:30 in the Southside Room. $5.

IN CONCERT— The Smith College Choirs Alpha and
Omega include the presentation of the Valley Woodwind
Quintet with Clifton J. Noble, Jr. and Sharon Schoffman,
piano. Conductor Jessel Murray premieres And Huivxah
Prayed and Said by Elissa Brill. Spirituals and works by
Perischette, Kowalski and others will also be performed.
Sweeney Concert Hall, 3 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Charles Brown, piano master praised
by Bonnie Raitt as "the greatest living piano player" will

perform tonight at the Iron Horse in Northampton at 7

p.m. Don't miss the legendary bluesman recently released
from the studio with Raitt. $10.50 in advance.

FACULTY RECITAL— Sharon Hayes, soprano and
Jeffrey Goldberg, pianist, perform at AC Buckley Recital

Hall today at 3 p.m. Free.

COURTESY AFTERIIMACE

UMass band Afterimage will jam with classic and progressive cover tunes Friday at 9pm in the Hatch.
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Patty Larkin: Doin' the folk thing
By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Correspondent

Folk fans around the valley open your eyes, clean out
your ears and take notice because Patty Larkin, folk

musician extraordinaire will be captivating the Iron Horse
crowd tomorrow night.

Larkin has been a favorite for the past decade on the
nationwide folk circuit, as well as an outright star on her
home turf of New England. In this short but meaningful
time, Larkin has truly earned the loyalty shown by her
fans. Her dedication to her craft has earned her space up
there at the top with Tracy Chapman and Suzanne Vega.

It all started back during her seventh grade year in

Milwaukee. Larkin, after four years of classical piano
study, decided that she wanted to give the guitar a try.

"I started making up chords and writing my own
lyrics," says Larkin. "After I hit the wall with the number
of folk songs I could learn."

After attending the University OfOregon, Larkin moved
to Boston, where she advanced her studies at the Berklee
College Of Music and played Irish music on the streets

around Harvard Square. Later on, during the late seventies,

Larkin played electric guitar in several contexts, ranging
from a jazz trio to r&b and rock n' roll.

It was in 1981 when Larkin decided to devote her life

to acoustic guitar. By the middle of the decade, she
became a familiar voice amidst the growing chorus of

new singer/songwriters. "The success of Vega, Chapman
and Mancy Griffith are evidence that there's much more
interest in this type of music," says Larkin.

Since she started out, Larkin has won the respect and
admiration of everyone attending her some hundred and
fifty concerts a year. She has also been the winner of

seven Boston Music Awards, including "Outstanding
Folk Act." "Outstanding Folk Album" and "Outstanding
Singer/Songwriter" for her 1990 released live album, /n

The Square. Larkin's latest album, Tango, showcases her

diverse musical influences and a degree of accoustic

guitar virtuosity very uncommon on the Meo-Folk scene.

It's a national culmination of Larkin's development as

one of the most original artists in the burgeoning "new
acoustic" movement.

For the past three years, Larkin has been using her

1946 Martin D-18 to concentrate on her instrumental

technique, incorporating elements from jazz, blues and
rock. Doing this, she has drawn praise for her crackling,

articulate and colorfully dramatic guitar lines.

Larkin as a performer often juxtaposes her intimate,

heart felt love longs and her frank expressions of social

conscience with the kind of ironic and comical material

represented, for instance, by "Dave's Holiday," a song on
Tango with a reggae feel describing the daily life of

Larkin's buddy John Gorka...(Gorks is Dave).

Larkin's satirical side shines its brightest during her live

shows, especially her collaborative tours, such as On A
Winter's Slight with Christine Lavin, John Gorka, David
Wilcox and Cliff Eberhardt in 1 990 and 1 99 1 , in addition to

the nationally known "Buy Me, Bring Me, Take Me: Don't

Mess My Hair" Review: Life According To Four Bitchin'

Babes (documented on a Rounder album of the same
TURN TO LARKIN , TAGH W'b.
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Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local
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banquet facilties for your group or large party.
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103 N. Pleasant St, Amherst J ,'
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5. UTILITIES included $$$!
6. Directly on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &
downtown Amherst!

7. It's F9£E public transportation!

8. INCLUDES major appliances & w/w carpeting!

9. OUIET forest setting - for your peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price

you and your roommates con afford!

Don't wait another day. coll today!

CUT THIS AD & USE IT TO LIVE "RENT ¥R€£r
AT ALPINE COMMONS!
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CION'IINUED FROM TACK VV2

with the essence of awe in discovering oneself in a

mirror for the first time ("Baby, Horse and Mirror),

Phelan captures and returns to us those tiny yet

significant instances of revelation during childhood

that so easily escape our memories.

In many of her pieces darl< colors seem to wash
over and blur distinct physical characteristics of the

subjects. Faint colors and glimpses of light outline

faces and create sometimes ambiguous expres-

sions.

Phelan devoted much attention to determining

where her subjects "cross the line between dollness

and humanness." Because of their still-life nature,

the dolls served the artist as

"mysterious vehicles for the projection of imagina-

tion and emotion."

While Phelan claims that she was a "huge Louisa

May Aicott fan" as a child, she was never emphatic
about dolls. It was in recollecting her own dolls for

her stepdaughter, Ivy that she was inspired to create

this exhibit.

From The Lives OfDolls takes an adverse lool< at

something simple and to which most of us can
relate. Phelan also affords us the chance to realize

that there are distinct cycles in our lives that occur
and effect us constantly, l-ier exhibit is one example
of how, often our childhoods re-enter our lives as
reminders of where we come from, and sometimes
even help us to determine where exactly we are

going.

From The Lives Of Dolls u;/7/beonex7i/fc(ffhroug/i

December 18th at the University Gallery. Call the
F.A.C. for gallery hours.
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Bud, Bud Light, Bud Dry 12 pk btis ...$6.99 (+dep)

Rolling Rock 12 pk btis $6.99 {+dep)

New Amsterdam Ale e pk $4.69 (+dep)

^PIKE PLACE AieSpak $8.69 (+dep)

Arctic Bay 12 pak btis $6.39 (-ndep)

Smirnoff Vodka 90 proof Reserve litre...$11.69
Captain Morgan Spiced Rum 750 mi $8.49

Glenfiddich w/2 Crystal Glasses 750 ml ....$21.99

^ Winter Beers From Sam Adams, Sam Smith,
AASS, Coors, Harpoon, Catamount and Gearys ALL
AVAILABLE NOW!

i Beers from around the World!
\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrcweries

\
Kess startins at $33.00

(checks/Mastcrcard/Visa accepted for Kes Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cognacs • Brandies • Champagnes

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9
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Women of Trachis premieres
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By SHAWN McDONNEL
Collegian staff

Director Richard Trousdell described last semester's
production of Tales of the Lost Formicans, by GMass
graduate Constance Congdon, as a "celebration of one of
our own." If the Theatre Department's decision to revive
a popular play by a university alunn was admirable, then
its decision to premiere a play by a university professor is

downright praise worthy.
Women of Trachis is a translation, by GMass English

professor Robert Bagg, of one of Sophocles' most rarely-
produced works. Because the play is generally unavail-
able in English translation, the upcoming Rand Theatre
production holds all the excitement and uncertainty of a
true gala premeire. According to Keith Oliver, Women's
director, worl<ing on a translation-in-progress also pre-
sented many unique challenges.

"It's lil^e working with a playwright," explains Oliver.
"If something doesn't hit right with the actor, or doesn't
sound right. Bob (Bagg] and I will go back and say 'What
is the original Greek?' and then we'll work back from
there to try and solve the problem."

There has been much revision of Bagg's translation,

since he began working with Oliver this summer, but
nothing has been cut from the play. Even many of the
stage directions of the original have been kept intact.

"I don't mean to be mystical," smiles Oliver, "but when
a character says 'give me your hand' or 'come here' you
think about it — over 2,000 years ago it probably

happened that way in Greece, in a different language.
That's fascinating."

Another peculiar challenge of this play was working
with a Greek Chorus. Unlike most modern drama, por-
tions of the play were meant to be sung and danced— and
that meant working with a choreographer and a com-
poser.

"The rehearsal process for this show is 360 degrees
different from what I'm used to," says Oliver.

Some of the theatrical styles of the original have been
updated (the score, by Geoffrey Hudson, is brand new)
but the cast and crew have been careful to preserve what
Keith Oliver calls "an ancient feeling," so as not to destroy
the atmosphere of the play.

Women ofTrachisteWsthe story of Deianira (Brenda Lee
Cahill) and her family, as they await the retum of her
husband Heracles (Edward M. Jewett). A prophecy has
foretold that Heracles will either retum unharmed in fifteen

months, or will be dead. As the play unfolds, we watch
Heracles' family hoping for his safe return, while racked
with fears and doubt as the prophecied time runs out.

In addition to Cahill and Jewett, the 16-strong cast of
student actors includes such notables as Jennifer Costello
{Romeo and Juiet, Buried Child), Laurie Ciarametaro {In

My Abyss), and Megan McEnulty {As You Like It). Per-
formances begin tonight, so don't pass up this opportu-
nity to celebrate one of our own.

Women of Trachis will be performed November 12- 14
and 18-21 at 8:00 PM in the Rand Theatre. Tickets are
available at the FAC Box OfTice.

r^ . . ._, , , _ , .,,^
COURTESY UMASS THEARER DtPARTMtNT

Deiania (Brenda Lee Cahill) awaits the return of her husband Heracles in the UMass Department of Theater
production of Sophocles' classic Greek drama Women of Trachis.

God and the
blues in the
age of AIDS
by KIP MANLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Diamanda Galas
Iron Horse
Nov 11, 1992

I should've been warned, that'$ all I can say.
Sure, I'd heard about "The Masque of the Red

Death," her Plague Mass dedicated to persons who
are HIV positive. PWArcs and PWAs "who fight to

stay alive," which got her denounced for blasphemy
against the Roman Catholic Church when she per-
formed it in Italy. I've read about TheSinger, her album
of drastic re-interpretations of spiritual blues and
gospel standards.

I even heard her sound check before the show. My
friend from West Virginia wanted good seats, so
there we were a half hour before the doors opened
when the piano began to pound and a growling voice
powered Roy Acuff's "Were You There When They
Crucified my Lord?" through the glass to the crowd
outside. Nervous jokes were made about whether or
not the windows would survive the evening.

Still, none of this was enough to prepare me for

that moment Tuesday night when the lights dimmed
and Diamanda Galas climbed onto the stage and
began to play.

She attacked the piano, pounding it with all the
inarticulate anger of someone who has always wanted
to play but never been able to. But there was a blues
riff slouching towards Bethlehem to be born, and as
it foun^ itself, she found her voice. "There are no
more cowards and voyeurs," she sang. "There are
no more tickets to the funeral." And she launched
into the Roy Acuff song in earnest now, nailing me
and the rest of the audience to our seats.

Her voice would swoop from down and dirty

growls through operatic arias to desperate screams,
allin a single phrase. She could take on the wavering
power of an imam calling to prayer from a mosque
tower or the wounded dignity of a jilted lover asking
for "one last favor 'fore I go."

The piano moaned and shrieked right along with
ll'RNIO GALAS, IVU.l \Vf,

Hey, College Students.

Get
This

With This
Purchase the Killington

ExtraCredit Card for a one
time fee of '25 and use it to

buy a one day ski pass any

Sunday through Friday, for

only *25 a day (holidays

excluded). Full-time college

students 18-24 years old only.

The ExtraCredit Card provides you with more miles of skiing than any

other resort in the Easi 77 miles as a matter of fact-and spread over 6

interconnected moimtains. New this year, is the Canyon Quad chairlift

which accesses some of Killington's steepest and most challenging

terrain. Killington has also increased its snowmaking capacity by 30%.

So before you spend more money for less skiing, check out

Killington's ExtraCredit Card, available only to you, the full-time

college student!

Winter Session 1993

Yes, you can!
Yes, you can!

So, do it!

Register for Winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions do not apply for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass student, all you have to do is just sign up.

illington^yVERMONT

America's 6 Mountain Ski Resort

For more information or to order

your ExtraCredit Card today, call:

1«800«372«2007
802*773«07SS

WINTER SESSION:
• o unique "mini-semester," just three weeks

long

• earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 1 00 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25
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Love's Body Speaks of women
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Art came to life last Sunday afternoon at the MACGL
Center on Main street in Amherst. Seven local women
presented live chanting, dancing, reading and storytelling

to accompany an ongoing exhibit of paintings and
sculpture titled Love's Body Speaks.

The exhibit and performance explore women's expe-
rience of spirituality, sexuality, creativity and connecting
with the natural world. The seven artists presented themes
centering around Mother Earth and all of her creatures,

and how we, as women, coexist with nature and respect

its beauty.

The performance, set in one of the most beautiful

buildings in Amherst, explored life, nature and the story

of creation. This three part stage work titled "1 Am
Woman: I am Earth" featured song, dance and storytelling.

Dorothy Osterman presented traditional dance similar

to the styles of ceremonial Mative American and Indian

dancing. Coming to life and becoming aware of her

natural surroundings, Osterman's butterfly-like interac-

tion with the protective "Womb of the Goddess," in which
she had previously stood frozen, reminded us of the

coming of a flirtatious, carefree Spring.

Osterman presented vitality and sexuality in harmony
with nature, until death overcame her.

Karen Caitlin emerged and slowly came to life from a

pile of dead leaves symbolically. At first unrecognizable,

her body seems to be part of nature and inevitably

awakens to the sunlight of her world.

Caitlin, concerned with the rebirth of Divine Female-
ness, then joined Osterman in the Womb of the Goddess
to await the next part of the show.

Adapting an old Native American tale, Jewell Greco
explained the creation of the earth as the mere belch of

a spiritual force/goddess. Dressed symbolically in green,

Greco presented chants praising Mother Nature and
explaining how we, as women, are the daughters of the

Earth. Sisters of the Moon and mothers of the child.

She later calls to all creatures of the world, with

audience participation, to acknowledge and thank them.
Greco ended the chant exclaiming, "We thank you for our

lives."

Ruby Rice and readers Andree Klingener and Jane
Bergenn presented "Moon Lodge," a combination of song
and reading to further explore women's link to each other

and to nature. Smearing her own (simulated) blood onto

the foreheads of audience members (to which one little

boy declared "Not me!") Rice portrayed our biological

and spiritual connections as human beings through

motherhood and womanhood.
The show ended with a chant of which the audience

was given lyrics, and we all joined together to lift our

voices and exalt the words of artist Morning Star. Praising

women's inner power, love, respect and ability to "give

birth to all she knows in her body," men, women and
children participated.

Art such as this creates a place for women to express

themselves and share their experiences with others in

such a way as to foster understanding amongst each
other and all humans. It is this separate place that women
carry with them each day without always realizing it.

This place must be preserved and continually explored

so as to allow for ongoing growth. The spiritual link to

the biological realities and implications that bind us to

womanhood is sometimes subtle and perhaps forgotten,

but it is always there.

Expressionsof that spiritual link, such as Love's Body
Speaks serve as an opportunity to get in tune with our
sexuality, spirituality, creativity and natural ties so as to

remind us of and strengthen our identity. This strength

does not necessarily produce drastic changes in who we
are. but may act in subtle ways to enhance how we
perceive ourselves and therefore interact with each other.

The exhibit of paintings and sculpture wiH be at the

NACUL center until November 30. The still art presents

thesame issues as did the liveperformance, andservesas
thought-provoking entertainment. All ofthe works areby
the artists who performed Sunday.

Galas
C.ONl INUKO HU)M PACiH VV5,

her, simple tunes bent all out of shape, notes

exploding with sudden fury, chords dissolving into

rumbling rolls of thunder.

When she played Blind Lemon Jefferson's "See

that my Grave is Kept Clean" ("Done very, very

badly by Bob Dylan, a famous liberal," she said by

way of introduction, "and then done much much
much better by me") she slapped the piano, hard, as

she cried "Have you ever heard that coffin sound?"

We have now.

And when she did Willie Dixon's "Insane Aylum"
she became a roomful, a world full of people crying

out through her, the words just barely recognizable

in the frightening torrent of sound. / love you. I love

you. I need you. Save me. Save my life. Please.

She closed to a standing ovation with a haunting

rendition of Billie Holiday's "Gloomy Sunday." She
was called back for two encores, first "The Dark End
of the Street," and then a terrifying version of

Screamin Jay Hawkin's "I Put a Spell on You." "1

forgot most of the words," she said as she began,

"but who gives a f—k." Once more her voice esca-

lated to that frightening torrent, an experience akin

to hearing someone speak in tongues.

Diamanda Galas performs with a religious inten-

sity, but this should come as no surprise. She has

dedicated these songs to reinventing the blues for

the age of AIDs. to speak for yet another cycle of

death and despair, to scream "Why?" for a whole
new generation. She brings a new immediacy to that

plaintive hymn about the man in Galilee who can
make the wounded whole.

Still. I can tell you all this and it doesn't do any
good. Nothing can prepare you for her.

You have been warned.

Larkin

ARTS & LIVING
STUFF MEETING

SUNDAY
CC105, 2PM

CONTINLKD FROM IWCiH \V4

name with Megan McDonough, Lavin and Sal ly Fingerett).

"I think of myself as a songwriter/entertainer," said

Larkin, "and I look forward to putting on a good show."
Her growing legions of fans and accumulation of awards
testify to Larkin's success as a live performer. This will

be an awesome show. Get your tickets early, though,
because they're hot and wanted.

Patty Larkin will be doing the folk thing at the Iron

Horse in Northampton on Friday night. The show
begins at 7p.m. and the doors open at 5:30. Tickets are

$10.50 in advance and can be ordered through the

Northampton Box Office.

I

reasons
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\ KEGS • AND ICE I

MS
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UMASS FOOTBALL...
THE ONLY THING HOTTER

THAN OUR SALES

Becks
24/12 oz bott.

$16.99 + dep.

Purple Passion

15L $3.50

Night Train Express

750 ml 52.50

Labatts
24/12 oz bott.

$14.99 + dep.

Tango Screwdriver

750 ml $3.50

Busch and Lt.

24/12 oz cans

$3.99 + dep.

Busch
Bar Bottles case

$9.49 + dep.

24/12 oz cans
$7.29 + dep.

ICE!!
10 lbs. $1.00
50 lbs. $4.50

1/2 bbl KEGS!!
Natural Lt 32130 -fdep

Busch 3838 -fdep

VBer,MOD& U 3839 -Kfef]

Plus Many More!!
Nobody Beats Our Prices!

Narragansett
24/12 oz cans
$7.29 + dep.

Fosters Lager
12pkbott.

$8.69 + dep.

Florida Gator Beer
6 pak bott. ,

$4.69 + dep.

Tired of stores with

BAD ATTITUDES?
At 4 Seasons you'll be

treated with gratitude!

And . .

.

Crown Royal

jOmI $13.99

Emmets Irish
Cream

;50i.j $9.99

AmaredD DiSeromo

750 ml

Leroux Polish
Blackberry

750 ml $7.69

Canadian Club

VOL $12.69

4 Seasons Vodka

175L $8.99

I HOURS Mon -Sat 9 11- 10% Senior 'Discount Everyday

Kog deposits Held Up to 30 Days on VISA. MASrf RCARD CHt CK CASH

PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC.
2 West Street, West Hatfield

Massachusetts 01088
247-9506

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every night

Call ahead for availabilit>'

99t per string with 5-College LD.

•H« Easy To Get To!

A Perfect Nighl Out For Friends & Dates

300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/l.D.

AAillor Lite Livo
rios

Aerobic Instructor
Training Program
with Vicfei Dailey

« Chor«09r<ipliy
« Motivatlpn t«chtiiqci«s

H ca«iii9 t«clifil<|ci«rs »

Eld«rs » Pifttgnancy "

Nutritipn «|liMitomy
Instractor traiitlng material <

» Cassette topa m
• CPIt certificate

-

Employment opportunities upon
successful completion of course

Sunderland
Amherst • Deerfield

Call 549-3638 or 773-5851 for

interview and audition

Program to be
held Saturday. at

/fiJg/Vf
12 3 pm AIAERICA

659 Amherst Street

SUNDERLAND: (413) 549-3636

(Formerly Winners Athletic Club)

THE VILI^GE COMMONS » SOUTH HADIEY HclcgTIfan

"A MUST-SEE
MOVIE EVE.NT..
<lirrin({, paviioaaie

ant] nimaniic.
It's a knockout!"

nil WMF MINI Tf

•THE MOST
STUNNING
MOVIE OF
THEYF.XR.
...an in.suni
advtiiture

cla.vsic."

THELASToFTHE

E^, Mohicans
Fri at H: 10, 6:30. 8:45 / Mon - Thurs at 6:30 and 8:h5

Sat and Sun at 2. 4:10. 6:30. 8:45 p.m.

*"•

STARTS FRIDAY 11/13
Fri at 4:25. 6:50. 9:20 / Mon - Thurs at 6:30 and 8:55

Sat and Sun at 2, 4:25, 6:50. 9;20 p.m.
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the Scenes: The Making of Dracula
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But still, why another Dracula? Coppola's reply "No

one ever did the book." The fact remains that many of the
Dracula stories were based on a Hamilton Deane British
stage play and an ensuing American version. The latter
starred Bela Lugosi, who would go on to star in the most
famous film version.

But the "true" story of Dracula is not purely the popular
versions. There is more to Dracula than a horrifyingly
grisly Gothic romance, there are elements that speak to
the primal nature of myth and of the conflicting attitudes
generated by the sexual liberation of repressed women.

In fact, it is not Dracula's effect on women that seems
to be a major issue in the story, but the "effect on men of
Dracula's effect on women." As George Stade has writ-
ten, "The prevailing emotion of the novel is a screaming
horror of female sexuality."

The image of Dracula has also been challenged over
the years. Leonard Wolf, in TheAnnotated Dracula. writes
that the character has become "an overpowering symbol
of the crimes of the twentieth century." Dracula is the
ultimate sociopath.

Oldman says he saw the character as "a fallen angel,
a tortured soul. I don't play him out and out as an evil kind
of character. It's a delicious cocktail because you know
he is like the devil."

By keeping true to the bloody spirit ofthe novel , Coppola
knew he had an enormous task ahead of him. According to
associate Susie Landau, "Francis's ever-present drive to be
authentic was very prevalent in this film."

"The biggest problem facing us was producing the film

for a reasonable figure," says producer Fred Fuchs. "It's a
very, very large movie. There were all of the problems that
a movie could ever have: special effects that could have
been astronomically expensive; complicated locations;
period set dressing; make-up, hair, wardrobe problems."

Early on, according to producers, the idea of shooting
on location was abandoned.

Fuchs recalls, "It was both a budgetary and a stylistic

decision to shoot the entire picture on sound stages. One,
we could control the costs better . . . and two. it would create
stylistically a need for an imaginative design to recreate the
exteriors and all the different environments for the movie."

This decision, as Coppola says, "opened up the possi-
bility that the approach could be a little adventurous. We
could control the settings in an artistic and unusual and
beautiful ways that would also give it some freshness."

The freshness expressed itself in another decision to

retum to effects methods so old, that they are entirely new
to today's movie-goers. In a world with sophisticated

computer, animated and Te/m/nato/" 2-style morphing ef-

fects, this Dracula is coming from the time of smoke and
mirrors; of the first years of cinema trickery exploration.

"We didn't have the budget to compete with the big
movies that use electronic and computer effects," says
Coppola. "So we decided to do our own, naive effects,

and that would give the film an almost mythical soul."

His collaborator was is 27-year-old son Roman, who
served as second unit and visual effects director on the
film. He studied old silent films and noted the primitive
effects that relied on the controlling use ofthe camera and
old magician tricks.

Says Roman Coppola, "Our inspiration was the fact

that it would be very unique to use techniques that are
inexpensive and fresh and that no one has really seen in

a long time. Things as simple as reversing the camera,
having things run backward, manipulating the frame of
gravity, multiple exposures."

In addition to double exposures and other effects per-
formed in-camera (meaning without post-production special
effects work), this Dracula made ample use of 50/50
mirrors, once called "ghost mirrors," devices which allow
for effects now usually done in post-production do be done
through opticals, and of forced perspective miniatures.

Visual effect supervisor Alison Savitch and special
mechanical effects supervisor Michael Lantieri took it

from the idea stage to acutal implementation. Savitch
took care of all the special or "trick" photography while
Lantieri looked after the floor effects, "things done right
on the spot, photographed and basically kept the way
they are, the sleight of hand and magic."

This stage also held the famous "Esther Williams"
tank, where the art department made full use of the
space. They created an entire sunken English garden, a
maze, a pond, a cemetery, and the entrance to the
Westenra family crypt in the huge place.

Stage 21 housed an insane asylum; an ingenious set
constructed in an arc, with huge mirrors at either end
creating the optical illusion of a circular room.

But the most overwhelming illusion was created on the
huge Stage 1 5. a football -field-size set that would be used
for a thrilling chase, known as Borgo Pass.

The chase had to be accomplished on an essentially
oval track built up and around the perimeter of the stage.
Illuminated by lighting, pelted by falling "snow" and
pushed on by blowing wind, actors, horses and wagons
tore around the dirt track as fast as they could manage in

a grueling sequence that was gaffed by stunt coordinator
Billy Burton, using over 35 horses and 16 stuntmen
before it was completed.

CJsing both cutting edge technology and old-fashioned
pador tricks, this Dracula utilizes not only a thrilling cast
but a truly epic story, promising a film of grand scope and
terrifying chills.

Enormous and elaborate sets, the likes of which haven't
been seen since Batman, and laborious attention to every
detail come together in a "symphony of horror." Bram
Stoker's Dracula is indeed a lot more than a guy in an bad
tux and accent saying "I vant to bite your neck."

DANCE CLUB

Round Tripi from Htw Yori iankti te

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK 949
Tixei not rncluded. Reitrictiooi apply.
Fares subject to change A availability.

Call about one ways Wa luue
EURAIL passes on the SPOTI

79 South PTeasant Street
'.fTherst, MA 01002

256.1261

Wednesday -

DANCING WITH D) JOB

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER

DANCING
WITH DJ DENNIS R.

WHMP broadcasting live.

Friday -

DISCO 2000 with DJ JOB and

WTIC's Lear Jet

Free Admission Before IftOOprr I

Free All Night w/CollegelJ).*

Free pizza coutesy ot Foodks

Saturday -

THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOB

LIVE MUSIC.

# CHINA GARDENl
\ "The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

I
$2.M OFF with purchase of I

I

$ 1 5 or nnore vjWh this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, OCT. 23

Siiii^li' Piojcct/Evciit Gniiitu

for iniisic. tlwiUcr, visual nrt

and (/f.s/_'»»i, performance

art, literature, fill)! and video,

and oilier arts related events.

PROPOSALS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT CROUPS

APPLICATIONS
CUIDANCL/INrORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OrriCE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
209 HASBROUCK
OR CALL 545-0202

;i ^
' iji jr.T »r?r

Thurh., Nov. I J-8:S()my I H-t

SHOCKRA

Borderland

;.

Fri., Nov. Ii-H:.i0ijm

Free Rock Friday

BOP HARVEY

Monghani
Fri'c ttvinw U):lH)|jni, Kicc

All nifjhl with Coili-Rf ID
'*''' i.iiiiii.. ...j

\)/., Nov. N-ti: Ulpin

ROOMFUL OF BLUESl

rut's., Nov. ]~-H:(){)j)i]]

WRSI Holidn- P.my I

LOS LOftOS

The Barnstormers

ITS NOT LUCK! OUR PRICES ARE LOW EVERYDAY!!
I li^l ir\D^ AA Oon.Or,n.Don't Drink

and Drive

l^/fAf # ir^iir\oc

MILLER GENUINE %A 049
DRAFT & DRAFT I ^
LIGHT CASE OF 2-12 PK. BOTTLES *

°^^

BUSCH & ^^t^lSl

BUSCH LIGHT cans
$Q99

FRANZIAWINESe^^-.^jER
CHABUS. BURGUNDY. BLUSH.
RHINE. WHITE GRENACHE <J^ QQ

SALE 3.49 "^O^^ AFTER
MAIL IN REBATE 1.50 V/ REBATE

+ DEP

OLD MILWAUKEE & $749
MILWAUKEE LIGHT /*dep

SUITCASE CANS
SALE 9.49 MAIL IN REBATE 2.00 AFTER REBATE

MEISTERBRAU $729
BEER f +DEP.

CASE OF 24-1 2 oz. CANS

COORS
WINTERFEST «;««„
BEER ^"""-^^

$449
+ DEP.

BASS ALE $^49
6 PACK BOTTLES W+ DEP.

GALLO $C49
WINES Oi5L

WHITE ZINFANDEL SAUVIGNON BLANC
WHITE GRENACHE

FETZER
SUNDIAL CHARDONNAYi
VALLEY OAKS CABERNET

^\M BLACK S1049^m\ VELVET I il!

RENEJUNOT
RED & WHITE $/\ 99

1.5 L.
4'

VELVET

GORDON'S GIN

1.75L

SALE 13.49

MAJLIN
REBATE 3 00

$ 49
1 75L

AFTER REBATE

KENNEDY'S $o99
BLENDED WHISKEY Ows

. - - - rrrr*

Thurs.. Nov. l9-8Li()iJiiVIH+/

Record Rele.iv P,in\'

BIM SKALA BIM

h
Chuck

'' '' '• '' ' ' " ' " •' •• •• •' •' '

rn., Nov. 20-8: iOpm

fnv Rock FricUv,

TEXAS FLOOD
iSlevie R.iy V.nii-hn Trihuttl

MARTINI & ROSSI $/;49
AST! SPUI\^ANTE O 750ml

SALE 8.49 MAIL IN REBATE 2.00 AFTER REBATE

SALE 10.49

MAJLIN REBATE! 50

75L

AFTER REBATE

MARTELLVS $
COGNAC 1599

750 ML

POLAND
SPRING VODKA

$g99
SALE 8.99 MAIL IN REBATE 2.00

1.75L

AFTER
REBATE

s.);., \o\. .'I riDOpm
VVKSI HoIkI.iv P.iily II,

LUCINDA WILLIAMS

DfA\'/).>./,)/fs - H:U)pm
UM.1SS Ni.t^ht

Bark Like A Dog
One Eyed Jake

7(/cs., Nov. 24-H:mptn'}H+

"lump Anjuixl"

HOUSE OF PAIN

not responsible for

typographical errors

,. 9am to 11pm

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY > HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 11/12/92 THRU

WEDS. 11/18/92

Full Redemption Center

Fn., Nov. 27-8: iOfm

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Mon., Nov. .iO-8:lH)i}inUi+/

" Free Stiow!

YOTHU YINDI
Thur., Dec. .i-8:.i0pn]/l8+/

CHUCKLEHEAD
5, If.. IM. l2-8:ii)pm

)OHN CAFFERTY &
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND

. 1 .1

.

1 . 1 i i 1.1

.

1 .1.

Sun. Dec. 1 5-8:(>()pnvhKL In

ARC ANGELS
Tidieh available at Peari Street.

Strawberries, Ti« Unlimited,

DyTiamite Rwortjs, For The Retoni in

AmhcfM: fitket Pro 1800) 828-7080.
•

JO Peari Street Northampton • i84.77:i
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ACRONYMBLE WINNERS
This week's winners have been chosen. The First Prize of an

Acronynnble board game goes to Alicia Henry, whose noodle
was Billy Boy Beat Bush Bad. Second prize of an Acronynnble
t-shirt goes to Victoria Griffin, whose noodle was Betty
Baboon's Bulbous Breasts Bounce. Third prize of an
Acronymble poster goes to Amy Redder, whose noodle was
Bodacious Boys' Buttocks Beg Biting. All winners should come
down to the Collegian newsroom and claim their prizes.

Next week's letters are C, a, T, E and R. Drop them off at the
Collegian classifieds desk or send them c/o the Arts Desk,
Collegian via campus mail by Wednesday.

Carlos has UMass appeal

SONY • JVC • TECHNICS • AIWA • PANASONIC • SHARP • TDK • MAXELL

STEREO BLUES?
UNDERGROUND SOUND

CAN HELP
UNDERGROUND SOUND has been an expert, cost effective

repair service for hiome audio, car audio, video components
and musical instrument amplifiers since 1981. We also sell

few and used components and install car audio systems at

competitive rates Stop Procrastinating—Get It Fixed— Listen
To fvlusic— Be Happy.

UNDERGROUND SOUND • 103 NORTH PUEASANT STREET, AMHERST, MA • 253-9507
WE ARE LOCATED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTAURANT

BY MICHELE BAKIS
Collegian Staff

Santana
Paramount Theater
Nov.7,1992

Santana's Saturday night performance

at the Paramount in Springfield attracted a

multitude of people from different gen-

erations and backgrounds. Santana was
received enthusiastically by the crowd as

he arrived on stage. Santana's music had
mass appeal and easily excited the crowd.

Santana's years of experience were obvi-

ous throughout the performance. Carlos

Santana, his guitar and the percussion left

the audience feeling satisfied.

Latecomers to the concert unfortunately

missed the opening band, Third World. A
reggae band of exceptional merit. Third

World created a comfortable atmosphere.

Santana played with Third World for an
expressive and truly pleasing jam.

Carlos dedicated "Somewhere in

Heaven" to Stevie Ray Vaughn near the

beginning of the show. His introduction

was followed by gentle guitar solos. There
were nice combinations of tempos and
smooth transitions throughout the show.
In particular, the build up from "Black

Magic Woman\Gypsy Queen" made an
easy transition to "Oye Como Va"(lf you'd

like to hear this, get your hands on Abraxas.

It's on the first side. ) It slowed down slightly

before the faster paced encore.

The highlight of the show was the ener-

getic "Exodus" jam. Few could remain in

their seats during this Bob Marley classic.

Third World joined Santana for this reggae

piece. Other Santana classics were a fa-

vorite part of the show. 1 was personally

impressed with the authenticity of the

band's vigor during this part of the show.

The extensive percussion section for

this concert included Walfredo Reyes on
drums, Raul Rekow on congas, and rela-

tive newcomer Carl Perazzo on timbales.

The drum solos were not only astounding

to listen to but also to watch. Their speed
and incredible output of energy seemed
exhausting but they never slowed down.
Endurance must be a prerequisite for

joining the band. Santana was also ac-

companied briefly by some children

playing a variety of hand held percussion

instruments. Always a crowd pleaser.

The people exiting the theater, at least

the ones near me, were extremely pleased

with the show. One man exclaimed that he
was so happy with the performance that

he was willing to give them more money.
It was an overall outstanding performance,

to be expected from veteran classic

rockers. If you had the misfortune of

missing this performance, be certain to

catch a later show. Santana won't let you
down.

:

CHINA DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Traditional Chinese Cuisine
Relax and enjoy yourself at our beautiful Newly remodeled Facility •

Sunny Greenhouse • Sushi Bar • Beautiful Lounge with Big Screen TV.

Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week • Lunch Specials served daily
"Largest Chinese Restaurant in Hampshire County"

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1 :30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS TILL 1 1PM

: EmYMOmAYTmOUGHTHURSDAYINOURWmGE
I 4PM 7PM. ENJOY

!
Happy Hour

I $2.00 Appetizersfrom our special
I menu • $1.00 Draft Beer
J Delivery .Voir .Ai'oiJable ihwugh Delivery Express ai 5490077

WITH COUPON •

i
±09/o OFF I

I
DINING ROOIWI

IOR CAItRY OUT
I

I • DINIVER. • I

I ONLY !

351 Northampton Rd. • Rte. 9 • Amherst
Corner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. • 256-8800

MIKE'S
WEEKLY

$3.GO Pitchers • 50C Drafts
$1.50 Gin & Tonic

Thursday--FREE APPETIZERS 9:00-10:30
Wings, potato skins, chicken fingers, etc.

Friday- -All You Can Eat Buffet $2.00
Try our Sunday Brunch 11:30-1:30 • AU-YOU-CAN-EAT $3.99

sausage, bacon, ham, roast beef, eggs, hash browns, quiche,

french toast, assorted muffins, danish and desserts

Pitchers of Mimosas $S.SO • Bloody Marys $2.00

flTTCNTION, STUDCNTS!

1993 OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ADVISOR AWARD NOMINATIONS
Do you know an academic adnsor whom you consider to be outstanding?

Would you like to see that indi\'idua] recognized?

If so.why not nominate them for the 1993 Outstanding Academic Advisor Award?!

v.-ntten nomination may include, but is not limited to, the following effecUve advising qualiUes and practices:
t/' demonsiraUon of a caring attitude toward advisees;

^ effective interpersonal skills;

*^ availability to and frequency of contact with advisees;

• proacUve behauor designed to build strong relaUonships uith students;
• monitoring of student progress toward academic and career goals;

• mastery of insUtuUonal regulaUons. policies and procedures;
»^ use of appropnate Information sources;

*^ appropnate referral acti\1ty;

i^ abilit>- to engage in developmental advising (career and life planning) in
addition to advismg on degree progress; and
colleagues' perception of the nominee's ad\'ising skills.

Submit nominations by Monday, December 14, 1992 to:

Yvonne Morand. Chair
Outstanding Academic Advisor SelecUon Committee

College of Food and Natural Resources Advising Office
110 Stockbrldge Hall

Supporting letters must be received at the same address by January 15, 1993.

It REALLY works!
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545-3500

The University ofMassachusetts

Department of Theater

presents

Women of
Trachis

by Sophocles

a new translation

^
by Robert Bagg

November 12-14
\ and 18-21

\
8:00 p.m.

Rand Theater
Tickets: 545-2511

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

rnday November 12, 1992

VOLUME Cll ISSUE 46

Very windy and cold, wind gusts
up to 40 mph.

Arts:
Mr. Lupo looks at Jennifer Eight, the new thriller starring
Andy Garcia and Uma Thurman, and Passenger 57,

starring Wesley Snipes. Page 7.
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Sports;
The UMass field hockey and women's soccer
teams are one victory away from the NCAA

Final Four. Page 1 2.
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Marxist ideas
discussed at
UM conference
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

Marxist scholars at an international conference
Thursday said their ranks are swelling as re-
searchers pursue socialist ideas that languished
for decades in the shadow of the Soviet model.

"It's now a bloom time for Marxism, as it was
before 1917." declared Richard Wolff, an economist
for the University of Massachusetts. "It's time to
make up for. . . lost time."

He was speaking outside the three-day confer-
ence that opened Thursday at the state campus.
More than 500 scholars, artists and activists from
around the country and other lands, including
Brazil and Germany, signed up for 130 discussion
panels on "Rethinking Marxism," sponsored by a
quarterly academic journal of that name.

The participation more than doubled that ofthe
last such conference at the campus in 1989, before
the collapse of the Soviet Union. Organizers said
other recent U.S. conferences on socialism have
also grown.

Free from the taint of what President Reagan
called "the Evil Empire," researchers say they are
pursuing several socialist strains different from
totalitarian state set up by the Soviets after the
1917 Revolution.

They include local worker control of means of
production, heavier national regulation of com-
petitive markets, and Marxism as a tool for cri-
tiquing capitalism and reshaping understanding
of the social processes.

"I think it's fair to say that the central planning
model of communism has collapsed," said Steve
Cullenberg, an economist at the University of
California at Riverside. "Now I think people are
interested in putting forward other ideas ... like
economic democracy in cooperatively managed
firms."

He also said many Marxists favor the strictly
regulated competition of the socialist democracies
ofNorthern Europe as a step in the right direction.

"The idea that socialism, communism and
Marxism was associated for years with the Soviet
Union, for many people here, was ajoke," said Jack
Amariglio, editor of the New York City-published
"Rethinking Marxism."

Turn to MARX, page 6

Jeffries addresses UMass,
cites 'paralysis of analysis'
By YVETTE BAEZ
Collegian Staff

The long awaited, controversial Dr. Leonard Jeffries
spoke last night at Mahar Auditorium. After much
publicity and protest. Dr. Jeffries spoke over three hours
last night, with the main focus being "The Challenge of
Africa..."

Protestors outside Mahar chanted, "Unite, Not Divide!"
Student members of Hillel organized to boycott the al-
location of student funds to bring Jeffries to UMass.

"We are against the things Jeffries stands for. Anyone
who promotes bigotry does not deserve to speak on
student funds", said Rachel Grose, a senior interior
design major at UMass.

Five hundred students and faculty of all colors and
nationalities filled the auditorium last night to hear his
alleged "anti-semetic" and "gay-bashing" statements.
Many left two and a halfhours later disappointed that he
did not focus on these controversial issues.

Dr. Jeffries, in a brief press conference before the
lecture, clarified the allegations against him being an

anti-semite. He began by stating that, "There is a msuor
controversy nationally on the curriculum in education.
We are victorious and making changes."

Jeffries said the struggle has never been focused on
Anti-Semitism, that his being an Anti-semite is a

Turn to JEFFRIES, page 2

Students ' reaction positive,
prof, quells controversy
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Despite the large amount of media attention preced-
ing Dr. Leonard Jeffries' lecture last night, many students
who attended said they felt his speech wasn't as contro-
versial as they expected.

Mike Poster, speaker of the Undergraduate Student
Senate, said, "I admit I was reluctant to have Jeffries
come to the [University of Massachusetts), but I'm glad

Turn to REACTION, page 4
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h,s speech Thursday .n Mahar Auditorium. For secunty reasons, Jeffries would not allow camera^lmen'or tape recoders inside the auditorium during his speech.
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People behind the 'tintinnabulation of the bells'
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When Ken Samonds, a professor of
nutrition, first came to the University of
Massachusetts, he would walk by the
Chapel and think of when he played the
bells at the Mission Hill Church. He

wanted to bring the campus community
together with the sound ofchimes, just as
he did in Boston.

About five years ago, Samonds, and
University students and staffgot together
to clean the nine nearly 60-year-old bells
that had not been used in at least 15 years.
The chimes were given to the University

U' o -I I x» I-. r , ,. . .
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Ken bammonds, left. Professor of Nutrition and Jim Olsen, right, a senior HRTA major pose

with the bells they ring daily in the top of the Old Chapel

in 1934 in memory ofWarren Elmer Hinds
by the class of 1899. There is also a huge
swinging bell that is pulled on the hour.

"We found out that we missed the
[swinging bell's] 100 year anniversary
[June 22, 1892]," Samonds said. "We found
out it is as old as the Campus pond."

Jim MacRostie, who is head of Univer-
sity production services, was directly in-
volved in the restoration of the bells.
Samond said MacRostie was the one who
got him involved in playing the campus
bells.

In addition to refurbishing the chimes,
the group moved the 23 electronic bells
that were played with a keyboard from the
chapel to the top of the Main Library. The
electronic bells were blocking the move-
ment ofthe pull bells. In the middle of the
Winter when the bell tower is extremely
cold, the electronic bells are used.

"Most bell players preferthe real thing,"
said Dick Natorst, who works at the
Physical Plant.

And so Samonds and others decided
they would voluntarily endure the heat,
the freezing temperatures, the leaking
chapel roof, the pigeon feathers, the pigeon
doo-doo, and the loneliness to serenade
the University; the Quasimodo Qlub was
formed.

"Most people think the bells are played

mechanically and not by a human in the
tower, Samonds said. "So we make a mis-
take every so often, to let people know
there is someone playing the bells."

Jim Olson, who is a senior hotel restau-
rant and travel administration major, has
been playing the bells for two years on a
daily basis. He said he has to be careful
when he plays the bells, so he does not
disturb the classes in the surrounding
buildings.

"I try to ring the bells every day." Olson
said. "I vary it between noon and 4 p.m."

In addition to being careful when to
play, the Qlub said they want a wide
selection of music reflecting different
cultures and time periods. Olson said he
plays Handel Trumpets, Prince of Den-
mark, and music taken from Westminister
Chimes to be played before the hour, in
addition to music from the Phantom ofthe
Opera and the Sound of Music.

"When Archbishop Desmond Tutu was
here we played Nkosi Sikelel lafrica (the
South African national anthem)," Olson
said. "1 always end with When Twilight
Shadows Deepen (the school .song). I have
tfj be careful not to play too many religious
songs. I try to play things that are not
going to offend anyone."

"Ifyou think you have a tune you want
Turn to BELLS, page 4
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"trumped-up" charge. His main focus is to integrate
Africa into education.

When asked about promoting racism, he replied, "You
cannot inflame racism anymore in this country. Racism
is as apple pie as anything in America."

The lecture itselfwas preceeded by poetry readings by
Nikki Blair and Michael Ladd.

Dr. Jeffries, in his introduction, began, "We faked
Anti-Jewishness just to make sure we got a good crowd."
Jeffries, who has been here in the past, attributed the
larger turnout to the controversy that has surrounded
him.

He focused on institutionalized racism and how com-
munities of color can rise above it, if not combat it. He
urged African-Americans, Native- Americans, Latinos
and Asians to acquire a "systems analysis", to gather,
process and understand information, and to then syn-
thesize it.

Jeffries added that too many people suffer from "pa-
ralysis of analysis", that prevents them from under-
standing "the truth that will set you free".

His lecture centered around challenging mainstream
historical perspectives. Jeffries stated that "Greece was
not the beginning of culture and civilization of human-
kind."

He said it would have been impossible since the Great
Pyramids had been built thousands of years before in
Egypt, prior to the "Gk)lden Age of Greece". He also
criticized the Catholic Church for initiatingand sustaining
the enslavement of Africans for hundreds of years.

Jeffries closed by urging students to challenge their
faculty and the curriculum. He suggested students form
study groups and forums to re-educate themselves.
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Friday, November 13

Sabbath Dinner— A Sabbath Dinner will be held at
the Hillel House at 5:30. This is an informal dinner
preceded by the traditional prayers. Come as you are.
Three dollar donation requested.

Meeting — Muslim Students Association is holding
Jumaa Salat at 12:30 pm in Campus Center Room 803.

Clothing Collection — A clothing collection will take
place at the First Congretional Church ofAmherst at 165
Main St. from 8 am to 8 pm. On that day, children's
winter clothing will be collected. Items that are in great
demand include winter coats,jackets, boots, and mittens.

Oxfam Campaign — Students at UMass can join
Oxfam's national campaign to combat hunger and pov-
erty by donating their dinner at the Dining Commons
between Nov. 13-17. Forms will be given at the D.C. by
the cashiers. Sponsored by Masspirg.

Saturday, November 14

Fools Cafe — The Unitarian Society of Northampton
will feature Jay Ducharme. The event will be held from
8 pm to 11 pm with open mike sign up by 7:30 pm. All

donations will go to the Unitarian Homeless Fund.
Special Event — The Cape Verdean night will take

place from 6pm to 2 am in the Bluewall. The event is free.

Meeting — The Muslim Students Association (un-
dergraduate chapter) is holding its first organizational
meeting and elections. Magrib Salat at 4:30 pm with a
meeting to follow. Refreshments will be served and the
event will take place in Campus Center room 904-908.

Clot/ling Pick Up — For those in need of winter
clothing, the First Congretional Church of Amherst is

making clothing available at the Main St. location near
the Police Station from 9am to 1pm. Those interested in
additional information or wishing to volunteer can con-
tact 549-7433

Sunday, November 15

Learning Group — The Chabad House will host a
weekly Jewish women's learning group every Sunday at
8pm. All women are welcome to join as they explore the
Jewish prayer book.

Induction Ceremony—A Golden Key National Honor
Society induction ceremony will be held from 1pm to 4:30
pm in the Campus Center Auditorium. The event is free.
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African-American and
Jewish ties explored

Local News
Friday, November 13, 1992 / Page 3

By EMILY GOLD
Collegian Correspondent

In order to provide a positive outlook on
a campus with severe tensions between
students of different races two organiza-
tions sponsored speakers panels last night,
where the history of the oppression and
the relationship between African-Ameri-
cans and Jews was discussed.

'To talk only one aspect is

to falsify history. It's

dishonest.

"

- Professor John Bracey

In the panel, sponsored by the Black
Mass Communication Project and Hillel's
Black/Jewish Relations committee, En-
glish Professor James Young discussed
the importance of Kristalnacht and the
Holocaust today, while African American
studies professorJohn Bracey spoke about
the historyofAfricanAmerican andJewish
relations.

"It offers people a positive and educa-
tional forum where they can get the per-
spective of different cultures," said senior
African-American studies major Steve
Sparling, chairperson ofthe Black/Jewish
Relations committee.

Young began the panel by discussing
the importance of remembering past
events of oppression.

"Right now, some 50 years later, it's not
what happened on Kristalnacht

I an event
in the Holocaust

I that matters, but how
it's looked at now," said Young. The only
reason I spend so much time thinking

about it is so I know how to respond to
present crises."

According to Young, Jews learn from
the Holocaust because the events were
recorded, while Blacks lost a large amount
of their history because they were not
permitted do this.

"We have a giant amount of Jewish
literature about the Holocaust," said
Young. "Africans were forbidden by law to
read or write, [which led to) 300 years of
history that went completely unrecorded .

"

In the relationship between Blacks and
Jews, Bracey stressed that only a small
portion of the history is commonly dis-
cussed.

"To talk only about one aspect is to
falsify the history. It's dishonest," said
Bracey.

According to Bracy, during the slave
trade, civil rights movement, and other
historical periods, Jews, like all other
groups, took differing stands, making it

impossible to generalize their role.

"There wereJewish slave holders. They
were not the majority of slave holders. If
anyone says thatJews dominated the slave
trade, that's foolishness. Jews in the South
supported slavery, Jews in the North were
abolitionists. You can't make a conclusion
one way or another."

Questions followed the lectures; most
concerning I^onard Jeffries' predicted
effect on campus.

"I can't take seriously anyone speaking
who doesn't have any power," said Bracey,
referring to Jeffries.

"It's important to distinguish between
the controversy someone stirs up and the
credibility," added Young. "The best way
to arm ourselves is to educate ourselves."

Rethinking Columbus
Course offers alternative 1492 theory
By KIRSTEN ANDELMAN
Collegian Correspondent

For Americans who have been "edu-
cated" since kindergarten on the heroic
feats and accomplishments of Christo-
pher Columbus, this decade is making
history as the one in which more and
more people are beginning to seperate
the myths ofthe Spanish explorer from
the reality.

At the forefront of this crusade
against what many believe is the in-
humanity of"celebrating genocide" are
the protests, dialogue and recent
building occupations that are so often
the vital disruptions required tochange
the system.

In fact, student protests spurred
the UMass administration into re-
naming Columbus Day for campus use
at negotiations last weekend between
students and top campus officials.

On the curriculum level, some rec-
ognition is being reached as well. This
fall, anthropology professor Bob
Paynter is teaching a course entitled
Worlds of 1492 to "provide the intel-
lectual framework necessary to refute
all of this misinformation."

Professor Paynter's theory is based
on the premise that what happened in
1492 marks the beginning ofa new way
of living in the world and he hopes that
his course will help his students gain
an understanding of the resultant
"global consequences."

When they arrived in theNew World,

Paynter believes, the Europeans
spurred the exploitation ofthe natives
in order to reap economic benefits.
What is now the West Indies and
southern United States was replete
with sugarcane and other crops whose
possible value necessitated the use of
fast, cheap labor.

The Europeans were quick to utilize
the "uncivilized" natives as slaves,
Paynter says. While there were initially
oyer 100 miUion of these natives, the
disease and murder imposed by the
Europeans quickly reduced that
number by approximately 90 percent.
It was this sudden demand for profit-
maintaining slave labor that led the
Europeans to go to Africa and begin
the African slave trade. 'The reper-
cussions of the African Slave trade
give us what is now institutionalized
racism," said Paynter.

In addition to the exploitation of
indigenous peoples, Paynter argues
that this was coupled with their theft
of massive amounts of gold from the
Aztecs, placing Europeans a great
distance ahead in their battle for world
domination.

Paynter believes the reexamination
ofColumbus should be the precursor of
something much larger and crucially
necessary.

"Our society of intense racial ten-
sions is notjust a normal manifestation
of human-nature laws dictating that
different races will want to compete,"
Paynter said.

Driver cited in accident
Charged on two misdemeanor counts

The driver in a vehicle who struck two
University of Massachusetts undergradu-
ates, leaving them hospitalized, has been
cited on two counts by University police.

Noreen Murray, 20, a UMass under-
graduate, was cited on two misdemeanor
counts: failing to stop for pedestrians in a
crosswalk and operating to endanger. A
car driven by Murray struck Carrie
Crossland and Jennifer Coughlin on
University Dri- e Nov. 2.

The citati ^n were issued as a result of
a joint investiration of the UMass police
and a State police a cident reconstruction
team, according to Danny Chung, a Uni-
versity spokesman.

Crossland, 18, ofCance Residence Hall,
is still in critical condition at Baystate

Medical Center in Springfield. She is in
the hospital's Intensive Care Unit.
Coughlin, 18, of Mackimmie Residence
Hall, is currently listed in fair condition.

Th'i twowere crossing University Drive
at 6:40 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 2 when they
were struck in the northbound lane. Both
suffered serious injuries and were taken
directly to the Trauma Unit at Baystate.
Witnesses noted visibility was hmited and
that a light rain was falling at the time of
the accident. One witness noted the car
driven by Murray "skidded into them."

University officials would notcomment
on the nature ofthe investigation or on its

findings because the details are to be used
in court proceedings.

- GREG SUKIENNIK

_ , _ ANGIE POPOVICH / COLLEGIAN
Robert Paynter, UMass Anthropology professor

Federal panel will
discuss GLB youth
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

A federal panel will be on campus today to
discuss the perils facing gay, lesbian, and bisexual
youth. Testimony will be given by educators, youth
and clergy.

The Northwest Massachusetts Regional Public
Hearings will be in the campus center to find
solutions to the multitude ofproblems gays, lesbians
and bisexuals face.

The Governor's Commission on Gay and Les-
bian Youth and the Governor's Advisory Commit-
tee on Women's Issues are combining to host the
first in a series of five conferences to be held in

Massachusetts.
Panelists will be discussing the disproportionate

number of suicides among GLB youth. Luann
Conaty, a member of the Governor's Commission
on Gay and Lesbian Youth, said, "We plan to hear
the testimony and make recommendations to

Governor Weld about programs in schools, and
other ways to reduce discrimination."

The commission is also looking for testimony
from GLB youths about troubles they've had in

their schools. They'd like to hear about any {irob-

Turn to PANEL, page 4

Lecture probes U.S.-European relations
By SAMUEL KENNEDY
Collegian Correspondent

"The United States and Europe are at a stage ofgreat
tension to say the least," Richard Kauzlarich, Minister-
Counselor in the Senior Foriegn Service, said last night
during a lecture at the University of Massachusetts.

Kauzlarich, who started with the Foreign Service in
1967, said that U.S. relations with Europe are facing the
most radical shift since World War Two because of the
economic recession on both continents, the political
volatility in Central and Eastern Europe, the breakup of
the Soviet Union, the upcoming Danish vote on a common
European market and the social disruption in Western
Europe.

Kauzlarich explained to an audience of about 50 that
European farm subsidies keep prices unfairly low in
world markets, and a trade war may ensue if the Euro-
pean Community does not change policies by December
5, President Bush's deadline.

Although the U.S. currently has a 20 billion dollar
trade surplus with Europe, a worid trade policy needs to
be developed to prevent trade barriers which stunt eco-
nomic growth, according to Kauzlarich.

"Europeans perceive a U.S. military presence as a
positive force," Kauzlarich said, and the question now is
how many troops are needed.

He said the military presence is required to ensure
human rights and democracy, to prevent general insta-
bility and to ensure access to developing Central and
Eastern European markets.

The U.S. is increasingly concerned with the threat of
instability especially since Boris Yeltsin announced that
he would not be removing troops from the Baltics, accord-
ing to JCauzlarich.

There is also a threat of Yougoslavian war spreading
into surrounding countries, he said.

While Americans debate over the need for military
presence in Europe, the U.S. government will lobby the
European Community for increased cooperation in a
peace keeping force, Kauzlarich said, and the real chal-
lenge will be selhngAmericans on continued spendingon
troops in Europe, even if that spending is reduced.

The U.S. is willing to support Russia as demonstrated
with the Freedom Support Act which Bush signed last
June, Kauzlarich siad, but the question remaining is
what does Russia want.

Russian politicians fear that the U.S. wants to weaken
their military strength and that a close relationship with
the U.S. would be a subordinate one, Kauzlarich said.

Russia's economic depression stems from their inabil-
ity to quickly privatize businesses, he said, and also from
the U.S. and other Western nations' failure to end trade
barriers against Russia's agricultural, textile and steal
industries.

"Economic reform without democratic change will not
work in any of these newly formed states," Kauzlarich
said.

Of the thirteen independent states formed from the
former Soviet Union, the U.S. must not overlook the
smaller for they also offer markets for American products.
Kauzlarich said.
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Turn the SGA decided to help fund his
visit."

The SGA voted to loan the Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity $1,000 on Nov. 4.

Doug Greer, president of the Phi Beta
Sigma said he felt Jeffries' speech cleared
up many of the rumors which stated he
was an anti-Semite.

Greer said he wished the Jewish stu-

dent demonstrators outside Mahar would
have come in to listen to Jeffries' lecture.

"I think the (Jewish
I students could have

gotten a clearer understanding ofJeffries
ifthey had given him the chance to explain
himself." he said.

Josh Slomich, president of Hillel, said
the Jewish students were protesting
Jeffries because they believe he is an anti-

Semite. "Since Phi Beta Sigma invited
Jeffries to speak on campus, they are not
serious about fighting racism," he said.

Jeffries made a widely-quoted speech
two years ago which blamed "rich Jews" for

financing the slave trade and the Mafia for

negative portrayals of Blacks in movies.
Celeste Wright, a junior history major,

said she was disappointed that most ofthe
White students who attended the lecture
left before it was over. "Most of the White
students were more interested in creating
an argument with Jeffries than they were
about learning new things," she said.

Daniel Jokelson, a Jewish resident of
Amherst, said he doesn't believe Jeffries

is an anti-Semite. "I believe he expresses
anger towards some people such as the
Jews, but that's because they, along with
many other people, were involved in op-

pressing people of color," he said.

Nelson Acosta, director of the Third
World Affairs, said he felt Jeffries did an
eloquentjob clarifying the negative image
the media had projected of him.

"He is painted as an evil man, but I got
the feeling that he is an educator with a
deep commitment to resolving the history
of the people of color." Acosta said.
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us to play,just give us the music and we
will play it." Natorst said.

Through pulling down the pedals

which are attached to belts that pull

the bells' rope, tunes can be played.

Because there are only nine bells, it is

difficult to play a wide variety ofsongs.

Yet Olson said they sometimes rewrite

the music to a different key, so they can
play it on the chimes.

After the UMass basketball team
would win a game last semester,
Samonds said he would be waiting in

the bell tower to play the chimes.

"I am always in the tower listening

to a portable radio, so I can start clang-

ing away I right after a game I,"

Samonds said.

"We do it because we enjoy it. We
feel it holds a feeling of unity on cam-
pus. This gives people a thing to identify

the campus with," Olson said.

And Samonds said he would like to

see more people become interested in

the old bells in the bell tower.

"We could use a few more student
bell ringers. It is not very hard,"

Samonds said. "I would like someone
to give a carolyne I set of 40 bells]. We
hope people will come in and take would
a look around."

panel
continued from page 3

lems with state or private agencies.

Other perils facing these youth are

those of substance abuse, HIV/AIDS
risk, harassment and violence. These
stories will be reviewed at the testimony

and steps will be made to address the

needs oflesbian, bisexual and gayyouth.
Leslie Tarr Laurie is the eo-chair of

the Governor's Advisory Committee on
Women's Issues. This is the only hear-

ing that the Committee on Women's

Issues will be attending.

"The suicide of gay and lesbian

youth is a national epidemic. These
teens are faced with depression and a

host of other issues," she said. They
will also be making suggestions to

Governor Weld on ways to improve
school education and to support GLB
youth.

The hearings will run today from 1

p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 917 of the
Campus Center.
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Winter Session 1993

Ves, you can!
7es, you can!

So, do it!

Register for Winter Session classes.
Special enrollment restrictions do not apply for Winter Session

So, if you're a UMoss student, all you have to do is just sign up

WINTER SESSION:
• a unique "mini-semester," just three weeks

long

• earn 3 acodemic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14.

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25

Monday, Nov. 16 Exhibition Viewing 3-6pm7pm "Irish Ways" video, a retrospective of devebpments
in Nsrthern Irehnd over thepast 20 yea-s.

Tuesday Nov 17 ExhibUon Viewing ll:30am-6:30pmfpm inside Belfast", slides and guest speaker DAN^fY BURKE
,., . ^ ^

''Belfast Exposed" photojoumaUst.
Wednesday, Nov. 18 ExhibiUon Viewing ll:30am-6:30pm

'Belfast ^''P<>^d'ia presentation <^ the 'NorOiern Ireland Report', and is sponsored by Residential
Arts, UMass Arts Council, SACEF. UMass Solidarity. STPEC and PAWSS
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Pornography:
a how-to guide

I'll bet the last time you picked up a Playboy or
Penthouse magazine you didn't realize that you
were supporting an industry bent on the destruc-
tion of women.

Pornography is a multi-milhon dollar business
that uses the supreme humiliation and degrada-
tion of women to turn a profit. It includes the
forementioned magazines and extends to videos,
triple-X theaters and song lyrics.

Stephanie

EISENBERG

tne mdividuQl writers or cartoonists und do not necessarily reflect those ol the Colkqian unless olhemise noted.

'Not with a bang, but a whimper'

Pornography is the malicious destruction of
women by a male dominated society. It is one ofthe
most profitable industries in this country, and due
to its wide profit margin the health and welfare of
women is ignored. Women are viewed as men's
objects, as it is an industry that buys and sells
women.

Pornography depicts and encourages the ex-
ploitation of women, while furthering the chau-
vinistic view that females are mere sex toys. It is
perhaps the biggest challenge that women face in
this country, therefore the hardest to overcome.

Pornography teaches that when women say
"ho" they mean "yes." It further says that "yes" not
only applies to sex but is a "yes" to violence, pain
and defamation. It sends the message that sub-
mission and violence are acceptable as long as they
are sexualized.

Pornography sets the standards for female
sexuality and presents images that "real" women
are supposed to live up to. It portrays these types
ofsexual activities as ones that should be included
in the realm of"normal sexual activities." It is also
perhaps the first view many boys have into the
world of sex, and it shows them that this type of
oppression is not only acceptable but is normal,
and thereby expected.

Most forms of pornography include racist or
anti-Semitic scenes used to further the image of
the woman's fear and the man's supreme power. It
also shows that hatred, violence and subordination
are okay, if they are sexuahzed.
Many feel that by censoring pornography. First

Amendment rights are being violated. The basic
fundamental rights of women are being violated.
Pornography has been proven to inadvertently
promote rape, sexual assault and other sex-related
hate crimes. As all of these directly endanger a
woman's health and well being, they should come
before those backwards First Amendment laws.

Pornography is basically a how-to manual. It

details the torture and degradation of women so
graphically that it can easily be replicated. It pro-
motes so much violence that it has come to endanger
women's health while threatening their sexuality.

So, the next time you decide to "support the
industry," imagine how your girlfriend would feel
ifshe knew you were systematically learning how
to humiliate, torture and destroy a woman — bet
she wouldn't be too happy.

Stephanie Eisenberg is a UMass student.

When I grow up I want to persecute large masses of
people.

No, I don't really. But how else am I going to make
history?

So instead I'll be a Black man and walk down the
street so I can be harassed and arrested for committing
a first-time violent (or is it non-violent?) offense. Then
Bill can stick me in a boot camp and tell me how to be a
Good Black Man, and maybe then I'll learn more useful
things, like how to kill foreigners without a conscience.

Nathan

CRICK
Or I could be White and try real hard to understand

just what the hell is going on because someone forgot to
tell me. People could yell at me for contributing to
violence and I'd keep walking, wondering if they're right
and silently wishing everyone would just take a couple
pills and relax. Then I'd feel guilty.

Or maybe I'll be some invisible voice over the media
promoting a cultural revolution against those who
brainwash us while I condemn those who don't agree
with everything I say. Then I'd could be on the moral high
ground because I'm promoting tolerance.

So I used to go to high school dances and feel even more
stupid pretending I knew how to dance. It was a com-
munity thing, trying to look the least stupid jumping
around on the cafeteria floor while an annoying deejay
yelled "Do you guys know how to party?" over the mi-
crophone. He might as well be asking us do we know why
life exists.

I used to be best friends with a kid when I was six. In
seventh grade, Mr. Gibbons asked him a question and he
proceeded to tear off his shirt and rip it up into several
pieces and then walk out of class for no apparent reason.
It's the last time I remember seeing him. He's probably
dead now. Oh, but he used to play a mean game oftrucks.

"We have just made the world safe for democracy!

Good has defeated evil!" We certainly are a funny race.
Just can't stop kidding around. ANew World Order? Stop
it guys, you're kilhng me.
I want to be an Air Force Ranger. I want to fly through
the sky and drop things on people. Like Santa Glaus.

Do you ever wonder what people would really rather
be doing besides driving down a highway and forcing
others to read the lies on the back of their car?

Going to Boston really makes you realize how small
we all are in the mass ofhuman civilization. "Got a spare
dime on a cold night? Thank you man, thank you for
caring." While I was there a friend of mine was walking
home and saw a guy bounce off the hood of a car while
crossing the street. He got up and kept walking. Can your
turtle do that too, Mr. Steinbeck?

I think of "Jacob's Ladder" every time I walk into a T
station. It bothers me to realize that my life could be
resting on the unstable sanity of the man who just sat
across from me. I hate being mortal. Hell, I might as well
be Jesus. What does he care?

I wonder what it's like to play God? Maybe too many
ofus know the answer to that already. You'd think by now
they'd have made a board game out of it. I wonder how
many players would have been naive enough to give us
another shot at the apple?

"I'd Rather be Persecuting Large Masses of People."
We have lingered in the chambers of the sea, by sea-

girls wreathed in seaweed red and brown, till human
voices wake us. . .

So the day has grown long, and I am left to scribble
hopeless thoughts on the walls of the subway. Does that
make me a prophet now?My grandmother never scribbled
an>thing on a subway wall, and I think she's one of the
wisest people I know. She makes a killer pasta too. I think
if she was going to write anything, it would be that she
would die happy if her grandchildren enjoyed her cook-
ing. What more is there? False dreams and deceptions?

She never owned a bumper sticker.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

Butterfield residents are unjustly accused

Leasing the University Store?

We here at Butterfield love. We are a harmonious
community; we are a friendly, accepting group of true
individuals. If one were to make any generalization
about Butterfield, the only honest one is that we are
sensitively individuahstic. And believe us as we claim
this individuality not to be arrogant or chauvinistic. To
prove, we would Hke you — the reader— to witness us,
the ones who have signed this letter, momentarily laying
down our individuality, for the sake of truth, reason and
honesty. We even begyou to make a generalization about
us through this letter, if such an act were only to shatter
one, recent, monstrous generalization about us: that we
are somehow intolerant.

Perhaps Housing Services does not realize that we
people at Butterfield are people; that is, we have feelings.
We hurt when accused ofsomething we have not done.

We fly our flag for personal reasons. . . personal reasons
which we should not be forced into revealing, any more
than a man must publicly admit his size. But we are
forced. Kicked down, flat on our stomachs, limbs splayed,
we are subjected to a hateful interrogation which rapes
our integrity, our dignity and even our humanity.

This is not to say that our flag is wrapped around some
dark mystery cult. Nay, we should have explained the
flag in our own individual ways — that the flag is flying
with the winds ofcompassion— if only a compassionate
person had approached us, with the respectful inquiry.

Tana G. Henderson did not approach us with compassion
or respect. She attacked us with a closed, hateful mind.
Ditto for Housing Services. Thosie "services," parading
hypocritically under compassion and respect, are jam-
pakced with bigoted dynamite. Bigotry and hatred. Ms.
Henderson's letter blatantly insinuated that Butterfield
was nothing short of in league with the White Aryan
Resistance movement. As if such a powerfully horrible
topic could rightly be thrown around for one's own ma-
nipulative purposes! Therefore, we were of course hurt,
and are still hurting. Those housing services pounced on
us with Nazi-like, cruel tactics, without warning— like
a blitzkrieg— and stole our precious emblem. Stole it.

We are the family who has gone on vacation and, upon
returning to our house, our home, have found it violated
by thieves. Yes, we have found, to our shock, our family
treasure gone.

Ifwe were a traditional, societally-sanctioned family
living in a traditional home, we could go to the police,
demandingjustice when our home has been violated. But
where can we untraditionals go? To whom can Nazi-
branded, hippy-branded, criminal-branded people turn?
My friends, to whom can we turn?

T. Renn Trader
Francis M. Tokarski III

Central
This letter was signed by 43 Butterfield residents.

Our school is now investigating leasing
our University store to Barnes & Nobles,
an offcampus private company. Thismakes
you wonder what's going on in the admin-
istrators' heads. It comes down to money.

Ifthe University Store is sold, the buyer
will purchase all the inventory on hand.
This is a one time pump of cash into the

system.

In my three years at UMass I have
never had any problem at the University

Store, except for long lines to buy books. If

an outside company runs the store, they

look for dollars. Ifthe University runs the
store, service is the goal. Will prices and
quality go up or down? The campus com-
munity needs to be involved in this deci-
sion. One way to get info is to go to a
Campus Center Board ofGovernors meet-
ing on Thursday nights at 6 p.m. Another
might be to speak with the Campus Center
Director. However, ifwe don't do anything,
who knows what will happen.

Dan Gordon
At-Iarge governor of the Campus
Center

Cheap shots don't open minds
Once again, the mostly liberal editorial

page has tried to "open our minds." In his

column, "Church must adopt change

I Collegian , Nov. 3 1," David Rivera attacks

the Catholic Church and throws in a few

lies and bigotry for good measure. As an
Irish-Catholic. I was offended by your ig-

norance and hypocrisy.

As a regular church goer I can tell you
the church does not encourage or condone

violence toward homosexuals. It is simply

the lifestyle they consider immoral. Also it

is not only the Catholic Church that feels

this way. I'm sorry my grandmother isn't

alive today to read your comment about
Irish women being regarded simply as
"instruments of reproduction" in the eyes
of the church; she would gladly tell you
otherwise.

It continues to amaze me that you lib-

eral "minds," who are so open and agree-
able to different beliefs, are always getting
in your cheap shots on views opposite to

your own. How hypocritical!

Steve McCarthy
Southwest
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Marx
continued from page 1

Karl Marx, the 19th century German philosopher who
gave birth to Marxism, envisioned a society where workers
controlled their own livelihoods. But many scholars at
the conference believe the dictatorship that developed
under Stalin in the late 1920s would have repulsed Marx,
who died in 1883.
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UMass unveils
new recycling
storage plant
By ANGIE POPOVICH
Collegian Correspondent

Since the UMass campus is spread over 1,400

acres, a central facility was needed where recyclable

materials could be collected from different build-

ings and stored in bulk containers before being
shipped to market.

The Physical Plant staff, with assistance from
an outside structural engineer, designed a state of

the art facility to meet this need at the former
Lawerence Riding Arena at Tillson Farm. Last
Friday, the public was able to see the new UMass
Intermediate Processing Facility (IPF) at a grand
opening ceremony.

The IPF will be used by the Office ofSolid Waste
Management to collect, sort, process and store the
university's recyclable materials. "It is the largest

facility of its kind on a university campus in the
country. It will be a national model," announced R.

Marc Fournier, solid waste manager at UMass.
'The key to operating a facility is the ability to

transfer materials easily and efficiently," said
Fournier.

The IPF contains many features which will

make this possible, according to Fournier. The
facility includes a hydraulic dock lever, plastics
processing equipment, a digital load cell truck
scale, 13,000 square feet of storage space and
indoor and outdoor roll-off container bays.

"The IPF will generate revenue to support the
operations and to offset maintenance costs of the
building," said Fournier. They are negotiating with
other local colleges and the town of Amherst to
allow them to transfer their recyclables through
the UMass IPF for a fee.

With the growing need to sort materials,
Fournier said that new local jobs will be created as
well.
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Jennifer Eight gets a 1 for confusion
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Somewhere in the cloudy and disori-
enting muddle ofJennifer Eight, there's
the makings of a very clever, stylish
thriller. Unfortunately for all concerned,
it comes in fits and starts. A pair of deft
performances and some dizzying cat-and-
mouse sequences clash head-on with a
terrible performance by Andy Garcia and
a near reprehensible state of confusion.

Garcia, who is not having a good year
so far ( he underacted inHero and overacts
wildly here) plays Detective John Berlin,
whose first days m a sleepy northern
California town are interrupted by a hand
found in the town dump ( all similarities to
David Lynch's Blue Velvet end here). This
sets off an inexplicable obsession with
apprehending a serial killer who is mur-
dering beautiful, blind women from a not
so nearby institution.

Garcia is entranced (more from plot
inchnatjons than anything else it seems)
by Helena (Final Analysis' Uma
Thurman), a pretty blind woman who
Garcia fears may be the next target. And
what do you know, they fall in love!

Lance Henriksen iAlietis ) plays Garcia's
partner, yet he doesn't do much except
fulfill his partner-of-the-hero duties (ba-
sically, he's dead meat ). This investigation
brings John Malkovich (0/'M/cea72dA/e/2)
— in a delectable, over-the-top perfor-
mance — as an FBI agent looking to nail

Garcia for his partner's death. Memo to
Garcia: if you're going to overact, follow
Malkovich's lead.

Cinematographer Conrad L. Hall and
Editor Conrad Buff create a moody at-
mosphere, drenched in overcast skies and
dimly lit (get it?) interiors. Writer-director
Bruce Robinson ( Withnail and I) concocts
a few stellar chase sequences in the empty
institution, with either a flashlight or a
flash bulb for illumination.

These dizzying exercises in style show
visual promise, yet the mishmash ofa plot
that makes up Jennifer Eight drowns the
film in utter disarray.

While the identity of the killer in Jen-
nifer Eight just might surprise you, it's

mainly because the motive is so completely
out of left field; it's not even fair. The
investigation is based on one elusive hunch
after another, and dandy coincidences
reign. A nifty red herring is never resolved
and the one-two-three conclusion makes
one wish for the nail-biting tension ofWait
Until Dark, a superior variation on this
theme with much better results.

Ultimately, Andy Garcia unwinds the
film. His horrible performance consists of
yelling lines like "Dares a bad man out
dare .

. .and I don't know if he's in the next
room or the next county!" Yeah, whatever
Andy. He'll burst out yelling for no ap-
parent reason time and time again. It

becomes hard to remember how good this
guy was in the underrated pair, Internal
Affairs and Godfather III.

Uma Thurman does a little better. She
fills the role with some genuine pathos.
Yet— is that necessarlily good? Her role
is just a spin on the helpless woman in
jeopardy. Now, it's the helpless blind
woman in jeopardy.

Also, one can't help compare her to
Audrey Hepburn's marvelous turn in the
previously mentioned Wait Until Dark. In
that film, Hepburn used her blindness to
outsmart her pursuers by undoing all the
lights in her apartment, placing the kill-

ers in her world and switching the ad-
vantage. It's one ofthe best suspense yarns
there is and makes Jennifer Eight pale in
comparison.

Jennifer Eight doesn't work as a mys-
tery; lacking any sort of focus. It fails as a
character piece; the lead is outlandish and
the film is stolen by a supporting perfor-
mance. Jennifer Eight's arty pretentious-
ness just may win you over, it looks like
they're doing something kind of deep, but
its weighty flaws pull a smart failure out
of a promising thriller.

Grade: C+

Passenger 57— Passenger 57 takes a
HollyAvood staple — "suspension of dis-

belier — and amplifies it tenfold. Yet
another variation on the classic Die Hard
formula, Passenger 57 is indeed enter-
taining; it just becomes a test to see how
much blatant implausability (a.k.a. the
yeah, right factor) before you throw your
four dollar small popcorn at the screen.

Bruce Payne, doing an almost offen-
sive rip-off of Dz<? Hard's Alan Rickman,
plays the world's most dangerous airline
terrorist. After he's captured, the brilliant
F.B.I, take him cross-country for trial —
on a commercial airline flight. Someone in
the F.B.I, is gonna lose their job over this
stroke of genius.

But never fear! Also on the plane is the
world's best airline a «//-terrorist expert,
John Cutter (Wesley Snipes). He's got the
proper amount of emotional baggage (his
wife was killed in a robbery he tried to
foil), a designated tough-as-nails flight

attendent/love interest and enough dumb
luck to survive the hopefully uninevitable
sequels.

Snipes looks as though he's having a
great time, whether it is reciting the goofy
tag line: "Always bet on black!" or doing
outrageous stunts without getting his
shirt untucked. He also makes a fool out of
himself with his clumsy ninja-whatever
fights. I don't know what he's doing with
his hands, but it looks very goofy.

Passenger 57 makes Under Seige, the
Steven Seagal-D/V Hard-on a-boat-
thriller, look much better than it actually
is. The latter is a much tighter and less
implausible. But both movies are just a
reminder ofhow good the original DieHard
was, and even its fairly clever sequel. If

you must see Passenger 57, check your
brain with your luggage — you won't be
needing it.

GrtuLe: D+

Extraneous pounding rocks FAC's Macbeth
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian staff

When I left the new production of MacBeth by the
Committed Artists ofGreat Britain (Tuesday night at the
FAC Concert Hall ) I had a splitting headache. For nearly
three hours, director Stephen Rayne had subjected his
audience to a constant excess ofnoise: pounding, wailing,
shrieking, a thunderous musical score, and enough gun-
fire to fill a Schwarzenegger movie. His attempt to
transplant Shakespeare's classic "Scottish play" into
present-day Africa was an absurd, almost laughable,
folly of wrong-note direction.

But that's the bad news.
The good news is, thatjust as LadyMacBeth covers for

her insane husband, some ace performers help to cover
for their insane director.

Playing the difficult title role. Hakeem Kae Kazim
gives a carefully shaded performance, balancing the
murderous excesses of his character with a mood of
constant remorse and fear. He does not overact the rages
and passions of MacBeth, but portrays, instead, a man
with a great deal of restraint and self-assurance. His
selective political murders are decided with the strategic
cunning of a chess master, but he is unable to handle the
oppressive guilt which grows with each new murder,
eventually overwhelming him.

As Kazim's wife and co-conspirator, Jaye Griffiths is

no less impressive. It is Lady MacBeth who is the driving
force behind her husband's triumphs, and Griffiths plays
her iron-willed Lady for everything she's worth. The fa-

cade of her unflinching strength and will-power seems
strained almost from the outset, and it is ajoy to watch her
chip away at her character's all-important self control.

But these great performances arejust occasional oasis
in a desert of bad theatre. What can one say about a
production oiMacBeth in which the tragic hero opens fire

on the three witches, and the director writes in a rape
scene? Stephen Rayne is not a good director, and this

production reflects his lack of intelligent control.

Perhaps the most interesting idea in Rayne'sMacBeth
was the anachronistic staging. Yet, while he has no
reservations about changing the time or place of the
show, or adding a violent, pantomimed prologue with no
detectable purpose, his unflinching devotion to the
Shakespeare's language makes for some truly inexph-
cable lapses. Why, ifeveryone in the show has a gun, does
MacBeth prepare for battle by excitedly calling for a
sword? Either he is a very stupid man, or he has forgotten
that most ofthe invading force is armed with submachine
guns.

These inconsistencies aside, Rayne's direction is still

rather unsatisfying, to say nothing of loud, slow, and

redundant. Nearly every scene seems to begin with some
sort ofextraneous pounding or shrieking, and end with a
surge of abominable melodramatic music. These penny-
rate dramatic tricks are ridiculous and irritating, but
Rayne sticks to them with such devotion that one is
almost forced to admire him for a sort of skewed artistic
integrity. But not quite.

The performances of Hakeem Kae Kazim and Jaye
Griffiths were exceptional enough to make the evening
worthwhile, and it was great to see the First Couple of
Tragedy brought to Ufe with such artistry. I just wish
that they had stayed in their own century, and left the
automatic weapons — and the director— behind.

Committed Artists of Great Britain in Macbeth
COURTESY FINE ARTS CENTER

JQANBAEZ
FWIMY

NOVEMBER 20TH

LAZER ZEPPELIN
LA2ER UGHT ROCK CONCERT

10 000 WATT DOIJJY SOUND,
rmj, COLOR 3D yjjj.H nrAMs

FZATURINQ THE MUSIC OF
LEO ZEPPELIN
THURSDAY

NOVEMBER 27TH
nCKET.S AVAILABLE AT BOX OFRCE (413) 734 5874

STRAWBERRY RECORDS; NORTHAMPTON TICKET OFFICE (413)
i8<S8686 0RTICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE AT ! 8(X) 8287080

The University ofMassachusetts

Department of Theater

presents

Women of
Trachis

by Sophocles
a new translation

^
by Robert Bagg

November 12-14

\ and 18-21

8:00 p.m.

Rand Theater
Tickets: 545-251 1

Fine Arts Center

Box Office
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BURGERS • HOT DOGS
FRIES • ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES-FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

Roberts wraps up Winona, Part HI
COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

This is the final piece ofthe three part series highlighting
actress Winona Ryder's best films.

A month afterEdward Scissorhands was released, the
twenty year-old Winona Ryder became a "fish out of
water," circa 1963, in Mermaids. Ryder's role in Mer-
maids wasn't like any other character she's played before,

thus allowing viewers to see yet another side ofthis well-

rounded actress.

Filmed in Rockport, Massachusetts, Mermaids is the
story about a single, Jewish, Peg Bundy-type mother,
Rachel Flax, played by Cher. Mrs. Flax moves to the
fictional Boston suburb ofEastport with her two daughters
Charlotte (Ryder) and Katie (Christina Ricci, TheAddams
Family). Immediately, Cher becomes romantically in-

volved with Lou (Bob Hoskins, Who Framed Roger
Rabbit?), the town shoe salesman.

The story revolves around Ryder's Charlotte, who
dresses like the All-American Catholic School Girl (a far
cry from her role in Heathers). Charlotte rebels against

her Jewishness by desiring to be a nun and by wearing a
gold crucifix on her necklace.

In a humorous contrast, her mother (in a flaunting

performance by Cher) dresses like a cheap floozy, so it's

funny when she asks Charlotte, "How do I look?" before

going out on a date. Charlotte responds, "Like a woman
about to go forth in sin." Her mother gets the last word by
retorting, "Oh good, just exactly the look I was hoping
for!"

Charlotte's object of desire is Joe, the handy man,
played by Michael Schoefling (Sixteen Candles). After their
first kiss, Charlotte goes to the doctor to see if she's

pregnant. After giving the name Joan Arc, she is hu-
miliated (and relieved) when the doctor tells her she's

still a virgin.

Charlotte keeps all her thoughts bottled up inside as
not to allow anyone, especially her mother, to know how
she feels.

Mrs. Flax taunts her daughter about Joe when she
says, "I know your planning a celebate life, but with half
my chromosomes I realize that must be tough."

In one scene, Charlotte is talking with Joe and her
Turn to WINONA, page 10

TRADITIONAL WOOD-FIRED
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

12 CRAFTS AVENUE
NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS

586-1468

TKINS
TBJJIT'

1/

Corner of nay Road it Rte. 1 IG. South Amherst
Open Dally 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. - 253-9528 «>

ORDER YOUR
THANKSGIVING PIES
FROM ATKINS

253-9528
Old Fashloiicd. Country Style Pics lliat

arc ALL MADE FROM SCRATCH wllh no
nrllflclal Ingrcdicnt.s or preservatives!
Willi delicious, nakcy crust, they arc
baked Iresli the day you pick tliein up.

Apple ruiiipklii
Mince Cherry
Apple Crumb Pecan
Rasptjerry Blackberry
Cream Pics Custard Pics

I I r- T I ' ^'

Blueberry
RJiubarb
Strawberry Rhubard
Merrln^ue

Also taking orders (or rolls, codec cake, breads, donuts. etc

Again this year at Atkins...
Fully Dressed

NATURALLY GROWN on FREE RANGE
NATIVE HOLIDAY TURKEYS
Order from Atkins and pick up your

turkey along wllli your pics.

Dear Students, Faculty, Staff and Friends,
"^"'' ^"^ ^

I would like to Thank You for your extended support of UMASS FOOTBALL. The MaineMSi!^
*-
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game promises to be an exciting event as we will battle the "Black Bears" in an attempt to host a
Division I-AA playoff game. Come down and cheer-on the Minutemen at McGuirk Alumni
Stadium this Saturday at 12:30 PM.

I also encourage you to bring your vehicle, set up a table and enjoy tailgating before the game.
Tailgating is an integral part of the UMASS Football experience and we are happy to have it back.
As you know, tailgating was reinstated this year on a trial basis. In order to insure that we
keep tailgating around for next year, we need your help and cooperation. Please help us with
the following:

1 . ATTEM]) TJHDE GAME I

Remember, if you submit your "Touchdowns for Tailgating" entry form (available in
the tailgate lots and at the ticket gates) prior to the end of the first quarter, you have a
chance to win $1500.

2. MJ EM FMOFEM USIE OF TME TEASM AMD) MECYCLMG (C(Q)MTAIMEE§ o'

3. nDOMT^m GLASS CdDmTAMIEES I

4. MO THEOWMG OF FMSIBIEIES OE FOOTBALLSM TME TAHLGATF
LOTS^
(Use the grass lots adjacent to the lots)

5

.

HAVIE FUJN AMD) LET'S IBEMG HOMEA VICTORY I

Thank You for your cooperation and support

Mike Hodges,
Head Football Coach
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So IT W^S You THE WHOLE
TIME.' YO(/Jf£ THE ONE
WHO'S BEEN
SENDIHS ME
INSULTS IK

THE MML//

I'LL GET ^OU R^R TUIS '

You AND VOUR. SNQ^K^
CODES aho Pasted letters
AND S<ULL DRAWINGS.'

By BILL WATTERSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

$«vm€ W'«w4 of

DOONSEBURY

5ON?AR£Y0U
ROCKING?iOHAT'S
GOtNGON'^ \

on,pof; aojN
FUL£MPWy
BeCKONS.

you've 60T
A JOB?

\

By GARRY TRUDEAU
UJUL, NCfT Y£T. BUT
IHAV5A 600P youDor
FeeUNOAaOUTAlY MiY^
PROSPBCTS.

WNK£R?
BOOPS/eON
TH^PHONe!
5HBSCUNCPS
PISTRAUeHT.

CALirrPl^TJNY.
THANKSFOR
evEfiymiNG,

anp.

/

WILMINGTON
Rakia LMcMd: '...and her swimming suit

too. Completed seven consecutive semsons
of 'Lifestyles' without once requiting that

special harness Tbok long boat rtdcs with
New Jersey tour groups. Held stenoes for

liberaoe's house pets...*

fSUS^S EXCERPTS
/^«^*iu RICH*. FANW

(inmw iltertd to protect Un liii»oc»nt.l

LJOMfdO'NInor. '...until the van broke
down. Directed sererml films with eyes

cto i iid. ftacdoed7ke-K«an-OD on unsu»
pectlng school chlkkvn. Reooided qrrupy
love ballads a/ter work In the garage.
Learned to appreciate the healkig power
of paint fumes...'

Tarf yn>M'»iiQir '...and he soil wouldn
shut upt Overcame addiction to Tks-
manlan water pdla. Ptacfloed my ttxettca

during s«ekend retreats to DcNlro's

ostrkh farm. Once did an endre episode

of •NHhtltne' without t»ldn£ a breath...'

.and the fiinnteat

part Is they actually bebeved mel WbriDBd

very hard on something I'd rather not
talk about DID NOT. however.

Roe V. Wade with any tMng belr« cjgoept

for that one time when the midgets
iwren't feeling too frisky.

HHjiy CHMsilaatiWHMC '...but as they
say, accldenu happen. Practiced
TVie-Kwan-Do on Leonard O'NImoy.
Learned to hurl glassware at the sei^

tants when WlDy wouldn't cotne home.
Wrote rambtng, cryptic letters to the

editor under former clients' names.

By MARK K. ANDERSON
j-BsrKmTHansSiijrvTnirLhe ume i

sucker- punched that old lady. Wrote novel
about belr\g a washed-up, ex-cekfarlty booae
hound, but Buffett beat me to the publtaher.

Now Uvlng Incognito as Insecure, urban
superhero gongthrough » tntd-hfc olstiL

TMVMiRif GMT '...actmOy. SalUnes
are my bvonte brand. Grew up In the

'hood. Really. Looked Into this Dion/
F^btan thkig. Tklkad to the folks down
hi marfcetatg and the rest la histary.

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

.because there

were Just too dam many big words.
Watched 16 hours of television per day.

Wrote diet book during commercials.
Pell In kwc with nightly television news
personality at obscure ostrich ranch In

Idaho. Currently battling addiction to

rasmanlan water pills...'

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

ByjIM

Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy

Copy Editor Jon Lupo

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelman

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Brad Hutchison

Todd Elliott

Menu
LUNCH

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Scalloped Macaroni

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Glazed Harvest Ham

Chicken Stew

BASICS DINNER
Roman Rice afhd Beans

Chicken Stew

The opinions cxprcssccl on this po^c ore thosf of the r.irtoonists <incl do not neccssorlly ref'lcrt the views ot the Callvfii.m or the University.

Inexplicably, Bob's porcupine goes flat.

Quote of the Day
"Try everything once, except incest and

folkdancing."

—Sir Thomas Beecham

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19):

Continue your efforts to meet new
people. Romance provides the

brightest niomenlsof yourday. Keep
a low profile when around some-
one aggressive.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Be
morediscriminatingabout who your
do business with. Steer clear ot se-

cretive attivilies.A solo tlighl goes
just right.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Your
prestige gels a lx)ost when your
business, sot lal and family interests

all combine favorably. When mak-
inga presentation, double-check all

facts and figures.

CANCER Ijune 2 1 -)uly 22 ): You
will be unable toavoid the spotlight

today. Put your l)est ftx>l forward
and dress for success. A relationship

should have smooth sailing now .

lEO (luly 23Aug, 22): Be cre-

ative, not extravagant, when deco-
rating your home. Striking colors

and accents can add sparkle to a

dull room.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Up
and at 'em! You need to gel an early

Stan to tackle all the activities you
have planned for the day. Travel

could head your list. Take a friend

along. Postpone romance.

LIBRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22): Over-
confidence could Ix- your downfall. Try

not to assume any new financial oliliga-

lions until you get current exjjenses un-
der control, joining an exercise class

improves your outlook.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2.VNOV. 21 ): Stick

to conventional methtxJs at work. A new
approac h is out of line with what is ik)w

acceptable. Turn a friend on to volun-

teer work. Be cautious with romance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-l>c. 21 »:

You could have loo many options to

chcxjse Irom today. It would pay lo Ik-

particular m your c hoice of companions
and activities. Make cenain you gel llie

right kind of information.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-lan. 19): Pri-

vate activities with influential people
may men money in the bank tor you.
Your career star is rising. Protecl creative

ideas.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-reb. 18): Your
financial future should l;e golden if you
follow up on a lucky hunch. Lcxjk for

impressive gains in finance or romance.
Use your soothing ways to calm a family

memljer's nerves.

PISCES (feb. 19-March 20): Early-

nx)rningconfusion gives way to positive

actions. Cement a relationship by
apologizing. Be careful no to get mired

down in details.

ACROSS
1 Subject ot

miny a song
5 Piotense

9 Qieek island

14 Pclice tmg. site

15 Boneficiary

16 t"'iiUa'8

commanis
i 7 (rving Berlin
' song 1937
20 Sweetie
21 Presidential

nickname
22 Fashion

designer Hardy
23 Mamma has

three
24 Summer of "A

Different

World"

25 Irving Berlin

revue: 1942
31 Chess

champion
Nimzovitch

32 Youngster
33 NASA approval

35 Give a hoot
36 Windsock's km
37 Water, in

Barcelona
38 "My country

39 "Like — noil"
'40 Pound's

partner
4 1 Irving Berlin

song 1936
46 Adjectival

suffixes

47 Red, White Of

blue

48 Lawyer MeMn
50 Cereal

ingredients

52 — man all

55 Irving Berlin

song. 1929
58 Street show
59 "Hook" role

60 Words to

Brutus

61 Pung and iuge

6? Word with over

or sight

63 Fnltance

DOWN
1 Strip ot wood
2 Eight, in Oviedo

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

23

24

25

26

Egotistical

MSS scanners
Province of

China
Take command
Lightfiearted
"— Miniver"

Yalta's

peninsula

More optimistic

III at —

:

uncomfortable
Very, to Pierre

Before tee

Sweet potatoes
Actress

Valentine and
ottfers
"— klelne

Nachtmusik"
Woody
Harrelson's

series

Santa Fe or

Oregon
Word with

laugh or opera
Kind of seeker
Pavarotti,

for one
Gog and —
"I told — !"

3 1 Go on stage
34 "Karate — ": TV

cartoon

36 Cremona
instrument

37 — Romeo
42 Inclined

43 'Boola Boola'
singers

44 Actress
Rolle

45 majestA
48 Golden-colored

wine

49 Raison d'

—

50 "Have mercy

51 Suit lo —
52 Puenle of Latin

music
53 Palindromic

name
54 Cdte d —
55 Couples: abbr
56 CIA's

predecessor
57 Partner of white

and blue

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

gyuuLi uuuu uyiiu

11/13/*2

1 * ' 4

1
^ r-

1
w "~W TT

l« II 11

17 11 It

M h II fj

n 14 ||H^|
n It r n I*

n

N ^H
II M M

IS I M I 17

M jjjM M 4*

<i u 41 44 41^ M 47 ^^1
1 M n i M II

I It M •4

H M 17

M

1
M

1
M

•1 n a

OlMi Lm A*t*ln Ttam SysMcMf 11/1S/M
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Winona
continued from poge 8

subconscious tells her, "I'm gonna burn in

hell for sure. Here he is talking about his

poor dead mother while I can't stop wishing
his hands were unbuttoning my dress."

While losing her virginity to Joe,
Charlotte's younger sister nearly drowns
when she falls into a river. Mrs Flax sees
that her daughter Charlotte is mocking her
by dressing trampy in her mother's clothes.

It isn't until this accident that Cher
and Ryder's characters really get to duke
it out at their home. Ryder releases all her
energy by yelling. "1 am not invisible. Talk
to me..." Cher storms into the kitchen and
yells "I am sick and tired of being judged
by you. You're a kid, okay, when you be-

come an adult you can live your life any
way you want to, but where gonna live my
life Hjv way.. Start packing!"

Ryder yells **I want to stay." Cher says
"And do what?" Ryder yells back "Finish
high school!" Cher says "Great start, what's
your major — town tramp?"

Ryder's Charlotte is a combination of her
sweet innocent Kim Boggs from Edward
Scissorhands and that elitist cheerleader

Veronica Sawyer from Heathers. In this

exciting cat fight against Cher, Ryder is

forced to let that snappy Veronica Sawyer
take over her body when she yells "No
mom the town already has one!"

Cher gets to react by slapping Ryder
across the face. Cher gets to show audi-

ences that being a single mother with two
daughters isn't easy.(Thanks Dan Quayle,
have a a nice vacation!)

Real life footage of Barbara Walters and
Hugh Downs hosting the Today Show and
the first radio broadcast that told America
that JFK was shot, works to make the
viewers believe that the story took place

in the 60's.

Mermaids is a great story about not
knowing ifyou'll ever fit in. Basically, the
title Mermaids explains that we're all fish

out of water and it just takes a little time
before we find a place to swim.

A-10
continued from page 12

10 Player ofthe Year, was named to the

preseason All-Conference First Team.
Teammates Tony Barbee and Lou Roe

made the second team.

"I don't care too much about those

awards," Williams said. "The awards
are for my mom. It makes her happy
when I get them."

All eight head coaches agreed the

league is more competitive this year

than ever before.

"There is no clear cut favorite this

year," Rhode Island Coach Al Skinner

said. "There's a lot of parity, you could

pick any number ofteams. Everyone is

good."

Mike Jarvis, coach ofGeorge Wash-
ington said, "This league is wide open.

The recruiting is better and the re-

cruiting is better. Anyone could walk
away with it."

Temple Coach John Chaney said,

"Last year we were ranked the fifth

best conference in the country. This

year we look even better. There are no
sure wins, it will come down to who
performs at the end."

RECYCLE THIS COLLEGIAN
^ -^

Switch 15

Ba\toikM CashWith

No Fees.
Get Unlimited Free Withdrawals And More With
The BayBank Student Value Package:^

Open a BayBank Student Value Package and get cash at more than

750 BayBank X-Press 24* banking machines free of transaction

fees.' And for a low monthly fee of $5 you'll also get a complete

package of banking services including:

^ Student Value Checking™ Account which includes 8 checks per

month and a companion Savings Account)

y The BayBank Card with X-Press Check?'^

^ Reserve Credit overdraft protection mdfree CheckView™ plus

a BayBank Visa* or MasterCard* with an annual fee of just $2U

To open a BayBank Student Value Package, visit your nearest

BayBank office or call 1-800-BAY-FAST* 24 hours a day.

iarflBawif

SbOSQO 81b5f3Sl 2J-0

„,-« 57/5' «-'

*5Bonus Offer
When you open a Student Value Package and ask for a BayBank
Card, well deposit five dollars in your Student Value Checking
Account Just present tfiis coupon at any BayBank office or call

1-800-BAY-FAST before December 31, 1992

Name-

Address.

City _Sute_ -Zip.

SchooL

L.

Limit one five dollar deposit per account

J
Ba/Bank®

'Charges for transactions at BayBank X Press 24 Cash* machines and ATMs owned by other banks are additional A I 7S fee apolies to each rherit ^fior .h. -.i.K.i, iv.

you need a valid school ID or other proof of current student status.
^^ '^""^'' *"" '""'ghth lb open a BayBank Student Value Package,

'To qualify for X Press Check. Reserve Credit overdraft protection, and a BayBank MasterCard or Visa, you must be 18 or older and have no adverse rrPdit hi.tnrv n n ,.r ..^ .
14 90 % subject to change

°"^^ ^^" "'''o^y BayBank Credit Card annual fee and APR of

.
Member FDIC Equal Opportunity Lender

soccer
continued from page 1

2

Hartford is dangerous offensively as Rose Daley ( 14
goals), Kim LeMere (14), Reifer (lO)and Thornsbury (7)
lead the attack.

Rudy will counter with Heidi Kocher and Holly
Hellmuth defensively marking Daley and LeMere.

"Those front four are the absolute key to beating
Hartford," Rudy said. "These people need to be shut down
in order to win. They have 80 percent of all their goals.

"Can we shut them down and can we do it without
Wilkins? That's the key to the game."
Game Notes Those interested in attending the game

in Hartford are encouraged to take the UMass Fan Bus
to the game. The bus will leave the Curry Hicks Cage
Sundayat 11:15a.m. and the costofthetripis$5. Contact
Margaret Driscoll (5-3190) in the Athletic Department
for more information.

field hockey
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Amhkrst

Laundromat
Open 7 davT
Hani-9pm

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washinj; Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant available
all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

continued from page 12

tween a loss to defending national champion Old Domin-
ion, and have at times appeared unbeatable. The game
will be won on penalty corners, because both UMass and
Penn State have outstanding corners. Hixon said her
squad is ready.

"The kids have looked great in practice this week,"
said Hixon. "They're focused, they're really serious about
what they have to do. Even with the rain |on Thursday],
there were 10-12 kids out on the practice field early."

As Penn State typically has a large following, Hixon
and Blenis hoped fans would be out in force on Sunday.

"I'd love to see a thousand people there cheering."
Hixon said. "That may be shooting too high, but I think
as long as it's not wet or cold we'll have a good turnout."

"I think it's really important to have a big crowd
there," Blenis said. "If we win, we're going to the Final
Four, and we're really hoping for a big student turnout."

QUIET!
If you re tired of

yelling this,

come and see
us

The Brook
253-3834

_. , , .
CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team is 20-1
as they enter the NCAA tournament.

ADVOCAll;
1^ BKSTit
THEVALLEV
READrKiPOU.

1992
Pi G.- EKING VIARDEN
R A MANDAPIN tl SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

i«( PIm:« Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET 55.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 -3pm

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FrL & Sat.OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

yrSA FreSi^g ;«lj.t ® °" «»""='' H^-^'^y

Tuesday, November 17, 1992
\
^i^iHriKdririrtrh^r^,:r:rrr:r:r'\

John Sacco
Master Hypnotist

Performing at

The Hatch
9:00 p.m.

$2.00 Cover Charge

FIELD HOCKEY

ATTENTION
UMASS F.H. FANS
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP TOURNAMENT!

Hei^e on tlie UMass campus. Come cheer on tlieUMASS field hockey team as they battle the
winner of the Penn State/Temple Game in the
Second Round of the NCAA Division I Field
Hockey Championship. 12:00 noon on Sunday,
November 15 at Totman Field. Tickets are $6.00
for adults, $4.00 for students.

vrCrCrCri

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
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Classifieds
ILE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

' FOR SALE
' PERSONALS
' HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Hlltol - Pizza Bagel Night at the Hitlel

House Nov. 14 $3/Free for ACH
Call 549-1710 For more information

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Studant Rantars and landlord* should
stop by the off-campus housing office to
pick up the latest landlord/tenant guide,
it's free and an atjsolute must. For all your
housing questions call 5-0865 or stop by.

'SublattingovarWintara«>sion7' The
off campus housing office at 428 Student
Union offers a great way to find sublletting
or sublet a property over intersession. All

leasing questions answered with a smile.
Call 5-0865 or stop by.

AUTO FOR SALE

Buick Ragal Ltd. 1982 Excellent cond.
Must see $1850 neg. Call 586-5276.

TRADE 83 Niaaan pickup for functional
motorcycle. Needs some work call

5493662.

ENTERTAINMENT

Amharat 3 badroom corKio avail. Feb.
1st. A room and 1 bedroom apartment
avail. Jan. 1st.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Furniahad badroom houta. south of
Amherst. Washer/dryer. $700 253-7178

Ona room in 3 bedroom Pufton Apart-
ment Rent 226/mo Plus

Available January 1 1993 to

June 30 1993 Call Anne 549-7718 in

eve^ing before 1 1pm
Room availabia in beautiful renovated
church. We are 2 males and 2 females
with one cat. Rent $250 Call evenings 253-

7357

Taka owar our laaaa at Brandywine, 2
bedroom heat and hot water included,
inlcudes free gifti Call 549 0081 avail
Jan. 1

FOR SALE

JOBSI Ara you looking for a resume
builder? UMass Telefund is hiring! Flex-
ible hours, good pay, and great experi-
ence. Come down to the basement of
Memorial Hall for an application or call

545-3509.

Fraa Concert
Monghani and Bop Harvey
performing at Pearl St.

Friday the thirteenth

Doors open at 8:00

Come and fall In love

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

For Sala-Bruce Springsteen tickets Nov.
15 - Hartford, best offer 527-5728

For sala pair of 71/2 women's ski boots
brand new Leber $100 549-8094

1979 Toyota Corolla
Runs Great 91000M
$700 or 8/0
Amos 546-4029

Earn tlOOQ/Waak at home stuffing en-
velopes! For information, send long SASE
to CJ Enterprises, Box 67068K, Cuyahoga
Falls, OH

4J222
EARN EASY MONEYI
Post our brochures around campus and
receive commission for each completed
application. Work few hours on your own
time. Call 1 800-758-9918 EST

Prof soaka paraonal cara assistance in

SOM 12-2:30 most days M F
Salary negotiable

Call 549^n7^aftor 5pm

$252.50 Sell 50 funny college t-shirts

and make $252.50. No financial oblige
lion. A risk free program. Avg. sales time=
4-6 hours. Choose from 18 designs.
Smaller/larger quantitiesavail. Call 1 800-
7333265

Emaralds R graan
Snowflakes R While
Guess again Jenna
You may not be right

LML,
Big Sis

Happy 21at Birthday, Michala
Uptown is welcoming its newest
member on Friday! Have Fun Love.

Joanne

Jan S.
From the Start I knew...

It had to be you!
Phi Love you

Your Big Sister

Michala
Happy 211

Only 365 days to 22!

Love^your 4 roomates (LMKDI

My Lova
My Heart

My Life

Happy Birthday!

Your Lover
P.S. Looking forward to marry you
next summer

Jaaon
Thanks for the best year of my life

I hope its only the beginning
I love you - TM

Randi,
I am so psyched you are
my lil sis!!! We are going
to have the best week ever

LML Your Big Sit

Need 3 Housamata* M/F Jan Isl 5 min
to Campus 549 7619

Roomata wantad to thara 2 BR
Brandywine Apt. starting Jan. 1 . Call Tom
5492653

3 Rasponaibia wntman
Need housing for Spring semester Desire
place near UMass
Call Young Ni 546-0580 or Jen 4978

Two famalat naadad to share a
Brandywine Apt. Call 549-8382

SERVICES

$200-t500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy! No
selling. You're direct. Fully guaranteed
FREE INFORMATION - 24 HOUR
HOTLINE. 801 379 2900 Copyright
#MA15KDH

Julia Lichtanttain
You brighten my eye. I'm so excited
you are a Phi. I do not have a Lil' sis, but
now I do, its you.

Guess Who
Phi Love,

Your Big Sis

To My Lil Sia Karen C.

Get psyched for the fun to begin
You're the best ever!
Phi love

Your Big Sis

Pragnant? Naad Halp7
Call Binhright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549-1906

Tarot Raadinga
Call Chris 256 0821

Tarot Raading by
appointment. Anytime
Call Mitch 548 9761

MAC SE/30 w/lots of additional software
2MG/80 askingJSOO or BO call 774-2567

Ovar 30 Saga & Nintendo games
Starting at $15 Call Rob 6-5486

Passport Radar Oatactor works per-
fect $75^ or B/OAlex 253-7896

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 $450 O.B.O

Wantad: Travel Raps for spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

INSTRUCTION

Guitar Lessons
665 1178

first lesson half price

FOR RENT HELP WANTED PERSONALS

Amharst-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed-
room homes on bus route call 586-4270

Amherst remodeled 6rm 4 t)edroom apt
on bus route minutes from campus $899/
mo 256-0741

Alaska Summer Employment
fisheries earn $600 a week in canneries
$4000 month on fishing boats. Free trans
portation! Room and Board! Mala or
Female. Get a head start on this summer.
For employment program call 1-206-545-

415Sext. AS001

Allison-
Even thoough we don't speak the same
same language, we will always under
stand each other.

LML,
Your Big Sis

Jody King
I'm so psyched to have
you as my lil'sis. Amazing
times to come!
Phi love.

Your Big Sis

Kari

Who will smile first?

Phi love,

Your Big Sis

Laurie - my III' sis
I couldn't be happier"
Get ready for a great week
LML,
Your Big Sis

Lost: 5'9'
, brown hair

Very pale, drinks lots of coffee
Last seen with small
human attached to leg

Answers to: Neil

Please return ASAP

To Karen Weiner, my little sis I

am so excited my heart's filled with glissl

It's soon that you will be
With my Phi Family
Phi Love,

Your

Big

Sit

ROOMATES WANTED

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Carda
Coming Dec. 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Female needed to lake over
Brandywine lease ASAP or by January 1

$185 month . utilities. First months rent
Free call 549-0853

Fantale sublease
single m Mill Va.

Spring Sem.
Call 253 3406

Save on spring break '93

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida from
S1 19! Book early, save SSSII Group dis-
counts!! 1 800 426-7710

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed ~ free cover page, spell
check, laser printout S1.50/page. Brian
546 1795.

Female to share large room 167.80 call
665 7604

Looking for two women to share our N.
Amherst Apt. $200 prmth & utilities Jan 1st
Call 549-0916

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, repons, theses, dissertations.
Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323-5031

Typing < 1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586 5268.
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Sports
One victory away from the Final Four
•Field hockey (20-1) hosts Penn State
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The official slogan of the University of
Massachusetts field hockey team is "Roll
UMass." You can see it on their banner at
Totman Field, or hear the team chant it

before and after every game. If you look
real hard, you may see traces ofthe words
in paint on the hill across from the field

that remain from last year.

It has become more than a slogan, it is

a description of their season, because
UMass has basically rolled over every
team which has faced them.

With their last home game of the year
at 12 p.m. on Sunday in the second round
of the NCAA tournament (tickets $2.00
students, $4.00 adults), the only thing
keeping the Minutewomen from rolling

into Richmond. Virginia for next weekend's
NCAA Final Four is the Penn State
Nittany Lions.

Ironically, the last hurdle for the
number three seeded Minutewomen (20-

1 ) is Penn State, a team which refused to

play head coach Pam Hixon's squad at
Totman Field this year.

"We played Penn State at State College
last year, and lost to them by one goal,"

said Hixon. "I tried to get them on the
schedule this year, but they wouldn't come
to Amherst to play us. We wanted to play
them."

UMass realizes that the Nittany Lions
are not a pushover. Penn State was in the
Final Four last season and were fifth in

the country in the last NCAA poll of the
regular season. On Thursday, they fought
back from a 2-1 deficit to defeat Temple 4-

2 in the first round game.
The Minutewomen and Penn State play

similar games, relying on passing and
penalty corners. Chris McGinley leads the
team in points and is the Penn State
version of Ainslee Press, acting as the
hitter on the penalty corner.

"They don't really have any weak links,"

said UMass co-captainJoy Blenis. "They're
strong throughout except they have a
freshman goalie (Shelly Meister]."

The focus is on the Minutewomen,
however, because their destiny clearly lies

in their own hands. The team has sand-
wiched two 10-game winning streaks be-

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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Minutemen to tackle
Black Bears tomorrow
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

Lately, the University of Massachu-
setts football squad has been making a
habit of playing high-powered offensive
teams.

Tomorrows game will be no different as
the University of Maine (5-4. 3-3 confer-

ence) travels to McGuirk Alumni Stadium
to take on the Minutemen in a 12:30 p.m.
showdown.

The Black Bears boast one ofthe most
potent one-two combinations in the Yan-
kee Conference in sophomore quarterback
Emilio Colon and senior tailback Ben
Sirmans. Colon is second in the league in

passing as he averages 158 yds passing/
game and has thrown for 12 TD's. Colon
may be behind Richmond's Greg Lilly in

yds passing/game but he more than makes
up for that with his 61.7 completion per-

centage, first in the YanCon.
"He's

I Colon I just an outstanding ath-

lete," said UMass assistant coach Bill

McGovem. "He's got a whip arm and is

very fast - even when a play breaks down,
he can pull the ball in and run.

"(His ability) will be a great challenge
for our defense." The other offensive cog
that makes Maine's engine go is Sirmans,
who has been a force on the ground all

season long averaging 109.4 yds rushing/
game, second only to Richmond's Uly Scott

(124.2/game). Sirmans, who was the
YanCon offensive player of the week, has
racked up 10 TD's and needs only 15 yards
to surpass the 1,000 yd mark for the sea-
son.

"Maine's got just an excellent tailback
in Sirmans," said McGovem. "I was watch-
ing films the other day (of Sirmans] and
people just bounce off him when he nms.

Defensively, the Bears are led by de-
fensive end Corey Parker, who has 38

tackles and seven sacks, and middle line-

backer Dan Girard, who's third in the
YanCon in tackles with 119 (13.2/game).
Girard was named to the YanCon honor
roll last week for his 14 tackle performance
last week. Strong safety Lance Boston has
been impressive this season with 64 tackles

and four interceptions.

UMass' running game this week will

suffer a little tomorrow with the absence
of freshman tailback Rene Ingoglia, who
twisted his ankle seriously enough two
weeks ago that he hasn't donned a uniform
since. Fullback Mike George has also been
hobbled by an ankle injury oflate and was
slowed last week, but he should be ready
to play tomorrow. Redshirt freshman QB
Andrew McNeilly ( 12-25, 158 yds/passing
last week) will look to tight end Steve
Dembowski (first TD grab of career last

week) and split end Matt Read in the air,

and rely on tailbacks John Johnson and
Jason Mumford on the ground.

On defense, the usuals will be out in
full force to lead the nimnber one rated (in

YanCon) UMass D. Cornerbacks Don
Caparotti and Matt Rajotte will anchor
the defense along with inside linebackers
Bobby Burke and Phil Lartigue. And who
can forget outside linebacker Mario Perry?
With 15 sacks and 50 tackles on the sea-
son, Perry is a force each and every week.

Minutemen NotesrSophomore defen-
sive tackle Brian Corcoran had a great
game last week against Richmond (nine
tackles, one sack and a TD return on a
fumble recovery) and was rewarded with
the Yankee Conference and ECAC defen-
sive playerofthe week awardsand theCoca
Cola Golden Helmet award as the top Di-

vision 1 player in New England. Said
McGovem on Corcoran, "He's just a great
kid who practices hard every week - the
awards are well deserved." . . . UMass is

ranked 16th in this weeks Div. 1-AA poll.

^Soccer looks to shut down Hartford
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Every college team dreams of play-

ing in the Final Four and this weekend
the University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team has a chance to

make its dreams come true.

Massachusetts (16-3) will travel

Simday to the University of Hartford
( 18- 1 ) to face the Hawks at 1 p.m. in the
NCAA quarterfinals.

"Hartford is a very good team," Mas-
sachusetts Coach Jim Rudy said. "We
are going to have to come to play and
play hard in order to win."

On Oct. 10 Hartford, ranked No. 2

nationally, defeated Massachusetts 2-

in Amherst on the strength ofsecond
half goals only one minute apart by
Jessica Reiferand MicheleThomsbury

.

Massachusetts hit the crossbar three
times in the contest and controlled play
for stretches of the game.

"The first game was 2-0 but it could
have gone either way," Hartford coach

Austin Daniels. "UMass could have
easily taken it 2-0. We put away our
chances and that's why we won. "There

isn't much between these two teams.
We're even. The team which capital-

izes on its opportunities will win."

Hartford, which has never made the
Final Four, received a first round bye
and has had two weeks to rest and
prepare for this game.

"The layoffhas helped a lot," Daniels
said. "We had a lot of nagging injuries

and now we are healthy and ready to

play."

Massachusetts, which last reached
the Final Four in 1987, is not as fortu-

nate. Last weeks physical 2-1 victory

over Connecticut has taken its toll.

Midfielder Paula Wilkins, who pulled
her hamstring against the Huskies, is

questionable for Sunday.
"We won't know about Paula until

game time," Rudy said. "We have a lot

of little injuries, we were missing six

players fi-om practice the lasttwo days."
Turn to SOCCER, page 1
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_ _ CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Don Caparotti and the 7-1 UMass Minutemen host the University of Maine on Saturday.

Mountaineers picked to win tight A- 1 race
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA— West Virginia Men's Basketball
Coach Gale Catlett, downplayed his teams selection as
the preseason favorite to win the Atlantic 10 in a poll of
media and league coaches, saying any one of six teams
could realistically capture the title.

"This is an improved and balanced league and it will

be very difficult to win it this year." Catlett said. "There
are too many good teams this season, no one will run
away with it."

Massachusetts, picked to finish second in the poll,

should be the favorite in the tight race, according to

Catlett.

"You've got to pick Massachusetts," Catlett said. "They

won last year, they've got good players back. John
[CaHpari] is a great coach and they've got great fans.
They're one ofthe best teams in the East. They should be
in the top 10 this year."

Calipari said the league has no clear cut favorite to
take the title.

"I picked five teams to tie for first on my ballot,"
Calipari said. "I picked us sixth. I don't think anyone will
dominate the league. If a team gets hot at the end it can
run through the tournament."

Calipari, who lost three starters form last years con-
ference championship team, is uncertain about his team
in the upcoming year.

"How good are we, I don't know?" Calipari said. "We
are not as deep as last year and our guard play is not as
good. We have some question marks.

"After four games we could be 1-3 or 2-2. Our non-
conference schedule is difficult and there are no easy
wins in our conference. We can't just show up and win."

West Virginia, which named first on 10 of the 30
ballots submitted, was named as the team to beat.
Massachusetts (8 first place votes) was second, followed
by George Washington (6), Temple (6), Rhode Island, St.
Joseph's, Rutgers and St. Bonaventure.

In the women's poll, Massachusetts was picked to
fimsh eighth in the conference, St. Joseph's was tabbed
as the top team.

"We are not concerned with the preseason polls,"
Massachusetts coach Joanie O'Brien said. "We care
about where we are at the end of the season."

Massachusetts center Harper williams, returning A-
TurntoA-10, PAGE 10
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Partly sunny Monday, 37-41;
light snow on Tuesday

Arts & Living:
Movie reviewer Jon Lupo says Bram Stoker's Dracula

needs braces. What did director Francis Ford Coppolla do
wrong? Read and see. Page 9.

Sports:
The University of Hartford's Hawks tear into

UMass women's soccer, knocking them
out of the NCAA tournament. Page 1 6.
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Field hockey makes Final 4
Minutewomen defeat Penn State 1-0 in overtime

MATT KAHN/ COLLEGIAN
Holly Hockenbrock of the UlVass field hockey team puts

her hands up in victory as the Minutewomen beat Penn State
1 -0 Sunday at home to advance to the NCAA Final Four.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

It may be a cold, cold, cold day before anyone defeats
defending national field hockey champion Old Dominion,
but it was a cold enough day Sunday at Totman Field for
the University ofMassachusetts to advance to the NCAA
Final Four leaving only one more game between them
and the Norfolk, Va. team.

The Minutewomen battled through less than optimal
conditions yesterday to defeat Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity 1-0 in sudden death overtime sending them to

Richmond, Va. next weekend for the Final Four for the
first time since 1987.

Forward Tara Jelley broke the 0-0 deadlock with 6:49
left in overtime when she took the ball from Jenn Salisbury
inside the crowded goal area and, while falling down,
meekly pushed the ball in the left hand corner past
sprawling Penn State goaltender Shelly Meister. Jelley 's

shot was definitely not the hardest hit of her life, but it

was the biggest.

"It was a chaotic play with everyone in the circle,"

Jelley said. "I was falling on my knees and I pushed it in
with one hand on the stick. I watched it out of the corner
of my eye and it seemed like it was in slow motion."

The win breaks a NCAA tourney drought for UMass,
who had not won even a first round game since 1990.
Massachusetts' last win in the second round came in
1987. Massachusetts entered the tournament as the No.
3 team in the country this year, and received a first round
bye and the second round home game as a reward for

their season-long success.

The Minutewomen, along with Iowa, North Carolina

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 16

Reds regain power in Lithuania
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press

VILNIUS, Lithuania — The first republic to break
away from the Soviet Union appeared Sunday to be on
the verge of returning former Communists to power in a
bitterly contested parliamentary election.

Lithuanian voters angered by factory shutdowns,
soaring prices and a lack ofhot water said as they left the
polls that they were ready to give the former Communists
a chance to restore economic order.

Leaders of the former Lithuanian Communist Party,
now called the Democratic Labor Party, promised that if

theywon, they would safeguard Lithuania's independence
and continue to build a Western-style market economy.

But they also said they would improve trade relations
with Russia and demand better terms from the Inter-

national Monetary fund, which has forced Lithuania to

freeze government wages and hold down pubhc spending
in return for Western loans.

Sajudis, the anti-Communist party that led Lithuania
to independence in 1990, has "done very httle in the past
two years," Andrei Kobzar, 30, said as he cast his ballot
at a high school in downtown Vilnius.

"Actually, they've done a lot — to make our life

impossible," said his wife, Valentina, an unemployed
waitress. "Everything is bad now. We live in such a hole,

with two kids. I have no job, no welfare payments."
More economic bad enws appeared on the eve of the

election when the daily newspaper Tiesa reported that
industrial production has tumbled 48.5 percent thisyear.

According to other reports, one-third of all factories

have closed or sharply cut back employment. Consumer
prices have jumped 2,200 percent since 1990, and fuel is

in such short supply that central heating plants shut off

hot water to most homes just as winter set in.

Many Lithuanians blame Sajudis and its leader,

Vytautas Landsbergis, for the failing economy.
In the first round ofvoting on Oct. 25, the backlash led

Turn to LITHUANIA, page 2

UMass accepts
Upward Bound
substitute plan
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts administrators
announced Friday they accepted a replacement for

Upward Bound, an outreach program for economi-
cally disadvantaged high school students which
was eliminated during the summer after the federal
government refused to renew a grant which had
provided most of its funding.

"We took the best parts of what Upper Bound
offered and other programs and merged them into
one," Acting Dean of Academic Support Services
Ken Burnham said.

The new program, outlined by Associate Jour-
nalism Professor Nicholas C. McBride and Dean of
Students Jo-Anne Thomas Vaninin in After Up-
ward Bound: Recommendations to the Chancellor
on PreCollege and First Year Educational Support
Programming, emphasizes the outreach and reten-
tion of economically disadvantaged students. The
program targets African American, Hispanic, Asian
and Native American students.

The proposal recommends the University:
• appoint a director for the new program's

implementation and development and establish an
advisatory group for the director.

• institute pre-college support focusing on Af-
rican American. Hispanic, Asian and Native
American high school students and present aca-
demic contracts guarunteeing acceptance to UMass
should they complete high school.

• set up weekend seminars by the Springof 1 993
to teach study and cognitive skills while including

'

workshops exploring issues such as relationships,

decision-making, AIDS, drug and alcohol aware-
ness.

• hold a four week summer program for students
not invovled in the weekend seminars. The report
said this program should be made available for 50
students summer 1993.

• expand the Collegiate Committee for Educa-
tion ofBlack and other Minority Students, Bilingual

Collegiate Program, and other academic support
programs to develop a five-year liberal arts bach-
elor program focusing on basic study skills.

"We would rely on profes-sors volunteering to

teach a single course in this program above and
beyond their normal course load," read the propoal.

Students participatingin the weekend seminars
and summer program would attend these classes
and be guaranteed tutoring during their five years
at the University.

Turn to UPWARD BOUND, page 4

UMass Profs' Atlas approved for school libraries
By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Correspondent

Massachusetts schoolchildren can soon
benefit fi"om a state historical reference
book recently published by the University
of Massachusetts Press.

The "Historical Atlas ofMassachusetts"
received overwhelming approval from
Governor Weld to be distributed in all

Massachusetts public and private sec-

ondary school libraries, said Jack Tager,

one of the coeditors of the work.

According to Tager, a history professor

at the University of Massachusetts, the

book received a $100,000 appropriation

from the state to cover printing and pub-
lishing costs for an estimated 2,000 copies.

"We hope it will become a standard
reference in all state educational institu-

tions," Tager said.

The "Atlas" is the first comprehensive
statewide reference book ever produced in

Massachusetts. One other atlas was pub-

lished in 1894, but it contained strictly

road maps of the state's 351 cities and
towns.

Published in 1991, it is a multi-dimen-
sional reference covering the state's his-

torical, political and economic growth from
1620 through the 1980s.

"I'm personally pleased to know that
students in the Commonwealth will now
have access to the atlas through their own
school libraries," said Bruce Wilcox, di-

rector of the University ofMassachusetts
Press. In addition, Wilcox says the book
has been selling well, with orders coming
in from as far as England.

The 160-page book is divided into two
sections. The first is a chronological his-

tory, discussing everything from Native
American settlements and the creation of

the Puritan commonwealth to the forma-
tion of the 20th-century postindustrial

state.

The second part of the atlas explores

the political and social aspects ofthe state,

including political organization, ethnicity,

race, health care, communications,
transportation, energy and the Quabbin
Reservoir.

The idea for the book came from James
A. Hafner and Richard W. Wilkie, two

professors from the department of Geol-

ogy and Geography at UMass in early

1979. The project began in the early
eighties with a small grant from two fac-

ulty deans.

The funds ran out quickly, though, and

progress halted for another three years.
Then, in 1985, more money became
available, and Wilkie, who eventually
became a coeditor, decided to resurrect
the project, as well as integrate a historical

Turn to ATLAS, page 4

view ot bpringtield, Massachusetts by Thomas Chambers graces the book jacket to the

new Historical Atlas of Massachusetts edited by UMass professors Richard W. Wilke and Jack
Tager.
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Monday, November 16, 1992
Lecture — August Savage Gallery presents Eshu

Bumpus, storyteller at 7 p.m. in the August Savage
Gallery in the New Africa House.

Lecture— There will be a lecture on "North American
Free Trade Agreement: Free for Who?" at 4 p.m. in room
903 of the Campus Center. The lecture is sponsored by
the AFSC and the STPEC program.

Lecture — As part of the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual
Studies Brown Bag Series, Margaret Hunt will address
"The Uneasy union ofGay Studies and Lesbian Studies"
from noon - 1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th floor.

Sale — Cape Verdean Students are sponsoring and
Army/Navy sale in the Student Union Ballroom from 9
a.m.- 7 p.m. Admission is free.

Tuesday, November 17, 1992
Lecture — BMCP is sponsoring a lecture "Pride and

Self Esteem" in the Campus Center room 101, from 8
p.m.-10 p.m. Admission is free.

Meeting— There will be an informational meeting for

the UMass Boston-Paris program at 1 p.m. in room 804
of the Campus Center for anyone interested in studying
for a year in Paris.

Lecture — Professor Harry Pardue will speak on
"Expanded and Improved Role of Kinetics in Analytical
Chemistry" at 11:15 a.m. in the LGRT room 103.

Meeting— There will be a meeting of the Institute for

the Healing of Racism at 7 p.m. in 803 Campus Center.
Information Session — There will be a Peace Corps

information session in 162 Campus Center at 7 p.m.

Mob ties incite Japan's Right

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

By YURI KAGEYAMA
Associated Press

TOKYO— It is eerily reminiscent ofanother era, and
another Japan.

Pohticians bow abjectly to right-wing extremists who
burst into their offices shouting insults. Guards at the
prime minister's residence nervously try to protect
themselves against possible attack.

Litte more than a half-century ago, militarist terror
and political assassinations helped destroy Japanese
democracy, leading to the Pacific War.

Today, the right wing's anger has been incited by a
trial exposing its links with Japan's underworld gangs,
or yakuza, and its usually hushed ties with the ruling
Liberal Democratic Party.

Some ofthe extreme right's 120,000 members— many

also in the yakuza — have stepped up demonstrations,
shouting protests blared from loudspeakers mounted on
convoys of trucks.

No one suggests that the current threat from the right
is equal to that ofthe 19308. On Feb. 26, 1936— a day of
infamy inJapan— rightists stormed the prime minister's
residence and assassinated three government officials.

Today's rightists have no apparent backing from a
now-docile mihtary, the SelfDefense Forces, though one
officer recently caused a stir with a magazine essay
suggesting a coup.

But the right does seem to retain the power of terror
and the threat ofviolence. At a rally last March a rightist
fired three shots at then-party kingpin Shin Kanemaru,
but missed.

Two months ago, an armed rightist set fire to a truck in
front ofthe official residence ofPrime Minister Miyazawa.

Lithuania
continued from page 1

to a surprise victory for the Democratic
Labor Party. Of 141 parliament seats,

the former Communists won 44, while
Sajudis got just 18 — a stunning drop
from the 97 seats it had won two years
ago.

Three smaller parties also made
gains at the Sajudis' expense. The
conservative Christian Democrats won
1 seats, liberal Social Democratics took
five and the Polish Union got three.

Sajudis has since fought back with
an emotional campaign implying that
the former Communists might surren-
der the country's hard-won indepen-
dence.

"A tear in God's eye: Lithuana, where
are you going?" Sajudis asked voters in

black-and-white posters splashed
across the capital.

The formerCommunists needed only
about half the 61 seats in the runoff to
gain a majority in parliament.

Clintons retreat to Calif.

MORE^ LESS $
Sp«ciol sovingt this wMkl

By JEFF WILSON
Associated PRess

SUMMERLAND, Calif— DougTaylor
bought a saxophone and dusted offa photo
of Air Force One in the 12-year-old
"Presidential booth" at his Nugget Res-
taurant. Bill and Hillary Clinton are com-
ing to town.

"Ifthere's a chance Clinton might come
in here, I want to be ready," said Taylor,
51, whose cafe serves as an unoffical
meeting spot for this seaside community
of 2,000 just south of Santa Barbara.
Dozens of journalists invaded
Summerland on Friday when word came
that Hollywood friends of President-elect
Clinton had acquired a beachfront estate
that he could use as a Western retreat.

"I hope we won't have to dress up," said
35-year resident Doris McCloskey, 63, as
she drove along the town's main thor-
oughfare that wasjammed with news vans

and reporters.

A quarter-mile away, media helicop-
ters hovered over the $4 miUion-plus es-
tate and Santa Barbara County sherriffs
deputies chased photographersaway from
bushes and the compound's imposing
wooden gate.

Harry Thomason and Linda
Bloodworth-Thomason. producers ofTV's
"DesigningWomen" and "Evening Shade."
a comedy about life in an Arkansas com-
munity, acquired the two-story home for
use by the Clintons.

"This is not going to be a Western White
House, . . . The Clintons may use it from
time to time, but it is not exclusively for
thier use, by any means," said Steve Roth,
assistant to Ms. Bloodworth-Thomason.

Some people took the announcement in
stride.

"We have tons of celebrities here. It's
just another famous person to take cai-e
of," said Deputy Darrin Stern.

Sony CO Player

1993 Model. CDP-297
latest 1-tiit processor, fully

programmable. 6-way repeat,
random play, headphone
volume control

List

$175 M 28.95

Paradigm Trtan

Speakers

"A giant-sized value!"
Stereo Review

Small 2-way speakers,
6.5" woofer, smooth clear
sound and ameizing bass

Maxell XL-II 90
Tape Spedal

List
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Next to trie City Hall
Downtown Norttiampton
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INSTITUTE
for the

HEALING
of

RACISM
An honest andfrank dialogue

involving all races
so that individuals may help heal each other

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
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Room 803 Campus Center
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Sponsored h\ ihe Bahai Cluh
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Weld GLB committee
holds UMass hearing

UM captures headlines
Recent unrest exposes 'veiled' racism

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Amy Jacobson of the Holyoke Teen Center testifies for the the Governor's Commission

on Gay and Lesbian Youth.

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

A commission created by Governor
William Weld to deal with a dispropor-
tionately high level of suicides among
gay, lesbian and bisexual youth heard
testimony on how to deal with the
problem at the Univerisity of Massa-
chusetts' Amherst campus Friday.

The Governor's Commission on Gay
and Lesbian Youth joined the
Governor's Advisory Committee on
Women's Issues in the Campus Center
to interview witnesses including GLB
youth, adults and other professionals
in the field in the Campus Center.

Nearly 30 percent of all teenage sui-

cides result from the struggle with
sexual identity and 25 percent of gay
youths are forced to leave home be-

cause ofsexual orientation, commission
ofTicials said. These statistics, officials

said, is why Weld created the commis-
sion to advise him on what services the
state might provide.

According to a statement by Lt. Gov.
Paul Cellucci, "Gov. Weld and I are
committed to abolishing acts of hatred
and prejudice directed against allyoung
people in the Commonwealth. We want
all youth to have the same opportunity
to learn and grow into healthy, produc-
tive citizens.

Armed with these promises, the
eight-member panel sat through almost
four hours oftestimony in order to hear
possible suggestions to make to the
Governor. The speakers included
clergy, clinical workers and students.

Leslie Tarr Laurie, one of the pan-
elists and co-chair of the Gtovernor's

Advisory Committee on Women's Is-

sues, said "the most exciting part of
today's hearings was the diversity. It
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By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

It is sometimes hard to imagine this
quiet state university campus as a flash
point of racial strife.

During the Veterans' Day break, young
people were sipping coffee, playing pool or
video games and chatting at the student
union of the University of Massachusetts.
Asked about racism, a Black student looked
at his watch and said he had to study.

Yet an outbreak of racial unrest —
alleged assaults, racist graffiti and a
rampage through a dormitory by minority
protesters— captured national headlines
for weeks.

Many students say that the explosion
sprang from a veiled, endemic racism that
outlasts most news stories. They said it

takes the form of largely unspoken mis-
trust and misunderstanding among stu-
dents from different worlds, lower expec-
tations for minorities among professors, a
spotty commitment from adminstrators
and a double standard often applied by
the police.

"I really haven't experienced racism
out in the open," said Mussa Ali, a Black
senior majoring in biochemistry. But he
offered a story about a a professor he went
to see the day before in a class when he has
a B average:

"He told me right out that, over the
years, he had one or two people in his
classes that were Black, and they'd gotten
a D or an F, and he was sort of surprised"
with Ali's good grades, he said.

Administrators say it's no surprise that
some racial tensions would exist on this

1,200-acre campus of 22,000 students.
The school in rural western Massa-

chusetts is home to an especially volatile

mix of students. Many of the 10.5 percent
of its enrollment that is made up of mi-
norities comes from other countries and
cities like New York and Philadelphia,
where people ofdiverse cultures often live

in close proximity. Many White students
grew up in the suburbs of Boston and
other cities where they came in less fre-

quent contact with minorities.

Tensions have periodically burst into
the open on campus over the years. More
than a dozen students were injured in a
racial brawl after a 1986 World series
game, for instance.

More recent turmoil grew out of the
verdict in the Rodney King case in May,
when white policemen in Los Angeles were
acquitted of the beating of a Black man.
Protesters overran the undergraduate
newspaper and accused its editors of rac-

ism.

The latest unrest in past weeks centered
on the Sept. 25 beating ofa Black student,
which later prompted dozens of sympa-
thizers to rage through a dormitory,
leaving anti-White grafliti.

The problems and threats of more vio-

lence has prompted the administration to

open formal talks with minority repre-
sentatives. Administrators pledged earlier
this month that they would boost minority
enrollment to 20 percent by 1995 and add
40 annual minority scholarships. They
also promised to beef up campus security
and add to the police force.

But students tell tales daily, more
mundane discrimination.

A White students said she seems to get
quicker service than Blacks at a local copy
center. A Black student said he feels he
can't break through the "old boy network"
to make administrators understand the
problems of Blacks on campus.

Some students say the battery of orga-

nizations for Blacks, Hispanics, Asians,
gays and lesbians — and even separate
pages for minorities in the undergraduate
newspaper — give extra comfort and a
coveted identity to outnumbered campus
minorities. Blacks, for example, make up
just 2.7 eprcent of the undergraduate
population.

Many White students agree that cam-
pus minorities need extra attention to

correct inequities.

But other Whites, angry about the spe-
cial groups and the administration's con-
sent to past demands are resentful.

"Just because they're a minority group
doesn't mean they're right," said Melissa
Steinbeiser, a junior.

Health scare closes food co-op
The People's Market voluntarily closed Friday after it

was discovered one of its food handlers had hepititis A,
said a University of Massachusetts health official Sun-
day. The market may not open again until after
Thanksgiving break, a People's Market statement said.

A prepared statement from the People's Market re-

leased over the weekend said the food cooperative closed

"as a precautionary measure to prevent the possible
spread of hepatitis A."

"People who have been potentially exposed have been
notified bypubhc health," University Public Health Nurse
Anne Lardner said. "If students have not been notified,

they do not need to worry. | Students] can call the triage
nurse at Health Services for further information about
symptoms."

Lardner said the People's Market's Steering Commit-
tee came forward Friday, and said one of their food
handlers had hepatitis A. By giving the workers immune

serum globulin (ISG) shots, they have been immunized
from the disease, Lardner said. To be effective, the shots
must be administered vrithin two weeks after exposure to

the virus.

"The employees at People's Market were very respon-
sive and cooperated with Health Services immediately,"
Lardner said. "The People's Market staffwere wonderful."

Hepatitis A (infectious hepatitis) is a virus that causes
liver swelling. Since the virus is found mostly in stool, it is

ususilly spread when contaminated hands, food or water
are put in the mouth and the virus is digested. Its spread
is called fecal-oral transmission. From the time of virus
contact to symptoms showing is about one month. The
"classic" signs ofinfection is fever, fatigue, loss ofappetite,
nausea andjaundice (yellow skin and whites ofeyes along
with dark brown urine). Symptoms usually last one to two
weeks. According to Lardner, rest is the best method.

—CHRISTINA ROTHWELL

REBECCA PETERSON / COLLEGIAN

THEY USED TO DO THIS TO DRAFT CARDS AND BRAS— Northeast residents John Mayoek, class of '95, Nicole

Thompson, class of '96, Luke Tabor, class of '96, Kevin Paine, class of '95, and Brian Srebrnick, class of '95, toast

marshmallows in the Leach Hall fireplace.

Library receives
Taiwan gov't files
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Library re-

ceived the former president ofTaiwan's 28-volume
compilation of his political career from the gov-
ernment of Taiwan last Friday.

Alvin Cohen, department chair of Asian lan-

guages and literatures, said he was very pleased
the government of Taiwan, which is called the
Republic ofChina, remembered UMass when they
donated copies ofthis 18,000-page work to libraries
across the country.

"Considering how small UMass's Oriental col-

lection is compared to Harvard's collection, we
could have easily been forgotten," Cohen said.

Richard Talbot, director of the University Li-

brary, said he was glad the library received tliis

specialized work, which records the history of the
Taiwan government from 1975-1988.

"Taiwan provided UMass with resource materi-
als it probably couldn't have gotten in any other
way," Talbot said.

Cohen said former President Chiang Ching-
kuo, who is the son of another former Taiwan
president, Chiang Kai-shek, played a prominent
role in the development of Taiwan.

"It was under his power and direction that the
Taiwan government changed from a Third World
country into the small economic powerhouse it is

today," Cohen said.

Cohen said the gift is in recognition ofthe 18-year
scholarly relationship between the Asian languages
department and the Tunghai University in Taiwan.

"Knowing how expensive books are in Taiwan,
this collection is probably worth a bundle ofmoney ,"

Cohen said.

Cohen said the Coordination Council for North
American Affairs, which serves as the embassy for
Taiwan, has always been helpful to UMass.

Cohen said after he explained to Shu-Kun Chen,
the Coordination Council's director of cultural af-

Turn to LIBRARY, page 7
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Upward Bound
continued from page 1

• set aside funds for a University
Tutor Training Program for this spring.

• provide for at least 150 to 200 of
the outreach program students to hve
in one to three residence halls in the
same residential area.ALANA resident
assistants would assist in their tran-
sition to the college environment.

Chancellor O'Brien viewed the pro-

posal positively.

"It's a two-step process, and we
wouldn't be fulfilling our educational
mission if we didn't bolster our reten-
tion programs," O'Brien said.

Earlier this month, four paid stu-
dents positions to organize student
volunteers of color were created in ad-
dition to two positions for recruiters of
color in the Admissions Office.

You love the CoUeglan -
your mom told me so

^* 4W* «i» » 49 • ^m • i ^•^•«»«^«4

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - November 18
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

University Health Center - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she Isn't getting any help. How
can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest.. .Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid...What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is

struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal
workshop to explore how y^u can help and cope with these
issues.

Buddhist Enlightenment
American Buddhists Discuss Their

Experiences With An Enlightened Teacher.

Enjoy An Evening Where Powerful
Meditation Techniques Will Be Taught.

Learn About Our Exciting Self-Paced & Bodacious
Program Geared For The 90's:

• Gain Personal Power, Happiness, and Wisdom
• Study With An Enlightened Teacher
• Learn Meditation Using Awesome Electronic Music
• Attend Field Trips to Hawaii & The Desert

Monday Night, Nov. 16, 7:30 PM Room 811
Saturday Night, Nov. 21, 7:00 PM Room 803

Campus Center Building

V^REE FREE FREEH

Free Music Tape For All Who Attend
Sponsored By The Boston Meditation Society

(617)499-7985

atlas
continued from page 1

viewpoint into its scope. As a result, Tager
joined the stafT as a history editor.

Tager shares the credit for the finished

product with his colleague Wilkie, as well

as numerous other scholars and students
who contributed so much to the project.

During the next three years, the com-
prehensive atlas that exists today began
to take shape. Intensive work continued
through 1988 until financial limitations
forced the book to be spUt into two volumes.

All work then concentrated on the first

volume, which deals with the historical

and socio-economic facets ofthe state. The
second volume, the "Physical and Cultural
Atlas of Massachusetts," was suspended
until more money was available. At this

point, Tager officially became coeditor of
the first volume.
A major problem the book addresses is

the "regional" attitude of Massachusetts
citizens who belong to individual com-
munities, Wilkie said.

"People in Massachusetts tend to think
of themselves as being from one of its 351
cities and towns, not from the state as a
whole," Wilkie said. The "Atlas" is designed
to give the people of Massachusetts a
sense of common history and purpose.
"The book helps people put their own

community in relationship with the rest of
the state," Wilkie said.

Wilkie believes the "Atlas" could make
individual citizens recognize Massachu-
setts as part ofa larger political entity. He
also pointed out the striking resemblance

_
between Massachusetts' history and that
of the whole country. "The history of this

state mirrors the history of the United
States," he said.

The volume was completed in 1990 and
published the following year by the Uni-
versity Press. Approximately 5,000 copies
were printed for retail sale. State-of-the-

art cartography and map-making tech-

nology were utilized, according to both
coeditors. Most data used in the maps and
graphics came from original research by
project staff members and contributors.

The most important function of the
book, according to Wilkie and Tager, is to

reestablish the interest ofMassachusetts'
children in their surroundings on all

geographic levels. They hope to accomplish
this by educating the young about the past
and present world of Massachusetts.

"By getting the Atlas' into the school
libraries, we would like it to help people
understand Massachusetts. . . that it has
its own identity and they are a part of it,"

Wilkie said.
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Monday, Nov. 16 Exhibition Vfewing 3-6pm7pm "Insh Ways- video, a retrospective of devebpments
in rvbrthern Irehnd over the past 20 yea-s

^^^^^-^^^'N^l^^^ Exhibition Viewing ll:30am-6:30pm
/pm inside Belfast", slides and guest speaker DANNY BURKE

,., , J ^
''Belfast Exposed" photojoumalist.

Wednesday, Nov. 18 Exhibition Viewing ll:30am-6:30pm
'Belfast Exposed' ^I^Pre^ntation cf the 'Northern Ireland Report', and is sponsored by Residential

Arts, UMassArts Council, SACEF, UMass Solidarity, STPEC and PAWSS.
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ine opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless othenvTTFI^t^

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College community.
The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and

columns for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone
number in order to be considered for pubhcation. This informa-
tion is subject to verification.

Anonymous letters will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters should be no longer than 50 typed, double-spaced

lines. Columns should not exceed 70 typed, double-spaced lines.

Untyped submissions will not be considered for publication.

Responses to, or criticism of, columns, cartoons, articles or
letters are Hmited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns
responding to previously pubUshed material will not be printed.

Responses to or criticism of letters that themselves have re-

sponded to a letter, column or article will not be printed. Colle-

gian staff are restricted from writing letters, but may write
columns. Any exceptions will be determined solely bythe editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted
material. Submissions become the property ofthe Collegian and
will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual
writer and do not represent the views ofthe Collegian.

The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-men-
tioned pohcies in order to provide a fonmn for community discus-

sion of issues.

Of Spandex and sweat
Let me begin by saying that this col-

umn has nothing at all to do with politics,

race or controversy. It concerns much more
universal topics: sweat, humiliation,
Spandex, and the Enigma of the Aerobics
Instructor.

College, in its charmingway, allowsme
to engage, if not revel, in a generally self-

abusive lifestyle. This may be the last

time in my life in which insomnia is trendy
and the breakfast of choice is coffee you
can chew, potato chips and a handful of

vitamin C. However, last summer I slipped

gently back into the Mainstream and did

the unthinkable. . .

I joined a health club.

Brooke C.

WHEELER
The Place: The Women's Club. The

Time: the second week of summer. The
Woman : Becky, 5'4,'' blond, freckles, peppy,

punctuates everything ".
. , Brooke." The

Hardsell: mauve carpet, lockers, showers
and walls; sauna; suspended wood floor

(?); plenty of masochistic machinery; one
free manicure. The Sacrifice: $190 to

Becky, the Goddess ofPhysical Penance. I

am issued my own mauve membership
card.

Week One begins happily: I feel goal-

oriented, inspired and smug as I pull on

new sneakers and shorts, do some infor-

mal stretching, and trot out to meet Stacy,

who will administer the Orientation Chat
and introduce me to the Machines.

Stacy lays it on the line. "Well, Brooke,

we like to see our members in here at least

five times a week, preferably six. Sign in

each time you come in." Suddenly I notice

a video camera over the entrance. "We ask

that you keep track of your workouts on

this I
mauve I

card. We'll check up on you

every fourweeks to monitoryour progress."

Gulp. I've paid money to be "monitored" by

the Big Brother of Spandex.

Then she pulls out the tape measure. I

am measured and catalogued, then ush-

ered out into the sweaty fray.

It's now Week Three. I am slightly

disillusioned, but in it for the long haul,

committed via my wallet. General Lesson

No. 1 was learned quickly during Week
Two: the StairMaster is the enemy of

natural human locomotion.

The idea is to keep up with a paced

program by stepping on automated foot

pedals. Existentially, this machine is the

ultimate waste oftime. It simulates what
is intended by Nature to move a human
from point A to point B. Only now Points
A and B are on a little computer screen in

front of you, and the rest of the scenery
never changes. This steel incarnation of

Satan eventually reduced me to clinging

for dear life to the handlebars or draped in

exhaustion over the computer screen, my
feet moving mindlessly up and down.

Meanwhile, duringthe past three weeks
I've been watching crowds of women
bouncing and shrieking in the mirrored
room across the way, the one with the

"suspended wood floor." They appear to be
having a grand old time while I stare at a
wall and my legs walk/step/cycle beneath
me. Week Four I get up the gumption and
enter. . .

TheAerobics Zone. Rule No. 1: Dress
code is enforced. Black Spandex Leg Things
come in short, medium and long. Choose
one, and wear them always. You have the
option to alternate black with neon floral

prints or geometric blotches, but Spandex
Leg Things are non-negotiable.

Beforemy first class, Lisa the Instructor

(the tiny woman up front in the thong-
back Spandex Thing) does some extor-

tionist stretches and chats with the
regulars. I settle into place, not knowing
that I had inadvertently bumped a regu-
lar from her "spot." This I am made aware
of as she tries throughout the class to

muscle me over to one side with deftly

placed side-kicks and power lunges.
General Lesson No. 2: When you don't

understand what the Instructor is

screeching over the booming of
Technotronic and Paula Abdul, just do
your own thing and pretend everyone else

is messing up. If your nonchalance is

convincing enough, some other people
might start to follow you instead.

The summer plodded on, I acquired
some modest coordination, and started

going "Woo, woo!" at intervals along with
the rest ofthe regularswho annoy everyone
else.

All things considered, the Health Club
experience is not the futile, mindless horror
some of us (used to) think. If you start

taking yourself too seriously, an aerobics

class is the quickest remedy.
After all, people need a humbling ex-

perience every so often to keep them, well,

humble.
Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Not being George Bush
just isn't good enough

I went to discover the meaning of the
election last week. Down in the bowels of
the Campus Center a panel including
professors of journalism, history, archi-
tecture and education sat with First
Congressional District Representative
John Olver and limply talked it over. For
Olver it looked as though the meaning of
the election was that now it was over, he
could finally get to sleep. He looked tired

and haggard, rubbing his eyes, as stilting

in his speech as Bush.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
The poor man has been campaigning

almost continually since June 1991. But
by the end of the evening he looked even
more tired, tired of all the complaints and
the hectoring. With his head in his hands
he seemed to want to say, "Look, we've
won. He's not perfect, but he's not Bush,
now get offmy back for one minute."

Of course he couldn't say that though.
Instead he rattled on about the minutiae
of the big dirty wheels of politics, about
Massachusetts representation on Con-
gressional committees and House senior-

ity positions. His talk was all deathly
prudent, safe stuff: getting the country
moving, breaking the deadlock.

Hearing him talk I remembered the
depression I felt on election night, a curi-

ous depression that deepened as those
around me at the Democratic victory cel-

ebration in Northampton grew more
elated. Ofcourse as the early results came
in I felt a relief that the mean-spirited
years of Reagan-Bush were finally over.

But it was the nature of the win that
started to depress me.

What mandate is less than one half of
the just over the half the voting popula-
tion? Think of it: three-quarters of the
nation against or indifferent to Clinton's

presidency. Additionally, the nature of
the campaign was depressing. The Clinton
strategy was an appeal to that section of
the American public politicians like to

"rediscover" every four years. The "forgot-

ten" America that nobody is likely to for-

get, the White people in the suburbs who

ever since 1968 have been pandered to

and courted by the right. This year they
were courted three ways, and Clinton lost.

Bush won the majority of the White vote
and Clinton only took the presidency be-

cause of the votes of the Black and His-
panic populations. The irony is that he
ignored the interests of people of color

during the campaign so as to better pur-
sue the White suburban and Reagan-
Democrat vote, knowing that Black voters
had nowhere else to turn.

As Professor John Bracey of the Afro-

American studies department pointed out,

Clinton's was an excellent strategy for

winning the White House, but not an
auspicious start for governing the nation.

It left a bitter taste in the mouth. Trying
to understand the meaning ofthe election

without race is hopeless, and during the
discussion with John Olver one saw again
and again a racial gap in understanding.
The White liberal reaction to the election

of a right-leaning Democrat was summed
up as "cynical optimism," an overwhelm-
ing sense that "at least he isn't Bush."

There is a sense in which Black people
are playing in a different political arena,
the crises in unemployment, homelessness
and crime are literally double the pro-

portions ofthe same problems in the White
population. So while the moderator in the
debate blithely attempted to reinvent
pluralism with hopeful references to "the

spectrum of debate" and inclusion, he
willfully ignored the fact that large sections

of the African-American public are ex-

plicitly distancing themselves from the
very terms of debate. For such sections
terms like "social and economic injustice"

are not platitudes, cheaply scattered, they
are realities which might easily be con-
verted to rebellion.

Of course there are always those pre-

dicting the apocalypse and catastrophe,
but this is not to say the apocalypse never
comes. During the summer of 1993 we
might see the real meaning ofthe election

played out in terms of a radicalized and
disenfranchised Black population violently

showingthat not being Bush is not enough.
Jesse Armstrong is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Mismanaging the Tower Library
I want to congratulate the Collegian

for their responsiblejournalism in provid-

ing the follow-up story concerning Ms.
Svetlana Speyer and her struggle with the
University Library [Collegian, Nov. 3|.

I was an employee of the University
Library for five and a half years and I

know first-hand about the abuse and ha-

rassment that is being reported. In fact,

when someone leaves the Library and
finds another job, the reaction of friends

who know the system is, "Congratulations
for getting out of there."

The Library management, from the

director to the department heads (with

some exceptions ), consi stently undermines
the value and efforts of their employees to

be full-functioning, creative and produc-
tive resources. The director has sur-

rounded himself with several levels of

insular management positions so he does
not have to personally interface with the
staff or policies which govern the organi-

zation. At no time have I found a director

so removed from the internal affairs ofan
organization.

Spying, favoritism and personnel mis-
management are things I experienced
while I was an employee. The stories that
come out of the Library about employees
being harassed to the point ofquitting are
numerous. The violence (intimidation,
verbal assaults, management harassment)
toward Ms. Speyer is indicative of an or-

ganization seriously out ofalignment with
its mission.

The Library is a large and complex
organization requiring effective leader-

ship and management in order to respon-
sible serve the needs of the community,
including its employees. The present
management team holds the philosophy

prevalent during the industrial revolu-

tion that workers are inherently
untrustworthy and natural saboteurs of
policy, rules and productivity. Modern
management theory has evolved dra-
matically from this position to realize that
workers are a principal asset and their
alienation is counterproductive to orga-
nizations effectiveness and efficiency.

The University administration has
sanctioned the Library's management
system, a system based on absolute con-
trol, fear and punishment. The adminis-
tration also refuses to intercede on an
employee's behalf, even when they have
been made fully aware ofabusive policies.

It is time the Library management is

held accountable. The present system cer-

tainly supports those who wield power,
but their vision for an integrative, produc-
tive and satisfying workplace does not
exist. It is time to stop abusive manage-
ment practices.

It is time for management to work as a
guide and leader to (and with) its staff. It

is time to stop demeaning the staff and
telling them they are the ones with the
problems. It is time for the UMass com-
munity to know that the Library is an-
other tinderbox of abuse on campus.

The Library, due to a lack of skills

among most of its managers, is a stressful

and chaotic organization in desperate need
of reorganization.

Will someone responsible for the effec-

tive utilization of state resources and
management practices please review this
matter and take the necessary action to

make the Library a more productive and
human organization.

Edward P. McCreanor
Northampton
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Needs of the physically disabled aren't being addressed
Students on this campus, quick to move whenever a

wrong is done, can change many things. This is true,
provided they recognize a situation in need of change.

One particular issue of interest is the apathy shown
by the UMass administration toward the needs of the
physically disabled on this campus.

Whitmore has tried to meet the needs of disabled
students and succeeded in many areas. An example is
awareness programming. However, there are m^or con-
cerns that must be addressed and dealt with immediately.

There is the question of the tour the University pro-
vides during freshman orientation. While most students
are given the opportunity to explore the entire campus,
the physically disabled are taken on a pathetic van ride
around the lower Central and Franklin DiningCommons
area — only able to observe what they see from the van.

This is ridiculous. By only showing students a certain
section of campus you are telling them that, during their
four-year stay at UMass, they will be confined to that
particular part ofthe campus. Anyone with a semblance of
a brain will tell you that is obviously not the case. Student
life involves the campus as a whole — for all students.

Ramps. An excellent job has been done with the ramp
at the main entrance of the Campus Center Concourse.

Observation shows us that many use this ramp instead
of the other three offered. Why? After all, the back
entrance of the concourse is also accessible.

Diana

D'AVANZO

Playing the singles game

Not really. That ramp is so steep many people needing
to use it only do so once. Would you use the same ramp
twice if you tipped over on it the first time?

What about the hotel entrance? That ramp would be
perfect except that the hotel doors that must be opened to
get in and out of the concourse are heavy and difficult to
open. It is often hard for students in need ofthe hotel ramp
to get in and out of the building through this entrance.

I mentioned the administration has done a goodjob in
programming. Another area is accessible buildings. For
the most part, buildings that house classes and other
facilities are decent, though the new engineering build-
ing does not seem to be accessible. Why is this?

What the administration accomplishes in building
accessibility, it lacks in dorm accessibihty. Of the 39
residential buildings on campus, only four are accessible.
You must be a graduate or exchange student to live in one

and a woman to live in the other. That leaves two options
open to the majority ofthe students, both in lower Central.

Another accessibility issue has to do with the dining
commons. Franklin is an accessible D.C. Why is the lift

from the ground to the dining area positioned in back of
the D.C, forcing students to run a course through the
kitchen to get to the serving line? And excluding South-
west, why do the D.C.s that close on hohday weekends
alternate between Franklin and Worcester? After all,

because of the dorm situation most of the physically
disabled students live in lower Central. Shouldn't Franklin
be open at all times?

The roads that run through campus must either be
paved or repaved — especially the diagonal road that
runs from the bus stop on N. Pleasant St., in front of the
Fine Arts Center, to the Campus Center. The shoddy
roads make it hazardous for disabled students trying to
make their way around campus. Oh, I forgot, the admin-
istration wants disabled students to remain in the lower
Central area. So maybe this is not a legitimate concern.

The administration has not done all it can to meet the
needs of physically disabled students and this problem
should be taken care of immediately.

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian columnist.

I was sitting in Silly Sud's, the new
establishment in downtown Amherst,
enjoying a cold beverage with my good
friend Slats Grobnik, Jr.

"You know, Luke, my social life is so
bad — watermelons are starting to look
good to me."

Slats is from Chicago, and grew up
with a father who never taught him tact.
Slats tries very hard, but says prettymuch
what he thinks — and that gets him into
trouble sometimes.

"You're comparing produce to the love
and companionship ofa woman?" 1 asked.
"Don't you think that's a bit offensive?"

Luke

ERICKSON
"Well, no, but. . . remember in high

school sex education? When they taught
us how to put on a condom?"

"Letme guess. Slats, you feltyou had to
live up to a banana so. . .

" Call it the Stop
& Shop theory of sexual equality in
Grobnikian philosophy. It looked like the
amenities of being single and unattached
was the day's discourse with Professor
Grobnik.

"The problem, Luke, is that a lot of
women just aren't honest — especially
when they use the T word."

"The "r word?' Slats, this is a re-
spectable place! They don't want people
spouting off obscenities." I asked the
serviceperson for another beverage and
sat back for another spiel from the
Slatsmeister.

"Actually, it's a six-letter word: 'friend.'"

"So what's so bad about that?" I asked.
"Well, you know when you're first try-

ing to get to know a woman you're inter-
ested in. you have to delicately find out
their social situation, you know, Luke?"

"Yeah, so where does the T word fit in?"
"Well, I'll ask her, 'So what did you do

last weekend?" and shell say, 'I went out
with a friend' but she doesn't make it

clear what the gender of that /"nend is."

"Maybe it's because she doesn't want to
scare you off because she's seeing other
guys, but no one exclusively?"

"No, Luke, I've noticed even my pla-
tonic, hopelessly taken, just-about-to-be-

engaged female friends do the same thing.
It must be something inherent to the
sex."

"So what do you do next. Slats?"
"Well, there are some tactics I use to

get her to clarify who this 'friend' is, like,

'Oh, so it was the girls' night out?*"

"Does it work?"
"Not always, but it's the best I've been

able to come up with." Slats sighed and
finished his particular beverage and asked
for another.

"So Slats, what do you do when you've
reached the point where you're reasonably
sure they're not involved?"

"I like to try something simple, not too
involved— like going for an ice cream, or
coffee at the Bluewall— something to get
them more relaxed and sociable."

"How does that work out. Slats?"
"Actually, it's not too bad— it's pretty

rare for me to get shot down at this point."
"So when do you get shot down?"
"Well, sometimes I feel Uke that general

in the movie 'Hot Shots' who said, 'I've
flown over a hundred missions— got shot
down every time. I don't think I could even
land a plane.' I think I have learned when
to give up."

"How's that, Slats?"
"Well, when she stops showing up to

the class where you used to meet her, or
when she's always 'busy.'"

"What about when you don't give up?"
"Then I get to hear some classic lines on

the level of, "The check's in the mail,' or,
'Thank you for your interest,' or, 'It's only
a cold sore.' The women's lines are like,
'I'm not ready for any kind of relationship
right now,' or, 'I want to concentrate on
school,' or even more classic, 'I already
have a boyfriend.'"

"Slats! Dude! Man, that's bitter! But
what do you expect?"

"I don't know. Maybe if women were a
little less deceptive, and a little more
truthful. Coy is cute, but only to a point."

"Dude, I'm sure guys do some of the
same things."

"Yeah, but 111 stick with women —

Privatization raises questions
Monday, Nov 9, a labor/management job veiy well. After all, management setsmeeting was held to quell rumors and dis- standards of perf-ormance. If^oTactTngOiss options being explored by Auxiliary out occurs, will the authority frcontTnuf^mces. Some discussion focused on pos- to pay for services no longer pToS^ded bysibly contracting out, or privatizing, Auxiliary Services? Worse wouM theseAuxiliary Services operations in the Cam- actions reap a short term inefit a the costpus Center. No action has been taken, but of a long t^rm increase h^ the cost of anto entertam such ideas is distrubing, con- already expensive education?

T^!^X ^""*T?^ T.'.^.r^^^
P''^^- These questions should be answered

pendable work force. Ifthis happens, I will
personally boycott those services
privatized, and I would welcome the
University community to do the same

finn^/^'^"^ ^''"'^'If
^^^^^^"^ these ac- ... .... ,„«. oi laoor anving up the deficit

gettingrejectedbyonesexisbadenough; r^tg^Tel^^r^t';^^^ J-bor suffers first. AndTi^ rct'vtncTd
I don't need to get rejected by both." '• ^.y ^^^'tr^TJZT^^- ^^^^^^ "« °^h—^^

, ^. „LukeEnckson is a Collegian columnist tions in the Campus Center PrivaS^ -J,^.'*"
^' ^obb

who sends his apologies to Mike Royko. implies Auxiliary Services has not done itf Local^mL^lcS^

sentation in any further discussions con-
cerning privatization.

Employees here have gone years
without a pay raise and have suffered an
increase in health insurance costs. It is
not the cost oflabor driving up the deficit.

American vets deserve respect, not insults

as many fools before him, is confusing the soldiers ofour hell did you guys have to toT'- I don't tSs^^^ '
country who fight in our wars with the politicians who As a veteran of IvLrt w„™ i ,

'["'»'' so-

put them there. By not observing Vetera^' Day for fea^ to ytr su^rioL^r?na™„7vJ.: Z' C'P."^^^^^^thathemaybe-passivelycondoningthewarstheyfought Day -Thisisanoutri^htin^^nft^tn? •

Pacifists

in.- he denies those Americans fought and dies for fur de/d and li^™ /Sd ftowtta^ll^fT ''T""^country and its people (and yes, Josh, this means even for alWete^,^'^l WndTof^u^J^^Hi ^
'i'

^^'^
y.«) something assmall as a bnefthank you,- much less from iomtrwh^s pWnly i^an^ofZ rofofX
5l£ler„Vr'S:.nt;Ti,!°;e'''^"^

""= "'"-^'^ "^^ ^;ncai,soldier,andLdei;tS;at;;^:n*rsl7ea'5y^

veMXf!narpS!;^^s't£t1^S: ..^s-Xe^SdlSfde^^vrrrr^jsroad. Josh, and there you will find those individuals who color-you would take away theTespectXn totlS^"'made it out of our wars with their lives and little else.
People with no arms or legs, some without minds. Have
you ever seen something like that? Do you think they
asked to be there? And to these people you would say
what. Josh? "Hey man, it sure sucks to be you but what
the hell, you asked for it."

people who made this country free. I am disgusted, andam confident thatmany on thiscampus feel the same wav
I do.

•'

Michael Milazzo
Sylvan

Economy not above
society's well-being

I was deeply disturbed by Christopher Rodgers'
article on General Pinochet [Collegian, Nov. 10]

Although Mr. Rodgers acknowledges the atroci-
ties committed by Pinochet, he seems to forgive
him for this because, after all, he created a strong
'-'hilean economy.

This is the problem I have with many discus-
sions on economic policy.

The economy is considered to be this important
structure which seems separate from the welfare of
individual citizens. The economy is merely a con-
struct of our society and as such, its well-being
should never be considered above that of all mem-
bers of this same society.

Jennifer Klenz
Amherst
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continued from page 3 —
really illustrates the widespread influence of the gaycommunity. ^ -^

She also said she was impressed that the gay com-mumty in Western Massachusetts was adamant about
including bisexuals. Laurie said there was some question
as to whether the name of the commission should be
changed to include bisexuals.

Tim Blake, an Amherst resident, said GLB youth
experience isolation and desperation eariy in life He
recommended that education begin in the early child-
hood years, and continue throughout a child's schooling.

We have to stop putting children's responsibility on
children — they have enough to do," Blake said.
Amy Aaron, one ofthe directors ofFace to Face, a GLB

speaker's bureau in Northampton, said "we must elevate
gay issues to the level of racism and anti-Semitism."

Aaron said all adults who deal with children in a school
setting should attend sensitivity workshops in order to
fully understand the problems GLB children face.

Panelist Sharon Bergman said it is important to utilize
the media to greatest advantage. Bergman co-founded the
Gay/Straight Alliance in Concord and said if she went to
a public high school that didn't have a support group for

GLB teenagers, she might have committed suicide.
Panelist Al Ferreira is an openly gay teacher at Cam-

bridge Rindge and Latin High School. His school is one of
the few in Massachusetts that has a support group for
GLB youth.

He said more teachers need to come out to provide
positive role models for GLB youth. Ferreira said GLB
students who realize their teachers are gay, lesbian or
bisexual and have not come out may be traumatized by
the experience.

library
continued from page 3

fairs, that the hbrary wasn't receiving adequate
funding, Chen offered to help.

"Within a few days, the library received $850
worth ofnational bibliography and periodical index
volumes the government of Taiwan," Cohen said.

Cohen said the collection, which records the
political history of Taiwan, adds more research
potential to the library.

I

DOMESTIC EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

NSE
^

Information Sessions

For 1993-94 Exchanges
5-6 pm in the Campus

November
Center

Wednesday 18th rm803
Monday 23rd

December

rm803

Wednedsay 2nd rm 803
Thursday 3rd rm917
Wednesday 9th nn803
Thurday 10th rm803

Ifs a BIG COUNTRY! Discover it

The National Student Exchange Program transports you
to new and exciting places that will transform your educa-
tional experience forever!!! You can spend a semester or

year al one of 100 colleges and universities across the

country for no more than the cost of your current educa-
tion. Come to one of our NSE Information sessions to find

out all about it!!!!

Aplications for Fall 1993 and Spring 1994 due by:

December 18, 1992 Priority Consideration March 5,

1993 Final Deadline

Five College
Interchange

Pre-register Today

!

In The Five College Office

Deadline is Wed. November 18

COME TO THE
NSE

FIVE COLLEGE INTERCHANGE
OFFICES

E-26 MACHMER
5-5351 or 5-5352

Take classes at Amherst, Hampshire,
Mount Holyoke and Smith Colleges.

Included in UMass full-time tuition,

most courses 4 credits!

Add/Drop available in February

CA-Pe
DICARLO

I
5-College Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Parmigiana
• Shrimp all' Arrabbiata
• Pasta Primavera

Complete Italian Dinner, including choice

of entree, salad, bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 1 1 :30 to 10:00.

Otter expires Nov. 30, 1992

TAKE AN EXCITING
COURSE OF ACTION!

REGISTER FOR A CFNR GEN-ED COURSE!
Fundamentals of Applied Ecology (bs Gen-Ed/ forest i90A)

Plant Diseases: Feast or Famine (bs Gen-Ed/ plpath lOO)

Plants, Soils and the Environment (i Gen-Ed/ plsoil iis)

Organic Farming and Gardening (bs Gen-Ed/ plsoil 120)

Insects and Human Society (BS Gen-Ed/ ent 226)

Environmental Economics (SB Gen-Ed/ res eg 262)

Introductory Statistics For Life Sciences (R2 Gen-Ed/ res eg 21 d
Introductory Resource Economics (SB Gen-Ed/ res eg 102)

International Agricultural Development (Sbd Gen-Ed/ res eg 432)

Soils (BS Gen-Ed/ PLSOIL 106)

Intro. To Biotechnology (bs Gen-Ed/ an sci 200)

Science of Food (bs Gen-Ed/ fd sa i50)

Nutrition and People (bs Gen-Ed/ nutr 130)

OTHER INTERESTING SPRING '93 COURSES!
WUdlife and the Environment (W&fbio 197A)

Herbs, Spices and Medicinal Plants (plsoil 290B)

Intro, to Marriage, Family and Intimate Relationships (gs 176)

Community Organizations & Services (cs 374)

Contemporary Fashion Analysis (GS 357)

Food and Health (fd sci loi)

World Food Habits (Fd sci 102)

Intro. To Hotel, Restaurant & Travel Admin, (hrta loo)

Chock tho Spring Pre'Rogistrafion Guido lor course descriptions!

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Register for a College of Food and
Natural Resources General Education
course and begin exploring one of the

exciting majors available in CFNR.
You're also welcome to call or come by
110 Stockbridge Hall to set up a time to

meet with our Undergraduate Advisor,
Yvonne Morand (545-1969).

c^.
College of Food and Natural Resources
110 Stockbridge Hall
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Pundits debate future
of military ban on gays
WASHINGTON (AP)— Congressional

leaders urged President-elect Clinton Sun-
day to go slow on overturning the military's

ban on homosexuals, arguing that sudden
action would create a furor in Congress and
could endanger lives in the armed forces.

"He ought to put it on the back burner,"
Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of
Kansas said onNBC-TVs "Meet the Press."

"1 can't give him any advice except to go
slow," Dole said. There are other things
you can do by executive order that wouldn't
blow the lid offthe Capitol. I think this one
might come close."

Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of
the Senate Armed Services Committee,
appearingon CBS-TVs "Face the Nation,"
said "I think we ought to proceed very
cautiously."

"Ifyou did it overnight, I'd fear for the
lives ofpeople in the military themselves,"
Nunn said. "I think there could be some
very emotional feelings. So I would prefer

that it be stretched over a period oftime."
Nunn, Dole and Senate Democratic

leader George Mitchell of Maine, who
appeared with Dole on the NBC panel
show, said congressional action would be
required to amend the Uniform Code of
Military Justice even if Chnton did issue

an executive order changing the policy.

"I'd be surprised if he won that vote,"

said Dole. Mitchell said, however, "I think
the governor will be supported in that
because I think he will do it in a sensible

and prudent way."
The Arkansas governor said Wednes-

day in Little Rock that he intends to con-
sult with military leaders about "the me-
chanics" of a change in policy. He did not
say when this would occur.

"I don'tthink (homosexual ) status alone,
in the absence of some destructive behav-
ior, should disquahfy people" from serving
in the military, the president-elect said.

A federal judge in Los Angeles reaf-

firmed on Tuesday his order that the Navy
reinstate a homesexual sailor, but did not
rule on whether the military ban is consti-

tutional.

The sailor. Petty Officer 1st Class Keith
Meinhold, who has returned to duty, said

the effect of a change in policy on the
behavior of gays in the military would be
a "big fat nothing."

"The only difference would be that we
would no longer have to look over our
shoulder," Meinhold said on ABC-TVs
"This Week with David Brinkley."

Former Army Naitonal Guard Col.

Margarethe Cammermeyer, who acknowl-
edged being a lesbian when questioned
during a security check to attend the War
College, said,"l don't think it's like suddenly
the military is going to disintegrate."

Adm. Thomas Moorer, former chair-

man ofthe Joint Chiefs ofStaff, dissented,
saying, "Sooner or later you're going to

have men kissing each other and hugging
and whatever . . . and the other sailors or

soldiers or Marines or airmen would see it,

and they would begin to give them names.
Then, the first thingyou know, there would
be a fight."

Somalian ship starves
3,000 on Yemen-bound ship await aid
By ERIC WATKINS
Associated Press

SAN'A, Yemen — A French vessel

loaded with emergency supplies offood

and water raced Sunday to aid about
3,000 starving Somalis aboard a ship

in the Arabian Sea.

But the rescue ship was not ex-

pected to link up with the refugee-

laden cargo vessel, headed to Yemen,
until Monday.

Sources in Yemen who spoke on con-

dition ofanonymity said they feared as

many as 100 children may already have
died of starvation or thirst.

Meanwhile, in the Somali capital,

Mogadishu, a clan leader continued to

demand that U.N. troops withdraw
from the international airport, which
they began guarding on Tuesday to

protect planes carrying relief food and
medicine.

About 1,000 supporters of Gen.
Mohammed Farah Aidid, the clan

warlord whose forces control much of

southern Mogadishu, marched through
the city shouting slogans such as "We
don't want foreign troops."

Unidentified gunmen from another
clan opened fire on the demonstration
near the airport but no injuries were
reported.

Thousands ofSomalis have fled clan

fighting and a famine in their country
that has killed at least 300,000 people

since January. Two million more are

said to be on the verge of starvation.

A steady flow of refugees in small

boats has headed north to Yemen,
where United Nations officials have
fed and sheltered them.

In Geneva, a spokeswoman for the

U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees

said the captain of the ship carrying

the latest group of Somalis made a

desperate appeal for water in a radio

conversation with a French plane.

Spokesowman Sylvana Foa said the

1,6000-ton M.V. Sumaal was
"crammed" with people and was run-

ning out of fuel.

"There is a serious sanitation prob-

lem," she said. 'The ship is overloaded

and it's going real slow."

Yemeni authorities have agreed to

accept the thousands of refugees who
have fled across the sea, provided the
U.N. refugee agency takes care ofthem.
There are now an estimated 62,000
Somali refugees in Yemen.

Yemen initially turned away the
refugees, and in June a ship laden
with 3,300 Somalis ran aground on
Yemen's coast. At least 150 refugees

died, either from starvation and de-

hydration or from jumping the ship to

swim ashore.

Foa said she worried that when the
French resuce boat, the Commandant
Ducuing, reaches the Sumaal , refugees

might leap overboard to reach it.

Proper Atdre
For The Well-Dressed
Software Graduate.

AlrluHigli fashions .soinclimcs sei-tii to ch.ingc as (|nkkly ami will) as
miiih riRularily as ihc wcallicr. ihc siinplcsi way lo iIkss for sue (css

al(tr giadiialion is sitll as lasy as pulling on a Molon)la
CikIcx employee idenlification lag

As a wholly owned suhsiiliary of Motorola, Inc
.

Motorola Cwlex is the worlds leading independent
supplier of coinplele networking solutions. We pro-
vide all the elements for distrilnited data and voice
tietwoiks, from a hioad line of eommuniealion
pnKlucIs to a full range of services including sys-

tems integration And when it comes to starting

a successful and rewartling career, few compa-
nies can offer yon the unl>ounded oi)portunily
you II find al Motorola Codex.

'" "rder to IhI|) us maintain and luilher sliengtiun our
leadership slanding. we seek to aikl openminded, forward-

thinking individuals to our staff in the following area:

Data Coininunlcatioiis
Software Opportunities
Canton, MA
Several immediate and future opportunities exist iti a variety of c hal-
lenging product development areas for recent graduate and under-
graduate tiegreed students who have achieved GI'As of 30 or let-
ter, and possess solid l>ackgrounds in the area of software engineer-
ing. Iliese petitions will involve [x-rforming design, development,
test and sustaining engineering functions for our networking products

To <|ualify for these opportunities, applicants must possess an MS
or US degree in Computer Science or Computer F.ngineering, be
proficient in "C' programming language, and have e.\j)erience in a
UNIX* or I'C environment.

Applicants mu.st Ik- presently authorized lo work in the United Stales
on a hill time hasis as we are unable to s|xwsor individuals for the
pur|K)se of obtaining visas

If you po.s.sess the intelligence and imagination it takes to he a
leailer. we invite you to jc^in us - and finish off your wardrobe To
res|)ond, please forwaid a copy of your resume to Motorola Codex.
College Kelations l)epartmenl-l)MASS/VM, 20 CalKjt »oulevard/M i-70
Mansfickl, MA 02048-1193.

We are an equal op|>ortunity employer, M/F/D/V.
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PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE

TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is on excellenf start to a
ctiGlienging career as an Air

Force Officer We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vocation with pay each
year and management
opportunities. Contact on
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School con mean
for you. Call

TSgt Don Dawson
413-557-2866

code\

Environmental Field Studies ABROAD
• Center for Marine Resource Studies - Caribbean
• Center for Marine Mammal Studies - Baja. Mexico
• Center for Wildlife Management - Kenya
• Center for Rainforest Studies - Australia .^
• Center for Sustainable Development Studies - Costa Rj^

For more information on Semester & Summer field
research courses, come to our slide presentation on:

Wildlife Lab. Rm. 308 Hold.swnrth Hall

TColleqeOedn

The Schq
The Wort

Flnanoal Aid

School For Field Studies
The World is Your Classroom

16 Broadway. Beverly. MA 01915. (508) 927-7777
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A dazzling, but
disappointing
Dracula vision

COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES
Gary Oldman of "Bram Stoker's Dracula."

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

There's a moment in the spellbinding prologue
that opensBram Stoker's Dracula where Prince
Vlad's (Gary Oldman) love, Elizabeth (Winona
Ryder), kills herselfbecause she feared her beloved
Vlad had died in battle. As she lays "dead," her eyes
start moving. It is a sad tip-off that the otherwise
magnificent-looking Dracula will be unwound by
the erratic perfoiTnances of its well-intentioned
cast and mercurial plot. But, admittedly, it will

look damn fantastic while it's doing it.

Director Francis Ford Coppola lets his penchant
for the image get the best of him here in this
conflicting, almost cumbersome, "faithful" version
of Stoker's classic 1897 novel.

Coppola has too many clashing themes in this
Dracula ; his attempt to make the vampire (Oldman,
in a competent but ultimately disappointing per-

formance) a somewhat romantic anti-hero mutes
Dracula's horrific, dangerous side — it makes the
conclusion a sort of bittersweet redemption that
frankly doesn't connect with the rest ofthe film.

Add Anthony Hopkins' deadpan camp as Van
Helsing, the vampire hunter (and the film's narra-
tor )— who provides well-received ifnegating comic
relief— and you've got a puzzling film where the
pieces don't quite fit.

There are single and sets of characters that
seem to be acting in different versions ofDracula;
no one seems to know what direction the film is

taking, so they all go in different ones.

After the magnificent prelude, the film sets down
with the engagement of Jonathan Harker (Keanu
Reeves) and Mina (Ryder). Harker is sent to

Transylvania to close a real estate deal with Count
Dracula, who wants to buy property in London.

With Lucy staying with a childhood friend, Lucy
Westenra (newcomer Sadie Frost ), Harker proceeds
to Dracula's castle in a wonderfully macabrejourney
to the Carpathians. The skies have watchful eyes
and an awkward dialogue conveys Harker's fear.

Once at the castle, Harker and the Count en-

gage in an entertainingly bloodthirsty cat and
mouse game. Oldman excels as the old Dracula;

this is the wicked glee that ignited his portrayls of

Turn to DRACULA, page 1

1
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CALL 545-1153 FOR iSOStB INFO.

The Sunday's go Blind with
their melodic, rainy-day rock
By AUSTIN RUTLEDGE
Collegian Correspondent

Blind
The Sundays
DGC Records

There's a wooden ladder leaning against the side ofmy
neighbor's house. The ladder sits between a stretching
pine tree and a dying rhododendron.

Layers of paint flake from the ladder, and in the
daylight it's easy to see how the chips have fallen on the
leaves below. When it gets dark, the ladder merges with
the shadows cast by my neighbor's gutters, and it gets
really hard to see its outline clearly.

Late last night, as I stood in my neighbor's wet grass
watching the street lamps cast strange shadows all over
the ladder, I had my Walkman on, and the tape for the
evening was Blind, the new offering from Bristol
England's The Sundays. It was the time ofevening when
everyone was inside, asleep. The sky above me was
nothing but a black pitch, and the only sound I could hear
was my own breathing.

Some may think my chilly setting a little strange, but
I felt that this was an appropriate backdrop for listening
to Blind. But maybe I need to explain that The Sundays,
who scored big in 1990 with their debut album Reading,
Writing and Arithmetic, have always come across to me
as a gloomy, post-gothic, 'put me in my grave now' type of
band.

The majority of their songs are written in minor keys
about sad topics, like death or ending relationships. You
might remember the affecting song, "Here's where the
story ends," off Reading, which received a lot of well-
deserved airplay a few years back.

Indeed, The Sundays are becoming a well recogfnized
group who take their rainy-day rock quite seriously. And
so, my rationale last night was— wouldn't The Sundays
appreciate my efforts to distance myselffrom the crowd?
Isn't this just the type of escapist setting that their new
tape's 12 melanchoHc songs call for?

Squatting in the grass, I become submitted to the first

song offthe tape: "I feel." It begins sharply, and imme-
diately I am paying attention to it.

Harriet Wheeler, the vocalist of The Sundays, does a
nice job in allowing her vibrato to careen between the
well-textured guitar of David Gavurin and the melodic
bass line of Paul Brindley. She seems to hit a peak at
about two minutes into the tune, when she sings "I was
dreaming and I'm tired of everyone." And as the song
comes to its tightly wound conclusion, I dig inside my
pockets for gloves.

The second song on Blind is titled "Goodbye" and its

definitely 'right on' in terms of possessing a danceable,
Manchester, England-style groove. Wheeler's voice in-
termittently tip-toes around, giving an unexpected twist
to a simplistic pop song. I like the words "So this is what
it comes to/am I cold or just a little bit warm?" And in a
sulky way, the song does a nice job of suggesting the
inevitable dooms of a relationship.

With the subsequent songs on the first side, "Life &
Soul," "More," "On Earth" and "God Made Me," Blind
quickly and deservedly earns the distinction of 'best
Cocteau Twins album I never heard.' Each of these four
songs offer an echoing guitar backdrop, well-seasoned by
Harriet Wheeler's commanding voice in the forefront.
There are memorable lyrics on "More," when Wheeler
swoons "We all know/we can't be alive anymore and by
now you could say/there's a problem." And I can also
appreciate the condition Wheeler experiences during
"God Made Me," as she sings "And the face that you had
is becoming a blur."

With a stretch of the legs and a flip of the cassette, I

find that the second side ofBlind provides a nice balance
to the first. Its standout track is the acoustic-guitar-
driven cover of the Rolling Stones' "Wild Horses." I must
admit. The Sundays deserve a lot of credit for a gutsy
reinterpretation ofthe Jagger/Richards classic, doing it

in a highly original way that retains all of its deep
emotionalism. In the song, Wheeler's pleading voice
reworks the melody, sounding as if it were bouncing off

Turn to SUNDAYS, page '0

Single Project/Eixiit Grants

for music, theater, visual art

and design, performance

art, literature, film and video,

and other arts related events.

PROPOSAIS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT GROUPS

APPLICATIONS
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACTIVrriES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
209 HASBROUCK
OR CALL 545-0202
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MONDAY, NOV. 1 6, 1992
10AM -10PM

The newest and most exciting shopping concept
is coming to your neighborhood!

Please join us Monday, November 16th for the GRAND OPENING
celebration of the WHOLESALE DEPOT warehouse In Hadley, MA.

Join millions of wholesale club members who shop for everything for their
homes and businesses, all at unbelievably low, everyday wholesale prices!

Joining is easy! Business and Individual members pay $25
annually to shop the lowest everyday wholesale prices. Flex members

can join for free and pay 5% above our posted wholesale prices.

• Food Samples
• Product Demonstrations
• Drawings Every Hour!

EXIT 10

NORTHAMPTON

WHOLESALE

Special Holiday Warehouse Hours:

Monday-Friday 10AM-1 0PM
Saturday 9AM-10PM* Sunday 12PM-6PM

Special Extra Hours for Business Members:
Monday-Friday 9AM-10AM

FREE ONE-DAY
SHOPPING PASS

Sundays
continued from page 9

the walls and ceiling of a church.

Another track deserving of mention on this second
side is "24 Hours," my personal fave off the tape. It

features some nice chord changes and the immortal line

"And I liked you for 24 hours in your house."

It is from lyrics like these, that it becomes easy to draw
comparisons between The Sundays and the highly
popular, although now defunct (since 1988), English
band The Smiths. And if indeed there are any shoes left

to fill by The Smiths' songwriting team ofMorrissey and
Johnny Marr, these Sundays are relentlessly trying
them on.

By the time the tape comes to an end, I've decided to

head inside. I^eaving the ladder and its setting for a more
comfortable environment, I take a seat in my kitchen. As
I begin drinking my evening standard, a warm glass of
milk, I come to some conclusions about The Sundays and
their new tape Blind.

The Sundays' have an ace in the hole, and her name is

Harriet Wheeler. With the release of Blind, Wheeler
remains one of the most underrated singers on the
planet. She uses he voice as a means of inviting us into
the music of The Sundays, and she serves us tea too.

Wheeler possesses the type of voice that can at times be
hard and rigidly fixed, and at times it can become softer
than a pair of wax lips.

With Blind, The Sundays have released a mellow
offering, well worthy ofa good listen. Their debut release,
Reading, Writing and Arithmetic, agreed by many to be
a "nice album to listen to when you're in the bathtub," was
lacking of a bad song, and Blind continues the tradition.

Although there isn't much overwhelming musical
virtuoso or high level of risk taking in the creation ofany
ofthese 12 songs, they are well-assembled and flow quite
nicely. I guess 'nice' is a good word for this tape, for Blind
is a tape you can listen to while falling asleep; it sweeps
by us like a late evening's masturbation session. Without
a hint of aggression. Blind reeks of an incredibly well-
adjusted air.never heard.'

— Clip & Save' —

-

Bring
This Coupon

to
"CENTRAL TRAVEL''

And Save

I $25.00 or $50,00 Off*

I
on Continental Airlines

I
549-4900

j

I CENTRAL TRAVEL
{

I 25A Pray St., Amherst
|

1^ _ JlnJh^D.H. Jones Real Estate Building)

Make the most
of your

retirement years.
To make the most of your retirement in the future you

need to make the most of your retirement plan today.

At our free seminar, we'll show you an extraordinary new
mvestment opportunity for your 403(5) plan. Through the
Merrill Lynch Retirement Selector"'" Account you can invest
m an extensive selection of Merrill Lynch mutual funds. You
also have the flexibility to move in and out of the funds as
your financial objectives or the economy changes.

And to help you make your investment decisions, a
Merrill Lynch Financial Consultant will work with you to de-
termine your Individual financial situation and expectations.

Learn more about how the Retirement Selector Account
can help you make the most of your 403(b) plan by attending
our free seminar. To reserve your place, call one of the
numbers below or return the coupon.

Thursday, November 19th

7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.

Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst
(Continental breakfast will be served.)

Michael P. Sarsynskl, Jr. and
Kate Ruther|prd,

Merrill Lynch Financial Consultants

413-785-4100 or 1-800-288-0445

Mall lo: Merrill Lynch
1331 Main Street, SprlngllHd, MA 01 103, Attn: t9<S4/9«54

D Yes, I plan to attend your Iree seminar. Please reserve ,e,if,i

SPEAKERS:

Business Phone ( )_

Home Phone ( )_

Address

,

city

Stale. -Zip.

nnTr!ciii'^:!;;^!r:^r
"'•"' *^' "- "«"• "-<« »"'« •«'*- », ,«,,

eccTT-i^ i<iiMMii_itn_.i
Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust.
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Sophocles' classic reborn
An outstanding cast shines in Women of Trachis
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By SILWVN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Looking out at Fang Guo Wen's scenic design forWomen ofTrachis, one can detect an artful confusion of
setting. Prehistoric cave drawings give way to imperial
banners, rough-hewn stone pillars are offset by a web of
iron scaffolding, and the looming image of a volcano
stands in counterpoint to a spherical sun design, reminis-
cent of an Egyptian Aten.

The idea of setting Sophocles' classic play on the very
continuum ofhistory could notbe more perfect for professor
Robert Bagg's new translation. Just as Bagg's textescapes
the trap of existing imagery by translating the familiar
"Hercules" as the less loaded and less evocative "Heracles,"
so do Wen and director Keith Oliver chase away all the
popular conceptions of Ancient Greece.

The images and mood of Trachis are sensational, and
sensationally evoked, but part of their brilliance is con-
tained in the feeling thatyou are experiencing something
new. The tragic hero Heracles is far removed from his
romantic origins. As depicted here, he is not the dashing
man-god we generally picture, but a cold-hearted mur-
derer and misanthrope.

This interpretation owes a great deal to 20th century
sensibilities, yet it also helps to elevate the action ofwhat
might otherwise be a hero-worship play. Director Oliver
has Heracles jumping easily from hero to anti-hero, and
allows the audience to savor a potentially deadly act by
his queen as a possible act of retribution, instead ofjust
a mistake.

The new depth that this production gives to its char-
acters does not sei-ve to cheapen the work in any way. On
the contrary, the added levels of meaning make a good
thing better.

Women ofTrachis is the story ofDeianira, second wife
of Heracles, who is informed by a prophet that within 15
months her warriorhusband will return to her unharmed,
or will be dead. Under Oliver's direction, Women is also
the story of repressed emotions and hidden agendas, in

which a marital break-up has repercussions on a na-
tional, if not mythical, level.

The new translation, by University ofMassachusetts
English Professor Robert Bagg, is so flawlessly conceived
and executed that Bagg must almost be considered a true
playwright. He has done more, here, than convert Greek
words to English. He has created new poetry from the old.

Some ofBagg's most impressive work is contained the
traditional Chorus songs, which accompany the unfold-
ing action. Led on by composer Geoffrey Hudson and
marvellous lead-singerJennifer Costello, the nine-woman
group creates a l3Tical, almost ethereal, sound. Choral
music has never sounded never better.

The dramatic cast proves equally exceptional, thanks
to a trio of powerful lead actors who are not afraid to be
unlikable. Certainly, any show which casts the excellent
Laurie Ciarametaro (Pyrra in last semester's In MyAbyss)
in a supporting role better have one hell ofa leading cast,
and Women does not disappoint. Brenda Lee Cahill plays
the troubled Queen Deianira with the perfect mix of
sorrow and venom, and James M. McClure is outstand-
ing as her distant, troubled son.

However, the finest performance ofthe evening belongs
to Edward M. Jewett. One of the most consistently
outstanding performers on this campus, Jewett pulls of
his two lead roles with ease. He is staunchly perfect as the
devoted warrior Lichas, and his depiction of Heracles is

a masterwork of mixed signals.

Like the mythical figure himself, Jewett's Heracles is

such a tightly bound bundle of contradictions that one
can both admire and despise him. When his fate is finally

decided, one feels both relief and sorrow.
Women of Trachis may not serve well as a historical

documentation ofGreece in the time ofmyth, but its focus
on the power of words and human actions makes a
powerful and moving piece oftheatre. Sophocles, I believe,

would have approved.
Women of Trachis is being performed at the Rand

Theatre. Additional performances remain Nov. 18-21 at

8:00p.m. Tickets are available at the FAC Box Office.

THE 'SPOTTED OWL CROWD' ENCOURAGES YOU
TO RECYCLE THIS COLLEGLfVN. BEST WISHES
FROM PRESIDENT BOZO AND MR. OZONE MAN

SPEAKER Ehud Ya'ari
i::iSi5S*asS?gigS:',

I|ii*iie^l^:^'iii^i^iM^

"ihe Middle Lust Peace Process in Light oj

the Recent U.S. and Israeli Elections."

TUESDAY • NOVEMBER 17*

7:30pm

MAHAR AUDITORIUM

GEN. PUBLIC: $3

STUDENT: FREE

Sponsors: UMASS Hlllel, UMASS
Judaic Studies P^t, 5-CoHege Hfllet

THE
COLLEGIAN
WANTS YOU.
SO COME JOIN

THE FUN
AT 113 CAMPUS

CENTER.

Round Tripi from N«w York Stardnf ic

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625
BANGKOK 949

Taxes not inckjoed. Restrictiont apply.

Fares subject to change A availibint)r.

Call about one ways We l*su«

EURAIL pastes on the SPOT1

79 South Plasant Street

An-herst. MA 01002

256-1261

Dracula
continued from page 9

Joe Orton and Sid Vicious can be seen through the
layers of well-designed makeup.
When he catches a glimpse ofMina in a picture

frame, catching the resemblance between his long-

dead wife Elizabeth, he begins his obsession to

bring him and Mina together, fulfilling his notions
of eternal fate and love.

However, once Dracula turns young, attempting
to woo Mina while sucking the blood out of Lucy
(the condemnation of Lucy's feminine sexuality is

nicely noted), Dracula spins unexcitedly out of
control. Its exquisite shadow play and outstanding
visuals become the centerpiece of the film, while
the story and the actors fall into a inconstant
vacuum, doing their own thing.

Lucy's suitors, played by Bill Campbell, Gary
Elwes and Richard E. Grant don't do much except
look ahke. Wh^n they join Van Helsing on a quest
to drive a stake through Lucy's vampire heart and
cut off her head, their story becomes some kind of
gothic "Scooby-Doo" episode, with Hopkins spout-
ing well-timed one liners and negating the horror of
Lucy's fate.

And finally, as the cast races against the setting
sun to kill Dracula, their thin motivations are re-

vealed; who exactly are these people and what the
heck are they doing? The conclusion — and indeed
the entire film— is less operatic than it thinks; it's

anticlimactic and unsatisfying. What this Dracula
winds down to, regretfully, is a mantle of brilliant

images, but without a fire burning beneath it.

The meandering cast doesn't help, either.

Rounded (indeed, any) characterizations become
yet another casualty of Goppola's image-intensive
Dracu/a. While Hopkins gives the most identifiably

performance, Oldman's vampire is fairly com-
mendable. Though it's not the tour de force one
might and should expect from this resourceful

actor, he and Hopkins stand out slightly simply
because the rest of the cast is so bland.

I felt somewhat embarrassed for Winona Ryder
here, her performance was shaky and unfocused at
best. Her relationship to Dracula should release
and empower her sexuality, instead it fizzles. And
except for the fact Dracula is more exciting than
Keanu Reeves' Jonathan, Ryder and Oldman don't

exude the kind of chemistry you'd expect in a story
with such a screaming horror and erotic core.

Keanu Reeves, quickly becoming the Melanie
Griffith ofhis gender, looks like he's performing in a
bad high-school production (complete with fake gray
hair). Thank goodness he wasn't in more ofthe film;

he's more of a non-character than any kind of force.

In fact, Dracula skimps on everyone. There's a
subplot with Tom Waits as Reinfeld, a Dracula
disciple who's locked up in an insane asylum. Adding
no kind of point to the film, it was as if Coppola just
wanted to film goofy insane asylum sequences. Like
the three suitors, he seems more to exist for the sake
ofappearing faithful to Bram Stoker's original vision

than to contribute to the story.

What Dracula did extremely well was concoct a
wonderfully intricate use of old-fashioned cinema
trickery. Emphasizing shadows, mirrors and other
in-camera effects gave the look and feel of an old-

fashioned film. Though it echoed the 1921 silent

Nosferatu a bit too much, it seems that was precisely

the point. But even this is ultimately frustrating

because this is yet another unresolved and incon-

sistent theme in a sea of too many subtexts.

Bram Stoker's Dracula is a disapointing mish-
mash oftoo many thesises that don't connect, never
mind resolve. While lovers of the technical and
purely visual aesthetic may relish Dracula's eye-

candy merit (it works superbly on that one level),

an erratic cast, weak characterizations and a sadly
incoherent plot make this Dracula a
false-epic; full of hot-air, bloody pretensions and
lofty ambitions but severely lacking in bite.

Grade: C+

^unan (garden >>^Ci^taurant fl^ai*^ 'M

7<^ Sede ^^inede ^uifeC
MANDARIIM/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

A^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
.J(^ BiifleC ferved S-Cpn Sun-flmrt.

Brwich fltffvcd Sunday I l:MlMi-}p«

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.90
ChHdrtn und^r 10 • $3.80

An lundifon ifMdtli oonw wKh rfc« It yotir diolM of 2 CMckwi
nnotfi.2CIUdDtnWiiig»orHotltSourSeqp

t^ TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at fit. 9, Amherst 2560252

The Undergraduate Student Senate is sponsoring a

General Meeting for

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
on campus racism and campus solutions

Thursday, November 19, 7 PM
Cape Cod Lounge

Some strategies already in progress:

working with the Center for Teaching to develop training sessions on racial

awareness for all TAs/TOs

woilong with Deans and Grad School to develop new approaches to language

barriers for graduate students and faculty

petitioning administration to create civility class for all undergraduates
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Urban educators to tell
Clinton success stories

COLLEGIAN

By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

WELLESLEY — Sensing an opening
for change, representatives from urban
schools worked through the weekend to
devise a strategy for educational reform
that they can offer to the president-elect.

But this group was selected to provide
examples for Bill Clinton and other
policymakers of success — not failure —
in their inner-city schools.

"People want to hear from people who
are dealing with the problems," said Wil-
liam Slotnick, director of the agency that
organized the conference. "Advocacy hasn't
worked before because educators have
said, 'Give us the money and we'll show
you results.' We'll show you results first."

School, business and political leaders
who met at a campus conference center
here to jockey for position in the looming
educational reform debate said there was
urgency about reform now after years of
laggard progress. They were to launch the
National Urban Reform Network Monday
to spearhead their strategy— and to do it

at the very start of Clinton's presidency.
"What we are doing this weekend is

planting the seeds," Ben Canada, super-
intendent of schools in Jackson, Miss.,
said Sunday. "We have to prepare the soil

before spring is over, get the seed in the
ground and then nurture it through some
ofthe dry spells and the rainy season until
the harvest comes."

If schools can't make their case within
the next few months, he said, "then it will
be too late, and our children will suffer
another year."

Clinton pledged in his campaign to
rebuild the infrastructure— roads, bridges
and public works— "and we're part of the
infrastructure," said Jerry Kohn, super-
intendent of schools in Millburn, N.J.

"This is a very opportune moment,"
Kohn said. "This network is organizing at
a time when there is an opportunity to
invest in education."

School systems that comprise the net-
work have examples of success to show.
They are Arkron, Ohio; Albuquerque,
N.M.;DesMoines,; Indianapolis; Jackson;
Long Beach and Sacramento, Calif; Salt
Lake City; and Savannah, Ga.

The systems serve a total of 450,000
students, nearly 60 percent of them mi-
nority and more than half low-income.

CHRISTOPHER HUGHES / COLLEGIAN
WHAT'RE YOU LOOKING AT?— The Campus Pond swan goes head to head with

a daring photographer.

LOW, LOW PRICE

Committee to approve state pay raise

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

BOSTON (AP) — A key legislative committee is ex-
pected to approve a pay raise for about 40,000 state
workers at a cost of $50 million.

This was bargained, this was agreed to, this is in
recognition ofthe fact that many state workers have gone
four or five years without any adjustment," House Ways
and Means Chairman Thomas M. Finneran said.

Former Democratic Gov. Michael S. Dukakis approved
a 13 percent raise for state workers in January 1991 as
he left office. But Republican Gov. William F. Weld has
blocked the raise, saying it was unaffordable.

The Ways and Means Committee, Finneran said, it

likely to approve a raise on Monday — probably a 13
percent hike to be parceled out over the remaining
months of this fiscal year, which ends June 30, 1993. He

said the committee is unlikely to make the increase
retroactive.

"This has to be subject to our ability to afford it,"

Finneran, D-Boston, told the Boston Sunday Herald.
There have been no across-the-board pay raises for

state workers since before Weld took office.

House leaders said the raises would cost $50 million to
$60 million this year.

But Weld has warned that awarding an immediate 13
percent raise and making it retroactive would cost $422
million in this year's budget, putting the state into the
red.

Weld's fiscal advisers also say that declaring a non-
retroactive 13 percent raise effective Jan. 1 would cost
$130 million in the current accounting year.

r • ARMY BAlllUCKS •
Genuine U.S. & European Military Clothing & Equipment
Largest Surplus selection in New England with the lowest prices

* Dutch and West German Six-Pocket Cotton Field Shorts & Pants $10- $20
* Mexican Baja Pullover & Blankets ( 100% Cotton) $12 - $15
* Large assortment of Guatemalan and Mexican goods
* Down Feather Mummy Sleeping Bags & Cover $35 & $50
* Genuine Issue Camo, Desert, Tiger, urban Black Six Pocket Pants $26 & $28
* World Flags (3 'x5 ') $10 each/2 for $18 Over 1 50 Countries

* NATO Field Jacket $20
* Grateful Dead Stickers and T-Shirts

* Large Selection for Book Bags & Duffles

* Levi Shorts, Pants, & Coveralls

* Genuine MA-1 Flight Jackets & M-65 Field Jackets

* New & Used Combat Boots $5 to $40
* Raybans 40% off

* Special Order Dr. Martins

* Tapestries & Tie-Dye Sheets $15 to $20
* Surplus Leather Bomber & Bike Jackets

S:LOCATl
DATE:
TIMlil:

SPOXSORli;]) BY:

Univ. of MASS Student Union Ballroom
November 16th thru 20th (Mon. - Fri.)

9:00 - 7:00 PM
Cape Verdean Student Alliance

M/C • VISA • AMEX • PLSCOVEK ACCEPTED

COLLEGIAN
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Sarah Levesque

PhotoTechnician Tom Haller

Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski

Production Jason George,

Challis Meehan

LUNCH
Ravioli Alfredo

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Ravioli Alfredo

Falafel Pocket

Menu
DINNER

Beef Strips w/ Peas

Cheese Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Veggies w/ Tofu

Cheese Strudel

The opinions expressed on this page are those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Cullegian or the University

"Oh, wonderful! Look at this,

another mouth to feed.

Etta—

Quote of the Day
"Be wild, I thought, be a gypsy: go for

broke."

- Madeleine Blaise

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(Mjrch 2 1 -April 1 9): Croui)
eiiurb could be the key lo increasing

your net worth. Secret inlorm<illoi) will

unlock ihe door lo your dreams.
Spending money on fun and inends
proves rewarding lonighi.

TAURUS (April 20-Mjy 20): An
In-depth conlidenlial talk wllh some-
one who holds Ihe reins can s()eed

your rise lo Ihe lop. Ellmlnale Irlvolous

spending. Keep ihe evening hixirs tree

lof romance.

GEMINI (May 2I-)une 20): Good
luck IS wilh you in negotiations: play
lor high Slakes. Although advice irom
an older person may b*- hard to swal-

lyw, you cannot aiiord lo Igncxe it.

Enjoy a iavorile sp<}rl laler today.

CANCER dune 21 -|uly 22): Never
mind making plans lor the future: slick

to what Is going on t<xJay. A loved one
could throw you a curve hall Why get

called oul on strikes? IX'ol wllh prac-

tical matters.

LEO duly 2 3-Aug. 22): The solu-

tion lo a problem may be linked lo

other people's resources. Spruce up
your appearance. An up-to-date im-

age will help you make an excellent

Impression.

VIRGO (Aug, 23-Sepl. 22): Take a

( hance while luck is on your side.

Bold thinking could lead to wonderful

romantic or financial gains. A secret

plan may be right on the money.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-CXt. 22): No mai-
ler what the weather, this should be a
sunny day for you. A journey t omes to

a happy ending. Romance Is In lull

blcx)m. Tonight, live il up!

SCORPIO (Oct. 2 5-Nov. 21):

Tempers are touchier than usual; this is

no lime lo act aggressive or seeks

favors. A go-ii-alone approach will

probably be most productive. An
evening phone call brings welcome
news.

SAGIHARIUSlNov 2J-0ec. 21 ):

Work is a challenge. Although you are

sacrlllcing a lot, your friends and family

give you a sense hi well-lx>ing. Stay
with Iried-and-true allies.

CAPRICORN lOec. 22-)an. 14):

You are clear-headed about finances

today and shcnild bac k your thoughts

wllh action. A c hanc e em ounler could
be a blessing in disguise. Oo not be lOo

quick lo accept your Iriends advice.

AQUARIUS (Ian. JO-feb. Ifl):

Comparison-shopping leads to bargain

buys lor holiday gilts. Oo something
that emphasizes your ireedom-loving

nature Romance may have its ups and
downs tonight; keep the conversalicjn

light.

PISCES (Feb. I'J-March 20): Lady
Luc k deals you a winning hand today!

Trust your know-how to nuke every-

thing work oul well. Be on guard for sly

moves by supprjsed allies.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE
ACROSS

1 Sliillong is its

capital

6 Pon In NW
Ivnel

10 Mlslorlnn's

concern
1

4

Classic oalsr
15 Balland-stick

game
16 Brilliantly

colored lish

17 'Madam, I'm

Adam', eg
1 9 Goad
?0 Haggard

title

21 Shadow
?? Fourth —
?4 ficlJlious

?6 Martinique

volcano

2/ Loot

30 Desert in

N Africa

32 Mont Blanc's

locale

33 — ol roses
34 Guevara
37 Pointed Iwards
40 Flange o( vision

42 Cobbler's tool

43 Inquired

45 Lease
46 Regard highly

48 Vast expanses
50 Sew loosely

52 Couched
54 Mysterious
56 Namesakes of

skater

B.-ibMnnla

57 EnleitainmenI
org

60 "— Ihe line'

61 Headmasters
64 Atlanta arena

65 Cry of

Bacchanals
66 Customary
67 Pro -
68 Anglo-Saxon

slave

69 A A — English

author

DOWN
1 Horned vipart

2 — J.ihan:

Builder of Ihe

Taj Mahal
3 Shopper't

delight

4 Cuckoo
5 Of the mind
6 — In Paris"

7 Calmest
8 Toronto
museum, tor

short

9 Robert —
10 Type of art

11 Eastern

mountain
region

12 Pan-fry

13 "—Coins in the

Fountain'

18 Pals

23 "— Ihe rod "

24 Iron —
25 Tnte

27 'The Forsyte

28 Till Ihe soli

29 Iridescent

31 Forage
33 Awry
35 Blow your —

36 Hot times, in

Calais

38 Consumed
39 Japan or Slam

add-on
41 Molt
44 Love or hate
4 7 Sports arenas
48 Of a lyric poem
49 A metallic

element
50 Ulan —

51 Fragrance

53 Saree wearer
55 Rapier
57 Large hammer
68 Campbell or

Stewart
59 — ot Capri

62 Campers'
transporia:

Abbr
63 Pressure

letters

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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field hockey
continued from page 16

offensively in overtime."

With UMass' penalty corner neu-
tralized, the forwards had to work hard
for opportunities. Jelley, Salisbury and
Danielle Borges stretched the Penn
State defense with their speed. But
they did not create any one-on-one op-

portunities, the forwards fought and
created most of the penalty corners.

The wet and soft grass field was not
up to 100 percent, but it seemed to

affect Penn State more than UMass.
The Penn State players were more
tentative because of the surface, and
were unable to even get a shot offduring
their three penalty corners.

The Nittany Lions' home surface is

artificial turf, and after playingTemple
there on Thursday, Morett said she
thought the transition was tough.

"1 would've liked to have more than
two days to prepare for the field," she
said. "On Friday, when we got here, we
practiced in a swamp. On Saturday, we

practiced in a semi-swamp.
"The games on grass which we have

played well in are those which we've
had time to prepare," Morett said. "This
is a tournament, though, and you have
to deal with how the cards are dealt.

You can't control the weather or the
field conditions."

The Minutewomen's toughest foe in

the game was neither the field, the
weather, northe Nittany Lions, although
Penn State did wake up after regulation

and made a few uneasy moments for

UMass goalie Philippa Scott. Scott, who
made only three saves for her 13th shut-
out of the year, had a strong defense in

front of her and handled every Penn
State threat with relative ease.

No, the toughest foe Sunday was
UMass' case of bad luck. Player for

player, UMass was great. Strong per-

formances by Holly Hockenbrock, Col-

leen Duffy and Kathy Phelan helped
UMass control the game, but the team
couldn't break through.

GROCERIES TO YOUR DOORSTEP
Amherst • Northampton

No time or energy to get the grocery shopping done?
Entertaining guests and need groceries fast?

Limited access to transportation?

Weather conditions slowing you down?

Call 586-4795
We Take Orders 24 Hours/Day^^

Unbelievably Low Shopping and Delivery Prices

o Call Today!!!
Listen for our ads on WHMP!

GROCERIES TO YOUR DOORSTEP
The smart way to help get it all done!!!

'mmmmmmsss^

Winter Session 1993

Yes, you can!
Yes, you can!

Regi

So, do It!

lister for Winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions do not apply for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass student, all you have to do is just sign up.

WINTER SESSION:
• unique "mini-semester," just three weeks

long

• earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weelts

• over 1 00 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14.

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25

women s soccer
continued from page 16

defenders.

Reifer evened the score in the 53rd

minute when Thornsbury crossed a ball

from the left flank. UMass' Holly Hellmuth
dove and knocked the ball down. The ball

banged around until Reifer one-timed it

from 12 yards out to the right of Scurry.

Massachusetts battled back and had a

number of chances to take the lead. Col-

leen Milliken, Smith and Rachel LeDuc
each played well creating the attack.

"Massachusetts played very well today,"

Daniels said. "Give them credit, they play

with heart and they never quit."

"I thought we had them right before

IThornsbury's) goal," Rudy said. "We had
our shots. Our freshman played well and
we created some chances. We just didn't

finish them."

-vrttR 5pecla( Quest

The Roaches

December 6th 8pm
UMASS Fine Arts Center

UPC
CiOXC"0\S

•nx: W UMASS students

$20 others

Available at the Box Office

Tickets go on Sale Nov 16tli!

TWO
WINNERS

WILL BE CHOSEN

RANDOM
DRAWING!

COLLEGIAN

CONCERT

SWEEPSTAKES!

.SB » 1 -' HBR

LOS LOBOS
At

Pearl Street Nightclub
Ttiesday, November 17, 1992

^^.
TICKETS/ OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

~]

Name

Phone #

</>
Must be at least 18 years old to enter Tickets are non-refundabto.
Drawing to be held on Monday. November 1 6. 1 992 No entries will be redeved atter 3 30 PM on l l/i 8«9
Collegian staff are not eligible to enter. Winners will be contacted by lelepfione.
Drop off entnes at Collegian business window. 113 Campus Center (basement), UMass Amherst
Winners are responsible for picking up tickets at the Collegian office before 3 30 pm onTuesdav Nn h-

I

** Only one entry per person will be accepted. Only official entry form from newspaper will be a^pied
'

football
continued from page 16

In beating the Minutemen, Maine did what no
team had done thus far, stop the ferocious UMass
defense. The mammoth Black Bear offensive hne
(combined weight 1357 pounds) allowed only one sack
of Colon, as the Maine offense racked up 367 yards in
total offense.

"We didn't do anything special [to stop the UMass
defense]," Colon said. "We just came out today and
played smashmouth football."

It was this brand of smashmouth football that
dropped the Minutemen to 7-2 (5-2 in the YanCon)
while denying UMass' bid to tie the school record for
most consecutive wins at eight.

UMass would fall behind 21-7 early in the first
quarter, and when Minuteman quarterback Andrew

,
McNeilly was intercepted withjust under four minutes
left. It appeared a valiant effort by UMass had gone for
naught.

Nobody told UMass this though, as the Minutemen
would make things very interesting in the game's final
three minutes.

Four plays after Larry Jones picked off McNeilly,
Mmuteman tailback Jason Mumford atoned for an
earlier fumble at the goal line, blocking a Jerrod
Thebarge punt at the goal line and falling on the loose
ball to cut the Black Bear lead to eight.

UMass had a chance to pull within a touchdown on
the ensuing extra point, but sure-footed kicker Jim

Maguire's extra point was wide right and the Minute-
men had their backs to the wall.

Things got even hairier for Maine on the kickoff as
Maguire got off a picture-perfect on-sides kick that
UMass'Timmy Lambright recovered at the UMass 49-
yard line.

UMass would finally run out of gas four plays
later, as a last-ditch McNeilly scramble fell short of
the first down at the Maine 42-yard line, as the 6,001
fans at Alumni Stadium sat in stunned silence.

"We knew coming in that it was going to be a war,"
said UMass all-everything Don Caparotti, who had
a fourth quarter punt return touchdown nullified by
a penalty. "And Maine just came out on top."

Maine would get on the board first Saturday, as
fullback Gordon Willey plowed through the heart of
the UMass defense early in the second quarter, giv-
ing the Black Bears a 7-0 lead.
A McNeilly to Matt Stefanski scoring strike just

before the half knotted the game up at seven, but that
was as close as the Minutemen would get as Maine
pulled away for good with two second halftouchdowns.

"Before today we were on a seven-week high," said
Hodges. "Now wejust have to bounce back next week.
. . that's part of athletics."

Game Notes: Maguire's missed extra point was
the firstofhis UMass career, and snaps his consecutive
streak at 35 in a row.

• Caparotti recorded his seventh interception of
the season, leaving him one short oftying the UMass
single season record of eight.

playoffs
continued from page 16

Some people, however, think UMass deserves more
respect than it has received this season and that the
Minutemen should be ranked higher than 16th.

"The division 1-AA rankings are ridiculous," said
Maine head coach Kirk Ferentz. "UMass is a top- 10 team
and they deserve a playoff spot."

Maine middle linebacker Dan Girard agreed with
Ferentz.

"They're a good, solid team," he said. "They have a
great defense and should be ranked a little higher."

The Minutemen could have made great strides toward
a playoff berth with a win against Maine on Saturday,
because Delaware (first in YanCon at 7-1) lost to Rich-
mond. However, the Minutemen will have to prove a lot
next week against the University ofNew Hampshire to
convince the division 1-AA selection committee to include
them in this year's playoffs.

Game Notes: UMaine tailback Ben Sirmans and
quarterback Emilio Colon certainly lived up to their
billing as Maine's best players as Sirmans had a career
best day with 170 yds rushing on 32 carries and Colon
was 1 1 for 16 for 127 yds. Colon also rushed for 3 1 yds and
demonstrated the scrambling abiUty that makes him the
second best QB in the YanCon.

"Colon made some nice calls," said UMass defensive
tackle John Creamer. "He recognized our gutsy style of
defense and took advantage of it." Hodges on Sirmans:
"We were concerned with his ability to run going into the
game and he ended up doing a nice job."

The Collegian will love you
like your parents never did.

November 1, 1992

The MyciSHOT

Create your ovvn CUBtdrK&sSJ^Tiul with your
favorite picture or eayih0&$0i^&Xdke your picture

at our Hamp^jf^fvl^ijjlocation.
A great gift idea fqrjrJeiridsS^mily or anyone.

r
Create a mugful ofmemories' for a lifetime.

Coupon n

L

Orsmd, Opening
THe Mug Shot

Coupon Value is SS*' toward Purchase

of a mug with Student ID.

Coupon Expires December 15, 1992

_l

Free
12 or.
Soda
with the
purchase of a

Sandwich,
Burger Entree
or Large Salad
and this coupon

SHOP
Coupon valid Mon., 11/16
tlirougli Fri., 11/20

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
JALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for

-Cash in advance
- Deadline: two days prior to

students

publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT

PERSj ETC.

ACTIVmES

Instituts for th« Haallng of Racism
Tuesday 7pm
CO RM 803
All Welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3 Credit Recycling Class Ed<jc2 354
Intro to Future Studies. Learn about
recycling and other waste mgmt. issues.

Spring Semester Tues 2:30 5:00.

Schedule #211663. 545-1153 For more
info

Study in Paris
w/UMass Boston
Program director will meet with interested
students in CO 804
Tuesday Nov. 17 1pm

Live in Northampton Looking for ten-

ants to take over lease of a spacious 3 rm
Haven located in lovely downtown
Nonhampton. Rent includes heat only.

850 a month. Lease this house while you
can it's hot

One room in 3 bedroom Pufton Apart-

meni Rent 226/mo Plus

Available January 1 1993 to

June 30 1993 Call Anne 549-7718 in

evening before 11pm

Take over our lease at Brandywine, 2

bedroom heat and hot water included,

inlcudes free gifti Call 549-0081 avail

Jan. 1

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED PERSONALS

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 Audi 40O0 5 speed excellent
condition SI 200 Negotiable.
Call 266-017 1

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional
motorcycle. Needs some work call

5493662.

FOR RENT

Amherst-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed-
room homes on bus route call 586 4270

Amherst remodeledBrm 4 bedroom apt
on bus route minutes from campus $899/
mo 256-0741

Furnished bedroom house, south of
Amherst. Washer/dryer. $700 253-7178

Albinar tslephoto lens 135mm
Like new condition Bayonet mount S80
BO 545 1028 or 253-20J8
Cheap Car stereo equiptment: Pioneer
Super tuner. Pioneer 3-way speakers.

Black Hawk lOOw Amp. All for $250 or BO
Ca|^pon atJ56 3018

Fly south 2 one way tickets Hart - Miami
l^maleJJeiTiale $10 Each 80 649-4454

1979 Toyota Corolla
Runs Great 91000M
$700 or B/0
Amos 546-4029

MAC SE/30 w/lots of additional software
2H^G/80 asking 1800 or BO ca ll 774-2567

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs * case and manuals
Call Milch 548 9761 $450 O.B.O

JOBSI Are you looking for a resume
builder? UMass Telefund is hiring! Flex
ibie hours, good pay, and great experi
ence. Come down to the basement of
Memorial Hall for an application or call

545 3509.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make $2000't' per month teaching
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Many
provide room & board & other benefits!
Financially & culturally rewarding! For
program
Call: (2061 632-1 146 ext. J5001

Prof seeks personal care assistance in

SOM 12 2:30 most days M-F
Salary negotiable
Call 549-0117 after 5pm
Wait Persons - Apply in person after

4:00 p.m. except Mondays. Ninr's
Ristorante 124 Cottage St. East
Hampton, MA
WANTTOTRAVEL FREE^ EAfmCASH
AND RESUME EXPERIENCE? Students
and orginations Call College Tours to join
our team! We have 25 years experience,
great prices, hotels and destinations.

Call 1(8001 959 4SUN
Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
arKi free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

Audrey Would you like to talk again.
Call me or meet you at the 'bench" Tues
or Thurs same time L.

BCG RA'7
WOWI
You folks are very appreciated

Love VO & MG
Heather
I'm psyched to be your big sis!

We are going to have the best time
I Phi love you

Jen

Tracy K.

Happy Birthday!

Have a super duper day!
Love April & Carrie

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

Karen You invade my soul. Happy
19th! Hope you hae an awesome day.
Love JSS

This week Hamlin House Council
wishes

a Happy Birthday to:

Michael Belanger
Nicholas Bouillon

Timothy Hilliard

Ibrahim Refal El Nashar
Cedric Savineau
David White
Andrew Ziegler

LOST

Lost A pair of red glasses in pink case
Please call 6-3570 if found

To N.B.
Deeply sorry for my actions on
Wednesday 10/11/92. May those past
events prove to strengthen our friend-

ship in the future.

Sincerely, C.I.C.

To: The Cendio Women I met at the
Amerst College Library on 11/9 When
can I light your candles again? Respond
with another personal
From: The Lighter Man

Tracy,
I'm so glad that I'm your big sister.

Get ready for a great time this week!
Phi Love.

Kim

ROOMATES WANTED
Female sublease
single in Mill Va.

Spring Sem.
Call 253 3406

Female to share large room 167.50 call

665 7604

Furnished bedroom available in

Colonial Village. Looking for responsible
and mature person. Not a party spot. Call

Andy at 253-9880 evenings for interview

Need 3 Housemates M/F Jan 1st S min to
Campus 549 7619

Roomate wanted to share 2 BR
Brandywine Apt. starting Jan. 1. Call Tom
549 2653

3 Responsible women
Need housing for Spring semester Desire
place near UMass
Call Young-Ni 546-0580 or Jen 4978

SERVICES

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TO SUBLET

Sublet wentsd for wmtersession
Must be within walking distance to

campus room/apartment Call Maria
546 6630

TRAVEL

Save on spring break '93

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida from
$1191 Book early, save $$$!! Group dis-

counts!! 1 800-426 7710

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page,
spell check. $1.25/page. Brian 546 1795.

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.
Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $ 1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 588-5268.

WANTED
Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst ares for free test

ing and confidential, caring help. Amherst
Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Looking for

2-4 bedroom apt.

For Spring 93
5460749
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Sports
Women's soccer stopped by Hartford

MATT KAHN/ COLLEGIAN
Colleen Milliken and the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team lost 2-1 to Hartford Sunday in the

second round of the NCAA tourney.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

HARTFORD, Conn. — University of Hartford
midfielder Michele Thornsbury yesterday scored with
14:05 remaining in regulation to give the Hawks a 2-1

victory over the University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team.

Massachusetts (16-4) jumped out to a 1-0 lead on a
first halfgoal by Courtney Smith. Hartford ( 19- 1 ) battled

back and scored two in the second half to knock the

Minutewomen out of the NCAA Tournament.
"It's a tough loss, but Hartford earned it," Massachu-

setts coach Jim Rudy said. "We played well enough to win
today. We did some nice stuffout there but Hartford kept
coming at us."

Thornsbury capped the comeback effort offan indirect

kick five yards above the top of the box. Hartford's Kim
LeMere tapped the ball to Thornsbury who blasted a
bullet over the Massachusetts defensive wall and into the
top right corner. UMass keeper Briana Scurry dove but
had little chance on the shot.

"It was a real nice shot by a big performer," Hartford
coach Austin Daniels said. "Thornsbury has a good shot
and anytime we can set her up for a shot, there's a good
chance it could go in."

The first halfwas 45 minutes of action-packed soccer.

Massachusetts jumped on the board in the 40th minute

when Lisa Mickelson sent a direct kick up to Kim
Eynard at the top of the box. Eynard flicked it up to a

driving Smith, who was in alone on Hartford keeper
Karen Romano. Smith touched the ball once and from 10

yards out shot to the lower left corner for her first career

goal.

"Kim was yelling for someone to go up so I went,"

Smith said. "Kim sent it in perfectly over the top. No one
saw me. They didn't realize I was coming in. I just shot

to the left and it went in."

The goal stood for the remainder ofthe half, marking
the first time all season Hartford had trailed at halftime.

"When they scored, we panicked," Hartford's Jessica

Reifer said. "I didn't know ifwe could come back because
we didn't have much experience at that. UMass was
playing so well. 1 got nervous but our seniors settled us
down."

Daniels said, "The goal shocked us a bit. I told them
not to panic and to just keep playing our game. I knew if

we kept gettinggood chances we'd score because we have
good finishers."

The good chances were plentiful in the second as
Hartford barraged Scurry with 21 shots. Hartford uti-

lized its front speed to create runs, and used its backs to

extend the field and open up room for the front people.

High-scoring forwards Kim LeMere and Rose Daley
were kept out of the play most of the time by UMass

Turn to SCX:CER, page 14

Minutemen lose home finale to Maine 21-13
Colon, Sirmans
lead Maine win
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

All good things must come to an
end as the University of Massachu-
setts football team learned the hard
way Saturday, losing to the Univer-
sity of Maine 21-13 while watching
theirseven-game winning streakand
quite possibly their NCAA Division

1-AA playoffhopes go by the wayside.
The Black Bears (6-4, 3-3 in the

Yankee Conference) rolled into
McGuirk Alumni Stadium with
nothing to lose and rode the big
shoulders of tailback Ben Sirmans
(32 rushes for 165 yards) and the
right arm of quarterback Emilio
Colon ( 16 attempts, 1 1 completions,
127 yards, and one touchdown) to

upset the favored Minutemen.
"We just couldn't find a way to

get it done today," said UMass head
coach Mike Hodiges. "Our guys never
quit. We just got beat by a good
football team."

Turn to FOOTBALL. Page 15

Playoff situation
muddled for UMass
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

A week ago. University of Massachu-
setts football head coach Mike Hodges
said his team could control its own playoff
destiny by winning its last three games.

UMass (7-2) succeeded in the first of

these three games by beating the Uni-
versity of Richmond, but yesterday the
Minutemen's playoff hopes were dimmed
(but not gone), as they lost 21-13 to the
University of Maine Black Bears at War-
ren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

In order to make the Division 1-AA
playoffs, UMass has to win next week
against New Hampshire and hope a few of

the other 1-AA "bubble teams" lose and,
more importantly, that the playoff selec-

tion committee really wants UMass foot-

ball to be a part of the 1-AA playoffs.

"We had it under control, but we lost

that control today," said Hodges. "Now
who knows what happens. . . we have to be
very, very fortunate to make the playoffs.

"We just have to come back mentally
strong next week against UNH."

Turn to PLAYOFFS. Page 15
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Quarterback Andrew McNeilly couldn't run away from the University of Maine Black Bears
Saturday. The Black Bears upset UMass 21-13.

Field hockey heads to Final Four with 1 -0 win
field hockey

continued from page 1

and defending national champion Old Dominion, will
head to Virginia Commonwealth University in Rich-
mond to decide the national championship next Saturday
and Sunday.

"This was the game of a lifetime," UMass head coach
Pam Hixon said. "We were solid on defense all day, but I

thought the kids were a little nervous in the first half.
Once we felt that confidence, you could see things swing
our way."

The Minutewomen (21-1) controlled the first 70 min-
utes but could not break through, despite many golden
opportunities. At one point in the second half, UMass
harassed Meister with five penalty corners in the span of
one and a halfminutes. The best of the bunch came from
sweeper Natalie Hart, who launched two rockets that
were stopped in front of the cage.

Jelley and Salisbury also had great chances earlier,
but Salisbury's shot in the first half following a penalty
corner trickled just left, and Jelley's point blank shot ten
feet away in the first half was saved by the freshman
phenom Meister.

Meister was the second hot goaltender the
Minutewomen have faced in two weeks (they were up
against Temple's Donna Porter last week), and she was
the only person on the sluggish Penn State team who
stopped UMass. Meister made 15 saves, with most of
them coming at critical points. Penn State head coach
Char Morett said she hoped Meister would keep her team
in the game until the offense got going.

i«„„ o^i u « I *.» _i D o* » I <:m. .. .. . ,
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Continued cold today with the
possibility of some light snow fall.

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts women's cross

country team placed fifth at the ECAC Championships
this past weekend. Page 16.
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Arts & Living:
Cutter Garcia and Art Stapleton take a look

at the cool happenings on the hit television

show, Beverly Hills, 90210. Page 9.
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Clinton focuses on
rebuilding economy
By KAREN BALL
Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK, Ark.- President-elect
Clinton and Democratic congressional
leaders promised a "new era" of action on
Monday, and said creating jobs and re-
storing America's economic power would
be their top priorities.

"I will be in a hurry," Clinton said at a
joint news conference with Democratic
lawmakers.

"Gridlock is over and cooperation and
teamwork have begun," said House Ma-
jority Leader Richard Gephardt.

Clinton declared an end to "the Cold
War between the Congress and the White
House" and promised, "Pennsylvania Av-
enue will run both ways again."

"I can't say for sure which will and
what won't pass within 100 days," he said.
"I'll just work as hard as I can and get as
much done as quickly as I can."

Clinton said that during his first
meeting with congressional leaders all

hands agreed that "creating jobs, raising
incomes, getting our economy moving
again, and the long-term competitive
strength of the American economy" was
the No. 1 objective.

Democratic leaders shared his com-
mitment, Clinton said, to health care re-
form and bringing down the deficit.

Those attending Sunday's session in-

cluded Gephardt, House Speaker Tom
Foley and Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, Vice President-elect Al Gore and
Clinton's wife, Hillary.

"Our dinner last night marks a new era
of cooperation and action in our nation's
capital," Clinton said.

The President-elect has said in the past
that a short-termjobs package might come
first on his priority list to get through
Congress.

On Monday, he sought to downplay
expectations for what would emerge form
Congress in his first 100 days, saying he
expected to forward proposals on thorny
issues such as health care to Capitol Hill
promptly but not necessarily see them
enacted immediately.

Clinton brushed off speculation that
Republicans would try to tie his hands,
and said the scope of America's problems
would be his biggest hurdle. He cited the
"mammoth complexity" of health care as
one of the huge challenges ahead.

"I think the problems are likely to give
us far more difficulty than the personali-
ties," he said.

In a wide-ranging news conference,
Clinton also:

• Said that despite the deficit, he'd
make good on his campaign pledge of tax
breaks for the middle class.

• Reiterated his intention to lift the
ban on homosexuals in the military de-
spite opposition from mihtary leaders and
Sen. Sam Nunn, a Georgia Democrat who
chairs the Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee. Chnton said anew he would consult
with opponents in working out the details.

Nunn is said to be under consideration
for secretary of defense and Clinton said
their disagreement on the issues wouldn't
hurt the senator's Cabinet prospects.

"One of the things that has gotten
presidents in trouble in the past, big time,
is having people around them who were
afraid to disagree with them, even in pri-
vate," Clinton said.

Rrtuii en rk\/cD r- . ^ r^,
a^am t (imjean /coliegianBOWLED OVER — Guest artist Sherinatu Fafunwa demonstrates Niqenan pottery

techniques in the University Craft Shop.

Fire smokes out TOC
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Despite bellows of grey smoke rising
from the Campus Center's roof the fire

that occurred last night at 8:35 p.m . in the
ventilation ducts on the 11th and 12th
floors did not cause serious damage, ac-
cording to Amherst fire fighter Jim John-
son.

The "moderately-slow burning" fire

started in a kitchen fan and spread from
the ventilation ducts In the 11th floor to
the 12th floor, fire officials said. Johnson
said within the hour ofthe fire's detection,
it was extinguished.

"It was contained in the duct work and
in some pipe traces," Johnson said.

Donna McLaughlin, a Top of the Cam-

pus Lounge waitress, and Mike
Spanknebel, TOC lounge bartender, said
they were working in the lounge when the
fire began. McLaughlin, a sophomore ex-
ercise science major, said there were about
20 patrons in the TOC at the time of the
fire.

"It was mostly smoke," McLaughlin said.

"It has only happened once in the three
years I have been here." Spanknebel said.
"The smoke was the worst. That is why we
decided to clear the floor."

Soon afterwards the Campus Center
Hotel, the Campus Concourse, and offices

throughout the building were evacuated.
Olivia C. Auss, a computer specialist

from Grenoble, France, was staying for

two days on the seventh floor of the Cam-
Turn to FIRE, page 4

UMass professor gains honor
Wideman says appointment is rare for minorities
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

A Black University ofMassachusetts English pro-
fessor said his recent appointment to one ofthe nation's
most prestigious academic societies is undermined by
the continuing racial unrest on this campus and
throughout the United States.

John Edgar Wideman said his recent appointment
as a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences can be seen as a personal achievement and
used as evidence that sometimes minorities are rec-
ognized for their work, although they are usually not.
He questions how much progress has really been
made toward racial equality.

"I The award] says we have a long way to go,"
Wideman said. "The reason it's so rare for Afro-
Americans is because there are so few in academia."

The fact that the system doesn't utilize everyone is

"very wasteful ,"Wideman said. "With all our problems,
we need to use everybody's talents."

"It's not a vindication, but shows how difficult it is

for certain groups," said Wideman, who emphasized
the importance ofseeing the achievement in the wider
context of American politics.

"Wideman is regarded as one of the most gifted
writers in America today," states the Academy's ci-

tation for Wideman.
Michael Thelwell, novelist and professor of Afro-

American studies, said Wideman's appointment is "a
well-earned recognition ofJohn's career . . . he's one of
the toughest, most serious, thoughtful and accom-
plished voices in American letters.

"The fact that he himselfunderstands and questions
the establishment in the context of contemporary
American social realists is an indication of that clar-

ity," Thelwell said. "His presence on campus brings
honor to the institution and one hopes inspiration to

students."

Wideman won the Pen-Faulkner Award for Fiction

twice. His novel Sent For You Yesterday, called one of
the 15 best books ofl983 by the A^eu; York Times Book
Review, won the award in 1984, a.nA Philadelphia Fire
won it in 1990. In 1991, he was awarded the Lannan
Literary Fellowship for Fiction. In 1990, he received
the American Book Award for Fiction.

"Anytime I win an award, I feel obligated to take
pride and honor and speak out," said Wideman, who
pointed out the racial problems on campus.

"It's depressing, because it's the same stuff I saw
10, 20 years ago," Wideman said. "But the students
are encouraging."

Turn to WIDEMAN, poge 12

COURTESY UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE
University English professor John Edgar Wideman has

been elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

Senators seek
MIA answers
in Indochina
By GRANT PECK
Associated Press

HANOI, Vietnam — War stories of Vietnamese vet-

erans who fought the Americans could provide important
clues to help resolve the fate ofthe 2,265 U.S. servicemen
missing and still unaccounted for in Indochina, Sen. John
Kerry said Monday.

Kerry, leading the team of three senators from the
Select Committee on POW-MIA affairs, asked Vietnamese
officials if Pentagon researchers could attend the first

meeting ofa veteran's association to gather oral histories
that might shed light on the missing.

"That would be a very historic beginning of a soldier-
to-soldier process of answering questions," said Kerry,
who served a tour of duty in 1968-69 as a navy officer on
a gunboat in the Mekong Delta. "We are not looking for
recrimination. We are looking for answers."

Vietnamese officials with the group applauded the
idea of collecting such oral histories, but sa<d they would
have to consult with other officials.

Kerry and Sens. Tom Daschle, D-S.D., and Hank
Brown, R-Colo., on Monday began a three-day visit to
Hanoi with a promise from Deputy Foreign Minister Ix-

Mai to get the "clearest possible answers" to any questions
they raised.

Kerry said he carried a letter from President Bush to
the Hanoi leadership. Although he would not disclose its

contents, he said it was a "sign ofthe importance of direct
contact to get this matter resolved."

Although Kerry did not speculate on how quickly
normalization could proceed, he said he had been told
that if cooperation on the MIA issue was forthcoming.
Bush would want to reciprocate.

He and Brown both warned that the desire of U.S.
businesses to enter the Vietnamese market should not
take precedence over the concerns about the missing.

Turn to POW-MIA page 4
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/orf-fGay, Lesbian & Bisexual
rr^ FORUM

Tuesday, November 17
Meeting— The Faculty/Staff Group for Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns will meet in the GLB Program
Office in Crampton House from noon - 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, November 18
Pizza — The GLB Grad Student Group will have a

pizza lunch at the Program for GLB Concerns' Office in

Crampton House, Southwest, from noon - 1 p.m.
Meeting — The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will

hold its General Meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the LBGA office,

413B Student Union.

Thursday, November 19
Film — The Law ofDesire, a passionately erotic film

by Pedro Almdovar, will be shown at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center Room 903. Sponsored by the Program for

GLB Concerns.
Meeting— The l.esbian and Bisexual Women's Union

will meet from 9:30 p.m. - 11:30 p.m. in the LBGA office,

UMqss Police Log
ASSAULTS

• University police arrested a 19 year-old student
Friday and charged him with assault and battery and
two counts of assault with a dangerous weapon (a knife

and ajagged can). The student was taken into custody at

2:51 p.m. in McNamara Residence Hall.

• A Resident Assistant in Van Meter Residence Hall
was assaulted by an individual after attempting to stop

a group of unruly males gaining illegal entry into the
dormitory on Sunday afternoon. Police are investigating

the incident.

• Judicial action and possible court complaints will be
sought by police in connection with an alleged assault
and battery that occurred between three individuals on
Sunday. Police were alerted to the disturbance at 2 p.m.
and proceeded to John Q. Adams Residence Hall, where
the fight is alleged to have happened.

VANDALISMS & ANNOYANCES
• A derogatory note was discovered in the suggestion

box of Crabtree Residence Hall on Friday, according to

police. The note was discovered at 10 a.m. and was
directed towards a specific Resident Assistant.

• University Police were called to Lincoln Apartments
to settle down a large group ofpeople Friday evening. The
group was gathered to watch the heavyweight boxing
match, according to police.

• Staff members from Patterson Residence Hall dis-

covered racial graffiti on the walls ofthe mens bathroom
on the third floor on Saturday morning, according to
police.

• Racial and satanic graffiti was discovered on the
walls of a bathroom and the first floor lounge in Dwight
Residence Hall on Saturday, according to police.

The GLB Furum lists events ut interest to the Gjy, Lesbian and Bisexual

community. The GLB Forum is compiled by the GLB Issues Editor who can /x-

contacted c/o the Collegian.

413B Student Union.

Friday, November 20
Social— The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will host

its weekly coffee social at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center
Room 903. Come enjoy coffee and munchies and meet
new queer friends.

Sunday, November 22
Cafe— The Program for GLB Concerns will sponsor a

Cafe, featuring Erica Wheeler, a folksinger, and Timothy
Liu, a poet, at 7:30 p.m. in Hampden Theater. A $3
donation is requested.

Monday, November 23
Brown Bag — As part of the Lesbian, Gay and Bi-

sexual Studies Brown Bag Series, John Craig will discuss

"Bisexuality, Mj1;hology and Masculinity: Gods, Heroes
and Changing Male Roles," from noon - 1:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center, 9th Floor.

Compiled by Michael Day
Kt'cenl incidvnh recorded l>y ihe Uniwr-.ily''. IDcfhirtnivnl ol Public S.ifely.

• A plate glass window was reported smashed in by
Staff members at the Franklin Dining Commons on
Saturday. Police value the window at $500.

• Sexual graffiti was written on a basement stairwell

in Patterson Residence Hall on Saturday, according to

police. The graffiti was discovered at 10:45 p.m.
• Felt from a pool table in Leach Residence Hall was

slashed and cut away on Sunday. Police estimate the

damages to be worth $300.
• A woman reported an annoying telephone call to

police on Sunday. Police said the woman received a call

from a male who offered her money and then began to ask
personal questions.

THEFTS & DISTURBANCES
• University police and Amherst Fire Department

responded to an active fire in a soda machine in Thoreau
Residence Hall on Saturday. Police estimate the damages
to be in excess of $1,000.

• A woman reported a window on her car had been
smashed in on Saturday. The car was parked in Lot 12 at
approximately 1 1 a.m. when the damage was discovered,
police said. Police estimate the damages to be worth
$300.

• A man reported his car was broken into and the
stereo stolen to police on Saturday. Police value the
stereo to be worth more than $150.

• An unknown vehicle reportedly struck a woman's
parked car on Saturday, causing $400 in damages. Police
said the woman's car was parked in Lot 49 at 3:10 p.m.
when the damages were discovered.

• A woman in Washington Residence Hall reported the
theft of her Walkman radio from the lounge on Sunday,
according to police. The Walkman was worth $50.

Dahmer's apartment destroyed
MILWAUKEE (AP)— Demolition began today at the

apartment building where Jeffrey Dahmer killed many
of his victims and kept their body parts.

Campus Circle Project, a non-profit business and
community group, bought the building in August and
said it was tearing it down out of respect for the families
of Dahmer's victims. Grass and flowers probably will be
planted on the site.

"It's just an eyesore for the city," said Shirley Hughes,
whose son was slain in Dahmer's apartment about two

months before Dahmer's arrest last year.
Demolition of the 49-unit building was expected to

take about a week.
Dahmer's killing spree was discovered when a man

fled from the apartment, a handcuff dangling from his
wrist. Inside, police found body parts in boxes, heads in
a refrigerator and a freezer and acid-soaked bones in a
vat.

Dahmer confessed to killing 17 young men and boys
and is serving 15 consecutive life sentences.

Man steals doughnuts, then apologizes
BROPCEN ARROW, Okla. (AP)— An apologetic, hun

gry robber stole a dozen doughnuts from the Sugar House
Bakery — at gunpoint.

Bakery employee Ruth Poplin said her first customer
of the day Saturday ordered a dozen glazed doughnuts.
When she asked for $2.95, the man pulled out a pistol.

"He asked me how much money I had, and 1 thought
he meant how much money I had personally. I told him
I didn't have any," Mrs. Poplin said. "Then he said, "Well,
I'll just take the doughnuts, then."

She said he told her he was cold, hungry and out of
work, and apologized twice as he left.
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Local News
Escort Service provides safety
Students increasingly taking advantage of rides

REBECCA PETERSON / COLLEGIA.^
Freshmen Alexandra Mosqueira exits an escort van recently in Central.

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

As racial tension grows and violent incidents con-
tinue to plague the University of Massachusetts
campus , the Escort Service is increasingly beingviewed
by students as a source of relief and prevention.

Chancellor O'Brien, who has pledged to increase

the safety of the UMass campus, offered his help in

improving the Escort Service. Campus officials have
added another van to the fleet and are planning to

install permanent two-way radios in all Escort Service

vehicles.

The Escort Service receives between 75 to 100 calls

on weekdays and about 100 to 130 calls on weekend
nights.

The frequency in use ofthe Escort Service appears
to reflect students' awareness of danger on campus.
Virgil Hickmon, a senior Hotel Restuarant Travel
Administration major, said, "I started using it when
things got crazy on campus with the Black students.

I didn't know what to expect."

Hickmon, who had just been dropped off at South-
west, added, "And, it sure beats walking in the cold!"

Today two vans and two student security workers
are available for escorting students from 7 p.m. to 3

a.m. seven nights a week. In addition, two patrol cars

are used as back-up during peak periods.

Students may call the service requesting an escort

between any of the buildings on campus and the

outlying sororities and fraternities.

Junior English and secondary education major
Trish Wilson, who had asked for an escort from E-Lot
said, "I used the Escort Service last night for the first

time. My Resident Assident insisted that I call the
Escorts, when she heard I was walking to the library.

"It's been reliable. 111 probably continue using it,"

said Wilson, who said last semester she was "stalked"

and chased, while walking on campus at night.

The campus Escort Service at UMass started in

1982, when the Student Government Association
sfHinsored a volunteer escort service. In September
1983 the Department of Public Safety at UMass took
over the service. The service only offered walking
escorts until 1988, when a vehicle was put into service.

Jennifer Fazzi, one of four head supervisors of the
student security department said, "We've done about
50 more escorts a night since we got the new vehicle

and did advertising." Fazzi said students can expect at

most, a 10 to 15 minute wait before their ride comes.
Fazzi said students don't seem to mind the wait.

"We get the same people calling all the time. We've got

to be doing something right if they're caUing back."
Lawrence G. Holmes, deputy chief in charge of

security, said he sees the escort service as one of

several recent efforts in improving campus security,

which include improved lighting and the installation

of help phones.

"We need communication. We need to work together

as a campus to see that this community problem gets

a community response," Holmes said.

Public Safetly Officer Adolph Pipcyyznski, who
does student escorting four to five times a week, said

that students speak highly of it.

Julie Caccannise, a junior industrial engineering

major said, "I think it's great, so much safer than
walking alone at night. I use it between the residence

halls. A lot of my girlfriends do, too."

New buildings
to cause power
shortage at UM
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

The University of Massachusetts expects to open two
new buildings next year on the Amherst campus, but its

aging power plant can't push out enough steam to heat
the buildings, an offical said Monday.

'The opening ofthe Mullins Arena this wi nter will put
us near the brink," said Peter Wozniak, director of the
physical plant.

"And we'll need more capacity by the time the Polymer
Center opens next fall."

Wozniak said the university hopes to add a new boiler
to its old steam system at a cost of about .$3 million.

''The opening of the Mullins Arena
this winter will put us near the brink.

And we'll need more capacity by the

time the Polymer Center opens next

fall"

Peter Wozniak,

director of the physical plant.

He said the boiler should be added by the time the $56
million Silvio Conte Polymer Research Center, named for

the late Massachusetts congressman, is completed in

December 1993.

The 8 1/2-story building will house laboratories for

plastics research.

The 10,000-seat basketball and hockey arena and
entertainment complex, built at a cost of $51 million, is

expected to be ready for use in February.
The university's heating problems are nothing new,

Wozniak said, maintaining it has had plans for a new
power plant before state officials — "Since the miu-
1980s," he said.

The 22,000-student university has been limping along
on an aged coal-fired boiler system, portions of which
date back to the 1940s and others to the 1950s.

It gave up for good on a $9.3 million power plant

installed in the mid-1970s.
The oil-fired system built on the site of the Tilson

Farm on campus was immediately dubbed the "TiLson

Powerless Power Plant" by students.

It never worked properly, and after a brieftest run the

university gave up on its operation for good and sued the

designer of the steam line. The case was eventually

settled for about $970,000.

The Tilson plant remains vacant and unused, Wojiak

said.

The latest plan calls for the university to attempt to

persuade a private firm to build and operate a $55 million

co-generation plant that would sell .steam to the university

and electricity to a utility, Wozniak said.

Paul Page, vice chancellor for admini-sti'ation and
finance has estimated tho new heating plant could be
finished by 1998.

Famous journalist visits
Middle East expert Ehud Ya'ari to speak

Ehud Ya'ari, one ofIsrael's best-known
journalists, will be speaking tonight in

Mahar Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. on "The
Middle East Peace Process in Light of the

Recent U.S. and Israeli Elections."

Ya'ari is author ofseven books on Middle
East politics including Intifada, and
Israel's Lebanon War. In addition, Ya'ari

is currently working on another book en-

titled Peace.

From 1975 to 1990, Ya'ari was the head
of the Middle East department at Israel

Television. In 1987 and 1989 he was As-

sociate Fellow at the Washington Institute

for Near East Policy. Currently, Ya'ari is

the Associate Editor of the Middle East

section of the Jerusalem Report.

As one of Israeli's outstanding report-

ers and commentators on international

politics, Ya'ari has won just about every

major award Israel offers in this field.

These include the "1991 Israeli Broad-

casting Award" for coverage of the Gulf

War, the "1982 Sokolov Prize" for cover-

age of the Lebanon War and the 1978

award from the Israeli Press' editor in

chief for coverage of the peace process

with Egypt.

Ya'ari received his B.A. in Oriental

Studies from Hebrew University ofJerusa-

lem in 1966, and his M.A. in Oriental

Studies from Tel Aviv University in 1972.

Ya'ari has covered the "ins and outs" of

the peace process and plans to provide the
campus community with an enlightening,

objective and insightful analysis of this

critical moment in Israel's history.

General admission is $3 and free for

students. Sponsors include UMass Hillel,

UMass Judaic Studies Department and 5-

College Hillel.

- ANDREA SPITZER

Guggenheim fellow to

examine Absolute Zero

COURTESY JUDAIC STUDIES DEPT

Journalist Ehud Ya'ari.

The winner ofthe 1992 Guggenheim
Fellowship, a prestigious science
award, will be speaking on "Mysteries
and Magic Near the Absolute Zero of

Temperature" at 4 p.m. tomorrow in

Memorial Hall as part of the
University's Distinguished Faculty
Lecture Series.

Robert B. Hallock. who is head of

the University of Massachusetts
physics and astronomy department,
specializes in experimental condensed
matter physics, which is the study of

the physical properties and phenomena
found in certain types of materials.

Much of his research focuses on the

fundamental behavior of quantum
fluids, and Hallock is using his

Guggenheim grant to study the prop-

erties of liquid helium.
Hallock has chaired the Science Day

committee at the University for the

last three years and wows hundreds of

high school students with his demon-
stratioti called "A Trip to Absolute Zero."

Hallock uses liquid nitrogen to de-

flate a balloon and turn a fresh iris into

dust — experiments designed to show
students that science can be fun.

After receiving his bachelor of sci-

ence degree from the University in 1965,

Hallock went on to earn his master's

and doctorate from Stanford University.

From 1972 to 1^976, he held an A. P.

Sloan Fellowship, in 1977 he was
awarded a Fulbright and in 1982 he

became a fellow of the American
Physical Society.

Hallock has been a faculty member
at the University since 1970. He has
also been an adjunct professor in

polymer science and engineering since

1985.

The Distinguished Faculty Lecture
series is responsible for spon.soring lec-

tures by such campus luminaries as

Robert E. Mcintosh, who co-directs the

Microwave Remote Sensing Labora-
tory, the largest and most heavily

supported university program of its

kind in the nation.

Other faculty involved in the series

are Yvonne Y. Haddad, whose studies
of Islamic fundamentalism have
brought her much aclaim, and Da vid A.

Hoffman, a noted mathematician.

- UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE

!
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Gay couples recognized
as 'domestic partners'
By MARTIN FINUCANE
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE — In a move some
people considered long overdue, gay
and lesbian couples could register at
City Hall as "domestic partners" to get
recognition and benefits that previously
were reserved only for husbands and
wives.

"I think it's longoverdue and it sends
the right message," said Chuck Colbert,
37, a gay activist who registered Mon-
day along with his partner, Jack
WofTord, 57.

Under the city's domestic partner-
ship ordinance, which was passed in

September, heterosexual couples who
aren't married, as well as homosexual
couples, can register their partnership
by filling out a one-page form at the
City Clerk's office.

Registering gives the partners in

the relationship the same visiting rights

at hospitals and jails as are given to

husbands and wives.

The partners also can register at
schools to get the same rights as hus-
bands and wives regarding a depen-
dent child.

The ordinance also allows city em-
ployees in domestic partnerships to get
the same fringe benefits, such as fam-
ily health insurance, for their partners
and dependents as would be available

to married couples.

City Council member Alice K. Wolf,

who sponsored the legislation, said this

city ofabout 95,000 people, was the first

in the state to pass such a law, and the

19th community to do it in the country.
She said that at a time when people

are concerned about America's fami-
lies, "I feel these relationships that act
like families, it's important that we
support them."

"Let's support love and commitment
where it is," she said.

Wolf had no predictions on the
amount ofsame-sex couples who would
register partnerships, but she said in

other communities that have tried do-
mestic partner ordinances, unmarried
heterosexual couples have outnum-
bered homosexual couples in register-

ing for employee benefits.

Council member Sheila Russell, who
opposed the ordinance, said she feared
that the ordinance would cost the city

more in health insurance pa3Tnents
and she felt the matter should be dealt
with at the state level.

"Everybody comes to Cambridge for

all these liberal causes because they
know Cambridge always passes them,"
she said.

"I don't think the city of Cambridge
should be the only one in the whole
Commonwealth to recognize gay
unions," she said.

Colbert, a management consultant
on sexual orientation in the workplace
who served on a committee that stud-
ied the new legislation, said it had been
a long road from first acknowledging to

himself that he was gay to registering

at City Hall.

"It's another step in what I think is

the ongoing process ofcoming out," he
said.

Mondays are heart wrenching
By DANIEL Q. MANEY
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Here's another
reason to hate Mondays: The risk of a

heart attack may be as much as 50 percent
greater than on any other day.

Not surprisingly, this discovery only

applies to people who work.

Researchers from Germany studied

nearly 6,000 heart attacks to come to the

conclusion that Mondays are even worse
than people thought.

"It must have something to do with
going from being a couch potato to a
working person," said Dr. Robert Zoble of

the University of South Florida.

For several years, researchers have
been stud3fing when heart attacks occur.

because this can provide clues about pre-
cisely what triggers them. And that infor-

mation will help doctors come up with new
strategies to prevent heart attacks, the
No. 1 killer in the United States and other
industrialized countries.

Recently, for instance, other scientists

have found that the chance of dying from
a heart attack is twice as high during the
first two hours after getting up as it is for

the rest of the day.

The latest data were presented Monday
at the annual scientific meeting of the
American Heart Association.

"This points to the role of changing
activity levels in triggeringcardiac events,"
said Dr. Stefan N. Willich of the Free
University of Berlin, who directed the
study.

POW-MIA
continued from page 1

Kerry suggested that facilitating an
end to the embargo could ease the way for

looking into the MIA issue.

The senators held a 2 1/2 hour meeting
Monday with officials of the Vietnam Of-

fice Seeking Missing Persons, an
interagency organization dealing with the
question of the missing.

At the meeting, which was open to

reporters, the senators sought answers to

questions about specific MIA cases and

explanations ofVietnamese failure to pro-

vide cert;ain information.

The senators asked why there was no
documentary evidence about U.S. ser-

vicemen acknowledged by both countries
to have at one time been prisoners of the
Vietnamese, but who were neither repa-
triated.

Ho Xuan Dich, head of the Vietnam's
office for the missing, suggested it had
been difficult to compile and keep records
in wartime.

fire
continued from page 1

pus Center Hotel.

"I smelled something, but I didn't see
anything," Auss said.

While Auss packed his belongings, the
sprinkler system went off. "That was an
indication that I should get out," Auss
said.

When it's hot, it's in the Massachusetts Daily Collegian.
The Largest College Daily in New England. Smokin'!
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GROCERIES TO YOUR DOORSTEP
Amherst • Nortliainpton

No time or energy to get the grocery shopping done?
Ente^-" lining guests and need groceries fast?

Limited access to transportation?

Weather conditions slowing you dov\m?

Call 586-4795
We Take Orders 24 Hours/Day^^

Unbelievably Low Shopping and Delivery Prices

Call Today!!!
Listen for our ads on WHMP!

GROCERIES TO YOUR DOORSTEP
The smart way to help get it all done!!!

ANWS
D

& RESTAURANT

256-8147 -or- 256-8148 • 175 University Drive

Greek Calzone - Tomato, Olive, Feta

Veggie Calzone - Onion, Peppers, Mushroom & Cheese

Peperoni & Cheese Calzone
Chicken Cutlet & Cheese Calzone

Broccoli & Cheese Calzone
These cire only a tew oithe items we oh! CfeBte Your Own Calzone!

Ail Calzones include both ficotla and mozetelk ciieese

INSTITUTE
for the

HEALING
of

RACISM
An honest andfrank dialogue

involving all races

so that individuals may help heal each other
^

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

7:00 p.m.

Room 803 Campus Center
Meetings every first and third Tuesday of the month.

Spnnuned h\ the Bnha i Cluh

- TONIGHT -

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
With

fmm fflioisnsoH
tlHOTTER THAN EVER II

THE (M PUB
CELEBRATES UE.rjFlS IN AMHERST

1'>G« • 199 2
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Pioneer UMass program director looks to youths' future
He'S0nthenhon*> nnoninrrc lotf^^ „„„ : 1 1- A J- 1 c ^x__ IT 1 . ..- . .. .He s on the phone, opening a letter, answering a knock

at the door all at the same time, and still he gives you full
attention as you sit and talk. He greets you with a hearty
handshake and a smile. Immediately you feel welcomed,
and you feel as if you've known him all your life.

Dr. Benjamin Rodriguez has been director of the
Bihngual Collegiate Program since he established it in
1974. Back then it was called "Project 75." The name was
supposed to represent the ideal number of Hispanic
student enrollment here at the University, "but we've
changed that," he says with a proud smile.

He looks at you over his bifocals with 56-year-old eyes
that express concern and commitment. But don't be
deceived by his age; he moves with the energy of a
teenager, and shows true care and dedication when he
talks about the Hispanic community, especially the young
who will make its future.

His office is lined with awards of appreciation he has
received over the years, and he sits and stands and sits
again, leaping about the room, gathering information.

"This is my passion," he said about the BCP Outreach
Progiam. "'So many Hispanics don't make it, but give us
five years and we'll change that."

Dr. Rodriguez knows well that far too many Hispanic
students fall through the cracks of a system that needs
serious reform, a system that discourages instead of
encourages.

According to nationwide statistics, 62 percent of His-
panic youths drop out before high school. And those who
go on don't receive the proper curriculum to survive in
college.

"We've got to get to them before high school, after that
it's too late," he says, shaking his head. "We're going to
lose a generation, and we can't allow it."

David

RIVERA
On this day, there's more energy and commotion than

usual in his office. This Thursday, 1 20 eighth graders will

be coming from Springfield as part of the BCP Outreach
Project. The program exposes young Hispanics to the
University and encourages them to look beyond high
school.

'These kids are so motivated after they come here,
look!" he says, dropping before you hundreds of letters
from students, parents and teachers who have praised
the program and its creators.

"It brings the University to the community and the
community to the University," he says, leafing through
the letters.

Dr. Rodriguez and the BCP staff have done what few
programs have: they've made a college future a reality for

man, who would have fallen through those cracks and

been forgotten. He is also very straightforward with the
Hispanic communities.

"We can keep cleaning floors and washing windows for
the rest of our lives, or we can become the engineers,
doctors, and leaders of the future," he tells parents.

Dr. Rodriguez recalls the time he went to speak with
parents and a mother started crying because she was so
appreciative towards what he and the program were
reaching out to do. "Nobody treated her and her child like
that before," he said. "We're very excited and we have to
be in the field to save this generation."

When asked of the the future, Dr. Rodriguez smiles
optimistically. He speaks positively about the program
he hopes will create an atmosphere where young Hispan-
ics will take what they've learned and bring it back to
their community.

"Right now we've got a spark ofmotivation started," he
said. "Just give us five years and we'll really turn that
spark into something big, just five years."

People like Dr. Rodriguez are rare these days. He
cares for a community and its future with a zeal that few
administrators have. It's that spark he speaks of that
makes the BCP and the Outreach Project important. It's

that spark he carries that gives young students a chance.
And it's that spark that makes him— and people like him— worth their weight in gold.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

The war of musical tastes
Shakespeare said, "Music hath charms

that soothe the savage beast." While this

may have been the case back when the
gentle harmonies ofreed instruments and
lutes echoed across the land, it no longer
rings true, if you'll forgive the pun.

Lori

O'CONNOR
This was an easy assertion for him to

make; there weren't any eight-foot
speakers assassinating his eardrums with
madrigal recordings from neighboring
cottages as he attempted to pen the final

lines of a sonnet or tragedy. He never
watched with open-mouthed awe as two
respectable young sires reduced them-
selves to a heated argument over the merits
ofold versus new Van Halen. He certainly

never worked at a trendy Northampton
gift shop where the boogie til you drool

techno pop is pumped out so loudly that an
average offive customers an hour complain
of headache-induced nausea.

Shakespeare simply wasn't aware of

the universal music formula: vaiying mu-
sical tastes between individual A and in-

dividual B plus one musical output device

in a given area equals temporary inter-

personal relationship Annageddon when
compounded by stress and/or alcohol. I've

seen it happen again and again, an evil

delight taking over when someone realizes

that their music preferences are viewed as
less than desirable by another. Borders are
drawn, lines are crossed, and before you
can say "disco inferno" volume knobs are on
the move and the battle has begun.

Living in a dorm or an off-campus house
seems to lend itself to these types of audi-

tory coup d'etats. There's always at least

one musically expulsive person who peri-

odically jangles nerves and raises blood

pressure with his Minivan-sized stereo

and speakers, placed against an open win-

dow to maximize the listening pleasure of

the flora and fauna in bordering states. In

the spring ofmy freshman year, someone
in the all-male dorm next door played the

same particularREO Speedwagon song in

this generous manner nearly every after-

noon. 1 had fantasies about seeking out
the source ofthe maddening outburst and
administering a Vulcan death blow. I still

suffer a minor hysterical reaction every
time I hear the song's keyboard intro, and
scramble desperately for the tuning dial.

I can't say that I'm not guilty of a
certain degree offorcing others to hearken
to my own rock and roll canticles. I re-

member playing one of my father's old

Stones albums over and over on my Fisher
Price phonograph in an effort to memo-
rize the words to "Ruby Tuesday," until

my mother practically threw herself bab-
bling on her knees before me and begged
for mercy. From then on I was empowered
by the knowledge that she thinks Mick
Jagger sings like he has a spear firmly

planted in his back.Anyminor spats during
my formative years were the harbingers
of Rolling Stones marathons from behind
my bedroom door. My friend Tricia oper-

ated in this mode as well. She bought AC/
DCs "Hell's Bells" 45 solely for playing
during times ofpunishment, turning it ofT

only when her deeply religious mother
downstairs began screeching about mili-

tant Bible schools in Siberia and banging
on the ceiling with a broom handle.

It's safe to say that we're all musically

indiscreet and tweaked at times. My
housemate and I share a two-room apart-

ment the size ofJerry's mouse hole, and we
tend to be in one another's faces a good
portion ofthe day. Our television reception

recently went AWOL and forced us to rely

upon radio and cassettes to banish the

alarming silence. I think we've grown not

only to tolerate one another's musical tastes,

but to appreciate them as well.

Last night was a shocker though; I

came home early and found my apartment
filled with the most frightening collection

ofsounds since the theme from "The Omen"
drove me under my bed in the early 80s.

I'm not sure what terrified me more: Kim's
music, or the fact that she was wearing
her ball python as a four-foot long organic

necklace. Perhaps old William was right

after all. The scaly little fiend actually

looked like he was smiling.

Lori O'Connor is a UMass student.

Pinochet is rightly condemned
I was at once saddened, shocked and

outraged to read Christopher Rogers'
quasi-revisionist editorial, "Pinochet
remembered \Collegion, Nov. 10 1,"

which lauded Chilean dictatorAugusto
Pinochet for his economic legacy in

Chile. Rogers, while marginally con-
ceding Pinochet's "violent rise to power"
and the "many human rights violations

that followed," nevertheless insinuates
that his "pavlingl the way for a stable

economic system" exonerates him to

some degree and that we should in-

corporate economic analysis into our
perceptions of his regime.

Given Rogers' uninformed anti-so-

cialist perspective, I should not have
expected an unbiased, scholarly per-

spective on this tragic period ofChilean
history. However, I was flabbergasted

by Rogers" one-sentence dismissal of

the regime's "atrocities" followed by a

three-paragraph ode to Chile's ensuing
economic boom. I concede that a period

of relative prosperity followed — for

Pinochet's wealthy supporters. How-
ever, he conveniently omits descrip-

tions of the transformation of two soc-

cer stadiums in Santiago into concen-

tration camps, and the more than
30,000 human beings slaughtered dur-

ing the first three years of Pinochet's

rule. Pinochet instituted 16 years of

terror in Chile; dissent was brutally

suppressed and those who dared to

speak out against the government of-

ten "disappeared" and were never seen
again.

What ofiends me is Rogers' assertion
that economic policy is even rf/t>t'«/?/ in

the face of such murderous savagery. I

invite him to imagine the entire popu-
lation of UMass. including himself, hi.^^

friends and his professors, herded into

a bloody football stadium and tortured

to death. Then imagine that, followuig

an economic boom in Massachusetts, a

conservative student in a far-away land
writes an editorial suggesting that

while we should not condone the killing,

those responsible for the bloodshed
deserve credit for "paving the way to a

stable economic system." How would
his loved ones feel reading such an
article?

Augosto Pinochet ranks among the

most brutal dictators who ever lived,

and he has been roundly — and rightly

— condemned by all who believe in

human rights. Rogers" article displays

a horrifying lack of reverence for the

victims of Pinochefs regime.

Steve Linberg
Hampshire College

The environment is in good hands

What s the chancellor afraid of?
I heard an interesting story the other

day from my boss. He has been here at the

University for years and remembers the

chancellor we had before Joseph Duffey.

He couldn"t recall his name but I don't

think many students here would remem-

ber him anyway. He did things very dif-

ferently than our current man on the hill.

1 heard that once or twice a month on a

prescheduled day, he would come down to

the other lounge in the Student Union

( now the UMass Credit Union ) and talk to

students. He would spend about four hours

answering questions or concerns students

had about university policy, hisown views,

or any other subject pertinent to the

University. He brought a couple other

advisors who would write down questions

he couldn't answer and made sure some-
one would get back to you on the matter. It

was a very informal forum.

This sounds like a bit of democracy to

me. I think students feel swallowed up
here sometimes, or at least frustrated

that their interests fall secondary to the

University's mission. I think, especially in

times like these, that Richard O'Brien

should consider this innovative idea. Af-

ter all, this is our university and he does

work for us. What do you think, Richard:

scared ofa little democracy or do you want
to know how we feel first hand?

Wayne Yeatman
Central

This election captured my attention

like none other has, and left me with a

variety of impressions. I felt repulsion at

the endless barrage ofmud slinging. I was
shocked by President Bush's brazen disre-

gard for what may well be our most urgent
problem by referring to Al Gore as the

"ozone man," "a bozo" and "crazy."

"Ifthis guy gets elected we'll be up to our
necks in spotted owls with no jobs," he said

in one speech. "It's time we worried not only

about endangered species, but about en-

dangered jobs," he said in another to voters

at a Washington state lumber mill.

This from the man who in the 1988
campaign proclaimed, "I am an environ-

mentalist." During his administration, he
set to work continuing the policy of his

predecessor: weakening and disbanding
environmental protection laws. And sell-

ing us down the river.

Worse yet, with this attitude Bush
presents a false choice between environ-

mental protection and jobs. As Business
Wee/?, an obvious hotbed ofenvironmental
activism, put it: "Tree Huggers vs. Jobs:

It's Not That Simple." They pointed out
that "critics of I Bush'sjobs vs. environment
conflict] say conventional economic
analysis doesn't consider environmental
amenities such as clean air or water as
assets — or their destruction as debit —
when calculating national wealth."

They pointed out that protecting these
resources could yield economic benefits

that are h;nd to measure. While regula-

tions may cost jobs in some areas, more
sustainable development could stimulate

the economy in areas such as environ-

mental products and service busines.ses,

now worth over $120 billion. As Clinton

put it, Bush was asking voters to make "a

false choice between environmental pro-

tection and growth."

The bottom line: the environmental
issue no longer concerns only die-hard

naturalists (God foibid!), it's developing

into an issue of our very survival. Bush
was willing to make a flagrantly irre-

sponsible choice between his power and
our future. And as a young generation, it's

a choice that's particularly vital to us.

1 felt anxiety becau.se 1 knew Clinton,

and especially Gore, were our only hope to

finally face this unpopular is'sue. Clinton

displayed an air of constructive hope and
progress for all of our nation's problems,
an honest, refreshing competence.

They're stepping into an era riddled

with problems. All of the issues, from the
crumbling infrastructure to the deficit to

the limp economy, are immensely com-
plex, and the road to their solution will not
be easy. Never before have we faced prob-

lems of such complexity and importance.
Clinton may find many of his promises

difficult to keep, but I can't help but feel

that his biggest promise ofall would be the
most difiicult to break: he and Al Gore will

do a better job than those they follow.

Richard Hoyer-Ellefsen
South Deerfield
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ALL-CAMPUS FORUM
RACISM AT UMASS:
WHAT DID WE DO WRONG?
WHAT CAN WE DO NOW?

MODERATOR: Bailey Jackson (Dean, School of Education)

PANEL: Sonya Nieto (Education)

Helan Page (Anthropology)

Ron Welburn (English)

Anne Miller (Housing Services)

Al Lizana (Black Students Union)

Jonathan Gladding (Allied Students Against Prejudice)

FOLLOWED BY OPEN MIKE

Sponsored by:

Faculty and Staff for Human Rights

and a Responsible University

Allied Students Against Prejudice

In cooperation with the University Administration, including:

Richard O'Brien (Chancellor)

Glen Gordon (Provost)

and the Deans

O PM, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
SOUTHSIDE ROOM

HAMPDEN STUDENT CENXiri?
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Reflections on language
and its subtle racism

Ed. note: The following letter from Massachusetts Education Secretary Piedad F
Robertson was recently sent to the UMass Students for Education (the students who
occupied Memorial Hall to protest the celebration ofColumbus Day). It should also be
noted that, as part ofan accord between the University and students of color reached
earlier this month, the administration agreed to rename Columbus Day for campus use.

'JS^-'

WIlllAM F WELD
r.ovF RNon

ARGEO PAUL CELLUCCI
ICUTCMANt CavERNOn

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Executive Office of Education

Room 1401, McCofmach Building

One Ashburlon Place

Boston. Massachusetts 021 06 1 696 PIEDAO r ROBERTSON
UCKIART

October 30. 1992

UMass Students for Education

Cara Lee Birch

Shyamala Ivatury

Sandra Rose

Alexander Nguyen
Valerie Voorheis

Henry Theriaull

University of Massachusetu Amherst
Amherst, MA 01003

Dear Students:

Governor Weld has shared your lener with me He has requested, that as Secretary of
Educ?linn. I remain on lop of n-solutions and issues at U Mass Amherst and to inform the

Governor of the corrective action as it is undertaken by President Hooker and Chancellor
O'Brien.

Thank you for sharing with us your concerns regarding the Columbus Day holiday and
issues related to the safety and support of women and all minority students al UMass Amherst.
^'uiii Itllors relate pcrtiiie;;; toncerns in tK)tIi a cultural and historical context, and arc also

highly relevant in view of recent acts of racial intolerance on your campus. My office has
been continuously apprised of tlie situation. Like both President Hooker and Chancellor
O'Brien, the Governor and 1 arc deeply distressed by these reports of acts of racism, and
encourage disciplinary measures js well as administration to strive to come to understanding
through disciplinary measures as well as educational programs.

It is my understanding that the campus administration and the President's Office are

working together to conic to resolution on many difficult issues including security, racism and
intolerance, access to education, curriculum rclorm and minority recruitment of students,

f.Kully and staff. Educational programs which help memlwrs of the University community, in

addition to these basic reforms, should elevate the level of understanding and tolerance al

UMass Amherst and thereby impact on the understanding that we all have of our history.

T'ori;-'; (617)727-1313 TAX (617|727 5C70

Page 2

U Mass Students for Education

Again, thank you for your letters,

your concerns on these kinds of difficuh

I hope that

issues while

you will continue to speak out and voice

acting with responsibility and integrity.

<'

Sincerely

r ^ ,1J ^^
Dr Piedad F. Robertson

Secretary of Education

cc: President Michael Hooker

Chancellor Richard O'Brien

Nacion Puertorriquena
El 19 de noviembre de 1992 se cumplen

499 anos de colonialismo en Puerto Rico y
de los cuales he vivido los liltimos veinte

anos. Este colonialismo fue primero bajo

dominio espanol y continua hasta el

presente bajo dominio del gobierno de los

Estados Unidos. Bajo dominio espanol nace

una nueva raza y a su vez una nueva

nacion caribefia, la nacion puertorriquena.

Sandra

VALENTIN
La formacidn de esta nacion es

fundamentalmente el producto de la fusion

de indios tainos, espaiioles y africanos.

Durante este proceso de formacion el

espaiiol se convierte en nuestro primer

idioma.

^,Por que la afirmacion de que los

puertorriquenos constituimos una nacion

a pesar de que no somos una repiiblica

independiente? El heeho de que seamos
una colonia de los Estados Unidos no
determina nuestra legitima identidad
nacional. Puerto Rico no es ima repiiblica

independiente, pero verdaderamente es

una nacion independiente de los Estados
Unidos en el aspecto cultural.

Nuestras rai'ces no son de origen
anglosajon sino proveniente de la

contribucidn de cada una de las trez razas.

La contribucion indigena esta menos
evidente, pero si se hace presente en
muchas de las palabras que utilizamos.

Los africanos contribuyeron con su admi-
rable vigor fisico, su sentido por el ritmo,

su pasion por el color, optimismo y un
profundo sentido de alegria por estar vivo.

De los espafioles tenemos el legado del

idioma espaiiol, el cual determina en gran
medida nuestra identidad nacional.

En terminos generales las tres razas

Turn to NACION, page 8

Recently, I went down to New York city

to visit some friends. 1 haven't been in the
city, the place ofmy birth, since last March.
New York City hasn't changed much, it's

still dirty and overcrowded, and yet ex-
citing and stimulating. As I walked along
Broadway reading the theater marquees I

mournedmy poverty. So much to do and so
little money. It was great to be back home,
to hear the familiar sounds of sirens,
subways, horns honking, jackhammers
and the constant refrain of"spare change."
It all seemed so familiar, yet there was on
thing that struck me - there were so many
Black, Latino, and Asian people. As I

walked around downtown I couldn't help
but stare at all these folks. And as I watched
everyone, the smile on my face grew into
an outright grin. I thought to myself, "I've

been in the Valley too long." I need these
doses of reality, these shots in the arm to
remind me that I am not alone, that I am
not 'other.'And walkingalongthose streets
I reahzed something else - I am not a
minority.

Kimberely

BRODERICK
With all the discussion lately here at

the University of Massachusetts about
increasing minority student and faculty
representation, it seems like all I hear is

minority this and minority that or people
of color this and people of color that. 1

began to wonder about the real meaning
of these terms, for the more I hear them
the less 1 like them. My musings on these
terms led me to think about how language
is used as a weapon ofoppression by those
in power. We are all familiar with how
politicians use euphemisms such as 'lim-

ited nuclear strike', the 'underclass' and
'sliiggish economy' to disguise the true
meanings. What hidden constructs are
the terms minority and people of color

hiding? What are the implications of our
being called minority and people of color?

Taken literally, the term 'minority' im-
plies less than half, but there is another
more familiar meaning, a group that is

discriminated against on the basis of skin

color, religion, ethnicity or gender. It is this

latter meaning that concerns us to Black to

African-American. These are terms that

we have chosen. We have not only recog-

nized the power in words, but also the

empowerment in self-determination by a

right to that power. It is my conviction that

the term 'minority' needs to go the way of

colored and Negro . . . thrown out of the

language. Language is a powerful weapon,

its subtlety lulls us to sleep, seeps into our

subconscious until eventually we begin to

view the world and ourselves through the

terms established for us.

Another term which I find particularly

disturbing is "people of color." For all in-

tents and purposes it means "colored

people", subtly indicating that the norm is

white and we have been colored in, as a

child would color a picture in a coloring

book. The terms "minority and "people of

color" both aim at reducing us to our

supposed on essential characteristic: color/

race. However, we do not always and only

define ourselves on the basis of our skin

color. In this society, color has been made
to be a determining and delimiting factor

in our lives. Nevertheless, the brown-ness

ofmy skin is no more an intrinsic problem
to my existence than is the fact that I have
two legs. Zora Neale Hurston has re-

marked," 1 do not always feel colored.

Even now I often achieve the unconscious

Zora of Eatonville before the Heigra. I feel

colored when I am thrown against a sharp
white background."We may feel as though
we are minorities in relation to a white
norm, but the norm is false.

The key here is that the terms minority
and people of color are relational, not

inherent.

By defining ourselves in these terms
we run the risk ofalways defi ning ourselves

in terms of whiteness (yes, it would be
wonderful if we could all just be people,

but none ofus reading this will ever live to

see that day). It is necessary to come
together as people who have shared some

of the same experiences. However, if the
only way we can make common cause is

on the basis of shared victimization (as

the intended victims of racism), then we
are certainly perpetuating the white su-

premacy ideology which teaches us that
to be "ofcolor" is to be a victim. This notion
of shared victimization also implies pas-
sivity, helplessness and here, for this in-

terpretation of the term minority, is a
social construction formulated by a white
racist society. Michael Rusin has described
race as "both an empty category and one
ofthe most destructive and powerful forms
of social categorization." We could debate
the relative merit of categorization, the
usefulness ofthe term race, but that is not
my immediate concern here. It is "the
juxtaposition of this paradox of empty
powerfulness" that needs to be examined,
as it relates to our perception ofoursel ves.

The term minority has been imposed
upon us, it is not a term that we have
chosen. It implicitly ( and explicity I think
also) implies that anything other than the
norm of white male or just white is

somehow inherently inferior. The desire
to distinguish on the basis of skin color

mandated a need for referential termi-
nology. Differentiation on the basis of
skin color is not unique to this society.

From the time of the ancient Greeks the
color black equated with evil, inferiority,

and baseness. White was equated with
virtue, goodness, superiority. The asso-
ciation of skin color with uiherent at-

tributes of peoples is still a powerful myth
inour society. Racial essentialism implies
that all there is to be known about us, all

that is important about us, can be summed
up by the color of our skin color. The
question we must ask ourselves is: do we
allow ourselves to be defined by a society
that hates us? Should we continue to

perpetuate racist ideology by the very
language we use? For example, in South
Africa the white population is approxi-

mately 4 million and the black population
is approximately 25 million. Yet, blacks

are referred to as minorities and the whites

as the majority! Clearly, the term has
nothing to do with numerical status and
everything to do with power (according to

the 1990 U.S. census figures, non-whites
make up more than 4(J percent of the

population. ) White society has always had
the power to define who we are, to define

our reality to their liking. This power is

exhibited by the very words we use to

name ourselves and those around us (i.e.

it has been impo.ssible to write this without

referring to color). Nonetheless, we are

notpowerless. In my lifetime. Blacks have
gone from being called Negroes/power-

lessness. Since we are powerless lochange
our skin color, we are therefore powerless

to change our victimization. A viewpoint

such as this, denies the differences among
us, and would once again be a racial

essentialist view. This will continue as

long as we accept that view of social con-

struction of the term "people of color." A
racial essentialist view also denies our
ability to shape our own lives in a willful

and creative manner outside of the realm

of whiteness. It denies the fact that our

ancestors found ways to construct their

identities without reference to white so-

ciety. These identities were certainly not

acknowledged by the society around them,

but neither did the destructive forces in

society destroy them. As people who have
been historically oppressed, as people who
are now oppressed on the basis of skin

color, we can certainly chose to unite, for

whatever reason so desire. But we need to

be aware of the imphcation behind our
choices. Our stories need to be told, by our
language, not that of those in power.
My point is that we need to be aware of

the underlying meaning of our words, of
the images they create in our minds, of

how meaning is socially constructed to

imploded upon us every time we speak.
Words do more damage than sticks and
stones, let us choose them with care and
caution - and where necessary change
them.

Kimberely Broderick is a UMass
graduate student
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M field hockey
continued from page 16

lation game against Iowa.
"We did lose

I to UNC I. and I don't remember anything
about it. The only thing I remember was that at the end
of the game, the team from Iowa made an unfortunate
mistake. They called us scrubs, said we were a grass team
that didn't deserve to be there.

"You never want to incite the enemy. Their lack of
respect for us summoned more energy than I've ever
had," said Hixon. "I really took it personally, as did the
other members ofthe team and we stomped them. I mean
absolutely stomped them. They didn't know what hit
them."

Hixon said she couldn't really compare the 21-1
Minutewomen with their 1987 ancestors.

"They'ie all so different. I don't really want to compare
them to any other team but themselves. The maturity
level of this team is very different from many teams that
I've had and that might be the separating factor," Hixon
said.

"1 think the key to this team is that they have been able
to adjust to any kind of adversity," Robertson said.

"Every player does their part. Each game a different
leader has emerged."

"The way the season has gone. I think this team can go
far," said Robertson. "We definitely have a chance at
Iowa. They're on an even par with us. That's our focus, if

we get past that game we've definitely gone farther than
any team ever has."

nacion

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

10 AM to 4 PM
November 16-25

continued from page 7

contribuyeron en la variedad que existe en Puerto Rico en
la miisica, la cocina y la apariencia fisica del
puertorriqueno. Del ultimo los puertorriquenos somos
ejemplos vivientes. No hay un prototipo de puertorriqueno
en terminos fisicos como quiere dar a entender el

estereotipo generalizado que parce existir en los Estados
Unidos. Los puertorriquefios podemos tener el pelo rubio
u oscuro, marrones o azules y la piel clara u oscura.

En las manos de las presentes y futuras generaciones
de puertorriquenos esta la preservaciony fortalecimiento
de nuestra nacion no tan solo puertorriquefio perotambien
latinoamericana. La asimilacidn de nuestra nacion a otra
significaria nuestra auto-destruccion, el aniquilamiento
de nuestro verdadero ser. No podria imaginar nuestra
bandera en otra forma o la Borinquena, nuestro himno
nacional, en otro idioma. Estoy orgullosa de ser
pertorriquefia. Sangi-e indigena, espanol y africana corre

por mis venas; verdaderamente lo siento.

November 19, 1992 marks 499 years of colonialism in

Puerto Rico, twenty years of which I have lived through.
Colonialism in Puerto Rico was initially controlled by
Spain and is presently sustained under the control ofthe
United States. Under Spanish colonialism, a new race
was born and at the same time a new Caribbean nation—
the Puerto Rican nation.

The formation of this nation is fundamentally the
product of the fusion of Taino Indians, Spaniards, and
Africans. During this formation process Spanish became
our first language.

Why do I affirm that we constitute a nation even
though we are not an independent republic? The fact that

we are a colony of the United States doesn't determine
our legitimate national identity. Puerto Rico has been

forced to become economically and politically dependent

on the United States, but is a truly indepedent nation in

terms of the distintive culture.

Our roots are not from Anglo-Saxon origin, but instead

from the contribution of three races. The indigeneous

contribution is the least evident but is present in many of

the words we use. The Africans contributed with their

remarkable physical vigor, their sense of rhythm, their

passion for color, optimism, and their deep happiness for

being alive. From the Spaniards we have the legacy ofthe

Spanish language which determines, to a great extent,

our national identity.

The three races contributed to the Puerto Rican variety

in music, cooking, and physical appearance. There are no
specific types of Puerto Rican people in terms ofphysical

appearance. Unlike the misconceptions of people in the

United States, Puerto Ricans can be blonde, brunette,

have brown or blue eyes, and be ofdarker or lighter skin

color.

The preservation and strengthening ofour nation is in

the hands of present and future generations of Puerto
Ricans. The assimilation of our nation to another would
signify our auto-destruction, the annihilation ofourselves.

I couldn't imagine our Hag in another design or La
Borinquena, our national anthem, in another language.

I am proud ofbeing Puerto Rican and Latin American.
I share a similiar history, culture, and language with the
rest of Latin America. Spaniard, Indian, and African
blood flow through my veins; I can truly feel it.

Sandra Valentin is a Collegian correspondent

Let your voice be heard.

Write for

Multicultural Affairs

.

,
Call 545-3500
Ask for Sandra.
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Coors Light Extreme Dream Ski Party

Featuring

Egan Brothers VIDEO
"THE EXTREME DREAM"
• Free Pizza Slices • T - Shirts

Competitive Edge Giveaways

WRNX LIVE ON AIR
• Drawing for Concert Tickets • CDs

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549 4040
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Views from
the Outside
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Staff

Saturday night. You're talking with some ran-
dom person at a party, and suddenly with no
apparent provocation they shoot you a sour look
like you just George-Bushed on their shoe. Before
you can fumble through the words "What hap-
pened?" they've moved to the other side ofthe room.
Was it something you said?

Everyone has had their experiences with Con-
versation Killers— those uncouth sentiments which
somehow manage to sneak past our internal cen-
sors and right into the queue of the utterable:
"Actually, I only required a straightjacket for two
weeks." Or. "You know, it dawned on me today that
Compromise really is stoic, tenuous and silent." Or,
"Hey everybody look out! I'm kinda like Matlock!!"

Sometimes we stumble into such awkward
situations (as in the above) which a more tactful

mind-set and more carefully chosen words would
have averted. Other times nothing can be done; the
subject itself happens to irk and offend those with
whom we speak. (This phenomenon crops up occa-
sionally in the outside world and once every seven
minutes in Amherst. If you listen closely you can
even hear an enraged resident composing a letter-

to-the-editor right now . . .

)

From personal experience gained in the last few
weeks, I know for fact that the entertainment
industry is especially rife with the latter category
of Conversation Killers. My quarter-century of
wise-acreage has seen no greater expression of
resentment than in seeking audience with those
responsible for cranking out the 1987 sitcom/
teenybop flop The New Monkees.

Three weeks ago, with nary a malicious intent (I

swear), I sought to explore the nature ofan industry
that shows genuine fear ofnew ideas to the point of
wearing old ideas ragged. Short ofa Carter Country
reunion. The New Monkees offered the next best
vantage point. (Admittedly a second motivation was
generational. Namely, the recycled formulas in

question certainly represent one ofthe more absurd
examples of Baby Boomer culture attempting to

strong-arm its way into today's youth market.

)

A week of pursuing the band's current where-
abouts via the music world has already been
chronicled. Excepting an interesting conversation
with one ofthe album's producers, most ofthe time
logged was spent collecting cold shoulders.

Chiseling out leads from the television studios
and production companies around tinseltown
proved just as enlightening and probably turned a
profit for Ma Bell. (Well okay, technically the ma-
triarch for the long distance company that carried
these calls was Murphy Brown. But who's counting?
Both are over-hyped and only got the recognition
they enjoy today because of their kid.

)

After an afternoon of conversing with human
cold fronts that could make it onto Willard's weather
map, I discovered to my surprise that The Pre-Flab
Four had some big names working on the other side
of the camera. In fact, the production team (or

members thereof) in addition to spearheading both
old and New Monkees episodes had also worked on
films like Five Easy Pieces, Head, The Postman
Always Riiigs Twice ,Moun tain s ofTheMoon , Black
Widow, The Last Picture Show and Easy Rider.

Hardly the Cannon ballRun IIorSon ofKickboxer
that one might expect.

Since I was interested in finishing off this al-

batross ofa story sometime before the Armageddon,
I knew it would not be trivial to corner these

busybodies and confront them about what may well

constitute a career nadir.

Many approaches were exhausted. The head-on
approach in which one plows through as many
studio execs and talent management associations

as one can find provided no leads, but did turn up
many contenders for Star Search if they ever

sponsora Snippety Personality With Bloated Sense

of Self-Worth category. (Then again, homeboy
should talk. ) The director's «/;??a ???a/e/- approach in

which one phones the director's college's alumni
office and poses as his personal secretary did turn

up a Beverly Hills street address, and it even

provided the man an opportunity to express by

proxy his school spirit in the form of a generous

gi-ant. How very benevolent of him. (I'm sure he'll

want to thank me someday.)

But I still had nothing that would make those

touchtone keys sing.

Finally it was time for the insider approach.

Thanks to a good friend's connections. Leonard

Nimoy's former executive assistant and I did the

long-distance schmooze thing. (Granted this is not

Turn to VIEWS, page 1
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More than just 'La Bamba':
Los Lobos plays Pearl Street

Los Lobos will be playing Pearl Street tonight to promote their latest album, "Kiko,

COURTESY DENNIS KEELEV

By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

It may have taken them eighteen years of weddings,
bar gigs, homemade albums and plain old hard work to

get here, but finally acoustic Mexican-American music
champs Los Lobos will play tonight at Pearl Street in

Northampton.
In all honesty, it's quite a thrill to be able to see the

group that reached number one with their hit single "La
Bamba" (from the soundtrack of the movie with the same
name), and has captured an international audience as
they perform in our own modest neck of the woods.

Before "La Bamba" fame came their way, the East
L.A.-based band released four albums featuring styles

ranging from authentic acoustic folk to rock. Deemed a
group ofmusicians who could "play anything, anywhere,"
Los Lobos experimented with two guitars, bass and
drums to create eclectic sounds true to the music of their
native land and to the demands of popular American
culture.

In 1980 Los Lobos opened for Public Image Ltd. at the
Olympic Auditorium in downtown L.A., and set the stage
to release A/2 rfA Time To Dance... in 1983. Four albums
later, the band has reached a new pinnacle of musical
expression with their latest release, Kiko.

The sixteen songs featured on Kiko create what New
York Times critic Peter Watrous describes as "a complex
and richly layered album." Watrous adds that the mix of
both American and Mexican influences upon the music

has allowed the band to "lay out what it means to be
outside ofmainstream culture and American at the same
time."

Excited about the fresh ideas and style that are
encompassed by the album, band members David Hidalgo
and Louie Perez explain that Kiko exemplifies their best
creative, spontaneous efforts.

"The process was different," Perez said. "We just went
'Well, we're ready to do this thing. Let's see what's up.'"

The result, he said, includes songs with "an almost
childlike pureness to them that was really exciting."

Working with producer Mitchell Froom. Perez said
the group focused on creating an album so as "to not let

everything that is so non- musical about this business
effect exactly what we were doing."

Hidalgo adds that the band approached each song on
the album "on its own" in order to "get to the core. ..and
then figure how to make something out of it, how to

complement it."

Heralded by Request's Don McLeese as "Los Lobos'
Graceland, or even it's Achtung Baby^ Kiko promises to

be the bands best and most popular work.
Furthermore, playing tunes from this new masterpiece,

Los Lobos should most definitely rock the hou.se at Pearl
Street tonight, leaving their early days of pastel wedding
receptions and smoky. East L.A. dives even further back
in the dust.

Los Lobos will play Pearl Street tonight with special
guests The Barnstormers. Doors open at 8 p.m. Tickets

$17 Adv.

Like, they're talking about like,

our like, zip-code generation
Two fearless reporters sound offon the 90210 myth
By CUTTER GARCIA
ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

This is part one ofa possibly endless series highlighting

the phenomenon that is "Beverly Hills, 90210."

Cutter Garcia: I'm dismayed. Art, I truly am. Have you
noticed how one of the finest shows on television has
seemed to go steadily down the tubes during the last few
seasons? I'm talking of course about that classic piece of

joy, Beverly Hills 90210.
Arthur Stapleton: Don't you meanjust "902 10" Cutter?
It is amazing how the writers are trying to change the
persona of the characters to appeal to its new found
audience. When "90210" caught on fire in this country,
we started to see sideburns all over the place, and girls

everywhere were going ga-ga over Dylan McKay as well

as Brandon Walsh. Even if people had the burns before
the show hit, they were now "90210" wanna-bes!
CG: Yeah, well Dylan better keep on growing those ho-

dads of his and comb them right over the top of his head.
At the rate his hair line is receding the little girls who are
buying Tiger Beat magazine are going to start thinking
that it's Capt. Merril Stubing on the cover. I can see it

now, this year Pepsi is the choice of the new generation,
next year it'll be Minoxidal.

AS: What is even more hilarious is now that sideburns
have come back into style, Brandon gets rid ofhis. Speaking
of Brandon, this cool guy went from not wanting to have
sex with the first girl he met in his new town tojumping in

the sack immediately with his old girlfriend from Minne-
sota. I've heard of rekindling old flames, but getting it on
in your own house with your parents down the hall?

CG: Well this is where we differ a bit, Art. I'm all for

having Brandon a sense of adventure because this kid
spends entirely too much time in the house. NOBODY
spends as much time home as this kid. And when he does
finally decide to go out he becomes president of the "Pat

Boone Decency Club". Each week a beautiful girl gets hot
and bothered for him and wants him to get carnal.

This kid is half naked in a Jacuzzi with a stunningly
beautiful and obscenely rich girl, who desires nothing
more from him than his body, and what does he say?. .

."No! I can't have sex with you! It would be a cheap and
meaningless exercise in futility! Let's talk about hockey
and Minnesota instead!" That isn't real! This kid is 17-

Turn to 90210, page 1
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The University ofMassachusetts

Department of Theater

presents

Women of
Trachis

by Sophocles

a new translation

^
by Robert Bagg

November 12-14
\ and 18-21

]
8:00 p.m.

Ratid Theater
Tickets: 545-2511

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

J
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Springsteen makes Hartford his Lucky Town
COLLEGIAN

By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Bruce Springsteen
Hartford Civic Center
Nov. 15, 1992

This past Sunday evening, Bruce
Springsteen made a one show performance
at the Hartford Civic Center. With no
opening act. The Boss opened the concert
up with "Better Days" from theLucky Town
LP at eight o'clock.

Gone are the "Glory Days" with Julianne
Phillips and The E. Street Band.
Springsteen tried to leave behind his E.
Street days by not singing "Rosalita" (the
epitome of the "old" Bruce). Instead.
Springsteen focused on some of his more
recent efforts by playing his newer songs
such as "Lucky Town." "Human Touch,"
"57 Channels."and "My Beautiful Reward."

Springsteen, long known for giving
personal stories before certain songs, took

a shot at Madonna's SEX book and
Erotica LP, as well as a personal shot at
himself. Before singing "Leap of Faith,"
The Boss told the audience that this song
is about his personal sexual fantasies.

"Gee, maybe I'll come out with a book
too, and won't title it and I'll sell it for 50
bucks," Springsteen said.

The joke behind it all was that during
his Tunnel ofLove Tour he was caught in
his leopard print skivies with Patti Scafia
in South America while still being married
to Julianne Phillips.

One ofthe best reasons to have been at
the Civic Center that evening would have
been to hear Springsteen sing "Leap of
Faith." The whole Civic Center was filled

with singing fans that kept their hands in
the air throughout this upbeat song.

The crowd roared as Springsteen came
to a stand still as he stood in the spotlight.
He looked to his left as he had that side of
the arena cheering. Then he turned his
head to the right and got that side of the

arena cheering. Soon, Springsteen had
the left, right, and center sections fighting

through cheers to get the Boss's attention.

The music resumed as the eager crowd
continued loving Springsteen especially

when he jumped into the audience while
singing "Leap of Faith" and wearing a
Santa Claus hat, which played for at least

twenty six minutes.

The most anticipated songoftheevening
was "Born in the U.S.A."As the Boss belted

out "Born down in a dead man's town/ The
first Kick I took was when I hit the ground/
You end up like a dog that's been beat to

much/ Til you spend half your life just

coveringup. . ."the audience sang at the top
of their lungs the entire anthem. At that
moment, there was a sense ofpatriotism in

the air reminding me ofthe GulfWar. All I

could think of is how proud I was to be
American.

Springsteen calmed audiences with my
personal favorite "The River." This was
probably the only time those annoying

security guards whith their flash lights
didn't have to ask me and my section that
had floor seats to not stand on our chairs.

The adrenalin continued to flow when
Springsteen brought us back to the 80s
with "Cover Me." Everyone sang and
Springsteen made sure everyone (includ-
ing fans with an obstructed view and se-

curity guards) were clapping their hands.
The same dance moves from his early

80s concerts, a great light show, and the
music (which is why we go to these con-
certs) are a few reasons why this
Springsteen concert was not only the best
Springsteen concert I've seen, but the best
concert I've seen (Yes, that includes being
better than my favorite: Madonna).

The four hour concert came to a close

with three encores, including the songs
"Born to Run," "Thunder Road," and
"Working on the Highway." Bruce
Springsteen proved this past Sunday
evening in Hartford that he still is The
Boss.

Attention Seniors!
t I

Resumes are still being accepted at

Mather Career Center for these employers:

EMPLOYER/
MAJORS

Combined Insurance

(B) ANY

VISIT DATE RESUMES DUE

11/19 11/18

Ford Motor Credit 12/3 11/30
(B) ANY LIBARTS.BUS. GB/FIN, OPSMGMT

Mercer Mgmt Consulting 1 2/3
(B) ANY

Hanover Foods 1 2/8

(B) FOOD SCIENCE

11/30

12/4

Bring resumes to Room 200, Mather by due date listed

MBA STUDENTSl
Shawmut Bank of Connecticut is looking for

Credit Analysts.

Bring a resume to Room 200 Matiier.

Job description can be reviewed tiiere also.

Resume Due Date 11/19

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntemity/Sorority Puk - on the Orchard HiU bui route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

CSPP
Shaping a New Generation of Professional

CuNiai AND Organizational Psychologists

The Cilifomia School of Professional Psychology (CSPP) is

ediicating a new generation trf psychologists—psychologisU who
are improving the quality of life by addressing major contempo-

rary issues and fostering respect for human diversity as they

provide psychological services in a multicultural society. CSPP is

the nation's leading educator of psychologists of color, currentJy

enrolling 239 ethnic students.

CSPP's four campuses located in Berkeley/Alameda, Fresno, Los

Arigeles, and San Diego offer Psy.D. and PhD. programs in

Qinical Psychology, Ph.D. programs in Organizational Psychol-

ogy> » PsyD. program in Organizational Development, and a

Master's program in Organizanonal Behavior.

for more mformaaon:

California School of Profesaional Ptychology

2749 Hyde Street

San Franciico, CA 94109

800/457-1273

Do you have a

comment on
an article you
read in the

Arts & Living

section?

Think Cutter

and Art are

intuitive t.v.

critics or just

losers with
lots of time
on their

hands?
Let us know.
Send your

comments to

the Arts Desk
c/o the

Collegian.

'](atliie Cddiueli- 18 years ok
stroke Victim

Last spring semester Kathie Caldwell, a UMass freshman, suffered
a debilitating stroke which left her totally disabled (quadriplegic
and unable to speak).

Mortar Board, Alpha Lambda Delta & Golden Key Honor Societies
are sponsoring a 3 mile Walk-a-thon to raise funds for the very
expensive rehabilitation equipment Kathie needs.

Please Walk for Kathie
November 21, 1992

12 Noon - Start at Baker Residence Hall in Central

Sponsor forms available at: Dean of Students Office/227 Whitmore/UMass • Student Activities
Office/Student Unoin Building

Orchard Hill/Central Area Otfice/B30 Baker • Table on CO Concourse

COLLEGIAN

90210
continued (rom page 9

'

years-old! A real 17-year-oId boy resembles a dog in heat-
clawing and scratx:hing at every unoccupied leg in the
room!
AS: Cutter, I've heard ofguys only wanting sex, but that
IS ridiculous. My problem with young Walsh is he knows
he IB God's gift, and the way he tortured Andrea was
demeaning to college guys to say the least. She was
infatuated with Brandon, and would do anything he
wanted, //the price was right.

Anyway, when he finally gives in to her advances, and
decides he wants her, Andrea has another man. Brandon,
you loser, this thirtysomething high school student just
dissed you big time, aren't yow the super stud!
CG: Another problem I have with this show is the oh-so-
positive way in which they help to shape our nation's
youngsters. Here's what I imagine a typical conversation
between the writers would sound like:

Writer 1, "Hey, we've got a problem. What do we do
with the total dork loser who hangs out with David? It's
time that we move Davey into the cool crowd and dork-
boy keeps dragging him down."

Writer2 "I don't know, how about ifwe have Dave blow
off his life long friend and become a real ass by abandon-
ing him for the much better looking and cooler bunch of
kids?"

Writer 1 ,"Nah, too real. How about ifwejust have him
accidentally kill himself at his own birthday party while
playing with one of his dad's loaded guns that he keeps in
the desk?"

Writer 2,(a long pause) "Yeah, that's convienent, let's
do it. The kids'll love it."

AS: And what about the girls? The reason "90210" gets
the male viewership is because of the hot girls. Kelly
starts out as a rich bitch who just needs to get any good
looking man into bed. She went from a spoiled rich jock,
Steve, to a loser with no life, Jake, who lived at Melrose
Place. How convenient.

In between. Ms. Taylor went after Brandon, only to be
thwarted away by our fearless hero, and a high school
kid, Kyle, who was either gay or impotent. Sure, Cutter,
this does resemble reality!

CG: The only really cool girl on that show is Donna.
Andrea is 326 years old, Kelly is an on again off again
backstabbing slut (if it looks like a duck and walks like a
duck. . .) and Brenda is a raving and whiny spoiled brat.

Oh don't even get me started on Brenda! Smartest
thing Dylan could've done would've been to take her
surfing and lose her in a rip tide. I hate that b . But
Donna is cool. She's the only Bev, who'd dare to go out
with an underclassman.
Sports columnist Jeff Crofts enters the room.
JC: I have a couple of things to say. I know I've said that
anyone who makes character evaluations about "90210"
characters is a sad individual, but, boy do I miss Emily
Valentine. And I love the way the West Beverly High
paper is the only high school daily in America. For pete's
sake, their offices are bigger than the Collegian's.

Hey Steve, pass me a finsky for the legacy key, I don't
like you, you goldilock looking freak who had the worst
line ever when you told one of the twins you scooped,
"Let's do it." You are sad, you dunce, I hope your mom is

found in the street with a bottle ofMad Dog in hand. I'd

stick my boot in her eye . . .

O.K. Jeff thanks buddy. Let's get back to Donna, Art.
AS: Way to be. Crofts. Show your intelligence by going
ballistic on a plastic character like Steve-0. 1 agree with
you. Cutter, Donna is one of the reasons I watch "90210."
She was introduced as a blond bimbo who was a ditz.

What a way to stop stereotypes, producers! But, just
recently, she was diagnosed with a learning disability.

Yes, now we know why she was so slow when it came to

understanding anything!
CG:She is very cool. I wonder how she got the role
though? It probably had nothing to do with the fact that
her father is the executive producer of the show. No, it's

got to be her incredible acting ability (yeah,that and the I

fact that daddy signs everyone's paycheck).
AS: I really liked Tori's acting in "Saved by the Bell" as
Screech's nerdy girlfriend, Violet.

CG:Wow! We've run out of space and we haven't even
scratched the surface! We still need to explore billionaire

boys club member and captain ofthe brood squad, Dylan.
Day time D.J. and night time cool guy MC Davey Fresh.

The Walsh's seemingly perfect marriage and just what
exactly is it that makes the Peach Pit such a cool hang
out? All this and more in our next installment entitled,

90210 - Senior Year. So until then, remember - it takes a

real man to admit that he watches this show.

I Crdif Rceyeliii) CUti

»am about recyciinj

anOrOther waste mgmt^is^es
the people whoj^al

rith them every dayy

CALL 545-1153 PC» WXE INFO.
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Views
continued from page 9

slipping the surly bonds of Earth to touch the face
ofGod sort of stufl", but then again, we ain't exactly
running The New York Times down here either.)
We talked business and rifled through her exten-
sive Rolodex. Educational, yes. Productive, yes.
Further leads, no.

Thus after a good portion of a month and a long
distance bill that will no doubt make ol' Murphy
smile, I was no closer to the current whereabouts of
Larry, Dino, Jared and Marty than when I began.

So it was that I found myself on the morning of
deadline with the phone number of Fox Television
studios in Los Angeles in front of me.

"Yes, I'm interested in this new thing you've got
with The Heights— that combination TV show and
rock band that Rolling Stone said might just be
another Monkees. I'm doing a story on the people
behind the scenes and was wondering ifyou could
fax me a cast bio."

Within two hours I had all the information I

asked for and then some.

THE COLLEGIAN
CONTEST...

This week: C-U-T-E-R

Remember boys and girls, men and
women — the deadline for this week's
Acronymble Contest is tomorrow!
The letters are C. U. T. £ and R.

Drop off your submissions at the
Collefiian newsroom or send it c/o the
Arts Desk. Collegian via campus mail.

Check out Thursday's This Weekend
section to see if you won fame for life

and glamorous prizes.

^^ ^^_ DiCeronimo Brothers^^^^m

YlCTORy
Super MarketSi

Mon!"sM"?aT9pn,l
P-« Elective thru Friday,

Sundays Noon - 8pm

10 University Drive - Amherst

Introdut„^ „
OurAmherst Viclory...

^
And..

'

MfEKsnvEnsnctaTO
LMTOUMTnES.

viaoKsiTaMAMns
AUNOTUSrONSDUFOI
TYrOCIATHiaLEnORS

November 20, 1991

B^Bank

X- nts:;24

Quid

CHiUIGCIT

AMHERST VICTORY COUPON

I
Wampler Longacre Frozen 16^24 Lb

\Self'Basting Tom '

^'-'^'

i
jTurkeysTlo
I UHlIi<tlimfMpa«MiRwit)itiiwfMiiidiCSp<fdiMKUh|piaWtuik(;.bm.m>

I mtibmjnitt*. Cmifmp»iliKfaky,Hm:t, nunecaTONJCTroKOCXJIia)

Hamilton Smoked

Shank Portion

^Ham
(Water

Added)79 Lb.

Gold Medal

All-Purpose

Flour
5 Lb.

Bag 79

Fresh...

Assorted

ii^NPork Chopsmm covt. (t<^ 'fa
ifInspected

JJ) J_7
i^, (Umit:

2 Pkgs.)

\'
Domino

Hood

Light or
JjLl/i Vapilla

#fesrjj,g Cream

-^

1/2

Gallon

Assorted

Flavors ^ For^

potato
chi|)s
NATURAL

Wachusett

Potato

Chips"''""Twists

6-8 Oz. Bag

All

Varieties 69

Granulated

Sugar
$1695 Lb

Bag

2 Liter Bottle

Schweppes

Ginger Ale
Regular or

Raspberry

•Regular

•Diet 79 Plus

Dep.

Fresh Baked...

Sub
KOllSBaterJI!

Maxwell House

Master Blend

Coffee

Can 99
U.S. No. 1 Idaho

Baking
Potatoes

Bag

Lb. Bag

In Our

Produce

Dept... 99
J
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Wideman
continued from page 1

Wideman said the work students are
doingwith the administration is important
and necessary, yet said he sympathized
with the fact that their work must conflict

with their studies.

"But any crisis is an opportunity to

improve things," Wideman said. "And we
should try to set examples because people
can change things."

Each of us has a talent and a gift that
Wideman says we must pursue, no matter
how small or personal.

"The important thing is to be honest
and do it well," said Wideman. "It's going
to make a better world and you never

know when something's going to touch
another person."

Wideman said he believes it is impor-
tant for people to work toward creating a
more inclusive society which will create
more opportunities for everyone.

"I keep rooting that the young won't
despair — do something well and hon-
estly," encouraged Wideman.

Wideman will be participating in a
literary reading to benefit the
Cummington Community of Arts with
Professors John Tate, Valarie Martin and
Michael Thelwell, Wednesday night at

the Northampton Center of the Arts at 8
p.m.

SPACE FOR RENT
By the page or by the inch. Top-ranked college daily

with a readership of over 19,000 seeks advertisers to

take advantage of effective medium. Call 545-3500

Tonight, November 17, 1992

John Sacco
Master Hypnotist

Heart disease treatment
varies for women, Blacks
By PAUL RAEBURN
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Women and
Blacks with heart disease get less ag-

gressive treatment than that given

White men, but the results are differ-

ent: Women do worse, and Blacks do

better, researchers say.

The reasons for the differences were
not clear, but the new studies challenge

the nearly exclusive use of White men
in research, said Dr. Louis W. Sullivan,

the secretary of Health and Human
Services.

"Unfortunately, medicine has a long
history of ignoring women," Sullivan

said.

"Scientists assumed that the male
patient is the norm and that research

on new medical therapies should be
based on the medical needs, metabo-
lism and responses of men," he said in

remarks prepared for the American
Heart Association's annual meeting.

The government recently launched
a "women's health initiative" and
opened an Office ofWomen's Health to

try to address the needs of women,
Sullivan said.

The findings, presented Monday at
the meeting, included:

• Only 46 percent ofwomen who had
bypass surgery to relieve chest pains
survived at least 12 years, compared
with 61 percent of men.

• Blacks were more likely than
Whites to survive 30 days after a heart
attack, but less likely than whites to

undergo bypass surgery and other
procedures.

• Forty-three percent ofwomen with
heart attacks underwent procedures to

examine or widen narrowed arteries,

compared with 69 percent of men.
• Women who had heart attacks

remained in local hospitals an average
of 4.5 days before being transferred to

larger hospitals for more advanced
treatment, versus 2.4 days for men.

Performing ^t

The Hatch
9:00 p.m.

$2.00 Cover Charge

4-

4-

4>

4-

4-

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

HAlSuTS
Make an appointment with Liz

between 9am and 1pm, and your
haircut will be only $10 !

Good Monday through Friday.

! Expires 12/15/92 !

• ••••••••i^*^^**^^"#•••••••••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••^^k-^^^^^^

^JCOLLEGIAN
ADVERTISmd

WORKS!

The best
advertising

medium
to reach
students
in the

Five-College

area.

Reach 19,000

per day.

545-3500

••••••• •••••^^•^nt^^t*^^

The 1993 INDEX
Class of 1993 Senior Portraits

will be taken for the yearbook
until Friday, Nov. 20th

Location: Campus Center, Room 174/178

For portrait appointment, call

1-800-724-6440
9

Order your yearbook now!!
Until Nov. 20th for only...

$25
304 Student Union • 545-0848

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ^^^^•••••••••••••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^jj
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
LOOK U0BBE5, I GOT A
PAIKT Bt NUMBERS KIT'
irs REALL1

BUT NOJRE Nor PAmilNG
IN TW£ LINES AND 10uRt
NOr USING THE COLORS
VAkT CORRESPOND TO T^E

NUMBtRS
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

fU(ia«v\Vv fliclE«re4

off,tkev\ ovva^9^ii\

By JIM

+K« >fB*+ of tke

l;^f€«J l^er K€«ia
up.

u-n

^

co^Mfci if.

TANGENT

COHCLUSiOtl TO.

b»cV^ OH U€r \\%¥^%.

Iv

By KURT MATILLA

Quote of the Day
"When I want to really blast one, I just

loosen my girdle and let 'er fly."

- Babe Didhkson Zciharias

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE
HEY KCNlCLE.Tl^e

icN\G^. Mi Tccrm \s

AND I!?£AM5, ^ 5^N\gaL

NV^JE'q m THE ^NK/

?R^CH,HPU Better ^^

Sleep LcjiTrvOKe b^e
0?En].X (W^ T^XZC^^

u

By PRICE VAN RAY
KH UTILE SYSTHR BeTTCR'
NCTTPMfE KMlSCSW-irLLSrAU
UP f^LL ^\C^-X IF X W^\J5
TOA

-Ooo
. O oO

vwi
THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

iUn K rf(in?a^
By CHRIS SHADOIAN

gElNfe A CAlfTooN ISNT SO SAP'
'yoo CAM 00 All KINPS Of

THItofaf N OPHAL H UMAN? CAMT'

NOOR HftNO.. T 'IL

ARIES (March J 1 -April 1')); Buy
only the hare neccssilies. A sudden
romaniK iling has iixire implications

than you originally thought. Protect

yourpery)nalposs('^^l()ns.Ciivt•nlall'

a helping hand.

TAURUS lApnl JO-May JOI; A
meeting held behind closed d(«)rs

< ouldgive you an in>|X)rtant go-ahead.

It money is tight, homemade holiday

treats make excellent Christmas pre-

sents.

GEMINI iMay 21|une 20): A
business proposal gives you a golden
opportunity to work with people who
will be lucky tor you. Correspon-
dence has tremendous impact on your
outlook.

CANCER (June 21-|ulv 22): Dit-

licult choices require calm delilxTa-

tion. l3o not run oil in a direc tion you
have not lully investigated, ('lear your
mind ol contusing thoughts. Love is

deep and sensitive.

LEO(July2J-Aug. 22): A quest ion

al)out home security or hfjusehold

organization may be on your mind.
You can put things m l)etter orcJer.

Innovative ideas are surprisingly easy
to sell.

VIRGO (Aug. 2 i-Sept. 221: Your
lively and independent spirit is a big

plus. You arc able to complete work
speedily and win higher-ups' ap-

proval. Be more aware ot a loved

one'semotional needs. Showlender-

LIBRA (Sept. 2i-Ocl. 21): Hid-

den taclors < onnected with yruir job

could be depressing unless you re-

solve to take a long-range appn)a< h.

Rnlertain good triinds at home Talk

alHJut your tears instead ol lo< king

ihem .Hvay

SCORPIO (Oct. 2i-Nov. 21):

Working with someone- who is im-

|K>rtant to you will bring you ( loser

together. Friends have e\( iling ideas.

He ( aretui not tcj go overboard.
Reckless moves are ott-limits.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Oe( .

21): Remain relayed and unhurrir-d

while linishing up a (oniining task,

completing old business gives you ,i

new lease on lite You benelil tinan-

( lally Irom tollowing through on a

clever proposal

CAPRICORN (0<t. 2J-|an l'»):

Mcnemeni or travel is likely today as

you search lor the e\oti( . E\lr,i |i)b

demands are («)ssible; rise lo the

( hallenge. F<k us on spmiiial subiei ts

tonight

AQUARIUS i\M', .'()-fel) 181:

Honorable, lively, aware people are

your allies now I'artni'rships prove
l>oth intellectually stimulaling and
emotionally rewarding lietriendly to

newtomers.

PISCES (Feb. l'J-\\ar(h 2l)i: A
stroke ot g<M>d luck makes this a

memorable day. Showt ase your tal-

ents lo best advantage. A romanlit

relationship deepens

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Chris Evans

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Dana Dorman,

Kelly D'Amato

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Pizza

Fish Munchies
Roast Turkey w/Gravy

Cavatelli Supreme
BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Pizza Roast Turkey w/Gravy
Sesame Noodles Tri-Bean Casserole

ACROSS
1 Tossed course
6 Swarm

10 Bnoge feat

14 Creme de
(a creme

15 Columnist
Bombeci<

16 lnter(aced

17 Is overioyed
19 Assist

20 Way up or

down
21 Lurches
23 Hiatus

25 Big —
, Cal.

26 Emphasized
31 Geena. Judy or

Mac
35 Gentlemen
36 Enough, to

Milton

38 — Flica

40 Gets set

straight

43 Not even once'
44 Pan ot HOMES
45 To the

sheltered side

46 Violinist's need
48 Fasteners

50 Kind of soup
52 Restorative

resort

53 Stevenson's
Island

58 Inventor Howe
62 Lavish amount
63 Wears down
66 Listening

devices
67 His Rose was

Irish

68 Golfer Pavm
69 Seabird
70 Burden
71 Encampment

DOWN
1 Stitch

2 Tsk. tsK!

3 Spirited melody
4 Alasl(an island

5 Plan

6 — Com-
mandments

7 Periods

8 Gushes forth

9 Pillage

10 Booty
11 Ear area

12 Claim

13 Team from

Queens
18 Gives a speech
22 Kelly or Jones
24 Pound division

26 Pan of NAACP
27 Quoter
23 Long for

29 Serfs

30 Rocker
Morrison's

group, with

"The"

32 Aloud
33 Carpet fiber

34 Beef on the

hoof

37 Legal orders

39 Lemon and
lime additives

41 Wet Diankets

42 Farm machine
47 Of the nerves
49 Royal

residence
51 Antilles

reson
53 OuaKer's

pronoun
54 Kind of admiral

55 Merit

56 Church
nook

57 Anhurian lady

59 •— Rhythm"
Gershwin hit

60 Tai Mahal site

61 Trickle

64 Visualize

65 Color

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

11/17/92

The opinions expressed on this pogc die those ot the c.irtoonists .ind do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Co//ei,'/<m or the Univeisily
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Baseball expansion
not a smart decision

About two weeks ago, NFL
Commishioner Paul Tagliabue issued

a statement saying the NFL would be

delaying its expansion until 1995.

Thank God! Can anyone imagine a team
worse than the Patriots?

Expansion has been a hot issue the

past issue the past four or five years.

When the NBA added the Miami Heat

Mike

DILORENZO
and Charlotte Hornets and later the

Minnesota Timberwolves and Orlando
Magic, it did so under good conditions:

the league was. and is, flourishing.

The formula? Combine a sport that

features gi-eat athleticism with the

ability to put people in the seats.

Therefore NBA expansion was a low-

risk project.

The other three major sports, how-
ever, are not ready. Over the past two
years, the NHL has added three new
teams. Ottawa and San Jose were a

combined 2- 1 1- 1 as ofthis writing. Who
is going to rush out to see those late

season clashes between Winnipeg and
Ottawa? Tampa Bay, however, was a

respectable 4-4-0.

Granted, it is very early in the sea-

son, but the fact that the Lightning are

at .500 shows that the talent pool in

the league is diluted. The league really

should not have expanded when teams
like Winnipeg, Hartford, and the New
York Islanders have been struggling.

The Whalers had to borrow millions

from Connecticut just to stay afloat.

Baseball is also expanding at a poor

time. The difference between the large

markets and the small ones is great.

Teams like Milwaukee and Seattle

need television revenue to survive, and
even at that cannot sign big-name free

agents because of money restraints.

Diluting the revenue base can only

hurt the game. Not to mention that the

ace ofthe expansion pitching staffcould

be Marvin Freeman and the big bat

could be Bill Pecota. These teams can

expect years of futility; Seattler has

been in the league since 1977 and have
one winning season to show for it.

The other sports should take note of

the NBA: when you can't sell out a

playoff game (Pirates), can't afford to

pay the bills (Whalers), and just can't

field a winner ( Patriots), the best idea

may not be to expand.

Mike DiLorenzo is a Collegian cor-

respondent

SPORTS NOTICE
The Um'versity of Massachusetts athletic department has organized a bus

trip for the field hockey Final Four in Richmond, Virginia this weekend. Price is

$105 and includes round trip bus and hotel accomodations, but does not include
tickets to the games. The bus vnll leave UMass Friday at midnight, and the
deadline is Thursday. For more information, contact Margaret Driscoll at 545-

3190.

Consider This:

OUflTO^

Overseas Trav^J^^^gM^r^i^
-yf^'

Language Training 1^ ^. \

^mvrvf m*>^'
.«|IB**<

Living Expens^ P \ j j) j

Medical and Dental C
^WOBfBu

'*""'"i wHp fty11f»m^-„^^ i •*
''•d^f^^^r^

mmiJk

Student Lo

AH this, and a better world to show for it.

Maybe you can't afford not to volunteer.

PEACE CORPS ACTIVITIES AT UMASS
General Information Meeting

Tuesday, November 17

Campus Center Room 162-75
7:00 p.m.

Contact the on-campus Peace Corps Office at

545-2105
or stop by Draper Hall

NL expansion draft:

real fantasy baseball
This afternoon, all eyes of the baseball

world will be focused on the NL expansion

draft, beginning at 2 p.m., at the Mariott

Marquis Hotel in New York City.

"Fantasy Baseball Meets Real Life" is

how USA Today's Baseball Weekly de-

scribed the event in their September 16-

22 issue, and 1 don't think I could write a

better headline.

Speculation has been running wild as

to who will be drafted, and how the new
teams, the Florida Marlins and the Colo-

rado Rockies, will fill their rosters after

each team has already spent a $95 million

dollar franchise fee.

Luke

ERiCKSON
An explanation of the rules for the

projected rosters is as follows:

1

)

Every existing team will submit a

list of 15 players in their organization that

are protected, and cannot be drafted.

2) All players who have no-trade

clauses, or 10-5 men, players who have

been in the majors for 10 years and spent

the last five years with their current club,

must be projected.

3) Minor leaguers are exempt, unless

they have more than three years experi-

ence if their first contract was signed at

age 19 or older, or, four years experience if

they signed before age 18.

Everyone else is subject to the draft,

which will be conducted as follows:

1

)

A coin toss will decide which team
selects first, the winner of the flip may
choose to have the first pick in the first

round, or ifthey choose to go second in the

first round, they will select first in the

second and third rounds.

2) The Marlins and Rockies will alter-

nate picks in each round. Each ofthe exist-

ing 26 teams will lose one player per round.

3) At the end of each round, each AL
Team will protect four more players; each
NL team will protect three more players.

4) In the third and final round, every
NL team will lose one player, and after

eight AL teams have lost a player, the

remaining six will be exempt.
5) Thirty-six players will be chosen by

each team, for a total of72 players. 36 will

be taken from each league.

The draft rules are indeed complicated,
but they are written to prevent either

expansion team from either stealingaway
36 prime-time players and prospects, or

being stuck with only over-the-hill play-

ers and never-weres.

Baseball experts are in agreement that

t'ne Florida Marlins may not be as frugal

as expansion teams were in 1962, 1969

and 1977. The Marlins are owned by

Wayne Huizenga, who has interests in the

Blockbuster Video store chains. And so

far, by stealing away the Latin American-
oriented General Manager Dave
Dombrowski from the Montreal Expos,

Huizenga seems to want to win quickly.

The offseason has been remarkably si-

lent so far, as all teams anxiously await

what will happen at the draft. Most trans-

actions have been money-oriented, either

free agent filings, releases, or announce-

ments that salary arbitration will not be

offered. The only trade ofconsequence came
on October 26, when the Mets traded pitcher

Wally Whitehurst, outfielder D.J. Dozier

and a player to be named later, for short-

stop Tony Fernandez.

The 1992-93 offseason is also the year

of the free agent. It is a situation created

by the owners to keep salaries down for at

least another three years, when TV con-

tracts are renegotiated next fall, and to

allow more prospects to be protected since

free agents cannot be drafted, nor can

they sign until after the draft.

What types ofplayers will probably go?

There will be some aged veterans that

clubs don't want to lose, but realistically

have to protect future prospects first —
players like Jack Morris or Tim Raines.

And there will be young prospects that

need seasoning, but have failed in their

first trip to the show - players like Hensley
Meulens, Steve Decker orAnthonyYoung.

There are of course interesting possi-

bilities. The two teams could trade with

themselves for switching positions in later

rounds for players, or, the much more
interesting idea oftrading a drafted player

to another team for more prospects.

The possibilities are endless, but this is

the stuff dreams are made of. There may
be one or two Triple-A shufflers that will

actually come around when given the

chance to play every day, rather than fill

in when the regulars get injured. And a

veteran player may just get one more
season in the sun.

Luke Erickson is a Collegian columnist
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Olympics he was labeled a quitter and a tin man (no
heart). What people did not know was that before the
Olympics one ofRiddick's sisters was stabbed to death by
a crack dealer/robber, and that one of his brothers lay in
a hospital bed, dying of cancer.

Instead of using these tragedies as an excuse, Bowe
kept them inside, and offered no excuses. On the way to
the heavyweight title, the questions of Bowe's heart and
desire were raised again and again. On Friday night
Kiddick answered those questions with a stirring per-
formance, in which he showed plenty of heart and desire
galore.

By not falling into the well-paying drug traps that
Brownsville offered, Bowe showed enough will so that it
never should have been questioned in the first place. But

it was, and it was not until Friday night that Riddick was
able to dispel those doubts. As they say, it is better late
than never.

Unlike Holyfield, Bowe has the personality that fits
the heavyweight crown to a tee. He is a humorous,
colorful individual who can be as entertaining as it gets.

Anyone who witnessed Bowe's staredown with Lennox
Lewis after the fight on Friday, realize that one thing
Bowe will not be as champion, is boring. Memories will no
doubt be conjured up of another colorful indivdual who
wore the heavyweight crown. His name?Muhammed Ali

After their battle on Friday, Holyfield and Bowe em-
braced each other with both new and old respect. The new
respect was for each others' great fighting talents, while
the old respect was for each others' great characters.
Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

men 's swimming
continued from page 16

Minutemen some breathing space that they would need
later. First place finishes by the Terriers in three of the
next four events made for tight going again, but UMass
took first and third places in the last event ofthe day the
400 m freestyle relay. Antonelli, Osborne, Barrett, 'and
Reich won the race and iced the meet by finishing less
than a second ahead of the B.U. team.

UMass' Jeff Wicklund, Sean Clark, Reggie Rasata
and Nubar finished third in the final event.

Jeff Little, Wicklund and John Luviano swept the top

three places in the 1000 m freestyle. Jay Peluso, Tim
Milbert and Meymaris swept the top three in the 200 m
individual medley.

"I think the guy that had the best individual meet,"
Yarowrth said, "was Greg Meymaris, who snagged third
place in the 200 m I.M., and an important third in the 200
m butterfly. Really tough, come-from-behind races. Ifyou
want to look at the classic example ofa UMass swimmer,
in what we want in toughness and intensity, do-any-
thing-not-to-lose, Greg Meymaris did it in that meet."

m women s swimming
continued from page 16

a time of 4:51.47.

As predicted, Griffith continues to surprise
people. She won both the 100 and 200-yard breast-
stroke events with a time of 1:11.8 and 2:34.58
respectively. Freshman Sarah Baker also swam a
personal best in the 200-yard freestyle (2:07.27),
which was 5 seconds better than her old best.

"There are a lot of positives that come out of a
bad meet, and a lot of things we can learn from it

in the long run," said a optimistic Newcomb. "We
realize how hard we have to work now on turns and
third quarter races."

Newcomb said he's glad that they had an offday
against BU than have it against Northeastern
next Saturday. "Northeastern is out to get us."
said co-captain Kari Edwarsen. "Everyone is going
to be up seeing that it's our last meet before the
Atlanic 10 Conference meet. We've got a gieat
attitude going into our Northeastern meet.
Now 2-1, the Minutewomen will swim against

their arch- rival, Northeastern University, Satur-
day Nov. 21 at 1 p.m. at Northeastern.

Know it.

Love it.

Live it.

At 19«000
copies a day,

there's a lot

to love.

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Condos.,

seeking quiet

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - November 18
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

University Health Center - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help,

can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest..Where should she go?

How

NBA
at the
TOP

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid.. .What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is

struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal

workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these

issues.

Don't miss the action!

Celtics V.

Bullets
Tonight at 7:30 pm

of the

CAMPUS
LOUNGE

11th Floor • Campus Center
UMass at Amherst

Mon.-FrJ: 2:00 pm - 12:30 am
Sat.: 5:00 - 12:30 am

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

Institute for th« Haalinfl of Racism
Tuesday 7pm
CC RM 803
All Welcome

UPC General Committee Meeting:
Tonight 1 1/17. at 6;00 p.m.

in Campus Center Rooms 174-176.

All are welcome.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall Special
Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese S6.00

1 or 2 Toppings Add S 1 .00

Free Soda with large

sub salad or spaghetti

5496098
5496073
Must mention this adi

AIRLINE TICKETS

Fly home for Thanksgiving cheaper than

ever before up to S 100 off. Any fare going

anywhere domestic or international. For

mora info call 516-767-7646

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3 Credit Recycling Class -- Educ2 354
Intro to Future Studies. Learn about
recycling and other waste mgmt. issues.

Spring Semester Tues 2:30 • 5:00,

Schedule «2 11663, 545-11 S3 For more
info

Spanisli Speakers
Earn SSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Native or Non-native) for psychology
reding study.j;all Maria 545 0693

Study in Paris wAJIMass Boston
Program Director meets with interested
students CC 804 at 1pm TOOAYI

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Amherst-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed-

room homes on bus route call 586 4270

Amherst remodeled drm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus S899/

mo 256 0741

Live in Northampton Looking for ten-

ants to take over lease of a spacious 3 rm
Haven located in lovely downtown
Northampton. Rent includes heat only.

850 a month. Lease this house while you
can it's hot. 586-3206

One room in 3 bedroom Pufton Apart-

ment Rent 226/mo Plus

Available January 1 1993 to

June 30 1993 Call Anne 549-7718 in

evening before 11pm ^
Talta over our lease at Brandywine. 2

bedroom heat and hot water included,

inlcudes free gift! Call 549 0081 avail

Jan. 1

FOR SALE

1985 Nissan Sontra 5 speed AM/FM
cassette. Good condition. S1895
2530725

Albinar talaphoto lens 135mm
Like new condition Bayonet mount $80

BO 545 1028 or 253 2018

MAC SE/30w/lots of additional software
2MG/80 asking 1800 or BO call 774 2567

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs + case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 8

HELP WANTED
BE ON T.V. Many needed for

commercials Now hiring all ages. For
casting info Call (6151 779 71 1 1 ext. T-458

Eern Easy Money! ! ! Pust our brochures
around campus and receive commission
for each completed application. Work
few hours, on your own time.

Call 1 800 758 9918 EST

'If you like Pina Coladas,'
Free Spring Break trips & cash, you can
have it all! We are looking for serious
students to market our programs. Call

Carmine! 800 999-6166
203 978 1564 (T)

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYlVliNT
Make $2000+ per month teaching
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan Many
provide room & board & other benefits!

Financially & culturally rewarding! For
program
Call:J2062 632-1 146 ext. J6001

Prof seeks personal care assistance in

SOM 12-2:30 most days M F

Salary negotiable

Call 549 0117 after 5pm

Wanted: Trevel Reps for spring break.

Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

"LEGAL HELP"

Questions about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases' Questions
about the condition of your new house
or apartment? Contact the Legal Ser
vices Center, 922 Campus Center, 545
1995

PERSONALS

Audrey Would you like to talk again.

Call me or meet you at the "bench" Tues
or Thurs same time L-

Happy Birthday Katie Lynch!
Love.

Roomie *4

Happy Birthday
Brooke

Love your 2 roomales
Chris

Laurin

Happy Birthday
Laurin
and

Best Wishes
I love you

Love
Chris

Jen Jeneau:
Love you
Big Sis!

LML,
Little PHI

To my lil sis

Heather C.
Don't think I forgot you,
I |ust wanted to save
the Best for Last I

M

LML
Your Big Sis

Rebecca

To: The Candle Women I met at the Amerst
College Library on 11/9 When can I light

your candles again? Respond with another
personal

From: The Lighter Man ^
Tracy K.

Happy Birthday!

Have a super duper day'

Love April & Carrie

ROOMATES WANTED

Female to share large room 167 50 call

665 7604

Furnished bedroom available in

Colonial Village Looking (or responsible
and mature person. Not a parly spot. Call

Andy at 253 9880 evenings for interview

Need 3 Housemates M/F Jan Isl 5 min to

Campus 549 7619

3 Responsible women
Need housing for Spring semester Desire

place near UMass
Call Young-Ni 546 0580 or Jen 4978

Roomate wanted one room available to

female. Starts Jan. Five minutes from
campus Call 549 5552

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST c^ FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 08?1

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TO SUBLET

Sublet wanted for winterscssion
Musi be within walking distance to

campus room/apartment Call Maria
546 6630

TRAVEL

Save on spring break '93

Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. Florida from
S1 19! Book early, save SSSi' Group dis
counts!! 1 800 426 7710

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page.
spell check. S1.25/page. Brian 546 1795.

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertsliorts.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing$1^ 24 hr. turnaround 586 5208.

WANTED

SERVICES

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional
motorcycle. Needs some work call

5493662.

Susan, from aerobics class

If I could do anything today
I would spend the day with you.

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free test

ing and confidential, caring help. Amherst
Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Looking for
2-4 bedroom apt.

For Spring 93
5460749
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Sports
Women's X-C end season at ECAC's
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

Larry Bird once said, "A season ended
on a loss ain't a season at all." Certainly the

words of Larry Legend do not apply to the

Umversity ofMasachusetts women's cross

country team, who ended an undefeated
regular season with a fifth place finish at

the Eastern Collegian Athletic Conference
in Bethleham, Penn., failing to qualify for

the National Championships.
"The women were very disappointed,

but they have nothing to be ashamed of,"

said coach Julie LaFreniere.

Kelly Liljeblad finished first for the

Minutewomen while just missing quali-

fying individually for the nationals. Kerry
Acre finished second making a jump into

the UMass' top five in what was the only

good news ofthe day. Mo Meldrim ( third ),

Becky Johnson (fourth) and Kim Liljeblad

(fifth) rounded out UMass' top five.

The fifth, sixth and seventh finish of

Kim Liljeblad, Becky Johnson and Julie

Moreau was the the main reason for the
mediocre showing at the meet. Because of

a flu virus the entire team had been fight-

ing for over a month, the heart of the

Minutewomen were knocked from their

usual second, third and fourth finish.

"Kim and Becky were the sickest out of

anyone," said LaFreniere. "On Tuesday
people looked better for the first time in a
month, but in endurance athletics you just
can't come back (to top form) right away."

The overall finish had Providence first,

then Dartmouth, Harvard and UConn.
What makes the fifth place finish very

disheartening is the fact that UMass had
already beaten UConn and Dartmouth
previously this season. UMass needed only

to place first or second for a spot at the
Nationals.

"The women got off to a quick start, but
started to fade half way through," said

LaFreniere. "They gave it everything they
had, but in the end they were flat. Ideally

we needed another week to get back into

it."

Though the season ended on a down
note, this team has nothing to hang their

heads about. This is the same crew that

won the Dartmouth Invitational, the At-

lantic 10 Championship and compiled a 6-

regular season record.

Basketball ticket policy revised
Student activity cards highlight streamlined operation
Bv MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts ticket office has
announced a new student ticket policy for the upcoming
1992-93 basketball season. The new and improved policy

will implement the use of student activity cards, which
will drastically cut down the time students wait in line,

according to the UMass ticket manager.
Thorr Bjorn. ticket manager for athletics, said the

new policy will cut the time students spend in line down
by eliminating the need for student verification.

"Last year we needed to look in the book to verify that
that students were undergraduates during every ticket

exchange," he said. "The activity card is designed to save
time when students pick up individual game tickets so

that we do not have to repeatedly verify undergraduate
ticket status at each ticket exchange. The activity card is

designed to be a one-time verification process."

Bjorn estimated that last year students waited for

approximately halfa minute during each exchange while
workers flipped through 3-ring binder verification books.
He said that with a student activity card, students could
have their ticket in four or five seconds.

"The wait was the biggest concern, and we've taken

Swimming team
boosts record
to 2-0 with win
By KEVIN HERLIH\'
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swim-
ming team swept the top three places in consecu-
tive events halfway through its meet against Boston
University Sunday, and rode those places to a 133-

106 win over the Terriers in Boston.
It was the Minutemen's second straight win to

open the season. Last Saturday they easily dis-

patched a weak Vermont team, 152.5-68.5, so head
coach Russ Yarowrth was hoping to avoid a letdown
against B.U.

"What I was hoping for in this meet," Yarworth
said, "besides a win, was to see if the guys were
ready to respond to competition that was a little

more intense. On the whole we were. I was pretty
pleased."

Leading only 56-53 at the halfway point the
Minutemen needed a boost, and got it in the 200
meter butterfly, courtesy of a win by Tim Nubar, a
second place by Chris Antonelli, and a third place
finish by Greg Meymaris. The next event, the 100
m freestyle, vv'as also swept by UMass, this time by
Adam Reich, Chris Barrett, and Aaron Osborne.

The 32-6 point total in those two races gave the

Turn to MEN'S SWIMMING, page 15

care of that this year," Bjorn said. "We want to get as
many students into the games as possible, and we want
to see that each student gets their fair share."

Students can pick up student activity cards on
Wednesday, November 18 to save their time on student
pickup days. At each ticket pickup there will be two lines

— those with valid activity cards and those who need to

pick up an activity card.

The first ticket pickup will take place on Thursday,
November 19 from 7 a.m to 3 p.m. Every student is

allowed to receive one student activity card for free. Ifthe
card is lost, the student must pay $30 for an additional
card.

Bjorn said that possession ofan activity card does not
guarantee a ticket.

'Tickets are based on availability," he said. "It's a first
come, first serve basis."

In addition, the ticket office will be selling tickets to
UMass games at the Worcester Centrum and the
Springfield Civic Center. Tickets for the Abdow's Holiday
Classic in Springfield are $10 per night. The tourney
lasts two nights. Tickets for the UMass-DePaul game in
Worcester are $14, and tickets are $8 for the UMass-
Cincinnati game.

Women swimmers
drops third meet
to Boston Univ.
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming
and diving team suffered an off day Sunday in Boston
University territory. The Minutewomen were defeated
by a powerful BU team with a remaining score, UMass
108, BU 191.

"I'm not ashamed that we lost to them," said head
coach Bob Newcomb. "I just wish we swam better doing
it. We swam a little better as the meet went on, but we
were just not in gear."

The Boston University team, belonging to the North
Atlantic Conference, won their NAC championship meet
last year and finished well at Easterns.

"Having a bad meet against a good team will help us
get better over the long run, which is what we are
shooting for," said Newcomb. The Minutewomen were
missing several swimmers due to illnesses.

Juniors Kate Riddell and Julie Veremey and freshman
Jessica Griffith all seemed to permeate the "off day"
barrier with concrete performances.

"(Riddell! swam great today," said Newcomb. Riddell
swam personal bests in both the 200-yard backstroke,
shaving more than 3 seconds offofher time ( 2 : 19.37 ), and
the 400-yard individual medley (5:07.78). Veremey landed
a solid first place in the 400-yard individual medley with

Turn to WOMEN'S SWIMMING, page 15

Holyfield and
Bowe: more
than fighters
On Friday night in Las Vegas, people not only

witnessed a great heavyweight title fight, but also

a fight between two great men. Evander Holyfield

and Riddick Bowe are great men, at least in my eye
they are.

Mike Tyson might have been a helluva fighter,

but a great man he is not. Inside the ringTyson was
as exciting as they come, outside the ring, mean-
while, he was as menacing as they come.

It was Tyson's style in the ring that made him
such a tough act to follow for Holyfield. People
talked about how Holyfield was not a true heavy-
weight champion, how he won unimpressively
against grandfathers and drug addicts.

Jeff

CROFTS
Holyfield did win, however, which was his main

objective. Sure he didn't knock out Larry Holmes
the way Tyson did. but Evander also did not get
convicted of rape the way Tyson did.

Being the undisputed heavyweight champion of

the world is a position in which the words role

model come to mind.
That is where Tyson failed, with his out-of-ring

activities causing him problems, eventually lead-

ing him behind bars.

While champion, the big knock on Holyfield was
his boring personality. Well, I can think of a lot

worse things to be called than boring. Evander
might not have been a colorful champ but his

Spartan work ethic and fighting heart are two
qualities that any kid would do well in looking up
to.

In losing to Bowe, Holjrfield showed all the
qualities that make him such a great man. In
round 10, for example, Bowe opened up by beating
Evander from pillar to post. Instead of crumbling
and calling it a night, Holyfield fought back, and by
the end of the round was on the offensive himself.

Then in round 1 1 , Bowe knocked Holyfield down
with a big right hand. Again, instead of folding,

Holyfield did the opposite, he got back up, held on
and fought back against a superior opponent. Al-

though Holyfield lost, he gained more in losing this
one fight than he had in winning his three title

defenses.

Now on to Riddick Bowe. Growing up in the
ghetto streets of Brownsville, New York, Bowe
knows what a tough life is. Watching his mother
support himselfand 13 brothers and sisters, Bowe
has seen hard work, and contrary to what many
people thought before Friday night, Bowe knows
not to quit.

When Bowe lost to Lennox Lewis in the 1988
Turn to HOLYFIELD. page 15

Field hockey's 1987 season one to remember
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

On November 15, 1987, the University of Massachu-
setts field hockey team defied all odds by beating the top
two teams in New England in two days and advanced to

the NCAA Final Four. That group of overacheivers were
the last of head coach Pam Hixon's teams to advance to

the Final Four. Until last Sunday.
Exactly five years to the day, the 1992 version of

UMass field hockey defeated Penn State 1-0 on Sunday
and gained a berth in the Final Four. This year's squad
will attempt to go farther than than the 1987 team, or any
UMass field hockey team for that matter, when they face
No. 2 Iowa at 2:45 p.m. on Saturday for the right to face

either No. 1 Old Dominion or No. 4 North Carolina.
While preparing for this weekend's contest against

the Hawkeyes, Hixon still remembered the last team

that she took to the Final Four.
"What I remember about 1987 was that we struggled

early," she said. "There were expectations on the team to
be good, and we struggled with that. About halfway
through the season we made a pact to just go out and be
competitive and not worry about what the outcome would
be.

"Each one of those kids back then really pulled
themselves together as mature athletes and started to
develop the same kind of focus in this year's team, only
these guys started from the beginning."

Because the way the NCAA tournament was set up in
1 987, UMass had to play in Durham,NH againstUNH on
Saturday and the No. 3 team in the country. Providence,
on Sunday if they won. Friar goalie Sandra O'Gorman
had shutout every opponent during the year.

"It was very emotional that weekend." Hixon said.

"We just marched. You could sense a certain air of

confidence in the team. I felt relaxed and I felt the team
was very ready. You could see it in their eyes."

UMass defeated UNH 2-0 and came back the next day
to shock the Friars 4-1 and advance to Chapel Hill. NC for
the Final Four.

"I remember that battle between the N.E. teams in
1987, unlike this year." said assistant coach Amy
Robertson, who was a player on the 1987 team. "I was
center back, and you don't normally score many goals
from that position," she said. "Against Providence, I

intercepted a pass, took it down the field, took a shot, got
my rebound and put it in. Once we broke the ice, the flood
gates opened, so I felt I did my part."

Overmatched, the Minutewomen faced North Carol ina,
the number one team in the country, on their home turf
the next Saturday in the semifinal game. The Tar Heels
beat UMass 3-0, and UMass had to settle for the conso-

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 8
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Kind of sunny today with highs

eyeing 40. Shiny happy Thursday.

Local:
Master hypnotist John Sacco makes an appearance
at the Hatch and takes students on a "trip" to Mars
and the carnival among other locales. Page 3.

Sports:
Meet the man who keeps the Minutemen

football players on their toes and

well-equipped. Page 12.
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Deaths from AIDS
are steadily rising

'^- ^
'^ -" ^

MAKING TRACKS -- Three unidentified students trudge
the snow yesterday.

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN

across Metawampe Lawn in

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— More Massachusetts resi-

dents died ofAIDS and AIDS-related dis-

eases last year than everbefore, according
to statistics released Tuesday by the State
Department of Public Health.

Health Commissioner David Mulligan
said while the number of reported cases
has held steady during the past few years,
more deaths have started to occur.

"As the decade of '80s went along, the
number of new cases reported each year
was rising," Mulligan said. "It peaked in

1989with 850 casesdiagnosed. Now, many
have died in 1991. It's the peak years
we're hitting now in terms of death."

In 1991, 632 Massachusetts residents
died from AIDS and HIV illnesses, up 41
percent from 1990. AIDS was the second
leading cause of death for people between
the ages of 25 and 44, and the top cause of

death for men in that range.
Per 100,000 residents. 130.7 in Massa-

chusetts died of heart disease, and 137.1
died of cancer. The state's heart disease
rate of 32.2 percent was slightly lower
than the national rate of 33.2 percent.

"Progress has been made on the cardi-

ology side," Mulligan said. "With cancer.

it seems that we are on a fairly level

plain. Since 1980, cancer really hasn't
moved at all through the decade of the
'80s."

The 10 leading causes of death among
whites were all chronic diseases — heart
disease,cancer, stroke, diabetes and other
ailments — while the leading cause of

death among Hispanics and Blacks in-

cluded AIDS, prenatal conditions and
homicide.

In 1991, 53,011 Massachusetts resi-

dents died of AIDS: 25,461 males and
17,550 females. The rate was 461 .5 deaths
per 100,000 people, a 2 percent decline
from 1990 and a 16 percent decline from
1980.

The state's death rate was more than 9
percent lower than the national rate, the
department said.

White Bay Staters accounted for 95.8
percent of the 1991 deaths, while 3.6 per-

cent were black, 0.5 percent were Asian
and 1.3 percent were Hispanic. Overall,

91.9 percent ofthe Massachusetts popula-
tion is White; 5.4 percent, Black; 2.4 per-

cent, Asian; and 4.8 percent Hispanic.
Department spokeswoman Kate

McCormack said the 1991 AIDS death toll

reflected the number of people
whocontracted it in the late 1980s.

Latin American
negotiators say
progress made
By YVETTE BAEZ
Collegian Staff

Latino students negotiated with members of the ad-
ministration to re-open the Latin Cultural Center yes-
terday and two oftheir four demands will be met, according
to student members of the negotiating team.

The Latin-American Cultural Center was closed on
November 4, 1991, according to the student negotiators,
due to lack of funds and an "inadequate commitment to

multiculturalism at UMass." They said the center was
closed in conjunction with the closing of the United Asia
Cultural Center.

Negotiations resumed after two weeks of meetings
between the students and Chancellor Richard O'Brien,
Thomas Robinson, vice chancellor of student affairs,

Ricardo Townes associate dean of academic support
services and Grant Ingle, director of the oflice ofhuman
relations.

David Nunez of the Third World Caucus said, "We
appreciate the efforts of the administration and the
Chancellor in helpingto facilitate negotiations ofthe issue.

We hope it will set a standard for future negotiations."

The University has agreed to move the center from
Moore House in Southwest and and to g^ant sufficient

funding for programming and equipment. Negotiators
said the University did not say exactly how much funding
the center will receive.

Students are working towards finding a new location

for the cultural center in conjunction with space man-
agement. The members said they are seeking, "a more
comfortable and adequate environment that coordinates
with our expectations and adjusts to the necessities that
our community deserves."

In a memo to Robinson, Townes requested the center
receive new equipment including personal computers, a
laser printer, a copy machine and a fax machine.

The student negotiators said they are in the process of
electing members to positions within the center and the
electees will be announced after Thanksgiving break.
They said they plan the inauguration of the center will

take place some time in December.
The negotiators stressed the center is open to students

of all Latino descent. They said their overall goal is unity
among Latino students, as well as all other minorities.

"This was a student-organized movement with no
faculty involvement." Nunez said.

Gay and Lesbian youth testify
Governor's Commission seeks to answer concerns
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— Troix Bettencourt says he has to leave
home after telling his family he was gay. Matt Flynn
was accepted by his parents and his friends, but was
initiallly scared to tell them.

Both teen-agers told their contrasting stories at a
Statehouse hearing Tuesday before the Governor's
Commission on Gay and Lesbian Youth. The panel is

examining the problems of gay youth, particularly in

light of a national study that found that 30 percent of
successful youth suicides are committed by gay teen-
agers.

"This population of young people that have been
silenced, that been forced into the most painful of
closets." said David LaFontaine, the commission
chairman.

Bettencourt, 18, who is known as Reginald by his

family, is now the president of the Boston Alliance of
Gay and Lesbian Youth, said he felt alienated in high
school, although he was popular, had a girlfriend and
participated in school sports.

"The whole time everything was a lie." said

Bettencourt, who dropped out ofschool . "I felt so alone.
I had nowhere to go. I had no one."

Finally, Bettencourt said he told a sympathetic
priest that he was gay. But telling his own family was
a different story.

"My mother went nuts and came at me with an
iron," he said. After his mother called police,

Bettencourt said he left his home in Lowell and finally

wound up in Boston.

Bettencourt's mother, Bernardete, acknowledges
that she threatened him with an iron and called the
police. But she said their argument had nothing to do
with his sexuality, and added that the family was
going through a rough divorce at the time.

"I would never reject my son because he was gay. I

think there was a lot of confuson at that time," she
said.

Flynn, a student at Newton South High School,
also felt alienated and scared when he realized that he
was gay. He started failing courses at school.

But when he told his adoptive parents they accepted
him.

"After coming out at home I realized I felt much
Turn to COMMISSION, page 4

US mounts search for terrorists
By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— The United States is mounting an
international search, including "Wanted" ads and $2
million rewards, for Iranian-backed suspects secretly

indicted for kidnappingandmurderingAmericans, officals

said Tuesday.
The Justice Department has issued sealed indictments

against several alleged terrorists identified by U.S. intel-

ligence this year as responsible for killing American hos-

tages in Lebanon and blowing up at least one airliner, said

a U.S. official who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
The Justice Department declined to comment on the

indictments, first reported Monday by CNN.
One ofthe sealed indictments is against the suspected

killer of either the CIA's Beirut station chief, William
Buckley, or Marine Lt. Col. William Higgins, said another
source familiar with the indictments, who also requested
anonymity.

In addition to Buckley, who died in captivity in Leba-
non in 1985, and Higgins. killed by his Shiite Muslim

captors in 1988 or 1989, kidnapped American Peter
Kilburn was killed in 1986. It was unclear whether his
alleged killer was among those indicted.

The Associated Press reported previously that some of
the Lebanese kidnapping group, including its leader,
Imad Mughniveh. took refuge in Iran last year.

"To bring these murderers to justice, the U.S. gov-
ernment offers rewards of up to $2 million," said one of
the ads being placed in U.S. and international newspa-
pers in the coming days. It shows pictures of all three
murdered Americans and urges anyone with information
to contact the FBI or the nearest U.S. embassy.

Rewards can reach up to $4 million under an ar-
rangement of matching funds from U.S. airlines for

information that prevents terrorism against U.S. carri-

ers or leads to the arrest and conviction ofperpetrators of
airline terrorism.

Also among the terrorists identified by the United
States in the last year are those responsible for placing a
bomb that exploded aboard a TWA plane over Greece in

1986, sucking four passengers to their death, said the
second source.
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Meeting— The Debate Club will be holding its weekly
meeting at the Debate Trailer, located below Thompson
Hall at 7 p.m. All interested are welcome to attend. For
more information, please call the Debate Trailer at 545-
2055.

Lecture — Professor Robert B. Hallock will give his
lecture titled "Mysteries and Magic Near the Absolute
Zero of Temperature" at 4 p.m. in Memorial Hall. The
event is free and open to the public.

Lecture— Dr. George R. Schneiter, Director, Strategic
& Space Systems, Office of Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition), Department of Defense, will speak on
"Implications of Recent International Changes for Stra-
tegic U.S. Defensive Programs" at 11:15 a.m. in room
SBA 120. This is one in a series of invited talks to the
Interdisciplinary course Citizenship in the Nuclear Age
(Educ. 250/Physics 250/Pol Sci 250), and the public is

invited to attend.

Discussion—A discussion group forchildren ofJewish-
Gentile intermarriage will be held at 1 p.m. in the Hillel

UMqss Police Log
c • A fire in the kitchen on the 1 1th floor ofthe Campus
Center caused the evacuation of the building and an
estimated $ 1 ,000 in damagesMonday evening, according
to police. The fire occurred in the vent system of the
kitchen at 8:35 p.m.

Amherst Fire Department extinguished the blaze
shortly after, and people were allowed back into the
building, except for the top floors. Members of the En-
vironmental Health & Safety Staff estimated the dam-
ages.

• A woman reported an annoying telephone call to
police on Monday. The woman received the call from a
man at 1 1 a.m., police said. The man allegedly asked her
to answer a few questions and the woman then hung up
the phone.

• University police received a report of a stolen tele-
phone from a student's room in Cance Residence Hall on

House, 388 N. Pleasant St. The event is sponsored by
UMass Hillel.

Thursday, November 19

Seminar — BMCP is sponsoring a Career and En-
trepreneurial seminar from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the
Campus Center Room 101. Admission is free.

Discussion and Potluck— Graduate women students
and women faculty and staff in engineering, science and
technical fields are invited to a discussion and potluck
dinner (beverages provided): "Women's Safety on Cam-
pus: A Conversation with Public Safety Officer Detective
Joanne O'Conner," at 5:30 p.m. in 1033 LGRT.

Puerto Rican Night — Live music at Berkshire and
Hampshire dining commons will be held from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m. in order to accompany the festive night with authentic
food from Puerto Rico.

Presentation — "Images of Turkey: An audio-visual
journey to the land of ancient civilization and today's
Republic of Turkey," The event will be held at 7 p.m. in
Campus Center Room 904-08. The event is free.

Compiled by Michael Day
Receni incidents recorded by the University's Department of Public Safely.

Monday. The phone is worth $261, according to police.

• A woman had her wallet stolen from her coat pocket
while she was rehearsing for a play on Saturday night,
according to police. The woman reported the theft to
police yesterday, valuing the wallet at $200.

• A wallet was stolen from a man's duffel bag while he
was studying in the University Library on Monday,
police said. Police value the theft at $60.

• A man reported the theft of his bicycle to police on
Monday. The bike was in front of Lewis Residence Hall
when it was stolen in the early morning, according to
police. The bicycle was valued at $25.

• StaffMembers from the Boyden Gymnasium reported
the theft of a floor drain on Monday morning. The drain
was worth $25, according to police.
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - November 18
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

University Health Center - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help. How
can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest.. .Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's
under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is
struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal
workshop to explore how ygu can help and cope with these
issues.
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Local News
Master hypnotist visits Hatch
Takes students to Mars to meet little alien friends
By MARK WENHAM
Collegian Correspondent

Offering to get students "stoned" for free, a self-
described master hypnotist visted the Hatch last night,
and proceeded to bring adventurous students to Mars.

John Sacco, a trained Hypno-therapist, uses his
skills during the day for therapeutic and counseling
purposes and at night for entertainment around the
world, began the evening by asking the audience to
stand up and close their eyes.

Sacco then had everyone imagine that there was a
stack of huge dictionaries in their right hand and a
bunch ofweather balloons attached to their left. When

people opened their eyes, most ofthem saw that their
right hands were considerably lower than their left.

From there, Sacco selected a group ofabout twenty
people from the audience to sit in chairs on stage and,
in the next six minutes, proceeded to hypnotize most
of them. Although some people were apparently un-
affected and soon left the stage, a number of others
ended up slumped in their chairs, completely relaxed
and ready for Sacco 's suggestions to g^ide the next
hour of their lives.

Sacco said he was not out to hurt or embarrass
anyone, as he took the group of"stoned" students on a
very unique tour of their inner universes, to the

Turn to HYPNOTIST, page 10

Hypnotist John Sacco enthralls his audience at the Hatch last night.
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Program fills health care need
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Due to the great need for foreign trained health care
specialists, the Donahue Institute at the University of

Massachusetts is offering a program for professionals and
paraprofessionals from the former Soviet Union Bloc and
Eastern Bloc countries, according to the progr im director.

"It's an exciting challenge because there are needs for

jobs and needs for culturally-sensitive health care," said

Elaine Kenseth-Abel, the program director. "It's meeting
needs by meeting needs."

The free re-entry program includes a 35-week advanced
course on Er glish as a second language, with job coun-

selinganJ >u^- port services. It also provides credentialing

Hometown clubs helped
Jews adapt to America

services, including finding solutions to credentialing
'jbstacles, job development services in the health care
fields and individualized educational plans to meet li-

censing criteria in the field of training.

In addition, it provides assistance in looking at em-
ployment opportunities in health care, using existing

skills and expertise.

The health care needs of the ethnic population.-^ in the

Springfield area must be met, Kenseth-A-bei said. The
skills and expertise ofdisplaced health ca re professionals

can be utilized through the program.
One reason there are few health rare professionals in

hospitals or clinics in the Springfield f.rea. Kenseth-Abel
said, is because people from other cor ntries have difficul-

T jrn to HEALTH CARE, poge 10

Meeting sparks
discussion on
racism issues
By EMILY TATOIAN
Collegian Correspondent

A diverse group of 16 people addressed the issue of
racism last night during the "Institute For The Healing
Of Racism" bimonthly meeting. The people at the meet-
ing said important targets of racism were education,
history and personal close-minded attitudes often found
on campus.

Gail Hilliard, a math learning specialist at Holyoke
Community College, acted as the facilitator at the meeting,
which was sponsored by the Baha'i Club.

As an African-American, Hilliard reflected on her own
experiences with racism and its powerful eflect on the
sufferer.

Hilliard said during Christmastime at Holyoke
Community College there were outbursts of racism. She
said it tainted the walls of the school causing fear,

nervousness and anger.

"We've always had racial tension in this country. I fit's

in society, it must be in the classroom causing hostility

and an unsafe environment for the sufTerers." said
Hilliard.

In an effort to decrease the tension created by racism,
people discussed ways to handle the oppression and stop
raci.sm.

English major Cheryl Thompson said, "Well, there are
groups that may help, but the most t'lTective action is

your personal change and hopefully others will see that
change and follow your example."

Munirih Taafaki, a STEPC major rt'llocted on her own
experience with elementary education in India. "In my
school in India, there was a conscious effort to promote
the oneness of humanity," she said.

Taafaki said in school curriculums people fail to see

the importance of studying the history of racism, or of
recognizing the need for unity.

"We focus on math and English, but my understand-
ing of racism is more integral to our well-being than
learning to add and spell." Taaafaki said. She said
learning about the effects of racism by the time people
reach college is too late.

Sean Maroney, a double major in history and educa-
tion, said another way to battle racism was to become
teachers and show youngsters how to treat each other as
human beings.

"It's a lot easier to get a message through to a bunch
of six and seven-year-olds than the blank faces you see

around here," said Maroney in regard to the recent

protest that occurred this past Columbus Day weekend.
Ruhe said it was important to make an effort to change

racism everyday. Colon Ruhe, an electrical engineering
major said, "If 1 don't work on myselfevery day until lam
buried, then my kids won't have that base in their

hearts."

When most Jewish-Americans recall

their forebears' welcome to this country,

images of Ellis Island and the Statue of

Liberty come to mind.

And yet, while these literal entry gates

were indeed the first sights ofgi-eeting for

those fleeing the Old Country, in reality

they were probably not the most impor-

tant.

"A new immigi-ant arriving here would
immediately seek out people from his or

her city or town." says University ofMassa-

chusetts Professor Hannah Kliger. "Almost

always these fellow compatriotswould have

organized a club which made integrating

newcomers to America its main purpose.

Theselandsmanshaftn, iheywereknown

in Yiddish, were the real transitional cen-

ters from Europe to America."

Kliger, who teaches in both communi-
cation and Judaic studies at the Univer-

sity, has become something of a specialist

on these landsmanshaftn , which is loosely

translated "hometown clubs," since the

late 1980s.

It was then, while engaged in her on-

going research on ethnic identity within

immigi-ant communities, that Kliger lo-

cated a long-lost study about

/o;?(/.s///a//,s7?o/7/? written during the Great

Depression. The two-volume work —
compiled by the Yiddish Writers' Group in

affiliation with the New Deal-sponsored

Works Progiess Administration — had

languished for over 50 years in the Mu-

nicipal Archives of the City of New York
until Kliger rediscovered it.

"The study had been published in

Yiddish back in the '30s, and sections of it

had been translated and readied for pub-
lication in English as well." Kliger said.

"Before the English version could be
completed, however, the Yiddish Writer's

Group was dissolved and the manuscript
was forgotten. I only became aware of it

through a footnote."

Now available from Indiana University

Press, "Jewish Hometown Associations

and Family Circles in New York" serves a

dual purpose. Not only does it bring back
to life a lost manuscript, through Kliger's

insightful editorial additions it offers an
intriguing picture of early 20th century
Jewish-American life.

While the original WPA study discusses

such topics as recreational activities and
occupations o^ lansmonsfiaftn members,
Kliger's introduction gives a history ofthe

Yiddish Writer's Group, and her afterword

looks at the evolution of lansmannhaftn
since World War II.

Original photographs from the WPA
Federal Writers' Project collection, a bib-

liographic guide to literature on immi-

grant organizations, and annotated edi-

torial additions by Kliger further enhance
the book.

On a purely social level, the pre-war

lansiuanschaftn were similar to American
Turn to CLUBS, page 4

UMass chemist receives

prestigious science award
The National Science Foundation

has announced that Lynmarie
Thompson, 31, assistant professor of

chemistry at the University of Massa-
chusetts, was selected as an NSF Young
Investigator, one of the nation's most
prestigious science awards.

First given in 1984 as the Presi-

dential Young Investigator Award, the

title is bestowed annually on the
nation's most promising young re-

searchers. The awards are based on the

quality of research and teaching ac-

complishments and potential for con

tinned professional growth.

Thompson, a biophysical chemist,

will receive up to .$ 1 00,000 per year, for

five years, through a combination of

federal and private funds.

Only 202 scientists were selected

from 1.600 nominations and Thompson
was one of only 41 women to receive

this year's award.
"This highly selective award is in-

tended to help universities keep out-

standing young Ph.D.s who might
otherwise pursue non-teaching ca-

reers." said Ronald Archer, acting

chemistry department head. "Lynmarie
is certainly a fine role model for young
women considering .science as a career."

Archer regards Thompson's work as

an important part of developing a new

biological chemistry program in his de-

partment.

Thompson's research will involve

using sophisticated new solid-state

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
Turn to AWARD, page 4

COURTESY, UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE

Lynmarie Thompson, assistant profes-

sor of chemistry at UMass.
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cofnmission
continued from page 1

better about who I was," he said.

Flynn also decided to come out to his

friends at schooL There he was also

accepted, and he felt comfortable
enough to bring his boyfriend to the
school prom. "I found that since coming
out I have gained a lot of respect," he
said.

Flynn said he has helped by a school
and faculty that were particularly
sympathetic to gay students. One of
Newton North's teachers, Robert
Parlin, came out to his students shortly

after Flynn did.

Gay students said that it would be
helpful to have more openly gay
teachers as role models. Jim Lavin,
whose son is gay, agreed.

"Teachers need to set an example
and I think gay teachers need to come
out," Lavin said.

His son, Andrew Lavin, was raised
initially by Lavin's ex-wife, who at-

tended a fundamentalist Christian
church. Andrew Lavin, 17, said that
after he confided in a church youth
counselor, he was brought before church
members and lectured on his homo-
sexuality.

"This was the most humiliating and
embarassing experience ofmy life," he
said.

Andrew Lavin eventually left his

mother's Colorado home, and came to

stay with father in Boston.

Gov. William F. Weld appointed
the commission to study ways to help
gay youth, and the commission is

holding hearings as a first step. Weld
is a strong supporter of homosexual
rights, and has appointed openly gay
people to positions within his admin-
istration.

award
continued from page 3

techniques to better understand basic bio-

chemical mechanisms at the molecular
level. She will be specifically looking at

how membrane receptors transmit infor-

mation across cell membranes.
The NMR apparatus works by subject-

ing a cellular membrane to a powerful
magnetic field. The NMR spectrum pro-

duced using such a technique can then tell

a researcher much about the molecular
environment within and around the pro-

teins in the cell membrane.
Understanding the chemistry of indi-

vidual cells may enable scientists to

someday explain the chemical basis of

memory and the process of disease at the
most fundamental level.

Cellular membranes are composed of

lipid and protein molecules. These proteins

serve many functions including that of cell

surface receptors for such various agents
as homiones, viruses and antibodies.

"/ big advantage in usingNMR to study
proteins is that the technique can provide
a complete picture of the protein molecule

in its native environment and help deduce
how the protein performs its function,"

Thompson said. "However, such studies

have been limited to small soluble proteins.

New solid-state NMR techniques can pro-

vide some similar information about larger

protein complexes, such as receptors in

their native membrane environment."
Thompson was appointed to the UMass

faculty in 1991. The Amherst campus has
had 12 Presidential Young Investigators

since the program started in 1984.

The University of Massachusetts was
the only public institution inNew England
to have an NSFYoung Investigator in this

initial round of appointments.
AmongMassachusetts institutions, the

University of Massachusetts ranks third

aft;er Harvard and MIT in the total num-
ber of Young Investigators.

Thompson received a bachelorofscience
degree in chemistry from the California
Institute ofTechnology in 1983. Sheearned
a master's degree and a doctorate in

chemistry from Yale University.
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Vietnam War relics

given to US senators
By GRANT PECK
Associated Press

HANOI, Vietnam — Three U.S. sena-

tors on Tuesday were given fading photo-

graphs, flight suits and other sad relics of

American servicemen missing from a war
thatended two decades ago but left wounds
on both sides.

On what he termed "an extraordinary
day," Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass. , and Sens.

Tom Daschle, D-S.D., and Hank Brown,
R-Colo. , became the firstAmerican officials

to tour the Citadel, Hanoi's equivalent of

the Pentagon.
Vietnamese officials also gave the

members of the Senate Select Committee
on POW-MIA Affairs military logs of

downed U.S. aircraft, a U.S. Army survival

manual and a flight helmet said to have
belonged to Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., a
Navy flier who was shot down over Hanoi
and taken prisoner in 1967.

The visit comes amid rising optimism
that the United States may lift a trade
embargo and diplomatic freeze it has
maintained towards Vietnam since the
Communist regime in Hanoi took over
U.S.-backed South Vietnam in 1975.

U.S. policy has been that relations with
Hanoi will not be normalized until Vietnam
offers a full accounting ofthe 2,265 Ameri-
can servicemen missing in the Vietnam
War, including 1,657 in Vietnam.

"My hope is that the President will

receive the information thatwe bringback,
and that when we meet with him, he will

listen carefully to the arguments for why
there ought to be a U.S. response of some
kind at this point in time," Kerry said.

"You cannot make this a one-way street

forever."

Vietnam's leaders, eager to mend ties,

recently have handed over thousands of

photographs of Americans taken during
the war and are providing access to ar-

chives, prisons and military bases.

Daschle raised the possibility of recip-

rocating by providing information about

Vietnam's MIAs, thought to number about
300.000.

The two sides must "resolve to bring
people together and end the pain and
uncertainty relating to oui' past conflict,"

he said.

The senatorson Tuesday visited Hanoi's

Central Military Museum, the
government's main despository for items
pertaining to the American MIAs.

Museum director Col. Pham Due Dai
said he had two nephews considered
missing in action.

In the museum's main hall, Dai also

described how he was in a unit that am-
bushed four Americans in 1967 and
dumped their bodies in a river. He then
gave his tiny handwritten diary to the
senators to copy.

"It's a very sad moment for us to hear
about the soldiers being killed," said Kerry.
The senators proposed that the Vietnam-
ese gather such valuable oral history

systematically.

Dai also gave Kerry, the committee
chairman, three large albums of fading
pictures of dead and captured U.S. ser-

vicemen and originals or photographs of
various types of identification carried by
American soldiers.

In one album was a snapshot, evidently
of a soldier's wife and children.

Kerry also was given a charred book
said to be from a crashed
plane, along with an apparently captured
copy of the U.S. Air Force survival and
evasion manual, and several flight suits of
downed Americans.

Kerry, who served in 1968-69 as a Navy
officer on a gunboat in the Mekong Delta,

said he could not help but feel a bit uneasy
holding the material that came from com-
rades captured or killed over 20 years ago.

Earlier Tuesday, the senators made an
unprecendented visit to the Vietnamese
military headquarters known as the
Citadel, from the days when it was mili-

tary headquarters for the French colonial

administration.

clubs
continued from page 3

fraternal organizations such as the Elks
and the Masons, Kliger said. Composed of
individuals with shared origins in an East
European city or town, they offered a place
to gather and share conversation.

On a more practical level, however,
they were almost like precursors of mod-
em-day welfare organizations, off'ering

such services as health care and credit for
those unestablished newcomers who
needed them.

"To a great extent the clubs' emphasis
on social responsibility arose out of ne-
cessity, and yet in part it also arose out a
long-established tradition in Judaism,"
Kliger explains.

"In Jewish communities in Russia and
Poland, tending to the needy was expected.
Ifsomeone couldn't afford the expense ofa
wedding or funeral, the community was
there to help out. The landsmanschaftn
transplanted this Old World idea to
America," Kliger said.

While the primary focus of the

landsmanshaftn was to help immigrants
adapt themselves to their new surround-
ings, many also had ancillary interests,

Kliger said.

"Some of these groups were divided

along the lines of political affiliations,

others along occupational loyalties, others
along gender differences," Kliger said.

As Kliger indicates in her afterword,

the landsmanshaftn were a New World
phenomenon that arose out of Old World
customs. An amalgamation of tradition

and necessity, they offered a vehicle for

transition from the Old World to the New,
Kliger said.

In keeping with their role, most of the
lansmanshaftn disappeared as Jewish-
Americans became integrated into the
larger culture. While a small number
still exist, focusing their activities on
raising funds for Israel and commemo-
rating the Holocaust, the majority are
nothing more than a memory, according
to Kliger.

— UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE
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Will University
be a PC Utopia?

One of the beautiful things about UMass — or
one ofits horrors— is that deep and constant desire
of achieving the utopia of a politically correct
campus.

Let's face it— it's the only thing the LBGA and
the Republican Club have in common and can be
allied about. It's a common goal at the University;
it goes from Whitmore's most hidden corners to

Butterfield dorm, Furcolo Building, Memorial Hall

,

the Student Union steps, ROTC, MassPirg, etc.

There is only one thing I have to say: leave
conservatives alone. Conservatives always have to

understand and respect the radicals' and liberals'

rights to be the way they are, but can't they in turn
respect the desire and the happiness of a human
being of being a conservative?

Evelyn A.

DEJESUS
It is "P.C." to be pro-choice and ifyou are not you

are oppressing women and you are wrong. But it is

rare to hear pro-choice people say they respect a
woman's decision to have a baby of an unplanned
pregnancy. They will not support her either. Can't
they understand that their values are different? If

that woman feels she is doing the right thing by
postponing her plans because of her baby, then let

her live, along with her fetus. This is just one
example.

One day, a bunch of people decided to take over

a building— which, by the way, is always the same
bunch of pals. They use the "buddy system" for

their performances. Is that what they used to do at

home when their parents didn't pay attention to

them, didn't give them enough money or didn't lend
then> their car on weekends?

I bet that if Mental Health Services talks to

them for a while they will find out they didn't get
enough attention from their grammar school

teachers so they vent their frustrations by taking
over buildings, screaming and making noise. In

that way they call the attention of the press,

Whitmore, the governor, the campus and the rest of

the world. The point of it is that it works. They get

what they want like a spoiled kid with his mother.

Ifthe Republican Club takes over a building, will it

have the same effect or will the protesters be

arrested for disturbing the peace?
Radicals don't know that in UMass they can do

and say whatever they want. They can try to

change it as long as they want to. This isjust a test

for the real world. Here they can practice. In the

real world they can hijack a plane and take it

wherever they want. I'm sure the consequences

will not be the same. Remember, this is just a test.

Every time I see a campus tour group I think of

my radical and liberal fellows. Do they tell visitors

about our common mission? Every day we achieve

a little bit more to get what we want in common. We
will be happy to achieve a politically correct utopia.

But remember: it's just a test.

Evelyn A. De Jesus is a Collegian staffmember
who tries to be more "PC"everyday withoutforgetting
who she is nor her real identity. Peace and Love.

The homeless: to see or not to see
The streets were covered with people: business people,

students, punks, artists— every walk of life on each city

block. The shadows ofdusk creep up your back; the noises
of taxis, sirens and the men on the curbs called for you to

buy their incense or play their card games. The air was
cool, and its brisk wind carried a smell, a mix of perfume,
peanuts, smog and dirt— the near sensual smell ofNew
York. I was walking up Broadway towards 4th when the
sound ofchange hitting the sides ofa tin can, interrupted
the accustomed silence in my head.

"Spare change for a bag ofmarijuana .spare change for

a bag of marijuana ..." the middle-aged man bellowed.

He was standing in front of the revolving doors ofTower
Records, clothes tattered and skin brown with dirt. "Well,

that's a new one," I laughed to myself as I went into the
red neon cathedral of music.

THOMAS
My best friend and I were sitting at an outdoor cafe this

summer, talking over cappuccino, when our conversation
was abruptly interrupted. "It's a bird, it's a plane — it's

HOOOOMELESS MAN!" the soiled man exclaimed, as if

he was on stage in a Shakespearean play. The people
outside the cafe returned to their coffee and those on the

sidewalks kept walking as if his exclamation was just

another taxi horn. My friend and I looked at each other
with uncomfortable smiles and again began talking.

The man again shouted his rehearsed revelation, "It's

a bird, it's a plane — its HOOOMELESS MAN!" This
time however, he didn't just walk away, he walked over
to a couple and began a monologue. "It's homeless man,
and you have the once in a lifetime chance of taking him
home to feed him, bathe him, clothe and love him!"

The couple appeared to begrowing increasingly uneasy,
almost nervous, for by this time nearly everyone's at-

tention was focused on them. I wondered in anticipation

how the young couple would go about dealing with the
situation that had been brought upon them. They smiled

at him and gave him a quarter. He thanked them gra-

ciously and went to his next performance, across the

street.

I was walking through Harvard Square when an older

woman passed us with a cart ofodds and ends. I thought
to myself of the groceries of food I had filled my cart with
just the other day. As she passed, she mumbled about the
aliens on the antennas across the street and then she
laughed, cackling at our inevitable doom. I stared intently

at the ground as if I hadn't even noticed her.

When I was out West they were huddled in cardboard
boxes; in the South they were on park benches; at home
in Connecticut they drive around in 1970 Oldsmobiles as

if they were mobile homes.
With Thanksgiving in a week, its disheartening to

know that all of these stories won't end with turkey and
stuffing; instead maybe a chicken bone from the corner
restaurant's garbage.

I rememberwheni was little howl used toinquisitively

stare at the people huddled in dark corners on the street

as my mother pulled me along by my hand. Being a child

I was unafraid to look them in the eyes, but they never
smiled at my gaze.

Now years later I see them ahead of me and either

cross the street or fix my eyes down on the pavement.
Afterward I feel pathetic and disgusted with myself for

doing so, but that never changes the reaction I have the

next time I see them. I'm not the only one, though. Most
everyone goes through the same drill. Sometimes we give

them a quarter, maybe 50 cents— possibly a dollar, with
that all too simple toss of the hand.

I don't have a solution to this problem, except to say
that it is a problem ofepidemic proportions that needs to

be dealt with soon. It's nice to know that some of the

homeless have such a great sense of humor, but all the

same it's just not funny. I think it's time for both us and
politicians to stop walking the pavement as if we were
blind. Just because we won't look at the problem, doesn't

mean that it will disappear.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columni.st.

Acquiring a disability isn't a tragedy to pity
On Nov. 10, the Collegian was once again the vehicle

from which bigotry and ignorance was expressed. The
headline read, "UMass student suffered stroke." The
ableist piece went on to expound on how once-honor
student Kathie Caldwell had become disabled through a

stroke. Collegian staffer Kenneth Maisonet detailed the

family's "emotional ordeal" in this awful "tragedy," and
added telethon-like quotes of pity and condescension.

Acquiring a disability is not a tragedy; it is a fact of life,

a normal life experience. The only tragedy is in the

systematic oppression of and discrimination against

people with disabilities. Nondisabled people are so afraid

of becoming disabled that they try to remove the experi-

ence of disability as well as the people with disabilities

from their reality.

People with disabilities are human. We live full, valid

lives. We struggle daily with the barriers the ableist

dominant culture puts in our path. We constantly fight the

attitude that our lives are pitiful, not worth living. Wc are

a culture, a group the federal government, in the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act, calls "the most aggressively

discriminated against minority in America." And yes.

Collegian staff, some ofus even succeed in breaking all the

rules, and defy all the ableist systems that prevent us from
livingour lives, and are real live students at this incredibly

inaccessible ableist institution of higher learning.

Perhaps you've seen us in Bartlett, one of the few

reasonably accessible classroom spaces, or maybe you've

seen us getting trapped in el' .ator doors that .sluif too

fast. Have you been aware that the activities you take for

granted are forbidden us due to architectural barriers or

inaccessible attitudes? Do you have any idea that 15

percent of us are still institutionalized, or that it is still

legal to use corporal punishment in schools for autistic

children, or that tho.se of us who have managed to gel out

of or avoid nursing homes may have to re-enter them
because of personal assistance funding cutbacks? How
dare you write an article about one of my sisters with no
knowledge of the independent living movement and only

Jerry Lewis attitudes of pity and condescension.

The solution is not to raise money for one per.son you
see as a casualty; it is to educate yourselves on ableism

and disability discrimination, to challenge a system that

supports genocide of people with disabilities by with-

holding life-sustaining services, to complain to UMass
affirmative action for not hiring staff to implement the

Americans with Disabilities Act, to question why you
have no blind lovers or deaf friends, to examine your
condescending attitudes and ignorance of disabled cul-

ture, to allow people with di.sabilities into your life as

living, loving, mistake-making, cranky, happy human
beings who have much to offer you and the planet.

Mary Frances Piatt
Belchertown

Vet to writer: do some research!
I am writing in response to Josh

Reynolds \Collegian, Nov. 12). First off,

Mr. Reynolds, as a Co//e;^/o« columnistyou

owe a service to the general public to

research the subject matter for which you

offer your opinion. It is painfully clear

that recent United States history and/or

veterans' affairs is not your forte.

Let me offer the correct information

regarding "Bush's covert altercation with

the Iranian navy during the Iran-Iraq war."

Operation Praying Mantis took place April

18, 1988. In the weeks leading to this

operation, Iranian naval forces had been

carrying out hit-and-run missions on com-

mercial shipping in the Persian Gulf and

laying mines throughout the region. After

the U.S.S. Samuel B. Roberts hit a mine,

killing several U.S. navymen and nearly

sinking the ship. President Reagan {not

Bush) decided to retaliate. An oil rig plat-

form Iran was using as a base for its mining

operation was shelled by U.S. Navy ships,

then boarded by navy Seals and marines

who found a large quantity of mines Iran

had been using. In the hours following, two

Iranian naval vessels fired upon a U.S.

Navy F-14 patrolling in international air

space. Two bombers from the U.S.S. Enter-

prise returned fire, sinking one ship and
rendering the other dead in the water. This
altercation was, in my opinion, warranted
and was covered by all major news sources

so it hardly classifies as a covert action.

Veterans' Day was created to honor men
and women who served their country not

only during "popular" wars such as World
Wars 1 and II, but also forgotten ones such

as Korea and the "unpopular" ones such as

Vietnam. This holiday is not about gov-

ernment policies; rather, it is for the people

who took an oath of honor to defend this

countryand its policies whetherthey agreed
with them or not. I recently spentjust over

a month as a patient in a V.A. hospital and
saw first hand the sacrifices my fellow

veterans have made for this country.

So I say to you, Mr. Reynolds, get out of

your dorm room and do a little research

before you shoot your mouth off about

something of which you have no concept.

Take a trip to the V.A. hospital in

Northampton and tell the veterans there

they don't deserve a holiday.

David P. Sutherland
Northampton
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am not a Democrat. I am not a Republican. 1 don t even consider myself an .American. If I could consider myself an American, we wouldn t have any problem. ' — Malcolm X

Reminiscing on Umass
I was talking to a close friend of

mine, John Reed, who happens to be
an old high school teacher. J.R. (as the
kids at Barnstable High School affec-

tionately call him) was so proud to

hear that I was trying to help the
community hear the voice of the Black
students on this campus via the Black
Affairs Page.

Kristin

ST. JOHN
J.R. had been hearing about every-

thing that is happening up here on
campus and wasn't too surprised. He
went on to say that UMASS is going
through another revolution up here, as
it once did when this campus was his
haunt a good 25 years ago.

Giv-ingme the usual "when I went to

college" stories J.R. had a good trip

down memory lane. But then he started
to say something that caught my at-

tention. Back in the late sixties, the
Black students on this campus rushed
and occupied, overnight, a residence
hall and turned it into what is now
known as the New Africa House. And
how about the Malcolm X Center? The
University didn't just bow down and
give that space out either. He said that
there was a strong unity throughout
the minority community when all of
this happened, that the University of-

ficials knew that no one was about to

back down. The students knew what
they wanted and weren't playin'around.

Mr. Reed helped me see that there's
a new age dawning on this campus. He
told me that this is the perfect time to

be on this campus. Yeah, I know that
there are some eyes rolling, but to be
present at a time where the establish-
ment changes for the better is a honor
unto itself. Everywhere I look there are
people of all colors, backgrounds, eth-

nic groups and religions trying to work
together to bring a change. Sometimes
it seems as if everyone is against each
other, but, that is what the establish-
ment wants us to think and act upon.

This school would rather have us
fight among ourselves and get nothing
done than to have this "diverse commu-
nity" that is written about in those
little booklets it sends out to high school
seniors.

As students we shouldn't point the
finger at other students. But, instead
raise our fists in defiance to the Uni-
versity and show the establishment
that we are here and ready to fight.

We will show the University that
there will be a change, and in the im-
mortal words of Malcolm X, "by any
means necessary."

Peace.

Kristin St. John is a Collegian
staffer

Return of Malcolm X
Our shining Black Prince has returned.

Not physically , ofcourse, but his spirit has
undoubtedly been resurrected for the
whole world to see. Today marks the pre-

miere of "Malcolm X," the Warner Bros,

film directed by Spike Lee.

Martin F.

JONES
Perhaps the most controversial and

eagerly anticipated film in recent memory,
"Malcolm X" is a culmination ofyears of a
growing interest in the Black nationalist

leader who was gunned down in 1965 at
age 39.

Many Black activists criticized the film

before it even began production. Crying
"X-ploitation," they voiced legitimate con-
cerns that Malcolm's image would be tar-

nished by Hollywood, which has a long
history of desecrating the image of Black
people.

Then there are the X hats, jackets and
T-shirts. Call them a fad if you want, but
there is much more to the X phenomenon
than fashion. The resurgence of Malcolm
X is nothing less than a philosophical
revolution that will shake America to her
knees.

Malcolm X was born Malcolm Little in

Omaha, Nebraska on May 19, 1925. His
father, a dedicated follower of Marcus
Garvey's Universal Negro Improvement
Association, was lynched for promoting
Garvey's Black nationalist principles. A
bright student, Malcolm eventually ciropped

out of high school after being discouraged
from striving towards his dream ofbecom-
ing a lawyer. Malcolm later went on to live

in the Roxbury section of Boston where he
eventually became involved in numerous
illegal activities. After continuing this

lifestyle in Harlem, New York, Malcolm
eventually was convicted and sentenced to

several years in prison.

This is the experience that so accu-
rately characterizes the state of Black
people in America today. Nearly thirty

years after the Civil Rights movement, a
significant number of Blacks find them-
selves at square one all over again. If he
were alive today, Malcolm himself would
have to say "I told you so."

This is the rage that is fueling the
obsession with Malcolm X in 1992. After
the Rodney King verdict this past April,

today's youth are convinced that this man
who was condemned over 25 years ago as
a violent hate-monger was right on time
when he spoke of only seeing "an Ameri-
can nightmare."

But the young people of today will also

see Malcolm X rise beyond their present
conditions to become a symbol of Black
pride and power. Malcolm's evolution from
a convictwho educated himselfin prison, to

eventually serve the national spokesman
of the Nation of Islam will serve as a tes-

tament to others ofsimilar circumstance to

rise up as he did and take control of their
lives and their future once and for all.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Malcolm not a fad
The Malcolm X movie will soon open in theaters across

the world. As with any movie, especially by Mr. Lee, don't
take everv'thing you see for granted. Read Malcolm X's
autobiogi-aphy and the many other books written about
him.

Douglas

GREER
Because of the media hype, it seems that it's vogue to

wear an X somewhere on your body. The brother wasn't
about being a fad. He was an ideology and one that most
people aren't deep enough to understand. European-
Americans, for you to wear an X is comparable for a
African-American to wear KKK across their chest.

Brothers and sisters, how can you wear a Malcolm X
T-shirt and then walk around with a radio in one hand
blasting out ignorance that most rappers preach with the
addition of a big. fat. fake gold chain around your neck!
Grow up intellectually, you're in college now. You're
disrespecting what he stood for and making yourselves
look like a fool to your peers.

It's bad enough Spike Lee has commercialized
Malcolm X, don't help him make one of our most cou-
rageous leaders nothing more than style that's in today
and gone tomorrow.

Douglas Greer is a UMass student Malcolm X.
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Mass viewing
of Malcolm X

Finally, it's here. Spike Lee's MalcolmX opens
today in the Pioneer Valley. The long-awaited
film, which has been edited to a mere three hours
and twenty minutes, has been the cause of much
controversy for the past year. Spike Lee took on
the diflicult task ofbringing us the life ofone ofthe
most controversial, powerful and articulate Black
leaders. Malcolm X has become a legend to many
of us who were not even born before he was
assassinated.

The Malcolm X Cultural Center and The Black
Mass Communications Project have organized a
mass viewing of the premiere. Buses have been
chartered, free of charge to transport students to
the release. The buses will leave from the Horseshoe
m Southwest. The movie is scheduled to begin at
2:00 p.m.

Two buses will take students from Southwest to
the AMC Mt. Farms Four Theatres on Route 9 in
Hadley. One will leave at 12:45 p.m., another will
leave at 1: 15 p.m. All students are welcome and the
cost is $3.50 for the movie.

Current Events
Wednesday, November 18

Radio — WMUA 91.1 FM Presents
"Reports In Color," a weekly report on
events in the community of color, from
6 p.m. to 7 p.m., featuring Rick Townes.

Meeting

—

The Black Student Union
will have its weekly meeting at 6:30
p.m. in the Malcolm X Cultural Center.

Thursday, November 19, 1992
Fine Dining — Berkshire and

Hampshire dining commons in South-
west present "Puerto Rican Night" with
live Latin music and food 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Sponsored by FAC,AHORA & LeLoLai

Tourism Company
Seminar — The Black Mass Com-

munications Project presents "Turning
Obstacles Into Opportunity: A Career
and Entrepreneurial Seminar" which
will focuson building positive self-image
and positive self-esteem, motivation
and on an educational approach, at 7
p.m. in the Campus Center Room 101.

Attention: A pair of tortoise shell,

prescription glasses were found in the
Malcolm X Cultural Center. To claim,
please contact Maimouna Sam at 546-
4985.

What are we being
taught in our schools?

Ujima Hair & Fashion Show
To benefit the Shirley Graham DiiBois Library, New Africa House UMass

WiU Be Held Sunday, February 21, 1993 6 pan. CCA UMass
Auditions for male and female models will be held December 5th and 6th

from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Malcolm X Cultural Center.
For more information, please contact Maimouna Sam at 646-4985.

Hair will be done by Helen's Hair'um.
This event is sponsored by the Cape Verdean Student Alliance and the

Malcolm X Cultural Center.

In light of the release of Spike Lee's
"Malcolm X" movie, the issue of racism
must be brought into perspective in the
present. Malcolm X dedicated his life to
the plight of the African-American in
America. He fought to conquer racism,
and was killed. Probably because he knew
what it would take to lift the African-
American race out of the slump we have
been in for five hundred years. That
knowledge was enough to lead anyone.
Black or White to their death .

Yvette

BAEZ
First of all, racism is an ever present

nightmare in our midst. The first step to
combatting racism is understanding it and
acknowledging it as a major problem in
the United States and abroad. Next comes
the difficult part, finding a cure for a
disease that plagues many.

I strongly agree with Dr. Leonard

Jeffries when he says the first step is

changing the curriculum of education in
this country. The foundation of this coun-
try, as taught to us, is a strong belief in
democracy and freedom and equality for
all. In reality, the United States is based
on bondage and slavery. Enslaved Afri-
cans, properties of"massa," through sweat
and tears, made the United States what it
IS today. The fact that we, as students, do
not learn this "history," basically means
that we are being taught lies in our schools.

Reeducating oneself is one of the most
important aspects in understanding rac-
ism and its roots. We must have a total
reconstruction, or revolution in the United
States will occur. Until then, everything
we do will unfortunately be superficial. We
must open our eyes and look from the
beginmng of time to Martin to Malcolm to
Clarence Thomas to the present to under-
stand the true magnitude of racism in this
country.

Yvette Baez is a Collegian staffer.
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Cinematic masterpieces on HSCN this week
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff"

Hey there, movie lovers! Welcome to yet another
edition of the Campus Cable Connection. This week,
there are some really great flicks that you won't want to
miss (see Young Frankenstein and The Princess
Bride), and a few disappointments that you shouldn't
even bother catching (see Jacob's Ladder and Man-
nequin ). Hey, I know lots ofpeople loved Jacob's Ladder,
but I thought it was a piece of

I expletive). But, it's my
opinion anyway, and you all know I'm never afraid to give
my own opinion, right? Right! Now, here are the movies
that will be shown beginning Nov. 18.

The Butcher's Wife— Demi Moore, Jeff Daniels,
Mary Steenburgen. Notwithstanding the ridiculousness
of the plot, the cheesy acting that is definitely not up to
Demi's potential, and the hopelessly silly romantic end-
ing, Demi is the worst looking blonde I have ever seen.
Speaking on behalf of beautiful brunettes who refuse to
dye. she should have stayed au naturale.

The movie stars Demi as a psychic and Daniels as a
psychiatrist whose paths cross stupidly through Demi's
husband that she ends up dumping for Daniels, only after
her husband has an affair with Steenburgen. Whew!

IF THE .VEGRO I.N THE GHETTO MUST ETER.NALLY BE
FED BY THE HAND THAT PUSHES HIM INTO THE
GHETTO. HE WILL .NEVER BECOME STRONG E.NOUGHm
GET OUT OF THE GHETTO." Carter Woodson !

THE
I

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
PROJECT

^Turning Ohsfacles Into Opportunity"
A Career and Entrepreneurial Seminar

B, Bcnl Irm Baa». MS, C.C.C, SXJ*. ; and (he Vtinon«> Vtn;«en*nl \*oca»i<m

• Building Positive Self image
• Building Positive Self Esteem
• Motivation

• Educational Approach

Time: 7 pm
Place: Rm. 101 Campus Center

Date: Thur. November 19, 1992
I
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The University ofMassachusetts

Department of Theater

presents

Women of
Trachis

by Sophocles

a new translation

^
by Robert Bagg

November 12-14
I and 18-21
') 8:00 p.m.

Rand Theater
Tickets: 545-251

1

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

Confused? Me, too. *l/2

Creepshow— Lois Chiles, George Kennedy, Dorothy
Lamour. Sigh. George A. Romero's screen adaptation of
three of Stephen King's short stories is quite weak in
comparison to the much scarier original. This one was
just plain stupid! Give me a break — a wooden Indian
that comes to life, a gelatinous blob that eats teenagers
and a hitchhiker that just won't die? The stories don't
even work as stories! Should left 'em alone. In my opin-
ion, if anyone wants to make any more movies from
Stephen King short stories, they should give "The Mist"
from Skeleton Crew a try. Now that's got some definite
movie potential! As for this one, pphhlepth! NO STARS!
The Fly II— Eric Stolz, Daphne Zuniga, Lee

Richardson. Help! Please! I need to review a good movie,
and we're not doing too well here. This movie is, without
a doubt, one of the most pathetic money-making-scheme
sequels I have ever shelled out money for. Forgive me, I

knew not what I did. Stolz is decea.sed Jeff Goldblum's
son who is at first a super genius and then turns into an
evil hairy insect (like his good ol' pop). The ad says "Like
father, like son." Like, make me sick! Like, overworked,
overused plot! Like, NO STARS!

The Grapes ofWrath— Henry Fonda, Jane Darwell,
John Carradine. AAAAHHHH!!! I just had a movie

reviewer's orgasm just from the title — excuse me! This
is one of my Top 10 favorite films of all time. This 1940
classic is based on John Steinbeck's novel of Oklahoma
farmers during the Depression. Two Oscars were swept
for this enticing drama— DO NOT MISS THIS MOVIE!
And I mean it! I know where you live! Just kidding. . .but
don't miss Fonda's incredible performance. ''*''••

The Hitcher— Rutger Hauer. C. Thomas Howell,
Jennifer Jason Leigh. OOOH! Gooooood movie! Very
freaky flick about a serial killer who murders his rides—
but one manages to escape. Stretches a tad. but there are
some intense scenes, including the one where Leigh is

tied between two trucks — OUCH! Trust me, you'll call

your mom and tell her you believe what she said about
never picking up hitchhikers! '•"*=*

Jacob's Ladder— Tim Robbins, Valeria Golino,
Macaulay Culkin. 1 was SOOOO excited to see this movie
when it first came out, and when I came out ofthe theater
I was just so damn confused! I had to see it another two
timesjust to remotely understand what was going on. It's

frustrating, it's choppy, it's inconsistent, and it does no
justice to other movies about Vietnam. Go see Platoon or
Full Metal Jacket and turn the channel on this puppy.
NO STARS.

Turn to HSCN, page 8

A Mardi Gras Night's Dream
Shakespeare 's comedy goes on a holiday at Bowker
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

A Midsummer Night's Dream
Bowker Auditorium
Nov. 18-21

A party-time atmosphere infests the UMass Theater
Guild's production of A Midsummer Night's Dream
from the very beginning, as Carnival-clothed faeries
dance to a conga beat, leiing the audience in the aisles.

Shakespeare has flown south for the winter, and given
this delightful production, who can blame him?

No deep insights are presented here, no lasting social

commentary on gender roles for your brain to chew on.
Director Rachel Reinheimer has definitely leaned this
Dream in the other direction, towards the broad "wink,
wink, nudge, nudge" comedy that was no doubt
Shakespeare's original intent.

The Caribbean setting offers us faeries dressed as
painted Mardi Gras revelers and Athenian youths as
preppies on the beach, all cavorting lustily about a
Gilligan's Island set designed by CraigThomas Doescher.
A moment of sheer brilliance is acheived when
Shakespeare's abjuration against spotted snakes with
double tongue and thorny hedgehogs becomes a lilting

calypso lullaby, sung wonderfully by Patty Litzen as

Peaseblossom. This occurs early on and the production
never quite reaches this height again.

Still, all of the actors came here to have fun. and they
do so quite handily. Doescher's Oberon especially .stands
out, a faerie king delighting in his poetry, and Kelly M.
Hines bubbles through the role of Hermia with ease and
grace. Steven W. Matulewicz plays Theseus with a
slickness that would not have looked out of place in this
year's campaign, and Mike McCaughan's Egeus matches
him in every oily move and phrase.

The laborers are played very broadly and come off (as
they always do) as rejects from a bad Monty Python
sketch, making Ben Courtney's portrayal ofNick Bottom
look low-key by comparison — and Tom Rhodes should
seriously consider dropping the silly voice he has adopted
as Peter Quince.

I question the choice to have Elizabeth Leigh Rabkin's
otherwise excellent Puck jealous of Titania and .so obvi-
ously in love with Oberon, and I also wonder at the
transformation of Lauren Fobert's Hippolyta from re-

sentful captive in the first act to submissive bride in the
last, though that— along with those laborers— is much
more a problem of the play itself than the actors.

But why question it? What we have here is a night of
pure fun, a cure for the blues of the coming winter. This
production urges us to kick back, relax and enjoy the fun.

and I for one agi'ee.

SPORTS MR
& RfsraimANT

The Best in Basketball!

N

Talk UMass Basketball

with
Coach John Calipari

-Wednesday • Nov. 18 • 6:OOPM

WHMP LIVE RADIO SHOW
• Live Question and answer session

• Meet the Coach and Players

• Exclusively at Rafters

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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Amhhrst

Laundromat

\

()()fii 7 d<)\•^

Ham-ypiii

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Muchine
Starting at SI

Attendant available
all ddv.

*| 326 College St. (Rt.9)

t Amherst * 253-5072
^fc—^ T "

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and stiort term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834 ^

HSCN

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampion /Holyokt-

584 4112 • 535-1888

continued from page 7

Lucas— Corey Haim, Charlie Sheen, Kerri Green. I

really like this movie! For once, a film that views teenagers
as real people instead of flat, static characters. The teens
are very true to life and have their own definite person-
alities. The plot is believable, though the ending is a bit
too happy for me. Catch Winona Ryder at her awkward
stage as the lovestruck bando. ***

Top Gun— Tom Cruise, Kelly McGillis, Val Kilmer.
Okay, who hasn't seen this one yet? Anyone? Well, I'll

offer my opinion anyway, since I always do. It's a great
film don't get me wrong, but it's a tad bit unrealistic,
especially the video game-ish games in the air. Doesn't
quite work, ad McGillis and Cruise don't click together.
But it is a must see, and it's a definite crowd pleaser.
What the Hey

, it's free on HSCN, so watch it! If I still lived
on campus, I would too. '*l/2

Young Frankenstein — Gene Wilder, Peter Boyle,
Marty Feldman. OY! Another Mel Brooks film where I

just get FHKLEMPT! I feel Coffee Tah-lk coming on . . .

Brooks takes the original Frankenstein and makes such
a hysterical parody, especially the scene with Boyle and
Gene Hackman as the blind man. Of course, any Mel

Brooks film is a side splitter, but put this star-studded
cast in it and you can't go wrong! ****

The Princess Bride— Robin Wright, Gary Elwes,
Billy Crystal. Feel-good film directed by Rob Reiner
about a really neat fairy tale told by Peter Falk to his sick

grandson, a very young Fred Savage. Wright and Elwes
make such an incredible couple — can you believe that
she's married to Sean Penn now? Me neither. Crystal is

hysterical as always, and the film is just fantastic. ****

Misery— Kathy Bates, James Caan. What can I say?
The four star movies abound at the end of my column, I

guess. Based on the eerie Stephen King novel about an
author and his "number one fan." The plot is amazing, the
acting is beyond convincing, and that scene where Bates
hobbles Caan is so damn realistic that I screamed. (Of
course, in the novel, she chopped his foot off with an axe
and then cauterized it with her handy Benz-o-Matic. .

.eeeeeew!)'^ '••**

Movies that are on HSCN but are not reviewed are:
Rocky Horror Picture Show, Mannequin, Coast to
Coast, Educating Rita, HearMy Song, Naked Lunch,
Prospero's Book, Sleeping With the Enemy, and
Vincent and Theo.

GREEK NIGHT
Featuring the bands COFFEE and TRAGIC JACK

8:30 • No Cover

TOMORROW NIGHT (11/19)
2 Great Bands From Boston

JOHNNY GROOVE (Mariner Records)
INJURYS (Shady Records)

8:30 • $2 Cover

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Going To Law School, Business Schoofor Gnid School
Make Sure You Get Accepted:

SCORE YOUR BEST!

Think of it as

im for the Mind.

At Kaplan, we integrate more different learning approaches than any
other program:

• linperl Instructors

• Smaller, Interactive Classes

• Individual Tutoring Sessions

• Computer Evaluated Diagnostic Testing

Exclusive TEST-N-TAPE* Lab*

Comprehensive Home Study Notes*

Open Days, Evenings, and Weekends^

TEST YOUR BEST GUARANTEE*

LSAT MCAT GRE GMAT
Koi- IVIoi-c Inrormulioii: 549-5V80

ir ARMY BARIUCKS *
Gfnuine i .S. & European \tduar\- Clothing & Eqiuprru-r.t

L,irgeil Surplus >election in Mew En^lind with the foue.n' r^rice>

* Dutch and l\e.-f German Si\-Poct.e! Cotton Field Shorts A P.wt^

* \l*.\/Cd/i Bj)j Pullo\er X Bl.inkeli i iOO"^ Cotton S/J - 5/5
* Ljrge jisortment or Cuatemdijn and \\e\ic3n '^oodi

* Down Feather \iumm\, Sleepinsi Sags \ Cover $35 S S50
* Genuine Issue Camo. Desert. Ti^er urban Black Si\ Pocket Pjn;>

* World Flags i3'\5'> $10 ejc/iO tor SIS 0\er ISO Countries

* \ATO Field Jacket S20
* Grateful Dead Stickers and T-Shirts

* Large Selection for Book Bags A Duirles

* Levi Shorts Pants. Si Coveralls

* Genuine \\A- 1 Flight lackets S^ ."^UoS Field jackets

* Ven A Used Combat Boots S3 to S40
* Ra\bans 40°o on
* Special Order Dr. .Martins

•* Tapestries li Tie-Dye Sheets SIS to S20
* Surplus Leather Bomber S Bike Jackets

SIO- 5

J

5.'6 J,

<^r-,

L(M:41'I«\:

DUK:
TLMI<:

SPO\S(Htl<]) BY:

Univ. of MASS Student Union Ballroon-i

November 16th thru 20th (Mon. - Fri.)

9:00 - 7:00 PK\

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

M/r * vis.i * .iMi:x • DISCOVER \rri;i»Ti;i»

Wilier Sessioi 1993

Yes, you can!
Yes, you can!

So, do it!

Register for Winter Session classes.
Special enrollment restrictions do not opply for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass student, all you have to do is just sign up.

WINTER SESSION:
• a unique "mini-semester," just three weeks

long

• earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14.
Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

Xanuary 4-25

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

WEIL, YOOR

HAIRCUT IS

A BIG

IMPRO^tMEMT

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
"SEE' Loo»f A1
V^Hfrv Woo C^N

A CAetooN.'*

SKATE BOY & RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editrix Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnlcian Jessica Taverna

Production Supervisor T. Alan Blagg

Production Theresa Giammattei,

jIm Canley, Jimmy G from N.Y.C.

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
TalkO's

Toona Meldz
RoastTopRoundBeefAuJus

Mandolin Chicken

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Wegetable Tacos Ratatatatatatat-ooley

Melting Tunas Meandering Chicken

Products that prey on shark wimps

Quote of the Day
"Minds are like parachutes - they only

function when open."
—overheard

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19); Al-

though the business outlook is gotjd,

exercise caution. A conservative ap-

proach will impress those in author-

ity. Where romance is concerned,

wear your heart on your sleeve.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Teamwork is vital tor success. Avoid

second-guessing a co-worker. Do not

let a set-in-your-ways attitude inter-

lerc with .1 tun evening Do some lasl-

minute shopping tor Christmas.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): II is

not ditlicult to teel restricted by your

work duties or lamily responsibilities.

Yet there are new benetits and res)X'cl

coming your way. A raise is possible.

CANCER (June 2l-|uly 22):

Abrupt changes at work could ( .luse

some unconilortable moments, but

the end result will be new peace ol

mind. Postpone making any invest-

ments until you I an get expert advice.

LEO ()uly 2 }-Aug. 22): Be alert to

money-making opportunities: you
should score bigl Romance has to

take a backseat to your work now.
Pace yoursell to handle the heavy

demands ot yf)ur professional lite.

VIRGO (Aug. 21-Sepl. 22): Go
with your teeling when it comes to

[X'ople and plan; yrju are tuned to

prosperity's wavelength! Make the

most ol a social event; talk business

with those who are truly interested.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
pcjpularity rises, thanks to that time

you went streaking. Put extra money
into your |X)tkel. Use- it to pay ba( k ,i

debt to an older and wiser sibling.

SCORPIO(()cl. J J-Nov. 2 1 ): The

iinancial picture brightens. Something

that once khikc-d liopeless may turn

out to Ik- a «)und invi'stment. Alitirary

projec t proves invigorating.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov J2-Dtt
21 ): Af)hone< all or letter brings griMt

news, relieving worries over a parent s

well-being. Contact with pc-ople who
work in the background helps you
solve a puzzle

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|ai» l'»):

A colleague may have lop se< ret ik'w s

that you can use. A wish comes true

Ix'hind closed diHirs. Your evciiing

promises to be tun m\(.\ perhaps ro-

mantic. Try to play with your budget.

AQUARIUS \l\n. 2()-Feb. i«):

You are in the driver's seat where
negolialions are c oncerned. Charge!

Your inluilion tells you whic h peo()le

and Iinancial deals are l)est. T.ike aim
lor the good lile. Make the dale!

PISCES (Feb. I'J-March 20): Act

on your instinc Is when handling ti-

naiKial matters. Pecjple who work
l)ehind the scenes will share glad

tidings. A kind deed wins you a new-

admirer. Romance is both lively and
tun. «j don't waste An\ timel

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Emphasize.

wilti "on"

5 Peggy Lee tiil

10 Mizzen
14 Spoken
1

5

Sierra —
16 Porch feature

1 7 Truckee River

city

18 Available

19 Bellow

20 Chat
22 Northerly

Mediterranean
winds

?^ Spring bloom
76 Gobbles op
?7 Bits and pie>:es

T1 Acid test

.)') Girca

.36 Goosp genus
38 Peer Gynts

mother
39 Wilty sayings

40 Group o( three

4 1 A first course
1? Butler serving

43 Corpulpnl
14 Nofi I. II Jack
4b Slalionniy

machine part

4 7 Aft areas, at

sea
49 Capital on the

Tevere

b1 IVIidday

52 Psychiatrist,

once
56 Disappear

60 Sunersonic

sound
61 Gullible

63 A Great Lake
64 "— us a

child "

65 Single year

record

66 Excellent

review

67 Make haste

68 Endures
69 Navy diver

DOWN
1 Noisemaker
2 Width « length

3 Carry on
4 Roman
philosopher

5 British silver

com, ol old

6 Poetic time

7 Support
politically,

with "tor"

8 Related on the

mother's side

9 Abolished
10 Catholic order

1

1

Wild ox ol

puzzles

12 Laurel of

laughs

13 Salts

21 PartolQED
23 Muddle
?5 Fixed ga/e
27 Inclines

28 Naval vessel

29 .Jake I a -
middleweight
champ

30 Express disdain

32 Native New
Zealander

1.3 Cusloin.iry

34 Parts ot clans

37 Siberian

mountain range
40 Station

41 British

wrenches
43 Blessing

44 Porch for Plato

46 Miniquake
48 Fictional forms

50 Yoga position

52 Touch upon
53 Single

54 Small amount
55 Metal

containers

57 Dies —
58 Hindu deity

59 Cad
62 Aging vess«t

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

11/18/92

1 ? J 4

1

S 1 7 f <

1

Ti 11 1? \r

u IS 11

17 11 11

71

71

71

75

77

SI

71

17 11
I^B 74 71

17

77 71

41

31

I
41

15

4]

31

44

11

J»

I
41

»

S*

n

M

47

ss 57 St M
iH II II

I
17

SI Jl

1

51

1

M II •1

(4 ts M

• ' N H

The ()|jitii<)ns c\|jrfs!.c'd oti this |j.tK<.' <i"V tli()>c' ot the ( .utoonists mm\ do not iicccss.irily rt'tla t ';Ik' views ot the Collci^i.vi or tlu' University.

*'I992 I n% \nfrtt% fimt% S>ndirair 11/16/92
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The Collegian.
Everywhere, everyone, everything and everywhichway.

Do not attempt to resist.

Just When You Thought It Wasn't Safe
To Go Into The Job Market ...

The Mather Career Center Has
News For YOU!

Putting it off? Planning to go home next May and
then look for a job?

Think again.

Major universities like ours are a magnet for job op-

portunities in all fields. Employers from all fields

actively seek graduating students during the aca-

demic year.

Why go U alone?

Using the Mather Career CenterALLYEAR helps

you make the most of the job opportunities that do
exist.

Here are some steps you can take to make your
UMass education workforyou:

Q Not sure about what you want to do?
The SIGI-Plus values and interest inventory can help.

Call our Info Desk, 5-1488

G Need help with resumes and tips forJob hunthig
the 1993-way?

Our resume and interviewing workshops offer real

answers. Call 5-4945 for times

G Developing a list of likely employers?
Our Career Library has thousands of names nd
addresses. Open M-F. 8:30 ajn. - 5 p.m.

G Wondering if employers have realJobs to offer?

YES, they do!

hitioduce yourself through CAMPUS RECRUIT-
ING, our February 10 CAREER FAIR, or drop off

your resume for DIRECT RESUME REFERRAL
and we'll mail it out for you when employers call!

SERVING YOU ATTWO LOCATIONS:
Mather main building in Fraternity/Sorority

Park AND 16 Curry Hicks

INTRO
OFF

• UCTO
iRED 4

T
ijmKSHOPS

WEEK

1
24 HOUR INFO LINE: 545-2224

Come and see us now or qfter Thanksgiving break!

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement •Cooperative Education

Internships • Community Service

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route.

(413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

hypnotist
continued from page 3

astounded and hilarious delight of the

packed Hatch audience.

First they went to a beach and, seeing

someone on the beach that they wanted
to know better, called them over and
gave them a wet smooch, only to find

out that these people had horrendous

body odor.

The students who remained on stage

said they were in fact hypnotized and
did believe that Sacco's suggestions

were really happening to them. After-

wards, when they were fully awake
again, several of them said the experi-

ence felt like it was five or ten minutes
long, when it was actually over an hour,

and that they did not really remember
what had happened.

One of the subjects, Molly Smith,
said, "1 wasn't aware ofthe audience. It

was really weird. 1 came here really

stressed, but now 1 feel so good."

Another subject, Tim West, who re-

moved his sweatshirt while he was at

the beach, said he did not remember

doing so afterwards.

In the course ofthe next 75 minutes,

Sacco took the group fishing on a boat,

to a carnival where they licked lolli-

pops that grew to be as big as flagpoles,

and were laced with hash, which led to

very interesting tongue action and to

Mars where they made friends with

little Martians and floated weightless

in space.

When asked what he saw on Mars,
one male student said, "Dunes. ..big-

ass dunes," while a female student

described her Martian friend as "round,

with two little balls and big beady eyes."

In the course of an exceedingly en-

tertaining show, Sacco took his subjects

to many other interesting places and
had them do many very strange things.

It was all in good fun, and if Sacco is

invited back next semester, it is highly

recommended that everyone interested

in a very funny and odd evening show
up to see him. He is a talented and kind
man, and his show is like nothing you
have ever seen.

health care
continued from page 3

ties getting accredited as licensed doctors
in the United States.

"Here we have immigrants and refugees
trained professionally in their country as
doctors, surgeons and nurses who could be
useful in serving the community," said

Kenselh-Abel.

The program is non-denominational and

open to all qualified applicants, as space
allows. The program is funded by the State
Department of Medical Security.

More information may be obtained by
contacting Kenseth-Abel or Keri Heitner
at the Donahue Institute at 545-000 1 . The
Institute is the service and outreach arm
of the President's office at the University
uf Massachusetts.

- TONIGHT -

KARAOKE
Any Menu Nachos

$2.00
9:30 - 10:30

THE ^24) PUB
< i:i,i:ititAiivS MIVJlxS in A.Miii:itsr

I'X.H • I
•>•>

• 15 EAST PLEASAP1T STREET*

When I hear

people criticize

the

Massachusetts
Daily Collegian,

I just take a deep
breath and tell

myself that it's...

okay. Because
doggone it,

people like me.

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

10 AM to 4 PM
November 1 6 - 25

»A*tlfi«' »i»s« k.t ,ul(

TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

FROM NEW YORK
Roundtnp On* Way

London
$305 $165

Paris
$398 $219

Rome
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$458 $229

Tel Aviv/Istanbul
$639 $329

Guatemala Oty
$390 $205
Costa Rka
$430 $225

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most ticlcels allow changes
Fares from over 7S US dties

to alt major deslinalions in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia.
CtMofTK' immqntDn tnd depulm
Um* appV ftnt wbtrcl to ciangi

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave . NY, NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420-

EARN A FREE TRIP!

^^. Be a Spring^SBreak Rep
Y/' with

Campus
Get-Aways

Call Now

800-2-CANCUN

COLLEGIAN

Crofts
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continued from page 1

2

get his knowledge across in the most en-
tertaining way possible, and he succeeds.

Not just limiting himself to broadcast-
ing. Vitale is the author of two books,
"Vitele" and Time Out Baby!"

"Vitale" is an interesting book about
how Vitale got where he is today and his
thoughts on some college hoop luminar-
ies. The glossary of 'Vitalisms' add to the
books luster.

Time Out Baby!" is a fascinating book
about what it is like to be a broadcaster
like Vitale during the busy college basket-
ball season. For people who are interested
in a career in broadcasting/journalism (like

myself). Time Out Baby!" just whets the
appetite even more.
My point is this: You can say Vitale is

loud and you can say Vitale says stupid
things, but you have to say it in a positive
way. He gets his points across, he pro-
motes the game (and not himself), and he
is fun to watch. He is a P.T.Per.

This next section on an obscure TV
sport is dedicated to Cutter Garcia and
Scott Newman:

Fishing, all types of fishing are on
ESPN. Fly fishing, bass fishing, tuna fish-

ing, deep-sea fishing and ice fishing have
all been seen on ESPN at one time or
another.

1 do not mind fishing, in fact sometimes
it can be fun in a very strange way. That is

when you are actually doing the fishing,

not watching. The art of fishing is some-
thing that should be enjoyed when being

done, not being watched.
Who, who I said, in their right mind,

would watch two old (or at least middle-
aged) men sit on a boat saying things like,

"Boy, Wally that was sure a tough catch
there, how'd ya get that there striper?" or
"Now viewers, my choice of reel is the new
Maxwell XJS Bombing Reel, it's so sturdy
to outlast even the stubbornist bluefish."?

The answer to that question is some-
one with one hell ofa sad life. I know when
I get home after midnight, I do not want to

watch Wildlife Fishing with Steve
Bartkowski (Man, have I lost a lot of
respect for the ex-Falcon great). I much
rather would see Sportscenter, Baseball
Tonight, or even Monster Truck Battle:

The Mauler vs. The Crusher.
Instead I have to wait until at least 2

a.m. for Sportscenter while Bartkowkski
or some other stiffgoes offon a theme like

"How to trick tuna ontoyour line, the right
way."

Let people that interested in fishing

buy magazines like "Modern Rods," "Cod
Digest" and "Marlin Monthly." Do not
waste good air time with a variety of
fishing shows. A limit ofone, maybe none,
fishing shows a week sounds good to me.
ESPN is great, in fact I hope to work

there some day, but a potpourri of fishing
shows is not needed. When the fishing

shows are on, ESPN is off.

I have no idea why 1 wrote about fish-

ing, but I did.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist who
must have a lot ofspare time on his hands.

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts athletic department has organized a bus trip for

the fieW hockey Final Four in Richmond, Virginia this weekend. The price is $105
and includes round trip bus and hotel accomodations, but does not include tickets to

the games. The bus will leave UMass Friday at midnight, and the deadline is

Thursday. For more informatKjn, contact fvlargaret Driscoll at 545-3190.

M Football
continued fronn poge 1
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"Somebody is going to get a steal, a
great employee someday," said Hodges.

But for right now, Wilson's job is with
theMinutemen, and no one is more pleased
with that fact than Wilson himself.

"It's been great, but I'm sad that it's

B Sukiennik
continued from page 1

2

Another fast-starting team cooling off of
late is Pittsburgh. The Penguins, 12-4-3,

are unbeaten both at home and within the
Patrick Division. In short, they're taking
care of business. Road wins are nice in the
NHL, but you've got to win at home and
beat your divisional rivals to make the big
time. Need I mention Super Mario (22
goals, 28 assists) Lemieux. Wayne who?

Speaking of Wayne who, the Gretzky-
less Los Angeles Kings are leading the
Smythe at 1 2-4-2. The Kings, with a league-

almost over," said Wilson. "But, ifit has to

end I want it to end in the playoffs."

No matter how far the team goes this

season, in the hearts of the players and
the coaches lucky enough to have known
Ethan Wilson, he will always be a
champion.

high 89 goals scored, have three players in

the top 15 scorers: Jari Kurri (41 points,

second only to Lemieux), Luc Robataille
and Thomas Sandstrom. Without Gretzky
to lean back on, the Kings' offense he •

come of age on it's own.
Lastly, they don't play on ice, but the

field hockey team essentially plays tl -

same game and the Final Four is nothir •

to sneeze at. No, Morrissey did not put n

up to this: Roll UMass.
Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colun

nist.

SPORTS NOTICE
UMass students may pick up their student activity cards on

Wednesday, Nov. 18. These cards will be used to speed up the

process by which basketball tickets are distributed. Each student will receive

one card free, with replacement cards costing $30.
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Eating Disorder
Programs • Fall 1992
Sponsored by Unh/erslty Health Services

• • •

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutrltionlsis. Mental
Health Clinician, Physician and/or Nurse
Practhioner. Mondays and Wednesdays
ConfWentiallty Assured. CaW 549-2671

.

ainic 4. ...

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549.2671. Clinic 4.

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

L

PERMANENTS $45

Make an appointment between ^am and

Ipin with Heather. Liz. o\- Teni and your

permanent will Lx- only ^45
!

Good Monda\' thi"out;h tiidav.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
AIRLINE TICKETS

Fly homa for Thanksgiving cheaper than
ever before up to S100 off. Any fare going
anywhere domestic or international. For

more info call 516-767-7646

Subletting over intertession? Place

your advertisement free of charge at off

campus housing, room 428 Student
Union. You may also list over the phone.
Call 545 0865

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and Brsakfatt downtown Amherst
5490733

Collage Pro Painters will be having an
information session on Thursday, Nov 19

in room 902 in the Campus Center. Find

out about job opportunities from 7 9 pm
on Thursday, or call Bernie at 549 5285.

Graaki and Cluba raise a Cool $1000
in just one weekl Plus $1000 for the

member who callsl And a free HEAD
PHONE RADIO just for calling 1-800-932-

0528 Ext, 65

Need a lockar7 We have them at OCHOI
428 Student Union

PVOC Oil Coop Purchase home heating
oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO. 428
Student Union or call 545-0865. Save
money and slay warm. Come jom nowl

3 Credit Recycling Class - Educ2 354
Intro to Future Studies. Learn about
recycling and other waste mgml. issues.

Spring Semester Tues 2:30 5:00.

Schedule #211663, 545 1153 For more
info

Spanish Speakers
Earn SSS
Need fluent Spantsh speakers
(Native or Non native) for psychology
reading study. Call Maria 545 0693

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Nissan Sentra 5 speed AM/FM
cassette. Good condition. S1895
253 0725

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

549-3662.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall Special
Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese S6.00

1 or 2 Toppings Add SI.00
Free Soda with large

sub salad or spaghetti

5496098
549 6073
Must mention this adi

FOR RENT

Amharst-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed
room homes on bus route call 586-4270

Amherst remodeled Orm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route mmuips from campus S899/

mo 256 0741

Furnished 3 bedroom house, January

or February lo Jimn 1st. S700* 253 7178

Live in Northampton Looking for ton

ants lo take over lease of a spacious 3 rm
Haven located in lovely downtown
Northampton. Rent includes heat only.

850 a month. Lease this house while you
can it's hot. 586 3206

One room in 3 bedroom Pufton Apart
ment Rent 226/mo Plus

Available January 1 1993 to

June 30 1993 Call Anne 549 7718 in

evening before 11pm

1 bdrmapt inPuffton.MoveinnowS434
(includes heat) Mins from campus 549
0460

Take over my lease. One t>edroom in

Cliffside. S440 including utilities. New
appliances. Call Jay 665 8901

FOR SALE

Albinar telephoto lens 135mm
Like new condition Bayonet mount S80
B0 545 1028 or 253 2018

For sale Ski Boots
Sanmarko CS 155

Stiffness, flex and cant adjustments
Great Condition
Size 11 S80 or BO
Call Allan at 256-8751

Guitar Amp
PV Balkslage 30

SlOO Call John 549 0838

1 pair of 7 1/2 women's ski boots brand
new Cabers S100

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 5*8 9761 S450 O.B.O

Tandy 1000 with modum S300 or BO
Call Ahmed 256 1064

HELP WANTED

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make $2000+ per month leaching

English abroad Japan and Taiwan. Many
provide room & board & other benefits'

Financially & culturally rewarding! For

program
Call: (206) 632 1146 exi. J5001

JOBS! Do you have excellent commu
nication skills' If so, then UMass
telefund is the )ob for youi Flexible

hours, good pay, and great experience,

come down lo the basement of Me
morial Hall for an application or call

545 3509

Want to travel free, earn cash and
resume experience? Students and or

ganizalions call Callege Tours to join

our team 1 We have 25 years experience,
great pnces. hotels and destinations.

Call 1 800 959-4SUN

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.

Established company with many years
experience Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

Lost brown oriental amulet on string

strong sentimental value if found call

Kim 256 3084

PERSONALS

Audrey Would you like lo talk again.

Call me or meet you at the "bench" Tues
or Thurs same time L.

Diana
Hope you had an incredible20lh!

Sorry It's late

Your Siamese Twin

Happy Birthday to Margot,
From your beslest friend'

Happy 24th

I

John and Brian,

You are the best! See. you made the

Collegian after all'

Thanks.

Jessica

Happy 21st Birthday To
Ihe twins

From the roomies

Lindo-o-o-o

Congratulations!!!'!"""

You finally caught up with your ID'

Love. Your favorite roomies
Melissa and Nicole

3rd Floor Chadbourne
You are Ihe best residents an RA could

ever have! Thanks for a great semester.

Love Sara

ROOMATES WANTED

Female to share large room 167 50 call

665 7604

Furnished bedroom available in

Colonial Village. Looking for responsible

and mature person. Not a party spot. Call

Andy al 253 9880 evenings (or interview

One bedroom available 1/93 to female/s
in a 2BR apt. Great location on Bus rt call

549 5552

Puffton
161 50EAI
Big room, for 2

Bathroom
Walkthrough closet

549 8390

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free lesl-

ing and confidential, caring help Amherst
Carriage Shops, 549 1906

• FOR SALE
• PERSO'NALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOSTo^ FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Ski Tuning
Sharpening, Waxing
Base Repair

Only 38

Call Allan or Mike al 256 8751

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec. 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TO SUBLET

Sublet wanted for wintersession
Musi be within walking distance lo

campus room/apartment Call Maria
5466630

Sublet wanted for winlersessioi- w/
possible option lo lease for Spring se-

mester in quiet Amherst/Northampton
place. Call Ed 546 0758

TRAVEL

Save on spring break '93

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida from
S1 19! Book early, save SSS'! Group dis-

counts!! 1 800 426 7710

TYPING/VVORD PROC.

Papers Typed -- Free cover page,
spell check S1 25/page Brian 546 1795,

Typing • Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing$1/pg24hr.turnaround586 5268.
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Lightning
strikes in
Tampa Bay

Now that there's snow on the ground and it

actually makes sense to be playing hockey, it's once
again time to take a glance at what's new in the
NHL. Barring global catastrophe there will be no
snow in Tampa Bay. But making sense never
seemed to appeal to the NHL before, so why start

now?
Speaking of Tampa Bay, Lightning has defi-

nitely struck in Florida, where the expansion club
IS currently 9-9-2. Of course, playing in the oh-so-

competitive Norris Division helps. But hey— they
have as many points as the Boston Bruins (20).

Credit where it's due, Eric Kontos ( 18 goals

scored, an NHL-best 38.3 shooting percentage) is

leading this cast of misfits and throwaways to a
.500 record. That's unheard of in most expansion
franchises, regardless of which sport it is.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
The Lightning looks even better when you com-

pare the team's relative success to the torment
being felt by 1-16-1 Ottawa right now. The Sena-
tors' season is frighteningly reminiscent of San
Jose's 80-game exercise in futility last year. They're
not bad. they're beyond bad. They can't score (38

goals for. by far the league worst) and they can't

stop teams from scoring (97 GA).
Pity Senators' goalie Peter Sidorkiewicz. You

thought he had it bad last year in Hartford? El Sid
has an .835 save average currently. He's a better

goalie than the numbers would suggest, but it's

kind oftough to play goal without a defense to take
the weight off one's shoulders. Rick Bowness is

going to heaven, because he's doing time in purga-
tory right now.

Sidorkiewicz' former teammates have to be
thankful there's a team worse than they are in the
Adams Division. Yes. we're talking about the lowly

Hartford Whalers, who check in at a pitiful 3-13-1.

This team is so bad not even home games can save
them ( 1-8-1), but considering they play in front of
empty seats ( unless the Bruins are in town ), it's not
like they really have a home. Cities that missed out
on expansion are reacting to rumors ofthe Whalers
moving to their home rinks with one word:
"Noooooo!"

Remember the part at the end of the movie of
Moby Dick where the great white whale rams the
Peoquod and creates a whirlpool that sends the

ship and it's crew to a watery grave? That's where
these Whalers are headed. They'd have a hard time
beating their minor league team in Springfield.

Heck, they draw more fans. "And I alone am left to

tell thee.

"

Back in Boston, the Bruins have cooled a bit

after a hot start. Monday night's 6-3 loss to Montreal
shouldn't worry B's fans, however. First: it's a long
season and it's unlikely the team's current lull will

last long. Second: Montreal is a much improved
team on all fronts this season and the Bruins will

have their hands full.

New head coach Jacques Demers has breathed
life back into the Habs and it shows. The Bruins are

a good team, yet the Habs were able to ring up six

goals on them Monday night. An offense that could
seemingly strike at will was the hallmark of the
great Canadiens teams of the 50s and 70s. I don't

need to tell you what that could mean for the Bruins.

Turn to SUKIENNIK, page 1
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The man behind the Minutemen
Wilson keeps UMass football team running smoothly
By DAVID FEUER
Collegian Correspondent

At 5'4", 135 lbs., Ethan Wilson won't make any game
winning tackles or catch any 60-yard bombs. Yet, when
UMass head coach Mike Hodges needs something done
right, Wilson is the man he looks to first.

A senior sport management major in his fourth year as
a member of the football team, Wilson is neither a

defensive back nor a receiver. He is, however, the oil that

keeps the University ofMassachusetts football machine
runningsmoothly . As head equipment manager for the 7-

2 Minutemen, Wilson's job is vital to the team's success.

"He's as fine a manager as I have ever been around,"

explains Hodges. 'To have a manager like Ethan is a
tremendous asset to our program."

While far from a glory position, managing has always
been a thrill for Wilson who, for medical reasons, was
never able to participate in sports while growing up. At
five years old, Wilson became the first person to receive

two open-heart surgeries during a single operation. To-
day, he is the world's oldest living survivor of this risky

procedure.

"The reason I didn't play sports as a kid was because
I couldn't," Wilson said. "So I did the next best thing."

And he has done so with a passion, managing the
football, baseball, soccer, and basketball teams at
Northampton High before coming to work for the UMass
football program his freshman year.

"I liked football the most and the coaches [at UMass]
were great in helping me adjust to college," Wilson said.

"Right from the start, they made me feel like a member
of the team."

"The team is like a family," he explained. "And thanks
to the coaches and players, I've become a part of this

family."

Equipment manager doesn't come close to describing
the numerous tasks Wilson must complete each day in

practice and during games, not including the 6 a.m. off-

season workouts, which he works voluntarily.

Thirty minutes before each practice, he is on the field

setting up, which involves checking and arranging field

markers, tackling dummies, and video equipment. Dur-

ing practice, he signals for period changes, assuring that

practice time is used effectively and that the players

always know where to go. As players move, so must
equipment, which Wilson manages to handle in between
filming frills and making on-the-spot repairs of helmets
and shoulder pads.

On game days, Wilson maintains order on the chaotic

sidelines, assisting coaches, making sure players have
water and keeping all the equipment in working order.

Before away games, he keeps busy helping with travel

and hotel arrangements and taking inventory of the

team's travel equipment.

Keeping players like junior co-captain Bill Durkin on
their toes is not always an easy task, but Wilson's dedi-

cation and eagerness to help the team in any way possible

shines through week after week. Even the 6'5" Durkin
looks up to Wilson, whom he describes as, "a little man
with a big heart."

"I don't know what we'd do without him," Durkin said,

"He's a great person and a great friend."

"The players treat Ethan with a lot ofrespect," Hodges
said. "He has always gotten great respect from players

and coaches alike...he demands it."

"I've been best friends with Ethan both on and off the
field since freshmen year," said junior long snapper and
defensive endJohn Kromenhok, "I have a lot ofadmiration
for Ethan for the kind of person he is and for what he has
done for me and for the team."

In his limited spare time, this twenty-one year old

enjoys collecting sports memorabilia, readingand hanging
out with friends.

"The lasting friendships I've made have been the best
part of the job," said Wilson. "Even aft«r I graduate, this

team and all the coaches and players will have a special

place in my heart."

"This program will have a big hole to fill when Ethan
leaves," said Hodges. "It's going to be funny not having
him around."

While he has yet to hear from any NFL teams looking
to draft an equipment manager. Wilson's post-college

plans include football management, but hopefully from
the front office, not the sidelines.

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 1
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Vitale defended, fishing insulted
Here is my entry into the now weekly TV Sports

column:
"Get a T.O. baby!. Get a T.O."

With that I am sure any college basketball fan knows
who I talking about. Mr. Dick Vitale himself. Instead of

berating the man, I will defend him, Vitale has definitely

had his share ofcritics (for the worst see Sports Illustrated,

Norman Chad).

Jeff

CROFTS
Here is a look at three major criticisms against Vitale,

and a response to each:

#1: Vitale talks too much.
Yeah, he does talk a lot but that is his job. On

television, the color man is the big talker, as opposed to

radio, where the play-by-play man should dominate the
airwaves. Vitale might be at his best during boring
games, because his continuous talk keeps you awake.

#2: Vitale talks in stupid lingo

The terminology Vitale uses is not stupid, instead it is

entertaining. Terminology and talk Hke, "He's a P.T.Per
(prime time player) baby!", "He can really shoot the rock",

and "Up, up and away, baby!" might sound outlandish,
but it makes the game Vitale is covering a hell of a lot

more fun to watch and listen to.

#3: Vitale is an egomaniac
Sure Vitale has an ego, but that is not why he is doing

what his doing. Name one person as famous as Vitalewho

doesn't have an ego. Stuck? That is because there isn't

anyone. Besides, Vitale is doing what he does not for

himself, but for the players and game ofbasketball itself.

Now that is not an egomaniac.
When I first heard Vitale, it must have been some time

in the mid-eighties. It was a Michigan-Wisconsin game
on ESPN when I first listened to Vitale and his incredible

penchant to get riled up and talk at a feverish pace.

Vitale would just go off on tangents when partner
Mike Patrick was not describing the action. Dick talked
about how he went to dinner with then-Michigan coach
Bill Frieder, what they had to eat, so on and so forth.

I wondered to myself, "What the hell does this have to

do with basketball?" For awhile, Vitale was nothing but
a loudmouthed crazy man to me. But then things started
to change.

As I got older, I realized how good Dick Vitale is for the
game of basketball. He can relate basketball and its

players to anybody, and he knows the game (despite his
coaching record with the Detroit Pistons).

When Vitale talks about things like dinner dates with
Bill Frieder, he is doing because he tries to bring a human
interest side to his viewers/listeners. I know that many
people will remember when Vitale stood on his head on
ESPN because of a bet he made on the air about Austin
Peay.

The fact is, Vitale really does know the game. He
knows about the low-post, the high-post, the full-court
press, the match-up zone, etc. What Vitale tries to do is

Turn to CROFTS, page 1
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STUDENT TICKET PICKUP - •92-'93 BASKETBALL GAMES
Pickup date Game
Thurs. Nov. 19 Latvia

Thurs. Dec. 3 Central Conn.
Thurs. Dec. 17 Marathon Oil

> Boston University

George Washington

Rhode Island

Temple

Thurs. Jan. 28 SW Louisiana

Thurs. Feb. 4 West Virginia

Rutgers

Thurs. Feb. 25 St. Bonaventure

Thurs. Mar. 4 St. Joseph's
r, . ,, „ CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COLLEGIAN
Danielle Borges, right, Tara Jelley, left, and the rest of the UMass field hockey team

travel to Richmond, Va. this weekend to compete in the NCAA Final Four.

Sunny and pleasant,

38 to 42 degrees.

Local News:
Chancellor Richard O'Brien, who will leave his post next

June, offers reflections on his experiences as leader of the

Amherst campus. Page 3.

This Weekend:
After weeks of hype and controversy, Spike

Lee's Malcolm X opened yesterday. Read the

Collegian's review. Page W8.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1 890

University Store may face
lease to outside companyHnr
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CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLLuiAN

Jay Reinheimer, class of 1996, sorts books in the University Store. Some University officials say the Store may be
leased to an outside contractor to increase revenue.

By MICHAEL B. PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts is investigating

the possibiUty ofleasing out the University Store to an
outside contractor, according to University officials.

The main reason for considering this was because
University Auxihary Services, which oversees the
Campus Center, is facing a deficit of $866,000, ac-

cording to Board of Governors chair Ben Preston.

Bill Harris, director ofCampus Center, said he and
Ashoke Ganguli, the director of Auxiliary Services,
are looking at short- and long-range programs to meet
mounting costs.

"We had to pick up almost $1 million in new costs,"

Harris said. "And we are paying about $3 million total

out of the trust fund over which we have no control."

Harris said he opposed the idea of privatizing the
University Store because it would only give the Uni-
versity a one-time, quick infusion of cash.

"We need to do something long range," he said. "A
task force has been named to examine the current
fiscal situation and develop some resolutions. This
solution is best."

The University would contact companies through-
out New England and invite them to bid for the
University Store contract, according to UMass offi-

cials.

Harris said the University Store transfers about 10
percent of its income to Auxiliary Services, while a
contracted store would pay about 6 to 8 i>ercent.

Harris also said the employee work force would
decrease by about 40 percent with an outside con-

tractor, and this in turn would affect services.

Tom Costello, vice chancellor for Research and
Technology at the University of Massachusetts at

Lowell, said except for the manager and assistant

manager, all the employees were allowed to keep their

jobs when their campus store was contracted out to

Barnes and Noble.

Costello said their store wasn't contracted out for

financial reasons, however.
"We were simply unhappy with the way it was

beingnm,"he said. "It didn'teven look like a bookstore.

"

Costello said until about three years ago, newspa-
pers and popular novels weren't even sold at the store.

He also said students couldn't get a jump on buying
their books at the end ofthe summer because the store

was closed for inventory.

Preston said the store didn't have a problem, but
rather Auxiliary Services had a problem because of its

deficit and that selling the store's inventory would
generate between $200,000 and $300,000.

Turn to U. STORE, page 10

Oxfam begins
battle to defeat
hunger in U.S.
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — The famine-relief organization Oxfam,
which operates in Africa, Asia and Latin America, is

turning its attention to the hunger problem in another
region: the United States.

"You don't have to go overseas to find the Third World."
said Oxfam's John Hammock. "The Third World exists in

the United States, and in urban as well as rural areas."

Oxfam has scheduled fasts and other activities for

Thursday to kick off its U.S. initiative. Celebrity-studded
"hunger banquets" will be held in Boston, Hollywood,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, New York, San Francisco, Seattle
and Washington, D.C.

'This is a dramatic way of depicting one of the causes
of hunger — "the unequal distribution of food" — said

Rep. Tony Hall, D-Ohio, chairman of the House Select

Committee on Hunger.
The Tufts University Center on Hunger, Poverty and

Nutrition estimated in a September report that hunger
has increased by 50 percent in the United States, and
that 30 million Americans now go hungry.

One is Michael Stevens, a laid-off laborer from New
Hampshire who lives in a Boston halfway house and eats
his meals at a homeless shelter.

"If it wasn't for a place like this, I wouldn't eat." said

Stevens, 29. "I was desperate. I'd go to a supermarket and
have a buffet by covertly taking food from the shelves,

eating it in the store, and not paying."

"There are plenty ofpeople that I know who have to do
that kind of thing," he said.

Hammock, president ofBoston-based Oxfam America,
said the organization will provide various forms of de-

velopment assistance rather than direct relief in the

United States, starting in rural sections of the South.

Oxfam, begun in London during World War II, will

focus efforts in America on arranging credit for small
farmers, providing money and technical assistance for

local advocacy groups, organizing mortgage guarantees,

and supplying labor to build housing.

"Ifpeople look around them, theyll see people who are

hurting, in Dayton, Ohio, which is my home town, or on
an Indian reservation," Hall said. "It's a hidden problem
that occurs in the back alleys and behind closed doors,

even in classrooms, but it does occur."

"Itmay be less proactive, but it's every bit as destructive

as the famine in Somalia depicted in stark photographs
of children with distended stomachs," he said.

Requests for emergency food assistance increased 26
percent in major American cities last year, according to

the U.S. Conference of Mayors.
"We are at the brink ofa disaster and it's moving very,

very quickly," said Boon Cheena, executive director ofthe
non-profit Berkeley-Oakland, Calif. Support Services.

"We're talking about people who run out of all their

money to buy food after about the first three weeks ofthe

month," she said. "They are living on water and bread."

State Dept. officials blamed
for search of Clinton records
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press

Washington — A State Department
investigation concluded Wednesday that

officials who snooped in Bill Clinton's

passport files had been trying to help

President Bush win re-election.

State Department inspector general

SheiTtnan M. Funk, disclosing the results

of a month-long probe, said:

"There was indeed an attempt to use

the Department of State, the records and
the people of the Department of State to

influence the outcome of the election."

The two most senior officials held re-

sponsible were the assistant secretary of

state for consular affairs, Elizabeth

Tamposi. dismissed last week by Bush,

and the acting assistant secretary ofstate

for legislative affairs, Steven Berry, also

disciplined.

As for Tamposi's allegations of White

House involvement. Funk said in a memo-
randum to Acting Secretary of State
Lawrence Eagleburger, "We found no
evidence that the White House orches-

trated an 'attack' on Clinton files."

Funk recommended that "less than 10"

department officials be disciplined.

Eagleburger disclosed that he had of-

fered his resignation to Bush because of

his distress over the department's politi-

cal activities before the Nov. 3 election.

"When this thing first developed and
before the election, I offered the president

my resignation personally. He refused to

accept it," Eagleburger said.

He told reporters there were no plans to

recommend criminal action by the Justice

Department against department officials.

Funk had been asked to determine
whether the department initiated the file

research in response to the reporters' re-

quests under the Freedom of Information
Turn to CLINTON, pxage 8

Station taken off air
Housing officials offended by Sex talk

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Complaints about graphic descrip-

tions of sex and vulgar language on
Orchard Hill's cable radio station

WOCH resulted in the station being
temporarily taken offthe air last Friday,

according to Housing Services officials.

The incident that prompted Housing
to shut the station down was the recent

broadcasting of an excerpt about mas-
turbation from Madonna's new Sex book
by a WOCH discjockey,WOCH Program
Director Jay LaPorte said.

LaPorte said the station had previ-

ously received warnings from Housing
Services Cable Network about the re-

peated use ofvulgarities on the air, and
that the Sex incident was the last straw.

According to Assistant Director for

Residential Education Anne Miller,

complaints from Housing Services staff'

and student listeners brought the inci-

dents to administrators' attention, and
resulted in a joint decision by Housing
officials to shut the station down until

new guidelines for acceptable material

could be set.

"The cable network has a potentially

very large audience, including a lot of

children, and when you're talking in

detail about oral sex and masturbation,
a big part of the community would
rather not listen," Miller said.

While station officials said they were
upset about being taken off the air,

executives atWOCH said they feel that
Housing's move was justified, and are
not protesting the decision, according
to Thomas Baiter, general director of

Turn to WOCH, page 10
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Video gambling tycoon busted
By JOSE MARTINEZ
Associated Press

BOSTON— A former video game operator accused of
bankrolling his lavish lifestyle in California through a
video poker gambling ring in Revere on Wednesday was
convicted on 17 counts ranging from racketeering to tax
evasion.

The U.S. District Court jury deliberated four hours
before returning the guilty verdict againstArthur Marder,
former owner of Revere Amusements Co.

Prosecutors say Marder paid ofT local politicians, po-
lice officers and crime figures to protect the gambling
operation run through a string of bars and clubs in the
city just north of Boston.

Marder declined comment as he was led in handcuffs
from U.S. District Judge Mark Wolfs courtroom. His
attorney, James P. Duggan, vowed to appeal the con-
viction.

"My client since the first day I met him has maintained
his innocence to me and he continues to do so," Duggan
said. "I am very disappointed in the jury's verdict, and
there will be an appeal."

In his closing arguments on Tuesday, Assistant U.S.

Attorney Michael J. Tuteur said Marder used the video
poker operation to support his expensive way of life on
the West Coast. Marder lived in Palm Springs.

Over a nine-year period, Marder paid $525,000 in rent
for a mansion in Palm Springs. In 1986 and 1987 alone,
Marder wracked up $170,000 in credit card bills for
travel and entertainment, Tuteur said.

According to testimony in the seven-week trial, em-
ployees of Revere Amusements left envelopes of money
on the bar at Club Caravan for two police officers —
nicknamed "Lenny" and "Squiggy."

Last week, police officer Leonard Randall and Lt.

John McDonald invoked their Fifth Amendment rights
and refused to testify. But former Revere Mayor George
V. Colella did testify, denying he ever took money from
Revere Amusement to allow illegal gambling in the city.

Marder's company took in about $18,000 a week from
the more than 70 machines in Revere. The machines
generated more money, but Marder divided the proceeds
evenly with the club owners, who also were reimbursed for

payoffs to winners, according to documents and testimony.
Wolfordered Marderjailed pending sentencing, deny-

ing a defense motion to let him return to California until
his next court appearance.
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By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

AGAWAM — If there's street smart,
then there's farm dumb.

That's probably what you call the
neighbor who saw farmer Jim Fenton's
lost calf, but mistook it for a dog.

Not one to fret over changing times , the
beef farmer turned to radio appeals
Wednesday to find his stray steer in the
suburban jungle.

"1 don't know what would happen to this
cow out there withoutany food and anybody
to take care of it," said Fenton's wife.

She said the 4-month-old belted
Gallaway calf, which was recently weened,
slipped underneath the gate of its pen
Monday morning and left the Fentons'
five-acre cattle farm. That's nearly $500 of
restless beefonajourney ofself-discovery.

The family notified police to be on the
lookout for a lonesome-looking 400-pound

black, male calf with a white stripe on its

belly. Authorities received at least one
homeowner's report of a sighting, but the
calf took off before anyone could grab it.

Another neighbor later told Fenton of
seeing the animal but taking it in the dark
for a dog.

'They're not familiar with this kind of
cow around here. This is not expected to be
a loose cow because it's not a farming
area," Fenton's wife said.

At least not now. Decades ago, many
residents farmed dairy cows and produce
in Agawam. Now, the town of 27,300 just
outside ofSpringfield acts in large part as
a bedroom community for that city and
Hartford, Conn., about 25 minutes down
Route 91.

In Agawam, the search for the errant
steer was under way both by land and air
Wednesday.

Fenton was out searching woods near
the farm with several relatives and friends.
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Road Trip
PHILADELPHIA — For the first time in the

history of this space, your faithful correspondent
and two esteemed colleagues went on location, to
the University ofPennslyvania, to dig up the news.

What we found was Smokey's Bar. which boasts
itself as a "Penn-stitution" and according to a
regular customer was once mentioned in a speech
by former President Gerald Ford.

The real drawing card to Smokey's was the
Wednesday night special of all-you-can-eat-and-
drink for $6.

Smokey's provided its patrons with an open bar
consisting of Lite. Budweiser and Bass Ale and
"lower shelf liquors." Some of the lower shelf stuff
probably should have been buried under the shelf,
but we managed.

The victuals part of the deal left much to be
desired (a few Subway subs) but we managed to
wash our sorrows away with a few extra pitchers.

It is a gi-eat disappointment that Amherst shuts
bars down for having more than one person for evei-y
24-square feet ofspace, while Smokey's is allowed to
provide such a service for the Penn students.

Maybe there is something to this Ivy League
education hype.

Paper heist
At North Adams State College, a group of stu-

dents participated in the increasingly populargame
of violating the First Amendment of the Constitu-
tion.

According to the Berkshire Eagle, a group of
thieves swiped nearly the entire press run of an
edition of The Beacon, the student newspaper of
North Adams State.

The edition contained a page one article reporting
the arrests ofsix students, all pledges ofthe Kappa
Delta Phi fraternity, on drug and alcohol charges.

Several students and officials say they believe
the fraternity is responsible for the theft and one
women reported seeing the pledges steal a stack of
the bi-monthly newspaper.

Holly Halsall, Beacon editor in chief said, "it's

very discouraging when you stay up till 2 a.m.
working on a paper, and most ofthe campus doesn't
even get to see it."

Also discouraging is when a small group of
people attempt to stop the flow of information
because they can't handle the truth being told.

NASC President Thomas D. Aceto told The
Eagle he would treat the theft seriously even if it

turns out to be a prank and he promised strict
action against the perpurtrators.

"You're getting awfully close to some First
Amendment issues when you start confiscating
newspapers, whoever did it," Aceto said.

It is reassuring to find out there is at least one
college official who has the backbone to stand up
against theft and civil rights violation.

I suggest Aceto come to Amherst as the next
UMass Human Relations speaker and a few
Whitmore ofticials show up and take notes.

Others receiving votes
The University of Massachusetts did not make

the U.S. News and World Report magazine top 25
list of four year colleges and universities.

The magazine weighed five attributes in com-
piling its sixth annual list: reputation, selectivity,

faculty resources, financial resources and student
satisfaction.

The top ranked school was Harvard University
and the highest ranked public university was the
University ofCalifornia at Berkeley, which came in

at No. 16.

The magazine favors small class sizes and the
amount of money spent on each student.

Harvard spend $30,889 per year on each student
while California Institute ofTechnology divies out
a whopping $59,532 per student.

The rest of the top ten include: No. 2 Princeton
University, No. 3 Yale University. No. 4 Stanford
University, No. 5 California Institute of Technol-
ogy and Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
No. 7 Dartmouth University and Duke University.

No. 9 University of Chicago and No. 10 Columbia
Universitv.

O'Brien cites academics, more
muhiculturalism as major gains
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

How does it feel to be thrown into a two-year interim
term as Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts?

Looking back on one and halfyears ofcoping with a 20
million dollar budget shortfall, graduate student strikes,
racial tensions, building takeovers and athletic .scandals,'
Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he took thejob "because
I didn't know what I was getting into."

"I was brought up as an academic and here I am
brought into all these problems. Nobody prepared me for
many of the issues I would have to deal with," O'Brien
said in an interview Tuesday.

O'Brien admits he has endured his share of problems,
but also boasts ofsome successes. He said improvements
in the University's budget have improved academics on
campus and have moved the University toward becoming
a more multicultural campus.

Reflecting on the Graduate Employee Organization's
strike last year, O'Brien said he is satisfied with good
relations which now exist between the administration
and graduate students.

O'Brien said the this year's racial tensions on campus
stemmed from problems that have always existed. O'Brien
cited increases in minority .students and faculty, schol-
arships for minorities and the re-allocation of funds for
the Upward Bound Program as positive steps toward
easing racial tensions on campus.

"For me, the most important thing was that despite
diverse concerns, it was positive to work with I students I,"

O'Brien said. "They're a very outstanding group. 1 really
admire them."

O'Brien said he is notjust responding to current racial
problems, but is concerned with working toward long-
term solutions. Although he said he was disappointed
with the quality ofthe federal civil rights report on racial
tensions released several weeks ago, he said he feels
many issues have been addressed in recent agreements
made toward increasing multiculturalism on campus.

"I strongly believe in keeping contact going with
students." O'Brien said, defending criticism from students
that he doesn't talk directly with them. He said he has
frequently met with many different groups of students
over the past two years.

One thing O'Brien said he has particularly enjoyed
about hisjob is his involvement with athletic activities on
campus. Although scandals in the athletic department
have been "unpleasant," O'Brien said the recent successes
ofUMass sports teams were a result ofstrengthening the
athletic program over the past several years.

"Whatever [the athletic directors! did. obviously they
had a role in building one of the best athletic years in the
country," according to O'Brien, who said he is a huge fan
of basketball.

He said he believes athletics have an important role in
student life and deserves more support. He added his two
proudest moments as chancellor were two occasions when
he recently conducted the University's marching band.

"The proudest title I've ever had is Coach O'Brien. 1

CHRISTOPHER EVANS I COLLEGIAN
Chancellor Richard O'Brien

brought strong support for athletics at the Chancellor's
level. I'm pleased to say I changed that." O'Brien said.

One thing O'Brien said he does look forward to during
his term is opening the Wilham D. Mullins Memorial
Center. He predicts it will have a huge impact on the
University, and said despite reports that the University's
power plant won't be able to generate enough steam to heat
the building, there will be enough power to operate it.

"(Mullins Arenal is going to be magnificent and won-
derful." O'Brien said. "It's the best in the country."

O'Brien, who has a backgiound as a neurobiologist,
said he looks forward to going on sabbatical leave next
semester, but has no definite plans.

"It will be nice to have the opportunity to read, write
and think about what I want to do next." said O'Brien.

O'Brien said the new chancellor who replaces him this
June will have to resolve tensions between different
ethnic groups and different faculty gioups. But he .said he
believes the campus is in "great shape." He cited an
outstanding faculty, a gi-eat student body and new fa-
cilities being built.

"The supreme target is to activate the nature of
direction of the campus in a way to encourage everyone
to feel they're sharing in it," O'Brien said.

Snowball incident turns nasty
Tuesday's two-inch snowfall, though short-lived,

proved dangerous when a snowball fight resulted in an
alleged assault with a dangerous weapon.

UMass Police said they responded to a reported assault
mvolving a knife in the area ofThatcher Way in Northeast
Residential Area at 3 p.m. Tuesday. The alleged victim, a
UMass student, said a verbal argument over a snowball
throwing incident led a 17- or 18-year-old White male to
pull a knife from his pocket and tell himlo leave the area.
The assailant was accompanied by two other individuals.

University Spokesperson Karin Sherbin said it was
not a racial incident. The University of Massachusetts
Pohce Community Disorders Unit is investigating.
A snowball fight also broke a window in Crabtree Hall

causing $30 worth of. damage, police said.

Snowball fights are not new for the UMass Amherst
campus. Human Relations Director Grant Ingle said
students used to go to Amherst College on occasion for
snowball fights until an Amherst College student almost
lost an eye four years ago.

Police also reported a car travelling on Sylvan drive
slid on the pavement made slippery by the snow and hit
a parked car, causing $1,500 worth of damage. No inju-
ries were reported.

Because the snowfall occurred during the day shift,
Sherbin said the University's Physical Plant did not need
to call in extra workers.

MARC ELLIOTT

HOLY COSMIC FRENCH FRY-UMass was h,t by several ,r.ches of snow on Tuesday. Despite hopes byTme ^or ca'nclSclasses, campus activities went on undisturbed.
h =>uy&u.neior cancelled
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A cynic tries to be happy
Nihilism, death and social oppression.
They make for great editorials don't

they? I love to write about them, butmaybe
when I start titling my articles after de-
pressing T.S. Eliot poetry its time to cheer
things up a bit. So, in the spirit of the
holidays and the universal feelings oflove
and acceptance that accompany them I

shall make a list ofThings That Make Me
Happy. Because as we all know, our pur-
poses in life are to be happy and carefree
and therefore oblivious of the suffering
and pain all around us.

Nathan

CRICK
Sorry. I'm doing it again. Life is really

just a red shiny apple filled with a creamy
nougat center and jelly beans. Better?

So here it is. The official list of Things
that Make Me Happy:

• The absence of George Bush in the
White House next year. It makes me think
that maybe the American Populous really
can think for themselves. Or else every-
body just loved the Emmy awards.

• Mint chocolate chip ice cream. . . no,
not really. It just seems like an obligation
to put ice cream in a Happy category. So
ignore that. It makes me feel like Cathy.

• Christmas. I just love the whole spirit
of giving and the snow and people ringing
bells in fiont ofmalls.And watching"Rudolf
the Rednosed Reindeer" on TV. to see how
he was ostracized because of his individu-
ality and almost abandoned on the Island
of Misfit Toys with Charlie in the Box and
the rest ofthe pitiful outcasts from society.
It's almost sad when Fuhrer Claus sees an
opportunity forexploitation ofRudolfs nose
and tries to pawn it off as simply a change
ofheart while Rudolfbuys it hook, line and
sinker. The poor sap. But I digress.

• Going back to my hometown. Yeah,
right.

• "The Dennis Miller Show." Finally, a
progi-am where Henry Rollins could per-
form and where it actually took some
mental capacities to find things funny.
Any show that quotes "Apocalypse Now"
in its final episode is just too cool. But he
got cancelled, of course. Now they prob-
ably air "Charles in Charge."

• Watching freshmen scurry around

the campus worried about having to eat
lunch alone or thinking that the library is
on fire because of the steam vents on the
roof It makes me feel so old and wise.
"Goessman is over there young lad, now
hurry on." Ofcourse soon they'll bejust as
anxious to get the hell out of here as the
six-year seniors, but its always fun to
watch the dreamer quality in them vio-
lently dashed on the rocks of reality.

• Reading good literature. Gulliver's
Travels, Slaughterhouse Five, A Farewell
to Arms. 1984, Brave New World. . . okay,
forget this one.

• Playing God. Although I have yet to
do it, I have found out there is a way you
can play God by purchasing "Sid Meier's
Civilization." Never underestimate human
ingenuity.

• Reading the caption under a picture
in a paper called The Daily Texan that has
been lying on the newsroom floor for three
weeks. It shows a woman being forcibly
arrested after clashes involving the
Czechoslovakian Republican Party, and
the main caption is titled "Bounced Czech."
You just have to laugh.

• Walking out into the woods on a clear
summer day to enjoy the majesty of na-
ture and to escape the bounds of society.
At least while, well, maybe I should stop
this Happy item right here.

• My friends. Well, at least those that
are still alive.

• Death. Death and misery make me
hap-. . .

I'm sorry. I really wish I could buy the
world a Coke and keep them company, but
Coke makes me belch and I wouldn't want
to do that in front of the whole world and
make a fool out of myself. The only thing
that I know makes me happy is my exist-
ence, since if I did not exist I could not very
well be happy, could I? I'djust be dust, and
where is the fun in that?

But I am happy. Life really is a red
shiny apple. If I went around saying that,
though, you'd get people thinking they
didn't have to try to make the world bet-
ter, and then what'd you get? Well, I don't
know. But it sure wouldn't be a red shiny
apple, that's for damn sure. And I'm not
about to let that happen, I just want to
help preserve the jelly beans.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian colui7inist.
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Pornography is a usehil tool

University should end worship of evil
I was in a bathroom in Morrill yester-

day. As usual. I was perusing the in-
scriptions on the stall door, when I saw
something shocking: a pentagi-am with a
goat's head in the middle, with the in-
scription "Belial says hi" underneath

For those not familiar with Biblical lore,
the pentagi-am and goat's head are symbols
of the Evil one, Satan, and Belial is one of
his most powerful demonic attendants.

I find it absolutely shocking that the
University can allow such naked displays
of Satanism on this campus. I have also

heard of strange rites being performed in
the steam tunnels below our feet, and of
flickering red lights and chanting coming
from the "memorial circle" on Orchard
Hill on nights of the new moon. And the
altar-like structure behind the
Chancellor's house has yet to be explained.

If the University Administration can't
put an end to the worship of Evil on this
campus, then I and my friends will be
forced to take matters into ourown hands.

Charles A. Hazlett
Central

"Those backwards First Amendment
rights?" Who is this neo-Nazi, self-righ-
teous, closed-minded, holier than thou,
censoring personification of evil who ob-
viously has no experience with pornogra-
phy or perhaps was merely the victim of
"strict Catholic upbringing?"

I agree with Stephanie Eisenberg's
article calling the pornography industry a
multi-miUion (I dare say billion) dollar a
year business [Collegian, Nov. 13 1. My
agreement with Stephanie ends there.
Then again, this is the editorial/opinion
page. I just am afraid that some people
might not be as practiced at distinguish-
ing facts from opinion as they should be.

I have seen this publication consistently
offer a very one-sided condemnation of an
industry which I extol as a very useful tool
and worthy of encouragement in this "age
of abstinence," or shall we choose to adopt
the customary "denial of reality" approach
ofthe hypocrites personified by the Catho-
lic Church (standing ovation here for
Sinead

)and other similarbackward, retum-
to-the-Dark Ages institutions (remember
the Inquisitions: how many millions of
women were murdered?). These are the
kinds offools duped by the teachings ofthe
likes ofJim Bakker and Jimmy Swaggart.

The Meese Commission was assigned
by the government to investigate and make
recommendations on the pornography
problem. It consisted of a diversely quali-
fied panel ofexperts. They were able to say
that there was no conclusive evidence
linking hardcore pornography to violence
against women (can you say "fashion in-
dustry?"). The one study that did boast
such claims was based on a very slight and
temporary increase in aggressiveness
among a small number of college males

immediately following a forced 20-hour
marathon viewingofhardcore pornographic
videos and was, as they stated, inconclusive.
Why do the actions of two consenting

adults degrade women? As a qualified
consumer I can honestly assert that scenes
depicting rape, violence, abuse and the
"no means yes" scenario are entirely absent
from anything I have encountered and I

am considered a connoisseur by many.
Assuredly some does exist, but everything
exists if you look hard enough for it. The
purpose ofpornography is to entertain, to
foster healthy and natural sexual fanta-
sies. Of course all people possess unique
perspectives developed through individual
experiences. I feel sorry for people who
view sex as a disgusting thing and miss all
the beauty of it.

Reading all kinds ofintricate meanings
into simple entertainment seems like a
waste of time. I don't classify it as art
because it is mass-produced to serve a
very specific purpose: to entertain, just
like television. People should derive joy
from viewing it, and if they don't they can
change the channel or just shut it off.

For people who seem unable to differ-
entiate between the reality and the fan-
tasies portrayed in pornography, stay
away, please, and keep your mouth shut
about things you are ignorant of so the
rest of us can enjoy a little escapism from
the drudgery of mundane daily life if we
choose to. Most importantly, pornography
can never be separated from the right to
freedom of speech, because when you al-
low someone else to determine what is
offensive that is censorship and you have
been effectively silenced.

Jonathan Linder
Southwest

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
The powers-that-be trusted me with this column

again. Whoa. Turn up the natural gas and light a
cigar, it's fun time.

They made a sequel to Home Alone? No wonder
Macauley Culkin puts his hands over his ears and
screams. Hey, if I were typecast before I hit puberty I'd
be distraught, too.

Another reason to scream: a name like Macauley.
He should hook up with soon-to-be First Daughter
Chelsea Clinton as the "Yuppie Name Couple from
Hell." Oh, the fun they could have with their children's
names. Lance and Tiffany, anyone?
DC Comment Card dujour: a humble request on

the bulletin board at BerkshireDC which declared, "We
want a petting zoo!" Really, I don't make this stuff up.

So someone stole Butterfield's Jolly Roger. Of all
the nerve. This controversy just gets better by the
week. For historical perspective, read about a similar
dilemma with a similar name: The Butter Battle Book
by the late, great Dr. Suess. Anyone who says Dr.
Suess IS only relevant to kids is in for a big surprise.

It just wouldn't be the Notes without at least two
references to the Voice. That being the second, we can
move on.

Its not every day that your workplace has smoke
pourmg out of it from the top floor. But that's what
happened to the Campus Center on Monday night. Ap-
parently, all local units responded, and quickly, to what
turned out to be a relatively minor kitchen fire!

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Could It be the AFD was here so fast because the

Campus Center isn't a Southwest tower and doesn't have
false alarms at 3 in the bloody morning every damn
weekend?

Last year, when there was an alarm in the Campus
Center, we here in the basement were never told In factwe found out when we got a call from a reporter from the
Springfield Union-News asking, "Is your building on fire*?"The "Who knew?" department: Worker dissatis-
fection at the Library? Francis Ford Coppola's overpriced
Branx Stoker's Dracula has more style than substance"?
The DCs serve "turkey" and "gravy" twice in seven days"^
The Voice says something not-so-nice about the CollegiaiP
Pre£.ident-elect Clinton gets ticked because reporters
follow him everywhere? The Spin Doctors blaring out a

vrindow on campus at top volume''
Who knew?
Now that the election is over and question 3 wentdown to resounding defeat, I can't help but laughwhen I see those yellow "Red tape? That's garbage'

You lost? That's too bad!"
My favorite moment on "90210" was when Dylan

in a drunken stupor, told Mr. Walsh that he andBrenda were running away to. . . oops, sorry, wrong
page. ^

It turns out Mary Chapin-Carpenter is not the love
child of late singers Harry Chapin and Karen Car-

^^""^u
'"?°'^ ^''"'''^ ^^ disappointed as I am.

Where e se but UMass would a backwards picture
appear on the front cover ofthe phone book? This says
to me. We re a screwed-up bureaucracy and we don't
care^ But hey, let's give it a positive spin— admitting
you have a problem is the first step.

Let me close with the wisdom ofthe immortal Bart
bimpson, who uttered these words while taking a
bath on a recent "Simpsons" episode: "Sometimes a
guy just wants to look his yellowest."
^Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.
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Media misses the power, compassion of GLB people
With the election of Bill Clinton and hie /.nmmifrn^r,* *i i..._ * . . „ ., , . _ ^ ^With the election of Bill Clinton and his commitment

to ending the ban on gays in the military, the media has
written a great regarding sexual orientation. Unfortu-
nately, the national media has depicted the gay, lesbian,
bisexual community as either an insignificant minority
or helpless victims. The fact that these two dynamics are
absent from the community serves to underscore the
belief that the national media and the public are wholly
ignorant.

While both depictions are disturbing, the latter disturbs
me the most. While GLB people are indeed victims of
oppression and discrimination, they are by no means
helpless. It is the following portrait that the mass media
should observe:

Each week, members ofthe LBGA meet to address the
needs of the GLB community at UMass. All of these
individuals are either gay, lesbian or bisexual, yet each
possesses their own unique attributes. One is an artist,
who sees the world from a different perspective than most.
Another holds the ability to lead and empower people to

empower themselves. And still another has a quiet, confi-
dent sense of self and community that is inspiring.

Yet, we all share a common denominator. We have all
been through the agonizing process ofcoming out. We have
all seen how the threads ofignorance and fear have woven
a pattern of hatred through the fabric of our society.

Matt

MALONE

A thank you to the emperor

And yet, I say again, we are not helpless. For from this
common struggle has sprung an enormously beautiful,
far- reaching and powerful creativity and compassion
which is virtually limitless. We are not powerless but
powerful. From the Back Bay to the Castro, GLB people
are seizing this power and changing the world. By emerg-
ing from the closet of self denial and hatred, we are
afiirming our identities and relationships. While we are
the victims of oppression, in the most beautiful irony of
all, we are liberators of the human heart.

The GLB community is a family. Like all families,
there is diversity of opinion. But on the whole, we are
committed to eliminating the theft of human dignity
which injustice perpetuates. We are committed to chal-
lenging injustice anywhere and defending, affirming and
supporting the inherent worth of every human being. I

would encourage the mass media to depict this aspect of
the GLB community, for, personally, I cannot imagine a
more enriching set of family values.

The temper of the times, coupled with the power GLB
people derive from their common experience, provides us
with a unique opportunity to forge a new era in which
justice is the presiding principal in human relations; an
era in which an individual's personhood is not defined by
bigotry disguised as "values."

This is an attainable goal. For, like Jose Carreras, if
GLB people were each to have a credo, it would most
likely be the final word of the most famous tenor aria
Vincero: "I will win."

Matt Malone is a UMass student.

Being in the same room as Alexander
the Great makes one's body tremble with
awe. This is the analogy I have toward
most of the supervisors of the workplace.
They say one thing and mean another.
They think they are brilliant, when they
only have delusions of grandeur. They
think they are maintaining control, when
all that exists is a chaotic mess.

Kris K.

EARLE
I got fired from yet another mindless

job recently, due to the "absentee policy"
involved. It did not matter that I had other
more important commitments to attend
to, such as a friend in dire need of help
after his car broke down, a person who had
to work overtime and could not afford to
bring me back to Amherst for my $5-an
hour wages over his 30-plus grand a year
job, or the fact that I had a skin graft done
on my mouth and was high on drugs for

more than a week; what mattered to the
emperor is that I had missed three lousy
shifts, a total of six hours of work.
Now I had worked plenty ofextra shifts

to cover for other workers at my job. A
total of 11.2 shifts, or 22.4 hours of work.
This greatly outdoes the measly six hours
I had missed (for you geniuses out there,
that is 16.4 hours more). But enough ofmy
mathematics — my point is that I could
have been spending my time accordingly
rather than partake in the foolish work
which is imposed upon us by the great
dictators of the world.

Well, where will I now go for work, you
may ask? I could always move on up the
social ladder of success. I could sell

Slurpees. I could wash dishes. I could
plunge toilets. I could sell salmon. I could
become a traveling fire swallower. Or

perhaps I could write The Great American
Novel. But I doubt I will do any of these
things. I believe I would be wasting my
time with such banalities. After all, we all

know there will never be a "GreatAmerican
Novel."

I would like to thank my employer for

giving me the shaft. For canning me. For
the old heave-ho. For giving me the short
end of the stick. For throwing me to the
wolves. For using me as a whipping-boy.
For makingme the scapegoat. For shoving
into me a red hot poker and in the same
spot as Edward the Second. Thank you
very much and may God be with you.

I have said the preceding with both
scorn and ridicule. Actually, on the brighter
side, it is sort of nice to have that extra 6
hours a week. And to think, the only things
I really have to lose are an extra thirty
greenbacks a week and the fact that I will

not have to stick my hands in toilet bowls
unless I am cleaning the one toilet in my
apartment. But even then, I can do it with
a smile, like the stereotypical women in

the usual toilet bowl commercials. Anyway,
thanks for kicking me in the butt, Julius!
Now it looks like I will have to start
working on that screenplay I've been
putting off.

It's a darn shame that I will now have
to learn how to live without the usual
pizza and a case of beer on the coming
weekends. Well, those are the breaks.
Maybe I will sell my soul. . . nah.

In conclusion, remember to take it cool
and take your job seriously. After all, you
would not want to be the next victim ofthe
emperors of the workplace. Then again,
perhaps it would be for the best. No hard
feelings. I am such a "bitter little man."

"Until we meet again. . .

"

Kris K. Earle is a Collegian staff
member.

UMass cyclists have no respect
I am afraid. I am male, six feet tall,

about 210 pounds, and I am afraid. I am
afraid as I walk to my dorm at night and
as I walk through campus in the daytime.
I am afraid because it has happened to me
before, I have seen it happen to others,

and my friends say it has happened to

them. Ifyou walk on this campus, you are
at risk, and there is no way to predict

when it will happen again. What I am
referring to utter lawlessness. I say this

because there are no laws or rules for the
many cyclists here at UMass.

Many students on bicycles have no re-

spect for pedestrians or their safety. Ifyou
see me on the street, it is because I don't

want to get hit again. I took a handlebar in

the kidney once. Two weeks ago I saw a
student struck from behind by a pedal in

back ofhis calf; it looked like he was going
to need a few stitches. One rainy night a
few weeks ago, a friend was walking up
Orchard Hill via the path behind Worcester
Dining Commons. She was halfway to the

top when she looked up just to find a
cyclist about to run her down. They collided

and both were on the ground. She hit her

head, received a concussion, and landed
herself in Health Services for a night. In

all three cases, the riders sped offwithout
any concern for the damage they had just

inflicted.

Many cyclists operate at high speeds
and in areas that areheavy with pedestrian
traffic. Just a couple ofexamples: the path
leading toward Thatcher in Northeast,

where many cyclists travel in excess of20
miles an hour while dodging people on a

path only eight feet wide; the aforemen-
tioned Orchard Hill path, with its slope
and blind corners, dangerous when dry,
never mind when wet; and the northwest
corner ofthe Tower Library, which is very
close quarters due to a concrete post and a
very large tree.

So what should we do to solve this?
Perhaps registration of bicycles bv the
Department of Public Safety should in-
clude a way of identifying the riders, so
that those who do cause accidents or ride
recklessly through campus can be identi-
fied and reprimanded. Also, many side-
walks and paths that are pedestrian-heavy
should be made off-limits to bicycles, to
the point where bicycles should only be
ridden on the streets which conveniently
enclose our campus, and on paths through
campus that are vrider than 10 feet. The
non-ridingwalkways could be marked with
red paint dashes on the pavement every
10 or 15 feet, so there would be no mistake
ofwhich paths are rideable and which are
not. If a rider came upon a non-riding
path, they would then dismount the bicycle
and walk like the rest of us. Ifnone of this
is acceptable then buying bicycle helmets
and a sawed-offbroom handle would be a
solution — for the walkers, that is.

Ifriders are not going to be responsible,

then rules and laws will have to replace
the current lack of a system. Bicycles are
a privilege on this campus, not a right, and
those who neglect responsibility and abuse
the right should lose it.

Don Mason
Northeast

UMass escort service is a joke
The escort service here at UMass is

a joke. How many women have called
and waited 45 minutes in a dark park-
ing lot for them to arrive? How many
women have gotten into the car won-
dering if they are safer here than
walking? How many women know the
phone number of the escort service?
How many women have never heard of
the escort service? How many women
stopped bothering with it? How many
women walk and risk their own safety
rather than waste time and energy for

the hassle of the minute sense of se-

curity the escort service provides?
What is the point ofthis service ifwe

have to call from a phone in a dark
parking lot, wait outside for 30 min-
utes and meanwhile be harassed by at
least one car of sexist pigs yelling out
their car windows at us?

I hope those escort drivers know
we're waiting. We call them out of fear
for our safety and we're left feeling
unsafe. Every woman on this campus
has the right to feel safe. Ifwe must be
escorted around to do it, then so be it.

Every woman on this campus should
have access to an escort. The number
for the escort service should be on every
phone on campus. How are we sup-
posed to feel safe when we cannot find
the telephone number when we really

need it? We suggest putting stickers
with the escort services number on
them, just like the ones for the police
and fire departments, on the phones.

Eve LaRochelle
Orchard Hill

This letter was signed by 22 stu-

dents.

Jeffries didn't educate Whites
I am a White student who attended Dr.

Leonard Jeffries' lecture Thursday night,
and I have a few things to say about it.

In order for anyone to get above, as
Jeffries put it, "this muck and mire," there
is a need for all people to be educated, not
just, to quote Jeffries again, "the brothers
and the sisters."Why continue to separate
people? Why not educate more people? If

the goal is to get the truth across, why
does it have to be done through an atmo-
sphere of tension, of division, of— as he
himself said — "protest, fear and intimi-
dation?"

I found the lecture very motivational,
not only for Blacks but for everyone to re-

examine what they have been taught. It

was very eye-opening, but if the goal is to

educate, to get people to think, why not
aim all this knowledgi} toward all people?
This is the only way I see to end the
problem of "good White men" continuing
the oppression of Black people.

I'll admit that I didn't know many of
the thingsJeffries brought up about Black
history, and that is because I was never
taught it. Obviously, if the history books
aren't right the curriculum should be
changed, and until that time people— all

people, not just people of color — have to

question, to challenge, things they hear.
The way the speech was put forth,

some White people said they felt like they
didn't belong there, like the information
was not meant to educate them as well as
the Black women and men in attendance,
and I think that is a shame. If you. Dr.
Jeffries, don't even aim your speech to-

wards me, towards the people who need to
know the things that you know but don't,

how are things ever going to change?
One last comment 1 have is for the

woman who recited her poetry during the
openingofThursday night's talk. You may
be trying to unite the Black community in
order to accomplish your goals, l)ut by
stereotyping White girls you are showing
just as extreme a case of racism as you
could and you are only adding to the ten-
sions that cause the division in the first

place. And perhaps it is "childish" for

White people to get upset when they hear
something they don't want to hear, but 1

think ifyou take a look you will see just as
many Black people whining. 1 think LL
Cool J sums it up when he says, "It's not
about l)eing Black or White — it's about
everybody being ail right."

Jody King
Southwest
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Housing seeks to implement room deposit fee
COLLEGIAN

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

University Housing Services hopes to implement a
policy in which students will be required to pay $200
deposit each March to reserve their room assignments,
according to several members of the Undergraduate
Student Senate.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said at last night's
Undergraduate Student Senate meeting that Housing
Services attempted to implement this policy last spring,
but it was delayed until this year.

"I don't agree with this policy because Housing's real
goal is to make money offthe students," said Newnan. He
said if students sign up for their room during the spring
semester, pay the $200 deposit and then decide to move
off campus, they will lose their deposit.

Newnan said he sees this policy as a fee increase,
therefore the Board of Trustees has jurisdiction over it.

The administration may be under the impression

that they can implement this policy, but it will come to
the Board before it is implemented," he said.

In other business, the Undergraduate Student Senate
voted to grant the radio stationWMUA $ 1 ,500 to publicize
a jazz concert which will be preformed in spring 1993.

Dorothy Bennett, chair of the SGA finance committee,
saidWMUA showed good planningand foresight by coming
to the finance committee the semester before the concert.

"The finance committee prefers the Registered Stu-
dent Organizations to come to us as early as possible if

they need money," Bennett said.

Bennett said this will be the fourth annual Magic
Triangle Jazz Concert Series. "It is an amazing concert
series and it always sells out," she said.

Bennett said WMUA doesn't make a profit off of the
concert, which is why its members ask the SGA for
funding. "It has worked out well forWMUA to go through
the finance committee," she said.

Bennett said the finance committee is given $15,000
to use for programming and support of RSOs. She said

the committee gives RSOs loans, short-term funds and
grants and also funds events such as lectures and band
concerts, she said.

"We provide emergency funding for organizations
that didn't receive or get enough budgeting. We also help
out newly established organizations," Bennett said.

Newnan said no decisions have been made on whether
to privatize the campus book stores. He said Auxiliary
Services needs to change the way they operate because
they are running up a deficit.

"They either have to trim from the inside by cutting
personnel and expenditures or go to outside management,"
said Newnan.

Newnan said there is a deficit because the state no
longer pays fringe benefit costs, which include medical
and dental insurance for Auxiliary Services' employees.

Newnan 's said his main concern was what privatization
would mean to the students. "We need to look at all the
options and decide which option will offer students the
lowest prices and best service," he said.
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Official claims Soviet
decline opens way
for nuclear reduction
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TOC open for business
Fire causes damage, change ofmenu

By ANGIE POPOVICH
Collegian Correspondent

There is a more secure feelingamong
the U.S. public concerning the need for
weapons since the collapse ofthe Soviet
Union, according to an undersecretary
from the Department of Defense.

Dr. George R. Schneiter, director of
the Strategic and Space Systems for the
Acquisition in the Department of De-
fense, spoke yesterday on "Implications
of Recent International Changes for
Strategic U.S. Defensive Programs."

Schneiter said there is less of a need
for nuclear defenses due largely to
changes in Russia. "The Russians are
now friendly and Bush and Yeltsin have
negotiated an agi'eement which has
gi-eatly reduced the number of war-
heads," Schneiter said.

The reductions will have a gi-eat effect
on the United States. Schneiter said.

"By the turn of the century we will
get rid ofmany weapons and reduce the
number of nuclear warheads to ulti-

mately five hundred." Schneiter said.
The majority of the defense capabil-

ity will be approximately half subma-
rine-based and one-third in the bomber
force, Schneiter said.

He said Congress is working on put-
ting stronger restrictions on under-
ground nuclear testing, especially in
Alaska and Hawaii.

Schneiter said former President

Reagan spent billions of dollars build-
ing up the U.S. defense system.

"Our view of ~ Star Wars' has calmed
down quite a bit," he said. "We are no
longer focused on having an astrodome
shield around us to protect us from the
Russians. The program has been scaled
back quite a bit."

"Brilliant Pebbles" is the most con-
troversial program which both Congress
and Bill Clinton do not favor. The con-
cept involves a device orbiting Earth
with a "kill vehicle" inside to detect
small missiles and other small objects.

Since the device would constantly
orbit in space, hundreds would be
needed to form a beneficial arrange-
ment. Although it is in the early re-
search stage, officials say it would be
useful against such weapons as the
SCUD.

The giound-based aspect of the na-
tional defense focuses on utilizing re-
sources in order to develop early
warning devices. It is a program which
Clinton favors for development without
commitment, according to Schneiter.

The early warning program involves
placing radars to detect incoming
threats and ground-based interceptor
missiles at a number ofsites, Schneiter
said. "Brilliant Eyes" is another pro-
gram which helps the ground-based
progi-am by holding telescopes ad sen-
sors in space to precisely predict a
combination of space and land threats.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian StalT

Although police estimated at least
$ 1 0,000 in damages from Monday's fire in
the Campus Center, the Top of the Cam-
pus Restaurant and Lounge opened for
business yesterday, according to a Top of
the Campus employee.

Roberta Potter, the TOC's night man-
ager, said there was little damage in the
restaurant and lounge. Because the ex-
haust ducts in the kitchen were damaged,
the broiler, fryolator and the grill cannot
be used. Potter said. As a result, the TOC
has been forced to change its menu.

"Everything looks the same. We are
doing a buffet for a couple of days," Potter
said. "The lounge is still serving food from
2 p.m. to 11 p.m."
The TOC restaurant is still opened dur-

ing its regular hours, in addition to still

having the meal exchange progiam with
the restaurant and the dinning commons.

"I think we will be ready in a few days
Ito open as usual I." Potter said. "People
are welcome to call to find out what is on
the buffet."

Randy Kiutzler. a TOC lounge bar-
tender, said on Tuesday the damage was
not extensive and the kitchen has been
cleaned up.

Forrest C. Davies, manager ofBuilding
Services, said there was water and smoke
damage in the ventilation system.

"We had a lot of smoke damage and a
little bit of water," Davies said.

The "moderately-slow burning" grease
fire occurred at 8:35 p.m. on Monday night
when a kitchen exhaust fan caught on fire
spreading to the ventilation ducts in the
1 1th and 12th floor, according to fire offi-

cials.

As a precautionary measure, the
Campus Center Hotel, the Campus Cen-
ter Concourse, and offices throughout the
building were evacuated. Within an hour
the fire was extinguished, according to
Amherst fire fighter Jim Johnson.

About 20 people in the TOC Lounge
were evacuated, while theTOC restaurant
is not open on Mondays, said Donna
McLaughlin. TOC lounge waitress, who
was working that night.

Although the fire caused extensive
amounts ofsmoke, there were no injuries.

FUNNY, YUMMY, PERTINENT
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U.S. factories can't keep up
By JOHATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Despite their improved
factories. American manufacturers are
having a harder time competing in the
global market because demands are
changing faster than expected, according
to a survey released on Wednesday.

"They're making necessary improve-
ments. .

. but it's not enough." said Jay Kim,
co-author of the study and a professor at
Boston University's school ofmanagement.

The survey, conducted by BU. has been
done every two years since 1982. It ques-
tioned more than 100 U.S. manufacturing
executives in different sectors such as
electronics, machinery and consumer-

packaged goods
In more than a dozen categories ranging

from reliable products to on-time delivery,
the respondents said their competitiveness
has slipped since 1990. Ironically, manu-
facturers have reported gains in factory
performance over the past several years.

'The easiest explanation would be that
competitors from other regions have had
much faster rates ofimprovement over the
last two years, and that U.S. manufactur-
ers have lost ground because they didn't
improve fast enough." the study said.

But the authors said there are other
explanations. Kim said better factories are
not enough and that companies also need
to improve how their products reach the
customer through distribution channels.
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Jobs Available
Now and for Winter Session
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7 WHISKEY / I /M

SALE 12 99 MAIL IN nt BATE 5 00 AFTER REBATE

SEBASTIANI $C49
PROPRIETER WINES O ">

iwHTf musii ntiicinNiN nunc.
CIH IJMBAIIll WHdC Om HALIII OAMAr

ai AujOLAis. wfure /t/^fAr^oti

LITER

GEORGES DUBOEUF
OEAUJOLAIS VILUGES ${149

FREIXENET
CORDON NEGRO

^"^^
$/I99

SALE 5,99 q. ,,,,,^

MAIL IN REBATE 100 AFTER REBATE

CANADIAN $-1 r-99
CLUB IDr

BACARDI RUM
SILVERS $-1/149
DARK m-wbi

BALLATORE $^99
GRANSPUMANTE ^ ,5oml

SALE 3 99 MAIL IN REBATE 100 AFTER REBATE

J&BSCOTCH $2499

SEAGRAMS $q49
GIN */w5L

SALE 12 49 AFTER
il MAIL IN REBATE 3 00 REBATE

JIM BEAM ^11f?,
SALE 1349 MAIL IN REBATE 2 00 AFTEHREBATE

BAILEYS IRISH $1/149
CREAM I ^,0,,

KAHLUA
?r^,| $099 .JSi',?II 99

COFFEE MAI1 IN

LIQUEUR REBATE 3 00

^8 /MML

POPOV $Q99
VODKA ^ I M

not responsible for

typographical errors

nPPM' Safntollpm
VrCIV. Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
^ HADLEY HOLYOKE
Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Uncoln St

253-9344 534-4555

I

SALE PRICES
THUHS11/19«THRU

WEDS. 12;MJ

Full RedempLon Cenier
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I

One of ihc urea's
largest seler lions

of Iiii|»orte«l,

liHlepeiulnnt

& Donieslic Kecortis,

Cassettes
and Coinpacl Disi-s

586 5726
213 MAIN ST

Tens of Tlioiisamis
of Used,
Cut outs

& CoUec tilde

Records
and

Cassettes

586 1707
21 STATE ST

COLLEGIAN

M Clinton
continued from poge 1

Act or if administration officials were attempting to dig
up damaging information on the Democratic nominee.

Funk said the way department officials conducted the
search made it clear that they had not been merely
responding to routine requests from the news media. He

CALVIN AND HOBBES

cited in particular the breadth ofthe searches undertaken
at a suburban records center on Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.

"Never, in our opinion, in the annals ofthe Freedom of
Information Act has there been an FDIA search conducted
with such urgency, scope, thoroughness and grade-levels
of participants," Funk said.

THESE FMl MORMINGS
SVJRe AvRE PRETTf. VA£
ms< MR, ^
Of LtAVtS...

NORTHAMPTON

BASHA's BARGAIN BASEMENT

DICAKLO

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
That Includes Elegant Sliver Jewellery, Richly

Colored Hand Embroidered Ladies Dresses &
Exquisite Hand-Crafted Gifts.

241 Main St., Northampton, MA 01060 • 413-586-6030

^

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
MTE DO NOT USE "USC

• MANDARIN & S2ECHUAN CUISINE I

• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OOR FARM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEWLY HEMOOCLED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

l^V^g MAW STRST, AMHBCT JJ

Networking.

1

5-College Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Lasagna al Forno
• Chicken Parmigjana
• Shrimp all' Arrabbiata
• Pasta Primavera

Complete Italian Dinner, including choice
of entree, salad, bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 1 1 :30 to 1 0:00.

Offer expires Nov. 30, 1992

^ AllMY BAHIUCKS •
Genuine L S. <£• European Military Clothing & Equipnicr:

Ljrpeit Surpiuf selection in Vevw England with the lowefi r^nce^

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

* Dutch and Ue.-f German Si\-Poc <el Cotton Field Short- a Pjn.'.- ;

* Me.\/CJn 3j/<j Fullo\er \ Blanketi < :00'\ Cotton: SIJ - S!5
* Large 3iiortment ot CuatemaUn and Me\ican Qoodi
* Down feather \iumm\- Sleeping Sasi S. Cover 535 S S50
* Genuine ls~ue Camo. Desert. Tiger urban Black Si\ Pocket Pan!~ >".'6 A
* World Flags 0^\5^! 5/0 each'2 for SIS 0\er 150 Countries
* \ATO Field jacket S20
* Graterul Dead Stickers and T-Shirti

* Large Selection ior Book Bag< S. Dunlei
* Le\ I Shorts Pants. S Coveralls

* Genuine MA- 1 Flight jackets St VI.65 Field Jackets

* Veiv S, L sed Combat Boots S5 to S-iO

* Ra\bans 40% oft

» Special Order Dr. Martins

* Tapestries i Tie-Dye Sheets SIS lo S20
* Surplus Leather Bomber S Bike Jackets

DATE:
TIME:
SPOXSOKEI) BY:

There are a lot of influeniial piitplc

on this campus. Pe<)ple w iih

connet-ii4*ns. Pet»|>le wh<» tan |;ci

lhin|t» J(MK>. In onjcr itt j»el fu

know ihem, you could ({el mvolveil
wHh a loi of dilTereni RSO's - ihe

Republican Club, I'niversin'

Dcmocrals, <Unnibis Reform
Ouliiion, the RadKal .SiuUeni

IJnitm - or y»Hj could be more
efTH-ieni and join the Gillegian.

Pub shoulders with the rich
and famous, or at least with

ttie setf-importont
The Collegian

1 1 3 Campus Center
545-i50()

.. AIL euVHtO BEC^USE I

UME TO ser OM /^ Bus
AKO GO TO
SCHOOL. / ^>^

NWEN I WKS ^ PRE SCHOOLER
r HEVER TOOK At>i^W^Gt
OF FALL MORNIKGS. I \)\m
APPRECIATE THEVI

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
AHOWER
5QUANDU5EI)

tOUTH

SlGHMW,, I WAS
50 ^UMG MS>
FOOUSU. I

"mousUT TWSE

L^ST fORE^,

fOfcorn avi4

r~-

5KC <HAt fa«fiffv^

\»<«i»\te4 t» 30 "t*

furof«.

By JIM

of tkt U«i3U«^€r

/ hnow^ I never didcctre^

/ for her very r^uc^\..

iXi c/oesrrf surpr.se me.

'

She actually saicf

thai?.. Say, Helen
could you hold fhe . ,, ,,

ph(y)e 'i>r juitd seconfp^
eee ^\.

Univ. of MASS Student Union Ballroom
November 16th thru 20th (Men. - Fri.)

9:00 - 7:00 PM
Cape Verdean Student Alliance

_M/Cj»l!SA * AMEX • niSTOVKK irrilPTKIJL

DOONESBURY

Round Tripi from N«w York Sardm ic

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE CR. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW M5

^ BANGKOK. 949
iixes not included, Reitricooni apply.
Fares lubjcct to chang* A availability.

Call about one ways. W« luuc
EURAIL passes on the SPOTI

~ T-ri~

youKNOW. SAM. VOWRB
ve^U/OCY TDB^6fiOUJ-
fNOUPONA BeACHSUCH
A5 7Hf5.

79 South Pfeasant Street
'jThent, MA 01002

256-1261

HBR5. youWilt HAV^ THa
CHANCa TDCHOOSeAAlO^
^XCm£NTUFdSTYl£-7mT
OF 7H5 SiMFBR. ITISHBRS
THAT 773UePUPeS ANP
puc^seasHRST \
L£ARNT06O

FORIT

By GARRY TRUDEAU
THB 9URP ISANAMBSOMa
JBACH&^OFUFe. ITCAN
UFT you TO UNIMA6INABU:
JOY, ANP JUSTAS BASILY
SaNP you CRASHINGINTOA
OIA^M OFPaS-X..^^ ^
miR. Au- THIS/^^'"^^ r

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

Quote of the Day
4tl should join a club and beat you over

the head with it."

—Groucho Mar.x

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

®

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reselien
The Apple Computer Loan.

PRICE

"Why should I wait in line at the
computer lab when I can own a Macintosh

Ke™ca.pbe„ fof ^15 a monthP"
Aerospace Engineering Major

Vttiat allowed Kevin to own an Apple' Macintosh* PowerBook " 145
computer for such a low monthly payment? The Apple Computer Loan*
Kevin knew that owning the power and portability of a Macintosh
PowerBook for his ftill course load and his work in the Civil Air Patrol
was a smart thing to do. And the Apple Computer Loan was the smart
way to do it: easy application, fast turnaround and low, flexible payment
terms. So Kevin went to the only place that offers the Apple Computer
Loan, his Apple Campus Reseller

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

mSTORE^

{X DO^^T Ea.\E\JE "L

jONLV GOT 1S^ fpOMi
]TY€. TOCm FNRy.l

VLAJviMED Or\ GETRNG
LOTSOFAAONEH. \S THAT
^U_ AAV rooTH \S

BY PRICE VAN RAY

SKATE BOY & RURU

ARIES(M.iah 2 1 -April 1 4): G(K)d
lliinj^s lwp|x-n lor you now. You lind

oul lh.il .1 Iriend re.illy is os loy.il .is

you iK'lievc. Concerns .il)oul your ( .u

can be aiiswered by a ihorough in-

spection.

TAURUSlApril 20-May 20): Your
inLigindlion may bc' running .iw.iy

with you. Forgel your suspicions .ind

slick wilh ihc Uils jnd figures. More
^•^n Ih' accomplished il you work
indefX'ndenlly.

GEMINI (May 2l-)une 20): You
can have a lerrilic day il you show llie

will lo work and lo gel things scllled

Do not tail s<jmeone lo whom you
have madea promise. An une\(x-< led
lH)nus is in ihe works.

CANCER ()une 21 -July 1^\: The
lime IS ri(x- lo invest in sonK-lhingthat
really interests you. It' you have any
doubts, though. It would be best to
obtain more data. ( onsulting An ev-
pert tills in the gaps.

lEO iluly 21-Aug.22):Sing and
hold hands with your neighbors. Be a

tnend lo all, A siiKh in tinu' saves
nine. DonI s()it into the wind. Don't
pay when the milk is tree, Aixl the
I ow |um[)ed over the m(«)n.

VIRGO (Aug, 2 {-Sept, 221: A pet
|)roje( I will get the green light today.
Cio slow lo avoid making errors. Slav
good-naluied, even ii your ass<x tales

do Ihings that irritate you.

LIBRA iSepl. 21-(J(i 221: Travel
could be highly proiiiable nov\ . Ro-
mance IS on the schedule tor those
who are single l)ul have their eye on
ones|x'( ial|xrson. l3i>up-lronlal)oul

your intenlions.

SCORPIOICX 1, 2 J-Nov, 2 1 ): Not
a gorxl d.iy lo wait tor vimeoix- else
lo take the lead. It is up to you lo steer

your own course. A w.irm einhrar e
tells someone that yiMi are on his side.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov, 22-De< .

21 1; You see someone in a new , less-

tlattering light tixl.ly. Keep yom own
( ounsel. Arguing with a |x>ison who
IS in a bad m<K)d is (xnntUss Storm
( louds blow aw.iy by nighiiall.

CAPRICORN (Dec, 22-)aM. !<)):

All might nut be as il sc^enis at your
place ot work. Avoid sc-( relive or

undergrrxind aitivilies. ,\ ( oo|X'ra-
tive attitude helps ih.uv out a pig-

headed associalc.

AQUARIUS i|an 211-Feb IHi:

Sell-pity I ouldlhre.ilenloeiigult you
II IS lime lo consult ,i iricnd who has
youi best interests at I. earl. Esiuise
boosts your spirits aini helps restore
your sell-esteem.

PISCES (feb. Ml-M.irdi 20).

Simple pleasures IxjIcI the most ap-
peal toda>. Sit aside more lime lor

medil.ilion. A lavorile hobby lould
lead lo a new career. Think about
wbal you would like lo ac < omplish.

BY PITT

CAMPUS CENTER
545-2619 MONDAY - FRIDAY 9AM-5 PM

SATURDAY 11AM-3PM
© 1992 Apple Computer. Irx Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are reoisierrH .r.H,m,,i,c r . i ^^sed on Kevin Campbell s Apple CompZr iZ of 12,342 40 hVSS^r^.^'.'P?^ ^"^P"'"'

I"'
''"^''^^ ^ ' '"Remark <rf Apple Computer Inc

TT^jmeres. r«e ^natte, and « ba^ on the aven.ge of the higherTf the 3^Sror %^vV'l'T'.T'^' "
"^ '"^'^^^ "^""P"' (^vmen--^ maX de3Tp to 4 vear^yh% (no, 'o exceed ,6%X The term of the k»n » 8 year, ^ith*^ prr^ymcniS^T^Zlnl^r^ """ '' ^P""."" '" "^ *'^' ^^Purval. plus a ^sp^JT

pan a $3rOO nonirfundaWe applotion fee Approved borrowers WillS durRrt n« k^r^l" L^^,°" "^ »'«» ^^^^ wi" be 1543 38 Each applicant
amoun. and repaKlc^rthe life ofthe ban For the month ofOaober ^rr^^n'.eL ^.eT^TsTi^h I!*AptfTf«

"" *" ^" •*«^ '"•he'^^t"

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Lisa Donadio

PhotoTechnlcian Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Michele Bakis,

Janet Riley, Mike Carvalho

J

LUNCH
Cheese & Macaroni

Hami)urger on a Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Cheese & Macaroni

Humus Veggie Pocket

Menu
PUERTO RICAN

NIGHT
REGULAR AND BASICS

DINNER
Chicken de Carlos

Spiced Shrimp

ACROSS
1 Trickle

5 Evidence
10 Marstiall —
14 Coty of France
15 Arrowsmillis

wile

16 French

composer
17 Like a Schubert

symphony
19 Dark or Middle
?0 "O Sole —

-

21 Treats lor

dobbin
7? Cooling
?3 Offspring

24 Short guest
appearance
for a star

?6 Unmerciful one
?9 Granados

opera inspired

by Goya's art

32 Penned
33 Become less

green
34 Simple sugar
35 Bulwer Lyiton

heroine

36 Daunts
37 Indigo dye
38 Snoo/e
39 Injures

40 — basin
41 Character in

1 1 Down
43 Caesar and

Cassius, e g
44 Tennis'

Garrison and
others

45 Oceans
46 Rubberneck
48 Colorful gem
49 Chatter

5? Spool
53 — rusticana'

56 Dynamic
beginning

57 Pr,-!lying

figure

58 Diane. Cheryl
or Alan

59 Skiers'

delight

60 — walsy
61 Pintail

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

DOWN
1 Snare or Kettle

2 Painter Guido
3 The scoop
4 Noted architect

IM
5 t^alleable

6 Takes a

breather

7 Sounds of

surprise

8 Cinnabar,
for one

9 Latest rage
10 Flying

machines
1

1

Ponchielli

opera
12 Guinness or

Baldwin
1 3 Snoop
IS Larial

22 Presage
23 Location

24 Struggles

25 Certain votes
26 King of —

Benny
Goodman

27 Like a pride

28 Governor in

"Fidelio"

29 Whatsis
30 Oriental

31 Merchandises
33 Incursions

36 White House
pet

37 Intentions

39 Shock of hair

40 "And — a good
nighf

42 Bait fish

43 Landed
property

45 Bridges
46 Bean

counters,
for short

4 7 Nothing, in

Nantes
48 Egg shaped
49 Small weight

50 Assistant

51 Beckoned
53 John Law
54 Heavenly altar

55 Certain trains

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

[9a
liiEUBDn

uji30[Q0 QOOOEJonB

2Dma DDuna am
IB8DHg''Bgog'

11/19/82

Till' ii|)iiii<ins i'\|)ivssc'cl on this (j.ij^o .itv those ot the (.irloonists .iiul do not nfcess.uily ictkct the views ol the OW/ej,'/.i/) or the University.
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U. Store
continued from page 1

"Privatizing the store would cut down on service,
labor and inventory," he said. "As it stands now, the
store is geared toward benefiting the students."

The University of New Hampshire has had a
contract with Barnes and Noble for 10 years, and
Anthony Zizos. director of business affairs, said
privatizing has advantages.

"The biggest advantage is that a contracted com-
pany specializes in that type ofwork, and they have
the expertise and know how," Zizos said.

"This could just happen with no say from any-
one," Preston said. "And based on the information I

have right now, some serious considerations must
be undertaken before taking this step."

mwocH
continued from page 1

the station.

"Housingjust did what they had to do. They had their
standards, and we kept violating them," he said.

Claiming that the station until now has had too little
policyon what DJs can and can't do, Baitereven suggested
the shutdown may be a blessing in disguise, allowing the
station to develop longoverdue principles and guidelines.

"A lot ofthe I DJs I thought thatjust because they were
on cable they could get away with anything. This decision
will give us time to take a break, sit down with Housing,
and establish a structure," Baiter said. "We'll have a
better chance of operating as a credible organization
now, because before there was no accountability."
WOCH had been broadcasting 24 hours a day, seven

days a week, and had over 100 DJs, each of whom

guaranteed themselves a three-hour time slot by paying
membership dues of $10 a semester or $15 a year.
According to Baiter, this was among the few formal
obligations of the DJs.

Miller echoed Baiter's feeling that WOCH had been
operating with too few guidelines, and that more struc-
ture needed to be established.

"I think there's not enough in writing. There's a large
group working at WOCH, and we have to make sure
everyone knows what's inappropriate," she said.
A meeting between Housing Services officials and the

station's executive board is planned for today, with the
problems to be discussed and a set of standards estab-
lished.

LaPorte said he hopes the station will be back on air
by Thanksgiving.

What is a
Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex
brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooi<s from students.
Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to
colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, in

determining how much they will pay a student for a book
they must consider the demand for that book as well as
the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and
reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed
change frequently. Generally only current editions have
value.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.
At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for
a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-
ing semester and we need to purchase copies. If we do
not, the wholesaler may make you an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the
buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy
to answer your questions and give you any tips that may
be applicable to your situation.

*A Picture ID is Required

^^ for all Buyback Transactions.

When is the

next Textbook
Buyback?

The mid-semester Textbook Buyback is:

at the Textbook Annex:
Monday, November 23

9:00 am-4:00 pm

Tuesday, November 24
9:00 am-4:00 pm

Wednesday, November 25
9:00 am-1:00 pm

The end of the semester Textbook Buyback is:

DECEMBER 14 - DECEMBER 29

r

November 1, 1992

The Mug Shot

Create your own Custprnlzcdvmu^ with your
favorite picture or eayih00p0t^sXake your picture

at our Hamp^hlr^M;^r|;location.
A great gift Idea fqrfr\crideyam\\y or anyone.

_ Create a mugfur of memories for a lifetime.

Coupon n

L

Grand Opening
THe Mug SHot

Coupon Value i$ SZ'^ toward Purchase
of a mug with Student ID.

Coupon Expires December 15, 1992

_J

Winter Session 1933

Yes, you oan!
Yes, you oan!

So, do It!

Register for Winter Session classes.
Special enrollment restrictions do not apply for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass student, all you have to do is just sign up.

WINTER SESSION:
• o unique "mini-semester/' just three weeks

long

• earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks
• over 1 00 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14,
Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25

Scott's
continued from page 12

efTects of Ptiilly's nigtitly all you can drink
specials.

• Tlie Shirl's proposal to the Colorado
Rockies entailing the acquisition of the
entire Red Sox team apparently fell short.

The Shirl, a Thanksgiving tradition.
• It's very close to impossible to have a

quarterback controversy on a team that's
1-9, but we thought it was impossible to
fumble three times in a quarter as well.

• Their fine season was completed after
a tough loss to Hartford, but UMass
women's soccer coach Jim Rudy is still

roaming Boyden screaming "Sa-Lad, Sa-
Lad." Rudy's Beauties were physically
overaiatched but battled the Hawks tough,

holding a 1-0 lead into the second half
Rudy will lose four key players to gradua-
tion, but with his Kiddie Korps in place,
there'll be plenty of Sa-Lad next year.

• Maybe Will Herndon could help the
Celtics. The Bird Transition has been
tougher than expected.

• Dominique Wilkins is certainly back.
• Put UMass Football in the playoffs

for the simple reason that they are 230
percent better than anyone predicted.

• Have the NHL PLayoffs already
started?

• Keepyour feetin bounds,your stuffing
on your plate and your eyes on UMass
field hockey.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.
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Minutewomen
continued from page 1

2

Massachusettsjumped out to an 1 1-

start on the season and were ranked
as high as No. 5 nationally. Things
were clicking and the Minutewomen
were confident. Then they dropped one
to Hartford, came out flat and lost to
unranked Providence and two games
later got beat at Connecticut.

The team was reeling and with some
tough games down the stretch, playoff
hopes grew cloudy. One coach said he
didn't think UMass would make it. He
thought wrong.

UMass entered the NCAA
quarterfinals at Connecticut as an un-

derdog. The Connecticut press and fans
were looking ahead to a big intra-state
matchup between Hartford and UConn.

After 120 minutes of play UMass
celebrated freshman Rachel LeDuc's
overtime goal.

"A lot of people assumed we'd roll

over and play dead in that game," Rudy
said. "All season people underestimated
how much we wanted to win. We sur-
prised them. That's UMass soccer."
A surprise? Not to those that watched

all season.

16-4. NCAA quarterfinals.
That's UMass soccer.

Case closed.

Sports Notice
Students can pick up their tickets for Sundays fVlen's Basketball game against

Latvia today at ttie Curry Hicks Cage from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Students who have not
picked up their Student Activity Cards also pick them up at the Cage.

Free
12 oz.
Soda
with the

purchase of a

Sandwich,
Burger Entree
or Large Salad
and this coupon

SHOP
Coupon valid Mon., 11/16
through Fri., 11/20

Co)

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST c^ FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

AIRLINE TICKETS

Fly home for Thanksgiving cheaperthan
ever before up to S100 off. Any fare going
anywhere domestic or international. For
more info call 516-767-7646

ACTIVITIES

198S RonauHEneora 78K mi new tires,

new sticker & tune up S1650/bo
Julie at 549-7466

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional
motorcycle. Needs some work call

549-3662.

COLLEGE PIZZA

1 bdrmapt inPurflon.MoveinnowS434
(includes heat) Mins from campus 549-

0460

FOR SALE

Japan-Amarica Club general meeting
tonight 7:30 pm CC rm to be announced
or ask info desk. All are welcome.

Multicultural Night
Come experience cultures from all over
the world. International buffet S5 pre-
paid, S6 at the door. Free entertainment.
Saturday, Nov. 21 7 pm-11 pm Tickets
available Friday on concourse.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Fall Special
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S6.00

1 or 2 Toppings Add SI.00
Free Soda with large

sub salad or spaghetti

5496098
549-6073

Must mention this adt

ENTERTAINMENT

•ad and Braakfast downtown Amherst
5490733

Colleya Pro Paintari will be having an
information session on Thursday, Nov 19
in room 902 in the Campus Center. Find
out about job opportunities from 7-9 pm
on Thursday, orcall Bernie at 549-5285.

Good tunaa at The HatchI
Boston Singer/Songwriter
Michael T.

Dillon. Neil Young, CSN, Beatles, John
Lennon, Paul Simon, and more! A must-
see for James Taylor fansi Friday 3-6 at
the Hatch.

SpaniahS^hara
Earn SSS
Need fluer>l Spanish speakers
(Native or Non-native) for psychology
readingst^jdyXall Maria 545 0693

Sublattinf ovar intarsasstofi ? Place
your advertisement free of charge at off
campus housing, room 428 Student
Union. You may also list over the phorw.
Call 545-0669

Magic Mika Magician now booking
Children/adult birthday/Christmas

10+ years experience, ref. avail.

253-4165 UMass student

FOR RENT

AUTOMmSAU
IMS Maaw* 9»ntrm 5 speed AM/FM
cassette. Good cortditton. S189S
253-0725

Amharst 3 badroom condo avail Feb.

1st. A room and one bedroom apartment
avail Jan. 1st.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amharst-Balchartown line 3 to 5 bed-
room homes on bus route call 586-4270

Amharst ramodalad 6nn 4bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus $899/
mo 256-0741

Uva in Northampton Looking for ten-

ants to take over lease of a spacious 3 rm
Haven located in lovely downtown
Northampton. Rent includes heat only.

850 a month. Lease this house while you
cstijt's hot. 586-3206

OfM room In 3 bedroom Puflon Apart-

ment Rent 226/mo f^us
AvaMafcle January 1 1993 to
June 30 1993 Call Anne 549 7718 in

evenit>e before 11pm

Albinar talaphoto lens 135mm
Like new condition Bayonet mount 380
BO 545 1028 or 253 2018

For sale Ski Boota
SanmarkoCS 155
Stiffness, flex and cant adjustments
Great Condition
Size 1 1 580 or BO
Call Allan at 256-8751

Guitar Amp
PV Balkstage 30
S100 CaU John 549 0838

Nintendo with Cartridges
4 Sport games
S250 or BO
Call Mark 6-3502

Ski Boots
Raichle size 10

Like new S80/BO
Greg 6 3968

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs -f case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O

Tandy 1000 with modum S300 or BO
Call Ahmed 256-1064

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Ma)<e $2000'» per monlh leaching
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan.
Many provide room & board & other
benefits! Financially & culturally

rewarding! For program
Call: (2061 632 1 1 46 ext. J5001

JOBS! Do you have excellent commu
nication skills? If so, then UMass
telefund is the job for you! Flexible

hours, good pay, and great experience,
come down to the basement of Memo-
rial Hall for an application or call 545
3509

Typist is needed part time to work on
Macintosh computer. Call Reza for an
appointment 549-3840

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

HELP WANTED

Earn Easy Monaylll
Post our brochures around campus and
receive commission for each completed
application. Work few hours, on your own
time. Call 1 800 7589918 EST

Kasy Worhll Excellent payl
Assemble products at homel
Call Toll Free

1 800 467 6226 Ext 598

Fra* tripa Mid monaytl Individuals and
student organizations waniedto promote
the honest Spring Break desilnations, call

the nation's leader. Irter-campus pro
grann 1 800 327 6013

An earring containing 7 white stones
set in gold shaped as a hexagon. Was
lost on Monday sixteenth Most likely

places are at the computer center of
campus center. The earring is of great
sentimental value. Finder will be re

warded Please phone 545 1947 or 546
6357

Lost brown oriental amulet on strirtg

stror>g sentimental value if found call

Kim 256 3084

Siivar Matal Frames - square shaped
sunglasses big reward
David 549 0627

Michael O.
Do you like cornbread?

Sloth IS evil

Razzle
You are our only one!
Happy 21st Birthday!

Love,

Kristin & Maureen

Roland
Happy 21st Birthday

I hope you have blast

and don't get loo oblivious

Love,

Your little Sis

PS I owe you dinner

Staph 'Sunshine* Randazzo,
Happy 21st Birthday

No Punch for you tonight!

Phi Love,

The girls down under

ROOMATES WANTED
Female to share large room 167.50 call

665 7604

Great Apartment 5 min. Walk to campus
or "downtown7good equipped and fur

nished avail. midOecember/rent start Jan.
549 8024

f*ER80NALS

OM in Mua awaatar
I saw you MorKlay in the Hatch

You smiled, I want to gel to krtow you
I'm the browrvhaired guy m tf»e striped
shirt Meet me tochty at 12:30 in the
Hatch

Mala roomata needed to take over
Brandywine lease ASAP or by Jan. 1 S188
Month * utilities Call Jon 549 6584

Nice room in cool house
Jan 1 (NEG)lo May 31

Orchard Valley area 230>
Lv. msg for^Mike 549-1606

Puffton
161.50 EA!
Big room, for 2

Bathroom
Walkthrough closet

5498390

2 fun girls needed to share 1 large bed
room in 3 bedraom ^uWton apartnwui Graat
hscation naw'nig S49-O930

Ski Tuning
Sharpening, Waxing
Base Repair

OnlySa
Call Allan or Mike at 256-8751

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec Isl

Mountain Farms Mall

TO SUBLET

Sublet wanted for wmtersession w/
possible option to lease for Spring se
mester in quiet Amherst/Northampton
place. Call Ed 546-0758

TRAVEL

Seve on spring break '93

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Flonda from
S1 19! Book early, save SSSM Group dis-

counts'! 1 800 426 7710

SKI - Intercollegiate ski weeks only
S209. Includes: 5 day lift licket/5 nights
lodging (Mountainside condol/S days
intercollegiate activities (Dnnkmg age -

18), sponsored by Labatts, Molson and
Mt. Sutton, Canada (Just across the Ver-
mont border) group leader discounut Jan.
3-8, Jan. 10-15 and Spnngbreak '93 Call

Ski Travel Unlimited 1 800 999 SKI 9.

TYPING/WORD PROG.

^•pars Typad - Free cover page,
spell check SI 25/page. Brian 546 1795

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.
Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

?rBH|f**«24hr turnaround 586 5268

SEAVICCS

Viul

Lfva
TheEvMOne

Pregnant? Maad Halpr
Call Birthright of Annharsl area for ffaa

testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549-1906
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Sports
Hixon honored with award | Scott's shots
Field hockey coach named regional coach of the year
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts field hockey coach Pam
Hixon Tuesday was named the 1992 Northeast Regional
Coach-of-the-Year as selected by Northeast region
coaches.

Hixon has led the Minutewomen to a 21-1 record, a
number three ranking and a slot in the NCAA Division I

Final Four. UMass meets No. 2 Iowa ( 19-0) in the NCAA
Field Hockey Tournament semifinals on Saturday at
2:45 p.m. The other semifinal will have No. 1 Old Dominion
(23-0) pitted against North Carolina ( 14-6-1) at 12 noon.

The National Championship game will be held on
Sunday at 1 p.m. Both the semifinals and final will take
place at Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond.

This weekend's trip will be Hixon's fourth in her 15
years ofcoaching at UMass. In three previous appearances
in the Final Four, she led UMass to a second place finish
in 1981 and two third place showings in 1983 and 1987.
Overall, Hixon has led the Minutewomen to each of the
last 12 tournaments since the tourney's inception in

1981, the only coach in the country to accomplish this
feat.

In her 15 seasons at UMass, Hixon has compiled a
236-64-18 record ( .770 winning percentage ) and has won

two Atlantic 10 Tournaments in 1988 and 1992. Hixon
was named the National Coach of the Year in 1981.

This year, Hixon received the A-10 Coach of the year
for the third year in a row and fourth in the last five. She
is a member of the U.S. National Coaching staffand has
been a head coach at six Olympic festivals (1981, 1983,
1986. 1987. 1989 and 1990).

The other regional Coach-of-the-Year honorees are as
follows: Missy Meharg, Maryland (Mid-Atlantic region);

Char Morett Newman, Penn State (Mid-East region);
Beth Beglin, Iowa (Midwest-West region); and Jackie
Silar. Duke (South region).

Final Four notes: Both midfielder Colleen Duffy and
Tracy Barclay were injured in last Sunday's 1-0 victory
against Penn State. Duffy suffered a mild sprain of her
left ankle while Barclay broke her nose when hit by a
defender's stick.

Believe it or not, Hixon thinks Duffy's injury is worse.
"Of course Tracy will play this weekend, but we're
watching Colleen carefully because we're more concerned
about her. She was on crutches as a precaution Ion
Monday], and we'll just wait and see.

For the first time in four years, UMass was not
matched in Old Dominion's bracket. The Minutewomen
have not beaten the Monarchs since 1987 and will only
play them if both teams win or lose.

That's Minutewomen soccer
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

At last season's breakup luncheon. University ofMas-
sachusetts women's soccer coach Jim Rudy ended by
saying, "This year we kept coming and came back for

more. Next year we'll keep coming until the Final Four."
For a man who claims to hate predictions, Rudy couldn't

have been much closer to being right on the money.
The 1992 Minutewomen ended their season Sunday

at the University ofHartford (in a 2-1 loss)just one break
away from proving their coach correct.

In a game which Massachusetts played well enough to
win. the team accentuated their strong points — heart,
dedication, teamwork and an uncompromising will to win.

"If I had one word to describe this year's team it would
be perseverance," Rudy said. "Nomatter what happened,
we fought on."

Senior forward and leading scorer Kim Eynard said,
"We played foreach other. We didn't have any individuals,
just a team."

Case in point, for most of the season Rudy rotated his
two Ail-American caliber goalkeepers Briana Scurry and
Skye Eddy. At midseason, with UMass in the midst of a
slight funk. Eddy volunteered to play forward and made

an immediate impact up front by scoring the game
winner against Vermont.

"When Skye went up front it was the turning point of
the season for us," Rudy said. "To help the team, she
offered to give up something (goalkeeping) which everyone
knew was ofa great importance to her. Everyone got their
priorities together at that point. That's UMass soccer."

Massachusetts went on to win four in a row, including
three road games against top ten teams.

All season UMass won because ofskilled goaltending,
a stifling defense, timely goal scoring and the fact that
they usually wanted it more than their opponents. Even
when they didn't win, their drive was evident.

Case in point — against Hartford junior forward
Colleen Milliken played her best game of the year. She
had no goals juid no assists but she embarrassed the
Hawk defense on a number of plays.

Milliken's not particularly fast, and she's not par-
ticularly big, but for 90 minutes she went around, through
and over bigger and faster Hartford defenders like they
weren't even there.

"Colleen stepped up and gave a big performance right
when we needed her to," Rudy said. "She was absolutely
terrific. She tore it up. That's UMass soccer."

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 1

1

The beard is gone, but the mustache remauns as

a constant reminder to those ofyou who doubted the

ability of the Cardiac Kids from Foxboro.

The Pats could be driving the Cadi-Zo-Lak to the

playoffs with some help from the wild card dealer.
• Our visit to the City That Rocky Built for the

Atlantic Ten Minus Two Media Day, provided some
early hoop season gems. Throw the Teamsters, some
sportswriters and A-10 coaches in the same hotel and
the ensuing melee went something like this:

David

SCOTT
• The Cravat King contest could be spinning out

of control with new entrants cropping up every day.

Coach Cal isn't the only A-10 helmsmen with sweet
silks hanging from his neck and regardless of team
talent, there's a tight three-way race shaping up in

the A-8.

Challenging Cal on the sidelines is UMass alum
and Rhode Island coach Al Skinner, who held back
nothing with his fancy print, but Skinner could be at

a disadvantage as the season "wears" on — he's

limited by tie shops in Rhode Island.

West Virginia's Gale Catlett had basketballs
bouncingon his neck flagand theme tiesarebigpoint-
getters. but Catlett too has a disadvantage, namely
he's the only guy in West Virginia who buys ties.

• Media Day marked the first leg o{ Hampshire
Gazette sports scribe Milt Cole's Farewell Tour. With
stops all across the Eastern seaboard. Milt's Long
(Goodbye could outdo Kareem's syanara. Of course
Milt has a better sky hook than Abdul-Jabbar.

• Mark January 28 on the calender and be in The
Cage when Joannie O'Brien's Lady Hoopsters upset
pre-season favorite St. Joseph's. You read it here first.

• The throng of scribes surrounding Coach Cal
was certainly a sight to see—just ask UMass Sports
Information Director Howie Davis.

"I used to have to pay reporters to go over to our
table." Davis laughed. The times they are a changin'.

• Give Temple coach John Chaney the award for
most poignant commentary at Media Day. His
commentary on the state of the A-10. recruiting
wars and the condition ofPhilly in general was truly
enlightening.

• The second annual Turkey Blowout takes place
this coming Sunday in Montague just around the
time the Pats are putting win No. 2 under their belt.

• Let's give some credit to Mike Fagerson, the
Johnny Most of UMass Football, for his thoroughly
entertaining season-long play-by-play on the AM
dial. His bone-chilling"AN-DREW MC-NEILLY," is

still echoing in my head, or maybe that's the after

Turn to SCOTTS, page 1

1

Field hockey's Ainslee Press import of the year
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

There is simply no way to describe the
impact that midfielder Ainslee Press has
had on the University of Massachusetts
field hockey team.

If she was an automobile, she'd be the
import of the year.

The senior transfer from Mississuaga,
Ontario has been a leader both on and off

the field, leading the team with 25 goals in

22 games. She has given the team expe-
rience and maturity that it has needed
and will need in the Final Four this
weekend when the Minutewomen play
Iowa at 2:45 p.m. Saturday at Virginia
Commonwealth University in Richmond.

It was a stroke of luck that Press even
came to Amherst, and if not for the deci-

sion of the Canadian Olympic team, she
might have never come.

Press played four years in Canada at
the University of Toronto, winning a na-
tional championship. She had been on the
Junior Canadian National or Canadian
National teams since the time she was 16.

After training hard for the 1992 Ca-
nadian Olympic team. Press was the
seventeenthwoman on a 16-woman squad.
She was the last cut on the team, and her
disappointment led her to look south at
the United States and, eventually, UMass.

"From what I understand, Ainslee was
disappointed at not making the Canadian
Olympic team," said head coach Pam
Hixon. "She was looking for a real change
of pace and looking for high competition
outside of Canada."

"I've always wanted to play in the
NCAAs. and I had one year left of eligi-

bility," Press said. "I sat out last year

which meant I could transfer and play
right away.

"It was a combination ofreasons which
led me to UMass. Academically. I could
transfer my credits. Athletically, the
reputation ofPam Hixon was a big factor.

On the phone. I got along with her within
seconds of talking to her."

Press has been a great two-way player
for the Minutewomen. Not only is she able
to score on corners, strokes and in the
field, she also has a unique vision of the
field which enables her to pass to open
teammates.

"I think we were a good team but having
Ainslee come in was whatwe needed to give
us the extra punch to add to the team."
Colleen Duffy said. "She distrubutes the
ball well and she complements the team."

Press leads the UMass penalty corner
by acting as the hitter, and is responsible
formostofthe 19 goalsUMass has amassed
from the corner. Two weeks ago, she was
rewarded with Atlantic 10 Co-Player of
the Year.

Time and time again, Press has stepped
up in critical points in games to take
penalty strokes for the Minutewomen. Her
game-winning stroke on the road against
Villanova is legendary among her team-
mates.

"It was double overtime against
Villanova, and she made the p)enalty stroke

despite the pressure," said Duffy.

"The game would have ended in a tie

and she totally came through," teammate
Danielle Borges added. "Therewas somuch
pressure but shejust stepped right up and
made it like there was no problem. It was
incredible."

Press has not only helped the team, but
they in turn have taught her things about

UMass field hockey hke the importance of
rivalries againstNortheastern andTemple.

"That's one ofthe benefits ofthis team,"
she said. "The seniors have really led.

They've passed on so much. They make
me feel Uke I played last year. I've felt the
pain they've felt.

Although she has only played for Mas-
sachusetts for one season. Press has left

an indelible impression on her teammates
and coach.

"Ainslee is not only an awesome player
but she complements the team with how

hard she works," said Borges. "She's the
best person on and off the field. We don't
want her to go back to Canada."

"She a positive influence. She's always
very supportive of her teammates," said
Hixon. "It would've been great to have her
for another five years."

For Press, there are no regrets.
"This will be the ultimate way to end it

for me," she said. "As of Sunday, I will be
done playing hockey. I won't play again.
I'm really happy I'm going to end it with
this group of people."

Ainslee Press has helped lead the University of MassachusX47d hXy'S'am to I20- 1 record and a birth in the F inal Four.
=»«iis. iie.a nocKey team to a
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Bim
the Pioneer Valley
By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Staff

Having just finishied a recent tour of the
U.K., the red-hot world fannous seven mem-
ber bond from Somerville, Bim Skala Bim, will
be rock skala rockin' the Pioneer Valley to-
night at Pearl Street in Northampton.
The group was formed in 1985 with the

intent of playing Caribbean influenced
dance music (ska, reggae and calypso). Bim
is filled right to the top with some extremely
talented musicians, including several mem-
bers who are graduates of some of the best
music schools in the country: Julliard, Berklee
and the New England Conservatory,

Bim together write and arrange their own
music. This allows for a wide array of musical
influences to blend into a working mixture
that has come to be known as "Caribbean
Rock."

The band's 1 track debut album, BimSkala
Bim (Fonograff-1986), is just the tip of the
iceberg. Bim holds a collection of more than
50 original songs encompassing a wide
spectrum of music. Atone end is "Cool Love,"
a short-but-sweet reggae groove with a

hyper-fast version of "Sunshine Of
Your Love" at the other end.

Their second album. Tuba City
(Celluloid Records) has as much
intensity, fire power and variety
as one of their many live shows
and features ska, reggae and
"mutant cross-breeding," which
is a distinct musical style invented
and used only by Bim. In addition
to the band's own music, they
also help put out Masli if Up. a compilation of
some of the best ska and reggae bands in
the Boston area.

Just this year, Bim released Bones, a 10 track
album that shakes and rattles down to the
very soul with haunting reggae and howling
rock colliding with savage ska and scream-
ing boogie. In addition, "Golden Arm" (track
#4) was featured in the new Warren Miller ski

movie. Extreme Dream.
This distinct sound that has soared to

popularity is produced by seven very tal-
ented musicians: lead vocalist Dan Vitole,
vocalist/trombone player Vincent Nobile,
saxophonist/piano player John Cameron,

bass player Mark Ferranti and drummers Jim
Arhelger and Rick Barry, Together, they have
played with such greats as Ziggy Marley and
Fishbone. They also played two sold outshows
at the recent International Ska Music Festi-
val.

Bim Sl<aia Bim wiiibe rocl< skala rockin ' the
Pioneer Valley tonight at Pearl Street in
Northampton. Tickets are $6 in advance
andcan bepurchased at Tix Unlimited in the
Student Union and the Northampton Box
Office (586-8686). The show is open to those
18 and over and will begin at 8:30.

THIS WEEK
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The zip where everyone is unzipped
Ru rnTTFP nAPriA ..^By CUTTER GARCIA
and ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

This is part II ofa series in which our ir^trepid reporters
are exploring the exciting world of high school life in
Beverly Hills. 90210.

Cutter Garcia: I can't believe the responses we've been
getting to part one of our series, Art! I knew that we had
our fair share of readers but I was shocked at the volume.
Arthur Stapleton: O.K., Cutter, the responses were good,
but I think we should delve right into the show, especially
last week's episode of "902 1 0." It was funny how the cries
of excitement and laughter echoed through the halls of
Patterson as Brenda and Kelly were close to brawling. To
tell you the truth, I was psyched to see a cat fight.

But, of course, stud -boy Dylan and that clown we met in
France, Rick, were the peace-makers. Give me a break!
CG: Yesss! I was in a room filled with guys and when the two
couples met at the door we were all on our feet cheering for
the two of them to get busy. There's something so. . . about
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Sam Adams Ale/Lager

24/12 oz bott.

$17.99 -t-dep.

Becks
24/12 oz bott.

$16.99 + dep.

IWD 2(V20 all flavors

.750ml $2.00

Cisco - All Flavors

750 ml $2.50

MICHELOB
24/12 oz bott.

$12.99 + dep.

BUD Dry
Bar Botts.

$1 1 .99 -I- dep.

Busch
Bar Bottles case

$9.49 + dep.

Olympia
24/12 oz. cans

$7.99 -»- dep.

Pabst
Bar botts.

$7.99 + dep.

ICE!!
10 lbs. $1.00
50 lbs. $4.50

l^bbl KEGS'!
Natural Lt 3230 -Klep

Busch 3aj99-KlBp

VBer. MGO&U3839 -Kkf]

Plus Many More!!
Nobody Beats Our Prices!

24/12 oz cans
$7.29 + dep.

Narragansett
24/12 ozcans
$7.29 + dep.

Tired of stores with

BAD ATTITUDES?
At 4 Seasons you'll be

treated with gratitude!

And . .

.

Piaple Passion

1.5 L

Jim Beam
.750 ml $7.99

Carolans Irish

Cream
.750 ml $8.99

Popov Vodka

175L ^9-99

Southern Comfort

$7.99750 ml

4 Seasons Vodka

$8.99
1.75L

VSQ Brandy

$7.99
.750ml

', t>o '0- T,cO', • VlSAMA?;-EnCAnLi f•z.c^c or Sh(

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 9-11 • 10% Senior Discount Everyday

Keg deposits Held Up to 30 Days on VISA MASTERCARD, CHECK. CASH
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a girl fight. All slaps and scratches and pulling hairs. . . but
we were sadly left hanging when they chickened out,
thanks in part to that wonderful date-mediator Rick.

What the heck is up with this guy? If I was with a girl

I'd dated twice, three months ago, and while going out to
dinner we just happened to run into her ex-boyfriend
whom she broke up with 27 minutes earlier, and he was
romantically involved with her best frien^; well i'nj sure
that my first reaction would quite naturally be, "Hey! Why
don't we all just sit down and discuss this over a cup of
coffee!" No way! I'd be heading for the hills.

AS: Which is exactly where Dylan was heading at the end
of last week's episode. What is this. The Sound ofMusic?
Seeing Dylan rollingaround inthe grass with a mysterious
girl basically shows the reality of this show. Ha! I thought
thatthis guy finally found his sweetheart in Kelly, then the
next day he runs away because of his SAT's.

He's so dumb he won't get into a real school anyway!
I don't know about you. Cutter, but when I took my
college boards, they checked some sort of ID. How can
the proctors not remember the Dylan McKay?
CG: I myself had to leave finger prints, a copy of my birth

records and a stool sample for verification. But don't
worry Arthur, Mr. McKay will build G-HoDads for him
when he gets out of prison for his stock violations and all

the Bevs will end up going there.

Steve will major in Locksmithing, Brandon in Home
Economics, Dave in Radio Broadcasting, Kelly in Orni-
thology (If it looks like a duck. . .), Andrea in Elderly care,
Donna in FHepotism Studies and of course Brenda will

major in Whining. But it'll all be O.K. because at least
they'll be reunited. I can see it now, Beverly Hills 90210— Freshman Year!". It's a sad, sad world.
AS: Finally, let's talk about our favorite, sad Beverly Hills

snob, Brenda. When she first moved from the Twin Cities
to the Hills, she was nothing more than a prima-donna.
Over the short span of three seasons, however, Brenda
has done a complete turn-around, looking and acting like
more of a snot than Kelly Taylor ever was.

Brenda's parents pamper her like she is the second
coming. No wonder she whines so much. Just like Pavlov's
dogs, the Mom and Dad Walsh's react to every whimper of
their dading daughter. Hey, Brenda. take advice from the
Stones: "You can't always get what you want!"

CG: Out of fairness to Kelly I think we should consider that
her training for the Snot crown was hampered by her
trying to deal with her mother's coke habit, but as for

Brenda — I agree with your observation Art.

In my house, if I was dating somebody that my parents
hated and thought was extremely bad for me it would've
gone something like this, "If you continue to see her you
will be living on the street and eating gum from under
desks. End of discussion."

In the Walsh house, however, it's, "Hmmn? She has
repeatedly disobeyed us and slapped us in the face with
her blatant insubordination. What should we do to punish
her? How about if we just send her off to France for the
summer and pay for it? I bet that'll teach her a thing or
two, little miss smarty-pants!"
AS: Now it is time. Cutter, for the amazing responses you
referred to at the opening. First of all, I know, and some
of the intelligent people at the Collegian know, that the
by-line reads: Cutter Garcia. Still, proving that not all of
UMass is intelligent, someone named "Jennyy" from
Southwest addressed you as Mr. Cutter.

The writer then told us that Kelly "is a lonely, lost,

confused teenager who needs affection." Hey, we didn't

say she shouldn't get some lovin', just not from so many
people!

CG: I was truly amazed that we had managed to touch
such a raw nerve in the student body. The fact was most
evident when you ranked on Steve. Jennyy writes, "What
is so wrong with Steve? I bet you're just two are just
jealous . Yeah, that's right! You're just jealous because all

the chicks think he's hot, and I'm safely assuming that
you're not!" Well, you know what they say about assum-
ing Jennyy; "When you assume you make an 'ass' out of
yourself." I'm sorry your life is so bleak Jenn, but keep
staying in your room and watching TV. That ought to help.

Another student named Dan H. said, "I can't believe that
you were so harsh on B. H. , it's a cool show man! It's the only
show out there that I can truly watch and enjoy every week.
It's not about being rich, it's about the confusion of being
young and alone in the world and the troubles that go along
with becom'ing a young adult. It's a really cool show and I

think you'd feel the same way if you just gave it a little bit

of a chance."
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The following PHYSICS COURSES were
Inadvertantly omitted from the preregistration

guidebook. These courses will be offered

in Spring 93.

Course Nsmg Course U Time Location

Physics 117 (PS) 555199

Physics 556 562249

Physics 390A 560092

MWF9K)5 Has. 228

TuTh 9:30 LGRT 1033

By Arrangement

Physics 715 563333 MWF1:25 LGRT 1334

MuItjCuIturaI Niqhr
NovE\ibER 21^T 71 1p^,

CAMpis Cfntfr AidiTORiuM
LJMass AmIifrst

DiNNFR S6 AT doOR. SS' pRF pAJd
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PIONEER BOWLING CENTER, INC.
2 West Street, West Hatfield

Massachusetts 01088
247-9506

STUDENT SPECIAL
Every night

Call ahead for availability

99<t per string with 5-College I.D.

<^ Easy To Get To!

A Vzx\iz{ Night Out For Friends & Dates

300 Club Lounge For Patrons • 21 yrs. w/I.D.

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS UAM to 2AM
FRI-SATllAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUTOR DELIVERY
FREE DELIVERY

LUNCH SPECIAL I! buy a large ;i

(looo HAM to.^PM 1
1 r'ocrci: niTTA '

I m>:i)iumchki:si:pizza+ || y^iiLLoL rlLLn \\

I ONi: TOPPING+ <I:r99ll rnn t^iii- I'
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I
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I4 FREE COKES $7^^
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WEEKEND Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

HAPPENINGS

COURTESY OF MHC DEFT. OF DANCE
The Mount Holyoke College Faculty Dance Con-

cert will run tonight through Saturday.

THURSDAY
THEATRE — The (JMass Theatre Department livens

up the Shakespeare classic. A Midsummer Night's Dream
as they set this comedy in the Caribbean. Runs tonight
through Sunday, 8 p.m. Shows at Bowker Auditorium.
$6 general/$4 students. 545-251 1

.

DAMCE CONCERT — Mount Holyoke College Fac-
ulty Dance Concert to be held tonight through Saturday,
8 p.m. Performances to be held in the Studio Theatre,
Kendall Hall. $5 general/$3 students, seniors and chil-

dren. Reservations necessary, 586-3100 ext. 2848.
IN CONCERT— Quetzal vk/ill produce their exuberant

Latin tunes tonight at the Iron Horse in Northampton. 7
p.m. Tickets $8 in advance. 586-8686.

READING — Residential Arts to sponsor an evening
of fiction and poetry through "Out of Bounds," a Visual
Arts outreach endeavor. The program features original

fiction and poetry by MFA students Karen Condon and
Frank Johnson, and complements exhibitions sched-
uled at both Hampden and Wheeler galleries. The read-
ing at Hampden Gallery begins at 7 p.m. and will be
followed by a reception. Free.

FILM/VIDEO — Law of Desire, a passionately erotic

film by Pedro Almodovar will be shown tonight at the
Campus Center Room 903. 7 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Bim Skala Bim, ska/reggae/calyso
melody makers will perform their Caribbean influenced

dance music tonight at Pearl Street. With appearances by
artists such as Ziggy Marley, Bad Manners and Fishbone
under their belts, Bim is more than ready to rock the valley.

1 8+ fans be there at 8:30. Call 584-777 1 for more info/tix.

EXHIBIT— The Barnes Gallery at Leverett Crafts and
Arts presents "Global Revisions: A Retrospective." This
work by James Powell presents images of past and
present flags and maps, and urges the viewer to examine
their world view and perspective of location in time and
space. The exhibit celebrates National Geography
Awareness Week, and will run until Nov. 29. A multime-
dia presentation and reception will be held tonight from
6-8 p.m. 548-9070 for more info.

THEATRE— The Hampshire Shakespeare Company
will present a platform reading of Carrie, a new play by
nationally renowned playwrite Jack Gilooley . A discussion

will follow the play, which is based on Theodore Dreiser's

novel. Sister Carrie. Hampden Theatre, 8 p.m. $2.

LECTURE — "Words and Concepts in the Bilingual

Mind" will be discussed by Judy Kroll of Mount Holyoke
College. SC Bass Hall 210. 4:10 p.m. Free.

FILM — Corliss Lamont Arts Project, Program 4,

"Confronting the War Within" to be presented. Tonight's

segment will include two films to be part of this year-long

series of events. The Journey, Vol. 5 will present an

Australian family discussing media and nuclear industry.

Nostalghia will tell the story of a Russian poet studying in

Italy who ponders the end of the world. AC Stirn Audito-

rium, Mead Art Museum. Films start 7 8 9 p.m. respec-

tively. Free.

THEATRE — Those zany folks over at Hampshire

Independent Productions present The GnAmericans, an

original play about the tJlacklisting of workers in the

motion picture industry during the McCarthy era. Runs

tonight through Sunday at HC Main Dance Studio, 8

p.m., $2. Call 549-4600 ext. 226 for more info.

LECTURE— 500 Years of Constructing the Caribbean
Lecture Series: "Will the Real San Salvador Please Stand
Up — The Columbus Landfall Debate" will be presented
by Charles A. Hoffman, Anthropology. Northern Arizona
University. HC Franklin Patterson Hall, East Lecture Hall,

7:30 p.m. Free.

FILM— Death in Venice, the story of an aging German
composer who finds his dormant emotions reawakened
by a pretty young boy. This 1971 LuchinoVisconti classic
will play at AC's Merrill II. 4 & 7:30 p.m. Free.

FRIDAY
IN CONCERT — UMass grad students of the band

Frances Gumm will perform tracks off of their new album
tonight at Sheehan's Cafe in NoHo. For more info call the
cafe at 586-4258.

FILM — Sherman's March. Ross McElwee's unique
documentary odyssey in which a perfectionist walks right

onto the screen and into the Civil War South will be shown
tonight. Sponsored by Second Sight Film Collective, a
nominal admission fee will get you into this brilliant,

humorous work. HC Franklin Patterson Hall, 7:30 p.m.
IN CONCERT— One Eyed Jake and Bark Like a Dog

will jam, rock and roll at Pearl Street until they can't jam,
rock and roll no more. Don't miss this opportunity to hang
out with people your mom told you to stay away from.
8:30 p.m. 584-7771 info/tix.

COMMUNITY — Chabad House sponsors a Shabbat
Service and Dinner to focus upon "Finding the right one:
love and marriage Jewish-style." 6 p.m. Free. 549-4094.

IN CONCERT — The University of Massachusetts
Wind Ensemble and Symphony Band will present works
by American, French and British composers. Under the
direction of Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr., the group will play
compositions including Percy Grainger's Colonial Song,
Ellen Zwilich's Ceremonies. Darius Milhaud's Suite
Francaise, Nicholas Maw's American Games and William
Schuman's New England Triptych. FAC Concert Hall, 8
p.m. $8/$4 for students, elders and children. 545-251 1

.

SATURDAY
IN CONCERT— Lucinda Williams will perform songs

off of her debut album, "Sweet Old World " tonight at Pearl

Street. Rooted in traditional Cajun, Delta blues, country
and R & B forms, Williams' music is clear, no-frills,

perfectly aimed work that goes straight to the heart. 2 1 +

fans welcome, doors open at 7 p.m. 584-7771.
BOOKSIGNING — Local author/illustrators Eshu

Bumpus and Micha Archer will be at Food For Thought
Books in Amherst to sign their new book, Animales/
Animals: A Spanish-English Activity. Using Spanish and
English throughout, the 14 instructional lessons support
learning in language arts, science, geography, story
writing, art and Spanish language and culture. Blank
pages are provided for children's own creative expres-
sion. 1 -2:30 p.m. Free. 253-5432 for more info.

MULTICULTURAL — A Multicultural night to offer

entertainment from different parts of the world as well as
an International Dinner Buffet will be sponsored by the
International Students Association. Event to run 7-11
p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium. $5 in adv./$6 at

door. Call Martha at 253-0522 for more info.

IN CONCERT— Mark Kross Trio, a Boston-based jazz
pianist will do his thing tonight at the Iron Horse in NoHo.
586-8686 for more info/tix or just to say hi.

GALLERY TALK — "Charles Sheeler's Rolling Power
and Drive Wheels," by Cynda Benson, NBA Intern, will be
presented at SC's Museum of Art. 2 p.m. Free.

FILM — Who's Afraid Of Virginia Woolf, starring

Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton will play tonight at

MHC's Gamble Auditorium. This tale of tow couples who
get together for an all-nighter of bitter exchanges won six

Oscars, and is brought to you by the MHC Film Society
for a mere $2.50. 7 & 9:30 p.m.
COMMUNITY — ASA Filipino Intercollegiate Dia-

logue Party. All Five College students invited to MHC's
Blanchard Campus Center for a dialogue and social

gathering. 10 p.m. -2 a.m., $3/$2 with ID.

IN CONCERT—As part of Student Valley Production's
Fall Arts Festival electric and acoustic whiz-band Acous-
tic Panic will play. 8 p.m. in Hampden Theatre. Free.

SUNDAY

COURTESY STUDENT VALLEY PRODUCTIONS
MISSION: IMPROVABLE, performing at the SVP

Fall Arts Festival this Friday.

DANCE — Dance the night away to golden oldies of

the '50s through the '70s as the Amherst College "R"
Committee takes you back in time. All 21 -h welcome to

AC'S Valentine Hall Annex from 8 p.m.- 12:30 a.m. $3.
IN CONCERT—Texas singer/songwriter TishHinojosa

brings her Mexican-American roots and spiritual tunage
to the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m. $8.50 will get you into

this rockin' good time, that will also feature early Jefferson
Airplan/sh Knots & Crosses. 586-8686 is the key to

knowledge and tickets.

COMMUNITY — A Transformation Vigil will offer an
opportunity for healing, to become transformed from
victim intoa survivor of sexual abuse, assault and harass-
ment. MHC Skinner Green, 7 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Jessel Murray will direct The Smith
College Student Orchestra to present a Fall concert. This
performance constitutes the first concert of the newly re-

established Student Orchestra, which last performed more
than a decade ago. Benjamin Britten's Simple Symphony
for string orchestra, Franz Schuhiert's Symphony No. 5, the
Coriolan Overture by Beethoven and Eight Russian Folk
Songs for Orchestra by Anton Liadov will be performed.
Sweeney Concert Hall of Sage Hall, SC. 8 p.m. Free.

STORYTELLING — The Western New England
Storyteller's Guild will present "Under the Harvest Moon:
An Evening of Shining Tales" with Michael Evans, Tim Van
Egmond and Rochelle Wildfrong. These storytellers will

read stories of the harvest, the moon, giving thanks.
Autumn and season change at the Hooker/Dunham The-
atre in Brattleboro tonight, and at the Northampton Center
for the Arts tomorrow. Both readings begin at 8 p.m. $7
seniors, $4 children. 367-0101 for more info/reservations.

THEATRE — "Mission: Improvable," UMass' one and
only improvisational theatre/comedy to perform their zany

,

audience-interactive humor at the Student Valley Produc-
tions Fall Arts Festival. 8 p.m., Hampden Theatre. Free.

CAFE SERIES — The UMass Program for Gay. Les-
bian and Bisexual Concerns sponsors a cafe, with a to-

be-announced program focus. 7:30 p.m., Hampden The-
atre. $3 donation requested.

IN CONCERT— The Springfield Symphony Orches-
tra Chorus will present a winter recital under the direction
of Lucinda Thayer, conductor. For more information call

733-2291.
BENEFIT CONCERT — The Northampton Country

Club sponsors a benefit concert for Cindy Krescondo and
Nicole Dyson. Survivors of Bill Dyson, who was killed in

a plane crash earlier this year, Krescondo and Dyson will

receive the proceeds from this all-you-can-eat buffet and
concert. Bands The Bombastics, The Big Bad Bollocks.
Free Press and Who's Kiddin Who, along with others will

perform. $7 admission for this 2 p.m. -midnight event.
585-8779 more info.

GOSPEL CONCERT — "Look Up to Jesus" to be
presented by SC's All People's Gospel Choir and the

Pioneer Valley Gospel Choir. Contemporary gospel mu-
sic and spirituals will feature soloists from New York City

and Boston. $3-$5 students/$l children & unemployed.
SC Sweeney Concert Hall, 3:30 p.m.

COUmSV STUDENT VALLEY PftODUCTIONS
ACOUSTIC PANIC, performing at the SVP Fall

Arts Festival this Saturday.
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Trees, not Just Seattle scrub
By ROLAMD COGGIN
AAROM COHEN
Collegian Staff

Sweet Oblivion
The Screaming Trees
Epic Records

The Screaming Trees latest album, Su^eet Oblivion
may be welcomed with the now common introduction by
middle-aged DJs, "another band out of Seattle!" and that's
enough to make most people cringe. But the band has put
out one of the best pop albums to come out of the city that
has given mainstream rock some long needed freshness.

it has been surprising to seethe evolution of the Scream-
ing Trees from Sub Pop (definitely not) pretty boys to a
radio friendly band that seems more influenced by the
Beatles than Black Sabbath. They sounded great on their

older albums with the grainy, low-budget production, less

structured songs, and occasional unskilled trumpet lines.

The old Seattle sound is still there, but it has been
tamed by the production to the point of All -American
rock and roll harmlessness. The band can probably put

down payments on houses and cars now, but maybe they
really are more soft hearted than they look. Either way,
it's good to see some more real people on MTV (it's quite
safe to say they're not getting their video played because
of their good looks).

For any painful experience the Screaming Trees seem
to be able to think up two lines that rhyme well enough to
shape a whole song. The way that they can sing about
depression in the sweetest chorus without gaining much
empathy leads to the theme of oblivion; the tone of the
album is much less tormented than those of their neigh-
boring bands.

The topics are genuine enough, though to make falling

for a poppy song a guilt free experience.(Remember the
horror of catching yourself singing Bon Jovi classics?)

The album's first single, "Nearly Lost You," opens with
a hook so catchy it would put a dumb look on Paul
McCartney's face as he wondered, "Did I write that?" As
with most of the album, you'll appreciate this song when
you find yourself singing it in the shower after only one
listen.

Mark Lannegan's voice is unpolished, yet deep, gentle
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AS: Wake up, Dan, because we do give "902 1
0" a

chance. What do you think these columns are all

about? Try to hold back the tears, listen to what we
have to say, and next time respond by writing your
responses in crayon; a medium through which
YOG would express yourself more clearly, and it

won't wash away with your tears.

CG: O.K. kids, do the math, it's obvious that while

we may not be slaves to the passion that a lot of you
feel for the show, we are still watching it. It's a guilty

pleasure. Sort of like slowing by a messy car wreck
on the highway, you don't really want to look but
you have to in order to satiate that sick curiosity

within the dark part of your soul.

Thanks for all of your cards and letters! Keep
them coming! Art and I want to hear your comments
and ideas. Do you agree? Do you disagree? Do you
really even care? Send them to: Cutter & Art c/o
ARTS Desk CJMass Daily Collegian. Stop on down to

the offices located in the Campus Center basement
and ifwe like your hodads or your sundresses maybe
we'll quote you in our next piece.

CHINA DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Traditional Chinese Cuisine
Relax and enjoy yourself at our beautiful Newly remodeled Facility •

Sunny Greenhouse • Sushi Bar • Beautiful Lounge with Big Screen TV.

Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week • Lunch Specials served daily
"Largest Chinese Restaurant in Hampshire County"

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1:30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS TILL 1 1PM

I ,''™/'^^^
I
E^T^yMOmAYmomn THURSDAY IN OUR LOUNGE

I
XO*M> OFF^ I 4PM 7PM. ENJOY

OR CARRY out! ,
Happy HouT

I • DINNER. • I
$2.00 Appetizersfrom our special

I ONLY ' menu •$1.00 Draft Beer—^^—^—— .-^^j^_^-J Mweni \o\v .\miab\c ihrough Miveni Lwrc^s at 549-0077

DINNER.
ONLY

351 Northampton Rd. • Rte. 9 • Amherst
Corner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. * 256-8800

DoN*T Be Caught short When
You Graduate!

The Field Experience Program offers you:

i/ invaluable preprofessional

work experience

/ excellent salaries $9 - $14/hr

1/ clarification of career goals
/^ the competitive edge

Positions currently open for the
following positions:

Boston Globe- English, Communications,
and Business
M/croso/r - CSE, COINS
ArnoldArboretum-^ Botany, Forestry, Ld Arch
Fidelity Investments - SOM, CASIAC
Mass Office of Traveland Tourism - HRTA
Stratus Computer '^ EE, ME, CSE

We have hundreds of similar positions available.

It*s up to you to act nowl

Planning sessions are offered Monday @ 12:20,

Wednesday@ 2:30 and Thursday @ 1 :00

in Curry Hicks. Call 545-6265 for information.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Frausimiy/Soronty Puk - on ihe Oichtrd Hill bu« route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

^mmmmmxi

%atfik Cddweti- 18 years oU
Stroke Victim

Ust spring semester Kathie Caldwell, a UMass freshman, suffered
a debilitating stroke which left her totally disabled (quadriplegic
and unable to speak).

Mortar Board, Alpha Umbda Delta & Golden Key Honor Societies
are sponsoring a 3 mile Walk-a-thon to raise funds for the very
expensive rehabilitation equipment Kathie needs.

Please Walk for Kathie
November 21, 1992

12 Noon - Start at Baker Residence Hall in Central

Sponsor forms available at: Dean ofStudents Office/227 Whitmore/UMass • Student Activities

Orchard Hill/Central Area Offlce/B30 Baker • Table on CC Concourse
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Patty Larkin delights at the Iron Horse
Thursday, November 1 9, 1 992 / Page 5

By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Staff

Patty Larkin

Iron Horse
Nov. 13

How does the saying go? Is it okay to yell fire in a
crowded movie house? Or is it nnovie in a crowded fire
house? Whatever it is. you could have yelled fire in the
crowded Iron Horse last Friday night because Patty
Larkin was sizzlin'.

Larkin took the crowd for all it was worth. For a folk
musician from Milwaukee who used to earn her living
playing Irish music on the sidewalks of Harvard Square,
she impressed the hell out of me. Witnessing the crowd's
reaction to every single song she played, it's safe to say
that I wasn't the only one who felt her powerful, un-
avoidable allure.

Larkin's guitar work rang like church bells in the
Baptist country ofthe deep South. Her voice, a remarkably
vibrant amalgamation ofShawn Colvin and Janis Joplin,
blew holes in the walls with authority.

Larkin's short-but-sweet concert consisted mostly of
songs from her most recent album, Tango, but also in-

cluded occasional covers of songs by fellow folk per-
formers. About half way through the concert, Larkin
decided she had to play "Dave's Holiday," a song about
fellow folkie John Gorka (he's Dave) that has discovered
immense popularity with a broad range of listeners.

In the middle of "Dave's Holiday," Larkin, overcome
by the reaction of the crowd, forgot a verse to the song.
Did that effect her? Mo, no, it didn't even phase her, for

she's a veteran folk singer. One thing about Larkin is that
she really knows how to work a crowd. After, ahem,
screwing up, she just cranked out a joke or two about
herself and made the crowd laugh and cheer even more.

Needless to say, the crowd was absolutely ecstatic

throughout the entire concert. Picture it: Larkin is speak-
ing through an unbelievably powerful system, but can
hardly be heard due to the crowd's reaction to her music
and jokes. It conjures up images of the Beatles at the
Hollywood Bowl. . .downscaled to folk music caliber, of
course.

Folk concerts usually force listeners to sit through a
monotonously humdrum opening act. Not this one,
though. Opening for Larkin were the Billys, a hot folkie

duo from Asheville, NC. The Billys, like Larkin, really

know how to work the crowd.
Billy Jones and Bill Melanson played songs from their

album. The Billys, including "Billy And Bill's House" and
"Ooze," to name a few. Discovered by Larkin while down
in North Carolina on the Winter's Might Tour, the Billys

are genuine crowd pleasers.

Speaking for all those who attended the concert, I say
"Job well done." On the other hand, forthose who missed
out on this chance, please, for your sake, don't make that
mistake again.

DANCE CLUB
Wednesday -

DANCING WITH D) JOB
Thursday - WHMP

EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING

WITH DJ DENNIS R.

WHMP broadcasting live.

Friday -

DISCO 2000 with D) )0B

free Airission Before IftOOpm

frwAllNi^w/Collegel.D.»

Free pizza courtesy rt foodies

Saturday -

THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ JOB
Sunday -

COMING NOV. 29th-18+
70's DISCO PARTY
WITH DJ DENNIS R.

j l > jr! ! ! ! y i yf j i '?' *'*f?l.'l *>

LIVE MUSIC...
7/u/rs., Nov. ]')-H:M)f)nVl8+/

Rtxord Rfltjsi' r,)ily

BIM SKALA BIM

COURTESV HICH STREETS RECORDS
Larkin was able to laugh her way through mistakes, rounding out a tremendous

performance.

You gotta

have Arts.

And you gotta

have Living.

Collegian

Arts & Living.

ALLEY OOPS

AAiller Lite Live

Concert Series
lauiji.

The Bombastics

Fri.. Nov. 20-H:U)jm

fiLV R(Hk Fri(l.n',

TEXAS FLOOD
(Slevie Roy Wniiihn Tribulel

Ffivlklorc l():(X)|jiii

t iTX' All Nii;hl v\ ith ('(illci;c II )

S.U., Nov. JI-:':(H)ijni

LUCINDA WILLIAMS

Lickety Split

'?,

525 PLEASAHT STREET
•^ nORTHAMPTOri

I 584-2'

Get Your Fraternity & Sorority Party Reservations

COURTESY HICH STREETS RECORDS

Patty strummed her way into the hearts of the Iron Horse crowd.

When you've

got your Arts

and you've got

your Living,

we've done
our job.

Collegian

Arts & Living.

113 CC.

AIDS is everyone's problem and

everyone must educate themselves

now! Donate $5 or more and

receive our publications. Send

name, address, and enclosed

donation: S

MAIL TO:

THE RUBBERS BROS.'

ADSEdicatioiPiblkatms
RO.Boxi31UMC,Wilbr3ham,MA01095-(M31

I
AIDSInfomiatioH Id. 1-8(»-745-1057

University ofMassachusetts

Department of Theater

presents

Women of
Trachis

by Sophocles

a new translation

^
by Robert Bagg

November 12-14

\
and 18-21

]
8:00 p.m.

Ratid Theater
Tickets: 545-2511

Fine Arts Center

Box Office

DownsliVrs - fi:iO piv

IIM.1SS Ni-hl

BARK LIKE A DOC
ONE EYED JAKE
S 1 OtI Admission vv,

UMass ID, .Kldition.ll

|)ro|x;r ID rt'Cjuired

J

"lump .Around"

HOUSE OF PAIN

Rise Robots Rise
'-' f- - - ! '_ WT. rrT"

:|
III.. Nov. J7-H:U)pinK(><k /().'

Fn^ Ro(k Fricbv

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Free Admission Before

1(1:00 nm
,Trgr *T -̂ *

5.W., No\.JH-ti:i()pm

Rfi^^.}e D.mrt' P.irly

THE EQUALITES [:

Moil, Nov. i(l8:CX)ijnvh'i+'

Frtv Show!

YOTHU YINDI
TInir. [)>(. !-,'l:U)piu lf;+

CHUCKLEHEAD

5.ir, /><. '>-H:iilpm

RIPPOPOTAMUS

Jhur. Dec. }0-8:M)pn\\H+/

THE ZEN TRICKSTERS

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

10 AM to 4 PM
November 1 6 - 25

Mn«|T»L*^||.A.t|,|

.S,)f., Dtr. lJ-8:U)pm

IOHNCAFFERTY&
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND

Tiie.. Oec. 1SSiX^ivKock 102/

ARC ANGELS

TheP
Tickets jvaildhir jt Vaii Strwt,

Strav^tx'rrHN, Tix Lnlimited,

Vorthamplon RwonK h» TV
Record in Amherst: Tlcirt Pn)

WtOl 82H-7(WO.
in Pearl Vrwt Virttmnpton • ;84.Tl
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Words
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

From Hell

written by Alan Moore
drawn by Eddie Campbell

"From hell.

"

That's how Jack the Ripper signed off
in his anonynnous letters to the London
police: "From hell, Jack the Ripper." Given
the brutality of the murders and the un-
believable grip they hold over the popular
imagination even today, it is no wonder
that some took him seriously and believed
him a demon from hell, or worse.

Worse is definitely what Moore and
Campbell would have us believe in their

THIS WEEKEND

poisonous retelling of the murders com-
mitted by Jack the Ripper. When they call
it From Hell, they mean us to understand
that this is a document from a hell on
earth, the teeming bloody hell of 1880s
London, the "f—king bedlam," whereJack
the Ripper is only the tip of a very ugly
iceberg, and the murders are only a fraction
of the whole story.

For this is a story, a fiction, make no
mistake. Moore and Campbell are not
claiming to present the truth about these
events at long last. "It doesn't matter who
Jack the Ripper was," said Moore in an
interview with the Comics Journal. "We're
never going to know."

Instead they are spinning a tale about
these murders, what caused them, and

what effect they had, a tale that they very
scrupulously keep from contradicting any
of the known facts about the case, no
matter how minute.

In this tale, the Ripper is Sir William
Withey Gull, Freemason and Physician

-

in-Ordinary to Her Majesty Queen Victoria

,

and he kills Polly Nichols, Annie Chapman,
Liz Stride, and Marie Jeannette Kelly to

halt a blackmail plot against the royal
family, regarding an illegitimate royal
baby.

(Kate Eddowes, regarded as the fifth

victim of the Ripper, was murdered after

Gull's death; this will no doubt be dealt
with in future chapters.)

But as I said earlier, the murders are
only a fraction of the story. Though only

Scenes FROM HELL
Comic drawn by Eddie Campbell / written by Alan Moore

I

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local
specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

I I

Trees

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst I

'

256-8923 • 256-8924
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and surprisingly musical. It is easy
to picture him hacking frantically

before each take, and the rest of the
band sighing with relief when he
finds his voice again.

Unfortunately, little musicianship
is to be found beyond what it takes
to carry Lannegan's lyrics; almost
every song is dominated by a cho-
rus and this becomes repetitive.

The Screaming Trees won't
change the world, probably not even
rock and roll, but they can have the
pleasure of knowing that somewhere
someone is whistling one of their

songs. And that's enough for most
musicians.

six chapters have been completed so far,

and though only the first murder has oc-
curred, the ripples from this action have
already spread to touch such disparate
lives as those of Black Elk, Lakota prophet,
and John Merrick, the Elephant Man.

From Hell is also notable in that it is the
first work of fiction based on the Ripper
murders to show us the real people behind
the women who were killed. We see their

lives and what led them to where they
came to rest, and we have seen the effect

of the first woman's death on her family
and those around her.

Alan Moore has come to be known as
"the best writer in comics," and here he
out-does himself. The story is told entirely

through dialogue, ranging from the
Cockney of the street walkers to the el-

egantly articulate ravings of Gull, always
ringing true, never skipping a beat. The
story also ranges widely, from the police
blotters of the crime itself to Masonic myth
to the architecture and history of London,
and yet it never gets bogged down in this

wealth of detail.

And Eddie Campbell more than rises to
the challenge. His urgently sketchy artwork
drops us into the teeming masses of
London. We see the people as they really
were, see the buildings and the carriages,
the cobbles and the sewers, the wealth
and the poverty. Yet this is no static attempt
at photorealism — the art remains loose
and fluid, full of nervous urban energy.

It is in the tour-de-force fourth chapter,
"What Doth the Lord Require of Thee?"
that they achieve a synthesis wondrous
to behold. Gull lays out the methods of his

madness to his henchman, Metley, on a
tour through London, and as the words
and pictures together become terrifying

poetry, the chilling thesis behind From Hell
becomes clear: "You see? Your destiny's
inscribed upon the streets wherein you
grew: upon the horse you ride each day,
you cannot change your mind! Our story's
written, Netley: inked in blood long dry...

engraved in stone."

The world is such and the times were
such that it doesn't matter who Jack the
Ripper was. If not Gull, then someone else;
if not those five, then other victims. It was
bound to happen.

I'll leave you with Alan Moore's dedi-
cation:

"This book is dedicated to Polly fNichols,
Annie Chapman, Liz Stride. Kate Eddowes,
and Marie Jeannette Kelly.

"You and your demise: of these alone
are we certain. Goodnight, ladies."

From Hell will run to 16 chaptersand is

serialized in Taboo, a horror anthology
available from Tundra. It is also being
collected in its own series, also available
from Tundra.

UQUORS
18 Main St, Downtown Amherst 253-5441

New! American Beer Exciling!

$7.29 case cans
(Quantity Discounts Available)

BUSCHbarbotts.
$9.99 case

SAMADAMS Lager
$16.99 case

CatamOlUltAmber/Porter/Gold
$8.99 12pk/botts.

MiUer "Lite" cans
$12.49 case

Visa/Mastaicaiid accq)tied on k^ dqx)si

Many More In^tore (Special*
'^ Beers plus Depcxsit (especially on mne^) *Dclivcry Available

STUDENT Al
FITNESS m
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks!

$'1 OQOO *SPECIALRATE!
I WW September

to May
MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
• Tennis • Racquetball** • Massage Therapy
• Nautilis • Aerobics**(includesstep)
• Free Weights • Fihiess testing • Sauna
• Basketball • Cardiovascular (Stairmastef", LifeCycles

)

•Not all clubs feature all amenities "Nominal Fee
Comparable Value

$400 if paid monthly

You save nearly 50%
by paying for your

membership on the

day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

ATHLETIC
CLUBS of
AIAERICA

659 Amherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638

(Formerly Winners Athletic Club)
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Improv actors stage
exciting, free sliow
By SHAWM MCDONrSELL
Collegian Staff

Once upon a time it was an acting
exercise, intended to serve as a cre-
ative outlet, and assist in the develop-
ment of live performance skills. But in

recent years, the "improv" has become
increasingly popular as entertainment
for its own sake.

Improvisational theatre is the art of
the unexpected — part comedy, part
acting, with a great deal of chance
thrown in for measure. In it, performers
are called upon to create characters,

places, or conflicts (even complex
mysteries or fairie tales) based only on
slight suggestions from their audience.
It is a newly popular art form, and one
which is constantly growing in appeal.
Stage luminaries such as Jonathan
Pryce or Peter Cook match wits on the

popular cable improv show Whose Line
Is It Anyway, and campuses across
America are sprouting their own bands
of instant-entertainers at an ever-in-

creasing rate.

Mever to be outdone, GMass has
produced the players of Mission Im-

provable, a 10-person comedy/acting
troupe who have been wowing local

audiences with their spontaneous the-

atrics. An offshoot of Student Valley

Productions, the group was formed
several semesters ago as an alternative

to "usual" theatre. Even among improv
troupes, there is nothing "usual" about
Mission Improvable.

Of course, many of the most popu-
lar, classic improv games are present

in their show. "Freeze and Justify"

places actors in a series of unlikely

physical positions, and forces them to

create characters and action which
complement their pose; "Mad Libs"
allows the audience to place words in

the actors' mouths. But much of
Mission's comedy revolves around less

familiar creations.

In "Conduct a Gripe," the audience
presents a group of actors with things
to complain about. Their whining and
yelling is then conducted like a piece of
music, with often hilarious results. In

"The Liars Club" contestants are pitted

against one another to come up with
the most outrageous lies concerning
the history of mundane objects (sup-
plied by the audience). There is an
even a mock-up of dubbed films, in

which the performers must act out ac-

cording to the lines being placed in

their mouths.

"A lot of these games we've made
up ourselves," says troupe leader
Samantha Smith. Smith is quick to

note that although all performers know
the game rules very well, anything can
happen on stage.

"Rehearsal really just consists of

getting a feel for what works on stage."

Mission Improvable has performed
at numerous events, but their upcom-
ing show for the Student Valley Produc-
tions Fall Arts Festival is only be the

second time they have gotten an entire

evening to themselves.

"We'll be trying out a lot of new
games," says Smith, "and having a lot

of fun."

Anyone wanting tojoin the fun can
go to Hampden Theatre, Southwest,

where Mission Improvable will be per-

forming Friday nigh t. Showtime is 8:00

PM, and the admission is free.

The Undergraduate Student Senate is sponsoring a
General Meeting for

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS
on campus racism and campus solutions

Thursday, November 19,7 pm
Cape Cod Lounge

POSTPONED: please go instead

to the campus wide meeting at

the i-iampden Student Center

Some strategies

already in progress:

working with the Center for Teach-

ing to develop training sessions on

racial awareness for all TAs/TOs.

working with Deans and Grad School

to develop new approaches to lan-

guage barriers for graduate students

and faculty

petitioning administration to create

civility class for all undergraduates

Legends and punks
captured in docu-videos
By KRISTIM TRAMFAGLIA
Collegian Correspondent

"Cookoo! Cookoo!" was all that I could
hear while watching Gong Maison, the
music video recently released in the United
States by Music Video Distributors (MVD).
I rarely saw what these fellows looked like,

because of all the incessant shapes and
colors displayed on my screen while the
band was "singing."

The lead singer, Daevid Allen, wore a
Peter Pan type outfit and "sang" in a
language I couldn't understand, or even
hear for that matter. There was just a lot of
instrument playing and graphic showings,
which weren't that awe inspiring, and it

didn't take my mind off of what I was
listening to, which is what I was hoping it

would do.

The graphics were shown in dull colors,

such as pink or blue. The designs were the
same every time they came onto the
screen. If that wasn't bad enough, their

lighting was just one big light, although
there were times when they splurged and
brought in a couple of different colored
lights. That was impressive.

There isn't much to say about the
quality of the film. It impressed me that it

was an amateur job. This 80 minute video
is the first ever available from Gong, who
released 42 legendary albums, according
to MVD. The film was shot live at the
Fridge in London, May 5, 1991.

The video brought a bit of laughter
when a man that looked like a sad excuse
for Sam Kinison started playing the violin

like a mad man. He played well, but I had
to keep checking to see if his pants were
on fire. He was moving so fast around the

stage it seemed he was in pain.

The lead singer would look at a member
of the group, put his mouth to the micro-
phone and yell something like, "RAGGH!"
He would do it continuously throughout
the video.

I looked away from the screen for the
briefest of seconds and my eyes popped
out when I looked back and he had returned
with an umbrella top on his head. Now,
that's where I draw the line. I had to

"Gong" it.

"She was purple and now she's a turtle,"

are the stimulating lyrics sung by one of

the many women bands in the video. Girls

Bite Back. This 45 minute film, the com-
plete original cinematic version, was shot
in 16 mm live in the autumn of 1980. It is

one of only a few documentaries of the
punk era, featuring live recordings and
interviews by "major" female musical
artists of the period, including the first

three music videos available in the (JSA by
Nina Hagen, according to MVD.

The interviews of the bands consisted
of talk at>out prejudice against women in

rock. Now, I'm a woman and I'm not
stereotyping them at all. I just don't like

them. The bands don't make sense, send
a message, or show themselves physically

because they're masquerading behind tons
of Halloween make-up and weird cos-
tumes. The lead singer ofone of the bands,
I don't know her name, (because this

documentary never showed me what the

the groups names were) wore so much
makeup, that even when she sweat it

wouldn't come off. What the women were
wearing contrasted sharply with their tough
image. All the women bands were crying

prejudice, but they dressed as men while

hiding behind loads of makeup. I kept
wondering if they

wanted to make a stand as women, why
they were hiding behind that biker-type
facade?

I don't think that listening to these
bands speak was much more interesting

than hearing them sing. Even if I wanted to

give a certain band credit, I couldn't be-

cause their names were never shown in

conjunction with their appearance. How-
ever, I will list the bands as shown on the

video cassette box: Siouxsie and the
Banshees, Girlschool, The Slits and Nina
Hagen.

I don't feel that they did not become
popular in the main stream because they're

women, because there are many famous
female groups. It just might mean that the

bands stink and they're blaming it on
society.

To sum up, there was a bunch ofwomen
and men grunting and groaning while
gyrating across the stage. Nevertheless, it

was contagious, because I too was
grunting, groaning and gyrating in pain as
I shut the videos off and went to bed.

lAiese videos are available from Video
Music. Inc.. P.O. Box 1128. Norristown,
PA, 19404.

TOP TEN
COLLEGE ALBUM PLAYLIST

Compiled by DOMIMIC BOYD-MACrHJELL

1

.

Sugar/Copper Blue (Rykodisc)
2. Mudhoney/Piece o/" Ca/ce (Reprise)

3. R.E.IA./Automatic for the People (Warner Bros.)

4. Sou) Asylum/Graue Dancers Union (Columbia)
5. Screaming Trees/Stueef Oblivion (Epic)

6. Mine Inch ^aWs/Broken (Interscope-Atlantic)

7. Suzanne Vega/99.9* T (A + M)
8. 10,000 Maniacs/Our Time in Eden (Elektra)

9. Peter Gabriel/ C/s (Geffen)

10. Eugenius/Ooma/ama (Atlantic)

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - WeeWy - Monthly
• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofAge To Rent

CALL
253-5040

at
312 Collefte Street. Amherst, MA 01004
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A masterful and richly emotional 'X
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

Simply put, ifyou do see just one movie
this year, make it Malcolm X. Sure it's a
tired and somewhat empty designation,
yet if there is a film that could possibly
resurrect it, Spike Lee's absorbing mas-
terpiece, Malcolm X. is it.

There has been an enormous amount
ofhype and controversy surrounding Lee's
latest venture, yet the film transcends its

own press — this is neither preachy rage
nor melodramatic idealization, but rather
a rich exploration of a complex life.

Md/co/n7 Xachieves what few cinematic
biographies even aspire to: it brings its

subjects intensely to life, faults and all and
ultimately paints a vivid portrait of the
man behind the myth.

Malcolm X is a masterful, probing and
richly emotional movie experience. From
Lee's amazing opening sequence of an
American flag burning down to an "X,"
interspersed with footage of the Rodney
King beating, to the ingenious coda with a
exultant appearance by Nelson Mandela
and an unforgettable closing shot, Malcolm
X is a magnificent epic.

It serves textured drama without being
cumbersome, at times vividly entertaining,
at others solemn and introspective. An-
chored by a brilliant performance by Denzel
Washington, Malcolm X is both expertly
shot and wonderfully acted — it is near-
perfect filmmaking.

One of Malcolm Xs purest strengths
(and there are many) is it's almost poetic
rhythm and structure. The film is arranged
into four sections, shifting mood and style

as each major change in Malcolm's life

propels his spiritual and mental evolution.
It displays Malcolm's early life as a

larger-than-life hustler on the streets of
Boston and Harlem and his redemption in

prison through the Islamic faith. It follows
his rise to demagogue status and eventual
disavowal of his separatist ideals, leading
up to his assassination in i 965 at the age
of 40.

After the opening sequence, the film

begins as an electrifying exercise in pure
exuberance. The artful visuals burst with
vivid colors, exploding with visceral thrill.

Washington's Malcolm is first a heady
street hustler, drifting with his pal Shorty
(Lee). Here Malcolm interacts with a sea-

soned gangsterWest Indian Archie ( Delroy
Lindo) and his lovesick white lover (Kate
Vernon) with equal ferocity.

It's here where Lee indulges in his most
stylish camera moves. He and cinema-
tographer Ernest
Dickinson (healsodi-
rected this spring's

Juice) shoot with
loopy zeal, including

an extended dance-
hall sequence that
seems to jangle with

uncontrollable vivac-

ity.

At first, this seems
almost excessive —
yet another foray into

style over substance.
However, it's all part

of an intricate foun-

dation Lee builds in order to sort out the
man from the misconceptions.

This all becomes clearer as the film

progresses. After a botched burglary,
Malcolm is sent to prison. When he is later

banished to solitary, an ingenious show of
light and dark that goes deeper than the
staging begins Malcolm's redemption,
helped by a fellow prisoner named Baines
(Albert Hall).

In another very clever sequence,
Malcolm gets his first lesson in imbedded
black oppression as he thumbs through a
dictionary, comparing the definitions of
black and white.

Malcolm immerses himself in the sphere
of the Islam religion and finds an enigmatic
father figure in the group's leader Elijah

Muhammed (Al Freeman, Jr.).

Now the former hustler becomes ex-
plosive orator, his condemnations of
Whites, Black leaders and the sinful lifestyle

turning into a powder-keg of rage. Wash-
ington reaches the apex of his performance
here, as the striking resemblance between
the performer and the his subject becomes
engrossingly blurred — it's easy to forget
it's a film.

It is also here where Malcolm marries
Betty Shabazz (Angela Bassett). Her role

is underwritten, but this seems precisely
what Lee wants; showing that Malcolm's
public firestorms vjrtually eclipsed his

private life.

Malcolm X then once again shifts its

direction. A journey to Mecca becomes an

almost haunting exorcism as Malcolm re-

evaluates his life. Amidst the pyramids of
Egypt and the glory of Mecca, Lee care-
fully and cautiously captures Malcolm's
ever-evolving consciousness.

The film builds to a
raging crescendo as
Malcolm is assassinated

in a tragic blaze of gun-
fire. But this is not the

true climax. It comes
earlier in a hotel room
where, in a destined to

be overanalyzed shot in

which the camera spins

360 degrees, Malcolm
realizes that his death is

imminent. Everything
after, excluding the epi-

logue, is near exhaus-
tive dread and sadness.

However distinctive the separate sec-
tions are, the true feat is how seamless Lee
designs them, each is interdependent on
the other, all build toward an unflinching
common goal: to present a complex indi-

vidual without idealization or condemna-
tion.

None of this could be accomplished

without the untouchable performance by
Denzel Washington. This is the kind of role

that either defines a career or destroys it.

Washington perfectly accomplishes the
former. He's a shoo-in for a nomination and
almost guaranteed the well -eamed statuette.

Washington is supported by a wide
range of astounding performances. Most
notable is Al Freeman, Jr., whose portrayal
of Elijah Muhammed is uncanny to say the
least. Also excellent is Angela Basset as
Malcolm's wife. Lee also peppers the cast
with intriguing cameos, including the
Reverend Al Sharpton as a street preacher,
as well as Karen Allen, Christopher
Plummer and director John Sayles.

Malcolm X is passionate, potent film-

making. It is an exquisite American bi-

ography that's easily on the grand level

and scope of Ghandi and The Last Em-
peror.

There's more than one powerful lesson
in Malcolm X— yet the most basic thing
this film accomplishes is that it gets you
thinking. Lee's unflinching vision has
produced an outstanding motion picture
that will no doubt stand the test of time and
enthrall for generations to come.

Grade: A

THE
COLLEGIAN
CONTEST

THIS WEEK'S LETTERS: C-U-T-E-R
Remember boys and girls, men and women— the
deadline for this week's Acronymble Contest is

tomorrow!
The letters are C. U. T. E and R.
Drop off your submissions at the Collegian

newsroom or send it c/o the Arts Desk. Collegian
v/ia campus mail.

Check out Thursday's This Weekend section to
see if you won fame for life and glamorous Prizes.

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

A-^' ^^_ ^_^ _^ —^ ..^ ^.^ ^_ ^^ «^_ ..

j^ "
I $2.»» OFF with purchase of I
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I
S 15 or more with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,MA • 253-4280/4281
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3RDAMMUAL
INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKsl

MT. SUTTON, CANADA

ONLY $209
^ariyin the Snow t

5 Do/liftTfcfcct

5 fUghts Lodging
(Mountainsid0 Condo)

Legal Agefor
Alcohol is 18

Jan. 3-8, Jan. 10-15 & Springbreak '93

CAU SKI TRAVEL UMUMffTED

I-800-999-SKI-9

Do you know where
Santa Claus was born...?

where Mount Ararat is...?,

where the Virgin Mary died?

To find out more come to the audio-visual journey of the

Republic of Turkey.

Campus Center 90M « Thursday, Nov. 19th • 7 p,m,

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

^ R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street

South Amherst

COME see
our amazing
collection of

over 98
styles of

SWATCH
and FOSSIL
watches just

in time for

the holidays.

WATCH-O-RAMA-n
THE AMAZING WATCH GIVEAWAV^

It's Simple...

1 . Guess what time our mystery
watch is set at.

2.TeUuswhlchJ«Rlch
watch you would like

to win.

1 . 1 think the time is. A.M.
P.M.

2. The J'Rich Watch I would like to
win is

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N Pleasant St . Amherst • 253 2013 • 22 Masonic Si Northampton • 586-6336
Open 7 days • Thuraday nljghta m Northampton

— 4 watches
will be given
away

— Bringyour
entry In person
to either J'Rich
location by
5 p.m. Sunday.
November 22nd

— Winners will

be announced
on Ibesday,
Nov. 24

— Limit 1 entry
per person

Friday November 20, 1 992
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Cold and windy today. Possible

high to reach 40.

Arts:
What's all the zzzz' about? Check out Mark K. Anderson's
Views from the Outside as he tries to find out exactly who

is last in the phone book? Page 7.

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts field hockey
has made it to the NCAA Final Four and will

take on Iowa Saturday in Richmond. Page 1
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Racism analyzed
at Hamden forum
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Calls for fundamental change in every
part of the university were made upon
students, faculty, and administrators by
participants in an all-campus forum on
racism last night.

Associate Professor ofEducation Sonya
Nieto claimed that the university is

plagued with a monocultural curriculum
that does not reflect reality and perpetu-
ates racist behavior and thought. She said
faculty need to develop new ideas and
methods, and that administrators and
students need to be open to and encourage
this pursuit.

"We're presenting the world through a
European and European-American per-
spective that ignores large parts ofreality,"
she said. "If we don't work together to

change this, we're not going to put an end
to racism and violence."

The forum was conducted in the

Hampden Student Center by a six-mem-
ber panel of professors, students, and ad-
ministrators who voiced their opinions on
various aspects ofracism at the university.

Among the approximately 100 people in

attendance were Chancellor O'Brien,
Provost Glen Gordon, and Vice Chancel-
lor for Student Affairs Tom Robinson.

Jonathan Gladding, from Allied Stu-
dents Against Prejudice, called upon White
males to recognize that they are the
privileged products of a racist and sexist
society, and therefore have a responsibil-
ity to use their privilege to fight racism.

"We're in the best position to affect

change. We need to make achieving
equality a priority in our lives," he said.

Sponsored by Faculty and Staff for

Human Rights and a Responsible Uni-
versity and Allied Students Against
Prejudice, the forum was intended to go
beyond recent individual acts of racial

violence on campus and address problems
Turn to FORUM, page 4

Corps of Engineers
to bring Mass. jobs
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Massachusetts
would gain some 260 military and ci-

vilianjobs under a reorganization plan
unveiled Thursday by the Ai-my Corps
of Engineers.

The plan would be put in place over
the next three to five years, subject to

congressional approval, and would
make Massachusetts the only state to

gain an Army Corps division head-
quarters. Nationwide, the plan would
close division offices in five cities and
cut 2,600 jobs by 1995.

"We want to reduce ourmanagement
costs. We want to reduce some project

costs. We want to reduce the time it

takes to do things," said Lt. Gen. Arthur
E. Williams, commander of the Army
Corps. "Our intent is not to decrease
any of the services."

By reducing the Corps' 1 1 regional
divisions down to six, the New England
region would be expanded to include
most ofNew York State and Pennsyl-
vania, all of New Jersey, Maryland
and Delaware and parts of Virginia
and West Virginia. New York City
would no longer serve as division
headquarters and much ofthe 470jobs
lost there would translate into jobs
gained in the Boston area.

Williams said the Army Corps has
Turn to ENGINEERS page 4

Diversifying our campus
Outreach Program hosts 100 youths
By DAVID RIVERA
and GARY DEANE
Collegian Staff

With university officials looking to in-

crease minority enrollment, the Bilingual
Collegiate Program did its part by hosting
100 Hispanic ninth-gi-aders yesterday as
part of their Outreach Program.

Over 100 students, along with parents
and teachers from Central High Academy
in Springfield, participated in the second
year of a pilot program that encourages
young Hispanic students to continue their

education after high school.

Luis Garcia and his son Luis Jr. took
part in yesterday's events, which inci uded
several campus-wide tours, lunch in the
Franklin Dining Commons and informa-
tion on applications and financial aid.

„, . ^ .
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btudents, taculty, and administrators participate in an all-campus forum on racism Thursday
night. The forum was sponsored by Faculty and Staff for Human Rights and a Responsible
University and Allied Students Against Prejudice.

Yeltsin may stop building subs
Moscow attempts to improve Far East relations

"We as parents must get involved,"
Garcia said. "We need to push our kids."

Garcia said his son was e.xcited and
optimistic about the Outreach program
and added that he was going to do every-
thing he could to assure his son would get
further education after high school.

"I don't care what it takes— I'm going
to help him get to college," Garcia said.

Luis Jr., 1,'J, said he now feels college is

a reality for him and not just a dream.
"Before, I didn't have high hopes of

going to college." Luis Jr. .said. "But after

I talked to my dad we decided to sign the
contract."

All participants in the program are
required to sign a contract that binds
them to study and achieve a minimum
grade level. Ifthey meet the requirements

Turn to OUTREACH, page 4

By PAUL SHIN
Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea — President Boris Yeltsin said
Thursday that Russia would probably stop building
submarines in the next two or three years and had
withdrawn all strategic nuclear weapons from the Far
East.

His comments in South Korea's parliament stunned
some aides back in Moscow. The announcement on sub-
marines "sounds totally new and came as a surprise,"
said Yuri Andreyev, an adviser on converting military
factories to civilian production.

"Halting production will cause serious problems for
enterprises producing subs, but we shall try to accelerate
their conversion and to cope with this problem," he told
The Associated Press.

The International Institute for Strategic Studies es-
timated that Russia had a total of 86 submarines of
various types stationed with its Far East Fleet, including
25 Yankee and Delta class submarines at the Pavlovskoye
base, just north of the Korean Peninsula on the Sea of
Japan.

During a visit focused on winning economic aid and
investment, Yeltsin also said he had settled disagreements
over Russia's debt with South Korea and cleared the way
for a $15 billion natural gas pipeline from Siberia to
Seoul.

Yeltsin indicated he would abrogate a 1961 defense
agreement with Communist North Korea, and he handed
over the "black box' containing the flight recorder of
Korean Airlines Flight 007, which was shot down by
Soviet jets in 1983 after violating Soviet air space.

The flight recordings, transcripts of which were re-

leased by the Yeltsin govenment earlier this year, con-
tained conclusive evidence the South Korean pilots were
on a standard civilian flight and did not know they had
entered Soviet air space.

"The blank wall of distrust and estrangement that
divided the two countries collapsed," Yeltsin said after
his talks with South Korean President Rob Tae Woo.

Yeltsin told reporters that Korean and Russian experts
had discussed projects "totalling $20-30 billion" to develop
the Russian Far East and convert military plants to

civilian use, the daily Izvestia newspaper reported.
Yeltsin gave few details on the removal of nuclear

weapons, but it appeared to be part of the short and
medium range nuclear arms cuts agreed to by President
Bush and Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev in fall

1991.

Russia has an e.stimated 60 SS-11 nuclear-tipped
missiles at Svovodny and 45 Bear stategic bombers at
Ukraina, just north ofthe Chinese border within range of
Korea, according to the Military Balance handbook
published by the International Institute of Strategic
Studies.

Yeltsin also told reporters that he saw no major
obstacles in improving Russo-Japanese relations, in-

cluding solution of the dispute over a handful of islands
that prompted him to cancel a planned visit to Tokyo in
September. ITAR-Tass said.

Japan has refused to formally adopt a treaty ending
World War II hostilities with the Soviet Union until
Moscow agrees to settle the issue.

Yeltsin sent a clear signal that he was withdrawing
support from North Korea's isolationist Communist re-

gime and would stop supplying it with offensive weapons
and nuclear technology, Izvestia reported.

Clinton urged
to reopen JFK
investigation
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Conspiracy theorists on the as-
sassination of John F. Kennedy urged President-
elect Clinton on Thursday to appoint a special
prosecutor and reopen the federal investigation.

Author Jim Marrs, whose book "Crossfire: The
Plot that Killed Kennedy" helped inspire director
Oliver Stone's movie "JFK," said President Bush
should not be trusted to oversee the review of
secret documents.

Marrs, at Emerson college's Kennedy Assassi-
nation Conference, said that while Bush was not
involved in any plot to kill the president in 1 963, he
was "mixed up with people" form the CIA, FBI and
other intelligence agencies who were involved.
Marrs did not elaborate on his allegation.

Last month Bush signed a law requiring the
FBI to make public most of its voluminous files on
the assassination. The material ranges from top-
secret intelligence reports to news clippings and
tax returns.

The president is to appoint a five-member citi-

zens commission to review documents officials

want to keep secret. The commission would have
the power to make the disputed materials public.

FBI officials have testified before Congress that
the confidential material contains no bigsurprises.
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Sfiahbat Dinner—A Shabbat Dinner will be held at 6
p.m. at the Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St. Admssion
will be $3 with Shabbat services to follow.

Meeting—The Muslim students are holdinga meeting
to discuss the year's agenda. Meet at 5 p.m. in the
Campus Center, check the information desk for the room
number.

Special Event — The Muslim Students Association
will be holding a Jumaa Sulat at 12:30 pm in the Campus
Center. Check the information desk for the room number.

Saturday, November 21

Fair— A Cranberry Fair will be held from 10 a.m. to

4 p.m. at the First Congretional Church, 165 Main St.,

Amherst. Gift items from The Gallery, international
table. New England products, used clothing, books, lunch.

afternoon tea, jams and baked goods will all be offered.

Multicultural Night — An evening of multicultural

cuisine will be held from 7-11 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. The event, sponsored by the International

Students Assocation, will be $6 at the door and $5 pre-

paid. Free entertainment will be offered.

Sunday, November 22

Learning Group— The Chabad House hosts a weekly
Jewish women's learning at 8 p.m. All women are welcome
to discuss the Jewish prayer book.

Autograph Session — Author Jane Brett will be
autographing copies of her latest book. The Trouble With
Trolls at 1 pm at Jeffrey Amherst Bookshop, 55 So.

Pleasant St.

Meeting — Celebrate Rosh Chodesh, the Jewish
Women's celebration of the new moon at 7 p.m. at the
Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant St.

Search for MIAs continues
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By GRANT PECK
Associated Press

HO CHI MINH CITY, Vietnam — Laos will let

American investigators visit the site where a surveillance
photo showed what may have been a U.S. military rescue
code dug into the ground, a U.S. Senator said on Thursday.

American teams will also see previously closed areas
where there have been reported sightings of people who
could be MIAs., said Sen. John Kerry, the chairman ofthe
Senate committee on missing U.S. servicemen.

He announced the agreement after returning from a
day trip to Vientiane, the capital of Laos.

The U.S. satellite photo, taken in January 1988,
shows the 12-foot-high letters "USA" with something
underneath that could be the letter "K" The letter "K" was
used as a secret emergency code by American aviators
during the Vietnam War.

Some people say the letters might have been a signal
from an American held prisoner since the Vietnam War.
Experts agree the "USA" was man made, but they are not
sure whether the other marking was a "K," or whether it

was intentionally stamped out in the rice paddy.
Kerry, D-Mass., is visiting the Southeast Asia with

Sens. Tom Daschle, D-S.D., and Hank Brown, R-Colo., to
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seek more information on the 2,265 Americans
unaccounted for since the war. That includes 519 ser-

vicemen missing in action in Laos.

Kerry and Daschle met with the prime minister of
Laos, Khamtain Sihphdone, and Foreign Minister Phoun
Sipaseut to seek assistance for the MIA search.

Laos agreed to give U.S. experts access to film ar-

chives and will allow Lao speaking Asian Americans to

serve as members of the search teams, Kerry said.

Searches in Indochina are conducted jointly by the
host governments and a Pentagon task force.

The senators flew to Vietiane after a three-day visit to

Vietnam's capital, Hanoi, where they said they received
full cooperation from Vietnamese officials.

Vietnam, which is seekinginternational help to rebuild
its economy, hopes to improve relations with the United
States.

The United States has imposed a trade embargo and
diplomatic freeze on Vietnam since the Communist north
took over the south in 1975. The official American policy
is that relations will be normalized only when Vietnam
has helped to make a full accounting of the missing.

Kerry said Wednesday he would recommend that
President Bush make a reciprocal gesture for Vietnam-
ese cooperation on the MIA issue.

Discrimination
results in Sudan
musical chairs
KHARTOUM, Sudan (AP)— Sudan's Muslim funda-

mentalist government has issued new decrees that ban
women from working in markets and other public places
after 5 p.m., an official newspaper reported Thursday.

The decrees also require all shops to close down two
hours for Friday noon prayers, the army daily al-Kuwat
al-Musalaha said.

Sudan's Muslim fundamentalist government has taken
a number of steps affecting women, such as requiring
female ministry employees to cover their hair, as Islam
demands. It also has banned men from working in hair
salons for women.

In another development related to Sudan's separation
of the sexes, the newspaper reported confusion over who
should sit where in public buses. The government had
restricted women to the back ofthe bus, but after women's
organizations protested, it moved the women's section to
the front.

No one is quite sure where to sit, the newspaper
reported.

ATTENTION!
The Collegian is now accepting
apphcations for editorships for
Spring 1993 semester.

Apphcations will be accepted
until Friday, December 4, 3 p.m.

Candidates Night for those
running for positions of Editor-
in-Chief, Managing Editor, and
Editorial Editor will be held
Sunday, December 6, 7 p.m.

Elections will be held Monday,
December 7, 9 a.m. untill 5 p.m.

113 Campus Center 545-3500
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Concerns heard
over lease of store

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
THESE BOOTS ARE MADE FOR WALKING - Hans Schellhas, class of 1994,

rummages through combat boots for his size yesterday at the Army Supply Market in the

Student Union Ballroom.

By MICHAEL B. PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

Members of the University of Massa-
chusetts community attended the Board
ofGovernors meeting last night to discuss
concerns about the possible privatization
of the University Store.

AuxiUa'7 Services, which oversees the
Campus Center, is facing a deficit of
$866,000, and Kevin Newnan, student
trustee, said it could not continue to run in
that manner.

Changes have to be made," he said.
"Leasing the University Store is one pos-
sibihty, and lookinginto the way Auxiliary
Services runs within is another."

Scott Cashman, an employee of the
Textbook Annex, said a task force has
been appointed by Ashoke Ganguli, di-

rector of Auxihary Services, with the in-

tent of stabilizing the financial condition,
and to find out what is losing and making
money.

Miles Seaver, operations manager.
University Store, said a task force was
vital in pinpointing where money is being
lost. But he also said he thought privatizing
the University Store was foolish.

"I get upset at the idea of taking one
unit and getting rid of it to offset a loss in
another area," he said. "We're penalizing
people for being successful. We would lose
money, and it would be a great loss to the
students."

Newnan, however, said the possibility
ofprivatizing the store still wasn't formal.

Jennifer Wood, Student Government
Association president, said if a decision is

made, students should be involved.

"This decision shouldn't only be based
on what the administration thinks," she
said. "And the long-term implications of
doing this should be looked at, notjust the
short-term ones."

During the meeting, some concerns
were raised about whether a request for

proposals would go out or if Barnes and
Noble would automatically be selected.

Newnan said a request for proposals
was needed, and that he would make sure
that the proposals would include price
lists in order to compare them with cur-
rent prices.

'7 am absolutely opposed
to leasing the University

Store/'

Linda Smith

Annex employee

Bill Harris, director ofCampus Center,
said Barnes and Noble met with Ganguli
about two weeks ago at a conference in
Atlanta, and that was when the initial

meeting occurred.

Linda Smith, Textbook Annex, said
she thought bringing in Barnes and Noble
would mean less service and more cost.

"Why are we trying to fix something
that works wonderfully well?" she said. "I

am absolutely opposed to leasing the
University Store."

Seaver said the University Store was a
bargainingchip to get money from outside.

"The University Store is a money-
maker," he said. "The only thing Auxiliary
Services has to offer an outside contractor
is a goingoperation that does offer money."

Ifthe University did lease out the store,

it would receive the money from the in-

ventory and fixtures that the contractor
would sell.

This would also make it more difficult

for the University to get back control of
the store if it was unhappy with the con-
tractor because a large sum of money
would be needed to buy back the inventory.

"If you're unhappy with the company
you're leasing with, it's hard to buy the
inventory back," Harris said.

Walk-a-Thon benefits Caldwell
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, Nov. 21, 1992, a Walk-a-Thon to benefit

Kathie Caldwell will be held at the University of Mas-
' sachusetts. The benefit will start at noon at Baker Hall
in the Central residential area.

The three-mile route runs through the UMass campus
and the center ofAmherst. All proceeds will be donated
directly to the Kathie Caldwell Equipment Fund, which
will go to purchasing equipment essential to her reha-

bilitation.

Caldwell attended UMass last September as a fresh-

man. A psychology major, she made the Dean's list her

first semester. She suffered a debilitating stroke during

her second semester, leaving her unable to eat or speak.

Kathy McNaughton, a sophomore nursing major, said

she believes all students can relate to Caldwell's condition.

"One day she's healthy and the next day she is com-
pletely disabled," McNaughton said. "It makes you think

about what we as students take for granted. We need to

change our perspective."

McNaughton said she has put her energy and time

into publicizing the Walk-a-Thon, seeking sponsors and

promoting a series of advertisements along with radio
and news releases.

"I hope that a lot of students come out and walk with
us," said McNaughton.

Brian Caldwell, Kathie's brother, a senior English
major at UMass, said he's optimistic but reserved about
Kathie's situation.

"It's hard for the family, what my sister is going
through. Kathie is very strong and a fighter. She's a role

model for us," Brian said. He said he is overwhelmed with
the support and network of friends who have pulled
together.

"It's amazing the support Kathie's getting from friends

and students at UMass. . . It's a wonderful thing to see."

he said.

Brian will also be participating in the Walk-a-Thon
this Saturday at Baker Hall.

Pamela Alsop, a junior history major, said she's very
enthusiastic about the Walk-a-thon.

"I really want her to know that we are are here to

support her," said Alsop.

Alsop, who is a member ofAlpha Lambda Delta, said

she has been getting sponsors primarily from area gov-

Turn to WALK-A-THON, page 4

Local booksellers create Literacy Day
By RACHEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

Literacy Action, a collaboration between booksellers,

writers and authors, will designate this Saturday as

"Share the Magic - Buy a Book for Literacy" Day. Over 30

bookstores throughout the Pioneer Valley will donate 10

percent of their sales tomorrow to three area adult

literacy programs.

"Lastyear the proceeds were over $7,500 and hopefully

it will be even more this year," says Mitch Gaslin of Food

For Thought Books in Amherst. "There is definitely a

need for [literacy I
programs, for adults especially."

David Sharken, who serves on the Board of Directors

ofthe Literacy Project, which is one ofthe programs that

will benefit from this fundraiser, says that there are two

purposes for this third annual event.

"The first reason is to garner financial support for

literacy programs in the midst of budget cuts and the

second is to publicize that there is action being taken to

address the literacy problems in society and our com-

munity," he said.

One out of every five adults in the U.S. has difficulty

reading a newspaper, filling out a form or readi ng to thei r

children, according to Literacy Action.

In Massachusetts, 1.3 million adults do not have a

high school diploma and approximately 600,000 adult.s

have literacy skills below the fifth grade level.

Larry Pruner, owner of Valley Books, says his store

decided to participate to help out "a worthy cause and one
that doesn't get enough funding from public sources."

Some of the participating bookstores in Amherst in-

clude Atticus/Albion Bookshop, Book Marks, Wootton's

Books and Valley Books.

Gaslin believes it's important that local bookstores get

involved in this fundraiser. "It's a way that we, as

merchants, can be involved with issues that effect our

community."
The three adult literacy programs which will receive

the proceeds are the Care Center in the Holyoke area, the

Literacy Project serving the Amherst-Northhampton-
Greenfield area and the ReadAVrite/Now Adult Learning
Center at the Springfield Library.

Turn" to BOOKSELLERS, page 4

Students launch
own foot patrols
in self-defense
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

A multicultural group of students is setting up
its own foot patrols at the University of Massa-
chusetts to stem hate crimes at this racially tense
campus, organizers said Thursday.

The students said they felt a need for the
"rainbow patrols" despite an administration pledge
to boost security forces by 21 over the next three
years.

Administrators announced their plan last month
in the wake of weeks of alleged racial attacks on
blacks, racist graffiti and a dormitory rampage by
minority students who left anti-white slurs.

"We feel that we cannot depend on the admin-
istration to defend the rights and lives of our
sisters and brothers," said Greg Maney, a graduate
student helping to marshal the patrols.

Organizers said the first patrol ofabout a dozen
students was to be launched Thursday evening.

Maney said the group hoped to attract enough
volunteers to staff three five-member evening pa-
trols Thursday through Saturday at dormitories,
the library, the student center and other potential
trouble spots.

Organizers said the student patrols will try to

deter violence and harassment against minority
students, gays and lesbians, and women.

However, Maney said the patrols will not carry
weapons. Instead, he said they would be prepared
to intervene with the power of persuasion and, if

necessary, self-defense techniques. The patrols
will also hand out literature on racism and sexism
while they make their rounds, he said.

"It's. . . peer on peer kind of safety," said
Stephanie Carnahan, a university stafferwho runs
a 22-story dormitory on campus.

She is acting as advisor to Allied Students
Against Prejudice, which is organizing the student
patrols. The group grew out of this .semesters
campus tensions. Carnahan said it has about 80
members, but was not clear how many would join.
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forum
continued from page 1

ingrained in the university's structure,
said moderator Bailey Jackson, dean of
the School of Education.

Associate Professor of Anthropol-
ogy Helan Page claimed that fears about
job security were the gfreatest obstacle
to change being affected. She said that
faculty who teach radical ideas put
their jobs at risk, as do administrators
who support faculty in this pursuit.

"We have to find a way to overcome
fear. The administrators refuse to take
a stand because they're afraid of losing
community support. As for nie, every
time I teach about White supremacy
and domination of the planet, I have to

fear for my job," she said.

Page asserted that a self-perpetuat-

ing ritual of subordination and repres-

sion on a planetary scale was paral-
leled in the microcosm of the univer-

sity. She said the university does not
prepare students to put an end to this

process because it needs to reproduce
racism to sustain itself.

Ron Welburn, an associate profes-

sor in the English department, began
his comments by blasting the Colle-

gian, accusing its writers of being "ig-

norant, narrow-minded, and bigoted,"

and among the most conservative he
had seen on any campus. He claimed
the paper was controlled by a "power-
base of right-wing reactionaries that
needs to be broken down."

Associate Director ofHousingAnne
Miller claimed that many of the racial

problems on campus could be attrib-

uted to a lack of consistent leadership
from the administration.

Referring to top positions at
Whitmore having been filled only with
interim candidates. Miller said she
hoped new, permanent leadership
would unite the many independent
groups on campus and allow them to

move forward as a university.

engineers
continued from page 1

not yet decided on a site for the Boston
area division headquarters but said it

would most likely be in Waltham where
the corps already maintains its New En-
gland regional offices.

The Boston area headquarters would

include a technical center whose work
would encompass military as well as ci-

vilian projects, Williams said.

With about 39,000 civilian and 900
military jobs nationwide, the Corps' pri-

mary mission is military construction for

the Army.

outreach
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continued from page 1

of the contract, they are assured accep-

tance into UMass.
Associate Principal Lydia Blazquez

gave the program high praise and said she
was honored her school was asked to

participate.

"Most of these kids feel that a college

future isn't possible because they are poor,"

Blazquez said.

Carlos Marrero, 13, said he wanted to

be an engineer and said he was positively

influenced from previous trips he had made
through the BCP.

He also said he was working on getting

"all A's," since he was introduced to the

Outreach Project.

Ken Burnham, interim dean of stu-

dents, says the impact ofthe program will

be felt in 3 years when these students are

ready to enter college, but added that

"visually and emotionally" it gives them
something to look forward to.

"It's going to be a few years before
UMass sees the benefits," Burnham said.

"But the immediate impact will be the
effecton keeping these kids in high school

.

"

According to statistics from La Raza, a

B Walk-a-Thon
continued from page 3

ernments and has worked closely with the
fundraising committee in planning this

event.

Aileen Weimberg, a senior education
major and a member of the Mortar Board
Honor Society, said she appreciates being
a part of this event.

"It's something I wanted to do when I

heard about Kathie, and I am pleased to
know that I can contribute my effort and
time," Weimberg said.

Weimberg said she was very happy to
hear from Caldwell's parents thanking
her for her efforts, and acknowledged that
the support has had a tremendous impact
on Caldwell and the family as a whole.

In addition, those who cannotmake the

national Hispanic organization, 60 per-

cent ofall young Hispanics drop out before
they finish high school.

Alberto Morales, coordinator ofthe BCP
Hispanic Outreach program, said he sees
the program as beneficial to both the
Hispanic communities and the UMass
community, which is currently grappling
with racial unrest due to the low enroll-

ment of minority students.

"It builds their sense of self-worth,"

Morales said. "It really means a great deal

to them and their teachers."

Morales stressed the need for the pro-

gram and hoped other communities would
use the BCP project as a model to help
increase enrollment numbers for all mi-
nority communities.

Morales said he has scheduled other
similar events that target even older stu-

dents.

"We hke to get eighth-graders, because
by the time they get into high school it's

almost too late," Morales said.

Morales said he hopes to include more
schools into the program, specifically from
North Springfield because of its large
Hispanic community.

Walk-a-Thon can send donations and let-

ters of support to Eileen Stewart, assis-

tant dean of students, 227 Whitmore
Building care of the Kathie Caldwell
Equipment Fund.

The Kathy Caldwell FundraisingCom-
mittee will have a table set up today in the
C. C. concourse that will provide informa-
tion on the Walk-a-Thon and sponsor
forms. Forms can also be picked up at the
Dean ofStudent's Office in Whitmore or at
any of the residence area offices.

For more information contact Eileen
Stewart, 545-2684, or Kathy McNaughton,
256-3585.

Donations may also be made to the
Kathie Caldwell Equipment Fund, c/o
Family Bank, Topsfield, Mass. 01983.

booksellers
continued from page 3

"There is a vast majority ofthe popula-
tion that don't have the necessary skills
needed in the job market of today," says
Sharken.

The literacy problem effects not only
those adults without a high school diploma.
In Massachusetts, there are 400,000 high
school graduates who are unable to qualify
for some skilled jobs due to reading diffi-
culties.

"You can't get by without reading and
writing skills," says Sharken. He says
many people feel powerless in the battle
against illiteracy, but, "They can do
something as simple as buy a book on
Saturday."

The Literacy Project's magazine, which
publishes the work ofthe adults who have
gone through the program, is "very in-
spiring" according to Pruner. and reason
enough to buy a book on Saturday.

BIGGEST SALE
OF THE YEAR

THIS WEEK ONLY . SAVE UP TO $175

i
?v«

%

^RTQIRVED
MAKES IT LAST

^UNIVERSITY
I mSTORE^

1 AM to 4 PM
November 16-25

MyHiliOusM. >.>;(

Do you have a

comment on
an article you
read in the

Arts & Living

section?

Think Cutter

and Art are

intuitive t.v.

critics or just

losers with
lots of time
on their

hands?
Let us know.
Send your

comments to

the Arts Desk
c/o the

Collegian.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reHect those of the Collegian unle.ss otherwise noted.

Erasing the line between 'rape' and 'acquaintance rape'
A few years ago my friend "Julie" was raped
She wasn't grabbed off the street by some lurking

stranger, nor was she pulled in the shadows and beaten.
She was raped right in her own home, in her own bed, a
few afternoons before our senior prom. Although she was
raped in her own home, it wasn't done by some psycho
burglar/rapist. It was her boyfriend often months, who
decided that at that point in their relationship, they
should be having sex. Julie didn't agree but in the end,
she had no choice.

Aft^er, Juhe related the whole story to me. She said she ___^^^_
was slightly upset with how the whole thing happened Q+pnhanip
but, since her boyfriend really loved her, it must be okay. iivt£^|[^

crime. They feel date rape is simply a date that might
have gone a little too far. Well, hate to "burst that bubble"
but the time has come to enlighten this topic.

Rape is a horrid, despicable crime, to which there is no
suitable punishment. Date rape is exactly the same
thing, however the act itself is performed by a friend,
loveror acquaintance, rather than by that lurking stranger
in the shadows. Perhaps it should be called "acquaintance
rape," hence moving away from all the confusion that the
word date generates.

She thought it was as much his right as hers to decide
when she was ready to have sex.

When asked about her first time now, some years
later, Julie will kind oflook down and admit that it didn't
happen exactly the way she had planned. To this day, she
cannot bring herself to say the word rape. Julie was
raped. She was date raped.

Date rape is rapidly becoming all too frequent. Ifit can
happen in a friendly, well-to-do community like mine
then it can happen anywhere. Jericho, Long Island is not
exactly a crime-filled metropolis. However on that "fated"
day — and others, I'm sure — a violent yet silent crime
took place.

All too often, date rape is swept under the rug and
viewed as a nonentity. Most people differentiate between
rape and date rape, and feel date rape is somehow a lesser

EISENBERG
Date rape draws a very fine line between pleasure and

pain, fun and a federal offense. Basically, there shouldn't
be any confusion because whether a woman says "NO!" or
"no," the meaning is still the same. At no time when a
woman says no to sex is she saying yes to rape, pain and
humiliation. A woman has the right to say "no" no matter
how "far along in the game you are." By not respecting her
wishes in this matteryou are violating her, and commi tting
a federal crime.

Often I have heard men claim that they thought she
wanted to have sex with them, and it was over so quickly
she really didn't have time to protest. Well, there's a

solution to this, and you have me and language to thank
for it. ASK HER! Ask her if she wants to have sex with

you. Don't just assume because you are the stud of the
century she wants sleep with you. Maybe it's kind of
corny, even a little embarrassing, but it's much better
than facing rape charges the next week. By asking her,

you are showing respect for her. In addition, you are
possibly preventing a crime. And if she says no, respect
her wishes; after all a stud like you will definitely have
other opportunities.

The further tragedy ofdate rape is that it is connected
with the word date, which leads many women to feel the
rape was somehow their fault or wasn't rape at all.

Because of this feeling, many date rapes go unreported
and women often brush them off with a feeling like, "Oh,
I knew him so it wasn't really rape." No! It's rape and as
a woman you were violated.

As for my friend Julie, she still has a hard time saying
the word rape, I don't think she really wants to admit it

happened to her. In my heart, I know she knows, and I

know she's devastated and scared. Whether or not she
admits it, it has had its effects on her.

During our freshman year (at different universities) I

watched helplessly as my intelligent, vivacious and funny
friend changed into a completely different person. I miss
the old Julie a lot; we're no longer as close as we used to

be, because she has a hard time trusting people now.
Every time I see her, my heart goes out to her because her
life was destroyed by an over anxious high school guido.

I'll bet he doesn't even realize he raped her.

Stephanie Eisenberg is a Co\legian_Ntaff member.

The military can't be PC
Okay, okay, I didn't write a column last

Friday because I was tied up in Washing-
ton, D.C., helping Slick WiUie with his

transition team.

Yeah, right.

Speaking ofSlick Willie, don'tyou think
it's kind offunny that after all this talk of

how poor the country is, how screwed up
we are economically, the first thing Bubba
wants to do is bring gays and lesbians into

the armed forces.

I didn't really see any reasons against

it, so I figured I'd throw my two cents in.

Michael

MORRISSEY
1 can think ofabout three great reasons

why gays and lesbians should not be al-

lowed in the armed forces.

First ofall, they already have their own
army, and on its best day, it can give many
nations a run for their money. Maybe
you've heard ofthis army ; it's called Queer
Nation.

If you haven't heard about Queer Na-
tion, I'll tell you a little bit about them.

They are the group which pulls out

condoms in the middle of church services

inNew York City, disruptingMass; they're

the gi'oup that has spilled red paint (sym-

bolizing blood) all over the most treasured

landmarks in Washington, especially the

hallowed steps of Congress.

Why would anyone want to join the

armed forces when they can conduct guer-

rilla warfare on the open streets? Why
would they want to shoot an enemy when
they can "educate" the public by plaster-

ing "Men love men" posters everywhere?

Theycan have theirQueer Nation army,

but they should not try to disrupt the real

army.

Maybe I'm beingtoo harsh. Now I know
many gays and lesbians are fine upstand-

ing citizens who want nothing more than

to protect our country. These patriotic

people should be honored, not vilified, but

the fact of the matter is that they are not

compatible with the armed services.

Here'smy line ofreasoning: Colin Powell

and Norman Schwartzkopf have both spo-

ken out against the social experimentation

ofthe armed forces, and I agree with them.

The vast majority ofAmericans, nevermind

Marines, are unaccepting of a homosexual

life style, and you don't have time to teach

these soldiers political correctness. The

army is the watchdog of our country, and
there is no way you can waste time telling

people to get along. They simply must be

similar, because there is no time or room
for diversity.

This leads me to my biggest objection of

having homosexuals in the military: it

destroys morale. Most people don't get

their names in the press, so for a person to

be publicly homosexual and for his pla-

toon to know about it, she or he must have
been public about it. I don't know about
you, but I don't go on "20/20" saying I'm

straight, so when someone gay does this, I

can see how it is unnerving for the people

serving with that individual.

Listen, war is hell. In the tight quar-

ters of the military, we do not need our
soldiers constantly wondering iftheirbunk
mate as the hots for him or her. That is

just too much to ask.

The morale of a platoon in which a

member is openly gay naturally will fall,

no matter how qualified the gay person is.

It is a disruption that is not needed, or

wanted, in the military, so any gay who
constantly fights for his or her rights is

destroying the cause they want to promote.

Guns aren't the biggest factor in the

strength ofa country's military; morale is.

The United States' morale has always
been among the highest in the world.

Morale is the reason we have won so many
wars — look it up. People will become
wary of sleeping, showering and fighting

with people who may have a sexual inter-

est in them, and when this happens, good-

bye military.

I realize that keeping any group from
doing anything violates the natural rights

ofmankind, but the military is a matter of

life and death, far different than a job.

Gays should never be discriminated
against in finding work, but the security of

the country is a totally different matter.

My point is that it's self-defeating to be
an openly homosexual person in the mili-

tary. I'm sure there are thousands in the

military who are privately gay, and there

always will be.

Hey, If I was running things, I wouldn't

even want women to serve in combat, not

because they can't do a good job, but be-

cause I'm old-fashioned. Having a social

experiment on the frontline makes even
less sense. I'm so glad Bubba was elected.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Correction
On yesterday's Editorial/Opinion page, the author ofthe letter titled, "University

should end worship of evil," was misidentified. The Collegian regrets the error.

The meaning of 'people of color
What does "people of color" really

mean? What groups are included in

this term? Does this term adequately
express the interests (social, economic,
cultural) ofthe groups included? Some
of the definitions I have heard men-
tioned are people of non-European
origin; other than White; Asian, Afri-

can, Latino, Native American; op-
pressed groups. I don't feel any ofthese
definitions are complete and often lead

to confusion of the issues.

Should our global society make this

oversimplistic distinction? From what
point of view are cultural and social

boundaries determined? Does "White"
mean the absence of color? Are these

distinctions also made from a "class"

awareness? Face to face, would we make
the differences between us a matter of

social terminology? These terms seem
to come from group interests. If one

group seems to be pressured by an-

other (socially or economically), those

too broad terms are applied. "Tensions

between groups seeming to have the
same interests are aggravated.

Has White come to mean in our
society "oppressor?" Could, in fact.

White people of comparative economic
positions have the same interests as
what we commonly now call "oppressed
groups?" Has black, yellow or red now
come to be understood as "oppressed?"
The reality of our existence on this

planet is global. Violence of any type
based on color is not in the interest of

accommodating ourselves to a new
world beyond nationalism.

I would be interested in seeing this

particular term "people ofcoloi" set aside

and replaced with "human beings."

Wenping Jin
Southwest

UMass conservatism oppressed
I would like to commend and thank

Evelyn A. De Jesus on her recognition of

the severe oppression conservatives on
this campus are forced to deal with [Col-

legian, Nov. 18). Students need to realize

there are two sides to every story. While
members of the Republican Club may not

share the same views or concerns as the

LBGA members, it should not be implied
that these views are wrong simply becau.se

they are conservative. Both organizations

are based on common consensus among
their members that particular beliefs are
important enough to form a club in support
ofthem. Who is to say one opinion is more
correct than another? Apparently, the

administration and the majority of the

student body have taken the liberty of

making that decision.

Conservatism on this campus is viewed
as deviant and blatantly wrong. Organi-

zations such as the Republican Club, are

thought to be bordering the line of too

controversial and offensive for this cam-
pus. I'd like to say to the administration:

wake up!

You don't think these conservative or-

ganizations are oppressed? Let's go back
to the beginning of the semester when the

members of the LBGA had a "Coming out
Day" on the Student Union steps. This
was fine according to the Student Activi-

ties Office who approved this function.

While conservatives on campus may have
found this event morally offensive, there
was little they could do about it. It was the
right of the LBGA to express themselves
as they pleased. Strangely enough, when
the Republican Club in conjunction with
the University Democrats asked to hold a
presidential debate on the Student Union
steps the next week, they were denied

access. Why?
Similarly, SAO denied the Young

Americans for Freedom the Student Union
steps for a "Straight Pride" rally and a
"Pro-life" rally. Why? They simply wanted
to express their views where they could be
heard. What gave SAO the authority to

decide which opinions are acceptable and
which are not? They are not the moral
crusaders they would like to be. The pur-
pose of SAO is to oversee student pro-

gramming and to assist regi.stered student
organizations in meeting the financial

commitments. There should be no picking
and choosing. Each RSO should be treated
with equal respect regardless ofthe views
on which their organization is based.

Let's also take a look at the loan to Phi
Beta Sigma fraternity to bring Leonard
Jeffries, the nationally reknowned anti-
Semite, anti-White racist and anti-
Catholic professor, claiming his speech
would be for the purpose of unifying the
campus. The Undergraduate Student
Senate, in an act of political correctness,
condoned bringing Jeffries to this campus.
Would they condone bringing David Duke
for the purpose of"unification?" Both men
are racist yet it seems to depend on who
they are racist against. Young Americans
for Freedom would get laughed out of the
Senate for making such a request.

When you hear people whining that
this campus is oppressive, don't laugh;
they are absolutely right. Conservatives
are oppressed for daring to stand true to

their values and morals in a liberal society
and for refusing to conform to the "p.c."

values of the liberal administration.

Jennifer Fazzi
Vice President, Republican Club

Southwest
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RESCHEDULING OF FINAL EXAMS ON OFFICIAL SNOW DAYS
In order to reschedule final exanninations in case of snow, 2 alternate exam periods have been devised
They are 6:30pm and 8:45pm each exam day. The use of these alternate periods in the event of closinas
IS outhned below In addition, the academic calendar includes Wednesday. December 23 as an officialsnow day in the event that the University is closed Dec. 22 This policy goes into effect ONLY if the University
IS gfficialv closed. The snow day "hot-line" is 545 3630. If the University is open, all exams are expected
to take place as scheduled Each faculty member should inform his or her class of the planned timeand location of the rescheduled final exam in the event of a snow day. All rescheduled exams will
be held in the same location as published in the final exam schedule.

It the University is closed until 11 :00am:

8:00am rescheduled to 6:30pm same day

10 30am rescheduled to 8:45pm same day

1 SOP"! held as originally scheduled

''00pm held as originally scheduled

If tite University Is closed all day but open In the evening

8:00am rescheduled to 6:30pm same day

10:30am rescheduled to 8:45pm same day
1 :30pm rescheduled to 6 30pm next exam dav

4:00pm rescheduled to 8:45pm next exam day

except:

1 30pm Dec. 16 rescheduled to 6:30pm Dec. 16

4:00pm Dec. 16 rescheduled to 8:45pm Dec 16

If the University is closed all afternoon and all evening

8 00am held as originally scheduled

10:30am held as originally scheduled

1 30pm rescheduled to 6:30pm next exam day

4:00pm rescheduled to 8:45pm next exam day

If the University is closed all day and all evening

8:00am rescheduled to 6:30pm next exam day

10:30am rescheduled to 845pm next exam day

1 30pm rescheduled to 6:30pm exam dav alter next

4:00pm rescheduled lo 8:45om exam dav alter next

excxol:

1:30pm Dec 16 rescheduled to 6:30pm Dec 17

4:00pm Dec 16 rescheduled to 8:45pm Dec 17

1 :30pm Dec. 21 rescheduled to 8:00am Dec 23

4:00pm Dec, 21 rescheduled to I0:30am Dec. 23

8:00am Dec. 22 rescheduled to 8:00am Dec 23

10:30 am Dec. 22 rescheduled to 10:30am Dec. 23
1 :30pm Dec. 22 rescheduled to i .30pm Dec. 23

4:00pm Dec. 22 rescheduled to 4:00pm Dec. 23

AMHERST CAMPUS EMERGENCY CLOSING POLICY

Closing

Options'

Listen

Of

Listen

When

What Will Be
Attected

What Won't B«
Affected

(Designaled Essential

Personnel will report

to wort<)

Athletics,

Fine Arts,

Mullins Center

Ooiayed

Otwnmg
lliilil 11 OOain

Oosed
Al

Oosed
during

Oay

Cancelalion

Of Evening

Aclrvilios

Amherst (WFCR, WMUA. WRNX. WrTT) • BraMeboro (WTSA) • GrBenMd ( WliW. WRSI
WGAM) • Hartlord (<N\\0 • Northampton miMP) • Orange (WCAI) • Springfield
(WSPn, WlfYN. WACt

,
WAOY. WMAS. WGGB TV) • Wan (WARE) • Won:ester (WTAG)

• Carnpus Oorms (HSCN)

Starting al

6:00 am
Starling at

eooam
Starting at

2:00 pmwtien decided

STAY TUNEO TO YOUR RADtO FOR ADOmONAL INFORMATION

Oasses • Day Care • Offices • Activilies • Textbook Annex • TOC Restaurant
Meetings • Urwersity Store • Munchy Store • ContinuinQ Education • Bluewdl

Dining Commons • Health SenA»s • Hotel • Polica'Security • Hatch
Physical Plant • Conterence Services • Harpden Snack B»

Other areas as pre designaled (consiit your Dep»1ment Head)

Bus Service

Utjrary

•Academic

Calendar

•Exani period

-Inlorsession

Sal/SurVholiday

Information

Aihielic. Fine Arts S Mullins Center events wi take place as schediied irtess a septate
announcement is nf«de on local radkj stations.

Allilelics InlormalKDn: Sports Mormalion Hoi Line 546-?439
Hne Arts Intormafion 546 2511 or 546 01 90 or 545^)480
MJIins Center mformation: call the Mullns Center

Buses w« mn unless separate announcement on local rado stations
Cal 545 1633 for recorded nnessage

Opens al

11:00 a.m.

The Library is open torn 8:00 am to 5<» pm

Library wll make every effort to open. Cal Library Hours Hot Line; 545 0414

Same as University

Listen to Rado or cat Library Hours Hot Line: 546-0414

Can Emergency Closing Hoi Une 545-3630 or watch Housing Service Cable l^twork (HSCN)

l( there IS no vertical kne. the inlormation applies lor each option.

Parlwig Snow Policy tor 12/t lo 4/1 on reverse

AMHERST CAMPUS PARKING SNOW POUCY
IN EFFECT FROM 12/1/92 TO 4/1/93

The Amherst Campus Parking Snow Polcy affects OVERNIGHT parking (1 00 A.M. lo 7«) AM ) and
paf1<ing during a SNOW EMERGENCY CLOSING pwiod

OVERNIGHT PARKING:

PARKING ALLOWED

Lot 22

Lot 23
Lot 24

Lot 27
Lot 28
Lot 30

Lot 4

1

Lot ?5 (north ol roadway to E tot only)

Lot 42 Lot 32 (west of LJnooln Ave or<y)

Lot 4 4 Lot 43 including TTialcher Way
Lot 49 (except at meters)

E Lots Lot 46 (except at meters)

PARKING ALLOWED ONLY WITH APPROPRIATE PERMIT

University ApartmentsLot 21 Lol 50 North VMage
Lot 29 Lol 54 Ijrxx*! Apartments
Lot 47 Any posted reserved space

PARKING ALLOWED ONLY WHEN AMBER LIGHTS NOT FLASHING

Lot 62
Lol 63
Lol 65

PARKING NOT ALLOWED

I ot 31 Lot 66
Lot 33 Lol 71

Lot 34 Lol 25 (south of the roadway to E lot)

I ol 40 Lot 26 (except by special permit only)

Lol 45 I ot 32 (ear,l of IJncoln Ave only)

Lol 64 Any campus i anlway Onduding Southwest horsestx>e)

Any parking meter

SNOW EMERGENCY PARKING:

ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL

DiirifX) s snow (>rnpigency ctosing period, essential personnel who report to work may only park in the (oHowino areas
10121 (WOSI ol StXllllWHSl)

-« o «o=.

I ol ?5 (wo'.t of Physic.^l flani and north of roadway to E lot only)

I r)i ^\ (nnilh ol f.nTine(>c«ig an<J iJxJerlo Graduate ftesearch Center)
I ol 3? and 34 (soulh of Wnlnuxe and SOM)
I (it 6? ('.'lulh of Mrinill V tntre}

SUGGESTIONS/IDEAS FOR PARKING "SMART" ON A SNOW OAY:

Use »io UMA5S bu5 Dervice

Car [lool rides wtienever possible

Walk if possitilo

Have someone "drop you olT

II space is not available m your assigned bl. go lo either tot 25 or E lot (both west o( Physical Plant) Dunng snow
condilrans. it is noi possiWe lo guarantee normal lot capacity wll be availatile

'

II you receive a parking lickel and believe it war, improperly issued, you may appeal It at the Ticket rvocossinq Office
within ? 1 days from Ifie dale issued

D.R Douqh
dElivERs caIzones

caU 296 1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

$100 OFF ; m"" OFF
ANy 2 caIzones I ANy 2 caIzones

EXPIRES 8/30/93 I I
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caizones. " _

EXPIRES 8/30/93
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caizones.

^(o^isMm iafe %jg^

We can help make a large and seemingly
complex imiversity a little easier to find
your way around in.

548-1888

2nd Floor Lobby-Whitmore

fSpiritjjaus
LIQUOR STORE!

BuSCh Suitcase of cans $9.99 (+dep)

Golden Anniversary case 12 02 cans $7.99 <+dep)

Miller Genuine Draft, GD Light 12 pk btis $6.99 {+dep)

Kronenbourg 6 pk btis $4.69 Mep)
Commonwealth Brewery Burton Ale 6 pk $5.70 {+dep)

M.D, 20/20 750 ml $1.99
Seagrams Gin 1 75L $13.99
Poland Spring Vodica so proof 1 75 l $9.99
Frangelica Liquer 750 mi $14.99
Crown Royal 750 mi $14.49
AbsolutjCitron Vodka 1 75 l $14.99

mn'i

Open 9 am
11 pm

i
Beers from around the World!

\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrewcries

\ Kcss starting at $33.00
(chccks/Mastercard/Vlsa accepted for Keg Depostts)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champagnes

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 Coilcsc Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9
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Acoustic Panic: not just a band, a project
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Acoustic Panic is not your average college band.
A musical trio with electronic sound, the group has

inspired comparisons to everything from Genesis to The
Cure. Theirmusic has been described as "eclectic electric,"
and reflects influences from the classical to late-seventies
progressive rock.

Acoustic Panic is the brainchild ofcomposer/musician
Bradford Potter, who prefers to think of Panic as a
"musical project," rather than a "band." Although he is
far from alone onstage (vocalists Samantha Smith and
Willow Cohen lend sterling support), he points out that
much ofthe idiosyncratic sound is provided electronically.

"In the future," explains Potter, "these songs will be
performed completely with live musicians." But while he
is still experimenting with styles and arrangements, he

finds it easier to work with electronic sequencing. "In my
experience," adds Potter, "there is a lack of musicians in
this area who play this type of music."

But fear not: the technological wizardry involved in
producing a Panic show is far removed from the chintzy
computer sounds of dance music, or "sampling." The
electronic sequencing used by Potter gives Acoustic Panic
a distinctive production sound, with slow, melodic
backdrops to its faster rock core. Simplifying the ar-
rangements to fit the confines of a standard college rock
group would only undermine the music's effect.

The sound of Acoustic Panic is gentle and evocative,
smooth and aurally scintillating. In addition, Potter's
lyrics have a richness which transcends the limits ofTop
40 banality. They spur the imagination, with hints of the
mystical.

Although his songs are inspired by very common,
terrestrial concerns— from a breakup with a lover, to the

recent presidential race — the quirkiness of his lyrics
suggest a wealth of unexplored images.

About trust and betrayal, he writes, "I cannot see/ 1 am
simply blinded by the light/ And I live by dreams/ She
sells sea shells by the pale moonlight."

About the lofl;y promises of politicians, he writes.
"They're living in a dream/ And we hear the madmen
scream/ And we're changing/ Yes, we're changing so it

seems."

The world ofAcoustic Panic is a world ofsly optimism,
lyrical fantasy, and melodic richness. Anyone with an
interest in the unique or exciting should make tracks for
Hampden Theatre.

Acoustic Panic will perform a free show on Saturday,
Nov. 21, as part of the Student Valley Productions Fall
Arts Festival. The show will take place in Hampden
Theatre, Southwest, at 8:00 PM.

from zzzzzzzee Outside
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Correspondent

This story is part one ofa series.

The quest for notoriety is a peculiar
thing. Some fame seekers attempt to make
their presence known by athletic prowess.
Others host fluffy talk shows or make
exercise videos and drop in on fluffy talk
shows.

Fortunately, there are also those who
distinguish themselves in more creative
ways: the woman who married a ham-
merhead shark or the guy who blows up
deceased house pets with surplus World
War II hand grenades. And thanks to the
Weekly World News you can read about
these everyday folks four times a month.

One personal favorite (though not to
my knowledge chronicled in the News) is

that type of individual who through a
string of Z's prefixed on their family or
business name immediately becomes the
last entry in their local phone book. I first

discovered such telephonic one-ups-
manship during my salad days as a South
Minneapohs kid where hitting puberty
with all its implied desires for wasting
time can cause a young mind to seek
diversions like a vulture seeks roadkill.

Recently defunct, the 612 area code's
Zzzzyzzerrific Funline provided seemingly
endless oddball conversation topics and
time-squandering opportunities. The
Funline was financed and operated by a
guy who called himself Highrise Joe.

Blind since birth, Highrise grew to love
telephones and the host of opportunities
afforded anyone with the patience and
curiosity to explore the inner workings of
a nationwide communications network
which most people take for granted. To
this day, he utilizes his expertise in

troubleshooting networks for phone com-
panies across the country.

While the Zzzzyzzerrific Funline was
in existence Highrise Joe would record a
set of offbeat observations and miscella-

neous commentary to be played at length
on his answering machine. Fans of the
weird from all around would then call in

and listen. I remember one essay of his

which rambled for some 20 minutes about
the uber-Abba vocal group/halftime en-

tertainment experience Up With People.
No homework got done that week.

These days, Highrise Joe is formally
known and listed in Minneapolis directo-
ries as Joybubbles— mostly spending his
time either on the phone or doing what he
calls "re-childing." (His efforts to become a
professional five year-old have made him
a welcome visitor to kindergarten classes
and playgrounds across the city as well as
an occasional feature story in the local

media. Seriously.

)

Zeke Zzzzzzzyzuss has not
only remained in the

Montreal directory's closing

berth, but has sweated out
some close calls during his

tenure too.

Although he doesn't do the Funline
an5miore, Joybubbles (who is cross-refer-
enced in the Minneapolis phone book as
Bubbles, Joy) does cherish his daily phone
calls from children, re-childers and fans
from (212) to (213).

"I speak with a lot ofpeople like me who
have given up with this inner-child stuff
and just work on enjoying the life of an
outer-child and inner-adult," he confesses.

At times, Joybubbles also gets flak from
the immature (ironically) and the self-

righteous who both apparently feel un-
comfortable with his unique perspective.
"We call these kind of people Punworgs'
which is 'Grownup' spelled backwards."

Certainly, Minneapolis is not the only
city with 180 Proof weirdness within its

phone book covers. Zzzzyzzophiles from
other cities had equally curious tales to
spin.

Just over the border in Montreal, a
displaced New Yorker who seven years
ago tried to outdo the Guinness Book of
World Records, continues to hold the blue
ribbon. Zeke Zzzzzzzyzuss has not only
remained in the Montreal directory's
closing berth, but has sweated out some
close calls during his tenure too.

1 spoke with Mr. Zzzzzzzyzuss recently
on the origin of his sobriquet. "Besides

Turn to VIEWS, page 8
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Light Sleeper: flawed
but interesting drama
By IAN CANADINE
Collegian Correspondent

Paul Schrader is perhaps most well
known for having written Martin
Scorsese's classic masterpiece Taxi
Driver, but he has also directed a num-
ber ofminor but interesting films of his
own over the past decade (including
Patty Hearst and Mishims), and Light
Sleeper is the latest of these.

In it, Willem Dafoe plays John
LaTour, a middle-aged insomniac co-
caine dealer who spends his nights
drifting from one yuppie customer to
the next, meeting the connections set
up by his glamorous but tough boss,
Ann (Susan Sarandon).

Ann is planning to pull out of the
drug world altogether and clean up her
business, leaving LaTour with the di-

lemma ofwhat direction his life should
now take. This is further complicated
when he meets his old lover Mary Ann,
who wants nothing to do with him for
fear of plunging back into the world of
addiction and excess which their past
life had consisted of

La Tour's struggles to establish a
reconciliation with Mary Ann and to

determine some sort of future for his
apparently empty life provide the nar-
rative direction for the film, as the
endless rounds of meetings and deals
drifts toward the final eruption of vio-

lence which tends to cliaracterize
Schrader's work.

Not much really happens in this
film, until the last 15 minutes at least,

but this is because it is essentially
about LaTour's own inner crisis rather
than any external drama, and thus
tends to drift rather aimlessly in the
same way as its central character.

As a portrayal of LaTour's existen-
tial crisis. Light Sleeper is most inter-

esting, and Schrader cleverly parallels
the inner and the outer by setting the
film against the background of a sani-
tation strike, so that the mounting piles

of trash on the sidewalk suggest the
detritus of La Tour's own disintegi-at-

ing life.

Schrader also compensates for the
general lack of visual action by em-
ploying a voice over (La Tour's diary),

which brings to mind a whole tradition
ofhard-bitten urban drama, and is also
strongly reminiscent of the classic
monologues he wrote for Robert De
Niro's Travis Bickle in Taxi Driver.

Light Sleeper cannot escape com-
parison with Scorsese's eariier film, and
Schrader obviously sets it up as some
kind of reprise, sharing as it does the
central figure of the insomniac as phi-

losopher, and echoing its violent climax.
Unfortunately the film suffers by

comparison, as Schrader is not as
compelling a director as Scorsese and
does not seem to have quite the same
unflinching eye. However, he does know
how to make interesting use oflighting

Turn to LIGHT, page 8

Woniens Shoes. Clojliinjj & Accessories

Zanna •187 North I'lcasant Strccr • Amherst

413.25^.2503

In^tecifAfiiydlix.

584-2491

Get Your Fraternity & Sorority Party Reservations
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Acrqnymhle
winners

The Acronymble Winners which unbe-
lievably escaped mention in yesterday's

THISWEEKEND section, are no less stel-

lar than those winners who have gone
before them. Without further ado, FIRST
PRIZE, theACRONYMBLE game, goes to

Heather Worden for her pc noodle. Can't
Umass Tame Erupting Racism?SECOND
PRIZE goes to Shannon Donellan from
Brooks whose noodle goes like this, Claus
Unionizes Team Except Rudolph. Ms.
Donellan is the recipient ofan Acronymble
t-shirt. Finally, THIRD PRIZE, the
Acronymble poster, goes to Jenn Hall of

Webster dorm, who wrote to us, Crusty
Underwear Tickles Everyone's Rump.
We were absolutely swamped with en-

triesthis week! Thanks foryour responses.

Come to 1 1 3 Campus Center to claim your
prizes and to drop offyour entries for this

week's real letters: J-E-F-F-I.

Views
continued from page 7

taking inspiration from the Guinness
Book, I thought it'd be cool to never
have to scribble down my phone num-
ber again — I could just say, 'I'm the
last one in the book' and be done with
it.

"So I began in 1983 by facing off

against Michael Zytynski with my
original name Zeke Zzyzus. In '85 I

moved to another apartment and in

the process ofre-registering upped it to

Zzzyzus out ofparanoia. I lucked out in
' 87 when I re-re-registered as Zzzzyzuss

at the last minute and beat out a Zzzzap
Distribution business who had their

eye on my spot. By '88, thanks to in-

roads at the phone company, I knew
that Zzzzz Better Fashions, Inc. would
be my next opponent and so pushed the

name to six Z's. The seventh Z came in

'89 as consolation for a failed attempt

to jump ship and become A A."

Since 1989, his hunger for top bill-

ing has not abated. "Right now the first

entry in the Montreal phone book is a

company who named themselves 'A.'

I've entertained the notion ofgetting a

business line under '
.' [one period ), but

that may have to wait."

As the subject of several radio and
television interviews as well as a

Ripley's Believe It Or Not comic strip,

Zeke definitely sees a down side to his

notoriety. "I get a lot ofjuvenile crank

calls, but most of them are from 12

year-old kids who have a strong french

accent and consequently have a hard

time pronouncing my last name. So

that combined with the giggling in the

background usually makes it easy to

screen out the silly from the serious."

light
continued from page 7

and cinematography, and inventive com-
position ofshot, although this occasionally

appears a little contrived.

The film's dialogue quite nicely observes

the nuances of the everyday, particularly

in the scenes between Dafoe and Sarandon,
whose relationship seems uncertain

throughout the film. Sarandon plays the

role of the brassy, self-possessed Ann to

the full, and dominates the camera when
she is on it.

Dafoe's performance is understated, as

the role requires, but perhaps a little too

disengaged to capture the audience's full

involvement.

Overall, Light Sleeper is maybe a bit

too slow moving and taciturn to make any
major impression, but it is not a bad film

by any means. Like Schrader's previous

directorial efforts it is interesting but

flawed, and you can take it or leave it, but

I would suggest that it is probably worth

taking.

TRADITIONAL WOOD-FIRED
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

C3
12 CRAFTS AVENUE

NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS

E, 586-1468 a i

3mDAHHUAL
INTEItCOUffGIATE SKI WEEKS

MT. SUTTON. CANADA

ONLY $209
PaHyinme Snow t

5 DayUHTMimt
5 HtgHttMlod^tng

(MountalntUt Condo)

5 Poyi IntereoMtgfaU ActMUes

Legal Agefor
AlcoHolis 18

Jan. 3-8, Jan. 10-15 S Springbraak "93

CALL SKI mAVEL UMUMHED

I-800-999-SKI-9

Fine Italian Cuisine

Treat your

sweetheart

to a

delicious

evening

50 Main Street

Northampton, MA (413) 586-6313

J(atliie Cddweii- 18 years old

stroke Victim
Last spring semester Kathie Caldwell, a UMass freshman, suffered

a debilitating stroke which left her totally disabled (quadriplegic

and unable to speak).

Mortar Board, Alpha Lambda Delta & Golden Key Honor Societies

are sponsoring a 3 mile Walk-a-thon to raise funds for the very

expensive rehabilitation equipment Kathie needs.

Please Walk for Kathie
November 21, 1992

12 Noon - start at Baker Residence Hall in Central

Sponsor forms available at: Dean of Students Office/227 Whitmore/UMass • Student Activities

. Office/Student Unoin Building

Orchard Hill/Central Area Office/B30 Baker • Table on CC Concourse

Bf«akEast Special (teioam)

Scrambled Eggs - Home Fries - Toast

1.49

(4!00pin • 9:oopin)

Meatball Grinder $2.65

Italian Dinner Specials

(4:oopiii • iisoopm)

Pizza Slice (Large Cut) 99c

Large Plain or Pepperoni Pizza with

your choice of a pitcher of soda or

a pitcher of beer $8.75

Now Through November2^ it

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
HELLO? ...NO. m MOM
c^HT cowE TO -mt puohe

RIGHT NOW.

\

SURE. LO BE (SLAD
TO TAKE A MESSAGE

By BILL WATTERSON

-^, -^1

^OO VIR\TE ir DOWN,
DR\VE IT cy^ER HERE

,

PM ^AE nVE BUCKS, AND
rU- GWE ir TO HER WE
NEXT TIME I SEE HEft.
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
HE MVJST NOT HAVE
WANTED TG TALX TO
MONV N^ERS BAD

JIM'S JOURNAL

tKt topY sftrf-

Killer bees are generally described as
starting out as larvae delinquents.

PRICE

WEMPMi-.L/SThiiGHr
THE TOCTH f^\R«^
V.\ppED/^CFf.X
c^M Got 2S4
F09. ^A^ TOOTH'

ftEL. Sou ^EEL DtSg€D,

FADfMLED,20NeDOt^i.
5CR3N\PEDi5rorAT>ED
WDR0^5TeD.NA\^(LED
O'^.^HeLOEDOtO.

WILMINGTON

MAN X LxbuLD WPnTE
TO ^ SO^ T^\6Hr N3UJ
X'D cSALOLOKlCER

By PRICE VAN RAY

X &ET 40UR.P01NT."

y

By MARK K. ANDERSON
U1L^WaTO^I fCf5£^ITS: University of Massachusetts' Fee Schedule 1993-1994
Unfortunately, due to the decreased state and federal funding of higher education, the University wiD be levying several more fees this coming
academic year. More specifically, students should expea to pay the following additional amounts:

$27.50 Flowery Language Fat. Students caught $21 .75 Flying Fish Fea. Its not cheap keeping
using the words "festooned" or 'threadbare' the campus pond stodced with diese buggers. The
will be aibjoa to this lie plus one hour in the stodtades. moment you cum your bads, they've migrated soudv
$4.35 Golf Ball Faa. No excuse her-. We just got $42.20 Really Big Glass Doma Fee. Proposed
tired of having to buy new ones ourselves. for 1994-95, the dome promises to keep those
$72 Turning Things in On Time Fee. It occurred stupid flying fish from getting too far.

to us that we couU really make a mint on this puppy. $78.35 Oome Insurance Fee. You know how Ugoc. ,^ .^ v-..;^u«.
$44.75 Dukakis Riding Around In The Tank Fea. $93.65 Westover AFB Permit Fee. Legally speaking$5 Free Speech Fee. Now shut up.
Our state still hasn't recovered from that the flying fish actually need a permit or the kxal air $25 Billy Ray CyniS Fee. Let's face it.

highly embarrassing 1 988 presidential photo-op. squadron threatens to open fire. Until the dome He gives everyone a buttache and must
$135 Fee For Those Who Read This Lhie. Gotcha, goes up, we hav^ agreed to this extortion. be stopped before he records again.

$30 Poetry Lab Fee. It's really a science

$17 People Who Still Use The Exclamation

"Not!" Fee. Tliey deserve our pity and may
require neutering ro preserve the gene f>ool.

$7 Can You Believe That This Is How Much
A Movie Costs These Days? Fea. Can you?

$43 Cartoonists Fee. Cartoonists gotta eat coo

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
TODAY IS THE DA^ i r\££r

1H£ M(*N OP MV ORE«HJ.

1 KN6W a. I CAKJ f£E.L
\T ' HE'f Going to ^^IALK

op T5 n£ , K16HT HEee IN
THII LEcTUee HAU AND
SW6.EP ME OFP MY PEET.'

OH MY CjOShI Sort£ON)EV
ConiMfc THIS ^IVY

\ Wi'i
VMhLKlMW RltHT TOwAROf 1

ME' SHOULD X look'

[ LOOK'.'

1^
^iTy^\^
1Ihh^ m ' J^ \

1u' T)

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

^W

'1sf.nk wet.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob Adelman

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Brad Hutchison

Todd Elliott

Men
LUNCH
Clam Roll

Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Red Beans

Clam Roll

u
DINNER

Cajun Style Scrod

Rotini

BASICS DINNER
Cajun Style Scrod

Rotini

Quote of the Day
'He couldn't bust a grape in a fruit fight."

- Riddick Bone
RE: Lennox Lewis

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April l'*i:

Reat hing a (onfidenlial a^rcenii-nl

with a person ot high rank nr slalus

will prove very lx.'neiliial. II could

pave ihe way to lasting linancial se-

curity.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
mission assigned you by iate must he
undertaken today. A secret strategy

gives you the edge over a (()m|)etilor

An investment you make now will

pay l)ig dividends.

GEMINI iMay Jl-lune 201: You
see things muih more clearly nov\'.

Power and wealth otien go hand-in-

hand. Family memhers should heal ile

to disagree and still maintain loving

ties, show respect lor other piople's

views.

CANCER ilune 2l-|uly 22): Ue-

hind-the-s( enes manueuvers could

enahle you to extract suhslaniial gains

as longasyou leave nolhinglodiance

A lasl-niinule invitation holds strong

(Xitential ior romance.

lEOIIuly 2 i-Aug. 22): Those- v\ ho
<K c upy high position must always he

pre()ared to tight to hold ihem. Make
sure that no one has reason to repri

mand you. Move to end a relationship

that IS going nowhere.

VIRGO (Aug. 2 i-Sept. 22): The

appearance ol a Iriend gives you new
hope. Live up to your highest ideals.

An intelligent compromise will help

you overcome domesltc diilic ulties.

LIBRA (Sept. 2i-()ct. 22); You
m.iylK' playing not (jnlv tor ininKxliate

advantage hut lor the luture as well

Ketuse to let anyone change your

mind. Negative thoughts and inllu-

ences hover nearby.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2 (Nov. 21):

Long-range planning is essenti.il il

your dreams are ever to coim- true.

Conlerences with loved ones < ,in be
productive it you are tot.illy honest

with everyone

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22Dec .

21 ): Hermit no one to goad into losing

selt-c(introl. Lvc-rything should settle-

down nic ely liv mid-ailcrnoim Sc-ek

the advice ol e\(x>ns alioul c cimpli-

c atecl lin.iiK i.il or leg.il m.itlcr

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. I")):

Take the reins and drive until you and
your partner rear h a mcikial destina-

tion Fiscal responsibility is essential

lor permancMil security. Ciel busy

making neu < onlacts

AQUARIUS(|an. 2()-F(l) 18): He
prepaticltoi liangepi.ms the moment
you notice that the\ may niislire.

Avoid travel, lawsuits ,ind wishiul

thinking. Adomeslir pro|e( t maybave
to bc' put on hokl.

PISCES(Feb. I'l-Marc h 20) Your

I inaiK lal inlerc-sts are v\ hat < ouni most

in the long run. What someone says

and does could be two entirely dii-

terenl things. Kely on your own eliorts

to get ahead.

The opinions c•^prt•^st•d on this pogc .ire those ot the t .irtoonists and do not netessariiy retietl the views of the Collvfii.tn or the University.

ACROSS
I Sign ol healing

5 Hofnf?t

9 Ancient Persian
1

3

Yarn
14 AHirms
16 Keats procjucts
1

7

French
donkeys

18 Boundary
19 Harvest
?0 Very steeply

23 Odious
24 Euro atomic

energy org
25 taw school

grad

26 Vandalised
30 Polio vaccine

discoverer

33 Broadway long
run musical

34 Altar

constellation

35 Sleight of hand
expert

40 Numero —
41 Buddhist

sacred
mountain

42 Peril

43 Sends out

again

45 Jack in the-

pulpit. e g
48 His. m Aries

49 Author Gay and
editor Nan

53 Skilled talker

57 Region
58 French beings
59 Actress Chase
60 Distress

61 Singer Delia

62 With, in

Avignon
63 A Fitzgerald

64 Specks
65 Stool pigeon

DOWN
1 Certain

baclefia.

lof short

2 Capital

ot Crete

3 Wide awak*

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

4 Foreshadows
5 Wood used for

furniture

6 With

enthusiasm
7 Kind of truck

8 Retail store

attachment
9 Swamp
10 Large German

dam
1

1

Distribute

1

2

Descry
15 Singer Enzo
21 Salamander
?2 Part of LCD
2 7 Egyptian

immortal heart

28 Piccadilly

Circus figure

29 Deep in shade
30 Goad
31 "Rule

Britannia"

composer
32 Composer

JanAftek

33 102. loCato
36 Sheer cotton

fabric

3 7 More
adulterated

38 Stopped
39 Erivan

native

44 Type of cigar

45 Demonstrate
46 Litis

47 Indian shell

currency

50 Forest trees

of a region

51 Glacial deposit
52 Pile

53 Ann or Fear
54 Spoken
55 Simon or

Diamond
56 Of lUlars

comb (cjfm

ANSWERTO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

11/20/92

' ' ' < l^t 1 r 1 ^Hi II „
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Art
continued from poge 1
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Rams play the Niners tough, usually fall-

ing short at the end. Not this time. LA in

an upset? Los Angeles 21, San Francisco
20.

Finally, the Saints host the Redskins
on Monday night, a week after both
dropped heart felt losses. Bobby Hebert is

trying to reestablish himself as a good
quarterback. His counterpart, Mark
Rypien, must be expressing his displea-

sure on his luck: having to play the two
strongest pass rushes in the world, back to

back.

New Orleans needs this win, but so

does Washington. Al Michaels, Dan
Dierdork, and Frank Gifford are in luck.

This game should be as entertaining as
last week's thriller. New Orleans 23,
Washington 20.

Collegian columnist Arthur Stapleton
is back writing for sports.

ADVOCAll.
^ BKST*
THE VALLEY
READMJPOix

1992
R G

!• RI*S4

.- EKING VIARDEN
jl A MANDARIH it SZECHUAh RESTAURANT

Men. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET 55.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 - 3 p.m.

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS Fri. & Sat.

VKA

OPEN 7 DAYS A \A/EEK
586-1202 ll/ -mT /(^ o" Roule 9, Hadiey

9

Free Parking

Battle of th^^ands
Come listen to five fantastic bands competing for
the coveted title of "Winner of the Southwest Battle
of the Bands!" Be a part of the studio audience that

helps judge the winner!

from 1 -5 PM - Saturday 1 1/21/92
In Hampden in Southwest

SWAG '92-'93! Cuz that's where it's at!

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

Freshman phenom Rene Ingoglia may return to action this Saturday when the
Minutemen travel to the University of New Hampshire at 1 2:30 p.m. in a game that could
mean a playoff spot.

La Cucina di

^inoccfiio
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

LASAGMA
^

^^2^iMasterCarc
1

L
"^^ '^'^

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 1 1 :30am to 2:00am
Fri. -Sat. 11:30am to 3:00am
Sun. 11:30am to 1:00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31, 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
Pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 31, 1993
i Valid at Amherst location only

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only
Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

TWIN SPECIAL
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

COLLEGIAN
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continued from page 12

Carolina because they're like a non-issue. I just don't
think that they have a chance to beat Old Dominion."
Number 3: Is Iowa better than Old Dominion or

worse than Massachusetts?
True, the Hawkeyes are 19-0, and yes, they won the

Big 10 Tournament. But, they haven't faced either Old
Dominion or Massachusetts, and questions abound as to
how well they will do this weekend.

They have the leading scorer in the country, Christy
Gleason, who has 37 goals and is the corner hitter for the
Hawkeyes. The Hawkeyes have a solid nucleus of five
great players: Gleason, defensemanAmy Fowler, forward
Tiffany Bybel, Kris Fillat and goaltenderAndrea Wieland.

Wieland has started every game for Iowa, notching
eight shutouts and a .861 save percentage.

Hixon has respect for Iowa, but at the same time
expects UMass to keep up with Iowa.

"They have good goaltending. Fillat and Gleason are
outstanding players," she said. "We'll have to be aware at
what they do."

Penn State coach Char Morett, who has lost to Iowa
twice and UMass once, predicts a good game.

"They're both good teams. UMass is going to have to
play on turfnow, so the question will be whether they can

adjust," Morett said.

"We are exactly where they thought we should be,"
said Hixon. "In this particular game, yeah we are the
underdogs."

Number 4: How far can the Minutewomen really
go?

Answer: as far as they think they can. Right now,
UMass has run offan 1 1 -game winning streak since their
3-0 loss to Old Dominion, their only loss ofthe year. They
have beaten North Carolina as well as other quality
teams, and when they are on, they look unstoppable.

The addition ofAinslee Press has made a once pathetic
UMass penalty corner potent, not on Iowa or Old
Dominion's level, but enough to grind out a goal or two
per game. Press and sweeper Natalie Hart are the key
newcomers from last year's squad.

The strength in the team lies in the defense. Philippa
Scott has notched 14 shutouts this year, more than most
goalies in the country.

Hart, Kathy Phelan and Tracy Barclay make up the
back three, while midfielders Joy Blenis, Holly
Hockenbrock, Colleen Duffy and Press usually control
play in the neutral zone.

The key for UMass is to take it one game at a time,just
like they have done all year. Iowa must be defeated before

UMass can get a crack at the national championship.
Assistant coach Amy Robertson, who was an assistant

at Iowa for the last three years, knows the Hawkeyes
inside and out.

"I've been at Iowa and I know how they play," she said.

"I think we have a chance at them. I think we're on an
even par with them. That's our focus."

UMass is 2-13 lifetime against Old Dominion, and it

would take a miraculous effort for the Minutewomen to

defeat them. If any UMass team could accomplish the
feat, this would be the one.

"We played ODU early in the season at ODU,"
Robertson said. "I'm not saying we'll be playing them, but
comparing ourselves to the number one team in the
country, we can go far."

"The way we are playing right now, when everyone
plays their best and plays as a team, we can beat anyone
in the country, except Old Dominion, which would be a
good struggle," Blenis said.

Provided UMass gets by Iowa, which is far from
certain, the championship game would be memorable for

the five seniors on the team. Goalies Scott and backup
Tina Rusiecki, Press, Blenis and Phelan. In order to win
UMass' first field hockey national championship, they
have to make sure that their last game is their best.
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AIM HIGH—AIR FORCE

If you are over 18, and would like to earn
Full Time Income Working Part Time

BeaBortender
•Day/Ever^ IWe^
•Local/Notionol Wacement

•Limited Openings Remobi For September,
October, and November Oosses

•Make Your Move Today <ar*d Receive

Additional So^dngs on Tultfon Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield ^^MC/VtSA/AE

Rise Robots Rise
Tickets available at Pearl Street, Strawberries, Tix

Unlimited, Northarripton Box Office, For the Record
in Amherst, Ticket Pro (800) 828-7080

•

10 Pearl Street, Northampton • 584-7771

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
AIRLINE TICKETS

Fly horn* for Thanksgiving cheaper than
ever before up lo S 100 off. Any fare going
anywhere domestic or international. For

more info call 516-767-7646

ACTIVITIES

MulticuHural Night
Come experience cultures from all over
the world. International buffet $5 pre-

paid, S6 at the door. Free entertainment.

Saturday, Nov. 21 7 pm-11 pm Tickets

available Friday on concourse.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and Breakfast downtown Amherst
5490733

Appearing at the Hatch
Today 3 -6

Boston Musician

Michael T.

Dillon, Neil Young, CSN, Beatles, John
Lennon, Paul Simon, and more! A must-
see for James Taylor fans! Come down
today between 3 and 6 at the Hatch.

Spanish Speakers
Earn SSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Native or Non native) for psychology
reading study. Call Maria 545 0693

Subletting over intersession? Place

your advertisement free of charge at off

campus housing, room 428 Student
Union. You may also list over the phone.
Call 545 0865

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Nissan Santra 5 speed AM/FM
cassette. Good condition. S189S
2530725

1985 Renault Encore 78K mi new tires,

new slicker & tune up S1650/bo
Julie at 549 7466

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for furKtJonal

motorcycle. Needs some work call

549-3662.

FOR RENT

Amherst 2 bedroom apt
1 room for rent

2 full baths w/heat included

On bus route

available immediately
Call Tom or Stacy 2560274

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail Feb.
1st. A room and one bedroom apartment
avail Jan. 1st.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Amherst-Bslchertown line 3 to 5 bed-
room homes on bus route call 586-4270

Amherst remodeled6nn 4 bedroom apt
on bus route minutes from campus S899/
mo 256-0741

Furnished 3 bedroom house, January
or February to June 1. S700-^ 253-7178

Live in Northampton Looking for ten-

ants to take over lease of a spacious 3 rm
Haven located in lovely downtown
Northampton. Rent includes heat only.

850 a month. Lease this house while you
can it's hot. 586 3206

One room in 3 bedroom Pufton Apart
ment Rent 226/mo Plus

Available January 1 1993 to

June 30 1993 Call Anne 549-7718 in

evening before 11pm

Puffton room availble M/F
1/1/93 6/30/93

$224.50/mo
FREE t>ed, rug, dresser

Desk/S15

Call 549 1811

FOR SALE

Albiner telephoto lens 13Smm
Like new condition Bayonet mount S80
80 545-1028 or 253 2018

Electric bass, black, explorer, body,
plays fine. S85 6 4103

For sale Ski Boots
Sanmarko CS 155

Stiffness, flex and cant adjustments

Great Condition

Size 1 1 S80 or BO
Call Allan at 256-8751

Guitar Amp
PV Balkstage 30

SlOOCall John 549 0838

Nintendo with Cartridges
4 Sport games
S250 or BO
Call Mark 6-3502

Ski Boots
Raichle size 10

Like new S80/BO
Greg 6 3968

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs + case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 0.8.0

Tandy 1000 with modum S300 or BO
Call Ahmed 256 1064

HELP WANTED

Free trips and money! ! Individuals and
student organizations wanted to promote
the hottest Spring Break desitnations, call

the nation's leader. Inter campus pro
grams 1 800 327 6013

INTERNATIONAL EIMPLOYMENT
Make $2000+ per month teaching
English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Many
provide room & board & other benefits!

Financially & culturally rewarding! For
program
Call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J5001

Need tutor 4 stats/psych will pay/hour
S10 ASAP call 546 6256

Typist is needed pan time to work on
Macintosh computer. Call Reza for an
appointment 549 3840

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

Lost glasses in a blue flowered case Sat.

Nov 14 between Boyden and JQA call

Colleen 546 2017

Lost Keys
Between Harter and Theta Chi bus stop
Lost on Tues 11/16 alter 4 pm
REWARD!! offered

Call 6 4442

Lost 1 1/16 Tiger-nail necklace. Help'
Reward very sentimental 549-0518

Silver Metal Frames - square shaped
sunglasses - big reward
David 549-0627

PERSONALS

Aaron h can't forget that night. You
reallyhurtme! Wehavetotalk The test

came back positive,

-H
Happy 21st Gammie Boy!
Gel ready for a great night Yarrri

Love, Amy, Sharon, Tara, Oevra and
Erica

Happy Birthday. M.O.
21, at last!

Well celebrate tonight

Love, J.L.

Hey Buttlick!!

Kri, Happy 21st Birthday' Get ready for

legal drinks and lots of 'em!

Love, Kri

Long Island
Have a great weekend and formal
You'll look Mahvelous!!
Seattle

Look there's Tony B.
Thought that would get

your attention HEATHER!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY' LoveJWo and Tami
Meg - 'The Sloth'
You big nut!!

- W.C^B. Youknowme!

Pat D.
"Emily" • Dreams ...

Past, present and future

I loved you then and I love now
Forever,

Kim

Sigma Kappa: Everyone have a won-
derful time at formal tonight' Have as
much fun as we did last weekend
especially PATCHES!

To My Fair Lady,
You are the dream, the

song and the summer's day
I have sought for so long

magic and mysery absolute

always remember, the best

is yet to come.
the man in black

To the Old Man!
It's about time you turned legit.

Happy 21sl birthday John
Love,

Paul. Amy and Willie

Hay BUB!
Guess what?
Chicken Butt!

Guess Why?
Chicken Thigh!

Happy 21st Birthday

Love, Mantes

ROOMATES WANTED

Female to share large room 167.50 call

665 7604

Great Apartment 5 min. Walk to campus
or "downtown"/good equipped and fur

nished avail mid December/rent start Jan.
5498024

Nice room in cool house
Jan 1 (NEGItoMay 31

Orchard Valley area 230»
Lv. msg for Mike 549 1606

Puffton
161.50 EA'

Big room, for 2

Bathroom
Walkthrough closet

549 8390

2 fun girls needed lo share 1 large bed
room in 3 bedroom puffton apartment Great
location new rug 549 0939

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The legal services cen
ter offers free legal assistance to fee paying
students Contact us at 922 Campus (Center

545 1995

• FOR SALE
• PERSON.ALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Ski Tuning
Sharpening. Waxing
Base Repair

Only SB

Call Allan or Mike at 256 8751

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Save on spring break 93
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida from
S119! Book early, save SSS" Group dis
counts!! 1 800 426 7710

SKI -- Intercollegiate ski weeks only
S209. Includes: 5 day lift ticket/5 nights
lodging (Mountainside condo)/5 days
intercollegiate activities (Drinking age -

18), sponsored by Labatis, Molson and
Mt. Sutton, Canada (Just across the Ver
mont border) group leader discounul Jan.
3 8, Jan. 10 15 and Springbreak '93 Call
Ski Travel Unlimited 1 800 999 SKI 9.

TYPING/WORD PRQC.

Papers Typed - Free cover page,
spell check. SI 25/page. Bnan 546 1795.

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.
Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $ 1/pg 24 hr. turnaround S86 5268.

WANTED
Need cesh for Holidays I will buy your
sports cards Complete set or single cards.
Call Dave 546 5690
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Sports
Field hockey looks for southern comfort
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

It seems amazing that the University
of Massachusetts field hockey team has
won 2 1 of its 22 games, yet is only the third
team in the country going into Final Four
weekend at Virginia Commonwealth
University in Richmond, Virginia.

The team intends to change that.

Right now, both Old Dominion (23-0)

and Iowa (19-0) are the number one and
two teams, respectively, but Massachu-
setts has a chance to move up a notch
Saturday when they face Iowa at 2:45 p.m.
Old Dominion faces No. 4 North Carolina
( 14-6-1 ) at 12 noon, and the winners ofthe
semifinal games will square offon Sunday
at 1 for the national championship.

Since this is the Final Four, this preview
will attempt to answer the four most im-
portant questions of the weekend.
Number 1: Can Old Dominion

three-peat?
The obvious answer is yes, because the
Lady Monarchs have reigned over colle-

giate field hockey for the past two years
and they have no intentions of relin-

quishing their stranglehold on the crown.
In that time, they have had forty goal

scorers come and go, but they have run off

59 consecutive wins. Seniors Kelli James
and Maike Hilbrand lead the team with
35 goals each. James has 55 assists while
Hilbrand has 10. In case you missed it,

James' likeness was on page 41 of the
November 9 Sports Illustrated in the
"Faces in the Crowd."

Hilbrand has a shot that UMass head
coach Pam Hixon once described as
"unstoppable on turf She missed 1990
because she played on the National team
of Holland. Hilbrand is one of the corner
hitters in the potent Old Dominion penalty
comer, which any team must stop in order
to win the title. But that's only half the
story.

The Old Dominion defense is also the

stingiest in the country, allowing only
four goals on the season. Goaltender Kim
Decker has allowed three goals in the
season, and has a .906 save percentage.
The reason her save percentage is not
closer to 1 .000 is that Decker has only had
to make 29 saves on the year.

In the quarterfinals. Old Dominion
picked up where they left off from the
regular season, crushing agood Maryland
team by a 6-0 score, which is the equiva-
lent of losing 42-0 in football. The smart
money is that Old Dominion is a lock

against North Carolina on Saturday and
the survivor of UMass-Iowa on Sunday.
But if the Lady Monarchs are cocky, they
could suffer a monumental upset, which
leads us to the next question:

Number 2: Which North Carolina
team will show up, the old Tar Heels
or the new Tar Heels?

As you see by their record, UNC has 6
losses, which is almost unspeakable for a
Final Four team. But, you must take into

account that Carolina had a number of

key players missing at the begining ofthe
year because those players were playing
on National teams.

After starting the season 1-3 with losses

to the top three teams in the country, the
Tar Heels have gone 13-3-1. They have
senior Mary Hartzell ( 18 goals) andjunior
Jennifer Blizzard (10 goals) on offense,

and junior Peggy Storrar in goal. Storrar
has notched eight shutouts while allowing
only ten goals.

If North Carolina had won the ACC
tournament two weeks ago, you might
make a case for them being an upset pick.

But the fact that they lost to Maryland
(the same Maryland that got killed by
ODU) and the fact that they have only two
seniors is evidence enough that next year
is the year for North Carolina. In the
words of Hixon:

"The ODU-UNC game is going to be no
contest. I don't even worry about North

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 1
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Tare Jelley and the University of Massachusetts' field hockey team travel to the Final Four
this weekend in Richmond, Virginia. The Minutewomen play Iowa at 2:45 p.m. on Saturday.

Pigskin picks:
Art's choices
NFL Week twelve

Recognition and luck. Two themes for this week's
column. Now that Stapleton's pigskin picks is getting the
recognition that it rightfully deserves on this page, I

want you to know my life is complete (enter sarcasm
here). Yes, the Kirby Puckett goatee disappeared shortly

before last weekend, but the memory will last forever.

Arthur

STAPLETON
Studs oftheWeek: Charlie Baumann and Scott Zolak

of the Patriots proved that some skill along with a lot of
heart (luck) can win out once in a while in the NFL. I was
a little off on the score, but New England came through.
Congrats on the first of many wins (yeah, right!).

Honorable mention goes to my friend Joe Danker and
his Houston Oilers, who went undefeated and won the
first ever Patterson 2 South-Tecmo Super Bowl. 111 get
you next season with the new and improved Miami
Dolphins (it doesn't matter whether it's real or Nintendo,
because it is still football).

Enough with the awards, because it is time for the
games. Many people don't realize that the season is

almost over. It seems like just yesterday that I was
picking the Cowboys and the Bills for the Super Bowl.
Boy, what a difference twelve weeks make!

After falling just short last Monday against the Bills,

Don Shula's team will try to regroup against the banged
up Oilers this week. Marco Coleman and Bryan Cox are
a formidable one-two sack machine, and with Warren
Moon out three-to-six weeks, Cody Carlson is in trouble.

The Dolphins have one of the most potent attacks in

the league when they use it correctly. Ifthe man Morrissey
tabbed "the prostitute", Keith Jackson, could have held
on to the rocket that led to an interception, Dan Marino
and company would still be driving in for the score. Watch
out Pardee, because guess who's coming to dinner. Miami
31, Houston 17.

This prognosticator heard this sentiment all last

weekend: "Randall Cunningham is back, he's back
scrambling". Well, let me tell you something: 85 of his

total yards passing was a screen dump-off to Heath
Sherman. He is not back until they win, and that may not
be for a while.

Mysterious things happen when the Eagles play the

Must-win game for UMass
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The 7-2 University ofMassachusetts football squad
will travel to Cowell Stadium in Durham, New
Hampshire tomorrow to face the Wildcats in a 12:30
must-win game.

The Minutemen have to beat UNH and hope that
a few teams on the bubble lose and that the four-man
selection committee wants to see coach Mike Hodges
and his boys in the Division 1-AA playoffs.

"It's totally up to them [selection committee] ifwe
make the playoffs or not," said Hodges. "We've got a
good chance- all we have to do is concentrate on
beating UNH and then scoreboard watch."

Hodges thinks thatno matterwhat happens though,
his team has had a great season.

"We have a chance to tie the school record for wins
[eight] tomorrow," he said. "Nobody ever thought that
we'd be in a position to make the playoffs at the end of
this season."

UNH (4-5- 1 , 2-5 inYanCon ), on the other hand , has
no chance to make the playoffs but would love to end
UMass' playoff hopes with a vvin tomorrow.

The Wildcats will bring out all their guns against
UMass, including Mr. All-Everythingfrom Weymouth,
MA, tailback Barry Bourassa. Bourassa is fifth in the
YanCon in rushing with 90 yds a game and also boasts
seven TDs and 814 yds total rushing. But it's not the
numbers that impress most people, rather IJourassa's

speed and moves.
"He's a great player," said Hodges. "Every time he

touches the ball, you hold your breath."

On defense for the Wildcats, linebacker Dwayne
Gordon has 74 tackles and 5.5 QB sacks. Quarterback
Bob Jordan has 55 tackles and seven interceptions,
and teammates Joe Fleming has 37 tackles and a
team-high six QB sacks.

The "regulars" will be out in full force again this
week for UMass. Freshman phenom tailback Rene
Ingoglia seriously twisted his ankle two weeks ago
and just this week began to suit up again. He is

doubtful for tomorrow's game but may see some
action ifthe doctors give him the green light. Fullback
Mike George will be counted on to provide some hard-
nosed, in-your-face running.

There's a little more incentive for junior tight end
Steve Dembowski tomorrow because his brother, Dave,
a sophomore linebacker for UNH will be on the other
side ofthe ball. Dembowski, the Minutemen's leading
receiver (12.8 yds/reception), will be QB Andrew
McNeilly's main target but Dembowski will have to
contend with his brother every time he catches a pass.

Defensively, Mario Perry has 15 sacks on the
season and comerback Don Caparotti is one inter-
ception away form equaling the UMass single season
record for interceptions (eight). Inside linebacker Phil
Lartigue leads the Minutemen with 109 tackles and
will have to come up big (as he has all season)
tomorrow against UNH.

Giants. Flashback: Randall's 90 yd. punt, the blocked
FG by NY only to be brought in for a TD by Philly. . .the
circumstances are endless, but if Rodney Hampton can't
run the ball, the Giants can't win. Philadelphia 17 New
York 16.

The Rams. Yes, L.A. defeated the Cowboys last week,
and in convincing style. Dallas fell victim to the Sports
Illustrated cover jinx, similar to the Maroon and White
cover jinx (see UMass men's soccer's Shawn Bleau and
football's Rene Ingoglia).

This week the luckiest team in football, the 49ers, take
on Jim Everett and his rejuvenated passing attack in a
key game in the NFC West. Yes, I know the Hams, I mean
Rams, only have four wins, but they could gain more
confidence by beating San Francisco. At Anaheim, the

Turn to ART. page 10

Sports Notice
The Student Activity Card for the Men's Basketball

season does not gain the holder admittance into the
game itself. You must get a ticket by showing the
Student Activity Card on the allotted days for ticket
pick-up. Students must have a ticket for the game in

order to be alkswed in.

Those who have not picked up a Student Activity

Card can not get a ticket for Sunday's game against
Latvia. Students that do have their Studant Activity

Card may pick up remaining tickets today in 255
Boyden.

Monday November 23, 1992

VOLUME Cll ISSUE 52

Rain, rain won't go away today.

Temps 51 to 56.

Local News:
University Housing Services gives qualifying Learning

Disabled students waivers for their single dorm room fees.

Students will get refunds for this semester. Page 3.

Sports:
The men's basketball team trounced the

Latvian National team, but head coach John
Calipari still isn't satisfied. Page 12.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1890

Tornadoes kill 19,
lay waste to South
By GINA HOLLAND
Associated Press

Tornadoes ripped through parts of the
South during the night, killing at least 19
people, leveling houses and uprooting trees
and utility poles.

"It's unbelievable. We're luckywe didn't
lose more lives than we did," said W.L.
Whittington, mayor ofBrandon, Miss. Ten
people were killed in and around the town.

Tornadoes killed 15 people and injured
at least 150 in Mississippi late Saturday
and one person was killed early Sunday in

Tennessee. At least two people were killed

and scores of others were injured as tor-

nadoes moved aqcross Georgia on Sun-
day. At least one person was killed and at
least nine injured in northern Kentucky
Sunday afternoon.

A tornado touched down in the western
Ohio village of Arcanum Sunday night.
There was no immediate word of serious
injury.

Thunderstorms and tornadoes also
caused damage in Alabama, Indiana and
Georgia, where a steeple was ripped from a
church during Sunday's service. Thousans
in Indianapolis were without power.

Texas and Louisiana were hit by torna-
does Saturday, with heavy damages and
numerous injuries, but no deaths.

In Brandon, Miss., a tornado smashed
through a mobile home park and then
skipped across town to an upscale neigh-

borhood, where it killed three Cub Scout
buddies enjoying a weekend sleep over
and the father of one of the boys.

Rescue workers and residents searched
through the rubble after daylight, and Gov.
Kirk Fordice toured the damaged area.

At the mobile home park, rescue work-
ers used doors from smashed houses as
makeshift stretchers, said Charlie
Wilkinson, civil defense director for Rankin
Country.

At least six people were killed there,
Whittington said.

The tornado roared through Brandon,
15 miles east ofJackson, about midnight.
It leveled houses, uprooted trees and
downed hundreds ofpower and telephone
poles. At least 86 of the injuries were in
Brandon, Wilkinson said.

"It just whished through here like

slicing hot butter," Constable MartinMann
said of the Rankin County town. "We've
got two-story homes not bigger than a bag
of firewood. They're wiped out."

"It was like a state fair — there were
people all over the place," said James L.

Callahan, sheriffofnearby Leake County,
where one person was killed.

Wilkinson said about 60 homes in

Brandon were damaged, along with doz-
ens of mobile homes.

Mississippi Power & Light Co.
spokesman Edd Jussely said power may
not be restored to some Rankin County
homes for two days.

CHRISTOPHbHEV/- ,_ ^„.,„,
COLUMBUS ME— Freshmen H. Johann Hertell (left) and Javier Ruiz (right) are two

University of Massachusetts students that are actually happy Columbus came to the New
World.

Students given
refunds after
Housing error
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts students who were
placed in a dorm arrangement that they did not
agi-ee to in their housing contract are receiving
rebates from Housing Services in an effort to patch-
up the situation.

"Housing services really screwed up," said
freshman Patricia Caffrey, a Russian major who
was placed unwillingly on a 24-hour quiet floor of
Brooks residence hall.

Mid-semester she and about 16 others in the
same predicament moved out of Brooks and into
other dorms so the 24-hour quiet floor could be
restored.

Caffrey said she and the other students who
moved are waiting to receive a $250 rebate that
housing services agreed in a contract to give them
for their inconvenience. Students remainingon the
fourth floor who signed a contract to obey the 24
hour corridor rules are to receive $100. Also as part
ofthe agreement, the students shall receive priority

housing next semester.
"Housing came and told us either we're quiet or

move," said Caffrey. "It's so unfair. They looked to

the needs ofa few people instead ofthe majority. It

was a bribe in a way."
Caffrey said it has been difficult to move mid-

semester and be the new kid on the block. "It's hard
being a freshmen and then finding out you're stuck
on a strictly quiet floor," said Caffrey. "Just when
we got to know everyone and become friends they
told us we had to leave. It was really hard."

Caffrey said the resident assistant of the floor,

Alan Davies, had a difficult time handling the
confrontations. "He had to put up with a potential
civil war," Caffrey said.

"It's a very emotionally disturbing situation for

Turn to HOUSING ERROR, page 2

Club living in the Middle Ages
Magic spells, swords and cloaks abound in the SUB
By SAMUEL KENNEDY
Collegian Correspondent

Men and women armed with magic spells, swords and
other outdated weapons battled for survival yesterday at
The Tournament of Chiron in the Student Union Ball-
room.

The University's Pioneer Valley Combat Club hosted
the event which intermingles sport and fantasy. The
participants play characters as well as compete in light
weapons combat, a sport otherwise known as "boffers"

Combat Club members usually dress for tournaments
in elaborate costumes reminiscent of medieval fashion.

Swords, the most common weapon, are made from
plastic pipes covered with foam pipe tubing. Safely regu-
lations guide the structure of all "weapons" including
daggers, short swords and shields.

Rules enforced by marshals prohibit any violent con-

TOM HALLER / COLLEGIAN
Engineering department employee John Meripan (left) battles

senior COINS major Alan Nelson in Sunday's Battle of Chiron
in the Student Union Ballroom.

tact. Tapping opponents' limbs disables them and tap-
ping their head or body clinches victory. The Combat
Club's emphasis on safety has enabled men and women
of all sizes and abilities to participate.

"We create characters that we play, hence the names
and costumes, and interact with each other as these
characters. It's sort of like live, interactive, theatre-
without-an-audience," a Combat Club flyer said.

Jennifer Ai-zola, a sophomore majoring in Social
Thought on Political Economy, goes by her character's
name, Jana Sword-Dancer, when at club events.

Arzola, now a UMass studentjoined the Combat Club
last year while attending Mt. Holyoke College. Her char-
acter was recruited by the Amazons, a band of female
warriors. Jana has proven her skill as a fighter and a
leader. Jana's leader yesterday appointed her to take
over command. Jana said she is excited about her new
position but must guard against possible attacks.

The Pioneer Valley Combat Club gained status as a
registeredstudentorganizationin July 1988. But accord-
ing to Jason Goodman, a senior English major, students
had been playing buffers for many years before 1988.

Goodman said buffers is a physically demanding sport.
"Once after a three-hour practice, I could not even walk
up the stairs I was in .so much pain," Goodman said.

The Combat Club hopes to increase membership and
convince the University to initiate gym classes teaching
boffers, Goodman said.

The Duke of Glenndale is the Combat Club's largest
annual tournament. Shannon Slate, a co-founder of the
club and a graduate of the University of Massachusetts,
sponsors this event at the Slate Farm in Warren. Slate,
also known as Prince Bob built a castle and a dungeon
from plywood. The object of the event is to escape from
these structures, which are equipped with fog machines,
without being "killed" by enemies or traps.

Members of the Combat Club said they encourage
diversity among the characters. There are Asian ninjas.
Native American warriors, European royalty and even a
cross dresser called the Queen of Buggery.

Students from high school, students from other New
England colleges, and graduates from the University of
Massachusetts also competed in yesterday's tourna-
ment.
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Monday, November 23, 1992
Blood Drive — The American Red Cross Blood Ser-

vices is sponsoring a blood drive in the Campus Center,
Room 101 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for students
interested in changing their major to Exercise Science at
7 p.m. in Boyden Gym, Room 251.

Meeting — The University Democrats will hold a
general interest meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center, Room 917. For more information contact the
UDems office, 423 Students Union, at 545-0199. All are
welcome.

Concert — The Union Program Council is sponsoring
a concert, "Mongo Santa Maria," in the Student Union
Ballroom at 8 p.m. Admission is $ 13 for students, and $15
for the general public, on the day of the show.

Lecture — The Distinguished Visitor's Program is

UMass Police Log

sponsoring a lecture by Andrew Weil in Bowker Audito-
rium at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Tuesday, November 24, 1992
Notice — Attention students currently enrolled in

Classics 224, Greek Mythology and Classics 325, Near
Eastern Mythology: Class meetings will resume at the
regularly scheduled meeting times and places on Monday,
Nov. 30. Please be there!

Announcement — The Early Childhood Education
Program is now accepting applications for admission to
it's N-3 certification program. Applications are now
available in the hallway outside of Room 109, Furcolo
Hall. Please call Nancy Burnett at 545-0534 to arrange
for an interview. Successful applicants must have an
overall academic average of 2.75 and positive recom-
mendations.

Compiled by Michael Day
Keceni incidents recorded by ihe University's UefMrlnient ol Public S.Uely.

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax: (413)545-1592

ARRESTS
• Police arrested an 18-year-old UMass student on

Thursday and charged him with receiving stolen goods.
The man was arrested at Morrill Science Center at
approximately 1 p.m., according to police.

THEFTS
• University police discovered a car with a smashed

window in Lot 12 on Friday. The owner was brought to
the lot and, after checking the contents of his car, in-

formed police that six cassettes worth approximately $60
had been stolen.

• A man reported the theft of his bicycle from the
Engineering Lab on Thursday evening, police said. The
bicycle is valued at $200.

DISTURBANCES
• Staff Members from the Engineering Building re-

ported receiving calls of a sexual nature from a man on
Thursday morning, according to police. The calls were
reported to police at 11:15 a.m.

• A fire alarm was falsely activated by an individual
on the 16th floor of Washington Residence Hall on Fri-
day, police said. Police are investigating the incident,
which occurred at 1:45 a.m.
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Collegian Elections for Spring 1993
APPLICATIONS ARE CURRENTLY BEING ACCEPTED FOR PAID POSITIONS

Editor-in-Chief • Managing Editor • Editorial Editor • News Editor
• Arts & Living Editor • Sports Editor • Photo Editor • Women's Issues Editor

• Black Affairs Editor • Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues Editor • Third World Affairs Editor
• Multicultural Affairs Editor • Night Editors • Copy Editors • Typists

Application deadline:
Friday, Dec. 4 at 3 p.m.

Candidates Nigtit

Sunday, Dec. 6 at 7 p.m.

Elections will be tield

Monday, Dec. 7 fronn 9-5

•
A II

®1'?''^'? ^^?^
S"^"

""^^^ '"" ^^^ elections for Editor-in-Chief. Managing Editor, and Editorial Editor
• All other desk editors will be voted for by their current staff.

•
ll°ll

^^?^^^= ^ articles, with at least 3 for a particular desk to be counted as staff of that desk
• Staff lists will be checked at the voting box.
• Please see Managing Editor Brooke C. Wheeler for an application
• This information is accurate as of Monday, November 23, 1992. The Collegian is an E O E

M Housing error
continued from page 1

all said Davies. "I felt in the middle and couldn't
help both groups. It really put quiet and loud
groups at odds with each other.

Davit's said the stress took a lot of study time
away from himself as well as for students. He said
he came home one night and found he had a
meeting to attend with housing services. "It was
really asinine that they'd give us an hour notice,"
Davies said. "They expected us to heed to their
whims immediately."

"It was really ridiculous," said Merav Yarkoni, a
senior Zoology major who now lives on the the quiet
corridor. "A lot of people got hurt. People hate each
other and there is a cold atmosphere. The hall is

deserted."

"We had such a large number of students re-
turning so we scurried in the last minute to make
assignments to those who hadn't indicated they
wanted the 24-hour quiet floor," said Housing Di-
rector Joseph Zannini. "We found ourselves in the
horns ofdilemma. Our mistake has been their good
fortune."

In addition to the Brooks dilemma, Zannini said
students living in Kennedy Residence Hall are to
receive a rebate because the tower is in the process
ofclosing and will not be open next semester. Those
living in temporary housing on campus are also to
receive rebates and have the highest priority when
choosing a room next semester.

"All I wanted was my floor to be a community,"
said Davies. "They really screwed up in Whitmore,"
said Davies.

INTER INTERSESSION • 7993
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JANUARY JANUARY 16

Don't put your education
on ice this winter break —
enroll in UMass Lowell's

Winter Intersession. This

highly concentrated, two-
week session is perfect if

you wont to earn college
credit to get ahead in your
educational program. And
if you're enrolled in another
university, it's a great way
to earn transfer credits.

Credit Courses (3 credits)

available in:

• Liberal Arts

• Sciences
• Mathematics
• Computers
• Social Sciences
• Management
• Music

Cost: $95/credit

UMass Lowell
Continuing Education

Day classes: Mon-Sat,^ 9am-l 2:30pm
<|y Evening classes: Mon-Fri,

6-9:30pm and Sat, 1 -4:30pm

Make your winter break really

count! For a Winter Interses-

sion bulletin, call the Division of
Continuing Education at (508)
934-2480. Or just fill out the
coupon below and mail it to:

University of Massachusetts
Lowell. Division of Continuing
Education, One University

Avenue, Lowell, MA 01854.

Name

Address

Oty Stote

,

Zip

Phone ( )

College

The Universify of Massachusetts Lowell is an Affirmative
Action/ Equal Opportumtv Title IX Employer

CAPt
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T
5-College Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Lasagna a! Forno
• Chicken Parmigiana
• Shrimp all' Arrabbiata
• Pasta Primavera

Complete Italian Dinner, including choice
of entree, salad, bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 1 1:30 to 10:00.
Offer expires Nov. 30, 1992

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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CAMPUS
SHORTS

compiled by
David Massey

Pinball people
Students say they are "fed up," "exasperated,"

and "tired" of mechaiiically-deficient video games
and pinball games in the arcade next to the Hatch.
A flyer posted in the arcade, which has over 20

games, urges students to "COMPLAIN!! COM-
PLAIN!!" to the University Store about machines
that are "rarely, ifever, fixed properly or promptly."

Most of the games appeared in proper working
order last week but many students are nagging the
University about pinball problems, joystick jig-

gling and the hardships of having to pay 50 cents
for a game they say costs only a quarter elsewhere.

"Grand Lizard is probably offensive to reptiles

not to mention being a really aiuful pinball game,"
scrawled one environmentally-conscious pinball
player on a sheet of notebook paper affixed above
the change machine in the arcade.

"Pinball machine that might be fun to play if it

wasn't so sadly undeipowered: T-2," said another
arcade connoisseur. Students also believe the
University's vendor is sluggish in bringing the
latest arcade technology to UMass.

But broken-down machines appear to irk stu-

dents the most. "The whole control panel on 'Street

Fighter' was falling off," said Eric Marhafer, a
sophomore exercise science major. "You could play
for free for a day. They only fix them when it's

taking money out of their pocket."

John Kuusisto, store manager of the University
Store, blames arcade problems on the students.
"There is some vandalism that happens. The ma-
chines don't break by themselves."

Miles Seaver, operations manager of the cam-
pus store, overlooks the Northamptom vendor who
runs and repairs the campus arcade and brings
weekly damage reports to Seaver. "Obviously,
something has to be done to keep these machines
going," he says, adding that the installation of
video monitors to deter vandals is a possibility.

"To put it into perspective, it's really a very
minor problem," he said.

Briefly speaking
Described as a "tribute to tomfoolery, a paean to

prankery," a new book detailing the rich lore be-

hind campus pranks and hijinks has a quick mention
ofan infamous incident involving the University of
Massachusetts.

If at All Possible Involve a Cow: The Book of
College Pranks, by Neil Steinberg (St. Martin's
Press; 1992), documents the history of college

pranks from the innocent days of kidnapping and
rioting to the cutting-edge "techno-pranks" of to-

day.

"The idea of locking somebody in a car trunk
with a quart ofgrain alcohol and a cat in a bag does
not resonate with humor," according to Steinberg.

"A prank must have some sort of wit, some sort of

sense of hubris punctuated or justice restored."

Page 207 ofSteinberg's book discusses the "panty
raid madness" ofthe early 1950s. It all began when
2,000 boys at the University ofMissouri raided the

girls' dorms on their own campus as well as at

neighboring Stephens College. But the panty raid

fad didn't pass UMass by.

Steinberg reports that at the University ofMas-
sachusetts, "the boys, not content to removing
panties from dresser drawers, took to stripping

them from their owners' bottoms, and the police

had to step in."

In addition, rampages at Ohio and Berkeley

forced campus officials to call in riot police. But the

raids weren'tjust males ransacking the residences

of females. At the University of Toledo, the women
stole boxer shorts from a men's dorm.

If at All Possible Involve a Cow also details the

more elaborate pranks staged at elite institutions.

During the height of the Red Scare. Harvard stu-

dents hoisted the Soviet flag over the U.S. Supreme
Court, which caused one Congressman to fear the

Bolsheviks had taken over. Overnight, MIT stu-

dents transformed the dome over their library into

a gigantic pumpkin.

Ifyou have ideas for Campus Shorts, bring them

down to David Ma.ssey in the Daily Collegian,

located in the basement of the Campus Center.

Housing relents on room policy
Learning disabled students now eligible for fee waiver
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The administration implemented a new policy last
week so learning disabled students can be granted a
single room without extra charge as long as the Learning
Disabled Services director says the students qualify.

Housing Services Director Joseph Zannini said, "Not
all learning disabled students require single room ac-
commodations. The decision will be based on the students
need for organization and quiet."

"Ifa learning disabled student feels they need a single,
they must go through Patrice Silver for a single room to
be granted," Zannini said. He said only about 10 percent
of the learning disabled students on campus would need
a single.

The University's previous policy granted single rooms
to learning disabled students who requested them, but
charged them the additional $150 single room fee.

Kevin White, a junior environmental design major,
said he believed the previous policy was discriminatory
because physically disabled students were granted singles
and didn't have to pay the additional $150 fee.

"Housing Services was not complying with the civil

rights laws which protect the rights of all learning and

physically disabled people," White said.

White said he and Silver discussed the issue with
Housing Services for three semesters before it reached
the higher-level administration.

"I am pleased with the new policy, but find it unfor-
tunate that it took three semesters to change the policy.
I guess that is just UMass politics," White said.

Zannini said Housing Services didn't charge physically
disabled students the additional fee because the extra
material and equipment they need in the room didn't
leave enough space to accommodate another student.

Zannini said the decision to create a new policy was
made after reviewing the materials produced by Silver.
"The new evidence she presented to the administration
prompted us to the change the previous policy," he said.

White said the new policy is a big step for learning and
physically disabled students. "Now these students who
qualify for a single room will definitely get the space they
need to be successful at UMass," he said.

White said the next step is to get reimbursement for

those learning disabled students who questioned the
previous policy before the new policy was implemented.

Zannini said qualifying learning disabled students
will be refunded the additional $150 they paid for their
single rooms for this semester only.

Holistic healer looks for 'high'
Author to seek 'altered state of consciousness ' at UM
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Dr. Andrew Weil, an expert on altered states of con-
sciousness, medicinal plants and alternative and holistic

medicine, will speak tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.

Winner of the American Health Book Award and the
Medical Self Care Award for his book Health and Heal-
ing, Weil has written over five books on holistic healing.
Weil's lecture tonight is sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program.

Cancer is a preventable disease because we play an
active role in healing ourselves, according to Weil.

"Meditation-visualization seems to be one way of
suppressing or stimulation the immune system. You
visualize healthy cells destroyingcancer cells," Weil said.

Jim Spencer said in the Chicago Tribune that Weil
frequently recommends visualization in addition to other
controversial cures.

"Weil is so sure the mind can play an active role in

healing that he frequently recommends 'visualization' as
an adjunct to everything else," Spencer said.

Weil, a 1968 Havard Medical School graduate, said he
believes that drugs are neither good nor bad. He has tried
a wide range of mind-altering drugs and experiences
from mangos, coca plants and mushrooms to solar eclipses,

sweat lodges and magic. One does not need to take drugs
to get a high, instead just by watching a solar eclipse a
person can get a nonchemical high, Weil said.

"I'm willing to try anything once— if I'm fairly sure it

won't kill me," Weil said to the Washington Post.

We should spend more time keeping people from
becoming drug abusers through education, says Weil.

"Instead of wasting so much time, money and energy
fighting the hopeless battle against existing drug abuse,
society must begin to help people avoid becoming abusers
in the first place," Weil wrote in his third book, Chocolate
to Morphine.

Police seize two
after explosion
of library doors

University police have arrested two students in con-
nection with the Sunday morning explosion of a plate
glass window near the entrance of the Tower Library.

Police patrolling the Student Union reportedly heard
a "loud explosion" from the library at approximately 4

a.m., according to Uruversity spokesperson Karin Sherbin.
When they arrived at the scene, "some type of explo-

sive device" had blown out the plate glass doors at the
south main entrance to the library, causing about $500 in

damage.
Two UMass students were arrested by police at the

scene. David J. Paczkowski and Andy J. Yahner have
been charged with attempting to set fire to a building by
means ofan explosive device, malicious damage with an
explosive device, placing an explosive next to a building
and malicious damage to a building.

They were scheduled to be arraigned today in

Northampton District Court. The explosion is under
investigation by the Community Disorders Unit of the
UMass Public Safety Department.

—DAVID MASSEY
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COURTESY HOUGHrON MIFFLIN
Dr. Andrew Weil, co-author of "From Chocolate to Mor-

phine, will be speaking tonight at Bowker Auditorium.

James Lardner ofthe Washington Post said Weils focus

is "the study ofhow and why human beings the world over
are forever trying to change what's happening inside
their brains."

"I Weil's I objective is the 'high' — a state of altered
consciousness to be valued becau.se it promotes a 'fuller

use of the nervous system' and 'the emergence of un-
conscious forces long denied by our culture,'" said Rich-
ard Lingeman while reviewing Weil's book The Marriage
ofthe Sun and Sky in the New York Times Book Review.

UM, WMECO join
to spur business
By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts and Western
Massachusetts Electric Company announced a
partnership last Thursday which will spur regional
manufacturing by combining UMass' top-notch
polymer research facility with WMECO's experience
and large customer ba.se, according to a joint news
release.

The partnership will combine the technical and
analytical expertise of UMass and WMECO to

better assist Western Massachusetts manufactur-
ers in expanding markets and developing products,
said Chancellor Richard O'Brien in a news release
from Northeast Utilities of Hartford.

UMass andWMECO announced the partnership
yesterday morning at Hardigg Industries, a con-
tainer manufacturer in South Deerfield receiving
assistance from both groups

"We want UMass to become an engine for eco-
nomic growth in the area. We want to share the
expertise we've developed on campus with employ

Turn to WMECO. page 6
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Glory regiment to be remembered
Group starting Black Civil War re-enactment unit

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

CHARLESTON.S.C.(AP)-Agioupofresidents here
wants to make sure that a Black Civil War regiment,
which was featured in the 1990 movie Gloiy, doesn't again
fade into obscurity.

The newly formed Massachusetts 54th Regiment re-
enactment gi-oup will portray a Black military unit from
the War Between the States.

There are several 54th re-enactment units in other
states, and the largest, from Washington, D.C., will be
assisting South Carolina corps, its organizers said.

The original 54th was made up of free Blacks and
former slaves, many of whom died in a July 18, 1863,
attack on Battery Wagner, now Morris Island.

The commissioned officers for the 54th were White,
including its commander. Col. Robert G. Shaw.

^Glory brought it home for me." said Joseph McGill Jr.,
a U.S. Park Service guide who is helping form the group.

The local re-enactment unit is a vision of McGill and
Robert Bohrn. the proprietor of Moultrie Tavern and an
avid hunter and collector of Civil War relics.

McGill. who will be a sergeant major in the new 54th,

said he realized after seeing the movie that there weren't
any local Black re-enactment units. He works at Fort
Sumter and Fort Moultrie, where re-enactment groups
occasionally take part in events and ceremonies.

History is missing some pieces without some repre-
sentation of Black troops, McGill said.

Bohrn, who is White, will play Col. Shaw in the re-
enactment. His role will mean swapping Confederate
gray for Yankee blue. Bohrn has been a member of the
Palmetto Brigade, a re-enactment group that portrays
forces who fought for Dixie.

But he said he wanted to help with the 54th's re-
enactment because it was an important side of history
that hadn't been told.

"It's not only Black history, it's American history,"
Bohrn said.

Until Glory hit the screens, the Black fighting unit
was relegated to forgotten pages of history, he said.

Americans must remember that more than 180,000
Blacks fought for "their freedom, their race and their
country during the war," he said.
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White males
said victims
of stereotype
BOSTON (AP) — Some Whit« men have pro-

tested that affirmative action has hurt their wal-
lets. Now others say the amount of attention paid
to minorities and women has just plain hurts their
feelings.

"The only acceptable super-villain these days is

a middle-aged Protestant White banker," said
George Santiccioli ofNewton, a computerconsultant
who is writing a cookbook.

"Almost by definition we are jerks," said Asa
Baber, who writes the "Men" column in Playboy
magazine and describes himself as an "embattled
White man."

Several other White men, who declined to be
named, told The Boston Sunday Globe that they,
too, felt slighted as male Caucasians.

Some felt they had been the victims ofsexist and
racisthumor or their views were discounted because
they were White men. The complaints come against
a background of battles for gi-eater diversity in
college curriculums and in the workplace, the
newspaper reported.

Terry West, a 44-year-old historian with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Forest Service,
said: "All I want is an acknowledgment ofour pain,
acknowledgment of the price we have paid. Ac-
knowledgment would go a long way to healing the
wounds."

Federick Lynch, author of Invisible Victims:
Wh iteMalesandthe Crisis ofAffirm itiveAction , says
White men often keep to themselves the beliefthat
they've been wronged, partly because of fear.

"It's like a new kind of McCarthyism," he said.
"White men are scared that ifthey complain they'll
be tagged as racist and sexist. To complain is to
conform to the stereotype."

Not everybody thinks being a White man is so
tough, however.

Civil rights activist Julian Bond said the com-
plaints were the "most egregious example of whin-
ing self-pity to come down the path in a long, long
time."

"White men have had. and do have, gi-eater
opportunity and unparalleled privilege in this
country. So to hear complaints from this population
just doesn't wash," Bond said.

"White men don't need a support gi'oup because
they already have one," he said. "It's called the
United States of America."

Left and Right
riot in Germany
By MARK FRITZ
Associated Press

BERLIN— Swinging baseball bats and setting fires,
leaist radicals have suddenly seized a starring role in
Germany's running saga of brutal neo-Nazis and belea-
guered foreigners.

During the weekend, leftists and rightist gangs dueled
with knives, baseball bats, fiare guns and rocks in at least
five German towns, while rightists assaulted foreigners
in several others.

One man was killed, more than a dozen seriously hurt
and 25 arrested during melees that included subway
knifings, a street rumble, two bar brawls, the siege of a
leftistcommune and random attacks on unlucky passerbv
and their cars.

Neo-Nazis attacks on foreigners have risen since 1990
the year Germany reunited. But there has been a recent
increase in violent counter-assaults by Germany's vet-
eran leftist groups, who proclaim themselves friends of
foreigners.

Leftists disruptedan anti-racism rally that di-ew 500 000
people in Berlin on Nov. 8 by throwing eggs at Chancellor
Helmut Kohl and President Richerd von Weizsaecker

Ihe leader of Kohl's pariiamentary faction. Christian
Democrat Juergen Ruttgers, said new evidence indicates
lettists and rightists are increasinglv mobilizing show-
downs with each other.

"The beliefthat available laws are adequate is a flight
from reality," he wrote in Sunday's Frankfurter
AJlegemeine newspaper.

To fight rightist violence, the government has focused
on ways to toughen the liberal asylum law that has
allowed a record number of foreigners into the country

Conservatives blame the influx for igniting right-wing
hate attacks; liberals say blaming foreigners just en-
courages the neo-Nazis.

Reflecting government helplessness, Germany's top
justice official suggested a vague "people's initiative"—
a sort of nonbinding referendum - asldng citizens what
lawmakers should do.

"A people's initiative means Parliament must concern
Itself with the public's ideas and legal recommendations,"
Justice Minister Sabine Leutheusser-Schnan-enberger
told the magazine Bunte on Sunday. She said such a
measure would eliminate lawmakers' foot-dragging
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0/«aayinWasUgt^A ]f covlo stou fT ^ LaDcIs havc dccp meaning
It would seem in this era ofcondemna-

tion of political correctness also comes the
condemnation of the use of so-called "la-

bels."

"Labels don't matter!"
"Don't label me!"
"What difference do labels make?"
Many of these arguments are valid as

labels have been used to hurt, demean and
categorize people against their will.

Jason

Mcdonald

A writers toast to Exely
One of the minor demons plaguing me

right now is actually a leftover from last
semester. I took a course called "Comedy
in Theory and Practice," but I always
referred to it as "Calmeddy calmeddy
calmeddie." It's a very good course. I ad-
vise everyone to take it, but it did make me
realize that all comedy is just a thinly
veiled murderous attempt to protect our
minds from the empty, freezing, reptilian
horror that is modern life.

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS
We had to do a large final paper for the

course on a particular work or works. I

decided to write on the novels of Fredrick
Exely, three very funny semi-autobio-
gi-aphical novels titled A Fan's Notes,
Pages from a Cold Island and Lost Notes
from Home. In them, Exely casts himself
as his main character and narrator. He
records the slow decay, insanity and
hopelessness of his own life and the
nation's, idolizes Frank Gifford, Steve
Owen and Edmund Burke, goes in and out
of mental institutions, constantly drinks
Smirnoff Red with tonic water, blunders
through two marriages and two divorces,
castigates Gloria Steinem. watches his
older brother die. and mocks himself and
everything with a fierceness that is mag-
nificent to behold.

Anyway, I started writing the paper
and it was going well. The professor told

us to take our time with these papers,
even to work on them over the summer if

we wanted. This appealed to me, thinking
that working on the paper while working
at the liquor store would put me in the
right frame of mind. And I could talk to

Murph about it. He's an expert on Exely.

The endeavor became a demon when
Fredrick Exely died June 17.

Murph called me. He said, "Exely's
dead." I said, "Bull." He said, "No, he's
really dead." That night we drank vats of
Smirnoff Red with tonic water, toasting
the great, dead man.

Exely was 63. He had suffered two
strokes and was in a lot of pain before he
died. He never wrote anythingelse because
he was busy getting drunk with the money
his three books made. Editors considered
him unemployable because he was mad.

I began to fret. Exely's death completely
changed what I wanted to do with the
paper. I wanted to drive to Alexandria
Bay, get some facts about his life and
death and write a tribute piece. But this

would not allow me to analyze his books,
which I was supposed to do. To attempt
both would be a huge undertaking, easily
hundreds of pages long. The paper was to

be 30 pages, maximum. Then I got back
here to UMass. Classes began, my war
started up again. I forgot about the paper.

But now I'm thinking about it. Late at
night I look at Exely's books on the shelf
and say to myself "You must write the
paper. Get up and write the paper." I get
up, begin paging through the books,
writing things down, and suddenly I am
paralyzed with remorse. I cannot begin to

represent the deep hurting and high
comedy in those pages. I cannot do justice

to what this man did with his 63 lousy
years. I usually throw the notebook down
and read, starting at a random place.

Daylight finds me sprawled among the
books and no closer to success.

Exely was a great man and he is dead.
You should read his books (they are in the
Tower library, ifyou are brave enough to

go there) and you should all learn to drink
SmirnoffRed with tonic water. Both these
things would be good for all of you.

Chris J. Petropoulos is a Collegian
columnist.

Very often, however, 1 hear this argu-
ment apphed to gay men, lesbians and
bisexuals.

"Why do you have to call yourself gay,
lesbian or bisexual?"

"Can't we just be people?"
Or my personal favorite: "Can't wejust

be sexual?"

For many gay men, lesbians and bisexu-
als, however, this label goes beyond being a
simple word of categorization, but instead
can ofl^n be intrinsic to our identities.

Prior to the Gay/Queer Liberation
movement, there was not word other than
"homosexual" for GLB people to call

themselves. Even then, use of the word
"homosexual" was mostly by the medical
community to describe deviant sexual
behavior.

To know there was a word to describe
you. to know that you were not alone in

your feeUngs, to know that there were
others like you— when the word "gay" or
"lesbian" came into use, it helped to end
the isolation felt by many gay men and
lesbians.

It is also important to point out that it

is incorrect to say. "Why can't we all be
sexual?" because many of us are not sim-
ply "sexual." 1 am a gay man; I am sexually
attracted to other men only; 1 am not
simply "sexual."

We are raised in a society where from
the time we are born we are expected to be
heterosexual. We are gender-typed at
birth, and assumed to be heterosexual.

Every television show, every magazine
ad, every commercial, every aspect of so-

ciety is geared toward heterosexuals with
the unspoken assumption that we are all

heterosexual.

When a teenager comes to realize that
his or her feelings do not fit this expected
societal norm, he or she must make a
decision regarding his or her sexuality.
We are not raised in a society where

people are free to be whatever they wish to

be. We do not live in a society free of hate
and prejudice, where people can be proud
of their identity or culture without the
fear of oppression and violence.

People are expected to be heterosexual

.

When people meet someone new, they
assume he or she is heterosexual.

The words "gay" and "lesbian" have
come to mean far more than sexual be-
havior. "Gays" and "lesbians" have formed
whole communities, developed our own
heroes, have reclaimed oui- history, have
created our own culture.

Being able to call oneself "gay" or "les-

bian" is not demeaning oneself through
the use of a label, but often an assertion of
pride and identity.

I do not presuppose that I speak for all

GLB people. I am sure many GLB people
do not wish to label themselves, as many
are estranged from what has come to be
GLB culture.

I simply ask that people stop con-
demning those who take pride in tbeir
identity, stop condemning those who call

themselves "gay," "lesbian" or "bisexual,"

and stop condemning those to whom it

matters whether someone is "gay," "les-

bian" or "bisexual."

Jason McDonald is a Collegian .^taff

member.

Porn confuses fantasy and reality
This is in response to Jonathan Linder

ICollegian, Nov. 19] — a man who claims
"experience" with pornogi-aphy as a buyer,
which makes him understand its effects.

Sorry, John, the fact you buy pornographic
material shows how little you know.

Violence is used in pornography to add
a "kick" to the pictures, so when one gets
tired of looking at nude women, he has the
option to be turned on by watching women
suffer. This behavior becomes noiTnalized
and this is the man's new image ofwomen
and their purpose. Think about it. It's widely
known that TV shows and commercials
change people's views about relationships
and sex. Again, people will alter their lives

to the "normal" image given by TV. The
best example of this is the relationship
between the images of perfect women on
TV and eating disorders. As women (and
more recently, men) see models and the
typical "norm," they change their life style

to create that image for themselves. It's no
different for pornography!

When you show women being tied up,

enjoying rape and being abused otherwise,
buyers of pornography interpret these

images as reality. Sorry. John, but you
can't tell those who don't know the differ-

ence between fantasy and reality to "stay
away and keep your mouth shut," because
those people are the buyers ofpornography.

The writer went on to say he feels "sorry
for the people who view sex as a disgiisting

thing and miss all the beauty of it." and
"people should derive joy fi-om viewing it

Ipornographyl and if they don't, they can
change the channel oi- just shut it off."

Pornography doesn't show the beauty
of sex. It depicts women as objects to be
dominated, overpowered and physically
hurt. Maybe some can change the chan-
nel, but what can you say to the girlfriend,

wife or daughter unable to escape the
wrath ofpornogi-aphy on their lives?"Enjoy
it; it's only a fantasy?" Unlike other ma-
terial protected under the First Amend-
ment, pornogi-aphy can result in the vio-

lation ofa woman's civil rights. Along with
the fact pornogi-aphy is also filled with
racist and homophobic trash, should be
enough to discourage buying it.

Allen Hale
Orchard ffiU

Name-borrowing
isn't very funny

Under normal circumstances, I might have found
"Charles A. Hazlett's" letter on the worship of evil

to be slightly amusing \Collegian, Nov. 19). Un-
fortunately, I, the only Charles A. Hazlett at UMass.
did not write this letter. It was submitted by another
individual under my name and without my
knowledge or consent.

I am unable to find the humor in this action. The
final phrase in the letter. "I am my friends will be

forced to take matters into ourown hands." could be

construed as a threat of violence, vandalism, etc.

I have enough difficulties without having to

worry about some self-appointed comedian writing

under my name.
Seriously, gi'ow up. If you want to write satire,

fine. But sign your own name to the article, instead

of childishly signing someone else's name.
Charles A. Hazlett

Central

Video images create dangerous expectations
Censorship is not the answer. Education is. Pornogi-a-

phy has been said to be harmless, fun, safe sex, and the
leading cause ofsexual violence against women. My first

lesson on external female anatomy came in the form of a
centerfold so how bad could I think it is?

My ex-girlfriend and my best friend, both ofwhom I love
very much, and three other girls confided in me that they
were date raped. This is a big problem. Everyone at this
school knows of someone who had this type experience.
Mostwomen never fully get over it. Many see psychologists
for years for a phenomenal expense oftime and money. All
because of one horrible incident.

MTV is dangerous. What could be wrong with those
Robert Palmer and ZZ Top videos, or any that show a giri

in tight clothes, only part of her at a time? Hey, 1 like it

and most American men do. There is a problem when you
see a great deal of hot-looking women for short spans of
time. Your expectations of how women should look go up
and your image of the ultimate woman changes to one
who is not completely dressed with a perfect body.

The videos show ideal women, and they all look aroused,
like the Billy Idol video with a 13-year-old coming on to
a 30-year-old man. like the Robert Pain- videos, the ZZ

Top videos. . . the list ofvideos with sexy, turned-on girls
is never-ending. It seems now that a good video is one
with an ideal-looking, hot-to-trot chick who is ready for
sex without anyone even asking her. Just walk over,
make eye contact and she will do anything for you. This
is not a hard concept to grasp; we've all seen the videos.
The end result: men want women to be this way. We want
her to be wicked hot, aroused and willing. Just a quickie
and never call her again— what an ego boost. Yes, many
men are looking for relationships but most would have to
say they couldn't pass up an opportunity like this.
Why is this important? Because often she is not willing.

Because once you get to Friday night with a half-drunk
horny guy he is ready to force the situation. He is ready to
smile a lot and use all sorts of trickery to,get her alone in
his room or hei-s. He is ready to take his'ideal drunk girl
who (he thinks) definitely wants it too and force her down
on the bed. He is ready to ignores her cries, telling himself
"Almost, almost. .

." He is ready to make the final move she
might never get over, the final move that will force her to
be scared all the time or deny the whole thing.

* Mike Einhorn
Southwest
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The following Physics course was

inadvertantly omitted from the

Preregistration Guidebook. This course w|||

be offered in Spring '93

Political fever
runs rampant
at Harvard U.
CAMBRIDGE (AP)— When Harvard academic Rob-

ert Reich appeared on a national news program Sunday
and deflected questions on president-elect Bill Clinton's
economic plans, he described himselfas a "lowly staffer."

Reich, a member of Clinton's transition team, said
during his appearance on CBS-TV's "Face the Nation"
that he was "basically putting things together for the
governor."

But there are plenty ofprofessors around Harvard Yard
who would like such a iowly"job and are angling for a post
in the coming Clinton administration, observers say.

"There's a lot of networking going on," said Marvin
Kalb, a former network correspondent and now director
of the Joan Shorenstein Barone Center at the Kennedy
School of Government.

'There's a pregnant nature of this moment: Everyone
is ready to pop, ideas are precious, everybody's baby is
brilliant," Kalb told the Boston Sunday Globe.

"The key is visibility. Anyway you get it, just so your
name pops up," Dan Fenn, former director ofthe Kennedy
Library and a staffassistant to PresidentJohn F. Kennedy
during the transition in 1960.

"The bug bites a lot of people at the same time," said
Fenn, who now teaches at the Kennedy School.

Fenn also said networking was goingon and "academic
institutions are intensely political places, so (academics)
are super at it."

Harvard long has had a reputation as a place where
presidents could draw academic expertise.

George Bush tagged the Kennedy School the "Harvard
Boutique" in 1988. But a number ofpeople with Kennedy
School ties have served in recent Republican administra-
tions, including budget director Richard Darman, former
Attorney General Richard Thronburgh and domestic
policy adviser Roger Porter.

Some ofthose vying for administrationjobs might not
even really want one, observers say.

Course #/Namp Sched. #
117 (PS) /Nuclear Energy 555199

Time Location

MWF 9:05 Has. 228
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WMECO
continued from page 3

ers who are continuously looking for an
advancement that will give them a sig-
nificant technical edge in their industries,"
said O'Brien.

The partnership vdll prepare strategic
plans for Western Mass. manufacturers;
map the region's available infrastructure
including water and sewer lines, railroads,
highways and airport;s; and promote the
UMass department of polymer science to
expand the regional plastics industry.

Other programs identified include
conservation and product diversification
programs, and use of UMass as a central
information center among businesses.

O'Brien said the University and
WMECO both have engineering and
analytical capabilities available to regional
businesses.

WMECO, which expects to commit up
to $150,000 to the joint effort through
1993, serves 192,000 customers in 59
Western Mass. towns, including Spring-
field, Greenfield and Pittsfield.

The company has over a decade of ex-
perience in energy conservation and has

over 40 representatives who meet regu-
larly with regional employers, and
complements UMass well, according to
WMECO Vice President and Chief Ad-
ministrative Officer Robert G. Abair.

He said the new financial commitment
joins an expected $9 million annual ex-
penditure for industrial customers.

UMass is the largest publicly funded
research university in New England, with
$63 million in externally funded research.
The Amherst campus ranks 21st among
the nation's top 100 research institutions
in on-campus Ph.Ds.

The University will house the largest
polymer science laboratory in the United
States when the Silvio O. Conte National
Polymer Center opens in 1994.

Abair said WMECO and UMass would
work with regional chambers ofcommerce
and economic authorities.

"We envision a major, comprehensive
effort to attract

businesses to the region, and help the
competitiveness, technical edge, and
profitability of businesses already here,"
said Abair.

We can help make a large and seemingly
complex university a little easier to find
your way around in.

548-1885

2nd Floor Lobby-Whitmore

November 1, 1992

The Mug Shot

'^

Create your own Custpmfesa^nu^ with your
favorite picture or 6aylh|g^o/il^|iW.take your picture

at our Hamp^hlroVjvi^Hliocation.
A ereat gift Idea fqrlfrl^rtgf^miiy or anyone.

I
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Coupon
Grand Opening
The Mug Shot

Coupon Value is $3'^ toward Purchase
of a mug with Student ID.

' Coupon Expires December 15, 1992
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Hollywood eyes the kids this holiday seaso
• An outrageous Robin Williams shines • Home Alone 2 gets lost in a sea oftn the charming and clever Aladdin predictable gags and major deja vu
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Disney has struck gold again. In the
new exhilaratingly enjoyable Aladdin,
Walt and his pals have created a brilliant

- concoction of animated splendor and ex-
citement.

Eschewing the timeless quality of its

animated forbearers, Aladdin takes glo-
rious risks, including a heap of '90s pop
culture references, a outrageous voice
performance by Robin Williams and some
thrilling computer generated effects that
deliver a magnificent magic carpet ride of
a movie. This Disney instant-classic also
just might impress and entertain the
adults more than the kids.

Aladdin takes the ancient tale of the
boy. the lamp and the genie and puts a
crafty, clever spin on it. By the time Robin
Williams breezes in midway through the
tale as a wild genie, Aladdin has already
won your heart (insert your own groan
here ifyou must).

This is much more ofan adventure tale
with just the right amount of romance.
With toe-tapping songs and delightful,
wondrous animation. A/arfd//? is one-part
old-fashioned cartoon fun and one-part
'90s smart-aleck freshness.

But Disney doesn't veer too far from its

classic formula. There's the traditional
line between good and evil. On the good
side there's a dandy hero, a 'street rat'

named Ali and his sidekick monkey, Abu.
He's flanked by a very independent Prin-
cess Jasmine, a nifty magic carpet and. of
course, the genie.

Disney has cooked up a stellar villain

in the evil Jafar, whose angular face and
devilish moustache put him in the realm
of Cruella De Ville and the nasty queen
from Snow White. He's given a naughty
parrot-in-crime (an inspired Gilbert
Godfried) and enough dastardly motives
to make him one of Disney's most potent
villains.

Aladdin hits its manic high the second
Robin Williams' blue genie pops out of his
lamp confines. Spirahng into new impro-
visational and imprisonable heights,
Williams proves that even a cartoon can't
contain his boisterous sense of humor.
He's all over the place, bursting in and out
of hilarious impressions (Arsenio Hall,
Robert DeNiro, Jack Nicholson, among
others) and wild abandon — he's a small
opera of comic wonder.

With smart, contemporary references
that more than once show the cutting vein
ofsay. The Simpsons, Aladdin even pokes
fun at Disney untouchables like Pinocchio
and Sebastian the crab from The Little
Mermaid. This Aladdin is hipper than
ever.

Disney also takes advantage of new
techniques in computer animation, espe-
cially in a mar/elous magic carpet ride
through a self-destructing cave. This rivals
a similar sequence in lastyear'sFe;iW Goes
West and even live action fare such as
Raiders of the Lost Ark.

While it doesn't approach the romantic
scope ofBeauty and the Beast, Aladdin is

a worthy follow-up. High marks go to
Disney, who instead of repeating the
successful formula ofBeauty, opted to take
animated risks.

Turn to ALADDIN, poge 8

By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Prior to the holiday release of Home
Alone 2:Lost inNew York , it seemed that
this sequel had every intention of being a
hysterical comedy like its predecessor.
Home Alone, which grossed an astonish-
ing $285 million domestically. Instead,
John Hughes, king ofyouth comedies, has
made Home Alone 2 a brainless comedy
which at times is so stupid that I felt like
an idiot for watching a film that caters to
a kindergarten mentality.
Home Alone 2 reunites audiences with

Macaulay Culkin's Kevin McCallister.
Kevin may be a few inches taller this time
around, but puberty hasn't quite kicked in
yet. However, with his little backpack
strapped on, Kevin still dons the "Grinch
Who Stole Christmas" grimace.

This time around the McCalli ster family
loses their son while they are rushing to
catch a flight to Miami for their Christmas
vacation. At the airport. Kevin mistakes
the wrong man for his father as he jets
through the O'hare terminal to catch up
with the family. Instead, little Kevin winds
up on a flight to New York City.

Of course, the McCallister's seats on
the Miami flight were not next to each
other, so that was their excuse for not
knowingthat they lost a child at America's
busiest airport.

Once in the Manhattan, the little Chi-
cago native decides that he'll take a bite
out ofthe Big Apple by setting up his base
at the opulent Plaza Hotel, where he gets
a suite using his father's Visa card.

At the Plaza, Kevin encounters an ever-

so-New York concierge played remark-
ably by Tim Curry (The Rocky Horror
Picture Show). Curry's performance is

similar to P/e«v Woman's Regent Beverly
Wilshire concierge.

Both were curious about their guests,
i.e. little kid with daddy's Visa and a drop-
dead gorgeous Sunset Strip hooker with
her "uncle's" cash and plastic.

Dominating the elevators of the Plaza
Hotel is Saturday Night L/i-f's Rob
Schneider. This slick, tip-desiring bellboy
is quick to carry Kevin's "heavy" backpack
in hope of a tip. How typical of a New
Yorker, let alone a bellboy.

Kevin is so sly that with the aid of a
small tape recorder he is able to fool the
lady at the reservations desk and other
Plaza workers into thinking that he is

with his father.

Home Alone 2 makes the mistake of
duplicating the first film by having Kevin
take over another home, only this time it's

the Manhattan town house ofhis aunt and
uncle.

Once again the little prince tries to
defend his new found castle by resurrecting
smart-aleck booby traps for Marv and
Harry. Hey, did the producers of The
Goonies consult with Kevin to make those
smart and sly booby traps for their mid-
'80s flick?

Coincidentally, the "Wet Bandits" re-

prise their roles, both Oscar winner Joe
Pesci (Goodfellas) and Daniel Stern (C/7y
S/;c/ee/-.s) return. It seems Harry and Marv
have escaped from prison and have landed
themselves in the same city that Kevin is

in. How Hollywood]
Turn to HOME ALONE 2, page 8

Solutions from your Apple Campus Resellen
The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks that more college

students choose Macintosh than
any other computer They'd want

you to be in good company
Ask for an Apple*Macintosh*compuler this holiday season and

join all of the stu(dents who've discovered that no matter what they

do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster That's because

Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of available software

applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you've learned

one, you're well on your way to learning them all. The advantages

of Macintosh don't end when school does. In fact, the majority of

Fortune 1000 companies use Macintosh computers* So ask your

Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put

at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

4 t(*(«<^>.{i

CAMPUS CENTER
545-2619

MONDAY - FRIDAY 9AM-5 PM
SATURDAY 11AM-3PM

© 1992 Apple &)mpuicr. Int Apple, the Apple l<;g() and Macintosh are regi-stered iradcmarlts of Apple fompulcr, Int M.S-DOS « a regisccreil irademark. and Windo*.. a
trademark, of Microsoft Corporaiion 'Based on a surve\' conducted by Computer Iniclhgeni e. 1991
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Young Turk rocks comers of N.E, 2ND AVE.
COLLEGIAN

By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

N.E. 2ND AVE.
Young Turk
Virgin Records

Young who? From the people who brought
M.C., Neil Young, and Fine Young Cannibals,

you Young
it'sYoung

Party in the Snow f
Iii€Iu<m;

5 Oo/ lift TVcfcci

5 Nights Lodging
(Mountainside Condo)

Legal Agefor
Alcohol is 18

Jan. 3-8, Jan. 10-15 A Springbreak "93

CALL SKI TRAVH. UMUMifTD

I-800-999-SKI-9

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

Turk, a brash new band from Miami that has a word or
two for the rock 'n' roll community.

"We just want to make the music that we want to
make, and as long as we like it, we're happy," says lead
singer RhettO'Neil. WithN.E. 2NDAVE., YoungTurkis
bound to make many music fans happy as well.

The first track on the album, mockingly titled "The
Saddest Song," is an upbeat tune which jump-starts the
album with O'Neil's raw vocals and the guitars of Mike
Alexander and 17-year-old Eddie Oli va. The song reeks of
happiness, with vocals definitely influenced by Mick
Jagger and the Red Hot Chili Peppers' Anthony Kiedis,
among others. The band's inexperience makes for a
rather unpolished sound, but this only adds to the song's
appeal.

"Wine," the album's second offering, is another guitar-
heavy piece. Again, O'Neil's vocals rage, and the band's
free-flowing mood creates the impression that they are
having a lot of fun.

The best song on N.E. 2NDAVE. is "I'll Be Around," a
pleasant track which captures the band's philosophy of

Home Alone 2
continued from page 7

While roamingNew York's Central Park. Kevin
stumbles upon a pigeon-loving bag-lady played by
Brenda Ficker, who won an Oscar forMy Left Foot.
She helps out Kevin in his plight against the "Wet
Bandits" just before he teaches her the spirit of
Christmas. Remember the old man-next door
neighbor from the first//o7?jt?A/o«f? Apparently so
have the writers.

The elementary laughs Kevin gets from sabo-
taging Marv and Harry only reinforce that Home
Alone 2 is a carbon copy ofHome Alone. Only this
time around he's in a different house, in a different
city, and uses more complicated pranks like staple
guns, kerosene, paint cans, tool chests, bricks and
green goop.

The violence used this time around is crueler,
and on the surface it may seem funny, but if I was
a parent, I'd be wary of letting my kids see much of
the violence used in a film that is intended to make
audiences laugh.

For all those little kids that want Macaulay
Culkin as a playmate, they'll love this epic piece of
comic trash. As for some adults, the film's absurd
stupidity mayyou feel almost obligated to laugh ( at
least for the kid's sake). But if I had a choice, I'd

rather stay home alone.

creating self-satisfying, fun-filled, happy music. O'Neil
again shows the versatility of his voice, and Alexander,
Oliva, and bassist Billy McKelvy are all impressive in

providing O'Neil's instrumental accompaniment.
Another fantastic song is "Of All Times To Leave," an

instrumental by Oliva and Alexander which runs only
about a minute and a half but perfectly captures the
spirit of its title. The music here is so good that it's a
shame the band didn't try to develop it into a full length
song. The feeling ofsadness created here is very tangible,
and Oliva. the band's newest member, shows tremendous
maturity for such a young guitarist.

AlthoughTV.E. 2NDAVE. includes plenty ofgreat rock
'n' roll, it is also hampered at times by songs that don't
mesh well with the style of the band, as well as a few
songs that no band should attempt to record.

"Blue Monday" is one tune that definitely should have
been left off this album. It begins with psychedelic,
distorted vocals, then moves into a strange tempo which
sounds something like a cassette tape as it begins to go
into a frenzy just before the tape deck eats it. It's a very
weird song, but iwt in a good way, not in a Nirvana or Red
Hot Chili Peppers kind of way. It's weird, it's awful, and
whatever the band was trying to accomplish with this
piece doesn't work.

Another tune which fails miserably is "What About
You." The song begins with a by-the-book, gratuitous
guitar solo which leads into a loud, brash, terrible song.
One gets the feeling that O'Neil is trying to sound like an
inexperienced, unpolished vocalist. In the process, he
ends up sounding like garbage.

In "AnotherMan's Dream," the basic feeling the listener
gets is that O'Neil is still trying to find his own niche with
his voice. He sounds here like an impersonator of Robert
Plant and Jagger all rolled up in one. In short, this tune

Turn to TURK, page 10

Aladdin
continued from page 7

The songs, some by Alan Mencken and the late Howard
Ashman (both won Oscars forMermaid and Beauty), and
others by Mencken and lyricist Tim Rice (Evita ), aren't as
memorable as those in Beauty, yet they're far from for-
gettable. The songs are fun and sappy, but who cares?

Aladdin is far less cartoonish than something like the
Home Alone films, and it's mature enough to appeal to
just about any audience. If you think "cartoons" are
beneath you. let it be known that this is no Tom andJeriy.
Aladdin is both adept comedy and stylized animation—
besides, it's the most fun you'll have at a G-rated movie
without doing anything illegal.

Grade: B+

Winter Session 1993

Yes, you can!
Yes, you can!

So, do It!

Register for Winter Session classes.
Special enrollment restrictions do not apply for Winter Session.

So, if you're a UMass student, oil you have to do is just sign up.

WINTER SESSION:
• a unique "mini-semester," just three weeks

long

• earn 3 academic credits In only 3 weeks

• over 1 GO credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14,
Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25
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"One good thing about living in this age—
all the caves are brand new."

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Sarah LeVesque

PhotoTechnician Tom Haller

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Jason George

Challis Meehan

Menu
LUNCH

Phishburger

Hot Beet Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Ghotiburger

Bean Corn Tomato

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Spaghetti w/Sausage

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Spaghetti w/Totu Balls

Quote of the Day
"If you do not raise your eyes, you will

think you are the highest point."

- Antonio Poichia

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (M.irch 21 -April I'll: Ki..

v'ifw your lile, your .\(t(imf)lishiiU'nK

cind oiiylhiiig vise ih.il (oulcJ providu
.1 guidc'posi lo llu- lulurf. T,)kc your
liino when n).ikin;4U|) your mind jIkiuI

.1 roni.mlic rfl,ilionslii|j.

TAURUS (A|)fil J()-M,\y JOI:

BIc-clrilying Ijul |)le,is.inl neus (ould
put a Ixjuncc- in your slt-p ihis niorn-
ing. Think |xjsilivf il Iryini; lo lind .1

solution to .\ li( klish problc-in. Thero
IS J w.iy to '^vi wh.il you iii'cd.

GEMINI iM.iy J1-)uik- 201: Ycu
could tcel untonilorl.ihic .ihoul
someone's interest in yoii. Trust your
inslincls. Doni rominil until you tind
out more .ilK)ut ,t liusiness pro|x)s,il

CANCER Dune 2 1 -July 22 1: Giie-
lul h.iiidlinj; ol lin.iiu i.ii Ir.iiis.u |i(iii>

is essential. Leave not Inn;.; toe h.in( e.

Your associates must be kepi happy
lo ensure contimu'd (Ooperalion.

LEO iRily 2 J-Auu. 22i: Komanc e
heals u|i. Hoped-lor returns on in-

vestments could tall shorten the mark.
I'erhaps you are e\pe( tiiv.; too nun li

too Mjon. Wail ,) little vshile helore
decidinj; whether to ( ut your losses.

VIRGO (Au}-. 2i-Sepl. 22i. A
protit.ihle turn oi events should make
this a wonderlul day. Avoid sarc asm
in your conversalions with co-work-
ers. Your (juirky sense i il hunic n i c uilcl

i)e misunderslooil

LIBRA (Sept. 2-i-(Jct. 22(. An
excellent period tor laundnni; new
tinaiK iai projei is. You peilorm more
ellic lent ly, thanks to an older persons
helplulhint. Keep detailed records ot

expenses.

SCORPIO i(J( I. J i-Nov. 211: He
< aretui not to let suc( ess j;o lo your
head. Think twii e hetore pullinj; up
slakes. It is prol)al)l> wiser to stay put
lor the nest lew months I'ursuc an
.irtistK l)ol)l)v.

SAGITTARIUS iNov J2\Xi.
21 I: Oo not overlook ihe interests ol

your allies when it < onicsio nnani i.il

manipulations. l;.;norin;.; then pnoo-
lies Could ( ause .i st'nous lin.

CAPRICORN .l>^ . jj-Lmi, I4i:

Those in s< u-iue, juumalism .,r the
arts should have m\ especially re-

warding week. ,\Ukeie(t.\iny<iuii,ue

a (ontinijeiK V plan in case oi an
(•m('r'.;(n( y.

AQUARIUS il.in. 2l)-Feh. IHi: A
,i;ood day's work should .kM up lo

higher tinancial returns. A diiterein e
ol opinion (oulcl intlaiiK- passions,

Keason wins ihe d,\\

PISCES IFi'h. I')-Mai<h 2()i: You
havi' .m O|)poilunily to \ lew youi lite

tiom a totally dillirent pirspec tivi

lmpendin;.;i hanycNC (Jiildhea SOUK e
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 Reverberate
5 Sandal
feature

10 Equips
1

4

Pro —
1 5 Not tiere

16 Exploit

17 Give loo great

a work load

19 Teens' problem
20 Tolerate

21 Extol

23 Cyprmoid fish

24 Beatle song
25 Indeed'

29 Type ot exam
31 Little one
34 Transgressed
35 Endowment
36 Manipulate
37 Finesse
38 Worry from

trie IRS
39 Stole

40 Ember
41 Broadcast
42 Feudal lord

43 Biblical name
44 Obscure
45 Paul Hogan

role

46 Joyce Carol

Oates novel
48 Study
49 Generous one
52 Threadbare
56 Per person
57 Ot an emperor
60 Former theater

org
61 Treasure —
62 Tree trunH

63 Lad's triend

64 Passover meal
65 Wight.

tor one

DOWN
1 Con's opposite
2 Root edge
3 •— o'clock

scholar"

4 Fat

5 Substantial

6 Triad

7 Scarlet

8 Region
9 Inclination

10 Heading lor —
1

1

Taken again
1

2

FesI or told

lead-In

1

3

Pari of a flower

18 Construct

22 Ancient Briton

25 Do the

driveway over

26 Obliterate

27 I M Pel et al

28 Allow

29 Directive

30 Foray
32 Type of

orange
33 Plains Indian

dwelling

35 Teacher,

of a sort

38 f^aladies

39 Triumph
41 Foster

42 Pounce

45 Middleman
47 Sunken

fences
48 Went

by car

49 Colorful

duck
50 Frog

genus
51 Unusual

53 Mongolian
desert

54 Son of

Selh
55 Aromatic

herb
58 Cluster

of seats

59 So-so
grade

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:m

11/23/92

The opinions c.\prcssc-cl on this p.igc .ire those- ot the cartoonists .inci do not necessarily rcflec t the viev\s ot the Collciiun in the University.
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continued from page 8

doesn't work either.

"Farewell To Friends" is a slow ballad
which sounds like an imitation of any of
the ballads from the Rolling Stones' Tot-
too yoj/. Although O'Neil's resemblance to
Jagger is uncanny at times, this tune is

basically a flop as well.

While it is certainly not without its

faults. N.E. 2ND AVE. is still a success.
Young Turk is a very young band, and this
album shows both the good and bad results

ofthe band's youth. At times, the enthusi-
asm and vigor that Young Turk play with
are intoxicating. At other times, experi-
ments in both vocal and instrumental style
don't quite work.

N.E. 2ND AVE. is a rock 'n' roll ex-
travaganza, complete with tremendous
successes as well as a few flops. With
their first album under their belt, Young
Turk should have the confidence to make
gi-eat strides in the music world in the
future.

SPACE FOR RENT. Collegian Advertising. 545-3500.

What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex
brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.
Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to

colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, in

determining how much they will pay a student for a book
they must consider the demand for that book as well as
the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and
reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed
change frequently. Generally only current editions have
value.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.
At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for

a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-
ing semester and we need to purchase copies. If we do
not, the wholesaler may make you an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the
buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy
to answer your questions and give you any tips that may
be applicable to your situation.

*A Picture ID is Required

for all Buyback Transactions.

When is the

next Textbook
Buyback?

The mid-semester Textbook Buyback is:

at the Textbook Annex:

Monday, November 23
9:00 am-4:00 pm

Tuesday, November 24

9:00 am-4:00 pm

Wednesday, November 25

9:00 am-1:00 pm

The end of the semester Textbook Buyback is:

DECEMBER 14 - DECEMBER 29

field hockey
continued from page 12

Borges said. "It could have been a goal."

With the Minutewomen's spirits

broken, Iowa put things away with less

than a minute left. Heather Bryant,

wide open on the left side, blasted a

shot into the top ofthe cage to give Iowa
the 3-1 final.

"We didn't overlook UMass today.

Absolutely not," said Beglin. "I knew
UMass was a good team. You don't get

to be 2 1 - 1 ifyou're not. They have a very

good team, and we had a good game
plan that I knew would eventually

work."

The game could have swung to either

extreme: Iowa could have easily won 7-

1 and UMass, with a few breaks, could

have held on. Scott's performance in net

kept the Hawkeyes at bay, and while the

scoreboard may not show it, the senior

played one of her most outstanding
games of the season.

In addition to stopping a Iowa penalty

corner, which tabulated 53 goals this

season, she stopped two breakaways,
one a true breakaway, and kept UMass
in the game.

As for the upset, it almost happened.

Instead, Iowa went one to meet two-

time defending national champion Old
Dominion (24-0) who crushed North
Carolina 5-0 on Saturday while UMass
watched from the stands.

The Minutewomen finished where
they were supposed to: in third place.

Hixon said this year's squad, her first

Final Four team since 1987, was spe-

cial.

"They are competitors, without a

doubt," she said, "what separates them
from my other teams is that they make
good decisions and stay with the game
plan. They're fighters, they fought to

the end.

"Everyone enjoys each other's com-
pany," she said. "They're all quality

people, they've accepted each other's

differences and have been able to deal

with the everyday distractions. They've
handled themselves extremely well."

Often the difference between a vic-

tory and defeat is small. That was
certainly the case Saturday. Massa-
chusetts o//?jo,s7 played as well as Iowa,

but almost just wasn't good enough.

WRITE FOR
ARTS & LIVING
See Jon L. or Ms. Curtis

^UNIVERSITY 1 AM to 4 PM

MSTOJRE* November 16 -25

The

Coiiegian

tells you

what the

D.C. Is

serving

for

breakfast,

lunch and

dinner.

Try not to

hold it

against

us.

19,000 copies
every

gosh-darned
day.

PftYUEN* Pl»SS *.* ,tft,t

^e.tau^ant 1 >^ H] ^ i?^

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
-^ Buffet served S-SpmSun-Tlmn.

Bnmch served Sunday I l:30MB.3pai

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
^

1

Chiidran undw 10 • $3.S0

%^^ WKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. atHt. 9. Amherst 256^252
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continued from page 12

UNH rounded out the scoring with
8:59 left, when Stayer lofted a perfect
pass over the defense to All-American
senior tailback Barry Bourassa. The
touchdown was the 50th of Bourassa's
career, breaking theUNH school record.
The UMass defense held Bourassa (ave
90 yds/game) to two yds rushing.

"We have fifteen seniors on this team
and it means a lot to us to win this
game," said UNH head coach Bill
Bowes. "There wasn't any one person
who stood out today for us - we had a
good efTort from all of our kids."

UMass didn't give up though. With
4:38 left, senior QB Tom Fasano (in for
McNeilly, who injured his thumb) hit
flanker Eric Thimas for a 16 yd gain.
The Minutemen were on the move when
four plays later he passed to split end

Matt Read for nine yds. But the biggest
play of the drive came on fourth and
two when Fasano threw a bullet over
the middle to Thimas, who made a
sensational diving catch to keep the
UMass drive alive. On the next play
from scrimmage, Ingoglia took a pitch
right, ran six yards and dove for the
endzone, coming up two yards short.
On fourth down, Fasano bootlegged
left and threw incomplete - both the
team and the UMass fans knew that
the season was over.

"It hurts to lose a game like this,"

said free safety Matt Rajotte (six tack-
les, one int). "I feel bad for our seniors;
this was the last chance they had to go
to the postseason. Ill tell you something
though

: they (seniors ) busted their butts
all year and led us to what we are
today."

"Super" Mario Perry closes in on one of h
season.

.

CHRIS HUGHES / COLLEGIAN
IS fifteen sack victims in a game earlier this

TL

Amherst

Laundromat
Open 7 daxT
t<ani-9()m

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Washing Machine
Starting at SI

.Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

OneEarth Acupuncture
(413)549-68.S6

healthcare for the 90's.

245 I.ino^ln A\cniic. m Amhcrsi
Frcdcnck E. Slemvvay,

licensed acupunclunsi. N.C.C.A. Diploinulc

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

UM women's basketball
defeated by the Latvians
By JEFF CROFTS
and JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women
basketball coach Joanie O'Brien knew
going into yesterdays exhibition game
against the Latvian National Team that
there were a lot of things her team still

had to work on but felt that her squad still

had a good chance of winning.
While her team fell 59-47 to the much

bigger and experienced Latvians, O'Brien
had to be pleased with the way the
Minutewomen played, especially the
freshmen.

"Overall we played pretty good," said
O'Brien. 'This game was a good test for us
- we were aggressive and when we boxed
out, we ran well. The first half was what I

was looking for and we played them close."
Indeed they did as the Latvians went in

at the half with a slim 24-23 lead. With
5:59 left in the first half, UMass found
themselves leading 20-12, thanks to a 6-0
run fueled by freshman center Melissa
Gurile's two free throws and a jumper.

"I was pleased with the freshmen," she
said. "Melissa played well and (power for-

ward) Octavia (Thomas) ran the floor well.

They (all the freshmen ) played well consid-
ering that it was their first collegiate game."

Midway through the second half the
Latvians could do no wrong as they went
on a 16-0 run which put the Minutewomen
down 49-34 with 6:07 to play. Twin towers
Olga Tarasenk (23 pts) and Anita Eglite
(13) combined for 11 of the 16 Latvian
team, canning everything from layups to
three-pointers.

Instead of folding, UMass held tough
and wouldn't let the Latvians pull away
completely. Freshman guard Kim Gregory
had five points down the stretch for the
Minutwomen, and Gurile played well, but
the Minutewomen could not get any closer
than 12 the rest of the way.

As for specifics, O'Brien said there were
a couple of things her team could improve
on.

"Defensive communication is one area
that we could work on," she said. "Another
thing we need to work at is offensive
execution.

RECYCLE THIS COLLEGIAN

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

t^A/o and three

bedroom Apts.,

seekir^g quiet,

responsible residents.

Long and short terrr.

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

'^

Networking

Round Tripi from N«w York Starting ir

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE C.R. 470
BERUN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK 949
Taxes not include<j Rettnctioni apply.
Fares subject to change A availability

Call about one ways We Issue
EURAIL passes on the SPOTI

'New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

I here are a lot ol iiilliieiitial people on
this campus. People with con nt-tt ions.

People who can j^ct thinf^s clone. In order
to jnet to know ihetn, )<)ii c«)ukl get

involved with a lot o( different RSCi's

-

(he Kcpiihlican (Jiih, I 'niversity

Democrats, (.anmhis Reform Coalition,
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• FOR SALE
• PERSON.ALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST .\ FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Armenian Club meeting Tues. Nov. 24

at 6:00. Pizza served. New members
welcome Rm. 178 CC

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and Breakfast downtown Amherst
549 0733

Subletting over intersession? Place

your advertisement free of charge at off

campus housing, room 428 Student
Union. You may also list over the phone.

Call 545 0865

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Renault Encore 78Kminewtires.

new sticker & tune up S1650/bo
Julie at 549-7466

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

549-3662.

FOR RENT

Amherst 2 bedroom apt
1 room for rent

2 full baths w/heat included

On bus route

available immediately

Call Tom or Stacy 256 0274

Amherst-Belchertown line 3 to S bed-

room homes on bus route call 586 4270

Amherct remodeled 6rm 4 bedroom apt

on bus route minutes from campus S899/
mo 256 0741

Furnished 3 bedroom house. January
or February to June 1. S700* 253 7178

Puffton room availble M/F
1/1/93 - 6/30/93

S224.50/mo
FREE bed, rug, dresser

Desk,'S15

Call 549 1811

FOR SALE

For sale Ski Boots
Sanmarko CS 155

Stiffness, flex and cant adjustments
Great Condition

Size 11 S80or 60
Call Allan at 256 8751

Ski Boots
Raichle size 10

Like new S80/BO
Greg 6-3968

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O

HELP WANTED

Holiday jobs for the environment
Work with MASSpirg to pass the

toughest environmental laws in the

country.
' Learn campaign skills

• Stop Pollution
* Make a difference!

Call Carmen 256-6434

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make $20004 per month teaching

English abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Many
provide room & board & other benefits!

Financially & culturally rewarding! For

program
Call; (206) 632 1146 ext.J5001

Need tutor 4 stats/psych will pay/hour
S10 ASAP call 546 6256

Typist is needed part time to work on
Macintosh computer Call Reza for an
appointment 549 3840

Want to travel free, earn cash and
resume experience? Students and
organizations call College Tours to join

our team! We have 25 years experience,

great prices, hotels and destinations.

Call 1 (800) 959 4SUN

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.

Established company with many years

experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

Lost gold watch of personal value in/

near Newman Center. Please call 546
1394 if found.

Lost 11/16 Tiger-n«ll necklace. Help!

Reward very sentimental 549 0518

PERSONALS

Amy Happy 21st Birthday'

Wish we could be with you today to

help you celebrate. Go out and have a

strawberry daiquiri on us. You aie a

very special part of our family, we love

you!
Mum, Dad, Matt and Amanda

Doll -

Happy 21st!
I think you are yreal

and you smell good too'

Buy you a drink AL'
Love Bifur

Hamlin House Council Wishes a

Happy Birthday to

Jason Montville

Andrew Ziegler

Carl Carlson and
Chris Stevens
for the next

two weeks!!

Tantalizing Prince
Two months and still spinning . . .

(on me)
Love your princess

ROOMATES WANTED

Female to shere large room 167 50
call 665 7604

2 fun girls needed to share 1 large bed
room in 3 bedroom puffton apartment Great
location new rug 549 0939

SERVICES

Legal Ouestions? The legal services cen
ter offers free legal assistance to fee paying
students Contact us al 922 Campus Center.

545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Binhright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Ski Tuning
Sharpening, Waxing
Base Repair

Only S8
Call Allan or Mike at 256 8751

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec. 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Save on spring break '93

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida from
S119! Book early, save SSSI! Group dis

counts!' 1 800 426-7710

SKI " Intercollegiate ski weeks only
S209 Includes 5 day lift ticket/5 nights
lodging (Mountainside condo)/5 days
intercollegiate activities (Drinking age
181, sponsored by Labatts, Molson and
Mt. Sutton, Canada (Just across the Ver
mont border ) group leader discounut Jan
3 8, Jan. 10 15 and Springhreak 93 Call

Ski Travel Unliniiind 1 800 999 SKI 9.

Take it off!

Spring Break '93

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida

Save SSS Before Jan 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing S 1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586 5268.

WANTED

Need cash for Holidays I will buy your
sports cards. Complete set or single cards.
Call Dave 546 5690
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Sports
Minutewomen fall to UNH Hawkeyes 3-1
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

RICHMOND, Va. — So close, but yet
so far.

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team allowed its championship
dreams to slip away Saturday by blowing
a 1-0 lead over Iowa and allowing three
goals in the last 21 minutes ofthe match in
the 3-1 defeat in the NCAA semifinals at
Virginia Commonwealth University.

The Minutemen (21-2) almost played
well enough to win by dominating Iowa in

the first half and allowing the potent
Hawkeye offense only eight penalty cor-

ners in the game. But midfielder Kristy
Gleason single-handedly destroyed the
Minutewomen with two goals and an as-
sist in the second half, and Iowa turned
what was almost an upset into a victory
for the Hawkeyes (20-0).

"It was a very competitive contest, I

will say that," UMass head coach Pam
Hixon said. "In the first half we executed
ourgame plan and minimized their oppor-
tunities by stopping (Gleason) and Kris
Fillat. On offense, we created dangerous
scoring opportunities.

"In the second half, we turned the ball
over more than we normally do. Iowa
stayed back and once they gained control
of midfield, they took over the game."

UMass almost had the game in hand by
scoring early on and looking unbeatable
at midfield through the first 35 minutes.
On offense, Jenn Salisbury and Danielle
Borges collaborated on a nonchalant goal
which put UMass up 1-0 at 20:51 of the
first half Salisbury barely saved the ball

from going over the end line, and while
Iowa was caught standing around, she fed
the ball to Borges. Borges pushed the ball

past the dive of Iowa goalie Andrea
Wieland, and UMass had a 1-0 lead that
would almost hold up.

In truth, Wieland kept the Hawkeyes
in the game with her diving stops ofMas-
sachusetts* scoring chances. The rest of

the Iowa squad was severely limited
outplayed by UMass in the first hal, and
Iowa head coach Beth Beglin said she
couldn't believe what she saw.

"Our first halfwas horrendous," Beglin
said. "It was the worst half we've had all

year. I have never seen our team so tight. It

was a good thing we scored when we did."

Up by one at the half, UMass continued
to pressure the Iowa defense, initially in

the second half. But when the
Minutewomen stuck out on three consecu-
tive penalty corners with 22 minutes left,

the tide had turned ... for good.
"After Andrea came up with three great

saves on those comers, we said to ourselves
'hey, let's help her out here'," said Gleason.
'That's when we went on the attack. Her
performance definitely uplifted us."

Forward Kris Fillat led Iowa down the

field with 21 minutes left, slicing through
the UMass defense. The Hawkeyes pep-
pered UMass goalie Philippa Scott with a
barrage of shots. Gleason, the
Minutewomen's executioner, hit the ball

in off the pad of the sprawled out Scott at
20:45 to tie things up, 1-1.

By then, it seemed as if it was a matter
oftime before Iowa took the lead, and four

minutes later, they did. On a penalty cor-

ner at 16:45, Gleason struck again, with
the assist going to Tiffany Bybel.

After Scott saved UMass from further
harm by making three incredible saves,

the Minutewomen stormed the Iowa net
with less than five minutes to go. Their
best hcance, with two and half minutes
left, came when Borges centered the ball

in front of the open right side of the Iowa
net. Unfortunately, no Minutewomen was
there to collect and dump it in.

"I passed the ball a second too late,"

Turn to FIELD HOCKEY, page 10

UMass deports Latvia
Minutemen unimpressive in 92-49 win
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
basketball team had a victory in last

night's exhibition game wrapped up
before the Latvian national anthem
was done echoingthroughout the Curry
Hicks Cage, but head coach John
Calipari was not happy with his team's
performance.

Massachusetts, ranked No. 23 in
the country, overwhelmed a weak
Latvian National Team 92-49, but
played long stretches of uninspired
basketball.

"How can I be upset with a 43-point
win?" Cahpari said. "I don't know, but
I am. We aren't playing with much
intensity. We turned the ball over too
much, against not a very good club.

"I told them after the game that
we've got to get better, we've got to play
harder or we're not going to win."

Forward Tony Barbee, who scored
15 points, agreed that UMass had not
played to its potential.

"Offensively we were shaky," Barbee
said. "But that comes with playing to-

gethermore oft«n.We could have played
harder. We need to sustain our inten-
sity, we've got a lot ofwork to do. I think
a lot of guys just didn't keep working
because they knew we had the game
wrapped up."

UMassjumped all over the Latvians
from the start, streaking to a 12-0 lead
before the game was two minutes old.

By half time, on the strength of Lou
Roe's 15 first-half points (he finished
with 17), the Minutemen lead 54-27.

Calipari started Harper Williams,
Roe and Barbee up front and went with
Jerome Malloy and Derek Kellogg in

the back court. Mike Williams came off

the bench and filled in as a shooting
guard and at the point.

"Unless something unusual happens,
that line-up will stand," Calipari said. "I

thought Mike was terrific offthe bench."
Freshman forward Dana Dingle ( 10

points) was impressive in his first ap-
pearance as a Minuteman, Calipari
said.

"Dana Dingle was a pleasant sur-
prise," Calipari said. "It was terrific for

a freshman to come in a play like that,
going after loose balls and rebounding
like he did."

Calipari was not as pleased with the
play of returning Atlantic 10 Player of
the Year Harper Williams.

"Harper is not in total shape, he
could only play 10 minutes in the first

half," Cahpari said. "As soon as Harper
accepts the fact that he's got a ways to

go, well do all right."

Calipari said he was concerned with
UMass season opening game against
ninth-ranked Florida State.

"Our goal in that game is to not get
embarrassed on national television,"

Calipari said. They've got five NBA
players on that team. Tonight's game
is a good indication of what's going to

happen against Florida State."

Football loses finale
Playoffhopes are dashed for UMass
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H.— The University of
Massachusetts football team knew what
they had to do to insure any chance of
making the Division 1-AA playoffs: beat
the University of New Hampshire last

Saturday.

Unfortunatly for the Minutemen, fate
was not on their side as the Wildcats
scored 14 unanswered points in the fourth
quarter in front of 5,398 fans to pull out a
20-13 victory at Cowell Stadium. The loss

effectively ends any hopes for UMass of
gaining a post season berth.

UMass head coach Mike Hodges re-

fused to be bitter aft«r the loss, saying
that overall it was a great season because
no one ever thought his team would be in
a position to make the playoffs at the end
of the year.

"I'm really proud of these guys," said
Hodges. "They didn't quit all year long
and just refused to give up. There wasn't
anyone who expected us to be 7-3 this
year."

"It was a heckuva football game today,
though."

It looked as though it would be UMass'
day when New Hampshire quarterback
Jim Stayer took the snap at his own five

yard line with 6:39 remaining in the first

quarter and fumbled the handoff to full-

back Mike Gallagher. UMass recovered
the ball and on the next play from scrim-
mage, tailback Rene IngogHa busted up
the middle untouched for a 7-0 Minute-
man lead.

With 0:39 seconds remaining in the

Despite defeat, Minutemen
showed toughness to the end

first, UNH struck back as Stayer (20-

37,308 yds. 3 TD's) dropped back on third
and eighteen and hit wide open tight end
Mike Canney in the left corner of the
endzone. The kick was no good and UMass
still had the lead.

The Minutemen capitalized on good
field position (which they had all day long)
in the second quarter when Ingoglia. who
was playing his first game in two weeks,
took a handoff from quarterback Andrew
McNeilly and struggled six yards for a
UMass TD and a 13-6 halftime lead (PAT
no good). Unfortunatly for Coach Hodges
and company, these would be the last
points his troops would score on the day.

The UMass defense held tough in the
ihird quarter, thwarting a UNH drive
deep in Massachusetts territory. On third
and five, UMass middle linebacker Bobby
Burke (nine tackles) rushed in from the
left side and sacked Stayer for a four yard
loss. A UNH illegal procedure penalty
pushed the Wildcats back to fourth and 14
and they had to settle for a 37 yard field

goal, which was wide left.

UMass was not so lucky on UNH's next
possession, however. On the Massachu-
setts 34 yd line. Stayer dropped back and
hit splitend David Gamble over the middle.
Gamble did the rest, as he outran
comerback Don Caparotti (eight tackles)
to tie the game with 11 :23 left in the game.

"My eyes lit up on those crossing pat-
terns," said Stayer, who was the winner of
the Bill Knight award, given to theMVP of
the UM-UNH game. "Every time they
blitzed, that would leave a receiver open
over the middle."

Turn to FOOTBALL, page 11

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H.— The clock struck midnight for the
Cinderella 1992 University of Massachusetts football
team Saturday, as the Minutemen came up a yard-and-
a-ha!f short in their quest for the 1992 Division 1-AA
playoffs with a 20-13 loss to the University of New
Hampshire.

UMass had a chance to pull within one with less than
a minute left on Saturday, but quarterbackTom Fasano's
pass to his tight end fell incomplete, sending the Minute-
men. and their playoff hopes home for the season.

"We didn't quit all year, and we didn't quit today," said
UMass head coach Mike Hodges, of his team's vahant
effort.

The loss dropped the Minutemen to 7-3 (5-3 in the
Yankee Conference) for the season, and when the Divi-
sion 1-AA's 16 team playoff field was announced at 2:30
p.m. on Sunday. UMass was not included.

Hodges and company finished the 1992 season with a
third place finish in the Yankee Conference, and unlike
last season, the selection committee chose to take only
two teams from the YanCon.

Delaware and Villanova will carry the flag for the
YanCon this year, while the Minutemen will stay in

Amherst and think what could have been.
"I'm really proud of what our kids did," said Hodges.

"Nobody expected us to be 7-3. No matter what happened
these last two games, we still had a good season."

Picked to finish seventh in the nine team YanCon in
preseason polls, the Minutemen surprised everyone by
reeling offseven straight wins after a season opening 33-
13 loss to Delaware.

UMass climbed to as high as 16th in the Division 1-AA
national poll , and never quite got the respect they deserved
from college football's so-called "experts".

Off-season controversy had UMass pegged as a team
on the rebound, while the Minutemen just closed their
ears and let their actions speak for themselves.

Fielding only nine seniors, and sporting an offense
that featured freshmen at tailback and quarterback, the
Minutemen clawed their way to a 7-3 mark on sheer will
and a ton ofheart giving Minutemen fans a reason to look
forward to 1993, and hopefully the NCAA playoffs.
Game NotesrTight end Steve Dembowski on playing

against his brother, UNH linebacker Dave: "I got into a
few tussels with Dave on special teams - me and a couple
ofthe other guys were trash-talking a little and got a few
good shots in on him." . . . Rajotte intercepted his eighth
pass of the season . . . Outside linebacker Mario Perry
ended the season with 15 sacks.

CHRISTOPHER
Quarterback Tom Fasano and the rest of

came up just short of a playoff berth Saturday
20-13
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Local:
AHORA, an organization for Spanish speaking students

at the University, has made progress in its mission

over the past few years. Page 3.

Sports:
The UMass swimming teams cama^up with

mixed results this weekend. The women
lost, while the men won. Page 12.
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Guerrillas hinder
search for MIAs
By SHEILA MCNULTY
Associated Press

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia — Khmer
Rouge guerrillas are hindering attempts to
account for 81 American servicemen who
disappeared in Cambodia during the Viet-
nam War, American officials said Monday.

About half of the 48 sites where U.S.
servicemen were believed to have been
killed, captured or lost are either under
Khmer Rouge control or in contested ar-
eas, said Ed Underwood of Honolulu, one
of foiu" Americans assigned by the U.S.
military to search for MIAs in Cambodia.

"Ifwe had free access without the Khmer
Rouge threat and could go anywhere we
wanted in the country, we could probably
do all the investigations and recoveries in a
year," said Underwood, a Vietnam War
veteran and retired Army major.

The KhmerRougeand Cambodia's three

other factions signed a peace accord last

year to end 13 years ofwar and authorize a
U.N. peacekeeping mission to stabilize the
country

.
Buttheguemlla group has refused

to disarm or allow access to the 10 percent
to 20 percent of the country it controls.

The other factions, fearing a takeover
by the Khmer Rouge, also have refused to

disarm, and skirmishes continue in the
countryside. U.N. peacekeepers are try-

ing to end the bloodshed, but civil war
threatens to erupt again.

Stable governments in Vietnam and
Laos have made it easier to search for the
more than 2,200 servicemen unaccounted
for in those countries.

Last week, members of a special U.S.
Senate committee headed by Sen. John
Kerry, D-Mass., praised efTorts by Viet-
nam and Laos to account for missing
Americans.

Turn to MIA, page 10

Students saved from fire
Two dragged from smoke-filled room

UfiKirtDi^AnrMki/^ a _. r-.
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WINDBOARDING— Andy Putnam, a junior business major, practices a new trend in

skateboarding near the Muilins Center.

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Two unconscious UMass students were
dragged safely from a smoke-filled dorm
room by their next-door neighbor Saturday
morning, accordingtoa UMass fireofficial.

Calvin Coolidge Tower residents Steven
MoUineaux and GregSilveira were rescued
by sophomore School of Management
major Jason Alie, who was woken by the
smoke alarm next door, according to Senior
Fire Prevention Officer Keith Hoyle.

Mollineaux and Silveira were treated
for minor smoke inhalation at Health
Services and released.

According to Hoyle, the smoke was pro-

Weil describes mind-body link

duced by smoldering sofa cushions ignited
by a cigarette. The sofa was not Housing
Services furniture, which is fire-resistant.

Alie said he and his roommate mistook
the sound for an alarm clock at first, and
only became concernedwhen they pounded
on their neighbor's door and got no answer.

Mollineaux and Silveira had been out
socializing, and didn't get back to their
room until about 4 a.m., said Hoyle, who
said he suspects this is why the 90-decibel
smoke alarm failed to wake them.

Alie awoke the floor's Resident Assis-
tant, who got the master key from the
cluster office and opened the room.

"When we opened the door the room
Turn to FIRE, page 10

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

There is a significant correlation between the mind
and body which is unrecognized by the medical and
scientific communities, according to an expert holistic
healer, who spoke last night to a large audience in
Bowker Auditorium.

The Distinguished Visitors Program sponsored the
event.

"There is no limit to what the mind can do in prevent-
ing diseases. Science has changed and most doctors are
unaware ofthat change," said Dr. Andrew Weil, who is an
experton altered states ofconsciousness, medicinal plants
and alternative and holistic medicine.

Weil said paramedics are now being trained to be
careful with what they say around unconscious patients.

Unconscious patients comprehend what is going
around them and this can have serious implications on
their healing, according to Weil.

"Suggestions play a big role," Weil said.

Yet Weil said there has been fittle scientific study in

Correction
The Collegian misrepresented two members of

the UMass Puerto Rican community in yesterday's

front page feature photo.

They were representing their community on the

campus center concourse at one of a series of

tables educating the community about Latin

American countries. The table was sponsored by

AHORA.
The Collegian regrets the error.

how the mind works. And, the American medical society
deals little with the body and drugs as a whole.

While he was visitin^China and Japan he noticed the
people in those countries used medicines which treated
the entire body, not just the afflicted area.

The Chinese prescribed different types ofmushrooms
and other natural remedies.

This is in contrast to the American medical system,
which only focuses on a special part of the body with a
synthetic drug.

"We like magic bullets that work for a specific reason,"
Weil said. "If you go into any German pharmacy the
displays are all natural products. German pharmacist
think it is crazy that Americans have separate pharmacy
and health stores."

ButAmericans are afraid ofnatural remedies because
of false scares by the media, according to Weil.

Weil, who is a doctor in Arizona, said in the 10 years
he has prescribed natural remedies, he has not gotten
any bad reactions.

One of the main problems with synthetic drugs is it

can cause an increase of toxicity in blood.
Weil said many healthy plants, such as the coca plant

are not allowed into the country, because a drug can be
derived from it.

The coca plant, which is chewed by Indians in Peru as
part ofa rehgious ritual, cures stomach pains and is high
in calcium and vitamins, according to Weil.

But because one ofthe 14 ingredients in the coca plant
is cocaine, the United States government spends millions
ofdollars in making the Indians refrain from harvesting
the plant, Weil said.

Yet some drugs, such as cigarettes and alcohol, are
extremely addictive, but are legal according to Weil.

"A heroin user only has to fix themselves three or four
times a day, nicotine addicts have to do it every twenty
minutes," Weil said.

Weil said we must not fight drugs, because no society
is truly drug free, instead we work to end drug abuse.

UM officials
set plan for
land usage
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Aiming to revamp the University of Massachu-
setts campus, officials are developing a 10 year
master plan for how to use land and other campus
resources, the first since the late sixties.

In an effort to determine how well supported the
university system is, the plan will look at land use
ofUMass' 1,300 acres in Amherst and Hadley.road
systems, parking systems, recreation, economic
development and community planning.

"We're certainly overdue to look at our land
resources and long range development," said
Berverly Nuckles, associate vice chancellor for
physical planning.

The University tower library, fine arts center
and campus center were constructed through the
last master plan created for the university in the
late 1960s.

The department of landscape architecture and
regional planning are acting as the constdtant for
the plan. Several workshops have been help to seek
input from the campus community and neighbor-
ing towns about the plan.

The physical planning committee is also consid-
ering land which is set aside for recreation as they
aim to come up with a balanced community plan.

"I'm very pleased the campus chose to do it at
this time," said Nuckles. "This is a great change

Turn to PLAN, page 2
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and a great time to do long range planning as we
are heading for economic recovery."

Nuckles said the physical planning committee
encourages people to attend the open meetings
scheduled for December to offer ideas and com-
ments.

The Dec. 1 meeting will look beyond campus
boundaries to see how communities are developing.
The Dec. 15 meeting will be a stategic planning
exercise discussing priorites to determine critical
needs for development. Meetings are from 3 30 to
5:30 in Hills.

Next semester the department of landscape
architecture and regional planning will make
proposals to recommend solutions to meet critical
needs and will offer proposals to allocate land
resources for future development, according to
Nuckles. The plan is expected to include recom-
mendations written in a report by May.

"This plan will help be a framework for making
decisions about physical development of campus
as we head into an economic recovery period," said
Nuckles. who said input from previous workshops
has indicated that a master plan can have a role in
increasing recruitment and retention of students

"It's an exciting proposition." said Mark Lindult
a teacherm thedepartmentonandscape and regional
planning "We're looking at the campus physically
and not just educationally. The environment has a
gieat deal to do with the quality of life."

"The environment does really impact how we
interact with others." said Lindult. "All the right
elements need to be fine tuned so there's less of a
setting of hogpog that currently exists."

UMqss Police Log
VANDALISM

• Racial and homophobic graffiti was discovered in a
stall of the men's bathroom on the fourth floor of the
University Library on Friday morning, according to po-
lice.

• A woman reported to police the slashing of all four
ofher car's tires in Lot 71 on Saturday. A State vehicle in
the vicinity also had one of its tires slashed. Police
estimate there to be more than $500 in damages.

• University police are investigating the discovery of
homophobic graffiti discovered in Dwight Residence Hall
on Saturday affernoon. The graffiti, discovered at ap-
proximately 12:15 p.m., was apparently in response to
the protest ofa "round-robin" party that was scheduled to
occur in the dorm that night, according to police.

• A sink was ripped from the wall in the men's room
on the first floor of Dwight Residence Hall on Saturday
evening, causing extensive flooding, police said. Police
estimate the damages to be in excess of $300.

• University police discovered graffiti written on a
memo board on the second floor in Dwight Residence Hall
on Sunday. The graffiti was derogatory and directed at
the officers.

• Extensive damage was done to the School of Man-
agement on Saturday evening, and was discovered at 9
a.m. on Sunday, according to police. Windows were bro-
ken, eggs were thrown in the classrooms, and extensive
vandahsm general trashing of the place in the halls and
classes, causing damages in excess of $2000.

• Anti-Semitic graffiti was written on a bathroom door
in Dwight Residence Hall and was discovered at 1 p.m. on
Sunday, police said.

• Racial graffiti was written on a third floor bulletin
board in Melville Residence Hall on Sunday evening,
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according to police.

ASSAULT
•Two men were allegedly assaulted outside ofCoolidge

Residence Hall near a bike rack on Saturday, according
to police. The alleged assailant was later identified, but
the individuals did not wish to pursue charges, police
said.

• A man was assaulted by several individuals on
Sunday morning and will seek complaints through the
Court, according to police. After police investigation it
was determined that the attack, which occurred at 1:45
a.m., was racially motivated.

• Three women were allegedly chased from Patterson
Residence Hall and were assaulted by a woman a short
time afteronSunday morning at 2:30 a.m.FoIlowingthat
incident, one of the three women was again assaulted by
the same woman in the lobby ofJohn Q. Adams Residence
Hall. The assailant then went to the victims' room and
again assaulted them. Police are currently investigating
the incidents.

MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES
• A Northampton woman received minor injuries to

her right leg after she was struck by a car driven by a
Cushman woman
on Friday, according to police. Anna Krusper, 24, was
walking across University Drive at 6:30 p.m. when she
was struck by Florence Morrow. After investigation by
the police, no citations were issued to Morrow.

• A woman reportedly received a telephone call of a
derogatory sexual nature on Friday afternoon. Police are
currently investigating the incident.

• A vendor reported two coin machines in the Campus
Center were broken into and a total of$800 was stolen on
Saturday, police said.
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Ex-Harvard pres. named trustee
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Derek Bok, former president of Harvard University
was appointed to the Board ofTrustees ofthe University
of Massachusetts last week.

Bok was sworn in on Nov. 18 by Gov. William Weld in
a State House ceremony attended by Board Chair Gordon
N. Oakes, Jr. and University President Michael K. Hooker

Bok, who retired in 1991 after 20 years as President of
Harvard Umversity, is widely regarded as a leading
expert on higher education issues.

"The selection of Derek Bok for the UMass Board of
Trustees is an important step in moving UMass toward
the goal of becoming a world-class university " said
UMass President Michael Hooker. "Derek's insight and
experience will be invaluable to the University of Mas-
sachusetts in the coming years."

Bok is the author of numerous publication, including

Beyond the Ivory Tower: Social Responsibility of the
Modern University. Bok was a professor oflaw at Harvard
before becoming dean of the Law School in 1986. He
served as dean for three years before becoming President
of Harvard from 1971 to 1991.

In addition, Bok boasts academic degrees from sev-
eral top universities. He received a bachelor's degree
from Stanford in 1951. a law degree from Harvard in
1954 and a master's degree from George Washington in
1955.

After he left Harvard, Bok joined several national
orgamzations. In fact, he currently holds the position of
300th Anniversary University Professor at the Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard.

Inl991, Governor WiUiam F. Weld signed legislation
creating a new five-campus University ofMassachusetts
with a single president and Board of Trustees.

Board policy is administered by the president and the
five campus chancellors.

Racism erupts at Westfield State
Police investigate incidents ofgraffiti, harassment
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

WESTFIELD. Mass. - The latest racist graffiti in an
outbreak at Wesfield State College warned a black woman
not to sociahze with white men, an administrator said
Monday.

School officials voiced frustration and embarrass-
ment over the series of racial incidents that began last
month.

"We're trying as an institution to promote cultural
understanding, and as the episodes occur, it's very frus-
trating," said Peter Mazza, vice president of student
affairs.

Anti-black graffiti has been found outside the rooms of
four black women in Scanlon Hall, a women's dormitory.
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A poster was also defaced, and a harassing phone call was
made, school officials say.

In the most recent incident, someone left racist graffiti
on a piece of paper found Friday outside the door of one
ofthe black students.

"I believe it had to be a white person," said Mazza.
Ihe implication was. 'Tou shouldn't be dating or so-

cializing with white guys."
Mazza said school officials suspect that several suspectsmay be responsible for the incidents. He said the Campus

Public Safety Depart;ment has "either a lead or two or a
suspect or two," but no arrests had been made

George Sicaras, Public Safety Director, did not im-
mediately return phone calls seeking comment.

The incidents at Westfield State are similar to several

rltt U";Xf^ity«f Massachusetts at Amherst, where
racist graffiti and alleged racial attacks prompted an

SaT"^
«fdemands for change by minority students

However Westfield State Officials said they do not seeany connection between the tensions at the two western
Massachusetts campuses about 25 miles apart

Instead, Jeanne Julian, a spokeswoman for Westfield
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AHORA making gains
Club unites Spanish speaking students
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Spanish speaking latin organization
(AHORA) has made gi-eat gains to bring
the Spanish speakingcommunity together
by sponsoring various activities and events
throughout the semester.

Jalil Mendoza, President of the Latin
organization says that members have
given 100 percent in order to make the
organization's statement ofmission which
reads as follows into a reality on this
campus.
"AHORA was born out of the desire of

the members of the Spanish Speaking
community, including students, faculty
and the community in general, to have an
organized and united voice in speaking to
those issues which affect their lives," reads
the AHORA Constitution. "AHORA is

composed of various cultural groups tied
together by a common language. With this
knowledge in mind, we openly strive to
create a flexibility of structure, a respect
for diversity ofopinion, and an atmosphere
of freedom to express one's views in a
democratic and open environment within
the framework ofour organizational goals."

Mendoza states that the organization
started this year with a zero balance, and
with a jump start of$1,500 from SGA and
another $500 from Commuter Area Gov-
ernment, activities were set into motion to
sponsor and promote educational and so-
cial activities.

"We are concerned with the lack of
awareness on this campus, by promoting
cultural activities, we are in essence
educating the UMass population,"
Mendoza said.

Javier Ruiz, an Engineering Major and
member ofAHORA says he believes that

Clinton faces problems
fixing US economy

1

Jalil Mendoza, President of AHORA

the oragnization is very inclusive of all

Spanish Speaking students.
"1 became involved by participating in

club meetings and by attending the ac-
tivities," Ruiz said.

Ruiz says he feels that the AHORA
organization has a great deal to offer the
Campus Community, because it premise
is to bring the Spanish Speaking commu-
nity together.

"I really like the organization, they are
very open and creative," Javier said.

Mendoza says that in order for Spanish
Speaking students to know AHORA ex-
ists, they must know what AHORA is all

about and that is why membership is not
exclusive.

"We want to educate Spanish Speaking
students as well as the community, that
waywe all can have a better understanding
of who we are." said Mendoza.

Turn to AHORA, poge 10

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

President-elect Bill Clinton will face
serious problems in attempting to solve
the nation's economic problems re-
gardless of the strategy he chooses,
according to a high-ranking govern-
ment official.

Robert Reischauer, director of the
Congressional Budget Office, spoke on
the "Economic and Budget Issues
Facing the Clinton Administration," at
Smith College yesterday.

The two major economic problems
Clinton faces are the prolonged period
of slow economic growth in the United
States and the nation's ever-increasing
budget deficit.

Clinton's dilemma is that any at-
tempt he makes to decrease the deficit
through tax increases or federal spend-
ing cuts may act as obstacles to renewed
economic growth, Reischauer said.

Clinton, however, promised during
the presidential campaign to revive
growth in the economy and curb un-
employment — efforts which involve
increasing federal spending and risk
raisingthe nation's deficiteven further.

Reischauer said the country has not
been able to undergo a period of sus-
tained economic growth following the
recession which began in July 1990 due
to a number of structural problems in
the economy.
Among the structural impediments

to growth, according to Reischauer, are
cutbacks in public sector spending,
weakness among banks and savingand
loan institutions, excess capacity in

sectors such as retailing and commer-
cial real estate, corporate cutbacks in

employees and economic dislocation
caused by the end ofthe Cold War.

Clinton's major option for restoring
economic growth is "good old-fashioned
fiscal stimulus," which involves govern-
ment investment in the public sector to

provide more jobs, Reischauer said.

While some experts argue that in-

creased federal spending might "over-
heat" the economy, primarily through
causing rising inflation, Reischauer
said the nation's low rate of growth
makes high inflation unlikely.

Reischauer said Clinton faces fewer
poUtical risks by acting boldly to stimu-
late economic recovery than by "staying
the course," and letting the national
economy adjust on its own.

Reischauer said Clinton needs to
move quickly with his economic initia-

tives because his "window of opportu-
nity" for action is limited to about a
year.

After that time, Clinton will no
longer be able to blame the state ofthe
economy on his predecessor and mem-
bers of Congress may be hesitant to

approve measures such as tax increases
or spending cuts which could hurt thei r
chances for re-election.

Ironically, whatever course Clinton
chooses, luck is the biggest factor af-

fecting the direction the economy takes.
Reischauer said. The high inflation and
slow economic growth ofthe late 1970s
was only "minimally related" to Presi-
dent Carter's economic policies, just as
the last recession had little to do with
President Bush's economic policies.

Patrols try to deter hate crimes
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Twelve students policed the south end of campus
Thursday night in the first of a series of "Rainbow
Patrols" intended to put an end to hate crimes at
UMass.

Organized by AlHed Students Against Prejudice
(ASAP), the group patrolled the Southwest residential
area and adjacent parking lots from nine to 1 1 :30 p.m.,
distributing literature about themselves and deter-
mined to stop any incidents ofviolence or harassment
they might encounter.

The idea ofthe Rainbow Patrols, named because of
the diversity ofthe membership, arose out offrustration
vrith the administration's response to the recent spate
of violence and graffiti against minorities and homo-
sexuals, organizer Greg Maney said.

Although there were no physical confrontations,
the group did suffer one verbal attack, a shout of
"lexpletive] you" from a low-rise dorm adjacent to
Washington tower in Southwest. But Maney saw this
as an encouraging sign.

"This means thatthe people our message is intended
for have been getting it. We're out to make our pres-
ence felt, and this shows it's working," he said.

Feeling threatened by the recent attacks on minor-
ity communities and tired of holding forums and
workshops while waiting for something to be done,
students from ASAP decided it was time to take more
direct action, he said.

"I couldn't stand the thought of myself and my
friends having to live each day in fear because ofwho
we are. I'm not depending on anyone but myself to
make sure I don't have to," said ASAP spokesperson
Stephanie Carnahan.

Maney said the group hopes to expand the patrols
dramatically by allying itselfwith other campus orga-
nizations such as the Black fraternities and the
Everywoman's Center. He said this would allow pa-
trolling ofthe entire campus late into the night.
ASAP also plans to establish a walking escort

service in response to dissatisfaction with the current
escort service, which has only two vans.

Organizers ofthe patrols, armed "only with convic-
tion," say they don't expect to be regularly involved in
physical confrontations. Instead, they hope their pres-
ence will prevent crimes from happening in the first
place.

"There hopefully won't be any need to intervene,"
said Maney. "We think our presence will serve as a
deterrent."

Christian club helps homeless
Upside Down holds benefit aiding Amherst shelter
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts, Upside Down Chris-
tian club sponsored a Coffee House Friday to benefit the
Amherst Survival Center, which helps the homeless.

The preparation and planning was extensive and well

over 100 students participated in this event.

Jeff Chartrand. a senior and music major lead the
event by opening up with several songs.

"It was a worthy cause, and a well organized event,"

Chartrand said.

Bob Arsenault, a UMass campus minister and UMass
Alumnus was key in bringing together, along with the

Chartrand. the host ofmusicians and acts that made the

evening a worthwhile activity.

Admission to the activity consisted of donations that

included; canned goods, powdered milk, soups, pasta and
rice.

Arsenault says he believes that students need to be
conscious ofothers who are economically disadvantaged.

"We collected canned goods for the Homeless Shelter,
we are aware ofthe needs within our community and we
want to serve our community . . . People is our business."
Arsenault stated.

Marissa Matrone. a UMass student studying Theater
Arts, also a member ofthe Upside Down Club says the
event brought out many students who transcended across
racial and cultural lines.

"There was a lot of diversity represented, despite the
racial tensions at the University, students came out and
supported a worthy cause," Matrone said.
Among the list of musicians who volunteered their

time and resources, most notably were the UMass
Madrigals a traditional English vocal team and the
Acafellas an acappella jazz group.

Jean Pao. a graduate student and clinical psychology
Turn to CLUB, page 10

Group raises
concerns over
privatization
By MICHAEL B. PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

Concerned students and professionals ofthe Univer-
sity of Massachusetts attended a meeting yesterday to
"save our store."

Auxiliary Services is facing a deficit ofnearly $900,000.
and to combat this problem, it is discussing the possibility
of leasing out the University Store.

Scott Cashman, TextbookAnnex, said the deficitcomes
from Food Services losing about $1 million and from
other costs that the state and University put on the trust
fund.

Ferd Wulkan, field representative, SEIU Local 509,
said the purpose ofthe meeting was to discuss the impact
this could have on students and to save jobs.

The Textbook Annex currently discounts its books by
5 percent, and is concerned that an outside contractor
could eliminate this discount and raise the prices ofbooks
by 5-10 percent.

Jobs could also be lost if the Store is leased to an
outside contractor.

During busy weeks, the University Store temporarily
hires students to help out. An outside company would
probably send people from a different office, and wouldn't
use students.

Union jobs could also be lost.

"Outside contractors can move people around and
make them so miserable that they'll want to quit," said
Miles Seaver, operations manager. University Store.

Seaver also said one Barnes and Noble store did not
have a positive experience at another college.

"At Central Connecticut College, the prices were so
high that students decided to run their own bookstore,"
he said. "But they weren't allowed to have the same book's
that were on the faculty booklist."

Judy Gagnon, ofthe Student Activities Office, said she
didn't want to see the Store lose its diversity.

"Our Store is one ofthe best in the country because it
has diversity," she said. "It carries greeting cards in
foreign languages. I don't think an outside vendor would
be interested in this because they wouldn't make money.

During the meeting, plans were also discussed on how
to show opposition toward privatizing the Store. Ideas
included organizing letters, starting a petition, creating
buttons against privatizing the Store and using the
media.
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Journalist cites need
for women to unite
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Women have to fight against the
images portrayed by the media ofthem
said a well-knownjournalist last night.

Around 40 people congregated at
the Northampton Center for the Arts to
listen to the prominent feminist jour-
nalist Naomi Wolf, author of The
Beauty Myth.

Wolfcriticized the way the feminist
movement is exposed by the media,
which exposes the consequences of it

as negative towards women.
Stereotypes of the feminist woman

nicl ude women who do not wears make-
up, do not shave their legs or is fat and
with short hair.

The work conditions ofwomen seri-
ously aflect women according to Wolf

On Capitol Hill, in Washington.
D.C.. women are afraid to talk about
sexual harassment because they are
afraid it might affect their careers
said Wolf

They do not dare to talk about their
needs, said Wolf, as a daily child care
because they know that "out there
there are fifty people willing to take
their position." Sometimes they don't
even address the issue of equal pay.
according to Wolf

"They are afraid of speaking," Wolf
said.

The Oxford University doctoral can-
didate also addressed issues concern-

ing women of color and lesbians.
"Women of color are meant to be

patient and they are questioned like
they don't perform in good faith," she
said. "They are meant to behave like if

someday their day will come."
Women have to take places, yell and

shout about racism, classism, ableism
and homophobia. Wolf said.

"Heterosexual women can't get
away by throwing out their gay sis-
ters," she said, "It is a matter of what
you believe, not of whom you are
sleeping with."

It is not right. Wolf said, to dictate
racism, in the same way it is with
sexuality.

She expressed her concern on the
divisions among women on their basis
of race.

One example she gave was on col-
lege campuses, where bitter feelings
make women of color to tend to work
apart from the rest ofthe other women,
when they, for example have a com-
mon worst enemy which is the admin-
istration.

"Black feminist women feel they
(white women! do not address their
concerns." she said. "Victimization is

really unhelpful."

Wolf, who identified herself as Pro-
Choice. saying that abortion should be
kept safe and legal, urged women to
lead on civil rights, she said democracy
should be "invigorated and re-invented"
to work for their own benefit.

Food is the flavor of life
Elders lose taste and interest in food

Brighter, bolder, smoother.
It may sound like an ad for cigarettes or

detergent. But according to University of
Massachusetts food science Professor
Fergus Clydesdale, it could be used to
describe the food of the future.

The population ofAmerica is gradually
aging," Clydesdale said. "And as it does so
its culinary habits need to change as well."

At issue, says Clydesdale, is a problem
that already affects millions of older
Americans— theproblem ofeatingenough
to maintain a proper level of nutrition.

"People lose much of their ability to
detect flavor as they grow older and so
they often lose much of their interest in
food," Clydesdale said. "If you want to
appeal to them and keep them healthy
you've got to take that into account."

Where most grandparents are dismissed
as crochety if they claim their food doesn't
taste as good as in the old days, Clydesdale
advises marketing executives and food re-
tailers to realize they may be right.

"It isn't just theii imaginations,"
Clydesdale said. "We conducted a con-
trolled experiment in which college stu-
dents and people over 60 were given the
same cherry-flavored beverage. What the
older subjects were at a significant dis-
advantage when it came to flavor quality
and overall acceptability."

The study — one of many Clydesdale
has conducted in the area of color/flavor/
sensory interaction during the the past 15
years — was surprising in a number of
ways. Not only did it show that seniors do
indeed have an impaired threshold for
flavor, it also revealed that increasing the
flavor may not remedy the problem.

What was it that helped re-awaken the

dormant taste buds of the seniors then?
Interestingly enough, it was color.

"It seems that as the sense of flavor
decreases, the sense of sight is used to
compensate."Clydesdalesaid."ItissimiIar
to the situation you see in people who have
to develop a particular talent to compen-
sate for another one that is lost."

While the degree of redness in bever-
ages may not sound very exciting, in the
grand scheme of things it is actually quite
important. Indeed, as baby boomers grow
older, and demographically the country
grays, such a study has far-reaching impli-
cations— not the least ofwhich is economic.

"In the next four decades the number of
older adults is expected to double to almost
sixty-five million," Clydesdale said. "With
that large a part of the population poten-
tially suffering from reduced flavor acuity,
the food and beverage industries have a
profit motive and an ethical motive to
meet the needs of this vast market."

While Clydesdale makes no claims to
knowing what kind of products might ap-
pearon the market as a result, he does have
some ideas.

"I think you're going to see not just
more flavorful food, but more colorful food."
Clydesdale say. "I'm not saying the country
is going to suddenly be swept up in Sixties
day-glo colors again, but I do think color
will be of greater significance."

In addition. Clydesdale believes that
many manufacturers will begin marketing
foods aimed specifically at elders.

"Foods that are easier to chew and
digest as well as foods that have enhanced
flavors will become increasingly impor-
tant." Clydesdale said.

— UNIVERSITY NEWS OFFICE
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Last weekend, a friend and I were tired of apatheti-

cally draggingourselves through work and then attaching
ourselves like lichen to a bar stool for three hours. We
mapped out an itinerary of social pit stops with all the
strategy and attention to detail of a hyperactive tourist
on a weekend trip to Disneyland. We had a great time
and It seemed like we had finally dived head first into the
deep end of life's fun pool.

By 2 a.m.. we had done the revelry thing to death, and
were thmking about going home. But like good coffee,
high spirits have a rattling effect on the nervous system-
sleep doesn't come easily. So since it looked like the
sandman was on sabbatical, we paid a visit to an all-night
eatery. It had been a fine evening, and we were still
laughing and joking as we left.

Then blam! On the sidewalk we were approached by a
jabbering, bleary-eyed youngman in a UMass sweatshirt
who was experiencing technical difficulties in the motor
skills and coordination department. Looking back, I now
realize that he wasn't human; he was a mutant baby
Frankenstein monster. He lurched. He groaned. He
gurgled. He drooled. He offered oh-so-tempting invita-

Lori

O'CONNOR
Wiser than I, my friend evaded his groping hands and

quickly passed him. I wasn't as fortunate. In less than
three seconds, he invaded my personal space to such an
extent that I could smell the cherry chapstick on his lips.
Becoming increasingly frightened and defensive, I chose
the latter halfofthe fight or flight instinct, and bolted. He
then launched a volley of insults at us. words I cannot
repeat because of their absolute unprintability. Ifyou're
curious, they dealt with our anatomy and our sexuality.
Just try to place yourself in the mindset of a primitive
beer sponge for whom the mental process is a sequence of
mostly painful monosyllabic grunts. I'm sure you can
figure it out.

The words he used aren't important. It was perfect
example ofthe "Sticks and Stones May Break My Bones"
philosophy. Words have no power if one doesn't allow
them to. To be honest, he would have had the same
emotional impact had he called us a pair of unwashed
rutebagas. What enrages me is the fact that in fumbling

for phrases in his ghost town of a vocabulary, the bab-
bling barbarian grasped upon two old standbys he as-
sumed would sting. He had the opportunity to turn a
threatening situation into one of humor, had he only
shown some originahty in his name-calling. My friend
and I may have gotten into my car admiring his extro-
version and creativity, instead of wondering how big a
dent he would make in the front fender.
My message is simple. Masking your insecurities

under a thin veneer of misogyny and homophobia is one
thing. Bully for you. In the end, you'll be rewarded by a
horrific isolation and loneliness that only people the likes
of the Elephant Man have ever experienced. But at least
give your hapless victims the courtesy of using words
that aren't found adorning the wall ofjunior high boys'
rooms. If you must take it upon yourself to destroy the
entire evening of a perfect stranger, provide them with
something to remember you by other than the dizzying
stench ofyour breath. And don't wear your UMass garb.
It makes the rest of us look bad. Wear a simple black
turtleneck. It's casual, it's elegant, and as an added
bonus, it will nicely conceal those unsightly bolts on the
side of your neck.

Lori O'Connor is a Collegian columnist.

Barring gays perpetuates hatred
This is in response to Michael

Morrissey's editorial [Collegian, Now. 20J.
I believe all people are equal no matter
what their religions, beliefs, creeds or
preferences are. Isn't there freedom and
equal opportunity in this country?

Homosexuals choose to join the armed
forces for the same reason that hetero-
sexuals do, not to check out the men in
uniforms. Why would they join a milita-
ristic group for such a purpose?

When a person is homosexual, it does
not make them any less of a person (e.g.

fairy, wimp). Homosexuals can fight just
as strong and hard and endure just as
much as heterosexuals.

Any heterosexual who does not believe
that homosexuals should be allowed into
the armed forces because of their sexual

preference should rethink their fears. Ho-
mosexuals have been in the armed forces
since the beginning, but their fears ofbeing
dismissed have kept them silent for years.
This is evidence that their involvement is

purely militaristic and not sexual.
Personally, I wish war and any type of

violence could be abolished from the earth,
but unfortunately war develops from ha-
tred. When we do not allow a certain
"type" of people into the army, we are
defeating the purpose ofworking together,
perpetuating the hatred that causes wars.
Stop and take a look at yourself and at
each other; we are all the same. And with
similarity comes the beauty of difference.
We are all one.

Willow Cohen
Central

Malcolm X isn't for Blacks only

Images of violence are a crime
I hope you are sitting down, Jonathan

Linder
I Collegian , Nov.191, because I have

a couple of stories to tell you.
A long time ago there was a 12-year-old

girl who was quietly playing with her dolls.

Suddenly, her mother's boyfriend ap-
proaches her. He throws her to the floor

and then he begins to get on top of her. He
tickles, probes, kisses and takes off the
little girl's clothes. Only understanding
that what is going on is scary, the little girl

claws and scratches and runs away. But
the next time, the 12-year-old child is not as
fortunate. It should be noted that this child

found several "hard"pom magazines in the
closet ofthisman featuring positive articles

on sexually molesting little children.

This is a true story. I know because I

was that little girl.

Here's another story: a young mother
walks into a pool joint one day in the town
of New Bedford, Mass., to buy a pack of

cigarettes and is raped on a pool table. She
is traumatized and commits suicide. One
month before this incident. Hustler maga-
zine printed an article (with pictures) on
rapingwomen on pool tables andhow they'll

enjoy it. One month afler this incident, the
same magazine printed a naked, waving
and smiUng woman on a pool table that
said, "Greetings from New Bedford, Mass."

I'm an activist. I know about freedoms.
But whose freedoms are being violated?
Not all porn should be banned. However,
tied-up women, women being raped and
beaten, women sticking things like snakes
and hard objects into their vaginas — all

the while being photographed — is not
pornography but a crime. It controls the
perception that of women in society and
that is what has to be banned, changed
and essentially eliminated.

Maria Tobin
Central

Boss' lyrics misinterpreted— again

Mr. Douglas Greer:
This is a response to your editorial

[Collegian, Nov. 181, "Malcolm not a fad."
I am on your side, so please don't mis-
construe anything to be a personal attack.
I couldn't have agreed with you more that
for a lot of people, in and out of the com-
munity, Malcolm X has become a fad. It

sickens me, as I know it does to people
with an ounce ofintelligence, to see people
running around here with "X" caps and T-
shirts on not knowing a damn thing about
what the man stood for. But then again,
optimistically thinking, I wonder if the
fad will spark interest to seek and find out
what this brother was really all about.

Although we agreed with the above
point, I did have a problem when you
compared the wearing of"X" parapherna-
lia by European-Americans to African-
Americans wearing theKKK symbol. Isn't

that a bit extreme? Mr. Greer, are you
saying that if one is White they should
have no interest in Malcolm X? Your
statement reeked of negative sentiment
that ultimately fertilizes a lot ofignorance
which is overwhelming on this campus.

I have studied Malcolm X and his phi-
losophies. I am aware of his feelings to-

wards White people during the early part
of his life and the time spent with the
Nation ofIslam. More importantly, I know

In his review of Bruce Springsteen's

concert at the Hartford Civic Center
[Collegian, Nov. 17], Adam Scott Roberts
recalled when "The Boss" launched into

his '80s anthem "Born in the U.S.A."

Roberts stated that at that moment, all he
could think was how proud he was to be an
American. IfRoberts knew anything about

Bruce Springsteen and what he stands

for, he would never have made such er-

roneous comparisons to that song and his

blind nationalism.

The song's lyrics tell the story of a

workingclass man sentto Vietnam because
he was victim of the poverty draft. When
he comes home from fighting a war he

didn't understand, the narrator, after

killing for king and country, is nothing

more than ^vhen he left: unemployed and

disenfranchised.

The song paints a grim picture of
America, yet even Ronald Reagan quoted
this song in the context of American
strength and pride. That mistake drew
comment from Springsteen,who chastised
the president for misuse of his music.
As far as Roberts' references to

Springsteen for reviving patriotism felt

during the Persian Gulf War, I can only
say that this was most likely not Bruce's
intention when he played a blatant anti-
war song. In the November issue of Mu-
sician, Springsteen criticized the Bush
administration for the war it waged on
Iraq.

Chris Scanlon
Northampton

of the advancement of his philosophies
(which did not include the hatred ofWhite
people) upon returning from Mecca; it is

this Malcolm whom I truly respect.
Your statement was very confusing. To

be quite frank, it was ignorant. It just
seemed very ironic that you would state
something like that and then follow it up
by saying that those caught up in the fad
should grow up intellectually and that
they were disrespecting what he stood for.

God knows this society has been
strangled by the dominance of European
histoiy, and in order for anyone to learn
anything about a different culture they
must seek it out on their own. I guess that's
why it makes me happy to see people of
non-African-American descent taking an
avid interest in African-American history.
If we would take the initiative to learn
more about other people's cultures, I feel
we would be a much more together society.

Mr. Greer, I did not intend for this to be
an attack on your personal views; how-
ever, I strongly urgeyou to educateyourself
further on Malcolm X and his entire life's

ideologies. Don't be so quick to judge oth-
ers for their interest in him, for when you
do, you are in turn disrespecting the man
you so admire.

Skoti Brown
Central

Morrissey is a waste of space
I condemn the Collegian's irrespon-

sibility for printing yet another vapid,

inflammatory Michael Morrissey col-

umn [Nov. 20). I encourage dialogue
between opposing viewpoints and
strongly suggest that Morrissey be
supplanted as columnist by someone
who can more coherently and respect-
fully articulate conservative thought.

Morrissey wastes six column inches
erroneously claiming connection be-
tween the extremist activist groupQueer
Nation and homosexuals' inclusion in

the military. Then he claims that the
militar >e exempted from the demo-

cratic ideal of ideological inclusiveness
because soldiers might be "constantly
wondering if their bunk mate has the
hots" for them. I doubt the honorable
men and women in the service would
appreciate Morrissey's transparent
projection of his fears on them..

Morrissey claims he is "old-fash-
ioned" in his belief that social experi-
ments occur in the military. I say he is

a hypocrite and a poor columnist to
write that the military is exempt from
laws it protects.

Timothy Lahey
Northampton
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Castro: communism's last emperor?
This DprpmhuT- urill mo^L- 1?:j«i /->__i_.i_ ii . .1 . . _ ^^

uoroacnev in August 1991, times have been especially ~
tough economically for Cubans.

In the heyday ofcommunism and the Soviet Empire
Cuba was assured ofexporting their sugar harvest, their
biggest crop, to the Soviet Union and receive handsome
subsidies. The U.S.S.R., in return, supplied Castro and
his people with oil. There was no reason for Cuba to go

Christopher

ROGERS
The same situation that arose in Eastern Europe is

likely to replay itself in Cuba. We all agree that commu-

Po«u„a.,., Choose 5a,. a"etctS;;"The „,d pan"?.^^^^^^.:'^::rcr.tltSSoviet Union is no more and Eastern Europe is holding
free democratic elections with no fear of Moscow. How-
ever, that is not the case in Cuba.

Cuba has lost its biggest producer and consumer in the
Soviet Umon as well as its most important ideological
ally and military support.

When Castro seized power in 1959 he overthrew the
government of Juan BattisU, who was backed by the

collapse? In Eastern Europe and Russia we had no
answer. All the U.S. did was sit and watch what unfolded
on the nightly news.

Our government had spent the last forty years trying
to combat communism only to have no answer when it
finally did fall. The same situation could happen in Cuba.

Most experts agree that Cuba lacks economic strength
to survive on its own. An important foreign policy crisis

S,W wTr " ""'"'' ""'"' °"'° '"' '"""'"^ °f "« T° "^'^"»"^ in Eastern'^uro^^nd Eia, the Bush
admimstration watched passively and said the hardship

Personalities versus
polities; Peron's days

that follows is a European problem, therefore Germany
and the E.C. should deal with it because the United
States has its own worries.

Well, that was easy to do because Eastern Europe and
Russia are an ocean and a continent away. Economic
refugees from Romania were not coming to the United
States, but instead flocking to Germany.

However, when Castro is gone from power Cuban
refugees are not going to Berlin, Frankfurt or Milan.
They'll be heading to Miami, Tampa, and New Orleans.
In which case it becomes our problem.

What's our government going to do? Are they going to
open their arms to them? Or are they going to send them
back like Bush did to the Haitians?

There are also questions to be answered about the
country itself and those Cubans that remain.

Is the U.S. going to insert a puppet government
sympathetic to everything we say and do? Are we going
to suggest that the Cubans elect their own leaders im-
mediately and reform themselves with minimal help
from us? Or maybe we willjust watch because we have no
policy to deal with the "day after". It is very simple to say
Castro is a bad and horrible leader for Cuba and he
should be gone, but how does one deal with the new
situation after he leaves?

Christopher Rogers is a Collegian Staffmember.

One ofthe most controversial and char-
ismatic leaders since the conclusion of
World War II was Juan Peron, President
ofArgentina from 1946-55 and then again
from 1973-74.

During his first tenure as President,
Peron exercised virtually dictatorial
powers, relying on demagoguery and re-
pression as well as social reform to
maintain his enormous hold over
Argentina's working class; who were his
main base of support.

Peron exemplified the Latin American
tradition of caudillos- strong semi-dicta-
torial populists whose power rested on

courting labor produced its most dramatic
result. Hearing ofhis imprisonment, hun-
dreds of thousands of workers staged a
peaceful invasion ofBuenos Aires, and as
result of this, Peron was released.

In February 1946, Peron was formally
elected to become Argentina's next Presi-
dent. In the beginning, Peron was fairly
successful. Argentina's coflers were filled
with currency earned by exporting food
during Worid War II. Banks railroads and
basic utilities were nationalized, and tens
ofthousands ofpublic works projects were
constructed. It was Argentina's new deal.

Through his second wife's government.

Third World students
need to voice opinions

I find it amazing that this semester
is coming to an end, and that the Third
Worid Affairs Page is still short of
writers.

Ines

VIEIRA

their captivating personalities rather than which financed charity
on any clear-cut political philosophy or
party.

Christopher

ROGERS
Peron's background lied within the

Argentinian military apparatus. At fifteen,
he entered the Colegio Militar de la Nacion,
Argentina's MilitaryAcademy, from which
he graduated as a sublieutenant and then
went to the Sargento Cabral's officers'
school with the rank of captain.

In 1930 he played a minor role in the
coup that toppled the democratically
elected President.

Peron's rapid rise to power began in
June 1943, when he played a key role in
yet another coup that deposed President
Castillo. In the next government he be-
came undersecretary of war and chief of

the Eva Peron Foundation, Evita as she
was known, channeled some 10 million a
year into social benefits. Until this day,
Evita Peron, who died of cancer in 1952
remains a saint-like figure in Argentina;
and many continue to faint while visiting
her tomb or a statue of her erected on her
behalfwhile she and her husband were in
power.

However, the seeds were already sowed
that produced the chaos that followed.
The outpouring of government spending
led to inflation, corruption flourished, the
treasury was depleted and nationalized
industries stagnated. Invoking national
security, Peron stepped up his dictatorial
repressions, establishing control over the
judiciary, imposing censorship on the
press, and smothering opposition in the
trade unions, and the universities.

By 1955 opposition to his regime had
crystallized and on September 16, 1955 a

My name is Ines Vieira, and I'm the
editor of this page. I am writing to
express my concern that I won't be able
to continue running this page success-
fully due to the fact that I find a serious
lack of interest from the Third World
community on this campus, regarding
this page.

I'm certain this isn't caused by a
shortage ofmembers representing this
community on the UMass campus, but
rather, a lack of an active desire to
contribute to what should be a channel
to represent voices.

Regardless of what the reason for
this blunt inactivity may be, I can only
resort to once again appealing to every
student on this campus. Graduate or
undergraduate students, who are ei-
ther from a Third World country, or
merely find an interest in issues con-
cerning this page, please contribute
some time and skill to represent the
Third World community in the Colle-
gian.

It is up to the members of the Third
World community to become active and
participate. Without such participation,
I feel like I'm editing a page which is
guided toward an imaginary audience,
although I know that this is not the
case. Eveiyone is welcome to write for
this page and every contribution is
welcomed.

Ines Vieira is a Collegian staff
member.

^Lil ^""^
t^^'"'''-

^"'^ '™ ^•.o.„....u «uu un oepi^emoer lb, 1955 aportant, however was his appointment of military revolt erupted. Three days later

which r." ^^^'""f^
°"P^ °^ ^^^' ^^ '^^^^^ "-^^ Presidency and fled thewhich he transformed into the powerf^ul country on a Paraguayan gunboat

Secretariat of Welfare and Labor. He returned tfpowerT r^makableEver the keen political observer, Peron eighteen years later^nly t^ ie short ywas well aware that Argentina was
changing from an agricultural to an in-
dustrial society, and that the new working
classes represented an untapped political
force. Therefore, Peron used his position
as head of the Secretariat of Labor to win
a large and following among the workers
who he called the "descamisados," or
shirtless ones.

He enacted measures to bring them
such benfits as wage increases, bonuses,
social and low-cost housingand established
control over the labor unions, which he
forged into powerful organizations that
expressed loyalty to him.

Peron's power struggle for leadership
of the country, climaxed in October of
1945, when generals opposed to Peron,

thereafter.

How is a man who used dictatorial-like
policies to maintain power when his rule
was evaporatingyears later and continued
to be held in high esteem today?

Juan Peron possessed all the person-
ality traits that the people of South
America and people of Latin origin in
general are attracted to, sometimes re-
gardless of politics.

He, like Getulio Vargas ofBrazil, Benito
Mussolini of Italy, and Francisco Franco
of Spain, was a strong-willed captivating
personality and orator who captured the
imagination of his people; similar to the
effect that Abraham Lincoln, and John F.
Kennedy had on the American public.
Regardless oftheir poUcies, men like these

Write for the Third
World Affairs Page

It's fun! Really!
All Graduates and Undergraduates

are welcome.
Contact Ines Vieira

The Collegian, 113 Campus Center

_ ." -r-i — -— ••, '^^e^'uii^jooui biicii ^uui:iKs, iiieniiKeLnese
forced his resignation andjailed him. They hold tremendous control over their peoplewere resentful of his growing popularity unless they go too far.

'

and his transformation of the economy of
the corporate stat^. Christopher Rogers is a Collegian staffAt the moment of Peron's strategy of member.

\

The Collegian is looking for
vyriters from all communities

to contribute articles and editorials.
The semester Is nearly over, but it Isn't too

late to make your voice heard!

Tom."w
"" '"'"'

t°' " **»•> »' "" «««itorlalcome down to the Collegian offices -room 113 In the Campus Center Basement.
\
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Acting group proves
nothing is Improvable
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Staff

There's something uniquely enter-
taining in watching actors sweat their
way through a show in which anything
could go wrong at any time, and prob-
ably will. Where else but in Improv
could an audience member order a half-
dozen actors to sing a grand opera about
parking in E-Lot? Where else but in
Improv would the actors actually do it?

The performance of Mission Im-

science class.

Together, the two serve as unofficial
emcees, stringingtogether the evening's
many games in the guise of bumbling
art critics. Commenting on improvised
"sculptures," the pair prove to be re-
markably quick-witted.

Carranza relates an absurd pile of
bodies (the sculpture is inexplicably
titled "Cheerios") to the drive for ad-
vancement in a stratified society, while
Jewell mistakes an audience member
for a non-realistic extension of the

Singer Wheeler & poet
Liu shine at GLB cafe

night, was a dellffht. frnm atar^ ^r. r.^ «_ _, „ ^ .

a^iuoucucxuubiyiiight, was a delight from start to fin
ish. In the course of a ninety-minute
show, their audience was treated to a
feast of spontaneous fun, including a
musical quartet with a grudge against
Republicans, a smarmyTV star named
Jack Colostomy, and — yes— a grand
opera about E-Lot.

Having undergone numerous
changes since its formation in the fall
of 1991, this undergraduate comedy/
theatre troupe has finally struck upon

"misshapen" features.

Sonal Patel is the anxious bundle of
malicious energy, who, in one delight-
ful game, turns a television quiz show
into a personal lobby for the apprecia-
tion of bodily fluids. Samantha Smith
sends the game "He Said/She Said" (in
which performers offer two perspec-
tives on a situation suggested by the
audience)spinningwildly outofcontrol,
when she turns a romantic confronta-
tion into a war — in which even CoolX. „ ,. . ' , , .

-' ' -i^v/i. uiun iiiiAj a war — in wrucn even Uoo

JsT*^'",r„'?,';f,'!-'''°"'"P'^"'-' ^> -.' l;^ -rand-shad as a weapon.
its freewheeling style.

Linda Carranza is the pangloss of
the gi-oup, a "persnickety" professorial
type, and Brian Jewell is the sly one
with the unsettling smile, the strange
kid in the back of every high school

Smith also supplies an inspired one-
woman re-enactment ofA Midsummer
Night's Dream, whose Theatre Guild
incarnation was among their competi-
tion, Friday night.

Turn to MISSION, page 8

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Erica Wheeler
Timothy Liu
Hampden Theater
Nov. 22, 1992

ni be completely honest. I walked into
the latest GLB cafe, sponsored by the
Program for GLB Concerns, with a bad
attitude. On the menu Sunday evening
was a folk singer and a local poet. That's
all I needed, I thought, two hours of pre-
tentious folk preaching and poetry some-
where around those "sky fits heaven" GAP
commercials.

But thankfully, I was completely taken
by surprise.

UMass graduate student Timothy Liu
opened the evening to an intimate and
responsive crowd. With tiny tables with
candles burning quietly and audience
seating. Hampden Theater proved just
the right atmosphere for Liu's sometimes
shocking, heartfelt poetry.

He began with "Indian Summer." -

^z^i:^:::^i^^-!t^!" =Zurj:nr„xrs;'

the weak," Lui's works discussed a range
of issues, from remembrances of buying
Playgirls and hiding them under his
mattress in "Pornography" to phone sex
and life after getting an HIV test.

After his performance, Lui said what
he wants people to get out of his poetry is
for their "hearts to be broken" and to make
people feel "less alone."

Erica Wheeler then took the stage.
It was one of those rare times in a life

where you're just totally floored and joy-
fully impressed. Erica Wheeler will do
that to you. Sent down from some folk
heaven high in the sky, Wheeler's honest,
emotional and most unprententious lyrics
coupled with her honey-blond voice cap-
tivated this reviewer, and indeed the en-
tire audience as well.

The devoted crowd knew Wheeler, a
graduate ofHampshire College, and knew
her well. Opening with a delicate chant
and inducing the audience to join in, the
talented singer/songwriter captivated the
crowd for two 45-minute sets.

Wheeler's songs are pure emotion. The
loaded tunes ranged from wrenching love

when both the weather and the individual
"get warm." Drifting seamless through
each poem, only linked by his potent im-
agery and double entendres, Lui broke
and asked for the house lights to be turned
up, in order to get closer to audience.

Announcing that his poems are "not for

ing of her obviously beloved Southwest
( the area ofthe country, not the the dorms)
and of her first lesbian love song (though
she says she didn't know it then), Wheeler
proved an engaging and thoughtful per-
former.

Turn to CAFE, page 8^ ^
— . —uncing mat nis poems are -not for Turn to CAFE, pa

tAL. exhibit spells out strong social messages
ByMARJORIEC. VANniTRA ._ ®By MARJORIE C. VANCURA
Collegian Correspondent

The University Gallery, located in the FineArts Center
is currently exhibiting the work of Mike Glier, an ac-
complished artist with a strong social message. The art
pieces in his one-man exhibition titled The Alphabet of
Lilt ( 1991-1992)are large fiberglass andaluminum panels
convincingly drawn with charcoal and painted with
acrylics. The 45" X 36" panels are 26 in number, one for
every letter of the alphabet.

Each panel conveys a personal message to the artist's
six year-old daughter Lili. The message is strong, as is
the draftsmanship of each work. The images are drawn
directly with charcoal onto the fiberglass. The graphic
effect of this method is immediate and satisfying.
A recurring image is the rendering of giriish legs that

stand stocky and knock-kneed in many of the paintings.
They are drawn vdth a sure and heavy hand, one familiar
with the daughter's form. In one painting representing the
letter"T." thesame legs appearand are painted a disturbing
red. They are disembodied at the hip. resembling a pair of
dolls legs that have come loose oftheir sockets. They stand
in the foreground amidst a desolate landscape, dwarfing
the wasteland of barren terrain they inhabit.
A red hand floats at mid-thigh and grips an uprooted

tree held like a child's toy. The tangled roots confront the

viewer as they drip bloodily with life's sap. Charcoal circles
hover above the scene; the two lines inside them are clock's
hands — representing the inevitable passage of time.

The mark-making is vigorous across the landscape
There is a sense of urgency, as if Mr. Glier is presenting
an awful premonition of the future while pleading that
something be done to alter it. Coral hues and earthen
tones pervade the somber scene. The acryhc is applied
thickly at the forefront ofthe land, where the legs stand
as ifon a shelf that drops offinto nothingness. The paint
dnps down from the shelf illusion to reveal the green
tinted fiberglass mesh beneath.

Glier layers his partially drawn figures in an atmo-
sphere that arises out of the haze of acrylic washes. The
differenes in scale and perspective provide the viewer
with many possibilities of interpretation. With this
masterful technique, he achieves the feeling of a narra-
tive as one figure appears superimposed over another

In the painting denoting the letter "M," a swirling void
of black with white streaks virtually dissolve the lower
body of a young giri standing amidst the center of the
tempest. Her haunting eyes look out from beneath a
furrowed brow crowned by a shock of black hair Her

expression is intense and menacing, for in her sinuous
ghost white hands she giips a machete. The blade of the
weapon is turned inward, held by knobby fingertips. Above
her disheveled, stringy hair floats a simple "M" that is
almost lost amidst the vapor ofcoral pinks and blue-grays
swirling about her form. Symbols for feathers and the
curved machete flutter about her face and shoulders. With
the comparison of the feather to the weapon, Glier makes
even the most benevolent objects menacing.

Yet, Mike Glier seems to be sending a message that is
as much about hope as it is about despair. Optimism and
great expectations for the future are sensed in the panel
representing the letter "E." Again, he renders the stocky
legs, this time mere shadows drawn with charcoal dust.A single perfect egg hovers in midair, near the area of
where the giri's heart and abdomen would be ifher upper

Turn to EXHIBIT, page 8
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It's time to wake up with Rise Robots Rise

Rise Roberts Rise will open up for House of Pain (above)
Northampton. The show is 18+.

COURTESY BRIAN CROSS
tonight at Pearl Street in

By DENISE HENRY
Collegian Correspondent

The sounds ofRise Robots Rise bring
us a bold mixture of funk, hip-hop, soul

and rock. It has been said that their music
has evoked enthusiastic comparisons to

Frank Zappa, Public Enemy, Soul II Soul,
and George Clinton. TVT Recording Art-
ists RRR offers us a kind of eccentric

theatre in which different characters hold
forth contrasting viewpoints on everything
from the media tricksters in our govern-
ment to thejungle that we call our society.

The innovative melody of this group
gives you a chance to enjoy the soulful

sounds ofcuts like "All Sewn Up," and the
funky bass lines and wailing vocals of
songs like, "Flowers and Birds." The di-

verse tracks on RRR's self-titled debut
album were inspired by issues of concern,
such as ecological neglect, "Pressured to

move, we act, react, check the facts/ Pull
up the slack, sit back and watch the dogs
attack/ Jump, to the rhythm of your own
mind/ Black out the screen when the time
comes to rise" from their song "Buffalo
Wack Child."

RRR, according to TVT records has
played for packed houses in Washington

D.C. and Toronto, Canada. Critics, like the
Philly Rock Guide has praised this band as
"having songs that leap out atyou as a pure
hit . . . this band put on one ofthe best shows
ofthe year. They're a terrific crossover act:

excellent guitar to pull in a rock audience;
the dynamite rhythm section for dance,
and the rap and soul voices to power it."

The cut "Buffalo Wack Child" even tried

to incorporate a sound much like Chuck
D's style of rap. But most importantly the
formula that RRR has used will move
people to question their society and break
away from the mold that has conformed us
all into a group of robots.

According to TVT, RRR are trying to

tell us to break our silence and wake up
and become "aware." According to this

group, maybe by waking up we can defend
ourselves against those people who want
to bend us against our will to meet some-
one else's ends.

The sounds ofRRR is a creation ofvivid
hopefulness, melodic madness and en-
thusiastic living.

According to Rise Robots Rise, 'This is

the way we move. Why be so afraid?/We are
the reason that you waited so long/We can
change your mind/Open your heart and let

us come inside/ This is the way we move."

mission
continued from page 7

Brad Potter is the unflappable straight guy of the
group, who plays the conscience of Electra's father in one
of the evening's more risk-taking games (this unusual
character was provided, like most ofMission's fodder, by
a member of the audience).

Butmy vote for standout performance goes to Mission 's

sixth and final member Kevin Nessman, the grandilo-
quent, clueless hero who is given to erratic movement
and operatic excess. Particularly memorable is Nessman's
performance as "Squigmondo," a deadpan psychic who
uses his extrasensory talents to divine the significance
behind a child's wind-up Woodstock doll.

It is difficult to review a show which will never be the
same again, but the simple fun ofwatching actors breeze
through a series of ridiculous games, at the whim of an
audience devoted to trippingthem up, makes any evening
with Mission Improvable worthwhile.

cafe
continued from page 7

In between songs, Wheeler's sometimes biting
but mostly down home wit served to lighten the
mood and downplay the whole performance thing.
Wheeler's humor ran from stories ofgetting lost on
her way to Boston to going home for Thanksgiving
and downright inspired impressions of both Ross
Perot and Manuel Noreiga.

Wheeler's true strength is how marvelously she
can weave humor and revelation without preachy
moral lessons or neat messages.

Needless to say, the evening turned out to be full

ofexceeded expectations. And now to dispense with
the shameless plugs: if Erica Wheeler has you
piqued, you too can be amazed at the Iron Horse on
December 10. The next GLB cafe will be held
December 6 and will feature local author Steven
Reil, who will give a reading.

exhibit
continued from page 7

body was visible. The egg's delicate form predicts har-
mony and peace. It foretells Lili's maturation into wom-
anhood and her destiny as mother and nurturer. With
this imagery, the appeal to bring positive change to a
world shaken by violence and is painfuly apparent.
A viewer can never truly know the intent and meaning

behind a series of artwork, especially one as deeply
embedded in personal imagery and symbolism as that of
Mike Glier. Thus, one's initial reaction and later contem-
plation of the work may only serve to further mystify
rather than enlighten. However, it is important to under-
stand the validity of bringing one's own genuine feeling
and emotional response into play. In doing so, the viewer
can re-interpret an artist's personal expression into their
own understanding of art.

Mike Glier's The Alphabet ofLili will be on exhibit at
the Fine Arts Center University Gallery until Dec. 18.
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THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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Happy Thanksgiving
There will not be a Collegian tomorrow

due to the large number of people
leaving the Valley for the break.

Bi^^"^ /fOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Mdfth 2I-ApriM9): Finan.
<ij| jsspsijnteroulclcomelromanunt'x-

ix^ litl qujrii'r. You t jn It-jrn to mjUdKc

^
your money Ih-IIlt. An old jc qujinunri'

'(oulclex()re<.s.i ronunlu inn-resl in you.
TAURUS lApril Jf) Mjy 20): F'jy

more allentlon to deldils when il romes
lohdn(llinf;rinan( ijlirjnsarlions. Amis-
undersundinj; lould prove very expen-

^ve. Your high ideals lell you llu- riyhi

pajh lo lollow in romance.
3EMINI (May 2I-|une 20): Take a
lenient view toward an associate.

lKnoretherantin(4.sotumharitdl)le people.
Be more conscientious in your dealings
V^h oiisprinii;. Avoid playing lavoriies.

CANCER dune 1 1 luly >2V. Having a
'track mind could betlangerous now.

Slop daydreaming and plan some tun
activities with your Iriends. Widening

' ^wjr intellectual horizons will make you
' interesting companion,

lEO duly 23-Aug. 22): The trial bal-
'ffxin you sent aloft concerning romance
returns to earth bearing good news. You
are more aware than ever ol your mate's
needs.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 Se()t. 22): Several
wonderlul surjwises are in store. A busi-
ness matter will be handled lo your satis-

laciion. Everything should be coming up
roses where your love life is concerned!

IIBRA (Sept. 2 IfVt. 221: Those with
children may l)e leeling the linancial
pine h. A temporary sacriik e is well worth
the inconvenience An older sibling ot-

ters some valuable advice in rnurn tor

money owed.

SCORPIO (Oct. Ji-Nov. 21): Airing
your ie(lings< an In- healthy. S|jeak your
mind rather than harl)oring a grudge. An
upl)eat attitude helps you seea i hangeot
plans in a ()osilive light.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):
Some unusual opportunities present
themselves now. Yrxi tind new ways lo
save on entertainment costs. Avoidcom-
mitting too much time or energy to
projects that do not really interest you

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19):
Buckle down to business this morning.
Lasso in those wayward cretlit cards.
Although sales are templing, buy only
what you can truly allord.

AQUARIUS()an. 20-reb. Ifl): Tackle
routine chorc-s without complaint this

morning. There is new emphasis on liv-

ing in the moment. Let your s|x>ntaneous
side develop.Happy Thanksgiving,

PISCES (Feb. I't-March 201: Show
enthusiasm lor an opportunity made
available through a iriend or lormer co-
worker. Avoid giving the impression that
you are arrogant or snobbish.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel
Copy Editrix Tami Monahan
PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski

Production Kelly D'Amato,

Dana Dorman, Mike Carvalho

X Menu
LUNCH

jrilled Che^
ichess Meat n?
G

Due

BASICS LUNCH
Earthy Grilled Cheese

Lentil Chili

^^
A\

DINNER
Chicken Hoagie

Beef Fajita

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Hoagie

Greek Style Skillet

The opinions expressed on this p.if;e are those of the c.irtoonists and do not necess.irily reflect the views of the Collcfii.m or the University

ACROSS
1 Danson or

Kennedy
* "— Is Born"
9 "Charlottes —

12 Asian river

14 Oebaucher
16 Chopper
17 Playground

activity

19 King Cole
20 Half a

confection
21 Playground

game
23 Arrest

25 Does
handiwork

?7 Elect

28 Palindromic

preposition

29 Printing spaces
30 Flat bottomed

boat

32 Lever supports
34 Take ttie blue

ribbon

35 Penn Station

builder

38 Playground
game

41 Atl time zone
42 Corn unit

43 Dieters
preference

45 Miss America
walkway

47 Utter

48 Gelid
49 Norse god
51 Haydn,

familiarly

52 Bee follower

53 Playground
game

56 Louis XIV,

for one
58 Cry of

discovery

59 Playground
game

63 Barbie's

boyfriend
64 Hot and damp
65 "The King —"
66 Wrath
67 Lass in "The

Devil's

Oisciple"

68 Hollywood's
Cruise

DOWN
1 — Mahal
2 Ostrich's kin

3 Exercise gear
4 Schwarz-
enegger, to

friends

5 Spectacles
6 Corrida

combatants
7 Over
8 DC figures

9 Desires

10 Perfectly clear

1

1

Alcolt heroine

13 London based
orch.

15 Scouting work,
for short

18 Learning medic
22 Pass in a

marathon
23 Stiip- shaped

clock

24 Caribbean isle

26 Garland
30 Brooch
31 Release
33 Derived from

oranges

34 Conflict

36 Systematic
37 "— in the

Crowd": Lee
Remick debut

39 Atlas item
40 Former Russian

aristocrat

44 Ship's rope
46 Egyptian

crosses
47 Deli purchase
49 Second of two

50 Actress Keaton
51 Entreaties

53 Munro's p«n
name

54 Snack
55 Sumrrtw

coolers
57 Explorer

Johnson %
60 Carrie or Loult
61 Conductor

de Waart
62 Actress Star<(«y

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

P

_BBbHd cedb

3 BOD
IBB BDBL^On

11/24/82

OIM2 l.at Angrln llmri S>*4lcau 11/24/92
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continued from page 1

Underwood, 52, and his group work
for the Joint Task Force Full Account-
ing, a U.S. military program based in
Honolulu. When the four-member team
calls a search, it is backed up by dozens
of Cambodians and U.S. soldiers
brought in from the Pacific.

Underwood and another Vietnam
War veteran, Marine Lt. Col Charles
Clayton, 42, ofAstoria, Ore., said it was
not worth intruding into Khmer Rouge
territory, with its booby traps and
mines, to account for the missing.

"You've got to weighyourjob against
what the potential threat is,"

Underwood said. "Neither one of us is

willing to risk the life of a 19-year-old
American for 22-year-old bones."

In October, the first month for which
the group kept records, eight searches
were called off because of fighting or
because of the Khmer Rouge's refusal
to let in the Americans, Underwood
said.

In March, the team recovered four
sets of remains. Three have been iden-
tified as those of French and Japanese
journalists: the fourth has not been
identified. Since June, 13 more sets

have been recovered and shipped to

Hawaii for identification, Clayton said.

AHORA

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - November 18
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

University Health Center - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How can I be
sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any help. How
can I convince her to see a professional? Who should I

suggest. ..Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She says it's

under control, but I don't think it is. I'm really afraid...What can I

do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or suspect is

struggling with an eating disorder, come to this informal

workshop to explore how you can help and cope with these
issues.

continood from page 3

The AHORA organization has spon-

sored a host of educational activities as
well as "Tremendo Parties" this semester.

Among the following were activities; Eu-
phoria Dance Party Oct. 16, El Dia de Los
Muertos Nov. 2 and most recently Theater/
Politics-Guatemala, "In Search ofthe Lost

Maya" Nov. 10th.

On November 19th,AHORA sponsored
a table on the Campus Center concourse,
in a effort to bring cultural information of

the country of Puerto Rico to students.

On Nov. 23rd, AHORA co-sponsored,

Puerto Rican Night, in which famous
carribbean dishes were served at the
Dining Commons. In addition, traditional

folk music was featured along with the

evenings activities.

There is a need for more input from
Spanish speaking students, so that we
can promote more diverse programs.
AHORA does not want to limit the voices

solely to a Puerto Rican perspective. We
want to represent the Spanish Speaking
community as a whole," said Mendoza.

Mendoza makes it clear that the main
goal of AHORA is to Unite the Spanish
speaking community at UMass.

Mendoza also says he is also concerned
with the progress made thus far in relation

to the Latin American Cultural Center,
which at this time has opened up negotia-
tions with the Administration on the issue
of location and future funding.

AHORA has announced it is in the
planning stage for an end of the semester
Dance Party in association with the Latin
American Cultural Center. This event is

scheduled for December 5th, to be held in

the Student Union Ballroom.
Mendoza says that the organization is

open and wants more input from the
campus community on ways in which to

deal promote and facilitate dialogue among
the various diverse groups on campus.

club

Winter Session 1993
mmst:

Yes, you can!
Yes, you can!

So, do It!

Register for Winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions do not apply for Winter Session

So, if you're a UMass student, all you have to do is just sign up

WINTER SESSION:
• o unique "mini-semesfer," just three weeks

long

• earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 1 00 credit courses, including

gen. ed. designated classes

Your chance to:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 14

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division of Continuing Education,

6th floor Goodell.

January 4-25

continued from page 3

major, played a beautiful classical melody
on the piano.

"It was a lot of fun and lot's of variety.

I'mexcited thatwe could could do something
for the community," said Pao.

SeniorAby Farbor Sciid the evening was
filled with incredible and creative talent.

"I think it was great to be a part of this
cause. The Madrigals were beautiful and
the comedy acts were very original, it

made me laugh," Farbor said.

The Coffee House provided a support-

ive atmosphere in which passerby's
stopped in to take a peek and eventually
stayed the remainder of the evening. The
comedy skits included a television version
ofthe Phil Donahue Show and the Evening
News. The crowd enjoyed a comedy skit of
the Bus Stop.

Kim Terzich, a UMass student and na-
tive ofLake Tahoe, Calif., said she became
a member ofthe group four years ago, and
later professed a faith in Jesus Christ.

"It's a great group ofpeople, they're like

a family to me," said Terzich.

fire
continued from page 1

was so full ofyellow smoke we couldn't see
in," said Alie, who then rushed in to get
Mollineaux. When Mollineaux came to his
senses, he told Alie that Silveira was still

inside, prompting Alie to go in a second
time.

I really didn't think about it that much,"
said Alie. "It wasjust like 'uh-oh, I have to
get them out.' I think anybody would have
done the same thing under the circum-
stances."

At the same, smoke billowing out ofthe
room set offtwo hallway smoke detectors,
activating the building fire alarm. After
Mollineaux and Riveira were out of the
room, Alie opened the window in an at-

tempt to clear the smoke. He left the room.

shutting the door behind him, said Hoyle.
The supply of fresh air caused the

previously smoldering sofa to burst into

flames, thereby activating the room's
sprinkler system, which doused the fire

but caused extensive water damage.
"I feel really bad for them. Everything

was totally soaked - their stereo, clothes,
everything," said Alie.

Mollineaux and Silveira spent Saturday
night in the Campus Center Hotel, and
have now been transferred to Kennedy
Tower, according to Executive Director of
Housing Joe Zannini. Although Housing
policy forbids smoking in rooms, no deci-
sion has been made as to whether the
students will be held responsible for the
damage.

Art's picks
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continued from page 12

in paradise. New England 24, Atlanta 23
Philadelphia is in need of an easy opponent.

Well, sorry Mikey, because the Colts or thebeahawks don't come up any time soon. The Eagles
don t have the type ofgame to battle it out with the
49ers. this week's opponents. Steve Young iust
gets It done, while Randall Cunningham is still
searching for the magic touch.

The defense ofPhilly cannot stay on the field for
the entire game with Kotite expecting to win
Heath Sherman provides a more potent running
attack than Walker, who is making the big bucks

I know I ve said that San Francisco is overrated
but this week'sgame at Candlestick is a no-brainer

'

Kicky Watters needs to establish the runninggame
HI order to take the pass rush ofi" of the nimble
Young. I think he will, sending Philly home with a
loss. San Francisco 20. Philadelphia 16

On Thanksgiving. Mike Utley returns to his
first Detroit Lions game since being paralyzed Itmay be upsetting for him. though, because the
Lions may not be able to stop the visitors, Houston
from crashing the party.

Barry Sanders has been up to his old tricks
lately, but even though he ran for 100 yards plus
the Lions only managed one touchdown. Cody
Carlson is a formidable replacement for Warren
Moon, but the system is more important than who
activates it. Remember back to last season when
Erik Kramer did so well for Detroit.

It wasn't his incredible passing talent that beat
the Cowboys in the playoffs; it was the offensive
system, the run and shoot, that caused Dallas the
most problems. Same with Houston's offense-
Commander Cody's passing talent has nothing to
do with scoring. They will score anyway because
they are playing in a dome. Houston wins, case
closed. Houston 31, Detroit 17.

Dallas won in a defensive battle against Phoe-mx last week, when both Emmitt Smith and
Michael Irvin were held in check. The Cowboys
relied on the arm ofone Troy Aikman, who proved
why he is the best QB in the NFC. Alvin Harper
may finally develop into the receiver he was tabbed
coming out of Tennessee.

The Giants limp into Texas Stadium Thursday
after losing Sean Landeta, Jeff Hostetler and
hopefully, for New York's sake, Ray Handley.
Rodney Hampton was nonexistent against the
Eagles, and iie must run well if the Giants have
any chance of winning.

The last time these two met was at Giants
Stadium, which saw the Cowboysjump out to a 34-
point lead only to hang on to a six point decision.
Trust me, this time it won't be that close. When
was the last time Dallas swept the Giants? Dallas
63, New York 24.
Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist.

m Jeff Crofts
continued from page

to build with Daugherty in the nucleus, 1guess they want

N«w kT"'
'^^.Admiral. ofcourse took two years in theNavy before making his big splash into the NBA The

fr?v,^'n ^^^'I'i^t ^i^^
^^^y ^^'^^- No center has everrun thefloor like Robinson and his defensive ability is

incredible. When things went wrong with the team itwas goodbye Larry Brown, hello Jerry Tarkanian. Never
did the Spurs think about life without the Admiral Isuessthey want to win. *

Seikaly is a power forward playing the pivot. His
consistent improvement over the years has helped theHeat improve on par with his skills. Seikaly is an athletewith great quickness who is a little undersized againstmost centers but still holds his own. Miami now has some
ofthe best young talent in the NBA, with Seikaly has the
centerpiece. I guess they want to win.

Ellison has probably been the most maligned among
todays bumper crop of centers. As a No. 1 pick with
Sacremento, Ellison was a bust. . . until he found Wes
Unseld and the Bullets. Now Ellison is a good center, who
Ike Seikaly. might be a better power forward With
Unseld as his tutor however, it looks as though the
Bullets want Ellison to be their mainstay in the post for
years to come. I guess they want to win.

Mutumbo is another center who has as a coach a

former NBA center, Dan Issel. Mutumbo is a physical
specimen with the ability to dominate with force at either
end. If Issel can instill Mutumbo with some ofthe game's
subtleties than the Nuggets will go far. By tinkering with
the backcourt and giving Mutumbo a power forward next
to him in LaPhonso Ellis, the Nuggets have shown faith
in the big guy. I guess they want to win.

Next week: I'll look at this year's rookies and the
centers of the future.

Jeff Crofts IS a Collegian columnist

The Cottegian prints nineteen thousmd
copies a 4ay. it iVoutd take an auffuf long

time ta read that many netVspapers. That's

why most people around here read 'em nice

and siouf. One copy at a time.

Coffegi'an A/tt/enising.

5^5-3500

1

h^^^A/Ut/^ aJ'Cm^s J^/^/

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

AMHERST SUNSHINE

Automatic wash/wax
Daily 8 - 5 pm

Self Service
Open 24 Hours

Soap/Rinse/Wax
Bubble Brush/Tire Cleaner

Engine Degreaser
Vacuum Cleaners

xH| Lolk'vjeMrceKPl.oiiaM

(i PERSONAL
Nice. Affordable

two and three

bedroom Apts.,

seeking quiet,

responsible residents

Long and stiort term

relationship possible

Call 253-3834

OneEarth Acupuncture
(413)549-6856

healthcare for the 90's.

245 Lincoln Avenue, in Amherst
Frederick E. Sleinway,

licensed acupunctunst, N.C.C.A. Diplomate

BASHA'SBARGM BASEMENT

BUYONE GET ONE FREE
That Includes Elegant Silver Jewellery, Richly

Colored Hand Embroidered Ladies Dresses &
Exquisite Hand-Crafted Gifts.

241 Main St., Northampton, MA 01060 • 413^586-6030

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
lALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

-Cash in advance

Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSI

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES FOR RENT
Armanian Club meeting Tues. Nov. 24
at 6:00. Pizza served. New members
welcome Rm. 178 CC

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Attention SouthweMi
It's a winter Snowball Bash and you are
invited

Dec. 11 9pm - 1am
Student Union Ballroom
Only $6 for food, dancing, DJ and a great
partyl

Tickets on sale now at DCs

Amherst 2 bedroom apt
1 room for rent

2 full baths w/heat included
On bus route

available immediately
Call^Tom or Stacy 256-0274

Amhern-Belchertown line 3 to 5 bed-
room homes on bus route call 586-4270

Bed and Braakfaat downtown Amherst
5490733

AUTO FOR SALE

Amherst remodeled6rm 4 bedroom apt
on bus route minutes from campus $899/
mo 2560741

Puffton room availble M/F
1/1/93 - 6/30/93

$224.50/mo
FREE bed, rug, dresser
Desk/$15

Call 549-1811

Purchasing a used car? Having your car
repaired? Do you know your rights?
Contact the Legal Services Center,
922 Campus Center, 545-1995

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional
motorcycle. Needs some work call

549 3662.

Two females for double bedroom
Presidential apts 162 Each + 549-4705

Holiday iobs for the environment
Work with MASSpirg to pass the
toughest environmental laws in the
country.

• Learn campaign skills
• Stop Pollution
• Make a difference!

Call Carmen 256 6434

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT^
Make $2000'» per month teaching
English abroad. Japan andTaiwan. Many
provide room & board & other benefits!
Financially & culturally rewarding! For
program
Call: (206> 632-1146 ext. J5001

Typist is needed part time to work on
Macintosh computer. Call Reza for an
appointment 549-3840

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.
Call 1-800-3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

MUSICIANS

Band seeking experienced lead
singer and keyboard/organ player.
Covers and originals. Influences include
Cream, the Meters, King Curtis. Serious
inquiries only. 549-5862.

PERSONALS

ROOMATES WANTED
Femele to share large room 167.50 call
665-7604

Ban,
Only one month, but I feel that I've

beencarryingyourgentle heart through
the ages . .

.

Lori

Happy Birthday DamienI
Wish I could be there
Smile! -- Jessica

Happpy Birthday Marin

Maureen -

2 fun girls needed to share 1 large bed-
room in 3 bedroom puffton apartment Great
location new rug 549 0939

Male or ferruile roommate wanted to share
a 2 bdr Brandywine Apt. starting January 1

.

Call Erin or John. 549-2663.

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Terot Reedings
Call Chris 256 0821

SKI - Intercollegiate ski weeks only
$209. Includes: 5 day lift ticket/5 nights
lodging (Mountainside condo)/5 days
intercollegiate activities (Drinking age -

18), sponsored by Labalts, Molson and
Mt. Sutton, Canada (Just across the Ver-
mont border) group leader discounul Jan.
3-8, Jan. 10-15 and Springbreak '93. Call
SkiTravelJJnIimited 1 800-999 SKI-9.

Take it off I

Spring Break '93

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida
Save $S$ Before Jan. 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Our new VP

FOR SALE
LOST

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 $450 O.B.O

Congrats

Debbie SPORTS CARDS

Lost gold watch of personal value in/
ni,ai iJewman Center. Please call 546-
1394 if found.

Magster Will you be the ACE in my
heart ? ????

Pete -
Congratulationsl
Love, Debbie

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec. 1st

Mountain Farms Mall

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.
Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323-5031

Typtng$1/pg24hr. turnaround 586-5268.

WANTED

HELP WANTED
Be en T.V. Many needed for commer-
cials. Now hiring all ages, for casting info.

Call (615) 779-7111 Ext.T-458

Lost silver end torquoiee claddaugh
ring somewhere on campus 11/19. If found
call 253 2733.

SIstahl

9 more years until the big three zero.
Set me up with an end of college dare,
and I'll set you up with your wine.

Happy 21st

TRAVEL

Save on spring breek '93

Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida from
$1191 Book early, save $S$!! Group dis-
counts!! 1-800-428-7710

Need cash for Holidays I will buy your
sportscards.Completeset or single cards
Call Dave 546-5690
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swimmers
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

For spectators who find swimming
boring, Saturday's battle with Northeast-
ern was their meet to watch. Unfortu-
nately, the UMass women's swimming
and diving team slipped to a 2-2 record
when they lost to arch-rival Northeastern.

The final score (Northeastern 186,
UMass 114) can not descril)e the closeness
of the races. The Minutewomen lost many
of their races due to final second touch-
outs.

Northeastern kept a steady lead over
UMass despite the Minutewomen'sattempt

to comeback.
"We didn't capitalize on a lot of those

close races ," said head coach Bob Newcomb.
"As the meet went on we swam better and
had better races with more confidence."

"Beating us seemed to be their goal for

this part of the season," said assistant
coach Ed Melanson. "We want to peak for

the A-10 meet."

The Minutewomen had to settle for

second place in several events due to

Northeastern clenching the 1st place fin-

ish at the last second. The 100-yard
backstroke, 100 and 200-yard breaststroke
and the final 400-yard freestyle relay all

missed landing the first place spot by

fractions of a second.

Junior Julie Veremey had an outstand-
ing day, finishing first in the 200-yard
butterfly with a 2:10.21. This was a per-

sonal best for her this season and one of
the fastest times for this event in New
England. She also landed 1st in the 200-

yard individual medley with a 2:16.11.

Junior Kim Broad and freshman Sarah
Baker stole 1st and 2nd place in the 200-

yard freestyle with times of 2:02.67 and
2:05.92 respectively. Both were personal
bests for the two.

After being touched out in the 100 and
200-yard breaststroke, freshman Jessica
Griffith made a comeback to capture a

lifetime best in the 200-yard individual

medley.

Freshman Heather Suanders landed a
1st in the 200-yard backstroke and sopho-
mores Karen Hodges and Kristen Miles
both landed personal bests during the
freestyle relays.

LeadingdiverAllison White faced tough
competition from Northeastern diverJane
Delima, but still managed 2nd place on
both one and three-meter springboards.

The Minutewomen will journey to

Rutgers University in New Brunswick, NJ
for a four day Atlantic 10 championship
meet starting Dec. 3. This is the first year
the A-10 will hold a championship meet.

,_,„.._,,..,.. CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Junior guard Chris Robinson picks up a ball during the UMass' 92-49 win over the Latvian National Team Sunday night.

Men's swimming sinks B.C.
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming
and diving team swam and dove its record to 3-0 Friday
night with a convincing 204-94 decision over the Boston
College Eagles in what was the team's only home meet of
the semester.

UMass is ranked second in New England behind
UConn. B.C. dropped to 2-3.

"We didn't take much of a rest before the meet," said
UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "We took Thursday morning
off, but we swam hard Thursday night. Then we came out
Friday and really cranked. I was really psyched. The kids
blew B.C. out of the water. They swam really good times
for this early in the year."

Sophomore Tim Milbert recorded N.E.'s best time of
the young season as he swam a :59.97 in the 100 meter
breaststroke. He also won the 200m. breaststroke. Jun-
ior Tim Nubar also set recorded the region's fastest time
in the 100m. butterfly with a :51.68

so B.C. coach Tom Grodin saw no need to swim his team
into the ground. From there on in the Eagles basically
swam in their off-events. Yarworth wanted his swimmers
to be more used to the events they will be in later in the
year, so the score became quite lopsided in the second half.

UMass took first place in 14 ofthe meet's 16 events en
route to the team's highest point output of the season.
Individual winners included: Scott Reed in the 1000m.
freestyle; Chris Barrett in the 200m. freestyle; John
Luviano in the 200m. butterfly; Adam Reich in the 50m.
freestyle; Jeff Wicklund in the 100m. freestyle; Travis
Stevens in the 500m. freestyle; Jay Peluso in the 400m.
individual medley; Damian Gunther in one meter diving
(twice).

The meet began with the team of Sean Clark, Aaron
Osborne, Peluso and Nubar winning the 200m. medley
relay with a one-and-a-half second win over the second
place team from B.C. The end of the meet was a UMass
win in the 200m. freestyle relay. That team's swimmers
were Chris Antonetti,Adam Reich, Osborne and Barrett.
MEET NOTES - The Minutemen next swim in the

1 he Mmutemen jumped out to a 87-44 mid-meet lead, Atlantic 10 Championships at Rutgers in two weeks.

Oilers and Dallas on Turkey Day
Hey, the pigskin prophet is not running on Friday. It

is Tuesday, and how about a Thanksgiving edition of
Pigskin Picks. For those of you don't know me, tough,
because I don't make house calls.

Ill give credit where it is due, and Rich Tettemer
deserves a pat on the back for his work at the UMass-
Latvia game on Sunday. He filmed the game himselfwith

Russell is built like a fullback, and has the speed of
one. IfVaughn stays hot, Coach Mac should fax a decision
to Coach Dante: Move Russell to fullback, stack the line,
and have a true running powerhouse. Just a thought on
Coach Mac: the guy gets sick, has an operation, and the
team wrins. Coincidence? Nah, couldn't be.

This week, the juggernauts of Foxboro travel to the
the TV22 camera, then did interviews after the game, Georgia Dome to take on Jerry "He's there now, but will
including in the locker room and with Coach Cal. I guess
I was given a lesson in what sports joumaUsm is all

about. Have a good Turkey day, but now it is off to the
games!

Arthur

STAPLETON
Shake up the Patriots: TWO WINS INA ROW! Scott

Zolak has brought new life to the rejuvenated Pats, and
Jon "He was here, but now he's gone" Vaughn is finally

getting the playing time and is producing. Leonard Russell
may lose his starting job at tailback, which could be a
blessing in disguise.

soon be gone" Glanville's Falcons. Newsflash: Deion
Sanders ranback another kickofffor a touchdown, and he
decided to high step past the diving Steve Christie while
taunting him along with the rest ofhis Bills. Deion, all of
this when you were being lambasted 38-0! You are a true
winner!

Atlanta's defense is like a sweater left in a moth-filled
closet: full of holes. Sanders is a terrible one on one
defender and . . .(Deion enters the room and dumps three
buckets of ice water consecutively on Stapleton as he
types into the terminal) ... I mean he plays great and
seldom gets burned deep, especially by a QB like Zol.ik.

If it is Dante's Inferno in New England, the Patriots are
Turn to ARTS PICKS, page 1
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A look at the
pivot: Part one

This is the first of a two part column.
Mikan. Russell. Chamberlain. Reed. Cowens.

Gilmore Abdul-Jabbar. Unseld. Malone. Parish.
The premier centers of basketball past. Ewing.
Olajuwon. Daugherty. Robinson. Seikaly. Ellison.

Mutumbo. O'Neal. Mourning. The premier centers
of basketball present.

Ifyou notice the two lists they are nearly equal
in quantity. The difference lies in the fact that the
first list spans some 40-50 years while the second
list is just a Hst of centers currently playing
simutaneously.

Never before has there been as great a collection
of talent pla)dng the center position at one time.
Sure, there have been great pivot battles in the
past ( Russell vs. Chamberlain ) but there has never
been a time when so many centers created such a
bounty of intriguing match-ups.

JefT
'

CROFTS
The fact is this treasure chest of pivot men is

overlooked in this the age of Air Jordan, three
great players = an NBA championship, guards
control the game, and awe-inspiring athleticism
and quickness.

People look at the Bulls and how they won the
championship. Chicago has three great players,
Jordan, Scottie Pippen, and Horace Grant, and
their starting center is (take your pick) "Invisi",
"Terri", or "Horri" Bill Cartwright. Ifthe Bulls can
win without a good center than why can't anyone
else? That is the train of thought right now in the
NBA.

The champions before the Bulls, the Detroit
Rstons, won vfith Bill Laimbeer anchoring the
pivot. Laimbeer got by with cheapshots, rebound-
ing, shooting, and absolutely no clue of post play.
The Piston's three guard rotation ofIsiah Thomas,
Joe Dumars, and Vinnie Johnson, along with
Detroit's unwielding defense won all the accolades.
Again, no good center needed to win the NBA
crown.

While the center position may never have the
effect it did in the past, it will grow in size with the
current influx of talented behemoths. Besides, it

cannot get any worse than it did in the mid-
eighties when centers like Uwe Blab, Bill
Wennington, Jon Koncak, and Joe Kleine were fist
round picks. Olajuwon started the trend of
athletic centers (O.K. Ralph Sampson was great
too, but his stock fell quicker than George Bush's)
when he was drafted out of Houston and Phi
Slamma Jamma. Hakeem is versatile in the paint
with the biggest complaints about him being his
whining to be traded. The Rockets looked around
for a trade, but when no offer hopped out at them
they wisely kept Olajuwon in the fold. I guess the
Rockets know the value of a great center. I guess
they want to win.

Ewing is the best big game player among the
centers. A couple of years ago you could not say
that about Patrick, but last year's playoff perfor-
mance earned him the label. Ewing, interestingly
enough, is the best pure scorer in the post among
today's centers, while his defensive play has not
been as dominating as it looked in college. During
this off-season, the Knicks made some major deals
trying to build a great team around Ewing. Iguess
they want to win.

Daugherty was picked in the draft by the
Cleveland Caveliers (who got the pick in a trade)
when they were finally coming out of the Ted
Stepien doldrums. There is no better overall center
than Daugherty. He does it all. When the Cavs
traded Roy Hinson to get to pick Daugherty, they

Turn to JEFF CROFTS, page 1
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Sunny today with Increasing

clouds, tennps 45-50

Arts & Living:
This is it! Superman's pushing up daisies and reviewer Kip
Manley wonders if the Man of Steel deserved an ending

with a little less "cheeze." Page 7.

Local News:
Area homeless shelters plan an open house to

solicit volunteers and increase awarness of

how shelters operate. Page 3.
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German refugee center
firebombed, toll at 1

6

By LARRY THORSON
Associated Press

BERLIN — A refugee center in west-
em Germany was firebombed Sunday as
violence against foreigners continued de-
spite a police crackdown on neo-Nazis and
Chancellor Helmut Kohl's call for toler-

ance.

In Turkey, German flags were burned
amid cries of "Down with skinheads!"
and "Death to murderers!" at the funeral
Sunday for three Turkish victims of the
right-wing extremist violence in Ger-
many.

In Jerusalem, the Israeli Cabinet de-
nounced Gei-man racist and anti-Semitic
attacks and demanded German officials

fight right-wing extremism with "the full

force of the law."

At least 1 6 people have died this year in

some 1,800 extreme rightists attacks
throughout Germany against foreigners
and Jews. Neo-Nazis have often found
support among those suffering economic
hardship, particularly in former East
Germany.

The Government has taken measures
to curb the violence, including banning a
radical-right group, but has been criti-

cized for not doing enough.
In an attack early Sunday in Lingen,

near the Dutch border, two firebombs were
thrown at buildings housing 20 refugees,
but no injuries were reported and damage

was minor. Officials offered a $3,100 re-

ward for clues leading to arrests of the
attackers.

In Eberswalde, 25 miles northeast of
Berlin, a fire at around midnight Satur-
day destroyed a barracks housing 60
refugees. A watchman suffered smoke
inhalation. Police were investigating the
cause of the fire.

In an interview broadcast Sunday on
Deutschlandfunk radio. Kohl vowed Ger-
many will use the full force of the law
against "the radical right mob."

But he said proposed constitutional
changes to limit the number of refugees
and toughen Germany's liberal asylum
policy would not resolve the problems of
racism and anti-foreigner violence.

He said Germany's prosperity would
have been impossible without help from
foreign workers such as the Turks,
Germany's largest minority group, many
ofwhom were recruited to work in labor-

short Germany in the 1960s.
In Carsamba, Turkey, thousands at-

tended the funeral of an ethnic Turkish
woman and two children killed in a
firebombing attack on their home in

Moelln, Germany, on Nov. 23, Turkey's
semi-official Anatolia news agency re-

ported.

"Germany has not reverted to Nazis
Germany, and will never do so," German
Embassy official Hans Joerg Haber said
in a speech in Turkish during the funeral.

eat.
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Two students compare
U.S. college experience

Gunmen raid golf club,
kill four in South Africa
By GREG MYRE
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa —
Black gunmen burst into a country club
dining room and bar and opened fire with
automatic rifles and hand grenades, kill-

ing four Whites and wounding 17, officials

said Sunday.
The Saturday night slaughter in King

William's Town, 625 miles southeast of
Johannesburg, was a rare mass attack on
Whites. No one claimed responsibility for

the assault, which appeared to be racially
or politically motivated.

Blood spattered the floor and dining
tables at the King William's Town Golf
Club. A gi-enade blew a hole in the floor

and shrapnel brought down part of the
ceiling.

The assailants escaped, and police an-
nounced a massive manhunt and offered a
$17,000 reward for information leading to

arrests.

The bloody attack was the realization of
many Whites' worst fears in this racially

divided nation, where violence has taken
thousands of Black lives in recent years.
Whites — outnumbered 30 million to 5
million— have feared for generations that
the Black majority could turn on them.

The attack came at a sensitive time
politically. The government and the Afri-
can national Congress, the leading Black
group, are scheduled to meet this week to

Turn to ATTACK, page 2

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

European higher education differs

greatly from the American college system,
according to two University ofMassachu-
setts students from Central Europe.

"There is an absolute difference in edu-
cation," said Hungarian Peter Szalay, who
is from Gyor which is located near the
Austrian and Slovakian boarder.

Szalay, who is studying political science
and economics this year at the University,
said European students have year-long
courses that have most of their exams at
the end of the school year.

"It is much easier than this system.

IYou J don't have to study all semester,just
five to six weeks," said Daniel Tobolka
from Prague, Czechoslo%'akia.

Tobolka, a marketing and management
student, said Czechoslovakian colleges have
been changing to the American system.
Although European students are closer to

their clas.smates than their American
counterparts, Szalay said American stu-

dents know their professors better.

"There is not as much student interac-

Deficit stalking Clinton tax cut

tion here. In Hungary you do more with
classmates after school," Szalay said. "You
know more of your professors here, than
in Hungary."

Besides education, both said they no-

ticed Americans are not as politically

aware of world situations.

"American students don't know what is

going on in the world. Every day we know
what is going on in the United States and
Africa," Tobolka said.

Szalay said European media focuses
more on international news. In Hungaiy
there are usually news progiams on tele-

vision at night, instead of the situation

comedies found on American broadcasts,
Szalay said. Becau.seAmerican media does
not examine foreign issues, Szakay said it

is difficult to live in the United States and
keep up with the international news.

"You cannot I be politically aware
I here,"

Szalay said. "People are more interested
in politics in Hungary."

Tobolka said Czechoslovakians also
have more access to world news.

Czechoslovakia was a communist coun-
try until three years ago. when the blood-

Turn to EXPERIENCE, page 3

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— President-elect Clinton' promised
middle-classs tax cut next year may fall victim to the
government's record budget deficit, just as President
Bush's own proposal did earlier this year.

Clinton, whose campaign included a pledge to cut the
taxes of middle-income Americans by $60 billion over
four years, now adds a condition: "Ifwe can work it out."

He insists there has been no decision to abandon it.

"If there are not adequate revenues to deal with it,

they may decided to put aside the tax cut for the short
term and concentrate on economic growth incentives,"

said Rep. Robert Matsui, D-Calif , a senior member ofthe
House Ways and Means Committee.

"We have to take into account what the status of the
economy is when we convene in January," said Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine, who sup-
ports a tax cut.

"They just don't have the money to pay for it," said

Michael Ettlinger, tax policy director ofthe labor-funded
Citizens for Tax Justice.

When Bush sent his budget to Congress in February,

he advocated a $500 increase in the personal exemption
for each child under 18. But he put the proposal on the
back burner after Republican allies in Congress balked
at the spending reductions he proposed to pay for it.

Members of Congress, their advisers, lobbyists and
others who closely watch tax legislation disagree on the
desirability of a general tax cut when the government is

taking in about $300 billion a year less than it is spending.
On the other hand, there is general agreement —

barring dramatic economic developments— that any tax
bill passed by Congress and signed by Clinton early next
year will:

• Restore, at least temporarily, the investment tax
credit, under which the government in effect would pay
10 percent of the cost of machinery and equipment
bought by businesses.

• Raise taxes on the 2 1/2 percent to 3 percent of
couples and individuals with the highest incomes. This
probably would be restricted to single people with total
income above $140,000 and couples over $170,000.
A new, 36 percent tax rate would be created for these

people, who now pay a maximum 31 percent on part of
their earnings. In addition, a surtax of up to 10 percent
would apply to taxable incomes over $1 million.

Christmas sprees
up from last year
By JOYCE M. ROSENBERG
Associated Press

NEWYORK— Americans .shopped enth usiasti-

cally during the weekend, showing signs of ending
a long Christmas buying drought and giving re-

tailers an encouraging start to the holiday season.
Several big retailers reported Sunday that busi-

ness was up sharply from the depressed levels of a
year ago. But they also noted that sales remained
weak in California, which has lagged behind the
restofthe country in recovering from the recession.

"We expected strong sales for the post-Thanks-
giving weekend and it was strong, with the excep-
tion ofCalifornia," said Kenneth Macke. chairman
of Dayton Hudson Corp.

At Sears, Roebuck and Co., "The buying mood
was more upbeat than it was the last two years,"
said Matt Howard, senior vice president for mar-
keting. "We were quite pleased with the business.

Turn to SHOPPING, page 6
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attack
continued from page 1

try to restart derailed talks on ending White minority

rule.

The government, reacting to the country club deaths

and other weekend violence, said in a statement that it

"cannot successfully deal with violence alone."

It called for the cooperation "of all our communities
and of all political leaders. . . There must be a common
resolve that our society will no longer tolerate violence."

Ray Radue. a member of parliment, and his wife were
attending the dinner and wine-tasting at the club when
an undetermined number of Black gunmen attacked the

dining room and a bar just before 10 p.m.

"The result was absolute carnage," Radue said. "The
attack was totally unprovoked act of terrorism against

innocent people."

The attackers rolled grenades into the dining room
and the bar, then followed up automatic weapons fire in

an assault that lasted less than a minute, witnesses said.

Two White couples were killed and 17 people were
injured, several seriously, police said. About 60 people,

mostly middle-aged and elderly Wliites, which were in

the dining room and bar. The club is integrated, and
there were Black guests at the bar.

Radue, who was slightly injured by shrapnel, said

there were three attackers, while police put the number
at five.
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Monday, November 30, 1992
Aimounceinent — Attention students currently en-

rolled in Classics 224, Greek Mythology and Classics 325,
Near Eastern Mythology: Class meetings will resume at
the regularly scheduled meeting times and places today.
Please be there!

Seniiiiar — The Social and Demographic Research
Institute is presenting a Research in Progress seminar
today at 3:50 p.m. in W32 Machmer. The seminar will

feature Peter H. Ross discussing "Family Homelessness
as an Iatrogenic Chimera."

Announcement — Seniors it's not too late for an
intersession internship. Spring semester co-ops are also
still available. Contact the Field Experience office of
Mather Career Center at 545-6265 for additional infor-

mation.

Tuesday, December 1

Meeting— There will be a meeting of the Institute for

the Healing of Racism at 7 p.m. in Room 917 of the
Campus Center. Meetings are held every first and third

Tuesday of the month.
Group — Everywoman's Center will be offering a

group forwomen who are questioning their sexual identity.

The deadline for registering is Dec. 11. The group will

begin Jan. 14. It will meet for 8 weeks on Thursdays from
4 to 5:30 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall.

Job Fair— There will be a Job Fair in Cincinnati on
Dec. 18. If interested, call the Job Expo Hotline at (513)

579-3119.

EPA targets oil-based paints
By JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— For years, the battle against air pollution
has targeted factories and automobile tailpipes. Now
government agencies are taking a closer look at another
source of problem fumes: the tip of the paint brush.

At issue are oil-based paints that use chemical solvents,

long a staple of the paint industry.

The Environmental Protection Agency is working on
rules on restrict emissions ofvolatile organic compounds,
or VOCs, from these paints to comply with the Clean Air
Act. These particles have been blamed for contributing to

the buildup of ozone.

"It's one of the last uncontrolled categories," said
Richard Driscoll, an analyst with the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection.

More and more regions have begun restricting paint
emissions, particularly areas with smog problems.

"We have such a severe air quality problem in Southern
California that oil-based paints will have to be eventually
phased out ifwe are to meet federal air quality standards,"
said Barry Wallerstein, assistant deputy executive offi-

cer for the South Coast Air Quality Management District,

the local air pollution control agency in Los Angeles.

"Paints and solvents are No. 2 right behind the cars,"

Wallerstein said.

But Michael Murphy, general counsel for Rust-Oleum
Corp. in Vernon Hills, 111., which makes mostly oil-based

paints, maintained: "Nobody is going to put oil-based

coatings out of business."

Solvent-based paints last year accounted for nearly a

quarter ofthe 500 million gallons ofpaints sold toconsumers
for home painting, according to industiy estimates.

While water-based latex paints are most commonly
used for home painting — largely because they clean up
easily with soap and water rather than toxic solvents —
the harder finish ofoil paints is often preferred for painting

floors or surfaces that must endure frequent moisture.

Nonetheless, the Glidden Co. has set a goal of elimi-

nating all solvents from its household paints by the year
2000, said Jim Sainsbury, manager ofproduct regulation

for the Cleveland-based company.
Even latex paints typically contain a small dose of

solvents, but Glidden this year introduced an interior

pain that is solvent-free.

While acknowledging that oil-based paints have a
tougher surface, Sainsbury said latex paints are being
constantly imporved and "are more than adequate" for

routine consumer use.

Neighbors ponder Porter case
By PAM SCHMID
Associated Press

OAKDALE, Minn.— Long before sexual abuse allega-
tions against James Porter became public, neighbors
thought the man whocalled himselfa retired banker was
odd.

He talked quickly and nervously, glossed over his
past, stared out his window for long stretches of time,
and called neighborhood children names, his neighbors
say.

But none suspected that Porter was a former Roman
Catholic priest, let alone a former priest accused of
molesting dozens of children in Massachusetts. New
Mexico and Minnesota.

On Monday, jury selection is to begin in Minneapolis
in the 57-year-old Porter's first sex-abuse trial. At issue
are charges that Porter molested his children's 15-year-
old baby sitter in 1987, long after he left the priesthood
and tried to start a new life. He has pleaded innocent to
six counts offourth-degree criminal sexual conduct in the
case.

In addition to the criminal trial beginning this week.

Porter faces criminal proceedings on 46 sex-abuse charges
in Massachusetts. He also faces civil lawsuits filed by
people in Minnesota and New Mexico who say Porter
abused them.

According to court records, the Minnesota baby sitter

who accused Porter ofmolesting her cared for his cliildren

between 1984 and 1987, usually while Porter was also
home. At the time, he lived about a half-mile from his
current home, where he moved in late 1987.
A Boston native. Porter left the priesthood in 1974 and

lives with his wife and four children in Oakdale, a quiet
suburb of split-level homes east of St. Paul. He has
declined repeated requests for interviews since the alle-

gations against him became public.

Neighbors say they're past the shock of the accusa-
tions against Porter. But some are still angry that they
were left in the dark about Porter's past. Now, they stay
away from him.

"I don't want to hang him, I just don't want anything
to do with him," said a neighborwho asked that her name
not be used.

"I think he wants so badly to make people think he's
a good fellow and this is all over and done with."

INSTITUTE
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HEALING
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RACISM
An honest andfrank dialogue ^

involving all races
so that individuals may help heal each other

^

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1

7:00 p.m.
Room 917 Campus Center

Meetings every first and third Tuesday of the month.
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5-College Student
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More studies needed
• Who says that scientists waste their time

analyzing foregone conclusions?
Anew study says an "unacceptably high"number

of 15-to-30-year-olds are willing to steal, lie and
cheat at work and in school, according to a recent
report published in USA Today.

"There is a hole in the moral ozone and it is
probably getting bigger," says Michael Josephson,
head of the Josephson Institute of Ethics, a non-
profit group devoted to character education.

In addition, the study says 32 percent of college
students cheated on an exam once; 16 percent of
college students have stolen merchandise from a
store; 21 percent in college would fake a report to
clinch a job.

"We're creating a society where cheaters pros-
per and you can't honestly tell children that hon-
esty is the best policy," says Ralph Wexler, execu-
tive vice president.

• Another recent study says that, hey, if you
drink, your grades will actually suffer. Research-
ers recently reported that college students with low
grades consume an average of 1 1 alcoholic drinks a
week, three times the amount members of the
honor role drink.

Based on a survey of 56,000 students, the re-
searchers discovered students at larger schools are
less likely to drink than their counterparts at small
colleges.

From the 78 campuses surveyed, 45 percent of
the respondents said they drink on a weekly or
more frequent basis. The survey was conducted by
Southern Illinois University and the College of
William and Mary.

Pinball people: II

The saga continues. A student, apparently emo-
tionally scarred by the "broken-down" arcade ma-
chines next to the Hatch, is urging the campus
community to boycott the machines, which are run
by the Campus Center.

Fix wrestlingchallenge by Monday, Nov. 30 "one
student declared on a piece of paper posted in the
arcade vi sterday.

Sti. leiits 'lave complained for months that the
video ga.ne^- ;ind pinball machines are over-priced
and are in a constant state of disrepair.

"Since the University store does not care about
their ability to actually provide decent amusement
when people put .25 to .50 in a machine, go to the
Newman Center!" reads the flyer.

Watch for rallies at the Student Union.

Stop, drop, roll

While the Amherst Fire Department enjoyed a
decrease in general fire incidents at UMass last

month, malicious false fire alarms are on the up-
swing.

Last month, there were 25 false alarms— almost
double the amount at the same time last year.
"Housing Services offers a $500 reward for infor-

mation leading to the arrest and conviction of false

fire alarm perpertrators,"accordingto Keith Hoyle,
senior fire prevention officer.

Countdown begins
Although the semester is not over yet, thou-

sands of students are preparing for that annual
trek to beaches and bikinis— Spring Break 1993.

And Daytona Beach, Florida can still boast that

it's the number-one destination for students. From
mid-February to April, thousands ofstudents make
the annual pilgrimage to the mecca of spring

madness.
Spring Break at Daytona draws huge crowds of

students, ranging from 200,000 to 400,000, ac-

cording to the Daytona Vistor's Bureau.

Finally. .

.

Ifyou have .'itoty idea.H for Campus Shorts, bring

them cloivn to David Mas.sey at the Daily Collegian

located in- the basement of the Campus Center.

Shelters organize for holidays
Open House encourages Happy Valley to volunteer
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

As the holidays near, people have the opportunity to
help area shelters organize the region's first Winter Open
House to raise money for the homeless as well as increase
their understanding of how the shelters work.

"There is a good chance for people to see how the
shelter's run and provide support at the same time," said
Michaelann Bewsee, a volunteer coordinator for the
Fund for the Hungry and Homeless.

The open house is sponsored by the Fund for the
Hungry and Homeless. Nine area shelters in Holyoke
and Springfield will open their doors Dec. 2 to the
homeless and volunteers interested in lending a helping
hand.

"I think people are more aware ofhomelessness around
the holiday season so we want to include homeless people
at the holidays," Bewsee said. "The way to do it is by

volunteering at the shelters."

Dec. 2, from 1 to 4 p.m. citizens are urged to stop in at
any of the following participating shelters. Main Street,
Loreto House and Broderick House in Holyoke, Prospect,
Greenwich and Jefferson shelters in Springfield.

Dec. 3, from 1 to 4 p.m.. Horizons shelter and the
Springfield Rescue Mission will be opening their doors.
The Warming Place, an emergency overflow shelter which
rotates its location is also participating, but those in-
terested in volunteering need to call the Open Pantry at
737-5354 for the location.

In addition to helping shelters that are "barely hanging
on," Bewsee said there is a need to build financial support
to obtain a permanent shelter.

"I hope a lot of people go," Bewsee said. "It's the first
time we've done anything like this."

More information may be obtained by contacting
area shelters directly or calling the Fund office at 732-
0997.

UM Library cashes in wrappers

Fripnrl«infthpTnxA/orl ihror^, K/i;,^ko„i\A/ u / . .j- ,
courtesy umass OFFICE of public information

woinn !2 c S f T.\y [V », ^^'"^^""S (Standing), special assistant to the dean of the graduate school, and libraryvolunteers Siegfried Feller. Marty Martm a ,d Barbra Krawczyk pose with candy wrappers to be cashed ,n for book money

To the UMass Friends ofthe Library, candy wrappers
aren't just trash. They're part ofan f ffort to raise money
for the library.

Recently, UMass Friends of the Library collected,
sorted and bundled more that 600 candy wrappers which
the Library expects to redeem for cash from the M&M/
Mars and Hershey candy companies.

Michael Weinberg, special assistant to the Dean ofthe
Graduate School and self described "chocoholic." said
most of the candy "detritus" was donated by graduate

Profs to breed
a better chicken
using DNA info
Two University ofMassachusetts veterinary and ani-

mal science professors and a broiler breeder company
have embarked on a seven-year program to create DNA
libraries of specific chicken chromosomes and identifi-
cation of genetic markers to speed up genetic improve-
ment.

Professors F. Abel Ponce de Leon and J. Robert Smyth
will locate genes and DNA markers that influence poultry
growth rates, especially as they relate to sex differences
in growth and body size.

Their work is funded by Avian Farms International
Inc., of Waterville, Maine. Ponce de Leon and Smyth are
receiving $90,000 for the first three years, which will
fund one Ph.D. student and cover supplies for experiments.

In addition. Avian Farms is responsible for selecting
and breeding birds with the desired characteristics to
test the accuracy of the findings.

Developed DNA markers will allow Avian Farms to
respond to specific segments of the broiler market by
breeding birds with the characteristics desired by indi-
vidual buyers. Superior breeders will be easier to iden-
tify, making genetic improvement much faster.

Ponce de Leon received a bachelor's degree in animal
science and an agricultural engineering degree from the

Turn to CHICKENS, page 6

students taking candy bar breaks from thesis and disser-
tation preparation.

Donors for the program included fraternities, sorori-
ties, and the campus bookstore. P\md-raising efforts
such as this have raised over $6,000 to benefit the library
this year.

"It was a lot of work," said Siegfried Feller, secretai-y
of the Friends of the Library, who helped cicate posters
and bundle the wrappers.

—MICHELLE BAYLISS

experience
continued from page 1

less "velvet revolution" occurred. Since then.
Czechoslovakia has changed drastically. Tobolka
said. Now people have access to a range of products,
but although there are plenty ofgoods to buy, Tobolka
said many people do not have enough money.

"In three years it is absolutely different. The
only question is people don't have enough money to
buy," Tobolka said. "The country is better. I can
assure you. You can get anything for currency."

But with the freedom to buy goods, Szalay said
the situation in Hungary is difficult.

"The situation is getting worse. People are los-

ing jobs. The communist took loans, paying people
to live a safe lifestyle," Szalay said. "Everybody had
a job. Nobody starved. We need help from Western
countries. We are not as bad as Romania."

Both said that getting foreign countries involved
in rebuilding the economy of central European
countries will improve the situation by bringing in
more currency. Tobolka said other countries must
open their markets to goods from central Europe.
The United States has leveled protectionist mea-
sures against Czechoslovakian textiles and agri-
culture, because the Czechoslovaks can make ma-
terial and grow crops at a lower cost, threatening
U.S. producers. Tobolka said.

"Open the market. Get involved in world trade,"
Tobolka said. "We cannot export all our stuff Uj the
United States. Ixxause ofprotectioni.st measui-e ofU.S.
[with Czechoslovakian agriculture and textiles |."
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The rising cost of power
Environmental price said important
By JONATHAN YENKIN oollutants Hprp'« hnw i. ... ,.,..^.

COLLEGIAN

By JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Power plants have long
been recogiiized as a source ofair pollution,
but can there be a price tag on environ-
mental damage such as acid rain or global
warming? A giowing number of states
think so.

Regulators in states such as Massa-
chusetts. New York, California and Wis-
consin have started forcing utilities to
consider potential environmental costs
when planning future power plants.

Some utilities have balked, arguing
that the cost estimates are far too high.
But experts say the system could tip the
scales in favor ofconservation and cleaner
enei'g>' sources.

"What we're saying is when you build a
plant, you need to take in these other
factors, what the real cost to society is."

said Barbara Kates-Garnick. a Massa-
chusetts pubhc utilities commissioner.

About a dozen states have adopted such
plans or are considering them, experts
say. Also, the Bonneville Power Authority
in the Pacific Northwest incorporates en-
vironmental costs in its planning.

The typical method for tabulating the
costs is to assign dollar values to certain

pollutants. Here's how it can work:
On the surface, one ofthe cheapest fuel

supplies is coal, but it also tends to emit
larger amounts of pollutants such as car-
bon dioxide and sulfur dioxide when
burned to generate electricity, experts say.

So a coal-fired plant that costs $60
million in real dollars might have envi-
ronmental costs totaling another $60
million, said Susan Tierney, the Massa-
chusetts secretary of environmental af-
fairs.

A natural gas-fired plant, which pro-
duces less pollution, could cost $80 million
and have environmental costs around $20
million.

There also is the option of using con-
servation methods such as extra-efficient
lightbulbs to curb energy demand rather
than increase supplies. Such a program
might cost $85 million and be most ex-
pensive in actual dollars, but theoretically
would be cheapest overall since it would
create no pollution, Tierney said.

These methods already are having an
impact. In California, for example, utilities

now plan to acquire more power from
cleaner sources, such as geothermal en-
ergy, said Tom Thompson, a spokesman
for the California Public Utilities Com-
mission.

Lion-tamer finds Harvard ugly
CAMBRIDGE lAPt — A Harvard

University laboratory is too small and
sedate to hold a professor whose resume
includes lion taming and Hollywood stunt
work. He's going to Idaho.

Biologist Steven Austad was coming
up for tenure after seven years on the
faculty when he decided to take a job at
the University of Idaho so he could be
closer to wildlife.

"If Harvard were in a beautiful part of
the country, I'd stay here,"Austad told the
Boston Globe. "But I miss the wide open
spaces. Where we will live there are elk in
the front yard. You can hear the coyotes.
My wife sees 12 to 15 hawks on her drive

to work."

Austad's adventurous streak includes
a job as a New York cab driver and taking
karate lessons from an Oregon rancher
who had two lions.

At one point, a Holljrwood producercalled
the karate teacher seeking the services of
the lions, and Austad agreed to help.

He transported a lion 1,000 miles down
the coast— in the back seat ofa Mercedes.

"The idea was to control the lion with
an electric cattle prod," Austad said. But
when the batteries in the cattle prod wore
out after 100 miles, the karate instructor
suggested: "Just go BZZZT with your
mouth."
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Senator denies graft
was part of S&L deal
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Sen. Phil
Gramm said Sunday he provided only
routine help to a savings and loan op-
erator who was paid $63,000 for doing
$ 11 7,000 worth ofwork on the senator's

vacation home.
The FBI looked into the transaction

but dropped the probe after the Senate
Ethics Committee conducted a cursory
review of the matter, the New York
Times reported Sunday.

There was no written estimate or
contract for the work, the Times re-

ported.

TheS&L owner, Texas businessman
Jerry Stiles, asked Gramm's office for

assistance in dealing with regulators
in 1989 when Stiles' three savings and
loan companies faced collapse. Their
bailout is expected to cost taxpayers
$200 million.

Gramm, R-Texas, is a Senate Bank-
ing Committee member who helped
develop a government bailout program

for struggling S&Ls. The panel over-
sees regulators handling the S&L
cleanup.

Stiles is a prominent Dallas
homebuilder who in 1984 bought the
Hallmark Savings and Loan Associa-
tion of Piano, Texas. In a statement,
Gramm acknowledged he and Stiles

arranged in 1987 for a work crew to fly

to Maryland and complete the interior
ofGramm's shell vacation home on the
state's eastern shore.

Gramm told the Times he contacted
Stiles because the senator wanted to

provide work for Texas laborers and
help boost the state's sluggish economy.
He said Maryland's Eastern Shore con-
tractors and laborers had reputations
for being unreliable.

Three months after the work was
completed, Gramm paid Stiles $63,433,
although the bill for the work came to

$117,019. The Times said three or four
workers were flown to Maryland and
stayed in a hotel for about two months
while they worked on the vacation
home.

r
Collegian Elections for Spring 1993

APPLICATIONS ARE CURRENTLY BEING
ACCEPTED FOR PAID POSITIONS

Application deadline:

Wed., Dec. 9 at 3 p.m.

Candidates Night:

Wed., Dec. 9 at 7 p.m.

Elections will be held:

Thurs., Dec. 10, lOam-Spm

• All eligible staff can vote in the elections for Editor-in-Chief. Managing Editor,
and Editorial Editor.

•All other desk editors will be voted for by their current staff.

• Staffstatus = 6 articles, with at least 3 for a particular desk written this semester
to be counted as staff of that desk.

•Staff lists will be checked at the voting box.

•Please see Managing Editor Brooke C. Wheeler for an application.

•This information is accurate as of Tuesday, November 24, 1992.

The Collegian is an E.O.E.
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Nationality vs. personality
Thanksgiving — and due to the kind-

ness ofAmericans I am not left to languish
in theCampus Center hotel butam whisked
away to see family life, only partially ob-
scured by an enormous turkey. More than
ever, away from the rarefied atmosphere of
campus, I am a stranger in a strange land
made aware of my nationality.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG

Fighting for bigotry in the mihtary
Bill Clinton has promised to lift the ban

on gays in the military. General Colin Powell
says that "the presence of homosexuals
within the ai-med forces would b>e prejudi-
cial to good order and discipline," mimick-
ingmilitarybigotswho,inthel940s,fought
African-American integration into the
armed forces. Today military higher-ups
continue fighting for their bigotry, dis-

playing the myopic donkey-brained
obstinance the anny values in its leaders.

Barry

DEUTSCH
One such leader appeared on "Larry

King Live" last week, Rear Admiral C.A.
Hill of the U.S. Navy (retired). Admiral
Hill claimed attempts to acquire lovers
"ofcourse is almost inevitable with homo-
sexual men. . . There's a difference when
you talk about the confinement ofmen in

close quarters for long periods of time,
when you have someone who looks at
those, those individuals differently than
the normal, and I mean the normal."

Hill's argument rests on the military's

inability to discipline the behavior ofrank-
and-file soldiers. Are our army's leaders
really so incompetent?

Hill cited Gary Studds as "a good ex-

ample," claiming Studds was unable to

tell right from wrong, impl3dng all gay
men share this deficiency. Hill uses such
ludicrous "proof partly because he's a
hateful cretin, blinded by his own bigotry,

but also because there's no real evidence
for his position.

Is there evidence for Clinton's position?

Certainly. Consider the Danish army, which
is open to gays. Danish General Kristian
Anderson, questioned about problems with
gays serving, responded: "No, should there
be? I've been in the air force since 1954, and
I can't remember one problem caused by
someone being a homosexual."

Denmark's army isn't alone. According
the The Washington Monthly, only five of
the 16 NATO countries have policies re-

stricting homosexuals. Three of the five

(Canada, Australia and the United States)
"are expected to lift their bans on gays in

the mihtary in the near future."

In Israel, military service is mandatory
for everyone. Said one former Israeli sol-

dier: "I never witnessed any morale
problems caused by homosexuals. . . There
were openly gay soldiers I encountered,
but no one seemed to resent it. It's not an
issue. I don't know why it is in America."

It's an issue here because leaders like

Admiral Hill are bigoted. In the grand
army tradition, they're willing to sacrifice

practical military considerations to per-
sonal prejudice: the U.S. mihtary has lost

20,000 soldiers to this regulation since
1980, throwing millions of dollars in

training costs down the drain.

The most pitiful aspect of this mess is

that the intolerance of military leaders
seeps to the lower ranks. As far down as
the UMass ROTC, one can hear Hill's

inane arguments echoed byyoung recruits.

Hopefully, they'll be the last generation of
recruits to find such bigotry acceptable.

Barry Deutsch is a Collegian cartoonist

As the revelries get more drunken after
Thanksgiving dinner, an uncle launches
into a defence of Sen. Joe McCarthy. "I

liked him," he says with a devilish glint in
his eye. Eventually I end up pelted with
Lipton tea bags in a kind of twisted re-

enactment ofthe Boston Tea Party ( when,
let me get this right. Native Americans
dressed as Englishmen and dumped each
other into Boston harbor as a protest
against. . . tea?). Fortunately everyone
has passed out before it is time to play
"Battle of Yorktown."

Again and again this happens: while
abroad, you are reduced to that lowest
common denominator— nationality, and
something curious happens to character,
personality is submerged in nationality.
It happens because people aren't inter-

ested in you but an Englishman. When
asked about Clinton, or Charles and Diana
or Letterman it's not for my opinion that
they are asking, but somethingamorphous
— the English Opinion.

The frightening thing is that you start
to conform to the expectations ofothers.My
accent has become more pronounced in

the last three months, I take my Marmite
(a yeast extract spread British children

are raised on, which causes Americans to

dissolve i nto a foaming mess on contact » to

breakfast every morning. I drink Earl
Grey tea constantly, and the final evi-

dence ofa gi-oss transformation came this

weekend when I caught myselfjust about
to defend the monarchy.

But after this past week I don't think
the monarchy will need any defending.
The troubled institution will be safe for

another thousand years in light of an
attack made Wednesday. Attacks on the
monarchy are not unusual but this a.ssault

came from Wolfgang Von Geldern, a Ger-
man member ofParliament, who said, "No
one in Europe seriously wants a monar-
chy," apparently forgetting the Spanish,
Dutch, Belgians, Danish, Norwegians and
Swedish. There is nothing like advice from
a German to raise the backs of Little

Englanders like Tory M.P. Sir Nicholas
Fairbairn, who replied, "I doubt there is a
person in Germany who does not know the
name ofour sovereign which is good enough
reason to keep her glorious majesty. . . on
the throne of Great Britain," a typical
piece ofTory logic equating notoriety with
worth, by which logic Vlad the Impaler's
descendents should look to regain power
in Rumania.

Fairbairn confirms my suspicion that
recent adverse publicity for the royal fam-
ily only strengthens them. For Britain,

Empireless, Thatcherless and largely pow-
erless, the most comforting thing about the
royals is they manage to capture the front

pagesofmagazines like Time andNeu'sweek
for a country that would otherwise languish
in cold obscurity in the North Atlantic rain.

Jesse Armstrong is a Collegian colum-
nist

Malcolm didn't applaud isolation
Nov. 18, 1 attended the 2 p.m. showing

of Malcolm X. I thought the movie was
representative of the man's all too brief
life and an accurate description of his
ideologies and his teachings. But, one thing
troubled me.

It was the part in the film when a White
woman approached Malcolm X, who was
on his way to give a lecture. She nervously
approached him and his bodyguards and
stated how she agreed with what he said
and asked what she could do to help his
cause. Malcolm replied, "Nothing," and
walked on. At this point, about a third of
the theater broke the cardinal rule of the
movies by bellowing out their approval
random hoots and claps. It is not the
talking that upset me; rather it was sim-
ply the context in which it occurred.
When Rocky wins a fight or Arnold

kills the bad guy this type of behavior is

permissible. But when a man trying to

change the world blatantly rejects assis-

tance, it is not. Granted, Malcolm's beliefs

at the timeju.stified his remark but, before
he was murdered, blowing offthat woman
was one of his biggest regrets.

Hoots and claps at this point in the film

go against the me.s.sage Malcolm X taught;
it shows naivete. Malcolm was not for

isolation and polarization of the races. He
knew racism in America went much deeper
than a difference in skin color.

Racism is a societal evil that needs to be
eliminated with all people together. The.se
actions reveal the need for education; if

people were cheering, it proves they do not
understand the truths the man was teach-
ing. He later did not approve of his actions
and he had the courage to admit it (which
was left out ofthe movie). Education is the
means through which to amend this prob-
lem. As the old adage goes. "Think before
you act." To think one must have the fact.s

and the only way to get the facts is to study
and learn, which is what? p]ducation.

Brooks Medoff
Amherst

Military is recycling
the same tired lines

Mike Morrissey,you are right | Collegian, Nov. 20]. The
military can't afford to be politically correct. Only White
male heterosexuals should be allowed to serve. Women
are too distractingand AfricanAmericans can't be trusted.

Just a cozy homogeneous group of bigoted good ol' boys
like you and Norm Schwartzkopf discussing morale and
getting blown up.

In 1948, President Truman ordered the armed forces

desegregated. The military stubbornly resisted desegre-

gation using precisely the same arguments heard today

regarding homosexuals in the military. Officials claimed

Truman's order would "seriously impair the accom-

plishment of the military mission," and "no White man
would ever take an order from a Black man."

Forty-fouryears later, everymanandwoman in uniform

is taking orders from an African American who is the

chairman ofthe Joint Chiefs ofStaff, Gen. Colin Powell. It

is the soldiers who continue to be bigoted, not gays and

lesbians, who should be thrown out the military.

What rationale do you have for patronizing an army.

Queer Nation, that goes to extreme nonviolent lengths to

save lives, while defending the ideals of the "real army,"

the military, that uses horrible weapons to kill people, all

in the name of peace?

You are out of touch, Mike Morrissey. You are a

dangerous and irresponsible and ignorant and have no

business writing for a college newspaper.

Phillip M. Entwhistle
Williamsburg

Massive stroke isn't normal life experience'
I am appalled by Mary Frances Piatt's letter

I Col-
legian, Nov. 18 ). While she presents valid and appropri-
ate argiunents regarding social and physical barriers
to disabled persons in life, and at UMass, I cannot allow
her initial two paragraphs to go unanswered.

She states, "Acquiring a disability is not a tragedy;
it is a fact of life, a normal life experience," going on to
say the only tragedy is systemic oppression of and
discrimination against people with disabilities. These
statements were in response to an article about an 1 8-

year-old woman who suffered a massive stroke and is

now a quadriplegic and unable to speak.
I don't know what reality Ms. Piatt came from where

having such a dramatic thing happen would be consid-
ered a "normal life experience." Eighteen-year-old
women do not routinely have strokes, and we can safely
assume from the extent of her deficits that she came
very close to death with the stroke. The patient and her
family would not be normal if they did not grieve the
abrupt, and yes, tragic loss of function. It would be very
normal for them to also think that it might be better is

she had died. This is part of the processing of such a
change that anyone would go through when faced with
acquiring a disability or chronic or terminal illness.

These events for this woman and her family are far
outside the normal realmofexperience. Howcananyone
truly believe this is not a tragedy?

If having a disability is a "normal life e.xperience,"

why are we all as individuals not actively .seeking to

become disabled in our preferred manner? Does anyone
who is blind want to be blind? If that person were
offered the chance to have the blindness reversed,
wouldn't she or he jump at the chance? Don't most
disabled persons seek maximum ways to adjust to their
particular limitations, not just to try to fit into our
"ableist" world, but so they can do whatever they wish
to the extent of their abilities, to communicate and
interact with others, to contribute to society in work
and art, to live the fullest lives they can? In my career
as a physician, I have never met anyone who liked their
disability, who would not choose to reverse it ifpossible,
just as I have never met anyone who like their terminal
cancer or arthritis or heart disease or even acne!
We all have tragedies happen to some extent in our

hves. Anyone who hasadisabilityhassuffereda tragedy.
It is not impossible to adjust to change, however trau-
matic. We must not continue to mourn our loss. It is

important to recognize such a dramatic (perhaps small
to others, sometimes

)
change does not need to be grieved,

and .should not be discounted so callously.
We can infer from her letter that Ms. Plf.tt has some

physical disability. 1 do not see this to be as much of a
problem for her as her blatant lack of human compas-
sion and .sympathy toward a fellow human being who
has had a devastating and tragic illness. This seems to
me a far worse disability than :iny physical deficit.

Karen Nepveu, M.D.
Greenfield
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It was a very good kickofTfor the holiday season."
But retailers also remained wary, perhaps remember-

ing the disappointing holiday seasons of 1989, 1990 and

"At this point, we're still cautiously optimistic about
the balance of the season," Howard said.

That caution is understandable— there are still signs
that many consumers, while feeling better about the
economy and shopping this Christmas, are again work-
ing within a tight budget.

Dayton Hudson's strongest business was at its lower-
priced Target discount stores, spokeswoman Ann
Barkelew said. The company's Mervyn's clothing stores
didn't fare as well, and the most popular items sold there
included gifts within a specific price range, such as under
$10 or under $20.

But other signs indicated a potentially strongshopping
season.

Sears reported strong sales for such "big-ticket" items
as major appliances, as well as for video games like Sega
Genesis and Super Nintendo. Target stores reported
strong sales of electronic merchandise and jewelry.

At Pier 1 Imports Inc.. shoppers "seemed to be buying
the higher-priced items." chairman Clark Johnson said.

"We had a great weekend." Johnson said, adding that
he was raising his sales projections for the season.

The torrid pace of the first weekend is likely to slack
off in the first week of December, then pick up in the last
10 days of the season, if the pattern of previous years
holds. Many consumers will be waiting to see if prices
come down, while others will be pressed for shopping
time or just procrastinating.

HEY, BEHIND YOU! — A common view for commuters.
JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN

LEARN WHILE YOU EARN
THE MULLINS CENTER

TUESDAY DECEMBER 1ST
' 10:00AM - 6;00PM
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 1009
Work Study and Non-Work Study Positions Available

*CONCERT/EVENT STAFF*
*ICE RINK PERSONNEL*

OFFICE HELP*
FACILITY MAINTENANCE*

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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Universidad Nacional Agraria, La Molina, Lima, Peru.
He received his master's and doctoral degrees from

this University, and conducted his post-graduate re-
search at the Laboratory for Hybridoma Research.
Amherst College.

Smyth's extensive poultry research earned him the
Poultry Science Association Merck Research Award in
1985 for his outstanding contributions l he field.

Smyth received his bachelor's degree .a animal sci-
ence from the University of Maine and his master's and
doctorate in animal science from Purdue IJniversity. He
has been a University faculty member s . e 1949.

—Universiiy News Office

The
Collegian-

Its' not just

for breakfast

anymore.
Try it for

lunch.

Or even
dinner.

Mikey likes

it.

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other^hand, \*i\'arin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniendy So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vix arin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

^-.s,er,,o„.
Revile witf. VIVARIN:

Amherst

Laundromat
Open 7 dat'S

8nni-<»|)m

Drop-Off or
Self Service

Wa^lui)}; Miichinc
Starting at SI

Attendant available

all day.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253-5072

VIVARIN
forfastpicK up -safe as coffee

..//<

>Jiron^ MdirKvd (Ajnain> rnnnr (vuA'iNMnii*- ruf^'lf tr<4tM ' I'^i; MntihUjrf hrKnifri

Round Trip! from Niw Yofi Stirring ic

CANCUN $ 310
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE CR. 470
BEJUJN 498
WARSAW 625

^ BANGKOK 949
lixei not includ*<l. Restrictiont ipply-

Fares tubject to changa A avajlabil)ty.

Call about one way«. We hsu*
EURAIL panes on the SPOTI

79 South Pleaiant Street
'rfTtient. MA 0IC»2

256-1261
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It's a bird...

It's a plane...

It's dead!
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

Superman 75
DC Comics

I'm sorry. I promised myself I wouldn't subject
you all to this. I was going to ignore the hype, just
review some other comic and keep myself above it

all.

But it's almost eight in the morning and I've

been up all night and that other column isn't

getting anywhere and I'm feeling decidedly bitter
about this whole affair.

You see. Superman died a couple weeks ago.
Now, I was never a big fan of the Man from

Krypton. I was always more partial to the Batman
myself It doesn't matter why; anybody who was
ever a fan of superheroes has their own favorites
and their own reasons for those favorites.

So it's not the fact that he died that bothers me.
I mean, he's, what, 54 years old? In real-time years
anyway, since he was created in 1938. God knows
what that is in superhero years.

It's the manner of his death that bugs me. This
75th issue ofSuperman which is selling millions
of copies across the country, this 24-page epic in
which an international icon of Truth, Justice and
the American Way is laid to rest. I mean, cheesy as
the big guy was, he sure as hell deserved better
than this unpardonable piece of dreck.

I'm not going to bother to tell you who wrote and
drew it. Most of you have never heard of him and
most ofyou never will and that is just fine by me.
Suffice it to say that it is based on the "high" concept
ofevery page being a splash page, full ofhuge static
images that stop any possibility of storytelling
dead in its tracks.

Also that every picture is lifted from comics of
days gone by, and lifted incompetently to boot; that
every line is stolen verbatim from endless reams of
action trash before it, with only the names changed
to protect the almighty copyright.

Suffice it to say that the agent ofhis destruction.
Doomsday (takes your breath away, don't it?), is a
huge hulking muscle-bound villain who shows up
out of nowhere and begins to destroy things for no
other reason than to lure Superman to him so they
can beat each other to death.

Ifhe ever said anything or provided any further
rationale for his existence, I never caught it —

Turn to SUPERMAN, poge 8

New releases offer old sounds
Retro hit and miss from 27 Various, Carpetbaggers
By MARK K. ANDERSON
Collegian Staff

Fine
The 27 Various
Clean

Country Miles Apart
The Carpetbaggers
Clean

Record producer Mitchell Froom ( Richard Thompson.
Los Lobos, Suzanne Vega, etc. ) was recently interviewed
about the current state of the recording industry. "I

frankly don't know how young up-and-coming artists can
deal with the instruments and equipment of today." He
observed. "I have yet to hear one modern keyboard, for
example, which has any hint of personality. All the
quirks and overtones are suppressed, and the resulting
sound is so cold and clean that there's no edge."

Yet, a considerable number of up-and-coming artists
would probably express similar reservations. These days
among many denominations in "alternative" rock (what-
ever that means), the Hipster's Credo (Article One, Section
One) states ".

. . Honor thy tube amp to keep it holy."
In fact, current trends make many alternative rock

artists look and sound so Lenny Kravitz-ed that they
might as well have stepped out ofthe Way-Back Machine.
(Dial set to 1972 please, Sherman.)

Of course, with one's feet too firmly planted in the
past, a body can scarcely make any forward motion. And
therein lies the big pitfall of many on today's college
charts. If bands such as Teenage Fanclub amount to
nothing more than recycled Big Star, why bother?

The 27 Various find themselves, like so many of their
current colleagues, dancing conspicuously close to rock
and roll's reWvalist abyss. (After all, Moog and Farfisa
keyboards are the only instruments other than the
standard guitar/bass/drum trinity that these lads touch.

)

Fine, their latest album on the Minneapolis label
Clean, holds similar ground with the last album U^, both
released to a swarm of local fans and widespread critical

praise. The 'Various sound has been compared to Some-
thing Else-era Kinks, Small Faces, Plimsouls and, yes,
Big Star too.

Again, I would argue that starting with such rich
influences can only open the door for good music. In the
end, a band must offer more than just a showcase for
revisiting their childhood fans.

By my ear, Ed Ackerson's superlative songwriting
saves Fi?ie (and for that matter much of The 27 Various
back catalog that I've heard) from logging in as retro
without a hook. Catchy melodies and all around enjoyable
listening. Recommended.

Labelmates The Carpetbaggers offer a tale, albeit in
an entirely different genre, of the well-intenioned dud.
The press release for their Country Miles Apart album

The 27 Various
COURTESY SUE KYLLONEN

refers to many of the lost souls to which they pay tribute— namely those thousands of oft-neglected 1950s coun-
try musicians such asJimmie Skinner, Marvin Rainwater,
Eddie Noack, Porter Wagoner and Don Gibson.

That they seek out and emulate the lesser knowns in
country is an admirable aspect of The Carpetbagger's
approach, especially considering the current marketabil-
ity of the more mainstreamed sound in country music
today.

That they canonize such artists via cover versions
(JimmieSkinner's "One Dead Man Ago"or Bill Anderson's
"The Cold Hard P'acts of Life") gives the album a sense
that these lads are true fans. Sadly, though, nothing
about their arrangements or originals stands out as
anything noteworthy.

In the end, the album never achieves an impression
greater than the studied, academic feel of three hip
college kids playing country tunes from days gone by.
Jonathan Richman sJonothan Goes Country makes much
more pleasurable fodder for the rock and roller who's too
shy to buy Johnny Cash.

So a hearty yippee tye-yi-yay to The Carpetbaggers for
keeping young ears trained on the sounds of classic
country music like that which one might hear on WMUA's
"Country. BluesandBluegrass." Yet unlikethe27 Various,
The Carpetbaggers offer this reviewer nothing beyond
what their musical progenitors themselves can provide.
Having said that, I'd sooner recommend some of the
original formula (of which there are scads of re-issues
now appearingon the market) than Country Miles Apart.
And 1 think even the boys themselves would have to agi-ee
with me on that score.

The 27 Various: B+
The Carpetbaggers: C

Hot sounds from California's hottest zip code
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Beverly HiUs, 90210
Various Artists
Giant Records

Broadwayand movie soundtrackscame
first, and it wasn't long before that idea
crossed over into the television medium.
Such shows as "China Beach," "Twin
Peaks," and "Northern Exposure" have
put out soundtracks from their respective

shows.

So it only made sense for television's

most popular producer, Aaron Spelling, to

jump on the bandwagon. Leaving behind
the production of replica 90210s (such as
the failed "2000 Malibu Road"), he and
executive producer Darren Star have re-

cently releasedBeuer/^-f^iV/s, 90210: The
Soundtrack.

This soundtrack is a compilationofnewly
commissioned Top-40 songs. A mixture of

dance, rap, love and slow songs come to-

gether to form the perfect mix. Each song
has the power to remind you of the show
and those cool beauties from West Beverly.

For a sampling ofhow "90210" produc-

ers use music to jazz up the show's image,
take Paula Abdul's "Bend Time Back
Around" and add it to a clip of decked out
tanned students entering that beautiful

Southern California building called West
Beverly. Upbeat and catchy, this song is

perfect for the first three minutes of any
"90210" episode.

When music is added to a scene filled

with a plethora of Palm trees and beauti-

ful students, the producers are defining

what high school in Beverly Hills is really
like (how accurate are they? — wouldn't
you like to know?).

Maybe that's why millions flock to tele-

vision sets every week to see what's up
with their favorite bunch. Can you say
"emulatioji?"

ColorMe Badd returns to "902 10" after
a special appearance last season with "Got
2 Have You," a great song to use for

background music for one of Donna
Martin's numerous shopping sprees.

"Got 2 Have You" is not only uplifting,

but also has the power to make you head

out for a power walk down University
Drive or grab a partner and dance.

One ofthe best songs on the disc, and a
definite Brenda-Dylan song, is Vanessa
Williams and Brian McKnight's "Love Is."

Reminicent of Lionel Richie and Diana
Ross' "Endless Love," this slow love song
is beautifully sung that I actually felt that
like Brian and Vanessa were standing in
front of me and singing "love aches for

everyone of us. .
."

Move over David Silver and forget your
rap act because Puck and Natty's "Just
Wanna Be Your Friend" blows you away

,.. , L . . ,
COURTESY TIMOTHY WHITE

They re young, they re beautiful, they're so rich they could buy and sell us . . . they're the
too-cool cast of everyone's favorite show "Beverly Hills, 902 1

0"— and now they have their own
soundtrack.

from L.A.'s Bullistix Club and puts you
back into that drama class you took one
summer with Brenda and Donna.

Straight from Venice Beach. "Friend"
will inspire you to grab a baseball cap, put
it on your head backwards and start
dancing. Whether you're at a club just
shmoozing with friends, this song jumps
from the album higher than Donna Mar-
tin can count (sorry Tori!).

Cathy Dennis with D-Mob's "Why" will
take your mind off everything (including
Kelly Taylor or Brandon Walsh, wherever
your tastes run) by getting under your
skin to help release all your tension.

Every club in America .should be play-
ing this exhausting musical experience
because "Why" i s the latest uitimate dance
song where you and all your friends can
dance the night away. Clubs like Los An-
geles' Roxbury thrive and ultimately exist
on dance sensations like this. You won't be
able to stop yourself from singing the
chorus "whoaa..." with Cathy.

Shanice's "Saving Forever For You" is
a beautifullycomposed musical effort that
succeeds in settinga laid back atmosphere
no matter where you listen to it. A smart
addition to a special scene (how about
Andrea and Brandon doing di nner at Spago— instead of the Peach Pit?).

Instead, this song. was wasted when
someone decided to thrust it into the clos-
ing credits ofthe last two "902 1 0" epi .sodes.
This only makes "90210" look like a slot to
run MTV videos.

Another pop song is "All The Way To
Heaven," sung by Jody Watley. Even
though it's a decent dance tune. "Heaven"

Turn to 90210. page 8
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Superman
continued from page 7

though I'm sure there's some cHche or
other at the heart of it all. "He's a symbol
of Armageddon!" perhaps, or "He's the
ultimate challenge for a hero who swore
never to kill!" or some such bulls—t. To be
quite frank I haven't been able to read it

all that closely.

What's worse is the damage this does to
the medium of comics as a whole. Because
Superman is so popular ( and he's owned by
major media conglomerate Time Warner),
dreck like this gets megapublicity. And
some Jane or Joe or Akbar or Letisha
Schmoe out there is going to say, "Golly,

comics! I remember those. Didn't I hear
they grew up? Maybe I'll give them another
chance."And they'll huyacopy ofSiiperninn
75 — if they can find one that hasn't been
jacked to ten dollars a copy by speculation
( yes, ten dollars, I kid you not )— and they'll

rip open the black plastic baggie with the
stupid bloody Superman S on it— a collec-

tive gasp rises from the collective throat of
fandom — and John or Rachel or Kelly or
Huan Schmidt will read this piece of gar-
bage and say, "Nope. Comics are just as
stupid as I remember them being. Boy, was
I dumb."
And that's one more person who believes

comics to be nothing more than stupid
adolescent male power fantasies, and
that's one more person who will never pick
up another comic again.

That collective gasp, by the way, went
up from the collective throat of fandom
because in this day and age, one doesn't
read comics anymore. Comics— this type
of comic, anyway — are sold in sealed
plastic baggies, you see, and if you open
the baggie, the value ofthe comic decreases.
Comics have become junk bonds. Insane
speculation drives the price up beyond

belief, and frenetic suckers are always
available.

To give you some idea, a similar mar-
keting ploy recently sold 3 million copies
ofa comic to an estimated 500,000 people.
Quick math shows you that's an average
of six copies per person. At 10, 20, 30, 50
dollars a pop — Boesky never had it so
good. I understand the new Catholic cat-

echism pronounces financial speculation
to be a sin, and for once I find myself in

agreement with the Pope. We could use a
little divine retribution here.

Because this is ultimately so God
damned meaningless! Do any ofyou really

believe that a major company has shut off

such a lucrative source of marketing dol-

lars? Nobody kills the goose that lays the
golden eggs anymore; they lock it into a
factory farm and force-feed it growth
hormones. Duracell has already cancelled
their use of Superman in a major ad
campaign — do you think Time Warner
will stand for much more of that?

He'll be back in four, five months. Tops.
Part ofme looks for the silver lining in

all this. It could be the death-knell of the
superhero. Sales have been slipping. More
and more people are discovering that you
can do any damn thing you want in com-
ics, despite the apparent stranglehold
these bloated super cash cows hold. After
all. Superman was the first to come. Maybe
he's the first to go.

I apologize once again for subjectingyou
all to this wave of bile. Do yourself a favor,

go out and buy a comic, any comic but this

one. I humbly offer my recommendations;
everything I've reviewed this past semes-
ter is head, shoulders, chest, thighs, knees,
shins and ankles above this.

And at this point they all cost less than
this Supercrap.

90210
continued from page 7

comes out sounding like it's trying to

imitate Sheena Easton with the almost
carbon copy "love" lyrics, sounding more
like Easton's "So Far So Good" from the

About Last Night soundtrack.

Unfortunately, more well-known
songs like R.E.M's "LosingMy Religion"

( played after Brenda's pregnancy scare

last season) and Roxette's "Joyride"

( played when Andrea and Brenda gave
their drama teacher a driving tour —
this is L.A. afterall — of the City Of
Angels) didn't make the final cut.

Also missing is Sophie B. Hawkins
"Damn, I Wish I Was Your Lover,"

which was inserted to Kelly and Dylan's

clandestine rendezvous from the
"Summer of 90210" episodes.

However, the tunes that did make
it, including John Davis' title theme
song, are aiTanged in an order to offer

the ultimate mix. Laugh if you want
too, but this disc will make a great

addition to your CD collection.

So, even if your not a "90210" fan

consider the disc anyway — it's defi-

nitely worth it.

ACRONYMBLE REMINDER
Hey — only two more Acronymble contests left this

sememster— so get your submissions in so you won't miss
a chance to win fantastic prizes! Send your submissions in

by this Wednesday and check out Thursday's This Weekend
section to find out if you're a lucky winner. Drop those
entries to the Collegian Arts Desk, 113 Campus Center and
you too could be a big, big winner!

This Week's letters: J - E - F - F -

1

The Collegian-
A paper only a mother could love.

(And we sometimes wonder about that, too.)

Recycle this Collegian
Recycle this Collegian
Recycle this Collegian
Recycle this Collegian

Recycle this Collegian
Recycle this Collegian

YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT HIS DEATH

iMeditation
Mental clarity.

Mystical experiences

.

Emotional balance.

Spiritual depth.

Learn hov

Now.

Special Class Tonight
UMass Campus Center

Intro: 7:00-8:00
Advanced:8: 1 5-9:45

11/18 Rm.91l 11/25 Rm.803
11/30Rm.805 12/9 Rm.803

Event Added!
Dec.2 in Boston/

Free Music Meditation
tapes foryoul

FREE
Imighlby
TTm BoMon MMHatfon SoeMy

m THE WHOLE STORY AT

^ SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics, Cards, Qames & More...5% Student Dsicount

Hampshire Mall, Hadlcy 586-8775 • Ingelsidc Mall, Holyokc 532-9797

Open Monday-Saturday 10am-9pm Sunday 12pm-5pm

Novamber 1, 1992

The Mug Shot

'^

Create your ownl^Usidrnfesaf^Ljl with your
favorite picture or saylh^^^p^gfe^takc your picture

at our Hamp^hlr^M^ftiocation.
A great gift \dea fpr^riendej^mily or anyone.

' "^-^y^' -H li^^;;^J'\;\^^r^:};^^

TM DC Comics Inc '- 199? All Rights Reset ved

£^^^i[ ^4f(u'^fjriemorie^fw a lifetime.—
• Coupon . 1 I

Grand Opening
THe Mug Shot

Coupon Value is %y^ toward Purchase
of a mug with Student ID.

Coupon Expires December 15, 1992L J

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
SUS\E, Q^U
I CO?^ VOVJR

AHswtes ?

BECAVJSt ^D GET
A GOOD GRADE

SO ITS VJRONG
TO GET REVJARDS

tW HAVEHT
E^RUtD

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
I'VE NEVER WEARD OF
AHSOME VJWO COULDNT

U\|E ylin^ IMKT
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By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

DOONESBURY

SoywC W\Vn4 of

of ^««s4|0V\Jo*vif.

Wvve\M vtVv«\t K«w4
of ^tf^vs $-t«M€

Vx WVtl +• bo'/.

By JIM

0sy>^%\H^fS 'for i+
fo¥»^e -h*!^*.

By GARRY TRUDEAU

Laler, Edna was forced to sell her

brussels sprout house.

Quote of the Day
"Our t'aitli in tiie present dies out long

before our faitii in tiie future."

—Ruth Bc'ueclict

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
^X.T'u «er vovj Alt Ate a

Lot o^J -THft>JKJ(,iyiw(<,, n\iM'

Noo TMOOCsrfT Sou WERE

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

A Svj&faEmoN . .

.

How ASouT Some..

TURKEY?/

SKATE BOY & RURU

ARIES iM.irih JlApnl l'»i:

Making your |M)sfii()n iiysl.il c Ic.ir

•.IV)uldui|)c,iHjy(H|irfvri1l j iiiis-

umliTsl.iiulinK. Ot-.il vmiIi b.inks,

( rcclilors .iiul .1 !>i\ .i^incv liiil.iy.

( lice k on iiivur.inif c ov<t,ihi- ,inil

riHi'iil iimviiiH'iiN .IS well.

TAURUS lApril JIIM.iy .'Oi: A
UixkI Jjy lo unci <>ul wliclhcr ( .i|h1,iI

.111(1 l.il)<>r will Ih- ,iv.iil,il)k- >li<nilil

liny l>c ri'(niircil,

GEMINI IM.iy Jljiinc Jill: A
< lov incndsliip is Iruly IkmuIiiuI,

Kcni.iiii cilm jml avcml .ir.i;uiii>;

wlifii cliiKrcnio III opiniiin jrisf.

C uil) .1 IindfiK y in -,|k'iuI moiicv.

CANCER llmif Jl-july JJi:

IXiiMKy()uru()fkufllri'()uirosl)(>|li

.1 quitk rf>|)(iiist' ,in<J '.(n'Miivily in

DlluT |HO|)li''s prohlcMis. Monx'iv
liiin |)r(>|)fls you .ilonn Ihc ( .irit i

liiHli«.iy. You Ici-I Hrc.il .ilxuil re

kiMiii; .11 homi' Ihis I'vcnin;;,

LEQijuly J i-AuK. 11): Mi\.u|iv

iiuonimiini<.ilii)nc()ul(l.iiii(llr.iul

|)ljns, roiii.iiKi' or your uork. > on
mjki- U|) your niincl .iIkkiI ,i iloiiu s

Ik iii.illi-r,">ourl,K()rile|H'rv)nu.in|s

lo 111- with you Uiiiit;lil. H.lvt- luiil

VIRGO lAuK. _M.Si'|)l. JJi:

IdtMv tor hooNlin;; your iiu oiiu' dr-

MT\i' morv lliouj;hi. Vou .irc .ibic lo

lind uh.)l you w.inl iMsily. ( lo>f

iriinds .ire o()(iimindcd: you ( .in

distuss lliinijs uilhoul .ir^uini;.

LIBRAiSi |>l. .'!(), I. JJI: TIhi.mi.u
lie moiic> in «li,il you .lir |>l,innin!; lo

do. VV.liI lorll1l•|)ro|Hro|^(lllll^lOlll,lkl

your |iiu li iorsu|i|Mirl. ImiiK-rscyourMli
in .1 lilcr.iryi Ijssit or fiu h.inlin(;musii

lonif;lii.

SCORPIO l( )i I. J <-Nov. J 1 1: Try i.

,

(i-slorc .in undcrsi.indinu Ih.il h.is lucn
li.idly liruisid. Voiir |irov(Hi l\ ol doiii);

••o arc niui I) liri;;lilir in iIk' allcrnoon
Rcviiu your opiions Ixiorc m.ikini; ,iii

iin|)onaiii ili< ision

SAGITTARIUS iNov. JJ-IXi . JIi:

I'liimiMni; di-wlo|)nicnN on iIh- Iioiih'

lioni arc linked lo cmiii-. al a ilNani c.

Hi'|ij|icnl\Mlluonlr.ir\ induidu.ik. Like
a ( rasli i ouiv m clKiucllr.

CAPRICORN II).,. JJ-l.in. I'll:

Loni;-rani;ilKM»is should rc()l.u(slioi|.

Ii-rin nains nou . Lil ( lu unis|an< cs J, .

lcrniinilli((orri'clU'ni)M).il«ork. flis

iliilily IS ihr surcsl u.u locnli.in( v \oiir

(arcir.

AQUARIUS U.in. Jii-fi-l). I,Si- Vou
l«nclil ironi Iryint; lo isl.ildisli ,i imii

louiidalion lor joinl iin.ini i.il sci umy. Il

may In- a |ol) lor cwiyliodv < oni cincd.

^our so( lal liic (oniinuis lo Ih' Iu-c lit

.

PISCES irdi. l'».M,inh Jtli: Key
assiK lak's may lie ullra scnsjiivr now.
lie ( onsidiralu, nol domim-crini;. ( ul

down on <oslly soc i.il inlcrl.iiniiv,;. A
|)aliiiil,di|>l<>ni.ilK a|i|iro,i( liki(|>ssou
ironi aiiMKoni/inK Iruiuls who mem
wvll.

By PITT

!

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Sarah LeVesque
PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds
Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski
Production Challis Meehan,

Jason George

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Hamburger Mac 'n Cheese
^''""'' '^"" Southern Fried Steak

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Oat Burger Lentil Chili

Clam Roll Mac 'n Cheese

I lie .,pinions expressed on this pa^c arc tho.sc ot the t.irKx.nists .ind do not nwcssarily rc-tk-( t the views oi the Cullc^um nr ihc University

ACROSS
t Sl.ir nriother

w.iy?

5 Social call

10 Sarnoan port
14 Grouper
15 Blltur

17 Geralnfs wife
18 Organize
19Cily In W Zaire

?0 Arm bone
21 Financial

windfall

22 Hail, lo Caesar
23 Desert gully

24 Goddess of the

dawn
25 About
27 Ho<!lilp force

29 Word wilti

parpd or face

32 Bring mio
fl.lrrnony

.11 rjiilr.li.-if

Ifi (Jiiail fnniily

3() Aflernoon

respites

38 Sloryleller

40 Stopper
4 1 c:irf flown
43 Riirds

44 Flerrled

oHirials

45 Prickly pear
4 7 nrimrti

ctiaracter

48 Multipurpose
vetiicle

49 Ctiessman
51 1.015. Roman

style

53 Reronnoilered
5fj Morsel
57 Hubtrle bubble

for one
58 [)isent.inqled

60 In a little wtiile

61 Outlininq

67 For fear lliat

63 Nortfi Sea
feeder

64 Glue
65 F'indar

oiilpul

DOWN
1 Simple

(>to1o;onn: Var
2 Face lift

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

3 School terms
4 Sweet dnnl<

5 Empty spaces
6 Tristan's

beloved
7 tturling

missiles

8 Singer Petlna

9 Dosage on a
prescription:

Abbr
'0 Brontes

"— Grey"
1

1

Sound ol

laughter

12 Division word
13 Egyptian solar

disk

16 Spock ol

•'Star trek"

23 Accustom
24 Surround

closely
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we.npon

2B Otic organ
29 Resoluie
30 Subject lo too

much light

31 Kind of scope
or compass

32 Spore sac;
33 ~ - De Valera of

Ireland

35 Loud
sound

37 Drench
39 Jungle

monarch
42 Elks

45 The very

bottom
46 Dormant
48 Thrasbold

50 Piece of pie

52 Slits in

a jacket

53 Grant by treaty
54 Angle on

branch
55 Pierce

5« Home of the

Crimson Tide,

fof short

57 — ANo, Cal.

59 Tam o'thanttr,

e.g.
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Running a newspaper without a computer system that's up to date
and in good repair would almost be more trouble than it's worth.

We should know.
The Collegian is

sorely in need
of computer
equipment for
the Newsroom.

The current system is well
beyond being outdated
and is starting to fall

apart.

If you or your business has any
equipment which you might
consider donating to the

Collegian, please contact us at
545-3500.

Thank you very much.

RESE R VE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584 4112 • 535-1888

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.

NOXICTE
Attention students currently enrolled in

Classics 224, Greek Mythology

and Classics 325, Near Eastern Mythology:

Class meetings will

resume at the regularly scheduled meeting times

and places on Monday,

Nov. 30. Please be there!

If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh-
man or sophomore, you can still catch
up to your classmates by attendmg
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in

leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of

an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

ARMYROTC
THE SMiUlTEST COLLEGE

COURSEYOU CAN TAKE.

$24.95 RESUME

PACKAGE

RESUME

PACKAGE
Volid until A\m end of 1 992.

Includes: 1 page resume typesetting

25 copies on resume paper

25 matching blank sheets & envelopes

Storage on disk (min. 1 year)

228 Triangle Sfreet

Amherst, MA 01002
549-3840 • FAX 549-2868

Find Out More: Contact John Hedly
Military Science Department • 545-2321

ri^iising • Family • Student Rigtits /
:ivil Rights • Workers Rights?^ /

[Criminal • Consumei La\^'

\ Military and Draft Ijikw

922 Campus Center S4S-199S

COLLEGIAN

Russian court
may endanger
Yeltsin's rule
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Russia's Constitutional Court could
provide gi-ounds for Boris Yeltsin's impeachment ifit rules
Monday that he improperly banned the Communist Party
last year. Russian newspapers and legal scholars say.
A ruling in Yeltsin's favor would give the president a

moral boost and deprive his opponents ofa major weapon
before the Congress of People's Deputies, controlled by
former Communists, opens Tuesday.

While it is doubtful that hard-line lawmakers who
have threatened to impeach Yeltsin can muster a two-
thirds majority in the 1,046-member Congress, the court
could give then the legal grounds — and political mo-
mentum — to try.

The panel of 13 judges is scheduled to rule Monday on
a lawsuit by pro-Communist legislators who contend
Yeltsin exceeded his constitutional authority when he
banned the former ruling party after a failed August
1991 coup against President Mikhail Gorbachev.

The court wrapped up a four-month trial Nov. 13.
Since then, the judges have deliberated behind closed
doors and given no clues about their decision.

"We know that a bomb is going to drop" when the
verdict is announced, the daily Izvestia said last week.
"But we don't know how many magatons it will be, or on
what side it will fail."

The court, created just one year ago, is the ultimate
authority on constitutional issues but do not consider
criminal cases. Nine ofthe 13 judges are former Commu-
nists.

The timing of the decision has raised suspicions that
the court wants to influence the political process.

But the judges have demonstrated their indepen-
dence from other branches ofgovernment in prior rulings— particularly in their first case last January, when they
shocked Yeltsin's administration by overturning his plan
to combine the KGB and Interior Ministry into a "super-
ministry" of security.
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WRITE FOR THE COLLEGIAN-
irS NEVER TOO LATE TO GET INVOLVED
COME DOWN TO 113 CAMPUS CENTER

OR CALL 545-3500 FOR MORE INFORMATION

INTER INTERSESSION • /993
*

JANUARY 4 JANUARY 16

Don't put your education
on ice this winter breal< —
enroll in UMoss Lowell's
Winter Intersession. This

highly concentrated, two-
week session is perfect if

you wont to earn college
credit to get ahead in your
educational progrann. And
if you're enrolled in another
university, it's a great way
to earn transfer credits.

Credit Courses (3 credits)
available in:

• Liberal Arts

• Sciences
• Mathematics
• Computers
• Social Sciences
• Management
• Music

Cost: $95/credit

^

UMass Lowell
Continuing Education

*

Day classes: Mon-Sat,
9am- 12:30pm
Evening classes: Mon-Fri,
6-9:30pm and Sat, 1 -4:30pm

Moke your winter break really

count! For a Winter Interses-

sion bulletin, call the Division of
Continuing Education at (508)
934-2480. Or just fill out the
coupon below and mail it to:

University of Massachusetts
Lowell. Division of Continuing
Education, One University
Avenue, Lowell, MA 01854.

Name

state Zip

Address

City

Phone ( ) __^
College __^
Ttie University of Massachusetts Lowell is an Attirnnative
Action/Equal Opportunity Title IX Employer

BOOGA!
Got an idea

for a story?

Want to get

published?

Come down
to the

Collegian,

113 Campus
Center

Basement,

and give it a

shot.

Sii^
Vision
^wcase

I. vy(';;ias'S'C,V(V, .o:ari

ik EYEGLASSES t<
j

^ CONTACT LENSES ik t

l!

i^ EYE EXAMINATIONS ^
|

^ 584-8324 i^ i

Hampshire Mall, Hadley I

Eye Examination performed by
Dr. Robert E. Delaney

Independant Doctor of Optometry

Price includes:

Frames from our special selection,
1st & 2nd division clear uncoated

plastic lenses, and,
a Standard Eye Examination

Please Present This Coupon
at time of purchase

Offer expires 3/31/93 & precludes

previous offers

College I.D. Required

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES FOR RENT HELP WANTED

Inttituta for ths Haaling of Racism
Tuesday 7 pm
CCRM 917

All are welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Andraa and friand who looked at my
apartment, 308 Nortli Pleasant (near

BayBanks), and talked to Robert Shumway
last spring, please call Dave: 253-7522.

Attantion Southwait!
It's a winter Snowball Bash and you are

invited

Dec. 11 9pm 1am
Student Union Ballroom
Only S6 for food, dancing. OJ and a great

party I

Tickets on sale now at DCs
Ba publlthadt If you're an artist, poet,

writer, or photographer, submit your work
to Spectrum at 406 E Student Union
building (Above the Credit Union! by Dec.
11. Info call 545-2240

Bad and Braakfaat downtown Amherst
5490733

Amharat 2 bodroom apt
1 room for rent

2 full baths w/heat included

On bus route

available immediately

Call Tom or Stacy 256-0274

AUTO FOR SALE

TRADE 83 Niaaan pickup for furKtIonal

motorcycle. Needs some work call

549 3062.

Amharst 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb
1st. A room and 1 bedroom apartment

avail. Jan 1st.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amhartt-Balchartown line 3 to 5 bed
room homes on bus route call 586-4270

Lavaratt - closa to campus - room in

sunny home in exhange for 12 hours of

child care per week plus some light

housekeeping duties must be available

for early morning (7 am - 8:30 am) and

some afternoons (3:30 pm-5 pm) car es

senlial some transporting of children.

Two famalaa for double bedroom Presi

dential apts 162 Each * 549-4705

FOR SALE

Tandy 200 Portabia computer 2 Power
Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O

Drivers $7-$10 per hour
Start immediately
Apply Domino's Pizza

241 King St. Northampton

Holiday jobs for the environment
Work with MASSpirg to pass the

toughest environmental laws in the

country.
' Learn campaign skills

• Stop Pollution
• Make a difference!

Call Carmen 256 6434

International Employment - Make
S2000<> per month teaching English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Many provide
room and board and other benefits. Fi

nanciaily culturally rewarding. For pro-

gram call: (206)632-1 146 ext. J5001

Typist ia needed part time to work on
Macintosh computer. Call Raia for an
appointment 549-3840

Want to travel free, earn cash and re-

sume exeperience? Students and
oranizalions call College Tours to join our
team I We have 25 years experience, great

prices, hotels, and destinations.

Call 1-800 959 4sun

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break.

Established company with many years

experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip lo Cancun.
Call 1-800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

Lost silver and torquoisa claddaugh
ring somewhere on campus 11/19. If

found call 253 2733.

MUSICIANS

ROOM WANTED

Female grad student looking to rent room
in house for spring semester. Prefer laid

back but considerate individuals. Please call

5082286265

ROOMATES WANTED

Single room avail, in spacious house sping
sem call 665 0265 190 00/mo«..

Band seeking experienced lead
singer and keyboard/organ player.

Covers and originals. Influences include

Cream, the Meters, King Curtis. Serious
inquiries only. 549 5862.

PERSONALS

Congratulations to Tri Sigma's new
Chapter Officers:

Stephanie. Kristen, Kim, Leslie, Holly,

Meredith and Laurie.

Good luck in 19931

Happy 20th Birthday Kane & Tracey
only 365 days leftl We love you and
with you both the besll Your roomates
in #8 Say, Can, and "B"

Staraveting, Moonshine
Walker777 You're my midsummer
night's dream I love you. Can I have my
pants back? Audrey D.

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area lor free

testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549-1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 0821

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Coming Dec. Isl

Mountain Farms Mall

Info. 256 1375

TRAVEL

Save on spring break '93

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida from
31 191 Book early, save SSS^ Group dis-

counlsll 1 800 426 7710

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

SKI - Intercollegiate ski weeks only

S209 Includes: 5 day lift lickel/5 nights

lodging (Mountainside condo)/5 days
intercollegiate activities (Drinking age
181, sponsored by Labatts. Molson and
Mt. Sutton, Canada (Just across the Ver
moni border) groupleaderdiscounul Jan.

3 8, Jan. 10 15 aiid Springbreak '93. Call

Ski Travel Unlimited 1 800 999 SKI 9.

Taka it off I

Spring Break '93

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida

Save SSS Before Jan. 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Typing Word Processing
Resumes, reports, theses, dissertations.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323-5031

Typing $ 1/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586 5268.

WANTED

Need cash for Holidays I will buy your
sports cards. Complete sel or single cards.

Call Dave 546 5690
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Sports
COLLEGE BASKETBALL

AP TOP 25

1. Michigan (0-0)

2. Kansas (0-0)

3. Duke (0-0)

4. Indiana (4-0)

5. Kentucky (0-0)

6. Seton Hall (3-1)

7. Florida State (2-2)

8. North Carolina (0-0)

9. Memphis State (0-0)

10. Arizona (0-0)

11. Iowa (0-0)

12. Louisville (0-0)

13. Georgetown (0-0)

14. Georgia Tech (0-0)

15. Oklahoma (0-0)

16. UConn (0-1)

17. Syracuse (0-0)

18. Michigan State (0-0)

19. Tulane (1-1)

20. UMass (0-0)

21. UCLA (3-1)

22. UNLV (0-0)

23. Cincinnati (0-0)

24. Iowa State (1-1)

25. Nebraska (0-0)

Results for week 1 3 in the NFL
Referee decision upsets drive by Philadelphia Eagles
Colts 16, Bills 13 (OT)

INDIANAPOLIS — Dean Biasucci made a 40-yard

field goal to cap the opening drive of overtime to gfive the

Colts (5-7) an upset victory over Buffalo (9-3). Biasucci had
tied the game in the final minute of regulation with a 23-

yarder, and the Colts then drove 56 yards with the over-

time kickoff to set up the game-winner. Colts quarterback

Jack Trudeau passed for a season-high 337 yards.

Vikings 31, Rams 16
ANAHEIM, Calif — Sean Salisbury got his first NFL

start after seven years ofpro football. He made the most of

it, completing 23 of34 for 238 yards in reliefofthe benched
Rich Gannon. The Vikings ( 9-3 ) take theNFC Central with

their next win or Green Bay's next loss. The defeat was the

fourth in the last five games for the Rams (4-8).

49ers 20, Eagles 14
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif— The 49ers (10-2) clinched

a playoff spot and Jerry Rice tied Steve Largent's record

for career touchdown catches( 100) when he caught a 22-

yarder in the first quarter. The 49ers seemed preoccupied

with finding Rice again in the end zone for the record-

breaker, and it almost cost them the game. A drive by the

Eagles (7-5) in the closing seconds ended at the 49ers' 10

when Philadelphia was less than an inch short of a first

down.
Stealers 21, Bengals 9

CINCINNATI — The Bengals' switch from Boomer
Esiason to David Klingler didn't do much good. The
Steelers (9-3) began to blitz the rookie quarterback after

he completed his first five passes, and the defensive unit

ended up with a team-record 10 sacks. Barry Foster, the

NFL's leading rusher with 1,319 scored two touchdowns
and broke Franco Harris' team rushing record. The
Bengals (4-8) are last in the AFC Central.

In other games, Cleveland beat Chicago 27-14,

Washington routed Phoenix 41-3, Green Bay beat Tampa
Bay 19-14, Kansas City beat the New York Jets 23-7.

— ASSOCIATED PRESS

Patriots revert back to old form
By ED SHEARER
Associated Press

The Atlanta Falcons finally found a blowout they

could love.

This time it was the Falcons, battered by 27 or more
points three times in their previous five games, deliver-

ing the blow, a 34-0 shutout of the punchless New
England Patriots on Sunday.

It was the first shutout for the Falcons (5-7) since

beating Green Bay 20-0 on Nov. 6, 1988, covering a span
of 65 regular-season and two playoff games.

Defense set the tone with two fumble recoveries, two
Deion Sanders interceptions and five quarterback sacks,

with Darion Conner in on three of them.
Billy Joe Tolliver passed for 107 yards and two

touchdowns in three quarters and rookie Tony Smith had
81 yards on 10 carries, including a 29-yard touchdown
run in the third quarter.

Atlanta held the Patriots to 105 yards, 90 of that on
the ground. Scott Zolak completed 9 of 15 passes for 58
yards, 43 of that being erased on the five sacks.

The Falcons set the tone on New England's first

possession when Conner and Tim Green dumped Zolak
for an 8-yard loss.

The Falcons needed eight plays to cover 78 yards and
take a 7-0 lead on Steve Broussard's 8-yard run with 7:4

1

left in the opening quarter.

Tolliver's 26-yard pass to Drew Hill and a 32-yard
interference penalty on David Pool ate up most of the
yardage.

ToHiver's 10-yard TD pass to Hill made it 14-0 with one
minute left in the opening quarter, and Atlanta stretched

the lead to 24-0 at halftime on an 18-yard pass from
ToUiver to Broussard and a field goal by Norm Johnson.

The scoring pass to Broussard came three plays after

Conner forced a Zolak fumble on a sack, with Mike Gann
covering for the Falcons on the New England 18.

Heisman trophy, bowl matchups still up in air
By RICK WARNER
Associated Press

With the regular season all but over,

the Heisman Trophy winner is uncertain,

the bowl picture is unclear and Miami's
No. 1 ranking is unchanged.

Miami quarterback Gino Toretta
emerged from the season's final big
weekend as the Heisman favorite, but not
an overwhelming one.

Running backs Marshall Faulk of San
Diego State, Garrison Hearst of Georgia
and Reggie Brooks ofNotre Dame will get

a lot ofvotes, and Florida State linebacker

Marvin Jones could finish in the top five

because many voters aren't happy with
any of the offensive candidates.

Toretta made a strong campaign pitch

Saturday night, completing 1 9 of35 passes
for 310 yards and one touchdown in a 63-

17 destruction of San Diego State. The

win improved his starting record to 26-1

and kept Miami on track for a second
straight national title, pluses that could
outweigh his less-than-spectacular pass-

ing stats.

"I've been impressed with him for four

years,"Miami coach Dennis Erickson said.

"Obviously I t'link he deserves it, but I

don't vote."

Faulk's Heisman hopes were damaged
by a sprained right knee, which forced him
to miss the Miami game. The nation's

leading rusher watched from the sideline

and didn't speak to reporters after the
game. But his coach, Al Luginbill, still

endorsed his sophomore sensation.

"I've always felt that Marshall is the
No. 1 contender for the Heisman,"
Luginbill said.

Hearst and Brooks, who were consid-

ered longshots last week, closed their

campaigns with big rallies.

Hearst rushed for 169 yards and three
touchdowns in a 31-17 victory over Geor-
gia Tech, while Brooks had 227 yards and
three TDs in a 31-23 win over Southern
California.

Faulk ended the regular season with
1,630 yards, compared 1,547 for Hearst
and 1,343 for Brooks.

"I hope I performed well enough," said

Hearst,who set a Southeastern Conference
record with 21 touchdowns this season.

"But whatever happens, I know I gave the
voters something to look at."

The Heisman winner will be announced
Dec. 12, a week after the matchups are set

for the Sugar, Orange, Cotton, and Fiesta
bowls.

The four major games in the new bowl
coalition can't figure out their pairings
until they know the winner of next
Saturday's SEC championship game be-
tween No. 2 Alabama and No. 12 Florida.

IfAlabama wins, it will play Miami in

the Sugar Bowl. No. 4 Texas A & M will

meet No. 3 Florida State or No. 5 Notre
Dame in the Cotton, the Big Eight cham-
pion (probably No. 11 Nebraska) will face

Florida State or Notre Dame in the Orange,
and No. 6 Syracuse will play No. 9 Colo-

rado (if Nebraska wins the Big Eight) in

the Fiesta.

IfAlabama loses next week and Florida

State moves up to No. 2. the Seminioles
would get a rematch against Miami in the
Fiesta Bowl
and the other coalition bowls would be
scrambled. Miami handed Florida State
its only loss, 19-16, on Oct. 3.

Georgia's win over Georgia Tech and
Florida's 45-24 loss to Florida State will

likely send the Bulldogs to the Citrus
Bowl against No. 15 Ohio State and the
Gators to the Gator Bowl against No. 13
North Carolina State.

JOSH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
FROM PRACTICE TO THE REAL THING — The University of Massachusetts basketball team, shown here in the

Latvian exhibition game, opens its season in Tallahassee on Wednesday against Florida State.

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
AP TOP 25

1. Miami (11-0)

2. Alabama (11-0)

3. Florida State (10-1)

4. Texas A&M (12-0)

5. Notre Dame ( 9-1-1)

6. Syracuse (9-2)

7. Michigan (8-0-3)

8. Georgia (9-2)

9. Colorado (9-1-1)

10. Washington (9-2)

11. Nebraska (9-2)

12. Florida (8-3)

13. North Carolina State (8-2-1)

14. Stanford (8-2)

15. Ohio State (8-2-1)

16. Boston College (8-2-1)

17. Tennessee (8-3)

18. Washington State (8-3)

19. Mississippi (8-3)

20. North Carolina (8-3)

21. Penn State (7-4)

22. Arizona (6-4-1)

23. Southern Cal (6-3-1)

24. Mississippi State (7-4)

25. Brigham Young (8-4)
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Mostly cloudy today,

temps in the low 40s.

Local News:
Two University of Massachusetts professors have designed
a plan to preserve the AIDS Memorial Quilt. Their plan was

discussed at a Brown Bag Lecture yesterday. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
UMass Football Coach Mike Hodges and

cornerback Don Caparotti received

postseason awards yesterday. Page 12.
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State wants
workers paid
on merit
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON - The Weld administration Monday pushed
for changes in the way the state pavs its management
workers, saying pay increaws should be based on merit
instead of years of service.

Secretary ofAdministration and Finance Peter Nessen
said the plan would pro\ide an incentive for high quality
work. -We need a system that differentiates between
employees who distinguish themselves through hard
work and exemplary performance and those who do not

"

he said.

But several legislators and union officials suggested
the plan, which would cost $4 6 million, could wind up
rewarding those who play politics best.

"The people who get the pay increases, are they the
ones who are the bootlickers, the folks who are the
pohticos?" asked Rep. Hasty Evans. R-Wayland. a member
of the Public Service Committee.

The plan would apply to 3.300 state managers, who
are not covered by union contracts.

The proposal calls for raising the ceiUngon salaries, so
that managers in different employment categories would
have a growth potential of an additional eight percent.

Raises would be given on merit. The plan would
eliimiwte automaUc salary increases and overtime for

RAG FUN - Members o. ,he Un,«,s,^ „, M.ssachu«„s Cok, Gua-d p,ac.K^ ,he.r ac'^X^.^'ow'S:^

Administration officials said they would put in place
a work performance evaluation system, but Nessen said
the legislation would be filed separately.

Committee chairman Rep. Kevin Blanchette, D-
Lawrence. said it was hard to judge a merit increase
wittont an evaluation plan. Tou're asking us to make an
incredible leap of faith." Blanchette said.

Blanchette said he is not opposed to linking pay to
performance. But he said no action would be taken on the
bill until the evaluation piece is filed.

In addiUon to a merit pay system, the plan would
increase managers' contribution to the state's health
insurance system from 10 percent to 15 percent.

It also calls for reducing the number ofdays managers
can take for sick time, personal days and holidays from 4

1

days to 31 days, cutting sick days from 15 to 8 and
eliminating two holidays Uken by state workers. Bunker
Hill Day and Evacuation Day.

The administration proposes increasingsome benefits
to managers. It would offer managers dental and optical
insurance coverage, which is currently offered to union

Turn to PAY. page 4

Gov. Clinton's record debated
President-elect said open to reason, debate on issues
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press

UTTLE ROCK. Ark. — Bill Clinton had just vetoed a
school bill and dispatched it to the Capitol marked
"disapproved" when state legislators persuaded him to
reverse course.

That evening, a state police officer used a coat hanger
to fish the bill out ofa locked Capitol office. The Arkansas
governor scratched out the first three letters of "disap-
proved." and the measure became law.

Critics say the 1985 incident shows that Clinton
cannot make up his mind, that he is so eager to please
everyone that no one is served in the end. Supporters say
he's just open to reason, a consensus builder who pushed
his state toward the 2l8t century, one compromise at a
time.

People who watched Clinton govern Arkansas for 12
years give him high marks for preparation and vision but
nuxed reviews for administrative skills and decision-
making ability.

Clinton ran an informal but intense office, showing a

sense of humor and an occasional Hash of temper.
Former chief of staff Betsey Wnght says Clinton

occasionally lost his cool, usually when he was tired,
.suffered from painful allergy fiare-ups or had been away
from his daughter. Chelsea, too long.

"I called it Chelsea withdrawal." said Ms. Wnght. now
part of Clinton's transition team.

In one instance. Clinton angrily cussed at a state
employee over the phone in a disagreement over the 1990
redistrictinK -f the state Legislature. But Clinton also
erjoys exchanging jokes and telling funny stories

Employees say Clinton is eager to reason with his
staff, and accept advice from all comers.

"Debate was expected. He like to hear all sides l)efore
making up his mind." .said Walt Patterson, a former
member of Clinton's cabinet.

Clinton liked to delegate duties in the governors
office, prompting critics to complain that many projects
began with lofty goals but withered under hishands-off
style of management.

But he also has been criticized for being too involved.
Turn to CLINTON, poge 2

Tsongas battles cancer
Says political plans won't be affected
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Fonner Democratic
presidential candidate Paul Tsongas,
who has twice battled cancer, confirmed
on Monday that a new growth found in
his abdomen is cancerous.

That's the bad news." Tsongas. 51,
told a packed news conference. The
good news is that it's contained."

The former senator said he will un-
dergo chemotherapy and radiation
treatment as early as Thursday, and
that those measures should effectively
remove the cancer, which he identified
as large-cell lymphoma.

"Now, is this the last one theyll ever
find?" he asked. "Who knows?"

Tsongas ended his Senate career in
1984 after he was diagnosed with non-
Hodgkins lymphoma. His condition
worsened despite conventional treat-
ment, and Tsongas underwent an ex-
perimental operation in July 1986 in
which some bone marrow was removed
and treated to kill the cancer cells.

Doctors also removed a node that
was found to be lymphoma from
Tsongas' armpit in 1987.

He said he was relived to learn the
newest growth, discovered near his
pancreas, was not pancreatic cancer,
which can be quickly fatal.

Doctors at Dana-Farber Cancer In-
stitute, where Tsongas was diagnosed,
declined to comment. The institute's
spokeswoman, Gina Vild, said a medi-
cal history was being prepared at
Tsongas' request, and would be made
public.

"I have come to the painful conclu-
sion that there's no way around full
medical disclosure,"Tsongas said. "I'm
sorry to come to this conclusion, be-
cause 1 think it's going to set an unfor-
tunate precedent for a lot of other
people."

He recommended that President-
elect Bill Clinton set up a commission
to establish full medical disclosure for
all presidential candidates.

Tsongas said his medical condition

Turn to TSONGAS. page 10

Ministers won't drop
passport controls in EC
By SUE LEEMAN
Associated Press

LONDON — The European Commu-
nity turned down an appeal by Germany
for its fellow EC nations to accept more
refugees and instead offered Bonn sympa-
thy for its attempts to curb xenophobic
right-wing violence.

The ministers failed to agree on drop-
ping passport controls within the EC from
Jan. 1, said British Home Secretary Ken-
neth Clarke. He said there would be "some
notable easing of restrictions" within the
EC in 1993, but gave no details.

Clarke, chairman ofa one-day meeting
of EC interior ministers, said a German
proposal for a "quota system" among the
EC nations was rejected.

"Racism was condemned by those as-
sembled." Clarke told a news conference.
"There was sympathy and support for the
efforts of the German government in par-
ticular to contain outbreaks of racism in-
side Germany."

Germany has appealed repeatedly to
the other EC nations to share the burden.

The influx has helped cause a surge of
right-wing violence, which has prodded
the government to tighten its asylum
laws.

There have been nearly 1,800 rightist
attacks in Germany this year, in which
16 people have died.

There are also signs ofincreasing anti-
forgeigner sentiment and racial tension in
other West European countries.

Clarke said the group agreed on swifter
procedures for dealing with "manifestly
unfounded claims by asylum seekers," but
he gave no details.

He claimed the meeting adopted "a
sensible and organized policy of who is
allowed to live in our midst."

Britian said Monday it would take 4,000
refugees from camps in war-torn Bosnia-
Herzegovina, up from a ceiling of 600 set
this month.

There will always be people who say
we are not going far enough," said Clarke.

"You can't just open up the frontiers of
a country like Yugoslavia and let people
from any part of it . . . come to the United
Kingdom."
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Collegian Elections for

Spring 1993
APPLICATIONS ARE CURRENTLY BEING
ACCEPTED FOR PAID POSITIONS.

ApplicafJon deadline: Dec. 9, 3pm
Candidates night: Dec. 9, 7pm
Elections: Dec. 10. 10am-8pm

For information regarding positions,
staff eligibility or to get an application,

please see Brooke C. Wheeler
(Managing Editor) soon.
The Collegian is an E.O.E.

J

NOTICE
Attention students currently enrolled in

Classics 22-^. Greek M\tholog\'

and Classics 525, Near Eastern M\iliolog\"

Class meetings will

resume at the regularly scheduled meeting times

and places on Mondax-,

Nov. 30. Please be there I

COLLEGIAN

QrffGay, Lesbian & Bisexual
+ + rtlKuM

Tuesday, December 1
Special announcement — Today is World AIDS Day
Lunch —The Graduate Student GLB Group will have

a pizza lunch from noon - 1 p.m, in the Program for GLB
Concerns' Office in Crampton House. Southwest.

Thursday, December 3
Meeting — The UMass Usbian. Bise.xual and Gay

Counseling Collective will have an informational meet-
ing from 8 p,m. - 9:30 p,m. in the Campus Center for
people who are interested in joining the Collective and
becoming peer counselors for the spring semester.

Friday, December 4
Social— The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will have

Ttw GLB Forum runs ejch Thursdjy .rnd consists otcioni listiniis at mtcu-si
to the Cjy. Lt^bijn and Bisexu.il conimunity. The GLB Forum is compik'd by
thf GLB Issues Editor who r.i/i be contacted c/o the Collcgi.in.

a coffee social at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Saturday, December 5
Cafe — Steven Kiel, a local author, and Girls Who

Can't Help It, an improv comedy troupe will perform at
7:30 p.m. in the Hatch as part of the Program for GLB
Concerns' Cafe Series. A $3 donation is requested.

Monday, December 7
Brown Bag — Sarah Schulman. author of five novels

and winner of two literary awards, will talk alwut "Us-
bian/Gay life during the Reagan-Bush vears (Uts hope
they're over)" from noon- l:30p.m, in the Campus Center.
9th Floor. Schulman. who wrote Pcop/t^/zj Trou ble AndAfter
Dolores will also give a reading at 7:30 p.m.

Deer season begins in Mass.
Bv TRI inv TNTJAWBy TRUDY TO^AN
Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON. Mass - Thomas Rabbiti was in
the woods before the first shotgun blasts a half-hour
before sunrise Monday heralded the opening of the deer
season in Massachusetts.

But the lieutenant in the state's environmental police
force had an eye out for the wayward hunters, not deer

-We put in 18 to 22-hour days this time of vear." said
Rabbitt. "Deer season keeps us ver>- busy."

He ran into some familiar faces dunng his predawn
patrol, but didnt take out his citation book.

-The fellows I checked this morning are ail honest
hunters." I've been working the same area for the past
s«ven to eight years and ha\e chwked them every vearWe re almost friends

The pace didn't slacken when he reached his desk in
the Northampton field office. Bv mid-morning he had
logged 19 calls running the gamut from propt^rtv owiu-rs
complaining about trespassing hunters and hunters firing
tix) close to homes to hunters reporting finding evidence
t»f game law violations or other criminal activity

-Sometimes it seems as ifeverybody in the world calls
on opemng day." said Rabbitt as he parceUd out the
invesUgations in order of urgency to his field officers

Both Rabbitt and Sgt Joe Lynch in the field office
covering Worcester County reported no major incidrnts

dunng the early hours. But they said lots ofhunters were
in the woods as the nine-day shotgun season opened
under cloudy skies and temperatures in the 40's.

-Please be it stays that way." said Lvnch. who heads
the state's hunter safety program. "Almost all hunters
are pretty responsible people. Its never more than a
handful that cause problems The unhappv part of it is
the amount of harm they do to legitimate hunters."

Part of the state's 12-hour hunter safetv course is
devoted to ethical issues, he said, but Massachusetts is
one of only three states not to require first-time hunters
over 18 to take the course before being issued a deer
licen.se The only first-time hunters who must take the
course here are those between the ages of 15 and 17

-We are not too happy alwut that." Rvan said "And we
have had a bill m the state Legislature ever>' year for the
past riyears.but nothmgever seems tocomeofit. Weare
the only state without any sort of safetv training

"

Meantime. Thomas Keefe. regional head of the .sLaU>
Disvision ofFisheries and Wildlife in the Berkshires was
kept busy measuring the antlers, teeth and weight of the
deer brought to the deer checking station set up outside
his Pittsfield office.

"It's not quite as busy as last year, but we've had quite
a number of deer brought in." he said. "So far thev are
looking very good. We've had a number of nice full-gi-own
bucks. And even the fawns and yearlings are showinjr
good weight. *

Coming in tomorrow's Collegian.

U MassJBasketball

Clinton

1.992-93

Season Pbeview

EXTRAVKCSliTZA!
Don't miss it!

continued from page 1
'

' ~
annoying some by personally lobbying lawmakers in
public meetings or in Capitol hallways.

-All of a sudden he'd send himself in to replace a stalT
member who may have been doing a good job." said
Republican staU> Sen. Travis Miles.

Even his critics called Clinton extremely bnght and
almost always well-studied on the issues.

'

During his term as governor he worked long hours
sometimes split between the Governor's Mansion and the
Capitol.

Most agreed, too. that he had no trouble setting goalsand convincing his constituents to share the vision
1 he biggest knock against Clinton's management

style IS his penchant for compromise
The trait dates to 1980. when the brash first-term

governor was thrown out of office at age 34 aRer the
state s voters and power structure found him arrogant

R^'turned to office in 1982. Clinton was much more
\^illing to bend.

TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

FKOM NEW rom
•^wnrtlnp On* Way
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$398 $219
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$525 $320
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$639 $329

Cuaftemala aty
$390 $205

$430 $225
SonM tkrteis valid to one year
Most tkJcels allow changes
Fares from over 75 US diies
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Europe. Asia. Alrica,

Latin America and Australia.
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RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave NY. Hy 101/3

800-272-9676
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INSTITUTE
for the

HEALING
of

RACIS^L
An honest andfrank dialogue

involving all races
so that individuals may help heal each other

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 1

7:00 p.m.
Room 917 Campus Center

Meetings everyfirst and third Tuesday of the month
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Profs try to preserve AIDS quilt
By STACY MALONE
Collegian SUfT

The AIDS Memorial Quilt will deteriorate over time
as It travels around the country to educate people ac-
cording to two UMass professors who presented their
project to preserve the quilt at noon Monday in the
Campus Center.

"The AIDS Memorial Quilt: The UMass Archival
Project" was the title ofthe brown bag lunch presented by
Karen Lederer of the Women's Studies Department and
Louise Bloomberg ofthe Art History Program. The event
was sponsored by the Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Brown
Bag Series.

Lederer said. The AIDS Memorial Quilt is to create a
mainstream symbol of the number of people who have
died from AIDS and to represent the individuality ofeach
person on each panel of the quilt."

She said that there are over 23.000 panels and each
panel represents one name, one person and is the size of
the space each person occupied when they were aUve.
Each panel is three feet by six feet which is the sUndard
size of a grave.

Lederer said the quilt was started in the gay and
lesbian community, but it has captured a lot of different
people in a lot of different ways.

"About 140.000 people in the United Sutes have died
from AIDS." Lederer said. The quilt represents the work
of at least 100,000 people."

Lederer said that the people who created the indi-
vidual panels of the AIDS Memorial Quilt often have a
hard time letting them go. She said preserving the quilt

and Its message on an interactive video will not only help
the mourners, but it will be used for research, to educate
people and policy makers.

The archival system Lederer and Bloomberg are
working on would index each panel ofthe quilt according
to the person memorialized, date of birth, date of death,
panel creator, date ofcreation and other information that
could be sorted in various ways to retrieve information
quickly and easily.

Bloomberg said they are using the interactive video
system, because presently computers do not have enough
memory for a project this big and it is the best technology
at this point in time.

She said that their project is receiving much support
from their departments and the Dean of Humanities and
Fine Arts.

The project to preserve the quilt on interactive video
IS presently in the fund-raising phase. The UMass Arts
Council funded a \adeo for the project titled "Stitches in
Time" to use for education and fund-raising.

Bloomberg said in January they will go back to Cali-
fornia to photograph the first 800 panels.

She said aft«r rolls of film are taken of the quilt in
California the film will be sent to the Interactive Vide*)
Center at UMass for the processing of information.
The photographs of the individual panels, infoi-ma-

tion. letters and photogiaphs from people close to the
person memorialized in the panels will be stored in the
interactive video system," Bloomberg said.
The AIDS Memorial Quilt is so rich in visual infor-

mation that it must absolutely be saved." Bloomberg
said.

*«AM COM*AN / CCXLE GlAM
LAND HOI — UMass civil engineering students

survey the campus under the watchful eye of their

teaching assistant.

Conte Center praised
Polymer building nearing completion

Amherst stores offer
discount of 20 percent

II :^ r>L. .. ,, L . ^.« ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
University Chancellor Richard O Bnen signs the top beam of the Conte Polymer

Research Center yesterday.

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

As part of a custom to bring good
luck to newly constructed buildings
and people who occupy them, a fir tree

attached to the last steel beam was
hoisted on the roof of the largest and
most modem polymer research facility

in the nation during a "topping ofT
ceremony yesterday.

The 35-foot beam of the new eight-
story $50 million Silvio O. Conte Poly-

mer Research Center was signed by
Corinne Conte. the widow of Con-
gressman Silvio Conte.

The center is named after Conte for

his instrumental role in getting federal

funds for the building. Others who had
a role in planning the facility also signed

the beam before about 50 onlookers
who attended the ceremony.

"We're very happy because it's

something that will go on for genera-

tions," said Corinne Conte. "Education
is the most important thing in this

countryand we've got to see our children
have every opportunity to go forward.

It's our future."

Tripjing the available lab space for

polymer scientists, the building, located

adjacent to the Lederle Graduate Re-

search Center, is scheduled for occu-

pancy in the summer of 1994. More
than 250 researchers, including visit-

ing scientists and Ph. D. students, will

work in its 172,000 square feet of labo-

ratories, offices and study space.

"We'll have the finest facility in the

world for some years to come." said
Chancellor Richard O'Brien , who signed
the beam before it was hoisted. "It's a
reminder that the University is grow-
ing to be the finest in the country in all

it does."

The design architect is Ellenzwig
Associates. Inc. ofCambridge and the
architect is Whitney. Atwood,
Norcross, Inc. ofBoston. The ceremony
was performed by the general con-
tractor R.W. Granger, Inc. of
Shrewsbury.

"I think it's great that the Com-
monwealth is able to build something
with a very big impact for years to
come." said the head architect, Bernie
Feldstein. This is one of the country's
finest buildings and I'm pleased to be
part of it."

The Polymer Research Center is

designed as two seperate, six-story
wings consisting of a laboratory wing
and an office wing, connected by a
small elevator lobby. The lab wing will
have 123.000 square feet, the office
wing will have 39.000 square feet and
theconnectorswill have 10.000 square
feet.

The UMass polymer science pro-
gram graduates more Ph.D.'s in poly-
mer chemistry than any school in the
nation, an average of 15 to 20 each
year. This is 25 percent of all polymer
science Ph.D.'s granted in the United
States per year.

Polymer scientists on carrpus have
developed the world's strongest mate-

Turn to CONTE, page 10

By MICHELLt: BOBBINS
Collegian Staff

The Holiday shopping season has ar-
nved and to lessen the dent .i puts in
people's wallets, several businesses have
organized a shopping day offering a sav-
ings of 20 percent on any one item pur-
chased in their stores this Saturday.

"The Greeting Card Day is very good
for businesses and for Amherst." said Max
Hartshome. an advertising representative
for the Daily Hampshire Gazette.

Hartshome said on Thursday a
"greeting card", which will list the 39
businesses participating in the event, will
be inserted into all the local papers.

"People must have a card to receive
their discount, but if a person isn't able to
get one before Saturday, the cards will
also be available at the businesses par-
ticipating." Hartshome said.

Mike Sliskin, manager ofModrian, said
this event was very successful for them
last year and as a result they had their
best sales day ever. "Lots of people came

and liked the event so we decided to do it

again," he said.

Hartshome said the Gazelle is re-
sponsible for promoting the event because
they were al.so involved in organizing the
advertising for a similar event cnlled the
Northampton Shopping Bag.

Hartshome said this event piuMdcs
afTordable advertisingto small busiiusse.s.

"We spend thousands of dollars on ad-
vertising, but it is cost effective l>ecau.sc

we are advertising for Mi biisi nesses at t he
same time."

"Downtowns havt- l.. hu\e ivtiu^ like
this to compete with the malls."
Hartshome said.

Hartshome said 10 more hn.smfsses
joined the second annual riieuting Card
Day after heari ng how successful thei'vent
was for them last year.

"The proof is in the pudding."
Hartshome said. He said the Jeffery
Amherst Bookstore had the best day iii

the history of their store and sold five
figures worth of Ixjoks.

Turn to CARD page 4

Amherst College professor
becomes Simpson Lecturer
By DAVE MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The eminent immunologist Richard A.
Goldsby will deliver his inaugural addre.ss
as the tenth John Woodruff Simpson
Lecturer at Amherst College.

Professor Goldsby, an Amherst College
biology professor, will speak on "Race,
Culture and the Natural Superiority of
Western Civilization" this Thursday, Dec.
3, at 8 p.m. in Johnson Chapel at Amherst
College.

In February of this year, Goldsby was
named Simpson Lecturer at Amherst
College, succeeding the historian Henry
Steele Commager, who retired after 35
years at Amherst.

Goldsby 's cuirent research on detection
strategies for Salmonella and on the mo-
lecular and cellular bases ofthe diversi fica-

tion ofthe bovine immune system has been
supported by funding from the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture, among others.

As a Simpson Lecturer, Goldsbyjoins a
prestigious group of individuals. The
college's first Simpson Lecturer in 1923
was the famous Danish physicist and Nobel
Laureate, Niels Bohr. This distinguished
company has also included the poet Rob-
ert Frost and Archibald Maclx?ish.

Goldsby, who is only the second scien-

tist to hold the lectureship, is a specialist
in the molecular basisofimmune systems.
He first joined the Amherst faculty in
1 982 as Amanda and Li.sa Cross Professoi
in Biology.

In 1988. he left Amherst to become a
Distinguished University Professor at
UMass. while still leaching at Amherst
College. Goldsby plans to continue his
work with the Cellular and Molecular
Biology program at UMass.
A prolific writer, Goldsby has written

extensively in professional journals. He is

the author of the forthcoming Principles
of Immunology. His earlier works are
Thinking AIDS (1989), Race and Races
( 1971 ), and Cells and Energy ( 1967).

Before joining the Amherst College
faculty in 1982, Goldsby was professor of
chemistry at the University of Maryland
at College Park. He was also, from 1964
until 1972, a memberofthe biology faculty
at Yale University. He holds a B.A. in
chemistry from the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley.

The John Woodruff Simpson Fellow-
ship Fund was established in 1921 as a
memorial to John W. Simpson of the
Amherst College Class of 1871. Simpson
was a di.stinguishcd lawyer in New York
City and a Trustee ofAmherst College for
16 vears.
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Light pollution cutting
off view of night sky
By ANNE STUART
Associated Press

BOSTON — Astronomers have long
wprned that the harsh glare of outdoor
lights is slowly cuttingoffthe world's view
of the night sky.

But their lonely campaign to curb "light

pollution" is gaining a wider audience as
others realize that shading the lights can
save money as well as starry sights.

Particularly in urban areas, the artifi-

cial glow has dominated the nocturnal
sky. oflen obscuring everything but the
moon and the brightest stars.

Without some controls, astronomers
say. only old-timers will recall gazing at a
star-studded black canopy or glimpsing a
meteor or the Milky Way.

"As we brighten up the sky. we lose
our view of the universe," said David
Crawford, an astronomer at the Kitt Peak
National Observatory in Arizona and
founder of the International Dark-Sky
Association.

"If things keep going the way they are.

U pay

the only place you'll see a really dark sky
is a planetarium."

Over the past few decades, urban glare
expanded along with American cities. Even
in their isolated observatories, astrono-
mers noticed the difference.

Relentless light from surrounding cit-

ies has "effectively shut down" the largest
telescope at Mount Wilson in southern
California. Crawford said, and others are
threatened.

And the radiance is visible from outer
space. "From satellite photos of North
America taken at night

. you can see the
population centers of the world outhned
by the glow they give off." said Alan
MacRobert, associate editor ofCambrdge-
based Sky & Telescope Magazine, an as-
tronomy publication.

Many amateur astronomers must
travel an hour or more to find a suitably
dark spot to see the stars, particularly on
the congested East Coast. "From a place
like Boston, you'd have to go 60 or 100
miles. By that time, you're in another
urban area," Crawford said.

continued from page 1

members The proposal also establishes a
more flexible leave policy, allowing up to
six months of unpaid leave for maternity,
paternity, adoption, or the care of a sick
family member.

Ucard

Paid matermty leave would go to eight
weeks, and the sUte would continue full
health benefits during a leave period.

Currently women can take up to eight
weeks unpaid maternity leave, or use
vacation or personal time.

TPPP TDIUUIkJ/S A ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIANTREE TRIMMING — An evergreen gets a lift to the top of the new Conte Pofymer
Kesearch Center. '

continued from poge 3

Howard Gersten. owner of the JefTery
Amherst Bookstore, said he would rec-
ommend other businesses to do this be-
cause it produced tremendous sales for his
business. "People get to buy ajuicy book at
a good price." he said.

Judie. the owner ofJudie's Restaurant,
said she hopes participation in the event

is even more than last year. "The more
people get involved, the more they will
realize Amherst is not just a series of
seven or eight stores." she said.

Hartshome said some stores are not
offering a discount on everything sold in
the store "At the bike shops there will be
discounts on bike accessories, but not on
the bikes." he said.

LEARIN WHILE YOU EARNTHE MULLINS CENTER

TUESDAY DECEMBER 1ST
10:00AM - 6;00PM

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 1009
Work study and Non-Work Study Positions Available

*CONCERT/EVENT STAFF^
*ICE RINK PERSONNEL*

OFFICE HELP*
FACILITY MAINTENANCE*

EVERYONE WELCOME!

Regency
Hairstylists 253-9526

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

HAIRCUTS
Make an appointment with Liz.

Monday through Friday, and
your haircut will be only ^^10

!

The Child Care Tuition

Assistance Program
is accepting applications for the
spring 1 993 semester from all

undergraduate parents who need
money for child care expenses.
Applications are available in the
Off Campus Housing Office,

428 Student Union, 545-0865.
LDeadline is Friday, December 18.
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po.1!!h i^^^^^^
holiday rings hollow amid world hunger

last Th^sday waHluy'^rsfrSfinrmour^,^^^^^ Afri.!rn'nir'?K'?r'*
^^'^^"^»°" ^^ <"°od i" ^^is East comfortably for the rest of eternity, but instead we wa.t

thanks, only death
mourning. No African nation that has nearly been forgotten. For the and watch as countless- and priceless- people wither

II 1 first timp in rif^siHoc I Tni»<>r] Qto»»^ „.::« Qta...,o,»: ;,. __;ja_l ,-..
r r

thanks, only death
Here, hometowns across the nation were invaded by

Americans wanUng to celebrate with family and friends

frie^nds^'""
^"ages have all but vanished. No family, no

Here we worry about transition teams. There they
worry about living to see the next day.

Somalia has proven to the world that we are far from
creating a truly benevolent society. Thousands of people
die daily and over 300.000 have been lost to the famine
that IS estimated to take hundreds of thousands more.

Many Somalians near death are kept alive with mere
flour. Their bodies are so decimated by famine that food
in too large amounts can kill them.

They walk through the desert for hundreds ofmiles in
the hope of finding help, of finding food, but most onlv

first time in decades. United States military power may
be put to some good.

Not too long ago, we as a nation supported and spent
hundreds of millions of dollars a day on a war that
protected oil.

David

RIVERA
We give billions of dollars to former Soviet RepubUcs

not in the hope of bettering their lives, but in hope of
opening up business opportunities to make more money
here at home. Sick.

Militery intervention may help, but only people who
care for the suffering, people who want to stop interna-
tional hunger, will make a difference. 1 wonder:

Ust week President Bush prepared military forces to

Starvation is said to be one ofthe most torturous ways to
die, yet it has been allowed and will be allowed again.

In 1985 it was the media that allowed Americans and
the world to see the starving of Ethiopia. What soon
followed was a glimmer of what humans could accom-
plish. Organizations around the world gathered together
and began fund-raising. If governments couldn't solve
the problem, people would. It was a briefshinning moment
in humanity. Brief.

Famine still continues in Ethiopia, and sadlv Somalia
is headline news only because more die each day there.

The "nation" ofSomalia is all but nonexistent. Rations
offlour will not stop the sufTenng. for ifflour is st^n as an
only answer then several years from now the headlines
will read the same as today.

Last Thursday most Americans threw awav more food
than most Somalians will eat all year long I have a hard
time giving thanks when a m^ority ofthe world suflem.
But I have hope that some day there will be true cause to

~ 7— '•-—•"»-»."•«- uaiiui.uuipit^i«:i_veraaicaiea. "»"• • •"»'^ uupi- iimi !>umeaav mere win he Iru
The developed nations of the world have enough food celebrate Thanksgiving. Sadlv ii won't be anv ti.ne soon

and wealth to .sustain every life on this planet very Daiid Rifera is a Collegian columnist

'Hub' needs improvement
I'm baaack! I've decided to write about

something, actually some place, we ail visit
every day: the UMass Campus Center.

When I attended Indiana University,
which has the largest student union
"campus center" in the world. I was able to
do everything from banking, studying,
eating, shopping, studv-ing.seeinga movie
and even bowlingor playing pool I honest' I.

all under one roof. Forget what Indiana
University has; let's take a look at our
Campus Center: the UMass student "Hub "

Adam Scott

ROBERTS

Pro-human party fights red tape
The administration says: "You're in a

big school now, so we can't tend to each
individual need of the student."

But do the students ask for that much?
Nay; but we need a fraction of that much;
we must keep in mind that since the Uni-
versity is large, it either has or con have a
large amount of people to help the stu-

dents. Therefore, the size of any given
school does not excuse its apathy toward
the student.

But, alas, there are those philistines
who would argue: "You're going to be
trudging through red tape all your life,

and it's going to get even worse after
college — so get used to it!"

By the phrase "getting used to it,"

what is meant is finding nooks and
crannies here and there that have been
overlooked by the system ofred tape and,
in accordance, manipulating those
weaknesses to one's advantage. There-
fore, "to get used to it" is to practice while
things are still easy. Indeed, the anti-

human atmosphere that red tape reeks is

nothing short of a narcotic that forces
people to act as "little manipulators."
What I'm saying — what my party is

saying — is that this school, as well as
this society, is founded upon evil semantic
and contractual cunning in manipulative
skills, and can only be abolished — nay,
undermined— by "fighting fire with firer
to quote a familiar saying.

And with this in mind I offer my seals
of approval to the following: Butterfield
for its strive toward independence of the
e\nl system; and again Butterfield, for its

acts of individualism — which constitute
the destruction of red tape at UMass; and
again and again Butterfield, since we are
that deserving, that worthy — that useful
to the promotion of the pro-human party!

Need I, Butterfield's assigned sherifT",

say more? Verily we are a kingdom unto
itself. . .

Francis M. Tokarski III

Central

I'll sUrt with the building's exterior.
The concrete structure is ugly and just
rises from the ground. The only windows
(excluding the Student Union and Campus
Hotel

)
are at the building's entrance. On a

cold day thousands ofus are squeezed into
the concourse like toothpaste from a tube.
If a nuclear bomb were to drop on our
campus the only people to survive would
be those in the Campus Center basement,
where all evil lurks.

And how about those ATM machines?
Gee, four ATMs for all the people passing
through this central structure is asinine.
Could you imagine O'Hare Airport in
Chicago (the nation's busiest and largest)
with only four ATMs? I think not\

The lines to get some "X-Press 24" cash
quickly (it's anything but ) looks more like
the line to sit on Santa's lap at the local
mall. Get with it. Whitmore; with almost
31,000 students I think more ATMs are a
must. But then again if the lines are too
long at the hub, walk over in the mud to
the Newman Center. (NotI)

A plus is that we have a Condom World

on the concourse (you gotta love that!*.
Imagine a guy walking with a female
friend pa.st the counter "Oh, I must stop
at Condom World, i insert girlfriend's
name) and 1 ran out!' <I don't think »o!»

And ifyou're tired you can head down
sUirs and sit m front of a TV for awhile
with Bob Barker pla>ing "The Price Is

Right " Ugly aqua chairs arranged to look
like the waiting area at an airport termi-
nal are not my idea ofluxurious accommo-
dations.

The bookstore: my personal favorite.
How can a store the size ofCVS cater to all

our needs? It can't. Maybe that's why we
have a separate place to buy books at the
Textbook Annex. How stupid!

For, starters the magazine collection is

erroneously set op in a "L-shape* so that
when three or four people are browsing no
one else can get to the shelves to pick up
their favorite magazines. That's probably
why magazines started subscriptions?You
decide.

The Campus Center needs some big
improvements: first, more ATMs; second,
r'xpansion of the bookstore .so all book
supplies can be purchased in one location,
getting rid of the Textbook Annex.

Finally, a "Minuteman Express" could
be started, similar to Indiana IJniversity's
"Hoosier Express" card which is used like
a credit card. You deposit money and each
time you use your card the amount is

deducted from your account Maybe this
would cut down on long ATM lines, al-

though more ATMs are still necessary.
These suggestions can only improve the

quality ofthecampus hub, thus making the
Campus Center a more efficient home base.
Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian staff

member.

Criticism of hbrary short on facts

Few heroes lead safe, pure hves
With the opening ofMalcolm X, I have

heard some concern that Malcolm X, the

person, will lose some of his star appeal in

much the same way that Martin Luther
King was seemingly tarnished after the

revelation of womanizing came out of his

past with the publishing ofAnd the Walls

Came TumblingDown by Ra\phAhemaihy.
When a hero is shown to have clay feet

we needn't lose our respect ofthat person.

No one is perfect, certainly not our heroes.

This is a dangerous idealism in that it

prevents possible heroism in common
people who know they've sinned in the

past and yes, even sin in the present. No
one is all good or all bad; often the world's

most powerful potential for good comes

from witnessing firsthand the world's

potential for evil.

Few heroes live narrow, straight-

jacketed lives, and perhaps the people
who are able to mirror and express the
inarticulateyearnings, feelings and hopes
of an entire block of people are able to do
so because they f^el so deeply themselves.
Perhaps our greatest heroes are people
who are able to feel so deeply in an un-
feeling world, people who refuse to make
themselves insensitive to the insensitivi-
ties of the world around them.

People who like the artist or the mu-
sician find themselves aware of nuances
in the reality they experience and work to

articulate those thoughts to the rest of us,

so that we might live narrow, straight-

jacketed lives that will be considered re-

spectable enough to pass the test of scru-

tiny. But then, we don't all become heroes.

Lauren Burke
Sunderland

Aft^r reading Mr. Edward McCreanor's
letter alleging mismanagement of per-
sonnel matters in the University Library
System [Collegian, Nov. 16|, I feel obli-

gated to respond to some ofthe issues in it.

As an employee in the library system
for 1 1 years, I have worked in both the
public and technical services departments,
in a branch library, the Tower Library,
and the administration has always been
fair, courteous and done in a professional
manner. In every case, the union contract
has been strictly adhered to.

Mr. McCreanor's view that the "library
director has surrounded himself with
several layers of insular management
positions so that he does not have to per-
sonally interface with stafT is naive, to
say the least. A library director has many
duties that take him or her away from the
office. Having to take part in day-to-day,
routine hiring, schedulingand assignment
of clerical staff to jobs shouldn't be one of
his/her jobs. The concept of "delegation of
authority" does not seem to be one that
has come within Mr. McCreanor's purview.

The letter Mr. McCreanor wrote was
prompted by the Collegian's coverage of a
disagreement between the library and an
employees, Ms. Svetlana Speyer. He praised

the Collegian's "responsiblejournalism." I

can't agree. So far, any source that has been
quoted in these stories is the alleged injured
party. There have been a few half-hearted
attempts to get quotes from administrators— without success.

Perhaps this is because the questions
the reporters were asking could not be
answered without violating the rules
dealing with maintaining confidentiality
in personnel matters.

There is another source of information
that has been completely ignored by the
Co//e^/Q/?. What has been the role ofU.S.A.,
the classified employee's union?They may
not be able to comment on an individual's
case either, but they could provide some
backgi-ound information. Such as: Can
the University change an employee's work
shift? Ifso, how is this done? Ifthe employee
doesn't wish to change, what options are
open to him/her" Is it recommended that
an employee refu.se to work? Like any
contract, a union contract is binding to
both parties. Sometimes this works to
your advantage, other times not, but it is

there not only to protect the worker but to
spell out management's rights too.

Janet Hughes
Sunderland
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"How lone shall thii foil- ,Jo..„U»-.„., „r A r_j-„ L _"How long shall the fair daughters of Africa be com-

pelled to bury their minds and talents beneath a load of
iron, pots and kettles?" -1831 Maria W. Stewart

Orphaned at the age offive, a domestic servant Stewart
was the first American woman to lecture in public on
political issues. Despite the conditions ofslavery, Stewart
struggled to educate herself and challenged African-
Aanencan women to reject the negative images of Black

the United States was 69 percent that of a White man's.
For White middle-class women the number is as high as
85 percent. On the other-hand, women of color earn 61
percent of a White man*s wage.
The unemplojmient rate for white women is 4 percent, for
Black and Latino women it is 9.8 percent and 8 percent
respectively.

According to the Federal Commission on OlderWomenwomanhonri »,^A M.,ir.»«^ .« fk
""-.,•"•"*-""• "'"^"^ ^"^ruuigiomereoerail ommissiononO derWomei

pression of Black women as the fundamental causes of
their poverty.

One ofthe first Black feminists, the themes in Stewart's
texts are the intellectual precursors of a large body of
feminist thought by women of color.

Only recently scholars have discovered a number of
Maria Stewarts, whose intellectual prowess and ability
to fight could not be subordinated by the -pots and
kettles"- symbolic ofthe oppression ofwomen ofcolor and
poor women.

The modern day women's movement emerged in the
late 60s. Historically in the United States, it has remained
primarily White. The suppression of the ideas of women
such as Maria Stewart. Ida B. Wells, and many other
women of color has had a profound impact on feminist

But 33 percent of the elderly poor are women of color.
From the drudgery of enslaved labor, to the debilitating
poverty of "free" wage labor the economic exploitation of
women of color remains a continuation of the earlier
forms of exploitation.
Women of color in the U.S. are denied political rights

and privileges. They are often excluded from public office,
they are treated unfairly by the legal system, they are
denied access to education and high skill jobs. The need
to survive forces young women of color in inner-cities to
leave school before gaining literacy. Those who remain in
schools receive shoddy education because of the lack of
funding of schools in the inner-cities.

.. ,,, , K ^........,1 Shyamala
theory Western feminism has been advanced as being |\/ATI IDV
universally applicable to all women as a group. Upon IVMI UKY
closer examination, these theories reflect their White
middle-class origins. Western feminist theories have
advocated for the rights of White women only. The
writings promote the generic WhiU* middle-class woman,
with her experiences and her oppression- an image that
has been thrust on women of color world over.

It is possible to locate the oppression of women not
mei-ely in the individual actions of men. but in a system
ofpatriarchy. Forwomen ofcolor this system incorporates
more than economic exploitation The oppression reflects
the hierarchial relations ofthe sexual and racial division
of labor and society. This manner in which women come
to undei^tand their oppression is not through an abstract
analysis but through every dav personal experiences- by
life rather than theor\

The women's movement has in certain regards called
attention to cultural domination. It has begun a political
analysis that is not isolated from practical activity. The
struggles of both women and people of color have ques-
tioned the values, images and ideas imposed on them all
and placed them in the context of unequal economic and
power relations within society

White women in the U.S. have for the most part gained
access to educational institutions, though even for them
"occupational segregation" and hitting the "glass ceiling"
remains a problem. In the lucrative professions such as
law. medicine, science and so on. women occupy 7 percent
of those positions. But Black women comprise only 2
percent of all the persons in these professions.

Adequate health care is a problem for poor women and
women ofcolor in the United States In 1989, 15.2 million
women in the U.S. had no health insurance, the majority
being women ofcolor. The death rate ofAfrican-American
women is nine times greater than that of White women.
For Black women living in the inner-cities, 30 percent of
them receive little or no prenatal care. Over 25 percent of
all Black women's pregnancies end in miscarriages due
to the lack of medical facilities.

The numbers supportingofsocio-economicexploitation
of women of color are indicative of the failure of the
women's movement. Middle-class White women have
made considerable economic gains and for the most part
they have taken care of their lot.

The ideological diamension ofthe oppression ofwomen
]^er:;-rc-r:rKfri*,™f-'^^^ or.;.=^-s'—riz^^^^^and education on all men. then it becomes fair to contend

that racist attitudes have been inculcated on all White
|)eople. An understanding of sexism did not enable the
women's movement to understand the parallel system of
oppre.ssion — namely racism.

The oppression ofwomen ofcolor has been structured
along economic, political and ideological lines. Women of
color world over are "ghettoized" into low paying dead
end jobs Sur\ival for them has become such an all
consuming activity thus they have little or no space for
intellectual work.

In 1988 the median annual earnings of all women in

The root of sovereignty
At the root of .invprpioTitv Hoc inf^rTvio < i -.c.. /-.i

process by which qualities are assigned to certain groups
and how these qualities are used to justify oppression
The images ofwomen ofcolor have varied from mammies
Jezebels. Suzie Wongs. Aunt Jemimas, the ubiquitous
Black prostitutes, and the ever present welfare mothers
The nexus of negative images applied on women ofcolor
has contributed to their systematic oppression. This net
ofeconomics, politics and ideology has assigned women of
color to subordinate positions.

The barrage of negative, demeaning images has con-
tnbuted to the invisibility of women ofcolor within the
women's movement as well. The criticisms of feminists

such as Angela Davis. Bell Hooks. Audry Lorde just to
name a few. has forced the women's movement to ac-
knowledge the racism inherent in its theories. But in-
stead ofexamining the shortcomings oftheir own policies
and practices, they have resorted to "cultural pluralism"
and havejumped on the bandwagon of multiculturalism.
There has been no concrete analysis of their racists
progiams. but racism has been reduced to a moral problem— an interpersonal issue. Women ofcolor in all feminist
organizations are expected to clarify the racism ofWhite
women present, rather than the White women making
the

personal change that makes political transformation and
action possible.

The reduction of oppression to individual actions has
never allowed the women's movement to seriously tackle
the state, and to recognize the role of the state in the
perpetuation of these oppressions.

Instead ofshowing that the state is responsible for the
oppression oflK)th women and people ofcolor, the women's
movement asks for protection from the state. It is the
.«;amo police force that victimizes rape victims and beats
up Black men. It is the same media that exaggerates the
crimes of people of color and dehumanizes women by
portraying them as sex objects.

Even the articulation of the abortion debate and its
focus on "free choice" is a racists articulation. It assumes
that liberty and individual choice is more important than
socio-economic equality Indix-idual rights only become
important when the mechanisms of enforcement exist.

In regards to women from the Third World, the women's
movement has shown a great deal of cultural imperial-
ism. In countries locked in semi-fuedal relations of pro-
duction attributing arranged marriages, dowry or cir-
cumcision to a country or culture is taking these practices
out of context. The trend has been to isolate and judge
sexual oppression outside the context of imperialism.
The impoverishment of South Asia and the consequent
increase in prostitution is a direct result of imperialism.
Attacking cultural practices with invoking imperalism
by the Western Nations is l)elittling the struggles of
women in the Third World. Nawal El Saadawi. a Third
World feminist, lamented that westersn feminists sen-
sationalize marginal issues She asks how women in
Beruit subjected to daily bombardment by Israeli planes
could be expect«d to worry about their orgasms.

Both within and outside their society, the western
women's movement has concentrated on extending in-
dividual sexual freedoms as a part of liberation democ-
racy instead of fundamentally changing society. It has
attempted to promote a universalized notion ofsisterhood
that has ignored the complexities ofrace and class It has
Ignored the experiences and interests ofdiflerentwomen
For women ofcolor all over the world, race and national
interests dominate. Freedom from hunger, from mere
survival, from foreign domination all neccesitate funda-
mental structural changes.

If theory is to guide practice, then western feminist
must ask new questions, re-order priorities, therebv
conceiving political struggle in a new way
Shyamala hatuiy is a UMass graduate student

At the root of sovereignty lies informa-
tion. With the development of new tech-
nologies, access to information will be con-
trolled by a few western media conglomer-
ates, i.e.. Associated Press. Rueters.
Agence France-Presse. and United Press
International. These corporations under-
stand the importance of information in
securing economic and political power.
Control of the media enables the power
structure to disseminate information in
limited and distorted doses, leaving the
masses confused and misinformed.

Only in recent decades have people
realized that information is a major per-
petrator in influencing and perpetuating
oppressive conditions for women and
people ofcolor. The media is responsible
for fabricating images that distort, mis-
represent, and dehumanize women and
people ofcolor, thus fueling the ideologies
of the dominant culture. To achieve inde-
pendence one must recongize the signifi-
cance of political, economic, and informa-
tional structures that stand in the way of
liberation.

It is important for people ofcolor and
women to control media flow and have
access to information in order to dismantle
or challenge existing oppressive struc-
tures. The writers of this semester's
multicultural affairs page have incorpo-
rated this understanding as a focal point
attempting to counter the ideology of
western culture.

Many people have questioned the im-
portance and validity ofthe specialty pages
of the Collegian. I feel that it is necessary

to clarify some of the misconceptions sur-
rounding the pages.

Journalism in the Collegian has been
plagued with a vast amount of racist,
sexist, and homophobic articles, columns,
comics, advertisement, and journalists.
Unfortunately, this type of biased jour-
nalism is protected by the "sacred" first
amendment right of freedom of speech.

As a reaction to decades of biased
journalism, students ofcolor and women
took it upon themselves to challenge the
discriminatory policies and reporting
within the Collegian. They demanded fair

Sandra

ROSE

informat

and equal representation for the silenced
"majority"ofthe world's population. Active
campaigning, leafletting, petitioning,
rallies and sit-ins won people ofcolor and
women the "right" to gain access to the
Collegian.

The fight for their freedom of speech
was met with much resistance. Creating
speciality pages is perceived to be "segre-
gating" the respective communities rep-
resented on the pages and that women's
news and news concerning people ofcolor
should be assimilated into "mainstream"
news. Speciality pages is not the "segre-
gation" of news, but rather the "inclusion"
of alternative perspectives.

The pages provide people who have
limited or no access to the media an op-
portunity to voice their opinions, concerns,
and agendas, that may be complementing

or contradicting the dominant views of
this society. Specialty pages provide a
space for discourse and engage people to
think about issues that are often misrep-
resented in mainstream news.

The most threatening aspect about
speciality pages is the potential power to
educate and inform people about system-
atic exploitation and oppression ofwomen
and people ofcolor. Why is this so threat-
ening?

Understandingthe structures thatkeep
women and people ofcolor oppressed might
create a consciousness of their own op-
pression. Women and people ofcolor would
have the necessary knowledge to rebel
against the system of exploitation.

Control over the media is an important
tool that continues the dominance of
western ideologies. Only 15 percent of
poor people are Black, but judging from
media coverage. Blacks and Latinos are
mostly criminals, prostitutes, drunks il-
literate, and jobless. How often are the
insidiousactsofskinheads.KluKluxKlan
members, David Duke or Pat Buchanan
reported or even criticized? Coverage of
the Third World is limited to stories of
famine, war, corruption, or disaster Even
these stones are distorted because of the
mechamsmsofwestem new agencies How
often do we read about the exploitation of
people and their lands by multinational
corporations and the impact of their mo-
nopoly domination?

Western media is an institutionalized
form of control that automatically favors
the existing power structures. Intensifi-

cation ofcontrol over the media will make
the maintenance of local cultural au-
tonomy almost impossible. Examination
of existing structures would create con-
flicting doctrines that threaten the power
struture.

The U.S. is directly responsible for
perpetuating journalistic impenalism
upon people of color, especially in the
Third World. The McBride Commission
report, by the United Nations Educational
Social and Cultural Organization, ex-
plained the domination over information
by western press agencies and outlined
suggestions to create "free and balanced
now of information." The United States
was one of a few countries that rejected

uZl%^^ ^J^
withdrew its funding for

UNESCO. (The United States happened
to provide the majority of the funding for
the organization.) This is a blatant ad-
mission thatthe United States is unwilling
to give up its power.

Access and control of information will
enable us to critically analyze institutions
and systems that oppress people ofcolor
and women. We must print news in its
due context to continue any type of
strugg e for true liberation. As one Indian
journalist puts it, "In our environment
there is. and there will be for a long time

J*'^!^^' T'n'^
^^^^ '« "g'y a"d distaste-

ful. Ifwe follow the Western norm we will
be playing up only these dark spots and
thus helping unwittingly to erode the
taith and confidence without which growth
and development are impossible

"

iiondra Rose is a Collegian staffmember
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Gregory
By Marc Hempel
Pirhana Press

Why are the insane so bloody amusing?
I've spent the past hour or so browsing
Michel Foucault's Madness and Ciiiliza-
tion searching for some pithy quote I could
use to answer that rhetorical question,
but let's face it — trying to find an ap-
propriate qutoe in a book you've never
really read is downright impossible.

Still, it would've been keen to quote
Foucault while reviewing a comic.

Ah, well. As anyone who's spent any
time with someone who's gone mad (or
flirted with insanity themselves) can tell

you. it's no picnic. Losing contact with
that common touchstone we call reality is

a downright harrowing experience.

And yet time and time again in fiction
we're asked to laugh at the insane— fools,
buffoons, mad women and men are con-
stantly tossed our way as comic relief
Whole movies and books, etc. have been
based on just how funny some poor
blithering idiot is. And Gregory is cer-
tainly walking in the hallowed footsteps of
this tradition.

Gregory is all about, well, Gregory; a
little guy who is afllicted with something
"very long and hard to pronounce." the
result of which is a lunatic who is never
happier than when he's tearing around his
cell like a hyperactive gerbil, screaming
something t hat's very longand full ofvowels.

Certainly not the most complex ofchar-
acters. This is no holy fool here with sub-
limely witty wisdom from beyond the pale
of sanity, except perhaps to show us just
how much fun a strait jacket can be when
you have no cognitive faculties to speak of

And yet Marc Hempel is able to make

this seemingly limited premise/"u/my over
and over again. Gregory is told in a loosely
connected series ofstrips that are between
one and 20 pages long, and there are very
few moments scattered among them.

He is, of course, helped along bv the
requisite supporting cast. There's He'rmin
Vermin, the loquacious rat who gets most
ofthe best lines due to Gregory's condition
(though I suppose it is arguable whether
"My God — it's Singapore '59 all over
again!" is funnier than "EEEEEE!
AAAAAAAAA! Bim bim bim! Zub zub!"
when given the proper context)

Herman has a sidekick named Wendell,
a mouse who never seems to get enough
cheese. There are janitors and therapists
and administrators and passers-by, all
the ordered structure ofthe world that try
to sort out the puzzle that is Gregory, and
even the inanimate objects of his cell get
into the act with a shtick that would make

Turn to GREGORY page 8 A panel from 'Gregory* by Marc Hempel

Nothing can protect this terrible Bodyguard
Inept script makes film this holiday's biggest turkey
By JON LUPO
Collegian SufT

The Bodyguard is simply a terrible movie. Con-
structed, it seems, for the cinematically stupid, everything
about this poorly made film is either overdone or carelessly
left out. From Whitney Houston's three-emotion acting
(happy-mad-sad) to the movie's inept plotting. The Body-
guard is at best effectively silly; at worst cloyingly bad.

The Bodyguard, written 17 years ago as Lawrence
Kasdan's (TTnr Big Chill. Body Heat) first film, was
originally intended for Steve McQueen The film went
through numerous incarnations through the years (at
one time even Debbie Gibson and Dolph Lungren were
considered » until Costner brought it back from Hollywood
oblivion. He should have left it there.

Houston plays a big-time music superstar with a son
who is receiving death threats and other assorted nas-
tiness. supposedly from a deranged fan. Her manager
hires Frank Farmer (Costner). purportedly the world's
best bodyguard, to protect the pampered songstress.

The plot goes like this: HousU»n gets mad at Costner.

they make up. she gets mad again because Costner
broods, he saves her life, she gets angry, then apologetic,
and they make up.

Yet, The Bodyguard is so familiar, the plot and di-
rection so obvious — is anyone surprised when the
character the camera continually lingers on will turn out
to a big part of the plot? — that the film sinks to an
aimoying level of audience baiting, of being so user-
friendly that it .s just plain insulting.

Every character in The Bmiyguard has been done be-
fore so many times that it practically screams generic.
It's the type ofmovie where no one really has a character— only a few adjectives.

There's the lecherous, greedy manager and the jeal-
ous sister; each don't develop beyond their stock char-
acterizations. Even the deranged fan is so blatant that he
practically has "I'm a crazy man" written on his forehead.

The Btxlygunrd is a ponderously slow film; every frame
mechanically advances the plot. After a few wild, pix'pos-
terous plot twists, the film winds down to a big showdown
at an Academy Awards ceremony where— and I just hue

Turn to BODYGUARD page 8

COUKTESY WARNER W»OS
Whitney Houson and Kevin Costner in "The Bodyguard."
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Bodyguard
continued from poge 7

this one — Houston is up for a Best Actress Oscar.
Why not a Grammy? Why is Houston up for an Oscar

for a film she or anyone else hasn't mentioned for the
entire movie? It's feeble plotting like this that makes The
Bodyguard so ultimately stupid.

Gregory
continued from poge 7

a cheap comedian blush.

Of course Hempel's deceptively simple cartooning
doesn't hurt, effortlessly evoking Gregor>''s child-like

perceptions of his surroundings. Hempel is also blessed
with a superb sense ofcomic timing. Though the humor
never quite reaches the level of "sick" as it's hyped to be
( I'm sorr>'. but we'll have to work hard to top "Stimpy's
Invention"), the comic achieves a kind of warm-hearted
nastiness that makes it a delight to savor.

LHtmiately it's Gregory's book — his name is on the
cover, after all — and the little lunatic proves himself
more than adequate to the task. In the end it doesn't

matter whether we're laughing at him or with him —
we're laughing because of him. Insanity is funny —
fictional insanity, that is— andsoisGrf/^or\'. Endofstor>'.

Whitney Houston wisely plays it very safe in her film
debut. Much like Madonna's first effort in Desperately
Seeking Susan, both Huston and Madonna play charac-
ters very close to their respective personas. So it's up in

the air if Houston can truly act (we had to wait until

Shanghai Surprise to find out Madonna can't act her way
out of a paper brassiere).

Houston is fun to watch; her scenes — though laden
with inexperience — were at least lively. She provides a
competent foil (and thankful respite) from Costner's
constant brood. Never has it been more clearer when
Costner wants to act and when he's coasting. In The
Bodyguard, he sticks to the latter; his performance con-
sists of a droning brood.

Despite some wry moments ofdry humor between the
couple, Kasdan's horrible, device-laden script ultimately
unravels the film. It'sashame— I really did /ii^e Houston,
but not enought to recommend the film.

"I Will Always Love You," the film's irresistible theme
song is by far the best thing about this movie. Do yourself
a favor — buy the single and forget the film. The
Bodyguard's creaky plot, awkward acting and paint-by-

number execution makes foran amatuerish, tepid t hriller.

This is one turkey that should have been sacrificed last

Thursday. Grade: D+
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King of Latin
Jazz reigns
By YAHUBA J. TORRES
Collegian Correspondent

Mongo Santamaria
Charlie Sepulveda & The Turnaround
Student Union Ballroom
Nov. 23, 1992

Ifyou did not go last Monday evening, I pity you;

for this may be the last time that Mongo Santamaria
sets foot on this campus. The man looked old and
tired when he walked on stage but as soon as he sat

in front ofhis congas, theyoung Mongo Santamaria,

composer ofAfro Blue, the man who turned Herbie

Hancock's Watermelon Man to a hit in the Latin

American community, came out and schooled all

those young musicians who came to see the legend.

Warming up the crowd was Charlie Sepulveda
& the Turnaround. Having released only one al-

bum. The New Arrival , he has already hit the Jazz
charts all over the country.

The band is made up ofyoung, new talent in the

jazz scene. On trumpet was Sepulveda himself, who
has played with Tito Puente and Eddie Palmieri. On
tenor sax was a hot, fresh discovery from Puerto Rico

whose style is very much like Coltrane with a Car-
ibbean feel, having played with not only Palmieri

and Puente, but Hilton Ruiz as well.

On drums was a time-keeping machine known
asAdam Cruz; and on the bottom ( bass i was a man
I recognized immediately: ' :hie Flores. If you're

from Puerto Rico like I am. you have probably seen
him before. Flores may look young for his playing
ability, but this kid was playing congas on Puerto
Rico television at the age of four. He has played
with Palmieri, Batacumbele and Roberto Rohena.

The group played every song to perfection. Their
communication on stage allowed them to play freely

and express themselves to their hearts' content.
Their music was the kind that you wanted to dance,
but these musicians were so intense that you had to

stop and observe what these virtuosos were doing.

Next on stage was Mongo Santamaria and his

band, a group that had experience printed all over
thier faces. You could tell that these guys have been
around. Mongo's band is constantly changing, so

you never know what to expect.

The last two times Mongo played this area, he
came once with Tito Puente's band and another
with Max Roach.

This time, the people got up and danced. There
was even a limbo contest going on. Those who were
not dancing were standing right in front of the
stage, amazed at this man who had been around
longenough to tell you about his touring with Dizzy
Gillespie in the 1940's.

Well, for those who went and saw, I salute you
and share a common sense of satisfaction with you.
To those who missed it, I sure do hope that you get
to see this legend — a man who has already en-
graved his name in history as one ofthe pioneers of
Latin Jazz.

Women's Shcies, Clothing & Accessories
Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563
Open Thursdays 'til 8 p.m.
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
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Quote of the Day
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- Overheat (I
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America's trade deficit
the worst in two years

COLLEGIAN

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The U.S. trade defi-

cit surged to $26.54 billion from July
through September, the worst perfor-
mance in nearly two years, as record ex-
ports ofAmerican products were swamped
by imports rising even faster, the gov-
ernment said Monday.

The Commerce Department said that
the 8.1 percent widening in the trade gap
in the third quarter followed a 42.6 percent
deterioration in American's trade perfor-

mance m the April-June quarter, when
the deficit had ztHimed to $24.56 billion.

From 1989 to 1991. an improving trade
deficit was alxnit the only bright spot in an
otherwise bleak domestic economy, sup-
plying more than halfofwhat little growth
there was. This year, however, the trade
performance has turned negative again
and is subtracting from overall growth.

Private economists say that, with
America's biggest overseas markets in

Europe and Japan struggling with reces-
sions oftheir own, it was unlikely the U.S.
trade deficit would improve anytime soon.

"It is pretty evident that whatever
growth we have next year will be based
entirely on domestic demand, not on ex-
ports," said Bruce Steinbery, an economist
at MeiTill-Lynch in New York.

"Economic conditions in Europe and
Japan are both likely to get worse before
they get better."

While the country's merchandise trade
deficit on a balance-of-payments basis
managed to fall to $73.44 billion in 1991.
the first time since 1983 that it was below
$100 billion, the deficit for this year is

runningat an annual rateof$91.09 billion.

David Wyss. an economist at DRI-
Mcgraw Hill Inc.. said he looked for

America's trade deficit to climb back above
$100 billion next year and stay there for

some time to come.
*It is hard to see a lot ofstrength for our

exports when the industrial countries re-

main so weak." he said.

Conte
continued from poge 3

rial and the the world's first biode-

gradable elastomer, a rubber-like

material.

"It's marvelous," said Angie
Bawerman, the sister of the former
Silvio Conte. "I'm very happy and
pleased about it and know my
brother would be quite pleased also

if he was here."

Tsongas
continued from page 1

would not affect his own political plans,

and added that he has designson no elected
office but the presidency.

"Do I think this precludes me from
running for president? Hell, no," Tsongas
said.

"Whatever strength I brought to this

campaign was in my head, not in my
lymph nodes. To say because someone
once had cancer, one cannot run again,

that is a frightening conclusion."

Fruit-flavoring solvent used
to make AT&T
By JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — AT&T reports! a sweet
discovery Monday — the same solvent
that gives flavor to cantaloupes and other
fruits can replace an ozone-depletmg
chemical used in making computer chips.

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
said it has started using the solvent, n-

butyl butyrate. at its largest manufac-
turing plant in the world, located in North
Andover.

The solvent ig replacing another
chemical, trichloroethane. traditionally

used in electronics manufacturing.
Jose Ors. an engineering supervisor at

Bell Laboratories in Princeton. N.J. . which
helped develop the new technique, said
researchers were looking for a substitute

chemical that would be biodegradable.
"Our goal was to look for something

that was a naturally occurring product."
he said.

N-butyl butyrate met this requirement
as well as the company's specifications for

making integrated circuits. Ors said.

As it turned out. this solvent also can
be found in cantaloupe and a variety of
other fruits such as peaches and plums, he
said. In fact, it's sometimes added toyogurt
to enhance the flavor.

computer chip
"It smells like pineapples or bananas,

depending on the individual who smells
it," Ors said.

Trichloroethane has been blamed as a
source of chlorohydrocarbons that con-
tribute to destroying the ozone layer pro-

tecting the earth's surface from ultravio-

let rays.

Other high-tech companies, such as
Intel Corp.. International Business Ma-
chines Corp.. Digital Equipment Corp.
and General Electric Co. have taken steps
to curb ozone-depleting chemicals from
their manufacturing processes.

One incentive is to avoid paying addi-
tional taxes that have been levied on
manufacturers who use such chemicals.
Ors said.

The new solvent is much more expen-
sive than trichloroethane. but AT&T ex-

pects to use smaller amounts so the over-
all cost should be about the same. Ors
said.

AT&T has set a goal of eliminating
chlorohydrocarbons and chloro-
flourocarbons. another ozone-depleting
material, from its North Andover plant by
the end of the year, said Kay Gibbs. a
company spokeswoman.

"This alone will not do it," she said, but
added that AT&T still hopes to achieve
the goal.
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he was in college, simply because he plaved college ball in
Georgetown forJohn Thompson. Thompson has an unique
talent oflimiting the offensive output of his star players

It was funny to see Robert Parish sc-hool Mourning
last week, but given time. Mourning will turn that
match-up amund the other way.

With these two centers and the other pivot men
previously talked about, the main thing about their
success IS their athleticism. All ofthe good big men today
are gieat athletes, which is more than vou can say for'a
few of the past big men (George Mikan is Exhibit"A).

It IS this athleticism which makes the matchups of
today s premier centers so intriguing. How will O'Neal
deal with Robinson's speed? Can Mourning deal with
Ewing's myriad ofoffensive moves? Questions like these
will be answered in the near future when each center
match-up is played out.

In college right now the center postition is really
lacking. BYU has a great center in Shawn Bradley, too
bad he is on a two-year Mormon sabbatical.

What about Eric Montross? Until he puts up some
numbers in the DeanDome. I'm not a believer. Cherokee
Parks? Now he has time to prove himselfsince Christian
Laettner is not there to bully him.

Othella Han-ington will be in the pivot for Georgetown.
Hanington does have talent to make a major contnbution
nght away, so it will be interesting to see how he develops.

The rest of the collegiate big men who are mentioned
oaen are talented forwards (Chris Webber. Rodnev
Rogers. Jamal Mashburn i and not centers. This dearth of
talented centers could change with next year's incoming
freshman, there is major-league Uilent right now.

Rasheed Wallace, from Philly. at 6-foot- 11 is known
for his defen.sive presence. Other centers from the City of
Brotherly love who have impri'sscd includi- Jason I^wson
(headed for Georgia Tech) and Marc Jackson.

In Chicago, there are a couplt- of seven-footers on the
same team! Rashard C.nnith at 7 hnn is headed to Wis-
conbin while his teammate Thomas Hamilton (7-foot-3

The Collegian.

Fits

just

right.

19.000

times a day.

Five

times a week.

320 lbs.
)
could probably head anywhere. There are manv

other centers in this year's class.
The future of the center position looks bright right

now. The center's of today are finallv progiessing with
the game. They are more athletic more skilled, and better
conditioned (for the most part). They are now able to
carry thtir own weight.
On to the boxing scene:
Let's hope Riddick Bowe fights a tomato can on Fox at

half-time during the Super Bowl and then fights Lennox
Lewis right after.

I hope Bowe fights on Fox because it will give him the
chance to show offhis considerable skills lx)th inside the
ring and outside the ring. The show Bowe would probably
put on would only enhance the public view of the
heavyweight crown, and boxing in general. Perhaps it
would even bring more boxing to the networks.

It is a sad day when the best boxer in the world pound
for pound. Julio Caesar Chavez, is basicallv unknown to
the public. That shows just how bad shape the sweet
science is in right now.

It is up to fivsh faces like Bowe. Terrible" Terr>' Norns.
and Roy Jones to show the Wi»r!d that boxing is indeed live
and kicking. Someone has to show the public that all
boxers are not convicts, drug abusers, or grandfather^

Bowe will knock out U'wis when the two do fight I

know Lewis beat Bowe in the Olympics, but Henrv
Tillman Ix-at Mike Ty.s«>n in the Olympic Trials and what
happened when they fought in the pros ' Tvson knocked
out Tillman in 108 seconds!

Now. fighting for his family and his livelihotKi. Bowe
IS performing at his best. U'wis on the other hand
knocked out Razor Ruddock in two and all of a sudden it

seems as though he is the favorite versus Bowe
Two tons offun Bill Conlin ofESPN's Sports Repi.rters

predicted I^wis to win going away. I Ivg t«i diflei . 1 think
Bowe IS one of those rare fighters who has the abilitv t,.

Ik- a crossover success That is. Bowe will have apiH-ai ii.

both the boxing crowd and the public at large, much like
Tys*>n and Ali before him. In the process. Bowe will hnng
boxing to a new level, one higher than it is now.

Ji'ffCnt/'ts IS a Collegian loluinnisr.
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ALL-AMERICAN- UMass cornefi tti

was named to the Kodak All Anwncan First I.-.tr.i

yesterday
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PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Condos.,

seeking quiet

responsible residents.

Long and sliort term

relationstiip possible.

Call 253-3834

flTTCNTION, STUDCNTS!

\CANCUN from $390
\bAHAMAS from $409
IJAMAICA from $439
\ SOUTH PADRE from UOO
\FLOfflDA f^^, from $100

Brsakaway Trav»l
1-800-862-7325

1993 OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ADVISOR AWARD NOMINATIONS
Do you know an academic advisor whom you consKler to be outstanding^

Would yoi: like to see that individual recognued''

If so.wiiv not numina.e ihem for the 1993 OuUti.din« Academic Advi.or Aw«d7!
'. our UTinen nomination mav mclude. but is not Imui^ m th. f«ii« «

»^ ^.^ . \
"^'eo »o. the following efTecuve advnsing qualiues and practirrs• demonsu-auon of a canng atuiude toward advisees;

*^ cffecuve interpersonal skills:

• avajlabiht> to and frequency of contact with advisees
• proacux-e behanor designed to build strong relauonsh.ps uiih students
»^ monitonng of student progress loward academic and career goals• masien, ol mstJtutional regulations policies and procedures
•^ use of appropriate informauon sources;
•^ jppropnate referral acunty;

"^
^.di'.?J° ^""^T

'" ^^«^'°P'"«^n»^ advising (career and life plannmgl inaddiuon lo advising on degree progress, and
f ^

colleagues percepuon of the nominee s advising Ikills.

Submit nominations \>y Monday. December 14, 1992 to:

Yvonne Morand. Chair
Outstanding Academic Advisor Selecuon Committee

College of Food and .Natural Resources Advising Office
1 10 Stockbrldge Hall

Supporting letters must be received at the ume address by January 15. 1993.

Hypnotic Hats
over 20 styles to choose from

Exclusively at

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

1*1 H. Plrnjnt « , Amhml • 2S]-2ai3
22 Mnontc SI , Nodhjmpinn • SM-tlM

<)f>rn 7 dtyi
^hm^Aty nifftts m N<ir1himp«nn

ACTIVITIES

Institute for tha Healing of Racism
Tuesday 7 pm
CCRM917
All are welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Androa and friand who looked at my
aparlmem, 308 North Pleasant (near
BayBanks). and talked to Robert Shiimway
last spring, please call Dave: 253-7522.

Bo publishodi If you're an artist, poel,
writer, or photographer, submit your work
lo Spectrum at 406 E Student Union
building (Above the Credit Union) by Dec.
11. ln(o call 545 2240

Bad and Breakfast downtown Amherst
549 0733

Spanish spaakars
Earn SSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Native or non native) for Psychology
reading study

Call Maria 545 0693

AUTO FOR SALE

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for functional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

549 3662.

FOR RENT

Amharst-Balchartown lina 3 to 5 bed
room homes on bus route call 586 4270

Lavaratt - closa to campus room in

sunny home in exhange lor 12 hours of

child care per week plus some light

housekeeping duties must be available

for early morning (7 am 8:30 ami and
some afternoons (3:30 pm 5 pm) car es
sential some transporting of children.

Two facnalas for double bedroom Presi

deniial apis 162 Each . 549 4705

FOR SALE

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs case and manuals
Call Much 548 9761 S450 OB

HELP WANTED
BE ON T.V. Many needed for

commercials Now hiring all ages.
For casting info

call (615) 779 7111 Ext T 458

Drivers t7-$10 per hour
Start immediately
Apply Domino's Pi;/a

241 King St. Nodhampton

Holiday jobs for the environment
Work with MASSpirg lo pass the
toughest environmental laws in Ihe

country.
• Learn campaign skills

• Stop Pollution
• Make a difference)

Call Carmen 256 6434

International Employment -- M.ike
S2000i per month leaching English
abroad Japan and Taiwan Many pro
vide room and board and other ben
efils Financially culturally rewarding
For program call: (2061632 1146 ext

J5001

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare lime
and liee trip to Cancun.
Call 1 800 3SIESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

Lost silver and torquoisa claddaugh
ring somewhere on campus 11/19 If

found call 253 2733

PERSONALS

Sigma Kappa Pledges: Inspiration

wer?k IS hpioi Jodi s.iys "get wicked
super mega awesome psyched'* Con
gralulalions to the new 1993 Executive
Board! Many thanks to Ihe '92 Exec
Board it's been an awesome year!

Thanh you Si Jiiile

ROOM WANTED
Female grad student looking lo rent room
in house lor spring semester Prefer laid

back but considerate individuals Please call

508 228 6265

ROOMATES WANTED

1 Bedroom available in Piifllon 3 bed
room apartment. Irom 1/1/93, share with 2
other female students. 205/month, call

549 6212

Single room avail, in spacious house spinq
sem call 665 0265 190 00/mo».

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Ciill Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help
Amhersi Carriage Shops. 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 8393

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST cS> FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT

TRAVEL

Save on spring break '93

Cancun. Jamaica, Bah.ini.is, Florida from
S1 19' Book early, save SSS" Gro«ip dis
founts" 1 800 426 7 710

Take it off!
Spring Break '93

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida

Save SSS Before Jan 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

^•Pers typed free cover pa<|e, s(»cll

(heck Si BO/page Brian 546 1795

$1,50/pg Laser print 253 5566 Ask for
Anne

Typing - Word Processing
Resumes, repoits, theses, dissertatioos.

Laser Printing

Call Rosemary 323 5031

Typing $1/pg ?4 hr. luin.iiuiind 586 5268.
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Hodges, Caparotti win postseason awards
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian StalT

The awards are in for the 1992 Univer-
sity of Massachusetts football team and
heading the list is head coach Mike Hodges.

Hodges, first year coach with the Min-
utemen who led his team to a 7-3 mark in
the Yankee Conference, has been named
the 1992 New England Coach of the Year
by the New England Football Writers.

"I look at this award more as a team
award." said Hodges. "This award is nice
but it should go more to the assistants and
players - I'm very happy and pleased for
the football team.

"Winning it ( Coach-of-the-year ) means
that other people recognize that we had a

good year."

Hodges became head coach last spring
after Jim Fteid (now an assistant with
Richmond) stepped down from the helm.
For 14 years, Hodges ser\'ed as an assis-
tant for UMass, the last six as a defensive
coordinator. His first season as head honcho
was quite impressive, as he led his troops to
a third place tie m the Yankee Conference
when most polls picked the Minutemen to
finish seventh (out of nine teams).

UMass was in contention for a playoff
berth until the last week against New
Hampshire, where they lost 20-13; the
loss effectively ended any chances ofplay-
ing in the NCAA 1-AA post- season.

"I'm really proud ofthe way these guys
played all season," said Hodges. "We didn't

quit all year — there wasn't anyone who
expected us to be 7-3 this season."

Hodges is a 1966 graduate of the Uni-
versity ofMaine at Orono where he lettered
in football two years at guard. He was an
assistant coach at Colby College prior to
joining the UMass staffin 1978. where he's
been a part ofMinutemen teams that have
either won or tied eight YanCon titles.

Hodges' award marks the fifth time
that a UMass coach has been honored by
the New England Football Writers. Head
coach of the New England Patriots Dick
MacPherson was named the top coach in
1972 and 1977 and Jim Reid. assistant at
the University ofRichmond, won the award
in 1988 and 1990.

Named to theYanCon first team ofTense

Minutewomen ready for opener

for UMass was 6-foot-5, 265 pound junior
oftiensive guard Bill Durkin (co-captain);

making the second team offense was 6-

foot-3, 285 pound Phil Hallard, who also
made the second team in 1991.

On Defense, cornerback Don Caparotti
(5-foot- 10, 1 70 pound ) made the first team
defense for the second straight year.
Caparotti also was named as a Kodak
Division 1-AA first team All-American.

Linebacker Mario Perry (6-foot-2, 220
pounds), who made the first team in 1990.
was named to the first team for his efforts
this year. Sophomore defensive Tackle
Brian Corcoran (6-foot-2. 238 pound) and
junior outside linebacker Scott Assencoa
( 6-foot- 1, 210 pound) were named to the
second team defense for the first time.

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

It IS showtime for the University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team Tonight, the Minutewomen
will open up their 1992-93 campaign as thev \isit the
Northeastern Huskies.

O'Brien has spent the offseason recruiting for next
year while preparing her returning letter winners and
this years's highly-touted freshman class for the upcom-
ing season.

Tonight. O'Brien and her staff will just start to find
out how the new Minutewomen squad will play together.

Last year UMass went 4-24. which might not sound
too impressive, but is four more victories than the team
had two years ago. when they went 0-27. O'Brien has to
hope that her team can continue the improvement from
last year.

Coach O'Brien said she is anxious to see how the
Minutewomen play together,

"This IS going to be a situation where Northeastern is
a ver>' athletic club, they like to run." O'Brien said. "I'm
looking to see if we play with discipline.

"On Sunday we had a great practice." she said. The
freshmen are excited about their first (road) trip, I'm
excited to see where we ( the team » are."

Last season when these two teams met, UMass was
able to pull out a victory 49-40, but O'Brien said that
circumstances around the game took away from the
nctory.

"Last year when we played them, they were un-
healthy." O'Brien said. "There was a flu epidemic going
around Northeastern The original game was actually
postponed."

The centers:
Part 2 and the
state of boxing

Everywhere you turn in the NBA. there he is.

The newest superstar in the NBA is a rookie, let me
rephrase that, a big rookie. Ofcourse the player I am
talking about is none other than Shaquille OTMeal.

It is fitting hat OT^eal is the first of the new
centers that I talk about, because when the Shaq
is through, he is probably going to be first in a lot
of different things.

Jeff

CROFTS
When Orlando won the right to draft O'Neal, the

franchise was understandably happy. After getting
a first impression ofO'Neal, the franchise should be
understandably overwhelmed. O'Neal is that good.

They say there are no more franchise players.
Well, OTiIeal is the closest to one we are going to see
in a long time. The Shaq will dominate this game
for as long as he wants. Skill-wise, O'Neal has a lot
to learn, but Shaq's combination of power and
speed is unmatched in the NBA. Now let's move
onto another rookie center.

In Charlotte, they are trying to build on the
theory that three great players win a championship.
Before this year, the Hornets had two great players,
Larry Johnson and Kendall Gill. Then Chariotte
drafted Alonzo Mourning. Now they have three.
We have yet to see these three players play

together due to injuries and contract problems, but
from what has been seen of Mourning so far, it is
known that he can play ball in the NBA.

Mourning is better offensively right now than
' Turn to CROFTS, page 1
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Last season the H uskies sported a 9- 18 record . B ut the
record is a little deceiving. Nine of those 18 losses were
decided by five points or less.

For the Huskies, they lose their starting point guard
and their leading scorer from last year, but have some
talented newcomers in addition to a strong returning cast.

Katasha Artis, a transfer from Virginia, is a 5-foot-9
forward who is expected to contribute. Carrine Jones, a
5-foot-9 swing player, averaged 1 1.4 points per game.

The Huskies' main outside threat. Jackie Guidroz (28
three pointers last year), is also back. Senior Cordelia
Washington, a forward, and sophomore Felicia Hobson
are other returnees with substantial experience.

For the Minutewomen there will be three freshmen in
their starting line-up tonight. Melissa Gurile, a 6-foot-3
freshman, will be the starting center. Gurile allows
senior Kim Kristofik to move to her more natural power
forward position.

At the other frontcourt spot, freshman OcUvia Tho-
mas has the starting nod. In the backcourt junior Laurie
Dondarski mans the point, while freshman Kim Gregory
starts at the off-guard. O'Brien said she was pleased with
Gregory's play as of late.

"Kim Gregbry has come on like gangbusters," O'Brien
said. "She looks more comfortable playing here now."

Off the bench freshman Trida Hopson is expected to
see a lot of time at the point while junior Maleeka
Valentine will get minutes at both the off-guard and
small forward slots.

O'Brien said she is not so much concerned with how
the Huskies play, but how UMass plays.

"I'm not really that worried about theway Northeastern
plays," O'Brien said. "What I want to see is how our team
performs."

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
READY FOR FSU — UMass fonvard Tony Barbee,

seen here in last season s NCAA Tournament, and the
rest of the Minutemen will face Ftonda State on
Wednesday night.

Heisman hype falls into place
Gino Torretta. Marshall Faulk. Garrison Hearst

Reggie Brooks. Drew Bledsoe. What do these men have in
common, besides being the "stars" of their respective
campuses?

Well, in early December, all five should be invited to
the presentation ofthe Heisman trophy, the nchest prizem the world of college football. Even though each player
may lay his claim to the award, this will not hold water
come February next year when it comes to theNFL Draft.

Arthur

STAPLETON
They may be worrying about who will be chosen, and

who can strike the best pose, but talent will override
performance when it comes to making the big bucks. So,
ni take a step away from picking games and try to
provide the reader with a brief look at who has the inside
track in winning the Heisman, along with making an
impact in the professional ranks.

The Miami Hurricanes are on their way to another
national championship, but despite what people think
Gino Torretta is only a small reason why. Torretta is the
starting quarterback, and voters like to give credit to that
position whenever the team wins. However, the defense
of the Hurricanes is the difference between the men and
the boys.

Torretta is a solid pro-prospect, due to hisarm strength
and his size. He has proven that he can put points up on
the board with the pro-style offense of Miami but I
question his ability to read defenses. People may shy
away because he may be the second coming of Vinnv
Testaverde.

Speaking of quarterbacks with true pro potential I
have to look no furt;her than Drew Bledsoe ofWashington
State. His team does not have the success of a Miami or
a Notre Dame, but he did orchestrate the dismantling of
once number one Washington.

Bledsoe has been tabbed a "can't miss", and I agree
Get ready, New England, because if the Patriots play as
well as they have for the final three weeks in the season.
Bledsoe is as good as here. But will he sign?

Running backs Marshall Faulk ofSan Diego State and
Garrison Hearst ofGeorgia, with their amazing brand of
rushing, have made watching the CFA exciting this
season.

These two playmakers could leave their respective
teams now and make a huge impact in the NFL. Faulk
has responded to the pressure of the Heisman race, and
he has been getting rave reviews by such greats as
Emmitt Smith and Barry Sanders. Alac. his skill may not
be what the voters will look for in the Heisman.

Faulk has the numbers, but his luck failed this great
runner when he was injured and was forced to miss
several games, including the big one against Miami

Hearst, on the other hand, has come out of nowhere
and pushed Faulk to the limit for the right to be called the
best runner in the game. Ust week's game against
Georgia Tech was supposed to showcase a Heisman
candidate, quarterback Shawn Jones of the Yellow
Jackets; but, as usual, Hearst blew him out of the water
and It was he and not Jones who was showcased He
struck his best pose after one ofhis three TD's. but it may
not be enough.

The man who deserves the award is Reggie Brooks of
Notre Dame and no. I'm not an Irish fan. Brooks came out
of the shadows of both quarterback Rick Mirer and
fullback Jerome Bettis. While his teammates got all of
the press, this senior back ran through every opponent
this season on his way to a career year.

Sure, it may be because opposing defenses keyed on
stopping Mirer and Bettis, but how can you argue with
the guy's numbers? His team is ranked in the top five we
all know his school could be renamed Heisman Univer-
sity, and Brooks is a great prospect for the NFL

However, this phenom will probably be snubbed, un-
like Irish players in the past, who didn't produce and still
received the award by a process of elimination (see TimBrown ). Hopefully the award won't go to Torretta. because
he 18 the least deserving out of the choices listed
How else can we finish this column in a year that

people complain about the bowl picture: Miami wins the
championship.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian cnhinviist.
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teXTNet
Hie Students Used Book Exchanoe

Make up to 300% more by selling your
books directly to your classmates

through the directory listing

for used texts!

Call or write for free information: P.O. Box 459. Sunderland, MA 01375
(413) 665-M71 or 800-949-TEXT (8398)

r A
"^

AUTHENTIC GREEK CUISINE. ITALIAN. AMERICAN
PIZZA. GRINDERS. CALZONES. GYROS

You've tried all the others...

Now try KRETE and taste the difference

15% Student Discount

fXPfffSS imCH\ W MINUTE GUARANTEE!!
^ Available Monday-Friday 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m.

FREE DELIVERY!!
MINIMUM $5.00 HADLEY-AMHERST AREAS ONLY

331 RUSSELL ST., RTE. 9, HADLEY 586-8255

Who's been making
finest Pizza since 1967?

<^V

PIZZA

1992-93 MINUTEMEN
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

Dec.

M'i vni
253-90r.1

Serving the Valleyfor over
a quarter century

19671992 BELL'S PIZZA HOUSF

rocK
bottom

DISCOUNT .iJ^ay

Northrampton/Holyoke
584-4112 • 535-1888
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31
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at Florida State (ESPN)
CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE
Siena at the Knickerbocker Arena
at Oklahoma
MARATHON BASKETBALL

ABDOWS HALL OF FAME CLASSIC
Springfield Civic Center
UMass vs. Holy Cross
UAB vs. South Carolina
Third place game
Championship

at New Hampshire (A- 10 TV)
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
CINCINNATI (ESPN) at Springfield

at Temple (A- 10 TV)
at Rutgers
GEORGE WASHINGTON (A- 10 TV)
RHODE ISLAND (SportsChannel)
TEMPLE
DePAUL (ABC) at Wore. Centrum
SW LOUISIANA (ESPN)
at St. Bonaventure (A- 10 TV)
WEST VIRGINIA (ESPN)
RUTGERS (A- 10 TV)
at St. Joseph's
at George Washington (A- 10 TV)
at Buffalo

Rhode Island

at the Providence Civic Center
at West Virginia

ST. BONAVENTURE
ST. JOSEPH'S
Atlantic 10 Championships

7:30 p .m.

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p m.
8:30 p .m.

8:00 p m.

6:30 p m.
8:30 p m.
6:30 p m.
8:30 p m.

l:00p m.
7:00 p m.
9:30 p. m.
2:00 p. m.
8:00 p. m.
Noon
7:00 p. m.
7:00 p. m.
1:30 p. m.

1 1 :59 p. m.
4:30 p. m.
9:00 p. m.
Noon
7:15p. m.
Noon
7:30 p.m.

Noon
Noon
7:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

GOOD LUCK MINUTEMEN
Have a Great Season

We're Proid of Yoi & Look Forward to a Great Season
Do Your Shopping at...

THt MASSACHUSrnS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England

Founded in 1890 • Daily since 1967

GREAT PRICES ON LIQUOR & GROCERIES
Conveniently located in No. Amherst just past the lights'

SUNDERLAND RD., NO. AMHERST, MA 549-0933

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is published
each weekday during the calendar semester

v^ith a circulation of 19,000.

Founded in 1 890 as Aggie Life, the Collegian is

now in its 102nd year of production.

This year the Collegian celebrates 25 years

as a daily paper.

113 Campus Center • University ofMassachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003 •(413) 545-3500

1991-92 campaign
a memorable one
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The 1992-93 University of Massachu-
setts basketball team has a difficult task
ahead for them: they will attempt to im-
prove on last year's remarkable season.

As head coach John Calipari said at
Midnight Madness to 4.000 basketball-
hungry fans, -Repeat aOer me, we do not
expect 30 wins. We expect 31."

While some fans may expect the Min-

much fun on that trip, and nobody thought
we were going to win. I knew we were
gonna have a good season ailer that."

The Minutemen took the Alaska title to
nationally ranked Kentucky, a contest
which would no doubt be their toughest of
the season. A 17-hour trip which vaguely
resembled the movie "Planes, Trains, and
Automobiles" wore UMass out. and the
Minutemen faltered 90-69 to the Wildcats.

The basketball team regrouped, win-
ning their next three games in convincing

1992-93

BASKETBALL
) SEASON PREVIEW

TABLE OF CONTENTS
1991-92 Sweet Sixteen Season Recap p^Q^ 3
Bill Bayno, John Robic, and James "Bruiser" Flint"-
the essential assistants

utemen to P^t h*.tf*r » Ko
"-''"-

" """ ""K "'^^^ iiexi mree games in convincing

K.v^ ^T !. . , ^ •
'"* ^^™ ^*^ * **•»• fashion, and at 8- 1 and playing their last

b2k1uh\ l^i't"''"
""'''^•^^^'^'^ ^^'"^ °^ '^« ^«» semLt^'lt George

-^e M^n \ ^^^ u
Washington. UMass was poised for a naThe Minutemen opened up the season tional ranking. Unfortunately theat the Curry Hicks Cage for a midnight Colonials weren't very agreeable and GWgame against the Siena Saints, the team came back from a halZHeficit to ^nUMass had upset in the 1990 NIT to

advance to that tournament's Final Four.
A wild throng offans were ready for ESPN,
and the Minutemen led 47-22 at haiaime
and never looked back.
A 49-point blowout against Keene State

three nights later boosted the Minutemen
to 2-0, but the team had to travel to An-
chorage, Alaska and take on tough com-
petition in the Great Alaska Shootout.

Wins against Santa Clara and Oregon
State in the first two rounds pitted Mas-
sachusetts against New Orleans and All-
American candidate Ervin Johnson. The
fact that UMass had made it to the finals
surprised enough folks, but when the
Minutemen shutdown Johnson and Lou
Roe had his coming out party on ESPN,
the title went to the overlooked Minute-
men. who were now a perfect 5-0.

"The Alaska Shootout really set the
tempo for the season." said assistant coach
James "Bruiser" Flint. "The team had so

77-65.

UMass. as resilient as ever, bounced
back by winning the second annual
Abdow's Holiday Classic, blowing Harvard
out 98-63 in the first round and defeating
BigS member Iowa State, 73-53. Oklahoma
was next at Springfield, a game which
would prove once and for all if UMass
could play with the big boys.

For the third time in three games,
television viewers saw they could. With
ESPN televising the game, the Minutemen
gave a total team effort and eliminated
the Sooners by the second TV timeout. In
the 86-73 victory, UMass slammed home
the point that UMass was a team to Uke
seriously. Voters agreed, because at 11-2.
UMass cracked the national rankings for
the first time in history.

West Virginia, a nemesis of the Min-
utemen all season, did not overlook the
team. They came to th.- Cu^v ready to

Turn to MEMORIES, page 1
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Ted Cottrell and Jeff fvleyer are ready to play
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Assistants are the invisible strength of program
By JEFF CROFTS maw.r^»t, ^r »k^ ^«„...; ...u.. «_ .... " ^By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Suff

The future of UMass basketball right now looks as
bright as ever. Head coach John Calipari has a new four-
ytar contract, a new arena, and four new recruits for next
Mson. Perhaps the most overlooked thing Coach Calipari
has going for himself is his staffofthree assistant coaches,
Bill Bayno, James "Bruiser" Flint, and John Robic.

Bill Bayno enters his fifth year as an assistant coach
at Massachusetts. Bayno has been all around the world
ofcollege basketball, beginning here in Amherst in 1980.

For the Minutemen, Bayno played guard from 1980
until 1982. After his sophomore season Bayno transferred
to Sacred Heart, where he was a backcourt standout for
two seasons. In 1985. Bayno graduated fi-om Sacred
Heart.

Bayno worked for basketball programs such as Bap-
tist College. Seton Hall, and eventually Kansas. At
Kansas. Bayno worked with fellow UMass assistant
John Robic.

Now, having come full circle. Bayno is back with the
Mmtutemen. He says the return has been a pleasant one.

"For me the situation has been great," he said. "It is
kind of ironic that I'm back here, I never thought I'd be
back.

"Like any business, it has it's ups and downs, but this
has mostly been ups." Bayno said. "With the guys I work
with and the kids I've recruited, I don't think I could too
many situations better than this.

As for Bayno's job with the team, he is the lead
recruiter in addition to teaching the UMass system to the
players.

•^e all do the same thingwhen it comes to coaching and
teaching," he said. "We're all heavily involved in practice.

"The roles become more defined when you break it

down to recruiting and scouting." Bayno said. "The scout-
ing and recruiting are separated. John (Robic) does the

majority of the scouting while Bruiser and I do the
majority of the recruiting."

The rise ofUMass basketball is something Bavno has
ei\joyed seeing happen.

"I've always thought this school was a sleeping giant."
he said. "With it's beautiful campus, excellent academic
reputation, and social life, with the league that it is in. I

always thought you could recruit the best plavers here
and make it one of the best teams in the league.

"I'm not that surprised that we've turned it around."
Bayno said. "I really believed we would when we first
came here."

All the coaches knew each other before UMass and
Bayno thinks that has helped out.

"We all knew each other before coming here, John
IRobicI and I always talked about coaching together."
Bayno said. "I've worked with both Bruiser and John
(Calipari I in the past as well.

"We've known each other for a long time, we've got a
unique relationship." Bayno said. "I think that helps us.
we're good friends as well a.'^ fellow coaches."

Over the summer Bayno was interviewed for thejob as
the University of Hartford head basketball coach. Bayno
was one ofthe finalists before former Ohio State assistant
Paul Brazeau got the job. The thoughts of moving up in
the coaching world is a thought which intrigues Bayno.

"At some point I have to look at where I am going," he
said. "You never know where you are going to be from one
year to the next, I have to look a couple years down the
road and well see what happens."

The future ofUMass basketball is one in which Bayno
believes will continue to grow.

"With the new arena (The Mullins Center) and with
the class (of recruits) wejust signed. I think the future is
bright." he said. "I think we'll be able to continue to
recruit good players, which is the life of any program, if
you recruit you're going to win.

"I think we've gotten TV exposure which is impor-

tant." Bayno said. "Television knows that we are a good
draw, .so that looks good.

"I think the future looks great." he said "We're going
to be one of the better teams in the country, maybe not
Top 20 every year, but certainly Top 40 or 50. and in the
tournament every year."

To anyone familiar with the Atlantic 10s past. James
"BruKser" Flint is a not-t<x>-distanl memorv as a tough-
as-nails point guard for St. Joseph's University. From
Philadelphia, Flint led his hometown Hawks to an A-10
title in 1986.

After graduating from St. Joseph's in 1987, it was off to
CoppinStatefor Flint. There, Bruiser served asanassistanl
coach and assistant athletic director Jbr two years.

Then m 1989. he arrived at former A-10 rival UMass.
Now, in his fourth year with the Minutemen. Flint is
pleased with the success the program has had.

"When I came here, I knew the coaches were g(x>d,"
Flint said. "I think we've come a long way since our staff
has been here."

Much like Bayno. a lot of Flint's respon.sibililv lies in
the recruiting department, but he. also like Bayno. is
much more than a recruiter.

"I recruit for the team." Flint said. "1 also help out with
the players and the system (of UMa.ss basketball 1."

"I help the guys ( the players ) when they have problems,
and I try to encourage them." he said. "1 always want the
players to feel like they can come to us when they have a
problem."

As for the future of UMass hoop. Flint is optimistic.
"I think this could be pretty special." Flint said. "The

new arena, the games on television, and national coverage
will be good for recruiting.

"Now when we go into kid's (recruits) houses, they will
know who we are," he said. "They will know the UMass
program."

For Flint, the atmosphere '^ Amhorst is one to his
Turn to ASSISTANTS, poge 6
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Taking off their redsiiirts
Cottrell and Meyer eligible after sitting out last season
Bv .JASON NASH u ii u- i r ., , . . . .Bulk IS a big weakness for Meyer also, though he has
By JASON NASH
Collegian SUfT

The life of a redshirt is a lot like the life of a convicted
criminal: lots of hard work, but no time to play.

For the University ofMassachusetU basketball team,
last year's redshirts Ted Cottrell and Jeff Meyer will
ceitanily get a trial from head coach John Calipari. but
the jury is still out on whether these two will be able to
help this year's team

gotten bigger since last year. If he and Cottrell are
expected to withstand the power ofopposingA- 10 forwards
for the next three years, they will need to tear a page from
the notebooks of Mel Turpin and John "Hot Plate" Wil-
liams and become better acquainted with the dining
commons on campus.

"I did a lot of eating over the summer," said Cottrell
"But my weight fluctuates often."

I think I've made some strides," said Meyer. "I'm up
Meyer and Cottrell were certainly part oflast season's to about 240, a gain of about 10 pounds since last year

"sweet sixteen" team, but redshirts are not allowed to
dress for games, which made their season a long and
frustrating one.

"Last year was tough mentally and physically." said
Meyer. "I had to practice everyday while knowing that I

would never get a chance to play. To me the practices
were the games."

"I really wanted to play in the games," said Cottrell.
"But It was best for me to take care of academics first."

Meyer, a 7-foot-2 sophomore giant from Wausau,
Wisconsin came to UMass with a knack for blocking shots
(all-time leader at Wausau East High School) and an
unrelenting ability on the boards. After playing in 22
games in his freshman year and becoming crowd favorite
at the Curry Hicks Cage, Meyer redshirted last year in
hopes of developing himself physically.

"During all the road trips, while the team traveled, I

basically hit the weights," said Meyer. "I've increased my
vertical leap, bench press, and squats."

Cottrell. though three years out of Annapolis High
School in Mar>'land. is still only a freshman and has
followed in the footsteps of UMass guard Mike Williams
by spendinga year at Maine Central Institute in Pittsfield,
Maine, one the most highly touted prop schools in the
country. There, Cottrell averaged ten poinU and six
rebounds a game for his 24-0 team.

"MCI gave me a chance learn a lot about the game
because of the high level of competition," said the 6-foot-
9 Cottrell. "Moat of it was from trial and error, though."

Size and body weight seem to be Cottrell's weakest
points, though he subscribes to a very tough and hard-
noaed type of play. While Cottrell could sUnd to gain a
few pounds, his 200 pound body frame gives him explo-
sive first step and remarkable quickness.

"Ted has the all the tools, but he needs to bulk up." said
aasistant coach Bill Bayno "He can stick the openjumper
and runs the floor ver>' well."

Eating probably is the last thing on Cottrell's mind, as
he suffered a tooth infection from catching an elbow in

the mouth in the first scrimmage of the year. The blow
was serious enough for Cottrell to miss a few days of
practice and to have root canal done on the tooth.

"It's (his mouth) blown up pretty bad. and it's taking
a while for the swelling to go down, I'll have to wear a
mouth guard for most of the season," said Cottrell.

Injuries have not eluded Jeff Meyer either so far this
year as he suffered a broken nose in an early season
practice courtesy ofDana Dingle. Meyer had to have the
nose broken back into place and will wear a protective
mask when needed.

Both came from long distances to attend UMass. but
both chose to come to Amherst for similar reasons.
Meyer, who mayors in business, and Cottrell, an Exercise
Science Migor, both appreciated UMass athletically and
academically.

"UMass has a great business school; one of the best in
the country," said Meyer. "I grew up in a really small
town and I guess I out grew it. I wantied to come out east
because this is where the action is."

Said Cottrell, "I really liked the campus and the way
the coaching staff treated me."

Meyer agreed, "I could see that this program was up
and coming. Plus all the coaches act in a very professional
way. You can senae it in the air that something good is

going on around you."
Because last year saw no playing time for either of

them, action more than likely will be limited for both
Cottrell and Meyer again, but there are minutes for them
to get. Due to their size they both could be called on to give
A- 10 premier big men Harper Williams and Lou Roe a
breather during the games.

This 18 a great opport unity for both Ted and Jeff." said
Bayno. "One of those two should definitely get some

Turn to REDSHIRTS page 5

Non-conf.
schedule the
toughest yet
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

To be the best, you've got to beat the best.

In the 1992-93 season, the University ofMassa-
chusetts men's basketball team will be put to the
extreme test when it ventures out ofthe Atlantic 10,

taking on some ofthe top hoop teams in the country.
TheM inutemen, led by head coach John Cali pari

,

will not only be seen by their faithful fans here in

Amherst, but by millions of college basketball fa-

natics nationwide on ESPN and ABC.
In the world of college athletics, coaches need a

venue to market their specific programs, and for

basketball, television is the best medium used to
lift a program into the spotlight.

ESPN is the total sports network, and UMass will

grace the channel with its presence on four different

occasionsdunng the regular season. The Minutemen
possess that special something that interests view-
ers, off of last season's nm to the Sweet Sixteen.

"Our programming philosophy is try to air as
many teams as possible that have the potential to

make it to post-season play," said Curt Pires, a
publicist for ESPN's College tiasketball.

"Our schedule [non-conference] is all based on
television. You give ESPN and ABC the games, and
you tell them we'll play whomever whereever, as
long as they give us a return game," said Calipari.

"Calipari has been very cooperative in working
with us, and I think he understands the role tele-

vision could play for a program. We look at UMass
•B being an exciting brand of basketball, and it

adds something to our schedule when we have
them on," said Pires.

UMass begins the follow-up to its Cinderella
season tonight on ESPN at Florida State, a program
which has sky-rocketed into the Top 10 even before
the regular season. Led by head coach Pat Kennedy,
the Seminoles are an experienced group for which
the expectations are high.

Turn to SCHEDULE, poge 8
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Hoop guru
picks top 20
college teams

Crofts' Top 20
1.) Kansas- Great backcourt. and here comes Hancock
Z.) Indiana- Notes from NIT: Cheaney looks motivated
rest of team looks tough.
3.) Michigan- Fab Five returns, but does their desire>
4.) Duke- Kryzewski, Hurley are winners. Grant Hill is
stupendous, it is all up to Cherokee Parks
5.) Seton Hall- Dehere is good. Walker is rough, but is
Luther Wright ready to carry his (massivet load?
6.» Floiida Slate- Looked inconsistent in NIT. when
Ward returns, hell settle them down. Major league
talent in Tallahassee.
7.) Kentucky- This is Mashburn's team. Someone has to
help him up front while Travis Ford has to lead backccmit.
8.) Memphis State- Hardaway and Vaughn will shine
again, but it is the return of two other starters which
bodes well for the Tigers.

9.) North Carolina- Four starters return at Chapel Hill.
Question- without Hubert Davis, who shoots the rock?
10.

)
Arizona- No more dependance on underachieving big

men. Chris Mills will lead Lute's crew.
IL) Michigan State- Tough conference, tough players
should be up to challenge despite lacking explosiveness.
12.1 Syracuse- They lose David Johnson, but everyone
else is back, including Mr. Smooth. Lawrence Moten.
Probation has hit. too bad.
13.

»
UNLV- Rollie in Vegas? Will either explode as a

volatile mix or work as a solution. I pick the latter for no
apparent reason.

14.) Oklahoma- Tubbs' team will run and run, but will
they stop other teams from running better than them?
15.

)
Iowa- The defense ofAcie Earl in the paint will make

the Hawkeyes play better than their Ulent.
16. )Tulane- LossofKim Lewis really hurts, but the Posse
is ready for another season.
17. » Cincinnati- What can Nick Van Exel and crew do for
an encore? It should be interesting.
18.

)
UCLA- Ed O'Bannon looked great in the NIT. team

looked Iwtter than expected. Guards are so physically
strong. Could surprise.
19.

»
Georgia Tech-Malcolm Mackey and James Forrest

will punish inside, while Travis Best will orchestrate
from outside.

20.
)
UMass- It could be rough in the beginning with new

players taking over new roles, but this is now a legitimate
Top 25 team. It will all come down to attitude. If the
Minutemen fight the way they did lastyear, they could do
some damage. If not there could be a trip to letdown city.
Bench has got to produce, backcourt has got to be steady.
21.) Louisville- Four starters return and ClifT Rozier
makes the Cardinal's season Imik promising.
22,

)
Georgetown- If Harrington is as go<xl as adverli.scd.

the Hoyas will be alright, if not, they will be in trouble
23.) Iowa State- Five starters return and backcourt is
good. Somehow their production on paper doesn't alwavs
equal victories.

24.) Wake Forest-Two words: Rodney Rogers.
25.

)
Purdue- There is a new Mr. Robinson in Gene

Keady's neighborhtx)d and early indications show he is
good, very good.

Crofts' All-American Teams
Ist Team

Rodney Rogers. Wake Poorest-Amazing body.amazing
athletic prowess. Strong and quick around basket, good
touch from outside. Is a bull in a china shop, will domi-
nate ACC.

Jamal Mashburn. Kentucky- Perhaps the best all-
around big man in the game. Is a terror in the post and
a threat from Trey land.

Chris Webber. Michigan- Explosive, incredible ath-
lete. Ability sometimes to amazing to believe. Dunks like
it was nothing, breathtakingly talented.

Bobby Hurley. Duke- The prototype point guard. A
winner. Quick, can penetrate or hit the J. Great instincts,
will do what it takes to win. and that is the bottom line.

Allan Houston. Tennessee- Best shooting guard in
country. Can shoot the lights out and has size {6"6) to
post up many 2's. Still, it is his jump shot and smarts
which got him where he is.

2nd Team
Calbert Cheaney. Indiana- If NIT is any indication,

he'll move up to first team before too long. As complete
offensively as anyone in the nation. If he leads, in addi-
tion to scoring, look out.

Grant Hill, Duke- Can play three positions and domi-
nate at each. You cannot say that about many. Versatility

and ability is astounding.

Anfernee Hardaway, Memphis State- Is one ofthe few-

other players who can dominate at three positions. Is as
electric as any player in college today.

Terry Dehere, Seton Hall- Clutch shooting guard, and
a tough one as well. Likes to talk trash, and usually backs

it up. When he is on. everyone knows it, especially the

poor fool guarding him.

Darrin Hancock. Kansas- This is my darkhorse pick.

As athletic as anyone and now with transfer ofBen Davis

(to Virginia) his stage will be bigger. He will shine and
amaze, here he comes.

Honorable Mention: Doug Edwards, FSU. Lawrence

Moten. Syracuse. Jalen Rose. Michigan. Acie Earl, Iowa.

James Robinson, Alabama. Glenn Robinson, Purdue

(think 1 was impressed with his collegiate opener? Just a

little.) Vin Baker. Hartford.

Collegian 1992-93 Basketball Season Previ.

Chris Robinson, shown here picking up a loose ball in the
vying for the two starling positions.

... SIOPHEREVANS. COlLliJA .

UMass exhibition game against Latvia, is one of five guard;

Hoosiers to be a Top 40 hit
Quite simply, the question in college basketball as the

1992-93 season begins isn't can Duke repeat, but rather
who can prevent them?

There are a number of superb teams in the country
that could wrestle the next national championship away
from the Blue Devils, and everybody will obviously be
gunning for Bobby Huriey. Grant Hill, et al. So without
further adieu, here is the real top 40 in the nation

1. Indiana Five years ago. Bobby Kiught won his
third national championship in New Orleans, home of
this year's Final Four. The Hoosiers have the talent, but
Knights heavyhanded coaching may hurt this team

Michael

MORRISSEY
Us time for Calbert Cheaney and Damon Bailey to

take charge. Bailey must lead the floijr and live up to his
pre-college superstar billing. whileCheaney hopes to win
the Big 10 Player oft he Year. The competition in the Big
10 will harden the H(M)siers for the Big Dance.

2. Kansas has all the tools to win a national chani|)i
onship. and Roy Williams' team will come close again.
The Jayhawks have won two Big 8 titles in a row. and
they return four starters. The fifth hole will In- taken up
by forward Darin Hancock, who was the junior college
player of the year last year.

Returning are Rex 1 1 he wonder guard ( Walters, a pure
shooter who averaged 16 |x>ints per game last vear.
Adonis Jordan is a first team All-Nanu- selection if not an
All-American candidate. Together the two make up the
best guard tandem in the nation.

3. Kentucky will reach New Orieans this year, much
as I hate to admit it. Even though only two starters, All-
American Jamal Mashburn and Gimel Martinez, return.
Jeff Brassow is back. The guard went out earlv in the
season, but he has fully recuperated. Super-frosh Rodrick
Rhodes will step in immediately.

COLLEGIAN'S SWEET SIXTEEN
Compiled by Jeff Crofts

The following is basecf on the No. 1 team getting 1

6

points. No. 2 getting 15 points, No. 3 getting 14 points
etc. First place votes are in parenthesis.

Pitino IS a great coach, and the Wildcats will go Ui the
Big Dance in the Big Easy.

4. Duke IS Bobby Huriey's team now. and if In- plav.s li^df
as well as NBA awches ;uid plovere say he played in the
Barcelona warmups agaiivst the Divam Team, then Duke
should have no problem lea.sthing its seventh Fianl Four in
eight years. ( 'henikee I'ark.s i.s iHtChnstuui l^etUx'r.bul with
the Hill ofw pnmding sconng puinh, he won't have t4i lie.

5. How fan an a man l.ik.' a team 'Anfernee Hardaway
will take Memphis Slate to the verge of the Final Four.
A tough conference schedule will prep the Tigers for the
NCAA tourney, and with starters like An(h<.ny lloiiglas
and David Vaughn returning;. M» mpln- .^f:.(," cmilfi Ik-

the Cinderella team of U)f)2

6 Where's Michigan, you ask.' Right where they
should U'. Coach Cahpan. if you worry hUiuI your U-am
being overconfident, imagine how Steve Fisher fwls in
Ann ArlHir? Five brash c.Kky starters will have trouble
getting out of the Big 10 with then lu-ad;- intact, and by
the end of the year. Webber. Kom-. Ih.waid. King anil
• I.u kM.ii nii-ht iK.t vwn Im- on the Ih'sI team in Mnhitioii.

7 North Carolina fits ver>' nicely in the seventh >|)ot
The Tar Heels don't have the tempt tn keep tip with the
chart toppers, but ifthey peak al the right time, thev will
surprise ACC rivals Duke and Florida Slate, among
others. Brian Reese. George Lynch and Eric Mf.ntross
make up one of the top frontcouits in the land, hut who
will step up to fill the void left by HulKit Davis?

8. Seton Hall is eighth. Theyll lose in the first round
of the \C',\As I hale the Big East. End of discussion.

9 Michigan State was feMed in the Nt VVVs by last vear's
Cinderella team. Cincinnati. Inmic lieiau.s«- 1 Ik' .SiKutans will

liethesleepei-softhisyear'sUmnx-y. Mike Peplowski iseitlier

6-foot-8or6-fcK)t-l(). depi'ndingon who you ln-lieve I Ulieve
whaU'\er the 270-|)ouikI center tells me. Shawn Kes|x..|t is

.'^tiTiiig at the two guaitl. hut finding .someone U) plav point
guai-d is head coach Jud Heathcote's task.

'Turn to TOP 40. page 9

redshirts

1. Indiana (3) 135
2. Kansas (3) 123

Michigan (3) 123
4. Duke 122
5. Kentucky 112
6. Seton Hall ^ 88
7. North Carolina 79
8. Memphis State 73
9. Florida State 70
10. Arizona 54
11. Oklahoma 44
12. Georgia Tech 29
13. Iowa 27
14. UMass 24
15. Michigan State 15
16. Louisville 12

Iowa State 12

continued from page 4

quality minutes. We have people that can score so we
would primarily call upon them to defend, rebound and
maybe block some shots."

As for their outlook on the season. Meyer and Cottrell

both remain positive and hope for a chance to prove
themselves.

"I'm just going to continue to play hard," said Meyer.
"Ill just take the minutes given to me and try to get used
to game situations."

"I goingtotry todo thebest I can," said Cottrell. "I hope
I get a chance to play so the fans don't ask Why did they
get this guy?'."

Looking towards the future, both talents arc ipw, but
are blessed with with a lot of heart and physical talent.

"Both players need to stay focu.sed and stay consis-
tent," said Bayno. "I definitely .see them as major
contributers on tiiis team one or two years down the road.

Others Receiving Votes. California (9), Tulane (8). HarHord (8. ed note
see Dave Scott). ITT Technical Institute (7, ed. note: see Dave Scott)
Syracuse (6), UNLV (6), Amherst College (5. ed. note: see Dave Scott)'
Cincinnati (4), Purdue (3), Nebraska (3). UConn (2). Georgia (1), and
Illinois (1).

Ed. Note: This poll shows that while the Collegian has
a good sports department, not all of the staffers are of
sound mind.

Collegian
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assistants
continued from page 3
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liking.

"I enjoy working at UMass." he said. -Off the court
were (the coaches) pretty close, we do things together."

John Robic is another coach who has experience at a
number of a different schools. Affer attending Walsh
College for two years. Robic moved onto Dennison College.

It was at Dennison College where Robic was a Division
Three All -American. Affer graduating from Dennison.
Robic hooked on at Kansas.

At Kansas, Robic earned lx)th his Master's degree and
served as a member of Larry Brown's basketball staff. It
is that thread of Kansas which Robic shares with both
Bayno and Calipari.

As soon as Robic finished with the Jayhawks. he
joined Calipan's staff at UMass. Entering his fifth year
in Amherst. Robic is sort of the jack-of-all-trades coach
for the Minutemen.

In addition to his regular coaching chores. Robic is the
head scout for future Massachusetts opponents. He is
also the team's video coordinator, runs the UMass Summer
Basketball School, and coaches the MiniMinutemen ball-
handling group. Not only a scout for UMass. Robic does

It's About

from »50

some scouting for the NBA.
Coach Robic enjoys the fact that he has many things

in his hands.
"Scouting is my primary job, I'm on the road all the

time from November through February," Robic said. "We
all take part in teaching (at practice), and I like the fact
that all the coaches have responsibilities."

Robic has seen big time college hoop at Kansas and
feels UMass is on the similar way up.

"I was at Kansas for their National Championship
season (1988), so at first coming herewas an adjustment."
he said. "But now the way the program is going, it's

getting closer and closer to the level at (Kansas).
"I think the best thing is the way we've built the

program," Robic said. "We were all pretty young coming
here, so we've had to work harder, now UMass has gotten
to a point of national respect."

The relationships between the coaches is something
Robic said he enjoys.

"I worked with Billy ( Bayno) at Kansas for a year," he
said. "We ( the coaches) got to know each other at the Five
Star Basketball Camp. Off the court we are very close,
and we have a very good working relationship."

Over the next couple ofyears, Robic said he hopes that
the UMass program continues its* upward climb.

"I hope it grows with the new arena and everything,"
Robic said. "I hope we can stabilize what we have going

"

Coach Calipari said he is happy with the staff he has
here at UMass.

"Besides all the separate responsibilities each (assis-
Unt) has, they all teach at practice," Calipari said. "All
three assistants are involved here.

"I think we have as good a sUff as you'll see (in the
country)," Calipari said "The important thing is that we
all work together, egos do not get involved here which is

also very important."

CHRISTOPHER EVANS , J1U,,1AN
Jerome Maltoy has some pretty big shoes to fill— he

will replaceaB-time UMass leading scorer Jim McCoy as
the team's shooting guard.
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Top to bottom, Atlantic 10 Conference solid
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

There is no lack of confidence floating around the
Atlantic 10 Conference these days. Coaches and league
ofTicials alike are more than willing to tell you where
their conference is heading — namely up.

Despite the lossoftwoteams ( Penn Stateand Duquesne)
in the last two years, the A- 10 has made great strides in
national prominence and some feel this is the season the
league will break out of the Big East's big shadow.

This is a very good basketball league." Temple coach
John Chaney said. "And this season it will be better than
Tve ever seen it. There aren't an>'more easy games on the
schedule."

The rise from the basketball dead of Massachusetts.
George Washington. St. Josephs and Rhode Island teamed
with perennial winners in Temple. West Virginia and
Rutgers have made the A- 10 a league on the move.

Last season the league sported a combined 76-36
(.679) record in non-conference play, for the second year
in a row sent three teams to the NCAA Tournament and
was ranked the fifth best conference in the country by the
RPI power rankings.

This season, expectations are far greater.
"Fans always point to some of the top teams on our

non-conference schedule, but the biggest challenge is

how competitive the A- 10 has become," West Virginia
coach Gale Catlett said. "A- 10 teams have progressed to
playing some of the best basketball in the nation."

Coaches around the league are lobbying for a game of

the week on ESPN.
"We are the fifth best league in the country and people

should be watching us on television." Chanev said. The
league is filled with great players and great basketball
environments. It is a perfect fit for a weeklv game."

Although a weekly slot on ESPN will not occur this
season. A- 10 teams will appear on the toUl sports net-
work 12 times this winter and ABC will televise two
contests ( UMass-DePaul on Jan. 24 and Temple-Wake
Forest on Feb. 7).

Even without the constant exposure, some basketball
"experts" are proclaiming the A- 1 to be a notch above the
Big East, an unthinkable occurrence a few years ago.

Larry Donaldson of Eastern Basketball writes "!The
A-lOj just might be tougher, top to bottom, than the Big
East. No kidding."

Better than the Big East? Not yet. But each year as
more and more top high school talent arrives, the A- 10
keeps closing the gap.

The Collegian's predicted order of finish
GEORGE WASHINGTON - Colonial coach Mike

Jarvis is returning four starters from last season's 16-12
If jm and has brought in what is potentially the league's
best recruiting class.

GW will be led by returning All-Conference guard
Dirkk Surles. who pumped in 19.9 points a game last
season. Surles is a streak shooter capable ofscoring 30 on
a given night. Point guard Alvin Pearsall (176 assists) is
quate capable of getting the ball to his backcourt mate.

Also returning is Sonni Holland (16 ppg) and Bill
Brigham (11.9 ppg), who will be joined by possibly the

leagues best recruit and definitely the leagues most
interesting newcomer

VauKn Jones, a 6 luoi \ .-ci.i int; iilkIuiu- in.m
DeMantha High in Washington D.( .could l»e the league s
best frosh and will Ik* expected to produce immediately
7-foot- 1 Nigerian Yinka Dare is reported U> Ik- an un
finished product but has unlimited potential.
The good Lord found Yinka for us." Jarvis. who

coached Patnck Ewing at Cambridge Rindge & Ltin.
said. "1 expect him to be a factor any time he is m the
game He has the raw skills and at 7-foot- 1 his presence
on the court will be felt."

Jarvis is a great coach, who has been successful at
each level he has worked at. Look for him and Surles Ut
take GW to a new level this season
MASSACHUSETTS- IfUMass coach John Calipari

can motivate his team like last season, the Minutemen
could cruise to a second straight conference title

UMass returns a talented frontcourt with A- 10 Player
of the Year Harper Williams leading the brigade. The 6-
foot-7 Williams can run the Hoor and is a warrior under-
neath.

Williams will be joined by a solid Tony Barbee and 6-
foot-7 sophomore Lou Roe. who should blossom with
increased playing time. Despite being undersized, the
frontcourt is the conference's best and. according to Dick
Vitale. the sixth best m the nation.

The group relies on quickness and aggressiveness
more than size. All three run well and can finish the
break with authority.

Turn to A 10, page 9
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schedule
continued from page 4

"I certainly hope that the expectations ofa Final Four
team will not follow us. I would love to get there, but you
have to get lucky, get gi'eat brackets, and it all goes into
that gieat Final Four theory," said Kennedy.

Florida State can hurt you in many different ways, but
they will be playing the Minutemen without starting
point guard Charlie Ward, who is with the Seminole
football team until January 1 . Calipari knows that he will

have to focus on the potent backcourt, even without
Ward.

"I Florida State I has /ice NBA players on their team, so
our goal is not to get buried on national TV. Bob Sura is

John Havlicek (former NBA great]; the Celtics right now
will try to get him to go hardship next year; Sam Cassell
will be in the NBA, possibly a first round pick," said
Calipari.

Coach Kennedy has mutual respect for the Minute-
men and their coach, and has his ideas on how Calipari
has made the program so successful.

""The key to all successes is recruiting. Ifyou are not a
good recruiter, and you can't get the players, you are not
going to win Once you get them, you have to prove
yourself as a coach.

"John has done both of these things, at the very
highest level. He's gotten excellent players, he runs a
good program, and he's proven himself as an excellent

coach," said Kennedy.
Another huge game for UMass is on January 7, at the

Springfield Ci\ic Center, against head coach BobHuggins
and his University of Cincinnati team.

The Bearcats were a Final Four participant last sea-

son, and they are expected to maintain a Top 25 program
this year. There have always been expectations for Cin-
cinnati, because the program has been in five Final

Fours, coming away with two national championships.
Huggins cited ESPN as "a force" in getting the game

organized, and, by January, it will be down to business,

focusingon the game itself. But for now, Huggins is quick
to poke fun at the recent success of his good friend

Calipari and his likeness to one Rick Pitino, the head
coach of Kentucky.

"For as much money as John's making now, he should
be able to buy better suits and some better ties; if he
wants to keep dressing and acting like Pitino, he is going

to have to start spending more money on clothes because
he is a cheap imitation," said Huggins.

The last non-conference game to be seen on ESPN
will mark the end of an era in UMass basketball. The
final game in the Curry Hicks Cage will be against

Southwestern Louisiana University, at midnight, on
January 29.

"John Calipari has stated before that he would be

willing to play midnight games because he thought it was
very good for the fans and the program. The reason we
went after the Ragin' Cajuns for the last game in the Cage
is because their nickname was a perfect match," said

Pires.

SW Louisiana made it to the Final 32 last season, and
is expected to be highly competitive this year, due to its

treacherous schedule, which includes UMass, Memphis
State, North Carolina, Michigan, and Nebraska. Head
coach Marty Fletcher is anxiously awaiting his trip to

Amherst.
"I guess they (ESPN) couldn't find anybody foolish

enough to come |to Amherst], so they got this

knucklehead, which makes it a very difficult challenge

for us. but 1 thought it was good for our program," said

Fletcher.

Last season's game on ESPN for the Minutemen

against Oklahoma pushed the program into the Top 25,

giving Calipari and company national recognition. On
December 12. UMass travels to the home of head coach

Billy Tubbs' Sooners to continue the rivalry.

"It will certainly be a game that our players and our

fans will look forward to because it is a much better

rivalry since they beat uo up there last year.

"In most ofthe publications I've seen, UMass has '*een

picked to win the A-10; I think they have a really good
frontline and a good all-around team this year, and it is

going to be an outstanding game," said Tubbs.

On January 24, UMass will "travel" to Worcester for

a game on ABC with a DePaul team that has gone
through a m^yor overhaul during the off-season.

"We lost six out of our top seven players from last

season. We scored 82 points a game last year, which we
were pleased with, but we only have 22 points coming
back," said Blue Demons head coach Joey Meyer.

Meyer thinks his team is in for a uphill battle against

the Minutemen, but he knows this DePaul team will not

back down from any opponent.

"We play in a lot of difficult non-conference games, so

we haven't shyed away from anyone. UMass on paper is

a lot better than DePaul is, but we've never stopped

playing those types of teams," said Meyer.

As for the coach of the Minutemen, Meyer agrees
with his coaching peers on the brilliance of Calipari's

program.

"Unless I'm blind, I don't think you are going to find

too many people that don't say he's done a great job;

obviously, I'm not as close to the program as some, but
when you see him listed under the "Rising Stars" in

coaching [ in the November 23 issue ofSports 1 1 lustrated I,

1 don't think in the profession you get much of an
argument here

"
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10. Florida State would be ranked higher, but foresight is

2(yiO,andnowthatChuckGrahami8po8siblyoutfortheyear
and CharUe Ward wiU only play three months. I'm going tti

waitand seeon the Seminoles. Doug Edwards will be theACC
Player ofthe Year, and guard Bob Sura is a super soph. Dont
forgetSam Cassell

, and don't forget State won sueACC games
on the road last year, the sign ofa great team.

1 1 Iowa State could be a great team, but they'll prob-
ably settle for being very good. Their entire starting cast,
includingAll-Amencan candidateJustus Thigpen, returns!
and head coach Johrmy Orr is senile like a fox. Look for the
Cyclones to stoi-m through their bracket come March.

12. UCLA got nd ol Tracy Murray (good move, see ya in
Europe) and Don (one hit wonder) MacLean. This couW be a
blessing in disguise, because the Brums will play defense this
year and Ed CBannon knows he's the gi>-to guy.

13. Oklahoma won't stay down for long. After a
humiliating first round upset at the hands of the SW
Louisiana Kagin' Cajuns. they are on a mission. Expect
Billy Tubbs to run up the score at all times, and expect the
Sooners to reach the Sweet Sixteen.

14. Arizona isas bland asever LuteOlson hasgood talent,
they play well as a team, challenge for the Pat- 10 title and
make the NCAAs. This year's crop of Chns Mills. Khalid
Reeves at point and Ed Stokes at center is no different Yawn

15. Massachusetts is not a top 15 U-am at this mo-
ment. Not even close. By March 30. however, they could
be. Suppcmedly an off-year forJohn Calipari. the Minute-

hack court
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men will get knocked around in the regular season, but
barring major injuries or attitude problems, UMass will
sneak back into the Sweet Sixteen.

16. Tulane had a great first halflast year, and then faded
away. With a full year in the national spotlight, look for Kun
Lewis and Anthony Reed to shine late. The Pinal Four is in
New Orleans, Tulanes hometown. Could they . . . nah

17. Georgetown Goodbye Mourning, but hello Othella
Harrington and Duane Spencer. Did I mention I hate the
Big East?

18. UConn is pretty good. Did 1 mention I hate the Big
East?

19. Tennesee features one ofthe top shooting guards
in the country in Allan Houston, and they need to pick up
their football team's slack. A tough non-conference
schedule against Cincy, N.C. State, and Syracuse will get
the Vols into the tourney.

20. Head coach Bob Huggins lost key players from last
year's Final Four team, but Cincinnati still has enough
in Nick Van Exel and a cast ofoverachievers to challenge
for the Great Midwest title.

2 1 Iowa's strength is supposedly at center with All-Big
10 Acie Earl, and yet the Hawkeyes were badly
outrebounded last year. The/ll do nothing in the tourney.

22. G«orge Washington returns four starters, and
many teams will be wishing they didn't underestimate
this A-10 member by the end ofthe year. The big question
is whether Nigerian newcomer Yinka Dare can overcome
his asthma and play for more than four minutes at a time.

23. Nebraska's Danny Nees has built theCornhuskers
into a perenmal Big 8 challenger and NCAA-tourney
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caliber team Eric Pialkowski will have another big year
24. Louisville adds UNC transfer Cliff Rozier to a

team with three returning starters. The Cardinals are
either feast or famine in the tourney, it's either a first-

round upset or the Sweet Sixteen.
25. LonKrugeris an up-and-comingcoach. and Florida

is an up-and-coming team. Stacey Poole ( 17.9 ppg) leads
five returning starters.

26. Temple is strong, and always plays tough D.
27 Illinois, with Deon Thomas, is tourney bound.
28. Evansville has the best unknown player: Parrish

Casebier.

29. Georgia Tech has Mackey, but Jon Barrv's gone
Oh no.

30. Tom Penders does it again, this time with Texas.
31. Glenn Robinijon of Purdue will cook up the com-

petition.

32. BC is the only Big East team I will discuss. See?
33. Virginia Commonwealth. Two words: Kendrick

Warren.
34. Wake Forest has a few trees, iwtably Rodney Rogers.
35 West Virginia makes it an A-10 superfecta.
36. Georgia has a Strong-hold on an berth, thanks to

Carlos.

37. California is Kidding themselves.
38. UNLV Rollie's team wil be legally mediocre.
39. UNC-Charlotteha.s Jarvis l^ngback WaUhout.

Metro.

40. Vin Baker and Hartford are coming to an NCAA
regional near you.

Michael Mornssey is a Collegian caiumnist

continued from poge 1
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Taking his teammates into consider-
ation. Kellogg has his theory on how he
became the starter.

"I don't know if I am the overall best
guy. but It may be the best thing for team
chemistry right now. Coach Cal wants a
guy like Mike I Williams! to come off the
bench because he has more pure scoring
ability than I have,' said Kellogg.

However, Kellogg will be asked to run
the team, a job that is new to him, and he
is hoping to put to use what he learned last

•eason behind a senior.

"Anton controlled the game, and he was
l^ble to remain calm in any aituatjoii: 1 think

thiolswhatwe have totry todo."said Kelkigg.

Kellogg's starting backcourt mate.
Jerome Malloy , must step in to fill the spot
vacated by UMass' all-time leading scorer.

McCoy. He knows the responsibility he
has to his team, and is looking forward to

the season.

"Playing behind Jim taught me to work
hard because he would be out there playing
hard for the whole game; I had to deal with
the pressure of coming off the bench try-

ing to back him up. so it gave me more
confidence for this year." said Malloy.

Malloy is a pure scorer, and he will fit

right into the plans for the Minutemen.
Last season, plays were run for McCoy to

score; this season, it may be similar for

Malloy. who has proven he can shoot.

"The thing about Jerome is he is a
shooter as well as a slasher; well look for

him to slash and score some garbage points
for us, and if he does that, hell be suc-

cessful." said Flint.

Malloy himself knows that the task is

not an easy one, and he has some weak-
nesses he must work on in order to truly be
a threat as a two-guard.

"I have to work on my defense and
strength because I'm going to have to

guard bigger and stronger players as the
season goes on," said Malloy.

The Minutemen may have found their

pot of gold, however, with the switch of

Mike Williams from point to two-guard,
freeing up his ability to score at will.

"Mike IS our trump card because he can
score and play the point He is a little bit

more comfortable off the ball, so he may
excel at coming off the bench to give us a
spark," said Flint.

"I've been playing fairly well at both the
point and the two. and since Jerome is our
only true two guard. Ill probably he play-

ing there to start the season .' said Wi Ihams.
Williams has all of the talent to score,

but the question will be whether he can
stay in control while in the game at crunch
time, like Brown was able to do last season
when he ran the floor

"Anton kept control of the team last

season; he wasn't that vocal but his con-
sistency showed his commitment to the
team In any position that I'm going to

play. 1 am going to try to have the same
characteristics," said Williams.

The upperclassman in this mix is

Robinson, who will be looked to in order to

give the other guys a rest on the b«»nch.

"I think this season 1 will be abk* to help the
team 1^ playing stronger defense, as Obt as
stoppinggood guards (on the opprisingteams j;

1 think ni come in and give our Iwckcourt a
breather,andjust play hardand givetheteam
a good .spark." said Rohin.son

As far as this junior goes, Rint knows
that he is important to the success of the
team, and how he plays may help the
Minutemen in the long run.

The key to the backcourt this season
will be how the four players adjust to

playing with each other. Kellogg and
Malloy may prove to be as good of a tan-
dem as in the past, with Williams and
Robinson coming off the bench to provide
much needed depth.

"1 think they all play hard, they push
each other, and that is the key. It is going
to be up and down at times, but we hope
they learn from their mistakes. I don't

thinkyou can go to another team anywhere
and find four guards that go at each other
like our guards do." said Flint.

CHRISTt ' NS/ COLLt OlAN
Chris Robinson will be fighting for playing time this season at the poiu; vjuard positton.

The scrappy junior is known for his strong defense and creative ball-handling.
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1992-93 Atlantic 10 women's hoop preview
By JEFF CROFTS
Colloirian Staff

The Atlanta' 10 Conference again had another typically

stronjj year ni women's basketball last season. Three A-
10 teams i George Washington. West \'irginia and Rutgers

)

made it to the NCAA tournament, which marked the
seventh straight year that the A- 10 had three or more
teams in the NC.\.Vs.

This year should be no ditterent. The A- 10 looks as
tough as ever. The predicted order nffinish in the coaches'
preseason poll is as follows:

1. St. Joseph's. 2. GW. 3. Rutgers. 4. West Virginia. 5.

Temple, 6 Rhode Island. 7 St. Bonaventuree, 8. UMass
St. Joseph's finished last season with a 1 7- 12 ( 1 1 -5 A-

10) record. Head coach Stephanie Gaitley returns for her
second year with four starters back.

The one starter Gaitley loses is point guard Cindy
Anderson. India Henderson, a 5-foot-9 transfer from
Richmond ( where Gaitley coached for six years before St.

Joe's) will most likely be the new floor general for the

Hawks.
The strengths for St. Joe's is m senior shooting guard

Katie Curry and junior Audrey Codner.
Curry, a returning all-Atlantic 10 member, is a deadly

outside shooter t83 treys in 91-92> who led the Hawks in

scoring last year with 18.1 points a game.
As for Codner. she is a tough 6-foot- 1 low post player

who can score from the blocks ( 16. 1 ppg in 91-92 ». On the

glass Codner also gets the job done as she averaged 7

rebounds a game last season.

Last season was a banner year ( 25-7 overall 1 1 -5 A- 10 >

for George Washington. The Colonials won the A- 10
conference championship, went to the NCAA tournament
(for second straight year) and finished the year ranked
16th in the country. Despite losing three starters to >

graduation, head coach Joe McKeown has an influx of

young, talented players.

The two returning starters for GW form as good a

forward tandem as there is in the conference. Jennifer

Shasky. returning all-Atlantic 10 smalt forward and
power forward Darlene Saar. A- 10 Rookie of the Year,

compliment each other nicely.

Shasky is player who can do light it up from all over

the court. Last year Shasky nailed 36 treys and averaged
14. 1 points a game. Saar. meanwhile, is tough inside, as

she averaged 11.5 points and 6.3 rebounds a game for last

year's Colonials.

Young players expected to have impact include 6-foot-

5 sophomore Martha Williams, sophomore guards Debbie
Hemery and Cathy NeNnlle. and freshmen guards MvTiah
Lonergan and Kristin Davidson.

Last season marked the seventh season in a row that

the Rutgers Lady Knights 1 21-11. 11-5 A-10) made it

into the NCAA tourney. Rutgers' frontcourt is their

strength, despite losing the A- 10s second leading scorer

<20.3 ppg) forward Tanya Hansen.
The other two frontcourt starters for coach Theresa

Grentz return. Caroline DeRoose b-ings her offensive

firepower (15.7 ppg in 91-92) back while senior C'ta

Mitchelson brings her rugged 7.4 rebounds a game back
to the mix as well.

In the backcourt. a lot dep>ends on the health status of

senior Cher>'l Cop. Last year Cop got injured at midseason
which hurt the Scarlet Knights immensely If Cop 1^

healthy she will team with fellow senior Vic.K.! G**.* n t.o

form an experienced backcourt duo. Four freshman will

COURTESr SPO«TS INFORMATION

UMass Women's Basketball coach Joanie O'Bnen is kx)king to rebuikJ the Minutewomen into an Atlantic 10 force this

season.

lend depth for the Lady Knights.

Until the tail end of last season, the West Virginia
Mountaineers dominated play in the A-10. After fimsh-

ing the regular season 16-0 in conference play (26-4

overall), the Mountaineers were upset by now-departed
Duquesne in the Atlantic 10 tournament. In the NCAA's
West Virginia got by Clemson before being crushed by
Virginia in round two. 103-83.

Also compounding matters for new full-time head
coach Scott Harrelson. besides the late season tailspin. is

the fact that four starters from last year graduated
leaving him with an inexperienced cast.

The four starters gone averaged 57.5 ppg (including

24.3 from A-10 Player of the Year Rosemary Kosiorek)

and 22.3 rpg. Trying to fill that void will be lone returning

starter Christy Cooper la 5-foot-9 forward*, a host of of

returning role players, and five newcomers.
Temple tied for fifth in the A-10 last year with an 8-

8 mark (11-17 overall). For coach Charlene Curtis three

starters return to go along with six new recruits.

The forward tandem returns for the Owls. Senior
Margarete Rougier is a tough, inside presence ( 12.6

points and 7.9 rebounds a game). Curtis is counting on
the other returning forward Sonya Perry to raise her
game to new level.

In the backcourt, sophomore Chantel Adkins is an
outside threat (42 trifectas in 91-92 ) and is fixated at the

ofl°-guard slot. At point guard, semor Nikki Inzano is

expected to run the club but that is not set in stone, yet.

TheRhode Island WRams went 4- 12 ( 8-20 overall ) in

the A-10 last year, but coach Linda Ziemke returns four

s(*. -crs 'or this year.

.\mong thost^ lour rotumees is shooting guard Anne
Kelsen. Last year Keisen proved to be among the more

versatile perfomers in the conference, as she averaged
16.5 points a game in addition to setting a new URI single

season assist record ( 131 ).

Kelsen's backcourt mate Sue Morrone returns as well.

Morrone will be expected to play a tough two-way game
as she did last season. In the frontcourt for the WRams
will be two solid returnees at forward ( Rebecca Bright

and Monica Games) and one at center. 6-foot-3 Clwri

Douglas.

By posting a 16-12 (8-8 in A-10) mark last season. St.

Bonaventure had its first winning record since joining

the Atlantic 10 in 1986-87. Now coach Mary Jane Telford

has to find out how to replace three starters ifshe expects

to post a second consecutive winning record.

Of the two starters back for the I.ady Bonnies. senior

forward Jodi Urich is the key. Last season Unch led

Bonaventure in scoring with 16.1 points a game.
The other returning starter is point guard Casey

Comoroski. I>ast season Comoroski dished out a team-
high 160 assists. The Lady Bonnies main three point

threat from last year. Susan Dailer might find herselfat

the starting off-guard slot for Telford. Dailer knocked
down 31 treys last season.

Back upfront, sophomore Melissa Jurecki will be ex-

pected to step up into the starting rotation. New fresh-

men Lisa Vizzoca and Mindy Brinck will also be counted
on heavi'y.

For Massachusetts, see above story.

This year in the Atlantic 10. the balance and parity is

evident. UMass' coach Joanie O'Brien knows that the A-
10 is going to be very tough this year.

"Every game is going to be a dogfight." she said.

If so, strap yourselves in. because it will be one hell of
a ride.

Young Minutewomen
ready for a new season
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After a subpar season last year, the

theme for this year's 1992-1993 University

of Massachusetts women's basketball

program is. "Building for the future."

While most prognosticators have picked
the Minutewomen (4-24 last season) to

finish last in the Atlantic 10. head coach
Joanie O'Brien is hoping that the addition

of four blue-chip recruits, as well as some
much needed leadership from upper-
classmen will result in a successful season.

"This is definitely a rebuilding year for

us." said O'Brien. "Our skill level has
increased this year and we will be a lot

more competitive.

"The kids feel like they can win this

year but they realize they have to push
themselves to do so."

This year, the Minutewomen promise
to entertain with a more up-tempo game
which will be led by two freshmen, forward
Octavia Thomas and 6-foot-3 center Mel-
issa Gurile. Gurile. a Communication
major from Pataskala. Ohio, gives UMass
a true center who has shot blocking abil-

ity. In addition to being effective in the

pivot, she is also able to score 10-15 feet

away from the basket.

"Melissa not only is a good shooter but

she passes the ball well too," said O'Brien.

"Her ability to step away from the basket

helps because it allows Octavia (Thomas)

to post up."

lliomas. an Arts and Sciences m^or
from Newark, N.J., is the Minutewomen's
best athlete according to O'Brien. At 5-foot-

8, many people might think she's primarily

a perimeter player, but (as shown by her

15.3 rebounds/game duringher senioryear

)

she plays a lot bigger than that.

"It's going to take a strong person to

cover Octavia," said O'Brien. "She's a very
effective player on the blocks who is also a
good ball handler— you may see her bring
the ball up sometimes when we're pressed.

"The ( full-court ) press hurt us last year
but I'm not so sure it will this season
because of our ball-handling ability."

A few other freshmen will also play a
big part in the UMass game plan this

season. Kim Gregory, 5-foot-8 guard from
East Orange, NJ. will be fighting for

starting time at off-guard with 5-foot-9

junior guard Maleeka Valentine. Gregory,
who finished with 1 ,244 total career points

at Clifford Scott High School, is a smooth
player with a consistent jump shot. Val-

entine was last year's top defender with
31 steals and will be counted on for some
quality minutes this season, either at ofT-

guard or the small forward spot.

'The great thing about this year's team
is that nobody cares whether they start or

not," said O'Brien. "They only care about
winning."

Battling for a spot at point guard will be
Turn to MINUTEWOMEN, page 1
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Women recruit four
Signees could make impact next year
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

This year the University of Massa-
chusetts women's basketball team is

going to heavily rely on the play of four
highly recruited freshmen. Next year,
the same exact thing could be said for

coach Joanie O'Brien and her staff.

O'Brien has gotten early signing an-
nouncements from four top recruits for

next year to go along with this year's
bumper crop of freshmen.

The four recruits are: Crystal
Carroll, Alkanease Garrett, Beth
Kezmeski, and Sebryia Mitchell.

Carroll is a 6'2
" power forward from

Waterehte New York, right outside of
Albany. O'Brien knows what to expect
from Carroll, a preseason honorable
mention All-American in Street &
Smith magazine.

"She is strong in the post, and a very
good rebounder," O'Brien said. "Crystal
can also stepoutand face up tothe basket."

Garrett, from Atlantic City. New
Jersey is another strong frontcourt
player who garnered All-American
honorable mention in Street& Smith.
With Garrett now in the fold for the
Minutewomen. there are now two big-
time recruits from Atlantic City in

UMass folklore, Garrett and current
UMass men's power forward Lou Roe.

O'Brien said she is ecstatic about
getting Garrett in Amherst.

"She is an incredible athlete and a
very strong rebounder." she said. "Lou
had many positive things to say to her
( about UMass ), and we are very excited
about getting her here."

Kezmeski. a guard, comes from nearby
Northampton, giving her the chance to

become the local girl who makes good.
O'Brien said she likes Kezmeski'sshooting
abiUty and her toughness.

"Beth is a great shooter and a great
CT)mpetitor," O'Brien said. "You can knock
her down once, but not any more. She will

get great support fh)m the local fans."

Mitchell is a 5'3
' point guard from

Newark, New Jersey. Garrett is not the
only one who has ties to UMass. as
Mitchell has played on the same AAU
team as current Minutewomen fresh-
men Kim Gregory and Octavia Thomas.

O'Brien is impressed with Mitchell's
unselfish play and her court speed.

"She (Mitchell) has more assists in
high school than she does points, she
just loves to pass the ball." she said.
"Sebryia has some major quickness."

With four outstanding recruits for
this year, and four now coming in next
year, O'Brien and her staff (especially
assistant Jill Rooney) have done an
outstanding job in assembling talent
for the forthcoming years at UMass.
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Barbee wants to lead team to NCAAs
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

We all know the refrain, "five golden rings" from
the Twelve Days of Christmas. And even iffou los^
three ofthem, you're still happy to have the other two

University ofMassachusetts basketball coachJohn
Calipari had a ring on each finger last season when he
returned five starters, each of whom had a golden
season. But three are gone: all-time leading scorerJim
McCoy, jumpin'-out-of-the-gym Will Herndon, and
I m-there-when-you-need-me Anton Brown.

But Calipari is holding on to Atlantic 10 Player of
the Year Harper Williams, and ombudsman Tony
Barbee. The standard line on the 6-6 senior from
Indianapolis is he's not great at anything, but pretty
good at everything. Calipari couldn't agree more.

"I Barbee I has been our most well-rounded player in
the last three years." he said. "He can dribble, he can
pass, he can defend, he can shoot, he's our best all-
around player."

Though No. 22's producUon dropped a bit last season
from his sophomore campaign, his numbers suppbrt his
coach s senUments. He averaged 12.1 points 5 1 re-
bounds, 2.5 assists, and 1.1 steals per game. Aiid while
that scoring average is more than three points down
from 1990-91 and his field goal percentage slipped from
.450 to .426, Calipari warns that Barbee shouldn't take
the floor with the sole objective of posting the biggest
offensive totals of his career.

"Don't try todo too much offensively ." was Cahpari's
warning to Barbee that he told a flock of reporters.
"Don't come out and say. i gotU score 25 a game '

If
eitherlHarper Williamaor Barbee] does that, were in
trouble, becau.se the key to our team is balance."

But there's no denying that Barbee will have to do
more in other departments to compensate for UMass'
losses Such as?

"Try to do way too much rebounding the ball and
way too much defensively," Calipan offered as his
words ofwisdom to the veteran who hit the first ofthe
two great three-pointers in UMass history, the buzzer
beater to Ue Siena in the 1991 NIT quarterfinals and
send the eventual UMass victory to overtime. Wil-
liams, of course, hit the other.

Indeed. Barbee owns a valuable defensive versatil-
ity that Calipari recognizes.

"He's tough enough to guard a quick small forward
and he's tough enough to guard a big guy inside."
Calipari reasoned. So. Barbee can expect to see his fair

CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COLLEGIAN
Senior Tony Bartiee is the key to the UMass frontcourt.

share ofassignments to A- 1 ( or is it 8? ) all-sUrs. such
as Temples Aaron McKie and West Virginia's Rickv
Robinson.

But the question Barbee will field most this season
will be can he assume the vaunted position of leader-
ship. It's hard for anyone to accurately provide this
job's description, but it's the most desirable for coaches
to fulfill of the so-called inUngibles. Barbee feels
keeping his cool makes him a natural for the role

"People see me on the floor and they see the control
that I contribute to my game." Barbee said. "And that
I can control the team and make everybody around me
better, so I think I'm just going to continue to do that

"

Crowds at the Cage and Mullins Arena will be
immeasurably out of control, but it app<>ars if Barbee
is running the floor, the team usually won't

Minutewomen
continued from poge 10

last years starter. 5-foot-2 Uurie Dondarski and 5-foot-6
freshman Tricia Hopson. Dondareki. from Belleville NJ.
immediatly became a team leader last year bv showing a
never-say-die attitudeand a ointagious work ethu . Hupson

.

from Ocean City NJ. is a great playmaker who will fit ver>-
nicely into the Minutewomen's running game.

"What's good about having so many good players is
that we can substitute at ay time." said O'Brien, who will
go with a seven-player rotation. "I^st year we just ran
ourselves into the wall because we didn't have the luxurv
of being able to substitute

'

Kim Kristofik. a 6-foot- 1 .-.enior forward from Morris.
N^'. will return as a starter at power forward and lx>

counted on to provide some timely offense for UMass. One
advantage to KristofikistheprrsenceofGurile. who will share
some ofthe scoring and rebounding burden wth Kn.stofik.

Overall. O'Brien feels confident about this years team.
"Last year, we were in a lot ofgames most ofthe way but

with about 1 2 minutes leff in the second half, we'd diel" she
said. "This year. I know well compete in every game."

memories
continued from page 3

rumble, and when the night was over. UMass was on the
losing end of a 76-75 score. The loss was huge not only
because it knocked the Minutemen out of the national
rankings, but because it also gave UMass an 0-2 record
in the Atlantic 10 Conference.

TheWest Virginiagame taught usa lesson." said assistant
coach Bill Bayno. -It taught us that ilwe didn't play the way
we were capable of playing, then we were still vulnerable."
A 84-82 close shave at Boston University started

Massachusetts on a five-game winning streak.
Temple ended UMass' run. rudely dismissing the Min-

utemen. who shot a horrendous 33 percent fivm the field.A 83-
61 loss was UMass' largest, and last regular season defeat

Three A-10 wins against Rutgers (77-66) St
Bonaventure (76-58). and St. Joseph's (81-73) set the
Minutemen at 19-4, and poised them for national stat-
ure, if they could just beat Temple.

Jim McCoy (18 points). Harper Williams (15 points,
lune rebounds

), andAnton Brown ( 1 points, seven assists

)

all scored in double figures as Massachusetts, giving one
oftheir best team efforts ofthe year, defeated the Owls 67-
52. The win overTemple was the first in 2 1 tries for UMass

The Minutemen battled on. defeaUng Rutgers ( 8 1 -67 ) and
St. Bonaventure (104^7) again to move up in the A-10
standings and improve their record to 22^. but in order to win
the A- 10 title, they had to win m West Virguua

It took an extra five minutes and a Herculean effort
from Jim McCoy (season high 31 points), whose hit two
clutch free throws with a minute leff to give UMass the
lead for good The 74-69 win gave UMass the lead in the
A- 10. and they clinched the A-10 regular season title two
nights later with an easy 82-61 victory over Duquesne.

The Minutemen downed Rhode Island 96-88 to end the
regular season on a mne^jame wimung streak UMass then
defeated Rutgers 106-94 m the A-10 quarter^} and Rhode
Island (78-67) in the semifinals The wm meant for the first
time ever the A- 10 Championship would be held in the Cage

UMass squared off against West Virginia with an
automatic berth in the NCAA Tournament at stake, and
the home Cage advantage almost wasn't fair. UMass
exploded out to a 34 9 lead, and the game was for all
intents and purposes over. UMass led 52-28 at the half,
and the 97-91 final was lery deceiving. The Minutemen
celebrated their NCAA berth and 28-4 record, and the
only question would be what seed the Minutemen received.

LTMass was seeded third for th«' NC.*\A U)unK-y. To those
wbj liad followiHl the MinuU«men tlin»ughout the season, it

was no sunrise. The team pro\-ed lUselfby beatii^ Fordham
85-58 in their first round game at Wom-ster. a game televised
on CBS. The win set up a matchup with Big F:ast Champ
Syracuse, with the winner heading to the Sweet Sixteen.

With under a minute left in OT, Harper Williams hit a
miraculou.s fallaway thrLt-pointer as tht> l.'Mass shot cknk
wound down, giving UMass an insurmountable 7.>7l lead
against the Orangemen The Minutemen defeated .S\Tacase
77-7

1
for their 30th \ ictory ofthe year, and, more impi»itantly.

gained a rematch with Kentucky m the Sweet Si.xUvn
UMass rebounded from a horrible first twelve min-

utes against the Wildcats and clo.se-d the gap when Jim
McCoy's 70-foot prayer before halftime was .inswcred.
closing Kentucky's lead to .'j()-42.

The Minutemen came out much mon- u. i. unm. d in
the^second half, closing the Kentucky lead to two uUh
6:17 remaining. And then, it happened

Referee Unny Wirtz slapped John ( .liipHii uuh a
technical for leaving the coaches Unch, and UMass'
momentum was killed. Kentucky responded with a 9-2
run to seal things and came away with a 87-77 victory.

"It was disappointing to see it end that way. but
there's nothing I can do to take it back." said Calipari. "If
I had to do it over again. I would be a little le.ss emotional."

Emotion was what fed the Minutemen throughout the
year, and although the team finished on a .sour note, the
30-5 record will be the program's best ever . . . unless this
year's squad can top it.

Emergency! How^s your American
Red Cross
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By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Sixth in the country?!? Ahead of Seton Hall?!?
According to Dick Vitale's Basketball Annual, that is

where the forwards of the University of Massachusetts
baasketball team stack up. Head coach John Calipari, for
one, IS sick of the hype that his forwards and his team is
getting.

"If there's a more overrated team in the country. I'd
like to see them." Calipari said. "I'm worried about a lot
of things, including Harper Williams."

While the forward line of Williams, Tony Barbee and
Lou Roe may be good, predictions of national supremacy
at the baseline are a little premature. Maybe.

^Our forwards complement each other very well. I

believe that our frontcourt can play with anybody in the
countr>'," said assistant coach James "Bruiser" Flint.
"Tony's the heady guy, Lou's the athlete, and Harper, he's
the warrior."

As none of the forwards measure taller than 6-foot-7,
the Mmutemen are undersized in a big wav. But what the
forwards lack in height they make up with other attributes,
namely intensity.

No Minuteman exempUfies the word intese more than
Williams, the 6-foot-7 senior from Bridgeptirt, Connecti-
cut. Williams has mixed intensity with skill, and the

results have been very positive. He won the Atlantic 10
Player of the Year last season by averaging 13.9 points
and 7.5 rebounds, and will try to make it two in a row this
year. Calipari said he thinks Williams' success is more
due to his inner fire than his ability.

"Ifyou take away Harper's intensity, you have a very
average basketball player." he said. "What worries me is
he seems to be missing that intensity that made him so
good last year."

Williams has traditionally been the player on the
court who gets his teammates charged up. whether it be
through his trademark glare or a thundenng dunk.

Two years ago as a sophomore. Williams averaged
13.9 ppg and came on strong towards the end of the year.
He shutdown former Stanford plaver and NBAer Adam
Keefe in the Final Four of the NIT in 1991 . despite giving
away five inches in height. Assistant coach John Robic
said that Harper's lack of size doesn't hurt him.

"Harper's strength is his ability to constantly play
hard." he said. "He's not tall, but he compensates by havii^
longarms.and healways works harderthan hisopponent."

Williams is verstile; as anyone who saw last season's
NCAA second round game against Syracuse can attest to.
he has a potent outside shot. Williams' three-pointer in
the final minute ofovertime was the big blow that pushed
UMass past the Orangemen and into the Sweet Sixteen.

Turn to FRONT COURTS poge 13

Sophomores lead backcourt
-. X5SH REYNCH. DS/ COLLEGIAN
I he Mmutemen hope Lou Roe. shown dunking against

Latvia, can foltow up a fabutous freshman year with a sensa-
tKxial sophomore campaign
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ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

In the sport of basketball, teams have to replace key
players year aOer year. The Boston Celtics need to
replace Larry Bird, the Los Angeles Ukers need to
replace Magic Johnson, and at some point, the Chicago
Hulls will have to replace Michael Jordan. These players
mean the franchise to their respective clubs.

Similarily. the University of Massachusetts' men's
basketball team must replace the guard tandem of Jim
McCoy and Anton Brown. Because his team lost these
two starters, head coach John Calipari will look to a
trium\irate ofsophomores plus one junior to fill the void
in the backcourt.

IVrek Kellogg. Jerome Malloy, and Mike Williams
along with Chns Robinson, respectively, should receive
sufficient plaving time, each trying to contribute what
they can to this year's hoop squad.

Kellogg, who received minutes as a backup to Brown
ast .-itason. won the starting job as point guard to begin
the 1992-93 quest for Calipari. He has shown the ability
t«> create big plays on defense with his hustle and scrapov
play

'^'^^

According to assistant coach James "Bruiser" Flint
who specializes in working with the backcourt. Kellogg
and Williams face the same challenges in Irving U) plav
the point.

"Ifyou are a point guard, you have to direct the team
and tell other players where to be. Sometimes, a young
guy IS not used to the situation, and all the guys have to
learn to settle down ifwe are going to be successful " said
Flint.

Turn to BACK COURT page 9
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Sophomore Derek Kellogg from Springfield will provide
leadership for the Mmutemen as the starting point guard this
scoSon,
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Calipari the master rebuilder
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Correspondent

When John Calipari was appointed as head coach of
the University ofMassachusetts mens basketball team
his goal was simple: to "create a love affair between the
University community and our basketball program "

.K J^l^""^ ^^^""^ ^^"P*" '^ t^« Minutemen to
the NIT^The next season. UMass reached the Final
Four of the 1990-1991 N.I.T. tournament. Ust yearUMass made it to the Sweet Sixteen of the N C A a'
tournament with a record of 30-5.

It IS safe to say that now, afterjust four yean, as head
coach at UMass. the love affair is there. He has guided
this program out of mild obscurity and into the college
basketball limelight in a short period of Ume.

Calipari is no longer a unrecognized coach of an
unknown team m an unexposed conference. He has
turned nito a celebrity, a cult hero in Amherst, and has
transformed his team into an NCAA tournament con-
tender.

He could have left. After the magical 1991-1992 sea-
son. Calipan's name was at the top of everyone's list of
coaching vacancies. St. John's. Villanova. Wisconsin.

This happens year after year, where a Cinderella
team advances into the NCAA tournament, and the
coach responsible for it is wanted by every team that
lacks a leader.

John Calipari. though, did something different than
the other coaches in this situaUon. He stayed The Big
East called, as did the Big Ten. and yet. Calipari sUyed
put.

-1 am very happy." said Calipari. "I have as much ofa
•ense ofsecurity as you can have coaching here at UMass.
I feel like the school wanted me to be their coach we have
a new building (9.296 seat Mullins Convocation Center),
new players, and more ezpoeure on TV I like it here. I've
said that for the laat lour years. This is where I want to
coach right now."

A» some respected Calipari's loyalty to UMass. others
speculated thathe should have made the move Exposure-
wise, the Big East and BigTen are far more supenor than
the Atlantic 10 conference.

However by beating Syracuse in the NCAA Tourna-
ment last season, the UMass TV stock has risen, and the
recruiting trail has become hotter. UMass will be on
National television at least six times this season, on both

ESPN and ABC.
This TV exposure, added to Calipari's outstanding

recruitJing skills, brought in 6-foot-6 blue chip forwards
Donta Bright and Dana Dingle. Everything is looking up
tor UMass. and Calipari is pleased.

Calipari felt as if the school wanted him to be their
coach.' A bit of a understatement.
Who wouldn't want the coach who guided the Min-

utemen to their best season in the University's history >

The 30 wins, the A- 10 regular season as well as tourna-
ment championship, the trip to the NCAA tournament
were all firsts at UMass. They had the talent; all they
needed was the motivation — enter one John Calipari.

This team could score points, but their key attribute
was their defense. Full penetration of the full 94 feet
„,."^''*'^*^y ^"^^^ at Will Hemdon's dunks. Harper
Williams' scores. Jimmy McCoy's fadeaways. Anton
Brown's three-pointers, and Tony Barbee's all-around
play." Calipari said. "But the key was we were a GREAT
defensive team. We had a great margin ofscoring because
we beat teams by 12 points a game because we could step
them."

*^

It would be unfair, though, te compare this year's team
to last year's. Yet. Calipari uses the 1 99 1-1 992 team as an
example of how the 1992-1993 team should play.

"I think we have to come together as far as team
chemistry." Calipari said. Then we've got to have some
players step up who are coming off the bench so we can
have better depth than we have right now But it is all
based on us defending the we did last year.

1 Last year) we played harder than anyone we played.
This year, ifwe just go play basketball, we're going to go
.500. If we go and play hard, hey. we have a chance at
winmng some games."

John Cahpari has passed his first test. His team has
hit the big time. Now. his second test is waiting to be
passed, that being to keep the Minutemen consistently
near the top for the years to come.

He 18 the ideal coach to do so. He is young (33 years-
old), he's a great recruiter, his style of play is upbeat aiiJ
exciting (pressuring opponents the full 40 minutes ofthe
game), and he wins games (77 in his first four years).

His record speaks for itself, with improvement shown
each year This year will probably be the toughest one of
his career thus far. After looking at his past credentials,
it seems likely John Calipari will be able to handle it with
ease.

^jM^, ,
CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COlLEGUN

Whrte only a sophomore. Lou Roe has already made
a name for titmseM m the Atlantc 1 Conference and at
Mtdnight Madness (above). Roe pJedges to be among
the top 10 in the country rebounding this season.

freshmen

front courts
continoed from poge 12

One ofthe main reasons the Minutemen made it to the
Sweet Sixteen was the unselfish play of Tony Barbee.
Barbee. a 6-foot-6 senior from Indianapolis. Indiana gave
up his scoring last season and focused on becoming a
defensive stalwart.

Tony IS by far the most underrated player in the
league." said Robic. "He gave up so much of his game last
year, this year we're expecting him to be one of the
leader.s"

What makes Barbee so deadly is his abilitv to score
anywhere from the 3-point stripe m Calipan' has said
many a time that Barbee "is our best all-around plaver.'

Roe is the newcomer of the triumvirate. He replaces
Will Hemdon as the starter, and while many will always
remember the legacy of Herndon. Roe wants to start his
own legacy in Amherst

"I've set two goals for this season," Roe said "1 want to
lead the conference in rebounding, and I want to be
among the top 10 in the country. I think 1 can reach both
of these goals.

"Rebounding is the key for us right now." he said. "We
play well with each other, a lot ofteams have centers, but
we make up for that wit h our quickness and by using our
heads."

continued from page ) 4

said. "He has got an individual workout program, that
• his conditiomngt has got to come from him.

"He has got great skills, he can score in the poat,
outside, and is great in transition." Bayno said "It will be
tough for him, sitting out a year, but depending on how
he works out now and over the summer, he controls his
own destiny."

If you ask Dingle about the prospects of eventually
playingwith Bright, you will likelvset-asmilcdcveioi) on
his face.

"Donta and I are roommates and v.v\v iK-ctiriu- good
friends," Dingle said. "It will be fun to plav with him For
the future 1 irv to set the highest goals, and with timeand
efTon, anything can be accomplished

"

The fact that the two freshmen are separated on tht
court for now will eventually change. While that change-
the good fortun- ..rr\!.i^< hnskodvill will pn.bahlv sIhv
the same
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break with authority.

"We don't have a true center, wejust
have forwards." Cahpari said. "Our
front guys will have to carry us this
year."

A trio ofsophomores ( Derek Kellogg.
Jerome Malloy and Mike Williams) wili
grab most of the time in the backcourt.
Kellogg will sUrt at the point, while
Malloy will audition for Jim McCoy's
old spot. Williams can sub into either
position.

6-foot-6 freshman Dana Dingle and
6-foot-lO Kennard Robinson will need
to perform off the bench.

Each Calipari-coached team has
surpassed its expectations. Ifthe bench
performs this year could be another
"sweet" one for UMass.

TEMPLE— AslongasJohnChaney
is running the show, do not ever count
Temple out of the A- 10 race.

Temple returns enough experience
and talent to beat any team in the
country on a given night.

Chaney has put together a nice blend
of senior leadership and young talent.
Floor general Vic Carstarphen. a steady
ball handler and senior center Frazier
Johnson, a 6-foot-9 powerhouse provide
the experience.

Junior guard Aaron McKie. one of
the league's best pure scorers, sopho-
more Rick Brunson. a former
McDonald's Ail-American and a good
crop offreshman will provide the young
talent.

William Cunningham is the top
freshman signee. The 6-foot- 11 center
could impact immediately but will not
play until he is cleared of carjackmg
charges.

Despite a brutal non-conference
schedule (Cincinnati, Flonda State.
Boston College. Wake Forest. Memphis
State. Tulane and Florida » Temple
should make its ninth NCAA appear-
ance m eleven yeare.

WEST VIRGINA — The loss of re-

serve big men Wilfred Kirkaldy and
Lawerence Pollard < who were injured in

a car accident last Easter > for the season
will not hamper the Mountaineers quest
for a second straight NCAA trip.

West Virginia, which finished sec-

ond in the A-10 last season, returns
four .starters, including 6-foot-8 forward
Rickv Robinson, a first team All-Con-
ference selection a year ago.

Robinson, who averaged 13.9points
and 7.2 boards a game last season, is a
forceful widebody in the paint. Toss in

5-foot-8 junior point guard Marsalis
Basey and junior forward Pervires
Greene and coach Gale Catlett has some
firepower to throw around.

RHODE ISLA>ro — The Rams
were the surprise of the league last
season, running up a 22-10 record and
advancing deep into the NIT, with a
victory at Boston College.

The postseason play brought about
some respect for us," URI coach Al
Skinner said. "We want to build on that
this year."

Skinner should continue to build as
he returns nine of his top ten players.

Forward Mike Brown 1 10.9 ppg. 6.5
rbg.), a 6-foot-7 banger, will need to

play big underneath to ofTset the loss of
team leader Jeff Kent.

Skinner's team will once again play
tough defensively, make few mistakes
and surprise a lot of teams.

RUTGERS— Senior forward Steve
Worthy can hght it up ( 18.8 ppg.) but
Rutgers does not have the defense to

capture the league title.

Guard Mike Jones and forward
Jamal Phihps will also produce offen-

sively on a team which can run with
anyone.

Junior college transfer Anthony
Stewart, a 6-foot-9 center, could pro-
vide help defensively and on the boards.
It will take Stewart, or someone else, to

provide the defense in the middle be-
fore Rutgers can thrive.

Early season dates with Duke and
Kentucky highhght a difficult non-<:on-

ference schedule.

ST. JOSEPH'S — *t5uardedly op-
timistic" is how St. Joe's coach John
Griffin describes his outlook for the
Hawks. Namely because ofstar guards
Bernard Blunt and Rap Curry.

Blunt pumped in 19.7 points and
grabbed 7 bounds a game last season
and Curry added 12.7 point before be-
ing injured in mid-season.

If the two-some can stay healthy
and get some frontcourt help, the
Hawks could cause some problems in

the A-10.

ST. BONAVENTURE — New
Bonnies' coach Jim Baron, who arrived
from St. Francis ( PAi has his work cut
out from him.

The Bonnies have one great player.
Harr>' Moore, but little else. It should
be a long winter in Saint Bonaventun;.
New York.

UMASS BASKETBALL
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Bright and Dingle liope
to lead new generation
BY JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

To play the University of Massachu-
setts style of basketball, one has to be
athletic. One has to be able to defend and
run the floor with sustained intensity for

40 minutes.

In freshmen Dana Dingle and Donta
Bright, UMass head coach John Calipari
has exactly the type of athlete he needs to

continue the success of Minutemen bas-
ketball.

Dingle and Bright represent another
recruiting coup for Calipari and his staff.

Dingle IS expected to make some immedi-
ate impact, coming off the bench at both
small forward and shooting guard. Bright,
meanwhile, ineligible due to Proposition
42. is expected to work out on his own and
prepare for the years ahead.

Dingle, hsted at 6-foot-6. 200 lbs, went
to high school at Bronx St. Raymond's.
Considered a late bloomer. Dingle's first

love was not basketball, but baseball.

"This is my fifth year of basketball. 1

used to be a big baseball player. That was
my game." Dingle said. "I got tired of it

(baseball), basketball is more exciting."

In high school. Dingle's skills on the
basketball court did not really begin to
shine until his junior year at St.
Raymond's. It was Dingle's senior year,
though, in which he really exploded onto
the scene, and into the eyes of many col-

lege scouts. For St. Raymond's, which went
20-5 and was ranked in USA Today's Top
25 for most ofthe season. Dingle averaged
a double-double with 19.2 points and 10.0
rebounds a game.

For Dingle there were many factors
which led to his arrival on the UMass
campus.

"The reasons I came to UMass were the
players, the coaches, and the UMass style
of play." he said. "The way we play here is

great. Coach Calipan knows how to get
the most out of you."

Dingle feels his strengths make him
comforuble playing at both the small for-

ward and shooting guards slots.

"I think that versatility is one of my
strengths," Dingle said. "I can go to the
basket, and play decent defense."

'Ill probably be playingabout50/50(at
small forward and shooting guard)." he
said. "It really isn't a big adjustment."

The coaching staff at UMass is expect-
ing good things from Dingle.

"Dana is 6-foot-6. athletic, has pretty
good skills and really has a nose for the
ball." he said. "Right now. though. Dana is

just learning how to play UMass basket-
ball.

"I hope Dana get's to play a lot in our
rotation, having a strong rotation is im-
portant." Calipari said. "He'll probably be
backing up Tony (Barbee) at the three
(small forward).

Assistant coach John Robic said he is
pleased with Dingle's play thus far (in
practices and exhibition versus Latvia).

"[Dingle] really surprised me in the
exhibition game, he struggled a bit at
first, but came on strong." Robic said. "He
is fighting for time right now. he just has

to be patient."

As far as school work goes. Dingle has
hit the books hard and has worked dili-

gently.

"I'm doing fine in my school work,"
Dingle said. "As long as I work hard. I'll do
fine."

Dingle is anxiously awaiting his future
here at UMass.

"I'm excited about playing, we're look-

ing to go as far as we can." he said. "I did
okay in the exhibition. I can do better if I

keep working hard."

When Dingle makes his actual college

debut tonight against Florida State, he'll

be playing against someone he knows well.

"Doug Edwards (a starting forward for

the Seminoles) is my first cousin," Dingle
said. "He has been calling me here, talk-

ing a lot ofjunk."

Donta Bright travelled the opposite
road of Dingle. Bright was not a late

bloomer, he did not sneak up on anybody.
Instead Bright exploded onto the scene
his sophomore year at famed Dunbar High,
where he was the first sophomore to ever
be named the Baltimore Sun Player ofthe
Year

Bright, another 6-foot-6 swingman,
followed up his sophomore with two more
stirring seasons at Dunbar. In his junior
year. Bright was the leading scorer in the
prestigious Nike/ABCD Camp. Bright had
another great year as a -senior, he helped
lead Dunbar to the mythical High School
National Championship, and was an All-

American in virtually every respected
basketball publication.

Big-time colleges went after Bright,
who ended up cutting his list down to two,
UMass and Ohio State. The blue-chipper
ended up on deciding on UMass. and
Calipari knows the profound effect Bright's
signing will have on Minuteman basket-
ball.

"Anytime you bring in a bluechip player
like Donta. it has to help." Calipari said.

"Players like Donta help in bringing in
others (big recruits)."

UMass fans will have to wait one year
before seeing Bright on the court. Becau.se
Bright did not score 700 on his SATs, he is

ineligible due to Prop. 42.

For this season Bright will have to

patient and prepare for next season on his
own.

"Right now Donta is doing some weight
training and working on his game by him-
self." Calipari said. "Donta is gettinR him-
selfacclimated to the school academically."

Assistant coach Robic said he likes the
way Bright is handling the situation and
is patiently waiting for the time Bright
can step on the court in a UMass umform.

"This (not being able to play) is frus-
trating for Dana, but he is doing really
well in handling it." Robic said. "I think
Donta is doing a lot betterjob than I could
do (in that situation).

"The crowd will love Donta." Robic said.
"Donta is a slasher, he is very athletic."

Assistant coach Bill Bayno. who spear-
heads the UMass recruitingsystem , knows
full well of Bright's ability.

"I expea big things from Donta." Bayno
Turn to FRESHMEN page 13

Wednesday Night
is GUEST

BARTENDER
NIGHT

At Mike's

Drink Special
MBXESGENUINEDRAFT

Free T-Shirts <f Prizes
This Weeks guest bartenders are:

Bill Durkin and Tbm Fasano
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All YOU CANqEAT SUNDAY BRUNCH
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Something

For Everyone!

MOBILE ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS
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• METROMOBILE
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per
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and TV...whlle you
do your laundry!

259 Federal Street

Greenfield, MA013C1
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1992-93 MINUTEMEN
BASKETBALL TEAM ROSTER
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31 Harper Williams

22 Tony Barbee
15 Lou Roe
24 Jerome Malloy
10 Mike Williams

12 Chris Robinson
42 Kennard Robinson
14 Derek Kellogg

33 Jeff Meyer
40 Ted Cottrell

3 Dana Dingle

23 Rigoberto Nunez
1
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Tony Barbee
1,224 career points

40 3-pointers in 1991-92
12.9 points per game

career avg.

Harper Williams
Atlantic 10 Player of the Year
13.9 points, 7.5 rebounds per

game last season
176 career blocks

1:^

Follow
the Minutemen...

The Collegian is your best source

for daily coverage of

UMass Sports.

For subscription information contact the Subscriptions

Manager at 545-3500 •113 Campus Center • UMass

Read about Coach Calipari and the

Minutemen every day on the

Collegian Sports Page!
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lECOND
Don't live in the dorms paying $1800^^° room

and board for the second semester
You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month Iroom, board, utilities/

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 5 bedroom apartments (ONLY 1 LEFT!)

ALL APARTMENTS FULLY APPLIANCED WITH:
• Kitchen with dishwasher • Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning • Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool • On UMass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 665-2203

Wednesday December 2. 1992
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Semi-sunny today and manana.
Rain or snow or sleet tonight.

Local News:
UMass Police officers get some new wheels and learn

what it's like to get around campus on a bicycle, and the
horses don't really mind at all. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
UMass Minutemen basketball team will face
Florida State University tonight and you can
see it on ESPN at 7:30 p.m. Page 12.
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More military aid
may come to Africa

HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU. BABB The Student Union
kind of coffee mugs every UMass student needs to get them

«SSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
Ballroom has exactly the
through finals week

Bosnia airlift

suspended due
to fire on plane
By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press

SARAJEVO. Bosnia-Herzegovnia— The humanitar-
ian airlift to Bosnia was suspended Tuesday aft^r small-
arms fire struck part of the steering system of a U.S. Air
Force transport plane on its landing approach to Sarajevo.

Bosnia's president urged "decisive stands" by Islamic
states to aid his country.

The C-130 Hercules that was shot in the rudder while
approaching the Bosnian capital was able to land safely,
unload its relief supplies and return to Zagreb. Croatia,
said Peter Kessler. a spokesman for the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees.

Kessler said the airlift to the Bosnian capital was
likely to remain suspended at least through Wednesday
while U.N. liaison officers investigate the source of the
shooting.

Twenty flights carrying food, medicine and other
reliefsupplies were scheduled to land Tuesday in Sarajevo,
but only 10 arrived before the airlift was suspended.

Earlier. Bosnia's army command had accused the
Serbs of shelling the airport runway overnight "with the
intention of destroying the radar system and thus stop-
ping the humanitarian flights."

More than 17.000 people have been killed in the
fighting, the Bosnian Health Ministry reported Monday.

Bosnia's Muslim President. Alija Izetbegovic. appealed
for Islamic solidarity and action at a conference ofthe 47-
member Organization of Lslamic Conference in Saudi
Arabia.

"International resolutions have remained empty words
and the time has come for decisive stands," Izetbegovic
told foreign ministers in Jiddah.

Saudi Arabia's King Fahd called for an end to the U.N.
arms embargo on Bosnia that has crippled Sarajevo's
defenders.

The Bosnian anny commander said in a newspaper

Turn to AIRLIR, page 4

by THOMAS WAGNER
Associated Press

MOGADISHU. Somalia - Relief ofti-
cials on Tuesday urged the United Nations
to quickly authorize more miliiarv muscle
to guarantee that aid reaches hundred.s of
thousands of starving Somalis.

As the U.N. Security Council debated
whether to take up a U.S. offer ofa force of
30,000 to deliver the food, some of the
officials worried that an influx of foreign
troops could spark retaliation against for-
eigners.

"This is a very complex society with
ver>' tough, proud people divided into
competitive clans." said Brigitte Doppler
of Doctors Without Borders. "None of the
relief agencies know how their programs
will work under military mobilization."

Without security. said Per
HammerstedtofU.N. Operation Somalia,
the relief operation is pointless

"Why should we stay here when the
food is looted and we can't even bring it out
of the harbor?" he said.

In London. Nicholas Hinton. director
general of the relief agency Save The
Children, said any U.N. military operation
in Somalia must be part of a five-year
international commitment to rebuild the
shattered African nation.

Hinton said a suggestion that soldiers
"can somehow simply go in. clean up and
get out in two weeks is ridiculous."

By U.N. estimates, at least 300.000
people have died from the combined ef
fects ofdrought and warfare this vear and

another 2 million are threatened.
As much as half the 200.000 metric

tons of food delivered to the Horn ofAfrica
nation have been stolen by bandit.s At
least 12,000 metric tons are stored at port
warehouses but cannot be delivered be-
cause of banditry in the area.

Rival clans responsible for much of the
looting have crippled a U.N. plan to dis-
patch 4,200 peacekei>pers to get aid to
Somalia's hungry Only about .500 U.N.
troops have been deployed and they have
only taken control ofMogadishu's airport.

On Monday. UN Secretan General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali reojmmended us-
ing military force to guarantee friod de-
liveries, in what would be the first full-
acale armed U.N. intervention to .supi>ori
humanitarian activities.

In Washington on Tuesday. Hou.-,e
Speaker Thomas Foley. D-Wash . told re
porters the United States is very close to
•sending ground troops into Somalia,

"I think the circumstances warrant it,"
Foley said "Only a mtlitar>' intervention
can guarantee the opportunity ff.r nlu-r
for those starving.

One of Somalia *.s main warlords, the
mercurial Gen. Mohamed Farrah Aidid.
on Sunday organized a prf) Anivncan
parade ofchildren to show hit* w»UinKiM»»s
to accept US troops

"Without a clear understanding Ix"-

tween the international community and
the Somalis of what the problem is and
how to solve it, the famine and the fighting
will continue." said Mohamed Awale.
.Aidid s a.s.si.stant.

Going beyond the classroom
Psychology students volunteering for the elderly
By MICHELLE BOBBINS
Collegian Staff

Several residents at a local nursing home are
enjoying and benefiting from the relationships they
have established with a dedicated volunteer group
from a University of Mas.sachusetts psychology class.

"The students increase the residents self-esteem
because they make the them feel valuable and wanted
in a society where they sometimes feel they are a
burden to their families," said Susan Pratt-Tobin, the
volunteer coordinator at the Amherst Nursing Home.

Professor Susan Whitlwrne, who teaches psychol-
ogy of aging, said for the class project she gives
students the option of volunteering because it gives
them firsthand experience with older people.
The academic material has more meaning and

personal relevance to the students who volunteer."
Whitborne said.

Jody Marrec. a junior com.-nunications disorders
major, said by volunteering she learned that nursing
homes are not thegloomy and dark places sheexpected.

"I like interacting with the older people and finding
out about what their lives were like years ago. It gives
me a good feeling." Wagner said.

Pratt-Tobin said when she takes students on tours
she encourages them to ob.serve as much as thev can.
"The nursing home may seem a little odd and weird at
first, which is perfectly natural, but after the students
confront these feelings they will have a more positive
experience."

Whitborne said the 30 volunteer students have
enhanced the lives ofthe residents because they have
gone above and beyond the required minimum ofthree
hours a week. She said some students have taken the
residents to church, out to lunch or visited them in the
hospital.

Turn to VOLUNTEEB pagp 4
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Lecture—"Women in the Civil Rights Movement" will
be presented by Judy Richardson, television producer
and longtime civil rights worker. The event will take
place at 8 p.m. in Campus Center Room 168c. This event
is free and open to the public.

Meeting — An important general meeting for the
Spectrum Magazine will be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in
room 163-173, Campus Center Basement.

Mini-Mall — A mini mall with lots of vendors and gill
ideas will be held in the Student Union Ballroom from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. The event is sponsored by UMass Hillel.

Music — Masterclass — Judith Kellock. soprano,
will be performing at 3:30 p.m. in the UMass Fine Arts
Center, room 44. The event is free.

Lectuiv — The "Speech as Special" Debate: Insights
from Non-Human Primates — a colloquium with Marc
Hauser, Biological Anthropology and Neuroscience Prog.,
Harvard will take place at 4 p.m. from Dec. 2-3 at UMass
Morrill Science Center. South.

Lecture— "India's New Economic Policies: Panacea or

UMqss Police Log
• University police were called to the Fine Arts Center

at 6:40 p.m. on Monday to assist a woman in a dispute
with another woman. No charges were reported.

• A man reported the loss and possible theft of his
passport to police on Monday. Police said the man was in
Thompson Hall at approximately 7:30 p.m. when he
reported the passport missing.

• The rear wheel and tire of a bicycle were reported

Pandora's Box?"— with Praful Bidwai, Karl Loewenstein
Fellow in Political Science and Jurisprudence will take
place at 4 p.m. in AC Converse Assembly Room. The
event is free.

Thursday, December 3

Meeting— The Campus Center/Student Union Board
ofGovernors will hold its weekly meetingat 6 p.m. in C.C.
room 805. The meeting is open to the public.

Mini Mall — the event continues.
Lecture — The Prospects for International Peace-

keeping for the 1990s and Beyond" will be discussed by
retired Major General Indar Jit Rikhye, United States
Institute for Peace. Washington. D.C. This is part of the
Five College PAWSS fall lecture series and will be held in
AC Converse Hall at 8 p.m.

Lecture — "Bankers. Bureaucrats. Blacks and Jews:
theMythofChangingNeighborhoods" with Hillel Levine.
Sociology and Religion, Boston University. The event
will be held at 8 p.m. in the SC Neilson Library Browsing
Room.

Compiled by Michael Day

Stolen from a man's bicycle from Washington Tower on
Monday, police said. The bike was report^ly locked to
the bike rack in front of the dormitory at approximately
2 p.m. when the theft occurred, according to police.

• A woman in Northeast Residential Area reported a
harassing phone call to police on Monday. The woman
said she received a call from a man oftering her money in
exchange for answering personal questions about herself
at approximately 3 p.m.. according to pohce.

Rape crisis center refuses to hand over records
WORCESTER .AP) - A rape crisis

center is defying a judge's order to turn
<>vi I .t victims counseling records while
pressing an appeal to bolster the privacy
of such documents statewide.

Victims' advocates say the protection
written into a 1986 state court ruling has
been diluted by Uter decisions. They say
Mas.'iachusetts courts are now victimizing
rap*- victims anew and making some of
them reluctant to report the crimes.

"Massachusetts is just such a glaring
victim's hell hole." said Wendy Murphy, a
Boston lawyer. "You have absolutely no
privacy rights once you're a victim."

Murphy is representing the Rape Cri-
sis Program of Worcester which is ap-
pealing a Nov. 23 contempt order by
Gardner District Court Judge Austin
Philbin She hopes the state Supreme

Judicial Court will agree to hear the case.
Philbin's $100-a-day fine has been stayed
pending the appeal.

The contempt order stems from the
case of 17 year-old Edward Schultz of
Gardner, who is accused for raping a
woman last summer in that town. The 15-

year-old accuser sought counseling after-
ward at the Worcester center.

Schultz's lawyer, public defender Gail
Franco of Worcester, has asked for all

those records, as defense attorneys are
often doing across the state.

A senior member in the Worcester
public defender's office said Tuesday that
recent court rulings provide enough pro-
tection for such records.

"The rights of the defendant have to be
paramount in this situation," said lawyer
Michael Hussey. "The . . . right to a fair

trial is a right that overrides the right to
confidentiality."

The 1986 appellate-level ruling laid
down strict rules for disclosing the records
of rape counseling, which are granted a
degree of confidentiality under state law-

Defense lawyers were required to show a
legitimate need for review. If they did so.
ajudge would first look at the records and
passon onlyevidence thatcould potentially
help prove the defendant's innocence.

However, later court rulings, most re-
cently in 1991. have cut out the initial
judge's review anJ lifted the legitimate
need standard. Defense lawyers still

cannot share the records with anyone,
including their own clients, until a judge
grants permission.

Peter Ettenberg, a Worcester lawyer
who has represented rape defendants, said

the legal system must protect them from
accusers who sometimes lie or suffer from
delusions. He said a judge does not know-
all the facts of a case beforehand and
cannot possibly say which counseling
records might be useful

"Unfortunately for those who are ac-
cused, the scale, because of public pres-
sure and public percept ions, is being tilted
toward the complaining witness." he said.

But Marianne Winters, director of the
Worcester center, said she fears defense
lawyers are now not apt to twist a victims
normal feelings of guilt against her in
court. "We'd really be leaving a survivor
with no place to go for healing." she said.

Cheryl McLarney. director ofeducation
at Rape Crisis Services ofGreater Lowell,
said only aboutone in 10 rapes are reported
now.

oll^gioim
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for Spring 1993

APPLICATIONS ARE CURRENTLY BEING
ACCEPTED FOR PAID POSITIONS

Application deadline:
Wed., Dec. 9, 3 p.m.
Candidates nigtit:

Wed., Dec. 9, 7 p.m.
Elections will be held

Thurs., Dec. 10
froml0a.m.-8p.m.

For information regarding position de-
scriptions, staff eligibility or to get an ap-
plication, please contact the Collegian's

Managing Editor,

Egyptian terrorist found in NJ
By DAVID BRISCOE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - U.S. immigration
authorities are seeking to expel an Egyp-
tian Islamic leader who was charged and
then released for lack of evidence in the
1981 killing ofEgyptian President Anwar
Sadat.

The leader. Sheik Omar Abdel-
Rahman, is blind and confined to a
wheelchair. He has been living in New
Jersey and New York since he arrived in
the United States in July 1990 on a tourist
visa, according to immigration officials.

Abdel-Rahman. a spiritual leader of
the Egyptian version of the radical un-
derground group Silamic Jihad, has been
accused in Egypt of ties to terrorist ac-
tivities but has never been convicted.

Abdel-Rahman had been a legal per-

_SGAUpdate_
The Undergraduate Student Senate

will meet on Wed., Dec. 2. 1992 at 7 p.m.
in Campus Center 165-169. All members
of the University Community are invited
to attend and speak on any motions that
come up.

As the Student Senate is the represen-
tative body of all UMass undergraduates,
the University community is encouraged
to attend and be aware ofthe motions and
the opinions it passes.

The following motions are on the
agenda for December 2, 1992:

A motion for the Senate to support

manent resident of the United States but
that status was rescinded in March
without his contesting it. an immigration
source said.

An exclusion hearing is scheduled for
Abdel-Rahman Jan. 20 in Neward. N.J..
according to an oftlcial who provided de-
tails of the case on the condition of ano-
nymity. "Exclusion" is similar to depor-
tation but applies to people considered
never to have legally entered the country.

The hearing is to be held before an
immigration lawjudge, who has the power
to exclude immigrants from the country.
The decision could be appealed to a higher
court.

State department ofiicials said in 1990
that Abdel-Rahman should not have been
issued a tourist visa because he was on a
list of terrorist suspects banned from en-
try into the United States.

TheSGA UixlateisascrviccofthvCoUcgianand
tile Student Gowrnment Ass<x^iation to inform stu-
dcnts alxiut items on the SCA agenda.

mandatory changes in General Educa-
tion requirements, such as a mandatory
course for all first year students to help
light discrimination on campus and fos-
ter multiculturalism.

Another motion is to allocate $9,860 to
UVC to fund a full-time engineer posi-
tion.

'^

In addition, there is a new chapter to
be added to the SGA by-laws which will
guarantee the Senate seats of the Third
World Caucus and the the Area Govern-
ments under the new SGA Constitution i f
It is finally passed.
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Town resident
urges UMass
to pay its bills
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

An Amherst Town Meeting member recently pre-
sented the University with a mock bill for services
rendered by the Amherst Fire Department in a bid to
draw attention to the $203,000 Amherst claims it is
owed by UMass.

The $1,500 "bill" for the extinguishing of the Nov. 16
grease fire in the Campus Center was sent out by Town
Meeting Member Larry Kelley , who has been attempting
to pressure the University to respond to a demand by the
Town of Amherst that UMass hand over all moving
violation fine monies collected by University Police since
1984.

"This is my latest media stunt. If | the University] is

going to hold out on the $203,000. they should at least be
paying for the other services they're getting." Kelley said.

"UMass already gets more in services than it pays
for, and fire fighting springs right to mind." said Kelley,
citing as a further example the 25 false alarms on
campus last month, each costing the fire department
about $300.

Kelley sajrs. however, that it is not actually Amherst
fire fighters' service to UMass, but the $203,000 that
concerns him.

"This is a lot of money we're talking about. It's money
owed to the Town ofAmherst, and UMass is being totally
obnoxious about paying us." he said.

The issue first arose in 1987 when Amherst Police
ChiefDonald Maia noticed fine money collected at UMass
he believed should go to the town being sent by the
Northampton District Court to the University, where it

goes into a scholarship fund.
Maia brought this to the attention of the clerk-mag-

istrate, who then rerouted fine money to the town. In
1991. however, money started going to UMass again
under orders of temporary clerk-magistrate Genevieve
Keller. This prompted another complaint from Maia, and
another turnaround by the court, with fine money once
more going to Amherst.

According to Director of University Relations Jaymie
Chernoff, who gets the money depends on how the court
interprets conflicting legal guidelines.

Chernoff cites a section of a 1962 State Act *hich
provides that the trustees shall make rules and regula-
tions for the "control, movement, and parkin); of vehicles
on the campus ofthe university," and that "...all fines and
penalties recovered for violation ofrules and regulations...

Turn to BILLS, page 4

UMass pedal power patrolling
Police have discovered the uses ofmountain hikes
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Suff

Long known as masters of the equestrian, this
semester University of Massachusetts police officers
have been proving their mettle on a different kind of
mount - the mountain bike.

Since mid-October, seven athletically-inclined rep-
resentatives of the University's finest have been pa-
trolling the campus on rugged two-wheelers as part of
a new mountain bike police unit, and finding their
mechanical steeds offer many advantages.

"We're highly mobile, and we can go anywhere on
campus quickly. The bike patrols are an excellent way
to augment our regular cruiser, horse, and foot patrols,"
said Paul Vlach. coordinator of the unit.

Vlach said that officers on bicycles have been very
successful because they are simultaneously high and
low-profile.

"On the one hand, this is an opportunity for us to be
highly visible and approachable to the public. You're
seeing a face, and realizing that police are individuals
On the other hand, we've found that we can move
quietly and quickly into trouble situations, often not
even being noticed until we're right there." he said.

According to Vlach, the unit owns six bicycles - two
Nishiki mountain bikes purchased by the department
of public safety, and four other used bikes which were
donated to the unit.

Officers wear blue police shirts, black turtlenecks
and pants, and black and white helmets with "POLICE"
printed on them in large letters The bicycles have
standard head- and taillights. but no Hashing emer-
gency lights.

Members ofthe unit are present on all patrol shifts,

and can theoretically be patrolling campus 24-hours a
day. seven days a week, although the actual frequency
of their rides "depends on staffing." said Vlach

Officers on bicycle respond to calls just like officers
in cars, with the exception of incidents such as traffic

accidents which require a cruiser to block traffic,

according to Vlach, and their presence does not depend
on weather conditions.

The unit began training last summer, taking long
conditioning rides and practicing on a variety of ter-

rain. The officers also attended a three-day workshop
at the UMass Dartmouth campus on tactics, safety,
and proper use of bicycles in police work. Officer
Denise Duguay described the training as "intensive."

In addition, unit members consulted local muuntain-
bikers and bicycle shops about riding, equipmr nt, and
maintenance, said Vlach.

The idea of establishing a bicycle unit came from
officers Mark Whelihan and Thomas O'Donnell, who
began pushing for the bicycle patrol over two years
ago. Whelihan said they were inspired after reading
articles about similar patrols in Seattle and I.as Ve-
gas.

The UMass officers are in good company. Susan
Jones, director of the International Police Mountain
Bike Association, estimates that close to 500 police
departments nationwide are patrolling on bicycle.

ARAM COMJEAN COLLEGIAN
Officer Don Robinson ndes his bike outside Gunness

Engineenng Lab.

UMass students are lying

down to fight against AIDS
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Every seven minutes a person dies
of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn
drome.

"FightAIDS, fight back. Act up. fight

back." yelled Wendy Mataya. as 18
people dressed in black lied on the floor

for seven minutes yesterday on the
Campus Center Concourse as part of

World AIDS Day.
"Don't wait that long to practice safe

sex. Use condoms or we will all be

dying," Mataya said.

The purpose of the seven minute
die-in was to symbolize how the AIDS
epidemic has ravaged the world's
population.

Over 160,000 people have died from
AIDS in the United States over the last

1 1 years, more than the number who
died in the Vietnam and Korean Wars
combined. Mataya said, a first-year

graduate student who organized the
die-in.

"During the last decade more people
Turn to AIDS, page 10

University recommends
rules about fire safety
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The fourth floor of Aquinas hall was
filled with streamers and Christmas or-

naments for the decoration contest. These
Providence College students even had a
Christmas tree. But little did they know
their decorations would become deadly.

A fire broke out in one of the resident's

rooms. Suddenly it caught on to one ofthe
streamers. Spreading from door to door,
the fire set the entire hall ablaze.

Although it is estimated the fire burned
for several minutes. 1 1 students died from
the fire's smoke and heat. Many were still

trapped in their rooms, others died when
they attempted to "run" through the
flames.

To prevent this from occurring again,
the University of Massachusetts in ac-

cordance with the fire regulations of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts is pro-
hibiting the use of combustible decora-
tions along with other fire hazards in the
dorms and academic buildings, according
to Senior Fire Prevention OfTicer Keith
E. Hoyle.

"They cannot decorate with combus-
tible decorations." Hoyle said. "They can
uecorate with noncombustible decora-
tions."

Combustible materials are paper,
plastics and wreaths made of natural
vegetation.

Only materials labeled as "fire-resis-

tive" or "slow-burning" are okay for use. If

students are not sure about whether their
decorations are flammable Environmen-

tal Health and Safety have a lab where
they can test materials.

Candles will also not be allowed in

Residence Halls, except for religious pur-
poses and in those instances students must
follow these regulations:

• cover flame with noncombustible
shield

• anchor candle in sturdy base
• keep flammable items away from

candle
• keep candle away from windy area
• do not leave flame unattended
Live Christmas trees are considered as

being combustible, and so they are not
allowed. Only artificial trees approved by
Underwriter's Laboratories. Factory Mu-
tual or labeled as "Fire-resistive" or "Fire-
proof will be allowed in the dorms.

"Metal trees proposed an electrical
hazard." Hoyle said. "Natural trees are
not permitted. They will have to use a fake
tree."

As for outside lights. University Envi-
ronmental Health and Safety advises
students to use only lights and cords that
are labelled for exterior use only.

'

Extension cords should be avoided. If
an extension cord must be used, make
sure it has the sufficient amperage rating
to handle the electrical load that you could
be putting on it.

All lighting sets must be approved by
Underwriter's Labs, Factory Mutual, or
any other recognized testing laboratory.

If students do not follow these regula-
tions, Hoyle said the punishment ranges
from housing probation to removal from
housing.
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Social advocate said racism limits humanity
COLLEGIAN

By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Correspondent

A social justice advocate spoke of
racism's affect on Whites' lives last night
at a meeting ofthe Institute for the Healing
of Racism in the Campus Center.

Finnegan Fry. a recent giaduate from
Hampshire College, delivered a short talk
on White perceptions of racism.

"It can seem really huge and over-
whelmingwhen Whites talk about racism."
Fry said to a diverse audience ofabout 25
people. He stressed the limits racism places
on Whites in all facets of life.

The institute was "founded in the belief
that racism is the most powerful and

persistent obstacle to the attainment of a
just and peaceful society," as stated in the
group's philosophy.

Fry said racism limits Whites in four
major ways. It serves to keep Whites Uv-
ing in fear "iihat they are hopelessly rac-
ist." Second, it limits their capacity to
relate to other people.

"We end up livingin small homogeneous
white social circles," he said.

Third, racism breeds an attitude of
ignorance and misinformation, which di-

rectly leads to active discrimination.
The last limiting factor racism creates

is obscuring humanity as a whole.
"We end up bemg raised under a moral

hypocrisy, ignoring daily racial incidents,

and acting as if it were the norm," said Fry.

He also referred to 'White privilege' as
another means of confusing individuals
into adopting a racial mindset. To him, this

concept represents hollow benefits and civil

rights that can spark the fire of racism.
An open discussion followed, with many

audience members voicing their opinions
and questioning Fry's ideas. A major bone
of contention was the United States' role

as a "moral example" for all nations
through its continual internal struggle
against racism.

Several argued that this count»y could
not function as that role model because of
moral inequafity which, according to them,
was one of the basic premises the nation

was founded upon.
Others stressed the undeniable fault

resting on socialization of racist ideals
from one generation to the next.

The group reached a consensus on two
key points. First, they agreed that racism
exists as a social disease. Second, and more
importantly, they said they believed the
best weapon to combat racism is individual
action and initiative. One membersummed
up the group's thoughts simply by saying,
"Change begins with the individual."

They all also agreed wholeheartedly on
the organization ofmulticultural coalitions
and forums, which serve to educate indi-
viduals and empower them to effectively
fight racism.

volunteer
continued from page 1

"The students are willing to put in the extra mile
because they are excited about the class."Whitborne
said.

Stacy Wagner, a teaching assistant for the psy-
cholog>' of aging class, said the voluntwrs were
amazing and have done much more than required.
"The students care so much for the residents and
think ofthem as friends, which is very admirable."

Pratt-Tobin said the students eryoyed the expe-
rience so much that about halfofthem have asked
if they could volunteer next semester.

"This volunteer program is gradually building a
good reputation because many volunteers are
talking to their friends and teUing them about the
quality of their experiences." Pratt-Tobin said.

Student loan program unveiled

airlift

By DEBORAH MESCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The nation's largest provider of
college student loans unveiled a program Monday that
will reduce interest payments for certain borrowers who
pay their monthly installments on time.

The program, called Great Rewards, "is a whole new
concept in education lending ... It rewards good repay-
ment habits." said Lydia Marshall, senior vice president
of the Student Loan Marketing Association.

"Good borrowers save us time, and they save us
money" because the association, known as Sallie Mae.
can avoid collection procedures, such as overdue notices
and telephone calls. "The savings will be passed back to
the good borrowers."

SallieMae is a publicly held, federallychartered financial
services corporation that buys education loans from banks
and other lending institutions. It owns more than $20

billion in federally insured student loans, which amounts
to one in three of all such outstanding loans today.

Under the program. 2 percentage points would be
shaved from the interest rate on a borrower's loan if

payments are made on time for the first 48 months.
Marshall said. The program is limited to Stafford loans,
the most common type ofstudent loan under the Federal'
Family Education Loan Program.
A typical borrower with $5,000 in Stafford loans

would save $246 over the hfe ofthe loan, which is usually
10 years. A borrower with $23,000 in loans, would save
more than $1,100 in interest payments.

The first group of students who would benefit by the
new program typically have loans with an interest rale of
8 percent m the first four years and 10 percent thereafter.
Marshall said. Under the program, on time payments for
the first four years would cut the interest rate for the
following years by 2 percentage poinU. to 8 percent, she
said.

continued from page 1

interview that his forces were "preparing intensely" for
an offensive to break the Serbian seige on Sar^evo. site
of the 1984 Winter Games.

In an interview in Monday's edition ofthe Oslobodjerye
newspaper, Bosnian army chief Gen. Mustafa H^jrula
Hovic said his forces lacked materiel but were "now-
capable of some offensive movement."

He refused to say when the offensive would be launched,
but that it would be "a battle of many days in which
nothing can be left to chance."

bills
continued from page 3

shall be forwarded to the trustees of the university to
be deposited in the scholarship trust fund."

However, in a nonbinding opinion March 13, Chief
Justice of the district court Samuel Zoll said any
money collected by UMass for violations of state and
mumcipal law be given to Amherst.

While Chemoffsays the University will not contest
the routing of future funds to the town, she is not
convinced that the University "owes" Amherst money

that was collected in the past, which the town is now
demanding.

"We are very sympathetic to the town, but this is
not a sum that wecanjust do without, and it's not clear
that we have to," she said.

Chernoff said that both town and University offi-

cials are determined not to waste state resources by
Uking the issue to court, but will work out a s-jlution
on their own. She said the University will issue a plan
to resolve the conflict within the comin^^ week.•••••••

.
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RESUME

PACKAGE

Includes: 1 page resume typesetiing

25 copies on resume paper

?5 matching blank sheds & envelopes

Storage on ciisk (min. I year)

228 Tfiancjie Street

Anihersf, MA 01002
549-3840 • FAX 549 2868

Ontersession!9 3
Multiculturalism: Fulfillment or Death of the

December 30 -January

Public Discussion
All graduate students invited

The Pink Problem
The Graduate Employee Organization and Racism

Two sessions

-

1

.

Wed. Dec. 2. 2:00-4:00 PM CC81 1 B-1

5

2. Thur. Dec. 10, 5:30-7:30PM CO 805-09

Who are we?
Is race a labor issue?

Are we part of the problem?

What is the solution?

Tt^ree or four introductory speakers (S minutes eactt) are
sougt\t to start ttte discussion. Please speati to Kimtjerty
Wilson at ttw GEO office (54S-S317) If interested.

STEWARDS -- OFFICERS -- ACTIVISTS

Participate in the polylogue!

4>

d

O

Register Now!

Call the School of Continuing Education

and Graduate Studies

1000 State Street, Springfield

747-6325

American Dream?

14

Speakers:

Dr. Kimal Ali

Wedfield Sute College

Dr. Joyce Bcrkman

UMASS

Rev. Charle* Blakney

Firrt Cong. Church

South Hadley

Dr. Daniel Czitrom

Mount Holyoke College

Dr. David Glassberg
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David Grossbeck
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Eileen Kelly

Holyoke Conimunity College

Dr Everett Ladd
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How you can make your
very next DC meal fun

Nobody wants to hear about the "food"
that is served in college dining commons.
I'm a UMass student, and I know I don't
want to hear about it. So I'm not going to
tell you the meals arent much good. I'm
going to explain how you can make the
food better.

Of course. 1 could suggest that you eat
dirt for three days, and then go to dinner
at the cafeteria. But I know ofa much less
self-sacrificing method to enjoy a meal in
a cafeteria: just play the colors game.

David

MUMPER
The colors game is great because every-

thing you need (colored food ) is right in the
dining commons. Youll finds wide array of
colors in a university cafeteria.

Take the colorgreen, forexample. Youll
find at least eight different shades ofgreen
in the lettuce which, sadly, is the product
of various levels of decay. There's the
green icing on the cake, which is an artifi-

cial color, that looks like it's computer-
generated.

But enough about colors; I'm going to
tell you how to have a good DC. meal.
That's where the colors game comes in.

You can play the game with as many
people as you want. Start by choosing a
color theme for the meal; let's pick yellow.
The next step is to bring back as much
yellow food as possible. Today, we have
two people playing the game, BufTy and
Philip. Buffy searches through thie caf-

eteria in quest of yellow food.

"Hmmm. yellow." BufTy thinks to her-
self, "like the sun." Bufly finds all the
yellow, sun-like food she can. She sits next
to Philip and eats a banana, some bright
yellow beans and a com muffin. All yellow.
Buffy ate three yellow things. Philip has
two glasses of lemonade; he drinks one,
and then eats some corn chips and a
cheeseburger, the kind with neon yellow
melted cheese.

"I win!" says Philip. "I ate some cheese,
corn chips and two glasses of lemonade.
That's four yellow things; you had three. I

beat you?"

BufTy looks at Philip's plate and hesi-
tates for a moment. She tries to recall the
best strategy at this stage in the game.
Just then she has an idea. "Nope, you
didn't drink both glasses oflemonade. We
tied."

BufTy must have read what you're
reading, and she knows that you have to
eat the food to get points.

Philip, in desperation, formulates a
plan. His hand darts out, picks up the
lemonade, and pours it down his throat.
"Now I've got four points— game's over!"
exclaims Philip, between coughs and
gasps. And indeed. Philip is our winner for
today. And so Buffy and Philip leave the
cafeteria, afler a fun meal.

This is a great game, but to insure that
you don't tire playing it. you can alternate
between it and the variation to the colors
game. To win the variation game, find as
many different colors as you can.

Janet goes through the main food line
and puts pieces of white and dark meat
chicken, a bowl of Jello and a piece of
bread and butter on her tray. She shuffles
through the crowd to the salad bar. where
she takes some lettuce with carrots. While
she is waitingin line for the carrots. Janet's
friend Penny walks up to meet her.

"Hi, Penny!" says Janet. "Do you want
to play the colors game variation?"

"Well, all right." replies Penny, rather
unenthusiastically. And so they sit down
to play. Penny eats her food and says. "I

ate five colors. How many did you eat? 1

know you beat me." Penny is not a confi-
dent competitor. Janet thinks of what she
ate: red Jello. tan bread, yellow butter,
two shades of green lettuce, orange car-
rots, white and dark meat chicken. "1 ate
eight colors!" she says, afler a few minutes
of calculation.

"I knew you'd beat me," says Penny,
who just isn't very confident or
unenthusiastic.

Despite Penny's lack of enthusiasm,
they both had a more enjoyable meal be-
cause of the colors game.

David Mumper is a UMass student.

Two pentagrams, two religions
I am responding to the letter. "Uni-

versity should end worship of evil" (Colle-

gian. Nov. 19 i. linking Satanism with the
symbol ofthe pentagram. While an upside
down (both points up) pentagram is used
by some Satanists. the right side up pen-
tagram is used as a sjmnbol for the religion
Wicca. or Witchcraft.

Wicca is the worship of the God and
Goddess, and a reverence for the natural
cycles ofthe earth. It is most definitely not
Satanic; in fact Witches are generally
honrifiedwhen people rai8t«ke<\^at.tb^.

do for Satanism.
I would like to note that I was very

disturbed by the tone of the letter. The
writer seemed eager to establish some
type of religious orthodoxy at the Uni-
versity, with little concern for the rights of
others. 1 see that as unacceptable in a
country such as America, which was
founded on the right offreedom ofreligion

.

Janra Pereira
Co-President,

UMass Pagan Students
• • - • .^^ .... .Sunderlan4

It s a bird . . . it s a plane .

"Superman died," she said
nonchalantly.

"What do you mean he's dead? Super-
man can't die— he's Superman ," I replied,
brushing offJules'comment as a ridiculous
rumor.

"He did too," she retorted with an as-
tonished grin that I would actually ques-
tion something coming from the 'All
Knowing.' "He died, they killed him off."

"Fine, then how did he die? Tell me
that!" (let's see the All Knowing' answer
that one!)

"Some villain killed him." Her response
was quicker than I had expected

-What villain?"

"I don't know — some villain."

"What villain?! Superman can't just be
killed by .some random villain."

E.G.

THOMAS
Eyes rolling to the ceiling, she said

(exasperated that I would still have the
audacity to question her), "He died. I

swear."

"He did not — he's Superman."
•^es. he did."

"Did not!"

'Did too!" (Now I feel like this conver-
sation has been transplanted from jur
living room onto the playground).

"Did not!!"

"Did tooir

"Did not!!!" (By this point I wasn't just
fighting out of pride but for Superman's
honor).

"Look E." she yelled, "he's dead. Su-
perman is dead — get over it'" and then,
out ofdisbeliefthat I could be so persistent,
she laughed — well, more like giggled
with an evil smirk.
"How can you be so apathetic.

Superman's n<^dead— that's impossible.
You shouldn't play with people's emotions
like that."

Then with a sort of silly perplexion she
responded. "E. what did you do when you
found out Santa wasn't real?"

"Now don't go bringing him into this!!"
How could she stoop so low?!

"E. I'm sorry." A tone of regret seemed
to wash over her voice. Almost as fast as 1

noticed this remorse, she did, adding with
a grin. "Hes dead. dead, dead— Superman
is dead!!"

I grabbed my coffee and. like a five-

year-old having a tantrum, proceeded
upstairs — but not before leaving with a
sof\ but stern. "Is not."

In my room I sat for a moment con-
templating Jules' assertion. Could it be
true? Was Superman really dea— no.
never, it was impossible. Superman's a
hero. No cartoonist would have the heart

to kill a hero. I was positive Superman
was alive and well . protecting the worid as
we know it. So I brushed away Jules' evil
rumor and went about my evening as if
our conversation never happened.

Thanksgiving break: Home again, food
that takes longer to prepare than boiling
water for five minutes, laying on the sofa
without any guilt about not studying,
hanging out with old friends, not worried
about hangovers or getting enough sleep— I have a whole four days to do nothing
(a deep sigh, stress free). All was well —
until I saw Friday morning's paper.

The headline escaped me, it was the
glaring picture underneath. Debris and
shattered glass littered the ground, and in
the midst of all the destruction. Lois Lane
cried out in emotional pain, as she held
Superman in her arms; he was covered in
blood, his famous "S" was caught on a Hag
pole, a shredded emblem waving in the
wind. Could it be?
My mouth hit the fioor. the impossible

was possible — Superman, the hero of
heroes was dead. All hope for mankind was
gone. I wallowed into the living room, still

in shock. Life would never be the same.
"Hello— reality?! He was a comic book

character." Jules rubbed it in my face as
sotin as I got back to school (I was stupid
enough U» tell her I found out she was
right.) This time she didn't giggle, she
cackled.

"Fine, laugh. Maybe you should be the
one to tell all the kids— who looked up to
Superman, who believed in him. who had
faith that good would always conquer evil— that he's dead, that t heir hero is gone—
forever!"

She shook her head and sighed.'E.
you're too sensitive."

In a time when heroes are hard to trust
and believe in, with out any doubts that
they will fight the evil temptations of
money and sex — where even the word
"hero" has become cliche, what are we
supposed to do when the one true hero
dies? What's lea other than a deep void. If

not even Superman can stand the tests of
evil — who else could? Here's a man with
inhuman strength, intelligence, super nifty
powers and compassion for mankind —
and now even he has been defeated What
hope is left?

I have no answers for this one. only a
sense of hopelessness for the world (pon-
der, sigh. ponder, ponder) Then again.
Michael Keaton is sexier than Christopher
Reeve. . . and Batman is a pretty cot)l guy
with an excellent cartoon. And I suppose
any guy who could share the spotlight
with Catwoman without inevitably paling
in comparison, has something special —
just maybe there is some hope. . .

E.C.Thomas is a Collegian co/u/jjh/.s/

Being Black isn't license to hate
Although I find Dr. Jeffrie.s' teach-

ings offensive. I am not threatened by
them. His theories on the intellectual

and spiritual evolution of Europeans
and Africans and on a Jewish con-
spiracy to denigrate Blacks through
film are absurd and self-condemnatory.
Said Dr. Jeffries during his Nov. 12
lecture: "The enormous storm around
me has nothing to do with me. It has to
do with you." It is Jefferies, the man
himself the beleaguered prophet and
"sacrificial lamb" of City College, by
whom I feel threatened.

Jeffries wrongly believes that Blacks
can't be racist and from beneath this
mantle of innocence says to Jews, "It
has to do with you." As a human being,
his stance is alarming. Jews rally
against him because they know well
that anyone blaming the world for his
suffering while sharing none of the
world's is free within his conscience to
incite or commit violence. As a teacher,
his stance is unforgivable, for his dis-
missal of responsibility for the contro-
versy he generates poisonsyoung, gifted
minds. "White people get upset when
they don't hear what they want to hear,"
said a student who, as the Jewish Ad-

vocate reported
I Nov. 20-261, read a

poem titled "The X" before the lecture.
An undergraduate at the Univer-

sity between 1985 and 1989. I too. Iw-
lieved that my suffering as a Black
gave me license to hate Whites. And
when the racist I was becoming strained
my relationship with my mother, who
is White. 1 considered the anger I cul-
tivated a virtuous part of something
greater than me. something possessed
by all Black people yet suppressed and
feared by all Whites, something simi-
lar to Jeffries' "significance of the Nile
Valley." If my White peers were of-
fended by my bigoted posture or if my
mother cried at the way I glared at her.
it was because I was exposing a painful
truth. "White people," I told myself,
"get upset when they don't hear what
they want to hear."

I wonder ifthe author of"The X," the
members of Phi Beta Sigma, or any
students who walked past protesting
Jews toward Mahar as I did in 1989
when Louis Farakahn came to UMass,
are upset, reading this and hearing
things they don't want to hear?

Charles H. Perry
Boston
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Since coming to UMass. I've interacted with many
diverse people. People may call me racist or say I'm
prejudiced, or even out ofmy mind when I say we are not
the same. We may have the same physical makeup, we
may even argue wheteher or not we came from the same
place, but inmy discussion, what makes blacks so different
to me, than whites?

Yatisha

BOTHWELL
I have yet to ask myself why black people do the

things that they do, but I'll be damned if white people
don't amaze the hell out of me. From the craziness we
see on the news, to what I've been a part of these few
short months of school, I can say white people are a
myster>- I cannot totally understand. I'm not saying I

fully comprehend the motives and actions of all black
people, but being Black myself, as well as being percep-
tive to the American socieUl structure, I can identify
with the Black experience more than I can with our
white counterparts.

The Black experience includes commonalities that we
share: our origin, how we got where we are now. and our
place in society. Whether that place in society be upper,
middle or lower class, or even classlessness. there is still
a shared experience. We all share the same place in
society. . . the back of the bus.

Those who would argue or don't understand that, to
me have not really grasped the Black experience in the
world today.

Yes, things have gotten better, but isn't it a shame
brothers and sisters that blood, sweat and tears are the
price for the "life, liberty and the pursuit ofhappiness" we
should have had by right. The price is not right. They owe
us a refund for the price, through slavery and years of

oppression (even in 1992!) we've had to pay in order to
fuel their livelihood, all at the expense of Black people
(non-whites).

The Black experience is great. It entails epics from
terrible hardships to miraculous triumphs, to overcome
obstacles set up by "massa". In trying to understand
white people. I've come to very few solid, concrete con-
clusions, but I do have my philosophies. I think they put
up obstacles from slavery to today's laws of the land, to
see us stumble.

They want us to fail so their cause can be furthered.
They are testing us constantly. Did you ever notice
everything with white people is a test? The way we walk,
the way we talk, the way we carry ourselves around them
and even in how we treat one another-they're always
watching.

They primarily test our actions and reactions towards
them, because that is where their interest lies, them-
selves.

So we try to dress the right way, walk the right way,
speak correctly their confused English language, all to be
accepted by their standards, to be like them.

Well, I say no! We don't have to conform to fit into a
society that is supposedly a "melting pot" (or whatever
they are caUing this country now).
We shouldn't have to deviate from our true culture

and way of life.

All we have to do is stay BLACK.
We can't begin to understand whites or their stan-

dards of living, until we first unite. Let them set up
obstacles and stumbling blocks. Let them test us.

There is nothing we cannot achieve, but we must first,
as I said, unite under the Black experience, know our-
selves, recognize what we have in common and use our
experience to form a protest, and not a condition.

Yatisha Bothwell is a UMass student.

Community Calendar
Friday, December 4,1992

The Brothers ofAlpha Phi Alpha & Phi BeU Sigma
Fraternity Inc. will hold a party at the Southside
Room in Southwest from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. A
Stepshow Exhibition will be held. An admission fee
will be charged.

Saturday, December 5, 1992
" The Struggle In South Africa: What Went Wrong?
'- Dennis Brutus will be a guest speaker at 7 p.m.
in the Campus Center Room 804. Sponsored by the
Maoist Internationalist Movement, Office ofThird
Worid Affairs. Radical Student Union and STPEC.

Auditions will be held for the Ujima Hair& Fashion
Show- Saturday December 5th and Sunday, De-
cember 6th from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. at the Malcolm X
Cultural Center. For more information, please
contact Maimouna Sam at 546-4985. This event is

sponsored by The Cape Verdean Student Alliance
and the Malcolm X Cultural Center.

Thuruday, December 10, 1992
The Everywoman's Center will celebrate its 20th
Anniversary by hostingan Open House from 4 p.m.
to 7 p.m. at Wilder Hall, UMass. For more infor-
mation, please call Everywoman's Center at 545-
0883.

Sunday, December 13, 1992
The Malcolm X Cultural Center will hold iu annual
Kwanza Celebration. Entertainment will be pro-
vided, dinner will be served, along with the tradi-
tional Kwanza ritual. The event will start at 6 p.m.
All areencouraged to attend. For more information,
please contact Maimouna Sam at 546-4985.

Racist lies must be overcome before we are freeA lie was told to me and I do not know
the exact nature of the lie, nor do I know-
its teller, what I do know is that the
uncovering of this lie almost took me a
lifetime. All my life I wanted to be a
doctor, never anything else. Besides my
love of the sciences and wanting to help
people, the thing most lucrative, to me.
about being a doctor was the respect. As
if the illustriousness of a career would
protect me from the uglier side oflife, from
being followed in the more affluent stores,
from feeling the pain of racism. I believed
the all consuming mantle of the doctoral
profession would shield me from such oc-
currences ever more This, perhaps, is the
worst lie ever told to me. for it tells me that
what I am now is not respectable, not
reliable, not reputable, and just not ac-
ceptable enough. It is also a lie that
happens to be common to the black com-
munity, whether it was the phrase "be all
that you can be" or it was called "making
It", we have heard this lie.

How this lie was perpetuated. I do not
know. Maybe it was taught to me in the
same manner that I was taught that my

hips were too wide, my lips too big, my
skin too dark, and my hair too short and
kinky. Somewhere in my deep dark past.
I was told to be all that I could be. while an
unheard voice whispered, "because what
you are now is not".

Penny

CAMERON
Realizing that a building is only as

sound as its base, realizing I can only
improve upon what I already am, and
realizing that looking for something that
should have been mi ne, I am perpetuating
failure and disappointment. Realizing all
this I uncovered this lie. So I give you your
first question for the day, "do you know
who you are and why?". Listen up for the
second question is coming up fast.

Recently I went to see the new Spike
Lee movie Malcolm X, during the movie I

heard loud voiced agreements and
"Malcolm was a great man", after the
movie I heard "lets lullaby this nigga",
was a whole point missed? Malcolm X
was a great man, but he stood for a

philosophy that was greater than he, for
after all he was only a man, with a man's
weaknesses Malcolm X is certainly a
man to be admired, honored, but revered?
I was always taught to never put all of
your faith in a person, for people can fail

you. My lover might beat me. my children
might betray me, my parenU might kill
me or 1 might kill myself I, being hu-
man, am not infalliable, so therefore I

cannot revere anyone, but my god. While
the movie was a good medium for show-
ing us the courage of the man, it was also
for showing us the greatness ofhis ideals,
and this is the point that so many around
me, I felt, missed. Which could be why so
many find it easy to say Malcolm X was a
great man and then act in a way that is
opposite to his beliefs. Its easier to say a
man was great than to say his ideals
were, then we would have to live by them.
So here comes my second question of the
day, "why do you believe in what you do,
can you justify it to yourself?"

I freely admit that what Malcolm X
stood for was truly enlightened, even if I

cannot see myself following his every

stricture. Why bring it up? Well 1 just
wanted you to question yourselves as I

am questioning myself Do I still want to
be a doctor? Of course I cannot imagine
anything else, but I had to question why.
As it is important for anyone of color to
question the information we have been
given, the strictures we have been taught,
and the signals we have received. I think
the past has shown that often this infor-
mation has been misinformation. When
a blond hair blue eyed Barbie doll is given
to a young Afro-American girl as a sym-
bol of universal beauty, the subliminal
message is that her beauty in not con-
sidered beautiful and thiu can be devas-
tating. As a people we were taught that
in order to be better, we would have to be
different,, in order to be beautiful, we
would have to change, why? As a people
we have to ask why. To do otherwise it is,

to coin a phrase from Dr. Leonard Jeffries,
paralysis ofanalysis. Then we will forever
be students and followers accepting the
present norms, chasing aft«r things we
cannot be.

Penny Cameron is a Collegian corre-
spondent.

An overview of this semester
The end is here! This nuisance we have come to

know as the Fall semester of 1992 is slowly coming to
an end. In all seriousness, this has been a long, hard
semester. The ALANA communities were in constant
battle with several di fferent forces on this campus.

Yvette Kristin

BAEZ ST. JOHN
In order to reach a conclusion, one must analyze the

beginning. Many ofthe major conflicts in ourcommuni-
ties spuiTed from the Arlons Barosy "incident". To use
an analogy, Arlons Barosy is to UMass as Rosa Parks
was to the Civil Rights Movement. He set a precedent
to allow us to freely fight for what is ours and what we
hope to obtain. Now. we will hopefully have a renovated
Malcolm X Center at the end ofthe semester. The Latin
American community has their cultural center back, on
their terms. And our campus community can, hope-
fully, peacefully coincide with one another.

But. these accomplishments are not due to the
UMASS administration. Without any of the turmoil
that has been caused here on campus, our communi-
ties would have kept on fighting with each other while
our administration turned their heads pretending
that nothing is wrong. If someone would have admit-
ted that there was tension on this campus earlier.

many of this past year's incidents wouldn't have
happened. If the administration had seen that we
needed to diversify this campus more, maybe there
would have been the tension. If the university would
have acted quicker to the Barosy incident, maybe the
riot wouldn't have happened.

But, we shouldn't act on "ifs". As a community we
have to show the University officials that burying
their heads isn't going to cut it anymore. Right now the
nation is watching our campus. Other colleges are
using our's as an example; some even as a joke.

So, as the University winds up the first semester of
our '92/'93 school year, we should go home proud ofthe
accomplishments made here. Everything seemsquiet,
but, this semester is still on the minds ofmany on this
campus. We, as students, learned that nothing is as
perfect as it looks and that the University officialsjust
needed some shaking to wake up to what is wrong.
And, at the same time, the administration learned
that the students on this campus are going to take a
stand for what we believe in and make our voices
heard.

Ifthis semester is any preview for what waits for us
this spring, 1993 is going to be a year full ofchange and
new challenges for this campus.

Yvette Baez & Kristin St. John are Collegian staff
members.

Focus on his ideas,

not his personality
First of all, your argument about Malcolm's philoso-

phies 18 about as sorry as you seem to be. Where is this
change ofphilosophy you keep referring to? Where in any
of his speeches does he embrace European-Americans''
Where is this newfound love for white people'^ Nowhere
out ofa four hundred page book he briefiy mentions that
all white people aren't bad and this seems to be the only
thing people focus on out of the movie.

Second of all, it wasn't the early part of his life, it was
the majority of his life that he felt this way. that's why I

V ^rrr. J'?!"?^"^''"
abo"t wearing KKK and wearing

X^ If David Duke said he liked Black people do you think
1 d start wearing his name across my chest? You should
ask yourself why is it whenever a Black man speaks
about the reality ofAmerica he is not accepted byAmerica
until he somehow embraces the white community

Thirdly, you repeatedly keep referring in your article
to Malcolm X. Malcolm shouldn't be the focus, it is his
philosophies that should be the focus. Where in your
article, or anyone else's article, does that focus shift from
him to the political, economic and educational agenda*?
Nowhere, all you focus on hishow he changed his thinking
to loving the European-American. Ifyou had any sense at
all you would be focusing in on his agenda, not his
persona.

Douglas Greer
Central

COLLEGIAN
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WITHIN
EARSHOT
COMPILED BY JOM LUPO
Prince and the New Power Generation
Paisley Park Records

Prince has reached the point in his career where
it's no longer crucial what he says. It's how.

With his latest release. Prince ( and his proficient
New PowerGeneration

) tills mostly musical topsoil
but still hits the dreaded clay. He wins when he
spiu forth wads of primal phraseology over fash-
ionable funk.

The descending, multiple melodies are trade-
mark, as is the crawling, subtle bass line. Sure,
these are original, but how about the sampled
female moans? Cliche. So is the rap epilogue.

"Sexy M.F* is an example of sensual, jazzy
background buried beneath Princes laughable
lyrics. It's shameful, as that guitar is so alluring,
almost ringing like a bell made of velvet. The horn
accompaniment is ahso absorbing.

The backbone of all Pnnce music is that driving
baas — the kind that, when volume's on 11. it
shakes cerebellums. It's in The Max." which is a
"max" of some sort until the holy slim interrupts
the N.P.G.'s vigor with colorless keyboards and a
yawner chorus: "When the blood of my love out
races every one ofthe sUllions in your pack/That's
when you go, you go to the max."

"Blue Light," a reggae/pop/poser lament, is an
ideal example of his fall from funky grace. Give us
instead the carnal, salacious sex of "I Wanna Melt
With you": "From the tip of my typhoon to the
bottom of your ankle chains/We'ie gonna shake
and shake and shake/Until we're both deranged
with endorphins." Yeaaaah.

And it's not just the sex here We're talking
complete musical climax with male grunts, female
whimpers and cat shrieks (or perhaps human?) No
musician todaycan make speakers drip w ith ecstasy
like this one. None. If he'd just stick with it . . .

And back down the coaster's hill, with The
Continental," a guitar/vocal -driven piece of slut
brilliance: "Cuz I want the main thangAVhatever
come fore and after that is ying yang."

And the long ride back up, with "Damn U,"
which speaks for itself.

Still, the release is a success. The shining mo-
ments dispersed between the tedium is worth the
money. As two versions have been released, labeled
(for explicit lyrics) and unlabeled — make sure to
buy the labeled. It's the raw meat that tastes so
good.

— By Christian Perry
Generation X Press

ABBA-esque
Erasure
Mute/Elektra

I suppose it's one of those embarrassing things
you outgrow; that you don't admit to anyone unless
they admit it to you first.

When I was a teenager. I loved ABBA.
I supose if I listened to my old ABBA albums

now, I wouldn't get so excited. Adier all, I've de-
veloped a more discerning musical palette. Still,

that young teen in the back of my brain started
doing back flips when I heard of Erasure's remake.

Although I'm not totally into this whole techno-
pop thing, I really like Erasure. Who better to re-
release ABBA, I thought?

The answer is nobody. Those songs should've
been left as they were — disco memories for teen-
agers with lousy taste.

Abha-esque features four ABBA remakes that
Erasure is planning to highlight on its upcoming
tour. Take A Chance on Me" is the best of the four
simply because it's an upbeat, fun, stupid song no
matter what you do to it or how you sing it. The
damage to the original is minimal if you hear the
radio version but on Abha-esque, they add a reggae-
style rap by MC Kinky at the end.

I don't get it either— ABBA, techno-pop. reggae
and rap? What drugs were they on when they came
up with that?

The first two cuts are "Lay All Your Love On Me"
and "S.O.S." My question: Why re-release any at
all? Were there that many hard-core ABBA fans
out there 20 years ago? Doubtful.

—By Rachel York
Generation X Press

The gesticulating master
Marcel Marceau breathes life into dying art form

Mime Marcel Marceau
COtWTESr RONAI O A WV^ONOASSOCiA

By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

For those of you who believe that talk is cheap and
words are overrated, you may want to check out, and will
probably appreciate the coming of the "world's greatest
pantomimist," Marcel Marceau.

Marceau, who has been performing pantomimes since
1946, will portray a wide range of experiences, from
birth to death, with everything from getting lost in a
subway to hunting butterflies in between. Marceau's
one-man show is simple, utilizing little else besides his
gestures. Props, scenery and makeup are extraneous to
the pantomimists singular focus on expression through
body language.

The French artist claims that silent screen artists
such as ChariieChaphn. Buster Keaton, Harry Langdon.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy served as inspirations to
pursue "the art of silence."

Marceau studied at the Charies Dullin School of
Dramatic Arts in the Sarah Bernhardt Theatre in Paris,
and went on to present his first "mimodrama," Proxitele
and the Golden Fish in 1946.

Marceau's first U.S. tour occurred during 1955-6,

after his original company ofpantomimisU (and the only
in the world at that time) conquered such stages as the
Theatre des Champs-Elysees, Sarah Bernhardt and The-
atre de la Renaissance. Marceau won fans across the
U.S., and his career eventually extended into the tele-
vision, film and literary realms.

Today, the art of pantomime is often described as one
which is slowly fading. In a worid where quick one-liners
and careless, often crude dialogues fill movie and televi-
sion screens to sell entertainment to a less literate
society, the fine art ofmime is losing its place. People are
less apt to sit through a performance in which giving full
concentration to a silent artist is neces.sary in order to
fully appreciate and understand their message. Less
stimulatingentertainment, which is also less demanding
on the intellect and imagination of the viewer, is sadly
taking over as our generation's representation of art.

As one who will probably always make room for good
old-<ashioned. traditional art, I will be sure to check out
the man who has no doubt earned his reputation as a
"wordless wonder," and "genius of gesture."

Marcel Marceau will play the FAC tonight at 8 p.m.
Tickets start at $21; half-price for Five College students.
Available at the FAC box office.

Jefferson Airplane's CD box set
showcases San Fran's 60s rock
By DAVE DEMERJIAN
Collegian Correspondent

Jefferson Airplane Loves You
Jefferson Airplane
RCA Records

I have to admit I was somewhat skeptical when I

heard that RCA was releasi ng a Jefferson Airplane boxed
set. AJter all. the band has already put out several good
retrospective collections {Flight Log in 1976 and 2400
Fulton St. in 1987) and I though the boxed set would
simply be a repackaged, overpriced version of one of
these.

I was wrong. Jefferson Airplane Loves You, as the
set is called, contains 22 previously unreleased tracks,
which along with the other, better known songs in the
collection, combine to create a comprehensive history of
San Francisco's best known band.

The first disc begins with "1 Specialize in Love," a
beautiful Marty Balin .solo which he recorded years
before the Airplane formed. This song sets the mood for
the rest of the di.sc, exploring Airplane's early years,
when Signe Anderson was the lead vocalist and the band

was known as a local folk/blues outfit.

The songs were remastered by engineer Bill Lacey
who must be given credit for doing a great job in striking
a balance between remastering for the 1990s and pre-
serving the band's artistic integrity. The songs are crisp
and clear, without sounding as ifthey have been tampered
by a producer.

Disc two runs through the Airplane's most successful
years: 1965-1967. Most of the band's biggest songs are
included, as well as live versions of"It's No Secret" and "3/
5 of a Mile in a Second." remastered from the Ble.ss its
Pointed Little Head album.

Also included are two rare, live recordings from the
Woodstock Festival: "Uncle Sam's Blues" and "Plastic
Fantastic Lover." One of the high points of the set in
Would You Like a Snack?," a collaboration between
Grace Slick and Frank Zappa that will leave you won-
dering just how many drugs they invested before thev
wrote it.

The third disc, in my opinion, is the boxed set's best as
It gives a detailed look at the often underrated work ofthe
Airplane between 1970 and 1972. Guitar player Jorma
Kaukonen stands out with an 11 minute version of his

Turn to JEFFERSON AIRPLANE, page 8
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continued from page 7

classic "Feels So Good," and a live version
of Trial by Fire," from the band's final
album, 30 Seconds Over Wonderland.

Grace Slick ends the set with "You
Wear Your Dresses Too Short," an outra-
geous song that epitomizes what Jefferson
Airplane was all about: outspoken, rebel-
lious and unwilling to abide by the rules.

The boxed set comes with an excellent
64-page book that contains many rare
photos, a complete biography of the band
(written by Goldmine's Jeff Tamarkin),
and an extensive discography listing all

Airplane albums and singles.

Jefferson Airplane Loves You is not an
overpriced boxed set filled with empty,
meaningless material, but an excellent
retrospective chronicling the history of
one of San Francisco's best known bands.
The set is perfect for the longtime Airplane
fan, but at the same time, would please
anyone who is interested in the San

Jefferson Ajrplana
PHOTO BY HEfJB G«EE Nt

ACRONYMBLE
REMINDER

The game you hate to love.

But just admit it. and get your
danged submissions in by this

Wednesday.

Fantastic prizes!

Winners will be announced m
Thursdays This Weekend section.

Drop by the Collegian Arts

Desk in 113 Campus Center.

This week's letters:

JEFFI

JOIN SeFIT

FITNESS
l^j^jp^

Amherst Survival Center Fundraiser
Saturday, December 5th

Grand Aerobic Workout
10:00-1 1:30 AM

Open to visitors & members
$10 participation fee given to the

Survival Center

Club is open to visitors Sal. Dec. 5th

All guest fees will be donated to the

Survival Center

256-6446

ESijGMIDMmY
Management Development Program

The world's mightiest heroes
oil sale inonlhly from Marvel.*

Available at:

Same Bat Channel
,, ,

<^^^""«' Cards, C/ames and more...
HawpsUire Mall, » ladley 506-0775 l.igleside Mall, Holyoke 532-9797

... fly on your own wings of Imaqinalion....
Open Monday. Saturday 1 am- 9pm Sunday 1 2 pm- 5pm

COMICS TRADE PAPERBACKS GRAPHIC NOVELS
TM a t. 1992 MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT GROUP, INC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Anacceleratedprogramdesignedtogiveparticipantsathoroughfoundation

in consumer goods sales and sales management in preparation for the

career in Field Marketing Management. Our Recruiting program is

focused on graduating candidates in either business or liberal arts.

To lean, more about E&J Gallo Winery's Management Dez.elotment
Program you are hwited to attend an infonnation session on:

Thursday, December 3rd
at

7:00pm
in the

University Campus Center, rm. 805
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Be patient, Leona, be patient. . . . Zebras won t take
a drink until they know it's absolutely safe.
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—Henry David Tluneou
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Production Theresa Giammattei,

Jim Ganley, Dickie Barrett & the Boys

We at the Collegian regret that no information concerning Wednesday s

Dining Commons fare can be provided to you, but we would like to
remind you that no matter what sort of molten hot material they n>ay
offer you, there are always the well-stocked salad bars and breakfast

cereals. And don t forget about those alternative dining options, namely,
Pastabilities and Basics, located in Worcester and in one of those D.C.'s
in Southwest. We guarantee that you can achieve the ultimate dining

pleasure, if only you would keep an open mind about things. For a long
time, I was really angry that the presence of Ranch dressing at the salad

bar was not a consistent affair, so I just started filling out Comment
Cards. And it worked. Joy. So don't despair, and for crying out loud,

OON'T complain. For the hot menu, ca ll 5-2626.
The <>|jini()ns cxprfssc-cl un this \i.\m- .irc tlujsc ot ihc ( .utoonisiN jiul do not lU'rt-ss.irily rc-tlcri tin- views of the Collcfii.ui or the University

ACROSS
1 Li>

5 Sing«r LaBelle
10 Chow
14 SttucltsI

15 LMti'iktn
16 Kennedy

matriarch
17 EST?
19 City sts

20 Actress Arthur

21 USMA grids
22 Behavior
24 "The Star

Spangled
Banner* is on*

26 Honofed
27 Sliin

29 Famous towrar

33 — breve
36 Discards
38 Vassal

39 Fruit purchase
40 Something to

play lor?

42 Spitty

43 Lloyd Webt>«r
hit

45 Faithful

46 Annenes
4 7 Wail tor the

next set

49 Smithy's stand
51 Embellishment
53 Heretofore
57 Former London

prison

60 Slat tor a
pitcher

61 Ventilate

62 Cuano y
cuano

63 E?
66 EPA's concern

Abbf
67 Occurrence
68 Antlered

animals
69 Pencil point

70 Rot
71 Friday, a g

DOWN
1 South
American
danc*

? Suangar
3 1978
4 Comp«M
reading

5 Envalopa
information

6 Picnic

buttinsitias

7 Old school —
8 -The Velvet

Fog'" IMel —
9 Congenital
10 And?
1

1

Meander
12 Consumer
13 A Truman
18 Hgt
23 Simon or

Oamond
25 Oil
26 Part ol FBI

28 Cut calories

30 Hay
31 Yipes*

32 Allows
33 Mimics
34 One of Jacob's

sons
35 Gate hghtener

37 Twirled

41 Seriousn«ss
44 Nimbus
48 Lika a lord

50 Turl««y's

rtaighbor

52 Pan of AWOC
54 Catchas red

handed
55 Sounds from

a sly

56 tWranch away
57 Famous

Coward
5« — Homo
59HoMyour

horsasi

60 Sicilian

peak
64 Pan of a mm
65 Meadow
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Vietnam files may be hidden
By DEBORAH MESCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The Republican leaderofthe Senate
panel investigatingAmericans missing from the Vietnam
War charged Tuesday that federal agencies have been
withholding documents from the committee.

Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H., said he wants to subpoena
the documents before the committee goes out ofexistence
Jan. 3.

"We have hundreds of questions yet to be answered,
thousands ofdocuments that this committee has not seen
and that this government refuses to provide," he said at
the opening of four days of hearings.

Sen. John Kerry. D-Mass.. chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on POW-MIA AfTairs. said that while
he has been at times "somewhat distressed" with the
Pentagon's level of cooperation, he was satisfied with its

overall efforts.

"Any document we ought to have, we get," he said.
"The I Committee's ) effort this far has been extensive and
extraordinary and the response has been extensive."

The documenU Smith wants include 60 boxes of in-

telligence reports from the National Security Agency,
operational files from the Central Intelligence Agency,
debriefing reports form returned prisoners of war and
more than 500 Defense Intelligence Agency reports

claiming POWs have been alive in captivity in Vietnam
and Laos since as late as 1989.

Sen. Charles Crassly, R-Iowa, said that while the
committee has worked for nearly a year trying to find out
what happened to U.S. servicemen who didn't return
from Vietnam, "our attempts have been frustrated by
prejudgments."

He blamed the Pentagon, saying "the mind set to
debunk (reports of sightings of POWs and MLAs) is afive
and well at the Department of Defense."

One the first of four days of hearings this week, the
committeewas told that the Defense Intelligence Agency's
office on POWs and M lAs was hampered by management
problems, lack of resources, lack of leadership and
pressures from politicians and activists.

The authors ofseveral Pentagon reports critical ofthe
DIA in the 1980s testified that these failings combined
with fabricated information caused investigators to be-
come overly cjrnical

.

"A degree of cynicism crept into our analysis." said
retired RearAdm. Thomas Brooks, who wrote a memoran-
dum sharply critical ofDIA operations in September 1985
after serving as a flag-rank officer in charge ofthe agency's
POW-MLA office for several months earlier in the year.

Though he said the cynicism was "part of human
nature" he said "it is not appropriate to intelligence
efTorts."

Big Calif, quake may come in five years
By LEE SIEGEL
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Recent earthquakes may have
quadrupled the odds of more big jolts soon in Southern
California, creating nearly a 50-50 chance within five
years of "the Big One." says a report issued Monday.

"The risk to this region is significant." said Richard
Andrews, director of the State Office of Emergency Ser-
vice. "I urge the public to Uke earthquake preparedness
steps now."

He said the risk ofanother quake measuring 7 or more
on the Richter scale "has been increased significantly" as
a result ofthe 7.5 Landers and 6.6 Big Bear earthquakes
on June 28.

MAIDS

If the region's next quake measures 7.5 or more and
occurs closer to population centers, it "%»» the potential
to be catastrophic" Andrews said.

The June 28 Landers quake was Califronia's stron-
gest in 40 years and third strongest this century. Since
the Landers and Big Bear quakes killed a child and
injured more than 400 people, scientists have said that
changes in underground stresses increased the risk ofthe
"Big One" at least magnitude 7.

The new report by a group ofstate and federal agencies
reflects the great uncertainty about quake forecasting It

says several factors "raise concern that a large earthquake
might soon occur in Southern California." But another
section adds: "The most likely case is that no large (mag-
nitude over 7) earthquake will occur" within a few years.

c»ntinuecl from poge 3

have been diagiws«»d with HIV and are living wnth AIDS,
yet there remains no cure." said Mataya. "HIV does not
^scriminate. Use a latex barrier when having sex. every
time you have sex."

World AIDS Day was begun in 1988 by the Worid
Health Organization to offer global community response
to the AIDS epidemic. In Massachusetts. 5.384 people
have been diagnosed with AIDS. In the country, there are
25.947 women with AIDS and 212.148 men with the
disease.

The highest number of newly reported cases ofHIV is

among heterosexual women, according to Mataya. who
said w omen continue to die from the disease without ever
being diagnosed with AIDS.

"Women die four times faster than men diagnosed
with AIDS and often are not able to receive disability
insurance from our government because of institutional-
ized misogyny." said Ali Woolwich, LBGA awareness
week coordinator who also organized the die-in, who said
not enough attention is given to women and AIDS.

Woolwich praised Massachusetts for being one the

few states to have anonymous testing sites which allow
a person to be tested as a number and not a name so it
is not part of their medical record. She said she is

opposed to Weld's efforts to make testing sites only
confidential, and to allow the test to be put on a medical
record.

One of the people who participated in the die-in,
Christine Murphy, a senior double majoring in women's
studies and journalism, said she got involved to actively
fight AI DS beca use. "I couldn't stand to wateh it goon any
longer."

"Peop. • don't do enough about AIDS on this campus
and in our culture." said Murphy, who said the disease
encompasses sex and morality, two issues she considers
the least spoken about.

"We want to make students aware ofAIDS and what
they can do to save their lives and loved ones." Matoya
said, "^e want to wake up the campus and let them know
there's a problem and what they can do about it."

"Unless we educate ourselves and our loved ones, and
unless our government takes an active role in finding a
cure, millions more will die." Mataya said.

Ashe calls for
overcoming
homophobia
By TOM COYNE
Associated Press

MYSTIC, Conn. — Changing the way homo-
sexuals are viewed is one ofthe biggest obstacles in

the battle against AIDS, former tennis greatArthur
Ashe said Monday night.

"Unless you address the issue of homophobia it

will be difficult to make headway with the AIDS
issue." Ashe said at The Associated Press Sports
Editors Northeast Region meeting. "We have to

find ways to deal with these feelings and attitudes
about gays and to influence these groups."

Ashe, who founded the Arthur Ashe Foundation
for the Defeat ofAIDS after it was revealed in Apnl
he had AJ DS, said the anti-gay sentiment is masking
the real danger. He said experts fear complacency
about AIDS by heterosexuals.

"In terms of the number of gays, there's almost
a finite number. But in terms of heterosexuals,
there's a Umite»less supply. It can spread exponen
tially," he said.

He said that side issues, such as how a person
contracted AIDS, should be of no interest.

"It's distracting because the motivation behind
the question of heterosexuals is the titillation that
maybe someone will make a statement that will

later turn out to be false." he said. "I try to separate
the medical issues from the social issues. But it's

not going to stop until more heterosexual, HIV-
positive individuals go public long before they are
on their deathbed. That's when it will slow down."

Ashe, who contracted the disease during heart
surgery in 1983. learned he had AIDS in 1988 when
his right hand went numb during a vacation. He
thought he had suffered a stroke. He had an AIDS-
related brain infection.

Ashe calls himself a survivor and said with the
help of pills and vitamins, which he spends $18,000
a year on — taking handfuls of pills four or five
times a day — he feels pretty well.

"I lead a normal life with the exception oftalking
to groups such as yourselves." Ashe said.

He told the newspaper sports editors one of the
reasons he wanted to speak to them was that he
thought he might reach the segment of the popu-
lation most vulnerable to AIDS but least educated
about it.

"We have to be more creative in how we pass
along the information, how we get people to listen.'
he said. "We have to educate, even cajole— coerce,
if necessary — people into listening to the facts."

Earlier Monday. Ashe was in Cambridge. Mass..
to receive the first AIDS Leadership Award from
the Harvard AIDS Institute, an organization cre-
ated in 1988 to promote research, education and
pohcies regarding AIDS.

Ashe said that mere knowledge aboutAIDS isn't
enough to stop it from spreading.

"I've tried to go to great lengths to point outjust
knowing what to do is not enough." Ashe said.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass.. praised
Ashe's efforts, saying he "has turned a personal
tragedy into the potential to save lives."

Take the GRE Test
on Computer

ETS approved - convenient
immediate scores ^
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'V*!^ Learning*^ Center
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WOBURN (817) 933-9480

WORCESTER (508)795-1140
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Regency
Hairstylists 253-9526

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

PERMANENTS $45

Make an appointment between 9ani and

Ipm with Heatlier. Liz. or Terri and your

permanent will be only '^45
I

Good Monday through Tiida/.
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Eating Disorder
Programs • Fall 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder TrMtment Program
For Indlvldijals - with Nutrttlonlsls, Mental
Health ainlcian. Physician and/or Nurse
PractKioner. Mondays and Wednesdays

\ Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671

I
ainlc4.

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
8onf>ebody with an eating disorder. Call
549.2671, ainlc 4.

F.VRN afrkktrip::

Be a Spring
iBreak Rep^r with

Campus
Get-Aways

Call Now

800-2-CANCUN

The Collegian
can control your
very destiny,

little student.

so you'd better

have some
respect for us.

JVOIV we're
playing

with
power!
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PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Condos,,

seeking quiet

responsible residents.

Long and stiort term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

Amherst

Laundromat
Open 7 da\T
Kv»ni-9|>fn

l>rop-C>ff or
Self Service

Wa^hinj; Machine
Slartinj; at SI

Attendant available
all dav.

326 College St. (Rt.9)

L Amherst • 253-5072

Reds
continued from page 1
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naughty Margie."
Baseball needs to send a message that racism cannotand will not be tolerated. It is especially crudaJ right now

as baseball prepares to expand, and next year, to negotiate
a new national television contract. And it is crucial for
baseball s executive ruling board to show strong leader-
ship in the wake of the resignation of Fay Vincent as
wmmissioner. Seventy-two years ago Judge Kenesaw
Mountain Undis. baseball's first commisioner. set the
standard for strong, effective leadership when he sus-
pended eight players for life after they admitted to a
gambling conspiracy, ciUng that they were a poison to the
game. Racists are no different, and deserve the same fate

Luke Enkson is a Collegian columnist
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Florida
continued from page 1
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"They've got five NBA players on that team and
that s not counting [point guard and football quar-
terback I Charlie Ward.-Calipari said. "Hecan play
in the NFL or the NBA."

Ward, the startingquarterback ofthe third-ranked
Florida State football t*?am. will notjoin the basketball
squad until after the New Year's Day bowl games

Calipan is wary of getUng beaten badly on na-
tional television.

"If this wasn't on T.V. I'd give us a chance "

Cahpan said. "But Florida State is one of those
teams which wants to play big on television

PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS
At Tallahassee. Fla.

7:30 p.m. ESPN

No. 19 MASSACHUSETTS (0-0)
G Derek Kellogg 6-3 So.
G Jerome Malioy 6-4 So.
C Harper Williams 6-7 Sr.
F Tony Barbee 6-6 Sr.

F Louis Roe 6-7 So.

No. 1 1 FLORIDA STATE (2-2)

GSamCassell 6-3 Sr. 19.8 ppg
G Bob Sura 6-5 So. 25 5 ppg
C Andre Reid 7-0 Jr. 3.8 ppg

F Rodney Dobard 6-9 Sr. 83 ppg
F Doug Edwards 6-9 Sr. 18.7 ppg

BoSox ink free agent Fletcher
Infietder signs two-year deal worth $1.2 million

L, . ^ , ,.
C^«tSTOP^«R EVANS; coiiegian

Harper Williams ar>d the 19th ranked University of
Massachusetts basketball team begin their run at a
second straight NCAA Tournament appearance tonight
at Ftorida State.

BOSTON (AP)- Free agent infielder Scott Fleteher
says he hopes to win a sUrting job in Boston by signing
a two-year contract with the Red Sox worth $12 million

Red Sox general manager Uu Gorman confirmed the
signing Tue.sday, saying Fleteher will give the team
"experience and versatility in the infield."

Fleteher rejected an offer to remain with the Milwau-
kee Brewers, informing Brewers general manager Sal
Hando of his decision.

-We offered him a two-year deal. too. and told him we
were willing to mateh Boston's money." Bando said "He
told me it came down to an opportunity to start."

"I really enjoyed it in Milwaukee and would have loved
to come back, but I want a chance to play on an every-day
basis\" Fleteher said from his home in Arlington. Texas
With Boston. Ill have a chance to win a job at second
base.

Boston told Fleteher. 34. he will compete with Tim
Naerhing for the storting job at second. Fleteher had a
career .262 batting average in just over 10 seasons Hi.s
best year was 1986 in Texas when he hit 300 in 147
games with a career-high 34 doubles.

Fleteher was to have a utility role with the Brewers
next season. Bill Spiers is expecte'd to return from back
surgery that sidelined him for most of the 1992 season

-I want to give Scott the No. 1 shot and ( Pat) Listach
certainly de.serves it. too." Brewers manager Phil Garner
said. That s the way were going to go. I couldn't tell Scott
he was going to compete for a storting job."

Listach was the American League Rookie of the Year
Fleteher began the 1992 season in a utilitv role, but

became the team's regular second basemen because of his
.steady play. In 123 games, he batted .275 with 51 RBIs
He had only four errors in 106 games at second base. He
hit .336 with runners in scoring position.

"He was always ready to play and he never com-
plained." Garner said. -You appreciate that. I wish him
the best because he deserves it."

Fleteher was released by the Chicago White Sox affer
batting a career-low .206 in 1991. He signed with the
Brewers in training camp for $200,000 and made another

$100,000 in bonuses.
-I had a lot offun in Milwaukee." Fletehersaid. "I have

a tremendous amount of respect for Sal and Phil and the
entire orgamzation. This is just an oppoitumtv to plavand have a chance to start, as opposed to a utility role I

wish the Brewers the best
"

L
lan

[TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

FROM turn voni

London
S305 $165

Paris
$398 $219

Rome
$525 $320

Oslo/Stockholm
$458 $229

Tel Aviv/Istanbul
$639 $329
^tatemala aty
$390 $205

You never get a second chance to make a first
impression. That's why we always do it right the

first time.
The Collegian. Don't hate us because we're beautiful.

N«n4i«» Ak . rri NV«> >*mm r.ua Out

CANCUN from $399
BAHAMAS Ho^ U09
JAMAICA Horv $439
SOUTH PADRE trorr $469
FLORIDA ,^^, M>m$l09

Breakaway Travel
1-800-862-7325

$430 $225
Some lickeis valid to one yejr
Most lidtfls allow changes
Fares from over 75 US aiies
to an maior ueslmalions m

Europe, Asji, Alrici,

Ubn Ametica and Australia

The Massachusetts Dailv Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
'Nev^ England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

niSM TRAVEL
342Mj(;,so.iA'.e NT. KY 101/3

800-272-9676
212-986-8420-

•inN»C

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WA.NTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad •nd Braahfast downtown Amherti
549 0733

Spanish spaalMr*
EarnSSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Native or non nairve) for Psychology
reading study
Call Maria 545 0693

AUTO FOR SALE

TIIAD6 83 Niaaan pickup for functional
motorcycle. Needs some work call

5493662.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall apacM
Small Cheese $3.50
Large Cheese S6 00
1 or 2 loppings add $1 00
Free soda with large sub salad or
spaghetti

549 6098
549^073
MUST MENTION THIS ADI

Lavaratt - cloaa to campus room in

sunny home in exchange for 12 hours of
childcare per week plus some light

housekeeping duties. Must be available
for early morning (7 am 3:30 pm) and
some afternoons (3:30 5 pm) Car es
sent iai sometransporting of children. 548-

9395

Take ovar Brandywina lease 2 bed-
rooms incs. heat and hot water, great
location S750/month starts end Ol Jan.l
Call Lori or Laura 549 4816

Two famalas for double bedroom Presi
deniial apis 162 Each • 549 4705

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs • case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S4S0 O.B.O

FOUND

2 pmin of glasses:
1 in a grey corduroy case the glasses are
brown the other in a blue case from Mass
Bay Eye Associates they have a partial

goW frame. Contact Justin 549-6120

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

*»•*•«« Balchartowm lino 3 to 5 bed-
room new homes call 586 4270

FOR SALE

HP inkiats for lass than retail price also
no taxi

Call S49-7742

Naat things: Mens black leather trench
(40). Hugo Boss suits (42 r & LI, 14K 20
inch herringbone chain (23 Sgrams); Jeep
lop for C| 7; Hitachi 30 Watt reciever;
Haflpr modified bookshelf speakers; BSR
speakers. Reasonable BO's..John 323-
9311.

1 0K gold ring with small diamorxl si;e 5
$40
Woman's black leather jacket siie M with
thinsulate lining $200 253 3757

Drivers $7-$ 10 par hour
Stan immediately
Apply Domino's Pma
241 King St. Northampton

Holiday fobs for the environment
Work with MASSpirg to pass the
toughest environmental laws in the
country.

• Learn campaign skills

• Stop Pollution
• Make a difference!

Call Carmen 256 6434

International Employmant - Make
$2000« per month teaching English
abroad. Japan and Taiwan. Many provide
room and board and other (lenefils. Fi

nancially culturally rewarding. For pro
gram call: (206)632 1146 ext. J5001

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
RGIS Inventory specialists needs reli

able people lo lake inventory for vari

ous retailers in the Worcester
, Leominster areas. This is a flexible,

part time position with day or nighl and
weekend hours avail $6.00 per hour to
Stan

Comprehensive training provided
Private Iransponation required

Travel Reimbursmeni
For an interview please call

(608)832-6153 Monday through Friday

between 10 am lo 4 pm
Local party shop hirir>g immediately
call 549 1430

Need holiday cash7 Telefund is hir

ing S5.25/hour plus bonuses. Slop by
the basement of memorial hall for an
application or call 545 3509

Wanted: Travel Raps (or spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip lo Cancun.Call 1 800 3SI
ESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

Lost silver and torquoisa claddaugh
ring somewhere on campus 11/19. If

found call 253 2733.

PERSONALS

Tonight there is no longer
Anyone named TimL
The boy is dead
Happy 21st to the man
Scott Amiraull

Love
Growie Nikki Joe and

Freakin Mo

ROOM WANTED
Famalagrad student looking lo rem room
in house for spring semester. Prefer laid
back but considerate individuals. Please call

5082286265

ROOMATES WANTED
Mala roomata needed to share large
bedroom. 145.00 plus iilililies. 256 3191

Naad 2 girls lo take over our lease for
Sping 1993 There are 3 of us and 2 of us are
graduating I

Call anytime 549 8248

Single room avail, inspacioushousesping
sem call 665 0265 190.00/mo*.

Tarot Readings
Call Chris 256 8393

SHIATSU PRACTITIONER

Shiatsu massage focused on stress
management S20/hr Hayley 256 0608

TRAVEL

Take it off I

Spring Break '93

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida
Save S$S Before Jan 1

Jesse 546 6866

SERVICES

TYPING/WORD PROG.

Cheap Typing! S 1/page call Cope 6 1 355
IBM word processing No job too big or
small Si/page Jay 549 2616 evenings

•"•P*" typed free cover page, spell
check. SI 50/page Brian 546 1795

Typing tl/pg 24 hr. turnaround 586 5268.

Typing: Fast, accurate and conve
nienily located lo serve your needs. No
job loo small. Reasonable rates. Contact
Donna/Oianne 542 2313

Pragnant7 Need Holp7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst -Carnage Sbaps, 548t 1906

WANTED
Fraternity is looking to buy unneaded
sofas,, chairs and coffee tables. Any quas-
4ian»tia«f Dan •^e4• 4846'- ^ .- • •
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Sports
Florida State Univ. provides primetime party
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Most coaches like to ease their teams
into the season with a few tune up games
before battling big time teams.

University of Massachusetts basket-
ball coach John Calipari does not have
such an opportunity, as his Minutemen
open their season in the hot seat — at the
Tallahassee-Leon County Civic Center
tonight against No. 1 1 Florida State (7:30
p.m.. ESPN I.

Adding to Caliparis worries is the fact
that UMass forward Tony Barbee is ques-
tionable, due to an ankle injury, for
tomght's game.

Barbee injured his right ankle Sunday
afternoon during a scrimmage and has sat
out of practice since then. The injury is a
result of aggravated bone spurs in the
ankle, according to athletic trainer Bob
Williams.

Barbee insists he will play against the
Seminoles (2-2).

"1 am going to play, this isn't serious
enough to keep me out." Barbee said.

I fBarbee cannot play, look forfreshman
Dana Dingle to start in the senior's place.

However, even with a healthy Barbee.
Calipari was concerned his No. 19 Minute-
men would be outgunned by Flonda State.

"They are bigger, stronger, faster and
more experienced at every position than we
are." Calipari said. "Talent-wise we don't

compare, but we can't control that. What
we can control is playing harder than they
do and 1 don't know ifwell do that either."

Florida State coach Pat Kennedy de-
scribed UMass as a program on the rise.

"UMass can play with anybody."
Kennedy said. "They have great players
on that team. They will give us a very
tough game. They never stop hustling and
hitting the boards."

Flonda State (2-2) advanced to the
semifinals of the Pre-Season NIT with
victories over Siena and Iowa State. In the
semifinals FSU dropped an overtime de-
cision to eventual champion No. 2 Indiana
(81-78) and lost the consolation game to
16th-ranked UCLA, 86-83.

Calipari says by playing four regular
season games already Florida State has a
significant advantage.

"I would much rather be in their shoes
and have played fourgames,"CaUpan said.
"1 still do not know what to expect from my
team, but 1*11 know after Wednesday mght.

"FSU has lost two in a row and we're
next." Calipari said. "I expect them to play
their hearts out, they will press us and
play us very physically. They need this
win and theyll play like it."

Flonda State is lead by All-American
candidate 6-foot-9 forward Doug Edwards,
who is averaging 18 7 ppg and eight boards
a game this season. Edwards is joined up
front by 6-foot-9 forward Rodney Dobard
and 7-foot center Andre Reid.

The pressure will be on the Massachu-
setts' frontcourt to perform against some
steep competition.

They've got some good players but we
just have do our things well," UMass for-

ward Harper Williams said. "It's a chal-

lenge, but that makes me want to play

harder."

In the backcourt Seminole coach Pat
Kennedy will start senior Sam Cassell
(19.8 ppg) at the point and sophomore
three-point bomber Bob Sura ( 25.5 ppg) as
the shooting guard.

Turn to FLORIDA.page 1
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... ,..,, _,^ ., CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COta.£GlAN
Mike Williams and the University of Massachusetts Minutemen are in Tallahassee, Fla. tonight
to take on the 1 1th ranked Ftorida State Seminoles in the season opener for UMass.

UMASS
(Jniivrsity of Mass^rhti^lts

IHwTirns BasketbaU

Reds owner Schott strikes out
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Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.

Jan.
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18

23
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28
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Feb. 27
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Mar. 11-13

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
1992-93 SCHEDULE
at Kkxlheastern 7:30 p.m.
at Pai's Cabm/Mayf»f Farms Classic
Salon Hail vs. Rider 7 p.m.
UMsM vs. Howard .„ 9 p.m.
Third place game rrmnuiL ..5 p.m.
ChampKxiship game 7 p.m.
at New Hampshire 630 p m
HARVARD 2 pm
OHIO STATE 7 p.m.
at Wagner College X-Mas Tourney
Middle Tennessee State vs. Yale .. 5:30 p.m.
Wagner vs. UMass 7:30 p.m.
Third place game 5:30 p.m.
ChampK)n8hip game 7:X p.m.

at Central Connecticut State 2 p.m.
SIENA 7 p.m.
at Temple e p.m.
at Hofstra 5 p.m.
TEMPLE 7 p.m.
ST. BONAVENTURE 2 p.m.
at George Washington 7 p.m
ST. JOSEPHS 7 pm
WEST VIRGINIA 2 p.m.

at St. Bonaventure 7 p.m.
at West Virginia 3 p m
RUTGERS 7 p.m.
RHODE ISLAND 2 pm
GEORGE WASHINGTON 7 p.m.
at St. Joseph's 7:15 p.m.
at Rutgers 2 p.m.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 7 p.m.
at Rhode Island 2 p.m.
Atlantic 10 Championships
at George Washington University

The baseball world was rocked earher this week, when
Cincinnati Reds owner. Marge Schott. was accused of
making racist and anti-Semitic sUtements in both public
and in private.

Yesterday, the M^or League Baseball executive coun-
cil . the game's rulingbody in the absenceofaCommissioner.
met to discuss theallcgations. The ruling body includes ex-
oficiochairman Bud Selig. ownerofthe Milwaukee Brewers.
NL president Bill White. AL president Bobby Brx)wn. and
eight club owners, including Boston's Hayw(x>d Sullivan.

Luke

ERICKSON
Ifthe ruling body determines the accusations are true.

Schott can reprimanded, fined up to $2.50.000, suspended]
or ultimately, removed from ownership, utilizing the
"best interests of baseball" clause in the Mtyor League
agreement.

The accusations were made by two former employees
in legal depositions. They cite slurs against African-
Americans. Jews, and Japanese on several occasions.
The accusations have been made as part of a wrongful-
firing suit filed by ex-Reds controller Tim Sabo, who
alleges that Schott fired him because Sabo opposed her
discriminatory hiring practices.

Currently, there is only one Black in the Cincinnati
front office staff of 45. In the remaining 27 clubs. Blacks
comprise 9^^ of front-office personnel, and all minorities.

Schott has allegedly referred to former outfielders
Eric Davisand Dave Parkeras her "million-dollar niggefB.'
5>chott has denied the quote, but has admitted to using
the slur in jest.

Schott has not denied accusations of using the slurs of
"Jap" and "money-grubbingJews." She has been quoted as
saying that "Hitler was good in the begi nning, but went too
far," in reference to German relatives and World War II.

This is the second major scandal concerning racial
slurs in organized baseball in the last five years. In
1987, before a live national audience on ABC's
"Nightline", then-Los Angeles Dodgers executive AI
Campanis said that Blacks lack the capacities for top-
level jobs in baseball. Campanis was summarily fired,
and baseball given a wake-up call. Since then, minority
hiring has noticeably improved, evidenced bv the hirings
of Frank Robinson, Cito Gaston. Hal McRae. Felipe
Alou, Don Baylor and Tony Perez as managers. Dusty
Baker is expected to be named as the San Francisco
Giants any day now, and will become the sixth minority
manager out of 28 teams.

Clearly, if these accusations are true, and Schott's
demals thus far are very weak, to say the least then
Schott should be stripped of her ballclub and made an
example of. Baseball, which has come a long way since
1947, when Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier,
cannot afford to give a slap on the vmst and say "naughty!

Turn to REDS, page 1
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Ingoglia cops conference honor
Minutemen tailback named YanCon's top newcomer

SPORTS NOTICE

Student Activity Cards will be handed
out from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today at the
Curry Hicks Cage. In addition, tickets for

the game against Central Connecticut
Willi be handed out Thursday at the Cage
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. The game against
Central Connecticut will be held Satur-
day at 7 p.m in the Cage.

The University of Massachusetts football team has
added one more award to their trophy case, as the Yankee
Conference has named freshmen tailback Rene Ingoglia
as their 1992 Rookie-of-the-Year.

Ingoglia, a 5-foot- 1 1-inch. 190 pound redshirt freshmen
out of Rochester, NY, finished fifth in the conference in
rushing with an average of82.0 yards per game. Ingoglia
rushed for 656 yards while scoring seven touchdowns for
head coach Mike Hodges.

Twice named Yankee Conference Rookie-of-the-Week,
after the Boston University and Connnecticut games!
Ingoglia was hampered by a late season ankle injury
which prevented him from playing in both the Richmond
and Maine games before returning in the season finale
versus New Hampshire.

Ingoglia becomes the fourth UMass player to be named
the Rookie-of-the-Year in the last eight seasons, with the
last being Ingoglia's counterpart at tailback, John
Johnson.

The award caps a two-year comeback trai I for I ngoglia

,

who severely injured his knee as a senior at Rochester's
Bishop Kearney High School, where it was feared that
Ingoglia may never play football again.

-CHRIS CUDDY

Dc.„« l««««l» . .

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTORene Ingogha was named the Yankee Conference's 1992
Rookie-of-the-Year on Monday, after rushing for 656 yards
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Flurries in the morn'. Clear in the

eve. Highs in the 40's.
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This Weekend:

will

Feeling blue? If so the Indigo Giris could, and probably
•" snap you out of it when they play the UMass Fine Arts

Center on Sunday night. Page W1 .

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
UMass gave 1 1th-ranked Florida State a run
for its money, but came out on the short end

of the stick, 67-64. Page 12.
J
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UN curbs
U.S. power
in Somalia
By ANDREW KATELL
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - U.S. militery command-
ers will have to give up the free reign they had in the
Persian GulfWar and accept stime U.N. oversight of the
troops in Somalia, diplomats said Wednesday.

But a U.S. draft resolution for the Security Council
leaves the door open for a U.S. general to command a
proposed American force in the famme-wracked nation.
Diplomats also said daily operations will probably be left
to field commanders.
The United Sutes is likely to be commanding the

operation," Sir David Hannay, Britain's ambassador,
told reporters on Tuesday. Pentagon sources have said
12,000 to 20,000 U.S. troops might be sent to SomaUa to
get food to more than 1 million Somalis threatened by
starvation. The Bush administration had offered up to
30,000 troops.

An international reliefoperation has been hamstrung
by feuding Somali warlords and bandits in the lawless
East African nation. The State Department says 1.000
people in Somalia are dying every day of starvation and
disease. The death toll already exceeds 300.000.

The draft resoluUon is part of a compromise Wash-
ington is forging to win the support of China, which has
threatened to veto a free-wheeling US-led operation
African nations are also worned about U.S. domination
of their continent.

The compromise was one of the issues to be discuaaed
in a closed-door Security Council meeUng Wednesday.

The Pentagon had sought complete control over its
forces, including the right to decide when to withdraw.
But U.S. diplomats realized it might be opposed by some
Security Council members and indicated they would
accept some degree of U.N. oversight.

The United States met earlier m the day with repre-
sentatives of the other permanent council members:
China, Russia, Britain and France.

The 15-nation Security Council was expected to adopt
a resolution Thursday or Friday authorizing a U.S.-led
multinational force to safeguard emergency food and
medical shipments.

According to an early U.S. draft of the resolution,
member states could use troops in Somalia "after con-
sultations with the secretary-general for the command
and control of their forces."

CULTURE CULTURE ON THE WAIL ...- Some smart students are getting the ,ump on tfiS^"^;:;;^?;:
year at the pc«ter sate going on ,n the Student Unon Ballroom. Current faves. as always, include Smrfm' LkNichSLon
and Ureadly boo MaHey.

Tension mounts in Cambodia
Guerrillas hold hostages, fire on U.N. peacekeepers
By SHEILA McNULTY
Associated Press

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia — Khmer Rouge guerril-
las refused Wednesday to release six unarmed U.N.
peacekeepers, escalating tensions that threaten an accord
on ending Cambodia's 13-year civil war.

U.N. officials said a helicopter sent to look for the truce
monitors was hit by gunfire, and a French officer on the
craft suffered a back wound.

This is very unfortunate and very surprising," U.N.
spokesman Eric Fait said. "Certainly the eyes of the
world, the international community, are going to be
looking at this episode very carefully. Im sure [the
Khmer Rouge) understands that it will have repercus-
sions."

Civil Rights fight said to help women
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The desire for racial equality caused
many African-American women to gain
strength through their involvement in
the Civil Rights Movement, according

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Judy Richardson

to a long-time civil rights activist.

Judy Richardson, a television producer
and civil rights worker, spoke on "Women
in the Civil Rights Movement" in the
Campus Center last night.

"(The Civil Rights Movement) changed
how I saw myself, my conrni unity, and my
nation. It changed my entire view,"
Richardson said.

Richardson highlighted the Montgom-
ery Bus Boycott of 1956, one of the major
events in the Civil Rights Movement. She
also related her college experiences with
sit-ins and demonstrations, which led to
her involvement in the the Student Non-
violent Coordination Committee.

The Montgomery Bus Boycott was
sparked by an African-American woman,
Rosa Parks, who refused to move to an area
designated for African-Americans in the
back of a bus in Montgomery, Ala.

Richardson pointed out that people to-

day tend to view Parks as "poor, tired Rosa"
and treat the incident as one of victimiza-
tion, instead of courage."It denies the
greatness of her act," said Richards.

Richardson also said many people don't
know that Parks was involved with the
National Association for theAdvancement
of Colored People at the time, working as
a secretary for its local chapter and head-
ing a local NAACP youth group.

Richardson also tried to dispel the
belief that the Parks' incident was the
first of its kind. "That wasn't the first

time she refused to get up, and there had
been other cases, too," Richardson said.

It was the effort ofJoAnne Robinson,
a professor at Alabama State, who
turned Parks' incident into the Mont-
gomery Bus Boycott. Upon hearing of
Parks' arrest, Robinson put out 35,000
leaflets calling for a "one-day bus boy-
cott," in protest of segregation.

In fact, the Montgomery Bus Boycott
lasted 381 days. "8.000-10,000 people a
day were transported," Richardson said.

"Individuals and Black taxi companies
worked through dispatch services to
move everyone."

Richardson's TV credentials include
being associate producer of the series

"Eyes ofthe Prize," a two-part civil rights

movementseries which aired for six hours
in 1987 and eight hours this year.

Richardson was also the co-producer
of a documentary on Malcolm X, which
is to air on PBS' "American Experience"
in the Fall of 1993.

Richardson also explained how she
became involved in the civil rights
movement. "I was born in Tarrytown,
N.Y. , where there were no Black-owened

Turn to RIGHTS, page 6

In another development. Fait said six U.N. police wer«
wounded Wednesday when their vehicles ran over newly
laid anti-tank mines on a road near Siem Reap, 1 40 miles
northwest of Phnom Penh. He said Khmer Rouge and
government troops both operate in the area, so it was
unclear who laid the mines.

The U.N. Security Council voted Monday to impose
economic sanctions on the Khmer Rouge for refusing to
disarm under terms of the peace accord they signed a
year ago with Cambodia's government and two other
rebel groups.

The Khmer Rouge also have refu.sed to give U.N.
monitors unrestricted access to the 10 percent to 20
percent of the countryside they control, and its leaders
are boycotting the U.N. effort to organize democratic

Turn to CAMBODIA page 7

Smith stalker
gets two years
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - A man ac-

cused of stalking and harrassing a Smith
College graduate for two years has been
ordered to serve two years in prison for
violation of probation.

"I keep sitting up here thinking I can't
be shocked, but I am every day," Hamp-
shire Superior Court Judge George C.
Keady said in sentencingJohn Boyer. "He
is to have no contact at all (with the
victim), not even by thought."

Boyer, 29, of Wilbraham was accused
of following Amy E. Ralph, 24, to Penn-
sylvania and Chicago after they both acted
in a Northampton play in 1990. Among
other things prosecutors said he mailed
her a dead rat and sent a letter to the
college alumni magazine claiming he was
her brother and she had died of AIDS.

At the time he was on probation fol-

lowing a 1986 conviction and prison sen-
tence for shooting a woman student, who
had spurned his advances, in the arm
during an attempted kidnapping at
Western New England College.

Boyer also faces trial in U.S. District
Court in Springfield next month on charges
stemming from a July message left on
Ralph's telephone answering machine in

Permsylvania.
"He's offthe streets and that's two more

Turn to STALKER, page 7
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• Umversity police received two complaints of annoy-
ing telephone calls from women in the Southwest Residen-
tial area. On Tuesday, a woman reported receiving a call
ofanobscene nature from a male. On Wednesday at 1 am
a different woman reported the same incident to police.

'

• A man reported the theft of his bicycle to police on
Tuesday. The bike was reportedly locked to a construc-

tion scaffolding on the 23rd floor of Washington Resi-
dence Hall at 2 p.m. when it was stolen, according to
pohce. Police value the bicycle at $170.

• A woman reported the theft of her hubcap from the
wheel of her car to police on Tuesday evening. At 7:30
p.m., the woman discovered the hubcap missing from her
car in Lot 49. Police value the hubcap at $62.

Physicians urge ban on nukes
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

enable all nations to abolish nuclear weapons completely
without jeopardizing their national security."

Rn<5mM A „^ c J ^ ,
Flanked at a Statehouse news conference bv about sn

markpd^fin": A ^ ^^f
"^"^^'^ ^"^ ^^"^ «*^''^«^ ^^'^'•«"" '"^'"bers ofthe "Kids Ear^h Chorus' --midt

-It was 50 vearlt^ L«v ^Kat ^
^""^^^ ^^^""^ anti-nuclear initiatives, including:

."-'^^^^^ y^^r. ^»° ^«.^«y ^»^.«V« ^ery dangerous 'An immediate ban on building nuclear weapons, andnuclear geme was let out ofthe bottle," said Rep Barbara
Hildt, D-Amesbury.

Hildt joins members of two doctors' organization —
Physicians for Social Responsibility and International
Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War — in
urging President-elect Clinton to support the "Manhat-
tan Project II."

Named for the project that developed the atomic
bomb, the ManhatUn Project II was conceived by Daniel
Ellsberg. the former Defense Department employee who
leaked the so-called PenUgon Papers to The New York
Times. It calls for "the near-abolition of nuclear weapons
and the identification of those conditions that would

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst. MA 01003

phone: (413)545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

the quick dismantling and disposal of all weapons.
• A United States "no first use" policy.
• Cleanup of nuclear facilities.

"For the sake of our children and our world, it's time
to disarm," Hildt said.

Citing UN estimates, Ellsworth said by the year 2000
there will be an additional 430,000 cancer deaths world-
wide caused by nuclear test explosions done up to 1980

Led by Enrico Fermi, 42 students, scientists and
laborers gathered in a University of Chicago squash
court on Dec. 2, 1942, to witness the power that would
fuel the atomic bomb— and ultimately much more. Now
nuclearpower provides 17 percent ofthe worlds electricity, • #*• " P"*"^' F>"*'uf»i< pertenioi me world selectndti

5>cientitic study unearths space iunkvard

IT'S THE END OF THE
SEMESTER AS WE

KNOW IT /

AND I FEEL STRESSED

By JOHN MARCUS
Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Mass.— Researchers from the Massa-
chusetts Institute ofTechnology are adding to the litter
of outer space this week, but all in the name of science

In an experiment designed at MITs Lincoln Labora-
tory. SIX tiny spheres will be released from the orbiUng
space shuttle Discovery to fine-tune a radar system that
can track down debris left m space bv explorers from
Earth The advance is meant to protect NASA's planned
space station.

They want to know how much stuff is up there, how
big It is and that kind of thing." said Walter Wells
assistant to the lab's director.

Lincoln Laboratory operates a powerful radar at the

Haystack Observatory in Westford. Mass. that is being
redesigned to measure space debris, said Wells This
weeks experiment will test the radar's ability to spot the
smallest objects.

"Virtually no other radars have the ability to look at
stuff that's that far away and as small as a' ping-pong
ball." said Gerry Banner, the laboratory's chief of space
surveillance.

More than 6.000 individual pieces ofdebns have been
catalogued— fragments ofsatellites and booster rockets
orbiting at an average speed of 17.500 miles per hour—
and scientisU think that is only one-tenth of the total
A speck of space debris is believed to have chipped a

window of the space shuttle Endeavor on a mission
earlier this year, and shuttles last year twice had to
swerve to avoid hitting chunks of old Russian rockets

•igM^COLL
gp^chool For Socia

Join Us For

INFORMATION
DAY
Saturday

Dec. 5, 1992
2:00 p.m.

WRIGHT HALITAUDITORIUM
SMITH CAMPUS

Presentation by faculty.

administration, and students
followed by an opportunity to

address questions to the panel about
graduate training and careers in

human services.

Refreshments served.
Call 585-7950 / 7960
for more information.

£n

ALLIED STUDENTS AGAINST
PREJUDICE

MEETING DEC. 3, 7:30 PM
ROOM 101 CAMPUS CENTER

TOPICS TO DISCUSS: RAINBOW
PATROLS

AND EDUCATIONAL THEATER

^t

RAINBOW PATROLS are groups of stu-
dents who will roam the campus on week-
ends to educate about racism and other
forms of oppression. This is a proactive
and educational group.

The EDUCATIONAL THEATER will start
next semester and will go into classrooms
and residence halls to do skits and lead dis
cussions about all forms of prejudice.

COME FIND OUTHOW YOU CAN GETIIWOLVED
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Lighting it up
The Student Assembly at the University ofTexas

recently passed a resolution demanding the Uni-
versity Regents' Rules be modified, repealing
mandatory discipUnary action for the possession of
less than one ounce of marijuana.

According to The Daily Texan, the student
newspaper on campus, the resoluUon also stated
that the student body feels "being arrested, ejected
from on-campus living quarters, or being suspended
from the University are not appropriate penalties
for marijuana possession."

The resolution was sponsored by P. Scott Ehlers.
spokesperson for the UT chapter of the National
Organization for the Reform ofMarijuana Legisla-
tion.

77»e Daily Texan blasted the resolution in a Nov.
19 editorial. sUting the Student Assembly had
overstepped its boundaries.

"It is not the business of the SA to give opinions
on legislative matters far beyond its limited scope."
the editorial said.

77»e Daily Texan even criticizes the use of Uni-
versity funds to support the National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana Legislation.

While the student government's weak attempt
at legalization is frivolous, it does make for inter-
estingdebates. I suggest everyone at UTget together
and discuss it over bowling (tenpin that is).

Michigan masseuse
Now for the sex part of this weeks column.
At Michigan State University an area man has

set up a massage parlor which caters to college
students, according to The State News, the campus
paper.

The 24-year-old man named Tim ran an ad in
77ie State News, which read Think you can give a
good massa^? Talk to me if your open-minded,
male or female, and have a desire to earn monev
Call Tim."

The response brought about the hiring of three
female MSU students, three local female strippers
and four gay men. The clientele pay $2 per minute
per massage which the worker performs in either
lingerie or in the nude.

Tim splits the money with his employees 50/50
and each worker signs a contract stating they will
not have sex with the clients.

However, and this is where it gets interesting,
all of the women have been solicited for sex and
some have had intercourse with the clients.

This brought the attention of the area police,
who conducted a probe (no pun intended) on the
business.

Tim said the "extras" are done at the free will of
his employees and he does not charge extra for
those services.

A State News reporter posed as an applicant for
a masseuse position. She was never asked for her
last name nor if she knew how to give a massage.
She was asked her eye color, hair color,

ethnic origin, bust size, weight, height and body
build. Tim also asked if the women would be com-
fortable giving a nude or semi-nude massage.

The police report concluded that as long as the
sexual acts where performed under consent and
not charged for the business is legal . Tim claims the
business performs three or four jobs a day.

Civil War
Back in the Lone Star state, on Thanksgiving

night the University of Texas and Texas A&M
celebrated their 100th year offootball competition.

The two schools are fierce rivals in academics,
social stature and athletics. For this season's con-
test, TVie Daily Texan ran a mean-spirited edito-

rial, proclaiming "Unchecked Aggie (Texas A&M
students) inbreeding will spell the state's ruin."

The editorial wenton to ripA&M, claimingAggies
"like other primates I and Iengage in territorial scent-

markingby thrusting their buttocks in others' faces."

The editorial claimed this might be the last

generation of Aggies to walk upright.

An editorial like this could only appear in a state

wh re football is more important than even oil.

For all their insults. The Daily Texan looked

foolish because the fourth-rankedA&M team blew

out UT in the game.

People's Market opens shop
with DHS clean bill of health
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

People's Market re-opened Monday following a two-
week closure to prevent the spread of hepatitis A after an
employee was diagnosed with the disease.

When the Market first re-opened, very few customers
came, according to cooperative member Brian McCarthy
a jumor political science m^or. But after People's 26
UMass student members aggressively advertised
throughout the campus, their regular customers were
back. McCarthy said.

DavKJ Wnght. a senior Comlit major, gives Douglas Utter,
a senior STPEC major, his change back at the newly reopened
People's Market.

Author alleges
U.S. cover-up
of AIDS link
By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Staff

The U.S. government has hidden a link between
nuclear radiation, low birth weight and AIDS, according
to a prominent author and biostatistician.

Eh-. JayM
.

Gould will bring this expose to the University
of Massachusetts tonight, coinciding with this week's
50th anniversary ofthe atomic age. The talk is scheduled
for 5 p.m. in room 136 of Arnold House.

Gould will discuss recent medical validations of pre-
dictions that radiation from nuclear fusion products
damages human immune systems, and how the govern-
ment has covered up evidence ofthis, said Alvin Winder,
a co-sponsor of the talk.

Much of Gould's talk will draw from his latest book.
Deadly Deceit: Low Level Radiation, High Level Cover
Up, said Alvin Winder, a co-sponsor of the talk.

"As a biostatistician he has a lot of statistics showing
that ionizing radiation from 19508 nuclear above-ground
testing, emissions from nuclear plants, and the 1986
Chernobyl accident is responsible for significant low
birth weight and infant mortality," Winder said.

Winder is a member of the Citizens Monitoring Net-
work of Traprock Peace Center, which invited Gould in
cooperation with the School of Public Health Graduate
Students' Organization.

Gould, a former member of the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency Science Advisory Board, directs the Ra-
diation and Public Health Projects ofthe United Church
of Christ Commission on racial Justice. He is the author
of five books and a former economic consultant.

Gould will discuss his theory of how AIDS began in
central Africa because of rainfall laden with ionizing
radiation, and how the U.S. Government has covered up
nuclear emission levels and accidents at home. Winder
said.

He cited Gould's example ofa two-rod meltdown at the

Turn to AIDS, page 7

"I Patronage] was down on Monday. But aft«r our avid
campaign it came to pretty normal on Tuesday." said
McCarthy, as he waited on the long line of customers at
the register.

"Basically we are putting signs up everywhere."
McCarthy added.

About two weeks ago. People's Market's Steering
Committee notified the Department ofHealth and Safety
saying one of their food handlers had hepatitis A.

HepatitisA is a nonfatal disease that is spread through
fecal-oral transmission. All People's employees were given
serum globulin (ISG) shots to immunize them from the
disease. All the food that was exposed to the disease was
thrown out. McCarthy said. Co-op members say the exact
figures of their resulting financial losses are not in.

•AVe lost all the food we had direct contact with
"

McCarthy said. "We lost a lot of food, because we had to
close for two weeks. We lost money and it was substanUal "

Although the 19-year-old People's Market, the longest
running student co-op. is owned by the University, the
students keep none of the profits. Students manage the
business through unanimous votes.

"We're owned by the University, but we collectively
manage the business by ourselves. We set prices and
keep inventory. We work closely with the Student Affairs
Office and the Center for Student Businesses." McCarthy
said. 'We do make a small profit, but it goes back into the
business."

"It makes a place where we are all on equal footing
"

said senior French major Sean O'Mannion. a People's
Market employee.

By having all members share equal control, students
are given an opportunity to experience all parts of the
business, members said.

"It gives the opportunity to learn about somethingyou
normally would not do. I ended up being bookkeeper for
two years. Now I really know how to run a small business."
McCarthy said.

Studentswho apply to work at the co-op are interviewed
by a committee of five members, said People's member
Sarah Baackes. ajuniorcommunication disorders major

"You don't pay a fee |to belong!." Baackes said "You
are payed an hourly wage depending on how long you
have been there."

Because the business is expanding so rapidly,
McCarthy said People's is outgrowing their space.

"I thank all the people who stood by and helped us by
coming back when we reopened, especially the SGA.
Dean of Students Jo-Anne Vanin, public health nurse
Anne Lardner and people from EnvironmenUl Health
and Safety," McCarthy said.

Senate votes funds
for UVC employee
By MICHELLE BOBBINS
Co'.legian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted last
night to give the Union Video Center $9,580 to help
fund the salary of a full-time engineer.
SGA Senator Ken Kaplan said in the past few

years the Union Video Center has acquired more
complicated electrical equipment, which needs the
attention ofa full-time engineer to keep operational
and repair costs down.

"During the past four years, all the part-time
engineers have left UVC because they were not paid
enough money." said Ken Kaplan, an SGA senator.

Kaplan said the Center's request for money was
reasonable because without it they would not be a
successful cable station. "We want to make this the
foremost University in the cable station area," he
said.

Kaplan said UVC was run by students and not
the Housing Cable network. "The students do all the
producing and editing, but the equipment is too
complex to not have an engineer." he said.

The SGA also allocated $1,020 to the African-
American Society so they could buy office supplies
and fund publicity expenses.

Dorothy Bennett, the chair of the finance com-
mittee, said, "Although this group has recently be-
come active, they don't have the funds to be a viable
group on campus."

Martin Jones, an Amherst resident, said the goal
of the organization was to set up research study
groups, provide academic support for members and
promote retention of people of color at the Univer-
sity.

"We want to provide multicultural education for
Black students and for all the other students on
campus," Jones said.

"I am very pleased the SGA recognized the need
for multicultural organizations on campus." said
Thomas Simpson, the treasurer of the African-
American Society.

Turn to SGA. page 7
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Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters

and cartoons from UMass and the entire Five CoUeee com-
mimity. *

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and
columns for grammar, clarity and length.
Submissions must bear your name, local address and

phone number in order to be considered for pubhcation. This
mformation is subject to verification.
Anonymous letters wiU be printed at the editor's discre-

tion. .

Letters should be no longer than 50 typed, double-spaced
Imes. Columns should not exceed 70 typed, double-spaced
Imes. Untyped submissions will not be considered for pubh-
cation.

Responses to, or criticism of, columns, cartoons, articles or
letters are lunited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns
responding to previously published material will not be
printed. Responses to or criticism ofletters that themselves
have responded to a letter, column or article will not be
prmted. Collegian staff are restricted from writing letters
but may wnte columns. Any exceptions will be determined
solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted
material. Submissions become the property ofthe Collegian
and will not be returned.
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the

individual writer and do not represent the views of the
Collegian.

The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-
mentioned policies in order to provide a forum for commu-
mty discussion of issues.

Generalizations aren't respectful
I aimply have to respond to Evelyn De

Jesus' sweeping generalizations [Colle-
gian. Nov 181 and perhaps shed a bit of
light in her direction

Ms. De Jesus wrote about the
University's desire to be the "utopia of a
politically correct campus." and that be-
ing a goal most everyone could agree on.
Then she veers off. demanding respect
and undersUnding for those who consider
themselves conservatives. This 1 could
live with; as much as the Republican Club's
bulletin board makes me ill. they have a
right to be here as much as I do.

But it is aOer this point that Ms. De
Jesus loses me, and her credibility. She
begins a random bashing ofthose who she
believes to be 1) not conservative and 2)
think of themselves politically correct.

Her first chosen example undermines
what she was previously advocating. "It is
rare to hear pro-choice people say they
respect a woman's decision to have a baby
ofan unplanned pregnancy, they will not
support her either."Which pro-choice people
have you been listening to? As a NARAL
member and an intern, not to mention as
a human being. I know this is warped,
demented and dangerous propaganda.

The meaning of choice is that a woman

has several options and only she can choose
the best course of action. As long as a
woman is making an honest decision, an
unpressured decision from her heart, she's
got my respect. But when you block the
entrance to clinics, when you run up to any
female passerby and plead with her. when
you shove misinformation and grotesque
fictitious -photos" in her face, is that re-
spect? Is that understanding that other
people's values can be different? When you
offer your church, when you offer false
promises of medical care, ia that respect?

Next you attacked the individuals who
Uke over buildings, i.e.. most recently
Memorial Hall. While one may not agree
with their methods, isn't it the motives
that count? That was never mentioned in
your article, only cheap personal attacks
Their course of action may not have been
agreeable to some, but I for one have to
respect the fact that they made an at-
tempt at doing something.

I'm trying to respect you views, Ms. De
Jesus, but for a second here I thought I

picked up theMinuteman . I do not findyour
gross generalizations or your sarcasm tol-
erant, respectful, or "politically correct."

Kristin Lee
Amherst

Educating a nation of fools
I) You are walking down the street and

a telephone pole blocks your way. Do you:
a) Call the phone company and have it

removed.

b) Walk around it.

c) Wait for someone else to walk by and
see what they do.

d) Say to hell with it and move on to the
next question. This test doesn 't count for a
grade and you 've got to go to work soon.

In a couple months youll be graduated
and you won't have to worry about an-
swering these silly questions anymore
anyway.

Nathan

CRICK
Graduating from the Massachusetts

public school system you might think I'd

be inclined to circle the latter, as a new
report has been issued that Massachusetts
students "fared poorly on sUndardized
testing, which for the first time measured
the ability to think criUcally and apply
knowledge." I'd hope if I took it that I

wouldn't be among the 71 percent who
failed to reach the raimmum level of rea-
sonable thought, but you never know. To
tell you the truth, if I wouldn't then be
held up for the world to see how ignorant
Amencan studenU are these days by the
older generation I wouldn't mind so much

However, I am afraid this report will
give all the traditionalists the opportunity
to start preaching finom their moral pulpits
about the way we are comipUng our chil-
dren. "When I was (in school) in the 19608
and 19708. America was the undisputed
leader of the world in technology, agricul-
tureand in every category across the board.
We were the envy of the world (Today)
we have the highest rates of suicide, preg-
nancy and violence among our young, be-
cause it is unconstitutional' to tell them
they are unique and created with an un-
limited potential. . . More sex education
courses, condoms, sensitivity awareness
traimng. environmental indoctrination and
more multiculturahst propaganda and
globalism

i are making lourchildren despise
their unique henlage. . . (we must) discard
the Deweyan concept of socializing' chil-
dren and revert to the fundamentals that
made us great — hard work, individual
accountability, and trust in God.

Funny man to get front heading in the
Sunday Republican editorial page. Makes
me want to go crucify all those socialist
teachers and the sissy principals that
control the show. And to think, all this
could be solved by hard work. Who woulda
thunk it? Not me obviously. I'm just an-
other socialized student who fell for all of
that ridiculous environmental indoctri-
nation. Stupid kid.

The fact remains, however, that Mas-
sachusetts high school as well as middle
school students fared pretty miserably on
these tests. It honestlycomes as no surprise
to me, and probably not to most of the
public school teachers, nor to those of us
who made it through the system alive and
with our sanity somewhat intact. But we
know the problem is not inherent in the
school systems, or the teachers, or what
we are taught and how. I disliked high
school to a high degree, but it had nothing
to do with the way I was taught. I actually
liked most of my teachers — they were
mteUigent and fnendly people. Go figure.

Scapegoats are real fun to accuse and
hang on the nearest tree, but they are just
the results of our own creation The prob-
lem is our society— what we have become,
and what we are scared to look at because
It we are a nation of fools. Did we ever stop
and wonder ifall the budget cuts and school
closings and teacher layoffs had anything
to do with our declimng educational qual-
ity? How many times have we watched
educational taxoverride proposals be struck
down by the hoard of voters who crawl out
ofthewoodwork ofour towns simply because
they heard the word "taxT How many
suicides and dropouts does it take for us to
realize that "kids these days" are faced
with more conflicts and social pressures
than acne and the occasional hickey?

Our nation's youth is disintegrating
and we continue to blame the victims of
ourown neglect Are we going to take all of
our nation's problems of drug abuse and
poverty and racism and single parents
and child abuse, and with our own near-
sightedness and Ignorance blame it on our
struggling schools?

Don't ask me All this multicultural
propaganda has just warped my head. I

wish I would stop being so god-dam sensi-
tive.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist

Senator supports divesity plans
On Tuesday Nov. 24 I met with Martin

Walsh and Lawrence Turner, the two
United States Department ofJusUce offi-
cials who facilitated the recent negotia-
tions between students and the Univer-
sity administration regarding ways to im-
prove the climate for diversity on campus
I was pleased to be briefed about the
specific plan for change agreed to as a
result of their efforts. I fully support the
intent of these recommendations.

The entire University community —
students, faculty and sUff - must now
commit itself to work together to imple-
ment the plan. As a citizen ofAmherst and
as a state legislator. I recognize that I
have a responsibilty to help address is-
sues of diversity in our societv. I stand

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
idbit to consider: our next nrpaJHont a «».^ <•_;-_ j ./• __ ,

•V^XXl,

ready to assist the University at the level
of state government in any way I can to
achieve fair and fast implementation of
the plan The University has agreed to
publish monthly press releases detailing
improvements and shortcomings in the
administration ofthe plan and to include
me in their distribution list for these re-
leases so I can monitor closely progress
that IS made or the reasons for lack of
progress.

I consider fulfillment of these agree-
ments and improvements of the campus'
racial climate to be of great importance
notjust for the University community but
for all the residents ofourCommonwealth.

Stan Rosenberg
State Senator

Here's a little tidbit to consider: our next president
is a cat person. What does this mean for the country?
Cats, as opposed to dogs, are very independent crea-
tures and not easily trained. You don't suppose Clinton's
fondness for Socks is a sign hell have more respect for
personal freedoms than Bush and Millie, Nixon and
Checkers, and Reagan and his pack of wolves?

Tuesday was International AIDS Day. But accord-
ing to a flyer pinned up around campus a few days
before Thanksgiving, this week is Hug Week The
fiyer reads. "Please write toyour local editors regarding
the scarcity/abundance real/genteel, heartfelt/timid
issues you want addressed during Hug Week." It's a
tad late for those letters now but apparently we've still
got until this Sunday to engage in warm fuzzies before
the winter chill sets in. Run out and violate someone's
personal space today! (But ask first, OK?)

We've had our first snow already. Protest season is
officially over. Deer season, on the other had, is just
beginning. Leave your antlers at home.

A good fnend of mine, former news editor and now
employed journalist (they're so rare) Preston P Forman
sent me some "True Crime" tradingcards after he heard I'd
expressed an interest in the serial killer cards I have toMy they're pretty interesting. My favorite is Mary Flora
Bell of Scotland Bom in 1957, the card says she was an
unruly child" who "declared she wanted to hurt people.

Marc

ELLIOTT
At the age of 11 , she killed a three-year-old and a four-

year-old while her ftiend Norma watched. Mary confessed
and was sent to a special school and upon graduation was
sent to pnson. Norma, on the other hand, was acquitted
Playschool was never so dangerous.
How many University ofMassachusetts trustees wear

coneheads in public on a regular basis? At least one and
it ain t Gordon Oakes or Derek Bok.

I saw the strangest bumper sticker the other day If

-NiTn- m""""' ^^^i '' '"^«"«' P'««««- 'et me know.Nixon^ Now more than ever." Is it saying we need to

m"enf isT '"''' "^''"^ '^'^ -P'ying the go" r^
Nixon nrZ'!'''"';"^' f^^"

«^«^- ^aybe it's a Mojo

mXhTm n""' 'l\'^^'- ^ ^°"'^ '^"°^- P'«a«e help,

with W ?^ '"'• '^""•"«-
• •
^«t "'•^ ^« go'ng to do

m\JC^mnT^%luT^'' basketball. MONSTERSS S^Mpfp J5^^^'^«0NSTERTRUCKS!KA1.1NG! RACING! RACING! WHEN*'SUNDAAAAY'&::utrrp ^'^r^ ^«--- iZlt^lwait a minute. I know. TRACTOR PULL!

polLal^tmen?e"CeT^'j^T"^^^^^
Reoublirnn pKoI ^^ ^ ^'"*^ ^ome dirt on his

SdmNovi"^K'" ^^'"^'^ ^'^"^ Ol^^'- ^^^ '•--

su^P^sed iob hT<^''^"''^«>"'"°""«tion about Larkin's

Sf,™"LK '^ ^'""^^^^ ^y «" -opposition re-

r^ ^j ~ Thursday, December 3, 1992 /

Th^"l^^^^^^
Stomach takes stand on weekend frivolity

r.Zt/::^'!.''.!^y''''^V^.'^^---^-^--nd I leaned makin. fools ortH....,......K...u.: . . .

iX X V Wll LJ
forward for1hrcoS''po*'rS^ ct^sld my ev'es lf'''l^^V'!^^'T'^''' "^'^ '^^'^ P«J« »^"^»^ an<i/or
and winced as my stomach rejected the\x,' so^^^^^ T.P^^ ""^l^^'

'^^^ ^^^ ^ **««' ^»^^ '^« ^' «>«b.
case, a mixture of Canadian whiskev ^n^^r J a ^u"^ ^"""^ ^* ^'^ «^« survives the ordeal.

Rolling Rock - I had of?ered it earl?"
^^"' ^^' ^"^ This is supposed to be fun?

wit"h^^T ?''^^ '" '^*'''^-

" * '"^"'l ««»^^ I answered gI^^
h^L?^^

b««t'yuUtion of a possessed Regan from the Ql lU'lCMMILrhorror classic The Exorcist. The process repeated itself- ^UKIENN I

K

get sick drink water, feel ill. go back to step one- and
I cursed my own stupidity.

I had overdone it. Having lost track of what I had
consumed and during what time frame, I inserted way toomilf^h al<w>K>«l <"«_ I 1.1 .. _ •' ^^

except for the "don't love Jesus" part. I was too busy
asking him for mercy. He declined politely. "Cana was
fun. but you just went too far," he scolded. "Deal with it."

Thankfully, these episodes are few and far between in
the day-to-day GregSukiennik life. But all the same it got
me thinking about the alcoholic beverage thing (gotta use
those Bushisms before January 20) and what it means.

Remember that story in "News fi-om other U's" on the
freshman from the University ofTexas at Austin who did
20 shots oftequila in an hour and died? It's unlikely she set

Now before you turn the page to find out what hap-

ri"uiTuTno^toirrg:r :rrkiuherrr"rr?^^^^«"^^'-'-^^-
much alcohol for mp b<;^y"t;-VaniirF;;;r:nTt;;r^ ZyJ:^vztzzT^:'^^^^^ C" sL^rbi^bry'::;!^^^^^^
stomach was looking out for me and expelled whatllSd ^^/^y^^^J"^^^"^^^'""^^^""^

That s neithermys^ face from the taste and popped a lim^wX intJ |^r
pvenit.Iakinggreatpainstobethorough.ital8orepeated However if I had been usin^wh«t l,>tioK iw

'"""^ ^j^e" 'aughed at herself, like anyone else who's hadthe process we
1
after the danger was past, just to make I would've LiowXV^^nriwsfev «nH >^"

^''^' ^ '*!*'' ""^"^"^^^ ^''''^' «^«'« ""' «™""d to wnte about it.sure It woUdnt have to deal with such foolishness again, no. I wouldWrne^S tL^t's^f^^^^ u ,^,«"^«"« »^«^« « really weird relaUonship with alco-

rJ«r""i^ "^fr^ I'
^ ^"^"^'^ ^^"^ ^^«t '^^ht. repeatedly and vlS^ and wouMVe IvL^i'^kT "5 ^^' ^'' advertised everywhere in every shap^ and form.

Crashisago..wordforwhatldid,too,becauselfeltlike
^i^-l/at all .s^^^^^^^^^^^ lo^-^TZ^LTor- ^Z^^;:^^

behaviors, especially here at UMass. It's not inherently
evil or wrong by itself, used under control.

Yet this socially acceptable recreational drug kills
thousands every year, through violent crime, suicides,
drunk driving accidents, alcoholism and the like. Do

^Si~±^^^^,T^- SE^s.^~:^B^'=nausea, chills, more nausea and a big sense ofdisappoint
ment that I'd failed to stay in control ofthe situation.

"Don't worry." some told me. "It happens to everyone
soonerorlater."Trueenough— many times uptown. I've what it's like to be hunc over TimmrRi.7^''ft 11" '"'"'* !^""* ^"'^'^ accidents, alcoholism and the like. Do
seen wha I must have looked like. You've witnessed it. asongaboutitUtl^d "My HeadHu^Mv^^^^^

these sad ends "happen to everyone sooner or later." too?
too: people getting sick in alleys and garbage cans. I Don't Love Jesus " That about sTmmL" up for me again.'

" -'^ never mix V.O. and Rolling Rock

So what happened to that brain? Good quesUon I'm
glad you asked, because 1 was asking that very same
question again and again all last Saturday. You know

Pentagon defeats itself
From a Navy Department memoran-

dum dated December 24: "The close and
intimate conditions oflife aboard ship, the
necessity for the highest possible degree
of unity and espirit-de-corps; the require-
ment ofmorale— all ofthese demand that
nothing be done which may adversely af-
fect the situation."

Matt

MALONE
The argument given above could easily

be the defense department's present argu-
ment against lifting the ban on gays and
lesbians in the military. However, it is not.
The memorandum is dated Dec. 24, 1941
and was the Defense Departments argu-
ment against the desegregation of the
armed forces. Curiously, these are the same
arguments given now to support the
Pentagon's ban on gays and lesbians: mo-
rale, security and instability. It is even
more curious that this position completely
contradicts the results and recomendatioiis
ofthe department's own reports.

In December of 1988 and in January of
1989. the Defense Department's Personnel
Security Research and Education Center
issued its reports concerning the integra-
tion of gays and lesbians into the armed
forces. The report noted that when racial
integration was first proposed by Presi-
dent TVuman. "dire consequences were
predicted for maintaining discipline, build-
ing group morale and achieving military
organizational goals' The document fur-
ther reported that "none of these predic-
tions has come tru ? (and) it would be wise
to consider applying the experience ofthe

past 40 years to the integration of homo-
sexuals."

It would also be wise for the Pentagon
to heed the recommendations of its own
internal reports. The report issued by
PESEREC noted that 76-80 percent of
veterans interviewed who said they were
gay while in the service received honorable
discharges. The report cites this as "indi-
rect evidence" that "homosexuals could be
satisfactorily integrated."

Further, the Pentagon's own report
maintains that "homosexuals" show
"higher levels of preservice a4iustment
than male heterosexuals, though hetero-
sexual women showed higher levels of
preservice adjustment than lesbians and
all men." The report from PERSEREC
concludes that "the preponderance ofthe
evidence presented indicates that homo-
sexuals show preservice suitability-related
adjustment that is as good or better than
the average heterosexual."

"Thus, these results appear to be in
conflict with conceptions of homosexuals
as unstable. maladju.sU'd persons .

." The
report concludes that the integration ofgay
people into the armed forces should begin.
The report also noted that several other
counlnes, some noted for the strength of
their military, do not discriminate.

As I began to read the Pentagon's own
reports on the issue ofgays and lesbians in
the military it became increasingly ap-
parent that the hierarchy of the armed
forces is establishing policy based not on
sound, rational examination of the facts,
but on a myopic, prejudiced and
homophobic attitude.

Matt Malone is a UMass student.

Editorial page is cheez puffs
The final straw was contained in the

editorial that asserted that Shakespeare
wrote, "Music hath charms that soothe the
savage beast [Collegian, Nov. 23 1" Wrong.
Twice. The actual quote is, "Music hath
charms to soothe a savage breast/To soften
rocks, or bend a knotted oak," from "The
Mourning Bride." by William Congreve.

TJ^ • '

11 1

"" —- - " -.«u^- .>.utx.r«,. Almost all the articles printed are so-

rlOUSing Well-KjIOWn tor inentnP<s^ Ponfic, fatuous or pedantic Those of any

^ ,_, P. „. . . .

--^ -t-v-rx XAX^^i^tll^^OO substance usually contain flawed logic
and sheepish pleas for unity and under-
standing "Can't we all just get along?")
coupled with half-baked solutions to cen-
tury-old problems (e.g. , changingthename
of Columbus Day).

To these writers, it is not necessary for

As a resident on the "Academic Inten-
sive" floor in Brooks. I am responding to
the one-sided article reporting another
example of the massive ineptness of
HousingOfficeadministratorslCo/Zcgian,
Nov. 23 1. I wonder if Housing would have
handled the destruction of a special in-

terest floor in the same vein if it was a
"weflness" floor. Housing administrators
created an intolerable situation and dis-

played the thoughtlessness and the "to

hell with the students" attitude for which
they are so famous.

Moreover, in a university where stafl"

and administrators "pass the buck" and
refuse accountability, the system is set up
80 that the on-campus students have only
one person to whom they can turn for

assistance and accountability— Resident
Assistants. The RA on our floor should
have been responsive and supportive ofall

his residents instead of choosing to side
with a group ofstudents that relieved him
ofhis responsibility to maintain the integ-
rity of an "Academic Intensive" floor. As
we approach the semester's end, this RA
will not admit his role in the mismanage-
ment ofthe floor; in fact, he resents those
of us who dismissed him because of his
incompetence and reluctance.

Efforts to solicit help from the Central
Area Coordinator and others were met
with indifference and scorn. However, we
should like to acknowledge the support of
Gerald Quarles, Assistant Director of
Housing. Mr. Quarles took the time to talk
with residents andaddressed the problem.
Without his intervention, we would have
been denied the opportunity to live on a
floor where education comes first.

Jessica Broomfield
Central

them to make their cases clear— the onus
is on the reader to come around . Ofcourse,
no article would be complete without the
word "I "The solipsism in these articles is

truly beyond belief: it is impossible to find
a topic that does not somehow lead back to
the writer. In other words, the issue at
hand is not important, in fact secondary,
to how the issue affects the writer.

How about some real articles on real
^ssues that affect real people, free of
"personal" feelings or experiences?
Something edifying and/or entertaining
would be more appetizing than the cheese
puff's served here on a regular basis.

Eric A. Lindholm
Belchertown

German students express their
concerns to Turkish community
Dear Turkish student community: lences for the death of those three vic-We are a group ofGerman graduate tims to the Turkish community on cam-
students at the University of Massa- pus as the appropriate representatives

— , V/cnira

Bashing other races is no solution
I'm responding to the article "The Black

Experience" [Collegian, Dec. 2|, which de-

picts a young Black woman's opinions of

the White race. This article was disturbing

because it makes many generalizations.

Yatisha Bothwell's "philosphies" range
from, "They want us to fail so their cause

can be furthered." to. "Did you ever notice

everything with White people is a test?"

These statements may be true to certain

individuals, but not to everyone. It's like

saying. "All Jevvish people have long hooked

noses," or. "Every Italian i>erson I ever met
was involved with the Mafia."

Maybe if we could all learn to judge
people as individuals, then people like Ms.
Bothwell could understand that it's not a
race's fault that there is prejudice in this
world. Not all Whites are racistand want to
oppress Blacks. Racism is a societal prob-
lem . All individuals— Blacks, Whites, etc.— have the capability to be racist, which I

don't think Ms. Bothwell understands.
P.S. If anyone thinks I'm just another

White individual tryingto putdown a Black
individual's opinions, I'm also a minority.

Elizabeth Butler
Southwest

chusetts in various departmentsaround
campus. The current events in Ger-
many have led us to vmte this letter.

We want to express our concerns
about the recent racial, violent anti-
foreign attacks in various parts of Ger-
many. We condemn these events by all

means and have no understanding for

hate crimes committed against anybody
living in Germany. The Turkish mi-
nority currently living in the united
Germany has helped to establish the
economic wealth of the post-war era,
opened up eyes for the peaceful coex-
istence ofdifferent cultural backgrounds

The outburst of right-wing extrem-
ism and the resulting numerous attacks
on foreigners in Germany have caused
an understandable feeling of mistrust
and fear among foreigners, immigrants
and refugees living in Germany. These
wounds in the population wnll take a
long time to heal before we can return to
a peaceful and trusting relationship
among the various groups in Germany.

Whatever is possible for us to help
this healing process we will undertake.
If there is anything you think we could
or should do to overcome the events of
the past weeks and months please feelin a country and turned Germany into a free to contact us through the Collegmn

multicultural society. editorial page
Thus the death ofthe three victims of ChHatinn ir w^u^

afirebombinginMoelln,WestGermany
Christian E Weller

has left us sad and troubled. We would Seven graduate students signedTlUs
like to express our deeply felt condo- letter.
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UMass to accept nursing transfers
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By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

The University ofMassachusetts School
of Nursing and four Western Massachu-
setts community colleges have signed an
agreement to facilitate the transfer ofstu

Nancy Fisk. director ofthe RN Mobility
Program at the University, said she be-
lieves the agreement should remove many
of the bureaucratic hurdles which had dis-
couraged prospective students in the past.

The agreement marks the culmination
of a year-long collaborative effort of the

dents from associate degree nursing pro- Western Massachusetts Public Nursing
grams to the University's baccalaureate
degree program.

Under the agreement, nursing gradu-
ates ofBerkshire. Greenfield. Holyoke and
Springfield Technical community colleges
will be able to enter the B.S. program with
all of their General Education require-
ments and nursing major prerequisites
fulfilled through courses taken at the two-
year schools.

The agreement applies to ADN gradu-
ates of the four community colleges from
1987 forward and will take effect with the
class to enter June 1993,

Education Consortium which, founded in
Oct. 1991. The group hasexi8t4?d informally
for many years, according to Fisk.

With a letter of recommendation from
a faculty member from their two-year col-

lege, transfer nursing students can now
begin the University's year-long bacca-
laureate program, which begins in June,
prior to passing the state boards which
are given in July.

Consortium school candidates can now
also transfer in 30 credits of nursing
coursework from their two-year colleges.
As an alternative, transfer students can

accumulate 30 "in-residence" credits with
satisfactory scoreson the National League
for Nursing Mobility Profile II Test.

Typically, students complete their last

twenty-seven credits by attending three
three-hour, upper-level nursing classes
one day per week for a full year in conjunc-
tion with satisfaction of the clinical prac-
tice component of the degree.

Supported by state and federal grants,
the Consortium has authored a nursing
faculty resource book and supports a bac-
calaureate program at Berkshire Com-
munity College in Pittsfield in addition to

the program at the University. The Con-
sortium also works to counsel and recruit
RNsand Licensed Practical NursesCLPNs)
already in the field.

Future goals ofthe Consortium include
recruiting non-traditional and minority
candidates who are underrepresented in

the nursing profession, Fisk said.

rights
continued from page 1

businesses," Richards said, "There
were no people in my community with
economic or political power."

When Richardson started attend-
ing Swarthmore College in 1961, she
became involved in demonstrations
in Cambridge, Mary. After being de-
nied access to a local establishment
there, she protested and was arrested.

"I was in jail more on the weekends
than I was on campus," she said.

At this time, she decided to leave
college temporarily and join the Stu-
dent Nonviolent Coordinating Com-
mittee, an organization that had arisen
from sit-ins on campuses in 1960.
Richardson became a secretary at its

national headquarters in Atlanta.
Richardson ended by quotingJune

Jordan, who said, "A righteous mouth
ain't nothing you should hide."
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Super Savings for a Super Season
GO UMASS HOOP!

MILLER
LITE

24-13 OZ. CANS

$1 1 99
• DEP.11

(Corona coronaextra
F»u, 12PK Bornx*
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BACARDI
SILVER RUM

7MML.

$'799

FETZER
SUNDIAL

CHARDONNAY

$c;99
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OPEN SUNDAY
12-5

POPOV
VODKA

I 75L.

JOSE CUERVO
CO-PACK

7S0IIL TEgnUiFRfE
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WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Play all Mass

Lottery games here

NT»l0-ch0ck for
your personal check.
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Jennifer Minav'a

Nursing Major

High
in fiber.

Low in fat.

No
cholesterol.

Good nutri-
tion never
looked so
good!

The
COLLEGIAN
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Th« Appto Computer Loan

"I expected to pay a lot more than
'35 a month for a new Macintosh Ilsi

and a printer"

Jennifer obtained an Apple Computer Loan* that allowed her to
buy her Apple- Macintosh' Ilsi and an Apple Personal LaserWriter LS
pnnier. She knew that owning a powerfljl Macintosh computer for
her full course load and her work as a doctor's assistant was a sman
thing to do And the Apple Computer Loan was the sman way to do
It: easy application, fast turnaround and low, flexible payment terms
So Jennifer went to the only place that offers the Apple Computer
Loan, her Apple Campus Reseller.

^
^_

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future. .^^^^^^^

UNIVERSITY
STORED
CAMPUS CENTER

545-2619

MONDAY - FRIDAY
9AM-5 PM
SATURDAY
I1AM-3PM
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Cambodia
continued from poge 1

elections in May.
Further undermining the U.N. mis-

sion is a surge of poHtical violence in
the past month aimed at opposition
pohUcians and their famiUes. Many
people blame the government, which
denies responsibility.

But the main fear is that the civil
war could erupt again because of the
worsemng relations between the Khmer
Rouge and the 22.000 U.N. peace-
keepers and officials sent to carry out
the peace accord.

Khmer Rouge leaders accuse the
U.N. mission ofworking with Vietnam,
whose army ousted the Khmer Rougem 1979 after a bloody reign that tried
to turn Cambodia into an agrarian
commune. The Khmer Rouge have al-
legedly fired on at least a dozen U.N.
helicopters recently, but no U.N. sol-

diers have been killed.

The detained peacekeepers— three
Britons, two Filipinos and a New
Zealander— were seized Tuesday at a
Khmer Rouge checkpoint on the Stoeng
Sen River in central Cambodia while
monitoring troop movements from a
boat, Fait said.

He said negotiations had failed to
win their release. He declined to give
details of the talks, other than to say
the Khmer Rouge had accused the U.N.
soldiers of spying.

The peacekeepers were being held
near Kompong Thom, 85 miles north of
Phnom Penh.

Fait said U.N. ofRcials had been in
steady radio contact with the observers
until Wednesday afternoon, when the
batteries in their radio might have
failed. He said the men reported they
had not been harmed.
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Retail stores lead surge
in growth of Mass. jobs

SGA
continued from poge 3

Simpson said he hopes the SGA will see
they are a serious group and that the money
the SGA allocated well be used well.

"*! feel ver\' positive about receiving the
money. It is very encouraging." Simpson
said.

The SGA allocated $5,500 to AHORA
to help them fund some oftheir upcoming
activities. SGA Treasure Emilv Rose said
last years AHORA members didn't come
to the budget committee for money, which
meant this years members started with a
negative balance.

"These members should not be penal-
ized for the mistakes of last year's mem-
bers," Rose said.

Jalil Mendoza. the president ofAHORA,
said the students deserve to have a strong
representation of the Latin-American
culture on campus.

There is a lack of awareness of the
Latin-American community and our goal
is to unify this community," he said.

Mendoza said this money will help them
fund more educational, politicaL social
and cultural activities. "I was scared at
first because we had no money, but now
I'm happy we can continue what we are
doing."

Mendoza said the group has planned a
concert, lectures, symposiums, a play and
several activities for Latin-Amencan Week
next semester.

BOSTON (AP) - Jobs in retail stores
and services helped Massachusetts gain
13.000 new jobs in October, according to
Department ofEmployment and Training
figures, while manufacturing jobs fell
slightly.

"These are more positive numbers than
we've had to Ulk about in a long time,"
said Robert Vinson, director of field re-
search in the Department ofEmployment
and Training.

The state has lost 400.000 jobs, nearly
13 percent of the total, since January
1989, but the rate has slowed this year.
Payroll employment for October was 2.75
million.

The October figures represented only
the second monthly jobs gain of the year
and one of few in the last four years.

State officials also said Tuesday that
revised figures for September indicated a
loss of 800 payroll jobs for that month A

AIDS

loss of5,000jobs had been reported earlier.
State tax revenues for the four months

ending in October were 8.8 percent more
than during the corresponding period in
1991. Most retailers in the Boston area
repoi ted sales during the first weekend of
Christmas shopping this year were 6 per-
cent to 8 percent higher than last year's.

Confidence among business executives
in Massachusetts was up last month, ac-
cording to a survey by the Associated
Industries of Massachusetts.

But cuts in high technology and the
defense industry continue. Digital
Equipment Corp., which is based in
Maynard, said it will cut as many as 6,000
jobs in the October-December quarter as
part ofa plan to eliminate 20,000jobs, not
all in Massachusetts, during the next two
years.

The Raytheon Co. in Lexington has
been laying off^ workers for the last year.

continued from pxage 3

Savannah River nuclear power plant in
Georgia, which the government ac-
knowledged two years ago after a 20-
year cover- up.

Gould will give his talk again at 8
p.m. in Springfield. Winder and network
member Sunny Miller said the talk has
special relevance to minority groups in
Springfield, where infant mortality in
Latino and African-American commu-
nities has reached "unacceptable levels."

Gould will add an environmenUl

angle to the discussion ofinfant mortal-
ity initiated by Springfield Public
Health Commissioner Dr. Delore Wil-
liams, and will address immune defi-
ciency problems including AIDS, said
Winder

Winder said Gould will explain how
he cross-references the U.S.
Government's weekly mortality table
against emissions levels to support his
argument, and will cite examples of
how Gould believes the government
hides similar conclusions.

^/ WJ

9:00flM - 5:00PM
Student Union Ball Room
Crafts Tapes
Clothes Posters
Jewelry & Much More

stalker

Sponsored by HilM

contriued from po^ )

years women are safe." Ralph said after the
Tuesday hearing "He fixated on me."

She also complained that there were
few legal remedies for persons suffering
the kind ofharassment she had undergone.

As Keady pronounced sentence. Ralph
quietly asked State Trooper Susan
Mosmann and Sharon Rust, director of
security at Smith College, who investi-
gated the case, if she could hug the judge.

Ralph, a law student, said the packages
and threatening letters began shortly af-
ter she graduated from Smith and moved
to Chicago. First to arrive were a dozen
hangers with a letter saying they were for
home abortions.

"What do you get for the woman who's
had everybody?" the letter said. Tes. it's

the old standby, the coat hanger! After all.
ifyou want the job done right you have to
do it yourself"

The letter was signed "Yours until
death. JB."

In December 1 990. Boyer sent a lettM-to
the alumni office, which contacted firiends
of Ralph and learned she had not died.

On Valentine's Day 1991. a deat rat
arrived in the mail.

Boyer testified that his letters. packagM
and a phone call to Ralph were part of an
ongoing discussion on the issue ofabortion
He said the theater group had discussed
the issue and he had Uken a pro-life
stance, while Ralph was pro-choice.

The dead rat. he said, signified a dead
fetus while the coat hangers were a re-
minder of the brutality of abortions.

Collegian
more fun than you can shake a

recycling bin at

^
OPEN SUNDAYS NOW THRU DEC. 31STFRO/\A 12-5

^ I initnoo /I/I Don't Drink
and Drive

%A/IAI I ir^§ ir\Dc^
5«*->*-

COORS,
COORS LIGHT
& COORS GOLD
SUITCASE CANS

s-f "igs

CORONA $049
1 2 RW:K bottles W +DEP.

CATAMOUNT $-IC99

l'/W£ OF THE MONIH $C'
R.H.PHILLIPS ^.

CHARDONNAr & CABERNET SAUVIGNON

^CANADIAN MIST $049
SALE 12.49

MAIL IN REBATE 3.00

•9
1.75L

AFTER REBATE

ALMADEN WINES
$ft49

CHABUS. BLUSH.
GOLDEN. VINROSE.

RHINE

CLUNY SCOTCH

GOLD. AMBER & PORTER
CASE OF 24-12 OZ. BOTTLES DEP.

LOWENBRAU $024
CASE OF 2-12 PK. BOTTLES O +DEP.

SALE 12.49 MAIL IN REBATE 4.25 AFTER REBATE

GOLDEN ._-g
ANNIVERSARY *? L
SUITCASE CANS *^''

'6
3.0 L m u

GLEN ELLEN
WHITE SO49

ZINFANDEL O 750ML

GEORGES DUBOEUF
$C;99W 1.5 LITER

RED & WHITE
FRENCH TABLE WINE

EDEN ROC
CHAMPAGNE
EXTRA DRY & BRUT

$0992

SALE 13.99 $
MAIL IN REBATE 2.00 11

QQ AFTER

175L
""*^^

CUERVO $
GOLD TEQUILA 1049

MASSACHUSEHS

COLLEGIAN

LARGEST
COLLEGE

Iengland

750ML

O'DARBY IRISH $^99
CREAM LIQUEUR ,;S

--
SALE 8.99 MAIL IN REBATE 4.00

COSSACK $-799
VODKA /i75L
SALE 9.49

MAIL IN REBATE 1,50

not responsible tor

typographical errors

nPPM- 9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

J-

SALE PRICES
THURS 12/3 92 THRU

WEDS. 12'9/92

Full Redemption Center

Round Tript from N«w York Sarrta ic

CANCUN $ 3lV
LONDON 330
SAN JOSE CIt 470
BCRUN 498
WARSAW 689

rixM not includad. R«»u Icdwi apply.
FarM lubjccT to ctnngo « tvilliblity.

Call about on« wijrt. W* Imim
EURAIL pMMS ofl dt« SPOTI

79 South n«uant StTMC
Amh«nt. MA 01002

256- 1 16

1
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the world. You can do it. Y^^t^miel^^^^^^^^r «*»»«'^<»d<«i^trevolvetoyour8pecification8.dontcl«mgethespecifications.^^

to stomach the bUe tlwt theworSdi^e^^^^r^
their bacte. put them in a fiJ^elorf^Sl^vr^L^^
untold ages handed down fa^S^mim^fi^^^^' » v^^!?^"^^^ agonmng truth that you. yes YOU. are the recipient of the wisdom of

those who wouldnotd^^^^^^^J^,^^^,!^'!^ ^°> ? ^*»^*«^^ ''•™^' *™s the expanses of Pohl space and LEngle time, by
late 20th Ameri^Tod^who^netSfS,^^^ "*"^^ who wiU laugh, those who wiU scoff, those who will swill in'^Uie mire of

they you must do asyo^o^t^^T^^^^^^ beyond theirown personal need to degrade others in order to bolster theirown fragile egos. To
simply ignorethem I^ette^toil^^^^^^ Allowthem to aoss-bi^ into oblivion. Do not soil your hands with their tewdriness.).

forti^e^^yourstaln^^^l^S^rSiStres"^^,^^^^^^
Burrow into theirminds with aU the skilland intestinii

STUDENT
FITNESS
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks

^119QO * SPECIAL RATE!
December
to May

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES*:
• Tennis • Racouetball- • Massage Therapy
• Nauhlis • Aenibio.-(includ« step)
• Free Weights • Fitness testine • 5aur&
• Basketball • CardiovascuJar (StairmasteT, LifcCydes'

)

*Not CM ckibs feature on am«nmM -Nominal F««
Ccxnparable Vblue
$400 if paid monthly! ^^^^^
You save nearly 50% muSTtr
by paying for your ^liJgf 'jj-

^

membership on the AIAERICA
day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

659 Amh«rs» Str««t
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3636

(Fofm«f1y Winners Athl«tte Club)

One of the area's
largest Bclections
of Iui|M>rte«l,

llMlc|»CIMlaill

A Duiiirxlir Rrrunls,
Cassettes

•ml Couipact Dues

586 5726
213 MAIN ST

Tens of Thuusaiuls
of Used,
Cut outs

A CoUrctible
Reeorda

aiMl

Cassettes

586 1707
21 STATE ST

NORTHAMPTON

When there is a will,

the Collegian is the way.

CAP^
DICAKLO

J

(/^^mm\
$24.95 RESUME

PACKAGE

RESUME

PACKAGE
Void «r*( *>, ,^ ol 1997

Includes: 1 page resume typesetting

25 copies on resume paper
25 makhing blank sheets & envelopes
Storage on disk (mm. 1 year)

228 Tricxigle Street

Amherst, MA 01 002
549 3840' FAX 549 2868

5-College Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde

• Classic Pesto with Linguine
• Veal Parmigiana

• Cozze Aglio Olio e Pepperocini

(mussels with spicy olive oil and pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner, including choice
of entree, salad, bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 1 1 :30 to 10:00.
Utter expires Dec. 30, 1992

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

ATTENTION:
UMASS COLLEGE STUDENTS\

BXLPINE COMMONS
133 Belchertown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amherst, Massachtisetts 01002 (413) 256-0741

FOUR (4) Bedroom Apartments!

$899 (utilities included! wow!)

EEMT WmWM g

Move in now- no rent untUJanuary 1,1993 !

Move in January 93' and receive it FREE!
'VremeMon » prioM MblKl Id <*«ant» ••tout noSc*

TOP TEN REASONS YOU J^HOULD LIVg ^jfflg-
t. Your PARENTS cSontI

2. YOU pick your roommates!
3. PRIVACY- Spacious Four (4) Bedrooms!
4. TWO (2) Bathrooms- no waiting In tr>e shower line!

5. UTILITIES Included $$$!
6. DIrecttg on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &
downtown Amherst!

7. Ifs FREE public transportation!

8. INCLUDES major appliances & wA* carpeting!
9. OUIET forest setting • for gour peoce of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price

uou and your roommates con afford!

Don't wait another day, coll today!

CUT THIS AD & USE IT TO LIVE "RENT FfiSE.r

AT ALPINE COMMONS!

2560741

Party! Party! Party! Party! Party!
COME AND HAVE A BLAST !

./;>.

FREE FOOD
CASH BAR

^^
i^.

*^. 1^ -^V^ 1992 '-' lY

Techno, House, Reggae and Mucha Salsa and Merengue)

(^ Only $3.00

„^^„^ ($4.00 after 10:00 P.M.)
TICKETS AVAII ARIFAT r

^y f
,
ffl ,f^fiTFn A^in ^7- jup p^^^

.^•

,;&t
Sponsored by The Latin American

Cultural Center and AHORA ^
Saturday, December 5th, 1992

Student Union Ballroom

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
/ I'l*^ HOME' I'M

FREE ' THE REST
0? TKE DM \5

All MIKE'

FlMMll SOME TIME TO M^ISELF'
LIBtRT^ PRECHOgs LIBERA'^ HA.
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_By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM^S JOURNAL

\iiref< wurt Sills

«iKf«Merf OK Sftvc's

9lf<^r kt "H k<| Jurvt

y

P<^v. f«ft j-i^ii\^. Isteve i,a»c^ w«iK-v] H< aIj. wr^
\t\\ )Cm ^co iMA|e« /f», Vot P«^K Ktpt / tUiit K« Km forv

iK ^ 1«Ar— fc/l I iM^ffif^^ •vs if, II cUntf4 15 +*q$ttrj

I Mrete i'^- de<M»\. ' »-«-"* t-* i

DOONESBURY
fl

e^TxecAu-

By GARRY TRUDEAU
AFKAIQP40T.

N0P5. ICANTUNPOf-

PRICE

r^toTD Get ^ ma»«cot

Quote of the Day
''Golf, you liberal media goons! Golf!"—President George Bush.

on his retirement plans

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

WEC^N Buy CANC3S vv>-m
TWE^IQ. r—

^

KN060 HOIOT&COT,

By PRICE VAN RAY
N^ Sou »aDONG?

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
UUIVNovTviEfei^MNTlJ? IM€MfAWMr£D'lH»tVE

A BAD CASC op pANoeoFF
POOR RlfeHTNOW. ORT'n

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY & RURU

AllfS<M4rrh 21-Apnl 111: f««J,
lOMghls miMivjir yt«u U> nulkr ovw-
due rhjnge* ji hnmr Shno jjoois
fonunre «id ronttmuil rrl^tivo jtJd
lo ynur hjppinc^ Ink^sily jndcon-
i cfiif.iiHin |My ()M 41 Mtifi

TAUIUS lAjxil 20-\Uy 201 Vou
a»r very i rrjiivif now. e^grf io turn »
hohhy into j m(iney-«iv«Ltngpru()oM-
iKjo BtYumr mi tiiKimty expefi.
-Vinirfrt urge y.>o lo wy. 'OiH wMh
!» oW and m with ihr nrw •

CfMIM (May 2 1 -lone 20>; lono-
viiivr hIpm Rive youf tarew 4 wel-
come Imiom S«vL oul inlluenlMl
pcojjk- willmfi to Mjpfjnn you. Your
wo«i come* lirsl now Avoid Ijking
ijn mure ihin your ilure ol tamity
re«ponMlNtiiN-%.

CANCfC ilune 2Muly 22): Keep
«he eccKWMDK climate m mir»d and he
ptvp*n.ii Ki hranrh out tn 4 new
direction Coniuswin at home mjr-
ge«s there it a need tor heticr com-
munic ation.

IK) tluiy 21-Auj' 22) A hewer
day i«K romance than tmance. Why
not diM uts a dui>ious money vheme
with ytiur mate or another c tote ally.

Dect-jHion IS poMible.

VI«CO (AuR 2J-S«pi. 22>; Bnth
romarxe and travel promise signili-

tant results. Protect your health liy

being < aretui ahoui what you eat and
drinl.

UWUiSepi 2UXI 221 Do not
allow mmor irritations to lead lo
tfiJrrels with those you low^ II you
ki'l that yoor edur alion is msunK lent.

I <»>sidef srliimprovemefM pro|ectt.

SCO«nO((Jct. 2 l-Nov 21 >: Ta«
matters may r«t|uire your atlent ion N
you have a chance to get m on a
cooperative arrangement, check out
he details iiry. Do not be ihy; let

others know what you wtM.
SACITTAIIUS CNov 22-Oec.

2 1 ): In ip^ 01 an emotional pull, you
*^*tr tn opponuniiy to add to your
profits Your business aims could
cunilict with a romantic attachment
Comj¥'»iii.<'l

CAPIICOCN (Dec. 22-|a«. 191:
Be creative in your work. You can
have lots o» lun pursuing the ariifiir

side 01 liie It a business takeover is

your goal, now is the time to make
your move

AQt)A«IUS(»an 20-feb 181: An
J< live but risky day ior financial
vt^tures Steer clear ot invwtment*
ihai seem doubt^l. Curb extravagant
Hx-nding. A work routine nwdt
citartging.

fISCtS (Feb. I9-Mart:h 201: A
desire lo lie astenivecan be expressed
in playtul ways An independent at-
titude adds passK>n to your tove lite.

Voung peopk- seek your attention;
give It lo them in large measure.

ACROM
1 SmaN cotxas
5 Common
loHowar

10 Bog fuel

14 Pasta or

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George
Copy Editor Lisa Donadio
PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor ...Seth Kaye
Production Janet Riley,

Michele Bakis, David Maryakhin

LUNCH
leftovers

leftovers

BASICS LUNCH
tofu leftovers

soy leftovers

Menu
DINNER
leftovers

leftovers

BASICS DINNER
lentil leftovers

humus leftovers

The- (»|jiiii()iiN cxprt-ssc-cl on this [wj-c .tri- tht>M.- tit thf < .irtoonJsts .mcl do

15 Slandotrish

t6Spwd
17 Parry's craator
18 Pandora • tx>«,

• g
?0 Merchandising

•vent

?1 Nothing, to

Pierre

22 SiKMlsce lip

23 Martian

25 Qrsen land
27 Cavalry

wpapon
?9 Nonstop talker

34 Positive

lerminais

36 Mayday!
37 Kind ot log

38 Fasten
39 Settled an

account
42 Greek letters

43 Philbrick's "—
Three Lives"

45 Verse or lorm
lead in

46 Tease
48 Streeter's

salutation, circa
WWI

51 Beatified, to

Milton

52 Part ol NFL
53 Modify

55 Prairie ruminant
58 S African fox
60 Informal

conversation

63 Indeterminate
large number

65 "
.
— clock

scttolar'

66 Grainfield weed
67 -All that we —

seem Is but a
dream .": Poe

68 Passion
69 Carter and

Irving

70 l^opias
^1 Lyric poems

DOWN
1 Oodotwar
2 Small rail

30oot
4 SIrarfgthanad

5 Stravfnaky's

La — du
prtntamps"
The Rito of

Spring

6 Director May
7 inch
8 — later

9 Type of small
apt

10 Oescer)dants
1

1

English tnte

12 Pinnacle
13 Try

19 Commodity
24 Makes mad
26 Hadda QMjIar's

creator

27 Flavortol

28 Doddering
30 The ancient

mariner's cry
31 Numbskull
32 Het>rew months

54 Cilassmakara'33 Correct a

watch
35 Crouch 55 'You ami
40 Above reproach nolhin' —
4lNattooal- hound dog.

-

44lndicataa S6SMNalMdar
47MaanMlc 57 A^

50 -Grar ol the
sea

61 Ceiesttal being.
In Caen

M — the mark
84 Consume

ANSWEB TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

49 -- are

caHad -

50 Home ol

Lalayatte

12/3/92
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LIQUOR STORE
I

foiling Rock 12 pk btis $6.99 (+dep^
bam Adams Cranberry-Lambic 22 oz bti $2.60 (+dep)
Wurzburger Ocktoberfest 6 pk $5.29 (+dep)
Dinckel Acker Ocktoberfest 6 pk $5.29 (+dep)
Becks German Beer Cans only-6 pk $4.69, Case $16.79 (+dep)
Sam Adams Holiday Beeri2 pk assortment ...$13.39 {+dep)

All our holiday brewt are here!!! Including Sierra Nevada
Celebration Ale, Anchor Christmas Ale, Gearys Hampshire,
Catamount Christmas Ale, Youngs Winter At and many mora

Poland Springs Vodka 1.75 L $9.99Crown Royal 750 ml $14.49
"" rams 7 Crown $13.99

jrams Gin 1.75 L $13.99
Gosslings Black Seal Rum 750 ml..."..".$i2.99

Leroux Blackberry & Coffee Brandy 1.0 L ..$9.99

^

Becfs from around the World!
\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrewencs

\
Kcss startins at $33.00

(checks/MastCTc*'d/V»sa accepted tor Kes Ocposrts)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champagnes

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

Lower dosages of drug
could cut medical costs

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON— The cost oftreatment with
Ceredase, often called the world's most
expensive drug, can be slashed by hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars per person
simply by giving smaller doses more fre-

quently, a new study concludes.
Ceredase is the only treatment for

Gaucher's disease, a rare metabolic disor-
der. The drug, approved last year, is ex-
tremely expensive, in part becau;)e it is

extracted in tiny quantities from human
placentas.

The first year oftreatment costs about
$380,000 for an adult who gets the rec-
ommended dose.

However, researchers from the Scripps
Clinic in La Jolla. Cahf.. found that by
changing the dosing schedule, patients do
just as well on one-fourth the recommended
amount of medicine.

The treatment was discovered and
initially tested by researchers at the fed-
eral National Institutes of Health. It was
later developed and brought to market by
Genzyme Inc. of Cambridge. Mass.

The company sells the medicine under
the federal Orphan Drug Act, which offers
financial incentives and seven years of
exclusive markeUng righte for finding
medicines for rare illnesses The high cost
ofCeredase is sometimes cited by critics of
the law, who say it encourages unreason-
ably high prices.

The latest study, conducted by Dr.
Michael L. Pigueroa and others, was

published in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine.
An estimated 20,000 Americans have

Gaucher's disease, an inherited illness
most common among descendants of
Eastern European Jews.

The illness results from a genetic de-
fect that interferes with anenzyme needed
to break down a kind of fat. As a result,
these fats build up in the liver spleen and
bone marrow.

Ceredase replaces the missingenzvme.
One unit of the medicine costs $3.60 and
contains four millionths of an ounce of
liquid.

A dosing plan worked out by doctors at
NIH recommends that people receive 60
units of Ceredase for each kilogram they
weigh. The guidelines suggest the medi-
cine be given every other week for most
patients.

The Scripps researchers theorized that
because the medicine disappears quickly
from the bloodstream, it could be given far
more efficiently if split into many small
doses. They found that 2.3 units per kilo-
gram taken three times a week worksjust
as well.

"Cost was uppermost in our mindswhen
we did this, because our patients could not
afford the enzyme," said Dr. Ernest
Beutler, senior author of the study.

For the 70-kilogram patient, the new
regimen works out to $88,000 a year for
the drug. However, the medicine must be
ii\jected. so extra trips to a clinic could
increase the cost of treatment if patients
do not administer the medicine at home.

Bring your

HOLIDAY
GREETING CARD

to AMHERST on
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5

and save

If you didn't receive a
card in your paper,
pick one up of any of

the participating

merchants or at the
Daily Hampshire
Gazette oftice at

55 University Drive,

Amherst

any single item at each of the participating
merchants: j -

Valley Bicycles
Atkins Farms
Mathews Shoes
Zanna
My Favorite Quilt Shop

* See individual stores for
conditions and restridions

*• Amherst Store only

Amherst Farmers Supply
Amsal International
Annie's Garden Store
Atticus/Albion Bookshops
Bicycle World Too
Boyden & Perron
Cafe DiCarlo
Call Opticians
Classe Cafe
College Towne

Sports Cards
Cowls Building Supply
Creative Needle
Dance Stuff

Design Supply Studio
Elder Lumber*
Fentons Athletic Supply
Gypsy Heart

Harvest Moon Bakery
House of Walsh
J. Austin/Accents by JW
J-Rich-
Jeffety Amherst Bookshop
Joke City

Judie's Restaurant
Kamel Hassan's

Furniture Barn
Le Boudoir
Lord Jefferv Inn
Lots for Littles

Mercantile**

Modrian
Regency Hair Stylists

Sophia Bookshop
Summerlin Floors
The Global Trader

WBlQ

-91100

UMOp
apisdn

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Condos.,

seeking quiet

responsible residents.

Long and stiort term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

^hop Talk

Q Why do you like to
shop at JRICH?

TonyRHcy
Amharst, Student

'Good service. You
guys are always cheery.

I get to layaway stuff

when I'm really poor.
Your clothes make me

look real good."

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

1»1 N. PiMum SI. AmrMrtt • 283^13
22 Maaonie St, Northampioo

Op«i 7 d«yt
Thuf«d«y nigM* in Northampton

COLLEGIAN
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being billed as the Thrillue in Montague.
Bo's been hangin' and bangin' with the
rawhide bone. Oh. to hve the dog's life.

• A long-time reader from Fort Worth
IS wondering what happened to the weekly
references to horseback riding. Well, after
winning the Triple Crown on Joker and
The Breeder's Cup on Teddy, we decided it
was best to retire undefeated rather than
risk further injury.

• Coach MacPherson always struck me
as an inteUigent man. but his return to
Foxboro on Monday has altered my opin-
ion somewhat. It's one thing to go in the
parking lot. tailgate and enter the game
with a few barley drinks in your system.
To go in under your own powers with no
seditives is simply insane.

• Need the perfect compliment to this
space? Turn to page three for thoroughly

entertaining "News from other U's." It's
hke a winter beer in front of a warm,
glowing fire.

• Coach Cal's got his own television
show. Mind you, Ronald Reagan started
oflFin show business as well. I'd put Cal up
against Jay Leno any night of the week,
but Cal loses in the one-on-one matchup
with both Letterman and Arsenio.

• Bill Clinton's putting together his
transition team and Jon Bagley's still
available for the point guard position. Too
bad Alonzo Mourning signed, he'sjust the
kind of big man Clinton could have used.
If he's got the bucks, Barry Bonds would
be a good signing.

• I've hit a peak with my pool game
where I'm not progressing and the di-
gression is subtle. My private instructor,
Montague's resident pro Tina, has seem-
ingly lost hope in me.

"What should 1 do with this shot, Tina?"
Ill ask.

"Have another beer, Dave," she'll reply.
In other Montague Inn news, my name

now adorns the trophy on the video bowling
game with a phenomenal 266. I was roll-
ing strikes the way the X-Man shoots the
rock — early and often.

The Shirl had no time for gjorts wis-
dom this week — she's recuperating from
the monstrosity she called Thanksgiving
Dinner.

The Shirl. a cook for the ages.
• The Cravat King contest enters its

first official week with Milt Cole holding
the slight edge.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyeson next week's 103rd annual "Scotty's"
award presentation.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Minutewomen
continued from poge 1
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"1 'm not sure we'll play anyone else
this season as talented in the post as
Artis," O'Brien said. "If I had known
she was going to transfer last year, 1

would have gone after her.
"You have to give Northeastern

credit though," O'Brien said. They
fought hard and played with a lot of
defensive intensity."

It was morning... Bob
smiled up at me... it was

wonderful*

You never

forget

your first

Collegian.
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CANCUN „on, t399
BAHAMAS Horn $409
JAMAICA >^$43B
SOUTH PADRE fn,m $409
FLORIDA o^^ in„,$109

Braakaway Trsv»l
1-800.862.7325

••fi

BASHAWS BARGAIN BASEMENT

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
That Includes Elegant Silver Jewellery, f?ichily

Colored Hand Embroidered Ladies Dresses &
Exquisite HarKJ-Crofted Gifts.

241 Mam St Nofthompton, MA 01060 • 413-586-6030

Take the GRE Test
on Computer

ETS approved - convenient
immediate scores

^'£ Sylvan

*^ Center
WOBURN (•17) •33-MW

WORCESTER (508)796 1140

E&jGMiommY
Managment Oevelopimt Pro^n

?Di?^

An acceleratedprogram designed to giveparticipants a thorough foundation

in consumer goods sales and sales management in preparaUon for the

career in Field Marketing Management. Our Recruiting program is

focused on graduating candidates in either business or Uberal arts.

To lean, more about E^J Galio Winery, Managetnent Development
Program you are invited to attend an information session on:

Thursday, December 3rd

at

7:00pm
in the

University Campus Center, rm. 805

Telefund Office

Jobs Available
Now and for Winter Session

If you possess excellent communication
skills, telefund is the job for you.

• Great experience
• Competitive pay
• Flexible hours

- APPLY NOW -

UMASS TELEFUND
Basement Memorial Hall

M5-3509

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
Jale

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

Deadline; two days prior to pubhcalion

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALL
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad and Sraahfatt downiown Amherst
5490733

N««d a locli*r7 We have Ihem at OCHOI
428 Sliitlpni Union

PVOC oil coop. Purchase home heating
wl at reduced cost. Register at OCHO 428
Student Union or call 54S 0865. Save
money and stay warm. Coma )Oin now!

Spaniah tpaakars
Earn $$$
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Native or non native) for Psychology
reading study
Call Mana 545 0693

Sublattinfl ovar intaraaa«io«7 Place
your advertisement free of charge at off

campus housing. Room 428 Student
Union. You may also list over the phorw.
Call S45 0865

AUTO FOR SALE

TRADE 83 Nisaan pickup for functional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

S49 3662.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall apacial
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S6 00
1 or 2 toppings add SI.00
Free soda with large sub salad or

spaghetti

5496098
549607i
MUST MENTION THIS ADI

FOR RENT

AmlwrM 3 badiaum condo avail. Feb.
Isl Room avail $275» 1 bedroom apart
ment avail.

LirKOln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St. 2S3 7879

Lavoratt - cleaa to campus -- room in

sunny honie in exchange for 12 hours of

childcare per week plus some light

housekeeping duties. Must be available
for early morning (7 am 3;X pml and
soma afterr>oont (3:» 5 pm( Car es-

sentialsometransporting of children. 548-

9395

Take over Brattdywitie lease 2 bed
rooms incs. heat and hot water, great
location S750/month starts end of Jan.*
Call Lori or Laura 549 4816

Two fomalos for double bedroom Presi-

dential apts 162 Each t 549-4705

Amhorat Balehartown Una 3 to S bed-
room new homes call 586 4270

FOR SALE

HP inkiata for laaa than retail price also
no tax!

Call 548 7742

Indigo oirls tiR - 2 tickets. 1 UMass 1

Non Good seats S30 for both. Call 253-

0813. Dec. 6 Fine Arts Center

Neat things: Mens "^lack leather trench
(40), Hugo Boss suits (42 r & L), 14K 20
inch herringbone chain(23.5grams), Jeep
top for C| 7; Hitachi 30 Watt reciever;

Hafler modified bookshelf speakers; BSR
speakers. Reasonable BO's...John 323
9311.

1 0K gold ring with smalt diamond si;e 5
S40
Woman's black leather jacket siie M with
thinsulate lining S200 253 3757

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs * CAse and manuals
Call Milch 548 9761 S450 O.B.O

FOUND

2 pairs of glassas:

1 in a grey corduroy case the glasses are
brown the other m a blue case from Mass
Bay Eye Associates they have a partial

gold frame. Contact Justin 540 6120

HELP WANTED
Orivare $7-t10 par hour
Stan immediately
Apply Domino's Pizia

241 King St. Northampton

Holiday Jobs for the environmerH
Work with MASSpirg to pass the
toughest environmental laws in the
country.
* Learn campaign skills

* Slop Pollution
* Make a difference!

Call Carmen 256 6434

International Employmant - Make
S2000* per month teaching English
abroad. Japan and Tahwan. Many provide
room and board ar>d other benefits. Fi-

nancially culturally rewarding. For pro-
gram call (206)632 1146 ext. J5001

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
RGIS Inventory specialists needs reliable
people to take inventory for various retail

ers in the Worcester , Leominster
areas. This is a flexible, pan time position
with day or night and weekend hours
avail S6.00 per hour to start

Comprehensive training provided
Private transponation required

Travel Reimbursment
For an interview please call

(508)832 6153 Monday through Friday

between 10 am to 4 pm

Local party shop hiring immediately
call 549 1430

Wanted: Travel Rape for spring break.
Established company with many years
experierKe. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.Call 1 800 3SI
ESTA ask for Bonnie

LOST

s^at taMasaa — loat somewhere be-
tween Gorman ar>d Hertcr Men Night
If found call Alison at 546 6648

Lost silver and torquoisa claddaugh
nr>g somewhere on campus 11/19. If

found can 2S3 2733.

PERSONALS

Cam,
Have an awesome birthday! 1

1

Love.

The Crew

Kim Millar
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 2121

Happy Birthday FINALLY!
I hope you are not loo hungover from
last night to head uptown again to
night, and tomorrow and celebrate at

the formal! Enjoy your day! 212121 21
2121 21 2121
Love,

Karen

Sigtnasl
Gel psyched 'or formal tomorrow
night. If will be awesome Let's party!

ROOM WANTED
Female grad student lookir>g to rent
room in house for spring semester.
Prefer laid back but considerate indi

viduals. Please call 508 228 6265

ROOMATES WANTED
Atnharst 2 bedroom apt 1 room lor rent

2 full baths w/heat and hot water included
on bus route available immediately. Call
Tom or Stacy 256 0274

Female nonsmokar wanta4 to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt Cheep rent 2
minute walk to town (on bus rt) walking
distance to campus 253 5219

Mala roomata needed to share large
bedroom 145.00 plus utilities. 256 3191

Need female roomate Puffton spring sem.
$150 Mo/heat incl. 549 8757

Need 2 giria to take over oA lease for
Sping 1993 There are 3 of us and 2 of us sre
graduating!

Call anytime 549 8248

One or two roomales wanted for spring
semester starting January 1. Washer and
dryer, close to campus 549 5134

One famaia
Brandywine apts

Start Jan 93
$190 inc. Heat/water
Jen 549 7845

Room available nowl - House in Noho.
$200* per month, near bus 586 9789

Roomates needed call Mill Valley estates
253 7377
Single or double for 1 bedroom

Single room avail, in spacious house tping
sem call 665 0265 190.00/mo«.

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help 7

^

Call Birthright of Amherst aree for free
testing and confidential, canng help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549-1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chf.s at 756 8393

SHIATSU PRACTITIONER

Shiatsu massage focused on stress
management $30/hr. Hayley 256-0608

TRAVEL

Take It off I

Spring Break '93

Jamaica. Cancun, Florida

Save $SS Before Jan. 1

Jesse 546^6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

CIteep Typing! si/page call CopaO 1356

WM word procoasing No |ob too big or
small. $1/page Jay 549 2616 evenings

Papers typed - free cover page, spell
check. $1 50/page. Brian 546 1795

Tvpingt1/pg24hr turnaround 586 5268

t1.50/pg. laser print ask for Anne
253 5566

Typing: Fast, accurate and conve-
niently located lo serve your needs. No
job too small. Reasonable rates. Contact
Oonna/Dianne 642 2313

WANTED
Fraternitv is looking lo buy unneeded
sofas, chairs and coffee tables. Any ques
tions call Dan at 549 4848
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Sports
Florida State drops Minutemen, 67-64

CHRISTCK>HER EVANS / COLUGJAN
Freshmen Dana Dingte and the UMass Mtnutemen opened

up their season last night at Florida State.

Scott's shots
AfWr Sunday's Zolak-cident it might be time to

throw in the towel on any hopes of the Patriots
making the playoffs. Mind you, it might be time.

• My Heisman Trophy vote goes to Don Caparotti.
If only my ballot would arrive.

• The UMass mascot will be introduced prior to
Saturday night's game against Central Connecticut
(a true scheduling coup for Coach Calipari i and the
word around The Cage is that it's Chancellor O'Brien
inside the suit. He's found his calling.

David

SCOTT

By BRENT KALLESTAD
Associated Press

TALLAHASSEE. Fla. — Doug Edwards wasn't a
happy player after Florida State dropped two games in
the preseason NIT last week.

Edwards felt his teammates didn't do a very good job of
getting him the ball during the stretch drive in losses to
Indiana and UCLA, but they corrected that Wednesday.

The 6-9 senior scored 12 of Florida State's final 15
points, including two free throws with eight seconds left,

as the llth-ranked Seminoles held off No. 19 Massa-
chusetts. 67-64.

The Seminoles (3-2) took the lead for good with 2:11
left when Edwards' tip-in gave Florida State a 64-62 lead.

"We though Rodney IDobardI and I could get open
underneath." said Edwards, whol also led the Seminoles
with 12 rebounds. The plan was to get us the ball more."

Florida State's Bob Sura hit one of two free throws
with 1:26 left for a 65-62 advantage, but the visiting
Minutemen got a chance for the win when Sura was
called for an intentional fould with 1:04 left.

Sura banged hard into Mike Williams, who was headed
for an uncontested layup. Williams was unable to stay in

the game and Derek Kellog sank two free throws to pull
the Minutemen to within 65-64.

Massachusetts retained possession on the intentional
foul, but a traveling violation gave the ball back to
Florida State which ran the clock until Edwards was
fouled.

"What a first game." Calipari said. That's the type of
game we like to play."

Louis Roe had 19 points and 14 rebounds — both
career highs— to lead Massachusetts and Williams came
offthe benceh toadd 16. They were two offour sophomores
employed by Calipari for much of the game.

"Our kids played with the emotion and passion I look
for," Calipari said.

The visiting Minutemen. opening their season after a
30-5 campaign a year ago. built a 27-19 lead late in the
first half and hung on for a 39-37 lead at intermission.

The teams were tied eijght times in the final half and
the lead changed hands six times.

"It was a war." said Florida Sute coach Pat Kennedy,
after playing his fourth straight ranked opponent. "I
thought the ACC was tough."

Sura added 14 points. Uobard 12 and Sam Cassell 11
for Florida Sute.

Spalding to sponsor UM teams

• So the Red Sox are talking with Kirby Puckett
but Lou Gorman wouldn't use his name in inter-
views after the meeting on Sunday. The guess here
is Sweet Lou a ) forgot his name or, b) couldn't figure
out what the Sox would do with a Kirby Puckett
anjrway Sign him and the pennant flies in Boston.

• Doug Flutie. Doug Flutie — that name sounds
awfully famiUar doesn't it? The guy owned Boston
College and now his got a share of Canada.

• Why can't ITT Techmcal InsUtute make the
Sweet 16?

• Marge "Should Be" Schott is about as convinc-
ing in interviews as Clarence Thomas was.

• The Red Sox found the ultimate excuse for their
lack ofhome runs by blaming the longball shortfall on
the addition of The 600 Club If the UMass baseball
team has a similar power outage they can blame it on
the new Mullins Arena Hope for the best, prepare for
the worst — a Boston sports survival plan.

• Shaquille O'Neal.
• My dog Bo has decided to come out ofretirement

and re-enter the boxing ring. His return bout this
weekend against neighborhood tough guy Blue is

Turn to SCOTTS, page 1
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'AP)— Athletic programs at the University ofMassa
chusetts will receive a boost from Spalding Sports
Worldwide.

The Chicopee-based sporting goods manufacture an-
nounced Wednesday that it has become a corporate
sponsor of the school's teams.

Details were not disclosed, but Spalding President
George Dickerman, a UMass graduate and an active
supporter ofthe Umversity'g school ofmanagement, said
the agreement "reaffirms the ties' between the nation's
oldest sporting goods company and the nearby state
university.

The company has had a longsUnding relationship
with the university's business, engineering, polymer
research and computer programs, he said.

"As a sute umversity, UMass has been faced with
significant budget cuts." said Glenn Wong, interim ath-
letic director at the the Amherst campus. "Corporate
support is extremely imporUnt to us."

In addition to providing its products to athletic teams,
the deal calls for Spalding to be involved with the
University's summer sport camps for youngsters and
sponsor basketball coach John Calipari's show on local
television.

Minutewomen drop opener to Huskies
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Suff

Remember the old cUche. so close but yet so far?
Such was the case for the University ofMassachusetts

women's basketball team, which opened its 1992 cam-
paign on Tuesday ni^t with high hopes, but ended up
losing to Northeastern in a heartbreaker, 64-63. despite
a hennilean 34-point. 13-rebound effort from freshman
Melissa Gurile.

The Minutewomen were up by one with 10 seconds left
in the game after fi:^shman Kim Gregory (6 pts, 2 rebs)
took an inbounds pass and made a great one-on-one move
on the baseline to beat her defender The Huskies
immediatly drove the length of the floor and with one
second left, a defensive lapse by UMass made it necessary
for fi^shman OcUvia Thomas ( 1 1 pts, 3 rebs) to commit a
foul. The NU player coolly sank the two free throws for the
victory.

"Losings tough enough, but it's even tougher because
we gave the game away," said head coach Joanie O'Brien.
"I told them that ifwe score on our last posession, go man-
to-man. But we didn't have good defense and the girl
ended up nailing two free throws."

Get your television set for Saturday
College basketball has its own version ofSuper Saturday

Super Saturday IS UDon us cation ofthings to come. Ifthe Wolverines

UMass seemed to have the game in the bag in the
second half as they were up by 10 and playing well. But
it seemed as though the Minutewomen didn't want to win
as the Lady Huskies cut the deficit from 10 to two in a
matter of minutes.

The story for the Minutewomen. however, was 6'3"

center Mehssa Gurile. In her first collegiate game, she hit
15 of 20 field goals for a mere 34 points and 13 rebounds
but it was still not enough to propel UMass to victory.

"I don't know what happened." said Gurile. "I wasjuM
throwing up shots and they were going in."

O'Brien said she was a little more impressed with
Gurile's performance, though.

"Melissa was incredible," said O'Brien. "She did things
during the game that we've never seen herdo in practice."

"I think out of the 20 shots she took, only about two
were bad (shots I - I'll be surprised ifshe doesn't get plaver
of the week." ^ y j

Northeastern 's KaUsha Artis. a 6'0 sophomore trans-
fer from the University of Virginia, was UMass' nemesis
all game long. Like a knife through butter, Artis sliced
her way through the UMass defense for 23 points and 1

1

rebounds.

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN. page 1
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Super Saturday is upon us.

This Saturday the world of college
basketball officially arrives with marquee
match-ups galore spreading the nation.

Indiana vs. Kansas
The matchup of the Jayhawks and

Hoosiers is the best of 'em all. It will be
Calbert Cheaney going at it with Darrin
Hancock. The guard Undem of Adonis
Jordan and Rex Walters against the horde
of Hoosier guards will be intense. Bobby
Knight Uking on Roy Williams. The dif-

ference might be Allan Henderson, then
again it could be a coming out party for
Mr. Hancock.

Jeff

CROFTS
The Prediction: Cheaney scores a

bundle but it does not matter — the
Jayhawks will be too much for the Hoo-
siers. Walters will bomb away, Jordan
will somehow be able to break down the
Hoosier D, while Hancock will put on a
show. Kansas 77-71.

Michigan vs. Duke
This is the most intriguing match-up of

the day. Duke as always, will be ready.
For Michigan this game could be an indi-

come out hungry and revenge-seeking it

could be an omen ofthings to come for the
rest ofthe NCAA. However, ifWebber and
CO. come out flat and unprepared it could
be an omen of things to come for Steve
Fischer and his sUff.

Webber should be able to abuse
Cherokee Parks inside at will. Grant Hill
could use this game as a springboard to
greater things— he is definitely ready. If
Hurley is able to penetrate with ease it

could be a long night for the Wolverines.
Jalen Rose had best be ready defensively
to stop Hurley and Thomas Hill. Perhaps
the key could be Jimmy King for Michigan— if he cans the trey, can the Dukies.
The Prediction: Webber goes sick dog

with highlight film moves. It will not
matter. The Blue Devils know how to win.
and know how to win against Michigan. I

might not like Hurley, but he sure can
play. Grant Hill will explode. Duke 80-75.

Georgia Tech vs. Kentucky
A great match-up. Will someone help

Mashburn up front against the tough tag-
team of Malcolm Mackey and James

question.

The Prediction: All of the above does
not matter, it is at Kentucky. Kentucky
86-73.

Michigan State vs. Louisville
Mike Peplowski is takingon CliffRozier.

The incrediblyUlented CliffRozier. Shawn
Respert will have his work cut out for him
against the rest ofthe Louisville athletes.

The Prediction: Rozier will make this
game his personal playground and the
plodding Peplowski will be his victim.
Respert will bomb away, but it won't be
enough, Louisville 75-68.

UMass vs. Central
Connecticut State

To all the new students who don't know
this is one of the greatest rivalries in New
England History. The Minutemen cur-
rently lead this storied series 108-106.
Last year Francois Firmin had to bury a
trey in triple overtime to pull it out for
Coach Cal. Fans had to sleep overnight in
the Cage to get tickets, this year should be
no different.

The Prediction: The above is total
trash. It is all wrong, completely wrong.

II so. there could be an upset. How will j " »."

Travis Ford do against Travis Best?A big JeffCroft, i« a Collegian colummsl

SPORTS
NOTICE

Tickets will be given out to

students today at the Curry
Hicks Cage from 7 a.m. to 3
p.m. for Saturday's basket-

ball game against Central

Connecticut. Students who
do not have their student

activity cards may also pick

them up at the Cage today.

i/Ulq9jrXrX4.

come of age
ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

Indigo Girls have come of age.

The popular folk duo. made up of Emily

Sailers and Amy Ray, have travelled a long

way from issuing the single "Crazy Game"
on their own Indigo label in 1985. Four
albums and one live EP later. Indigo Girls

remain one of the true pio-

^^^^^ neers in the re-emergence of

^^^^^ folk music-turned-pop music.

m^^^ Combining intricate,

^ lasting harmonies and emo-
tional, honest lyrics. Indigo Girls have

proven that folk music doesn't have to be
pretentious and preachy.

Saliers and Ray have known each other

since 1976, when the pair began perform-

ing together at Atlanta's Emory University

But it wasn't until 1989 that their first

major label effort. Indigo Cirls. and the hit

single "Closer to Fine" was released that

the singer/songwriters made it big.

In a recent Boston Herald interview.

Emily recalls those tough years before they

became big.

"We were on the phone, eight hours a

day. calling radio stations and begging for

airplay and gigs. Then we'd go out. Maybe
play II days straight. Drive to South Caro-

lina one night. Then drive

to Nashville the next.

Play a 20-minute

opening set and

then go home and

get into bed at

seven in the morn-

ing."

But no more. Peak-

ing at "22 and remaining

on the charts for 35 weeks,

"Closer to Fine" has proven the group's

signature song. Scattered with stellar

guests — from Hothouse
Flowers and Luka Bloom to

the now-unforgettable

backup vocals by Michael Stipe

on "Kid Fears" - Indigo Girls

still remains the group's defining

album, garnering a Grammy nomination
for "Best New Artist.

'

After a re-release of a 1987 limited

edition indie Strange Fire. Indigo Girls

followed up their self-titled triumph

with Nomads'lndians'Saints in 1990,

their second album with REM pro-

ducer Scott Litt.

Nomads once again utilizes an

eclectic supporting cast to supple-

ment the group's growing lyrical

depth. Drummer Kenny Aronoff.

bassist Sara Lee (proven more than once to

be Indigo Girls' most potent secret

weapon), the Ellen James Society and Mary
Chapin-Carpenter all add to the infinite

worth of

this follow-

up. So much so

that "Hammer and a Nail." the album's first

single earned the group's third Grammy
nomination for "Best Contemporary Folk

Recording."

1990 also heralded the group's first

home video. Live at the Uptown
Lounge, a mini-concert at an Ath-

ens, GA nightclub

Throughout 1991. Indigo Girls

headlined various benefit concerts,

including the Children's Health Fund
with Paul Simon, as well as gigs with Joan
Baez, Jackson Browne. Graham Nash
and Mary Chapin-Carpenter. Also

in 1991. an eight-song live

EP. Back on the Bus YAH. M^
earns a Grammy nomination^^
for "Best Contemporary Folk Album."

#

Turn to COME OF A.GE. page 4

this weekend
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Vibrant folk singer Lui Collins to visit NoHo
By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Staff

The Iron Horse will, on Saturday night,
be featuring one of New England's finest
singers and songwriters.

Lui Collins is a 20-year-veteran of con-
certs, clubs and festivals on the New En-
gland Folk Circuit. This weekend, she will

show the crowd just what she can do with
her refreshing original repertoire, a mix of
many influences, including her endless
classical training on piano, violin arKi french
horn, as well as experience with traditional
music of the British Isles and the United
States.

With her prolific songwriting, Collins, a
native Vermonter, shows the depth and
insight she produces so regularly from her
everyday life, its richness and emotional
power.

Collins is constantly recognized for her ^^ ^ ., „. . „. ,.,, ^. .„ „, .. .y, „ ^.^^^
songwriting ability and her vibrant live understanding of the human condition to
performances. Covers of her songs have her writing and singing. She goes with you

been released by some of the best, includ-
ing Garnet Rogers (brother of the late

great Stan Rogers) and Priscilla Herdman.
Collins lets out a strong pure voice and

plays an inventive and always appropriate
acoustic guitar that has, through the years,
labeled her as one of the best guitarists-
arrangers heard in years. This year alone
Collins has written a fiddle tune, a song for

children's theatre and a four-part round
among numerous other compostions.

Collins has released three albums on
Green Linnet Records that have received
endless praise from journalists around the
country.

She is time and time again praised by
listeners and colleagues alike. In 1991.
Collins was nominated for "Outstanding
Folk Act" by the Boston Music Awards.
The Boston Herald called her the
"Folksinger For Our Times."

Collins is an artist who brings a deep

when you travel into your inner depths,
casting light and comfort, bringing you
back gently and gracing her insights with

a nice little touch of humor.
Appearing with Collins will be Bob

Franke. one of Collins' co-favorites on the
New England folk scene.

Collins is ready to sing about things

that matter: love, intimacy, family,
friendships, pain and growth. You will find

yourself completely wrapp>ed up in her
music, singing with her. dancing in your
seat. You will leave smiling and. as you
drive down the road on your way home,
you'll still be humming to yourself that last

sweet song.

The combination of Collins and Franke
will make Saturday night a night to re-

member. Don't miss it.

Lui Collins and Bob Franke will be
dazzling the crowd at the Iron Horse in

tioHo on Saturday night at 7 P.M. Tickets
are $10.50 in advanceand can be ordered
through the Horthannpton Box Office.

COUMTUV SUSAN «MUON
Lui Collins

The Five College Program in

Peace & World Security Studies

Presents:

The Prospects for International Peace-

keeping In the 1990' and Beyond"

A lecture by:
Major General (Retired) IMDAR JIT RIKHYE
Jennings Randolph Distinquished Fellow,

United States Institute of Peace

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3rd
8:OOPM

Converse Hall, Amherst College

This event is FREE, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.
For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600. ext. 519.

DURING LUNCH HOUR, I HELPED A
THUNDER GOD TRIUMPH OVER IMPOSSIBLE
ODDS, FOUGHTOFFAN INTERGALACTIC

INVASION,AND STILLHADTIMEFOR DESSERT.

' Ui ^
I V

[DISCOUNT UQUOftS

Bud Dry/Lt.

cs./cans

$11.** + dep.

MiNtr GMuiiM Draft A
MMmGmmhm Draft Lt

cs7cans

$11.»• dep

Coors Extra Gold
cs./bar botts.

_$11 .** + dep

OPEN SUNDAYS
12:00 -7:00 pm

Keystone Lt/Dry
cs./cans

$9.*^ + dep

M.D. 20/20„ -,.

750 ml $2.
Purple Passion

$3.*o
1.5 L

4 Seasons Vodka

L
$8.^«1.75

ICE!!
10 lbs. $1.00
50 lbs. $4.50

1/2 bbl KEGS!!
Natural Lt ....(32.90 *d«p
Bu*ch i38.99 * dap.
MiMar, MGO li Lt. $38.99 ««^

"""fkSr'T'"* ""-"V More!!
Nobody Beats

Basketball!
Dec. 5"- 7:00pm
Don't miss it!

Busch
^ bar bott
$9/» + dep

I
MARVELMAKESTHE MAGIC!

Available At:

Same Bat Channel
Comics, Cards, Qames and more...

Hampshire Mall, Hadley 586-8775' Ingleslde Mall, Holyoke 532-9797
... fly on your own wings of imagination

Open Monday- Saturday 1 am- 9pm Sunday 1 2 pm- 5pm pPl

Narragansett

$7." +dep

Our Prices!

Emetts Irish

Cream
750 ml $9.»»

American

$7." +dep

Tired of stores with

BAD ATTITUOES7
At 4 Seasons you'll be

treated with gratitude!

And . .

.

Sambuca
Romano

750 ml $12,^^
Absolut Vodka

750 ml
$12.49

Canadian Mist
$7.«»

750 ml

Bailey's Irish

Cream
750ml^^^ 09

Amaretto di Saronno

$13.»«
750 ml
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

KAPPCNINGS
THURSDAY

POETRY READING — "Women and Poetry in Native
America" is a poetry reading featuring Cheryl Savageau
and Doris Seale. This event will take place at 8.00 p.m.
in the Augusta Savage Gallery in the New Africa House
on the UMass campus. For more info, call 253-2219.

IN CONCERT—The Bay State Cabaret at the Bay State
Hotel. Northampton features The Rent Party with Rockin*
Dave. Flying Buttress. The Veronica Cartwrights and
Jessamyn tonight in an unprecedented concert event. 9:30
p.m. Stop by 41 Strong Ave. in NoHo for more info.

EXHIBIT — "Sacred Song Sacred Dance," a solo
exhibition of drawings by Scott Xaiobird. will be on
display through Dec. 30. A reception will be held today for
the graduate student in painting, from 5-7 p.m. at the
Amherst Community Arts Center. Free.

IN CONCERT — Da Camera Singers, a 23 voice
chorus based in Amherst, will present "The Chromatic
Art." featuring the use of pitches foreign to a particular
tonality or key. AC. Chaplin Chapel. 8 p.m. Free, but
donations encouraged.
THEATRE — Surfacing, an original work by Hamp-

shire College student Gustavo Alberto Garcia Vaca will be
presented tonight at HC Studio Theatre. 8 p.m. The
moody, imagistic script borrows heavily from the tradi-

tions of film noir and incorporates jazz and live singing.

Show runs until Dec. 6. $3 general/$2.50 students.

EXHIBIT — "CLAY," will provide you with a "discov-
ery" which "consists of looking at the same thing as
everyone else and thinking something different" accord
ing to Albert Szent-Gyoreyi. Ceramics works by Tracey
Derrig. Marty Donnell. Susan Gellantuoni. Carolyn Jones,
Virginia DAniello. Robin Kolb and Alex Solla. Reception
today. 5-7 p.m. at the Augusta Savage Gallery in the New
Africa House. On exhibit through Dec. 10. Free.

DANCE— The Second Hand Dance Company, wacky
masters of dance, will perform tonight and tomorrow at

Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m. Featured on MTV and
Carolir>e's Comedy Hour, this outrageous trio will rede-
fine your preconceived notions of what dance is. $ 1 8 and
$16 general/$9 and $8 with ID/$6 children under 16.

545 2511 fortix.

THEATRE— Vision ofRre. Andrea Hairstons kick off

event for Northampton '93 Eliminating Racism -Building

Community, will be presented tonight through the 5th at

8 p.m. in Thome's Market and again Dec. 10-12. Gospel
singers, martial artists, actors, dancers, musicians, poets
and visual artists from diverse cultural backgrounds will

be featured. $8.

EXHIBIT — Residential Arts presents the Fall BFA
Thesis Exhibition featuring Denise Grenier. Cheryl Kearns
and John Martin. A variety of media and themes will be
incorporated into this group exhibition. Sponsored by the
University Arts Council and the Student Affairs Cultural

Enrichment Fund. Reception today. 5-7 p.m.. exhibit

runs through Dec. 1 1 . Free.

FILM— The Imaging Peace film series continues with
Program 5: "One Person Can Make a Difference." Films
include Rosa Luxemburg. AC Stim Auditorium. 7 p.m
Free.

THEATRE — The F-Word, presented by Sleeveless
Theatre, will be performed tonight at Hampden Theatre.
8 p.m. Call 545-251 1 for ticket info.

FRIDAY

The Madrigal Singers will host a 1 6th century English

Christmas Feast on December 4, 5, 11, and 12.

IN CONCERT— Tatoo Jungle will jam at Pear) Street
tonight at 8:30 p.m. If you get in the door before 10 p.m..
there's no cover. 584 771 for more info.

THEATRE — Big Tim and Fanny, by Jack Gilhooley
and Daniel Czitrom will be presented tonight at Rooke
Laboratory Theatre. MHC.
Directed by Sue Lawless, this play tells the story of the
bitter aftermath of the historically infamous Triangle Fire

of 1 9 1 1
. Play runs tonight through Sunday, and Dec. 10

12 at 8 p.m.. reservations necessary. 538-2406 for

reservations.

IN CONCERT — The Iron Horse of Noho and WRNX
present Papa John Creach Blues Review tonight at 7 p.m.
Harmonica Fats and The Bemie Pearl Blues Band will be
featured. Come and see this 'pioneer of the amplified
vk>lin" who has played with greats Duke Ellington and
Charlie Daniels. 586 8686 or 1 800-THE-TICK for tick-

ets and info.

THEATRE— The University Madigral Singers present
the 22nd Annual Madrigal Dinnertonight and tomorrow.
as well as Dec. 1 1 & 12 at Bowker Auditorium. A March
ofthe Comustibles. Boar's Head. Sparkling Wassail Bow.
and dancers and court jesters will create an atmosphere
reminiscent of a 16th century English Christmas feast.

Bowker Auditorium will be decorated with banners and
heraldic shields. Diners will be serenaded by the group,
decked out in Elizabethan costumes, and by outstanding
instrumentalists from the Music Department. E. Wayne
Abercrombie will direct this award-winning ensemble.
$23 general/$l8 students. 545 0418 for tickets/info.

LECTURE — "Subglacial Processes in Modern Gla
ciers" will be presented by Dawn Lawson, Cold Regions
Research and Engineering Laboratory, as part of the
Visiting Lecturer Series in Geology. Morrill Science Cen-
ter Auditorium, 3:30. free.

FILM— Boyz ti the Hood, a film exploring the tragedy
of black youths caught in the violence of L.A. urban life

will be shown tonight at AC Campus Center Theatre. 7:30
G 10 p.m. $1.75.

COMMUNITY— The UMass Muslim Student Associa-
tion presents a Jummaa Salat Service at 12:30 p.m. For
location and info call 546-4523.

LECTURE — "Coral Reefs: Human Impacts and Cli-

mate Change." a slide presentation by Tom Goreau.
president of the Coral Reef Alliance will at SC McConnell
Hall B05. 4 p.m. Free.

FROUC — The Forgotten Frolic, an old SC tradition

and Winter Weekend altemative will take place in SC's
Davis Center Ballroom. 10 p.m. $4-6.

COMMUNITY— Shabbat Service and Dinner focusing
on predestination and free choice, and exploring a seem-
ing paradox will be held tonight at Chabad House. 6 p.m..
all welcome, free.

FILM— Silence Like Glass, the tale of two women dying
of cancer and their endearing friendship, will be presented
at AC Campus Center. Women's Center at 8:30. Free.

SATURDAY
COMMUNITY — Just in time for the shopping season,

the Peddlers Fair: hew England CraftShow wiW take place
at MHC Mary Woolley Hall. New York Room and Chapin
Auditorium. 9:30 a.m. -4 p.m. $2 general/free for students.

IN CONCERT— The Chilingirian String Quartet, one
of England's foremost ensembles, will present works by
Haydn. Britten and Dvorak. AC Buckley Recital Hall. 8
p.m. Balcony seats still available, $12 general. $10
elders. $8 area students. $5 AC students. 542-2195.

FILM — Grease, that early '80s disco flick that rede-
fined musicals and made John Travolta a dancing stud
will be shown tonight at MHC. Gamble Auditorium. 7 & 9
p.m. $2.50.

DANCE — Don't miss the 4th Annual Hillel Semi-
Formal, party on Ben Yehuda. Call 549-1610 for ticket

info. Event runs from 8:30-midnight.

THEATRE — Argos, a senior thesis project directed
and choreographed by Erich Cranor. AC '93, will run
tonight through Monday. 8 p.m. Work is adapted by
Cranor from plays by Aeschylus and Euripides. Poetry,
spectacle to the accompaniment of original of original

music by Carl Evans, AC '92. Free, reservations neces-
sary. Call 542-2277 for more info/rtservations.

rhe Second Hand Dance Company will perform at
Bowker Auditorium Friday arxJ Saturday.

COMEDY— Comedian Carrot Top, featured on MTVs
Half-hour Comedy Hour. Star Search and ABC's Friday
Night Videos will split your sides tonight at AC's Campus
Center Frontroom. 9 p.m.. $5/$ I with ID.

IMPROV — Improvisational comedy troupe The Girls

Who Can 't Help It, with local author Steven Riel will per-

form tonight as part of the Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual Cafe
Series. Riel will read poetry from his works How ToDream.
RFD: A Country Journal for Gay Men Everywhere, and
Lasting RelaUons. The Girls Who Can 't Help It will ask the
audience for ideas and suggestions and develop a skit

building on the audience's original ideas. The Hatch, 730
p.m.. $3 donatk>n requested.

IN CONCERT — Lui Collins and Bob Frankie. two of
New England's finest singer/songwriters, will appear in a
double bill concert at the Iron Horse in Northampton,
tonight at 7 p.m. For ticket info call 584-0610.

PRINT-IN — Lori Leininger. local artist, teacher and
mother of two will demonstrate how she prints from wood
blocks and help participants leam how to do the same. An
exhibition of her prints will follow. Amherst Community
Arts Center. 1 -4 p.m. $7 fee.

IN CONCERT— The UMass Performing Arts Division
presents an Honors Recital tonight at 7 p.m. in Bezanson
Recital Hall, F.A.C. Donations accepted.

BOOKSIGNING — Jane Yolen. Jane Dyer. Barry
Moser and Ann Turner will autograph copies of their latest

children's books at the Odyssey Bookshop in South
Hadley. Bring the kids or friends by between 1 and 3 p.m.
for this special event. 534-7307 for more info.

DROP-IN CLASSES — The Guild Studio School will

offer a "Wreaths and Wrapping Paper" class with Jennifer
Tinker. Leam how to make festive wreaths from natural
and synthetic materials, and wrapping paper from potato
prints, glitter, markers and more. $7 will get your 5- 1

2

year-old into the class running from 1 -4 p.m. Call 584-
3299 for more info.

SUNDAY
IN CONCERT— The Indigo Girls, that worid-famous,

contemporary folk duo will rock the F.A.C. with special
guests, the Roches tonight at 8 p.m. Show is sold out.

READING — "A Gallery of Readers: Brett Averitt and
John Morris" fills the SC Neilson Library Browsing Room
with words of literary wisdom. 4 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — The Smith College Glee Club. Col-
lege Choirs Alpha and Omega, Harvard University's
Men's Glee Club. Smith College Handbell Choir and the
Festival Brass Choir fill John M. Greene Hall with the
wondrous and mighty music of the holiday season.
Lucinda Thayer and Jessel Murray conduct. Grant Moss
will play the organ. 4 and 7:30 p.m. Free. Doors open 35
minutes before each performance.
COMMUNITY— Shabbat Service with Storyteller Judith

Black will take place at MHC's Abbey Small Chapel at 5
p.m. Storytelling at the Eliot House Lounge at 7:30 p.m.
Free.

IN CONCERT— The Amherst College Christmas Ves-
pers, a festival of lessons and carols by the AC Choral
Society and director Jonathan Hirsh, AC '86 will be
performed. AC Johnson Chapel, 4 & 7:30 p.m. Free.
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Closer to Fine: an Indigo Girls discography
THIS WEEKEND

By JON LCJPO
Collegian Staff

Rue albums, fioe different messages. Each of Indigo
Gills albums offer honest perspectives and folk-pop
sensibility. Every effort reveals the Indigos at varying
stages of life, love and maturity. A look back at Indigo
Girls

'
discs shows where they 've been and where they 're

going — with varying results.

Strange Fire— (1987; rr.

1 989) The most honest and
rawest Indigo Girls;
unfiltered and rigidly fo-

cused. Emily and Amy
have never been so in

synch, from Arry's heart-
felt title track to Emily's
wrenchingly cathartic "Hey
Jesus." Strange Fire offers
indigo Girts' at their most

basically beautiful. These are the seemingly simple har
monies, the solemn and grinding guitar work and the true
lyrics that are the foundation of Indigo Girts. Though their
cover of "Get Together" verges on the hokey and "Walk
Away" overdoes it on the baby's. Strange Rre is classic
Indigo. A

Indigo Girls— ( 1 989) The
definitive Indigo Girts al

bum. One of the most
seamless, near-perfett al

bums of the 80's. this self

titled effort is everything
good about Amy and
Emily

.
They vecome a tong

way from Strange Fire: In

digo Girls is more assured
and lyrically more daring.

_

Even beyorki the pop song turned -anthem "Closer To
Fine.' every track is a small aria of folk-pop heaven.
From Michael Stipe s haunting backup on "Kid Fears" to
the ripping guitar licks of "Land of Canaan." Indigo Girls
is a musical feat that the duo hasn't reached since. A*
Momads'lndians'Sjiints — (1990) Probably the most
distant, even generic Indigos effort A few stellar songs
peak through /Vomads" erratic, though mostly thoughtful
texture: the brilliant "Worid Falls" — one of the group's
best songs ever — concludes with a magnificent Amy/
Emily harmony; the careful and image-rich pair of
"Watershed" and 'You and Me of the 10.000 Wars" as
well as -Pushing the Meedle Too Far" — a powder-keg

SPORTS MR
&RCSraURflNT

THURSDAY
WHMP Live Radio Show

with

Coach John Calipari
'• Question & Answer Session
• Meet the Coach & Players

6-7 PM

FRIDAY
Happy Hour

4-6

FREE Pizza Slices

SATURDAY
UMASS vs. Central CONN

POST GAME PARTY
FREE Buffet

SUNDAY
NFL Game of the Week
RAMS vs. TAMPA

$3 Chicken & Pasta Buffet
7:00-8:00 PM

Half Time Appetizer Blitz

1/2 Price

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549 4040

condemnation if there ever
was one. "Hammer and a
TSail," the album's only
single nominated for a
Grammy, successfully
walks the line between
preachiness and poetry,
coming down effectively or,

the latter. Yet there's
something missing from
Nomads; one just gets the

feeling that their hearts' weren't in it. Simply because
other indigo Girls' albums were sogood. Nomads becomes
the group's weakest studio album by default. B+

Back on the Bus, Y'AU
(1990) An eight-song live

EP, recorded at Notre Dame
University. West Georgia
College and the Uptown
Lounge in Athens. GA.
Nothing truly sp>ectacular
here, except for a spell-

binding cover of Bob
Dylans "All Along the
Watchtower. " Also includes
the studio version of "1-2-3" from the Nomads CD that
seems to gain some resonance when taken in this new
context. The scant eight song format leaves the listener
wanting more of that unique live Indigo sound, but its
worth it if you're a fan. B

Rites ofPassage— ( 1 992) The band's most diverse and
risky effort yet. Rites is a bold, exciting step in a new
direction. With a new producer, new and old favorites on
backup. Rites not only sounds different than any other
Indigos album, but Aeete different.

Emily soars with a couplet of great unrequited love
songs. "Ghost" and "Love Will Come To You." Amy's
writing has never been better, especially in "Three Hits."
inspired by the poems of Frank Stafford. "Nashville." a
scathing diatribe on a Southem city, and a somber love
song in "Cedar Tree." But the most memorable track on
Rites is Amy Ray's pounding, emotionally devastating
cover of Dire Straits' "Romeo and Juliet."

Rites also allows Indigo Girls to lighten up. With
"Gallileo" and "Airplaine." the group takes a decidedly
lighter look at reincarnation and fear of flying, respectively.
Yet Rites shows that Indigo Girls are becoming more
distinct individually; never before has it been so easy to
identify a song written by Amy or Emily. But its not a step
apart: it's more indkative that both the women and the
band are continually evolving. A

Come of Age

RUNAWAY WITH THE POOR AND TALENTED

LIFESTYLES OF
THE COLLEGIAN

( 0.\I ISfhl) I RO.M WFIKI.MMONHK
Which brings Indigo Girls to 1992. Rites of Pas-

sage, their fifth release, may be the group's most
daring effort. In addition to the Indigos' now
trademark harmonies and complex lyrics. Rites of
Passage brings forth not only a new producer
Peter Collins, who has worked with hard -rockers
Queensryche and Alice Cooper — but also a wa
tershed of varied, exotic instruments. From cellos
to Irish fiddles to Eastern percussion. Rites of Pas-
sagenot only sounds different that past Indigo Girls'
efforts, but there is a genuine sense of adventure, of
maturity.

But no studk) album can capture the true emotion
and power of Indigo Girls: they are meant to be seen
and heard live. Sunday will proove that the Indigos
truly deliver; it promises to be one of the best
concerts the FAC has seen in a while.

Performing with Indigo Girls will be the real sister
act. The Roches. A major supporting player on
Rites ofPassage, one can only hope that this angelic
folk trio won't be able to resist an impromtu col-
laboration.

But most importantly, what has challenged,
moved and entertained many will now do the same
live for a lucky few — you should be one of them.

Indigo Girbi will perform with special guests The
Roches at the Fine Arts Center Sunday. December
6 at 8 p.m. Tickets $20 general: $18 students w/
valid ID. Call 545-2511. Sponsored by UPC Pro-
ductiorxs.

Oiitersession'9 3
Multiculturcdism: Fulfillment or Death of the

December 30 -January

• • • • ••••
•••••

•::nx::
• ••••••
•••••t•••••!••••

• •••

Register Now!

Call the School of Continuing Education
and Graduate Studies

1000 State Street, Springfield

747-6325

American Dream?

14

Speakers:

Dr. Kjmal Ali

WeMfield Sute CoU«(e

Dr. Joyce Bcrfcjnu

UMASS

Rev. Charles Biakney

Fir«l Cong. Church

South Hadley

Dr. Daniel Czitrom

Mount Holyoke College

Dr. David Glatsberf

UMASS

Dr. Louti Greenbaum

UMASS

David Grotsbcck
Mats. Assoc, for Bilingual Education

Dr. Baily Jackaon

UMASS

Eileen Kelly

Holyoke Community College

Dr. Everett Ladd

Roper Center

Thorn Levy

Synthesis Center

Ruth Moore
Mass. Comm. for Deaf

Dr. Rosalie Porter

Fullbright Lecturer, Author
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Daydreams
of Connick Jr.

in Dixieland
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Harry Connick, Jr.

25
Columbia

There I was. in the heart of Dixieland — Bourbon
Street. New Orleans (or N'orlins as the locals say)—
sitting in a jazz club, enjoying a drink while Han^
Connkk. Jr. sat at the black Baby Grand piano
playing songs from his latest release 25 (referring to
his age). When Connick stopped playing I realized
that I wasn't in Louisiana, but instead I was in my
room listening to the CD for my latest review.

25 is a magical compilation of the typical piano-
and-vocal solo renditions ofsuch songs as "Stardust."
"Music. Maestro. Please." and "On the Street Where
You Live." In addition to these songs are beautifully
crafted solos such as. "I'm An Old Cowhand (From
The Rio Grande)" which happens to be one of the
more rhythm ic songs where the piano and Connick's
voice go together magnificently.

"The Muskrat Ramble" is an absolute vaudeville
piano solo that is the type of music you'll find in a
Woody Allen film. "Lazybones" is a vocal duet with
New Orleans howler Johnny Adams which uses an
electrical organ instead of the piano.

One ofthe more familiar tunes is "On the Atchison.
Topeka and the Santa Fe." This laid-back song
allows Connick to show his voice range in a subtle
manner. (Have you ever seen the Judy Garland film
with this song in it? Evidently Connick dkl).

Personally. 25 is similiar to past Connick LP's in
that certain songs sound similiar with his soft toned
Southem voice singing each lyric with an absolute
feeling from within.

Connick's classy kind of music makes it the type
of music you would hear playing at The St. Regis or
at The Ritz in the main dining room.

Its evident through the albums that he has re-
leased, that Connick really cares about his work. It

is very revealing about Connick's love for jazz mu-
sic. He's so skilled at singing and at playing the
piano that there hasn't been a time when he hasn't
inspired me to the point that I wished that I could play
and sing the way he does.

His abilities as a piano player are anything but
constrained (and he knows it). Connick's music is

controlling. Once you purchase one of his albums—
you're hooked. You'll listen to it for romance or to
unwind. You know those times when you saunter in,

turn the lights down low. spritz on the Obsession and
pop in the Connick hook-up disc. LOOOOOVE
music. It's everything you've ever wanted for one of
those nke quiet evenings.

From any liner notes of Connick's discs it can be
seen that this artist isn't playing because he wants to
collect on his talent, ratfier he is just happy to b>e able
to play for his fans as he says, "I only know how happy
I am to be given the opportunity to make another
record for you." And it sure shows. Thanks Harry!
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Harry Connick, jr.

ALLEY OOPS
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present:

HE'ADLINERS
525 PLBASATfT STREET

nORTHAMPTOn/O nORTHAMP

584-2491
Gel Your Friiiernlty & Sorority Party Reservations

Irish rock at the Horse
The Drovers will take you on a roll thru the clover
By USA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The Chicago based Irish American band, The Drov-
ers, will bring their fun brand of extemporaneous musical
performance to the Iron Horse this Sunday. Recently
voted Chicago's Best Unsigned Band at the Illinois
Entertainer's Chicago Music Awards, The Drovers have
released their debut album. World of Monsters, on their
own label. Tantrum Records.

The Drovers' musical influences range from pop to
Irish to Uaditional. Mike Kirkpatrick is not only on guitar
and vocals, but he is also responsible for writing most of
the material.

Sean Clealand plays the fiddle, and Dave Callahan
plays bass and vocals Jackie Moran's on the drums,
bodhran, and percussion in general. Winston Damon is
on drums, horns and vocals.

Kathleen Keane. flutist on the World ofMonsters, has
recently left, but you may remember her performing with
the Drovers in the movie Backdraft.

The Drovers' album content has been described as "an
infectious blend of rock and reel" by the Chicago Tribune.

"It's not like we're on a mission to make Celtic music
palatable to modem American youth." says Callahan.
"We play to entertain ourselves, and other people seem
to appreciate it too."

The Drovers bring traditional Irish music together with
improvisational guitar rock, and the Iron Horse usually
has a nose for the best of guitar performers. They also
specialize in exotic percussion, multi-cultural
instrumentaion and good ol' rock n' roll.

"We're seeking out influences all the time and are
influenced just as much by African music as by Irish."
says Callahan.

Callahan has observed that comparisons between The
Drovers and bands such as R.E.M.. The Pogues and The
Grateful Dead are more in spirit than in style.

"The Pogues are British -Irish, and we're Chicago-
American Irish, so it's a different perspective. Because
there's no rigidity in our (gigs), we are compared to the
Dead. The spirit of our performance is extemporaneous "

Callahan told the Daily Vidette. the Illinois University
student newspaper.

The Drovers will play at the Iron Horse Music Hall in
Northampton on Sunday Dec. 6.

The Drovers
courruT amy nescutm

6 ISSUES TO GO!
THE COLLEGIAN.
FOR THE BOB IN
ALL OF US.

is everyone's proWem and
everyone must educate themselves

now! Donate $5 or more and
receive our publications Send
name, address, and etKlosed

donation: S

MAIL TO:
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CHINA GARDEN
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I $2.«« OFF with purchase of 1

I $15 or nnore with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thursday, 1 1:30-10:00 pm

Friday - Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB
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Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281
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Cutter provides entertainment for rainy day
By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

It's a cold day outside. It's quiet. The house is empty
and the town seems dead. You've just finished a 20 page
paper the night before and have handed it in. The snov^

or rain is falling and is creating a hypnotic lull which
relaxes you entirely from within.

All you want to do at this moment, the moment in

which you have made the decision that this will be a day
of ease, is to make a hot cup of tea. sit down in front of the

TV with your comforter snuggly wrapF>ed around you and
pop a couple of movies into the VCR. Ahhh!

Enclosed for you here and now is a list of movies that

I highly recommend for renting on a day like this. This is

always changing, and was compiled while driving from
Boston so legally I'm not bound to it. Here we go kids...

CCfTTER'S COOL VIDS TO REtiT O/V A RAINY/
SNOWY DAY LIST

Spaceballs - How can you let this one go by? Mel
Brooks' Star Wars parody is a laugh riot. John Candy's
Barf the dog is amazing and for anyone who hasn't seen

Rick Moranis belittle Darth Vader with his Dark Helmet
send up - you don't know what you're missing.

Brooks manages to make fun of almost every aspect

ofthe Star Wars trilogy while also throwing in his patented

slapstick flavor. Spacebalis is Brooks at his t>est. It'll keep
you chuckling long after it's over.

Brian's Song - how you definitely do not have to be

a sports fan to enjoy this tear jerker. Starring Billy Dee
Williams as Gayle Sayers and James Caan as Brian

Piccolo, Brian's Song is the true life story of a professional

football player who is stricken with cancer.

This film was originally made for television and was
such a huge hit that they ended up releasing it into

theaters where it was seen by tons of people.

The story goes that Sayers and Piccolo, teammates on
the Chicago Bears, form a great friendship while competing

for the same position. When Piccolo is stricken with cancer

we get to see the trials and tribulations that he goes through

and his winning spirit which makes him a hero.

This film is a tear jerker in every sense of the word. Men
and women BOTH lose it when this one wraps up. And it's

a truly great film because while the football is obviously

a large part of the history, it is not centered around it. It's

a movie about friendship and losing someone you love.

It's hard to find this movie because for some strange

reason a lot of video stores don't carry it but if enough
people ask for it I'm sure the store owner will respond. Do
not miss this flick!

For you guys, it's a great bonding film and for the

women, it's a wonderfully touching film you can relate to

without having the football overwhelm you.

The Muppet Mouie - For years now I've been getting

a hassle from my brothers atx>ut listening to the soundtrack

to this movie, yet I can't help but notice that as soon as

the tape ends these guys are whistling the tunes.

Who doesn't love this movie? It's Kermit and Ms. Piggy

arKi Fozzie and The Great Gonzo at their best! Jim Henson's

(God rest his soul) wonderful creations singing and dancing

away along with cameos from some famous people like

Steve Martin. Lilly Tomlin. Michael Caine and more.

How can you no( watch this film and smile? And don't

even for a minute try to tell me that when you hear Kermit

betting out "The Rainbow Connection" that you're not

singing along with him. With words and music by Paul

Williams the songs; "Movin' Right Along." "I Hope That

Something Better Comes Along." and "The Raint>ow

Connection"get you tapping your feet and remembering
the words you thought you'd long since forgotten.

God bless Jim Henson for giving our generation some-
thing as wonderful as the Muppets. Let's hope that his son

is able to carry the crown with as much dignity and talent.

This one's eternal and PERFECT for this list.

Spleish - Tom Hanks falls in love with a six foot tall fish

in the shape of the winsome Darryl Hannah? How can you

go wrong with a story like that? Especially when you have

Ron Howard directing (who has made my list twice) along

with John Candy and Eugene Levy along for the ride.

Hanks is amazing. I could do a whole list on his films.

Big, Bachelor Party. Nothing in Common all classics

but I chose Splash because it's perfect for a rainy day. It's

sort of like a grown-ups version of Disney's. The Little

Mermaid, without the tunes.

Hanks, along with Candy. Levy and Hannah, make
this an enjoyable treat for everyone. Rent it and smile.

Nightshift Another Ron Howard classic. Henry

Winkler and Michael Keaton (during his pre Batdork

days) in a sidesplittinglyfunny comedy about morgue
workers at night who become "Loooove brokers!" Shelly

Long also appears as the prostitute who moves in next

door to her knight in shining armor. Chuck (Winkler).

Chuck and his new work partner, Billy Blaisjowski

(Keaton) manage to become pimps for a group of

prostitutes who have no management. Chuck, the stressed

out former Wall St. wonderkid gets talked into the venture

by Billy, a dreamer and constant thinker who just barely

borders the realm of sanity.

Ron Howard knows how to make one heck of a funny

movie and it's great to see Winkler in this role instead of

the typical Fonzie. Listen carefully at the end of this movie

because Rod Stewart sings. "That's What Friend's Are
For", the song that would later become such a big hit for

Dionne. Elton. Stevie and Gladys.

The Man in the Moon - This movie came out for about

10 minutes last year and I can't understand why. It's

directed by Robert Mulligan, the man who gave us The
Summer of '42. It stars a bunch of newcomers and tells

the tale of a young girl growing up and becoming a

woman.
The family lives in a small southem town and the giri

is at that awkward age where she has t>een a tomboy all

of her life but is beginning to emerge into the young
ILRN 1() RENTERS. IWC.h \V8

RUSSEIX'S
,.o^'^ UQUORS V

<^*win(^^.,

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

OPEN SUNDAYS 1 2:006:00 PM

LOWENBRAU 12/^k hots.

sale price $6.99 M.22;;^l'Satd

BUSCH bar bottles

$9.99 case

Bud & Bud Light
$11.99 csycans

Becks reg. or dark
$15.99 cs. botts.

Isa/Mastercaid accq>t£d on keg deposit

Many More in-(Store (Special

Bctrs phis DqxKJt (CJ^p)CCially On mnCS) *Ddivcry Avaibbic*

Women's Shoes, Qothing & Accessories
Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Stivet • Amherst

4132532563
Optn Thursdays 'til 8 p.m

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE
DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

ON
o Q.

Amherst
256-8911

South Hadley
535-1111

HOURS: SUN-THURS 11AM to 2AM
FRI-SATllAMto3AM

AVAILABLE FOR CARRY-OUTOR DELIVERY

FREE DELIVERY

ONIH WEEK OINLV^
$599 LARGE $499 MEDIUM

CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA

ONLY $1 99 FOR

8 OVEN BAKED

or TWO for $ 1 0^^ or IWo for $8^^ bread sticks
No Coupon Needed No Coupon Needed UN y ^/|6c^^^^^ \/rn\/

Expires 1 2/ 1 2/92 Expires 1 2/ 1 2/92 |V N IV U VI W-UU UtL Vl \Y

No Coupon Needed
Expires 12/12/92
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Winter Session 1993
January 4-25

Yes,youcan

!

Register for winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions do not

APPLY FOR Winter Session.

So, IF YOU'RE AUMASS (CATALOGS
student, all you have

to do is just sign up.

Over lOO credit

COURSES.

Earn 3 credits in just

3 SHORT weeks!

Register Now!

AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS
OR AT THE
Division of
contin u ing
Education .

6tm floor
G O O D E L L .

SPORTS MR
&RESTmiRANT

TOP RANK. INC.

"DUEL IN TBS DESERT"

MICHAEL CARBAJAL

ROBINSON CUESTA
<s>

THE rctuhn or the duke

Tommy "The Duke' Morrison

Marshall Tillman

AMHEBST SUNSHINE

JP CARV7ASH
Automatic wash/wax

Daily 8 5 pm
Self Service

Open 24 Hours

Soap/Rins«/Wax
Bubble Brush/Tire Cleaner

Engine Degreaser

Vacuum Cleaners

Division of
Continuing Education

.xX.

Saturday, Dec. 12th
|$3.00-Tickets $5.00-Tickets and|

Only Pre-Fight Buffet

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

R&P
Liquors
Cmm¥9nimtt te Bvittany

tt RivvreUd*

253-9742
505 W«st StrMt

South Amti«r«t

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN

FOR A LIMITED TIME
THE INNER WORKINGS OF

THE LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
NEWSPAPER IN NEW ENGLAND

G1LU)E "A''

"TWO AND A HALF THUMBS UP!"
~ THE YANKEE/ROWE DAILY

"ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF COMMUNIST INSURGENCY."
— RUSHLIMBAUGH

"WHO PAID FOR THIS?"
— JESSE HELMS

"I'M SPEECHLESS."
— ANDREW DICE CLAY

"WHAT?"
~ ADM. STOCKDALE

"I LOVED IT!"
— REX REED

CHA
stuhent

STED
VED

« lETHwoiK* raoDic-rinN

DANCECLUB
Wednesday •

DANCING WITH D) )0B
Thursday - WHMP

EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING

WITH D) DENNIS R.

WHMP broadcasting live.

Friday -

DISCO 2000 witfiDliOB

Fne A^kiBBon Btfor 1ftOQ|)m

Saturday •

THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH D) JOB
Tuesday'

-

Dec.8-9:00pm/18+/
TKHNO RAVE
DANCE PARTY
CD giveaways

HIVE MUSIC.
f

r

"
.'rrrrrn

Jhur.. Dec. i-S.iOpnVKi*/

CHUCKLEHEAD

Duck Duck
wi^tMiTMMM ^^1.^w.w.;\^^^^^^j

fti.. Ok. 4^}(\xt^Rock W2j'

fivt- RiKk frkin

TAnOO JUNGLE
Loud Crowd
ftwBrttwIOOOpm

fnf Ml Ni^hi v\nh folk-si' ID

RIPPOPOTAMUS
'r\fifif\firinfiT*rtr*rtryK.r\nrtrt,

Ihur. Lkx. HMi:JUpnYl&h/

Cfjfpfu/ Dead Tribute

THE ZEN TRICKSTERS

fn />>, II H iCfjnVRock lOZ'

Fnv R(xk Fndi)

Tribute to the Doors
RIDERS ON THE STORM

Sdf.. Dec. U-8:30pm

JOHN CAFFERTy &

THE BEAVER BROWN BAND t

••.••.fWV-:

ARC ANGELS

Featuring -

Doyle Brdmhall II

Cnarlic Sexton
ToiTimy Shannon*

Chris Layton*
I'FomeHy oi S«evie Rjy Vaughn

and Double TrouWri

THE POORBOYS
.•^•.•.••.•%.%.-..-..-L.\,.'V.^.V.-..-.-.V.-.-.-.-

M

Jhur, Dec. 17-ii:JUpni

AC/DC Tribute//8+/

BACK IN BLACK

fn., Dec. WSJUpiv
Ftee Rock Friday

Rush Tribute

MOVING PICTURES
«^»^.^..f..f..f.^..f.j.>.j:jjj.'jjj.-j

Sat., Dec. l9S:i(pv

POP BLACK
with

Michael Gregory
Lf..Lll..LH..W.WHHHI,.L.l.Ml.tw:.

Sat., Dec. 2(h8:30pm

LOBSTBtt FROM MARS

\ ri(lM'iv.n,i,,ihif,ii I'c.irlstm-t. :

1^^ sir.iwbi'".^ Tix L nlimitcd,

'^ Sorltumii'iK^ KiHords fur The '

X' RtHordii' \jTiht'r.1: ritkctPni
;

i'. flii'i HJ(t-"(IH().

i; 'I' i'ljr' ^•'i'> ' tumn' I' • '.fU-"""!
'
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WINNERS
This week's winners have been chosen!

FIRST PRIZE of the hours of family fun Acronymble board game
goes to Jenn Hall of Webster dorm, whose noodle was Jumping
Elephants Flatten Fifty Infants. Good job, Jenn — a little twisted,
but still good.
SECOND PRIZE of the fresh from the Paris fashion runways

Acronymble T-shirt goes to Deryk. X. Langlais of South Street in

Noho, whose noodle was Juggernaught Enzymes Foster Freakish
Inbreeding.

THIRD PRIZE of a Mappelthorpe-esque Acronymble poster goes
to Tracy Edgington of the French & Italian department at Herter
Hall, whose noodle was Joggers Even Fight For Independence.

All those who won, come down to the Collegian Arts Desk at 1 1

3

Campus Center and claim your prize!

There's only one week left of Acronymble, so next week's letters

are In honor of our departing This Weekend Associate, Emily
Marino, whose tireless efforts will be sorely missed as she travels
to Italy for a semester. Ciao! Emily!
Send all your submissions to the Collegian Arts Desk via campus

mail or drop them off yourselves (we're lonely and could use the
company) by next Wednesday. Don't miss out on the very last

Acronymble . . .ever!

Next Week's Letters: E - M - I - L -Y

(^

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
«I OO MOT UK -IMO-

• MOWOOWW 4 SZECHUAN CUISMC
• KMCSTYU COOKMO

• EAT M on TAia OUT
• RAX LXmOn UCCNK
• 0PCN7CMY5 •«««. HBKBBJD

IMSTBCMV I V6A A0C91ED

253>7835 253^3
eii«isnKr.iiieBT >^

NOTICE
Attention students currently enrolled In

Classics 224, Greek Mythology

and Classics 325, Near Eastern iMytnology:

Gass meetings will

resume at the regularly scheduled meeting times

and places on Monday,

Nov. 30. Please be there!

I

I

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy fhe finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

I I

i

i

9 I

I

[I J

November 1. 1992

The Mug Shot

'7

Create your own Customizcd^rnu^ with your

favorite picture or eaylh^f^pjijct^&take your plctun

at our Hampshire Mall-Location.

A great gift idea for friends, family or anyone.

r
Create a mugfiil ofmemories for a lifetime.

Coupon n

L

Grand Opening
THe Mug Shot

Coupon Value is SJ*^ toward Purchase

of a mug with Student ID.

Coupon Expires December 15, 1992

J

renters

woman that adolescence is dragging out
of her.

It's about developing crushes on the

cute boy next door, losing him to your
older and pretty sister and learning to deal
with the quakey years between 1 3 and 20.

This is a really cool movie. Mulligan is

a fantastic director who lets a story tell

itself without getting too technical.

It's warm, it's fun and it's a film we can
all look at and smile with because we've all

been at that awkward age. (Some of us
stay and hangout there for many years)

O.k., with everything I had to say I ran

out of space. I didn't have room to talk

about my other picks like. Diner, The Sure

Thing. Camelot and The Philadelphia
Story (a classic black and white with

Jimmy Stewart, Cary Grant and Kate
Hepburn).

But like I said earlier, this list is con-
stantly changing. You've got your action

films, your musicals, your foreign picks

(My Life as a Dogl) and more. I apologize

for that. But the important thing is for you
to find some favorites of your own. Defi-

nitely rent these films on a day like above
and then let me know if you liked them or

not. I've got a feeling that you will.

(Drop offyourcomments or suggestions to

CutteratJhe Collegian, c/o TheARTS desk
Campus Center basement. We loue to

hear from you!)

ACOUSTIC.ACM
A guitar...a harmonica...tlilrteen

classic blues and folk songs, all

recordedin the same intimate

style as his 1362 debut.

"Good As I Been To You

Is one orthc best things Bob

Dylan has ever done...a braeing

shot ofanadorned passionate

mnsle."—Jay Cieks. Tlic Watizlic

J#

DYLAN

Good As

I Been To

I HI I)

SOLO. ACOUSTIC. INDISPENSABLE

Available at Main Street Records
Register to win framed autographed color artwork

from Bob Dylans new release!

COUMHIA

Friday December 4, 1992

VOLUME CM ISSUE 58

Partly sunny today, with temps
reaching 37-42.

Local:
A late fall blizzard swept through most of Western

Massachusetts yesterday dropping up to 18 inches in

some areas. Page 3.

Sports:
The UMass men's baskett>all team opens its

last season in the Cage Saturday when they

host Central Conn. Page 8.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLI^GIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1890

UN unleashes aid
to starving Somalis

BEYOND THE NAMES— Students have the opportunity to express how the AIDS
crisis has effected them with arts materials made available by the Five Colleges System
in the University Gallery.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) — The Se-
curity Council launched Ihi- world's big-
gest armed humarutariam rescue Thurs-
day night, ordering a U.S.-led force to
silence the guns of Somali bandits and
help feed hundreds of thousands uf
starving people.

The council voted unanimously to ap-
prove the huge operation.

AfWr planning with his generals and
working the phones to drum up troop
donations from abroad. President Bush
was poised to unleash the largest U.S.
military operation since the Gulf War.

Given the order. 1 .800 troops aboard a
three-ship strike force floating in the In-
dian Ocean could land on Somali beaches
within hours and the full force of 28.000
could arrive in weeks. France will add as
many as 2.000 troops. Italy ofTered un-
specified help.

It came more than a year after severe
food shortages and ci\'il unrest were first

reported in Somalia. And the Secunty
Council mandate was vague: to use "all

necessary means" to create "a secure en-
vironment" for relief operations.

The resolution did not say ifthat might
mean creating some kind of U.N.-con-
trolled civil government in chaotic Somalia
and it said nothing about how long the
operation would last.

Clan battles have raged in Somalia
since the collapse of President Mohamed
Siad Barre's rule in January 1991. wors-
ening a famine that has killed 300.000
people and put another 2 million at risk.

Well-armed militias have stolen at least
half of the fotxl and medicine shipped to
Somalia and paralyzed a 500-member U.N.

peacekeeping force in place since Septem-
ber.

The port and airport ofMogadishu have
been virtually shut down by the threat of
banditry.

The maddening delays created by the
port's closure could be seen Thursday at a
beach north of Mogadishu, where the Red
Cross unloaded a ship filled with rice
donated by French schoolchildren

The food was put aboard fishing boats
and tugged within 30 feet of the beach.
Somalis waded into the water and lu^ed
each 110-pound sack ashore on their backs.

Red Cross spokesman Horst Hamborg
said 250 tons were brought in .

The U.S. military, probably led by
Marine Lt. Gen. Bob Johnston, plans to
stnke quickly: Amphibious craft, attack
helicopters and Marines are ready toclear
a path for the big air transports and ships
that will ferry hundreds of tractors and
forklifts taking food to the refugee camps

From snowy Fort Drum. NY . to Camp
Pendleton m southern California, soldiers
contemplated Christmas in the desert on
the Horn of Africa

U.S. officials took pains to portray the
inter>ention as a humanitarian effort, not
a combat operation. "We are not looking to
go in with guns blazing." said PenUgon
spokesman Pete Williams. "I wouldn't
expect a big confrontation

"

U.S. Ambassador Edward Perkins said
the Security Council did not envision the
need for the tro«>ps to disarm bandits and
gunmen at this time " However. Secre-
tary-General Boutros Butros-Ghali said
confiscating weaponry should be part of
the job.

Gov't accused of distorting data
Expert says nuclear testing and defects are Unked
By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Staff

The United States Government has covered up a link
between emissions from 1 950s nuclear testingand civilian
reactors, and cancer, infant mortality and immune de-
ficiencies, said Dr. Jay M. Gould in a speech last night at
the University of Massachusetts' Arnold House.

Gould, 77. a statistician and former member of the
Environmental Protection Agency, used information from
his fifth and latest book. Deadly Deceit: Low Level Ra-
diation High Level Cover Up, to demonstrate rises in infant
mortality, low birth weight, breast cancer and immune
deficiencies which he attributed to nuclear radiation
ingested by humans.

"My work has to do with a terrible secret that has been
kept from the public for nearly 50 years," said Gould.

^ur foreign policy has been based on the nuclear
deterrent for the last 50 years. This is the most politically
sensitive subject you could choose, making people in the
profession very timid about discussingthe health efTects."
he said.

Gould said that fallout from U.S. and Soviet above-
ground nuclear testing from 1945-1963 equalled the
radiation of40.000 Hiroshima bombs. Employinga series
ofcharts which plotted Nuclear Regulatory Commission
figures against his own data. Gould said that the baby
boom generation suffered from abnormally high rates of
low birth and infant mortality due to testing.

"This is one of those smoking-gun charts. There is no
way you can look at this and not see how nuclear testing
affected birth weight." said Gould. Gould said his cliarts
peaked in the mid-1960s and arc peaking again now. due

Turn to NUCLEAR TESTING, page 3

US praised for aid to Somalia
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

The U.S. deployment of military forces to protect
humanitarian aid shipments to Somaha was praised as
a "laudable and noble act" for which all Americans
deserve "great credit"by a retiredUN military commander
and peacekeeping expert.

Indar Jit Rikhye, a retired Major General of the
Indian army and participant inUN peacekeeping mis.sions

in the Congo, Cuba, Egypt. Cyprus, and other countries,
spoke last night at Amherst College about the prospects
for international peacekeeping in the 1990s.

According to Rikhye. the U.S. offer to send 30,000
troops to Somalia was the first ofits kind, in that no direct

U.S. interests were involved. He said that many other
countries appreciate the move.

"I've spoken to representatives ofmanynon-permanent
Security Council members, including India and several
Third World countries, and they are very grateful to the

United States for its generous offer of forces." he said.
Rikhye said he believed such a large. U.S.-led force

would "scare the lights" out of the Somali warlords, and
encounter no opposition.

Before an audience of about 35 people, the retired
commander and author of three books about UN peace-
keeping operations spoke of the growing importance of
such actions in the post cold-war era. He pointed out that
the number of UN peacekeeping operations since 1988
was equal to that in all preceding years combined.

Rikhye attributed this increase in frequency to the
end of the cold war and the resulting loss in influence by
the superpowers, which in the past generally served to
supress local conflict.

"We've lifted the lid off the boiling pot of many tradi-
tional conflicts," he said.

According to Rikhye, the UN must be equipped with
more powers to deal with the new world situation. He
suggested the secretary general of the UN should have

Turn to SOMALIA, poge 3

Polls reflecting
holiday optimism
By HOWARD GOLDBERG
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Economic optimism has begun
to outpace pe.ssimism as substantial numbers of
Americans gain hope from falling interest rates
and the election ofa new president, according to an
Associated Press poll.

The poll of 1 .002 adults Friday through Tuesday
found that 47 percent feel more hopeful, compared
with 26 percent less hopeful, since Bill Clinton's
election.

Even one in five Republicans feels more hopeful
since Clinton won.

Overran, 29 j>ercent believe the economy is

improving, up from 5 percent in a comparable poll

a year ago. The pessimistic share that thinks the
economy is getting worse fell to 27 percent from 69
percent.

Those from high-income households were most
likely to be in the 43 percent who said they feel

more hopeful because of lov/er interest rates.
The poll was taken by ICR Survey Research

Group of Media, Pa., part of AUS Consultants.
Results have a margin ofsampling error of plus or
minus 3 percentage points.

The number is intending to spend more money
on gifts this Christmas season compared with the
last few years has almost doubled to 13 percent,
from 7 percent in a comparable poll a year ago.

Those who plan to spend less dropped from 40
percent to 32 percent. The rest plan to spend the
same amount as in past years.

Another change this year is a much stronger
tendency of women than men to expect to spend
less this holiday season.

Optimism about the nation's economy is lower
among women than men. While 37 percent ofmen
believe the economy is improving, only 23 percent
of women do.
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Friday, December 4

Meeting — The Muslim Students Assocation is hold-

ing Jumaa Salat at 12:30 pm in Campus Center Rm 917.

Flower Exhibit — A holiday exhibit of floral designs
will be presented by the floral design students of the
Plant and Soil Science Department and the Stockbridge
School. The event will be held from 1 1 :30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
in the French Hall, room 105.

Special Event—The Celebration ofLights will be held

on the Amherst Town Common at 4:30 p.m. The UMass
Marching Band and the Amherst Junior High Chorus
will perform. Santa Claus will make an appearance, and
hot cider and candles will be distributed.

Sabbath Dinner — There will be a Sabbath Dinner
held at the Hillel House at 5:30 p.m. A $3 donation is

requested.

Shabbat Services — The Chabad House will hold its

weekly Shabbat Service and meal at 6 p.m. There is no
charge.
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Local News
Snow hits

Berkshires
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The

season's first m^jor storm ofthe sea-
son that dropped up to 18 inches of
snow over parts of western
Massachsetts left ski resort officials

smilingand residents without jwwer.
The Jiminy Peak Ski Area in

Hancock. Mass., operated a lift on
gas power aft^jr the resort was struck
by a power outage that affected
many in the Berkshire Mountains.

"We'll take all we can get," said
Ted Blazer, general manager at
Whiteface in Wilmington, N.Y.

But for many people Thursday's
heavy, wet snow meant closed
schools, and snarled traffic. The
storm knocked down branches and
trees, and irxjured at least four mo-
torists across western and central

Massachusetts, northern Connecti-
cut, and eastern New York.

"I looked out the window. I didn't

believe it." said Frank Dwyer, a
Sandisfield resident in the southern
Berkshire Mountains.

Pondering Poland's economics
UMass professor offers candy and observations ofKrakow
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

The sky's the Umit" is how University
of Massachusetts Finance Professor
Nelson Lacey, described the economic
growth potential in Poland last Thursday
evening before an audience of about 25
faculty, students and local residents.

Foregoing the perfunctory opening
anecdote, I>acey passed around a bag of
Krakow Christmas candy instead.

Professor Lacey recently returned from
a four month teaching stint in Krakow
where he is a founding member of the
Professional School of Business ( PSB ) at

Jagiellonian University.

The PBS offers a post-graduate, free-

market economy based curriculum and
was established through cooperative ef-

forts of faculty from the host university

and professors from the University of
Hartford. Boston College. Columbia Uni-
versity and UMass.

"There are real reasons for optimism in

Poland." Lacey enthused. "Economic in-

dicators suggest zero percent growth in

the country's Gross Domestic Product this

year which is quite good when compared
to negative 10 percent in the rest ofEurope
and negative 20 percent in the former
Soviet Union. Forty-five percent of GDP
now comes from the private sector. That is

a significant number. It's very, very dy-
namic what's going on there now."

'There are real reasons for

optimisin in Poland."

- Nelson Lacey

UMqss Professor of Finance

Lacey also lectured in St. Petersburg in

Russia and commented. "There is no
comparison. Krakow is so far ahead of

where St. Petersburg is now. I can't get a
sense of what Krakow was like 10 years
ago. It's changed so much."

Lacey found his PSB students "incred-

ibly sophisticated in principles ofeconom-
ics" but acutely lacking in many free-

market fundamentals like marketing and
human resource skills.

Lacey described his students as very
motivated and predicted that they would
graduate intojobs paving three times what
their Polish professors earned.

When asked what role the Polish gov-

ernment was playing in education reform,

Lacey said, "The new boss is a lot like the
old boss."

Lacey addressed the question of
whether the move towards a free market
had prompted any increase in crime, Lacey
replied, "I grew up in downtown Phila-

delphia and I consider myselfpretty street-

wise. There was not one time, day or night,

when I did not feel safe. I loved that alxjut

Krakow." The sentiment was supported
by several nodding heads in the room.

Lacey addressed several challenges to

the survivability ofthe PSB, most notably

a question of continued funding. While
Poland was "hot two years ago." much of

the U.S. money that was going into Poland
is now being earmarked for the former
Soviet Union republics.

Will Poland make it? According to an
acquaintance of Lacey. "Of course we're

going to make It. We have no choice."

Students battle with Housing
24 hour quiet floor restored after seven week conflict

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Students involved in the housing conflict over the

quiet floor of Brooks residence hall are more upset with
the way Housing handled the situation than the actual

problem.

Students who supported having the special interest

floor in Brooks, which has a 24-hours quiet policy, said

they are unhappy with how long it took Housing services

to respond to the problem.

"They found a way to fix the problem seven weeks into

the semester. They could have done it in two or three

weeks." saidjuniorjournalism msyor Jessica Broomfield,

a resident of the floor who supported the quiet hours
policy.

About 20 students were placed on the special interest

quiet floor without requesting it. After seven weeks of

conflict between students who wanted quiet hours and
those who did not. Housing agreed to give rebates to

everyone on the floor for their inconvenience.

About 16 students moved out of Brooks into other

dorms so the 24-hour floor could be restored. After sign-

ing an agreement with Housing, these students are to

receive $250. Students remaining on the fourth floor who
signed a contract to obey the 24-hour corridor rules are to

receive $100. In addition, the students shall receive

priority housing next semester.

Broomfield said at the first meeting with housing

officials, two days were designated non-quiet hours.

Because the students who wanted total quiet hours were
not satisfied and wanted the special interest floor rein-

nuclear testing
continued from page 1

to civilian reactor emissions.

He said nuclear reactors emit Strontium-90 and
radioactive iodine in high amounts, which have
lethal biological effects when they enter the at-

mosphere and the food chain.

"Ifyou ingest Strontium-90, it lodges in the bone

marrow, where the immune system is seated, and

stays there for the rest ofyour life," said Gould. "It's

like having a series of tiny X-rays every second of

your life," he said.

Reactor emissions and test fallout contributed

to an immune deficiency crisisamongbaby boomers,
causing their mortality rate for the last 10 years to

deteriorate, said Gould, who complemented every

point with a statistical display.

"I'm confident that AIDS victims in the 1990s

will be mainly older, as a result of the boomers'

exposure to nuclear radiation," said Gould. "This is

the terrible burden they will have to bear." he said.

Gould also showed charts linking radiation to breast

cancer, and said New England's radiation levels are

among the country's highest.

The probability that any of these anomalies is

the result ofchance is one in many, many trillion.

This is an issue which the scientific community

must address." said Gould.

stated, they approached housing services again.

"Housing kept pushing us off to different people." said

Broomfield. "We were literally at the office screaming. No
one listened to us."

But when Jerry Quarrels, the assistant director

stepped in in the middle of October. Broomfield said

Housing listened to their complaints. She said he worked
quickly to find a solution for everyone.

"(The students] had a right to be upset," said Quarrels,

who was instrumental in solving the conflict.

"I found that we as a system had not clearly articu-

lated the right expectations." said Quarrels.

There's no reason seven and a half weeks should be

devoted to this," said Broomfield. "It took a lot ofvaluable

study time and added stress. Everyone suffered. There
should be a way students can get a response as soon as
possible, at least two or three days."

"It was extremely frustrating not to be heard and have
no one respond to our needs." said senior management
m^uor Da\id Bass, a fifth semester resident of the floor

who supported the 24 hour quiet floor policy. "People ju.st

didn't seem to care."

Bass said if it weren't for everyone's parents who got

involved, no action would have been taken to get the

special interest floor back, but said Quarrels was helpful

in the process.

"All of us are doing everying we can," said Quarrels.

"We are committed to having the quiet floor."

"Administrators didn't move quickly enough," said

Missy Travis, a sophomore astronomy major who lives on
the quiet floor. "Housing administrators told us to com-
promise and it will take care of itself."

UMass Police Log

SAFA lobbies for
more financial aid
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

Students Advocating Financial Aid. SAFA. will

be going to Washington DC. and Boston this

spring to lobby Congress to increase financial aid

for college students.

"It's important to educate Congressmen and
women labout financial aid I." said Kendra
Marchant. a senior BDIC major in International

Ek:onomics. "because no one can afford college
'

Theorganization usually has about 50 students
that go to Washington to lobby approximately 130
to 150 Congress offices, said President William
Kenoi. a senior Political Science major.

Studentsbreak up into small groups of three and
talk directly with Congress members and their aids.

"SAFA gathers student.s and educates them
about government ptjiitics." said vice-pre.sident.

Anne-Marie CerNnni. a second semester sophomore
CASIAC major.

"Essentially we educate each other," Marchant
said. Students learn about potential bills that will

efflect financial aid. and Congress members receive

students' points of view on the issue.

The trip planned for the spring of 1993 will be in

April rather than in March like pa.st years. With
Democrats takingoverofflceand many new persons
coming into Congress, SAFA hopes to gain even
more support from the government.
The students that join are st If motivated and

already have an interest in politics," Kenoi said.

Compiled by Michael Day
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• University police are investigating a report from the

AT&T phone center that a man in Patterson Residence
Hall made threatening remarks to an operator on
Wednesday. The complaint was made at 9:30, police said.

• A fire in a trash container in the laundry room ofthe

21st floor in Kennedy Residence Hall on Wednesday
caused heavy smoke on the upper floor, according to

police. Amherst Fire Department and Environmental
Health & Services were called to the scene at 11:30 a.m.

No injuries were reported, according to police.

• Homophobic graffiti was discovered on the walls of
the 19th floor men's room in the University Library on
Wednesday, according to police.

• A man received two calls of a threatening nature on
Wednesday, f>olice said. The man reported the calls at
approximately 1:30 p.m., police said.

• Two women reported their wallets stolen from dif-

ferent locations on Wednesday. One woman reported the

theft ofher wallet from her bag on a couch in the Campus
Center concourse. Police value the wallet at $30.

The second woman reported that her wallet was stolen

from her backpack while attending a class in Boyden
Gymnasium at 4:45 p.m., according to police. The wallet
is valued at $100.

• A woman reported a telephone call from a man who
off'ered her money on Wednesday, police said.

Somalia
continued from page 1

his own emissaries, monitors, and small military units he
can deploy quickly to trouble areas.

Rikhye also criticized the present Security Council
format, in which non-permanentmember countries rotate

through the seats, as "flawed."

Referring to countries such as Yemen and Cape
Verde, which have recently occupied Security Council
seats, he said that nations with practically no foreign

service or information sources of their own have to

depend on larger countries for advice, and therefore have
nothing to contribute.

Speaking of the various organs of the UN. Rikhye
expressed hopes that the International Court ofJustice
would play a larger role in future conflicts, since its

jurisdiction is gaining wider acceptance. But he also said
the General Assembly was only of minor importance,
since the Security Council, which has priority in any
decision, had learned how to reach agreements on its

own.
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Domestic violence is most common yet overlooked crime
The woman is slapped across the face. Again and

again he hits her. adding more force to each blow. When
she fmally crumples to the floor in pain he stops, but not
before kicking her in the ribs. As he leaves the room he
tells her to shut up, her crying is annoying him. Terrified,

she bites her lip. and soon her muffled cries have stopped.

She drags herself off the floor, and cleans herself up,
trying to ignore the pain she's already become used to.

She then wanders into the bedroom, perhaps to call the
police and describe this vicious attack, yet the woman
does no such thing. She prepares for bed, and then climbs
in quietly next to her husband, the perpetrator ofher pain.

The above scenario is all too typical in American
households. Over two million women are physically and
emotionally abused each year by their spouses. Domestic
violence is the most common violent crime in this coun-
try , yet paradoxically it is the most frequently overlooked
crime in the country. There are N-irtually no laws on this

topic, and many courts feel that domestic disputes belong
in the private sector of the home. In essence, battered
women are the most ignored group in this nation, and
probably the ones who need the most help.

Often, cases involving domestic violence take on
something that is commonly called the "blammg the
victim" per8j)ective. This viewpoint asks women what
they had done to deserve this abuse, and furthers that by
stating if they didn't like their treatment than they were

free to leave their homes. It is this view that has swept the

American pubUc and lead them to believe that domestic

violence is a petulant but petty problem.
Quite bluntly, to contradict the above perspective,

women never deserve abuse, no matter what they may
have done. There is a never a time when she "deserves"

to be hit.

Stephanie

EISENBERG
An even more moronic attitude is when people ask

why a woman remains in her abusive situation. The
woman remains for several reasons, the leading one
bemg fear. She is terrified that if she leaves him, he will

find her and kill her; he has threatened this many times.

She is overcome with shame and embarrassment
because she doesn't want friends and family to know her

marriage has failed. She also has a very low self-esteem

and is overcome with helplessness. She feels that she
won't be able to survive on her own and that she won't be

able to support herself. Finally, she is afraid of the

unknown. After a lifetime of abuse, how could she be
anything but afraid.

It is frightening that domestic violence has become such
a commonplace thing in contemporary s«KMety . It has been
widely accepted into the realm of"just one ofthose things,"

making it the most difficult crime to punish. And often it

happens right here at good ol* UMass.
Obviously spouse abuse doesn't run rampant across

campus but it's very f>ossible that abuse of women does.

The meanings are

virtually the same, except that rati :r than a spouse it is

a girlfriend or female friend who is being abused. Yet this

leads to those guys who will carelessly throw a punch, or

slap a female friend like she's "one of the guys." Even if

it is in retaliation to an attack provoked by her, once you
strike a girl, woman abuse is being committed.

I am a firm believer in the saying "never hit a girl."

Perhaps this makes me old-fashioned but I do believe

men shouldn't hit women, no matter what. In all honesty,

any guy with true class will be a firm believer in this too.

Woman abuse is becoming all too common in this

country. For such a sick crime to be accepted as "normality"

indicates that there is a severe lack of morals in this

country. Spouse, girlfriend abuse andeven the occasional

female friend abuse are all variables on the scale of

violence against women. While casually hitting a female

friend isn't even in the ranks of beating a female spouse

almost to death, they still fall under the same category.

Either way, violence against women should never be

tolerated. Perhaps ifeveryone hadenough class to believe

"never hit girls," the nation would be a better place.

Stephanw Eisenberg is a Collegian columnist

Final Four a farce at VCU

Unveiling hypocrisy in community
With the recent racial disharmony on

campus, we should commend the hard
work and persistence of our student
leaders. I must however express disgust

and disappointment in those I describe as

"wanna-bes"— people who "fail to practice

what they preach." and will be the first to

critique others' behavior, which they
themselves manifest behind closed doors.

I was taken aback by Douglas Greer's

article, "Malcolm not a fad I Collegian . Nov.
181." It seemed quite inconsistent with his

presumable deepness, which he said most
of us lacked, that the theme of his article

was vague. I was appalled by many state-

ments.

"Don't take everything you see for

granted." I presume that Greer meant
don't take everything you see as "absolute

truth." If that is so I agree with him, but
will go further and not only advise people
to question what they see and hear, but
question where they see it and who they
hear it from.

Greer's criticism of the commercializa-
tion of Malcolm X is a personal judgment
call that would require a more in-depth
analysis and an article of its own. The
commercialism of this man. has many
positive hidden components. The increased
awareness and interest will entice some
people to research this man's character
and beliefs. This is an accomplishment
our contemporary education curriculums
have failed to address effectively. I don't

believe Spike Lee made this film solely to

make money, as Greer implied.

Greer mentioned the integrity of
Malcolm X. Mr. X was a man who admit-
ted his many mistakes. He upheld simple

morals that are not found in some youths
today. Had Mr. Greer taken the time to

discuss moral issues such as truth and
honesty, values held by this man. and
their impact on today's generation, his

article would have been more effective.

The criticism of listening to rap music,
suggests ignorance ofits important impact
on Black American youths. This music is

an effective medium that enables the ar-

ticulation of the reality of existing condi-

tions. These conditions represent the so-

cial and economic injustices ofBlack people
in U.S. cities. It is a form of"Black media"
for which one can receive the "raw truth" of
not only the experience of those in the
ghettos but Blacks in all echelons ofsociety.

In response to the statement, ".
. .

making yourselves look like a fool to your
peers," it is demeaning and disrespectful

of the hardworking, positive undergradu-
ate Black students. They have let their

actions be the focal point of their arsenal

and have stood up well. Participating

academically, socially, and learning how to

deal with a university system that created

isolation and alienation is an experience

that prepares them for today's society.

Mr. Greer, how about calling another
meeting in which we can collaboratively

discuss issues from the article? I honestly
believe there are other students who were
not able to attend the first meeting but
would like to see another held. This would
enable them to voice their opinions on
issues brought up in the first meeting and
other important issues that weren't ad-
dressed because of their absence.

Raymond Thompson
Amherst

This is a column that people will say
should run in the sports section, but I

think it's too important to be relegated to

the back page.

There are misconceptions that the
NCAAs have all of this money they like to

throw around on college athletics They
give this impression by creating the
mythical image ofbasketball-playinggods
out of our 20-and-21-year old peers. If

there is this huge surplus of funds, I cer-

tainly didn't see it down in Richmond,
Virginia two weeks ago at field hockey's

Final Four.

Michael

MORRISSEY
Imagine if you were one of the top 80

athletes in your sport, and you were about
to play for the national championship.
Imagine that from the time you reached
the city until the time you left for home,
you were treated like third-class mail.

Hard to believe, but this exactly what
happened to head coach Pam Hixon's field

hockey squad, and the squad of the other
three teams participating in the Final Four.

Virginia Commonwealth University,
the host of the Final Four, is partly to

mostly to blame for the way the tourna-
ment was run. Yet it was the NCAA's
responsibility to oversee the development
of the tournament, and step in when it

was obvious that the way the tournament
was run was abominable. What could be
so terrible? First of all. the hotel ( Holiday
Innindowntown Richmond ) the hostbooked
for the four schools was not appropriate
lodging for the elite athletes. . .ofany sport.

A complementary tin of peanuts was
left in every room, true, but the fact that
VCU picked one of the most isolated,

slummy parts of town to house the teams
shows their lack offoresight. UMass moved
out after the first night when Hixon de-
cided the team would like a hotel which
had a lobby.

If that wasn't bad enough, the press
conference before the tournamentwas held
in a lobby inside one of the school's gyms.
That's right, a lobby. It made real sense to
put a press conference right next to the

front doors where people were walking in

and out. I think the fact that VCU put this

press conference so close to the doors
symbolizes how they feel about the sport.

Virginia Commonwealth held the field

hockey tourney to prepare for this spring's

women's basketball East regional and next

year's women's basketball Final Four. It

seems the university wanted to practice

as a host for an NCAA function, using field

hockey as a quiz before those big tests.

Needless to say, they failed their quiz.

Ifthe peripheral goings-on weren't bad
enough, the field the teams played on was
also substandard. The school had to build
seats and a press box specifically for the

event, and they used a temporary scaffold

as their press box. If you are wondering
how they got the tournament, I am sure
you are not alone.

The field itself was a surface of .sand-

Astroturf. which is s' ,wer than normal
Astroturf and easier on athlete's joints.

Usually. Players complained that the field

was not unHke a sandy beach, and if the
Houston Astrodome was the first stadium
to install turf. beUeve me. Richmond's
Cary Field was a close second.

The Final Four banquet (ifyou can call

it a banquet) was held in a diningcommon,
not unlike the fine culinary atmospheres
at UMass. The only difference was that in

Richmond, there was construction going
on. with plastic sheeting covering the floors

and yellow "Do Not Cross" tape strewn all

across the building. The key note speakfr.
chancellor of Virginia Commonwealth,
addressed the athletes by saying, "I was
just at a physics demonstration of finite

systems, and you know, finite systems
and field hockey have a lot in common."

It's really too bad that Virginia Com-
monwealth and the NCAA disrespected
these fine athletes during what should
have been the weekend of their lives. The
Final Four could have been something
special for the young women, and I cringe
to think of how VCU will handle those
basketball responsibilities in the future.
As for the four field hockey teams, all they
got was a tin of peanuts.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Change threatens White women
In response to Shyamala Ivatury's well

thought out article on the Western femi-
nist movement [Collegian, Dec. 1|: as a
White woman raised in an upper-middle
class family, I have experienced the lack of
understanding about the plight ofthe poor
in many women's organizations I have
been involved with. Many White women
are threatened by anyone who is at-
tempting to change the economic system
in a radical way. Poor women, non-con-
formists andwomen ofcolor threaten their
social privilege. Deep down these so-called

progressive and leftist women want to

keep their houses and well-trimmed lawns

secure so that their property will be passed
down to their daughters and sons.

Isn't it time we take the advice of
Ivatury and begin asking "new questions,
re-ordering priorities, thereby conceiving
political struggle in a new way?" Isn't it

time to begin a dialogue on Neutopian
thought? But where do we begin the dia-
logue? Isn't that why we need a women's
issues page at the Collegian , a place where
people, regardless of race and sex, can
begin to build the sisterhood and broth-
erhood our world so desperately needs?

Libby Hubbard
Amherst
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Elizabethan revelry
in the Campus Center
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By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

If modern Christmas traditions like

jammed malls, too-strong eggnog, and
Christmas carols sungby the likes ofAlvin
and the Chipmunks have turned you into

someone who would probably enjoy the
company of Ebenezer Scrooge, the 22nd
Annual Madrigal Dinners may be the
perfect cure for your holiday blues.

This typically sold-out dinner/show
features an atmoshpere that brings diners
back to 16th centry England. Clad in

Elizabethan costumes. The University
Madrigal Singers serenade guests with
special Christmas fare while they enjoy a

multi-course, gourmet feast. The Campus
Center Auditorium is transformed into a

16th century ballroom via banners and
heraldic shields. Also, a March of the Co-
mestibles, Boar's Head, Sparkling Wassail
Bow, and dancers and court jesters will

kick off the evening's events

Traditionally, this type of dirmer is

served true to the meaning its name,
madigral, and provided "entertainment to

delight all senses." All guests were ex-

pected to play some role in the festivities

as jesters, dancers, mimes or singers.

Food historically played a vital, ifeven

excessive role in the festivities dunng a

time when eating was considered indica-

tive of the "full essence of life." The meal
afforded guests an opportunity not only to

indulge in delicious cuisine, but to renew
and refresh friendships as guests ate. sang,

danced and laughed together.

. Musically, 'madigral' literaly translates

to mean "partsong," and signifies the ideal

that the singer/performer was to enjoy
his/her part as much as the listener. This
weekend the University Madigral Singers
will be joined by outstanding instrumen-
talists from the UMass Department of

Music, and directed by E. Abercrombie.

The University Madrigal

Singers serenade guests

with special Christmas fare

while they enjoy a gourmet
feast.

Specializing in vocal chamber music
composed before 1650, the group has won
awards throughout theNew England area
for their performances.

While Christmas is one of my favorite

holiday seasons, I cannot help but note the

lack oftrue Christmas spirit that dulls the
senses this time of year. It is events like

the Madigral Dinners that help to remind
us of times past when festivities focused

on the jubilant good will of friends and
family to celebrate.

The Madigral Dinners prove to evoke
such holiday spirit in light of their asser-

tion that, "Our hope is that each of our
guests leaves with a sense of this joyous

season, of sharing good fortunes and good
friends, and with music in the heart."

The Madngal Dinners will take place

on Dec. 4, 5, 11, and 12 in the Campus
Center Auditorium. For information and
ticket reservations call 545-0418.

Holiday releases bring in big dough
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff and
Associated Press

Two powerhouse kids' movies helped
setThanksgivingbox office records over
the five-day holiday weekend. Despite
mediocre to poor reviews, the carbon-
copy Home Alone 2: Lost In New York
shared with the well-received Disney
animate^ extravaganza Aladdin to

earn $64.4 million last Wednesday
through Sunday. The other new release

was The Bodyguard and scathing re-

views didn't hurt the Whitney Houston
and Kevin Costner flick; earning $24.2
million.

Below is the estimated top ticket

sales Wednesday through Sunday, ac-

cording to Exhibitor Relations, with
distributor, weekend gross, number of

theater locations, total gross and
number of weeks in release. Figures

are based on actual receipts and pro-

jections where actual figures were not

available. Note that one location can
include several screens in multiplex

theaters; studios generally do not dis-

close the true number of screens.

1. Home Alone 2: Lost In New
York 20th Century Fox, $39 million,

2,031 locations, $72.2 million in two
weeks.

2. Aladdin Disney, $25 milUion,

1,131 locations, $25 million in three

weeks.

3. The Bodyguard Warner Bros.,

$24.2 million, 1,717 locations, $24.4 in

one week.

4. Bram Stoker's Draeula Co-
lumbia, $14 million, 2,491 locations,

$70.1 million in three weeks.

5. Malcolm X Warner Bros.. $11.5
million, 1.249 locations. $26.9 million

in two weeks.

6.Pa«»en^er57Warner Bros. $5.3

million, 1,854 locations, $33.2 million

in four weeks.

7. A River Runs Through It Co-
lumbia, $4.1 milhon, 1,080 locations,

$28.3 million in eight weeks.

8. Uncler Seige Warner Bros., $3.4

million, 1,560 locations, $72.4 million

in eight weeks.

J g| =I.^J= l4c%
f cnrrwi LJTK)SHowOAa.v
imifU LAMTCO TO SCATIMa

You love the Collegian -

your mom told me so

Makoliti .X

HAMPSHIRE e I
^SU-79M

ALLEY OOPS
fit

Miller Lite Live

Concert Series

HEADLINERS
CtS T>n>lii For ShoaOTWi

Monu- Alonr J

lost III ri«'w ^ (iih

l>is(iiKiui->h< d Cjt'iitlciiiJii

Walt Oisneys
Aladdin *

[The Bodyyuafd '

(Si l(e.HU
525 PLCASATfT STREET |

nORTHAMPTOn/O nORTHAMP

r 51584-2491
Get Your Fraternity & Sorority Parly Reter^allons

La Cucina di

(PinoccHio
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY - 256-4110

LASAGNA
1 1

1
^oslrrCord

]1 1

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 1 1:30am to 2:0()ain

Fri.-Sat. 1 1 :30am to 3:00am
Sun. 1 1 :30am to 1 :00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

I

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
I Pick-up or delivery only

I

Expires May 31, 1993

I Valid at Amherst location only

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

TWIN SPECIAL
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

$1.00 OFF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up delivery only
VaJid at Amhftrst location only

Expires May 31, 1993
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
DAU, Atit ^Ovl VICARIOUSLY LIVING
THROUGH ME IK THE HOPE THAT Wi
ACCOMPLlSWMtMTS VJILL VAUDATE
>^UR MEDIOCRE
LIFE ASD IN SOWE
WA>( COMPENSATE
FOR ALL OF WE
OPFtiRTV)N\T\ES

YO<J BOTCHED'

IF I WERE, NOO
CAN BET ID BE
RE EVALUATING
MX STRATEGY

JIM S IQURNAL
5tevc iwi<ile^

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

COLLEGIAN

Bv GARY LARSON
COLLEGIAN

MCM. \
DAD KEEPS

\
INSULTING /

ME. /

w<it f» see wik«it

kiwJ of r#jp«njf

[M^ $<i«I ke tKwjKI

fome free c«up«nj

or lowittk'iKj

^JIM
Af4ervi«rif, viC

pl«kY«i tke ^^te

k\5 comfu'fer 4|vtJ

kc b€«ii *< ^ti^

By GARRY TRUDEAU

1 I'M R£A[^ iSAH.
\ wsay^i eiMMe
V JM£AN. WOCf!

HBUO' -HADOJ,

;

\ wocfr

1

1/8j
PRICE

TT2Ape rr>4 CAT 1b^ >\JS

T^C'CLoPl^^5 tdGwE

5peNl> f^ 110. •SB5WA

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

loiic srtip's poerRrkv^L of

^MOJOt MSN"

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
VJE^HfcUCNERCOME.'

ViORlOhU&r UNITE f^Wfi

SKATE BUY AND RURU

HECr NO

PE0P(.6

WITH
ONOeuFf
ACE A

9UNCW of
Lunatics'

By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Chris Cuddy
Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Jacob. Adelman
Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Jodd Elliott

Theresa Giammattei

Sorry, No Menu Today

call 545-2626 for info.

Tht- .»pinM»r»s c\pri"s«.<l «>n this pdj,i- .wc thi)sf «»t tht- rart«K»nists .vnd di) n«n ix-c iss.irily n-tltTf t»x- vk-ws iil Hk- CttlktiUm ttr iht' Univcfsify

Pickpockets of the Rue Morgue

Quote of the Day
''The delights of self-discovery are

always available."

—Gail SheeliY

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARKS <^Wch 2 1 -April 1 91; Your
luck cKarygn lor Ihe better today
Bfini{ your ihoughu and Irriing who
iliRnmeoJ It i> pi>^sibl« lo Mruliie
w'lihoui betng j big spmder.

TAURUS tApr il 20-M4y 20»: The
vmpttMtf ftow H on linjnc i»\ ««curiiy
and your loi^-term protpcos m c»-
re*r ot but40e»s. Be hoipMable boi
avoid (ailing viciim to iomeorte who
lake* without ever gettMtg in return

CfMINI (May 2I-|une 201; A
wonderful day lo kick oH a new
proicci. Be considerate oi a loved
one* special need* when pUtnnmg
•or Ihe iirture Walrh out tor temper
lanirums tnd Jrdmmg argument*.

CANCER (lone 2 1 -July 22): Al-
ihough domestic attair* may be
»«re*siul, Ihe ten*«on* tlrictly lempo-
rai% ReiiM extravagance and relax;

e%er>thing will kwk much brighter
tomorrow htake holiday plam

IIO (kily 23-Aug 22); find new
way* to finance vi*ionary project o(
jomt force* with tomeone who tKire*
your not-so-impo*sible dream*.
Waich ou, though, lor power play*.

VIRCOi.Aog 2J-Sepi 22) Side-
*«i-p argumeoii ji home and the oi-
iice. People »re *uper-4en*itiv« to-

day. Focuson proiect* you can handle
alone Crosscurrent* may hamper
your elton to get what you want.

IIBRA (Sept 2J-Oa. 221: tn-
courage leamwurk artd (leer clear oi

an> turbuieme between co-wwierv
Let your neighbor* know your view*
on a conwnunit>' matter. Vou eliorts to
help someone add kmer to your halo

SCORPIOiOcl. 2 J-Nov 21 ) The
adviceonerwdbyyoufiivMraranaihtf

dependable coumelor hit* the nail

right on the head. Be receptive
Something iiir* up your hope* re-

garding a Mxial event.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Oec.
2 1

1
HnJcienemoiKirMl ivtue* areonce

again nsingio the iunace View your
option* oh)eclively betore chouiswig
a course OI action. Loved one* jhy
away Horn givmg ad^ce.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22|an t9>:

Vouareonawirtningsireak It i* your
belief in yourself that will pay the
biggeudrMdends -Vcepl an jpoJogy;
<orgiyene*s i* the begMmmg of an
emoiiorul healing.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-reb 181:
Avoid lashing out when imuied.
Conceal thai iron hand m a vcK««
glove Your ESP is working Pwk into
the future and ama^e your lovedones.

PISCES Feh. 19-March 20); let
no one know what you are up tom the
financial world Stranger* could mis-
understand your inters ions. Be pru-
dent gel vHTH-om- civ lo act.

ACROSS
I Mowty
S Waslam capita)

10 Parlor pisca
U Wtiaaiing't

river

15 Honshu Island
port

16 Word lor

Yonch
1/ Sophie

Tucker's thama
song

20 Hurricana

cantar
21 Cooliing

direction

22 Granted
23 Monogram

connactad with

"Cats"
?4 Fumtjtes

26 19?3C»(dwa«
Kern song

34 Poker move
35 French or

Metba
36 Arts deg
37 Covers
38 Mal( units

39 Jot

40 Dollar bill

41 Owlish
comments

42 End of a

shoelace
43 1933 Gershwin

musical
46 Prod
4 7 Burma's first

premier
48 Task
51 "The Never

Ending Slory"
author

53 Service call

56 1947 Cahn-
Styne musical

60 Actress

Na/imova
61 Mother: Comb

(orm
62 Taj Mahal

locale

63 "Trees," for one
64 Dido
65 Heath

DOWN
1 Slochinga

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

2 Nautical cry

3 Flonda export
4 The other swla
5 Tone down
6 Italian wma

distrKt

7 Mamorabia
Bert

6 Make do, with

"out"

9 Pas' matat
10 Cruelly

11 Popular name
mosio

12Alicaof old

31 Ancient Oreeli

coins

32 Author Joyce
Carol

33 Under,

poaticalty

38 Aria

39 Snow ptaca kha
home?

41 Bibltcal mount
42 --of God-
44 Cattle bread
45 Annoying t>loka

48 Fellow

49 Hawaiian port

iOOnrathaeya
St Katt or Jamaa
52 ScandbMvtan

goddaaaolMtt
53Tra(lanMni
54 ArchNact

Saarlnan
55 Despot
S/naTtkin
5«Gob
59 Bad actor

13 Org.

18 Actor Davis
19 Plumed t>ird

23 Hardy lass

24 Pass
25 Singer

Columbo
26 Ship's lowest

deck
27 Mrs Yeltsin

28 Fall quaff
29 Ready for

visitors

30 Spoils

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU77I r

nno

12/4/92

1 » i 4
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1
li 11 w 11
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u M
14 IS

1
I M M ^^

I 41

I
41
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—44

4«
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41 M %» 1 u - M M H
>r M

i

M "^ ^~"

l__

1
TIan

•1
•1

"^^ ^~~

H
. ^

M "^^ ""—

ni«fIL« AlliHn •*»•i«niI*
1r9/Amm

Amhirsi

Laindromat
(.kpvn 7 davs
Ham S>|im

Drop-Off or
Self Service

WashliiK Machine
Starting at SI

Attendant a%allable

all da\

326 College St. (Rt.9)

Amherst • 253 5072

PERSONAL
Nice, Affordable

two and three

bedroom Condos.,

seeking quiet

responsible residents.

Long and short term

relationship possible.

Call 253-3834

fli
Nen-»we *» (T| M^« M«« . TaM> Ou*
CMMOuni TratatM* AciMiim Pupin

CANCUN
BAHAMAS
JAMAICA
SOUTH PADRE
FLORIDA iimiM,)

tn>m$399

trom$409

trom $439

from $480

trom $109

Breakaway Travel

1 •800-862-7325

UJ.IjL L I RlFsilR TN.B^
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RECYCLE YOUR COLLEGIAN

.^
^J ^J

9:00flM - 5:00PM
Student Union Ball Room
Crafts Tapes
Clothes Posters
Jewelry & Much More

Sponsor«d by Hilkl

^'

THE SCIENCE-FICnON

COMIC BOOK ADVENTURE

OF THE YEAR IS AVAILABLE AT:

^unciH (garden ^. .

'^c^taurant fi^lUtti i^

T\

Same Bat Channel
Comics. Cards, Games and more...

Hampshire Mall. Hadley In^jleside Mali. Holyobe
586-6775 532-9797

...fly on your own wings of imagination...

Open Monday-Saturday I0am-9pm Sunday I2pm-5pm

COMICS TRADE PAPERBACKS GRAPHIC NOVELS

7^ SW g4cH€4^ "^u^fet
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Dclivety for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

TM A ^ 1992 Wikan Stiainar Epic Cotrecs and Ihe '•' Logo ve regtsiereo

tradetnaihs of Epi; Cofmcs AH ngfO naaafvad

v^ BUFFET 9l SUNDAY MUNCH^ Buffet terve^ 5<8p« " ""

II:]

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.90
Cf)MdrwiundOTlO-$3.iO

;pMW« wn«4 I l:SO.)|Mi

.

%%M
^'J^

,
Al luncheon apecWioomewWi riM Ik your dtoks 0(2 CMckMi

I Fingof».2ClifctonWlwj^orHot>SourSom>

^^' TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 256-0252

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachuselts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
?ALE

CU^SSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days P"0.^ '°
5J^'"^"°"Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3.3U

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSl

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•il wtd Braahfmt downiown Amherst
649 0733

Spanich >p«ak«r*
Earn $S$
Need fluent Spenith speakers

(Native or non native) for Psychology
reading study

Call Maria 545 0693

Subletting over int«r««eaie«7 Place

your advertisement free o( charge at oM
campus housing Room 428 Student
Union. You may also list over the phone.
Call 545 0885

Univereitv of Maeeachuaette Holiday
Barn Festival at Hadley Farm Friday, Dec.

4 6 9 pm Saturday, Dec. 5 10 4 pm. Arts

& Crafts, food, Santa, raffles and auc
tions, horse drawn hay rides and more.
Shop for the holdiays. Student shuttle

available behind Stockbridge Hall every
hour on the hour (or both days.

AUTO FOR SALE

1M1 Volkswagen Rabbit
High Miles, runs well

S600, will r>eg. (or stereo

549 8416, RON

TRADC 83 Nissan pickup lor functional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

S49 3662.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall special
Small Cheese $3 50
Large Cheese S6.00
1 or 2 toppings add SI 00
Free soda with large sub salad or

spaghetti

5496098
549 6073
MUST MENTION THIS ADI

AnitMrat > fcadroom cotkIo avail. Feb.

1sl. Room avail S275> 1 bedroom apart

mcr« avail.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant Si 253 7879

l«varMt - cleaa to campus room in

sunny home in exchange lor 12 hours o(

childcare per week plus some light

housekeeping duties Must be available

for early mornii>g (7 am -8:30 am) ar>d

some afternoons I3:W 5 pm) Car es

sentialsometransporting of children. 548^

9395

NOfrntAMPT0M-two4 room houses
avail Dec Jan S775 800 Skibiski

Realators No Pets. 584 3428

FOR RENT

1 iMirm avail aft Dec. 15 in 2 bdrm apt

lease lo May 31 Wint. ses. disc. $180 incl

865 4407/665 2947

Take over Brandywina lease 2 bed
rooms incs heat and hot water, great

location S750/monlh starts end of Jan.!

Call Lon or Laura 549 4816

2 rooms availabia m 2bed in Amherst
220/clean/bus/ASAP call Holly 549 4259

3 badrooms available in a spacious

house in Suderland Spring Semester on

bus route Call 665 0265 190.00/mo »

Two females (or double bedroom Presi

dential apts 162 Each * 549 4705

FOR SALE

HP inklats for lass than retail price also

no lax!

Call 549 7742

HP Printiat like new color printer. S425

or BO. Great print and graphics in color.

Call Alan 546 3421

Indigo girls ticket

(or Sunday night

call Amy 253 3218

indigo girls tii - 2 tickets 1 UMass 1

Non. Good seals S30 for both. Call 253

0813. Dec. 6 Fine Arts Center

AmherM Balchartown line 3 lo 5 bed-
room new homes call 588-4270

Neat tbinjai Mens black leather trench
(401, Hugo Boss suits 142 r A L), 14K 20
TKli herringbone chain ( 23 Sgramsl, Jeep
lop (or C( 7; Hitachi 30 Watt reciever,

Hafler modified booksOeM apeakers; BSR
speakers fteasonat>le BO's.Jobn 3J3
9311

Tandy 2O0 PoriaWa computer 2 Power
Pacs . case and marwials

Call Mitch 548 9761 $450t).B

HELP WANTED

Drivora BT-ttO par hour
Start immediately
Apply Domino's Pir/a

241 King St. Northampton

Holiday (obe for the environment
Work with MASSpirg to pass the

loughest environmental laws m the
country.

• Learn campaign skills

• Stop Pollution
• Make a difference'

Call Carmen 266 6434

International Employment - f^akp

S2000> per month leaching English
abroad Japan and Taiwan. Many provide
room and board and other benefits. Fi

nancially culturally rewarding. For pro
gram call: (206)632 1 1 46 exi J5001

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
RGIS Inventory specialists needs reliable

people lo lake inventory for various retail

ers in Ihe Worcester , Leominster areas.

This is a flexible, part lime position with

day or night and weekend hours avail

Se.OO per hour to start Comprehensive
training provided Private transportation

required

Travel Reimbursment
For an interview please call

(508)832 6153 Monday through Friday

between 10 am to 4 pm

Local party shop hiring immediately call

549 1430

Wanted: T/*iWlftap^for5prir« breati. .

Established comparty wiib many years

experience Earn money on spare time

and free trip to Cancun Call 1 800 3SI

ESTA aak for Bonnie

LOST

Lost Glasaat - lost somewhere be
tween Gorman and Herter Mon Night
If found call Alison at 546 6648

L4>at ailvor and tor«|uoiaa claddaugh
ring somewhere on campus 11/19 If

found call 253 7733

PERSONALS

I feel so safe when you're working se
curity. You're a man smor>g boys Hold
ma in your muscular embrace

Guess Who7

r«a-
Almoat two years .. unbelievable*

There will be many morel
Loveya
Me

Happy Birthday Jennifer
Hugs and kisses and tickles

Love Always, Chris

Happy 2ttt Janny
From Ihe UMass
Cheerleaders

Hay sigmasl Get psyched for formal'
We're going lo rock Ihe Marriot'
Congrats to the '93 Executive Board!
I love you all - Kay

Krietin KaafatI
Happy Birthday"

We love you !

'

LML, Steph and Maureen

Kyle
Have a happy ho down

on Ihe big 22

(the night of shame comelh)
Da House 8i Dawn o

Tall mala like* spray cheese seeks
mate call Andrew K.

To the Quad:
Hece.'s to a gref t formal.

Thanks for Ihe best semester!

I will miss you all.

Love, KH

ROOM WANTED

Famala grad student lookir^ lo rent room
in house fur spring semester Prefer laid

back but considerate individuals Please call

508 228 6265

Looking for room to sublet over
inter session. II interested please call Rob at

546 4235

Rasponsibia mala atudant seeks room m
qutel non smokir^g environment (or winter
session ZM 66409

ROOMATES WANTED

Antbortt 2 bedroom apt 1 room (or rent

2 (ull baths w/heal and hot water included
on bus route available immediately Call

Tom or Stacy 256 0274

Famala nonamokar wantad lo share
t>edroom in 2 bedroom apt. Cheap rent 2
minute walk lo town (on bus rtl walking
distance lo campus 253 5219

Famala needed to take over Brandywine
lease Jan 1st Call 549 4003

Mala roomata naadad to share large
bedroom. 145 00 plus utilities 256 3191

M/F roomata for Puffton Cheap but nice.

Call (or details 549 0079/549 6794

Need female roomata Puffton spring sem.
S150 Mo/heal incl. 549 8757

One or two roomates wanted for spring
semester starting January 1 Washer and
dryer, close to campus 549 5134

One famala
Brandywine apts

Start Jan 93

S190 inc. Heat/water
Jen 549 7845

Room available now! House in Noho,
S200« per month, near bus 586-9789

Roomingraatapanmant.5min Walk to

campus or downtown. Fully equipped arvl

furnished.

549 8024

Roomataa naadad call Mill Valley estates
253-7377Single or double (or 1 bedroom

Binglo room avail, m Spacious house
sping sem call 665 0205 190.00/mo«.

Single room availablo in 3 bedroom
lr>wnhoiise apartments Call 549 3523

3 Famalas or males needed to take over
Brandywine lease ASAP S190 • util Call

5490853

SERVICES

Pregnant? Naad Help?
Call Birthright o( Amherst area (or (ree

testing and conddential. caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Tarot Raadinga
Call Chris at 256 8393

TRAVEL

Taka H aff

I

Spring Break '93

Jamaica, CarKun. Florida

Save SSS Belore Jan. 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Cheap Typing! Si/page call Cope 6-1355

IBM word procaating No job loo big or
small Si/page Jay 549 2616 evenings

^•(••rt typad (ree cover page, spell
check SI 50/page Brian 546 1795

Typing: Fael. accurate and conve-
niently located to serve your needs. No
|ob too small. Reasonable rates. Contact
Donna/Dianne 542 2313

WANTED
I need a car. Do you want to sell yours?
I( It hasn't been around since WWII, isn't

threatening to explode, and is in good
working shape (I don't care about obiter

beauty) CALL ME. Brooke (g) The Collegian
545 0719

Fra«arnKy is looking to buy unneeded
solas,. chairsandco((ee tables.Any quaa-
(ions call Pan at 549-4848 ' >
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Sports
Minutemen open home slate with CCSU
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Watch out. Central Conn.!
The University of Massachusetts basketball team,

coming off a tough 67-64 loss Wednesday at Florida
State, opens its home schedule Saturday against Central
Connecticut State University at 7 p.m. in the Curry
Hicks Cage.

The Minutemen ( 1-0) looked impressive in the loss to
the No. 1 1 Seminoles. and probably will not hold back
against the Blue Devils <l-0). Central Connecticut
struggled against weakling Queens College before
squeaking out an 82-74 win Wednesday and they will
have a tough time keeping up with the Minutemen.

The UMass frontline of Lx)u Roe. Tony Barbee and
Harper Williams played well against Doug Edwards.
Rodney Dobard and Andre Reid of Florida State, who
were rated as one of the top frontcourts in the land. Roe
tied a career high in points with 19 and grabbed 14
rebounds against FSU. Roe should dominate the boards
again against the depleted Blue Devil forwards.

Guard Mike Williams, who was injured Wednesday, is

probable for Saturday's game. Williams suffered a bruised
knee when FSUV Bob Sura intentionally fouled him
Wednesday, unneccesanly slamming Williams into the
backboard support

WilUams scored a career-high 16 points in the contest.
coming off the bench as the sixth man. UMass instantly
loses depth as long as Williams is on the shelf, but it

appears he will be ready for Saturday
Hiestartupguards. Derek KelloggandJerome Malloy,

will have their work cut out for them, as Central

Connecticut's top three players are in the backcourt.
Damian Johnson scored 27 points in the Blue Devils'
season opener, and he is the leader of the Cenral Conn,
squad. The 6-foot-3 senior scored 20.5 points per game
last season.

David Corbitt and Marc Rybczyk are second and third,
respectively, in point toUls for Central ConnecUcut. and
for the team to have any chance to win, they will probably
have to outplay UMass in the backcourt. Corbitt scored
11.4 ppg. while Rybczyk averaged 11.3, but both will need
U> at least double those totals Saturday.

Two players whoCalipari hopes will have bigger roles
are Barbee and Harper Williams. The two combined for
only 18 points Wednesday, and will need to provide more
scoring punch as the season progresses. Williams scored
only one second-half point against the Seminoles. which
may because the forward is still working his way back
into shape.

The Minutemen will probably play an up-tempo style
against Central Connecticut . hoping to use the fast break
to throw the Blue Devils out of rhythm It will not help
Central Connecticut that they will be playing to a capac-
ity crowd, as the Cage sold out early Wednesday afternoon.

This game will be a good chance for the bench players
to assert themselves, with plenty of minutes possibly up
for grabs.

The team will raise the 1992 NCAA Sweet Sixteen
banner before the game.
Game notes: The game can be heard on WMUA (91.1

FM
I
with Mike Correa on play-by-play and JeffCrofts on

color. The game will also be broadcast on WHMP (99.3
FM) with George Miller on play-by-play and Kevin
Kennedy on color.

X3SH REYNOLDS/ COUEGUN
The University of Massachusetts baskett>all team plays in

Its home opener against Central Connecticut State Saturday
night at 7 p.m.

Arthur's Pigskin Picks
Two weeks of Pigskin Picks left, and

thispn^ni^ticator has been fly ing high
as of late. I don't mean to sound too
proud, because I'm not. Just when you
thought it was going well. . .

I think we'll start offin Philadelphia,
with the Vikings-Eagles matchup. Sean
Salisbury will remain the starter for

the rest of the season. Well, enough for

wishful thinking: Salisburyjust wishes
he had half the skills of another
Salisbury: Jenn, that is, of the UMass
field hockey team, who was named to
the All-American team this week.

Arthur

STAPLETON
ni steal a quote from my friend

Brian *Gerbs" Garber, whom I've

dubbed the Fanatic from Philly: "Re^e
White and the rest of the Eagle D is

going to eat Salisbury alive. Gannon
will be in by halftime. trust me!"

OK. Gerbs. I've been known as the
master of the obvious, but you may
have surpassed me on this one. Randall
better show me something, or else 111

be celling for McMahon. so the Eagles
have an excuse for getting bounced out
in the first round ofijjp playoffs ( ifthey
even make them ).

It seems as though the NFL officials

who worked the Eagles-49ersgame last
week decided to do their best imitation
of referees working a Celtics game in
the Boston Garden. Talk about a kind
spot Philadelphia 31, Minnesota 20.

Next we'll go to Denver, where the
Cowboys ride in at 10-2. with a three-
game lead in the East. John Elway
should be back, and everyone and their
brother is picking the Broncos to knock

off the young inexperienced Cowboys.
Nope. I'm not picking Denver What

a surprise, but Jimmy Johnson should
have his team primed for this encoun-
ter. Remember what happened against
the Raiders earUer this year. Here's
another surprise: Troy Aikman still

hasn't been injured this season. . . Oh.
well. I just jinxed him. but he will be
healthy enough to beat Denver. Dallas
20, Denver 0.

It is time to take a break from the
games and introduce the finalists for
the Babe "I'm the loser of the se-
mester" Laufenberg award. P'lrst up
is Ray Handley, the soon-to-be ex-
coach ofthe New York Giants. Enough
said.

Another candidate threw his prover-
bial hat into the ring on Wednesday
night. This award is supposed to be for
football only, but Florida State's Bob
"Fish Lips" Sura proved that basket-
ball IS indeed a contact sport. Ill borrow
(steal) this line from an esteemed
collegue: "Four words: March, tourna-
ment. Orlando, rematch". Remember
Kentucky. . . nah. it's not possible!

Our third and final candidate is

John Dockery of NBC's Notre Dame
Saturday. My inside source in South
Bend tells me thaK Dorkery is con-
stantly made a fool of by the players,
including Demetrious DeBose.

Here's the deal: Send your ideas
forawards, as well asyourchoicefor the
Babe "I'm the loser of the semester"
Laufenberg award to Art's Picks c/o
Collegian Sports, 113 Campus Center
Basement, or bring it down to me di-

rectly.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Women's basketball
in Classic matchup
BY JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Stoff

Well itmay not be the NCAA Tourney,
nor the NIT. but this weekend's Pal's
Cabin/ Mayfair Farms Classic at Seton
Hall University represents an early test
for the University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team.

Tonight the Minutewomen (0-1. lost to
Northeastern 64-63) will play their first

round game against the Howard Lady
Bisons. The other first round contest of
the tournament will pit the host the Seton
Hall Pirates versus the Rider Col lege Lady
Broncos.

Here is an outlook on the other three
combatants:

Howard University
Much like the Minutewomen. the

Bisons rely heavilyon the play offreshmen.
Two freshman start for Howard, center
Tianna Scott and guard Melissa Young.
Another starter for the Bisons, junior for-

ward Tara Gray, is in her first year of
basketball at Howard.

The other two starters for Howard
contributed heavily last season for the
Bisons. Juruor forward Annette Lee was a
force inside last year, as she averaged 14.8
points and 8.3 rebounds a game. Another
junior, guard Dorothy Williams, was ef-
fective in the backcourt as she scored at
11.3 a clip.

Last season the Lady Bisons went 8-19
in the MEAC. This is the first time that
UMass has met with Howard.

Seton Hall University
The Pirates are 1-0 right now, after

opening up the season with a 65-57 victory
over Farleigh Dickinson this past
Wednesday.

Seton Hall also has ayoung lineup with
three s<^»phomores. a freshman, and ajunior
making up the nucleus The sophomores
are forward Amanda Makarewicz. center
Dawn Johnson, and guard Kia Walker.
Walker had 13 points and eight rebounds
for the Pirates in the opener.

Junior guard Jodi Brooks led Seton
Hall in their opening victory as she scored
15 points.

The lone freshman starter, forward
Texlin Quinney. crashed the boards
against Farleigh Dickinson to the tune of
ten rebounds.

Rider College
The Broncos are also undefeated at 1 -0

in this short season, as they squeaked by
St. Peter's 66-65 in overtime last Tuesday.

In the pivot, sophomore Amy Berg is

expected to get the nod for Rider. On the
wings, sophomore Jennifer Feeney. who
pumped in fourteen in the opener, and
freshman Kerry Szemple will start.

In the backcourt. the point guard is

junior Maureen Ryan, who dished out five
assists against St. Peter's. Senior Debbie
Snyder, who bombed away for 14 points in
the season opener, is the starting off-

guard for the Broncos.
As for the Minutewomen. they will

continue to look inside to freshman center
Melissa Gurile (34 points. 13 rebounds
versus NU). freshman forward Octavia
Thomas (11 points vs. NU). and senior
forward Kim Kristofik.

In the backcourt. Laurie Dondarski
should remain as starter with Tricia
Hopson coming off the bench. At the off-

guard, freshman Kim Gregory will get the
nod. Maleeka Valentine will provide help
at both the off-guard and small forward
slots.

Men's swimming heads to Rutgers for A- 1 Os
n»f ifv\nM uL^Di I LTV'By KEVIN HERLIH\'
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming
and diving team is at Rutgers University this weekend
for the Atlantic 10 championships. It is the first time in
six years that the conference has bothered to hold such an
event, and UMass has darn near no knowledge of the
teams it will be swimming against.

Despite these uncertainties, head coach Russ Yarworth
is looking forward to competing in the new pool that
Rutgers has. and feels the team will make a splash

"We're going in with the attitude that we don't really
know our competition all that well." he said. "But we're

going in there to try to get ourselves ready for champion-
ship competition, and also to try to win the meet. I might
be all wet in saying that because West Virginia and
George Washington might be better than us because I

know they are heavily scholarshipped programs."
Championship-meet formats have not been held in

swimming for the past few years because the A- 10 has
been ordered by the NCAA to sponsor only a certain
number of team championships.

"A few years back," Yarworth said. "We weren't as
competitive as we are now. We're still not on an even
standing with some of the schools as for as scholarship
aid goes, but I have no complaints about that. We do what
we can. We're going to go there to compete in a very good

conference, and try to prove that the A- 10 is a great
conference for all sports."

The 3-0 Minutemen have racked up impressive wins
oyer two oftheir three opponents this year, with Yarworth
placing his swimmers in their non-prime events more
often than not. This weekend he will put the boys in their
prime events as the team goes for its seventh consecutiveNew England championship later in the season

"Everybody will be trying to achieve their personal
goals for this time ofyear," Yarworth said. "Hopefully theteam is going to crank out, because I think they're ready

"

K 7.U ^^"l!"^^
"°t seen meet competition in two weeks,

but the depth It possesses should enable it to hold its own
against any of the teams in the championship
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Possible snowflakes, clearing

in the afternoon, temps in 408.

Arts & Living:
The Bobs, they're musical. They don't use instruments.
They're natural. They use the human body to entertain.

They're there to amaze, no lie. Page 7.
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Sports:
Men's basketball crushes Centra)

Connecticut, 78-52. But some say It should
have been by a wider margin. Page 12.
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Seige broken, relief workers deliver food
By TINA SUSMAN
Associated Press

MCXIADISHU, Somalia— With armed guards riding
shotgun, relief workers Sunday broke a month-old siege
ofMogadishu's port and sent 100 trucks loaded with food
roaring off the docks to the isolated northern half of the
capital.

More desperately needed food made it to the central
city of Bardea. where three rehef planes landed as aid
workers were down to their last 25 sacks ofgrain. It was
the first food to reach Bardera in nine days, but was not
soon enough to save the 1 60 people who died ofstarvation
there Saturday, said Ian MacLeod, a U.N. aid spokeonan.

But Somalia's anarchy still made it difficult for relief
groups to get help to starving Somalis in inland areas,
even as 1.800 U.S. Marines made final preparations to
come ashore to begin an armed, U.N.-mandated mercy
mission.

Aid groups planned to parachute food to tens of
thousands of people in villages around Bardera who are
trapped by land mines surrounding the city The inter-
national relief agency CARE convoy in Baidoa were
killed last week in a looting attack, and the agency was
down to three workers in the city on Sunday.

Some 28,150 soldiers from the United Sutes and
other nations are expected to participate in the operaUon
to restore order and guard food shipments The first
detachment of the more than 2.000 French soldiers
earmarked for the force will be ready to go Monday.
Defense Minister Pierre Joxe said in Pans. Eg>'pt. Tur-
key and Mauritania also announced they will send troops.

Guarding against racism
with the Rainbow

Somalia has descended into chaos since rebels drove
dictator Mohamed Siad Barre from power nearly two
years ago. Central authority collapsed, and drought and
warfare have ravaged the nation.

About 300.000 Somalis have died this vear form
starvation, disease and the fighting. An additional 250.000
could die by the end of the year without help. Some 2
million people, or one-third ofthe popluation, are at risk
of starvation.

Aid agencies estimate at least halfthe food donated to
Somalia so far has been stolen.

In Mogadishu Sunday, relief workers reopened the
port and got food for the first time in more than a month.

Arranging the convoys took tow days for negotiations
between the two rival clan militias that control halves of
the city, but their suooeaa raised hopes that more of the
food sitting in warehouses would soon reach the hungry.

"What's really significant is that this is the first
convoy we've been able to move out ofthe port since Nov
12. and the first into north Mogadishu since late October."
said Rick Grant, a spokesman for CARE, which handl^
most U.N. food shipments in Somalia.

Four convoys of 20 to 30 trucks delivered a toUl of
1,000 metric tons ofwheat, rice and beans to a warehouse
in north. An additional 1 1 .000 mertic tons remain in the
port waiting to be delivered The World Food Program
says 1 metric ton of grain is enough to feed 2,500 people
a day.

Hungry Somalis in northern Mogadishu have received
far less than their countrymen in the south, despite
calling for equal distribution.

The south has not only got iU full percentage of food.

It's got all the benefits of the looting," Grant said.
Mogadishu's port is expected to be one of the firaC

tagets of the Marines in three warships off the Indian
Ocean coast.

Amherst Somalis
discuss U.S. role
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Somalian studenU attending the University of Mas-
sachusetts said they support sending troops to famine-
stncken Somalia, but question the United States' long-
term intensions.

"I fully support the effort." said Hassan Mohamed.
graduate student and co-cordinator of the Help Somalia
Committee. "Although late, its still a noble effort to give
special attention to the problem in Africa."

Yesterday. U.S. officials sent more than 28.000 troops
to Somalia to help what press reports estimate at 1.5
million starving people.

"It's a noble helpful effort that is needed." said
Mohamed. who said restoring security in Somalia will
help relief organizations.

Mohamed believes the short-term effort to secure the
safe passage of food and relief systems will alleviate
suffering and starvation by helping relief organizatiowi

Turn to SOMAUS. page 4

By SETH KAYE
Collegian Staff

Armed only with literature. Ally pins
and optimism, the UMass Rainbow Patrol
set outThursday through Saturday nights
to make the campus free from hate crimes.
The Rainbow Patrol was formed be-

cause ofwhat we saw as a lack ofinitiative
on the part of the administration to com-
bat actions caused by racial prejudice."
said Greg Maney, a graduate student and
a founder of the Patrol.

The Patrol, thus far numbering up to a
dozen undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, patrol the campus hoping to deter
potential hate crimes. Their route takes
them from the Southwest Residential
Area, through the Campus Center to the
Northeast Residential Area. Additional
patrols are being planned to cover the
entire north and east ends of campus, as
well as the distant "E Lots."

Patrol members can be identified by
their multicolored tie-died shirts they wear
while out on thejob. Tie-dies aren't really
an anomaly on campus," Maney said, "but

so many at once have got to stand out."
"Information and visibility are key to

getting this off the ground," Maney said.
Leaflets with details and information on
getting involved with the Patrol, as well
as multicultural "Ally" pins, are distrib-
uted to passers-by as they walk through
campus.

"The group was modeled in part after
New York's Pink Panthers," Maney said,
though the Rainbow Patrol is intended to
combat all prejudicial actions, racial,
sexual and otherwise"

Student reaction to the group was
mostly positive as they walked through
campus this weekend. Most thanked the
Patrol for the pins and information, and
for simply doing what has not been done
previously. One student shouted back,
afterwalking away and studying the leaflet
for a moment, to "keep up the good work."

Detractors voiced concerns over what
they perceived as vigilantism and baiting.
Maney later said "that's not what we're
about. We would only intervene at that
moment or immediately after the fact."

Turn to RAINBOW PATROL, page 4

More sanctions sought
Activist asks U.S. to pressure S. Africa
By PENNY CAMERON
Collegian Staff

Dennis Brutus, the University of
Colorado professor who persuaded a
committee to ban South Africa from
the Olympic games and was once in-

carcerated in a South African prison,
told about 30 people in the UMass
Campus Center Saturday night that
sanctions against the Apartheid nation
must continue.

Brutus gave a speech on the current
state of South Africa and expressed
concern over the American attitude
towards Apartheid.

"With Mandela's release from
prison, people had the impression that
Apartheid was over and your president.
George Bush, stated that there was no
longer any need for sanctions against
South Africa," Brutus said.

While the Unites States still will

not vote for South Africa to receive a
World Bank loan, Brutus said he was
saddened that every other U.S. sanc-
tion once imposed on South Africa had
been lift4?d. Brutus said he has not
seen any improvements.

Brutus went on to reiterate the need
for continued U.S. support in the fight
against Apartheid.

"I feel that it is urgent the people of
America knows what is going on in
South Africa, because you have made a
difference in the past." he stated and
urged American supporters to "ask
hard questions and not give blind
support."

Talking about predictions he had
made that the situation in South Africa
would become more violent. Brutus
cited the recent bombing of a hotel in

Queenstown and the attack on a
country club by an liberation group.

Turn to SANCTIONS, poge 4

Porter abuse settlement
to cost church millions

Josh Lyons (left), of the Rainbow Patrol, hands out leaflets outside of Machmer Hall Thursday
night. '

FALL RIVER (AP) — The Roman
Catholic Diocese of Fall River will pay
between $3.4 million and $5.4 million to
settle complaints from 68 people who say
they were sexually molested by former
priest James R. Porter, according to a
published report.

The alleged victims, who where children
when the abuse allegedly occurred in the
1960s, will receive $50,000 to $80,000
apiece, the Boston Sunday Herald re-

ported.

One provision of the agreement, an-
nounced Thursday, prohibits either side
from pubUcIy discussing dollar amounts.
The settlement was supposed to be so
confidential that even the mediators who
determined damages did not know exactly
how much each individual will receive,
the Herald said.

The newspaper did not identify the
source of the financial information.

Meanwhile several parishioners said
they supported compensating the com-
plainants.

"Is money even really the i.ssue?" asked
Christine Repoze. a member ofSt. Joseph's
Parish in Fall River and a mother of four
young children.

Porter's alleged victims "were injured
in a way they will never forget," Repoza
said. "They lost theirchildhood.Noamount
of money can ever replace that."

Brian LaBerge, a parishioner at Notre
Dame de Lourdes Church said he didn't
see the settlement as unreasonable.

"It doesn't seem fair that we should pay
for soemthing that happened a long, long
time ago, but ifthey've got to do it, they've
got to do it." LaBerge told the Boston
Sunday Globe. "It's not like we know where
all the money we give goes anyway."

Others expressed concern about
Turn to CHURCH, page 6
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Monday, November 7, 1992
Lecture — As part of the Studies Brown Bag Series,

Sarah Schulman, author of five novels and winner oftwo
literary awards, will talk about "Lesbian/Gay life during
the Reagan-Bush years (Let's hope they're over)," from
noon - 1:30 p.m. in the Campus center, 9th floor.

Tuesday, November 8, 1992
Roundtable — The next Community Business

RoundUble will be today at 4:30 p.m. and will feature
Judith Fine, proprietor of Gazebo and John Brocheck,
proprietor of New England Natural Bakers. They will
discuss "Running a profitable Business in the '90s."

Song — Hillel House is hosting a time of Chanukah
song sharing at 4pm in the Hillel House Conference
Room, at 388 North Pleasant Street. All are welcome.

Meeting— "^ut of Bounds" presents the first meeting
of "Poets Anonymous" today at 4 p.m. in the Campus
Center, rm. 805-09. Please bring your ideas and one poem.

Auction — The Student Union Gallery of UMass, in

association with the Graduate Arts Student Association,
announces an auction and exhibition to be held in the
gallery. Work will be exhibited from 1 1 to 6 p.m. and the
auction will begin at 6.

Film — "When the Mountains Tremble" will be shown
in Herter 231 at 7:30 p.m. The film is about revolution
and indigenous struggle in Guatemala. Rigoberta Menchu,
1992 winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, narrates.

Presentation — The Marketing Club is sponsoring a
presentation featuring three marketing professors from
the School of Management. The presentation will be in
SOM, rm. 110 from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Jobless don't share optimism

1 1 3 Campus Center
University of MassachusetU
Amherst. MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Maura Kolinsky and Bill Fr^hse are
longtime casualties ofMassachusetts' recession. Laid off
from well-paying jobs, they aren't optimistic about re-

covering their earning power anytime soon.
Economists pointed to a silver lining in the state's 9

percent November unemployment rate announced last

industry nearly two years ago when her department was
eliminated. "I don't think it's getting that much better to
tell you the truth." she said. Kolinsky, who is single now
is entertaining the idea of moving out of the state.

Frehse lost what he still calls his "real job" three years
ago. He was a business analyst for a research company
with a decade's experience. Now, after a stint in retailing.
he is doing temf>orary secretarial jobs.

"I think that the job environment is improving, but I
17

...,"«j ...»...» .u»^ a....uuwi.<ru lavv I iiiuiA. uiitL uiv juu ciivironmeni is improving, out 1
week, saying that one reason for the increase may be that have very serious doubts and fears for myself because I
more people who gave up job hunting are back in the
market now because they sense a turnaround. People
who give up looking for work are not counted in the
unemployment statistics.

But neither Kolinsky nor Frehse, both of Boston, see
much improvement.

Kolinsky. 38, lost her management job in the travel

ATTENTION
COLLEGIAN STAFF MEMBERS

CANDIDATES NIGHT HAD BEEN
RESCHEDULED TO WEDNESDAY. DEC. 9 AT 9 P.M.

(INSTEAD OF 7 P.M.)

think I've been out of the mainstream for so long that
even when the economy improves, my prospects might
not necessarily improve." he said.

Frehse, 39. also single, .said he does not want to leave
the Bay State. He expects any new full-timejob to pay up
to $8,000 less than the job he had before the recession.

In Massachusetts, the number of employed people
rose by 15,0(X) in November from the previous month's
level. But the number of unemploved people rose by
23.000. to 282.000.

The state also showed a significant 38,(X)0 increase in
the labor market in November, a factor that contributed
to higher levels of both employment and unemployment.
The numbers reflect the first growth in the labor force in
four months.

Both Frehse and Kolinsky said they have conducted
job searches since they were unemploved. although with
varying degrees of intensity.

"For the past year or eight months. I haven't really
been looking all that hard in my field." Kllinsky said.

Frehse said he has been looking consistently
throughout his unemployment, but "sometimes with
more enthusiasm than others I can't give up. because I

have to Hve."
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Goodbye glitz

Fleeing the high-fashion, high-pressure ephem-
eral and "empty" world of modeling. Lauren
Lindberg feels more at home taking graduate pre-
med classes at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst.

For a while. Lindberg. a graduate of Amherst
College, was nearing the peak of the fashion mod-
eling industry, nailing the cover of the French Elle
twice. But the money and fleeting fame was a fatal
attraction.

"Models don't have a right to have an opinion."
says Lindberg in an article in the Fall 1992 Amherst
College alumni magazine. "Or if they do have an
opinion, it's never listened to. People have you
convinced that all you'regood for isjust the wayyou
look.'

The glamorous world of modeling is merely a
(JKade thatcovers the daily indignitiesand deceiving
images produced in an assembly-line Uke industry,
according to Lindberg. "There's always someone
else out there who can fit into the clothes as well or
better than you." she says in the article.

Lnidberg. who defeated a leukemia-like blood
disease as a teenager, plans on applying to medical
or nursing schools Her aspirations contrast with
her negative pt»rtrayal8 of the "sleek and chic"
glamour business.

"You haven't helped anyorte. You just come out
feeling imperfect."

Sit-bomb
The Fox Network sitcom "Down the Shore" wel-

comed a new housemate to the show on Thursday
night.

The show, about six twentysomethi ngs who rent
a beach house on the New Jersey shore, features
UMass graduate Nancy Sorel playing the new
character "Sammy."

Nancy who? That's what the Alumni Office tells

us. But "EJown the Shore" producer/director Alan
Kirschenbaum informs the Collegian that Sorel
graduated from UMass in the mid-'80s.

Sorel. who's previous work was the soap opera
"Generations." was hand-picked from "hundreds"
of actors who auditioned for the role.

In the Thursday show, the roomies decide they
need another housemate and deem Sammy as a
wise choice. But one of the characters is flabber-
gasted when he recognizes the feather-earing-
wearing Sammy from a previous drunken one-
night-stand.

But the inane, repetitive jokes uttered by the
cast foretell a swifl demise for the Fox show.

"We were looking to add another woman to the
show." said Kirschenbaum in a phone interview
from Los Angeles. "And we were lucky enough to

find her."

"She's very attractive and she's very funny."
said Kirschenbaum on the UMass graduate. "She's
got a real ethereal quality."

Red alert

The Commies are coming! Rush Limbaugh, ra-

dio talkmeister and TV host, fired his conservative
cannons at an international Marxist conference
held at the Campus Center in November.

The three-day conference was like a close en-
counters of the Communist kind, according to

Limbaugh. recent authorof"TheWay Things Ought
to Be." On his nationally-syndicated Friday night
talk show. Limbaugh said:

"At the UniversityofMassachusetts atAmherst,
500 Ci)inmuni.sts from American universities gath-

ered for this forum. . . I've always told you that

militant environmentalism is the new home of

Socialism and Communism in the world. And I've

said this and people say. 'Rush, you're one of those

McCarthyites. You see a Commie behind every

rock.'

"In fact. I have suggested, ladies and gentleman,

that we keep two Communists on site at every U.S.

college campus as museum pieces. They think that

Marxism and Socialism are not flawed— they just

haven't been tried by the right people."

Granada's culture 'comes alive'
UM graduate designs summer study abroad program
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian SUflf

A University ofMassachusetts graduate has sUrted a
summer study abroad program in Granada. Spain which
he hopes will provide affordable language, cultural and
civilization study.

"It will be an awakening experience for people who go
on the program to realize the commonalities and the
differences between all the different cultures." said
Dominick Vene. one of the program's founders.

Vene said there are people from Africa, Canada, Asia,
many European countries and the United States who
study at the University of Granada. "Spanish is the
common form of communication." he said.

Vene said he graduated from UMass in three years
with a major in history, a political science minor, a
cultural anthropology minor and a Five-College Inter-
national Relations certificate.

Vene said he and his partner. Mazin Chami. started
the program because they were dissatisfied with many of
the study abroad programs American universities ofter.

"When I was teaching in France I noticed the American
students were not used to different cultures and felt

uncomfortable interacting with foreigners." Vene said.
Vene said when American students study abroad they

are not immersed in the language because they are
always with American students. They live in dormito-
ries and eat in the cafeteria with Americans and are
taught by American professors." he said.

Vene said in Granada, the students are taught by

professors from the University of Granada, live with
Spanish families, go on guided cultural excursions and
can attend many cultural events.

"The program is designed to provide diversity and
richness for everyone, not just the students," said Vene,
who speaks Italian. French and Spanish and knows a
little bit of German. Japanese and Aiabic

Vene said American study abroad programs are also
very expensive He said his study abivad program in
Granada c\>sLs$2.300 foroiw month, whileanother Spanish
study abroad program costs $4,000 for one month

"We kept our costs down because we worked directly
with the University of Granada." Vene said He said
other abroad programs are more expensive because the
people who organize the programs are trying to reach the
tuition rates of the school.

Vene said the program is open to studenUs who have
never spoken Spanish before. He said people are accepted
to the program on a first come first serve basis. "If
students are motivated enough to study abroad, then we
feel they should have the opportunity." Vene said.

Vene said the program offers optional courses in
economics, politics and teaching Spanish as a second
language for advanced students.

Vene said one of the most interestiuK .fiMt t.s oi ihe
program is its setting He said in under an hour the
students can be skiing on the peninsula's highest
mounUins or swimming in the Mediterranean Sea.

"Students can read about the Arabic and Spanish
cultures in a book, but when they actually live in Granada
the culture comes alive." Vene said.

rioii^niAi ••A-n-ni.. . tSSICA TAVERNA / COILEGIAN
fiAkMORIAL MATERIAL — Arts matenals made available in the University Gallery by Five Colleges System give

students an opportunity to express their feelings about the AIDS virus epidemic.

Sororities to host 'open rushing'
By CHRISTINA THORPE
Collegian Staff

It's never too early to begin thinking about rush
especially since formal sorority rush for next semester
begins just a week afler the first day of classes.

"Being involved in the Greek Area provides the op-
portunity to meet new people and to make UMass smaller
and more comfortable." said President of the University
ofMassachusetts National Panhellenic Council Monique
Nash.

Nash referred to her own experience as a Greek as her
"main interaction with quality friendships with other
women."

The actual rush period will last only one week next
semester. Feb. 3 to Feb. 10. Rushees must attend an
orientation, three rounds of "rush parties." and a Pref-

erence Night. Preference Night usually reflects the serious
side of sisterhood while other events are used more for

sisters and rushees to become acquainted. Hou.se tours
are given during rush and there are skits or slide shows.

During the past few years, the sororities here at
UMa.ss have been conducting a "formal" or an "informal"
rush every semester. With a formal or informal rush,
rushees are given the opportunity to visit all chapters on
campus under the supervision ofthe National Panhellenic
Council, the governing body of all sororities.

For 1993, however, the University may become a
deferred rush campus. The NPC will conduct a formal
rush only in the spring, and individual chapters will be
responsible for "open rushing" or "continuing open bid-
ding" in the fall.

There are advantages and disadvantages to having
formal rush only once a year.

Kathleen Flaherty is a senior political science major
and sister at Sigma Kappa sorority and has participated
in a formal or informal rush every semester since she
joined the Greek Area.

"Without having two formal rushes a year," Flaherty
said, "we can concentrate more on our other activities

like philanthropies and scholarship."

Rush keeps sororities alive so it's hard to say," said
Amy Weiler a junior English major from Kappa Kappa
Gamma. "I think formal rush is the way to go. I do think
this [deferred rush] is worth trying. Open rush is less
time consuming. It can be confusing though, but only
because we have not had that much experience with it."

Jennifer Seitles is a junior psychology major and the
rush chair for I>elta Zeta. Seitles feels that one formal
rush per semester is ideal , however she believes it should
l>e held in the fall rather then the spring.

With fail formal rush she .said, "you have all summer
to plan for it, nothing is on your mind and you can jump
right into rush. If your numbers are high, in the spring
you can kick back and have a good time and enjoy your
seniors."

In order to participate in spring formal rush, unlike
the formal rush conducted this semester, women must
have a minimum Grade Point Average of 2.0 to register.
There will also be a small registration fee which will used
to fund Bid Day. This ice cream social is planned for the
last day of rush when rushees receive their "bids," or
invitations to pledge a sorority. A portion of the regis-
tration fees will go to charity.
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get food, health care and other survival skills.
However. Mohamed questions the United SUtes' in-

tentions in making the country more stable, as he said he
is waiting to see how the program develops in upcoming
weeks. He wonders whether the United States will im-
pose a government favorable to its own ends or help
Somalia solve their problems by themselves.

"While I support the current efforts. I'm not sure of
what the long-term intentions are," said Mohamed. who
also said he wants to know what the United States plans
to do about the warring factions ofMogadishu, a country
located near Somalia.

Girma Kebbede, a professor of African development
and geography at Mount Holyoke College said he supports
the effort but wishes it took place months earlier. How-
ever, he said it is unclear what the overall peace and
sUbiUty ofthe long-term goals will produce. He suggested
warring factions could resume fighting once the US
forces withdraw.

"It's not too late, but it would have been nice if it had
taken place months ago because the situation got out of
hand months ago," said Kebbede

Also a member of the Help Somalia Committee,
graduate student Mohamed Driri said he expects deploy-
ing troops will be useful. He added that he hopes and
expects the troops will do more humanitarian work, such
as buildingbridges, helping the weak and feeding people
rather than fighting.

But Driri said he would like to see the U.S. media
concentrate on other events in Somalia, such as nego-
tiations between Somali leaders. He said there other
significant events going on in other parts of Somalia,
where there is less severe suffering.

Mohamed said he'd like to see the United SUtes or the
United NaUons take the initiative to facilitate a process
where all leaders come together to reconcile differences.

Mohamed said he appreciates the efforts of studenU
and the community who have shown concern over
Somalia's difficulties and encourages people to continue
to find ways to help the starving people.

Dec. 13, the American Friends Service CommitU^e will
be sponsoring a community gathering and candlelight
vigil in support of those suffering in a violent world. The
keynote speaker will be Irving Staub. professor of psy-
chology at UMass and author.

Rainbow Patrol
continued from poge 1

He went on to say that self-defense classes are
being planned for members of the Patrol next
semester.

Members "only use what amount of force they
would personally feel necessary or appropriate to
deter a hate crime," Maney said. This would range
from deflecting blows to a victim, to defending
oneself against force, or restraining an offender
until the police arrive. Though the Patrol, Maney
said, has not yet encountered a situation that
warranted intervention.

"We need an action, on the part of the students,
to do this for ourselves," Manev said.
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Brutus also cited facts on Apartheid. Eighty-five per-
cent ofthe population is Black, but because ofthe Groups
Areas Acts, which allot certain areas to certain racial
groups. Blacks are allowed only 13 percent ofthe nation's
land.

Commenting on the political atmosphere ofthe South
Africa, Brutus was critical of South African President
F.W DeKlerk.

"EteKlerk's primary strategy is to re-group cooperation
from Blacks into his ranks, so if Blacks ever get the vote
then he will be returned to power," he said.

Brutus said it was ironic that negotiations with the
African National Congress startedjust when the sanctions
against South Africa were starting to "bear fruit."

DeWerks government should not be called the gov-
ernment of South Africa, according to Brutus who said
the real government ofSouth Africa will not be seen until
non-Europeans are allowed to vote. Meanwhile. Brutus
said. DeKlerk is asking that an intenm government rule
for 10 more years while a new constitution is negotiated.

Brutus said the ANC should compromise with the
existing government and share power while he said any
benefits the White minonty receives through Apartheid
should end immediately.

Brutus painted a dismal picture of quality of life for
Blacks in South Africa today. Brutus said there is a 80
percent unemployment rate for Black teenagers and an
increase ofcrime. He said, in fact, that he was mugged in
the streets during his last visit, and that he saw "no
improvement (in South Africa), except in rhetoric."
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Relocating sleazoid doesn't end pattern of harassment
Turkey Genocide Day has come and gone, and winter

break is almost here. It's time toarm ourselves in financial
battle against the dark forces ofGeneral Electric. AT&T
and the evil empire of landlords. It was this battle that
led me to don a name badge in a processed cheese food
pizza shell hell, and motivated me to stay, though I

loathed the job so much I had to perform deep breathing
relaxation exercises every day before my shift began.

At first, my only problem lay in the fact that I was one
ofonly three women working with a legion of high school
boys who spent the majority of their time shooting tiny
clumps of feta cheese out of the their nostrils at one
another. The other two women were supervisors; I was
the token female plebian, and the brunt ofa never-ending
slew of immature jokes and horrifying pranks. When a
new male manager was sent in to take control, I was
elated. He was young, funny, charismatic and most
importantly, authoritative. I was sure my torture at the
hands ofthe army ofprepubes was over. Actually, my real
problem hadn't even begun.

Ever so slowly, ever so mildly, the new manager began
acting a bit unusual. He began with dirty jokes that
would make Andrew Dice Clay blush crimson, and pro-
greMed to making comments that made my stomach
queasy and my pulse race. At this point, he didn't refer to
me specifically, but to women in general. 1 wasnt sure
what to think of his behavior. Was he crossing the lines
of propriety or was hejust an outgoing, open kind ofguy?

I asked around, and the consensus was that I was
beingsmall-minded and prudish. I had never been accused
ofthis t)efore, but I'd also never been in such a disconcerting
situation. All I knew was that something very disturbing
was happening, and it was getting increasingly worse
with every shift I worked. Every day I prepared myselfto
inform him that I was, in a word, uncomfortable. But
every day. I worried about coming off like a chastity-
belted Victorian-era schoolmarm and let it go.

Lori

O'CONNOR
I shouldn't have. Before long, the sleazoid was spread-

ing imaginative, NC-17 Ules about the supposed fling I

was having with another employee. He threatened to
walk into the dressing area as 1 was changing out of my
uniform at the end of the night. "Accidental" trips sent
him crashing into me and crushed my body up against
walls. It got to the point that the mere mention of his
name made me tremble with anxiety. Trying to fend him
off verbally had no effect, since he treated it all like an
innocent joke. No one would take me seriously when I

spoke ofmy uneasiness; it was the. "Well. I've never seen
him act that way so you must be exaggerating" syndrome.
Mind you, this was pre-Anita Hill awareness. No one
seemed to t>elieve I was a victim, especially when I was
splattered with sauce and stinking of pepperoni.

Smooch Strains friendship

Finally my fear turned to rage, and I followed my
instincts and fought for what 1 believed. Unless I wanted
to continue livingon the mummified Tupperware surprises
in ofmy refrigerator, I couldn't afford to call in sick on my
shifts with Sleazoid any longer. I demanded a meeting
with the corporation's leaders, and got it. I was forced to
sit at a table ofcompany big wigs, Sleazoid included, and
repeat word for word every vile comment he had ever
made. Sadly, nothing came out of the meeting; the panel
of double-breasted ding dongs acted as if I were fabricat-
ing the complaint. I never even received an apology.

I later learned the meeting had been a sham. Sleazoid
had harassed several women at his last place of employ-
ment, and the company had him transferred in the hope
that a change of scenery would curtail his behaviors. I was
so outraged that I quit. Sexual harassment is not a haunted
house; moving doesn't make the problem disappear.

That meeting was one of the most intimidating, emo-
tionally draining experiences ofmy life, but I survived. As
college students who are constantly in need of a steady
cash flow, it is a temptation to try ignoring sick, sexually
dysfunctional people in authority rather than fighting
them. Speak up ifyou're being harassed in the workplace
and if nothing changes, quit. Believe me, the feelings of
pride and strength you'll enjoy afterward are worth far
more than a few extra dollars for cable television and
groceries.

Lori O'Connor is a Collegian columnist.

I do not appreciate being kissed on the
lips by another man. Personally, it revolts

me. But that is only my point of view.

Before I get called a "queer basher," a
1)reeder," or whatever other euphemisms
one can come up with for my person, hear
my tale of concern and aggravation.

Kris K.

EARLE
I am not against the gay Ufestyle; it

exists and I am willing to accept it, but it is

not for me. A second point is 1 do not parade
around holding a sign saying "I am a het-

erosexual." nordo I take part in the "straight
pride" or the "gay pnde" rallies; they are a
waste of precious time when there are so
many other problems to confront. I've al-

ways stayed away from the issue ofhuman
sexuality; I figured both I and my friends

know about my sexual situation and that
would be enough. Unfortunately. I guess I

have finally decided to add my two cents on
the subject ofhuman sexuality since it has
come to annoy me.
A while back, one of my friends came

over and said he was "in need ofhelp" and
wanted my honest opinion. I said fine,

since I am more than willing to listen to a
friend in need. My friend told me he was
bisexual and he wanted an opinion on if

someone was attractive. I answered
truthfully, stating I had little knowledge
on the subject, since I am partial to the
beauty of the female body and not the
male. My answer obviously did not appeal
to him. He kept going on and on, stating

that he was not interested in "sleeping

with" me. He repeated it about 10 to 15

times. He then spilled beer all over my
carpet and told me to look him in the eyes
and to sit down when I was talking to him.

He is the anal retentive type of friend, so

I usually respect what he has to say and
am willingto give him that extra attention.

I never had a problem with his little temper
tantrums in the past four years of our

friendship. Until this one evening.

He stood up and sluggishly waltzed

across the room. He came over to where I

stood, clenched my arms, and planted one

sloppy smooch on my trembling lips. No
tongue, but it still disgusted me. This wasn't

the us.'nl drunken male-bonding kiss-on-

the-cheek. I've been friends with this guy
for four years and never have I seen such
animalistic urges spawn fh)m him. Maybe
it was the beer talking, but I think that is

a rather flimsy excuse. Why'd he do this if

he knew that I'm heterosexual and have
had a steady girlfriend for over five years?
Why'd he say that he has no sexual interest

in me and then confront me with a kiss?
After I broke free of his grip, he stepped
onto my cassettes and fell backward onto
my stereo. This was the last straw.

I told him it was time to leave and he'd

be given a ride home. He tried to grab me
again but I kept my distance and told him
he was starting to irritate me. He said he'd

understand if I wanted to "smash j him I in

the face," which is a typical respon.se when
someone has done something wrong and
knows it. Sorry, but I don't fightmy friends
and haven't fought anyone since second
grade recess.

Let us look atwhat this incident would've
been if I were a female. If I were a female
and one ofmy platonic friends came over to

me. restrained my arms, and kissed me, it

would qualify as date rape.Am I not correct?
But since I am a man who is larger and
stronger than the "friend" who came after

me. it qualifies as me being a loser for not
"smashing Ihisl face in." Or perhaps I

wanted it all along. Orperhaps I was scared
of this revelation and am "homophobic." I

am sure all ofyou gentle readers will have
your own interpretations.

Let me leave you with this: Imagine
that one of your friends comes up to you
and attacks you, whether it be a male or
female, gay or straight. What will you do?
Since my friend has decided to do this, he
has put a damper on our four-year
friendship and has created confusion and
static between the two of us. I don't go up
to my female friends and attempt to re-

strain them and stick my tongue down
their throats. They would be quite sur-
prised and most likely terrified by this
sudden change in character. I believe that
restraining our animalistic urges is one of
the reasons most of us stand apart from
being savages. Most of us.

Kris K. Earle is a Collegian staff
member.
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Ridiculous column wastes space
Once again, the Collegian has devoted

valuable space to the moronic drool known
as the comments of Adam Scott Roberts.

In his criticism ofthe Campus Center, Mr.
Roberts compares our "hub" to that of

Indiana University, noting that at I.U..

one can shop, study, see a movie, bowl, eat
or play pool. With the exception ofbowling,

one can do all of these at the Campus
Center. We can also have a drink at the

Hatch or the TOC, see live bands and
productions and much more. There are

plenty of windows by the coffee shop;

perhaps the fact the Campus Center is

underground mightattest for the fact there

aren't many windows.

Mr. Roberts claims theCampus Center's

fourbank machines are insufficient, asking
if one could imagine Chicago's O'Hare
Airport with only four ATMs. Millions of

people circulate through O'Hare 24 hours a
day, while the Campus Center hosts a few
mere thousand, mostlyduring the daytime,
making this comparison ridiculous.
"Condom World" is there to providecondoms
for people who need them! Why doesn't he
think people should buy condoms there?
Hasn't he heard of safe sex?

Can't the Collegian make better use of
space than uninformed babble such as this?

Eileen Loh
Amherst

Criticism of Campus Center unfair

Customers can change services
How many students on this campus

feel the food in theCampus Center needs
improvement? How many feel the

"speedie burger" isn't so speedy and the

coffee wakesyou up more out ofits awful

taste than the caffeine?

The students are the largest and

most important customer of the Cam-

pus Center. Ifyou feel the restaurants

in the Campus Center do not meet your

standards, help re-direct them. The

grads did it! They created and now run

the Graduate Lounge.
We can improve the food in the Cam-

pus Center so they meet our needs. The
Board of Governors wants your help to

form a consensus and mandate change.

The Campus Center staff is interested

and capable of filling its customers' re-

quests. Helpmake things happen. Board
of Governors meetings are Thursdays
at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Dan Gordon, at-large governor
Board of Governors

Adam Scott Roberts [Collegian, Dec. 1

1

fails to consider the Campus Center fairly.

The Campus Center is part ofthe Associa-

tion of College Unions-International, an
organization that unites administrators

and student representatives from college

union facilities around the world. The
UMass Campus Center has been rated as

among the best unions in the country, based
on diversity of services and accessibility.

There are areas where the facilities can
be improved. But there are structural and
financial limitations under which the
University Store and other operations have
been able to provide stunningly high qual-

ity and service. The magazine rack is part
of a very crowded and dense network of

shelving and displays. The reason is that
the store strives to make as many products
available as possible. Penn State, with an
undergraduate student body twice the size

of UMass, offers a selection roughly 30

percent smaller than UMass. I would ar-

gue students should strive to have access
to diverse and reasonably priced products.

Regarding the Textbook Annex. I

wonder how Mr. Roberts would cotton to

standing on the combined lines of the
University Store and the Annex at the
beginningofthe semester. While a student
has to walk that 800 feet to get to the
Annex, he or she saves time by avoiding
doubly long lines in a single facility.

The Board is grappling with issues
involving: possible privatization of the
University Store, the studentofTice space
needs, the quality of food service in the
building, and how to avoid the imposition
of user fees or general fees to support the
operation of the facility. I invite Mr.
Roberts and all other interested students
to attend our meetings.

Benjamin Preston, Chair
Board of Governors
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Clinton to woo new Congress, name his Cabinet
By JOHN KING
Associated Press

LIITLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Clinton hopes
to convince House freshmen they are "natural allies for
change," a senior advisor said Sunday as Clinton prepared
to court Congress and make his first mcyor administra-
tion appointments.

Clinton attended services at Immanuel BaptistChurch,
waving to reporters but saying nothing about what looks
Uke a busy week. It opens with a two-day visit to Washing-
ton, via Illinois, and is likely include Clinton's resignation
as Arkansas governor and several appointments.

In lUinois — a critical state in both his primary and
General election strategies — Clinton will hold a town
hall style meeting with students and teachers at a Chi-
cago community college.

"He looks forward to talking to the students about
their educational opportunity and job prospects and how
the right training can lead to the right job," said Clinton
communications director George Stephanopoulos.

In Washington, Clinton's schedule includes sessions
with House Democrats as a group, as well as the House
members at which aides said Clinton will appeal for

support for his economic and political reform programs.
"They are all part of the same moment in history and

President-elect Clinton wants them to know he wants to
Usten to them an work with them," Stephanopoulos said.

"They were elected on the same message he ran on and
he hopes they will be natural alUes for change and
progressand reform in the beginning," said Bruce Lindsey

,

a Clinton confidante and member of his inner transition
circle.

Clinton could resign as governor as early as Wednesday.

No date had been set as ofSunday , aides said, but several

said they believed Clinton would wait until Thursday to
name his treasury secretary and perhaps a few addi-

tional members of his economic team. Texas Sen. Llyod
Bensten is Clinton'schoice for theTreasury post, according

to transition and Democratic sources.

Another Cabinet post where Clinton is said to be near
making an appointment is Health and Human Services
secretary, according to advisers, as well as heads of the
Energy, Interior and Environmental Protection Agency.

"I think you will see a series of appointments begin-

ning this week," said one senior Clinton aide. Another,
however, predicted only a few appointments this week
and a few more next week. With the exception ofBentsen,
Clinton's search has been highly secretive, with many of
the prospects interviewed for Cabinet posts waiting to

hear from the president-elect.

church
continued ^om page 1

whether the diocese, said to be among the
poorest in the state, can afford to make the
multimillion-dollar settlement from its

own funds.

In August, two firms that sold the
diocese liability insurance during the
19608, Continental Insurance Co. and
Boston-Old Colony Insurance Co., said
they shouldn't have to cover the claims
because the diocese was so negligent in its

handling of the Porter case.

Alleged victims said that, whenever
someone complained, the diocese simply
transferred Porter to a new spot.

"It's insane," said one man. identifying
himselfonly as a parishioner at St. Mar>''s

Cathedral. "There must be some way they
can make them pay. It's like insurance for

you and me. We pay our premiums and
expect the company to come through. (The
church) doesn't have that kind of money."

Others said the diocese should make
restitution and move on.

"Hopefully, we can move forward now
with a much more positive approach and
with a real return to pastoral concerns,"
said a priest at St. Patrick's Churhc, who
decUned to give his name. "There's so
much healing to do."

Porter allegedly abused dozens of
youths when he served as a priest in North
Attleboro, New Bedford and Fall River in

the early 19608.
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The Bobs' a cappella
will amaze you, no lie
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian StafT

They tellyou that there are no overdubs,
no electronic effects, not even any instru-
ments. They tell you that every sound you
hear in their songs (with the exception of
^he Deprogrammer ," where they cheated

)

is a sound made by the human body,
whether sung, slapped, stomped, popped,
pounded, or guffawed.

They tell you that there are only four
people making noise at any one time ( there
were five for a brief period, which made
them the world's largest quartet).

They tell you all this, but when you
listen to one of their songs you know they
must be lying. No way that a naked human
voice can do that. No way that only four
voices can create that harmonic wall of
sound that towers over Phil Spector's.

Unbelievably, the Bobs don't lie.

What's more, all these a capella pyro-
technics come with a seemingly unlimited
wit. the kind that sees nothing wrong with
songs about religious deprogrammers, the
tribulations of dictators with dirty laun-
dry, and the vahd reasons to hate the
Beach Boys. It's the kind ofwit that slides

a jazz solo by a faux trumpet into Johnny
Cash's "Burning Ring of Fire," and laughs
as it tacks a swinging doo-wop ending onto
the Talking Head's "Psycho Killer." It has

to be heard to be believed.

Richard Bob Greene, Matthew Bob
Stull, Janie Bob Scott, andJoe Bob Finetti
will be bringing a// this and their gracious
manners and uncommon stage presence
to the Iron Horse Monday and Tuesday
nights, Dec. 7 and 8, where they will

undoubtedly sing many of their old fa-

vorites as well as the covers from their
latest album, The Bobs Sing the Songs of.

which includes songs written by Jimi
Hendrix, Led ZeppUn, Peggy Lee, the
Rascals, and Tom Waits, all done by four
people with no instruments and a whole
lot of attitude.

Joining them on Tuesday night will be
comedian Jonathon Katz, about whom 1

can say nothing, as I've never heard any of
his routines before. He does note that he is

a longtime friend and fan of the Bobs,
which should certainly count for some-
thing.

So what are you waiting for? Take the
Bobs challenge. See ifyou can believe that
four such meek, mild-mannered people
could possibly perform with just their
mouths and hands and feet a "Helter
Skelter" that would once and for all shut
those voices up in Charles Manson's head
and then turn right around and leave you
polka-ing till dawn with their own "Bulky
Rhythm."

They dare you.

Walls rang with silence
Marceau: lessons in communication

Punchline's tyranny
Words & Pictures meets Thousands
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

You all know who Barry Deutsch is. He
draws Cast of Thousands. And here's the
interview already.

Kip: Okay, here we are in the studio
of campus-famous cartoonist Barry
Deutsch —

Barry: (Derisive snort)

K.M.: So, Barry, why don't you give us
a little background on yourself?

B.D.: I was born in July of'69 and 1 read
Harold and the Purple Crayon soon after.

Further updates as events warrant.
K.M.: / guess the question everyone

wants answered is ''Where's Cast of
Thousands?'

B.D.: It's hiding under my bed. I've

been trying to coax it out — at first with
doggy treats, and then with tuna fish, and
lately I've been trying The Complete Works
ofJane Austen, but so far no dice.

K.M.:No, really, where's it been lately?

B.D.: Well, I'm taking a break. Writing
a punchline every four panels can be pretty

tiresome, yTcnow. I got to a point where I

needed a tight deadline for motivation, so
I'd run to get the strip to the layout people
at midnight every night, and. quite rea-
sonably, they all got sick of me. Then I

thought: Why put myself throu^ all this
if I'm not getting paid? So I quit, and for a
few weeks it felt wonderful. But now I

miss it, so Cast ofThousands will be back
next semester.

KM.: Have you been working on any-
thing else?

B.D: Yeah. Let's see. . . I drew a poster
for the Theatre Guild — "A Midsummer
Night's Dream." I'm working on a serial-

ized radio comedy, which will eventually
be heard on MUA, I hope. And I'm in the
initial stages ofseveral cartooning projects,

most ofwhich have the main trait ofbeing
completely and utterly unlike Cast of
Thousands.

KM.: And what about the future of
COT?

B.D.: Zack's gonna come out of the
closet. He's gotta —

K.M.: You've only been dropping lead-

weight hints for a year and a half
Turn to THOUSANDS, page 8

By EMILY MARINO
Coll^an Staff

The walls of the Fine Arts Center
rang with silence Wednesday night as
world famous mime Marcel Marceau
performed for a captivated audience.

Marceau. along with Blanca Del
Barrio and Bogdan Nowak. soundlessly
portrayed a variety characters and
experiences in a 2 and 1/2 hour show
that seemingly defied the laws of hu-
man nature and hushed the large, yet
attentive crowd.

The performance had two segments,
one consisted of style pantomimes of
various situations, and the other a se-

lection of pantomimes featuring Bip
the clown, a character heralded world-
over as Marceau's trademark.

The first ofMarceau's six style pan-
tomimes. The Painter, served to ini-

tially demonstrate his technique in a
simple way. This piece had no complex
story, and illustrated an artist merely
having fun with the creative process. It

was in this piece that Marceau helped
the audience become accustomed to

seeing the boundaries of the objects
that he created.

The Bird Keeper was a more pro-
found piece, but started out simply, so
the audience could begin to fathom the
birds and cage Marceau felt and saw.
With the help ofa chirping soundtrack,
the artist brought to life a whimsical
feathered friend that evoked mocked
aggravation in Marceau and delighted
laughter from the audience. After
Marceau's playful struggle with the
bird, the piece took on a serious note as
the winged creature died, leaving
Marceau alone in the locked cage. The
mime eventually evolved into the bird,

and the audience was left to ponder the
significance of relative freedom.

In 77ie//an<f.<f, Marceau utilized only
his hands to portray life and death.
With meticulous positioning of his fin-

gers, wrists and arms, he represented
these two contradictory facets of exist-

ence. Every move conjured images of

jubilant, youthful vivacity plotted
against abrasive decay. The pieceended
with the hands joining together in a
union ofcompromise and reconciliation.

My favorite of Marceau's style pan-
tomimes was titled Pygmalion, and
featured Blanca Del Barrio as a statue
that Marceau creates which eventu-
ally comes to life. Del Barrio's incred-

ible muscle control and endurance sus-

tained the artist's stone-like pose, cre-

ating an eerie effect. Throughout her
graceful interaction with Marceau once
she took on a life ofher own. Del Barrio

maintained a quasi-human quality
that, coupled with the haunting music,
struck the captivated audience as
verging on frightening. In accordance
with the unnerving visual effect of the
pantomime, the story ends with the
statue murdering Marceau, making a
statement about the danger of allow-
ing our dreams to become obsessions
and fully consume our lives.

Marceau's other style pantomimes
were excellent, especially The Mask
Maker in which the mime's face took
the form of different masks, and au-
dience had to separate his face from
his body in order to fully understand
his mood and message.

Those of us who were not around in

1947 to see Marceau's first Bip panto-
mimes quickly learned the tremen-
dous popularity of the character when
Marceau donned his famous beflowered
opera hat and assumed a lackadaisical
jaunt. Applause broke out from the
audience, and Bip comfortably claimed
the stage as his throne throughout his

numerous antics.

Marceau delighted the audience
with his portrayals of a circus clown,
soldier and even David & Goliath. The
audience wasovercome with shock and
disappointment at the sight ofthe title

of the "Bip Commits Suicide" panto-
mime, until the lovable clown portrays
the thought of suicide as one of fleeing
nonsense. After many attempts using
various methods. Bip proves physically
unable to do the evil deed, emotionally
smug, and manages even to find joy in

staying alive long enough to play
around with the thought of death.

Throughout the performance
Marceau created an atmosphere of
intimacy and solitude, but clearly ac-

knowledged our presence in letting us
catch quick glimpses of the emotions
behind his gestures. With his animated
storytelling he proved that silence does
not always wreak solitude, and inspired

a realization that communication is

far more complex than mere words.
Marceau also demonstrated a great

understanding of common human ex-

pression that exceeds culture and lan-

guage. The pantomimist proved to me
that truly there are characteristics that
bind us all as human beings that allow
us to communicate with, understand
and learn from one another.

It is with this knowledge that
Marceau has travelled the world and
shared his stories and lessons of hu-
manity with countless people. In doing
so, he has afforded us all a closer !(K)k

at our own actions and gestures that
prove often to speak louder than words.

Eddie Murphy loses laughs as a Gentleman
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

From his mansion "Bubble Hill" in posh Englewood,
N.J. near the Palisades and the banks of the Hudson, to

the Potomac's political district, Eddie Murphy heads to

Washington in Hollywood Pictures' The Distinguished
Gentleman.

It's the story about Jefferson Johnson (Eddie Murphy)
a Florida con-man who Ues and cons better than Goldie
Hawn did in last summers' //ouscsi/^er. Johnson decides

to add to the political corruption in Washington when he
runs for Congress on the grounds that people will vote for

the candidate name that they are familiar with.

So, when the real congressman of the same name
(James Gavin) dies while shtooping his legislative as-

sistant. Murphy's character mns for Congress in his

Florida district under the slogan "Jefferson Johnson, The
Name You Know."

Similar to Robert Altman's The Player which laughed
at the way the entertainment business runs, TVie Dis-

tinguished Gentleman succeeds in showing the underside
to a very corrupt city and political mischief.

Murphy does everything from imitate a raspy elda-

kaka Jewish guy, a snooty WASP, to a computerized

phone-sex operator. His imitations are hysterical and
ring true of common stereotypes.

But the best is the Robin Williams' style of mimicry

COURTESY HOLLYWOOD PICTURES COMPANY
In the Distinguished Gentleman Eddie Murphy plays a con-

man who worms his way into Congress.

used by Murphy when he pretends to be an official with
the NAACP in order to get onto an exclusive committee.
It's hysterical as the committee asks questions such
a8,"Are their any Blacks on the committee?" "Are any
homosexuals on the committee?" And he concludes with
asking if any Latino's are on the committee. Whal-la!
Then comes the favorable sneaky Axel Foley smile. Guess
who becomes the newest member of the committee?

Murphy's character is put to the test when a mother
and a cancer ridden child from his district demand to
meet their congressman. Murphy's Johnson thought it

was all a game until he had to deal with the people who
live in his district. This type of storyline sits well in a
Bette Midler Beaches type offilm. The scene doesn't work
to further the plot, instead it corrupts the comedy that is
trying to be achieved.

The film is funny yet it moves like the Maryland
Terrapins, slow enough to seem like just another 48
Hours. .

.

Butjust before the boredom really kicks in. and
there is only a sip oflemonade and a few popcorn kernels
remaining, the movie picks up with more laughs that get
funnier as the clock ticks.

Murphy's performance was similar to that of his roles
played in Trading Places and Beverly Hills Cop. More so
of the latter. The Axel Foley slickness beams from
Murphy's eyes and can trick you into seeing Foley in a
suit. Murphy succeeds in making audiences laugh but

Turn to EDDIE, page 8
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he's a far cry from a Golden Child.
Victoria Rowell (Drucilla on "The Young and the

Restless") plays Celia. Murphy's love interest. She's a
tough cookie who looks like Anita Hill and makes a
remark about sexual harassment to include the conduct
of Congressman after Murphy throws himself at her.
Was this little pun and her similar appearance intended?
Of course it is, after all this is Hollywood.

Another performance to stand out is "Murphy Brown's"
Grant Shaud who plays Murphy's assistant. Shaud brings
that Jewish Miles Silverbergness to the role. He's hys-
terical andjust as neurotic as his character from "Brown."
Shaud plays the part so well on "Brown" that I think he'll

be type-casted for a long time. But, hey it works for him
and he's very convincing. He comes across in The Dis-
tinguished Gentlemen as your typical Potomoc-Silver

COLLEGIAN

Spring yuppie.

Lane Smith (My Cousin Vinny) plays committee
chairman Dick Dodge who resembles Richard Nixon and
Dan Rather. His performance makes him look hke a high
strung pohtician.

In addition, Sheryl Lee Ralph and Charles Dutton
(from FOX's "Roc") join the cast to make the latest

Murphy film entourage.
Although there are some laughs, the film mildly en-

tertains, with no real character development on Murphy's
part. However, Murphy and DirectorJonathan Lynn (My
Cousin Vinny,^unson M^/?un) tried to capitahze on this
election season and they made the mistake of releasing
the film almost a month after election day.

The Distinguished Gentlemen isn't as exciting as last
summer's Boomerang. Wait for it to come out on video
and save some cash. GRADE: C-f.
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B.D.: Weirdly, some folks haven't caught on.

And I've been wanting to do Jo trying LSD for the
first time. Also, since I wrote out Albert the Ghost,
there hasn't been a single straight male in the
strip, so I suppose I should put one in. I'm an
aiSrmative action cartoonist

K.P.; How about strips or characters that you
want to do, or have wanted to do, but haven't
thought possible? I mean in terms of having to

censor yourself—
B.D.: Well, there's Dr. Demerious, who's a com-

bination ventriloquist and abortionist. Imagine
him throwing voices into the womb, during the
operation: "Mommy! Mommy! Help me. Mommy, it

hurts!" But most people would find a character like

that incredibly tasteless.

K.M.: Yes. Well. Um. You have had some prob-
lems with your strips about race relations. I'm
thinking about the ones where you began drawing
Robin with shading. . .

B.D.: Well, Robin was African-American all

along, but I drew her so badly at first that only 1

knew. That's also poor writing, of course. How to

handle race in the comic strip has been the thing
I've worried the most about. . I mean, I didn't want
to do what most strips do, which is to have the strip

take place in a mysteriously all-White world. But
1 also didn't want to do a strip with one Black
character exactly like the White characters, except
with shading on her skin. So I used Robin.

Robin was raised in a White town, and until

college she had virtually nocontact with the African-
American community, which gave me an excuse
for her having mostly White friends at first. The
idea is, as the strip goes on, her heritage, and the
Black community, are becoming more and more
important to her. I've done a few— too few— strips
along those lines, because it's a hard subject for a
White person to write about and not make an aM
of himself, so I chicken out a whole lot.

K.M. : You don 't seem to have the same difficulty
with the gay, lesbian, bisexual community. I mean,
most of the cast falls into one of those categories.

B.D.. Well. I eiyoy writing about intelligent,
interesting characters, and the fact is that the
average dyke or fag is many times more interest-
ing, witty, educated, well-read, artful, and original
than the average breeder.

L
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Sarah Levesqiic

PhotoTechnician Tom Haller

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Challis Meehan,

)im Ganley

LUNCH
Dutchess Meat Pie

Grilled Turkey Sand.

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Turkey

Hummus Vege Pocket

Menu
DINNER

Zesty Basil Chicken

Veal Cutlet

BASICS DINNER
Zesty Basil Chicken

Cauliflower Casserole

The opinions expressed on this pjge are those of the cartoonists .ind do not netessarily retlecl the views oi the Co%/j/) or the University
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wood
S Hemingway or

Haydn
9 Hard roll

14 0)«s —
15 Ch«ars. m

Madrid
1
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Concur
1 7 Detailed p4«n
19 Chnstmaa

songs
20 Full

?1 Entry

23 Peer Gynfs
mother

?4 TapM
26Varve
27 Isle of -
28 Busy as —
30 Salamander
33 At sea
37 Bronte's 'Jane

38 Yearns
39 Pastry

40 Dutch painter

Jan
41 Facial feature
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close

acquaintance
44 Torrid

45 Grouse
46 FDR measure
4 7 Epic poetry

49 Cloy

51 Mineral spring

54 Capital of the

Peach State
57 Refreshed
59 French river or

valley

60 Cousin of an
orange

62 Arabian
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63 Theater award
64 Formerly
65 Curves
66 Equal
67 Appear
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Bowls set, Bonds about to bolt to SF
By RICK WARNER
and BEN WALKER
Associated Press

ATLANTA— The new bowl coalition got something it

wanted Sunday - a national championship game between
the No. 1 and Ne. 2 teams in the country- and something
it didn't want: controversy.

The coalition met a major goal by matching top ranked
Miami ill-O) and No. 2 Alabama (12-0) in the Sugar
Bowl. But the Cotton Bowl's selection of No. 5 Notre
Dame as an opponent for No. 4 Texas A&M upset the
Aggies. No. 3 Florida State and other coalition members.

The Seminoles ( 10-1 > and Aggies ( 12-0) thought they
were going to play each other in the Cotton Bowl, but
Cotton Bowl officials nixed the plan by taking Notre
Dame(9-1-1 ). Florida Sute will now play No. 1 1 Nebraska
(9-2) in the Orange Bowl.

The Cotton Bowl passed up a game between the No. 3
and No. 4 teams because it didn't want a rematch of last

year's Florida State-Texas A&M game in Dallas and
because it preferred the glamour and television power of
Notre Dame.

•Ifwe could not get 1 vs. 2, then 3 vs. 4 was not that
important to us," Cotton Bowl president Bob Smith said

at a news conference where the pairings were announced.
However, it was important to TexasA&M and Florida

State. While ofllcials from both schools publicly expressed
their support for the coalition and said they were happy
with their bowl opponents, they privately criticized the
Cotton Bowl's decision.

IfA&M had beaten Florida State in the Cotton and
Miami had tied Alabama in the Sugar, the Aggies could
have made a strong case for the national championship.
A&M coach R.C. Slocum feels the Aggies still have a shot
at the title if they beat Notre Dame, but he realizes

chances would have been better with a victory over
Florida Sute.

"We wanted to play the highest-ranking team, so from
that standpoint, we're disappointed." Slocum said. "But
we hope voters keep an open mind until all the games are
played on Jan. 1."

Florida State also is unhappy with the Cotton Bowl,
but for a different reason. School officials said the Cotton
Bowl told them early in the season to expect an invitation,

then changed its mind and took Notre Dame.

^e're happy to go to the Orange Bowl, but vibes I

received from the Cotton Bowl were, 'make yourself

available," Florida State athletic director Bob Coin said.

LOUISVILLE — He has the big number he really

wants— the famed No. 24 jersey of the Giants. All that's

left for Barry Bonds Sunday was to put the finishing

touches on the game's richest deal.

Bonds and San Francisco prepared to announce the
details ofa six-year. $43 million contract Sunday night at

the winter meetings.

But sometime soon, back in San Francisco, fans will

get to see real baseball history. That's when Giants Hall

ofFamer WiUie Mays, in a ceremonial display, will hand
over his retired No. 24 jersey to let it be worn by his

godson. Barry Bonds.
Bonds wore No. 24 while winningtwo National League

MVP awards in the last three seasons with Pittsburgh,
and it's not unusual for a star player to ask for his old

team number when he goes to a new team.
But in this case. No. 24 on the Giants means Mays.

The Giants retired thejersey to honor their center fielder,

and hung it on the outfield fence at Candlestick Park.

Collegian... Cause mom said it was okay!

13k .^r DiCeronimo Broihers^fKKKKm

Super Morkcisi

n uvask Tw acMT to

UWiqiMNTITU
MnatTttfnwaun
afvoTn«a«auKa
nrauMfwuiUKW

STOnE HOURS:
Mon. thru Fti.: Sam • 9pin

Saturday: 7am - 9pm
Sunday: Sam • Spoi

Prices Effective thru Friday,

December 11, 1992.

10 University Drive - Amherst

And .\oH liilnNlucin^
\

Oui^liidHTsi Melon..

' ^ i

CBilRCEiT

in^ul

BafOsnk

Chiutnui Ism
\

USDA Choice

anSSIt. B«P^ Roun<* Boneless

,«,..';;':;t Bottom Round
i,.i.«.fr Roast

9tH9*m\»fm»i

$1891 Lb.

Fresh...Perdue

A^'\^ OvenStuffer
: / Roaster Chickens

»"-^"'>^^^'>'

b-7Lb

79 lb

All Natural

Hendries
Ice Cream
FUvors

l/2C4llon

Am ^-^ \J

.^^3?r^4^^

Gold Medal

All Purpose

Flour
5 Lb

Bag 79
Maxwell House

Ground
Coffee

$159
•I'crkRrg

•ADC'lUc

K()j$t
12-130/

Cms

•DcLighls

Avsorlcd

Vjrictics

Duncan Hines

Cake
Mixes

79«18250/

Tropicana 12 Pack

Orange g^^^^Pepsi Cola
^Fg.^ 'RrguUr'DicKjMfincFrcf

^"
^ •Cj((fiiKFrrrDirt»MouM*inr>rw

^
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PURE
PREMIUM
•Ko);uUr

•HoincsJyIc

Juice
$-189

Baked
Beans

B & M Brick Oven

Baked
Beans

Large

28 Oz.

Can 99
>BumbleBee(

"•"klitMT^irttlnW*.

rBUMBLE BEE:i

Bumble Bee

Chunk Light

Tuna
6.125 Oz.

Can

•In Oil

•In Water im ForX

•Onngc Slier •S(hwcppr» Rcr {.mRir Ale

$0992 I'lus Dcp.

All Liquid
Laundry Detergent

$199Gallon

3

SPORTS MR
& R€SroiiRfiNT

TONIGHT
DA BEARS vs. HOUSTON

- Mexican Buffet -

\l)\l K Ml
1* H 1^ M *

I 9 *> 2

1/2 Price Acid Blitz

at Halftime

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

Winter Session 1093
January 4-25

Yes,youcan

!

Register for Winter Session classes.

Special en'rollment restrictions do not

APPLY for Winter Session.

/
So, IF YOU'RE A UMASS

STUDENT, ALL YOU HAVE

to do is just sign up.

Over 100 credit

COURSES.

Earn 3 credits in just

3 short WEEKS!

Register Now!

Catalogs
available
on campus
OR AT THE
Division of
Continuing
Education,
6th floor
G O O D E L L .

Ion
Contlniiing Educatiim
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Patriots' offense hapless in 6-0 loss
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

FOXBORO — The smallest crowd of
the NFL season saw one of the weakest
offensive shows: no touchdowns, few yards,
and many costly penalties.

With a game-time wind-chill factor of
minus 5 degrees, the 19,429 fans watched
Dean Biasucci's two first-half field goals
in a swirling wind give Indianapolis all it

needed in Sunday's 6-0 win over New
England.

"On offense. I felt we had to play it close
to the vest and play not to lose because of
the conditions." Colts coach Ted
Marchibroda said. "It was tough to throw
long."

The Patriots (2-11) had trouble throw-
ing anywhere with a net passing total of
23 yards after the eight sacks for 69 yards
were deducted.

"We didn't make any plays." Patriots
quarterback Hugh Millen said. "Ill put
myself at the top of the list. They did a
good job of covering people. That's the
anatomy of a shutout."

The Patriots should know that well.

For the first time in history, they have
been blanked two straight games and three

times in a season. Their shutout string
reachea 10 quarters, while the Colts (7-6)

got their first shutout in 69 games.
With a solid defensive effort, they also

avenged a 37-34 overtime loss three weeks
earlier which gave New England its first

win after nine losses.

"There was a difference in this game."
said Colts linebacker Duane Bickett. who
had 3 and a half sacks after getting three
all season. "In the first game they made a
couple ofbig plays. . . Here, there was poor
footing. People were slipping and sliding."

Coming off a 16-13 overtime win over
Buffalo, the Colts managed 265 yards. 209
of them on Jack Trudeau's passes.

The Patriots lost their previous game
34-0 at Atlanta when they gained only 105
yards, third lowest in team history. That's
now the fourth lowest as they struggled
for 94 yards against the Colts. Indianapo-
lis had the NFL's second-lowest defense,
one spot above Atlanta. Both teams com-
mitted several penalties.

"The wind was a factor." Marchibroda
said. "We moved the ball well, but penal-
ties just killed us. It seemed we stopped
ourselves more than anything."

Indianapolis improved its still slim
playofThopes as Biasucci, whose field goals

SUPPORT ISRAEL NOW!
Join the

VOLUNTEERS for ISRAEL
Low Student and Adult Fares

Special Student Flights from

$599 - Dec. 27, 28 (jFK)

(+ reg. fee)

$649 - Dec. 21 (jFK)

2 OR 3 WEEK WORK PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• Working at army bases and hospitals •

• Round-trip airline ticket • Tours • Lectures

• Full room and board • 3 kosher meals a day
Hope to see you soon,— — Love Israel

pH«H«y wfciitiii k)r VFT mi SAR-GL

VOLUNTEEIiS FOR ISRAEL
330 West 42nd St. • Suite 1 81

8

New York, New York 1 0036-6092

Call now! 2 12-643-4848 for more information or
a free brochure about our work program.

late in the fourth quarter and 3:51 into
overtime gave Indianapolis the win over
Buffalo, kicked a 30-yard field goal on the
last play of the first quarter and a 48-
yarder with 52 seconds left in the first half.

But neither team got inside the others's
10-yard line.

"We got up 6 points and we struggled,"
Trudeau said. "With our defense playing
as well as it was, I wasn't going to take any
chances."

"We didn't make any plays on offense,"
said Patriots acting coach Dante
Scarnecchia. "This is two weeks in a row.
I thought we were out ofour rut, but we're
back in it."

The Colts' deepest penetration was to
the New England 1 1 on their first series.

But they were called for a holding penalty
on the next play, and Biasucci missed a
31 -yard field goal attempt two plays later.

The Patriots got as far as the Colts' 13.

and the offense had nothing to do with it.

Maurice Hurst's interception return put
the ball there with 9:56 left in the first

half But the next four plays were a 3-yard
loss to Leonard Russell, a 3-yard sack, an
incompletion and a 37 yard field goal at-

tempt by Charlie Baumann that fell short.

The attendance was far below the NFL's
previous low of 27.642 who attended the
Patriots' 24-3 win over the New York Jets

in Foxboro two weeks earlier. There were
10.837 no-shows Sunday.

It was also the smallest crowd in the 22
seasons the Patriots have played in

Foxboro and the smallest New England
home game since Nov. 2. 1969. the year
before the NFL-AFL merger.

Not even the return of quarterback
Scott Zolak could spark the Patriots.

He was 2- 1 the previous three games as
Millen rested his separated left shoulder.
Millen started Sunday after a five-week
absence but strained his left shoulderwhen
he was sacked on the last play of the half
after throwing for just 37 yards.

Zolak played the second half but com-
pleted only 6 of 20 passes for 55 yards. He
was sacked five times.

At Milwaukee, the Green Bay Packers
scored five first-halftouchdowns on a snow
covered field for their fourth consecutive
win over the Detroit Lions, 38-10 The
BulTalo Bills lost their second consecutive
game to a heavy AFC East underdog, this

time falling to the Jets. 24-17. . . Barr>-

F'oster rushed for 125 yards and his 4-yard
TD run with 2:22 left in the game gave the
Pittsburgh Steelers a 20-14 victory over
the Seattle Seahawks. . . At Philadelphia,

Randall Cunningham ran for 121 yards
and two TDs as the Eagles beat the Min-
nesota Vikings 28-17.

D.R Douqh
dElivERS caIzones

caU2$6'1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

$100 OfP ;; $100 off
;

I ANY 2 caIzones I I ANy 2 caIzones I
I EXPIRES 8/30/93 I I EXPIRES 830/93 i
I Delivery Only Delivery Only
_ On« coupon per 2 caIzones. * _ One coupon per 2 caIzones.

"

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
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Classifieds
fALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline, two days prior to publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 13 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•d afMt BrMilifast rtowntowm Amhcrsi
549 0733

100S Racyclad wrapping paper and
holidav cards. D«c. 7,8, > 9(h Campu*
Center CorKourse.

AUTO FOR SALE

ItSI Volhswafion RabbN
High Miles, rurts well

S600. will neg for slerao

5*9 8416. RON

THAOE S3 Nissan pickup lor functional

moiorcycta. I4ea<to soma work caH

549 3662.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall Special
Small Cl>eese $3.50

Large Cheese $6.00

1 or 2 loppings add S1.00
Free soda with large sub salad or

spaghetti

5496098
549 6073
MUST MENTION THIS SPECIAL

FOR RENT

Amherst Balchartown lin« 3 to S bed-
room new homes call 586 4270

Amharst 3 badroom condo avail. Feb.

Isl. Room avail. $27S'> 1 bedroom apart

ment avail.

LirKoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St. 253 7879

Lavaratt - cloaa to campus - room in

sunny home in evchangc for 12 hours of

childcare per week plus some light

housekeeping duties. Must be available

for early morning 17 am 8:30 am) and
some afternoons (3:30 5 pm) Car es

senlial some transporting of children. 548
9395

NORTHAMPTON-two 4 room houses
avail. Dec. Jan. S775 800. Skibiski

Realators No Pets. 584-3428

1 bdrm avail aft Dec. 15 in 2 bdrm apt
lease (o May 31 Wint ses. disc. S 180 inci

665 4407/665 2947

On* big badroont in Suderland house
take over my lease Available now 230.00
month . 665 4348 or 966-4323
On bus line

Talia ovar Brandywifw lease 2 bed
rooms incs heal and hot water, great

location S750/monlh starts end of Jan.l
Call Lon or Laura 549 4816

2 room* vailabl* in 2bed in Amherst
220/clean/bus/ASAP call Holly 549 4259

3 badrooma availabl* m a spacious
house in Suderland Spring Semesler on
bus route Call 665 0265 190 00/mo *

FOR SALE

Fish-African Cichlid
And Accessories
Call Tim
546 5361

Price Negoliable

HP Printfat like new color printer. S425
or BO. Great print and graphics in color.

Call Alan 546 3421

HP 15c Scientific calculator S40 b.o
3238646

Naat thinga: Mens black leather trench
(401. Hugo Boss suits (42 r & LI, 14K 20
inch herringbone chain (23.5gramsl.' Jeep
top for Cj 7; Hitachi 30 Watt reciever,

Hafler modified bookshelf speakers; BSR
speakers. Reasonable BO's...Jobn 323-

9311.

Tandy ZOO Portabla computer 2 Power
Pacs • case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 $450 B.O

FOUND

Vanaasa Sioch a birdregurgitalsdyour
ring. Call Mark 546 0963

HELP WANTED

Wanted: Travel Maps for spring break
Established company with many years
e>perierKe Earn money on spare lime
and free trip lo Cancun.Call 1-800 3SI
ESTA ask for Bonnie

Would you lili* lo work? At Hampshire
county transit part time drivers will train

for evenings and weekends earn up to

S10.05 per hour starling rate $6.50 have
company paid insurance, paid holidays.

paid vacations, paid sick days piaid fu

neral leave. Apply to: Hampshire County
Transit 54 Industrial Drive Northampton.
MA 01060

LOST

If you found my walkman ar>d want to
give It back call 546 7248

Lost silver and torquoise claddaugh
rir^g somewhereoncampus 1 V 19 . If found
call 253 2733.

MOTORCYCLE

82 Honda V49 Sabre 750 CC S750 bo
323 8646

MR. T'S COMMANDMENT
Mr. T.'a Comtnandmant:
Believe it, cause every word is true Mr.
T.'s. commandment.:
I could talk all day but the rest is up to you.
Follow thy mother and father
The Bible makes it clear

If you break a rule god help you
fool you've got Mr. T to fear

MUSICIANS

Drummer needed: Phish, creative
Improv 256 8115

Keyboardist Wanted: Yes. Phish, etc.

586 9377

Babysittar- Afternoons, January.June
need car and references. 548 9096

PERSONALS

Adrtona my best friend for life, happy
birthday IMESS' III always be there cuz I

Love Ya MICHELLE

Congratulations and Walcoma to

Ihe new sisters of Sigma Kappa' Karen.
Susan, Debbie. Kim. Kerne. Hope,
Krisin, Alicia. Tracy. Missy. Melissa.

Stephanie, and Christina Love. Ihe sis

ters

Hamlin House Council wishes a
Happy Birthday to'

Mark Carmcy
Robert Dennis
Neil Lambert
Daniel Lee
Matthew Mero
Aeden Molnyk
Jim Panaro
Zak Umannff
LtHVcung

Nappy B-day
to

The blonde in the

track office Boyden
Who wears the Raiders

Jacket

Finally your 19'

D

Hey Jenny Wincball-
Happy (belated ) 21st!

Love, ARHS contingent @ AC

Missy Dana congratulations'
You're awesome and I'm so happy lo

be you mother
In Sigma love. Angle

Vanessa,
Congrats. Honeyl I am very proud of

you welcome to wonderful, non abu
sive family (not).

Love your Big Sis/Sibling

Mikkie ^
Wildcat
May your dreams come true

Happy Birthday

1 love you always! 1

1

Your Stud,

James ,

ROOM WANTED

Famala grad atudant looking to rent
room in house for spring semesler.
Prefer laid back but considerate indi-

viduals. Please call 508-228-6265

Looking for room to sublet over
intersession If interested please call Rob al

546 4235

Responsible mala student seeks room in

quiet non smoking environment for winter
session. Call 66409

ROOMATES WANTED

Amherst 2 badroom a|)l 1 room lor rent

2 full halhs w/heat and hoi water irKluded
on bus route available immediately. CaH
Tom or Stacy 256 0274

Female rtonamolier wanted lo share
bedroom in ? bedroom apt Cheap rent 2

minute walk to town (on bus rt) walking
distance to campus 253 5219

Female needed to take over Brandywine
lease Jan Isi Call 549 4003

Fun but serious fem student looking for

ronmale Amherst house 195« starts Spring
sem 6 1642 for details

Mala roomata needed lo share large

bedroom 145 00 plus utilities 256 3191

M/F roomate for Puffton Cheap but nice

Call for details. 549 0079/549 6794

One female
Brandywine apts

Stan Jan 93
S190 inc Heat/waler

Jen 549 7845

Roomatoa needed call Mill Valley estates

253 737 7Single or double lor 1 bedroom

Singleroomavail. in spacious house sping
sem call 665 0265 190 00/mot.

Single room evailablo in 3 bedroom
townhouse apartments. Call 549 3523.

3 Females or males needed to lake over
Brandywine lease ASAP $190 ulil Call

549 0853

SERVICES

Pragnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, c»r'ng help.
Amherst Carriage Shops. 549-1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 256 8393

TRAVEL

Taha it oH!
Spring Break '93

Jamaica. CaiKun, Florida

Save $$S Before Jan. 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Cheap Typing! $1/pagecallCope6 1355

SI .50/pg Laser print ask for Anne
253 5566

Papers typed free cover page, spell

check $1 50/page Brian 546 1795

Typing: Fast, accurate and conve
nipiitly located lo serve your needs. No
|ob too small Reasonable rales. Contact
Donna/Dianne 542 2313

Typing/Wordprocessing,
Resume?., repons. theses
Laser punting Campus pick up
and delivery

Call Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

Band to play Mon. Dec 13 in South
College. Show is lo be videotaped
536 7744

I a car. Do you want to sell yours?
If It hasn't been around since WWII, isn't

threatening lo explode, and is in good
working shape (1 don't care about outer
beauty) CALL ME Brooke @ The Colle
gian 545 0719

Fraternity is looking to buy unneeded
sofas, chairs and coffee tables Any ques
(ions call Oan a< 540-4848
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Sports
The WHMP-FM

Game Summary
Central Conn.
Massachusetts

22 - 30 52
40-38 78

Central Conn. (52)

Smith3-106-1012,FrancisO2 1-

4 1 , Corbitt 0-62-22. Leach 3-4

1-29, Johnson 1 0-20 3-3 23 . Rose
0-2 0-2 0, Rybczyk 1-4 0-0 2,

White 0-0 0-2 0, Veozey 0-3 1-2

1 , Anderson 1-30-02, Totals: 18-

54 14-27 52.

Massachusetts (78)

Barbee 6-134-1017, Williams 8-

112-41 8. Roe 6-81-213. Kellogg
2-4 2-2 8 , Molloy 2-9 2-2 6 . Dingle
2-7 2-4 7, C. Robinson 0-11-41,

Nunez 0-0 0-0 0. Meyer 0-2 2-2 2.

Cottrell 0-2 0-0 0. K. Robinson 3-

5 0-0 6 Totals: 29-62 16-0 78.

Three-point goals: Central
Corm. 2-7 (Corbitt 0- 1 , Leach 2-

3, Rybczyk 0-3). Massachusetts
4-13 (Barbee 1-2, Kellogg 2-3,

Malloy 0-5. Dingle 1-3). Re-
bounds: Central Conn. 32
(Smith 7). Massachusetts 51

(Williams 11). Assists: Central
Conn. 12 (Corbitt 5). Massa-
chusetts 16 (Kellogg 10). Fouled
out: Smith, Leach. Technicals:
none.
Attendance: 4 058 (sellout).

Ployef of the (^ame
University of

Massachu-
setts forward
Harper Wil-

liamsscored a
team-high 18

points, and
added 11 re-

bounds. Wil-

liams, last

years Atlantic

10 Player of the Year, was a
strength underneath for the
Minutemen.

Why UMass Won
The Minutemen simply had
more talentthan Central Conn

,

could handle. The team burst

out of the gate with a 1 6-2 run

early and never looked back.
The main question which was
asked by many wasvs^y UMass
did not win by 50 points.

UMass' next opponent
The Siena Saints v/ill host UMass
at the Knickerbocker Arena in

Albany, New York this Tuesday
night at 7:30 p.m. UMass de-
stroyed the Saints 92-49 in last

year's season opener. Two
years ago, Tony Barbee 's 3-

pointer with one second left in

the NIT quarterfinals snatched
an almost certain victory away
from Siena and gave UMass
the momentum they needed
for an overtime win and a trip

to the NIT Final Four.

Harp«r WMomt
6-7 S». Fofwcwd

Bridgeport, CT

Catch all the UMass teen's

Baskettxill Games - Home and
Away - on the New 99.3 WHtJIP-FMI

Minutemen win home opener
UMass blows out Central Conn., 78-52
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts bas-

ketball team, for the second time in two
games, played to the level of its competi-

tion in winning its home opener at the

Curry Hicks Cage Saturday against Cen-
tral Connecticut State University, 78-52.

The problem was that the Blue Devils,

unUke Florida State, are not a very good
team. Nevertheless, the Minutemen (1-1

)

iced the game immediately with a 15-2

run early in the first half, and went through
the motions for the rest of the game.

"I don't know if I've been this mad after

a game," head coach John Calipari said.

"I'm almost like depressed; it's hard for me
l« get mad now. I've been seemg the team
play like this all year, andyou guys haven't

seen this until now."

With the Blue Devils down only 10-8

with 15 minutes left in the first half, the

Minutemen decided to end any suspense
that might have been building. Sopho-
more Lou Roe's baseline drive got the
team started on a run that would even-

tually up the score to 25-10. Roe( ISpoints)

was fouled on the bucket and completed
the 3-point play with his foul shot.

After the UMass defense stopped
Central Conn., freshman Dana Dingle
completed a smooth drive with a 4-foot

bank shot to up the score 15-8 in UMass'
favor. The Minutemen stole the inbounds
pass andguard Derek Kellogg immediately

drained a 3-pointer from the left side which
gave the home team a 10-point advantage.

Forwards Kennard Robinson, Harper
WiUiams ( 18 points, 1 1 assists) and Tony
Barbee ( 17 points. 10 assists) got into the

act on the decisive run, with Robinson and
Williams scoring on second chances, and
Barbee burning the Blue Devils with a 3-

pointer from the top of the key. Central

Conn.'s only basket in this span was on a

drive by a Bart Leach. With the early 15-

point lead, UMass dropped offand mailed
the rest of the game in, most noticeably

the second half.

"If we're gonna he ranked, we have to

play like we're ranked, we can'thavegames
like this," Kellogg said.

Tou can never be unsatisfied by a 20-

point victory, but when it's a team you
should dominate by 50, you can't really be
happy with yourself," Barbee said. "I think

it's that killer instinct. We have to come out
no matter who it is and try to bury them."

With a 40-22 halftime lead. UMass
played an uninspired second half, but the

hapless Blue Devils could never get back
into the game. The closest Central Conn,
ever got was 16 points, due mainly to a

field goal rate of 33 percent.

Blue Devil Damian Johnson was the

game's high scorer with 23 points (on 10-

of-20 shooting), many of which came on

fast breaks while the Minuteman defense

stood and watched.
The only excitement in the second half

arose when 7-foot-2 center JeffMeyer en-

tered the game with about 10 minutes left.

Meyer, a fan favorite in his freshman
year, saw action for the first time in a year

and a half. The hulking sophomore swat-

ted one Central Conn, shot into the second

row ofthe stands, and he had two blocks in

five minutes.

"I think I relaxed and let some of the

flow come back," said Meyer. "I was glad to

feel it. Coach Caljipari] says if I rebound
and defend, then I'll play. My role is to

contribute as much as I can."

One question which was not answered
during the game was who will play when at

pointguard. Kellogg, thesophomore starter,

scored eight poinUsand dished out 1 assists,

but seemed flustered at times and passed

up many opportunities to take open shots.

"I wasn't nervous, I wanted to go out

and try to pick up the team," Kellogg said.

"I did that for a little while, but I began to

play the crowd a little bit and went down-
hill from there."

One man who did impress in the place

of injured sixth man Mike Williams (who
did not play due to a strained thigh) was
junior Chris Robinson, who manned the

point for 20 minutes and grabbed three

steals and an assist.

Instead ofclearing up the point guard
picture, this game may have clouded it

even more. When Williams returns, the

three true point guards will fight it out for

playing time.

"I think I played all right, but I think I

could have played better." said Robinson.

"Mostly 1 just tried to stay in control and
tried not to make plays I couldn't."

UMass finished the game as it started

with a 10-0 run at the end, though many in

the capacity Cage crowd had left by then.

Dingle's two free throws, a Kellogg 3-

pointer, a Kennard Robinson tip-in and a

Jerome Malloy layup pushed a 70-50 ad-

vantage up to 78-50. Central Conn.'s David

Corbitt hit two free throws at the end to

end the game at 78-52.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Sophomore forward Lou Roe scored 13 points and grabt>ed four rebounds in Saturday's

78-52 win against Central Conn. Roe was honored as the Atlantic 10 Co-Player of the Week.

Women's basketball takes second

WHMP-FM

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

W^en the University ofMassachusetts
women's basketball team travelled to

Seton Hall University this past weekend
for the PALS/ Mayfair Farms Invitational

tournament, they only knew one thing:

they would have to play well both offen-

sively and defensively to have a chance at

winning the tournament.
Well , both the offense and defense played

well enough to give UMass that chance, as
the Minutewomen made it to final where
they fell to the host Seton Hall, 66-60.

In the opening round, the
Minutewomen took on Howard Univer-
sity. In a battle of young teams, UMass
cruised to a 70-50 victory.

The whole starting unit for the
Minutwomen contributed greatly to the
20-point victory. Inside UMass was too

much for Howard, as the starting

frontcourt for the Minutewomen had a
combined 50 points.

Senior power forward Kim Kristofik
led the way up front with 18 points and
two steals. The two freshmen starting up
front, center Melissa Gurile and forward
OctaviaThomas, chipped in with 16 points
each. Gurile had four blocked shots while
Thomas snagged 12 rebounds, including
seven offensive caroms.

In the backcourt, junior Laurie
Dondarski dished out nine assists and
had two steals for the Minutewomen.
Meanwhile, starting shooting guard,
freshman Kim Gregory had 1 1 points (3-4
from three point land), two steals, and
three blocks.

For Howard, forward Annette Lee had
15 points and 1 1 rebounds but it was not
nearly enough. The tough UMass defense
forced Howard into 26.6 percent shooting
for the game, while the Minutewomen
offense clicked for 48. 1 percent ( including

a scorching 58.3 percent in the first half).

In the final against Seton Hall, UMass
was ahead by four at halftime 35-31. In

the second half, though, the Pirates fought
back for the victory.

Kristofik again had a big game for the

Minutewomen as she pumped in 26 points

and grabbed 12 boards. Gurile andThomas
also contributed double figure scoring with
12 and 10 points each, respectively.

Seton Hall was led by guard Jodi
Brooks, who had 15 points and forwards
Dawn Johnson and Texlin Quinney, who
scored 14 each.

UMass outshot Seton Hall for the game,
38.8 percent to 35.5 percent, but the fact

that the Pirates took thirteen more shots

than the Minutewomen made that a moot
point.

Tournament Notes: UMass had two
players named to the All-Tournament
Team, Kristofik and Gurile. Gurile was
named Atlantic 10 Rookie of The Week.
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Sunny today, but brisk and chilly.

Highs in the 30s. Cold tonight.

Local News:
Sarah Schulman, a lesbian activist and prize-winning

author, spoke last night on the in^portance of a national

gay and lesbian political n^ovement. Page 3.

Sports:
The UMass men's basketball team looks to up
their record to 2-1 as they face Siena tonight

in Albany's Knickedbocker Arena. Page 8.
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Local schools face
discrimination suit

ARAM COMJEAN / COLUOIAN
CLOWNING AROUND - Hampshire CoUege student Amber OeUurvntis gets her

face painted by Njen Cruse, a UMass animal aciance mapr, at the Hoiklay Barn Festival

and Crafts Fair hekj this past weekend.

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — A national civil

nghts organization is filing a precedent-
setting suit against the Amherst-Pelham
Regional School District for allegedly dis-

criminating against minority students.
The Amherst chapter of the National

Association for the Advancement of Col-

ored People, backed by the national or-

ganization, is taking the school district to

court for allegedly violating a federal civil

rights statute by discriminating against
minority students through ability group-
ing.

"The lawsuit is to challenge the dis-

criminatory effects of ability grouping."
said Attorney Bill Norns. who is working
with the NAACP on the case.

Norris said the case is based on a 1991
state report that students of color are
more than twice as likely to be placed in

lower ability groups than White students,
while White students are more than twice
as likely to be placed in advanced groups.

In an effort to enforce the state's

mandate. Norris said the purpose of the
lawsuit is not to abolish, but reform the

school system, so all students can receive
equal treatment.

"The law required all students be
treated equally so that's why we're here,"
Norris said. The problem is that students
of color are not being treated equally."

But the Superintendent oftheAmherst -

Pelham school system, Gus Savers, said
students of color in Amherst in fact have
the opportunity and choice to study in

advanced groups. He added that most
students ofcolor choose to be placed in the
upper level courses.

"Grouping in Amherst affords ever>'one

opportunity to work at higher levels,"

Sayers said. "Most students ofcolor are in

higher levels, not the lower levels. Only a
handful of courses are taught to students
of color at the basic level."

Because minorities, as well as low in-

come children, are disproportionately as-

signed to loweracademic groups. Re.vnolds
Winslow, presidentoftheAmherstNAACP
chapter, said grouping serves to reinforce

racial and economic isolation in public
school systems.

He said he believes this reinforcement
may perpetuate racial prejudice among

Twisters' license revoked again
Select Board proposes setting tavern's capacity at 63
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian SUfT

The Amherst Select Board revoked Twisters Tavern's
liquor license for the dates of Dec. 17 - Dec. 19 yesterday
at the town meeting held at the Bangs Community
Center. The suspension comes in response to two over-
crowding violations.

"I hope we don't have to do it again." said Select Board
'Member Elisa Campbell. This is the third meeting in
which Twisters' violations have been brought before the
board.

Campbell suggested New Year's Eve as part of the
revocation, but the proposal was voted down.

Twisters has a permit to seat 1 20 patrons. TheAmherst
Fire Department reported 180 people at the premise on
Sept. 25. There were 141 patrons at Twisters on Oct. 30.
according to the Amherst Fire Department.

This time we were 15 to 20 people over. Not very much.
There was no question ofviolation." said Sheldon Rosenthal,
a Springfield lawyer representing Twisters owner Mark
Forsych. "Other bars have been cited for overcrowding and
have not been brought before this board."

But Zilma Mayawts, who lives at the Clark Hou
located near 'IVisters. said the noise keeps her neighbors
and herself up till the early morning.

•^e love students. It is all right to have a good time.

But they have no right to ruin people's lives," Mayawts
said. "We have been deprived the nght to sleep for five

years, since Twisters appeared."
Forsych said the capacity limit for Twisters is set too

low.

Turn to TWISTERS page 3

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Amherst resident Zilma Mayawts speaks out about Twist-

ers Tavern and student drinking at last night's town meeting.

New testimony against Porter
By MARY R. SANDOK
Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — A woman who says former priest
James Porter molested her when she baby-sat for his
children five years ago took the stand Monday to describe
three incidents of alleged abuse.

The woman, now 21, told jurors that each of the
incidents occurred on a living room couch in Porter's

home in Oakdale. She said Porter instigated them by
sitting near her, running his hands through her hair and
telling her she was beautiful.

"He said, 'Everything's OK,'" the woman testified. "I

told him I didn't think it was OK."
The woman, who was composed but spoke quietly,

testified that Porter pushed her to the couch and pressed
himself against her. touched the skin of her back under
her shirt and rubbed her breasts, inner thigh and pelvic

area through her clothing.

In the first incident, the woman testified. Porter had
an erection and she saw his "bare butt."

She said the first incident happened in May 1987, and
the second a few days later. She said she baby-sat for the

Porters several more times without another incident
until sometime in August 1987, when she said the third
incident occurred. After that, she said she did not baby-
sit for the Porters again.

The woman, who was 15 at the time of the alleged
incidents, said she did not tell her parents when she got
home, and pretended like nothing had happened.

"I was afraid," she said under questioning from
Washington County prosecutor Richard Hodson. "Afraid
of Dad's reaction, afraid people might find out." She said
she did not tell her mother probably because she was
"scared and embarrassed."

But she said that, about a month after the last incident,
she told her mother not to let her younger sister baby-sit
for Porter "because he was a pervert."

Most of the woman's testimony in response to pros-
ecution questioningcentered on the three alleged incidents
that led to six counts of fourth-degree criminal sexual
conduct against Porter.

The former priest, now married and the father of four
children, also is accused of molesting dozens of children
in Minnesota, Massachusetts and New Mexico before he
left the priesthood in 1974.

Marines begin
aid to Somalis
on Wednesday
By G.G. LABELLE
Associated Press

MOGADISHU. SOMALIA - Somalia got then
first look at U.S. power Monday when Navy war-
planes roared over Mogadishu, and Pentagon
sources said Marines would land at dawn
Wednesday to begin helping the star\ing people.

The 1.800 Marines standing offshore on three
Navy ships are the vanguard of a multinational
rescue mission m the war- and famine-wracked
nation. Pentagon sources said that most of the
28.000 U.S. soldiers and Marines committed to

the operation might not begin arriving for several
days.

Robert Oakley, a special U.S. envoy and former
U.S. ambassador to Somalia, arrived Monday to

meet with leaders of Somalia's warring clan lead-

ers and with international aid workers to outline
plans for the U.S. -led operation. He stressed that
Washington envisioned a humanitarian effort and
not a military one.

Oakley told reporters the U.N.-authorized op-

eration would be the opposite of Desert Storm.
"We hope it will remain a humanitarian opera-

tion all the way through, because the purpo.se is to

protect deliveries of relief supplies, relief workers
and relief recipients," Oakley said.

Aid groups say halfthe food donated for starving
Somalis has been stolen by the gangs of gunmen
who have held sway during a nearly 2-year-oId
civil war. An estimated 300,000 Somalis have died
from starvation, disease and fighting this year,
and 250,000 more are feared to be in imminent
danger.

Rival militiamen battled for a second day in

Baidoa. A spokesman for the international relief

agency CARE, Rick Grant, said at least 48 people
were killed and 50 wounded Monday.

Grant said at least 28 and possibly 34 died in

fighting Sunday between feuding clansman.
Michael McDonagh, an official ofthe Irish relief

agency Concern, said relief workers feared Somali
militiamen would go on a last-minute spree of
shooting and stealing.

They know that come tomorrow the gravy train
is over. The next 24 hours are going to be very
crucial," McDonagh said.
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Thursday, December 10
Lecture — "Sex, Drugs and Coming Out," will be the

topic ofa lecture at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center 101 . This
event is being co-sponsored by the Regent Hospital of
New York City.

Film — A movie about race, class and sexuality in

Britain today. My Beautiful Laundrette tells the story of
love between an interracial male couple. It will be shown
at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th Floor.

Friday, December 1

1

Social— The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will host
a coffee social at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th Floor.

Saturday, December 12
Dance — The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance will

UMqss Police Log
THEFTS

• A man reported the thell of his bicycle from the bike
rack in front of Johnson Residence Hall on Friday, ac-
cording to police. The bike was valued at $100.

• University police received six reports of vehicle
break-ins in Lot 22 over the weekend. All of the cars had
windows smashed in, according to police.

On Friday at noon, a man told police that a window of
his car was smashed and the stereo was stolen along with
some cassettes. Police estimate the goods to be worth $630.

At 4:45 p.m. on Friday, another stereo was reported
stolen from a man's car. A screwdriver and a pair ofgloves
were found in the car. Police estimate the stereo to be
worth more than $2(X).

A stereo equalizer was stolen from a man's car at 5:45
p.m. on Friday, according to police. The equalizer is

valued at more than $250.
• A woman reported the theft of her sunglasses and a

sponsor a dance from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the Bluewall. A
$4 donation is requested.

Monday, December 14
Brown Bag — Richard Cornwall, a professor of eco-

nomics at Middlebury College in Vermont, will discuss
"Why it matters so much ifwe're queer." From noon - 1 :30

p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th Floor.

Social — The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Graduate
Student Group will host a coffee social from 3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
in the Program for GLB Concerns' OfTice.

Memorial — A memorial for Audre Lorde, a lesbian

feminist writer, will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center Room 168. Members of the community will read
from her works.

Compiled by Michael Day

conttnued from page 1

students and increase alienation among lower achieving
students.

The 1991 state report on "Structuring Schools for

Student Success." found that grouping students by ability
is harmful to students, particularly to those placed in
lower groups, according to an NAACP statement.

Despite this report and other studies. Winslow said
the Amherst school committee won't accept that its

process of grouping has proven to be one of the "most
divisive and damaging" school practices in the country.

"We believe there's an opportunity to change the
system so we can better efTect the system ofeducation for
all — particularly people of color." Winslow said.

The school system has not complied with the
department's requirement that a plan be submitted to
eliminate the current system of grouping and weighted
grades, including plans for stafT training to organize and
teach heterogeneous groups, according to Winslow.

The state's department of education found that the
school's stafTare more likely to confront students ofcolor

for behaviors which tend to be ignored when exhibited by
White students. The school has also ignored the
department's order to train sUff to better understand
difTerent cultural responses and to ensure that staff
confront their own biases, according to NAACP state-
ments.

"We think there is a need to educate Mudents. faculty
and staff, so the perception ofbehaviors are not affected
adversely." Winslow said. "It will take a creative effort.
We believe we could have the finest system in the
country."

"The fact that the state has found that discrimination
existe reinforces our belief that there is a problem." said
Ray Elliot, vice-president of the Amherst N.A.A.C.P.
chapter.

"As more people of color are coming to this district
there is is going to be a need to change," Winslow said.

Amherst school committee chairperson Katherine
Feldman declined to comment.

"It's a landmark case." said Noms. "The i\ation will be
watching."

\\

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories
Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

Open Thursdays "til 8 p.m.

The Collegian.

113 Campus Ctr.

545-3500

radar detector from her car on at 10 p.m. on Friday,
according to police. They are valued at $200.

• On Saturday afternoon, a man reported the thell of
his radar detector, worth $300, from his car.

• A man reported the theft ofhis radar detector from his

car on Friday evening. Police value the detector at $100.
• A woman reported the break in ofher car to police on

Saturday evemng. According to police, the car was also

located in Lot 22. Nothing was stolen, but the glove box
was rifled through, police said.

• A man reported the theft of his coat from the Top of
the Campus Lounge while he was watching television
there on Saturday Police said that a male subject is

under investigation in the theft. The coat is valued at
$100. according to police.

ANNOYANCES A VANDAUSMS
• A woman reported receiving a derogatory remark

over the phone and an obscene remark written on a
poster on her door on Friday. Police are investigating the
incidents, which were reported at 7:30 p.m.

• Univei^ity police called in Residence Hall Staff to
investigate a disturbance between a security receptionist
and a male subject on Friday in Webster Residence Hall.
According to police, there was an argument between the
two over presenting an ID card at 8:45 p.m

• A broken lounge window and a broken room lock
resulted in $600 in damages on the 17th floor of Wash-
ington Residence Hall on Saturday, according to police.

The matter has been referred to Housing Staff.
• Awoman reported electric rear view mirrors and the

antenna on her car broken at /. 40 am. on Saturday,
according to police. The car was parked in Lot 22 when
the damages were sustained. Police estimate the damages
to be in excess of $225.

• A man reported a series of annoying telephone calls

receivedoverthe past month to policeon Saturdaymoming.
Police later located the parties responsible for the calls and
issued them a warning to stop calling the man.

MISCELLANEOUS
• Police were called to Butterfield Residence Hall on

Friday to investigate a broken window. Further investi-
gation led police to a house on Butterfield Terrace, where
a Carbon Dioxide BB gun was confiscated from two men
in connection with the broken window.

• A bong and a small marijuana plant were confiscated
by police on Saturday morning after the oflRcers investi-
gated a loud music complaint in Coolidge Residence Hall.

• Roommates reported a missing woman to police on
Saturday at 3:30 p.m. The woman was located several
hours later and was all right, according to police.

December 10
7:00 - 9:00

at
The U. Mass.

Campus Center,
Room 101

Amherst, MA

Coming Out is devel-
oping a positive Identity
as a lesbian or gay man
The crises of each stage
ot coming out are compli-
cated by chemical depen-
dency Gays addicted to
alcohol or drugs confront
the double stigma of
addictions and sexual
identity

For more informalion please
call

Program for Gay Lesbian &
Bisexual Concerns U l^ass

413/545-4824

The Regent Hospital
(800) 8-REGEiyT

J-^ J

Regency
Hairstylists 253-9o26

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

PERMANENTS
Make an appointment between 9am and

Ipm with Heatlier. I.iz, or Terri and your

permanent will be only H5 !

Good Monday through Friday.

Psst...

Want some
friendly advice?
Did you think about
coming down to Ihe

Collegian this seti^oster.

but you got too busy''

Or did you figure there
weren't any openings?
Well, make plans now to

get involved next
semester. Come to our

first meeting which will be
announced in the first

issue of the Spring

semester.

We'd be happy to

hove you join us!

THE MDC WANTS YOU!

QUIET
Ifyou're tired of

yelling this,

Come and see us

The Brook
253-283^
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Gays, feminists
need political

independence
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

The gay and lesbian communities need an inde-
pendent gay political movement separate from the
Clinton administration, according to a lesbian au-
thor and activist who spoke Monday mght in the
Campus Center.

Sarah Schulman. the author of five novels,
presented a book reading of her newest novel
Empathy and an analyzation of the feminist and
lesbian movements within the past few presiden-
tial terms. The event was sponsored by the
University's Program for Gay. Lesbian and Bi-
sexual Concerns.

"After the past twelve years and three presiden-
tial terms, I can now see how unprepared we were
for the Reagan years." Schulman said.

She said with the Reagan administration she
did not expect all ofthe selling of intolerable ideas,
the religious fanatics and the anti-abortionists
which infiltrated the White House.
The first few years with Reagan in office."

Schulman said, "The left movements looked like a
dinosaur made up of women, gays and lesbians.

"When President Reagan made coalitions with
religious fanatics and the right wing movements,
the form of coalitions changed." Schulman said.
"The feminists, gays and lesbians constantly gave
up ground for Reagan's coalitions."

Schulman said that the lesbians at the time
believed women could live outside the traditional
roles of women and that women were not subordi-
nate to men. However, the pro-life movement
changed abortion to a choice rather than a right.

"Anti-abortionists had clipped away at the
women's rights movement and only a very small
group ofwomen in the 19808 were fighting the anti-
abortionists," Schulman said.

She said there has been a break down ofwomen's
rights movement into special issues and a massive
amount of demobilization of people who gave up a
much needed fight.

Schulman said the special issues have di\ided
straight women from lesbian women. Jewish
feminists and black feminists from one another
and all of them from white feminists.

"No matter how organized a movement is. the
United States federal government has proven they
can be weakened and even destroyed." Schulman
said. "Feminism under the Reagan administration
was ready to collapse."

Schulman said that the Democrats got the
women's vote this presidential election and the gay
movement gave Clinton $2 million dollars.

Schulman said that the Clinton TransitionTeam
has reviewed the "Five Point Plan" of the gay and
lesbian movement and so far four of the five points
were accepted.

She said the points accepted dealt with explicit
safer sex information, anti-discrimination, the
processing of drugs for AIDS patients and other
issues. The only point that Schulman said was not
accepted by the Clinton Transition Team was a
proposal for national health care.

Schulman, the recipient of the Gregory
Kolovakos Memorial Prize for AIDS Writing and
the winner of the American Library Association
Lesbian/Gay Book Award, hopes the politics of the
future are based the real life of real people.

Schulman said, "We must have clear views of
our movements and remain independent from the
Clinton administration so the politics can be based
on how we really live."

C*f^ m.

$24.95 RESUME

PACKAGE
RESUME

PACKAGE
Valid unHl lti« and of )993

Includes: 1 page resume fypesetting

25 copies on resume paper

25 matching blank sheets & envelopes

Storage on disk Imin. 1 year)

228 Triangle Street

Amherst MA 01002
549-3840 • FAX 549-2868

Campus bikes tampered with
Police say students must check bikes for probl^**^^

[A ROTHWELL serious irijuries occurring because of the tj

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian SufT

For a week, whenever Elisabeth Olbert, a junior
human resource management major, left her bike in
fi^nt of the School of Management building, she would
always return from class to find the quick-release on the
mountain bike's ftx)nt wheel to be tampered with, her
fiance Bhavin Pattl said.

"Someone had re'eased the quick release, she said.
Not only hers, but others as well. The problem with this,
is if someone releases it and you are riding, the wheel
can pop off," Pattl, a senior BDIC major, said. "She
would go fix the other bikes too. But you can't fix

everyone's bike."

Mountain bikes have a quick-release lever which
allows the rider to take the front wheel with them. Other
bikes usually have the wrench-on type for the front
wheel. If the lever is in the released position while the
bike is being ridden, the front wheel can actually come
out of its axis, University ofMassachusetts Police Officer
Paul Vlach said.

"People can get some serious iixjuries that way," said
Vlach. who is part of the University police bicycle patrol
unit. "Bicyclists should be double checking before they
ride off."

So far police said they have received no reports of

Twisters

ems
serious ii\juries occurring because of the tampering.

Vlach said people usually fiddle with bikes on outside
bike racks at night. Olbert's bike was tampered with in
the morning and only outside the SOM building. Pattl
said.

But police said they wonder ifthis is not happening all

over the campus. Many students may not connect their
front wheel being loose to their bike being tampered with.
Vlach said.

"Most of the time you don't think about it," Pattl said.
"You hop on the bike and go."

"Students need to know their bike and they need to
check for these things." Vlach said.

Police have also heard of students finding their front
brakes stolen, Pattl said.

"You can get into an accident because you have no
brakes," Pattl said

Vlach and Pattl said they feel the tampering of the
quick-release levers mayjust be someone's idea ofa cruel
prank, but stealing someone's brakes is not only mali-
cious but could be an attempt to destroy the front wheel
of the bike.

Students should report to police any suspicious activ-
ity they see around bike racks, Vlach said.

"50 bikes have been stolen since the beginning of the
school year," Vlach said. "Most occur while parked at
racks lat night I."

continued from poge 1

"When we do go over 120, it is not a
public safety issue." Forsych said.

Forsych said there is no problem with
raisingTwisters'capacity to 300. Amherst
Building Inspector Chester Penza said if

Forsych wants to raise Twisters' capacity
he 'would have to put additional public
facilities in." Forsych said he would add a
bathroom.

Assistant Town Council Alan Seewald
said the Amherst Zoning Board proposes
to drop Twisters' patron limit to 63.

Amherst Town Resident Mark Enoch

said he was present at Twisters, when one
of the overcrowding violations occurred.

"I felt very comfortable when Twisters
was over capacity. I am encouraging the
town to look at all angles." Enoch said.
"We may be sending students east of 128
and 495 that Amherst is a pretty un-
friendly town."

But Select Board Member Harry Brooks
said Twisters must be dealt with more
harshly to prevent these reoccurrences.

"I move we revoke the I liquor I license
to Twisters," Brooks said "I think it has
gone on and on."

CONTACT
LENS CARE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

MaNCHY Sale
End of Semester Survival Kit

Maxwell House Coffee Reg $299

NOW $2.29
Pepsi Products 1 liter 790 ***•»»

16 02. 2/990 *^p

Sweet Life Water 1 Gai. 59(J Reg 69c

M&M/Mars Candy 2/79«t Reg 50c ea

lvalue Star Aspirin 250 ct $1.79 Reg $249

Value Star Ibuprofen 100 ct $3.49 Reg $459

Campbeirs Vegetable or Chicken Noodle 65(J

Chef Boy-R-Dee Assorted Varieties .... reg $1 36 $1 .09
Assorted Name Brand Cookies reg 1.00 now 89(t
Sale Prices in Effect Through Thursday, December 24"^

Now Serving Coff«« I>onuts Danish and Bagels at

Hampden Monchy

i I'!

-VJ"
Register to Win
A "Kudos" Director's ChairI

II'

/.i I ^; Name.
Address.

Phone_

Entries Close Thursday Dec. 17*^

Drawing Held Friday Dec. 18'^

Kudos Chair is on display at the
University Store.
Drawing is not open to Store Employees or their families

TTT • «••«•«*««•«

We take great

pride in being able

to fit many p)eople

who have had

difficulty in the

past wearing

contact lenses

• • •

Offering a broad

array of contact

lenses with a large

in house

inventory.

• ••

The new daily

wear disposable

and frequent

replacement

contact lenses are

now available

• ••
All fittings are

done by our eye

doctors with

experience in

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems

• • •

Emphasis is

placed on your

ocular health and
professional

service.

idis
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and convenient on
campus location

For questions or

appointments,

can 549-2671
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Idealistic hope for 1993
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Holiday offers stress relief
Finals arejust around the corner. What

does this mean? It means that students
everywhere are running around with
bloodshot eyes, a result of excessive
reading, studying and sleep deprivation.
In almost every conversation held on
campus, stress is the operative word. Yes.
all is well in good old Amherst ville, U.S.A.

Ihifortunately. many ofus would rather
be somewhere else. Maybe sitting by a
nice Fireplace somewhere in Alaska. Maybe
not. The point being, this time of the
semester can be a real downer

Diana

D'AVANZO
On the one hand, you want to hit the

malls, decorate something (anything),
forget about those dreaded finals. On the
other hand, you are obligated not to forget
about school, work and, we must not for-

get. STRESS. Obviously, these emotional
swings are a real damper on the holiday
season. Hmmm ... is there any encour-
aging news to be found? Why, Yes! Yes?
Yes!! The word "holiday" hit it for me.

For some ofyou it is the holiday season.
I respect that. For me. however, it is the
Christmas season. The key word here be-
ing the Christ in Christmas.

Most people may know the Christmas
story found in Luke 2:8-14. "And there
were shepherds living out in the fields

nearby, keeping watch over their flocks at
night. An angel of the Lord appeared to

them . . . The angel said 'Do not be afraid.

I bring you good news ofgreatjoy that will

be for all the people. Today in the town of
David a Savior has been born to you; he is

Christ the Lord."

"Suddenly a great company of the
heavenly host appeared with the angel,
praising God and saying, 'Glory to God in

the the highest, and on earth peace to men
on whom his favor rests.'"

This passage tells of the magnitude of
God's love for us. The fact that a Savior,
Christ the Lord, came to earth as a baby is

incredible. Duringhis ministry, Jesus said.

"I and the Father are one." This means
God came to earth in the form of man in

order to save us.

Ifyou still do not see the wondrous love
God holds for us. perhaps this story I

heard will make things a little bit clearer.

One day. a farmer was standing inside
his room looking outside the window. It

was cold and snowing outside. There were
all these baby birds hopping along. A bam
door was open, but not wide enough for the
birds to pass through. The farmer knew
that if the birds did not get into the bam,
they would freeze and die.

The farmer went outside to open the
barn door. But the birds were afraid and
flew away into the cold woods. When he
went back inside he was sad. The farmer
knew the birds would not find warmth
outside. An hour later, the birds came
back. Again, the farmer went outside.
Again the birds flew away.

The farmer loved these birds, so he
prayed to God that he would become one of
them so he could save them. God granted
him his request. The birds were again
gathered around thebam door. The farmer
went outside to where the birds were
around the barn door. He opened the door
for them. The birds were no longer afraid
to go near the farmer. They entered the
barn and found warmth.

In the same way. Jesus became one ofus
so that we might see Him for who He really
is. He clothed himself in frail humanity,
sufTered and died on the cross for us and,
three days later, rose from the dead in

order that we might have life. To think that
there is a personal, almighty, loving God
who says we are worth it. If this does not
make your day. I don't know what will.

This is the part ofthe column that gets
a tad bit complicated (I can already hear
the editorial responses ringing, but I'm
going to tell you just the same ). My prayer
for all who read this column is this: that
God will richly bless you and show you a
wonderful truth this Christmas season.

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Tense. If one word could describe the
beginning of this semester, it would have
to be: tense.

Whether anticipated or not, the racial

unrest which came to a boil last spring
carried over to this semester, and was
once again given a great deal of coverage
in the m*Hiia. Newspapers, television and
radio networks wanted to get the inside
story on why UMassAmherst is so "Yacial ly
divided."

David

RIVERA
Suddenly our campus wasn't alone in

this fault. Racial incidents at campuses
around the state began surfacing. Even
Smith College had events that led to stu-

dent protests: wealth doesn't protect you
from ignorance. Were they copycat inci-

dents or were they there all along?
Whatever their origin, the UMass media-
blitz brought them to surface and now
finally these problems are being addressed.

Thissemester we've had reports ofanti-
Semitic graffiti throughout campus. In
Europe, neo-Nazi and White supremacist
groups are killing foreigners. Beware. The
recent event* in new Germany look very
similar to the event* that lead to genocide
during World War II. I've become more
and more uneasy with this "new world
order." Sometimes it makes me think the
cold war wasn't so bad after all.

This semester I've seen our nation's
leaders turn away thousands of Haitian
refugees, and then give entr>' visas to

atizens offormer Soviet republics. Is this

racism? It has been proven that thousands
of Haitians have been killed, tortured and
imprisoned following the coup that ousted
President Aristide. If such human rights
violations are not reason enough to offer

political asylum — what is?

This semester I've heard people call for

a wall between Mexico and the United
States to solve the "border problem." Is

this racism? Everyone forgets that most of
the West was settle by the Spanish, and
It's ironic that people with Hispanic names
can't live in states and towns called San
Diego, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Ne-
vada, Las Vegas, Arizona. New Mexico

and Texas. . . Did you ever wonder why we
had states and cities with Latin names?
Maybe it's time to wonder.

This semester we've seen how famines
that have ravaged East Afinca are only
now being acted on. In the past ten years
millions have starved to death in Somalia
and Ethiopia. Why has it taken so long to

care? Finally our country's military is being
used for true good.

Somalia is long from salvation, but I'm
confident that our forces can be successful
in getting food to those who could care less

about the internal unrest. The near dead
don't give a damn for these so called war-
lords. All they care about is getting food to
surN-ive. Politics can mean little when you
can't stand or walk due to starvation.

Someone told me we shouldn't get in-

volved in Somalia because "there is nothing
to be gained politically." I agreed, and
walked away proudly, it's about time we
did something for reasons other than po-
litical gains. Most .soldiers, I believe, want
to protect and save lives. This Christmas
theyll get to do just that Wish them well,

and hope for their safe return.

Both around the world and on our very
own campus, things are un.stable People
are looking towards better times and a
better future. Mostly I feel sorry for the
freshman at our school who have been
thrown into a caldron of trouble and tur-
moil. A school should be just that — a
school, and no one should have to spend
their time and money worrying about ra-

cial or anti-Senutic attacks, subtle or
otherwise. Dealing with these problems
may be part of learmng, but it shows we
haven't come one inch towards under-
standing each other's difTerences. At least,

our generation hasn't.

Look to the freshman and hope they
can learn from our errors. A campus free

of racial incidences may be ideahstic, but
for the younger and uncorrupted it may be
easier for them to accept such difference
— but hopefully not only accept, but also
celebrate. A student body that could cel-

ebrate cultures and traditions would truly
make this a great university.

Let's hope that 1993 can bring such
idealism.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.

Thoughts on racism from Japan
I was disappointed to read about the

racial turmoil in Amherst and our nation.
I am a graduate student at the University.
This year I am employed by the govern-
ment ofJapan's Ministry of Education and
work in the Northern Prefecture of Iwate.

You and I are some ofthe fortunate few
who have the opportunity to study at one
of the finest internationally reknown
universities in the world. Japanese gov-
ernment officials were impressed when
they read that I've graduated from the
UMass at Amherst.

The solution to racial, religious and
ethnic prejudice is hard work. When faced
with oppression, do as the immigrants did
in the 1890s, work even harder. Protest-
ers have been locked in prison but it's

difficult to restrain the person who starts
a successful business or earns an advanced
degree. Take every opportunity to study
and travel that becomes available to you.
The United States is facing an economic

depression, Italy's economy is collapsing,
Japan is entering a serious recession and
Nazi skinheads are roaming the streets in
Germany. The mighty Soviet empire has
become an unstable mass of confusion.

It is easy to choose a scapegoat when
times are tough, to blame a racial, cultural
or religious group for the problem at hand.
This has proven to be a foolish, deadly
choice in not-so-distant history. The an-
swer is to take your classes seriously and
study, study, study! Work hard to be the
best doctor, scientist, teacher, professional
and world citizen your spirit will allow.
Show honor and respect to each member
of our fragile world.

The time is at hand for each of us to set
aside out petty differences and work to-

gether. We must cooperate as citizens of
the United States and of our world for
future prosperity and peace.

Kurt Barbuscio
Japan

Special interest floors form of discrimination
For years, I was brought up to believe that people were

created equal and should be treated that way regardless
of the situation. Then I came to UMass. The Housing
Assignment Office has introduced the special interest
floor. Any group of people who share an interest can
request to live together on a floor.

This semester. I witnessed to how the HAO goes about
establishing one of these floors. Chadboume is home to
the Native American Indian Cultural Center. Chadboume
has five Native American Indian students who want to
transfomi the second floor into a special interest floor.

Four days before room choosing, the HAO issued a letter

to residents stating the creation of the Native American
Indian floor. The same day. students were told that as of
fall 1993. students on the floor would have to find other
places to live. Two representatives from the HAO said all

residents would be forced to move off the second floor
unless they were considered to be a Native American
Indian ally. "Ally" was never successfully defined.

UMass officials and the HAO are acting hypocritically.
They proclaim we live in a racially and ethnically diverse
university but approve special interest floors. This semes-
ter, UMass has been plagued with racial incidents. By
condoning and organizing a floor of this nature, they
segregate ethnic communities by boundaries and territo-
ries. This greatly takes away from the diversity of the
campus and adds to the already high level ofracial tension.

Ifa group wishes to be together, a cultural or resource
center should be established in a common place central to
where members live. I believe Housing approves these
floors because they're afraid to deny a request of a
minority group. Everyone is created equal and should be
treated equally. Special interestfloors highlightminorities
by secluding them in one small area on such a huge
campus. People should wake up and see those floors for
what they are and what they could do to this campus.

Adam Goldberg
Central

Die-In uncovered
As a participant in the World AIDS Day Die-In,

I was looking forward to the Dec. 2 Collegian to see
how it was covered. I glanced at the front page,
noting a picture of coffee mugs, and no news of the
die-in. On page three, I saw the article buried in
the corner, accompanied by a blurry photo ofsome
participants. Glancing through the rest of the
paper, I noticed a half-page photo of Jefferson
Airplane. Are mugs and an out-of-date rock group
more newsworthy than World AIDS Day?

I am disappointed by the Collegians paltry
coverage ofWorld AIDS Day, which serves as a call

to action heard around the world. Many students
here heard that call and participated in the die-in.
I suggest the editors of the Collegian rethink their
priorities on newsworthy stories.

Felice Yeskel, Director
Program for GLB Concerns
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An evening feast of Madrigal splendor
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian StafT

The 22nd Annual Madgrigal Dinner
Campus Center Auditorium
Dec. 5, 1992

Saturday's lazy snowfall set the perfect

mood to precede the 22ndAimual Madgrigal
Dinner, which was held at the Campus
Center Auditorium that windy evening.

Walking into the Auditorium, the hvely.
warm atmosphere quickly instilled in one
a sense ofbeing amongst good friends. The
wreaths, Christmas trees, lights, tinsel

and red and green decorations captured
both the eye and the holiday spint, and
brought us all into the mindframe that
Christmas was near.

Seated at the longtables. guests quickly
engaged in introductions and conversa-
tion, indulging in bread, cheese and wine.

Gazing at the display ofmouth-water-
ing, extravagant comestibles, guests were
definitely eager for the Entrance of the
Madrigal Singers. Upon a table in the
back of the Auditorium lay a monstrous
bounty of food. With delectables including
the largest salad I have ever seen, a
mountain of yorkahire pudding, endless
tiers of figg>- pudding, a loafof bread three
times as long am I am tall, a roasted boar's

head (apple and all), enough roast prime
rib to feed a troupe ofknights and a boiling

cauldron of wassail, the meal promised to

be a Uteral feast for all of the senses.

As the Madngal Singers marched in,

the transformation back in time was
complete. The authentic. 16th century
costumes, designed by Cecilia IVecciozzi,

were lovely reminders ofa time past when
fashions were as much a part of the
decoration as were those on the walls.

As the evening progressed, we ei^joyed

the witty dialogue and heavenly song of

the ten-member Madrigal ensemble,
seated at a long table upon the stage.
Between courses of the delicious meal
(excluding the boar's head, thank good-
ness) the singers performed a variety of
beautiful pieces.

The songs ranged fromjubilant praises
of friendship and frolic, as in "Pastime
With Good Company" by Henry VIII to

more sullen ones like the melancholy-
laced "Too Much 1 Once Lamented" by
Thomas Tomkins.

During the main course, groups of four
or five singers travelled around the dining
room to serenade individual tables, add-
ing to the feeling of an active, integrated
group of guests rather than an audience.

In addition to the spirit-lifting music.
mime Robert Rivest served as a perfectly

silly, entertainingjester. Rivest explored,
quite facetiously, the possibilities of his

own body motion, and in acting out the
story of Sleeping Beauty, put a new. in-

credibly funny and modern twist on the
classic fairy tale.

Clearly, the success ofthis multi-faceted
event was the result of much hard work.
Catering Supervisor Tiesa Graf asserted
that preparation for the event is continual
process throughout the year.

While ordering items such as candles
may be done in August, decorating the
Auditorium takes the staff ( members of

the Food Services Staff that sign up to

work the dinner a month in advance) a full

week. The twenty waitpersons, four full-

time kitchen staff and 6 or 7 students in

the kitchen, along with the supervisor
work to organize and coordinate food

preparation, display and delivery down to

the minute.
Despite the stressful nature of their

work, however, Grafemphasized that she
and the staff enjoy the Madgrigal Dinner
and look forward to it each year. The

[

lights and decorations put everyone into
good spirits, and Graf admitted that "ev-
ery year I catch some of my waitstafF
crying" in response to the heart-felt music
and celebration.

Likewise, singer Matt Dorman ex-
pressed the immense pleasure that he and
the other singers get from performing in
the holiday show. "I love it," he explained,
"it is a very rewarding experience."

Having auditioned last Spring and
practicing since the second week ofclasses,
the Madngal Singers have been eating,
drinking, breathing and sleeping 16th cen-
tury Christmas for months The result,

asserts Donnan. is "one big, happy family."

The tenor explained that whatever
nervousness persisted before the perfor-

mance quickly disappeared once the en-
semble took the roles of their characters
and began to interact with one another.

Working with Director/Professor E.
Wayne Abercrombie. who teaches a class

Turn to MADRIGAL, page 7

January^Now Itenting for

Spacious Two Bedroom
Apartments on Bus Line

$400/Month
CaU KAMINS REAL ESTATE

I

at 253-2515

TRAVEL SMART
THIS WINTER!

raOM MCW TOIU
RoMndtnt Oni W<y

London
$305 $165

PaHs
$398 $219

$525 $320
Oslo/Stockholm

$458 $229
Tel Aviv/Istanbul

$639 $329
Ciatemiiaaty
$390 $205

ISOXICE
Attention students currently enrolled in

Classics 224, Greek Mvthologx-

and Classics 325, Near lu»stern iMvlkolog^x

Class meetings will

resume at the regularly scheduled meeting times

and places on Monday,

Nov. 50. Please L»e there!

$430 $225
SoiM iidvis viiid to o«tt year.

Most bckcis jNow changes
Fans from over n US abes
lo al ma|0( destmaiions m

Europe. A&ia, Atrtca,

Lain America and Australia.

RISM TRAVEL
34?r.Uaijo.iA.e NT HI 10H3

800-272-9676
212-986-8420-

,

La Cucina di

^inoccfdo
PIZZA, SUBS, & CALZONES
FREE DELIVERY ~ 256-4110

UiSAGNA

W^ ^^^2

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst
Hours:

Mon-Thurs. 1 1 :30am to 2:00am
Fri.-Sat. 11:30am to 3:00am
Sun. 11:30am to 1:00am

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

SALADS

$1.50 OFF
€iny Large Pizza with

2 toppings
Limit of one coupon per pizza

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires May 31, 1993

3 Calzones

for $9.95
Pick-up or delivery only

j Expires May 31, 1993
I Valid at Amherst location only
L.w

I

$1.00 OFF
any Large Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupons for pick-up or delivery only

Valid at Amherst location only
Expires May 31. 1993

TWIN SPECIAL
2 Large Cheese Pizzas

$12.50
Any Topping $1.25 more

Pick-up Or 4tfttvery only
Valid at Amherst location only

Expires Iter 31. 1993

Any 2 Calzones

for $7.00
Pick-up or delivery only

Expires May 31, 1993

Valid at Amherst location only

$i.666FF
any Medium Pizza

Limit of one coupon per pizza
Coupxjns for pick-up delivery only
Valid at Amherst location orUy

Expires May 31, 1993
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

JUS+ VMNt LOV6 aM4
?t«»CE ?oR Ml ftLLoW

M«»f4

By BILL WATTERSON
K\KD OF RlSi^l, A
Pont ^cw "miMk' J

JIM'S JOURNAL

ft ^'^•^* *»•'

DCX)NESBURY

By JIM

WHCK X^t WtiMt*

IX Htt •^%l«*^

By GARRY TRUDEAU

CAT SCAN, m-
CfiusanneLPS
IBUNPBKSmtP

/ o

PRICE

THe FIRST PUAse.eop,
seoKJN/s^ HOMOft^
aimCAL.BUT HOCKBANP
nsxxsHOP QuesnotG.
usujcamyou ^ .
CULTURAWf.
OKAy'HfflB A

M^60. iIV Vl A/ C-1^\
c

^l^i^ll^lg^f J
^^SMbd

i»€Rtap
IttCHAKP KTJBR UOOO-
f€TTYLAST mKB sncK*
FLAl>>)e fT.

OUT* ^
/ •

^J^3|
RWJL 00 NOUTH\N»k
SAKTIV REALLvf KNOWS

VES PRICE. HE CAN
SEE youTHROOfoH
H\S ^AA6IC CUv^STKL

Bv PRICE VAN RAY

SKATE BOY & RURU By PITT

plaf« prj^l^o

Sotntli),

Today's Staff
Night Editor Dan Wetzel
Copy Editor Michelle Robbins
PhotoTechnician Chris Evans
Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho
Production Dana Dornnan,

Kelly D'Amato

Menu
LUNCH

Tri-County Fairwich

Chicken Burrito

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato/Egg/Cresswich

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Fettuccini/Meat Sauce

Pan Shish Kebab

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach ^'s

Fettuccini w/Sauce

The opinions expressed on this pjge are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views crt the Coliv^um or the Univirsity
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THE FAR SIDE Bv GARY LARSON

"Sh«rmi B«n Wiggins It rtdin Into to«vn.

•nd h«'t wMrIn ttiat Mm« lltti* chiffon number
that r>« wort wh«n h« tfu)! Jak« Sunon!'

Quote of the Day
''I knew I was Irish before I knew I was

an American"
- Fmr. House Speaker Tip O'Neil

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AIICS IMjrch Jl-Afwil IS): Today
lirxh you in i ipvjt mcxid. m ilh 4 Uinlti

sentr o* purpuM*. and rrady to mjov the

Iml liitr hjs lo iWfcY An intimjlr dinner

(ouki rritndir j IjikluMer ronunce.
TAUIUS(V' -'U-Mjy .NK: Lmf liM

jl work jnd wjM io> luriher drv«<op-
nwmi. A complK Jled buunnt nunru-
vTf will turprrtr your (ompnilor> 4nd
put you way ahrjd. SiKLilowtohome
loniKht l«i bved one* know you cjre

CCMINI INViy 2 1 lunr 20>. Adopt j

more proinMorul approach to your (ob

tnftonvtuUtr*. ImlitutHnai bondt and
croup its w il help your t ar**r. Handir
mponanl dor umcni^ w Hh »pet lal c are

.

CANCai Uune 2 1 -luly 22>: You now
think in i«nm a< the xirhole. rjthrr than

m tMtt and pirtn. RomarKr lakn on a

nfw glow. Corvrntralr on devpkjpmg
ckHrr 'appori with family merrben.
C Jl< h up «in world PverU* lonighl.

liO Ikjiy 2 » AuR 22): You btnr4,t

Irom virwing the paM in a new light.

Although your workload n heav>. the

fHiyoh n ckH* at hand. The outlook (or

romarKe impnA-et greatly when you
revral your iwling*.

VIRCO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: An out
oi-iown vKNor could play havtK with
yrjor work or business plans. Commu-
nKaiing with a iormer en^kiyer couU
lead lo a lucraltve second career.

IIMU (Scfil. 2 \-CXt. 221 Wurkmi:
behind ttie Kerm lets you lortservt-

youf energy Cjood timirig is the key lo

( oniirHied Mx i ess. Pay btlh prnmplly lo

proleit your credit 'aimg.

SCOinO ((Xt. 21-Nov. 211: A
hobby could turn into a pmbiabie busi-

ness emerprisr. A child plays a key roie

m in importarM cietisKin A move lu

another town IS pendtr^. A c ollege loan

comes (Iwnugh

SACinAMUS (Nov 22-0« 21

1

A c onflic I Iwfween work andhome ( ouU
put a crimp m your wKial plans. A
compromise will alleviate tension.

Someone tests your loyally — you past
with tlyinf; < olcirs

CAPtlCORN (Oet. 22 Ian 19): Od
not irct It J friend laik to keep a promiif.
There c ould be a very goodnftUiation.
Someone 1.1 the am gets a vote o< (onA-
derxe. Romancr moves mto hi^ gear.

AQUAtlUS lion 2(Uel>. I«»: A
c lose pal w ill help out in an rmergmry.
Return the tasc* as quH kly as piMsible.

Your c realive talents he^m lo get greater

recuKnilHxi Refrain from braggmf;.

PISCKife*) I •Atari h 2(»: 0.>ev.
erylhinK that you c an to promote har-

mor*y at your place ol rmploymenl.
Pool resourc c-s with your as«oc lales while
looking lor opponunilies lo gam new
knowledge or skilk

ACnOM
1 HaH adunc*
4FfoNc
9 0«iitrou*

l3TopMand
tOQUC

15 AfiMlgamatad
matai

10 Kiri T« Kanawa

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

3 Compandium
of map*

4 Oroop
5 Stratagist*

6 Earttianwara

crock
7 Lodgar
8 Compoaa
9 Computar

17 Europaan
capital

18 Livaly darKa of

19 Cotor ligtitly

20 Paraonnal
22 Jur>«on

24 Part of EST
26ThaXxth

santa Abbr.
27 A Graat Laku
28 Ttiink*

33 Wranchas. in

Yorfcahira

37 Miscatlanaous
information

38 Pilgrim to

Macca
39 Alarm signal

41 Appatizing
slora, for short

42 Citrus fruit

45 Ramainir>g

closad
48 Ot>|sctivaa

50 Pindar

craationa

51 Much-usad
articia

52 Laundry
machlnas

56 Postsriors

61 Sum
62 Stratford's river

63 Comfy
65 Surfer's surface
66 Machata-hke

knife

67 Bahaved
68 Hastenad
69 Dill

70 Univarsity city

on tha Aira

71 USNAgrad

DOWN
1 Optad
2 "— la vtsla.

Babyl-

10 Actor Estrada
11 Spaading

panaKy
12Doas

har>diwork
14 Malting

21 Fktdlahaad.

a.g.

23 Box
25 Maadow bartay

29 Midway
antarlainmants

30 Chamtiar for

Child

31 Bhjaor Whita
rivar

32 Itaratad

33 Photo
34 Chuta opanar?

35 Haif-opar>ad

36 Tnfia

40 Avaiar>cha

shaltar

43 Acquires
44 Havir>g mcKal

pnnciplas
46 Haram room
47 Brat or bora
49Tampt
53 Troop

ancampmant

54 Poa'sbfrd
55Lugaa
56 Rum dassart
57 Stratford s

rtvar

58 Nat or NataHa
59Qonliwi—

:

60 Town rtaar

Padua
64 UnKs of langlti

Abbr

ANSWER TO PftEViOUt PUZZLE:
lui ui jiJijTrTMTlu
mkV 'i"i4>i r.i(iu[la

t:!llfli1!n'ii"iJ'S'"

nu |,«il]r.,"[:l%'„f:!H^

i2/a/t2

^ r- IB r- r- r-

1

irWw
fl 14

1

w It

11 tt

IS fP tt B
M

1

TT

1

M ^Bl
r M n M 11 V

M M N I IT

it m tt |H 41
~

u « «4 I M m 47
KMM

4t «•

1
M |BM! 11 U n 14 ST

•1 M M m
I 11

It

\-

1
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1

tt
'
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" W 1n
^
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M Madrigal
continued from poge 5

for the Madrigal Singers throughout the semester, is also
rewarding, related Dorman. Abercrombie insists that
the performers learn the translations of the pieces so as
to "help bring out the song of it [the music] more"
according to Dorman.

Both Dorman and Graf expressed a desire for more
student attendance at the Madrigal Dinners. Most guests
were adults of the outside, local communities, and few
students took advantage of this wonderfully entertain-
ing, festive event. Despite the expense, Graf contended
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that the cost was worth the performance.
Having had the pleasure of experiencing this event

first-hand, I could not agree with Grafmore. Not only was
it a feast for all ofthe senses, but a perfect way to start off
the holiday season.

Indeed each offelt that the event served as a "reservoir
ofgoodwill and peace" as was intended by the performers
and staff.

Furthermore, what perhaps brought the success ofthe
evening into full perspective was when, at the very end of
the evening, afler the final Christmas carols, from the
back ofthe room near the kitchen, one waitress exclaimed
quietly with unbridled glee, "It's Christmas!"

ACRONYMBLE
REMINDER

Don't forget to submit your submissions for the
very last Acronymble EVER! Drop them offor send
them to the Arts Desk c/o the Collegian, 113
Campus Center by Wednesday and check
Thursday's This Weekend section to find out if

you're one of the final lucky winners!
This week's letters; E - M - 1 - L - Y

Your ad isn't

TOP
SECRET
it's in the

Collegian's

CLASSIFIED
SECTIOIV.

There are still a
few days left for

you to get the

point across

19,000 times.

Collegian.

113 Campus
Center.

545-3500

- TONIGHT -

IIVE ENTERTAINMENT

With

RIISOT [3](0)IMS(S)1R[

•HOTTER THAN EVER'

Any Menu Nachos
$«.00 9:30-10:30

THE PUB
« iiim<Aii,s MfVJITS I.Nwmi Ksi

When You're Considering;

A Career in Investment Banking,
Consider One More Tiling.

Consider tlie invtrstment bank that

IS uniquely in tunc with the abili-

ties and aspirations of tlie jx-ople

wlio comprise ic. Wlare lii^li pr«>-

ftrs&iunai standards are reilettcd in

printtpkd every day practices.

Where the talent of each inJiviJ-

ual IS an inte|;ral |nrt of iIk- ttuin

effort. And where those who

(.lioose to aciepi the chalicnj>es

set before them grow both

personally and professionally.

In Short, Consider

the Fixed Income Division

at Goldman Sachs.

Gitldman Sail is

I'iiuiicijI Aiulyst Hri>^ram

InfiiriiutHin .Session

\X/ediiesday, December V, 1992

Murray I) Lincoln Campus Center, Rnom 917
IJiitversiiy ol Massjcliuscits

«:(K)p.m.

All undcTj^racJuaces

are welcome to attend

Resume drop deadline is l>ccenibcr 21, I9y2.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University ot Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
VMJE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days pr.or to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

n3Cannpus Center

PERSC

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Pr»-v*t Ansci chib iwting
Tuesday Dae 8th 6pm
Grinnal Arena
Canine prMection training

UPCa ttolMav Festival

OlJUlai general commiitae m««tino for

FvltSnieusr. Fun ei<cilement.*u*per>te,

food, pritet. All this Holiday ctteer and
morel Tonight at 6:00 p.m. in Campus
Center room lOSC

ANNOUNCEMENTS

I downtown Amherst
5490733

1(M>% Recycled wrapping paper and
holiday cards. Dec. 7,8, * 9lh Campus
CarMer Corwourse.

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

1M1 VoHiswegon Rabbit
High Miles, runs well

SeOO, will neg. for stereo

549 8416, RON

THAOt (3 Nissan pickuti forhicKtional

motorcycle Needs some work call

5493662.

COLLEOe.PIZZA
Li

Small Cheese $3 SO
Large Cheese $6.00

1 or 2 toppings add $1.00

Free soda with large sub salad or

spaghetti

5496098
54:4 6073
MUST MENTION THIS SPECIAL

Amherst Balchartown line 3 to S liatt-

room new homes call 586 4270

Aiwtterst 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb.

1st. Room avail $275» 1 bedroom apart
merit avail.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St. 2S3-7S79

Leverett - cloao to campus - room in

sunny home in exchange for 12 hours of

childcare per week plus some light

housekaepirig duties Musi be available

for early morning (7 am- -8:30 am) and
some afternoons (3:30 5 pml Car essen
tial some transporting of children. 548^

9396

New Yorti Citv - Fumietted rooms and
apanmentsforiniersessionarKlweekend
slays. Upper West side. Reasonable rates.

212 662 1358 Save this adi

NORTHAMPTON -two4 roomhouaet
avail. Dec. Jan. S775 800. Skibiski

Realators No Pets. 584 3428

One bedroom aiM.
Southwood
362/month
256 4977

1 bdrm avail aft Dec. 15 in 2 bdrm apt

lease to May 31 Wint. ses. disc. $180 inci

965 4407/665 2947

One big bedroom in Suderland house
la|>e over my lease Available now 230.00

month • eeS'4348 or 568-4323
On bus line

Single room Ptiillipe St. $18S«
Call 549 1458

Telle over Brandywine lease 2 bed
rooms ir>cs heat and hot water, great

location $750/month starts end of Jan.l

Call Lorl or Laura 549 4816

2 rooms available in 2bed in Amherst
220/clean/bu&/ASAP call Holly 549 4259

3 bedrooms availabia in a spacious
house in Suderlarxl Spnng Semester on
bus route Call 665 0265 190 00/mo •

FOR SALE

HC Print|et lilie new color printer $425
or 8 Great print arxl graphics in color

Call Alan 546 3471

HP IBc Scientific calculator $40 b o
323 8646

Noat things: Mens black leather irerKh
(401; Hugo Boss suits (42 r & LI, 14K 20
inch herringbone chain l23.Sgramsl; Jeep
top for Cj 7; Hitachi 30 Watt reciever,

Hafler modified booksheH speakers. BSR
speakers Reasonable BO's ...John 323-

9311

Tandy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs * case and manuals
Call Mitch 548 9761 S450 OB

KMIND

Vanessa Bioch e bird regurgitated your
ring. Call Mark 546 0963

HELP WANTED

Babysitter -Afternoon*, January June
need car and references. 548-9096

BE ON T.V. Many needed for

commercials. Now hiring all

ages. For casting info.

Call (616) 779 7111 Ext. T 458

Students tS
EARN EXTRA CASH OVER THE
HOLIDAYSI 50 customer service/order

entry positions avi. December 16

January 2 in Hingham. Day & evening
shifts. Transportation a must. $6.50/t<oiir.

Call Adia Personnel Services today 1 1617)

472 2600 ^

Wanted: Travel Reps for spring break
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.Call 1 800-3SI
ESTA ask for Bonriie

Would you lihe to work? At Hamp
shire county transit part time drivers

will train (or evenings and weekeixfs
earn up to $10 05 per hour starling rate

$6 50 have comparry paid insiirar>ce,

paid holidays, paid vacations, paid sick

days paid funeral leave. Apply to:

Hampshire County Transit 54 Industrial

Dnve Northampton, MA 01060

MOTORCYCLE

82 Honda V4B Sabre 750 CC S7S0 bo.
3238648

MUSICIANS

l>runimar needed: Phish. creative

Improv 2S6 8115

Keyboardist Wanted: Yes, Phish, etc.

5869377

PERSONALS

Hapiiv Birthday jmftt

(Don't kill me (or (hisll

Love,

• Petti

Thanli you St. Jude - B.C.

PETE'S DRIVE IN

Pete's Drive In

December Special

2 burgers for 2 bucks

ROOM WANTED

Female grad student looking to rent

room in house for spring semester.
Prefer laid back but considerate indi-

viduals. Please call 508-228 6265

Responsible male student seeks
room ifi quiet non smoking environ

ment (or winter session. Call 66409

ROOMATE8 WANTED

Amherst 2 liedroom apt 1 room (or 'pm
2 full baths w/beai and Itol water included

on bus route available immcdiaielv. Call

Tom or Stacy 256 0274

Apt room for rant -

Uptown 2 minutes Irom bus slop m/f

S200> 549 2810
A stumble home from bars

Female nonsmoker wanted to share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt Cheap rent 2

minute walk to town Ion bus nl walking

distance to campus 253 5219

Fun but serious (em student looking (or

roomate Amherst house 195« starts Spring
sem 6' 1642 for details

Mele roomete needed to share large

bedroom. 145 00 plus utilities. 256 3191

M/F roomate for Puffton Cheap but nice.

Call for details 549 0079/549 6794

One female
Brandywine apts

Start Jan 93
S190 inc. Heat/water

Jen 549 7845

Roomates needed call Mill Valley estates

253 7377Single or double (or 1 bedroom

Single room evail. m spacious house sping

sem call 665 0265 190 00/mo».

Single room eveilable m 3 bedroom
lownhouse apartments. Call 549-3523.

3 Females or malt>s needed lo take over
.Brandywine lease ASAP $190 * ulil Call

549 0853

SERVICES

frmgnmnt? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area (or (ree

testing and conddential, caring help.
Amherst Carnage Shops. 549 19Q6

Tarot Reatlinga
Call Chris at 256-to93

TO SUBLET

TRAVEL

SKMntercolleglate Ski «M«ha. ONLV
S209 Includes: 5 DAY LIFT TICKET/5
NIGHTS LODGING (MOUNTAINSIDE
C0ND0)/5 DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE
ACTIVITIES (Drinking age . 181. Spon
sored by Labatt's. Molson and MT
SUTTON, CANADA (just across the Ver
moot border) Group Leader Oiscounls.
Jan 3 8. Jan. 10 15 and Spnng Break '93

Call Ski Travel Unlimited
1 800 999 SKI 9.

Take it off I

Spring Break '93

Jamaica, CaiKiin, Florida

Save $$$ Before Jan. 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Paper* typed (ree cover page, spell
check $1.50/page Brian 546-1795

Typing. By Pro Writer Fast. 253 9in^
Typing: Faat. accurate and conve
niently located to serve your rteeds. No
job too small. Reasonable rates. Contact
Donna/Dianne 542 2313

Typing/Wordprocassing,
Resumes, reports, thi?«i.?i

Laser printing. Campus pick-up
ar>d delivery

Call Rosemary 323 503

.

WANTED

I need a car. Do you wont to sell yours?
If It hasn't been around b.nce WWII, isn't

threatening to explorlo. and it in good
working shape (I doiVi V.<ire about outer
beauty) CALL ME Brooke 9 The Colle
gian 545 0719

Tutor for Coon 104
Will pay S Call Thti 549 8 177

:
;
—

'
• ) t-r-

Two room* for winter sublet in Amherst
house $250. 256 6367.
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Sports
returns

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Stafl'

Losers remember, while wirmers go on. This adage
applies to the two teams squaring offat 7:30 p.m. tonight
in the Knickerbocker Arena in Albany, New York: the
University of Massachusetts and Siena College.

The two t^ams have squared off three times before,
but the most storied game occurred two years ago in the
Knick in the 1990 NIT quarterfinal game. Siena was
leading UMass 80-77 with 1.3 seconds left in the game
when the Minulemen called time out for one final play It

appeared to most that UMass' pretty good season was
about to end inauspiciously, and Siena would advance to
the NIT Final Four in Madison Square Garden.

The public address system announced "Siena students
can pick up their Final Four tickets tomorrow at. .

.." but
the Minutemen had diflferent ideas. The inbounds pass
went Uj Tony Barbee. who, to the shock ofeveryone in the
building, calmly drilled a trey at the buzzer to send the
game into overtime, where UMass would win.

Siena has never been the same since. The Saints were
19-10 last year, but were pasted by UMass 92-49 in the
Cage on opemng mghl on ESPN. The Minutemen, on the

other hand, have gone far since that fateful March night.
UMass has jumped to national prominence, while

Siena has fought for regional recognition. This year is no
different. The Minutemen (1-1) are 23nd in the new
Associated Press poll, while Siena (1-2) has struggled
early. The Saints lost to Florida State 89-80 in the first

round of the Preseason NIT, then fell to Holy Cross, 96-
95 in overtime after beating Marist by two points.

Guard Mike Brown (21.3 points pergame ) and forward
Lee Matthews (20.3 points, 11.3 rebounds) are the top
scorers on a team that has shown no problem in putting
points on the board. The problem is, Siena's defense has
allowed of 81.7 points per game.

Other probable starters include Doremus Bennerman
(14.3 ppg. 6 assists per game), Brian Bidlingmeyer and
Matt Gras.

For UMass, Mike Williams (bruised hip) is probable,
but if he plays it will be as the team's sixth man. Derek
Kellogg, Jerome Malloy. Lou Roe, Harper Williams, and
Barbee are the probable starters for the Minutemen.

Calipari has said he is worried about the game, but
Siena has not played up to their standards so far. Still,

the Saints' seniors will have the NIT game in the back of
their minds when they hit the court tonight.

JOSH REYNCK.DS/ COUECIAN
Harper Williams, shown here against Central 0)nnecticut,

and the UMass baskettsaii team travel to face Siena." ' " " -^...^.., ^ ». V..W ......u« ^i.t.j ni«;jr lub 1,1m: t.uui I Mjiugui,. dno inB UMass oasKeiuaii team iravei

Men s swimming captures second in A- 1Os
Rv KRVTN HRRI IHV ceo __:_* i : t i/-_ . . _l ^ ^..„, . ......By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Suff

TTie University of Maraachusetts men's swimming
team finished second in the Atlantic 10 Championships
over the weekend at Rutgers University

"Second place" you may ask Yes, second place.
But make no mistake about it—this was a big showing

for the Minutemen.
Because the tournament hasn't been held for the past

six years, UMass head coach Russ Yarworth knew he
would be facing the West Virginias and George
Washingtons ofthe world, schools that traditionally have
been well-funded scholarship-wise.

When all was said and done it was Saint Bonaventure
that claimed the top spot with 758 points, a whopping 190
points ahead of UMass. Having eleven full scholarships
can do that to a team. The second place Minutemen had ..

Hoop guru's college
basketball notebook

568 points, a whopping o/i«/ia//" point ahead ofWV and confident that we just want to work hard for the rest of
/intf./vnW..A.Ilyv//' rvf-kirk#c oKao.I r^r/^U/ aL.. 1 a I a.

• .i ^t v., • ,one-and-<x-half points ahead ofGW
The whole ball ofwax boiled down to the weekend's last

event, the 4(X) meter freestyle relay. To claim second place
for the championship, UMass had to finish second, W.V.
had to finish fourth, and G W had to finish fifth. With
some help from host school Rutgers, which played the role
of spoiler by finishing third, and a strong anchor leg by
UMaas sophomore Adam Reich, everything fell into place.

"We certainly were doing it against teams with better
resources than us," Yarworth said. "It just shows that
these kids are tough. Tough as nails."

Junior Aaron Osborne, senior Jay Peluso and senior
Chris Barrett swam the other legs of the meet-ending
event. UMass' time of 3:07.10 was easily a season best.
Rutgers' time was 3:07.17, and W.V.'s was 3:07.36.

"It was a great confidence meet." Yarworth said, "and
it was fun to be competitive. We're so high now and so

the year and get ready to win those New England
Championships.

"Those kids didn't get second place handed to them.
They took it from GW and WV. That's called swimming.
And that's why I'm rubbing this plaque and they're not,"
Yarworth said as he wiped a smudge off his latest addi-
tion to the wall of fame in his office

While the placings were eventually determined by the
last race, there were plenty offineswimming performances
turned in before that.

Sophomore Tim Milbert finished second in the 100
and 200 meter breaststrokes. with his time in the latter
event a UMass varsity record and New England's best
time this season.

Sophomore JeffWicklund posted personal best times in
all three of his events—the 200, 500. and 1650 meter
ft-eestyle.

College basketball has officially begun
and here is the first installment of the
College Basketball Notebook:

Last week I said Kansas would beat
Indiana. Duke would beat Michigan.
Kentucky would beat Georgia Tech, and
Louisville would beat Michigan State.
Well. B-I-N-G-0 was her name-o. Every
game was right on the money.

After watching the Kansas-Indiana
clash I have found new respect for anyone
who has to guard Calbert Cheaney.
Jayhawk forward Darrin Hancock had to
fight his way through so many picks and
screens just to stay with Cheaney it was
ridiculous. IfCheaney moves well without
the ball consistently, he could very easily
average 25 a night for Bobby Knight.

Jeff "

CROFTS
Back to Hancock for a moment, so he

did not explode the way I predicted. He
looked nervous, and in his first big colle-

giate contest that is understandable.
Hancock will shine before the year is

through, no question about that.

No more Todd Day. No more Oliver
Miller. No more Lee Mayberry. No more
Isiah Morris. So what does Nolan

lished this year. That is where the loss of
Will Henidon andAnton Brown really hurts
them, the running game. Nice to see the
return ofthe "Human Eraser," JeffMeyer.

Either Meyer, Kennard Robinson, or
Ted Cottrell is going to have to really step
up off the bench to give the starting finont-

line a break when the Minutemen play
teams with tough frontcourts like George
Washington, Oklahoma, and West Virginia.

Speaking ofGW, Yinka Dare of (^leorge
Washington was namedAtlantic lORookie
ofThe Week. Dare, at 7-1 265 lbs., is a big
boy and if Mike Jarvis molds him the way
he has molded bigmen in the past ( Patrick
Ewing), than Dare could be a sight to
behold in the future.

Nice treat tonight for A- 10 fans when
Temple visits BC and Rhode Island visits
Providence. BC opened up with a 96-57
shellacking ofHarvard. Let's hope they do
not follow the route ofBC football and win
all the httle ones and get crushed in the
big ones. On second thought, let's hope
they do. I hate BC. I hate BC. I hate BC.
There I got my quota in.

No I didn't. I hate BC. Now I'm done.
Right now the best third guard in the

A- 10 could be sophomore Jason Alexander
ofURL He can really shoot the ball. Mike
Williams, ifhe settles down and shows the

Richardson do? Does the "40 Minutes of raw ability he did against Florida State,
Hell" get scrapped? Hell, no! Richardson could push Alexander forthat honor. Soon,
gets himself a highly touted frosh in for- Temple lacks size up front unless you
ward Corliss Williamson and his returnees count freshmen, but John Chaney has a

Defunct men's sport
negotiates for return

were soovershadowed last year it was silly

They Razorbacks beat then-No.8 Mem-
phis State by five and follow that up with
an 86-80 defeat of then-No.9 Arizona.
Arkansas basketball is alive, kicking and
giving opponents hell.

It is good to see John Thompson and his
Hoyas have their usual tough early season
schedule. The Hoyas opened up with a
beating (88-49) of St. Leo's (is that a prep
school?) and then a romp over Southern,
96-57. It really is too bad Thompson will

stable of midsized athletes that can play
the one, two, or three slots. Sophomore
Rick Brunson, who was going to transfer
to BC, got a job at the Heights over the
summer and worked for a month before
telling BC he changed his mind and was
headed back to Philly. You have got to love
him. That is great.

One name to look for on the Owls is

Eddie Jones. He can shoot the ball and his
huge dunk last year versus the Minutemen
showed that he is an acrobatic talentwhen

By ERIC STEINHILBER
Collegian (Tbrrespondent

With the recent reinstatement of
three sports, including women's tennis,
a spokesman for the men's tennis team
said he is now negotiating with the
university to bring his sport back.

"We are working with the university
to see if this issue can be resolved and
if there's a possibility for us to be re-

instated," said Bill Bochnak, spokes-
man for the varsity men's tennis team.

Last spring, the men's tennis team
was cut due to financial reasons. In
order to be reinstated, the tennis courts
at Boyden had to be resurfaced to ac-
commodate Division I competition and
the team would have to raise its own
money to operate.

However, with the reinstatement of
the women's team and the resurfacing
of the courts, the men's team is now
asking for their reinstatement.

"Part ofthe agreement with the rein-
statement ofthe women's team was that
the courts were going to be resurfaced.
That was a main reason why the men's
team was cut— because the courts were
not Division I facilities," said Bochnak.

"The other reason the university said
we were cut was for financial reasons.
But, as a team we feel that that is

rather unbelievable, because our sea-
son runs at about $20,000. The operat-
ing budgets of the majority ofteams at

theuni versity are much, much higher."

At this point in time the university
seems willing to negotiate with the men's
team, and so far both sides have l)een

very professional in presenting their
cases.

"We are going to review their re-

questsand we can certainly s>'mpathize
with their situation." said interim
athletic director Glenn Wong. "But we
must consider two things, one is the
financial ramifications and the second
is the legal ramifications.

"We're taking three courses of ac-
tion," said Bochnak. "Basically pres-
sure within the administration by fo-

cusing on legal aspects of our being
reinstated, the ability to put legislative
pressure on the university and the
ability to put media pressure on the
university."

Bochnak said that the team felt the
main issue was whether it was rigbt to
have a women's team and not a men's
team. "If the university continues this

policy, they are setting up a case for

discrimination."

Wong said that due to Title IX
ramifications, a reinstatement of a
men's team would call for an increase
in a women's sport.

"We had a potential Title IX problem
in which it was pointed out to us that we
did not have enough athletic opportuni-
ties for females or enough ofour funding
going to females." Wong said.

not play anyone tough out ofhis conference, taking the ball to the hole
It would be nice to see how good Othella Wonderhow manynew UMass recruits
Harrington really is. will be in Boston Shootout in six months.

Notes on A- 10: A key for the Minute- The trip in June to Beantown is a must,
men will to get their fast break reestab- Jeff Crofts is a Collegian Columnist

SPORTS NOTICE
Spnng Intramural Basketball entries still being accepted, and female teams are

needed. Bring completed rosters to 215 Boyden.

w . , BOXSCORE

^°S!^nl i'n^
team weekend results: Men's fencing team weekend results:

?^^ t'f'
\°^'"s.6k5S8es vs. MIT, ISwins, IStosses

2' Rr ;
.^2 w.ns 4 tosses vs. BC. 16 wins, 1 1 losses

II' 5/;J J^"!f • ^ "^^^^^ ^«- "Tufts. "> 5 wins 1 2 losses
vs. Weliestey. wins, 16 tosses vs. Brandeis, 12 wins, 15 losses

vs. Brown, 1 1 wins, 16 losses
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Mostly sunny today, highs in the

30s! Sunny on Thursday.

Arts & Living:
The Indigo Giris rocked the FAC Sunday

night. See what Jon Lupo has to say
about the show. . Page 10.

Sports:
Callpari's Minutemen broke away in the

second half to beat Siena by 12 points at

Knickerbocker Arena. Page 16.
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Many concerned over
sale of campus stores

33 new scholarships
for women athletes

... -, . , ^ «IMMCOIfUEAN/COU£GlAN
Miles Seaver. far left, gives details to student empdyees about the possible sale of

the campus stores to Barnes & h4oble Book Store Inc.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian StafT

Students and full time University of
Massachusetts Store employees gath-
ered in the Campus Center store to

discuss their reactions to the prospect
of the University Store, Textbook An-
nex, and Munch Stores being sold to

Barnes & Noble Book Store Inc.

"We had meeting to makeemployees
informed," said Assistant Text Manager
Scott Cashman.

University of Massachusetts ad-
ministration have been negotiating
with Barnes & Noble Book Store Inc.

Despite rumors ofthe University Store
being already sold to Barnes & Noble's,
Cashman said a deal has not been made.

But although the proposal is not
decided on, many students and em-
ployees said they feel the uneasy about

the new proposal.

University Store's Operation Man-
ager Miles Seaver has lived in Amherst
since 1939. He said he is worried about
outside corporations coming in to make
a profit at the students' expense.

"I hate to see outside firms come in

detecting how to run our campus and
takingaway control ofthe students. IWe
Willi continually have different firms
coming in. Students are a capUve audi-
ence and a great business,' Seaver said.

Seaver said he wonders if the Uni-
versity succeeds in selling the stores to

Barnes & Nobles, they try to sell offthe
Top of the Campus Restaurant. Food
Services, and the Campus Center. And
with this, Seaver said outside corpo-
rations would be less likely to hire
students.

Cashman said although auxiliary
Turn to STORE, page 4

BY MICHELLE BAYUSS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is

increasing gender equity in athletic pro-
grams, as it plans to add 33 scholarships
to women's athletic programs throughout
the next five years. ofTicials announced
Monday.

"We're very pleased to announce what
we consider the second phase in looking at
the long-term structure and viability of
the athletic program." said Athletic Di-
rector Glenn Wong.

The additional scholarships make the
new numb<-r of scholarships for women
80 Estimated cost of the scholarships is

more than $500,000.
This gives us a broMMMued program

across the country." Wong said. "We offer
a broad range of 26 sports. It's a treroen
dous opportunity for students."

Field hockey, women's soccer and
Softball, three teams which have achieved
national success, will receive 100 percent
funding as allowed by NCAA rules The
UMaaawomen's basketball team has been
operating with full scholarships.

Women's cross country and track,
gymnastics and swimming will all receive
scholarship funding which will allow them
to compete in the upper one-third of the
Atlantic 10 Confererwe and maintain re-

gional recognition, Wong said.

"It's a tremendous recognition to have
the teams do so well," Wong said. "Just
increasing the number ofscholarships will

give them the ability and opportunity to

compete a national level."

"The women's scholarships will be di-

vided among the field hockey, soccer and
Softball teams. These three teams will

Somalia is preparing for troops

receive an increase of 5.3 scholarships to
share. Women's gymnastics, cross-coun-
try, track and swimming will receive 14
additional scholarships The recently re-
instated women's tennis, lacrosse and Vol-
leyball teams will receive 13.5 new schol-
arships.

Wong stressed that these numbers and
scholarship increases are goals only,
subject to change.

Field hockey, women's soccer and soft-
ball have been ranked in the top 10 ofthe
nation and often compete in NCAA tour-
naments. Theadded scholarships put these
three sports at the maximum scholarship
aid level allowed by the NCAA.

The women's basketball team is already
at the maximum with the number of
scholarships allowed by the NCAA.

"I'm very pleased with the women's
basketball team," Wong said. "It's really
encouraging for the women's pnq^am to
have them be so succesbtul."

The reinstatement of women's tennis,
lacrosse and volleyball teams and the in-

crease in scholarships are major pieces of
an agreement recently reached between
the University and a lawyer representing
women athletes.

Members of these three teams sought
legal assistance and threatened the Uni-
versity with a lawsuit charging discrimi-
nation, when the teams Vney played on
were eliminated over the last three years.

The University will also support its I-

AA football program by increasing schol-

arship support to the Yankee Conference
maximum allowable number of 63 schol-
arships. This year's team had 51 scholar-
ships, which is 80 percent of the Yankee
Conference guideline.

By TINA SUSMAN
Associated Press

MOGADISHU, Somalia — With U.S. ships on the
horizon, Somalia's chiefwarlords ordered their teen-age
gunmen to steer clear ofa Marine force preparing to take
over Mogadishu's port and airport to speed food to the
starving.

The announcements, from Gen. Mohamed Farrah
Aidid and his chiefrival in the north, Ali Mahdi Mohamed,
raised hopes that the 1,800 Marines would meet no
resistance upon landing on Somali beaches early today.

But relief agencies, wary of violence, ordered most

Marines are
by land and
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

lotng
fy sea

WASHINGTON — The Marines who launched
history's most advertised amphibious landing Tuesday
hope to "restore a level of sanity" to Somalia but may not
disarm its roving clans, officials said.

Frogmen were spotted coming ashore in Somalia dur-
ing the night, preparing the way for a spearhead unit of
1,800 Marines afloat off the coastline. The Marines were
planning to seize control of the airport and seaport so
additional U.S. and allied forces could join the unconven-
tional mercy mission.

The Marines were preparing to land by amphibious
craft and assault helicopters. It was unclear whether
their intervention would provoke resistance from ragtag
Somalis armed with antiquated guns and artillery, but
statements from rival warlords raised hopes the landing
would be uncontested.

Pete Williams, the chief Pentagon spokesman, said
four Navy supply ships were arranging in the area
Tuesday with provisions for the U.S. landing force. He
said the mission, authorized by the United Nations, was

Turn to MARINES, page 4

employees to stay home for two days.
After separate meetings with U.S. special envoy Rob-

ert Oakley, Aidid and Ali Mahdi said they had advised
their militiamen to avoid confrontations with the
Americans.

"We welcome the American mission and the U.S.
troops to Somalia." Aidid told reporters.

On the eve ofthe U.S. intervention, clansmen in jeeps
and pickups mounted with machine guns and cannons
sped through Mogadishu's hot, muddy streets, which
reeked of bodies exposed in shallow graves by torrential
rains.

The gunmen are blamed for the looting and extortion
that has stripped relief agencies of half their food and
crippled efforts to save Somalia's starving millions.

At least 300,000 Somalis have died of famine caused
by war and drought, and 2 million are at risk.

Despite sporadic bursts of gunfire and the omnipres-
ent children toting AK-47 assault rifles, however, the
battered capital was mostly calm Tuesday, with no reports
of clan battles or looting.

"The steam seems to have gone out of the fight," said
Rick Grant ofthe international reliefagency CARE. "The
average Mogadishu resident has got to be sick of living in
this bombed-out rubble of a city."

More than 40 trucks loaded with wheat, rice and
beans completed a treacherousjourney from the port into
north Mogadishu with 400 metric tons of aid — enough
to feed about 150.000 people for a week.

For more than a month, looters had made it impossible
for the trucks to pass unscathed, depriving the North-
erners their fair share of goods.

Eleven U.S. shipscruiscdofTshore in the Indian Ocean;
three amphibious ships carrying the Marines, the aircraft
carrier USS Ranger, a crui.ser, two tankers, and four
floating warehouses.

After night fell, the lights oftwo ships twinkled on the
horizon above a halo oflight from foreign television crews
filming at the airport, said Grant, the CARE spokesman.

"This whole thing is grand theater," he said, noting
that the rest ofthe city was blacked out.

The commander ofthe Marine strike force said he had
Turn to SOMALIA, page 4

Olver wins seat

in influential

House comm.
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

U.S. Rep. John W. Olver, D-Amherst, Monday
night, won a seat on the House Appropriations
Committee, which has been instrumental in

bringing funds to the western part ofthe .state.

"It's extraordinary that a member of congress
that's been there for only 16 months gets appointed
to such a powerful committee," said Olver's Com-
munication Director Michael Meehan.

Olver is the only Massachusetts member to

serve on this committee, which is the only committee
in the House that oversees all federal spending.

Last year, he won his first congressional term in

a special election after U.S. Rep. Silvio Contc. R-
Pittsfield died in January. Last month Olver was
elected to his first complete term.

Olver must mow forgo his membership on the
Committee on Education and I.«bor and the Com-
mittee on Science, Space and Technology. Meehan
said Olver sees this appointment as an extension of
the work he has done on the labor committee.

The Appropriations Committee funds projects
for western Massachusetts like fuel assistance.
Head Start and job training programs.

Olver said he is committed to ensuring that the
federal government spends its money wisely and
that particularly western and central parts ofthe
state get their fair share.

Meehan said Olver helped the Center for Manu-
facturing Productivity, a coalition ofengineers who
help small manufacturers, obtain one-half million
dollars to start a program.

Turn to OLVER, page 6
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Wednesday, December 9, 1992
Special Event — UMass Pagan Students celebrate

their fifth birthday this semester. The reUgious RSO for
neo-Pagans has been in existence for five years. To learn
more about the group's history andjoin in celebrating the
group's birthday, stop by the table in the campus center
today.

Chanukah — Chabad House has menorahs and
Chanukah candles for yor convenience for a very small
price. Stop by the Chabad House any time, 30 North
Hadley Rd., in Amherst.

Thursday, December 10, 1992
Special Event — Join Chabad House for Sufganiot

(Israeli Donut) making in honor ofChanukah at 8pm at
the Chabad House, 30 North Hadley Road in Amherst.
There will be no charge, though contnbutions are encour-

UMqss Police Log
• A man in Field Residence Hall reported Tuesday

morning that an unknown person entered and then
exited his room while he was lying on his bed. Police said
they are reporting alleged harassment to Housing Staff.

• A driver accidently hit the accelerator instead of the
brake on his vehicle Tuesday morning. PoUce said the
driver struck a parked vehicle and ended up on the
embankment in front ofthe Cottages. Police said damages
were extensive, with both vehicles being towed.

aged.

Film — The Haitian American Student Association
presents the film "Killing the Dream", a movie about the
struggle of the Haitian people and the American (]k)v-
ernment involvement in their oppression, at 6:30 p.m. in
the Campus Center basement, room 164-171. A panel
discussion by visiting Haitian journalists will follow.

Discussion—A discussion on "ReclaimingJoy in Dark
December" will take place at 3:30 p.m. in the Hillel House
Lounge, 388 North Pleasant St. .Amherst. The discussion
will focus on sharing feelings about being Jewish at this
time ofyear and exploring ways to celebrate Chanukah.

Ucture— The Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Concerns presents a lecture. "Sex, Drugs and Coming
Out" by representatives of the Regent Hospital in New
York City at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center room 101.

Student Senate Update

Compiled by fason George
K'c-ctn/ i/K nA/if> ft-. i>nJnJ hy iht- Unntf^iiyj l\'pjrlnx-iil .)/ Pu/)/,( SjMy

LARCENY
• Residence hall staff in Mackimmie Residence Hall

reported to police the theft of a bulletin board from a
hallway. The item was recovered in a dorm room and a
man will be summonsed to a show cause hearing, police
said. Police report the value of the board at $110.

• A man in Brown Residence Hall reported the theft of
the climbing bars and the seat ofhis bicycle. Police valued
the stolen goods at $70.

The Student Senate Update is a service ot the
Colk-gun and the Sluik'nt CmernnKnt Association
to iniurm student-, alxxit items on tin- SCA aQiivia.

The Undergraduate Student Senate meets Wednes-
day, Dec. 9 at 7 p m. in the Campus Center Room 101. As
the Student Senate is the represenUtive body of all
UMass undergraduates, the University community is
encouraged to attend and be aware of the motions and
opinions it passes. All members of the University com-
munity are invited to attend and speak.

The following motions are on the agenda for Dec. 9:
The revised SGA constitution will come up for final

approval by the Senate There i.s a motion for the Senate
to support changes in General Education requirements.
such as a mandatory course for all first year students, to

help fight discrimination on campus and foster
multiculturalism. Another motion is to loan $8,000 to the
Afro-American Department to fund a speaker to appear
on campus next semester.

In addition, there is a new chapter to be added to the
SGA by-laws which will guarantee the Senate seats ofthe
Third Worid Caucus and the Area Governments under
the new SGA Constitution if it is passed.

Lastly, there is a motion for the Senate te ofTicially
oppose the current Housing Services bathroom policy
and for Housing to sit down with student leaders to
negotiate a change in this policy.

Mass. press prints for president
NORTH ADAMS (AP) — Printing inviutions for Bill
Clinton's inauguration would seem like a rare honor for
any company.

But its almost a routine task for one firm in this
northern industrial town whose clientele has included
the Queen of England and the Olympic Games.

"Small Town, America, has been struggling." said
Mayor John Barrett III. "Its very symbolic for the in-
auguration committee to select a company that's been in
a small city like North Adams that's been struggling for
a long time."

The Presidential Inaugural Committee has given the
job of printing the 710.000 invitations to Excelsior Pro-
cessing and Engraving Co. About 400.000 of the imita-
tions are suitable-for-framing commemoratives.

The plant has put 35 of its 250 workers on the job
which it started Nov 27. The work should be done by Dec.
15, plant processing manager John Black said Tuesday.

The Inaugural Committee will then send out the
coveted invitations for Clinton's Jan. 20 inauguration in
Washington to politicians, political contributors, activists,
and others around the country.

Joyce Kravitz, a committee spokeswoman in Washing-
ton, said the group picked Excelsior because "we wanted
the best: we wanted somebody to meet our deadline."

Excelsior, which specializes in high-quality work for
the upper end ofthe market, is familiar with high-profile

jobs. -We're used to handling quality jobs for important
chents." Black said.

Those customers have included not only Queen Eliza-
beth and the Olympic Committee, but also en^v-rtainment
celebritites and top-of-the-line jewelers in New York

However, one worker said the inaugural job means
more than just another day and another dollar "This is
real important." said John Neville, a press operator "It
makes me feel proud to know this is for the president

"

The 5-by-7 inch inaugural invitations, printed on
recycled paper for the first time. carr>- a gold-etched
presidential seal and cursive lettering with the names of
William Jefferson Clinton and Albert Gore Jr the new
vice president.

Excelsior snared the job through contacts at another

M tfu ^f ^"^ '" Baltimore, company ofticials said. The
North Adams company is a division of Crane & Co in
nearby Da'.ton.

Company officials declined to say how much the In-
augural Committee is paying for the job. Kravitz of the
Inaugural Committee said she could not immediately saywhat the work cost.

She said the committee, which is chaired bv Demo-
cratic Party Chairman Ron Brown, raises monev with
contnbutions. the sale ofcommemorative pins and other
Items, and television rights. It receives no federal fundsshe said. '
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Third World
Affairs Office
helps students
By CHRISTOPHER ROGERS
Collegian Staff

Despite its name, the University of Massachusetts
Office of Third Worid Affairs seeks to provide advocacy
and assistance for all students on campus, according to
the organization's director.

Nelson Acosta said the Third World Affairs office was
established out of the concerns of minority studente
using funds provided by the Student Government Asso-
ciation. The office was officially founded in 1976 with the
intent of addressing issues concerning the quality of life
for students of color and minorities.

"We advocate for institutional change," Acosta said.
Acosta said he believes the foresight ofthe studenU in

1976 was much greater than of the University adminis-
tration — and in many cases that is still true.

"We have a mission of advocacy and building bridges
to represent the four main ethnic groups — Native
Americans. Latinos. African Americans and Asians."
Acosta said.

Acosta became director of the Office of Third World
Affairs last August.

Acosta said the office does not work directly with
students from the Third World, since the office is really
guided toward minorities, but acte as a referral system
for any student.

"I can refer students to many organizations on cam-
pus, depending on the problems they are having." Acosta
said. "AHORA. the bilingual office, or maybe some
counselor, if the student is having problems."

Acosta said the m^ority of the students who take
advantage ofthe services ofthe Third World Affairs office
are from the United States.

"We deal with issues concerning mostly undergradu-
ates, and since I'm the only professional staffperson with
so many issues to be addressed, this office must be
focused on the quality of life ofthe students." Acosta said,
•^e are not here to cater to the Third Worid studente."

AcosU said he feels the name of the office oflen leads
to misinformation, and studente who are unfamiliar with
the function of this service may be mislead to think the
office is geared solely toward providing services for stu-
dents from Third World countries. Acoste said the phrase
"Third World" was chosen because it was "poUtically
correct. . . back in the 70s

"

"Studente and I hate the word 'minorities,' so that will
never be used." Acosta said. "It looks like ALANA is the
new PC word."

The Office ofThird World Affairs, according to Acosta
provides UMass studente of color to deal with issues
affecting their lives on this campus. Acosta said the first

issue to be addressed is the curriculum ofthis institution.

Turn to OFFICE, page 7
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'Toys for Tots' drive under way
ROTC provides holiday gifts to needy children
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Steff

""Tis the season for giving, so give what you can." is the
slogan for the sixth annual "Toys for Tote" fund-raiser,
which is organized by the Army ROTC's national mili-
Ury honor society. Scabbard and Blade

"Many children wouldn't have a Christmas if not for
theToys for Tote' fund-raiser," said David Kobs, the head
of the Scabbard and Blade honor society.

Kobs said the Marine Corps Reserve has sponsored
this program since 1947. He said this year the Reserves
hopes to distribute 3.5 million presente to children na-
tionwide.

Captain Kelly Hoskins said this program gives chil-

dren who have no families or who come from families
unable to afford Christmas presente the benefit ofreceiv-
ing a gift.

"My philosophy is to treat others as you want to be
treated. I'm sure if some people were put into the shoes
ofthe needy little boys or girls, they would want to be on
the benefiting end too," Hoskins said.

Kobs said the monetary goal is to raise more than
$1,648 which is the amount they raised last year. "Every

year we raise more money than the last year, even with
the economy getting worse," Kobs said.

Sarah Albrycht. a member ofthe Scabbard and Blade
honor society, said the program gives students achance
to make a difference in the life of a child. "I've noticed
from past years donations from studente that studente
really care about the community they live in," she said.

Chris David, a ROTC cadet, said he believed the
generosity and kindness of the studente has increased
over the years. "Ifeveryone on campusjust gives a penny,
it would make a big difference." he said.

Kobs said the Army ROTC will be collecting money or
unwrapped toys until 3 p.m. on Thursday. He said the
cadete will buy toys with the donated money and then
give the toys to the Marine Reserve headquarters at
Westover Air Force Base.

"Last year we had a great time going crazy in the toy
store," Kobs said. He said the cadets bought big stuffed
animals, baby toys and games.

Bill Amrhein, a ROTC cadet, said he hopes the pro-
gram reminds studente of their moral obligation to help
the needy.

"This program is a positive effort to gi ve everyone the
chance to have a happy holiday season," Amrhein .said

Shakespeare was ahead
of feminists, prof, says
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

William Shakespeare presented
women as they were in real life and
helped pave the way for the rise of
feminism, said a visiting professor
yesterday, in a lecture in Herter Hall.

Ann TTiompson, an English profes-

sor at the University of Liverpool in

England, highlighted early interpreta-

tions of Shakespeare's work before a
group ofabout 30 faculty and studente.

Her lecture was titled "Pre-Feminism
or Proto-Feminism?: Early Women
Readers of Shakespeare."
"Many have wondered why

Shakespeare's portrayal ofwomen is so

powerful, successful, and memorable
and modem approaches so hostile to

it," Thompson said.

Thompson quoted works by women
authors, dating fi-om 1664-1924, in her
analysis.

"One would think he had been
metamorphized from aman to a woman,
forwho could describe Cleopatra better

than he could?" said Mary Cavendish,

Dutehess of Newcastle, in Sociable

Letters, the first critical essay ever

published on Shakespeare, in 1664.

Shakespeare's knowledge of the fe-

male psyche was also marveled byAnna
Jameson in 1833. Jameson said ana-

lyzing Shakespeare's work was better
for her purposes of studying the psy-
chology of women than analyzing real

women, since he describes women's
motives and characters in great detail.

Jameson went on to say, in her 1833
work. Characteristics of Women —
Moral, Poetical, and Historical
(Shakespeare's Heroines), that, al-

though Shakespeare's portrayal of
women is real, it shows them as clearly

inferior to men.
Women were sometimes silent, a

result ofthe delicacy and lack ofcompe-
tition among women that Shakespeare
maintained, Jameson said. In his work
The Winter's Tale, two female charac-
ters are not in conversation together
until the very end. "It would be a fault in
teste. One spirit would have to overteke
the other," Jameson said.

Thompson said that Shakespeare's
treatment of women's sexuality, al-

though not explicit, received criticism
and, even, censorship in earlier times.
Henrietta Bowdler, in her book The
Family Shakespeare, in 1807, removed
some references to Desdemona's feel-

ings for Othello.

Thompson said even today two ver-

sions of Othello are available and she
encourages professors to present both of
the texte and point out the differences in

their treatment of women's sexuality.

Understanding cultures
Famous scientist says the West is best

By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Steff

The modem science, technology and
freedom the West has invented, pursued
and enjoyed are what makes Western
culture superior to others, a prominent
scientist said Thursday.

Amherst College biology professor Ri-

chard A. Goldsby made these remarks as
part of his inaugural address as the tenth
John Woodruff Simpson Lecturer at Am-
herst College.

"What science provides is the possibility

for increasing the understanding ofnature
— includingourselves," Goldsby said. "For
some time now the modern world beyond
the West has appreciated the power and

prowess of science and developmente of
Western civilization."

Goldsby said there were three criteria

on which to compare different cultures.

These include the ability to provide the
material necessities of life, the ability to
exercise control over infectious and other
diseases, and the degree to which the
culture protecte individual liberties.

"Only with the culture able to do so can
anyone expect an opportunity to achieve
his full potentials," CJoldsby said.

While acknowledging that he believes
the natural superiority of Western civili-

zation. Goldsby pointed out this culture
also brought the Holocaust and the inven-
tion of atomic weapons.

Turn to CULTURES, page 7

Fraternity brother injured
A member of Alpha Chi Ro frater-

nity fell from the roofofthe fraternity's

house last Sunday morning and sus-

teined serious head and lower back
injuries, according to Danny Chun, a
University news office spokesperson.

Chun said Micheal Haddad, a first

year student, was in critical condition
at Bay Stete Medical hospital as of
Tuesday afternoon.

Eric Weinstein, the president of the
Alpha Chi Ro alumni chapter, said
Haddad was climbing the fire escape
when he slipped and fell while trying to

get onto the roof of the house.
Weinstein said the fraternity does

not physically or mentally abuse its

pledges.

"There was no fraternity party go-
ing on, initiation was completed and
mostofthe brothers were sleepingwhen
the accident occured," Weinstein said.

Ed Korza, the University Greek af-

fairs director, said that at this point in
the investigation, there was no evi-
dence indicating the involvement of
hazing or initiation righte.

—MICHELLE ROBBINS
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Mather Career Center
offers job experience

COLLEGIAN

By JENNIFER L. PRESS
Collegian Correspondent

A college degree used to be all that
was necessary to land a good job after
graduation, but a tough economy and
job market are changing all of that.
Now employersdemand something that
may even be more important than a
degree— experience.

"It is foolish to graduate without
experience in today's job market," said
Jeff Silver, associate director of the
Mather Career Center.

Silver urges students to use the
Mather Career Center to get experi-
ence through on-the-job training with
a co-operative or internship, which are
collectively called field experience.
A field experience is an entry-level

position at an organization that can
last anywhere from a semester or
summer to a year. Co-operatives, or co-
ops, are always paid while internships
are done for course credit. Some in-
ternships are also paid.

Field experience not only provides
students with job training, but also
allows them to explore another field

risk-free. Students are not limited and
can choose a position that relates to
their major or something completely
different.

"I've had students who have done an
internship or co-op come to me and tell

me how much they loved it and they
plan to pursue a career in that field

after graduation," Silver said. "On the
other hand, I've also heard students
say how much they hated the job and
have changed their career plans be-
cause of It."

Silver said another reason field ex-
perience is so valuable is students can
make important contacts, while on the
job.

"Contacts are important because

aft«r a field experience is over, that
person can often help students get a
job in that company or let them know of
other opportunities," Silver said.

Justin Peavey. a fifth-yearcomputer
systems engineering major, has done
two co-ops in the engineering field.

"I would not want to graduate with-
out experience," Peavey said.

Peavey said his on-the-job training
was important because he was able to
apply what he learned in the classroom
to a real work environment.

"I was able to learn the difference
between college and reality, because I

could apply the theory and problem-
solving techniques I learned in school,"
Peavey said. "I learned more in nine
months of a co-op than I did in two
years of school."

With a wide range ofinternship and
co-op positions available through the
Mather Career Center, it is easy for a
student to find a field experience in
any career.

Silver said he believes college stu-
dents cannot afford to enter the job
search without field experience. "I can't
stress enough the importance of the
money, experience and contacts that
you gain from doing a co-op or intern-
ship."

"Anyone graduating from college
without any real job experience is

putting themselves at a disadvantage,"
Peavey said. "I encourage anyone from
any migor to apply for a field experi-
ence."

Field experience positions with em-
ployers ranging from IBM to
Disneyworld are still available for
spring semester and the summer.
Students can find out how to apply for
co-ops and internships at the Mather
Career Center's main office or
stop by the satellite office. 5 Curry
Hicks.
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services has been running on a deficit, it is

not because ofthe way the University Store
is being nm. Rather it is because auxiliary

services get no state monies and have to

pay the state fees. This is the reason as to

why they are running up short, Cashman
said. And even if the University has
sells the Campus Store, Text Book Armex,
and Munchy Stores to Barnes & Nobles
there will still be a problem with a deficit,

Seaver said. The Uruversity Store gives
back its profits to a trust fund, said junior
nursing ra^uor Erica McConnell, who works
as an administrative aid in the book store.

She added Barnes & Nobles would be
keeping a part of the profit, instead of
giving it back to University.

"It would seem like [the University)
would be losing money," McCormell said.

Marcy Schwartz, the University Store

marines

Trade Book Manager, said she wonders if

Barnes & Noble Book stores would shut
down the Munchy Stores. Administrators
have said the Munchy Stores are running
at a deficit.

But fi-eshman pre-psychology major Ita

Rivera, working at the Student Union
Munchy Store, said the store was always
busy with students.

"This store makes lots ofmoney," Rivera
said. "Every class shift this store is filled

with people buying."

Vilmarie Sanchez, a hotel, restaurant
and travel administration m^jor, works 40
hours a week at the Student Union Munchy
Store, in addition to taking 12 credits.

Because Sanchez is a full time state
employee, her tuition is waved. But if the
deal goes through, Sanchez said she is

sure she will lose her job, and again she
will have to drop out of school.

continued from page 1

strictly humanitarian.
"They need somebody to restore a level

of sanity," he said. At the White House,
press secretary Marlin Fitzwater said
President Bush would be kept abreast of
developments in SomaUa by his national
security adviser. Brent Scowcroft.
"throughout the evening and tonight as
necessary."

Armed bandits and looters have para-
lysed international reliefagencies' efforts
to feed the hundreds of thousands of
sUrving Somalis. Tons of doneted food
are already in Somalia but carmot be
distributed because of the threat of vio-
lence.

Williams said some to the U.S. forces
would drop leaflets and broadcast mes-
aagea explaining why the Marines have
intervened.

"TheAmericans are comingand they're
here to help; they're here to feed." Williams
said. "They're not here to obstruct; they're
not here to cause violence They're here to
bringa sense oforder so that humanitarian
relief can get going again."

Williams said it had not yet been de-
termined whether the US forces would
attempt to disarm the armed clans

"Disarmament is not an end in itself."
he said. "It's a means to an end to provide
for a secure atmosphere in which the relief
workers can do thejob to get the food to the
people."

Besides the fourNavy supply shipsand

the three ships carrying the 1,800 Ma-
rines, the Navy had the aircraft carrier
USS Ranger and three of its escort vessels
off the Somali coast.

Williams said 10.000 soldiers of the
Army's 10th Mountain Division, a light
infantry unit based at Ft. Drum, N.Y.,
continued to get ready for deployment to
Somalia, but had not yet been given the
formal order to head out.

Also. 16.000 members ofthe 1st Marine
Expeditionary Force, based at Camp
Pendleton, CaUf. were preparing to join
Operation Restore Hope.

Somalia
continued from page 1

no instructions to disarm the Somali
factions unless they posed a daiiger.
Col. Greg Newbold described his mis-
sion as having "a human face on it."

"Somebody dialed 911 and we
came,"Newbold said aboard the USS
Tripoli.

These troops are the advance
party for an eventual deployment of
28,000 U.S. troops, who will bejoined
by soldiers from France. Turkey and
Canada, among other nations.

At the Pentagon, spokesman Pete
Williams said the US. forces would
drop leaflets and broadcast meSMges
in the capital to explain their mission.

TELEVISION
KILLS.
Read the Collegian for all the news that's
worth your time. We're more healthy.
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A woman's concern should not be valued by her color
Equality of, and for, the sexes has been one ofthe most

important battles in my life. I take deep pride in the fact
that I am a woman. In my eyes, women are of the most
beautiful and brilliant creatures that walk the earth. The
oppression that all women have faced courageously
throughout time is an evil that I have focused many ofmy
goals around defeating.

So when I sat in a room, where the majority of people
were women, 1 felt confident and comfortable within our
discussion of whether or not the women's issues page
should be re-established. 1 thought that being a woman,
my beliefs and opinions on the subject would be listened
to and taken into consideration. But above all, if I dis-
agreed with another viewpoint, my difference would be
respected. And then I disagreed with a woman of color
and within three seconds judgment was passed: I was a
racist.

1 walked out of that meeting angry, frustrated and
appalled that someone who claimed she was fighting for
equality would turn around and form an opinion solely
based on the color ofmy skin. To me that has always been
the definition of racism.

Over the next few weeks, more meetings and more
judgments came and went. Each time I'd leave feeling half
a person, but that didn't seem to be a concern for the
"crusaders ofequality." 1 felt I was being looked down upon
with disdainful eyes, as people's characters were torn

apart with stereotypes and generalizations— two factors
we were supposedly fighting against. I sat there and
watched my heritage, beliefs and concerns be dismem-
bered and devalued, .smiply because I was a White woman

iZ '—
THOMAS

I am not ashamed ofbeing White. I don't believe in the
ideologies of some of my ancestors, just as those in the
colored community won't necessarily agree with all of
their ancestors. However, there are many roots in my life
that I am proud of The utter disrespect of tearing apart
someone's heritage, on both .sides of the coin, is inex-
cusable, especially when you are trying to obtain equal-
ity. I am not to blame for things that happened in the
past. They are not my fault, and I refuse to answer for
something out ofmy control or feel ashamed for it. If I am
to bejudged, I am to bejudged upon me as a person — not
on where I come from.

Furthermore, my beliefs and values concerningwomen
are not based on the fact that 1 am White; they are based
on the fact that I am a woman When these crusaders
attacked my beliefs, they attacked them on the basis of
color, not on their merit or relevancy. My journalistic
work concerning women, .some of which 1 am very proud
of. was stripped of any value it had had — because I am

PRESS RELEASE —
Moose Hill (AP) - A small handful of

reporters and well wishers gathered yes-
terday at Moose Hill, the between-se-
mester resting place of Chris J.
Petropoulos. just north ofWormtown. for
the bi-annual press conference and rally
detailing the ongoing war between UMass
and the columnist.

Paul F. "Murph the Surr Murphy,
spokesman for Mr. Petropoulos. leaned
wearily on the podium and confirmed that
despite reports to the contrary, the cam-
paign had not gone well this semester.
"The updates I received during the se-

mester seemed to fluctuate between eu-
phoria and intense frustration. He was
drinking heavily, but for a while it seemed
this only helped."

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS
Supporters mumbled, reporters made

notes, and a light cold dri/.zle began to fall

as Murphy moved away from the podium,
lit a Chesterfield and shrugged in despair.
"Maybe Ray can explain it to you." he said.

"Shameful" Ray Carville approached
the podium and wiped the vodka from his
beard. "No one here can take anything
away from Petro. as he is known at IJMass.
He fought hard with all the tricks and
maneuvers at his disposal. Ifanything did
him in it was the Konopin shortage, which
is partly my fault because I needed a
boatload down for the Texas campaign.
But if he's still alive and next semester, or
maybe the one after that, hell be back and
he'll me jnore cynical than ever, and hell
ram it right down those paper-pushing
squirming rancid fishhead's salivating
little maws!"

The crowd surged forward, chanting.
"Punish them! Tear their flesh!"

"Now, now, easy does it there," contin-
ued Carville, "such time will come. We
know who they are. The last letter I re-

ceived from him detailed unmarked cars
ft-om various semi-official state and federal

agencies circling UMass. whispering his
name.*

"Damn them! Damn them!" shouted
the crowd. Hired guards forced back the
crowd which had nearly swamped the
podium.

Emil "Ohknod" Busi approached the
podium. "Before we let Chris speak to you.
one last thing. I saw him often, and this
fascination with Fred Exely was getting
very unhealthy towards the end. That,
and with George Chidi refusing to bring
him that whiskey he owed him. and of
course. . . something else happened.
Something evil, creepy, frightening, and
bloodthirsty managed to scale his defen-
sive wall and really got to him. the poor
guy"
Two handlers led a disheveled Mr.

Petropoulos to the podium. The crowd
hushed.

"Nimbus. .
." he said.". . . Cechre. I

guessyou could say the factory is still open
but we're making different stuff now. I

guess you could say we're buying low and
selling high. I guess you could say she's
built like a brick shi-"

Handlers pulled Mr. Petropoulos away,
thrusting cigarettes and booze into his
hands. The crowd cheered, broke into a
chorus of "Freakscene." and Mr.
Petropoulos was led away for a long mid-
winter rest.

The crowd began to dissipate.
The following people came to my aid

when mindless scum tried to takeaway my
whiskey and make me smile: Emil, Murph.
Ray. Daniel,Amy, North. Slampuppy, Eton,

MattandSean. The Doctor, Beckster. Jes-
sica. Polly and Sara. Joel and the Bots.
Tom Waits. Ray Carver, John Gardner.
Hunter S. Thompson, Fred Exely.
Bronvkryn, Paquini and Andrea Holland.
Lou Reed. Rush Limbaugh. Zenon.
Darienne. for putting up with this. And
you. you know who you are. for pushing
the smile quota way the hell out ofwhack.

Chris J. Petropoulos may not be back
hut look for "The Adventures ofPiggy and
Zack" on next semester's comics page.

White, what I write doesn't mean anything.
Now that I look back on it all. I don't know what angers

me more: the entire hypocrisy of it all, or the fact that the
crusaders would return to their respected communities
and pass on blatantly false information.

You see, the truth of the matter is we're not talking
about a "Women's Issues" page, where women's views
could be objectively and equally expressed; we're talking
about a "Women of Color Issues" page. This distinction
has to be made, since the page has been falsely represented
by these crusaders to the women's community. In their
eyes White women don't need a voice, within this paper
and within this aimmunity— were all racist. Our views
and opinions on women are worthless. Because we are
White, we are not oppressed. The fact that women of all
colors are the majority of the paper's staff bears no
importance on their claims ofdiscrimination. We are but
mere tokens.

I wish I had enough time to explain the dynamics of
reinstating the page, for there are two very relevant and
meaningful sides, but both need to be addressed and
respected. The fact of the matU'r is we all want the same
thing — equality Fighting for equality by passing
judgmenUson people based on their color, is an impos.sible
no less ridiculous, logic. Yes. there are two sides of the
coin — but the two sides are ofONE com

E.C. Thomas ts a Collegian columnist.

Columnist's final appearance
I Vague column has blind viewPRESS RF.I.RA.<;r_ :-„_._.:__,,... .... ^ V^ V *>^ vv

In response to Yatisha Bothwell's
article [Collegian. Dec. 21. "The Black
Experience," I have a few words. I

support Bothwell on certain points. Our
society is dominated by White males,
and I'd have to be insane to not see the
oppression of Blacks.

I find it interesting to read that
Bothwell feels she cannot completely
conceive each Black person; but, she
can assume that she cannot compre-
hend one single White person in the
entire world. I'm sorry that anger and
finistration can blind people so severely.

When someone believes all Blacks
came to the U.S. by the same means,
I'm ashamed of how inadequate our
education of history has become. My

main problem with most of Bothwell's
statements is that they were so vague
and general. I'm amazed she could
statc,"We've had to pay in order to fuel
their livelihood, all at the expense of
Black people (non-Whitest." Is she
claiming she now knows the Native
American experience'^ I agree Blacks
aren't the only minority being oppressed
— I question her use of parenthesis.

In her concluding words. Ik)thwell
asked Blacks to unite and protest. I ask
you, Yatisha Bothwell, are you trying
to protest the principle ofoppression or
are youjust protesting that you are the
one being oppressed?

Phaedra Pezzullo
Southwest

Students must overcome racism
We are a group of six White students in

an AWARE colloquial (Allies Working
Against Racism Everywhere), for White
students to address issues of racism and
White awareness. We were asked to re-

spond to the statement, "All Whites are
racist."After discussion, we an.swered. Tes.
ifyou were raised in Amencan society and
are White, you are a racist." Consider this
issue of White privilege: a White person
can feel free to live, go and work anywhere
without the possibility of being harassed,
stared at. or plagued with racial slurs.

Compliance with this privilege contributes
to the perpetuation of racism.

Each one ofus does have some aspect of
racism within us. Although we are the
majority in this country, we are a minority
in the world. We live in a predominantly
White, male, heterosexual based society
that teaches us that anything that is not
like us is not right. Although we cannot
identify with other races or groups, we
need to accept their culture, feelings and
differences.

We discovered an underlying element of
guilt, which isa product ofour racial identity
and its connection with our ancestors' ac-

Native American corridor not a form of segregation

tions. To fight our own perstmal racism we
mustovercomeourowngxiilt. The problems
dealing with racism are not being dealt
with adequately by the administration at
this university. How can a board of trust-
ees, seating only Whites, understand and
meet the needs of targeted groups such as
ALANA. GLB. women and physically and
mentally disadvantaged students? This
university, supposedly acenter ofdiversity,
has proven to be far from that. If college
writing can be made a requirement, why
can't a social diversity class that really
deals with multiculturali.sm?

As White students, we challenge all

White students to observe how you are
benefiting from racism and how ignorance
is hurting us. The closer we come to accept-
ing multiculturalism. the better offwe will
be as a society. Furthermore, we challenge
all students to recognize that we need to
overcome stereotypes, work together and
understand that we cannot change history
but we can positively affect the future.

Stacey Marriott
Central

This letter was signed by six students.

This is in response to an editorial about
the Native American corridor \Collegian,

Dec. 8|. I am nota "NativeAmerican Indian."

We people are not Indians; Indians are in

India. We are Native American or indig-

enous people. Tliat's the generaUzed version

ofover 700 different nations of people. You
are forgetting our customs, language and
people are very different from you.

You mentioned. "They are segregating

ethnic communities by boundaries and
territories." I'm a Native American
(Onkwehonkwe i and I don't feel segregated

at all, since we asked for the floor. Is

asking an educational institution to fit a

bit of our needs so much to do? We are

faced with extinction and genocide and

you think we are being segregated. We are

asking for a home, which 87 percent ofthe

White minority of this University already
has ( according to world population Whites
are the minority).

You stated, "This takes away from the
diversity of the campus and adds to the
high level ofracial tension." We're usually
the ones being racially attacked. Instead
of our people being destroyed by non-
Native values, we keep out culture to
share with you all. I'd rather be
Onkwehonkwe, think like one. act like
one than not be one at all. What's the point
of saying we were Native 100 years from
now if our culture is gone?

"If a group wished to be together, a
cultural or resource center should be estab-
lished in a common place to where the
members live." It's in the process of being
done. My question is. who gives the Univer-

sity or non-Native students the right to tell

us what we need? Five hundred years we've
been told what we need. Now it's our turn
to recover the damage done to us.

At the end you stated. "People should
wake up and see these floors for what they
are and what they could do to this campus."
Before you worry Native Americans are
causing racial problems, why not worry
about all the ignorant people who start
these problems? I'm not ignorant to the
racial problems, because I face them every
day. Yet I still remain ignorant along with
everybody else.

This I hope is not taken personally but
as a reflection of my opinion to someone
else's statements. Skennen (peace).

Kahonrwes
Central

Patrols needed
I wanted to express how happy I

am to see the formation of the
"Rainbow Patrol." a nighttime stu-
dent security group that protects
minorities on campus. Aft^r speak-
ing at several rallies against racism
last semester as an out lesbian I

experienced some .scary nighttime
harassmentand I know these patrols
are needed at UMass. I'm happy to
see the presence of Whites in the
patrol. It means we must be willing
to take risks and sometimes even
place ourselves in danger in the fight
to end racism.

Trystan Skeigh
Montague
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Porter accused of sexually abusing baby-sitter
By MARY R. SANDOK
Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — A former Roman
Catholic priest accused of sexually abus-
ing a girl baby-sitting his children five

years ago also molested the girl's older
sister when she baby-sat for him 1 1 years
ago according to testimony Tuesday.

The older sister, now 26. took the stand
a day after her sister, now 2 1 , told thejury
about alleged abuse by James R. Porter in

1987. The younger woman's allegations
led to Porter's trial on six counts offourth-
degree criminal sexual conduct.

Charges could not be filed in connec-
tion with the older sister's allegations
because the statute ofhmitations had run
out.

Porter, married and the father of four

children, also is accused of sexually as-
saulting dozens ofchildren in Minnesota,
Massachusetts and New Mexico before he
left the priesthood in 1974.

The prosecution rested its case Tues-
day after also calling Porter's 16-year-old
daughter and a child psychologist to the
stand. The defense began calling witnesses
in the afternoon.

The older sister testified that she baby-
sat for the Porters in the late 19708, and
early 19808 at their home in the St. Paul
suburb of Oakdale. She said that on one
occasion in late 1980 or early 1981, Porter
called her to the bedroom door. She said
she asked him what he needed.

"He told me to come to the edge of the
bed." she said. "When I got there, he took
my hand and placed it on his groin area."

She said Porter then put his hand un-

der her shirt and touched her bra.

"I pretty much stood there in shock,"

she said.

The woman said she then left for home
and did not baby-sit for the Porters again.

She said she did not tell her parents or
anyone else about the incident until May
of this year.

"1 was afraid ofwhat my dad would do,"

she said. "We didn't talk about things
much at ray house."

The woman, who once choked back
tears during her testimony, said the inci-

dent that led her to quit baby-sitting for

the Porters was preceded by several oth-

ers.

She said Porter told her he could help
her relieve a backache by having her kneel
facing the couch and bending from her
waist over the couch. When she did so.

Porter punched his groin area into her
from behind, the woman said. She said

that happened on about six occasions and
stopped when she began making up ex-

cuses or telling Porter her back was fine.

The woman said she began telling her
story earlier this year because she heard
about other allegations against Porter.

But Porter's 16-year-old daughter tes-

tified that her father was never home
when the family had baby-sitters.

Porter's daughter also testified that
the 2 1 -year-old woman baby-sat alone only
once or twice and that she usually was
accompanied by a younger sister.

On Monday, the alleged victim testi-

fied that Porter "more often than not" was
home when she baby-sat and that it was
"very rare" that her younger sister accom-
panied her when she baby-sat.

CIRCULATION DRIVERS
AND ASSISTANT
CIRCULATION

MANAGER ARE NEEDED

$7-$10/HR.
Must Have Mornings Free till

11:00
Must Be Reliable and have a

car.

Apply jn person at the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian,

113 Campus Center

You love us. You hate us.

But you always read us.

Collegian

$24.95 RESUME

PACKAGE

RESUME

PACKAGE
Void unkllh* and irf )992

Includes: 1 page resume lypesetting

25 copies on resume paper

25 matching blank sheets & enytiopes

Storage on disk (min. 1 year)

228 Triangle Street

Amherst, AAA 01 002
549-3840 • FAX 549 2868

Olver
continued from page 1

In January, the full Appropriations Committee
will decide on it.s subcommittee assignments. Each
member of the Appropriations Committee serves
on at least two subcommittees and no more than
three.

The appointment wa« made at a closed caucus
meeting of the Democratic Steering and Policy
Committee.

The subcommittees Olver sits on for the Appro-
priations Committee will be determined sometime
today.

Bob's back.
But don't be angry
because he doesn't
do anything to

anyone. He just

smilesand smokes
his pipe and
watches
y

HANDEL'S

Springfield Symphony Orchestra

&
University of Massachusetts Chamber

Choir

Raymond Harvey, conducting

Wednesday, December 9, 8:00 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. UMa.s.v Amherst

Ticket.s $I2/$K Student.v Elders & Children
AvailaNe at Fme Arts Center Box Ottice .S4.S-25 1 1 or at the door

Co-sponsored by WFCR 88.5 FM

THIS WEEK AT THE HATCH
WEDNESDAY, DEC. Q^^

Tonajohra

Concerned About Your
Relationship with rood?

A Peer Support Group will be held weekly for

those struggling with anorexia, bulimia or
compulsive overeating.

Time: Mondays 4:30 - 6:00
Place: Campus Center

check daily schedule by the elevator for room number.

(Rock and Roll)

9 pm

THURSDAY, DEC. 10**^

Stone Soup
(Rock and Roll)

9 pm

FRIDAY, DEC. 11*^

Toy Box
(Alternative Rock)

9 pm

Confidentiality Respected GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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l^amous New Yorker editor dies at age of 85NEW YORK (AP)— William Shawn fh^«Hit«.,.,k... . ^NEW YORK (AP)- William Shawn, the editor whose
graceful pen shepherd the works ofJohn Updike. James
Thurber E.B. White and others through the pages oftheNew Yorker for more than h-.lf a century, died TuesdayHe was 85.

^

The cause and place of death were not immediately
known. Roger Angell said "He was the greatest editor o'f
our time."

For decades Shawn was the shy. retiring heart of the
nation s best known literary magazine. He commissioned
every article, approyed eyery word on eyery page, stroked
every writer and artist.

He changed an institution that never seemed to change
: New contributors were brought in; the New Yorker
became a strong yoice against the Vietnam War; the
magazines ficUon and reporting became more "serious,"
though humor remained a mainstay. And Shawn himself
became a legendai-y editor.

Shawn was forced to retire in 1987. two years after the
magazine was sold.

Born in Chicago on Aug. 31. 1907. Shawn dropped out
of the Umversity of Michigan after two years, then
worked as a reporter for small newspapers and as a

Conditions for Chinese
prisoners worsening

composer for ballet and theater companies.
He joined the New Yorker in 1933, eight years after it

was founded. He was a reporter for the Talk ofthe Town'
section, turning in notes that were then rewritten into
finished articles. He was paid $2 an inch.

In all his years at the New Yorker. Shawn wrote just
one signed piece, a brief story that described the de-
struction ofNew York City by a meteor. It carried only the
imtials, -W.S."; Shawn neyer liked it.

He became managing editor in 1939 and in 1952. upon
the death ofHarold Ross, the magazine's roughen founding
editor, Shawn became editor.

Shawn already had been responsible for one of the
magazine's majorcoups: John Hersey's book "Hiroshima,"
published in a single issue in 1946. Writer Bruce Blive'n
Jr., a friend and colleague of Shawn's for 40 years, said
Shawn also was largely responsible for the magazine's
coyerage of World War II.

For a long time Shawn shied away from Uking strong
political stands in the magazine, but the New Yorker
opposed the president on Vietnam

In 1985, when it was announced that the magazine
had been sold to S.I. Newhouse, the new owner said he

intended to maintain the magazine's traditional inde-
pendence, and hoped to retain Shawn as the editor.

Two years lat«r, without any warning, Newhouse
announced that Shawn had decided to retire and would
be replaced by Robert Gottlieb, the president and editor
in chief of Alfred A. Knopf Shawn told staff members
that he had, in effect, been forced to retii e.

More than 170 staflfmembers and contributors wrote to
Gottlieb, objecting to the way Shawn had been treated and
asking that he turn down the position. Gottlieb refused
and a number ofNew Yorker editors and writers quit.

In June 1992, it was announced that Gottlieb had
differences with Newhouse oyer the direction the
magazine should take. He was
replaced by Tina Brown, editor of Vanity Fair, another,
more flashy Newhouse publication

After leaying the New Yorker. Shawn went to work as
an editor at Farrar, Straus & Giroux, a publishing house
that often works with New Yorker writers.

Shawn, in a farewell memo to New Yorker staffers,
said: "We haye built something quite wonderful together.
Love has been the controlling emotion, and loye is the
essential word."

ByKATHYWILHELM
Associated Press

BEIJING (AP>— Torture of Chinese
prisoners has become more widespread
and brutal over the past decade as a
result of repeated anti-crime campaigns,
the human rights group Amnesty Inter-

national said in a report issued Wednes-
day.

Assault with stun guns, shackling in
uncomfortable positions, suspension in
the air by the arms or feet, confinement
in tiny, unlit cells, sleep deprivation and
exposure to extreme cold or heat were
among some of the torture methods the
London-based group described in its re-

port.

"We believe the law enforcement and
justice system in China actually fosters
torture." the organization said, citing the
emphasis on extracting confessions and
prisoners' lack of access to lawyers.

The Chinesegovernment acknowledges
police sometimes use torture to extract
confessions, but it is infrequent and tor-

turers are punished when reported. In a
report on the prison system in August, the
government said prisoners "receive fully

humane treatment."

However, Amnesty International said
torture in endemic in many Chinese jails.

"One of the reasons for the increased
use of torture during the past 10 years
appears to have been the continuous anti-

crime campaigns launched by the authori-
ties since 1983," its report said.

"During such campaigns, police are
under instructions and often under pres-
sure to find potential or real offenders and
many arbitrary arrests are carried out.

The police then often resort to torture to

produce faster results and force confes-
sions."

Those most likely to be ill-treated are
uneducated, poor prisoners, the report
said. However. Amnesty said some stu-

dent participants m the 1989 Tiananmen
Square democracy movement also have
been severely abused.

Among them are Liu Gang, a former
Beijing University physics student, who is

serving a six-year term for his role in the
protests, the report said he was at various
times made to wear leg irons, forced to sit

on a bench motionless for up to 12 hours
and repeatedly beaten about the head by
fellow prisoners.

Tang Yuanjuan. a prisoner in the same
jail in Northeast China, was repeatedly
shocked with an electric baton and kicked
by a guard, breaking two ribs, the report
said. Tang, an assistant engineer at an
auto factory, was sentenced to 20 years for

trying to organize a strike during the 1989
movement.

Both cases also have been reported by
other human rights groups and Chinese
sources.

The report also cited several cases of
Christians, arrested for holding private
prayer services, who were beaten badly in

prison, and of Tibetan separatists who
died after severe beating by guards.

Stopping carjacking
Rep. said state must declare the crime
By ROBERT TROTT
Aijsociated Press

BOSTON — Although carjacking
has not been as widespread in Massa-
chusetts as in other urban areas, a
lawmaker said Tuesday the state needs
to formally declare it a crime before it

gains popularity here.

"It's like a wave that's coming this
way, and I'd like to be prepared before
it geU here," said Rep. Thomas Walsh.
D-Peabody.

Walsh's bill would make it a crime
punishable by fiveyears to life in prison
for stealing a vehicle while driver is

inside, or putting someone "in fear for

the purpose ofstealinga motor vehicle."

"Carjacking." a play on "hijacking,"
is usually defined as the stealing ofa car

byforcewhiletheautoisoocupied. Walsh
said assailants usually carjack to take
an "easy joyride" and sell it later.

"There's nothing more frightening
than when you stop at a trafiic light or
are in a minor accident . . . and you all

of a sudden are in danger." he said.

Another lawmaker. Rep. Francis
Mara. D-Brockton. suggested taking the
lawa step further—equatingcarjacking
with breaking and enteringa home, and
allowing drivers to "use deadly force" to

protect themselves and pas.sengers.

Replied Walsh: "I'm not sure any-
body should be using deadly force in-

side their car."

In addition to punishing the crimi-

nals. Walsh said, making carjacking a
specific crime would allow law en-
forcement officials to track the trend.
Now. such violations can be classified
as assault, armed robbery, auto theft
or kidnapping.

The Sept. 8 case of Pamela Basu. a
34-year-old Maryland woman, pushed
the phenomenon into the national
spotlight. Basu was dragged to her
death when she tried to save her 22-

month-old daughter as two men seized
her car. The child was left alive by th.

road.

In October. President Bush signed a
law makingcarjackinga federal offense,
if the attacker uses a firearm.

Sporadic reports of carjacking have
surfaced across the state in recent
months.

At a Criminal Justice Committee
hearing. Arthur Kinsman of the
American Automobik> Association said
his group supports Walsh's bill.

"Let's not wait until it becomes a
true epidemic, or an imagined one."
Kinsman said.

"It's also a perfect opportunity to
educate motorists on ways to reduce
their chances of becoming a carjack
victim in a sensible way. apart from the
hysteria of a sensational, front-page
carjacking case." he said. "With a l)et-

ter handle on where and when
caijackings occur, wecaii provide p<'ople

with iK'tter information on how best to
protect themselves."

office
continued from page 3

and the changes that must occur in

order to improve the situation.

"A curriculum that addresses the

accomplishments of people of color in
History, Economics and other fields. A
more balanced curriculum that includes
all groups and theiraccomplishments

—

students should challenge what they're
taught." Acosta said.

Germany is defended
Official said foreigners

We are all professionals

here at the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian.

We work long hours, put up with crabby
people and even get paid.

An honest way to make a living,

if I do say so myself.

As honest as good Ranch dressing.

CQUECaAN
W^ We are liked, disliked, but never ignored! M

BOSTON I AP)— Germany's ambassa-
dor to the United SUtes defended his

nation Tuesday as being open to foreign-

ers despite the nationalistic violence that
has erupted in cities across the country.

Germany "will not allow a small band
ofyoung, right wing extremists to disrupt
all German society." Immo Stabreit told

about 60 faculty and students at Boston
University.

"The fact ofthe hiatter simply is that no
other Western country has been more af-

fected by the upheavals ofour times than
Germany." he said.

Right-wingextremists have carried out
nearly 2.000 attacks against foreigners
and Jews this year. kiUing 16 people. The

government hopes to remove a rallying
point for Neo-Nazis by tightening
Germany's libera! a.sylum policies and
cutting the number of foreigners in the
country.

Stabreit was in Boston to discuss the
world's economic problems, which he said
could be solved only through sweeping
international pacts such as the Maastricht
Treaty and other market agreements.

However. Stabreit .said, European na-
tions need to work harder to align their
tax systems and economies.

"It is worrisome if you tie together an
elephant and a hare to tow the cart," he
said. "The hare will risk getting stepped
upon."

cultures
continued from poge 3

Goldsby said while it is possible to

examine association between races and
particular cultures, it is still unclear
whether there is any deterministic re-

lation between them.
"Because race is purely a genetic

term, the beliefthat there is determin-
istic relation between race and culture
isjust another way ofsaying particular
cultures are not merely accidents or

circumstances of history, but particu-
lar cultures are reflections of particu-
lar genes," Goldsby said.

Goldsby said while, narrowly
speaking, some races excel at some
behaviors more than others, "if you
look at a wider variety of skills, no
races have been demonstrated to be
genetically and therefore inheritably
superior to any others."
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Did you know . . . Recent
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campus statistics show that alcohol is involved in; • About one-third of all emotional difficulties
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among students. • 35-40% of all suicides

Sexuality

SEXUAL AMNESIA
Drunk again

It's a Saturday night

and I've followed the routine

of pouring this rancid liquid

rapidly down my throat

My mind wanders...

It seems as soon as this liquid

blinds my senses

I want sex

NOW
Immediately

I scan the room for my partner

"Let's leave now' I slobber seductively

"I want you"

We stumble home
Minds rampantly running

over all the fantasies

we're about to explore...

The shock of bright afternoon sunshine

burns my hungover eyes

I try to crawl out of

my partners heavy embrace
"Wow, the sex last night was mcredible'

mumbled in a post-drunken haze
Embarrassment pounds through my brain
as I bolt to the bathroom
"I wish I could remember what happened...* I ponder
briefly

But something tells me - I don't want to know.

Can you relate?

The hardest thing for me was getting caught up in the
denial of my boyfriend's excessive drinking. We met at a
dance club. We both were drinking. Since I am a light

drinker, I assumed he also was just drinking to be
socialablc. When he told me he had only had three drinks
and that he did not drink that much, I believed him.
There was chemistry when we met. He seemed to be "the
one' I had been waiting for, so I didn't want to even think
that he could have a problem with alcohol, even when he
looked a bit tipsy.

The more time we spent together, the more I could sec
that alcohol was a major part of his life. All of our "dates"
centered around his drinking. Still, I stayed with him,
because I had fallen for him. He denied his dependency
on alcohol to himself and to me. At first, I also denied his
drinking. There's a name for my role in his alcoholism -

it's called codependency. By being codependent, I stood
by while he got so drunk that he passed out. It is

frightening to find someone you love lying on the floor,

having fallen. It is hard to stand by and watch someone
you care about spit up blood in the bathroom every
morning because his stomach is so irritated from alcohol.
Yet, he wouldn't stop drinking.

I finally left the relationship, after great emotional pain
and difficulty. I found help by seeing a counselor and
attending Al-Anon meetings (for people involved with
alcoholics). The alcohol was an unhealthy factor in our
relationship, destroying it. Because of alcoholism, we
never had a chance.

WHY ASK WHY ?
UMASS STUDENTS SPEAK OUT

Beer and sex seem to go together

Every student knows this fact

Cuz drinking and sex are both fun
Acting responsible sometimes is not.

Realize what can happen - Think!
Each of us can get HIV & STD's
For none of us is immune
Use your senses and have fiin.

Love yourself and your body!

She was my best friend and had an alcohol problem that
stemmed from home and carried on to her. She thought
that coming to coUege would change things. No one knew
of her family except her. She tried to act like nothing was
wrong and to keep her problems inside. It worked for a
while, but like everyone and everything she had a bursting
poml. It happened one night when we were out at a
party. She was quiet while we were out and when we got
home she just started breaking down and said that she
couldn't handle it anymore. She wanted everything to end,
includmg her life. Alcohol docs not only hurt the drinker
but everyone around the drinker.

It wasn't that she was vain, beauty was as natural as
breathmg. She had always been beautiful, like a perfect
pastel present just begging to be opened. She Uked it

when her looks took peoples' breath away. It almost
made her forget what she was inside: just worms and dust
and a soul that was nearly dead.

Home. The word never really had much meaning to her
Crammed full till bursting with memories that make no
sense, of worlds, and times that can't possibly, and never
will exist.

It was killing her slowly and painfully. Sooner or later she
had to face the inevitable. There is no place on the planet
where she would be safe. That's where I come in If she
has got to die, she wants to die in my arms. She wants me
o do I She tells me if I ever loved her I would spare her
the torture. If I loved her that I would end it now. She'smy best fnend. I love her very much. I want to say good
bye, say anything, but instead I just hold her tight and tell
her that the pain will go away. It will go away.

Telling someone about your problem is as hard as dealing
with .1. Trying to hide or to run from a problem does noone any good. You cannot run from yourself.

What happens to me when I drink?

I start to mumble....,

I start to fumble

I start to stumble

Soon I will crumble.

The lights are dim and the people are moving rhythmically
to the music My head is woozy, but I'm not at the sick
point, in fact I'm having a lot of fun. I see him walk over
in my direction. He's looking at me, I think! Yes, it's me
because he asks me to dance and before I know it, we arc
on the dance floor. Then suddenly, the jeUo shots hit mc
I want to sit down but he can't hear me over the loud
music He starts to kiss me. I hate it. but the strength ia
me is gone, I can't talk and can't pull away. I am scared.
I feel caught in my body - the thoughts are racing, but I

can't make my body defend his persistence. He stops his
attacks for a moment and pulls me away into another
room. I can't say no because I can't talk. Doesn't he
know something is wrong. Oh God, please don't let me
pass out. This is not what I want. But the alcohol is in
my way. RnaUy I manage to say "No" - softly, but I know
he can hear me. Does he stop? NO! That's too bad
because then I got sick.

This is what happens to me when I drink:

I become really horny and my decision-making abilities go
OMnpletely out the window

You do the math.^..

It really hit me the other day when a woman my age told
me she had never gotten drunk before. It really shocked
me and made mc think if I knew anyone else my age who
had never gotten dniak. It took me a while, then I

realized there was only one other person 1 know and hang
around with who has never gotten drunk. I couldn't
believe it.

Cartoons taken from J Kinnty and G Ijaaton
0W1). LooteninQ tha (grip Motby Year Book
n^)rDduc«d with permission ol iHustrator, Or.
8hjart Copans. Assooat* Professor of Child
Ptyofiiatry. Dartmouth MedicaJ School and
Diractor of Adoiasoant Division and Adolasoant
Atkjiction Taam. Brattlat>oro Ratraal. Brattlaboro.
VT. » you Of somaona you know naads ha(p
«*h MitMlanoa at>usa. you can contact
Bratdabofo RMraat at i/80(>^5-555a

This is what happens to me when I drink:

I cry. Plain and simple as that I cry. At first everything is
»reat. I have a few beers, laugh a UtUe, smUe a lot...for a
"^""^ ^« ^»^ t*»c buzz is in my head. In fact, the
more I dnnk, the more everything is just one big buzz.
Conversation is just one big meshed buzz of words I sec
hair flipping, big obnoxious grins, all flashes, just quick
passmg flashes. Alcohol plays with my emotions, makes
me feel good, for a while., makes me feel silly, for a while
makes me feel (dare I say) confident, for a while . makes

*

me cocky, for a while, makes me feel really miserable
angry, sad, tired, fat, ugly, annoyed., for a while. Is the
possibUity of adding HIV positive or contracted STD
worth adding to the list? I don't think so. Protect
yourself. Feeling good, siUy, happy, confident isn't worth a
luetime of misery.

Where to Go
FOR HELP OR INFORMATION
ABOUT A DRINKING OR

DRUG PROBLEM
(Yours or someone else's)

Ifyou have questions or concerns about your drinking you
can get confidential help and/or Information from:

On-Campus Helpi
Alcohol and Drug Education Program.
|AsK for the Alcohol/Drug Educator)

Mental Health Services
(Make an appointment with a counselorl

Res. Ed. Alcohol Program (REAP)
lAsk for the Alcohol/Drug Educator)

Support Groups——
AA • Alcoholics Anonymous
Confldentlal help for ttudents

549-2671 xl81
UnlvaraHy Health Services

545-2337
127 Hills North

24 How EmergencY coverage
M* Walhln Clinic 1 3 p.m.

- 545-0137
JQA Lot>by

The room was spinning really fast.

The man I was with was holding on to me.
Really, really tight.

We were outside on a little balcony thing with the keg.
I said I wanted to go home.
I was tired.

We walked back to my dorm.
He was holding mc up cuz the road wouldn't stay still.

He thought I was funny.

I remember him laughing.

I remember wondering who was kissing me.
I remember remembering who he was.

I remember telling him secrets.

I remember forgetting who I was while he touched me all

over and kissed mc and held me and the room spun in

rings around us and then I forget.

It is all blackness.

I still don't know.

I never asked.

He never said.

AA 24 Hour Phor>a 538-5822

ALANON
(Support (roup for

frtends and relatives of Alcoholics)

AduK Children of Alcoholics [ACOA]
(Support group]

. Newman tenter—UMass
Monday 11:15 ajn.

Wednesday 11:15 a.m.

Friday 11:15 am
Campus Center

(looms posted)

Tuesday 11:15 a.m.
Thursday 11:15 am
Campus Center

Thursday 17 Noon

545-2337
Call Mental Health Servtces

for group times

Off-Campus Help: Support Groups
AA — Alcoholics Anonymous

.

North Amfiarst Congragatlonal Church
North Amherst Center
Parish Hall (next to church)
Thursday 8:30 p.m. (open meeting)

Kaiser Permanante Administrative Office
170 University Dr., Amherst
Friday 8:CX) p.m. (open meeting)

N.A. — Narcotics Anonymous

Qrace Episcopal
16 Spring St. Amherst

Beginner's meeting: Monday 7:00 p.m.
Open meeting: Monday 8:30 p.m (public invited)

First Congregational Cliurch
165 Main St. Amherst

Wednesday 830 p.m (alcoholics only)
Saturday 830 p.m. (alcoholics only)
Sunday 8:30 p.m. (step discussion)

_ First Baptist Church
N. Pleasant St. Amherst

Thurs. 8:30 p.m.A I Ia I I .a.
^ inurs. ts:JU p.m

Alcohol related traffic aecldenu are the #1 killer of people 25 and younger. . About two-thirds of all violent behavior. . Just under 30% of all academic problems.
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Arts & living
Indigo Girls have an impromptu feel
n« inM I iTon ...By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Indigo Girls
Fine Arts Center
Dec. 6. 1992

Chnstmas, for many, came a little early
Sunday evening.

With stellar performances all around.
Indigo Girls proved they were a musical
force to be reckoned with in a show stop-
ping concert that virtually ignited the
FAC concert hall with contagious excite-
ment and genuine emotion.

Over an eclectic 19-song. one hour and
45 minuU^ set. theAmy Ray-Emily Saliers
duo sang heavily from their latest album.
Rites of Passage, as well as performing
hits from previous albums. The evening's
seemingly impromptu air allowed for two
marvelous covers, a special surprise guest
and a haunting a capella climax.

The Roches opened the show with their
trademark, lighthearted folk-pop efforts.

The Roches' music simply swung with the
casualness of a lazy Sunday morning —
complete with the comics section.

Dipping into a comical vein more than
once, the highlight was a catchy rendition
of "Ing." a sweet diatribe on love lyrics
always ending up with -ing.'

Then, with the fanfare and screams
worthy of say. The Beatles. Indigo GiHs
took the stage. Opening with Three HiU,"

Amy's vocals were top form, one could see
she was aching to her voice. Following up
with "Galileo," Emily's laid-back attitude
made a perfect counterpart to her partner's
jagged edges.

Complete with Sara Leeon bass, Budgie
(from Siouxsie & the Banshees) on drums
and a backup violin and cello, the band
played with unmitigated vigor; each song
was a winner.

Highlights ofthe highlights included a
great "World Falls." a somber "Love's
Recovery" and two blistering renditions of
-Pushing the Needle Too Far" and
"Chickenman."

The Rochesjoi nod the Indigos for three
songs: "Airplane," "Virginia Wooir and a
rollicking cover of Joni Mitchell's "Down
by the River " There was also a sly guest
appearance by Siouxsie Sioux, who, in a
slinky black outfit, added to the evening's
lively, anything goes feel.

Yet it was a magnificent cover of Bob
Dylan's "Tangled Up in Blue" thatcaptured
the audience. Cool, crisp and downright
kick a—, "Tangled" nearly outdid the
group's signature anthem, "Closer to Fine"
for the evening's most potent jam.

But it is the Indigo Girls, Amy and
Emily, who made the show. Looking and
sounding like they were really and trvdy
having a great time, their enthusiasm
was equal to the audience. Between songs
Emily quipped "This is fun. Vall are nice."

Well. Emily and Amy, so are you.

Outside Views returns
with the letter ZZZZZ
By MARK K ANDERSON
Collegian Suff

This story is the second of a tivopart
series.

Thumbing through numerous phone
books at the librar>' turned up. as indi-

cated two weeks ago. many individuals
with a suspicious amount ofZ's to their
last names And as far as I can tell, the
North American continent is the only
place where such pastimes are prac-
ticed.

Not one phone book from outside
our shores turned up names close to
that ofJohn Zz>tecy ( Washi ngton. DC ).

Zolsana Zzzski i Miami ). Vladimir Zzzyd
(Miami). Z. Zzylch (New Orleans),
Aaron Zzyzzy (Boston). A.B. Zzyzy
• Denver). Zoltan Zzytwitz (Denver).
Zzzzz (Denver), Michael Zzzypp
(Queens. NY), Andrew Zzzup ( I^s An-
geles). Walt Zzyzuski (Philadelphia).
Isidore Zzyzx (Chicago). Zeke
Zzzzzzzyzuss ( Montreal ) or my favorite
selection: Zyzzy\'a, Zzyzx. Z. Zzzzonzo.
Zzzzzyzux. Otto Zzzzzzorf and Axis
Zzzzzzz (all from San Francisco). Have
we stumbled upon an alphabetic fron-
tier mentality here?

It should be noted that most con-
spicuously bogus directory listings only
remain for a year due to the bevy of
crank phone calls that come with the
turf. The above, largely taken from
1991 phone books, has proven to be no
exception.

Evidently, some cities have multiple
residential or business listings vying
for the checkered flag. The Manhattan
directory lists three multiple-Z last
names: Archimedes I. Zzzyandottie, A.
Zzzyrmidgeon and Zelmo Zzzzzip.
A few calls to Prof Zzzyandottie,

who didn't win top honors but did take
home some lovely parting gifts, revealed
that his directory placement actually
came by birth and not by choice. (Al-
though the Professor could not be
reached directly because he was in
South America's Amazon Basin col-

lecting herbal and mushroom samples
and speaking with Jordan's King
Hussein on the shortwave radio when I

phoned his residence. Or so Admiral
Spanides of the Rockefeller Institute
claimed. I'd try for a joke here, but I

really doubt that any lame attempts I

could make at hyperbole would even
come close to the frightening fact that
every last word in these parenthesis is

absolutely, entirely and positively true.)

Mr. Zzzzzip, on the other hand, only
had himself or at least one very mean
dose of illicit chemicals to blame. Yet
Zelmo. like many of his multi-Z col-

leagues, has reacted to the deluge of
curious inquisitors by letting his an-
swering machine handle the calls and
apparently not speaking tojournalists.
So be it.

Axis Zzzzzzz ofSan Francisco proved
a more forthcoming subject. Mr.
Zzzzzzz. with his seven Z's. came very
close to out-distancing every last entry.
Yet. it appears the U.S. of A. will have
to console itself with another silver
medal. (The Canadians will be taking
home the gold in this competition. Look
for Zeke Zzzzzzzyzuss of Montreal on
your Wheaties boxes soon.

)

When I spoke with him last week.
Axis offered the perspective of a man
who has changed names several times
in his career. ( Fancy that. ) Starting off

as Z. Zzzonzo he faced stiffcompetition
from six or seven others making 4 15 by
far the toughest area code to play the Z
game. Only within the last year has he
acquired the Axis Zzzzzzz name.

"I've never had any trouble estab-
lishing my bogus listing." Axis en-
couraged. "It's as simple as calling the
phone company and asking for the
phone book entry to be your name of
choice. What the phone company cares
most about is the name on the bill."

Zoltan Zzytwitz ofDenver, a private
investigator by trade, concurred.
"Anyone in my profession doesn't even
consider the phone book as a believable
source. Hell, Richard Nixon is listed as
Gavin Herbert in the San Clemente
directory."

Taking a more relaxed attitude about
his alias, Mr. Zzytwitz has not been
religious about maintaining his status.
"I think I'm third to last as ofthe '92-'93

Denver book."

The Zoltan persona's genesis actu-
ally carries back to a party one evening
at his alma mater Ohio State. "We just
decided that as we dispersed into the
world, we would get the last listing in

Turn to VIEWS, page 12

Indigo Girls at the press conference.
ARAM COMJLAN / COUEQIAN

Folk artists Amy Ray,
Emily Saliers open up
By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Staff

The Indigo Girls made clear, in a press
conference on Sunday in the campus
center, their views on many different
topics, including the role of women in

society today, their musical influences and
ocual preference.

Emily Saliers and Amy Ray. the
members ofthe folk duo turned rock stars
who performed last night in the Fine Arts
Center, were cool, calm and collective.

even though the attending members ofthe
press continuously asked extremely per-
sonal questions.

When asked how she perceives the role
ofa woman in the music business, Saliers
explained how she feels that some media
organizations exploit women and subtly
discriminate against them, mistreating
them and "talking down to them."

The pair went on to describe how they
met in elementary school and have been
together since. Saliers and Ray. for the
most part, have each other to thank for
constant musical influence, although their
musical styles are relatively different.

In addition to personally interactive
influence, the pair mentioned that they
have been greatly influenced by such im-
mortals as Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell and
Neil Young.
When asked about their collaboration

with Joan Baez and Mary Chapin Car-
penter, Saliers said that they might tour
together, but she doesn't see a group re-

leased album in the near future.
"She has shoulder length blonde hc^i •."

said Saliers. of Stephanie, a Greenpiet^
representative who travels on tours with
the Indigo Girls. "We've been with them
playing benefits since before we were

signed, back when they were for whales.*
When asked what the future holds.

Saliers replied "We'regoing to takea LONG
BREAK!. ..it's very intense. After that, we
might make another album with Peter
Collins, the producer of our last album.*

The Indigo Girls have been playing
music since before their ages hit double
digits. Decades later, they are pumping
out the music like no other group around.
They have an international reputation,
including a large following in the Alpine
regions of France and Switzerland, even
though the "tinng language bamers and
cultural differences" hinder their mar-
keting abilities.

The families of both Saliers and Ray
have been extremely supportive, bringing
camcorders to all the concerts and show-
ing their genuine excitement.
When asked about their feelings on

sexual preferences. Ray said, "1 like men
and women equally. We play music as
musicians, not as people on a soapbox for
a cause. There should be no alienation,
and anyone who doesn't feel the same
way, doesn't really care."

"We have never been afraid to write
about our feelings." said Ray. "people can
relate without alienating the world."

In terms of what the future holds for
these two genuine crowd pleasers. they
are both unsure, but whatever it is won't
be happening soon. "No jazz, no rap." said
Sabers. "We'll stick to the white girl thing."

"I'd probably do something with ani-
mals." said Ray. when asked what she'd
do if they were forced to stop playing
music. "Something with nature, living in
the woods."

"I'd be a high school English teacher,"
said Saliers. when asked the same ques-
tion. "Just kidding."

An Irish band full o' rhythm
By ROMIN THOMSON
Collegian Correspondent

Another Love Song
The Frames
Island

After completing a starring role as
guitarist Outspan Foster in the hit movie.
The Commitments, Glen Hansard has
found himself turning down a screen ca-
reer and instead opting to join a group of
talented young musicians and pursue his
lifelong dream of playing rock n' roll.

The Frames debut album. Another
Love Song, is driven by an explosion of
youthful energy that surprisingly main-
tains the patient texture one would expect
to find in more experienced bands.

The popularity oftheir first single, "The
Dancer." allowed the band members to

leave their roots in Ireland, where they
were becoming a favorite on the DuWin
club arcuit. As the band toured Europe
and America they received acclaim from
the music worid including being high-
lighted in Rolling Stone.

Song has been most noted for its inno-
vative and diverse styles. At times, the
recording comes across powerfully by de-
ivenng high-paced emotion surrounding
layers of cutting edge rock. Quite sur-
prising, then, is the richness and depth
"^ 0" some of the softer tracks.
The Frames, themselves, come from

assorted musical backgrounds. They em-
ploy a funk bassist (John Carney ). a heavy
metal drummer ( Binzer ) and then rely on
a dyed-in-the-wool" Irish fiddler (Colm

fusion
" '"^''^' ^ ^""g '" extra con-

Tufn to THE FRAMES, page 12
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Gomstein's Greats: 20 all-time favorite flicks
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hey there, movie lovers, and welcome to the final
HSCN column ever in publication (save this copy! Itll be
a collector's item someday.) However. I'm not reviewing
the movies on HSCN this week. Since this is my "Farewell
to UMass — I'm Graduating and Outta Here," it was
suggested to me that 1 do a final column on my favorite
films. These are not necessarily all four star movies, these
are my top 20 choices ofmovies that 1 would pop m a VCR
at a moment's notice. Pick any ofthese flicks and you can't
go wrong. TRUST ME!!! Have I ever steered you wrttmr''
SOMETIMES YOU GOTTA LAUGH. . .

National Lampoon's Animal House— John
Belushi, Tim Matheson. John Vernon. A prerequisite for
any college student, especially on the UMass campus.
Well, what the heck, we can pretend we can still have
kegs in the fraternity houses, right? As a sorority woman,
I know what kind of negative image this movie gives to
the Greek area, but you really just gotta laugh anyway!

National Lampoon's Vacation— Chew Chase
Beverly DAngelo. AiUhony Michael Hall. My G^, I have

BURGERS • HOT DOOS
FRIES •ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES"FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE ¥VE5T OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

never laughed so hard in a movie as I did when the cop
pulled over Chevy Chase and gave him the leash. I'm
laughing right now as a matter of fact. Too many classic
scenes to mention, but this cross country family vacation
will bring a smile to anyone's face.

It Came From HoUywood— Dan Aykroyd, John
Candy, Cheech and Chong. Gilda Radner. If you have
never seen this one, rent it. My brother and I have seen
this movie over 20 times, and we still laugh at the same
things over and over again. The comedians narrate and
host this tribute to all of the worst 40s and 50s movies
ever to come out ofHollywood. Special features include a
tribute to Edward Wood, Jr., who gave us such classics as
Plane 9 From Outer Space and Glen or Glenda,
Hollywood's first look at transvestites.

Airplane!— Robert Hays, Julie Hagerty . Robert Stack.
Ah, of course, my favorite Zucker brothers film that you
really have to watch a few times to catch every joke.
Every scene is a classic, especially Johnny who can make
a hat. or a broach, or a pteradactyl.
When Harry Met Sally— Billy Crystal. Meg Ryan.

Bruno Kirby. Happy love story, amusing comedy,
tearjerker, orgasm scene; this one's got it all. I especially
love the little anecdotes throughout the movie, and my
sorority sister Jen just gets the biggest kick out of the
little old Chinese man who talks about his wife
SOMETIMES YOU GOTTA WATCH A GOOD HOR-

ROR MOVIE. .

The Shining—Jack Nicholson, Shelley Duvall, Danny
Uoyd. Very few book-based movies can hold a candle to
their books of ongin. but this one does a good job, thanks
mainly to Jack Nicholson. 1 don't know about you. but I

really think Duvall looks like she's had a face lift pulled
way too tight. Sweetie, pop those eyes back in your skull
and take an acting lesson or two.
The Exorcist— Linda Blair, Ellen Burstyn. Max von

Sydow. Forget the sequels, nothing can come close to the
original. Another successful screen adapUtion ofa novel
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Is there something you would like to say

before graduating?

You are invited to submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

— this flick will really freak you out. My parents are
ultra-Uberal, and I wasn't allowed to watch this movie
until last week! No, just kidding, but it is a stomach-
turner. Guaranteed you'll never eat split-pea soup again.

Halloween— Jamie Lee Curtis, Donald Pleasance,
Nancy Loomis. Ah, yes, another one where the sequels
are pieces ofgarbage and should be treated that way The
original is brilliant and very scary. Pleasance has the
tendency to overact, but it's a great movie on the whole.

Alien— Sigourney Weaver, Tom Skerrit, John Hurt.
It's kind of apt that John's last name is Hurt, because he
was doing some major hurting when he gave birth to the
baby alien on the kitchenette! Well, I got my wish. . .1

always wanted to see a man go through labor, and look'
He died. Sheesh.
SOMETIMES YOU GOTTA WATCH A MAFIA

MOVIE. . I DONT KNOW WHY BUT YOU IX) . .

The Godfather & Godfather II— All the greats,
DeNiro, Caan, Pacino. .need I say more? You can't have
one without the other, but forget that piece of crap third
one. These two are unbt'lievable with respect to acting,
ceen adaptation of Puzo's novel, cinematography I'm
really getting FAHK1.EMPT. here! Talk amongst your-
selves, please, wlulst I make you an ofTah you can't refuse.

Goodfellas— Ray LiotU. Robert DeNiro. Joe Pesci.
Another Mafia film that is absolutely unbelievable with
respect to superior acting and plot. The music is superb,
the directing is fanUstic, Joe Pesci is unreal. It's just an
amazing film all around.
SOMETIMES YOU GOTTA WATCH A FILM YOUKNOW IS GOING TO REQUIRE BOXES OF

KLEENEX
The Pride of the Yankee*— Gary Cooper. Teresa

Wnght. Babe Ruth. I went over all of these movies that I

picked with my dad. King Mone BuiT. and he asked roe
what I was going to say in my review ofthis one. "Uh. best
movie ever made about a sporU guy." He laughed, but hey.
It's true! I»u Gehrig IS dead, and this is the best sporU
tribute movie I have ever seen. And yes. I cry ever> time.
The Elephant Man— Anthony Hopkins, John Hurt,

Anne Bancroft. 1 had no idea that this movie was made in
1980 since I saw it in black and white. DirecU)r David
Lynch has made a touching movie about the liun ibly
deformedJohn Merrick who is mistreated all his life until
a kind doctor Ukes care of him.

Movies adored by Jamie but not reviewed are Eacape
from Alcatraz. One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Who
Framed Roger Rabbit?, and Gulag under the htjuling
"Sometimes you gotta watch movies with .somesuhstance
so you can impress people." Other Gornstein greats
include Blazing Saddles and Silence of the Umbs.
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For additional
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Graduating UMass-Amherst senior.

Submit not more than three word-

proces.sed or typewritten pages, double

spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes

speaking time.

Text should concern higher education,

and be relevant to the University and

your experience(s) here.

Paul R. Appleby, Director, Disability

Services, (non-voting Committee

Chair), 231 Whitmore, 545-0892

A committee of students (majority),

faculty, and staff, will review proposals.

Authors' names will have been deleted

to ensure objectivity. Ratings will be

assigned. Selected authors will be

invited to "audition" before the

committee (in March). A final selection

will then be made by the committee.

Wednesday, Febmary 17. 1993,4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby. Selection Committee

Chair, 23 1 Whitmore. 5-0892.
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Undergraduate Commencement
Bachelor's Degree Candidates

Preliminary Information

The Commencement ceremony for Bachelor's Degree candidates will be on
Sunday, May 23, 1993, 10:30 a.m.. at Alumni Stadium, rain or shine. It

will end at approximately I 1 :45 a.m.

Undergraduates who will complete their degree requirements in Febmary.
1993. and those who anticipate completing them by May or September.
1993. are eligible to participate.

If you are unsure of your academic .status or have questions in this regard,

please immediately contact a member of the "Senior Staff, ' Records Office,

207 Whitmore.

Fimher details about the ceremony and related activities will be provided in

a brochure to be mailed to you and your parents in Febmary or early March.
Included, among other things, will be information about:

Caps, gowns, ta.ssels, and announcement cards

Disability Services

Parking and shuttle services

Recommended routes to campus
Seating for graduates

Seating for guests

Where to assemble on Commencement day

Please note that invitations and tickets are not required.

The la.st is.sue of the "Collegian" in May will provide further, important
details. It will be especially important that you obtain this edition since
there is no rehearsal prior to the ceremony.

Information about the speaker and honorary degree recipients will be
available in May.

For further information, please contact the Visitors Center. 545-0306, or
Student Affairs Special Services. 545-3480. Commencement updates will

be posted en the bulletin board outside 236 Whitmore.

Congratulations to all concerned
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U The Frames
continued from page 10

As vocalist Glen Hansard puts it, The
great thing about this band is that we're
all so different ( and ) somehow when we all

get together it sounds amazing."
The Frames are at their best when

producing intimate moments of weight-
lessness. Hansard vocals are thoughtful
and he is able to display his thoughts in a
loosely bound way. The greatest example
of this is found in the albums most honest
effort. "Downhill From Here." in which
Hansard promotes a playful sense of ir-

responsibility. ("We'll throw our thoughts
over the pier/and send it all into the mire/
and wait there till it all disappears.')

Throughout the recording Hansard uses
his forceful voice to take control of the
tracks. He sings nervously, like a mum-
bling soap box preacher who will empha-
size his recurringthemeand ramble loosely
through the filler.

He uses no subtlety in his approach,
but then subtlety has never been a
prominent characteristic of Irish music.
He does rely on his roots to promote
emotional screams which reflect his Irish
culture's virtue of everlasting pride that
has survived through generations despite
impossible odds.

The same can be said of the entire
band. On some songs such as "Before You
Go." the group bunes its straightforward
rhythms behind a soft opening that creates
ominous mood. Then, following the
building strength from the vocalist, they
release a full range ofenergy that reflects

their restlessness.

The album overall, is excellent. The
band is not afraid at any point to let pure
emotion flow through the rhythms. It was
this power that lead the Melody Maker, an
English music weekly to proclaim that the
"Frames have the charm, the songs and
star quality to win the most indifferent

heart."

The Frames show great promise for the
future if they can maintain the delicate
balance that spawns from their diversity.

Tl-tC CDAktCC Q _ 1- -1 1
COURTESY ISLAND BECOROS

I «t r-KAMt:t> — Promising new band elicits emotional Irish rhythms on their latest compact disc from Polygram s Island Records.

The Collegian's got guts.
|

Views
contnued from page 10

our local directories so it would be easy
to keep track ofeach other. For a while,

whenever Id go to another city. I'd call

up the last person in the book and
usually we'd have something in com-
mon even if they weren't from Ohio
Sute."

As a P. I., he's benefited from the
anon3rmou8 curtain that the name pro-

vides. The only callers who ask to speak
with irra//iam«lare clientsand friends."

Noted a confident James Howard. . er.

. Zzytwitz.

Since he's also had experience with
scams and con jobs, he's been known to

play games with sleazy telemarketing
firms trying to elbow their way into the
public's wallet. "Every now and then, I'll

get a call asking to speak with Mrs.
Zzytwitz. I always order lots ofeverything
they're selling and ask them to send a bill

along with the shipment. Unless they can
get your signature or credit card number,
you see, you have no legal obhgation to

pay for anything. When they call back
asking for money. I just say something
like. Well, Jesus told Mrs. Zzytwitz not to

pay up."
I asked Zoltan for any advice he

might have for young telephone mis-
chief-makers. He replied. "First of all

the Eden Press Catalog— out of San
Diego I believe— has literally volumes
of tips on the workings of Ma Bell's

networks as well as Ules of the many
cons that have been pulled in the 100-

year history of the telephone. Al-
though." He hastened to add, "Once a
con has made it into print, most of the
pros have dropped it and moved on to

something else."
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LUNCH

Tuna Noodle Casserole

Hamburger

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Noodle Casserole

"Golden" Burger

nu
HOLIDAY DINNER

Breaded Chicken Breast

Supreme or Cranberry

Rib Roast of Beef Au |us

BASICS
Stuffed Baked Eggplant
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Women swimmers show improvement at A 1Os
COLLEGIAN

By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian StaflF

After four challenging days of A-10 competition, the
UMass women's swimming and diving team returned
early Monday morning from Rutgers University
fatigued...but smihng.

Despite their final 5th place finish out of 6 teams,
great swimming was achieved by all as the team proved
to show its strength in many events. Virtually every
swimmer landed a season best and the team was able to
defeat URI, the only team in the A-10 conference that the
Minutewomen will meet with again.

This was the first time the A-10 oflfered a conference
meet. Aft«r a blind entrance into the meet and without
knowing what to expect except fast paced competition
from such powerhouses as West Virginia, St. Bonaventure,
George Washington and Rutgers, the Minutewomen sur-
faced with new found confidence and strength.

The A- 10 conference gave head coach Bob Newcomb a
chance to see how the Minutewomen would hold up to
first rate teams over a weekend of strenuous, double
session competition. This provided Newcomb insight on
how the team may respond to the end of the season New

England meet.
They decided they were going to swim well this week-

end and they did," said Newcomb. "A majority ofour swims
were faster at night than in the morning. This shows that
our team can get back up after a strenuous day."

Brown University transfer Julie Veremey had an
explosive weekend, placing 3rd in the 200-yard butterfly

(2:08.51), and 6th in the 400-yard individual medley. Her
200 Hy not only won her a medal but a new UMass record.

"This is one of the best groups I've swam with," said
Veremey. The team has a lot of great personality. Ev-
eryone is there for you so you get psyched up to swim."

Junior Kim Broad and freshman Jessica GnfTith also
made it to the finals. Broad landed 8th place in the 500-
yard freestyle and the 400-yard individual medley, while
Griffith took 8th place in the 200-yard breastroke.

Freshman Sarah Baker continued to sprint towards
improvement pulling off three lifetime bests in the 50,

100 and 200-yard freestyles. Junior Kate Riddell also
achieved her lifetime bests in the 400-yard individual
medley and 100-yard backstroke, accomplishing both
bests within the same day.

The Minutewomen dominated to squeeze out both
GWU and URI in the 200-yard freestyle relay, courtesy

goalies
continued from page 1

6

and nerves ofsteel and rise up through
the jumors or the colleges to become
the next Ken Dryden.

The fates have to be smiling pretty
wide and pretty long to make a legend
like Dryden. or Bemie Parent or Gerry
Cheevers. Fact is, most goalies have
only one or two "great" years before
succumbing to mediocrity. Others are
competent with a good team in front of
them, but put them behind a lousy
defense and you get a sieve so wide you
could strain spaghetti with it.

With that in mmd, let's separate the
great goalies from the mediocre as we
gotraipsingaround the NHLthis week.

Patrick Roy, MontreaL a couple
bad playoffs do not a career ruin, and if

Roy can continue on the same pace for

another four or five years he could be
mentioned in the same breath as

Dryden, a Canadien legend in his own
right. Roy's current stats mclude a scant
2.80 goals against average. That's not bad
by itself; considering Roy has faced 1,327
shots in 22 games, that's amazing.
Ed Belfour, Chicago. Rule one: a hot

goaltender can take a team far in the
Stanley Cup playoffs. Belfour was in one
of those zones last spring — the kind
legends are made of— and a Chicago team
which sleptwalked through much of the
regular season landed in the Cup final

against Pittsburgh.

Belfour has remarkable refiexes, espe-
cially for a "butterfly" goalie (so named
because he falls to his kneeson saves, then
returns to a standing position). In previ-

ous years, Belfour played virtually all the
time. Now that he has a backup in Jimmy
Waite. Belfour can get some much-needed
rest and have the long career that could
make him a legend.

Grant Fuhr, Toronto. Fuhrwasoneof
the most dominating goaltenders of the

1980s. But drug problems and run-ins

with Edmonton Oilers management sent

him packing to Toronto. A fate worse
than death.

Injuries and time have slowed Fuhr
down. He used to dominate from the
net in Edmonton, but age and a lesser

team took a potential legend and made
him a has-been. He's not even the
number one goalie in Toronto. That
distinction belongs to Felix Potvin ( 7-6-

3,2.79GAA).
Which brings us to Fuhr's former

back-up. Boston's own Andy Moog.
Dandy Andy pulled out a mim-slide
this past week with a 4-0-0 record,

bringinghim into last night's tumble at
Buffalo with a 13-4-2 record and a 3.27
goals-against average. Moog has proved
himself, with Edmonton and with
Boston. Like Roy and Belfour, Moog
could become a legend.

Greg Sukiennik wishes you a happy
hockey holiday.

of sophomore Jenn Sheehan, Griffith, junior Amy Lewis
and Baker.

The team's 400-yard medley relay (4:08.73), swam by
co-captain Edwardsen, Griffith, Veremey and Baker,
stretched within less than one second of claiming a new
UMass meet record. "That was the first time we've been
under a 4 : 1 1 since we set the record in '89," said Newcomb.

Commitment and hard work also paid off for juniors
Michelle Munyon,Amy Lewis, Stefanie Souto and Carolyn
Curran. All accomplished lifetime and season bests in
their corresponding events.

The diving squad, led by junior Allison White, soared
to the finals, landing 3rd, 6th and 7th places on the 1-

meter springboard by White, sophomore Deirdre May
and freshman Amanda Moynihan respectively. White
received her second medal when she again placed 3rd on
the 3-meter board.

"The A- 10s were a good test for us," says co-captain
Edwardsen. "It was the first time we tapered during mid-
season and the meet showed us what we need to work on
for New Englands."

"It was good for us to see teams outside of the New
England area," said co-captain Teresa Konieczny. "I

think we saw somewhat of a glimpse of what we'll see at

U Minutewomen
continued from poQe 15

against Northeastern.
For the Wildcats, it all starts with jun-

ior guard Marcie Lane. Lane averages 17
points a game, including a scorching 7 for

10 from three point land. O'Brien said

Lane is someone UMass has to deal with.

"She I Lane I is a great penetrator, she
gets to the basket," she said. "So we're

going to have to pay a lot ofattention to her.

Up front senior Deb Russell is the main
contributor for UNH. Russell averages 15
points and 7.7 rebounds a game. Theotl^r
frontcourt stalwart for UNH is seniw
Kendall Daly. Daly is a jack-of-all trades
who averages 13.3 points, 5.7 rebounds,
and 4.3 assists a game. For someone who
handles the bail a lot Daly rarely turns the
ball over (.7 turnovers a game).

O'Brien said she thinks that the UMass-
UNH game will be a good one.

They are a veteran team, they are a
real solid ballclub," O'Brien said. "I think
it will be a good matchup."

IMPORTANT INFORMATIOni
FOR ALL UniDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE STUDEIUTS

1993-94 FiniANCIAL AID APPLICATIOIU PROCESS

The Federal government has mandated several changes which impact upon the 1993-
1994 financial aid application process. THE APPLICATION PROCESS HAS
CHANGED. The University of Massachusetts atAmherst will ONLY require the 'Tree
Application for Federal Student Aid" (FAFSA). This application is FREE and will be
available in late December or early January A supplemental form WILL NOT be
required by the University The FAFSA cannot be filed before January 1 and MUST
be filed BEFORE March 1, 1993 to receive priority consideration for financial aid at
UMASS/Amherst. When completing this form, please be certain to indicate the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.MA in Section G to ensure that the University
receives your information.

Please retain copies of 1992 federal tax returns because you may be asked to submit
them to support your application. Do not submit tax returns or any other documents
until you are specifically requested to do so.

Provided your application is filed on time (before March 1, 1993) and your file is
complete, you should receive a response from Financial Aid Services by June, 1993.

••^
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Minutewomen hit road looking for second win
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Youth vs. experience.
That is the matchup tonight at 6:30 p.m. when the

Umversjty of Massachusetts (1-2) women's basketball
team travels to Durham, New Hampshire to meet the
University of New Hampshire Wildcats.

The Minutewomen represent the youth in the above
equation as three of the five starters for UMass are
freshmen. UNH ( 1-2). on the other hand, has experience
galore with three seniors and two juniors in the Uneup.

For UMass the key could be poise and execution Head
coach Joannie O'Brien said she hopes that the
Minutewomen can control the game.

"I think most of our problems have come with execu-

tion," she said. "We're going to have to come down (the
court) and execute and do what we can do, then we will
have a shot to v/in."

-We've got to be able, right now. to start putting people
away. O Brien said. "That has been the problem so far
I this season).

"

The strength of the UMass team lies in its fronta)urt
hreshman center Melissa Gurile leads the squad in scor-
ing and rebounding with 20.7 points and 8.3 rebounds a
game. Semor power forward Kim Kristofik came on strongm the PALS tournament over the past weekend and is
currenUy averaging 16.7 points and 6.0 rebounds a game

The other starter up front for the Minutewomen is
freshman Octavia Thomas. Thomas is the third leading
scorer on the team and the only other one in double
figures. Thomas is averaging 12.3 points and 7.3 re-

bounds a game. O'Brien said Thomas is getting better
acclimated to the college game.

"1 think Octavia is starting to feel her way into it." she
said. "She

I Octavia I is starting to get more involved with
the offense, and that is what 1 am looking for."

In the backcourtjunior Laurie Dondarski will be back
at the point guard position. Dondarski is averaging six
assists a game. Freshman Kim Gregory is starting at the
off-guard spot for UMass. O'Brien said Gregory could be
a key for the Minutewomen.

"Kim has got to step up and shoot the ball," she said.
"That will allow us to keep them (the UNH defense!
spread out."

UMass will be without valuable swingman Maleeka
Valentine, who suffered a bad ankle sprain in the opener

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN page 14

All I Want For Christmas is a'

SPRING BREAK
VACATION

1-800-2-CANCUN
$75 Deposit Will
Hold Your Seat

from S^^Q

/r

Book Now!!

CAMPUS GET-AWAYS

QUIET
Ifyou're tired of

yelling this,

Come and see us

The Brook
253-283-4

Amherst
l.aundromat

H« i-r» -**|:» »x»

I3rop-Off or
Sel£ Set-vice
V\4»shing M.)chine

Starting at SI
Atlftxianl available all day

D.R Douqh
DeUvers CaIzones
caU 296-1616
Now Open at 11:30 A.M.

NORTHAMPTON
BOWL
Thursday Night
College Special

3 Games for $5.00
Offer Valid with College I.D. I

525 Pleasant St, Northampton, MA 01060 (413) 584-2491
J

[sioooff"!
I ANY 2 CALZONES j

J
Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only

jOne coupon per 2 CaIzones '

\2 FrEe COKEsl
I
WITH THE PURCHASE

{

I
OF ANY 2 CALZONES |

i Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only I

I One coupon per 2 CaIzones I

I 1

j$ioo offI
I ANY 2 CALZONES |

J
Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only

j
' One coupon per 2 CaIzones

\2 FREE cokes]
I
WITH THE PURCHASE |

I OF ANY 2 CALZONES |

J

Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only '

j
One coupon per 2 CaIzones '

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily'

Classifieds
iLE

CUVSSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days pr-or to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30 3 30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSi

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
•ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

••d •«d Braahfast downtown Amhani
549 0733

Naad a lochar r We hav« (hem at OCHO'
428 Student Union

100% Racyclad wrapping paper and
holiday cards Dec 7.8. • 9lh Campus
Center Concourse.

P>nC Oil Coop Purchase home heatiiig

0)l al reduced cost Register at OCHO 4^
Student Union or call 5450865 Save
money and stay warm Come jotn now
Student Renter* end landlord* should
»loi) by thp off campus housing office to

P«ck up the latest lan<)lord/lenanl guide,
Ks free and an absolute must. For all your
housti>g questions call 50865 or stop by

Subletting over Wintar*a**ionr The
off campus Housing Office at 428 Stu
dent Union offers a great way to find

tublelting or sublet a property over
wintersession All leasing questions an
nverad with a smile. Call 5 0865 or stop
by

AUTO FOR SALE

n 83 run* good
Needs some work S750
Call 665 4655 Leave Message

TKAOE S3 Nj**an pickup for fuiwfional

motorcycle. Needs some work call

549-3862

COLLEGE PIZZA

F«H Special
Snrtall Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S6.00
1 or 2 toppings add SI.00
Free soda with large sub salad or
spaghetti

549 6098
5496073
MUST MENTION THIS SPECIAL

Leveeatt - clo*« to campus room in

sunny home m enchartge for 12 hours of
childcare per week plus some light

houtekaeptng duties. Must be available
for early morning (7 am 830 ami aiKl
some afternoons (3:30 SpmlCarestcn
lial some transporting of children. 548
939S

New Vorli CItv Furnished rooms and
apartments for inlersession arwlweekend
stays. Uprier West side Reasonable rales.

212 662 1358 Save thia adi

MOimiAMPTON-twa4 room houses
avail. Dec Jan S"'75 800. Skibiski
Realators No Pels 584 3428

One bedroom apt.
Southwood
362 month
256 4977

One big bedroom m Surtedand house
take over my lease Available now 230.00
month . 665 4348 or 568 4323
On bus line

Single room for rent - Half mile to
campus, on bus line, for 260/mo incl. utils.

Jan rent free call 549 6114

Single room Phillip* St $18S«
Call 549 1458

Teke over Brandywina lease 2 bed
rooms incs. heat and hot water, great
location S750/month starts end of Jan.'
Call Lori or Laura 549 4816

2 rooms available in 2bed in Amherst
220/clean/bus/ASAP call Holly 549 4259

3 bedroom* available in a spacious
house in Suderland Spnng Semester on
bus route Call 665 0265 190.00/mo >

Tendy 200 Portable computer 2 Power
Pacs « case and manuals
Call Much 548 9761 S4S0 O.B

HAPPYANNIVERSARYLOVE

Happy one yoar anniversaryt
I love you very, very, very much
We have many more years ahead

J

MUSICIANS

OnHiwnor needed: Ptiish creative
Improv 256 Bllb

Kavbeardiat Wairted; Ve*. Phish etc

5669377

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Amherst Belchertown lino 3 to 6 bed-
room new homes call 586 4270

Amhorst 3 bedroom condo avail. Feb.
1st. Room avail. S275+ 1 bedroom apart
ment avail.

Liix:oln Real Estate

26 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amiga 92 MB HD. 4 MB fast 1MB Chip
RAM. W/ECS S599 w/out $499 /BO.
Raymund 367 9269

Fish-African Cichild
And Accessories

Call Tim
5465361
Price Negotiable

LOLUPOPS FOR HOUDAY GIVING
Inexpensive hard candy popsi

You choose color, fl ivor, shape
8632126

Neon light for salel Great Xmas gift.

100 dollars or 8.0. call Jay 546 0890

Rhygin MTB Frame
19" True Temper 0X2
Super-light fast handling

Custom Handbuilt in USA
New Cond. CHEAP
Pete 253 2154

HELP!

Desperately need PHISH li« for New
Years.

Call Enc 546-027S

HELP WANTED
Babysitter - Afternoon*, January June
need car and references. 548 9096

Wanted: Travel Rep* for spring break.
Established company with many years
experience. Earn money on spare time
and free trip to Cancun.Call 1 800 3SI
ESTA ask for Bonnie

Would you like to work? At Hampshire
county transit part time drivers will train
for evenings and weekends earn up to
S 10.05 per hour starting rate S6.50 have
company paid insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacations, paid sick days paid fu

neral leave. Apply to: Hampshire County
Transit 54 Industrial Drive Northampton
MA 01060

HOUDAY GIFTS

Go to Basha'* bargain basement. They
have oriental rugs, clothing, and also great
jewelry. Asan added feature, their jewelry
IS half off, that's right, half off! Go down
and pick out your gift for the holidays,
everything is priced |usl right 241 Mam
St. Northampton, MA Their stuff is

good - Thank you

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Doyou have questions about your rights ?

Do you think your civil rights have been
violated? Find out I Contact the Legal
Services Center, 922 Campus Center. 545
1996

LOtT

Keye, campu* center concourse 12/5/
92 Blue Keyring •Windener University'
Big bucks reward call 546 0008

Lost watch with braided leather band
1 2/7 between NE and Mahar. Sentimental
Value. Rnward 546-1 171

Congratulations on your iobi

Guess you'll have to work on the
Oriben Control now
We't* goii>g to miss you'
Love. 115

Dori, Lisa, and Oaryl. thanks for my
B day Most important though, thanks
for being such woiwlerful friends. Love.
Tammy

Fear, fear fear! The eve of our doom
has arrived The walrus was Paul Run
for your life. Don't ask me why, I don't
know. Senseless lives will end in abrupt
fasion. My head is stuck in a a (ish bowl
and I can't breathe. Thank you DP
Dough, can I have another. No you may
not. Suffer.

Gorman Hall houses magnificent
strangers, lost in the early morning

Hey Brian C. of Crabtree
The bubble bath was fun"! Let's do it

again soon " I really miss you'
Misty

Jen Phillip*

MIC See ya later

KEY Why' Because you're great"
MOUSE HavefunI
Love, Donna

To Rich who works at the Collegian:
Buy your own damn gas and while
you're at It, take some bowling lessions'
HeHe He

To Mark or Marc who helped me with
my car on Friday: You saved my life I

can't thank you enough! You are defi
nitely an angel! Thanks again Kathy

Welcome to *i*terhood Jenn C. You
finished the first steps and now you are
here. You deserve this. I am proud of
you.

Sigma Love
Marny

PETE'S DRIVE IN

Pata'a Drive In

December Special

2 burgers for 2 bucks

ROOM WANTED

Female grad student i cntroom
m house Itw »|ii . ', ..m.:.- >'r<>ler laid

backbiitfoniidit .1 i ^^s PleasecaN
508 228 6265

Female nonamohar looking for » 'm to
sublet during intersesMon please call Nancy
546 0756

ROOMATES WANTED

Amherst 2 bedroom apt 1 room for rent
2 full baths w/heat and hot water included
on bus route available immediately. Call
Tom or Stacy 256 0274

Apt room for rent
Uptown 2 minutes from bus slop m/f
S200. 549 2810
A siiimble home from bars

Female Houaemete Wanted
To Share a large house m Amherst many
extras: Washer & Dryer, porch ... more
Close to town and campus
Call Scott at 253 3876 after 7 pm
Female nonsmoker wented to share
bedroom in 3 bedroom apt Cheap rent 2
minute walk to town (on bus rt) walking
distance to campus 253 5219

Fun but serious fem student looking for

roomate Amherst house 195. starts Spriiig
sem 6 1642 for details

Nousemete* needed male, female. Great
house across street from campus Many
great features. Call Jason. 549 8341

Male roomate needed to share large
bedroom 145.00 plus utilities 256 3191

One female
Brandywine apts

Start Jan 93
S190 inc. Heat/water
Jen 549 7845

Roomate* needed cell Mill Valley estates
253 7377Single or double for 1 bedroom

Single roomavail. in spacious house sping
sem call 665 0265 190 00/mo..

Single room available m 3 bedroom
lownhouse apartments. Call 549 3523.

Tarot Reading*
Can Chns at 256 8393

TO SUBLET

1 bdnn. apt. BrandywiiM move m now
S475 (includes heal) mins from campus
548 1368 545 3018

Two room* for winter sublet in Amherct
house S250 256 636?

WI«»ter*e*»»on room Sotith Amheral
S220 inclusive 256 0034

TRAVEL

SKHntercollegiate Ski week*, ONLY
S209 IntludPs 5 DAY LIFT TICKET/5
NIGHTS LODGING (MOUNTAINSIDE
CONDOl/5 DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE AC
TIVITIES (Drinking age I8t, Sponsored
by Labatt's. Molson and MT SUTTON,
CANADA (|usi across the Vermont hor-
derl Group Leader 0i«counts Jan 3 8.
Jan 10 15 and Spring Break 93 C^l Ski
Travel Unlimited

1 800 999 SKI 9

Take it off!

Spring Break '93

Jamaica, Cancun. Florida

Save SSS Before Jan 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

^•PO'« typed free cover page, spell
check SI 50/page. Brian 546 1795

Typing. By Pro Writer. Fast. 253 9123

Typing: Fast, accurate and conve-
niently located to serve your needs. No
(ob too small. Reasonable rales. Contact
Donna/Dianne 542 2313

Typing/Wordproceesing,
Resumes, reports, theses
Laser printing. Campus pick up
and delivery

Call Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

SERVICES

Legal Question*? The legal services can
ler offers free legal assistance to fee paying
students. Contact us at 922 Campus Center
545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birtnright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops. 549-1906

I need a car. Do you want to sell yours?
If It hasn't been around since WWII, isn't

threatening to explode, and is in good
working shape (I don't care about outer
beauty) CALL MF Brooke @ The Colle
gian 545 0719

Tutor for Econ 104

Will pay S Call Tim 549 8177
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The WHMP-FM
Game Summary

Massachusetts

Siena

29-41 70

28-30 58

Massachusetts (70)
Barbee 3- 1 9- 12 1 5, H . Wtlliams 7-

147-721
,
Malloy 4-5 1-2 10, Kellogg

2-3 CK) 5. Roe 3-7 2-2 8, M. Wil-

liams 3- 11 0-08. K. Robinson 1 -3 0-

2, Dingle 0-01-21. Totals: 23-53
20-25 70.

Siena (58)
Bennerman 5-13 3-5 15. Matthews
6-10 2-5 14. Brown 4-12 2-2 11.

McKinney 2-4 0-0 4, Bidlingmyer 1
-

1 0-02.Graf0-02-22. White2-20-
06 Downing 2-6 0-1 4,RyderO-10-

0, Totals: 22-51 9-15 58.

Three-Point Goals: UMass 4-10
(Barbee 0-2. Malloy 1 -2. Keflogg 1 -

2. M. Williams 2-4). Siena 5-11

(Bennemian 2-4, Brown 1 -3, White

2-2. Downing 2) Ret>ounds:
UMass 34 (Roe 13). Siena 33
(Matthews 17). Assists: UMass 9
(Keloqg 4). Siena 10 (Bennerman
5). Attendance: 8.2 18

Player of the (same

Wniianw. 6-7 Sr. Fofward

Unrversity of Massachusetts for-

ward Harper Williams scored a team-
high 21 points, 15 of them in the

first half. Williams, last season's

Atlantic 10 Player-of-the-Year

grabbed two rebounds and played

tough defense in helpng the Min-

utemen record the season's sec-

ond win.

Why UMass won
A late second half run of 1 9-4 put

the game safely in the UMass win

column. The Minutemen played te-

nacious defense down the stretch

and recieved some t>lg hoops from
Tony Barbee and Jerome Malloy.

UMass' next opponent
The Oklahoma Sooners are up next

for John Calipar' and company on

Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. in

Norman, OK. The Sooners will b>e

out to exact revenge on UMass, as
it was last year that the Minutemen
stunned Oklahoma 86-73 in front

of a national ESPN audience. The
win vaulted UMass into the Top 25
and came in front of 8,469 at the

soki-out Springfield Civic Center.

The Sooners are presently ranked

1 1 th in the country and sport a 2-0

record on the still-young 1 992-93
campaign.

Catch all the Minutemen's
Baskett>alt Games - Home and

Away - on the New 99.3 WHMP-FMI

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the

John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Minutemen down Saints, 70-58
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian StafT

ALBANY, NY. — The University of
Massachusettfi basketball team broke the
.500 mark for the first time this season by
breaking free from a pesky Siena College
squad with eight minutes left and winning
70-58 last night in Albany.

UMass (2-1) was able to take care of
business down the stretch by turning a
close game into a blow-out. Up by four
points with less than eight minutes left,

the Minutemen sealed things with a 19-4

run. Tony Barbee (15 points, eight re-

bounds) stepped up big for the first time
all year, txjth on offense and defense.

After forward Lee Matthews ( 14 points,

1 7 rebounds ) beat Lou Roe for a lay-in and
foul shot to cut the UMass lead to 48-44
with 7:53 left, Barbee went to work down
low.

"I've been playing good on the wing, but
I think the strength ofmy game is my post
play," Barl)ee said. "And when they started
doubling on Harper IWjlliamsJ and Lou.
the coaches put me back down low.*

Barbt>e made two great moves with his

face to his defender, the first ofwhich was
complemented with a foul shot that made
the game 51-44 in UMass' favor. Barbee's
seomd inside move upped the game to 53-

46 after a Doremus Bennerman up-and-
under score, and Siena had to regroup.

AA«r the Saints took time-out UMass
got inside production from Roe. Jerome
Malloy, Malloy again (plus a foul shot),

and Bart)ee with two clutch foul shots.

The free throws put UMass up 62-48 with
3:04 left.

Where was Siena's offense now? It was
stifled by Barbeeandcompany on defense.
The Sainu were forced to take bad shots
down 14 points with time running out.

I)ecau8e Barbee was guarding mad bomber
Mike Brown too effectively.

"I think I played a real good game,
especially on defense." Bart)ee said. "I did
something I've t)een working on, which is

stopping the small guards, and I was also
able to bang with the big guys down low."

With yet another strong defensive ef-

fort. UMass ran the clock down to 2:04
before Roe laid in Harper Williams' miss.
A missed 3-point attempt by Siena (1-3)

sent Mike Williams down the floor, open
to hit the 3-pointer which would end the
incredible run and give the Minutemen a
67-48 lead with 1:15 left.

"I told you I would be happy if we won
by two points and a half-court shot," said
UMass coach John Calipari "Other than
that big run we had, this game was even.
Credit Siena, they played a great game,
and Mike Deane outcoached me."

What made the finish even more re-

markable was that Harper WiUiams, who
had 21 points, was sitting on the bench
during the rim. UMass did it without the
6-foot-6 forward, who had 15 points after

the first half Williams' patented left hook
worked again and again down low early in

the game, but Siena charged back with
Matthews and Bennerman leading the
way, and UMass had a scant 29-28 lead at

the half.

Williams was done scoring with 14:59
left, but his dunk capped a prolific output.
Williams was not a factordown the stretch

because he sat down with four fouls with
8:36 still remaining.

It was lucky thing the team broke
through when they did. Siena gave UMass
fits with runs of 12-6 and 8-3 of their own.
Siena coach Deane said he was proud of
his team's ability to stay close.

"We have nothing to be ashamed of," he
said. "UMass is a better team than Florida

State. They're tougher to score on, they
play tougher defense. Klonda State plays

just hard enough defense toget by. Against
UMass, every shot today was a labor."

CHRISTOPHER EVANS/ COaEGIAN
Sophomore guard Milte Williams, shown earlier in the season, scored eight points last night

as the University of Massachusetts t>askett)aJI team downed Siena 70-58.

Williams drops 2 1 , still displeased
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

ALBANY, N.Y. — For most of the pre-
sea.son University of Massachusetts bas-
ketball coach John Calipari said his center.
Harper Williams, was playing with neither
the heart nor the passion he did last season.

Calipari said if Williams did not find
the drive which made him the Atlantic 10
Player of the Year last year, he would not
be much of a help to the Minutemen.

Last night, Williams made a step in the
proper direction by burning Siena for 21
points but he admits he still has a long
way to go.

The points don't really matter to me."
Williams said. "I did not rebound well

tonight. If I rebound well than I play well.

If not I'm not doing my job. The scoring is

secondary."

Williams ended the night with only two
rebounds while his Siena counterpart, 6-

foot-7 Lee Matthews grabbed 17.

"Harper had only two rebounds while
Matthews had 17," Calipari said. "That's

not good."

"We are supposed to be one of the best
rebounding teams in the nation. So what
does that make Siena?"

Siena coach Mike Deane said Williams
played a solid game but Matthews was up

to the challenge.

"Harper had 21 but he wasn't the dif-

ference tonight," Deane said. "He's a real
good player, definitely the A- 10 player of
the year, but Lee steps up against top
competition."

E)e8pite the rebounding differential.

Williams carried the Umass offense in the
first half, scoring six of the team's first

eight and ending the half with fifteen.

His offense was highlighted by a
baseline drive which he finished with a
thunderous, double pump jam giving
UMass a 40-34 lead.

Williams, coming off an 18-point, 11-
rebound performance against Central
Connecticut, still does not think he has
reached mid-season form.

"I just have to keep working hard and
the play will come," Williams said. "I
definitely have to start taking charge of
the team, offensively, rebounding wise,
and as a leader."

Calipari said, "Harper is only good ifhe
works hard. If he's battling and diving for
loose balls he's a very good player. If not
he's just an average guy."

Williams points to Saturday's game
agamst No. 11 Oklahoma as a possible
breaking out date.

"I have to redeem myself for not re-
bounding well tonight." Willaims said, 'i

feel I can do that against Oklahoma.
"Oklahoma is definitely going to be a

battle, and I have to perform. It will be a
good challenge for me."

NHL's best:

Netminders
You're stuck in front of a net. covered

head to toe in cumbersome pads, with only
an oversized stick to protect you. It's your
job to stop every three-inch piece of hard
rubber that comes your way, some of it at
speeds nearing 100 MPH. Half the time
you can't see it until it's right in front of
your face.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
What's more, if you can't do this, they

get someone else. Such is the life of the
NHL goaltender.

In youth hockey leagues, coaches put
the chubby kid who can't skate between
the pipes. If the fates are smiling, the
chubby kid who can't skate will grow out
of the baby fat, develop cat-like reflexes

Turn to GOALIES, page 14
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Highs in the frigid 30s.

Strong chance of snow later.

This Weekend:
The event of the semester FIIMMJy comes to Amherst. The

k>ng awaited retum of FINALS, playing at the UMass campus.
Shows run from Dec. 16 through Dec. 22. Page W1

.

Sports:
Despite the coming of winter, thoughts of

baseball shoirfd wann fans. The Red Sox sign

slugger Andre Dawson for hvo ^ars. Page 1 2.
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U.S. forces
stay course
in Somalia
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — U.S. commanders in Somalia are
monitoring intelligence reports of fighting among rival
clans in outlying areas but expect no delay in expanding
operations beyond Mogadishu, senior Pentagon officers
said yesterday.

Lt. Gen. Martin L. Brandtner, who is overseeing the
operation in the office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, told
reporters at the PenUgon that the 1.700 Marines in
Mogadishu were preparing to seize their next objective:
Baidoa, an outpost in the center of the famine zone 200
miles northwest of the capital.

The chief of intelligence for the Joint Chiefs, Rear
Adm. Michael W. Cramer, said there had been factional
fighting in recent days in several towns where U.S.
troops are headed later in theoperation to provide security
for relief supplies.

Cramer estimated that the four mtgor factions in
Somalia have between 12.000 and 28,000 men under
arms. Their weapons include mortars. 107mm recoilless
guns, rocket launchers, 7.62mm machine guns, 105mm
artillery pieces, anti-aircraft missiles and many smaller
arms such as AK-478 and grenades.

"Our assessment of no organized resistance in
Mo|;adishu is holding," he said, adding that it wa» too
early to know whether there would be opposition else-
where.

Brandtner said that by Thursday, the commander of
Operation Restore Hope. Marine Corps Lt. Gen. Robert
Johnston, would arrive with his support staff in
Mogadishu.

He said elements of the Army's 10th Mountain Divi-
sion, a Ught infantry unit based at Ft. Drum. New York,
would begin arriving in Somalia ''very soon." He wouldn't
say exactly when.

Cramer said U.S. intelligence sources had reported
shooting in "inter-clan" clashes in Baidoa as rival factions
contest for territorial advantage.

That.
.
seems to have subsided," he said, adding that

security conditions in Kismayo, a seaport in the extreme
south of Somalia, were "not as good' as elsewhere.

Cramer and Brandtner said the Marine-led operation
is proceeding as planned. Brandtner said there had been
no American casualties and no shots by U.S. forces other
than warning shots fired toward a few Somalis running
in the harbor area.

Earlier Wednesday. Secretary ofDefense Dick Cheney
said the landingofAmerican troops in SomaHa was going
"very well, very smoothly," and suggested that the
withdrawal could begin by Inauguration Day.

"We're very pleased with the results." ofthe first hours
ofthe operation, during which U.S. Marines quickly and
without resistance secured the airport and seaport of
Mogadishu, Cheney said in interviews with television
networks and the Associated Press.

«i H*!?^'*'*'' o
~" ^^^ Johnson, a senK)r philosophy mapr. watches as two dead trees are rerrwved from the banks

Of the Campus Pond Johnson sajd he is concerned about the trees' replacements. Maintenance workers toW h«n thevwouW not be replaced due to lack of funding.
^

Arachnophobia strikes Tower
Officials deny infestation of 'little yellow spiders'

Refugee action sought
Groups call on U.S. to open borders
Bv JON MARCUS nraani-ratinn oax,o aU.^..t 1 r« nnn

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Steflf

Rumors of an infestation of poisonous "little yellow
spiders' have swept Washington Residence Hall after
recent claims by students that they had been bitten by
the antagonistic arachnids.

Although students have been treated at Health Ser-
vices for skin inflammations, and residence hall staffsay
nearly all residents have heard tales ofthe spiders, there
is no concrete evidence ofany such mvasion. an Environ-
mental Health and Safety official said yesterday.

George Reed, head ofthe University's Environmental
Health Program, said that an investigator from Environ-
mental Health and Safety went to Washington Tower
and found no signs of an infestation.

"I am very skeptical that spiders have been biting
these people," he said.

Reed added even if there were large numbers of
spiders in the building, he would be skeptical of the
rumors, because "spiders just aren't aggressive."

Nonetheless, building residents have claimed they were
bitten by spiders, and according to a Health Services
physician who treated one of the cases, they may be right.

"It's perfectly plausible that it was a spider bite," said

Dr. Russell Lane ofUniversity Health Ser\nces. referring
to a female student who said she had been bitten.

Lane said the patient came in with an inflamed
carbuncle, or boil, on the side of her face Although now
fully recovered, she had a serious infection » hich had to
be treated with intravenous antibiotics, he said.

Southwest Area Coordinator Linda Keith said while
Housing officials are aware of the reports, they do not
believe there is a serious problem with spiders in Wash-
ington Tower.

"I don't think there's any mtgor infestation or any-
thing," she said.

Marc Bacon, a resident assistant in Washington, ech-
oed this sentiment.

"I've never seen the spiders, and I don't know anyone
who says they've seen the spiders. If you listen to the
rumors, it's Uke a bad B-movie. but that's all it is

rumors." Bacon said. "The most I've heard is one guy who
said he stamped a yellow spider in his room a month ago."

Bacon said he attended a staffmeeting in Washington
last night, at which the various stories were discussed,
and that he thought "the whole thing was ridiculous."

Nevertheless, Housing officials encourage anyone who
believes they were bitten to seek medical attention and to
notify Environmental Health and Safety.

By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Calling the situation
"chillingly familiar," 20 religious and
human rights organizations are ap-
peaUng to the U.S. government to ad-
mitmore refugees from detentioncamps
inside the former Yugoslavia.

"In the past, the world has failed to

actinsimilarcircumstances, with tragic

results." said the statement, to be re-

leased on Monday by the American
Jewish Committee. U.S. Catholic Con-
ference. Lawyers Committee forHuman
Rights and 17 other organizations.

An estimated three million people
have been driven from their homes in
ethnic unrest, according to the Interna-
tional Committee ofthe Red Cross. The

organization says about 10,000 are in
detention centers, although "the word
concentration camp is much more ac-
curate," said Ralston Deffenbaugh,
executive director ofthe Lutheran Im-
migration and Refugee Service.

The groups appeal in their state-
ment for the United States to take in

up to 25,000 refugees from the area.

"The United States is a country of

resettlement for refugees, and it's been
traditionally part of being Americans
to offer shelter to those who are fleeing

persecution," Deffenbaugh said.

Talk of concentration camps and
borders closed to refugees "sounds
chillingly familiar," DeVecchi said, in

a reference to the world's reaction to

the Nazi roundup of Jews before and
during World War II.

Mayors back Clinton's
urban rebuilding plans
By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— The mayors ofeight
U.S. cities endorsed President-elect
Clinton's $20 billion urban-revitalization
plan Wednesday and made it clear to

Clinton's transition chairman they expect
an important role in guiding the changes.

"For so long, we in the cities have been
closed out of everything," said New York
Mayor David Dinkins after meeting with
Vernon Jordan. "I'm looking forward to a
fruitful relationship."

The eight met with Jordan on behalfof
the United States Conference of Mayors.

Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson said
there are about 7.000 "ready-to-go" infra-
structure projects that could give cities an
economic boostearly in Clinton's adminis-

tration, if financed. The projects would
generate more than 400,000 jobs in 500
cities, Jackson said, and workers could be
in place within three months.

"With the election of Clinton. . . hope
has been reborn in America." Jackson
said. "Now, we have to be sure we back up
the hope. Without question, a compre-
hensive, national urban policy is going to
be a key. We believe that will be given
serious consideration."

"Starting from day one, implementing
his own program on which he ran and he
won, that's our plan," Jackson said.

Dinkins discounted any concerns that
the plan floated by Jackson could add to
the nation's budget deficit.

"Ifwe fail to grab this program Maynard
Jackson has described. . . and we fail to

Turn to MAYORS, page 6
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•A woman reported disturbing activity in the Univer-
sity Library to police on Tuesday afternoon. The woman
was reportedly studying on the 2 Ist floor in a carrel when
she watched a man enter the area and then begin to
masturbate, according to police.

• University police are investigating the burglary of
a man s car on Fearing Street on Tuesday. The car's lock
was broken, and stereo speakers, a leather jacket and a
radar detector were stolen, according to police. The

,
damage and stolen goods are estimated at $1000. police
said.

• A man reported the theft of his wallet from the
Campus Center on Tuesday. Pohce value the wallet,
which contained personal items and cash, at $70.

• Police issued a motorist a criminal citation for

operating an uninsured and unregistered vehicle in Lot
50 on Tuesday evening at 10:30 p.m.

Court hears sides in labor case

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst. MA 01003

phone: (413)545-3500
fax:(413)545-1592

By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court heard argu-
ments Wednesday in a dispute over a labor contract
governing the nation's largest harbor cleanup project.
A decision in the case, expected by next June, could

alter the cost and duration of the 10-year, $6.1 billion
Boston Harbor cleanup and could also have wide-ranging
implication^ for other public works projects across the
country.

Wednesday's hour-long exchange before the nine
justices hinged on a 1989 labor agreement reached on
behalfof the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority
with an organization representing 34 trade unions.
A non-union contractor's group challenged the

agreement on the grounds that it violated federal laws
allowing workers to bargain separately.

The MWRA argues that the decision last May by the
Ist U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals could prevent govem-
mentagencies from reaching long-term labor agreements
for m^r construction projects. Cahfornia, Minnesota.
New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Wyoming all submitted
briefs to the court supporting Massachusetts.

TTie Boston Harbor cleanup involves the construction
ofa new sewage treatment plant for the Boston area and
of a rock tunnel 26 feet in diameter and beneath the sea
floor to carry treated wastewater 9.5 miles out into the
deeper waters of Massachusetts Bay As many as 2,500
workers involved in various construction trades will be

on the site at various times.

The labor agreement at issue was reached by Kaiser
Engineers Inc., working on behalfof the MWRA, and the
Building and Construction Trades Council of the Met-
ropolitan district, a local association of labor unions in
the Boston area. In the spring of 1990 the Associated
Builders and Contractors of Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, a group of nonunion contractors, sued the trades
council, launching the case.

The labor agreement established that all trade unions
working on the project would adhere to a single collective
bargaining pact setting labor terms and rfmon recogni-
tion for the entire project. Among other things, the
agreement included a 10-year no-strike clause and a
requirement that union halls manage the hiring of all

union and nonunion workers on the project.

"What we have is a blanket exclusion of nonunion,"
attorney Maurice Baskin, representing the nonunion
contractors, told the court.

The MWRA, on the other hand, says the labor agree-
ment is the only way to ensure timely completion of the
cleanup while controllini; costs.

Because private property owners are allowed to insist
on this kind of all-encompassing labor agreement to
avoid labor troubles and work delays, the only issue in
dispute is whether a public agency— the MWRA, in this
case — is allowed to do so.

Attorney Charles Fried, a Harvard Law School pro-
fessor and former U.S. Solicitor General, represented the
MWRA and the trades council.

The Deadline is January 5
for all Amherst Town offices

January 5 is the deadline to submit nomination papers for Town
Meeting and the Selectboard. All persons registered to vote in

Amherst are eligible to nin and hold office. Many UMASS students
have been members ofTown Meeting over the years. To run you must
pick up a nomination petition and return it with 10 signatures (50 for

Selectboard) by January 5. Petitions are available at theTown Clerk's
office in the Bangs Community Center (behind Bart's). For more
information call SGA President Jen Wood at 545-0341. If you are

concerned about what is going on then get involved because

Democracy is not a spectator sport.
Sponsored by the Commuter Area Government and the UMASS Off Campus Housing Omce

SAVE OUR STORE
The University of MassachusetU Board of Governors strongly opposes
leasing the University Store to a private company as the administration
has suggested. The following are just a few reasons how privatization

would be detrimental to University students and faculty.

1) High.^ textbook prices - Bamei h NoWe may not offer the same 5% discount that we
currently nave.

2) Less student employees - Less part-time student staff jobs would be available.

^} •-«" »f'««<'o" - Barnes a Noble's primary concern would be profit, unlike tfie cunent
store that values service and a large selection which caters to the diverse needs of aU thestudents and faculty on campus.

4) Temporary Solution - Auxilliary Services are financially troubled
addressing their financial problems, they are going to self the only r,.
in the Campus Center in a last-ditch effort to acquire much needed f

so rather than
money-making enterprise

"* ^uthIs.

5) Administration has Avoided Students - The Auxilliary Services has avoided talking toany student groups about privatization. A Request for Proposal is likely to be issued whi
students and faculty are off campus, allowing the administration to do what theywithout student input.

ssued wfiile

want

6) Our Store is One of the Best - The University of Massachusetts University Bookstore isrecognized nationally as one of the best campus'bookstores in the counTry -Wt let

(hi'r fflgeT""
'~P^'^"^ ^^* ''"^''^^ °' °"^ bookstore because of loss« in other parts of

DON'T PRIVATIZE - IT'S NOT A SOLUTION!
- provided by the University of Massachusetts Board of Governors (545-01 98) - I
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SHOP SCOTT'S
FOR HOLIDAY SAVINGS!!
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And the winner is . .

.

Following the lead of the Collegian's finest col-

umnist, the Pulitzer-bound David Scott of "Scott
Shots," this space will hand out its yearend awards.

So here are the top three "News from other U's"
of 1992:

No. 1 — Door to door
service

In Richmond. Texas a funeral home dumped the
body of a man on his son's doorstep after the son
was unable to pay the full price of cremation,
according to the Associated Press.

The body of George Ek>jar8ki, covered only with
a sheet, was found Monday evening at the door of
his son'sapartment. Bojarski . 66, had died ofcancer
a few days earlier.

The body had been picked up by Evans Mortuary,
but when the son. Larry Bojarski. paid only $299 of
the $683 bill, the funeral home returned the body.

"I saw his head come out of the sheet,' said the
son. "I called the police and they said 'How do you
know it's your father?" And I told them '1 see his
face. I know what he looks like!'Whatam I supposed
to do with the body? He's my father.'

Newell Evans, owner ofthe mortuary, admitted
he returned the body but said it was not done
maliciously.

"Who says I dumped him there? I left him there."

said Evans. Asked if he thought the practice was
unethical. Evans replied: "Who defines ethical?"

When told other funeral homes considered it unethi-
cal, Evans responded. "They can run their estab-
liahmentfi as they see fit and 111 run mine my way."

Another local funeral home agreed to provide
the sen ice free of charge.

Pohce are uncertain whether charges will be
pressed or if the act was even criminal.

No. 2 — Tequila or to-kill-ya
A jury in texas found a tequila maker partly

responsible foi the death of a Texas Agricultural
and Industrial University student, according to

The Daily Texan, the student newspaper of the
University of Texas.

Thejury found the Brown-Forman Co. guilty for

one-third of the death of Marie Brinkman.
Brinkman, 18, had died as a result of alcohol
poisoning after consuming some 20 shots of Pepe
Lopez tequila at a party.

Brinkman's family was awarded $1.5 million

despite the fact the jury found Brinkman two-
thirds responsible for her death. Brown-Forman
officials issued a statement disagreeing with the
verdict and saying the company planned to appeal.

"This case is a tragic accident, but we believe the
young women was responsible for it." the state-

ment said.

The suitcontended Brown-Forman was negligent

because it failed to warn consumers that drinking
to much alcohol too quickly could be fatal.

No. 3 — Road Trip
PHILADELPHIA — For the first time in the

history of this space, your faithful correspondent

and two esteemed colleagues went on location, to

the University ofPennslyvania, to dig up the news.

What we found was Smokey's Bar, which boasts

itself as a "Penn-stitution" and according to one
regular customer Smokey's was once mentioned in

a speech by former President Gerald Ford.

The rejd drawing card to Smokey's was the

Wednesday night special of all-you-can-eat-and-

drink for $6.

Smokey's provided its patrons with an open bar

consisting of Lite, Budweiser and Bass Ale and
"lower shelf liquors." Some of the lower shelf stuff

probably should have been buried under the shelf,

but we managed.
The victuals part of the deal left much to be

desired (a few Subway subs) but we managed to

wash our sorrows away with a few extra pitchers.

It is a great disappointment that in Amherst,

the town's well-to-do shuts down bars for more

than one person every 24-square feet of space,

while Smokey's is allowed to provide such a service

for the Perm students.

Maybe there is something to this Ivy League

education hype.

Twisters owner
to fight closure
by Select Board
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

TwistersownerMark Forsyth is appealingtheAmherst
Select Board's discussion to revoke his liquor license for
two days later in the month.

Twisters has decided to appeal the Dec. 17-19 closure
to the Alcoholic Beverages Control Commission in Bos-
ton, Forsyth said.

If the appeal is pending at the time of the revocation.
Twisters will still be open, Forsyth said.

On Monday night, Amherst Select Board suspended
Twisters' liquor Ucense for two violations of overcrowd-
ing. Twisters is licensed to hold 120 patrons. The Amherst
Fire Department reported 180 people on the premise on
Sept. 25 and 141 patrons on Oct. 30

Twisters alcohol license has been not only suspended
for overcrowding Nov. 15-21. but also for three days over
the summer, according to Amherst Select Board Member
Carolyn Holstein. But Forsyth said the Amherst Select
Board is being unfair by picking Twisters' best days for
business to revoke their license.

IThe Select Board] wanted to make it as hard as
possible,' Forsyth said.

InadditiontoappealingMonday night'sruling. Forsyth
will go before the Amherst Select Board Dec. 17 to appeal
their patron limit of 120.

Foryth said he would like to !iave a two-tiered capacity
permit During the day the capacity would be 120 for

Turn to TWISTERS page 6

JOSH NEYNOLOS / COLUQiAN
DEAR SANTA — All I want for Christmas is passing

grades, srK>w, tuition, no cavities, wodd peace and a job
when I graduate.

Legal Services gains new lawyer
Attorney hopes to work toward student 'empowerment'
Ey MICHELLE KOBBINS
CoUagianSufr

The Univernty ofMassachusetts Legal Services Center
recently hired 'A new attorney who said she Hbpes to pcrt'

her legal experience with both students and Che town of
Amherst to good use.

"My goal is to help empower students by teaching
them what protection law offers them and how they can
use the law to their advantage,' said Michele L. Leaf, who
recently came to work for Legal Services.

Leaf was a staffattorney at Legal Services from 1976
to 1979. and again from 1983 to 1984. She was also the
counsel for a number of local towns and worked as
assistant to the Amherst counsel.

Charles J. DiMare. Legal Services' directing attorney,
said Leaf was selected from an apphcant pool of 68
people. "The University is very lucky to have her here and
I look forward to many, many years ofworking with her,"
he said.

"Michele was by far the most qualified candidate,
mostly due to her several years ofexperience, and previous
experience as a town counsel," said Marc Kenen, presi-

dent ofthe Graduate Student Senate and former chair of
the Legal Services board.

"Students are enormously lucky to have someone with

Red Cross calls
UM blood drive
shot in the arm
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

Students at the University ofMassachusetts continue
to be the largest donors of blood in the state of Massa-
chusetts, according to Red Cross officials.

The American Red Cross on campus hosts an average
of twenty drives a semester and collects approximately
1,500 units of blood. The donors, whether as individuals
or as part ofa group, sacrifice their time and help others
in need, said Red Cross officials.

Nancy Marion, a recruiter for the Red Cross for the
past sixyears

,
said the participationand effortbymembers

of the campus community has been overwhelming.
"UMass donors are the tops! The American Red Cross

really appreciates the opportunity of being welcomed at
the Amherst campus." Marion said.

"It is heart-warming and we would like to thank all

those who have generously supported our community
blood programs this semester," Marion said.

Marion said the Red Cross thanks to all the UMass
sponsors who have helped them reach their goal this
semester.

Marion identified the following groups as having been
Turn to BLOOD DRIVE, page 8

the skills and experience of Michele working for Legal
Services." Kenen said.

"I've done a considerable amount ofwork with student
and community groups so I am familiar with the group
decision- making process," Leaf said.

L«af said she would like to create an opportunity for

town officials and students to air their concerns and work
towards creative and constructive solutions for their
differences.

"It is important to try and bridge the gap between
students and town ofTicials,' Leaf said.

L«afsaid mostofherenergy wi II be devoted to informing
students about their legal rights and responsibilities so
they won't be taken advantage of

"Many students don't have the resources to hire pri-

vate attorneys, but Legal Services enables students to
obtain legal advice without paying." Leaf said.

Leaf said she will be working in consumer law and
University-related issues. She said she deals with issues
of sexual discnmination, immigration, helping students
enforce their rights under the Consumer Protection Act
and the rights of students in University disciplinary

proceedings.

"I like the excitement and challenge ofdealing with so
many different issues and I like working with such a
diverse population," Leaf said.

Program increases
research goals for
women engineers
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate women in the college of engi-

neering are being encouraged to pursue graduate
degrees and teach engineering through a new pro-
gram at the University ofMassachusetts, according
to the assistant dean of engineering.

Assistant Dean Nancy Hellman said the Women
in Engineering program seeks to give women a
broad-based introduction to the importance of re-

search in engineering.

"What we're trying to do is build confidence,"
Hellman said. "We're identifying a group ofwomen
student? in whom we can develop an understand-
ing of what research is, since that's a big part of
what it is to be a professor."

The Women in Engineering Summer Internship
Program, funded by United Technologies, began
last summer, offering three paid internships to
undergraduate women. Each woman worked with
an engineering faculty member on a 10-week re-
search project. Two civil and one mechanical engi-
neering projects were the result.

Hellman said the research projects are meant to

Turn to ENGINEERS, page 8
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...e op,n,ons expressed on ,h,s pg.e ore those o^ .l,e .ndlv.dugl wr.,.. „r ranoo„.^ and io no, necessunly re.lec, ,ho.e o^ ,he .ol,e<„on unles. o.he.,v.,.7r;a

r^tr^^^^^^^il'-;^^^^ J A gleeful good-bye to '92
'If we couldn't laugh, we would all go is the obvious task before me but there

insane. — from -Changes in Latitudes, are some other important things I mustChanges in Attitudes' by Jimmy Buffett. do. Things like
Jimmy Buffett is no fool. . Wear face paint to a UMass hoooLooking back at 1992. the only thing game. Sorry Cal. I've been at every gamewe can do is laugh. It wasn't exactly a nice but a maroon UM has yet to grace myyear.

Indeed, 1992 was theyear the skeletons
came rushing out of the closet with wide
grins, shouting "surprise!" They weren't
exactly holding a birthday cake, complete
with candles and cream cheese frosting.
Not unless those chainsaws they were
wielding looked suspiciously like they were
made out of cake.

Greg

SUKIENNIK

Twisters: the tavern vs. the town
Once again, the Amherst Select Board

met to decide the fate of Twisters Tavern
regarding overcrowding violations. Once
again Zilma Mayawts has left the privacy
ofherhome tospeak in favorofhomeowners
who reside near the tavern and wish to
shut it down. Once again Twisters has had
its liquor license revoked. Once again city
oflicials have completely ignored factual
evidence and given in to personal biases
a^nst students who frequent the bar to
engage in the sins of drinking. And once
again in a misguidt-d struggle for power, we
have lost and they have won.

ToZilma I offer this, in my most sincere
voice: you have become quite a legend
here at UMass. I've read more than one
article about you and your efforts to close
Twisters. For this reason I was not sur-
prised to see your photo [Collegian, Dec.
8 1.

1 do not deny that present an argument
worth considering.

Unfortunately your home is located
near a business district. And that district
needs to grow. When it grows it will need
to expand. If it does not grow it will simply
disappear. This has happened to thou-
sands of small towns throughout the
country that simply did not adapt to in-
coming people's needs. It will eventually
happen to Amherst unless local residents
loosen their grip on a city council which
has completely discounted the practices of
free enterprise.

There are thousands of students and
businesses who would like to see Amherst
grow. They would like to see Amherst
reach ite potential ofbecoming a thriving
community successfully maintaining a
quaint atmosphere. They would like to see
more shops, restaurants and yes. bars.

And then there is you and a few ofyour

neighbors who wish to see Amherst today
as it will always be. In fact, you not only
seem to disapprove ofAmherst's possibili-
ties ofgrowth, you wish to see it shrink —
by one bar. Your Amherst of the future
seems to be a ghost town.

To the Amherst Select Board I offer
this: who has corrupted you? Why haven't
you been impartial in discussion of this
matter? You are all aware of the fact that
while Twisters is twice the size of other
bars in Amherst, it boasts an equal capac-
ity limit. Twisters' attorney has said the
company is willing to add the additional
public facilities the city has demanded to
increase the limit. Why do you still resist^*

Recently, the Amherst Zoning Board
has proposed that the capacity limit even
be dropped to 63 to punish the organiza-
tion. Punish them for what? Twisters is a
large place with a lot of square footage. A
lot of people can fit in there — more than
the allotted 120, in fact probably more
than 200. some say even 300.

As a student of UMass and a patron of
the town of Amherst. I submit that this
issue needs to be investigated. The city
needs to find out how many people can fit

safely into Twisters Tavern. Then, it needs
to weigh the needs of the city as a whole,
against the needs of those residing near
the establishment. Then it can set a fair
capacity limit and make whatever neces-
sary adjustments to restore a reasonable
level ofpeace into the local neighborhood.
Only then, will the Select Board have
handled the problem objectively without
impeding on the rights granted to busi-
nesses through the free-enterprise sys-
tem.

Romin Thomson
Southwest

The heck with 1992. Let's have some
fun with 1993. Can it possibly be a worse
year? Shouldn't you be asking
Nostradamus instead ofme? The answers
are: a) it could be worse and b) go ahead
and ask Nostradamus, but you'll have a
hard time getting an answer out of him
since he's sort ofdead.

1993 will be the year the Red Sox win
the World Series. Call me crazy, but I think
Scott Bankhead is the answer. Oh. excuse
me, I thought this was the sports page.
However, a Red Sox-like event will occur
early in the new year. Namely, a Democrat
will be sworn m as the 42nd President of
the United States. Ill be so proud when
Hillary takes the oath— did I say Hillary?

The following words will definitely ap-
pear in the Collegian next year ( in alpha-
betical order): appalled, basketball.
Cahpan. denounced. Emily, f— I think I'd
better stop at f.

1993 will be an important year for me.
I'm supposed to be graduating from this
fineinsUtut.onof(chuckle.chuckle»higher „..^ ^u.,.nn,^ nas me rare privilege^arnmg. so there are some things I have of writing, uncensored, hts owntagZsto do before I graduate. "Pass my claaws- for columns

^agiinei.

profile. Could be the West Virginia game
Feb. 4.

• Speak at a Student Union Steps rally.
Look for me at the "Polish-Americans for
Beer. Stogies and Twizzlers"! PABST) rally
on Groundhog Day. Ill be the one in drag.

• Run a lap around the Tower Library— nude. Don't try to stop me. You cant
even slow me down.

• Get arrested by UMass police. See
the entry preceding this one. K not then,
there's always the pond concert, Jell-0
and a hot-air balloon. Don't ask.

Then again, I might just graduate and
forget it.

1993 will be a good year for household
pets. You may not have noticed that 1993
has been named the International Year of
the Domestic Animal by the UN. If so.
don't fret. It hasn't. But you should brush
your dog's coat every week anjrway.

In 1993, people will be nicer to one
another People will be kind, under-
standing and fall in love with greater
frequency than ever before in the history
of civilization.

However, they will also exact crueler
punishments, commit more atrocities in
the name of God and law and litter on
roadsides. If you're looking for "A Perfect
Worid," try NBC You wont find it any-
where between Ware and Goshen. Brook-
lyn, maybe. The unhappy valley, no way.

So bid 1992 good-bye and good rid-
dance Smile a lot. Drink lota ofcoffee and
eat as many doughnuts as possible. We'll
see you next year.

Greg Sukiennik has the rare privilege

A tale of misery and a Microfridge
his Ml'I^'fHHr"

" '"^"^ *^"' ^"*" ^^ "** ^^'^'y' '^««'- ^he end ofthe semester.

Th^^lfi^ u ^"^ «°t « '«^^'- fro"* Ho"«in« They said

let^rrj^^ Hn
'"""^'' ^"^J^i^^d a they were goingto take back the Microfridge

hewln^a^M^^^rr ^^^k*^^
'^ ^'^ '^' lastday ofclasses That meant BnTnhe wanted a Microfridge. he would have to couldn't use his fridge during finals week

What would happen to his money if his Brian sad. He had paid for an entire se-

^cT^Tthe^K^lt aL\h ""'"f^" ^r
--^'".but didn't act'ually haveC;;jt forne cal led the school, and they said one of a total of one month

!2r^*!4 iT^^''^^'^*^-^"*"^«« The moral: Housing doesn't feel as

h^ w^ Du? in^a^^.T ^' '^^^'^!- '^"'^' ^''"^"^^« ^'^^ ^he common, busi-

-^^^r^ aTytn^/^t^n^r-^'-"--^^^
patl^n^'rrdVX^ht^Mf^^^^^^ '' ''- -- -"^« ^-»'-'

'
-•<^

nved. Bnan was so happy, he immediately
went grocery shopping. But a couple dav's
later, his food had spoiled. Brian turned up
the setting in his Microfridge. and again
went shopping, but this time, after a couple
days, his food was frozen solid. Brian became

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Smester S last instjjllmont r.f "M/^f^,, „»tU_I :

• /-..

urge you to write a letter of complaint to
the Housing Director. We as students pay
a lot of money for such things as
Microfndges, and there is no reason why
we should receive second rate treatment.

Brian Pakharzadeh
Sylvan

So. here's the semester's last installment of "Notes
from the Campus Center Basement." My humor's
running a little low this week, so this'll be more of an
historical (or at least histrionic) piece. Judging from
the responses my last column got. a lot ofyou ( veterans
in particular* didn't understand my proposal anyway

Collegian Irony of the Week. Part One: We mis-
spelled "siege" in Monday's lead story. Admittedly
misspellings in the Collegian are nothing special, but
this IS different. After all the experience we've had
with large groups ofuninvited, less-than-cordial guests
you'd think we'd know how to spell it by now.

I've got mixed feelings about leasing the University
Store to outside concerns. While sitting in an attempt
to protect studentjobs makes a little more sense than
holding Memorial Hall (sorry, I just had to get in one
last jab before finals). I'm not sure that makes up for
the shameless price gougingand the infusion ofstudent
funds It takes to keep them afloat. B.O.G. head Ben
Preston calls it a convenience, but perhaps he doesn't
mind shelling out $2.79 for a pair ofAA's. Convenience
IS in the eye (or wallet) of the consumer.

Last April or so the doorknob leading into our
darkroom fell off. stranding more than a few unwary
photographers. Since we rent the office space from
Auxiliary Services. I mentioned it to Bill Harris. I told
him again in September. I told Ben Preston sometime

at the beginning of the semester. It was fixed last week

Josh

REYNOLDS
Why are things in the Campus Center such a mess"'

Because a bloated bureaucracy has slowly taken over the
functions originally allocated to student bodies This
happened while BOG. members were busy fighting
amongst themselves over whether to say the pledge of
allegiance before meetings and ousting GLB seate in-
stead of doing their jobs. While Young Republicans were
fighting with their board members, administrators
stepped in installing a system of de facto non-student
control and state employee patronage. Now the admin-
istrators run the show, and student government asks
permission instead of vice versa.

The same petty whining in the SGA led to frustratedmembers voting to disband the body. That left the student
trustee as the only student office with any deeree of
practical power. TTiis year's student trustee likes to weara conehead to basketball games. Is there any wonder it's

fi^^ri'S^ "'""^T ^^^t^'^^^P seriously? Fortunately
the bOA has risen from the ashes and held the SAO its
admimstrative, counterpart at bay.

'

Contrary to Alex Nguyen's cultural center closing
strategy, conceding what little power you have as a

publicity stunt is not protest, it is concession.
Collegian Irony of the Week. Part Two: Tuesday's

story on the Rainbow Patrols was written by the
photographer. The assigned reporter was attending to
a fnend who had been beaten up earlier that evening

iM). Twsters has again become the focus of the
Amherst Selectboard. It's a measure of the town's
coward y and punitive mindset that noise complaints
are dealt with by tightening fire codes. The actions of
the euphemistically titled "Peace and Quiet Com-
mission are preferable to the crusades of vigilante
Stepford V/ife" Margot Parot. Secondly, it is a mea-
sure of the owner's shortsightedness (and lack of
imagination) that the jock-ish sporte bar was built
next to an elderly housing project.

It seems that after a decade of draconian campus
alcohol pohcies and semi-enforcable keg laws, the
problem has migrated to downtown bars, or worse for
Amherst tax base and businesses, to Northampton It
is time for the the University and the town to admit
that they are powerless to stop underage drinking
and come up with a more realistic and equitable way
ofdeaHngwithit.

That's it for my final, long-winded tirade of the
semester. Happy finals, good luck on your holidays.
So long, and thank you for your support.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.

Driving away to escape from this thing we call society
There comes a time when you just want to jump in a

car and drive. Drive away from the preachers who talk
down to you Uke you are children eager to be molded into
a new image. Drive away from the annoying people who
sit next to you at lunch and talk about how wasted they
got the night before. Drive away from brain-numbing
shows about Barbie doll rich kids and their success in
achieving racial harmony at a high school dances. Drive
away from 12 years of ignorance and elitism which we
allowed ourselves to be lulled into with an actor's smile
and the American flag. Drive away from the feelings of
resignation when you drive home and find nothing has
changed, including your old friends who still hang out at
McEtonalds. And for many of us, drive away from the
fleeting glances and the blatant disdain brought on by
nothing more than our shadows.

Just drive away from everything that makes you
believe that your life is going to be nothing more than that
whith you see around you every day. That makes you
want to believe you are somehow not a part of it all.

I wonder ifwe can really ever escape those feelings of
being trapped in a cage we cannot see. A cage that we
sometimes can feel all around us like it is ready to
smother you if you dare confront it. It doesn't matter
where you travel, the walls will always follow you ifyou
let them. Scenery changes and people come and go. but

somehow the scenery really doesn't change and the faces
you see are but reproductions of those you knew before
and thought you were free of once and for all. I swear I

have seen that obnoxious guy in high school around; you
know, the one who used to brag about how many girls he
had in the back of his beat up silver station wagon. I'm
sure he must have an IROC now.

Nathan

CRICK
1 wish 1 could say I knew how to escape it, but I'm afraid

I dont. Running away and living out in the woods to write
a book is a lonely Ufe. And to see that once secluded haven
called Walden Pond turned into some kind oftheme park
is evidence to me that wherever you go, you eventually are
going to have to deal with this thing we call Society. We are
a part of it, or a product of it, like it or not. And maybe it

really isn't so bad. Humans are such interesting creatures
that to dismiss our species as completely stupid and
ignorant is to be so ourselves. Even if most of us would so
much like to do so and be done with it.

Ofcourse, that's much easier said than done. You see so
many people acting like sheep whileyou go through school

.

listening to the right music and wearing the right clothes
and saying the right things. You'd think you were in high

Honor struggle against oppression
In celebration of the fifth anniver-

sary of the brutally repressed uprising
of the Palestinians, I need to present
the common awareness they express in

talks, interviews, in literature— their

consciousness of being Palestinian. A
people who are very clear about their
identity in both nationalistic and na-
tivistic ways, yet a people with serious
cultural, traditional and moral con-
cerns. A proud people who have en-
dured five years of their own popular
rebellion— the intifada— against the
25-year-old repressive and degrading
policy of the Israeli government.

For Palestinian youth. life under
military rule has become a thing in

Itself, the only reality they knrw and
the only means to generate a worldview
from. It has defined their limitations

and has inhibited their natural urge to

exert ethics untoolhen*. In other words,
the truth of realitv matters more than
the ethics of morality. They deny what
they really want, and that is mutual
recognition of social justice, equality
and freedom between the Israeh Jews
and the Palestinians.

They deny this for obvious reasons.

namely that they live under totalitar-

ian rule. Therefore, these people rely

on the postulations they know are the
only things IsraeU repression cannot
repress. They can't posit healthy rela-

tions with Israelis because the daily

routine of curfew and military oppres-
sion deflates any such postulation.
What IS left is the positing of a forceful

solution, equating to stone-throwing,
protest and obvious defiance.

The land of Israel is admirable as a
refuge foranyJew who wishes or needs
one. Yet the fact that Zionism was to

create a new Jewish society based on
justice, equality and freedom promotes
antithetical evaluations about cup-ent
military policy and its effect on the
Palestinians. Let us honorthe struggles
that will continue against the oppres-
sions that many brothers and sisters

throughout the world have engaged in.

Since such conflicts as the question of
Palestine are conflicts of national
movementa, they become conflicts be-

tween consciousness, and only through
mutual recogmtion can they be solved.

Micah Nassar
South Deerfield

school with the crew from a Kriss Kross video. Or maybe
you'd fall in with the other crew who wear lots ofblack and
think they are It because they are as altemative as one can
get. Originality is just a matter ofwhich group happens to
be in the minority at a given time. But we're here at college
now. Things are different. Well, maybe not. There arejust
more minorities here who think they are It. So it goes.

In a sense though, 1 think we all believe that. That the
way we think and what we believe is something for
everyone to admire if they could only understand. It is
part of the great American mindset, that we can all be
kings if we only try hard enough. Am I WiUie Loman? I

don't know, but I hope not.

So maybe it is when we come to an end ofour quest to
be the Great Individual that we might actually succeed in
finding a way out ofthe cage. Or maybe it is when we stop
trying to satisfy the various molds our society has silently
approved as acceptable lifestyles. Or if all of that is just
a rehash of all the How to be Happy slogans, you could
just get in your car and drive.

So maybe I will. I could follow my father to Arizona or
my friend to California or my brother to Colorado and
discover what they did. That it's hot out west and
sometimes on a clear day in Phoenix you can fry an egg
on the sidewalk.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

I'm disgusted, but not phobic!I

I am a gay man concerned about the
ever-rising tide of heterosexuality upon
the horizon. And before I am called
heterophobic. I have no problem with
heterosexuality so long as it is kept far

from me. If ' don't have to see it. I'm fine.

I am usually subdued concerning my
sexual orientation in public. And I don't

carry around a sign saying I'm a homo.
My straight friends carry around their

girlfriends on their arms in disgusting

public displays of affection, buy only
producta intended for heterosexuals, lis-

ten to music about heterosexuality. grope
like idiots at drunken parties for the
nearest member of the opposite sex, and
parade flamboyantly in church weddings
in a blatant display oftheir life style— all

to show the world they are straight.

Heck, some people, not satisfied with

these methods, write articles in newspa-
pers baring their boring mainstream life

style to the public, proclaiming loud and
clear that they are straight. All of this is a

waste of time and effort that could be put
to better use. The money poured into these

self-indulgent wedding orgies each year

could feed Somalia for a decade.

Ofcourse I have nothing against breed-

ers! But occasionally they just go too far!

One such traumatic incident recently

occurred for which I've had to seek psy-

chological care. This involved one of those

card-carrying, flag-waving flamboyant

bete I spoke of earlier. She's one of those
anal retentive beta who refuses to believe

that a man would not want to copulate
with her. She demands a lot of attention
but I'm usually patient with her.

One day she asked if I found her skimpy
outfit to be sexually arousing. I said. "No.
you look like a slut!" Furious, she insisted

she was not trying to come on to me. Then,
she spilled foundation and liquid eyeliner
all over my rug! Next thing you know, she
slinked over, pinned me against the wall
with her bulging mammary glands and
kissed me.' Ew! I was disgiisted, so I si ugged
her because she was bigger than me. Add-
ing insult to iiyury, she spilt my lubricant
all over my porno tapes. They're ruined!
How someone could betray a friendship

like that is beyond me! 1 don't go up to the
men I'm staring at in the bathroom and
kiss them!

Thank goodness we have gender-spe-
cific bathrooms to keep those breeders from
their animalistic urges to procreate in a
bestial frenzy! 1 prefer dinner and a movie
first. It's very upsetting for me to think that
some ofthese breeders might be allowed to

teach my children someday! Beware, this

has been a very difficult experience for me.
It's the type ofthing I expected to happen to

other people but never to me!
Keith KJrkness

Central
This letter was signed by four students.

The silent victim: Mr Mailbox
I live on North Pleasant St. It seems

like almost every Friday or Saturday night

our normally quiet section becomes the

gateway to drunkenness. Truly, I can put

up with the yelling and screaming, the

beer cans and keg cups on our lawn, but do

our elderly neighbors who go to bed at nine

o'clock have to?

Now to the reason which made me sit

down to a computer and star henpecking:

in the lastyear, our mailbox was assaulted

and dissected twice. The other night, many
mailboxes were victims ofaggression, and
a full trashcan was placed in the road (it

was eventually hit by a car and garbage
spewed all over). Does alcohol really bring

about this stroke of genius in that many
people?Whoever you are, please stop be-

cause mailbox bashing is like prejudice; it

is learned. Please stop the cycle.

Peter S. Carris
North Amherst

The many faces of AIDS
The number ofpersons contractingH IV

is growing at an alarming rate. Pick up
any newspaper or magazine and see for

yourself Entertainment Weekly recently
published their 1992"Face8of^ds' report
on the entertainment industry's loss to

AIDS to hype awareness of the Fourth
Annual Day Without Art. This "day of
action and mourning" was held Dec. 1,

coinciding with the World Health
Organization's World AIDS Day AIDS
has robbed the entertainment world ofso
much talent. The trade magazines are
crowded with obituaries — pretty soon
these deaths may not command the head-
lines they deserve. As I looked at the 102
faces in Entertainment Weekly, I was dis-

turbed by these unnecessary deaths. I

asked myself who will make next year's
-Faces of AIDS" article

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
There are so many lives being claimed,

and the victims and their families extend
far beyond that of Hollywood. People al-

ways believe it can't happen to them. It's

always someone else's story on Oprah.
Well, the people on Oprah are saying "It

can happen to you!" We're all vulnerable,
no one is invincible. AIDS and HIV are not
confined to the entertainment industry.
These epidemics affect everyone: gay. bi-

sexual and hetero.sexual. HIV is present
on our college and university campuses.

The Center for Disease Control con-

ducted a blind study to estimate the mag-
nitude of HIV (human immunodeficiency
virus) among university students. Blood
samples were taken from 1 7 state and two
private university health centers. The
University ofMassachusettes at Amherst
was one of the schools included. A total of
16.863 specimens were collected from stu-

dents whose median age was 21. Female
students predominated, composing 64.3

percent of the sample. The inajonty — 74
percent — of students were white.

Thirty specimens tested positive for
HIV antibodies — one positive result per
500 students. The results of the study
demonstrate that HIV infection and the
potential for its transmission are present
on many college campu.ses.

HIV causes AIDS. It is spread by direct

contact with infected blcH»d, semen or vagi-

nal secretions. Principal methods for

spreading infection include having anai or
vaginal intercourse, being lK)rn to an in-

fecU-d woman, receiving infected bUxxl or
blood products, or sharing needles and sy-

ringes with someone infected with the HIV
virus. It IS still unknown if HIV can be
transmitted through oral sex. but precau-
tions should be taken.

Most people develop antibodies to HIV
within SIX months from the last possible

exposure to the virus. There is no time
limit for a person to show symptoms of

AIDS afterexposure. People can be carriers
of the HIV virus for years, never showing
symptoms but still capableoftransmitting
the virus to others. Although there are
drugs that are effective in slowing the
course of the disease. AIDS is fatal.

Be honest to your partner about past
sexual relationships — it's not fair to

jeopardize anyone's life. If you're not go-
ing to abstain from sex, take precautions:
use more than one form of protection. A
partner not willing to use a condom doesn't
care about their health or yours.

HIV antibody testing can be done
anonymously and without cost at the
UMass Health Center. To make an ap-
pointment, call the UMass test siteat 549-
2671. ext. 126. Remember, having care-

less sex is potentially deadly. Be smarter
than that. You owe it to yourself and the
person you're with. In closing, there is no
"safe" sex — there can only be safer sex.

Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian staff
member.

Media censors issues of activists
Many ofus are ignorant of injustices

Native Americans face every day. The
media's coverage ofthese issues is inad-
equate or inaccurate. We want to focus
on three women who have confronted
corporations and the government.

JoAnn Tall is a Lakota Sioux activ-

ist. She has worked against water con-
tamination caused by corporations
driUing for uranium on her reservation
in South Dakota. Mining caused an
increase in cancer and miscarriages.
Her persistence turned away the
AMCOR corporation, who wanted to

dump nuclear waste on the Pine Ridge
reservation, and stopped Smith, Klein
and Beecham from testing an anti-

hepatitis vaccine on children.

Jessie DeerlnWater formed Native
Americans for a Clean Environment
(NACE) in Oklahoma. NACE battled
the company Kerr-McGee because they
were planning to inject its nuclear waste
into the ground. NACE feared ground
water supplies would be contaminated
and Kerr-McGee was not allowed to

dispose of its waste in this manner.
The nuclear waste is now manufac-
tured into fertilizer. This fertilizer.

raffinate, is being used on hay fed to

cattle. The cattle is sold as meat and
dairy products while a long term study
has not been conducted on raffinate.

Phillis Young, Lakota Sioux, was a
founder of Women of All Red Nations
(WARN). WARN investigated the in-

voluntary sterilization of Native
American women, a practice carried
out by the Indian Health Service dur-
ing the late '60s and early '70s. AWARN
study concluded up to 42 percent of all

Indian women ofchi Id-bearing age were
sterilized without their consent. As a
result ofWARN's publicity, the Indian
Health Services was transferred to the
Department of Health and Human
Services in 1978 to be better regulated.

The issues these activists deal with
are not accurately presented by the
media. Corporations threaten to pull
advertising and the government fabri-
cates information and withholds the
truth. The media choose not to print
anything or print a lighter version ofthe
situation to protect themselves.

Kristen Lans
Erin Welch

Amherst
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continued from page 1

~

produce jobs, we're going to increase the deficit,"
Dinkins said.

In June. Clinton outlined his $20 billion -Rebuild
America" plan before the mayor's conference. It calls
for. among other things, revitalizing urban areas
with economic incentives and community block
grants, expanded education, job training and child
care, stepped-up crime-fighting efibrts and devotion
of a portion of government-controlled housing for
homeless people.

Twisters
COLLEGIAN

continued from page 3

dining, and at night because the tables and chairs would
be cleared from the floor, Forsyth said he would like to see
the capacity raised to 300.

But Holstein said she wonders if it is going to pass
because there have been so many complaints of the loud
noise and drunken students urinating on the lawns. A
large number of elderly people live near Twisters. Hol-
stein said if Twisters is found guilty again, the Select
Board is seriously considering revoking the liquor license
permanently.

Forsyth said he believes many of those complaints are

unfounded.

"(The neighbors] associate anything with us because
we are in the limelight. Neighbors complain of noise at 3
or 4 in the morning. We close at 1 a.m.," Forsyth said -|t
IS ridiculous. We don't let people walk outside."

Amherst Building Commissioner Chester Penza said
part ofthe problem with Twisters overcrowding was that
the zoning laws which were originally submitted in 1988
were for a formal restaurant.

-It was going to be for business and lunch-ins It
changed because it didn't have customers, so it changed
into a nightclub." Penza said.

STRESS

PINK FLOYD
"SHINE ON"
DISCOVER A QUARTER

CENTURY OF BRILLIAN"-

Novembar 1. 1992

The Mug Shot

'^

This new 8-CD deluxe

boxed set is a

compreh^ifee collection

of Pink Floyd s best i

known works—all _
new!)' remastered

for the uhimate in v»3

state-of-the-art

sound—and includes ^

the original releases of:

•I

A SAUCERFUL OF S

MEDDLE
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
WISH YOU^|RE HERE
ANIMALS

THE WALL (PART J /Pi

A MOMENTARY LAPSE OFREASOi
PLUS A BOMIJI^IIC OF EARLV SINGLES

r

Create your own Customized,mu'^ with your
favorite picture or sayln^si pr'le^t us take your piotun

at our Hampshire Mall Location.
A ^reat ^ift idea fqrfri<;n^g,%mlly or ansjont.

—- I. • ' '^' ,'.

_ Create a^ mugful 'ofmemories for a lifetime.

Coupon n

fe*^

L

Grand Opening
THe Mug Shot

Coupon Value is SJ** toward Purchase
of a mug with Student ID.

Coupon Expires December 15, 1992

J

I he exquisitely packaged set is an in-depth exploration of the
^'

Pink Floyd legend and features a 1 12-page hard cover book
with lyrics, rare photos, interviews, a^id an historic overview of
the bands unparalleled 25 year carefer. In addition to the'8 , \
CDs, each set includes a pack of dbum-rc(ated< collector's- f ;^

edition postcards, plus a sped?! CD digipak of the early
'•'''^1^

singles and hard-to-find B-sides a* a bomi^ | . ^^ > ' ^
'

PINK FLOYD "SHINE ON"'
^

THE RETROSPECTIVE. ,x,u Mnu-
^^^^..lumbia- U.K. L.S. fM. irTm.Ofl. M.rca RrgiMrad,7« 19V2 Sony Music fcnterUmmen. Im

Available at Strawberries

$129.99 (CD)

ATTENTION
UMASS COLLEGE STUDENTSA

iXLPlNE COMMONS
133 Belchertown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amherst. Massachusens 01002 (413) 256-0741

FOUR (4) Bedroom Apartments!

6 >> (uiiliiies included! wow!)

MEET FEJEIE 2

Move in now- no rent until January 1,1993 !

Move in January 93' and receive it FREE!
Promollan pricM tutXKl lo cttanQi• wNhout noltc*

TOP T£N REASONS YQLi <^t4r>ULD LIVg »^gpg •

1. Your PARENTS don't!

2. YOU pick gour roommotesf
3. PRIVACY- Specious Four (4) Sedroomsf
4. TWO (2) Bathrooms- no woiting in the shower llnef
5. UTILITIES included $$$!
6. Directlg on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &
downtown Amherst!

7. Its FR£E public tronsportotion!
8. INCLUDES major appliances & w/w carpeting!
9. OUIET forest setting - for gour peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price
gou and gour roommates con afford!

Don't wait another dag. coll todag!

CUT THIS AD & USE IT TO LIVE "RENT FRE'^V
AT ALPINE COMMONS!

256-0741
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Reebok honors
four human
rights activists
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Four young human rights activists, in-
cluding one who sent a message from his prison cell in
East Timor, received the Reebok Human Rights Awards
on Wednesday.

But one speaker blasted Reebok and other U.S. cor-
porations he said benefit from low labor costs because of
human rights repression in the countries where they
manufacture sneakers and apparel.

1 ndonesia, whose government imprisoned human rights
award recipient Fernando de Araujo, strictly controls
union orgamzing and does not enforce its own numimum
wage requirements, said journalist Allan Nairn.

"That helps Reebok. Nike and others make huge
profits in Indonesia,"Nairntoldan audience that included
Reebok's chairman and top executives.

Reebok oflficials quickly circulated new production
standards, drafted earlier this year, which limit the
company to hinng subcontractors who pay fair wages,
allow unions to be organized, provide safe work envi-
ronments and do not use child or forced labor.

"We're proud that we're a catalyst for change," Reebok
Chairman Paul Fireman said when asked to respond to
Nairn's remarks. The issue is to make sure you have
standards that are impeccable."

But Ferris Harvey, director of the independent In-
ternational Labor Rights Education and Research Fund,
said, -There is as yet no indictation from Reebok that this
corporate code of conduct will cause it to disassociate
with any of its producers in Indonesia."

Harvey said the company adopted its new workplace
policies because of pressure from his group and others

"When a company seU out a human rights standard as
a hallmark ofthe company's name and image, it subjects
itself to a certain standard of behavior." Harvey said.

Reebok honored Araujo in his absence: he is serving a
nine-year sentence in his country on subversion charges
for campaigning for the independence ofEast Timor from
Indonesia, which has occupied the island since 1975.

"I think the world will not keep quiet," the 26-year-old
activist said in a message from his prison cell.

Also honored: Floribert Chebeya Bahizire, 29, a stu-
dent leader form Zaire; Martin O'Brien, 28, coordinator
oftheCommitteeon Administration ofJustice in Northern
Ireland; and Stacey Kabat, 29, of Boston, director of a
group called Battered Women Fighting Back

Each received a check for $25,000 to be given to a
human rights group they select. The prizes were pre-
sented by Nairn, the actress Cybill Shepherd, MTV
newswoman Tabitha Soren, and musicians Michael Stipe
of REM and Lou Reed in an event with the production
values of a Hollywood awards show.

Bahizire, speaking in French, appealed for medical
aid and humanitarian assistance to his countrymen
injured in confrontations with government forces. I

In Your Rush To Leave For Break

PlEMEPONTFOReETTORECrClE

HoQring Servlcea

B«c7diiw Ftognm

Combat Boots

$49.99
I

Cross Creek Turtlenecks
100% cotton W%if\i f /#l

$9.99 nlCH S
RICH'S

ARMY/NAVY
& CASUAL
CLOTHES

24 Center St., Noithampton
586-0275

(Next to the Iron Horse)

COLLEGIAN

SOME READ FOR INSIGHT, SOME
READ FOR THOUGHT, SOME READ
FOR COMICS, SOME READ FOR
SPORTS, SOME READ FOR THE
HOROSCOPE. SOME READ FOR
MENU, SOME READ FOR FILLERS,
SOME READ FOR INSIDE JOKES.'
SOME READ FOR SOME, SOME
READ FOR
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WE'RE COOKIN'
NOW.

The
Collegian.

The only
recyclable

home
entertain

ment
system

that fits in

a
backpack.

NEW POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR SECOND SEMESTER
ASSISTANT RESIDENCE DIRECTOR

RESIDENTLU. EDUCATION/HOUSING SERVICES

The Assistant Resident Director (ARD) position is a live
in graduate staff position, approximately 30 hours per
week. The position includes the following responsibili-
ties:

• Assist With supervision of Resident Assistants
• Active involvement with programing efforts in the
hails

• Assist with policy enforcement and implementation
of Judicial systems

• Implementation of administrative systems regard-
ing maintenance and operations.- housing assign-
ments; and other related areas

• Other student development efforts as assigned by
Residence Director

Qualifications: Enrollment in the UMASS graduate
degree-granting program throughout appointment.
Demonstrated organizational skills,- ability to interact
with diverse student population,- Familiarity with uni-
versity residence hall systems and/or related manage-
ment experience.

Compensation: The salary is $212.00 per week plus
housing.

Application Process: For priority consideration, send
letter of interest and resume by December 18th to: ARD
SELECTION COMMITTEE c/o Gay Douglas, Thoreau

I Area Office, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
I 01003

Ahew
^^^^HERSr

DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Traditional Chinese Cuisine
Relax and enjoy yoursell at our beauUful Ncwiy remodeled Facility •

Sunny Greenhouse • Sushi Bar • BeauUful Lounge with Big Screen TV.

Serving Lunch & Dinner 7 days a week • Lunch Specials serve" daily
"Largest Chinese Restaurant in Hampshire County"

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1 :30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS TILL 1 IPM

I
EMRYMOmAYmomTmSDAYJNOmwmGE

I 4PM 7PM. ENJOY
coil P O N

10«/b OFF

DANCE CLUB
Wednesday

DANCING WITH D\ DENNIS R.

Thursday- WHMP
tIGHTtEN i, OVER DANCING

WITH Dl DENNIS R
WHMH BROADCASTING LIVE

Friday-
Dancing with DJ Omnis

r'ld^.ng The Besi Dance Mumc « bday
flit Admission Boore 10:00pm**
Fftt- All Nighi vkiih C(j)lege ID*

I'tdfiviiiiin Prim 4 Civejwiys Ail Nighl

Saturday -

Disco 2000
THE AKtAS glCCfST k BEST SATUIOAY
SIGHI DANCE HiTi WIFH 0| 0*f
(fjluniw The Best Ddmi- Hiis fr,«n

n»e 70's, 80s & Ws.

Thufs Dtf <l-ft(H)pm 'U
NEW YEARS EVE BASH

Diocinj UpsUirs *tlh D| Ofnois.Livr

Music DoMnsUirs with

mppopoiAMuyduinMRfi*
lojst ...(onlinwul RfMlaiil...Ki7n,

Party Eivors. . . Tw« Haon ti

: .1 .IM H LI LI H^IM ^»^WW.|

LIVE MUSIC

Gr.iteful Dead Tribute

THE ZEN TRICKSTERS

-*-*-' *- — "-
•* 1 11

frwAdtniwonBfiarelO:
• •• V Nnhfrt College I

J..'.j..'..'..'.jnirf!

ffi
. Utt. )l-8:J()pm

(hi- K(k k Fricljv

Tribute to the DOORS
RIDERS ON THE STORM

Sat , Dec. 12-8;U)j>iii

JOHNCAFFERTY&
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND

Stuart Getz Band D
L-

'.. '.' '-. '.l ' ' ! . ! I I . 1 . 1 . i l l . 1 . 1 ! . ,jj^ * > I ,
'
,

•
»

•
,
^

,
'
, ' ,^^^

ARC ANGELS

feai

Doyle Bi.iiiMi.iM ii

Cnarlie Scxliin

Tommy Sti.ini'ion*

Chris L.ivl(iii*

I'Furnx-rlv "I Slevio Rjy VauRhn
•S l>Hjl)lf Trouble)

The Poorboys
. . .'.'. I -t.• -

I
I 11 ii ii #

TIniis. Ufi . 1 7-H: M\)m ]H-i

AC/DC Tribute

BACK IN BLACK

f rcc K()< k f nddy
Rush Tribute

MOVING PICTURES
j«-^-..-..\.^-..^..<..<...-.l..l..l.l.l LI

H^
^,)i l)c( I't H: il)f)n

POP BLACK
with Michael Gregory

I MIUII.III I 1 i.i..^

'OR CAJtRY OUT
I

I • DINIVER • I

I ONLY •

Happy Hour
$2.00 Appetizersfrom our special

menu •$1.00 Draft Beer

351 Northampton Rd. • Rte. 9 • Amherst
Corner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. * 256-8800

S.it.. Dcr Jf, H U)f)

LOBSTERZ
[FROM MARS
"•''''••'•''^•'•'•''-'^-'--Ti
Tiuirs., 1,111. 7-7:()Opm/18+,

MARKY MARK
.i i'i/ij-T.-i.>/t.-i.-tv.j..-..-.j..^:^j...'..-^'

^.11., )ciii.4-H:i()pm

WHO'S
KIDDIN ' WHO
.".I'.I'.I'.IMLI .ii-Uli , | i.| ..| ..i . , . ..,

Hiui., |,in.21 -8; iOpnv 1« +

THE
MACH INE

Ill iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
I

f

S.it,, Ion. 2i-8:K)t)iii

IMAX CREEK

I Slrawborrifs. In L nlimilw), Northampton
{

I

Rpcnrdv For Ihe Ro(ord in AnAerM: Ticket i

[
1 fear! Mret t, Sorlhampton • •>«4-":i '

* » » •
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blood drive
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continued from page 3

instrumental in helping organize the suc-
cessful blood drives: Melville and Thoreau,
Kappa Kappa Psi, Tau Beta Sigma, Alpha
Epilson Pi, Alpha Delta Phi and the School
of Nursing.

Marion also thanked Iota Phi Theta.
Tae Kwon Do, Army ROTC, Human
Kindness Project, Sigma Delta Tau, Pi
Kappa Alpha, Tau Beta Pi, VIBES, EMT,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Kappa, Delta

Upsilon, Phi Mu Delta, Alpha Phi Omega
SinA the Collegian.

"On behalf of the many patients who
have benefited from your generosity. . .

thank you for helping us in making this
holiday meaningful for others," stated an
advertisement from the American Red
Cross.

The last drive of this semester is

Tuesday. Dec. 15 in Campus Center room
163 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

engineers
continued from poge 3

be empowering for the student*. "It helps
them realize what's possible and how to

make it happen."
This is very valuable to women in

engineering, some ofwhom doubt their

abilities to do research or teach at the
college level, Hellman said.

"It's a learning situation in many,
many ways," she said.

A series of weekly seminars is also
part of the internship program. The
participants meet with Hellman to dis-

cuss issues of importance to women in

engineering, such as assertiveness and
sexism in the workplace.

H-^llman said she felt discussions

about sexism in the field are particularly

beneficial to students. "Most women
don't want to believe it exists. Ifthey're

prepared, they won't be so shaken."
TheWomen in EngineeringPn^am

also sponsors a student chapter of the
Society ofWomen Engineers, a national
professional society for women. The
organization's activities include a Big-
Little Sister Network, a student men-
tor program which pairs upper-class
students with first-year students, and
"Shadow An Engineer," a program in

which working women engineers
sponsor student visits to the workplace.

CAf-t
D I C A k LO

n

VMk>mCT»'s Sh«ies, Cl«>lhmg k Accirss<»ri«

Zanna • 187 Ni»rth Pleasant Strwrt • Amherst

Open Thursdays til K p m

5-College Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde

• Classic Pesto with Linguine

• Veal Parmigiana

• Cozze Aglio Olio e Pepperoncini

(mussels with spicy olive oil and pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner, including choice

of entree, salad, bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 1 1 :30 to 1 0:00.

Utter expires Dec. 30, 1992

BASRA'S BARGAIN BASEMENT

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
That Includes Elegant Silver Jewellery, Richly

Colored Hand Embroidered Ladies Dresses &

Exquisite Hand-Crafted Gifts.

241 Mam St.. Northampton, MA 01060 • 413-586-6030

7 1 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

//-.^^m OF ^^

(^'^cS^'^
One of llie area's

larfct^st »<*lerlioiui

oriiu|M>rte«l,

ludeiiciMlaiil

A Duiiienlir KerortU,

Teiia ufTliuiuaiuls

of Used,
Cut outs

A Colierlil>le

Rerord»
4Iait<*eltf>ii

ami ('.oiii|>acl Uiars
aiul

CasM-ltcs

586 5726 S86 1707
213 MAIN ST 21 STATE ST

[ NORTHAMPTON J

*
Solutions from your Apple Campus ReMHen

The holiday gift you can really use.

Tell your folks a new Macintosh will help

you succeed today as well as tomorrow
It shows you're thinking ahead.

An Apple' Macintosh* computer is the one holiday gift that will help
you work better and faster from one new year to the next. Because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And thousands of software applications are
available to help you with any course you'll ever take. There's even
software that allows you to exchange information with computers running
MS-DOS or Windows. In fact, Macintosh is the most compatible computer
you can buy. And the advantages of Macintosh don't end when school
does — the majority of Fortune 1000 companies now use Macintosh
computers! So ask your Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which
Macintosh to put at the top of your holiday gift list.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
CAMPUS CENTER

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-5

rqpMcred .rademark, ,n,l «,nd..ws a ,r.lcm.rk. ..f M,u,^ 0>r^^,,,^ 'Ba-scd „n a sunry conduacd by Computer Imelligcnce, 1991

545-2619

SATURDAY 11-3

*«!

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

\.<x's{ YfR r qskE<l foR

<»Hd «* Launcher

aWd <* SH'RV. ObvioViSL>{,

1oU MUEci up K^ OR<iER

ViiW SoMEoKje ELSE 5

JIM^S JOURNAL

) I WilJ fi-HiK^

Pet€r54»^ 5+-^rteJ

«l•H'ikcK«l^9 •«^ir feet.
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By BILL WATTERSQN THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
JUST BtCAOSt Ht GWtS f P^ "
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TMt "Sl^FF AWAS TREE

,

Ht TmN^CS Mt CAN QET
AWM W\m AN INCOMPCXtHT
0R&AH\ZATI0M

o^r, tKfH VkU
under tKe -^i^bU-

TKe pkan« r«i«v«)i

^n4 Mr. P«'teri«ir\

J^^vtei ihto tK«
otKar room.

DOONESBURY

Xt WAI -tWe iiw4i«
repair place J•Yi^5

Origin of the expression, "Putting on the dog.

muHYPOlheTlCAi. 5JTU-
ATlOtG YOUMi6HT£t4-
COtMTBRIF>nutU6R£W

JOtNOURTEAM.

By CARRY TRUDEAU
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u/OaeiNQNiehfTPimAr thb
NOUNATIONAL eCQNO^I/C
COUNCIL . say rm oeRMAN
9KXK.IMRK£7
SUPPSNiY
COL-
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ALL STAFF ELECTIONS
TODAY

UNTIL 8PM
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By JEANE DIXON
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACHOSS
1 Ifnpfini

6 Comai
participani

10 Cook Dook
14 Th«rt4or*. II

SKATE BOY & RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George
Copy Editor Mike Webber
PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Janet Riley,

Michele Bakis, David Marykahin, J.R. Dobbs

.

LUNCH
Fishburger

Grilled Cheez

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Grilled Cheez

Menu
DINNER

Glazed Harvest Ham
Chicken Stew & a Biscul

BASICS DINNER
Roman Rice & Beans

Chicken Stew & a Biscut

The o|jinions fxpri-ssccl on lhi> p.l^c• »iri' thoso of tlu- < .irtoonists .incl do not iH(vs>.irily ri-tlcc t the view;, ot the- Co//l•.^•/.l« or tlu- Univrrsitv

15 NorMgod
16 At>ove
1 7 Crtoscn iod«v
18 On* of four at

?6 Across
?0 Greet letter

21 Fianaers rive-

23 Inc.Oents

24 Anagram tor 75
Across

25 OencO lor one
26 Black Hills'

meiTiortat

Mount
29 St.tcneO

33 Engraved gems
34 Leprecnaun
36 Cupola
37 Artornev's deg
38 Creator of 26

Across
41 — Tin Tin

42 Waugn or

Guinness
44 — de plume
45 Property

47 Entertainer

Cofien

49 Area east ot 26
Across

51 Thespian's goal

53 Let

54 Acting Plummer
57 City SE of

Milan

58 Jenny
61 See 18 Across
63 Group of nine

65 To — precisely

66 Contentment
67 Solemn
68 Anagram lor

deer
69 Units at

Wimbledon
70 Overfeeds

DOWN
1 Benefit

2 Hambielon.an
gait

3 Tai Mahal site

4 Daisy or West

5 Creates
miscn.et wtt'

wlt^
6 Foe ot 6 Acro«t
7 Aedotance
8 Ttt* Grande tO'

one
9 uegmniog

10 Like old N««
England
bridges

1 1 Mol SPO'
12 Liquefy

1 3 L it)e»ai o' lin»

19 Gaoor ar>o

Peron
22 Hi: locks gave

him migr>t

24 Monogram o'

1948 Not)*,

poet

25 Convince
26 Political

gathering

27 Moderate
brown

28 Dry Iruit o' the

sandbOK tree

30 Word with

weary or wide
3' Enudes
32 Contradict

33 Parson ot l*w
words

35 Gatrterad m lt«*

sails

39 Court attire

40 inierpratations

43 Fatianad on
gram

46 tmy
coKyiixar

48 ProtuoararKe
50 Talks

monotor^ousiy

5? Houaartold
gods

S4 Slightly open
$5 Dole with "o**-
56 For —
57 Hilton s "—

Hori/on'
58 Mad study
59 Baiiattaroa o«

golf

80 Fr r»olv woman
62 Frai lattars

64 — Ofo nobis

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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swimming
The University ofMassachusetts men's swimming

and diving team hopes to continue its winning ways
this afternoon in a dual meet with Springfield College
in Spnngfield.

Fresh from last weekend's inspiring second place
finish in the Atlantic 10 Championships, the Minute-
men. 2-0 in the New England Conference and 3-0
overall, face a 4-3 (5-3) Springfield squad that lost to
UMass 188-106 last year.

"Historically, they've been a real good rival," said
UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "In the last few years,
they've been a little weaker than in the past, but they
have a very good coach in John Taffe, who is working
very hard to build the program back up."

The meet will be the last of the in-school semester
for the Minutemen as they prepare, with the rest of
the school, for final exams. They will spend the days
around and including the New Year's Day holiday at
the Lake Worth Invitational in Florida.

Springfield should pose no threat to the Minute-
men, as Yarworth will be racing his swimmers in their
off-events, planning his strategy for later in the year.

There are certain things I know about the swim-
mers now," Yarworth said. "It tells me what I am
going to do with them for the next 12 weeks."

The highlight of the meet, Yarworth said, will be
the swimmers who didn't make the travel squad to
last week's A- 10 championships, shaved and trying to
set personal bests. When the New England Champi-
onship rolls around in February, Yarworth can only
have 18 swimmers on the squad. His list of 18 is still

up in the air, so this handful of swimmers will be
battling for roster spots.

Springfield has two swimmers who Yarworth said
are excellent swimmers. Chris Parent in the butterfly
and individual medley races, while Brian Grey is a
middle-distance and sprint-freestyle swimmer.

"We're trying to get in as much work as we can
before finals." Yarworth said. "Our goal is to get our
trairung base built up before finals and Christmas and
be ready to go when we get to Florida."

fencing
continued from page 12

"It was no easy feat and frankly if I hadn't been
working on the dust floors [ofTotman], who knows what
I could have done?" Roaf says.

While fencing might not be a mainstream sport, it

shares some ofthe same problems that many high visibil-

ity sports encounter, as Santala. a senior art history
m^jor from Attleboro. Mass. can attest to. The idea of
gender equity in fencing is becoming more prevalent.

"Traditionally the womenjust compete in foil ." Santala
said. "Last year they added eppe, and next year there will

be sabre."

"Sometimes women will fence on the men's side and
they get looks and things as if it's shocking to lose to a
woman," she said.

There will be no Sweet Sixteen for this team and Bob
Costas isn't likely to host the Fencing Halflime Report,
but in some way these athletes are receiving more than
all that recognition.

"It's given me the opportunity to learn that ifyou work
hard, you will succeed," Roaf said. *You work hard and
you see the results and it's a terrific feeling. No matter
what 1 try, I know I can do it iKJcau.sc of what fencing has
shown me."

And it's sexv too.

The Students Used Book Exchange

Make up to 300% more by selling your
books directly to your classmates

through the directory listing

for used texts!

Call or write for free Information: P.O. Box 459, Sunderland. MA 01375
(413) 665-M71 or 800-949-TEXT (8398)

**»>

Rock with Boston's Hottest Bands!
8 Nights • 8 Bands

January 4-8 & January 1 1-15, 1993

pure; $25 Lift Tickets

Ski: $25 with valid (Allege ID

Stay; $22 per night in Snow Cap Ski Dorm

Reservations: 1 -800-543-2SKI

COLLECTIVE
^COPIES

29 South Pleasant St. Amherst. 256-6425 FAX: 253-7475

Check out What
We have to offer!

Thesis Copying

Dissertations

^^^ _ Acid Free Paper

'^"'"^ Laminating

Recycled Paper

M!mm. AND.

GREAT PRICES

10% OFF ANY ORDER
with this coupon

COLLEGIAN

Scott's
continued from poge )2

Past: The Boston Red Sox let Wade
Boggs go and the New York Yankees
are supposedly interested. They're not
over the Curse of the Bambino, now
they'll have to deal with the Curse of
the Chickenman?

Most Knowledgeable Mother in the
Area ofSports: Hands down, The Shirl.
She called Bird's retirement, Canseco's
trade and UMass' Sweet Sixteen ap-
pearance. All this and she makes a hot
and sour soup that'll leaveyou gasping.

The Shirl, she's got the Scotty —
now all she needs is The Nobel.

The Lifetime Achievement Award
a.k.a the "It's Nice to Have You Back
Where You Belong" Award: Just back

from ajourney through thejungle. Dan
Wetzel returns in earnest to the sports
desk, a place he never should have left.

Best Use ofthe Media to Motivate a
Squad: It didn't work for Butch Hobson
but itjust might for Coach Cal. It's bad
enough reading and listening to what
the Fourth Estate has to say, then to
realize you're not one of Cal's Pals —
well, they seem to be responding.

Remember, there are no losers at
The Scotty 's, in fact there was no one at
The Scotty's — the invitations never
went out.

Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyes on the new quarterback for the
Patriots, Santa Claus.

David Scott /.s a Collegian co/umnis/.

Minutemen
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continued from page 12

• Six-foot-eight Minutemen signee
Tyrone Weeks of Philadelphia's Franklin
Learning Center, ranked No. 20 in USA
Today, chalked up 21 points, 20 rebounds
and seven blocks in a victory over West
Philadelphia High School.

Franklin Learning Center may not be
able to compete .n the state championships
this year because the team was caught
scrimmaging with a local community col-
lege team, an apparent no-no with the
state board of athletics.

The competition will heat up for Weeks
Saturday when he faces former UMass
recruit Mark Jackson (6-foot- 10, 250) of
No. 22 Philadelphia Roman Catholic.

• Massachusetts-bound Carmelo
Travieso, a 6-foot-3 guard from Braintree

(MA) Thayer Academy, ranked No. 24 in
USA Today, pumped in 18 points and re-
corded five steals in a 71-46 victory over
Concord (N.H.) St. Paul's.

ik- 100% cotton

¥ 3 colors to choose from

* Made in the U.S., eh?

CMivanicnt to Brittany

* Rivarglad*

253-9742
505 W«8t Street

South Amherst

^raiESS
of Amherst

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

fit N Pit—* Si.. AmAim » 25».»H
22 Mmmk Si . HutttmmtfUm • Mb^OM

()|ic« 7 tfayi • HMnfaym^ a NurtlMnrlui

any
FOOTlOJVaSUB

(With This Coupon)

Not Good With Any Other Offer
Offer Expires 12/22/92

4 Mom Street* Amherst • 256-1919
Open Til 2ann, Thurs , Fri & Sat «

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

Deadline: two days prior to publ.cation

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30 3:30

Fri. 8:30-2.30

113 Campus Center

PERSj

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
•ETC.

AcnvmES
I ridg* l«Mont M W

F, 44 pm lA 10 MA. C«mpu« C«nl«f
OMMi *•MNm •tM». RSVr aa*^ 7«77

AMAZING ATAM
ie«e STRM SALEi IT FEATURES 1M
RAM< 30M HARD DRIVE. B/W MONITOfl
ANOSOMC FREE SOFTWARE ONLVS500
ORBESTOFFERCALl GEOIMMEOATELV
ATM6^&317

ANNOUNCEMENTS

I BfvakteM (knmtoMmAmham
M9«733

•• ao»wninwn Vice

I tl*Clk>ns Monday. Dec 14

KMpmoMMideolMunchv Siore Student
Union

Meatf• toeharrWt have dwmM OCHOt
428 SliKlem Union

r Voare in Montr—I S79 per person.

Price includet round trip motor coech 3

days 2 rMghtt hotel first class hotel down
lotwn, 1 dinner at Peel Pub free admission
to IMetropoiis

Call Reliable Tours

365 Broadway Rt. 1

Lynnfield, MA 01940

617 598 9930
617 592 0640

PVOC Oil Coop Purchase home healing

oil at reduced cost. Register at OCHO 428

Student Union or coll 545 0865 Save
money and stay warm Come join now

StiMiont Ranters and landlords should

stop by the off campus housing office to

pick up the latest landlord/tenant guide,

Ms free and an absolute must. For all your

housing questions call 5 0865 or slop by

SeMotting over Wintarsassion? The

oH<ampus Housing Office at 428 Stu

dent Union offers a great way to find

sublatting or sublet a property over

wrinlersession. AM leasing questions an-

s«*«red with a smile. Call 5 0865 or slop

by ^
AUTO FOR SALE

TRADE 83 Nissan pickup for furKtional

motorcycle Needs some work call

549^3662

BILLY BOARD

(Ml my God you guys will never believe

whal happened today I Queen Bnlly lost

her purse, Billy * 1 got stage fright Billy #2

saw William at the FLRC. Billy «3 lost her

bun aiKl Billy «9 got a call from No, No,

Drinna Billy went to the Bread & Break

fast. sikI nobody knows where Alf is!

Crawrl like un gato

Love, Billy

FOR RENT

Amhar1 Salchartovvn lina 3 to 5 bad
room naw homes call 586 4270

AmhafM 3 badiaeiii corfdo avail. F«k.

Isl. Room avail S27S« 1 bedroom apart

mani avail.

Lincoln Real Estate

26 No Pleasant St. »3TSTt
Jamtary only: Stu<awt in family home,
one mite from UM. on bu: route 250 an

mcl 253 2037

Tanrfy 100 ^atftla computer 2 Power
Pacs « case and manuals
Can Mach MS-aTSI S4M 0.8.0

' cl«a* *• campus - room in

sunny home in exchange lor 12 hours of

childcare per week plus some light

housakaaping duties Must t>e available

for eady morning 17 am 8 30 ami arKl

so«T>e aflerr>oons (3:30 5 pm) Car essen
list some transporting of children. 548

9395

Naw Vorli City Furnished rooms artd

apartments for mtersession andweekend
Stays Upper West side Reasonable rates

212 662 1358 Save this adi

NORTHAIMPTOM-two4 room houses
avail Dec Jan S775 800. Skibiski

Realators No Pets 584 3428

One bedroom apt.

Southwood
362/month
2564977

One big bedroom in Sunderland house
lake over my lease Available now 230 00
month « 665 4348 or 568 4323
On bus line

Single room f<K rant - Half mile to

campus, on bus line, for 260'mo iricl. utils.

Jan. rent free call 549 61 14

Single room Phillips St. $185«
Call 649 1458

2 rooms available in 2bed in Amherst
220/clean/bus/ASAP call Holly 549 4259

3 badroonts available in a spacious
house in Sunderland Spring Semester on
bus route Call 665 0265 190.00/mo *

FOR SALE

Amiga 52 MB HO, 4 MB fast 1MB Chip

RAM. W/ECS S599 w/out $499 /BO
Raymund 367 9269

LOLUPOPS FOR HOLIDAY GIVING
Inexpensive hard candy pops!

You choose color, flavor, shape

863 2126

Neon light for salat Great Xmas gilt.

100 dollars or BO. call Jay 546 0890

Rhygin MTB Frame
19" True Temper 0X2
Super-light fast handling

Custom Handbuilt in USA
New Cond. CHEAP
Pele 253 2154

Super 8 Camera and projector perfect

working order, $30 546-7363

HELP!

tin for New
Veer's

Call Eric 646 0779

HELP WANTED

Bafcusittai-Aftarnoona. January June
need car and references 548 9096

Wanted: Travel Rape for spring break.

Esiaiilishad company with many years

experieiKa Earn mor>ey on spars time
and free trip to Cancun.Cail 1-800 3SI

ESTA ask for Bortme

WouM you IHia to work' Al Hampshire
county transit part lime drivers will tram
for evenings and weekends earn up to

$10.05 per hour starting rate S6 50 have
company paid insurance, paid holidays,

paid vacations, paid sick days paid fu

neral leave Apply to: Hampshire County
Transit 54 Industrial Drive Northampton.
MA 01060

HOLIDAY GIFTS

Go to Bashes bargain basement They
have oriental rugs, clothing, arxt also great

lewelry. Asanadded feature, their lewelry

IS half off, that's right, half offi Go down
and pick out your gift for the holidays,

everything is priced |usl right 241 Main
St. Northampton, MA Their stuff is

good Thank you

INSTRUCTION

Voice lessons - all levels

Learn to sing through instruction and
application to music. Start over Jan term
anytime. Call Laura 253-2884

LOST

Kays, campus canter corKourse 12/5/

92 Blue Keyring "Windener University'

Big bucks reward call 546 0O08

Lost watch with braided leather band
12/7 between NE and Mahar. Sentimental

Value. Reward 546 1171

MUSICIANS

Drummer needed: Phish, creative

Improv 256 8115

Keyboardist Wonted: Vas, Phish, etc.

5869377

PERSONALS

Always bite the hand that feeds you my
friends. Take them for all Ihey have. Never

look backanddon1 ask questKKW .What
comas arouftd wiM go onca again
6402373 >s taaveing for a place he re

mambars as home Thanks lor the ride

tl7f UMASS I mean it in the beM of

terms Numbers lake over.

Get your harwls out of my pocket

Dmt JV
CongratsI Graduatmg a semester eady i

I'm so proud of you Just remember,
we'll always be the worKler iwins*

Ans

DaarTal.
I love you honeyl
Happy Birthday'

Love.

Gue

X>E- Happy two year anniversaryi

Many more to come'
Love^JTF

Julio T.

Thanks for everything'

You've t>een a great R A and
a good friend to many of us>

We will miss you'

Love
Washington's 18th door

Kerry, Susanna, Becky, Kimberly,
Krisitna, Congratulations'

We'll all miss you next semester
t love you I

LisaC.

Mark, Stave, Jeff, Josh .2. F.H.J ,.

Ed. Matt. Scan, Paul, Marco. Shawn,
Tom, Bob. Brian, Paul, Roberto,
Luir ..poor Mike .. to be continued (on

the second hand)

E.C.B.

Susan Barnaggar's 22
on this December 10.

so happy birthday to our Sue
From all her fun cool friends

Suzanne, Kerry, Kimberly 8i Knslina

sterling, cooking. HRTA, and the price is

right' What am I going to do neirt se

mester without you guys. Congralula

tions graduates! I love you tons Jill

W.C.B.
Let's go 10 Fitchburg for some breakfast

powerbars w/lots of calories!

PETE'S DRIVE IN

Pate's Drive In

December Special

2 burgers for 2 bucks

ROOM WANTED

Female grad student looking to rent

room in house for spring semester.

Prefer laid back but considerate indi

viduals Please call 508 228 6265

ROOMATES WANTED

Fun, friendly female needed to share

2 bedroom Brandywine apt. Interested?

Call 549 3785 and ask for Kim or Laura

Roomate Naatfatfl

For a large bedroom "i Pufflon ASAP
Only Ue.SO/Mo

Haal and Hot H20 incl.

Ploasa call 549 1172

& ask for Nora

la Housemate'"
Large bedroom open in fivetMdroom house
187/mo «ulil. Jan May Call Chns or |ust

ask' This means youl

549 3625

Amharst 2 badroem apt 1 room for rent

2 lull baths w/heet and hot water included

on bus route availal>la •mmadiataly. CaU
Tom or Stacy 2S« 0274

Apt riMNn for rant
Uptown 2 minutes from bus stop m/f

S200« 549 2810
A stumble home from bars

Famala Housemate Wanted
To share a large house in Amherst many
extras: Washer 8i Dryer, porch ••• more
Close to town and campus
Call Scott at 253 3876 after 7 pm
Famala nonsmokar wanted to share
bedroom in 2 l)edroom apt Cheap rent 2

minute walk to town Ion bus rtl walking

distance to campus 253 5219

Fun but serious fem student looking for

roomate Amhcrsl house 195* starts Spring

sem 6 1642 (of details

Housamatas needed mala, female Great

house across street from campus. Many
great features Call Jason, 549 8341

Mala roomate needed to share large

t>edroom. 145 00 plus utilities 256 3191

One fantala
Brandywine apts

Start Jan 93
$190 inc Heat,"water

Jpn 549 7845

Roomatas needed call Mill Valley estates

253 73775ingle or double for 1 bedroom

Single roomavail. m spacious house sping

sem call 665 0265 190.00/mo-i.

Single room available in 3 bedroom
townhouse apartments. Call 549 3523.

SERVICES

Legal Ouastions/ The legal services cen
ter offers free legal assistance to fee paying

students. Contact us al 922 Campus Center

545 1995

Pregnant 7 Need Halp7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops, 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chns at 256 8393

TO SUBLET

1 roapeneibia famala lor single sut>let

S195 . 549 7619

Iaatra cash f I need to sublet a room
during mtersession Please call NarKy at

5460256

WkHai sasaion room South Amherst
S220 inclusive 256 0034

TRAVEL

' Voars tai Merttroall S79 per per-

son prica includes round tirp motor coach
3 days 2 nights hotel first class hotel

downtown 1 dinner at Peel Pub free ad-

mission to Metropolis

Call Reliable Tours

365 Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield. MA 01940
617 598 9930
617 592 0640

SKMntarcollagiata Ski waoka, ONLY
S209 Includes 5 DAY LIFT TICKET/5
NIGHTS LODGING (MOUNTAINSIDE
C0ND0)/5 DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE AC
TIVITIES (Drinking age 18). Sponsored
by Labatt's, Molson and MT SUTTON,
CANADA (|ust across the Vermont bor
der) Group Leader Discounts. Jan 3 8,

Jan. 10 15 and Spnng Break '93 Call Ski

Travel Unlimited

1 800 999 SKI 9

Take it off!

Spring Break '93

Jamaica. Cancun, Florida

Save SSS Before Jan 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers typed free covei page, spell

check $1 50/page. Brian 546 1795

Typing. By Pro Writer. Fa«. 2M-9123

Typing: Fast, accurate and conve-
niently located to serve your needs. No
|ob too small. Reasonable rates. Contact
Donna/Dianne 542 2313

Typing/Wordprocassing,
Resumes, reports, theses
Laser printing. Campus pick up
and delivery

Call Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED
Social Distortions
First Album
Mommys Little Monster
Can you help?

CaU Amy 549 6870

Tutor for Econ 104

Will pay S Call Tim 549-8177
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Sports
Red Sox sign ex-Cub Dawson to contract
By RONALD BLUM
Associated Press

LOUISVILLE.Ky— Boston has a new
big bopper, a bat to put dents in The Wall
and maybe a couple over it. too.

The Red Sox decided Wednesday that
Mark McGwire was too expensive, so they
agreed to a $9.3 million, two-year contract
with outfielder Andre Dawson.

Dawson, 38, was turned down by the
Chicago Cubs in his bid for a multi-year
contract

.

Combined with Tuesday'* acquisition of
outfielder Ivan Calderon. he should give

Boston's batting order a lot more punch.
"The character of the ballclub had

changed dramatically with these guys,"
Red Sox general manager Lou Gorman
said.

Gorman said he wasn't done yet.

The Red Sox were said to be close to

signing reliever Tom Henke. but their

roster was full at 40 so no additions were
possible for now.

Boston was also talking trade with San
Diego about left-hander Bruce Hurst, a
former Red Sox.

"We're still negotiating," Gorman said.

Dawson hit .277 for the Cubs last sea-

son with 22 homers and 90 RBIs and his

first choice had been to return to Chicago.

Soon after Monday's deadline to re-

sign passed, Dawson's agent. Richard
Moss, and Gorman began talking.

"We talked one or two times yesterday
and twice again today," Gorman said. "It

came together rather quickly."

Dawsonhas399homers in his big league
career, which began in 1976, along with
1,425 RBI and a .282 hfetime average.

He spent 1 1 seasons in Montreal, then
signed with Chicago before the 1987 sea-

son, shaming the Cubs into taking him by
signing a blank contract and letting them
fill in the salary.

In 1992, he made $3.3 million in the
second season of a $6,625,000, two-year
deal. He gets a $350,000 signing bonus
from the Red Sox, $4.7 million next season
and $4.25 million in 1994.

"It's a deal that makes sense for them
and the size was OK," Moss said. There
was a moment of hesitation. It's a city he
dt)esn't know and a new league. Those are
adjustments he has to make."

Dawson played 139 games in the out-

field last season. But he may see some
time as a designated hitter for Boston.

Gorman said he didn't think Dawson
had any significant health problems.

"He plays the same number of games
every year, but everyone wonders about
his knee," Gorman said.

Boston has been searching for an out-

fielder with power afler an anemic offense

produced just 84 home runs last season
and scored 599 runs.

Gorman had talked with the agents for

Barry Bonds, Dave Winfield and Ruben
Sierra, but McGwire, a first baseman, had
been his first choice.

"We just couldn't get together money-
wise," Gorman said, saying talks contin-
ued as late as Wednesday morning.

Gorman said he was talking with the
agent for a reliever to replace JeffReardon.
and agents said it was Henke and the deal
was close to being done.

Henke. 35 on Dec. 21. was 3-2 with 34
saves and a 2.26 ERA for the Toronto Blue
Jays in 1992. He was 220 saves in 11

major league seasons.

For now, though, the big news was
Dawson. Although he has 310 career steals,

he has just 10 combined in the last two
seasons. Boston had just 44 steals last

season, easily the fewest in the majors.

"The Red Sox are the only team Andre
Dawson can go to and add speed." joked
Alan Hendricks, the agent for Roger
Clemens.

Scott's Shots Calhoun quiet on UMass rivalry
Lave from the world-

renowned UMass Fine
Arts Center, it's the 103rd
annual Scotty's Award
Show, brought to you in

part bv no one in particu-

lar

Recognizing thecreme
de la creme in the sports

world and beyond, this

year's recipients will re-

ceive the coveted Golden Scotty in addition to a
night of pool and merriment at the Montague Inn,

Without further delay, the envelopes please:

David

SCOTT
Hist Quotes by a Coach Named Jim With the

departure of Jim Reid. we are left with women's
soccer coach Jim Rudy as this year's winner. Rudy
lived up to his advance billing with his postgame
soliloquies, a.k.a. ramblings. For convenience we've
combined the season highUghts into one sentence.

"The Kiddie Korps showed some quite nice things
up front with Sa-Lad and Nutmeg even against a
quite capable, solid performer in what was a great
day for college soccer."

BestNew Minds in Boyden Building: Eventhough
I lost a good ten lines ofcheap shots per week when
David Bischoff and Frank Mclnerney took their

show on the road, it's nice to see the likes of Glenn
Wong and Margaret DriscoU enter the Athletic
Department picture

Both Wong and Driscoll represent the innovative
type of people vital to the emergence of UMass
Athletics on the national scene. They see the poten-
tial and know the importance of the "908 buzzword
•Marketing." (Cases in point— the new Minuteman
Mascot and the sponsorship deal with Spalding.)

Best Supplier ofSweets on the UMass Campus:
Another two-time winner, thy glue that holds the
Sports Information O.Tice together. Ruthie Drew.
Ruthie's round tin of sweet treats has brought
many of us through what otherwise would have
been dreadful days. This semester's best offering

were the soft, high-sugar, Frooties. Rootie's Frooties,

what could be more appropriate?
Best Use ofLet the Action Speak for Itself The

UMass football team and their first-year coach
Mike Hodges. Picked to finish somewhere between
Barbazon Beauty School and Mind Extension Uni-
versity. Hodges' boys made a great run at the
playoffs and brought a sense of pride to a commu-
nity lacking the Pigskin Religion. Let's not forget

the reinstatement of tailgating as a significant

correlation to the Minutemen's success.

Best Neckwear in a Supporting Role: Not to be
confused with the prestigious Cravat King award,
this is awarded to the 458 assistants, trainers, train-

ers assistants, assistant trainers, trainers to the

assistants and so on. who sit along sideJohn Calipari

on the UMass bench. Accepting the bronze statue

will be slicksters Bill Bayno and Bryan Gorman,
either of whom could very well be returning to the

podium in April to assume the role of Cravat King.

The Distinguished Teachers Award: Usually
awarded to a University professor, this year it goes

to The Gang at the Montague Inn. My lessons around
the pool table have been more valuable than anything

I could've learned from Puddin 'Head Wilson. Ed and
Tina run a fine institution of higher learning.

Best Way to Show You Didn't Learn from the

Turn to SCOTT'S, page 1
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By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Suff

If you think the University of Connecticut men's
basketball team is running from the University of Mas-
sachusetts, you may be correct.

UConn is so interested in shying away from a contro-
versy with UMass that Tim Tolokan, the sports informa-
tion director at Connecticut, will not allow basketball
coach Jim Calhoun to be interviewed by the Massachu-
setts Daily Collegian

.

"To tell you the truth. I will not recommend Coach
Calhoun call you or anyone from UMass back," Tolokan
said. "I know you have a job to do, but I have to make sure
UConn stays away from a controversy. We do n<rt need to

answer questions concermng UMass-UConn."
Tolokan also said Calhoun was busy with the Big East

press and he would not have time to be questioned about
a possible UMass-UConn game, the Atlantic 10-Big East
rivalry or New England basketball in general.

"We are marchingon playing the best schedule we can."

Tolokan said. "We have 18 Big t:ast games. Flonda State
and Purdue. We don't have to apologize for our schedule."

Looks like a Husky-Minutemen match-up is a long
way from happening.

• The Minuteman who made the biggest impression
on Florida State coach Pat Kennedy during last week's
UMass- Florida State game was reportedly sophomore
forward Lou Roe. Kennedywas surprised by Roe's strength
in the post against Douglas Edwards.

• UMass recruit Marcus Camby, a 6-foot- 10 center
from Hartford Public High School, in Hartford. Conn., has
reportedly passed his SATs. Camby took the test in late

Octoberand scoredovertheNCAAminimum 700. ensuring
he will be in uniform next seas'in for John Calipari.

• Two A- 10 teams scored important victories on Tues-
day night, both on national television.

First. Temple downed Boston College in a half-empty
Conte Forum 79-72. on the strength of guard Rick
Brunson's 17 points. Brunson was planning on transfer-
ring to BC after last season but changed his mind and
returned to John Chaney's team during the summer.

In the other A-10-Big East battle on ESPN. Rhode
Island defeated intra-state rival Providence 81-79 in

overtime.

Turn to Mlnut«m*n. page 1
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Fencing tries to make its point
Despite being overshadowed, sport finds some success
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian SUff

In New York City, fencing is associated with back
alley deals and illegal activity, but in Amherst fencing is

a sport, plain and simple.

Now before you jump to another story, lend an ear to

some University ofMassachusetts fencing team members.
"Fencing is so sexy." says Melissa Santala. the UMass

women's captain for epee and foil (two fencing "divi-

sions").

Got your attention? How about this?

"It's really one of the last pure amateur sports." says
Ed Roaf. Chief Executive Officer of sorts and member of
Umass fencing. "We raised about $30,000 on ourown this
year."

Okay, it's a sport that's both sexy and seemingly
immune to the corruption of big-time athletics, and yet
very people have any knowledge ofthe sport. The Umass
team would like to change that, and ifwinning is the way
to attract a following in sports, then this squad is on the
verge of something big.

Continuing a tradition begun in 1931,(makingitwhat
is believed to be the oldest continuous sports club on
campus* the UMFT has compiled an impressive record
again this season. Competing against some teams that
field fully-funded varsity teams (Boston College for in-
stance), UMass' club team has compiled a 190-124 (.605)
record in men's and a 79-49 (.617) in women's competi-
tion, through last weekend. Those are some impressive
numbers, but like many of the under-funded, under-
noticed club sports, fencing is struggling for identity.

"Sure, a little more support from Athletics would be
nice," says Roaf, a senior history major from Hamilton.
"Over the last few years, they would just give us what
they felt Uke."

The rest of the team's money comes from fundraising
and $200 in dues each member pays. While the athletic
department's contribution did increase somewhat, the
team still practices in the lobby ofTotman Gymnasium
and they have trouble paying for and reserving time in
the gym to host meets, Roaf said.

"The Athletic Department acknowledges us, but they
keep us at arms length," Roaf says. "Our money has to
come from somewhere. We're competing against teams
that are operating at budgets two to three times the size of
ours. Fundraising

| presently t-shirt sales
I is our best way."

The team has coaches who are paid, but Roaf and his
fellow team members suggest that "it's a tremendous
sacrifice of time" and the coaches' dedication is more a
reflection oftheir love ofthe sport more than anything else.

"I never thought I'd play a sport in college," said team
member R.J. FeniUo. "It's given me a sense of team and
family, and being a captain (for men's sabre] has given
me a great sense of responsbUity. It's an inner feeling."

Ferullo, a junior history and poUtical science migor
from Middleton, Mass. conceded that only his friends
know he fences.

"No one else understands — they ask *We have a
fencing team?'" Ferullo says.

The bouts, in each of the three divisions — epee, foil

and sabre— are very competitive, according to Roaf. The
action is fast-paced and electronic devices are used to
record "hits" on an opponent. Five points wins a match
and bouts can be as quick as 20 seconds or as long as six
minutes. The divisions are classified both by the type of
weapon used and where an opponent can be attacked,
whether it be a limited target area or a full one.

The team has close to 60 members and the more
advanced fencers help those less proficient, each member
is rated on a "ladder" by ability and whom they've beaten.
Practices allow for the chance to overtake someone on the
rung above you in a duel.

"I^was a good example of what happens when you get
lazy." said Roaf. "I got lazy and was 'ofTed' very quickly. The
competitive nature prevents helps to prevent laziness."

Training entails long runs, and six-day practice weeks
that include bladework, footwork and actual fencing.

"We'll practice up to four hours a day and no less than
two," Roaf says. "There's a lot of drilling done to refine
techniques."

So where exactly does one get involved in this some-
what obscure sport? Many team members first take it up
as a gym class at the University, but Roafs roots go much
deeper.

"My dad was a big-time fencer at Tufts in the 1950's"
Roaf said.

Roafs dad can now lay claim to a "big-time" fencer of
his own, for Ed qualified for the US National Team
Olympic Trials last year, a gathering of the country's top
100 fencers. It was an accomplishment Roaf and his
teammates are cleariy proud of. but one that is somewhat
overshadowed by the "What if . .

.?" question.

Turn to FENCING, page 10

lust When You
Thought The Semester

Was Over...

-^''5?^-S^3!!

By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Once again, final exams are upon us, likening our

existence with regard to Winter break to that of a cat

waiting for tweety-bird to come out of his cage

Alas, how bad can a few tests be? After all, its

not as though finals determine entire grades, nor

should they be impossible. I mean, you have

supposedly been looking at the material all se-

mester, right? These are your courses, the ones you

have been going to every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. The finals should be breeze

According to Linda Scott, Ph.D. and University

Mental Health Services staff member, final exams
tend to be anything but easy, and hit students

pretty hard. Scott asserts that due to poor time-

management throughout the semester, final exams
push students over their usual stress limit, causing

many to "freak out." The result, she observes, repre-

sents the first time in many students' careers that

they do not do well academically.

Senior Finance major Egemen Erden affirms Scott's

observations. Erden describes finals as being "in-

tense," and as allowing no room for failure. For

the past three years, Erden has gotten the same
nerve-driven will to study non-stop for his i

nals, with the justification that "you just have

to finish what you start."

Will Martin, a Senior majoring in Market-

ng agrees. "The way college is structured

it all comes down to one exam. The final

can either pull you uut of a hole or blow
your average.

"

However, Dr. Scott contests that stu

dents need not experience such high

levels of anxiety due to the fear of

failing their finals. With improved

time-management skills, we can all get a better

perspective on the importance of these tests.

"People fail all the time," she proposes, "and some-

imes you actually learn more from failing. It's not the

end of the world."

Fifth year student Eric Bibeault agrees to the philoso-

phy that stress is unn».<essary and most of all, unpro-

ductive. "It (stress] is just one more thing you have to

worry about, and takes your mind off what you have to

do"
Tadesse Eshetu also supports the notion that anxiety

and success do not mix. The sophomore Biochemistry

major says that panicked cramming two nights

before the exam is ineffective and
avoidable. He feels that even

someonewho is really behind

has a good chance of doing

fairly well on the test if s/he

outlines main points and stud-

ies as far in advance as possible.

"Talk to people who know the

stuff," he offers, "that way they

can summarize."

Likewise, Dr. Jerry Davoli of the

Public Health Department suggests

effective ways of utilizing however
much (or little)timelefttostudy. First,

Davoli espouses the need to realize

that all the stress in the world cannot

make up for a semester's work, and
TURN TO FINALS, PAGE 4
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LSAT
MCAT
GMAT

SAVE $150 on MCAT!
SAVE $100 on LSAT, GMAT & GRE!

• Place a deposit by December 1 5th •

CANNOT BE APPLIED RETROAQIVELY OR IN COMBINATION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER ,

AMHERST OFFICE ONLY

.KAPLAN
Ihe owswer to the test questioi

549-5780

Jennifer Minaya

Nursing Sfajor

t.
Sohitiofw from your Apple Campus Resellen

The Apple Computer Loan.

'I expected to pay a lot more than
35 a month for a new Macintosh Ilsi

and a printer."

Jennifer obtained an Apple Computer \jom that allowed her to
buy her Apple* Macintosh* Ilsi and an Apple Pereonal LaserWriter* LS
pnnter. She knew that owning a powerful Macintosh computer for
her full course load and her work as a doctor's assistant was a smart
thing to do And the Apple Computer Loan was the smart way to do
It: easy application, fast turnaround and low, flexible payment terms
So Jennifer went to the only place that offers the Apple Computer

'

Loan, her Apple Campus Reseller

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future. M^

UNIVERSITY
STORED

MONDAY - FRIDAY
9AK1-5 PM
SATURDAY
1IAM-3PM

THIS WEEKEND

WEtK^ND
Thursday, December 1 0, 1 992 / Page 3

Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

HAPPtNIMCS

COUmSV MVEKLV rAMlU
Max Roach will entertain with other jazz luminaries

•onight at the F.A.C.

THURSDAY
READIMG—Student Valley Productions presents

readings from Works in Progress tonight and tomorrow
from 7-10 p.m. in theCampus Center. Richard Greentjerg's
"LifeCJnder Water will be directed by Dan Blumenthal. as
well as Susan De Blasios "Working Title." Free.

IM CONCERT— Rock Gods from Chicopee will per-
form tonight at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton, with
special guest "The Tommy Twilight Revue." Call 586-
4238 for showtime and tkrliet info.

THEATRE— Don't miss the outrageously "fresh and
funny" look at feminism, TheFWord. Northampton -based
Sleeveless Theatre will put those who think of feminism
as a dirty word in their place. Call 545 25 1 1 to snag some
tickets. Hampden Theatre. $5 general/$3 with ID.

in CONCERT— Smith College hosts a Departmental
Concert tonight through Saturday, from 1 -4 p.m. Call
585-3220 for more info and tickets.

FILM— "My Beautiful launderette' tells the tale of an
interracial male couple that deals with issues of race,
class and sexuality in modern day Britain. 7 p.m. Campus
Center. Room 903. For more info call 545-2632.

IN CONCERT— The Zen Tricksters tribute the all-

mighty Grateful Dead tonight at Pearl Street. The 18+
show kicks off at 8:30 p.m. Tie-dyes welcome. Call 584-
777 1 for more/ticket info.

THEATRE— The Chrysalis Theatre in Northampton
presents Andrea Hairston's " Vision ofRre' as part of the
Northampton '93 Eliminating Racism - Building Com-
munity project Show begins at8p.m. atThome's Market,
tickets $8. Reservations necessary, call 586-5553.

IN CONCERT— Max Roach will perform in an annual
CIMass December evening of jazz. Proceeds benefit the
Retcher Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund, which
enables students from the GMass Afro-American Music
and Jazz Program to continue their studies. Don't miss
this lively event. Tickets $18. $16 & $14 general/half-

price for students. 8 p.m. Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

LECTURE- "Sex. Drugs and Coming Out" will be
presented at 7 p. nn. in the Campus Center, Room 1 1 . A
discussion of coming out as a process of adopting and
developing a positive and mature identity as a lesbian or

gay man. Free, and sponsored by the Program for Gay.
Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns as well as The Regent
Hospital of New York City.

IN CONCERT— The Iron Horse Music Hall proudly

presents local musician Erica Wheeler. Don't miss this

Hampshire College grad displaying home-grown folk

talent. Call 584-0610 for more info/tickets.

THEATRE— "Big Tim and Fanny," tells of the rela-

tionship of a man and woman amid the poverty of New
York's Lower East Side, and of the historically famous
Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire of 1911. MHC Lab
Theatre, 8 p.m. Shows through Sunday. Call 585-2406
for info and tickets, $4 general/$2 with ID.

IN CONCERT— Kenneth Fearn masters the piano in

Debussy's Images, Books I and II. Part of the Music in the

Noon Hour Series at SC's Sweeney Concert Hall, to begin

at 12:30 p.m. 585-3150 for more info.

THEATRE— Carol S. Lashof's Medusa's Tale io be

performed today and Saturday at SC's Theatre 14,

Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts. This play tells

the story of Perseus who pursues Medusa to prove himself

a hero. 8 p.m. Reserved seating, $1, 585-3220.

IN CONCERT— Rent Party and Eve Was Right will join

forces tonight at the Baystate Hotel to celebrate the

Northampton music scene.. Recession price, $3. Call

253-7155 for more info.

THEATRE— "The Sound of a Voice" - David Hei.ry

Hwang's allegory of a woman and the man who visits her

magical world will be presented by Smith College The-
atre. 8 p.m., tonight and Saturday. Call 585-3220 for
ticket and location info.

DANCE— The University Dancers will present a
splendor of ballet, modern dance and jazz works. Faculty,
students, graduate students, director Kathy Jennings and
producer Andrea Watkins work together to achieve a
show of varied entertainment. Rand Theatre. 8 p.m. $7
general/$4 students. 545-251 1 for more info and tickets.
CRAFTFAIR— Check out the pottery

. jewelry, wreaths,
clothing, cards and other festive goodies today and
tomorrow on the Campus Center Concourse, 9a.m

-

4p.m. This annual event affords everyone the opportu
nity to see and purchase beautifully crafted items.

IN CONCERT— If you are in Worcester tonight, check
out The Vienna Boys Choir, considered to be "the most
popular choir ever to tour America" as they perfomi a
holiday program ofcostumed operetta, sacred and secular
songs, and folk music. 8 p.m.. Mechanics Hall. Call 508
752-0888 or 6 1 7 931 -2000 for tickets.

FRIDAY
IN CONCERT— Wildcat O'Halloran jams the night

away at Sheehan's Cafe tonight. Call 586 4238 for gobs
of details and tickets.

THEATRE— The magnificent 22nd Annual Madrigal
Dinners will run only two more performances toni^t and
tomorrow. [:>on't miss this festive holiday concert, drama
and bounty ofgourmet food. Campus Center Auditorium,
doors open at 6 p.m., seats to be taken by 7 p.m. $23
general/$18 students. Call 54504 18 for tickets.

EXHIBPF— The Student Union Art Gallery proudly
presents a BFA Thesis show by Kathy Wallace. Julie
Bianculli. and Traci Noone to include black and white
photography and watercolor works. Reception toni^t 5-

7 p.m. Exhibit runs through Dec. 18.

IN CONCERT— The Rirtatkins, the worlds most fa-

mous openly gay. politically active, multi- cultural, a-
capp>ella singing group combines rock, doo-wop, salsa.
gospel and madrigals at the Iron Horse. Topics range
from AIDS to abortion rights to apartheid. Shows at 7 &
10 p.m. For tickets call 586 8686 or 1 800-THE TICK.
THEATRE— The Moveable Feast theatre presents

The WilderShow, an event consisting of three short plays
by Thornton Wilder. Works to be presented include
"Pullman Car Hiawatha," "Infancy" and "The Long
Christmas Dinner." Belchertown High School, tonight
and tomorrow 8 p.m. Also Sunday at 2:30 p.m. $5. Call
323 7181 fortixG info.

IN CONCERT— Ponald Perera, the Elsie I. Sweeney
Professor o.' Music at Smith College will be in New York
through Sunday to see the performance of his own
chamber opera, 'The Yellow Wallpaper' Perera's
chamber opera will be directed by Mark Harrison at the
Manhattan School of Music. A $25 fee will buy you a
ticket to the show and a seat on the bus that leaves SC's
Sage Hall today at 3 p.m. and will retum around 1 a.m.
585-3 1 50 for more info.

THEATRE— Smith College Theatre presents two one-
act plays tonight, featuring student directors Lisa Inman
and Laura Brown, inman will present her interpretation of
The Trip, a comic tale of four women on a cross-country
joumey and test of their friendship. Brown will direct her
own original piece. Unfinished Business, the story of a
woman struggling with past and present relationships.

Evening events start at 8 p.m., in Theatre 14 of the
Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts. $1 . reserva-

tions necessary. 585-3220 for more info and tix.

SATURDAY
IN CONCERT— John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown

Band come to Pearl Street tonight. The 8 30 p.m. show
promises to be a crowd-pleaser. so call 584 777 1 for tix
and additional info.

DANCE— Amherst College students enrolled in Th/
DA 53 will present original dance/theatre and performance
pieces tonight and tomorrow. AC Kirby Theatre. 8 p.m.
Free, but reservations suggested. 542 2277.
HOUDAY CLASSES— The Guild Studio School of-

fers "Beads. Magnets & Ornaments" with Kat England
today from 14. Children ages 5 12 welcome. $7fee call
Julie Held at 584-3299 for more info.

IN CONCERT— Charlie Schmidt rocks the Coolidge
Park Cafe tonight from 8:30p.m. - 1 2:30a.m. The Cafe at
The Hotel Northampton will wine, dine and musically
thrill you. so stop by. Wiggins Tavern, also at the hotel,
will feature Chalyce Blair from 6:30 10:30 p m. Call
584-6324 for more info.

EXHIBfT— Artist Michael Phillips will give a lecture
and opening reception today in honor of his new exhibit.
'New Large Scale Paintings" on exhibit through Jan. 1

5

at the Mu Gallery in Boston. Lecture at 5 p.m.. reception
from 6 8 p m. 617-451-9528 for more info

COMEDY— Carrot Top. labeled the "hottest young
comic in America" is performing at the Comedy Con-
nection in The Hu Ke Lau for two all ages shows. 8 p.m.
& 10:15 p.m. Tix are $12.50. Call 593 5222 for info.

IN CONCERT— Violinist extraordinaire Charles Treger
will perform with the University ofMassachusetts Orchestra
tonight at 8 p.m. in the FAC Concert Hall. Thomas Elefant
will conduct. Tkkets $8 general/$4 students. Call 545
25 1 I for tix or grab them at the door.

EXHIBIT— Sargert Galleries of Springfield will open
their winter season with a champagne reception featuring
works by well known "island" artist Preston Sloane.
Exhibit through Jan. 15. call 732 3030 for more info.

RLM— Who Framed Roger Rabbit will be shown to-
night at MHC. Gamble Auditorium. 7 & 9 p.m. $2.50.

SUNDAY
IN CONCERT— Poet, author, musician, composer,

storyteller, cultural guardian and humanitarian Robin
Williamson to perform a Winter Solstice Concert at the
iron Horse Music Hall. Call 586-8686 for info and tix.

FILM— "On the Waterfront." starring Marlon Brando
shows today at SC Wright Hall Auditorium. 2 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT- Bela Reck and the Flecktones will do
their thing at AC Buckley Recital Hall. Tix $ 1 2/$5 with ID.

Stop by the box office or For The Record in Amherst.
LECTCJRE— "Media Sunday: Marketing Misery: The

Selling of Addictions to Women" will be presented by
Jean Kilboume, a visiting scholar of Wellesley College .

SC McConnell Hall Auditorium, 2 p.m. Free.
IN CONCERT— Richard du Bois will direct the UMass

Chorale in a holiday concert today at 3 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. $6 general/$3 for students. 545-25 1 I for tix

and info.

FILM— " Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory" will

be shown at AC's Campus Center Theatre, 7:30 and 1

p.m. $1.75.

IN CONCERT— The University ofMassachusetts Youth
Wind Ensemble to perform with the Pioneer Valley Wind
Symphony in concert today at 3 p.m. in the rAC Concert
Hall. Admission is free, all welcome.

The Flirtations will be at the Iron Horse Friday for two shows.
COURTISV CENE tACNATO
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SVP offers Working Titles
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

For many years now, the people of
Student Valley Productions have offered
encouragement and experience to
budding student artists. SVP has given
birth to many well-received student
productions, including the recent hits
"Bill and Karen" and "The Abyss" (both
written by UtAass students).

One of the ways in which SVP
assists undergraduate playwrights or
directors is through their "Working
Titles' program, which allows students
to work on no-frills productions of non
traditional plays, or original works-in-
progress. The program encourages
students to experiment with new types
of texts or approaches to direction,
while removing the pressures of a
mainstage production.

The first Working Title of this se-
mester is a production of "Life Under
Water," directed by UMass student Dan
Blumenthal. Written by dramatist Rich
ard Greenberg, "Life' is an exploration
of relationships, on those occassions
when they dowork. The production will

be presented as a reading, attempting
to interpret the text in a new fashion.

Undergraduate playwright Susan
DeBiasioand director Rachel Reinheimer
{"A Midsummer Night's Dream") will

present a production addressing women's
issues. A collaboration between the writer,

directorand cast, the play (known only
as "Working Title") will be presented as
a sehes of short pieces.

"Life Under Water" will be presented
on December 10th. in Campus Center
room 905. "Working Title" will be pre-
sented December 11 th. in Campus
Center room 911. Both performances

finals
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realistic study goals should be set accord-
ingly.

Davoli recommends 1 1/2 to 2 hour
study increments with short breaks in be-
tween to fully relax. Good lighting, a com-
fortable chair, and an atmosphere allowing
for complete concentration are important.

He promulgates walking around, stretching,

resting by closing youi eyes, lying on the
floor, laughing and having fun to constitute

rest and relaxation.

With adequate rest, lost sleep during this

time of year, which is typical, will not take
as much of a toll on the body arui mind.

Diet is another factor that can signifi

cantly effect mental and physical well-

being during exam time. Sophomore un-
declared major Ngan-Binh Mguyen ad-
mits that due to her nervous stomach
because of exams, she eats very little at

this time of year. Davoli warns Nguyen
and others of the importance of eating well
at this time when much is being demanded
of the body and mind. He advises students
to eat many light, small meals throughout
the day consisting of a variety of nutrients.
Eating only a couple of large meals will

leave you feeling sleepy and drained.
Also, while snacks are high on many

students' study agendas, Davoli tells stu-
dents to avoid unhealthy foods which are
common choices for students, such as
sweets and caffeine. He maintains that
munchies such as fruits and complex car-
bohydrates (pasta, whole grain crackers)
will give you 'quick and long lasting en-
ergy" without the ugly side-effects of caf

feine and sugar.

Bibeault agrees, "nothing should effect
your eating and sleeping. "Although the
industrial engineering major rarely takes
breaks and sees them leading to time-
consuming socializing, he does not believe
in pulling all-nighters.

Dr. Scott suggests that, as far as time-
management goes, organization is the
key. Dividing work into smaller tasks helps
to put things into perspective. By setting
goals to finisii parts of an assignment by
realistic deadlines, students not only make
progress in their studies, but get a sense of
being in control of their lives.

Scott also recommends that study lo-
cations be chosen wisely.

"I was taught that you shouldn't study,
sleep and play all in the same place." she
says.

According to Scott, studying in the library,

an empty classroom or domn lounge cuts
down on the distractions students may find
in their rooms, such as televisions, music,
phone calls or visits from friends.

So that's the scoop on exams, and the
final analysis seems to promote different

strokes for different folks. Also, the experts
agree that, very simply, stress dioes not pay.

If you do feel decidedly stressed, how-
ever, there are measures you can take to
reduce and prevent more anxiety. On-
campus resources include Health Servkres
Mental Health Division at 127 Hills North,
545-2337. the Health Education Division
at 549-267 1 ext. 1 8 1 ; and the Center for
Counseling and Academic Development
at Berskshire House. 545-0333.
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FOSTERS LAGER
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RoUingRock
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Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
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Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
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Every Day 11:30-3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.MA • 253-4280/4281

Mac awards highlight
best of UMass theater
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

As another semester of (JMass Theatre
draws to a close, it is time once again for
the biannual Mac Awards - those arbitrary
prizes named in honor of myself, and a
Collegian tradition since the end of last

semester. Always the cultural watchdog, I

will now spotlight my insights into the
highlights and lowlights of four months
behind the footlights.

With the polls closed, New World
Theatre's "Coming Into Passion" nets my
award for Outstanding Play. Jude Narita's
riveting one woman drama carried the
audience through the dark psyche of a
Saigon prostitute, the cultural isolation of
an americanized Sansei, and a half dozen
more keenly etched portraits of women
on the fringes of our understanding. Fu-
sion was also that rare piece of political
theatre which didnt sink into a mire of
rhetoric— it exulted in humanity and com-
passion.

My Mac Award for Outstanding Star
Turn goes to "Reckless" wonderful lead

ing lady, Lynda Newton. It has been said
that the greatest actors are those who
bring a bit of themselves into the roles,
and Newton s trademark buoyancy and
brightness have a way of making the most
distant or unfamiliar characters seem
achingly real. In Reckless, Newton played
the naive (and frequently unstable) hero-
ine as an unflappable optimist—constantly
beaten, but never suffering from an ex-
cess of sentiment or schtick. The pro-
duction was all the better for her unlikely
characterization.

Behind the scenes, my award for
Outstanding Director goes to the won
derful Alan White—who turned the The-
atre Guild production of "Hair into a wild
ride of evocative, eye-fillrng images. The
directorial coup: turning a potentially pi
ous finale into a brilliantly staged vision of
the individual, being drowned out and
swallowed by a sea of former friends. The
rest is silence.

My Diamond in the Rough award also
goes to "Hair," for the welcome perfor
mance of Michelle Wynn. In a cast of bad
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Pigpile: independent legacy from Big Blacic
By AUSTIN RUTLEDGE
Collegian Correspondent

Pigpile

Big Black
Touch and Go Records

There once was a band from Chicago. It featured an
energetic bass player named Dave and two young guitar

players named Santiago and Steve. The three of them
decided to form a band that would play very fast songs
but they couldn't find a drummer fast enough, so they
found a Roland drum machine to use instead. It was a

reliable time-keef>er and it seemed to fit their sound.
With Roland's help, the band wrote music with precise

stops and starts, and Steve sang songs about his most
hated enemies. The band recorded three full length LPs,

three EPs and numerous 7-inches from 1982 until 1987.
Together they formed one of the best bands of the

Eighties, combining an original sound with raw energy.

The band was called Big Black.

Recently, Touch and Go Records has made a new Big

Black release available. It's a live recording from Big

Black's 1987 European tour while they were promoting

their final album. This new release is called Pigpile and
on it they p>erform a ripping, fourteen-song set at a theater

in London. If there were doubts about the ability of Big

Black to carry their intensity -driven studio efforts over to

a live habitat, Pigpile serves as a testament to their mu-
sical strength, and should crush that myth. Big Black was
an excellent band live.

So if Pigpile is a recording of a gig played five years

ago it should be a stale and outdated effort, right? Wrong.
Big Black was a band ahead of their time. They wrote
songs about self-immolation, the horrors of child moles-
tation and the power of independent trucking while cock -

rockers like Pearl Jam were still in high school chorus.

Unbeknownst to many. Big Black paved the way for a

good portion of the independent label bands flourishing

today. Big Black was a band who proved that they could

be successful on their own terms. They publicized them-
selves, booked their own gigs, paid for their own studio-

time and remained completely self-managed.

Big Black showed that independent label bands can
indeed make it without any "help" from a major record

company whose only interests are profits. It's only through

these 'Indies' that we can get any new music worth giving

two wipes about. It's where we get our Dinosaur Jr. and
ourMudhoney from , and if it weren't for independent label

bands, we'd all be stuck listening to Michael Bolton.

Big Black was an important band to the Eighties be-

cause they didn't care about how much money they'd earn.

They were a band who scoffed at all of the major record

company executives, refusing to yield any of their creative

freedom in order to make a buck. Big Black worked to

prove that you can be successful playing whatever type of
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Malcolm X' tops annual year-end ten best list
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

Along with Chia Pets, breast implants
and, say. "The Bodyguard." ten best lists

are outwardly interesting but ultimately
silly things, don't you agree?

But amid such a year of mind-numb-
ing hype and ensuing mediocrity, these
lists seem to gain more resonance. After
all, if critics defined a good movie by
good box office, we'd have such
unoriginal, mindless and all-around lame-
o flicks like Basic Instinct ("yee-hee,
Sharon Stone isn't wearing any pant-
ies!"). Batman Returns (Keep the cat.
dump the bat, drown the penguin). A
League of Their Own (Overused base-
ball cliches + manipulative, smug senti-
ment . big hit) and Lethal Weapon 3
("Where's Mel's butt? phew, now I see it— what a good movie!") among the high
rankers.

But even entertaining, but forgettable
box office winners like Sister Act (I

couldn't slam a movie about nuns, for
God's sake) and Wayne's World already
got their financial recognition, so now it's

time for some lesser known, but really,
really, really great movies to get their
due.

One more note about the list: due to
publishing restrictions, the list must be
drawn up in the first week of December.
Now everyone knows most of the Oscar-
caliber films come out sometime during
December, (last year both JFKand Bugsy
missed the list), so consider the following
a work in progress.

For what it's worth:
1 . Malcolm X— The true triumph of

Spike Lee's literal and stirring saga is its

exquisite, explosive marriage of knock-
out visuals with a powder-keg subject.
Especially in a year where eye-popping
visuals took precedence over everything
else (see 1492. Bram Stoker's Dracula),
Malcolm XteWs a stirring stor^ t}ehind its

imaginative illustrations. Denzel Wash-
ington is untouchable a? the black leader
throughout his evolving consciousness.
From the intriguing decision to shoot
Malcolm's life in four different film styles
to the stirring prologue and masterful
epilogue. Malcolm X is a genuine epic.
CJnIike. say. "Dances With Wolves.'
Malcolm X doesn't spoon feed the audi-

ence pretty sunsets and political correct
ness. Every frame is loaded, compelling
cinema. A

2. Glengarry Glen Ross— Brutal co-
medic-drama never looked so desper-
ately beautiful. A tense and maze-like
script by David Mamet anchors James
Foley's wonderfully nihilistic, but ultimately
tragic tale of four salesmen — con men,
really— and their reckless attempt to hold
onto their dignity. Jack Lemmon and Al
Pacino lead a tight ensemble cast and
Alec Baldwin shines as a harsh v. p. from
downtown. "Glengarry's" profanity sings,
its rhythm rings sup>erb. A

3. The Player— Robert Altman con-
cocts a cynical valentine for movie mak-
ers and lovers alike in this witty, biting
satire/mystery of studio mogul -wannabe
Griffin Mill (Tim Robbins. in a career-
defining performance). From its marvel
ous opening uninterrupted shot, as the
camera swirls around the cul de sac of a
studio to its purposely excessive number
ofcameos to the hilarious prison sequence
at the end, " The Player' works on a num-
ber of levels, but at its (icy) heart, the film
is just plain hilarious. Altman bends a
mystery, romance, satirical swipes and
deft comedy in this terrific piece of Ameri-
can cinema. A

4. Heart ofDarkness: A Filmmaker's
Apocalypse — If the player is a cynical
valentine, this is the nightmare. Released
in 1990 on Showtime and in 1991 in the
theaters, it nevertheless captures a spot
on this year's list. This is an engrossing,
even scary documentary on the filmir>g of
'Apocalypse how." made with footage
supplied by director Francis Ford
Coppola's wife. Eleanor. The filmmaker
battles torrential rains, an incomplete
script. Martin Sheen's heart attack, an
expensive and moody Marlon Brando and
most critically, himself. This is unlike any
other "making oT you'll ever see. In fact,

'Heart of Darkness' is so powerful that it

could be argued that its better than
Apocalypse Now. A

5. The Crying Game — Irish film-
maker Neil Jordan writes and directs this

challenging, wonderfully acted romantic
thriller. An IRA terrorist (a great Stephen
Rea) is paired with his prisoner's girl-

friend (a breakthrough Jaye Davidson
performance) in a clever, haunting film.

The Crying Game works best when it is

one step ahead of the audience — es-
pecially in a kicker of a twist that spins
the film into a whole different vein. More
than Just a cryptically complex thriller, it

is also a concentrated character study of
conscience, desire and protection. Ster-
ling performances all around propel this
textured and atmospheric wonder. A

6. Howards End— The most fluid and
resonant of the Merchant Ivory produc-
tions of E.M. Forster's novels. 'A Room
With a View" and "Maurice" were mere
dress rehearsals for this beautiful story of
sisters, lovers and a lovely country estate
known as Howards End. Emma Thomson
shines and Anthony Hopkins turns in a
droll yet complicated performance. Hel-
ena Bonham Carter pfiones in her token
Forster role (though she does it with her
trademark bohemian flair) and Vanessa
Redgrave gives an Oscar worthy support-
ing performance. Sumptuously filmed, ef-

fectively sentimental without being ma-
nipulative. 'Howards End" is a para-
mount telling of a classic novel. A

7. Reservoir Dogs — Quentin
Tarantino's explosively violent, searingly
comical 'poetry of expletives' is an un-
mitigated showcase for the actors. Yet
another intricate performance by Harvey
Keitel highlights this enthralling, some
times funny portrait of a motley crew of
crooks holed up in a warehouse trying to
figure out who is the double-crosser in

their midst. The exceptional cast, which
includes Lawrence Tiemey, Christopher
Penn and Tim Roth, all get a chance to
strut their acting muscles. Similar to
'Glengarry Glen Ross." only "Reservoir
Dogs' goes for the sometimes uncom-
fortable Jugular. A-

8. Edward //— Christopher Marlowe's
histrionic and scandalous 1 594 play gets
the avant garde treatment in director De
rek Jarman's

( Caravaggio) tantalizing mix
of rich allegory, teeming homoeroticism
and esoteric imagery (got that?). The true
story of King Edward's (Steven
Waddington) blatant affair with Gaveston
(Andrew Tieman) and Queen Isabella's

(Tilda Swinton) spiteful retaliation mixes
Elizat>ethan dialogue with contemporary
clothes. Full of political parables and even
Annie Lennox crooning Cole Porter, 'Ed-
ward ir isn't easy — but for those lucky
enough to get it — it's an illustrious win-
ner. A-

9. A Midnight Clear— Keith Gordon's
wondrous tale of World War //disillusion-

ment, acted with brewing intensity by a
smart cast of young actors (Ethan Hawke,
Kevin Dillon, Arye Gross and Gary Sinise).
From a novel by William Wharton, Clear
tells the unfolding story of a platoon of
American Gl's on a snow drenched
French-German border who must deal
with a neighboring enemy platoon that
apparently wants to surrender. Filled with
small, detailed moments — a snow t>all

fight between enemy troops, a tense plan
to concede — Clear is intelligently acted
(especially Hawke and Sinise), mindfully
directed and filled with intriguing levels to
explore. A probing and entertaining
sleeper. A-

10. Of Mice and Men — Gary Sinise
again, this time directing this obviously
lovingly crafted and wisely austere ver-
sion of John Steinbeck's great American
novel. Horton Footes careful and faithful

screenplay mixes honest sentiment with-
out reaching for Hollywood theatrics. Both
John Malkovich, as Lenny, and Sinise, as
George work together like patient clock-
work; each f>«rformance is commend-
able. The story itself may not be entirely
fresh nor surprising, but it's Sinises crisp
adaptation and tender direction that makes
this Men something to marvel. A-

So there you have it. As with any list,

there are numerous runners up and wor-
thy honorable mentions. They go to
Disney's nifty Aladdin (B*), the cynical
liberal political fantasy Bob Roberts ( B+ ),

Woody Allen's telling Husbands and
Wives (A ). Robert Redford's graceful A
River Runs Through It (B). Tom Kalin's
anachronistic, stylish study of the
Leopold -Loebmystery

, Su)oon (B 4^ ). Clint

Eastwood's fine morality play western
Unforgiven (B*)and the other E.M.
Forster adaptation, Charles Sturridge's
Where Angels Fear to Tread ( B*

)

For the years' two most Guilty Plea-
sures, the distinctions go to Melanie
Griffith's 'I'm a spy in Nazi Germany"
Shining Through (B) and, what one critic

called "cinemasturbation." Brian
DePalma's gonzo, homage-filled Raising
Cain (B).

On that note, have a nice holiday and
be sure to see lots of movies, 'cuz if you
don't, Hollywood will be real sad and be
forced to be (oh no!) creative.

Black
COM INLEO FROM r.ACih 6

"

musk you want to. as long as its real. Why else are
they applauded by the people who mn Sub-Pop. the
members of The Pixies, or celebrated by such tribute
bands as Ministry and Nine Inch nails?

Pigpile isn't a punchline to a Joke about Wilson
Phillips. It's a drum machine driven, aggressive
therapy session that would love to break your nose.
Steve screams lines about sleeping sickness in the
second track. "L Dopa", and from there the show gets
carried into a relentless onslaught of spastk fury.

On "Pavement Saw" Big Black is as tight as a
Champion sweatshirt washed a thousand times, as
Steve chokes "She smokes herself to death/ It makes
me sick/ She's so pretty I don't give a shit/ She went
through me like a pavement saw and I feel stupid for

something so stupid."

"Fish Fry", "Dead Billy" and "Pigeon Kill" all find

their way into the set and onto Pigpile, but the show's
closer "Jordan Minnesota" grabs the most attention.

Its length (including feedback) is somewhere around
1 3 minutes long and its message is clear: Parentswho
abuse their children are the scum of the earth. It's an
effective closer to an excellent record and to an
excellent band. Big Black R.I. P.

If you missed any of Big Black's records from the
Eighties, now would be a good time to go and pick
some up. Touch and Go Records has made it very
easy for you: they've recently re-released all of the
major Big Black material and made it available on
tape and CD. I'm not partial to any one release in

particular - they're all excellent. If you've enjoyed Big
Black and want to add a live recording to your
collection, pick up Rgpite. It's a fitting epitaph for Big
Black and a nice tape for finals week.

Winners
But everyone who submits is a winner to us
By J-DOG and THE BIRTHDAY GIRL (SEND GIFTS TO
LISA)Collegian Arts and Living

This, the final Acronymble Announcement of Winners,
brings tears to the arts staffers' eyes. We have thoroughly
enjoyed reading your submissions from the raunchy (you
all know who you are) to the romantic.

The point of this whole thing was to make you read the
arts section, and we hope you will continue to do so, or
else. I mean, if you've Just been reading to get your prize
you cheap son -of -a-. . . you have really lost our respect
and that's a lot to lose.

We're rambling. Here are the winners: GeorgeF. LaCroix
wins Third Prize for his noodle. Electric Mammals Imitate
Live Yaks. Come immediately for your prize because
after, like, Friday we are outta heeeeeere. Oh, and your
prize is a.posta. Well, the esteemed, official Acronymble
poster, not Just an arts staffer poster. Though you should

consider yourself lucky to have one of our grinning,
glorious countenances on your wall, buddy.

Second Prize goes to Enc Nixon for Evacuate My
Incessantly Leaking Yacht. Yes. Imagination. Ingenuity.
Creativity. Heck you can learn more from a Collegian
than one of your Gen Eds. Big surprise there, folks. And
Eric wins an Acronymble T-shirt.

Drum roll, please. Yah, you sleepyhead the one with
the fuzzy pom pom sticks in your hand, Jennifer Welty.
Wanted to see if you were reading. Anyway. Rrst Prize
the Acronymble Game goes to Michele Laramie for Even
Murderous Inmates Like Yo-Yos. But she also gets a pat
on the back for Elongated Members Induce Loud Yodels.
Like you know, Michele.

The whole purpose of EMILY is to type our calendars
and make grievous mistakes. "The Hadley Pub located in

Northampton" and "Grease is an 80s disco flick." The list

goes on. Thanks for the laughs. Ciao! Emily!

ALLEY OOPS ac
.Miller Lite live Concert Series

QUIET
If3/ou're tired of

yelling this,

CcMne and see us

The Brook
253-283^

AIDS is everyone's problem and

everyone must educate themselves

now! Donate $5 or more and

receive our publications. Send

name, address, and enclosed

I
donation: $

MAIL TO:

THE RUBBBS BROS.'"

AIDSEdicatioiPiUkaliois

PO. Box 431 UMCWHbrahvn, MA 0109^1

AIDSIiifonMtiMTel.1-800-74S-1057
1

Backlash

(Qj II II /&» ,1 II
*25 PLEASAHT STREET

'r-illllH&lUly^ nORTHAMPTOn

r 584-2491
Gel Your Fraternity & Sorority Party Reservations

f^CMISi 9 >^"t•y9 P40MGE
Volid until lh« and of 1 992.

Includes: 1 page resume typesetting

25 copies on resume paper

25 matching blank sheets & envelopes

Storage on disk (min, 1 year)

228 Triangle Streef

Amherst, MA 01 002
549-3840 • FAX 549-2868
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Fosters Lager
24,12 oz. bottles

Gator Florida Beer

24/12 oz. botts.

$17/9 + dep

Michelob & Mich Lt

12/pk bott
$6.^9 + dep

Rolling Rock
24 bar bottles

$12.9* + dep.

Black Label
24 bar bottles

$8.99 ^ ^gp

Coors Gold
24 bar botts.

$11.99 + dep

UMASS
Basketball
Fever!!!

Busch
bar bott

$9.*9 + dep

Narragansett
24/12 oz. cans
$7." + dep

Andrea Champagnes

$2.^
750 ml

M.D. 20/20, •'

750 ml $2.
flavors

00

Roget Champagnes

$2.*«
750 m

ICE!!
10 lbs. $1.00

50 lbs $4.50

1/2 bbl KEGS!!
Natural Ll ....S32.S0 **mp.
•uscli S3S.99 . 4^.
MMMw. MOO a Lt. $3«.M * dat

Plus Many More!!
Nobody Beats
Our Prices!

Emetts Irish

Cream
750 ml $9.3»

Southern Comfort
$7.»«

750 ml

Tired of stores with

BAD ATTITUDES?
At 4 Seasons you'll be

treated with gratitudel

And...

WE
DEUVER(

4 Seasons Vodka
$8.^«

1.75 L

Theater
c onhnuko from pagh .s

to mediocre singers. Wynn's full -throttle, kick-ass vocals
broughtwelcome life to the great Rado/Ragni/MacDermott
score.

Best Spontaneous Theatre: the players of "Mission
Improvable' who relied on wits and inspiration to extri-
cate themselves from a variety of absurd theatrical tasks,
assigned to them by the audience.

Best Excuse For Seeing A Creek Tragedy: professor
Robert Bagg's lyrical, beautiful translation of Sophocles'

J&B Scotch
$12.««

750 ml

750 ml

Jim Beam

Bailey's Irish

Cream
750n,l$14.»»

STUDENT
FITNESS
MEMBERSHIPS!!!!!
One Easy Payment! No Gimmicks!

$1 1 900
* SPECIAL RATE!

December
to May

MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES':

HOURS Mon Sat 9 11' 10% Sen,o.' Discount Ei/e'vdav

: ><iM Mwrt Up fc TO Ds,^ ->n V'f.A VA";-? ac ARD CHI >-«, CAS-

• leniMs • K^Kuuftball" • Massagt? Therapy
• Nauhhs • Aeaibics"! include? step)
• Fiw Weights • Fitness testine * S«>un.i

• BasketbaTl • Cirditnascufar (Stairmasler ; LifcCycks"

)

'Not oil clubs feature oil amenities "Nominal Fee

Comparable Value

$400 if paid monthly!

You save nearly 50%
by paying for your

membership on the

day you join! Hurry!

Act right now & Save!

"Women of Trachis." and Edward M. Jewett's virtuoso
performance in this translation's stage debut. Together
with ace director Keith Oliver, the two men showed us
how much life and emotion can still be found in those
ancient texts.

On the darker side, my award for Biggest Waste goes
to the Theatre Department's poverty-stricken production
of "Reckless." Director Edward Golden's penchant for
minimal stage design can be just keen in some cases
{"Playboy ofthe Western World." "AShepardShow"), but
his fear of scenery was out of place this semester.
"Reckless" should have possessed a visual intensity to
match its action

. but Golden's barren production left the
eye hungry for more.
My Cojones Award, for outstanding courage, goes to

those various castmembers of "Haii" who had the where
with all to bare it all in the play's controversial nude
scene.

Finally, my Fall 1 992 Consolation Prize goes to those
wonderful performers Rob ("Cat on a Hot Tin Roof)
Corddry. and Michelle CT {'Mothers and Others")
Hendrick. Both have proven themselves to be gifted lead
actors, and it was a shame to see their talent squandered
in the scene-change chorus of "Reckless."

ATHUTIC
CLUBS of
AiAERICA

659 Amherst Street
SUNDERLAND: (413)549-3638

(Fofmerly Winners Athletic Club)

3tU» ANNUAL
IffTEflCOtlfCIATE SKt WEEKS

M7. SUTTON; CANADA

ONLY $209
5 DayUHTi€hmt
5 NM^fKs Lodging

5 0«xs feiccrcofleftote AcCMCtat

Ltfol Aft/or
Alcohol is 18

Jmn. 3-a, Jan. 10-15 « Springbr—k V3

f-800-999-Sf<f-9

IMPORTANT IIUFORMATIOIU
FOR ALL UIUDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE STUDEMTS

1993-94 FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION PROCESS

The Federal government has mandated several changes which impact upon the 1993-
1994 financial aid application process. THE APPLICATION PROCESS HAS
CHANGED. The University of Massachusetts at Amherst will ONLY require the 'Tree
Application for Federal Student Aid" (FAFSA). This application is FREE and will be
available in late December or early January A supplemental form WILL NOT be
required by the University The FAFSA cannot be filed before January 1 and MUST
be filed BEFORE March 1, 1993 to receive priority consideration for financial aid at
UMASS/Amherst. When completing this form, please be certain to indicate the
University of Massachusetts. AmherstMA in Section G to ensure that the University
receives your information.

Please retain copies of 1992 federal tax returns because you may be asked to submit
them to support your application. Do not submit tax returns or any other documents
until you are specifically requested to do so.

Provided your application is filed on time (before March 1, 1993) and your file is

complete, you should receive a response from Financial Aid Services by June, 1993.
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Winter storm watch. Snow
throughout the day.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Arts & Living:
A sour note didn't hamper an otherwise delightful

performance of Handel's Messiah at
the FAG Thursday night. Page 7.

Sports:
University of Massachusetts men's basketball
team travels to Norman Oklahoma to take on

the Sooners this weekend. Page 12.
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Troops fend
off gunfire
in Somalia
By WILLIAM C. MANN
Associated Press

MAGADISHU. Somalia - Elusive gunmen fired onManne helicopters buzzing the rooaops of this tense
divided city, a U.S. officer reported today, and French
soldiers squared off with a gunman at a road checkpoint

I he isolated incidents marred an otherwise trouble-
free Operation Restore Hope, as a American French force
took command in the Somali capital and prepared for itsmam mission, protecting food shipments to starving
oomalia.

A global air bridge, meanwhile, funneled hundreds
more Marines toward Somalia.

In a possible first step toward political reconciliationm this violence-racekd land, warlord Mohamed Farrah
Aidid announced he would meet Friday with is chief
nval. All Mahdi Mohamed. Ismat Kittani special U N
envjcy. was mediating between the two factional leaders

The U.S. advance guard here was ready to leapfrog into
the famme belt ofsouthern Somalia and what o)uld be its
toughest job. taking control of strife-torn inland city of
Baidoa. The Mannes on Saturday will escort a convoy of
food trucks from Mogadishu 200 miles northwest to Baidoa

Rehef officials reported today that large convoy of
"technicals" — the armed vehicles favored by Somali
gunmen — was spotted headed west from the Baidoa
area toward the Ethiopian border.

The emergency food airlift to Mogadishu resumed
Wednesday just hours after 1.700 Marines came ashore
and seized the airport and seaport, the first steps in an
unprecedented. U.N.-sponsored campaign to deliver aid
through armed force. More than 30.000 Marines Army
troops and soldiers of other nations will be deployed in
this crippled east African land.

Until now. reliefshipments have been routinelv lootod
by armed bands of youths set loose by two years of clan
confiict. Some 300.000 people have died of starvation
disease or warfare. U.N. officials estimate, and hundreds
ofthousands more are at risk of starvation, especially in
the interior.

Turn to SOMAUA. page 2
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Twisters owner to run for board
Forsyth to advocate for students and businesses
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

An Amherst business owner yesterday announced he
will run on a pro-student and pro-business platform this
winter for election to the Amherst Select Board

Mark Forsyth. 29, who owns Twisters Tavern says
students and local businesses have lacked representation
on the board in the past.

-T will repr..«ont what has been tho s,U.nt majoHtv of
Amherst. Forsyth said. "Businesses and students have
been treated unfairly by the town.
The select board has not been sensitive to these

groups," he said. "They have only been responsive to a few
vocal residents."

Forsyth criticized the select board for "bogging down"
the businesses in the town with unnecessary fees and
regulations and its anti-student reforms.

He also said the select board lacks the leadership to
make important decisions.

u "T^f';^
'^ ^ complete lack of decision making on the

board. Forsyth said. "There are basically no business
people on the town boards and that makes it difficult to
do business in Amherst."

Filmmaker Spike Lee
to speak at the FAC
By MICHAEL B. PIERCE
Collegian Correspondent

The Afrik-Am Society is planning to
sponsor a lecture by director Spike Lee,
whose film Malcolm X is currently
playing in theaters.

The lecture is scheduled for Feb. 3,
at 8 p.m. for Black history month.

Mike Poster, speaker of student
senate, said he was looking forward to
hearing Lee's perspectives on racial
strife.

The Afrik-Am Society petitioned the
SGA treasureand tax account for $9,620
to cover expenses which include an
honorarium, publicity, hospitality, se-
curity and hotel accommodations.

Kay West, Afrik-Am Society presi-
dent, said she wrote Lee a letter and he
agreed to come.

"This is great because he draws
Black and White audiences," she said.

Emily Rose, SGA treasurer, said
West wrote to Lee during the racial
strife earlier this semester and asked
him ifhe could speak at the University.

"Spike Lee's usual honorarium fee
is $16,000," Rose said. "But because of
the problems here, he said he would
come for $8,000.

She also said Lee would address ra-
cial problems on campus and in general.
Now that the Afrik-Am society has

been granted the money for the lecture,
it still needs to confirm the lecture with
Lee's agent.

The lecture is scheduled to take place
in the Fine Arts Center Auditorium,
and tickets will cost $7.00 for the public,
$5.00 UMass students with an ID, and
$3.00 for senior citizens.

Wednesday night, the SGA also
passed a new version ofits constitution,
and Poster said it would affect every
undergraduate on campus. The new
constitution, however, still needs to be
approved by the board of trustees.

"This would be a whole new power of
control for governance," Poster said.
"The voice of the students will be a lot
more powerful."

Kevin Newnan, student trustee, said
the new constitution was based on the
old one, and isn't drastically different.

He also said the old constitution was
never approved by the board of trust-
ees, and this one would not be adopted
until it was approved.

"As far as getting this one approved,
we don't see any stumbling blocks," he
said.

The SGA also passed chapter 6 of its

bylaws which guarantees Third World
caucus and area government senate
seats.

Poster said this would maintain the
voice ofhistorically oppressed students.

Forsyth said he would work to repel the towns keg
hcensing lawsand improve the towns housing regulations
He cites student concerns as a priority in his campaign

"I would make sure student issues are looked at again
and this time students would be involved in the decision
making." Forsyth said.

Twisters has had its liquor license suspended three
times this year by the select board for overcrowding and
noise violations P^orsyth says the experience furthered
his opinion that the select board needed to change

Some of Forsyth's other proposals include streamlin-
ing the permit process for businesses, creating a down-
town economic plan to spur economic growth and exami ne
a new parking policy for Amherst center.

Forsyth says he will need a strong student turn out to
win a seat on the select board.

"I will be very aggre.ssive m trying to garner the
student vote, Forsyth said. "There is also a lot of local
interest and business support."

Jennifer Wood, president of the University of Mas-
sachusetts student government, said Forsyth' stand on
issues such as keg laws should help mobilize the student
vote.

Turn to FORSYTH, page 10

Reports of spiders rise
Housing accused ofwebbed cover-up
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Concerned by skin-crawling reports of
spider bites and sightings, residents of
Washington tower said they are frustrated
with what they feel is an inadequate re-
sponse from Housing officials, and ac-
cused Housing of attempting to cover up
the problem until everyone goes home for
the holidays.

"We shouldn't have to live like this,
especially with finals going on." said
Washington resident Brian MacDonald,
who said he spent yesterday making phone
calls to Housing and Environmental
Health and Safety officials in an attempt
to get something done about what many
residents believe is an infestation ofsmall
yellow spiders.

Last night, MacDonald said he had
been promised a meeting with
Washington's Residence DirectorNorman
Hiza to discuss the problem. Although
MacDonald showed up at the appointed
time with approximately 12 other con-
cerned residents, Hiza did not appear.

"(Housing officials! are just dragging
their feet on this and trying to keep it

quiet until we all leave," said MacDonald.
who has spent the last two nights sleeping
at a friend's apartment because he fears
being bitten.

"I'm really pissed off," said fourth floor
resident Jon Adam, who says Housing has
refused to act. "It just shows you how
much they care."

Whether or not reports of an infesta-
tion are exaggerated, several students do
claim to have been bitten, and many more
say they have seen the spiders, turning
the high-rise dorm into an anxious rumor
mill where students have been leaving
their lights on at night andjumping at the
slightest itch.

Second floor resident Michelle Morrison
claimed she was bitten twice, resulting in
two trips to a walk-in health clinic with
skin inflammations which werediagnosed
as "bug bites." She said the bites resulted
in swelling and a feeling of nausea which
passed within 24 hours.

Manda Hollender, who lives on the
11th floor of the tower, .said she knows
four people who were bitten, includingone
who had a serious infection which had to
be treated with intravenous antibiotics.

Second floor resident Candi Masielio
said she killed a spider inside of her closet
about three weeks ago. and numerous
residents said they Ulked to cleaning
personnel who have seen as many as 10
spiders at a time in stairwells.

, Q.t^n
^ "'^!^' ^ ^P'^^'' ^^'^ captured on the

ISthfloorafferitcrawledoutofanotebook
which was brought up from the 13th floor
Residents plan to use the captive spider as
evidence that the rumors are true.

"I'mnotcrazy.'-saidMacDonald. "These
things are out there."

Second floor resident Keith Arbeitman
said he saw a yellow spider about the size
ofa mckel two nights ago on the 1 7th floor.

Turn to SPIDERS, page 6
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Somalia
continued from page 1

"I've been waiting for this day for so long." Victor
Tanner, a UNICEP' worker, said after the Americans
took charge of the seaside airfield.

Although Marines confiscated some automatic weap-
ons from passing automobiles, it appeared most of the
teen-agers who long terrorized Mogadishu from machine
gun-mounted vehicles had stowed theirweapons or slipped

COLLEGIAN
out of town and into the bush.

Some ex-gunmen lined up looking for more peaceful
jobs with aid agencies, relief officials said. But not all
were taking a low profile.

Several shots were fired at Marine hehcopters sur-
veying the city on low-altitude patrols Wednesday, said
Capt. Greg Horton, a Marine pilot.

At a checkpoint Thursday, a man in a car raised a gun
toward Foreign Legionnaires, and one of the French
soldiers fired a burst from his automatic weapon. The
man escaped.

1 1 3 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst. MA 01003

phone. (413) 545-3500
fax: (413) 545-1592

Have a nice vacation- We'll see
you in the spring!

With love, The Collegian Staff
(By the way. this is the last issue ol tba Mmeater!)
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SAVE OUR STORE
The University of Massachusetts Board of Governors
strongly opposes leasing the University Store to a

private company as the administration has suggested.
The following are just a few reasons how privatization

would be detrimental to University students and
faculty.

1 ) Higher textbook prices - Barnes & Noble may not offer the
same 5% discount that we currently have.

2) Less student employees - Less part-time student staff jobs
would be available.

3) Less selection - Barnes & Noble's primary concern would be
profit, unlike the current store that values service and a large
selection which caters to the diverse needs of all the students and
faculty on campus.

4) Temporary Solution - Auxilliary Services are financially
troubled, so rather than addressing their financial problems, they
are going to sell the only money-making enterprise in the Campus
Center in a last-ditch effort to acquire much needed funds.

5) Administration has Avoided Students - The Auxilliary Services
has avoided talking to any student groups about privatization. A
Request for Proposal is likely to be issued while students and faculty
are off campus, allowing the administration to do what they want
without student input.

6) Our Store is One of the Best - The University of Massachusetts
Universitv Bookstore is recognized nationally as one of the best
campus bookstores in the country - don't let Auxilliary Services
jeopardize the quality of our bookstore because of losses in other
parts of their budget.

DON'T PRIVATIZE - ITS NOT A SOLUTION!
- provided by the University of Massachusetts Board of Governors (545 01 98) -

SATURDAY!
The
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The naked truth about
UMass calendar scam

AkiKiiwirn<>.r.w ^. .. ^ _ ARAM COMJEAN / COUEGIANANNIVERSARY - ChanceHor Richard CBrien talks to a visitor at the Everywomans
Center's twentieth anniversary celebration.

Film explores Haitian
coup and its aftermath

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

A Worcester-based photography com-
pany which announced plans to produce a
"GirU of UMass" calendar earlier this se-
mester has disappeared without a trace,
leaving at least one student suspicious
that the whole thing was "just a scam."

Sophomore communication disorders
mtyor Laurie Dingley said a photographer
had her come to a preliminary photo shoot
for the calendar, told her she would appear
in it, and then never got back in touch with
her

Dingley said she resptmded to a clas-
sified advertisement in the Collegian an-
nouncing the project at the beginmng of
the fall semester, and was asked to submit
any photos she had of herself.

Dingley filled out a biographical infor-
mation form and gave the photographer,
who claimed to be from "Woods PhoUig-
raphy" one picture of herself, but was told
the photo, a face shot, was inadequate.

Dingley said the photographer told her
more photos were needed before a deasion
could be made about her possible inclu-
sion in the calendar. She was asked to
come to a photo session on the eighth floor
of the Campus Center.

She said she was skeptical going to the
session, but the photographer displayed
an expansive portfolio of pictures of ce-

lebrities and semi-nude women, which

she said made him seem legitimate.
The photographer took Dingley's pic-

ture in a bathing suit and told her he
would let her know if she "made the cut,"

Dingley said.

According to Dingley. the photogra-
pher called her a few weeks later and told
her she would be appearing in the calen-
dar, and they would be doing a photo
session in the near future. She said she
was told to start thinking about places on
campus she would like to be photographed

But that was the last she heard
"I tried calling |Wix)ds PhoW>graphy|

five or SIX times, but all I got was an
answering machine I started to get really
nervous because they had all of my infor-

mation, as well as pictures of me." she
said.

A few weeks later Dingley received a
letter from Woods Photography saying
that the calendar project had been can-
celled due to "production pnjblems " The
onginal photo sihe subinilled was returned.

Public safety officer Richard Besse. who
hasinvc<* *.

i various scams on campus
in the p.. i he had heard nothing of
the calendar project, and that no formal
investigation had btt-n launched, but said
he found the epi^nle "interesting." He
encourages women who responded to the
ad to file formal complaints with the De-
partment of Public Safety

Woods Photography could not be
reached for comment

By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

"Haiti: Killing the Dream", a film de-
tailing the events leading to the Septem-
ber 30, 1991 bloody coup d'etat that
toppled the country's first democratically
elected government, was presented on
campus last night by the University of
Massachusetts' Haitian American Stu-
dent Association.

Although perpetrated by the Haitian
military with the financial support ofthe
Haitian aristocracy , the film convincingly
portrayed the U.S. government as a be-
hind-the-scenes co-conspirator in the
coup.

"In Haiti, the formula for power is 3A
plus E: Army times Americans times Ar-
gent

I money I, plus Eglise | church I", ac-

cording to a journalist from Haiti En
Marche. a Haitian weekly published in

Miami.

Thejournalist requested that his name
not appear in print. "I am not afraid of

what will happen to me. I just want to be
able to go back."

Haitian students at the meeting ex-

pressed frustration with what they per-

ceived to be a gross lack ofawareness and
sensitivity to the plight of the Haitian
people who, ha\ing "briefly experienced
democracy, will never accept the military-

backed puppet."

According to the Haiti En Marche re-

porter. "The only battle the Haitian mih-
tary ever fought was against the masses.
The country is like a prison."

The forced return to Haiti of approxi-
mately 16,000 refugees by the U.S. gov-
ernment struck a nerve, too. According to
one student, "If these people were white
and were from Bosnia, they would be ac-

cepted."

Haiti was formerly a French colony.

The Haitians drove out the French in

1804. In 1915, US troops invaded and
installed the military backed puppet gov-
ernment that has dominated Haiti ever

O'Brien halts proposal
Smoke-free campus on hold for now
By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian StafT

Chancellor Richard O'Brien delayed
a proposal yesterday to change smok-
ing areas on campus at the 482nd
Meeting of the Faculty Senate.

John Cunningham ofthe University
Health Council pitsent<'d a special re-

port by that group, which proposed that
UMass bt "smoke- free in all public and
individup 1 work areasexcept for properly
ventilated spaces."Theconcern wasover
Environmental Tobacco Smoke, or ETS,
which the report demonstrates posing a
significant health hazard.

Under the guidelines of the report,

all individual teachers' offices, entrance
ways, waiting rooms, public areas, and
business meeting rooms, among other
places, would be smoke-free.

since.

A representative ofthe Senate's Pro-
gram and Budget Council claimed that
they had no business deciding how much
money to fund this project. "We classi-

fied thisas something similartoa project
on re-wiring or re-insulating a building
In matters ofhealth codes, the financial

responsibility is the administration's
"

But Chancellor O'Brien pointed out
that the funding for making these
changes would come from the general
budget. Furthermore, he added that
"Noone approached me on the financial

aspect of this project. If it were to cost
five million dollars, that money would
come from you.'O'Brien then suggested
to table the proposal until he knew how
much it would cost, and succeeded.

"The report was designed to expand
on existed state law," said Mr.

Turn to SMOKE. p>age 10

Lecture details
Latin American
media struggles
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

Luiz Fernando Santoro, of the University of
Sao Paulo, Brazil, spoke last night about the
struggles of media groups in Latin America to

become mainstream with the national communi-
cation provided to the population by cable televi-

sion.

"The only memory they
I
the pubhcl have is

through audio-visual," said Santoro which is why
organizations use television and video as a source
of communication. "It is easier to see than write,"

he said.

Since the 1970s, small groups have produced
videos about Latin American issues such as "political

problems and dictatorships," but few have ever
reached the public.

Yet. Santoro said that the television broadcasts

in Latin America are controlled by the state and
therefore it is very difficult transmit videos that are

produced by small groups.

International programming is the main content

of what is '^hown on Latin American television.

"It is easier to know what happened in golf

Turn to BRAZIL, page 1

Panel offers solutions for peace
By MICAH NASSER
Collegian Staff

To mark the fifth anniversary of the Palestinian
Intifada, or the popular uprisingagainst IsraeU occupation
of the West Bank and Gaza, four panelists presented
possible solutions to the conflict.

Professors Max Pepper, Karen Pfeifer. Eli.se Young
and Hagit Borer spoke on "Visions of Peace," at the First
Church in Northampton Wednesday. The lecture was
sponsored by the Middle East Peace Coalition, the Pal-
estine Solidarity Committee and the American Friends
Service Committee.
Max Pepper, professor ofCommunity Medicine at St.

Louis University, said he has traveled with his wife
through the mid-east for the past twenty-five years,
working with the Union of Palestinian Medical Relief
Committee (UPMRC).

This group, which began with halfa dozen Palestinian
physicians and presently numbers over a thousand,
voluntarily gives free medical care and has organized
twenty clinics in the occupied territories. They advocate
Palestinian nationhood, accessible medical care and free
public education.

Pepper said the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank applies such large constraints against
any organization working to develop universal health
care in the Third World. These constraints are imposed
to promote capitalism and to encourage the privatization
of health care to maintain profits.

"It is an impossible constraint that kills the things we
should be nurturing." Pepper said.

Karen Pfeifer, professor of economics at Smith Col-
lege, shared her vision of solidarity and freedom that
both Israeli Jews and Palestinians share.

She said most Palestinians 20 years ago believed the
idea that a democratic secular state should be imple-
mented in which the two peoples share a common destiny.
This idea is no longer popular, Pfeifer said.

The vision that dominates Palestinian thought now
is the two-state solution. "Palestinians have aceeded to
the realism of Israel." said Pfeifer. "Many progressive
Israelis have accepted the recognition of Palestinian
rights."

UMass linguistics professor Hagit Borer noted the
present situation and mood of the Palestinians in the
aftermath of the Israeli elections.

Borer discussed the 'do-noLhing' policy of the Israel
government since 1967. Borer question with the new
Labor government under Yitzhak Rabin will be pursue
different policies toward the territories.

Borer cited recent statistics indicating a ten percent
increase in settler population and human rights violations
in the past year.

"The only guarantee for peace is peace," Borer said
"Peace is in the interest of all parties involved."

Elise Young, author of a recently published bt)ok
concerning women in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
emphasized the similarities Israeli women share with
Palestinian women when dealing with the male dominated
Israeli Zionist government.

"We have to shift the focus of political discourse,"
Young said. "The concepts of equality, peace and justice
must be analyzed in terms of women also."
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$24.95 RESUME

PACKAGE

RESUME

PACKAGE
Valid unhl tK« and a< 1992

Includes: 1 page resume typesetting

25 copies on resume paper

25 matching blank sheets & envelopes

Storage on disk (min. 1 year)

228 Triangle Sfreet

Amherst, MA 01 002
549-3840 • FAX 549-2868
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The staff of the Collegian wishes to

acknowledge the end of the semester

with a brief moment of silence...

Shhhhh!

(See you in the Spring!)
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WANTED!!! INTRAMURAL WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAMS
WHERE ARE ALL THOSE HIGH SCHOOL STARS? GET TOGETHER AND
ENTER YOUR TEAMS TODAY.
FOR MORE INFO STOP BY BOYDEN 215 OR CALL 545-2693

ZI5 BOYDCN
5-2693/5-0022
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ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
OFFERS 15 FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE

OR PROFESSIONAL STUDY
DURING 1993-1994

The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta

announces that fellowships for graduate or professional

study will be awarded for use during the 1993-1994
academic year. The amount of each fellowship is $3,000.

Applicants will be judged on academic record,

recommendations submitted, and the soundness of the

proposed project and purpose.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduating with a

cumulative average of at least 3.50 is eligible to apply. Any
member ofALD who has completed at least the first semes-

ter of the senior year is eligible to apply.

For additional information and an application contact

Cynthia George, Dean of Students Office

227 Whitmorc

NEW POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR SECOND SEMESTER
ASSISTANT RESIDENCE DIRECTOR

RESIDENTIAL EDUCATION/HOUSING SERVICES

DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 31, 1992

The Assistant Resident Director (ARD) position is a live-
in graduate staff position, approximately 30 hours per
week. The position includes the following responsibili-
ties:

• Assist with supervision of Resident Assistants
• Active involvement with programing efforts in the
halls

• Assist with policy enforcement end implementation
of Judicial systems

• Implementation of administrative systems regard-
ing maintenance and operations; housing assign-
ments; and other related areas

• Other student development efforts as assigned by
Residence Director

Qualifications: Enrollment in the UMASS graduate
degree-granting program throughout appointment.
Demonstrated organizational skills; ability to interact
with diverse student population; Familiarity with uni-
versity residence hall systems and/or related manage-
ment experience.

Compensation: The salary is $212.00 per week plus
housing.

Application Process: For priority consideration, send
letter of interest and resume by December 18th to: ARD
SELECTION COMMITTEE c/o Gay Douglas, Thoreau
Area Office, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
01003
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Defining the term 'feminist': being a woman is enough
Hurr«vt I'm on nfRz-ioi r"-^;;..-*; i • . ... . .

^—^Hurray! Tm an official Collegian columnist— thejoy
the pleasure, the POWER! Who knew when I started to
write two months ago that I would turn into the raging
women's rights advocate that I am now? Lately, I've been
discussing everything to poliUcs to pornography, but 1

think that's a little too deep for this week's column. Today
I'm going to air one ofmy pet peeves.

At this point I would like to hand out my insult of the
semester award ( this is the first ofa bi-annual award that
will be issued every semester). This award goes to (drum
roll please) all ofthose people who have suddenly labeled
me a feminist. The only reason why I bothered to address
this IS because the meaning ofthe word feminist needs to
be addressed here.

I have become a feminist because 1 believe in rights for
women. I believe in rights for men too; does that make me
a "menist" (or perhaps a menace!)? I believe in people's
rights to have sex. does that make me a sexist? (Thanks
Janine!) In all honesty I don't even know what the word
feminist means — I don't have a clue on the planet as to
what it means!

I feel it necessary to express my opinions and dispel
that ridiculous word. There is no such thing as a feminist.

It is a word created to stereotype and categorize women
who believe in equality. This word separates the women
from the men. and places them on opposing sides. Can
you imagine a male reaction to being called a feminist?
He'd probably flip! By continuing to allow the word
feminist in our vocabulary we are stating that males
cannot support rights for women. Since the struggle for
women's rights is difficult enough. I feel I can say we are
not improving the situation by eliminating 48 percent of
the population.

Stephanie

EISENBERG
Being labeled a feminist is one of my biggest pet

peeves, even if it is intended as a compliment. By being
labeled as anything, there are suddenly limits placed on
my life, limits I don't want Supposedly as a "feminist" I'm
no longer allowed to let males treat me in any way that
would demean my new stature. Ekies this mean that the
next time a nice guy holds a door open for me I should
slam it in his face and scream. This is the "SOs buddy, I

can get my own door!" Or perhaps if a guy asks me to

T

dinner I should throw a bucket of water on him and then
claim that he's trying to dominate me Get real' I like old-
fashioned chivalry.

There is no exact definition of a feminist. Even good
old Webster's had trouble defining it. 1 can't even define
it. I do know though that it is a derogatory term prob-
ably created by some hotheaded male in an effort to
placate intelligent women. As a woman. I'm too smart
for that! I refuse to allow myself to get into a situation
where I'm suddenly labeled and classified. Already this
semester, I've had guy friends call me a hypocrite
because my beliefs or actions didn't follow suit with
their perceptions ofmy new feminist status I refuse to
become a label, a name with no face, a person with no
individual beliefs. I deserve more than that, as all
women do. 1 am rejecting the term feminist, because I

believe it is ridiculous and degrading. To me just being
a woman is enough.

I'd like to take a moment and thank the people who
have either inspired me, or made me feel brave enough to
write a column. That's a wrap! Good luck on finals and
have a great break! Peace, love, and happiness to all!

Stephanie Eisenberg is a Collegian lolumnist

LETTHf FOOV
&0 FORTH Jf

Morrissey s random babble
As the end ofthe semester approaches,

I have run out of ideas, so the following
will be a potpourri ofmy different opinions
on everything that has gone down this
semester AOerall. I always like to gel the
last word in.

First things first: Chancellor Richard
O'Brien is guilty of a grave error See. Mr
O'Brien holds a Christmas party every
year and invites student leaders frttm the
Board ofGovernors, the Senate, and other
allegedly powerful groups. Every year, the
Chancellor has extended an in\'itation to
the editor in chief of the CtMegian. . unUl
this vear.

Michael

MORRISSEY

Turkish students express thanks
We wish to express our sincere grati-

tude toward fellow German students for
the anti-racist sentiments they have ex-
|»«Med in their letter I Co/Zf^'/o/j, Dec. 3|.

Naturally we are troubled by the violence
directed at Turkish nationals living in
Germany. We are concerned with the ra-
cial violence perpetrated against all the
minorities in Germany, as we are con-

cerned about racism taking place any-
where in the world; it is everywhere, if it

is anj^here. We believe it is the responsi-
bility of every citizen of the world to fi^t
against racial, religious and ethnic
prejudices. The challenge is on all of us!

Sadiye Guler
Amherst

This letter was signed by 11 students.

The night before Finals
"Twas the night before Finals
and what did I fear?

Failing the classes

I'd taken all year!

I sat in my chair
books in my lap,

trying to study
but craving a nap.

Alyssa M.

OWENS
I looked at my roomie
all snuggled in bed
while visions of f-minuses
danced in my head.

"I'll rest my eyes
for just a minute;
so I can prepare it

for the stuff III shove in it.

Closing my eyes

shifting my seat

I bowed my head
(and went to sleep!)

I dreamed of Santa
steering his sleigh

but what was in front

Oh no!! No way!!!

How frightful my face turned
how ashen my looks
to see the sleigh pulled
by my own school books!

Econ. and Trig, whizzed
through the sky
with Calc. and Logic
Following close by.

And leading the pack

—

the worst of them all

physics flew by
(defying Newton's Third Law)

Santa grinned evilly

laughing with glee

he roared with pleasure
that he would flurilt me.

Suddenly I awoke
trembling, too

knowing exactly

what I had to do.

So, thinking cap on,

pencil in hand
I picked up my textbooks
and, honey, I CRAMMED.

Alyssa M. Owens is a Collegian staff
member.

It seems Mr. O'Brien doesn't like Dan
Wetzel too much. Wetzel has openly
criticized Mr. O'Brien's running of the
University and his ob\nous lack of respect
for the First Amendment. Last year pro-
testers used theft, intimidation, vandal-
ism.assault and battery, and death threats
1 n an attempt to shut down the Collegian

.

O'Brien never had the backbone to con-
demn these acts. Wetzel took O'Brien for
task for his lack of sense and leadership.

So the editor in chief of the Collegian
didn't get invited to a party It's no big
deal, right? Maybe, maybe not. O'Brien
has also attacked Wetzel in The Boston
Globe, calling him a liar and saying that
Wetzel was blaming O'Brien for racial
problems at the Collegian to cover up his
own "incapable" performance.

O'Brien has failed as an educator. He
was unwilling to help a student learn, he
was only willing to make pot shots at
students and sink his office to a new low.
By not trying to bury the hatchet with the
Collegian, O'Brien has demonstrated the
type ofman he is, craven and inadequate.
Often it is the little thing.s that contribute
to a man's character, and O'Brien has
shown he has none. Expect more of this
next semester. Merry Christmas, Dick.

Notes from the classroom: I recently
had the pleasure of taking the communi-
cation course "Language of Current Peri-

odicals" taught by Professor Vincent
Bevilacqua. 1 can honestly say I have
learned more in this man's class in three
months than I have in three years.

There is al>solutely no way to describe
Bevilacqua's class, except to say it is a
non.stop tirade ofthe disintegration ofour
society because of the liberal takwner of
our country The kicker is that Bevilacqua
IS by far the most intelligent communica-
tions professor 1 have bumped into, and
his sardonic wit turns the mundane into
the exciting Plus, he knows talent when
he sees it.

Well, I go from pos^iibly being the mo.st
recognized citizen, at least in name, in
Amherst to one of the least recognized
citizens inmy hometown. It'sa goodchange
of pace to not get verbally assaulted when
1 pull out my driver's license or credit card,
but m make sure not lo get used to it

while I'm in Brainlree.

President Michael iT.J.; Ho*,k« i i.> off

gallivanting with Governor Weld in the
country which is my favorite neighb«»r.
Mexico. I hope old Hooker can live up to
his name and get this place some money.

I don't know about you. but I'm getting
pretty sick of hearing about how racist
this place is. Suffice it to say that I don't
believe it is ...i nstitutional problem. I

think peopleJusthavetobemoresensitive
on the one-on-one level. If you can step
back and look at the world in the other
kid's shoes, well be all right in solving
this. Oh. and not every White person is an
inherent racist, despite the flyers and
letters you may have been reading.

Finally, I just want to thank all of the
people who have helped me in my life ( boy,
am I running out of ideas). You know who
you are.

For those wondering what's up next
semester for this space, my boss has as-
sured me that I will probably be running
only once every two weeks. Personally, it

doesn't matter much to me. but if you
want to read the lone conservative voice
every week, drop a line to the department.
Happy holidays.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-
umnist.

Leasing the Store isn't a solution

Have a safe and happy holiday vacation

-the Collegian Editoral/Opinion Staff

The news of the possible leasing out of
the University Store is extremely discon-
certing. It is an illusion that privatization
of public services is a fix-all to fiscal prob-
lems. The reality is that such an option is

merely a one shot deal that will not solve
the larger problems ofAuxiliary Services.

As a union that represents the directly
affected employees, we have taken an of-

ficial position to oppose privatization of
any area within Auxiliary Services, be-
cause the leasing option can only be de-
structive and disruptive to our campus
community. In the long term, privatization
will most likely mean:

• Higher prices to students.
• A reduction in the full time work force

and, consequently, the services provided.
• Profits made by an outside corpora-

tion are not reinvested in the campus

community, let alone Massachusetts.
• Services currently providedwould be

cut back significantly to align with cor-
porate standards.

• There would be a huge reduction in
jobs for students of this campus.

A task force has been created to exam-
ine the problems of Auxiliary Services
with the intent to design a long range
proposal to solve the fiscal problems. In
generating idea, members ofthe task force
have been soliciting suggestions from their
employees. We encourage this type of
participatory decision making. We feel
this is an important first step in creating
plans that will help protect our union
members, "Save Our Store" and Auxiliary
Services in the long run.

Frank Olbris, President
Univ<H^ity Staff Aasociation
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I^ G.- EKING VIARDEN
R A MANDAPIN it SZCCHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET $5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 - 3 p.m.

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS Fri. k Sat.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

5plritiS«4
LIQUOR STORE I

Golden Anniversary 12 oz cans Case .$7.99 (+dep)

Genesee Beer i2ozcansi2pk $4.99 (+dep)

Dinkel Acker Ocktoberfest 6 pk $5.29 (+dep)

Wurzburger Ocktoberfest 6 pk. $5.29 (+dep)

Becks Beer Cans only-e pk $4.69, Suitcase...$16.79 (^dep)

Fischer Beer Swing top 1/2 Liter $1.95 (+dep)

Miller Genuine Draft, G.D. Light 12 pk btis $6.99 (^dep)

Poland Spring Vodka so proof 1.75 l $9.99
Fleishmanns Vodka so proof 750mi ...$5.49

Leroux Coffee, Blackberry 1.0 l $9.99
Martel Cognac V.S. 750 mi $15.99

Beers from around the World!
I Imports • Gourmet • Microbrewcrics

\ Kess startins at $33.00
( checks/Mastercard/Vt« accepted fo' Keg Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

Open 9 am
• 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

It'sA
Pajama
Party!

BYOB
(Bring yotir

own Ulanky)

When: Hiurstlay, December 1 7 5 ^ p.m.

Where: J-Rich Qolhing (Where else)?

Why: To Save, Save, Save ...and have fun, loo!

Tkke20% Off All:

fxobes • PJ's

Niteshirts • Boxers

Flannel Pants

at J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
I'M N Pk-aum Si . AmhnM • 1S1 a»| 1

22 MiKMiK. Si . Ni)nlHRi|i«iin • .Wf^filV)

Optn 7 iLyi • hfimiy Nigkn

Thke an additional 10% Off If You
Come in Wearing Your Sleep Attire!

spiders
continued from p>age 1

while others reported seeing spiders as

small as ticks.

Maintenance personnel have an-
nounced plans to fumugate speciflc rooms
and floors within the tower today where

spiders have been sighted, but residents
say this is too little too late.

"I wish they would fumugate the entire
building and be done with it," said
MacDonald. Then we could all sleep in
jjeace."

• MICROFRIDGE
All In One

Compact Refrigerator, Freezer
and Micro^xrave Oven

You've probably seen one already, sleek,

streamlined, matching top to bottom. You've

probably used someone's already, and maybe
made floormates shut their doors when they see

you and your popcorn coming. You may have
wished you had rented one before the supply

dwindled away to nothing.

NOW YOU CAN HAVE ONE OF YOUR VERY OWN.

In an effort to meet the needs of our residents who
would like to rent a Microfridge but can't afford it

right now. Housing Services will allow you to rent

a microfridge - and ask you to pay for it,

NOT NOW, but during January.

If you would like to take advantage of this offer,

stop by the Housing Assignment Office, 235
Whitmore and sign a contract.

P.S. I would hurry.

Rememher, it's first come, first served.

LSAT
MCAT
GMAT

SAVE $150 on MCAT!
SAVE $100 on LSAT, GMAT & GRE!

• Place a deposit by December I5tb •

,(ANNOT BE APPLIED RETROAQIVELY OR IN COMBINATION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
AMHERST OFFICE ONLY.

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

549-5780
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Messiah overcomes shaky start to delight all
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian SUff

Handel's Messiah
Fine Arts Center
Dec. 9, 1992

The Springfield Symphony Orchestra
and the University of Massachusetts
Chamber Choir joined forces Wednesday
night to present George Frederick
Handel's Messiah.

They filled stage was a sea ofblack and
white attire and finely tuned instruments.
The F.A.C. was transformed from a bland.
concrete space into an elegant concert hall
of almost Carnegie quality.

The Spnngiield Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Raymond Harvey,
played a rich, full Messiah. Harvey's in-

terpretation maintained the spiritual vi

tality and musical accuracy of Handel's
brilliant religious oratorio.

Throughout the piece, the orchestra
lifted the audience out of their seats and
forcibly captivated their attention by
playing sacred airs, recitatives and more
lively choruses beautifully. Likewise, the
Pastoral Symphony was performed with
melodious, soothing ease.

The symphony soloists served Handel's
piece well. Tenor Bruce Fithian's hum-
mingbird-like voice made up for in quality
what it lacked in loudness. Baritone
Stephen Salters' deep, rich voice provided
the audience a confident narrative of
Handel's story of Christ.

Despite the fact that countertenor
Christopher Jenkins' range was impres-
sively high, his voice lacked the fullness

that his counterparts mastered. At one
point, to the audience's (and I'm sure to
his) horror, a note previously unknown to
man (and woman) escaped from his mouth.
Credit must be given to Jenkins, however,
for taking on the usually underrated and
often overshadowed part of countertenor.

Soloist Christine Akre did the glorious
soprano part more than justice, as her
crystal voice rang through the hall, echo-
ing above and cutting through the music
of the large symphony.

The University Chamber Choir, under
the direction ofE. Wayne Abercrombie got
off to a slow start. The group initially
lacked the cohesiveness and strength re-

quired hyMessiah to present the four-part
choruses with individual definition ofeach
part encompassed by overall unity.

The second halfofA/es.sia/j was marked

by a notable change in the Chorus. I don't
what Dr. Abercrombie said to the group,
but whatever his measures, they were
effective. The chorus took charge of the
stage, supported by the strength of each
enthusiastic voice. Each part stood on its

own and was highlighted triumphantly
when Handel so deemed, and blended in

harmonious perfection when called for.

The Hallelujah Chorus, the piece that I

had longed for since first hearing of this

performance, did not disappomt me. The
performers raised the ceiling with their
heavenly song, their voicesand soulsopened
up and gave with generosity the best and
last of their heartfelt praise of Handel.

L«t us all learn from these performers,
and share and give these precious gifts of
the heart during this holiday season and
throughout the year.

Rice s books no longer offer a lush escape
By RACHEL D MEDANIC
Collegian Correspondent

The plot ofThe Tale ofthe Body Thief, the newest book
in novelist Anne Rice's vampire chronicles, quickly con-
veys to readers that she is grasping for a good idea, for
insight and exploration into the souls and lives of her
famous immortals, the vampires.

Bored with being immortal, tired of his loneliness
and feeling a little guilty over his addiction to being a
jerk. Lestatde Lioncourt( the Vampire Le8tat)8et8offto
end It all and gets thwarted by the nature of the
universe.

He is presented with the opportunity of a lifetime, no
pun intended. Lestat is propositioned by a 1x)dy snatcher'
( Raglan James ). For a day. James wants to switch bodies
with I^estat. Lestat is advised by his fellow immortals
and good friend David Talbot, ofthe Talamasca (a secret
organization of scholars of the Occult) not to take the
deal.

But being who he is. Lestat takes the gamble and gets
himselfinto a spot which finally forces him to cry wolffor
real. He finds genuine loathing for the frailties ofmortal-
ity. The only one willing to help him is his British friend
Talbot. Talamascaman to the rescue!

Rice entranced readers with Lestat when she pub-

lished the first three chronicles of her vampire series
(Interfiew With A Vampire, The Vampire Lestat, and Tlie
Queen ofthe Damned). Part of Lestat's appeal is that for
readers, he is the ideal rebel. He is bold enough to defy
anything and everything.

The Tale ofthe Body Thieftruly is. as the reviews say.
campy. Rice is writing to the tune of the 90*8. Not until
3/4 ofthe way through does she quench readers' thirst for
the pleasure ofher long, memorable, adjective-saturated
descriptions that permeated her other vampi re chronicles,
namely, The Vampire Lestat. It's as if Rice allowed the
credit card her readers used in the SO's to run out. Now
they have to suffer, do without and pay the bill. Her style
has taken on a depressioa'recession edge at a time in
history when what we need the most are the lush escapes
she used to give us.

What is good about this book is the depth Rice's
storytelling lends to the character David Talbot. Perhaps
as one of her most interesting ideas. Rice's Talamasca
appears not only in her vampire chronicles, but most
recently in her superbly done novel, The Witching Hour.

Other works by Rice worth more time than The Tale of
the Body Thief, are any ofher other vampire chronicles or
any of her novels. Cry to Heaven, The Feast ofAll Saints
and The Mummy.

Rice's books have also inspired tlw graphic novels

The Bobs have fab sound all their own
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Staff

The Bobs
The Iron Horse
Dec. 7, 1992

I remain convinced that The Bobs broke several of

Massachusetts' blue laws on Monday night, the ones
comprised with how much entertainment can be Iv^gally

crammi'd onto such a small stage, and how much fun a

group can have while performing before an audience. 1

haven't had the time to do the necessary research myself

— nor do I have a copy of Massachusetts' legal code lying
around the apartment, but I'm sure some enterprising law
enforcement official could quickly verify whether or not
any violations did occur, and take the appropriate steps.

From the moment they bounced on stage and launched
their high-energy cover of the Beatles' "We Can Work it

Out," it was obvious that this was no ordinary a-capella
concert. As the audience tapped their toes and clapped
their hands delightedly, the song seamlessly and without
warning became the chorus of"Celebration" by Kool and
the Gang before ending in a truimphant shout.

As iftheir irreverent treatment of their covers weren't
Turn to BOBS, page 8

Study hard! Mom
would have wanted

it that way.

3mD ANNUAL
INTEftCOLUEGIATZ SKt WEEKS

JMT. SUTTON, CANADA

ONLY$209
Forty inme Snow t

5 DofUHTMLmt
5 »M9fiCsLod^9

(MountalnaM* Condo)

5 D€M mtmrtoHegloU AetMties

l^egal Age for

Alcohol IS 18

Jan. 3S, Jan. 10-15 S Springbreak V3

CALL SKI TRAVEL UNUMTTED

I-800-999-5KI-9

PmimFEtFOIIMICMIllI

fp.- .lb

.. lAlTOOJIGIE
hKlUAT

DECEMBER IITH

SATURDAY

DECEMBER 12TH

EMERSON, LAKE
AND PALMER

FEBRUARY 1ST

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BOX OITTCE (413) 734 5874

STRAWBERRY ROCORDS; NORTHAMPTON TICKET OFHCE (413)

586-8686; OR IICKEIPRO PHONE CHARGE AT 1 -800-828-7080

(similar to a lush comicbook* based on her vampire
chronicles and on her book The Mummy. Rice also writes
erotica under the names Anne Rampling and A.N.
Roquelaure.

Have a happy holiday season!

-The Collegian Staff

AIDS it •vtryont'i problwn and

everyone must educate ttte«ns«lvM

now' Donate S5 or more and

receive our pubiicatK>ns Send
n»n\e. addrcM. and andoMd
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MAIL TO:
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enough, there were also their original songs to deal with,
most ofwhich were brand new "Sign My Snarling Doggie,"
about the perils of signing autographs; "Mr. Quality!"
which was billed as the world's first a-cappella rap song
(or "a-crap"); "Shut Upa and Sing." which was inspired by
heckling at a previous concert; "Spontaneous Human
Combustion," a doo-wop song with a killer chorus - "Poof!
There goes another one!"

And then there were thejokes. The four of them were

constantly needling each other, the audience, the techni-
cal staff, the songs. Mathew Bob Stull had a pathological
inability to begin a song without a half-dozen false starts.
Richard Bob Greene ogled desserts. Janie Bob Scott
engineered an ever-escalating session of hilarious flirt-

ing with Matthew Bob during "Share a Load," and Joe
Bob Finetti, the perennial freshman, took the time to
explain everything for us.

"Careful, Joe Bob." said Richard Bob, "or they'll figure
out how we stretch songs into a several hour show."

Though the audience was left helpless by their goofy
antics, one only had to look at the sweat to belie the

impression that the Bobs weren't giving their all while
singing. Songs kicked in almost telepathically, and the
audience craned back and forth in amazement — who
just made that sound? and how'? Richard Bob and Joe Bob
broke Johnny Cash's "Ring of Fire" into swirling, never-
ending solos on bass and trumpet (yes, trumpet), picking
up and discarding snippets of songs before settling on a
freejazz "Frosty the Snowman."Janie Bob melded sweetly
into harmonies, got down and dirty with "Fever," then
belted out the joyous "Bulky Rhythm." Mathew Bob was
actually low-key for a moment or two during his lead on
"Mr. Duality."

GOOD LUCK
on your final exams!

Study hard!
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Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967

Winter Session 190':^
January 4-25

Yes, youcan f
Register for Winter Session classes.

Special enrollment restrictions do not

APPLY for Winter Session.

So, if you're a umass

student, all you have

to do is just sign up.

Over 100 credit

COURSES.

Earn 3 credits in just

3 short weeks!

Now Rfinting for Jani

Spacious Two Bedroom
Apartments on Bus Line

$400/Month
Call KAMINS REAL ESIATE

at 253-2515

Registration begins

November 14.

AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS
OR AT THE
Division of
Continuing
Education.
6tm floor
G O O D E L L .

^vision of
Continuing Education

TRADITIONAL WOOD-FIRED
BRICK OVEN PIZZA

CO
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NORTHAMPTON. MASSACHU3ETTS f

iJU 586-1468 J

BFA THESIS SHOW

Julie Bianculli
Paintings

Traci Noone
Photography

Kathy Wallace
Photography

Student Union Gallery
December 11-18

opening reception: December 1 7, 5-7

This exhibition is sponsored in part by a

grant from the UMASS arts council
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SPAGHETTI

Introducing
3

Cheeseburger Subs! Real Bacon For Pizza!

Fast Free Delivery for Limch, Dinner,

and Late Night • 256-0222—
,

$2fio Off I $2ftfi Off
Large Pizza j Large Pizza

Bruno's - 256-0222
Ni>l V'.ilid wilh oilier sjHf idls

I
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I

I
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I
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Free SmalKliieese
When You Purchase

a Large Pizza

Bruno's - 256-0222
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2 Large Cheese
Pizzas
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Bruno's - 256-0222
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2 Spaghetti Dinners! ^1^ Off
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I

Bruno's - 256-0222 ! Bruno's - 256-0222
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2 Large Cheese
Pizzas
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Menu
LUNCH

American Chop Suey

Grilled Chicken

BASICS LUNCH
Macaroni «& Tomatoes

Gfilled Chicken -

DINNER
Tacos

Fried Shrimp

BASICS DINNER
Veggie Taco

Fried Shrimp
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"Money is the root ot all good."

-A Ml Rami
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4f> "'"Vamp'
49 >l<t hard oM

style

so Actress lomse
51 Setapti. ki

Avignr>n

57 r.erlain iKle

53 Nnrse raprtal

54 Margin
55 l^ere. In

Granada
56 Peter or Paul
58 CIA km
59 Bk nl the Bnjle

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE

12/11/9J

ClWl I m \iitrlri Tlmri s,aak>lr 12/11/92
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smoke
COLLEGIAN

continued from fxjge 3

Cunningham, referring to the SUite Clean Indoor Air Law
of 1988. Various members of the Senate agreed with him,

one citingthatsome buildings on campus like Lederle have
poor ventilation, which lets in less than five percent of

fresh air. in comparison to most others.

Secondly, the report stressed that several agencies
have asked that the University develop an all-inclusive

policy on smoking, including the Graduate Senate, the
Personnel Office, and the Board of Fire Prevention
Regulations.

"All we want to do is see a known carcinogen taken olT-

campus," said Cunningham. Some smoking areas would
remain, mainly in the dining commons, and "specifically

designated enclosed public areas of campus buildings".

The General Education Council passed a motion that
added three gen ed courses to the curriculum., all of
which were cultural diversity classes.

The Academic Priorities Council only passed one mo-
tion offour in a plan to investigate faculty's productivity on
campus The proposals were debated for being "vague".

Vincent Ilardi. the chair of the Faculty Senate Libran.'

Committee, announced that impmvements to the library-

had Ijeen made in the acquisitions department, but said

that the stafT'may or may not be up to full strength" next
semester.

Forsyth
continued from page 1

"I think it would be an asset in bringing out the

student vote. Students care about that issue.*

Some UMass students have already pledged
their support for Forsyth.

"This is exactly what we need," senior history

major Mark DelCore said. "Amherst treats the

college students who spend their money here very

badly. The town is run very poorly and a change is

needed."

Forsyth is a long time resident ofAmherst, who
went through the towns public school system and
attended the University of Massachusetts for two
years before transferring to the University of

Southern California.

Brazil

The Collegian staff

hopes everyone has
a happy holiday season.
See you next semester.

DonJt forget to recycle this paper.

continued from page 3

tournaments in Texas than what happened in neighboring

I Latin American) countries," Santoro explained.
There is now a video movement in Latin America to

reach the people with productions about issues concern-
ing Latin Americans from a Latin American perspec-
tive.

With the domination of Northern media and per-
spectives, Santoro said there is a tendency for the North
to ignore the viewpoint of the South.

"We want to show Latin America with our eyes to the
North people," Santoro said.

Santoro believes there is a one directional flow to
Latin America through media from the North.

"Co-production [with northern countries) requires a
change in the way of thinking," Santoro said. "The North
doesn't want to know the South in terms of the South's
point of view."

The struggle video producers are facing in Latin
America is how to reach the "collectivity." Small groups
concerned with the present situation of the media want
to reach their neighboring countries to show what is

happening in Latin America.
Santoro said these groups make a lot of videos. Yet,

"Reality for the people is from international programming
rather than from neighboring countries."

^unan garden >>- i^ fry > -jo

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WI-; di:i,ivi:r in amiii-rst 5 9:W f.vrryday

I-icc Dclivciy li>i oiiKrs $15 and over; $2 clinigc for onicfs under $15

-\^"^

jA, BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH^ BulTcl served f-apm Sun-Tliim.

Bnmch tenrcd Sunday 1 1 :30iMB>)pai

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Childrwi under 10 • O.SO

^> LoticIimni SfecWt terted 1 1 iSO-Smb . %%M
-'

' AM lwnch#on tpccwi oomc wWi viok your cnoiw of 2 QMonn
rMQCfV. 2 CMcMn Whtfi^ or Hot wl Sovr Soop

^.^ TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU^ 10BelchertownRd.atRt.9,Amherst 256-0252

SPKING '93 COURSE DESCRIPTION

PolSci 391 H/ 791

A

Thr iullimin); ik-M iiption ul rtir conthMMiJ hiHHMs

ami ;.;r.KkiJI«- iihjisi' imi Enviiimnicnldl PiilitH> jiid

CdIh v. I'lililKjISt iWK e IIIK'^'^IA. wjsoo»illodlitMn

ihi- t'rf-KFKivlrjiHin gui«it'

>k«ti<ni.iniiif«fJtWilit.i/i'i(«iunn .nif, .Jm:,' »iihi nfH.W(Wtwim

_ ii^tMttnfi imt the g.t<<>>'it tn\intninmi. tt> ^
irHM.i/ MNtYjtfaiirM >« rnr'ict mhI ttnunnmmul fmtlkmrx i4i

jllrfn-ihtr itf<«iiik,iK kir rnMnmntnul imfno^nnrftl ihitnigh

tt •<•<- >•». «K kulmji pern lj»t-« .«•/ m\ivnnnfHM
nmii ' i^ietmrihKjUi n-Lttedifuf^nnyiirMtrf^itly

Ihr tumn" ui etmMttH gnrttlh mhtfirnrfJlmin.J eqmH mturv
jndrfnitannienLtl fmneilmm: jnit ih) jqjkmienl* a* Iho^ wfi»

Cilllor*f ttmu chjingr. an hatnitlhr tmuuijlilr^aittymodel

Piriwqutvie* nttm%uoni^ tttr immm kit m ilf) j Kmiffnund
in uffier dnmttn came* m^ttltiKjl m >ene \jf i^jptf dniviwt

courx^ m rmimnmenul *»Mbn »tth jt InMl jn inirniAji lury

1 oune HI AmrfH jn auntMU/ giMemirenl vt itubtit fiohcy.

For mow miornvMinn. roMact A.stiirwMe Protnvir

Roben A. Slvinley m the (^alitic4l Sciencp l>p4(immi.
202 ThiMTipMin Kill

We interrupt this

newspaper to let you
know that the

Collegian wishes you
a happy holiday

season and much luck

with your
final exams.

Make your parents

proud that they're

spending a fortune to

send you here!

FOR YOUR
V ii^i^iiil.

BRING YOUR BOOKS TO:

o \

Qi| UMass, Student Legal Seivicejl

\lj^iising • Family • Student RigWs /

^Ej^ Rights • Workcfs Rights /

\ Militftfy aod Draft Law ..

922 Campus Center
^^^^^.

. i^

Did you find

yourself bored
all semester

with nothing

to do? There
is always

something to

do at the

Collegian!

Come down
first thing

next semester

and get

involved!

And. ya know,
there aren't

any little

yellow

spiders

around HERE.
At least,

not yet.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
DECEMBER 14-17, 23, 28 9 AM - 4 PM
DECEMBER 18, 21, 22 9 AM - 7 PM
DECEMBER 19, 11 AM - 4 PM
DECEMBER 29, 9 AM - 1 PM
HAMPDEN COMMONS

DECEMBER 1 8, 21 , 22 1 AM - 6 PM
lORCESTER COMMONS

DECEMBER 1 8, 21 , 22 1 AM - 6 PM

WE BUY THE WIDEST RANGE OF BOOKS
HARD OR SOFT BACK COVERS

COLLEGIAN

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts basketball team ticket pickup

for games over intersession occurs on Thursday, December 1 7,
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The schedule for intersession is as follows: Vs. Marathon
Basketball Dec. 1 9 at 8 p.m., Abdow's Classic at Springfield Dec.
28 and 29, at New Hampshire Jan. 2 at 1 p.m., vs. Boston
University Jan. 5 at 7 p.m., Cincinnati at Springfield Jan. 7 at 9:30
p.m. at Temple Jan. 9 at 2 p.m., at Rutgers Jan. 12 at 8 p.m., vs.
George Washington Jan. 16 at Noon, vs. Rhode Island Jan. 19 at

7 p.m., vs. Temple Dec. 21 at 7 p.m., DePaul at Worcester Jan. 24
at 1:30 p.m.

QUIET
Ifyou're tired of

>«llingthis.

Come and see us

The Brook
253-283-<

'

All I Want For Christmas is A'

SPRING BREAK
VACATION

1-800-2-CANCUN
$75 Deposit Will

Hold Your Seat

WSf '^»'n $449
^ Book Nowll

CAMPUS GET-AWAYS
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1

D.R Douqh
DeUvers CaIzones
caLI 296-1616
Now Open at 11:30 A.M.

j$loooFFll$1oooFF!
n
I

I

I ANY2CALZONES j

. Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only
j j

Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only '

I I

I ANY2CALZONES |

One coupon per 2 CaIzones

\2 FREE COKEsl
I
WITH THE PURCHASE I

I
OF ANY 2 CALZONES |

I Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only I

I One coupon per 2 CaIzones I

I 1

One coupon per 2 CaIzones

\2 FREE COKESJ
I
WITH THE PURCHASE |

I
OF ANY 2 CALZONES |

j
Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only *

j
One coupon per 2 CaIzones '

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University ot Massachusetts/Amhersl
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
»ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day ^or students

- Casti in advance

Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Ttiurs 8:30 3;30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACnVITIES

iKKlgt tsMon* M W
F. M pm 1« to I'TS Camput C»<*tt
ouUtd* th« coffa* »hop RSVP aes 7877

AMAZING ATARI

1040 ST FO« SAU' IT FEATURES IM
RAM. 30 M HARD DWIVE B/W MONITOR
ANDSOME FRCESOfTWARE ONI VSSOO
ORBESTOfFERCAllGEOlMMEDIATELY
AT 545 531

7

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad mn^ Breakfast downtown Amherst
549 0733

Vic«
prasidaniial alaaions Mooday. Dec. 14
10-4 pen outstde of Munchy Store SluderH
Unton

Maw Vaars in Montraal S79 per person
Price includes round trip motor coach 3
days 2 mghtt hotel first class hotel down
town. 1 dinner at Peel Pub free admission
to Metropolis

Call Reliable Tours
365 Broadway Rt. 1

Lynnfield. MA 01940
617 598 9930
617 592 0640

Sublottmfl over Winters«ssion7 The
off campus Housing Office at 428 Stu
dent Union ofters a great way to find

subletting or sublet a property over
winiersession All leasing questions an
swered with a smile. Call 5 0865 or stop

AUTO FOR SALE

TKAOE 83 Nissan pickup for functional
motorcycle. Needs some work call

549 3662.

FOR RENT

Amharst Balchertown line 3 to S bed-
room new homes call 586 4270

Amherst 3 bedroom condo avail Feb.
1st Room avail S275. 1 bedroom apart
ment avail.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St 253 7879

January only: Student m family home,
one mile from UM, on bus route 250 all

incL 253 2037

New York CItv Furnished rooms and
apartments for intersession and weekend
stays Upper West side. Reasonable rates.

212 662 1358 Save this ad!

North Amherst
Looking for 2 people
To share big room
S150each, 1 mile to

Campus, on bus route

Call 549 1354

One big bedroom in Sunderland house
lake over my lease Available now 230.00
month 665 4348 or 568 4323
On bus line

Single room for rent - Half mile to

campus, on bus line, lor 260/mo incl. utils.

Jan. rent free call 549-6114

2 rooms available in 2bed in Amherst
220/clean/bus/ASAP call Holly 649 4259

FOR SALE

Amiga 52 MB HO, 4 MB fast 1MB Chip
RAM, W/ECS S599 w/oul S499 /B,0.
Raymund 367 9269

19* True Temper OX2
Super light fast handling
Custom Handbuilt in USA
NewCond CHEAP
Pete 253 2154

PERSONALS

al tvarythiwjmyi goiBttastparta.
ckrthes (new Levis) househotd appliancas
arxf furniture freebws. Cheap* 585 0476

Tandy 200 Portahla comooler 2 Power
Pacs • case and manuals
Call Much 548 9761 S450 BO

HELP!

Oeaparetely iMMd PHISH tin for New
Year's

CaH Eric 54« 0279

HELP WANTED
Bah> i it>ai -Afternoons. January June
need car arxl references. 548 9096

Full time office employee needed lor
the month of January. Must have encel
lent general office skills and computer
skills, duties will consist of pftone recep
tion. filing and perparatior>of letters using
WordPerfect 5.1. Please fax orser>dyour
resume to ELECTRONIC TIME CO . INC

45 West Street

Medfield MA 02052
FAX 508 359 4482
Ino phone calls pleasel

Wanted: Traval Raps for spring break.
Establisf>ed company with many years
experierKe. Earn money on spare lime
and free trip to Cancun.Call 1 800 3SI
ESTA ask for Bonnie

Would you like to work? At Hampshire
county transit part time drivers will train

for evenings and weekends earn up to

310.05 per hour starting rale S6.50 have
company paid insurance, paid holidays,

paid vacations, paid sick days paid fu

neral leave Apply to: Hampshire County
Transit 54 Industrial Drive Northampton,
MA 01060

HOLIDAY GIFTS

OotoBasha's bargain basement They
have oriental rugs, clothing, arKlalso great
jewelry. As anadded feature. I heir lewelry
is half off. that's right, half off' Go down
ar>d pick out your gift for the holidays,

everything is priced |ust right. 241 Mam
St. Northampton. MA Their stuff is

good - Thank you

INSTRUCTION

Voice lessons - all levels
Learn to sing through instruction arxf

application to music. Start over Jan. term
anytime. Call Laura 253-2884

LOST

Keys, campus cantar corx:ourse 12/5/

92 Blue Keynng "Windener University'

Big bucks reward call 5460008

Lost cable bike lock near Franklin Din
ing Commons call 549 5733 if found

Lost watch with braided leather band
1 2/7 between NE and Mahar. Sentimental

Value. Howard 546 1171

MUSICIANS

Drummer needed: Phish, creative
Improv 256 8115

Keyboardist Wanted: Yes, Phish. etc.

5869377

Hera Mis, your v«rv own personal Ihave
had a greM tiifl* the last two months
Mike s New Year« E «• Party IS gowig lo be
sick. We are gomg to have a btasi

Love.

Mike

urn Lara.

Happy Btglinle sister day' <

You're great' Can't wail till

lonighi'

Love.

Heather

EHaa - I'm that tall handsome man
you've been waitir>g lor a personal (rom
Remambar the drive from Albany

'

You're notso-aacret admirer

Oaod Iwah in haly
Traahugger tl lEmi

Love.

Your roomie
Treehugger »2 IGBI

I'll miss you

Heppv Birthday Charyltll
This IS your last year as a teenager so
make it count •

Peace and Love.

Jen

Happy holidays to aN my friertds. God
bless us each and every oi>e. Third floor

Kennedy we girts are the balls' I'm going
to miss you'! Hoops, cfieer up' Deb and
Sharon thanx 4 an awesome semester
To the guywho sang tf>e Christmas music
Merry Christmas!

I love you all Karolyn

Heather - OoHy Gee
You'll find your lipgoop
when you —
(shut the door)

Hey Sigma Kappa! It's been an awe
some semester Good luck on finals next
We hope everyone has a good winter
break! Your loving public relations chairs,

Christina and Jen Kelly. (^ Rush is com
ing!

Hey That Cherites
S kit

It's been real

the wallspons. guns .

Have a great break and lets do
It all again & more

LiM

Happy Anniversary! I'm truly lucky to
have you by my side. I walked in through
the out door 4 years ago and I'm happy
I've been with you ever since. Good luck
with finals. Until the end of lime...

Love.

Shell

KENNY,
THANKS FOR BEING
MY BEST FRIEND
LOVE YOU,
TAMMY
Lost your kays? Your boots? You lunch,
the last time you drank? Any chance wilh
the: Redhead, Blonde, Brunette thru your
own actions? Are you stupid when you
drink whiskey? You are not alone. Join
the new special interest lobby PIGs.
Pompous Immature Gearheads

MY DEAREST MISFITS
I'M GOING TO MISS YOU

I LOVE YOU GUYS SO MUCH
YOU GUYS ARE THE BEST

THANKS FOR EVERYTHING, FAMILY
EL RANCHO

Matt. Jon. Bok, and Make
You guys are the best roomaies a guy
could have Merry Christmas and a
happy New Year

Love,

WeUy

Maianie, Robyn and Tanya
Happy biglitile day' We have tf»e bttX
Iam4y I love you guys

Shan

You'll rmv know how happy I am thM
you're pan ofmy life. Thanks for caring
Love. Oave

, Oy SotMiye, Janam Dm
Dian Bahut Wadaian. Rab Ten Zindaui
Khushian Naal par deve Tere Bt»en K

tutanne. Katyy, KHsina, Kimbedy.
and Becky. Happy Graduation' Best of
luck to each and every one of you You
Will aU be misaed at Sigma Delta Tau '

Love.
The Sisters artd Pledges

The back B won't be the same with you
gone. SOT will miss you.

Love arKl Laughter
Always
Your roomies

To the Daha Chi Roomale
This MorKlay will t>e a night to remem
ber ar>d tell your children at)out This
Tuesday wil be a day for pennance arxl

beggir>g for forgiveness Happy 21'

The Kappy Sig

Roomate from Hell

To my big brother and his Iwm
brother happy 2 1 st Birthday. Gentlemen
Have a drink on me!"

Batch

To all my fellow workers at the Colle
gian, have a merry holiday you too
S.C.

Sincerely.

The Top Ad Rep

TOMY SPECIALFWENDS Itlias been
quite an mleresiing semester lilted wiih
plenty of ups arxf downs Thanks for

always being there for me and always
making me smile. You guys are the

best. Happy holidays.

Love.

Sharon

To the Kappa Sigma
It's about lime you're 21'

Roadtrip to the city of letters this

Monday Bring a rairKoat, you'll need
it Trust me!

A.E.K.O.B.

Ziggy
Mon Dixll!

I can't believe you're
leaving this carry place. No more lazy

Sundays or Tequila hell nights It won't
be the same without you here, Ihanks
for all the love and laughter of the past

5 years. You are simply "remarkable! !

!"

Love. Jr.

PETES DRIVE IN

Pate's Drive In

December Special

2 burgeis for 2 bucks

ROOM WANTED

'•^'aB^ad MiMleM looking to rent room
in howM lor sprir>g samesMr Prefer laid

badibut considn ai* -- iugii PlaaMCjII
9M 238 6265

ROOMATES WANTED

SPORTSCAROS

RIDE WANTED
'I need a ride lo or from NORTH
CAROLINA in Jan Are you dirving Rt 95
over break? I'll help with gas and driv
ing. Please call Meridelh 5496284

needed to share 2
bedroom Brartdywme apt Inlerasied' CaN
549 3785 and ask lor Kim or Laura

For a large bedroom m Pullton ASAP
Only 176 50/Mo

Heat and Hot H20 inci

Please call 549 1172

& ask lor Nora

Housemate'"
Large bedroom open in fivebedroom hoiiM
187/mo util Jan May Call Chris or lust
ask' This means you'
549 3525

Anther St 2 badrootn apt 1 room lor rerw

2 full tMths w.tieal and hot water irKluded
on bus route available immediately Call

Tom or Stacy 256 0274

Apt room ftK rent
Uptown ? minutes from bus slop mlt
$200* 549 2810
A stumble home from bars

Female Housemate Warned
To share a large house in Amherst many
extras: Washer & Dryer porch ... itHKe
Close to town and campus
Call Scon at 253 38/6 aher 7 pm
Female nonemoker wanted lo share
bedroom in 2 bedroom apt Cheap rent 2
minute walk to town (on bus ni walking
distance lo campus 253 5219

Fun but sarious fem student looking for

roomate Amherst house 195. starts Spnng
sem 6 1642 for details

Housemates tieedad mele, female Great
house across sirepi (rom campus Many
greal features Call Jason, 549 8341

M/F needed to share a 2 Ijedroom apart
ment call Shana 253 2369

Male roomate needed to share large
tiedroom 145 00 plus utilities, 256 3191

One femele
Brandywine apts

Start Jan 93
S190inc Heat/water

Jen 5497845

Roomatas needed call Mill Valley estates
253 7377Smgle or double for 1 tiedroom

Single room avail, in spacious house spir>g

sem call 665 0265 190 00/mo.

Single room available in 3 bedroom
lownhouse apartments Call 549 3523

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The legal services cen.
ter offers free legal assistance tp fee paying
students. Contact us at 922 Campus Center
545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential, caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops. 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 256 8393

iCatds
M. Farms Mall

Open weeksndi A WwkrHghi^

TO SUBLET

1 responsible tamata i ^ <.^'>t^ luirfvt

St95 . 549 7619

ICM Is eking to uitilel «« VWnleiianam
Caa Debby 6 3434

kf I Mediosublet a riMMM
durmg miersassMin Please call Nam y al
546 0256

WkMeraaaaion reem South Amiwrti
S220 Hwhnive 756 0034

ssion ream in Anthersl haunt
on Mam Street S175iihIiimvf CtH Brian
256 1978

TRAVEL

Cancon. Jamaica, f lorida

Spnngbreak '93

Save SSS Before Jan 1

Call Mpridelh 549 6784

New Years in Montraalf S79 per per
son price incluiles round tirp motor r oach
3 days 7 r«gh«s hole! first class hotel
rtownlown 1 dinner at Peel 9\tb free ad
missif>n to Metropolis

Caa Reliable Tours
316 Broadway Rl. 1

LynnfieM, MA 01940
617 598 9930
617 597 0640

SKI-httercoHegiate Ski weeks, ONLY
S709 Includes b DAY IIFT TICKtT,'5
NIGHTS LODGING (MOUNTAINSIDE
CONOO»/5DAYSINTtRCOlLEGIAIf AC
TIVITIES (Drinking age 181 Sprinsored
by Labatl's, Molson and MT SUTTON.
CANADA liiisl across the Vermont Ixjr

der) Group Lpader Oiscounls Jan 3 8.

Jan 10 15 and Spring Break '93 C.ill Ski
Travel Unlimited

I 800 999 SKI 9

Take H off'

Spring Break '93

Jamaica. CarKun. Florida

Save SSS Before Jan. 1

Jesse 546 6866

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Papers typed free cover page, spell
check SI 50/page Brian 546 1795

Typ««»g. By Pro Writer Fast 253 9123

Typing/Wordprocassing,
Resumes, reports, theses
Laser printing. Campus pick up
and delivery

Call Rosemary 373 5031

WANTED
Social Distortions
Fust Album
Mommys Little Monster
Can you help?

Call Amy 549 6870
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Sports
Minutemen looking for instant replay

X)SH REYNOIDS/ CCXLEGIAW
The University of Massachusetts basketball team will play

its toughest game of the year Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. in

f4orman, Oklahoma against the No. 1 1 Sooners.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Last season, the University of Massachusetts bas-

ketball team burst onto the national scene with an 86-73

over Oklahoma on national television.

Tomorrow night, the No. 23 Minutemen (2-1) will try

to remain in the national spotlight when they face the No.

11 Sooners l5-0) in Norman, Okl.

John Calipari does not like the obvious comparison
between the two seasons. UMass will play the same
opponent, but Calipari will send out a different team.

"Last season we were one of the top 15 teams in the
country, this year we are possible top 50," Calipari said.

This year's team is not as good as last year's. It's obvious
by the way we have played so far.'

Calipari says last season's contest was a "mission type
of game" for his squad. He does not see that same
intensity in this years team.

"Last year, we had seven days to prepare, this season
we had two days to practice. And today's practice was
pitiful," Calipari said. "We are not as prepared and our
players are just going through the motions."

In front ofa raucous and sold-out Lloyd Noble Center,
Oklahoma will be looking to avenge last season's loss.

"Last season they came in and we shocked them, they
were stunned," UMass forward Lou Roe said. "They re-

member the beating. If they can beat us by 50, they will."

Billy Tubbs' team will run the court relentlessly,

relying on any number of players to score. In the half
court game. 6-8 center Bryan Sallier and 6-8 forward JelT
Webster are dangerous.
They come at you so many ways," Calipari said. "They

got six guys averaging in double figures. Sallier is aver-
aging 17 points a game but the others are doing it also.

"They bring the play at you, they shoot the threes and
they canjam it inside. We have to play tough defense and
take good shots. We can run with them, but only if we
take good shots."

Calipari, who went only eight deep against Siena, said

he felt center Kennard Kobinson could handle the Sooner's

speed and would play.

Calipari said the game was not on ESPN because
Oklahoma was unable to work out a deal within the Big
Eight conference regulations. The game (tip-off 8:30
EST) can be heard on 99.3 WHMP and 91.1 WMUA.

Women's basketball falls to UNH Wildcats
ByJEFFHOJLO
CoUegian Staff

Every basketball a>ach will tell you
that if your team has no defensive inten-

sity, it's going to be ver>' difTicult to score

many points.

Such was the case for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
(1-3) last night in Durham, New Hamp-
shire as they suffered through foul trouble

and an uninspired effort to fall to the
University of New Hampshire. 71-49.

Thing.s looked good for the Minutemen
after Kim Kristofik opened up the game
with a layup but this 2-0 lead would be the
only lead they would have all game. The
Huskies answered with a 25-6 run and
with 10:52 left in the first half, they had a
25-8 lead

The closest UMass would get the rest of

the first half was 14 points - head coach
Joanie O'Brien knew it was going to be a
long night when two of the first three
shots that LT^H took were banked in from
the top of the key.

"They (UNH) were just too much to

handle." said O'Brien. "We dug ourselves
a hole early that we couldn't get out of We
had a very uninspired effort and we were
on our heels the whole way.

"The intensity of the defense is one
thing that we can control and we didn't

that yesterday. As long as you're effective

on the defensive end. you'll get easy bas-

kets on the offensive end."

Eight minutes into the first half, two of
the Minutewomen's top players, Kim
Kristofik <12 pts. 5 rebs) and Octavia

Thomas (15 pts. 2 rebs) had to sit down
with three fouls. It was at this point that

the UMass defense really fell apart.

"We can't afford to lose players like

that because we don't have enough depth,"

said O'Brien.

For UMass, although Thomas was on
the bench for much of the first half, she
came back like wildfire in the second half,

pla3ang with the intensity and passion that

Coach O'Brien has looked for this season.

"Octavia worked as hard as I've seen
her work all year," said O'Brien. "She
worked her butt off and posted up very
well - 1 think she was 7-for-9. I think she
finally realizes what she can do at this

level."

O'Brien is hoping thatThomas will add
some leadership to a team that desperately

needs some.
The otlwr freshmen are looking for

someone to tell them what to do out there,"

O'Brien said. "I'm hoping theyll look at

this kid (Octavia) and say if she can play

hard like this, I can too.

"That's all I want from them - a good
effort."

Also playing well for the Minutemen
was forward Kristofik, who had an im-
pressive 12 points and five rebounds.
A nemesis for UMass all game long was

UNH point guard Meaghan Lane, who
fiddled and diddled her way to 11 points
and five assists. But it wasn't the points or
the assists that hurt UMass, rather Lane's
ability to control the tempo of the game.

"She's little, but she's very quick," said

O'Brien. "She controlled the game at both
ends of the floor."

Forward Kendall Daly was also a force

for the Wildcats with 14 points and four

rebounds.

"UNH set very good screens for Daly
and she hit open shots," said O'Brien. "No
one contested her all game."

With 17:40 left in the game. Mass cut
the Wildcat lead to 13 at 41-28. but New
Hampshire responded with a 10-2 run to

push the lead to 51-30.

Game Notes: Junior guard Maleeka

Valentine is still out with a severly strained
ankle and is a question mark forSaturday's

home opener against Harvard . . . The
referees were not kind to UMass - case in

point is freshman center Melissa Gurile,

who was hammered the whole game, but
still did not make a trip to the foul line.

UMa» faces it's toughest challenge of

the year on Monday when non-conference
foe Ohio State travels to the Curry Hicks
Cage.

MAn KAHN/ COLLEGIAN
The UMass Minutewomen have their home opener Saturday as they host Harvard. Game

time at the Curry Hcks Cage is 2:00 p.m.

Pigskin Picks, the last issue
Since this is my last edition of Pigskin Picks, this

prognosticator would like to thank the NFL and former
Collegian staffer Mark Preston for gettingme involved in

this paper in the first place. O.K., that's enough praise for

one semester.

Winter break is upon us, and before you know it, we'll

all be back here in Amherst, anxiously awaiting the

Super Bowl. Well, most ofus will be back here in Jsmuary,
but soon-to-be fellow columnist Emily Marino, a distant

cousin ofMiami's Super Dan, has signed a one-semester
contract to play hoop for the women's version of II

Messagero in Italy.

Arthur

STAPLETON
What she lacks in height, Em makes up for in ability,

agility, and desire. Arrivederla, Emily! Maybe yourARTS
column from overseas will make the back page. . . nah.

Speaking of the Super Bowl, my prediction before the

season began was Dallas 31, Buffalo 27. The Cowboys
( 1 1-2) are one of two favorites, along with the 49ers, to

make it to the NFC title game.
Jimmy Johnson and company have the talent to win at

Candlestick, which could be renamed Bonds Park by as

early as March. Look for the Pokes to go to the big show,
possibly taking on Pittsburgh, Buffalo or San Diego.

The Lightning Bolts are the hottest team in football,

thanks in part to the running attack ofMarion Butts and
a strong dominating defense. Can they win in Orchard
Park? Sure, but they probably won't have to. Jeff Crofls'

pick, the Steelers, have the home field as of right now,

along with the most explosive runner this season, Barry

Foster.

Cowher's clowns might be there to renew the rivalry
with Dallas, but the Bills still have to be considered the
favorites. Once again, go with the Cowboys over the
BiUs, 21-10.

Rodney Dangerfield award for those who sel-
dom get respect: I could lay claim to this award, but I

would like to stop my self pity. Bemie Kosar played the
Monday night game against Miami earlier in the year on
a broken ankle, and got no press. Well, he won't be in the
Pro Bowl, but he got this one.

Stud of the Semester: Barry Foster was the first

ever Stud of the Week, and he deserves the last one as
well. Foster has already broken Franco Harris' single
season rushing record, with three games in hand. Yes,
there is another Barry in the NFL.

Babe "I'm the loser ofthe semester" Laufenberg
award: Afler a long period ofdeliberation, I have decided
to give the award to. . . (insert drum roll please). . .Bob
"Fish Lips" Sura. He gamers this award for his delib-
erate shove ofMike Williams on his 'way in for the lay in'
in the UMass-Florida State game. The play did not truly
cost the Minutemen, because Derek Kellogg nailed both
freebees, but Williams was the spark late in the game.

It may be tough to say that UMass will beat the
Seminoles if we do play again, but I now hate Sura as
much as Crofts hates BC.

In closing, I would like to thank the number of people
who showed me their support in writing in their ideas for
awards: zero. Be sure to watch for this column next
semester as I cover the. . .NBA. Yes, I havebeen delegatedto
the pros, so until next semester, I'm outta here.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist.

Hellmuth named
an All-American
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's soccer
forward Holly Hellmuth cemented her image as
one of the nation's finest players yesterday, when
she was named First Team All-American for the
second consecutive year.

Hellmuth, a senior from Fairafax Station, Va.,
started all 20 games for coach Jim Rudy this year.
For the third consecutiveyear, Hellmuth is a finalist

for the Hermann Trophy, awarded to the nations
top female soccer player.

"Holly has proven to be one of the finest players
ever at UMass," Rudy said. "Everygamewe assigned
her the opponents top scorer and she has shut her
down nearly every time."

Hellmuth, considered bymany to be the nation's
top defender, added three goals and three assists
for the No. 10 Minutewomen, who finished the
season with a 16-4 record.

"It has been a great feeling the past few years
being able to put a Holly Hellmuth out on the field,"

Rudy said. Tou always knew you had a solid
defender, a great competitor and a great leader out
there."

Hellmuth, who finished her career with 15 goals
and 13 assists, is Massachusetts 26th All-America
selection.

1^-
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WL Dl-LIVKK IN AMHl£RST 5-9:30 EVKRYDAY

J ICC Dclivety foi onlcrs $15 and over: $2 clinige for ordcis under $1

5

1^ BUFFET AND SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs

Brunch served Sundav ll:30ani-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.30
Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served ll:30am-3pm - $3.25

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2

Chicken Fingers. 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchettown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amhecst 2560252

rock
bottom
prices

m̂:

After the Game the Good Times Continue

at the /Ijmass

Ideally located where faculty, staff, & students can meet to
enjoy ttie friendly atmosphere. The Lounge offers full

cocktail sen/ice, weekly drink specials and munchies

Monday-Saturday • 2:00PM- 12:30AM
Munchies til 1 1 :00PM • Positive I.D. Required
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Campus Shuttle
LOOP 1

From Cantral. Orchard Hill. Sylvan lo

Southwoat Araa and Stadium

Campus Shuttle
LOOP 2

From Orchard Hill and Sytvan to Southweat and Lot 2S

NOW REM IiNC; FOR THE SECOND SKMES IKR
Don't live in the dorms paying $1800'"^ room

and board for the second semester
Y(ju ((in lii>^ III hrciutiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month room, board, utilities)

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 5 bedroom apartments (ONLY 1 LEFT!)

ALL APARTMENTS FULLY APPLIANCED WITH:
• Kitchen with dishwasher • Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning • Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool • On UMass bus route •

With this ad recieve $100 Credit towards your heat during Feb. & March!

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 665-2203
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CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dining"

r
$2.00 OFF with purchase of

j

^*"'"""

j$ 15 or more with this coupon

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday - Thursday, ll:30-10:00pm

Friday - Saturday, 11:30am - 11:00pm
Lunch Hour: 1 1:30am - 3:30pm • 7 days a week

FREE Delivery Service • BYOB

Dinner Special Combination Platter
The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch

• Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch-Mandarin & Cantonese Styles)
Every Day 11:30- 3:30

Sample our New Vegetarian Menu
13 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst, MA • 253-4280/4281

The Areas Biggest and Best Dance Club &
Live Music Club...Two Clubs In One

Thursday - 18-»- Dancing with DJ Dennis R
Downstairs - 18-t- Live Music

Friday - Dancing Upstairs with DJ Jeff
Live Music Downstairs
• Free Admission to Both Before 10:00pm
Free All Night with College ID-

Saturday - Dancing With DJ Dave
Live Music Down;

I
This Semester Look For Techno

•Dye nights and Othier Special Events

irs

Raves. Dancehall Reggae Parties,
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10 Pearl Street, Northampton • 584-7771
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The Area's BESTCHINESE
FOOD& SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashami, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's ne Sushi Bar.

Also enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh,
local specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party

PANDAEAST!
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924
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Whata difEerence

makes

Burgers can get

pretty boring year

after year, burger
after burger at one
of those big burger

chains.

But at D'angelo,

we're big on lots of different choices.

With Submarine Sandwiches, Syrian

Pokkets and SaJads in over

40 different

varieties. And
four different

sizes.
1

You can

choose every-

thing from
Seafood Salad

Subs to Veg-

etarian Pokkets

to Roast Beef Subs to Tuna
Subs to fresh Greek Salads. All made
with the highest quality ingredients

fmm a iurut\

we can find. And bread

we bake ourselves.

There are lots of

little extras you can i /^tiir^.

get t(X). Like fresh '^^<^^'A^J^
nushrooms , bacon ^N^^jP^'"^- ^•^..

or sweet peppers. . '%^^/^ J ^
Or whatever. And '

^' " -
-^^

you can make your sandwich even more
of a meal with

a bowl of soup.

D'angelo

also makes
Great

Divides.

A 29" long

version of

your favorite

sandwich.

So if you 're getting

dirtits Ourimn

hnuii Th4il\ hull

ui huiUii rifmlii

twn Ikt buiUitnii

Urml sumlntthfs.

bored with burgers, come to

D'angelo. And see what a

difference D'angelo makes.

BUyONFGFTOWFRFF

Pita Pockets

Biiv anv delicious D'.ingcio Pitta
Pocket and get .inotlicr ofthc same
selection FRhKI (Jioose from tiesh
meats, clieeses, seafood salad and
\egetables tor your own pocket.

Coupon must be presented at time of
purcfiase. One coupon per person per day
please Not valid witti delivery or witfi any
otfier D'angelo Drpmotion Qtfer valid from

^ 1/27/93 2/5/93

1

Amherst, MA
4.S North I'liMs.mt St.

(41 3 I 2S6 41.^1

JfM9^h
am*m<gthof

#:MISC

M'VONtGtl

An\' Submarine Sandwich

Bu\' any sub and get anotlier small
siib of the same selection FRKKI

(ihoosc fl'om steak, cold cuts, seafood
salad, and top it off with fresh

\egetables.

Coupon must be presented at time of
purcfiase. One Qoupon per person per day
please. No t valid witfi delivery or vyitri any
otfier D'anqelQ Dromotion. Offer valid from

2/B/93- 2/12/93

.XmluTM, MA
4S North PliMs.int St.

(41.>i 2Sf) 41.^1
#:MI.SC

BUI ONE GET ONE FR}}-

Pita Pockets

Buv anv delicious D'angelo Pitta
Pocket .\\M.\ get another of" the same
selection PRrKI (Choose from fresh
meats, cheeses, seafood salad, and
\egetables for your o\\ n pocKct.

Coupon must be presented at time of
purchase. One coupon p^r person per day
please. Not valid with d&ivery or arVy other

D'angelo promotion. Offer valid from
•2/13/93 -2/19/93

Amiu-rst, MA
4.S North Pkws.iiit St.

(4l.^)2S6 41.^1

J*ai«€/i
sanAiricli Miepa

#:MI.SCI

Hl'yONEGETOXEFREt

Anv Submarine Sandwich

lUi\ any sub and get another small
siib of the same selection FllKK!

(ihoose from steak, cold cuts, seafooii
salad, A\ui top it off with fresh

vegetables.

Coupon must be presented at time of
purchase. One coupon per
please Not valid with deliv
other D'angelopromotion. .

2/20/93 - 2/26/<

lerson per day- "r with any
valid froiTi

AniJKist, M.\
4.S North I'liMs.mt .St.

(41,^1 2.Sf> 41.^1
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Cloudy today with a chance of

snow showers, tennps 30-35.

Inauguration '93:

Find out how different members of the Five College
community reacted to Bill Clinton's inauguration.

Reviews for the new administration are mixed. Pages 4-5.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Local News:
Chancellor Richard O'Brien says he is

continuing efforts to increase multiculturalism

at the University. Page 3.
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Suicide letter
solves murder
of UM student
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff
and the Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON — A Granby man confessed
to murdering University ofMassachusetU student
Sharon Galligan in a seven-page suicide note found
with his body in a Westfield hotel Jan. 17. police
said last Monday.

In a press conference
at the Hampshire
County Courthouse in

Northampton, officials

said Kenneth R.
Mitchell. 34, who was
found dead in the
County Court Hotel,
admitted in a note to

stabbing Galligan to

death in the Hampshire
Mall parking lot the
night of Dec. 18. 1989.

Mitchell became a
prime suspect in De-
cember 1992. when pre-
viously silent sources
came forth with infor-

mation about the mur-
der. Mitchell bled to death aOer slitting his wrists
with a beer twttle in his room at the Country Court
Hotel while policy searched for him with a warrant
for his arrest.

Galligan's murder, which police claim Mitchell
committed as a random act of violence brought on
by his own mental anguish, shocked UMass stu-
dents and heightened awareness ofsafety issues on
and around campus.

Turn to GALUGAN. page 2

New AD's past questioned
NCAA flagged S.C. program during Marcum's tenure

Sharon Galligan

MuUins opening on tap
Center to hold first hoop game Feb. 4

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Despite questions concerning past performances and
a last minute coach's petition endorsing Interim Athletic
Director Glenn Wong, former South Carolina Athletic
Director Robert Marcum was chosen to direct the
University's athletic program last week.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien hired Marcum. who was
the athletic director at South Carolina from 1982-88 and
Kansas from 1978-82. afler receiving a letter, signed by
14 of 18 UMass head coaches, urging the hiring ofWong

In 1987. the NCAA placed South Carolina's mens
basketball program on disciplinary probation for a number
of wrongdoings from 1982, when Marcum sUrted as
athletic director, to 1985. Offenses included providing
players with improper financial aid and free use of
automobiles.

The NCAA also charged South Carolina with improper
recruiting, including providing recruits with the use of
automobiles, lodging, employment, entertainment and
lodging, providing players with "extra benefits" and en-
gaging in "questionable pract ices ." according to an NCAA
report.

The NCAA limited the program's scholarships and
recruiting practices for three years and made the team
ineligible for postseason play for one season

"We called the NCAA and asked if the charges im-
plicated Mr. Marcum in any way." said HRTA Professor
Stevenson Fletcher, chairman of the athletic director
search committee. "They said no. We chocked out the
whole situation thoroughly and are content with the
findings."

The NCAA press release on the infractions, dated
March 3. 1987 stated, "the most distressing and serious
(infraction) in the view of the committee was the discov-
ery of a well-organized and well-executed scheme for the
sale at face value of basketball players' complimentary
Uckets."

'

Apparently basketball players were receiving free
game tickets, selling them to boosters and pocketing the
profits. Fletcher said he was unaware of the ticket sales.

"That's a new one to me," Fletcher said. "I don't know

)OSH REYNOlOS COU£QMN
UMass Athletic Director Rotiert Marcum

what you're talking about on that. We just dealt with
generalities when we called the NCAA."

Marcum returned to Atlanta on Sunday and was not
available for comment. However, the March 4 issue ofthe
Columbia (S.C.) State News, reported Marcum denied
awareness ofany wrongdoings i n the athleticdepartment

"If we had been aware of the situation. Im sure we
would have dealt with it in a different way." Marcum said
in the article. "We were unaware of it going on. We

Turn to MARCUM, page 1
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By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Six years ago, it wasjust a dream. Two
years ago. it was only a shell. But eight
days from today, the William D. Mullins
Memorial Center will be the crown jewel
of the University of Massachusetts.

When the last bulldozer pulls away
from the Mullins Center, and the doors
open for the Feb. 4 UMass-West Virginia
men's basketball game (televised live on
ESPN), it will be the end of a very long
process and the beginning of a new era at
the LIniversity.

The $50 million dollar multi-purpose
facility will not only host every men's
basketball and eventually, hockey game, it

will also be a convention center for exhibi-
tions, banquets and commencement, and a

theater for both fine arts and rock concerts.

"It's a beautiful building on the out-
side, but even more importantly, it's a
beautiful building on the inside," men's
basketball coach John Calipari said. "It

will be the pride of the whole University,
not just the basketball team."

The funds to construct the Mullins
Center were appropriated in 1986. The
state Legislature contributed $25 million
toward the project and the University
building authority raised the remaining
amount by selling tax free bonds.

The Center was designed by Cambridge
Seven Associates, designers ofthe Boston's
•New England Aquarium. Suffolk Con-
struction Company won the bid for thejob
and built the facility.

Last summer, the University picked the
Turn to MULLINS CENTER, page 14

German professor, 42,
killed during vacation

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
The William D. Mullins Memorial Center is undergoing last-minute preparations for the open

house on January 31 and the first men's basketball game on February 4.

Sigrid Brauner, an assistant profes-
sor ofGermanic Languages and Litera-
ture at the University of Massachu-
setts since 1989, died shortly afler
Christmas while vacationing in Ja-
maica.

Brauner, a 42-year-old native of
Hofheim, Germany, and a resident of
Northampton, died in an accidental
fall on Dec. 26.

During the 1992-93 academic year,
Brauner was a Lilly Teaching Fellow.
The program is designed to help en-
hance the careers of junior faculty by
reducing their courseload. thereby al-

lowing them more time to focus on
designing or revising courses and en-
hancing their teaching skills.

Last fall, Brauner taught a new
course titled "Witches: M>th and Re-
ality." More than 100 students took the
course, which examined the history of
witch hunts in German-speaking Eu-
rope, colonial New England, and colo-
nial Peru.

In her course, Brauner looked at
the history of witch hunts in the con-
text of contemporary attitudes about
women and families, showing how
sexual

, racial and class differences play
a role in our imagination of the de-
monic.

Brauner used sources as varied as
contemporary studies in anthropology,
theological treatises from the early
modern period and witch trial records
to show that well over 90 percent of all

witch hunt victims were female, and

that their moral reputation was the
focal point of their persecution.

Brauner was also workingon a book
manuscript which explored represen-
tations of race and gender in early
modern Europe.

Brauner was also a member of the
executive committee of the Women's
Studies Program, a member of the
executive board of the Massachusetts
Society ofProfessors, the faculty union
at the University, and ajunior fellow of
the Institute for Advanced Study in
the Humanities.

Brauner had reportedly been plan-
ning the trip to the north shore of
Jamaica with several friends and col-

leagues from Germany for over a year.
She had just arrived at her vacation
site the day of her death.

Afler dinner the evening of Dec. 26.

Brauner reportedly walked down to

the beach from the hilltop vacation
house where she was stajingto look at
the stars. She decided to return to the
house by way ofa shortcut path rather
than the main road It was a pitch-

black, moonless night, and Brauner
apparently did not realize that the
path crossed a ravine on a narrow,
railingless bridge.

She fell from the bridge and was
killed instantaneously.

The German department is plan-
ning to establish a scholarship in

Brauner 's memory, as well as create
an archive of her published works.

Turn to BRAUNER, page 2
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Galligan
continued from page 1

"She did everything inght ," said Galligan's father Paulma 1990 Collegian interview. "Unfortunately, there was
someone out there who was not right."

Galligan's car was parked in a well-lighted area near
the mall entrance at the time of her murder.

According to police, Mitchell, despondent over per-
sonal problems, was preparing to kill himself when
Galligan returned to her car, which was parked next to
his. At approximately 9:45 p.m.. he sUbbed Galligan 1

1

times with the kitchen knife he had planned to use on
himself, police said.

"She was just in the wrong place at the wrong time,"
said State Police Sgt. Leonard Von Flatern. who has been
investigating the murder for the past three years.

Galligan was a junior majoring in psychology at the
time of her murder. She was a member of Psi Chi, the
national psychology honor society, as well as a teaching
assistant for Psychology 100. and a research assistant
studying non-verbal behavior.

Galligan was also a member of Chi Omega Sororitv
and worked with the Boltwood Project to help the men-
Uilly ill. which was run by the former Belchertown State
School. She was planning to spend the semester follow-
ing her death at the University of Seville in Spain

Mitchell was one of a number of suspects in the
investigation into Galligan's death when that probe be-
gan in 1989. Two tips received by police suggested Mitchell
was a potential suspect. However, three others either
failed to come forward or gave false information, leaving
police to pursue other leads.

But Mitchell became a prime suspect in December
1992, when another informant came forward. Investi-
gators inter\iewed Mitchell on Jan. 7 and again Jan. 14.,
and asked him to provide a hair sample for a potential
match with hair found at the murder scene.

The next day. Mitchell checked into the County Court
Hotel

.
vm)te a confession and letters to the police. Galligan's

family and his own family, and took his own life.

Galligan's friends and professors and mourned her
death at a memorial service held Feb. 5. 1990.

"By every indication, she was the kind of person who
would make her mark on the world." said Robert Feldman.
a UMass psychology professor.

Chi Omega set up a scholarship fund in Galligan's
name, placed a stone memorial to her on the Campus
Pond Lawn and dedicated its entry in the 1991 Index
yearbook to her memory.

Carhart urged citizens who had any information about
the case to come forward, noting that authorities "intend
to continue with the forensic aspects" of the case.

CoUegianslaffmemberJason Georgeand news servicts
contributed to thts report.
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Brauner
continued from page 1

scholarly papers, and course notes.

Brauner's funeral was held in Hofheim Jan. 11,
and was attended by Associate Professor of Ger-
man Sara Lennox. A campus memorial service is
planned for early to mid-February.

— Collegian Staff Reports.

THE MYSTERY OF STDs:
Now you see them - Now you Don't!

Debra Edetman, M.Ed., Health Educator

Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), once
called venereal diseases, are among the most
common infectious diseases in the United

States today The STDs that earned notoriety

on college campuses across the country are
genital warts, genital herpes, and HIV disease.

The factors that make these diseases unique are
that they are incurable, can be asympton^tic
(without symptoms), and subclinical (symptoms
exist but are not visible to you under normal
circumstances. I.e on the cervix or Inside the

opening of the penis)

People sometimes think that when they come to

U.H.S. and ask for an "STD Check* their health

care provider can check to see if they have
been exposed to ail the various STDs
Unfortunately this is not the case There are
specific Uood tests and cultures available for

certain STDs such as cfilamydia. gonorrhea.
HIV disease and syphilis but for genital herpes
and genital warts no reliable blood tests exist.

A majority of people, when exposed to genital

herpes and genital wans, will have symptoms,
but a high percentage of people will not

experience typical* symptoms, if any.

The typical symptoms of genital herpes caused
by the herpes simplex virus (HSV). are: itching

or burning sensation in the genital area; pain in

the legs, bunocks. or genital area; vaginal

discharge; and/or a feeling of pressure in the

atxJominal region Small red bumps that may
develop into blisters or painful open sores will

appear Over a period of days the sore$
become crusted and then heal without scarring

It's important to note that even when there are
symptoms they will vary in severity from
extremely mild to severe depending upon the

individual

Genital Warts, caused by the human
papillomavirus (HPV), can appear like small

bumpy "cauliflower* looking warts that are
usually painless and appear on or around the
genitals or anus The warts can also be flat on
these areas and not visit»le to the naked eye but
will turn white when acetic acid is placed on
them.

So wfiat's the solution lo the unsolved mystery
of these STDs? If you assume, without

judgment, that every partner with wtx>m you're
intimate might have an undiagnosed STD that

even he or she is not aware of. and you both
use proper precautions, by practicing safer sex,

you will be minimizing your risk of contracting
an STD. Safer sex means using latex barriers

(i e. latex corvjoms. dental dams or cut-up latex

condoms for oral sex with a woman, and
condoms with spermicide containing nonoxynol
9, which destroys viruses) when being sexual
with a partner. The latex barrier reduces the
chances of bodily fluids (blood, semen, vaginal
and cen/ical secretions) from being exchanged.

If you suspect that you might have an STD. call

549-2671 to make an appointment with a health
sen/ices clinician. Men should not urinate for 4
hours before the examination and women
should not douche before the examination.
One of the most important factors necessary to
insure the accuracy and thoroughness of the
STD screening is honesty with your health care
provWer. All medical records are confidential
files.

Being diagnosed with an STD can cause a
range of emotions In an Individual. Some
people might experience guilt, anxiety. Isolation
or anger and some people might get depressed.
Speaking to a counselor about problems that
may arise for you regarding your diagnosis Is

very helpful. To make an appointment for
STD counseling call the University HeaHh
Center at 549-2671, ext. 233 or 234. For more
information about STDs, please contact the
Health Education Division at 549-2671 x181.

I
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Racial efforts continue
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is
continumg efforts to ease racial tensions
on campus

.
usingagreements reached last

semester between administrators and
students as a springboard to improve the
general multicultural climate on campus.

"We'll continue to monitor scrupulously
the adherence ofthe

I Nov. 8 1 agreements,"
Chancellor Richard O'Brien said. They
form a basis for a greatly improved cli-
mate of multiculturalism on campus."

Upward Bound
inquiry called

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien has
asked Elaine H. Anderson of
Westfield to conduct an inquiry and
prepare a report concerning the
Uruversity of Massachusetts' Up-
ward Bound Program.

This month Anderson is re-
searching why the program was
denied federal funding and ad-
dressing ways to get funding back,
according to Associate Chancellor
Jim Leheny.

Upward Bound, a program for

assisting low-income high school
students, had been offered at the
University forover20years until its

federal funding was not renewed
last spring.

Anderson said she is unable to
comment on the progress of her re-
port at this stage, as she is still

working on it.

O'Brien said Anderson would
Turn to UPWARD BOUND poge 10

Lehigh prof,
named head
of engineering
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts named Lehigh engi-
neering Professor Joseph Goldstein to be the new dean of
the College of Engineering in early January.

Goldstein, who will assume the position Sept. 1. is
currently the R.D. Stout Professor of Materials Science
and Engineering at Lehigh.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said in a statement that
Goldstein's experience and reputation made him a clear
choice for the position.

"Joseph Goldstein. . . has had an exceptional career as
a scholar and teacher," O'Brien said. "He has also had
many years ofvery successful administrative experience.
He was the clear number one choice ofthe search commit-
tee."

"The appointment of Dr. Goldstein will complement
and add to the deeply talented faculty and students in the
College of Engineering," said Provost Glen Gordon, the
chief academic officer at the University, in a statement.
"We look forward to his arrival."

Goldstein is taking over for Keith Carver, who became
interim dean in March 1991. Carver will resume his post
as head of the department of electrical and computer
engineering.

Carver took the post on an interim basis after the
former dean, James John, left to become president of the
General Motors Incorporated Engineering and Manage-
ment Institute in Flint. Mich.

Goldstein said in a statement that his decision to come
to the University of Massachusetts was based largely on
the quality of the engineering department.

"I was attracted to the University ofMassachusetts by
the quality of its engineering programs and faculty and
the potential for developing interdisciplinary programs
with other colleges and within the engineering college

itself," Goldstein said.

A recent report by the Institute for Scientific informa-

tion ranked the University's chemical engineering de-

partment 19th among the top 25 programs in the world.

The ranking was based on the number of times faculty

research papers were cited in academic journals.

Turn to GOLDSTEIN, page 10

After a month of negotiations facili-
tated by mediators from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice, the two sides agreed on
student demands concerning minority
programs, safety and representation on
campus. In addition, they set forth plans
for security and housing program
changes.

Since then, O'Brien appointed Elaine
Anderson to conduct an inquiry into the
loss of the University's Upward Bound
Program funding. She is now preparing a
report addressing the program's needs
and the cause of the funding loss.

Funding was also provided to restore
the AdvocatesOfWomen ofColor Program
at the Everywoman's Centerm December.
The second escort service van, which
O'Brien committed to as part of the
agreements, has begun operation. An as-
sessment of training needs for police of-

ficers is currently being conducted.
Under the Nov. 8 agreements. Uni-

versity officials agreed to aim for a goal of
20 percent minority freshmen by fall 1 995.
They also pledged to boost the appointment
of minority faculty and staff. Minority
hirings have comprised 23 percent of staff
and faculty appointments since 1986.
Minorities now represent 10 percent of
the total faculty.

The administration also agreed to:

• Support partial restoration of the
L«gal Services Center, relative to litiga-

tion involving students and non-university
entities.

• Provide funding, which has been set
aside as a result of the agreements, for 40
new scholarships for students ofcolor over
the next year at a cost of$200,000, covering
all tuition and fees.

• Arrange teach-ins on Columbus Day.
Students will be submitting a proposed
renaming for the holiday.

Racial tensions on campus were
sparked in October afler an assault on a
Black resident assistant student in

Turn to EFFOI?TS poge 10

ECONOMICIND.CATORS-Theeconomy.sst,ll8how«H).wS3SSr^^^^
on route 9 in Amherst shows even ongmeenng majors are finding the job market touch
going ^

Student dies on Mexico trip
A University of Masachuaetts senior

died Jan. 14 in a scuba-diving accident in
Mexico while on a school-sponsored trip.

According to University officials. Scott
J. Aronson. 22. of 8 Eastview Drive.
Belchertown, was on an art trip at the
time ofthe accident in Merida. Mexico, on
the Yucatan Peninsula.

Details of the accident wen unavadabie.
according to a University spokesperaon.

He was majoring in photography and
fine arts.

Aronson. a graduate of Longrneadow
High School, received an associate's de-

gree in graphic design from Greenfield
Community College Aronson also worked
as a lab assistant at the University's Pho-
tographic Services lab.

The funeral was held Jan. 18 at tlw
Harold R Ascher & Son Memorial Chapel
in Spnngfield.

Aronson leaves his parents. Mathew C.
and Jean M (Gaboury): a brother, an
aunt, and his grandparents.

II

Rosenberg seeks top level post
Amherst Democrat candidate for State Chairman
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Suff

Although the glow has barely faded from President
Clinton's inauguration. Massachusetts Democrats are
already setting their sites on challenging Gov. Wil-
liam Weld for the 1994 gubnatorial race.

The current focus of these efforts involve choosing
a Deomcratic State Committee chairman capable of
raising the money and establishing the campaign
organization necessary for this challenge.

Among the six candidates for State chairman is

state Sen. Stanley Rosenberg, D-Amherst, who repre-
sents the Hampshire-Franklin District.

The other candidates for the position are state Rep.
Joan Menard of Somerset, the House majority whip;
former Methuen state Sen. Sharon Pollard, who has
served as state energy secretary; Weston Selectman
Joseph Mullin; former state Rep. Philip Johnston; and
Lawrence DiCara, a former Boston City Counselor.

The new chair of the state committee will be de-
cided in Boston on Feb. 6 at a meeting of the Demo-
cratic State Committee.

The candidates are seeking to fill the position
vacated by Newton businessman Steven Grossman,
who stepped down from the position late last year.

The candidates presented their visions for the
Democratic Party at a forum Jan. 22 at the Hotel
Northampton, the first of approximately a half dozen
meetings across the state prior to Feb. 6.

Each candidate stressed the fact that the Demo-
cratic Party needs to build a campaign organization to
help challenge Weld in 1994 and work to regain the
two U.S. House seats lost in last November's election.

Although the 1994 election is still far off, many
observers are speculating that U.S. Rep. Joseph
Kennedy, D-Mass., will oppose Weld. Other names
that have been considered on the Democratic side are
Boston Mayor Ray Flynn. and former state Sen.
Patricia McGovem of Lawrence.

Rosenberg said he wants the position because ofhis
belief in the importance of political parties.

"I am passionate about political parties and their

role in people's lives," Rosenberg said. They're a place
where people can come together to work toward real-

izing the vision they have."

"I have the experience, the energy, and I've proven
I can do every part ofthe Democratic State Chair'sjob.
because I've done it," Rosenberg said.

Rosenberg said he feels the Chair of the State
Committee has a responsibility to serve as a spokes-
person for the party in conjunction with Democratic
officials at the town and ward level.

"I have the experience, the en-

ergy, and I've proven I can do every

part of the Democratic State Chair's

job''

Stan Rosenberg

"People relate more to local officials than to some-
one who is 100 miles away," Rosenberg said. "The
Chair's responsibility is to speak out loudly and clearly
on issues, and people on the local level should echo
those themes."

In his official announcement. Rosenberg noted that
as executive director for the party in 1984, the party
raised an all-time record of $750,000.

Rosenberg has also said he feels the Democrats
need to return to the concept of the "coordinated
campaign," where candidates for different offices work
together to pool their resources and stress similar
messages.

State Rep. Ellen Story, who won a March 1992
special election to fill Rosenberg's seat in the House of
Representatives, said she believes a Rosenberg vic-

tory would help Western Massachusetts.
"Western Massachu.setts always tends to be over-

looked," St«ry said. "Stan has put in his time — he
deserves it."

Although the position is a part-time one which
would be added to Rosenberg's duties as a state Sena-
tor, Story said she believes Rosenberg knows what is

in store for him.

"Stan is such a hard worker— he's not going in with
a naive sense of what he's going into," Story said.
"When he told me he was running for the position. I

said, 'Now you can work 90 hours a week instead of 70
hours."
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Inauguration ^93
Clinton faces
real problems,
professors say
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

"To renew America, we must be bold. It will not be easy— it will require sacrifice." So spoke William Jefferson
Clinton upon being sworn in as this country's 42nd
president last Wednesday in the nation's capital.

Several University ofMassachusetts professors offered
their impressions on the inauguration and the Clinton
presidency.

On the theme of sacrifice. Afro-American Studies
Professor William Strickland said that "most Americans
have been sacrificing the last 12 years. We've become
more polarized along class lines."

' The economy is in profound crisis

and can t he fixed with mere symbols.

"

Professor William Strickland

Strickland said he wishes the new president well but
finds he has inhent«d a "gargantuan task."

"The economy is in profound crisis and can't be fixed
with mere symbols." Strickland said.

Communications Department Chairperson Jarice
Hanson said she was "very excited" by the inauguration
because it "united the country, at least for a short time."

Hanson said that election reform should be high on
Clinton's list of priorities, alluding to the disturbing
statistic that "every senator has to raise $lis.000 a day.
every day of their term to be reelected. That needs to be
corrected."

According to Afro-American Studies Professor Michael
Thelwell. Clinton "is faced with two incompatible things— trying to restore the economy with no money with
which to do it."

Thelwell said Clinton's presidency should be judged
by whether he is willing "to spend his political capital
early on and use his four years to act in the country's long-
term interest regardless of whatever short-term pain it

causes."

Associate History Professor David Glassbcrg said he
believed the inaugural "was OK as a ceremony, but I

found it a little strange to see a president 'party hearty'
hke that. It took me by surprise."

Glassberg said Clinton needs to tackle the health care
issue, predicting that "it will take an enormous amount
of political energy to get anything accomplished in that
area."

History Professor Joseph Hemon said he drove down
to Washington to participate in the festivities.

"I was in my Plymouth Reliant K car and was battling
all of the stretch limos," Hemon said. "Being a native
Washingtonian. I knew where all the great parking
spaces were."

Hemon said he came away most impressed by the
inaugural poem ofMaya Angelou. "She stole the show. Her
poem expressed all that this country should be— that we
should be proud of our diversity and not exploit it."

CLIIT
C^

MAn KAHN / COtL£GiA\
THE RRST FEUNE? - Ho, this isn't the new White

House pet, it's a look-alike housecat wishing he were in

Socks' shoes.

UDems journey
to Washington,
praise Clinton
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Elvis didn't show, but just about everyone else who's
anyone in this country was at the Clinton inauguration,
including five members of the University Democrats.

"\X was just so beautiful being

there.

"

Neil Carpenter, University Democrats

Connections with John Olver's office and the College
Democrats ofAmerica netted the campus Denis tickets to
the swearing-in. Youth Ball. American Gala and other
festivities surrounding the presidential changing of the
guard.

"It was just so beautiful being there," said Neil Car-
penter, former president of the UMass Democrats. "We
had something major to do every day."

Democrats Carpenter, Nathan Guerrero. George
Fitzgerald. Debra Drake and Matt Malone crammed into
a Volkswagen Fox last Saturday for the ride down to

Turn to UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS, page 5

Tat Cats' not purring in D.C.
Group calls Clinton *best president money can buy'
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Although "Socks." the nation's first cat. has grabbed
her share ofattention during the inauguration, some cats
ofa different type were also around Washington. DC. for
the inauguration.

Members of the Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy cam-
paign traveled to Washington last week to protest what
they perceive as President-elect Bill Clinton's ties to
special interests.

Group members said they emphasized the idea of "fat
cats" by wearing cat ears, tails and whiskers, plus extra
stuffing. The group's press statement called Clinton "the
best president money can buy."

Adam Keats, a senior communications major and one
of the four "fat cats," said the highlight of the group's
efforts was their performance outside the Mayflower
Hotel, where a groupofCalifomia legislators were meeting
for an event.

Keats said the meeting attracted a large amount of
media attention both from the California press and
other national newspapers. The group was featured on
the McNeilLehrer Report on PBS. according to mem-
bers.

"We got great press." Keats said. "A lot of people told
us we were the most happening thing there in terms of
protests."

James Karis, an organizer for the group, said the fat-

cat image represents a "powerful symbol" of the need for
political reform in the United States.

"Clinton got into to office because of his ability to
raise money," Karis said. "What we have today is the
result of a system run by money — and those who have
the money have a tremendous say in who we get to vote
for."

Besides performing outside the Mayflower Hotel, the
group also performed outside hotels and other locations
"where the real fat cats were," Keats said.

Keats said he believes Clinton will not be able to
make far-reaching changes toward reforming campaign
finance.

"While Clinton has promised action on campaign
finance reform. I don't see any real action coming from his
administration." Keats said. "I don't think he can do
anything on his own — action has to come from outside
the political system."

Karis said he believes the best solution is to have 100
percent public financing of elections. Public funding will
allow more people to become involved by running for
office, Karis said.

Although Karis said some people may complain about
using tax dollars to finance elections, he said he believes
taxpayers will save money in the end.

"People will be just paying a few dollars to safeguard
a fair political process." Karis said, noting that events
like the Savings and Loan scandal have caused taxpayers

Turn to FAT CATS, page 5
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Mental Health Groups
Spring 1993

Groups that will be offered this spring are:

«rAdult Children of Alcoholics Wednesday 3:30-5
(Process group for students with prior ACOA group experience)

^Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families
Group I - Mondays, 3:30-5 (in Spanish)
Group II - Thursdays, 3-4:30

^Eating Disorder Group Tuesdays 4-5:30

^ Self-Exploration Groups
Group I - Tuesdays, 3-4:30 (for students over 21)
Group II - Thursdays, 3-4:30

Registration and pre-group interview required for all groups
Groups will begin in late February. For information and '

registration call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North during the
month of February.

**
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The Clinton Presidency
Ringing of bells marks new era
'Bells for Hope' a celebration of nation's diversity

THINKINQ ABOUTTOMORROW - Wiltem Jefferson
Clinton, the 42nd President of the United States, now
faces the task of meeting the expectations of optimistic
citizens.

University Democrats

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian StafT

Those within earshot of the Old Chapel two Sundavs
ago were witnesses to an historic event — the simulta-
neous ringing of bells across the country to celebration
the inauguration of President-elect Clinton.

Both members of the UMass Quasimodo Club. Ken
Samonds, associate professor of nutrition, and senior
HRTA major Jim Olson ascended the ricketv ladders of
the chapel's bell tower Jan. 17, took hold ofthe bells aged
wooden levers and gnarled ropes, and at 6 p.m. let loose
a "grand peal" in harmony with bell-ringers throughout
the nation.

The event, conceived by Clinton's inauguration com-
mittee, was called "Bells for Hope," and was intended to
"celebrate the diversity of our beautiful country." orga-
nizers said.

"It's nice to think you're part of a nationwide ringing
of bells," said Samonds. who along with Olson celebrates
UMass men's basketball victories, holidays, graduation
and "just about any other occasion" by playing the chapel's
60-year-oId bells.

"Both ofus are bell nuts," Samonds said. "I love to ring
bells, and use any excuse to ring them But the last time
I participated in anything like this was back in 1976 for
the bicentennial."

After chaotically crashing all of the chapel's bells for

over a minute. Samonds and Olson took turns playing
"My Country 'tis of Thee." "Columbia the Gem of the
Ocean" and other patriotic songs They also plaved "Lift
Up Your Voice and Sing." in honor ofMartin Luther King
Day. and closed with "Twilight Shadows." the school's
alma mater.

''It's nice to think you're part ofa
nationwide ringing of bells."

Ken Samonds, UMqss Quasimodo Club

Samonds said he heard about the event on television,
and called Clinton's inauguration committee for more
information. He then sent a letter to the committee
announcing his attention to ring the chapel bells "as a
symbol ofthe hope and optimism ofthe college-age people
in Massachusetts."

Other Massachusetts participants included Boston's
Old North Church. Park St. Church and Kings Chapel,
the Boston College Chapel, and the Berkshire Commu-
nity College Chapel.

Olson and Samonds describe the UMass Quasimodo
Club as "a company of clandestine campanoli^sts."
Campanology is the art of bell casting and ringing. The
Quasimodo Club was organized to maintain and operate
the Old Chapel bells and the Tow er Library chimes— a set
ofelectronically amplified chimes in the top ofthe library.

continuecl from page 4

Washington, where they spent the next
five days celebrating the victory of the
team they'd been rooting for through the
entire campaign.

"This IS my last hurrah." said Carpen-
ter, who coordinated the Clinton cam-
paign on campus, and is handing over the
reigns of the University Dt-mDcrats to

Guerrero this semester.
The party began Sunday for the cel-

ebrants at the "Call to Reuiuon" bash at
the Lincoln Memorial, where stars such
as Jack Nicholson and James Earl Jones
read quotes about Amenca and called for

harmony in the new administration.
Tuesday night the College Democrats

ofAmenca rented out Washington's posh
"Fifth Column" nightclub for a Democratic
student blowout, which the crew from
UMass also attended.

Wednesday was the swearing-in. for
which the University Dems had standing-
room tickets, followed by the parade— the

only event for which they didn't have tick-
ets.

"We basically ran from our swearing-in
place to an intersection where they didn't
have any bleachers set up to watch the
parade." Guerrero said.

That night they attended the Youth
Ball, where Clinton and Gore both made
cameo appearances, although Carpenter
said they missed seeingGore because they
were in another room at the time

"Like at every other ball. Clinton
pointed to Hillarj- and said doesn't she
look great tonight.'" People were shouting
Hil-la-ry! Hil-la-ry'*" said Guerrero.
The group returned Thursday night.
Now that the party is over, group

members said the most exciting thing for

the Democrats is hearing Clinton referred
to as "President Clinton" on the news.

"As long as I've been conscious of any-
thing in the world, it's been Reagan/Bush
i n there," said Guerrero. "For me it's going
to take a while for the novelty to wear off."

fat cats
continued from poge 4

a great deal more.
The idea of creating a fair political

process is something that people should
be able to agree on regardless of their
ideology, Karis said.

"Democracy — government for the
people, by the people, of the people — is

one thing people can get together on,"
Karis said. The last thing you want to do
is to exclude anyone. Let everyone be a
part of things."
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Hope you enjoyed yourbreak, badplentyofhome

-

cooked meals and took in some cable television.
But now you've really got to hit the books... the
D.C.'s are beckoning to you with scrod... and the
Collegian is the closest thing you've got to CNN.

Stay happy. Stay cool. Stay informed.

Read the Collegian.
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V Free Drink With Any Purchase

Downtown Amherst
17 KeOogg Ave., Amherst

256-8705 .

• Pastries • Croissants

• Breads • All Occasion Cakes
• Tarts • Coffee and Teas
• Birthday Cakes • Wedding Cakes

, OPEN:
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Story, Rosenberg appointed to Ed. Committee
COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Both state Sen. Stanley Rosenberg and state Rep.
Ellen Story will be serving this term on the legislature's
Joint Education Committee following their recent ap-
pointments.

The 17-member Committee, composed of 11 House
members and six senators, is headed by state Sen. David
Magnante of Framingham, a graduate of the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Story said she was surprised House Speaker Charles
Flaherty named her to the committee, in light of the fact
that it is the most popular committee in the state legis-
lature.

RosenU-rg was appomt4?d to the committee by Senate
President William Bulger. Rosenberg, a former sUte
representative from the Amherst-Pelham District, is
beginning his second full term in the Senate aOer win-
ning a special election to fill the seat vacated by U.S. Rep.
John Olver in September 1991

Rosenberg said Gov. Weld is due to announce his
budget proposal almost immediately, and that he antici-
pates Weld will propose a "substantial increase," for
higher education in the budget.

However, the Commonwealth faces a deficit of be-
tween $500 million and $1 billion and Weld's budget
proposal presents no new sources of revenue, Rosenberg
said.

"Ifthere is an increase for education, it will come at the
expense ofother things, which may raise some opposition
among legislators," Rosenberg said.

Story also said the main issue she would work on in
the committee was to increase state appropriations for
the University.

There are enough people making an effective argu-
ment that the success of the economy is tied to the state
university system," Story said, noting that Weld recently
highlighted the importance of the developing "young
minds' in his SUte of the SUte address.

Story praised the work UMass President Michael
Hooker has done in working to convince business and

civic leaders throughout the state of the importance of
public higher education.

She also said it is "very heartening" that a number of
new representatives in the legislature are either UMass
graduates or have strong ties with the University.
SGA President Jen Wood said it is important for

Rosenberg and Story to look at other issues besides
increased appropriations, noting that a proposal to restore
litigation rights to the University's Legal Services Office
is likely to appear before the committee during the
coming term.

"We got an increase in state appropriations last year— if that trend can continue, it will be very positive,"
Wood said. "I Appropriations) are only one issue, though— we hope they'll listen to all our issues."

Story is beginning her first full term in the House,
after winning the March 1992 special election to fill the
vacancy created by Rosenberg's election to the Senate.

Story was also reassigned to the Criminal Justice
Committee and got a new assignment to the Ethics
Committee.

BROKE AFTER BREAK?
TELEFUND^ IS HIRING ^

Articulate, knowledgeable UMass students
who have good communication skills.

i^ $5.25/Hoiir i^
t^ Flexible Evening Hours ^

^ Convenient Campus Location i^
1^ Looks Great on Your Resume i^

CALL TODAY!
$$ 545-3509 $$
OR STOP BY MEMORIAL HALL TODAY.
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Panel explores
Directors discuss concept
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By NICOLE DUMAS
Collegian Staff

The complexity of native/white relations and themeamngs of "Aboriginal" identity in a postmodern
world were examined in a series ofrecent films related
to the representation of native peoples.

A film series entitled The Shock of Re-Cognition
Identity, Memory, and the Politics of Representation
in Indigenous Media" featured works bv and about
native peoples of North and South Amenca as well as
New Zealand and Australia.

The series provided a loi)k at media as both a source
of domination and empowerment for native peoples
according to organizers.

The festival was curated by UMass Anthropology
Piofessor Jackie Uria. u ho said she recognized the
recent explosion of film and video productions by and
about native peoples across the globe and explained
that the idea for the festival "emerged out ofthinking
about non-western forms of visualization."

One of the highlights of the event was a panel
discussion held on Jan. 22. Urla asked the audience
what they might learn from the relationship between
the victimized and the colonized.

"How does the victimized represent the victimized
and how does the colonized represent the victimized?"
she asked.

Urla asked the panel of filmmakers about their
political, social and aesthetic interests and how that
resulted in the images that are chosen for their films.

Diane Reyna of the Institute for American Indian
Arts and director ofthe film Surviving Columbus said
her films are ver>' personal for her.

"It starts from where I come from. . . everything
goes back to the community," she said.

Reyna, who is a member of the Pueblo tribe, dis-
cussed her feelings about issues such as social re-
sponsibility and the importance of satisf>'ing two
distinct cultures, "the American and the Pueblo." She
said she recognizes the difficulties involved in this and
added, "my primary responsibility is to the Pueblo
community."

Frances Peters, a filmmaker from the Australian
Television Aboriginal Programming Unit, works in
what she called "main.stream television" and said her

native images
ofsocial responsibility
direction in filmmaking is a conscious decision since
she tries to make films for people who would not
usually see films about aboriginal people. Peters ex-
plained that "without people who listen, our films are
nothing".

Ava Hamilton, producer of Everything Has A
Spirit, a film about Native American's struggle to
maintain their spiritual traditions, said she will only
work on things related to her own community.

"I wont speak for other tribes, tell their stories."
she said. Hamilton discussed the different responsi-
bilities a native filmmaker must face, such as account-
ability, truth and responsibility to the community.

"The reason I am in documentary' is because of the
stereotypes that are presented. Columbus didnt dis-
cover this country. George Washington wasn't the
father of our country — that's the kind of truth I am
talking about," said Hamilton. "1 know who 1 am
accountable to. 1 am accountable to my family 1 am
accountable to myself"

Documentary films, particularly social documen-
taries and ethnographic films, depend on "the other"— such as the urban underclass and "problem sectors"
of the community, explained Annie Goldson, a panel
member from the Center of Modern Culture and
Media at Brown University.

Goldson said many of these documentaries affirm
a sense of superiority for western filmmakers, and
that some are "exploiting people at the level of repre-
sentation."

Rayna Green, director of the American Indian
Program at the Smithsonian in Washington, DC.
said she struggles with "how to do the true thing and
not fight with ghosts of 500 years ago."

"I don't want to be a part of ethnographic films
that explain things," Green said. "I want to make
films that have people raise questions about their
own world."

The film series was presented in conjunction with
the Five College faculty seminar entitled The Shock
ofRe-Cognition: Artistic Repre.sentation and Cultural
Politics." The program was funded by a giant from the
Getty Grant F*rogram with additional support pro-
vided by Amherst College. Five Colleges. Inc.. the
UMass Arts Council, and the UMass Anti-Racism
Coalition.
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State pay raise
causes squeeze
on trust fund
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The state Legislature's passage of a 13 percent pay
raise for state employees last year and declining state
appropriations for employee benefits are forcing Uni-
versity of Massachusetts administrators and student
leaders to rethink the way student fees are allocated.

One of the proposals that has arisen as a result of the
mandated pay raise is a $7.50 per year increase in the
Student Activities Trust Fund. This increase must be
passed by the L^niversity's Board ofTrustees before it can
be implemented

Allen Brainerd. the business manager for the Student
Activities Office, said the need for the fee increase is a
way "trying to catch up with cost increases" from last
Decembers pay raise for state employees as well as a
steady decline in state appropriations for variousemplovee
benefits.

Tlie state Legislature passed the 13 percent pay in-
crease last December for 50.000 unionized state em-
ployees, overriding Gov. Weld's proposal to limit tht- raise
to 5 percent. Employees covered under the agreement
received a 6 percent increase last Dec. 21 and another 7
percent increase on June 28, 1993.

The University's Board ofTrustees subsequently voted
on Dec. 3 to increase the raise to cover "non-unit" em-
ployees, a decision Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said
was made with "little discussion and little financial
information." given the "magnitude" of the decision.

Newnan said the Board s vote did ensure the raise
would not apply to the president, vice presidents, chan-
cellors, or employees that had been recently upgraded or
hired. Periodic performance review was also required,
Newnan said.

"This covers a minimal amount of people — Ithe pay
raise! still represents a big expenditure." Newnan said.

State Sen. Stanley Rosenberg. D-Amherst. said the
raise should have been implemented more gradually
according to a contract settlement state employees signed
three years ago with former Gov. Michael Dukakis in late
1990, but Weld refused to the pay for the agreements.
The University would have to had to find ways to

increase salaries in small amounts." Rosenberg said. "If

Turn to PAY RAISE poge 12
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Begins with a deep pore
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Also lash and brow

tinting, shaping, hair

removal with wax
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I he opinions expressed on this page are those of the individuul writers or curtoonists and do not necessarily reHect those of the Collegian unless otherwise noted.

Clinton s election signals

new generation of change

COLLEGIAN

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons^ from UMass and the entire Five College community.
The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and

columns for grammar, clarity and length.
Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone

number in order to be considered for publication. This informa-
tion is subject to verification.

Anonymous letters will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters should be no longer than 50 typed, double-spaced lines.
Columns should not exceed 70 typed, double-spaced lines.
Untyped submissions will not be considered for publication.

Responses to or criticism of columns, cartoons, articles or
letters are limited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns
responding to previously published material will not be printed.
Responses to or criticism of letters that themselves have re-
sponded to a letter, column or article will not be printed.
Collegian staffare restricted from writing letters, but may write
colunms. Any exceptions \\ill be determined solely by the edi-
tors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted
material. Submissions become the property ofthe Collegian and
will not be returned.
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the indi-

vidual writer and do not represent the views of the Collegian.
The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-

mentioned policies in order to provide a forum for community
discussion of issues.

School bus drivers crime:
it's not just society's fault
PITTSFIELD— I had intended to write

an upbeat, light-hearted column for back
to schfX)l. Unfortunately, reality doesn't
work that way.

Berkshire County residents were
stunned when they picked up the Jan. 20
Berkshire Eagle and turned to the local

section. The headline they saw? "School
bus driver accused of raping children on
his Lanesboro route."

It seems that 64-year-old Robert C.

^
Halsey of Lanesboro has been charged
with two counts each ofrape ofa child with
force, lewd and lascivious behavior and
eight counts each of assault and battery
and assault with a dangerous wea])on,
and all while he was on duty. According to

the assistant district attorney, Halsey
drove the '/ictims to a remote part of
Lanesboro, assaulted them and threat-

ened them with a knife, a gun and a
baseball bat.

Greg

SUKKIENNIK
The assistant D.A. promised there would

be more charges and it seems she's prob-

ably right: neither the D.A.'s office nor
school officials would say a word because of
the "pending investigation." The children

he is charged with raping are eight years
old. Repeat that to yourself a few times.

That's not all. The crimes Halsey has
been charged with are unspeakable by
any measure. But the impact upon Berk-
shire Countywould be greater ifthis wasn't
something that local residents read about
nearly everyday.

I worked at a small weekly paper in

Pittsfield over winter break. We got faxes

every day from the Berkshire district

attorney's office. Here's a sample of the
kind ofcrimes against children being com-
mitted in UMass' backyard, an hour west
on Route 9:

• Jan. 13. "IThomas I Todd admitted
sexually assaulting two children, a 6-year-
old girl and a 5-year-old boy, in Pittsfield

between Nov. 1, 1991 and Dec. 31, 1991."

Todd was given concurrent 9 to 15 year
sentences at Cedar Junction.

• Jan. 15:"|David]Castegenaro(anda
co-defendant I admitted to breaking into

the home of a 21 -year-old Lee woman on
Aug. 3, 1991. Castegenaro also admitted
sexually assaulting the woman." lie re-

ceived a one-year bid for intent to commit
rape and a suspended 12-year sentence

for breaking and entering with intent to

commit a misdemeanor (burglary*.
• Jan. 12: "135-year-old Edward 1

I.^France pled guilty to 28 counts of rape
ofa child with force, six counts of indecent
assault and battery on a child under 14.

.

LaFrance admitted sexually assaulting
a now 16-year-old girl in North Adams
between Aug. 1. 1988 and Sept. 1, 1991."

LaFrance was given concxirrent 20-year
terms for rape at Concord, concurrent 8 to

10-year suspended sentences at Cedar
Junction and nearly 20 more years of
concurrent jail terms on the other counts.
You might say. "Shouldn't we put him to

death?" I'd agree but for one reason: death
is too good for that s.o.b. Imagine suffering
unfathomable pain every day since you
were 1 1 . His victim did.

These are just the criminals that got
caught. What about all the acquaintance
rapes that go unreported? What about
kids too afraid for their lives to tell some-
one that something terrible has happened
to them?

Now, all these criminals are, well at
least biologically, men. The politically cor-

rect zombie hordes might cry, "Patriar-
chy! Patriarchy!" and I'd be tempted to

agree. After all, there must be something
seriously wrong with a society that teaches
men to rape, never mind rape children,
right? That's a debatable point. But to

subscribe to that theory is to deny that the
guilty hold personal responsibility for these
crimes.

It's easy to blame society for everything
people do wrong. It's easy to say "some
people are just evil" and let it go at that.

Such explanations are inherently flawed
because they assign no blame for crimes
which clearly demand retributive justice.

It is much harder— and much better— to

take control of one's life, to learn that
there are forms of behavior which are
socially unacceptable and inhuman, and
to accept the responsibilities of freedom
along with the privileges.

You might think that's an awfully con-
servative-sounding point of view for a
Massachusetts Democrat to have, espe-
cially here in the Unhappy Valley. You
might even disagree. If so, do the follow-

ing: imagine those were your 8-year-old
children on that bus.

I see you've changed your mind.

Parades, parties, promises, presidents

and Michael Jackson — the 1993 Presi-

dential Inauguration, and more. To some,
a notch on the timeline of history, to oth-

ers Jan. 20 was a notch on the timeline of

our lives; Jan. 20 was a moment, a mile-

stone for our nieniorit'.-^.

THOMAS
For me. Jan. 20, 1993, was a day of

firsts. It was the first time I actually sat

through an inauguration without feeling

nauseous. It was the first lime I had voted
and later elected a president, and the first

time I felt I mattered as a player in the
political process. It was the first tune a
president spoke tomy generation and most
importantly, it was the first time I had
faith in our government — me, the one
with a mind made of a cynical collage.

Yet, there I was sitting in front of the
TV alongside my housemate, our bodies
filled with energy and excitement and our
eyes with tears.

1 felt proud, patriotic, inspired and most
of all I felt an admiration. I admired Bill

Clinton, much like my parents had ad-
mired JFK.

I can't count the number oftimes some-
one has told me stories about their experi-

ences during the sixties. Every time I

listened to these memories, I felt a httle

disappointed that I didn't have any real

"change the world" stories to share. No sit-

ins, takeovers, picket lines — no revolu-
tions fought and won. In a way. our gen-
eration has been made to feel facele.x.s I

always figured that maybe it was this lack
of identity or feeling of "missing out" that
made the radicals of UMass feel purpose-
less, so in order to fill their life's void,

they'd take over a building.

After watching building after building
taken over and listening to demand after
demand at UMass, and even while listen-

ing to some of the '60s stories, I some-
times felt it was all sort of ridiculous and
these "revolutions" were only complete
anarchy, chaos and sometimes, as in the
case of UMass. a rebellious mask for

boredom.
That's not to say that the changes that

came out ofthe '60s revolution were point-

less, just that it wasn't a generation of
complete bliss or a time where good al-

ways defeated evil. To me. the sixties were
simply overrated.

Yet on Jan. 20, 1 knew why these
stories were so important to people and
what kind ofexcitement they felt Nearly
30 years later, I sat on my couch knowing
that I had fought and won in my ideals
and beliefs and was able to implement
change.

The 1992 election looked from the on-
set like another four years of Bush — it

looked like a give; hell. Bush might as well

just sit back for the ride.

Luckily, out of a place named Hope,
hope came. Bill Clinton fought all the way
to the end for the chance to share his
vision of .\merica. and he won. His deter-

mination to reach his lifetime goal and his

courage to face a seemingly inevitable
defeat are two attributes that .separate

him form the rest. Knowing that 1 helped
in that fight made it all the more victori-

ous

Clinton has already revoked some re-

strictions on ab<irtion and has lifted the
ban on gays and lesbians in the militar>

.

and while it is a given that Clinton isn't

perfect, for the first time 1 actually believr
things will only get better.

We are no longer a generation without
an identity — we are the generation of
change, in ideals, beliefs, and cttnceriis I

no longer regret not being a student dur-
ing the sixties; in fact I'm excited that my
time has come, that my tune is now— the
'90s. This is indeed "our time."

EC. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.
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Athletic dept. slights female alum

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Some time in October, my husband, a
UMass alumnus, received literature form
the UMass ticket office regarding the
availibilty of certain UMass Minuteraan
ticket packages. At the time, I was a bit
annoyed that this information was not
sent to me, or to both of us, as I am also a
UMass alumnnus and a Minuteman fan
However, I let it pass, thinking that it was
just an error.

Based on this literature, I took it upon
myself to review the avialable tickert
packages and made the decision to pur-
chase the Mulhns Pack for me and as a
surprise for my husband. I filled out the
form with BOTH of our names and gaveMY credit card number for the charge

Today, the envelope came in the mail
with the receipt for the tickets. Unfortu-
nately, the envelope was addressed to
only my husband. This not only ruined
the surpri.se for my husband, it highly
annoyed me because I was the one who
ordered and paid the $114.00 for the
tickets. Does the UMass Athletic Depart-
ment only recognize the male alumni?
Apparently so. I hope in the future that
the Athletic Department and Ticket Of-
fice will consider the female alumni
population.

Lisa Yarin
Westfieid
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Wild Bill Clinton shows off in a new era of party politics
WASHINGTON - Inau^ration w... w .,,„„... __.._.. . . _ .

-K ^J J^V^AX 1.1V.O
K
^^"^NGTON - Inauguration week has already

brought about unprecedented change in the American
way. Dai y highlights of Bill Clinton's big party include:

Jan. 14 — Clinton admits that he knowingly lied
during the campaign and that many of his campaign
promises such as a balanced budget, national health
care, school reform, marital fidelity and others will be
simply impossible to uphold.

Clinton defends having misled the American people
Hey, in these times who doesn't exaggerate a little
during a job interview? This is a sweet job, I've got mvown house, a new $250,000 car and even a plane You
would ve lied a little too."

Jan. 15 — It is revealed Bill Clinton is the father of
Murphy Browns kid. Vice President Dan Quayle cries
conspiracy and demands a recount. Savs he'd do it him-
self but a lot of people voted and he only has U-n fingers

Jan. 16— Bill and Hillary spend a mght on the town
with Democratic congressional leaders, learning the ins
and outs of congressional perks.

Clinton admits he's played post office before and
would like to do so again.

The first couple-elect stumbled upon Sen. Ted Kennedv
(D-Massachusetts). Sen. Spuds said if Clinton wanted to
compare himself to his brother John he would have to

prove his merit, shot for shot. Clinton agreed to the
challenge and Kennedy whipped out a bottle of Bushmills
Irish Whiskey. Three rounds later Bill is seen hugging the
porcelain singing. "I can't keep thinking about tomorrow."

Dan

WETZEL
Hillary takes over and faces Teddy Ballgame alone

After five rounds. Kennedy asks Hillary ifshe'd like to go
for a dnve, maybe see Palm Beach. She declines Three
rounds later Hillary is still standing and Kennedy has
been drunk under the table.

While down there, he looks up Ms. Clintons dress.
Jan. 17 — CUnton defends spending $100 million to

celebrate his new job: "l am the first resident ofArkansas
to find work since I've been Gov," CUnton said. "This is
certainly cause for a celebration."

Jan. i«— Chnton holds an all-star gala celebration on
the steps of the Lincoln Memorial. The show is carried
live on HBO, is hosted by Ed McMahon and to start the
evemng ofTMilli Vanilli sings the national anthem.

In this circus of the stars, Clinton gets to rub elbows
with the likes of Michael Jackson. Barry Manilow. and
LL Cool J and "do the achy-breaky" with Billy Ray Cyrus

In the middle of the gala, Lincoln's statue got up and
walked out.

After the show Wild Bill is seen passing a joint be-
tween Mick Fleetwood, Chelsea Clinton, Axl Rose and
Sister Souljah.

Later that evening, Clinton tapes a show of"Battle of
the Network Stars." Clinton was prepared to take team
MVP honors before Charies Nelson Riley knocked him
into the water during the kayak pool race.

Jan. 19 — Clinton, after his daily jog, stops into a
McDonalds where Dan Quayle serves him his Big Mac.

Jan. 20 — The inauguration goes without a hitch;
Clinton and Gore look regal rela.xing nicely in their Lay-
z-boys.

Before the ceremony Bush tried to brief Clinton on
how to deal with the situations in Bosnia, the Middle
East and Somalia. Clinton listened intently for30 seconds,
then noticed a familiar face.

"Hey isn't that Alyssa Milano? GotU go. George."
Clinton said, breaking free from Bush. "She was the best
Amy Fisher of them all you know."

Jan 21. — Ray Charles majestically sang "God Bless
America." Six out of 10 Americans sure hope the good
Lord was listening.

Dan Wetzel is a Collegian columnist.

Find fame, fortune at Collegian
Every day last semester, you ea-

gerly read the editorial page of the
Collegian, then beat your head on the
pavement becauseyou didn't agree with
the flimflam expounded there.

Don't hurt yourself Grab a pen.
If you'd like to see your words of

wisdom or artistic masterpieces make
a regular appearance i n this paper read
by thousands ( 19,000, to be exact— we
love to be exact), come to our meeting
<we love meetings too — they make us
feel professional) for new and not-so-
new columnists and cartoonists.

All columnists and editorial

cartoonists must attend. (See how
bold that is? We mean it.) It vnll be at
7:30 p m. on Thursday. Jan 28. in the
plush Collegian offices (Campus Cen-
ter basement, at the opposite end from
the ATM machines and neighbors to
WMUA).

Important stuff for new columnists:
please bring a sample column to the
meeting or to the oCRcc by Friday af-

tenwon. Acolumn should be 50-70 lines
(about 2-2 ly2 pages). TYPED (double-
spaced, please) and well-written. And
don't wnte "Why 1 Want to be a ColU-
gian Columnist."

Government uses (dinosaurs
as tools of public deception

Struggle for truth continues
The turbulence of the fall semester —

from the violence against an AIANA resi-

dent assistant to the sabotage of the 25-
year-old Upward Round program, a college
preparatory program for low income and
first generation college students— is sup-
posedly over, but the .struggle continues.

They have once again appeased us by
agreeing to some of our demands, but are
they really going to follow through this
timeor have they duped us again? Because
as we know, in the annals of UMass his-
tory, in regards to theALANAcommunity,
the process has become very cyclical. I will
stand very critical of the administration
until I see proof of their efforts.

Malkes

GOMES
As students, it is our duty tomake sure

the University administration stands by
their word and does what it promises. We
need to keep a constant watch over them.
Ifwe don't see tangible evidence ofprogress
on the part ofthe University, which surely
has not been laudable over the past years,
then we must once again come together. I

think by now they know students mean
business, or at least they are learning
that. They may have published in papers
and manipulated the media to think that
everything was resolved. Please don't be-
lieve the hype— because talk is cheap and
action is where it is at.

Remember who pays the chancellor's
and others' salaries. Also remember that
this school should be run the way students
want it to operate, not by selfish bureau-
crats and their immature games.

I remember back to the press conference
with Chancellor Richard O'Brien in the
Campus Center Auditorium Nov. 9. Well,
shortly after this about 30 students, in-

cluding myself, went to a meeting to dis-

cuss the Upward Bound program. During
this meetingwe were told by Ken Burham,
dean of academic support services, that

students of the Upward Bound program
were being catered to by alternative ser-

vices.

Amazingly enough, two weeks later I

found out from sources at the Amherst
High School that the students were not
receivingalternative services from UMass.
In fact, the students were callingCCEBMS
to solicit help. This is still the case to this

very day. Yes, it does seem a little strange.

I believe we were lied to.

Months ago we were told by Chancellor
O'Brien that there would be an official

investigation into the sordid dealings and
the aberrant behavior in the conspiracy of

eliminating Upward Bound To this day a
proper investigation has not taken place.
I don't mean a study ofthe problem, which
they constantly try to smokescreen us
with, but a real investigation. I would
deduce that someone is trying to cover up.
When a group of students, faculty and

community members demanded in June
1992 to meet with the chancellor, an in-
vestigation was suggested. By the faces
and the reactions of Chancellor O'Brien.
Ann Quinley, former dean of academic
support ser\ices. and Dean JoAnne Vanin
of student affairs, it was quite apparent
thatsomething was going on. In fact, Gloria
de Guevara, who at the time was interim
director of Upward Bound and associate
dean of academic support services and
was responsible for writing the failed grant
proposal, was not allowed in the meeting.
Agag order to not speak to anyone was put
on her from her superiors. To me this
resembles a definite Watergate Scandal.

As a student, I demand answers to
some questions: where is the missing
computer equipment and withheld pay
increases the Department of Education
approved? Why were funds mismanaged,
and why did checks show up at the office
for people who didn't work there? Why
was a poor grant proposal turned in with
information from 1982? Why was the let-

ter dated May 8, 1992. declaring the Up-
ward Bound program dofunded. held until
after May 25? Oddly, school had already
been dismissed when the information be-
came public. I wonder why.

I hope the administration has learned a
few important things over the last few
months: integrity, honesty and morals,
which were clearly lacking. 1 hope they
learned about communication with stu-
dents and working together as a staff be-
cause the fact that President Hooker had to

come here is an embarrassment.
Many of you have Ph.D.s, but that is

nothing if you are not really educated in

dealing with people, because without true
education there can be no advancement.
Like Malcolm X said, "Without education,
you are not going anywhere in this world."
I believe that to mean being educated in

all realms, not simply from a book. Many
may think they have been educated, but
they have been misdirected. I encourage
the administration to carry out an expe-
dient authentic investigation ofall charges
and save what little integrity is left, but
then again over the last few months could
everything have been cleaned up? May
the power of truth shine and bring down
those who have perpetrated these crimes.

Malkes Gomes is a UMass student.

I realize that what I'm about to say may
take most ofyou by surprise, but it's time
that the facts be known.

Our government is guilty of perpetrat-
ing the most heinous of injustices against
the people. I speak not of war or illegal

arms for hostages deals, but of the dino-
saurs. This is not a joke. The government
IS actively leading us to believe that the
dinosaurs are in fact extinct.

"But wait a minute." you might say.
"the dinosaurs are extinct. They died out
65 million years ago." But that isjust what
they want you to believe

Patrick P.

ROBBLEE
Most paleontologists, perhaps all.

adamantly insist that because the fossil

record ofthe dinosaurs disappears at 65
million years before present, the dino-
saurs must have died out in some mass
extinction.

It's no surpnse to me that none of
these so-called scientists can agree on a
si ngle theory. Some champion a theory of
climatic change that altered vegetation
patterns resulting in starvation. Others
put their faith in a massive asteroid col-

lision with the earth that sent dust and
other particles into the atmosphere cre-
ating a blanket around the globe that
prevented incoming solar radiation from
reaching earth's surface. Still others
search for a variety of other implausible
explanations.

But why the disunity?

Our government provides grants to all

the different schools of thought. Thus.
each one has the financial resources to

bombard their foolishness against the
American people. Their Ues are passed off
as scholarship.

Yet there is one school of thought that

has received no funding from the govern-
ment and as a result remains obscure. I

speak of none other than the theor> ofthe
spirituality ofthe din(maurs.

In the dinosaurs' 185 million-plus year
existence, they created a unique dino-
culture complete with social organization,
child-rearing practices, food procurement
techniques, social hierarchies and most
importantly. . . religion.

It only makes sense The dinosaurs
were religious fanatics and they practiced
with such religious zeal that they eventu-
ally attained a higher state of spmtuality
and as a result became inxisible I jest you
not.

Think about it — this explains every-
thing. The dinosaui-s completely did away
with their mortal bodies. TTius. they aren't
really extinct at all. Oh no. they're still

with us. alive and well.

But the government refuses to allow
the people to know this.

Just think of all the unexplained phe-
nomena in the world — UFO's. the disap-
pearance of Jimmy Hoffa, mysterious
sightings of Elvis — these are all pro-
duced by invisible dinosaurs trying to
screw with our heads. And the govern-
ment knows this is the truth but refuses
to let it out.

You see. it's in their best interest if

we're always distracted by things like
horses with human heads and ahens that
fornicate with humans. This frees them
up from public scrutiny allowing them to
trade arms for hostages, pardon crooks,
participate in savings and loan scandals,
write bad checks, and so on.

Essentially, they are ruthlessly using
the dinosaurs, a most holy and pious set of
creatures, to keep the people down. This is

the only possible conclusion.

Patrick P. Robblee is a Collegian staff
member.

Defiined as the few xoamais. te£>re. people start thnwiig tie vegetatles
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EWC gets one program,
second proposal on hold
By STACY MAI.ONE
Collegian SufT

The University of Massachusetts
Everywoman's Center received funding
from the University on Dec. 23. 1992 to

restore one ofthe Center's programs which
had been eliminated due to budget cuts,

according to the Center's director.

Carol Wallace, the director ofthe EWC.
said last fall members of the EWC staff

and students submitted proposals to

Chancellor Richard O'Brien for the res-

toration of the Women of Color Campus
Advocates program to provide more ser-

vices for women of color and the Women's
Administrative and General Education
Support program, a re-entry program for

older non-traditional women students.
Wallace said the meetings between the

Chancellor and women of color staff

members of the EWC and students con-

cluded with the Chancellor's inntation to

submit proposals of the programs that

they wanted restored to the Center.

Wallace said the result of meetings
with the Chancellor and the submission of

proposals was the restoration of funding

Upward Bound

for the Women of Color Campus Advo-
cates program beginning this fiscal year
and advocacy for the restoration of the re-

entry program next fiscal year.

"The Women of Color Campus Advo-
cates program will provide advocacy and
awareness that meets the specific needs of
women of color at the University and the

community," Wallace said.

The educational program will work to

increase awareness ofthe difficulties that

women of color face," Wallace said, "and
provide advocacy to women of color."

Wallace said the funding for theWomen
of Color Campus Advocates program will

be built into the EWC's base budget to

ensure ongoing funding for the program
She also said that there is a search to

hire a coordinator and an assistant coor-

dinator for the program and a staff will

hopefully be in place prior to the end of

this fiscal vear.

The EWC used to have a Third World
Woman's Program that evolved into the
Bridge Program which pro\ided services

to women of color, but the program was
eliminated due to budget cuts in the fall of

1990, Wallace said.

Goldstein
continued from pxige 3

The University also completed the

newGunness Engineering Building last

year.

Goldstein received his bachelor's,

master's, and doctoral degrees from

the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology in 1960, 1962 and 1964, re-

spectively. He started teaching at

Lehigh in 1968.

Some of Goldstein's academic ac-

comphshments include conducting re-

search forNASAon the metal lie content

of lunar samples collected by Apollo

astronauts. Goldstein has written eight

books, and has approximately 200
publications to his credit.

Goldstein served as an aerospace

technologist at the NASA Goddard

Space Flight Center in Maryland. From
1976 to 1983, Goldsteing served as the

T.L. Diamond Distinguished Professor

ofMetallurgy at Lehigh. He also served

as assistant vice president for research

on a part-time basis.

Goldstein became Lehigh's vice

president for research in 1983. and

served as vice president for gfraduate

studies and research from 1987 to 1990.

As an administrator. Goldstein

doubled Lehigh's research money from

$13. 7 million to $27.9 million, increased

the number of research projects, over-

saw a tripling of private-industry sup-

port for research from $1 million to $3

million, and increased the number of

doctorates awarded annually from 60
to 105.

efforts
continued from page 3

Washington Tower. Francis Marchant, a
non-student from Framingham, was
charged with assault and batter\' and two
civil rights violations for allegedly punch-
ing and threatening Arlens Barosy and
using racial slurs.

The incident sparked protests by mi-

nority students concerned with their

safety, alleging a lack of minority repre-

sentation and resources on campus and
education on diversity issues. Involved in

negotiations were Black, Latino. Asian
and Native American student groups,

represented by a coalition called ALANA.
O'Brien said he will continue Ut update

the campus by releasing monthly progress

reports regarding campus multi-
culturalism which will be published in the

Campus Ch ton ivle.

continued from poge 3

mo6t likely find various reasons for the

loss, but said he hoped the report would
examine the reasons and make recom-
mendations about remedving them. He
added that he was interested in making
the program stronger with her assistance.

Anderson, who earned her doctorate in

1990 from the University, manages her
own consulting firm which specializes in

organizational development issues such
as evaluation and assessment, leadership

training and team building.

Her recent experience includes serNini^

as grant writer and evaluator for the

Springfield Community Action
Commission's Head Start Program, a
program which received federal funding

of over $375,000.

In accepting the assignment, Anderson
said she believes cutbacks such as this one
are common and predictable, according to

a statement. She said her goal is to review-

recent events, but work towards building

a "strong, diverse and future-orientated

program."
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Marcum
continued from page 1

~~ ~~

certainly hope |now| we have things in place that will
enable us to do a better job of monitoring the athletic
department.

Coaches rally around Marcum
Since sending O'Brien the letter urging Wong's hiring

coaches throughout the department have rallied around
Marcum.

-I speak for every coach in the department and we are
excited about Bob Marcum coming to UMass," said men's
gymnastics coach Roy Johnson. "Glenn Wong was an
outstanding person and did a quality job as interim
athletic director and Bob Marcum is an outstanding
person and will do a quality job as athletic director

-

In the selecUon process itself, the coaches reportedly
felt alienated from the search and thought UMass need
to look no farther than the popular Wong to fill the
position, however at no time were they displeased with
Marcum.

O'Brien said he had token the letter into consideraUon
but Wong had never been a candidal* for the posiUon
Wong was a member of the search committee, which
O'Bnen and former Dean of the School of Physical Edu-
cation David Bischoff had composed.

"He couldn't be a candidate because he was on the
search committee,' said O'Brien, who alone had the
authority to choose the future athletic director. "It never
arose to stack Glenn up against Bob Marcum."

O'Brien said he would have liked to have seen Wong
apply for the position but he said he had never urged
Wong to do so.

"Yes. I think Glenn Wong would have made a fine
athletic director and I wish he had been a candidate,"
O'Brien said.

Wong, who was hired on Sept. 1. has always asserted
he was holding the position on an interim basis only. He
would not comment on the possibility of becoming a
candidate.

O'Brien also said he wished the coaches could have
played a bigger part in the process.

Meeting with coaches
Marcum, who ofTicially takes over on Feb. 8, had a

meeting with the coaches after they had sent O'Brien the
letter and at least one a)ach said it helped smooth out any
tension.

"We were just left in the dark about everything and
people got nervous." women's soccer coach Jim Rudy
said, "It wasn't meant to be negative to Bob Marcum. it

was just a vote of confidence to Glenn.
"We were so removed from the process, but the hiring

has put a lot of our minds to rest." Rudy said.

Johnson said. "Of the four candidates. Bob Marcum
stood far and above the other three."

Mark Burson, who coached women's soccer at South
Carolina under Marcum's tenure, had nothing but praise
for his former boss.

"UMass has got itself a very good athletic director,"

X)SH REYNOtDS I COlLEGiAN
Interim Athletic Director Glenn Wong

Burson said. "Bob Marcum is very professional . he knows
college athletics inside and out, is a terrific fundraiser
and should serve UMass very well."

Frank Maclnemey, who held the athletic director
position for 20 years, retired last summer under a cloud
of controversy concerning the misuse of stole funds,
which prompted an investigation by the stote's attorney
general's office and questions ofgender inequality within
the department. Bischoff resigned during the same
scandal.

In the meantime. Wong has filled in as athletic direc-
tor and has received widespread acclaim for his efforts.

"Everyone I have met has been unstinting with their
praise for Glenn." O'Brien said. "He has truly done a
terrific job."

Marcum. who since 1990 has 8er\'ed as vi(» president
and general manager of the Atlanto Motor Speedway,
said the coach's letter to O'Brien does bother him.
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"Glenn obviously did a very fine job the past year and
it is not surprising some people expressed their loyalty to
him." Marcum said. "It is a testoment to Glenn."

Cleared of charges
Ifanyone can move past a diflicult situation, in which

they have no control over, it is Marcum.
Marcum was fired from the athletic director's position

at South Carolina in 1988 by then University President
James Holderman, who charged Marcum had misrepre-
sented the school's drug testing program.

Marcum sued the school for wrongful termination,
won the case and was awarded over $200,000. Holdennan
resigned a year later.

O'Brien and UMass President Michael Hooker said
they carefully reviewed the entire situation and are
certoin Marcuins character is impeccable.

•^ith fine detail we looked into any charges and
things are all in order." O'Brien said.

A "sleeping giant"
Marcum. who signed a three-year contract paying him

$100,000 a year plus incentives based on performance,
said he wants to toke the university's athletic department,
which he described as a "sleeping giant," to "the next
level."

Marcum's first priority will be to hire a hockey coach
but long-term goals include upgrading the UMass foot-
ball program to Division 1-A. The Minutemen currently
play in Division 1-AA. while South Carolina and Kansas
are both in Division 1.

"I Division 1-A football
I will depend on the vision ofthe

chancellor, the president and the Board of Trustees."
Marcum said. "We have a window of opportunity here
and ifthey want to see an upgrade. I am capable oftokina
UMass there."

*

O'Brien said. "1 am personally for it but it won't occur
for at least five to 10 years. UMass is trying to be one of
the great stole universities in the country and every one
of the great stole universities plays Division 1 football."

Hurdles to upgrading the program include building a
new stodium with a minimum capacity of 32.000 seats,
increasing fan support ( UMass games currentlv average
a little over 10.000 for attendance) and finding the
funding to support college athletics' most expensive sport.

Fundraising, marketing and promotion, all past weak-
nessesat UMass. are ci ted as Marcum's greatest strengths.

"Bob is a person of vision and an impressive fund
raiser." O'Brien said.

"We have a quality man who is ready to bring us into
the 2 1st century."Johnson said. "And everyone is loobng
forward to that."
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pay raise
continued from page 7

I the raise! were done in the correct
way, it would have been easier— this
way it s an overnight shock."

Newnan said he opposes proposed
$7.50 increase unless the University
and the Division of Student Activities

implement changes in the number of
professional employees and the role of
students in handling trust fund money.

"I'm not in favor of the increase
unless there is a substantive movement
toward downsizing professional staff

and moving toward student involve-

ment and providing professional
training mechanisms for this happen,'
Newnan said. "Students need to have
hands-on jobs in terms of handling the
Student Activities Trust Fund."

However, Brainerd said there needs
to be a ""lot more analysis" ofthe options
Newnan outhned.

"We have to ask if these things
translate into positive things for stu-

dents," Brainerd said. "You have to

look on a department by department
basis and ask what you feel you need to

do to maintain the level you want."
Brainerd also said decisions re-

garding the proposed fee increase have
been made in "consensus" with theSGA
leadership.

While the Undergraduate Student
Senate controls the allocation of trust

fund monies to the Registered Student
Organizations, the actual administra-
tion of the funds is often controlled by
administrators from the Student Ac-
tivities Office. This relationship is not

always a clear one, according to

Brainerd.

The SATF fee is currently $1 12.50 a

year for full-time undergraduates. In
total, the SATF is worth slightly less

than $5 million, according to University
officials.

Newnan said the only other scenario
under which he would support the in-

crease would be in the event that there
would be more money available to

Registered Student Organizations and
not simply to maintain the current level

of professional employees.
Brainerd noted that the Student

Activities Office, which is currently
operating without a director or an as-

sistant, is in the process of examining
its mission and that all current staff

are needed to maintain the current
level of activities and services.

"A lot of people have had to double
up on jobs and everybody is getting
worn out," Brainerd said.

SGA President Jen Wood noted that
"everyone agrees we need to save
money," and that differences arise over
the best way to do this.

"We need to sustain our activities

level, and ifwe have to keep professional

employees to do that, we have to,"Wood
said. "But too much of the activies fee

goes to admimstrative costs. . . and we
aredead set against a fee that increases
every year."

Wood also said the SGA and the
University administration are also
looking to find other sources ofrevenue
to support student groups, including

hiring a grant writer to write proposals
to various foundations and other or-

ganizations, encouraging RSOs to look

to private companies to donate equip-

ment and having RSOs fundraise
through parents.
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Long lines at Whitmore
mark semester opening

'Miim^WM^By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Long lines are becoming synonymous
with registration at the University of

Massachusetts. Unmailed bills, financial

aid forms and misplaced housing assign-

ments all lengthened the lines that blocked
the halls of Whitmore on Monday.

Many of the students Hooding into

Whitmore took one look at the lines for the

Bursar's of!ice, and walked out exasper-

ated.

Chuck Mattera. a freshman from John
Quincy Adams Residence Hall, waited in

a half hour line to change his meal plan.

He started out in another room, but was
eventually sent to the Bursar's office. He
remained optimistic through the wait.

There were a few people with serious

problems. Clemence Wilson, a freshman
marketing major, said she waited for a
half hour in one line, only to be told that

she was in the wrong line.

"I've been waiting a long time," she
said, "the University never sent me a bill,

and now I have to wait in line to pay it."

At the Financial Aid Office, there was
also slow going. Jenn Sanchez, a sopho-
more nursing m^or, was at the end of the
line.

They should have more people work-
ing," she said. "People shouldn't have to

wait this long."

The Housing Assignment office was
unusually quiet, due to the fact that yes-

terday was move-in day, and most of the
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A student's bill for the spring semester at

UMass.

problems were solved at that time.

The Work Study Office was crowded
with students looking for extra cash dur-
ing the semester. Counselors were behind
the desk to help students find positions in

campus jobs.

Mike Michalski, a junior English ma-
jor, was the receptionist at the Informa-
tion Desk. Many students stopped by to

ask for directions and advice.

"Everything should be on the touch
tone system, it would make things much
easier." said Michalski. He also said the
mood of the building was hectic, and most
of the students were frustrated by the
lines they faced.

MArr KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Students waited in long lines on Monday outside the Bursar's Office to resolve last-minute

drfftculties. pay their bills and whatever else they needed to do to attend school this spring.
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Student constitution on burner
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Student Govern-
ment Association's attempts to have its constitution
officially recognized by the University have reached
their furthest point in the past 20 years, according to
student leaders.

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted last De-
cember to ratify a new version of its constitution,
which eventually must be passed by the University's
Buard of Trustees.

The constitution has also been ratified by the
Univei-sity's five area governments, and must be passed
by a campus-wide referendum during the President-
Trustee elections in March. SGA President Jen Wood
said the process by which the constitution will be
presented to the campus as a whole is still unclear.

"Students should know what they are voting on,"
Wood said. "I don't like a student government without
dissent."

The significance of the constitution, according to
Student Trustee Kevin Newnan, is that it will provide
a greater weight to student votes on such as issues as
tuition and fee increases.

The movement to recognize the constitution rep-
resented a greater willingness on the part of the
administration to give students a seat at the table,"
Newnan said. "In the past, when the idea ofrecognizing
student government came up. the administration al-
ways found a way around it."

New nan said issues such as last spring's takeover
ofthe Whitmore Administration building by students
demanding the University make a stronger commit-
ment to multiculturalism have made administrators

realize students must be given a greater role in deter-
mining university policy.

Wood said another reason the constitution has
made further progress than at any time in the past 20
years is that members ofthe Undergraduate Student
Senate have made a commitment to getting the con-
stitution recognized.

There's a real spirit of cooperation — people un-
derstand why this is important," Wood said. "People
are becoming more willing to make compromises."

Newnan said the constitution was based largely
upon that of UMass-Boston.

The 1973 Wellman Document, which concerns the
Board of Trustee's policy on University Governance,
outlines the process under which SGA leaders are
working to amend the constitution.

The document states that governing bodies, such
as the SGA, have "the privilege of recommending
policies and procedures affecting the campus and the
University as a whole" on matters of academics, fac-
ulty status and student affairs.

Such groups can also, under certain conditions,
contribute to long-range planning, preparing the
University's annual budget request, and the allocation
of available resources.

Although Newnan and Wood said they are both
hopeful that the constitution will be passed during
this semester, they are both realistic about the situ-
ation.

"It's not something I feel like we need to rush
throughjust so I can say it was something I did during
my term as trustee," Newnan said.

Wood said she "won't be surprised" ifthe constitution
must be presented to the Trustees more than once for
final passage.

Bub's southern neighbor a bust
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Suff

Nearly everyone is familiar with Bub's Barbecue in
Sunderland, home of the sizzling meat, all-you-can eat
side dishes, free juke box and gallons of tangy barbecue
sauce, but not so many are aware that Howard "Bub"
Tiley's restaurant has a floundering identical twin in
Orlando Fla.

The Florida restaurant has the same name, the same
wooden tables with rolls ofpaper towels, the same all-you-
can-eat format, and of course the same barbecue sauce.

According to Tiley. the only thing that's missing is the
customers.

"Business is not very good." said Tiley at his Florida
winter home. "I think it'sjust the economy, but if it keeps
going like this, they probably won't stay in business."

The franchise is one of two built about two years ago.
The other, located in Connecticut, went out of business
shortly afterwards.

Tiley said the Sunderland restaurant is the only one

that seems to thrive, and he does not plan to open any
more restaurants.

"I don't really want to get further into the franchise
business," he said.

The one business venture Tiley said he does have an
interest in is possibly marketing his famous sauce, to
which he attributes Bub's success.

"I think it's really the sauce that made the place," he
said.

Tiley declined, however, to comment on speciflc plans
for selling his sauce.

Student readers
needed to aid
sight impaired
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Approximately 95 percent of the visually impaired
students at the University ofMassachusetts who end up
dropping classes do so because the textbooks they need
are not available for them, according to a University
official.

That is why the office of Disability Services is looking
for volunteer readers to read to visually impaired students.
This volunteer position would take no more than one
hour a day. according to Madeline L. Peters, assistant
director for Disability Services.

Peters said part of her job involves obtaining appro-
priate textbooks for visually impaired students.

Peters said what she usually does is call Recording for
the Blind, a nonprofit organization in Princeton. New
Jersey that records bookson tape for the visually impaired
and the learning disabled, to see if they have the book
available on tape.

Ifthe book is not available, she said she tnes to look for
a volunteer, preferably a student from the same class, to
read them their te.xtlK)«)k or tape it for them.

Peters said the demand for readers has increased in
recent years and that she has at least 10 students "who
depend on "readers to be able to do their school work.

She also said that professors sometimes assign copy
packages without a bibliography. This sometimes turns
out to be a problem to the visually impaired students
because they often cannot find the original book on tape.
Most of the times professors are not aware of that, she
said.

On the other hand, she suggested that professors try
to cooperate with the students in whatever they might
need.

SHOOT for

the Collegian!

Ask for Matt

in 113 Campus
Center for more info.

The Collegian is looking for

news writers!

Interested students should contact

jason George, News Editor, at 1 1

3

Campus Center for more information.

Work for the

Collegian

Business,

News,
Graphics

There's

something for

everyone.

Try us.

1 1 3 Campus Center

545-3500

The Best

Test Prep/
•MCAT •LSAT • GRE • GMAT

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Still Tic, Tac, Toeing:

Throns^li YonrUfe?
Let 118 help you make some

wlniiln^ declsioMis about ironr Aiture.

lotte reyUter
for elasses
January 27-
Febrnary 0.

UMass
and You -

a wmmng
team! .

o 3C o
3C

m ou
\c\> Location: 150 I'carin;^ Street

549-5780

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

Division of

Continuing Education,

607 Goodeil Building,

University of

iVIassachusetts,

Amherst, MA 01003.

Evening credit courses

(over 100 in 37 different

departments; most meet
just once a week)

UMass Bachelor of General Studies

degree — part timel

Noncredit workshops
for business or pleasure

(nearly 100, all winners)

Available University day courses

(hundreds of them, stimulating!)

UNIVERSITYOFIKIASSACHUSETTS AT AWHERST
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Mullins Center

COLLEGIAN

continued from page t

Ogden Entertainment Services Corpo-
ration to maintain and manage the
Mullins Center, which officials said will

cost approximately $151,200 a year.
Ogden i-uns the Meadowlands Complex
in East Rutherford, New Jersey (home
oftheNBAsNew Jersey Nets and NFL's
New York Giants ). the Palace atAuburn
Hills, Michigan (home of the Detroit
Pistons) and the Great Western Fortim
(home of the L.A. Lakers and Kings).

Lee Esckilsen, executive director of
the Mullins Center, said Ogden's phi-

losophy is the same as the University's.

"We are not just here to make
money," Esckilsen said. "We reJilize

there is a revenue deficit inherent in

the building. Ogden's job is to keep it

low as possible."

"We are being asked to use our ex-

pertise and experience." Esckilsen said.

"In addition to basketball and hockey,
we plan to bring in and run top-flight

events and to work with UPC, and the
HRTA and Sport Management de-
partments to maximize their potential."

The Mullins Center has already
lined up a potpourri of five-star events,

including the Harlem Globetrotters,

Jesus Christ Superstar, the rock group
Metallica. and the Ice Capades.
Esckilsen said the Center will hold
9.493 for basketball, a little less for

hockey, and approximately 3,200 for

theater events.

The biggest potential problem that
has been raised is the lack of parking
around the Mullins Center. Esckilsen
said he thinks things will work out fine.

"For sporting events, you're deal-

ing with 1,200 to 1,500 cars, which at

night isn't going to be easy finding
parking for everybody," he said. We'll

probably end up doing some sort of a
shuttle bus system from the different

lots around the campus.
"Whenever you go into a building tu

see an event with 8,000 to 10,000 com-
ing and leaving at the same time, no
building in the country can get away
without traffic," Esckilsen said. "That's

the nature of the activity, and hope-
fully people will be patient and under-
standing."

The traffic study done by the BSC
Group of Boston was completed last

week, although many question still re-

main. The plan recommends limiting

traffic to nuyor roads such as Rte. 9 and
116. supplying traffic information to

each ticket buyer, and partially barri-

cading Massachusetts Ave. afierevents.

Officials said one ofthe saving graces
of the Mulhns Center is the fact that

thousands of on-campus students will

attend many of the events, opting to

walk instead of driving to the Center.

The 'solar power heating system,
which was in the original plans for

construction, is not yet ready, accord-

ing to Esckilsen.

News Roundup compiled by
Jason George

USTRhv
at th« Compas Ce
TrovQl Planning

ng Break Pd

Special UMASS Group Rates and Departures:

Departures from Boston

Limited Space Left

Other Destinations Available:

Don't Miss Out! Stop in Soon & Book!

545-1 700 • 545-2900

Construction Projects
Cover Campus

The University of Massachusetts
physical plant will be engaging in a dozen

msgor construction between March and
August 1993, several of which will limit

access on the campus.
Among the highlights will be the instal-

lation of a steam tunnel between the poly-

mer science building and the power plant

between May 15 and early October. The
project will cost approximately $2 million.

The cost of the programs will be an
estimated $7 million. Funding will come
from an increase in state allocations to the

University from the Legislature as well as

funds gained from tuition retention, ac-

cording to campus ofTicials.

Work to replace the steam line between
Thompson Hall between the Photo Center
and Dickinson Hall is scheduled to begin on
March 15. The estimated cost is $800,000.

Eastman Lane will be rebuilt from
North Pleasant Street to East Pleasant
Street, which will involve utility repair

and road work. Landscaping and site

condition improvement between Durfee
Conservatory and French Hall may cause
delays along Thatcher Way.

In March, work to dismantle, remove,
and replace the 20-year-old cooling tower
at Whitmore to provide chilled water for

air conditioning is scheduled.

Finally, during the summer, new roofs

are scheduled to be installed on the School
ofManagement building. Hills House. Old
Hasbrouck, Morrill Science Greenhouse.
Hampshire DiningCommon and Patterson
Residence Hall.

Vice Chancellor Search on hold

The University of Massachusetts is

temporarily putting the search for a vice

chancellor for university relations and
development on hold after the candidate
recommended by the on-campus search
committee declined the position.

The search committee had recom-
mended Norman Ai-kans, who is currently

assistant vice chancellor for university

relations at the University of Washing-
ton. Arkans declined the position after his

wife, an English professor at Washington,
was offered an endowed chair.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he
felt it would be appropriate to leave the
resumption of the search to his successor

since he will be leaving office on June 30.

Daniel Melley has served as vice

chancelloron an interim basis since March
1990. when Deidre Ling left the position

to become head ofthe Middlesex School in

Concord. Melley has agreed to continue in

the position at least until the end ofJune.

Chemical Engineering in

Top 25 Worldwide

A recent study by the Institute for

Scientific Information ranked the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts chemical engi-

neering department 19th worldwide
among the top 25 universities for 1992.

The ranking was based on the number
oftimes its faculty members were cited in

academic journals.

Faculty from the chemical engineering
department published 117 papers and
received citations 451 times, for an aver-

age of3.85 citations per paper, which was
the study noted was more than twice the
national average.

Mullins Open House
to help United Way

Visitors to the Jan. 31 open house at
the Mullins Center will have the oppor-

tumty to help out the United Way.
At the open house, which will be held

from noon to 5 p.m., volunteers from the

Hampshire Community United Way will

be asking for donations to help pay for

programs to feed and shelter the homeless,
protect women and children from abuse,
and provide health care for the elderly.

C A V
Motors

'Ask About our Student Discounts*

AUTO BODY & PAINTING
USED CAR SALES

12 Russell St.

RT9 584-7139 Hadley. MA

Come In For The Most ^^Super^"^ Savings Around!

I ini IDDC -
-

Don't Drink
and Drive

lA/thtC
,mm^\ s-r -^w -_- .• : w-

MILLERS'! -ISS
LITE 1 i'DEP
CASE OF 24-12 OZ. CANS

BUSCH & BUSCH $Q99
LIGHT CASE OF

24-12 OZ. CANS
9 DEP.

MILLERGENUINE^^^^^
DRAR& LIGHT $10^^
CASE 2-12 PK. BOTTLES fc- DE

BECKS BEER $i C99
CASE 2-1 2 PK. BOTTLES | ^ + qEP

O'DOULS $C49 .DEP
(NON-ALCOHOLIC) \J 12PK.CAN

KOCH'S $729
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY / ^^ep

24-1 2 OZ. SUITCASE CANS

GALLO WINES
CHABUS. RHINE. PINK <h ^% Mf\ //

r;- " **.

CHABUS. RED ROSE. FRENCH d&^4^ ttT'^y"^
COLOUBARD. CHENIN BLANC. d o m

BLUSH. BURGUNOf ^^ 3 OL

FREIXENET $C99
CORDON NEGRO O 7soml

SEBASTIANI

$549
PROPRIETOR'S

WHITE
ZINFANDEL 1.5L

R.H.PHILLIPS $/|99
CHARDONNAY 4'

750 ML

BARTLES&JAYMES
WINE COOLERS $-199
(ALL FLAVORS) 4 PK

SALE 2.99 MAIL IN REBATE 1.00

1 AFTER
REBATE

GORDON'S $Q99
VODKA ^'iTSL

SALE 11.99 MAIL IN REBATE 2.00 AFTER REBATE

BURNETT'S GIN $Q99
SALE MAIL IN «/l.7Sl
11.99 REBATE 2.00 AFTEB REBATE

CANADIAN CLUB
$1599

1.75L

CASTILLO $^29 after

SPICED RUM Tsoml'^"*"
REBATE

SALE 6.29 MAIL IN REBATE 2.00

J&B $0^99
SCOTCH ^^

not responsible for

typographical errors

warn Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 1/28/93 THRU

WEDS. Z3;93

Full Redemption Center

Yesterday's

Gone,
Yesterday's

Gone...

As we ring in

a new era

with the

swearing in

of the first

baby boomer
President,

this filler

space will

attempt to

remain as

unbiased as

we possibly

can while
still saying...

Say good
night,

George?
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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JIM'S JOURNAL
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By JIM
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JIM'S JOURNAL

"Youre not fooling me, N«d. ... Taking a long walk
on the beach sounds romantic, but I know you ra

)ust looking for crustaceans."

of 1Va»t ^iJco

By JIM

DOONESBURY

X ktff9oi»»^ |^^w,H4 "H Vctp

cwmts m^4 Oil cv^WiHf ^kt c^r

Quote of the Day
"That he did the best he could with what he

had."

- Justice Thurgood Marshall ( /90fi-l99J)
on how he wished to be remembered

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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By GARRY TRUDEAU

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

AtlCS IMjiih .'lAjMil isi

HiM. kl* doMin lo wciri ihis mnrntng il

hoping k>k^w ihe iMk i> early i<idiy

Vou cjn do J lut kjr .1 ifKiid who n
ifcling loM jnd ci>nlus(Ht. Ortw
posilivr n-iniurc emrnl.

TAURUS lAjxil J(V\Uy 20> Al-

thoufjh WHH wofl prriomvinrr n i-*-

' rlU-m. you will nukf it-wit nii<JdU>k

1 V -u like in (XiJwonjI Iwoik A
irittKi brings utMhine into your tiir.

CekhrMe hrinn kif^hrr
CfMINI i\Uy Jt-lunr iOi Ott

mn prr^ inilui-nrijl pcofjie lo jcr rfjl

vooi lik'ii (>H e yoo hjr k oN j bii

llu'v will come iruund. Skip ro-

mjfHp «nd Mkk lo pUionK relj-

IHMIships

CANCER (lune .t-Kily 22t An
m)f«>nunity loliavtHiscmlhehorwin
I

V

wihnIh iTvinerv Mill rtn^irc < jniul
UtMmev» Vou »iv jtiroit a hMxllinf>

conflici <nd iM\ sTTMiiiih ovrr *ny
lufflrd Icdihcn.

110 l)uly 21-Au^ Jji An uUJ
pro|«l Cin be reryrk-d lo injke
rtew profits. An ^ddilHin lo your
present dominie rould lie the Ix-st

jnswer to pinched quarters Seek
loans Ihh avoid a high-powered
salesperson's pitch.

VIRGO (Aug 2)-Sept 221:
Member of the opposite sex mty in-

sist that you make a commitment. A
commoosense approach helps you
maintain your emotional balatKe.
Refuse to be rushed.

IISRA iSt-pt JWVt J.M NUke
fkn iMivfs <Mily alter < ari-tui detrfiera-

iMm. A lack ot atUfilHin to dtail
coukl prove costly (X-stile morr t-l.

km hi y«iur appearawr. PiMt|Mine
tasks that can lie handhti later

SCOtWO Kkl 2t-Nov Jll
tolled iniiMmalirjn and vakf* it

hij{hlv (Jth«-r> nwy try In get yiiu to

pan wtih certain dat.i Oovinrilyala
lairprKe

SACfTTARIUSiNos 22i)rt J1(;

limit >iiur sfiendMtg ifi nn essMiev A
hum h that < orm-s to y< lu at lh«- last

mim^e i oukJ (kiy i hi h.indvHi^ly An
aR>;ressivf per stiK is m yiior diner
and will (jronxHc- ><Hir lic-st interesls

CAfRICORN <IXt 22-lan I'll

0»a« ie<rns .nh into the njien Be
prepaxil '-w rcsfMinsihilt.

lies (,tit H JinllKscltcnies

• it ytjur ir tends or relatives wtiuld lie

a mistake

AQUARIUS (Ian 20-rHi IBI
S«ltf. -Miami IS needed lo cnrH|ue' a
priilr-ssHinal or perscmal probkn.
( hoose your words carefully m writ-

ten or vertial commuoK alinr>s. l)o
not undereslimak- another person's
determination

riSCfSlFHi l9-\Urch 201: You
may firxl a certain poem « s<ing

inspirational Trust your iiiiuitNin

when exploring an unlamiliar iwt. A
telephone call is not only erKourag-
ing ImH Rives you much needed mtor-
maiion.

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

AT LEAST I'VE GOT tVEeyTHlNfei

1 Nito fod THE StlifcS-rtR

Nintendo,

Food .
. C~7 v

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
OW.MRmOAY! TO ONCE AWsiN

TNSTt 1VE sv*er oati of

SEMESTte LASTS FOREVee

'

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George
Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski

Production Mike Carvalho,

Seth Kaye

There will be a meeting for all returning

graphics staff, day and night, at 6:00 to-

night in the Graphics room.

Any people wishing to apply for either

department should come at 6:30 to 105
Campus Center.

JThe opinions expressed on this p.ige jre those ot the ( artoonists .ind do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Collegian or the University

ACR?M
1 S-ilong.

m Icto
S N<'« jOTsay
team

9 A Ford
14 Actor Baldwin
15 To bt. m Pans
16 Chrislo|>l)«r of

Sopnrman"
1 1 Russian

bovma?
19 Mountain ash
?0 Oatermmad
21 -vu
?3 *Hava you —

wool?"
74 SmaHast

amuunt
?5 Discourage
? T Woodan shoa
31 Foolt>alle(

Hcwsctiei

34 Silent Pres
3T Old rreoch

clanre

39 I es«ipn

40 MelfP
4? TibPI s

neiqhbm
43 F ini» Of I iberal

44 Pavlova
45 Tees olf

4? Kra?y

48 Asian obiect of

worstiip

50 Summef
TV fare

5? Type of

orange
'•I r.lnvt

58 Grain beard
60 Persian of yorp
(i? Mal<p Ihe scene
63 Start ot a

familiar

palindrome
65 Polish adage?
67 "- Mio"
68 Wi.rr's from a

cry St it gazer
69 Dr!r -

Arlen.'Mier

70 Mnre < ompos
inrni .

71 Huer nto tfie

Gjlf of Finland
72 G ' a the eye

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

DOWN
1 Oravtdwi
languaga

2 Unarrompamad
3 Saadcoal
4 Waym
5 Satamaryjar

eiislandar
7 Stapped
8 Uaadar>a«dla
9 Prmimg
mralakes

10 Vintaga car
1

1

Jersey boat?
i2-niaTarni>ia-
13 Counting out

word
IS Ready

fof mm
22 Gem enpert

?6 Island In a
palindrome

28 Cover a cut

29 rmished
30 Nocturnal

ungulate
3? Miss Kelt

33 Wliat s left

34 Ml tempered
one

35

36 Engliah tutor?

36 TIte tranaapt

crotaa* It

4 1 Tmy amount*
4«0iaioguao«

48 Acroas
49 Tool kH itam
51 Arctic catacaan
53 Dicliana'

Orood

55 Type of cotton
Itiraad

56 LMia Huir<pty

Ojmpty
57 Juatout
58 Andy's sldaliick

59 -I - Taanaga
Warawotf"

81 FaciMy
62 On Ilia briny

64 Pub order

66 Gun ttia motor

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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SUPER BOWL
Super Sunday at the Top

tV\e
»»'*

FREE! Pretzels, Nachos, Popcorn
While they last!

orders from the Munchie menu
also available

Drink S|»eeiais

and of course
Miller Genuine Pitchers $4.25
Sam Adams Draft $1 .45

Starting at 4:00 pm Sun. Jan 31st
only at

Hatch Bar Super Party

BIG SCREENNew TV

Pre Game Party begins at 5 pm
Kick-otf at6:15

Free Munchies

Beer Pitchers $3.50

Drink Specials

and a special $2.00 Half-Time Buffet:

Pasta with Marinara Sauce
Garlic Bread
Garden Salad

only at

Sports Bar & Lounge Ground Floor Student Union

fi SUPER STOP^SHOP^
VIDEO
CENTER

HADLEY SUPER STOP & SHOP
456 Russell Street

Hadley, Ma 01035

* We have over 9,000 movie titles on VHS
available for rent.

Ask any clerk for details.

* We have over 550 Nintendo, Super NES and
Sega Genesis Video Games available for rent.

Join us for

BACK
TO SCHOOL
midnight:^
MADNESS;;

ALL MOVIE AND
VIDEO GAME RENTALS

69 <i

Plus a FREE prize with each rental

Saturday, February 6, 1993
between

11 p.m. & midnight only
*While supplies last

• * • -i^NGW SHOWINGS-

Bridget Fonda and
Jennifer Jason
Leigh star in this

acclaimed thriller

about a woman
whose roomate
"borrows" her
clothes, her
boyfriend...

and her life.

A stylish and
chilling psycholog-
ical shocker
powered by
electrifying

performances.

© 1992 Columbia TriStar Home Video

The '93 checklist to
a hipper, hotter you
By CUT rtR GARCIA
Collej^ian Stjff

This morHh nia,i;.»/ines everywhere will be filled with the trendy
"In/Out" lists that Americans love so deariv. These lists are very
important because thev let us, the ignorant public, know what
things we should think are cool and what lhin^s we should
think are lame. It's a service, helping lead the lemmings down
the road ot social acceptance.

In this ''Ba(k-to-SchooU\tra\at;an/a," we've decided to fill

\ou in on what s «jn the rise lor '«) J and what's C(.mini; down
qui( ker than the ( halleni>er.

I spoke to students to j»et their opinion rtn trends and st\les,
entertainoK'nt and culture. s( hool and work, food .md se\. It's

exervthinv; the tool ( olleije student nvviU to know to survive in
'»

{. Thev even let me throw in a few ofmv ow n Ui keep n»e happ\

.

,

11 shard to he (ool, hut if vou just ft.llow these directions (cut '

out Ihis list, tape it to \our tridi^e, memorize it, surrender vour
indi\idualit\, foll<»\\ alimi; hiindiv with the j^reatest majority
and su( cumb to mv will), n>v job here will be complete.

Don t laugh: Parachute pants mh\ the Michael lackson "V "

iac kets were on an IN" list in H i, and lo«»k how many of us th.U I
harmed. I've still i;ot some friends in therapy over it. _
IN: Hiking Boots

^

OUT: Birkenstocks

IN: Gcncr.il HospiLiI
OUT: S.infa U,ub.u.i

IN: Historv 4') I A - "History of the Kennedys Throut;h Film"
OUT: Forced lan^ua^e requirements imposed upon se-
lected nvijors

IN: Nikki Taylor

OUT: Cindy Crawford and the other overexposed
supermodels
IN: CBS and Da\ id Letterman
OUT: NBC and |av Lcno
IN: Eating in the f).C.'s, even if vou live off campus *

OUT: Surv iv ini; on Ramen Pride and Mic rowave Po|Kom
IN: Freedom of fhoice
OUT: Big Brother >
IN: Svintikl .

OUT: The j.Hkiv Thom.is Show
IN: Soul Asvlum, Too Muc h jov , The Lemonheads

I
and The Gigolo Aunts

f IN: Black Label Beer, the "Cadillat of At- ^
fordable Pilsners"

Turn to IN/OUT, page 2

*^£.^X
:J$M^

Back<^

SPRING

^^wlr--::,

\w

iiS4^

.^^

*-v

COVER PHOTO BY JOSH REYNOLDS
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What's In, What's Out
ARTS / COLLEGIAN

continued from page 1

OUT: American, the "Challenger" of Shuttle Butt beers
IN: Pot, marvjane. el wacko tobacco
OUT: Night Train and Thunderbird
IN: Slick Willie and the eternal tree hugger
OUT: The only good excuse the leftist liberals had for
crying, a damn fine American, George Herbert Walker
Bush
IN: Amherst College Library ( plenty ofneeded resources)
OUT: Tower Library (never the books you need)
IN: Disney cartoon movies
OUT: Any film with Madonna. In fact, anything with
Madonna
IN: The Gap
OUT: J. Crew
IN: The MuUins Sports Arena and an overdue expanded
athletics program
OUT: The Cage and frustrated fans who've waited for the
growth of sports

IN: "White Linen" by Estee Lauder for women. "Eternity"
for men by Calvin Klein
OUT: "Poison" for women by Christian Dior. "Drakkar"
for men
IN: Writmg for the Collegian
OUT: Bitching about issues without first putting forth an
effort to help change them
IN: Paying cash
OUT: Using plastic

IN: Designated drivers

OUT: 10 to 20 for Vehicular Manslaughter
IN: Saved by the Bell

OUT: Beverly Hills 90270 (Especially Brenda)

IN: Andrew Shue
OUT: Luke Perry (He can hang out with Jordan and the
other New Kids now)
IN: Women asking men out on dates
OUT: Grovelling like dogs and being nervous she'll say
no
IN: Masturbation
OUT: Lying about it

IN: Health-conscious people
OUT: Smoking and dipping
IN: Tension-filled first kisses in private
OUT: Sloppy public displays of affection

IN: The Bruins
OLIT: The Pats and Mac (well miss you. pal)

IN: Romance, including wooing, mystery and love letters

OUT: The one night slam (although I must say I'm still

holding out for this one)
IN: Spring Break
OUT: of your mind while you're there
IN: The sun and Southwest beach
OUT: The cold and dressing in layers

IN: Antonio's

OUT: Townfolk who want to ruin a good time for everyone
by making the majority pay for the mistakes of a very
small minority

IN: Appreciating students and the revenues they gener-
ate

OUT: Hating students, yet still accepting their money
IN: The Big Band sound and the balladeers
OUT: Thrash metal
IN: Bernadette Peters in The Goodbye Girl

OUT: Debbie Gibson in Les Miserables

IN: Key West
OUT: Panama City

IN: Effective protests with meaning and purpose
OUT: Taking over buildings to change the names of
holidays

IN: Equality of the sexes

OUT: Women getting out of speeding tickets because
they cry

IN: Men trying the same trick

OUT: of the car and smacked around by the cop for doing
so

IN: Dogs, because they'll love you no matter what you do
OUT: Cats, because they only love the person who can use
the can opener

IN: Condoms
OUT: safely

IN: Tolerance

OUT: Small mindedness
IN: Student loans

OUT: of the country after I graduate
IN: Reading the Collegian

OUT: Complaining about freedom of speech
IN: Short, suave reporters for the Collegian Arts and
Living section

OUT: Tall, 'roid-raged hard guys who drive IROCs and
wear B.U.M. Equipment clothes

There you have it. A samplmg of the trends which
should be sweeping the campus any moment. The most
important thing to remember is that no matter how much
you may disagree with my findings. I have compiled them
through careful research and meticulous attention to

detail. Your voices have been heard.
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Get $10 Off!
Stratlon has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher

education $24 midweek. $29 weekends $34 holidays So you

can save $IO every day but holidays (when you'll still save

$5), and you 11 also get up to 92 exciting trails, a 12 passenger
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Now, hows that for financial aid^
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Event samples diverse works by faculty >

<*^iHAVCl»€tiy
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

Variety, balloons, and sweet melodies
entice all to come celebrate the 25th an-
niversary of the UMass Music
Department's accreditation at a gala
showcase of faculty talent Saturday
January 30 at 8 p.m. in Bowker Audito-
rium.

Twenty-five accomplished artists from
the department will perform various works
ranging from "serious virtuosity to farce

'

Works from Chopin. Grieg. Saint-Saens
and Verdi will be featured, as well as jazz
pieces.

Soloists and ensembles will perform
using every instrument from the human
voice to the fiute. from the horn to the
piano, in commemoration of the music
department's 25 years of accreditation by
the National Association of Schools of
Music as an official School of Music.

-We are delighted to be able to present
this extraordinary roster of artists." said
Department Chair Ernest May. "Listeners
will have the opportunity to enjoy their
favorite department performers, while
helping raise scholarship funds to enable
talented students to attend the Univer-

sity." Proceeds from the showcase will
benefit the Friends of Music scholarship
fund.

The audience will enjoy a lengthy ros-
ter ofperforming artists including pianist
Nigel Coxe playingGershwin. Laura Klock
playing the horn, soprano Paulina Stark
and tenor Jon Humphrey singing duets
from Verdi'sLo 7Vai'ia/a, and JeffHolmes
and Fred Tillis doingjazz improvisations.

Professor Laura Klock, who will play
Franz Strauss'Noc/urne on the horn, says
the event is an excellent introduction to
the faculty of the music department.

"This is a good chance to hear a broad
range of types of music, a kind ofsampler
program with a little something for ev-
eryone. It's a chance to see the best ofwhat
we do," said Klock. who has performed
throughout the eastern United States and
has toured in America and the British
Virgin Islands.

Reserved seats in orchestra rows A K
are $12 ($10 for students, elders and
children). All other seats ofBowker Audi
toriuni are $8/$6. Tickets are available at
the Fine Arts Center Box Office or at the
door. All audience members are invited to
a post concert reception in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

F^rnrciH
^°'"'

°"cr^
^^" '" '"^ ^^^^^ "^"^"^ Departments 25fh AnntJ^

Faculty Showcase concert on Saturday. Jan. 30 at 8 p.m. ,n Bowker Aud.tonum af UMass

Ft
SPRING BREAKA BUST?

I^M LJ^i II .1- ^^ . •
COURTESY DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC i DANCE

Jeff Holmes will jazz up the 25th Anniversary Showcase on the piano and trumpet BOOK!
^t««'

lRTS&LIVIN
^ection Is loobing for writers.

5 Seek out Jon or Lisa in the
:bnegian newsroom if intereste I

There's more to Florida

than just Ft Lauderdale

and Daytona Beach Now
the state s number one
travel-writing team presents -

22 of the Best of the Best

vacation beaches From the powder-white sands of the
Pensacola panhandle to the beautiful Barrier Islands, the
hot clubs of South Beach to the coral reefs of the Keys
FLORIDA'S BEST BEACH VACATIONS has all the essential
information on motels -condos* restaurants -night life

snack bars • boat rentals •restrooms* gift shops -parking
picnic areas- lifeguards -special events -water sports
and much, much more'

S 1 3 00, paper, now at your bookstore,
or to order byiphone call 1-800-733-3000.
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Mr. Lupo's slams and praises of the films of '92
Wednesday, |anuary 27, 1993 / Page 5

By JON LUPO
CoUegfian Staff

By the time you read this, every critic

and their mother will have thrown in their

two cents on 1992's best and worst in

movies. But with the Golden Globes al-

ready presented and the Oscar campaigns
in full swing, there's still some time to

present some final Best and Worst
thoughts on the year's movies.

BESTMOVIE Hands down, Malcoliu X

WORST MOVIE Cool World. RUN-
NEKS UP Read\ ? The Bodyguard, Toys.

Christopher Columbus: The Discovery.

Medicine Man, Hoffa. Consenting Adults.

Whispers in the Dark. Unlawful Entry,

White Sands. A Stranger Among Us and
Man Trouble.

BEST ACTOR: Denzel Washington.
Malcolm X. RUNNERS UP: Jack
Lemmon. Glengarry Glen Ross; Tim
Bobbins, The Player. Har\'ey Keitel, Bad
Lieutenant. John Malkovich, OfMice and
Men.

WORSTACTOR: Keanu Reeves. Dracula.

RUNNERS UP nanny DeVito. Batman
Returns;Jack Nicholson. Afa/i Trouble and
Hoffa: Michael Douglas. Basic Instinct.

BEST ACTRESS Emma Thompson.
Howards End. RUNNERS UP: Susan

COU«TE5if WARNER BROTHERS

Mdanie Griffith, shown here in her role as Maria Ruskm in The Bonfire of the Vanities, is the

worst actress of 1992 m Mr. Lupo's annual film critique.

ISpiritj^aust—
I LIQUOR STOREl

Gallo ChaWis - Blush, Rhine, Burgandy 1 5 l $3.99

Jack Danieb750mi $12.99

Jagemfieister 750 ml $15.99

Mad Dog 20/20 zsomi $1.99

Poland Springs Vodka i 75 l $9.99

Tequila Cuervo Gold Max Pack

A 750ml of Gold & 1 .0 L Marguerita $1 3.49

Captain Morgan/Coconut 750 ml $9.29

Concha Y Toro Sauvignon Blanc i.SL

Sauvignon Blanc or Cabernet/Meriot Blend $5.79

Wurzburger Octoberfest 6 pk $5.29 (+dep)

Bud Family 12 pl<..$6.99 (+dep)-Case, cans only .$12.99 (+dep)

Miller G.D./C.D. Light 12 pk $6.99 (+dep)-Case, bottles only .$12.99(+clepl

. Beers from around the World!
\ imports • Gourmet • Microbrewerics

\ Kess startins at $33.00
' (checks/Mastercard/Visa accepted for Kcs Deposrts)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

338 College Street/253-5384

One mije East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9
Open 9 am
- 11 pm

Sarandon. Lorenzo's Oil, Jaye Davidson

The Crying Game;Ti\daSvfmUin,Edward
II: Sigourney Weaver. Alien 3.

WORST ACTRESS: Melanie Griffith.

Shining Through and A Stranger Among
Us. RUNNERS UP: Lorraine Bracco

( doing a Melanie Griffith impersonation? ).

Medicine Man: Annabella Sciorra. Whis

pers in the Dark: EUen Barkin, Man
Trouble.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR: Jack

Nicholson. A Few Good Men. RUNNERS
UP: Gene Hackman. Unforgiven: Alec

Baldwin and Al Pacino, Glengarry Glen

Ross: Brad Piit.A River Runs Through It:

AI Freeman, Jr., Malcolm X: Gary Sinise.

A Midnight Clear and Of Mice and Men.

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS: J udy

Davis. Husbands and Wives and Where

Angels Fear to Tread. RUNNERS UP:
Michelle Pfeiffer, Batman Returns:

Miranda Richardson. The Crying Game:
Marisa Tomei, A(y Cousin Vin ny: Shabana
Azmi. City ofJoy.

BEST DIRECTOR: Spike Lee. Malcolm

X. RUNNERS UP: Robert Altman. The

Player: Neil Jordan, The Crying Game:
Woody Allen, Husbands and Wives: Tim
Robbins. Bob Roberts: James Ivory.

Howards End.

WORST DIRECTOR: Dannv DeVito.

Hoffa. RUNNERS UP: Penny Marshall.

A LeagueofTheirOwn ; Ralph Bakshi . Cool

World: John McTieman. Medicine Man:
Woody Allen. Shadows and Fog: Richard

Donner. Radio Flyer: Roland Joflfe. City of
Joy.

FUNNIEST MOVIE (intentional):
Wayne's World. RUNNERS UP:
Housesitter; Honeymoon in Vegas; Bob
Roberts.

FUNNIEST MOMENTS (uninten-
tional): The ear of com as a murder
weapon in Sleepwalkers: W\Tiona Ryder

dead in Bram Stoker's Dracu /a ; Alan Alda
goes wacko in the last ten minutes in

Whispers in the Dark: Patrick Swayze
assists in a breech birth in a leper colony

in City o/"Joy (trust me. youhad to be there );

Rebecca De Mornay warns the disabled

handyman in The Hand That Rocks the

Cradle: the cheesy Academy Awards re-

creation in The Bodyguard, and all of

Shining Through.

BESTROMANCE: Stephen Rea and Jave
Davidson. The Crying Game. RUNNERS
UP: Steven Waddington and Andrew
Tiernan.fdu'arrf//; Sarah Jessica Parker
and Nicholas Cage, Honeymoon in Vegas:

Steve Martin and Goldie Hawn,
Housesitter.

WORSTROMANCE: Kevin Costner and
Whitnev Houston (it's called chemistry,

guys I, The Bitdyguard. RUNNERS UP:
Daniel Day-Lewis and Madeline Stowe.

The iMst ofthe Mohicans: Andy Garcia and
Uma Thurman, Jennifer 8: Sigourney
Weaver and Charles Dance. Alien 3.

BEST SCREENPlJiY: David Mamefs
cryptically masterful Glengariy Glen Ross.

Pure guttir poetry RUNNERS UP: Ruth
Prawer Jhabvala. Howards End: Neil

Jordan. The Crying Game: Quentin
Taratino. Reservoir Dogs; Woody Allen.

Husbands and Wives.

WORSTSCREENPLAY: Joe Ezsterhas*

Baste Instinct (not onl> is it homophobic
and sexist, it's also cheatingly plotted and
filled with dialogue that manages to be

cheesy and wooden at the same time.)

Selected samples: Michael Douglas: "She
knows where I live. . and breathe "JeanH?
Tripplehorn: "She's e\Tl! She's bnlliant!'

RUNNERS UP: David Mamefs pointless

Hoffa: Lawrence Kasdan's clueless The
Boiiyguard: Barry Lcvinson's and Valerie

Perrine's witless Toys.

BEST IRONY: It was a crappy year for

women's roles, but the theme for this year's

Academv Awards is "Women and The
opens her eyes after she's supposed to be Movies."

Mr. Lupo gives short
space to epic pitfalls
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

A FEW GOOD MEN: You just have to

appreciate director Rob Reiner. Though
he never makes particularly interesting

films— they're safe crowdpleasers— he's

also never made a flop. Men continues his

penchant for white bread commercialism.
Men is a nicely done, ifentirely predict-

able, courtroom melodrama that succeeds
purely on its intense star power. Solid

performances all around—Tom Cruise is

excellently aloof as usual. Demi Moore
injects the underwritten token woman
role with some class, and Keifer
Sutherland, Kevin Bacon and James
Marshall act their hearts out.

But the film really belongs to Jack
Nicholson and his gleefully over-the-top

showing-off. Sure, he's chewing the scen-

ery, but by all means Jack, go for it —
anything to forget Man Trouble.

They do make 'em like they used to—
efficient, familiar and ridiculously enter-
taining. B-f

FOREVER YOUNG: Probably one of the
most shameless, offensively manipulative
weepers ever made— and one of the most
effective. Screenwriter Jeffery Abranis
(screenwriter of Regarding Henry — and
it shows) dredges elements from Encino
Man and ImIc For Dinner, as well as a
sickly sweet Mel Gibson to create a weepy
melodrama that's surprisingly well-acted
and persuasively directed. Sure, the emo-
tions are as shallow as a "very special
episode" of"DifTrent Strokes." but i fyou're
in the mood for a curl-up-with-a-box-of-

Kleenex-flick and don't mind your strings
being pulled with every twist of the plot.

Forever Young makes a better date movie
than say. The Bodyguard — at least For-
ever Young doesn't think it's high drama
C+

TOYS: A painful movie experience. Toys

is director Barry Levinson's very public

fall from grace. A year ago he helmed the

superb Biigsy — and now he's trapped in

what amounts to an art director's wet
dream. Robin Williams looks very
embarassed; the other actors (Joan Cusak.
Robin Wright, LL Cool Ji look as though
they're making it all up as they go along.

Two hours-plus of a very confused film.

Tuv.s looks absolutely scrumptious— like

a theme park waiting to happen — but a

washout of a script struggling to decide

what it's about ( not to mention an annoy-
ing soundtrack) make Toys just another
pretty place to visit— for about five min-
utes. D-

LEAP OF FATTH: In between Richard
Pearce's sentimental crutches there's the

makings of an interesting little film here.

Fa/7/ris an unassuming fable-wannabe that

skewers religion without mocking faith.

Anchored by a strong Steve Martin perfor-

mance, with some comeback support by
Debra Winger. Faith, taken on its own
terms, deserves to be a modest hit. The
ending, however, tries to have it both ways.
Faith cant settle on what it wants to be; is

it a harmless Hollywood comedy-drama or

a tidy morality play? But in this winter of

bloated epics with equally bloated preten-

sions, maybe it's worth taking the leap.B

HOFFA: Director Danny DeVito lays on
the swirling visuals in every shot of this

vague, horrible biopic like he's participat-

ing in the compulsaries for some sort of

Epic Movie Olympics. Devito doesn't play
fast and loose with the facts — he just
doesn't supply any. Hoffa is all showplace
bravado; 1 for one didn't know anything
about Teamster boss Jimmy Hoffa before
watching the movie and I still have no idea

who he is now.

David Mamet (he scripted the near-

perfect Glengariy Glen Ross — are we
sure?) supplies a surprisingly sketchy

Turn to MOVIE SHORTS, page 7

Dark Dance sheds new light on horror genre
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Dark Dance, the latest novel authored
by fantasy writer Tanith Lee. is easily one
of the best new books of contemporary
horror fiction, twirling and dipping the
reader through the creepiest corners of
their imagination.

Released last month, Dance is set in

England— and Lee gets right to the heart
of British culture with her unusual vo-

cabulary and meticulous, descriptive set-

tings. Dance is the story ofa young woman,
Rachacla, leading a nondescript, mun-
dane existence, who is eager to put behind
her a troubled childhood and her mother's
recent death.

Rachaela doesn't expect much from
life, and every little setback has the pro-

pensity to grow to grotesque proportions.
She trudges on, bringing the reader
deeper and deeper into the book emo-
tionally. The plot thickens when Rachaela
realizes she is being followed — make
that HUNTED — by her past. Her father
had abandoned her mother afler her
conception, and he's eager for her to re-

ceive her "inheritance."

Dance is a wild tale of a woman grasp-
ing for freedom. Through Rachaela's char-
acter. Lee questions British and American
customs, which elicits a plethora oftongue-
in-cheek witticisms and ironies from
Rachaela.

Dark Dance lends itself to many inter-

pretations, which is a testament to the
depth ofits main character whose sarcastic

wit and affected manner speeds the reader
through hectic, hair raising chase scenes
and travel episodes, through childbirth.

death and a fiery, climactic ending.
I enjoyed the character of Rachaela

because of her strong affinity for books —
and coffee. Rachaela's character borders

on being haughty and being independent.
Lee often mentions classical music com-
posers and their music as a device to

illustrate Rachaela's moods. This hurts
the book at certain points, because read-
ers are usually familiar with other books
but not a wide range of composers
(Stravinsky. Prokofiev. Mahler and
Mozart, to name a few.)

Easily earnings /iorn>nble stars.Da /icf

IS the latest book from Dell Publishing's
Abyss line of "psychological horror." En-
dorsed by Stephen King, the Abyss line of
books claims to be for "the seeker of truth,
no matter how disturbing or twisted it

may be. It's about people, and the darkness
we all carry within us."

The novel makes no claims to be about
conventional hon-or villains like vampires,
werewolves, ghosts, etc. Instead it focuses

on the most terrifying type of animal —
humans.

Dance is a sensual, compelling varia

tion on the vampire motif And the char-

acters are all mad. mad. mad. (The big tip

off: Lee chooses a quote from Lewis
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland to set the
theme of the novel.) Then it's hold on to

your seats, kids. Dance will crazily twirl

and dipyou through yourown imagination.
You might believe some of it or most of it

— but Lee's mastery of the English lan-

guage and your deepest fears will enable
you to visualize all of it.

Dark Dance sends shivers of delight

down your spine. At its worst, it might
cause you to gag. (In lieu of going to the
market Rachaela's family has a unique
way of getting their meat.)

This book is immediately enga^ng.
The sensitive reader should be prepared
for a few explicit scenes, but Lee'sjourney
through time, across England, »nto mad-
ness and out is a must-read for *vn<;lophiles

and horror fans alike.

•.vv.::

JANUARY

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

1. AMm Runs Through R. by Nomun MadMn (Urav ol
OicagoPfM.ig 96 )Stonwol<ii«rtem Montana

2. Tha At^oMography o« MilcBlm X. w»> Ato Malay
(Batani»^.tS99)Th>titockl><dy'«iila«iofy

S. Tha CaMn and HoUiM. by B« Watlwion
(An(lraw8 4McMaa<.$l2 96)l.«iart«<aclaclcwtoon»

4. LI»a'alJWalnatnjcllonBooli.byH jK*MnBro*(nJf
(Ruaed3eH*.$S9S)A«l>«atofattMrangah<l<a

5. Vrm nrm, by John (insham (IslvviOaa. $5 99)
Young \amit cxxitfonts tfw hiddan «»ortung» o« hg fcm

C A TVna to KM, by John Qnsh»n (IslandDal.M <»
J

Riiaal lanaton runs hn^ dunng a teial

7. CowtofourPtanatbyQaiyLafson (Andrev'TftMcMaalM 95 ) CotmcAon o< Far Sxte cartoons

•. PolMcalty. FaahlooaWy, AafOdynawUcalty lii :c<Tact. by
BeiVetey Bfeatf^ad (Littte Brown $9 95 ) OulU.nu caiXoom

• Putting Paopla Rial, byM Cinlon and Al Gc a fHrne* Books/
Randan Housa. $7 99 )(Xi>nas plans kx -chiinumg Amanca"

10. tWdaawaM.byDaanKnnnty (Rjufctny ^«t OQ ) P»^. „^i,|ff,j
aHer ha dtod. a man is haunlad by visiona of avil

New G Recommended
I Jwa* M««u *-onam ftutAa«»« 'Mr^ard CJt

Tha Duka Unlvarslty Madlcal Canlar Book of DM and Rtnaaa,
(Fawcen, $ 1 2 00 ) Healthlu) program thai you can laikx to yoiv r^eeds
lo lose weight gradually - and Keep it off

TNnk Llka a Shrink, by Chnst Zois. MD (Warner. $10 99 ) Proven
program thai helps you now to solve your problems yourself with short-

term It^erapy techniques

Earth In tha Balance: Ecology and tha Human Spirit, by Senator Al

(jore (Pkmw, $13 00 ) Gore uses tfie metaphor ol the dysfunctional

family to show how human civilisation must heal itself psychologically

arid spintuaJly - t>elore we can heal our ailing envirorvnent

AMocunoN or ummctn m«t.ia»CRM«AnoNAi assocution or cou.i(u (tomh

'>.! V

Work for the
Arts desk!

There are lots of different things to do!

All you need is interest and enthusiasm.

Contact Lisa Curtis or Jon Lupo at

113 Campus Center for more information.

excerptfrom Dark Danceby Tanith Lee
Distracted by recollection or mere nos-

talgia, Alice, Anita, Sasha and Minam wan-
dered around the room, in their turn seem-
ing to try to choose a gown, as maybe once
they had.

Livia remained near the door. Her face
contorted. She said to Rachael. *My
Constantin,' and pressed her dry old hands
to her face. It was as if she wanted to cry
arxi could not. The ricturs of pain left her
slowly, and she lowered her hands, and
went to a red dress, beginning to smooth
its stiff sheer folds with one ringed finger.

Rachaela moved along an aisle of

dresses

Ruth had come to a standstill.

There was a rent in the ceiling above, a
hole, and under it a dress posed almost
alone.

It was, like the bedroom, a dress of

blood It came from a period of make-

believe. The shoulders of the dummy were
bare. The waist of the dress pointed like an

arrow, with a line of ruby buttons to the

navel. The skirt flowed, embroidered in

shiny bloody thread like grapes and flow

ers and foliage. The ruched sleeves fell

from the shoulders to the floor, and under
them were other sleeves of tight red lace

"This one," said Ruth.

"Oh, she'schosenthatonel'exclaimed
Miranda.

"How beautiful she'll look," said Teresa
"I remember — " and fell silent.

All the women susurrated. a chorus of

grasshoppers.

The skirt of the dress moved It flaunted

and bellied, as if an unseen leg had flexed

beneath it.

Ruth stepped away.

There will be a brief meeting of all current

Graphics Staff, Day and Night, TONIGHT
at 6 P.M. in the Graphics Room.

Anyone else wishing to apply for either Day or Night

Graphics should come at 6:30 to 105 Campus Center.

"Even if animal research resulted in
a cure for AIDS, we'd be against it.

"

'- Ingnd NevvKnk
FounrJei People lor the Ethical Treatment o( Ammaib

Vogue September 1989

Fed up with the "animal rights" movement?
"Animal rights" group.s equate the life of a child

with that of a rat. They are stifling medical research
through disinformation, harassment, and terror.

Now you can do something about the disinforma-

tion on yourcampus. Students for Medical Progress,

a program ofAmericans for Medical Progress, will

help you work locally to support biomedical
research, bring speakers to yourcampus, and orga-

nize to start campus chapters. Support biomedical
research. Call: 1-800-4-AMP-USA

Research Saves Lives

While Your Car Is

Being Repaired
Use the

mmmwmm mwrnmrn
to Campus

plus

10% OFF with Student I.D.
Not Valid wtth Other Discounts. OFFER EXPIRES 2/28/93.

tntDAS

MUFFLERS BRAKES SHOCKS STRUTS
COMPUTERIZED ALICMMENT

RTE. 9/HADLEY • 586-9991
n NEAR HAMPSHIRE MALL

VKAT iQ^
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A pizza lovers survival guide
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Your stomach is whimpering from emptiness— but so
is your wallet. You cringe at the thought of recklessly
spending your laundry money just to quiet that obnoxious
rumbling noiseemanatingfromjustabove your belt buckle.

Gee, what's a poor college student to do?
The answer is as old as college itselfand as synonymous

with studentia as late nights and beer. The answer is in

the language of crusty bread and dripping cheese and
warm globs oftomato sauce. Salvation can be found in the
sublime landscape of a few humble slices of pizza.

Naturally, in an area of high student concentration
such as our neighborhood, pizza is more readily available
than oxygen. Choosing the right pizza can be a confusmg
and tiring experience. Allow me to weed through a scant
few ofthe prospects and uncover the truth behind several
establishments' offerings of the crusty, cheesy kind.

For the sake of clarity. 1 will identify the criteria. I've

only included 12 different establishments. There are. of

course, many more in this area, but even I can't eat that

much pizza. All the pizzajudged was plain cheese, going by
the old maxim that ifthey can't make a good cheese pizza,

they sure as hell can't pull off a "deluxe with everything."

Pizza was judged for the character of the crust, the
personality of the sauce, the quality and amount of
cheese, and the grease content ( measured on the "Napki n
Scale": 1-10 Napkins). In extreme cases, I also used the
"Beer Scale," where I estimated how many six-packs of

beer !t is necessary to consume before the pizza becomes
palatable. Overall quality wasjudged with 0-5 "Slices": 5

»

A noble pizza. 4 1 Pretty decent. 3 1 You could do worse. 2)

Eh. 1 1 Nliirginally edible. 0) Unfit for your dog.

Domino's— An obvious choice for the inexperienced
palate. The crust is fried, greasy and puffy. This repre-

sents a poor "chilling pizza" ' i.e. able to Ik* eaten cold the

next morning) because the grease congeals into a
in 1

' ' ' 'in on the lM»ttum The sauce is on the
8v ' many chain-pi/za sauces are. There is

a fair amount ofcheese. and some flavor can be detected
if vtui I'Idl uiTthe grease. 10 Niipkin.s. 'A Slices

Cantone"* — Take care in lilting a slice because for

some reason they flipped the ratio of sauce to crust. The
crust is thin and flaccid and the sauce a bit liberal. A heavy
garlic taste per%'ades the sauce, so be prepared to taste this

pizza the next morning. The cheese comes in a good
helping, but al.so tends to be burnt 5 Napkins. 2 Slices.

Pizza Hut — This pizza is a lot like Domino's with an
extra helping ofgrease. The crust is the same puffy, fried

type. The sauce is ver>' sweet and dark, instead of spicy.

The cheese is plentiful and gtHx*y. but suffers from the
grease. 10 Napkins and a bath. 3 Slices.

BeWa Pizza House — The first thing you notice is

that they don't skimp on the cheese. It looks tempting,
but beware when you lift it. Ifyou can get a piece to your
mouth without the ample cheese sliding to the floor, you
will have a filling meal in one slice. The floppy crust

doesn't help keep the cheese off your lap, so use two
hands. 10 Napkins and a towel; 2 Slices.

The Hatch — Hatch pizza should be only for emer-
gencies, like low blood sugar or foodfights. The crust is

absolutely flavorless (stay away from the wheat crust).

The sauce is overly sweet and clogged with oregano. The
cheese is burned and never quite warm, so it's already
semi-congealed when you get it. 1 Napkin, Slices.

The Sub— There's nothing better than a hot slice at

the Sub with friends after a party or two on the weekend.
The crust is what I call "normal" crust: regular, unfried

dough, firm, a little dusty flour left on the bottom (the

mark of a nice crust that hasn't succumbed to grease).

The sauce has a nice spicy flavor, but the cheese, that

wonderful melting cheese, is what makes you come back
for more. It's ample, hot and soft, not too chewy. Mmmm.
2 Napkins, 5 Slices.

Antonio'a — If you only have one dollar left in the
world, this is where to spend it. This pizza is hands down
one ofmy favorites — 1 confess that many was the night
last semester that I wandered into Antonio's (when I

didn't feel like cooking t for a slice with spiced chicken and
onions. Despite l)eing known for variety ( pesto and tomato,

artichoke, seafood, bacon, etc.) their cheese pizza is

outstanding. The crust is firm and crisp, with the won-
derful added texture of cornmeal. The sauce is fresh

tomato-y, not dark and syrupy, a nice reprieve. The
cheese is a genuine achievement in that delicate balance
of melted and lightly browned. Nice. 1 Napkin. 5 Slices.

Bertucci*» — Our newest establishment in town is

the pizza joint's evolution into a truly higher form. I

mention the clas.sy ambience simply because 1 liked it so

much. It is high-ceilinged and dramatically lit. and sports

two friendly bartenders. Keith and Rich. The pizza is

delicious, the crust being pi-rhaps the star. The outer

edge of the crust is thin and crisp and has a pleasant
smoky flavor The sauce is similar to Antonio's, fresh and
flavored like real tomatoes, not heavy canned tomato
paste. The cheese is flavorful and achieves that difficult

level of light-browness. Another plus is the use of a
flavorful (extra \argin, golden yellow?) olive oil. Yum. 1

Napkin. 5 Slices.

Honorable mentions idue to space restrictions) —
These establishments also ri-ceive my stamp ofapproval:

College Pizza, Pinocchio'n, and Bruno's.
Superior Pizza — One six-pack.

For all the ones that I didn't cover, go and try a slice

and tell me what you think. Happy eating.

Jordan's Crying
Game will bend
your tiny mind
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

For the first time in a long while, everything

you've heard about a movie is true— and then some.
Writer-director Neil Jordan's stark and romantic

thriller, THE CRYING GAME is a film of mind-
bending surprises, honest drama and brilliant per-

formances.

Game, the latest critics' darling and ten-best list

mainstay, is the type of film that plays the audience
like a master violin — beguiling and charming the

viewer. The seemingly simple story unfolds and
then pulls a whopper of a fast one, sending both the

audience and the film for a glorious loop.

The story opens with a kidnapping; British soldier

Jody ( Forest Whitaker > is taken hostage by a branch
of the IRA. Fergus (Stephen Rea), a disillusioned

memberwho wants out, starts offasJody's captor and
ends up involved in an unlikely friendship.

After a botched execution, a remorseful Fergus
escapes Ireland for England to look up Jody's girl-

friend, Dil (Jaye Davidson).

We're prepared for the archetype romantic
thriller, along the Unes ofTlie Bodyguard, where boy
meets girl, they fall in love, and boy saves girl in the

end. What we get is something entirely different

What ensues is a never before seen examination
on conscience, clouded desire and. in its most raw
and loaded forms, love. Without revealing too much,
Jordan weaves all the classic elements of romance
and political intrigue — along with a sly sense of

humor at times — and turns them upside-down.
Game assaults the viewer m a place most movies

never dare to target: your mind. This is not a film full

ofcheap j«)lts and absurd plot devices. Game makes
compelling drama out ofextraordinary sit nations—
then loads them with sexual, political and personal
repercussions.

Jordan has also crafted a brilliantly-acted char-

acter study. The Crying Game takes time and nsks
in exploring its characters as few films today do.

Each is a fragile study of love and protection.

Stephen Rea invokes his central role with a
knock-out combination ofeveryman lure and tough

Turn to CRYING GAME poge 7
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ATTENTION:
I 'MASS COLLECB STUDENTS'

E Vlpine commons
1 33 Bclchcrtown Road (ROUTE 9)

•

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002 (413) 256-0741

FOUR (4) Bedroom Apartments!

$899 (utilities included! wow!)
Microwave Ovens!

I

MEET IFMIEIEn
Mtfve III now - no rent nntil February /, J 9931
Move in February- '93 and receive it FREE!

1 iiioiilli free rent nilli 1 year lease!
"Protnollon b pricat sut>)»ct to ciKing* wHhout notic*

TOP TEN REASONS YOU SHOULD LIVE HERE:
1. Your PARENTS donti

2. YOU pick your roommotesf

3. PRIVACY- Spacious Four (4) Bedrooms!
4. TWO (2) eothrooms- no welting In the shower line!

5. UTILITIES included $$$!
6. Directly on euSLINE- minutes from campus &

c'Divntown Amherst!

7. Its FREE public transportation!

8. IN::luc>ES major appliances £> w/w carpeting!

9. Qi.HET forest setting - for your peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price

you and your roommates can afford!

Don't wait another day. call today!

CUT THIS AD tf USE IT TO LIVE "RENT FREE!"

AT ALPINE COMMONS!

256-0741
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BEYOND THE NAMES PROJECT
Quilt Exhibition • February 1993

The Health Education Division is proud to display the
panels from the Five-College AIDS Quilt Project at the

University Health Center gallery through February,
1993.

The five area schools have given students an opportunity to

express their personal reflections on the AIDS/HIV crisis. Using
donated cloth, yarn, fabric markers, buttons, paper, glitter, etc.

students have expressed how they have been affected in their

attitudes towards sexuality, health care, the pdlticai process and
the future. These individual panels have been and will continue
to be collected at each school and joined together to educate
our communities about the depth and spectrum of response to
HIV disease.

A LIVING ENVIRONMENT
FOR PEOPLE WITH AIDS

The Gables - "A Celebration of Life
"

an Interior Design

B.F.A. project

by Rebecca Tineile

There will be an open reception to recognize the
students and staff who have made these projects
possible.

February 11

5-7 p.m.
University Health Services Gallery

(1st floor between clinics 1 and 3)

For more information please contact the Health Education
5 Division at 549-2671 ext. 181.

The Beyond the Names Projed has been sponsored by a grant from American *
• College Health Association and by gracious contributions from: Serv-U
• Greenfield Eastern Textile, Home Fabric Mills, Family Planning^ Hastings 8
• Ames/Greenfield and Polymark Fabric Paint.

' 1

Musicians parody
conservatives anew
By ROBERT J. WARREN
Generation X Press

Stormtroopers of Death
Live at Budokan
Megaforce records

No one tops Stormtroopers of
Death (S.O.D.) at pure dirge-riff,

power chord, chunk density. No one.
Think of concrete slabs crumbling.
Simple, powerful and abrasive.

When 1985 s Speak English or Die
came out, the vulgar, reactionary lyrics

were hilarious. Archie Bunker on a se-

rial-killing spree. We were only half-

way through the '80s and ultra-conser-
vatives were fun to laugh at (Reagan
still seemed to be a harmless dolt). But
now. with Pat Robertson. Jesse Helms,
Pat Buchanan. David Duke, Rush
Limbaugh, et al splashing outside the
right-wing waters, the rantings of con-

servative parody (and that is whatmuch
ofS.O.D. is) has lost much of its humor.
Who means it and who is kidding? Even
scarier, who laughs and who takes it

seriously?

S.O.D. isn't serious. S.O.D. is offen-

sive for the fun of being offensive. Sui-
cide, xenophobia, and plenty of curse
words are preplanned buttons for push-
ing. Anthrax's Scott Ian originally put
SOD. together as a goof Charlie
Benante (Anthrax), Dan Lilker
(Nuclear Assault) and Billy Milan
joined in the gag. When the side project
was over they all went back to their

"real" bands.

Live at Budokan is a live reunion, of
sorts, and serves us a simple reminder
that the past is past. There are a couple
of fun moments (i.e. attempting Min-
istry covers ), but the package as a whole
is mediocre. For fans only — for

nostalgia's sake.
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Crying Game
continued from page 6

guy eroticism; his hero persona is nearly
outdone by his helplessness to control not
only his desires but external forces that
jeopardize those desires.

As Dil. newcomer Jaye Davidson is an
exquisite wonder. A marvelously brave
and delicate performance. Davidson uses
her own < and ultimately Oil's t sexuality to

lake the classic heroine character and
infuse it with an amazing amount of style,

form and exposed emotion. If Davidson
never acts again, her contribution to the

cinema is complete.

Forest Whitaker. last seen in last fall's

Consenting Adults, works wonders in a

role that, in a refreshing way. gains reso-

nance as the film untblds. This alone makes
a second viewing a must.

Also superb is the amazingly versatile

Miranda Richardson, who won raves in

U movie shorts
continued from fxige 4

narrative — I found myself continually

having to g^asp my l)earings with each
leap from one .nection to another. It isn't

much of a story, but randomly selected

highlights of Hoffa's life. Unlike, say,

Malatlm X. DeV'ito seems to relish in the

mythic figure of HofTa instead of delving

into who he is and how he got from one
major point of life to another.

Hoffa is like a 2-1/4 hour trailer for

itself— filled with picture- perfect crowd
scenes ( the kind where all the extras

overact like they're in the chorus of their

high school play) and "I gotta do what I

gotta do" moments, without getting down
to business on who this guy really was. All

ofHoffa's big budget Epic Pretensions (it's

so Epic it doesn't even have opening cred-

its—ooooh )just accentuate the big empty
space that is at the center of this very

hollow movie.

And I haven't even mentioned Jack
Nicholson's idle Rich Little impersonation

ofJimmy Hoffa.D

SCENT OF A WOMAN: Retired Army
Colonel Frank Slade ( Al Pacino) loses his

the otherwise nuffy Enchanted April and
now co-stars in Louis Malle's Damage.
Here, in a ballsy, vicious turn. Richardson
heats up the intrigue side ofGame, adding
another stellar supporting performance
to her impressive acting resume.

Its frustrating to tr\' to write this,

since one of the things that makes the
Crying Game so impressive and excep-
tional is its wave of surprises. Viewing
Game is like experiencing movies for the
first time — it manipulates and exceeds
our assumption. jaiTing the audience out
of its familiar setting. Suddenly, we don't

know everything.

But more important is how Jordan
meshes these surprises into complex psy-

chological crises, then into tense drama.
Intelligent, challenging and even enter-

taining. The Crying Game is a rarity in

films today — an original.

sight and becomes a crabby, middle-aged
man who gives New York City one last

grand tour. He is accompanied by a paid
escort, a prep school senior. Charlie (Chris
O'Donnell .

i And what do you know— they
learn about Life. Ix)ve and Each Other
But despite its familiar terrain, for the

most part. Scent carries the viewer along
in a pleasingly clever, funny (but oh-so-

long) way.

Then, inexplicably for the last halfhour.

Scent turns crassly sentimental, opting to

drown the conclusion in out-of-nowhere

crocodile tears and end on a false Uplift-

ing Moment.
If it takes this kind of grandstanding

from Al Pacino (hey Al — ever heard of

subtlety? i to cop a well-deserved Oscar, go

for it; but 1 for one was not that impressed
with his showy performance. Scent work.s

much better without the woefully tackod-

on ending, so doyourselfa favor— and I'm

serious here — leave the theater the

minute you see Charlie's prep school agai n

.

Its much more satisfying. (Don't worry,

you won't miss anything— everyone gets

happy. ) Without the ending; B-. With the

ending: C-.

Italy's art takes a visit
Masterpieces on exhibit in Worcester
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The Worcester Art Museum may be an
hour drive from our beautiful campus, but
it is well worth the trip to see its latest
exhibit, Ottocento: Romanticism and
Revolution in 19th Century Italian
Painting.

Ottocento, ( literally "eight h undred" ) or
the nineteenth century, was a tumultuous
time in Italy's history. Its people and art-
ists were swept up in a wave ofnationahsm
Most students don't even know that Italy
did not actually achieve political unification
and become a country until 1870. And it

has only been very recently, during Italy's

celebration of its centennial, that it turned

capital and appointed as his ofTicial court
painter the Milanese Andrea Appiani.

"In the paintings of both Appiani and
his friend and pupil Giuseppe Bossi. neo-
classicism was tempered by local Renais-
sance and baroque traditions," writes
Olson. Appiani's Empemr Napoleon as
King ofItaly ( 1805 ), in the first of the four
sections of the exhibit, is easily one of the
most intricate, breathtaking paintings of

the exhibit. Napoleon is awe inspiring as
he stares down into the eyes of all of the
onlookers who attended the exhibit's

opening on January 16.

The second section ofthe exhibit shows
how Naturalism emerged. "It was initially

centered in Naples and its environs, tra-

ditional haunts for foreign artists en-
to the work of the Ottocento period and thralled by the excavations at Pompeii
recognized its value.

The Ottocento is being reeval uated and
investigated by a new generation ofserious
scholars who are placing its development
within the larger European context, as well
as writing thoughtful, profound studies on
works by individual arti-sts," writes Roberta
J. M. Olson, curator of the exhibit in her
catalogue, which is the only one available
on this art work in English.

"Just as Italian nineteenth-century art
was the result of a national self-con-

sciousness during the Risorgimento
I the

nineteenth-century movement for Italian
unity I. the current reappraisal of the
Italian Ottocento coincides with the recent
reexamination of their own national de-
velopment and culture after a hundred
years of existence as a nation."

The items in this exhibit are being
demanded by major museums all over the
world, according to curator of exhibitions
for the American Federation of the Arts.
Marie Therese Brincard. and yet the
exhibit is in humble Worcester. Mass. In

fact, even more astonishing, it is one of
only three cities in the United States to

present Ottocento.

The Worcester Art Museum (WAMt
was chosen as one of the sights for the
exhibit because it has quite a few Italian

paintings as part of its permanent collec-

tion This is the first major exhibition in

America to present an overview of 19th
century Italian painting and its place in

mainstream history.

There are 99 paintings, drawn from
European and American collections,
demonstrating the vitality of artistic tra-

ditions in various regions of the country
The works have been divided into four

.sections. "The Epoch of Napnioon and the
Seedsof Unification, circa 1797 to 181-1;"

"The Dialogue Between Historical Ro-
manticism and Realism. circa 181.') to 1848
60;" "Realism and the Prelude to Unifica-

tion, circa 1849 to 1870;" and "After Uni-
fication— Realism. Divisionism. Svmbol-
ism. And A More International Art. <iica

1870 to 1898."

Napoleon crowned himselfking of Italy
in 1805. and had a significant effect on the
art of the period. He chose Milan as his

and Herculaneum. balmy climate, and
picturesque scenery, " writes Olson.

It is IppolitoCaffi's painting,//j/f/io/ o/"

the Colo.^.seuni with Fireworks known as
'Fuochi di Bengala,' ( 1845) that best il-

lustrates Naturalism in the exhibit. It

loses the defined lines of the neoclassic

period and strives for to be more natural to

the eye. A seething red fills the night sky
Irom behind the ruins, giving the painting
a glowing quality, as if a fire were truly

burning within its farthest reaches
The third section ofexhibit. Realism, is

fascinating for the viewer with a lot of
time on their hands. Each painting i.s

brimming with .symlxilism; the longer one
looks into its intricacies, the nuire there i.s

to l)e delighted with.

"Sometimes t<» avoid censorship
I the

arti.sti4| employed Italian historical sub-
jects as a guise for a contemporary fxilitical

issues." writes Olson.

An example ofthis is OdoardoBotTam's
The Seainstivsses ofthe Red Shirts i 1 86.'} i

where even the tiny face in a sketch at the
back of the painting is the face of a real

person, an insurgent. The curtains aren't

hung by a rod. but by a militant .spear You
probably won't even notice itat first glance.

Never mind the fact that the painting is a

masterpiece inofit-selfwithout lo«iking for

the clues of the artists political stance.

OttfH'ento: Romanticism and Reiolu
lion in 19th Century Italian Painting wilt

be on exhibit at the WonesterArt Mnsenni
until February' 2S. Admission is S2..'iff fur

full time college students with current ID,

and five to all on Soturtlays - - entnime
fnmi 10 a.m. to noiin. courtesy of Shaw's
SufH'rmarkets Co/l the niuscuni fur nmn-
information

Auditions For
.o^**!!Va

Hot Tubs & Tans
I 73 L'ni\ci"sii\ \)\

.Vnihcrsi. M.\ 61002
(4 1.1) 23.^7727

R& P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

Not Ready For

Bedtime Players

t\^ BEDTIME PLAYERS

f-^ '

-•*„
"•« Se» >*

February 3, 1993

8:30 PM
Campus Center Rm. 169

For more information call the Health Education

Division and ask for Nancy or Dee 549-2671

X181.
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WITH THIS COUPON
BUY ONE, GET ONE

It

]Gm]\HcHcmi^
filing |nii(;C

OPEN SUN -THURS.
6AM - SAM FRI & SAT
OPEN 24 HOURS.

NEXT TO
SUPER STOP & SHOP

RTE. 9

HADLEY/AMHERST
256-6889

Buy any one item from our

menu, & receive the second
for free! Minimum purchase of

$3.55 requirec:!. Higher price

prevails, dally specials

excluded, no other discounts or

promos apply. Excludes Scoilop

& Steak Dinners .

- exp. 3/15/93
j

Oprn ThiirMlay<t lit d p m

I • * •
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Wid» the wkiewt dynamic range
and the lowest distortitm, it's no wtmder

that when you recordyour music on TD*C tape
it gives you Cu-quality sound.

GET SERIOUS

^TDK.
® ^^UJ^ ELECTRONICS CORP RaEASED AND

DiSmUBUTED BY CAROLINE RECORDS

Offef viiid otitskii- the United Slatrs.

Allow 6-8 weeks f<ir deliverv

Ofter limited while supplier Lit
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A men's hoop recap with an injured Williams
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basketball team's
opponents i-eceived a late Christmas present on Decem-
ber 26. and the Minutemen have been trying to recover
ever since. That was the fateful day 1991-92 AtlanUc 10
Player of the Year Harper Williams broke his hand.

Williams fractured the fourth metacarpal bone in his
right hand when he fell diving for a loose ball at practice
and tried to break his fall. Expected to be out six to eight
weeks, and with whispers of being medically redshirted
and returning next year, Williams returned on January
21 against Temple. He returned not a moment too soon,
because the team felt Williams' loss.

Luckily, the Minutemen had enough scorers to pick up
the slack, and UMass survived the loss of the 6-foot-7
forward, but not without a price.

For the second time in twointersessions. UMassdropped
into and out ofthe A.v.so(;o/f(/ f*;v.s.s- Top 25. which was the
best illustration ofthe lossofWilhams. Although the team
finished 8-2 over break, coach John Calipari said the team
was still missing .something, and assured fans that Wil-
liams will reclaim his sLaiting role once healthy.

"The Rhode Island game is a good example." he said.
"Last year against them, we had Harper step up twice.
This year, we don't have that player Lou

I Roe I and Tony
I Barbee I cant do it. and neither can (Jerome | Malloy and
IMikelWiUiams.-

With Williams back, the Minutemen are ready to hit
the ground running when A- 10 play resumes. Until then,
they have DePaul (a game played since press time) and
SW Ix>uisiana.

Here is a quick synopsis ofsome of the action you may
have missed while convalescing at home. . .

MauachusetU 81, Holy Cross 66
SPRINGFIELD — After losing a tough game to the

nationally ranked Oklahoma Sooners 93-83 on Decem-
ber 12. the Minutemen had 1 6 days to prepare forAbdow's
Hall of Fame Classic against Holy Cross, and it paid off.

The offense exploded all around and the Minutemen
easily took care ofthe Crusaders by an 8 1 -66 count. Tony
BarlH*e led all scorers with 24 points, but Lou Roe ( 15
points. 13 reboundsi. Mike Williams (18 points! and
I>erek Kellogg (8 assists) also had good nights.

Barliee had one ofthe best nights ofhis career, scoring
10 of the Minutemens first 2 1 points in building an early
21-6 lead. The Minutemen were on the verge of blowing
the Crusaders out. but the blowout never happened. In
fact. Holy Cross sliced the lead down to six in the first

half, but never got that close in the second half
"Its hard to play against a basketball team when you

don't react to their defense." Holy Cross head coach

George Blaney said. That put us in a hole.
The Minutemen hit their foul shots throughout the

game, espcially down the stretch. UMass shot 89 percent
from the charity stripe, compared to Holy Cross" 58 percent.

Because South Carolina upset Alabama-Birmingham
75-68. the Minutemen faced the Gamecocks the next night
in the Abdow's Hall ofFame Classic Championship game.

Massachusetts 84, South Carolina 66
SPRINGFIELD — Tony Barbee scored a career-high

31 points as the Minutemen won their third ccjnsecutive
Abdow's championship in front of a capacity crowd of
more than 8.000.

The Minutemen jumped out to a 40-29 haiaime lead,
and after South Carolina closed within nine early in the
second half. UMass took off. A 10-2 run made things more
comfortable for the team, as they won their host tourna-
ment for the third time in three years.

Barbee shot 1 l-for-13 from the field and hit his first
eight shoU without a miss. For his efforts, he was named
Abdow tournament MVP. Lou Roe was also named to the
All-Tournament team.

Massachusetts 75, New Hampshire 61
DURHAM. N.H.— In their ugliest game (at that point)

of the season, the Minutemen outlasted a winless (0-6)

ofthe season, and the five-man rotation of Padilla, Berry,
Chris Robinson.Rigoberto Nuftez andJeffMeyer outscored
the Terriers 12-4 in the last three minutes.

Cincinnati 64, Massachusetts 53
SPRINGFIELD — Reality hit the Minutemen hard,

as the No. 16 Bearcats increased their record to 8-1 at
UMass' expense. Nick Van Exel had a career high 27
points to bury UMass. Van Exel hit 7-of-lO three-point-
ers, most ofwhich were shot near the A^flA three-point line.

At halflime, two blindfolded men who were involved in
a shooting contest were more successful than the Minute-
men, who shot 26 percent from the field after the first 20
minutes. After scoring 50 points in the first half against
BU two nights before, UMass could only muster 17 points.

This game sent basketball back 10 years," Huggins
said. "I'm just glad to win over a heck of a ballteam."

The resilient Minutemen bounced back from a 14-
point first halfdeficit and hung tough through the second
half Jerome Malloy, who shot only 2-foi- 1 1 for the game,
nailed a clutch 3-point field goal to cut the Bearcut lead
to eight. 49-41. with 7:09 left in the contest.

After the two teams traded turnovers. Van Exel went
to work. His slashing drive put Cincinnati up 6 1-51, and
aft«r a Tony Barbee putback. Van Exel struck again with

University of New Hampshire team 75-61 UMass (5-2) the backbreaking trey from the right side to give Cincin-
held on tn a Id-m^int Kiumim<> l<>url ^<>or.U.> ..I,.., .11,; *; i« _ --aI-.j -^i .. . . > «,held on to a 14-point halftime lead despite sleepwalking
through the second half Jerome Malloy sparked the Min-
utemen with 21 points, including three 3-pointers.

Super-sub Mike Williams added 19 points off the
bench, while Tom MacDonald of the Wildcats led all

scorers with 22 points. UMass continued their torrid foul
shooting by hitting 21 of22 free throws in the second half.
The only thing that could have been worse would've

been ifwe had lost that ballgame,' Calipari said. "But at
the end of the year, it will be a W on our record.

The win was the first on the road this year for the
Minutemen, who had lost to Florida Sute and Okla-
homa The nifty three-game win streak was brought back
to Curry Hicks Cage three nights later

Massachusetts 90, Boston University 42
The Minutemen played their best game in two years,

dominating the Terriers to such an extent that an embar-
rassed Cahpari apologized to BU coach Bob Brown.

"I said to him after the game, "Sorry about the score.' and
I Brown 1 said. There was nothing you could do about it*"

Mike Williams (20 points) had the hot hand early with
12 points in the first half, and UMass roared out on runs
of 15-0 and 10-0 to gain a 48-9 advantage with 2:06 left in
the half The Minutemen held BU to 1 7 points at the break,
and things weren't much better in the second half

Ted Cotirell scored a career high 10 points, leading
five players who notched career-highs in this non-con-
test Giddel Padilla and Craig Berry saw their first action
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Follow

UMass
Basketball

this

semester

with the

Collegian.

We've got

what you

want every

day.

nati an 11 -point lead with 4:11 left.

"We weren't agressive." said Calipari. "I've never seen
\m\i play a worse game," he said of Roe. who had only four
rebounds.

Temple 52, Massachusetts 44
PHILADELPHIA— Despite playing only six men and

shooting only 39 percent. Temple University (5-3. 1-1 in
the A- 10) stifled UMass sufficiently enough to walkaway
with its first conference win in McGonigle Hall.

"We are a very bad basketball team right now." Calipari
said. "And I am a very had coach. We have a lot ofwork to do."

Temple held UMass to a deplorable 30 percent from the
floor, with normally reliable Jerome Malloy ( 3-for- 1 4 ) and
Mike Williams ( 4-for- 13

)
affected the most. Temple bounced

back from an early &-2 deficit, exploding on a 17-2 run to
lead 19-10 with 8:55 left in the first half. UMass cut down
on the lead and only trailed by 3. 25-22. at the half

UMass stayed within striking distance in the second
half, finally knotting the game up with 6:11 left. Aaron
McKie ( 19 points, nine reb<iunds) killed the Minutemen
however, with 1 1 straight pointsdown the streUh. UMass
went four straight minutes at the end of the game
without a shot from the field.

The hole caused by Harper Williams' iryury was never
more gaping, as the Minutemen were unable to get any-
thing started down low Ixiu Roe looked lost in the paint,
scoring only eight points while committing five turnovers.
Roe was double- and triple-teamed every time he touched
the ball, which took away UMass' only inside threat.

Massachusetts 82, Rutgers 78
PISCATAWAY.N .J

.
— In the most excitinggame ofthe

year (at that point t. the Minutemen won a crucial Atlantic
10 game when Mike Williams, starting for the first time
this season, broke a 78-78 deadlock with a clutch three-
pointer from the top of the key with 1.7 seconds left.

The Minutemen blew an eight point second half lead
and were trailing 77-76 with 1:03 left when Kennard
Robinson was fouled and went to the line. Robin.son
missed both free throws, but Rutgers' Damon Santiago
had his foot on the out ofbounds line when he rebounded
the second miss.

On the ensuing series. Roe hit two free throws with 24
seconds left to give UMass a 78-77 lead, and with 13
seconds left, Jamal Phillips missed his second free throw
after tying the game at 78 on his first.

Williams brought the ball up the court and pulled up
for the winning trey. Jerome Malloy added a foul shot
when Rutgers was slapped for a techmcal for attempting
to take a time out with none left.

The phrase we're using for the rest ofthe year is 'refuse
to lose Calipari said. "That doesn't mean well win every
game, but it means if a team's gonna beat us. theyll have
to come and get it, we won't give it away like we did earlier
this season.

Turn to RECAP, page 6
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Harper Williams returns to Minuteman lineuD
By DAN WETZEL ... '^By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

lutSnTo^k^r'""'
^^^ ^" interesting new year s reso-

The 6-foot-7 senior had broken his hand diving for a
loose ball dunng a Dec. 27 practice, and as the new year
rolled in. he had to decide whether he should sit out the
season as a medical redshirt or work hard and return for
this season s stretch run.

He chose the latter and kept his promise
;l talked It over with my family and I decided if I was

^°'!.'?i,^."'*''^
'' ^^^" ' *«« eoing to make it this vear."

said Wilhams. the 1991-92 Atlantic 10 Player ofthe Year
It was real hard for me to sit out and watch. 1 felt caged
up not being able to get out there."

The decision of whether to redshirt or not was a
difTicult one for Williams. The pros and cons of doing so
were numerous, as was the pressure to come back and
help his team return to the NCAA Tournament

Williams' aspirations to play professional basketball
were also at sUke. NBA scouts wanted to know how
Williams would respond to injuries and how hard he
wou d work while not playing, so coming back quickly
would be beneficial.

However, redshirting would give Williams another
season to polish his basketball skills. Next season with
the arrival of 6-foot- 10 Marcus Camby. Williams would
have been able to play facing the basket more, a posiUon
he will be expected to play if he makes the NBA.

Also factoring in the decision was the prospect for next
season's team. Camby leads a big time recruiting class
all three guards return as does forward Lou Roe and don't
forget High School Ail-American Donta Bright will be
eligible to play. The Minutemen. with Williams, would be
a legitimate 1 1 deep and a Top 10 team

All ofthat would bring more television games and the
possibility of a run deep into the NCAA Tournament
which would provide Williams with some much needed
exposure.

"Next years team didn't matter." Calipari said. "I told
Harper that to play in the NBA. he would have to go to
Orlando or another camp and play well before the scoute.
Whether it was this year or next, there is no way he would
get drafted without playing at a camp.

"Just because he plays a few more television games next
year won't make him the best player in the country. Hell
have to earn the right to be drafted at a talent camp."

Williams said. "I have to play for UMass and not worry
about what's going to happen after graduation. That will
take care of itself."

And thus, only three and a half weeks after breaking
the hand. Williams returned to action, against arch-rival
Temple no less.

In what Daily Hampshire Gazette reporter Milt Cole
who has covered UMass basketball for the for the past 23
years, termed "one of the greatest games ever played at
the Curry Hicks Cage." UMass rode the emotion of
Williams' return and beat the Owls, for only the second
time ever. 52-50. on a Tony Barbee buzzer beater

JOSH ReVNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Forward Harper Williams broke his hand the day after

Christmas, yet returned to action four weeks later. The 1 990-
91 A- 10 Player of the Year considered medically redshirting,

but decided to finish his collegiate career this year.

"I wanted to come back against Temple, it was a good
league game and we wanted to prove last season's 1 67-52 j

win wasn't a fluke." said Williams, who made the decision
to play that afternoon.

Williams showed no signs of rust as he scored 17
points and grabbed 1 1 rebounds.

"I have to thank
j Associate Head) Coach | Bill] Bayno

for keepuig me in shape. He worked with me every day so
I would stay in condition." Wilhams said.

Williams said his hand was slightly sore after the
game but he said it did not bother him dunng play.

"It affected my giip a little, so it was tougher to get
rebounds, but that was all." the Bridgeport. Conn, native
said. "It didn't really stop me from plaving my game."

Certainly not enough to stop Williams from delivering
a monster dunk with 10:21 remaining in regulation.

"He was unbelievable tonight." Calipan said of his star
center. "We couldn't have won tonight without Harper. He
just attacks inside, battles for rebounds and he under-
stands how to get himself open a little better than Lou."

R^. who scored 12 points against Temple, will likely
benefit the most from Williams' return.

"Having Harper back lets me move the base line
freely." Roe said "Harpers a big force down there they
have to keep an eye on him which frees me up to get the
backdoor dunks.

"I was kind of afraid for Harper for a little bit." Roe
said. "I didn't know if he would be all right out there with
his hand, but after seeing him snag a couple of rebounds
and dunk a couple. I said this guy's all right."

The Collegian - your dally
source \ov UMass Sports results.
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By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

While Atlantic 10 basketball teams
have begun to achieve unprecedented
success over recent years, the league itself
still does not command much respect
among Associated Press' Top 25 voters.

While the league is better than ever
this season, the memory of its weaker
days in the late '80s persist.

As recently as 1989-90 the A- 10 posted
a miserable 48-57 (.444) non-conference
record. Last season the conference re-
corded a 76-36 non-league mark and this
season it is off to a 52-20 (.722» chp.

In 1989 the league was ranked No. 16
by the RPI power rankings, which the
NCAA Tournament selection committee
uses to select and seed teams for March
Madness. This year the A- 10 is ranked No.
5. However, the 1989-90 statistic is what
many recall when thinking of the A- 10.

"It takes time to gain recognition," said
Mike Shendan, managing editor o(East
era Basketball and Basketball Times and
a respected expert of college basketball.
The A- 10 has a perception problem but it

IS fighting it the best way— on the court.
As the A- 10 teams keep getting better the
perception will also improve."

In the meantime the national reputa-
tionsofA- 10 schools stall out during league
play.

"What I hate most is that when we lose
in our conference we drop out of sight in
the polls." said UMasscoach JohnCalipari.
"This is a tough conference and we
shouldn't be penalized for league losses.

"This year Georgetown loses at Miami
and drops one spot j in the Associated Press
Top 251, we lose at Temple and we drop off
the charts,"Calipan said. "We are expected
to win every game in the conference but
that is ridiculous. How many teams have
won at Temple the last few years?"

Temple is 141-15 all-time in its cozy
3,900-seat stadium.

Temple coach John Chaney agrees the
conference deserves more respect among
basketball writers.

"Last season we lost at The Cage
I UMass' home court 1 and the press wrote
usoffasdead.'Chaney said. That'stough.
Only two schools

I Rutgers. West Virginia
j

besides us have won there in the past
three seasons."

The good news for league schools is
while Top 25 polls offen ignore A- 10
schools, postseason tournaments do not.
Temple won only 1 7 games last season but
joined West Virginia and UMass in the
NCAA Tournament, while Rhode Island
(22-10)and Rutgers! 16-15)wereextended
bids to the NIT.

Springfield "home" games
• Despite a monster last-minute ad-

vertisingcampaign, the Cincinati game at
the Civic Center had some empty seats, as
a few people decided to stay home and
watch on ESPN

• Cahpari criticized UMass fans at the
first night of Abdow's. stating the crowd
was so quiet "thev must have been on
drugs."

• UMass Interim Athletic DirectorGlen
Wong said the Abdow's Tournament would
remain at the Civic Center next season,
despite the Mullins Center being available

• Wlien ESPN's Jim Valvano enU-red
the media room before the Cincinnati game,
just hours after a Sports Illustmted cover
story abt)ut the formerNorth Carolina State
coach's battle with cancer hit newsstands,
he was as lighthearted as ever.

Valvano walked up to the media meal
table, where a spread of cold cuts was
waiting for him, and asked where the
pasta was.

"You got a guy named Calipan as the
head coach and I can't even get a little
pasta in his own building?" Valvanojoked.

• No one was more upset at the Abdow's
outcome thanAlabama-Birmingham. UAB.
who arrived in Springfield with a 10-1
record, was expected to challenge for the
tournament title but ended up going 0-2.
UAB Coach Gene Bartow refused to do

his own radio show after the consolation
game loss to Holy Cross, and an assistant
athletic director was .so disgusted with his
team's performance he failed to stay for
the UMass-South CaroUna final.

He proved to be the only member ofthe
23 voters who did not pick Tony Barbee as
the Tournament MVP. His selection was
Bill Walker of Holy Cross

Atlantic 10 expansion
• Although Duquesne officials won't

admit it, the school's return to the Atlantic
10 is because the Midwestern Collegiate
Conference, which they are currently a
member of. is slated to lose its automatic
NCAA bid next season.

Dayton, a member of the MCC, will
move into the Great Midwest Conference
next season and league membership will
slip to seven, at which time the NCAA is
expected to take away its bid With
Duquesne gone the MCC seems to be on
shaky ground.

A- 1 Commissioner Ron Bertovich said
in November the league was looking to
expand by one member this year and three
after next season, creating the Atlantic 12.

Xavier. LaSalle, and EvansviUe ( which
all currently compete in the MCC>. Dela-
ware. James Madison and Richmond are
all prime candidates.

• Tlie A-lOs biggest obsUcle to expan-
sion may be its lack of a football league.
Three conference teams — Temple.
Rutgers and West Virginia — all have

Turn to A- 10 NOTEBOOK page 6
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Women's hoop sees success
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

If you want an example of the word "improvement "

look no further than the University of Massachusetts
women s basketball team. Even if head coach JoanieO Bnen s club were to lose their remaining 13 games the
team (5-7

)
would still have a better record than last year

What IS even more impressive about the current
turnaround is that of the Minutewomen's seven losses
five ofthem have been decided by six points or less. Also'
UMass has won four of its last five after starting out the
year 1-6. Now that is improvement.

Here is a brief recap of each UMass game over the
break:

OHIO STATE 81, UMASS 48
The Minutewomen were overwhelmed by the rising

meteonte of Ohio State, who have recently shot into the
Top 10 nationally. UMass was pressed into 31 turnovers
against the very physical Buckeyes. Ohio States starting
backcourt ofAudrey Burcy (six steals in 15 minutes) and
Avenll Roberts ( 13 points and three steals ) led the attack

Buckeye forward Katie Smith ( 17 points, five steals)
and center Nikki Keyton ( 12 points, six rebounds) were
too tough inside for the Minutewomen.

The lone bright spoU for the Minutewomen were the
play ofthe frontcourt tandem ofsenior Kim Kristofik 1 16
points. 13 rebounds, four steals) and freshman center
Melissa Gurile ( 10 points, six rebounds).

Wagner Tournament
WAGNER 58. UMASS 52

The Minutewomen nearly pulled off a comeback vic-
tory after falling behind 37-26 at the half Tough defense
forced Wagner into abominable shooting (5-28, 17.9
percent) and allowed UMass to get back into the game.

UMass freshman Octavia Thomas led the way for the
Minutewomen with 21 poinU while Gunle (14 points,
nine rebounds) had another strong showing.

However. Wagner made their free throws ( 1 1 -for- 1 4 in
the second half) down the stretch and they held on for the
victory Wagner was led by forward Kristee Chaplin ( 13
points, four assists) and guard Brenda Milano (nine
points, six assists, and eight rebounds) and Patti
Wmterfeldt ( 14 points, 10 rebounds).

YALE 56, UMASS 54
In the consolation round of the Wagner tournament,

the Minutewomen again fought hard before falling at the
end. UMass outshot Yale 47.8 percent to 35.5 percent,
but Yale, due to eight more rebounds and nine less
turnovers, got off 16 more shote than the Minutewomen.

Gurile led UMass in the scoring department with 18
points, and she had four blocks to boot. The play ofthe two
freshman guards was impressive as well.

Kim Gregory knocked down three treys and piled up
17 points while Tricia Hopson dished out five assists
when turning the ball overjust once in 26 minutes offthe
bench. Thomas pounded the boards up front for the
Minutewomen as she had 13 boards.

UMASS 59, CENTRAL CONNECTICUT 45
The MinuU'Women came up with a much-needed vic-

tory on the road as they cruised past CCSU. Pounding the

boards, the Minutewomen outrebounded CCSU by 17
47-30. In addition, they forced CCSU into 29 turnovers'

Gregory had another explosive night for UMass as she
poured in a team-high 13 rebounds and three steals.

Kim Kristofik helped Gunle out up front as she had 14
points, snatched seven rebounds and doled out a team-
high five assists. Guard Andrea Hartman and forward
Paige Martin, with 15 and 1 1 points re.spectivelv ltd the
way for CCSU.

UMASS 60. SIENA 43
After three straight games on the road the

Minutewomen treated the home fans at the Curry Hicks
Cage to a second straight victory . The frontcourt'led the
way for UMass as the Minutewomen out-rebounded the
Saints 44-33 and held the Saints to 30.5 percent shooting

Kristofik had an excellent all-around game for UMass
asshe had 14 points. 10 rebounds and four assists. Octavia
Thomas shot a torrid eight-for-mne from the fioor to finish
with 16 points. Gurile continued her impressive play in the
post with 16 points, eight rebounds, and two blocks

For the Saints, mad gunner Tammv Smith drilled
three tnfecUs while on her wa v to a game-high 1 7 points

UMASS 66. TEMPLE 63
On the road to Philadelphia, the Minutewomen came

back from a six-point deficit and came away with their
first regular season Atlantic 10 victorv in three years. A
late 6-0 run enabled UMass to get past the Owls.

Kristofik paced the way for UMass with 18 points
Thomas scored 16 points, many of them in clutch mo-
menU. Gregory, meanwhile, helped out in the backcourt
with 14 points UMass outscored the Owls 38-14 in the
backcourt. Temple guard Chantel Adkins scored 15 poinU
with four 3-point8.

UMASS 88. HOFSTRA 53
With a blowout of the Flying Dutchwomen. UMass

made it four victories in a row. UMass widened a four-
point halftime lead (at one point in the first half Hofstra
had a 26-18 lead) with fierce defense (Hofstra shot 40
percent in the first half, 17.9 in the second half) tough
rebounding (UMass had 56 boards. Hofstra 36) and
white-hot shooting (64 5 percent in the second half)

Kristofik led the way {'^T UMass again, as she pumped
in 22 points and grabbed nine rebounds. Gunle wreaked
havoc in the paint as she scored 20 points, snagged eight
boards and blocked three shots.

Octavia Thomas (11 points) hit the glass for a team-
high 11 rebounds while Tncia Hopson (seven poinU)
dished out a team-high seven assisU. Gregory and Gloria
Nevarei each chipped in with eight points

TEMPLE 46, UMASS 40
It was payback time for Temple as the Owls ended

UMass' four-game win streak with a hard-fought sloppy
(47 total turnovers) victory. UMass trailed bv 15 with 12
minutes to go but nearly pulled it out with a 12-3 run
before Temple regrouped and came away with the win.

OctaviaThomas scored 1 2 points for the Minutewomen
to lead the way while Gurile chipped in 10 points, 1

'

rebounds and four blocks
For Temple. Chantel Adkins continued to bomb away as

she knocked down three tre.vs on her way to twelve points
Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP page 7
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Duquesne back
in Atlantic 1
By MICHAEL MOKKISSEY
Collegian Siafi

The Atlantic 10 is aow the Atlantic 8, but next
year will be the Atlantic 9.

Confused? You should be. because for the second
time in two years. Duquesne University is leaving
their conference. This time, Duquesne is leaving
the Midwestern Collegiate Conference and re-
turning to the Atlantic 10 Conference, from which
it lelt last January.

The Pittsburgh school left the A-10 last winter
reportedly due to a netnl to revive Mid-Atlantic
rivalries Duquesne was reportedly upset that
LaSalle University was not admitted to the A-10
and decided to join the MCC with LaSalle.

But things have apparently changed in the last
12 months, enough to make Duquesne reconsider
lis current stature With the Universitv of Dayton
leaving the MCC for the Great Midwest, the con-
ference will not get an automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament next year.

While Duquesne ofiicials dismissed notions that
this was the reason. President Murray did say. "We
came across information not shared with us diinng
the recruiting process, and we are in a process where
we continue to as.sess and reassess our position

'

Duquesne is a charter member ofthe Atlantic 10
Conference, w hich was formed pnor to the 1976-77
season The Dukes will rejoin the A-10 effective
July 1. 1993.Theathleticdirector8oftheconference
voted unanimously to reinstate the school.

"The A- 10 has reached a new level ofexcellence— both on and ofTtheplaving fields— and Duquesne
University will again be a part of that." A-10
commissioner Ron Bertovich said "When Duquesne
approached us aUmt returning to the conference.
Dr Murray made it clear he believes the A- 10 is the
best place for the Dukes' athletic program.

"Duquesne University had always lieen a valued
member ofthe A- 10 Conference and we are pleased
to have Duquesne with us," he .said.

University of Mas.sachusetts head basketball
coach John Cahpari wasjust as excited as Duquesne.

"I think it's great." he said. "It makes the con-
ference stronger I get to go l)ack to Pittsburgh."
Calipan is a native of Moon. Pennsylvania, and
was a former assistant to Paul Evans at the Uni
versity of Pittsburgh.

mm^
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continued from poge 2

This might've been the biggest win
we've had. coming off those losses. I'm
proud of this team."

Massachusetts 76, Geo. Wash. 68
This game wasn't as close as the score

indicated, because UMass took the
Colonials out of the game from the open-
ing tip-off, when Lou Roe outleapt the
much heralded Yinka Dare. UMass
jumped out to an 18-2 lead, and 10 minutes
had gone by before a player other than
Dare had scored for GW.

Roe had 16 points and 14 rebounds,
while Dare only mustered 6 points and
four rebounds. George Washington could
not or would not get him the ball, and
when Dare had the ball, reserve JeffMeyer
contested his shots.

"I Dare I damn sure looks intimidating,"
said Roe. "The key is to try not to let him
get the ball too close to the basket, and
keep him out of the game by gettmg him
into foul trouble."

Leading UMass offensively was Tony
Barbee, who scored 24 pointe, 12 of which
came on free throws.

The Colonials, who fell to 0-3 in the
Atlantic 10. began fouling the Minutemen
when they were only trailing 57-47 with
five minutes left in the ball game From
there, George Washington could only shave
two points off the final margin.
Massachusetts 84. Rhode Island 72
The Minutemen (9-4, 3-1 in the Atlan-

tic 10) reverted to old form, taking Rhode
Island (10-4. 2-1 A-10) out of the game
early and winning their eighth in a row
against the Rams. Lou Roe (20 points. 10
rebounds) and Jerome Malloy (21 points)
were a combined 16-for-21 from the field,

and the Minutemen led by as much as 28
points before mailing in the last seven
minutes of the game.

UMass fell behind 10-5 after the first

five minutes of the game, but jumped out
in front two minutes later when Dana

Dingle showed offhisjump shot to put the
team up 12-10 with 12:56 left. The Min-
utemen never looked back, and by the end
of the game, their thoughts jumped to
Temple and sweet revenge at the Cage.

Massachusetts 52, Temple 50
Unbelievable.

In one of the greatest games in Curry
Hicks Cage history, the Minutemen, by
virtue of their best player's triumphant
return from injury and their second best
player's last second shot, exacted revenge
on Temple by defeating the Owls for only
the second time in 24 tries.

Shocking nearly every spectator in the
building. Harper Williams returned only
27 days aft^r breaking his hand, but it was
Tony Barbee who stole the show with his
second chancejumper to give UMass a 52-
50 win.

The last few seconds were kind ofcrazy
,"

said Barbee. "1 thought oh my God, I

missed,' got the ball back and just let it fly.

UMass (10-4) had a nine-point lead
with 5:43 left in the game, but Temple's
Aaron McKie caught fire. A layup and a
dunk by McKie cut the lead to five, and
Derrick Battie hit a layup to cut the lead
to three. After Mike Williams hit one ft^e
throw, McKie hit from three-point land to
cut the lead to one.

With 2:58 left. Rick Brunson hit a layup
to put Temple up by one. and McKie hit

another three-pointer to give Temple a
four-point lead. What followed was simply
miraculous.

Jerome Malloy missed a free throw,
but Lou Roe rebounded the miss and put
the ball in off the glass to cut the lead to

two. After stopping Temple, Harper Wil-
liams was fouled and hit two free throws
to tie the game. 50-50.

With 1:13 left Temple should have shot
quickly in order to get the ball back, in
essence plaving two shots for UMass* one.
They didn't, instead winding the shot clock
all the way down to one before McKie
attempted a desperation shot with 27 sec-

onds left that wasn't close.

MA'10 notebook
continued from poge 4

Division 1 football programs and all

currently compete in the Big East for

football. Ifthe Big East looks to expand
for all sports, those three schools would
be likely candidates.

Rutgers has also spoken with the
Big Ten about becoming its 12th
member. West Virginia basketball
coach Gale Catlett said he wants his

school to become the 10th member of
the Atlantic Coast Conference.

Other Notes
• The best line from the Duquesne

teleconference came when a Pittsburgh
reporter facetiously called out to Ray
Cella, A-10 director ofconmiunication.

"Ray, Bruce Parkhill IPenn State
men's basketball coach] here. I want
back in the conference."

• UMass recruits Tyrone Weeks, a
6-foot-7 forward from Philadelphia's
Franklin Learning Center and Edgar
Padilla. a 6-foot-3 guard playing in
Puerto Rico, have yet to pass their
SATs.

Both reportedly scored 660 on the
test. A 700 IS needed to be eligible to

play.

UMass' two other recruits,
Hartford's 6-foot- 10 MarcusCamby and
Thayer (Braintree, Mass.) Academy
guard Carmelo Traveiso have both al-

ready made the grade and will play
next season.

• In a sign of how ugly college re-

cruiting can be. some rival coaches
spread the word that Weeks and Padilla
scored in the neighborhood of 400 on
the SAT. The idea is to create bad
publicity for UMass and so if either
player passes his test, it will look like

he cheated.
• UMass' Prop 48 casualty this sea-

son, Donta Bright, said he earned a 2.8

GPA last fall.

• After the UMass-Temple game in

Philadelphia, Calipari and Temple as-

sistant coach Dean Demopoulos en-

gaged in a heated argument, apparently
about recriiiting practices.

Temple is still in the running for

Philadelphia's 6-foot- 11

Rasheed Wallace, considered by many
to be the top high school player in the
country. The Minutemen had been re-

cruiting Wallace until Camby commit-
ted to UMass.

Demopoulos asserted that UMass
was still recruiting Wallace and thus
hindering his efforts. Calipari, who has
already committed all four of his
scholarships for next season, said that
was ridiculous and berated Demopoulos
for "trashing the UMass program."

After a few minutes of jawing at
each other. Calipari walked away.

• The best rumor about next season's
UMass schedule is a possible Minute-
men-Kentucky match-up in the Mullins
Center, to be televised nationally on
CBS.

UMass is already slated to play
Oklahoma (away), DePaul (away) and
Flonda State (home ), while Notre Dame
looks to be the featured opponent at
Abdow's.

• When Chris Robinson dunked in
the final seconds of the UMass-Boston
University game he became the final

Minuteman to score this season.
• The top three UMass dunks thus

far: ?) Walk-on Craig Berry's two
handed jam, on a nice feed from Giddel
Padilla, in the second half of the BU
game.

2 ) Harper Williams' baseline, double-
pump dunk in the Siena game.

1 )Lou Roe'sastoundingone-handed.
baseline, monster-slam over Temple's
Derrick Battie in t he UMass-Owl game
at the Cage.

There'sA
NewVfaytoGet
toMtlom.
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Here's a hint:

)
Now it's even easier to ski closer to home! And

purchasins a combination bus/lift ticket saves you
money, too! Take the Peter Pan bus, any day of the

week, from any one of these locations and enjoy
great skiing day and night at nearby Mt. Tom

AMHERSTAJMASS
NORTHAMPTON

SPRINGFIELD

BRDGEPORT

Mt.TOM
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College Basketball Notebook
College hoop has given us many different things over

the break: zaniness. tragedy. upseU, classic battles and
so on and so forth. Here is the College Basketball Note-
book for winter break.

Surprise, surprise: Virginia was the final undefeated
team in the nation, surprising everyone before running
into North Carolina, who I must begrudgingly say are
playing as good as any team in the nation. The Cavaliers
are playing tough two-way basketball, but despite the
\ictory at Duke, I am still not completely sold on Virginia.

Jeff

' ' "

CROFTS
Vulnerable: Even before the loss to Virginia, the

Blue Devils have looked vulnerable (see Oklahoma and
Iowa I this year. Something is missing, and I'm trying to
figure out what it is. Grant Hill is absolutely incredible.
Bobby Hurley is still Bobby HuHey and Thomas Hill is an
underrated player, but .something is lacking. Did some-
one say Christian Laettner?
Hawkeye tragedy: It is said many times in the tragic

death of a young athlete, but the unfortunate passing of
Iowa forward Chris Street puts things into perspective.
Basketball isjust a game, although it is hard to remember
that sometimes. Street, who was killed in a car accident,
will be remembered in Iowa City for his intense play on
the court.

BC Eagles rise and then fall: I was extremely quiet
when Boston College rose into the Top 25 after a string of
Big East victories. Surprisingly, I am still quiet after

three straight losses dropped them back out ofthe Top 25.
It would be nice to see a UMass-BC battle in the NCAAs.
I want to see it. Badly.

Kansas a complete team: The best overall team in
the NCAA is Kansas as the AP poll says so Rex Walters
is starting to play like he is on a mission, while everyone
else on the Jayhawks is quietly doing theirjobs very wt- II.

Darrin Hancock has not exploded the way 1 envisioned he
would, but he is doing a tremendousjob on the overlooked
things like offensive rebounding and defense.
Geor^a Tech on skids: After beating Duke at home.

Georgia Tech has responded by losing their next three
games. One of those losses came at the hands of the
College of Charleston, which sounds like a team John
Thompson would schedule

Mr. Robinson's Neighborhood: Purdue's Glenn
Robinson has made the most impact of any newcomer
into the college ranks. He can do it all Robinson vs. Chris
Webber will be the matchup of the "908.

Visit the Bakery in Hartford: Vin Baker continues
to pile up numbers for the University of Hartford and will
soon be NBA bound. Did somone sav Reggie Ivewis? It
looks like Baker could be taking a si'milar route as the
Celtics star.

Finally, a telegram just arrived from Temple
University addressed to Lou Roe: Lou. dunk vou very
much for treating me to the Spalding Sandwich vou fed
me at the Cage, the leather was very tastv. I enjoyed it
very much. Hope to have another one very soon Sincerely
Derrick Battie.

JeffCrofta is a Collegian columnist
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Wednesday, lanuary 27, 1993 / PageJanuary a hectic month for Boston sports fan
.l!:!!^.?!y^V^'--^^^^^^-^r^^^ir^r wasrehir.H«..K..........„„„_ ...... . Y^^"^^^ ^J^l^AtJ^ LClltFor those ofyou who were stuck in Amherst all winter
break and were subjected to the monotony ofthe western
Massachusetts sports scene, 1 feel for you (Really howmuch news can one take about the Springfield Indians'^)

Keigmng from the sports mecca of Boston I however
spent myJanuaryconsuming all the Boston sports anyone.'
outside of Lddie Andelman, could possibly handle

Long gone are the days of 1985-86 where all four area
sports teams found their way into the championships of
their respective sports. However, like my old Toyota the
Boston sports scene can still heat up for some great times

So in case you were in Amherst over break or had your
head m the ground ( I remind you they are one and the
same) here are the Top Ten big things that happened in
Boston sports over January.

.„Z;rce?;faStofpttd"a^7'bIttd^°E.'':°S ^ ^„ t^-^ ^^l
-.one,- for the g«a^t player ,n

never make the Hall „f Fame 4:aur„f th"t Zh .^T^";.^ ?°""^ I'T'"- '»«'> <"' *>"'-e"4h u.

a pn,ss conference, CouVh rma;/S^?,.7f".,^.' ? ?^!^.^!°
"aU the Yankee, and was happy to be on thea press conference, Coughlin made it seem like loyalty

kept him at B.C.. until a reporter asked if B C offered
him more money. Of course his reply was yes.

NT
* r ^?^ ^'^^ ^"^^ °"^ arbitration. What would anyNew England winter be like without the rumblings for

more money? Both John Dopson and Luis Rivera went to
arbitration and both got raises. Rivera found his way to
another deal worth over a million a year. Dopson who
did not play last year, was given a $200,000 increase.

Jason

NASH

never make the Hall of Fame because of the biased
manner in which he broadcasted CelUcs games Whilemany will say "Havlicek Ftole the ball" was Johnny's
greatest call, my generation will always remember Game
Six of the Eastern Conference Finals as Johnny's best
"AlUlllllI right, Thomas to inbound.

. ANDBIRDSTFAI S
IT, OVER TO DJ LAYS IT IN!"

^^
9 — Boston College Football. This team has the dis-

tinction ofbeing the only Boston organization I don't like
Wat<:hing this football team on New Year's only made my
break sweeter.

B.C. rode the greatest wave of media hype since the
Royal Rumble, and just like wrestling they proved to be
a bunch of fakes as Tennesee stomped, mauled and
Buttafuocoed its way to a Hall of Fame Bowl victory

There are three reasons I don't like B.C. Football A)
The media hyped this team to be as great as the 72"
Dolphins, while everyone knew they weren't; B) At the
sUrt ofthe season, the Eagles claimed they were playing
for a teammate who had died ofcancer, yet on Bowl week
B.C. never mentioned his name;C ) Finally,Tom Coughliii

women 's hoop

sign a pitcher who hasn't played in a year and a shortstop
who had the fourth worst fieldingpercenUge in the league.

7— Peter Gammons. Not an actual event, but still a
great reason to love Boston sports. This Boston Globe
columnist would be better in the front office than most
general managers in the league, including Lou Gorman.

6 — Brett Hull trade rumors. 1 know it will never
happen, but it's great to dream. Because of Hull's
lackluster start (yet he's still in the top ten in goals
scored), the word around St. Louis is that he wants out
Wouldn t the reuniting ofH ull 'n Gates create some sweet
music around the "Gaaahden"?

5— The Celtics. The C's started their winter break as
ugly as Chelsea Clinton and ended as perfect as the Gore
daughters. Alter going 1-4 on their West Coast trip the
CelUcs regrouped at home and peeled offS of 1 0. incl uding
seven in a row. Granted this is no Championship team
but It is a good team and a playoff team.

4— Wade Boggs. As The Boston Globe put it, "Gotham
has got Its Batman - Indeed it has, as Wade Boggs signed
with the New York Yankees for more than three million

other side of one of sports oldest rivalries.

3— Marcus Webb. Marcus, Marcus, Marcus. Couldn't
you have thought ofa better excuse than being stopped by
the police? I'd hke to beUeve you, but no one in that entire
area saw you get stopped You said you recall one of the
officers being named "Smith.- but it turns out that no one
on either the Brookline orNewton forces are named Smith

With all the racial strife in Boston. Webb's action just
adds to the problems and the stigma about racism the city
has. Remember about three years ago when Dee Brown
was in Wellseley center and police officers held him on
the ground at gunpoint outside a bank, thinking he was
a former bank robber?(You know how those bank robbers
always return to the scene of the crime.

)

2—BillParcell.s. Supnsingly.Mr. Farcells took a worse
situation than the one offered in Tampa Bav one vear ago
by taking the job as the PatrioU' head coach' Tampa
ofiered him everything but Disney World last year and
according toclose friend Will McDounough. Parcells needed
some time ofl" last season, but found he reallv missed
coaching. It's clear Farcells is the best man for the job.

1 — Drum roll please. Meeting Larry Bird. While at-
tendinga Celtics-Rockets game. I was lucky enough to sit
next to where Larry Bird, Dave Gavitt and all the Celtics
brass were sitting. I'd like to say a ray of sunshine broke
out in the Garden as I met him, but it didn't, although 1

did shake his hand and say. "You're the greatest."
After the game Larry made his way. ugly sweater and

alL across the Garden parquet into the locker room while
about 1 ,000 remaining fans gave him a standing ovationA young boy in front ofme asked his father who Bird was
and the father replied, "That's the greatest player ever

"

A liUle dramatic sir, but I could not agree with vou more
There you have it. one ofthe most exciting Januarys for

Boston .sports in recent memones. Back to school and
Amherst Hey, anyone know who won the Temple game">

contmued tronn page 5

Forward Margarete Rougier led the Owls with 14 points.
Minutewomen notes: Guard Maleeka Valentine has

returned from an early season leg iryury to claim a
starting role in the backcourt.

Gurile, who leads the Minutewomen in scoring ( 15 8
ppg). rebounding ( 7.9 rpg) and blocks (2.3 per game) has
twice been named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Week.

Note: Aa of press time, the results of Saturday's St
Bonaitnture and Mondays George Washington game
u^re not avadable.
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Cloudy with light snow in the
afternoon, highs in the low 30s.

Local News:
Former Sandinista ambassador Francisco Campbell

explains the intentions of the Sandinistan government to
break with Nicaragua's colonial past. Page 3.

Arts & Living:
The Material Girl proves once again she has
no acting ability whatsoever in her latest

lame joke of a film. Page 7.
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Chancellor search
process underway
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

A committee has started reviewing
candidates for chancellor of the UMass-
Amherst campus and hope to have a list of
finalists completed in time to have the
new chancellor in place before Richard
O'Brien leaves the post.

There are 70 applicants vying for the
position being vacated by O'Brien who is
ending his two-year tenure as interim
chancellor at the end of this semester.

The 15-member search committee,
made up of University officials, students
and professors, sUrted the process in
October and advertised for a new chan-
cellor throughout the late fall They hope
to find a new chancellor by the time d'Bnen
leaves, according to Chairperson Rina
Spence.

The committee will review the
candidate's applications and make rec-
ommendations to University President
Michael K. Hooker, said committee
member Abel Ponce de Leon, an associate
professor in the Department ofVeterinarv
and Animal Sciences. Hooker will then
send his recommendations and those of
the committee to the University's Board of

Trustees, which will make the final deci-
sion. Ponce de Leon said.

"It isgoing to be an exhaustive process,"
Ponce de Leon said.

Graduate Student Senate President
Marc Kenen said he personally would like
to see a new chancellor able to undersUnd
the needs of undergraduate and graduate
education and public research. That is
going to be a lot so we need a special
person."

Kenen. a doctoral student in the School
of Education, said he would like to see a
person that understands UMass s diver-
sified campus.

"It is a tremendous challenge finding
the person because somany different needs
are placed on that person," Kenen said.

Because the chancellor may be on
campus for the next 15 years. Ponce de
Leon also said that he would like to see the
new chancellor be aware and sensitive to
creating a multicultural and diverse
campus.

The new chancellor should also have
scholarly credentials, according to Ponce
de Leon.

Roger S. Porter, former head of the
department of Polymer Science and En-

Turn to CHANCEUOR page 6

NEXT TIME I'll LEND YOU A QUARTER FOR THE METER OKAY?- Compute
graphics major Douglas Mazza, class of 94. prepares for Ph. Mu Deltas spr«g njsn wrth
something sure to frustrate Amherst Towing

Weld 'grinch'
on education
in '94 budget
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William F. Weld proposed a
$ 15.2 billion budget for fiscal year 1994 Wednesday
that critics instantly labeled a fraud because it does
not contain $361 miUion for education.

Weld said he is willing to revisit the budget and
make cuts to come up with the education funds if
the Legislature passes a reform package now before
the House.

"I'm always happy to be the grinch, as I've said
in the past," Weld said.

But Weld refused to tip his hand and say where
the money would come from, although he said draft
versions of his budget included the funds. "One
thing I like about this approach is I think it does
keep the heat on for passage of the ed reform bill,"
he said.

The budget assumes a 4.5 percent growth in tax
revenue to $10.46 billion, with no new taxes, and
would raise $100 million through new lottery
gambling games. It calls for tax breaks for tuition
costs and health care for the elderly.

The $15.2 billion spending is about $1 billion
more than the governor proposed spending this
year, and is about $300 million higher than the
state is actually expected to spend by the end ofthis
fiscal year June 30.

Weld, a fiscal conservative, has defended the
spending as realistic given state revenues, despite
criticism from democrats.

The governor said he believes Wall Street will
look on the budget favorably in evaluating the
state's fiscal health. "I think that they feel that this
is a budget which is in structural balance and that's
good news," he said.

Bond rating agencies recently upgraded Massa-
chusetts' bond rating aft^r the state recorded the
lowest in the nation during the height of its fiscal

problems.

The administration says the budget is balanced
without relying on one-time "gimmicks" to raise
revenues, and reflects increased control overgrowth
in "budget buster" accounts like Medicaid that

Turn to WELD, page 10

Spike Lee to visit UM campus
Malcolm X director to kick offBlack History Month

COURTESY AFRK AM SOCIETY
Filmmaker Spike Lee

By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

Filmmaker Spike I.ee. writer-director of the autobio-
graphical Malcolm X, is set to speak at the Fine Arts
Center next week, kicking offBlack History Month cvenUs
at the University.

The lecture i.s being sponsored by the Afrik-Am .Soci-
ety, a student organization highlighting the cultural
contributions of African-Americans.

Kay West, president ofthe Afrik-Am Society, said .she
was excited for Lee's visit, calling it "a great start for
Black Histor>' Month."

"We invited Spike to UMass becau.se of his ability to
draw a diverse audience." she .said. "We hope this event
can bring students together at the University."

Spike Lee is planning to discuss racism in America
during his lecture and will address last semester's racial
incidents which sparked campus-wide protests and at-
tracted the attention of national media.

At age 36. Spike Lee has established himself as
America's premier Black filmmaker, independently
producing six films over the last seven years. Many of
Lee's films have become well known for their focus on
racial issues in America.

Since the release ofShe's Gotta Have It in 1987. Spike
Lee has produced, written, directed and acted in all six of
his films, and has received numerous film awards. Lee
was also nominated for an academy award for his
screenplay of the 1989 release, Do the Right Thing.

Lee's most recent film Malcolm X is playing in the-
aters nationwide and has been highly acclaimed by

Turn to LEE. poge 6

Marshall honored at high court
WASHINGTON (AP) — Thurgood Marshall's body

was returned today to the Supreme Court buildingwhere
he won his greatest victory as a civil rights lawyer and
later became the nation's first Black justice.

"The battle done, the Victory won. . . the songs of
triumph have begun, hallelujah," said the Rev. Kawsai
Thornell, canon of the Washington Cathedral, who led
the procession into the imposing court buildingon Capitol
Hill.

The marble-columned Great Hall was opened to allow
people to file past and viev/ Marshall's coffin. The line
stretched around the block on a cold, sunny winter day.
The building was to remain open for at least 10 hours.

Marshall, who died Sunday at age 84, became only the
second Supreme Court Justice to be honored by having

his casket lie in sUte at the court. He retired from the
court 18 months ago.

"I'm here because I owe him quite a bit," said Donald
Adams, a Black retired government worker who arrived
at 6:45 a.m. to become the first person in line for the
public viewing.

"My family owes him quite a bit, this country owes him
quite a bit," Adams said of the man he never met.

Print shop supervisor Arthur Williams ofWashington
said he had met Marshall several times, and admired
him "for opening doors, for being an architect ofthe law."

"He was Mr. Integration to us," Williams said. Erold
Jean Francois, an immigrant from Haiti who now attends
school in Miami, said, "We can see the impact that he has

Turn to MARSHAU. page 12
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Clinton to rescind ban on gays
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated fVess

WASHINGTON — President Clinton sent Defense
Secretary Les Aspin to Capitol Hill and worked the
phones himself yesterday to lobby in favor of allowing
gays in the military. The White House said Chnton would
not back down from his pledge to hft the ban. but tried to
mute criticism by saying he also would propose a strict
military conduct code.

Clinton personally called Senate Armed Services
Committee Chairman Sam Nunn to discuss Nunn's stiff

opposition to lifting the ban. the White House said as
Clinton delayed for at least one day his policy an-
nouncement as he tried to quell the protest.

Clinton communications director George

Stephanopoulos acknowledged the White House was
receiving "a fairamount"ofphone calls opposing Clinton's
position, but said the new president was undaunted by
the outcry.

"He believes that individuals should not be prevented
from serving their country solely on the basis of status,"
Stephanopoulos said. "I think that the president under-
stood when he made this decision that it was likely to be
a controversial decision."

The Clinton spokesman insisted the firestorm would
not distract Clinton from other pressing duties, putting
the finishing touches on his economic plan and searching
for an attorney general chief among them. But it was
clear that Clinton's decision to go ahead with lifting the
military's ban on gays was testing Clinton s mettle in his
earliest days in the White House.
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BOSTON (AP)- Boston University has hired an out-
side auditor to investigate reports that its administrators
and trustees benefitted financially from unethical busi-
ness dealings with the university.

The move follows attacks on BU President John Silber
by his own faculty and other critics. University officials

said Silber. the outspoken 1990 Democratic nominee for
governor, ordered the examination himself

"We cannot sit back any longer allowing anonymous
sources to attack us," said KeN-in Carleton. the umversity's
spokesman.

The attorney general's office also is investigating BU's
president, trustees and other top administrators and
their business dealings.

Catleton said Wednesday that the accounting firm
Coopers & Lybrand had been hired to examine whether
there have been conflicts of interest. The firm has been
given access to BU financial records and to the personal
records of Silber and other umversity officials.

Silber himself was in Germany Wednesday and could
not be reached.

Reports ofwrongdoing have been swirling around the
university sincedocumenU surfaced showing Silber made
$386,700 from the 1988 sale of Seradyn, Inc. a medical

diagnostic company BU controlled. Silber has denied
profiting from Seradyn, and has questioned the docu-
ments' accuracy.

Newspapers have reported that BU invested in com-
panies in which its retired treasurer and former chief
investment adviser, medical school chief and other top
university officials owned stock; and that have university
contracts. Most are law firms and consulting companies.

And when Silber ran for governor, at least one-fourth
ofthe 5 1 people on his finance committee reportedly were
business executives who had dealings with BU. Their
duties included running fund-raising events and asking
friends and business associates to contribute.
A non-profit, tax-exempt institution, the university is

prohibited by law from becoming involved in political
campaigns. But Carleton said he saw nothing wrong with
individual c-ontractors raising money for Silber.

"Individuals are free to associate and participate in a
political campaign." he said. "That is their right. It's in
the Constitution."

The faculty council, elected representatives of the
university's 2.612 professors, released a two-page reso-
lution Jan. 20 calling for a code of ethics covering the
school's trustees and top administrators

is accepting applications
NOW for typists & a librarian.

Interested students should
contact Michelle Bayliss, at

113 Campus Center • 545-3500

UMqss Police Log
Compiled by lason George

Police reporU'd early Tuesday that two
individuals were assaulted by two subjects
in the lobby ofJohnson and again outside
the dorm A male subject was taken to
University Health Services and received
sutures to close a laceration to his eye. The
case is under investigation, police said.

In a separate incident, an off-campus
argument resulted in a group of subjects
chasing two individuals down Fearing
Street and assaulting one subject.

Larceny
• An individual reported the theft of her
ATM card to police Monday morning. The

individual was notified in late January
that close to $1,000 had been withdrawn
from the bank. The case is still under
investigation, police said.

• An individual reported late Tuesday the
theftofa clothes hampercontainingclothes
from the curb while he was unloading his
vehicle. Police estimate the value of the
clothes at $210.
• Police received a report from an indi-
vidual early Monday evening that a box of
computer paper from his room during
intersession. Police estimate the value of
the paper of $100.
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The Daily Kent Staler, the student newspaper
at Kent State University, listed the top 10 most
boring things to do, as reported The Boring In-
stitute.

The Boring Institute is one-man organization
run by Alan Caruba in Maplewood. N.J. Living in
Mapelwood. N.J. must really be boring.

The list is: 1) Standing in line, 2) Laundry 3)
Commuting 4) Meetings 5» Diets 6) Exercises 7»
Weeding lawn or garden 8) Housework 9) Political
debates 10 1 Opening junk mail.

Out of the blue
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian apologizes to

Its readers for not getting an exclusive interview
with teen-dream Debbie Gibson Our friends at
Boston University's Daily Free Press beat us to the
punch, but to make up for it. "News from other U's"
will provide the high (or low) lights.

You may remember Gibson as the perky, bouncy,
blonde-haired musical talent, who provided us with
such classics as "Electric Youth" and the dreamy
"Lost in your eyes."

Gibson, now a mature 22. has changed from
teenie-bopper to sex kitten In hernew video. "Losing
myself," Gibson plays a striper.

"People right from the siart wanted me to have
this sexy image, and it took six years before I feel

comfortable doing a sexier video or sexier music."
Gibson told the Free Press. "IThe media I says What
is this?" when I'm being too goody-goody and 'What
is this' when I'm being sexy.

Gibson, who has been critical ofMadonna's book
SEX. was not comfortable enough to pose nude in
Playboy.

"I could never appear nude." Gibson said. "I

wasn't flattered by the offer, I kind of figured that
everyone gets asked to pose sooner or later."

Gibson went on to explain she doesn't wear her
own perfume and how she is involved in the AIDS
movement but as with her songs, their just is not
much substance to Ms. Debbie.

Sounds familiar
Efforts to create a graduate student union at the

University of Texas have apparently stalled out.
according to The Daily Texan.
A group of 1 2 graduate students, who have been

shunned at their own school, tried to pressure the
Texas State Legislature to recognize them as a
union. They failed.

The dozen think their political power is great
enough to change policy in the state. Others think
they are giving themselves too much credit.

"We can elect our employers who are state leg-

islators." graduate studentAndy Boeger said. "This
gives us a certain amount of policy influence."

Twelve votes provide very little influence, ac-
cording to Robert Ovetz, anothergraduate student.
Tou are fooling yourself if you think you can

screw UT by going to the Legislature." Ovetz said.
Jeff Lacher. a union organizer, agrees that the

legislative approach won'twork unti 1 there is greater
unity.

"Ifit's 10 loud-mouthed students complaining to
the Legislature, they don't care," Lacher said.

Loud-mouthed graduate students, who think
they are influential? Sounds like a staffmeeting of
the UMass Grad Voice.

Sounds familiar, Part II

Following in the footsteps of our fair Amherst,
the city of Kent, Ohio is currently battling with
local drinkingestablishment, according to the Doz/y
Kent Stater.

The City Council is appealing the issuance of a
liquor permit to the Shark Club .

Cited as a reason to take away the liquor permit.

Law Director Don Martell said area residents had
complained about noise.

"There was fairly extensive testimony that there
would be a detrimental impact on the neighbor-

hood caused by the issuance ofthe permit," Martell

said.

Quilt project decorates UMass
Gives students chance to express feelines on AIDS
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Correspondent

Students, faculty and staff from the Five College
community are expressing their feelings about the im
pact ofthe AIDS/HIV crisis by stitching together squares
for the "Beyond the Names" quilt project.

Using donated cloth, yarn, fabric markers, buttons,
paper, glitter and other materials. 20 panels of45 squares
have been created so far.

"It has been such a powerful project." according to
Myra Edelstein of the University of Massachusetts and
Hampshire College Health Education offices.

The project is not meant to compete with the Names
ProjectAIDS memorial quilt which preserves the memoi-y
of AIDS victims, but rather to provide a forum for stu-
dents to express their feelings about the crisis.

"IThe local quilt project I gives students a chance to
express to other students how they feel about this crisis."
Edelstein said. "Its about cherishing life, embracing
diversity and being smart by practicing .safe sex."

About a year ago. students from the Hampshire Col-
lege Womens' Resource Center contacted educators from
the Five College AIDS and STD Committee who were
able to obUin one of only 10 available grants from the
American College Health Association for the project.

Through the leadership ofthe Committee, the "Beyond
the Names" quilts were displayed at all five campuses in
honor of World AIDS Day during the week of Dec. 1.

Edelstein said she hopes the local quilt project will
continue to grow and move throughout the Five College
community. Quilt panel kit materials can be obtained
from the University Health Education Office

Not only a powerful education tool, the quilt project "is

A section in the 'Beyond the Names" quilt pro|ect

also an incredible piece of art." .said Edelstein.
The quilts are currently on display lu-ar Clinics 1. 2.

and 3 on the first floor of the University Health (ViiU'r
The public is invited to attend the University IIimIiIi

Service Gallery Opening on Feb. 1 1 from.'SloTp in wlun-
the "Beyond the Names" quill will Ik- featured

Student gov't considers layoffs
By ALYSSA M OWENS
Collegian SUff

Undergraduate Student Senate officials discussed the
possibility of cutting some professional University staff
positions last night, in lieu ofan increase in the Student
Activities Trust Fund fee to be used for salary raises.

"The Student Government feels very strongly that the
Division of Student Activities is heavily overstaffed and
that there are cuts that need to be made in the number of
personnel," said Student Senate President Jen Wood.
"Student Government will only support the increase if

steps are being undertaken to reduce that number of
personnel."

The proposal to increase the Student Activities Trust
Fund fee resulted from a 13 percent pay increase for all

state employees, which was passed by the State legisla-
ture last Decemt)er.

It would require an addition of $7.50 to the $1 12.50

that every University studinl \m\> c-.kIi \k.u i.> UiihI
operation costs of Registered Student Organi/ali<>ti>;iti.|

salaries of Division of Student .Affairs .staff.

Wood .said the Student (n>veriiriu-nt Trii>li-r> nn-
working with Vice Chancellor Thomas H Koitinsoii U>
restructure the Division of Student Aihviti.s .nui tlii'

Student Activities Office.

The Trustees hope that a plan can U- wm ki-d lo cilhti
eliminate the fee increase or. instead, usoil fur additional
RSO funding, Wood .said.

The Senate also voted to a.ssist the Central . Nort luasl
and Sylvan Area Government elections tin Feb. I(i. pn»-
viding nomination papers, puttiitu out and counting
ballots, and other election task?*. The constitution «»f the
Student Government A.ssociation calls for thecommit tee's

assistance in all Area Government elections

The Senate aLso n>solved that the SGA will In.ld its

elections for student government president and student
Trustee on March 9 and 10.

Sandinistas' objectives lauded
By JULIE OLSON
Collegian Correspondent

The Sandinista revolution's primary objective was to
introduce "a new model, a new system that would trans-
form social, political and economic structures inherited
from the colonial past." said a former Sandinista ambas-
.sador last night.

Francisco Campbell, who was the Sandinista ambas-
sador from 1982 to 1989, told an audience of about 60
people gathered in an Amherst College lecture hall that
the point was not merely to change faces in Nicaragua's
government, but to initiate a "profound transformation
of society."

When the Sandinistas overthrew the Somoza regime
in 1979, Nicaragua was troubled with such social and
economic problems as no preventative health care pro-
grams, desperately needed agricultural lands in the
possession of Somoza associates, and a population that
was 52.5 percent illiterate.

Campbell said that the Sandinistas wanted to encour-
age "popular participation at all levels," saying that
genuine democracy would be "inconceivable" without
peasant landownership, strong social programs, and an
economy that traded with more than one other country.

Campbell mentioned that the Sandinistan govern-
ment brought Nicaragua's illiteracy rate down to less
than 12 percent, but many similar successes were ham-
pered by "profound confrontation with the United States,
beginning with the Carter Administration," which he
said never publicly favored the Sandinista revolution.

Campbell attributed the Sandinista electoral defeat
in 1990 to the Reagan administration, which he said had
"the sole objective of destroying the revolution."

By arming the Contras. Campbell said Reagan forced
Nicaragua's struggling economy to spend money to de-
fend itself, money it needed to repair its economy. The
country was left financially crippled and its population
was left disillusioned with the Sandinista approach.

Although the Chimorro administration defeated the

MAn KAHN / CCX-LEGIAN
Former Sandinista ambassador, Francisco Campbell

Sandinistas in the 1990 election, Campbell called the
government of Nicaragua today an "exciting paradox."
because the Chamorro leadership currently in power is

operating under a constitution which the Sandinistas
drafted in 1987.

"This is the first time that Latin America has had a
government which is right of center, while hegemony
remains on the side of the left." he explained.

Campbell called the role of the Sandinistas today
"dynamic constructive opposition." He explained that
while Chimorro attempts to repair the economy, the
Sandinista party is still able to work among the Nicara-
guan people, urging them to give the new government a
chance. He expressed optimism about this consolidation,
and about Nicaragua's future.
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Clinton must lift the ban
There are three basic reasons Presi-

dent Bill Clinton should lift the ban on
gays, lesbians and bisexuals in the military
service. First, throughout last year's cam-
paign, and in the most explicit terms
po8sible. Clinton repeatedly promised to
do it. Second, the ban is just plain wrong.
Third. Clinton must demonstrate to the
military that the president controls the
armed forces, not the other wav around.

Jonah

GELBACH
The fust reason is important because

President Clinton has shown a disturbuig
tendency to retreat from ironclad prom-
ises and principled stands made by can-
didate Clinton. He has backed away from
the middle class tax cut. using as cover
"new" deficit projections he knew about
for several months.

He now "temporarily'" supports ex-
President George Bush's immoral and il-

legal — adjectives used by Clinton and his
stafT— policy on Haitian refugees. In the
meantime, his secretary of state. Warren
Chnstopher. shows less than enthusiastic
support for Haiti's deposed but democrati-
cally elected President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide. Piesident Clinton is quickly los-

ingwhatever credibility candidate Clinton
had

The second reason Clinton must lift the
ban is an ethical one — it is wrong to
disa-iminate against people on the basis of
their sexual orientation and discnmina-
tion should be tolerated at no level of fed-

eral government. Most people are familiar
with the arguments the militar>' and its

supporters marshal agai nst I i fting the ban

;

asaNi'tc York Tinn-s reporter described the
position of the Joint Chiefs of StafT. lifting

the ban "would seriously undennine morale
and discipline, disrupt military readiness
and threaten recruiting."

It is diflicult to believe that this fear is

well-founded, since the military isall about
hierarchy and discipline, and penalties for

insubordination and poor conduct already
exist I fthe Chiefs are concerned about lack
of discipline on the part of GLB soldiers,
sailors, etc.. they should consult the
militar>'s own code of conduct, which pro-
>'ides penalties for inappropriate sexual
activity for heterosexuals: no one is asking
thai GLB members of the military be ex-
empted from those same strict standards.

As for military readiness, I have a hard
time believingthat those same people who
have been extolling our military ad

nauseum over its performance in the Gulf
War really believe that allowing openly
GLB people to serve will harm military
readiness, especially since they obviously
want very much to serve in the military.
And if ending the ban threatens recruit-
ing, that's fine with me. The military needs
to downsize anyway. And more impor-
tantly. 1 don't want public tax dollars
spent to give lethal weapons and deadly
training to intolerant or ignorant people
who won't learn to judge people by the
content of their character instead of the
gender of their partner.

Gen. Colin Powell, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of StafT, asserts that the ban
is diflierent from ofllcial discrimination
suffered by Blacks before President Harry
Truman ordered integration because
Blacks already served in the military. But
GLB people already serve now — all we
are saying is give them a chance. Several
years ago, the Department of Defense
commissioned a study on the issue and the
Pentagon 's own study determined that the
Deportment of Defense's fears were
groundless.

The third reason for lifting the ban is of
paramount importance. Clinton must
demonstrate his control of the military.
Civilian control is essential to the main-
tenance of democratic, constitutional
governance, and the minute any president
shows fear of exercising that control, the
foundation of our society is

jeopardized. Clinton can end this immoral
ban with the stroke ofa pen, and he should
do it now. The longer he waits, the more
time supporters of the ban have to stir up
homophobia and paranoia in the public
and in Congress.

Sen. Sam Nunn, chairman of the Sen-
ate Armed Ser\'ice8 Committee (a man
who fired two gay assistants a decade
ago), said Monday, "It's not simply a
presidential prerogative." And Defense
Secretary I^s Aspin has told Clinton that
a large majority of Congress might vote
for legislation to codify the ban should
Clinton lift it. But lifting an executive
order is a presidential prerogative, and
Clinton can veto legislation; given a
minimum of presidential appeal to law-
makers, the chances that a veto can be
overridden are small at best.

As the Times wrote in an editorial
Tuesday. This is a chance for Mr. Clinton
to show that the anti-war student from
Arkansas has the spine to be Commander
in Chief." Do the right thing. Bill.

Jonah Gelbach ts a UMass student.
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Former Butterfield resident finds
a better atmosphere off campus

While living in a dorm I had found a
certain unbearable problem.

This problem was the etiquette with
which Housing Services treated my par-
ticular dorm.

Verily, the problem of all dorms being
designed like intensive care units of hos-
pitals was merely secondary.

But simply because the residents ofmy
former dorm sought to design a more hos-
pitable atmosphere for the dorm, my dorm
had become the scapegoat for all of the
University's problems.

The reader may have heard ofthe dorm— Butterfield House— ha\ing been ruth-
lessly accused during the fall semester of
being in league with the White Aryan
Resistance Movement, as well as in sup-
port of various local White supremacist
organizations.

This bombardment of absurd accusa-
tions began when Tana G. Henderson ac-

tually posted a notice in the kitchen ofthe
dorm, accusing it of supporting the White
Aryan Resistance Movement.

The strange thing is that my former
dormmates told me that Tana had writ
ten this accusation weeks before it was
posted.

The reader may think. "Oh well, maylx-
she is simply slow."

But no. a very suspicious coincidence
occurred when Butterfield's official Hag. a
Jolly Roger symbol, was removed by
Housing Sor\ ices at exactly the same time
Tana decided to post her accusation.

Conclusively, such unfounded accusa-
tions in a dorm seeking even more hospi-
tality in its already hospitable atmosphere
has, on several occasions, almost moved
me to the point of vomiting.

Francis Tokarski
Southampton

Notes from the Campus Center basement
After spending New Year's pissing off a roof and

barking at passing traffic somewhere in Mattapan, I

realized how much time and energy our age group
spends impairing its higher brain functions. With the
inauguration of the first all-pot smoking ticket (sort
of) and the end of the "Just Say No" era. It's time to
take a look at the unlikely manner which so many of
us spend our leisure time.

The late teens and early twenties are the age when
those who are so inclined have grown out of dizzying
themselves on swings at the playground, but do not
yet feel terribly embarrassed about what the neigh-
bors will think after stumbling home and throwing up
on their driveway.

College is where friends have the spare cash (and
intestinal fortitude) to down snifters of cognac until
their vertical hold strays, while housemates deal pot
to make rent. UMass, trying hard to lose its party
school image, is hampered by the contrary actions of
students. How many other schools offer students the
option of living on a '"wellness" corridor, and offer
classes like "Drugs in Society"? (Try explaining that to
your parents after freshman year, "You look worn out
son, what did you take this semester?")

Most people eventually tire ofcooking their brain a
few times a week, deciding that the wear and tear on
their system is no longer worth the return. Or, they've
had enough of the poor decisions and court dates that
often go with the territory. Along the way people
collect some entertaining war stories. The three listed
below are some near casualties. Don't try these your-
self without parental supervision.

I have a friend who would regularly descend into
the bowels of the Campus Center after his lunch
break to suck on his pipe. If some pot smokers are
considered recreational, he's a serious hobbyist. One

day at the height of last semester's Washington/graffiti/
racism affair, he and a guest hadjust finished their noon
ritual as security officers were hustling Chancellor
O'Brien out the back door of a failed public relations
effort and an increasingly hostile crowd. Cursing stu-
dents closed in on the chancellor, blocking his normal
route ofescape. Panicked that the students would resort
to violence, they bolted up the back staircase. Startled
by the noise b^low, the two thought security had sniffed
them out and bolted for the top of the stairs, only to be
passed by the galloping chancellor with his body guards
in tow.

Josh

REYNOLDS
A freshman at another school drank herself into a

stupor at her first college frat party. As the haze cleared,
she realized she had lost her virginity in a creaky bunkbed
to one of the frat brothers. Suddenly concerned by what
had happened, and how she would explain it to her
boyfriend (with whom she had arrived a few hours ear-
lier), she got up to leave, tumbling from the top bunk and
breaking her leg.

Earlier this month, an after-hours party guest had,
over the course of the evening, ingested a large quantity
ofalcohol, a percost, LSD and some decongestants for his
cold. Just for good measure, he topped the mixture with
a few bong hits.

Sometime after 2 a.m., while no one was paying
attention, bo lost his balance, and fell off a stool. He
whacked his head on the arm of a nearby couch, giving
himself a concussion. When he was di.scovered, under-
standably disoriented and inarticulate, the hosts as-
sumed it was an overdose and shook him further scram-
bling his brains in an attempt to raise him to conscious-

ness.

The party emptied quickly as residents scrambled

PM^"""^
'"<^"'"'"ating evidence before the cops andEMTs arrived. He explained to the police that he hadUken a muscle relaxant for his back pain, and was

dulylecturedabouttakingprescriptionmedicineuntil

Jk I'SJJ
"''^ ^^"""^^^ "P Between fainting spells,

-A^ »^T :?"^'".''"^'^ ^'"^ ^ ^««««« the situation.
What s today s date?"
"Do you mean tonight or this morningr
Nevermind, what year is this'"
"1992"

"O.K, who's president?" asked the EMT
dpntl?T "^^.f^f ^^ '^°"'^ «"«^«'- ^'th the presi-

anS ,;rlf
' "If^^

'^'"^ ^"^*^' he answered. "Nixon"

Co^i; DSn^^^^^^^^ ^ « ^-^^ -^ -h-^ed to

sibllTr'hir"r'"?'^
^^^^ ""'^^^ be partially respon-

reahzLton h!.fK^''J"'."f
^'''' ^«« ^^'"'"^ ^o ^he

for thi, .t" t^
^^^^ h"""^ '"^'•^ than usual, even

con cLl'^r;^
'^' ^"'"^ fi"t drifting in and out of

withauthoHf ' '.rf
""^^'^ ^ S^t hold of anyone

than simnl V r^
'""^ takecontrol ofthe situation, rather

was cZr'r.r'^'"^/"''^"''"^"^«tions. Besides, he

watchrjnL ,

.^' P""'' ^''^'^ t"P «t the time, and

what thev w. ''"""n
^"^ ""''^ interesting than

tTme watc^n.' h
"'"^ '"^'"^- "^ "«« having a gcK,d

nTrserThev^^H'
'""' '""" ^^^^ '"^"^ «^''- t'-'ed

cessMly^sU^^tirLr''^"'^^^ ''^'^^^ ^'"^''^ -'-

he wa[' comnl^f'!''^''^
^ ^"" « d«^tor that, although

about theTl 1
'."^P"^' ^' ^«« "^«'-« concerned

cancelled thp?" ^'""^^ ^^ ^ad incurred. They

iucfrwitrHrt^s^v^cTs'
" ''- '- ^^^••- "^"^

Josh Reynolds ,s a CoWe^^an columnist.
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Does being an adult include cartoons and crayons?
When mv Ki-<AtK<>..„ . 1 i ... ^ .1

•-'When my brothers and I get together, we are auto-
matically 12, 10 and 7 years old. We watch cartoons, wethrow food, we torture the cat and our parents and each

Never mind that the 7 year old just got his learner's
permit, or that the 10 year old is a college freshman, or
that 1 am graduating in May; when we are in the same
house, we instantly revert to pre-adolescence. The theory
IS that when we are separated, we grow up

But when I return to school, things don't change much.
Here 1 live with other young people, surrounded by
infinitely breakable rules, with someone else to cook mv
meals. After this I'm going to graduate school, "extending
our adolescence," as my friend Jess and I phrase it.

Jess, who IS preparing for medical school, watches
"Sesame Street" on a regular basis. Mv friends and I

hoard construction paper and listen to Muppets records
I bought more children's books last semester than text
books.

When my parents were my age, they were mairied I

just requested Uncoln Logs for Christmas. Why this toUl
rejection of maturity? For me. the decision came abtiut
with age. You see, I used to be an adult.

Sophomore year I had an apartment in Boston, and I

paid rent and bought groceries and took care ofmy share
ofthe bills. But my paycheck as a convenience store clerk
would not stretch far enough. I ate popcorn two meals a
day because I couldn't afford real food; subsequently, I

was sick a lot. I would sit in class budgeting out my
paycheck, my stomach hurting from worry. At work one
night, someone tried to pull a gun on me

Suki

LITCHFIELD

Hollywood rapes women

My parents made me quit , assuring me they'd tide me
over until the next job. But the next job never came, and
I spent the rest ofthe year unemployed, feeling guilty and
sad and serious. I did not enjoy my adulthood very rnuch.

After I transferred here, I backlashed. Financial dif-
ficulties and the sudden realization that / didn't know
what I was going to do for the next sixty years led to toUl
irresponsibilty. I stopped going to classes and barely left
the room. I became dependent on the telephone for
conversation, preferring the people I had known for years
to the strangers in my hall.

When I did reluctantly come in contact with my
floormates, I met smart, organized adults who climbed
trees and dressed up for Halloween and owned Play-doh.
My neighbors were responsible people who hadn't packed
away their childhoods Slowly 1 started to see that you
don't have to be serious to be independent.

When 1 was little. I thought being an adult meant
drinking coffee and reading the paper. I wasn't too far off
the mark. So, okay. you have to get ajoband pay bills, and
raising a family comes with a whole new set ofobligations.
But that doesn't mean you can't watch cartoons, or have
the occasional food fight, or build sand castles A box of
crayons is always a good investment. The Muppets are
our friends.

The most imporUnt lesson I've learned in the past few
years is that it's possible to accept responsibility and still

remain juvenile. It is a waste of time to worry, and it is a
wasU« of a life to be serious all the time. I'm filling my
giaduate school applications out now, and I'm using a
four-color ball point pen. Wordsworth wrote. "The child is
lather of the man " He was wruno the child is tht- man

Suki Litchfield is a UMass student.

Whenever I feel confident enough to
suggest that a third wave of feminism
might be roaring up from the horizon,
something happens to discourage my hope
Recently, that something was the new
Madonna film. Bcxiy of Evidence.

Now. just as an aside, this is not an
editorial about sadomasochism since I have
not yet developed an opinion of it. Whether
Madonna's character had been a
sadomasochist or not. the elements of the
film which nauseated me the most had
nothing to do with consenting adults hand
cuffing and tying each other up.

Melanie

DESILVA
My opposition, on the other hand came

from witnessingMadonna being physically
and sexually assaulted, and from listening
to the shocking reactions of women audi-
ence members.

Filmmakers are experts at construct-
ing rape scenes and then not acknowl-
edging them as such within the film.
Women were raped in both The Lover and
Ba.s;r Instinct. Yet, how many viewers
actually recognized the violence as rape?
Probably not many. In general, rape is

romanticized in the movies, slapping the
faces of real rape survivors.

In B(Kly of Evidence, Madonna was
raped. Yet how many viewers acknowl-
edged it as such? As William DaFoe
handcuffed Madonna to the bed post, and
tore her panties oHwithout hercon.sent, she
struggled desperately to escape. He was
raping her. Finally after about 30 seconds
of panic, a smile encompassed her face.

The message was clear: ifyou're being
raped, sit back and enjoy it. Notone female
audience member in close proximity to me

raised any verbal objections. They did not
even sigh. They simply continued to watch
passively, while I had to leave the theatre
for a few minutes.

The next day, a female co-worker told
me she had seen Btnly of Evidence and
"loved it " When I raised an objection to
the film's content and pointed out the rape
scene, she said, "Oh yeah. I guess it was a
rape scene. But she deserved it." When I

told her that no women deser\'e to be
raped, she replied, "Well. Madonna did."

This was not the only disturbing com-
ment I heard from women in the audience.
In the climatic scene of the movie. Ma-
donna is physically assaulted — brutally
and violently. Yet through the disturbing
violence, what did I hear from at least
three women in the theater? "Kill the
bitch!" "She's a whore!" "Don't let her get
away!" "Good!"

What is going on here? Clearly, it is

something dangerous. Images of violence
against women have become so ingrained
in our culture, many women do not even
notice them. Like so many men, they be-
come desensitized, accepting more and
more brutality. Internalizing their own
oppression, many women accept the ideas
that so called powerful women need to be
"put in back in their place." If a woman is

demanding and aggressive she is asking
for physical abuse.

Clearly, blind acceptance of disrespect
towards women has to stop. All women
must educate ourselves, becomingconsaous
ofsociety's attempts to continually escalate
images of violence. We must fight the con-
stant bombardment ofmessages telling us
that these images are acceptable. The fact
is that women cannot progress while si-

multaneously maintaining the hegemony.
Melanie DeSilva is a UMass student.

The fine art of letter writins

My car: the ticket to hell
What is your definition of freedom? Is

is the ability to pack up at a moment's
notice and head down Route 66, destina-

tion: anywhere? That would've been my
answer for the last 20 years.

Until I bought a car.

Brooke 0.

WHEELER
Those of you who own a car already

probably know what I'm about to say: I

may as well have had a baby. They're
probably easier to take care of In addition,

you're already familiar with how they work
— no mysterious parts you've never heard
of. no searching for where to put in this or

that fluid, no unexplainable clanking or

banging noises. A baby is a baby; a car,

however, is a potential ticket to hell.

I made the mistake of buying my first

car right before finals week last semester:

my mental state was / need a car, and I

need it right now. But I made the even
more colossal mistake ofbu3dnga standard
4-speed car; a car that I essentially did not

know how to drive. And thus began my
descent into hell.

his concern and write him a check. I'm
already in too deep.

Week Two: I have already stalled 13
times, and I haven't even left my parking
space. Torn between despaired sobbing
and hysterical laughter. I choose both,
and attract some attention from a passing
neighbor. "Still trying to get the hang of
it!" I shriek through the closed window,
trying to laugh nonchalantly with tears
streaming down my face.

Later: I finally figured out not to let out
the clutch in a sudden spastic "thump!"
while gunning the engi'ne. The car starts
to move; I panic, I stall, and the
Belchertown bus rumbles around the
corner and waits for me to figure the whole
thing out again. The hysterical laughter/
sobs start again.

Week Three: I'm home now. in New
Jersey, thanks to another friend who lives

nearby and agreed to drive me home in my
car. From the day I bought it, I've written
no fewer than 10 checks: Midas. Jiffy

Lube, Maxine's Auto Repair and Beauty
School, insurance, registration, inspection
— you get the idea. Since I've been home.
I haven't touched the thing. I can't even
look out the window at it. Then, one day

Just before intersession, a friend of
mine asked me for my address, saying she
was going to write to me. I gave it to her.

but I didn't believe her.

One ofthe first things I learned after my
first year of college is that some people are
letter-writers and other people just aren't.

They'll take your address, and give you
their own, but weeks go by and no letters

arrive. I used to wonder if this is what it's

like to be the president of the Milli Vanilli

fan club, but then I figured. "No their
law>'ers get all their mail these days."

Luke

ERICKSON

Wee/rO;?e; I enlist the help ofa friend to — .....^v,,, «„ .„. x..^... v^,.c y^aj

get the thing to a garage so an amused outofdemandingnecessity I am compelled
attendant can tell me everything that is to drive it to the grocery store

wrong with it. everything that will po-
~

tentially be wrong with it. and all the

reasons why I should sell it for parts and
cut my losses. Clutching the counter to

remain upright and masking nausea and
griefwith a maniacal grin, I thank him for

Tune in next week when I discover an-
other hidden talent beneath my quivering
exterior: Creative Driving.

Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian basket
case.

I don't bear these people, the 1-ju.st-

can'tydon'fwon't-write letters any grudge
because I am aware that letter-writers are
a dying breed, like drive-in movies,
knuckleball pitchers and clean, safe, af-

fordable off-campus housing.

Susan, my friend at the beginning of
this editorial, threw me for a loop because
she wrote back not once, not twice, but
three times over the winter break. I must
say that I was quite p!ea.sed She is no the
only one of my friends who have written
back to me, but in relation to the number
of people I've written to in the last four
years, she is one of the few.

I've saved most ofthese letters because
they're like historical documents, not be-

cause they're so rare to find, but because
they tell a lot about my life and the letter-

writer's life at the time the letter was
written. They capture a moment in time
with just a pen (or similar sort of writing
implement) and paper.

I put this information to use last fall in

a class called "Diaries, Memoirs and Jour-
nals". I wrote 66 pages about the search
for my genetic parents, and I found that
reprinting or recreating letters I either
wrote or received proved to be a very
efficient and effective method for telling

my story.

When I read Susan's letters or any of
my friends' letters over the years. I can

almost hear her vnuc-. and .s<)nielinie> I

can picture her face when she wvoU- what
I'm reading. One friend ofmine, a journal-
ism major no less, has only written one
letter to me in the three and a half years
I've known him. but it's the funniest letter

I've ever gotten

One time I spelled out the i oas<»i» \\h\

I write letters in one Ui a friend of mine,
but I wouldn't want to try to do it again A»r

one simple rea.son: I like to think that a
hand written letter is unique and sht.uldn't

be sent to more than one person.

This is just like the advice that you
should never .send the same love poem to

two different women or else you'll be
blacklisted from here to Mugabi. Or sim-
ply put: it cheapens your letters.

I'm not sure from where or why I Ik?-

came a letter-writer myself As a child my
parents weren't rich enough or |XK)renough
for me to go to summer camp. Ive never
been in pn.son. the army, or even in army
prison.

My best guess is that I learned the skill

in the summer after my freshman year of
college, after I fell in love with a woman
from the Brockton area during the spring
semester. I was living ir Western Massa-
chusetts (Holyoke. Batman!) and could
not afford to call too often. So 1 wrote her
letters, partly because it was less expen-
sive, but partly l)ecause I liked the ro-

mance of writing something longer than a
love poem — un lettre de umor.

Sadly, we broke up over the summer,
but I even wrote her a letter to try to get
her back; a nine-page, double-sided, legal-

sized letter that I tacked upon herd(K)ron
move-in day the first day back U) school.
(No, it didn't work).

I didn't save her letters back to me, but
I've saved almost every one I've gotten
from someone since then. So thanks, to
those who have written back to me over
the last four years. I hope you keep writing
back to me. And for those who haven't
written back yet, I hope you'll get around
to it.

Luke Enckson is a UMass student.
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Take a Break bin Retail

Prices and ..

.

fin a Spring Break

Vacation to the

Destination o(
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r
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Wholesale Depof
is conveniently
located at the

I^Mountain Farms Mall

^
Route 9fHa(Uey

Depot-the members only,

cash and carry
warehouse-and check out
our one and a half acres of
first quality, current season,
name brand food and
general merchandise at
super low everyday
wholsale prices. Discover
the excitement of wholesale
prices and enter to win a
fabulous vacation or $1,000!

You Don't Have^
To Be A Member

to Check Us Out! COVER

ONE DAY PASS/ENTRY BLANK
Yes! I Want to Take a
Retail Prices and ivin a F]

SPRING BREAK!

Special Hours tor Business Members Only;

Mon, Wed, Fri.: 9AM > llAM

Drawing to be held February 13, 199}.
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Lee
continued from page 1

numerous film critics, including Siskel
and Ebert, who called it "the year's best
picture."

Lee, has also involved himself exten-
sively with students around the country.
In addition to teaching a film course at
Harvard University, Lee also supported a
campus protest at the University ofNorth
Carolina where students there called for

the establishment ofa Black cultural cen-
ter.

Spike Lee's lecture is scheduled for

Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Center Auditorium. Tickets are
available at the Fine Arts Center Box
Office at $8 for students and $12 for the
general pubUc. Students will also be re-

quired to have their UMass I.D. available
at the time of the event.

M chancellor
continued from page 1

gineering, said he is looking for a
chancellor "that is catholic, as in

having universal attention."

The committee is also trying to

find those who have a scholarly

reputation, in addition to having a
"record of managerial success."

Some of the committee's recom-
mendations are to find a chancellor
who will take a deep interest in

fundraising and initiate future fi-

nancial campaigns, in addition to

be willing to appreciate Division 1

athletics" role "in fostering institu-

tional spirit and pride and attract-

ing public attention and support."
"I am thoroughly pleased with

the thoroughness of the search."
Porter said. "It is certainly a cred-
itable and credible process."

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1993

Groups that will be offered this spring are:

i^Adult Children of Alcoholics Wednesday 3:30-5
(Process group for students with prior ACOA group experience)

^Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families
Group I - Mondays, 3:30-5 (in Spanish)

Group 11 - Thursdays, 3-4:30

^Eating Disorder Group Tuesdays 4-5:30

Self-Exploration Groups
Group I - Tuesdays, 3-4:30 (for students over 21)
Group 11 - Thursdays, 3-4:30

Registration and pre-group interview required for all groups
Groups will begin in late February. For information and
registration call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hilts North during the
month of February.
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Madonna bares it all in Body ofEvidence
The Material Girl tries to act again in this stupendously lame joke ofa film
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

'Did you ever see animals make love,
Franks It's intense.' — Madonna as Re
becca Carlson in Body of Evidence.

WaUrhing animals make love for two
houi-s would be more pleasant than watch-
ing this movie. One would think that a
blond tressed Madonna would slink her
way through an atmospheric, twisty sex
thriller. Instead she plods, stammers, over
and underacts through Uli Edel's stupen-
dously lame Body ofEvidence— a film so
bad it's funny. But not that funny.

IsEvidenie supposed to be the defining
apex of Madonna's latest sex — er. erotic
trio of media offerings; following the al-

bum Erotica and the book Sex* Is it meant

to be another stab at a dramatic acting for
the Material Girl? Whatever it's meant to
be. Body ofEvidence is less than a cheap
Baste Instinct knockoff. It's a poorly Ht
pile of manure.

Another bad hairdo, another wooden
performance. Don't even try to blame it on
Dita. either. You make your bed. Ma-
donna, now. . . well, you know the rest. I'll

try to lay off the cheap sexual innuendo,
but no promises.

Madonna plays Portland. Ore. art
dealer (or "cokehead slut" as one charac-
ter refers to her) Rebecca Carlson, who
likes to date old men and have kinky sex
with them. Fair enough. However, her
latest amore de senior croaks afler having
rough sex with her. Before you can say
implausibility. Rebecca is hauled in and
charged with not only being the murder-

The^SgAKof a Lifetime ^1 9,
OM^oyt B««cA otM Big Bmadh^ig Fun- BIO VAILIEI _

QueMff Ocmontront R—orti. OcGUlS^^.nr^ 1-800-874-7420 (^^v&l
K)3SOcMnAM«

. _.^ T>** pwiow. pm night, boaad on 4 p«f tooot Um»(>d ciwali*>(»y oi tito loto

Welcome Back!!
Don't Stop ThinkingAbout Tomorrow

The Career Center services can make a

difference in the job market. Pick up a

workshop schedule and get started.

Special Session!!

How To Make Career Fairs

Work For You

Our staff share tips about the ways to get the

most from all the Career Fairs this month.

Workshop times:

Tliesday February 2 and
Wednesday February 3

12:30 pm Campus Center 904

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraumity/Sorohly Park - on the Orchard RU but route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!f

ess — but also the murder weapon.
She hires Frank (Willem Dafoe) to de-

fend her against a district attorney played
with "I can't believe I took this role" like
charm by Joe Mantenga. In what appears
to be. like, two days, thejury is chosen and
the trial begins. You know this is gonna be
a long trial when afler every pseudo-
tittilating comment by anyone in the
courtroom is followed by overacted whis-
pers in the gallei7.

The courtroom scenes are scripted like
an afterthought. There's no buildup of
drama, because witnesses and evidence
pile up out ofnowhere. The scenes anyway
are more like well-needed respites from
the stars' (eh-hem) overblown sexual in-

terludes.

Speaking of the sex scenes, it goes
without saymgthat having a puppyjustify
his love on your leg is more emtic. The
sequences play like a right-wing checklist
of Perverse Sex Acts. There's Madonna

tying up Willem with his belt, having sex
on top of broken glass on the hood of a car
(what? it's not inoinig?!. Madonna pour-
ing hot candle wax on Willem's genitals
(mmmm, sounds crispy) and an uninten-
tionally hilarious scene where Madonna
reprises her Truth orDare "LikeA Virgin"
number, only this time more giaphically.
Is it me or does Madonna ItKjk the silliest

when she's pretending to masturbate —
but then again, who doesn't?

What IS remarkable about B<hI\ ,>f

Evidence is its quartet ofimpressively bad
performances. After sitting through
Shanghai Surprise ( surpris*'! It's terrible ».

Who's that Girl* (who winte the .script?!.

BliHxlhounds uf Bnxuiiray nmt Shadims
ami Fun, • wasconvincwl Madonna itiuldn'l

act beyond a variation oflur public p<r
sona ( seeDnk Tracy andA lA'a^-uc ofThen
Own !.

So I figured this type of fenuiie fatale
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continued from page 7

would be right up her alley (or streetcorner. for that
matter). I mean it doesn't take a cheerieading degree to
know that Rebecca's trial is really a metaphor for
Madonna's own public sexuaHty. But director Edel (Last
Exit To Brooklyn ) leaves that option wide open, opting to
play it straight as a tepid courtroom/sex thriller. And
Madonna's creaky line reading and over earnest sex-slut
glances proved more comical than sensual. With all that
money you'd think she'd hire an acting coach.

The other actors do the unthinkable and sink to her
level. Willem Dafoe, who played Jesus for chrissakes, is
bland and stupid. Joe Mantegna shows up and cashes a
check, leaving his acting ability at the door.

But I was most surprised by was Anne Archer, whose
face contorts with Bad Acting disease. I didn't know what
was funnier to watch; Madonna trying to be subtle or
Archer bawling her eyes out. Script-demanded pathos.

See it as high-camp or low-drama, but Body of Evi-
dence is all mainstream tease, gratuitous nudity (and
stupidity) and poorly written melodrama. It unravels
before it begins. D-

THE SKINU^BONCS
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I
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An emotional
roller-coaster
ride with Fever
By ALLISON MASTERS
Collegian Correspondent

The Fever
Sage Recital Hall
January 22-23

-But where are we. .
.?" The words echoed in your ears

as the idea lingered in your brain. Rhonda Blair delivered
this thought provoking concept which set the tone for the
rest of her two-hour soliloquy, The Fever, a one-woman
performance written by Wallace Shawn and directed by
John Hellweg. The Fever was a "crisis of conscience."

Together Blair, who teaches at Hampshire College,
and Hellweg, who teaches at Smith College, l)egan rehersal
for this piece which they called both exciting and chal-
lenging. It was performed at Smith College in June.

The audience was taken on a trip that few have
experienced but everyone can relate to. Forcing us to
think about a gamut of issues that plague the sub-
onscience, we were lifted to emotional highs and lows.
The emotional rol ler coaster which we embarked upon

with Blair pulled us both in and out of her performance,
allowing us to take a closer look at our own lives. Under
the strong direction of Hellweg. this transition was done
quite smoothly for the audience, and we were able to
easily find our way back into Blair's ramblings. The
vagueness which embodied the piece contributed to the
easy come and go attitude that we could take on,
complementing the severe moral obUgation we felt with
the actress.

As you left the recital hall you were in awe of Blair's
performance and a bit overwhelmed with your own per-
sonal feelings. There was no doubt that you would not
sleep soundly that evening

A

(VV SAue sfirr, ioam

AM- 'TicketM^sreK

PH0N6. CA/AR6E
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DU -I 111 , .
COURTESY STAN SHCRER

Rhonda Blair (above) starred in Smith College's production
of The Fever directed by John Hellweg.
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Perverse technology
Jesus Jones* latest release disappoints
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Jesus Jones
Perverse
EMI

The band members ofJesus Jones are
making claims that their latest album,
Perverse, is an innovative, ground-
breaking artistic triumph. I will grant
them the fact that this isn't music I could
hearany dayon the radio. Perverse's tracks
are new and unusual. But are they good?
That is the question, Ma»..

The point ofJesus Jones, is not to take
the easy, boring option, to be either a
chronologically-stranded rock band or to
accept the dictatorial limitations of song-
free techno but to mix influences in the
way that peoples' record collections are
mixed: to try and do something a new way.
contrary to the norm," says EMI records in
its history of Jesus Jones.

The Webster's definition of "perverse"
is "willfully determined not to do what is

expected or desired; contrary." All that is

desired ofJesus Jones is that they release
another hard hitting album like 1991'8
Doubt. Their singles such as "Real. Real,
Real" and "Right Here. Right Now" put
Doubt at number one on the U.K. album
chart. The same album went platinum in
the United States and they were nomi-
nated for two Grammy Awards, "Best Al-
ternative Album" and "Best Pop Vocal
Performance."

Though I admire any band who says
they're trying to break new ground, there is

a lot to be said for staying with a good thing
and giving audiences what they desire
which is more ofthe same— moreofDou bt.

Unfortunately Jesus Jones (consisting
of Jerry De Borg, Al Jaworski. Gen, Mike
Edwards, and Iain Baker) wasn't aiming to
please with their latest release. Only con-
fused and self-satisfied tracks, all ofwhich
were written by Mike Edwards, emerge
finom this over-hyped disc. The wholealbum
is over-produced and very techno.

The band credits "techno( logy )' for their
new, unique sound which becomes increas-
ingly boringon this 1 2-trackalbum recorded
from 1991 to 1992 at "Mike's House."

It's terrifying, garish masked wrestler
adorning the cover is a portent of the
feasts to come. These masked, caped
wrestlers with guts on the point ofspilling
over the top of their snug lycra in glaring
red technicolor are overblown and self-

satisfied. The whole album seems to have
a slightly sinister, angry undertone which
makes it uncomfortable to listen to the
album straight through, though some
songs like "iJeroes and Ones" have pretty
good lyrics and a pop-like, danceable beat.

(Gotta) "Get a Good Thing" ( when you
see it) has a bit more of the sound their
fans are familiar with, but not all the
songs are danceable Tracks like"The Devil
You Know" and "From Love to War" and
"Your Crusade" are four-star duds.

Perhaps the most horrendous downfall

Turn to PERVERSE page 10

,__,,_ ,_.,__ _ COURTESY EMI RECOWJS GROUP
JESUS JONES— Band members are Jerry De Borg, 300 hz to 8 khz; Al Jaworski, 20 hz to

4 hz; Gen, Drum type sounds; Mike Edwards, First generation (unsampled) vocals; lam Baker,
omnipresent.

Kan you

V.

spel,

tipe,

right and
edditt

reel

good?
Wee
kneed
yer

hellp!
Kome downn

two the
Kullejun,

113 Kampus
Centaur.
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The growth ,....1

SUCCESS
aYOU WANT

Merchandising

...Can be found in our
Corporate Headquarters!

From our first two stores bock in 1977 T J Maxx has grown
into a $2 twilion-plus rrtoiling powertiouse witti nearly 500
locations, coast to coast We ve posted record earnings
every year we ve been m business, wnicti reflects our excep-
tional stobiiify, even m itiis chollengmg economic climate

Join our company os o Merctiandise Anolyst. the first step in

our Executive Training Progrom. and your good decision
making skills will txive on impact on ftie merchondise mix in

our nationwide network of stores

You'll work in a prolessional corpofote setting - teofering
omenities sucti os o full service cotetena. fitness center and
doy core center wtiile recerving on-ftie-job troining ond
support OS you skjrt on o career polh to a Buyer position
And OS we continue to grow so will your opportunities

wllf l>r interview ifi^ on rum putt on

Thursday. f-Vlipiftry IK

Kei^umeti are due at the

Malher ('areer Onirr by

Thursday. Ft^hi^mry 4

\A« an an ayjoi appofUi«y «Tipiov« oommiMd b dMvstfy n tw Mof^^

Tj*mcD9r
A Business Built on Solid Values

.<"' LIQUORS
18 Maiii St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Old Milwai4ee & Old Milwaukee Lt.

.99 case cans

(QLiantjt>' Discounts Available)

The Collegian.

113 Campus Ctr.

545-3500

BUDDRYBOTTLES
$10.99 case

SamAdams (your choice)
$9.99 12/pk bottles

Labatts Beer orAle
$14.49 case bottles

AmericjanBeer
Stm Only $7.29 case cans

Isa/Mastercard accepted on k^ deposits

Many More In-Store Specials
AM Beers plus Deposit (especially on wines) ^DeUvery Available

Wednesday •

DANCING WITH D/ DENNIS

Thursday -

EIGHTEEN A OVER
DANCING WITH
Dl DENNIS R.

WHMPs Ann Spenner

Broacasting Live

Friday -

DANCING WITH DIIEFF
Pliying the Best Djmce Muiic

• Frff Admission Brforr tOpm*

••frrt All Night Wilh Collfj>f I0>>

S.iturd.iy -

THl A«AS BIGGEST A BEST
SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE

Fejlunng The Best Dame Hits

from The 70s. 80'$ A Ws
Ml. Turn Ski P.ISS 6/vp.n»jvs

i

.> > > ii ^ *" ^ *•-'•- ' T
'
f- .---.- -. ^* ^,

LIVE MUSIC
^^^.•^.J.V.-..•.^J^.^.^.^^.^,.^^.V.^...Vi3

//lufN /.I/I JH^nH>ijmlti*.

Rolling Slonis Trihul*-

THE
BLUSHING BRIDES

The Choice

hi Un .""iiHlijinJI

'

fret- K(H k FfKLiy

LITTLE IIMMY &
THE BAD BOYS

• fnr AdmHiion leiorr lOprn*

••frrr Afl Nifhl Wilh roiir^r ID* •

I unk^Koc k

KII'F»OPOTAMUS

iiinv SuiiIhtm Ki'I

MARSHALL
TUCKER BAND
Bc'.ir Mountain

.
''

.
''

.
''

.
''.' '

.
''.ft **

. ^ '' »*>
J

* *' *' '* '- *- *- *..-.-'»^'..'
** w w r*

llnirs.. fi'i). 4 'iiKiiHt) /.(«

Lf(l A'|) Iiihuti'

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI

/K/ ^/.

fife R<M k f ikI.iv

U2 Trilnili- B.ind

RATTLE & HUM
'

.
''

.
''

.
''
.
''

.
''

,
''

.
''

'

nil I) '< ii-.j,!y, l\K / !

L Iw & Un|>lu,i;sKl

lAMES COTTON

U'Hiuring LulhtT Tucker

& David Maxwell

Wall
, /( /i i;-i: iiiijtiu I fit

ii WIDESPREAD PANIC

' '' ''
.
''.* '.' ' * ' '' I' *' ' ' I '

••••••••••••••••

. I I'li'^ f til I • '' ihijiiu i :;*

\ MURPHY'S LAW

Thelonious Monster ;

SHOCKRA

•. .•
'

.

'

•.
'
,

'
•.

'
.•.

'..'
.

'.'
.

'
•.".."..''..

''
..
'•
..' . . L '. ". ''

'

I'll-.
,

f
.

ii :', 'I ij(i|,iii I ;;.

BIM SKALA BIM t

lickcli available Jt Ptarl

Sfrpet, Strawberries, Tix I

Unlimited, Northampton Box
Office, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro
1800) 828-7080

10 Pearl Street Northampton
584-7771
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mWeld
continued from page 1

were eating up an increasing portion of
the spending diet in the past.

Senate Ways and Means Chairman
Thomas Birmingham, D-Chelsea, said he
believes failure to account for the educa-
tion money is a major flaw.

"I think the whol*^ budget is marred by
an absent center which is the $361 million
which everybody expects will be spent for

education." Birmingham said.

Birmingham also said he believes the
revenue projections "may be slightly on
the high side."

Michael Widmer. who heads the fiscal

COLLEGIAN

Perverse
watchdog group Massachusetts Taxpay-
ers Foundation, was also critical. "It's un-
reaUstic to anticipate that all these pro-
posed increases in spending, that we can
afford those and afford money for local

education,' Widmer said.

The budget contains a $198 million
"rainy day" fund for fiscal emergencies.
Weld said that would not be the first

place he would look for the education
money, noting other states have higher
reserves, but added it could be put to-

ward the $361 million," he said. "I don't
think that would be a very difficult en-
terprise."

Write for the Collegian-
you can enjoy your 1

5

minutes of fame.*

We cannot, however, guarantee that it will last

the full 1 5 minutes.

continued from poge 9

of the album is the unbelievably gross

Tellow Brown," which is about as vibrant

as the song's title. "You see every other

color bleeding into yellow bro-own." There
must be a better way to convey the mes-

sage "stop pollution" than to produce this

song which leaves listeners with thoughts

of yellow snow dancing in their heads.

The next song "Magazine" is infinitely

better, high speed and tongue in cheek
alternative mu^ic. But can you really see

yourselfsinging that chorus? "Magazine..
."

But to give Jesus Jones the benefit of

the Doubt, "The Right Decision" could be a
hit. It has quality lyrics: "The problem
with success is that vou can become what

you detest."

"Spiral" is just a repeated beat with a

few loud outbursts. Finally I was so bored

I started to tune it out, and realized it

sounded like techno insects. Bugs. What-
ever.

The album finished up with "Idiot

Stare," which encompassed incredible

vocals that were both powerful and in-

spired. I could hear and appreciate the

band members's skillful mastery ofactual

instruments and put the CD back in its

case — not in the trash.

If you have a CD player. Perverse is a
good investment. This album will only be
appreciated by a tiny number of alterna-

tive music fans — and this number does
not count myself, because new and unusual
isn't always better.

iNCgMSe% %\Khie c:4Rl^iW(^S»

USTR
/niii

HvEL
at th« Campos

Your Travel Planning SpMilist

Spring Brook Pacmgos

A In!
Special UMASS Group Rate

Beachfront Hotels
Departure from Boston

Limit€>d Space
Other Destinations Available:

Don't Miss Out On This Awesome
Spring Break Alternative! Stop In Soon

Final Payment Due Feb. 5th

545-1 700 • 545-2900

GWV International

laiERC/MTILE I
l??aMbL£S»S0N6W5SES»Sl0NEf^Nb/\wn*E,45KErS*5AMbAI4A5

"Thank you! for your patronage.
The Krupczak Family

''»u,

easons
ROUTE 9, HADLEY 584-8174
B*liM««n Burger Kii«g & Dunkin Donuls

'«r.'/

D/SCOUNT UQUORS • BE^R • WINt

^'^f^^

\<*.

v<'V»'
KEGS • AND ICE '#•-<

KEGS
'MELW, BEST 32.90-^dep
Natural LT 32.90-t-dep
BUSCH 38.99-i-dep
Lite • M.G.D • M.G.D LT 38.99-i-dep

BUD DRY
24 Bar Bottles

M0.99.dep

COORS GOLD
24 Bar Bottles

BUSCH & LIGHT
24/1 2oz. CANS

$9.99 .dep

AMERICAN
KOCH'S GOLDEN
NARRAGANSETT

24/12 oz. CANS $7.29 +dep

Tired of Stores with BAD
ATTITUDES?
At 4 Seasons you'll be treated
with GRATITUDE Iff

And... DELIVER

;

4 Seasons VODKA
1.75L

$8.99 .dep

M.D. 20/20
All Flavors

$2.00 .750ml

2.0 L

PURPLE
PASSION

$3.50

4 Seasons RUM
1.75L

$10.49,dep

SOUTHERN COMFORT
$7.99^'^^,^^ $7.99
.375ml ^^^^ .750ml

JAGERMEISTER

HADLEY ICE
10 LBS - 50 LBS ^Q<t LB
50 LBS - 100 LBS 9C LB

100+ LBS 80 LB
Cheapest Ice Prices in W. MASS!!!

fprtive thru 2/3/93 • Not rnsponsible for tvons • VISA MC E: Ktf'fi on s.iU* itorns

HOURS: Mon-Sat 9-11 • Delivery Mon-Sat Late Afternoon/Evenings
Keg Deposits Held Up To 30 Days on VISA/MC/CHECK/CASH

ATTENTION:
I 'MASS COLLEGE STUDENTS!

LPINE COMMONS
133 Bclchcilown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002 (413) 256-0741

FOUR (4) Bedroom Apartments!

$899 (utilities included! wow!)
Microwave Ovens!

I

MENT IFElEIEn
Move III now - no rciif until February i, 1993!
Move in February '93 €ind receive it FREE!

1 iiiontli free reiil willi 1 year lease!
•ptomoMon b p(lc*s tubtKl to chooff* wittawl no«c*

TOP TEN REASONS YQU <^HOULD LIVf ^COf
;

1. Your PARENTS don't!

2. YOU pick your roommotesl
3. PRIVACY- Spacious Four (4) Bedroomsl
4. TWO (2) Bathrooms- no waiting In the shower line!
5. UTILITIES Included $$$!
6. Directly on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &

c^Dwntown Amherst!

7. Its FREE public transportation!

8. IN::ludes major appliances & w/w carpeting!
9. QiMET forest setting - for your peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price
you and your roommates can afford!

Don't wait another day. call today!

CUT THIS AD & USE IT TO LIVE "RENT FREEr
AT ALPINE COMMONS!

256-0741

COLLEGIAN

$$$ for Child Care
Are you an Amherst resident in

need of financial support for child

care? The UMASS Off Campus
Housing Office has applications for

newly available child care

scholarship funding. Stop by the
office at 428 Student Union or call

Robb or Barbara at 545-0865 for

information on applying.
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WHY PAY FULL PRICE FOR TEXTS?bhop Atticus first--wc have many discounted [c.vts and used paperbacks!

Basic Psychology

Chemistry

Cultural and S^ia(

Anthropology

Democracy by D^f^yH
Broadcastino in Amerigg
Extraordinary Chemistry

of Ordinary Things
Inouin^ into Phyyi^;-^

In the Shadow of ^h^ Q^m

Ufe-The Science of Bipipgy
Management

Marketing

,.^«

3"^ ed. by Gleitman New $39
4"^ ed. by Chang Me^ $54*._

by Murphy used $21 ^

^^ Edie Used $19*
e*" ed. by Head, Sterling Used $34*

by Snyder used $37*'

2^ ed. by Ostdek, Board New $44*
by Deere used $^
3"* ed. by Purves, Onans, Heller New $53*
3* ed. by Robbins Used $38*
y ed. by Berkowttz, Kerin, Hartley, Rudelius ...Used $42^
by Thomas Used $9*

I

Poor and the Ppw^i?«t^

Many More Titles in stock-quantatles are limited so shop early

A'nicus
LAxMllUoflX.MJintjSllKV KW lie

Atticus/AIbion Bookshop
8 Main St. Amherst

& PfSTAUPANT

THURSDAY]

CIlAllTlllillJSE SKI PARTY
special Drink

- S^vampwater -

Register to win a $ l ,000.00
Slii Pacliage to be drawn Feb. 25

IFRIDAYNIGHTl
I AIIISWKLL TO THE CAfiK I'/

FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR]

3 - « PM
Bud Dry Bottles $ i .so (All Week)

FREE Pizza Slices
FREE Door Prizes • T-Shlrts •

Key Chains

LIVE
WHMP
REMOTE

^'
8:30
TO

1 1:30

iTiy«»» SUPERItOWL
iH>iJ»Li!:iiii:A»i<:ii

• FREE BUFFET •

Great Door Prizes '^^'^t
From iwS"^

Peter Pan Bus and Coors Ligint

Win Tickets to the Farewell Game
- Farewell T-Shirts -

Watch the Game from Start to Finish

Open til 2:00 AM
« Park and Ride on the RAFTERS Shuttle •

4:30 PM
UMASS

vs.
St. Bonaventure

6:18 PM
DALLAS

VS.
BUFFALO

Exclusive ScUcllitc Coverd^c of the Cininr!

Givc-a-wavs Every Hour!

Cover Charge $3.00
• Superbowl Score Pool •

• RAFTERS Sports Trivia •

• Hoop Tournament •

• Pool Tournament •

PRIZES
T-Shins. SonN'enir Glasses. ,\iii(),^rn|)l) F*cU's

Fooiball. Minors. Whaler's Tickets. Pool (Xiv. (iiii

* Certiticaies. c^ c:.\SI I

• Dinner Bullet at Hall Time $5.95 •

• Continuous Round Trip Shuttle Serxice
Between Fleet Bank 6^* HAFTtif^s •
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M Marshall
continued from page 1

in our lives today." He called Marshall "a man ofcourage,
a man of dignity and a man of strength."

Without Marshall's accomplishments, "he and 1

wouldn't be standing here next to each other today," said

COLLEGIAN

Capt. Eric Young, a judge advocate, gesturing toward
Pfc. Robert C. Achoe Jr., a legal clerk.

Marshall's coffin was brought up the Supreme Court's
front steps and placed on the black-draped bier that once
held the caskets of Presidents Abraham Lincoln and
John F. Kennedy and Chief Justice Earl Warren.

The current and retired members of the high court
served as honorary pallbearers. Marshall's official court

portrait, painted in 1990 by Simmie Knox, was displayed
for the first time. Warren who died in 1974, was the only
other court member to lie in state at the court building.

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

One lioltHoixl Walk
\nihrrst

2:^3-2774

186 Main Stret't

INurthainpton

S86-9659

COLLEGIAN

Don't just

read it,

eat it

Department of Germanic Languages & Literatures
510 Herter Hall 545-2350

OPEN CLASSES
German 291 A

.CMhM
WNiitltinmwi'

0|«n< Ttwnrfajrt la ^ a

German 341

German 370

German 379

Swedish 291

A

Swedish 491

Berlin to Hollywood

Tu 4 -6:15pm Hasbrouck134
Th 4 -5:15pm Herter 227

German Civilization

TuTh 8:00 -9:15 am Herter 107

19th Century German Thought
TuTh 11:15-12:30 Herter 231

Contemporary Germany
MWF 1:25 Herter 19

Sweden Through Film & Literature

Tu Th 7:00 pm
Swedish Children's Literature

TuTh 9:30- 10:45am

All Courses
TAUGHT IN ENGLISH

Ski
continued from page 16

saw UMass come in a distant second to BC. The
next closest UMass skier to Shafer was captain

John SogHa who finished tenth. UMass found

itself having to settle for second.

Racing giant slalom on Sunday the 17th the

women saw a repeat of the day before with BC
taking first by edging out UMass by only 3 seconds.

Despite Tanguay (5th), Sparks (6th), and Dana
Breslau (9th) all turning in fine performances for

UMass, the Minutewomen couldn't keep up with

the Eagles on a faster and longer course.

On the men's side, Shafer mopped up the rest of

the competition by placing first and six seconds

ahead of the next skier. Sophomore Joel Bradford
turned in his best performance of the year by
finishing fourth. BC held on again and placed first

overall as a team.

Jan. 23-24 at Waterville Valley: Saturday
the 23rd, the women's slalom saw BC manage a

lead over the rest of the teams and UMass again
taking second place. UMass held tough with
Braslau (4th). Martin (7th), and Adams ( 10th) all

turning in valuable performances, but a deeper
Eagles squad won the meet by almost 15 seconds.

For the men, UMass found itselfsecond best to

BC as a team by about two seconds.

UMass was again the runner up to BC by about
eight seconds in Sunday's slalom action.

Shafer was again a behemoth on the slopes by
getting his fourth first place in as many races. Still

,

Tirst place was out of the Minutemen's reach and
BC again took home the prize.

c^'n^cM'^
SQHQF

^KlCO^''' y^HlLv^'
i >iM- ul iIk- jri-a'^ 1 t-iis III 'l'lii>«i'>aiMi>%

lar(:f<l >«-la-rli<tii^ »(VsAi\,
ill liii|Mirlf<l, Clii •iiilsi

liHlr|NiMlaiil A <:<ilk-«lilil<*

tV ll<Miic-iit' KiTtiriK, l{f<-<»i-<l->

i'.A<y^-\\fn illMl

aiul (:oiii|iu<-| IliM** r.us.<«i-ii«>M

586 5726 586 1707
213 MAIN ST 21 STATE ST

NORTHAMPTON

TRAINING CORPS

PREREODISITE:
ADRENALINE
Drive. Intensity.

Those aren't words
you're likely to see in
many course require-
ments. Then again
Army ROTC is unlike
any other elective. It's

hands-on excitement.
ROTC will challenge
you mentally and
physically through
intense leaderslup
training. Training
that builds charac

ter. self-confidence
and decision-making
skills. Again, words
other courses seldom
use. But they're the
credits you need to
succeed in life. ROTC
is open to freshmen
and sophomores with-

out obhgation and
requires about 4
hours per week.
Register this term
for Army ROTC.

ARMTROTC
THE SMARTESTCOLLEGE
CCNIRSETODCANIAKL

For Further Information
Contact Captain John Healy

545-2321

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
TME. SECRET Ki M^WNG
GREKT VtoT CHOCOLMt
15 TO PUT THE. TlNX

TU\S yJM, VA^ WOT
CHOCDLME JUST F\U.S

\K TWE CRACKS.

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON
1 yWMOEREO YiUM ^OU CAT
\T WITW A roRK

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

TH^UNBFORMS
ATTHBffaAR.

\

Cartton falls for the old rubber-scalpel gag.

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

m. frtt iSSu« if

^
1

4Kt fr«« (SSUt*

Quote of the Day
"He has been known to write entire

books just so he could write on their flaps."

-Steve Martin on himself

JIM'S JOURNAL

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By JIM

M •«« p«\Ht X

caffet camiMtrct^)

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
UU EXCOStrtt COl>U>>(00

0)«CT nt TO gKBTLErr WKJl'

T'vt 8E6N LOOKIV* Kjl 0»*«

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
suREfwiNfe see iv<ftT ?i6
PIT o^a THERt'' ij\m-3w?
R\WT IN) BfVer LETT'S P»T

AXICSlMirih.>l-April lii Lt-jrnlu

coufirrjir m ilh Unrd one jnd ycMi will

«»|oy J much more sMHlymg NHjlkm.
*hip Money i|unlM)m hjr^ ovrr *

biAinew liH luon. Ch iht- imi JtKHe

TAUtUS iA|Mil Jf^Mj) >()i; Snmi-
ol your jwx ute> Mr in in on-

J^)n motHJ. oit-jRjin nvmd.Dii »hjl
y(iu < jn (m vijur own. ^tJir Itir inu»l m
JOy unuMul U|i|jnrtun«lm. Rurrurwr
brKHH to imeoviiy.

GEMINI IMjy :i lunr'Ot: The-

|Mii|>k- jniund yiiu tcHlj> jnr ini<f«-tlfd

"1 youf Kk-j* Viiuf iitcifiii will «|Mfi
'»^ (dfrrf MMtfW. AMvmonn h««"»
Mvxi* liuMnrw iM-^UkMionv Oinaii
jirJKl lo Idkc Ihr lr.lj.

CANCW ijunr .' I lulyi.'i: Prk crd
wilh c julkm whrrr IwvinrUI drjlu^
vk ith Iricmh or rrbtivr^ jfr (nrxernrd.

Umt more larl when t^firps^inR your

aiMTMom. Temper rrilM ivn w Ilh (HJMC'.

LEOihily 2) AuK.i2i: Br- willinKio

sijv "o llic »Kleline« and lend Ut toulini-

liu«int^» lodjy. Your pjlK-ni r will Ix-

IK hly rewarded. A|irumaiMinurraHcis
(KMsilile. Sfwout wingt at jwiruthul-
tenly UxMfjht.

VIUCO (AoR.iJStiX.:.'!: OiRinjI
ideas reteivf .1 warm welromr Irym

ihoie in aulhurilv. keep ralni ii mMr
lierame>anRry. Takeadva^M,l^<llsale^

11 ify ing lu e«lar){e your wardr<il>e.

II8«A iS.-,n .'UJil.i.'i- k |u>^ I.)

Jhih iIk- lutk-liKlK Kidav Wfwi liia»irnl

iheKtfHAlointt

suspx MVh < iHi ..

.

ihmk MrjiKhl KnnHini- \iiur h .hn <

ship rok- liy raiwni; luntK.

SCOmO KXl .M-Nth.Mi \<m
I an at ( (i>n|tli»h more llun y<iu ihini

luday. SuniMhin|tlKatKneludi«lv<HriM

the pjM irnxm * m¥»vn km h. t>uiiiiiki

a whedulintt < ufMlvl jHt<n i hm|s It-rm

rrlaliurMlw|i

SAGITTARIUS iN.n .'.» l)it .'1.

Cle%e< idi'a\ia<ilM'Mnpl('<nfni«'di'>ii •,

Vou Rft on to a iK ini- tiarl ail»f n »

^•h j|)rr«onolMil>s4arvf. Yau>n>.ii<".
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CAnUCO«N Hhf .>.'.U<i.l<li Cv
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AQUARIUS ilan .MM'eh.lfll Vour
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kntin)>ll>rou(thnnasu(kk-r<lxirklv \<hi

will v\alk away a winner. I>i nm U'
alraid 10 reser>e )'«Hir ofiinHin ii ni'ss

data iMHcxnes asailalik-.

PISCES ifehl'iMirchiOi: Aktl
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

c-

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski

Production Mike Carvalhp, Sean Ramsey,.

jim Canley

Menu

Sorry, No Menu Today

Tin- <i|>inii)n> fxpii'ssi'd on this \),\^v ,)\v iIioh' oi iIk' ( iirloonist^ .iiul do not nt'(i'>s,irily ii'ikx I ihc vic'w> oi ilu' Collviiun tn tlu' University.

ACROSS
1 Taiit mo«t
4 Ooggonf
9 La — . in MiiarK)

#V— matter ot

•act

1 5 Eocen*. tor on*
16 Sports
17 Warn
20 Travotta tiim

21 High tliar's org.

22 Swingy tnll

23 Show aversion

26 Fndg* rardar's

quest

30 Taa i«ad-in

31 Fixad apptas
for baking

32 rim«b«k>g
33S«igfroK)
34CaltancM
35 Warn
38 San Oiago

team
39 Takes it easy
40 Hundred Years

War battle site

41 Tracks, at

times

42 Cro»»d

45 Obi's retattve

46 Fragrant

oleoresin

47 Garb (or

Superman
46 Old. 10 Burns
50 More

bumptious
52 Warn
57 Broadway meal

ticket

58 Author's

representative

59 '2001

computer
60 Tbund* egg.

e.g.

61 After eta

62 Oing-a-hng

DOWN
1 Quibble
2 Father of Horus
3 Chairs need
these

4 Millte and
Socks. I e

5 Globes

6 Weed
7 Alas, m Bonn
8 Complained
ChildisMy

9 Rebukes in the

10 PhHartderars
11 -— lt«*and

breattt*)-

12 Emulate Paul

Bunyon
13 Actress JilHan

18 Put away
19 'Sleepy

Time —

"

24 Once. orH:e

25 Hummir>g place
27 Rare avis

28 Frimy coverir>g

29 With It

31 — IslarKl.

Brooklyn
pleasure resort

32 McKinley
birthplace

33 Blew oneself to

34 Roam
35 Poet Teasdale
36 Dose anagram
37 Colorful Cheese

tray item

38 Bobbies e g
41 Humdrum
42 -I4an of La —
43 'Lulu* and

Martha'
44 Former

ballerina Grey
and narrtesakes

46 High note
4; El — Spanish

hero

49 River in Zaire

51 Architectural

pier

52 Ouster

53 Actress Sue —
Langdon

54 '— or»

forever.

Terinysori

55 Yuck!

56 Shoe width
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR STUDENT CARDMEMBERS

It seems wherever you go. there we are. Offering a helping hand
whenever you need one. 1-i ht)urs a day. 36S days a year. Helping you
to stretch your budget w ith special savings w hen you fly, shop, call

long distance, and now. even when you ski.

As the official Card of Killington. home of some of

the greatest skiing in the East, were happy to bring you

a free one-day ski pass just for using the American

Express* Card to purchase a Killington ExtraCredit card.

The ExtraCredit card allows >'t)u to get 40" o off the

\ regular price of each additional one-day ski pass w hen
\ you ski Killington.*

It's just a small pan of our commitment to

be there for you. all the way The fart is. we
want to do all we can to make Cardmembership
as rewarding as possible for you

So consider the offer lielow a glimpse t)f the

g(xxl things to come. We know youre going

places in life And we hope ytnill take us with y(HJ.

Well get you to the top ofthe
mountain with a fiee ski pass.

How you get down is

your business.
To get a free one-day ski pass, c(Hirtesy of American Express,

simply purchase the Killington ExtraCredit card using the American
Express Card.*

The ExtraCredit card costs $25 and entitles you to purchase a
Killington one-day ski pass, valid on all six interconnected mountaias.
for only $25 each day. Sunday-Friday (non-holiday), through
May 1, 1993 That's a savings of 40% off the regular price!

Call Killington Travel Service toll-free, at 1-HOO-372-2007. to .sign up
r the FjrtraCredit card today. Have the American pjcpress Card ready
^our voucher, redeemable for the Ixjnus ski pass, will arrive with the

ExtraCredit card. Please allow two weeks for delivery.

get the Killington ExtraCredit card and voucher
K)d for a free one-day ski pass, simply return
the coupon below or call now: 1-800-372-2007.

™'" — — — — — — ——— —— —— «_•,
below, tear out and mail to:

V 2450, KUIington, VT 05751-9975. Attn: ExtraCredit card

sue Zip

Ameriian Express* Card Numher

American Express Is The Official Card Of Krungton.

I
:)«gna(ure

"
|

If you're noc an American Expt^s Cardmemher, call 1-800-942-AMEX today to apply.

©1993 AmchKjn Express Tpjvrf RttateO SeiviivN avr^uny. Inc.

itf^:
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down from other years.
As a hockey purist. I hope I never see the day when

fighting IS banned from the NHL. It has been an integral
part ofthe game for years and losing it would mean losing
exciting moments in the hame, fan base, and sUr players.

Having been to arenas such as Boston Garden and
Madison Square Garden, I can attest that fans do not
want to see fighting banned. Fans like to see when two
guys are going at it all night and they settle it with a
harmless fight. This by no means endorses the Tie Domi-
Bob Probert affair, but it concedes that these skirmishes
are unavoidable and attractive.

"When it's premeditated, it detracts from the game
because it takes on the quality of a sideshow." says
fio*7o/j Globe hockey columnist Nancy Marrapese
-Hockey isn't meant to be the WWF and premeditation

The
Collegian

urges you
to-vote

for

"BOB"

CAMCUN
BAHAMAS..

JAUAICA.
DAYTOMA,H
FLOtVDAp^^

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

The Spa
|Hoi Tubs & TansI
173 l'ni\cMsii\- 1)1

|.\inlKTSI. \L\{)I(J(>2|

(4 1 3> 253-7727

I^S
AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB

BEST
Aerobics MaehiMs

KEISER. NWnLUS. STAIRMASTERS
GRMflTRON. TREAMMU. BIO i. UFECVeiES
CmX OK, NORMC TMCK. OimPK FREEWBOinS
Ni i. 1$, $Hf. Hmk. ^a, SM, Bovtreitt

256=0080

. . should be heavily penalized."
If someone can tell me the last time two combatants

got booed for a scrap, I'll give them $ 100. Fighting always
draws cheers and can change the momentum of a game.

"I remember when the Minnesota North Stars came
into Boston and were all over the Bruins." recalls
Marrapese. "Cam Neely and Basil McRae had a sponta-
neous fight and Boston dominated the rest of the game."

Without these fights, hockey might very well lose the
blue collar fan base that has kept it alive. It's these fans
that have kept coming to the games in the dark days of
John Ziegler's reign and might go away if the physical
play and fighting are minimized.

Thursday, lonuury 28, 1993 / Page IS

These bluecollar fans identify with the Terry O'Reillys,
the Stan Jonathans, the Dave Schultzs. Take them away,
you leave the die hard fan with nobody. Not to mention
that the enforcers tend to be characters; who will ever
forget Tie Domi riding his stick through center ice after
a goal, or Mike Milbury beating a fan with a shoe Take
fighting away and you lose these players.

Fighting also protects the game's stars. When an
opponent takes a run at Wayne Gretzky. he can expect U)
have Marty McSorley's fist^ in his face. IftheNHL wishes
to market its stars more effectively, it has to keep them
on the ice. The enforcer provides that uisurance.

Mike DiLoremo is a Collegian corre.spondent

The Collegian.

113 Campus Ctr.

545-3500

Quorum
Opportunity Knocks

Over 93*:* ol homes

.

Nchiclcs aiul fvoplc need

sccurily. Now ii is simple

and aHordablc. Tcchiwlogi-

eul hreakihmugh makes this

ihe op|x>nuniiy ol ihc Ws.
Person lo |vrson sales in a

dynamic iKMwork marketing

plan. No inveniory

requircinenls. Firsl (Mass

marketing and tiaininy

support.

Call iww lordciaiK

Action Marketing

FredGt»hr • 665-7.S0I

Montague Mini Mart
12 to 6 in Monlamic Ctr.

from Amherst: 10 milts \orlh on Rle. 63 loRle. 47N
from Northampton: 14 miles 91 North to 116 lo 47N

Beer St Wine
Sold On SUNDAYS

Bud suitcase cans $13 99 + dep.
Bud 12 pack bottles/ warm $13 99 + dep
Keystone / Busch 12 pack cans $5 90 + dep
Natural light 12 pack cans $5 59 + dep.
Rolling Rock case, bottles $15.60 + dep
Rolling Rock 12-pack, bottles $8 39 + dep.

Reasonable cigarette prices
A wonderful selection ofAustralian & Chilean wines as well as the

French & domestic classics

367-9551
Many other specials!

Proper ID Regu i rod

Grand j.

Opening^
^ Free Drink With Any Purchase

Downtown Amherst
17 Kellogg Ave., Amherst

256-8705 ^

• Pastries • Croissants

• Breads • All Occasion Cakes
• Tarts • Coffee and Teas
• Birthday Cakes • Wedding Cakes

, OPEN:
Sun.-Thurs. 7:30a.m.-ll p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00 mid.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University ol Massachuselts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily

"

Classifieds
?ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8;30-3.30

Fri. 8:30 2;30

113 Campus Center

PERSi

• fOK SALL

• PERSONALS
• HLLP WANTLD
• LOST .V FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• FTC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Disability Services is in search of

voliinleer readers for disabled students.
Ttie job of reader consists ol reading
books onto tape and/or reading aloud
lor students No experience is neces
sary. We will train. Please contact Lorie

Bell at Disability Services for further

information at 545 089?.

Free Hamster and accessories
Call Beth or Erin

546 0933

Havlny trouble with your roomate'
Contact OCHO, 428 Student Union, or

call us at 545 0865. We can help'

Loohing for a place to live off cam
pus' Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union 545
0865

3 Credit Recycling class Educ 2 354
Tuesday 2:30 500 call 545 1153 for

more info

ATTENTION PROFESSORS

Have you been putting of painting

your home or home office? Phillips

Brothers painting provides last high
quality interior & exterior painting at

reasonable prices. Free estimates flex

iMe rates fast reliable service. Call Brock
584 5979

FOR SALE

For Sale: Burton air 6 Snowboard
Airwalk boots sire 7 $350 call 5273014

One way plane ticket to Miami
Will sell for cheap price

or best offer

Interested' Call Alexis 549 4720

Vamaha CLP-30 Calvinova keyboard
88 full sire, weighted keys with stand,
pedals, bench
Call Dave 253 9282

GREEKS AND CLUBS

$1,000 An Hourl
Each member of your frat, sorority,

team club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise 31.000
in |ust a few days' Plus a chance to

eazrn 51,000 for yourself No cost No
obligation 1 800 932 0528 exi. 65.

HELP WANTED

Att. Excellent Income for home as

semblywork. 1 504 646 WOODeptMA
1307

Evening |obsl Environmental cam-
paign work Fight pollution with clean
water action. SlOO^vk . On Bus line

584 9830.

Eitra SSt Eatra SM Extra $$$
Wanted reliable dependable

delivery coordinators • delivery help
for Ihe Boston Globe Mon Fri .

Sunday in Amherst apt Complex
areas. Routes available with or

without transportation Early hours
good pay. Please call 1 800 858 4275

then press rero.

Extra $S$ Extra $$$ Extra SSS
Wanted reliable . dependable

delivery persons for dorm • office

delivery of the Boston Globe Mon.
Fri • Sunday Early hours good pay.
Please call 1 BOO 858 4275 then press

zero

Join the Massplrg staff and be pan of

a 20 year history of environmental ac
tivism:

•The Bottle Bill

"Mass. Clean Air Act

"Mass toxic use reduction act

Full/Part time positions S40 60/day
Call Carmen 266 6434

U.S. Tracers Is currently seeking mo
livated students in Amherst area for FT
and PT independent work (800)886 6919

INSTRUCTION

Pttysics and Math Tutor
M A. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260

MUSIC

Speakers, Reconing * Repair
Home. Aulo, Pro
ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W Springfield 1 781 2327

PERSONALS

".'Gary Deeoe'"
Happy Birthday
As Ever BHD
To the pretty student/waitress I met
Monday, January 25th at 10 am at the
bursars office. Those lines were so long
I practically got to know your whole life

history except for a few critical details
like your name, fd like to see you

again. If you would like to see me again
please respond here

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roomate Neededlll
M/F to share two bedroom Brandywirte
Apt.

1 75.00/mo.

549S868

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birihriglit ol Amherst Area
for free testing and confidential caring
help Amherst Carnage Shops
549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call ChM5 at 253 7524

S. NINTENDO/MT. BIKE

Unlvega S300 Great condition Super
Nintendo, brand new with original
packaging, super mario, super baltlclank

S100 Final fantasy II 350 Ronuncc
of the Three Kingdoms II 350. Call

Blake at 584 7285 or 545 1864

TRAVEL

**'*Spring Break M""
Cancun 3479' Jamaica 3499'
Daytona Beach 3169' Orgam/r- a bmall
group and travel FREF' New England's
largest spring break companyi
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

WANTED
Band (Members
lor new Ska band
all positions'

Leave ni<.(j (fB 549 0627

Sick of DC Meal Plan'
Meal Plan in exchange lor kitchen work
il interested call

Jim Houston at

253 9015
At 496 North Pleaynt St

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
•Need lic«ii;in(j for tprinq s^mcMcr
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 ObdO or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4

person apt in Brandywine or Pufflon
Starling in January 546 2296
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Sports
The ticketmaster reigns
Thorr Bjom handling game operations
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Friday. Jan. 29. 1993 This date marks
the end of an era for students at the
University of Massachusetts.

Yes, the Curr>' Hicks Cage will be host
to its final game tomorrow evening for the
UMass mens basketball team, setting the
stage for the grand opening ofthe William
D. MuUins Center, next Thursday. Feb. 4.

But something that many fans do not
realize is that there is a man behind the
scenes for UMass. someone who makes
the operations of the Cage run smoothly.
This man is Thorr Bjom, the ticket man-
ager and director of game operations for

the Mmutemen.
Bjom. a UMass graduate of 1990, now

has to look ahead to the Mullins Center,
but he said he cannot forget the Cage and
the two years of work that seemed like a
lifetime.

"I've been doing this for two years, and
it feels like a lot longer than that. We have
come along way. and I think we have a
long way to go." Bjorn said.

Over the last three seasons. Bjom has
seen the Minutemen become a huge favor-
ite, thuscreatuiga problem. Tickets which
were once tough to give away are becom-
ing priceless Therefore, the ticket office

has had to come up with new and improved
ways of getting tickets out to the fans,

especially students, safely and effectively.

-Every year weve done something dif-

ferent." said Bjom. "The first year we
started handing tickets out to anyone who

wanted one; last year, we checked every-
body off when we gave them a ticket.

The activity cards this year have
worked bette? and are speeding up the
process. I think every year we are getting
better, but the students may not always
think that. They don't realize that we are
doing it for them," Bjorn said.

This season by far has been the hard-
est because we will have used four build-
ings I the Cage, Mullins Center, the Cen-
trum in Worcester, and the Springfield
Civic Center! as our home court.

Students don't complain about their
tickets, because they arejust fired up to be
in there. But. we have gotten hammered
by complaints from season ticket holders,
because they are used to the Cage." Bjorn
said.

In a span of three years, crowd control
became the important factor Bjorn and
his office had to worry about. The days of
empty seats in the Cage were gone, and
people were now pushing and shoving to

get a ticket to see UMass basketball.

"People forget what it was like at the
Boston University game two years ago.
That is just an example of what we are
trying to prevent. All we can do is ask the
students to relax and wait."

Bjom's job will be taking a new turn
come next year with the Mullins Center
hosting the games for the Minutemen.

He will continue to supervise the stu-

dent workers in the new arena, but he v^-ill

not be the one hiring the workers, unlike
in the past, when he hired students from
the school of sports management.

Calipari wants fans
ready for Cage finale
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

John Calipari wants to make sure
America remembers the Curry Hicks
Cage long after the 60-year old gymna-
sium closes its doors for men's basket-
ball sometime early Saturday morning.

First he brought in a quality oppo-
nent — Southwest Louisiana and
ESPN, to broadcast at the Cage's fa-

vorite hour, midnight. Now he wants
the crowd that night to be more than
just its usual raucous self. He wants
them to appear as a sea of white and
give the national television audience
something to remember.

Calipari wants every man, woman
and child in the Cage that night to be
wearing a white, special-edition. Cage
finale T-shirt.

*We want a total sea of white to say
goodbye to the Cage." Calipan said
"ESPN will be there and when they
scan up to the crowd during the game,
we want everyone to have the same
shirt on.

"People all over the country will say,
'wow those fans in the Cage are unbe-
lievable. It's like Duke or Kentucky.'
They will remember the Cage as it

should be remembered— a great place
to play and watch a basketball game."

The men's basketball office will be

selling the special edition T-shirts on
theCampus Center Concourse, through
Fnday. from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

The Cage, one of the smallest but
loudest gyms in the country, will host
its last men's basketball game on Fri-

day. The Minutemen will move into the
9,493 seat, $51 million Mullins Arena
next Thursday , also in front ofa national

television (ESPN) audience.

The tremendous home court advan-
tage the Minutemen enjoy while play-

ing at the Cage will be missed, but
Calipari said he wants the old gym to

go out with a bang.

"Everyone needs to be up for the
game, and let the nation know what
theCage has meant to UMass." Calipari
said. "The T-shirts are just a part of
that. We want everyone there to
standing and getting wild, showing up
with basketballs on their heads and
painting their faces."

"It's the last game at the Cage ever
and we want it to be a memorable one."

The white shirts will look especially
good on television, since ESPN will be
scanning the building more often than
in a usual game. Calipari said.

"It's an eye catcher." Caliapri said
The shirts and the enthusiasm of our
crowd grabs viewers and more people
will watch the game and talk about our
great fans and our great old arena."

UM to ruffle
feathers vs.

St. Joseph's
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After not winning a conference game for two
years, the University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team has already won two <of four)
Atlantic 10 games this season.

TonightatTp.m.intheCage.theMinutewomen
( 6-8) look not only for their third A- 10 win. but also
for their first win in 20 attempts against nemesis
St. Joseph's.

"St. Joe's is one ofthe most talented teams in the
conference." said coach Joanie O'Brien. "What we
have to do is try to contain them as best we can and
play very well."

"We've been feeling good about ourselves lately
after winning five of seven and the girls reaUze
what they can do now — hopefully everyone will

step up tonight."

O'Brien will have to get great performances from
a few of her players, namely Melissa Gurile (14.6
pts./game, 8.3 rebs.) and Kim Kristofik ( 13.9, 6.9).

Melissa hasn't shot well the past few games
because she's been a little tired," said O'Brien.
"But I look for her to step up and play well."

The return of Maleeka Valentine should also
bolster the UMass backcourt as it gives O'Brien the
option ofstarting Valentine at off-guard or bringing
freshman sharpshooter Kim Gregory offthe bench.

St. Joseph's (10-4). which is having a stellar
season thus far. possesses one of the most potent
lineups in the league vrith the likes of power
forward Katie Curry (18.1 points) and small for-

ward Amy Mallon ( 17.1 pts. and 9.6 rebounds).
"Katie Curry is a great player and absolutely

shoots the lights out from three-point land," said
O'Brien. "With Mallon. at her size she's the second
or third leading rebounder in the conference."

Forward Octavia Thomas (11.9 ptsVgame, 6.9
rebs. ) is going to have her hands full with the task
ofcoveringand more importantly, boxingout Mallon.

Other thumbnails for the Minutewomen will be
Audrey Codner. who's the third leading scorer on
the Lady Hawk squad, and India Henderson, who
leads the team with 5.1 assists and is second in

rebounds/game with 4.9.

**St. Joseph's is tough but we'll have a chance to

compete in every game if we keep it close with
under five minutes left."

Swim team doesn't skip a beat
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The winter break was very kind to the University of
Massachusetts men's swimming team as they compiled a
3-1 record over the month, upping their overall record to
9-1.

The biggest win, by far, was last Saturday's dramatic
12-point win over a strortg University of Connecticut
squad. The Minutemen won the meet in the last of 13
events as the quartet Aaron Osborne. Chris Barrett. Joe
Morris and Adam Reich set a UConn pool record by
swimmng a 3:09.54 400 freestyle relay.

"Going into the meet 1 was a little worried," said
UMass coach Russ Yarworth. "but we went down there
and we swam very well. We exhibited good depth, which
is very important in championship events."

UConn has been benefiting from what can be described
as an overinflated ranking The Huskies entered the
meet ranked 33rd nationally, and went up to 27th after
the UMass meet. Yarworth doesn't feel that his team is

near the top 40 nationally, and with the win over UConn.
said that the Huskies must have a friend or two on the
voting list for the national poll.

The meet sUrted with the UMass 400 Medley Relay
team of Sean Clark, Tim Milbert, Tim Nubar and Reich

UMass skiing
finds success
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

With everyone's eyes at the University of Massachu-
setts left on the state and progress ofthe men's basketball
team, few realize or have time for any other sport.
However, the men's and women's ski team have had the
most productive seasons of any other winter sport this
year.

The Minutemen and Minutewomen have found
themselves at the top of their league, posting 6-1 and 7-

1 records, respectively.

So in case you had no idea we even had a ski team or
just happened to miss their results on the news here's a
wrap up of the meets for the first half of the season.

Jan. 16-17 at the Berkshire East Mountain: For
the women's slalom, UMass placed second as a team
behind Boston College by only six tenths of a second.
SeniorJenniferTanguay led theway for UMass finishising
first overall while Captain Debbie Adams (8th), Kyri
Sparks (9th). and Jodi Tanguay ( 10th) carried UMass to
a powerful finish.

Despite a superb performance from UMass' Bill Shafer,
one ofthe top collegians in the country, the men's slalom

Turn to SKI, page 12

establishing a UConn pool record of 3:29.65 in an easy
Mrin of over four seconds.

UConn won the next three events— 1000, 200. and 50
freestyles— but UMass took second, third and fourth in
the 1000 and 200. minimizing the possible damage.

Then it was UMass' turn to go on a streak. Senior Jay
Peluso and Milbert took first and second in the 200
Individual Medley. Justin Murphy took the 1 Meter Dive,
and Nubar took the 200 Butterfly. With a 74.5-56.5 lead
the Minutemen were looking good, but the Huskies
wouldn't quit winning the next fourevents—100 Freestyle.
200 Backstroke. 500 Freestyle, and 3 Meter Dix-ing —
with only two events remaining.

Yarworth and the Minutemen knew that to overcome
UConn's eight-point lead they would have to take at least
first and second in the meet's second to last event, the 200
Breaststroke. and win the final relay. The Undem of
Peluso and Milbert took care of the first part, easily
outdisUncing the nearest UConn swimmer in the 200
Breast, setting up the heroics ofthe final event and a big
UMass victory over one of its fiercest rivals.
MEET NOTES: The Minutemen's onlv blemish to

date is a 169-130 thumping at the hands of the Brown
University Bears. Also over the break UMass easily
outdistanced Providence College, the host school, and the
University of Maine.

Officials should
let punches roll,

allow fists to fly
Question

:
Which facet ofsport do you most often

associate with hockey? a) speed, b) athletic grace c)
sportsmanship, d) fighting. Ifyou chose "d",you are
absolutely correct.

Mike

DILORENZO
NHL President-elect Gary Bettman might be

startled to find this answer if he asked any casual
fan what aspect they most ofl«n associate with
hockey, especially in an era where NHL brass is
trying to clean up the sport.

Fighting continues to be both an exciting part of
the game and. yes. a crowd draw.

Yet the NHL would have us believe that we, the
tans, don't like it and want it removed. They tell us
that fighting is marring the game and have taken
steps to remove it. Stiffer penalties for instigation
have been implemented and fighting majors are

Turn to OFFICIALS, page 15
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Friday sunny, windy, upper 308
Saturday sunny, mid-20s

'
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Local News:
Amid dorm residents' cries of "letter-napping,"

housing puts an end to resident assistants' role in

intersession mail distribution. See page 3.

Sports:
Minutemen set to take on Southwestern
Louisiana in their final Cage appearance.

Page 16.
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Lifting military ban
Opposition to Clinton's plan mounts

ITS Aa IN THE WRIST- Rick Cumer, a junior history maior, prepares to send the
puck down the ice in front o* the Fine Arts Center.

By ROBERT DVORCHHAK
Associated Press

From the military ranks to mainstream
America, a firefight of divided feelings
buzzed Thursday over President Clinton's
plan to lift the ban on homosexuals serv-
ing in the military.

"Quite honestly, the only way to describe
the opponents* reaction is hate." said Sam
Gal legos, now a reporter for a gay maga-
zine aft«r he was given a general discharge
from the Colorado National Guard in 1991.

At the Marine Corps base at Camp
Pendleton. Calif.. Lance Col. Richard
McDowell said a new policy would affect
performance.

"1 wouldn't feel comfortable with some
guy who's gay. in a fighting hole, in the
middle of battle," McDowell said. Tou
wouldn't know if he'd be thinking about
fighting or be thinking about, you know,
you."

Army Pfc. Paul Rader, stationed at
Fort Campbell, Ky., said allowing gays in
the military "disgusts me ." He said ho-
mosexualson active duty would be treated
roughly by other soldiers.

At Malmstrom Air Force Base in
Montana. Sgt. Marty Tucker said the
change is "not the image the military
should project."

And Capt. Tim Myers, commanding
officer of the Chicago Navy Reserve Of-
ficers Training Corps, said the close
quarters ofsea duty would puse problems.

"I think it is very difficult for the het-
erosexual and gay male to live beside one
another for six months on a ship." Myers
said. "Thereisnoplacetogoifsijmeoneis
uncomfortable."

Fredrick Seltzer, a gay journalist sea-
man apprentice at the submarine base in
Bangor, Wash., says fears are misplaced

"We are not sexual predators." said
Seltzer, whose discharge is pending. -Wc
are basically normal human beings but
the one thing m our lives that is different
is our sexual orientation."

Capt. Pam Mindt of the Minnesota
Army National Guard came forward in
July, out of "duty and honor," to tell her
superiors she is a lesbian Her discharge
also is pending.

"I was sick and tired of seeing quality
people being kicked out because (if their
orientation." Mindt said. "I've served 16
honorable years, not marred with any
type of allegation of inappropriate sexual
conduct. Let our records speak for us."

"Social change is never easy." said Joe
Steffan. a top student at the Naval Acad-
emy in Annapolis who was discharged

Marshall is fondly remembered
Professors respond to the loss offormer justice
By DENISE HENRY
Collegian Correspondent

The death of ex-Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall marked the end ofa great man and a great legal
career, but his achievements in the battle for civil rights
in America and his legacy ofsUnding up for what is right
live on, said university professors.

"Thurgood Marshall will be missed by all." said Pro-
fessor of political science Sheldon Goldman.

Goldman described Marshall as a truly great Supreme
Courtjustice who was a pioneer in protecting civil liberties,
and the conscience of the Supreme Court in matters of
racial and sexual equality.

As a lawryer, Marshall argued a number ofcivil rights
cases including the famous 1954 Brown vs. Board of
Education, which put an end to the separate but equal
doctrine in public education.

Marshall later became the first Black justice on the
Supreme Court, and was known for the time and effort he
put into attaining civil rights for African Americans.

Peter Derrico. associate professor of legal studies, said
he felt Marshall's death was a great loss, and that now

America would have to cling to his memory, because noonp
since him had made such an impact on the country.

Legal studies lecturer Matthew Chametzky said he
was also very saddened by the passing of the legal figure
who accomplished so much for civil rights in America

As a lawyer, Marshall argued a
number of civil rights cases including
the famous Brown vs. Board of
Education, which put an end to the

separate but equal doctrine in public
education.

Chametzky added he had already been upset by
Marshall's departure from the Court due to health prob-
lems, and his subsequent replacement byJustice Clarence
Thomas.

Chametzky said he felt that despite the death of
Marshall, the legacy ofhis eloquently written, pioneering
opinions will live on.

UM reaction
to GLB ban
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

President Bill Clinton's promise to lift the ban
on homosexuals in the military has drawn mixed
reactions across the University of Massachusetts
campus.

Senior Army ROTC Cadet and history major
David Kobs said he believes the integration ofgays
in the military is not the job ofthe president, but of
Congress, which drafted the Uniform Code of
Military Justice, instituting the ban in the first
place.

"I'm personally opposed to it. as I think a lot of
people in this country are. but if there must be
integration, it should be taken slowly to protect the
safety of the soldiers," said Kobs.

Members ofthe Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance
disagreed.

Turn to UM REACTION, page 4

New Mullins Center: something for everyone
By NICOLE DUMAS cilitie8forth*.nniv.r«it« TKoc=o«..^.^„

^^ ^By NICOLE DUMAS
Collegian Staff

While the Boston Garden has been a
part of Massachusetts history for many
years, it has something in common with
the brand-new Mullins Center,

Like the Boston Garden, the parquet
squares which make up the fioor of the
basketball court can be removed to reveal
an Olympic-sized ice rink. With about 100
employees on thejob. the entire transition
from basketball court to hockey rink can
be completed in five hours.

The "philosophy''ofthe Mullins Center,
according to Executive Director Lee A.
Esckilsen is to attract as many people to

the center as possible.

"We are going to make as many people
conscious of the facility as we can,"

Esckilsen said. "We are here to provide
the safest and most secure facilities that
we can."

Esckilsen said the goals for the Mullins
Center revolve around programs and fa-

cilities for the university. These programs
include basketball, hockey, recreational
sports, fine arts and student concerts.

Secondary to programs directly related
to the university, the Mullins Center will
house conferences in the summer and at
other times when school is not in session.

The Mullins Center will enact several
proposals designed toattract more visitors
to the arena, includinga no-smoking policy
and a "parent's room."

Esckilsen said smoking will not be al-

lowed in any of the three sections of the
MullinsCenter— the arena, the ice facility

and the line, which is the area between
the arena and the ice rink.

"We will be a no-smoking facility from
day one." Esckilsen said.

The proposed "parent's room" is de-
signed to allow parents to bring their
children to the center while attending an
event.

Event Manager Edward J. Murphy said
he realizes the athletic events at Mullins

Turn to MULLINS. page 8

Cj. . _, JOSH Rf ff.jl )S .',;.. ,ir.,

btudent Operations crews lay out the basketball floor in preparation for the first game at the
Mullins Center on February 4.
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Friday, January 29
Meeting— Muslim Students Association is holding

Jumaa Salat at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center Km. 804-
808.

Group — Muslim Students Association: Social hour
for new and old students, from 7:00-8:30 p.m., refresh-
ments, in Campus Center Rm. 804-808.

Thursday, February 4
Lecture — Robin Ochs will give a presentation on

"Understanding Bisexuality: Beyond Stereotypes."
from 4:00-6:00 p.m. in CCr74. She will also give a
workshop entitled "Lesbian and Bisexual Women: A
Dialogue," from 7:30-9:30 p.m. in CC165.

Group — The gay, lesbian and bisexual graduate
student group is having an ice cream social from 3:00-

5:00 p.m. in the program for GLB Concerns' office,

Crampton House, SW.

Friday, February 5
Help Wanted — The Everywoman's Center is

seeking interns, volunteers and work-study students
to be involved in the Resource/Referral Program.
Application deadline is Feb. 5. Call 545-0883 for more
information.

Volunteers — Woman shelter/companers needs
volunteers to provide services to battered women and
their children. Call 538-9717.

The New Students Program
not just another summer job
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Most students who come to the University of Massa-
chusetts experience the New Students Program - three
days of tours, class scheduling and more information
about the university than any new student thought
possible.

And although almost all have had the thrill ofcoming
to campus for the first time and getting their first
impressions of the university through the program, for
the students behind all the information, advice and
assistance. New Students is not just an adventure, it's

a job.

The New Students Program combines thejobs ofboth
tour guide and student admissions representatives. The
position requires a thorough know ledge of the campus
and all it has to offer. The new students are informed
about residential, social, and academic life.

The new students program summer counselor positions
offer a nine-week salary, free room and board, and health
coverage. The job runs from May 26 to July 17, and the
counselors come in contact with all the incoming first
year students.

"The student counselors play a critical role We strive
to hire a diverse group ofthe best and brightest students,"
said Jeanne Horrigan. associate director of the New

Students Program.
The students who apply should be skilled in planning

and leadership, and have an appreciation for the uni-
versity and a high level ofenergy because the hours are
long and require a substantial time investment, said
Horrigan.

Horrigan said The New Students Program has pro-
vided many students with close friendships and warm
memories, and that the group of students works closely
together over the summer weeks to provide incoming
students with a friendly first \iew of the university.

The counselors greet the new students, help them
plan their schedules, set them up with advisors, proctor
exams, lead tours and provide nighttime entertain-
ment.

The Director of the New Students Program, Sarah
Hamilton said, "Students must be enthusiastic about the
university and experienced in different aspects of cam-
pus life. They must be willing to help people."

According to Hamilton, to be eligible for the program
a student must be an undergraduate with a grade point
average higher than 2.5. Involvement in campus groups,
registered student organizations, and residential staff
experience are more than welcome.

Applications for this year's new students summer
program counselors are available in the University's
Admission Center. The deadline is February 15.

Committee report attacks Weld plan
to privatize Northampton hospital
NORTHAMPTON (AP» - A legislative report has sharply
criticized aitempU by Gov. William Weld and his mental
health officials to shift patients at Northampton State
Hospital into private mental health facilities.

"We viewed Northampton State as a case study on
privatization and felt it contained all the lessons that
would be instructive," Richard Connors, director of the
Senate Post Audit and Oversight Committee, said Thurs-
day.

"There has got to be some real thinking done about
planning," he said. "We are not moving abstract things
around the Commonwealth. We are moving bodies. It's
almost as if there was an ideological commitment made
and only afterward was there any thinking done about
how it was to be accomplished."

"That seems a little out of order," Connors said.
The committee found the administration failed to come

up with adequate plans on how much space was needed
and where to put the patients once the state hospital was
closed, and in its floundering "destroyed the nucleus of
state-provided mental care in western Massachusetts."

It also questioned the short and long term cost savings
and suggested the Mental Health Department provide
quarterly reports on finances.

The facility, which then housed 129 patients, was one
of nine sUte hospiUls targeted for privatization by the

Weld administration in June 1991. It was originally
scheduled to close in April 1992. but the date has re-
peatedly been put offas deals with municipal and private
hospitals to take the patienU fell through. It is now
scheduled to close in May.

Connie Peters, a spokeswoman for the state Mental
Health Department, maintained the charges in the pro-
posals had arisen from changing circumstances.

"Planning is an evolving process." she said, contend-
ing revisions were "shifts, not entirely new plans."

She maintained that the department's main intent had
not been to save money. And she said that while part ofthe
savings was accomplished by simply shifting the cost ofthe
care from the state to the federal government through
Medicaid payments to private hospitals, "manv states do
It and that is the way the Medicaid laws are set up."

She also said the department had prepared a 20-page
statement defending its actions and had presented it to
the committee Jan. 1 1 . However, she declined to provided
the document saying department officials had not yet
decided whether they want to make those arguments
public.

State Sen. SUnley Rosenberg, D-Amherst, who had
requested the committee to look into the closing of the
hospital in his district, said the report confirms the fears
of many mental health advocates.
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Dean Frederick
Byron to Step Down
Frederick W. Byron Jr. has announced his res-

ignation as dean of the faculty of natural science
and mathematics in the college ofarts and sciences
at the University of MassachusetU. effective Auk
31.

^
In a recent letter to the department heads in the

Faculty ofNatural Science and Mathematics, Byron,
who has been dean since 1979, wrote that he felt it

was time for him to move on.

•^ith the appointment of Michael Hooker as
President and appointment of a new chancellor for
our campus soon to occur, it is clear that a new era
in the history of the University is underway,"
Byron said This is an excellent time for natural
science and mathematics to have a new dean who
will be part of the new leadership team

"

Provost Glen Gordon said he understood Byron's
decision to step down, but accepted his resignation
with regret.

"He's done a magnificent job as dean over the
last 14 years," Gordon said in a statement.

New Registrar
The University of MassachusetU now has a

deputy registrar on campus to register voters.
Robb Smith, a 25-year-old graduate student in

the labor studies department, was sworn in on Jan.
21. Smith is available to register both new and
relocated voters Monday through Friday from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Those wishing to register are advised to call

ahead at 545-0865.

Smith is also the assistant to the director ofthe
Off-Campus Housing Office, where he has worked
periodically for foiu- years.

ATOS Quilt Reception
An open reception for the Five College "Beyond

the Names" AIDS quilt will be held from 5 to 7 p.m.
on Thursday, Feb. 11. at the University of Massa-
chusetts Health Center. Refreshments will be
served.

The project was designed to give students, fac-

ulty and staffat the Five Colleges a way to express
their feelings about the impact of AIDS. So far
nearly 800 squares have been collected.

Professor Honored
Robert A. Potash, professor emeritus of history

at the University ofMassachusetts, has been elected
a correspondingmember for the non-Spanish world
to the Argentine Academy of History.

Potash has been the author ofseven books, most
of which have been published in Spanish and En-
glish. Potash's specialties are 19th-centvuy Mexi-
can economic history and 20th-century Argentine
politics.

Although he retired from teaching in 1987, Pot-

ash is currently working on the third book in a
series of volumes about the role of the military in

Argentine politics. Potash received his bachelor's,

master's, and doctoral degrees from Harvard.

UMass Professor
Named to Science

Council

Associate Professor of Physics and Astronomy

Jose Mestre has been appointed to the Experts'

Panel of the Federal Coordinating Council for Sci-

ence, Engineering, and Technology.

Mestre, an alumnus, began teaching at the

University in 1981.

Dedicated fans wait overnight
for the final Rage in the Cage
By JASON NASH and
ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Basketball fanatics from all walks ofstudent life could
be seen Wednesday night, all night, surrounding their
beloved Curry Hicks Cage.

Approximately 150 students began their overnight
saga at about 10 p.m. The fans waited for Uckets in ten-
degree weather for tonight's game against Southwestern
Louisiana. Although it is not the first time UMass fans
have pulled an "all-nighter" for a game, this contest with
the Ragin' C^uns is a special one: tonight's will be the
last in the Cage.

With the completion ofthe new $51 million William D.
MuUins Center, the Cage will no longer be the site of
home games for the Minutemen. Fans got in line early to
ensure their spot in UMass basketball history.

Mike Benoit, a sophomore, said he was determined to
be the first in line, and accomplished his goal by arriving
at 7 p.m., nearly twelve hours before the tickets were
supposed to be handed out. He said it was not the first
time he had slept out for a chance to get into a UMass
basketball game, and it would not be the last.

"It's the last game in the Cage - Friday night. I'm
definitely doing this for the basketball game I sit right
behind the UMass bench every game." said Benoit.

Sophomore Dan Czerwiec said he was a dedicated fan
of the Cage, but also realized the need for the bigger
arena, which he viewed as a "new beginning* for the
Minutemen.

"The Cage is a great atmosphere, but we need the
Turn to CURRY HICKS, page 6 The Curry Hicks Cage
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Mail distribution irks students
Some claim tetters were being held for ransom'
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Methods of mail distribution in the dorms following
move-in day have led to a perception among some students
that their mail was being withheld in order to get them
to come to normally poorly attended Hoor meetings.

Accordirig to housing officials, the practice of sorting
the mass ofmail that accumulates during January break
by floor and giving it to resident assistants (RAs) to
distribute to their residents at the floor meetings has
been widespread, but was in violation both of housing
poUcy and of federal postal codes.

In addition, some students feel their rights have been
violated by RAs who have refused to hand out mail until
the floor meeting.

"This is symbolic of the complete lack of respect and
sensitivity housing has towards the students," said Aaron
Wilson, a resident of Cashin.

Wilson said he asked his RA for his mail, and was told
hewould have to wait until the floor meeting the following
day. He said he then explained there was important tax
information in his mail, at which point his RA told him he
could have that portion of his mail right away. Wilson
said he refused the offer, and chose instead to complain
to his cluster office. Five minutes later he said he was
called by the assistant residence director in Cashin, who
said he could come and get all of his mail if he wanted.

Wilson said he felt the RAs were illegally withholding

residents' mail as a tactic to get them lo come t») the floor
meetings, at which interest and atlt-ndance is usually
low.

Michael Burchell, residence director for Cashin, said
this was not the case.

"I think there was a misperception about what the
motivation behind having the RAs distribute the mail
was," Burchell said "We thought it was the most expe-
dient way to distribute the mail. Now we see that that
was not an appropriate thing to do."

According to Joseph Zannim. director of Housing
Services, official housing policy requires that all mail be
sorted by employees hired to do so, and that it be dis-
tributed through mailboxes rather than in person.

Burchell said he had not been fully aware of this
policy, and, as in many other dorms, had been having RAs
distribute January mailings themselves He said this
was because staff had not yet been hired to sort the mail,
and because much more mail had accumulated over
break than would fit into the tiny dorm mailboxes.

He said he understood how students might have felt
their mail was being withheld, but it was really just an
issue of logistics.

The mail wasn't held until (the floor meetings), itjust
wasn't all sorted until then." Burchell said.

After the controversy arose, Burchell said he was
made aware that this was a violation of policy, and all
mail was returned to the cluster office by the RAs. where

Turn to MAIL, page 4

UMass Board of Governors works to

improve Campus Center's food services
By AARON JOHN-RICADELA
Collegian Staff

Don'thold your breath, but the Hatch might be serving
better food before the semester is over, according to
members ofthe University's Board of Governors.

The Board of Governors is working with the Hatch to
improve the quality ofthe food there in hopes of drum-
ming up business to reverse the trend which saw the
Canipus Center and meal plan food services lose $1.2
million last year, said Governor Dan Gordon.

Specials such as a half-pound charbroiled burger
*with a real name" and premium items such as cheese
fries will likely turn up on the Hatch menu this semester,
and will stay if they improve business, he said.

"I haven't met one person who enjoys eating at the
Hatch," said Gordon, who heads a committee to revamp
theCampus Center's food services, comprised ofthe Hatch,
Bluewall, Graduate Lounge, Coffee Shop, the fourMunchy
Stores, and the Top ofthe Campus restiu-aunt and lounge.

"The main goal is to draw more customers," Gordon
said. "The quality ofthe food at The Hatch and the other
venues is not acceptable. It's not someplace where you're
going to get great food and hang out."

"The issue is. why should I pay $"! « -> *Mna fish

sandwich which isn't any better than one at the D.C.?"
said Treasurer Mylie Needle.

Gordon and BOG chairperson Ben Preston said im-
proving business at Food Services is a better alternative
to reducing the Campus Center's $866,000 deficit than
closing the Munchy Stores or privatizing the University
Store, as proposed last semester by Director ofAuxiliary
Services Ashoke Ganguli.

The University Store itself is highly profitable, mak-
ing $700,000 a year," Preston said.

When it became clear that the privatization proposal
wasn't politically popular with the University community.
Auxiliary Services established a task force to come up
with other ways to solve the deficit, Preston said.

Gordon said the Board believes food specials and an
eventual menu overhaul will increase profits enough to
prevent any closings or privatization of the University
Store.

Gordon said he believes the changes at the Hatch
would occur this semester because its owners are coop-
erating with the Board.

He encouraged students to participate in the Food
Services Committee, becau.se the issues affect the entire
campus. Students should contact the Board if they are
interested, Gordon said.
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continued from page 1

weeks before his graduation in 1987 because he is gay.
Steffan. now a law student in Connecticut, is author of
"Honor Bound: A Gay American Fights for the Right to
Serve His Counti-y."

At the 140-member Alexander Hamilton American
Legion Post in San Francisco, World War II veteran Paul
Hardman blamed "sanctified ignorance" for opposition to
Clinton's order.

"Most gay men in the military, you wouldn't know one
from the other," said Hardman, the post's founder.

Most public opinion polls show the American public
spht.

"The people who are pushing do not realize the pos-
sible repercussions against those individuals accepted in
the military service who are gay. I think it's putting their
lives in jeopardy." said retired Brig. Gen. Dan BuUard,
the post adjutant.

David M Smith, executive director of the Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation in Los Angeles,
said it is "a bunch of nonsense to think that sexual
orientation is going to affect performance. The (new)
pohcy will do one thing: It will allow homosexuals to serve
without worrying that their careers will be ruined."

Walking Distance

IH FITNESS CENTER»

M UM reaction
continued from page 1

"It's a good thing," said Shawn Cotter, a senior
comparative literature and film studies major. "This
will be the first step into the accepUnce of GLB's
and their partners into mainstream society."

Many say they fear lifting the ban will result in

a torrent of GLB recruits. Senior women's studies
major Sandy Bosselaers rejected this, saying "There
won't be a great influx of GLB's in the military
because they've already been there. This measure
will keep them from losing their jobs and the
possibility of being dishonorably discharged."

Kevin Jourdain. president ofthe UMass Repub-
lican Club and a senior political science and eco-
nomics major said "The military has national in-

terest as its number one priority, it's not an insti-

tution designed for social engineering."
"Soldiers have to be tx)ncerned with military

strategies and battling the enemy, they can't con-
cern themselves with the social climate ofthe day,"
said Jourdain.

Jourdain also said Clinton is gambling with the
little collateral he has earned since the election,

and should be focusing on the economy. He said
focusing on social issues right now is bad politics.

The l^Mass Democrats support the Clinton ad-
ministration on this political move, claiming it's a
good thing, and it's about time.

Zeph Parmenter. a senior history major, said,

"The argument for keeping gays out of the military
is the same as the reasons used for keeping Black
people out in the early fifties. Gays in the military
will not lower morale, as anyone can see that Black
people haven't lowered the morale."

mail
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continued from page 3

it will be sorted and put in mailboxes over the next couple
of days.

"As ofnow, RAs will not be distributing mail," Burchell
said.

Some RAs admitted, however, that they had been
holding on to the mail until the Hoor meetings, and
refusing non-urgent requests for mail prior to the meet-
ings.

An RA in the Northeast residential area, who wished
to remain anonymous, said she had used mail to entice
her residents to her floor meeting.

"Students don't really want to come (to the meetings I.

but if their mail is there, they're more likely to. If it were
something urgent, though, like a bill or a package or
something, I would have given it to them." she said.

Jason Hogue, an RA in John Quincy Adams tower in
Southwest, said student demands for their mail liefore

the floor meetings were unreasonable, because it was not
the job of RAs to be "slaves" to their residents.

"The residents are kind of picky little snots. They're
just sort of spoiled. I'm not at their beck and call. You
know, if they come and say 'My food stamps are in there,
I need them,' fine, they can get them But if they say 'My
mom sent me a package of cookies," you know, they can
wait." he said.

Hogue posted signs on his floor stating he was holding
their mail "for ransom." and they would have to come to

the fliH)r meeting to get it.

"If that's a tactic the RA needs to do. there's obviously
something wrong with those residents," Hogue said.

According to postal inspectors, however, the problem
lies with the tactic, which is a violation of federal law.
And according to Zannini. it will no longer be possible for

RAs to employ it anyway.
Zannini said from now on all mail will be sorted in the

mail rooms and distributed through the maillK».\e.«*.

• Couches
• Chairs

Carpets

Desks

I

(413) 586 7202

• Beds
• Lamps

I

206 Russell Sr (Rt. 9)
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Madley. MA I
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The Collegian is

proud to present

another semester of

witty Collegian filler.

Pure chewing satisfaction?

I

Learn To Meditate
Master The Ten Thousand States ofMind

Inroductory Seminar

Sponsored By:
The Boston Meditation Society

When: Jan. 29, 7:30 pm
Jan. 30, 7:30 pm
Jan. 31, 1:00 pm

Campus Center,

Room 805

Where:

"Awareness is notfixed;
It constantly rises andfalls

Like the tides of the ocean,
"
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ATTENTION: \
VMASS rnilFCF STUDIiNIS' \

iJLLPINE COMMONS
133 Belchertown Road (ROUTE 9) •

Amhcr:;!. Massachusetts 01002 (413) 256-0741

FOUR (4) Bedroom Apartments!

$899 (utilities included! wow?)
Microwave Ovens!!

lEIEHT FElEEn
Move in now - no rent until February 7, 1993!
Move in February '93 nnd receive it FREE!

1 iiioiitli free rent willi 1 year lease!
fHomollon b prtc*t m43(kI to tttongt -Mhout no«tc«

TOP TEN REASONS VQlj SHOULD Liyr ^ft^f-
1. Your PARENTS don't!

2. YOU pick your roommatest
3. PRIVACY- Spacious Four (4) Bedrooms!
4. TWO (2) eathrooms- no waiting In the shower line!
5. UTILITIES Included $$$!
6. Dlrectlg on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &

c*3\vntown Amherst!
7. Its FREE public transportation!
8. IN::ludes major appliances & w/w carpeting!
9. 01 MET forest setting - for gour peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price
gou and gour roommates con afford!

Don't wait another dog. call todag!

CUT THIS AD & use IT TO LIVE "WENT FREE!"
AT ALPINE COMMONS!

2560741
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Are Clintons goals on GLB issues too good to be true?
The buzz of excitement and expecta-

tion in the air was almost palpable when
I was home in Washington over the holi-
day. Twelve years of Reagan-Bush finally
over! A new president who says all the
right things on queer issues and AIDS
issues is a dream come true. Thoughts of
passinga gay civil rights bill, coupled with
viewing the construction of the bleachers
for the parade and the massive tents on
the Mall, gave me a true feeling of hope,
even joy. I found myself smiling for no
reason. I almost felt safe.

At first. I didn't want to like Bill Clinton.
He has a horrible record in Arkansas: the
sodomy law, criminalizing only queer
lovemaking. was passed and instituted in
1977 while he served as state attorney
geix-ral. In 1991, he opposed an attempt to
rescind this law. Clinton did not sign an
executive order banning discrimination in
8tat« employment on the basis of sexual

orientation. He never recognized a single
gay pride day in Arkansas or national
comingout day. The only moneyearmarked
for AIDS came from federal, not state,
sources. He even supported the mandatory
reportingofnames ofHIV-positive persons,
criminalizing HIV transmission and puni-
tive compulsory testing for HIV.

Wendy

MATAYA
After months of being hounded on the

campaign trail by the ACT UP Presiden-
tial Project, he began not only to talk
about these issues in a national sense, but
to say what queers wanted to hear: repeal
the military ban, sign a gay civil rights
bill, implement the National Commission
on AIDS' recommendations. Knowing his
less than remarkable record on these is-

sues, we believed him and we worked hard

to get him elected. He invites our national
leaders to join him at the table, he listens
to them, he nods his head, he says he's
very concerned — but what will he do.'

As a queer activist this is a very trying
time for me. I am suspended between
wanting to believe Clinton will implement
these policies, making this society safer
for queers, and dreading the knowledge
that his promises will likely come to
naught. Clinton is already wadling over
repeahng the military ban. Even ifhe does
repeal it, what sort ofinstitutional changes
will he make in the military to make it a
truly safe place for queer soldiers? Prob-
ably nothing, and the coming out process
will remain just as traumatizing for a
lesbian cadet in 1995 as it was in 1947.

National leaders ofthe gay. lesbian and
bisexual movement are enamored of
Clinton. After years of fighting and strug-
gling outside of the establishment, they

now feel very comfortable Ix'ing pail ofthe
establishment. I fear they may lose sight of
our goals in exchange for their place in the
sun. How long will this sick honeymoon
last? Grassroots queer organizations will

once again have to take the lead m fighting
for our rights. CUnton has had 18 months of
campaigning and two and a halfmonths of
transition to develop his policies. Either he
implements queer friendly measures im-
mediately, or he never will. We will not let

another president make a mockery of who
or what we believe. Lives hang in the bal-
ance: too many have already died because
of inaction, ineptness and indifference in
Washington. Should Clinton not follow
through on his promises, others in the
queer movement and I will fight, protest
and heckle Clinton just as mercilessly as
we protested Bush.

Wendy Mataya is a UMass graduate
student.

Feminism mutates women's rights
Ah, the lovely stench of marijuana, the proliferation

of Birkenstocks and "drug rugs," the incessant and
unending lines at Whitmore. . . I must be back in
Amherst!

I hope you had a long, wonderful break, but quite
honestly I don't much care. Most of you young liberals
were probably itching to get back to nhe country's most
politically correct university," as reported in a recent
magazine. Pin on your "Ally" buttons and strap on your
seatbelts: here we go again.

Michael

MORRISSEY
I have an axe to grind, and it is with the so-called

feminists of this country. The recent rescinding of abor-
tion restrictions has made it certain that feminists will be
in the public eye for a long time to come, but I hope they
heed my advice beforehand.

Beware, young women. Feminism is really a front for
militant lesbians who are seeking yet another forum to
promote their agendas. If you don't believe me, then
Uslen to this.

Sheila Cronen is one of the many psychos who has
occupied a place at the top offeminism. Cronen once said.
"Since marriage constitutes slavery for women, it is clear
that the women's movement must concentrate on at-
tacking marriage. Freedom for women cannot be without
the abolition of marriage."

In the Jan. 1988 National Organizatiotx for Women
Times, Cronen was quoted as saying, "The simple fact is,

every woman must be willing to be recognized as a
lesbian to be fully feminine."

You may think that my battle with these fem-bians
has no place on a college newspaper, but there are college
professors who teach young women this drivel. Luckily,
the movement has failed.

Promotingequality ofthe sexes is not feminism. Many

get this confused. Equality is something that everyone,
including myself, strives for. America has made great
progress during the last century concerning women's
rights, and women are now nearly equal with men. This
is not to be confused with promoting women over their
husbands, over children, over their male co-workers and
even over their bosses, which is what feminism attempts.
Fem-bianism is one movement disguised as two, trying to
destroy America to gain its own end.

Think about it; only by producing, raising and edu-
cating children can this country survive and prosper. TTie
primary way for this to occur is through the sacrament of
marriage. By denouncing marriage and everything it

stands for. feminists want to promote their fantasies at
the expense of the world. Their message is, "Screw the
world; just give us power."

The double-namers arejustone branch ofthe feminists.
Double-namers are women who marry but keep their
maiden names. If these women cannot even give their
former names to their husbands, can they give their love?
By not even sacrificing their name, how can they ever
make a sacrifice to their families?

Don't get me wrong, most of the women today do not
subscribe to the tenets of fem-bianism. A recent poll in
USA TODAY showed that 60 percent of women do not
consider themselves feminists, which is certainly an
encouraging sign.

Most women simply want to live comfortably, have
loving people around them and have money, just like

men. All women do not want to work, and in fact many
would raise children. Fem-bians try to tell America that
all women feel oppressed, want to dissolve their marriages
and disown their children, and go into a career while
having unlimited abortions on demand.

I must stress my advocacy of women's rights; but I

submit that feminism is an uglier, more frightening
mutation of women's rights.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.

A shelf full of literary snack foods
I'm going to bounce around in topic land today, so put

your feet up and raise the white flag. It's literary snack
foods installment time.

Snack #1: Twinkies ( Because they're cuddly) It looks
like the smoking ban in Northampton restaurants will

become a reality, and the beret-wearing coalition ofcamel
chainers in the back room of Cafe Pretentiousness is not
pleased. They've been reduced to inhaling steam from
their cappuccinos and praying for divine intervention.

Lori

O'CONNOR
With its angry factions, the controversy echoes that

other dilemma, the Chunky Soup War. Fork! Spoon! Let
'em smoke! SnufT their butts! It's a mighty idea, forcing

smokers outside to do their business like the family dog.

Someone had better set up a filter redemption center, or

people in distant lands will speak in awed, hushed tones

about the legendary streets paved with crushed Best

Buys.

Even if banished to alleys, smokers won't be left in

peace. 1 can see the "20/20" episode now: "Welcome to

Northampton, where an army of exiled smokers has

created a new hole in the ozone layer over New England."

It's a no-win situation in a world where public puffing is

fast becoming synonymous with public urination.

Snack #2: Licorice (Because you can use it to flay

your friends (After a hellish eight hours spent in a district

court. I now have a sneaking suspicion that jury duty is

the government's way of inhibiting criminal impulses in

the average citizen. At 8 a.m.. 30 of us were herded into

a cramped room and forced to watch back-to-back epi-

sodes of"The Regis Philbin Show." We were then weeded

down to a sullen group of seven, and the judicial circus
began. I was handed a sack of red meat as a consolation
prize/lunch, and isolated for an hour and a half, facing the
moral crisis that only another starving vegetarian could
understand. The trial process is fascinating and I was
privileged to be allowed to take part in it. (See? I was nice!
Please don't get angry and summon me again!)

Snack #3: Whoopie pies (Because Tipper Gore
wouldn't approve) It seems someone in Perkins, Illinois,

has been practicing surgery on the Barbie dolls in locai
stores. Experts claim the attacks are too graphic to show
the public, and hdve decided that their severity indicates
a sick mind, "obsessed with physical perfection," and
poses a definite threat to society. Frankly, myjaw gapes.
They're searching for a lumbering oedipal monster, while
the perpetrator may well be an educated feminist sick-
ened by the unrealistic physical ideal the doll sets for
little girls. For failing to consider anything outside ofthe
obvious, these authorities are the recipients ofmy "Duh!"
forehead slap of the month. It's a mad world that gives
rise to a slayer of perky plastic disposables.

• Snack #4: Cheez Puffs (Because they're not just a
food. They're a lifestyle) Soon to hit the bookstores: Amy
Fisher's entry into the self-help manual circuit: "How to
Keep Your Man". Congratulations to anyone who hasn't
heard ofFisher or her Tweedledum sidekick, Buttafuoco.
They're a pair ofshameless media whores. Escaping the
Fisher phenomenon is impossible; the airwaves are
saturated. This isn't a playground squabble, people ofthe
media. Help for those twisted voyeuristic urges is a phone
call away.

Good day, and remember: "Snakes aren't cool pets.

They just wish you were smaller so they could eat you."
LA)ri O'Connor is a Collegian columnist.

Holiday reflections
"Welcome home young man," greeted Eu.stacia

Fields with a smile as she threw her canva.s back-
pack on the end table and reclined on a Campus
Center couch. "How'd your break go?"

Kent O'Brien folded his newspaper. "Eh, it was
pretty dull. I went out with my friends a couple
times, but they all lefl after two weeks I ended up
working in the storeroom stacking boxes for a
bankrupt retailer most of January. Hoo-wee," he
said, spinning his finger in the air.

Eu.stacia started running her finger through her
hair lazily. "Yeah, bout the same here. Except I just
sat around the hous«»." she paused, glancing at
students walking by "You know, it was nice for a
couple of days. Even Christmas."

Kent grinned. "What do you mean, driving
around aimlessly and walking through malls isn't

fun? Boy. I could do that all day I love wading
through Bart Simpson paraphernalia and bad
glassware."

Eustacia nodded. You know. I could really get
into the spirit a few years ago. getting the tree and
seeing my cousins and stuff. But it's just so lame
now. All the hou.ses look plain stupid with plastic

Santa Clauses and flashing lights. Give me a break.
Likeeverybody sobliged to have goodwill and peace
suddenly because it's December. It's enough to

make you sick."

Tou know. I really missed that chipper attitude
of yours Eustacia." he smiled.

"Oh, be quiet."she scolded, punching Kent in the
shoulder. "Tou just don't have the guts to say
anything socially conscious. Big wimp!"

"Okay, okay, so I agree with you." he said,
waving his hands randomly. "But you don't have to
go around making a big angst-filled tale of w<x>
about it. The world is full of things that really bite,

but everybody knows that already."
"No. they don't," Eustacia scowled. "Probably up

in Maine everybody watches it's A Wonderful Life'

every winter and thinks how closely that '50s-all-

white-actor moyie resembles reality. Maybe they
know it isn't, but they refuse to accept it."

Kent shook his head. "You don't give people
enough credit."

"What reasons do I have to think otherwise?" she
cried. "Christmas comes with its good cheer, but if

you watch the news, the world's self destructing
while we open stupid gifts from the mall. Not that
gifts are bad, but it's all we care about anymore."

"You're doing it again," said Kent. "Making
assumptions about other people. Most people are
as concerned as you, but what can they do about it?

Send their kids to Bosnia for the holidays? It's an
escape, to pretend for a while that the world can be
caringeven ifjust for a day," he paused. "Boy, that's
got to be the sappiest thing I ever said."

Eustacia punched him lightly in the shoulder
again. "See?" she smiled. "You are sensitive, ya big
sap."

"Shouldn't you be going somewhere?" Kent de-
manded.

Eustacia leapt up quickly. "Yes. I've got to eat
lunch. I'm curious if the DCs have been able to
resist the powerful Cracklin'Oat Bran lobby. They're
planning a takeover of breakfast as we know it."

"Well, ni see you," waved Kent as he picked up
his paper. "May your every day be Christmas Day."

Eustacia shook her head with a smile. "I'm in for
one depressing year," she said walking away.

Nat/tan Crick is a Collegian columnist.
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Curry Hicks
continued from page 3

Mullins Center in order to get up to big-time basketball."
said Czerwiec.

While most of the petiple in line said they were there
because they were niterested in the game itself, a few
said it was the chance to see their favorite UMass players
that attracted them, aside from basketball.
When asked why she wanted to attend the game,

freshman Seema Gupta attributed her wait to one person.
"I'm doing this for Harper I Williams). He's the best,

and that's all I have to say. Harper rules." said Gupta.
As the air got colder, and the night seemed to be

getting longer. Head Coach John Calipari supplied the
crowd withenough pizza forevenone. SeniorJon Aron.son
thanked Calipari.

"Cal is God. On the first day. Cal created God." said
Aronson.

Even though the wait went smoothly early in the
night, ticket manager Thorr Bjorn was awakened at his
home at 2 a.m. and called to campus by a report of
burning barricades, apparently set on fire by students.

"The whole thing was almost ruined by four jerks
running up to the front of tht- 1 itu'. chanting 'we want our
tickets'." said Bjorn.

Howtver. at around five in the morning, the ticket
oflice decided to hold a lottery for the students that were
waiting. Tickets were handed out continuously until
10:30 a.m., when the game sold out. The Curry Hicks Cage waits for rts final Men's basketball game.

ARAM COMJtAN CUtLtGIAN

MMSMARTER.
NOTHARDER.

We're working smarter,

toa So you cbn't hav-e

to work harder.

For us, it means an ongoing

nelationship with educators and
professors, strivir^ to understaixi

And there are others. Like the

T\-(A, an advanced scientific that

solves up to five simultaneous equa-

tions, performs complex numbers
and oflPers formula programming.

The BA n PLUS!- Rx business

students, this is the or^ to get. It

handles time-value-c^-money and
oflfers cash flow ar^lysis for internal

rate of return (IRR) arvd net present

value (NPV). Plus a whcJe kx more
No matter what your major, no

matter what the course, there's a

TI scientific or business cakubtcK-

that's nght for you. Do the smart

thing: make one of them a part

of your professional personabty

now, and for the years to come.

\bull be on your way to working

smarter. Instead of harder.

Try the entire line ofTI scientific

and business calculators at your

local T[ retailer.

w hat's needed to help them make
math concepts come alive.

It means continually working

with students like you, discovering

firsthand what you expect ftr)m the

calculator you select.

The result? Calculators that

arc highly recommended by your

teachers and peers. Calculators that

are perfectly matched to your major

and your coursework.

The 71-81 is a perfect example.

It offers the most comprehensive,

easy-to-use graphing features avai

able with extensive programming

capabilities.

THE CURRY HICKS CAGE
Amherst. Mass. (AP) - Here are some

memorable moments in the 6 1 -year history of

Curry Hicks Cage, one of the smallest arenas

in Division 1 college basketball. The men's
basketball team of the University of Massachu-
setts plays its last game there Friday against the

University of Southwestern Louisiana:

June 13, 1931 • The $300,000 Cage is

dedicated.

Jan. 9, 1932 - The University of Massachu-
setts plays Its first game at the Cage, beating

neighboring Amherst College 17-12.

Jan. 1 938 - In these days, the wooden basket-

ball court IS laid on tc^ of the Cage's dirt floor. If

a water bottle spiNs. a stray basketball can roll into

a mud puddle. Two squin-els. dubbed Hany and
Harriet, make their home in the Cage.

June 7, 1941 - The Cage is rededicated and
named after Curry Starr Hicks, former physical

education director and the architect of

intercollegiate athletics at this campus.
Jan. 14, 1956 - Bill McLaughlin of the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire scores 44 points, a
court record. His team beats the University of

Massachusetts 98-90.

Feb. 15, 1964 - The University of Massa-
chusetts, coached by Johnny Orr. who left for

Michigan two years later , sets a court record for

most points scored in one game, crushing
Vermont 120-84. Massachusetts ties this record
against Vermont next year.

Feb. 1 0,

1

968 - Billy Tindall scores 4 1 points
as the University of Massachusetts downs Ver-
mont 96-58.

Jan. 30, 1971 - Led by young superstar
Julius Ending, the University of Massachusetts
defeats Northeastern 61-47 in a 12-1 season.
Erving averages a school record 27 points per
game this season.

Jan. 22, 1981 - The University of Massa-
chusetts loses 73-63 to Rhode Island in the dog
days that follow the departure of Erving. The
Minutemen go 3-24 this season.

Jan. 26, 1985 - While popular with many
players and fans, the Cage remains the nemesis
of journalists because of its din and poor line of
sight. Temple radio voice Bill Campbell calls it

the "worst place to call a game."
March 12, 1992 - The Minutemen top West

Virginia, 97-91, in the tournament finals to win
their first Atlantic 10 championship. Decibel
levels reach new heights and referees have to
penodically stop the game to scrape up paint
chips rattling down from the ceiling. In their
winningest season Minutemen finish 30-5 (12-

1 in the Cage) and reach the third round of the
NCAA tournament

Jan. 29, 1993 - The University of Massa-
chusetts plays its last men's basketball game at
the Cage against the University of Southwest-
ern Louisiana.

Feb. 4,

1

993 - The Minutemen take on West
Virginia in the first game in the new Mullins
Center.

COLLEGIAN

Former priest sentence
for molesting teenager
By PAM SCHMID
Associated Press

STILLWATER. Minn. - A judge sen-
tenced James Porter to six months in jail
Thursday for molesting his children's baby
sitter, saying the foi-mer priest showed no
remorse.

Porter. 57. was convicted last month
of SIX counts of fourth-degree criminal
sexual conduct for fondling the teen-age
sitter on a living room couch five years
ago.

Porter had been accused of molesting
dozens of children in three states before
he left the Roman Catholic priesthood in
1974. but the baby sitter case was the first
allegation against him to go to trial.

Judge Kenneth Maas said he departed
from state sentencing guidelines, which
recommended only two and a half years
probation, because Porter showed "no sign
of remorse, only denial."

Porter's attorney said he ad\'ised his
client, who did not take the stand, against
showing emotion.

"if It's anyone's fault, it's our fault."
Paul Lucas said. "You tell them not to
show their reaction in the courtroom."

Meanwhile. Porter's Bay State attor-
ney, Peter DeGelleke. asked a Bristol

County Superior court judge Thursday to
dismiss the pending sexual abuse charges
against the former priest in Massachu-
setts.

DeGelleke said it had been too long
since Porter left the state to charge him
with abuse.

Judge Robert Steadman took no im-
mediate action on the motion, which was
opposed by the district attorney's oflice in
a 24-page brief

Porter has been indicted in Massa-
chusetUon46countsofmolestingchildren
in the 1960'8.

But DeGelleke has raised questions
about the constitutionality of a Massa-
chusetts law that stops the clock on the
statute of limitations when an accused
person leaves the state.

In the Minnesota case. Porter was also
sentenced to 10 years on probation, and
could receive up to 56 months in staU'
prison if his probation is revoked. Condi-
tions of the probation include no contact
with the victim and no unsupervised con-
tact with minors other than his family,
unless in a public setting.

He could also get six more months in
jail if he fails a treatment program.

The victim, now 2L and members of
her family were in the courtroom.

UVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOilFlOHG AIDSera
EMERSON, LAKE
AND PALMER
FEBRUARY 1ST

DAMN YANKEES
JACKYL

MARCH 13TH

BB KING
APRIL 24TH

TICKETS AVALABLE AT BOX OFFICE (413) 734 5874

STRAWBERRY RECORDS, NORTHAMPTON TCKET OFFICE (413) 586^686
OR CALL TICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE AT 1 800^82^7080

THIS SATURDAY!
Cajun Man

Opera Man

Iraqi Pete

All Ages

All Shows

ADAM SANDLER
i\/iirsiC3i

EMO ^SSS*Iit
PHIUPS Valentino's

Dny Speci.Tl

UAMII
DeCARLO FOX
"STUDS"
Feb 20 Mar 6

DAVID ALAN
GRIER

"IN LIVING COLOR

c m e d II ,^-^^is^te»if

Apr 10

CONNECTION CHICOCALL 41 3*593*
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The Collegian Is good
for your teeth and it gives

you nice breath.

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

Still Tic, Tac, Toeing

Through Tonr Ufe?
ZaOt US help iron make some

yenning decisions about your lYiture.

lAte register
for classes
January 27-
Febrnary 0.

UMass
and You -

teaml

Division of

Continuing Education,

607 Goodell Building,

University of

Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA 01003.

Evening credit courses

(over 100 in 37 different

departments; most meet
just once a week)

UMass Bachelor of General Studies

degree — part time I

Noncredit workshops

for business or pleasure

(nearly 100, all winners)

Available University day courses

(hundreds of them, stimulating!)

UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

MlPffl
While Your Car Is

Being Repaired
Use the

^Mimffli
to Campus

plus

10% OFF with Student I.D.
Not Valid wfth other Discounts. OFFER EXPIRES 2/28/93.

mizjAs

MUFFLERS BRAKES SHOCKS STRUTS
COMPUTERIZED ALK:MMEMT

RTE. 9/HADLEY • 586-9991
NEAR HAMPSHIRE MALL

vwe
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M Mullins
continued from page I

vnW employ more people than the art events, and
that is reflected in the size of the offices of the
respective administrators.

The executive offices ofthe art and entertainment
departments are "nothing as extravagant as the
athletic offices or as large, since there aren't as
many people involved," Murphy said.
When asked about the Metallica concert on

Feb. 15, Murphy said he anticipated no problems
with security. Murphy said -[Metallica "si man-
agement is the best in the business" regarding
security.

"We feel we have the experience and the train-
ing.

. that we can do any show — no problems,"
added Murphy.

The general public is invited to the center's
grand opening Sunday from 12 to 5 p.m. The
purpose of the opening is t« showcase the arena,
according to Murphy. Events will include women's
basketball practice, two jazz ensembles and a
light show. Although the event is free, volunteers
will be on hand to collect donations for the United
Way.

Education reforms considered
House debates abortion, condoms and bilingualisni

Support the freedom fighters!

Support Bob!
Send donations to the Collegian, C. C. Basement 105.

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

The House's third day consideringan education reform
package was marked Thursday by debate over abortion,
condom distribution and bilingual education.

Anti-abortion language that surprised lawmakers two
days ago was deleted from Rep. Mark Roosevelt's bill.

The bill calls for school districts to set up advisory
councils on health education, and they would have been
barred from discussing abortion with teenagers.

Afler it was amended, the bill made no mention of
what the councils could or could not talk about.

Early debate centered on condom distribution and
bilingual education.

Rep. Antonio Cabral. D-New Bedford, offered an
amendment allowing students to whom English is a
second language to take tests in their native tongue.

"We're not testing students for knowledge of English,"
said Cabral. D-New Bedford. "We're testing students for
knowledge of the subject.'

Afler arguments from Republicans that, in Rep. Wil-
liam Constantino's words, the proposal would "lead to
dual school systems," Roosevelt rewrote the amendment
to limit the native language testing to three years.

The amendment was approved.
Constantino, R-Clinton. tried to ban condom distri-

bution in public schools unless it first was approved by
local referendum

CULTURES.

The sun worshiping. The primitive dar\cee. The mating

rituals. The primal screams. Only one beach can hold this

much culture on its 23-mile sandy stnstch. This Spring

^nsak, head for Daytona Beach. For n]ove information, call

1-500-564-1234 for your fiiee Spring 3reak Flannln^ Kit.

H6KMR.KHM.
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He said condom distribution was backed by people
"working overtime to disrupt American values."

That move was defeated 130-17.

The House approved a change sponsored by Rep.
Philip Travis. D-Rehoboth, that would allow teachers to
take courses at state schools for free if the classes go
toward "professional development."

"It basically makes the whole process of professional
development more efficient." said Steve Wollmen,
spokesman for the Massachusetts Teachers Association!

Roosevelt, D- Boston, cochair of the education com-
mittee, fought ofT several attempts by Repubhcans and
Democratic Rep. Frank Hynes, D-Marshlield. to change
the complex funding formula in the legislation.

The proposal would bring funding to an average
spending level of about $5,600 per student after seven
years.

Roosevelt said the proposed changes would let cities
and towns back away from the education and spending
requirements laid out in the bill.

The formula seeks to restore equity to the state's
financing sysU^m, which now relies heavily on the prop-
erty tax, putting poor communicies at a disadvantage.
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Flawed survival
Also reviewed: a stirring &
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Alive is not, as a few smart-aleck critics have quipped
the first feel-good movie about cannibalism. It is a flawed
but mostly well-intentioned true-life story of survival
One that is exceedingly well-directed and engrossing.

In 1972, a plane carrying Uruguayan rugby team
members and some of their families and friends crashed
deep in the Andes mounUins. It is this magnificently
shot crash sequence that opens A/u-e, and the horror and
foreboding is never quite matched with such ferocity.
A handful of survivors battle the snow, freezing tem-

peratures, an avalanche — and a dwindling supply of
food. This, of course, leads to the wrenching decision to
live off the flesh of the dead passengers.

What is good aboutA/itf is that, even through iu more
graphic cannibalism scenes, the film never feels ex-
ploitative or cheap. Director Frank Marshall (Pretty
Woman i has never done better work; he directe the
drama and the despair with equally grim reality.

Religion plays an integral part in this film, and its
depiction is both commendable and, regretfully at times,
false The majority ofthe survivors were deeply religious
before the crash, and it's a tesUment to their faith that
the crash becomes a test of their spiritual wills.

On the other hand, its a shame that some of the more
ob\ious religious overtones don't play well with the bulk
oftoday's moviegoers, and some of these interludes came
on"as just predictable and banal "uplifting moments.'

arama Aitve just barely survives
emotional Lorenzo's Oil and a recycled Used People

Alive IS an engrossing survival drama, but that doesn't
make it watchable. The problems withA/jiv center around
John Patrick Shanley's ( A/oo/is/rur* ) flat screenplay and
Its ensemble of familiar-looking, familiar-acting vounc
actors.

•

Shanley's script goes around in circles; the drama only
develops to bring us to the next natural disaster or
chflhanging. The characters don't form beyond their
token attributes (i.e. the crabby one, the whiny one, etc.

)

and while I felt empathy for their situation , I didn't give
a lick about who any of these people were.

The cast, led by Vincent Spano (Ci7y ofHope ) and Ethan
Hawke (A Midnight Clear)— isn't he in every movie with
snow m it?— look and act too much like one other, and it

was easy to get lost in their facial hair. Especially annoying
was Hawke. who actually seemed to relish his situation.

Alive is worth seeing even with the flaws, because the
film unconsciously keeps posing questions to the audi-
ence; like how far would you go? and could you make it

through? Even though Aaron Neville sings "Ave Maria"
over the credits (does anybody hate this guys voice as
much as I do?). Alive is, for the most part, an unrelenting,
realistic adventure that will keep you thinking long after
the house lights go up. B-

Loremo'g Oil— WhereAlive falls short, especially in
the acting and writing department, the moving Lore/i^o'*
Oil Ukes over Oil tells the true-life story of a young boy
who develops ALD. a rare nerve disorder that is typically
faUl. Lorenzo's parents, played superbly by Susan

Sarandon and Nick Nolte. battle the medical establish-
ment, other parents and a race against time to find a cure
for their son.

Oil is neither a drippy melodrama nor an overly-
sentimental tearjerker. It is at times joyous, sad, angry
and exhausting. Much of the credit goes to director
George Miller (Mad Max), a former doctor, who steers
Lorenzo's story into a somewhat mystical, but all too real
and powerful, real-life drama.

Susan Sarandon balances frustration with the over-
whelming love for her son; and Nolte, acting with a thick
accent that is annoying at first but soon palaUblo, is also
quite laudable. Lorenzo's OU succeeds partly because it
never feels synthetic or manipulative. And that's reason
enough to recommend this film. A-

U»^ People — More like a used script Shirly
MacLaine, Marcello Mastroianni, Kathy Bates, Jessica
Tandy and Marcia Gay Harden turn in a familiar per-
formance in a mostly gooey Moonstruck rip-ofl". Haven't
we had our fill of these genial. sentimenUl and predict-
able ethnic ( though still white-bread )comedies?Ormaybe
it's just bored, cynical me.

Used People will probably be a sleeper hit. mainly
because it recycles the same feel-good emotions elicited
with much more care in Moonstruck and Fried Green
Tomatoes — but Used People isn't nearly as good.

It does, however, have a certain "sanitized for your
protection" - like charm and is disposably enterUining.
but I'm not a fan of assembly line hokuni. C

Carrot Top exposed
Up close with the irreverent comedian
By AMY REYNOLDS
Special to the Collegian

(Generation XPress) — Scott
Thompson's friends have come out in
droves.

The Comedy Comer in West Palm
Beach. Fla.. near both the comedian's
hometown and the town in which he
went to school, is bursting at the seams.

On stage stands a young man with
startlingly bright red— actually, orange
— hair, wearing an extremely bright
"60s-sty le flower shirt and clashing plaid
pants. His huge, genuine smile illumi-
nates the entire club.

"Do you like my shirt?" he asks a
cheering crowd. When they applaud
loudly, he says. "Hey. you want to know
what you can do for fun? You get one of
these plastic store censor devices they
attach to clothes to prevent you from
shoplifting (one is conspicuously hang-
ing from the Iwttom of his shirt) and
walk in and out of stores in the mall
setting off everyone's alarm."

As he pretends to walk into a store
and set off its alarm, a boyish oops-
sorry-no-I'm-not grin crosses his face.

He continues to elaborate about the
times he's walked through the mall
wearing that very same shirt with the
censor at the bottom.

Welcome to Carrot Top's wacky
world of humor.

In addition to his brilliantly funny
stories — told in classic comedic style

in rapid-fire succession — Carrot Top
brings trunks full of props and inven-
tions to the stage along with an inde-

scribable musical finale complete with

strobe lights and "Silly String."
To date. Carrot Top has performed

on Fox's "Comic Strip Live." "The
Sunday Comics." A&E's "An Evening
at the Improv." "SUr Search" and
MTVs "Half Hour Comedy Hour" and
"Spring Break Special." Carrot Top is

also one ofthe most popularcomedians
on the college circuit, playing more
college dates than any comedian cur-
rently out on the road.

"College people are what I attract.

They're with me on a lot of things. I

think I'm a good college act because I'm
not like a rebel or something, but I'm
like a cult." Thompson says. Although
Thompson is only 25. his dedicated
following and quick success haven't
phased him.

"Comedy has (become very com-
petitive]. I knock on wood, I thank god
people bought into this s— . You know
what I mean? It's different and people
really dig it. I've got so much stufl^.

Unplugged. That'smy next special. Can
I do it without electricity?"

Although his comedy career started
as Scott Thompson when he attended
Florida Atlantic University in Boca
Raton, Fla., Carrot Top was born soon
aft«r Thompson's friends talked the
marketing major into getting up on the
stage at an open mike night.

"Basically, one night I was being
goofy and funny like I always am,"
Thompson says, "And people were
saying— somebody said— 'you should
go into comedy." And I was like, aw, no.

I've never done it, I don't even know
how to tell a joke. So finally, they had

Turn to CARROT TOP. poge 1

1

SchooFs in for the cool
kids of the Class of '96
New Fox drama flunks Reality 101

COURTESY GENERATION X PRESS
Comedian Carrot Top, a.k.a. Scott Thompson.

By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff"

Class of ^96

Fox Television
Tuesdays 8 - 9 p.m.

It's the fall of their freshman year. On
their own. away from home for the first

time. New friends. New Loves. And it's not
90210:Freshman Year. . . Instead, it's their

almost-a-full fledged-Fox Network cous-
ins: The Clfug of*9€. This is Fox's latest

teeny-something .show that kicks off a

new night of programming.
The premiere episode covers the confu-

sion of the first three days at Havenhurst
College: Move in day. Roommates. Regis-
tration. Welcome to Havenhurst, the oh-
so-East Coast college that resembles Am-
herst College to a T.

First of all. most ofthis episode isn't all

that realistic. Only one student, played by
Lisa Dean Ryan, the girl who got deflow-
ered by "Doogie Howser M.D.," raped on
-Beverly Hills. 90210." and now attends
Havenhurst, brought the appropriate
amount of clothes.

Dropped off at Havenhurst by daddy's
limo, Ms. Cohen schlepps her MCM lug-

gage by herself in fear of having everyone
know that she has a lot ofmoney. Problem
A: Are the producers stereotyping Jews or
what? Problem B: If she didn't want any-
one to know she came from money, she
shouldn't have brought MCM luggage in

the first place?!

Wait! It gets better. The show has a
Hollywood prodigy straight from trendy
Greenwich Village. She becomes the Steve
Sanders ofthe show by ranting, "Don't you
know who my mother is?" No we don't,

because most Hollywood kids that I've

met avoid ever mentioning that their
mother or father is your favorite film star.

Nayon the producers part. Come on , there's
no need to create a character obviously
modeled after Aaron's beloved daughter
Tori "I got the part on my own" Spelling.

This cast is also a member of the
"Melrose Place" school of diversity. One
African-American student, named Anto-
nio Hopkins makes this all white ensemble
"PC." Gee, is this really realistic? Where
are the Spanish, Japanese, or Iranian
students? Maybe those roles can be filled

by guest appearences.

At least "Melrose Place" has a gay char-
acter to add some diversity. Although the

producers of that show have shyed away
from any real gay-themed stor>line8. How
will the 'Class of '9(r deal with the real

diversity that is found at our nation's
universities? Stay tuned. . .

"96" is realistic in that they have all

floormates and roommates bond at the

beginningoftheir first semester. However,
in reality once the first month of classra

pass, freshman tend to sever the umbilical
cord from the freshman syndrome.

Welcome to Havenhurst,

the oh-so-East Coast

college that resembles

Amherst College to a T.

The show has to prove itself with good
story lines and that depends on the show's
writing staff. By being aired on Fox Tele-
vision, ""96" will be given time to develop
and to find an audience, like its predeces-
sor 90210 did. On any of the "big three"
networks this show may have been can-
celled after the pilot.

Showing the Sigma Chi Fraternity
shows the real life option of going Greek.
Also, inserting snazzy pop music helps
push the story along, and having good
looking actors helps to sell the show to

advertisers. But on the unrealistic side,

after having met just once, two students
quickly hop into the sack Ujgether. Sure it

does happen, but not on national televi-

sion. Heck. Brenda and Dylan waited a
whole season and a half (in television
years).

And how aljout one frosh sa)ang to
another "Lets go to t he local pub for some
brewskies?" Correct me if Im wrong, but
when you're a freshman you usually can't
just stroll into a bar unless you have a
pretty good fake ID. In addition, spacious
rooms with fire places".' Get real, this isn't

MTVs "Real World'
This show even has those "coming up

next week" scenes, complete with testimo-
nials from the characters. What i.s this—
a movie campaign? How will "VG" deal with
real issues that affect freshman, e.g.

drugs? And if one of these young star's
heads gets toobigforbeingon "'96 "will the
producers threaten to have the student
transfer orjust get mono so they'll have to
go home for good? Maybe we'll even get to
see students taking over buildings pro-
testing holidays? We'll see . . .
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4 Days Only
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By EMILY MARINO
Collegian SufT

When I first decided to conie to Italy, I figured
that it would be a wonderful opportunity to study
the language and culture of a population with
which I could strongly identify, given my lUlian
roots. Having spent one of 20 weeks here in Siena.
I am convinced that I have stepped into a completely
different era. if not upon a whole separate planet.

The first thing one notices about Siena is the
landscape. Built upon three back-breaking, calf-
toning hills, this medieval city is comprised of
romantic buildings and churches lea virtually
unaltered since their creation in the 14th and 15th
centuries.

Made completely of cement or bricks, Siena's
apartments, churches, homes, and shops are cov-
ered by seemingly decaying roofs with what we
would consider primitive antennas branching out
proudly, creating an ironic contrast. Clotheslines
with every color and style of attire blowing in the
Mediterranean breeze can be found everywhere.

Narrow streets, just big enough for one car.
thread between buildings throughout Siena and
the flow of traffic rarely exceeds two tiny cars or
mopeds at one time. However, being anywhere
near one of these speeds can, while virtually
harmless, take years off of one's life.

Not only do the Sienese dnve crazily, but they
indeed experience a whole different way of life than
that which I am accustomed to Tradition dictates
that everything in town closes between the hours of
2 p.m. and 4 p.m.. so as to allow citizens and
families time for a huge meal and midday nap.
Having always appreciated the value of both food
and sleep, this is one ofmy favorite times ofthe day.

After two more short hours oferrands and work,
the Sienese call it a day. By 6 p.m.. the main street.
via di citta. is full ofcitizens dressed in their finest
attire. Wearing some of the most beautiful clothes
that I have ever seen, women and men alike strut
their stuff in a parade of class and style.

Polished in every aspect, walking arm-in-arm,
groups and pairs of men and women represent
what it truly means to be fashionable.

Dinner is served in Siena after 8 p.m., and from
this time until the morning her streets are virtually
bare, except for a few students occasionally scur-
rying home or some old neighborhood cronies
gathered in a small bar. watching the news.

The sun rises over the magnificent hills and
mountains to greet a new day of hustle and bustle
within the ancient wall that surrounds this tiny
city, and voices fill the air with Italy's melodic
language.

In terms of actually interacting within this en-

vironment, I have more or less had success in light

ofmy limited experience actually speaking Italian

as the language is intended.

For example, in three semesters of studying
Italian at UMass. I cannot recall one class in which
I learned how to tell a rude taxi driver exactly what
he can do with my luggage rather than complain
about how heavy it is.

I suppose it is simply time to face the fact that 1

am a long way from Herter Hall, grin and '*deal."

As this is sure to be an interesting exjjerience,

stay tuned for more scenes from Siena. Until then,

Ciao d'italia!

Emily Marino is a Collegian staffmember from
our hah bureau.

Carrot Top
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continued from page 9
an open mike night...and I went up and did it and
everyone loved it. And I was like, god, that was really
neat, being up in front of people like that. Next thing I

knew I was doing comedy."
That first night, Thompson admits that he primarily

used material from one ofhis favorite comedians, George
CarUn, and comedian/friend Mike Gallagher, known best
for smashing watermelons and other stuff on stage in
front of a plastic-covered audience.

Shortly after that first night, Gallagher ordained
Thompson's stage persona Carrot Top.

••He came up with the idea for me. He said, you can't
be Scott Thompson. You're crazy, wild, eccentric, you
need to come up with something people will remember.
And I was a marketing major so I knew that, but I didn't
put the two together." Thompson says. Then I decided he
was right. It just kind of came about."

Armed with a name, props and inventions, Thompson
changed his career plans overnight. The Cocoa Beach,
Fla., native who began inventing at an early age, finally
had a paying outlet for his creativity.

The invention stuff includes an ice cube tray with a
level on it so you don't spill the water, a set of keys
attached to a coat hanger for the times you lock yourself
out of the car, a dog already attached to a frisbee, a paper
cup on a string with call waiting, and a baseball hat with
a grandma head attached to the top for driving purposes.

His props include a neighborhood crime watch .sign

(''Sure, you've got Crime Watch in your neighburhood.
but I've got your damn sign." he says on stage), a toy
speaker device for use at fast food drive-thru windows so
you can sound exactly like them, and Pee Wee Herman's
popcorn tub from the infamous adult theater incident —
the tub has a hole cut through the bottom.

"I think my very first prop was the crime watch sign.
I've had that almost since day one. The other one is the
grandma head, and I've always kept it becau.se people
still like it.'Thompson says The props started overnight
I'm actually a big fan of Gallagher's and I used to watch
him all the time ...so I sort of sUrted watching him and I

emulated him. and said "That's what I want to do —
props' So I started doing the props, but different props."

To round out Carrot Top's act. he tells stories ofwacky

.

zany things he's done that are too absurd and hilarious to
not be true. One ofthe funniest involves E)omino's Pizza.
It starts in Thompson's college abode where he and his
roommate were getting high. He had stolen a Domino's
Pizza uniform, ordered a pizza, then waited for the
unsuspecting delivery person to arrive at his door

When he finally arrives. Thompson opens the door and
asks the delivery person if he ordered a pizza. The story

becomes more involved and continues throughout the
show. Although everyone in his audiences finds the story
funny enough to bring them to tears. Domino's has not
been amused.

They just called and complained. They said they
would

I sue me I if 1 continued to do it with their name."
Thompson says. "I haven't heard from them since. They
called and said 'We don't thinks it's funny.' I said. 'I think
it's hysterical.'"

But whether or not people actually try to recreate
Carrot Top's stage antics. Thompson says he doesn't
usually know.

"I always love it if they do. I have actually been at a
college club, though, where someone said to me they did
do it. they did the thing with the condoms where they put
it on the counter and go. 'Excuse me, do you have a fitting
room".^' That's kind of neat."

When discussing "victims" ofCarrot Top's pranks, the
comedian becomes momentarily serious. "Well, they do
think its funny, but at times they don't. 1 think we're
living in a changing society where people are really
uptight about a lot of things. Its hard for people to laugh
about a lot ofthings nowadays that I didn't see years ago.
It's strange. It's strange to me because I see it I feel it in
the crowd. Things that they would laugh at before. It's

not always that way, it's just the changing times," he
says.

But despite the changing times and audiences.
Thompson is having nothing but success. He continues to
tour the countrv- playing numerous college dates, and he
is currently working on developing a television series for
Fox. in which he will most likely appear under his
namesake if the show is picked up since most everyone
knows him only as Carrot Top and there's another acU)r
named Scott Thompson ( "Kids in the Hall")

Also. Carrot Top is featured in an upcomiiiy .Showtime
special withJonathan Wmterscalled "Jonathan Winters:
Spaced Out." scheduled to air in March.

All of this, no doubt, has made his parents extremely
proud.

"Oh yeah, they come to the shows. Mom and Dad love
it. Totally Even the pot references," he says and smiles
"Believe it or not, my grandmother came to the show last
Friday and I was so worried about doing a lot of the s—
, and nothing; she got nothing. Grandma just smiled ( In
grandma'svoicei'You were so funny And when I went to
do the grandma's head joke. I would say. 'Grandma, look.
I made this for you." She loved it. She had no clue."
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Why settle for second best?
There are plenty of other publications in the Happy
Valley, but none so needed, irreverent or, dare we say it.

narcissistic, as the Largest College Daily in New England.

It's the paper to turn to for up to the minute local sports

and arts information, editorial pieces and administration

building takeovers.

And where would we all be without those?

Where indeed. For with the largest college daily newspaper
in New England in your backpack, hidden behind a

textbook or openly doing the crossword puzzle while an
overbearing professor drones on and on and on and on

un jnU tut lu .and on and on and on and

You get the picture.

So don't delay. Get your Collegian before class, read it in

the relative comfort of your class or in a D.C. or use it as

a pillow.

And don't worry, the ink comes off with soap and water.

THK MASSACHUSHTTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
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Poland Springs Vodka i. 75 l $9.99i

Tequila Cuervo Gold Max Pack
A 750ml of Gold & 1.0 L Marguerita $13.49;

Captain Morgan/Coconut 750 ml $9.29
Concha Y Toro Sauvignon Blanc i.sL

Sauvlgnon Blanc or Cabernet/Merlot Blend $5.79

Wurzburger Octoberfest 6 pk $5.29 (+dep)

Bud Family 1 2 pk..$6.99 (+dep)-Case, cans only .$1 2.99 (+dep)

Miller C.D./C.D. Light 1 2 pk $6.99 (+dep)-Case, bottles only .$12.99(+dep)
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VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mije East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

Recycle this Collegian
Recycle this Collegian
Recycle this Collegian

Recycle this Collegian
Recycle this Collegian

Recycle this Collegian
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Menu
SORRY, NO MENU WAS DELIVERED TO
US THIS WEEK, OR MAYBE IT WAS BUT

WE'VE JUST FAILED TO FIND IT.

Nevertheless, they're not sure of what it is

they're serving either.

TlHM)|jini()iisi'N|jrc'>H'il on llli^ |W};t' .iiv thuH' ot tin' (.iiloonisiN .incl do not ncci'ssdrily i it kit tlu' vifwsoi tln' Gillciii.unx ilu- Univcr>ily

"Our camels are dead, we have no water, and yet we
must cross this desert if we are to survive For the
love of Allah, Omar, do you ever cut your nose hairs?"

Quote of the Day
"Argue for your limitations and sure

enough, they're yours."

- Riclhirci Bach

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARICS(Mar(h2l-A(jfil 19):N|Mys
• 10 bf » .iulNiu> in ytmf dtMlinj-s wilh
nt-w « qujtnljn< i~.. SoimiifM- wh«i
Kvis sligiued < txjid give you llx- 1 «»ld

fllM>M A quiH ijlk H^» liytn^s fighl

^Ukv linx' i<K hapf>iiH-s<.!

TAUtUS lApfil JO-Md> .'0»

Kjt^inn .1 km |>r( Nik- will Ikim-IiI you
!>r{'jlly liMJjy I )< 1 1-\ tfything you tan
lo jvmmJ ( {.lO-H-s with higher-ups. IH
yjHjf »»fi fxfMMnuiK V >^ii>aL kk ii-

seli: li('n«id(-M

GEMINI (Mjy J|.|unc 20):
S<'i/i- .in 0(>|>fHlunily to (Kflurm i

veivm- lor MMiK-oni* who i<. ntA
hjppy Milh you. Past inisl.iki-s Mill
Jk- torgiKu-n Avoid aligning yitin-

%elt with nogjtivr thinLcr^. you mu>l
l>e positive'

CANCER MiiiH- .'1-luly J J) Th<-

tamily M.ene i* M tirsi lowhy ImjI

hecom« man- and more cunf(enial.

Shari-d tasks ,»nd plejtsures are tea-

lured. Y<xj leel new rontentmerM
Talking to (o-workefs aUiut rrivnt
i*>.fnis hi'ljis I tear the air.

IIO iluly .M-Aug 22): Travel
(ould lie diltKult to organize; you
nwy have lo i hange yinir plan* or

(KislponcaviMt. Treat peopk> theway
yt)u want to Ix- treated. A younger
p<'rs<Mi <iiare« a nxtei.

VIRGO (Aug 2VSepJ 22): The
emphasis today is on gu<irding y<HK
reputation. M-ep your aclHins alnve
fpproarh Dress up, at 1 1 onlident and
avoid complaining.

LISRA (Sept. 2l-()rt. 22»: CmI
(kiwntolKassLN ksiiKlay VouwiHJkl
lie wise to turn down any inxil.itioris

thai run riMinler to your idt-als .Hid

fHirv ij>k-s. Avoid (Miiiile wito giiosip

or try lo nuke Irtxilih-

SCORflO ((At. 21-Nov 21):

CfiMid lortiiiv slems iioni yiHM pa-
lierue and perservereme' Tread
t.i(i-«ully ityou(>ixiiuiMero|if)owtiiin

lrc¥n your t o-workerx Solo proitvK
grve you a dtarMe to disf>lay your
I realise tak-nis

SAGITTARIUS iNov J2IXi
21 ): A gixid diy tor imjirosing lioih

home MKuril) jixl ijiDily iiiwihc-s.

TaK. wilh your Umker or LiwytY TIiom*
in aullwirity may oiler you prderen-
tial tieainx^

CAfRICORN (IXt 22|an 19):

^ouf eliorls 111 lialante lite Ixidgti

(KfxJoj e mixed results Certain kJcjs

< .w Ik- improved ii()on PI.m e more
em|)haMS on huildir>g a vHind Ihim-

ness has*'

AQUARIUS (|.»n. 20-fel). 18):

The answers wsIik h yiHi Mt-k t .WMtm
lie touixl in iIk" stars, my trKiid. Bin ii

y< HI iMven'l iIh- t-rx-rgy to k h ik withm
yourselt tor them (wliH h isiihiI). |tis|

gel a date this weekend
PISCES (Fc-I) 19.Manh 201: £v-

erycHH" is impressed with yinir wim-
dertul persort.itily. noi only lod.iy Inn

everyday There isn't anyorx- who
krmws you lh.it dix>> not i-njoy your
company.

ACROSS
1 Semitic derty

5 Temptress
9 E«plo«ive

sound
14 MIM Cinders
15 Osiris t wife
16 'Common

Sense" author
1 7 Oeteriorstes.

•n a way
19 PGAs -Aimy-

man
?0 Useless
?1 Soaps, (or

enample
73 Seine

74 r>tpa«M>

monlrpy Abbr
?fi M«>adow
27 Oafdeneis*

shaclis

1? Draw'nq room
3S Melirulous
.16 Slicky 5tu((

37 Jog
38 Remote

communicator
40 Eyeless m —

"

Huxley
41 Sell

42 Upsel
43 Sea duck
44 Having a home,

thus able lo

vole, in

England once
48 Ruckus
49 Winning

margin
50 Hood s weapon
53 Move up
57 Whirlwind
59 ' Barbarella

director Roger
60 Trar.hy novel
6? Coeur d -

Idaho
lil Notion
64 Drops oil

65 Berlin creations
66 Singer Vikki

67 Concerning

DOWN
1 Kir k oil

7 Solo

3 Near Island

native
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Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFEE

4 Hang lough
5 'Shrinkmg-
Itower

6 Pomt of vww
7 -Osde—

•

8 Allenlioo-
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9 Most Ihm
10 Outcast
1

1

Dweclor
Wertmulter

1? Indigo

13 Summer shirts

18 •— ol Athens'
WS

72 'Enigma
Varialions'

composer
25 Be contir>gent

77 Key word m
this f>ii/r\f

28 Roseanne
Arnold. — Barr

79 Crimminyi
30 Drill oM
31 Take oil

37 Way lo the lop
33 Jason's craft

34 Booty
38 Flyer

39 Soup lo nuts

40 Entertainer's

engagemeot
42 'Alda' rota

43 January, m
Madim

45 Flapping in Itie

txeeza
46 Author e«aln>
47 MMaorotogiat's

lew
SO Festive

occasions

51 Prolicieni

57 Body part

S3Gat>orand
Bartok

54 -La Roi d Ys-
composer

55 PerlwM ptaca
56 -Iliad.'

lor one
58 Singer Simone
61 Haram

room
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swimmers
continued from page 1

5

Sheehan and Sarah Baker, respctively. The 1 :54.60 time
was a season best.

Griffith as usual stifled her competition, landing a
lifetime best and a first in the 100-yd. breaststroke. She
continued her streak taking first in the 200-yd. breast-
stroke.

In a close battle with B.C.'s Megan Lammon for 1st
place in the 100-yd. butterfly , JuHe Veremey was touched
out by less than a second. However, Veremey remains the
fastest 200-yd. flyer in New England. She proved it once
again by placing first in the event with a 2:12.07.

Distance swimmer Kim Broad finished first, long
before B.C.'s Melissa Hambls in the 1,000-yd. fi-eestyle,

posting a 11:04.05. Co-captain Kari Edwardsen landed a
lifetime best and a second place finish in the 200-yd.
backstroke with a 2:15.29, and once again Sarah Baker
sprinted towards a 1 st place touch-out finish in the 50-yd.

freestyle with a 25.86. Although everyone was a point
contributer , divers Allison White , Dede May andAmanda
Moynihan racked up a number of points for the
Minutewomen by packing a first, second and third place
finish on both the one and three-meter boards. White's
255.20 three-meter score qualified her for the New En-
gland Zone diving qualifying meet.

The meet ended with the Minutewomen pulling a first

and third place finish in the 400-yd. freestyle relay. The
first place finish was swum by Amy Lewis, Stephanie
Souto, Broad and Kristen Chapelle, respectively.

"B.C. was expecting a typical UMass meet," said

Newcomb. The intersession helped us get stronger due
to intense training and team bonding."

After pickingup two winsover intersession thewomen

,

now 6-4-0, will swim their final events before New
Englands on Saturday in a coed meet against the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire at noon in Boyden pool.

Sports Notice
Any of you who have ever aspired

to t>e a Cotiegian sports writer and

any of you who are lucky enough to

already be on the sports staff should

seriously think about coming down
to the meeting on Monday, February

1 at 7 p.m. We're located in the

Campus Center basement for your

convenience.

Multicultural Musings
ror soaM tla*. t>w Univaralty o( Haasachuaatta at

Aaharat haa baan ctmlttad to tha Itea of a aultleultural

caapua. Our Boat racant alaalon atataaant atataa that 'our

goal la to achtava a Bultteultural eiapua vhara aan and

woaan of dtvaraa racial, aoelak and aeonoalc groupa play

•ajor rolaa and. In • aittrlt et autual raapact. coaa to

undoratand and appraclata tha vartaty of parapactlvaa that

dlvaralty aaliaa poaalbla. Wa aaali a aoclaty rftara Ufa la

to bo anjoyad and avary parson haa a chanca to achlava hia

or har potanttal and thua aaiia tha graataat poaalbia

contribution to tha Co— oowalth and to aoclaty at larga.'

t ballava that thaaa ara nobla goala uhleh faw would

centaat. I alao ballawa that daaplta nuaareua afforta ovar

tha paat 15 yaara. «a aaa« to a ba a long way fro* achlavtng

tha Mutual raapact and approclatloo of dlvaralty that

ultlculturallaai la daalgnad to proaota. Ma ha«a had an

aapaclally difficulty tlaa addraaalng thaaa taau*a durli^

tha laat four yaara. during which wa loat acaa ona third of

our atata oparatlng budgat. all of our capital funda and

hava had no aa lary Incraaaaa.

how. aa wa aaaa to ba aoarglng frtia our budgatary

oraaa and hawing raotorod aaiaa aanaa of atablllty In

raaponaa to our aest raeant erlaaa. tha tUM la right to

dlacuaa aHtltlculturallan In an attaint to arrtva at an

unc«ar a landing and a conaansua about wharfc wa want to go and

how to gat thara.

The Multicultural Campus
Thara ara not aany aaaaplaa In tha world 'whara nan and

woaan of dlvaraa racial, aoelal and aconoalo groupa play

a}or rolaa and. In a aplrlt of autual raapact. coaa to

undaratand and appraclata tha varlaty of parapactlvaa that

dlvaralty aakaa poaalbia.' tvan a curaory glanea at tha

nightly nawa ravaala tha proclivity of groupa to

dlf farantlata thaanalvaa froa othar groupa and than to act

with graat hoatlUty and vlolanca towarda thoaa who ara not

aabara of thalr groupa. Why do wa ballava that wa hava a

chanca of coablnad plurallaa and conaiuntty In tha faea of ao

aany nagatlva aaaaiplaa. avan In ear own aoclaty?

ror ona thing, untvaraltlaa ahara a foundation of

valuaa, civic aa wall aa acadaalc. which can ba aupportlva

of tha Idaal of a Multicultural coaaunlty. In tha

Unlvaralty wa know that wa do not hawa to ba allka or agraa

on awarythlng provldad wo ahara cartaln fundaaantal

acholarly valuaa and prlnclplaa. Tha acqulaltlon of truth

la thought to ba an opan procaaa Involving tha colllalon of

tdaaa. batlafa and thaorlaa. Ma aapact Indlvlduala to hava

dlffarant vlawa on tha truth and wa aapact to aequlra a

claarar aanaa of tha truth aa a conaaquanca of dabata In tha

•arkatplaca of Idaaa. A coiMttaant to tha application of

raaaon to huaan affalra and to judga paopla and Idaaa on tha

baala of aarlt blnda ua togathar aa It parvlta and

ancouragaa a Multiplicity of Idaaa artd paoplaa. Tha outalda

world aay ba aagragatad both aa to groupa and Idaaa but tha

vary concaptlon of tha unlvaralty would aaaa to ra<|ulra

piurallaM.

Can wa raaaonably axpact tha unlvaralty to ba 'battar'

than tha aoclaty around It? Wa racognlaa that a atata

unlvaralty, to aoaa aatant, la a alcroeoaa of tha atata. Ma

ara fraquantly adaonlahad to coaa out of our Ivory towar and

to grappla with tha problaaa of tha raal world. But tha

fact that wa ara axpactad to raach out to tha raal world

doaa not raqulra that wa accapt tha prajudlcaa of that world

aa a glvan. Wa raoognlsa that auch of our atudant body

coaMa to ua froa aagragatad coaaaunltlaa who hava llttia

axparlanca with aultlculturallaa. Thla la a ahortcoalng to

ba ovarcoaia by our aducational procaaaaa Juat aa auraly aa

wa aspact our atudanta to laarn anough Bngllah, Hlatory and

Math to bacoaa functioning naabara of our aoclaty.

Huch haa baan aada racantly of tha Unlvaralty'a rola aa

an angina of aconoalc davalopaant. I would urga that wa

•lao hava an obligation to produca atudanta who will aaha a

contribution to etvle davalopaant. Tha raal world that our

atudanta will antar la ona whoaa racial and athnlc proflla

la changing draaattcally. Tha Unttad Stataa la bacoalng ona

of tha aoat pluraltatlc countrlaa In tha world. In

addition, wa ara alao davaloplng a qraatar dapandancy on

othar natlona of tha world for our aconoalc wait balng. Tha

notion of tha 'global vlltaga' la a rich aataphor for a

futura that will ragulra our atudanta to coapata In a vary

diuaraa world, ona In which our doalnant raea la claarSy a

Minority, and a world which raqulraa ua to build brldgaa to

culturaa that ara dlffarant froa our own. Thla la tha world

of tha 21at Cantury that wa auat prapara our atudanta to

undaratand and ralata to.

Mou boat can wa eraata an aducational prograa that win

prapara our atudanta for thaaa now ctiallangaa?

rirat. wa hawa to capltallaa on our own raelal, athnir

and cultural dlvaralty aa providing an axeallant opportunity

for all of ua to antar tha world of dlvaralty. To

•ccoapllah thla. wa naad to Incraaaa tha participation of

thoaa groupa who ara not adaquataly rapraaantad on our

faculty and ataff and aaong our atudant body. Lat It ba

undaratood that wa «o thta In part bacauaa thla ta tha

a<iultabla and Juat thing to do. Wa «o It In part bacauaa In

a knowladga baaad aconoay wa can 111 afford to waata tha

talanta of tha faataat growing groupa In our aoclaty bacauaa

of ataraotyplcal thinking about thalr petantial and

capablllttaa. And aa do It in part bacauaa It !• In oar

aalf tntaraat to do ao aa a atata and aa a eoamtry. If aa

ara to coapata in thla wary dlvaraa global aeomMy, wa hava

to undaratand. appraclata and laam froa tha aultlpllclty of

parapactlvaa that ara aabodlad in tha wary eoneapt of a

Multicultural world. Wa can and ahould bagin thia procaaa
at hoaa by Incraaalng tha nuabara of and Intaractlon with

tha culturaa that aaka up tha aoaalc of Aaarlcan aoclaty.

Thla undaratandlng would aaaa to ba a praraquialta to tha

broadar undaratandlng of tha world'a dlvaralty that all

Aaarlcan groupa. Minority and Majority, will hava to laarn

to appraclata.

Pluralism-The Statistical Community

Tha aultleultural caMpua la ona which piowldaa accaaa

to a varlaty of groupa at all lawata. Thara la a tandancy

to Judga tha quality of a aultleultural coaaunlty by tha

n\mb9Tm of thaaa groupa. It la tnaaui to aapact that tha

aita of tha groupa ahould ba ralatad to thalr nuabara In tha

coaaunlty at larga. Tha ralavant c 01unity la not tha aaaa

for aach catagory. For atudanta, wa aaaaura tha approprlata

nuMbar of particular groupa by thalr parcantagaa In tha

population at larga. Praauaably, In a atata unlvaralty, tha

natura of tha population of tha atata aata aoaa llalta on

tha poaalbllitlaa. In Maaaachuaatta, wa hava aoaa 131

Mlnorltloa in tha high achool graduation pool. Tha nuabar

of woaan la about S0«. With ragard to atudanta, thla

unlvaralty haa raachad a gandar parity and la cloaa to

achlavlng parity for our Minority population. Ma hopa to

axcaad tha Minority totala and hava pladgad to gat to 20% of

tha fraahaan claaa ovar tha naat aavaral yaara. To auatain

thaaa nuabara wa naad to foeua on ratantlon. If wa cannot

ratain tha Minority atudanta wa racruit with graat

difficulty, wa will navar ba abla to achlava our goala.

Studant ratantlon raquiraa that faculty davota Mora quality

tlaa to aetivitlaa which aay not ba high on tha priority

Hat - adviaing, counaaling, vlaiting tha doraa, taaching in

living and laarning anvironaanta. Making tha larga

unlvaralty aora Intiaata and hoapltabla.

Tha racruitlng of faculty la baaad not upon tha

population of tha atata, but upon availability poola by

diacipllna. Ma now hava aoaa 21% woawn aaong tha tanura

track faculty and 11% ainorltlaa. Ma hava a long way to go

with ragard to woaMn and wa ara probably forbiddan to aat a

i__targat for Mlnorltiaa which la hlghar than tha availability

poola. Navarthalaaa, during tha paat flva yaara, wa hava

avaragad aoaM 23% of Minority hlraa, half coaing through tha

apaclal opportunity fund. Tha problaa hara. too, la

ratantlon, and again, tha faculty haa a crucial rola to

play, rirat. it la tha faculty who aatabllah tha ollaata in

tha dapartaanta which can halp or hurt tha davalopaant of

faculty. la aantoring a high priority for tha aanlor

faculty? What can tha faculty do to aaalat all of tha

untanurad faculty to raach thalr full potantlal? Aaong

othar thlnga, tha aanlor faculty aay hava to aaa>»a a

vraatar rola In tha aarvica aetivitlaa of tha dapartaant and

tha caapua in ordar to anabla tha untanurad faculty to

davota thaaaalvaa to raaaarch and taaching. Thia la a

particularly iaportant factor for Mlnorltiaa alnca thav ara

llkaiy to ba callad upon to aarva on nuaaroua coaaittaaa to

achlava balanca and thay ara aapactad to halp tha unlvaralty

aolva Ita racial problaaa.

Tha craatlon of tha atatlatical coaaunlty la a

nacaaaary. though not a aufficlant condition for tha

aatabilahaant of a aultleultural caapua. Tha mabara aattar

In a varlaty of waya. Titara la a body of raaaarch that

auggaata that tha quality of Ufa iaprovaa for ainorltlaa aa

thalr proportion Incraaaaa. Hlghar parcantagaa Influanca

tha dagraa to which ainorltlaa can achlava a9ual traatawnt

and alao eemtrlbata to tha proeaaa by which tha Majority cai

<»»«'«>oaa ataraotyplcal thinking. Paopla of color elaarly

faal aora aaeura on caapua whara thay ara aora than tobana.

Thalr aanaa of phyaical aacurlty la anhancad whan thara la a

critical aaaa that thay can look to for aupport. Sufflclant

nuabara alao anabla tha group to organlaa to ooaa togathar

to ealabrata thalr harltaga, and aay oontributa to aalf

idantlty and aalf aataaa.

Aa Iaportant aa tha approprlata maM>ara ara for aoaa

purpoaaa. tha craatlon of a aultleultural coMunlty In all

of ita aapaeta raquiraa auch aora than aara parcantagaa,

although atudant groupa hava tandad to focua upon incraaaad

nuabara and aaeura apaea.

Wa racognlaa that aany of our atudanta ««a aoaa of our

faculty and ataff coaa froa aagragatad coaaunltiaa and hava

had llaltad contact with dlvaralty until thay coaa to tha

Unlvaralty. Nor hava thay IntarnalKad tha aharad valuaa
and nonaa of tha unlvaralty which aaphaaisa tha tolaranca of

dlvaraa vlawa and tha coanitMant to civil diacouraa.

Particularly with atudanta in tha fraahaan yaar. tha vary

dlvaralty that wa hava triad to proaota can laad to a elaah
of culturaa accoapanlad by alaundaratanding, haraaaaant,

bigotry and avan vlolanca. Aa a conaaquanca. ainorlty

groupa faal unaafa and faal tha naad for aanctuarlaa that

thay control. Tha caapua haa raapondad by craating cultural
cantara and othar apacaa which anabla athnically dlvaraa
groupa to ealabrata thalr oultura without challanga. Mhlla
thla la undaratandabla. it aay Maka tha achiavaaant of a
raal Multicultural coaaunlty aora difficult to attain. if

•inorlty groupa aalf aagrag.ta. that .ay contrlbuta to tha
Mlaundaratandinga that foatarad raelaa in tha flr.t placa.
Tha Major problaM. than, la how to eraata coa-unity In tha
faca of what .ay b. callad -Balkaniaatloo. • Ma hopa that
tha progr».a that wa eraata to proaota athnlc prida do not
datarlorata into foraa of athnlc ehauvinia. which undar-in.
our atta.pt. at eoa«mlty building. Tha challanga, than, la
not alapiy tha auecaaaful racruitlng and ratantlon of
aivaraa groupa. but tha building of a co-Munlty 'in which
P.opla laam to raapact and valua ona a«,thar for thalr
Olffarancaa. yat. at tha aaaa tlaa, ara drawn togathar by
cartaln fundaaantal valuaa that thay ahara In co-«n aa
.chol.ra and aa citl.ana.- Only m thia kind of coaaunlty
can wa hopa to anjoy tha full fruita of «.ltlculturali«. and
only in thia kind of eo.««u, ,.„ ^ ..^^, ^^ ^.^^^^^^ ^^-U .. tha i«,ritl.. to partlelpata with anthualaaa.
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UNH meet looms large for men
Friday, lanuary 29, 1993 / Page 15

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swinuning
team carries its 9-1 record and New England's number
one ranking into tomorrow's 12 p.m. meet against the
University of New Hampshire at Boyden Pool.

It is the team's only home meet of the semester and
will double as Parent's Weekend for the swimmers.

"The parents are going to get to see their kids swim,
and we have a dinner after the meet, so it will be a nice
affair for them," said UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

UMass is coming off last weekend's big win-in-the-
last-race-of-the-meet-win over rival UConn, and while
the Wildcats aren't in the league of the Minutemen,
Yarworth feels that UNH is putting its best team in
several yeare in the water.
"UNH proably has the best butterflyer inNew England,

besides
I UMass" Tim I Nubar. in Michael Dix," he said.

"Also, a top recruit of mine that chose to go to UNH is

Noah Caruso, who is a top freestyler. Keith McFarland of
nearby Wilbraham is also a nice swimmer. Those three
make it so there is a nice squad in the water that can give

us some good races."

Yarworth is very pleased with the progress the Min-
utemen have been makingall season, as they gear toward
what could be their seventh consecutive New England
Championship.
The kids are swimming great." he said, "the attitude

is great, and hopefully we'll stay healthy now that all the
germs Iread: students

I have come back. Usually when
the students return and classes start a round of the flu
starts, but I hope we stay healthy.

"I'm really pleased with JeffWicklund. He had a great
meet against UConn. As did Chris Barrett. As did Scott
Reed. As did Jay Peluso. As did Tim Milbert. As did ad
infinitium. I really can't choose anyone who is swimming
better than anybody else. They're just swimming great.
Everybody's popping. They're all working hard and are
confident."

MEETNOTES— As is always the case for the UMass
men's swimming team, the whole season is gearing
towards the N.E. Championships at UConn in three
weeks. Yarworth knows it is not wise to look past an
opponent, but it is easy to see that the thought of beating
the Huskies again is keeping him up nights.

Women swimmers win again
Swim team beats rival Boston College Eagles
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Suff

The University of Massachusetts women's swimming
and diving team made UMass history Wednesday night,
prevailing over consecutive six time New England cham-
pion Boston College.

This was the first time in UMass swimming history
that the Minutewomen were able to successfully sink the
Eagles. The team kept a steady lead throughout the
meet, enabling them to pull to a solid finish totaling 167
points, and leaving B.C. in their wake with 133.

"This meet was especially great for the upperclassmen
who rememember how our meets versus B.C. used to be -

they were untouchable." said co-captain Teresa Konieczny

.

With onlv one meet left before the much-awaited New-

England championships. Head Coach Bob Newcomb and
Assistant Coach Ed Melanson feel the team is performing
well beyond the expectations they had.

"People talk about the emotional tide. Well the tidal
wave is rolling in and should be here by New Englands

"

said a sopping wet Newcomb afterjust being thrown in by
his team. Wednesday night's meet was a lesson in inner
strength and confidence. "We've been telling the women
ever since November when we saw their first set of meet
results, that they could beat B.C. Now they are starting
to believe their potential." said Newcomb.

The meet started with an intense one-tenth of a
second touch-out finish in the 200-yd. medley relay,

compliments of Kari Edwardson. Jessica Griffith, Ixiri

Turn fo SWIMMERS, poge 14
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continued from page 16

When the frontline was stacked with Ewing,
Charles "I can do nothing but try to rebound and
start fights" Oakley. Smith, and Anthony Mason.
Campbell was stuck on the end of the bench,
wondering if he should have wanted to leave Min-
nesota. One final note on the new Broadway Bul-
lies: until Ewing realizes he is a center and not a
power forward. New York will only be at most
second best.

I only have one thing to say about Chicago. The
Bulls ( 1 refuse to ever again call them Da Bulls now
that Ditka has left the Windy City » seem to be less
invincible than the last two championship seasons.
O.K., two things.

A huge story so far this season has to be the
play of Chuck Daly's New Jersey Nets. I know it

sounds biased because I do live twenty minutes
from the Meadowlands Arena, but the Nets could
possibly be the third best team in the East. Kenny
Anderson is filling up the expectations he had
coming out of Tech, and PeUo belongs in the All-
Star Game.

Down in Orlando, Shaq is the most dominating
player in the paint that I have ever seen. Well,
except the tapes I've seen of myself

Arthur Stapteton is a Coljegian columnist
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Now ifs even easier to ski cbser to home! And
purchasing a combination bus/lift ticket saves you
money, too' Take the Peter Pan bus, any day of the
week, from any one of these kxations and enjoy
great skiing day and night at nearby Mt Tom

AMHERST/UMASS
NORTHAMPTON

SPRINGFIELD

BRDGEPORT

HARTFORD
MDDLETOWN
MERDEN

NEW HAVEN
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Classifieds

JOM
Route 5, Holyoke, MA • Call Peter Pan for Info 781 2900

SKI A K t A

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

[ '-•ability Sarvicaa l« in search of

volunteer readers lor disabled students
The iob of reader consists of reading

tx). ks onto tape and/or reading aloud
for students No experience is neces
sary We will train. Please contact Lorie

Bell at Disability Services for furtf>er

information at 545 0892.

Fr«« Hamstar and accataorlas
Call Betf) or Erin

546 0933

K.ivlnaproblanis«wt0i yourroomMe?
Conlflcl OCHO. 4?8 Student Union, or

call us at 545 0865. We can help'

Looliing for a placa to live off cam
pus? Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May'
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union 545

0865.

3 Cradit Racycling class Educ 2 354

Tuesday 2 30 5 00 call 545 1153 for

more info

ATTENTION PROFESSORS

Hava you baan putting of painting

your home or home office? Phillips

Brothers painting provides fast high

quality interior & exterior painting at

reasonable prices. Free estimates flex

ibie rates fast reliable service. Call Brock

584 5979.

AUTO FOR SALE

89 Ford Fattlwa
Black 60k miles

Good condition new tires

S2750 must sell Tomo 549 2635

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3 50
Large Cheese S5 99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

549 6098

M8-W73

DEBORAH

Happy 24th Birthday
Love
Mom • Dad
30 January 1993

FOR RENT

Room available in Amherst House
S260/mo as single, S220/double, S190 if

bring own roomate Housemates are

Serious but fun UMass students.

549 7619

FOR SALE

For Sale: Burton air 6 Snowboard
Airwalk boots Size 7 3350 call 527 3014

One way plane ticket to Miami
Will sell lor cheap price

or best offer

Interested? Call Alexis 549 4720

Vamaha CLP-30 Calvinova keyboard
88 lull size, weighted keys with stand,

pedals, bench
Call Dave 253 9282

GREEKS AND CLUBS

tl.OOO An Hourl
Each member of your frat, sorority,

team club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise 51,000
in just a few days' Plus a chance lo

earn SI,000 for youiself No cost. No
obligation. 1 800 932 0528 ext. 65.

HELP WANTED

Att. Excellent Inconw for home as

semMywork. Info 1 504 646 1700 Depi
MA 1307

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED
Magnificent coed weight loss Allsiwrts,

crafts, sewing, ceramics, computers,
WSIs. tf>eatre, piano, dance, aerobics,

weight training, nfelry, backpacking,
kitchen, office. Camp Shane, Frendale,

NV 1234, 212 877 4644

Evening |obsl Environmental cam
paign work Fight pollution with clean
water action SlOO/wk .. On Bus line

584 9830

Entra $$$ Extra SM Extra M$
Wanted reliable < dependable

delivery coordinators < delivery help
for the Boston Globe Mon Fn .

Sunday in Amherst apt Complex
areas. Routes available with or

without transportation Early hours
good pay. Please call 1 800 858 4275

then press zero.

Extra t$$ Extra $S$ Extra $S$
Wanted reliable » dependable

delivery persons for dorm « office

delivery of tt>e Boston Globe Mon.
Fri. • Sunday. Early hours good pay.
Please call 1-800 858 4275 then press

zero.

Join tha Massplrg staff and tie part of

a 20 year history of environmental ac

tivism:

••The Bottle Bill

"Mass Clean Air Act

"Mass toxic use reduction act

Full/Pan trme positions S40 60/day
Call Carmen 256 6434

"Silver Bullion Coin Program*
SS Paid weekly
No individual senir>g or recruiting

83S commissions paid

Protected income 42 84K
603 964 1676

The Undergraduate Admisiion* nl

fice IS now accepting applications for

Tour Guides, Student Admissions Rep
resentatives and New Students Program
Summer Counselors Applications
available at the Admissions office

U.S. Tracers i« currently seeking mo
tivated students in Amherst area lor FT

and PT inile|)endent work (800)886 69 19

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor

MA in Physics

Experienced leaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

Black Laundry hamper with clothing

in It. Lost Monday Please call 546 0404

MUSIC

Speakers, Reconing * Repair
Home, Auto. Pro

ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1 781 2327

HEY YOU

To the pretty student/waitress I met
Monday, January 25th at 10 am at (he

bursars office Those lines were so long
I practically got to know your whole life

history except for a few critical details

like your name. I'd like to see you
again. If you would like to see me again

please respond here.

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 females or couple to share roome
S160 each or 3275 lor singte. beautiful

apartment 665 7604

Roomate Needed! 1

1

M/F to share two bedroom Brandywine
Apt
1 75 00/mo
549 5868

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright ol Amherst Area
lor free testing and conlidenlial caring
help Amherst Carriage Shops
549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

••• SPRING BREAK ga*"

•••Spring Break 93 •••

Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas. South
Padre Island, form $429 per person (7

nights, airfare, transfers, taxes, discount
card and more' I Daytona Beach (Howard
Johnson, Whithalll Panama City Beach
Marll, Fiesta Inn), Key West from SI 29
per person (Beachfront Hotel only (7)

nights, discount card optional bus
available) Spacing is limitedl Call

Breakaway Travel & Tours 1 800 862
7325

S. NINTENDO/MT. BIKE

Univega S300 Great condition Super
Nintendo, brand new with original

packaging, super mario. super battlctank

SlOO Final fantasy II 350 Romance
of the Three Kingdoms II S50. Call

Blake at 584 7285 or 545 1864

TRAVEL

••••Spring Break 93*^*»
CarKiin 34?9i Jamaica 3499'

Oaytona Beach 3169' Organize a small
group and travel F RE E ' New E ngland's
largest spring break company'
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja
maica. Cancun. Bahamas, from 3459!
Florida from 31 49 Organize group travel

free' 1 800 426 7710

WANT A TAN LINE?
Cancun, Jamaica, Florida

Merideth 549 6284

WANTED

Band Members
tor new Ska hand
all positions'

Leave msg @ 549 0627

Sick of DC Meal Plan?

Meal Plan in exchange for kitchen worit
if interested call

Jim Houston at

253 9015
At 496 North Pleasant St

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing lor spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Ml 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4

person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Sports
Grand finale Friday at Curry Hicks Cage
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

A raging piece ofhistory will bccurdown
at the Curry Hicks Cage this weekend, as
one era ends before another begins.

Fans will climb into the Cage for one
last roar Friday night at midnight against
the University of Southwestern Ixiuisi-

ana, marking the last time the men's bas-
ketball team will play at their home for

over 60 years. Next Thursday, the Min-
utemen move to the 9.493 seat William D.
Mullins Center.

Having won 19oftheirlast21 gamesin
the Cage. UMass is coasting out on a 13-

ganie Cage winnintz streak. SufRce it to

say that head coach John Calipari's squad
is virtually unbeatable in the Cage.

"There's not too many people that can
beat us in the Cage." Calipari said earlier

this season. "I'd plav Kansas here. I'd plav
Duke."

With nearly 5()0 students waiting out
in front ofthe Cage for tickets Wednesday
night, fans seem to be saving the best for

last SW Louisiana head coach Marty
Fletcher said he knows what to expect
from the Cage crazies.

"They couldn't find anyone stupid
enough to come up there, so they called

me," said Fletcher "We're the sacrificial

lambs for the last game at the Cage."
SW Louisiana d 1-7 ) is a team on a roll,

having w on five of its last six games. Point
guard Michael Allen is among the nation's

leading scorers, averaging 22.6 points per
game. Allen is a prolific J-point shooter,

averaging almost 43 percent from long
distance.

Other probable starters include guard
Byron Starks (13.5 ppg). and forwards

Todd Hill (14.8 ppg, 6.5 rebounds), Cedric
Mackyeon and Carroll Boudreaux. No
Ragin' Cajun starter is taller than 6-foot-

9, which means the Minutemen should
match up well.

Harper WiUiams has performed well
since recovering from a broken hand. The
6-foot-7 forward leads the team in points
with 17.3 and is second in rebounds with
8. 7. In front ofa national audience onABC
last week, Williams proved his game was
as strong as ever by netting 22 points in a
79-69 win over DePaul.

Williams and company have always
thrived in the national TV spotlight. Lou
Roe is the best example. Roe is averaging
nearly 20 points pergame when thecamera
is on (he had 19 versus DcPauL. hence
owning the nickname TV."

The contest itselfis obviously shadowed
by the hype, hoopla, and histor>- sur-

rounding the last Cage game. With ESPN
televising the game live coast to coast,

there will be a large throng of UMass
alumni tuning in.

"It's the last game at the Cage ever and
we want it to be memorable." said Calipari.
"Everyone needs to be up for the game,
and let the nation know what the Cage has
meant to UMass."
Game notes: The athletic department

will honor all of the captains and coaches
responsible for every NIT and NCAA
banner at the Cage. A presentation will be
made at halftime recognizing their
acheivements.

Calipari has been practicing late at
night for the last two nights to get his

team ready for the midnight tip-off.

The game, as always, can be heard on
WHMP 99.3 FM and WMUA 91.1 FM.
along with ESPN. Doorsopen at 10:00 p.m. Tony Bart>ee (22) (Joing what he does t)est.
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Minutewomen post big win
Lady Hawks fall to women's basketball team 65-56
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Suff

Make no mistake about it: University ofMassachu-
setts women's basketball is back.

After being picked to finish last in the Atlantic-10.
the Minutewomen knew they wouldn't get much re-

spect from their opponents this season. That all could
change, however, as UMass took control from the
opening tip-offlast night in the Curry Hicks Cage and
played solid defensively the rest of the way to beat
conference foe St. Joseph's. 65-56.

St. Joseph's, a team that UMass had not beaten in

20 attempts, was picked to win the A-10 during the
preseason, so the \ictory for Coach Joanie O'Brien's
troops is very sweet, to say the least.

"This is a huge win for us," said an elated O'Brien.
"We came out very, very aggressive right from the
start and played well the rest of the game.

"It's funny. I had no idea that we had never beaten
these guys until I got here tonight," she said. "I guess
there's a first time for everything."

In the first half, with UMass down 9-8, guard
Maleeka Valentine ( 12 jwints) engineered a 14-0 run

with six points, forcing St. Joe's to call time. But the
Lady Hawks came out ofthe huddle with a vengeance,
using pressure defense and some tough offensive
rebounding to cut the lead to four at the half behind
the hot shooting of last years A-10 three-point queen,
and All-America candidate Katie Curry (8 pts. first

half, 18 game).
The game would be nip-and-tuck the rest ofthe way

as neither the Minutewomen nor the Lady Hawks
could pull away. With 1 1:38 remaining in the game, a
layup by point guard Tricia Hopson (nine pts., four
assists) pushed the UMass lead up to six but St. Joe's
fought back and tied the game at 50 with five minutes
remaining.

UMass' tower of power Melissa Gurile (nine rebs)
responded with two consecutive jumpers and the
Minutewomen seemed to be controlling the tempo of
the game until the Lady Hawks tied it at 56 with 1 :25

left on the clock. These would be their last points ofthe
game.

Also playing well for UMass was Octavia Thomas
( 12 pts, 1 1 rebs), who was a force on the inside all game
long displa>ing strength, quickness and a never-say-
die attitude on the court that every coach loves.

Notes from the

NBA Hardwood
It is time for the first weekly edition o(Notes from the

NBA Hardwood, as I scan and probe the professional
ranks in the world of basketball. I kept my nose to the
proverbial grind stone over intersession, and now have
my observations from around the NBA.

As of press time, the hottest team in the league is the
San Antonio Spurs. Yes. what a change from the begin-
ning of the season, when Jerry Tarkanian was in Mr.
Robinson's neighborhood

Arthur

STAPLETON

Women's gym opens home schedule
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Stafi"

Talented. Alfie Mitchell, head coach of the University
ofMassachusetts women's gymnastics team (0-2), would
use this one adjective to describe his 1992-93 squad.

However, talented teams do not always reap success,
whatever the circumstances may be.

"Whenever you have high talent
I in gymnastics], it

means you are going to be throwing in more risk. When
you have more risk, that means there is more of a chance
to break," said Mitchell.

The Minutewomen are gymnasts who are personable,
according to Mitchell, but they have very strong personali-

ties. A problem with this is team chemistry, and Mitchell
knows this is one of the keys to his team's success.

"I Chemistry I was the biggest concern coming into this

season. I felt ifwe could get everyone to blend, in the right

situations, then we would do really well, because the
talent was already there." Mitchell said.

Some ofthis potential includes seniorsTammy Marshall.

Lisa-Beth Cronen andAbbyMay.juniors Margaret Fu^tado
and Angela Jent. and sophomore Gina Demeo.

Even though floor is her strongest event, Marshall is

the 1992 NCAA Vault Champion, so her accomplish-
ments speak for themselves.

Tammy's strengths are almost everything actually.
Her weakest event would have to be bars; her beam is

fantastic and her floor exercise is more than fantastic.

"She is one of the few gymnasts in the country that
uses an Arabian double front for her opening tumbling
run

.
Most people have trouble doing it because ofits blind

landing," said Mitchell.

The Minutewomen dropped their first two meets of
the season to the University ofFlorida and Towson State,
scoring 185.15 and 183.10 respectively in the two losses.

Entering the home opener in Boyden Gym, tomorrow
afternoon at 2 p.m. against the University of Rhode
Island (3-0), UMass must be wary of this Atlantic 10 foe.

Led by Ail-Around threat junior Shannon Erwin, the
WRams are streaking intoAmherst, havingscored 186.50
and 183.40 in their first two meets.

Other Notes From The Mat: In the Towson State
meet, Abby May scored a career best 9.65 on the balance
beam. On the uneven bars, Lisa-Beth Cronen scored a
9.55 in Florida, her career best.

Tammy Marshall won the Ail-Around in both of the
meets so far this season with scores of 38.85 and 38.45.

Before Tark the Shark was canned, many critics

hollered that there was a huge need for a point guard.
Well, they found one, and his name is John Lucas, the
three-time drug loser who now is coaching the scorching
Spurs.

Lucas has given life toAveryJohnson,Aw starting point
guard, who was buried at the end of the bench by Tark.
Lloyd Daniels, another recovering drug addict, has an-
other reason to celebrate. Just think ofthe parties Daniels
and his coach have on the weekends! Only kidding,
Lloyd-fans.

Speaking of recovering drug addicts, Richard Dumas
of the Phoenix Suns has burst into stardom at the small
forward spot aside Lord Charles. Barkley has been quoted
as saying Dumas will be one of the top fifteen players in
the league if he keeps his head on straight.

The Suns start three All-Stars in KJ. Dan Majerle,
and Barkley, and Dumas eventually could make it four.
However, the one position that Phoenix is weak at is
center. The combination of Tom Chambers, Mark West
and the Big O cannot compete with the supreme pivot
men in the game today.
A team that has yet to get huge publicity but will be in

the running for this entire season is Seattle, led by the
most exciting and innovative player in the NBA. Shawn
Kenip. Earlier in the year, the well-balanced Sonics
handled the Suns, proving they will stay in the thick of
the race for the duration.

In the East, the Tale ofTwo Pats, Riley and Ewing, has
been up and down all season long. Aft^r acquiring Charles
Smith, Doc Rivers. Rolando Blackman, and Tony
Campbell, the Knickerbockers seemed to be bound for
greatness.

Well, one thing Riley found out is that too much talent
may indeed be just that: too much. By starting erratic
Greg Anthony at the point, attempting to replace under-
rated and now LA. Clipper Mark Jackson, the Knicks
lost a lot of stability when it came to crunch time.

Turn to NBA, page 15
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Windy, very cold, chance of

snow. Temps in the mid-teens.

Arts & Living:
Julie Bozzi's new exhibit "American Food" is now on

display at the University Gallery. The display is an ensemble
of Americana, including the marshmallows. Page 7.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
Read Dan Wetzel's conversation with Gene

the ESPN cameraman as they discuss booze,
TV and The Cage. Page 1 2.
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U.N, gives up on Bosnia
Heavy fighting continues after peace talks collapse
D.. kifATTT\0 DI7ii:<I K< A vt •»

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
4,058 fans gathered for a historic, final midnight farewell to

The Cage last Friday. See Sports, page 12.

Asian students debate
proposed move of center

By MAUD S. BEELMAN
Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina— U.N. peacekeep-
ers gave up trying to restore power in Sar^evo aRer
repair crews were shot at in fighting that escalated after
the collapse of peace talks. U.N. ofTicials said Sunday.

Heavy fighting also was reported in other parts ofthe
former Yugoslav republic.

In neighboring Croatia, that republic's president
threatened to expand a 10-day-old ofTensive against
Serbs in southern Croatia. Meanwhile, a gaping hole that
developed in a bombed dam m Croatia was repaired, but
the structure sUll posed a danger is flooding for 20.000
people living downstream.

U.N. officers said three teams of engineers and mili-
tary observers would not try to fix a main electrical
transmission Hne in Sarajevo afler coming under heavy
fire Saturday despitt written guarantees rfa cease-fire
by the city's Muslim-led defenders and Serb forces be-
sieging the city.

With temperatures below freezing, only about a fifth
ofSar^vo gets any electricity, and most ofit is reserved
for vital institutions such as hospitals, bakeries and the
presidency.

None of the approximately 40 U.N. team members
were hurt. Bosnian government forces fired directly on
two U.N. crews but it was unknown who shot at the other

By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian SUfT

Asian-American students at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts said they are
concerned about the proposed moving of
the United Asian Learning Resource
Center to an ofT-campus location.

Students said they want the center,
currently located in Knowlton, to be moved
to Johnson Residence Hall. Johnson has a
greater number ofAsian students as well
as more space, students said.

Approximately 250 students attended
a dance in the Student Union Ballroom
Saturday night which served as an op-
portunity for students to rally and support
a petition for the new location for the
United Asia Learning Resource Center
(UALRC).

Paul Gee, president of the University
ofMassachusettsAsian American Student
Association (AASA), said he believes this
issue is of great importance to Asian and
Asian-American students who are at-
tending the University.

There is a need to educate the students
regarding our status, and this dance is
just the beginning of our coalition build-
ing efforts with the other ResidentStudent
Organization's," Gee said.

Issued Jan. 28, 1993 in a press release,
the newly-formed Asian Registered Stu-
dent Organization Alliance criticized the
University administration's plans to relo-
cate the United Asia Learning Resource
Center (UALRC).

In the press release, students criticized
what they perceived as the relocation of
the UALRC to a location further off cam-
pus and away from the center of student
population, because they said they felt it

would weaken the purpose of the center.
The purpose, according to students, is

to provide the essential advising, coun-
seling, tutorials and overall academic
support to Asian students at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts."

Currently the UALRC is located in the
Knowlton basement in Northeast Resi-
dence Area and has only two full-time

staff members who serve approximately
400 students, according to AASA mem-
bers. Both the UALRC and the United
Asia Cultural Center are situated in the
same location.

Amy Chee, a senior and AASA member.

said she became involved with the organi
ration because "it's my responsibility to
voice concern on issues that directly and
indirectly have an impact on the lives of
Asian and Asian-American students."
The Asian Alliance not only provides

an opportunity for social interaction, but
stresses academic supportwhich I consider
a very powerful tool that students need in
order toensure that they perform well and
stay in school," Chee said There is also
the question of adequate and sufficient
funding for staff and tutorials."

Chee said the space for the Cultural
Center and UALRC consists of one oflice.
a 10 by 30 foot open space and two tem-
porary tutorial rooms.

The Cultural Center is a separate en-
tity whose mission is to strengthen com-
munity and relations through cultural
programming, according to the Center's
constitution.

Chee said 36 percent of the first year
students were on academic probation for
fall 1992. The majority ofAsian-American
students are not classified as English as a
Second Language students because they
are bom in the United States and not in
Asia and speak fluent English.

Asian students are the largest ethnic
minority group on campus, Chee said.

Representatives of AASA met earlier
last month with the Vice-Chancel lor for
Student Affairs Thomas Robinson to dis-
cuss and address this problematic issue.

"The meeting was constructive,"
Robinson said at the end of the meeting.
"At best there was a mutual agreement
that this issue needs to be further analyzed,
in hopes of a more feasible outcome."

Despite the administration's stand on
what it perceives to be a "temporary" and
viable location for the Resource Center,
Chee said she believes the administration
has basically provided a no-win situation.

"The administration is gambling with
the needs and services of the students —
we haven't been given any option, we
either take hold of the space or lose it to
another program will be considered.

"This presents a inconvenience and the
Administration assumes that most Asian
students canjuggle a 45 minute increase in
their daily schedule due to the location,"
Chee said. This will impede upon the
student's overall academic performance."

Turn to CENTER, page 2

team, said a U.N. spokesman. Cmdr. Barry Frewer.
President Alija Izetbegovic. a MusUm. urged the in-

ternational community to get tough with rebel Serbs in
his republic but said he had relatively little hope of
getting help. He spoke in Zagreb. CroaUa's capital, on the
way home from the collapsed peace talks.

The mediators at the Geneva talks. Cyrus Vance for
the United Nations and Lord Owen of the European
Community, said they would report to the U.N. Security
Council this week. Owen said it could use "political,
economic or miliUry means" to force a s«'ttlement of the
ten month-old Bosnian war.

But the international community has b«?en unable to
agree on enforcing a no-fly zone over liosnia, trade
sanctions against Serbia-dominated Yugoslavia are be-
ing violated and there are sharp divisions among Secu-
rity Council members about how to proceed.

"At this point, we don't see how the war can end."
Izetbegovic told reporters.
Owen said Sunday that the United States and Euro-

pean Community members should not Uke further action
while hope remained for a negotiated settlement.

The Clinton administration says it is reviewing U.S.
policy on Bosnia, but Izetbegovic said his government
was not counting on direct U.S. intervention
To be honest, we only believe in ourselves," he said

"Why should American men come to Bosnia to fight for
freedom when our men are ready to fight?"

Dorm security upgraded
New committee prompts improvements
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The harassment University of Mas-
sachusetts resident assistants experi-
enced last semester, highlighted by the
assault on Arlens Barosy

, prompted the
University's administration last fall to
gather a group of eight students and
faculty to "examine RA responsibilities,
training, support and supervision."

"I was very concerned with the whole

event," Vice Chancellor for Student Af-
fairs Thomas Robinson said. "(The Resi-
dent Assistant Role Review Committee]
worked awfully hard in a short penod of
time. Tht'y really put it together."

Jean Delbrune, a senior who is in his
fourth semester as a resident assistant
in Southwest, said in the past there has
not been a "show of appreciation from
Residental Education. Some !RAs| feel

uncompensated for things we deal with."
Turn to SECURITY, page 4

Car hits student in wheelchair
University of Massachusetts student

David W Harte, 22, was struck by a car
and thrown from his wheelchair as he
attempted to cross the Campus Center
service walk adjacent to North Pleasant
Street on Friday at approximately 1 p.m.,
University officials said.

A white Chevy Corsica driven by Rich-
ard Vear, 40, of Springfield, hit Harte as
he moved behind a parked University truck
to cross the walk, according to University
officials. The Corsica was owned by the
the General Services Administration, an
agency of the federal government.

Harte, who lives in Amherst but ip

originally from Chelmsford, wa.s sent to
Health Service's Emergency room and was
released, according to University Health
Services.

Harte suffered facial injuries from the
accident.

A crowd of approximately 25 people
gathered afler the accident.

Vear was cited for driving on the side-
walk. University officials said.

PoUce said the accident is being inves-
tigated.

—CHRISTINA ROTHWELL

WINTPDUUrkMrkCDl AMn T.. . ... JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIANWINTER WONDERLAND— The town of Amherst sparkles under a freshly fallen coat
of snow yesterday afternoon. Didn't realize it was this pretty out here, did ya?
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contmued from page 1

"Our proposal in the meeting with the vice chancellor
was to seek a location in a residential area and more
specifically an area associated with the majority ofafTiU-
ated UALRC studenU.' Chee said.

In a closing statement issued by the Asian RSO Alliance,
members said the concerns ofstudents must be addressed.

"We have an unacceptable number of students in
academic jeopardy and this must be resolved and curbed
from getting worse," the statement said. "Any unwise
movement of the UALRC would be detrimental to the
effectiveness of the program."

THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR THOSE
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR THE

BLACK AFFAIRS DESK
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1993

AT 6 PM
IN THE COLLEGIAN NEWSROOM

CAMPUS CENTER 113
545-0719
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Mullins Center opens doors to public
Community gathers to tour new facility
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Members ofthe University community
received a long-awaited first look at the
Mullins Arena, as the $48.8
million dollar facility opened its doors to
the public for the first Ume on Sunday.

Balloon animals and free brownies
marked the grand opening of the MulUns
Center. Hundreds of people from both the
campus and surrounding communities
crowded in to tour the multidimensional
sports facility.

Center employees said they were im-
pressed by the crowd turnout.

Maury McCarthy, a sophomore pre-
veterinarian studies m^r. said. "This is
really a place for everyone. The facilities

are great and we've sold a lot of tickets
today. It's a good addition to the campus."

Aside from Sunday's events, the first

event in the Mullins Center will be a
men's basketball game against West Vir-
ginia on Feb. 4, 1993.

The Mullins Center gives the campus
the distinction of being "a real school"
according to Stacey SalinKky. a senior
psychology major. She also said. "It will

add a lot to the school and will appeal to
prospective out-of-state students

"

The Mullins is appealing to many, but
the Cage will be missed, according to

students.

This new arena is exciting, but it has
a totally different effect than the Cage,"
said Melanie Chaikin, a senior psycholo^
ma^or.

Tom Labierte, a senior civil engineer-
ing major, said, The Cage was too small,
and you couldn't always get seats. Now,
with the Mullins, more seats will be
available."

This is incredible. There's not a bad
seat in the whole house." said Lee Dagle, a
senior history major The only problem was
the lack of a center scoreboard. Dagle said.

"I'm so proud to have this at UMass. It's

a lot nicer than I thought it would be."
Dagle said.

Many students said they were excited
about upcoming concerts and events there

*! can't wait to come see the concerts
and the basketball games," said Matt
Kane, a juruor zoology m^gor. There's so
many seats and concession stands. This
place is great."

"I really wish that this could've been
built sooner because I only have one se-

mester left to enjoy it." said Pam Stopek,
a senior psychology m^gor. Many seniors
said they felt the same way, but they
remained enthusiastic.

"Any place that gives away balloon
animals is the place for me." said Rich
Toomey. a senior communications major.

Students enjoy
Year of Rooster
holiday at UM
By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian Staff

More than 600 Chinese students and scholars gath-
ered last Sunday night in the Student Union Ballroom to
celebrate the traditional Chinese New Year.

Jan. 23 was the first day of the Chinese Year of the
Rooster, which followed the Year of the Monkey, the
designation for 1992.

The Chinese New Year, which is known as the Spring
Festival in China, is generally the most important Chi-
nese holiday in the world.

The event included a wide variety of authentic Chi-
nese food, performances by a number of amateur and
professional artists and the most recent movie by Chi-
nese directorYimou Zhang, titled "Qiu-Ju Goes to Court."

Two of Zhang's earlier movies, "Ju-Dou" and "Raise
the Red Lantern." were nominated for Academy Awards
in 1991 and 1992. respectively.

Among the guests in Sunday night's celebration were
Barbara Burn, director of the University's International
Program Office. Foreign Student Advisor Janet Johnson
and Chinese Consular Officials Tiecheng Lu. Shukang
Yang and Yue Lin.

Lu, an education counselor for the Chinese Consulate
in New York, told the Chinese students at the meeting
that they are welcome to go back to China after complet-
ing their study here.

"It's understandable that some students are not plan-
ning to return for the time-being," Lu said. "But we hope
they can still serve their home country in various ways."

Lu said the Chinese Consulate will provide all neces-
sary means to help students returning to China to find
jobs.

Lu, formerly the director of the Sichuan Provincial
Education Committee, was appointed last December as
the head ofthe Education Section at the Chinese Consu-
late in New York. Lu was also a visiting professor at the
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at
UMass from 1980 to 1982.

Chinese Consular Officials attended the celebration

for the first time in three years.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien, who was unable to at-

tend the celebration because he was out oftown on other

business, praised the Sino-American student exchange
program.

The exchange program between China and this coun-

try which has been so very valuable for this campus is

something which I hope will expand in the years ahead,"

O'Brien said.

"It provides a valuable bridge between the countries,

brings very talented people here and develops not only

friendly relations but a flow of knowledge and under-

standing between our two countries."

Skaters enjoy opening day
AHAM LUMJtAN / COtLEGlAN

at the Universrty's new MuHins Center

Gay romance novels 'improve'
Lecture examines changes in genre since the 1960s
By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian Correspondent

Gay and lesbian romance novels have only recently
become accurate sources ofsupport for members ofthe
gay. lesbian, and bisexual communities, according to a
graduate student at the University of Massachu.setts.

Lori Paige, a Ph.D. student in the University's
English Department, spoke in "Love in the Bookstacks:
The Gay and Lesbian Romance Novel Boom." at Friday's
Brown Bag Lunch. Approximately 13 people attended
the meeting.

Changes in gay and lesbian romance novels since
the 1960's, the differences between gay and lesbian
romance novels, and arguments from advocates and
critics of these novels formed the basis of the discus-
sion.

Paige said because homosexuality was perceived
differently as recently as 30 years ago. the novels
described it as a "perverted world

I which I lured inno-
cent strangers." She said in these books relationships
were "short-lived" and "violent."

Paige said that gay and lesbian romance novels
were different because of an "ingrained literary sex-

ism." which grew out of the portrayal of women in
older homosexual novels as objects. She also said this
portrayal resulted in more cynical gay romance nov-
els.

She said a gay novel often presented a "mysterious,
uncommitted figure"— indeed a very serious problem
with gay novels is that the main character has "trouble
acknowledging affection and commitment."

In their re\iews. critics ofgay and lesbian romance
novels, including Paige's Passion's Legacy (Naiad
Press), attack the genre for not dealing with contro-
versial political issues.

Paige said she was criticized for setting her novel in
the Victorian era, but said critics apparently did not
know that her doctoral work focuses on Victorian
poetry.

Paige claims that current romance novels have
only "positive implications" because they focus on
issues like social acceptance, sexual identity, promis-
cuity, addictive behavior, and dealing with parents
and co-workers.

Paige said the emphasis on these themes causes
gays and lesbians to "turn to the books for reinforce-

ment" and a "sense of communitv."

PE class uses 'explosive force'
By MELISSA M. OWENS
Collegian Steff

Editor's note: This story is part ofan ongoing series on
interesting and innovative courses taught at the Univer
sity ofMassachusetts.

Four years of varsity wrestling at Longmeadow High
School and the desire to learn a practical program of self-

defense led University ofMassachusetts freshman Matt
Shaw to Krav Maga. an Israeli self-defense system.

One of less than 20 instructors of Krav Maga in the
United States. Shaw said he plans to share his knowl-
edge through teaching the system at UMass this semes-
ter.

Shaw said Krav Maga allows students to advance to a
high skill level at a quick pace.

"I'm hoping to get Krav Magna out as a system where
you can train for six months or a year and go out and
defend yourself." Shaw said.

Shaw stressed that Krav Maga differs from other
forms ofmartial arts. "Form really isn't a factor. We don't
teach a certain way to punch or kick. Everything goes
when you're fighting for your life!" he said.

Instead, Krav Maga is based on the natural body
movements and one's reflex reactions, Shaw said.

"If you're being attacked and you want to flail your
arms in front of you, we take that natural instinct and

work with it," Shaw said.

"We also train in the dark a lot, to teach students to
defend themselves under a disadvantage." Shaw said.

Krav Maga has been taught to U.S. federal, .state and
local law enforcement agencies, Shaw said. These in-

clude the F.B.I. , U.S. Coast Guard and Connecticut State
Police.

On a visit to California last summer, Shaw met a
member ofthe Beverly Hills Police Force, another agency
which uses Krav Maga. The officer, who had previously
worked as a bodyguard for singer Paula Abdul, cited
Krav Maga as "the greatest self-defense course he'd ever
gotten," Shaw said.

One of the main principles emphasized in Krav Maga
is "explosive force," the use ofsharp, quick movements in
fighting.

"For instance, if someone is trying to choke you and
you grab his hands and try to pry them away from your
throat, it's probably not going to work," Shaw said. "But,
ifyou bring your hands up and strike with power and
speed, it will be enough to force the attackers hands
apart. That's explosive force."

Shaw will be teaching Krav Maga at UMass this
semester on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 1 p.m. The
course is designated as PE G33, General Self-Defense.

Shaw will also be teaching classes at Hillel House and
in Springfield.
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Hillary is Wellesley's best PR
COLLEGIAN

COLLEGIAN

WELLESLEY. Mass. (AP) - A record number of
applications are pouring in to Wellesley College, and
ofllcjals attribute the surge to the school's most fa-
mous graduate— First Udy Hillary Rodham Clinton.

The women's college has received more than 2,800
applications, an 1 1 percent increase over last year and
the highest number of applicants ever.
The fact that this is the largest applicant pool

we've ever had points to the fact that we've never had
this kind of national publicity," said Janet Lavin.
director of admissions.

-Having Hillary in the White House has made a
difference to admissions and I think it's made a differ-
ence for young women who are choosing the best
college for them."

One applicant. Michelle Drake. 17. a high school
senior in Edina. Minn., stated on her apphcation form
that Clinton was one of her primary reasons for want-
ing to attend Wellesley.

-I never thought of Wellesley as being in the same
caliber of the Ivy Leagues, but that showed me that
Wellesley is competitive with any school in the na-

tion." Drake told the Boston Sunday Globe.
Nancy Kolodny, dean ofthe college, said she expects

the increased publicity to boost job prospects for
graduates and bring more funding to the school.

Having an alumna in the White House has also
turned some Wellesley faculty into mini-celebrities.

Political Science Professor Alan Schechter, who
taught Clinton and was her thesis adviser, has been
interviewed by reporters from across the country, as
well as some from Italy, Germany and Russia.

Schechterestimatedhehasspenthundredsofhours
discussing Clinton's work, her campus activities, her
idealism, her politics and whether she had ever ex-
pressed an interest to him about becoming First Lady.

Students inquire about what courses she took,
what her theses was about, what her grades were and
how they can be like her.

"I have to say, although it's been incredibly time-
consuming, I've loved every minute of it." Schechter
said. -All along I've been trying to tell people that they
shouldn't be surprised that a Wellesley College grad is
in the White House."
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security
continued from page 1

Robinson said he has accepted some of the recom-
mendations of the committee in addition to those from
ALANA. other RAs, and Housing Services and Public
Safety. More security has been added to the towers in
Southwest, Robinson said, through a greater number of
security receptionists.

Delbrune, a microbiology mtyor, said he has noticed
greater security in the towers.

In a letter to the campus community. Robinson said
the University has also hired, for the semester, security
clustercoordinators, toensure that security receptionists
show up for work. To replace "no-shows," a greater
backup pool of security receptionists has been hired,
Robinson said.

To prevent those with a restrainingorder from entering
certain dorms. Public Safety will provide security re-
ceptionists with lists of people not permitted to enter
residence halls. These lists will be updated on a regular
basis. Robinson said Public Safety and Housing Services
are also discussing the feasibility of instituting a system
of visitor or guest passes.

The security sign-in desks have been made more
visible and telephones have been added, according to
Robinson.

"The current security system in (the) residence halls
provides little or no support for RAs in carrying out their
responsiblilities," the Committee's report said. The report
was completed on Dec. 23.

Both RAs and RDs reported that the lack of or poor
performance of residence hall security (the security re-
ceptionist) is at the root ofa number ofproblems faced by
RAs. the report said.

To make sure RAs and security receptionists have a
consistent understanding ofthe alcohol policy. Robinson
said the associate director of Housing Servnces and the
assistant director of Public Safety have decided to have
regular meetings.

"Problems with the alcohol policy seem to stem from
inadequate security and the amount of alcohol that
enters the residence halls, rather than from RA
responsiblilities per se' the report said.

The report said although RAs should not now b«
carding students, some continue to do so. Some RAs
"operate under the misUken impresssion that an open
door makes a student room a public space." Both issues
need to be clarified, the committee wrote.

Robinson said the training RAs received this past
January included more material on diversity issues.

In addition to these new implementations. Robinson
said there will be more changes in the security system.

By next fall. Robinson said he plans to have a 24-hour
security system in the towers and in McKimmie/Patterson.

"I think the system is not as smooth as it could be." said
senior art history m^r Haruko Hirose. who assisted in
the resident assisUnt role review committee. "People
don't realize how much work I RAs) do."

Hirose. who was an RA for two years in Kennedy, said
there was a big problem with residenU complying with
the bathroom |>olicy.

Robinson said the associate directorofhousing services
will start a committee toexamine the bathroom violations,
so that changes can be in place for next fall.
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Military's stand is foolish

necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless otherwise notetT

Gays in the miUtaiy. The debate rages
on and one thing I've noticed is the stun-
ning lack ofrational and coherent thought.

.

First I want to say that Uftang the mili-
tary ban on gays and lesbians (and bisexu-
als, but who's counting) is not at the very
top of my agenda. Legal same-sex mar-
riages, access to health care for all persons,
domestic partner benefits for same and
mixed-gender relationships (not everyone
believes in marriage per se), affordable
child care and family leave are all much
higheronmy post-Christmas wish list. But
you've gotta work with what you've got.

Tami

MONAHAN
Now to begin, can we all please recog-

nize and understand that gay people serve
in the military already. Yes. it's true boys
and girls: gay men, lesbians and bisexuals
of both sexes have served in the military
since its very inception and will continue
to serve whether the ban is Ufled or not.

What Clinton's action would do is allow
those who already serve in the military
and those who will serve in the future to do
theirjob to the best oftheir abthty without
fear ofexposure and discharge. I know, it's

radical, but that's what we get for electing
a Democrat.

What it would not do is send a legion of
six-foot drag queens running into the local

recruiting office squealing. "Oh, please
put me in the 186th Battalion — they're
the cutest!" This is not going to happen.

This is not to put down drag queens of
any size. In fact it makes an important
point: there are many different kinds ofgay
people out there. Some gay men do dress up
in women's clothes. Of course, some het-
erosexual men dress up in women's clothes,
too. The types ofmen and women who join
the miUtary have more in common than
not. even if what they do in their private
hves is very different.

Now something I've found interesting is

the assertion of the top brass that lifting
the ban would upset disciphne in the mili-
tary. Horsepucky. I don't profess to be an
expert on military life 'out I strongly suspect
discipline isn't really an issue. From what
my dad tells me of his army days, if an
officer told you to shine the bottom ofyour
boots, you did it. You didn't question.

The top brass knows full well that if

they embraced Clinton's initiative, the
rank-and-file would accept it and con-
tinue to perform as the professionals they
are trained to be. They might not like it—
1 don't think my dad enjoyed shining the
bottoms of his boots — but they would
accept it.

Discipline was a poor excuse when used
to discourage the integration of Blacks
and women into the mihtary. And it's a
poor excuse now. one that the top brass is

using to hide their own homophobia.
And finally. I find it extremely inter-

esting that a number ofmilitary men have
expressed fear at the thought of gay men
in their midst, men who might, say, make
unwanted sexual advances. Dare I use the

L£77vV6G»AV«/Am)7W£
M<UrAftV/SA8AD/0£A.

IT'SNOTAQUtST/ONOF^
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word harassment? Tailhook, anyone? But
that, I've heard, was just good, clean, all-

American fun. I suspect the women who
were made to run through a gauntlet
weren't having any fun.

Harassment in any form is deplorable.
But to take a sudden interest in the issues
ofsexual misconduct because men are the
theoretical objects of that misconduct,
while women deal with that misconduct
all the time, is sickening. It would be

funny if it weren't so blatantly sexist.

Gay men. lesbians and bisexuals who
faithfully, efficiently and professionally
serve in the military are not the problem.
They never have been and they never will

be. Harassment by men or women, of any
sexual orientation, for any reason, is a
problem that will not be solved by dis-

criminating against anyone.
Tami Monahan is a Collegian sla/f

mem her.

Marshall's legacy
This past week one of the greatest minds of the

20th century passed away. Supreme Court Justice
Thurgood Marshall was a man dedicated to attain-
ingjustice and peace for our society. As we remem-
ber Marshall, let us not forget his call to action and
that we must all Uke up the struggles to which he
devoted his hfe.

Marshall's work affects us all daily. It was
Marshal! who eloquently argued the 1954 Brown V.

Board of Education decision (ending the separate
but equal doctrine in public education), changing
the face of American education and irreversibly
altering our history.

However, he cannot be recalled solely for his
struggle against racial injustice. Marshall's ada-
mant position supporting women's reproductive
rights, coupled with his efforts toward securing
voting rights, demonstrated a multidimensional
agenda. His service on the Supreme Court and his
efforts as a lawyer for theNAACP ( National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People) exem-
plify the dedicated leadership America needs.

College undergraduates are part of the genera-
tion who reaped the benefits of the civil rights
movement. Much of our education has focused on
the achievement and turmoil of that era and has
left our generation in awe of the changes that
occurred. This awe has often left us in a mode of
inaction, yet as Marshall reminds us, apathy is

often the worst hinderance to progress.
Let Marshall's life remind us all that change

begins when individuals commit themselves to

advocating justice. The responsibility for progress
is now on our shoulders. Let us rise to the occasion
and work with Marshall's ideals as our foundation.

Rachel Grose
Steve Sparling

Amherst

Facing death, writer turns rational?
Columnist, should be stupid, perverse andWanted:

egotistical.

To write a column, it is best to be stupid. Or at least to
pretend to be. This occurred to me during a recent brush
with mortality which prompted me to wonder how the
ideal replacement columnist would write.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Strange that at 30,000 feet and facing a watery grave

my mind should turn to the Collegian, but it did, and as
Capt. Engine Dent's mellifluous voice told us ofour small
technical problem I was marvelously focused on the ideal

qualitiesofabuddingcolumnist Apparently the "small"
technical difficulty was so small it required a U-turn two
and a half hours out over the deep Atlantic, and a return
not to Heathrow. London, but to Shannon. Ireland. (1

couldn't help but imagine Shannon Airport as a rural
cottage and farm track with, maybe, a very powerful C.B.
radio.

)

Yes, I thought, the primary requirement for a colum-
nist is stupidity, for no one wants to read a reasonable
discussion of the pros and cons of, say. gays in the
military. The reader desires blood and guts — either a
damning indictment of all gays, their life style and
fashion sense, or a provocative argument suggesting that
homosexuality should not be permitted, but required, in
the armed services, including the immediate drafting
and naturalization of Quinten Crisp to head the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.

The pilot's "I'm a man of steel who could land this
plane on a falling maple leaf should I need to" voice
sounded considerably more shaky when (God, I wish he
hadn't) he gave us details ofour problem: a lubricating oil

leak from the starboard engine. Naturally no one was
sure which side was starboard but as the whole airplane
examined one engine, then the other, both looked pitiful

and ridiculous, shaking on the wings, eminently fallible.

The flight number .started to sound apocalyptic as I tried
it in a variety of t.v. disaster docudrama titles; "Tragedy
on Flight 109." "Straight into Oblivion: the True Storv of
Flight AA109."

As my travelling companion started a frantic note to
his girlfriend. I started to think that one also needs to be
something of a pervert to write a column, especially in a
college paper. After all there is no pay. no perks (it is

actually more difficult to get a table in certain restau-
rants once they know you write for the Colleginn t. and it

is stressful and frustrating. Frustrating becau.se one so
rarely elicits a response, a problem notconflned to college
columnists; one English columni.st got so disheartened at
never receiving a letter after Ave years ofwriting that he
took to putting "CRACK IS GOOD FOR YOU" in bold
type into all his pieces. He got a visit from the police, but
no letters.

To bear the barren weeks ofno praise or comment the
columnist should be equipped with a third quality: a
battleship-sized ego. Who, apart from an ego-maniacal
control freak, would wish to inflict their views on the
bleary-eyed masses?To be sure one's sense ofselfmust be
armor-plated to come out with some startling insight
like, "I know the question of race in America is complex,
but having thought about it in the Hatch Bar for a
quarter ofan hour, it seems the solution is for all of us to
just get on."

Anjrway, as luck would have it our damaged airplane
did limp all the way back to Heathrow, where we were
transferred to another flight, only to be presented with a
fate worse than the hours bobbing in the freezing ocean
and dodgingoil slicks, used plutonium rods and condoms:
for a second time we had to endure the in-flight movie
"Pure Country." an appalling tale of the regenerative
qualities of country and western music.

Jesse Armstrong, an exhange studentfrom England, is——

—

—
. cAciiiiiiicru uue engine, tnen me otner, Dom looKeo pititul a Collegian columnist.

Generation of imitation seeks its own JFK in Bill Clinton
Willimanticco is a front organization

for an enclave of very powerful, evil men
whose business one could make some
comments about ifone knew what they do,

which, for my own protection, I do not.

Suffice it to say that I was their man in

Washington during the week-long bac-

chanal known as the inaugural. They
provided the expense account, I wrote the

report. I ask no questions, I get paid and I

keep all my favorite organs firmly in place.

I learned a lot in Washington that week.

I learned that Fleetwood Mac is a boil on

the face ofAmerican music. I learned that

Stevie Nicks can eat a tray of whipped
cream-covered breakfast sausages in just

under 60 seconds. I learned that Bill

Clinton has an eight-way. floor-standing

water bong shaped like a saxophone. And
I learned something I have long suspected:

that my generation is as unimaginative,
morally bankrupt and doomed as vicious
little baby piranha swimming in bleach.

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS
For the most part, the collegiate masses

love Clinton. They think for the first time,
the man in the White House reflects their
ideals and values. They couldn't be more
wrong. Clinton is from another era, a time
when America was losing a war and beat-
ing its students in the streets. At that time,
America needed a certain brand of liberal-

ism to act as a watchdog, and to bring
Amenca back in line with its mandate.

The nation is in very different circum-
stances now. We do not need Mr. Clinton's

brand of liberalism. We will see very

strange, frightening things happen to this

country during the next four years. It is

not something to be happy about, and yet
those I consider my peers seem to thrilled.

These are the children of the best de-
cade ever in American history, the '80s,

and for some reason they are turning their
backs on the prosperity that allowed them
to grow up healthy and safe and able to
watch MTV. There must have been a lot of
important MTV to watch, because this
generation is the first unable to invent
themes and values and heroes of its own,
and so has purchased wholesale those of
thebabyboomers. Packed and sold byMTV.

I asked Clinton about this the night
before he became president. Heand Hillary
and I were all in a limo, and we were all

very wasted. "Bill, whadaya think about
all these college kids thinking you're the

best thing since edible underwear?"
Bill exhaled a cloud of foul smoke and

spoke. "Kennedy, they think I'm John
Kennedy, the miserable little snot-nosed
rats. Hillary, you old sow, we made it,

gimme a kiss. .
." We drove on into subur-

ban Virginia, looking for an all night Roy
Rogers to get the president-elect some
fried meat, or meaty fries, or something.

I must have been in bad shape on the ride
home — Willimanticco dumped me in the
snow. I gathered my stuffand went inside.
I sent out a report to Willimanticco and
began preparing for another M.'mester of
war with UMass. I settle in to three months
of bad craziness, and four years of crass
symbolism and vague discomfort coming
from 1600 Pennsylvannia Avenue.

Chris J. Petropoulos is a Collegian
columnist.
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By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

While attending an opening reception
at the University Gallery last Friday night,
a porcelain set oftrotters (pigs feet) caught
nay eye and drew me to an exhibit which,
literally, made my mouth water.

Julie Bozzi'^American Food entailed
a vast array of edibles ranging from salt
water taffy to fried com on a stick. Her
audience found themselves enticed by
bright colors, rich texture, and everyday
materials all transformed into 13 drawers
jam-packed with models of every tvpe of
food imaginable to the mind.

"Every type of food" is the operative
phrase in this instance at Bozzi's delight.
She has put a lot of research into gather-
ing a variety of dishes and pi-oducts.

I n 1975 she traveled across the country
and began documenting i-cgional simi-
larities. She then realized that there was
too great a range and decided to focus on
Ibod.

She got her ideas from restaurants,
supermarkets, advertising, menus,
magazines, trade periodicals and basic
observation.

The ensemble was selectively diverse
wherein it focused on varied cultural and
regional norms. Each of the drawers rep-
resented a different genre.

There were drawers restricted to
Mexican-American food. Chinese-Ameri-
can food, and soul food, as well as drawers
that focused on candy bars, cold breakfast
cereals, donuts. packaged snack cakesand
carnival food.

exhibit
A good percentage of the display at

hand consisted ofethnically-oriented items
such as tacos, hamhocks with black eyed
peas, egg rolls, collard green with chit-
terlings, catfish with hush puppies and
mashed turnips, and salmon croquettes
with grits and fined eggs. The remaining
drawers consisted of items found most
commonly in the tast food" spectrum,
such as chili dogs, nachos, fried corn!
hamburgers, pretzels, pizza, candy apples,
ice cream, chocolate dipped bananas with
nuts, and snow cones.

The drawer that got the most attention,
though, had to have been the cereal drawee.
This drawer consisted of every type of
flake, marshmallow, and shredded wheat
ever created to be put on the market as
cold cereal She found everything from the
Ghostbusters cereal to bran flakes There
were even special edition American flag
Marshmallows that were never marketed,
and somewhere in that neverending realm
of breakfast cereals she'd come across a
shredded wheat square as big asmy hand.

Everyone seemed enthralled with this
concept ofcommercial food on display and
many were quite moved. I overheard a
passerby exclaim. "I think that the artist
is trying to show us how many breakfast
cereals there actually are. so that we can
ask ourselves 'Look, how many more
breakfast cereals do we need?."

I feel that, through mediums such as
wood, plaster, sponge, rubber, seeds, rope,
sheet metal, porcelain, wax. and styrofoam.
Bozzi has achieved a raising ofawareness
in a most subtle manner.

I found her use of 13 cases to display

is a feast for the eyes

Presenting Julte Bozzis plastered ptgs feet

her work quite symbolic. 1 found myself
making a parallel between the 13 cases
and the 13 original colonies. These 13
colonies were built on the 'melting pot*
theory, in which all immigrants are en-
couraged to bring the traits and traditions
of their homelands to ours so that we're
able to create a country which is a compi-
lation ofcultures. This description sounds

TOM HALIER / COtLEGlAN
now on display in her "American Food" exhibit

similar to that of Bozzi s exhibit wherein
with such stride, she's succeeded in
proving that our country is truly a cluster
of cultures.

This <>xhibit will be running through to
March 12 and I would encourage all to
stop by and be intrigued by Julie Bozzi's
depiction of a mere slice of our countries
culture.
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Bozzi s Donut Drawer also on display at the Fine Arts Center.

"'• ^n^^Molyoke
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COME SEE WHAT TREASURES
AWAIT YOU AT THE
COLLEGIAN ARTS DESK
CAMPUS CENTER 113

YO! IF you like RAP
You'll love Vico-C!

The Best Spanish Rapper^
is here!

FEB 6th 1993
UMAS S AMHERST
Student Union Ballroom

8pm tix: $10 Umass
$12 other

DJed dance following
performance! ^

on sale at: Tix Unlimited, Umass
For The Record, Amherst

Executive Limousine from Northampton
,1
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Gleeful Matinee: a return to 50s horror schlock
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

As a rule. I'm a sucker for movies about
the movies. Whether it be Fellini's 8 1/2
( forthosewho think Marcello Mastroianni's
career started with Used People, check this
one out), the breathtaking Cinema
Paradisio, the slyjabs ofThe Player oreven

somethingabstract likeDeadAgain , there's

something validating about the cinema eye
turning its gaze on itself.

Joe Dante's charming and imaginative
Matinee, turns out to be one of those
films. Part coming of age shmaltz, part
homage to '60s schlock films, Matinee
gleefully works. It creates a nostalgic look
back at what was, for many kids of that

UMOC
UMASS Outing Club

Try:
Hiking • Backpacking • Canoeing

Kayaking • Caving • Cross-Country Skiing
Rock Climbing • Ice Climbing • Mountaineering

...and more!

UMass Outing Club is having it's first meeting of the semester.

Monday, Feb. 1 • Campus Center Auditorium

We T^ke People Out In The Woods
AndDo Things To Them...

generation, the very definition of Satur-
day afternoon entertainment.

Afa/inee involves itselfin two bigevents
that monopolize a weekend in 1962 Key
West, Florida. One is the very real threat
of the Cuban missile crises, the other is

the coming of Lawrence Woolsey (John
Goodman), a schlock film producer, who's
ajokey hybrid ofWilliam CastleandAlfred
Hitchcock.

Woolsey is a master showman, who
specializes in sometimes elaborate gim-
micks to draw people into the theaters.

He's in Key West with his actresa/girlfiriend

(Cathy Moriarty) to promote his latest

extravaganza, the half-man, half-ant
spectacular known as Mant!

The other half of Matinee is a some-
times lame coming of age subplot that
involves some of the town's younger deni-
zens. There's the new boy on the Navy
base. Gene (Simon Fenton). whose father
is on alert over Cuba. He's forced to be-

come surrogate dad to his younger brother
and mother.

The other kids, which include Li/f Goes
On's Kellie Martin as a sex kitten
wannabee who tries to fend off her reform
schoolerex-boyfriend, while trying to snare
a good boy (Omri Katz ) and Lisa Jakub as
a girl who suffers from super-liberal par-
ents, are all engaging and fun to watch.

Everything comes together at the
matinee showing of Mant!. and director
Dante ( Gremlins ) lets the comedy go broad
and the plot becomes a fast-pace farce. It's

here where Dante pulls out all the
Speilbergian stops, though some of the

forced "magic" never quite sparks.

MostofAfa/inef is hilarious, especially

the chps from Mant! Dante captures the
wooden acting, the cheesy effects and the

irresistible appeal of those movies that

were so bad, they were good.

John Goodman, who has finally found
a film role that fits him like a glove, is

wonderful. His Lawrence Woolsey is a
cigar-smoking P.T. Barnum who isn't in

for the money (though it certainly helps)

but for the thrill ofwatching the audience
be spooked.

One ofthe few problems that surface in

Matinee is that every once in a while,

Matinee's breakneck pace is literally

halted by some more serious moments
that don't fit. Whether it's silly moments
with Gene worrying about his father ot
some ofthe more idealistic parallels to the
missile crises. Matinee nearly risks losing

its delightfulness.

The other problem with Matinee isn't

really a flaw, rather a complaint. The film

speeds by so fast that I simply wanted
more. More of Mant!, more of the rela-

tionship between Moriarty and Goodman
and more of the kids' characters. As it is

now, Matinee's biggest problem is it's too

short.

I eixjoyed Matinee for how its criss-

crossing subplots came together, the lively

periormances and the clever, nostalgic
tone. It's a rollicking good time at the
movies, and its few problems just prevent
Matinee from being an even belter film.

Sure, it's as fluffy as a large popcorn, but
it's never stale. B
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Night Editor Sdrah LeVesque
Copy Editor Stacey Malone
PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Jim Bruneau,

Emily Beebe

Menu
LUNCH

Meatball Grinders

Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Sandwich

Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Veal Cutlets

BASICS DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Cauliflower Casserole

Quote of the Day
"But there was a tire in his l^elly this morn-

ing, cin intensity and sense ot purpose.

"

- H.G. Bissinijer
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53 Honey
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4 Days Only

NOBOOrS PERFE^

Starts Monday Feb. 1 at SAM
Ladies & Mens clothing from the 5 best known

specialty stores in the United States at 407r to 907r off
their original prices!

A^m

Comp.

Comp.

*10°°-*48'~

©MOIM^

$A999". 12
99

Comp.

$2400$gQ00

$A99
r-12

99

Comp.

$2400*3300

Comp.

Of

Comp.

*24~-*38°°

Comp.
*2400_$gQOO

TTc^ip©

Comp.

*20~'.*40''°

Comp.

*28°°.*60°*'

Comp.

$280^$gQ00

ist Quality & Slight Irregulars

Monday Feb. 1 • 8AM - 9PM

Tuesday Feb. 2 • 8AM - 9PM

Wednesday Feb. 3 • SAM - 9PM

Thursday Feb. 4 • SAM - 6PM

UMASS Campus Center
Room 165/169 (Lower Level)
We accept VISA, MASTER
CARD, AMEX, & CASH!

COLLEGIAN

Men win on the road
By MIKE CAREY
Special to the Collegian

GLEAN. N.Y. — Sandwiched into
the UMass men's basketball schedule
between games with Florida SUte and
Cincinnati and a hopeful trip to the
NCAA Tournament is a trip to Atlan-
tic 10 opponent St. Bonaventure.

It is one of those games you see so
often in professional sports, power-
house crushes patsy. Which is exactly
the way it unfolded on Super Bowl
Sunday as the University of Massa-
chusetts basketball team crushed the
Bonnies 93-78 in the Reilly Center.

Most people thought theMinutemen
(13-4, 5-1 in A-10), who played South-
western Louisiana in the Last Rage in
the Cage Friday, would be tired after
having played so late and having got-
ten to Bonaventure late due to poor
weather, but that was not the case.

The Minutemen were in control from
the opening tip as Tony Barbee hit a
three-pointer to start the game. UMass
opened upa 20-9 lead with 14:10 left in
the first halfwhen Louis Roe hit a free
throw. The lead grew to 15 points. 29-
14. midway through the first halfwhen
Barbee hit a 12-foot jumper.

UMass then went on a 17-9 run.

capped by two Dana Dingle (career-high
14 points) free throws with 3:23 re-
maining before intermission, to take a
46-23 lead. UMass led 55-33 at the half

"Wejust tried to hold them off|in the
first hain." head coach John Calipari
said. "When you get up, it's hard to keep
that intensity up and that's why 1 was
on our kids the whole game.

That's why I subbed when they
weren't rebounding. I was trying to keep
the intensity up."

The barrage continued in the second
half as the Minutemen went on a 10-5
run to open the half and take a 65-38
lead. The Bonniesjust could not handle
the power of UMass. The Minutemen
began to trap and it caused Bonaventure
to commit 10 second half turnovers.

St. Bonaventure(9-7,0-5)neverheld
the lead and got no closer than the final
margin. 15 points. The Minutemen had
six players in double figures, with Roe
scoring a career-high 21 points.

Barbee added 14. Derek Kellogg
scored 13 poinU and had seven assisU
and Harper Williamsand Mike Wiiliams
added 12 points.

"They're a top 25 team," St.
Bonaventurehead coachJim Baron said.
"They shot the ball well and did a good
job on the boards."

M The Ca^e
continued from page 12

They're all nerds, yuz guys are just nuts."
"Gene, are you honestly telling me you

have never seen anything this loud, this
raucous?" I screamed as loud as I could
since at that point Calipan and company
had just walked on the floor.

"Never." Gene shouted, shaking his
head. "This is crazy, I never seen nothini;
like it."

*

And now that its gone, there never will
be anything like it.

Dan Wetzel is a Collegian columnist.

I
20C^ one item disroiint with this ail |

{(DISCOUNT SURPLUS);
I • Couches •

ChairsI

I

I
(413)586-7202

Carpets
Desks

• Beds
* Lamps

206 Russell St. (Rt. 9)
Madley. MA

I Wr lake in <-oii<(ipiiiipiitii

mT^i-U • IVi^onal (Au-ck* • Maj... Ci^.lil C.ai,|« Arr«>|>l«Nl .
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continued from poge 12

Harper Williams and Roe than we were
about playing in the Cage."

The Minutemen simply outplayed the
SW Louisiana at theirgame: they outlasted
them, out-rebounded them and out-fast-
breaked them. UMass had 26 fast break
points to the Cajuns' six.

The hype surrounding The last Rage
in the Cage" was a subplot throughout the
ESPN-televised game, but both Calipari
and his players were somewhat
unsentimental.

"Just get out of here," Calipari re-
sponded when asked what his thoughts
were during the final seconds. "Well miss
some things about the Cage, but we need
the new building to take the program to
the next level."

"The Cage was definitely a sixth man.
about 6-foot-7 tall." said Williams. -When
they open up the Mullins. it will hopefully
be 7-foot-2 Ull. They paid a lot to build it.

so there better be a rage in it all the time,
even when there's no game."

With 42 ticks left on the clock, the rag-
ing Cagers serenaded the Ragin' Cajuns by
singing "Hey Hey Hey. Goodbye," but the
crowd was also serenading something else.
They were saying farewell to a building
which in 60years had packed an abundance
ofmemories with names like Billy Tindall,
Derek Claiborne. Juhus Erving, Jim
McCoy, Will Hemdon, Matt Zunic, Jack
Leaman, Johnny Orr, Rick Pitino. and Al
Skinner. It was a well-deserved tribute.

Nah nah nah nah, nah nah nah nah,
hey hey hey, goodbye.

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1993

Groups that will be offered this spring are:

^Adult Children of Alcoholics We(jnesday 3 30-5
(Process group for students with prior ACOA group experierK:e)

*Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families
Group I - Mondays, 3:30-5 (in Spanish)

Group II - Thursdays, 3-4:30

^Eating Disorder Group Tuesdays 4-5:30

^ Self-Exploration Groups
Group I - Tuesdays, 3-4:30 (for students over 2t)
Group It - Thursdays, 3-4:30

Registration and pre-group interview required for all groups
Groups will t)egin in late February. For information and
registration call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North during the
month of February.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline; two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8.30-3:30

Fri. 830-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSj

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Ciub/Taam Beginners or ex-

paitonced. Come join for fun or com
petition. Wed 2/3 7:30 pm Cempuf Dr
outside coffee shop.

665 7877 ext 444

Pre Vet AnScI Club
Meeting Feb 2

Tues5 30STKn4
PIZZA PARTY
Sliip O.C. end have dinner wMti us
ALL WELCOME
Dues S3.00

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Potter Sale. Biggest and best selec

lion choose from over 1000 different

images Rock, old Masters (Monet. Oali,

Van Gogfi. Picasso, Escher, Matisse.

Wyetfi and hundreds more,) Movie
posters, sports, scenic landscapes,

music, dance, skiing, personalities,

(Einstein, James Oean, Mariyn Monroe
and others). Travel, humor, romance,

photography (Talbot. Ansel Adams and
others). Most images only S5, S6, 8ndS7

each* See us at the Student Union Ball

room on Monday February 1st through

Friday February 5th. The hours are'

9

a.m. 4:30p.m. Thissale is sponsoredby

WMUA.

ATTENTION PROFESSORS

Have you been putting of painting

your home or home office? Phillips

Brothers painting provides fast high

quality interior & exterior painting at

reasonable prices. Free estimates flex-

ible rates fast reliable service. Call Brock

684 6979^ _^
AUTO FOR SALf

M Ford Faatlva

Black 60k miles

Good condition new tires

$275(/ must sell Tomo 649 2635

COLLEGE PIZZA

BpKn* tpaclal
Small Cheese S3 50
Large Chaeta S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496098
549 6073

ENTERTAINMENT

yoPI la new available for parties and
functions CALL 549 3832

FOR RENT

Weom Available In Amherst house 5
min walk from campus Housemates
are serious but fun UMass students.

Call WHay. Mary or Kristan al 549-7619

FOR SALE

Now Car Starao
Kenwood pull out with warranty & pa
pers 225 call Craig 256 0836

For Sale: Burton air 6 Snowboard
Airwalk boots size 7 S350 call 527 3014

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED S50 or best

offer Call Dana 253 3406

Snowboard- 160cm Barfool Freestyle

S100 584 2976
Golf Clubs Spalding full set plus leather

bag SI 00 584 2976

Yamaha CLP-30 Calvinova keyboard
88 full size, weighted keys with stand,

pedals, tiench

Call Dave 253 9282

HELP WANTED

Att. Excallent Income for home as

semblywork. Info 1 504 646 1700 Dept
MA 1307

Evening |obal Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with clean

water action. S10(Vwk. «. On Bus line

584 9830.

Eitra $M Eitra $$$ Eatra $t$
Wanted raliabia • daf>er>dab<e

delivery coordinalort « delivery help
lor the Bocton Globe Mon-Fri .

Sunday in AmhortI apt. Complex
areas. Routes availabte with or

without transportation. Early hours -

good pay. Please caH 1 800 858 427t

Extra t$* Extra t$$ Extra SSS
Wanted reliable > dependable

delivery persons for dorm . office

delivery of tfie Boston Globe Mon.
Fri. . SurMJay Earty hours good pay.
Please call 1 800 B58 4275 then press

zero.

Join the Masaplrg staff and be part of

a 20 year history of environmental ac
tlvism:

••The Bonie Bill

••Mass Clean Air Act
••Mass toxic use reduction act

Full/Part time positions $40 60/day
Call Carmen 256-6434

'Silver Bullion Coin Program*
SS Paid weekly
No individual selling or recruitir>g

83% commissions paid.

Projected income 42-84K
603 964 1676

SPRING BREAKERS. Promote our
Florida Spring Break packages. Earn
MONEY and FREE trips.

CallCMI 1 800 423 5264

The Undergraduate Admiaslona of-

fice is now accepting applications for

Tour Guides, Student Admissions Rep
resent atives and New Students Program
Summer Counselors. Applications
available at the Admissions office.

U.S. Tracers la currently seeking mo
tivated students in Amherst area for FT
and PTindependent work (8001886 6919

INSTRUCTION

Physica and Math Tutor
M>V in Physics

Experienced teacfiing assistant

Call 256^0260

LOST

Lost Toyota car hay
With Toyota key chain
Call 549 6656

Proscription Rayban Sunglasses
In maroon case
If found please call 253 3553

MUSIC

Spoahars, Raconing * Repair
Home, Auto, Pro

ATC Audio 244 Merr>ori3l Ave
W.Springfield 1 781 2327

MUSICIANS

Guitar lessons for lieginner and in

termediate players S10 S15 per hour
S49288S

HEY YOU

To the pretty student/waitress I met
Monday. January 25th at 10 am at the
bursars office. Those lines were so long
I practically got to know your whole life

history except for a few critical details

like your name. I'd like to see you
again. If you would like to see me again
please respond here.

PERSONALS

Dave Cowan
I'm flying away with my
Memories of you
And leaving behind a piece
of my heart

I'll miss you-
ILV Jen

Jen S. - Oet wicked awesome super
psyctwd for a swell/neal o semester
LLama love. Shannon and KrisMn

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female roomate wanted
MHI Vallev Estates

198 heat hot water included
Call 256 0247

2 females or couple to share roome
S160 each or S275 for single, beautiful

apannnent 665 7604

Roomate Neededlll
M/F to share two bedroom Brandywine
Apt

175 00/mo.

549 5868

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to

fee paying students Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545 1995

Pregnant/ Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst Area
for free testing and confidential caring
help Amherst Carriage Shops
549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

••• SPRING BREAK 'Sa"*

•••Spring Break 93 •••

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, South
Padre Island, form S429 per person (7

nights, airfare, transfers, taxes, discount
card and nnore II Oaytona Beach (Howard
Johnson. Whithalll Panama City Beach
Marll. Fiesta Inn), Key West from S129
per person (Beachfront Hotel only (71

nights, discount card optional bus
available) Spacing Is llmitadi Call

Breakaway Travel & Tours 1 800-862
7325.

TRAVEL

INEXPENSIVE SPRING BREAK
TRIPS Heatwave vacations will best
any advertised price on trips to CarKun.
Jamaica. Oaytona Beach. Dominican
Republic Call Alex 665 7863

•***Sprin« Break tS****
CarKun S479> Jamaica S499i

Oaytona Beach S169I Organiie a small
group and travel FREEI New England's
largest spring tireak company*
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '931 Last chance' Ja-

maica. Car>cun. Bahamas, from S4S9I
FlondafromS! 49 Oganiie group travel

free' 1 800 426 7710

SPRING BREAK
W/heat wave to all places

Guar lowest prices or

Doul>le diff , free club passes
no peak fees

Call Debbie 549 1411

WANT A TAN LINE?
Cancun. Jamaica, Florida

Merideth 549 6284

WANTED

Chlldcara wanted for 3 yr old. Tue
12:00 3 00 pm, Thur 3 30 4:30 pm. $15
per week Call 253 0866

Sick of DC Meal Plan7
Meal Plan in exchange for kitchen work
if interested call

Jim Houston at

2539015
At 496 North Pleasant St

WANTED TO RENT

3 responslbis women
Need housing lor spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0680 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your leasei 4
person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296

V « . * <ry ," ,-
.
' / ^ •• /• /' •'' .' ."'. V
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Sports
UMass defeats USL Cajuns in final Rage
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

"It's all over" was the theme of the night.

As the 4.058 fans which filled the raucous Curry Hicks
Cage Friday night chanted the phrase before the 84-74
University of Massachusetts basketball team's victory

over SW Louisiana, it took on a double meaning.
"It's all over" not only pertained to the impending

doom the Ragin' C^guns would face at the hands of
UMass, but also signified the retirement of the Cage for

good after the game.
The Minutemen ( 12-4 ) held up theirend ofthe bargain

by playing well-rounded offensive basketball and by
stepping up their defense in the second half Harper
Williams ( 23 points) led four players with double figures,

hitting 10 of 17 from the field.

Williams and sophomore \jou Roe (15 points, 11 re-

bounds I raised their performance level in the second half
with Tony Barbee and Kennard Robinson in foul trouble,

although the game's outcome was never in doubt.
"This is a quality win over a good team," said head

coach John Calipari. "In the second half, we leaned on
each other Dana Dingle, Kennard Robinson. Mike Wil-
liams, Jerome Malloy — we had a lot of winning perfor-
mances, especially Lou's.'

The Ragin' Cajuns (1 l-8i proved their grit by hanging
close to Masi>achu8etts despite an 8-2 Minutemen run to

start the game. To their credit, the Cajuns scored seven
of the last 1 1 points of the first halfand only trailed by a
46-42 count.

"They played a^n'C^ively." said Roe. "They had big
bodies, and they used them. Those 6-8. 240 pound guys
really wear on you."

Even aft^r Dingle < five boards, seven points, immea-
surable defensive intensity) conveited a layup to give

UMass a 7 1-56 lead, SW Louisiana was undaunted. Back
they came, led by point guard Michael Allen, who had 23
points. Allen's picturesque one-handed jam and NBA
range 3-pointer on back-to-back possessions pulled the
Cajuns within eight. 75-67, with 3:39 left.

This was as close as the team would get. as the two
Williams put the game away by combining for nine

CMJISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Lou Roe takes a )umper while head coach John Calipari,

Dana Dingle, and USL's Michael Allen look on.

straight points. As is usually the case, the Minuteman
squad did things that often do not show up on the stat

sheet, finishing up their Cage careers with vintage UMass
ball. Roe's one-handed dunk over a helpless C^un with
1:01 left was reminiscent of WiHiam Hemdon.

They're a very good team." said SW I»uisiana head
coach Marty Fletcher. "We were more worried about

Turn to MEN'S HOOP, page 1

1

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
The Minutemen defeated the Ragin' C juns 84-74 Saturday night in the final game at the Cun^ Hicks Cage.

Minutewomen win again 76-68
BY JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Often when a team earns a big victory , their emotional
level wilts and they suffer during their next game. Well,

as far as the University of Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team is concerned, nothing could be further from
the truth.

On Saturday, one day aft^r upsetting Atlantic 10
favorite, St. Joseph's, the Minutewomen soundly de-

feated West Virginia 76-68 at the Curry Hicks Cage.
With the victory, UMass improved to 8-8 (4-2 A-10) while
West Virginia dropped to 7-11 (4-4).

UMass came out firing on all cylinders early on and
when freshman Octavia Thomas converted a layup with
10:58 left in the first half, the Minutewomen had a
startling 23-4 lead. UMass weathered a Mountaneer
rally which had the lead down to as little as 1 1 , to lead 35-

19 at the half Freshman center Melissa Gurile had 16
points to lead UMass for the half

Midway through the half, UMass senior forward Kim
Kristofik was ejected along with West Virginia'sAmanda
Hayes for engaging in a little brouhaha. Due to the loss

of Ki-istofik, the Minutewomen bench had to step up. The

bench did.

UMass coach Joanie O'Brien said she was elated with
the way her whole team played.

"I thought our kids played writh a lot of emotion,"
O'Brien said. "Francie (Hansen) and Gloria (Nevarez)
both really came in and did what they had to do."

Along with both Hansen and Nevarez, Cass Anderson
provided much needed bench help up front.

A key for the Minutewomen, along with their bench, in

the first half was their defense as West Virginia shot an
abominable 7 for 27 (25.9%) from the floor.

In the second half, UMass opened up a lead as big as
22 while hitting most of their big free throws down the
stretch to come away with the victory.

Gurile, according to O'Brien, played a smart game
while being saddled with four fouls for the last nine
minutes of the game.

"Melissa did all that she could do with the four fouls,"

O'Brien said. "She could have easily picked up her fifth

foul, but she played smart, and we needed her today.
UMass was led by Gurile, who had 26 points and 12

rebounds, while Thomas added 18 points and 12 boards.
Minutewomen Notes: Octavia Thomas was named

A-10 Rookie ofthe Week. UMass is now third in the A-10.

The greatest,

Cage closed
Gene leaned over and shouted in my ear,

"I never seen nothing like it." By the time the

shout hit my ear its strength was that of a mere
whisper. There happened to be a few other people

shouting at the same time, about 4,058 other people,
and communication had reverted to sign language
and smoke signals.

Gene is a cameraman. He currently works for

ESPN, but he is a veteran. His resume, if he ever

bothered to print one, would list an alphabet soup
of experience at ABC. NESN and CBS. Education?
Gene graduated without honors from East Boston
High School in 1971.

Gene knows cameras and Gene knows sports.

And last Friday night/Saturday morning. Gene
learned something. He learned about the Curry
Hicks Cage.

Dan

WETZEL
This place is out of control and yuz still got an

hour till tip-off." Gene yelled. "We had one kid 1

grew up with from Eastie go to school here, but he
was a geek."

Indeed the current group of undergraduates at

the University of Massachusetts at Amherst were
slightly out of control.

There were six guys dressed up as coneheadb. 32
individuals who chose not to wear a white T-Shirt

and painted their bodies and more painted faces then
a person could coiuit. Onegroupofguys, each holding
a letter, even spelled Lou Roe's first name with one
L. and six O's. No geeks here. Geeks can ?pell.

"What a bunch oflunatics."Gene shouted. "What
the hell is in the water out here?"

That would be scotch.

It appeared a few students had taken t«) the
drink at some point in the evening. In the west end
zone, six people even wore their choice of beverage
as a crown. Empty twelve packs as hata appeared to

be a new fashion. Two twelve packs of Bud. two of
Busch. one of Bud Dry and one of Black Label.

I can picture the conversation between the Black
Label student and his poor parents.

"Son, ifyou are going to embarrass the family on
national television by wearing a twelve pack on
your head could you at least splurge for something
better than Black l^bel. Look at the nice McMahon
boy, at least he was wearing Bud Dr>'."

"With this type of a crowd, I can see why ESPN
is here," Crene shouted.

The Cage does make for great tele\ision. Mike
Dowling from Channel 5 tried to do a live remote for

the 1 1 o'clock news. Despite chants of "We like
Mike", it didn't go smoothly.

"Right when I went on, students swarmed down
from the end zone," Dowling said. "They started
jumping on me and getting in the camera's way. 1

had to cut to a tape of an interview with John
(Calipari). It was really vrild."

It is what Dowling lives for.

"It was great. That's what this place and college
basketball is all about. Your fellow students are
crazy. If I broadcast from B.C. (Boston College)
nobody even bothers me. "I love this building. Here
and Duke are the last places in the country where
students sit right down on the floor."

As the Minuteman Hoop Band struck up one of
its six renditions of "There's a Rage in the Cage," I

turned to Gene and wondered how our little bam
stacked up to other gyms around the country.

"Hey Gene," I screamed. "This isn't as wild as
Rupp Arena in Kentucky is it? That place holds
24,000 for basketball."

"Rupp is a library compared to this place," Gene
screamed back.

"What about the Carrier Dome at Syracuse?"
"Not even close," Gene responded. "At Syracuse

they think they're special because they stand until
Syracuse scores its first basket. At this place, yuz
guys don't sit down at all.

"Besides, they're rich kids up there. No one from
Eastie would ever go to Syracuse, its all Jersey.
They can't cheer because their Rolexes weigh down
their hands."

I decided to ask about the big one, "What about
Cameron Indoor at Duke?"

"That's about as wild but the kids are dorks,"
Gene shouted. "Thez all think their cool because thez
gotj-hese set cheers and a 1400 on the SAT and stuff.

"In here youjust got bedlam . There's no order, no
set cheersjust a bunch ofdrunks going crazy. That's
better. Those Duke kids couldn't stand it here.

Turn to THE CAGE, page 11
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mid-20's. Blustery winds.

Local News:
University of Massachusetts students seek to gain a

greater voice in Amherst town government by
becoming candidates for town meeting. Page 3.
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The Marshall Tucker Band is blazing its way
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and see them at Pearl Street. Page 7.
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Select Board
seeks funds
from UMass
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

The University may soon be faced with a lawsuit from
the Town of Amherst, which is trying to recover over
$200,000 in traffic citations issued on campus over the
last nine years.

The Amherst Select Board discussed the possibility
last night of taking legal action against UMass in order
to recover fine money the town beheves was wrongly sent
to the University by Northampton District Codrt at
different times since 1984

Under sute law . a portion offines for moving violations
is returned to the town in which the citation was issued
The money is collected by the local district court, and
then transferred to the town.

However, at several times during the last nine years.
Northampton District Court routed money collected from
ticket« issued by UMass police on the UMass campus
totaling $203,000 back to the University, even though
they were technically issued within the Town ofAmherst.

The town contends that the money never should have
been given to the University in the first place, and should
be paid back promptly.

In a letter to Town Manager Barry L. Del CasUlho.
Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he had been advised by
his legal counsel that the money was legitimately sent to
the University, and was not owed to the town.

O'Brien said the University hopes to avoid a lawsuit,
wishing instead to have the dispute settled bv the sUte
atU)rney general's office, a process which could leave the
matter unresolved for several more months.

In the letter. O'Brien described litigation as "an ap-
proach which would be costly to both parties and not
reflect the cooperative spirit in which we want to conduct
our relationship."

The patience oftown officials, however, who are faced
with a $600,000 budget shortfall for next year, appears to
be wearing thin.

Town Meeting member and select board candidate
Larry Kelley, who has been pressuring the University to
pay up for several months, said even if the town decides
not to sue, he will privately teke legal action in the form
of a class action suit.

-Someone's going to sue the University for this. If(the
Town of Amherst I doesn't do it. I will," said Kelley, who
has staged a variety of "media stunts" to draw attention
to the dispute in the last few months, such as sending a
mock bill to the University for services rendered by the

Turn to AMHERST, page 4
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Serb-Croat fighting breaks out
Government and ethnic Serb troops end three-day Itdl
By JASMINA KUZMANOVIC
Associated Press

ZAGREB, Croatia — A three^lay lull in Serb-Croat
fighting was shattered Monday by fighting between
government and ethnic Serb troops in Croatia's south-
western reaches.

Fighting also flared in neighboring Bosnia-
Herzegovina. Serb forces allowed besieged Muslims to
escape one town, but were pressed by Muslim-led gov-
ernment forces in another.

In Brussels, the European Community endorsed an
internationally mediated plan to divide Bosnia-
Herzogivina into 10 semi-autonomous provinces.

The 12-nation community considered but did not im-
pose mew sanctions against Serb-led Yugoslavia.
A U.N.-brokered cease-fire held in Croatia for the past

year, but was broken when the government launched an
offensive Jan. 22 to recapture a key highway through

terntor>' in Serb hands.
The Bosnian parties had accepted the plan U» divide

Bosnia into provinces, but disagreed on proposed pro-
vincial borders.

After the failure of the Geneva talks Saturday, the
United Nations was expected to try one more time to
forge a compromi.se between Bosnia's Muslims, Serbs
and Croats.

The European Community's mediator at the talks.
Lord Owen, said U.N. pressure in the next days could still
"pull the Serbs and the Muslims together"on the proposed
map. Failing that, "I just think we will have to railroad
the map through." he said.

Officials ofthe Organization ofthe Islamic Conference
said in Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, that they were considering
caUing an Islamic summit because of the failure of the
Geneva talks. Some Muslim nations have said they
would send arms to Bosnia if the fighting did not stop.

Turn to CROATIA, page 2

Pentagon seeks advice
on abortion guidelines
By CAROLE FELDMAN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With virtually
no abortion experience in recent years,
the Pentagon's medical officers are
consulting Planned Parenthood before
allowing abortion at military hospitals
once again.

The Defense department requested
the family planning organization's
medical guidelines for abortion, in-
cluding patient care before and after
the procedure, according to Sally
Patterson, Planned Parenthood Fed-
eration ofAmerica's vice president for
public affairs.

Susan Hansen, a Defense Depart-
ment public affairs officer, said it would
be logical for military medical officers

to seek guidance from Planned Parent-
hood, but that she had no information
on any contact between the two.

With an alacrity uncommon in large
bureaucracies, the Pentagon is moving
quickly to implement President
Clinton's Jan. 22 order reversing a five-

year ban on abortion at military medi-
cal hospitals.

Women would have to pay for the
abortions themselves. Federal funding
ofabortions is barred by U.S. law except
in cases where a woman's Hfe is en-
dangered.

Still to be worked out is whether
Clinton's order will affect all U.S.
military hospitals orjust those overseas.

"It would be ironic that women
overseas have better access to services
than women here in America,"
Patterson said.

Also at issue is whether military
doctors vkrill need extra training to per-
form abortions. "It is up to the com-
mander of the local facility to make
certification as to the abilities of his
staff," Hansen said.

Douglas Johnson, legislative direc-
tor of the National Right to Life Com-
mittee, said "conscience clauses" in the
past gave military doctors and nurses a
way out if they didn't want to perform
abortions. "We hope that those will be
maintained," he said.

FBI questions funding
Arab-Americans linked to radical group
By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The FBI believes
some Arab-Americans are raising money
for the political and welfare activities of
Hamas, a Palestinian Muslim movement
in Israeli-occupied territories, officials said
Monday.

Law enforcement agencies are moni-
toring several groups of Hamas support-
ers— including those in northern Vi rgi nia

,

in Dallas, in the Detroit and Chicago ar-
eas and in Tucson, Ariz. — that are dis-

seminating anti-Israel propaganda and
raising funds for Palestinian welfare and
religious causes, said one official.

They dispute claims in the official Is-

raeli media, repeated followring last week's
arrest of three Arab-Americans in Israel,
that Hamas' main command and control
center is in the United States.

"This is a great exaggeration," said one
U.S. official familiar with the issue, who
spoke only on condition ofanonymity. The
command and control of the military
branch ofHamas, which Israel blames for
the killings of at least 11 Israelis in the
past four years, is located in the occupied
Gaza Strip and West Bank, this official

said.

Israel has detained two Arab-Ameri-
cans from the Chicago area, accusingthem
of being sent to rebuild the radical move-
ment which advocates the creation of an
Islamic state in what is now the Jewish
one.

An Israeli security official told report-
ers the two men had given $350,000 more.
He said documents about armed Hamas
attacks were discovered among one ofthe
men's possessions.

A U.S. official said the majority of fi-

nancial support for Hamas comes from
religious foundations in Saudi Arabia, and
some from the Iranian government.

In fact Iran, said the official who also
asked not to be identified, has been trying
to forge closer links with Hamas in recent
months even though it practices the Shia
branch of Islam while Hamas follows the
Sunni branch.
A small number ofHamas activists are

receiving training in Lebanon from Ira-
nian-backed Hezbollah-Party-of-God-
guerillas, said the official.

The movement, which was bom in the
poverty-ridden Gaza Strip in late 1987,
also gets money from Muslim fundamen-

Tum to FBI. page 2
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Tuesday, Feb. 2, 1993
Photography Contest — LSSE is holding an amateur

Winter Photography Contest. Photos must be unmatted
black and white, and 8x 10. The theme is winter. For more
infonnation, contact Debbie or Laura at 256-4065.

Wednesday, Feb. 4
Help Wanted— Earthfoods, a student-run vegetarian

restaurant, is hiring! Ifyou are a hard working, energetic
individual, and a full time undergrad. stop by room 409 in
the Student Union and fill out an application.

Bill proposed to combat violence
By KEN GUGGENHEIM
Associated Press

BOSTON— Deterring domestic violence will require
a coordinated effort by all sectors ofsociety, advocates for
battered women told a Senate Judiciary committee
hearing.

Speaking at a hearing Monday on the proposed Vio-
lence Against Women's Act, six witnesses called for
cooperaUon among government, business, educators and
physicians.

The issue of domestic violence "is not just for the
Senate or for the House or for the shelters for battered
women or for the doctors or for the lawyers, it is for
everyone ofus." said former state Rep. Marjorie Clapprood
co-chair of the Jane Doe Safety Fund, which benefit^
battered women.

The hearing, at Northeastern University, was chaired
by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy. D-Mass., a co-sponsor ofthe
bill. About 150 people attended.

The act would penalize spouse abusers who cross state
lines to continue their abuse, provide $300 million to law
enforcement agencies to combat violence against women,
and extend civil rights protection to gender-based assaults.
It would also provide funding to re-establish a national
domestic violence hotline.

"What is really needed is a total and comprehensive
approach for any individual victim of domestic violence
and the purpose of today's hearing is to find out how this
comprehensive approach can be worked through."
Kennedy said.

Speakers discussed the need for federal, state and
local agencies to coordinate their work to stop violence.
But they also said the effort must extend beyond the
government and domestic violence agencies.

James Hardeman, manager ofcounseling for Polaroid
Corp. and founder of a battered women's shelter, said a
"self-image group" formed at his company linked spousal
abuse with tardiness, poor job performance and other
work-place problems.

Super Bowl airs in Moscow
MOSCOW (AP) — The Beriin Wall toppled in 1989

The Communist Party was banned and the Soviet Union
fell apart in 1991

. But not until 1993 did the Super Bowl
make it to Moscow.

"I never thought I'd be sitting in Moscow watching a
Super Bowl. It's amazing!" said Dallas fan Kevin
Lillestrand. a Los Angeles naUve who is in the Russian
capital with the Campus Crusade for Christ.

He was one of 750 bleary-eyed football fans who paid
$ 15 a head to sip beer and soft drinks, eat sandwiches and
pretzels, and watch a live broadcast of the Super Bowl.

For all the Americana, the fans couldn't forget they
were in Russia. It may have been short-sleeve warm at
the Rose Bowl, but at 18 degrees Fahrenheit, the Moscow
River was solid ice and the parking lot at the Raddison-
Slavyanskaya Hotel looked like a snow bowl.

And then there was the time difference. Kickoffwas at
2:18 a.m. Moscow time, 11 hours ahead of Pasadena.
Cahf. and long past the normal bedtime for the business-
men, U.S. Embassy employees, missionaries and other

Americans who stayed until the final whistle, at 5:4 1 a.m
local time.

"I'm going to take a personal dav' off." said Kirsty
Spence of Toronto, a disappointed Bills fan who teaches
physical education at Moscow's Anglo-American School.

'7 never thought I'd be sitting in

Moscow watching a Super Bowl.
"

Kevin Lillestrand, DqIIqs fan

The hotel ballroom resembled a giant sports bar. as
the cheering drowned out the TV commentators The
broadcast, picked up from the NBC-TV satellite feed to
Europe, dropped the half-time show, so organizers sub-
stituted a Michael Jackson dance-alike competition.

Glenn Moorehead. a Cowboys fan from Attleboro,
Mass.. won with a smooth moonwalk.

"I'm feeling good!" the 28-year-old Moorehead crowed,
tossing his prize, a football, across the ballroom.

Correction
The application deadline for volunteers

to work at the Counselor/Advocate Pro-
gram at the Everywoman's Center is Feb-
ruary 3, not February 13. For more infor-

mation, contact the Everywoman's Cen-
ter in Wilder Hall or call 545-0883.

FBI
continued from page 1
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Ulist groups in Eg>pt, Sudan, Jordan, Syria and other
countries, he said.

In the United States, said a third official, supporters
of Hamas have been trying in recent weeks to raise
money for the families of the 415 Palestinians deported
by Israel to a no-man's zone in southern Lebanon.

The efforts are located in the metropoliUn centers
where many of this country's estimated 3 million Arab-
Americans reside, officials said.

M Croatia
continued from page 1
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In Croatia, the government offensive on Serb posi-
tions in the Dalmation region shattered a truce worked
out by U.N. peacekeepers.

After a three-day lull. Croatian stat<? radio reported
the Croatian army and Serb rebels fought with heavy
artillery Monday.

Zadar and the neighboring resort of Biograd were
under their 10th straight day of general alert, the radio
said.

The Yugoslav news agency Tanjug reported a "major
offensive along a 30-mile front by Croatian art.illery
infantry and armored units, apparently directed at the
berb-held towns of Obrovac and Benkovac.

Serb Gen. Mile Novakovic. in a protest letter to U N
peacekeeping forces in the region, warned his troops
would do everything to stop this aggression

-

Croatian state radio reported three explosions near
Serb positions outside Kariovac. a city just 27 miles
southwest of the ca pi ta 1 . Zagreb.

It said Serbs were mobilizing troops in Okucani, along
the Zagreb-Belgrade highway.
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Leadership qualities discussed
Speaker says leaders must he 'lens' to focus npnnJp
By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Staff

Leaders must be able to subordinate their own needs
to those of their people in order to be truly elTective.
according to a noted Rabbi who spoke last night at
Chabad House.

Rabbi Shiomo JafTee of Hartford. Conn, spoke last
night as part of a celebration to mark the passing of the
famous Rabbi Joseph I. Schneerson and the inauguration
of Rabbi Manachem M. Schneerson. the present
Lubavitcher Rebbe. The Chasidic gathering also honored
the day of Yud Shvat on the Hebrew calendar.

Rabbi JafTee spoke about the tenth of Shvat which
marks the beginning of Rabbi Schneersons leadership.
He spoke ofthe nature ofthe leader in relationship to his
people.

"A Jew needs no intermediary between himself and
God because there is a personal and absolute connection
between himselfand his creater," JafTee said. Therefore
we need someone to show us what level an individual can
really achieve. Being Human is not a shortcoming —
being a human means there is no limit as to what we can

MassPirg lobbies gov't
Group seeks to influence policy-making

reach and become."
Rabbi JafTee explained how a Jewish leader gives his

whole life over to guide the Jewish people and reveal to
them what levels they can reach. He expressed the
potentiality of the Jewish people and said in order to be
a leader one must be humble and possess a total lack of
egotism.

Rabbi JafTee made the analogy that "a leader must be
like a lens— to focus and illuminate the eyes ofthe people.
However the minute the lens is dirtied, he can no longer
lead — meaning the moment his own sense of self-im-
portance becomes apparent, hecan no longer lead correctly."

He gave examples of how this can be seen in both the
previous Lubavitcher Rebbe as well as the present one. It
was a year before the present Rebbe finally accepted
upon himself his stands of leadership

As Rabbi JafTee said, "only when one is totally uncon-
cerned with his own problems can he totally care for
another."

The Rabbi stated that this memorable evening is not
a sad occasion but instead a celebration in Chasidic belief
in which evrything a person is merited for is revealed and
celebrated.

Students urged
to take part in
Town Meeting
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian SUff

Students need to become involved in Amherst Town
Meeting in order to gain a greater voice in making
policies which affect them, according to several members
of the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Higher student enrollment helps make Amherst
residenU aware of student's issues, according to Matt
Pavesi. chair of the senate's Public Policy Committee.

This is the third year that students have been involved
in the 240-member board, and senate members said they
hope to encourage participation from students in the five
precincts across campus and in town.

Several times in the past, students and townspeople
have been in conflict. Student involvement would ease
tension and provide workable solutions to the problems.
Pavesi said.

The Senate hopes to tackle many issues that directly
affect students. 2^ning. the four person bylaw, and noise
bylaws are all ways in which the town monitors student
behavior.

Without a student voice in the past, measures would
have been passed to disband the Housing Review Board,
which controls rent, and to turn off more streetlights.
decreasing the safety of residents, according to Pavesi.

The Senate also hopes to have a polling station located
on campus for students to cast their votes Mike Poster,
speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate and a
senior political science major, said. "A polling place on
campus would boost student voter turnout Half the
students here don't even know where to go to vote."

"It's very important that .students get involved, because
without participation the townspeople aren't aware of
our needs." Pavesi said. "We have a pretty good working
relationship with the town, but we need more ofa voice."

The town meeting is a good forum to discuss student
needs, but Pavesi said he is frustrated by how little

attention the town pays to the campus that neighbors it.

"We pump $111 million into the Pioneer Vallev. This
town exists .solely on our income." said Pavesi "Without
the university, this area would be nothing but tum-
bleweeds."

The Mullins Center will bring in more revenue to this
area with conventions and concerts and it was built on
the backs of students." Poster said

The Senate has three people ready to run write-in
campaigns for the position oftown meeting member, but
Pavesi said more are needed.

"We're the consumers that keep this town alive, and
we're also a part of the town," Pavesi said. "Student
attendance at the town meetings is important so we can
make an impact on the commumty."

Elections for town meeting members will be held on
Feb. 23 and anyone interested in running a write-in
campaign should stop by the SGA office on the fourth
floor of the Student Union.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Erica Craven, a senior social thought
and political economy major, said she
raised over $100 fi"om sponsors in three
hours when she helped at the North Am-
herst Survival Center two years ago.

"I thought it was a very worthwhile
time," Craven said.

Two years and many causes later.

Craven is now MassPirg's UMass Chapter
Chairperson. Last November Craven said
MassPirg, which was startedon the UMass
campus in 1972. helped coordinate stu-

dents to fast from a meal at the Dinning
Commons.

When students gave up their meal, the
profit that would usually go to the DCs
went to Oxfam. Craven said the effort

raised $1,189.

MassPirg, which had over 150 volun-

teers last semester, helped the Resident
Student Association to register almost
2.000 students to vote in November.

They also worked during Halloween
goingthrough the dorms to collect canned
food. Working with the Newman Student
Association, they purchased a video re-

corder for a Latino organization in

Holyoke.

"It not only gathers student power, but

our efforts are multiplied across the state,

because of all the students involved in the

27 chapters of MassPirg," Craven said.
Heidi Hill, MassPirg's campus staff

organizer, said this semester members
are planning to go down to Washington,
p.C. on Feb. 22. to lobby with the other
"pirgs" from across the country for cam-
paign finance reform. Hill was a part of
FloridaPirg while attending Florida State
University.

Hill said students can earn one to nine
internship credits while working at
MassPirg.

Some of the events Masspirg will be
focusing on this semester include the
Endangered Species Act, hunger and
homelessness and energy efficiency. Stu-
dents can get internship credit by working
on any of these issues, Hill said.

"We want to make sure the Endangered
Species Act gets enough funding, and it is

supported by the presidentand Congress,"
Craven said.

To ensure MassPirg has influence in

policy-making. Craven said members will

be collecting petitions, having press con-
ferences and researching various issues.

MassPirg plans to focus on energy ef-

ficiency in April.

"I want to see [MassPirg] continue to

recruit students, teaching them skills to

affect the changes at the local, state and
national level," Craven said. "Any volun-
teering at all is worthwhile and can affect

a lot of change."

UM faculty praise president
for assuring abortion rights
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Correspondent

President Clinton's decision to carry
out his pro-choice campaign promises
have reversed the trend toward de-
creasing women's freedom of repro-
ductive choice, according to several
University of Massachusetts profes-
sors.

Clinton removed the restriction on
abortion counseling at federally funded
clinics, removed the restriction on
medical research using fetal tissue,
allowed abortions to be performed at
military hospitals and ordered that
federal dollars go to international
family planning clinics.

Clinton signed his campaign prom-
ises into executive orders on the 20th
anniversary of Roe vs. Wade, the Su-
preme Court decision which legalized
abortion on Jan. 22, 1973.

His executive orders reversed acts
of the past two Republican presidents.

During the presidential campaign
Clinton said. "Our vision should be of
an America where abortion is safe and
legal, but rare."

Clinton has also proposed testing by
the Food and Drug Administration on
the French abortion drug RU486. The

drug, which former President Bush
banned, was designed to induce abor-
tion.

Since the Roe v. Wade decision, six

of the seven Supreme Court Justices
that participated in the Roe majority
are no longer on the court.

According to Dean Alfange, profes-
sor ofpolitical science at the University.
Harry Blackmun. the last Justice that
ruled on Roe vs. Wade, has indicated
that he will retire soon.

"Whoever is his replacement could
change the position of the Supreme
Court on Roe vs. Wade," Alfange said.
"But, any additions to the court during
the Clinton administration would be
people that would not be anti-abortion."

Sheldon Goldman, a professor of
political science at UMass. said, "If the
Supreme Court overturned Roe vs.

Wade then it would be up to the states
or up to Congress to decide."

The Freedom of Choice Act is the
next step to assure women the right to
an abortion. If the act is passed by
Congress, it would codify Roe vs. Wade,
making it a federal statutory law.

"Codification" is important so that
womens' rights are not at the mercy of
majorities on the Supreme Court,"

Turn to ABORTION, page 6
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Amhei-st Fire Department.
Money from fines currently being issued on campus isgoing to the town, in accordance with a non-binding

itit^/S ^ ."^^^ ^^^"^' ^ ^"' chief justice of the
states District Court Department. Zol! ruled that finerevenue should go to the town in accordance with stateaw. He did not. however, say what should be done aboutthe money that already went to the University

Kelley has gone so far as to suggest the town should
also seek to recover interest the $203,000 would haveearned since the dispute began last October which he
estimates would be over $5,000.

Kelley 8 suggestion about the interest met a luke-warm response from the selectboard members but ac-
cording to Select Board Chairwoman CarolynM. Holstein
a lawsuit is a realistic possibility.

Regarding legal action she said. "Iwle could (sue).We ve discus.sed it. We just might do it."
She said the town would be "vigorously pursuing" the

matter, and that That money belongs to the town "

Select board members are still considering O'Briens
proposal to have the matter settled bv the attorney
general, the possibility of legal action, or. as Kellev
advocates, doing both.

-I think we should go on the offensive on two fronts
legal action and the attorney generals office. Either waywe re going to get that money." Kellev said

Jewish Affairs may
affect you.

Be a part of them.

Report Events.
Express Your Opinions.

The Collegian's

JEWISH AFFAIRS DESK
Is looking for writers

Contact Mimi Fellner

at 6 6317.

w.=^^i^::r;;—--^
Cigarette tax inhales revenues
January hike drags in $9 million for Commonnealth
Bv EVE EPSTEINBy EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Cigarette tax collections jumped nearly
55 percent in January— the first month of a Ux hike—
over collections for the same period a year ago. the
Department of Revenue reported Monday.

The cigarette tax increased by 25 cents per pack
January 1. as approved by voters in the fall.

Revenue Commissioner Mitchell Adams said the in-
crease m agarette tax revenues, from $13.1 million in
January 1992 to about $20 million last month was
entirely due to the Lax hike.

"Its predictable, and its right in Une with what we
expected." Adams said.

The state predicts the tax increase will bring in an
additional $170 million over the next 189 months. That
figTure is based on an estimate that the state would lose
about 4 percent ofits business across the border to states
with lower cigarette taxes, and see a 4 percent shrinkage
in demand due to the price 'ncrease.

Overall. Ux revenues inJanuary toUled $999 million,
up 5.3 percent from tax collections for January 1992
That puts revenue collecUons at the mid-point in the
fiscal year about where state officials estimated they
would be.

Year-to-date collections are $5.5 billion, or about 4 3
percent above collections for the same time last year

This 18 good news because we're right on target to hit
the new estimate," Adams said.

*** WORKSHOPS ***

sS? Job Employee Matching System
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University of W i s c o n s i n - P I a 1

1

e V i 1 1 e

"l/you have built castles in the air.
your work need not be lost

That is where they should be
Now put thefoundations under them"

—Henry Divid Thoreau

> >Non-WorkStudv Students ONLY

o^o .A?,!^^^"* Employment Office
243 Whitmore Administration Building

545-1951 ^

< <

Learn Your Way Around The World
?or a'sutr r

*'"^""' ''"«'^"^ ""^ ^^*^'"*' Spain,for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year

I Fluer •"
"r*"'

''"^ ^"' '"^ernalional busine^ '
• '••"ency ma foreign lanfiuasenal required• Home-stays with meals
• Field Irips

• Financial aid applies (except for summer session)
Application deadlines:

• April 1 for summer session
• April 30 for fall semester

• Ociober 20 for spring semester
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UMass sorority rush isn't the myth of 'Delta Delta Delta'Oh ma eawd! It's fim*. fnr c^^r.^^ „i.i» .
^ ww*

EISENBERG

Diaces »R it f^lln«,o
"'""«ve come irom any number of learmng experience and a great chance to make new

downright obnoxious. Hat« to "burst that bubble." but Stephanie
there exists no "typical" sorority girl.

As a UMass sorority woman, I probably should take
more offense at these stereotypes, but I once felt that way
myself, at least until I went through sorority rush And
after a very successful Fall "92 rush. I feel it's time to
dispel those ridiculous myths created and perpetuated by
an Ignorant media (e.g. Saturday Night Live's "Delta
Delta. Delta") and narrow-minded people. Unfortunately'
these ndiculous myths keep some terrific young women
away from the rush process every year.

Rush is the time sorority houses open their doors and
invite all women to join the process of searching for a
sorority. It is an incredible experience that gives young
women a chance to become more acquainted with sororities
and Greek life as a whole. Each night of rush is broken
into rush parties, giving both the sororities and the
"rushees" a good chance to get to know each each other.
To outsiders this process might seem catty, but in actu-
ality rush is more ofa mutual matching between a young

The myths I've heard (and I'm embarrassed to admit
that I once thought were true) range from the fear of
losing your own identity to the most horrific one — that
in a sorority friends are bought, not earned. Nothing
could be further from the truth.

I have never been involved in any other organization
that has offered me so much to be myselfand seek out my
own ideals. Sororities are not comprised of brainwashed
sheep — they are comprised of intelligent young women
who have come together to share and enjoy a common
bond. The myth about "buying your friends" is a pre-
posterous lie. In any organization there are dues, and
sorority dues go to much more than social functions. Dues
go to altruisms and philanthropies (in addition to the
extra money and service sororities donate each semester),
as well as scholarships.

Academics play a strong role in Greek life. Women are

only permitted to rush if their G.P.A. is above a 2.0. and
many houses have higher personal standards. In recent
years, UMass statistics have shown that women's cumu-
lative averages tend to rise after they join a sorority.

UMass is a huge place and often it is easy to lose sight
ofyour goals and your friends. Joining a sororitv makes
UMass a lot smaller. The Greek area is like a family,
enjoying many positive interactions both socially and
academically I know rush can be both exciting and
overwhelming, but all who have gone through have
tremendously enjoyed their experiences.

This semester's rush starts Wednesday, so hurry and
sign up. There will be tables set up on the Campus Center
Concourse for sign-up and question answering. There is
a fee of five dollars to help out all of the houses with rush
costs.

Sorority life perpetuates and furthers your sense of
self while providing an incredible experience filled with
friends, love and great memories. It opens up new doors,
furthers leadership experience and allows women to
make some incredible bonds with other women. I didn't
know what I'd find when I went through sororitv rush
last semester; I found a home away from home and a
family. I hope you find the same thing— I think you will!

Stephanie Etsenberg is a Collegian columnist.

Why resolutions go cold
The beginning of February is a special

time of year. Yes, we students at UMass
are settling back into school and the bas-
ketball team, at least in recent years, is

doing well. Some people are spending the
money they got over the holidays on ac-
count ofthe generosity ofothers, and some
are paying offthe large debts they acqui red
on account of their own generosity. But
what makes the beginning of February so
special to me is watching people cave in on
their News Year's resolutions.

Cruel fun isn't very funny
We all like to have fun. We all do. Why

not?We all have different senses ofhumor.
That's where the problem is.

There's one specimen who lives on your
hall. You are lucky ifthere's none. It is the
kind of person who enjoys doing things
that, if you are like me, make you really
upset.

Evelyn A.

DE JESUS
I am talking about the hogs on the hall.

The hog is the person who comes back
drunk on Friday night and rips off the
bulletin board your R.A. made the week
before you returned to school so your floor

would look decent and welcoming.
The hog urinates on the brand new or

old carpet your dorm might have, zips his

pants and leaves. The hog rips off the
ceilings in your bathroom. He does not

discriminate by gender. He destroys
women's and men's in the same way. The
hog takes the few furniture in your study
lounge and throws itdown the balcony. He
takes pride in that.

TTie hog has "artistic abilities" also. He
is the kind ofperson who "decorates" your
walls with graffiti of racist. anti-Semitic,

sexist or homophobic nature.

The hog also takes a fire exting^uisher

and sprays it on all the floor walls and
ceilings. He also collects them in the trunk

of his car.

The hog pees on heating vents.

The hog throws up outside toilets,

sometimes on the floor or in the sink,

which is worse.

The hog thinks all ofthis is fun. Butyou
know what? It is not. I am writing this on

the behalf of those anonymous heroes at
this University— the custodians in dorm
halls.

They are the oneswho scrape the wal Is.

They are the ones who clean the area
where you live every day.

Every morningwhen I wake up and I go
out ofmy room, one ofthe first people I see
in the morning is the housekeeper.

"Good morning," I say to her. "How are
you today?" I always ask. I have seen
many people just walk by and ignore
them. Don't they see that that is the
human being who keeps their living area
clean?

Housekeepers are human beings who
get very upset when they see all the things
people with the "hog" attitude do.

I look at them and I think of my
grandmother ormy grandfather or maybe
just my mom or dad. I just think of them
and how I would despise having people
like the "hog" for being so unfair and cruel
to them.

I would not like my grandfather to
come back every afternoon telling me that
he had to scrape I don't know how many
walls because of some funny kid.

We all like to have fun, I know. But why
should we have fun by making someone
who can be part ofyour family upset and
being unfair and inconsiderate to thern?
College years should not be having cruel
fun. That is not part of it.

Ifyou feel angry because ofthese lines,

maybe it is because you feel you are looking
yourself in a mirror. Do not worry, being a
"hog" is a behavior and it can be corrected— in your attitude.

Evelyn A. De Jesus is a Collegian staff
member.

Jeff

McKENZIE
Only a few weeks into the new year and

everybody is falling apart. Trying to start
something good, trying to quit something
bad — it's just not happening.

The smokers have inevitably started
smoking again. Any holdouts are walking
around chewing gum at a feverish pace,
covered with nicotine implants and
shaking violently. The loungers have put
away the running shoes they got for
Christmas and traded them in for the old
slippers, and are taking a well-deserved
break from thinking about exercise so
much. And the crowd of 1993 dieters?
Well, they lost about 12 pound.s each and
then decided that Ultra Slimfast tastes
about as good as blended hay in milk.

But why?
Why do these people, these motivated,

courageous, self-respecting souls whojust
want to improve their lives in small but
significant ways, ultimately fail? Are they
simply slackers who have little willpower
to overcome their hedonistic tendencies?
Did they make these promises to them-
selves with no intention of keeping them,
as part of some sick ritual designed to
show them their utter powerlessness in
the face of a precalculated universe? I

think not. The answer is simple.
It's too damn cold.

Ifthe holidays were somewhat mild, if

not altogether green, the end of January
into February usually puts us into the
deep freeze. For the most part, it is not
humanly possible for these well-meaning
folks to stick to the plan.

The first time that poor guy laced up
his sparkly new kicks and headed out the
door on the way to a healthier body and a
new belt notch, he was blown clean back
into the living room by an Arctic blast that
removed a wart on his thumband shattered
his lips like a pane of glass. Is this a
positiveexperience?Who could blame him
for returning to his velourjumpsuit, fitting

himselfback into the groove on the couch,
and calling it a day?

How about those addicted smokers?
Although I'm not partial to cancer, the
thought of a flaming stick hanging out of
my mouth, warmingmy face while I.stand
at a frigid bus stop seems like a good idea,
not to mention the smoldering cloud of
poisonous gases heating my lungs and
keeping my core temperature up.

The dieters would have the most to
lose. The successful dieter can leave him
or herself vulnerable to hypothermia of
the bottom, frostbite ofthe chin and a host
of other spot reduction-related problems.
You don't see walruses lining up at the
Weight Watchers clinic, and for good
reason. Throwing away insulation in the
middle of winter doesn't make any sense.

By the time the weather turns warm
enough to make a good attempt at your
resolutions, you've forgotten what they
were, and it's nice enough to work in the
yard in your spare time anyway

Soitissimplyoutofthequestioninmost
cases toeven begin to realizea new behavior
pattern during a harsh New England
winter. The survival in.stinct will not allow
it and you will be forced to continue your
slovenly, albeit warm, habits.

I wonder why people in the South can't
change either.

Jeff McKemie is a Collegian corre-
spondent.

Equality is not a dangerous goal
You have .some warped views on what a

feminist is. Mr. Morrissey [Collegian, Jan.
29|. Feminists are people (notjust women)
who believe women are equal to men. and
that this equality should be publicly rec-
ognized. You have mistakenly taken one
extreme feminist and classified her as a
typical feminist, or as you would say, a
"fem-bian." This is extremely irresponsible.

Feminists are not lesbians who hate
men! And we do not simply want women to
take over the world. The goal offeminists is

to transform society so that women can
have access to the same opportunities men
have had for centuries, not to overthrow it.

I do not feel that this is a radical notion, and
I'm sure that many women and men on this
campus would agree with me.

You stated that women .4ix' now nearly
equal to men. The fact is that women earn
about 75 cents to every dollar men earn for
the same job. I do not call this equality.

Furthermore, if a married woman

wants to keep her maiden name, she is not
a horrible, unloving person. Why should a
woman have to sacrifice more than a man
in a marriage? This is extremely unfair.
By the way, name changing is a trivial
issue that you brought up, considering all
the other problems women have to face,
such as sexual discrimination and sexual'
harassment.

There are many women on this campus
who are feminists and do not even realize
it. The problem is that they do not want to
admit that they are feminists becaust> of
the stereotype that all feminists are "mili-
tant lesbians," as projected in your article.

In the future, please do not make gen-
eralizations about women's issues when
you do not have anything to base them on.
By promoting women's rights so that
women can have equality, feminism is a
positive ideology, not a harmful one.

Dahlia Horowitz
Northeast
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'Poor Man's
on sale

for wealthy
By GRAHAM HEATHCOTE
Associated Press

LONDON - With its sparkling gold
leaf, goatskin binding and detailed minia-
ture drawings, the "PoorMans Bible" was
hardly that.

Produced in Holland about 600 years
ago and once owned by King George III,
one such book is a treasure in the British
Library.

Now. a reproduction is within the bud-
get ofthe moderately wealthy. Its creators
painstakingly copied the art and included
every imperfection and smudge.

About 980 copies are being printed.
Each costs $3,950. but the price goes up to
$5,700 after April 30. For their money
buyers get 3 1 leaves, each illustrated with
three brilliantly painted miniatures in a
red goatskin binding.

"In the original form it was a medieval
pop-up book, with each leafofthree draw-
ings folded so that you saw the drawings
in a sequence as the folds were opened."
said Janet Backhouse, curator of illumi-
nated manuscripts at the British Libary.

The format of "Biblia Pauperum" or
"Poor Mans Bible." originated in what is
now Austria or southern Germany in the
mid- 13th century. About 80 examples
survive from before the age of printing.

James H. Marrow, author of a volume
of commentary that accompanies the re-
production, said the format initially was
intended for teachingmonks and studenU.
Copies were circulated around monaster-
ies in Europe.

Marrow, an art history professor at
Princeton University in Princeton. N.J..
said the British Library copy is the \nosi.
splendid example to sunive.
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abortion
continued from page 3

Goldman said.

State Rep. Ellen Storj- said, "Impetus
for the Freedom of Choice Act started
when Bush was president. Pe<^le still

have the feeling we should pnm ahead
with it even when we have a friend in
office."

"The major thing .especially for stu-
dents, is to keep an eye on this issue."
Story said. "When candidates run for of-
fice, make sureyou know w here they stand
on this issue. Let them know that you are
watching them."

Joyce Berkman. professor of history at
UMass, said she is excited about Hillary
Clinton's efTorts at steering health re-
forms.

"You can't speak of genuine reproduc-

tive choice without quality health care for
every woman in this country regardless of
their social class or color ofskin," Berkman
said.

Berkman said whe sees the
government's role in contraception and
abortion as two-fold.

"It is the govenunent's responsibility
to assure safe, inexpensive and available
contraception and abortion." Berkman
said.

The government also needs to pro-
vide the means for women who want to
have children the ability to do so."

Berkman said there is a need for what
she calls "real choice."

The choice whether or not to have
children when women want." Berkman
said.

The Collegian.

We write stories

about a lot of
stuff. Sometimes
we have pictures
so you can see
what the stuff

looks like.

What a deal.

r--
j
Campus Master Plan Survey

I University of Massachusetts
I This survey is being conducted by the Landscape Architecture
land Regional Planning Department to provide student, faculty and staff
input to the UMass Master Plan, currently in progress. The plan will
guide the development of the campus for the next 15 years and recom-
Imend policy on locating future buildings, new roadways, the addition of
|new facilities and many other potential changes. It is important to base
Jthis planning effort on a clear undersUnding of the existing campus, so
jthat the best is retained or enhanced, and the problems are addressed
-jthrough growth and change. Thank you for your assistance.

I

Completed surveys may be dropped in designated boxes at all
.dining commons, the Student Union, Lincoln Campus Center, Whitmore
.Hall, and all University Libraries, or sent by Campus Mail to: UMass
[Master Plan, c/o Ahem/Lindhult, 109 Hills North.

Status: .Undergraduate
.Graduate Student
.Staff

.Faculty

.Other (specify)

Where do you live?

_0n campus
_off campus, within 10 miles
.off campus, more than 10 miles

1. What are your 5 favorite places, buildings, or views on campus?

2. What 5 places, buildings, or views would you change on campus?

3. Please add any other comments.

^ THE FIVE COLLEGE PROOMM IN PEACE MDt world security studies

mK Presents:

Somalia and Beyond: Foriegn Policy in

the Clinton Administration"

fl Flv« Coll«g« Faculty Panel with:
Vinnie Ferraro, Mt. Holyoke College
Michael Klare, Five College Program in Peace and World

Security Studies
Susan Peterson, Smith College

Tuesday, February 2nd
7:30 PM

Neilson Library Browsing Room
Smith College

l^2T 1^^ "^l
'° '^' P"^""' ^"^ ''^'^^^'^" access-We. Sign interpreting .s

available with two weeks notice. For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.
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Marshall Tucker Band is Still Smokin

'

Bv LISA CURTIS 1 --««9>i.^ 'v^»^»^»'»< V^# « «^m^r#VC^# C^By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Celebrating its 20th anniversary to-
gether as a country rock group. The
Marshall Tucker Band will give one of
their customary smokin' performances
tonight at Pearl Street in Northampton.

"Afler 20 years, you don't call them
fans anymore — you call them friends."
says Doug Gray, founding member of
TMTB.

The Marshall Tucker Band members,
who borrowed their name from a piano
tuner in Spartanburg. S.C. where the
group began, have taken on rigorous
concert schedules, sometimes playing up
to 300 shows a year.

Both Gray and Jerry Eubanks were
founding members of the band. The other
members include Stewart Swanlund and
Rusty Milner on guitar, veteran bassist
Tim Lawter. drummer Frank Toler and
pianistyvocalist Don Cameron.

Since playing together. TMTB has re-
corded seven gold records and two plati-
num. Their latest album, released just a
few months ago. entitled Still Smokin 'has
received impressive reviews from people
involved in both the rock genre and
country.

"You can't label our music, you really
can't — we play all kinds of music. One
week we opened for .38 Special and the
next week we opened for Hank Williams
Jr.." Gray told the Klamath Falls. Oregon
Herald and News.

The opening cut of Still Smokin'.
"Frontline." is a song tribute to those who
served in Operation Desert Storm. Other
new songs include the upbeat Southern
rock tale of mysterious places. "Tan Yard
Road." and "Carolina Party." an up-tempo,
foot-stomping, dancing tune. "Full Moon
Rising" slows the pace of the album with
its smooth flowin' blues style.

The band blends rock. R&B. jazz, gos-
pel and country stylings. complete with
Eubanks' signature flute and saxophone
playing.

"Good country bands almost nevercome
to the northeast." says Jon Peters, book-
ing agent for Pearl Street. "It's hard to get
these good country bands."

Especially ones like TMTB, whose ap-
peal ranges from the original fans of 20
years ago. to the young fans of today get-

tingcaught up in the resurgent popularity
'ofcountry-rock. "My roomate and I got one
of their eight tracks at a tag sale and we
play it all the time, while playing bumper
pool in the kitchen," says Tamir Lipton, a
21-year old political science major. "I'd

never really heard any of their music be-

fore, but once I started listening to them.
I realized that they're not bad at all."

Bear Mountain, "the most popular
country band from Springfield." according
to Peters, will open for TMTB.

Tickets aiv $13 in advance and $15 at

the door for this 21 and over show. Doors
open at 8 p.m.

The Collegian's Arts Desk

Is looking for writers.

Are you looking to write?

Don't let this opportunity

pass you by like a ship in

the night.

Practice your similes at

the Collegian.

113 Campus Center

545-3500

The Marshall Tucker EJand is celebrating on . .
COURTESY OR

20 years as a country rock group at the Pearl Street Nightclub in Northampn
GOfF

ton

TllC SlYci
Hot Tubs & Tans

1 75 Uni\'crsiiy Dr.

Anihcrsi. MA0I002
(413)253-7727

UPC
PRODUCTIONS

First Meetins:!
We are the 2nd largest student ^-^

concert production Co. in the U.S.A.!

all are welcome!

COMING SOON....

1
T-Shirts • Sweats • Boxers

Posters • Bumper Stickers

WE DO IT ALL!

Full Art Department, Free Delivery

584-0091
47 East Street, Hadley

FRIDAY. FEB. 19

Single Project/EMnt Grants

lor music, theater, visual art

and design, petformance

art, literature, film and video,

and otiier arts related events.

PROIOSALS ENCOUKACED
FROM

STUDENT CIUJUPS

APPLICATIONS
GUIDANCE/INFOItAIATION

STOPAT
STUDENTACnvmES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTSCOUNOL
203 HASBROUCK
ORCALLS4S4a02

5% OFF all orders with this couponj

VICO-C
BRAND NUBIAN
Spring Concert (

Be A Part of:

stage crew

security

hospitality

promotion

Tues. Feb. 2nd 6pnn In Earthfoods
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The

UwM
Wants You!

Newcomers of all majors
Artistic Team positions still available for:

3edroom Fsircr.

Technical Director

5taqe Manager
Frope Maeter
Foeter Artiet

If interested, contact

Christianna Pearce at 253-0782

or the Guild office at 545-041

5

The Mystery of Edwin DroAil

Dramaturg

Choreographer

Vocal Director

Technical Director

Assistant Stage Manager

Props Master

Rehearsal Pianist

Publicity Coordinator

If interested, contact

Jen Welty at 546-5838
or the Guild office at 545-041

5

Our first General Membership Meeting is

Wednesday, Februaqi^ at 7:00 p.m.
in Campus Center Room 1 62

|

^elcome!!

Auditions for The Mysfcry of Edwin Proud
are Friday and Saturday, February 5 & 6

Auditions for 3edroom farcr. are

Saturday and Sunday, February 27 & 28

!For information aSout times androom numSersfor
the auditions or any other questions aSout
the Theatre Quitd, pfease cafCat 545-0415,
or stop By our office at 423 Student Union

COLLEGIAN

Jarboe's solo
effort evokes
many styles
By IAN CANADINE
Collegian Correspondent

Jarboe
Thirteen Masks
Sky Records

Thirteen Masks is the first soloefTort byJarboe.
whose ethereal vocals have previously graced the
work ofNew York avant-gardists Swans and their
offshoot project. World of Skin. Swans were prob-
ably the most extreme and ear-destroying band of
the New York noise scene, which also spawned
Sonic Youth.

But when Jarboe joined them on their third
album. Greed, a haunting note of fragility was
introduced to the monolithic bleakness of their
sound — a counterpoint which was further devel-
oped in their subsequent work. Her delicate and
yearning voice was then utilized to even more
prominent effect on the more mellow World ofSkin
albums which were recorded as a side project with
Swans mainman, Michael Gira.

The last few Swans albums were only intermit-
tently interesting, having abandoned the extrem-
ity oftheir old sound without establishinganything
strong enough to take it.s place, but I was curious to
see what Jarboe would make of the possibilities of
a solo project. It certainly starts promisingly with
"Listen." which gestures towards the more avant
garde leamngs of Jarboes earlier SwansAVorld of
Skin work, with her mantra-like vocal backed up
by an abstract mosaic of bells and xylophones.

Unfortunately the expectations which this track
raises are disappointed by what follows, which
tends to shy away from doing anything very ex-
perimental. There is certainly a variety of styles
played with here, frjm the cocktail jazz of"Wooden
Idols." which recalls Julee Cruise, to the hyped
funk rhythms of "Red" and "The Believers." There
is even a return to the crashing percussion and
demolition site guiUrs of the old days on "I Got a
Gun." However, the predominant style is a combi-
nation of keyboards and acoustic guitar which
tends to plod along without really convincing the
listener that it is going anywhere.

Lyrically.Jarboe ob\iously has trouble escaping
the shadow of Michael Gira. who wrote pretty
much everything that he has sung up to this point.
This basically implies a fascination with the dark
side of life, and with mysticism, ritual, sadism and
obsession. Titles like "The Lonely Voyeur" and "A
Man of Hate" sum up the kind of landscape we can
expect here. Again unfortunately, Jarboe's
songwriting lacks the economy of expression and
devastating power which Gira's has previously
captured, and a lot of the time her lyrics end up

Turn to JARBOE. page 1

1

I

SPORTS BAR
ARfSraURfiNT

SHARK NIGHT
• RETURNS •

Single Elimination
Pool Tournament

• Free Pizza for Players
• $2.00 entrance fee

Sign Up - 7:30-8:00

WINNER TAKE ALL!!

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040
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90210 Sr. Year - 2nd semester
Cutter and Art discuss the kids at W. Beverly High
By ARTHUR STAPLETON and
CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

Sunday's game.
CO: Here's the ultimate plot scheme: Brandon gets in

deep dutch to the mafia to the tune of 25 G's after bettmg

Wat^i^t^i. ,A I . 1. . -!,.._ *»eavily against the chances ofMC Davy Fresh graduating

After last semester's stories we had thought (and more
importantly we had HOPEDy thatyou. our readers, would
let the issue go. But after all ofyour cards and letters
demanding their return we decided to let Art and Cutter
out of the pen.

Once again the lives ofAmerica 's most revered teens
from 90210 —David, Donne. Andrea, Brandon. Steve.
Dylan. Kelly and Brenda — will be lain out befoiv usand
discussed in depth.

Cutter Garcia (Singing in the mock tone of «
sarcastic four year old): Dylan picked Kelly! Dylan
picked Kelly! He dumped the haggy Brennnda! He
should've done it sooooner!

Arthur Stapleton: Well. Cutter, the Walshes better
lock the medicine cabinets, cause their daughter is about
togooffthedeepend. 1 kind offeel sorry for Brenda. Wait,
no I don't! I'm glad Kelly ended up in the pool with rich-^
boy McKay. How about that gratuitous scene underwater
for these clean cut teens?

CG: It didn't hurt me much. Art. I don't think it was
the first time that Kelly found herself in a situation
where she and Dylan got wet together.

I'm just hoping that the producers of the show finally
give Americans what they truly want to see. the grisly
annihilation of the teen-set antichrist— Brenda Walsh!
A& Funny, but didn't Mr. Walsh say from the begin-

ning of this relationship that it was diwmed. and Brenda
would end up that much worse .' Remember. "'Father always
knows best." Eversince she started up with Dylan. Daddy's
little girl Ixxrame this country's whimng nightmare. Maybe
now that she has no one. Brenda will become an ange!
again. Hey Cutter, do you know the number of a good
pnvate school on the East Coast for Ms. Walsh?

CG: No. but 1 do know the number of the Good
Samaritans ifMr & Mrs. Walsh find themselves having
to talk Brenda off of a ledge (heh. heh. heh!j.

It's going to be very interesting to see what happens.
Brenda will invariably blame her father for not letting
her go to The Felons prison release party, thinking that
her absence made it that much easier forJordan, or John,
or Donnie. or — Hey Art! Which New Kid did Brenda go
out with?

AS: No, no. no - he's not a New Kid. His name is Dylan.
CG: Oh. yeah. Sorry about that. I get them mixed up

sometimes Well anyways, shell get all pissed off about
Kelly being the chosen-one and will most likely try some-
thing drastic. Maybe shell just sit in front ofa mirror in her
bathroom and practice cheesy French accents while
smoking cigarettes until she bores herself to death!

AS: You know what? Drop the French accent, and
envision Brenda saying this: "Mirror, mirror, on the wall,
why is Kelly the fairest of them all? Why not me?
Whaaaaa!

Anyway, the Walsh family has other problems with
their other dream child, the one and only Brandon. It

seems our hero has decided to try his hand in some
gambling. I wonder what the odds were against Dylan
picking his sister. Oops, we won't get into that again, but
I hope he had the Cowboys minus a touchdown in last

light and love — Donna — MC Fresh suffers a brain
seizure thereby rendering him stuck to W. Beverly and
Brandon must crawl to the only man who can save his
pitiful behind. The Wall Street Wonder. The White Collar
Wizard, The Guy-Who-used-to-be-the-Dad-on-r/ie Hogan
Family who-is-now-a-convicted-Felon. — Mr. McKay!

Hell convince Brandolina to help him steal his son's
trustfund in return for the cancellation ofhis reservations
to sleep with the fishes. Oh. the possibiUties!

AS: What is up with that? Dylan is soooo happy now
that his crooked father is back in the picture? Hminm, did
he gain so much trustfor ham since Thanksgiving that he
could trust him with his future?Who really cares, though,
because the Super Dad. i.e. Jim Walsh, will probably save
the day for the HoDad-Wonder. thus creating a riff
betv»reen Brenda and her father.

CG: Creating a rift? Wake up Artie! Jim Walsh is
living on one side of the Grand Canyon and Brenda is on
the other. Maybe this will bring them closer and Mr.
Walsh will be able to kill two birds with one stone. A) He'll
let The Felon help to destroy ""the- boy who-woutd-do-
Bre/Kia-uro/i^"by releasing the trust to him and watching
him blow it all on some stock scam And Bi By doing so
It will enable the causes ofjustice to truly vanquish the
forces ofevil ( which are embodied by The Felon and all he
stands fori with true Minnesi)tian courage.

AS: Ya know. Cutter, a lot happened to our friends in
that famous zip code over Winter Break. Some shows
were good and some were bad. but were you ever expect-

Turn to 90210 poge H

COURTESY fOX BROAOCASTtNG CO
Shannon Doherty. "Brenda" on 90210.

DOMESTIC EXCHANGE PROGRAMS
National Student

Exchange

February Information Sessions
For 1993-94 Exchanges
4-5 pm in the Campus Center

Mond^v!^
February 1 rm811
February 8 rm 902
February 22 rm 805

TiiMfjflYH

February 2 rm811
Februauy 9 rm 902
February 16 rm 811

February 23 rm 805

Five College
Interchange

Register Today I

In The Five College Office
E-26 Machmer

Deadline is Tuesday Feb 9

J
It's a BIG COUNTRY! Di^r^n,,^^ yV f

The National Student Exchange Program transports
you to new and exciting places that will transform

your educational experience forever!

Spend a semester or year at one of over 100 colleges and
universities across the country for no more than your

current educatiuonal costss.

COME TO THE
NSE

FIVE COLLEGE INTERCHANGE
OFFICES

E-26 MACHMER
5-5351 or 5-5352

Take classes at Amherst, Hampshire,
Mount Holyoke and Smith Colleges.
Included in UMass full-time tuition,

most courses 4 credits!

APPHrmnN nP^m INE; MrtBrn S mi nm:RrHANr.K n..An, ,m^. ^^ a
^„^
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR STUDENT CARDMEMBERS

If seems wherever you go. there we are. Offering a helping hand
whenever you need one. 24 hours a day, 36S days a year Helping you
to stretch your budget with special .sa\ings when you fly, shop, call

long distance, and now, even when you ski.

As the official Card of Killington, home of some of
the greatest skiing in the East, we're happy to bring you
A Iree one-day ski pass just for asing the American
Kxpress* C^ird to puahase a Killington KxtraCredit card.

The ExtraCredit card allows you to get 40% off the
regular price of each additional one-day ski pass when
you ski Killington.*

its ju.st a small pan of our commitment to

Ix" there for you. all the way. The fact is. we
\\ant lo do all we can to make Cardmemlx-rship
as rewarding as possible for you

So consider the trffer below a glimpse of the

g(xxl things to come. We know you re going
places in life And we hope you'll take us with you.

Well get you to the top ofthe
mountain with a free ski pass.

How you get down is

your business.
To get a free one-day ski pass, courtesy of American Express,

simply purcha.se the Killington ExtraCredit card using the American
Express Card.'

The ExtraCredit card costs $25 and entitles you to purcha.se a
Killington one-day ski pass, valid on all six interconnected mountains,
for only $25 each day. Sunday-Friday (non-holiday), through
May 1, 1993. That's a savings of 40% off the regubr price!

Call Killington Travel Service toll-free, at 1-800-372-2007. to sign up
r the ExtraCredit card t(xlay. Have the American Express Card ready,
^our voucher, redeemable for the bonus .ski pa.ss. will arrive with the

ExtraCredit card. Please allow two weeks for delivery.

Jo get the Kmington ExtraCredft card and voucher
good for a free one-day ski pass, simpjy return
' the coupon below or call now: 1-800-372-2007.

t)etow, tear out and mail to:

V 2450. KUlington, VT 05751-9975. Attn: ExtraCredit card

Scate ap

American Express*Caid Nuntxr

Expiration Dsde^
"

American Express Is The Official Card Op KauNGit>N.

',»:<rf- i... sj...... A,r y ',„i ,.c

If you're rx.. an American Express Caaimember, caU 1-800-942-AMEX tcxlay to apply.

C199-5 Amenan Fjcpre« TnivH Reialed S«vi«s Cnn,»ny. Iix
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Summer CD heats up
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Indian Summer
Go West
EMI Records

Horace Greeley may have been the
man to coin the phrase.-Go west young
man," but I bet he never imagined that a
musical group wrould evolve with a Uke on
his famous word.s by naming their sineine
duo Go West.

Yes, it was Go West's Peter Cox's voice
that spawned the 1990 smash hit "King of
Wishful Thinking" from the movie Pretty
Woman. And now, the same refreshing
voice that has been blaring from radios all
break long with their latest hit "Faithful"
is back.

Go Wests latest LP. called Indian
Summer is heating up stereo systems
with their latest 13 songs. Ifyou thought
"King of Wishful Thinking" was a feel-
good musical sensation, let me be the first
to tell you that the songs on Indian
Summer continue with the same magni-
tude of feeling and quaUty.

The first track "Faithful" is probably
the most familiar to you because it has
been given plenty ofair time on local radio
staUons. "Faithful" is like a spin-off song
of-King ofWishful Thinking" because it is
filled with the same singing spirit and
charisma.

Indian Summer is one of the hottest

discs around to date with vivacious tunes
such as -That's What LoveCan Do,""Count
Me Out" and "A Taste ofThings to Come.

"

Each song spins offthe disc with an upbeat
feelingthatcan only be found in the movies.
You know, the part of a film that plays
music from the soundtrack that you've got
to have — well, this is one of those.

Aside from the "up" songs that cause an
instant natural high, this LP includes a
fair share of those love inspired songs
such as "Still in Love." Rather than being
a typical slow song, it's instead a upbeat
love song similiar to Bob Seger's "Living
Inside My Heart" from the About Last
Night Soundtrack.

In addition. Cox's voice reaches certain
heights on the musical scale (no, nothing
like Mariah Carey i that at times it sounds
suspiciously like Michael Bolton.

With a beautiful sax introduction, "Tell
Me" is a phenomenal tune that you won't
be able to stop singing along with. Trust
me. or better yet, see for yourself. This
song has somewhat of a gospel-90s insert
near the end. making this superior track
one ofthe finest songs I've heard in a long
time.

Maybe it was the words of Horace
Greeley that inspired these boys to "go
west" and to give their talent a try. But it

will be their own talents that will push
them along further. All I have to say in the
memory and spirit ofour Horace Greely is
go west young men and women — you
won't regret it.
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Eiko and Koma will
dance like the Wind
By ALLISON MASTERS
Collegian Correspondent

Japanese dancer-choreographers
Eiko and Koma will give a preview of
the world premiere of their latest full-
length work, "Wind" at the Kirby The-
atre in Amherst College Feb. 4 and 5.

The partnership of Eiko and Koma
began in 1971. Both were law and po-
litical science students in Japan who
came together as an experiment which
developed into an exclusive partner-
ship. TheirAmerican debut was in 1976,
and since then they have presented
their works at theatres, umversities.
and festivals across the world.

Eiko and Koma have described
"Wind" as "the breath of life. . it is
what moves us through and bevond
this world." Full of intensity and mys-
tery, "Wind" will focus on the beauty of
the body.

"Wind will be performed in a style

similiar to their other works which
have been classified as "non-tradi-
tional." The couple typically choreo-
graph and perform only works of their
own which exemplify stillness and
suspense.

Eiko and Koma have designed a set
which transforms the stage into a wa-
tery, not of this world space, full of
spirits which have briefly passed
through this world. The music for
"Wind" will be medieval chants that
have been recorded by the San Fran-
cisco choral gioup. Chanticleer.

"Wind" IS one of Amherst College's
events in their series "Imaging IVace:
The Corliss l^monl Art** I*roject" and is

in part sponsored by the Corliss I^mont
Lectureship for a Peaceful World

Performances will begin at Sp.m. on
Thursday and Friday. Februa/y 4 and
5. Admission is free hut resenations
are suggested. To resene seats call the
box office (542-2277) between I 4:30.

90210

Go West's Indian Summer
COURTESY EMI RECOflOS

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1993

Groups that will be offered this spring are:

^Adult Children of Alcoholics Wednesday 3.30-5
(Process group for students with prior ACOA group experience)

^Adult Children of Dysfunctional Families
Group I - Mondays, 3:30-5 (in Spanish)

Group II - Thursdays, 3-4:30

$f Eating Disorder Group Tuesdays 4-5:30

^ Self-Exploration Groups
Group I - Tuesdays, 3-4:30 (for students over 21

)

Group II - Thursdays, 3-4:30

Registration and pre-group interview required for all groups.
Groups will begin in late February. For information and
registration call 545-2337 or stop by 127 Hills North during the
month of February.

continued from page 9

ing to see the worst 90210 of all time.
CG (Cutting in with a shrill cry):

NO ART! PLEASE! NOT THAT' GOUGE
OUT MY EYES! RIP OUT MY SPLEEN'
MAKE ME WAIT IN LINE AT
WHITMORE' BUT DONT .MAKF MF
THINK ABOUT THE CHRISTMASBUS
SPECIALl

AS: Yep. with all ofits holiday splendor,
too. It was bad enough that most of the
episode was narrated by two angels who
were so stupid they couldn't even get into
this fine University! But, Mrs. Teasley's
gopher boy, Steve, who was banished to
detention hell for the remainder of his
West Beverly career for the legacy-key
fiasco, doesn't even notice the buses mys-
teriously fusing into each other, then exit-
ing untouched and as safe as before! What
is this, the Magic of David Copperfield''

CG: No — the failure of Aaron Spell-
ing. The idea was sort of cute.

Screenwriter #/. "Let's introduce
today's teens to the wonder of Frank
Capra's perennial classic, "It's a Won-

Jarboe

derful Ufe". Well teach the kids a lesson
about learning Ui appreciate what they
have and we won't have to work \ct\ hard
because well just rip ofTthe concept from
an already established classic'

Theonly things that we'll have to throw
in will be: I.* to make sure that Brandon
gets dumped once again by a girlfriend so
that we can win the ofTice pool of it hap-
pening 14 times in one academic vear at
West Bcv and 2 > Well have to have some
miraculous event take place."

Screenwriter #2: "How ahtmt ifwe have
the kids on a bus which is about to b«'

totalled by a drunk trashcompactor driver
And at the last minute — right when the
two vehicles are about to crash into a
bloody, twisted pile ofsteel and rich kid in
the middle of the day and at one of the
busiest intersections of LA. — the bus
and truck will just sort ofpha.se through
one another?

Screenwriter #/; Yeah! I like it! Tvpe it

up!

All ni say Art is that I hope my hero
Jimmy Stewart wasn't watching! He'd
have cried, I'm sure.

continued from page 9
sounding like they are just playing with
devices rather than really havingany point
to them. "Red" is the worst culprit in this
respect, consisting as it does basically ofa
list of things that are red. with a few
morbid references thrown in for good
measure. "A Virgin's mattress, red as sin.
red as ink in Ted and Normans skin."

Jarboe's voice can be breathtaking when
used efTectively, Uking in childlike inno-
cence, infinite melancholy, and the venge-
ful passion ofa lover spumed, but her voice

is easily the best thing here, and the mate-
rial does not really do it justice. This is not
a terrible album, it just does not live up U>
what It could bt?. and what Jarboe has done
in the past when harnessing her voice Ut
the stronger songwritingUlent^ ofMichael
Gira. particularly in the earlier stages of
their partnership. Thirteen Ma.fks is prob-
ably worth checking out if you're into this
sort of thing, but anyone who is really
interested in what Jarboe can do as a
singer should seek out World of Skin's
eponymously titled first album.

Come See Our Valentines Day Goodies
Boxers V Briefs V G-Strings

cotton and silk

Starti

191 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
253-20 13 Open 7 day » Thur»d«y nighU in Northampton

22 Masonic St
Northampton

586-6336
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Black Affairs

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Issues
Jewish Affairs

Multicultural Affairs

Third World Affairs

Women's Issues

// you'd like to join the staffs of any of ttiese
desl<s, call or come to ttie Collegian offices.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIA^
The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1 890

1 13 Campus Center • 545-3500

THE
BOSTON
GLOBE

ON CAMPUS
AT 50% OFF!

J>

Tfiai s right ytju can get The Boston Globe delivered
on campus at a huge 50% off the regular price!

Tliat meaas you're paying less for New England's best

newspaper and an indispensable guide to what's
happening in and around Boston, the nation and all

around the world

AJI tliat at half pnce' Tosurt receiving The
Boston Globe on campus, all semester long, call

:

1-800-858-4275

Check desired service, filJ out fonn and send to
The Boston Globe Campus Program UMaM/Amheni

The II«>ston Globe
P.O. Box 2378

Boston, MA 02107
Wl «b.<:ripi«n, r.y.Me In «)v»kt N^ d^yvrry durtng «rhool h,«k. or enir. w«k, SMdrno
•nth viryini «un riatn miy h»T wtncrtptioni pre raard NO SATVHOAr IIEUVERT

UMaM

6 Days MON-FRIA SUN
5 Days MON FRl
SUNDAY ONLY

Spring

2/8 5/13
( ) $24.50

( )$15.50
( ) $ 9.00

NAME PHONF

ADDRESS; BOX»_ .tXJRM A ROOM »

1^ To pay by CTpdii card, complete the following G VISA Q MASTERCARD

CARD » EXr DA1E

CARDHOLDER NAME.

SIGNATURE

If rfquiremcni Course. .Instructor

DIVISION or COKTINUINO EDUCATION

Still Tic, Tac, Toeing

Through Tonr Life?
ZfOt us help YOU make some

v^inaiag^ decisioas about your fliture.

Iiate register
for Glasses
January 27-
February 0,

UMass
and You -
a Winning

tea.m!

Division of

Continuing Education,
607 Goodell Building,

University of

Massaciiusetts,

Amherst, i^A 01003.

Evening credit courses
(over 100 in 37 different

departments; nnost meet
just once a week)

UMass Bachelor of General Studies
degree — part time!

Noncredit workshops
for business or pleasure
(nearly 100, all winners)

Available University day courses
(hundreds of them, stimulating!)

UKIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERS

CALVIN AND HOBBES

c^Lv^^^. don't ju^t V^
TMRoyj yooR WET
CO^T OK TWE FLOOR

'
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY

&00PSJ£*rM7H^P0F
B^ING IhlSMMLfSPUi-
TfUme 5dai£7! I
mNTwseoN \,
Vie-Boacs!

THOT "OJSTART PfiVlneMY
Cm.SIATB, FEPeRAL/WSO-

By CARRY TRUDEAU

JIM'S JOURNAL

•Quit school? Quit schoon You wanna end up
like your father? A career lab rat?"

X MeK^ to «v\ «|r t

^\ fVs* Vt.

1+ WM v\ic« H
evtr/iV\l»%) for

By JIM

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"I don't necessarily consider McDonald's

junk food. You know, they have chicken
sandwiches, they have salads."

- Bill Clinton

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

0< PR\CE, IF A SPfSCESWlPJ r\\/ U
t)»ON*T V>HD\«lE Et^n W*^ • • Bv
THXS PoBCJr \F vfcO CNH. ^

/

By PRICE VAN RAY

-^^'^^
U<F.E SOU .IfJ

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

io«»wfe^7J CACt ABOCV THErt

NO. »©. wo! 1 i)»NT c*«e
\^ 1 DO LOOIC u« mH- 7
VJONT Post h% PeKictur
CuKnoN'J HiSSiNjfc Or' tMte «'.PPtNtO TO

SKATE BOY AND RURU

' PH IN PTH^.

HkMt

T>^6SE

.•^**s

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

DREAM CjOwt'
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tlv imu. yiHj jnd yi)o» male worM tu

^|Mf mJ akjne
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IwlORs home j nirNU)>e ol hij}x>

GIMINI (^Uy .M-lunt- HM lak.

tOR 4 (jkuldl«i ri>lk r«»ol<J |My Imj;
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1 iMTipli^ %omi-4hing ihai no oih- t-lv
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( ANC tK (|un<- J I -July J'l A< rt--

Jlivr IK spcfuljlivr vcnuirc i .m In-

Uunt iH-d in ureal siyk- LookliH^ard
lo J splendid day tor ronumc and
h«-dn.|<»-h«-aft talks Kindred vouK
meti and mefRo

lEO Jiuly 2 J-AuR.221 A taJHiknis

day hir Rellinp i«)>el(H-r with iamil>

menJufi and lUm- iiK-nds (,r<KJ|)
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anlK ipati-d You rfsolvc to do mofc-
i-nttfiaininj; al Iximf,

VIRGO 'Auk 21-S<'pt.2>l
Spi-ndinj* a < arcircf day v\iih ihoM'
>ou kivf will d(f|N-n your rapjxxl
Mate IS sop|j«Mlivf Tifxl lo personal
malltfs in iIk- lali- ancrn<i<«n. A i re-

ative prc>|<-<t could result in addi-
iHinal iiv onu-

IIHK\ iS«-pl 2 U)n.2J •: Many
liaixJN Mill liKhn-n ihi- vsihI kiad l«»-
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^^ ' Imn^ M ytiu (lliw .Hll

I'

y\(,(IT \KIL SIN. .V 22-1 k^ 211:

\ ((UHH |)r iwilc nnH lin^ < , Hikl Iwvi- a
t(|uvt-natins tiKt I on ,i iroulikil ii«-

lationship Emphasut- .in-as m
agrit-ntent .Vriv in^ al am«• realiMM
Imk^H is cssf.nti.il

CAPRKOKN (Utf 22-(.w,l«li

l>raw « k»se to your Iricnds ,mxI m>m «
your (ontcrns Yihi lotikJ iiiid llut

llH-y share your >«•< rti disnes K.^
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited bv TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

By PITT
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Today's Staff
Night Editor jason George
Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho
Production Sandy Bogage,

Michele Bakis

LUNCH
Tri-County Fair-wich

Chicken Burrito

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato/Egg/Cress-wich

Bean Burrito

Menu
DINNER

Fettuccini w/Sauce

Glazed Ham
BASICS DINNER

Fettuccini w/Sauce
Cheese Spinach Squares

The ..pini„ns cxprcssc-cl on this po«c. .trc- those o. the c artoo.iisis .ind do not necessarily relied Hie views .,l the Co//<•^.,dn or tlie University

ACROSS
' Bible *<>«<j

S L eaves out
10 Japaf>«se

aborigine

14 OEOword
tS Knobby
16 Windy City

'eature
1 ' Ad»ice to Smitti

and Wesson''
?0 Hall a score
?1 Brook
?? Canadian fliers

23 Doctors gp
?* Culliire medium
?5 All Baba *ord
?9 Footnote abbr
30 Comic Caesar
33 Ctiilled

34 Collections
35 King ol Stam s

'riend

36 Advice to

Captain Bligh''

39 Pub drinks
40 Small rodent
41 Perfume

ingredient

4? Cut wood
43 "Those — the

days "

44 Quenched
45 Mountain lake
46 Summer,

in Nice
47 Excalibur.

for one
49 Fraternal org
50 Zodiac sign
53 Advice to

Wynton
MarsaliS?

56 Preserve
57 Pass over
58 (heraldic t>order

59 Very early son
60 Riding horse
61 Honey

producers

DOWN
1 Examination
2 Commedia
deir-

3 Weather word
4 Common abbr

5 Puncliial

6 Dough
7 Pastoral

poem
8 Chinese

Religious

Principle

9 Inc'olent

10 Author Horatio
1

1

Promises to

pay. for short
12 - of ftie

above"
1

3

Often seen with

"downs"
18 Playwright

Larry "
19 Peruse
24 Lessen
25 Fountain drinks
26 - - Gay-

historic plane
27 Thew
28 Goes on stage
29 Linen tape
30 Game fish

31 Fatuous
32 Obsolete
34 Future oak

35 '.ArLilHa

lead in

37 Carries to

encess
38 "My Sister -"
43 Suspicious
44 Packed
45 "Throw in the—

" quit

46 Lyric poem

4 7 (tnink

48 Made labnc
49 French ct _

50 Knowledge
5

1

Author Gardner
52 Certain bills

53 Youth org
54 Farthest

Abbr
55 Cutting tool
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Notebook
continued from poge 16

could all be chosen as the best player
without much arguement, but I'm going to
have to go with Michigan's ChrisWebber

Webber has really developed this sea-
son from a raw, talented player into a true
superstar. Webber is quickly adding moves
to his low post game while continuing to
astound athletically. It was a tough choice
but when Chris Webber starts burying
threes, leading the fast break, and swat-
ting shots into the stratosphere, it makes
the decision just a Uttle bit easier.

Best Comeback: Easily the return of
Ed O'Bannon. The highly touted
O'Bannon's knee blew out him prior to his
freshman campaign, and the way he looked
last season was as a just a shell of his
former self But this season O'Bannon has
returned with a vengeance, shiningon the
court, with an all-around game reminis-
cent of Billy Owens. Wake Forest's
Randolph Childress ( 7 treys againstUNC

)

rates a close second.

Biggest Surprise Team: How about

Vanderbilt? Billy McafTrey has added im-
measurable court presence for the Com-
modores. How about Long Beach State?
First, they beat UNLV. then Kansas. How
about Pitt? Paul Evans has his team
winning in the Big Least. Nope. I'm going
to have to go with Cincinnati. How can a
team that made the Final Four last year
be a surprise team, you ask? Very simple.
One word. Repeat after me, expectations.

The Bearcats were picked in nearly
everyone's Top 25 but not Top 5. Well, that
is exactly where Bob Huggin's club is, the
Top 5. Anyone who saw UMass-Cincinnati
game, knows that the Bearcats can play
defense with anyone, and that Nick Van
Exel can shoot with anyone. Now the re-
turn of Corie Blount bolsters the Cincin-
nati frontcourt. The Bearcats have been
surprising, make no mistake about that.

Biggest Team Disappointment:
Another team had great expectations
hurled on them, Memphis State. Well,
one injury to super soph David Vaughn
and a bushel oflosses later, the Tigers find
themselves in the midst of a muddled
season. While Anfemee Hardaway is in-
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STUDENT AFFAIRS SPECIAL SERVICES
236 WHITMORE

Is there something you would like to say

before graduating?

You are invited to submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Eligibility:

Format:

Subject Matter:

Submit Proposals To:

Selection Process:

Deadline:

For additional

information:

Graduating UMass-Amherst senior.

Submit not more than three word-

processed or typewritten pages, double

spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes

speaking time.

Text should concern higher education,

and be relevant to the University and
your experience(s) here.

Paul R. Appleby, Director, Disability

Services, (non-voting Committee
Chair), 231 Whitmore, 545-0892

A committee of students (majority),

faculty, and staff, will review proposals.

Authors' names will have been delett d
to ensure objectivity. Ratings will b(

assigned. Selected authors will be

invited to "audition" before the

committee (in March). A final selection

will then be made by the committee.

Wednesday, Febmaiy 17, 1993,4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby, Selection Committee
Chair, 231 Whitmore, 5-0892.

credibly talented, he sometimes attempts
to do too much and it hurts his team. Now,
the Tigers, a preseason Top 10 team, are
clinging to NCAA hopes.

Best Pick Set in a Long Time: Mr.
Hurley meet Malcolm Mackey, he'd like
to help you down.

Best Turnaround of the Year:
UMass Women's Basketball. Two years
ago: 0-27, last year: 4-24, this year: 8-8
and counting. Wow. Joanie O'Brien has
done one hell of a job rebuilding this pro-
gram. The improvement should not cease
either. Check *em out at the Curry Hicks
Cage, and check 'em out soon.

Best Transformation firom Orca the
Whale to Body Beautiful: Hands down,
this goes to Seton Hall's Luther Wright.
Wright used to be, as my scholarly neighbor
Jon "Lubo" Luvriano (who watches Dukes
of Hazzard reruns and has to have them
explained to him)~a fat piece oflexpletive J"

but now he is a svelte, imposing specimen.
Best Suggestion about the Cage:

This has got tocome from UMass Assistant
SID Lamar Chance, who suggested that
Coach Cal leads his troop into the Cage for

one game every year. Can you imagine
what the crowd would be like for that
game"' ltd be bedlam, absolute bedlam.

Best Game: It might have been ugly for
awhile, but for sheer emotion, dramatics
and passion, nothing can compete with the
UMass-Temple battle at the Cage. From
Harper Williams' return to Tony Barbee's
last-second heroics, this game exemplified
what college basketball is all about.

The Cage crowd was as wild as ever,
and this emotion spilled onto the floor.

Bodies flew, shots were missed, dunks
were thrown down. Temple's William
Cunningham fouled out to chants of "Lo-

Jac," runs were made and ofcourse UMass
won. Hard to beat that.

Best Imitation of a Toothpick:
Hands down, Todd Hill ofSW Louisiana.
Hill at 67" is listed at 170 pounds. I'd have
to say he looked to be about a buck fifty

soaking wet. I have two words for Hill:

Meal Plan. Get on one.

Best Article by A Sportswriter:
Earlier in the year, Alexander Wolff of
Sports Illustrated wrote an epic piece on
the demise of the Big East. Wolff brought
up great points about the floundering
conference, the best being that it was the
coaches in the Big Least that made the
conference what it was and what it wishes
it could be.

While we're on the subject ofbasketball
scripture, over the break I read John
Feinstein's bookA Season Inside. The book
chronicled the year in college basketball
in which Danny Manning-led Kansas won
the National Championship.
A Season Inside is a compelling book

which can still be read feverishly some
five plus years after it was written. John
Calipari was an assistant for Paul Evans
at Pitt for this year, and Feinstein has
some funny andecdotes about Coach Cal.
Feinstein, who writes for the Washington
Post, is a sportswriting giant who has
written other great books likeHani Courts,
which is a look at ayearon the professional
tennis tour, and A Season on the Brink.
which is a look at a year with Indiana and.
of course Bobby Knight.

Best Conference: ACC Six teams in
Top 25. No Big 10, ACC definitely. Well
see you next week on that note.

Jeff Crofts IS a Collegian columnist
who believes it is sometimes better to slip
with your foot than your tongue.

Join a team... without flipping burgers.

Can you wrttv a
news story, shoot a
great feature photo

or wrfte better ad
copy than this? If

you answered "sort

or to any of these
questions, or If you
have any interest In

wor1(ing for a
newspaper, conr>e

on down to tt>e

Collogtan and get
invotved.

The Collegian. No embarassing initiation procedures and
you'U never, ever tiave to flip any burgers.

^ 13 Campus Center Basement • UMass/Amherst • 545-3500
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Collegian Staff

Buoyed by the support of a good crowd— partly because it was the semester's
only home meet, and partly because it was
Parent's Weekend— the men's swimming
team ran their record to 10-1 in a 193-104
romp over the University of New Hamp-
shire Saturday at Rogers Pool.

"It was a nice day because all the par-
ents were there," said UMass coach Russ
Yarworth, "and they eryoyed seeing their
sons and daughters swim. Basically we
keyed on getting through the meet —
swimming well, but we didn't have to put
much emotion into it. And they needed it,

because they've been working pretty hard
for the past couple of weeks."

The 193 points is a season high for the
Minutemen, but it could have been much
worse had Yarworth swam his charges in
their true events.

The meet began with the UMass team
of Sean Clark. Tim Milbert, Jay Peluso.
and Aaron Osborne establishing a new
Rogers Pool record by swimming a 1 :36.58
in the 200 Medley Relay.

Later in the meet Tim Nubar set an-
other Rogers Pool record by swimming a

:50.90 in the 100 Butterfly.
Stacked in and around those perfor-

mances were Minuteman wins in 14 ofthe
meet's 16 events. There were only three
events where UMass did not place a
swimmer in the top three.

Justin Murphy easily outdistanced the
UNH competition in both the one meter
(287.60 points) and three meter (229.35)
dives to lay claim as the meet's only mul-
tiple individual winner. Several of the
team relay swimmers won other events:
Clark won the 100 Backstroke;Jay Peluso.
on the winning team in the 200 Freestyle
Relay, won the 100 Breaststroke; Osborne,
on both of the winning relay teams, won
the 50 Freestyle. Chris Barrett won the
200 Backstroke and was also on the 200
Freestyle Relay.

The Minutemen, ranked number one
in the New England League, travel to
Boston this Saturday to battle the
Northeastern Huskies.
MEET NOTES - Ust Thursday.

Yarworth said there was no way his team
was one ofthe top 40 in the country. When
the national poll was released over the
weekend, lo and behold, there was Mas-
sachusetts, tied at number 36 with the
University of Miami._, _ „..„. swim team ID a win o>

Injured women finish in third

Tim Nubar. shown here in the 1 00 yard butterfly, led the University of Ma^^ul^tt^^^
swim team to a win over the weekend against the University of New Hampshire

By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, with three key athletes missing, the
UMass Women's Track team found themselves finishing
third m a four team meet in Dartmouth. New Hampshire,
bringing their record to 4-6. The sub-par performance
saw the University of Vermont finishing first with 57
poinu. followed by Dartmouth College with 48, UMass
with 35. and the University ofNew Hampshire with 22

The Minutewomen were forced to compete without
Jaime Meeks (sore shins). LeniceJohnson( pulled quad)
and Natalie Hart (inelligible). and with all three being
outstanding in their individual events head coach Julie
LaFreniere was left in a tight spot.

"I think we're stronger than we showed." said
LaFreniere. "Jaime (Meeks) probably would have been
good for another ten points alone and Natalie ( Hart ) could
have easily beaten the best shot put ofthe day at 42 feet."

As for Johnson, she started off the day in grand
fashion by winning the 400 meters, but only to pull her
quad in the process creating another liability for UMass.

"Lenice was a top runner in both the 200 meters and
4x4 relay and her injury really hurt us." said Lafreniere.

Johnson's performance was not the only bright spot

for UMass a the Minutewomen received a fine day from
Junior Kim Liljeblad who finished first in the mile with
a time of 5:29. Oddly, this was only the first time
Liljeblad had ran the event.

"I had been basically running the 800 all season." said
Liljeblad. "Coach decided to give me a try and it wasn't a
great time, but I was pleased with the results."

In addition UMass got help from two freshman in
Sherry Booker and Dahamana Shakespeare. Booker
placed third in the longjump, the 200 meters and the 4x4
relay. Shakespeare created poetry ofherown by finishing
fourth overall in the shot put.

Moreover, UMass showed their ability in the disUnce
events by placingKel ly Liljeblad ( second ), Tricia Matheison
(third) and Julie Moreau (fourth) in the 5000 meters.
The success of cross country has really carried over."

said LaFreniere.
While Saturday's contest might seem disappointing.

LaFreniere is positive about their upcoming meet on
Friday at the University ofRhode Island with Holy Cross
and New Hampshire.

"I beheve well be back at full strength and it should be
a dog fight between us and URI." said LaFreniere. "We
have al ready seen URI once this yearand they only beat us
by ten points."

Men's and Women's
Fencing results for this

past weekend

MEN
UMass vs. Brown 13 wins 14 losses
UMass vs. UNH 18 wins 9 losses
UMass vs. Amherst +

Hampshire Unified 16 wins 1 1 tosses

WOMEN
UMass vs. Brown 9 wins 7 losses
UMass vs. UNH 5 wins 1 1 losses
UMass vs. Amherst +

Hampshire Unified 9 wins 7 losses

UMass Sports in the Collegian.

Cotta love it!

The Massachusens Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
'New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 1 3 Campus Center

PERSj

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

I Clufe/raani Beginners of •«
Ptftanced Come join for fun or com
petition Wed 2/3 7:30 pm Csmpuf Ctr
outside coffee ihop
665 7877 CKt 444

Pre Vet AnScI Club
Meeting Feb 2

TuesSaoSTK 114

PIZZA PARTY
Skip DC. and have dirwier with us
ALL WELCOME
Dues S3 00

opc FmsT imtna 93~oenei<al
COMMITTEE IMEETING
TonigM. 2/2. at 6 pm in EARTHFOOOS
(•t the Student Union). UPC it a com-
ptaMly student run organization dedi-
caMd 10 bringing concerts lo UMass
Ondudlng Spring Concerto
Everyone is welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DIsabllltv Servlcee la in searcti of
volunteer readers for disabled students.
The job of a reader consists of reading
books onto tape and/or reading aloud
for students. No experience is neces-
sary. We will train. Please contact Lorie
Bell at Disability Services for further

information al S4& 0692.

Poatar Sale. BIflgast and best selec-

tion choose from over 1000 different

images. Rock, old Masters (Monet. Dali.

Van Gogh. Picasso. Escher. Matisse,
Wyelh and hundreds more.) Movie
posters, sports, scenic landscapes,
music, dance, skiing, personalilies,

(Einstein, James Dean, Mariyn Monroe
and others). Travel, humor, romance,
photography (Talbol, Ansel Adams and
others). Most images only S5, S6. andS7
eachi See us at Ihe Student Union Ball

room on Monday February Isl through
Friday Fetxuary 5th. The hours are 9
a.m. - 4:30 p. m. This sale is sponsoredby
WMUA.

UMaaa Blood Drl««
Today 11:00 4:00

in the Student Union Ballroom

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a mw tmt Having your
car repaired? Oo you know your rights 7

Contact ttie Laoal SarvtcM Center. 922
Campus Center. S4S- 199S

8» Ford Faatlva
Black 60k miles

Good condition new tires

S27S0 must sell Tonno 5492635

COLLEGE PIZZA

HELP WANTED
Att. EKcallent Income for home as
semblywork. Info 1-504 646 1700 Oepi
MA 1307

Evening (oksl Environmental cam
paign work Fighi pollution with clean
water action, SIOQ/wk. .. On Buc line
584 9830

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S5^9
1 or 2 loppings add SI
549-0096
649-6073

iNTERTAlNMCNT

\ H npw available for parties and
functions. CALL 549 3832

FOR RENT

floom Available In Amherst house. 5
min. walk from campus. Housemates
are serious but fun UMass students.
Call Wiley. Mary or Kristen at 549 7619

FOR SALE

Don't Ba AfraM to walk alone at night
Personal alarms alert others
With ear piercing noise
Call Jon Bayuk 665 0286

For Sale: Burton sir 6 Snowboard
Airwalk boots size 7 S350 call 527 3014

Iguana witti everything SI00.00
Lightsetc. 6 1709

QUEEN SIZE WATERBCD SSO or bMI
offer. Call Dana 253-3406

Snowboard- leOcmBarfoot Freestyle
S100S84 2976
Golf Clubs Spalding full set plus leather
bag S100 664 2976

Eatra S$S Extra SSS Extra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery coordinators • delivery help
for tf>e Boston Globe Mon-Fri
Sunday in Amherst apt. Complex
areas Routes available with or

without transportation. Early hours
good pay. Pleasa call 1 800-<68-427(

tt»«n presc^wro.

Extra SSS Extra SSS Extra SS$
Wanted reliable . dependable

delivery persons for dorm . office
delivery of the Boston Globe Mon.

Fri. Sunday. Earty hours good pay.
Please call 1 800 8S8 4275 then press

zero

Join the Massplrg staff and be part of
a 20 year history of environmental ac-
tivism:

"The Bottle Bill

••Mass. Clean Air Act
••Mass toxic use reduction act
Full/Part lime positions S40 60/day
Call^rmen 256 6434

Postal Jobs Avallablal Many posi
lions. Great Benefits. 1 800 43&4365
ext P 3306

Slch of DC Meal Plan?
Meal plan in exchange for kitchen work
if interested call

Jim Houston at

5494919
At 496 North Pleasant SI

'Silver Bullion Coin Program*
SS Paid weekly
No individual selling or recruiting
83% commissions paid.

Protected income 42 84K
603 964 1676

SPRINO BREAKEMS. Promote our
Florida Spring Break packages Earn
MONEY and FREE trips

Call CMI 1 800 423 5264

The Undargraduata Admisalona of
fice is now accepting applications (or
Tour Guides. Student Admissions Rep
resentatives and New Students Program
Summer Counselors Applications
available at the Admissions office

U.S. Tracers Is currently seeking mo
tivated students in Amherst area for FT
andPT independent work 1800)886 69 1

9

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260

LOOT

Prescription Rayban Sunglass
In maroon case
If found please call 253-3553

MUSIC

Spaakars, Raconing * Repair
Home, Auto, Pro
ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W.Springfield 1 781 2327

PERSONALS

Kathy Maya
Where are you

'

Lets get together
Peewoman

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female roomate wanted
Mill Valley Estates

198 heat hot water included
Call 256 0247

2 females or couple to share roome
S160 each or S275 for single, beautiful
apartment 665 7604

RoomataNaededlll
M/F to share two bedroom Brandywine
Apt.

175 00/mo.
549 5868

TAKErrOFFIIt
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast
Jesse 549 7472

WANT A TAN UNE7
Cancun. Jamaica. Florida

Merideih 549 6284

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible woman
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

Wa want to take over your lease' 4
person apt in Brandywine or Pufflon
Starting in January 546 2296

MUSICIANS

Ouitar laaaens for beginner and in-

termediate players S10 S15 per hour
5492885

HEY YOU
To tlM pratty student/waitress I met
Monday, January 25th at 10 am at the
bursars office. Those lines were so long
I practically got to know your whole life

history except for a few critical details
- like your name. I'd like to see you
again. If you would like to see me again
please respond hare.

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst Area
for free testing and confidential caring
help. Amherst Carriage Shops
549 1906

Tarot Naadlngs
Call Chris at 253 7524

TRAVEL

••••Spring Break '93^^«^

Cancun 5479' Jamaica S499i
Daytona Beach S169I Organize a small
group and travel FREE! New England's
largest spring break companyl
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '931 Last chancel Ja
maica, Cancun. Bahamas, from S459I
Florida from$149 0rganizegroup travel
freei 1 8O0 426 7710

SPRING BREAK
W/heat wave to all places
Guar, lowest prices or

Double diff., free club passes
no peak fees

Call Debbie 54» 1411

Mali© Money at Home!
FREE DETAILS

Box 5927 -FG. Shreveport

La 71135

.in
\CAMCUN *om$429\
{BAHAMAS iton,$439\

IJAIMICA /tamMMJ
iDAYTONAt^^ojo^ ,^$1491
{FLORIDA 0^^ M,mt129\

Far IN* tredwt, CM
Breakaway Tra«
1-800-682.7325
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Sports
UMass, A- 1 Hdbits
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts coachJohn
Calipari has high expectations for sopho-
more forward Lou Roe, but none higher
than leading the nation in rebounding.

"If Lou Roe plays to his potential he
should be the top rebounder in the coun-
try," Calipari said. "Sometimes he plays
that way. sometimes he doesn't. It all

depends on how much he wants it."

Roe. who is averaging 8.9 rebounds a
game, to go along with 14.7 points, agrees
with hjs coach.

"Yeah, I think I could be leading
rebounder in the country," the 6-8 Atlan-
tic City. N.J. resident. "Sometimes when I

going up for a rebound. I get my eyeballs
right up there with the rim. I can get up
with anyone."

Warren Kidd ofMiddle TennesseeSute
currently leads the nation in rebounds
with 14.5 a game, but Cahpari says catch-
ing Kidd is just a matter of desire.

"IfLou wants it. he's capable," Calipari
said. "He needs to go after it. Sometimes
he jumps and geta the board, he goes
after it. Other times he just lets the ball
come to him. When he just sits there,
then he gets beat. It depends on what Lou
wants to do."

After most drills during practice.
Calipari makes Roe stand under the net.
jump up and dunk the ball ten times in a
row. in an efTort to increase Roe's vertical
leap.

"1 just need to keep crashing the boards
and ni get my rebounds." Roe. who's
lowpost game has improved drastically
over the past month, said. "It's eflbrt. so I

just need to keep trying."

• Geor^ Washington freshman Yinka

Dare looks to be a lock for Atlantic 10
Rookie of the Year honors. The 7-1 native
of Nigeria, who is averaging 12.7 points
and 9.5 rebounds a game, has been named
A- 10 Rookie of the Week five times al-

ready this season.
• UMass recruit Tyrone Weeks, of

Philadelphia's Franklin Learning Center,
has been on fire as of late.

Weeks, a 6-7 power forward, poured in
33 points and grabbed 20 boards in a
victory over Philadelphia North last week.
Franklin Learning Center is ranked No.
10 in the nation by USA Today.

"We signed Tyrone as a player who
could come in and bring us some physical
play," Cahpari said. "He has the Ulent
and he plays hard. We don't play with a
center, just forwards, so hell fit into our
system well."

Weeks was also recruited by Villanova.
• UMass will likely play in the Pre-

season NIT next year. The tournament,
which begins in mid-November, is one of
the most competitive in-season tourna-
ments in the country.

Sixteen teams are selected and the
first two rounds of the tournament are
held on the home courts of the highest
seeds. The Final Four is held in Madison
Square Garden in New York City. This
season's Final Four consisted of Florida
State, UCLA. Seton Hall and eventual
champion Indiana.

Look for the MuUins Center to host a
round or two next November.

• Harper Williams was named Atlantic
10 Player of the Week for his play against
DePaul and Southwestern Louisiana.

Since his return from his injury Wil-
liams has been playing his best basketball
of the season, raising his averages to 17.4

ppg and 8.4 rpg.

Swimmers dunk UNH
UM women outswim Wildcats 205-95
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian StafF

Boyden Pool attracted its largest
crowd Saturday when the Universtiy
of Massachusetts swim teams joined
forces and annihilated the University
of New Hampshire Wildcats in a par-
ents weekend co-ed meet.

For the women's team, this was their

last dualmeet before the New England
championships. The Minutewomen
claimed a hefty victory, defeating the
Wildcats by a colossal 110 points,
boosting their record to 7-4-0. The final

score was UMass 205, UNH 95.

After coming off of a significant win
in Wednesday's B.C. meet, the
Minutewomen did not want to under-
estimate the Wildcats. Toensure victory

the team set three goals.

"We wanted to break the 200-point
barrier, win all of our events and have
no sixth-place finishes." assistant coach
Ed Melanson said.

A first and third place finish kicked
off"the first event in the 200-yard medley
relay, starting a sohd momentum that
led the team into dominating the meet.
They landed first place finishes in 14 of
the 15 events and settled for a sixth
place finish in only three.

"The team is swimming extremely
fast with only two weeks left until New
Englands." co-captain Kari Edwardsen
said. "We have more confidence and
drive now and realize our potential.

For graduating seniors Edwardsen.
co-captain Teresa Konieczny and Lori

Sheehan. this was the last time they
would compete in the waters ofBoyden
Pool. In the 1000-yard freestyle, dis-

tance swimmer Konieczny dropped a
few seconds from her time to capture a
lifetime best at 1 1:25.96.

Sheehan also secured a Ufetime best
in both the 200 and 100-yard freestyles
with a time of 2:04.48 and 56.99 re-

spectively. Edwardsen was invincible
in the 100 and 200-yard backstrokes,
seizing two first place finishes.

"The seniors put a lot of time and
devotion into the program and the
success of the program as a whole,"
said head coach Bob Newcomb. "They
will be tough kids to lose."

Payoff also came in the form of
lifetime bests for junior Jennifer
Saunders, sophomores Kristen Miles,
Karen Hodges and Jen Sheehan, and
freshmen Jessica Griftlh and Meghan
O'Connor.

Junior diver Allison White again
impressed the judges with her fines.««e

and consistency, landing her a first in
both the one and three-meter diving
events. White also qualified for Zone
Nationals on the one-meter. The divers
swept first second and third place in
the one-meter event, courtesy ofWhite,
freshman Amanda Moynihan and
sophomore Deirde May respectively.

In a concerted eflbrt to clench the
200-yard freestyle relay record, the
Minutewomen missed by only one sec-
ond. "We are peakingat the right time."
Melanson said. "We're really looking
forward to New Englands."

College hoops:
Midyear report

It is the midseason in College Basketball and it

is time for the College Basketball Notebook's Mid-
year Report:

Best Team: With the top
teams falling all over the place
now. the best overall team is...

Kansas. The Jayhawks earn
high marks in every part of
the game. For guard play,
there is Adonis Jordan and
"Super" Rex Walters. In the
low post. Kansas has Richard
Scott and Eric Pauley. Off the
bench. Steve Woodberry leads

a merr>- crew oftalented players. Roy Williams is as
good a coach as there is in the NCAA.

Best Player: Grant Hill. Bobby Huriey, Glenn
Robinson. Jamal Mashburn, Calbert Cheaney.
Anfernee Hardaway. JR. Rider. Rodney Rogers

Turn to NOTEBOOK, page 14
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Football recruiting in full swing
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

It's the off-season for the University ofMassachusetts
football team, but Head Coach Mike Hodges and his
fellow coaches are still working hard to improve their
football program.

The Collegian has learned from sources recently that
12 high school prospects, highly recruited by the Minute-
men, have verbally committed to playing in Amherst
next season. On Feb. 3, barring any unforeseen changes,
the letters of intent will be signed.

One recruit who is already on campus in his first
semester is Breon Parker, a comerback out of Nassau
(Long Island) Community College.

"I'm excited about playing here," Parker said. "Coach
Hodges seems like a players' coach and the players really
made me feel comfortable when I visited."

Bryan Mooney, a standout at Atlantic City (New
Jersey) High, will also come into the UMass football
program as a highly touted prospect.

"I liked everything about the UMass football program,"
said Mooney, who will probably play comerback. "espe-
cially the defense (#2 rated defense in division lAA).

Minutewomen roll past WRams
Marshall's record-setting day leads women's gymnastics

Also verbally committing to play at UMass were a
number of local prospects, all of whom seemed veiy
excited about playing for coach Hodges.

"Everything about UMass really impressed me— the
coaches, the campus, the kids." said Andre Foumier. a
tailback from St. Johns Prep who will probably play wide
receiver. "I'm looking forward to playing here, especially
since they play such a great level of football."

One player who said he'd love to come in next fall and
make an immediate impact is Michael Dawson, a line-
backer from North Middlesex High.

There are plenty of factors that influenced me to
(verbally commit)," Dawson said. "The coaches (at UMass)
seemed really pumped about the program and they've had
a great recruiting year— we're going to be a super team."

Other locals who have verbally committed include
running back Bill Tucker from Reading High and Mike
Wing, a tight end from Westfield High. Mike Batelli
(Ramsey (N.J.j High), Lauringle Mitchell (Mamaroneck
(N.Y.I High), Anthony Graham (Bassick [N.J | High)
Matt Rocha (Lyndhurst

I N.J. I High), Mike Chichester
(DeMatha ( Baltimore j) and Darryl Thomas (Cranford
[Ct.l High) round out the UMass recruits who have
verbally committed.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Records are made to be broken.
The University of Massachusetts' women's gymnas-

tics team (1-2) proved this old sports cliche true in
defeating the University of Rhode Island WRams Sat-
urday afternoon in front of a packed house in Boyden
Gymnastics Center. With their team score of 189.65 to
URI's 188.2, the Minutewomen set a new school record,
one of three to fall on the day.

Senior Tammy Marshall dominated the field of gym-
nasts, winning the all-around for the third time in as
many meets. With her performances on balance beam
(9.85). vault (9.7). bars (97.5). and floor (9.9), Marshall
shattered her own school record ( 39.00 ) for the all-around
with a total score of 39.20. Her score on beam was also a
new school record, surpassing a 9.8 mark set by team-
mate Margaret Furtado last year.

However, another Tammy was on the minds of the
UMass team as they entered Saturday's meet. Freshman
Tammy Noel, who was slated to compete in the meet
against the WRams, dislocated her ankle in practice
Friday night, and could not even attend the meet. The
Minutewomen dedicated the victory to their fallen
teammate.

"We stressed a lot of team unity and pulling for the
team. This win was for Tammy, and she was in the back
of my mind a lot today," Marshall said.

Freshman Shaheda Keels had her career-best per-
formance on the day, helping the Minutewomen to their
first victory on the season.

"The first two meets were rough for Shaheda but
today she pulled it all together. Shaheda has that little
extra that she can bring to a floor line-up that no one else
can. It is a different type of electricity," UMass head
coach Alfie Mitchell said.

When asked about his team's uncanny knack for
breaking records on Saturday, Mitchell attributed their
success to the up-and-coming talent.

"We put the record board here in the gym for an
incentive so people can see what to shoot for." Mitchell
said. "I think each week as we get better and better the
records are going to keep falling."

The outcome of the meet hung in the balance as the
Minutewomen entered the floor exercise, their final event
on the afternoon. Mitchell said he anticipated the close
contest with the WRams, and enjoyed the tension.

"We did not know if we would win or not until Lisa-
Beth [Cronenl hit her career best (9.75) on floor. Some-
times I like it this close and sometimes I don't. Today. I

liked it because we came out on top," Mitchell said.

e_„^ T >. ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
seniorTammy Marshall holds every individual school record

tor UMass women's gymnastics.
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Today look for temps, in the 40s.
Tomorrow a little cooler; 30s.

lews:
A pipe bursts in the Graduate Tower, causing

floods and cancellation of classes. The cause of the
break is under investigation. Page 3.
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Arts & Living:
Jon Lupo gives a detailed critique of Spike
Lee's films in anticipation of his visit. See
how he rated your favorite movie. Page 7.
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Hidden gov't tapes
could be released
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON — Secret Oval OflRce Upe-
recordings from the Kennedy adminis-
tration may be hearing release under a
compromise worked out by the John F.
Kennedy Library and the National Secu-
rity Council.

"What we're looking at is the possibil-
ity of loosening the existing logjam with
regard to transcripts, and that's a hopeful
sign." said library spokesman Frank Rigg.

The development follows public com-
plaints by researchers and historians,
foremost among them Nigel Hamilton,
the author of "JFK; Reckless Youth." who
blasted Ubrary officials in an co-ed column
in the New York Times Jan. 22.

"I am cautiously optimistic, because for
so many years so little has been done,"
Hamilton said Tuesday.
No Upes have been released by the

library since 1983. with the exception ofa
recording of a conversation taped during
the Cuban Missile Crisis that was made
available in 1987. The other previously
released audiotapes related to the 1962
integration crisis at the University of
Mississippi.

Library officials blame a bureaucratic
Catch-22 for the logjam.

The National Archives, of which the
library is part, has refused to prepare
transcripts of the tapes. Archives officials
said they want to avoid responsibility for
misinterpretations.

The National Archives is not in the
business of interpreting records," said
Susan Cooper, a spokesman for the agency.
The record itself is the tape, not the
transcription."

But the National Security Council has
refused to declassify the tapes unless the
library provides transcripts.

Underan agreement Rigg said has been
hammered out. the National Security
Council will be furnished Upe recordings
and a detailed list of the identities of all
the speakers on an experimental basis.

"If the National Security Council were
to agree to declassifying tapes based on
simply listening to the tapes, it would
speed up the process." Rigg said.

He said tapes would be furnished to the
council "shortly." but that there was no
timetable for a decision on declassifying
the recordings.

Other government agencies, such as
the Central Intelligence Agency or De-
partment of Defense, also could intervene
to block the release of some material,
library officials said.

Turn to TAPES, page 4
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MArrfeW SIMtXAU / COllEGUNWHATA MESS - Mamtainers work to ctean the Lederte Graduate Research Tower
after a pipe burst. See related story on page 3.

UM grad. says
he was beaten
near campus
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian StafT

Amherst Police are investigating a claim by a
University ofMassachusetts graduate that he was
kicked, beaten and racially harassed on fraternity
row last weekend.

Andrew Chu. a 1990 graduate ofthe University,
said he and a friend were attacked by a group of
men who repeatedly shoved them down and kicked
them while shouting racial epithets on North
Pleasant Street between the loU Gamma Upsilon
sorority and the Hillel House at about 2 a.m.
Sunday.

Amherst Police said the incident is currently
under investigation.

Chu said he and his friend were treated for
minor injuries at University Health Services and
released.

Chu, who presently works and lives in Boston,
said he had been in Amherst for the weekend to
visit brothers at his old fraternity. Chu asked that
the name of the fraternity not be printed.

He said he and a friend had been at a fraternity
party Saturday evening, which they later left and
went to Iota Gamma Upsilon to visit an acquain-
tance and wait for a ride home.

Chu said they were waiting in the lobby of Iota
Gamma Upsilon when a fight broke out on the
sidewalk in front of the sorority house. He said
while the fight was going on, he and his friend were
approached by a man and a woman who told them
to leave the house.

He said he tried to persuade them to let him and
his friend stay inside to wait for their ride, when
the woman grabbed him by thejacket and the man
started yelling in his face that they had to leave.

He said he and his friend were preparing to go
when several men who had been involved in a fight
outside came in, grabbed them, and threw them
out the door.

Chu said he and his friend began to walk away
fi-om the sorority house when they were shoved
down and kicked in the head, ribs and legs by

Turn to ATTACK, page 10

Spike Lee has campus contacts
UMass professors have worked with famed director
By MARTIN JONES
CoU^an StafT

Filmmaker Spike Lee. the director of the widely ac-
claimed epic film Malcolm X. will address the University
of Massachusetts tonight at the Fine Arts Center Audi-
torium.

Sponsored by the Afrik-Am Society to begin African-
American History Month, the event has sold out.

During his lecture Lee is expected to address the
campus on a variety of issues, ranging from his work as
a Black filmmaker to social issues such as racism which
is a commonly used theme in his films. Lee will also
address theaudienceforahalf-hourquestion-and-answer
period.

Dr. David DuBois. a visiting professor ofjoumahsm at
UMass worked as a consultant to Spike Lee during his
shooting of Malcolm X. DuBois. who has been living in
Egypt since 1960. was living in Cairo during Malcolm X's
1964 visit to the Middle East and spent a great deal of
time with him.

"Spike Lee sent a producer to Cairo to prepare for a
shoot there and eventually had myselfflown to New York

where I discussed Malcolm's trip to Eg\pt with him."
DuBois said.

DuBois described Spike Lee as "a senous voun^ man
with a desire to get as full a knowledge of Malcolm as
possible." DuBois went on to praise Lee for his work on
Malcolm X. saying, "he deserves a great deal of credit for
undertaking such a task."

Two other faculty have also worked with I.ee in the
past. Diane Brooks, an associate profes.sor in the legal
studies department met I>ee when he was writing the
script for his first feature film. "She's Gotta Have It."

Brooks was asked by Lee to critique the script for the film.
English professor John Edgar Wideman. who was

recently inducted into the Academy ofArts and Sciences,
also traveled to Egypt to cover the filming ofMalcolm X
for a mtyor maga/ine.

Lee's visit marks the first of a month-long series of
events for African-American History Month, which is
sponsored annually by the Division ofStudent Activities.
This Friday and Saturday, New World Theater will be
sponsoring "Miss Ida B. Wells." a play about the life ofthe
famous African Americanjournalist whocrusaded against

Turn to SPIKE, page 10

Clinton plans to give $30 billion
Lawmakers say they have plenty ofways to spend it
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated P*ress

WASHINGTON -New England governors conferred
with the region's Washington representative Tuesday as
the Clinton administration geared up to provide economic
assistance to the nation.
A day after President Clinton told the governors he is

planning some $30 billion in tax incentives and public
works expenditures to stimulate the economy, lawmak-
ers from Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut
were busy devising ways to spend it.

"Ifthe president's going to have an economic stimulus
program, then we've got a lot ofprojects ready to go." said
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.

Sen. Joseph Lieberman, D-Conn., Rep. Rosa DeLauro,
D-Conn., and Rhode Island Gov. Bruce G. Sundlun seized
on Clinton's infrastructure spending proposals.

Sundlen told a House economic development panel
that the new administration should funnel federal funds
to states who have public works projects through the

design stage and ready to go.
"In Rhode Island we have a list of projects we could

immediately begin work on." Sundlun said. "We can't
wait the five or 10 years it will take to put our economies
back together. We need your help for now— ifwe are ever
to have a chance in the future."

Lieberman. in a statement on the Senate floor, urged
the passage ofan economic stimulus package that would
steer most of its funds to states hardest hit by the
recession.

onn
?""^*^^'*^"'' ^'^^""an said, has lost more than

200.000 jobs since the recession began.
What makes these cutbacks so disastrous is that the

job losses are m manufacturing, a sector that has been
particularly hard hit over the last decade." Lieberman
said. "Connecticut and New England need an economic
stimulus package to get manufacturing moving again."

Rep. Nancy Johnson. R-Conn.. meanwhile, picked up
on another Clinton theme Tuesday by proposing welfare
reform legislation designed, as CUnton said, "to end
welfare as we know it."
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By DENNIS GEORGATOS
Associated Press

CASTRO VALLEY — A young couple who were
stranded for eight days in the snow and spent nearly a
month recovering in the hospital say the ordeal
strengthened their love.

"We've learned a lot about the importance and depth
of our love." said Army Pfc. James Stolpa, his 5-month-
old son. Clayton, on his lap and his wife, Jennifer, by his
side.

"We have had times of fear and times of great love.
Some times have been like a nightmare and some have
been like a wonderful dream."

The Stolpas, both 2 1 , were in wheelchairs, having lost
part of their feet to frostbite. They spoke to reporters
Monday before leaving a Reno, Nev., hospital, where they
were brought afler their Jan. 7 rescue.

Their truck became stuck in deep snow Dec. 29 in
Nevada on their way from Castro Valley to a funeral in
Pocatello, Idaho. Mrs. Stolpa huddled with the baby in a
cave while her husband walked about 60 miles through
waist-deep snow for help.

Afler their rescue, Mrs. Stolpa described her husband
as her hero. But on Monday, Stolpa praised his wife's
courage. "I consider Jennifer my hero because she saved
my baby and kept him alive while I was gone," he said.

Doctors amputated partoftheirfeet and reconstructed
blood vessels and muscles so they could walk again using
special shoes but no prostheses.

The baby survived unharmed and has been staying
with his parents in the hospital.

Dr. Norman Young, an orthopedic surgeon, said the
couple would undergo physical therapy. "We will not
know for sure the success for another two months, per-
haps longer," he said.

$2 million gift for RadclifFe library

Address aU correspondence to:
1 13 Campus Center
University of Massachusettt phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

CAMBRIDGE (AP)- Radcliffe College has received a
$2 million donation to endow a library on the history of
women in America.

The gift, one ofthe largest ever made to the all-women
college, was to be announced on Wednesday. It was given
by the Carl and Lily Pforzheimer Foundation.

"No event in the recent history of the library is as
important as the donation of this gift." said Joan R.
Challinor. a historian and chairman of the advisory
committee of the Arthur and Ehzabeth Schlesinger Li-
brary on the History ofWomen in America.

The money will be used to endow the salary of the
library's director.

The library was founded in 1943 when suffragette
Maud Wood Park donated her collection on women's
rights to the college. It opened to the public in 1947. Last
year. 8.300 researchers used the library, officials said.

The library holds the archives of the National Organi-
zation for Women and National Women's PoUtical Cau-
cus and the papers of Susan B. Anthony. Julia Child.
Betty Friedan. Amelia Earhart and Harriet Beecher
Stowe.
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Grad Tower pipe bursts
classes are cancelled

TICK TOCK— This, the gear mechanism for the clock on the Old Chapel, is locatedone flight below the face We knew you'd want to know.

Ida B. Wells brought
to life by UMass theater

By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian SUfT

A pipe burst on the 15th floor of the
Lederle GraduaU? Tower at approximately
1 :45 a.m. yesterday, flooding the building
and causing it to be closed for the day.

A burst pipe was discovered at the
coupling between an 8-inch mam and a 2-
jnch pipe connecting the building's sprin-
kler sysU?m. according to Danny Chun, a
L'niversity spokesperson.

OfTicialg said the cause of the break is
still under investigation.

Chun ruled out last nights below-zero
temperatures as a cause of the burst,
noting that the break occurred inside the
building.

As senior economics major Jonah
Gelbach tried to attend his 11 : 15 statistics
class, he said he noticed people walking
away from the building.

"They were turning everyone away at
the door." Gelbach said.

"Some professors put up signs for where
the classes were being held instead."

The estimated cost ofthe damages and

cleanup is approximately $50,000. At least
nine feet ofwater was measured in the pit
of the elevator shaft, Chun said.

The building reopened at midnight last
night.

Chun said physical plant and environ-
mental, health and safety ofTicials studiinl
the building for possible fire and electrical
hazards, before the building was eventu-
ally cleared for reopening.

"The Amherst Fire Department as-
sisted in pumping out the water." Chun
said. They worked on the removal of the
water all morning

"

Officials starting pumping water from
elevator shafts at around 6 a.m.. leaving
at approximately 12 p.m.. but the building
remained closed.

Stafl of the building did not report to
work, and noclasses were to Iw held m the
tower, according to Chun.
Many of the graduate students in

chemistry, engineering and polymer sci-

ence who use the building were allowed to
sign into the building tochecktheirequip-
ment for pou-ntial damage Iwforc Ix-ing
ushered out for safety reasons

By JULIE OLSON
Collegian Correspondent

The New WORLD Theater will be
bringing the life of African American
journalist, suffragist and civil rights ac-
tivist Ida B. Wells to Browker Auditorium
Friday and Saturday night.

"Miss Ida B. Wells" was written by
Endesha Ida Mae Holland, a New York
University professor and is directed by
the New WORLD Theaters Roberta Uno.
The cast consists oftwo women. Nefertiti
Burton and Ingrid Askew Both women
are local actresses and NWT veterans.
NWT Assistant Director Yvonne

Mendez described the play as "captivating
and phenomenal. Ida B. Wells wa.s in-
strumental in the development ofmodern
political thought, yet few people know
who she was." Mendez urged the public
'not to miss this production.

Both performances begin at 8 p.m.
Admission is $5 for the general public.
Students and senior citizens get a $2 dis-
count.

Other upcoming productions for Feb-

ruary include "Word!", which will encom-
pass an evening uf student one-act plavs
on Feb. 12 and 13. Admission is free.

Also appearing this month is a west-
coast based theater group called Pomo
Afro Homos (short for Post Modern Afri-
can American Homosexuals). They will be
at Bowker Auditorium on Feb. 19"and 20.
performing "Fierce Love." a production
which depicts the gay African American
experience, and "Dark Fruit." a compila-
tion of scenes, poems, and monologues
which address such topics as racism. AIDS,
integration, and homophobia. Tickets are
$3 for students and -<"n".»- ,;t.,,.r,<; w\
others pay $5.

On Feb. 26 througii March 6 the New
WORLD Theater will be presentingAugxist
Wilson's "Joe Turner's Come and Gone," a
play set in Pittsburgh in 1911 which
"portrays the experiences of slaverv and
freedom, and the feelings of dread and
hope among freedmen transposed to the
North." It will be playing at the Rand
Theater. Students and senior citizens get
a $2 discount. All others pay $5.
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World famous activist
to visit Campus Center
By SEEMA MALHOTRA
Collegian Correspondent

Political activist Angela Y. Da\i8,
internationally renowned for her con
tnbutions to movements for racial
equality, women's righU and world
peace, will be the keynote speaker at
the 1993 Women's Conference lo be
held on Feb. 27 in the Campus Center.

The < " !ce titled "Empowering
Wumen „ ...cts and Challenges for
the 21 St Century" sponsored by Uni-
vc rsity Housing vServices, will feature
t .series of events including seminars
on women of color, violence against
women, women and AIDS, women from
developing Nations, and women a.s

activists and leaders.

Davis came to national attention in
1969, when she was taken from her
post in the philosophy department at
University of California-Los Angeles
due to membership in the UnitedStates
ofAmerica Communist Party.

In 1970 she was placed on the FBI's
Ten Most Wanted List and subse
quentlyjailed. During her incHfYeration
a massive international campaign
known as "Free Anglela" wasorganized
which led to her ^ .

•• d in 1972.
Over the last

;

i ve years she
has lectured all over the world, and is

the author of nn . y^j
btKiks. She is pi. .

,^^J ,jf

history of ct>nsciougness at the Uni-
versity of California. Santa Cruz.
A big theme (.f the conference is

unity, according to Shyamala Ivalury.
pr 'ee chair.
"

•
• in a way that women

are not excluded by race, class, na-
tionality f)r .M'xual orientation without
ignoring cultural differences or sub-
suming them under an umbrella of a
universal womanh(K)d," she said

"The goals of the conference an to
educate students and the community
about issues affecting women," said

Turn fo DAVIS, page 10

UMass graduate selling safe sex in condom store

SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN

. A sample of the wares available at the Safe Exchange in Amherst.

By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Staff

If the spiraling costs of safe sex are
getting to you, come on down to "Safe
Exchange,"a new Amherst business which
specializes in affordable prophvlactics.

Jon Brown, a 1992 UMas.s graduate
who majored in economics, officially
opened the store on Feb. 1. In the works
for next week is a grand opening, which
promises customers additional discounts
for the day.

P'or the grand opening. Brown said he
anticipates having a stock of 25 differenl
brands (over 100 different boxes including
number and type specifications within
each brand ) on hand.

Safe Exchange also carries a selection
of safe T-shirts and a few joke items such
ts condom patch kiU and "Moreblow"
condoms (a marketing and packaging
takeoff on Marlboro cigarettes).

At Safe Exchange you can purchase a
box of three Kimono condoms, which
Brown said are rated to be the best, for
$2.75 whereas at other stores, thev would
sell for $3.95.

Brown said he decided on a condom
store because, "There's a market here,
basically. There's a need. It's a win/win
situation."

Safe Exchange will also be expanding
to carry home pregnancy tests, female
condoms, spermicides, jellies and a line of

pro-environment products. Brown also has
plans to open a branch store in
Northampton.

A Valentine's Day condom mail offwill
be sponsored by the store as. "a way of
getting people to learn about the store."
Customers will be able to come in and sign
up to have their sweethearts sent condoms
in the mail.

For .students who lack the time for a
trip into Amherst to check out the sUire.
Brown will al.so be selling Safe Exchange'
products and handing out AIDSASTD
awareness literature at a table on the
Campus Center Concourse.

One wall of the store is devoted to the
display of art that "conveys a message" in
promoting AIDS awareness and disease
prevention.

Anyone may submit, but must meet
with Brown's approval beforehand.
A native of Amesbury. Mass., Brown

said he got a bad reception to his idea in
lx)well. Mass.. his first intended location
for the store.

When he presented the idea to the
Amherst Design Committee, one member
said. "What a great store." He said the
committee wished him "good luck."

Safe Exchange is located at 178 N.
Pleasant St.. Amherst, directly behind Ti-
betan Treasures next to Harvest Moon
Bakery.

Store hours are Mon. through Sat. 9
aju. to 11 p.m.. and Sun. 12-6 p.m.
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State officials accused of bias
Nuclear panel's tie to industry raises many questions

COLLEGIAN

BOSTON (AP) — Some state ofTicials involved m
plans to build a low-level nuclear waste disposal plant in
Massachusetts have financial ties to the nuclear indus-
tr>'. according to a report published Tuesday.

At least four members of the Low LevelRadioactive
Waste Management Board have direct fmancial links to
mstitutions and companies that both produce nuclear
waste and are expected to use future disposal faciUUes
The Telegram & Gazette of Worcester reported.

The nine-member board sets fees for shipment of
nuclear wast* and is charged with developing disposal
systems.

Gov. William Weld last year issued exemptions from
state conflict-of-interest laws for three board members
with financial conflicts, saying their expertise is essen-
tial to the board.

One of them has left the board, but Weld could ac-
commodate two new appointees with similar exemptions.

Some board members, including John Mayer Jr a
Worcester Polytechnic Institute nuclear engineering
professor, agree the board needs mdustn- expertise
Without the exemptions. Mayer said, "vou would have a
board charged with operating in a highly technical area,
devoid of that technical expertise."

The board recently began working toward a decision
this summer on whether the state should spend up to $45
million for engineering and legal studies to develop a
disposal facility for low-level radioactive waste The
far.litv would accept waste from Massachusetts and

possible other states.

The state public health and environmental protection
departments, meanwhile, have proposed regulations for
Ucensmg radioactive waste-disposal facilities.

Massachusetts conflict-of-interest law prohibits state
officials from participating in official actions in which
they have a personal financial stake. It also recognizes
that the objectivity and integrity ofpublic officials may be
compromised if they act on matters affecting the Hnan-
cial interests of people or businesses to which they are
closely related.

Charles Killian Jr. of Duxbury. the board's acting
chairman, recently retired from his job as manager of
external affairs for Du Pont Medical Products, a division
of E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

In 1991, the last year for which statistics are available,
the company's Boston plant produced 91 percent of all
low-level nuclear waste generated in MassachusetU.
based on total radioactivity. Killian receives a pension
from the company and owns stock in it.

Board member Mayer, of Holden. is head of the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute's Nuclear Engineering
Department

.
which periodical ly generates small amounts

of low-level nuclear waste.
In his academic post. Mayer said, he has conUct with

a number ofnuclear industnes that occasionally provide
services and personnel for school programs. He said he
also has small personal investraenu in out-of-state nuclear
power companies.

tapes
continued from poge 1

"It's important that people understand that the
library itselfdoesn't make the determination as to
whether an item is declassified," Rigg said.

The Upes and other papers and historical ma-
terials were given to the library in 1965 by
Kennedy's widow Jacqueline and his brothers the
late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy and Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy.

Sen. Kennedy said this week that he supports
the tapes' release.

But 87.2 percent of the recordings still are
classified, according to the library'sown estimates.

"If is outrageous that no attempt has been
made to open those transcripts." Hamilton said.
"They have been sitting in the Kennedy Library for
almost 20 years. It is a public scandal that tape
recordings transcribed at public expense cannot
be seen by scholars."

Kennedy had recording equipment installed in
the White House secretly, and many intimates
expressed surprise when the exisU'nce ofthe tapes
was made known in 1973. The apparatus was
dismantled on the day the president was killed.

The library holds 127 audioUpes ofmeetings in
the Oval Office and the Cabinet room between
July 30. 1962 and Nov. 8. 1963; and 73 dictabelu
of telephone conversations between Sept 10 1962
and Oct. 29. 1963.

The tapes hold a total of260 hours ofdiscussions
on such subjects as disarmament. Vietnam and
Laos, nuclear testing, taxes, the international
monetar>- situation. Cuba, various civil righU is-
sues, wheat sales to the Soviet Union and L%ndon
Johnson's gall bladder problems.

There also are personal conversations, like one
in which Sen. Edward Kennedy talks with his
brother about a speed-reading course he's Uking
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HELP WANTED!!
We need 20 students who want to
earn extra spending money at their

convenience.

Earn $10.$20 per hr.
Previous sales experience helpful, but not necessary

Call 1-747-9249 for details
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Insanity rooted in history
—

"Why shell the National Ubrary?
The commander looked without ex-

pression into the face of the American
reporter. "We did not bomb the library It
was found to be destroyed from the inside
out. which indicates the people Uving in
the area demolished the historic building

eral state ofthe Serbian mind as beingone
of a cruel death and blackness. Bosnians
are just the poor families being blown out
of their homes and frozen to death in
powerless nursing homes. There is indeed
a mindless cruelty suffocating the popula-
tion of Sarejevo, but the tale of the one-themselves We r^^i\u7 ""''"•"B uon oi oarejevo. but the tale of the one-

weTrTnot ta^l3 H^^^^^^
^"' ^^^\^^^^ - -sleading when look-we are not targeting the city

Nathan

CRICK
There is a state which we call insanity

that encompasses the vast indescribable
anomalies of the human condition which
we cannot or choose not to explain. People
who kill without conscience. Men who
rape their neighbors. Generals who bomb
anaent libraries and blame it on the care-
takers. It is quite a versatile expression. I

find it very handywhen watching the news.
The interview with the Serbian mili-

tary commander really was amazing, and
I regret that I could only remember that
one exchange. However, it goes far to show

ing at the whole country. All Serbians do
not rape and pillage. All Bosnians do not
die quietly. All CroaUans have not disap-
peared from the conflict even though the
news does not mention them.

Indeed, Croatia has played a major role
in the escalation of the war. In World War
II, Croatia was the one who initiated the
practice of concentration camps, but this
time being filled with populations of
Serbian Orthodox. When they declared
independence from Yugoslavia two years
ago. the Serbian populations in Croatia
feared the repeat oftheir annihilation and
appealed to Serbia for protection. Serbia
responded, and began the escalation of
the military conflict ami the additional
claims of independence from Bosnia and
Slovenia. Temporary alliances were

just what IS really happening in the ex- o.uvc.ua. ieraporary alliances wereYugoslavia. There is a twisted history to for,ned and brokenbetweeX^cTway
S^u"r^S,e^ni«hT?^".K^"^'"^'^^ "^^°"«' «"** meanwhile ^^iZt?^ a

of violent hatreds and ethmc rivalries. Uons living in the neighboring territoriesand the insanity it causes is something
that is hard for us in America to truly
understand. We have the habit of ne-
glecting history in our views of the world,
and even ourselves. The past is the past.

And concentration camps sprouted in ev-
ery country of the former Yugoslavia.
We in the west are outraged and sick-

ened by the images we see in Sarejevo, but
unfortunately there is not much we can dou.k«» u» JUL . — f—

'
""•""•"""•^'j' "»<^'tisnoimucnwecanaowhat happened has happened, and its to stop the kilUng with our great mihtarytime to movp nn nr.H fr^nrof oK«..» ; v.. i . . ^ .

B«coi. uuxJMirytime to move on and forget about it. Yu
goslavia. Iraq. Somaha: all have come
about because of the sordid world of poli-
tics and war.

You would never know this by watch-
ing the everyday media, however. Our
culture thri ves on creatingGood Guys and
Bad Guys in any conflict so that we can
root for the underdog and act like the Lone
Ranger ofinternational politics. You hear
of Serbian aggression. Serbian "ethnic
cleansing," Serbian rapists and the gen-

arm besides to simply stop the weapons
from getting in. There is no GreatSaUn to
destroy, no "Hearts and Minds' to turn;
only a lot of neighbors killing each other
for the crimes oftheir ancestors. Theironly
faultis beingbom intoa mindsetofmistrust
and hatred, and they are too human to
question it We might look upon them and
feel like we are somehow above their cru-
elty, but I think the graves in Gettysburg
would cry out against that ignorance.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian ro/umnts/.

The age of UMass-ism
It hasnt even been a week and Ive I have nothingagainst fighting for what

alreadyheardthecnesbellowingupoutof you believe in; F^ strong XatT^;
HoJnnh K ^rT '^"«"^- Sexism, that. But the fact is when vou protect a[Homophobia-ism. Chauvimsm. The isms UMass.no one listens. No one really couldw f ^lu'^r ""'

°o^^'
'"^"«"^^^ P^« « «*«">"- everyone's heard it beforein front ofthe Campus Center Garage.

«" u n ueiore.

THOMAS

Sub-categories spawn racism
I just finished reading an article con-

cerning the proposed relwation of the
United Asian Learning Resource Center
[Collegian, Feb. 1 1: it was the last straw.

The article stated. The m^ority of
Asian-American students are not classified
as English as a Second language students
because they are bom in the United States
and not in Asia and speak fluent English."
That does not make them Asian-Ameri-
cans. They areAmericans! When a person
is bom in this country or takes an oath of
citizenship, they keep their cultural
heritage but they become Americans!
Why does the Collegian have a sepa-

rate section for Black or Hispanic concerns?
People say "multiculturalism." Why not
continue to report on those important is-

sues and mix all the articles together; by
setting aside a special section, a difference
is being implied that should not exist.

By accentuating the differences be-

tween people in the name of
multiculturalism (i.e.. Black Americans,
Hispanic Americans. Asian Americans.
Native Americans, etc.). we are being
subdivided into categories that do not end
racism, but spawn it. What made this
country great was the melting pot effect,
there are people here from every nation
and culture in the world and in their own

Well, 1 have a new ism to add to the
plethora at this esteemed university.
UMassism, defined as fighting for a cause,
any cause — without knowing both sides
or even what your fighting for— but fight
none the less; and when your fight isn't
getting enough exposure — call a TV sta-
tion, grab a building, file a lawsuit or
accuse random people of random Utopian
violations.

Within the last six months I've defended
UMass more than I've defended myself in
the last five years. I went home during
break for a few days and from parents to
friends the first question after the initial
"how are yous" was "what is going on up
their in Massachussetts? I've heard your
school has been having a lot ofproblems."
Problems, of course, was often replaced
with an ism. Even more frustrating was

everyone will hear it again and everyone's
pretty fed up.

I don't think anyone's realizedjust how
foolish this university looks in the eyes of
New Kngland. let alone Amenca We've
all been branded a bunch of whining
radicals Sadly enough, a lot of people
truly believe in their causes, but they're
getting a bum rap and their causo.s are
losingcredibiltybecausca few individuals
have jumped on the bandwagon just be-
cause it's trendy.

I find it hard to believe that virtually no
one at UMas.s has taken a step back and
seen our foolishness. We want freedom of
speech, but we won't allow conservatives
an opinion. A university is suppo.sed to be
the birth place ofnew ideas and discu.ssion.
What's the point when you only have one
voice? Where's the struggle if there's no
opposition?

What really frustrates me is the fact
that people run around, complai ning about
their problems, blaming someone el.se for
them and then look to someone else to
solve them. We've blamed Whites. Blacks,

, ,
-.... ...HI oil loiii. LjYKii more irustraune was

rp-ixbj2^^ -ESS—I! =a^^-^--^-
tural activities so that we, as Americans, fr^om of speech^f<f^5itt ^t^.^ pro^fe^dru^anVhTe"buft^th^^

,K m/i'T^i' F^ "^^^"^ "'^'^ ^^" ourselves? We've changed nearly TveZthan PVTA and the usual college idealism thing that could possibirb^ changedhas taken on new heights. By the turn of ' • " ^^ cnangea

the century, UMass' campus tour will in-
clude "thecomputerbank where the names
and whereabouts of students lacking in
our PC values are kept on file."

can leam from each other about our cul
tural heritages. The key to ending racism
is to work together and leam from each
other, not being divided for the sake of
multiculturahsm.

Mattliew Okasinski
Southwest

Morrissey is flagrant, misinformed hypocrite
Michael Morrissey [Collegian, Jan. 29| exemplifies

the h3rpocritical, unaware and misinformed chauvinists
who exist in huge quantities in the diarrheal bowels of
our society. He referred to feminism as "a front for
militant lesbians." Mr. Morrissey, is it doubt ofyour own
masculinity that drives you to seek oppression of strong
women by alluding to their limited femininity? That,
along with your description ofSheila Cronen as a "psycho,"
makes one wonder if you have any idea how much you
personify cliche, sexist attitudes.

But Mr. Morrissey further embarrasses himself with
his completely unsubstantiated statement that women
are now nearly equal with men. Mr. Morrissey, I pity you
for unquestioningly accepting this cover-up myth our
society has so easily force-fed you. Just because there are
several amendments and laws meant to protect women's
rights doesn't mean they are followed, nor does it mean
they have had any impact on generations of hand-me-
down perceptions of male superiority. Women are still

paid 409f less than men for performing the same joos.

Women who kill their abusive husbands still serve 10-15

years for every 2-6years served by their male counterparts.

The list goes on but I believe I have made the point that

the gap has shrunk only minimally.

Mr. Morrissey has shown that he is either incapable of

understanding the fundamental feminist goal or he has
twisted It to fit his own argument when he interprets
their message as: "Screw the world; just give us power."
Women have been men's slaves since the beginning of
humankind; this has continued to manifest itself upon
every facet of our society. Its presence is so old and
accepted that it is rarely recognized and thus we all fall
victim to it.

The fundamental basis of feminism is the acquisition
of long overdue. 50-50 equal treatment and opportunity
with men. It is unfortunate yet cliche that this has been
interpreted as power lust. Michael Morrissey is a flagrant
hypocrite. He claims to strive for equaUty of the sexes,
then criticizes women who choose to keep their own
names. Taking on someone else's name is tantamount to
adopting their identity and becoming a subordinate
possession. His sUtement is equivalent to saying that a
woman is incapable ofgiving her love to her family unless
she puts herself below her husband. Mr. Morrissey, I'm
afraid that you and others who attest to their desire for
equality ofthe sexes will never be free ofyour pathological
hypocrisy until such time as you begin to view the sexes
as unilaterally and completely equal.

Kirsten Andelman
Central

and we're still where we started. The
problem is not with anyone but ourselves,
and its not anyone else's to problem to
solve, but our own.
EC Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Laser show sexist
As members of the UMa.ss community, we feel

compelled to express the frustration and anger we
experienced while attending the laser show at the
opemng of the Mullins Center this past weekend
We found that this portion of the celebration was
not to include us, as women.

Tlie images included a male basketball player
and a male rock star, contrasting sharply with the
portrayal ofseveral dancing scantily-clad and even
topless female figures. This, unfortunately, was
the only image ofwomen found in the entire show
Where was the female basketball player? Or the
male dancer? We were offended and shocked, ex-
pecting more from this university which has cul-
tivated an "enlightened" reputation. Images such
as these are not benign and their presenUtion as
entertainment indicates the continued lack of un-
derstanding of their impact on people's perception
of women (conscious or not) both on this campus
and in our society.

Laura Sicignano
Nica Poser
Shutesbury
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New EPA Chief urges
ways to stop pollution
RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— The government
needs to adopt a new way of thinking
about environmental regulation that
thwarts pollution at its source and fo-

cuses on ecosystem protection. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency head
Carol Browner says.

"We have to be able to look more
broadly" at the whole question of envi-
ronmental protection, she said in an
interview Monday. That means manu-
facturers will have to figure out ways to
produce their products without harm-
ing the environment.

"Pollution prevention and source
reduction are going to be very impor-
tant," she said. She said she will try to
move *Way from the traditional regu-
latory mode that tells polluters how
much they can emit or discharge, an
approach that could set her up for
combat with industry used to operating
under the decades-old regulatory
framework.

One of the first issues shell have to
deal with as new EPA administrator is

a theory pesticide issue that also
plagued the Bush administration.

Browner said she will release a list

today ofcarcinogenic pesticides used in
processed foods. The action will comply
with a court order that requires the
government to ban any carcinogen in
processed foods, even those that in the
past have been determined to pose no
health risk.

Congress has tried since 1984 to
reform the 19508-era Food, Drug and
Cosmetic Act to give EPA greater lati-

tude in approving pesticides for use on
crops used in processed foods.

The New York Times reported in
today's editions that Browner would
ask Congress to relax the law, which
prohibits even trace amounts in food of
chemicals that cause cancer in animals.

Browner's spokeswoman, Loretta
U<»lli. said late Monday that Browner
had "no plan to try and change or relax
the law," but was likely to "open a
dialogue' with Congress to review the
issue in general.

In the interview, Browner said she
has suggested several jobs-creating
ideas for President Clinton's economic
stimulus program.

She said possibiUties include efforts
to restore degraded watersheds and es-
tuaries and build wastewater facilities.

Accountant uses ruse
to catch a fake Bruin
PEABODY(AP)—An accountant, who

was almost conned into giving $5,000 to a

phony member of the Boston Bruins,
helped police catch the man by pulling a
little ruse herself

Cori Conor says she met a man who
called himself Anthony Barrasso and
claimed to be a rookie for the Bruins. He
told her he was about to sign a $3 million

contract and needed financiul advice.

For her help, the man offered Conor a
chance to buy into his contract for $5,000,
which would entitle her to receive
$65,000.

Conor isn't much ofa hockey fan, so she
wasn't aware that the Bruins have no
Anthony Barrasso on the roster. As it

turns out, the man was really Leonard F.

Giso, 30, ofPeabody, who us no stranger to

the police.

"This guy is totally creative,"said

Peabody Pohce Capt. J. Stephen Begley.
"It's my opinion that this certainly wasn't
his first time at this."

Giso was arranged Monday in Peabody
District Court on charges of attempted
larceny of more than $250 and giving a
false name to a police officer.

Police arrested him with help from
Conor, who says she initially trusted the
man, but later became suspicious.

Conor duped Giso into thinking he
would get the $5,000 and arranged a
meeting. But unknown to him, she also
called the police.

"I'm a respected, well-educated person
and I was taken in," Conor told The Times
of Beverly.

"One of the detectives said, 'Gee, you
don't watch hockey much, do you?" she
said. "It was so embarrassing, this whole
thing."

COME SEE WHAT TREASURES
AWAIT you AT THE
COLLEGIAN ARTS DESK
CAMPUS CENTER 113

The Collegian is always looking for new writers.
Please come down to the basement of the Campus

Center (room 11 3) if you are interested.
The Collegian a fun place to work!

The Collegian is an E.O.E.
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Even if animal research resulted in
a cure for AIDS, we'd be against it,

"

Fed up with the "animal rights" movement?

'!^Ii!T^.
rights" groups equate the life of a child

7u^,^ H^ 'f^^^ ^'^ """'"8 '"^dical research^ough disinformation, harassment, and terrorNow you can do something about the disinforma-
uon on yourcampus. Students forMedical Progress
a program ofAmericans for Medical Progress will

fetarrbZl 'T"^ '° ^"PP°" ^-"«^S
nt^tTn .; r^ 'P^^'''' '° yourcampus, and orga-

?e^^h '^'T'
'^^^'^''- Support biomedical

research.
Call: I-8OO.4.AMP-USA

Research Saves Lives
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He 's gotta have it: sl Spike Lee filmography

COURTESY OAVD t.EE

Director Spike Lee (L.. who also appears as Short/) directs DenzelWashinatonrR seated)m a scene from Lee's critically acclatmed film. "Malcolm X."
as^'nfl'on («•• seated).
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By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Six difTerent films, one Spike Lee.
Though the director has been called ev-
erythingfrom a genius to a megalomaniac,
he has remained at the forefront of the
emergence ofblack cinema, winning praise
from some, condemnation from others.
Each of Lee's movies raised as much con-
troversy as they have educated and en-
tertained. While his frequently loay goals
may have never always hit the mark in his
films, they each remained a tellingexample
ofa director whose vision is ever evolving.

She's GottaHave It { 1986)—Lee burst
onto the scene in this frequently hilarious
and deftly probingstudy ofsexual manners
in the life ofa freethinking woman (Tracy
Camila Johns ) and the three male lovers
she coolly balances. Of course, the men
don't like the tables turned, and what
develops is probably Lee's freshest film;

How would you
like to write for

the Largest

College Daily in

New England?
Come to 113

Campus Center
to find out how.

the most loose and the least pretentious.
High marks go to Ernest Dickinson's

smooth visuals and both Johns and Lee's
sparkling performances. No one could
foretell how much Lee would change black
contemporary cinema because he virtually
invented it with this ei\}oyable, crisply
written comedy.
A-

School Daxe ( 1988)— Ambitious and
mostly just-for-fun college comedy that
tries to do way too much. Lee explores
black identity in a mix of film genres that
extends from Busby Berkely musical
numbers to slapstick comedy to male/fe-
male relationships in a tale of one week-
end at Mission, a fictional black college.

The film falls fiat more often than not,
simply because we're never clear of Lee's
intentions or that he is even completely
sure of what he wants to do. I enjoyed
myselfhere, mainly because I'm a diehard

Turn to SPIKE LEE. poge 8

SXUPENTTRAVEL

STA TRAVEL 1 800777-0112
th€ worid's largest student A youth travel organization.

Hot Tubs & Tans
I 73 I 'ni\c'rsii\ I)r

.\njhcrsi. \l\6\Oi)2.
(413)253-7727
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w
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EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the

competitive edge in today's

Business World...

We are looking for:

Ambitious • Responsible • Organized
SOPHOMORES

with good communication skills

Applications are available at the Collegian

1 13 Campus Center
and must be submitted no later than

Friday, February 1 2th

^ JJ
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Spike Lee filmography
continued from page 7

fan of excessive musical numbers and because I never
knew what Lee was going to throw my way next.

However, even a credible cast (including Giancarlo
Esposito and Larry Fishburne ) and some funny moments
unfortunately get lost in Lee's bag of tricks. And the out
of nowhere conclusion left me wondering if it was a sly
take on 'happy endings* in musicals or a misguided social
statement. It's up to you to go with it or not

Do the Right Thing i 1989) — Simply put. the most
compelling American urban drama of the 19808. Lee's
sometimes funny, sometimes searing study ofpowder-keg
rage is a lot more than just filmed aggression. It's filled

with rich, detailed characters — played with guts by
Danny Aiello. John Turturro and Spike Lee— and a tight,
uncompromising narrative.

You may remember Do the Right Thing for its intense
images — Rosie Perez knockin' out the title credits to
Public Enemy's "Fight the Power" to Lee throwing the
trash can into the window of Sal's pizzeria — yet Lee's
vision is unmistakably fierce, his lessons all too real.

Mo' Better Blues (1990) — Lee's ponderously dull
morality play dues have it« small pleasures: some grandi-
osecamera playby Ernest Dickinson, a few electric dialogue
exchanges, a crafty musical score and a pair of decent
performances. But Blues is so tedious that its story ofajazz
trumpet player ( Denzel Washington ). alongwitheverything
else, gets lost in the smoky background.

Blues' narrative ( and its unhinged, confounding end-
ing) is both confusingand boring. Washington and Wesley
Snipes (as a sax player) have the makings of some
intricate characterizations, but not enough to save this
film.

Maybe it's because I'm not a huge fan ofjazz, but I've

always regarded Mo' Better Blues as a film whose mood
was more convincing than its story.

C
Jungle Fever (1991) — Lee tackles an interracial

love affair in this well acted but all over the place drama
where once again Lee tries to do too much. This time,
however, each of its elements do work, though they all

seem to encroach on each other for screen time.
The main plot is headed by Annabella Sciorra (The

Hand that Rocks the Cradle ) and Wesely Snipes, who give
into their passion and have an affair. This is initially

interesting, and certainly loaded enough that it could fill

more than just one movie.
Yet Lee chooses to branch oflfinto too many directions.

Attention is paid to Snipes' upbringing and hiscrackhead
brother (played sharply by Samuel L. Jackson), and to
some excessive visuals.

While these diversions are certainly compelling, they
distract from what should be the central story here:
Snipes and Sciorra's relationship and how it affects the
people around them. Lee also has another problem with
endings— this one tries to tie up the plot lines a litUe too
patly.A sterling supportingcast ( includingJohn Turturro.
Tyra Ferrell and Lonette McKee) make Jungle Feier
worth it — but hardly revelatory. Lee overloads and

ultimately booby traps his own film.

B

Malcolm X( 1992)— Lee knew everything was on the
line with this engrossing, triumphant marriage ofsuperior
visuals and a vital subject. It's more than stylized images
— 3/a/to/mX tells an explosive, far-reaching story behind
its imaginative illustrations.

It serves textured drama without being cumbersome,
at times vividly entertaining, at others solemn and in-

trospective. Anchoredby a brilliant performance by Denzel
Washington (as well as untouchable supporting work by
Al Freeman. Jr., Angela Bassett and Delroy Lindo),
Malcolm Jf is both expertly shot and wonderfully acted—
it's a richly emotional movie experience.

From the intriguing decision to shoot the stages of
Malcolm's Ufe in four different film styles to its attention-
demanding prologue and masterful epilogue, Lee has
never done better work. It's almost poetic rhythm and
stnicture only adds to Malcolm X'a passionate and potent
filmmaking.

And if you think about it, Malcolm X combines ele-
ments of all of Lee's previous work— interracial affairs,

an exuberant musical number, questions of black iden-
tity and rage— and it shows Lee at a more assured and
mature stage in hi* life.

Malcolm X is the best film of 1992 and stands among
the likes ofLawrence ofArabia as a classic film biography
as well as an example of what the best of American
cinema has to ofTer.

A

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

One Boltwomi Walk 186 Main Street
Xmherst Northampton
253-2774 .^86-9659

SHOPPING FOR PRICE? 20^ one item discount witli this ad

(DISCOUNT $MRPiU$)[

DISCOUNT OIL
.\t>IllKinipl< )!! 1 1( )|\ okc

SS4 4112 • S3S 18S8
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• Carpets • Beds '

• Desks • Lamps j
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Judicial Advisors
Program

Sponsored by the Student Attorney General'^
Office and the Dean of Students Office.
Applications are now being accepted

for the Spring 1993 semester.

Training will take place on February 23
from 7:30 to 9:30 in room 903

in the Campus Center.

Applications will be accepted at both the Student
Government Attorney General's Office at

432 Student Union and the Dean of
Student's office at 227 Whitmore.

Applications are due on February 17th at 5pm.

If you would like more information about
the program, contact Paul Vasconcellos,
Assistant Dean of Students, at 545-2684;
or Deirdre Bannon, Coordinator of the
Judicial Advisors Program, at 545-1272.

DIVISION or CONTIKUINO EDUCATION

Still Tic, Tac, Toeing

Throngh Yrar Ufe?
Let xm help you make some

vFinnins^ deciaiojoaabent iroiir flitureb

lAte r«rUter
for olasses
January 27-
February 0.

UMass
and You -

a Winning

teitm!

Division of

Continuing Education,

607 Goodell Building,

University of

(Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA 01003.

o 3C o
3^

"oi-i
Evening credit courses
(over 100 in 37 different

departments; most meet
just once a week)

UMass Bachelor of General Studies
degree — part timel

Noncredit workshops
for business or pleasure
(nearly 100, all winners)

Available University day courBes
(hundreds of them, stimulating!)

UNIVERSITY or MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

of necess, Ty<tnky.
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FIRST'

By BILL WAHERSON
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Quote of the Day
"There are other classes, you know."
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Christina Rothwell
PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Dana Dorman,

Theresa Ciamattei

1 LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN

PIZZA!

BASICS LUNCH
TOP YOUR OWN
VEGGIE PIZZA

Menu
DINNER

Pan Shish Kebab
Roast Turkey

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Croquettes

Roast Turkey

The opinions expressed on tliis paj-c crc ll,.n.c. of the tortoonists nnti do nol nccessorily rofiw I iIk- views of Hk- Colkfti^n or tlu' University

ACROSS
1 Side arm
6 W<Khp4ac#
10 Marceau. e g
14 ProvmcatoMfi s

neighbor
15 Argyllshwa

island

16 Franfclurl's riv«f

17 Pr«at(ne9<i

winner 1947
18 Lik« a aunny

day
?0 — giiiny

?1 Mak« lh«cak«
?3 Jusi in

?4 Golfer

B.ille5leros

?S Atiommale
?6 Kind of ';alr»

30 1 ikp .1 rli.iinorul

in Ihe rough
34 Hearty

35 Saroyiin hero
3/ Niirnpro -

' 3fl Angry
19 •iki

4 1 (^nurtroom fig

42 Make n mistake
43 Verve
44 Mission
46 Sidetrack

48 Discerning

50 Vincent

Lopet's theme
song

5? Covers
S3 Hussein o( Irnr)

56 flev the engine
57 Floor cover
60 Happiness
6? Levitate

64 Cupid
65 — about

apprommaiel/
66 Be Superior

67 "Aunlie" ol

Broadway
68 Child

containers

69 Courageous
acts

DOWN
1 Eno*' Cardinal
teammate

? A Guthrie

3 Museum piece

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

4 Are anagram
5 Crooka, o) a
sort

6 Cause
revulsion

7 Pit

8 Voko
9 Ms Prentiss

ot films

10 Flowing, like

lava

11 Thought, to

Vonaire

1? Confusion
13 Formerly.

formerly

19 Fact

7? Hindu
incarnatinn

74 King Faisal s

brnther

75 Present

76 Sotitjed

77 Peter of

"Casablanca"
78 Movie critic

79 Sinq (Oyfully

31 Sark
37 neleasa
33 Trifled

36 Beset

40 lype si/e

41 War god
43 Wide
45 Usad a catalog
47 Last

49 Tribal advisors
51 Alphabet run
53 ConliderKe

game
54 Oluck of opera

55 Condemn
56 Privy to

57 Paddy
grass

M Manipuialad
59 Sats
61 -,i«y fast

63 Paul Bunyon's
tool

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2tf

2/3/V3
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Wells
continued from p>oge 3

The New WORLD Theater was
founded in 1979 in a effort to present
the dramatic works of people of color.

According to organizers, the objec-
tive of New WORLD Theater is to
broaden the experience of the Univer-

Davis

sity and the Five College community by
presenting a season of plays which re-
flects both the beauty and the diversity
of f>eople of color."

Tickets for all New WORLD The-
ater events are available at the Fine
Arts Center Box Office.

continued from page 3

Theresa Frecker. chair of the confer-
ence steering committee.
"The program was organized in the

light of recent racial incidents on
campus and acts of violence against
women nationwide." said Frecker. who

also said she hopes that ail will feel
welcome. "We want to make this a
multicultural event."

Registration for the conference be-
gins on February 10 in the Campus
Center Concourse. All are required to
register and a $3 donation is requested.

You love the Collegian
your mora told me so

of the Sea^n
€»ii eollogo ringN

**' II
Women's Ruigs
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Men's Rings
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JOyll^S
UNIVERSITY
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attack
continued from poge 1

approximately 10 men. He said they con-
tinually got up and were shoved down
again, beaten and kicked as they moved
along the sidewalk towards Hillel House.

According to Chu, after they were off
Iota Gamma Upsilon property, several
men came from the direction of another
fraternity house andjoined the assailants
in attacking him and his friend.

Chu, who is of Chinese descent, said
while they were being attacked at least

one ofthe men began shouting racial slurs
at him.

Chu said they were flnally left alone
after an unidentifled woman intervened

on their behalf, telling the assailants to let

them go.

He said they then went to the nearby
Dairy Mart, where they found an Amherst
poUce officer who called a patrol car to
take them back to the scene ofthe alleged
attack to identify witnesses.

Fraternity row is underAmherst police
jurisdiction.

Chu returned to Boston Sunday night,
and said he has not yet decided whether to
press charges against the assailants.

The Dean of Students Office and the
Office of Greek Affairs both said the inci-

dent is under investigation and declined
further comment.

Spike
continued from poge 1

lynchings and championed for women's
suffrage. The show is scheduled for 8 p.m.
and will take plateinBowker Auditorium.

And on Tuesday. February 9. at 8 p.m.
in Bowker auditorium, the Black Mass
Communication Project will sponsor "Our
Young Black Men are Dying and Nobody
Seems to Care." Written by playwright
James Chapman, the play focuses on Black
men in jail, on the street, and examines
the forces he MM as threatening their

survival.

The restofthe month s acLu i lies incl ude
musical concerts, .several other plays, and
lecture by activist Angela Davis.

Several exhibits and programs will also
be shown throughout February. The Au-
gusta Savage Memorial Art Gallery, lo-

cated in theNew Africa House, will feature
"Black. Brown, and Beige." an art exhibi-
tion of Black women. The University Li-
brary will be holding an exhibition of the
papers of W.E.B. DuBois.

TheS?eAlKof a Lifetime ^1 9.
OM^oyf Bffw* <nm Big B«xh-Big Fun- BIO VALUB ^g*^Q^»;**^«««o^ Oceans

Mayan trm.fiMwtyfwwval^ ^>V^ mnn.m}'
K)3 S Ocoon Am*

I on 4 iMT raorM tMtocl o»akA>»y or ttb Mji*
fMT paraoii par Nti^^

Captain Morgans
and Coiie
SI .50

Wednesday Night is

Guest Bartender Night
This week's bartender is:

Jonathan Kelly
Thursday Night is Party Night

:- ij j-^ I ij J J J g j^i^i:^
ers

Miller Pitcher $4.50

Friday afternoon brings back our
famous all-you-can-eat buffet

The menu includes:
Roast Beef. Seafood Fetuccine, Roast Turke\-
Oriental Rice. Beef Stroganoff. Veal Parmesan.

Pasta c^ Meatballs. Assorted Salads, etc.

Sunday, try our
all-you-can-eat brunch

from 11:30- 1:00

Bloody Marys $2.00
Pitcher of Mimosa $5.50
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Another Super blowout
NFL needs conference realignment

Scott's Shots
Wednesday, Februarys 3, 1993 / Page 11

52-17! This year's Super Bowl could
hardly be described as a nail-biter. In fact,
theonly real suspensecame overwhowould
wui the coin toss. Calling heads turned out
to be the only thing Buffalo did all game
Unfortunately, these "Superblowouts"have
become commonplace, while Super Bowls
where the fourth quarter really matters
have become painfully rare.

Matt

VAUTOUR
TTje last nine Super Bowls have been

won by NFX: teams. The 1984 Oakland
Raiders were the lastAFC team totriumph
on Super Sunday. It has become a Janu-
ary tradition for the NFC champion to
expose how inferior the AFC has become.
I have replaced my traditional Super Bowl
party with one for the NFC championship
game, because it has been a far more
interestinggame. When Bud Bowl becomes
more competitive than the Super Bowl,
something has to change.

The Buffalo Bills and the Denver Bron-
cos have represented the AFC in six ofthe
last seven Super Bowls. Both teams have
come away empty-handed three times.
During these seven years. Buffalo and
Denver have dominated the AFC, yet
they've gotten destroyed by NFC foes in
January.
AFC teams have to build themselves

round beatingthe Billsand Broncos, which
has proved to be insufficient when com-
peting against the NFC. Restoring region-
alism and making the conferences com-
petitive makes realignment seem logical.

Here is a possible realignment set up
that restores regionalism and balances
out the conferences.
NFC East: Washington, New York

Giants, New York Jets, Philadelphia
Eagles and New England Patnots.
This division keeps two current powers
intact, while replacing the misplaced
Dallas Cowboys and Phoenix Cardinals
with the improving Jets and the Patriots.
The first of several new interstate rival-

ries is created in this division. This will
boost attendance as well as TV ratings.
NFC Midwest: Kansas City, Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Cleveland, and
Indianappolis. The NFC Midwest would
be comprised ofmosUyAFC Central teams
with the absence of Houston and the addi-
tion of Indianappohs and Kansas City. All
ofthese teams haveyoung talent which has

' their teams ready to become contenders
NFC Central: Dallas. Denver,

Houston, and Phoenix. This division
takes the misplaced Cowboys and Cardi-
nals, and places them in a more regionally
correct division. Anybody that has been to
Texas, or knows someone from Texas or
Houston knows that there is an intense
rivalry between these two cities. Playing
each other twice a season would create a
great rivalry.

AFC West: San Francisco, Los An-
geles Raiders, Los Angeles Rams, San
Diego, and Seattle. This division in-
cludes all the California teams and Se-
attle, finally uniting all the Pacific time
zone teams in one division. Putting the
Forty-Niners in the AFC esUblishes a
legitimate powerhouse in a conference that
needs some credibility.

AFC Midwest: Chicago, Green Bay,
Detroit, Buffalo, and Minnesota Every
team in this division will have a chance to
contend for its title. In the past three
years, every team except Green Bav. in
this division, has made the playoffs at
least once. With emerging stars like Brett
Favre, Sterling Sharpe, and Terrell
Buckley. Green Bay will be a contender in
this division as well.

AFC Southeast: Miami,Tampa Bay,
New Orleans, Atlanta. This division will
crown the "Champion of the South." This
division will create an inter-Florida ri-
valry as well as keeping the New Orleans-
Atlanta rivalry intact.

Realignment is the solution to the
lopsided conference problem and will bring
regionalism back to the NFL. Paul
Tagliabue. please Uke note!
Matt Vautour is a Collegian convspomlent

continued from p>age 12
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his shirt), Eddie Forfa "Fourfrom the line"
(a Worcester wowza) and Mark "No. not
the quarterback" Wilson (the only entrant
from Maine). But sUII ahead on points and
creativity is yours truly.

• Like you're not looking forward to the
Westminster Kennel Club show next week.
My dog Bo was disqualified for testing
positive for generic dog food. An appeal is
pending.

• The Shiri's betting that Bill Parcells
will have the Pats in the Super Bowl
within five years. Hate to disagree with
my mom but theyll be there next year.

The Shirl, coming to an arena nearyou.
• Mullins is something else and the

pretzels are tasty, but when the locker
room has mirrors at each cubby you begin
to think the "image and perception" deal

has been taken a bit too far.

• The "Final Rage" T-shirts were one
thing, now there's "Mass Mullins" (lottery
spin-off) and someone had a "Cal-Zone"
tee as well. We're reaching a saturation
point.

• NHL All-Star weekend signifies the
midway point of the season and 14 teams
have already clinched playoff spots. The
other ten should be in by March 1.

•"Seinfield" to Thursday night, next to
"Cheers" is the equivalent ofReggie Lewis
stepping in for Larry Bird. A changing of
the guard.

• Bird's retirement ceremony on the
same night as Mullins Grand Opeiung -

it's a tough twist of fate.

•Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyes on the Phoenix Suns.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Final Pigskin Picks
continued from poge 1
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sideline when the front office canned the
lovable Coach MacPherson (possibly fu-
ture mayor of Syracuse. New York).

Don't get me wrong, because I think a
change had to be made, and Bill Parcells
will get rid ofall the dead wood that sits on
the bench over at Koxboro. But. I don't
think fans should celebrate yet, because it

did take Dallas two grueling seasons to
even get out of the basement of the NFC
East.

Who should they pick with their num-
ber one? I'm all for Drew Bledsoe, because
Parcells won't have the patience to deal

with Hugh Millen He'll probably bring in
a veteran quarterback to take hold of the
reins until Bledsoe is ready. However, the
Jete would be in deep trouble if the Pats
took Marvin Jones, because he is their
man.

Emmitt does it again: Emmitt Smith
won the rushing championship for the
second straight season, edging out Barry
Foster for the coveted crown. Smith now
has earned the title of"Best Running Back

D
''"**^^"" ^'"aeK'ng it from the grasp of

Barry Sanders and Thurman Thomas.
Aiihur Stapleton is a Collegian ctil

tiiniiist
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113 Campus Ctr.

545-3500

CEDAR TREE
BUSINESS SERVICES
11 GanjT Rd • SuDderiaod. MA 01375

Word Processing

Resumes - Personal T^es
Laser Jet Printing

Copies • 10 Free per visit

ON BUS ROUTE
M-F8am-5pm»Sat.8am-5pm

CALL 665-8499

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
'New England's Largest College Dailv"

Classifieds
>ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day fof students

- Cash in advance
' - Deadline, two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs.8;30-3.30
Fri. 8.30-2 30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

• FOR :,ALE

• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

BrW«e Cluh/Taam Beginners or ex
perienced Cotrx* )oin for fun or com-
peMion. Wed 2/3 7:30 pm Campus Qr
outside coffee sfiop

66S 7877 exi 444

biMciMttonal Student Association
GENERAL MEETING
Fei>njarv 4th 7 pm
Campus Center room 911
Elections wilt be held

Sororltv Ruth
••••STARTS TOOAV"

Stop l)v our table on ttie concourse to
sign up Of come to orientation meeting
tonigtit at 4 :30 CO room 1 63. Come find

out everything sorority life has to offer!

All university women welcome.
Rush Rush Rush Rush Rush Rush Rush

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Disabllfty Services Is in search of

volunteer readers for disabled students.
Tf>e job of a reader consists of reading
books onto tape and/or reading aloud
for students. No experience is neces
sary. We will tram. Please contact Lorie
Bell at Disability Services for further

information at S45 0892.

Naad Money? Hire yourself' Six
mot>ey making enterprises for college
students. Details: Rabe Associates, PO
Box 329 Gilsum. NH 03448

Poster Sale. Biggest and best selec
lion choose from over 1000 different

images. Rock, old Masters (Monet. Dali.

Van Gogh. Picasso, Escher. Matisse.
Wyeth and hundreds more,) Movie
posters, sports, scenic landscapes,
music, dance, skiing, personalities,

(Einstein. James Dean, Mariyn Monroe
and others). Travel, humor, romance,
photography (Talbot. Ansel Adams and
otfiers). Most images only SS. S6, andS7
each* See us at the Student Union Ball

room on Monday February 1st through
Friday February 5th. The hours are 9
a.m. - 4:30p.m. This sale is sponsoredby
WMUA,

AUTO FOR SALE

•9 Ford Festtva
Black 60k miles

Good condition new tires

S2750 must sell Tomo 549 .•'93S

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
SmaH Chaose S3.50
Large Choose S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI
5496096
5496073

ENTERTAINMENT

r«W •• now available lor parties and
functions CALL 549 3832

FOR RENT

4 Bed House Northampton Winter
rate S700/mo. plus. Also avail. June and
Sept. 584 3428

FOR SALE

Don't Bo Afraid to walk alone at night
Personal alarms alert others
With ear piercing noise

Call Jon Bayuk 665 0286

For Sale: Burton air 6 Snowt>oard
Airwalk boots size 7 S350 call 527 3014

Iguana with ovarythlng S100.00
Lightsetc. 6 1709

IMACSE/30
40 MB HO, 2 MB RAM
Extended keytKiard & carrying case
1700^.0.

Call 256 0260

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED S50 o7bM
offer. Call Dana 253 3406

Snow Tiros (2)

1992 Goodyear Ultra Grip 300.

185/70R14. Good condition. S40/pair
Call 54&3319

Snowt»oa«d - IBOcm Barfool Freestyle
S100 584 2976
Golf Clubs Spalding full set plus leather
bag S100 584 2976

GREEKS ft CLUBS

SIOOO ANHOUR!
Each r .emrer of your ""rat, Sorofity.
team, clue. etc. pitches in just one houf
and your groupcan raise SIOOO in just a
few days! Plus a chance to earn SIOOO
(or yourself No cost No ot>ltgaiion

1 800 932 0628 Ext. 65

HELP WANTED
Att. Excellent income fnr home as
semMywork Info 1 604 646- 1 700 Dept
MA 1307

Evening fobs! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with clean
water action. SIOONwk • On Bus line

584 9630

Eitra MS Extra t$* Extra SSS
Wsnte-I rehab.c . rtroendable

delivery coordinators . delivery help
(or the Boston Globe Mon Fn .

Sunday in Amherst apt. Corrinlex
areas. Routes available with or

without transportation Early hours
good pay Please call 1 800 858 4275

ihen press rero.

Extra t$$ Extra SSS Extra SSS
Wanted reliable • derwndable

delivery persons (or dorm office
delivery of the Boston Globe Mon.

Fri. Sunday. Early hours good pay
Please call 1 800 858 4275 then press

zero.

Join the Massplrg staff and be part of
a 20 year history of environmental ac
tivism:

••The Bottle Bill

••Mass. Clean Air Act
•Mass toxic use reduction act
Full/Part time positions S40 60/day
Call Carmen 256 6434

Sick of DC Meal Plan?
Meal plan in exchange (or kitchen work
if interested call

Jim Houston at

549 4919
At 496 North Pleasant St

'Silver Bullion Coin Prografn*
SS Paid weekly
No individual selling or recruiting
S3^« commissions paid
Proiccled income 42 B4K
603 964 1676

Sf>RING BREAKERS. Promote our
Florida Spring Break packages. Earn
MONEY and FREE trips.

Call CMI 1 800 423 5264

TIM Undorgraduata Admissions of
(ice IS now accepting applications for

Tour Guides. Student Admissions Rep
reseruatives and New Students Program
Summe' Counselors. Applications
available at the Admissions office

U.S. Tracers Is currently seeking mo-
tivated students in Amherst area for FT
and PT independent work (8001886 6919

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 a?60

LOST

At Totman Gym Saturday Jan 30th
Mens Seiko digital watch with green
velcro band S50 reward call Mike 665
8282

MUSIC

Speakers, Raconing * Repair
Home. Auto. Pro
ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1 781 2327

HEY YOU
To the pretty student/waitress I met
Monday, January 25lh at 10 am at the
bursars office. Those lines were so long
I practically got to know your whole life

history except for a few critical details
like your name. I'd like to see you

again. If you would like to see me again
please respond here.

PERSONALS

Doar Andrea
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

Love.

Mike

Happy Birthday Bonlla
We hope your Alglun ki>cps youwwm
onyoiif 21st' Have fun'

love, Heather

8i Alicia

Kathy Maya
W1>erc are you'
Lets gel together

Peewoman

LommcoEL
Happy 22nd Birthday
Is that a wrinkle

I sec'

Have a great day'

I LOVE YOU'
Bill

So. Us the big
20'

Happy Birthday Sue'
With Love 8i Friendship.

Peter

RENTAL PROBLEMS?

Question about your lease/security
deposit deductions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases' Questions
about the condition of you new house
or apartment' Contact the Legal Ser
vices Center. 922 Campus Center, 545
1995

ROOMATES WANTED
Female roomate wanted
Mill Valley Estates

198 heat hot water included
Call 256 0274

2 females or couple to share room
S160 each or S275 for single, beautiful
apartment 666 7604

Room for rant Amherst behind
Baybanks 213.00 per month call 549
4388

Roomate Neodedlll
M/F to share two tjedroom Brandywine
Apt.

175.00/mo.

549 5868

ScholaraMpal
I aeo Ml

Tarot Readings
Call C'l. sal ?53 7524

HMraoloed
2137

SERVICES

Pragnant? Need Halp7
Call Birthright of Amherst Area
for free testing and confidential caring
help Amherst Carriage Shops
549 1906

TRAVEL

'•"Spring Broah SS''^*
Canciin 54 79' Jamaica S49fl'

O.iytona Beach S169i Organi/e a small

O"^ IFEi N.-wfngl,inrls
•*'' 'k cnnipaiiy'
TA ., „K ,,luDtNT IRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break 't3i Last charKe* Ja
maica, Cancun. Bahamas, from 54591
Florida (rr.m SI 49. Organi/e gro<iptraval
free' ) 800 426 7710

SPRING BREAK
W/hcat wave to all places
Guar lowest prices ot

Double diff , free club passos
no pea* lees

Call Oebtxe 549 1411

TAKEfTOFF!!!
Spring Break '33

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 74 77

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sign lips txjing taken now (or ski trips

Feb 19 21 Quet>ec wknd S145 Social
age 18 March 15 22 Spring break
Steamboat 7 day trip S749
March 14 19 Killington Spring Break 5
day tripS279

Contact: UMass Ski Club 545 3437 or
Dominic Sanlarsiere 646 2107 ASAP
WANT A TAN LINE7
Cancun. Jamaica. Florida

Meridelh 549 6284

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible woman
Need housing (or spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

Wo want to take over your lease' 4
person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Sports
Men move into MuUins, get set forWV

;US*t REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Mike Williams and the rest of the UMass hoop team

moved into Mullins on Monday in preparation for Thursday's
West Virginia game.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian StatT

While some fans are still thinking about the Last Rage
in the Cage, the University of Massachusetts basketball
team has been busy moving into the William D. Mullins
Center.

Head coach John Calipari and staff were getting
settled in their spacious new surroundings in an effort to

call the Mullins home before Thursday night's grand
opener versus West Virginia (9 p.m., ESPN*. Assistant
coaches John Robic, Bill Bayno and James "Bruiser"
Flint said they were pleased with their new offices.

"This is the only office I've ever had with a window,' said
Flint. "1 don't have to share |an office! with Bill any more."

Robic, who is in charge of the scouting and helps with
X's and O's, had expensive video equipment installed in
his office to analyze opposing teams. All three coaches
have separate offices. As nice as the assistant's quarters
are. Calipari's office is even nicer.

In addition to pure office space, the Mullins Center
has a number of other facilities designed to make life

easier on the basketball team. Tim Kings^n, academic
advisor for basketball, said the new study area will help
the players get more work done.

"We're putting computers in the study room, to be
used by the kids and Ogden employees." Kingston said.

"Having this in the same facility as the basketball court
makes it easier for the players."

Brian Gorman, team manager, assessed the complex
like this: "It's going to be a lot better, having the weights,
the videotape room, the locker rooms, the study room, the
offices and the court in the same building. It's an impres-
sive place all around."

Oiff the Glass: Cahpari said he wants the building
filled with maroon shirts for the inauguaration ofthe new
building and through the rest of the year. He praised
students and season ticket holders alike for buying up
almost 6,000 white shirts and wearing them at last

Friday's game versus SW Louisiana.

"I'd love to see all 9,493 fans out wearing maroon for

Maroon Madness at the Mullins," Calipari said. "Friday
night was special because all the fans came out, and we
wanted to do it again".

Gorman, who handles T-shirt sales for the team, said
sales of the maroon "Cal-Zone" shirts were brisk.

"ESPN told us that visually, that was the best game
they had done all year," he said. "If we can keep that up
in MulUns, hopefully it will force them to put us on TV
even more next year."

Glantz and Culver's Power Rankings had Massachu-
setts 14th last week, ahead of all Big East teams. With
wins over SW Louisiana and St. Bonaventure, UMass
may move up fvirther when new rankings come out today.

Scott s shots
After much deliberation and

what appears to be the end of the
hype. I have decided to go with Dal-
las in the Super Bowl. Yes, defi-

nitely Dallas. Too much Aikman,
not enough Kelly Dallas.

• Intercession became a time for

hellos and good-byes. What we
thought was a good-bye to Harper
became a raucous hello two minutes
into the Temple game. We bid good-
bye (but not forgotten) to her nuy-
esty. The Cage and offer a gracious
hello to the new AD Bob Marcum.
We wont say good-bye to Glenn

Wong, instead well offer an enor-
mous THANK YOU. for a job well

done ( any UMass sports fan should
do the same). Hello, your eminence
the Mulllins Center, and good-bye to

the peace and quiet that was Janu-
ary.A special welcome back to Ruthie
Drew - the Candy Lady ndes again.

Dave

SCOTT
• Have you ever danced with the

devil by the pale moonlight? One
gets the feeling that Cal's Pals may
be doing just that, with five road
games in a row afler Saturday's
noontime affair with Rutgers. It

would appear that when you sell

your soul to TV there are hidden
ramifications, but in terms of expo-
sure, it might not be that bad of a
trade-off.

• A moment of silence for Andre
The Giant please. Make that a BIG
moment of silence. He was never
the same after Bobby Heenan cor-

rupted him (NOTE: This now ap-
f>eases all wrestling fans for an-
other month).

• Don't be afraid to head back to

The Cage for a UMass women's bas-

ketball game, it's a team on the rise

that can fiat out play defense.
• The battle for Cravat King be-

came a free-for-all with everyone
from the Daily Hampshire Gazette 's

Jeff Thomas to Dicky V throwing
their neckwear into the ring. Glenn
Wong ( a rarity to be mentioned twice
in the same space) came out of the
gate fast vrith a Santa Special in

Springfield. Pre-season favorite Milt
"I'm out of control" Cole had the
sweet silk for his halflime tribute

against the Yinka Dare's (for the
record, it interfered with his missed
free throw ) and even "Bruiser" Flint

outdid some fellow coaches.

Other fashionable neckwear
came from Mike "I come from the
land down" Unger (a vintage
Rutgers number that even matched

Turn to SCOTTS SHOTS, page 1
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Women's hoop on the way back
Where can I buy a women's basketball

T-shirt?

The University ofMassachusetts men's
basketball team has become the sacred
moo-cow of the campus, and with good
reason. They are a highly visible, positive

extension of the University, as well as a
source of revenue. But there's another
basketball team on campus, and like the
men. they have made tremendous strides

in a short amount of time.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
You know all about the men's accom-

plishments. But meanwhile, the Massa-
chusetts Minuteu'omen have been labor-

ing in obscurity, recovering from years of
musical-chairs coaching changes, virtu-

ally non-existent recruiting budgets and
the ratherheavy albatross ofthe disastrous
1990-91 season (0-27).

The obscurity is undeserved — these
women can play. Here's an update: the
Minutewomen are currently in third place
in the Atlantic 10 afler defeating longtime
A- 10 bullies St. Joseph's and West Vir-

ginia. By the way, UMass was picked to
finish dead last.

So why are the women still an unknown
commodity while the men bask in the
glory? They practice just as hard, sweat
just as much and balance a demanding
schedule with classes. Yet, the Cage is far

from full at most UMass women's games.
What's more, when a team from an

athlete factory school like Ohio State or
"Rut-gahs" comes to call, sometimes there
are as many out-of-town fans as there are
UMass supporters on hand at the Cage—
the same building Coach Cal's Crew left

behind because they had outgrown it.

When you can't outdraw the opposition in
your own building, there's something
wrong with your fans.

The women's basketball team used to
be as bad as the Whalers are now. But

unlike the Whalers, the Minutewomen
are a college team. UMass women's bas
ketball has a {x>tential built-in fan base of
19.000 loyal supporters who can attend
every home game. free.

I covered the Minutewomen during 1990-
91. 1 know the players didn't er\joy it; after

all, there's nothing fun about 0-27. You
could sense the frustration in the players'

expressions aflergames and in coach Kathy
Hewelt's voice. At the bitter end she told

me she wasn't sure about her future here as
coach, but in retrospect I think she knew
the axe was poised to fall. It did.

Until this season. UMass had won 4
games in the past two years. They've al-

ready doubled that total in one season.
Two years ago. UMass had virtually no
recruiting budget and no recruits. Now
four or five freshman are making an im-
mediate impact, and there's a promising
class due to arrive next year.

Saturday afternoon at Curry Hicks
Cage, 12 hours after 4.000 screaming,
maroon-faced crazies roared with approval
for a titanic Lou Roe dunk under the glare
oftelevision lights, the Minutewomen took
a 23-4 lead over West Virginia. There
were no TV lights, no standing room only
fans and no "Rage in the Cage" singalongs.
But the sight of UMass beating the WVU
women, who had run up the score on them
countless times before, made up for all

that. The carnival stuff is nice, but the
players will tell you it comes second.

I suspect fans don't come out because
they think women's basketball isn't as
exciting agame as men's hoops are. Wrong.
Okay, they don't dunk, but so what? It's

fundamentally the same game — same
hoop, same rules — and the only things
the men have on the women are height
and media attention.

I don't know how the women's team
feels about dravring a fraction of the fans
the men do. I don't know how they feel
about not having a separate T-shirt made
up for every game they play. But I'm

MAn KAHN / COLLEGIAN
The UMass women's basketball team has

been steadily rising up. thanks to players like

Kim Kristofik and Maleeka

wiUing to bet that doesn't matter much to

them in light of the dramatic improve-
ment they have made the past two years.

Saturday night, after UMass' win over
WVU. I met reserve center Francie Hansen
on North Pleasant Street. She was a medi-
cal redshirt in 1990-91 and had to watch all

27 of those losses from the bench, in street
clothes. This year, she'scontributingquality
minutes in a reserve role and a lot happier.

It's so much better now," she said. I had
to agree.

GregSukiennikisa CoWegiancoluninist

Dallas Cowboys prove columnist correct
"The Dallas Cowboys will make it

through the treacherous NFC . . . before
meeting the Bills in the Super Bowl. It will

be an offensive war. with TroyAikman and
Jim Kelly shooting it out and pouring on

the points. In

the end, I think

that Dallas vrill

complete the
rebuilding
quest and al-

low me. along
with many

other football fans, to be proud of the best
Super Bowl in years," {Collegian, 9/11/92).

Well, I hate to say I told you so, but I

just did. For those ofyou that have been in
a coma since the Last Rage in the Cage,
Dallas did in fact bury Buffalo on Super

Sunday, 52-17. Despite Kelly's injury, my
prediction of an offensive onslaught was
on the money.

Aikman played well enough to gamer the
MVP honors, along with the other spoils the
winner receives, like a trip to Disney World, a
spoton 77ie TonightShow, fiflyinterviewsthe
morning after, and his name once again in
Stapleton's Pigskin Picks.

As I put the NFL season to rest, we will
take one final trip around the league,
recapping some of the highlights in the
1992-93 season:

The Pack is back, unlike Coach
Mac: Green Bay made the fans of the
underdog happy as Sterling Sharpe, Brett
Favre, and their coach Mike Holmgren
gave the Cheeseheads from Wisconsin a
reason to celebrate. Sharpe had the best

season out of any of the receivers, and
Favre is one year away from the Pro Bowl.
On the other hand, yoiu- New England

Patriots got rid of the only spark on its

Turn to FINAL PIGSKIN PICKS, page 1
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SPORTS NOTICE
There wiH be a field hockey meeting on

Monday, Feb. 8 at 4 p.m. in Boyden 117
for all interested in trying out for the team.

Tickets for Thursday nights nf>en's bas-
ketballWest Virginiagame and Saturday's
Rutgers game will be given out Thursday
morning starting at 7 a.m. at the Cuny
Hicks Cage. No lines wiH be formed be-
fore 6:30 a.m. and there will be 4,000
student tickets, or twice as many as were
given in the Cage.

Thursday February 4, 1993

VOLUME CM ISSUE 70

Mostly sunny with highs in

the 30s, same for Friday.

This Weekend:
David Mamet's vulgarity-drenched tragl-cx>medy

American Buffalo comes to Southwest's Hampden
Theater. Read the interview with director Nathan Schechter

Sports:
Men's basketball readies itself for

today's game against West Virginia in the

brand-new Mullins Arena. Page 16.
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Spike Lee details his rise in film industry

<s?»^
Speaks to capacity crowd at UMass

JOSH HtYNOCDS ' COLLEOIAf I

Famed filmmaker Spike Lee spoke to a soWout audience m the Fine Arts Center Auditonum
last night.

By KRISTIN J. ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

Filmmaker Spike Lee told a capacity
crowd in the Fine Arts Center last night
'Vky for selF was the motto he used to help
getA/a/tW/nXon the big screen. Lee shared
stories about his film making and even
gave out some advice.

Coming out to a standing ovation. I^ee

wasted no time. "Massachusetts. . . home
ofthe hated Red Sox and Celtics.' he said

Lee went on to say that Larry Bird
asked him to be at the Boston Garden to

help retire his jersey. Tou know me and
Magic will be hanging out.* he said.

Lee said he onginally read T/ie Auto-
biography ofMalcolm X by Alex Haley in

junior high as required reading. "For me
the book changed the way I viewed the
world around me.' he said.

According to I>ee. he didn't want to be a
filmmaker then.

"I wanted to play second base ftir the
New York Met*, but I stopped growing."
he said.

It wasn't until he was attending
Morehouse College did he consider mak-
ing films. During the summer between his
sophomore and junior year I^ee bought a
ttmm camara and spent the wholesummer
documenting the New York City Black-
out.

Afler graduation. Lee applied to New
York University's 3-year film program.

"Luckily I didn't need an astronomical
score on the GRE's to get in," he said.

Joe's BedStuy Barbershop was Lee's
thesis film that won a Student Academy
Award. "I thought I was the man afler

that. .
. film offers were bound to come in.'

It was when Lee saw his fellow cla8»-
Turn to LIE page 5

Urges student unity
to bolster strength
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian SUff

Prior to the lecture at the Fine Arts
Center Auditorium where he addressed a
capacity crowd. Spike held a brief press
conference where he answered questions
fiwm the press

One student asked how to survive as a
minority on a predominately White cam-
pus, liee emphasized education as the
primary solution.

"Get a degree, get as much as you can.
and get the hell out of Dodge." he said.

"Your parents and grandparents
needed the National Guard to escort them
to school." he said. "Compared to them,
you have it made."

Lee did cite the small percentage of
minority studentsat UMaassaying. "thoae
numbers need to change."

TLvnto LECTUK.page4

More unfolds on alleged assault
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Members of Iota Gamma Upsilon sorority said they
gave a statement to Amherst Police yesterday offering an
account of the alleged Sunday morning assault on Uni-
versity of Massachusetts alumnus Andrew Chu that
differed from the version Chu gave to the Collegian.

Iota Gamma Upsilon officers also said they were
considering filing trespassing charges against Chu.

Iota Gamma Upsilon member Sasha Potzka said in

her statement she told police she was in the lobby of her
sorority house on North Pleasant Street where Chu and
his friend were seeking a ride. She said she told police

that she and others present repeatedly asked Chu and
his friend to leave because "they didn't know anyone
there."

Potzka said Chu and his friend originally came to the
house looking for a woman Chu's friend said he had met
that night at a party.

Potzka said the woman did not wish to speak to them,
and told them they had to leave. Potzka said police were
told that Chu refused to leave, and became verbally and
physically abusive when she attempted to escort him
out.

Sophomore Kristen Keane, also of Iota Gamma Upsi-

lon, said in her statement to police that several men
present in the lobby then dragged Chu and his friend out
of the house, but "they were not violent with him."

Keane said she told police that Chu continually
provoked the men as they escorted him off Iota Gamma
Upsilon property, and a fight broke out only afler they
were near Hillel House, well away from the sorority

house.

Chu graduated from the University in 1990 and now
lives and works in Boston. He said he had been in

Amherst to visit friends at his old fraternity, and spent
the evening at a party on fraternity row. He said afler

the party he and a friend went to the Iota Gamma
Upsilon sorority house to look for a woman his friend
said he had met that night.

Chu, who is ofChinese descent, said racial slurs were
shouted during the fight in reference to his Asian appear-
ance.

He said he went to University Health Services Sunday
morning, where he was treated for minor injuries and
released. He said he returned to Boston Sunday night.

According to Mary O'Brien of the Office of Greek
Affairs, a meeting is being planned between Greek Af-

fairs officials and those involved in the incident to discuss
what action should be taken.

Amherst Police officers declined comment.

Clinton pledges welfare reform
By JOHN KING
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Clinton pledged Tues-
day to transform welfare into a "hand up, not a handout"
by giving recipients training and then requiring them to

work. He said he would allow governors broad freedom to

experiment with welfare changes.
"Most people on welfare are yearning for another

alternative, aching for the chance to move from depen-
dence to dignity," Clinton said in a speech to the National
Governors' Association. "Welfare should be a second
chance, not a way of life."

Clinton broke little new ground, largely repeating,

rhetoric and all, an array of campaign promises he said

would "end welfare as we know it" and give dignity to

families who work but still find themselves below the

poverty line.

And aides said that despite Clinton's detailed cam-
paign proposal and Tuesday speech, many critical

questions about the policy were unresolved. Among them
was what, ifany, sanctions would be imposed on welfare
recipients who refused to work, and who besides the
disabled would be exempt from the work requirements.

During the campaign, Clinton said his proposal would
cost $6 billion a year for its first four years. But Bruce
Reed, the White House deputy domestic policy adviser,
said that was "not necessarily what is going to be in-

cluded in the president's budget."

To answer such questions and draft the legislation,

Clinton said he would name within 10 days a White
House-led task force made up of officials from govern-
ment departments and agencies involved in welfare,
education and job training. Their goal would be to draft
a legislative proposal by spring or early summer.

As much as restating his welfare policies and goals,
Clinton's speech appeared designed to shift public at-

tention onto one of his popular, conservative-sounding
campaign themes after several days of focus on more

Turn to WELFARE, page 4

Federal trial

for L.A. cops
commences
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — A second trial began
Wednesday for four policemen who beat Rodney
King, and more than 300 prospective jurors were
asked if they participated in deadly riots that
followed the first trial

The prospective jurors also were asked whether
they could reach a verdict without fear of a new
outbreak of violence.

The defendants in the federal civil right trial —
Sgt. Stacey Koon, Officers Laurence Powell and
Theodore Briseno and former OfficerTimothy Wi nd
— faced the prospective jurors as U.S. District

Judge John Davies introduced them.
It could take at least two weeks to select a jury.

The 333 prospects were promised that their

answers on a 53-page questionnaire would be kept
secret forever. But one man skeptical ofthat prom-
ise rose in the jury assembly room and walked
toward Davies.

"Can I ask a question of the judge or whoever is

in charge?" the man said.

Tou are asking us to solemnly swear but you
are not solemnly swearing that our questionnaires
will be kept confidential. Why don't you take an
oath?" he asked snappishly.

A deputy marshal stepped toward the man and
said. "That's enough."

"I'm a citizen! I have a right to speak,' the man
replied.

Davies declared the man's question wass fair.

But, the judge added, "1 don't think I need to take
an oath. An order has been issued."

Davies assured prospects that their identities

and written answers could remain secret forever.

And he told them the jury will be sequestered at a
hotel away from families for the duration of the
trial, expected to be eight weeks.

The half-hour proceeding was closed to the public,

except for a three-rejKjrter news media pool.

Turn to TRIAL, page 9
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Harassment found in med school

Business .

Graphics

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON — A small survey of young doctors found
that three-quarters of the women and one fifth of the
men believed they were sexually harassed during their
training.

Most of the incidents involved ofTensive comments,
such as ofT-color jokes and remarks about people's
anatomy, or persistent unwelcome flirtation.
Women reported nearly all ofthe unwanted attention

came from male doctors. The men said they were more
oflen harassed by nurses, about half of the other males.

The study was based on a written survey of 133
interns and residents in internal medicine at the Uni-
versity of California, San Francisco. Eighty-two of them— 33 women and 49 men — responded.

One female resident said she was asked on dates by
two different doctors who were supposed to write letters
of recommendation or evaluations for her. Another said
a senior resident repeatedly rubbed his grt>in against her
during an operation.

Among other findings:

• Of the 66 episodes reported by the women, 18 were
physical. They included leering, standing too close, un-
wanted kisses and pats and one case of sexual bribery,
described as offering good grades and other advantages
in exchange for sex.

• Two of the women said they reported the harass-
ment to someone in authority, and both said they were
resolved. Three-quarters said they did not report the
incidents because they doubted they would be helped.

• Three of the women said the harassment caused

them no problems. The rest said the episodes created an
intimidating environment, interfered with their ability
to work or made them uncomfortable.

The survey, directed by Dr. Miriam Komaromy, was
published in Thursday's issue oftheNew England Journal
of Medicine.

The authors noted the difficulty ofestablishingwhether
a comment or look really amounts to sexual harassment.
Viewpoints often differ.

"One student may feel flattered by frequent compli-
ments on her dress and hair, whereas another may feel
demeaned," they wrote.

They said some kinds of physical contact, such as
hugging or putting an arm around a colleague, can be
viewed as harassment in one professional context and
inoffensive in another.

"Mutually enjoyable flirtation is not the same thing as
sexual harassment," they wrote. The circumstances
surrounding the event are crucial in determining whether
sexual harassment has occurred."

The authors recommended that schools and hospiuls
concentrate on preventing sexual harassment, rather
than punishing it.

The most important parts of a prevention program
are education and training," they wrote, including es-
tablishing a strong policy against sexual harassment.

In an accompanying editorial. Dr. Frances K. Conley
wrote that the study is a reminder that "more blatant
forms of sexual harassment are remarkably prevalent
even in our prestigious profession."

Conley, a brain surgeon, created a furor two years ago
with her claims of sexual harassment at Stanford Uni-
versity.

Dreams may trigger heart attacks
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By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON — Now it looks like even dreaming may be
hazardous to your health.

A new study has found that the periods ofsleep when
dreams occur kick the body into high gear. The heart
speeds up. The blood pressure climbs.And stress hormones
prepare the body to run or fight.

Researchers believe all this internal turmoil, which
happens while the sleeper is tucked peacefully into bed,
may trigger heart attacks

Their study found that during dream sleep, the sym-
pathetic nervous system cranks up in a surprisingly
powerful way. In fact, it is twice as active as is normal
when people are awake.

"Even at four in the morning when you think the body
should be fast asleep and quiet, everything is pounding
away. The svm pathetic nervous system is in overdrive."
-said Dr Virend K Somers of the University of Iowa.

The idea that dreams may be bad for the heart is still
highly speculative, but researchers say it makes sense.

Doctors have long noticed that angina attacks, which
occur when the heart fails to get enough oxygen, some-
times happen at night. Furthermore people dream the
most just before they wake up. And this might help
explain why heart attacks are more common in the
morning than any other time of day.

Even ifdreaming does prove to be bad for weak hearts,
there may not be a lot anyone can do about it. Avoiding
dreams entirely is hard to do and could be unwise, since
dreams may play some role in keeping people mentally

healthy.

"But maybe we can protect the heart from the sympa-
thetic ner\ous system activation that occurs duringdream
sleep." said Somers. who directed this study.

One way to do this is to take beta blockers, drugs that
blunt the effects of stress hormones on the heart.

Somers' study, published in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine, was conducted on eight healthy
volunteers. While they slept, researchers measured their
heart rates, their blood pressures and the activation of
their sympathetic nervous system.

They found that during most stages ofsleep, the heart
rate and blotni pressure fell and the sympathetic nervous
system grew less active. The exception was during KEM-
or rapid eye movement-sleep, the stage when dreams
occur.

During REM sleep, the heart rate and blood pressure
rose to the level seen during waking hours And the
sympathetic nervous system spurted to twice the state
normal during the day.
REM sleep accounts for about one-fiah of sleep time

and comes and goes during the night. However, periods
of REM sleep are longest just before people awaken.

The sympathetic nervous system prepares the body
for action. It causes the release of stress hormones that
stimulate sweating, slow digestion and widen the airways
in the lungs, among many other things.

The researchers say it could also make the blood
stickier, so it clots faster. While this is good when people
are cut in fist fights, most of the time it's not. especially
if It launches a blood clot that plugs an arterv in the
heart.
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Sam I Ant
The University of California at San Diego has

acquired the manuscripts of one of America's fa-
vorite authors, none other than Dr. Suess.
UCSD will display more than 4,000 manuscripts

and drawings of Theodore "Dr. Seuss" Gissel, the
Pulitzer Prize winning author who died last year.

The collection of works, which include notebook
doodles and rarely seen poems has been appraised
at almost $2 3 million.

Geisel's widow, Audrey, selected the works which
have been donated to the school.

A Botany project?
At Clemson University m South Carolina a

student was recently charged with growing mari-
juana in his dorm room.

The student, a sophomore, was arrested after
police searched his room and found marijuana
seedlings, according to The Tiger, the student
newspaper on campus.

Police Lt. Johnnie James made the arrest and
reported finding approximately ten plants. Only
three of the plants had sprouted and the rest were
germinating seeds, but McCuUough can be held
accountable for all the plants under South Carolina
law. The law allows police to charge a person with
manufacture if they plant seeds and water them.

Clemson Police Chief I/onnie Saxon said the
department will continue to crack down on drug
dealers.

"As for targeting people, we're out to get the
dealers." Saxon said He likens the situation to

cleaning a house. "You're going to sweep as you go
along and everything is going to fall into place —
but you can't ignore the little things.'

A penny saved
In some encouraging news for the University of

Massachusetts, a report issued yesterday said state
spending on UMass-Boston proNides the Com-
monwealth with a return of $1.57 for every $1
spent, according to The Boston Herald.

The report states UMass-Boston graduates will

earn, in their lifetime. $1 .05 billion more in Massa-
chusetts than they would have without their edu-
cation.

"Ifyou treat state government as though it were
a private bank, investments in UMass-Boston have
not only been economically prudent but indeed
highly profitable in a strict business sense." the 40-

page study concludes.

"This is the equivalent to an investment that

pays 8.9 percent nominal rate of return," the study
said.

There has not been a study of UMass-Amherst
but economist Barry Bluestone, who conducted the

UMass-Boston study, said he would like to see

studies done at all the state's schools.

Ren and Stintpy rejected
At Kent State University, the Undergraduate

Student Senate denied funding for a Ren and
Stimpy program at the university.

The Daily Kent Stater reported the senate re-

jected the plan which would have brought the ani-

mator of the popular Nickelodeon cartoon series to

campus. The series never-before-seen first episode

of "Ren and Stimpy" would also have been shown.

The All Campus Programming Board, who
wished to sponsor the lecture, said the program

would have been "educational to design, television,

radio and graphics majors."

The program would have cost $4,025.35.

Just sporty
Ifyou are looking for the university with the rtiost

successful athletic programs, you may not have to

look much farther than the University of Michigan.

Football finished its season undefeated at 9-0-3,

with a Rose Bowl victory and a No. 5 ranking in the

final Associated Press poll.

The Basketball team is currently ranked No. 7

in the AP, following up to last season's trip to the

NCAA Championship game and the school's hockey

team is currently ranked No. 3 in the country and

the top team outside ofNew England.

MuUins opening affects parking

WATT KAHN COILEGIAN
The Muflms Center changes both the landscape of the rural town of Hadley and the tace of parking at the University

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

With the opening ofthe Mullins Center, some changes
have been made in parking at the University of Massa-
chusetts.

Effective tonight, for the UMass-West Virginia men's
basketball game, evening users of designated parking
lots will be directed to park elsewhere, giving access to

MuUins Center patrons.

The affected loU will be Lot E (West of 25). 21. 25, 26,

31, 33. 40, and 41 On any given Mullins Center event,
some or all of these lots will be required.

Parking control staff will be present in these lots by 5
p.m. for weekday events and variable times for weekend
events. Afler this time, only people with tickets to the
event will be permitted to enter the lot. No one will be
required to vacate the lot if they are already parked

there.

Access to every other lotoncampus will be uru-estricted
during this time.

This plan was developed by a small task force for
traffic and parking control and reviewed by BSC Group
of Boston, a traffic engineering firm.

There will be shuttle buses running from some of the
affected lots, which »xtend as far as .Southwest residen-
tial area, to the Mullins Center, said Kt'ith Terry, a radio
operator for UMass Transit.

Some students that will be affected by the parking
changes sh«»w«'d concern.

"Ill probably want to use the computers on campus
and I won't be able to find parking," said student Veronica
White, who has parking privileges in l>ot 25.

"I won't be able to leave and come back at night That's
kind of annoying." said Adam Lomartire. a senior in-

dustrial engineering major

Clinton foreign policy discussed
Expert says bureaucracy will force U.S. intervention
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Staff

Though President Bill Clinton faces a number of
difficult foreign policy problems, his administration will

try to solve them with as little cost and effort as possible,

according to several area foreign policy specialists.

Hampshire College Government Professor Michael
Klare, Smith College Government Professor Susan
Peterson and Mount Holyoke International Relations
Professor Vincent Ferraro spoke in a panel discussion on
foreign policy problems facing the Clinton administra-
tion Tuesday night at Smith College. The panel was
sponsored by the Five College Program in Peace and
World Security Studies.

The panelists focused on the situations in Somalia,
where U.S. troops are helpingcombat the ravages caused
by civil war and famine, as well as Bosnia.

"I think theyll be there forever," said Michael Klare,
director of (PAWSS), when asked how long U.S. troops
would have to stay in Somalia.

Ferraro s former Mt. Holyoke colleague. Anthony Lake,
was named to be Clinton's national security advisor.

All three panelists said they have noticed a more
interventionist attitude from President Clinton than
they did from candidate Clinton.

Klare said Clinton's "f>ersonal bias is again.st inter-

vention," but that the military bureaucracy he inherited
as well as most of his foreign policy advisors "are much
more inclined to use force."

Although foreign policy issues have figured promi-

nently so far, Klare predicted that "Clinton's fortunes
will rise or fall on the success ofthe domestic conditions."

Ferraro quipped that "it's still the "economy, stupid."

The panelists said they felt the United States is

selective in the places in which it chooses to intervene.

Peterson said the reason the United States sent troops
to Somalia and not Bosnia was because she believes the
U.S. is "willing to I send troops I where it's cheap, safe and
the outcome is relatively certain."

"Rather than asking what our interests are or the
goals we hope to achieve." Peterson said. "(The new
administration I will be asking what are the costs we seek
not to incur. Clinton will try to ignore foreign policy when
he can."

Peterson also said she was "profoundly pessimistic on
the prospects for peace." in Eastern Europe. "The confiict

is unresolvable," Peterson said.

Ferraro said he believed that "there never been a

situation more deserving of intervention of something
being done [than Bosnia]. But what that something is, I

don't know."

Ferraro said situation in the former Soviet Union is

another potential problem spot.

"Ifsomething happens to Yeltsin, we're talking about
July 1914 all over again." Ferraro said. "We'll have
learned nothing." ifanother totalitarian regime is estab-

lished in the Soviet Union.

PAWSS will be sponsoring panel discussions in the

coming weeks on the global AIDS epidemic as well as
more focused discussions on the turmoil in Russia and
the war in former Yugoslavia.

LGRC sustains $50,000 in damages
Students are back to classes at the Lederle Graduate

Research Towers, but repairs are still being made afler

yesterday's early morning flood that University spokes-
person Danny Chun said caused an estimated $50,000 in

damages and cleanup costs in the Graduate Re.search
tower.

A break between a connector from a larger pipe to a
smaller pipe leading to the sprinkler system caused
water to flow down a staircase in Tower B and pour into

the elevator shafts, Chun said. Police are still investigat-

ing the cause of the burst.

Two elevator repairmen from Otis Elevator Company
were working on one of the towers' four elevators.

"The elevator pits were full of water and on top of the
elevators," said Connie Goodreao. He also said there was

water in front of the cars.

Jeff Griswald who was also working on the elevator
said they had to drain the board where the floor button
switches are because they filled with water.

Goodreao said the water had gotten into the electrical
equipment.

Brian Cope, a sophomore majoring in physics, and
Supriya Prabhakar, a sophomore majoring in electrical
engineering, said they unable to go to their Linear Alge-
bra class in the towers yesterday.

"Before we even got to the building, people were
coming back telling us, 'don't even go there,*" Prabhakar
said.

— CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
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lecture
continued from page 1

Spike Lee also urged Black students
to become more unified and draw
strength from each other.
The history ofour people is to make

do what what we have and build on it."
he said.

Students and staff cited Lee as an
important role model.

Sid Feriera, a student advisor on
campus, said that Spike Lee gave him
a -better understanding" ofhis personal
struggles as a Black filmmaker.

"He showed us that despite the rac-
ism and obstacles we should keep on
struggling," said Feriera. "He also
struggled against racism to make his
films and his perseverance has paid
off."

Pete Ribiero. general manager of
the Black Mass Communications
Project, commented on Spike's em-
phasis on self help.

welfare

"He really wanted people to used
him as a role model to succeed as he
did," Ribiero said. "In his film, he used
Malcolm X as an example of self-em-
powerment."

Delphine Quarles, a Student Ac-
tivities advisorand coordinator ofBlack
History Month, called lee's visit "a great
beginning that will benefit the entire
community" and encouraged partici-
pation in the remainder of Black His-
tory Month activities.

Fanes Odom, a senior psychology
m^or, said it was important that Spike
Lee came during Black History Month,
citing the need for "more Black people
to give back to the community."

Following the lecture. Lee attended a
special reception at the Malcolm X
Center. Mai Sam, student coordinator
ofthe center, said it was "a great honor"
to host the actual director of the film
Malcolm X.

The Jewish Arts Festival Presents:

Award -Winning Scholar and Author

Dr. ROBERT ALTER
''Adventure in Madern
Hebrew Literature"

Dr. Alter has lectured worldwide on the European &
American novel, the literary art of the Bible, and modem

Hebrew Literature.

Monday, February 8 at 8:00PM
Campus Center 168

General Public $3 Students FREE
Sponsored by: UMASS Hillel. Judaic & Near EaMem Studies wuh addiiional support

from UMASS Ans Council & Studenc Affairs Cultural Ennchmeni Fund

continued from page 1

controversial matters such as homosexu-
als in the military.

Fittingly, he delivered the speech to an
organization in which then-Arkansas, Gov.
Clinton cut his teeth on welfare issues in

the mid-1980s as an architect of national
reform legislation.

"I think all ofus want what most people
on welfare want, a country that gives you
a hand up, not a handout," Clinton told the
governors. "No one likes the welfare sys-
tem as it currently exists, least of all the
people who are on it."

Clinton told the governors Washington
could not mandate "top-down" reforms for

varying state problems. So he pledged to

look favorably on most state requests for

waivers from federal rules-even when he
was personally opposed to the specifics of
a state experiment.

"And the only thing I want to say, to ask
you in return, is let us measure these
experiments and let us measure them
honestly," Clinton said. "And if it works,
let's tell everybody it works so we can all

do it, and if it doesn't, let's have the cour-

age to quit and admit it didn't."

Highlights ofClinton's proposal include:
• Expanding education and training

programs for recipients ofAid to Families
wnth Dependent Children, the federal wel-
fare program which has gone from helping
3.7 million families in 1988 to 4.7 million
last year. In return, recipients would be
limited to twoyearseligibility and required
to work. If no private jobs were available,
some sort ofcommunity service would have
to be performed to collect benefits.

Clinton and aides said such training
and strict work requirements were criti-
cal to breaking the long-term dependency
of 25 percent of welfare recipients.

• Expanding the Earned Income Tax
Credit so that no family with a parent who
worked 40 hours a week would live below
the poverty line. "If there is dignity in all
work, there must be dignity for every
worker," Clinton said.

• Creating a national database of
"deadbeat dads" to track fathers delin-
quent in making child support payments
and using the Internal Revenue Service to
collect from egregious violators.

Judicial Advisors
Program

Sponsored by the Student Attorney General's
Office and the Dean of Students Office.
Applications are now being accepted

for the Spring 1993 semester.

Training will take place on February 23
from 7:30 to 9:30 in room 903

in the Campus Center.

Applications will be accepted at both the Student
Government Attorney General's Office at
432 Student Union and the Dean of
Student's office at 227 Whitmore.

Applications are due on February 17th at 5pm.

If you would like more information about
the program, contact Paul Vasconcellos,
Assistant Dean of Students, at 545-2684;
or Deirdre Bannon, Coordinator of the
Judicial Advisors Program, at 545-1272.
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How much is too much?
Gov't haggles over food contamination
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By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Clinton ad-
ministration on Tuesday jumped into the
explosive debate over cancer-causing
pesticides and food, seeking public com-
ment on how much contamination is too
much.

The Environmental Protection Agency
released a list of 35 pesticides that it said
would likely be barred by a pending court
order to ban cancer-causing pesticides in
processed foods under provisions of the
1958 Delaney Clause.
EPA AdministratorCarol Browner said

because only small amounts of the
chemicals have shown up in processed
foods, she is viewing the matter as a
question oflegal interpretation rather than
public safety.

"EPA does not believe that the pesti-
cides in the following lists pose an un-
reasonable risk to public health, based on
available data." she said

EPA officials said the chemicals on the
list have been found to cause cancer in

animals. EPA already has banned those it

considered a risk to Jiumans.
The food industry contends that mod-

em technology has made the Delaney
law obsolete because such minute traces
ofcarcinogens can now be detected that
they are meaningless.

Browner said her intention is not to
relax the Delaney Clause, which is part
of the Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act.
However, in an interview Monday she
called the law outdated.

The pesticides do not have familiar
public names. For instance, among
them isbenomyl which is used on grapes
and tomatoes but has appeared in rai-

sins and ketchupmade firom them. Also,

mancozeb which is used on wheat,
barley, oats and rye and has turned up
in flour and bran made from those
grains.

The outcome could affect thousands
of processed foods.

The EPA said it is faced with barring
the 35 pesticides to comply with a July
order by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in San Francisco.

The court ordered EPA to adhere to

the Delaney Clause that prohibits the
presence in processed foods of sub-
stances that cause cancer in humans or
in animals, no matter how tiny the

Turn to PESTICIOES. poge 10

Lee
continued from page 1

mates actually working that he de-
cided to start workingon doing his own
films.

Lee thanked his friend Earl Smith
for having faith for giving his life sav-
ings to him for She's GoatU Have It.

"Don't fool yourself We didn't start out
making $35 million movies," he told
the crowd"We had tomake due. There's
always people in the background that
you don't read about. . . holding you
up"

Lee went on to talk about his inspi-

rations for School Daze, Do The Right
Thing and Jungle Fever.

After Do The Right Thing, Lee said
he felt that it was time for Malcolm X.
When he heard that Malcolm X was
being directed by a White director he
started to protest.

"I feel that it would be very hard for

a White director to direct this film," he
said

. That is not to say that Whitescan
only do films with White matters and
Blacks do film with Black matters."

After having problems getting
money from Warner Brothers and the

bonds company threatening to shut
production down, Lee started to call on
his friends for help. Super stars such as
Bill Cosby, Oprah Winfrey, Magic
Johnson and Michael Jordan contrib-

uted to help Lee finish production.
Lee's reasons for making Afa/ro/m X

was "to show the road that he took. . .

from pointA to point Z, the whole road.
The Malcolm from the Nation of Islam
was not the Malcolm that came back
from Mecca."

After his speech there was a question
and answer session. Lee commented on
inter-racism and racism, "one is a by-
product of the other," women's roles in

his movies and even his views on
Jewish-Black relations.

When asked about advice he would
give to African-American UMass stu-

dents, Lee replied, "Number one real-

ize why you're here, to get an education,
get that degree and go back and apply
that to your community. You have to
turn negatives in positives. . . you just
can't quit. Try to draw strength from
your community. Just get the people
who are down and roll with that."
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Big Brother alive and well
Time and time again, the University of

Massachusetts bureaucracy proves it is
the best at throwing money away.

Housing Services had a problem with
drunken fools in Southwest causing chaos
and mayhem on weekends. They tried
alcohol policies, but they didn't work— in
fact, they led to resident assisUnts being
assaulted, harassed and intimidated.

So what's Housing's solution to the
problem? Desks and swivel chairs.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
I liked the new phones, even though

they break ifyou merely shoot a dirty look
at one. I can live with a bed that's too small
and recreates the sensation ofsleeping on
concrete. I don't mind the cable service,
since they show cartoons and that neat
elevator safety film every so often. I even
grew to admire the crowning triumph of
technology that is Microfridge. But this
was too much.

Upon re-entering my building for the
first time this semester I saw a tall,

counter-height desk where the old sign-in
table had formerly been What had been a
lobby was now a border patrol substation,
complete with a plexiglass-shielded sign
that says "Stop!" in big red letters.

Oh, I see. Drunken vandals from off-

campus who pull fire alarms and throw
furniture out windows won't run past se-
curity receptionists because the sign says
"Stop!" The hell they will. What's nexf
Armed guards, police dogs and armed bor-
der guards in riot gear? Don't laugh —
Housing once proposed building a fence
around Southwest. Imagine the following
s^nario:

Sectirity guard: "Anything to declare?"
Beer smuggler: "Uhh. no. nothing."
"May we see what's in your bag, sir?"

( Rip, rumple, rumple. ) "Sir, are you aware
there is a six pack of an alcoholic malt
beverage in your bag?"

"But I'm 23. Look —

"

"Up against the wall! | Whump! I You're
under arrest for smuggling Knickerbocker
into Southwest without a permit. Go di-

rectly to alcohol re-programming class, do
not pass go. do not collect $200. Next!"

The sad part is that UMass students
have largely brought this sort of "police
academy goes to college" menUlity upon
themselves. It only takes one moron a few
seconds to pull a false alarm, throw up in
a suirwell or harass a RA. The rest of us
pay for these silly security desks through
higher tuition and fees.

My first thought upon seeing this new
furniture was "Why?" My second thought
was "How much?" Third, I wondered
"YTcnow, if I could get this up to my room
it would make a great bar."

The "Why?" part. Housing will tell you,
is a concerted efforton their part to improve
security in Southwest, the "Babylon of
Ntw England." More security officers and
foot patrols are a good start, true, but why
did Housing need new desks? Is this really
East Germany and do we need a "Check-
point Charlie" at every door?

As for the all-important issue of cost,

estimates from various sources quoted the
cost of these miniature customs desks at
roughly $600. That's a lot of money for a
fancy desk and swivel chair. Money that
would be better spenton the escort service,
on student security salaries, or better yet.
books for our crumbling library (now
there's a thought).

So what do we have? Yet another
grandiose waste ofvaluable resources fi-om
our Big Brothers at Housing. As always,
you. the student, pay for it.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-
nist.
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. . .but is she qualified?
White House watchers have been fo-

cusing on a new topic of late Temporarily
putting aside the pressing issues ofwhere
the president's daughter is going to school
and what kind of cai food Socks prefers,
the spotlight has again turned to Hillary
Clinton.

Peter J

ORVETTI

A new semester— a new beginning?
Oh. it is good to be back at UMass

where something is always happening.
Honestly. I was tiring ofmy sister's refus-
als to wear gloves on sub-zero days or get
the sneakers she needed for basketball
because the only ones available in her size
were ugly. Not at UMass. though, people
revel in ugly here!

"What do you mean?" you ask.
Let me explain. Think of all the ugly

things here. We have the Fine Arts Cen-
ter. Lederle Tower, that red thing in front
of the Fine Arts Center, we have racism,
sexism, homophobia. .

.

"Whoo. wait a minute. Racism, sexism,
homophobia?" you ask.

Yes. It doesn't just go away over
intersession; it was here last term, it will
be here this term. The way I see it. last
semester people tried to eliminate these
problems by dwelling on them. Everyone
had a possible solution they wanted to try.

Unfortunately, much of this healing
medicine acted more like salt rubbed into
the wounds. Even the immediates of the
most publicized racial attack on campus

seem to want to let the incident remain
with last semester.

"So what's your point?"
Good question. Ladies and gentlemen,

we have a new semester, a new year, so
why not have a new start? I suggest that
we all. on your next day of classes, turn to
the person next to you and say hello.
Human nature, or at least common cour-
tesy, will cause the person to respond. So
talk more. Is the person intere8ting?Then
get their name! Meet them to study, or
have a snack in Blue Wall.

"But they are a different skin color
than I am. They are different sex. a dif-

ferent sexual persuasion. .

."

And i sn't that part ofwhat makes them
interesting? May we enjoy the cultural
diversity the campus offers, and let com-
mon experiences bring us together. So, if

my suggestion worked, then do it again
the next day, and if it didn't, well, every-
body has a bad day; try it again tomorrow.
See you in class.

Steven Lee
Orchard HiU

There is a group in America known as
the "perennially discontent." who, for
sport, spend hours upon hours searching
out trivialities to gripe about. The latest
gripe by this troupe is President Bill
Clinton's decision to make attorney
Hillary Clinton the head of a special
health care commission. She is highly
qualified for such a post, and even political
opponents concede that she is an excep-
tional lawyer. The problem, then? She
happens to share a last name with the
president.

Nepotism is indeed a political problem.
Unscrupulous representatives have been
known to make it a practice to fit each
aunt and uncle on the public payroll. But
the fear of nepotism should not ban the
legitimately qualified from political posts,
A young lawyer who had .ought Joe

McCarthy and Jimmy HofTa became John
Kennedy's attorney general. The crusad-
ing environmenUlist who now bears the
title of vice-president is the son of a sena-
tor. Al Gore is certainly a competent publ ic
official. The wheelchair-bound man from
New York who brought about the end of
the Great Depression had a famous uncle;
Franklin Delano Roosevelt was a relative
of Theodore Roosevelt. For even greater
evidence, one need look no further than

the man who has represented this state in
the Senate for the past 32 years.

"Ah, yes." chuckles the Loyal Opposi-
tion, "but all these people are Democrats."
You are merely serving to proveour point."
This is not a correct assumption The
Republican ranks have produced leaders
who happen to be related to other leaders.
The head ofthe I>oyal Opposition himself.
Senate Minonty Leader Robert Dole, is

married to ex-Cabinet member Elizabeth
Dole And the man who recently left the
White House is the son of a senator.
How do we draw the line between

nepotism and "fair" appointments*' This
IS not a simple question. But it seems
reasonable to most political observers
that Hillary Rodham Clinton, a highly
successful, very Ulented attorney, is a
"fair" appointment. Perhaps this is be-
cause she was chosen based upon the
same sUndard that would be applied to
any candidate — talent, ability, knowl-
edge This is slightly different from an
aunt or an uncle answering phones in a
Senate office.

Government is not, and should not be.
a family business but should a qualified
person be chosen for a post, that person
must not be discarded based solely upon
his or her surname or parentage. In our
obsessive drive toomit the unfair from our
politics, we must occasionally re-evaluate
just what "fair" means — for if we dis-
qualify the Hillary Clintons and the Rob-
ert Kennedys of the United SUtes from
ever holding high office, appointed or
elected, are we truly being fair to ourselves
as a nation?

Peter J. Orvetti is a student at Hamp-
shire College.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
IfThorr the ticketmaster reigns then why did over

300 students wait in line overnight for tickets to the
last game to be played at the Cage?

Wonder how much the University made on that
whole white T-shirt scam?

The Cage is cramped, small, claustrophobic and
intimidating for visiting teams. Why are we closing it

in favor for a huge antiseptic and impersonal beast
that will bring David Copperfield to UMass? Besides,
"The Cage" sounds so much better than "The Mullins
Center."

I really don't understand what the big idea is. Why
not let transvestites in the military? Men who dress
like women. Men who dress like trees. What's the
difference really?

Things I'd Hke to see before I die:
• UMass Social Thought and Political Economy

majors working at a Colorado-based Coors bottling
factory while singing the theme U)Laverneand Shirley.

• Zoe Baird running a day-care center for real
working mothers.

• U.S. Sen. Sam Nunn tending bar at the North
Star in Northampton.

• Bush discovering how much minimum wage really
is just before he sUrts his job pumping gas for Exxon

• Fresh Hatch fries.

• Sinead O'Connor rip up a picture of me.

Marc

ELLIOTT
According to The American Heritage Dictionary

"Feminism n. Advocacy of the political, social and eco-
nomic equality of men and women."

Has anyone considered Dean of Students Jo-Anne
Vanin for the soon-to-be-vacant chancellor's post? Any-
one who can shut up the boisterous former Student
Senate speaker Jeff Turco strikes me as a woman with
the stuff that can handle power with the kind of deci-
siveness and authority this campus needs. 'Course I'm
going to need a job soon, myself.

For all those who are wondering, "Multicultural
Musings" printed in Friday's Collegian was a paid adver-
tisement written by Provost Glen Gordan, a nice guy and
a fine actor. All those who bet it was Human Relations
Director Grant Ingle lost money on that one.

By the way. in that Multicultural Musings ad, the
words community" or-communities-werementioned
Id times, "multiculturalism" or "multicultural," 15
times, diversity" or "diverse," 13 times. Oh, and theword commitment- was included only twice. Inter-
esting, eh?

wnfj^-'i^'^^'
Tuesday's Collegian did not included thewords diversity" or"multicuIturalism"or any admin-

istrators pleading their "commitment."
fcvil. evil, evil, evil. evil. What?

noJ.^*" n
''''^!7'"'^ '^ ''^^"y excited about the brand-new Mullms Sports/Concert/Monster Trucks Arena

Thrn«f%\^
'•"•^ "^-^^^ ^ g«t from my pal Deep

iolr^u ^'^^"^ '^'•' <=o«t around $52 million, with

for hv 1 K
""".P^"^ '^°'' ^y ^^^ state and the rest to be paid

Z 1 ,
students ofthis campus in the form of a $97

for yL f 1!
•
^""^"^ y^^^ ""*^'l the building is paid

buvint; if f'^^"*^ ^^^ ^e^'^g "o preferences for

un f« o *o nn:,"°
automatic discount on Uckets, and

faciSv Wk'?.V'' ^'' «^"d«"t P-°"P« to rent the

tStr i^*"^
''"^^"ts are getting is free athleticuckets - nothing new there." Eh.

Marc Elhott is a Collegian columnist, eh.
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Someone better wake up and smell the spoiled innocence
It Started as the harmless banter of three males

excited about the upcoming Super bowl, but it quickly
turned into something else. "Ow," said the squeaky voice
I d like to lock Claudia Schifl-er up in a room for a while
Teach her a few tricks. Then she wouldn't have to guess
no more."

Just the typical conversation of a few heartily over-
sexed heterosexual guys out for a night on the town,
nght? Not exactly. The place was Stop and Shop, and the
guy s voice was squeaky because he was only about 12
years old. Dressed in the grunge garb that is now the
valley s dress code for wayward urchins with something
to prove. LittleJohnny Lewd and friends huddled around
the magazine giggling about said supermodel's abduc-
tion.

My, what charming children. The kind that just make
you want to pinch their cheeks. Hard. I shot them an icy
glare, and one of them defiantly blew me a kiss. Wow.
Long gone are the days of Legos and tree forts. A thing of
the past is that adolescent nervousness and uncertainty
about sex, which is good in this age ofAIDS. But when the
snails and puppy dog tails that make up little boys are
replaced by apparent date rape potential, knowledge has

gone too far.

A year ago I would have argued that we've come a long
way since the early '80s. when music videos from bands
the likes of Motley Crue featured caged women writhing
about in bondage gear. Yes. women in hot pink bikinis are
still selling stereos in Bayside Expo commercials. In last
night's "I Dream of Genie Still" special. Barbara Eden
chased a man down the street, begging him to be her
master It's tongue in cheek, yet it is still offensive and
undeniably dangerous.

Lori

O'CONNOR

I am not a 'feminist'!

But the painng ofscantily clad, groveling women with
violence has l)een for the most part absent from recent
mainstream culture. A quick look around tells me that it

is slowly oozing its way back into vogue.
The video for the song "Sex Type Thing" by Stone

Temple Pilots recently made it to number one on Dial
MTVs Video Request Hour. In it, a bare-chested man
stalks a woman through an abandoned factory. Here are
some lyrics: "I wanna get close to you. . . You wouldn't

want me to have to hurt you too. . . I know you want what's
on my mind. I'll give you something that you won't
forget. . . Here 1 come."

This video was number one, as requested by I'iewers.

Last week, in the Springfield area, an eighth grade
boy was arrested for raping two female classmates in the
bathroom of his junior high school.

Someone had better wake up and smell the spoiled
innocence. It's splattered all over every peep show
populated, nudie dance clubbed corner ofour society. Sex
education classes aren't enough to keep our kids from
growing up to be debasers. We need to provide them with
clear information about what constitutes sexploitation of
women. And we need to start earlier, before some animal
with a recording contract plants an idea, and gives them
a head start in the wrong direction.

Most of all, we need to be afraid. You see, I have a
friend who works in a local record store. He says that the
new Stone Temple Pilots album is quite popular with
those who have yet to get their driving licenses.

"/'</ like to lock her up. . . teach her a few tricks.

Here they come indeed.
Lori O'Connor is a Collegian columnist.

Sometimes 1 get thinking about my
part in the women's movement. Some-
times I think that I might not be playing a
part at all, but I should. I've never con-
sidered myselfa feminist, but occasionally
I wonder if that is even true.

I'm taking a course this semester en-
titled Philosophy ofWoman' and I feel as
if being fanatically passionate about the
women's movement is some sort of pre-
requisite. The truth is. it's the farthest
thing from my mind.

Amy

SCOTT
Too many women are missing the point

about what the goals of the movement
should be. I strongly believe in equal rights.

I'm a woman, so I'd be dumb not to. The
problem is. it seems the feminists define
equal rights differently than I do. I don't
believe that men and women are equal.
I'm not saying that either gender is supe-
rior or inferior to the other gender, just
that they are not equivalent — you can't
compare apples to oranges. It's not only
that men and women differ physically, but
also chemically— even their brain waves
are different. What does that mean? It

means that some rights that men have
should not necessarily apply to women,
and vice versa.

I am not a conservative; I guess you
could say I'm a bit moderate sometimes. I

just think that too many ofthese feminists
are wasting their time fighting over stupid

privileges for stupid reasons. I don't want
to be associated with them; that's why I

don't think about feminist issues a lot.

For instance, it seems that some ofyou
get real uptight if there's a club for men
only. You want the right to join. Well,

crashing men's clubs does not mean you
have achieved eqiial rights. You have the
right to start your own club, and that is an
equal right. Besides, men have this strange
need to bond — let them do it some place
where they won't be bothering anyone.

I once read of a court case somewhere
that involved a woman fighting for the
right to go topless in public. Her lawyer
argued that women's breasts were biologi-

cally like those of men. Exactly where did
they do their research and come across
these buxom men? A Ringling Bros, side
show?

At any rate. I want to make it clear that
I believe in equal rights, but that doesn't
make me a feminist. I think these days the
rights and respect I ask for have already
been won for the most part. They should
be, obvious to everyone. But these rights
do not include things hke going topless
just because men do.

Basically. I'm not devoting any serious
time or effort to an equal rights crusade.
It'sjust there, and I sort ofsupport it. only
now I'm wondering if I need to be some
frothing, passionate feminist to get any
thing out of this class I'm taking.

Sometimes I wonder if calling yourself
a feminist means you're obsessed with the
whole deal. I'm confused. Feminist issues
are relevant to me since I'm a female, yet
I am not a feminist. Maybe I just never
knew how relevant feminist issues are to

me. Is concern for such issues all it takes
to be labeled a feminist? Is it unfair to use
the word "label"? Perhaps the only person
doing the labelling is me.

So,am I a feminist? No. I don't think so.

But I'm certainly not anti-feminist. So
what does that make me, "not a feminist"?
Yes. Not a feminist.

Amy Scott is a UMass student.

The dinosaurs must be stopped

Ticket to Hell, Part Two
Continued from last week: Creative

Driving, Hellhound.

My car hates me. I detest my car. Yet
without it I would have to walk four miles

to the grocery store. I resign myself: HI
have to drive it.

Week Four (home): I start the car, get

it rolling with some shuddering and
jerking, shift quickly into second and
pretend like everyone's palms sweat like

this when they drive. What I dread most
is that historically, I stall at every in-

tersection.

Brooke 0.

WHEELER
Hence, I have decided not to stop the

car until I reach my final destination. This

might raise certain difficulties, stop signs

and traffic lights being pretty common
and all, but stalling does rotten things to

my blood pressure. I'm sure the car usu-

ally sniffing up my rear end doesn't like it

any more than I do.

I roll slowly down the drive to the road,

eyeinga stop sign with distrust. Frantically

I look right, look left, look right, look left,

before I reach the sign. All clear. I coast

right on by, not even touching the brakes,

praying the local cops aren't bored enough

to be around.

Minutes later: a traffic light. My palms

are dripping sweat into my shoes, my
heart is doing the bossa nova, my thoughts

are full of cops. ("But officer," I will say

matter-of-factly, "I simply must keep the
car in motion.")

I slow way down. Come on, turn green
pleeease. Miraculously, it does and I thank
Someone for this small favor. Now
smoothly cruising along, I note with a
certain amount of panic another traffic

light looming in the distance. It's green.
Do I floor it and screech through, or dawdle
enough to let it change back to green
again? Plan C hits me instead and I careen
around the comer of the next street. Ill

take the long way.
After about five minutes, I realize I'm

probably being silly— the store was four
miles away, but due to my cowardice I'm
taking a detour through eastern Penn-
sylvania. I find my way back to the main
road and smile defiantly at the light

looming up ahead.

"You don't scare me." I said right out
loud, ignoring the tremor in my voice. It's

green. Almost there. Fifty more feet. It's

yellow. I floor it. It's red. I go through,
pretendingeverything's okay. Behind me,
something flashes. Numbly, I slow down
and pull over. I stop, turn off the engine
and listen to my heartbeat: it's doing the
merengue.

There is a tap on my window. I roll it

down and a big, disapproving face looks

down at me. "Oh, officer," I sob, "My brakes,

my brakes. .

."

Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Patrick P. Robblee is an oaf and some-
what of a moron too. To actually beUeve
that the government is covering up the
fact that dinosaurs are still among us is

completely absurd [Collegian , Jan. 27 1. The
information is available. That is why we
must keep commie spies and other
subversives from using our libraries. This
information should never be let into the
wrong hands.

It was not long ago I came across the
AlvinCommittee Report of 1979. The Alvin
Committee did extensive research into
the existence of dinosaurs in the 42nd
parallel and came to a shocking conclu-
sion: there is no food in the 42nd parallel.

So the dinosaurs are coming back. The
Alvin Committee also reported that dino-
saurs are very distressed by our use of
their remains in automobiles, power
plants, plastics and so on.

This report is important in under-
standing why we cannot allow a dinosaur
gap to afTectour nuclear stock piles. Atomic

missiles are the ordy known weapon effec-

tive against such a beast. We must stop
left wing pinko Communists from aiding
the dinosaur's crusade to exterminate us
all.

I am also shocked that Mr. Robblee has
the audacity to suggest that religion was
the dinosaur's "most important" cultural

achievement. If the dinosaurs existed be-
fore Christ they could have been nothing
other than devil worshippers. It is a well
known fact that if a person can transcend
his or her body, he or she is most surely a
Satan worshipper. One sickens at the
thought of dinosaurs dancing naked
around a fire praising the Prince of Dark-
ness. I can only cry when I think ofthe way
dinosaur teachers corrupted innocent
young children's pure and sinless souls
with their satanic filth. We need more
weapons! In the name of God the dino-
saurs must be stopped!

Eric Coakley
Northampton

Watching the MuHins 'morons'?
On Sunday afternoon, while using a

radio spectrum analyzer to identify the
security communications frequencies in

use at the new Mullins Center (for inclu-

sion in a new regional frequency direc-

tory), I came across a most revealing
conversation between two security per-
sonnel.

A male and a female officer were in-

volved. After they moved their operations
to "Channel 2", and the male guard had
offered the female guard the hospitality of
his apartment after the open house, the
following remarks were made:
MALE SECURITYGUARD: It gets pretty
boring watching all these morons milling
around the place.

FEMALE SECURITY GUARD: I know.
But it's a good money maker. You taught
me well.

I'm sure the 15,000 "morons" who
showed up to celebrate the dedication of
the new Mullins Center might have
something to say about the level of regard

in which they are held by Mullins security
personnel.

Considering that our "moronic" tax
dollars financed this facility, through
generous grants ofthe sate legislature, at
a time when other University budgets
were starving to death, such a snide and
cynical attitude toward the public on the
part of Mullins personnel is particularly
irritating.

It might be wise for all radio-bearing
personnel to remember that their con-
versations take place on open public fre-

quencies, and can be heard by anyone
with a cheap Radio Shack scanner at a
distance of several miles. Derogatory
comments about the public, especially a
public as well-behaved and enthusiastic
as this gathering of"morons", do not place
either Mullins management. Mullins se-
curity, or the place itself in a very positive
light.

Dave Drake Beauvais
KBIF Radio, Amherst
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State funding for education said unconstitutional
COLLEGIAN

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state and the plaintiffs agreed that
lawmakers should make sure Massachusetts children
receive adequate educations, but they differed over
whether the state constitution mandates it.

The Supreme Judicial Court heard oral arguments
Tuesday in a 15-year-old lawsuit, now called McDuffy vs.

Robertson, that challenges the state's reliance on local
property taxes to fund education.

The state funds about 25 percent ofthe total education
cost, halfthe national average of50 percent, according to
the plainfiffs. Proposition 2 1/2 forbids communities from
raising property taxes more than 2 1/2 percent without
an override vote.

Michael Weisman, lead lawyer for the 19 plaintiffs,

told the justices that using property taxes to fund edu-
cation is unconstitutional because students in poor dis-

tricts have a distinct disadvantage because their schools
can't afford up-to-date textbooks and resources, have
larger classrooms and underpaid U^achers.

"Children in many communities are not receiving a
meaningful chance to learn to read," Weisman said.

Filed in 1978, the case was revived in 1990 after the
state, responding to the economic recession and state
fiscal problems, cut local aid payments to cities and
towns.

Weisman urged the SJC to rule that the sUte has an
"enforceable duty' to provide equal education opportuni-

ties. Then, he said, the courts should order the Legisla-

ture to come up with a fair system.
The court could provide substantial guidance to the

Legislature," he said.

Architects ofthe Massachusetts constitution, particu-

larly John Adams, wrote that the state has a "duty to

cherish" education, "they meant that it was necessary for

the preservation of liberties," Weisman said.

''Children in many communities are

not receiving a meaningful chance to

learn to read,

"

Michael Weisman, attorney

Assistant state attorney general Douglas Wilkins
countered that use of the word "duty" did not require

state action. Massachusetts has a "political duty, a moral
duty, but not a legal duty" under the state constitution to

provide "an adequate education" to the state's children,
he said.

Citing hikes in state education spending in recent
years Wilkins said "there is definitely an attempt to

address these concerns" by the Legislature and the Weld
administration.

Gov. William Weld, in announcing his fiscal 1994
budget last week, omitted a planned increase in educa-
tion spending, 8a)ring he would not earmark the money
until the system is reformed.

The SJC gave no indication when it would hand down
a ruling.

The 19 Massachusetts districts involved in the law-
suitare Belchertown, Berkley, Brockton, Carver, Hanson,
Holyoke, Leicester, Lowell, Lynn, Rockland, Rowley]
Springfield, Whiman. Whitman-Hanson, Winchendon,
Lawrence, Salisbury, Worcester and Revere.

Results of the similar lawsuits in other states have
been mixed. The Texas Supreme Court barred any edu-
cation spending after

June 1 unless that state's funding system, which relies

heavily on property taxes, is reformed.

Tennessee and Montana also are awaiting court rul-

ings. Kentucky's high court ruled that reliance on prop-
erty taxes was unconstitutional there, and New Jersey
lawmakers reformed their education system in time to

head off an unfavorable court decision.

Last week the House passed education reform legis-

lation that includes a new formula that its sponsor, I^p.
Mark Roosevelt, cochair of the education communities
pay roughly the same per pupil aft^'r seven years.

Weisamn said the bill, which now is before the Senate
Ways and Means Committee, "will not come close" to

providing equal education for all children because it still

relies on property taxes.

Noting the state's history of waiting for court action

before acting on important matters such as school de-
segregation and the Boston Harbor cleanup— Roosevelt,
D-Boston said, "I certainly understand what he's trying
to say. . . if I were him I'd be cynical too."
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Indicted lawmaker blasts laws
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) — A former state law-
maker called state conflict ofinterest laws
"confusing and vague" in response to his
indictment for allegedly benefiting indi-
rectly from state contracts.

Former state Sen. William Q. MacLean
Jr., a seven-term Democratfrom Fairhaven.
retired last month. He faces two indict-
ments, including allegations he received
$278,000 through an indirect link to the
sale ofpublic employee retirement savings
plans. Both indictments mention business
dealings that involved former Attorney
General Edward J. McCormack Jr.

MacLean indicated in a statement re-
leased by his attorney Tuesday that he is

prepared to settle the misdemeanor
charges with the attorney general's olTice,

but he defended his actions.

"Nothing in the charges contradicts
what I have always said." MacU'an said.
"I never knowingly or intentionally vio-
lated any conflict of interest law."

Any settlement would be subject to
court approval. Attorney General Scott
Harshbarger's office was still working out
an arraignment date Tuesday.

The charges against MacLean carry a

maximum penalty of two years in prison
and a fine of $3,000 on each indictment.

Harshbarger said the conflict of inter-
est law "is designed to ensure that public
servants obey only one master, and that is
the public."

In his statement, MacLean noted that
he sought advice. "More than any other
legislator, I repeatedly sought guidance on
how to conduct my private business with-
out violating the public trust," he said.

Harshbarger acknowledged that
MacLean had relied on opinions by prior
attorney generals and the state Ethics
Commission in conducting business re-
lated to the marketing of deferred com-
pensation plans to cities, towns and
counties. But he said he was fully satisfied
that the state could successfully prosecute
the case on the basis of alleged indirect
benefits from state employee sales.

One indictment alleges that MacLean
had an unlawful indirect financial interest
in Fairhaven Village, a partnership formed
by McCormack to develop, construct and
manage a housing development.

Fairhaven Village was financed in 1979
by the Massachusetts Housing Finance
Agency, a state agency.

The indictment alleges that
McCormack formed a realty trust in 198 1

,

whose sole beneficiary was MacLean's wife,
Marjorie, and that McCormack deposited
$440,000, or half the development fees
from Fairhaven Village, into Sky High
Realty Trust between 1982 and 1989.

Although the indictment does not indi-
cate how much money MacLean received
from that account, the state alleges he
received some economic benefit from it.

Harshbarger's office also alleged that
Maclean received $278,000 related to com-
missions earned by another firm run by
McCormack, Pilgrim Insurance Ageny
( PEBSCOMass. ), which agreed to pay Pil-

grim a percentage ofa)mmissions it received
from the sales of a deferred compensation
plan to state and local public employees.

Though Macljean did not provide ser-
vices in connection with the marketing of
the plan to state workers, Harshbarger
alleged he received the money from Wlgnm
in connection with the state employee sales.

News reports had raised questions
about MacLean's role in winning passage
of a bill in 1981 allowing PEBSCO to
expand its business in Massachusetts by
pitching its service to local governments.

Questions were also raised in newspa-
peraccount about MacLean's dealings with
Aetna Life & Casualty Co . but the firm
was not mentioned in these indictments.

ElUnTUCUCIU ki»MK k4 U'a.u -i i _. . ^ ^ MArTHEW i SIMONEAU / COLLEGIANUNO THE VEIN — Matthew McKibben, undeclared, is prepared by Red Cross nurse JoAnn Howard to donate a pint of blood.

Smith office staff seeks to unionize
NORTHAMPTON ( AP)— Saying they

want more respect, a group of secretaries
and other office workers at Smith College
are seeking to unionize.

"Smith College is all about empower-
ing women," said Nancy Slator, a spokes-
woman for the union organizing commit-
tee at the women's college. "The issue that
comes up is respect and being able to take

control of our own work hves the way
Smith wants its students to."

Slator. a secretary to the dean offaculty,
said most of the 350 workers at the school
targeted by the organization are women.

She said no date has been set for an
organizing election, but the workers are
talking about the possibility of affiliation

with District 925 of the Service Employ-

ees International Union. TTie union al-

ready represents custodial workers and
housekeeping and dining hall employees.

Smith President Mary Maple Dunn
called the college a "very good employer,
not an exploitative one."

"I feel I respect our workforce a lot and
have tried to give them an increasing voice
in management" decisions. Dunn .said.

Tax return clears Silber
BOSTON (AP) — A purported income

tax return showing Boston University

President John Silber profited from BU's
sale of Seradyn Inc. apparently was an
inaccurate rough drafl, university officials

say.

The form was later rewritten to correct

confusion over whether Silber exercised

an option to buy shares of the bio-tech-

nology firm, the official university news-
paper reported. The newspaper, Boston

University Today, said Silber never bought
any shares.

There have been reports that Silber

made $386,700 when Seradyn was sold

in 1989. He has denied the stories, but
the state's attorney general is investi-

gating several financial transactions at

BU.
Silber was offered the chance to buy

200 shares of Seradyn for $28,000, the

newspaper said. It said he declined.

But one of several drafts of the
president's 1989 tax return "showed what
the preparers inaccurately believed to be
the case-that he had invested in Seradyn,"
the newspaper said in a front-page defense
of Silber.

A copy of the allegedly mistaken in-

come tax form was published in the Bos-
ton Herald last month.

"The document presented as being
Silber's tax return is still false," university
spokesman Kevin Carleton said Wednes-
day. "It is not his tax return."

He said the document was never filed

with the Internal Revenue Service.

Boston University Today, which is

published by the school's adcoinistration,

said attacks on Silber have been "inspired

by personal animosity or other consider-

ations."

trial
continued frofn page 1

The officers are charged in the
videotaped beating of King afler he
was chased and stopped for speeding
on March 3, 1991. Wind, a rookie
who was still on probation, was fired

after the beating; the others have
been suspended since then.

The officers' federal trial opened a
year afler they went on trial on as-

sault charges in state court in the
mostly White suburb of Simi Valley.

Verdicts last April acquitting them
of most charges triggered deadly ri-

ots. More than 50 people died and $ 1

billion in damage was done.
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Fill this space.
Write for the Collegian.

113 Campus Center 545-3500

Recycle this

Collegian.

It s the right

thing to do.

DANCE CLUB

Wednesday -

DANCING \\flTHDIDlNNISi.

ffb. 10- dyV^linti Party-

WmiionmtkWt«kend
GeUway to BoUan, Other Priui/

Hb. 17 -MaidiiCrai Party/

MisinmaiebU Prun tor Bat
|

Coitume, Ghtawiyi All Sight

Thursday WHMP
EIGHTEEN A OVER
DANCING WITH
DJ DENNIS R.

WHMFs Ann Spenner

Braacasting Live

Friday -

DANCING WITH Dl lEFP

Playing the Best Dance Music

• fnt Admission Bflore lOpoi*

••Frff AN Nighl Willi CoUfSf 10* •

Ldn Nigta-lJ<n CM ki Fnr Al Ni^

Fri. Feb. 5 fOOCMES NIGHT
Fret Fiiia All Night Courte>\

of foodies

Saturday

THf AKtAS BIGGEST A BfST

SATVKDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE

featuring The Best Dance Hits

from The 70s, BO's A 90 i

Mt. Tom Sii Pass Giveaways

Sat. Feb. 13 WMAS
VALENTINES PAMTY

Win a Komanlic Week,
Getaway to Vermont, flo

For Every Couple. Chocolate

Hearts Courtesy of Ben i Bills.

Other Giveaways All \»|»h» -

listen to WUAS for l)cljil\

LIVE MUSIC
Thur\7riJyT^9lidpnVI87r

Lwl Zep Tribute

ICAL GKAFFITI

-vr <.-

f rtf R(Kk friddy

U2 Tribute Band
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fr«r iktiin- l{):(X)(xn

hi-c All Niclu w/Colltw I I)^ S
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Livf *i Unplujyjwl

JAMES COTTON
featuring Luther Tucker

& David Maxwell
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"' -^
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llnjr\ fcl) I (X)f>nt/IH

MURPHY'S LAW
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: 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.' - 1- - 1 r-.-.-r

THELONIOUS MONSTER
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SHQ<

f • 1 ; *
'^

Jiggle The Handle
.•^........»..«.J-..L.-.......l..i..^
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p

TEXAS FLOOD
S.i/. Ivlh Ji) 'lOOiini

EIGHT TO THE BAR
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BIM SKALA BIM
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THE SIGHS
S.it
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)OHN CAFFERTY & THE

BEAVER BROWN BAND
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Street, Slr,iv\brrrif<i, Tix

I nlimiled, Northampton Box
Oftlte, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro
(800) 828-7080

10 Pearl Street Northampton
-.84-7771
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continued trom page 5

risk. The court overturned an EPA inter-

pretation that allowed exceptions for

amount the agency believes pose negligible
risk

An appeal by the Grocery Manufaturers
Association is pending with the Supreme
Court. Ifthe court refuses to hear the case,
EPA will be forced to ban the pesticides.

COLLEGIAN

agency officials said.

Browner said she will work with Con-
gress on laws governing food safety, but
was noncommittal on whether she would
support new standards that would allow
minimal risks from pesticides. Such
standards have been part ofbills sponsored
by Democrats that would otherwise tighten
pesticide regulation.

"All options for improving food safety

remain under review," Browner said.

In its action Tuesday. EPA said it also
was seeking public comment on whether
it should extend the ban to raw produce
that contains the pesticides and whether
products used as animal feed rather than
human food should be included in the
ban.

Somctimct, Utc at night - at around } a.m. - I

start hearing noises. They arcn t normal, certainly
not human, but I h«ar them just the same. They
call to m«. . no, they haunt me. Somctimei I can't
handle It anymore and I start to Krcam at the
noises. Stop it! Leave me alone! But then the
noises get louder and the pitch gets higher.
"Aaaggghhh! Mease no! IMahe them go away*

"

Then, on the table next to the ruler and the
proportion scale I sa« an X Acto knife. The noises
say, "Chfc us the hnife." And sometimes. |nst to
make them stop, I take the blade and force it into
the part of my head where the noises come from.
It hurts, but the noises stop and I can sleep.

Romantic Relationships & You

, *

)

Th« Dynamics of
/ Romantic Relationships

Spring S«mest«r Course. 1993
It you believe, as I do, that one ot the most important deci-
sions that you make determining the quality of your life, is

who you choose as a romantic partner, then you may be
interested in this course.

It is devoted to the issues of:

Compatibility (who we choose & why)

Understanding the forces that formed our personalities, and

Gaining clarity as to how we can best realize our romantic

hopes & needs.

If you have a personal hisiory of picking the wrong partner, or have diliiculty with
commitment and/or intimacy - including not knowing how to begin a romantic
relationship, this course may be ot use to you, whether you regard yourself as

straight or gay.

You should know that this is NOT a University course, and carries no credit. It will

be held on rampus, Thursdays, 1:00-3:30PM, and will run for ten weeks from Feb.

1 1, through April 19, 1993. This course will be taught by Bill Griffith who holds a

Masters Degree and a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Education, and
who maintains a private therapy practice with a special interest in couples work.

Registration is on a first-come-first-serve basis. The course fee is $50.00.

For more information, or to register, call (413) 436-7836.

PUTUS

.1
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • ORE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEEL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • FMGEMS •

FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests take Kaplan first

Our students get the highest scores We ve proven it to over

one million students Let us prove it to you

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780

Get $10 Off!
Slratton has a lower price for anyone pursuing a higher

education $24 midweek $29 weekends. $34 holidays. So you

can save $ lO every day but holidays (when you'll slill save

$5), and you 'II also get up to 92 exciting trails, a 12-passenger

gondola, plus all the extracurricular fun you can handle

Now, how's that for financial aid^

Currpfit and identifiabiy vaird college photo ID required at time of purchase. If your college ID

has no photo, please provide other photo ID. Sorry -no pix. no tix.

If you are over 18, and would tike to earn
Full Time Income Working Part Time

Be a BdHender
• Day/Evening 1 Week
• Local/Ncrtfcmal Placement

• Limited Openings f^emoin For
March and April Classes

• Make Ybur Move Txkiy and Receive
Additional Savings on lUftion Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield „^MC/VISA/AE

Cooking at your table

I
SPECIAL

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15
Steak& Chicken Combo
Two Dinners for $18.00

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Both include soup, salad,

vegetables, noodles, steamed

rice, tea. & ice cream

Full Bar • Exotic Specialties

OF JAPAN

Rt. 116. Sunderland 413-665-3628

Open Tues.-Sat. at 5pm, Sun at 2

Resei^'ations welcomed
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citizens of Shutesbury can reach out and touch someone.

itDo I |[a^e^*a^Case?"
Hie attbrMj^ at your Legal Services Center
can ansif^^P fee.paying UMass student's^
?^®s*|^ on a wide variety of legal probftma.

Hosing, Criminal, University-related. Civil Rights,
Consumer, Labor, Family. Personal Injury, and moi

O

-f^ ^
"Dp ^ Need a Lawyer?"

The LS^^ your first source of law-related^
assistan^Located in room 922 of the Cq^pus
Center, the LSC is open Monday through Friday,
9am to 5pm. Please call 545-1995 or drop by to

'

make an appointment.

Doctors say recycling
can help the heartless
BOSTON (AP) — Surgeons worried

about the shortage of hearts available for
transplants have found one solution —
recycling.

In a medical journal report, thev de
scribe an unusual case in which a heart
transplant patient died a few days after
his operation. Doctors took out his new-
heart and put it into another patient.

As a result, one heart has beat inside
three different people.

Hearts are in critically short supply. In
the United States, about 2.000 patients
need new hearts each month, but only 100
operations are done because of the lack of
hearts for transplants.

The recycling approach was tried by
doctors from University Hospital ZuricJi
in Switzerland.

This extraordinary case suggests an
unorthodox method of alleviating the or-
gan shortage." wrote Dr. Miralem Pasic
and others in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine.

The doctors acknowledged that recy

cling is unlikely to make much impact on
the shortage, since transplant patients
rarely die suddenly with still-healthy
hearts.

"Nonetheless, it is interesting to note
that this twice transplanted heart func-
tioned well in three people." the doctors
commented.

The heart came from a 20-year-old man
who had shot himself in the head First,
doctors implanted the heart into a 47-
year-old man with a failing heart. The
surgery went well, but the patient sud-
denly suffered a stroke five days after the
operation and died a week later.

Tests showed the heart was still
healthy. So the doctors asked another
patient on the hospiul's waiting list ifhe
wanted it. This patient, a 58-year-old
man. agreed, and the operation went
smoothly.

A year later, this patient — the third
owner of the heart — "is fully active,
without limitations on his daily activity,"
the doctors wrote.

Bacteria linked to ulcers
BOSTON (AP)—A new study provide.-,

some of the strongest evidence yet that
bacterial infections are a raigor cause of
recurring digestive ulcers

In recent years, researchers have found
that people with peptic ulcers are often
infected with a germ called H pylori While
many authorities now accept the idea that
the bugs cause ulcers, some doubts re-
mained.

To help settle the issue, Austrian doc-
tors studied 104 people who were infected
with H. pylori and had suffered at least
two recurrences of duodenal ulcers. They
were randomly assigned to Uke ranitidine,
a common ulcer medicine, or ranitidine
plus antibiotics.

Ulcers iniUally healed in 92 percent of
those who got antibiotics and 75 percent of
those who did not. After one year, the
ulcers had come back in 8 percent of the
antibiotic patients and 86 percent ofthose
in the comparison group.

"Our results support the concept of a

cause-and-effect relationship between H.
pylori infection and recurrent duodenal
ulcer," wrote Dr. Enno Hentachel and col-
leagues from Hanusch Hospital in Vienna

In an accompanying editorial in
Thursdays New England Journal of
Medicine, Dr. David Y. Graham of the
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in
Houston said that wiping out the germ
changes the natural history of ulcers.

"The disease is cured, and the risk of re-
currence is virtually eliminated." he wnjte.

Graham said that H. pylori is the lead-
ing cause ofulcers. Most others are caused
by the use of nonsteroidal aiiti-inflam-
matory drugs. Another far less common
culprit is conditions that cause too much
acid secretion.such as an ailment called
Zollinger-EIUson syndrome.

Graham said the most common treat-
ment for the disease in the United statas
is a combination of two antibiotics— tet-
racycline and metronidazloe — plus
busmuth subsalicylate.

THE
BOSTON ,,

GLOBE ^
ON CAMPUS
AT 50% OFF!

In Honor of
Black History
Month
AN
ORIGINAL
MUSICAL PLAY
BY JAMES CHAPMAN
"One ol the best plays in New York."

Vilage Noice

".
.
.engageing. . .outstanding. . .excellent

by any standard." • City Sun

"...absolutely superb! Never have I

seen a large audience so thoroughly

captivated by a series of scenes."

Youngstown State University

Sponsored by BMCP • February 9th, 8pm
$3.00 5-College Students • $5.00 General Public

Bowker Auditorium

Thar s right you can get The Boston Globe delivered
on campus at a huge 50% off the regular price' __4 _
Tliat meaas youre paying less for New England's best ^T^newspaper and an indispensable guide to what's
happening in and around Bosion. the naUon and all
around the world

All that at half price' To suit receiving The
Boston Globe on campus, all semester long call

1-800-858-4275

/•-•••»«
Tu- ^**^ '^'^ •*"'*" '*" °*" ^"™ »n<l »«nd loThe Boston Globe <;.mpu, Program.lMM./Amhcr.t

The Boston Glol>c
P.O. Box 2378

UMam

6 Day* MON-FRIA SUN
5 Days MON FRl
SUNDAY ONLY

Spring

2/8-5/lJ
( ) $24.50

( ) $15.50

( )$ 9.00

NAMI:
.PHONfT

ADDRESS: BOX* .DORM A ROOM '

To piy by CTcdii cjrd. complcif ih<r foirowing CJ VrSA Q MASTTRCARD
CARD*

CARDHOIDER NAME

SIGNATURE. .

. EXr DAIt

If requirpmmi Course
ln."Mnjfi(>r_
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Bird
continued from page 16

should have his own month, because it

would lake a good 30 daysjust to recogiiize
him for all his accomplishments.

Not only did he turn around the fortunes
ofa sagging Celtic franchise, but he, along
with Magic Johnson, made the NBA the
media and marketing giant it is today.

You wouldn't know it by lookingat him.
He looks more like someone who would
accidentally shoot someone else during
deer season than like one of the greatest
players in the history of professional
basketball.

Bird grew up in a rural, make that very
rural, town in Indiana called French Lick.
One of several children. Bird grew up in
absolute poverty. Basketball was his only
avenue out of destitution. And he almost
didn't make it.

After dropping out of Indiana, he
eventually enrolled at Indiana State
University and led the Sycamores to the

NCAA championship game. Bird then
went on, as everyone knows, to the Celtics,
where he won the NBA Rookie ofthe Year
award for the 1979-80 season.

In the course of four years, LB went
from being a trash collector to the next
great player in the league. That's a bigger
turnaround than the Dallas Cowboys.

Bird took offthe moment he stepped on
an NBA court. He was on a mission. He
was out to prove himself to everyone who
doubted whether or not he had the goods
to be a pro.

All Bird did to prove everyone wrong
was to guide the Celtics to three NBA
titles (1980-81, 83-84, and 85-86), twice
picking up the finals MVP (84 and 86),
wm three league MVP awards ( 1984-86).
go to 11 All-Star games (winning the
game MVP in 1982). led the league in
free-throw percentage four times (84, 86-
87, and 90 ), won a gold medal as a member
of the Dream Team this past summer,
scored over 22,000 points, and grabbed
over 10,000 rebounds in a most glorious

COLLEGIAN

career.

My apologies if I left anything out.
Larry Bird was the consummate ex-

ample of the overachiever. He worked
tirelessly to perfect every facet ofhis game.
He arrived at practice early and was the
last one to leave.

The thought ofsomebody else working
harder than him did not sit well with Bird.
Red Auerbach called him the most self-

motivated player he had ever been around,
and Red's been known to have been around
many great ball players.

Bird once said. "It makes me sick when
I see a guy just watching it go out of
bounds." That's the kind of player Bird
was- diving, clawing, and scratching to
chase down a loose ball headed for the
seats.

There may not have been a greater
clutch player than Larry Bird. He lived for
the pressure of taking the last shot with
the game in the balance. Just give the ball
to Larry, get out ofhis way, and chalk it up
as another Celtic victory. A few of his

amazing moments:
Playoffs of 1988. After escaping the

Omni with a victory over the Atlanta
Hawks in Game Six, Bird guaranteed vic-

tory in Game Seven at the Boston Garden.
In one of the most celebrated quarters in
basketball history. Bird scored 28 points
in the fourth to defeat Dominique Wilkins
( 22 fourth-quarter points ) and the Hawks.

Playoffs of 1987, Game Five. Trail-
ing the Detroit Pistons by one with five

seconds left and defeat imminent. Bird
somehow stole Isiah Thomas' inbounds
pass and got it to Dennis Johnson for the
game-winning lay-up with no time left.

AU-StarWeekend. 1990. In the three-
point shoot-out, Bird needed to hit his last

shot to win the contest. Bird let it fly and
walked away with his crooked index fin-

ger raised in triumph. He never looked
back at the hoop. Swish.

Larry, enjoy your night, you are sadly
missed.

Sean P. Hayden is a Collegian corre-

spondent

BEST
Aerobics MaehiiiM

The Collegian Sports Desk.
A crack team of athletic experts whose

combined decades of experience and well-
honed writing skills are at your disposal
fh^e days a week. Read them often and

read them carefully. Only in the Collegian.

KEISER, lUMfniUS. SWRMASTERS

emi OK, NOKMC TMCK. omvfc Hnc^mvis
m t U. Slt^. H^ Vb§a, SM, tetrtitt
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213 MAIN ST
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Camrllea

586 1707
21 STATE ST

SPORTS NOTICE
From the Intramurai ottice: Squash deadime extended.

Enter now for men's and women's leagues. It is not too late to

put togettwr your Intramural 5^X1-5 BaskettwII team Thursday
league still being formed.

Wrestling oftioatsand Fit for Life instructors are std needed.
For further info. caJI the intramuraJ office 5 2693.

There wnl be a field hockey meeting on Morxlay. Feb. 8 at

4 p.m. in Boyden 1 1 7.

Tickets for Thursday nigM'smen's ba*ettwaWest Virginia

game and Saturday's Rutgersg»ne **« be given out Thursday
morning atartng at 7 a.m. at the CurryHk*s Cage. No Imes w*
be formed before 6:30 a.m. and there wiU be over 4,000
student tickets, twice as many as were gmen out m the Cage.

NORTHAMPTON

Soft-Serve Frozen Yocurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

One Roltwood Walk
.Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street
Northampton
586-9659

r
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INDEX
YEARBOOK

General Meeting

Monday, February 8,6:30 p.m.

304 Student Union
ALL WELCOME

ORDER YOUR 1993INDEX
NOW!

A 300+ page copy with full color

sections for only $30!

Send coupon to address below and
watch for us on the Concourse!

Make checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

BMCP&0
UPC
IWOCJUCKXS

feb 17th
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Amherst
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INDEX, 304 Student Union

UMass, Amherst, MA 01003

545-0848
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

TODM POR SWOW m> TELL
I'VE BROUGHT A TIKV
MARMLL OF MATURE :

A SlHat SNOW FLAKE.

I TU|^^K. WE WQMT ALL
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CRYSTAL ...

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON
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By CARRY TRUDEAU

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"Grandpa died and was resurrected after three

days, but no one called him the Son of God; they
just said, "Hey, that's Gramps.."

- Steve Martin

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TW!C THE
A»C> *£*<HOW?.

^P^A IF PC'S
REAL oe NCT^^

U^'waE Horn
WyjW VR\C£?AA^^

, \mv\at t»
)VOO /v€AMI

e\€RM"rwi^fe

By PRICE VAN RAY

XlV«o(jG*VT Soo

r«V iNrtoiGeivjCf

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

OF "*(ou! TBTWiNK

)nHM" Nou CoucO

Fo» THE REUkfZn

FiKir, I'M WOT THfK?

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY AND RURU

AKItS (M*«h it-AtJfil !<» Bf
pre^Mred to drjl with hejivirf ntpun-
silMlilie^ Ihts morwh Ytjur jt>iliiy lo

•xiipl quickly sljods yc^j in gtMid
sifxi. Tc4m\v(irk putt you m t pr>»i

ii>c Utme oi mtnd.

TAURUS (April O-Mjy 20). Sljy
<Hji 1)1 the «p(illi);hl lodi> NUkiiiK '""
UM? ol yoof Micial and IxiMnf** {mv
lac ts will help you (;H th«' /uinp on
y<Hir compMrtors. family piutilefm
rci(u>(r Ijitlul haixJIirig

CtMINI (May 21 lune 201: AgM
in the mail will riK tht- day ort lu a
tlyioK Mart Inilumiial people are
willing to givT yoor idrM a hearing
I)o your homework. Yourexuberanre
U-adv lo achievement.

CANCrR dune 2Mofy 20»: The
lime i» right tor ieekir«g a property
loan or doing your tax rMurm Win
lavorsthrough privalechannHi. Make
play and relaxation part iit your
evening agenda.

lEO (July 2J-Aug 221 The aura
ot Mccesi Mjrroundt you now You
can expect a favorable rrspome Irom
those in a position to fulfill your needs
Health matters return lo the spotlight

VIRGO (Aug 2 J Sept 221 A
project you have tieen counting on
c iKjId he ihreaiefted by last mirHJte
delays Seek help from someone who
can pull ihisonr out (>« ihe hat for you

tlBRA(Sept.2M>rt 221 Youhaw
excellent mstmctt about lite lieM way
to imprest VIPs and poll iioanrial

'Jrirfgs Pursue yoor aiim mi a i onii-

denlial Imms Be lirm with trierxK
who may nii( see things your way.

SCORPIO (Oct 2J-NOV 21)
frealive idr-as fk»w, enhanc ing your
ihanccskyadvarxemerv Trytolimii
the liOH- you spefwl on riiuliiH- l.isks

The domestK scent- is traiKfJil.

SACITTARlUSlNov 22(>e«.2IJ;
Tiavelir^ with someor«e close lo y«M
tould have a signiiM ant impact on
your work or husNiess. A iriendtbip is

exhiUraling. Take a deeper U»A ai

what ts happening.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Un.l<l(
Candid conversaliarH prove enlight-

••ning You are attuned t<i other
people's wishes and able to accom-
pJisli a kji The inends you make-
today can help you with a maior
project.

AQUARIUS (|an20-Fel> 18) N is

easier to ge< your plans approves by
bwsrrtess assot lales or higher-ups in-

day. Use charm arxi your powers ol

persoawon A good evening lo caich
up on your corresponderKe

PISCES (Feb 19-March 201: Ac-
tivities linked lohome life are lavored.

Your CO-workers could decide to (otn

forces with you

By PITT

«._

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean

Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski

Production )im Ganley, Amanda Mead,

Sean Ramsey, Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Broccoli Casserole Fried Shrimp
Chicken Pucks Chinese Beet

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Garden Sandwich Fried Shrimp
Chicken Pucks Stuffed Peppers

Tlu' opinions f\|jic>s(.'tl on lliis |J.ij;f .irc tliosc o( the (cUtoonists .incl do not ncccsvirily relict t tlif views ot llic Collviiion or the Un

ACROSS
1 Section ol

Tel Aviv

6 Borscht bale
to O^ler s last

resort

'

13 T«ai|erker^?

ts Fiqhl

Comb lorm
1 6 Danson ol

Cfi€«r»"

t; Fast

18 tnam
19 Bliishinq

70 Indian warrior

2? Shpep
?3 Cm) game
?4 tear

26 "— Spake
^arathuslra"

30 Very last

34 Eiqhl

homophone
35 AntienI region

ot Asia Minor
37 Redacts
.39 Arlof s dieam
45 Obluscale
46 Artistic style

4 7 Soup or

shooter

49 IVIode

52 Red
chalcedony

53 Exceed
55 DOE'S

command
57 Royal initials

58 O ./ Simpson,
wns one

66 Uns tiero

6 7 Blackthorn Iruit

68 Up
69 Kind ol room

Abbr
70 Burden
7

1

Moon qoddoss
7? Hesilanl

sounds
73 Singer

Merrinian and
namesakes

74 Ice shoe

DOWN
1 Chinese idol

? Opponent
3 fjecree

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

4 1 pf rw KiKiR

5 Blacksmith s

need
6 Sctwno
7 Ian

8 Catchall abbr
9 Bridge lees
10 Rtqht ol way
1

1

Baseballs
Reese

1 ? Put ? and 2
loqelher

14 Madiid misler

21 Ga/elie ol Tibet

?5 Glues
26 'My country.

27 Jusi off Ihe

press
28 Actress Merkel
29 Arabian

Nights sailor

31 Entertainer Lee
32 Wedding words
33 Hall ol MVIII

36 I emon or lime

enhancer
38 Child's game
40 No —

. ands
or buts

41 "Waynes
World' word

4? Iwmklirig

instantly

43 Bruins Bot>by
44 Composer

Rorem
47 Socks

at limes
48 Rules of

conduct
50 Garland
51 Lab vessels

53 Chicago's
airport

54 Welles

56 Grimrn

characters

59 Arm
bone

60 Pari ot speech
61 Coslr>er

role

62 Swindle
63 On the briny

64 Copper
65 Word with higti

or deep

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

iversity.
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EXCLUSIVELY FOR STUDENT CARDMEMBERS

It seems wherever ywu >?(), there we are. Oflering a helping hand
whene\er you need one, 24 hours a day. 36S days a year lielping you

to stretch your budget with special savings when you fly. shop, call

long distance, and now. even when you ski

As the official Card of Killington, home t>f some of

the greatest skiing in the East, we're happy to bring ycxi

a free one-day ski pass just for using the American
Fxprevs* Card to purchase a Killington ExtraCredit card

The ExtmOedit card allows you to get 40" <• off the

regular price of each additional one-day ski pavs when
you ski Killington'

It s just a small part of mir commitment to

be there for you. all the way The fact is, we
want to do all we can to make Cardmembership
IS rewarding as possible for y<Hi

So coasider the t^er below a glimpse of the

good things to come >X'e know you re going

places in life. And we lK)pe you II t;ike us with >(>u

We'll get you to the top of the

mountain with a free ski pass.

How you get down is

your business.
To get a free one-day ski pass courtesy of American Express,

imply purchase tlie Killington LxtraCredit card using the American
Express Card.'

The ExtraCredit card costs $2S and entitles ytni to purchase a

Killington one-day ski pass, valid on all six interconnetled mountains,

for only $2S each day. Sunday-Friday (non-holiday), through

May 1. 1993 That's a savings of 4(/H) off the regular price!

Call Killington Travel Service toll-free, at 1-800-372-2007, to sign up
for the ExtraCredit card today. Have the American Express Card ready,

ur voucher, redt^:?mable for the bonus ski pass, will arrive w ith the

ExtraCredit card. Please allow two weeks for delivery.

get the Killington ExtraCredit card and voucher
for a free one-day ski pass, simply return
coupon below or call now: 1-800-372-2007.

X
Fill in information >
KUlington, RRl Box \

below

2450,

, tear out and mail to:

KUlington, VT 05751-9975. Attn:

1

ExtraCredit card i

Name

Address |

aty SDK Z|>

Ptmne Numher

Sdxxi

Amefkan Express* Caid Number

Expiration r>ate

Signatuif
^m aiM ^m § ^m § ^m^^__ • ^» ^" ^m ^m ^m ^m m 1

American Express Is The Official Card Of Kjiungton.^^

L
If you're not an American VxpKss Cardmember, call l-8(X)-942-AMEX tcxlay to apply.

ExtraCJcdJt «Kl rwtntti<|n.s CXfer valid ftir fuU-Ume aikyn' snxlmis IH 24 yfar* ,*l ,xiK KxtraCa-cJir t-airl rs

valid ph«o Hi must Ix- presenuxl at KiUintflon when yt»i fmahast- y<xir fwt day ski (uss

CI99.^ Ament-an hjcpress TravtH Related Servires Onr^wiy-. Inc

COLLEGIAN
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By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Correspondent

When a team is going through a re-
building process, the one attribute a coach
looks for is improvement. University of
Massachusetts men's gymnastics coach
Roy Johnson is seeing just that.

The first meet of the season for the
Minutemen was the UMass Open, held on
Dec. 2, where they finished second to the
talented Syracuse Orangemen. The Min-
utemen finished ahead of Temple, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, and
Southern Connecticut.

Next up was the West Point Open on
Jan. 8. where UMass finished tenth out of
thirteen teams from around the country.
Then, it competed in the Windy City Invi-
tational on Jan. 16, where the Minutemen
again fiiushed tenth out of 13 teams.

This past weekend , UMass visited Navy
and defeated the Midshipmen in their
first Eastern Interscholastic Gymnastics

League meet, 239.55-234.05. Junior Ja-
son Braud garnered two first place finishes,
one in the floor exercise (9.401 and one in
the vault (9.10).

Senior captain Steve Christensen tied
his own school record of 9.65 in the pom-
mel horse, and freshman Andy Fulmer
finished second in the vault (9.05).

"We started off kind of slowly," said
sophomore Tim Smith, who sat out his
freshman year with a shoulder injury.
"With a younger team, that is normal. By
the end of the season, we should have a
pretty good team."

"We should do fairly well," said sopho-
more Stu Bacher. "We have the potential
to do the same as we did last year." Last
season, the Minutemen won eight out of
11 meets.

With four starters back from last year's
team (Christensen, Braud. Joe Santos,
and Bacher), and the addition of young,
Ulent«i competitors hke Fulmer, UMass
can only get better. The Minutemeo realize

that they have improved since day one,
yet the improvement cannot end here.

"We've had a definite improvement
since the beginning of the year," said
Christensen. "However, we have lots of
room for improvement— 10 to 20 points."

UMass assistant coach Stan Gatland
agrees. "Yes, we have improved quite a
bit. yet there is a lot of improving to do."

According to Gatland, the stronger
events for the Minutemen include vault-
ing, led by Braud and Fulmer, and the
parallel bars, headed by Christensen and
Santos. Bacher is the UMass standout on
the rings.

Coach Johnson has given his UMass
Minutemen team three goals to strive for.

To win the New England Champion-
ship for a fifth straight year, to finish in
the top half of the EIGL. and, to have two
or three guys make it to the Eastern
Regionals held in Illinois, and one or two
guys in the Nationals, which are held in
New Mexico." said Johnson.

Collegian Sports.

Bringing you
coverage of

UMass Athletics,

in all their

various

Incarnations,

since 1890.

TONIGHT THE GAME IS
ON AT THE

^{^ <^

UMASS Vs. West Virginia

Tip-off 9pm
MoiNiay-Satiirday 2PIM-12:30AIM • Munchies 'tilt 11PM

Posithie i.D. Required

Montague Mini Mart
12 to 6 ill Monlaiiue Clr.

from Amherst: 10 milrs \orlh on Rte. 63 toRic. 47N
from Northampton: UmiUs 91 North lo 1 16 lo 47N

'/('//(Ml ,S/i,'n\ 1(1 MonUi^'Uf Center*

Beer & Wine
Sold On SUIHDAYS

Bud suitcase cans $13.99 + dep
Bud 12 pack bottles / warm $13 99 + dep
Keystone / Busch 12 pack cans $5 90 -»- dep
Natural light 12 pack cans $5.59 + dep
Rolling Rock case, bottles $15 60 + dep
Rolling Rock I2-pack. bottles $8.39 + dep.

Reasonable cigarette prices
A wonderful selection ofAustralian & Chilean wines as well as the

French & domestic classics

367-955

1

Many other specials!
Proper I.D. Required

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
'New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
JALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

Deadline: two days P-or to publication

Men. -Thurs. 830-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES ENTERTAINMENT

AA»A FM*T OCMEIML MRTIMO
Feb 1

Campus Cenior Rrti 163
7 00 8 30 pm

Intcmattonal ttutfant Ataoclatton
GENERAL MEETING
February 4lh 7 pm
Campus Centar room 91

1

Elections Mrill be held

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Europe thia awmn>ar70nlvS169>* Jel

there anytime lor $169' Reported in

Let's Goi & NV Times. Caribbean S189 r/

I air lo somewhere sunny. California

$129 one way either way AIRHTTCH 212
864 2000

Poster Sale. BisgoM and best setoc-

tion choose from over 1000 JiHwent
imagos. Rock, old Masters (Monet. OaN.

Van Gogh, Picasso. Escher. Matisse,

Wyeth and hundreds more,) Movie
posters, sports, scenic landscapes,

music, dance, skiing, personalities,

(Einstein, James Dean, Marilyn Monroe
and othersl. Travel, humor, romance,
photography (Talbot, Ansel Adams and

others) Most images only S5, $6. andS7
each! See us at the Student Union Ball

room on Monday February 1st through

Friday February 5th The hours are 9

a.m. 4:30 p.m. This sale is sponsoredby
WMUA.

AUDITIONS

Audttlona for UMaas Theatre Guild's

production of "The Mystery of Edwin

Drood" will be on Fri, Feb 5 at 7 pm and

Sat, Feb 6 at 1 1 am at 6pm in rm 163 of

the Campus Center. Only one session

need be attended. Please be prompt.

Any Questions? Cal the UMTG office at

545-0416

COLLEGE PIZZA

la now avaiiat>le for parties and
functions CALL b49 3832

FOR RENT

4 9md Nowae Northampton - Winter
rateSTOOTno plus Also avail. June and
Sept 584 3428

FOR SALE

Don't •• AfraM to walk alone at night

Partonal alarms alert others

With oar piercing noise

CalJonBayuk 665 0286

I wttfi averytlilng S100 00
Lights etc 6 7109

MACSC/M
40 MB HO. 2 MB RAM
E xterKled keyt>oard & carryir>g case
UOOfbo
Call 25&0260

OUEEM SIZE WATERBEO S50 or boat
offer Call Dana 253 3406

Muilnave radio, typewriter. VCR,
monitor, keytKiard Reasonable prices.

9546 5698

Snow Tiros (2|

1997 Goodyear Ultra Grip 300,

185/70R14 Good condition. S40/pair

Call 546 3319

Snowboard - 160cm Barfool Freestyle

S100 584 2976
Golf Clubs Spalding full set plus leather

bag S100 584 2976

FOUND

Wontan's necklace found near park

ing lot 34 call M F days 545 5270 ask for

Barbara to describe

GREEKS a CLUBS

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3 50

Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add S1

5496098
5496073

$1000 AN HOURI
Each member of your Frst, Sorority.

team, club, etc, pilches in just one hour
andyour group can raise $10(X) in just a

lew days! F^us a chance to earn SKXX)
lor yourself! No cost. No obligation.

1 800 932 0528 Ext 65

HELP WANTED

Artist eooking mala and female
models for part lime work fleiible

scttedule rH> eipariefKa nocassary StO^

hrSSe^4a»2

ATTfMnON STUDENTS Encellent

opportunity to make great money, own
your own busir>ess Distribute setf de
fense products and earn big profits 1

800 758 3210

Evening |obsl Environmental cam
paign work Fight pollution with clean

water action. SlOCVWk. •. On Bus lir>e

584 9630.

Eatra SSS Eitra S$S Eitra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery coordinators • delivery help

for the Boston Globe Mon Fri •

Sunday in Amherst apt Complex
areas Routes available with or

without transportation. Early hours
good pay Please call 1 800 858 4275

then press zero.

Eitra tS$ Eatra SSS Eatra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery persons for dorm » office

delivery of tfte Boston Glot>e Mon.
Fri. • Sunday. Early hours good pay.

Please call 1 800 858-4275 then press

jero.

Join the Massplrg staff and be pan of

a 20 year history of environmental ac-

tivism:

••The Bottle Bill

••Mass. Clean Air Act

"Mass toxic use reduction act

Full/Part lime positions S40-6(Vday
Call Carmen 256 6434

Poatal ioba availabial Many posi

tions. Great benefits Call 1 800 436
4365 ext p 3306

Sick of DC Meal Plan?

Meal plan in exchange for kitchen work
if interested call

Jim Houston at

5494919
At 496 North Pleasant St

The Undergraduate Admissiona of-

flee is now accepting applications for

Tour Guides. Student Admissions Rep-

resentatives and New Students Program
Summer Counselors. Applications
available at the Admissions office.

UTAM SKI joa oPTOirruNmcsii
For information on housir>g, night life,

and hiring praclicet of Snowbird. Alta.

Park City, etc. sand Se to Wasatch in

formation Sarvtoat MA. P.O. Boji 78S.
Sandy. UT S4091 0786

INSTRUCTION

niyaica and Matti Tutor

M.A. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256^0260

noes ARNiTT
Happy Bi'tiirtay

Our passion hat
noboundaria*
Low* David

LOST

At Totman Qym Saturday Jan 30th

Mens Seiko digital watch with green
velcro band S50 reward call Mike 66%
8282.

MUSIC

Spaakars, Raconing * Repair
Home, Auto, Pro

ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W Springfield 1 781 2327

ONE EYED JAKE

Trumpet piayar needed. Blues rock
Inf Management. Gigs. Compact Disk.

Record Contract pendiing. Graduating
senior preferred Not Serious? Don't

Bother!

Call Steve 549 8120

PERSONALS

Bath Rinaidi

Happy Happy
Birthday Birthday

love DLR

Jon.
Happy 21st bday! It's been an eventful 2

years, but I wouldn't trade them or you
for anything.

Love always,

Denise

Luka-
Who did you say that you had with
and who gave you what?

OH VEAHII
Happy 21 SI Josh
GET SLOPPY!)
See ya later byel

Kyle and Vu

RIDE NEEDED

I to Rochastar.'Syracuse area 2/12

(long weekend). Will share ALL ex
penses Rebecca 256 3191

ROOMATES WANTED

Fomale roomate wanted
Mill Valley Estates

196 heat hot water included

Call 256 0274

2 famalae or couple lo share room
S160 each or S275 for single, twautiful

apartment 665 7604

Room for rant Amherst behind
Baybanks 21300 per month call 549
4388

Roomata Neadadll!
M/F to share two bedroom Brandywine
Apt.

1 75.00/mo
5495868

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst Area
for free testing and confidential camig
help. Amherst Carriage Shops
549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SYMPATHY

Vu and Kyle
Hope you survive

Josh's B Day!

TRAVEL

Florida SPRING BREAK
7 nights Beachfront S 1 39 1 59

RESERVE rooms NOW
CallCMI 1 800 423 5264

••••Spring Break 'SS^^^^
Cancun S479I Jamaica S499<

Ooytona Beach Si 69' Orgarxie a smaM
group and travel FREE' NawEnglarMfs
largest sprir>g break company)
TAICE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '93' Last chancel Ja
maica. CarKun. Bahamas, from S4S9I
Florida frum SI 49 Organin group travel

freei 1 900 426 7710

Sf>RING BREAK
Wheal wave to all places

Guar lowest prices or

Double diff . tree club pasaas
rto peak fees

Call Debbie 549 1411

TAKE rroFFiit
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Goir>g Fast

Jesse 549 7472

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sign ups being taken now for ski trips

Feb 19 21 Quebec wknd. $145 Social

age 18 March 15 22 Spring break
Steamtwat 7 day trip S749
March 14 19 Killington Spring Break 5
day trip S279
Contact: UMass Ski Club 545 3437 or

Dominic Sanlarsiere 546 2107 ASAP

TURKISH STUDENTS

Turkish Student Association
Spring Semester meeting
Feb 4ih 6 pm Marcus Engineering
Lounge

WANTED

BAND SEEKS
Singer & Guitarist expeiiencedl
ALL STYLES of music Joe G. 6 4782

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0680 or

Jen 546 4978

Wa want to take over your lease! 4

person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Sports
Men's hoop ready for MuUins opener
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Tonight is what University of Massachusetts coach
John Calipan has been working five years for.

It is this evening (9 p.m., ESPN ) Calipari opens up his

new $53 miUion Mullins Center against West Virginia
(10-6. 3-3 1, in front of 9,493 maroon-clad fans and a
national television audience.

"The Mullms Center is a big step for our program,"
Calipari said. "We outgrew the Cage and to be able to

showcase the Mullins Center on national television is

great.

"It is always tough when you move into a new build-

ing." he said. "But we are looking forward to it."

The one thing Calipari wants left over from the now-
retired Curry Hicks Cage is the fan support.

"We want everyone there with painted faces, basket-
balls on their heads and wearing the maroon (T-shirts),"

Calipari said. "When the fans leave the arena, they are
going to say 'Wow, what a great place to watch a basket-
ball game."

1 fthere areany questions about West Virginia's ability

to win in Amherst, look no further than last year to get

your answer. The Mountaineers upset the Minutemen
76-75 on Jan. 8 at the Cage right after UMass upended
Oklahoma to vault into the Top 25.

After that first game, the Mountaineers and Minute-
men met two more times with UMass winning both. The
first game was in Morgantown, W. Va. where UMass
prevailed behind Jim McCoy's 31 points.

The stakes were raised in the next meeting between
the two clubs as they competed for the Atlantic 10
championship.

At the Cage, the Minutemenjumped out to a 3 1 -7 lead

and never looked back as UMass won 97-91 and took
home the A- 10 championship.

This season West Virginia has had big wins (Ohio

State at home) and some tough losses (Rutgers away).
There is no question, however, that head coach Gale
Catlett has a talented squad.

At the point, Marsalis Basey has proven this season he
has recovered from irguries which hampered him last

season. The diminutive Basey poured in a career-high 36
points in a double overtime victory against St. Joseph's
earlier in the year.

At the shooting guard spot, the talented senior Tracy
Shelton is still trying to find his niche two years after an
iryury cut short his sophomore year while the other main
shooting guard for West Virginia is junior Mike Boyd.

Up front West Virginia returns one of the premier
forward combinations in the league in juniors Pervires

Greene and Ricky Robinson. The muscular (6-8, 225 lbs.

)

Robinson made the Fi rstTeam All-A- 10 last season while
the wiry Greene can jump out of the building.

In the center slot for the Mountaineers is burly (6-9,

240 lbs.) senior Jeremy Bodkin, who takes up space
inside if nothing else. Junior Phil Wilson provides help
up front for the Wildcats.

The Minutemen come into tonight's contest in the
midst of a season long seven-game winning streak. The
return offorward Harper Williams has especially sparked
UMass as of late.

WilUams' return has done wonders for fellow frontcourt

mate. Lou Roe, who has now been allowed to not only post

up, but roam the baseline where he is most comfortable.

Roe scored a career high 2 1 points in UMass' last game, a
93-78 victory at perennial A-10 doormat. St. Bonaventure.
MEDIA NOTES: The game will be on ESPN at 9 pm.

with John Saunders doing play-by-play and Dan Bonner
providing color commentary. The game can be heard on
WHMP with George Miller, play-by-play, and Kevin
Kennedy, color commentary, and WMUA with Dave T.

Oldread and Brian Jones.

Collegian staffmember Dan Wetzel contributed to this

article.

ANOV CARVAaO / COLUGiAM
Dana Dingle in ac\k>n against Boston University earlier this

season. The Minutemen play tonight in the new Mullins Center.

Minutewomen to invade St. Bonaventure tonight

MATT KAHN I COLLEGIAN
Senior forward Kim Kristofik puts one up from the charity stripe during a recent A- 1 victory

over St. Joseph's in the Gurry Hicks Cage. The Minutewomen travel to Glean, N.Y., to face St.

Bonaventure tonight.

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Suff

Revenge is a two-sided sword; it can
help you or it can hurt you.

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team (8-8, 4-2 in the

Atlantic 10) will be facing the brunt ofthis
sword Thursday night when the team
travels to Olean, N. Y. and the home ofthe

St. Bonaventure Lady Bennies (11-5. 1-4

A-10).

On Jan. 23, the Minutewomen drubbed
the Lady Bonnies 74-54 at the Curry Hicks
Cage. Now UMass, winners of seven of

their last nine, will attempt to vanquish a
revenge-hungry St. Bonaventure on the
road. UMass coach Joannie O'Brien said

she knows what to expect on the road.

"We have got to go in [on the road I and
make no mistakes," O'Brien said. "The
key is to try and go in and play your game."

Plajring their game is exactly what the
Minutewomen did against Bonaventure
earUer on in the year. Senior forward Kim
Kristofik led a balanced attack with 16
points while freshman Octavia Thomas
led the board crashing party with 10 re-

bounds.

UMass' defense sorely limited the St.

Bonaventure offense in their first meeting.
The Lady Bonnies took a season low 52
shots and a season low 30.8 percent from
the floor. The result was the season low 54
points.

St. Bonaventure was paced m that con-

test by Susan Dailer's 14 points, six below
her season average. O'Brien knows that

Dailer is a key to the ballgame.

"•We cannot let Dailer get easy threes,"

O'Brien said. "We have got to make her
work hard both ways, we have to make her
play defense."

"Another key for us is to hit the boards,"

she said. "We need to have all five players

hit the glass."

UMass appears to be peaking right

now. with two consecutive big wins in the

A-10 conference at home (against St.

Joseph's and West Virginia). St.

Bonaventure. meanwhile, has had just

one game since the UMass loss, a 90-71

victorv at Colgate.

MINUTEWOMEN NOTES: After the
Bonaventure game, UMass will be on the
road Saturday in Morgantown, W. Va.
where the Minutewomen will face another
A-10 team with revenge on it's mind. West
Virginia. UMass defeated West Virginia
76-68 last Saturday at the Curry Hicks
Cage.

Do not look for a defensive game from
the Lady Bonnies; they average 78.4 points

a game and give up 74.0 points a contest.

Dailer can really bomb; she has 52 treys
on the year.

One more note from O'Brien on her
team's mindset headed on the road. "I

think that the team feels like they can win
on the road," O'Brien said.

Prized football recruit verbally commits
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The most proficient passer in New Jersey State history
and Mothers have verbally committed to playing football

at the University of Massachusetts next season.

Vito Campanile, a 6-foot, 195-pound quarterback from
Paramus Catholic High in Paramus.N.J., was also heavily

recruited by Division-1 University of Pittsburgh and was
offered a scholarship but ultimately decided on Division

1-AA UMass, which will grant him a full athletic schol-

arship.

"I met with Coach |Johnny I Majors last Tuesday and
had it narrowed it down to UMass and Pitt," said Cam-
panile. "I finally decided on UMass.

"It was a joint decision between me and my Dad who's
been my coach since I was seven years old," he said. "The
people and players won me over up there. They have a

great recruiting class and a chance to win a national

championship."

Campanile, who broke current Boston College quar-

terback Glenn Foley's high school N.J. state passing

record by throwing for 6,736 yds. (compared to Foley's

5,928), comes to the Minuteman gridiron with high hopes
but will have to first battle with incumbent QB Andrew
McNeilly for the starting job.

"I'm going to I UMass] with the chance of being a
starting quarterback," said Campanile, who threw for 26
touchdowns this past season in a run-and-shoot offense.

"I have all the confidence in the world that I can do the
job."

Leading the rest ofthe 1993 recruiting class are 6-foot-

9, 295 pound offensive lineman Anthony Graham of
Bridgeport, Conn, and 6-4, 310 pound OL Keith Durden
from Lasalle Academy (R.I.). Both will be needed after

the 1993 season (if not before) as UMass will graduate
four offensive linemen: guards Phil Hallard and Andy
Rice, tackle Bill Durkin, and center Andy LeBlanc.

Other recruits who have committed to play for the
Minutemen are 6-3 205-pound Mike Dawson ofMiddlesex
Regional High (possible inside linebacker), Mike Wing
(6-5, 220), a tight end out of Westfield (MA) High and
Boston Globe Player of the Year Bill Tucker, a projected

linebacker with 4.6 speed.

Larry Legend:
true Celtic pride

Sorry. University of Massachusetts hoop fans,
but the Minutemen and their first game in the new
Mullins Center will have to take a huge back seat
tonight. You see, tonight the state ofMassachusetts
and most of the country have focused their atten-
tion on one man.

Sean P.

HAYDEN
One man? Yes, a 6-foot-9 slow-footed, no-jump-

ing, sweet-shooting, crisp-passingman named I^rry
Bird.

Tonight is Larry Bird Night at the Boston
Garden, home of innumerable Bird miracles. Ac-
tually, Bird deserves more than one night. He

Turn to BIRD, page 12

Film Review: Jon Lupo on Louis Mdie's "Damage"... on page 4

Profile: Lisa Curtis on This Is It... on page 2

Calendar of Events... on page 3
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In every soul there is violence. In every life there is pain
Somewhere in between, there is friendship.
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COLLEGIAN PHOTOS BV ANDREA MIGLIASSI
Pictured are (f<u top) P.iul Anthony Spatarella (left) and Owen tonneely.

(center) Spartarella and Matthew Giamhrone. and (bottom) Giainhrone

(standing) with Conneely.

By JON LUPO

Collegian Staff

When I asked junior theater major

Nathan Schechter why he chose

David Mamet's 1977 play American
Buffalo for his first direaing job, he com-
pared my question to inquiring "why do
you love someone?"

Schechter's love' affair with American Buffalo has been a

long and involved one After seeing Buffalo in 1987,

Mamet's study of one man's conflict over business versus

friendship stayed with Schecter long after the house lights

went up.

Schechter began scrawling notes on the margins of a

script of Buffalo and after transferring to UMass last year,

he helmed a scene for a directing class.

"It went very well," he said But directing one scene
proved too tempting, and after toying with directing a

second sequence, Schechter decided to go all the way.

With the help of producer Corey Pearlstein (who di-

rected last semester's Entertaining Mr Sloane) and the

invaluable" support of Residential Arts. Schechter's dream
of American Buffalo began to be realized

American Buffalo tells the siory of three men and a

crime in the works Donny (Matthew Giambrone), the

owner of a cluttered pawnshop that serves as the play's

main setting, has just been paid S50 for a buffalo-head

nickle that Donny had considered worthless.

The plot surrounds the plans of Donny — with the help

of his quiet gofer. Bob (Owen Conneely) and a fellow crony

named Teach (Paul Anthony Spatarella) — to break into the

man's house and steal his assumed coin collection.

Those expecting a vulgarity drenched tragi comedy won't

be disappointed. Just a few years after penning Buffalo.

Mamet would win a Pulitzer Prize for his original script for

Glengarry Glen Ross, another all-male tale of theivery and
conscience.

Schechter says that the isolation of the characters was
the first thing that drew him to Buffalo. "It's about these

men's need for each other; their inability to touch each

other and the rage that results."

While Schechter's vision touched every facet of this

production, he insists this is not an ego-stroking thing. He
credits Buffalo's cast and crew for working together and
ensuring its success.

"I tried to stress synergy and the need for diversity,

understanding and above all, respect," he said. "We needed
to see our differences as strengths."

He hopes people will learn of themselves by watching

the three characters and their dilemmas "Mamet said that

by viewing human beings acting courageously — we are all

made better."

Synergistic Company, in association with Residential Arts

and Tabula Rasa, present David Mamet's "American Buf-

falo. " Presented Feb 5-6 at Hampden Theater in Southwest
at 6 p.m. Tickets S5 general; Sj for five-college students.
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A wry look at the American Classroom
By KKN MAIURI
Collegian correspondent

That graffiti on the desk two rows up or
the half-erased blackboard at the front of the
lecture hall could be a work of art, as Catherine
Wagner shows in American CLusroom, her
exhibit currently running at the University
Gallery.

Made up of 40 black and white photo-
graphsofclassrcxim interiors. Wagner's work
highlights the form and texture of everyday
schot)l sights, such as blackboards, chemistry
labs, desks, dirty dishes at the dining com-
mons, and trash strewn around the floor of a

lean re hall. She transforms the averageclass-

rtH»m into a strikmg arrangement of shapes
and lines, and even manages to inject humor
into photographs where people and emotion
are absent.

Wagner spent time over the past decade
traveling to grade schools, high sch(M>ls and
colleges all across the country for her Amen-
can Classroom scric"s. All of the photographs
of r»)oms arc taken during lunch time, or after

the end of the school da\', but K-tore the rooms
arc cleaned, thereby keeping traces of the
students in the photograph, though not the
people thcmwKcs. One photo highlights an

open apple juice can on the floor next to a
graffiti -covered desk, while another is a close-

up of a dissected fish in an oceanography lab.

Tliough a dry sense of humor seems cm-
bedded in Wagner's work, it leaps out par-
ticularly in the 1985 Emerson College photo-
graph, which consists of the front half of a
classroom with an empty teacher's desk
(without a chair) and three blackboards, the
right-most of which has written on it in large,

lopsided letters, "I DON'T KNOW!"
A stark and simple 1983 photo of an

acupuncture classroom from the College of
Traditional Chinese iMedicinein San Fransisco

mcludes only the front two edges of two
student desks, a teacher's desk with chalk
chunks on it and a perfectly clean black-

board. The photo is so strikingly enigmatic
that it looks like it could be a still from
Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A Space Odyssey:

Also featured in the University Gallery is an
exhibit entitled Assorted Obfects for theHome
jtui Garden, which is the collected work of 14
artists who designed ~funaional objects for

domestic use." One of the objects on displav,

"Wall to Wall Carpet" .(1988), created by
Gerhard Richter, is a nylon woven carpet that

resembles a bright, multi-colored crossword
pu/./lc. David Deutsch's "Standing, F«)lding

Writing Desk" (1989) looks exactly like an

everyday beach chair, complete with two-

color, interwoven nylon fibers. Other works in

the exhibit included a sundial by McDermott
and McGough, an iron birdbath by Joe Andoe,

and botanical wallpaper by Joan Nelson.

For a quiet and relaxing look at everyday.

objects from a unique viewpoint, take some
time Ix'tween classes and take advantage of

the often overlooked University Gallery.

American Classroom: The Photographs

of Catherine Wagner will be shown through
March 12 at the University Gallery. Call

54S-3b70 fur gallciy hours.

lookingfor New Career Opportunities?

Register Now to Attend our February Sessions

Workshop:

t> Saturday, F«b. 13, 1:30-5:00 p.m.:

Organti9 and Imphment Non-Proflt Job Campaigns
w/ Dennis T. Baylor, ACCESS
(publisher of Community Jobi)

q^ . ^
Director Career Development Services,

t> Saturday, F«b. 20, 10:30-1:00 and 2:30-5:00
Careers in Writing and Infernational Media

O Saturday, Feb. 27, 1:30-4:00

Careers in Teathing

Avonll B a generoi Career Services firni, specialized in non-profit ond Jnlemational toreers. We
provide resume odvisement, career counseling, a computerized Employment Oolobonk, an extensive
library, and o variety of other services. Contod Avanfi lor informotion on any of our services.

Avanfi: (413)584-8409
1 7 New South Street

Sullivan Sauare
Nortfiampton, MA 01060

^A VANTI=
Cartfr Mana({«.>n)(>nt

COMmSV UNIVEIISrTV CAUUV
Moss Lanciing Elementary School, First GracJe Classroom, Moss Landing, Calif.,

1 984 now on exhibit at the University Gallery.

This Is It releases CD
Bite It contains tribal beach music
By LISA CURTIS
Cx)llcgian Staff

How do you know wticn a band has really

artractcd a serious following?

When their most cnthusiasric tan takes all

ot his clothes <»ff and runs around the bar,

dancing to the music.

Linda Goodman, vocalist for the
psychadelic, funk rock band. This Is It, knew
her music had a special power when |u$t such
a fan, caught up in the lammin* tunes, lost his

head and his clothes.

The band was playing on the corner of
Bleckcr and Broadway in New York at a
place formerly known as the Pool Bar when
that ccnain fan removed his garments.

"Once or twice a month this guy would
come to see us," Goodman explains. "The
Pcx>l Bar is pretty small, and one night he
began dancing really close to me. He bowed
down, praising me on his knees. He hit the
microphone by accident which hit mc right in

the mouth!
"The next time he came in, he took his

clothes off— running around the bar naked.
He was just buggin'. Hveryonc said, 'That's

Linda's biggest fan,'" says Goodman.
She takes thecrazv fans with an admirable

dose ofgotxl humor. After all, "I've dedicated
myself full time to the band. I'm tmally
dedicated. This comes first."

Goodman's co-members in the tiand in-

clude, Sean Boyd on vocals and lead guitar,

Marlin Slutsky on drums and occasionally

rappin', and Geoff Circcn vocalisin' and
playing bass.

"Wc all write the muMC together," explains

Goodman. "And wc all take turns with lead
vocals."

This Is It's first album, liitc It, has Ix-cn

described by the New York Review of Rtxords
as being "straight out of a raunchy old bag
left by the side of the George Clinton Road.
Slap happy bass and sharp guitars combine
soulfully in a pure live sound."

"Someone said wc have a sound likeJames
Brown meets the Grateful Dead," laughs
Goodman. But the phrase that has stuck the

TURN TO THIS IS IT. PAGE 5

LIQUORS
18 Main St, Downtown Anrherst 253-5441

Schlitz - 12 oz cans
$7.99 case (Super Qose Outi)

(Quantity Discounts Available)

SPORTS 6flR

4 RfSTflURflNT

MILLERHIGHOFE
$9.99 case cans

Bud I>ry bottles
$10.99 case

Mooseliead bottles
$7.99 12 pk

AmericanBeer
StmOnly $7.29 case cans

jUia/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials
lus Denosit (especially on wines) tv^Hva™'^ Beers plus Deposit (especially

'Delivery Available**

Park and Ride to

to fill UHflSS Home Games and Host

Hullins Center Euents

Friday and Saturday Night

!

Continuous Round Trip Shuttle Service Between
Fleet Bank and Rafters

DPHTJllflH

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040
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Calendar of events
in the S College Area

" ^^^^^ (L ^™y" ^l" ^^i^^^^^
THURSDAY FRIDAY

CONCERT — "Music in the

Noon Hour." Robert Miller and
John Van Buskirk, piano. Four-

hand works by Debussy,
Hindesmith and Dvorak. Sweenev
Concert Hall, SC, 12:30 p.m.

RECEPTION— Hart Gallery at

the Guild Art Centre, in collabora-

tion with Fcrrin Gallery at Pinch

Pottery presents an exhibition of

work by artists who create in a

variety of media. Artworks are on
display in both galleries until March
6. There will be concurrent open

ing receptions at both locations

today from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.

CONCERT—The Smith College

Dance Department presents "A Joint

Effort," the MFA Thesis Concert of

Nancy Raines, Jennifer Norton-

Diedrich and Kathy Keillor. Scott

Dance Studio, SC, 8 p.m. Also Friday

and Saturday at 8. Tickets are $3, $2

students, senior citizens and children.

Call 585-3232 for reservations.

EXHIBIT— Residential Arts, a

program of the Fine Arts Center,

presents "Cultivation of Knowl-

edge," a site-specific installation by

artist David Teeple. The exhibit

will run until March 9 with an

opening reception tonight from 5-

6:30. At 6:30 David teeple will

present a lecture/demonstration

entitled "The Conceptualization

and Realization of a Site-Specific

Installation." All events are free

and open to the public. Gallery

hours are Monday-Friday 3-7 p.m.,

Sunday 2-5 p.m.

ICE CREAM SOCIAL — The

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Gradu-

ate Student Group is having an ice

cream social from 3-5 p.m. in the

Program for GLB Concerns' Of-

fice, Crampton House, Southwest.

cumsT oAvio Ttcrtf

David Teepte

THEATRE — Auditions: Jay.

Lab Theatre, MC, 7-10 p.m. Roles

for six women, one 10-12-year-old

girl, and one man. Women per-

formers must be currently enrolled

at one of the five colleges.

CONCERT — Salamander
Crossing. Original and traditional

bluegrass with four-part harmonies,

fiddle, banjo, guitar &: double bass.

Iron Horse, Northampton, 7 p.m.

THEATRE — The play Ida B.

Wells will be performed tonight

and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium.

THEATRE— The Church of the

Apostles' theatercompany, Moveable

Feast Theater, is presenting The
Wiliier Shoiv tonight and tomorrow
night at 8 p.m. and at 2:30 p.m. on

Sunday at Belchertown High School.

The evening consists of three short

plays by Thornton Wilder, "Pullman

Car Hiawatha," "Infancy," and "The

Long Christmas Dinner." $5.

DINNER THEATRE — The
Wicked Cooksy a comedy by Gunter

Grass, will be performed at the

Peoples Institute, Gothic Street,

Northampton, tonight and tomor-

row night at 7:30. The performance

will be preceded by a light dinner.

Admission is $ 10. Reservations areVISUAL ART — Opening re

ception: Mr. Perfect. Student Union encouraged and can be made by

Gallery, 5-7 p.m. Free.

WORKSHOP — Robin Ochs,

Ed.M., co-founder of the Boston

Bisexual Women's Network will

give a presentation on "Under-

standing Bisexuality: Beyond Ste-

reotypes," from 4-6 p.m. in Cam-
pus Center 174. She will also give

a workshop entitled "Lesbian and

Bisexual Women: A Dialogue," for

lesbian and bisexual women from

7:30-9:30 p.m. in Campus Center

room 165.

CONCERT— Physical Graffiti,

a Led Zeppelin tribute band, will

perform tonight at Pearl Street in

Northampton at 8:30. Tickets $6/

Adv. 18+.

calling 584-8313.

GALLERY TALK — Jennie

McCahey (Smith '94) will present

"A Sixteenth-Century Carved Ro-

sary Bead: A Tool for Religious

Propaganda" at 12:15 p.m. at the

SC Museum of Art.

SLIDE SHOW — Thelma
Golden, Associate Curator at the

Whitney .Museum of American Art

will give a slide lecture on artist Pat

Ward Williams today at 4:30 p.m.

inHillver 117, SC.

ARTRECEPTION— There will

be an opening reception for "The
Art of Jordan Martin," a dynmaic
exhibit ofclay sculpture, at Wheeler

Gallery, Central, from 5-7 p.m.

Gallery hours are Monday- Thurs-

day 4-8 p.m. and Sunday 2-5 p.m.

CONCERT — Tom Savoy will

perform at The Coolidge Park Cafe

at The Hotel Northampton from 5-

8 p.m. At 8:30, Hal Benoit takes

over until 12:30.

THEATRE— American Buffalo,

by David Mammet, will be performed

at the Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m.

COURTUV CUNTUI CHASS

The cast of The Wicked Cooks

CONCERT— Amy Hart's one-woman show,

"Voices from Birth to Burial," is a series of solilo-

quies and songs, some poignant, some comical,

artfully woven together in a stream-lined program

that takes us on a tour of the human experience.

The performance will take place at the Book Mill

in Montague at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $5.

HOBBY SHOW — The 1993 Big Railroad

Hobby Show will take place at the Eastern States

Exposition Grounds Better Living Center on Me-

morial Avenue in West Springfield from 10 a.m. to

5 p.m. The show will also be open tomorrow from

10-5. Admission will be $4 for adults and $1 for

children under 12. Children under 5 are free.

COURTISV CORDELIA'S DAD

Cordelia's Dad

SATURDAY
CONCERT— Latino rap artist Vico-C will

perform this evening with Holyoke's Mass
Delirium at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ball-

room. Tickets are $10 for UMass students and

$12 for all others. Following the concert will be

a dance with DJ Mendo.
OBSERVATORY OBSERVING — There

will be free observing tonight at 9 p.m. at the AC
Wilder Observatory. For information, call Tom
Whitney at 256-6234.

CONCERT — The UMass Department of

Music and Dance presents the 8th Annual All-

Senior Honor Band, under the direction of

Professor Walter Chestnut, tonight at 7 p.m. in

SUNDAY
RECEPTION — The art of Jane Broderick

and her daughters will be featured in the gallery

at the Book Mill in Montague all month. Call

367-9206 for gallery hours. There will be a

reception for the show today from 2-4 p.m.

OPENHOUSE— The Performing Arts Divi-

sion of UMass is presenting an open house at the

Old Chapel today from 3-5 p.m. Participate in

music, theatre, and dance mini-demonstrations,

enjoy mini-recitals and information sessions,

and more.

A CAPPELLA COMPETITION — The Sil-

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Free.

CONCERT— Charlie Schmidt will be per-

forming at The Coolidge Park Cafe at the Hotel

Northampton tonight from 8:30 p.m. to 12:30

a.m.

CONCERT — Chalyce Blair will be per-

forming tonight at Wiggin's Tavern at the Hotel

Northampton from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.

CONCERT—The South End Dixieland Jazz

Band will perform tonight at the First Unitarian

Universalist Church on Porter Lake Drive in

Springfield at 8 p.m. Admission is $7.50 in

advance and $10 at the door. For information

call 737-8844.

ver Chord Bowl, a singing competition of a

cappella groups from throughout New England,

will take place at the Academy of Music Theater

in Northampton today at 2 p.m. Tickets are $5.

CONCERT — Cordelia's Dad will perform

tonight at 8:30 p.m. at the Iron Horse with

special guests The Schramms. Tickets are $6
and all ages are welcome.

CONCERT — "Jefferson Starship: Un-
plugged," an acoustical concert , will take place at

8 p.m. at Buckley Recital Hall, AC. Tickets are $ 1

2

for the public and $*^ ' ith an Amherst College ID.
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Obsession-drenched Damage entrances
J }. despair while rcmaiiiini' curinii«lv rt..vr,i.l ««: i..,»rr.., i,^,,. ^i.,.,, .. en ;oU i (,i... .— ;.l u;.. :_.-ii. . ..
By JON I UPO
C<)llcj;ian Start

Daniage in .i tilni quite unlike any other.
Most films ttxiay wear their romantic cliches
on rhcir sleeves, rarely exposing anv emo-
tions bcvond the surface. IXwugc is differ-

ent, in the way that is oo/es with obsessive

despair while remainmg curiously devoid of
almost any emotion.

Damage is nothing more than a well-
acted but thinly veiled morality play. With
twinges of Greek tragedy and Shakespearean

Jeremy Irons plays a 50-ish memlierof the

British parliament who falls under the spell

of his son's girlfriend and eventual fiancee,

played by Juliette Binoche.

Binoche has a busload of arty emotional
melodrama, Damage is an exploration of a baggage, mostly concerning her brother's
common theme: an idea that no one is truly

innocent nor truly guilty.

1 LIQUOR STOREr^^
Miller High Life Suitcase only $9.99 (+dep)

6p»<cans $2.79 (-Kiep)

Bud, Bud Dry, Bud Lig^ 12 pk bottles $6.49 (+dep)

Beck's Light 12 pk bottles only $9.99 (+dep)

Catamount Gold, Amber, Porter and Ptet Road Ale
6 pk $4.69 /Case - mix 'n match ..$1 7.99 (-Kiep)

Seagram's Gin i 75 l $1 3.99
M.D. 20/20 All Flavors 750 ml $1.99
Smirnoff Vodka 90 proof 750 ml $6.99
jSutter Home Wt Zin 750 ml $3.99
Vino Verde Portugal White wine iL bottle .2 for $6.99
Peppermint Schnapps Leroux 40 proof 750 ml $6.99
Yukon Jack i .75 l $1 3.99

i^vif^^

Beers from around the Wortd!
I Imports • Gourmet • Microbrewenes

\ Kess starting at $33.00
(cf>eclo/Ar^aiteTc^d/VrM accepted fof Kcs Depovts)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champaanes

Open 9 am
• 11 pm

VISA A MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

MR. PERFECT"
painting, drawings, & Film hy

Jade Schwendenwien

Slide lecture:

'Art & Popular Culture''

Feb. 18th, 5:00 in the Gallery

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
Open Mon.- Fri.: 11-4

this exhibit is sponsored in part by
the UMASS Arts Council

February 4-25
opening reception, Feb. 4, 5-7

suicide. It seems he killed himself Iwcausc he
became obsessed with her. Hmmm. Do we
sense a partem, here?

Irons and Binoche consumate their lust

(or is it?) without hardly saying a word to

each other. This is indicative of the film's

overall distant tone. With Damage, the sur-

face plot is advanced in a familiar way, but
the real action is going on inside all those
glances the characters give each other. It's

mostly apparent f>etween Binoche and Irons,

whose eyes do prove to be the windows to

their souls.

The supporting characters. Irons' son
(Rupert Graves) his wife (Miranda
Richardson) are the only tangible characters
\n Damage. They're easily the most sympa-
thetic, mainly because they are the ones who
ultimately bear the brunt <)f damage. Not to
s.»y that Irons and Binoche escape unscathed.
The damage is levied with varying intensity.

So what's the big deal, here? Obsessive
desire is nothing new in films, yet Damage
seems to think it invented it. There's something
ultimately underwhelming about the whole
affair and siiKe it's played out with such
histrionics, it's hard to empathi/e with two
basically amoral lead characters.

Yet Damage is compulsively watchable. It

holds the viewer in an uneasy trance; and as the
stor>' builds so d(K-s the characters' resonance.
The film left me damaged as well. It's a film I

initially disliked, mainly because there seemed
n<Hhing to grasponto— the characters' clouded
"inrnxcnce" and "guilt" seemed trite.

What saved the film for me was how
director Malfc approached this familiar terri-

tory with his common intelligence and bold-
ness. Also credit David Hare's superb screen-

play, which attempts to find the well-hidden
souls of the characters through their desire.

Irons played another tortured soul last

year with his role in Waterland; here, he's

seems more assured of his place in the text of
the film. There's nothing tentative alx)ut his

jjcrformance. Irons has a way of making
complex characters three-dimensional. In

Damage, he hides that third dimension for

most of the film; revealing it at the precise
moments for maximum dramatic effect.

BintK-he is a little more elusive. Her
character is one so masked that her intentions
are never quite clear. Is she trying to

heal her past guilt over her brother's suicide?

Is she using Irons or is it real passion? Her
motives stay unresolved and Binixrhe creates
some uneasy pathos in a role that is not a true
villain, but rather an intricate portrait of yet

another "damaged" persona.

Miranda Richardson {The Crymg Came)
invokes the familiar role of the "wife" with
charm, class and grace. It isn't until the last

half, though, that she really gets a chance to
shine. Irons' betrayal and its somewhat pre-

posterous consequences affect Richardson's
character the most, and Richardson handles
it with delicate and lasting compassion.

Rupert Graves {Where Attgels hear To
Tread), one of Britain's most underrated
young actors, is also wonderful. His faithful

husband, however, is probably the film's

least explored character, yet Graves turns in

a wisely understated performance.
Damage is a film that some will love,

others will hate and a few will treasure. It

tackles enuxions, and more to the point the
lack of them, with moody cincmatc^raphy.
assurc*d direction and some of the most tex-
tured acting in contemporar> cinema tixJav.

B+

THE COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS DEPARTMENT WOULD
LIKE TO KNOW WHY OUR PHONE NUMBER IS NOT

IN THE BOOK? EVERYONE ELSE'S IS!

^ ^=\

• WANTED -

nrrrrfnrxr?

Frf?nf:f7r=;r

i

EXPERIENCE is a must to be
successful in gaining the

competitive edge in today's
Business World...

We are looking for:
Ambitious • Responsible • Organized

SOPHOMORES
with good communication skills

Applications are available at t!ie Collegian
1 1 3 Campus Center

and must be submitted no later than
Friday. February 12th

THIS WEEKEND

This is It
cos 1 1

S

UhDKROM V\Cb.2 '

longest to the band, describing their sjx-cial
brand of tunagc, is "tribal k-ach music."

"|Our musici is fun yet deep. Hopefully it

will make you sweat," says Goodman. "The
name probably fits our drummer Marlin the
kst. He wears a lor of T-shirts he makes
himself concerning scvial issues, hats and a
lot of African t\ pc garb. He's our tribal Ixach
man."

This Is It recorded their album. Rite It, live
in the studio for a "bigger" sound and added
their vocals in later. The compact disc in-
cludes a "surprise" track at the end, an
unlakled sixth song by Scan Bovd that is

truly a "kautiful psychadelic jam."
Almost as original as their unique sound is

their compact discs packaging, which is in
the first (to my knowledge), "CD case fabri-
cated with recycled paper, soy k-an inks and
no plastic parts."

"Most of our fans arc college aged and
older. Most of them want to k in environ-

mental studies," says Goodman. "They want
to work hard and dance all night long. They
keep us playing until ^^.^0 a.m."

Goodman says she's ken subjected to "a
whole realm of musical influences" including
classical, opera and church music. "Being on
the circuit helps, learning from other musi-
cians," says Goodman.

She says their music's message has changed
over the years This Is It has played together.
"We've become more hard core —convicted.
Our music says. This is what we klieve in.

This is what we want to see happen in the
world,'" says Goodman. "Everyone was put
on this earth to take care of each other. There
needs to k equality, and the injustices need
to k taken care of, like the racial problems.
We have to learn from the past."

Their music is played regularly on college
radio stations and went to numkr one on
Dutchess County Community College's
WDCC in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

This Is It has already kgun to branch out
into the area. Their most recent Kxal gig was
in Springfield with Rippopotamous.

THIS IS IT

TK-, i i.' • IL -1 #
COUBTMV TWO HOmwaOV 1 CHIU»I

inis IS It s special brand of tune-age in an environmental package.

COLLEGIAN GRAPHICS, WHO ELSE WOULD
STAY UP TILL 3 AM FOR YOU.>

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB

The Area's jS. ^
Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road

•PVTA bus route to Rolling Green*
• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics*

• steps • nautilus • racquetball*

• free weigbts • Jacuzzi • sauna •

• massage • bikes • teiviis •

• rowers • treadmills •

• staimiastefs •

• student discounts*

Feb. 4 - Feb. 7, 1 993 / Page 5

UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICE DIETITIONS HAVE DETERMINED
THAT A COLLEGIAN IS A VITAL PART OF ANY D.C. MEAL

"In addition to the Parking Lot Shuttles from lots 21/33 & lots 31/
26 I additional Orchard Hill/Campus Shuttle will be added for Full
House events at the Mullins Center. The two operating Campus

Shuttle/Orchard Hill bus schedules are as follows:"

X i;\ I-; I

7 51 E IjoI A U« 25

8 IKI llullcrncld

8 UK Sylvan

B EVK 2

7:55 - Uulici field

1:00 Slockbridy Road

8 25 - Comnionweatih Mullins

8 \2 Dcpati n IM A Lot 2S

8 M <ikC

8 47 Sylvan

^00 Commonwealth - Mullins

9: 1 1
- Dcpan E Loi A Lot 25

9 18 BttMerfieM

9 36 E Lo« Siadiuin

9 40 Commonwealth • Mullins

9 50 Depan E Lot A Lo« 25

V 57 • Butlerfield

10 II Haifii Mall

10:15 - E Lot - Stadium

10:20 - Commonwealth Mullint

10 2?- Dcpan E Loi A Lot 25

10 44 Sylvan

8: 10 Mullins Ccmcf

8:25 Career Center

8:30 Butlerfield

8:35 Siockbiidec Road

8:45 Mullins Center

9:00 Career Center

9:05 - Butlerfield

9: 10 - Stockbndce Road

9:20 Mullins Center

9 35 Career Center

9:40 Butlerfield

9:45 • SioclcbridKe Road

9:55 Mullins Center

10; 10 Career Center

10 15 • B«iMrfwtd

10:20 - Stocfcbfidie Road

10:30 Mullins Center

10 50- HaigisMail

10 54 E Lot Stadium

H 08 • Depan E Lot A Lot 25

11 IS - Butierficid

10:45 Career Cenier

10; 50 BiMerrwM

10:55 Sloc>»ridge Road

11:05 MullmsCoMcr

II 23 - Sylvan

II 29- Haitis Mall

1
1 40 • Commonwealth - Mullins

II 47 Depart E Lot A Lot 25

12 02 Sylvan

12 08 Haigis Mall

12:12 - E IxJt - Stadium

12 26 t?epart E Lot A Lot 25

11:20 Camr Center

25 • Bulterfield

11:30- Stockbndte Ro^

11:40 Mullint Center

II 55 Career Cenier

12:00 Butlerfield

12:05 - Siockbndte Road

12:15 Mullins Center

12 33 - Butlerfield

12 41 Sylvan

12:30 Career Center

12:35 - Butierfieid

12 40 • Siockbridge Road (OOS)

r

SPORTS MR
&RfSTnURANT

XOINTIOM'T
UMASS vs West Virginia 9:00 pm

mmm[ m nm
Special Drink - Swampwater

Register to win a ^looo**** Ski
Pacrkiage to t>e drawn Feb. 25

FRIDAY HARRY HOUR
4-6

Free Rizza Slices

Bud Dry

Coors Light

$1.S0

$t.so

Coors Gold

Coors Cutter

$1.S0

$1.S0
•JWTKf

Prices in effect all week

^A^E'RE THE ONE TO WATChT
University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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A New Hollywood leads the fight against AIDS epidemic
productions. iSlovics like An Ejrly hrust, Ainirt's Muthcr,

Piirting Gbncei and Longtime ComfKinmn led the way for

AIDS thcmcd-films.

l.ungtime Companion was ^hintt New. York's Fire Island's

gay community and how they dealt with the AIDS epidemic

from the beginning. The film spawns from the early 'SOs and

carries the fright and devastation that a community was

forced to deal with through IVK8.

Since the AIDS earthquake shook Holly wot)d, many have

ledthe way for change. MCA Inc. President Sid Sheinbcrg and

former Fo.\ Inc. chairman Barrv Diller h>unded Hollyti'otul

N«) other industry has had to publicly confrtmt the AIDS
epidemic like the entertainment industry. AIDS first sh(M)k

the world of entertainment when it killed actor Rcnrk Hudson
in 1 9S5. Since then, thousands have died of the disease that

has raged through HollywiK>d as well as the rest of the world.

Awareness had Ix-gun. and HollywtxnJ quickly responded to

the crisis.

Red ribbons materialized on lapels throughout the enter-

tainment community supporting and memorializing those

the virus afflicted. Celebrity benefits were held in Los Angeles

and New York as anyone who's anyone in the business

showed up to lend their support. Hollywood had finally come
t)ut of the closet.

Longtime HollywiKMi starlet HIiz;ibcth Taylor became
active in AIDS Project Los Angeles (APl.A) and she co-

founded the American Foundation for AIDS research

(AMFAR). The celebrity lineup includes Madonna who has

repeatedly shown her support through fashion shows to

benefit AMFAR as well as singing on this past summer's LP
Red Hot iUtii Dance from which proceeds were donated for

AIDS research.

As celebrities and Hollywood moguls jumped on the

bandwagon, the news media came flocking to increase pub-

licity of these events. Was the news media there for the big

names that would turn out, or were they there to report these

benefits? Unfortunately, the media's attention only came on
the basis that "stars" were involved. If that's what it takes to

get coverage, so be it. At least people were finally responding

and listening.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS

^
THIS SATURDAY!
TICKETS

Ml Ages | P
All Shows i:^^

EMO PHILIPS
COMING SOON

Hollywood may have been reacting to the AIDS crisis but

wasn't reacting with all of its ability. Hollyw<M»d remained

silent and did not try, through the power of film, to influence

the public's perception of AIDS and the people who had been

infected. It seemed as though Hollywood was lending their

support, but in reality it was backstabbing the issue by not

grcen-lighting AIDS related projects. A few films is all it

would have taken to get the world thinking. But, HolIywtK)d

waited. . .

Finally, Flollywood had taken a few steps in the right

direction by giving the go-ahead to certain AIDS-themed

RHONDASHEAR

Feb 13

MARC
DeCARLO
STUDS'
Feb 20

JAMIE FOXX
Mar. 6

COMEDY ^^^HUKELAU
CONNECTION ^ CHICOPEE
CALL 413«593»5222

Open 7
days a iveek
7am • lOpm

SOUTH TOWIUE
COMMOMS LAUiyOROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

HELP WANTED!!
We need 20 students who want to

earn extra spending money at their

convenience.

Earn $10-$20 per hr.

t
vious sales experience helpful, but not necessary

CaU 1-747-9249 for details
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ATTENTION:
UMASS COIIECF STUDENTS\

iXLPINE COMMONS
133 Bclcherlown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amher>t. Massachusetts 01002 (413) 256-0741

Qrond Opening Special

at Alpine Commons

Short Tenn Leases

4 -Bedroom $650

3 -Bedroom $600

2 -Bedroom $550

Includes All Utilities

Great location, convenience & a price

uou and your roommates can afford!

Don't wait another dag, call todayl

256-0741

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Still Tic, Tac, Toeing

Tlirongh YonrUfe?
Ziet us help yon make some

wlnnliv decisioas about your fliture.

I«ate reirlster
for classes
January 27-
February 0.

UMass
and You -

a winning

tea,ml

Division of

Continuing Education,

607 Goodell Building,

University of

Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA 01003.

o X o
IZ

II o^^
Evening credit courses
(over 100 in 37 different

departments; most meet
just once a week)

UMass Bachelor of General Studies

degree — part timel

Noncre<flt workshops
for business or pleasure

(nearly 100, all winners)

Available University day courses
(hundreds of them, stimulating!)

UNIVERSITY OP MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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Insight into Billy Childs
Portraits of an incredible jazz player

Thursday, October 7, 1 992 / Page 7

By SARAH LKVKSQUE
Collegian Suit

Portrait of a Player

Billy Childs

Windham Hill Records

The name sounded familiar, Billy Childs,
and rho name of his new compact disc. Por-
trait ofa Player, promised insight. Who was
this pianist, composer and arranger who
appeared on the soundtrack to The Russia
House with saxophonist Branford Marsalis
of "The Tonight Show" fame?

X larsalis* new gigon **Thc Tonight Show"
has given hmi the lime light and a chance to

expose American television viewers to the

graceful grcxive of Ja/.z — first taut, then
loose, the wild walrz of moods, but who was
this Billy Clhilds?

C'hilds, a native of l.os Angeles, has been
under the piano's spell since he decided to

learn how to play by ear when he was 14
years old.

He took classical music lessons in his final

high school years and began playmg jazz

with a group of classmates from Hamilton
High. Childs S4iys, "Jazz was always my basic

driving force, and people like Herbie
Hancock, McCloy Tyner, Chick Corea and
Keith Jarrctt shaped my musical concept."

His April Touch, his well received 1991

release, offered pr«M)f of Childs' original and
creative appnuch to writing while Portrait of
a Player is Childs' wanting to establish his

self as a player — as interpreter and impro
visiM-. He explores a repcrtdre including pieces

by John Colrrane. Bill F.vans and Sammv
Cahn, as he lams with bassist Tony Dumas
and drummer Billy Kilson.

A graduate from the Universiry ofSourhern

California as a music composition major,

Childs got his first professional ja/z gig when
he was only 20 years old. He traveled to

Japan with trombonist J.J. JohnstMi.
**1 learned

a lor just listening to J.J.," said Childs.

The opening track "It's You or No One"
is the snappy Jule Styne melody from a 1948
Doris Day movie which opens with the

drumming of Kilson and then takes the listener

back to a 1940s night club atmosphere as

Childs weaves the notes, telling the listener to

sit back, relax, the rum and coke is on him.
"Never Let Me Go," a Livingston-and-

Evans ballad, is a piano solo cut, played
largely rubato, meaning Childs plays with the
expressive stretching of time, altering the

musical relationship. He is pleading to the
listener to be faithful to him and by the end of
the piece, as the notes become higher and
higher, he seems to be in tears, and ends on a
lingering high note, but with the low, swelling
of a deep hum.

Ironically, of all of the 1 cuts on Portrait

of a Player my favorite one is "The End of
Innocence" which Childs composed. The
melody becomes a chant, the telling of the
passage of childhood— the simple, universal

tragedy of growing up. Why is it that certain

notes mingling together make one feel a cer-

tain way.* Why does Childs' piano playing

create such an emotional fingerpainting for

the listener.*

In James Baldwin's Sonny's Blues, the

brother watches his brother Sonny, a jazz

pianist, play in a trio. As he sits in the jam-
packed nightclub, he knows he never under-
stood until now what Jazz meant to his

brother.

"I seemed to hear with what burning we
had yet to make it ours, ht»w we could cease
lamenting. Freedom lurked around us and I

understood, at last, that he could help us to be
free if we would listen, that he would never be
free until we did."

"Hanagan", (ihilJs' other composition
on the compact disc, is a

dedication to a long admired pianist. It was
this piece that reminded of Baldwin's Sonny's

Blues. What is going on in Billy Childs' head.*

He is telling us a ston- as he slams down the

notes, as Dumas travels up and down the

bass, as Kilson tip, tip, taps on the drums.
Childs is burning; he is telling listeners

who Flanagan is, why he is important, how
this man has influeiwed him. As the brother in

Sonny's Blues realizes,"Thc man who creates

the music is hearing something else, is dealing

with the roar rising from the void and imposing
order on it as it hits the air. What is evoked in

him, then, is of another order, more terrible

because it has no words, and triumphant, t(X),

for that same reason. And his triumph, when
he triumphs, is ours."

Billy Childs' Portrait of a Player
COUKTESY IWINOHAM HIU |AZ2

The Collegian.

113 Campus Ctr.

545-3500

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst
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Vico-C brings cool
Spanish rap to SUB

Spanish rap pioneer, Vico-C , will perform
Saturday in the Student Union Ballroom.

Vico-C, a native of Puerta dc Ticrra.

Puerto Rico, began his musical career at the

young age of 1 2. His first performances were
at local parties where he introduced tap

music to the island community. Rather than

singing in English— as rap music had previ-

ously been performed — Vico-C began to

sing in his native Spanish. Some critics say

that he actually invented Spanish rap.

In 1987, Vico-C recorded two singles,

"Sin Pena" and "En Coma," both of which
caused quite a stir. After realizing that he

could not go solo, he signed with Prime
Records and recorded an album, l^ Recta

final. This piece of work sold over 60,000
copies in Puerto Rico alone.

May 199rs Hispanic Soul, Vico-C's

third album, and a more recently released

single, "Saborcalo" have alsoachieved suc-

cess with his unique integration of rap with

Caribbean and Hispanic rhythms such as

merengue, boogaloo and reggae.

Mass Delirium, consisting of members
Divine Purpose and Black Plague, formed

in Holyoke in October 1988. Their music

promotes sprituahty and personal respon-

sibility.

Vico-C and Mass Delirium will /w per-

forming on heb. b at 8 p.m. in the UMass
SUB. Tickets are $10 for UMass students

and$ 1 2 generalpublic. Ticketprice includes

admission to the dance following the per-

formance with DJ Mendo.

—LISA CURTIS

Spanish rapper Vico-C
coMtTtsv rwmm omniuimmm
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HIE VIUAGE COMMONS •

THIATRIS
SOUIM HADltY Wy^ViW

eth Holdover Week!
<^< "iiiisis,vNA\iv/iN(. piixr.

>S-'^^ oi iMi kimnmim:
Tritr..-,. lAvo nil MUSI r

Tju»

****
•UX MHIIAI \MSIIH)K,V
\K«l.WOM*J(HI »HA1K.

Fri at 5:25, 7:15 & 9:10 / Mon-Thurs at 6:45 & 8:35

Sat & Sun at 1:45, 3:30, 7:15 & 9:10

To«ns>iinlnirlo4«t'

-WliilKjHaMaiiidjM*.'

I

Iftirnv Md aliMir

"

Kevin WmiNfY
CosTNtR Houston

BOlivGUARp

tarts Fri at 4:00, 6:30 & 9:00 / Mon-Thurs at 6:30 & 9:00

Sat & Sun at 1 :,^0, 4:00, 6:30 & 9:00

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADUNE

FRIDAY. FEB. 19

Single Pmject/Extenl Grants

for music. Ihealer, vtsunl art

and design, performance

art, lileraliire,filin and video,

and oilier arts related events.

PROPOSAtS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT GROUPS

APPLICATIONS
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACtTVTTIES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
203 HASBROUCK
OR CALL S4S4t2tn
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COtMTESV AMHUST COUfCE ZUMBVU
BATTLE OF THE CHORDS — The Amherst College Zumbyes will defend the Silver Chord aown'in

the ninth annual Silver Chord Bowl, a singing competition of acapella groups from colleges and high
schools throughout New England on Sunday, February 7 at 2 p.m. Tickets are S5.

A model moment at the mall
The Elite Agency searches for 'the next big thing'

As eager hopetuls awaited to be consulted by the Elite on
Saturday, there seemed tt) be a mixture of excitement and
anticipation in the air, as well as a hint of irony.

Perhaps you happened to be tme of the estimated 5CK)

participants or just a mere observer of the Elite Model Search
that tt)ok place at the Holyoke Mall on Saturday. Either way,
you can probably relate to that burning sensation that

everyone in a three mile radius undoubtedly experienced as

all «)f the Aqua Net fumes attacked and irritated the eves.

C01UC4AM fHOTO BV ItSHCA TAVUM.
Registration at the Elite fvlodel Search

Elite Model Management is Icxated in New York and is

well renown as the number one modeling agency in the world.

They send a scout to the Holyoke mall on an annual basis to

recruit.

Now one might be compelled to question why such an
"elite" group would choose to send their scouts tt) the

Holyoke mall, as opposed to some place a little more urban.

I would assume that the l<Kation isn't their main concern as

long as they can manage to get a gtx)d turnout.

They had nothing to worry about. Endless lines consisting

of heavily-made-up-hopefuls from Ludlow, Chicoppee,
Springfield, Westfield, Hadley. Amherst and numerous other

surrounding towns could be found vying to be 'discovered.'

F.ach contestant was required to fill out a questionnaire

concerning important issues such as bust size and hair color

(natural color optional).

There would only be two survivors from this motley
crowd, and the tension in the air thickened as that fateful

moment grew closer. Bodies began to slouch, feet began to

tap and the anticipation proved grueling.

Some came equipped with portfolios and references, and
others simply entered on a whim. They all had one thing in

common, though, and that was the fantasy of being taken in

by the same modeling agency famous for being Cindy
Crawford's claim to fame, along with other well known
models, such as Iman and Kathy Ireland.

For such an ambitious crowd of people striving for careers

in a field which is purely superficial, there was a good
percentage of people who could be considered "less-than-

photogcnic".

Evcrytime I attempted to snap a picture, a ritual occurred,
in which entailed every girl in the vicinity digging their chins
into their chests and turning bright red while exclaiming,

•*No,no! Please don't!".

My advice to all of the "Lee-Press-On-Faces" who weren't

chosen by the Elite is "Smile pretty for the camera, girls!"

Jessica Tavenu is a Collegian staff member.

AIDS
t:C)NTlNL'H) FROM IWCiH 7

Supports. This was announced at the APLA's Commitment
to Life and was the first time that any industry had formed a

support group to try to eliminate what is called AlDSphobia
and homophobia within the industry.

The industry that is known to be overtly corrupt has

surprisingly learned to care tor its own like no other industry

before, setting a precedence for other industries.

So in the light of seeing AIDS characters in rclevisitm and
films, such as Jesse on l.tfe Cues On there is sure to Ix" a

change in people's attitudes as these very important issues are

brought to the public's attention.

Presently, several AIDS related pro)ccts are in development
and will include Tom Hanks and Den2el Washington in

TriStar's Probable Cause; Richard Gere and Wh(K)pi Goldberg

in And the Band Played On a medical thriller based on Randy
Shilts best-selling novel. And look torward to other AIDS-
themed projects such as John Schlesinger's Cood Days; and
Francis Ford Coppola's The Cure, a film al^out an AIDS
breakthrough.

Hollyw«Hxl has finally grabbed itself by the bwn straps

and gotten its "act" together. Through Hollywood's stance

on AIDS more and more people within the industry will be

able to "come out" and say that they do have AIDS. Arthur

Ashe and Magic Johnson are being praised for their courage

by admitting to the world that they are afflicted with AIDS.
HollywiMkl has the opportunity to change and help mold

people's opinions through the power of film and television.

These mediums have a tremendous amount of impact on our
daily lives and by making this issue visible through these

mediums we can create an awareness comparable to none.

HollywtKKl's time has come, and is finallv ready to make
change. Now is the time.

Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian cobtmntst.

THE COLLEGIAN-
WE IVIAY NOT ALWAYS
HAVE WHAT YOU
WANT; BUT WE

ALWAYS HAVE WHAT
YOU NEED.

READ US. 19,000

OTHERS DO
EVERY DAY.

U's Honest! Our Prices Will Save You More Than Just Pennies!!

ROLLING $C49
ROCK Oder

12 PK BOTTLES

MILLER $099
HIGH LIFE y*DEP

CASE OF 24-12 OZ. CANS

PIELS $T99 CASE OF^ '"'-*'
/ 24-12 OZ.

DRAFT & LIGHT DER CANS

MICHELOB
REGULAR & LIGHT

$H 049* DER

CORONA $/|99
EXTRA ^.DEP

CASE OR 2-12 PK. BOTTLES

Don t Drink
and Drive

lA/tht I tr\t tr^cy^

INGLENOOK
CMEN94 BLANC. RHINE. FRENCH
COLOMBAfta ROSE BLANC DE

BLANC WHOE GRENACHE. BLUSH.
WHCTE BARBERA

GEORGE ^_..
DUBOEUF *5^^
COVEE RED i WHITE ^ ^^

GLEN ELLEN $029
WHITE ZINFANDEL W 750 ML

l'/W£OFTH£MOWTH

FORTANT
(FRENCH VARIETAL WINES)

SALMGNON BLANC. CABERNET
SAUVIGNON

$/|494 750 ML

JOSE CUERVO $1 n^*^
GOLD '"^^

POPOV $Q99
VODKA 5li75L

KORBEL $-799
CHAMPAGNE f
EXTRA DRY & BRUT 750 ML] -^

CLUNY
SCOTCH ^13^^^^

CANADIAN $049
MIST 5/ AFTER
•wiiwi

^.^5|_ REBATE

SALE 12.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3.00

BACARDI RUM $h o49
UGHTORDARK | ^T^sl

SALE 15.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3.00 AFTER REBATE

not responsible for

• typographical errors

mm Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS2'4 93THRU

WEDS. 2 10/93

Full Redemption Center

UMASS
Owes
Amherst

$203m

^^^^>>
,. . vvv
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Cloudy this afternoon, light snow
tonight. Cdd windy weekend.

Local News:
Annherst officials are tiring of the University's tax-exempt
status, and may ask the Campus Center Hotel to start

'paying its share.' Page 3.

Sports:
'Mullins Madness' began last night with a

64-59 Minuteman victory over West
Virginia University. Page 1 2.
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Mullins Center is

under investigation
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

The office of staU- Attorney General L.

Scott Harshbarger is conducting an inves-
tigation into the construction of the new
Mullins Center, which opened last night
for its first Minuteman basketball game.

University ofMassachusetts President
Michael Hooker said he did not know
exactly what the investigation was about,
but that Harshbarger had assured him
the safety ofthe arena was not in question.

"It's important to assure the pubUc
that we are being completely responsible
in opening the building." Hooker told the
University's Board of Trustees at a meet-
ing Wednesday.

The attorney general's office requested
copies of the construction plans for the
center in late December, at which time
Hooker was informed that authorities were
"in the process ofconducting an investiga-
tion concerning the construction of the
Mullins Center," said Laslo Boyd, a
spokesman from the University of Mas-
sachusetts in Boston.

Suffolk Construction Company, the
general contractor for the center, issued a
statement blaming the investigation on
"unfounded criticism.'^" from a "disgruntled
individual." and defending the quality of
the center's construction.

"This person simply is trying to di-

minish the significant achievement that
this project represents for both UMass
and the Commonwealth. We stand behind
its quality, excellence of construction,
durability and service to the UMass
community," the statement read.

However. Frank Callahan, executive
director of the Pioneer Valley Building
Trades Council, said he had talked with a
number of workers on the job, who had
been concerned about "corners being cut."

Callahan said he also had questions
about some bidding practices. He said the
council objected when the contract was
awarded in 1990 to Suffolk, which uses
non-union labor.

Thomas Samoluk, a spokesman for

Harshbarger, said the office has a policy of
neither confirming nor denying the exist-

ence of any investigation, and decUned
further comment.

Lee Esckilsen. general manager of the
center, said he had been told nothing of
the investigation except that the "building
was safe to operate, plain and simple."

The center officially opened last night
with the UMass Minutemen's 64-59 victory
over West Virginia, marking the end of
the team's long stay in the aging Curry
Hicks Cage.

Besides the new basketball court, the
$51 QulUon center also houses two Olym-
pic-sized hockey rinks, eight sets of
dressing rooms, weight rooms, handball
courts and facilities forconcert and theater
productions.

Annual operating costs for the center
come to about $2.6 million, according to

Paul Page, vice chancellor for administra-
tion and finance. They will be partially

offset by an estimated $1.8 million in rev-

enues from concerts and other productions
with the remaining $800,000 coming from
the university's operating budget, he said.—Material from the Associated Press
ivas used for this article.

XXN MCKENNA ' COLLEGIAN
NEVER CRY WOLF • Jody Torgerson of GreenfieW walks her Norwegian Elkhound

'^4orsky* through a barren cornfiekl.

Campus Center losing money
Tiask force created to reduce million dollar deficit
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is thefirst in a two-part series on the
fiscal situation in the University's Campus Center and
Auxiliary Services.

Recent fiscal reports show the University of Massa-
chusetts Campus Center having a deficit of almost $1.1
million dollars, and a special task force has been estab-
lished to reduce it. University officials said.

Last year's mandatory pay increase for state employ-
ees and declining state appropriations for employee
benefits have created severe financial woes at the
University's Campus Center and Auxiliary Services,
according to students and campus officials.

The Auxiliary Services deficit-reduction task force
has been created under the direction ofAshoke Ganguli,
the University's director of Auxiliary Services, and con-

sists ofmiddle-managers throughout Auxiliary Services,
unionized employees, and students, Ganguli said.

The task force's statement ofpurpose includes promises
to reduce the deficit in two or three years, to avoid layoffs
if possible, and not to privatize any campus enterprises,
said Board of Governors Chairperson Ben Preston, a
member of the task force and a senior political science
and history major.

"The task force wants to make changes with minimum
service impacts to students, because without the students,
we wouldn't be here." said Ganguli.

Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance Paul
Page has given the task force a deadline of Feb. 25 for a
finalized deficit reduction report, Ganguli said.

According to Ganguli, at the end of the 1980s Auxil-
iary Services' budget had a surplus ofalmost one million
dollars, but in 1988. "crushing" budget cuts forced Aux-

Turn to CAMPUS CENTER, page 4

State research lab to open at UMass
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
and JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Gov. William Weld and U.S. Senator John Kerry will

appear at the University of Massachusetts early next
week to support the opening of the state's new industry/
university shared research lab.

Kerry, who will be speaking in the Student Union
Ballroom Monday at 1:15 p.m., and Weld, who will

participate in a ribbon-cuttingceremony Tuesday at 1:30
p.m., are appearing as part of the annual National
Research Forum for Industry, which will be held in the
UMass Campus Center on Feb. 8 and 9.

Weld made a supplemental appropriation in the
Commonwealth's budget to include $300,000 to help
build a lab for robotic research at the University in the
future, according to Paul McOwen. administrative director
of the University's Center for Real-time and Intelligent

Complex Computing Systems (CRICCS).
CRICCS, a program focusing on pooling the talents of

computer science universities and private industry re-
searchers, began operations in October 1991.

The base funding for the program was provided through
a $1.2 million grant from the National Science Founda-
tion, McOwen said.

McOwen said Weld and Kerry's visits represent a
change in the Commonwealth's approach to a greater
emphasis on private sector spending, combined with
university resources.

Weld made a $300,000 supplemental appropriation to
help the University build a robotics research lab in the
near future.

"The state is making a transition from vast military
spending to commercial, private-sector technological
activities," McOwen said.

Weld will participate in the ribbon-cutting ceremony
Turn to WELD, poge 2

U.N. advances
disarmament
of warlords
By REID G.MILLER
Associated Press

MOGADISHU, Somalia — American and U.N.
commanders moved today to shore up a cease-fire

and advance disarmament, demanding that
Somalia's rival warlords hand over lists of all

weapons and men under their control.

The request was made in a letter to 14 faction
chiefs from Lt. Gen. Robert B. Johnston, commander
of the U.S. -led military coalition in Somalia, and,
for the United Nations, Gen. Imtiaz Shaheen of
Pakistan.

The request came as U.N. spokesman Farouk
Mawlawi said American and Belgian forces were
"positioning themselves for a show of strength"
against one of the faction warlords, known as Gen.
Morgan.

Morgan, whose real name is Mohamed Said
Hirsi, has been engaged in sporadic skirmishes for

the past two weeks near the southern port of
Kismayu with the forces of another warlord, Col.
Omar Jess.

The fighting scuttled a round of preliminary
peace talks that had been scheduled to start in

Mogadishu on Monday. The country'.s leading
warlord, Gen. Mohamed Farrah Aidid, accused
Morgan of cease-fire violations.

All 14 factions, including Morgan's, agreed to a
cease-fire and disarmament program as mandated
by a U.N. Security Council resolution at a meeting
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, last month.

Morgan, a son-in-law of ousted president
Mohammed Siad Barre, continued to fight after the

Turn to SOMAUA. page 4
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Friday, Feb. 5, 1993
Lecture— Ann Ferguson, a professor of Philosophy at

UMass. will address "Homosexuality, Multiculturalism
and the Academic Values Panic," as part of the Lesbian,
Gay and Bisexual Studies Brown Bag Series, from 12-
1:30 p.m.. 9th floor Campus Center.

Sunday, Feb. 7
Performance— Foiksinger Cathy Winter and comedi-

ans Edar Macintosh and Tone Nunes will perform in the
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Cafe Series. 7:30 p.m..
Hampden Theater. $3 donation requested.

Monday, Feb. 8
Open House —- The Program for GLB concerns will

host an open house at its oflice in Crampton House, SW
from 4-6 p.m. All students, faculty and stafl" of the 5-

coUege area are invited to tour the facility and acquaint
themselves with the program's services. Refreshments
will be served.

Tuesday, Feb. 9
Trainings— The Speakers Bureau will hold trairungs

for new members from 7-10 p.m. at the Program for GLB

The CLB Forum runs ear/i Thursday diui consists otevvnt listings ot interest

to the Cay. Lesbian and Bisexual community. The CLB Forum is compiled by
the CLB Issues Editor who can be contacted do the Collegian.

Concerns' Oflice. Crampton. SW. Call 545-4824 to register.

Wednesday, Feb. 10
Orientation — The Speakers Bureau will hold an

orientation for new and returningmembers from 5-7 p.m.
at the Program for GLB Concerns' Oflice. Crampton
House. SW.

Thursday, Feb. 11
Lecture — "Bonding and Bondage." a lecture pre-

sented by Donald Wert, M.S. of the Regent Hospital in
New York, will be held from 12-1:30 p.m..Campus Center
Rm. 804-808.

Group — The GLB Graduate Student Organization
and the LGB Counseling host "Hanging Out," an infor-
mal discussion group. 6:30-8:30 p.m. Program for GLB
Concerns' Oflice, Crampton House, SW.
Friday, Feb. 12

Group— The LBG AlUance will host a coflee social at
3:00 p.m. in the Campus Center. 9th Floor.
Saturday. Feb. 13

Dance — The LBG Alliance hosts a dance in the
Bluewall from 9 p.m - 2 a.m. $4.

Address all correspondence to:

1 1 3 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

Kids picket adult bookstore
Seventh and eighth graders say 'No to pom!'
CHICOPEE (AP)— Carrying signs reading "Say No to

Pom" and "Honk Your Horn for No Pom" about 50
seventh and eighth-graders picketed an adult bookstore
a block from their parochial school.

"We hope to have an effect on getting the store out of
the neighborhood." said Jenifer Valentine, 14. an eighth-
grader at Mount Carmel School.

Nancy Donofrio. assistant principal and religion
t«acher. said parents signed permission slips allowing
the students to participate in the Wednesday picket.

She said she brought up the issue of the recently

opened store in religion class and said the students were
learning about civic responsibility with the picket.

Store owner Robert Kraeffl said he upheld the right of
anyone to protest. But he said the studenU can't even
enter the store because they are not yet 18 years old.

"I wonder ifthey understand why they are picketing,"
Kraefll said.

Kraeffl is currently appealing an order by the city
building inspector to close for lack of a certificate of
occupancy. A hearing is scheduled for Feb. 27.

Weld

The Collegian Night Staff

would like to wish the UMass
Men's and Women's Indoor
Track teams the best of luck

in their meets at Rhode Is-

land this weekend.

continued from page 1

Tuesday to celebrate the University's being chosen as the
site ofthe state's new industry/university shared research
lab. which will operate as part of CRICCS.

UMass and three other applicants were chosen from a
pool of 100 to be the site of a national research center, to
link industry and university resources.

Kerry's speech will be open to the public, while Weld's
visit will only be open to conference participants.

The initial research focus for the CRICCS program

has focused on five different areas, including automated
manufacturing, advanced process control and intelligent
vehicle/highway systems, which will provide greater
automobile safety through allowing cars to "sense" an
oncoming collision.

The other two research areas include intelligent infor-
mation retrieval, which Kerry supports strongly, and
int<?grated computing environments, which will allow
greater coordination among large computer systems.

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"Ifyou have buiU castles in the air,

your work need not be lost.

That is where they should be.

No>t' put thefoundations under them."
—Heniy David Thoreau

Learn Your Way Around The World
• vSludy abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain,

for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year
• Courses in liberal arts and international business

• Fluency in a foreign language nd required
• Home-stays with meals

• Field trips

• Financial aid applies (except for summer session)

Application deadlines:

• April 1 for summer session

• April 30 for fall semester

• October 20 for spring semester

For a program description and an application, call toll free:

1-800-342-1725

206 Russell St. Rt. 9

Open 7 Days 7am- 1 1pm
Top Loaders. $1.00 • Dbl. Loaders : $1.50

Weekend Special: 75c dbl. Loaders
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KtiAU I Mb UNt PRINT Kenya Washington, a junior art history major at Smith College, checks out the 'Black, Brown
& Beige" exhibit at the New Africa House.

B.O.G. may examine vending
Motion made to investigate concourse program costs

Amherst wants
campus hotel
to pay taxes
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

In the face of Amherst's $2 million revenue shortfall
this year, some town residents said they would like the
presently tax-exempt University of Massachusetts
Campus Center Hotel to start paying its share.

Jon Hite, chairperson of the Amherst tax-exempt
committ«e. said he would like the hotel to pay a small
percentage, probably between four and six percent, to the
town of Amherst.

"It is not a tax on the University. It is a tax on the people
who stay in the motel rooms," Hite said. "We are not
talking about a very heavy tax burden, | but an anticipated I

$20,000 to the town is a fire fighter or school b«x)ks."

Hite added the hotel unfairly advertises in Fedor
Travel Guide as having no lodging tax.

But Benjamin Preston from the Board of Governors
said such a tax would hurt students.

"Students are a majority of the hotels business The
hotel's charges for students have been going steadily up.
Certain students are not going to pay higher rates The
town does not stand to make money when they are
driving people away." said Preston, a senior who is

majoring in history and political science.

Preston said the Campus Center Hotel will Ih'ojk'i at iiig

at a $38,000 loss for the 1994 financial year

By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Correspondent

The Board of Governors heard a motion last night to

investigate the expenses of Campus Center concourse
table vending.

The motion . proposed by Governor Dan Gordon . would
ask the vice-chair of the Board to compare the amount of
the vending program's expenses borne by Campus Cen-
ter Building Operations with the amount the B.O.G.
spends.

Gordon said in an interview after the meeting "I

suspect that the Campus Center I Building Operations'!
expenditures for the concourse vending program are
minimal."

Gordon estimated, however, that administering the
program costs the Board between $12,000 and $18,000,
although he admitted that the figure was somewhat
dated.

Although vendors pay fees to peddle thei r wares on the
concourse, Gordon said "I want to find out if the vending
costs [Building Operations) anything, and we're not
getting enough of that money back to pay for it. But it's

Student tutors needed
to help UMass athletes

very new. and I'm not sure what's going to happen to it."

In further business, the B.O.G. heard an idea advanced
by Chairman Ben Preston to convert the Top of the
Campus Restaurant into a dance club with two open bars
and the possibility of 18 and over nights. Vice-chairman
Cristina Blanco said she is optimistic about the idea, but
said it had to be proceeded with carefully because a dance
club in the T.O.C. failed once before.

The Governors said they intend to further discuss
both ideas at their next meeting.

Commuter Governor Micah Levy resigned last night
with a plea to B.O.G. members to keep the organization
going and increase their number He warned the Board
would be gone soon if it is not "strong and autonomous."

•Get a friend," he suggested. "Make it a fun thing."
He recalled when there were 20-30 members on the

Board. Officially, there are now 10 and above. Although
he recalled in-fighting between left-wing and right-wing
groups, he said "As many proiilems as it caused, there
were enough people to get the work done."

Gordon emphasized the need for the Governors to

conduct better public relations.

Turn to VENDING, page 4

''It is not a tax on the University. It is

a tax on the people who stay in the

motel rooms.

"

-|on Hite, Amherst tax-exempt committee

For two students to spend a Friday or Saturday night
at the Campus Center Hotel costs $48 ( non-students pay
$70

1 and at the Amherst Motel $48. including the hotel
tax. Both the HowardJohnson in Hadley and the Amherst
Motel pay a lodging tax of 9 7 percent.

Hotels across the state arc required tocharge a Icxlging

tax. but because the hotel is on University pro|HTty and
is a non-profit institution it does not have to pay the tax,

according to Hite.

State Representative Ellen Story (D-Amherst». who
could not be reached for comment, is presenting a bill

requiring hotels on colleges and universities to pay the
lodging tax.

Janice Ratner, head of the Amherst finance commit-
tee said other campus businesses such as the barlx-rshop
and bookstore do not pay taxes either, unlike their
counterparts in Amherst.

"It is a business, so maybe it should pay taxes like

other businesses in town." Ratner said.

By JASON NASH
Collegian SUff

While most enjoy the great athletics

the University ofMassachusetts provides

each season, few fans are aware of the
hard work that goes into being a student-

athlete at UMass, both on and ofT the
field.

With UMass athletes practicing over

20 hours a week, the need for academic
help has become greater and greater.

That is why UMass Academic Coordi-

nator Ed Suglia is ofTering paid positions

for students to work as tutors for the

athletes on campus.
"We're basically looking for anyone who

is strong in any major," Suglia said. "We
need help in all areas, especially math,
science, business and engineering."

Students hired will be assigned to a

certain subject and be responsible for

helping anywhere from one to five athletes

on school nights.

"We've reserved numerous rooms in

Hoyden and Bartlett that will be specifi-

cally designated for tutoring." Suglia said.

"Since the athletes are practicing in the

afternoon, they will need to be tutored

after dinner."

"Right now we're in the beginning

stages, and we're getting there slowly."

Suglia said. "Hopefully when the new
athletic director settles in, we'll put to-

gether a nice program.

With all the negative stereotyping that
goes on about athletes being dumb, Suglia
made it clear that this program was not
designed for athletes to get an easy way
out of their school work.

"By no means do we expect the tutors to

do the work for them." Suglia said. "Our
goal is to use the tutors as help and
eventually make these kids inde{>endent
learners."

For those students that believe they
might not be smartenough for the position

.

Suglia said students did not have to be
"rocket scientists" to become a part of the
program.

"All we are looking for is competent
people," Suglia said. "Often a tutor with a
4.0 GPA has no idea what it's like to

struggle through a class. Help from
someone who was once in the same jxisi-

tion is a better option."

While UMass has recently been suc-

cessful in almost every sport. Suglia said

he has made tutoring a priority in order to

continue that success in the classroom.
"We believe all our athletes are great,

positive kids and that's one ofthe reasons
the sports have kept on winning," Suglia
said. "The tutoring program has always
helped us in the past and with a little

help and direction the athletes will be
OK."

Suglia will be conducting interviews
for tutoring positions next week in Boyden
gym. For more information call 545-4379.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
CONSTRUCTION IN THE COLD - The house on Triangle Street in Amherst where

a fatal fire burned two years ago is slowly being rebuilt.
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Campus Center
continued from page 1

iliary Services to pick up the tab for all employee
fringe benefits, resulting in a one million dollar
budget increase for the 1990 fiscal year.

The fringe benefits include workman's compen-
sation, unemplovTnent costs, group health insur-
ance and retirement funds, all of which had been
subsidized by the state. At the same time the state
took away funding for the Campus Center utilities,

said Ganguh.
A 13 percent mandatory' pay raise passed last

December by the state Legislature for 50.000
unionized state employees also increased budget
expenses. This raise came in two parts, with a six

percent increase effective Dec. 21 and another
seven percent increase which will go into effect
June 28. 1993, Ganguli said.

Auxiliary Services oversees the operation of the
Hatch, Bluewall, University Store and other cam-
pus retail operations, conducts building mainte-
nance, provides catering serN-ices, and manages the
campus dining commons.

Auxiliary Services is also budgeted for "full

costing." This requires all Auxiliary Services
businesses to pay for administrative support, op-
erating costs and overhead. The businesses cur-
rently pay out 3.82 percent ofall transactions to the
University administration

Preston estimated a partial suspension of this
fee would save Auxiliary Ser\ices nearly $450,000
dollars.

The task force has issued an interim report
containing, among others, several suggestions on
saving money in the area of food services. FVeston
said that because food services have been losing the
most money, they have received the most attention
from the task force.

Somalia
continued from page 1

dictator fled into exile two years ago. Jess is one ofAidid's
principal allies.

American and Belgian forces have twice attacked
Morgan's miUtia in the past two weeks, first on Jan. 25
and again on Monday, using helicopter gunships and
armored personnel carriers.

The first attack came when Morgan ignored a warning
to halt an advance toward Jess's position. The second was
launched when a U.S. army Cobra gunship spotted one of
Morgan's armed vehicles moving toward a Belgian army
patrol.

At least eight vehicles and several artillery pieces
were destroyed in the two attacks.

Mawlawi said he had no further details ofthe reported
American-Belgian move, but an Associated Press reporter
and a photographer who returned to Mogadishu from
Kismayu today said they saw no evidence of troop
movements.

However, U.S. army observation planes and helicop-
ter gunships were patrolling the area where the earlier
clashes took place, they said.

vending
continued from page 3

Christopher Schork, a commuter governor, agreed.
This is their Campus Center, their Student Union,"

he said about the students. "They can make it anything
they want."

Ben Preston, chairman ofthe BOG, withdrew a motion
to establish a $500 commemorative scholarship in the
name of William M. Hams, the director of the Campus
Center. The scholarship would have been granted to a
board member, not an officer or a senior, and elected from
a run-off election between members nominated by the
Campus Center Director and the Chair of the Board of
Governors.

The Collegian is packed by weight, not volume.

"Women in Derivatives Trading and
Financial Risk Management"
Amherst College Converse Hall - The Red Room

Monday, lebniary 8, 199??, 7:3()I»M

You've worked liard...
Excelled academically...

Acliieved results...
Now it's time to tnuM^e t€p..

If you possess exceptional analytical talent...want to use

sophisticated technology.. .and thrive on complex intellec-

tual challenges— you can achieve results with Swiss Bank
Corporation - Capital Markets and Treasury.

The integration of The O'Connor Partnerships and Swiss

Bank Corporation's Capital Markets and Treasury business

has resulted in an innovative, client-focused organization

poised for global leadership across the full range of capita I

markets and treasury products and services. Our expertise

is trading and risk management - cash and derivative

instruments - in foreign exchange, interest rates and
Japanese and European equities.

We provide renowned theoretical training

coupled with its practical application on an
exchange floor or risk management trading

desk. We expect you to express your ideas,

collaboratively develop dynamic solutions,

and assume responsibility for trading and man-
aging portfolio risk.

Career opportunities exist in major financial cen-

ters in North America, Europe and Asia.

We want to meet you! Learn more about our innovative firm at our presentation in Amherst College Converse
Hall - The Red Room on February 8tfi. For more information, contact the Office of Career Planning and
Placement. If unable to attend, direct your resume to: Swiss Bank Corporation, Attn: Human Resources -

Recruiting, 141 W. Jackson, Chicago, IL 60604. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DA^

TRADE UPTO THIS CAREER OPTION.
Capital Markets and Treasury

Swiss Dank
Corporation
S<±\webBrlscher Bankvereh
Sod^ de Bonque Suisse

CALLING ALL
COLLEGIAN
STAFF!
This is your captain
speaking. I would like to
announce that there is to
be a mandatory, I repeat...

MANDATORY staff meet-
ing for Staffers, Corre-

spondents, Columnists,
Photographers, Business

and Graphics staff. We will

have pizza as well as deli-

cious snacks available for

your enjoyment, so please
do us the honor of attend-
ing. Also for your viewing
pleasure, video entertain-

ment. Thank you very
much.

Sunday
Collegian
113 Ca

6:30 PM
News Room
pus Center

Be there.
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FITNESS CENTERPi
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We can all celebrate Black historyDear Spike,
Thank you for sharing your Hfe story with us,

the students of the University ofMassachusetts at
Amherst, on Wednesday. Feb. 3, at the Fine Arts
Center. It was generous of you to do so for your
normal rate of $16,500 per 120 minutes of insight,
instead ofthe half-price $8,000 you agreed to charge
the school in the fall. Your rationale was that our
school is in a precarious racial situation, and you
volunteered to ride into Amherst like the Lone
Ranger to solve things for a mere $8,000.

Michael

MORRISSEY
I am ecstatic that you reconsidered. After all,

this university. 82 percent of which is comprised of
White students, should not be privy to special
treatment. Maybe you correctly deduced that the
"ALLY" pins (costing $1,400 in themselves) which
were given out to students have ended all racial
problems for good, and realized you could charge
the full $16,500.

In fact, for the low. low price of$ 16.500. you also
shared your angry disposition, short fuse and accu-
satory manner in an effort to teach us students how
to become irascible famous people.

Spike, you detail how racism pervades every
aspect of society, including film. I sincerely believe
that you are one of the top filmmakers in the U.S..
and that this designation automatically entitles
you to speak out about every political matter.

Humbly, you told us that you do not mean to be
the voice of 30 million Black Americans, but we
know that you already are. Millions of people.
Black and White alike, bought Malcolm X hats
after you made public your intention to film the life

ofthe slain leader. I'm sure you made quite a pretty
penny off the merchandising, but that's another
point.

Again, for a man who seems so concerned about
the pHght of the Black race, the University should
be proud to have your services for one night, while
a very needy school like Harvard can employ you
for a whole semester. We all know how many
underprivileged Blacks attend Harvard needy for

your advice not only about filmmaking but about
race relations.

Teaching at the most exclusive private univer-
sity in the country is not hypocritical ofyou at all.

for I am sure that Harvard remunerated you well
for your services, and money is the bottom line,

right?

In your recent film, Malcolm X. a White female
student walks up to Malcolm at Harvard and says,
"I'm a White person who has tried to reverse my
own built-in racism and help the Black race. What
can I do to help?" Malcolm, without skipping a
beat, replies. "Absolutely nothing." and walks
away.

Ifyou ever make a movie about yourself, you can
say. "I'm a filthy-rich filmmaker hoping to advance
my own political agenda on race relations. What
can I do to help UMass?" Well gladly reply, "Ab-
solutely nothing."

Sincerely.

Michael Morrissey

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.

Itb^an as an improvised walk into the North Amherst
night. A bit cold, sure, but certainly a peaceful evening for
a journey into the area surrounding quiet Puffer's Pond.
A pair ofheadlights occasionally pierced the perimeter

of the vrinding. dark road. A dog's bark. The crinkle of
leaves below. The pattern ofa lonesome rurmer's footsteps
on the sand near the edge ofthe road. The sounds of late-
night animals in the trees

Gary

DEANE
Alongmy trail appeared a gathering ofcars parked up

a driveway and spilling out onto the road. I traveled past
a small party of perhaps forty people in a large old
country house, painted barn red with black shutters.
Within this house was a special room containing antique
pictures, dried Howers and a small, dusty, well-worn
Hbrary.

But what gave this room life was its collection of old
jazz instruments, many of which were venerable, genu-
ine pieces of art. An old piano with yellowing keys leaned
against one wall, with a fiugelhom, a number ofguitars,
banjos and trumpets and a small , simple drum set whose
heads had browned over the years.

People were drinkingwine and beer, eating appetizers
and wandering in and out of that room. As conversations
drifted, a middle-aged man sat at the vintage piano and
softly strung some notes into a song. Inside of ten min-
utes everyone's attention was focused on the band in the
room with the antique pictures.

One musician played the Hugelhorn. then the drums,
then a violin. In another corner, a musician would con-
tribute a solo, ajokeorjust a look Someone playfully held
the edge ofthe ride cymbal while the drummer pretended
to hit his hand. Some left the room to get a cold drink, but
the music didn't stop. As the room warmed, the music

sped up and the jazz really swung.
Maybe someone would be tempted to play an ex-

tremely adventurous improvisational solo that night,
one that would turn the heads of the small crowd, and
maybe later it would be worked into their more public
performances. Or maybe the atmosphere would never
have that same spontaneous spirit again. Either way, the
notes would settle into privileged ears that evening.
Perhaps a neighbor or two listened in — or just a person
out for a walk that night.

As I continued my stroll toward my house, a faint
rhythm traveled through the forest and over the stones,
and 1 stopped my walking to listen.

I wasn't a very far distance from UMass. but 1 felt far
from the rallies, riots and racism. Some people I didn't
even know got together and 1 heard them play.

I opened the door to my house, put down my coat and
made a cup of hot chocolate. I had a song m my head for
the rest of that mght. It was some old jazz song, but I

hadn't heard it that night; I just knew it from somewhere.
I remember thinking that in some small but genuine

way I was able to join in on a celebration of Black history
— the music and its instruments. It was indirec-t, but just
the fact that I thought of it like that made me feel

somewhat aware, insightful and diversified.

The next morning, a friend I once knew from work
called. He was interested in going to graduate school at
UMass and asked me how things were here. I thought he
wanted to know about the academics, the weather and
the town. I talked about the new arena, the basketball
team and some scientists here who made the news
because they did something confusing with rice bran.

He interrupted my rambling and said he meant he
was concerned about the school's "racial problems." He
decided not to apply here because ofwhat he's heard, and
I didn't know what to say.

Gary Deane is a UMass student

Clinton can't be a miracle worker
I sat at my word processor, praying to the Term Paper

Gods to descend unto me and delivermy first column this

semester. The closest I ca'ne to enlightenment was an
appeal to the student body to take up a collection and
spare Dionne Warwick and Eric Estrada from pushing
psychic 900 numbers on cable. Do they really need the
money that badly? Please, give generously.

Steven L.

COHEN
After abandoning this idea - I was stuck. So I looked

around my room. At the same moment that Billy Joel

started to sing Bob Dylan's "The Times, They Are A
Changin"* I reflected upon the quote at the bottom of my
JFK poster: "It's time for a new generation of leadership.
. . for there is a new world to be won."

Ever since Bill Clinton started to win the primaries,
he has been compared to JFK. Is it because of his looks,

his social and domestic reform programs, his tabloid
personal life, or the fact that the babyboomers who
elected him grew up during JFK's Camelot?

President Clinton successfully combines many quali-
ties that Americans look for. He has charisma. A master
ofthe art. he wears it like a fine cologne. Also, he cares as
much about the American people as he does about how he
is preserved in the history books for posterity to judge.

I say this because I have met Bill. During the New
Hampshire primary. I was campaigningoutsidea polling

sUtion when up drove Gov. Clinton. When Bill shook my
hand and smiled at me I felt something very unexpected.
Most politicians shake your hand and plasticly smile
through you. When Clinton shook my hand, his smile
said. "Hi. you are my best friend, just for a minute. I

understand and I care." He was real. He gave me hof>e

and I knew then that I had just met the next president.

Then at the inauguration I noticed that the planet's

biggest party was making everyone forget something.
There is a Hip side to the fact that President Clinton is real

— he is only human. This country has put him on a

pedestal and expects him to fix the country's problems,
keep his campaign promises, immediately stabilize the
world's economy and still play the saxophone on a nightly

half-hour MTV show Putting that much faith in a leader

you support only condemns him to imminent failure.

For anyone insistent upon going back to the days of
JFK's Camelot, watch TV. The media would have us
believe that this country is following Peter Pan toward
the "second star to the right and straight on till morning."
Let me remind you that ifwe expect Never-Never-Land,
we will never get there.

What's my point? The winds of change are surely
blowing in the sails of this paper skiff, but it will take us
time to reach our Brave New World where free children
live their dreams. Until then, "have fun storming the
castle, boys." 'cause it's going to take a miracle to fix

things on the Hill.

Steven L. Cohen is a UMass student.

Spike Lee: doing the money thing
In this, the "Happy Valley," it seems

likeyou can'twalk 10 feet withoutbumping
into someone who's moaning about
something. Well kids, now it's my turn.

Let mejust state for the record that I'm in

no way. shape or form racist.

Here's the deal: the filmmaker Spike
Lee spoke at the Fine Arts Center

Raising kids

is lots of work
I have never felt it necessary to

respond to an article in a newspaper
until now. I read Michael Morrissey's

article abouffem-bians" [ Collegian

,

Jan. 291 and had to comment on

something.

He wrote, "All women do not want

to work, and in fact many would

raise children." implying that rais-

ing children is not working. Hello?

As a graduating seniorand the single

mother of a 10-month-oId boy. I can

tell you it is plenty of work.

Marian A. Hussey
Amiierst

Wednesday night. Fine. Mr. Lee is a suc-

cessful writer/director, as well as a pop
culture icon, and I'm sure many people on
this campus would appreciate hearing
what he has to say. O.K. Fine. Great.

Unfortunately Spike Lee did not come
here out of the goodness of his heart, he
came here for $16,500. I hope Spike Lee
has the nobility to donate all that cash to

charity; if not, then he's just another
greedy, whiny Hollywood weasel who cares

more about money than the people he
alleges to represent.

Dan Shea
Dagger Rathbone

Central

Secret hberal?
Michael Morrissey [Collegian, Jan. 291

must be a liberal in disguise, since no rabid

conservative could ever write such an
amusing piece on the "insidious dangers of

feminism!" Despite the many requests for

it which I've seen printed in your paper,
please don't remove him fi"om the staff, as
the touch of hilarity which his columns
bring to my day is always welcome.

Laura Hermer
Northampton

Def/c it out cf control

.

Tax cut shelv^.-
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Official may investigate himself
BOSTON (AP)— The former head of the Massachu-

setts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD) said
he may have a chance to head the federal agency that may
investigate a sexual harassment complaint against him.

Alex Rodriguez told the Boston Globe that President
Clinton administration's personnel office asked him last
Friday to submit a resume for the top job at the Equal
Employment Opportunity Comnussion (EEOC).

Rodriguez, now Cambridge licensing qommissioner,
said he had sent a resume earUer with a letter saying he
was interested in various jobs, including the head of the
EEOC.

He said the personnel official who talked to him FViday
knew that a clerk at the Cambridge licensing office had
filed a harassment complaint against him last month.

The clerk. Valerie Lynch Ortiz, said Rodriguez told
sexual jokes, stared at women workers and created "a

very uncomfortable working environment."
Michael Duffy, who now heads the MCAD, referred to

the complaint to the EEOC to avoid any appearance of a
conflict of interest because Rodriguez had headed the
state agency for eight years.

Rodriguez has denied any wrongdoings but said lis-

teners could have been offended by some ofhis comments.
Two of three women involved accepted his apologies.

He said he met in Washington last Wednesday with
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development Henry
Cisneros and was asked to take a senior position with
that agency.

Rodriguez said he asked Cisneros first to try to help
him get the chairmanship for the EEOC.

As head of the MCAD, Rodriguez was credited with
breakthroughs in investigating and adjudicating alle-

gations of sexual discrimination and harassment.
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UM ski team
holding own
By DAVID COPELAND
Collegian Correspondant

Although they have been representing the Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts forover sixty years, UMass
men's and women's ski teams are "hke a well kept
secret," according to coach Bill MacConnell.

But while their success may be a secret to many
students, their opponents in the New England
Intercollegiate Ski Conference are well aware of
the team's strength. Currently, both the men's and
women's teams hold firm grips on second place,

second only to league powerhouse Boston College.

"Generally," MacConnell said, **our rivalries are
with BC, Plymouth State, and occasionally
Dartmouth, if they come ready to ski."

Last weekend the teams had a successful two
days of racing at the Dartmouth Ski Way in Lyme,
N.H., despite the bitter cold and high winds. On
Saturday, in the slalom event, the women's team
placed third behind BC and Plymouth State. UMass
was led by J.J. Tanguay, who finished with a
combined two-run time of 96.74.

The men finished a close second to BC in the
slalom, behind the strong skiing of Bill Shafer, who
recently transferred from Wyoming State. Shafer,
who finished first with a combined time of87.28. is

"one of the twenty best collegiate skiers in the
nation." according to MacConnell. UMass also had
a strong race from John Soglia. who finished fourth.

In Sunday's Giant Slalom, the women rebounded
to edge Plymouth State for second place, but once
again lost to Boston College. While none of the
women placed in the top three, Tanguay skied to a
respectable eighth place, followed closely by
teammate Kerry Sparks, who finished ninth.

In the men's giant slalom. UMass finished first
for the first time this season. They once again had
excellent days from Shafer. first overall, and Soglia.
who finished sixth. Joel Bradford rounded out the
men's top three finishers, placing seventh.

This weekend, the team travels to Loon Moun-
tain in Lincoln. N.H.. hoping to narrow BC's lead in
the overall standings. Through six races. BC led the
men's division with seven points, followed by UMass
witheleven points. The next closest team is Plymouth
Sute with 27 points, and they appear out of the
quest for the league title with only four races left.

In the women's division. BC leads with a perfect
six points. UMass has thirteen points, and Plymouth
State rounds out the top three with 21 points.

With four races left on the schedule. MacConnell
realizes that his team has a big task at hand ifthey
want to catch the BC Eagles.

"We'll have a tough time catching BC this late in
the season, but if we keep improving as we have
been, it can be done." he said.
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Rembrandts' new Untitled is silly musical mud
Rv r*A I.PR rrir-uoAM ... •^
By CALEB CCXIHRAN
Collegian Staff

Untitled
The Rembrandts
Atco Records

The most accurate thing that can be said about the
latest release from the Rembrandts, Untitled, is that it

is definitely no masterpiece.
At their best, the Rembrandts sing and play with a

sound and enthusiasm much like that of the Beatles. At
their worst, they sound like two very average vocalists
trying to sing their way past their own bad lyrics. Un-
fortunately, this album showcases much more of the
Rembrandts at their worst.

The album beginson a very positive note with "Johnny
Have you Seen Her?." a fabulous combination of crisp,
refined vocals and great instrumental performances,
especially by cellist Joe Englund. It is on this track that
the comparison to the Fab Four is most evident. The
vocals of Danny Wilde and Phil Solem are impressive as
the tune grabs the Ustener by the ears, certainly in a

Spike Lee underwhelms

preview of the great music to come, right?
Well, no. For the most part, the rest of Untitled is

lyrical drivel and musical mud. The Rembrandts overes-
timate the power of their lyrics at times and come off
sounding silly.

"Hang On. Clementine' is an example of a song that
tries to rock the house but instead belongs out in thebam

.

The lyrics are pathetic, and any instrumental value the
song would have had is cancelled out. For example: "Our
wagon lost a wheel/ Along the rocky wind/ HI make it up
to you/ my darlin' Clementine." Rocky wind? What are
they talking about?

"Sweet Virginia" is another song that should be put
out to pasture. For a band that places so much emphasis
on lyrics and vocals, the Rembrandts have written a very
poor album. "I need a love that has no ending/ Virginia on

that I'm depending." Huh?
Other than "Johnny Have you Seen Her?." the only

worthwhile track on the album is "Hang on to Forever."
The song has a si milar vocal appeal to "Johnny," although
the chorus doesn't have the same power.

The remainder of the album is lousy. "Maybe Tomor-
row," "Rollin' Down the Hill" and "One Horse Town" are
just a few examples of the weak tunes that can be found
throughout this disappointing collection.

If not for the terrific opening track. Untitled would be
completely worthless. The fact that the Rembrandts
have produced one great song makes the album that
much more of a disappointment. The potential for a
worthy album is here, but until they work on their
Bongwriting, the Rembrandts will remain another band
with great potential and not much to show for it.

ARSSt

Stay in school. Support civil rights.
Fight racism.

Maybe I'm being overly harsh, but I

did not plan on spending my money to
listen to token phrases that I have heard
repeated by every other media voice in

the past five years. Spike Lee has made
some great films, but that certainly does
not qualify him to charge some $ 16,000 a
speaking engagement to tell us how he
raised money for his films and elusively
avoid any pertinent questions raised by
the audience.

Nathan

CRICK
I entered the Fine Arts Center expect-

ing to hear an outspoken Black filmmaker
talk about the the m^or problems of race
and violence in our society and how they
have managed to corrupt this University.
I expected a lecture that would make me
think, that might offend me or inspire me
or do ANYTHING to make me look into
myself and force me to confront my per-
ceptions. That's what paid speakers are
supposed to do. To make powerful state-
ments thatcan only be heard through that
kind of personal interaction allowed in a
crowded lecture hall, away from the me-
dia hype. I felt Spike Lee failed to do so
Wednesday evening.

After an inspirational rendition of the
Black national anthem. Spike Lee walked
out to a standing ovation and proceeded to

talk about, well, himself He made refer-

ences to his celebrity friends, strategic

mention of his films in order to be ap-
plauded, and talked about the all encom-
passing dilemma in society of how to get
funding for movies. Now. I suppose it

would have been interesting if he had
claimed the studios were being racist big-

ots or that people were fighting him at

every step, but he didn't. Hejust said that
was basically what a studio would do to

any director vrith a $35 million budget.
Ooooh.

So then the question-answer period
came about. In all honesty, I thought the

people asking questions were three times
as interesting as Spike Lee, especially the
two women who had afiinities for making

their own miniature speeches. I would've
paid just to see those two talk about their
impressions of the University, at least

they had strong opimons and some kind of
inspiration. You see, I felt a kind of of-

fended by the fact that Spike had abso-
lutely no idea what was going on around
this campus. Absolutely none. When one
woman asked a question about what ad-
vice he could gi ve to Black students on this

campus, he simply asked her what the
problems were. When she responded that
the sociology professors were racist and
that she felt they were being set up to fail.

Spike said to keep going and get an edu-
cation no matter what people say. Well
Spike, that's great. I don't think most ofus
reaUzed that's actually why we're here.
Gee, things you learn.

Things did not improve either. When
asked if he would support other minority
groups in his filmmaking he replied "yes"
and moved to the next question. When
asked what he thought about Clinton he
said thai he hoped he would do a good job
and was encouraged by his stand on gay
rights. W^en asked about the claims of
anti-Semitism against him, Spike intimi-

dated the man who asked the question
until the guy started to make no sense ant*,

just gave up. —
The fact is, when you sell yourselfas an

activist and public speaker, you should
act like one. To me, it seemed Spike Lee
was here to promote himself and make a
buck off of college students who enjoyed
his movies. He had no knowledge of the
University's problems, and had no agenda
to discuss actual solutions even if he did.

He said nothing 1 couldn't have read in a
magazine or seen on a commercial for

"Staying in School" or "Rock the Vote."

The only real information ofworth 1 got
ftxim that lecture was from a member ofthe
Nation of Islam who said that Louis
Farrakhan was speaking in Springfield
next month. I would much rather see con-
troversial speakers like him or Chuck D or
KRS-1 than some feel-good media darling
like Spike Lee. He may deservean Academy
Award, but he might as well take his lectures
to pre-school. Maybe there they will have
enough bite to cause a stir.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist
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(nearly 100, all winners)

Available University day courses
(hundreds of them, stimulating!)
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

LjC»K. M TH\S SXKDWICH
Wi Mom made ' I'M HOT
EM\N& "mi's WRtKMtD

TMlHG.'

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON
Wi, TMl'?) SWIO ISHT
EVtN FRtSH.' SIAEIL \T.'

LOOK. WOW i^uBBEW iri-S.'

^H\) TUE INKN BRINE W<S
i SO^VC£0 THE BREAD! TME
PICKLES ARE POLP.' GRo^/

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

xoo cofiet of bit of If wKjl*
TKe ftrsoW J c^rt«r

«Wjfcf;vf was *^

ftiblU r€UV;o«A$

fMi-f*»«^ atU^; 1^9

/•r skill e»\K«*<emfiit

Quote of the Day
"That may be the most important thing to

understand about humans: it is the un-

known that defines our existence."

-Commander Benjamin Si.skit

PRICE

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By PRICE VAN RAY

X'S*\ "TELUN6 YO<J "SO

>fou t3o^4'^ LOOK.

\LL\TE INi EROfiT
tb IAS ?L^^4eT, fvH^
I'LL SPEA»^ ftHyu>v*vaki

?^(E

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

A/i«"»(Mafrh 2I-Aj¥il I9l Work
should Ro wntioihly fwnv InvcMigjK*
an exdlmg irjvt-l piisMliility iMtxH
pwjpli-'. needs requifrpvM pjtHfm e
imytiuf pjfi. Ui panmfNknowfKai lly

v>hM ihfy < an c^ixt I lumi you,

TAURUS (^il J!OMay >0l

Mt-t>«jl pursuits a»i- Ijviirrd tiKLiy

Voo piMKkf r(t»fMlv ci)il.)in<-d mux
malMin jnj jrrivf Jl.inovTfdiK-di't i-

sKin IJo nn ki maiefuliNiK consid-

i-raiKint undrrmmc your s|)tfUujl

values

C.EMINI (Mjy ; I -lunt- 201 TravH
IS lun jnd inlornwMivf mwv Viim
inluilion helps ynu make rapid
ptoRiessiinlhe|»il) ( erlaindi-wtMl.

(fsmay n<j< understand y<HM sue 1 1 ^^

Avoid sournJin); defensive.

rANt ER (lune J I -My J2»: VVcul,

out tncnples matters in your ovs-n

mind, then disruM your con< lusions

vsifhrrviluretrK-nds lnsHk*krviwled);e

vitisa (Kihlic airing You (Mss a Invaitv

lest with llying c olors.

lEO ilulv 2J-Aur22
ing on philov)|>hi( al «k religious

questions linnRs enlightenment
friends I an help solsr a myslerN

Indefx-ndenl a< lion wins the day'

Ki-ward ltw>so w+io have assisted you
in nieaninglul ways.

VIRGO <Aug.2l-Sepl.22»: You
disros'er t erlain leelings you did not

reali/e ymi had let go i>t past div
appoinlnK-nIs Some responsihililK-s

fcsl lighllv on your shoulders Yrni

may Ik- re.uK to m.ike a « < Hiimitmenl

.

LIBRA (S.'pl 2 U> t 221 Ilu hiv
pulse to return In j lormer lioiiie •%

strong Travel .nlds to your store ol

krHjw-Jedge >ihi have ,m em)>loyi-r'<.

supfiiMt a> yiMj iMinder a rn-ss fm (|<i i

SCORIMO <()(t.2INov 211:

Sti^mg yiHH Hilinn- may lie imiiHuI

yet ntt essjry .A rmiMiM e thai slan«xl

out as a irM-fKKIiipi ittilcl last toreset.

A chan)^' ot lilesiyk- Iwings lran(|uil-

Ny

SACITTARIUSiNtk 22-J)ec.21l

h rumaiM e is i«»i all yim wihiU liki ii

In lie, shrll your atleitlHHi In work lor

the linic txtng I>trsis4er« e is a plus

w4)en It I limes to uiiiiioving iIm- IkiI-

u >m lirH-

CAPRICOUN ll>et 22 Ian I'H

Youf intluence grows wlu-n you
toTHt-nliale on inlelkt lual (Hirvuits.

l)ipkim,K y arxlc onipromiM' .III viHir

slrongi-st liKils when dt.iliitg with

someorx- wtvi is imsiIv Iniri

A(K'AKIUSt|jn.21> FHi I Hi Kt-

luam loval to your IrierKis jvi-n it

there is a disfxilc almut inomv or

values. KeiHgani/ing your Imhih- or

work s|Mie will make you more etti-

c lent

PISCES (fell I 'I.March 2»l: A
kiving relationship makes your fier-

%(inallilelilisslul Travel enfoys highly

tavorahk- inllueni cs Koni.iiv e is in-

tense ViHi cki ide III make i ertain

sarrilHes at work iink-ss. ni (nurse.

y«>u are iineinfilnvctJ

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Mike Webber
Copy Editor B.C. Thomas
PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Todd Elliott

Tony Morse, Capt. David Rivera

LUNCH
American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Stew/Biscuit

One-t'ourth lb. burger

Menu
BASICS LUNCH

Scalloped Macaroni

Gr. CheeseAA/heatberry

BASICS DINNER
Roman Rice and Beans

The Lemon Pepper Cod

The t)|jiniotis cvprcsscti on this \),\^v ,m- those oi ihf cartoonists jnd do not necessarily retlect the views of the CullcfiUw or the University.

ACROSS
1 Itociiey s

Gofdte
5 " — in Cniico"

9 Accelerate,
wdh "up"

t? Med school
siibiect

IJ Type ol printer

15 Rte mapper
16 WFO
18 Colummsl

Bombech
?0 Skater

Babilonia

?1 Monst*»f

Comb form
?3 L Mubtiarrl

?* Haggard novel
?6 CAN
?9 tJullw

arhievemeni
30rX)f s

rommanrl
31 Upligtil

1? - rai.

14 r)irt iiitie'

1 7 t qgs on
18 I heme ol this

n Wall Slrppl

M.ir Charhe
1 4 Handwriting on

the wall''

I'j End or ^idr*

.19 O.wny ol NBA
lame

SO Cam*» in lir',f

'>? Sandra or Ruby
S3 PIT

f)7 Annoy
5fl Alias

59 Caravan
stopover

60 rirsi l.idv

f)? Not a soul
fi-t AFT
bit S.nrnolls org
69 Oaler gang
70 Peter or Paul
71 Thus lar

7? Musical

Fountain
73 Puis down

DOWN
1 Hem's partner

? Stop dime
connectors

3 TVs Barbara
* Singer James
5 -The Greatest'
6 Snail

7 "Hearts Alire"

actor Ed
8 On one s guard
9 Norma or

Charlotte

10 Some guys
wear one

1

1

Skedaddle
14 An O Neai
t 7 Vegas pair

19 Queen lace

?? See 14 Down
?4 Health haven
?b A':tor I initpn

77 - iinpa'.-..'

?B Short ,it

swept
31 l.lsl ol ,1 '.crc,

3t> Sell image
36 Most ready

lor bed
39 alrjoely

Numt>er"

1972 Mm

40 WM way to run
4

1

Wicked one
4? -- dKkory

dock'
43 Upgrade
46 Unlavorabie
4 7 Understand
48 John Ritter s

dad
i 1 Russian mi

64 Mamtam
SS Lower deck
65 Oonsem

3/4 time

61 Dog docs
63 Og mlo
65 Formerly

called

66 Sguealer

67 Many mos
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THE BODV SHOPS HRF OPEN!!

Coolidge 12th Floor / Washington 19th Floor
Totman Gym

Webster / Gorman / & Lewis Dorms

YOUR COST

$ 5 / S e m e s t e r

$25 Aerobics Only/Semester

P>iv bv Check. Money Order or Cash

YOUR rPlLL MUMBBltSlEiniP SHCLVIDKS

KKI:E aerobics classes at TOTMAN Rm 22

SORRY. NO AEROBICS CLASSES IN SOUTHWt:ST FOR SPRING

ALI- SOI TllWEST CLASSKS IIAVK MOVKD TO THE Ml'I.LINS CENTER

PLUS

TREADMILLS • STAIRCLIMBERS

STATIONARY BIKES AND ROWERS • X-COUNTRY SKIERS

12-18 NAUTILUS® and HYDRAULIC WEIGHT MACHINES

@ WEBSTER / GORMAN / ft LEWIS

COMPLETE SETS OF FREE WEIGHTS

FREE AEROBICS CLASSES in WEBSTER & DWIGHT

USE ALL FACILITIES WITH JUST ONE MEMBERSHiH!

ALL ARE SUPERVISED BY QUALIFIED STAFF

FOR THESE WHO HAVE ALREADY JOINED

gymnastics
continued from page 1

2

ing Ion a cakel. The high score is the cake.

We would Uke the icing |on Saturday!,

because nobody likes a plain cake,"

Mitchell said.

Tomorrow's meet starts at 2 p.m. in

Boyden Gym, and the first 100 spectators

will receive a free D.P. Dough calzone.

Other Notes ftf^m the Mat: Tammy

Marshall was named UMass Athlete of

the Week for this past week, then was
given a tour of the new Mullins Center by

head basketball coach John Calipari.

Freshman Tammy Noel, who was in-

jured last Friday in practice, will miss the

remainder of the season due to a severely

dislocated ankle. Noel has a history of

ankle problems.

DURING JANUARY bv MAIL

COME TO THE TOTMAN BODY SHOP
AFTER 4:00

TO GET YOUR MEMBERSHIP RECEIPT

FOR INFORMATION on OPEN TIMES

CALL VOIR CLOSEST LOCATION BELOW

srR£rcH/r/

Totman Gym Room 6
Telephone 545-6075

Coolidge Tower 12th Floor
Telephone 545-3914

Washington Tower 19th Floor
Telephone 545-3912

R ^k

^

Hilltop Free Weight Center (Webster Residence Hall)

Telephone 545-2805

Crossan Free Weight Center (Gorman Residence Hall)

Telephone 545-2937

Lewis Free Weight Center (Lewis Residence Hall)

Telephone 545-3961

• r

THE BODY SHOP INFORMATION LINE
TELEPHONE 545-6075

Two-Week Rerund Policy in Effect with Receipt

Longest Pi*iees
of the Sea^^n

III! (Millo^o riii^s
•cliMhtl

\^onuMi's Rui^

n-LMilarK piic id up hi ^SaW

J>

Men's lliii^s

»««
rcfnilHrly prirod up in % JH.*>

JOSTENS
UNIVERSITY February 2, 3, 4 and 5

STORKS 10amto4pin^

IVkv-saix-HiH^ l<>K ti^4iJhiii9i. Im I tK in4(I riiii>. :hIiI .*<I<k
t •^" r M

5^/..-.%0O

INDEX
YEARBOOK

General Meeting

Monday, February 8,6:30 p.m.

304 Student Union
ALL WELCOME

ORDER YOUR X^^INDEX
NOW!

A 300+ page copy with full color

sections for only $30!

Send coupon to address below and
watch for us on the Concourse!

NAME.
Make checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

PERMANENT ADDRESS

LOCAL PHONE

#

INDEX, 304 Student Union
UMass, Amherst, MA 01003

545-0848

COLLEGIAN

Swimmers to face NU
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian SUfT

Tomorrow the University of Massa-
chusetts men's swimming and diving
team will Uke its national ranking of
36 and its overall record of 10-1, 8-0 in
the New England Conference to Boston
for a meet against the 4-5. 4-2 North-
eastern University Huskies.

The Minutemen should easilyswamp
the Huskies, after UMass' last meet,
the 89-point blowout of the University
ofNew Hampshire last weekend.

"It's actually pretty good to have a
couple of weeks to relax." said UMass
coach Russ Yarworth. "Especially with
school starting and the added stress of
walking aro'und."

Yarworth said the team's only re-
quired walking over its intercession
training period was the walk from
Kennedy to Boyden for practice. Walk-
ing around from class to class, then
swimminggreat distances, or vice versa,
apparently does a number on your knees
and muscles if you aren't used to it.

At least one swimmer, sophomore
butterflyer Chris Antonetti, was com-

plaining of very sore legs during the
week.

Yarworth says Northeastern has
"some good swimmers, but no one that
will be a real challenge. We'll be swim-
ming some off-events, trying to pre-
pare for the New England Invitational
and the New England Championship,
and keying on good, well-swum, well-
paced races."

Two swimmers Yarworth will be
watching for are Kurt Leslie, a sprinter
he says has speed similar to one of
UMass* best sprinters,Adam Reich, and
Mark Lafrance, a distance/butterflyer
who swam at UMass last year as a
freshman but, unable to get into the
School of Business, transferred to NU.
On to the post-meet events. Win or

lose. UMass players and coaches alike,

30 or so strong, are invited to the house
of Roy and Mary Wicklund, whose son
Jeff is a junior freestyler, for dinner at
their house in Harvard.

"I give *em a hearty thumbs up," said
Yarworth. "We'll accept nothing less
than surf and turf. If we get pasta and
tomato sauce, HI throw it at them.
Well trash the joint," he quipped.

AD\OC.ATEi

•BEST*
THE VAILED

KL\D[R^roLL

1992
1st Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Men. - Thun. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET $5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 1 1 .30 3PM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDYl
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

586-1202

/ISA FREE PARKING

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRT9 master!
HADLE^' CARD

hardwood
continued from pxage 1

2

one-of-a-kind tribute to Larry Legend. As
you may or may not be aware, the afore-
mentioned Channel 40 can show certain
games/events when Fox gives its "permis-
sion."

Now, as of press time, our friends in
Springfield will not be covering the trib-
ute, because they feel that ABC's Thurs-
day night line-up will get a better rating
than Larry. Wake up! The entire New
England area is dying to see their Lord
one more time on the parquet floor.

Wait, hold on a second, though, be-
cause the higher-ups at Channel 40 say
the game was never offered to them. In
contrast. Fox higher-ups say they did give

Friday, February 5, 1993 / Page 1

1

the chance to the Springfield station, and
the offer was still on the table. So, the
tribute should have been on. Enough said.
Now on to the journey around the

league: There are some young players out
there that are really getting no print at all,

and I've decided to give them some.
What was one of the biggest trades for

the future in the off-season? Try
Milwaukee's acquisition ofBlue Edwards
and Eric Murdock from Utah for dead
wood, namely Jay Humphries and I^rry
Krystkowiak. The Bucks needed some
new blood, and the pair they received
probably were still in grammar school
when the duo they let go of graduated
from high school.

Arthur Stopleton is a Collegian col-
umnist

HELP WANTED!!
We need 20 students who want to

earn extra spending money at their

convenience.

^Earn $10-$20 per hr.
Evious sales experience helpful, but noi necessary

CaU 1-747-9249 for details

niORTHAMPTOlU
BOWL
Sunday Night
i^ Special i^

990 Per Game
/"\

*^*

From 8:30 til close

525 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060 • (413) 584-2491

"N

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusens/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily'

Classifieds
ilE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8.30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CmmlaintiMUMm*RaquMiMN Ckib
A mmting for an baglfining and ad
vMKtd Mudents hmH take ptace on Mon
Feb 8 at S pm at the Mullint Cento
Raquetball Courts. Foe mo»e inio call

Oon at S4« 1S27 o< CoUin at S49 4349

H«vlo9 ^tiblainawHh yourroomate'
Conlati OCHO. 478 Student Union, o»
call us al MS 0866 We can help>

Looking for place to live off cam
pus' Questions about your cofnmuter
living situation' Subletting in May'
Come to OCMO. 428 Student Union.
54S0866

COLLEGE PIZZA

I and best selec
lion choose from over 1000 different

images. Rock, old Masters IMonel. Dali,

Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher, Matisse,
Wyeth and hundreds more.) Movie
posters, sports, scenic landscapes,
music, dance, skiing, personalities,

(Einstein, James Dean, Marilyn Monroe
and others). Travel, humor, romance,
photography (Talbot, Ansel Adams and
others). Most images only $6. S6, andS7
each! See us at the Student Union Ball

room on Monday February 1st through
Friday February Sih. The hours are 9
a.m. 4:30 p.m. This sale is sponsoredby
WMUA.

AUDmONS
I for UMaea Theatre Guild's

production of The Mystery of Edwin
Drood" will be on Fri, Feb 5 at 7 pm and
Sat. Feb 6 at 1 1 am at 6pm in rm 163 of

the Campus Center. Only one session
need be attended. Please be prompt.
Any Questions? Cal the UMTG office at

64S0415

AUTO FOR SALE

83 Ford Mercury Zapher
4 door
New Brakes. 100,000 miles

S6B0 b/o Marcy 253 0770

SmaN CiMMe S3 60
large ChMMlUI
1 or 2 loppingt add SI
6496096
6496073

ENTERTAINMENT

V«m la now available for parties and
(unctions. CALl 649 3832

FOR RENT

4 Bod Nous* NortliamptMl VMnter
rate $700/mo plus Also avail June and
Sepi 584 3428

FOR RENT

Amherat room to rant 300 no first last

securily daytime 545 6396 nite967 4065

FrMgo Honttl 2S3-9742 delivered free

FOR SALE

Iguana with everYttiingSlOO 00
Lights etc 6 7109

MACSE/30
40 MB HD. 2 MB RAM
Extended keyboard & carrying case
nOOrtJ.o.

Call 266 0260

Shortwave radio, typowrltor, VCR.
monitor, keyboard. Reasonable prices.

@ 546 5698

Snowboard - 160cm Barfoot Freestyle

$100 584 2976
Golf Clubs Spalding full set plus lealfter

bag S100 584 2976

FOR SALE - AUDIO/VIDEO

Stereo components: Used /recondi
tioned, area's largest selection. Buy/
sellArade al Stereo/video Exchange,
Sundays 10 4 inside Jackson's Flea
Market, Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley
Other days call 25&0941

HELP WANTED

Artlat aaoliing mala and female
models for part lime work flexible

schoAilo no axperiertc* nccassary. S 10/

hr58»4a92

ATTENTIOM STUDENTS Excellent

opportunity lo make great money, own
your own business (distribute self de
fense products ar>d earn big profits 1

800 758 3210

Evoning (otool Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action SlOIVwk . On Bus line

584 9630

Extra SSS Extra SSS Extra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery coordinators delivery help
for the Boston Globe Mon Fri .

Sunday in Amherst apt. Complex
areas Routes available with or

without transportation Early hours
good pay Please call 1 800 858 4275

then press lero.

Extra SSS Extra t$» Extra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery persons for dorm • office

delivery of the Boston Globe Mon.
Fri. « Sunday Early hours good pay
Please call 1 800 858 4275 (hen press

lero

Join the Massplrg staff and be pan of

a 20 year history of environmental ac
tivism:

••The Bottle Bill

••Mass Clean Air Act

••Mass toxic use reduction act

Full/Part lime positions $40 60/day
Call Carmen 256 6434

Sick of DC Meal Plan'
Meal plan m exchange (or kitchen work
i( interested call

Jim Houston at

549 4919
At 496 North Pleasant Si

Tha Undargraduata Admiaalona of

fice is now accepting applications (or

Tour Guides. Student Admissions Rep
resentatives and New Students Program
Summer Counselors Applications
available at the Admissions office.

INSTRUCTION

Phyaics and Math Tutor
M A in Physics

ExperierKed teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

At Totman Oym Saturday Jan 30th
Mens Seiko digital watch with green
velcro band $50 reward call Mike 665
8282

MUSIC

a, Moconing * Repair
Home. Auto. Pro
ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W Springfield 1 781 2327

ONE EYED JAKE

Trumpat player naodad Blues rock
ln( Management Gigs. Compact Disk
Record Contract pendimg Graduating
senior preferred Not Serious? Don't
Bolhert

Call Steve 549 8120

PERSONALS

Brand*
Happy Birthday!

Hugs and Kisses

•the Libby's^

Happy 21st
Josh and Erica

Luv Kate and da Boys at 55 Gray St.

HAPPY 22ND BlltTHOAV. NICOLE!
Vou're an old lady now'
Love, Shelley

Kristen Harte Is 211
Watch out uptown, she's going to rage'

Happy Birthday,

Denise

That nighl wa were so dose yet to far

Ruaa-
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUNDAY"
You're the greatest

Love Always

-

Nikki

Tommy Baetworth
I love you and.

I hope we will be together
forever.

Love your

Boelworth

21 yoars ago
Jen Walt)erg was born
8 years ago.

we became friends.

Have a great birthday. Jenii

Love.

Tncia

RIDE NEEDED

Rid* to Rochester/Syracuse area 2/12
(long weekend) Will share ALL ex
penses Retxjcca 256 3191

ROOMATES WANTED

2 famala* or couple lo share room
$160 each or $275 lor single, beautiful
apartment 665 7604

Room for rant Amherst behind
Baybanks 213 00 per month call 549
4388

Roomet* N**d*d!M
M/F to share two bedroom Brandywine
Apt.

175.00/mo.

549 5868

Timeout B*rsl** D*l*noa
Single room spitting distance away
2564662

SERVICES

Pr*gn*nt7 N**d H*lp7
Call Birthrighl o( Amherst Area
(or (ree testing and conddential caring
help. Amherst Carriage Shops
549 1906

Raaume Preparation assistance with
complete resunne development. Keith
Anderson. Ph.D. 582 4037

Tarot R**dlngs
Call Chris at 253 7524

TRAVEL

n<MM* SPUING BREAK
7 nights Beachfiorii 5139 159
RESERVE rooms NOW
Call CMI 1 800 423 5264

••••Spring Break -ii'*"
Cancun S4?9' Jamaica S499i

Daytona Beach S169' Oigani/e a small
group and travel FREE' New England's
largest spring break companyi
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja
maica, Cancun, Bahamas, from $4591
Florida from $1 49 Organi/e group li avel
free' 1 800 426 7 710

SPRING BREAK
W/hcai wave lo all places
Guar lowest prices or

Double diff , (ree club passes
no peak fees

Call Debbie 549 1411

TAKEITOFFMI
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

UMASS SKI CLUB
Sign ups being taken now (or ski trips

Feb. 19 21 Quebec wknd $145 Social
age 18 March 15 22 Spring break
Steamboat 7 day trip $749
March 14 19 Killington Spring Break 5
day trip $279
Contact: UMass Ski Club 545 3437 or
Dominic Saniarsiere 546 2107 ASAP

WANTED

BAND SEEKS
Singer 8i Guitarist experienced'
ALL STYLES of music. Joe G 6 4782

WANTED TO RENT

3 raaponslbl* wom*n
Need housing (or spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

W* w*nt to tak* over your leasel 4

person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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The WHMP-FM

Game Summary

West Virginia 29-26-4 59
Massachusetts 21 - 34-9 64

Massachusetts (64)
H. Williams 5-12 4-7 14, Roe 5-10.

6-1016. Kellogg 0-2 0-0 0. Barbee
2-11 4-6 9. Dingle 2-5 1-2 5. M.
Williams 2-102-27. C. Robinson 0-

0-0 0. Mailoy 4-10 2-4 13. K.

Robinson 0^0 0-t) 0. Totals 20-60
19-31 64.

West Virginia (59)
Robinson 5-103-4 13. Greene 5- 1

4

2-3 1 2, Wilson 0-01-21. Basey 2-

1 1
8- 1 1 3. Boyd 4-5 0-0 8, Shelton

3-11 0-0 8, Bodkin 1-3 0-0 2.

Roadcap 1-4 0-0 2. Totals 21-58
14-19 59.

Three-point goals: UMass 5-19
(Barbee 1 -6. M. Williams 1 -8. Mailoy

3-5). West Virginia 14-19 (Basey 1 -

3, Shelton 2-6). Ret>ounds: UMass
53 (H. WiUiams 1 4). West Virginia 33
(Robinson, Greene 7). Assists:
UMass 12 (H. Williams 4). West
Virginia 13 (Boyd 6). Fouled out
Robinson. V^Wson, Roe. Attendance:
9493.

Player of the Game

Harper Wiliianrts, 6-7 St. Forward

Williams was simply all over the floor,

leading the team in three categories:

rebounding (14), assists (4) and

blocks (7). The 'warrior' hit a big hook
shot in overtime and made the dif-

ference when Lou Roe fouled out.

Why UMass won
Despite 1 7 turnovers and 33 percent

shooting, the Minutemen never gave

up. even when they trailed by 1 1 in

the first half. The Minutemen played

gritty defense throughout, wrestling

the ball away from West Virginia at

the end of regulation and forcing

overtime. Harper Williams and Lou

Roe helped the Minutemen
outrebound the bigger Mountaineer

team by 20. and UMass scored 1

6

points on second chances, many in

key stretches.

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen play their second

game in less than 48 hours when they

host the Rutgers Scarlet Knights ( 1
0-

9) Saturday at noon in the Mullins

Center. UMass needed alast-second

3-pointer by Mike Williams to defeat

the Knights in New Jersey, 82-78.

Catch all the Minutemen
Basketball Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the

John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Minutemen sneak past in overtime
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

It was a fantastic finish to a grand
opening.

The University of Massachusetts (14-

4, 6-1) pulled away from West Virginia
(10-7, 3-4) in the final three minutes of
overtime last night to post a 64-59 victory,

in front of 9,493 fans, in the first game
ever played in the Mullins Arena.

UMass center Harper William's (14
points, 14 rebounds and seven blocked
shots) shot over Matt Roadcap with 33
seciinds remaining in overtime gave the
Minutemen a 62-59 lead.

West Virginia's Marsalis Bassey's ( 13
points! three pointer with 13 seconds fell

short and UMass' Tony Barbee grabbed
the rebound and advanced the ball to

Jerome Mailoy for an uncontested lay-up,

which sealed the Minuteman victory.

To come out ofthere with a win is big,"

UMass Coach John Calipari said. "Big,

against a good team."
UMass forced overtime on the strength

of sophomore forward Lou Roe's seven
points down the stretch, including a foul

shot with 33.9 seconds lefl which tied the
game at 55.

After a West Virginia time out with
10.9 seconds on the clock, guard Mike
Boyd (8 points) coughed up the ball as he
drove the lane.

"I'm upset we didn't win it in regula-
tion." West Virginia Coach Gale Catlett
said. "I called a bad play. We didn't get a
shot on the goal and you have to do that."

West Virginia forward Tracy Shelton
said. "We were still confident we could win
going into overtime. We still thought we
had a chance even though we had two
starters (forward Ricky Robinson and
center Phil Wilson) foul out."

Roe ( 14 points. 1 1 rebounds, including

Lou Roe and ttie Minutemen squeeze by
game in the Mullins Center.

lOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

West Virginia in overtime to win their first

seven offensive) was immense in the sec-

ond half, scoring 10 of the Minutemen's
final 18 points, before fouling out with
2:04 remaimng in overtime. UMass led
60-59 at the time.

"Our main goal was to foul Lou Roe out
of the game, but we didn't do it soon
enough." Baasey said. "He was killing us
on the offensive boards. Offensive rebounds
were the key to the game."

UMass grabbed 53 rebounds, 24 of-

fensive, compared to 33, 12 offensive, for

the Mountaineers.
"When I fouled out, I told the guys

'Refuse to lose." Roe said. "And they told

me, 'Don't worry Lou. we got this one.*"

It was Williams who made sure the
promise was not broken as he stepped up

his play in the final two minutes, grabbing
two rebounds and hitting the big shot with
34 seconds left.

"Harper was a warrior in the end."
Calipari said. "That kid just steps it up in

the end. That's what makes him special."

UMass survived a miserable first half
of play, shooting only 26 percent from the
floor, to trail 29-21 at the break.

"I don't know what happened in the
first half." Calipari said. "Harper said we
had the jitters, but we just haven't been
practicing well and I think that affected

us more. Luckily our defense kept us in it.

"The first half was a carbon copy of
Cinannati.'Calipari said "I figured ESPN
would put billiards on instead of showing
the second half."

'Mullins mania' reaches epidemic
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

What a way to open a place.

You knew it was one for the ages when
the politicians from Boston showed up.
sitting with suits and ties on right next to

the students. But after all. there wouldn't
be a Mullins Center without their pork-
barreling efforts, and there surely wouldn't
have been a nail-biting game like last

night's 64-59 Minuteman victory.

"This was really a nice way to open the
new arena." said head coachJohn CaHpari.
"It was a quality win over a good, good
team. They're tough."

Opening night was a special night for

everyone associated with UMass basket-
ball. ESPN gave the Mullins a chance to

show its facilities and its adoring fans.

who described the place as "awesome."
This is a great inauguration," said

Dave Quattrucci, the premier Elvis im-
personator at last night's game. "The Cage
was a great place, but you have to build
the basketball program by updating the
facilities."

Indeed, as many saw for the first time,
the Mullins had everythingthe Cage didn't
have, like seats, air conditioning and a
speaker system that worked. This new-
fangled joint even had ushers, a far cry
from the squatter's rights atmosphere at
the Cage.

"Everything's been running smoothly,
pretty much." said Heather Cumming,
one ofthe 50 ushers in the Mullins Center.
"There's nothing like the Cage, but this is

money well spent. This is better. I was
amazed when I walked in for the first

time."

The Mullins Center is a new sign of
respect for the University. Its design was
meticulously crafted, its construction
methodically completed, and its manage-
ment seems to be top notch. The first game
warranted time on "The All Sports Net-
work," and people even came from as far
away as . . . Boston.

"I decided tocome here, even with Larry
Bird Night," said Ed McGee. a Boston
native. "I'd much rather go to a game than
watch that on TV. I'm a big UMass fan."

With a new buildingcame new banners.
Gems like "When I think of ESPN I touch
myself.""MulIins mayhem" and "The house
that Cal built" made it seem almost like
home. Like the announcer said, fans were
certainly entering a new dimension of
UMass basketball.

Women host A- 1 foes
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Record-setting performances are hard
to top.

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team (1-2) will try

just that when they enter tomorrow's tri-

meet with Atlantic 10 rivals Rutgers
University (1-1) and Temple University
(6-4).

If UMass head coach Alfie Mitchell's
squad hits its routines, it could compete
with any team in the A-10. The
Minutewomen had to be 80 percent plus to
win against another conference rival, the
Rhode Island Rams last weekend, ac-

cording to Mitchell.

UMass has some room for improve-
ment of last week's record setting perfor-

mance, but if they had made a few more
mistakes in the routines they hit, the
Minutewomen might have lost. It was
that close. Mitchell said he knows that his

team must be on the money against these
two completely different conference foes.

"Temple has a lot of talent, and they
are good. But for one reason or another,
they haven't put it all together yet. I hope

they don't pick this weekend to do it.

because if they do. the meet will be just
like the one with URI - down to the wire."
Mitchell said.

While Temple is known as a gymnas-
tics powerhouse, the Lady Knights are
underrated, and the Minutewomen cannot
let up on Saturday for any reason, because
they will receive a challenge from both of
their opponents, not just one.

"People have called UMass a sleeping
giant as far as athletics, because we have
so many great teams here, but we could be
really at the top ofDivision I in the country

.

The same could be said of Rutgers,"
Mitchell said.

"Most of the gymnastics talent on the
East Coast either comes out of Pennsyl-
vania or New Jersey. They are improving
the women's program at Rutgers, so in the
future, they'll be able to keep these girls
in-state," Mitchell said.

According to Mitchell, UMass will be
looking to score above a 185 in Saturday's
meet in order to win. However, winning
the meet is not as important for the
Minutewomen as getting a good score.

"Winning in gymnastics is like the ic-

Turn to GYMNASTICS, page 1
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Notes from
the Hardwood

As MC Serch would say, back to
the grill again. . .it's time to peruse
the world of hardwood, NBA style.

There may be some question on
whether or not Larry Bird Night
was important enough to be broad-
cast here in Amherst, on Channel 40
via Springfield. Before you start
saying, "Uhh, here he goes again,
ripping the local sportscasts," just
listen to me vent my anger.

Arthur

STAPLETON
Let me first state that I am not a

Boston fan, nor do I want to be clas-

sified as one. However, as a sports
journalist (hold the hysterics), I can
realize that this broadcastwould have
appeased the average basketball fan
as well as the Celtic faithful.

Fox 25 out of Boston has the
broadcasting rights for all Celtics
games/events, including last night's

Turn to HARDWOOD, page 1
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Chance of flurries and

partly sunny. Mid-30s.

Local News:
Local author and UMass English professor John Edgar

Wideman reads selections fronr» his latest novel in honor of

Black History Month. Page 3.

Sports:
The UMass Minutemen destroy the Rutgers

Scarlet Knights 82-67 In an intense Mullins

Arena hoop ganie. Page 12.
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Artist rediscovers roots
Amherst resident dedicated to artwork
By KRISTINE FARHAT
Associated Press

Local artist Dick Cook is rediscovering
his Native American roots through his art.

Consider, for example, one untitled

piece he has created.

Inside a small wooden box. Cook has
glued a small map of the Midwest in-

scribed with historical notes, including
details about the aftermath of a Sioux
uprising in the 18608 in which 38 Indians
were hanged. Lying inside the wooden box
are ten plastic, red flgurines with nooses
around their necks. There is also a hang-
ing post inside the box.

Cook. 42, ofAmherst, said that learning
about the executions, which took place in

what is now Mankato, Minn. , had an impact
on his hfe. Four years ago, he spent three
months touring North and South Dakota
and Colorado when he was between occu-

pations. He said the trio helped him learn

a lot about Indian history and stimulated
him to create Native American Art.

"I became more aware ofwhat the Indi-

ans had to go through, ' said Cook, who is

part Penobscot Indian. "I, like many oth-

ers, had thought Indians to be viscous

savages."

To create his three-dimensional col-

lages and montages, he uses fur, birch

bark, bones, feathers, beads and (Aher
items that represent Indian culture.

"I take various elements of Indian his-

tory, whether abstract or real, and intro-

duce them together to create something
which is visual and thought-provoking."

Cook says his work is influenced by
Marcel Duchamo. a French artist who was
a leader in the Da-Da movement, which
was a similar to surrealism with humor,
and American artist Joseph Cornell, who
uses boxes to display art.

Cook began making his Native Ameri-
can artwork about four years ago. For 10
years, he was a successful real estate

agent in Amherst who earned enough
money to take several vacations a year,

ei\joy an active social life, finance hobbies
such as a record store and build up a
substantial savings.

But with the rewards came long hours,

stress and lack of satisfaction for Cook,
who was a theater arts graduate from the

University of New Hampshire.
In 1988, the drawbacks seemed to

outweigh the benefits for Cook, so he lefl

the real estate business. He packed up
and traveled throughout Colorado and the
Dakotas for about three months.
When he returned home. Cook, who

now works at Key Mortgage Corporation,
in Amherst, decided to start creating art

once again. Aflergraduating from college,

he did artwork for posters and album
covers. This time Cook's art had a Native
American flare.

Officials examine
Campus Center fate

GLB task force created
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

After years of attempting to gain rec-

ognition and support from University
administrators, members of the gay cam-
pus community said they feel they have
finally been heard and will be given a
forum through which they can voice their

concerns and foster change.
The Chancellor's Task Force on Gay.

Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, comprised
of faculty, staff, students, and adminis-
trators met for the first time Thursday,
adding the University of Massachusetts
to the list of American colleges and uni-

versities which have already formed
similar committees.

This is an important and significant

step for the university. Standing task
forces are not uncommon at universities

across the country," said Felice Yeskel,

director of the Program for Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Concerns, and task force

member.
"For years, GLB students have been

meeting with the administration to have
their concerns addressed and until now
have been unsuccessful." said Darrin
Shaffer, a graduate student and task force

member.

The task force, formed in direct re-

sponse to sessions held last semester be-

tween Chancellor Richard O'Brien and
gay students will be, according to O'Brien,

"an ongoing part of the administrative
structure of the University."

The task force will ad\ise O'Brien "on
the proper course of action to make sure
that the campus response to concerns of

gays, lesbians and bisexuals is appropri-

ate."

At the first meeting, there was an aura
ofhopeand excitementas O'Bnen requested

that the list ofrecommendations presented

to him by the gay community last year be
awarded significant attention, according

to task force member Ali Woolwich.
There was a sense of excitement. A

sense of lots to do, and lots of purpose,"

said Woolwich, also an active member of

the Lesbian Bisexual Gay AlUance. "This
will be a doingtask force and not a thinking
task force. The time for talk is over and
now we're getting down to business."

The recommendations presented to the
chancellor last semester included the
initiation ofGLB studies courses, includ-

ing a mandatory diversity course called

Civility 101, a University anti-
harrassment and anti-violence policy, and
space for a GLB cultural center.

MAn KAHN / CCXLEGlAN
The Hatch ts or\e the many Campus Center businesses under scrutiny.

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second in a
two-part series on the fiscal situation m
the Univermty's Campus Center and
Auxiliary Sen'ices.

Fiscal problems at the University of
Massachusetts have made it necessary
for campus officials to consider closing

some businesses in the University's

Campus Center, according todocuments
acquired by the Collegian.

The Auxiliary Services Deficit Re-

duction Task Force Interim Report, re-

leased on Jan. 20, contains suggestions

for ways to reduce the million dollar

deficit the campu.s center faces.

The task force consists of middle
managers throughout all levels of Aux-
iliary Services, unionized employees in

the Campus Center and students.

None of the plans are definite, ac-

cording to Ben Preston, chairperson of

the Board of Governors, senior political

science and history mtyor and Task Force
member.

There are a range of things con-

tained in the report, but there isn't

anything definite yet," Preston said.

Ashoke Ganguli, director of Auxil-

iary Seriveces, said. The changes will

be made with minimum service impacts
to students, because Auxiliary Services

is a student service organization."

One of the report's suggestions is to

close the Campus Center Coffee Shop,
and reallocate the space for meeting

rooms. The report said patrons who
frequent it may be forced to take their

business elsewhere, possibly the Hatch
or the Bluewall.

The report said consolidating the
fekree food service operations in the

campus center is an idea that is gaining
popularity. The rationale behind the
idea is that it will save money in staff

and supply costs, according to the report.

One of the problems with the plan is

that the other operations may n<it have
the capacity to serve the overflow of

customers, the report said.

"Closing the Coffee .Shop makes fis-

cal sense, but it doesnt serve student
interests," Preston said.

Another idea gaining support among
task force members is to close the

Munchy Stores and consolidate them
all into the area that would be vacated

by the Coffee Shop. This would cut down
on operatingexpenses for the stores and
downsize the staff, the report said.

To close the Munchy Stores would
be inconvenient for the students."
Preston said. "Who wants to run to the

campus center at night for milk?"

Closing the Top of the Campus res-

taurant is another idea that the report

said could save money, but it is not a
popular one because the restaurant
provides a unique service that cannot
be found elsewhere on campus, accord-

ing to the report.

Changing the image of the Campus
Center is a high priority, according to

Turn to CAMPUS CENTER, page 2

'70s tennis legend
succumbs to AIDS
By DANA KENNEDY
Associated Press

NEW YORK— Arthur Ashe was lucid in his last

hours and alert enough to make the OK sign shortly

before his death from AIDS-related pneumonia.
Donals Dell, Ashe's agent and friend of25 years,

and Dr. Henry Murray, Ashe's attending physician,
held an emotional news conference Sunday at New
York Hospital, where Ashe, 49, died Saturday.

"He used to say, 'Don't feel sorry for me,'" said Dell

,

who frequently choked up. "He clearly felt he was not

a victim. Whatever happened, he would rise to that

particular occasion. It was just another challenge."

President Clinton called Ashe " a true American
Turn to ASHE, poge 4

Prof remembered by community
By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian Correspondent

More than 200 people gathered to honor and remember
Assistant Professor Sigrid Brauner at a Memorial Service

held Saturday at one o' clock in Memorial Hall.

Brauner, an assistant professor ofGermanic languages
and literature at the University ofMassachusetts, died in

an accidental fall on Dec. 26 while vacationing in Jamaica.
A host of speakers, friends, colleagues, relatives, and

students praised her fiery temperament and commit-
ment to social justice at the memorial.
A celebration of her life, as well as a mourning of her

unexpected death, admirers. Willow Lamont; Henry
Geddes, assistant professor ofCommunication; her brother
Winfred Brauner; former student Donna Hebert, and
colleague Beverly Harris-Schenz provided musical tributes,

with all in the room clapping and singing together.

Many speakers, like Willow Lamont, a Weccan priest-

ess; Arlene Avakian, from Women's Studies; David
Lenson, from the Massachusetts Society of Professors,

applauded Sigrid Brauner's devotion to politics and the
fight for minority rights.

Avakian announced an annual award in Sigrid
Brauner's name for combatting racism. Lamont talked
about her and Brauner's parallel experiences as feminists
in the '70s. Lenson lamented that Brauner could not see
the success of her efforts to further women in academe.

Sigrid Brauner was also revered by those present for

her courageous vitality , optimistic persistence, and honest
loyalty and love for her causes: women's rights and
teaching. Last fall. Brauner taught a new course titled

"Witches: Myth and Reality" which focused on thesocial

and historical relevance of the witch trials.

Elizabeth Petroff of the Comparative Literature de-

partment accentuated that Brauner "gave us light, hope
and intelligence."

Turn to BRAUNER, page 3
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Monday, Feb. 8
Forum— Senator John Kerry will be speaking on the

"National Research Forum in Industry .' It will be held in
the Student Union Ballroom at 1 : 15 today. All are invited.

Play—As Is, a play about love in the time ofAIDS, will

be performed at Amherst College on Feb. 8, 9, and 11 at
8:00 p.m. The performances will be held in the Front Room
of the Amherst College Campus Center. A donation of
$2.00 will be requested at the door, a portion ofwhich will

go towards AIDS organizations in the Pioneer Valley.

Seats will be available on a first-come, first-served basis.

Class— History 298, "Career Life Plamiing," a popu-
lar one-credit, pass/fail course still has space available.

This course is not closed to students from other m^ors.
If interested, please attend the next class on Tuesday,
Feb. 9, at 2:30 p.m. For information, please call David
Lazas, 545-3181 or Susan Hart. 545-6255.

Discussion— Men's Center— a place where men can
discuss issues ofviolence against women and men, racism

,

sexism, and homophobia. Men need to take the initiative

to discuss these issues because in order for things to

change, men as well as women need to confront these

problems. For more information, call Brian at 586-6193.

Honor Society — It is Mortar Board Week on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 16-19. Come see what
this senior service honor society is all about. Raffle for

$100 and other prizes.

Tuesday, Feb. 9
Information Session — The University Without

Walls, an adult bachelors degree program at the Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts will host six information sessions

prior to the April 15 application deadline. They will be
held February 9 and 24. March 11. 24 and 31. and April

3. All sessions will be held at the Robsham Visitors

Center beginning 5:00 p.m. To reserve a seat, please call

545-1378.

Wednesday, Feb. ID
Bible Study — Graduate Christian Fellowship wel-

comes all graduate students for a time of singing, prayer
and Bible study every Wednesday evening at 7:30 p.m. in

theCampus Center. Room numbers will be posted opposite
the information desk in the concourse.

Campus Center
continued from poge I

the report.

"There is a captive audience on campus and the
businesses need to cater to students," Student Govern-
ment Association President Jennifer Wood said.

"The University Store does a fantastic job, offering

high quality products, but the Hatch food quality needs
work." Wood said.

Suggestiorxs include creating a laundromat, drugstore
and offering movies in the Campus Center Auditorium as
a means of keeping student business on campus. More
services would make the campus center a place ofactivity
and would keep students from having to go into town for

supphes, the report said.

None ofthese suggestions are definite and none will be
finalized until the official report from the Task Force is

released on Feb. 25.

gr£? WRITE FOR GLB ISSUES
1 13 CAMPUS CENTER
ASK FOR MELANIE DeSILVA

UV dean says
institutions fail

to cease racism
BOSTON (AP) — A college administrator Sun-

day lashed out at academia for paying lip service to

diversity but making little progress in preventing
racism, sexism and homophobia.

"We have failed as educators and we have allowed
our institutions to fail," H. Lawrence McCrorey,
Dean of the School of Allied Health Sciences at the
University of Vermont, said in opening the New
England regional meeting of the College Board.

McCrorey, who is black, appealed to his audience
ofhigh school and college educators to "de-brainwash"
themselves and their students, saying he has become
increasingly sensitive to the issue.

"One has to only to l(X)k across the country to see
the incredible rise ofracist acts on college campuses,
of sexism and homophobia permeating the college
climate." he said.

Hatch Entertainment
IS & Over Welcome

Monday Feb. 8, 8:30 PM
Bis Band Sounds with

Jeff Holmes
i^ Piece Jazz Band

Wed., Feb 1 0, 9 PM
R<3< l< ii Roll with

Blue Nuse
Thurs., Feb. 1 1 , 9 PM

Monghani
The Best in Alternative Rock

with Special Guest

Synacsthesia

fH«n

1
or TMt

Be An
RA

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
SELECTION PROCESS

for the 1993-94 Academic Year

Full Bar
Beer Pitchers and Pizza Slices or Whole

Resident Assistants (RAs) are live-in, part-time,
student-staff members. Duties include

facilitation of community development, programming,
referral counseling, administrative functions,
enforcing University policies, and assisting

with house management.

Applications are available In all Cluster Offices.

Applications are due February 22, 1993. Apply today I

Th. Univ,™itY of Ma..Mhu«Mt. « An*«^,t prohibit. di,crimin«ion on tho baaia of rae*
color, roligiort. cr.od. t«x. ..xuii or..nf«ion. .a*, maritd .tatu*. national origin
mantd or phy.cal h«HJic.p. poJit.cJ bali.f or .ff*«ion. mambarahip or non.m«T*.,.hip

'21.°''"™""°"- "^ "•""" •*•*"•• " •"* '"P-^ »' •««^«*on or tr,.tm«,t of atudantam arnploymant.
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GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

The Jewish Arts Festival Presents:

Award -Winning Scholar and Author

Dr. ROBERT ALTER
''Adventure in Modern
Hebrew Literature"

Dr. Alter has lectured worldwide on the European &
American novel, the literary art of the Bible, and modem

Hebrew Literature.

Monday, February 8 at 8:00PM
Campus Center 168

General Public $3 Students FREE

t.om UMASS Art.s Council & Student Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund.
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By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

Members ofthe Asian RSO Alliance came to an agree-
ment with the University administration regarding the
proposed site for the United Asian Learning Resource
Center last week.

Representatives from the newly-formed RSO Alliance
met with Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Thomas
Robinson to bring closure on the problematic issue of
finding a location for the UALRC.

RSO members and officials agreed on renovating and
expanding the Center's current location in Knowlton.

Robinson said the new location and renovation plans
will be set in motion within the next six weeks.
A number of proposals had been presented and dis-

cussed between the administration and student
representaives. Robinson said.

"For the time being we want the best place at present
to meet the needs of the UALRC." Robinson said.

John Findley, a representative of Housing Services,
presented a conceptual plan and a schematic floor plan of

the proposed expansion of the Knowlton location.

Amy Chee. a representative of the Asian RSO Alli-

ance, criticized the layout for its lack of office space and
mentioned that the location has not taken into account
the incorporation of the Asian Cultural Center that will

be sharing that space alongside the UALRC.
"Knowlton is a prime location and in theory this space

is considered to a temporary location." Chee said. "More
space is needed to bring the Center up to more competi-
tive standards. . . tutorials space is critical." Chee said.

Kenneth Bumham. interim dean of Academic Sup-
port Services, who was also present at the meeting, said
he felt optimistic that the proposed location is a step in
the right direction.

"We all can agree that Knowlton is an excellent loca-

tion." Bumham said.

Bumham also tried to ease the concerns of the Asian
RSO Alliance regarding inadequate space for the tutorial

program, which came under fire by several representa-
tives of the Asian RSO Alliance.

The Knowlton space and lounge area is of valid con-
cern and the question ofallocating this for use by UALRC

in Knowlton
must by discussed with thewomen occupants ofKnowlton
House, Bumham said.

Lucy Nguyen, Director of the United Asian Learning
Resource Center, said she was present at the meeting to

voice and support the students concerns.

"I am comfortable with the location and planned
renovation, and 1 feel my staffcan carry out the necessary
responsibihties and provide the services." Nguyen said.

"However, the expressed concerns for more space seems
to be an equally important factor."

Despite the progress in the talks with administration
officials, members said they were not comfortable because
ofthe increasing needs ofAsian/Asian Amencan students
who are a growing ethnic majority at the university.

Paul Gee and Kara Inouye, members ofthe Asian RSO
Alliance, requested that Housing Services look into the
open portion of the wing which is not being currently
utilized for its intended purposes.

"Our concern is that in knowing that this is a tempo-
rary space, we do not wish to find ourselves returning to

the administration to request more space. . . we don't
wish to promise on this space," Gee said.

Prof reads new novel
Observes role ofblack fathers and sons
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

In honor of Black History month.
English professorat UMass.John Exigar

Wideman. read from his new novel at

Amherst College last Thursday night.

This unfinished work is one of many in

Wideman's collection of short stories

and novels which are nationally recog-

nized
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UMass professor John Edgar Wideman

The concentration ofWideman's new
piece was the relationship between he
and his father, which then led to a more
broad dialogue of black men and their

fathers.

A central theme was the need for

young black men and their father to

have a close relationship, but the book

portrayed the struggles and failings this

relationship has in a dominanUy white
society.

"The distance l)etween young black
men and fathers is a tragedy," Wideman
said.

The reading began in Africa and
moved to the United States, being told

from the viewpoint of men and their

fathers. Wideraen believed in the need
for paternal identification because when
a son denies his father, he "denies
himself."

Wideman described the problem
young black men and their fathers have
to society's tendency to press its white
values and institutions against people
from different skin colors.

"America, positive identification.

Race by face. Whites judge people by
eyes, hair, shin color," Wideman wrote.

"Differences become deviance be-

comes demonized." Wideman discussed
the white tendency to"lump all members
of a group IdifTerent than themselves]
into a mass of otherness."

This bias against blacks is why
Wideman believes young black men
want to deny their fathers. "Dark face

dooms him to be an outsider."

Wideman attributed his story to a
"voice" that speaks to him. "The voices

are not mine, the stories they are un-
folding just might be."

The problem for blacks is shown
through whatWideman called the "cloud

of race" which separates young black
men and their fathers in an attempt to

deny an Afro-American heritage .

"Mama's baby. Daddy's maybe."

Cultural center receives
$3000 in extra funding
By ANN MARIE NEAL
Collegian Correspondent

The Josephine White Eagle Cultural
Center received an additional $3,000 in

funding because of the demands made by
students of color last semester, according
to Ricardo Townes, Director of Academic
Support Services.

Townes said all cultural centers were
given more funding this semester.

The Josephine White Eagle Cultural

Center was estabhshed in 1987 after a
visit from members of the Mohak People
of Canada who expressed concerns about
the lack of support at UMass for Native
American students, said Renee Lopes,
academic adviser for CCEBMS. and liai-

son to the Native American center.

The center was named after Dr.
Josephine White Eagle, a native of the
Wuiunebago tribe and a profes.M)r in the

Education Department, saidChns IVgram.
a NativeAmerican student at UMass. "She
was a powerful and talented woman who
dedicated a yearofher life to the University

of Massachussets," Pegram concluded.

The center is currently located in the
basement ofChadbome Hall. "The center

is a home away from home. It is a resource

center and a meeting place where the
Natives can organize community events,"

said Kahon.Wes. a Native American stu-

dent at UMass.
Despite the increase in funding and the
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Student falls four stories
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

A 19-year-old University ofMassachu-
setts student remains in fair condition at

Baystate Medical Center in Springfield

after falling out of a fourth-floor dorm
window early Saturday morning.

Freshman Andrew Laurence fractured

his pelvis and lower back in several places

after he reportedly lost his balance and fell

out a large, hinged window in the top floor

of Lewis residence hall at about 3:45 a.m.

"I went to go around someone who was
sitting near the window, and I just lost my
balance and fell." Laurence saidyesterday
from his hospital bed.

Laurence said doctors told him he could
expect to be in the hospital for about two

correction

The information in last Friday's Collegian was
incorrectly reported. Governor William Weld's
speech in conjunction with the National Research
Forum for Industry, which is scheduled for Tues-
day. February 9 at 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom, is open to the public. Seating for the

speech is limited, as conference participants will

be seated in front.

Furthermore, Paul McOwen, administrative di-

rector for the Center for Real-time and Intelligent

Complex Computing Systems was misquoted. His
quote should have read, "The federal government
is making a transition from vast military spending
to commercial, private-sector technological activi-

ties.

The Collegian regrets the error.

M Brauner
continued from page 1

The Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts Lee Edwards

spoke of the urgency with which Sigrid Brauner negoti-

ated for the Germanic languages department.

An altar where things of "specialness" between any-

one and Sigrid Brauner, was set up along the left wall.

By the end of the service, rocks, shells, seeds, branches,

crystals, candles, Tarot cards, a sculpture by one of her

students, and a collage of German writings and her

work were resting on the table.

months, but he had suffered no perma-
nent nen'e damage and would eventually

be able to walk again.

Despite the severity of his injuries,

Laurence said he did not lose consciousness

at any point in the episode.

"I realized about halfway down that 1

had fallen out the window," he said. "I was
conscious through the whole thing."

Laurence, a resident ofCashin. said he
had been visiting friends in Lewis that

evening, and was leaning out the already

open, bay-style window in an attempt tti

move past .someone when he lost his bal-

ance and fell to the ground.

Joseph Paul, a friend of Laurence who
lives in the room from which he fell, said

he wasn't sure why the window had been
open, but it wa.s probably "for ventilation."

Academe needs to include all
By ADAM RATTINER
Collegian Correspondent

The traditional system ofacademic values must be
broken down in order to accomodate the views of

oppressed groups, according to a University of Mas-
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UMass professor Ann Ferguson

sachusetts philosophy professor.

Ann Ferguson, professor of philosophy, spoke on
"Homosexuality, Multiculturalism and the Academic
Value Pamc,' at Friday's Brown Bag lunch in the
Campus Center. Approximately 30 people attended
the lecture.

Ferguson said she believes the need for change in

academe involves a need to include all oppressed
groups, not simply the interests of one minority.

"It is time to change the curriculum. It's based on
European values," Ferguson said. "My argument isn't

for people who are queer one way or the other."

As an example of the way in which the University
ignores the needs of the gay. lesbian and bisexual
communities. Ferguson said the University has only
one class dealing with the issues of homosexuality,
and it is taught by graduate students, not professors.

She spoke of"creating a new knowledge with a new
set of experts."

Changing the curriculum in colleges and univer-
sities, according to Ferguson, will involve changing
the way both faculty and students perceive learning.

"We would have to reclassify people. Shift away
from the old white boy network," Ferguson said.

She challenged the idea that it is only homosexuals
who want homosexual studies by explaining that if

one does not include a homosexual perspective in the
curriculum ofhistory cour.ses and similar courses, one
cannot even understand the dominant culture in the

Turn to ACADEME, page 6
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Ashe
continued from poge 1

hero and a great example to us all ," adding
in a statement that "Arthur rose from the
segregated courts ofRichmond, Va., to the
championship at Wimbledon displaying
grace, strength and courage every step of
the way."

"He was a friend ofmine," Clinton said
Sunday as he walked to church, "I'm really

sad about it."

Murray saidAshe had been hospitalized

with pneumonia for two weeks in January
and was ill off and on for several months.
Ashe gave a speech as recently as last

Tuesday, but quickly suffered from a fever

and other complications that began late

Wednesday, Murray said.

"He was fully alert, asking questions.

He was concerned about who the next
attorney general would be," Murray said

ofAshe's last hours. Murray made tlie OK
sign with his thumb and forefinger, say-

ing "his last gesture to me was this."

Murray said Ashe's swift decline was
"unusual but happens." More extraordi-

nary, he said, was Ashe's excellent health
in the four and a half years since he was

diagnosed. Murray said Ashe kept a very
busy schedule.

Dell said he had discussed Ashe's
strenuous schedule with Ashe's wife,

Jeanne.

"He felt it was therapeutic," said Dell,

president of Pro Serve Inc. "He said it was
better than sitting home and thinking
about dying."

Ashe, the only black man ever to win
the Wimbledonchampionship and the U.S.

Open, revealed April 8, 1992 that he had
AIDS in a news conference prompted by
his fear that a newspaper was about to

publish the story.

He said he was infected by a blood
transfusion during heart bypass surgvry,
probably in 1983.

Though adamant that he should have
the right to keep his illness private, he
became active in the fight against AIDS,
forming a fund-raising foundation and
joining the boards of the Harvard AIDS
Institute and the UCLA AIDS Institute.

In response to questions from reporters,

Dell said that Ashe was angry at being
forced to reveal his condition.
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"Women in Derivatives Trading and
Financial Risl< Management"
Anihcrst College Converse Hall - Ihe Ued Room

Monday, lehniaryK, 199;i, 7:;i()l»M

You've vvrorked hard.
ExceUed academically...

Acliieved results...
Now it's time to triuie up...

If you possess exceptional analytical talent.. .want to use
sophisticated technology...and thrive on complex intellec-

tual challenges— you can achieve results with Swiss Bank
Corporation - Capital Markets and Treasury.

The integration of The O'Connor Partnerships and Swiss
Bank Corporation's Capital Markets and Treasury business
has resulted in an innovative, client-focused organization
poised for global leadership across the full range of capital
markets and treasury products and services. Our expxjrtise

is trading and risk management - cash and derivative

instruments - in foreign exchange, interest rates and
Japanese and European equities.

We provide renowned theoretical training
coupled with its practical application on an
exchange floor or risk management trading
desk. We expect you to express your ideas,

collaboratively develop dynamic solutions,
and assume responsibility for trading and man-
aging portfolio risk.

Career opportunities exist in major financial cen-
ters in North America, Europe and Asia.

We want to meet you! Learn more about our innovative firm at our presentation in Amherst College Converse
Hall - The Red Room on Febmary 8th. For more information, contact the Office of Career Planning and
Placement. If unable to attend, direct your resume to: Swiss Bank Corporation, Attn: Human Resources -

Recruiting, 141 W. Jackson, Chicago, IL 60604. Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DA^

TRADE UPTO THIS CAREER OPTION.
Capital Markets and Treasury

4l Swiss Bank
i^^ Corporation

Sc*iwetaBflsct»er BonJcvBfe^i

Sod6l6de Bonque Suisse

The Si)a
Hot Tubs & Tans
173 l'ni\c'rsit>' Dr.

Mnhcrsi. M\6l002
(4 13) _>r>.i-7727
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Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

J

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
W For irxJIvkJuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health

ainician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner
Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality
Assured. Call 549-2671 x233 or 234. Oinic IV.

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call
549-2671 X233 or 234, Clinic IV.

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30-6:00 p m
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator. No registration necessary.
ConfkJentiality Assured.

For more information on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549-2671
X233 or 234. ConfkJentiality Assured.
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Israels unjustified deportation demands U.N. sanctions
In his brief time as Prime Minister of Israel. Yitzhak

Rabin has left few people believing that peace, particu-
larly in the territories, is one of his priorities. After five
Israeli soldiers were killed by the fundamentalist group
Hamas in December, Rabin had 415 supporters and
members of Hamas — none of whom were suspects —
blindfolded, loaded into buses, and summiarily deported.
The rationale for this action was retribution and protection
of civil order in Israel and the Occupied Temtones.

There are two basic issues that need to be addressed.
First, the deportation was wrong because it violated the
provisions of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949,
which prohibits, under all circumstances, deporting
residents of occupied territories. Furthermore. Israel

deported the men over the Lebanese border against
Lebanon's will — a clear violation of international law.

Rabin argues that Hamas is committed to violence and
the destruction of Israel, and that as such any action taken
against its members is justified; he also points out that
many of the deportees already were imprisoned. The first

claim has no credibility: states have the right to try

residents ofoccupied lands, not to punish them by fiat. And
even ifthe deportees had been tried and convicted ofactual

crimes, rather than association, the Fourth Convention's

prohibition is explicit. That some of the deportees were
taken fromjail cells only undermines Israel'scase: how can
incarcerated people threaten order?

The deportation has become a political nightmare for

Rabin. He has faced near mutiny in his cabinet over the

issue, and the U.N. Security Council has already passed
one resolution demanding the immediate return of all the
deportees. Calls for sanctions against Israel are becoming
louder and more frequent, raising the spectre ofa U .S. veto

in the Council, where it is becoming obvious that there is

one standard for Israel's actions and one for every other

Third World— specifically, Arab— nation. A U.S. veto of

punitive action will likely mean the end of peace efforts.

Jonah

GELBACH
Rabin and the U.S. reached a "compromise" that 100

ofthe deportees may be readmitted (and reincarcerated i,

while those deportees not already returned would have
their terms ofexpulsion cut from two years to one. So far,

the deportees have insisted that only their full repatria-

tion will bring an end to the crisis. Lest anyone believe

that Rabin's motive for compromise was salvation of the

tattered peace process, this past Wednesday he defended
all his actions, insisting. "The principle of our ability to

remove for a limited time hundreds of inciters, leaders

and organizers remains." Hardly contrite words.

Hamas and like-minded Palestinian factions are com-
mitted to destroying both peace prospect.s and Israel, and

it's hard to see how allowing them the moral high ground
will advance Israel's long term security. No lasting peace

is possible without a two-state solution. The fragile peace

process must be strengthened, and that will be possible

only when Israel agrees to talk seriously about leaving the

territories. The growing support among Palestimans for

hard-line factions is not an accident; Israel has promoted
division among the Palestinians, breaking their unity and
avoiding substantive peace negotiations.

For twenty years, the PLO was told that negotiations

would be possible if it recognized Israel's right to exist

and renounced terrorism. In 1987, in front of the entire

U.N. General Assembly, PLO leader Yassir Arafat did

both, and with the exception of a few actions carried out
by fringe groups. PLO terrorism ceased. Israel refused to

honor its pledge, and during Likud's reign of power.

Prime Minister Shamir actually repudiated his oivn

peace plan when the Palestinians unexpectedly endorsed
it. Israel has no credibility among the vast majority of

Palestinians, and m(»derate Arabs who favor peace ne-

gotiations are fast losing theirs.

If Israel cannot or will not demonstrate sincere efforts

to produce peace in the territories. Palestinians will

deem talks even less promising than they do now. In the

meantime, the U.N. must send a message by imposing
sanctions to enforce its denrumds.

Jonah Gvlhach is a UMass student.

Can-crushers or housing?
I saw a warning ofthe death ofcapital-

ism yesterday. It signalled more clearly

and more certainly than all the volumes of

Das Kapital that the unfettered free-mar-

ket will eventually be washed away. It

comes in matt black or gray, this forebod-

ing, and retails for $119. It is a home can-

crusher. A machine with an electric motor

that liberates the lucky owner from the

lab<irious task ofcrushing their ."^oda cans.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Now I have my doubts about the neces-

sity of crushing cans at home at all. but I

suppose there may be some people for

whom the space occupied by a fully (how

can one put it) extended can is so desper-

ately needed that compacting is required.

However in this peculiar circumstance

one might have thought a firm stamp

would be sufficient. By this reasoning the

only group of people who need the electric

can crusher are those chronically over-

•crowded, perhaps living in a trailer park

and too frail to stamp.

Of course this is not the target market

for the device. It is an object belonging to

a special realm of the Expensively Use-

less, designed to be purchased by the rich

and unimaginative, presented to their rich

and unimaginative friends over rich and

surprisingly imaginative dinners. These

are objects as useful as a Perot bumper

sticker that multiply every year, objects

for which there is no need, that create

theirown dubious demand but sneak their

way into daily life until existence without

a monogrammed toothbrush, electric can

opener, or digital eggtimer seems impos-

sibly harsh.

In our age of cheap cynicism it seems

rather gauche and almost churlish to sug-

gest any connection between electric can

crushers and people with nowhere to live

or not enough to eat. Ignoring such un-

pleasant realities is part of (post) modem
non-philosophy, which shrugs its mock-

sophisticated shoulders at the particular

and is too busy with a wry smile at the

endlessly reinvented surface of society to

go into the messy reality of its workings.

But there is a connection between the

froth that consumer society produces for

its very wealthy and the destitution ofthe

very poor. It is supremely unfashionable

to say so but eventually there must come

a time when we stop making electric can

crushers and start building cheap good

housing. The link only becomes clearer as

the froth becomes more ridiculous.

One of the difficulties of writing about

the U.S. is that it is so blatant, so obvious,

so hugely real that reportage is really the

only way to approach it, but even then one

fails to encompass it; what is the U.S. skips

away from you, maybe because there is no

essential heart to the nation, no mystery,

so that after five thousand wordsyou are no

closer to a fundamental truth than you

were at the start. Maybe all the writer can

do is report on the culture of things; this

might be the only way to understand the

society, to write about the things that make
it up. Yet the U.S. is a phenomenal society

where the phenomena are so frequently

changingthat in six months the can-crusher

will no longer be remarkable, merely an-

other mod<on. signifying nothing.

Jes.se Armstrong, an exchange student

from England, is a Collegian columnist.
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Don't limit speakers to their race
As the media in our society continues to

create distorted images ofdifferent types of

people, many soon become fooled into be-

lieving them as true. The media has a

record of creating stereotypes of people of

color. There is no controversy surrounding

this point. The media also loves to present

every issue as racial, usually Black vs.

White. What is sad is that even people who
recognize the power the media possess have

fallen victim to their lies and deceptions.

Students' reactions to Spike Lee's visit

illustrate this phenomenon. Many felt Mr.

Lee did not speak on the issues of racial

division, something of applicability to our

microcosm here at the University. Stu-

dents felt it was his duty as a successful

African-American male to elaborate on

the issue of race My criticism is that

many people wrongly assume that when a

prominent African-American person steps

behind the podium they are immediately

going to speak on issues of race.

It is wrong to want behavior from those

who happen to fit specific stereotypical

images the media aids in establishing.

It is wrong because not every issue in

our complicated world revolves around
race as some would have you believe.

And it is wrong to put limitations on a
lecturer's range of topics he or she wishes

to cover because of the color of their skin.

Kaisar Khatak
Amherst

Administration fails to deliver substitute for Upward Bound
Do the words bamboozled, duped, fiim-flammed.

shortchanged. Heeced and mislead mean anything to

you in termsofthe University's treatment oftheALANA
community in the past?The administration may believe

in the saying that a sucker is bom every 60 seconds, but

for every so-called sucker there are another 10 intelli-

gent people, many ofwhom are familiar vrith political

and bureaucratic games. Let me ask you a question.

If your neighbor knocked down your brand new

white fence and there were witnesses to this sabotage

are you going to hold a study or review to tell you how

to build a new fence or are you going to hold a legitimate

investigation to uncover the sordid dealings? If you

opted for a review of how to construct a new fence and

you are the one who abrogated a 25-year-old fence then

that would lead me to believe you are covering up the

real dirt and providing a smoke screen to the public.

Those ofyou who attended meeting in the Campus

Center on Oct. 9, 1992. as well as the meeting in the

Malcolm X Center heard me present Chancellor Ri-

chard O'Brien and his staff with questions regiirding

the administration's responsibility for the defunding

the Upward Bound Program, a college preparatory

program for low-income and first generation college

students. The Chancellor said there were would be an

official investigation in front ofmore than 200 people. Are

you going to hold him to it?

Malkes

GOMES
I have found out that a review will be done on how the

grant proposal was denied and how a stronger one can be

written. A review, not an investigation. The adminis-

tration will have you believe the government is at fault

for defunding the program. They rejected it. but there

must be a reason: the administration did not follow the

instructions carefully nor did they give a damn, especially

when they could have walked to the Office ofInstitutional

Research and Planning for updated information.

Some people will turn around bewildered and try to

fabricate every pretext possible to clear themselves ofthe

blame. The administration knows they have royally

screwed up. but they are trjdng to cover it up and save the

sinking ship. Although no one is talking, that ship will

continue to sink until it hits the bottom, drowning all

those aboard.

Chancellor O'Brien promised last semester to invest

$250,000 to institute a substitute program until 1995,

when a new grant proposal can be written. I would like

to see receipt of this $250,000. This new program
utilizes services from CCEBMS. BCP and URLRC.
which are in place and are funded. I think a business

jjerson would call this "in kind giving": no real money
is given but other resources are used. This program is

not even 25 percent close to the old Upward Bound
Program nor is it worth $250,000. Furthermore, the

program has yet appeared to start functioning.

As usual, the University has taken a serious issue

and turned it into rhetoric and filibustering. Barnum
and Bailey's Circus would love this act. 1 fthe University

refuses to clean its dirty laundry in house then it is our
duty as students to wash our dirty laundry and hang
it out in public to dry in the heat so that the system can
rebuild its integrity. But the behavior ofthe system as

a whole is another story. I encourage all students to be
aware of this issue as well as following up with the

demands. There is a lot you can do. We have people

who do intelligent things, stupid things, and others

who do ignorant things. Remember: "Stupidity is

forever, but ignorance can be fixed."

Malkes Gomes is a Collegian columnist.
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US companies welcome
children into workplace

COLLEGIAN

By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — A dozen colleagues wear-
ing looks of grim determination settle in
around a conference table atNew England
Telephone Co. and take out their crayons.

Occasionally, one or another looks
around to make sure his mother is still

there.

The conferees, all children 8 to 10, have
come to see their parent's workplace in

one ofmany new initiatives by U.S. busi-
nesses to reconcile their employees' work
and family responsibilities.

"More and more today, it's good for the
children to have this kind of information
at hand — and for the parents," said
Odessa Morell, who works for New En-
gland Telephone's parent company.
NYNEX, and brought her eight-year-old
son Matthew to the program.

In an age when increasing numbers of
families are headed by single working
parents or by parents who both work,
some businesses are letting their em-
ployees rearrange their days around the
need to stay home with a sick child, wait
there for the plumber or run the carpool to

the Little League games. Others are
beefing up day care and stretching family
leaves— a practice now signed into law by
President Clinton.

"Everybody's realizing that work and
family are intertwined, and from an
employees and employer's standpoint, it's

getting very difficult to separate the two,"
said Elizal)eth Hirschom. director of the
newlyestablished New England Work and
Family Association.

New England Telephone provides a

five-week information program for work-
ers and their children who are at home
alone part of the day. The course is run by
Boston University's Center on Work and
Family.

"What affects them at home will affect
them at work," said Ronna Cohen, who
conducts the sessions.

The program "really puts my mind at
rest," said Rhoda Healy, an employee who
attended with her son Tom, 10. "I worry a
lot. There's things I never thought of, like

what to do if someone comes to the door."
The New England Work and Family

Association, established in December at
BU, already has 60 corporate members,
including the Gillette Co., Polaroid Corp.,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, Digital Equipment Corp., the John
Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co. and
Stride Rite.

"Employers can't afford to lose their
highly trained, highly skilled employees
over an issue like family obligations,"

Hirschom said.

Those obligations put the squeeze on
millions of Americans.

More than 70 percent of all women
with children between the ages of6 and 17
now work, and more than halfofall women
with children less than 1 year old are in

the work force.

"It'sdifBcult foremployees to leavethose
stresses and worries at home," said Judith
David, director of the Bay Area Work and
Family Coalition in San Francisco.

Meanwhile, the oldest baby boomers
have reached their 40s, requiring them to
care not only for their children, but also
for their aging parents.choose, they'd
choose their family."

cultural center
continued from p>oge 3

implementation ofthe Native American
floor, the center has had a difficult time
in recruitingNativeAmerican students.

"Part of the problem is that the ad-

ministration is not committed to creat-

ing educational programs for younger
students of color in order to prepare
them for highereducation," saida UMass
student who wished to remain anony-
mous.

"For every two Native American stu-

dents who enters UMass, one leaves for

various reasons. One of which is a lack

of continuity of family and community
for some 100 percent oppressed Natives
who have never lived outside a Native
American commumty or reservation,"

Lopes said.

Townes said he is concerned about
the absence of a recruiter for Native
American students. Out of approxi-
mately 20,000 students enrolled at

UMass, there are less than 50 Native

American undergraduates.

"We have the smallest number of

representation of faculty and staff as
well as students. It is important for the
administration to recognize this," Lopes
said. "The Natives do not mind pro-

moting cultural sensitivity, but feels

the University should take an active

role if that's their goal."

The center still manages to create
programs without an official program
director. They are planning the Pow
Wow dance, and sponsoring speakers
for March, Native American Awareness
month, Kahon:Wes said.

"There has been a lot of debate over
the exact nature of the cultural center,

but as long as the center works for the
Natives, then it works for me." Townes
said.

"It is often said that it is better to be
seen than heard, but in this case, the
Native Americans are neither seen nor
heard," said the anonymous student.

academe
continued from p)oge 3

United Sutes.
Ferguson expanded her view of homo-

sexuality and included all minorities,
specifically Afro-Americans, in her lecture.

She said she believes a "world culture is

coming about."

"There is a set of social requirements
and values that are coming about today,"

Ferguson said.

As a result of the increase in mediums
of mass communication, Ferguson said,

people are gaining a greater consciousness
of the needs of different communities.
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Foster and Gere shine in Sommersbv
By JON LUPO

. o.,»™^~. u„v ^ i . ^ . ^ .
*^By JON LUPO

Collegian Staff

Sommenby is an example of what Hollywood does
best. It's scope is a sweeping romantic melodrama— the
kind Hollywood used to make like clockwork. It's a breath
of fresh, loving air in light of what nowadays passes as
romance (the insipid Bodyguard, for insUnce). Jodie
Foster and Richard Gere create complex characters in a
not-so-simple tale oflove, honor and the age-old question
of 'what's in a name?'

Sommersby is a solid remake ofa 70s French flick. The
Return ofMartin Guerre starring Gerard Depardieu. In
Hollywood tradition, the writers have pretty much drained
the story of its more political overtones and wisely kept
the story more focused on the relationship between
Foster and Gere.

It's post-Civil War South and Jack Sommersby (Gere)
returns home after an absence of six years to his wife
(Foster) and a son. Foster believed Jack dead, since he
never sent word while in the war.
. At first, it's the little things; the new Jack doesn't drink

anymore, he's more loving to Foster, his feet are two sizes
smaller. But Foster doesn'tseem to mind because this Jack
is such a glowing improvement over the wife-beating
drxink schemer who left her so long ago. Jack also re-
immerses himself in the town, and proposes a plan to
revitalize the town by investing in a new crop: tobacco.
A few incidents prompt suspicion, mostly from the

town preacher (Bill Pullman), whom Foster promised to
marry ifJack didn't come back aft«r seven years The film
winds down to a well-written courtroom conclusion and
justifiably melodramatic ending.

Sommersby is the kind of film where the people do
things for love, honor, pride and name that people in the
real world just don't do. This makes some of the more
hard-to-Bwallow momentsjust glide by. Sommemby works
because nothing seems calculated and it« ending is hon-
orable and lasting— very un -Hollywood.

I've always been a big fan ofJodie Foster, but still— tu>o

Academy Awards.' From Tor* DriLvrioStlenceof theLambs,
she brings her unique hybrid of tough as nails credibility
with an unfliching vulnerability When she says, "I never
loved him the way I loved you" at a key moment in the tnal

with her patented lockjaw voice, it's pure Foster heaven.
Richard Gere on the other hand is an incredibly

erratic actor. For every Officer and a Gentleman and
Internal Affairs there's a Pretty Woman and a Final
Analysis. In Sommersby, he's never been a more sturdy
hero and the way he woos Foster is wonderfully romantic.

Foster and Gere compliment each other well, here. In
fact, director Jon Amiel thoughtfully makes everything
in Sonimersfey compliment everything else. From Phihppe
Rousselot'b (Dangerous Liaisons) sumptuous photogra-
phy to the Reconstruction themes and their parallel to
contemporary thoughts on renewal, Sommersby clicks
because it plays to the audience without insulting the
viewer with pre-school plotting and silly theatrics (once
again, see The Bodyguard).

Sommersby is gracious, patient entertainment that
doesn't retread the same material; it works around it to
create a film that earns our trust. Foster and Gere are a
perfect coupling in a movie that just makes me dread the
coming of Valentine's Day even more. Sommersby is for
the romantic (or at least the potential
romantic) in all of us. B-f

American Buffalo is superb, glorious theater
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

American Buffalo
Hampden Theatre
Feb. 5 - 6

Director Nathan Phillip Schechter
traces his production ofAmerican Buffalo
back to his childhof>d. when he would test

his nerves against the imagined horrors of
the basement. "Come down the stairs." he
explains, "and you1l find isolated boys,

terrified by what they might encounter in

the darkness, looking for a light."

Like the basement ofearly nightmares.
Don's Resale Shop is a cluttered and un-
friendly place. Accessible only by nckety
staircases (one stretches nearly to the
ceiling, another cuts through the audi-
ence

)and lit only by a swinging fluorescent
bulb, the shop becomes both a fortress and
a prison for the boys who inhabit it.

The "boys" in this case are a trio of
David Mamet outcasts: Donny, the surly
shop owner; Bob, his simpleton gopher;
and "Teach," their desperate and obses-
sive "associate."

Demonstrating why he is among the
greatest playwrights of his generation,
"Mamet (Oleanna. Speed ThePlow) cre-

ates a scathingly funny— and sometimes
upsetting — vision of three people on the
brink of oblivion. Fueled by dreams of
stealing a priceless coin collection, the
men plot, counter-plot, and betray each
other to the point of classical tragedy.

Their treasure is spurious— ifa collec-

tion even exists, it is never within their

reach— and watching the parade ofindig-

nities which follows their absurd scheme
is Uke watching children under torture.

This is precisely the effect which Mamet
seems to be aiming for. and one which is

brilliantly achieved.

The ease with which Schechter and his

cast animate Mamet's crazy/funny gut-
ter-speak is matched only by the deftness
with which theypunctureevery character's
illusions.

Set in the tiny Hampden Theatre, this

Buffalo has an intimacy and naturalness
which its touring mid-eighties revival could
not. The brilliant set design (for which no
credit is given) utiUzes Hampden's black
walls and low ceiling to create a claustro-

phobic, subterranean feel, assisted by the
ominous staircase which stretches far

overhead. It is a great setting, and one
which is used to full effect by an impec-
cable three-man cast.

Both Matthew Giambrone and Owen
Conneely (as the shop keeper and his

gopher) turn in wonderfully restrained
performances in challenging roles.

Giambrone's slow, considered actions and
weary voice make him utterly convincing
in the role of a character 30 or 40 years
older than himself. The relationship be-

tween Giambrone and the mentally-
handicapped Conneely is handled with
sensitivity and understanding, but with-
out allowing sentiment to penetrate
Mamet's cynical world.

As the opportunistic and ultimately

tragic "Teach," Paul Anthony SpaUrella
is sensational. With hanging strands of
dirty hair, a sharp hooking nose, and red,

raw eyes, Spatarella seems every inch the

pariah. His quiet, unnerving speech pat-

The cast of American Buffato.

ANDREA MIGLIASSI ' COLLEGIAN

terns represent a danng departure from
Al Pacino's raging giant, and it actually

serves to make Teach's eventual destruc-
tion all the more dramatic.

Kudos must also go to Costume De-
signer Nicole Higgins. ifonly for the won-
derful job she has done in selecting

Spatarella's soiled, hanging raincoat. The
large jacket on Teach's wiry frame gives

him an ominous appearance, which seems

to change, as the character unfolds, to an
image of a child dressed in grown-up
clothes. Like everything else in this pro-

duction. Higgins' work is outstanding.

Nathan Phillip Schechter has raised

the stakes for UMass student theatre with
this production. It is hard to imagine that
many offerings this semester will be able

to match American Buffalo's simple, glo-

rious power.

Athen's band Widespread Panic to play tonight
This powerhouse quintet is a must-see

COURTESY CAPRICORN RtCOROS
Spread-Heads beware! The members of Widespread Panic will perform for an 1 8 and over

crowd tonight at Pearl "Street in Northampton. The show starts at 8 p.m.

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The Athens based band. Widespread
Panic, is the definition of the musical
sound of the dynamic New South. This
powerhouse quintet plays over 200 dates
a year and you will get the opportunity to

see them tonight in Northampton at Pearl
Street.

The band has built a loyal following of

"Spread-Heads," who have grown to love
and expect Panic's tight, energetic live

performances.

Widespread Panic's singer/guitarist

John Bell and guitarwizard Michael Houser
are set agai nst the rhythms ofbassist David
Schools, drummer Todd Nance, and per-

cussionist Domingo S. Ortiz.

"We're not trying to write songs as
much as we are trying to be a band and
make music in front of people," Bell told

Pollstar. "The songs write themselves and
sometimes that happens on stage so ev-
eryone watching the show becomes part of

that process. We like to take on the flavor

of what is happening that night. When

you pay for a ticket, you want honesty."

Panic played with a touring five-band

package. Horizons of Rock Developing
Everywhere (HORDE) this summer. The
lineup included Atlanta's Col. Bruce
Hampton & the Aquarium Rescue Unit,
jazz/blue-grass ensemble Bela Fleck and
the Flecktones, New York rockers the Spin
Doctors and Blues Traveler.

Like the other bands that toured under
HORDE, Widespread Panic's music con-
tains more jazz, funk and fusion than
psychadelia.

"But we're not one ofthose boogie bands.
We don't play shuffles, with three guitars
blazing," Nance told Rolling Stone.

Widespread Panic's inception occurred
in 1981 . when both Houser and Bell played
coffeehouses near the University of (Bor-
gia. But it wasn't until 1985 that Panic
came together as a band. Their first record.

Space Wrangler, was released on an indie
label and their latest eponymously named
album was released on Capricorn Records.
A rockin' show is promised for Spread-

Heads and future Spread- Heads in NoHo
tonight.
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Men's gymnastics defeats Cortland St.
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian correspondent

This past weekend featured two re-

building men's gymnastics teams, the
University ofMassachusetts and Cortland
State, with the Minutemen defeating the
New York school 240.15-223.95. UMass
proved to be the more talented team as

they won every event.

"Cortland State usually has an out-

standing team," said head coach Roy
Johnson.They were pretty weak; they're

a rebuilding team. They are a well coached
team (Eric Malmberg), yet we just caught
them in the right year."

Junior Jason Braud and senior captain
Steve Christensen were the Minutemen's

3^uHC(H (garden ^^ai * ^
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leading competitors. Braud had two first

place finishes, in the floor exercise (9.15)

and the vault (9.05), and two second place

finishes, in the parallel bars ( 8. 75 ) and the

rings (8.5).

Christensen also won two events, the

pommel horse (9.6) and the parallel bars

(8.95 ), and garnered a third place finish in

the floor exercise (8.7).

Rounding out the scoring efforts for the

Minutemen were sophomore Stu Bacher,

who finished first in the rings (8.8). junior

Jay Santos, who tied for second in the

vault (8.75) and finished third in the pom-
mel horse (8.45), and sophomore Tim
Smith, who placed third in the horizontal

bars (7.45).

Johnson was most impressed with how
UMass performed in the pommel horse.

While Christensen took first place, and

Santos took third, Johnson was also happy
with freshman Jason Grant (7.1).

This is the event we improved the

most sinee last week's meet against Navy,"

said Johnson."We went up four points,

and we should continue to improve another

three points."

Johnson was also pleased with the per-

formance offi'eshman Steve Goldman, who
received a score of8.45 on the parallel bars.

The Minutemen now have to focus all

oftheir attention on their next meet, which
is at home against Springfield. The meet
will take place on Wednesday, February

10th, at 7 p.m.. and will be held in Boyden
Gym. Johnson is excited about the

Minutemen's first home meet.

"Four out of the last five weekends
have been spent on the road," said John-

son. "We're finally at home on Wednesday."

women^s gymnastics
continued fronn page 1

1

Notes from the Mat: During her floor

routine, Marshall flashed a smile to a

young female admirer, showing she is

personable both on and offthe mat. When
asked about it. Marshall said she was a
close friend from home.

Marshall and her teammates take to

the road on Wednesday, as the
Minutewomen travel to Southern Con-

necticut, before returning home for a meet
against Northern Illinois next Monday,
Februar>' 15. to be held in the Curry Hicks
Cage. AH are invited to attend.
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women s hoop
continued from page 1

2

Mountaineers responded with a 9-0 run to

take a 17-9 lead. They would not trail the

rest of the way.

Massachusetts was led by senior for-

ward Kim Kristofik and freshman center

Melissa Gurile. who each had 16 points.

Freshman forward Octavia Thomas
snagged a game-high 14 rebounds.

UMass's 1 8- 10, 4-4 league > next game is

7 p.m. Wednesday against Rutgers at the

Cage.
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;i^ lor your work l)rin)>s( miiMfalHin

Uoni your ( o-workers. and even a|>-

plauM- Irooi liijjiHf -ups. Avoid argu-

int; over value ^hoK^•^ Imreased

< ommunualHin results m ijrealcr

understanding

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 *G*n«»is'

nama
5 •— ix>y
9 Andy's pal

1 3 Mountain rang*
of South
Amanca

1 5 Kmttar'a

Mitch
16 Pamtut
1 7 Typa ot angina
18 Brolhar of

1 Acrosa
19 Ataittant

?0 How flat?

22 Kin<] ol school
23 Drags
24Gawltar
26 Maxican

dish

30 Farmar's

homa?
31 Actor Vigoda

and nafnasakas
32 Challanga
35 Cut
39 Author ot

•ThaThraa
Muskataars

41 Gov't, agancy
42 Vardi's forta

43 -Uncla Toms
CatMn'* author

44 Burrower
46 Egyptian

goddass
47 Mist

49 Drawing
51 Lor>g, narrow

S.A. rapublic

53 Traaty gp
55 Pub bavaragas
56 How proud?
62 Baar assantial

63 TIbatan monK
64 Oftan found

with lima

65 City aouth of

Moscow
66 Habraw

maasura
57 Taxas shnne
68 Famous movia

Citizao'
69 Examination
70 Pony's

paca

DOWN
1 Hous# in

Burgos
2 Picnic 'guasts"

3 Brainsto'm
4 Cartam lid«

5 Swiftly

6 Brass
iratrumanis

7 Joumay
8 Assert without

proof

9 How American?
to Fabric with a

wavy, watered
weave

1

1

Command
12 0o7a
14 Minute
21 Require
25 Besides
26 Small boys
27 Adioin

28 Office note

29 How clear?

30 Distribute cards
33 Peak
34 The Grande.

lor one
36 Pari of a 3-

piace suit

37 Norsa explorer

38 Foolhardy

40 EmtMssed
emblem

45 Italian noble
family

48 Fanatic

50 Australian

•bear-
51 Banon of it>e

Red Cross
52 She launched

tO(K) ships

53 Mcxiikars

54 Separated
55 With -run*, k

self control

57 Alike

58 Gael

59 -The

Tenimakar*
60 Singer

Perry

61 Clove hitch,

for example

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

QUI^ UUE]

WUDH IJLIIJHIJ nCJOC

uouo

2/S/93
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DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

Still Tic, Tac, Toeing

Tlirongh Tonr Life?
Let us help irou make some

winning decisions about your ftiture.

Late reirister
for classes
Jannary 27-
Febrnary 0.

UMass
and You -

a winning

tea.ml

Division of

Continuing Education,

607 Goodell Building,

University of

Massachusetts,

Amherst, MA 01003.

o 3C o
3C

u^ o
Evening credit courses

(over 100 m 37 different

departments; most meet
just once a week)

UMass Bachelor of General Studies

degree — part timel

Noncredit worltshops

for business or pleasure

(nearly 100. all winners)

Available University day courses

(hundreds of them, stimulating!)

UNIVERSITY or MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

INDEX
YEARBOOK

General Meeting

Monday, February 8,6:30 p.m.

304 Student Union

ALL WELCOME

ORDER YOUR 1993/^D£:V

NOW!
A 300+ page copy with full color

sections for only $30!

Send coupon to address below and

watch for us on the Concourse!

Make checks payable to: INDEX Yearbook

NAME.
PERMANENT ADDRESS

LOCAL PHONE

#

INDEX, 304 Student Union

UMass, Amherst, MA 01003

545-0848

MULLINS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Thank You For Supporting

The MuUins Center
The University ofMassachusetts wishes to extend a heartfelt "Thank You'

to those individuals, organizations and companies who played an integral

part in making "Welcome to the Mullins Center" such a huge success. Over

20,000 people attended this inaugural event on January 3 1st in the newest

addition to the University ofMassachusetts campus. This event would never

have been possible without all ofyou. Thank Youf

Amherst Police Department

Amherst Skating Club

Amherst Youth Hockey

Association Miti-Mytes

Daily Hampshire Gazette

Coca-Cola

Hadley Piilice Department

Mullins Center Staff

Ogden Entertainment Services

Olde Tyme
Posey the Clown
Print Shack

Set tie

Suffolk Construction

The Games Man
- Trevor Wtmfenden

UMass Intramural Hockey

UMiss Minuteman Marching Band

UMass Wtjmen's Basketball Team
Union News/SpringficId Republican

University Auxiliary Services

University Department

of Music and Dance:

Marimbas

Ja/z Ensemble I

Orchestra

Symphony Band

Chapel Jazz

A Cafellas

Trombone Choir

Sax Quartet

Brass Quartet

University Environmental

Health and Safety

University Fine Arts Center

University Physical Plant

University Public Safety

University Publications

University Relations and Development

University Solid Waste Management

University Transit Services

WRNX - FM

And a Special Thank Yntt to tlye thousands ofstudents, staff,faculty and the public

who attended our inaugural event Wr lookfiinvard to urlcomingyou hack

ATTENTION:
UMASS COLLEGE STUDENTS\
LPINE COMMONS

133 Bclchcrtown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002 (413) 256-0741

Grand Opening Special

at Alpine Commons
Short Tenn Leases

4 -Bedroom $650

3 -Bedroom $600

2 -Bedroom $550

Includes All Utilities

Great location, convenience & a price

gou and your roommates can affordi

Don't wait another day, call todayl

256-0741

COLLEGIAN
Monday, February 8, 1993 / Page 1
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w m^ "• ~ Monday, February 8, 1993 ;Women s gymnastics sweeps Temple, Rutgers
By ARTHUR STAPLETON r,. oo. ttm„„„u„„^-__-.. *.._»., .. .. "^

..
r^ ^ ^^^^m. k^

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

The whole is greater than the sum ofits
parts. In sports, the team is greater than
the sum of its individual performers.

Last Saturday, in Boyden Gymnastics
Center, the University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team pulled every-
thing together as an entire squad, de-
feating both Temple University and the
Lady Knights of Rutgers University.

Junior Margeret Furtado and senior
Tammy Marshall led the way for the
Minutewomen, as they tied for first place
in the Ail-Around competition, posting an
overall score of 38.40 for each.

Despite receiving a less than Marshall-
esque performance overall from his best

gymnast, UMass head coach Al fie Mitchell
said his team rallied around Furtado and
others in overcoming a day filled with
obstacles.

This was a better meet than we had
last week, as far as staying together as a
team, and people fighting really hard,"
said Mitchell. "Margaret had a great meet.
She hit every event, and the score is well-
deserving."

Furtado, who was nervous before the
meet began, was extremely happy with
her day as well as her team's two wins,
and agreed with Mitchell on how the team
achieved success.

"I think we really stayed focused on
what we were doing, and tried to do it the
best we could. We stayed in it and pulled
together," Furtado said.

BOSTON

A Graduate Degree ... A Year Abroad

A Global Perspective!

Would you benefit from the expenence of studying abroad'

Is your graduate major international business or international relations?

If so. then coiuider Boston University's Overseas Graduate Centen!

The Hatter of Science in Management (M$M) it offered in
lelgium. England. France, kracl. Italy, and Spain

The Master of Arts (MAJ in International Relations is ofFercd in
Belgium. England, and France

C<Min« have »,i imcnut <.iul cmphasit and jic uught in English
Clasies meet cvcnings/weekeniii. Admission in January. Apnl or September

For brochure and applicarion. pleat* call or write:
BOSTON UNIVERSITY OVERSEAS PROGRAMS
H3 Bay Sutc Road. Botton. MA. USA 022IS-I7t3

Tel: «I7-JS3>2M2 Fu: tlT-JSJ-TUO

n •ccrrdiird by riir h4rw Ei^iiaml

An n|ual ofponunHy. WRmiMiw actiaa

AaoriMKHi of SHtooli I

Marshall went through a grueling day
as she and the other 1991-92 Most Valu-
able Players for the athletic teams here at
the University were introduced to the ca-
pacitycrowd attending the UMass-Rutgers
men's basketball game at the WiUiam D.
Mullins Center at halftime. approximately
one hour before the meet.

"I think that [attending the presenta-
tion) kind of distracted me a little bit, just

because I had to totally stop gymnastics for

45 minutes, run over to the game and miss
half of warm-ups. It threw me off a little,

but I tried to stay focused," said Marshall.
Even after all ofthis, Marshall turned in

an incredible performance on fioor, bring-
ing her closer to the elusive perfect "10".

However, the judges saw fit to give her a
9.90, once again tying the school record.

Turn to WOMEN'S GYMNASHCS. page 8

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University ot Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily*

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20e per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

Deadline: two days prior to pubhcation

Men. -Thurs. 830-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 13 Carripus Center

• FOR SALt
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Acnvmn

Laerierehlp, Friandahlp. 8«>rlc«
Rush Alpha Phi Omaga
Information M—tings:

TOMGHT' 7pm McNamara Lounge
TOMORROW 7pm Thofaau TV

Lounge

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spaaa Altocatlon Preceae
Attn: RSO's and GSO's who wtHild like

10 aiDlv (of office space in the CC/S»u
denl Union complex may obtain applic

Mio«i to do so at the Board of Gover-
nors office 817 CC or SAO 416 Student
Union.

OeaMne to submit applications:

Mardi S, 1993

Co
~"

I ioln the UMass RaquetbaU Club.
A meeting for all beginning and ad
vanoad students will take place on Mon
Feb at 5 pm at the Mullins Center
RwiMlball Courts. For more info call

DonM 546-1527 or Collin at 549 4349

AUTO FOR SALE

n ffard Marciiry Zmplt*r
4 door
New Brakes. 100,000 miles

$660 tvo Marcy 253-0770

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add 51

5496098
549-6073

FOR RENT

Amherst room to rent 300 no first last

security daytime 545 6395 nite967-4065

Fridge Rental 253-9742 delivered free

Room Available t27S/mo S Am
herst call Stacey 253 5326 large apt great
roomaie

FOR SALE

Iguaita with everything S100 00
Lights etc 6 7109

MACSE/30
40 MB HO. 2 MB RAM
Extended keyboard ft carrying case
WOOb.o.
Call 256 0260

Wmt F#no#r StfSl
S300
549 5871

FOR SALE - AUDIO/VIDEO

Stereo components: Used /recondi
tioned, area's largest selection. Buy/
sell/trade at Stereo/video Exchange.
Sundays 10 4 inside Jackson's Flea
Market. Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley.
Other days call 256 0941

FOUND

HP Calculater on CamptM Ctr couch
Call 6 4986 to identify

HELP WANTED

ATTENTION STUDENTS Excellent
opportunity to make great money, own
your own business. Distribute self de
fense products and earn big profits. 1

800 7583210

Evening Jobsl Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. $100/wk. . On Bus line

584 W30.

Extra SSS Extra SSS Extra S«S
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery coordinators delivery help
for the Boston Glotie Mon Fri

Sunday in Amherst apt. Complex
areas. Routes available with or

without transportation. Early hours
good pay. Please call 1-800 858 4275

then press lero.

Extra tM Exua SM Extra «M
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery persons for dorm • office

delivery of the Boston GlotM Mon
Fri • Sunday Early hours good pay
Please call 1 800 858 4275 then press

;ero

INTERNA-nONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic converse
lional Er>glish at>road. Japan and Tai-

wan Many provide room and t>oard

and other benefits > Make S2000 S4000 •

per month. No previous training or

teaching certificate required. For em
ploymem programs call 1206) 632- 1 146
ext J5001

Sick of DC Meal Plan?
Meal plan in exchange for kitchen work
if interested call

Jim Houston at

549 4919
At 496 North Pleasant St

The Undergraihiato Admiaaiona of-

fice is now accepting applications for

Tour Guides. Student Admissions
Rerpesentatlves, and New Students
Program summer counselors Please
visit their table on the Concourse
through the 11th.

INSTRUCTION

Horeaback riding leasona available at

Hadley Farm: Spaces open in Beg I TuTh
10:10 am and Beg II TuTh 12:20(1 credit)

Lab Fee: $250.00. Weekly lessons
available on Fridays. Call 549-2863 lor

more information.

Laam to Scuba dive earn two credits

Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, or

Thursday at Curry Hicks 7-10 pm 1-800-

2820977

Physics and Math Tutor
MA in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

KIM FROM PUFTON

I sold my books to you on Wed morn
ing in the SOM Library. I lost your phone
# and I need to ask you a question (and
I think you're very pretty.) Please give
fhe a call - DREW (From Salem)

LOST

At Tetman Oym Saturday Jan 30th
Mens Seiko digital watch with green
velcro band S50 reward call Mike 665
8282

REWAROII
Lost Woman's Seiko watch
Call 585 8898

MUSIC

Spoakars. Raconing
Home, Auto. Pro
ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1 781-2327

MUSICIANS

Kaytieardist Wanted: Phish, Allmans,
Creative Improv 256 8115

ONE EYED JAKE

Trumpet player needed Blues rock
Inl. Management Gigs Compact Disk
Record Contract pending. Graduating
senior preferred. Not Serious? Don't
Bother!

Call Steve 549 8120

PERSONALS

EMMI
Where are you?
People are asking
I haven't an answer
Get in touch I'm always around
BABA

Feb 10 marks the day of that first

magical kiss one year ago Bub?,
here's a lifetime of magic I LOVE
VOU, LEEi

Love Darren

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY ERICH
I Love You!

Gina

Jessica J.

You are the most beautiful girt I have
ever meti Let's go out soon

your secret admirer

Luke.
Let's get this straight. I said NO and I

meant it"

We didn't forget your btnhdsy' Hope it

was great'

Love,

The 3 Sluts

RIDE NEEDED

Ride to Rochester/Syracuse area 2/12
(long weekend! Will share ALL ex
penses Rebecca 256 3191

ROOMATES WANTED

2 females or couple to share room
S160 each or S275 for single, beautiful
apartnr>ent 665 7604

Room for rent Amherst behind
Baybanks 213 00 per tnoiMh call 549
4388

TRAVEL

Roomate Neadadllt
M/F to share two l>edroom Brandywine
Apt

175.00/mo.

549 5868

Single or Double available
Right uptown 5 mm walk lo campus
Available 2/8 Heal included $260
Above Cafe DiCarlo 256 4662

Timeout Barsias Oalanos
Single room spilling distance away
256 4662

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst Area
(or free testing and confidential caring
help Amherst Carriage Shops
549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph D 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Florida SPRING BREAK
7 nights Beachlroni SI 39 159
RESERVE rooms NOW
Call CMI I 800 423 5264

Roundtrip ticket to Mardi Gras
For Information call 546 5471

Scuba Dive Kay Largo
Spring Break. Call Proiect Deep
1 800 282 0977

Spring Breaii:

CANCUN. NASSAU
from S299

Organise a small group for FREE Irip

Call 1(800)Get Sun 1

••••Spring Break »3»»«»
Cancun $479' Jamaica $499i

Daytona Beach $169' Organi/e a small
group and travel FREE! New England's
largest spring tneak company!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '93! Last chance! Ja
maica, Cancun, Bahamas, from $459!
Florida from $1 49 Organi;egroup travel

free! 1 800 426 7710

TAKE rr OFF! 1

1

Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

WANTED

RAOUETBALL PARTNER
Male Of Female
Denise 549 6170

UMass Update is looking for report
ers and writers for the news show call

Sempy at 545 1336 or at 546 3021

WANTED TO RENT

3 responalble women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

Klfa want to take over your teasel 4
person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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The WHMP-FM

Game Summary

RUTGERS 34-33-67
MASSACHUSETTS 49-33-82

MASSACHUSETTS (82)
Barbee 3-810-101 8. H. Williams 3-

16 5-6 1 1, Roe 8-9 9-12 25, Kellog
0-2 4-4 4. Malloy 6- 120-01 3. Dingle
2-5 0-0 4, M. Williams 2-5 2-2 7, C.
Robinson 0-0 0-0 0, Cottrell 0-1 0-0

0. K. Robinson 0-0 0-0 0. Totals:
24-58 30-34 82.

RUTGERS (67)

Jones 0-3 1-21, Phillips 0-8 4-9 4,

Weiler 4-8 0- 1 8. Santiago 5-140-1
1 1 . Worthy 11-15 5-5 27, Redden 2-

2 2-2 6, Lumpkin 2-3 0-0 2, Rich 1-

4 0-0 2, Kolbasovsky 2-5 2-5 4,

Stewart 0-0 0-0

Three-point goals: Rutgers 1-7

(Santiago 1-2, Worthy 0-3. Lumpkin
0- 1 , Rich 0- 1 ) , Massachusetts 4- 1

7

(Barbee 2-6, Kellogg 0-2, Malloy 1-

4. Dingle 01. M Williams 1-4).

Rebounds: Rutgers 39 (Weiler 8).

Massachusetts 37 (Roe 11). As-
sists: Rutgers 11 (Santiago 3).

Massachusetts 17 (Barbee. M. Wil-

liams 4). Fouled out: None.
Attendence: 9.493.

Player off the Game

basketball
Lou Roe, 6-7 Sophomore Forward

Sophomore forward Lou Roe abso-
lutely dominated underneath, scor-

ing a career-high 25 points on near-

perfect shooting. Roe made it a per-

sonal mission to neutralize Jamal
Phillips. Roe had 1 1 rebour>ds and
was named Co-A- 10 Player of the

Week.

Why UMass Won
The Minutemen marched to the foul

line all day, hitting 30 of 34 free

throws. UMass dominated play un-

derneath, thanks to Lou Roe, anid the

Minutemen jumped out to a huge
lead in the first half.

Atlantic 10 Standings
1. Massachusetts

7-1 .875 15-4 .789
2. St. Joseph's

4-2 .667 13-5 .722
3. George Washington

4-3 .571 14-4 .778
4. Temple 4-3 .571 9-8 .563
5. Rhode Island

3-4 .429 12-7 .632
6. West Virginia

3-4 .429 10-7 .588
7. Rutgers 3-5 .375 10-10 .500
8. St. Bonaventure

0-6 .000 10-8 .556

Catch all the Minutemen
Baskett>all Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the

John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Minutemen defeat Rutgers
Massachusetts coasts to 82-67 win over Scarlet Knights
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

In college basketball, conferencegames
frequently separate the haves from the
have-nots.

This was never more evident than
Saturday afternoon at the William D.
MuUins Memorial Center, where the
University of Massachusetts basketball
team crushed the Rutgers Scarlet Knights,
82-67.

The Minutemen (15-4) jumped to a
two-game lead in the Atlantic 10. im-
provingtheirconference record to 7-1 while
handing Rutgers its third loss in a row.
UMass never trailed in the game, and
took advantage of the Scarlet Knights'
chippy play by hittmg 30 of34 free throws.

"This was a good win for us,' said head
coach John Calipari. "To compete for the
league title, we have to win our home
games. I think we played well, and we hit

all the free throws that counted."

Rutgers (10-10), which fell to seventh
place in the A- 10 with a 3-5 record, had
only one weapon to the Minutemen's five.

Steve Worthy was Rutg:er8' star, facing ofT

against Lou Roe (25 poinU). Harper Wil-
liams (11). Tony Barbee <18). Jerome
Malloy ( 13 ) and Mike Williams (7). It was
a mismatch, to say the least.

UMass dusted off its infamous press,

using pressure defense from the start to

force turnovers in building an 8-1 lead.

Roe.whowasnamedco-Atlantic 10 Player
of the Week, played well from start to

fimsh, winning the openingtapand scoring
the game's first points.

The closest Rutgers ever got was 12-7.

but UMass' 17-6 run. capped by Tony
Barbee and Jerome Malloy's 3-pointers
put them up 29-13.

Roe. who scored a career-high 25 points,

made nodisguiseofhiscontempt for Rutgers
forward Jamal Phillips, last year's A- 10
Freshman ofthe Year. Roe held Phillips to

four points, and after the game said he felt

the award should have been his.

"I always get motivated playing Rutgers
because of Jamal Phillips, the Freshman
of the Year," Roe said. "I felt I really

deserved the award. He knows and I know
that when I step on the same court as him,
he's got to be ready for a war."

CMRISTOPf«R EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Mike Williams and the rest of the men's baskett>all team destroyed Rutgers 82-67 Saturday

at the Mullins Center.

The contest resembled hand-to-hand
combat, with Rutgers getting into foul

trouble almost immediately. Rutgers had
seven fouls with 13 minutes left m the
half, and was over the limit with nine
minutes.

The hour-long first half took its toll on
the Knights as Donnell Lumpkin accu-
mulated four fouls, and Mike Jones and
Andrew Kolbasovsky each had three.

Rutgers, for their efforts, were able to

take Roe out for a few minutes after a
razor-sharp elbow connected with his head,
and Kennard Robinson was seen sporting
an ice pack on his ankle.

Roe pimctuated his successful day with a

spectacular alley-oop dunk from Mike
Williams.

Worthy, historically a Minuteman as-

sassin, was the only person who could
keep Rutgers within reach. The 6-foot-5

guard scored a game-high 27 |X)ints, but
even his efforts could not bring Rutgers
closer than 10 points.

When Rutgers closed the gap to 61-51
with 10:43 left in the game, head coach Bob
Wenzel was slapped with a technical foul,

and UMass had momentum firmly in hand.
"This wasn't a spurty game," said

Wenzel. "They established the lead early
and kept it throughout. We played against
an awfully good team."

First Rutgers game bolstered team
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian SUff

Nine games and nine wins ago. Univer-
sity of Massachusetts guard Mike Wil-
liams buried a buzzer-beating three-
pointer to propel the Minutemen to an 82-

78 victory over Rutgers.
With that single shot the mood of the

Minutemen went from confused to confi-

dent.

UMass was struggling. It was minus
its star Harper Williams. It hadjust lost in

embarrassing fashion to Cincinnati on
national television and had opened league
play with an ugly loss at Temple. UMass
looked more NIT than NCAA.

After the game, an ecstatic Calipari
walked out of his team's locker room and
said. That was f—ing huge." He went on
to declare it the most important UMass
victory of the past five years. Bigger than

Syracuse, bigger than Temple.
Following Saturday's 82-67 victory over

the same team, Calipari held to his original
statement and the longer the current
wirming streak grows, the truer it rings.

"It's the biggest win since I've been a
coach here," Calipari said on Saturday. "If

we lost that one we're in the tank."
Calipari's players agree.
"It turned our season arotmd," forward

Tony Barbee said. "It was a big game. We
were on the balance beam and ifwe lost we
were going to fall to earth but instead we
dug down and found a little more and
Mike hit the big shot."

Mike Williams said, "We really needed
that win. It gave us a real boost of confi-
dence when the team was a little down.
We began to understand what we had to
do to win games."

The wins have certainly come. Nine
straight victories, including seven in the

Atlantic 10. At 15-4. 7-1 in conference, the
Minutemen should jump back into the
Top 25 this week.

Despite being two up in the loss column
on second place St. Joesph's, no Minute-
man thinks the conference race is over.
UMass still has to play road dates at West
Virginia, St. Joe's, Rhode Island and
George Washington.

"We've got a long way to go." center
Harper Williams said. "The road trip is

going to be tough but we just need to keep
playing our style. We're playing with a lot

more confidence then we were before (the
first Rutgers win)."

In the locker room at Rutgers, Calipari
spawned a new team motto, "Refuse to
lose."

"That doesn'tmeanwewin every game,"
Calipari said. "It just means we make
another team earn a victory."

So far, his team has won every game.

Minutewomen drop 2 league games
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After pushing their record up to 8-8 (4-

2 league) last week, the University of
Massachusetts women's basketball squad
was certainly a confident bunch heading
into St. Bonaventure last Thursday night.

But the Lady Bonnies ignored all of
this, as they avenged a 20 point drubbing
on January 23 by disposing of the
Minutewomen 90-63 thanks to five

Bonaventure players scoring in double
figures.

Massachusetts was right in the game in

the first halfafter forward Octavia Thomas

hit a jumper to pull UMass within two
points, 27-25, with 5:54 remaining in the
first half But the Lady Bonnies went on a
13-6 run, led by game high scorer Suzie
Dailer's (20 points) two three-pointers, and
boasted a 40-31 halftime lead.

St. Bonaventure poured it on in the
second half, however, with forward Jodi
Urich scoring 10 of her 14 points and
forward Melissa Jurecki scoring 11 of her
13 points.

Despite the loss, the UMass front line
was impressive, as freshman Thomas
scored 17 points and had 1 1 rebounds, and
teammates Kim Kristofik and Melissa
Gurile chipped in with 16 and 15 points

respectively.

Saturday, another strong performance
from Thomas, Kristofik and Gurile went
for naught as West Virginia pulled away
in the end for a 67-51 victory.

In the second half, the Mountaineers
stretched their 10-point halRime lead (32-
22) to 16 points at 46-28. During that run,
West Virginia was led by guard Lori
Quertinmont's (game-high 22 pts) eight
points and Anna Tillman's (17 pts) four
points. UMass (which shot 40.7*7^ from the
field to 35.5% for W.V.) pulled to within
eight, but could get no closer than that.

UMass last lead was at 9-8, but the
Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, page 8
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Research lab expected to spur economv
By KENDRA WILLETT Detitiven.«« in hi.h-t».K««..^, n.M„

^ JBy KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

A partnership of resources between the University,
the state and federal government and private industry
can be used to increase the nation's competitiveness in
high technology fields, according to U.S. Senator John
Kerry (D-Mass).

Kerry's address formed part of this year's annual
National Research Forum for Industry, held yesterday
and today in the Student Union Ballroom.

The Research Forum is a two-day event to highlight
some of the most recent advances in computer science.

Gov. WiUiam Weld will address the Forum tomorrow
at 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Kerry spoke about the federal government's role in the
Center for Real-time and Intelligent Complex Comput-
ing Systems (CRICCS), which has opened a center here
at the University. CRICCS began operaUng at the Uni-
versity last October.

This center will bring money not only to the Univer-
sity, but will also stimulate the local, state and national
economies as well, according to University officials.

This conference is one of the more important ones
that we can engage in," Kerry said. ''And this center for
CRICCS is the key for unlocking the future."

Commentingon how the nation's recession and result-
ing problems in distributing resources has set the United
States back. Kerry said he believed the federal govern-
ment must concentrate on restoring the nation's com-

petitiveness in high-technology fields.

The challenge of the country right now is forming a
competitive task force on how we will maximize our
producte and keep them there," Kerry said.

Kerry was recently appointed as chairperson of the
Senate's Commerce Committee on International Trade.

The initial $15 million in fimding for CRICCS came
from the Commonwealth ofMassachusetts, the National
Science Foundation, the Department of Defense and 15
partners from private industry.

According to Kerry, who had just returned from an
economic cortference in Switzerland, other countries are
looking toward the United Sutes to pull them out of
crisis.

"We need to recognize our role and make a significant
shift of our nation's resources." Kerry said.

Kerry said the ClintonAdministration planson shifting
10 percent ofthe nation's defense budget to civilian uses.
He said the Clinton Administration's goal is to eventu-
ally shift $7.8 billion from the defense to civiUan sectors
of the economy.

There are endless possibilities in which CRICCS is
going to pay off as we move towards the next century."
Kerry said. "And in many ways it will benefit the Pioneer
Valley and the University."

Kerry said the ultimate goal ofthe CRICCS system is
to raise the national standard of living, something he
feels the Clinton admimstration is willing to do.

"•It is high time we have a president who will recognize
these issues." Kerry said.

Town seeks tax dollars
to close fiscal shortfall

REBECCA PETERSON t COLUGUN
U.S. Sen John Kerry spoke yesterday as part of the

University's National Forum for industry.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

With Amherst's $2 million budget defi-

cit, some residents say the University of
Massachusetts is costing the town mil-
Ikuu. Money, they say, the town has yet to

"It is hard to have a lot of tax-exempt
property when everyone else is paying for
services. It would be nice, ifthe University
•would work with the town." said Janice
Ratner, the chairperson of the Amherst
Finance Committee, an independent body
appointed by the town moderator.

Because the University is tax-exempt,
the state is supposed to pay Amherst for
the facilities the University uses. The
University utilizes Amherst's fire depart-
ment, ambulance service, and school sys-
tem.

There are 81 children attending the
Amherst School System whose guardians
pay no property taxes to the town, accord-
ing to Town Manager Barry Del Castilho.
Because they live in University Apart-
ments, their guardians do not have to pay
property taxes, Ratner said.

Ratner saidmany ofthese students need
extra tutoring in their native language and

this creates a high cost for the town. Ac-
cording to a document from the Amherst
Finance Committee, if the town does not
get enough money from the state, they may
ask for "impact payments for (Amherst

I

school students in tax-exempt housing."
But the last time the state gave Am-

herst money in lieu oftaxes was fiscal year
1988, when the state gave the town
$204,583. according to state Sen. Stanley
Rosenberg (D-Amherst). This fiscal year
the state has agreed to give the town
$85,815, Rosenberg said .

By changing the tax formula, which is

now only on land, to include services,
Rosenberg said it would help bring the
money in lieu oftaxes back to 1988 levels.

Back in the mid-1980s, students living on
campus were taken out of the formula,
which cost the tovm about $5 million in
lieu of taxes, according to Del Castilho.

IfAmherst does not get enough money
from the state. Del Castilho said the town
may be asking the University to start
paying for Amherst's services. These could
include compensation for the motor ve-

hicle excise tax that students pay on their
cars to their hometowns, according to
documents firom the Finance Committee.

Turn to TOWN, page 8

AG scrutiny decried
NOW blasts alleged 'double-standard'
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The National
Organization for Women started a
phone and fax campaign today to pro-
test "a double-standard" the group says
kept federal Judge Kimba Wood from
being nominated for attorney general.
The White House denied the charge
and insisted Wood was not "fully
forthcoming" during her interviews.

"All the conventional wisdom says
she didn't jump, she was pushed," said
NOW President Patricia Ireland. "I

think she absolutely got a raw deal."
The White House said Judge Wot)d's

employment of an illegal alien would
have made confirmation difficult.

On the allegation of a double stan-
dard. White House Communications
Director George Stephanopoulos said.

There is no evidence to support that

contention. All people who are nomi-
nees are now being asked the question.
When we became aware of this situa-
tion, we made sure everybody com-
plied."

He said the White House now rou-
tinely asks potential nominees if the
have problems similar to Zoe Baird, the
corporate lawyer who withdrew her
nomination for attorney general after
it was revealed that she had illegally

employed aliens in her household as a
nanny and driver.

"In the case ofJudge Wood, we asked
several times, as we have all nominees
— men and women alike."

He said President Clinton and Vice
President Al Gore did not break immi-
gration or tax laws in the hiring of
household help.

Administration officials, speaking
on condition of anonymity, have said

Turn to SCRUTINY page 4

Jet, airliner collide over Iran,
resulting in at least 132 dead

SHELLY FORTIN / COLLEGIAN
LIGHTS, PENCIL, ACTION - Senior painting major Kara Karajewski sets the lighting

for a stilWife drawing of her ceramic pots.

By NEIL MacFARQUHAR
Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran — An Iranian airliner

with 132 people on board collided with an
air force jet after takeoff Monday from
Tehran's main airport and exploded in a
fireball as it plummeted into a military
compound. There were no survivors.

The leased, Russian-piloted Tupolev
airliner was bound for the northeastern
Shiite Muslim holy city of Mashhad, and
most of its 119 Iranian passengers were
pilgrims. The crew of 13 included a Rus-
sian pilot and four other Russians. No
other foreigners were on board, aviation
authorities said.

The Russian-designed Sukhoi fighter
was taking part in an exercise to mark Air
Force Day, when 14 years ago its com-
mand pledged allegiance to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's Islamic Revolution
— the first armed force to do so.

Authorities gave no information about
the crew of the fighter, but Iran's official

Islamic Republic News Agency reported
the pilot and co-pilot also were believed

killed.

IRNA reporter Sattar Oudi, who saw
the accident as he drove to work e
Mehrabad Airport, .said the jetliner wai
about 1,300 feet high when the collision
occurred at 10:15 a.m.

"The airplane was just taking off and
the fighter came from the opposite side
and the two collided," he told the Associ-
ated Press.

The airplane fell out of the sky. It hit
the earth and exploded. There was a very,
very terrible noise, fire and smoke." he
said.

The plane fell in an empty lot inside a
compound oflran's Revolutionary Guards
Corps, 25 miles from the center of the
capital.

There were no casual ties on thegroimd,
sentries at the base said.

The guards refused to allow non-mili-
tary personnel into the fenced compound,
turning back even forensic experts. The
guards said the wreckage of Flight 962
and the bodies were strewn over 600-
square-yard open area inside their com-
pound.
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UMass Police Log
ARRESTS

• A University ofMassachusetts student was arrested
early Friday morning on Orchard Hill Drive, according to
police. Chris J. Petropoious. 2 1 , was arrested on two counts
ofassault and battery with a dangerous weapon, one count
of possession of a firearm on a college campus, and one
count of possession of a firearm during a breach of peace.

• Jesse Despo, 18, was arrested Saturday night for
being a minor in possession of alcohol, and for possession
of a class D controlled substance.

DISTURBANCES
• A woman reported she was awoken by two people

outside of her dorm room who were yelling anti-Semitic
statements early Sunday afternoon. After the subjects
fled she discovered more remarks written on her door's
message board.

Compiled by Michael Webber
Keceni incidenis recofdt-d by the Univvnily's IJefurlnn'm of Public Sahty

• Envirorunental Health and Safety personnel discov-
ered an M-80 firecracker had been set offin the mailroom
of Dickinson residence hall and notified the police early
Sunday morning. Some of the mail was rejjortedly dam-
aged.

• An individual came to the University Police station
Friday evening seeking advice on how to resolve a dis-
pute among family members.

• Police were called by staff in Chadbourne who
reported finding several windows broken on the fourth
floor and a large hole in the plaster on the wall.

THEFT
• An individual whose vehicle was towed from the

Campus Parking Garage Friday afternoon reported the
vehicle had been broken into. A men's suit and cassette
tapes valued at $300 were reported stolen.

Book examines Catholicism
Cloud of Unknowing explores the nature ofmantra
By DAVINA CHOJNOWSKI
Collegian Correspondent

A 14th-century book by an unknown author may help
readers to understand the mystical side of Catholicism,
according to a professor of English who spo^e recently at
UMass.
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"These words will help focus and are
used to reach a state of recollection.

Many people aren't aware of the
mystical side of Catholicism.''

- Dr. Maika Will, Ph.D.

concerning "Cloud of Unknowing"

A crowd of about 50 gathered in the Newman Center
Sunday night to listen to Dr. Maika Will speak about the
14th century book The Cloud of Unknowing'
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The Women's Issues Dept.
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articles in the Women's
Issues Editor's mailbox.

Or just call 545-3500 to get together.

Will, who received her Ph.D. in English and American
Literature from the University of Massachusetts and is
now a professor of English at Christendom College in
PVont Royal, Va.. discussed the Cloud author's ideas on
mantra.

Mantra, Will explained, is a single syllable word
repeated over and over in constant repetition. The Cloud
author suggests using one of three words during mantra— those words being love, God and sin.

These words help focus and are used to reach a state
of recollection." Will said. "Many people aren't aware of
the mystical side of Catholicism."

The Cloud of the Unknowing is one of the master-
pieces of Catholic mysticism, according to Will. It was
written in England by an unknown author in the late
14th century.

Will's lecture is one of a series of Cardinal Newman
Lectures over the semester.

According to a deacon at Newman, the Cardinal
Newman Lectures are focused on bringing Catholic
thinking and reflection to the UMass campus

The Third World Affairs Desk
is looking for writers.

If you are interested in

working on news which
pertains to the Third World,

please contact Ines
c/o the TWA Desk at the

Collegian offices,

1 13 Campus Center,
or call 545-3500.
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Prof, discusses
role of Hebrew
literary histoiy
By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Stafl"

.kJ^^^k'^. u"***""^T^
'"^j'*'" changes and adaptations

throughout history. Hebrew literature has ma.nU.ned along and nch tradition, ac-cording to an acclaimed expertHebrew and comparative literature
Dr. RobertAlter. professerofHebrew and CompariUve

•terature at the Umversity of California at Berkley

.'.^•"n .*'r/^'*''*"^"'* '" '^'^«^"» Hebrew Literature -

^^ i J u °V^ ***' "'^^'^ Approximately 40 people
attended the lecture.

Alter is a leading international scholar and his books
include a critical study of Fielding, a biography of
btendhal. and two prize-winning volumes on bibhcal
poetry and narrative.

Some ofhis more recent works include The invention ofHebrew Pmse and The World OfBihlual Literature Alt^
has i-ecieved numerous awards and fellowships as well

AJter s lecture discussed two centuries of Israeli liter-
ary history and Its assimilation or translation for themodem world.

There seems to be a misconception."Altersaid "Peopleassume that Hebrew literature arrived with the Zionistswhen Israel was created, but in truth has a history that
extends way into the past."

He alsostated that"Hebrew was never a dead ianguajte
It was used by Jews well before the modem age andl«8
an intense but flickering half-Ufe because of the many
peoples the Jewish people encountered in the diaspora "

Alter discussed the many modern Hebrew literary
activities going on in Israel today. He also described the
nature and anomalies of the Hebrew language.

Alter said Hebrew contains three important factors
First. It has a polyglot context, meaning it is a contested
language. Secondly, is its sheer longevity. Hebrew has
the longest literary use and is still perfectly usable in themodem world. Finally. Hebrew expresses many hidden
ideological balances. Alter said.

He discussed Hebrew as being a diglosia. or the
condition of speaking two languages simulUneously "

Alter mentioned the Haskalah or Jewish enlighten-
ment in Europe from 1783. the year of the first Hebrew
Journal, until 1881 and the pogroms in Russia. He went on
to discuss in great depth various literary authors of past
Hebrew literature in Israel and around the world. Some of
Uiese include Chaim Nachman Bialik. whose writing uses
dialogues through allusion in both poetry and prose.

"All his poetry teems with allusions to the various books
ofthe bible as well as hidden meter that is strictly biblical

"

Alter said. Mendele. another Hebrew author, made
grammar and syntax of Rabbinic Hebrew the norm.

In 1948 the "age of revolution" ended and Hebrew was
•established as a national language. This revival, said
Alter, was a "reaction ofplaying with spiritual dynamics."

Local News
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Behind the scenes at the DCs
Testing kitchen serves as starting point for all items
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Ever wonder how that beef strudel came to be on your
dJmng commons plate? The origin of ciyun-style sc'rod''
Or chicken pucks?

It all starts out in a room full of stainless steel
equipment, the epitome of cleanliness, kept at a cool
temperature when not in use. That is, the food testing
kitchen. ^

LocatedonthetopfloorofWorcestorDmingCommons
the food testing kitchen is the launching ground for all
new menu items in the DCs. Foods are prepared there
with precise measurements of ingredients recorded and
set before a food testing panel. The panel then decides the
fate of the items — rejection or a new addition to dimng
commons cuisine.

Dianne Sutheriand. staff dietitian for all the dining
commons, oversees the preparation and testingofthe food

"Vendors usually contact us with offers to try new food
products. We ask for samples from some of them "

butheriand said. Recipes from magazines, like "Restau-
rant and Institution" and -Food Service Management-
are also tostod, Sutherland said.

"These are all prepared in the test kitchen. Anything

on the menu gets tested there first." Sutheriand said
An«r the food is prepared, a test panel of 10- 18 people

evaluates the product m such categories as appearance
texture, taste and aroma. If the product gets a passing
score. It may become a new menu lU-m. Sometimes
further testing 18 neceasary, Sutherland said.

The test panel, which includes food service managera
** W^'".^ '"^"^^'^- ""** ^^^^ *« ^''Pht students from'
a HKTA class, meets once or twice a week.

"Approximately 2C0 products are tested during a
school year."

Sutherland said. "Over 50 percent are rejected."
Suianne Brodney, who graduated from UMass last

December with a bachelors degree in nutriUon. works
with Sutherland as a test kitchen assistant.

"It's different. It's a fun job. You get to cook." said
Brodney. who is currently Uking graduate courses in
nutntion.

"I help prepare recipes in the test kitehen and set up
for the test panel. Also. I type up student comments on
the DC. after the dietitian and managers have read
them." Brodney said.

The cards are then kept on file for future reference she
said.

Turn to FOOO. page 8

German writers must
forget past, prof, says

WHAT A VIEW
between classes.

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
This is the view one gets walking down the stairs of Tobin Hall

By SAMUEL KENNEDY
Collegian Correspondent

The Nazi past and a growing neo-Nazi
movement heavi ly influence writers in post-
Cold War Germany, Siegfried Mew said
yesterday duringa lectureatSmith College.

Mew, who is 59 and moved from West
Germany in 1961, spoke to audience of
about 40 under dim lights casting long
shadows over his face. However, the omi-
nous setting was a contrast to the lively
nature of Mew. a professor of Germanic
Languages at the University of North
Carolina.

"German Humor is no laughing mat-
ter," Mew joked in reference to the moral
tone which is the mark ofmodern German
literature.

Mew described how East Germany's
secret police, known as the Stasi. corrupted
and controlled publishing during the Cold
War. The Stasi would coerce writers to
inform on colleagues critical of the gov-
ernment and fear of punishment limited
expression on all levels. Mew said.

Now that records of East Germany's
government are available, many writers
have been discredited by proof that they
participated in Stasi oppression.
Mew added that the writers and the

"intellectual elite" from East Germany had
been skeptical about re-unification, which
they had often referred to as an
"unstoppable train" in fear that their in-

volvement with the Stasi would be revealed.
Writers from West Germany now con-

trol all media since re-unification. leaving
most writers from East Germany with
only memories of their past influence and
a reputation for corruption. Mew said.

East German writers played the role of
antagonist in the re-unification of Ger-
many, according to Mew. but many are
overcoming their nostalgia for divided
Germany. Mew said Gunter Grass exem-
plifies this trend with his recent publica-
tion ofThe Call ofthe Toad." which offers
a lenient view of re-unification.
Mew said the democracy and decency

of modern Germany should dispel fear
that atrocities ofthe past will be repeated.

World perception of Germany became
more sympathetic on Nov. 9. 1989 when
Germans celebrated the end of the BeHin
Wall, according to Mew, becau.se "people
were amazed that Germans were capable
of having a good time."

Although there is a demand for more
literature emphasizing aesthetics, writ-
ers, particulariy playwrights, are com-
batting a surge of ethnic tension. Mew
said. Many Germans mistakenly blame
an influx ofimmigrants for recenteconomic
hardships, but the true cause is the re-
unification itself. Mew said.
Mew said after the lecture that his

memories of World War Two are vague
and people should remember the war but
guard against dwelling in the past.
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Prof, urges bisexuals
to 'smash' stereotypes
Rv Mli^I AMU." nu'oii \f* . .
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By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

When examining television talk shows
and news features, it becomes painfully
clear to Robyn Ochs that the media has
generated and perpetuated a distorted
image of bisexuality.

Ochs. the co-founder of the Boston Bi-
sexual Women's Network and a professor
at MIT and Tufts University, spoke last
Thursday afternoon to approximately 25
students and faculty members about what
it means to be bisexual in a culture that
defines the term in a limited, misinformed
manner. Ochs' writings have been pub-
lished inBiAny OtherName:Homophobia:
How We All Pay the Price and Closer to
Home: Bisexuality and Feminism.

"We live in a culture where the word is
loaded with stereotypes and misinforma-
tion." Ochs said.

According to Ochs. talk shows like
"Geraldo" reinforce the myths that bi-
sexuals are promiscuous, unfaithful. HIV-
infected monsters who "lead double lives"
by having simulUneous relationships with
both men and women.

"When talk shows are looking to do a
show on bisexuality. they are only looking
for someone who can produce a male and
female lover at the same time." Ochs ex-

scrutiny

plained.

Contrary to mainstream belief. Ochs
explained that a bisexual is anyone who
has the potential to be attracted to someone
of the same sex.

After showing disturbing media clips
which she felt reinforced societal confusion.
Ochs stressed the need for bisexuals to
smash all the stereotypes, especially those
making them "invisible."

"All bisexuals are invisible," Ochs said,
asserting that society has created a
dichotomous model ofsexuaUty instead of
a continuum of sexuality. Trapped in this
cultural model, people can either be recog-
nized as heterosexual or homosexual, but
very rarely as bisexual.

"It's sad when a person's sexuaUty is

defined by the gender of the person they
are dating," Ochs said.

Sadly, a woman seen with a man is
assumed to be heterosexual and a woman
seen with a woman is assumed to be les-
bian when both could be bisexual, ac-
cording to Ochs.

Ochs encouraged gays and lesbians to
embrace the bisexual commumty and
recognize it as an equally important part
of the fight for gay civil rights.

According to Ochs. "It's time for us to
open our minds and celebrate the diversity
among people."

continued from poge 1

the president could nominate an attorney
general "in a day or two" following Wood's
withdrawal under pressure on Friday

Ms. Ireland said NOWs 600 chapters
nationwide would be asked to call the
White House, Congress and radio talk
shows.

"We want to make the point that there
is this double standard and there is this
double burden on women," Ireland said.
"Ifwomen are going to be held accountable
on how they juggle work and family, then
men should be held accountable, too."

Reminded that Commerce Secretary

Ron Brown belatedly paid taxes for a three-
hour-a-week employee. Ms. Ireland said.
"I don't think we can achieve equality for
women by bringing men down. We are
aft«r changes in public poUcy and public
perception that the child care issue won't
be used to keep women out of positions of
power."

Stephanopoulos said he was not aware
ofany other senior administration officials
or Cabinet members who failed to pay
taxes.

He also defended the decision to seek
someone other than Wood, who once hired
an illegal alien as a baby sitter.

WRITE FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES
113 CAMPUS CENTER

ASK FOR STACY MALONE

University of Wisconsin-Plattevill

"//you have built castUs in the air,
your work need not be lost.

Thai is where they should be.

No\*'fut thefoundations under them."

—Henry David Thoreau

Learn Your Way Around The World
Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain,
for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year

• Courses in liberal arts and international business
• Fluency in a foreign language nal required
• Home-stays with meals
• Field trips

• Financial aid applies (except for summer session)

Application deadlines:

• April 1 for summer session

• April 30 for fall semester
• October 20 for spring semester

For a program description and an application, call toil free-

1-800-342-1725

AIDS numbers on rise
Spanish-speaking educators needed

BOSTON (AP) — A study showing
Latin Americans have a disproportion-

ately high rate ofAIDS cases in Massa-
chusetts demonstrates the need for bet-

ter Spanish-language AIDS education
programs, the report's co-author said.

A report by the Latino AIDS Consor-
tium ofMassachusetts found that Span-
ish-speaking Latin Americans, who
make up 5 percent ofthe state's popula-
tion, account for 12 percent of AIDS
cases.

Its co-author. Nicolas Parkhurst
Carballeira, told The Boston Globe that
poverty, a lack ofprevention programs
that take into account language and
cultural differences, and too little state
money for AIDS programs targeted to
the Latino community are among chief
reasons for the disparity.

"Ifwe don't do something, it's going
to get worse," said Carballeira. first

secretary ofthe Latino Health Institute.

Consortium representatives met last
week with state health officials to dis-
cuss improving AIDS education pro-
grams targeting the Latin American
community, Carballeira said.

He said they "agreed in principle" to
seek more money for Spanish-langiiage
programs and to try to make AIDS
education programs more effective.

The report was based on state public
health information. It said the Depart-
ment of Public Health indicated that 9
percent of its AIDS service contracts
for this year are to agencies that are
primarily Latino.

But the report said some of those
agencies do not have providers who

speak Spanish.

The report said that of 666 Latino
men and women in Massachusetts di-

agnosed with AIDS as oflast month, 55
percent were infected as a result of
intravenous drug use.

Ofall cases involving Latina women,
28 percent resulted from heterosexual
sex with an intravenous drug user
rather than from theirown use ofdrugs.

The number of Latinos infected as a
direct or indirect result of intravenous
drug use accounted for 28 percent ofall
such AIDS cases in the state, the report
said.

But these figures are imprecise be-
cause Latino men may be reluctant to
admit to having had homosexual rela-
tions or may have a different under-
standing of what constitutes a homo-
sexual act.

The AIDS transmission figures in
the report are similar to those in stud-
ies of AIDS transmission in Puerto
Rico, Carballeira said. Puerto Ricans
make up the largest group ofLatinos in
the state.

The report refers only to Latinos
from Spanish Latin America because
they are the dominant Spanish-speak-
ing population in the state.

They appear to be in a worse pre-
dicament than Latinos and Hispanics
nationwide, who comprise 9 percent of
the population and account for 17 per-
cent of reported AIDS cases.

'I think it has a lot to do with the fact
that the Latino community in Massa-
chusetts is the poorest in the nations,"
Carballeira said.
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^^^^^P- ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ <^^^w the line on free speech^
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been so alternately praised and vilified than our first
freedom: the right to free speech. Nat Hentoff, writer for
the Village Voice and The Washington Post, frames both ^, ii;

fnr t^\^^^''}
°^^'' **"' ^»'"«t Airiendment rights I IKinUrM Kil

i^^ifnev;hook,FreeSpeechforMeButNotforTheeHow UNDHQLM
the American Left and Right Relentlessly Censor Each

~
Other.

HentofT. with a mixture of legal and visceral rhetoric
comes down firmly on the side of free speech - absolute
free speech. While the book sometimes becomes muddled
in the repetition of this thesis, it is fascinating to read

two questions: "Where do we draw the line on^fr^'
speech and, "Is a minority viewpoint being censored
unfairly by the majority?"

Eric

about attempts all across the nation toTenvIZ,ir»hpi; V^"'^^^- '^ " P^^^onged stare at a female student sexual

Take speech codes. Universities across the country
are setUng them up as a method of fostering racial

HT:ZlteVut^^Hsir:^^^^^ ^, T- T^- « --' -^^^^^s demonstraUon in 1950.
who are "insensitive." where do yOraw fhe hne' ?^ i^^^'^^J'lt"''

"^ ^' nght-thinking Southerners who
...^„.„ : .._ •

.
°° y?" <»•:«* ^^^ '»ne. For believe that the movement is a part of a communist plot

and that It ISm their-best interest*- to censor the activists.

-r>--- "• V..V. ,....,^ mail lAJ jJiesieiU
his side of the story? How about the rights of the 12
students who wanted to hear what this representative
had to say? Apparently, this was not important (certainly
not to Abbie Hoffman) because, after all, the CIA is not
the Boy Scouts and they deserve to be censored It is
unfortunate that the 12 students were not allowed to
make thisdecisionforthemselves— instead, theirdecision
was made for them by those acting in their "best inter-
ests .

Now imagine a civil rights demonstration in 1950b

of the censor are done with good intentions.
Free speech includes the right for Nazis to march

through Skokie, a Jewish suburb ofChicago where 5 000
Holocaust survivors reside; the right for the KKK to
march in the South; the right for Louis Farrakhan to call
Judaism a "gutter religion;" the right for pornography
the right to burn a flag; the right to sing a song or give an
inaugural address. Now, while some may find these

student detailing the words or actions that would offend
them. Even then, who would decide what is in violation
of the code and what is acceptable? Presumably they
( whoever "they" are ) would just know.

Some years ago. Abbie Hoffman, Amy Carter et al
came to UMass and blocked a CLA recruiter from ap-
pearing on campus. Twelve studente had signed up to
meet with the recruiter, but had to return home. The,.ca.ple. of Tree speech- ob.e..lonabl,. H^;^"^{^ ."'^.rconlliSrwas el:^^wTtrrX'to^

If free speech was squelched every time it went against
mtgonty opimon, we might still believe the earth is the
center of the universe ( Kudos to Copernicus and Kepler)

John Stuart Mill said, "If all mankind, minus one
were of one opimon, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no more justified in
silencing that one person, than he, if he had the power
would be justified in silencing mankind " Viewpoints do
not disappear because we refuse to hear them. Censor-
ship and speech codes do not eradicate the disease of
bigotry and racism; they only hide the symptoms The
only way to deal with offensive speech or alternate
opinions is with better speech and better opinions.

Eric Lindholm is a Belcliertoun resident.

Women need self respect
Welcome to the year of the woman, the

decadeofthe woman, theera ofwomen! For
those of you up on your Time- Life books,
you're probably aware that 1992 was the
official Year ofthe Woman, and that at last
check, it is now 1993 But as a woman, I

don't feel like being treated like a Chinese
New Year's animal . Tomeeveryyear isand
should be the year of the woman, because
we deserve more than one measly year.

Stephanie

EISENBERG

Still viaitu^ for \h& Ord^r
_"W»I TMf CLOiKT Tyf Ufnc'i

Spike is an artist, not a politician
This has been an interesting beginning'

to Black History Month. Spike Lee has
come and gone with a barrage ofcriticism.
Well, here's a news flash: Spike Lee is an
African-American filmmaker.

As a Black filmmaker. Mr. Lee may
have had experiences which differ from
those of White filmmakers. Spike Lee
might be inclined to speak about his ef-

forts to make films. If students went to
Spike Lee to obtain their yearly dose of
Black political thought or simply to hear
another African-American political intel-

lectual, they went to the wrong event. If

Laser display
inappropriate

I concur with the expression of
concern that a portion of the laser
light show at the Mullins Center
open house was inappropriate [Col-

legian, Feb. 3) and apologize for its

inclusion in the events of the day.
The material displayed Sunday was
not included in a preview reviewed
the previous day. Ifit had, we would
not have given approval to include it

in the Sunday show. We have ex-

pressed our displeasure and concern
to the contractor of the show who
acknowledged an error injudgement
and expressedregret forthe inddent.

It is unfortunate that this insen-

sitivity marred what was otherwise

a successful day in celebration ofthe

opening of the Mullins Center.

Paul P. Page
Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance

people were not pleased with his discus-
sion of film, that is a different story.

The media portrays Spike Lee. partially
due to his own efforts, as a political

spokesperson. Yet students must learn
that not all African-Americans are pas-
sionate, politically-aware leaders, nor can
they all play basketball.

Yes, Spike Lee does try, not always
successfully, to deal with political issues.
but it must be remembered that he is an
artist and entertainer. Ifstudents want to
hear the thoughts of politically active Af-
rican-Americans. I encourage you to go
hear Angela Davis. I guarantee she will
say something provocative. Take an Afri-
can-American studies class. There are
brilliant professors in the department who
enjoy students of all backgrounds.

As for the money—what did you expect?
Spike Lee is an entertainer. Those kind of
guests cost money, big time. As with most
entertainers. Mr. Lee's honorarium was
decided by a booking agency, regardless of
the amount to which Spike initially agreed.

Spike Lee is not the greatest speaker,
and he is not Malcolm X. However, he is a
star. Afrik-Am, the group that brought
him, deserves a lot of credit. They worked
very hard, raised money and pulled off a
large-scale event with little difficulty.

As for the critics, welcome to reality.

The media often manipulates our expec-
tations and perceptions. Spike Lee's image
is no exception. Black History Month
should indicate the diversity and wealth
of the African-American community. It is

not wrong to demand more from public
figures, but it is foolish to expect one
individual to engage the entire political

spectrum.

Steve Sparling
Amherst

There was a reason for declaring the
year of the woman, and as much as I hate
to admit it, it did serve a purpose: it helped
women become aware of themselves as
females in today's society, as well as help-
ing to reaffirm the ideals that women de-
serve more than they get and what they
accept. It's unfortunate that we needed a
year to declare that, but apparently we do.

All too often I am witness to .strong,
bright women succumbing to treatment
far less than they deserve. And I'm not
sure whether it's because they feel they
don't deserve better, or they just act like
they don't and then accept the treatment
they receive. This happens in all facets of
life — in the home, in relationships and
especially in the workplace.

There is a big difference in how women
perceive themselves and how they portray
themselves, and often it is this difference
that helps perpetuate the problems that
plague women. It has been drilled into
women's heads that they deserve better
treatment in today's society. I'm willing to
bet that there is no woman on this campus
who doesn't believe that in some facet of
society she deserves better, because she
belongs to the exclusive club of women.

Yet some women portray themselves in
a way that leads others to believe that not
only do they not deserve better, but that
they don't have enough self-esteem to de

mand better. Examples ofthis range from
the secretary who still takes out her Imms*
dry-cleaning to the college student who
allows herself to become just a little t«i
promiscuous, and then questions w by she
is never respected by men
Women are very good at stiindiiig up

and shouting any time they feel their
rights have been violated. We quote laws
and statutes, threaten to sue and quickly
insert the term discrimination Yet we fail

to see where the basis of the women's
movement needs to begin, and until we
accept and realize that, we will continue
to take small strides instead ofgreat leaps.

The women's movement begins inside
ourselves, and we must not permit our-
selves to be treated in any way that can
possibly undermine this. We know we
deserve better. We know we need l)etter.
We know we want better. So why don't we
just act it? Running back and forth to
court crying discrimination does absolutely
no g(K)d ifwe don't have the guts U) respect
ourselves in everyday situations.

Self respect is a crucial aspect of the
struggle for equal rights, and .something I

should have addres.sed before. But I must
say that males are still largely to blame for
the way women are treated in this s<Kiety.
and just because I feel women need more
selfrespect in order to .successfullycontinue
the fight for equal rights doesn't let them
off the hfK)k — they're still guilty.

Women are beginning to make .some
terrific changes in society (it doesn't hurt
that there's a Democrat in the White
House), and it would be silly to see them
hinder them.selves because ofsuch a small
thing. At such a crucial time. I know there
is no woman who wants to halt the progress
that we have been making slowly but
surely. Be sure ofyourself; aft^r all this is
the "time of the woman." You're a woman— let them hear you roar!

Stephanie Eisenberg is a Collegian
columnist.

Students need to help themselves
UMass cannot solve its problems by

trying to find somebody who will do it for
us. A lot of people had the idea that Spike
Lee wouldjump on stage, get asked. "How
can we cure our racial problems. Spike?"
and he would answer with the "cure your
University's racial problems in three easy
steps" plan.

Everybody will agree that $16,000 is a
big wad of cash. Lots will agree that the
University of Massachu-setts did not get
their "money's worth" out of Spike Lee's
performance. So in other words. UMass is

$16,000 in the hole and still stuck with
racial problems — racially uneducated,
perhaps. The money could have been bet-
ter spent but it's too late.

But wait. Let me quote Nathan Crick
[Collegian, Feb. 5|: "I thought the people
asking questions were three times as in-
teresting as Spike Lee. especially the two

women who had affinities for making their
own miniature speeches." This is an inter-
estingcomment, because these two women
were not paid $16,000. These two women,
for free, did more to help the problems
UMa.ss has than Mr. I^e did. They cared
about UMass more than Spike. That's not
saying that Spike is not a caring person or
that he doesn't care about UMa.ss. UMass
is not his responsibility.

UMass is our responsibility and we
have to solve our own problems. It is
obvious that we can do it. Some ofthe men
and women who asked Spike Lee questions
show that we have the kind of people who
can work together to solve our problems.
We ourselves must find the answers and
not pay someone else to.

Eric S. Kamila
Northeast
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Mather Career Center Presents

The Annual University-wide

Wednesday, February 1 0, 1 993

10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Prospective Employers in Many Fields

All Majors welcome!

Bring your resume

Collect business cards
and meet valuable contacts

up for campus interview, job referraj/^i
alumni network programs ^

Five College Students Welcome
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What's the Daily Collegian
got for you. . . ?
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Complete coverage of all campus
sports by one of the nation's best
college sports staffs . . .

Coverage of important
events on campus . . .

Music, theater and
art coverage and
reviews . . .

State, national, and international

news from the wires of the
Associated Press . . .

... as well as a daily crossword puzzle . . .

and CALVIN AND HOBBES.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1890

Celebrating 25 Years as a Daily Paper • 1967 - 1992
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continued from poge ]

"I think in general we feel we should be
getting money in lieu of taxes or the Uni-
versity should pay some charges for ser-
vices," Del Castilho said. "Frankly I prefer
in lieu of taxes because it comes from the
state rather than the University."

But there is other property in town that
is also tax-exempt. Churches, federal and
local government buildings such as the
Jones Library, the VFW Hall, the U.S.
Post Office, and conservation land, are
tax-exempt, according to Town Assessor
David Burgess.

Amherst College, except for its faculty
housing, and Hampshire College are also
tax-exempt. Del Castilho said.

Ratner said the town is pushing for
Amherst College and Hampshire to con-
tribute money for the town's services that
the colleges use.

Businesses in town must pay a prop-
erty tax. but those on campus do not have
to pay the tax, according to Ratner. This is

unfair to the businesses in town, Ratner
said, because the businesses on Univer-
sity property such as the barbershop are
not for educational purposes.

But a manager in the University Store,
who asked not to be identified, said as an
Amherst resident, he could understand
the town's position because the Univer-
sity does use many of the towns facilities.

He added that he believes the Store pays

food

its fair share of taxes.

"We do pay everything just like the
outside. We pay electricity taxes and con-
tribute to fire and police," he said. "Every-
thing we make goes back to the building.
The building is owned by the students.'

This has been a question for years," he
said "I see it as generally as a fair and
equal retention."

Ron Perrault. co-manager ofthe Hatch,
said the state makes students exempt from
meal tax, which has been a part of the
controversy. With less state and federal
money being given to the towns, Perrault
said "everyone is looking for revenue."

Larry Kelley. an Amherst resident and
Town Meeting member, claimed that be-
cause the University does not pay enough
taxes, his property taxes have increased.
This spring when the town examines its

budget, Kelley said he expects proposition
2 1/2 to be overridden.

"What I am worried about is the poor
blue collar types, who are retired, living
on a fixed income and their property taxes
are going up," Kelley said.

Ratner said homes valued over $200,000
had a general property tax increase of 10
percent, while the homes valued below
$150,000 had a property tax decrease of 7
percent. She mentioned that although
property taxes in general had increased by
2.5 percent over the past year, asteasor's
evaluations of homes have gone down.

JENN LITTL£ / COLLEGIAN
MAN'S BEST FRIEND - An unidentified canine patiently waits for his master outside

Durfee Conservatory.

Hockey player ruled innocent
in case of alleged beer-spitting

continued from page 3

Brodney said students' opinions about
the DC do matter

"A lot ofeffort goes into menu planning.
You can't make everyone happy. Ifa lot of
people are unhappy, there's an effort made
to change," Brodney said.

Many of the products tested are for
ethnic nightfi at the DC. said Sutherland
Started three years ago, the ethnic nights
offer entertainment, provnded through the
Residential Arts Program, and interna-

tional cuisine. Past ethnic nights have
included Mexican Night, Slavic Night and
Soul Food Night.

A lot of time is taken in planning for
these menus, Sutherland said. An effort is

made to get members ofthe featured com-
munities to contribute recipes and test
them for their authenticity.

A Greek Night, featuring such dishes
as spanikopita and pastitsio, is scheduled
for later this semester. A Southeast Asian
Night is planned for the fall.

OSHAWA, Ontano ( AP)— Enc Undros
was found innocent today of charges he
spit beer on a woman

Lindros, the 19-year-old who plays for

the Philadelphia Flyers, shook hands with
his lawyer after Justice Rhys Morgan is-

sued the acquittal. Thejudge said defense
evidence raised reasonable doubt.

"Being accused ofsomething you didn't
commit and gaining that much media at-

tention. I don't think it does anybody much
good," Lindroe said. "I know 1 never did it

and I had people to back me up. It felt good."
Morgan suggested Lindros drop coun-

tercharges against Lynn Nunney, a 24-
year-old factory worker, who alleged he
spat and poured beer on her last Nov. 29.

"The dispute could have been resolved
that night without criminal charges,"
Morgan said. "Unfortunately, the posi-
tions of both parties hardened."

Nunney said the incident occurred af-

ter she refused to make room for the NHL
player on a packed nightclub dance floor

at Koo Koo Bananas in Whitby, about 36
miles east of Toronto.

Lindros said he wasn't going to try to
avoid similar situations.

Flyers spokesman Mark Piazza said in

Philadelphia the the team was relieved.

"AVe're happy that it's over and done
with and he can get back and concentrate
on playing hockey," Piazza said.

In trial testimony ending Thursday,
witnesses offered sharply conflicting ver-
sions of events. Nunney said Lindros re-

peatedly pushed her toward the edge of
the dance floor and emptied a bottle of
beer on her head and spat beer in her face
when she tried to stop him. Her testimony
was corroborated by her sister and a
friend.

Eligibilily:

rormal:

STUDENT AFFAIRS SPEQAL SERVICES
236 WHITMORE

Is there something you irould like to say
before graduating?

Vou are invited lo submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Graduating UMass-Amhersl senior.

Submit not more than three word processed or typewritten
pages, double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking
lime.

Subject Matter:

Submit Proposals To:

Selection Process:

Text should concern higher education, and be relevant to tlie

University and your experience(s) liere.

Paul R. Appleby, Director. Disability Services, (non voting
Committee Chair). 231 Whitmore, 545-0892.

A committee of students (majority), faculty, and staff, will
review proposals. Authors' names will have been deleted to
ensure objectivity. Ratings will be assigned. Selected authors will
be invited to 'audition* before the committee (in March). A final
selection will then be m^de by the committee.

Deadline:

For additional

informallon:

Wednesday, Febniary 19, 1992, 4:30pni.

Paul Applebyi Selection Committee Chair, 5-0892 or the office

of Student Affairs Special Services. 5-3480.
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RESIDENT ASSISTANT
l^/ SELECTION PROCESS

""'Be An for the 1 993-94 Academic Year
RA

Resident Assistants (RAs) are live-in, part-time,
student-staff members. Duties include

facilitation of community development, programming,
referral counseling, administrative functions,
enforcing University policies, and assisting

with house management.

Applications are available In all Cluster Offices.

Applications are due February 22. 1993. Apply today I
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J.C. Superstar
opens tonight
in MuUins Ctr
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Jesus Christ Superstar is a musical phenom-
«>on.

Started as a collection of rock songs in the late
1960s, Superstar has been incarnated as a hit
"rock concept" album (2.5 miUion sold), a string of

S.R.O. concerts, a
Broadway musical
(with a then-record
$2.5 million ad-
vance), a cult film,

and no less than
three original cast

. -_ recordings.
Superstar caUpulted Tim Rice and Andrew

Lloyd Webber into superstardom. and made the
careers of Ben Vereen. Murray Head, and Yvonne
EUiman.

In the 25 years that have followed its creation,
no other musical has been so successful in so many
different types of media.

Now, Jesus Chrtst Superstar is back, in what
looks to be a far more promising production than
Robert Young's recent hit-and-run tour. Opening
tonight at the Mullins Center, this latest entry into
the Superstar log reads like a glorious compromise
of the musical's previous forms: A fully realized
stage production (in the tradition of the Broadway
version) with rock orchestrations (in the tradition
of the concept album) and concert sound (in the
tradition ofthe concerts, for those ofyou scoring at
home ).

Among the supporting players in director/chore-
ographerTony Christopher's production are former
Styx musician/vocalist Dennis DeYoung (once
Kilroy. now Pontius Pilate) and Grammy and Os-
car winner Irene Cara (Mary Magdalene).

But the biggest news of this production (and a
definite treat R>r fans ofthe movie) is the reunion of
Ted Neeley and Carl Anderson, the dynamic duo
who played Jesus and Judas in the film version of
20 years ago.

Arguably the finest actors to have ever filled
these roles. Neeley and Anderson were both un-
expected choices for the film, beating out some very
notable competition.

Neeley. whose sad eyes and enormous vocal
range made him ideal for the part, beat out Deep
Purple's Ian Gillan and Broadway's Jesus Jeff
Fenholt.

Likewise, Anderson's energy and high-wire
emoting led him to be selected over two acclaimed
Judases — Actor/Rock Singer Murray Head ("One
Night in Bangkok") and Ben Vereen (whom Ander-
son replaced, in the Broadway production ).

The action of Superstar covers the last seven
days in the life of Christ, as seen through the eyes
ofJudas Iscariot.

The combination ofTim Rice's lyrics andAndrew
Lloyd Webber's music make for a rich and varied
score— and one which made history by producing
two hit singles before the show ever saw the inside
of a theatre.

Some numbers, such as the infectious "What's
the Buzz" or King Herod's blasphemous cabaret
number ("Prove to me that you're no fool/ Walk
across my swimming pool") are fun catchpenny
tunes — but there is more depth to this musical
than the title might suggest.

Lyricist Rice (Ecita, Chess) is in top form here,
putting unlikely spins on one of Webber's (Cats,
Phantom of the Opera ) best scores. It was Rice, in

fact, who turned an old Lloyd Webber country and
western tune CI Dream of Kansas Morning") into
the unforgettable "I Don't Know How to Love Him."
in which Mary Magdalene agonizes over her in-

ability to understand Christ. The song was both an
enormous hit (in a recording by singer Yvonne
Elliman) and a minor controversy — due to its

sexual subtext.

Some of Rice's other creations for Superstar
include "My Mind is Clearer Now," in which Judas
realizes he must betray Christ, and "Gethsemane"
in which Christ himself becomes racked with self

doubt ("Why should I die? Would I be more noticed
than I ever was before?").

Rice and Webber have gone on to some larger

commercial successes, but none of them can top
this most wonderful musical. Throw in Neeley and
Anderson, and what you have is a dream produc-
tion of a dream musical. Don't miss it.

Jesus Christ Superstar will beperformed Feb. 9
and 10 at 8 p.m. in the Mullins Center.

Saxophonist jazzes up NoHo
Kenny Garrett will play tonight at the Iron Horse
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

Feb. 9 is the day Seven o'clock is the time. Kenny
Garrett is the guest. Be there!

"Who is Kenny Garrett?"you ask? Ofcourseyou don't'
Everyone knows that Kenny Garrett is an up-and-coming
saxophonisL/genius.

As a young performer, he has been considered bymany cntics to be somewhat of a musical prodigy. One
can expect great things from a musician this young with
as much experience as Garrett's had— his performances
are living proof of that.

Starting out with a variety of musical interests,
Garrett mainUined a firm hold on jazz. This was a
smart choice.

After brushing off plans to attend Berkeley School of
Music so that he could play on the road as part ofthe Duke
Ellington Orchestra. Garrett's future looked bright.

Following the three years he spent tounng with the
Ellington Orchestra. Garrett proceeded to move to New
York. While in New York, he got to plav with the Mel
Lewis Orchestra, the Danny Richmond Quartet and the
Freddy Hubbard and Woody Shaw line-ups.

In 1986. Garrett joined Art Blakelv and the Jazz
Messengers, which was yet another milestone in his vast
array of career opportunities. He once again got the
opportunity to tour and this lime was able to record a few
albums. From there, Garrett joined up with Miles Davis
and his recording line-up and got the touring experience
of a hfetime.

TheNew York Times remarked that "withM r. Garrett.
Mr. Davis has a perfect foil. A blasting raucous saxo-
phonist who isn't too shy to play complex be-bob lines.
Few musicians can even come close to the emotional
territory Mr. Davis regularly travels. Mr. Garret came
close."

With such an impressive musical background at an
usually young age. one can easily expect great things
from Garrett in the future and excellent performances in
the now.

WSRI 95.3 FM presents Kenny Garrett and his quar
let, who will play for two sets beginning at 7 p.m. at the
Iron Horse, in Northampton. Tickets are S9.50 Adv

CCXlRTtSYWAIII«»aROn«IW
Kenny Garrett, an up-and-coming sainphona genius, wiN

play the Iron Horse tontght at 7 p.m.

Write for the
Collegian's Arts Desk
and get FREE* tickets.

VIP Admission to music,
tiieater and arts events around

the Pioneer Valley.
* Arts editors may require you to write a brief review or

take a photo. For details, contact the Collegian.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
FOUNDED 1966, THE ARTS COUNCIL FOSTERS
EXCELLENCE & SCOPE IN THE ARTS ON CAMPUS

did you know that...

• IN THE LAST 3 YEARS THE ARTS COUNCIL SUPPORTED
lOOS OF GALLERY EXHIBITIONS.

lOO's OF ARTFUL PERFORMANCES IN THEATER, DANCE & MUSIC
lOO's OF PUBLICATIONS, POETRY READINGS,

SUDE LECTURES & WORKSHOPS

YOU...
• COULD ENRICH THE UNIVERSITY WITH YOUR

CULTURALLY DIVERSE EVENT.

iSHOm^COUNTYOUR ART RELATED PROJECT INTO OUR NEH 100'

THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL GIVES FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO THE ARTS
• CALL & ASK ABOUT AVAILABLE FUNDS FOR FALL & SPRING CYCLE.

DEADLINES 2/19, 3/26/ & 4/23.

• WE CAN HELP, CALL 545-0202, 203 HASBROUCK

7 \f
STOPAT OUR TABLE

ON THE CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE ON 2/9
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MasterCard
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Bell Canada
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Diners Club
Carte Blanche

JCB Cards

Sprint guarantees that your rates on every operator assisted
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UE^^edians joiiTfolk singer in H^mpd;,!Entertainers create aura ofcamraderie
*«iiipucn

By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

GLB Cafe
Hampden Theater
Feb. 7, 1993

This was my first GLB cafe. I had
never heard of the folk singer. Cathy
Winter, or the two student comedians
whose humor I was about to experience
As I walked into the dark, unfamiliar
room, It seemed too small to be called the
Hampden Theater.

Yet. as 50 warm faces began trickling
into the informal space and the perfor-
mance began, the room turned out to be
just the right size for a lught ofcomfortable
conversaUon. powerful folk music and two
very funny comedians.

The night's entertainment began with
Edgar Macintosh and Tone Nunes. two
gay University ofMassachusetts students
who kept the audience tearing with
laughter as they hilariously recounted
their "first experiences."

They called their style, "method act-
ing."As each told his story, the other acted
out the scenes, adding uniqueness and
charm to the performance.

Edgar equated his "first gay experi-
ence" with a "bad afier school special."
while Tone recalled singing "Let's Get
Physical" by Olivia Newton-John while
on a family vacation trip with his first
crush.

The comedians' easy style set the tone
for the rest of the evening, generating an
aura of comfort, relaxation and pensive-
ness as the poetry and music of Cathy
Winter encompassed the dark theater.

Cathy Winter, who just released her
third solo album entitled Next Sweet Time
on the Flying Fish label, has been con-
tributing to women's folk music for over
two decades.

Even before her solo performance at
the Second National Womens' Music
Festival in 1976. she has captured audi-
ences with her portrayals ofthe struggles
and rewards ofbeing a bisexual woman in
what she feels is a misogynistic.
homophobic society.

When asked why she performs, Win-
ters said. -I like to feel that when people

come to my concerts they come away
feeling validated in what excites them
about their lives, and what gives them a
hard time."

Through a compelling presentation of
poetry and music she achieved her goal
touching souls. Her poems meshed to^
gether in sequence, reinforcing the fact
that they were the product of one unique
life and experience. With a gentle confi-
dence she connected syllables in ways
never before heard, generating powerful
images and emotions.

Her poems, unlike her music were
predominantly about love and relation-
ships Many addressed the conflicts be-
tween dating a man and being a feminist,
and dating a man and remaining an ac-
cepted part of the gay community. Some
dealt with the struggles faced by working
women and relationships, while others
were simply beautiful, passionate poems
about love.

Yet while her poetry focused primarily
on bisexual womens' love, her music cen-
tered around womens' continual struggle
against social and economic oppression
and the struggle for autonomy. One song
was about Lucy, a single mother and cab
driver in New York who. despite her pov-
erty, thrived on her strength and deter-
mination.

Another song addressed violence
against women, recalling a well-known
media event in which women were sys-
tematically slain at a Canadian univer-
sity by a man wielding an automatic
weapon.

Yet the most wonderful song of the
evening, called "Waltz Her Around the
Floor Mane", celebrated the victory oftwo
women high school seniors, who were al-
lowed by the courts to go to the senior
prom together.

Winter's comforUble. informal style
added to the power
of the performance as she asked the au-
dience to use their keys and feet as back-
ground percussion, and encouraged people
to sing along with her.

Cathy Winter is a wonderful and im-
portant folk artist who is worth support-
ing. Her next performance will be next
Friday night at the Green River Cafe in
Greenfield.

C«h^„«, p,rion«d .. m, GLB Cate ,„ H^^pd.., The«., on S^'il^^'"'

Our Black Men
will inspire

perseverance
By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Suff

Tonight the Black Mass Communications Project
will be sponsoringOur Young Black Men Are Dying
And Nobody Seems To Care at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.

Our Black Men. . . ig a dramatization of the
experiences of the men playwright James
Chapman has known on the streets, in jails and in
shelters.

II' A. X . * 1^ . _ "*^ •<***' / COLLEGIAN
University of Massachusetts students Edgar Macintosh & Tone Nunes shared their hu-

morous stories with the audience at the GLB Cafe.

''The play is a vehicle to address
social problems that Black men
go through/'

Peter Ribeiro

BMCP General Manager

Ehrected by Chapman, the performance is in the
tradition of African storytelling, creating an oral
history that brings to light the forces threatening
the survival of the African men in America.
The play is a vehicle Lo address social problems

that Black men go through," said BMCP General
Manager, Peter Ribeiro.

The one man skits will range from a story about
a gay Black man deciding to come out. to a story of
Black men in prison on death row to black men with
AIDS.

Chapman, being the "voice of reason" through-
out the play, will help present the spectrum of
problems faced by today's Black men from all dif-
ferent angles. The audience will be given a how.
what and why look to these problems in the
American society.

According to Ribeiro. the cast does research on
each ofthe areas they perform in. and they are very
knowledgeable about the issues pertaining to Black
men. The cast also refers to recent stories on the
news to keep the content of the play up to date.

Ribeiro says. "The fact is lOur Black Men | is so
creative that it really leaves you |the audience)
thinking about solutions to the problems. It was
the most moving play I've ever seen."

Started by Chapman in 1983 as a suicide note,
the play quickly became a passionate plea to young
black men to overcome stereotypes. It became a
plea for survival instead.

"I was watchingmy friends die." says Chapman.
This call for love and change has been experienced
by thousands of people across the country, and it
has been laden with excellent reviews from around
the country.

The BMCP's objectives in bringing this pro-
duction to the UMass community is to "to provide
an entertaining event with a lot of creativity that
would be able to remedy these situations and cel-
ebrate Black History Month."

Tickets are $5 for the public and $3 for Five-
College students and children. The tickets are
available at the Fine Arts Center Box office. Please
call 545-2511 for more information.

CONTACT
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Legal experts debate
public servants' ethics
By NITA LELYVELD
Associated Press

WASHINGTON-Smokingmarijuana
spelled doom for a Supreme Court nomi-
nee but it couldn't derail the nation's first
Baby Boom president. Hiring an illegal
alien scuttled the attorney general hope-
fuls— even one who never broke the law.

Just how and when ethical standards
will be applied to public servants is a fuzzy
matter. Should Americans expect perfec-
tion from their highest officials?

*AVe seem to lurch back and forth be-
tween what we consider sort of appropri-
ately in the public purview and what we
consider private." said Jean Elshtain, a
professor of political science and philoso-
phy at Vanderbilt University. "Sometimes
we're forgiving, and sometimes we're not."

President Clintons first attorney gen-
eral nominee. Zoe Baird. knowingly"broke
the law when she employed illegal aliens
to take care of her children.

Most legal experts believe that right-
fully disqualified her from the post of
attorney general.

"I think most Americans expect fairly
high standards in their elected ofiicials,"
said Robert Royal, vice president of the
Ethics and Public Policy Center in
Washington. "But in the Justice Depart-
ment, we have an expectation that they
should be above average, ifnot impeccable.

Alter all, an attorney general is sort oflike
a police officer or captain."

But many say the case is much less
clear against Kimba Wood, who withdrew
Friday aOer being talked up as Clinton's
likely choice. She had hired an illegal
alien but had broken no laws.

"I think she basically got caught in the
crossfire after a legitimate question was
raised about Zoe Baird," said Ronald N.
Green, director of the Ethics Institute at
Dartmouth College. "It was her misfor-
tune."

Ethical considerations are murkie^ still
for other political jobs.

The easy confirmation of Commerce
Secretary Ronald H. Brown, a former well-
connected lobbyist, is an example of how
strangely Americans apply their ethical
codes, Elshtain said.

"Let's call it the Ron Brown problem.*"
she said. "Here is a person with a million-
dollar handshake and a nice red carpet
connecting his corporate life to his govern-
ment Ufe. But people don't seem bothered."

"My hunch is probably we're almost
cynical about the Ron Browns and other
Washington insiders. We're used to it,"
she said. "But when it comes to women
coming into these top slots and issues
being raised about how they raised their
children, that strikes home. People can
compare their own experiences and their
own lives."

COLLEGIAN

Costs of death on rise
Expensive burials haunt bereaved
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press

MOSCOW— The high cost ofdying
has created a new kind of Russian
"refusenik." In the macabre slang of
morgue workers, the word now refers
to bodies that are identified but not
claimed by relatives.

The reason is simple: agrowingnum-
ber of Russians cannot afford to give
loved ones a decent burial. They write
lack ofmoney" on a form and allow the
state to cremate the bodies and dump
the ashes in unmarked graves.

Even for those who can pay, burial
has become the final indignity in Rus-
sia. After a lifetime of callous bureau-
cracy comes yet another callous bu-
reaucratic process. The dead may not
know the difference, but the bereaved
are often humiliated, hit up for bribes
and forced into debt.

In the 1970s and '80s, "refuseniks"
were Jews who had been denied per-
mission to emigrate. Since the borders
have been opened, such cases are rare.

The word has gained its new
meaning only in the past year.

Like the cost of living, the cost of
dying has soared. A simple funeral that
costs 500 rubles in 1991 now costs about
35.000 rubles. That is less than $60 at

the average current exchange rate, but
it is about three months' salary for an
average worker and a fortune to pen-
sioners.

(The average funeral in the United
States costs about $4,000, according to
the Funeral Home Public Service Group
International of Charlotte. N.C.)

"When we go to a funeral today, we
all chip in. You give about 500 rubles,
1,000 rubles, whatever you can," said
Lyudmila Guseva, an Aeroflot stew-
ardess attending a friend's funeral at
Moscow's Vostryakovskoe Cemetery.

Not everyone, however, has friends
who can contribute. Often these days,
mourning is compounded by financial
panic.

Few things are harder for a Russian
than to see a relative denied a proper
burial. Even during the Soviet period,
when religion was discouraged, Rus-
sians were scrupulous about the ritu-
als of death.

Wakes are held not once, but several
times: on the day of the funeral, nine
days later. 40 days later and one year
later. Cakes, eggs and often vodka are
left on the grave at Easter.

Virtually every Russian "babushka."
or grandmother, saves for her funeral
But after 2.000-percent inflation last
year, those savings are meaningless.
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M Camby
continued from page 16

10 rebounds, blocked 10 shots and dished out 10 assists.
"It's tough right now because we win by so many points,

I don't get to play very much." Camby said. "I'm looking
forward to playing against better competition in college.'

And nearly every college coach in the country wanted
the well-spoken, easy-going Camby to play for them.
Camby was somewhat of an unknown commodity until
last spring, when Bayno helped him gain an invitation to
the prestigiousABCD Camp in Los Angeles. It was there
he made a name for himself against the top competition
in the nation.

-I watched Camby play for a week at the ABCD Camp
and I kiiow this guy has everything it takes to dominate
college basketball," said Chris Wallace, the editor ofBlue
Ribbon Banketball and a highly-regarded expert on college
basketball. "He has all the tools and the proper attitude to
be a force. This guy is a major presence in the middle."

CIGNA CORPORATION
Actuarial Career Opportunities

Ian to aitt-ncl a nicuiin^ at wnich Life
\ctuanes will discuss career oppoiluni-
les at CIGNA .Members ot all classes
ite welcome.

Datr Wednesdav Ffbruaty 10 iwr.i

Time 7 OOpm-y 00pm
pi,,... .-...„.,... ,- ... ,. n,,inm80"

Wallace was not the only one impressed with Camby's
performance in California.

"Before the ABCD no one really knew about me,"
Camby said. "But after the camp almost every college
started recruiting me."

Camby remained loyal to Bayno, who had been sending
him mail since his sophomore year. He finally decided on
UMass in late October, shunning Boston College,
Providence. James Madison, Syracuse and Connecticut.

Throughout high school the pressure was on Camby to
remain in Connecticut and play for Huskies coach Jim
Calhoun. Teachers, neighbors, classmates and what
seemed liked the whole state offered the same advice, "Go
to UConn." Camby didn't listen.

"There was a lot of pressure to go to UConn," Camby
said. "I didn't want to go too far away because I wanted
my family to be able to watch me play, but I wanted to
leave Connecticut. UMass was perfect for me."

Besides Bayno, Camby cites his friendships with
sophomore guard Mike Williams, also a Hartford resident,
and freshman Donta Bright, who he met at the Boston
Shootout last summer, as reasons he chose UMass.

"W^en I visited in the fall, Donta and 1 got to talking
and we became real close," Camby said. "He played a big
part in my coming to UMass. I wanted to play with him
next season."

A frontcourt of Camby, Bright and Lou Roe for the
next two seasons is enough to make most Minuteman
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fans drool.

"When you team up Marcus Camby, Lou Roe and
Donta Bright, you've got a big-time front court and one of
the best teams in the country," ABC color commentator
Dick Vitale said.

Despite growing over 10 inches since he was a fresh-
man, Camby is extremely athletic and coordinated.

"He has all the skills of a 6-1 point guard." Stan
Perkowski. Camby's high school coach, said. "He's big,
fast and agile."

Wallace said, "He can score inside and out. He moves
well on the break and is a good passer. He plays a very
well rounded game but I think he'll keep getting better
each season. He's one of the most promising big men in
the country, a definite top 15 player right now."

Bayno said, "I like that he is so quick and versatile. We
like to get our big guys up the floor and he does that well.
He can play the three ( small forward ), four ( power forward

)

or five (center) positions for us."

"He's doesn't care if he scores or not. he just wants to
win," Bayno said. "He's always hustling, diving for loose
balls, making the extra pass."

While Bayno said Camby must bulk up to reach his true
potential, many think he will someday play in the NBA.

"I think he'll be a drafted player and he'll earn NBA
paychecks someday," Wallace said.

"By the time he's a senior, he'll be a NBA lottery pick,"
Perkowski said. "He's that good."
Camby is unaffected by such predictions and openly

laughs when asked about his NBA chances.
"I have no idea if I'll play in the NBA," Camby said.

"I'm picturing myselfhere for the next four years, playing
in the Mullins Center, not in the NBA. If the NBA comes
then I'll deal with it."

Humble, big. agile, skillful and articulate, no wonder
everyone wants to meet him.
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Another important factor is that Wil-
liams has kept his game under control for
the most part. He has showed that he is
equally adept at squaring up for the J and
slicing inside for a layup (his up-fakes
have been really effective in the paint).
Dana Dingle: Just a freshman. Dingle

has served notice that he is a player to
watch. As the season as gone along. Dingle
appears more and more comfortable as a

Minuteman. His defense is typically
UMass tough, his rebounding is strong
and his offensive game is coming around.
Dingle looked shaky at the free throw line
early on. but that has also improved over
the last few outings.

Kennard Robinson: It would have
been unfair to expect Robinson to have
filled Harper Williams' shoes when Wil-
liams was hurt. Robinson is a different
player than Williams. Some post defense

and an occasional jumper was what
Robinson was expected to provide, and
that is what he did.

And Finally, in the "It Was Unbe-
lievably Gruesome" Department:
Sunday's Wake Forest-Temple battle
turned out to be the McGonigle Massacre
as the Demon Deacons battered the Owls
106-69. It was not even that close. Rodney
Rogers left scouts drooling as the junior
pumped in 34 points against the match-up

zone. Randolph Childresscontinued toshow
he's back from injury as he drained many a
three pointer over the Temple defense.

The Owls had no offense except for
Derrick Battle occasionally scoring inside
and a few long ( and I do mean long) range
bombs from Derrick McKie and Eddie
Jones. Wake Forest got away with playing
a soft zone with an occasional trap thrown
in. It was ugly.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist
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Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20* per word per day tor students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 830-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSj

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS

.

• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Attantlon Pr» M«d. NMr«tn«. Public
HcaNh. end all other majors: Iha Stu-
(»en« Health Advisory Board «yill have iti

fir« meetinfl Wed February 10 at 5 30
pm in Room 302 University Health
Services Commmm n̂Am'tm'tnm about'

Cheaa Club
Tuesday nights 7 pm 11 pm
In the BluewaH
AH art vvelcomel

Leaderalilp, Frlandahlp, Sarvica
Rush Alpha Phi Omega
Information Meetir>gs:

TONIGHT 7pm Thoreau TV Lounge
TOMMOROW 7pm Webstar TV

Lounge

UK Owifl CommlttM Meeting:
Tonight 2^ at 6 pm in Campus Center
roofnt 162 175 All are welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Amneety International Meeting
Room 917 Campus Center
Wednesday, February 10

Visit our information table

Campus Center Concourse
February 10 9 4 pm
Come sign an urgent action letter

For a

Prisoner ol Conscience

Europe ttilt Summer/ Only S169! Uel
there anytime for $169' Reproled in

LefsGol&NV Times. Caribbean S189
t^ air to somewhere sunny. California

S129 one way either way. AIRHITCH at

212864 2000

Join ttio UMaaa Raquetball Club. All

levels welcome. For more info, call Don
ai 546 1S27

Space Allocation Procasa
Attn: RSOs and GSO's who would like

to apply for office space in the CC/Slu
dent Union complex may obtain applic

ations to do so at the Board of Gover
nors office 817 CC or SAO 316 Student
Union.

Deadline to submit applications:

March 5. 1993

Tha Movie Club at HNIot
presents "When Harry Met Sally" Thurs
day Feb 11 7:30 pm at Millet Call S4»
1710 for more information

AUTO FOR SALE

S3 Ford Mercury Zepher
4 door

New Brakes. 100.000 miles
SaSO ttfo Mercy 253 0770

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese $3 50
Large Cheese $5 99
1 or 2 toppings add SI
549 6098
649 6073

FOR RENT

Amherst rcKMn to rent 300 no fir« last

security daytime 545 6395 nite967 4065

FrMge Rental 2S3-9742 delivered free

Room Available t27S/me S. Am-
herst call Stacey 253 5326 large apt great
roomate

FOR SALE

Iguana with everything S100 00
Lights etc 6 7109

MACSE/30
40 MB HO, 2 MB RAM
Extended keyboard & carrying case
1700/b.o

Call 256 0260

Mint Fender Strat
S300
549 5871

Roasignoi 4S Sz 190 and Atomic 733
S7195 Real Cheap' Call Kim 549 2816

FOR SALE - AUDIO/VIDEO

Stereo components: Used /recondi
lioned. area's largest selection. Buy/
sell/trade at Stereo/video Exchange.
Sundays 10 4 inside Jackson's Flea
Market, Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley.
Other days call 256 0941

FOUND

HP Calculator on Campus Ctr couch
Call 6-4986 to identify

HELP WANTED
ATmrriON students Excellent
opportunity 10 make great rtwney, own
your own business Distribute self de
fense products and earn l>ig profits 1

800758 3210

Evening )obel Environmemal cam
paign work Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action SlOO/wk . On Bus line
S84 9S30

tatra tM Estra t$« Extra tt*
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery coordinators . delivery help
lor the Boston Globe Mon Fri .

Sunday in Amherst apt Complex
areas. Routes availabte with or

without transportation Early hours -

good pay Please call 1 BOO 858 4275

__ then press jero.

Extra tSS Extra $SS Extra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery persons for dorm * office
delivery of the Boston Globe Mon.

Fri. » Sunday Early hours good pay.
Please call 1 800 858 4275 then press

laro.

INTERNATIONAL nWPLbYMEIWT
Make money teaching basic conversa
tional English abroad Japan and Tai
wan Many provide room and board
and other benefits

' Make S2000 S4000>
IJer month No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For em-
ployment programs call (206) 632 1 146
ext J5001

On-Campus Reps Needed
Free "Call Home 800" service
No monthly fee. No set up charge.
No extra line required.

Low perAnin rates. Much less

expensive than calling cards. Call

Telecom Communications 1'800-73&-
6542

Postal Jobe AvallaMat Many posi
lions Great Benefits. Call 1 800 436
4365 ext. p 3306

Student OroupsraiaoSIOOO in 1 week)
No cost or riski Call 546-4330 Marcel

The Undergraduate Admiasions of
fice is now accepting applications for
Tour Guides, Studeni Admissions
Rerpesentatives, and New Students
Program summer counselors. Please
visit their table on the Concourse
through the 1 1th.

INSTRUCTION

Noraebach riding lessens available at

Hadley Farm Spaces open in Bag I TuTh
10 lOam and BegllTuTh 12 2011 credit!
Lab Fee S2S0 00 Weekly lessons avail
able on Fridays Call 549 2863 for more
information

Loam to Scuba diva earn two credits
Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday, or
Thursday at Curry Hicks 7 10 pm 1 800
282 0977

Pttysics and Matb Tutor
MA in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260

KIM FROM PUFTON

I aold my tx>oks to you on Wed morn
ing in the SOM Library I lost your phone
i and I need to ask you a question (and
I think you're very pretty ) Please give
me a can DREW fFrom Salem)

LOST

At Tetman Qym Saturday Jan 30th
Mens Seiko digital watch with green
velcro band S60 reward call Mike 665
8282

REWARDn
Lost Woman's Seiko watch
Call 585 8898

Silver * Gold Seiico watch on
Montague Rd in Amherst. If found
please call 549 0338

MUSIC

Speakers, Reconing * Repair
Home. Auto. Pro

ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1 781 2327

MUSICIANS

Keyboardist Wanted: Phish, Allmans.
Creative Improv 256 81 15

ONE EYED JAKE

Trumpet pleyer needed Blues rock
Inf Management. Gigs Compact Disk.
Record Contract pending. Graduating
senior preferred. Not Serious? Don't
Bother'

Call Steve 549 8120

PERSONALS

On any given night, huh?

Michelle
No more worries stMut expiration dates
end pictures that don't look like you'
Happy 21 St Birthday Love your Rr>nmate

ROOMATES WANTED
I famalaa ar couple to share room
S160 each or S275 for single, beautiful
apartment 665 7604

Room for rant Amherst behind
Baybanks 213 00 per month call 549
4388

Roomate Noededlll
M/F to Share two bedroom Brandywir>e
Apt

175 00/mo.
549 5868

Timeout iBrsias Oelanos
Single room spitimg distance sway
256 4662

SERVICES

Legal Ouestions7 The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to
lee paying students Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545 1995

Need Help With YourTaxes? Student
lax return preparation Starting at S20.00

Rich 549 8109

Resume Preparation assistarKe with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, PhD 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 263 7524

TRAVEL

Florida SPRIIMG BREAK
7 nights Beachfront S139-159
RESERVE rooms NOW
CallCMI 1 800 423 5264

Roundtrip ticket to Mardi Gras
For Information call 546 5471

Scuba Dive Key Largo
Spring Break, Call Project Deep
1 800 282 0977

SNI Springbreak Intercollegiale Ski
Weeks, only S20J includes 5 DAV LIFT
TICKET/5 NIGHTS LODGING
(MOUNTAINSIDE CONOO) /5 DAYS
INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES (Drink
ing age 181, Sponsored by Labatts.
Evian, Molsen, and Ml SUTTON,
CANADA (Just across the Vermont
border) Group leader discounts.
Springbreak '93 Call Ski Travel Unhm
ited 1 800 999 SKI 9

Spring Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from S299
Organize a small group (or FREE trip

Call KSOOIGet Sun 1

••••Spring Break 'ga****
Cancun S479' Jamaica S499i
Daytona Beach S169i Organize a small
group and travel FREE I New England's
largest spring break company i

TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 900 328 SAVE

Spring Break '93' Last chancel Ja
maica, Cancun. Bahamas, from $459'
Floridafrom$149 Organi/e group travel
free' 1 800 426 7710

TAKEITOFFIII
Spring Break 93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

Want to Travel 1

1

Great rates for

Cancun Jamaica
and others

Great rates

Call Jason 549 3525

WANTED
RAQUETBALL PARTNER
Male or Fomair;

Denise 649 6170

UMass Update is looking for re|x>rt-

ers and writers for the news show call

Sempy at 545 1336 or at 546 3021

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease! 4
()erson apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546-2296
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Sports
UMass sinks Huskies
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
men'sswimmingand divingteam swam
a lackadaisical meet Saturday at
Northeastern University, but still

waxed the Huskies to the tune ofa 210-
90 score.

It was the highest point output for

the Minutemen this season, and they
saw their national ranking jump from
last week's 36 to this week's 34. They
are tied with, ifyou can believe it, four
other schools: Yale, Notre Dame,
Clemson, and the University of Con-
necticut, who UMass beat a few weeks
ago.

"We swam a moderately strong
lineup,' said UMass coach Russ
Yarworth, "but we didn't swim that
well. We were kind of flat, emotionally
and physically, but we did what we had
to do."

At the halfway point m the 16-event
meet the Minutemen had a command-
ing lead, as they placed at least two
swimmers in the top three in all butone
of the events.

Senior Jay Peluso won opened the

meet by teaming with Sean Clark, Tim
Nubar and Adam Reich to win the 200
Medley Relay by more than three sec-

onds. Later he won the 100 Breast-
stroke by over two seconds and the 200
Breaststroke by almost five seconds.

Clark added the 100 Backstroke,
won by less than a second, and the 200
Backstroke, won by four seconds, to his

part in the 200 Medley, and his part in

the 200 Freestyle Relay.

Nubar added the 100 and 200 But-
terflies to his accomplishments for the
day. and Reich won the 50 Freestyle in

addition to anchoring both Relay
teams.

BflEET NOTES — Today some of
the Minutemen will travel to UConn
for the New England Invitational. The
meet is for the swimmers who either
aren't swimming in the all-important
New England Championships held
February 18-20, or are cl(»e to gaining
a spot on that squad. Yarworth says his

lineup is almost finalized, but says he
may make a change or two depending
on how today's races look. The times
recorded in the meet can be used to-

wards qualifying for the Eastern
Championship.

The center of attention
Hoop recruit Marcus Camby stands out
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Marcus Camby stood quietly with his

family outside the University of Massa-
chusetts locker room, waiting to get inside

and congratulate his future teammates
on their 82-67 victory over Rutgers.

However, Camby was getting his own
share of congratulations as he waited. A
couple of young boys asked him for an
autograph, a police ofBcer shook his hand
and a few young women looked at him.
giggled and whispered to each other.

At 6-foot-l 1, Camby stands out from a
crowd and word of his basketball prowess
has made everyone want to get to know
him. The 18 year-old takes it all in stride

and appears remarkably unfazed.
Camby, for those who haven't heard, is

a dominating big man from Hartford
(Conn. ) Public High School, who has signed
aNational LetterofIntent toattend UMass
next year. Many hoop gurus rank him
among the top 20 high school players in

the country. All the praise does not seem
to bother Camby.

"I don't worry about what others say
about me,' Camby said. "I just have to be

myself on and off the court."

UMass associate head coach Bill Bayno
said, The best thing about him is that he's

humble."

Bayno, who was responsible for re-

cruiting Camby, may like Camby's
humbleness, but UMass fans are looking
forward to his on-the-court abilities.

Camby can run the floor like a point
guard, possesses devastating shot block-

ing ability and is versatile on the offensive

end — he can post up, hit the jumper and
finish a fast break.

Camby, who has already exceeded the
NCAA-mandated minimum on his SATs to

play, is eating up the competition in Con-
necticut this season. In 12 contests, he is

averaging 22.8 points, 15 rebounds and 10
blocks per game. Hartford Public is cur-

rently 12-0 and ranked No. 1 in the state. A
triple-double a game is impressive enough,
but consider that, because his team usually
blows out itsopponents.Camby rarely plays

more than 20 minutes a game.
Last Friday night, Camby and com-

pany played Enrico Femu High School
and won 101-34. Camby played only eight
minutes but still scored 18 points, grabbed

Turn to CAMBY. page 14

A look at the Minutemen and their season so far
After last week's midseason awards, it is time to look

closer to home, it is time for the Minuteman Report.
The One Constant: When the Minutemen take the

court, there is always one thing that comes with them,
and that is defense. Good defense is not always fun to
watch, but it is what wins ballgames. and should be
greatly appreciated. Stat: UMass is 14-2 when it's oppo-
nents shoot under 50 percent

The One Key: Against West
Virginia last Thursday, it looked to

me like every missed UMass shot
or free throw was kept alive on the
boards. The Minutemen pounded
their own glass for 24 offensive

rebounds, which led to many of
their points.

If Lou Roe (who had seven
offensive caroms against West Vir-

ginia). Harper Williams and crew
are able to hit the boards. UMass will be in every- game
they play. Frosh Dana Dingle also has the knack for being
in the right place at the right time when it comes to
'bounding Stat: UMass is 13-1 when they outrebound
their opponents.

The Balanced Equation: UMass again is one of the
few teams in the nation to possess five players who are
averaging double figures in points. This balance is impor-
tant because the Minutemen do not have to rely too
heavily on anyone in particular. Come crunch time,
though, the two seniors. Harper Williams (see West
Virginia

» and Tony Barbee (see Temple) want the ball
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and that is the way it should be. Stat: UMass is 10- 1 when
four players score in double figures.

Individual Assessments: Here is a look at how the
key players have performed this year.

Harper Williams: Dubbed the "Warrior.' Williams is

exactly that. He was playing okay basketball before got
ii\jured, but when he returned. Harper started to play
great basketball (before the Rutgers g^ame in which he
was double or tripled team until the cows came home)

Williams' never-ending search for the perfect post
position on offense is entertaining to watch and his
enthusiasm is unmatched. The fact that he never stops
hustling or never stops trying is a big factor in both his
success and the team's success.

Tony Barbee: Despite his heroics versus Temple,
Barbee probably is the most underappreciated Minute-
man. A jack-of-all-trades-master-of-none is a good way to
describe Barbee. It has been that same way all four years
with Barbee— you always know whatyou are going to get.

When Harper Williams was ii^jured right before the
Abdow's Hall of Fame Classic. UMass needed a big
performance from Barbee. Well, he delivered in the form
of a 24-point outing in the first round and a 31-point
performance in the final. UMass fans might not know it

now, but when Barbee is gone, they are going to miss him
more than they think.

Lou Roe: For the most part. Roe has had a tremen-
dously strong sophomore campaign. It looks as though
might be peaking right about now. IfRoe goes straight up
and strong with the ball, not many can stop in the college
ranks, it is that simple.

Track passes URI Rams

When Harper Williams returned, the burden of being
the main post up player left Roe's chest and he has
sparkled since. While being allowed to roam the baseline
in addition to posting up. Roe has really prospered.

Derek Kellogg: Perhaps the biggest vacancy left by
last year's graduates was the point guard slot that the
always dependable Anton Brown left behind So what if

he doesn't shoot that much— Derek Kellogg has done all

that has been asked of him, and that is all that matters.
Distributing the ball is Kellogg's main job, and it is a job
he basically does well.

Against Depaul. Kellogg had the quietest lO-assist
performance in quite some time. Even more impressive
than that was that the assists came with only one
turnover, a ratio I'm sure John Calipari is pleased with.
Also, ifyou want scrappy. in-your-face-D. Kellogg would
be the man you would want to watch.

Jerome Malloy: Did someone say streak shooter?
That is Jerome Malloy. Malloy was unconscious at
Rutgers, torching the Scarlet Knights for 24 points on
seven for seven shooting. If Malloy scores early, it is
usually a good sign for UMass.

Like. Roe. Malloy has come on strong as oflate, scoring
in double figures in the last five games. If Malloy contin-
ues to develop his off-dribble game, than that double
figure streak should continue.

Mike Williams: Williams has done a good job at
creating offense of off the bench. He hit a huge game
winning three pointer against Rutgers and is probably
UMass' best at creating his own offen.se

Turn to COUEGE BASKETBAU NOTEBOOK, page 15

By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

In a sport that tends to be individual
most ofthe time, the University ofMassa-
chusetts women's track team epitomized
the word "team" on Saturday, winning a
four school meet at the University ofRhode
Island with the University ofNew Hamp-
shire and Holy Cross.

UMass eked out the victory 59 to 58
over URI with first place finishes in the
final two events in areas where "team-
work" counts the most— the relays.

"It came down to the four by four and
four by eight relays," said head coach Julie
LaFreniere. "URI loaded up their four by
four and had no one left for their four by
eight."

Indeed, UMassshowed their depth with
Kim Liljeblad, Mo Forsyth, Kelly Liljeblad
and Becky Johnson winning the four by
eight. Remarkably. Kim Liljeblad had al-

ready won the mile and 3000 meter earlier

in the day and had little rest entering the
last event.

"It was tough, but I managed to close

the gap a little," said Kelly Liljeblad. "I

usually run the 5000 meter, but it wasn't
offered, so coach wanted me to run all

three as a workout."

The heroics continued as Becky John-
son gave the performance of her Ufe, as

she anchored the four by eight, catching
URI and beating them by a whopping ten
seconds.

"Becky kicked and pushed so hard,"
LaFreniere said. "It was her fastest time
all year and she was truly amazing."

Down by five points entering the sec-

ond to last event and the four by four
relay, UMass teamates Kerry Acre, Janey
Meeks, Lenice Johnson and Jen Melville
pulled together, setting a field house
record, finishing first and making the in-

credible finish possible. Despite setting a
record, all four were coming off injuries.

"It looked pretty iffy going in, because
all of us had been sick," said senior co-

captain Johnson. "Coach told us we
needed to finish first for any hope at
winning the meet and it really boosted
our morale."

Even with only halfthe meets over, the
win closed UMass' regular season record
at 7-6 and gave LaFreniere a positive
feeling about the final month.

"It was a nice way to finish our dual
meet season," said LaFreniere. "We're still

only at 95 percent health wise, but I think
the team is really starting to come to-

gether. Everyone reallymade a difference."

UMass travels back to URI for the
Atlantic 10 championships this Saturday
in hopes of rekindling the magic they
found this weekend.

Ski teams experience mixed
results in Winter Carnival
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

As the University ofMassachusetts
men's and women's ski teams arrived
at the Brown University Winter Car-
nival at Loon Mountain in New Hamp-
shire, each team knew that they would
have their work cut out for them.

That would be the case, as both
UMass squads fared decently against
their Eastern Collegiate Conference
competition.

The Minutewomen placed third in
the slalom, finishing behind Boston
College and Plymouth State. UMass
was about six seconds off the winning
pace.

Beth Martin placed seventh for the
Minutewomen, while Debbie Adams
finished seventh. UMass' J.J. Tanguay
took home 1 1th and Dana Breslau cao-
tured 13th.

In the giant slalom, the
Minutewomen finished in second be-
hind perennial powerhouse Boston
College. Tanguay had a strong indi-
vidual performance with a third place
performance. Tanguay skied the run
in 1:15.29.

Kyri Sparks was the next
Minutewomen in. placing seventh.
Sparkschecked in withatimeof 1:16.21.

The Minutemen, meanwhile, came
out victorious in their slalom event,
narrowly slipping by BC. The margin
of victory? .18 of a second.

Bill Schafer turned in another spec-
tacular performance as he won the sla-
lom in a time of76.09 seconds. The next
UMass skiier, John Johnson, finished
in at 76:61 seconds.

Other UMass skiiers who placed
strongly were John Soglia (6th) and
freshman David Harrington (11th).

In the giant slalom, the Minutemen
placed second to Boston College by 13
seconds.

Schafer took home this event as well,
finishing with a time of 1:00.63 sec-
onds. Schafer is one ofthe top skiers in
the country, with a potential spot in the
nationals.

Coming up for the Minutemen is

their last meet as they race at their
"home," Berkshire East, this upcoming
weekend. After the regular season,
there will probably be two post season
tournaments for both UMass squads,
including the NCAA's.
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Today will be partly sunny and
mild with highs in the 40s.

Local news:
Former director of Planned Parenthood Faye Wattleton airs

her views on women's rights, Bill and Hillary, gays in the

military and much, much more. Page 3.

Black Affairs:

Special two-page section with columns,

articles and a calendar to kick off Black

History Month. Pages 8 and 9.
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Weld praises new lab on campus visit
By KENDRA WTLLETT
Collegian Staft"

Gov. William Weld pledged to continue
his support for the University of
Masschusetts' collaborative research ef-

forts with industry yesterday at a national
computer conference held in the Campus
Center.

Minutes after cutting the red ribbon for

the state's new industry/University shared
research lab. Weld addressed this year's
eighth annual National Research Forum
for Industry.

The Research Forum was a two-day
event intended to highlight some of the
most recent advances in the field of com-

puter science.

Weld reiterated his support ofthe new
Center for Real-Time Intelligent Complex
Computing System. He has made a
$300,000 supplemental appropriation to

help the University build a robotics re-

search lab in the near future.

"I am personally committed to clearing
away any red tape, and working together
with (UMass President) Michael Hooker
to get things cleared up," Weld said.

Referring to Hooker, Weld said, "He
recognizes in his bones the role UMass
can play in economic development."

-Not only will CRICCS create thou-
sands ofjobs here in Massachusetts, but it

will also market UMass as a place ofworld

S£TH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
Gov. WeW plays a symbolic role in the opening of a new research lab.

GM settles suit with NBC
over staging truck crash
By SCOTT WILLIAMS
Associated Press

NEW YORK— NBC News announced
Tuesday that it had settled a defamation
lawsuit brought by General Motors Corp.
over the network's "demonstration" of a
fiery pickup truck crash on its "Dateline
NBC" program.

"We acknowledge and take responsi-
bility for the problems GM has identified

in the demonstration crash," said Stone
Phillips, the program's co-anchor.

"We deeply regret we included an in-

appropriate demonstration in our Dateline
NBC report...We apologize to our viewers
and to General Motors."

An auto safety advocate defended NBC,
saying it's standard practice to attach
incendiary devices to vehicles in test

crashes.

He didn't believeNBC was obligated to

disclose that such devices were used be-
cause something else sparked the fire that
was shown in the report.

NBC's report on GM's "sidesaddle" fuel

tank design aired Nov. 17. Last week an
Atlanta jury awarded $105.2 million to

the parents of a teen-age boy killed when
his GM pickup exploded in flames. GM
denies its design is unsafe.

General Motors filed a defamation
lawsuit Monday against NBC News and
the Indianapolis-based Institute for Safety

Analysis, which staged the crash.

"Dateline NBC"correspondent Michelle
Gillen's 15-minute report surveyed the

safety record of the trucks and cited in-

ternal GM reports that suggested the

automaker might be aware of a problem
with the sidesaddle tanks.

NBC showed a 40 mph side-impact car

crash in which there was no tank leakage
and no explosion.

Then, in a 30 mph crash, the truck tank
was crushed and fuel gushing from it

ignited in an orange fireball.

NBC reported that the fuel was ignited

by the headlight filament ofthe crash car.

It didn't disclose that the testing institute

also had triggered remote-controlled, toy-

rocket motors on the truck's underside.
GM, in a presentation Monday to re-

porters and stock analysts, showed plumes
of smoke, presumably from the igniting
rockets under the truck, split seconds
before impact.

"They had one purpose there - to create
a visual for television," GM spokesman
Ed Lechtzin said.

NBC contends the rockets turned out
tobe irrelevantbecause experts concluded
that the headlight filament sparked the
fire.

In a letter Monday to GM, NBC News
President Michael Gartner said the net-

work would have disclosed if the rockets
or anything else had sparked the blast.

NBC disclosed its use ofthe incendiaries
on Monday's "NBC Nightly News" and
planned a follow-up report on Tuesday's
"Dateline NBC," but Gartner insisted the
Nov. 17 report "was and remains com-
pletely factual and accurate."

Clarence Ditlow, executive director of
the Center forAuto Safety in Washington,
said Tuesday that igniters are commonly
used in test crashes to determine whether
there's a sufficient leak of fuel to start a
fire.

"It's an accepted practice," Ditlow said.

"Whatyou're testing for is whether there's
an explosive mixture of air and fuel, not
whether there's an ignition source."

class education," Weld said.

Noting that the world is changing and
promising to make a diflerence in the
state's economy. Hooker explained that
CRICCS was at the forefront of this
revolution.

"Switching from an energy-based
economy to an information-based economy
IS part of the goal of CRICCS," Hooker
said.

Hooker explained that by improving
the productivity of CRICCS on campus.
UMass will be able to fill in the gaps oflost
information as it goes from University to

industry.

CRICCS began its operations in Octo-
ber 1991. Initial research areas for the
project have focused on automated
manufacturing, information retrieval,

vehicle and highway systems and inte-

grated computing environments, which
will work to coordinate the efforts of
thousands of related computer systems.

Financing for CRICCS came from the
state, the National Science Foundation,
the Department of Defense and approxi-
mately 15 industrial partners.

Prior to addressing the forum, Weld
was introduced to the robotic structures
located on the second floor of the Lederle
Graduate Tower. He was told by Robotics
Professor Rod Grupen that these struc-

tures could improve efticiency on any
manufacturer's floor.

Grupen explained to Weld that the
robots would not necessarily take the place
of humans.

"The robots will be useful when people
can not be immediately present," Grupen
said.

As Gordon Oakes, chair of the
University's Board ofTrustees, addressed
the forum his attitude was both positive

and hopeful.

"The future is very bright for this in-

stitution," Oakes said. "And this Univer-
sity is the greatest thing happening in the
Pioneer Valley."

Protesters gather
to plead for funding
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Sufl*

Governor William Weld's visit to the
University of Massachusetts yesterday
was met with protest from Amherst resi-

dents and advocates of a threatened hos-

pital in Westfield.

Larry Kelley, a candidate for the Am-
herst Select Board, awaited the governor
holding a sign insisting the University
pay Amherst more than $200,000 in traflic

fines the town claims it is owed, while
another group protested Weld's proposal
to close the Western Mass Hospital in

Westfield.

The disputed sum comes from moving
violation fines issued on campus.
Northampton District Court had routed a
portion of the revenues to the University,
but town ofllcials say the money should
have gone to Amherst. The University
maintains it received the money legiti-

mately.

Kelley said he feels certain the town
will be successful its demands, and that
the governor has the power to make the
University pay.

"The governor holds the purse .stnngs

and he can open or close them at any time
by calling (Chancellor I Dick O'Brien or

I UMass President! Michael HfKiker and
Turn to PROTEST page 3
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NOTHING TO SEE HERE. FOLKS!— Officer Michael J, Haynes controls access to

Lot 26 before a sporting event at the Mullins Center.

Nuclear waste kills three
BEIJING (AP)-Three people died and

more than 90 became ill in Communist
China's worst accident involving nuclear
waste, an official report said today.

The China Disaster Reduction News
reported that cobalt 60 killed Zhang
Youchang, his father and brother in

Xinzhou, in northwest China's Shanxi
province, late last year.

Cobalt 60 is a radioactive isotope used
in radiotherapy, metallurgy and materi-
als testing. In 1972, scientists in Shanxi
province imported cobalt 60 from the So-
viet Union and France. Ten years later, the
cobalt ceased to be useful for research and
was stored in a well, the newspaper .said.

Last November, Zhang, 29, was clean-

ing the well along with 10 other workers
when he found a piece ofcobalt 60. He was
attracted by what the newspaper described
as a shiny gold ball, and put it in his
pocket.

In the following days, Zhang vomited
five or six times daily, coughed and had
trouble breathing. Purple spots appeared
on his body, his hair began to fall out and
the white-cell count in his blood plum-
meted.

Within two weeks, he was dead. His
brother, who stayed with him during his
hospitalization and even slept in the same
bed, and his father, who aLso .spent a lot of
time with him, died in the next eight days.
The family's pet dog also died.
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/nrff Gay, Lesbian & BisexualW^ FORUM The GLB Forum runs each Thursday and consists ofevent listings ofinterest
to the Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual community. The CLB Forum is compiled by
the GLB Issues Editor who can be contacted c/o the Collegian.

Tuesday, Feb. 9:
The Speakers Bureau will hold trainings for new

members from 7-10 p.m. at the Program forGLB Concerns'
Office, Crampton, SW. Please call 545-4824 to register.

Wednesday, Feb. 10:
The Speakers Bureau will hold an orientation for new

and returning members from 5-7 p.m. at the Program for
GLB Concerns' OfTice. Crampton House, SW.

Thursday, Feb. 11:
"Bondingand Bondage." a lecture presented by Donald

Wert, M.S. of the Regent Hospital in New York, focusing
on family relationships and coming out, will be held from
noon to 1:30 p.m.. Campus Center room 804-808. Spon-
sored by the Program for GLB Concerns, GLB Graduate

Student Organization, HADAPP, and Pride Institute of
Minneapolis.

The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Graduate Student
Organization and the LBG Counseling Collective host
"HANGING OUT," an informal discussion group for
older GLB graduate and undergraduate students re-
turning to school. 6:30-8:30p.m., Program for Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Concerns' Office, Crampton House, SW.

Friday, Feb. 12:
The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance will host a

coffee social at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th Floor.

Saturday, Feb. 13:
The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance hosts a dance

in the Bluewall from 9 p.m.-2 a.m. $4.

Administration plans to sacrifice
Clinton cuts White House staffto save $10 million

Business
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By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP)— Unveiling a plan to cut White
House payrolls and privileges. President Clinton is
shrinking his sUffby 350 workers, restricting the use of
chaulTeur-dnven limousines and turning an exclusive
dining room into a cafeteria for all his employees.

The moves, to be announced today, are intended to
show that the administration will share in the sacrifices
all Americans will be asked to make as part of deficit
reduction and the economic stimulus plan Clinton will
unveil next week.

Officials claimed the staff reductions - down to 1,044
employees - will save at least $10 million in personnel
costs.

However, they cautioned that spending will have to be
increased in other areas, such as for computers and
telephones, to bring the White House up to date. The
officials discussed details ofClinton's plan on condition of
anonymity.

While cutting his sUfT, Clinton went through some
contortions to achieve his promised 25 percent cut in
personnel.

For example, he exempted 800 budget workers and
trade negotiators from the 25 percent parameter. Instead,
theyll be included in a less stringent plan to trim the
entire govemmenl by 100,000 people. Departments and
agencies will begin announcingon Wednesday how theyll
meet that objective.

Further, the 350 spots being eliminated included 1 1

7

people who were on temporary assignment to the White
House from other agencies. Theyll merely go back to
their old jobs.

And Clinton gave himself until Oct. 1 to meet his goal.
The reductions are to be achieved by not hiringemployees
for existing openings, eariy retirements and sending
borrowed employees back to their home agencies.

The hardest hit sUfTwill the Office of National Drug
Control Policy. It will be cut from 146 people in the Bush
administration to 25 under Clinton. Clintons advisers
said the office had been packed with political appointees
rather than experU in the fight against drugs.

To signal that he is not retreating from the dru^' war.
Clinton will anrwunce that his yet-to-be-named drug
czar will have Cabinet rank.

Former Vice President Dan Quayle's Space Council
will be wrapped into a new office of science, technoli^y
and space policy.

In a largely symbolic gesture, Clinton directed that
the use of chaufTeur-driven limousines from home to
work be limited to just three senior officials; the chief of
staff, the national security adviserand the deputv national
security adviser.

Under President Bush, the limousine privileges were
given to those officials as well as to the chief of protocol,
the director ofthe Office ofManagement and Budget and
the chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers.

In another symbolic move. Clinton ordered that the
White House mess be opened to all employees; now only
senior officials are allowed to dine there, although junior
aides have take-out privileges. A White House official said
the mess would be turned intoa cafeteria for all employees.

The White House also will cut back sharply on its

subscriptions to magazines and newspapers, officials
said. And in another belt tightening move, senior officials
have absorbed salary reductions of six percent to nine
percent below what their predecessors were paid.
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retail management training to

a new level—one that allows

you to engineer the timetable for

achieving your management goals
We've designed a program that will

empower you to move far and fast

within our organization, provided you
are a self-starter and have the drive

and motivation to direct your own
career In just one year's time, you
could be managing a 1-4 miHion dol-

lar business!

As the premier hard
goods retailer in the North-

east, Lechmere offers

quality brand name mer-
chandise at competitive
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prices. Our management
philosophy emphasizes part

nership, teamwork, open
communications, and controlled
growth We offer hands-on experi-

ence with a well-defined career path
and riowhere to go but up!

This semester we will be conduct-
ing an on-campus Information Ses-
sion to let you speak directly with

select Lechmere Associates about
our Management Trainee Program
So if you're interested in challenge

and wide-open career
opportunities, come lalk

with us about just how
exciting a career in retail

can tie!
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The Program in European Affairs
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focused courses from three of our
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an on-going seminar. Year-long
students may qualify for international

affairs internships in their second
semester.

• 1000 students from 70 different

countries.

• 40% U.S. citizens. 14% French.

• In 1991-92, 12% visiting students.
• Mousing is guaranteed.

Full college credit summer courses:

• Three-week French immersion.
• Six-week regular summer session.
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Speaker: women must
now fight for equality
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Staff

Although encouraged by the ascension
of Bill and Hillary Clinton to the White
House, noted reproduction rights advocate
Faye Wattleton warned against compla-
cency in the fight for equal rights Monday
night at Smith College.

Wattleton headed Planned Parenthood
for 13 years before stepping down last
year. She was invited by Smith College to
be the keynote speaker duringthe College's
celebration of International Women's
Week.
The battle is far from over," Wattleton

said. "We lost ground during the Reagan
and Bush administrations. I don't just
mean women. I mean the poor and mi-
norities, too."

"Women seeking the highest offices in
the land are still not being regarded with
equal consideration." Wattleton said.
"When was the last time a man was asked
whether he had ever hired an illegal alien

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Faye Wattleton speaking at Smith College.

as a child care giver? The fact that such
questions are never asked of men is a
graphic illustration ofjust how far we've
yet to go."

Wattleton repeatedly reminded the
large student audience of their "position
of privilege" and the "special obligations
inherited with that privilege."

"Engage in the political process and do
not be apologetic about pushing ouragenda
to the top. We have seen whatcomplacency
has given us," Wattleton said.

Wattleton said she believed the public's
outrage over the Senate Judiciary
Committee's handling of the Clarence
Thomas/Anita Hill confrontation tnggered
the demise of the Bush presidency.

"Anita Hill struck a chord in the con-
science of this country. She became a
surrogate for too many women who have
confronted sexual harassment in the
workplace and who decided that it's time
for a change. It's time for us to make that
change," Wattleton said.

Upon leaving Planned Parenthood,
Wattleton said she had originally planned
to host a television talk show, but has
instead "hit the lecture circuit" and is

writing a book about her role as a leader in
the reproductive rights movement.

Still a passionate champion of that
cause, Wattleton said she worries that
"the itinerate terrorists who go under the
banner of Operation Rescue" still carry
considerable political clout despite the fact

"that the majority of Americans are pro-
choice."

Wattleton said as an African-Ameri-
can she was particularly embarrassed by
Colin Powell's "deciding to be a soldier
before being a human being," referring to
what she considered Powell's hypocrisy as
an African-American in refusing to allow
gays to serve their country in the military

.

Wattleton ended her talk by again ex-
horting the students "to participate in the
political process and not just during a
political campaign. We the people can
control government and must control it."

Univ. to host conference
College democrats to descend in Mass
By STEVEN L. COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts has
been chosen as this year's sight for the
College Democrats of Massachusetts' an-
nual conference.

The conference will begin with a panel
discussion on education. Panelists will

include U.S. Congressman John Olver (D-
Amherst), State Representative Ellen
Story (D-Amherst). and State Senator
Stanley Rosenberg (D-Amherst).

Joan Manard (D-Somerset), the House
m^ority whip and newly elected Massa-
chusetts Democratic Party Chairperson,
is scheduled to speak, and other major
democrats are still pending.

The topics ofdiscussion should include
enfranchisement, voter registration, es-

pecially in poor or minority areas where
representation is low, the new Democratic
Party's future, and the gubernatorial race
in 1994, which will have a great effect on

UMass students.

Elections for the four officers of the
College Democrats of Massachusetts will
also be held. Three UMass students run-
ning for the offices are Neil Carpenter for

president, Emily Rose for treasurer, and
Matt Malone for secretary.

Colleges expected to attend the con-
ference include Harvard, Northeastern.
Boston University, Boston College,
Wellesley, Holy Cross, all five UMass
campuses, Mt. Holyoke, Smith. Amherst
and Hampshire.

When asked why a sophomore would
want to run for a position with so much
responsibility, Neil said "The current
president is Cristopher White from
Harvard. Harvard is a very active campus,
but it is time for UMass to take a leading
role. The president's campus becomes like
the flagship ofthe College Democrats. The
simple fact is that UMass is affected by
the government more than most other

Turn to CONFERENCE, page 6

protest
continued from poge 1

telling them to pay us," Kelley said.

Kelley was the only Amherst citizen to

turn up for the governor's speech, but he
said that many more will begin protesting

if the Amherst budget override exceeds

$275,000 dollars.

"Senior citizens will be down here
protesting outside ofWhitmore ifthe town
isn't satisfied," Kelley said.

Advocates for Western Mass Hospital,

which Governor Weld has proposed clos-

ing to save money, gathered on the Student
Union steps with signs that read "save

Western Mass Hospital".

Patient care advocate Angus Rushlow
said "The people have very little voice in

the government, and now that voice is

being taken away from those who are

helpless, the weak and the infirm."

Governor Weld has proposed closing
Western Mass Hospital in part ofa broader
plan to privatize health care in the state.

The hospital, which focuses on specialized
forms of care, maintains an AIDS hospice,
a cancer hospice, the only Multiple Sclero-
sis unit in the entire country and a coma-
tose unit in addition to other facilities.

Weld met with protesters in another
room to discuss the issues. He said "We
will be held to our rhetoric."

Rushlow said he found the meeting
"encouraging."

The University Democrats also turned
up waving signs reading "Kennedy." Matt
Pavesi. a junior political science and his-

tory msyor said "We're just here to bother
Weld."

UM to review Housing
Committee to determine student needs
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

After last semester's racial tensions
escalated by incidents in the residence
halls. University ofMassachusetts Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Thomas
Robinson decided to gather a group of
16 students and staff to determine
whether Housing Services meets the
needs of students.

The Housing Services Review
Committee will cover a broad range of
housing issues such as community
building, policy enforcement and the
campus alcohol policy during the spring
semester. The members will present
their recommendations to Robinson by
May.

"The work of the committee will be
critical in helping to identify the most
appropriate direction for Housing
Services over the next five or 10 years,"
Robinson said. "Results ofthe program
review will be only the beginning of a
long-range plan that will be imple-
mented by Housing Services."

Although the Committee's first

meeting is tomorrow, many members

said they are looking forward to help-
ing with the investigation.

"I think program review is good
management. I think Housing Services
is critical to students," said Mary Ellen
Sailer, the committee chair and special
assistant to the vice chancellor for

student affairs. "It is really easy to see
what the problems are, though (theyl
are bigger than room-choosing and
spring break."

"I think it is important for the
members to have an open mind to ev-
erything about housing." Sailer said.

Committee member Daniel
Gittelsohn. a junior communications
major, said he feels the campus alcohol
policy IS a big problem for housing.

Because students are not allowed to

drink in the residence halls. Gittelsohn.
who has 1

1
ved oncampus for threeyears,

said students tend to go dnnking off

campus, increasing the nsk of drunk
driving.

Resident Assistants are expected to
act hke police, which is beyond their
role as studentsand their pay, according
to Gittelsohn

Turn to HOUSING page 6

Three stolen cars in a day
Compiled by JASON GEORGE

Motor vehicle theft

Police received three reports of car
thefts from their owners on Monday. An
individual reported her 1983 Toyota sto-
len from Lot 44 on Sylvan Drive and an-
other person reported his 1981 Toyota
stolen at 5:30 p.m. Monday.
A Public Safety officer found the two

Toyotas in Lot 13. with one ofthe vehicle's
engines running. Both vehicles locks and
ignitions were popped-out.

Also, around 5:30 p.m. Monday, a woman

reported her 1987 Suziki stolen fi^m Lot
13. Pblice estimate the value at $3,000.

Burglary

• An indnidual reported to police late
Monday that his vehicle was broken into
while he was parked in Lot 1 1 The driver
window was smashed and the pullout
stereo was stolen Police estimate the
damage at $615.

• An individual reported to police
Monday afternoon that his door lock and
ignition was "punched out."

WINTER WONDERUND
dancing snow fairy.

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
Fluffy powder gives this fire hydrant the look of a
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Clinton's AG problems
create revenue influx

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

By MITCHELL LANDSBERG
Associated Press

As a candidate, Bill Clinton said the
government needed to do a more eflicient
job of collecting taxes. As president, he
may have found a way to do that - at the
expense of his Cabinet's reputation.

The failure of CUnton appointees to
pay Social Security taxes for domestic
workers could have the unintended ben-
efit of encouraging other Americans to
comply.

"Let's hope that the positive spin on
this is. ..that as a result there will be a
greater sensitivity about the whole issue."
said Evelyn Morton, a lobbyist for the
American Association of Retired Persons.

Somegovernment officials already have
seen an increase in queries about the tax
on domestic workers, one of the most
commonly flouted laws in the country.

"We have seen a moderate increase."
said Dominic LaPonzina, spokesman for
the Internal Revenue Service's Baltimore
regional center. "I wouldn't characterize it

as a deluge, but it isn't a trickle, either."
In the Philadelphia regional center,

•^he phone-bank people are saying on
break, 1 got a Ron Brown-type question'
or

"
I got a Zoe Baird-type question again,*"

said spokesman Jim Wondolowski.
Baird. Clinton sfirst choice for attorney

general, withdrew after admitting that
she and her husband hired two illegal
immigrants and failed to pay their Social
Security taxes. Another candidate for at-
tomey general, Charles F.C Ruff, was

removed from consideration after con-
ceding that he, too, had failed to pay Social
Security taxes for a domestic worker.

On Sunday, Brown, already confirmed
as secretary of commerce, acknowledged
that he had failed to pay Social Security
taxes for a housekeeper who worked for
him about three hours a week.

Because she worked so few hours, he
said, he didn't think he needed to bother
filing taxes.

Many Americans may believe the same
thing. But whenever they've only hired a
baby sitter for a few nights, a teen-ager to
cut the grass a half-dozen times, or a
housekeeper for a few hours a week, they
must pay Social Security taxes if the pay
has exceeded $50 in one quarter of the
year.

The IRS concedes that far more people
probably break the law then obey it. Ad-
vocates for domestic workers, including
AARP, say domestic workers will be de-
prived of Social Security benefits unless
their employers begin paying the tax.

In testimony before Congress in 1991,
then-IRS Commissioner Fred Goldberg
estimated that 500,000 people file Social
Security taxes for domestic workers. He
estimated that 2 million people ought to
be doing so. And that could be a very
conservative estimate.

As anyone who has hired a baby sitter
recently can attest, it isn't hard to exceed
the $50 threshold. The $50 figure has
been in effect since 1950, when that much
money bought the equivalent of $285 to-
day.

Ex-senator investigated
Attorney General probes conflict of interest

Get Involved!
ivith campus health issues

SHAB*
• Sponsof health profects

• Represent student health care concerns
• Revieu) UHS budget
• Senr on UHS Seanh Committees
• Meet other studenu interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
Meeting: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10
Where: UHS Room 302
Time: 5:30 P.M.

*Student Health Advisory Board (est. 1971)
Vnixrrsity Health Serxices

Come See Our Valentine's Day Goodies
Boxers m Briefs ^ G-Strings

cotton and silk

Starting at $5

191 N. Pleasant St
Amherst
253-2013 Open 7 day* Thufday nighU in Northampton

22 Masonic St
Northampton

586-«336

BOSTON (AP)— Attorney General
Scott Harshbarger says he is pursuing
a probe offormer state Sen. William Q.
MacLean, who pleaded guilty last week
to a conflict ofinterest involving public
pension funds.

There are allegations about other
issues that we will pursue and others I

assume we are also pursuing,"
Harshbarger. who was criticized for
agreeing to the plea bargain with the
Fairhaven Democrat, said Monday.

"We have complete freedom to pur-
sue whatever else may be uncovered or
newly discovered or previously ad-
dressed."

MacLean's lawyer, Thomas Dwyer,
said he was not concerned about any
ongoing investigation by Harshbarger.

MacLean pleaded guilty to charges
that he violated the state conflict-of-

interest law forbidding state oflicials

from benefiting in state contracts. He
was fined $5 1 2,000 and given oneyear's
probation.

The charges dealt with Unks to the
sale of public employee retirement
savings plans. Indictments handed up

in the case mentioned MacLean's busi-
ness dealings that involved former At-
torney General Edward J. McCormack
Jr.

Harshbarger was criticized for ac-
cepting the plea bargain. But.
Harshbarger said, MacLean would not
have been sent to prison since it was a
first oflense misdemeanor.

But Harshbarger said Monday that
other state, local and federal prosecu-
tors had backed off bringing similar
cases against MacLean and other offi-

cials because they would have been
difficult to prove.

Among the former federal prosecu-
tors Harshbarger said had let
MacLean's case slide by were Gov.
William Weld when he was U.S. at-
torney in Massachusetts, former U.S.
Attorney Wayne Budd and current U.S.
Attorney John Pappalardo.

Harshbarger added that the criti-

cism might also hurt future attempts
to prove other corruption cases.

"This sends a very tricky message to
prosecutors," Harshbarger told the
Boston Herald.

Murder follows rapes
Relatives kill 'shamed' Muslim women
By CARL HARTMAN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The number of rapes
has diminished in Bosnia but more Mus-
lim rape victims are now being killed bv
relatives who feel disgraced, an American
relief official said Tuesday.

"A sister who is raped brings shame to
the family," said Karel Zelenka. in charge
of the U.S. Catholic Relief Services office
in Zagreb, Croatia.

"Even brothers will kill a sister if she's
been raped." he said. "And nobody really
knows how to handle it because these
women do not want to .be contacted be-
cause of the shame."

Zelenka said the number of rapes by
Serbs has declined because of the world
outcry, but the killings ofthe raped women
has increased as more pregnancies become
evident. The relief official said at a news
conference that large-scale rape had been

an unprecedented attempt by Serbs to
dilute an ethnic group, the Bosnian Mus-
lims.

"It may not be a written policy but
there must have been some acceptance
because it spread very rapidly." he said.
"The lowest estimate is 20.000."

Zelenka. an American ofCzech origin,
said there also may have been isolated
rapes by Croats.

He gave a pessimistic picture of the
situation in the former Yugoslavia, .saying
that the continuing negotiations niake
the fighting worse as each side tries to
improve its military position.

He said that for the past -four \»eek8
only airlifted suppUes have been getting
into Sarajevo because fighting has halted
the overland convoys that brought most of
the food to the besieged city. Croatia has
reached the limit of the help it can give to
the 700.000 refugees and displaced people
within its borders, he said.

University of Wisconsin- Plattevil I e

"Ifyou have built castles in the air,

your work need not be lost.

Thai if where they should be.

No^'l'ut thefoundations under them."

—Henry David Thoreau

Learn Your Way Around The World
Study abroad in London, Kngland or Seville, Spain,
for a summer, for a .semester or for a full academic year• Courses in liberal arts and international business

• Fluency in a foreign lanRuage iml required
• Home-stays with meals
• Field trips

• Financial aid applies (except for summer session)

Application deadlines:

• April 1 for summer session
• April 30 for fall semester
• October 20 for spring semester

For a pnigram description and an application, call toll free:
1-800-342-1725
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Noon: MnnHav Wo/4r.„,o^„.. i:<_:j__. .^ . .

^"^Noon: Monday. Wednesday. Friday. My mind
scramblesfor reasons to dragmy body to French class. My
stomach turns as my mind flips over my fears. Intimida-
tion. Humiliation. Patronization. Discrimination —
Education?

. . .what? Education?
At several universiUes across the country, students

are avidly fighting to make teacher evaluations available
for student consideration.

"We're the ones paying for this 'education* haven't we
the nght to know what we're getUng ourselves into
before it's too late?" they argue.

/ reluctantly shlep through Haigus Mall on the way to
Herter. My mind is stUl trying to convince myself that it
IS indeed ok not to go to class. But in the end it loses and
the gateway to my 50 minutes of terror awaits me.

Teachers at these schools retort. "Publishing student
responses to my classroom techniques is not in my con-
tract."The teachers see this suggested publication as the
guide to an easy "A". Some worry about the effect on their
employment status; some worry about their reputations.

/ walk into the classroom, fall into my seat— the door
opens. My professor (I use the term loosely) strides in with
that 'I have better things to do with my time' look. He
collects our homework ivith a sigh ofdisappointment and
then picks up htsgradebook, as ifit were the Bible. I, along
with the students around me, grip my desk in nervous
anticipation.

Whenever I read about one ofthese student crusades.
I always wondered why there was such a heated argu-
ment about it. Why would professors be so strongly

against such an idea — unless they were worried about
the way they teach? I find the argument that publishing
students' evaluations would deter students from taking
courses with strict teachers rather lame. Students who
are serious about a subject don't pick a course based on
whether the prof is hard — but whether they are good.

THOMAS

Same old slice of America

His finger runs down the roster, reminding us as he
goes along ofwho has A's, and who invariably doesn 't, to
randomly select the person who will recite the French of
the day. And who will be the lucky winner today?! The
grand prize: to be ridiculed and belittled in front ofyour
peers! (pleasedon 't call me. please don 't call me)Anxiously
my eyes twitch. . ceiling, floor, window, clock. .

I laughed at these debates, wondering why UMass
hasn't had one like it. Where do those evaluations go
anyway? Who reads them— and if they are indeed read,
what effecUs) do they have? Are changes ever imple-
mented? Are teachers who have been rated poorly rep-
rimanded, or fired or anything? For all we know, those
evaluations find themselves in the the recycling bin at
the end of each semester.

'RememberAdd /Drop ends Tuesday. There areplenty
of other French classes offered, especially lower levels.
Some ofyou. I believe, can 't understand English — / don 't

know how you expect to understand French. Don't listen
to those people at the University who tellyou to challenge

yourselves, that's ridiculous. Find the easiest courses you
can and get A's— your transcript will look good, better
than it does now. ' I want to scream and class isn 't even
half over.

What ever happened to the right to have an education?
It seems such a basic, simple right. Yet nowadays it's a
privilege, and an effort to find. I never thought that I'd sit
in a classroom at UMass and feel as if I were a weed and
my professor was a gardener. Yet every MWF I subject
myselfto 50 minutes ofpure and unfoundedjudgment. It
isn't any professor's responsibility to choose courses for
students he has never met. nor is it his respon-sibility to
decide what is good and what is bad for those student*.
His responsibility is to teach. T-E-A-C-H. Encourage, not
discourage. Provoke thought, not intimidate into exile.
The classroom is a place for learning, not a forum for
degradation.

It is appalling that such a "teacher" would be allowed
to continue teaching at any university, let alone this one.
I now understand why students fight for publication of
teacher evaluations. They would save us time, aggrava-
tion, money and quite possibly keep some profs on their
toes and others outside the door to the classroom. A mind
is a dangerous thing to waste— but it is also a dangerous
thing to tamper with.

1:10 p.m. I practically run. I'd feel immensejov that I
survived another French class, but I'm left knowing that
my sloppy 'penmanship is a sign offailure in the world
after college.

"

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

"She trained as a Playboy Bunny but
never worked as one. That's like saying ' I

smoked but I didn't inhale.*"

—

Ross Perot.
"So. much of it is. in my view, investi-

gated by partisan interests."— Bob Dole,
on Bob Packwood's Democratic accusers.

To reiterate. I did not mislead anyone
at any point and I have obeyed all laws."

—

Kimba Wood in letter to the Times.

Nathan

CRICK
"A person fills in these natural gaps

with what they believe took place, and
they believe it." — forensic psychologist
Melvin Gravitz on Anita Hill.

"Judge Wood did not provide details of
her household employment situation to
the White House when asked."— George
Stephanopoulos.

"I will not dignify those theories except
to assure everyone that I am not imagin-

-ing the conduct to which I testified." —
Anita Hill.

"I hope most of them lose, because
they're Hberal Democrats."—George Bus/i
on the women candidates for Congress.

"Hill defended herselfMonday against
depictions of her as a spurned woman, a
fantasizer and someone with a martyr
complex." — Associated Press article.

Kimba Wood brought all the documents,
paid all her taxes, followed all the laws.
She never specifically told the White House
she had hired an illegal alien because they
had never specifically asked and it was
irrelevant anyway. When the adminis-
tration found out, suddenly she lost "that
comfort level" that Al Gore treasures so
much in Attorney General nominees. So,

Mrs. Wood was forced to withdraw with
the request that she not speak of the
event.

She decided to send a letter to the New
York Times anyway, describing what she
felt was an unjustified reason for her dis-

missal. Completely coincidental ly the next
day it was leaked that she had trained for
five days as a Playboy Bunny. Luckily, we
had top White House officials ready to
ease our concerns.

"I think there's too much hysterical
instant analysis going on. We're going to
get an Attorney General confirmed and
everything will be fine."—top White House
official in NY Times.

Bill Clinton is running up against that
brick wall we call the bureaucracy, and
everything he promised is being whittled
down into token gestures and empty
speeches. Let's wait on the gay issue.
Sorry about the miscalculation in the defi-
cit, no tax cuts today. And Kimba, I'm
sorry but we have an ethics code to uphold.
You can't be associating with poor immi-
grants from Trinidad. Be thankful he
wasn't Haitian.

The latest example of that immovable
machine of government is the high-tech
lynchingofan uppitywoman. Kimba Wood
has suffered the fate ofhaving anything to
do with Zoe Baird, and they are tragic
sufferers of that major character flaw of
being non-nude. They have been tried and
convicted by the old-boy network who re-

main to whisper in the president's ear
that the public just isn't ready to accept
such wild things Hke women who hire
immigrants to take care of their children,
talk back to judiciary committees, are
harassed in the Navy, or refuse to be a
senator's handmaiden.

So Bill is going to spend a few years in
office, talk a lot, get frustrated, and
eventually leave. And soon, we can start
the whole process over and nominate the
latest candidate for change. Well shout
for something new and make up catchy
phrases like, say. Year ofthe Woman; but
the government will only shrug and keep
right on going. It has no reason to do
otherwise.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

O'Brien responds to charges
Mr. Gomes [Collegian, Feb. 8] ex

presses two concerns about Upward
Bound, the program from which the
federal government withdrew its sup-
port last year.

First, he says thathe has "found out
that a review will be done on how the
grant proposal was denied.' It did not
takemuch "findingout."The Co//«'^inn
on Jan. 27 reported accurately that I

had appointed Elaine H. Anderson "to
conduct an inquiry and prapara a re-
port concerning the University of

^Massachusetts Upward Bound Pro-
gram. Anderson is researching why
the program was denied federal fund-
ing and addressing ways to get fund-
ing back."

I think this fully meets the commit-
ment I made to thecampus community.
I promised "an independent review of
the circumstances regarding the loss

offederal funds for the Upward Bound
Program The renew is to bo headed by
an independent individual who has the
confidence of both the community and
the campus administration."

Next Mr. Gomes claims that the
$250,000 which I agreed, in the same
message, tocommit was somehow made
up of "services from CCEBMS, BCP
and URLRC." He is wrong. I promised
to add $250,000. andm a Dec 3 l)udgct
meeting at which funds for the current
yearwere reviewed, I set aside $750,000
to cover three years of support for the
program. These were real dollars and
none of them utiLzed "services from
CCEBMS" or any other place.

The one point of Mr. Gomes' column
writh which I concur is that "stupidity is

forever, but ignorance can be fixed."

Richard D. O'Brien
ChanceUor

What is the purpose of SIRPs?
UMass has created numerous Special

Interest Residence Programs (SIRPs)
grouping .similar people with similar ideas
and integrating a sen.se of unity and ac-
ceptanceamong them. One ofthe programs
is the Two-in-Twenty SIRP, consisting of
lesbian, bisexual and gay students, and
their allies.

Unfortunately, the purpose ofthis SIRP
has been misinterpreted by many people.
It has several functions, including a safe
space to live, a sense ofcommunity, acces-
sibility to not well-known resources, ac-
knowledgmentofthe history ofLBG people,
and creation of friendships and support
.systems including heterosexual allies.

Many gay, lesbian and bisexual stu-

dents encounter both blatant and subtle
forms of prejudice. Having supportive
floormates makes for a less stressful liv-

ing arrangement. In.stead of constantly
being on guard, one may concentrate on
one's studies. All types of prejudice are
rooted in ignorance and fear— the key to
harmony is education. SIRPS such as this
help to meet that end. Sometime in the
near future, there will be an open house on
the Two-in-Twenty SIRP — keep an eye
on the FYI section of the Collegian.

Valerie Brown
Elizabeth Waller

Northeast
Nineteen members ofthe Twoin -Twenty

SIRP signed this letter

Women's problems aren't solved

The correct political statement
I found an extremely distressing

letter in the editorial columns. Some-
one used the the song "Sex Type Thing"
by the Stone Temple Pilots as an ex-

ample ofthe present-day oppression of

women [Collegian, Feb. 41.

I would like to evoke the memories
ofthe readers: In 1981. Ozzy Osboume
released an album including the song
"Suicide Solution." Censorship groups
and parents alike jumped on it as a so-

called bad influence on the children of

America. Did anyone ask Ozzy what
the song was about? No. It was con-

demned for the name alone. When fi-

nally asked. Ozzy answered that it was
written in the memory of Bon Scot, of

AC/DC, and his slow death due to alco-
holism and how this addiction turned
into a "suicide solution,"

Now the song "Sex Type Thing" can
be seen through ignorant eyes as a
blow to the female gender. But unfor-
tunately, the lead singer is an avid
fighter for women's rights. His song is

not a political statement or a personal
view of the group, but only a hard look
at real life, to showAmerica an example
of the serious problem of oppression.

More people should find out the real

meaning ofthe song instead ofsomeone
elsewho makes unsubstantiated claims.

Jeff Schmidt
Sylvan

I was angry to see Michael Morrissey's
column [Collegian, Jan. 29 1 about femi-
nists wanting to "screw the world, give
them power." But 1 was saddened when I

readAmy Scott's editorial [Collegian, Feb.
4), "I am not a feminist!"

When the National Organization for

Women composes its agenda, I'm sure it

isn'tfighting for the rights of topless
women

. nor plottinga "fem-bian" takeover.
NOW and women's rights groups every-
where work to break down sexual stereo-
types, stop gender discrimination in the
classroom and find solutions to problems
like domestic violence and unequal pay.

I hope Ms. Scott's class will read "Back-
lash," by Susan Faludi. If not. I urge her to
read it on her own. Faludi's book will
enlighten women who think "feminism" is

a dirty word. Faludi asserts that 12 years
of right wing political leadership, the re-

ligious right, the media, the fashion in-

dustry and the advertising industry have
tried to turn women against feminism by
twisting its meaning, casting feminists as
evil and telling women they have no rea-
son to fight anymore.

The fight for women's rights began
only recently. Every new generation of
women must, ifthey want to evolve and be
treated fairly, continue to fight. We can't
just coast on the efforts of those a genera-
tion before us. Rights women today take
for granted were won by women not afraid
of the word "feminism."

See through the lies and twi.sted inter-
pretations of "feminism" by those who
seek to stifle change. A feminist is anyone— man. woman, conservative, liberal —
who values fair treatment and respect for
all human beings. It is also any woman
who refuses to be treated like a door mat.

Phyllis Gordon
Amherst
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continued from page 3

universities because we are a public insti-
tution, not a private college. It is to our
benefit to be involved and to support the
party. We do make a difference."

The conference will meet on Saturday,

Feb. 27 from 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m. in room 162
of the Campus Center. Tickets are $3.
Refreshments will be served. People in-
terested should contact Neil Carpenter at
the University Democrats for tickets and
information.

\

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For ifxlfviduals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner
Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality
Assured Call 549 2671 x233 or 234. Qinic |V

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned aboitf
somebody with an eating disorder Call
549 2671 X233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsh/e overeating
Mondays (except holidays) 430-6 00 p m
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

M Housing
continued from page 3

Colleen Coleman, an RA in Pierpont
and a committee member, said the Uni-
versity must examine the judicial sys-
tem at UMass.

"If students have a keg, they should
be thrown out of housing, instead they
get moved to another dorm," said
Coleman, who is a junior BDIC major

with a concentration in human re-
sources.

Coleman and Gittelsohn said they
would like to see the University more
pro-active when dealing with racial
incidents. Gittelsohn said he felt hous-
ing acted slowly with the racial inci-

dent last semester in Washington
Tower.

There'sA
NewWaytoGet
toMtTom.

Here's a hint:

For more information on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671
x233 or 234. Confidentiality Assured.

Now It's even easier to ski closer to home! And
purchasins a combination bus/lift ticket saves you
money, too! Take the Peter Pan bus, any day of the
week, from any one of these locations and enjoy
Sreat skiins day and nisht at nearby Ml Tom.-

'

1 :iur • -^*^ »L-n ,

AMHERSTAJMASS
NORTHAMPTON

SPRINGFIELD

BRDGEPORT

HARTFORD
MIDDLETOWN
MERDEN

NEW HAVEN

Route S, Holyoke, MA • Call Peter Pan for Info 781-2900

Open Now!

SAFE
XCHANGE

Valentine's Day Ideas

^ Variety T-Shirts ^
^ Clever Novelty Gifts ^
Over 25 Brands of Condoms with Close to 100 Varieties like:

^ Beyond Seven ^ Maxx ^ Contemix) ^
^ Sheik ^ Kaniino V Ramses ^
^ LifestA'les ^ Rubber Dnela- ^

256-0771
Plenty of Free Parking • 178 Norht Pleasant Street

Behind Tik-tan Ti\'a»urt's » Take Allf\ to Parking [xA

V, THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRW
jSV PEACE

1^ AND WORLD SECaRITY STUDI

and

THE SCHOOL OF PaBLIC HEALTH AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

present:

f r. '.

r f
1 '- %iTr>

i

A lecture by:

DR. ]ONflTHflN MfINN
Director, International AIDS Center of the Harvard AIDS Institute

Former Director, World Health Organization's Global Program on

AIDS

Wednesday, February 1 0th

7:30 PM
Memorial Hall, the University of Massachusetts

This event is free, open to the public and wheelchair accessible. For
more information, please call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

interTsteTseTca^^SITb^^^^^ f^eshman on up to seniors.

ON FBRUARY lOTH O^^^^ I^AIR IN THE CAMPUS CENTER
2PM ON FBR°U%^^1^SS^^K^

COLLEGIAN

FUN WITH FLAMES - Sophornores Heather L.nd arxi Mark Moore amuse themselves by .^SS"oi',^ra«r

Entertainment
18 & Over Weleome

Monday Feb. 8, 8:30 PM
Big Band Sounds with

Jeff Holmes
i^ Pieoe Jazz Band

Wed., Feb 1 0, 9 PM
Roc k ti Roll with

Blue Nuse

Thurs., Feb. 1 1 , 9 PM

Monghaiti
The Best in Alternative Rock

with Special Guest

Synacsthcsia
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Democrats
accuse GOP
of nepotism
BOSTON (AP) — The new head of the state Demo-

cratic Party says she wants the Ethics Commission and
the attorney general to investigate a pledge bv Republican
Gov. William Weld Ui find state jobs for GOP activists.

"I'm very offended by it, and I think it's a pathetic way
to begin a campaign for re-election," said Joan Menard,
chairwoman of the Democratic SUU' CommitUn?

Weld's controversial comments came at a weekend
gathering ofGOP city, town and ward committee chair-
men. The Boston Herald reported Tuesday.

Weld said he planned to increase efforts to get jobs or
state board app«jintrnents for everyone serving on the 80-
member Republican State Committee.

He also invited job inquiries from the 130 activists
attending the session, the Herald reported.

Weld told the group "We had a party with the mem-
bers ofthe sUte committee several weeks ago and 1 asked
my personnel people to find out how many ofthem either
were working in the administration or were on a | state)
board, and it was 4 1 out of 80. And 1 told them there's no
reason why it shouldn't be 80 out of80 for people who are
interested by the end of "94."

Menard, a state representative from Somerset, said
officials should investigate whether Weld's comments
conflict with state laws that say candidates can't trade
government positions for political support.

This is incredibly blatant politicization of the
governor's office." she said.

Menard, the House majority whip, was elected to head
the Democrats on the day Weld addressed the Sturbridge
conference.

Weld's spokesman. Ray Howell, responded that the
Democrats had "cornered the market on patronage

"

"For the head of the Democratic Party in Massachu-
setts, especially one who is a legislator, to complain alwut
pohtical patronage is a joke." he said.

It was "natural." Howell said, for Weld to want to bring
"people who share his views" into the government

Brad Minnick, Weld's deputy chiefsecretary, who also
attended, said. "We're very conscious of staying within
the letter of the law... because it is gray."

Menard's complaint would be reviewed, said Tom
Samoluk. spokesman for Democratic Attorney General
Scott Harshbarger

. . for ttie teacher

Beer
Full Bar

and Pizza Slices or Whole

GROUND FLOOR STuBeNT UNION

Outstanding
Teacher Award

The
College of Food and Natural Resources

invites students and faculty to submit nominations
for the 1992-93 award

NOMINATION FORMS ARE DUE MARCH 1

(Available in room 113 Stockbridge Hall or
in departmental offices)

Faculty in the following departments are eligible for nomination:

Consumer Studies • Entomology • Food Science

Forestry and Wildlife Management

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration

Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning

Nutrition • Plant and Soil Sciences • Plant Pathology

Resource Economics • Veterinary and Animal Sciences
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Spike: not the Messiah
Spike - the man came, he spoke, he

went. And for the low, low price of$ 16.500,
we were told what we already knew.

Natasha

SPRINGER
The movie "Malcolm X". had many road

blocks, and was hard to create, but, by
golly, it got done. Now we can all go home
and be happy that we prevailed over rac-
ism. No darling, that is not the case, we
have a lot more work to do.

I went into the concert hall expecting
some history making speech on life, liberty,

and the pursuit of an African-American.
Instead 1 heard what I should have ex-
pected, a man. a filmmaker, and his way of
letting us know that this is only the tip of
the iceberg of what we will experience.

Give me a minute to explain. We saw
and heard Spike, but what did Spike see
and hear. I think he saw a group (a small
group) of African-American students,
complaining about the way things are and
will continue to be. He saw the futurejust

beginning to look at the problems we will
face in the space of time we call our lives.

Spike came and, in his own way, showed
us what we need to know about dealing
with problems of today, and the possibiU-
ties of what we will achieve.

I think we went in there expecting to
hear Malcolm X speak, instead we heard
Spike Lee. a man, and a filmmaker.
Whether he knew it or not he gave us
something we can use. We need to look at
several things when discussing the
brother, and remember he is a brother. He
is one of the most prominent filmmakers
ofour time. He single-handedly produced,
directed, and co-starred in the best film of
1992. and possibly 1993. and the man is

Black.

With all Spike's short (not at all trying
to be funny) comings, he deserves our
respect. Like I told him. I will be working
with him, and if, by then, he has not come
back to reality, then I'll bring him back
myself. Peace!

Natasha Springer is a Collegian cor-

respondent.

The life of Miss Ida B. Wells
Upon the arrival of Black History

Month. 1 pondered to myself the meaning
of freedom. 1 concluded that 1 didn't know
what it was. Freedom to me means inclu-

sion, recognition and respect. As an Afri-

can-Amencan female on this campus. I

realized that I have to consUntly fight for
those three attributes.

Michele D.

MONTEIRO
Iromcallyenough. New World Theater's

production of Dr. Endesha Ida Mae
Holland's "Miss Ida B. Wells" opens with
voices answering the same question. Their
replies varied, but all inferences were
similar: inclusion, recognition and respect.
The play opens this way to relate Ida B.
Wells* experiences to current day events

"Miss Ida B. Wells", directed by Roberta
Uno is a presentation of Wells' life firom

1870 to 1920 which highlighUs her .signifi-

cant struggles "for the race." Ingnd Askew,
stage director and actress, portrays a ma-

ture Wells, while actress and director,

Nefertiti Burton portrays Ida B. Wells'
daughter and Miss Wells in her youth.
Bothenactan educational monologue which
endows the audience with a sense ofWells'
revolutionary accomplishments.

Ida B. Wells was an entrepreneur who
used her newspapers to abolish slavery.

She IS revered as a revolutionary because
she was the first Black woman to put forth
"the race question" in herown newspaper.

In a question and answer session fol-

lowing "Wells", Professor John Bracey of
the African-American studies department
said that Wells' life was of great signifi-

cance because she was part ofthe first free

generation of African Americans to fight

for full inclusion, recognition and respect.

Miss Wells' struggles will not be
minimalized or forgotten.

It's 1993, 12 generations since the
creation of slavery and we're still fight-
ing.

Michele D. Monteiro is a Collegian cor-

respondent.

_. „^..^ .^^^ COURTESY NEW WORU) THEATER
The POMO AFRO HOMOS (Post-modern African-American Homosexuals).

Black Affairs
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Tnae history frees your mind

11
Concert: Jazz Duo with Deidre Murrey. celHst and Jeanne Lee
vocalist. Augusta Savage Art Gallery. 7 p.m.

Social Ev*nt: "Chocolate Mix; The Dating Game' - a LoveConnec
tion for African-American students. A dating game and social in the
sptrit of Black History Month arxj Valentine sDay Valentine cards will

be provided. Campus Center room 101 , 7 p.m.
^ponsoredt)^ SMCP. For info, andcontestantsign-up call545-2426

Concert; bfOfio NuOian vjiiti spoMai gut.';is

f '^jic- o^^a Diornona '' ..<•! -. - :•. ! .
.

and i 3 'general pi.i

l^ecofd

Sponsoroil t?y HMCh' ann ' >' T

K uouble XX
^ "^lO/UMASS

j'ld I Of ihe

IS.
Dromotk: Reading: Given by Frances Sharp in the Augusta Savage
Art Gallery. 7 p.m

C u'turo Brian

Ccrte'91/ 12

:\ ond Les-

i^nj^V

tectur© \A/rio Is We'' Race SexuaMy laer-'''-/ -'

I 'oc-ntQn I DC Cupton and iJ'Oia B'Of-incr

"-•cor ! 30 p m

Theater; ' lerce Lo^'c Hovvl<er A^a lo- ur m o n.

'ickcts 53;studont5 and Sb-generoi cublic
Sponsofca Oy New Worto Ihooter the Ptogra
t^on Ccncoins an.i 'h, / pr--\

Theater: Dark Fruit Bov>^er Auditorium. 8 pm.
Tickets S3/students and S5/general pubic
5iponsored by New Wodd Tt)eatef. fhe Pro^om
Lesbian Concerrv and ttie LBGA

Haif ond Fashion Show Car^put Cc^tr, 6 p trt i a n.
^ ashion Show will include »aien1 perroirriances Sb person to t>enolit
the CCF MBS library /

Sponsored by Cape Vordean Huocnt Alliance Moicoim x Cultural
Canter and CCEMBS

Concert: Tritxjte To Bob Marley & Peter T<»h. Student Union Bolifoom.
6 p m Roger Stefterw arxj Loose Caboose with speciai guests

'Porno Afro Homos'
By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff Writer

New World Theater will be presenting
two shows performed by Pomo Afro Homos
( Post-modern African-American Homosexu-
als). These shows will be focusing on issues
such as homophobia within the black com-
munity, racism within the gay community,
and the insensitivityofvarious AIDS activist
groups regarding gay Black men..

Through dance, music and monologue
Fierce Love presents a photo album of deter-
mination, difference and "dish" that captures
the unique perspectives of black gay life and
explores the disputed alliances black gay
men often confront.

Dark Fruit reclaims pages ofmemory of a
black gay childhood in sketches that are as
much about sexual hunger as they are about
sexism, racism and the lack of a black gay
community.

The Pomo Afro Homos are Brian Free-

man, Djola Bernard Branner. and Eric
Gupton, all of whom met in San Francisco
after performing solo and in other theater
ensembles.

They will perform Fierce Love on Febru-
ary 19 and Dark Fruit on February 20. Both
performances will be at 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets are $5, $3 for students
and are available at the Fine Arts Center
Box Office.

The Friday night performance of Fierce

Love will be a benefit performance for ARISE
for Social Justice, a low income rights, mem-
bership-based organization whose purpose is

to educate, organize and empower low in-

come people.

Pomo Afro Homos is co-sponsored by New
WORLD Theater, the Program for Gay. Les
bian and Bisexual Concerns, the lesbian Bi-

sexual Gay Alliance (LBGA), Academic Sup-
port Services, Black Student Union. Iota Pin

Theta, Phi Beta Sigma and theWE.B.DuBois
Department of African-American Studies.

m
Especially For You
Haircare & Beauty Boutique

Now at
233 N. Pleasant St.. Downtown Amherst Carriage Shops

1 Our Young Black Men educates

OPTIMUM • MORNING MAGIC • LUSTER'S

BRAIDS & WEAVES HUMAN & SYNTHETIC & BEADS & MUCH MUCH MORE

Come Down & Browse Around or Coll 549-8316 To Ploce Your Order

FREE Delivery Within The Five-College Area

Especially For You

g- MrCm b M\it\i Si/pply SfmMni in kfricmkmmMrCmMuds
m

By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

••A strange place does not have peace", the
actual suicide note written by Playwright
James Chapman opened up the eyes of the
audience for Our Young Black Men Are Dy
ing And Nobody Seem.H To Care at Bowker
Auditorium last night.

Presented in small one man skits, the
cast, including Joseph Damme, Jay Lewis,
Stephen Powell and Dennis Ivy, gave an
emotionally charged and powerful perfor-
mance as our young Black men dead and
dying.

Portraying a variety ofcharacters such as
a homeless man, a crack addict, a convicted
rapist to even a young boy wanting to know
"why" the ensemble from Our Young Black
Men. .

.
kept the audience's undivided atten-

tion throughout the hour and half play.
The skits offered the problem and per-

haps even a solution to the death ofAmerica's
Black man. All the while giving the audience
an opportunity to think about what they can
do as a collective to "stop the madness".

"Nat Turner" opened up questions as to

why the Black history taught in our public

schools wasn't the whole truth. One cast

member asked the "teacher" why they never

mentioned that Nat Turner died for th(

struggle ofthe African-American slaves, and
he had a smile when "the White man hung
him".

The most disturbing skit was "Danny-O"
This followed the adventures ofa young man
on Christmas Eve. After stealing a collection

bucket from a street corner Santa, Danny
buys some pot, food, a gun and rents a room
for the night. And, because nobody cares.

kills himself on Christmas Day.
To end this powerful production, three

cast members stood on the stage reading the

actual names of young Black men who have

died either from suicide, drive by shootings

or even drug addictions.

Our Young Black Men ... is a disturbing,

yet enlightening, play that should be viewed

by people of all colors, ages and backgt ounds.

It leaves you questioning, but also educated,

of the uphill battle our young Black men in

today's society have to fight.

1^ ^M
Lecture: *Thinl< ond Grow Rich' - A lecture on EntrepreneursNp by
Dennis Kimbro Campus Center Auditorium 8pm
^PO^oied by BMCP. Annhersf College. Hampstwe College andUMASS Schoc^ of Management

History can be defined as the collective
past of a given aspect of our world, often
focusing on the collective past of various
peoples. In the case ofAfrican Americans,
this history is very broad, lengthy, and
rich, but unfortunately, much of it has
also been distorted and destroyed
throughout the course of time.

Martin F.

JONES
Concert

Peading

a^v '/.'Ml-

'
.

"
'. ig Biocx •'^f" I

-11 poets ^Jlk^

(...'.-.<„' Ot thO spoken .v(.(a

JOy NOMMC No\.-,^ lo'i'j"

' o! Poets of Nevv
:cla Will derr-ior

:- DC announcea

f2<6
Th«o*ie: 'Joe Turner's Come And Gone' Rar>d Theatre
$3/ftudent5 arxj SS/general p<^3«c.
Siponsored by New World T^teatre

Lecture. A(!yc-.o L^Oi.i bo.vkc-f Auditudufii 6prn
; i-o^-'d^v Distinguished Vii'tors Program

Ce4ebratton: 'In Celebration of Btack Women' presents the 2nd
Annual Celebration MarVet Ptoce Amherst Regional High SctxxA.
10 am - 4 p m A Showcase of African-Amertcan Women's Cre-
ative Talents

Throughout The Month...
Art Exhibition; Black Brown and Beige
Images o' Back women in paintings, photographs and memorabilia
Augusta Savage Art Gallery

Exhibit; Dr DuBois Goes To Washington
Special Collections and Archives Reading Poom, University Library
10 am -3pm Monday - Friday

On February 12. 1926, Carter G.
Woodson, a Black historian, founded Ne-
gro History Week, later to become Black
History Month. Black History Month, and
Black history in general, is of great im-
portance to Black liberation. Without
knowledge of their history, a people will
forever be enslaved mentally. It is clear,
then, that our struggle rests upon our
abihty to reclaim and redefine our cultural
heritage.A tree without rootscannot stand,
nevermind grow. Eventually, it will fall

over and die.

In this new age of technological ad-
vances in communications, the latest battle
is that for the control ofinformation. Why?
Because information is what properly fu-
els our ability to act to change our environ-
ment. Before one is qualified to repair an
automobile, one must know everything
there is to know about the mechanics of
that automobile. Before a doctor can de-
velop a cure or vaccine for a disease, that
doctor must research and acquire all the
accumulated knowledge about that dis-
ease. The doctor must also know of every
other attempt to produce that cure or that
vaccine and why it failed. When this in-

formation is acquired the doctor is still at
the very beginning. All he has done was
prepare himself for the first step.

This principle also apphes fully to Black
Liberation. Until we realize that any
revolution must begin with the liberation
of the mind and intellect, we are doomed
to failure. Presently, there are not enough
of us who have the patience or desire to
undertake this task. Watching a movie
about Malcolm X is not enough to gain a
true understanding of his political phi-
losophies. Read his speeches (Malcolm X
Speaks, ByAny Means Necessary, etc. Jand
then you'll get the whole story.

Turn off" the tele\ision for a while and
read. Martin Lawrence may make you
laugh, but there's nothing funny about
being ignorant to your heritage. Reading
is the key towards self-empowerment.

Form study groups. People around here
have no problem sitting around and gos-
siping about personal business . As soon as
we are willing change the topics and en-
gage in some real discussion on our con-
dition, then we can make some progress.

Go to the University library. On the
twenty-fifth floor are the actual archives of
W.E.B. DuBois, one of the greatest intel-

lectuals. White or Black, that the worid has
seen in this century. This collection of his
writings was sought by scores of universi-
ties all over the world, and we are so for-

tunate to have access to such a great trea-
sure. WEB. DuBois died fighting for our
liberation and left his work behind as a tool
for us to continue the struggle. It should be
used to its greatest capacity.

We as human beings define our entire
existence by our culture. It is our culture
and our history that makes us truly uniq ue.
It's much more than just skin color. It's

about self- determination. And as our
public school system continues to maintain
the philosophy of white supremacy, we
must continue to educate ourselves and
undo what Carter G. Woodson termed,
"the miseducation of the Negro."

Let us not continue to fool ourselves
into thinking that Bill Clinton is going to
free us. He couldn't even if he wanted to.

We must also stop viewing the acquisition
of material gain as the true measure of
success and freedom It isclear. ultimately,
that Black liberation in America must
begin with a cultural and intellectual
revolution As long as the masses are
ignorant, the powers that be will remain
firmly in place, not because they are om-
nipotent, but because they remain
unchallenged.

In order to mount this challenge, we
have to raise our collective consciousness
as a people. Only then will we be prepared
to wage a real struggle for our liberation.
As Malcolm X once said. "Wake up to your
history and your heritage, and then you'll
get results!"

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian staff
member

Statistics: faceless numbers that perpetuate Racism
Yesterday while looking in the hbrary, I had come across

a book called "The sins or evils of integration", by Rev. Ixiuis
E. Dailey. In it Dailey talks about why its wrong to integrate
the schools. In his book Dailey uses the high drop out rate of
Aftt)-Americans, the rate ofillegitimate births, and cited how
the Afro-Americans ofhis area did not attempt to raise money
for their schools in the area, hence the level ofeducation ofthe
Negro children. Not once did Dailey in his book try to explain
why he thought these circumstances existed, beyond the poor
moral character of Afro-Americans, but he did take the time
to cite that two of his grandparents were in on the Boeton Tea
Party.

After reading this book I was struck by the resemblance to
some of the sociology courses I had taken. Courses in which
similar statistics were thrown at me and not explained, but I

was expected to learn them. Statistic like the high drop
out rate, illegitimate birth rate, crime, etc.

Penny

CAMERON
Struck to close to home by the resemblance I had to ask
myself "Have we come as far as we think we have from the
days when Afro-Americans were just generally seen as
being of a morally low character". I find myself being
forced to answer no, we have not. Ever/day we are taught
about the "problems" ofour race and the positive is left for

extra-curricular classes that is not a requirement to take,
ineflect we are being set up to fail, leamingthat most AfiT>-

Americans never make it to college and if they do then its

either because of Aflirmative Action or sports.
This type of behavior only inspires social ignorance in

people ofother races and in Afro-Americans themselves. In
order to truly erase racism through education the statistics
of "social problems" should not be taught without trying to
delve into reasons why these problems exists. Dailey never
considered once in his book that the reason why the Afro-
Americans in his area never contributed to their children
education was that they didn't have the funds to, that the
children ofthe "negroes" in his area had to drop out of school
to help support their families, or that poverty always
inspires high illegitimacy rates It seems that it is just
easier to spew out empty sUtistics than to solve the prob-
lem, in essence, putting a band-aid solution on a gun shot
problem.

NOMMO
- The Power of the Spoken and Written Word -

NOMMO NEWS is currently accepting articles concerning the community.
Editorial pieces, Black History Month event reviews, poetry and photos are due
February 18 for the March 1 issue. Copies of original work may be submitted to

103 New Africa House. For further information call 546-1036 or 545-5741.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Spike Lee's visit to the Fine Arts Center kicked off Black
History Month at the University of Massachusetts.

LMVKRSITV OF MASSACHl SETTS

BLACK STUDENT UNION
The UMASS Black Student Union

will be holding a general
assembly meeting

Thursday, February 11,

in room 917 Campus Center.
This very brief meeting will

be the first for the

1993 spring semester.
For more information,

call 6-1230 or 6-1688.
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BELOW IS A PROGRESS REPORT OF MULTICULTURAL ACTIVITIES which was published in December
in the Campus Chronicle, after students had already left for break, and in January, It is being published
again so that students who may not have seen the list may do so now. Reports, issued from the Chancellor's
office, will be written each month. The intent of the reports, and the essays, by different faculty or staff
members, is not only to follow agreements reached between the administration and ALANA students, but also
to list the efforts of the community at large in working towards a truly multicultural campus.

ML!LTICLILTrR.\L MUSINGS

Fur sunie time, the Uni\t:rsit\' of Massachu-

>ilts at Amhtrst has been committed to the idea

<J| a multicultural campus. Our nk)st recent

mission statement states that •our goal is to

achieve a multicultural campus where men and
«x»men of diverse racial, social and economic
groups play major roles arul. in a spirit of mutual

respect, come to understand and appreciate the

varieh' of perspectives that diversity makes p«.>s

sible. We seek a s«.viet>' where life is to he enjo^vd

and ever\- person has a chance to achieve his or

her potential and thus make the greatest possible

contribution to the ComnxMiwealth and to so-

ciet\' at large."

I believe that these are noble goals which
few would contest. I also beliew that despite

numerous efforts over the past 15 years, we seem
to a he a long way from achieving the mutual

respect and appreciation of diversity that

multiculturalism is designed to promote. We
has-e had an especialK- difficult>' time addressing

these issues during the lasst four years, during

which we kist some one third of our state op

erating budget, all ol our capital funds and have

had no salar>' incrcues

Now. as we seem to be emerging from our

Hu«^tar>- morassand ha\ing restored some sense

o^st^ilit)' in response to our most recent crises,

the time is right to discuss multiculturalism in

an attempt to arriw at an understanding and

contemus about where wt M'ant to go and hoM-

to get there.

THE Ml LTICl LTl K^\L C/\MPl S

There are not mam- examples in the world

'where men and women trf diwrse racial, social

and economic groups play major roles and. in

a spirit of mutual respect, come to understand

and appreciate the variety of perspectives that

dis'ersitv makes p«Msible." E\Tn a cursors- glance

at the nighth news res-eals the pnichvity ofgroups

to differentiate themseh'es from other groups

and then to act with great hostility- and violence

towards those who are not members ui their

groups. Wh\ dowe helievv that we hax-e a chance

o( combined pluralism and community- in the

face of so marn- negative examples, ewn in our

own societ)-'

Kor one thing, universities share a tuunda-

tion of values, civic as well as academic, which

can be supportixt oi the ideal of a multicultural

Cf>mmunit>-. In the UniversitN' we knoxv that we
do fK>t ha\t to be alike or agree on exerv'thing

prmided we share certain fundamental scholari>-

values and principles. The acquisition of truth

is th<iught to be an open pnice.ss im^lving the

collision of ideas, beliefs and theories. We expect

individuals to hax-e different views on the truth

and we expect to acquire a clearer serxse of the

truth as a consequence of debate in the market-

place of ii)t-.'^ V • ••t-"ir* ' ''-c rr'' •:'"

i>f reasofi to human affairs and to judge people and
ideas on the basis of merit binds us together as it

permits and encourages a multiplicity of ideas and
peoples. The outside world may be segregated both
as to groups and ideas but the verv' conception of

the university would seem to require pluralism.

Can we reasonably expect the uniwrsity to be

better than the society around it. We recognize

that a state university, to some extent, is a micro-

cosm of the state. We are frequently admonished
to come out of our ivor>' tower and to grapple with

the problems of the real world. But the fact that

we are expected to reach out to the real world does

not require that we accept the prejudices of that

world as a given. We recognize that much of our

student body comes to us from segregated commu-
nities who have little experience with
multiculturalism. This is a shortcoming to be

tnercome by our educational pnx'esses just as surl>'

as we expect our students to learn enough Knglish.

Hi$tor>- and Math to become functioning members
of our society.

Much has been made recently ofthe University's

role as an engine ofeconomic development. I M-ould

urge that we also haw an obligation to produce

students who will make a contribution to civic

development. The real world that our students will

enter is one whose racial and ethnic profile is chang-

ing dramatically. The United Sutes is becoming one
of the most pluralistic countries in the vx-orld. In

addition, we are also developing a greater depen-

derw)'on other natioru of the world for our economic
Mvll being. The notion of the "global village' is a

rich metaphor for a future that will require our

students to compete in ver>' diwrse world, one in

which our dominant race is clearly a minority, and

a world which requires us tobuild bridges tocultures

that are different from our own. This is the world

of the 21sl Centur>- that we must prepare our stu-

dents to understand and relate to.

How best can we create an educatiorul program
that will prepare our students for these new chal-

lenges!'

First, we hav* to capitalize on our racial, ethnic

and cultural diwrsity as providing an excellent

opportunit>' for all of us to enter the world of di-

versity. To accomplish this, we need to increase the

participation ofthose groups who are not adequately

represented on our faculty and staff and among our

student bod>'. Let it be understood that we do this

in part because this is the equitable and just thing

to do. We do it in part because in a knowledge based

economy we can ill afford to waste the talents of the

fastest growing groups in our society because of

stereotNTical thinking about their potential and

capabilities. .And we do it in part because it is in

our self interest to do so as a state and as a country.

If we are to compete in this diverse global econom>'.

we have to understand, appreciate and learn from

the multiplicity of perspectives that are embodied
in the x-ePk- concept of a multicultural W)rld. We
can and should begin this process at home by in-

creasing the numbers of and interaction with the

V ,,''.. resthatmak.. .-•., MM,,,.. ; ..'x---. <. . „„;,.

^MM. —

—

This understanding vx-ould seem to be a prerequisite

to the broader understanding of the world's diwrsit^'

thatallAmerican groups, minority and majorit>', will

have to learn to appreciate.

co.Ni.NUNirv

The multicultural campus is one which pro-

vides access to a variet>' ofgroups at all levels. There

isa tendenc>' to judge thequality of a multicultural

community by the numbers of these groups. It is

common to expect that the size of the groups should

be related to their numbers in the community at

large. The relevant community is not the same for

each category. For students, we measure the ap-

propriate number of particular groups by their

percentage in the population at large. Presumably,

in a state university, the nature of the population

of the state sets some limits on the possibilities. In

Massachusetts, we have l.'l% minorities in the high

school graduation ptK)l. The number of women is

about 5<l%. With regard to students, this university

has reached a gender parity and is close to achiextng

parity for our minority population. We hope to

exceed the minorit>' totals and hax-e pledged to get

to 20% of the freshman class over the next several

years. To sustain these numbers we need to focus

on retention. If we cannot retain the minority

students we recruit with great difTiculty. we will

never be able to achieve our goals. Student retention

requires that Acuity devote mot< quality time to

activities which may not be high on the priority list

advising, counseling, visiting the dorms, teaching

in living and learning emironments, making the

large university mort intimate and hospitable.

The recruiting of faculty is based not upon the

population of the state, but upon availability pools

by discipline. We nov*- have some 21% women
among the tenure track faculty- and 1 1% minorities.

We have a long way to go with regard to women and

we are probably forbidden to set a Urget for minori-

ties which is higher than the availability pools.

Nex-ertheless, during the past five years, we have

av-eraged some 23% of minority hires, half coming
through the Special Opportunity fund. The problem
here, too is retention, and again, the faculty has a

crucial role to play. First, it is the faculty who
establish the climate in the departments which can

help or hurt the de%-elopment offaculty. Is mentoring

a high priority for the senior faculty? What can the

faculty do to assist all of the untenured faculty to

reach their full potential? Among other things, the

senior faculty may have to assume a greater role in

the service activities of the department and the

campus in order to enable the untenured facult>' to

devote themselves to research and teaching. This

isa particularly important factor for minorities since

they are likely to be called upon serve on numerous
committees to achieve balance and they are expected

to help the university solve its racial problems.

The creation of statistical community is a

necessary, though not a sufficient condition for the

establishment of a multicultural car-;

numbers matter in a variety of ways. There is

a body of research that suggest that the quality

oflife improves for minoritiesas their proportion

increases. Higher percentages influence the

degree to which minorities can achiew equal

treatment and also contribute to the process by

which the majorit>' can overcome stereot>pical

thinking. People ofcolor clearly feel more secure

on campus where tht^ are more than tokens.

Their sense of physical security is enhanced

when there is a critical mass that the\' can look

to for support. Sufficient numbers also enable

the group to organize to come together to eel

ebrate their heritage, and may contribute to self

identitv' and self esteem.

As important as the appropriate numbers

are for some purposes, the creation of a

multicultural community in all of its aspects

requires much more than mere percentages,

although student groups have tended to focus

upon increases numbers and secure .space.

We recognize that some ofour students and

some of our faculty and staff come form segre-

gated communities and have limited contact

with diversity until they come to the University.

Nor have the>' internalized the shared values and

norms of the university which emphasize the

tolerance of diverse views and the commitment
to civil discourse. Particularly with students in

the freshman year, the ver>' diversity that we have

tried to promote can lead to a clash of cultures

accompanied by misunderstanding, harassment.

bigotr>- and even violence. \s a consequence,

minority groups feel unsafe and feel the need for

sanctuaries that they control. The campus has

responded by creating cultural centers and other

spaces which enable ethnicall>- diverse groups to

celebrate their culture without challenge. \\'hile

this is understandable, it may make the achiew-

ment of a real multicultural community more
difficult to attain . If minority groups self

segregate, that may contribute to the misunder-

standings that fostered racism in the first place.

The major problem, then, is how to create

community in the face of what /nay be called

"Balkanization." We hope that the programs

that we create to promote ethnic pride do not

deteriorate into forms ofethinicchauvinsmwhich

undermine our attempts at community build-

ing. The challenge, then, is not simply the

successful recruiting and retention of diverse

groups, but the building of a communit)- "in

which people learn to respect and value one

another for their differences, yet. at the same
time, are drawn together by certain fundamental

values that they share in common as scholars

and as citizens." Only in this kind of community
can we hope to enjoy the full fruits of

multiculturalism and only in this kind of com-
munit>" can we expect the majority as well as the

minorities to participate with enthusiasm.

Wrillen hi/ Prm-ost GLEN GORDON

^mm

PROGRESS REPORT REGARDING THE MULTICULTURAL CAMPUS
1

1
S, 92 s,1.)ssM husc'tt'. AcJ\ i>ory Committi^' to tk- United Statos Ctxnmissiun on Civil Right released Us

ri-j)ort on Campus Tensions in Massachusetts: Searching for Solutions in the Nineties. This was
.1 tull-diy meeting which was open to the public.

11/1 3/92 Pri i\ ( )>t requests Deans Edw ords .ind Berger to assemble faculty group tomake recommendations
alx)ut possible changes in turric ulum to reflect multiculluralism.

1 1 /16/92 Ec|ui|)nH>nt requi>sts from El Centre) Latino fuiKk-d.

11/19/92 The AHORA organization (the Registered Student Organization of Latino & Latina Students)
sjx>ns<xed a Ixxrth in the CimjAJS Center in an efibrt to inform students about Puerto Rican
culture.

1 1/20/92 Chancellor. Provost, dep.irtment chairs conducted a rcKeaf on multiculturalism at Ml. Holyoke
College. Topics iixTudecli'Tlieroleof Deans andChairs in EslablishingaMulticulluralCampus,"
and 'IJndergraduate Education and Multiculturalism.'

1 1/20/92 The Office of Minority Graduate Studies and Research and the Faculty Advisory Comminee is

considering the request to include minority students on its Fellovwhip Review Committee.

1 1 /20/92 A specific plan was requested by the Chancellor regarding Staff Training and Development; on
1 2/8/92 a draft plan was provided and is under review,

1 1/23/92 Puerto Rican Night in the Dining Commons

1 1/30/92 Training on tec hniques for non-violent contronlation provided to W'n of all RAs. All RAs will be
trained by the end of Decemlx^r.

1 2/1/92 The Institute for the Healing of Racism held its final meeting of the semester.

12/2/92 A motion was passed at tlw Undergraduate Student Senate to suppon mandatory changes in

General Education requirements, such as a mandatory course for all first year students to help
fight discrimination and foster multiculturalism.

1 2/2/92 Graduate Student Organization sponsored two sessions to discuss CEO and racism (various

12/10/92 topics)

1 2/3/92 Following the Board of Trustees meeting in Boston there was agreement to have a meeting of

trustees with students in Amherst in order to provide a more convenient meeting place forALANA
students to review the litigation rights of the Legal Services Center.

12/3/92

12/4/92

12/9/92

12/11/92

12/11/92

12/13/92

12/14/92

12/19/92

12/23/92

1/5/93

1/11/93

1/20/93

1/28/93

Ramlx)w Patrol began its effon to curtail hate crimes on campus by toixiucting loot patrols

Chancellor and others met with the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance and agreetl to form a
Chancellor's Task Force that "shall act as a watchgroup for CLB-relaled issues, iiKidents aixl
curriculum and shall be a pemianeni advisory committee to the Cliancelkx."

Project Pulse administered a survey on students' perception of the cultural diversity requirement
Results will be published in future press releases.

An information pac ket addressing "Diversity aixl Complexity in the Classroom aixJ 'Teaching
in a Diverse Environment" was distributed to the Continuing Education faculty.

Chanceltof writes to CCEMBS, BCP, and Asian Cultural Center to set up meetings conceminc
equipment and operating budgets.

r o- ^

The Malcolm X Center hosted its annual Kwanza Celebration

The second Escort Service van, committed to by the Chancellor, began operating.

Provost asks Deans Berger and lackson and Associate Chancellor Pearson to be a committc-e
recommendingchanges and annual reports by faculty to reflect contributionsto multiculturalism.

Founding provided to restore the Advocates of Women of Color Program in the Everywoman's

Chancellor appointed Dr Elaine Anderson to conduct an inquiry into the loss of the University'sUpward Program funding. '

Assessment of training needs for police officers will Ije conducted during the next two weeks.

Chancellor asked vice chancellor of university relations, Dan Melley, to have a wall calendar
designt>d for the coming year that includes days of religious ol)servance.

The Attorney General's office sponsored its first training conference designed for campus police
officers and administrators entitlc-d, "Current Issues in Campus Law Enlbrcement "

^ ^
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Essential Buckwheat Zydeco on CD
f^™^'^*' ^''' ^°'" *^ '^'^'^^ '^fsouthwest soul and 'killer accordion riffs'By GARY DEANE
Collegian Coirespondent

Menagerie: The Essential Zydeco Collection
Buckwheat Zydeco
Mango/Island Records

For many people, their first exposure to zydeco music
was probably in the film. The Big Easy. The soundtrack
featured the latest sounds ftx)m the music-rich stete of
Louisiana, a sUte that is a virtual breeding ground for
American music, having already spawnedjazz and blues
in the beginning of the century.

In the 1950s, a young accordionist named Clifton
Chenier single-handedly re-invented zydeco music, dis-
tinguishing it from C^un music by incorporating blues
and R & B elements with the music indigenous to south-
western Louisiana's French-speaking blacks.

At this time. Stanley "Buckwheat" Dural. Jr. was
bumping around the South, playing organ in a number of

•oul and R & B nightclubs as a sideman. By the 19708 he
dabbled with his own funk band and rode his increasing
populanty into Chenier'sown "Red Hot Louisiana Band "

Buckwheat brought a solid, soulful sound to the band
while absorbing Chenier's creative juices. It was with
Chenier that Buckwheat became fully devoted to zydeco
music, and after a few years they both agreed Buckwheat
would be better offheading hisown band, as zydeco music
was slowly permeating the mainstream.

In 1979, Buckwheat Zydeco was formed and they soon
released their debut album. Take It Easy Baby. The al-
bum was a decent start for the band, but they had
difficulty convincing themselves they were a legitimate
zydeco band, preferring to stick with the blues-based
sound ofBuckwheat's roots. The band would have plenty
of time to work on their own style, switching to a larger
label ( Rounder) and releasing a toUl offouralbums in the
early 'SOs.

By 1987. it was clear the band was working hard to
make it big and signed with Island Records, becoming the

first zydeco band on a m^or label. Their debut album. On
A Night Like This, quickly earned critical acclaim aiid a
Grammy nomination. The band toured with U2. Eric
Clapton (who also played on the group's second Island
record.Takinglt Home), and Robert Cray, exposing their
hard-hitting, horn and guitar-powered sound to rock and
blues fans the world over.

Many bands suffer a quick burnout after such heavy
exposure, but Buckwheat Zydeco's third album on Island
proved that the band was hot to record when they got back
into the studio. Where There's Smoke. There's Fire, re-
leased in 1990. continued the killer accordion riffs and
solos from Buckwheat as the rhythm section burned up
once again, highlighted by a fun and inspired take ofHank
Willianj's "Hey Good Lookin"" featuring Dwight Yoakam.

Simply stated. Menagerie gathers the eleven tunes
from the band's three Island records, which finds them at
their peak. It's a great album to begin your zydeco
collection, and just in time for Mardi Gras. And that's
even if you haven't seen The Big Easy.

Buckwheat Zydeco
COURTESY MANGO RECORDS

GRANT DEADUNE

FRIDAY. FEB. 19

Single Profect/Eonil Grunts

for iHiiSK. tliealer, msim/ art

and destgii, performettcr

an, literature, film and vtdtv,

aiid otiKT arts related events.

PROPOSAIS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENTCROUPS

APPLICATIONS
GUIDANCEANTORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENTACnVmES
OFHCE OR UMASS
^RTS COUNCIL
20.1 HASBROUCK
OX GUX 5454202

WANTED: An Arts U Living Associate, (a paid position.)

Please call 545-1361 for more Info.

WINA PAIR OFFREE TICKETS TO ^

THELOHIOUS MONSTER I
PEARL STREETNIGHTCLUB • MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15 ^
THELONIOUS MONSTER/OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

Name:

Phone #:

I

CO Must be at least 18 vears old to enter. Tickets are r)on-refundable.

I UJ Drawing to be held on Thursday, Feb. 11, 1993. No entries will be recieved after 3:30pm on 2/11/93. Collegian Staff are not

I
^ eligible to enter. Winners will be contacted by telephone. Drop off entries at Collegian business window, 113 Campus

' ^ Center (basement), UVass , Amherst. Winners are responsible for picking up tickets at the Collegian office before 3:30pm

I

QC on Friday, Feb. 12. Only one entry per person will be accepted. Only official entry form from newspaper will be accepted.

lookingfor New Career Opportunities

Register Now to Attend our February Sessions

Workshop:

O Saturday, Feb. 13, 1:30-5:00 p.m.:

Organize and Implement Non-ProfIt Job Campaigns
w/ Dennis T. Baylor, ACCESS
(publisher of Community icAjs]

c- • Director CareSr Development Services,
oemmars:

O Saturday, Feb. 20, 10:30-1:00 and 2:30-5:00
Careers In Writing and International Media

O Saturday, Feb. 27, 1:30-4:00

Careers in Teaching

AvGnIi is o general Coreer Services firm, specialized in non-profit and international coreers. We
provide resume odvisement, career counseling, a computerized Employment Dalobank, an extensive
library, and a voriety of other services. Contact Avanti for information on any of our sen^ices.

Avanti: (413)584-8409
1 7 New Soutfi Street

Sullivan Sauare
Northampton, MA 01060

=^A VANTI=
Career Maiiai)i-ment
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rrRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK OTY
Roundtrq) On* Way

London
$305 $155

Paris
$398 $219

$490 $245
Cuatemala City
$470 $235
Mexico City
$360 $180

Oslo/Stoclcliolm
$458 $229

PLEASE RECYCLE THIS

COLLEGIAN.

THANK YOU

$630 $315
Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes.

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all maior destinations tn

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia
CMomHiMnioraltM and diH'iu'*
lUM ipfty fMM M^Kl to changa

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison A¥e . MY NY 10173

800-272-9676

212-986-8420-
•in NYC

Call for Spring Break Now!

UA^rEHP^

V

BURGERS • HOT DOGS
FRIES "ONION RINGS
PHILLY (HEESE STKS
SHAKES*FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

Scott's Shots
continued from page 1

6

find what is. to some THE REAL CAGE.
Outdating Curry Hicks' version ofThe

Cage by some 80 years, this court has
actual steel grating to protect the windows
which lay underneath each hoop. The base
line is not a line at all, instead it is a wall
- at both ends. Crash the boards and you
risk the prospect of resembling a flame-
broiled burger.

A routine visit on any Tuesday night or

Saturday morning (haven't made one of
those yet) and the brand of ball being
played isjust what Naismith had in mind.
It's full-court size actually equals a half-

court and fast-breaks consist of three,

maybe four steps, but in its truest form, it

is basketball.

B women 's soccer
continued from pxsge 16

Juhe Magid, a mid-fielder from Dallas,
said she is leaning towards choosing
UMass over Hartford, George Mason and
Maryland.

Magid cited her ability to distribute the
ball as a strength of her game.

"When I visited. 1 really liked the team,"
Magid said. "1 also liked the little town of
Amherst. 1 came just when the leaves
were starting to change - it's a lot different
from Dallas.

"I hope to decide soon but I'm leaning
toward UMass."

April Parker, a forward from Brookfield,
Conn., is definitely coming to the Bay
State next season, she just is not sure
whether it will be at Boston College or

Players come in all shapes and sizes

and the bottom line is flrst to seven, wins.

No three-point line, no shot clock and no
"win by two." It's THE CAGE and I'm just

happy to be a part of it.

• Of course after a good two hours of

running, one retires to the inn for some
liquid replenishment. The pool game is

coming along slowly these days, a direct

correlation to the quickness of the flowing

beverages. Mosconi's safe for another week.
The Inn Crowd has adopted Cal's motto of

"Refuse to Lose" and other pool teams
should take notice.

• At least for now, until he officially

retires. Mullins will be known as "The
House that Milt Built," in honor of our
friend and confidant, Milton Cole.

UMass.
There is no comparison soccer-wise,"

Parker, a two-timeAll-State selection, said.
"UMass isjust awesome. I saw the players
working out and they were incredible.

"Also Coach Rudy is the nicest coach
I've ever meet."

Parker, who scored 23 goals last season,
said her one-on-one ability was the
strength of her game.

Another player who may head to Am-
herst is Elizabeth Rutherford, a forward
out of Merrimack. Rutherford, another
sharpshooter, said she liked the size of
UMass.

"I'm not sure what I want to do. but
there are a lot of majors up there, so
everything is available." Rutherford said.

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

DISCOUNT OIL
N<)rthani[tt(»n 1 loKokc

S84 4112 • S3S 1888
SA.Mi: DAY DHLINHRY

tlamsi

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwoo«l Walk
Amherst
253-2774

**Don't Look Like A Ghost,
Look Your Most!"

TANNING
at Carol's Headquarters
Intro Special: 8 Sessions for $29.95

> Rus>ell St. • Kt.<> Hadk'v • >H4-')94H
Ci

Mather Career Center Presents

The Annual University-wide

CAREER FAIR
Wednesday, February 10, 1993

1 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Prospective Employers in Many Fields

All Majors welcome!

Bring your resume

Collect business cards

and meet valuable contacts

Sign up for campus interview, job referral and
alumni network programs

Five College Students Welcome

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
rtoBOW CAN MAKE ME
GO IKSIOE/ IW Gor
200 SNOWBMLS TWAT
SAN IM 5TA>(IN& OUT/
No OKES S04KK MAKE
MF COKE IN T><E HOU^E'

JIM'S JOURNAL

.
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lyBILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

POESN'T AHXBOPY

M/SS ME.^

|1iJ^f Mr. fki^rs^^ S i^^k k«r \¥i'\^

fwt Ktr |m Ker

By JIM

Just as Dale entered the clearing and disc«ver«d,
standing together, the Loch Ness Monster. Bigfoot

and Jackie OnMsis, his camera jammed.

Quote of the Day
']eii, team get Dave."

- A full senfence completeJ hy
cimimunleafion senior ReiJ Russell.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIfSiNUiih Jl-Ap(il I'

(>i>«»t«i«-» d « iMiHtiiin iiHtiinf; )>><n<iid

TAURUS (Apnl JO-Mjv JDi

1 i.ilt dtiMMhiNwrvi KiNiunt i-imno
inl.i hi)4h y^rv A nrw huMnfW «4».

IMMIunrtynuyk-jdhtmiHtllirMni ijl

%t>ns. V (jur njlutdl i^tiuUicnt c t «)««»*

lo the lore'

C;tNtlNI i\Uy 21 -lunr 2(»l; Slick
tu >-nur ri^uUr wiwl. riHjttnc Incby
and carclully Ihink llwDUKh nrw
txj«incs>i mci\tr». A loved one (nay
suffWiM- ind drliRhl ytni ft.ll<>«in(;

4n imfiuhec ouldnuU- J dn-dmi iimr
irw

CANCER ((one .'l-lu»> »2i l«-

prriM? nuiri- reslrjini wtii<f<- ^(Hfidmg
li coiHwncd l}<if«fc)»Ti may t(fn|M

you to Uy not mofi- « jsh ifwn >iiu c dn
rcdlly ahucd HiRtn-f upsnv»ylx'm«ifi-

dpmandinR ihjn ummI
VlO i)uly 2»-AuR JJi SiinMij;

iht- righl thing lo do. yiHi inslifKtivcly

do It Others jdmirc- yoof di-dw jImm)
lo ;uMi< f dnd Idir pUy SIh k k> lloid-

neis during oiik e hours

VIRtXJ (AuR ..M.S<p« 2;»: Y<hj

are dctivf in your |oJ) and gii pk-ntilul

assistance Irom those In-hind lh<-

»cery>t. Avoid <iuest KjrvihJe expenses
It y^ru enjoy entertaining at home, do
It more often!

•II a«-

ini/c

|M*r

.IM*S

IKiK \ ibtfjl. .'MJri 221 Us.-

,- .i,ii> I.) lif^-rvMtttn Ni Imd
>nf, on M M«jfi

- - kasandvtndimi
Be willing m ukr a k'j|> auo tht

unkniiss'n

yOKI'NJ MXt. 2%-Hmi. JH.
finishir>K oki liuwnrs^ tif rtfaraiK
away « K/ller is a sinjux way l<i|miMf*-
l(ir the rtew war SonHimi' yitunirfl
this wvci IS di-Mmed to piay a key riA

'

m vnur luluir

VXi.ITT AKILiSiM.^ :.».|>^

Onmi-stH <>

IrrMHin >•

and'.;- ••'

If t«Mi
,
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H is h.ifd rkit III left miprisoni^ liy

'» laniily iiMisliainIs Yet

" n«-iils. .iiidaltedMiii .ind

nnwv money lh.iii esjui led l)<i n>ii

k-t vimoirM' s sIiiIiInmiiiii'hs < luIum
yiiu

A<^L\Kll,S |.,i, .,..u*. I«l

Oa» yoi«s<'h u|i III I oni|>le«e a tough
(irtifert Snmrorw in a iJosilHin <i«

.luthiMily Mill knik nut liir your utter

ests Tonight, a mysiH .il a> will .1.

personal km- iv lif.:hliglile<l

CISC eS If el) l<i-\Ur< h 20i Un
usual ideas alMiul money im sjierKJing

de^fve turilv-r study > < >tir lamily rs a

souri e 01 salisia< tion An okJii reU-
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Michael Webber
Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Teresa Giammattei

Dana Dorman

LUNCH
BBQBeefona Bun

Tuna Melts

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Tuna Melts

Menu
DINNER

Rotini & Meat Sauce
Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Rotini & Garden Veggies

Cheese Spinach Strudel

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily rcflc-ct the views of the Colkf'ian or the University

ACROSS
1 B«com« furious

scab
9 Church nooii

t3 South
American rang*

15 Fairy-tala

character
16 CoHm and taa

tarvicaa

17 Naval

command, with

65 Across
19 Bicker

20 Herb of the

mini family

21 Ego
23 Teen lead in

24 Gardner of

mystery

?6 RBs and
bucksfiot

28 Part ol HRH
31 Salts

33 Brings up
34 Bullring sfioul

35 Snarl

37 Port coins

38 Rebuff
44 Br>fora

45 Cinders
46 — vs Made
4 7 Hair color

49 Catchall abbr
51 Society page

word
52 Used an

explosive
54 Enough, ol old

56 Scoundrel
57 Indian garment
59 Kealon and

others

63 Crocus
65 See 1 7 Across
67 Night sign

68 Corrupt

69 Fracas
70 Author Ferber
7

1

Costner role

72 Ponselle of the
opera

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

3 tMarch data
4 Rent

5 Ou»stior>«r'a

word
6 Ripens
7 Inch ator>g

8 Astronomer
Johanna*

9 SiHy one
10 ktsignificanl

amount
1

1

Turns on the
ignition

12 — Park.

Colorado
14 Scornful sound
18 Liquid sound
22 Runs off

25 Sea eagles
27 Critici/e

severely

28 Swine
29 Whitney, the

inventor

30 Discovery
32 Fabulous fur

36 Rasp
39 Cupid
40 Camp covers

41 Kenya

s

neighbor
42 Enemy
43 0uM
4 7 Sounded like a

trumpet
48 Stun the ear*
50 Meat cuts
52 Pickle iwce
53 Took tha wheel

5S Ibis or egret.

for axample
58 Spring tlowar

60 1949 pact
61 Newts
62 Portico

64 Heredity

determinant:

Abbr
66 Ovartiaad tram*

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU771F
IHIIINIIIMII H llH—llliili,l|)y

DOtWN
1 One of the

musical "B"s
2 Simply

CtWJ Lm A>tct« Tlam Syi4k«u 2/10/93
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UMass men's gymnastics team hosts Springfield
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Correspondent

Head coach Roy Johnson and his Uni-
versity of Massachusetts men's gymnas-
tics team are excited. Finally in the con-
fines of Boyden Gymnasium, the Minute-
men host Springfield College tonight at 7
p.m. in what Johnson promises will be an

exciting meet.
"This will be a great meet," said John-

son. "This is what you look for in an ath-
letic competition. There is great parity
between the new teams, and there always
has been."

Despite the parity between UMass and
Springfield, UMass has won the last six

dual meets in which they have faced each
other in the last six years. This year,
Springfield comes into this meet with a
conference record of 1-1 and 4-2 overall,
while UMass is 2-0 in conference action
and 5-2 overall.

UMass senior captain Steve

MT, SUTTON,
CANAOA

ONLY
$209

5 Dayunrtekmt
5 MIghtM Lodging

(MounUmmM* CoiHh»

V^C^*^

I 800-999 Si<l-9

All M E M b t R $

of tl^E comml'nItv
*RE WeIcoME I

InformationaT Mootihg
o n Fo b r'uBry 10th

8 to to fY-m. at thoCampus Cantor. Ciiack
Boont Listin^'for

L o ca tion . Fo r ittoro
Snfortnatioh, call

SAS-2eas or
s top b Y 406G
Studant Union

U . M a s a

.

Christensen is ranked fifth nationally in

the pommel horse, the highest individual

ranking the Minutemen have ever had.

Christensen, despite making UMass men's
gymnastics history, remains modest.

I guess it's nice," said Christensen. "It

really doesn't mean anything. I still have
room for improvement."

As a team, Johnson feels that the par-

allel bars are the Minutemen's strongest
event. Led by Christensen and junior Ja-
son Braud, this event also features junior
Jay Santos and freshman Steve Goldman.

The pommel horse should also be a
strong event. Nationally ranked

M women 's hoop
continued from page 16

to two previously vanquished A- 10 foes.

West Virginia and St. Bonaventure,
O'Brien said there were a variety offactors
for the defeats.

"The two other teams played really
physical games," O'Brien said. "We really

did not have anyone step up their games to

help Mehssa (Gurile). Kim ( Kristofik), and
Octavia (Thomas).

According to O'Brien. Thomas will be a
key in particular tonight as she matches

Christensen leads the way, along with
Santos, Jason Grant, Stu Bacher, Chris
Erickson, and Jason Fox. These are the
top events for the Minutemen, yet the
coaching staffand competitors agree that
the meet will come down to the last event.

"This is going to be one of the better
meets of the season," said Braud. "The
whole meet will come down to the last

event [the high bar)."

Assistant coach Stan Gatland agrees.

"It will come down to the high bar. Hope-
fully, we will be ahead of them after the
parallel bars. They are a little bit stronger
than us in the high bars."

up against DeRoose.
"Octavia has really got to step up and

play tough against DeRoose," O'Brien said.

"Plus Octavia has got to make DeRoose
play on the other end of the floor."

O'Brien said her back court should be
able to play with Rutgers'.

"I think our back court matches up
well," O'Brien said. "Rutgers shooting
guard Vicki Green is really athletic, so
Green might even sometimes pressure
(point guard) Tricia (Hopson)."

The Spa
Hot Tubs & Tans
I7.0 I'liiwrsiiy l)r

.Xmhcrsi. M/\6jO()2
(4 J 3) 2S:J-7727

CEDAR TREE
BUSINESS SERVICES
1 1 Qangc Bd • SuDderlaod. MA 01375

Word Processing

Resumes • Personal Tkzes

Laser Jet Printing

Copies - 10 Free per visit

ON BUS ROUTE
M-F 8am-5pm*Sat. 8am-5piD

CALL 665-8499

Amherst
Laundromat

M.> rri-y|.-»r«-i

Drop-Off or
Self Serx^ice
V\hshing M.K-hine

Starting at $1

Attfnd<«nt a\-,iil<iblf .ill d.i\

326 College St. (Rl.9) I

XAmhersf 253-5072 J^

/I

GRAND OPENING
• TONIGHT •

Every Wednesday
9:30 pm til 1:00 am
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First 100 People - No Cover

MENU NACHOS - $2
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Every Night
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other factors besides injuries which affect
team chemistry. Rhode Island's Jason
Alexander, a 3-point specialist, was sus-
pended indefinitely for breaking an un-
specified team rule. This follows Temple's
Frazier Johnson failing out, and fellow
Owl William Cunningham's arrest on
carjacking charges.

Last week. Andre Lemoureux an-
nounced he was leaving Rutgers.which caps
a long and unhappy journey for the man.

Lemoureaux,a senior center, originally
signed with UCLA out of high school, but
withdrew his letter of intent when Walt
Hazzard was fired. Lemoureax missed all
oflast season because ofacademic difficul-
ties, and it appears grades may have af-

fected his decision.

The former All-California high school
player is a symbol of the recent futility of
the Rutgers program, which has had more
downs than ups since reaching the NCAA
Tournament twoyears ago. Monday night,
Rutgers was pasted by Patriot League
team Holy Cross, and the Scarlet Knights
are lucky St. Bonnies has a long-term
lease for the last-place spot.

Speakingofthe Bonnies. forward Harry
Moore is leading the league with 19 points
per game, out-scoring players like Harper
Williams. Temple's Aaron McKie and
Rutgers" Steve Worthy. HowdidtheOlean,
New York, college get such a fine basket-
ball player, you ask? The answer is in the

1992-93 NCAA Preview. the leg during a drive-by shooting hisMoore went to Philadelphia's Simon semoryear. Moore was a Prop 48 casualityGratz High School ( this year's No. 1 t*am and after dodging bullets in the big city, hem the country) but took a stray bullet in decided to go north

Drink SPeciaf

GIN & TONIC
$1.50a mike's

Wednesday Night is Guest Bartender Night
This Weeks Bartender is /¥a/y loa Pafme^

This Friday afternoon Happy Hour brings back Mike's famous
all-you-can-eat smorgasbord. Food served promptly at 5:30pm

MENU;
Roast Turkey, Seafood Fetuccine, Oriental

Rice, Beef Stroganoff, Veal Parmesan, Pasta &
Meatballs. Assorted Salads, etc.

Drink Special
Michelob Bottles

$1^0

Always

Something

For Everyone!

Drink Special
Michelob l.isht

Bottles
$1.50

The Massachusens Daily Collegian • University ot Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20e per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 830-2:30

1 13 Campus Center

PERSi

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUNO
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

AttMitten Pf M»d. Nursing. Public
Hcniih. and all other maiors the S«u
<»en« Heaith Advisory Board will have in
fifM mMttn« Wed Febfuary 10 at 5 30
pm in Room 302 University Health
Services. Come see what we're all about >

Leadership. FrtandsMp. Servic*
Rush Alpha Phi Omega
Information Meetings

TONIGHT 7pm Webster TV Lounge
TOMMOROW 7pm CrsWree Lounge

Meed Moneys Hire Yourself Six
iryjney making enterprises (or college
students. Details: Rabe Associates PC
Box 329 Gilsum. NH 034*8

SPCCTKUM GCNCKAL MEETINa
~

New members welcome >

Old members please attend I

EARTHFOOOS 6pm Thurs 2/26

Spactnim Magazine aaalia aubmla-
lona: An, pholograhpy

. poetry, prose.
Due date 2/16/93

*06 E Student Union
Questions? Visit office or 545 2240

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Amneaty International Maeting
Room 917 Campus Center
Wednesday, February 10

Visit our information table

Campus Center Concourse
February 10 9 4 pm
Come sign an urgent action letter

For a

Prisoner of Conscience

Having problems with yourroomale?
Contact OCHO, 428 Student Union or
call us at 545 0865 We can help!

Join the UMas* Raquetball Club. All

levels welcome. For more info, call Don
at 546 1527

Looking for a place to live off cam
pus? Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union,
545 0865

Space Allocation Free—
Attn: RSO's and GSO's who would like

to apply for office space in the CC/Stu-
dent Union complex may obtain applic

ations to do so at the Board of Gover
nors office 817 CC or SAO 416 Student
Union.

Deadline to submit applications:

March 5, 1993

The Movie Club at Hlllel House
presents "When Harry Met Sally" Thurs
day Feb. 11 7:30 pm at Hillel. Call 649-

1710 for more information,

Valentine Roses Campus Center
Concourse (Wed Fri) or call Chris

259 1589 16 10pm) Visa/MC Deliveries

Available

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese $3 50
Large Cheese S5 99
1 or 2 toppings add SI
5496098
5496073

FOR RENT

Atnharst room to rent 300 mo. first

last security daylimo S45 6395 niie9e7
4065

Fridge Rental 2S3-i742 delivered free

Ideal Main Straat location
Perfect for two S500/mo
Avail Imm 498 2631 Erik fr 10 pm
Room Available S27S/tno S Am
herst call Stacey 253 5326 large apt great
roomaia

rOR SALE

Atomic ARS Sport 195 cm
Marker M46 bindings
Good condition • S100 or B.O.
Call Reid 256 0301

Iguana with everything S 100.00
Lights etc 6 7109

MAC S12K Computer
Panasonic 52 Watt Boombox CO &
Double Cassette Mint SI 75 Nicole 256
8311

Mint Fender Strat
S300
549 5871

Rosslgnol 4S Sz 190 and Atomic 733
S7195 Real Cheapi Call Kim 549 2816

FOR SALE - AUDIO/VIDEO

Stereo components: Used /recondi
tioned. area's largest selection. Buy/
sell/trade at Stereo/video Exchange,
Sundays 10 4 inside Jackson's Flea
Market, Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley
Other days call 256^0941

GREEKS AND CLUBS

•1000 an Hourl
Each member of your frat, sorority, team,
club. etc. pitches in just one hour and
your group can raise S1000 in just a lew
days" Plus a chance to earn S1000 for
yourself! No cost, no obligation
1 800 932 0528 ext 65

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
COUNSELORS: CAMP EMCRSOM
coed. Mauach<ae<ts Swimming, ten
f>*i. landAwalar sports, arts/crafts, ar
chary. Ihaalra, woodworking, rocketry,
computers, yearbook, photography!
administrative, more! Super kids, great
food, friendly lun< No general counsel
ors 800/955 CAMP
Evening (obsl Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action $100/wk • On Bus line
584 9830

Eatra SM Eitra S«t Eittra S$$
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery coordinators • delivery help
for the Boston Globe Mon Fn .

Sunday in Amherst apt Complex
areas Routes availat>le with or

without transportation Early hours
Bood pay. Please call 1 800-868 4275

then press jero.

E«tra S«$ Estra SM Eatra SM
Wanted reliable dependable

delivery persons for dorm . office
delivery of the Boston Globe Mon.

Fri. Sunday Early hours good pay
Please call 1 800 858 4275 then press

zero

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic converse
tional English abroad Japan and Tai
wan Many provide room and board
and other benefitsi Make $2000 $4000.
per month. No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call (2061 632 1 146
ext J5001

StudantGroups ralaa$1000 in 1 week!
No cost or riski Call 546 4330 Marcel

Summer Jobs and Internships
University Directories, the nations larg
est putHisher of campus telephone di
rectories (including UMass at Amherst),
is interviewing goal oriented students
for a challeniging. full time summer
position. Gain valuable experience in
advertising, sales, and public relations.
Average earnings $3900. Expense paid
training program in Chapel Hill. NC.
College credit may be available Inter
views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24lh. Information and inter
view sign up available today at the
Visitors Center or call 1 800 743 5556

The Undergraduate Admissions of
fice is now accepting applications for
Tour Guides, Student Admissions
Rerpesentatives. and New Students
Program summer counselors. Please
visit their table on the Concourse
through the 11th.

INSTRUCTION

Laam to Scuba dtva a«m hwo credits
Monday, Tuesday. Wedr\etday. or
Thursday at Curry Hicks 7 10 pm 1 800-
282 0977

Physics and Matli Tutor
M A in Physics
ExperierKed teecl>ir«g assistant
Call 256 0260

KIM FROM PUFTON
I aoM my books to you on Wed morn
ingintheSOMLilKary I lost your phone
f and I need to ask you a question (and
I think you're very pretty.) Please give
me a call DREW (From Salem)

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS I

Oo you have questiorM about your
rights? Do you think your civil rights
have been violated? Find out! Contact
the Legal Services Center 922 Campos
Center 545 1995

LOST

Prescription sunglasaas lost 2/3/93
please call Ed at 586 9665 w/in(o.

REWAROII
Lost Woman's Salho waich
Call 585 8898 ___^^
Silver Qold Salho welch on
Montague Rd. in Amherst. If found
please call 549 0338

MUSIC

Speakers, Reconing * Repair
Home. Auto. Pro
ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W Springfield 1 781 2327

MUSICIANS

Keyboardist Wanted: Phish, Allmans.
Creative Improv 256 81 15

PERSONALS

BABEECAKEES,
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!

Your bed or mine?
Love always,

Honeybunny

"Give me one more chance and you'll
be satisfied.*

But Luke was denied.

Jennifer Juneaul
Happy Birthday #22
Meet me
at the T O.C.

9:30!

"ntara one* was a woman
Who turned 22
She drank kMs of lea
Went to bed around 3
And tovod a bear named Pooh
Happy Birthday, Jaekl

Love.J, T^» L

Tht past 3 yoars «*«th you
have boon unforganaWel

Happy Arwiiversary

I love you
Kim

KRISTEN HARTI
Happy 2 lit! Sorry its late Things to
forget unchained n>elody perfor
mances end your true love MPI We
always have fun though!

Loveya

Loaliing tor a big Johnson? Lonely?
Riddled w/iniury? I'm tf>e guy for you
call Bill. Prefered Plump. BMkms sarvod.

Thank you for making me so happy over
tf>e past year

Happy Anniversary!

Love.

Tim

RIDE WANTED

to Colby College this
weekend Of course I'll split gas and
lolls Please call Michelle at 6 1338

ROOMATES WANTED
2 femeles or couple to share room
$160 each or $275 for single, beautiful
apartment 665 7604

Roomate Neadedlll
M/F to share two tiedroom Brandywine
Apt

175.00/mo.

5495868

SERVICES

Need Help With Your Taxes? Si udeni
tax return preparation . Start ing at $20.00

Rich 549 8109

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph.D. 582 4037

Scholarships Guarenteed
1 800 666 2137

Tarot Reedings
Call Chris at 253 7524

TRAVEL

Languaga^ultural Programa
University of Granada. Spain $2300 en
iTKlusive one month Airfare, tuition,
diploma. roorrvBosrd with family, em
curtions Jime July August S^itember
Contact:

Sevan Continants
26 Clauss Ave
Parsmus, NJ 07662
201 670 7047

Scuba Ohre Key Largo
Spring Break. Call Project
1 800 282 0977

Florida SPRING BREAK
7 nigtits Beachlront SI 39 159
RESERVE rooms NOW
CallCMI 1 800 423 5264

Ml Springbreak tntarcoHeglte SU
Weeks, only $209 Includes 5 DAY LIFT
TICKET/5 NIGHTS LODGING
(MOUNTAINSIDE CONDO) /5 DAYS
INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES (Drink
ing age 18). Sponsored by Labalt's.
Evian, Molsen, and Mt SUTTON,
CANADA (Just across the Vermont bor-
der) Group leader discounts.
Springbreak 93 Call Ski Travel Unlim
ited 1 800 999 SKI 9

Spring Breeh:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from S2M
Organiie a small group for FNH Mp

Call KBOOIGet Sun 1

••••Spring roak •»»••"
Cancun $479! Jamaica $499!
Daytona Beach $169! Organise a small
group and travel FREE' New England's
largest spring break company!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '»3i Last chance' Ja
maica, Cancun. Bahamas, from $4591
Florida from $1 49 Organise group travel
free! 1 800 426 77 10

TAKE IT OFFIfl
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast
Jesse 549 7472

Want to Travel 1

1

Great rates for

Cancun Jamaica
and others

Great rates

Call Jason 549 3525

WANTED

RAQUETBALL PARTNER
Male or Female
Denite 549 6170

UMass Update is looking for report
ers and writers for the news show call
Sempy at S45 1336 or at 546 3021

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing (or spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Ml 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your leasel 4
person apt. in Brandywine or Pulfton
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Arthur Ashe:
real-hfe hero

He was more than just an athlete.
For years, Arthur Ashe was the first everything.

He was the first Black American to play on the U.S.
Davis Cup Tennis Team, to win the U.S. Amateur
title, to win the inaugural U.S. Open, and to win
Wimbledon. ArthurAshe would prove himselfto be
a winner throughout his life. He would be admired
for his fighting spirit both on and off the tennis
court. But last Saturday he lost his hard-fought
battle against AIDS.

He was more than just an athlete.
For miUions of admirers around the world, he

was an idol. Arthur Ashe would defy the status quo
time and time again. He was not only a hero
because of his achievements at the U.S. Open and
Wimbledon, but he became a hero for hope and
achievement.

He was more than just an athlete.

Last April he announced to the world that he
had AIDS. For those who knew of Arthur Ashe, it

was a sad day - a day remembered. It brought AIDS
cl(»er to home for some of us, because now an old
friend had caught it.

He was more than just an athlete.
I became a tennis fanatic when I got my first

racket at age eight. I devoured everything I could
get my hands on that pertained to it - magazines,
books, television. Anythingand everything. I started
to read of the history and follow the matches of
gieat players. I couldn't get enough.

He was more than just an athlete.
Growing up 1 would idolize few players of the

sport; Arthur Ashe was one of them. He brought
something to the sport somanyofhiscontemporaries
have little of: dignity and class.

He was more than just an athlete.

And then, as a twelve-year-old. I met Arthur
Ashe He was larger than life. Im sure I made a fool
ofmyself, stumbling up to him and babbling as any
kid would do when he came across his idol. But this
man was no prima donna, he would welcome you
with a hearty hello and spend time to get to know-
something about you. especially the young.

He was more than just an athlete.
With the lack of role models in our society, and

people turning to Hollywood for enlightenment and
leadership. Arthur Ashe should be remembered as
one of the ver\- few true role models that should be
emulated.

He was more than just an athlete.
Asked one time what he would want to be re-

membered for. Mr. Ashe said he didn't want to be
remembered as a great tennis player.

That would be a selfish request." he would say.
He thought nothing from his tennis career could

better the world. He was never so wrong. Millions
of young athletes around the world were inspired
by him to look towards a better future, including
myself.

History will remember Arthur Ashe, for he was
so much more more than just an athlete.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist.
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Atlantic 10 conference notebook
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian SUff

Hands down, the biggest surprise in the Atlantic 10
this season is St. Joseph's, which is currently positioned
right behind UMass. The Hawks 5-2 conference record is
as surprising as its overall 14-5 record.

For years, St. Joseph's has been the little brother of
almost every other Philadelphia-based school, but the
Hawks have already defeated Big East member Villanova
as well as A- 10 foe Temple.

Credit the guard play of Rap Curry and Bernard
Blunt. Curry seems to have fully recovered from the
anterior cruciate ligament injury which sidelined him
last year, while Blunt is an All-Atlantic 10 first teamer.
Freshman Mark Bass will gamer some Freshman of the
Year votes for his solid guard play.

In recent years, the Hawks have been a team with
unfulfilled potential, mainly due to injuries It has been
years since the Hawks were even in the hunt for an
NCAA berth, but this could be the first time since the
1985-86 season that St Joseph's goes to the Big Dance.

That season, the Hawks defeated Richmond 60-59
before falling to Cleveland State (remember them?) 75-
69 in the second round. With eight regular season games
left, the Hawks will be in the Tournament barring a
serious slide.

The recent number ofAtlantic 10 players suspended,
withdrawn, or failed out has demonstrated that there are

Turn to A-10 NOTEBOOK page 15

Women face
Atlantic 10 rival

Rutgers tonight
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Afler finding out how tough life on the Atlantic 1 road
is with two straight losses, the University of Massachu-
setts women's ba^etball team (8-10, 4-4 A-10) returns to
the cozy Curry Hick* Cage tonight, where the
Minutewomen will face cuirent A- 10 leader, the Rutgers
Scarlet Knights ( 12-6. 7-0 A- 10).

UMass head coach Joannie O'Brien said she knows
the importance of tonight's contest.

"I think it is a big game because Rutgers is in first

place." O'Brien said. "I think it is important for our kids
to know that they can compete with Rutgers."

Any conversation about the Scarlet Knights has got to
start with junior forward Caroline DeRoose. Deroose
(16.4 ppg) is the only player on the deep and balanced
Rutgers squad that is averaging in double figures.

C'ta Mitchelson (7.6 rpg) is the leading rebounder for

the tough Scarlet Knights. Mitchelson is also the second
leading scorer for Rutgers, averaging 8.4 points per
game.

O'Brien said that she knows what the keys to tonight's
game will be.

"I think that we have got to play to our strength." she
said. "We have got to use our quickness against them.

"Their strength is their strength," O'Brien said. They
have got four or five players who can bang inside."

Over the past weekend in which they fell on the road
Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, page 14

Recruits strong for women's soccer
Myers verbally commits, others soon to follow
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts women's soccer coach
Jim Rudy will be losing four starters, including a two-
time All-American and his leading goal scorer, from last
season's team to graduation.

However, if a few of the blue-chip high school players
Massachusetts is recruiting decide to come to Amherst
next fall, his team may be just as strong.

UMass has already received a verbal commitment
from Rebecca Myers, a stand-out mid-fielder from
Lassitter (Ga.) High School.

"Rebecca is the top player to come out ofGeorgia in the
past few years." Lassitter coach Lawerence Fine said.
"She is very strong in the air and is a dominant center
mid-fielder. Shell do a great job up there right away."

Myers, who was also recruited by the University of
Dayton and the University of Connecticut, said, "My
heading and my vision of the field are my strengths."

The UMass coach Jim Rudy can not comment on any
recruit due to NCAA regulations.

UMass will be forced to play for the first time in fovu-

years without two-time All-American defender Holly
Hellmuth next season. But ifErin Lynch, an All-American

mid-fielder out ofLyndon B. Johnson Science Academy in
Austin, Texas, commits to UMass, Helbnuth's loss may
not be as difficult to handle.

Lynch's play is comparable to Hellmuth 's, according to
Joe Pereira, who has coached both players.

"Erin is the same type of player Holly is." Pereira said.
"She has an incredible work rate, is very strong, very
tough and battles well.

"At the same age Holly was a little better in the air, but
Erin is better oflensively."

Lynch, who is also considering Texas A&M, said she
saw snow for only the second time during her recruiting
visit last month.

"UMass is a good school and obviously the success of
the soccer program is a big factor," Lynch said.

Another recruit who could help out on defense is Sheri
Skumick, who captained Homestead (Wise. ) High School
to a state championship last fall.

Skurnick, who visited Michigan State this past
weekend, also lists Wisconsin-Madison and Dartmouth
as finalists.

"I like the coach at UMass and the girls I stayed with
were really nice," Skurnick said. "I liked the campus also
- it sort of reminded me of Wisconsin."

Turn to WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 12
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Dana Dingle is one of the top freshnian of the A- 10, along

with St. Joes Mark Bass and GW's Yinka Dare.

Scott s shots
Before we go any further. I feel it necessary to

admit that I too hired an illegal alien as my baby
sitter. In light of this 1 hereby withdraw my name
from consideration for the attorney general's posi-
tion.

I would, however, like to remain a candidate for

UMass hockev coach.

• The creative soul with the "LoUMass" poster
at the Rutgers game should immediatelv market
the T-shirt.

Here's another marketing tip for area pizza
guys: Offer a penny offeach calzone for every point
scored by UMass at a game in Mullins. The ticket
stub is the coupon and an 80-point effort results in
80 cents off any calzone.

• Mullins looks pretty good but in keeping with
the media's "watchdog function." it's necessary to
point out two glaring faults. First, there is an
immediate need for more sidewalks on Common-
wealth Avenue. The edge ofthe hill to lower Boyden
Fields is precariously narrow. Don't wait for an
injury, fix it now.

Second, the scoreboards, while informative with
players' points and other aids, are too small . There's
already talk of upgrading the units.

• Troy Aikman had to leave last Sunday's Pro
Bowl early because ofprior engagements. I too ha ve
other business pending and the rest of the snaps
will be taken by my evil twin, Scott David. Troy
returns next season. Til be back next week.

• Half a box of tissues later, the Larry Bird
Tribute was truly something to behold. There are
those who will say it was too ostentatious and those
are the same people who have no appreciation for
what Number 33 (along with Magic) did for bas-
ketball as a whole. It's along the same line ofwhat
that old lady did for The Clapper.

• One last thing on Bird in light of Dr. J's
induction to the Shrine Up the Road. Before Magic
and Bird could meet in the finals, there was always
a great tussle or two with Mr. Erving. It was a sort
of torch passing for the NBA.

• Michigan I say, Michigan.
• A scribe from New Jersey was trying to stir

some controversy in the Rutgers postgame when
he asked Steve Worthy ifhe realized the ball being
used wasn't leather. Worthy admitted he thought
the ball was a bit more slippery. Teammate Mark
Redden was quick to point out. "It couldn't have
been that slippery, he had 27 points."

But the question remains? What's up with the
ball? Is it leather? Is it actually round? If not now,
when?

Sources close to the matter, who wished not to
be identified, have assured me an investigation is
on-going, but there is no comment yet.

• So you think The Cage had its last rage?
Depends on what you consider to be the real Cage.
Accordingto Montague town historian Lionel Girard,
the Montague Town Hall was built in the 1850's.
Inside Montague Town Hall, on the second floor, we

Turn to SCOTT'S SHOTS, page 12

Clouds, highs in the 30s. Some
afternoon snow on Friday.

This Weekend:
New York's single most entertaining live act. Murphy's
Law, promises nothing will go wrong if you come see

them play at Pearl Street this weekend.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Local News: |

The Black Student Union starts the spring
semester with a call by BSU leadership for

a *new direction' for UMass. Page 3.
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U.S. troops
may be sent
to Balkans
By B.\RRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The Clinton administraUon is ready
to unveil a four-part plan for ending ethnic warfare in
Bosnia-Herzegovina that could send U.S. mihtary forces
to the fractured Balkans in a peacekeeping role, senior
administration ofTicials say.

Secretary ofState Warren M. Christopher is expected
to announce the peace initiative — with diplomaUc.
military, economic and humanitarian components —
today or Thursday, the officials said.

•^It is an initiative by President Clinton to engage the
United States directly and aggressively in trying to bring
about peace." said one ofTicial who spoke only on condi-
tion of anonymity.

The senior U.S. officials stressed that Chnton had no
intention of iryecting U.S. troops into the conflict. The
officials said they might be used in a peacekeeping role—
but only as part of a U.N, or NATO force.

Also, the officials said there was no decision on whether
U.S. ground troops would be part ofsuch a peacekeeping
operation, and under no circumstances would be assigned
to -put American elbow grease into the process' of
peacemaking, one senior U.S. official told the Associated
Press on Tuesday night.

The envoy will work with former Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance and Lord Owen, who formulated a plan
that cal led for establishing 1 autonomous zones in Bosnia

.

Clinton last week called the Vance-Owen plan unfair
to the Muslims, who account for more than 40 percent of
the former Yugoslav republic's population. TheAmerican
envoy evidently would have the authority to make al-
terations that might be more acceptable to the beleaguered
Muslims.

More than 18.000 people have died in 1 1 months of
fighting and tens of thousands have been left homeless
and hungry. The United SUtes assigns much of the
blame to a Serbian "ethnic cleansing"
campaign. Bosnian Serbs backed by Serbian regular
forces control more than 70 percent of the country.

The U.S. initiative is the productofa three-week review
by the president and his senior foreign policy advisers. The
Muslims had hoped Clinton would provide them with
weapons, but the officials said there would be no lifting of
the embargo the United Nations imposed on all sides.
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Admissions director to resign
Reflects on how UMass has grown and changed
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
CoU^an Staff

The director of Undergraduate Admissions at the
University ofMassachusetts at Amherst.Timm Rinehart,
plans to leave his position next month to become Temple
University's associate vice president for enrollment
management.

Rinehart yesterday recounted what it was like to
watch UMass-Amherst grow and change over the years.

"When I came h«'re in 1978, it was 'zoo Mass."" Rinehart
said. "It was in the '808, when we were able to convince
parents that UMass was not only a safe place, but a good
place with quality students."

Rinehart said the best part of his job was watching
students he had persuaded to come to UMass excel at the
University and succeed after graduation.

The low points of his 14-year career in Admissions

came during the last three to four yean as he witnessed
sUte budget cuts erode the University's repuUtion and
image that "we had built .steadily in the "SOs," he said.

"Dr. Rinehart has done an outsUnding job for this
campus, particularly in the face of dechning numbers of
students graduating from high school and shrinking
resources." said Thomas Robinson, vice chancellor for
Student Affairs.

Attracted to the excitement of the five-college area,
Rinehart became assistant director of Undergraduate
Admissions in September of 1978. taking the director's
position in December of 1985.

"It has been a great privilege to spend the last 14years
ofmy professional life at the University." Rinehart said.
"I am deeply grateful to all those who have supported and
encouraged me. This is, indeed, a great University with
a bright future."

Turn to DIRECTOR, page 7

Female students follow
women to gov't careers
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Correspondent

The differences are clear. One works
for Republican ideals, the other for
Democratic. One has walked the cam-
paign trail in western Massachusetts,
the other up Capital Hill in Washing-
ton D.C. One has ended her work be-
cause of a victory, the other has just
begun. But both have one thing in
common. TTiey have followed thewomen
politicians that they most admire into
government by earning internships
with them.

University of Massachusetts stu-
dents Jennifer Robertson and Marjorie
Decker did not know what would hap-
pen when each wrote to volunteer their
help to women in government.

Robertsons' letter led to three years
of work for Republican state Sen. Jane
Swift culminating in an internship as a
campaign organizer.

"I had always identified with Re-
publican ideas but I pictured the typi-

cal Republican politician to be an older,

conservative man," Robertson said.

"Then I saw a young, progressive
woman running. I could identify with
her and it seemed O.K. to be a Repub-

lican."

Decker's letter brought her to
Washington to intern with Democratic
U.S. Rep. Pat Schroeder.

"I wanted to see how government
prioritized the needs ofthe country and
how accessible government is to people."
Decker said. "Pat has bulldozed a path
in government, making it possible for
more women to get in government."

Decker is now working full-time in
Rep. Schroeder's office. She said she
reads and answers some ofthe 300-500
letters that are delivered each week as
well as going to briefings and organiz-
ing press conferences.

"I believe that everyone is respon-
sible for making society a better place
and we each need to learn where we are
most effective," Decker said. "I see
myself working in government."

Robertson said she remembers
working the 12-18 hour days on Swift's
campaign from the time Swift decided
torun again inApril until her re-election
on Nov. 3.

"I was 20 years old working for a 27-

year-old and dealing with people twice
my age," Robertson said. "I asked my-
self, who is going to take me seriously?

Turn to WOMEN, page 6

Some wary of economy
as seniors look for jobs
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

February is the coldest month of the
year, but it may prove to be much warmer
than the prospect of getting a job when
seniors graduate this June.

This month, seniors at UMass are be-
ginning a process which will shape the
rest oftheir lives. This is an awakening for
many students as they realize the "real
world" is just over the horizon.

Carolyn Roche, a personnel supervisor
for Enterprise Car Rental said, "I do not
see the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst as having the reputation as a
party school anymore."

Roche was providing information about
Enterprise to prospective employees at
yesterday's Career Fair held in the Cam-
pus Center Auditorium.

Roche added, "I think the students are
more interested in their future, rather
than worrying about the parties on the
weekend."

"I think UMass students have many
competitive skills to offer an employer and
we should have a little more selfconfidence
in ourselves." said Katheleen P. Flathery.
21. a senior political science major.

Louis Pagliarini, a personnel represen-
tative for Nestles Brand Food Service Inc.
said. "It is a credit to UMass that we

recruit here because we only go to certain
colleges in an area and UMass is the only
one we actively recruit in New England."

Many options are available for gradu-
ating seniors, such as joining the armed
services, the Peace Corps, continuing their
education or entering the workforce. The
fair is just one way the Mather Career
Center is helping them find their niche in
life.

"My perspective on getting a job is
looking somewhat questionable," said
Elizabeth J. Pekich, 21, a senior commu-
nications major.

"I do not see myself having a career-
orientedjob lined up before I leave UMass,"
said David M. Walker, 23, a senior finance
major.

Students are placing the blame on the
stagnant economy and not the education
they received at UMass as the reason for
the lack ofsuccess in finding employment.

"I believe the marketplace is hurting
students chances for jobs and this is the
reason some students are leaving UMass
with a bachelor's degree and no job." said
Anthony Alessi, 22, a senior management
major.

Alessi added. "I believe UMass has
prepared me with a good education and
the University provides adequate re-
sources to obtain a job."

Turn to JOBS, page 2
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Correction:
The date for the Angela Davis lecture published

in the yesterday's Collegian was incorrect. Angela
Davis will speak in the Bowker Auditorium on Feb
26, at 8 p.m. and at the women's conference in the
Campus Center Auditorium at 10:30 a.m. on Feb.
27. The Collegian regrets the error.
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For Your
Information

Thursday, February 11
Seminar — Graduate women students and women

faculty and stafT in engineering, science, and technical
fields are invited to a seminar. The Imposter Syndrome:
Issues of Confidence and Conference for Women." pre-
sented by Valerie Young, Ed.D. at 5:30 p.m. in 1033
Lederle Graduate Research Tower.

Meeting— The UMass Black Student Union will hold

UMass Police Log
Hazardous Material Spill

Afire in Fernald Hall Tuesday morning melted plastic
computer dustcovers and slightly damaged a cabinet.
The fire occurred in a gallon tin containing oily rags.
Environmental Health and Safety personnel said the fire
was caused by "accidental spontaneous combustion."

Property Damage
A collision between two vehicles on Massachusetts

Avenue Tuesday morning caused damage of over $1000
to both vehicles, police said.
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a general assembly meeting at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center rm. 917.

Saturday, February 13
Dance — Valentine Swing Dance. Benefit for the

Amherst Survival Center, at the Amherst Unitarian
Meetinghouse. Swing dance lesson at 7:30 p.m. with will
McNaughton and Kate Kinney; Live music at 8:30 p.m.
with John Root and Jazz Society Sextet. $5-10 Donation.

Compiled by Brian Gormley
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Li Wu of 740 Central St.. Leominster collided with
Paul Koplow of W. Felham Rd., Shutesbury when he
entered Mass. Ave. westbound. Li Wu was cited for
failing to use care in starting.

Assault & Battery
• Police were called to the Textbook Annex Tuesday

afWrnoon to investigate a past assault and battery which
allegedly took plaoe t>etween two employees.

• An individual in Upper Central received a threat-
ening call on voice mail Tuesday night.

Love expressed in fresh ways
By ALYSSA GABBAY
Associated Press

PITTSBURG - For Valentine's Day, Alice Johnson
of New York will get clean floors and a scrubbed bath-
room.

It may not sound romantic, but her boyfriend, Michael
willson. thinks hiring a maid for the holiday will win her
heart faster than flowers or candy.

"She's going to think I'm sensitive because I thought
of this." said Willson, a car restorer.

Whether it's hiring a cleaiung service or sending a
teddy bear that whispers sweet nothings, lovers are
finding fresher ways to express their affections on
Valentine's Day.

"Flowers wilt and bears won't." said Jerry Crowley of
Telebear. The manufacturer, based in Bally. Pa., has sold
thousands ofbears equipped with a microchip that records
a message in the buyer's voice and plays when the bear
is squeezed.

Lynne Grant of Piano. Texas, (sorry to spoil the

surprise) will get a bear that says, "I love you and think
you're pretty" in her boyfriend voice when she hugs it.

Boyfriend Dennis Essary, 39. said he picked the bear
because it was different and affordable. "I love chocolate
and I eat it all the time, but it's too ordinar>' and tradi-
tional for a Valentine's Day gift." he said.

At $39.95 plus $3 shipping, the 1 2-inch bear could cost
less than a dozen of roses , Crowley said.

Other Romeos and Juliets are splashing their senti-
ments across billboards and TV screens. Jean Guzik. 22.
paid $210 to spell out her love for her boyfriend, Chris
Mullen, on a 12-by-25-foot sign in Pittsburgh for a week.

"Chris. I got you babe, Love. Jeanniey," the sign
proclaims.

"I wasn't going to put our names on it. but I figured
that if I was going to do something this big. I might as well
let everyone know who I am and who he is too," said
Guzik, a customer service representative.
A spokeswoman for TCI Cable in PitUburgh said the

company receives about 50 requests a year for Valentine
ads.

job^
continued trom page 1

"I have received a tremendous education at UMass
and it is unfortunate the way the economy is," said Paul
Sagarino Jr.. 21, a senior accounting major.

"Manycompanies who I have spoken with areexpecting
to grow in the near future, this may be a sign the economy

is taking a turn for the better," added Sagarino.
Pagliarini said, "Prospective employers are looking

for well- rounded, self-motivated leaders with a good
work ethic."

He added, Tou have to do everything you can to sell
vourself."
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Assassination attempt
Student elections at the University ofAlabama

have been suspended after a candidate for student
president alleged she was assaulted by a rival
political party.

For decades elections at the Tuscaloosa campus
have been dominated by a political organization
dubbed "The Machine." whose membership comes
from 27 of the school's 48 White fraternities and
sororities.

The Machine has been highly successful at
getting its people elected, so successful that even
George Wallace, a four-time governor of Alabama
and a U.S. presidential candidate, lost as a non-
Machine candidate in the 19308.

However, the Machine may have seen its final

days, following the beating ofStudent Government
Association presidential candidate Minda Riley.

Riley told f>olice a man entered her room on the
night of Sun., Jan. 31 and busted her lip, bruised
her cheek and cut her face with a knife. Two
months earlier. Riley, who is White, had a cross
burned in front of her off-campus apartment and
received literature which read. "Machine rules."

Harry Knopke. vice president for student affairs,

aid "When the contests are marked by violence,

that'sjust a clear indication that something has to

happen." Knopke supports full reform of the elec-

tion process.

Knopke said there is no proof of the Machine's
involvement, but "there is an undercurrent in-

volving the so-called Machine, and it will be dis-

cussed."

The Machine candidate for president, Neil
Duthie denies that the Machine was responsible
and says he had no knowledge of the attack.

Riley's brother, ct)incidently. was the Machine-
backed SGA president in 1987. He said he has no
doubt that the Machine or a candidate backed by it

was responsible for the beating.

Now this is politics.

Low down crook
Last week's Amherst Student, the student

newspaper at Amherst College, reported a most
despicable crime — the theft of $3 worth of
McDonald's coupons.

Anyone who has received the 50 cent coupons
the fast food restaurant produces, knows its true
worth is far greater than face value.

Diploma debate
At Michigan State University, the administra-

tion has revamped the school's graduation ceremony
in an effort to create a more personalized com-
mencement, according to The State News, the stu-

dent newspaper on campus.
Michigan State, which boasts of an under-

graduate enrollment of over 40,000, will no longer

hold an all-University ceremony. Students will be
divided into specific disciplines for graduation

ceremonies.

"lit allows! family involvement and the special

attention gives each college a chance to develop a

real classy graduation," MSU interim FVesident

Gordon Guyer said.

Many students disagree with the break from

tradition. The StateNews ran an editorial opposing

the move and Janice Newberry, co-president ofthe

Senior Class Council, said she will meet with Guyer
later this week in an effort to switch back to an all-

University commencement.
"It's kind ofimpressive and neat to have everyone

there, and it doesn't do any good to have a small

graduation at the end," Newberry said. "We all

knew we were going to a school with 40,000 people."

Newberry charge the move was made for fiscal

reasons, something Guyer denies.

Animal House deceased
At the University ofTexas, which contains one of

the nations most developed fraternity and sorority

systems, Greeks will be faced with stiff" alcohol

restrictions at fraternity functions, according to The

Daily Texan, the student newspaper on campus.

The restrictions, passed by the Intrafraternity

Council, no longer allow fraternities to purchase

kegs or other bulk quantities of alcohol, ban drink-

ing games, disallow alcohol to be present at "open

parties" and rush functions.

BSU to convene spring sessions
Black Student Union leaders to push 'new direction'
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

Tonight, the Black Student Union will hold its first

general assembly of the spring semester and intends to
"bring about a new direction for the University," according
to Al Lizana, the BSU vice-president.

Lizana hopes tonight's meeti ng, to be held at 7 p.m.
in room 917 oftheCampus Center, will mark the beginrung
of a new relationship between students and adminis-
trators at the University.

"Our organization is entering into the semester with
a new set ofchallenges," said Lizana. "We've accomplished
a lot so far, but there are many more goals to be achieved."

Last semester, the BSU negotiated a settlement with
administrators in an effort to diffuse the racial turmoil on
campus that followed the beating of a Black resident
assistant.

The crisis erupted shortly after the fledgling organi-
zation, established last April, had just elected its first

leaders. President Fabiola Narcisse and Vice-President
Lizana were called in by UMass President Michael K.
Hooker to participate in negotiations mediated by the
U.S. Department of Justice.

Lizana said the purpose of the negotiations was to

implement changes in University poUcy that were "all

encompassing to the student body and in the best interests
of the Umversity."

According to Lizana, most of the students' recom-
mendations were accepted by the administration officials.

Since then, the administration has published a series of
progress reports on implementation of the new policies,

the latest of which was published in yesterday's edition
oftheCo//e:gia/i.

"We came out of the process with a concrete list of
commitments to be carried out on a fair timetable," said
Lizana. He also went on to commend the other student
negotiators for their "courage and willingness to reach a
suitable accord in good faith."

This semester, the BSU intends to try to find solutions
to problems students face on campus, according to Lizana.
One issue that the organization has set its sights on is

increasing the available financial aid for eligible students
at the University.

"The BSU aims to continue providing its leadership
towards improving the University in a way that benefits
the entire campus," said Lizana.

Jennifer Wood, president of the Student Government
Association, praised the leadership of the BSU and ex-
pressed her encouragement for other groups to get in-

volved as well.

"The only real way to recreate student empowerment
is to get lots of different groups and students from
different backgrounds involved." she said. "The more
people that we get committed to making UMass a better
place, the more we can accomplished."
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HOPE THIS IS DONE IN TIME FOR DINNER — Sophomore university without walls student Ayris Chandler works
on a plate.

Dominance of U.S. culture cited
By TOM HALLER
Collegian Staff"

A Berkley professor and renowned student of popular
culture kicked off"the American Popular Culture Abroad
series last night with a lecture on the dominance of the
U.S. entertainment industry in the world.

Professor Todd Gitlin began his lecture with the story

of a young Japanese child who at the sight of a Mickey
Mouse shirt on an American tourist asked, "You mean
there's a Disneyland in America, too?"

Gitlin's lecture, called "The Unification of Mickey
Mouse and Arnold Schwarzenegger", was a critical

analysis of America's universal presence in the world
today. Gitlin said he believes that this culture amounts
to the only serious attempt at composing a unified sense
of the world.

While possessing the spiritual element of one-world
ideology, Gitlin said the economic presence ofsupply and
demand plays a significant role in spreading these im-
pressions.

He said the United States supplies products and
images appealing to members of all social and economic
communities alike. The demand for these, in return,

establishes an industry which produces America's second
1argest export, catering inexpensively to the entire world

,

he said.

Gitlin said the American culture could conceivably be
driven by one sole purpose: to entertain. Since the 1800s,
the United States has been providing the world with
entertainment and recreation. He said this is entirely

feasible because the culture is pretested within itself,

while emerging from and circulating throughout the

various American subcultures.

Gitlin said there are two outcomes to this concept.

He said the "Mickey Mouse Form" is a smooth and
subtle image, reducing the language barriers to one level

of images and phrases. He said these are the semblance
ofinnocence, ranging from icons such as Mickey Mouse to

products hke Coca Cola.

Gitlin said the "Arnold Schwarzenegger Form" is one
of sheer virulence. He said it is the "self-amputation" of
the individual, creating the desire to be like the figiuie

and "style" it represents. According to Gitlin, the.se are
the movies, television and music, and the conforming
stars and styles which accompany them.

Gitlin said the violence and conformity to a norm ia

the evidence of the world's beginning of a "systematic
training in numbness ofindividuality and emotion." He
cited examples of this in violent movies such as "Ter-
minator 11", the actors in them, such as Arnold
Schwarzenegger, and the widely imitated styles ofmusic
seen throughout the world. He said the violence is

ironically the price people have learned to pay for their
attempt at innocence.

These ideas of"fun" though, give the world a glimmer
of hope, GitUn said. He said they do not arrive as the
commonly unattainable symbols ofpeace and Utopia, but
instead help to fill the void which these hopes have
created.

Gitlin is a professor of sociology and director of mass
communicationsattheUniversityofCalifomia at Berkley.
He is one of the nation's most well known authorities on
popularculture. Besides contributions tojoumals, books,
periodicals and the media, Gitlin has written several

Turn to CULTURE, page 7
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The price isn't quite right
Goingway back to when they firstcame

to this esteemed University, second se-
mester seniors will remember, perhaps
with awe. their first semester bill.

It's a fond memory. A hefly portion of
the state budget went to purchasing red
ink for the accounting ofTices and depart-
ments were hoarding all the paper clips

and staples they could get their hands on
in anticipation of the office supply short-
ages that always seem to come on the
heels of major financial disasters.

Marc

ELLIOTT
Nine hundred fifty seven class sections

were cancelled before students even got
their cute, and now quaint, Add/Drop
bubble forms.

Lines rivalling those outside last year's
A-10 championship game against West
Virginia wrapped around the halls of
Bartlett and wound their way past the
doors of Goodell. Of course, lines at the
Bursar's ofTice and at the Textbook Annex
are still fodder for dorm room anecdotes.

Administrators, led by Joseph Dufley
(not just the Amherst campus* chancellor,
but also soon to be itfi president as well),

busily typed resumes and called old college

chums who held positions at flourishing
consulting firms or universities located in

states with more stable legislatures.

It was the fall of 1989 and in-state

students paid a total of $1,350.75 in tu-

ition and fees, barring financial aid and
not including room and board— $2,898.75
with room and board. The boom hadn't
been lowered quite yet.

But it was coming. Chancellor Duffey
tried to cushion the University from the
full effect of the state financial crisis with
his disastrous "margin ofexcellence." Ac-
cording to a student government Figure
long since gone, the theory was that the
University could maintain a "margin of
excellence" and avoid making too many
cuts if the Board of Trustees could make
up for lost state funding by raising tuition
and fees. But once the state saw the Uni-
versity getting additional funds from its

students' hides, the legislature decided

UMass could afford even more budget
reductions, making the sacrifice imposed
on the student body virtually worthless.

This semester, tuition and fees are 47
percent over what they were four years
ago. That's $4,377.50 with room and board,
$2,531.00 without. Forty-seven percent is

a lot. Seniors paid almost twice as much
for their last semester as their first. And
no one is even hinting that anything will

change anytime soon.

It's amazing. Four years ago as fresh-
men, students marched and picketed and
trampled the flowers on the statehouse
lawn. They screamed and cried, went on
strike and refused to go to class for days on
end demanding that the state not abandon
the University to rich kids with lower SAT
scores. People who were once strike leaders
now seem resigned to what has become an
all-too-familiar pattern: the sometimes
annual, sometimes bi-annual rise in tuition

and fees.

Meanwhile, the Graduate Employee
Organization has gone on strike and been
awarded a union as well as numerous
benefits; the state employees, including
professors, have gotten a 13 [jercent raise
and the undergraduates have gotten a
bigger bill.

What does the future hold? For the
seniors it brings graduation and what
could be a Ufetime of repaying loans while
being hounded for contributions by the
alumni office. For the undergraduates who
come after them, it brings larger semester
bills and a class comprised of students
with parents more accustomed to driving
Saabs and Lincolns than Chevettes and
riding the subway.

The University administration and
Trustees have forgotten the mission of a
public school: to provide an education for
working class kids who would otherwise
end up at community colleges or working
dead end jobs in the service industry.
Hopefully, the students haven't forgotten
the mission or the dream. Of course,
maybe with this spring's commencement,
the students who really need this school
will disappear from the campus com-
pletely.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.
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Will ROTC be an option?

Fraternity thanks Coach Cahpari
The brothers ofSigma Phi Epsilon wish

to thank UMass basketball coach John
Calipari for taking time out of his busy
schedule to speak with us at our first rush/
leadership series" event.

His discussion on teamwork, leader-
ship and the UMass spirit was interesting,
motivating and well understood.

While stressing academics, athletics
and the "social" to form a "balanced man".

Coach Cal also spoke of his team and its

"scratching and clawing" to be respected.
Well coach, you were awesome before

but now, after seeing you up close and
personal, you're REALLY awesome!

Thanks again, Sigma Phi Epsilon.

John Maxwell, secretary
Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity

Amherst

Lately, in a mad panic to try to keep
myself in school for another year, I have
been exploring my financial aid options.

Hmm. . . So what are my options? Well.
I could rob a jewelry store, steal a credit

card or go onJeopardy But maybe I should
choose the more dangerous, yet socially

acceptable route — Whitmore

Melanie

DESILVA
I could get a Stafford loan; or maybe a

Perkins. Or, maybe I could possibly qualify
for a tuition waiver, or a Pell grant. Or
maybe I should look into ROTC.

As a bisexual woman I can technically
enter ROTC now. Yet, at the same time.
I could be kicked out for sexual miscon-
duct.

What is sexual misconduct? I am not
sure. But knowing the historically
homophobic stance of ROTC, it probably
means that I could be kicked out if I had a
girlfriend. This would mean that staying
in ROTC still entails going back into the
closet. Until I see some evidence, gay
students can'tbeguaranteed that anything
has changed.

Many oblivious citizens believe that
lifting the ban on gays in the military is

simply a token, superficial policy issue,
and fail to recognize the economic impact

that the ban had on working class gay
students.

The fact is that prohibiting gays, lesbi-

ansandbisexuals from entering the ROTC
program on campus, eliminated an im-
portant and lucrative financial aid option
or career option for out members of the
gay community. Clearly, this is not only a
gay issue, but also a class issue.

Many citizens believe President Clinton
should be focusing on more important
national issues, like the economy Yet. at
the same time, they believe that education
is one of the keys to restoring the nation's

economic competitiveness.

Clearly, eliminating a financial aid
option for 10 to 20 percent of the students
on this campus increases the the possibility

that gay students will have to seek other,
less practical means of financial aid. and
brings them closer to the point ofhaving to
drop out.

Ifone of the ways to help the economy
is to improve education for all Americans,
then people should be applaudingClinton's
efforts. If ROTC is forced to abide by it.

lifting the ban could end the economic
discrimination facing out gay. lesbian and
bisexual students, and will potentially
help many stay in school.

Melanie Desilva is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Bear with me. I have a hard time caring about

sports on this campus too, but when the University
sinks millions into a sports arena while 50-gallon
di-ums collect rainwater in the basement of the Fine
Arts Center and librarians hold publicity-stunt bake
sales, you hope they know what they're doing.

"This was a really nice way to open the new arena,"
said coach John Calipari last Friday, referring to the
opening victory for the Minutemen, apparently un-
concerned by the building's investigation by state
Attorney General L. Scott Harshbarger's office. I wish
I shared his optimism.

The AG's office will not discuss such cases and at
this point it is uncertain whether the investigation
concerns the structural safety of the building and its

facilities or the bidding and contracting practices of
the University or Suffolk, the building contractor, but
those close to the project are suspiciously persistent in
their assurances that the building is safe to operate.
Statejudicial investigations have become a disturbing
trend in this University's growing sports program.

It would be easy to dismiss the accusations by local
union and trade council officials that the non-union
contractors who built and operate the arena are dan-
gerously cutting comers if there were not so many
nagging indications that those directing the facility

were willing to scrimp a little on quality and training
in the interest of saving a buck. In their haste to open
the facility, crews installed stage lighting while the
basketball team held their first practice in the building

100 feet below. What a boost for the University PR. it

would have been ifone ofthem had been killed by a falling
screwdriver.

Let's hope that Ogden Entertainment Services, the
company hired to run the arena, will exercise better
judgment in future operations than they did in choosing
the "racy" laser show at the "family-oriented" open house.

Josh

REYNOLDS
On the positive side, the Mullins Center makes over

100 part-time positions available to students as ushers,
box office clerks and operations crews. Franz Svoboda, a
graduating senior who works on the Mullins operation
crew, discounted criticism of the facility and described
his experience as positive. "Students do everything from
pushing brooms to resurfacing the ice. Things are hectic,
but at this stage that's to be expected," he said. "There are
going to be problems with any like facility. I'm sure they
will find problems with the Silvio O. Conte Polymer
Research Center when that opens too." Others expressed
more concern.

One Mullins employee I spoke with worried that
private management seems overly concerned with
trimming costs. Combined with the bureaucracy inher-
ent within the state University organization could lead to
compromised maintenance and safety. To illustrate his
point he asked the familiar question, "How many em-
ployees does it take to change a light bulb?"

"The union will say. That's a minimum of four on a
four-hour call.' Ogden will tell them to screw and argue
with the University over who's responsibility the light
bulb is.

"Ogden will tell the University, 'It's your building,
you pay for it.' And the University will say, Tou guys
have the contract. You fix it.' Aft«r a couple ofmonths
Ogden will send out one student without a ladder. .

."

While this is admitted hyperbole, the fact that the
first two basketball games were played beneath the-
ater rigging that was yet to be tested or approved by
the University does not inspire confidence. In fact, the
ngging was not officially approved until Monday —
one day before "Jesus Christ Superstar."

Aside from 20 years offees to help pay for it, what do
students get out ofthe facility? Ifnothingembarrassing
comes out in the AG probe, Mullins will be a big boost
for the Umversity's image. Free skating is a plus and
there are around twice as many reserved student seats
at basketball games. Students inclined to wait in line to
fork over the cash can see the Ice Capades or their
favonte washed-out MTV metal band, although they
don t get a break on the steep prices.

To the University's credit, they're getting better at
symbolic flagship buildings. It is well-lit, and the roof
doesn t leak. The University has learned from the
expenences of the Tower Library and the sinking
tootball stadium. No bricks have popped out ofplace it
was built on ground solid enough to support it.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.
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^^S^^IS^SP"}^^!^'^:^^ town, UMass need not conflict
Mr^l!^r c? T" ^ o^ ^"''^"K back from uptown on
McClellanStreetonaSaturdaymomingwhenlhappened
upon a inan and his noble-looking Golden Retriever.

1 doubted he would want to talk to me. After all I'mone of those godless UMass students his neighbors
complain about so loudly in town meetings at the BangsCommumty Center.

It turns out I was wrong. "How's school going*^ he
asked^I told him it was fine and started chatting with
him about the usual things - weather, school. UMass
basketball, his dog.

How do you like that. A UMass student and a town
native, able to have a friendly conversation without even
knowing each other.

So when people like Select Board candidate Larry
Kelley show up on campus with signs asking the Uni-
versity to fork over $270,000 worth of traffic fines — a
questionable request at best since they were collected on
state property by state police — one wonders. What do
Amherst residents really think of us? Are they like the
man I met on McClellan Street, or do they think Uke
Select Board members who act like they wish UMass
were in Sunderland or Granby instead?

It's hard to tell. But I'm willing to bet the Select Board
tjrpes don't reflect the m^ority viewpoint.

Select Board members are politicians, unlike most

everyday Amherst residents you meet on the street. As
politicians, they must serve the interests of their con-
stituents, and if some of their constituents complain
about "those damned kids" all the time, then they have to
respond to those complaints in order to get re-elected. It's
the nature of the business.

How to find your own niche

Greg

SUKIENNIK
That's why the Fearing Street bus stop gete passed by

on weekend nighte. That's why Amherst has draconian
keg laws. That's why you can't park your car on Hobart
Lane without having it towed on a Friday night. That's
why the Select Board goes after Twisters Tavern every
time owner Mark Forsyth sneezes.

AverageAmherst residents, unless they liveon Fearing
Street or next to Twisters, don't hate us. There's probably
some resent, and justifiably so. when we act like we own
their town and go tearing through neighborhoods on
dnmken sprees. But theyll also be the first to tell you
how dead this place is in the summer. Business owners
certainly don't mind our being here.

So what about the Select Board and candidate Larry
Kelley? The town of Amherst is running a big budget
deficit and Kelley is pushing the school to pay up or else.

Or else what? "Senior citizens will be down here protest-
ing outside Whitmore if the town isn't satisfied," Kelley
was quoted as saying yesterday.
Hmm. Convincing a vulnerable group who can't afford

a property tax override that they're being exploited and
then using that group's collective anger for political gain
is a tried 'n' true politician's tactic. Unfortunately, it

polarizes the town and the University instead ofdrawing
them closer together?

TTiat's the salt in the eye of town/gown relationships.
Most Amherst residents realize UMass, like the other two
colleges in town, is a cash cow ready for the milking. But
to local politicians, it's a sitting duck, a target for people
who need something to whine about at board meetings.

That's not how the man I met on McClellan Street felt

about it. He probably has reason to complain, but he
didn't. He took the first step and said hello instead.

If the town of Amherst really needs the money and
feels we owe them, stunts Uke leading picketing senior
citizens to Whitmore ( then again, why not, everyone else
storms Whitmore?) won't accomplish much more than
escalating bad blood between the University and the
town. But if the two sides can sit down and work things
out, it could be a step toward normalizing relations
between two sides with more in common than they know.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.

Did you ever feel that you weren't
meeting as many people as you think you
should? Haveyou ever felt thatyou wanted
to get involved with something but wasn't
sure how? And did you ever want to find a
niche for yourself at this somewhat large
university? Well, don't just sit there —
"Just do it." Pick yourself up by the boot-
straps and push yourself like the Little
Engine That Could and say, "I think I can.
1 think I can 1 think can."

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
Now that we've gotten started, where

are the train tracks going to take you?
Well, ifyou're Jewish and you want to get
more in touch with theJewish community
here in Amherst I know just the place.
The train's route runs along North
Pleasant Street, home to the UMass Hillel

House.
What is Hillel? Hillel can be the first

stop on your four (and sometimes five*

year excursion to getting in touch with
Jewish life here on campus.

Hillel, for some, is a place to attend
services on shabbat. For others, Hillel is a
place to become involved in such groups as
United Jewish Appeal, American Israel

Public Affairs Committee, and Students
AlUance for Israel.

Othergroups thatmay fityour interests
are the Black-Jewish Relations Commit-
tee, the Social Action Committee, and the
.Social Committee. Did you know this

spring we are having a semi-formal? And
if all goes well, a benefit will be held to

raise money for the Pediatric AIDS

Foundation.

Those are just a few things that we
Hillelites have planned foryou. Hillel even
brings speakers to campus. Past speakers
who inspired us include Elie Wiesel, Alan
Dershowitz, Harold Kushner, Joseph
Telushkin and Robert Alter.

For some, Hillel is a place they can call

home — there's room for 26 students. I

have spoken to people from the Jewish
Living Community (JLC) who have said
hvingin theJLC has contributed to making
their time spent at UMass a positive ex-
perience.

The only way youll actually feel Uke
you fit in is through getting involved. So
start your engines and begin to move.
Hillel can offer you a chance to grow as an
individual. Through your involvementyou
will meet many new friends.

Just imagine. . . You're strolling past
the campus pond and you're walking by
yourself. All of a sudden someone calls

out your name. Who is it? It is someone
that has also gotten involved with Hillel

and like you has just made a new fi-iend.

And who knows — maybe while you're
getting to know the people you've met at
Hillel, romance may pop up on the hori-

zon.

I encourage anyone who has joined
Hillel but hasn't had the time to get in-

volved to do so. And to all those prospec-
tive Hillelites, it's not too late to be a part
of it; afler all the semester hasjust begun.
Climb aboard now — you don't want to

miss your train.

Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian col-

umnist.

The real struggle women face

Daily Collegian: socialist?

heed these words and resist
Assuming a free and non-fascist state-

ment can actually penetrate the red tape
and appear in print, readers, please be
aware the purpose of this article is to urge

you not to read this, nor any other, "edito-

rial/opinion" article. I recognize that you,

already manipulated into turning the

pages and reading this article, are simply
not strong enough to resist reading what
follows. With this in mind, follow along.

In my high school chemistry class, be-

fore I realized that my studying science

would only be useful when not applied to

science, I was taught the purpose ofsignifi-

cant figures. If I solve the equation "2 + 3 =
?" my answer will be "5" only. The answer

cannot be "5.0" or "5.00," or any number
that reveals more about the accuracy ofthe

answer. Why? Because the figures that

make up the original equation reveal noth-

ing of greater accuracy than "2" and "3."

Maybe the numbers are, in fact, "2.00" and
"3.00," but this information is hidden and
we must not assume an accuracy beyond

that which is provided to us. Got it?

Since I have realized science is useful

only in fields other than science, I may
draw an analogy. Nowhere in this paper

will you find the definition ofthe Cawleejun

as a newspaper, and therefore what is

found betwixt the pages of the Collejhun

cannot be taken as news. The publication

is, as described on its fit)nt page, a "College

Daily." Therefore, this paper is the daily

representation of the views of the Univer-

sity. It is not news. Whatever is be hidden
behind the print, whatever you may see in

a photograph, the figures that make up the
original equation reveal nothing ofgreater
accuracy than "College Daily." You must
not assume anything beyond this fact.

I want you to know that socialist views
are the views of an institution as given
and received by its subjects. My analogy
fits into the definition of such views. The
Cauliggun is a socialist paper that at-

tempts to engineer an overthrow of your
own opinions and views. RESIST!

I attack you with my words. What will

you choose to accept and receive? I tell you
thatyou are a subject undermycommand.
Will you choose to beUeve me, or will you
defend yourself?

I plead that you do not heed my words,
that you find only what is significant and
regard it as true, that you distinguish

between fact and Communist editorial,

and that you formulate and retain your
own opinions. Remember also the only

"College Daily" that does not manipulate
you is "Jim's Journal."

You read this paper every day. You
take it all in. I force this article upon you.

What else are you forced to take in?

Please learn my lesson: do not be ma-
nipulated as easily as I have just ma-
nipulated yp'i. You are my subject if you
are silent.

Robert J. Malionek
Amherst

I feel the need to respond to Stephanie
Eisenberg's column [Collegian, Feb.8]
because I feel quite misrepresented by it.

I think her views should not be taken as a
real picture of the struggle that women
face in regard to sexism. Eisenberg sug-
gests that the way we can achieve bet-

terment in society is ifwe "just act it". She
cites lack ofself-esteem as a reason for the
oppression women experience in work or
at home and advises us to respect ourselves
rather than "rurmingback and forth to the
court crying discrimination."

First of all, women are not, "very good
at standing up and shoutingany time they
feel their rights have been violated." The
huge m^ority of legal violations against
women go unreported. Secondly, and more
importantly, is the nature of what the
more abundant and much less easily

pinpointed violations against women are.

Sexism is not only about exploitation at
work or physical attack; things that can be

brought to some authority. Sexism is

comprised of subtleties: subtleties that
are manifested in our language, our
History, our media; sexism happens every
time we point to an animal and say. "Look
at Aim."

The years ofdenial and separation from
all that is around us cannot be erased by a
simple decision to respect ourselves. We
must find every detail outside of us that
keeps us from having that self respect
inside of us — and then challenge it. I

don't think the woMAN who responds to
her boss' request for coffee or behaves "a
little too promiscuously" needs to change
something in herself; self respect doesn't
put a paycheck in your hand and self
respect doesn't erase the constant teach-
ing that we need male companionship to
be empowered, and that promiscuity en-
sures companionship.

Kelly Norris
Centra]

Learning from Baird and Wood
News item, Feb. 7: Judge Kimba Wood

was forced Friday to withdraw herselffrom
consideration as Attorney General. Why?
There were, as with Zoe Baird before her,

questions ever her hiring of an illegal im-
migrant. However, Judge Wood did so in

1986, when it was legal to hire illegal

immigrants, as long as one reported it to

the ImmigrantNaturalization Service (INS)
and paid Social Security tax. Judge Wood
did this. Therefore, as both she and the
White House asserted, she broke no law.

Why, then, was she made to withdraw?
Because she acted within the law, but in a
maimer that raised political questions.
Apparently, no woman may hold high of-

fice if she hired live-in help, unless that
help was a fine, upstanding U.S. citizen.

Buthow many upstanding U.S. citizens

will take such a thanklessjob? Few indeed.

Therefore, women pursuing powerful ca-

reers must hire whoever will do thejob. In

Baird's case, this meant breaking the law,

and she was disqualified as Attorney
General. But in Judge Wood's case, there

was nothing done illegally, and nothing
should prevent her from attaining office.

Except perhaps that she is a mother—
that seems to be the case. Afler Baird's
withdrawal, Ronald H. Brown, the secre-
tary ofcommerce, came forward as having
been delinquent with his Social Security
taxes. He paid up and is still in office. Isn't

the double standard apparent? Most cer-
tainly it is. Judge Kimba Wood has been
denied top office for her legal hiring of an
illegal immigrant, while Ronald Brown,
who was never asked about his domestic
life, admitted to wrongdoing, and kept his
job.

It is strange that, in the wake of Anita
Hill and the "Year of the Woman," this
goes by almost unheralded. Perhaps we
have all become numb from the constant
lists of crimes, but it is a numbness we
cannot afford. It is too late forjudge Wood.
But perhaps we can learn from her expe-
rience.

Jonathan Frantz
Orchard HiU
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Prosecutor says Meese
lied in Iran-Contra case

1^ ^:^ /I

By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press

BOSTON — It would have been diffi-

cult to assemble an Iran-Contra criminal
case against former Attorney General
Edwin Meese III because key evidence
was not uncovered for years, special
prosecutor Lawrence Walsh says.

Walsh's comments Tuesday came a day
after he issued a report that said Meese
knew he was making a false statement
when he told then-President Reagan and
his advisers on Nov. 24, 1986, that Reagan
hadn't known about a 1985 arms-for-
hostages deal with Iran. Meese has denied
that he lied.

Former Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger's notes - which prosecutor
didn't uncover until 1991 — suggested
that Meese "was warning the president's
advisers that to disclose the president's
knowledge" of a shipment of Hawk anti-

aircraft missiles to Iran "would expose
him to a charge of illegal activity."

Asked whether a conspiracy case might
have been brought agamst Reagan, the
independent counsel said: Those are very
difficult cases. And there's the added con-
sideration that presidents are entitled. 1

think, to a particularly protective sur-
rounding area because they are the one
person in government who is never off

duty."

Walsh also said that ifWeinberger had
gone to trial and taken the sUnd, the
former defense secretary would have had
to "disclose his knowledge" of the Reagan
White House's arms-fur-hosLages deals
with Iran.

Weinberger told Congress in 1987 that
he hadn't known about either the ship-
ment of 508 TOW anti-tank missiles to

Iraninthefallofl985orthedehveryofl8

women
continued from page 1

My worst enemy was myself People took
me aeriously."

Robertson said she ran Swift's cam-
paign office by getting volunteers for
evenLs, doing mailings and fundraismg.
advertising and acting as her press liason.
Swift ran in a district in which 15 percent
of the voters were Republican, but man-
aged to win 61 percent of the vote.

Robertson said she believes Clinton's
victory may actually help the Republican
Party in the long run.

"Nationally, the Republican Party is a
mess It is the best thing that could have
happened because it will make them re-
organize." Robertson said. "State Repub-
lican.s are more down-to-earth."

Robertson said she believes Massachu-
setts Republicans are generallymore liberal
than national Party members as a whole.

Robertson noted how strange it is for a
Catholic Republican to be pro-choice.

"Jane Swift as a person is pro-life. Jane
Swi ft the legislator believes that the choice
is up to every woman." Robertson said.

Swift is currently supporting Gov.

Hawk missiles to Tehran airport in No-
vember 1985.

He also said he hadn't known that the
Reagan administration was replenishing
Israeli supplies ofthe U.S.-made weapons,
which the White House had drawn on for

the deliveries to Iran.

Weinberger had faced a Jan. 5 trial on
charges he lied to Congress about the
Contra aid and the 1985 shipments and
had lied about the existence of his own
notes.

Then-President Bush pardoned
Weinberger and five other Iran-Contra
figures last Christmas Eve — and act
Walsh called an abuse of power.

"The pardons in a very odd way demon-
strated the effectiveness ofthe investiga-
tion," the prosecutor said. "Why would a
president do what he did unless the in-

vestigation were effective and thus the
likelihood of conviction were there?"

Walsh said that ifBush had been called
to testify at Weinberger's trial, "He would
have to explain his being present at a
meeting (on Nov. 24. 1986) in which the
attorney general announced without dis-

pute a false position as to the president of
the United States

"

However, he said Bush was less directly
involved in the aftiair than Weinberger
and others.

Walsh told the bar association meeting
that the pardons issued by Bush were
"perhaps the most dramatic demonstration
of the need for an independent counsel
act' for investigation of top government
officials.

The law was inacted in 1978, five years
after President Nixon fired Watergate
special prosecutor Archibald Cox. It was
renewed twice, but it expired last Dec. 15
after Republican senators blocked legis-
lation to renew it again.

Weld's proposal to reduce the state's age
foreligilibility to have an abortion from 18
to 16 and t© reduce the number ofconsent
forms needed by the women from two
parents to one.

In 1994 Robertson will be graduating
and Swift will be up for re-election.
Robertson said she may team up with
Swift again or start her own career in
state government.

"I am going through campaign with-
drawal," Robertson said.

Decker was witness to a success for
Schroeder. The Family Leave Act that
was introduced in 1985 by Schroeder re-
cently passed, giving parents the option of
two weeks unpaid leave from their job in
cases of family matters.

About working in Schroeder's office
Decker said. "I have found by talking to
other interns that it is very different from
other representatives' offices. People
welcome you — it is very relaxed."

"Everyone in D.C. seems happier now
that Clinton is in," Decker added. "The
bottom line is that we now have opportu-
nities that were never possible before."
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Robinson said he wants to find a permanent
replacement for Rinehart by July, but in themeanUme Ruth Green, the associate director for
Freshmen Admissions, will act as the director

"I hope they will find someone who beUeves in
the nussion ofthe University, especially in public
education and access to education." Rinehart said
II hope they have] a firm commitment to a more
mulUcultural campus, and a sense ofhumor and a
lot of patience."

culture
continued from pxage 3 '

~
books, including The Sixties: Years ofHope. Days ofRage
Inside Prime Time, and his newest novel, Mafd ofAlbert
Einstein.

Fred Fierst, a member of the General Council at
Mirage Studios, will give the second lecture on Tuesdav
Feb. 16 in Smith College's Alumni House conference
room at 7:30 p.m., entitled The Teen Age Mutant Ninja
Turtles: The Explosion of a Worldwide Phenomenon "
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Saturday •

THl AKEA5 BIGGEST A BEST
SATUKDAY NIGHT DANCE
PAKTY WITH Dl DAVf

FeMurmt The Best DMne HilsU
From The 70 i, 80s&90i
Ml Tom Ski Pass Giveaways

Sat. Feb. 13 WMAS
VALENTINES PARTY

Win a Romantic Weekend Get-
\

away to Vermont, flowers For
'

Every Couple. Chocolate Hearts •

Courtesy of Ben & Bills. Other <

Giveaways All Nifhl Listen to
WMAS For^ Details

Tiuirs Irh I l^ik)f)fn IH*

MURPHY'S LAW
,. Patchwork Revolution

Free km L friday

THE SAINTS
FrwBehKi' UKX)p»n

irctwKllNichJ w'Colk-iM- I I)

FREE PRESS
K<x li GkIs Ffoni Ch i< optt-

nrrri '(/> 'iQnuun'
LOW DOUGH SHOW

$5 in idv^ince

THELONIOUS MONSTER

The Bell Tower
MonghanI

J

r/iiyrs Feb Ifl-9:00pm'l8*
•

Jiggle The Handle
.ijijm.H.im.n.iL.ci.»ww.i,yT1

Male D.ince Revue
CALIFORNIA PLAYGIRL

CENTERFOLDS
Tickets Only S5 in Adv.

Downstairs-9:00pm
Five Rtx k Fridt\

TEXAS FLOOD
Sli'vie R.iy V.HiKhn TrilKiH

ft I i:

I;

SI,

m
.S.if Ich J(l i)Oi)m

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Andrea & The Mortones

"•"-'*''- '''-'."J*?^

Tuc-s.. Fd). JS-'f:l)Upm

WAMH Presents

TECHNO/RAVE
DANCE PARTY.!., -1 -.^.l.l.l.l.lj.l.l- -- m-w-m

Thurs
. Fch.2'i-9:n()pml8i-

BIM SKALA BIM
Duck Duck
Fn.. Feb. 2f)-~:(X)pm

Viri;in/ChMi<imj Rcfordint; Anms
THE SIGHS
Ray Mason
Downstairs-9:00pm

JOAN OSBORNE
BorderldncJ

L.'..<..L.l.H.L.I < .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 iTi

S.ir, Ivh. 27 9:(X)pm •

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO
j

Thtirs.. M,}r. A-^OOpm \ H+

THE MACHINE
Sal.. Mar. {>-9:00pm

JOHN CAFFERTY &
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND

Tucs.. War. 'l'i:00pm/18+

TOO MUCH |OV

lickcl*. .ivdiljblr dt Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Tix

Unlimited. Norlh<iniplnn Box
Ottite, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro

(800) 828-70«0
10 Pearl Street Northampton

-.84-77-1
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Come to the DELTA House
- For Open Rush _

and get HYPNOTIZED

• TONIGHT •

Hypnotist John Sacco
visits DELTA UPSILON

^

RUSH
AY

lt*s 1 2:42, and the folks at the folks at the

Collegiafi*.*are«..€lozzziiig wwmwwwi

For more
information:

Call Jim or Jay

549-3831
• Feel free to call

for a ride

RUSH DELTA UPSILON

BMCP
8cO

UPC
POOOOC'tONS

feb 17th

1993

present
S.U.B^
11MASS
Amherst

doors
open
7:30

$10 umass
$13 other

17+ ONLY
(unless accompanied

by an adult)

A^
HOTIC NEUROTICS

available at:

fix I'nlimited

& For The

Record

in Amherst

Are you Sick of Being Just

A Face (n The Crowd?
stand Head & Shoulders Above

The Rest! 1

1

Rush Mights and Events

Thurs. Feb 1

1

Tues. Feb 16

Thurs. Feb 18

D.P. Dough Calzone Night
Las Vegas Casino Night
All you can eat Buffalo Wings

Extravaganza

All Events from 7:30 9:00 PM

THETA CHI SPRING RUSH
496 Morth Pleasant Street (Right next to the newman Center)

255-9015 5494302

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
I USED "TO HMt WRaiNG
^ss^&^4^^tUTS

. eur how
1 tHXSH TUEK.

I t^EKL\ZE.D JUkT TWE
PURPO'iE Of WRITING IS

To iNrUOE WEW<. IDEAS.

OBSCURE POORREASOMIHG,
AKD iHuieir cuR\n.

V41TM k L\TTl£ PR^CT^CE,
V<R\TmG CAK BE A^A

INTmiDATlHG AKO
IMPENETRABLE POS/
WANT K> SEE m BOOK

REPORT •»

\
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
TWt WHAMICS OF 1HTE?^8E\N6

ANO WW«iLOQ\CKL lfAPE8.AT\\jES

\K PICK AND JAN£ A ST\)D1

IH PSICHIC TRAKSRaATIOHAL
sehoer mooes

'acadehia.
MER.E I

COWE.'

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

THATLONSr
THeNsue
SOTTAOD
LUNCHi

Well, kid, ya beat me — and now every punk packin'

a paddle and tryin' to make a name for himself will

con>e lookin' for you\ ... Welcome to hell, kid."

JIM S JOURNAL

S=>-vi»-

X dumped tk4
crvmks VJt^ "tk*

-U«isitr. Tk«r«

4k««^-

By JIM

E«kck +;mt r
+koo5k"f X K«ii

c*me out-

Quote of the Day
"Go that way, very fast. If something gets in

your way, turn."

- The movie Better OffDead
on how to ski

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE
I C*nT BfcuEVc ^oowcolD

>&sjR OWN noivtei

By PRICE VAN RAY
So uKmt V6U C*N ?HAPC up.

I'M N«T ^ip^Mb 6ur' IM

VtA M0V/N6 /M/

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

PI^VGE.XTVOUGHT^
>0O 0JEKESOPR6E:

TO BE DOWfe NOUR

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

AKICS tMarch 2 1 -A(inl 1 91 Lip low
<ind woi tor Hjtutr drvpkjfinwTMt lo

lurni>h(hrch<nyoun(w<i Cummirjte
cin vour dejf ofyi w i Uvorilp hoiiby.

TAU«tlS (Ajxil 2l>^M4y 20I Vou
nviy not br *bte lo put ytior lingn <jo the

idutr (W J biur mood. Cunui IoU triprvh.

An Mcmi « iMiwnett i% reviv«?d Turn
jn unuMjl opporluniiy mlo Hiturv li

njnt ijl gJirH.

CCMINI iM«y it-Mw 20t: C<M>«
quirlty jboul your buur«eu n ihe Mirnl
w*y to hrid o* mifitrmce l^y yoMr
irrviKin^ton totm lhr» jll«Tr»on Prp-

p*rp tor Ihc long { limb toward t tntftx

objectIV*.

CANCHI (luoe 21 kily 221: ConWfi
Mith jn adrriirer M i (intifKr rouid he j

Mv«e« wrprne. LiK k wnil«on your long

r4ngrpUin».AK)nnonioin Mmospherp
M home alloviri you to cotKcntrMr on
huMnpM ftpt\\.

LEO (July 2)-A4iK. 22): Emoliom
nuy run high lodiy: Mnvr fcir ttjbilily

M»ke cwuin highrr-ups gd whjl they

expea from yoo B^rgjint jbound far

holiday thoppen.

VltCO (Aug 2) Sept. 22): An en-

courjgmg meiMgr or «kekonie vit4of

booMt your enperuiiom. You feel much
more opiimiiiic!

(Scpi 21-Oti 221 Take 4
cKince on lo«e. Pkmgmg mio jn «M^
at the he*ri wilt retKiriee your bjueriet.

Spendon ly w4ul you must, not whM you
would like to A hoiidiy meiMgr brmfti
worvierlul family newt.

SCOtPtOlOt 2MMOV 21): Kmd
Itvlingi flourish withm the lamily ( wt le.

A joint planning trvMon will prodwe
ipeclatular reHikt A new household
profecl has spn lal merit. Penevere!

SACITTAKIUS iNuv 22-Oe( 2U:
Even miniM larver gams (uuld lead lo
b<g benr4i«i down the road. Vou have an
innovative way oi doing thmfi.

CAftlCORN (D« 22 Ian. 19);

Your tirunc lal prudence wilt jiay ntt

today, keep your ear to the grrjund lor

snippets olnewrs. An empkiymeni situa-

tion rouid arvHiy you. Advenhe your
talents.

AQUARIUS (|an 2(>-reb. 181: A
partner ( ould prove diftKuh to pleaie.

Business squabbles may have lo be
ironed out legally. Be advenlurpsome M
you «ee a way to make nes* profits.

flSCES Ifeb. 19-Marrh 20t: Vour
fmarKiaiprotpecHgetadramalK iKxjst.

A change in technique or attitude will

bring you rich rewards. Vou meet some-
one at workwho eirc trides yuu. Goslow.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean

Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski

Production Amanda Mead, Jim Ganley

Sean Ramsey

Menu
LUNCH

Reuben Sandwich

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Hummus Veggie Pocket

Clam Roll

DINNER
Rotini / meat sauce

Cheese Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Rotini / sauce

Cheese Strudel

ACROSS
1 Bod to »i»

4 Actor Gulagar
7 CiMnth* floor

10 -Nightmara'
slraat

13 Com or pod
iMd-ln

14 Towal martung
15 Soprano

Sumac
' 16 Napol«>n-a

marshal
1 7 Boardinghous«

clientala

19Cartouor
Datghlon

?0 Realm
?? Rawlinga'

"The —

"

24 Compensatas
26 — a gwir
27 British tempo
?9 Lab worker,

otten

32 Kinq ol Greece:
1832 62

33 Be human
34 Type ot

computer
37 Downed
38 Compress
40 "The Name ol

the Rose"
author

41 Pan of FBI

43 Summer along
the Seine

44 -The
Tentmaker"

45 Tops in

neatness
4 7 AbundarKe
48 Her. in

Frankfurt

49 Bar mat
51 Former slave

54 Housing for

58 Across
57 Rumpus room,

briefly

58 Flying fleet unit

60 Bachelor's final

words
61 Actress

Munson
6? Wager
63 The wor1<s

64 Cartoon
shriek

65 Debussy
suhfect

66 -A Chorus
Llna* fMjmtiar

67 G'Natil play

1 Controversy
2 Actor Jeremy
3 Life story, for

short

4 Swtasor
American

5 Milan money
6 Former
Commur>ist
Initials

7 TV oldie

8 Portents

9 Throe
1 Remnant
11 The Lion

12 TV oldie

18 TV oldie

21 Mod hairdo

23 Entertainer Kirk

25 Decorator's

color

27 Region of

Jordan near the

Dead Sea
28 Memorable

words from
Caesar

30 Labyrinth

31 Paul femlnizei

33 Distant or taWa
Stan

35 Ona- — : bM
gam*

36 CUnlon'a Veep
36 Oowrtcaat
39 Ken or James
42 Emarald Isle

44Rawtyfor
customers

46 Card gaiTM
47 RIca or floor.

•9

46 -Goodmght*
girt of sor>g

SO Accomplice, of

a son
St - -saato

52 Actress
Maryan

53 Baanng
55 Humorist

Qaorga
56 Korean

sokMar
59 "Ball —• from

Sooth Pacific"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

^mi., PJNMU rjuEJi^
nyy_ BHDP hquu

noDU

2/11/93

TIk' opinion!) cxprcssL-cl on this poKf arf those of the cirtoonists .inci do not ncrfss.irily reflect the views of the- Collciii.m or the University,

1 I 1 » 1

1
* 1

1

• •

!• 11 11 11 ^^ 11

tl It 11 II

M fl

1 w n

?l

J
n n

V N I n M 11 H
M il

1 M M M
it

I M N M
41 1 u M

M N tl

1 «• ! n M jHi
11 M u M M T
It

1

M M

1

M
•1 ir

1
U W

M M • 7

OIMJ I.M A*|(l*t TIam Syaatc*!* 2/11/93
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RUSSELL'S
.^*>' LIQUORS

18 Maiii St. Downtown Anilierst 253-5441

MiUer "High life"
only $9.99 case cans

BUDDRYBOTTTLES
$10.99 case

Dos EkjuisAin]3er
$8.99 12 pk bottles

Schaefer (close out)
$7.99 case cans

StmOnly $7.29 case cans

(Quanity Discounts Available)

isa/Mastercard aooepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials
Been phis Deposit 'especially on wines) .DeUvery Available'

hockey
continued from page 12

Smythe Division: The Smythe has fallen a

long way from the glory days of the powerhouse

Oilers and Flames. The Canucks have emerged as

the top team in this relatively weak division, led by

the "Russian Rocket" Pavel Bure and the impres-

sive goaltending of Kirk McLean.
But in a playofT series an opponent needs only to

defuse "the Rocket" and Vancouver's weak defense,

and lack of other offensive weapons will expose

themselves. Winnipeg is improving, led by rookie

Teemu Selanne, but it will probably be at least

another year before the Jets are contenders.

All-Star Weekend: New commissioner Gary
Bettman had better hope that a very few people

tuned into this year's All-Star (no defense) game,
because it was an embarrassment to the NHL.

Pre-game ceremonies were to feature former

Canadian great Maurice "Rocket" Richard skating

around the ice displaying the Stanley Cup. The
once graceful Richard tripped as he stepped onto

the Forum ice, dropping and denting hockey's

greatest prize. It was an omen ofhow the day would
go.

I'm fantasizing a little here, but the skills com-
petition would be considerably enhanced by a Best

Fighter Competition. The eight players with the

most penalty minutes would square offagainst one
another, with the first one to fall eliminated and
the winner advancing. Fans across the country

would tune in to see a Bob Probert and Tie Domi
battle at center ice.

Less than year until the first puck is dropped
for UMass hockey at theM uUins Center. For those
who can't wait, check out the intramural action at

the practice rink.

Matt Vautour is a Collegian correspondent.

COLLEGIAN

Teradyne
The right place for you.

T erjd\Tie is tht* nght place fw

JL prople like Tom (xxiner It s a

stimulating emittMiment that challenges

people every day You ne free to do the

things you think need to be done, with a

minimum of rules, regulations, and

bureaiicrao We want

people who don t need

to be led b\ the hand

We want talented,

bright people with new

ideas and the initiative to give those ideas

a shot.

You'll hav? plentN of opportunity at

TeradvTie We're a

JMk

Tom Conner

Softwafe Engineer

Electronic Design Automation

Boston, MA

BS. Electrical Engineering

Cornell University. 1989

We will be on campus February 25, 1993

~XJI^^ $500 million

electmnics company

that competes in the

global market,

working with tlie world's largest com-

panies. Our technology is unmatched, and

our commitment to

Total Quality Manage-

ment is unwavering. In

other words, we're big.

but not loo big!

If you want to leam more about your

place at Teradyne, visit your Career Sei\ices

Office, or see us when we're on campus.

'UitiUj:^
An Equal Opportunity Employer

n X^f
uts:tnrsa

1
acAPu i

^PRINCBRFAK

PANAMA CITY BEACH
*> FLORIDA f(k

J 'Itigh (|uaMy beacMrpm tcconwnodj |

Sa lions lor 7 ncHWQ ivyMs jvSi

J •Round trip chanrted molO) cnjrh |

Mjk •Km pMl deck parties aclnnim k nr" pronwiwns 7|~

^ • iniif C«rnpus Programs I /Discount

iV card

J •On iocatnn stafi tor cuinpim
V^ assistanc*

J 'M ia«fs. lips, ft service charges

J
'^'

I'

$119
tttmmr I

"^M
A

Oill Jon or Matt I

SfOWKBCS
MT. sunoNy
CAMADA

Partyin ihm Snow t

5 OayUttTMLmt
5 m^Ms Lodging

5 Dmy»

I-800-999-SKI9

hardwood
continued from poge 1

2

IfIsiah didn't make the team, would he
have blamed it on a conspiracy headed by
Jordan to keep him ofi? Sure he would.

Speaking ofanother omission: the best
coach in the NBA, Pat Riley, decided that
no rival New Jersey Net deserved to be in
the Game when he named Joe Dumars to
the team instead ofDrazen Petrovic. Petro
is averaging 23.4 points per game for the
vastly improving Nets (27-20). Dumars is
averaging about the same, on a Pistons
team that is 15 games worse than New
Jersey. Can you say slighted?

I've heard some say that Scottie Pippen.
another sUrter in the Game, is second to
only his All-Worid teammate as far as
skill goes. Let me say right now that Pippen
is not the second best player in the NBA.
He is inconsistent at times, gets into dazes
sporadically, and is just close to an All-
Star playing on any other team. If not
Pippen. then who is? Try Lord Charies.
A fallen hero. Chris MuUin. will be out

for six to eight weeks after surgery on his

hand. This just in: the Warriors are done
Without Mullin and Billy Owens. Golden
Sute will have to win the Hardaway. Tim
that is.

Hardaway is inconsistent, despite be-
ing the second best distributer of the rock
in the NBA. Some nights he shoots 14 for
1 7 and otl.er nights he can't put one in the
ocean.

It is nice to see Mark Jackson continue
his incredible play for the Clippers.
Jackson, averaging 14.6 points per game
and nearly nine assists pergame, deserved
to be added to the Game. This man is one
reason why the Clippers have a chance to
go far in the Playoffs.

Did you see that?
• Shaq's dismantling ofthe entire hoop

in Sunday's loss at Phoenix.
• Richard Dumas' performance against

the Magic. This man belongs in the Game.
• Willow Bay of NBC's Inside Stuff.

Enough said.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian col
umnist.
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COLLEGIAN:
THE LARGEST DAILY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER IN NEW
ENGLAND. PUBLISHED FOR STUDENTS BY STUDENTS.
KEEPING YOU INFORMED OF LOCALANDWORLD EVENTS,

AND REMINDING YOU OF STUFF YOU MIGHT FORGET!

CO
YflNA PAIR OF FREE TICKETS TO

THELOHIOUS HOHSTER
PEARL STREETNIGHTCLUB • MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15 ^

,
theIonious mon^ster76ff7cTal entry form

I Name: __^
I

Phone #:____
I

(/) Mutt be at iMti 18 ytM oM to inir Tickeu are norvrefwHlabtt
lUJ Drawing to tMMd on Thursday. Feb 11.1993 No ertrieswiN be rKWwtd after 3:30pm on 2/1 1/93. ColMiinaair art rwi

I
z: t}>9<^t to enter Winners wiH be cootKted by telephone Drop off mtmt m CoRigian bufUMW wnSw 113 C«mpui
=: ^*T' "'»«'"«"'l- JJWass Amherst Winners are responsible for pidung up licftMi « Kit CotMiw OliM before 3 30pm

\a. on Friday. Feb 12 Only one entry per person iwill be accepted Only official Miv fcim from nnnpipw will be accepted

Grand Opening Weekend
Thursday • Friday • Saturday - Sunday

Dancing
with

D,J. Pete Free

Every Night

Any Menue Nachos Only $2.00

9:30 - 10:30

CELIiBRATES ^IE.fl|R^ IN AMHERST
1968 • 1993

15 LAST PLEASAhT STREET

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

_ Cash in advance

- Deadline, two days prior to publication

Men. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSj

ACTIVITIES

Laadarship, Friaodship, Sarvic*
Rush Alpha Phi Omega
Information Meelir>gs

TONIGHT 7pm Crabtree Lounge
TOMMOf^OW 7pm Patterson TV

I oiinge

SPECTBUM GENERAL MEETING
New meml}efs welcome'
Old membefs please attend i

EARTHFOODS 6pm Thurs 2/?6

Spactnim Magazina aaaks aubntia-

siona: An. pholograhpy . poetry, prose.

Due date: 2/16/93

406 E Student Union
Questions' Visit office or 545 2240

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Attantfon all studant* of Irtdian. Pa
kistani, Sri Lankan, and Bangladeshi
origin: First general south /Vsian club

meeting to t>e held tonite at 7:00 pm in

ttietXike'sRoom Student Union. Come
by and see what we're all atx>ut.

Europa tliia 8uminar7 Only 5169* ' Jet

there anytime (or S169! Reported in

Lefs Go' & NY Times Caribbean S189
r/t air to somewhere sunny. California -

- SI 29 one way, either way. AIRHITCH@
212864 2000

HavingproMama with your roomate'
Contact OCHO, 428 Student Union or

call us at 5450865. We can helpl

Join the UMaaa RaquetbatI Club. All

levels welcome. For more info, call Don
at 546 1527

Looking for a place to live off cam
pus? Questions al>out your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union,

545 0866

Mortar Board Wook 2/16 19 on the

concourse Get write on it and help to

author a UMass book to raise S for the

literacy project, raffle for S100 and other

pri;es, information about this senior

honor society.

Spaca AlkMatlon ^oc—
Attn: RSO's and GSO's who would like

to apply for office space in the CC/Stu-

dent Union complex may obtain applic

ations to do so at the Board of Gover-

nors office 817 CC or SAO 416 Student

Union.

Deadline to submit applications:

March 5. 1993

TiM Movia Club at HHIal
presents "When Harry Met Sally.'

Thursday Fob 11 7 30 pm in the down
stairs lounge at Hillel. 549^1710. Sea
you tt»ere

Valantina Reaoa Campus Center
Concourse (WedFri) or call CfHis

259 1589 (6 10pm) Visa/MC Deliverias

Available

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3 50

Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

549 6098
549 6073

FOR RENT

Amharst room to rant 300 mo. firtt

last security daytime 545 6395 nite967

4065

Fridge Rental 2S3-9742 delivered free

Ideal Main Street location

Perfect for two S500/mo
Avail Imm 498 2631 Erik6^t0p«n

Room Available $275Ano S. Am
herst call Stacey 253-5326 large apt great

roomaie

FOR SALE

Atomic ARS Sport 195 cm
Marker M46 bindings

Good condition - S100 or B.O.

Call Reid 256 0301

MAC S12K Comptrtar
Panasonic 52 Watt Boombox CD &
Double Cassette Mint SI 75 Nicole 256-

8311

Matallica Ticketa for aala call 649-

6783

PH 608 Used Book
Public Campaign S9 50

Prime Activitism S7.00

Call 546 2862

GREEKS AND CLUBS

tlOOO an Hourl
Eachmambef of yourfrat. sorority, team,
club. etc. pilclias in |ust one hour and
your group c»n raise S1000 in (ust afaw
days' Plus a chance to earn $1000 for

yourself' No cost, no obtigalion.

1 800^932 0S28axt. 66

HIALTN

Condoma by ntatl discreet BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

COUNSELOtIS: CAMf> EMERSON
coed. Massachusetts Swimming, ten
nis, land/water sports, arts/cratts, ar

chery, tfieatre, woodworking, rocketry

computers, yeartxjok. photography
administrative, more' Super kids, great
food, friendly tun' No general counsel
ors. 800/955 CAMP
EARN UP TO tlO/HR
Are you looking for great hours? Great
SSS? And a great experier>ce? Don't look
any further Market for Fortune 500
Companies' CALL NOW
1 800 932 0528 ext. 17

Evening jobal Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. SlOO/wk. *. On Bus lirte

5849830.

Extra $M Extra $$$ Extra $$$
Wanted reliable * dependable

delivery coordinators * delivery help
for the Boston Globe Mon Fri *

Sunday in Amherst apt. Complex
areas. Routes available with or

without transportation. Early hours

good pay. Please call 1 800 858 4275
then press zero.

lobe avaHablaf Many posi
lions Great tienefits Call 1 800 436-
4386 ext p 3306

MUSICIANS

BtMdawt OroMpa rataa $ 1000m 1 woalt!

No cost or risk! Call 546 4330 Marcel

Simimar (aba and intamahipa
University Directories, the nations larg

est put>lisher of camfxis telephone di

rectories (including UMass a( Amharst),
it interviewing goal orienlad ttudarMs
for a challentging. full time sumrrter

position. Gain valuable experieiKe in

advertising, sales, and puWic relations.

Average earnings S3900. Expense paid
training program in Chapel Hill. NC
College credit may be available Inter

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th Information and inter

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1-800 743 5556

Today la tha LAST DAY applications
will be accepted for tour guides, student

admissions representatives, and new
students program sumnrter counselor
potilians. Applicationt available in the
Admissions offica.

INSTRUCTION

Rarboardiat IWantod: Phish. Allmartt,

Creative Improv 256 81 IS

PERSONALS

You are tfie mostest
Happy Valentine's Day
From your fan dub

Marianne O'Nalll
Felii Oia de San Valentin

de lu no tan sacreto admirador
xxooxx

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

MQ Sprii>gbreak Intercollegiate Ski
Weeks, only $209 Includes 5 DAY LIFT
TICKET/5 NIGHTS LODGING
(MOUNTAINSIDE CONtXJl /5 DAYS
INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITIES IDfink

irtg age 18). Sponsored tiy Lat>att's.

Evian, Molsen. and Mt SUTTON.
CANADA (Just across the Vermont bor
der) Group leader discounts.
Springbreak '93 Call Ski Travel Unlim-
ited. 1-B0a999^SKI 9

RIDE WANTED

RIda needed to Colby College this

weekend Of course I'll split gas and
tolls Please call Michelle at 6 1338

Saak carpooknatas from Boston area

Tuesdays and Thursdays Call Bruce:
<61 7)326^9468

ROOMATES WANTED

Loam to Scuba diva earn two credits

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or

Thursday at Curry Hicks 7 10 pm 1-800-

282 0977

2 fMiMlaa or couple to share room
$160 each or $275 for single, beautiful

apartnrient 666 7604

Phyaica and Math Tutor
MA in Physics

ExperierKetf leaching assistant

Call 256-0260

LOST

Printer for sale 413-245-9542 after 7

ask for Don

Roaaignol 48 Sx 190 and Atomic 733

SZ19S Real Cheap! Call Kim M9-2816

FOR SALE - AUDIQ^DEO

Stereo componanta: Used /recondi-

tioned, area's largest selection. Buy/

sellArade at Stereo/video Exchange,

Sundays 10 4 inside Jackson's Flea

Market. Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley.

Other days call 256^0941

Extra t»i Extra $$$ Extra $$$
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery persons for dorm » office

delivery of the Boston Globe Mon.
Fri. Sur>day. Early hours - good pay
Please call 1 800-858 4275 then press

zero^

IMTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic conversa-

tional English abroad. Japan and Tai

wan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits I Make $2000 - $4000<
per month. No previous training or

teaching certificate required. For em-
ployment programs call (206) 632-1 146
ext. J5001

Lost Rbig - Reward
Totman Fob 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 45S5

Prescription sunglasses lost 2/3/93

please call Ed at 586 9565 wAinfo.

Silver + Gold Seiko watch on
Montague Rd. in Amherst. If found
please call 549-0338

MUSIC

SERVICES

Have you been ripped off by a retailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center re

garding your rights as a consumer. 922
Campus Center 545 1995

Need Help With YourTaxas7 Student
tax return preparation. Starting at $20.00

Rich 549 8109

Resume Preparation assistance with

complete resume development. Keith

Anderson, Ph.D 582 4037

Tarot Readlnga
Call Chris at 253 7524

Spring Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from S299
Organize a small group for FRSE trip

Call 1(800»Gel Sun 1

••••Spring Break 'SS****
CaiKun $479' Jamaica $499'

Oaytona Beach S169' Organize a small
group and travel FREE' New England's
largest spring break companyi
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
1 800 328 SAVE

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja
msica, Cancun. Bahamas, from $4591
Florida from S 1 49. Organizegroup travel

frael 1-800-426-7710

TAKE rr OFFIIf
Spring Break 93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

Want to Travail I

Great rates for

Car>cun Jamaica
and others

Great rates

Call Jason 549 3525

WANTED

UMass Update is looking for reixirt-

ers and writers lor the news show can
Sempy at 54S-1336 or at 546^3021

WANTED TO RENT
TRAVEL

OSB Underground
Recording Studio

1 746-6026

Scuba Dhra Key Large
Spring Break, Call Project Deep
1 800 282 0977

3 reaponalble women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Ml 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

Speakers, Reconing Repair
Home, Auto, Pro

ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1 781 2327

We want to take over your lease! 4

person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting In January 546-2296
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Sports
Men start long road trip versus St. Joe's

CXWSTOP^CR EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Harper Williams and the Minutemen are in for one tough

weekend They play St. Joe's tonight at 7: 1 5 p.m. and George
Washington Saturday at noon.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basketball team
places its nine-game winning streak and sole possession
of first place in the Atlantic 10 on the line tonight (7:15
p.m.), when it faces St. Joseph's in Philadelphia.

Massachusetts (15-4, 7-1 in the A-10), ranked No. 22
in the coimtry, will be tested by the second place Hawks
( 14-5, 5-2) in front of a capacity and most likely unruly
crowd of 3,200 inside the Alumni Memorial Fieldhouse.

St. Joseph's has become the surprise team of the A-10
this season. After finishing 6-10 in conference last sea-

son, the Hawks were selected to finish in the second tier

of the league by nearly every preseason poll, only now to
find themselves in line for an NCAA Tournament bid.

"*! take no credit as a coach for the turn around,"
Hawks coach John Griffin said. "It must be luck.'

While Griffin, the leading candidate for A-10 Coach of
the Year honors, may think luck turned things around,
most would agree junior guards Bernard Blunt and Rap
Curry have something to with it.

Blunt , who is averaging 18.5 pomts a game, has hit the
big shots all season for the Hawks, while Curry ( 13.3
points and 5.1 assists per game) has rebounded from
inj uries to be the floor general St. Joe's have IxH'n .search-

ing for.

"Rap has been doing it all for us,' GrifTin said. "This
team was in desperate need of leadership and he has
provided it. He has given us a calmness when we get
down."

The Hawks have a never-say-die attitude and have
rallied from large first halfdeficits to win at both Temple
and Rhode Island.

••Our players are older and a lot more confident this

year so we haven't been intimidated on the road, even
when we get down," Griffm said.

The Minutemen will have to be able to do the same
tonight as they enter an arena which has been sold out for

over a week to play a game which has been hyped up
considerable on campus. The Hawks are 7-0 at the
Fieldhouse this season.

"We're trymg to get a rage in the Cage goingdown here,"

Griffin said of the Cage-like Memorial Fieldhouse which
promises to be rocking tonight. "This is a big game for us.

We're happy to be playing a game which means so much.
"Usually we're playing for a wiiming season right now,

not first place in the league."

Despite the success thus far. Griffin is not overly

confident in his team.
"I don't think many people are convinced we're that

good," Griffm said. "And 1 may be one of them."
The prospects of playing the Minutemen, even at

home, are unsettling for Griffin.

"We are goirig to need as much kryptonite as we can
get tonight," Griffin said. "UMass is very deep and very
talented. They have a number of ways to beat you."

Griffin says he has a match-up problem in the front

court, but his forwards have played very well this season,
especially 6-7 Carlin Warley ( 12.6 points, 9.6 rebounds
per game) and 6-5 Bernard Jones ( 1 1.7 points).

^t. Joe's is the best rebounding team we've faced,"

UMass coach John Calipari said. "The key to the game
will be whether we can rebound with them. I don't think
we can out rebound them, they are going to be up to play
us since we made the top 25."

Griffin said. "We have enough incentive to play well
against them because its a league game and we haven't
played well against them recently. We are all excited to
be playing in such a big game."

Rutgers outduels UMass
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Suff

Sometimes the final score is not always
indicative of how close a game was.

Such was the case last night for the
University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team as they battled a much
stronger Rutgers squad with everything
they had at the Curry Hicks Cage, keep-
ing the score close the whole game, only to

lose their third straight, 65-47.

"We kept it close all game and played
well defensively, but we had no one step
up offensively," said UMass head coach
Joanie O'Brien. "Since we had no perim-
eter threat, they (Rutgers) were able to

collapse down on Melissa (Gurile) and
•Octavia (Thomas) — that made it very
difficult for us to score."

UMass (8-11, 4-5) trailed 28-19 at the
halfand looked to be right in the game but
Rutgers (8-0 in A-10) came out of the
locker room with fire in their eyes, scoring
two easy buckets to push the Lady Knight
advantage to 13. But the Minutewomen
came back with some fire of their own,
running off 12 unanswered points cutting
the deficit to one thanks to eight points

from Kim Kristofik (10 points).

Rutgers responded after a time out
with C'ta Mitchelson (eight pts, five re-

bounds) and Liz Hanson providing some
key baskets. UMass went into the game
knowing they had to stop Rutger's top-gun
Caroline DeRoose (16.4 ppg, 5.5 reb) and

did an admirablejob ofdoing st), but it was
Hanson who was a nemesis for UMass all

game long, scoring a career-high 1 2 points
off the bench.

"She really gave us the shot in the arm
that we needed." said Rutgers hmmtmamekk
Theresa Grentz. "We were sluggish in the
beginning but Liz was just great in both
halfs."

O'Brien was equally dismayed as
Grentz was excited about Hanson's per-

formance.

"She really surprised us by hitting all

those shots," she said. "We were focusing
on stopping DeRoose (13 pts, 4 rebsl and
Mitchelson but Hanson really stepped up."

Neither team scorched the nets in the
early going, but UMass nanaged to take
an early 9-8 lead thanks to some smart
play at the point by Trish Hopson and
stellar shooting by Gurile (14pts,
llboards). Gurile's jumper at the 16:23
mark started UMass on a 6-0 run, causing
the Lady Knight's to call time out.

After the time out, Rutgers came out
with a fury, scoring timely baskets and
shutting down the UMasss offense for six

minutes. After a Kristofik jumper at the
10:26 mark of the first half, UMass didn't

score tmtil Trish Hopson hit a three-pointer
at the 4 :06 mark. Still, UMass only trailed

by three at this point.

•^e definitely could have pulled this

game out," said Gurile. "But we have tojust
look past this I loss 1 and be ready to get after
it on Saturday against Rhode Island."

Hockeys second half
The second halfis here, hockey fans.

Here's how the league shapes up for the
home stretch.

Adams Division: Whoever wins
the Adams could find themselves well
on their way to the Stanley Cup. Al-
though the smart money is on Montreal
to finish atop the regular season
standings, the divisional playoffs will

be up for grabs. The off-season addi-
tions of Brian Bellows and Vincent
Damphouse have made the Canadian
offense a nightmare for opposing de-
fenses.

Matt

VAUTOUR
To be competitive in the playoffs

though, Patrick Roy has to return to

top form . The usually impenetrable Roy,
has proved vulnerable during the first

halfofthe season. The Brums, with the
return ofCam Neely, and Buffalo, who
has finally acquired a top-notch goalie
in Grant Fuhr, will both present chal-
lenges to Montreal.

Patrick Division: The Penguins
have a firm hold on the Patrick
Division's regular season title, leading
the second place Capitals by seventeen
points. This impressive first half was
due largely to the scoring and leader-
ship of Mario Lemieux.

With Lemieux battling Hodgkin's
Disease and likely out for the season,
the Penguins will be beatable. Al-
though Pittsburgh are a talented team
even without Lemieux. his leadership
and biggame play will be sorely missed
in the playoffs. Fortunately for the
Pens, no other Patrick division club
seems ready to topple the defending
champs.

Norris Division: This is always one
of the most competitive divisions.

Barring injury, Chicago should remain
atop the division. There are three key
ingredients to NHL success: a) A hot
goalie. Eddie Belfour has been steady
all season for the Blackhawks. If he
continues to play well, he could carry
Chicago in the playoffs.

b) Defense. Anchored by Chris
Chelios and Steve Smith, the Chicago
defense been nearly unsolvable. c) A
leader on offense. Jeremy Roenick has
become one ofthe league's top centers.
He's been a force for the Blackhawks so
far this season, and should be a factor
in the playoffs.

Only the high powered offense ofthe
Detroit Red Wings has a chance of
beating the Blackhawks, but their in-

consistent defense and goaltending will
likely hinder the Wings playoff aspi-
rations.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 10

Isiah Thomas
not an All-Star

HO^«SJ

Last week my trip around the NBA came to a
screeching halt, so I've decided to pick up where it

left off. First ofall, the All-Star squads were named,
and it is time to make a few complaints. Isiah

Thomas does not deserve
to play in the Game, let

alone start ahead of Jeff

Homacek, Kermy Ander-
son, ScottSkiles, and Mark
Price.

But, oh, those loyal fans

in Detroit decided to stuff

the ballot boxes and get

Isiah elected. Fine. Just
think of the communication between Thomas and
his starting backcourt mate in the Game, Michael
Jordan. Boy, they should really have fun trying to

keep the ball away from each other.

Turn to HARDWOOD, page 1

1

,\e\oo

Swim team pumped for N.E, Champs
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Staff

Miles of practices and months of pain have spiraled
down to one very major event for the University of
Massachusetts women's swimming and diving team, and
they say they are ready.

Seventeen swimmers and three divers will embark
upon a tour of duty to Kingston, R.I. where they will try
to capture a top three spot at the much awaited New
England Championship.

It has been two years since the Minutewomen have
accomplished such a feat. However, the team is confident
that the goal is within their grasp.

This is what we've trained for all season," said co-
captain Kari Edwardsen. The object ofour training was
to peak for New Englands. This weekend will be the
ultimate test."

In what is one of the largest conference meets in the
country, the Minutewomen will compete with about
sixteen Division I and II New England teams. Providence
College and the University ofConnecticut are favored for

first or second. If all goes well, UMass will be battling
Boston College and Rhode Island for third.

"The team has a shot at the top three and they are very
focusedon achievingit," said assistantcoach Ed Melanson.

UMass has gotten stronger meet by meet. This is due
to their training regimen, says head coach Bob Newcomb.

"Our training plan isn't geared toward swimming
exceptionally fast in the early part of the season," said
Newcomb. "A lot of teams will svrim the same times all
year. We train for continual growth and patience has
helped get us there."

Rankings reflecting dual meet records currently place
the Minutewomen at fift^h in New England.
An optimistic Newcomb and Melanson say that all 20

members are capable of scoring points in the champion-
ship. "It's a pretty impressive feat to pull off," said Melanson.
"However, I feel confident on how we're going to perform."

Newcomb is looking to start off the meet strong,
scoring points early in the 200-yard freestyle relay. He
expects the sprinters to pull through and start the team
off in a good fashion. Junior diver Allison White is the
defending three-meter champion, and should rack some
quality points for the team.

The Minutewomen are intent on defeating Boston
College again. "We'd like to show BC that beating them
was no fluke," said Melanson.

By

ADAM
RATTINER
Collegian

Correspondent

"Good clean fun," is

Murphy's Law philosophy. They
claim to be "New York's single most
entertaining live act" and this may very

well be true. Murphy's Law will be playing

Pearl Street this evening at 9 p.m. with Patchwork
Revolution opening up

They formed at a party in 1 983 where they chose _

name Murphy's Law because everything went wrong that

could go wrong. )immy Drescher, the vocalist, is the only origina

member left with the band. "I remember the snare drum rolling by—
followed by the guy who owned it. But, everybody liked it. They kept
asking for more and still do," Drescher said.

The current bassist. Chuck Valle is an accomplished engineer with credits on
releases such as Public Enemy's It T^kes A Nation ot Millions to Hold us Backand L.L
Cool I's Walkinf; With a Panther.

In 1 986 Murphy's Law made a breakthrough on the Beastie Boy's Licensed To ///tour. They
look over where New York hardcore bands like Minor Threat and the Descendents left off. Their
album Back With A Bong was very popular in the New York City skin head/punk (peaceful ones) and
skateboarding maniac's scene. Interestingly enough Public Enemy made their first live debut opening up
for Murphy's Law on the Licensed to III Jour.

Murphy's Law's latest album The BestofTimes is musically supreme. Songs like "Big Spliff," "Did You Play War,"
and "The Best of Times" bake the cake. "Spliff" is mellow but excellent to mosh to. "Did You Play War" is a song about
generations of children raised on violence. "The Best of Times" is a great tune that emphasizes the seriously serious fun
Murphy's Law is all about.

The album was produced by Fishbone's own singer, Angelo Moore who also sings with Drescher on "Ebony and Ivory."
The Bosstones and Fishbone were at a Murphy's Law show a year ago at a Boston night club. My friend Dan told me, "The pit was

Incredible. Angelo Moore swam across the pit and the Bosstones were slamming in there also. Angelo fell and I helped him up. He gave
me a noogie on my head in appreciation."

I think there is a triangle of bands in the United States that emphasize fun, peace, and moshing (slam dancing). They are the Bosstones in Boston,
Murphy's Law in New York and Fishbone in Los Angeles. It should be called the MurphyFishBosstonbuddha Triangle. Murphy's Law is quite commonly
compared to these other two bands and they deserve it!

The Murphy's Law show at Pearl Street should have a thrilling mosh pit and some wonderful melodic tunes pumping from the speakers. Drescher ex
"It's for everybody, from frat dudes to Deadheads to punk rockers to metal heads. When we have a show, we don't want it to be a show so much as
When people come to see Murphy's Law, they go to vent, to unwind, to jump around and feel uninhibited about themselves, about what they look like and
else looks like. They go to have fun."

Murphy's Law will play tonight at Pearl Street at 9 p.m. for an 18 and over crowd. Opening tor the band will lye Patchwork Revolution.

plains,

a party,

what everyone
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BEST
Aerobiei

KEISER. NWTILUS. SmRMASTERS
OMVITtON. TtEAMIU, MO t UFEeVCUl
emi ME. Rotne TMcx. oirane FtK «BMR
Ni i. U. Sft^. Htk. Ibfa. SM. totrttot

79 So. F)e*i»nt Street

Amherst

'AMA/C/^ $469

7 CANCUN 439^ mmsT 269
7 Nights, mcl. A»f«t from
Boston, Mo«d ft translen
Tttes not included Rates
subject to dwige

CALL NOW!!

256-0080

i^

Space Allocation

Process

Attention:

R.S.O. s and G.S.O.'s who

would like to apply for office

space in the Campus Center /

Student Union Complex may
obtain applications to do so at

the Board of Governors Office

817 Campus Center or

Student Activities Office

416 Student Union

Deadline to submit application:

March 5, 1993
"^

Wanna get lost in the Cracks?
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

A Crack in theJamb
Yep!

Duckwater Productions

Despite winning last semester's Southwest
Battle of the Bands, Yep! is still a band with
an undeserved lack of exposure in it's own
back yard. A Crack in theJamb, the band's

first studio effon, should change all that —
and the sooner, the better.

Yep! can flat-out play and A Crack in the

Jamb bears that fact out. The five-song tape

shows off the band's song-writing creativity

and sense of humor (i.e. a reggae cover of the

Mario Bros, theme song) as well as some
genume musical ability.

If you're looking for a label for Yep!,
forget it. The band's sound reflecis too wide
a breadth of influences to assign one classifi-

cation to it. So if you must have a label,

"eclectic" will have to do.

The band's influences range from rhythm
and blues to reggae and jazz, and the musicians
n Yep! arc more than qualified to pull off any
or all of these forms. Drummer Fred Hazelton,
for instance, rolls through heavy, fast fills or
lays down a complex reggae beat equally well.

Ciuiiari^t Jack C^arson's saxophone solos arc

just as good as his guitar licks.

Bassist Raul G«xxiness also smgs ( "Blind-
ers") and keeps a sohd bassline moving un-
derneath Shawn Gundersen (vocals and gui-

tar), Carson and John Greene (keyboards).

By themselves. Goodness' bass lines might
seem understated. But this plan of attack
makes sense when one considers how often
and well the other band members improvise.

When so many improvisational elements
take the stage at once, keeping everything
tight is important. Otherwise, the results

could be messy, even disastrous. But on stage

and on A Crack in the Jamb Yep! achieves a
tightness that suggests a lot of practice and
control while maintaining free-form creativity

that works well.

A Crack m the Jamb starts off with
"Purples," a hyper-paced 12-bar blues about
a tenant's "relationship" with a mean, green-
toothed landlady. Gundersen rattles off funny
lyrics about having to live off breakfast cereal

and pork rinds, quickly and playfully. It's a
good introduction to the band's creative,

irreverent style and tight musicianship.

The kind of range Yep! posseses is seen in

the variety of material they play. Yep! can
speed straight ahead ("Seems to Me") or go
for slower, more scenic drives ("Sleeping
Willow"), and both work well.

In sum, if you haven't heard Yep! yet, get
your paws on A Crack m theJamb. Better yet,

find out when they're playing live next and
check *em out in person. Yep! has a lot more
material than the five songs on the tape
would suggest— two set's worth, to be exact— and unlike some of the area's better-

known bands, they play very few covers, a
point the band makes with pride.

A Crack m the Jamb is available at For
The Record and Al Bum's in Amherst./^^l

QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS

MUGS KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street
Northampton. MA 01060

(413) 584-2124
1-800 287-2124

BEYOND THE NAMES PROJECT
Quilt Exhibition • February 1993

The Health E(Jucation Division is proud to (display the
panels from the Five-College AIDS Quilt Project at the
University Health Center gallery through February.

The five area schools have given students an opportunity to
express their personal reflections on the AIDS/HIV crisis Using
donated cloth, yam. fabric niarkers. buttons, paper, glitter, etc.
students have expressed how they have been affected in their
anrtudes towards sexuality, health care, the political process and
the future. These individual panels have been and will continue
to be collected at each school and joined together to educate
our communities about the depth and spectrum of response to
HIV disease.

A LIVING ENVIRONMENT
FOR PEOPLE WITH AIDS

The Gables - "A Celebration of Life"

an Interior Design

B.F.A. project

by Rebecca Tinelle

There will be an open reception to recognize the
students and staff who have made these projects
possible.

February 1

1

5-7 p.m.
University Health Services Gallery

(1st floor between clinics 1 and 3)

1
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Calendar of events
in the S College Area

tiAPP^NlNCS
THURSDAY

LECTURE — "Bonding and
Bondage," a lecture/workshop pre-
sented by Donald Wert, M.S. of the
Regent Hospital in New York, fo-

cusing on family relationships and
coming out, will be held from noon
to 1:30 p.m. in Campus Center
room 804-808. This event is spon-
sored by the Program for Gay, Les-
bian and Bisexual Concerns, the
New World Theater, and the Re-
gent Hospital of New York.
ICE CAPADES — Ice Capades,

starring Dorothy Hamiil, will be
performed tonight at 7:30 at the

Mullins Center. Other shows are

Feb. 12 at 7:30, Feb. 13 at 11:30
a.m., 3:30 and 7:30, and Feb. 14 at

noon. Call 545-0505 for tickets.

CONCERT — Two extraordi-

nary solo artists, Andre-Michel
Schub, piano and Eugenia
Zukerman, flute, will join forces in

a unique performance tonight at 8

p.m. at Bowker Auditorium. Tick-

ets start at $20 with half-price tick-

ets for Students. Call the FAC Box
Office at 545-25 1 1 for ticket reser-

vations.

CONCERT — Diedre Murray
and Jeanne Lee, an innovative cel-

list and vocalist jazz duo, will per-

form tonight at 7 p.m. at the Au-
gusta Savage Gallery, New Africa

House, in Central. Free and open to

the public.

DANCE CONCERT — The
Hampshire College Dance Program
will present its Winter Dance Con-
cert tonight at 8 p.m. in the Studio

Theater of the Music and Dance
Building. Other performances are

Feb. 12-15 at 8 p.m. The concert

features new works by students,

and faculty member Jim Coleman.
Reservations are suggested and can
be made by calling 549-4600, ext.

228.

CONCERT — Lucie Blue

FRIDAY

COUWrUV Ki CATAOtS
Dorothy Hamill

Tremblay, a singer, songwriter,

guitarist and pianist whose songs
speak to a need for social change
and awareness, will perform to-

night at 7 p.m. at the Iron Horse in

Northampton. Dinner is served
from 5:30 p.m. Call 586-8686 for

tickets.

PANEL — A rape awareness
panel discussion including survi-

vors, members of the Smith College

Rape Awareness Workshop Group,
and Smith security personnel will

take place today at 3 p.m., in Wright
Hall Common Room. Free.

THEATRE — Hampshire
Shakespeare Company's Lear Solo,
the world premier of their newest
one-man play, adapted and per-

formed by founding member Brian

Marsh, will be performed tonight

at 8 at Hampden Theater, South-
west. Other performances are Feb.

12, Feb. 13, Feb. 18- Feb. 20 at 8

p.m. Tickets are $7, $3 for Five

College students. Call 545-2511
for tickets.

CONCERT — There will be a

faculty recital featuring Jane
Bryden, soprano, and Craig Smith,
piano at Sweeney Concert Hall, at

Smith College, at 8 p.m. The pro-
gram includes works by Reger,
Schumann,
Schubert, and Wolf. Call 585-3 1 50
for further info.

CONCERT— Cathy Winter, a

guitarist, singer, storyteller, and
songwriter, will be performing at 9
p.m. at the Green River Cafe,
Greenfield. Tickets are $5. Call 773-
8655 for info.

CONCERT— Mark Maulucci,
a solo rock guitarist, will be per-

forming at the Coolidge Park Cafe
at the Hotel Northampton from 5-

8 p.m. Tom Savoy will perform
from 8:30-12:30. Savoy will also

be performing tomorrow from 8:30-

12:30. Call 584-3100 for info.

FILM— Cry Freedom, the criti-

cally acclaimed film starring Denzel
Washington, will be shown at

Gamble Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke College, at 7 & 9:45 p.m.
Tickets are $2.50.

THEATRE— "Loving, Losing,

Laughing: 3 Phases of Emotion,"
will be presented by Shades of Ex-
pression of Mount Holyoke Col-
lege, a multi-cultural performing
arts group created to allow men
and women ofcolor to present their

talents. The performance will in-

clude dance, theater and vocal per-

formances and will take place to-

night at 8 p.m. Other shows are
Feb. 13 and Feb. 14 at 8 p.m. and
Feb. 13 at 2 p.m. Chapin Audito-
rium, Mount Holyoke College.

FILM — Casablanca, starring

Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid
Bergman will be shown tonight at

the Amherst College Campus Cen-
ter Theater at 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Tickets are $1.75.

CONCERT — The Saints will

come to Pearl Street in

Northampton tonight at 9 p.m.
There will be no cover charge be-

fore 10 p.m. Tickets are available

at Pearl Street, Strawberries
Records, and by calling Ticketpro
at (800) 828-7080. Call 584-7771
for more details.

Lucie Blue Tremblay
COUHTESY FUMHNC h TAMULEVKN

SATURDAY
CONCERT — Leroy White's "Soul and

Conscience Tour of the Latter 20th Century"
makes its third stop at thecafe tonight at $8. The
show is made up of a stageful of instruments,

superb singing, rivetingstorytelling,and physical

movement so graceful and so fine that audience

members have a hard time staying in their seats.

Tickets are $5. Call 773-8655.

CONCERT— Enjoy the elegant piano music
of Chalyce Blair tonight at Wiggin's Tavern at

the Hotel Northampton from 6:30-10:30 p.m.
Call 584-3100 for further details.

OBSERVATORY OBSERVING — There
will be free observing tonight at the Amherst
College Wilder Observatory at 9 p.m. All ages.

Call Tom Whitney at 256-6234 for details.

CONCERT—The Hershler Brothers, locally

renowned folk-rockers from Northampton, will

perform tonight at the Book Mill in Montague.
Showtime is 8:30 and tickets are $4.

SYMPOSIUM — "Global Climate Change:

Past, Present and Future," a symposium con-

cerning geological and biological records of

climate change on various time scales, will take

«

place today from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Amherst
College Stirn Auditorium, Mead. Bring a bag
lunch. Tickets are free for Five College students

& faculty, $15 for all others.

CONCERT— Free Press, "Rock Gods from
Chicopee," will come to Pearl Street tonight at

9 p.m.

DANCE— La Unidad presents a Valentine's

Day Ball tonight at 10 p.m. at the Blanchard
Campus Center, Mount Holyoke College.

FILM— Victor Victoria, with Julie Andrews
will be shown tonight at Gamble Auditorium,
Mount Holyoke College, at 7 & 9:30 p.m.
Tickets are $2.50.

DANCE — There will be a Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual Concerns dance at the Blue Wall from
9 p.m.-2 a.m. Tickets are $4.

COMMUNITY — There will be a service

and Shabbat meal today at the Chabad House at

Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Rd. at 10 a.m.

CONCERT— The Asparagus Valley Music
Ensemble, conducted by Karen Gordon, will

perform this evening at 8 at the Amherst College
Buckley Recital Hall. FREE.

SUNDAY
CONCERT—Four ofthe Valley's songwriters,

Liz Kaufman, Jennifer West, Ed Awoub, and Rob
Skelton, will perform in an afternoon show today
at the Book Mill in Montague from 1-5 p.m. Call

367-9206 for details.

CONCERT— There will be a faculty recital

featuring Laura Klock, horn;John Van Buskirk,
piano & Veronica Kadlubkiewicz, violin, and
the world premiere ofSalvatore Macchia's Horn
Trio tonight at 8 at the Fine Arts Center Bezanson
Recital Hall. Tickets are $5, $2.50 for students
and elders. Call 545-2227 for info.

THEATRE— The Northampton Arts
Council's series "Four Sundays in February"
continues at the Academy of Music Theater
today with a special performance of "Wilde
About Oscar," a miniature Theater of Chester
production starring its Artistic Director, Vincent
Dowling, the distinguished actor of Dublin's
Abbey Theater. "Wilde About Oscar" is

Dowling's own version of the life, times,
tempatations, tragedy, and triumphs of the
Irish genius, Oscar Wilde. Showtime is at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $10 .

A\>>y:^^^^*iJM>>:^v::^^^^^^
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Tanya Donelly goes solo on her latest release
Eclectic CD contains creepy lyrics

By BRIAN BABINEAU
Collegian Correspondent

Star

Belly

Sire Records

Belly is the name of the new group fronted

by former Throwing Muses and Breeders

singer/guitarist Tanya Donelly. In each previ-

ous group, she has lived in the shadow of

another band member— Kristin Hersh in the

Muses and Kim Deal in the Breeders.

Belly is Donelly's first step into the

songwriting spotlight, and the resulting al-

bum Star is an eclectic group of rtKk songs

that bear no surprising resemblance to groups

like the Pixies and Breeders. However, it is

only a resemblance, and the songs stand

apart, due to Donelly's intriguing, challeng-

ing and sometimes downright creepy lyricism.

There are even a few songs where the

lyrics give little clue tt) the meaning behind

them. I can't figure them out, but this is not

necessarily a bad thing.

Donelly's voice makes the perfect comple-

ment to the lyrics, as she recalls a rougher

edged Sinead O'Connor, coa.xing both gentle

coos and notes that border on screams from

her throat throughout the entire album. In

fact, certain songs suggest material that

O'Connor might have written, had she not

taken a Natalie Cole-like turn at performing

songs written by dead people (but that is

another story).

Stjr opens with the slow acoustic pluck of

"Someone to Die For," and Donelly haunt-

ingly chants "Don't you have someone to die

for.'/Stepone tiptoe in hell for her?" "Dusted,"

the third song on the album, is propelled by

the bass of Fred Abong, and sports some of

the album's most unsettling lyrics, "Baby's

playing dead in the cellar/ Gave her water,

she got paler/ Grass stains, back burns, she's

a screamer. .
." The words are sung with a

deliberately casual air that offsets the music's

angry feel.

"Gcpetto" is strummed in cheery waint

time, and appears to be a happy song until the

lyrics reveal **.
. .a kid who came over my

house again and decapitated all of my dolls."

The first single off of the album is "Feed the

Tree," a song whose backbone is again

Abong's very agile basswork. It seems to be

about growing up from a very personal and
very feminine perspective. The chorus is be-

yond catchy , and almost anthemic, as Donelly

orders," Take your hat off boy, when you're

talking to me, and be there when I feed the

tree."

Occasionally, slide guitar adds a nice

country-ish tinge to a song, such as the beau-

tiful "Witch," a track that recalls the dreamy
sound of the Cocteau Twins, and the begin-

ning of "Full Moon, Empty Heart," which

eventually develops from quiet beginnings

into a good mid-tempo rocker (even though

the title is kind of silly).

"White Belly" has obscure lyrics, and a

slow beat thickened by a layer of feedback

that gives the song a syrupy quality.

Donelly and her Belly-mates save the best

for last, as the final two songs "Sad Dress"

and "Stay" prove to be my two personal

favorites. "Sad Dress" describes a woman
trapped in a relationship with lyrics like, "She

made up three bad reasons to stand by her

man. . ./(I'd chew off my f<H>t to get out of this

dress.)" Here, Donelly's voice soars through

the chorus, and the choppy guitar chords arc

pushed along by Chris Gorman's very evident

percussion.

Finally, "Stay" is a very simple song,

musically based in slow guitar arpeggios and

a tempo that recalls Otis Redding. The em-

bellishment of a violin and Donelly's lyrics. "I

look up and sec the raising of an old hope,

brave and tancred moon, you made mc cry

when I was young. . . stay. .
." make this a

truly beautiful way to conclude the album.

Star is an eclectic and intriguing album

that contains a wonderful array of musical

styles and lyrical ideas. Tanya Donelly has

successfully broken away from the Throwing
Muses and the Breeders and stands, uniquely

and successfully, on her own.
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The Vanishing: if it ain't brolce, why did tliey fix it?
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Invariably, when the suits in Hollywood remake a success-

ful foreign film, they suck out any originality, design and
complex characterization in order to make the story more
palatable for us clueless American audiences (imagine The
Cnint; dime reworked by Tinseltown?!). The original film-

makers, then, have to watch their precious property fall into
the hands of the mass marketers.

So when I heard that director George Sluizer would helm the

remake of his 1 990 Dutch thriller, The Vanishing, I held out
some hope. Yet while Sluizer maintains at least some of the

atmospheric qualities of his excellent original. The Vanishing

falls completely apart in the third act. Once three-dimensional

characters Ix-come suspiciously un-dead and easily labeled into

convenient categories like slasher and slash-ec.

It's a shame too, because strong performances all-around

get wasted in the standard psycho finale and any hint of full-

bodied characters drown in the slam-bam-it*s-over conclusion.

But at least getting there is somewhat interesting. Keifer

Sutherland plays a man whose girlfriend, Diane, disappears
from a crowded rest area on the highway. Flash forward three

years later, where Sutherland has lost his job, and most
probably his mind searching obsessively for his lost girl-

friend. He meets up with a waitress (Nancy Travis), and they
fall in love, but Travis must deal with Sutherland's reluctance
to let go with the memory of you-know-who.

What we know is that college professor and family man
Barney Cousins (Jeff Bridges) has abducted Diane, mainly
because he keeps practicing various scenarios in order to

capture and chloroform unsuspecting females in the first half

of the film. Bridges' Barney is not your garden variety psycho,
he's more like your thinking man's schizo with a slight speech
impediment.

Three-quarters of the way through. Bridges meets up with
Sutherland, offering to show him what happened to Diane—
bu he must experieSnce it exactly the way Diane did. Travis
gets wind of the plot and, in a string of coincidences, runs to

the rustic cabin where Bridges is holding Sutherland captive.

There are a lot of shots with Travis running through the wet
forest— think of it as one of the Friday the 13ths with better

cinematography. And before you can say "this looks famil-

iar," the hackneyed climax unfolds (rather, it stumbles) to a

AXX\\\\llllf#f//ZX^^VS»^PQ
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grisly resolution.

The problem isn't with the idea — it's a clever premise—
but in how quickly it becomes generic, slasher-movie filler.

There's the routine stuff on why Bridges did it (it goes back
to his childhood— surprise!), and a A1/ser}'-csque coda that

tries to be funny, but is really quite lame.

Keifer Sutherland turns in a solid performance in The
Vanishing. Just contrast the empathy and pathos Sutherland

creates with this character with his sicko religious nut he

played in A hew Good Men. It's too bad that Sutherland's

career is eclipsed by his personal life.

Jeff Bridges, who was very good as the down and out disc

jockey in The Fisher King, is fine here. The only problem is that

becomes off as a goofball sometimes with all the ticks of the the

movie psycho. And Nancy Travis does some smart work as

rURN TO VANISHING IWC.E 7

i
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rue Player mocks Hollywood
Altman's acclaimed comedy/thriller revels In sardonic wit

Vanishing

By IAN CANADINE
Collegian Correspondent

Robert Altman's The Player originally
came out last year to widespread acclaim, but
it is currently showing again in Northampton
and is well worth seeing for anyone who
missed it.

Its central character is Griffin Mill (Tim
Rohbins), a cynical and amoral Hollywood
studio executive whose job it is to listen to
writers* "pitches" of idea for movies, and
decide which should be produced and which
should be rejected.

Mill is becoming anxious at the constant
rumors that he is about to be replaced in his

position of power by a slimy rival from
another studio. His paranoia is redoubled by
a series of threatening postcards, which arc
apparently being sent by a disgruntled writer
who he failed to "get back to" months pre-

viously. In an attempt to relieve himself of
this problem he commits an ill-advised act of
violence, which apparently must surely lead
to his downfall.

While this plot provides the ostensible

black comedy/thriller structure t>f the movie,
it is clear that its actual subject is Hollywood
itself, and the process of cinema in general.

Any film student worth his salt will imme-
diately go into mental overdrive if you show
him a film about making films, and complex
theories involving postmodern self-reflcxity

arc sure to follow.

The Player is the ultimate postmodern
film about film, littered as it is with self-

conscious references both to other movies
and to itself.

Perhaps the most spectacular of these is

the opening sequence, which lasts six minutes
without a single cut, and is a direct homage to

Orson Welles' famous opening of Touch of
Evil.

TTie world which Altman portrays in the

film presents a bleakly comic indictment of

Holh^wood'scTnicism and self-obsession. The

(hilarious) script proposals which Griffin Mill
has to listen to every day are just a constant
recycling of films that have already been
made ("I see it as being kind of like Ghost
meets The Manchurian Candidate" ), and can
only be considered if they have the right stars
and the right ending (i.e., happy).

The way that Hollywood fulfills its social

role, and constructs our own sense of reality

for us, its highlighted and then undermined
with wicked cunning by Altman. The audi-
ence is disoriented by the fact that some stars

play themselves while others play characters,
and that films exist within films so that
eventually we're not sure which is the film
and which is the reality.

In the end perhaps Altman is trying to
show us that Hollywood has, in fact, dis-

connected itself completely from any sense of
reality, and has drifted off into some kind of
delirious hy|>er-reality.

T^^P/jyerisa flawlessly constructed piece
of cinema; every minor detail is there for a
reason, every intricacy provides funher sar-

donic commentary both on the film itself and
cinema as a medium.

Altman has a talent for setting up situations
which fit logically into the film, while si-

multaneously possessing an uneasy quality
of bi/jrrc comedy about them. Nothing is

out of place or

ill-corKeived, and his direction is character-

ized by a cleverness that never goes as far as

being smug. This is how he manages to come
up with one of the most mind-bcing and
audacious endings that Hollywood has pro-

duced in a long time.

There are more stars in this film that

probably every other film showing this week
put together, but most of them just have
walk-on parts. The main performance is

Robhns', and he works well as the inscrutable

Griffin Mill, so that we cannot help getting

caught up in his predicament, despite the fact

that he is a repugnant character.

For me, the other brilliant performance

here is Whoopi Goldberg as the hilariously
vulgar police detective investigating Mill,
playing it up for all she's worth.

If you haven't seen The Player yet, then
it's worth making a point of catching it,

because it is that rare thing in Hollywood—
a film which is funny, thought-provoking,
and above all, intelligent.

The Player ts playing at the Pleasant St.

Theater in NoHo.

CONTINUED FROM PAGH 6
well, filling the film's pitifully under-
written role with some (but not enough)
resonatice.

The original Vanishing was sly and
atmospheric— it took its time, peeking
through the cracks of obsession and
generating some real, tangible suspense.

This version has been unjustly Holly-

wood-ized. By the end of The Vanish-
ing, you'll wonder where the original-

ity disappeared to. C
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Clinton picks Reno
for attorney general

SAY CHEEZE
ADAM Sa.VERMAN / COLLEGIAN

The neighborhood maintenarKe truck makes nice for the camera.

Gunman hijacks plane
104 passengers suffer 11 hour ordeal
NEW YORK (AP)—A gunman report-

edly angry about U.N. actions in Bosnia
hijacked a jetliner with 104 people aboard
Thursday and forced it from Europe to

New York, where he was taken into cus-
tody.

It was the first trans-Atlantic hijack-
ing in more than 16 years. The ordeal
lasted about 1 1 hours.

The Lufthansa plane was hijacked over
Austria and flew to Hanover, Germany
where it was refueled. German authorities
said the jetliner was permitted to take off

because the gunman threatened to kill

hostages unless it went toNew York. They
said the hijacker, who had a pistol, gave
assurances he would surrender once he
arrived in the United States.

The twin-engine Airbus 310 landed
safely at Kennedy International Airport
at 3:50 p.m. and taxied to a remote area of
the airport.

The hijacker was taken into custody
about 20 mmutes later, said Det. Joseph
McConville, a police spokesman. Many
law enforcement officials could be seen
rushing on to the plane.

Turn to HUACK. page 4

By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Sticking to his
original goal of naming the nation's first

female attorney general. President
Clinton nominated Miami prosecutor
Janet Reno on Thursday after two earlier

candidates stumbled because they had
hired illegal aliens.

"She is a frontline crime fighter and a
caring public servant." Clinton said.

Reno. 54, has been the Miami-area
prosecutor for 15 years, overseeing 230
lawyers who prosecute 40,000 felonies a
year.

In a reminder ofClinton's problems in

finding an acceptable Justice nominee.
Reno said with a smile in answer to a
reporter's question, "I've never hired an
illegal alien and I think I've paid all my
Social Security taxes."

Clinton said he was "somewhat but
not entirely' inclined to nominate a
woman.

He said he considered numerous other
candidates, including at least four men.

At a Rose Garden news conference, "I

am humbled by the honor." Reno said.

Reno will be Clinton's second nominee
for the top Justice Department post.

The first, Zoe Baird, withdrew be-

cause of a public outcry over her hiring
illegal aliens and failing to pay Social

Security taxes.

A second potential nominee, federal

judge Kimba Wood, also withdrew be-

cause she hired an illegal immigrant for

babysitting.

The White House complained that
Wood did not initially offer details of the
situation.

Reno is single and has no children.

One of Reno's best-known cases was

the prosecution of five police officers who
were accused of the beating of Black in-

surance agent Arthur McDuffie in De-
cember 1959.

The trial was moved to Tampa and
the five insurance agents were acquitted,
sparking the most violent riots in Miami
history in 1980, also known as the Lib-
erty City riot.

Reno has been state attorney for 15
years and has a reputation among her
peers for integrity, political savvy and
administrative skills.

"She is a frontline crime

fighter and a caring public

servant.

"

President Clinton

on nominee Janet Reno

Critics say she has handed off some
local political corruption cases to the fed-

eral courts and they contend she lacks
investigative zeal.

Her office's prosecution of William
Lozano, an officer charged with shooting
a Black motorcyclist i n 1 989 that sparked
three days of noting, resulted in a convic-

tion, later overturned. The new trial is

scheduled for March 1.

U..S. Attorney Roberto Martinez ofMi-
ami, a Republican Bush appointee, said
Reno "would be a first-rate choice, quali-

fied in all respects, an excellent lawyer,
experienced administrator, and most im-
portantly, honest beyond question."

Rep. Pat Schroeder. D-Colo.. said
through a spokesman that Reno's nomi-
nation "was well worth the wait."

She attended Harvard Law School
with Reno in the 1960s.

Women said to bring new ideas
By STACY MALONE
Collegian StafT

The exclusion of women from politics denied the na-
tion new ideas that women could have contributed to the
political system, a prominent political activist told a
Smith College audience Wednesday as part of events
commemorating International Women's Week.

Irene Natividad. an Asian-American woman who has
served as director of the 1992 Global Summit ofWomen
and as the executive director of the National Women's
Political Caucus, said politics create different stereotypes
for men and women.

Natividad said men are thought of as being good in

times of crisis, foreign policy, budgetary issues and as
travelling politicians.

She said women are portrayed much differently, such
as, being better managers, administrators, humanitar-

ians and as sources of new ideas.

"These stereotypes are starting to play effectively for

women, because people now want politicians with new
ideas who can administer and deliver." Natividad said.

Natividad said that although a fourth of Congress
changed faces, the number of women increased from 27
to 48 in the U.S. House of Representatives, and from two
to six women in the Senate, the Year of the Woman did
not bring enough representation for 53 percent of the
population.

"Look at how unequitable this institution is, that it

passesjudgements on the lives ofwomen everyday without
the permission of women," Natividad said.

She said that 1992 was called the Year of the Woman
because redistrictingopened new political seats forwomen
and minorities, there was a general rage against politics

as usual, there was a hunger for new faces and because

Turn to WOMEN, page 2

Do you feel like an 'imposter'?
Dr. says many women suffer from imposter syndrome
By ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Staff

At some point in their lives, 80 percent of people feel

incompetent, that others are smarter or more skilled

than they. These people may fear discovery of their

"inadequacies" and that they'll be revealed for who they
really are: impostors.

This phenomenon is known as "the impostor syn-

drome," according to Dr. Valerie Young, an expert on
issues dealing with women in the workplace, who spoke
yesterday to about 50 undergraduate and graduate women
in her seminar 'The Impostor Syndrome: Issues of Con-
fidence and Competence for Women."

"Despite evidence to the contrary, many bright, capable
people do not experience an inner sense ofcompetence or

success." said Young, a 1985 doctoral graduate of the
University of Massachusetts.

Young said many lack what she calls a "notion of
entitlement."

"We don't feel entitled to make a mistake, to have an
off-day, to not be perfect. I think that's the crux of the
issue," she said.

Young, who described herself as "a recovering im-
postor", said success is often rationalized away, attributed
to sources other than the self. Luck or timing, simplicity
of a task, and the ability to charm or "fool" others are
common excuses for success, she said.

"People have great imaginations,"Young said, "1 know
of a woman who received a fantastic job offer, picked by
a national search committee. She couldn't believe she

Turn to IMPOSTER, page 6

LOST-
cold hand.
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Single dark glove seeks owner with one
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of Anita Hill.

"What happened to AniU Hill stirred much rage in
women." Natividad said. "Women of all colors, ages and
areas of the country were outraged with how she was
treated."

Nati\idad said that in 1992 a larger percentage of
women voted than men and women voted for women
candidates regardless of their skin color and scandals
because they wanted more outsiders inside the political
process.

"Women legislators, both Democrats and Republi-
cans, have carried the ball for women's righu." she said.
"They are not perfect, but when it comes to the issues that
you and I care about they work hard."

Nati\ndad said that the women's movement is mostly
a White middle-class movement and that she wanted to
show through her political activism that there was enough
room for women of color in the movement too. yet she
found that women of color never seemed to see her as
minority enough.

Natividad also said that there is an increasing diversity
among the women who run for offices. 13 women of color
now hold congressional seats and that women contributed
generously this year because they are fed up with pobtics
as usual.

P
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Expert discusses global effects
of spreading AIDS 'pandemic'
By MATT McCARTHY
Collegian Correspondent

The world AIDS "pandemic" is linked directly to
human rights and poverty factors, said Dr. Jonathan
Mann, former director of the World Health
Organization's Global Program on AIDS and current
chairman of the Eighth International Conference on
AIDS, on Wednesday.

The lecture was sponsored by the School of Public
Health and the Five College Program in Peace & World
Security Studies.

Memorial Hall was packed with people eager to hear
his lecture titled. "The Global Dimensions of the AIDS
Epidemic."

Mann described this as a critical time in the fight
against infection and referred to AIDS as a "pandemic."
He related the spread of the virus to human rights.
Two million people have been infected since its first

detection and. according to Mann, that number will rise
to 20 million by 1995.

Mann said AIDS must become a priority for every
naUon.even ones that seem little affected like Bangladesh,
because as he put it. "It is not a question of if but when.""
the virus becomes a major concern.

Dr. Mann described the evolution of AIDS in four
segments divided by years.

The first segment took place from the mid-70s to 1981

.

This was the "silent" time of the virus as it spread
undetected through the population.

The second segment occurred from 1981 to 1985. This
sUrted with the detection of the virus, when the first
signs of action were Uken only by the small groups that

were affected by it. There was no government support
from any nation until the U.S. government starting
funding research in 1985.

The third segment spanned from 1986 to 1990, when
most ofthe work for prevention and awareness was done.
There was a global strategy at work and every country
had an AIDS program. The fourth and most disturbing
segment. Mann said, started in 1990 and continues
today. Support started to fall apart and AIDS and public
health are still not top priorities in any nation. Mann
said.

The epidemic is still rising, but public response has
plateaued.

Mann attributed some of this to poor planning and
distribution. The resources are in the industrialized
nations while the majority ofcases are in underdeveloped
countries. Help to these countries is hindered because
the various health and rescue programs working with
countries cannot agree on how to distribute aid.

"AIDS will require what we thus far have not ad-
dressed." he said. "AIDS flourishes because of societial
weaknesses."

Mann said he was referring to the worid's discrimi-
nation against different social groups. He also said AIDS
is not just a virus, but a behavior and tied this to human
rights issues.

"Women cannot say no to unprotected sex unless they
have the financial resources and social power." Mann
said. "Male-dominated societies are a threat to public
health."

Mann concluded with the hope that the "final chapter
on AIDS will end with a vision of health, solidarity and
peace."

Pentagon tries to draft Rudolph
Army to study tough but light antlers and sea shells
By THOMAS SHEERAN
Associated Press

CLEVELAND — The Pentagon is trying to find out
what makes reindeer antlers and sea shells so tough but
light

.
The answer could mean better protection for soldiers

ar»d pilots, as well as stronger cars, better medical implants
and bowling balls.

"We need very lightweight, thin, high-strength ma-
terials." said Wilbur C. Simmons with the Army Research
Office near Durham. N.C.. which commissioned the $2
million study.

Researchers at three universities are involved in the
five-year project. Case Western Reserve University in
Cleveland will study antlers, the University ofWashington
will examine sea shells, and Princeton University vrill do
both.

Researchers will study the ceramic-type properties
that provide a sea shell's hardness and the organic
properties that enable antlers to absorb such shocks as
the collision of two male reindeer charging each other.
They will also try to understand why they're light.

"If you're going to have an application of say. armor,
you don't want to carry all that weight around your body
or on a tank or planes," said Ilhan Adsay. who is directing
the research at Princeton.

"In both cases, the idea is to look at structures and
learn lessons from the way nature designed them and see
if we can design similar structures through synthetics,"

he said.

Studying items from nature is "the cutting edge of
research in materials." said Frank N Kelly, dean of
polymer science and engineering school at the University
of Akron.

At Akron, researchers are trying to determine why a
spider web is stronger than nylon. The goal is to learn
what lends special properties to natural minerals; for
example, why do trees bend, but not break?

At Case Western Reserve, researchers hope to dupli-
cate the toughness and fast-growing property of antlers
through "biomimickry"— the manufacture ofa synthetic
material based on a principle found in nature.

Antlers interest scientists because the velvet-covered
horns are incredibly sturdy and grow yearly, said Eric
Baer. director of the research at Case Western Reserve.
At their peak, antlers can grow an inch a day.

Antlers are stronger than bone, possibly because of
complex layers ofprotein and minerals, scientists believe

Their makeup may give clues to creating materials
that could lead to sturdier medical implants, bowling
balls that never nick and automobile panels that resist
chips and dings from gravel.

And the Pentagon is interested in anything that offers
better protection against high-velocity objects.

Baer has been promised a free supply of antlers from
the herd of five Greenland reindeer at the Cleveland
Metroparks Zoo. Reindeer, both bucks and does, shed
antlers yearly.
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Women's Conference to be held
Registration begins for Feb. 27 educationalprogram

John Donald Wert
UGIAN

Gays struggle
with famiUes
By MARIE KALLINEY
Collegian Correspondent

Health care professionals and families alike
need to work to address the issues that face young
gays and lesbians, said Donald Wert in his seminar
"Family Ties: Bonds and Bondage."

Wert. M.S. of Regent Hospital in New York, led
a lecture on Thursday specifically addressing one
ofthe most difficult issues facing homosexual youths— coming out and dealing with family reactions.

He explained that todays society consists of
nuclear families with closed structures. Parents
today are generally unaccepting of their children's
sexuality ifit does not comply with societi e's norms,
Wert said.

Wert said mental health professionals and
parents alike must begin working to stop denying
and the burying problems within the family
structure.

"Familiesdevelop secrecies about sexuality,"Wert
said. He asserted that society as a whole has a
responsibility to learn about sexuality and under-
stand how complex it is.

Turn to FAMILY, page 4

By SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

Participants in the 1993 Women's Conference sched-
uled for Feb. 27 can register on the Campus Center
concourse starting Tuesday as well as the current reg-
istration center, the James/Emerson cluster office, an-
nounced the conference committee.

Theresa Frecker. chair of the conference steering
committee, said the conference will be held in the Cam-
pus Center and "space is Umited.

"It is critical that ifyou are interested in attending the
conference to register today, because tomorrow there
may not be a space." said Frecker.

Shyamala Ivatury. chair of the program committee,
stressed that the conference "provides an analysis ofthe
global structures ofoppression— taking into account the
inter-connectedness of race, class, ethnicity, sexual ori-
entation, and religion, linking the international struggles
with local and national movements."

Angela Davis, an African-American activist, author
and academic wall give the keynote address at the con-
ference on Feb. 27.

The keynote address should not be confused with her
separate lecture on the 26, noted Joy Goldsmith.

Nine panels are scheduled for the afternoon. The
topics include:

Women and the economy. Women from developing
nations, violence against women. Women and AIDS, and
Women of color — a cross cultural perspective.

Some of the confirmed speakers in the afternoon
sessions are:

Roberta Uno. director of the New World Theater,
Professor Helan Page of the UMass anthropology de-
partment. Dalia Belfour. an activist from Honduras,
state Rep. Ellen Story. Dr. Judy Toymama. assistant
dean of Minority Graduate Recruitment, and Nancy
Lyman and Michaelann Bewsee from ARISE, a non-
government sponsored organization working with the
homeless.

According to the steering committee, the conference is
being sponsored by over 20 undergraduate and graduate
student organizations, various university departments
and offices, along with local businesses.

"This conference is working towards the education of
women." said Njeri Thewell. a member of the program-
ming committee.

One of the most important things in life in order for
progression and development is education. With this I

work," she said.

Study says money equals votes
By DAVINA CHOJNOWSKI
Collegian Correspondent

Money buys both votes and people, according to the
latest study released by the Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group.
On Thursday. MassPIRG revealed that in the 1992

general election, Massachusetts congressional incum-
bente out-spent their challengers by a ratioof3.3 to 1 . and
received 12 times as much money from political action
committees as their challengers.

"This new data documents that campaign spending is

out ofcontrol It's time for President Clinton to take early
action to clean up government and to sweep special
interests out of our nation's capital." said Heidi Hill,

spokesperson for MassPIRG's Campaign for a Clean
Congress.

"We urge President Clinton to heed his inaugural day
promise to 'give this capital back to the people to whom
it belongs," Hill said.

Hill and Neil Carpenter from the UMaas Clinton/Gore
campaign called on President Clinton to take immediate
action to deliver on his promise for "revolution in govern-
ment" by enacting strong campaign finance reform.

"Moneymen can vote anywhere they want and as often
as they want, with their checkbooks." Carpenter said.
"Special interests contribute heavily to keep incumbents
in office and maintain 'business as usual.*"

Hill suggested four different solutions for campaign

reform: banning "soft money" contributions, substitut-
ing public financing for special interest money funded
by ending special tax breaks for lobbying, drastically
lowering campaign contribution limits from PACs and
individuals, and establishing campaign spending lim-
its.

"Moneymen can vote anywhere they
want and as often as they want, with

their checkbooks. Special interests

contribute heavily to keep incumbents
in office and maintain 'business as
usual.

'"

Neil Carjjenter

UMass Clinton/Gore campaign

The coalition also announced the creation of a 1-800
number for citizens t^j send a telegram to the president
and their representatives to regisU'r their supp<jrt for the
campaign finance reform package.

"The campaign hotline, 1-800-847-6611. is a direct
way citizens can communicate their support for ending
the gridlock and ridding government of special interest
pollution." Hill said.

Center nears completion
Advocacy group searches for director
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By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA) is con-
ducting an all-out search for a director so
it can begin functioning by the end of the
semester.

SCERA is the research and advocacy
arm of the Student Government Associa-
tion that has been organized to help maxi-
mize the University's resources in order to

meet the needs of students, according to

the SCERA mission statement.
SCERA was originally formed in the

'70s under a different name, but was dis-

banded in the fall of 1989. It was reorga-
nized in November of 1991 and a charter
was passed. Intense negotiations over the
following intersession brought the rein-

statement of SCERA.
Jennifer Wood, student government

president said. "SCERA is intended to

train student government officials and
research the issues that are important to

the students."

The permanent staff of SCERA con-
sists of a director, and a student coordi-
nator who will be chair of the board.
Other members will include six under-
graduate and three university profes-
sionals.

As an advocate of student interests,

SCERA will conduct research and educate
the undergraduate student body about
issues that are important to the university
community. They will also develop policy

proposals and help to empower students
to make changes.

"In cases of conflicts with the adminis-
tration or the town of Amherst, SCERA
will help students be prepared with in-

formation and facts to back themselves
up," said Mike Poster, the undergraduate
student speaker.

Including the student coordinator,
other undergraduate student members
will include the student government
president, the undergraduate student
speaker, the chair of the public policy
committee of the undergraduate student
senate, and two other undergraduate
members appointed by the student gov-
ernment president.

Professional staff will include the di-

rectors of Legal Services, Off-Campus
Housing, and Third World Affairs, ac-
cording to the mission statement.

Issues that will be developed for stu-
dent use are town by-laws, polling places,
state budget and university regulations.
They are also willing to work on any issue
that concerns the undergraduate student
body.

The search process for a director is still

underway and members of SCERA are
currently reading through resumes in or-

der to hire someone.
Joanne Levenson, director of Off-

Campus Housing, will do the actual hiring
of the director. No final decision has been
made, and members are reluctant to

comment on the applications they have
received.

compiled by JASON GEORGE

Vandalism

• An individual reported to police
early Thursday that a chunk ofcurbing
was thrown through the windshield of
their parked vehicle. Police estimate
the damage at over $300.

• According to police, an individual
reported late Wednesday that the
handlebars and brake levers were sto-

len from his bicycle. The damage is

estimated at $200.
• An individual in Brown reported

to police late Wednesday afternoon that
graffiti was written on a message board
directed at the Sylvan Area Govern-

ment.

Larceny

• An individual reported Wednesday
afternoon the theft of their personal
belongings from a pay locker which
was broken into. Police estimate the
damage at approximately $30.

Injuries

• A woman fell late Wednesday on
Commonwealth Avenue and injured
her nose while returning to the parking
lot at Mullins Arena. She was trans-
ported to Cooley Dickinson Hospital by
ambulance.

Board examines layoffs
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Correspondent

In order to close a deficit in the Auxil-
iary Services budget without increaseing
student fees, the Auxiliary Services defi-

cit-reduction task force is considering
laying off workers by closing some facili-

ties or cutting back liours, said the chair-
man of the Board ofGovernors last night.

Ben Preston, chairman of the Board of
Governors and a member of the deficit-

reduction task force, said they were trying
not to raise activity fees because the Board
believe fees are high enough, and added

that other fees and boarding charges at
the University are already marked for
increase in the next budget beingcompiled.

"Unfortuneately the task force is being
bypassed in the budgetary process," said
Preston who said the administration had
already started the budget process.

Preston said the task force is consid-
ering closing the Worcester snack shop,
closing one line at a dining commons, or
cutting back hours at both.

The meeting ended prematurely after
a member left, leaving fewer board mem-
bers than required to continue.

Turn to B.O.G., page 6
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Fired workers sue truck school
Truck driving school faces charges ofdiscrimination
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BALTIMORE (AP) — A Massachusetts-based truck
dnving school is being sued by three former workers who
claim they were fired because they refused to discrimi-
nate against Blacks at the school's Baltimore branch.

Mark Greenberg. president oftheNew England Tractor
Trailer Training School, ordered employees to avoid
recruiting in Baltimore, because the city's population is
"too Black," according to lawsuits files last week in
Baltimore City Circuit Court.

The three lawsuits contend the school used stricter
standards for admission and student loans for Black
studenUi, and the school discriminated against Blacks in
hiring and employment practices.

The suits were files on behalf of admissions director

M hijack
continued from page 1

Dozens of FBI agents, police and airport officers were
spread around Kennedy Airport as the plane landed
Members of special weapons teams donned jumpsuits
and combat harnesses, and sharpshooters took up posi-
tions. Police hostage negotiators were in the airport
(ontrol tower.

A U.S. military plane was also at the airport and a
military helicopter hovered overhead.

Before the hijacked plane arrived, the airport's four
runways had been operating normally. The plane was
hijacked on a fiight form Frankfurt. Germany, to Cairo
Egypt and Addis Ababa. Ethiopia. Officials said the
plane took ofTfrom Fankfurt at 4:45 a.m. EST., carrying
94 passengers and 10 crew members.

In New York. McConville said the police department
had been informed the hijacker was a Bosnian traveling
with a Norwegian passport

Eariier. Marc Marchese. a spokesman for the airport

Melvin L. Toliver, associate admissions director Sheila
Blue and accountant and registrar Mary Lasek.

Each plaintiff is seeking back pay plus $500,000 in
compensatory damages and $1 million in punitive dam-
ages. The suits charge the school with violating the Civil
Rights Act, wrongful discharge and infliction of emo-
tional distress.

Norman Polovoy, a lawyer representing the North
Quincy, Mass.-based school, said the lawsuit may be
retaliation for suits the company filed against the three
former employees and two others alleging they stole
company files.

That suit is pending in Baltimore County.
Polovoy said the school does not discriminate.

authority, said the German consulate had told American
officials that the hijacker identified himselfas a Bosnian
and -said he was dissatisfied with the U.N. decisions and
he wanted to talk to some people in New York." The U.N.
headquarters is the site oftalks on ending the ethnic war
in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

OfTicials at the consulate said they couldn't confirm
Marchese's statement, and authorities in Germany said
they weren't sure of the gunman's nationality.
An American law enforcement source, who spoke on

condition of anonymity, said there were reports the
gunman was seeking asylum in the United States. He
said the man was 26 and spoke German and English.

Hanover prosecutor Klaus Ramburg said German
authorities didn't try to keep the plane in Hanover
because "the hijacker threatened to immediately begin
killing passengers if his demands were not met." He said
the man's only demand was that the plane be refueled
and flown to New York.

family
continued from poge 3

~"

He also stated that tamilies deny the nature of the
problem and they are not involved with creating indi-
viduals who help derive self worth and value."

Wert also explained that our society has an image
ofhow the ideal family should appear, and that we all

have a responsibility not be threatened by family
members who are gay or lesbian. Rather, gay and
lesbian youths should be welcomed and understood.

"Gays must confront the internalized negative no-
tions (about homosexuality)," Wert concluded.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

EXPERIENCE is a must to

be successful in gaining the

competitive edge in today's

Business World...

The Collegian is looking for

dedicated, responsible,

organized Sophomores for

positions of Associate

Business Manager and

Assistant Finance Manager

Applications are available at the Collegian

1 13 Campus Center

For more information, call 545-3500

Deadline: February 17, 1993

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer
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Day for 'love' |

Space for rent on the S.U.B. steps
is really stupid

Oh, boy, ValenUne's Day is this Sunday.
This is the day when one halfofa relationship is

supposed to buy gifts for the other, such as candv
balloons, flowers (preferably roses), champagne'
diamonds (because they are a girl's best friend)'
and other materialistic items Uke that.

This year is not different from any other for me
at this time ofthe season. I'm trying to get psyched
up for my birthday, which is three days after this
overblown hoUday. Why is it overblown?

Because people pack all of these promises into
one day. "Love" is a misused word by many I've
known plenty of people who have fallen in and out
of-love." several times I might add. without regret-
ting a thing.

Arthur

STAPLETON

Anybody who has spent Ume in and around the Cam-
pus Center and student Union here at the University will
probably know who I'm talking about.

You can find him just about any Ume of the day or
mght. down m the Campus Center basement, up in the
Hatch, or possibly even the Cape Cod Lounge

He's a pretty tall guy. and his features might be
classified as -long." His clothes are not quite as long as he
is. but at least he doesn't have to cufl"his pants like I do
He sports a fairly advanced hairstyle, long on the sides
and clean on top, with a leprechaun-esque beard Im not
sure what his name is. so 1 call him "Lucky"

"jeff
'

MCKENZIE

No. I don't have a significant other, and some may
think I don't deserve one. I'm a hopeless romantic,
but Valentine's Day is not the Ume or the place for
public displays of affecUon. PDA is not cute, cool or
mature. I agree that people should show their love"
for their sweetheart, but do it alone.

Call me jealous and call me bitter, but I don't
need to watch two people groping each other and
whispering sweet nothings in each other's ears, as
I walk through the Campus Center on the way to
the Collegian Someone I ran into in the Hatch had
this to say about our Grand Holiday:

"It is supposed to be the only day in the year to
say you care for someone, when if you do. you
should say it anytime, anywhere."

Because it is ValenUne's Day. some people feel
they can't fight with their mate. But wait unUl the
day after, which is only Washington's birthday, and
theyll make each other's life a living hell, because
that is what relaUonships are all about, right?

When I think of all of the money I have saved
over the years by not buying Valentine's Day gifts.
I smile. I've always been the type of person to
complain about luck in finding a girlfriend, but this
is the Ume ofthe year when I don't regret it one bit.

One ofthe only reasons this holiday is kept going
is the constant need for companies to release stupid
gifts to bring in profit, profit, profit. I'm content with
abolishing the holiday all together, but where would
Hallmark's Shoebox greeUng cards be without it?

Stores would have no need for Valentine's Day
boxer shorts, chocolate hearts, chocolate roses.
Brach's candy conversaUon hearts with cutsey say-
ings on them, and little wind-up Garfields carrying
candy boxes with "Happy Valentine's Day" written
on them.

There is no way for this to happen, because we
like spendingmoneyon the holidays for no apparent
reason but to say, "Yes, I got her/him a gift, just
because he/she wanted one."

On Sunday, 111 probably be hanging out in my
room, wearingmy Valentine's Day boxer shorts, and
playing Sega with some friends. Ifyou're looking for
a ValenUne, give me a call. I'm a cheap date.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist.

Even ifyou've never seen him before, you can sUU read
my story. Just substitute a menUl picture of the guy on
the box of Lucky Charms cereal, whose name also hap-
pens to be "Lucky."

So. I was sitting in Earthfoods eaUng my rice and
rufTage and in walks Lucky. I'm pretty interested in what
Lucky's gig is so I usually watch to see what he does when
he comes around.

Lucky walked into the middle of the room and said.
"Governor Weld is going to be at the Campus Center at
1:30 today, is anyone interested in protesting?"
He didn't say it very loud, and someone elae said

"Who?"
Lucky cleared his throat and said. "Governor Weld.

Governor Weld is coming to UMass today. Who wanU to
join the protest?"

Nobody moved.
Lucky stood there, pamphlets in hand,
"^ell then you all get what you deserve from poliU-

aans!"

Lucky then stormed out, I presume headed for
Northampton, which is the only place left to go when a
protest rally fails at Earthfoods.

Everybody took a second to gather themselves and
think something profound like, "I've seen thatguy before

'

and then went back to munching.
Something, though, some empty feeling deep in my

soul, kept me from eaUng anymore. A surplus of fiber'
Possibly.

Something else was troubling me. Why didn't anybody
want to join in the protest? I glanced around and sure
enough, they all looked like protester-types U) me And
what better target than Governor Weld. I mean you
could be in a pretty good mood and still protest that ^y.Maybe it was because of last semester Everybody was
probablyjust exhausted from such a busy fall . Making ail
those signs and banners, all that chanUng. it was enough
to give anyone arthritis of the fist and run down the
batteries in even the best bullhorns.

I don't blame them for Uking a break. I'm sure some
of you think that there is no excuse for shirking one's
duUes like that, but protesUng is back-breaking work.

As a matter offact. I think this enUre semester should
be declared a holiday for protesters. 111 call up Weld and
demand thai he make it official. Ifhe doesn't give in to my
demands, well, meet me and Lucky on the steps of the
Student L^nion on Monday, high noon.

JeffMcKemie is a Collegian columnist

Political hacks give UM a bad image
We deserve better. Period
The 1 7,000-8ome odd undergraduate students here at

UMass have gotten the shaft for as long as I've been her*.
The state drains our parents' and our own wallets dry,
the administraUon tweaks its collecUve nose at us, and
graduate students acting as teaching assisUnts teach us
the political correctness of it all.

Currently, UMass is the third most expensive state
school for out-of-sUte students, behind only CaUfomia-
Berkeley and the University of Michigan. Do you really
think our school is that good? I certainly don't.

Michael

MORRISSEY

The 'break beard' myth

The reason: for the most part, the state has filled the
administration with a bunch of poliUcal hacks, rejects
from the Dukakis era. These "administrators." instead of
guiding the University into a period of prosperitv. have
slept while tuition has climbed higher and higher.

These hacks at Mount Olympus (Whitmore) go from
three-day weekend to three-day weekend, shuffling paper-
work and pretending to work. While you go to class today,
the reality is that most of our administrators got a head
start on the weekend, and are off buying suntan lotion

If you don't believe me, call the chancellors office
today. My bet is that he won't be in. but if he is. ask to
speak to him about the state of UMass. Again, my bet is
that Dick will not talk to any student, because the
chancellor is basical ly a lame duck admi nistrator. coasUng
out of office praying that nothing controversial happens
before his term expires.

O'Brien's ineptness is a symbol ofthe rest ofthe place.

but with affirmative action in place, chances are the next
chancellor will be chosen as much for his/her skin color as
for his/her ability. Things will only get worse.

Most ofyou are pmbably hunting for summerjobs, co-
ops and internships If you dont think UMass is looked
down upon in Boston, then why were you passed over for
a job in favor ofa political .science major from Hanard. a
commumcation major from Boston University, or God
forbid, a pre-law m^or from Boston College?

Why? Because employers in the state wont look .se-

riously at UMass students unUl the sUte slops dumping
pohUcal hacks into our system while milking us for
evervthing we've got.

Take a lcK»k at our teachers. Most aren't even profes-
sors, but rather teaching assisUnUs. One "teacher" told
1 2 students that they could not add his class, even though
his roster read 2 1 students and there were 40 empty seats
in the classroom. I don't know where this man learned to
add. but I know 12 21 is less than 40.
We are either put in overcrowded classes or told we

can't add necessary courses. Some choice of educati(»n.
Adding insult to injury. Dick O'Brien and his cohorts

laugh down from Mount Olympus. In the past. O'Brien
called iormer Collegian editor-in-chiefDan Wetzel "guilty
of a most flagrant lie . . . designed to cover up his own
inadequate performance." Do we pay for the chancellor to
personally attack us? I guess so.

Where's UMass president Michael ( T.J. » Hooker during
all this? The last time I saw him. he was smooching
Governor Weld as his Lincoln Continental screeched out
ofAmherst. The car was going so fast en route to Bo.ston,
it almost mowed down innocent students.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.

I was back at Sully's Suds, you know,
the local establishment that opened last
fall? I was doing my laundry (Umes are
tough — even Sully's had to diversify to
survive: a combination barand laundromat

)

when my crass but lovable friend Slats
Grobnik Jr. came in for the convenience of
my column, oops— I mean to visit.

"Big guy! Doesn't your Mom do your
laundry?"

Luke

ERICKSON
Slats, ever the observant one. saw me

loading heaps of dirty laundry into the
machine, and made the inevitable con-
clusion.

"Yes. Mr. Grobnik. but notwhen there's

35 pounds of laundry from 13 workouts a
week. I'm in training for the Boston
Marathon," I replied.

"How do you like the beard?" Slats
asked, changing the subject from my sweat-
soaked clothes to his pathetic stubble.

"Beard? I thought that was dirt."

"I thought I'd go with the Don Johnson
look." Slats remarked.

"Hate to break it it to you. Grobnik, but

Miami Vice was cancelled four years ago.
and Mr. Johnson would kill for the part of
'Dad' in a dog food commercial these days.
You'd have better luck getting castrated
for the New Kids On The Block sound."

Slats had let the "break beard" grow out
in hopes of looking older and more mascu-
line; he is not alone in that endeavor,joined
by hundreds of guys in college every year.

"What do you want me do. Luke? Get a
flat top. wear my clothing two sizes too
small and start worshipping Anheiser-
Busch?" Slats accused.

"No, Slats, 1 don't think the Southwest
jock look is you." I replied.

"Well, I gotta do something to change
my look — and my luck," Slats .said, re-
ferring to his social life that would make
Rodney Dangerfield look like a gigolo.

"So what about a mustache?" Slats
asked meekly.

"That's fine ifyou have a chipped tooth,
but unless it grows in within a month,
you're going to hear 'you got dirt on your
lip' wisecracks." I explained.

"How do you know so much about this?"
Slats asked incredulously.

"Experience, my friend. Oh. wait a
minute. I almost forgot to do my shame-

Help restore democracy to Haiti
Over a year after a brutal coup

toppled its first chance at participatory
government, Haiti is being bled to death
by its military. Since the overthrow of
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, the United
States has publicly supported the re-
turn of democratic government while
secretly undercutting Aristide's power
and the chance for his return to Haiti.
It has also violated the economic em-

against the illegal military regime that
is now in power. Haiti Solidarity Week
is an opportunity for all Americans to
pre.ssure Clinton's administration for a
change in the current U.S. policies re-
garding Haiti and its people.

I challenge all UMass students, fac-
ulty and staff to become involved,
whether it means signing a petition,
writing a letter to Congress or telling at„ I, ., ... ,
•"'"'6 " •'^f*^* wj ^^u^^gIe!»sur leinnga

f IHl r"l ^ ^^ government friend about Haiti Solidarity Week. Feb.
to become further entrenched.

This year, Feb. 7-13 is Haiti Solidar-
ity Week. Celebrated around the
country vinth demonstrations, vigils,

petitions and other acts of resistance

7 was the two-year anniversary of
Aristide's inauguration — let's work for
next Feb. 7 to honor his return to power.

Joan B. Cohen
Ctr. for International Education

less plug for Sully's. Here goes: Sully's
Suds, located in downton Amherst is the
perfect place to have brew when you've got
laundry to do. This week's specials include
75-cent drafts and drying machines and
dollar-shots and soaps."

"So I guess 1 have to lose the beard and
stick to being myself?" Slats asked.

"That's right. After all. would you like
a woman who's more concerned about her
looks than herseH?"

"No, beca- e women like that, you blow

in thei^r ear and they say. Thanks for the
refill,'" Slats, the politically correct NOT
commentator said.

"Slats, ease up on the airhead jokes —
there are militant feminists reading this
column who don't have a sen.se of humor
and will have forgotten that I just made
fun ofl'm-too-big-for-my-shirt' macho men
just a few lines back'"

"Sorry, Luke."
"That's okay. Slats, just be yourself"
Luke Erickson isaCoWegiancolumnist.
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Men's track
continued from page 1

1

"

mances from their main contributors. O* Brien is
relying on sophomore long and triple jumper Tom
Galhgani, senior long jumper John Johnson,
freshman shot-putter Mark Lefebvre. senior miler
Matt Simon, and junior distance runner Craig
Cormier to place high in their events and score the
bulk of the team's points. They're all rated in the
top three in the conference, according to O'Brien.

-We have no margin for error. We're walking a
tightrope," said O'Brien. Ifthey should slip, there's
no net, and it could be a long day for the Minutemen.

O'Brien figures that most of the top spots and
most ofthe points will be garnered by the top three
teams so UMass will have to scramble for the rest
of the points.

"I don't think it's going to Uke a lot of points to
grab fourth, maybe 50 to 55 will do it," O'Brien said.
"If we get fourth place, it would be outstanding."

The A- 10 Championships is one of the more
important meets of this season for the Minutemen.
A strong showingwould add to the team's confidence
for future meets and make the Minut«men a force
to be reckoned with for the rest of the season.

imposter

r

continued from page 1

was really the best. She reasoned. 'Well, my interview
was on July 5, the day after the Fourth ofJuly. So, what
probably happened is that everyone was hung over and
didn't know what they were doing."

Young also spoke of a Massachusetts woman, who
received the highest score in the sUte on the Certified
Public Accountant exam. "She reasoned that it was only
because Massachusetts is a small state," said Young.
"She thought it never would have happened ifshe'd taken
it in Texas or California."

Internalization of failure is more common among
females than males and begins at a very early age. Young
said. "Girls often blame themselves for failure. While
boys tend to blame it on things outside of themselves —
the teacher was too hard, the questions were tricky, the
dog threw up on my paper.'"

Young offered some suggestions for overcoming The
Imposter Syndrome.

"We need to learn to own your own accomplishments.
Learn to practice saying T. *I did a goodjob. I work hard,"
she said.

"Change your expectations. It's okay not to feel quite
comfortable," Young said. "I think that when you get a
new job, for instance, you should give it nine months."

B.O.G.
continued from page 3

The other proposed motions would investigate
the stresses imposed on Building Services by the
concourse table vending program, reduce the price
of Bluewall cookies by 10 cents, and change its

internal rules so voting on the Board's officers
would be held two weeks before new Student
Government and Board members are elected, in-
stead of two weeks after.

The Collegian.
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I NEVER THOUGHT I WOULD BE RUNNING around with a
group of five year olds playing Duck, Duck, Goose in a classroom
in the heart of the South Bronx, and I never thought I would be
chaperoning a high school dance in Arkansas, and I never thought
that anything could be this challenging or rewarding or frustrating
or incredible....

UNTIL SOMETHING INSIDE OF ME STIRRED and I asked myself
that if I didn't like what I saw in the world around me what was I

going to do to change it?

TEACH FOR AMERICA
STILL HAS INTERVIEW
SPACE AVAILABLE

APPLICATTON nRAm TNfF

MARCH 1. 199;^

See your career office first for applications. If they are not available call

I -800-832- 1 230. If you liave applied by the January 1 5, 1 993 deadline,

you have been guaranteed an interview and should have received notification

in the mail.

SAN JUAN
BAUTISTA
SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE

IN PUERTO RICO
""Amllll^^ tnia^^^^^'n

"'"'' ^''"''^'' '"' "'3her Education
Affiliated to the McGill University School of Medicine in

Montreal, Canada
is accepting admission applications to students who wish to studyMed.cme for the semester starting August 1993.

Tu6xootxZ ^nnT'? '"? ''"'^ beneficiaries. For more informationand to obtain appl.cation for admission, please call or write to:

AGUSTIN AUFFANT, M.A.
«^ A»JPFANT COLLEGE CONNECTION
P.O. BOX 7100 . WORCESTER. MASS., 01605

CALL 508-853-2949
T,e

^'^''°;;;^-;''^ ^;^-^^ race, age. color, ethnic or nstior^a, origin, socialcondmon^t,ys,cal d,sab,l,tv. political ideologies, religion or civil status
\
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Mikey scores,

Oprah snores
It was the interview that Oprah has always

dreamed of. It was a very exciting 90 minutes for
Oprah Winfrey, pop talk show diva, who inter-
viewed Michael Jackson LIVE on television from
his 2700-acre ranch Wednesday night. Michael's
estate is named Neverland Ranch Valley, located
in California's Sante Ynez Valley. It was the first
televised interview for Michael in almost 14 years.
Oprah and Michael insisted that they had not gone
over any of the questions that she had planned to
ask — thus making Michael fair game.

"Tonight the silence is broken,"exclaimed Oprah
at the beginning of the interview. Michael walked
slowly into the room where to greet Oprah. Michael's
slender body was covered in tight black pants and
a bright red shirt which had gold squares on the
shoulders.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
Raised in Gary. Ind.. Michael was the seventh of

nine brothers and sisters, bom to Jos<'ph and
Catherine Jackson. Michael explained that the
stage is his home. Since his early childhood, around
8 or 9 the young Michael "cried due to loneliness."
From the time Michael was very young and until
today he would always have to be protected from
his fans. Protected from his success. Michael would
always be surrounded by body guards. Although he
never really had a childhood Michael admitted that
today, he compensates for that by surrounding
himselfwith children. Michael later went on to say
that his friends were his brothers.

When asked about the dirt that sister Latoya
dished in a tell-all book Michael told Oprah, "Hon-
estly. I couldn't answer that Oprah. I haven't read
the book." This is when Oprah asked quite deli-
cately "Did your father beat you?" Michael almost
blushed as he answered without any reservations:
"Yes he did." Michael immediately looked at the
camera and apologized to his father for saving that.
Michael explained how as a child and still today
that he feels "frightened" by his father Michael
described such verbal abuse as when his father told
young Michael Tou're ugly." Michael then said to
Oprah in a sense ofcheerful promptness "Go down
the list Oprah, go down the list." referring to the
questions that lie ahead.

AsOprahwentdown her list ofquestions Michael
denied that he ever slept in an oxygen tank; rather
that it was a device used at The Michael Jackson
Bums Center. Michael's reaction to the tabloids:
"It's all a complete lie."

Michael also wanted to make it clear that never
once did he declare that Oprah refer to him as the
King of Pop. Oprah then got to thejuicier questions
by storting with asking the stor ifhe dates. Michael
said Tes."

However as Oprah pursued this question writh
"who?" the words 'Brooke Shields' flowed from his
mouth before she finished the question. I speculate
that if this were really true, wouldn't we as the
public already know this? Perhaps it is a cover up
on Michael's behalf?

Finally, the question we all wanted to hear: "Are
you a virgin?" Immediately. Michael blushed as he
answered, "I'm a gentlemen." Well, gentlemen or
not— men do have sex and this wasn't the answer
we wanted to hear. Maybe a more appropriate
question would have been "Do you prefer a specific
gender? But as reported in USA Today Oprah said
that she would never ask a guest of hers such a
question.

Michael told Oprah. "I'm a Black American." He
denies reports that he ever bleached his skin.

Instead, Michael told Oprah that he has a rare
pigment disorder that makes his skin blotchy and
that he uses make up to even it out. Well, why not
use a darker shade, Michael? He also told Oprah
he's had two plastic surgeries (one being his nose).

He continually said, "Read my bookMoon walker—
it's all in there."

Michael says that he is lonely and that "I'm
never pleased with an3rthing. I'm a perfectionist.

I'm never pleased with myself and I never look in

the mirror."

Michael explains that grabbing his crotch is

caused by the music: "You become the emotion of
what the sound is. It just happens."

Michael has an amusement park on his premises
and every three weeks he has terminally ill children

come and play with him. Michael has started the
Heal the World Foundation and The Heal L.A.

Project. In addition, he built a theatre on his property
for the children. Michael comes off as very giving

and caring; the quiet and caring side ofhim shined

Turn to OPRAH, page 8

A folk hero for real people
Selftaught songwriter Garnet Rogers to play NoHo
By BILL ROGERS
Collegian StofT

One ofthe premier performers on the contemporary
North American Folk Circuit has stories to tell and will
be coming by the Iron Horse on Sunday night.
A native of Hamilton, Ontorio, Garnet Rogers has,

using his amazing self-taught musical skills, been
walking audiences through a wride range of emotions
for many years now. His songs describe the lives of
people who aren't obvious heroes (maybe even to
themselves) and the important struggles of everyday
life, small victories and personal triumphs.

Rogers is, in his heart, an optimist whose stories are
remembered as fondly as the songs he sings. Each song,
in its own special way. clearly stotes the message that
there is dignity to be found in each person's strength of
character.

COURTESY MICHAEi. HOUGH
Guitarist Garnet Rogers

Rogers is everything you would expect a folk singer
not to be. No red plaid shirts and badly tuned guitars for
this guy. It's more like a ripped tie die T-shirt on a man
playing about 300 volu of voice that fill the room and
guitor work that rings like crystols.

Rogers is the kind ofperformer capableofawe-inspiring
and unpredictable performances, and that includes more
than just his music.

Rogers is a man with a powerful physical appearance
and a voice to match; a resonant baritone capable of
commanding a roar or a whisper. Hailed by The Boston
Globe as "a charismatic performer and singer," he has
done nothing but impress the hordes of fans across the
continent.

It all started back when he was side man fiddle player
for his brother, the late great Stan Rogers, who died a
heroic death in the early '80s when he tried to save
paawngers on a plane that had caught fire. Ston's bandWM one erf" the most powerful and important musical
forces to emerge from Canada.

Over the past few years, Rogers has grown into a
much admired arranger and producer, credited with
the discovery of some of the best performers on the
circuit today.

Rogers IS also regarded asone ofthe better interpreters
of traditional folk material. In all of his artistic endeav-
ors, including composer, producer and sideman, Rogers
has traveled nearly half a million kilometers as a head-
lining performer in the last several years.

Rogers has been a featured performer on CBC Radio
and television and radio programs, including The
Gaberreau, The Entertainers, Mountain Stage. Gixtd
Evening and All Things Considered. He has taken the
main stoge at folk festivals across North America, in-
cluding Philadelphia. Winnipeg. Regina, Edmont.m. Ann
Arl>or and Mariposa.

His loyal fans include such greats as June r.ilH)r and
Mary Chapin-Carpenter. with whom hv has shared the
stoge.

Rogers has recorded four solo albums u> lhi> date,
inc\udingGarnetRogers,Speaking Softly In TlufJtirh.The
Outside Track (hailed as one of the greatest Canadian
recordings of the decade), and Small Victories, thv first
release to feature all Rogers Originals. Small Vu fortes is
constantly praised by fans and critics alike.

In addition to numerous well-received recordings.
Rogers has also been nominated for a NAIRD Indie
Award.

This IS surely not a concert to miss, for this man has
much to share with his loyal valley fans. It will definitely
b«' a night to remember. Come see Garnet Rogers play his
"guitar from hell" (his pet name for his synthesizer)

Garnet Rogers will be playing the Iron Horse in NoHo
Sunday night at 7 pm. The $1050 tickets mu.st be
purchased in advance at the Northampton Box Office
(586-8686)

(Splrltjjaus
1 LIQUOR STORE r

BuSCh Suitcase cans $9.99 (+dep)

jOctoberfest Clearance:
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Suitcase cans $1 3.99 (-t^ dcp)

GalkK ChaHis, Rhine, Burgundy, Blush 15 1 $3.99

SmirnoffVodka 90 proof 750 ml $6.99
Gordon's Pepper Vodka IL $6.99
M.D. 20/20 All Flavors 750 mi $1 .99
Seagrams Gin 1.75 L $13.99

Yukon jack 1.75 L $13.99

, Beers from around the World!
\ imports • Gourmet • Microbrcwerics

\ Kess startins at $33.00
(checks/A.^«stercard/Vis« •ccepted tor Kcs Deposits)

AvAalt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

VISA & AfUSTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mije East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

Open 9 am
• 11 pm
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Oprah
continued from page 7

through from the whole interview. Selfish, Michael
is not. giving he is.

Liz Taylor dropped by to say a few words about
Michael and how she feels about him. She said to
Oprah, "A wonderful, giving, caring man he is."

Michael showed the premiere ofhis latest video:
"Give in to Me." Michael even demonstrated the
moonwalk for Oprah. Michael said he took this
from the ghettos and improved it. He appeared to
be having a fiesta; it couldn't be more clear that he
loves his work.

Michael talked about wanting to get married
and sUrting a family but at this point he said, "I'm
married to my music." When he's comparing him-
self to Christ by saying unclearly, "I try to imitate
Jesus — to be as pure as children and to be inno-
cent." he admits that he loves that.

So whether he's performing at the Super Bowl or
signing million dollar contracts with Sony, Michael
clearly remains a "Thriller.

"

Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian columnist.

Men's gym to meet Temple
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics
team went into Wednesday night's home meet with
Springfield College hoping to wrap up the first five

events, because they knew their opponent would be the
stronger team in the last event, the high bar.

The Minutemen did just that, as they won the meet
240.90-238.85, despite being outscored by Springfield in
the high bar.

Junior Jason Braud had what head coach Roy John-
son said was "the best overall performance of his career."
Braud finished first in the floor exercises (9.60) and the
rings (8.70), second on the vault (8.95). and third on the
parallel bars (8.50). Braud's score in the floor exercises
was a tenth of a point off the UMass school record.

"I want that record," said Braud. "l know I can get it

this weekend; going against the likes of Temple should
help me get it." Senior captain Steve Christensen was
the other top performer for the Mmutemen as hegarnered
two first place finishes, on the pommel horse (9.25) and
the parallel bars (8.65). Christensen also finished second

in the floor exercises (8.75).

Other stand out performers for UMass were junior
Jason Lee, who finished first in the vault, junior Jay
Santos, who finished second in the parallel bars and third
in the high bar, sophomore Stu Backer, a second place
finish on the rings, and sophomore Tim Smith, who tied

for third place on the vault.

Johnson was impressed with the team's overall per-

formance.

This win was a team effort. There wasn't any one
person that got us the win," said Johnson. "It was a great
effort in a real exciting meet."

"Ever since the Navy meet, we have been focusing on
this meet," said Backer. "We were worried about
Springfield, but, tonight, we proved we could beat them."

The next meet for UMass is tomorrow at 1 p.m. in
Boyden Gym against powerhouse Temple University.
Despite their opponents being a notch above the Min-
utemen in talent, the team and coaching staffare hoping
for some excellent individual performances.

"Temple is a great team," said Christensen. "We're not
expecting to beat them. Our team goals and personal
goals are key."
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Henry VIU on the dating scene

Quote of the Day
"Took a showerAVent to bed/Read a

book I've never read."

- Mighty Mighty Bosstones
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Menu
LUNCH

Macaroni & Cheese

Italian Sausage Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Red Beans

Macaroni & Cheese

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Barbecued Spareribs

BASICS DINNER
Curried Chick Peas

Savory Baked Chicken

• opinions expressed on this page are those o» the cartoonists and do not necessarily retiett the views ot the Callcfii.m or tlu' University.
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Men ready for A- 1 0's
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Correspondent

This Saturday, the University of Mas-
sachusetts men's indoor track team travels
to the University of Rhode Island for the
firsteverAUanUc-lOTrackChampionships
bemgheld at the Mackal Fieldhouse. Head
Coach Ken O'Brien has his squad rested,
healthy, and poised for a strong showing.

Coach O'Brien views the champion-
ships as a two-tier meet. Rutgers, W.Va.,
and URI are head-and-shoulders above
the rest of the league and should battle it

out for the first three spots.

O'Brien feels that his team falls some-

where in the nextgroup, along withTemple
and St. Joseph's.

"I don't think any one ofthe three in our
bracket will bump the other three. It would
take a total collapse by one ofthose teams.
I think we're wrestling with St. Joe's and
Temple for four, five, and six," said O'Brien.

UMass's strength lies in its depth as
they've had 28 different team members
contribute points so far this season.

"We don't have a large senior group,
but we've got some great balance. That's
our major strength," O'Brien said.

If UMass has any hopes of doing well
this weekend, they'll need strong perfor-

Turn to MEN'S TRACK, poge 6
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May llie sa( ri-d hojrt ol K-sui Ik-

jdofi'd. Riot (hod, loved and
p<eM-fved Ihroughool tht- w< >f Id now
and lorevef Sacrt^ Heart ol JeMJv
pray lof u*, St. Jude. worker of

inifat le*. pray lor ui. Say Ihis prayer

4 hnx'i a day, l>y the 8lh day yoor

lirayer will Ix- answered II ha<>

never Ijeenlaiown to lail. Put>lKalH)n

riiU"J lie promised.

Thank you St. lude lor

Liranlirtg my (Million.

L.S.

Amherst
Laundromat

H t» r»n - *:* |.-» !-«-»

Drop-Off or
Self Service
Washing Mdchine

Starting at SI

Attendant a\ ailable all d.n

326 College St. (Rt.9)

<^mhersf 253-5072j^

AD\OC.\TE

*best*
THE \ALLt^

RLADLR>>rOLL

1992
1st Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET S5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 II :30 - 3PM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

586-1202

VISA FREE PARKING

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRT9 MASTER

I

HADLE\' CARD
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M Women's gym
continued from poge 12

Minutewomen came away with a con-
fidence, according to Mitchell, which
will help them immensely in future
meets.

"We had been having problems with
beam all year long. What we found out
in this meet is that beam is going to be
a very strong event for us for the rest of
the season," Mitchell said.

Overall for the Minutewomen,
Furtado won the All-Around for the
second straight meet with a 36.85. A
UMassgymnast haswon the All-Around
in every meet thus far this season

( Furtado twice, and Marshall fourtimes ).

The Minutewomen have this week-
end to prepare for Monday night's dual
meet with Northern Illinois University
(7 p.m., Curry Hicks Cage). The Hus-
kies are 4-5 entering this weekend's
action, which includes a Saturday trip

to New Hampshire before arriving here
in Amherst.

In their last meet versus the Uni-
versity of Illinois, the Huskies scored a
record setting 189.75, higher than any
score this season for the Minutewomen.
Sophomore Goha Mroz from Poland
leads the way for Northern Illinois,

having just set a school record for the
All-Around (38.50).

theSUB
^ now has ^

PIZZA & WE DELIVER
The SUB. Amherst's #1 Sub Shop Since 1977, now has
Pizza. Select from our wide variety of Pizza Subs &
Calzones. For delivery or take out orders. Call

549-5160

o

O
DAYTONA BBACH

TheS?^AKof a Lifetime fl 9.
owoyf Btk* <M4f Big ^mmefx Bin Fun. BIO VAUJB

5S^nS-?:r*^'~ 1-600-674-7420 a^^Bo/tn
Mayan Inn HM^ wmfotwl '^^k^mmm.my
X)3 S Ocoon Ay*

.^ T«*P«»«>o, p«( nlgW. hnvKl an 4 pei raoni UrOed (m^ktJtti^ Itk
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Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Acnvrms
UwlfHaw UnlvarMNst Young Adutt
Group meeting this Sunday Contact
Sean at 546 3935 (or more info.

Spactnim Magazln* sMka aitbinto-

aiona: An, photograhpy
, poetry, prose.

Due date 2/16/93

406 E Student Union
QuMlions? Vitil ofHce or S45-2240

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Jain the UMasa Raquett>8ll Club All

levels welcome For more into, call Don
al 646 15?7

Mortar Board Week 2/16 19 on the
concourse - Get write on it and help to

author a UMass book to raise S for tfte

literacy protect, raffle for S 1 00 and other

pri2es. information about this senior

ftonor society

Open Ruah
Meet the Sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega
Feb 16, 17, 18

5.30 pm
38 Nutting Ave.

Any Questions call 549 1680

Sp*c« Allocation Proceaa
Attn: RSO's and GSOs who would like

to apply for office space in the CC/Stu-

dent Union complex may obtain applic

ations to do so at the Board of Gover-
nors office 817 CC or SAO 416 Student
Union.

Deadline to submit applications:

March 5, 1993

Valentine Roaea Campus Center

Concourse (Wed Fri) or call Chris

259 1589 (6-IOpml Visa/MC Deliveries

Available

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese 35.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496098
6496073

FOR RENT

Amharst room to rant 300 mo. first

last security daytime 545-6395 nite967-

4065

Two bed apt/S460 at 44 Mill Hollow
M9 7757 (rental office)

FrMge Rental 2S3-9742 delivered free

1 bdrm In largo apt. S3S<V hoat ind.
665 361S ^^
Room AvatlaMo tZTS/lmo S. Am
herst call Stacey 253 5326 large apt great
roocnate

FORSALI

Atomic ARS Sport 195 cm
Marker M46 bindings

Good condition S100 or B.C.

Call Reid 256 0301

Metallica Tichots tar •••• call 549
6783

Moving aataOTard aalo
You want it? We got it. Sofas, refrids..

t>ikes. oven, etc

82 S Main St Sunderland
Saturday Feb. 13 9 am
Printer for aaia 413-245-9542 after 7

ask for Don

Spacial Gift for Valontina'si
14K New Men's Claddaugh ring

Call if interested b/o 546-2215

HEALTH

Condoma by mail discreel. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED:
Magnificent coed weight loss. All sports,

crafts, sewing, ceramics, computers,
WSIs, theatre, piano, dance, aerobics,

weight training, riflery, backpacking,
kitchen, office.

Camp Shane. Ferndale, NY 12734 212
877 4644

EARN UP TO SIO^R
Are you looking for great hours? Great

SSS? And a great experience? Don't look

any further. Market for Fortune 500
Companies! CALL NOW
1 800 932 0528 ext 17

Evening Jobal Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. SlOO/wk. . On Bus line

584-9830.

Extra tSS Eatra SSS Extra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery coordinators delivery help

for tf>e Boston Globe Mon Fri •

Sunday in Amherst apt Complex
areas. Routes available with or

without transportation Early hours
good pay Please call 1 800 858 4275

than press rero

Extra SSS Extra SSS Extra SSS
Wanted reliable • dependable

delivery persons for dorm . office

delivery of the Boston Glotje Mon.
Fri. « Sunday Early hours good pay
Please call 1 800 858 4275 then press

zero

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNrTY
Jewish CO ed residential camp seeks
counselors and specialists Capital
camps, located in the beautiful Catoctin
Mountains, one hour from Washington
DC offers tennis, water sports, nature,
arts, video, gymnastics, radio, drama,
photo, etc. If you are interested in the
civallenges and excitement of working
with campers in grades 3 10, we want
you on our team. GOOD SALARIES,
GREAT FUN' Our director will be at the
Carr>p Fair on March 2. For more infor

mation arnJ an appointment call 1 800
229 7852

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT -

Make money teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan and Tai

wan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits! Make S2000 S4000<
per month. No previous training or

teaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call (206) 632 1 146
ext. J5001

Student Groups raiaaSIOOO in Iwoek!
No cost or risk! Call 546 4330 Marcel

Summer fobs and intamships
University Direaories, the nations larg

est publisher of campus lelephor>e di

rectories (including UMass at Amherst),
is interviewing goal oriented students
for a challentging, full time summer
position. Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and public relations.

Average earnings $3900. Expense paid
training program in Chapel Hill, NC.
College credit may be available. Inter-

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th Information and inter-

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1-800 743-5556

INSTHUCTION

Loam to Scuba dive earn two credils

Monday. Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday al Curry Hicks 7 10pm 1 800
282-0977

Pbraics and Math Tutor
MA. in f^ysics

Experienced leachir>g assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

Lost Ring - Raward
Totman Feb Isl

Friendship 'LTM'
Call collect 508_82r4555

Silvar * Oold Seiko watch on
Montague Rd. in Amherst. If found
please call 549-0338

MUSIC

OSS Underground
Recording Studio

1 746 6026

Spoakers, Raconing * Repair
Home, Auto, Pro

ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1 781 2327

MUSICIANS

Keyboardist Wanted: Phish, Allmsns,
Creative Improv 256 81 15

PERSONALS

You are the mostest
Happy Valentine's Day
From your fan club

Frank
Happy Birthday Tex"
Luv
Marcie

Karrln Wood
Happy Birthday

Love,

Honey Lamb and
Apple Oumplin'

Kim Ramombor
Michael

year ago?

I's Crow
Think of your goals.

Oon'i asms lor less

Reach for the strer^th

AND
KNOW YOU HAVE MOREI
Lauron
21 IS fun

Thai nrtay be true

But you can still drmk
at2?<

Happy Birthday Lou'
Love
Your Partners in crime L & T

Marianne O'Noill
Fell; Dia de San Valenim
de tu no tan secreto sdmirado'
xxooxx

MDEMTANTED

to Colby College this

weekend. Of course ill split gas and
tout. Please can Michelle ai 6 1338

SERVICES

Need Help With Your Taxes? Student
tax return preparation Starting at S20 00

Rich 549 8109

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, PhD 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Mt. Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Languaga/Cultural programs uni
versily of Granada. Spain S2300 all in

elusive one month: Airfare, tuition, di

ploma, room/board with family, excur-
sions June, July August September.
Contact:

Seven Continents

26 Clauss Ave
Paramus, NJ

Scuba Olvo Key Large
Spring Break, Call Pro/ect Deep
1 800 282 0977

Ml Spnngbreak Iniercoiiegiste Ski

Weeks, only S20S Includes 5 DAV LIFT
TICKET/5 NIGHTS LODGING
IMOUNTAINSIDE CONDOl 'S DAYS
INTERCOILEGUTE ACTIVITIES (Drink
•ng age 181. Sponsored by Laban's.
Evian, Molsen, and Mt SUTTON.
CANADA IJust across the Vermont bor
der) Group leader discounts
Springbreak '93 Call Ski Travel Unlim
lied 1 800 999 SKI 9

Spring Sreak:
CANCUN. NASSAU

from S299
Organize a small group for FREE trip

Call KBOOKjet Sun 1

Spring Sroak 'SS' Last chance' Ja
maica. CarKun, Bahamas, from S459<
F londa from SI 49. Organize group travel
Iree' 1 800 426 7710

TAKE IT OFF'fl
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

Want to Travelft
Great rates for

Cancun Jamaica
and others

Great rates

Call Jason 549 3525

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campu s

Pick-up ar>d delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

UMass Update is looking for report
ers and writers for the news show call

Sempy at 545 1336 or at 546 M21
Wanted legal 250 books Angela 5-

0444

WANTED TO RENT

MoganZMIo
Here's to February
and all of it's surprises

3 roapenslblo women
Need housing lor spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 5460580 or

Jen 546 4978

Wo want to take over your leasal 4
person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Sports

k
The WHMP-FM

ame Summary

Massachusetts 39 - 42 81
St. Joseph's 27 - 42 69

Massachusetts (16-4, 8-1)
Barbee 4-7 3-4 12, H. Williams

8-16 5-7 21. Roe 4-8 8-11 16.

Kellogg 1-6 8-10 11. Malloy 6-

12 3-4 18. Dingle 0-6 3-6 3. M.
Williams 0-0 0-0 0, K, Robinson
0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 23-56 30-42
81.

St. Joseph's (14-6. 5-3)

Blunt 6- 19 2-5 1 5, Jones 4-5 4-

4 12.Wariey5-13 3-3 13. Bass
4-7 3-3 13, Curry 2-8 7-8 13.

Poles 0-0 3-4 3. Totals 21-54
22-27 69.

Rebounds: Massachusetts 43
(Roe 1 3). St. Joseph's 29 (Poles

7). Assists: Massachusetts 19
(Kellogg, Malloy 5). St. Joseph's
1

3

(Blunt 6). Fouled out: None.
Attendance: 3,200.

Player of the Ganne

Lou Roe. 6-7 So. Forward

Roe dominated the glass last night,

grabbing 1 3 rebounds to go along

with his 1 6 points. Roe ate up the

three-guard oftense of St.

Joseph's and he averaged his third

double-double in a row. His de-

fensive intensity lasted through-

out, and no Hawk was able to pull

down more than seven boards,

Why UMass won
The Minutemen jumped out to a

1 0-0 start at Hav/k Hall, and played

St. Joseph's even the rest of the

way. A strong defensive effort

thwarted the Hawks, who shot

only 38.9 percent from the field.

Lou Roe and Harper Williams had

exceptional games, and UMass
grabb>ed 20 offensive boards.

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen travel to the

nation's capital to take on A- 10
''rivaf George Washington. The
Coloniads are tied for second in the

conference, and are looking to

avenge a 76-68 loss to the Min-

utemen earlier this season.

Catch all the Minutemen
BasKetball Games - Home and Away

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the

John Calipari Radio Show.

Men's hoop rolls past Hawks 81-69
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA— The University of
Massachusetts basketball team proved it

was the class of the Atlantic 10 last night,
by defeating the conference's second place
team. St. Joseph's, 81-69.

Massachusetts (16-4. 8-1 in the A-10).
ranked No. 22 in the nation, played an
i nspired defense and dominated the boards
throughout the game, never giving the
Hawks a chance to get on track offensively.

"We heard they were pumped coming
in, sowe didn't want to give them a chance,"
said UMass center Harper Williams (21

points).

From the start. St. Joseph's ( 14-6, 5-3)

looked overwhelmed as the Minutemen
stormed out to a 10-0 lead in the first four
minutes, silencing a boisterous Memorial
Hall crowd of 3,200 in the process.

"We got out to a fast start because we
were jacked up to play," said UMass for-

ward Lou Roe ( 16 points. 13 rebounds).
"We wanted to get right on them and let

them know we were here."

The Hawks knew Roe was in the game
from the start as the sophomore played
one of his best games of the season.

"Lou Roe is starting to play full bas-
ketball games and 1 am happy to see that,"

said UMass coach John Calipari.

UMass. never trailing in the game,
scored the first 10 (Mints and jumped to a
1 7-8 lead on a layup by Roe.

Roe grabbed seven offensive rebounds
leading the way for the Minutemen, who
outrebounded St. Joseph's 43-29.

"The key to the game was rebounding,"
Roe said. "St. Joe's is a good rebounding
team, so Harper and I wanted to keep

Chris Robinson, seen here against West Virginia, and the UMass baskett>all team next travel
to George Washington University for a Saturday game with the Colonials.

them off the glass by boxing out well and
crashing the boards at every chance."

UMass was in control throughout, an-
swering every Hawk run. UMass claimed
its largest lead of the night. 19 points,

midway through the second half on a 12-

2 run. highlighted by a Jerome Malloy
three pointer. The Minutemen never al-

lowed its lead to shrink below nine.

Each UMass starter scored in double
figures. Malloy |>oured in 18, forward Tony
Barbee had 12. and guard Derek Kellogg
added 11.

Balanced scoring aside, it was the
Minutemen's pressure defense which was

the key St Jospeh's started the night
with an airbali by guard Bernard Blunt
(15 points) and ended shooting only 38
percent from the floor.

"We got a little tired in the second half,

but because we were defending so well
and rebounding so well, we were able to
hold on," Roe said.

"We gave an honest effort, but we were
just outplayed," said St. Joseph's coach
John Gnflin. "That's a fme basketball team."

The victory put UMass in command of
the conference race as it travels to
Washington D.C. Saturday to play George
Washington (noon start).

Eight years removed, still a legend
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA—There has notbeen
much winning basketball at St. Joseph's
University in recent years. Ask UMass
assistant coach James "Bruiser" Flint. He
should know.

Flint played for St. Joe's from 1983-87,
and was the starting point guard for the
1985-86 Hawk team that reached the
NCAAs. Even from a school that was tra-

ditionally strong at guard, Flint remains
one of the best to have ever played at
Hawk Hill.

"He was an over acheiver, a tough kid
who never quit," said J.T. Wilcox, a Hawk
alumnus who has followed St. Joe's since
1950. "Bruiser was very bright, and I

remember that he always had a smile on
his face."

This year's St. Joseph's team has the

standard quota of exceptional guards;
Bernard Blunt. Rap Curry, and fabulous
freshman Mark Bass are the main reason
the Hawks may be returning to theNCAAs
for the first time since Flint left.

"I knew Bruiser since high school, and
his smile is the thing I remember the
most." former St. Joe's sports information
director Andy Dougherty said. "He was
the player of the year in Philadelphia his
senior year, he played across the street at
Episcopal Academy.

"He reminds me a lot of jNBA star I

Michael Adams, the way he pushed the
ball up. He was a helluva point guard. .

not afraid to go to the hole."

Flint was the unquestionable leader of
a Hawk team which won the Atlantic 10
with a 16-2 record in 1985-86. His hawks
went from the friendly confines of Hawk
Hill to the Carrier Dome in Syracuse, New
York for the NCAA Eastern Regional.

There, the Hawks defeated a tough
University ofRichmond team by one point
before falling to giant-killer Cleveland
State.

Coincidentally, the NCAA Eastern
Regionals this year are being held in
Syracuse, and Flint says he feels the
Hawks may be there.

"They definitely have a chance." Flint
said. "If they keep winning, then they'll

definitely be in the tournament.
"I'm really happy for the team, and I'm

hoping it will be an exciting game," he said
before the 81-69 UMass victory last night.
"This is the fourth year I've been back here
as coach, and it's always exciting, but it

makes it more exciting when this is a game
between the top two teams in the A-10."

One thing's for sure, if Curry. Blunt
and company want to reach the NCAAs
this year, they may want to take a page
from Bruiser Flint's old playbook.

Women try to end skid
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

After losing three straight games, the
University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team looks to bounce back
tomorrrow againstAtlantic 10 rival Rhode
Island at 2 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

URI is havinga similar season to UMass
(8-11, 4-5), as they've gone 9-11 overall and
have compiled a 3-5 record in the A-10.
Both teams would like nothing better than
to start on their winning ways tomorrow.

"We were on cloud nine earlier in the
season but now we're playing up and
down," said center Melissa Gurile. "It's

important that we be ready to take it to

them 1 URI j and be ready to win at home."
Rhody boasts some pretty impressive

individual statistics offensively, so the
Minutewomen will certainly have their

hands full defensively. Anne Kelsen leads
the way for URI with 15.4 points, 4.1

rebounds and 3.8 assists followed by
teammate Rebecca Bright, who has 14.4

pts and 6.4 rebs.

Keeping Monica Games off the glass
will also be a challenge for UMass, as she
averages eight rebs/game. She's also no
slouch on the offensive end with 10.3 pts/

game.
"Tomorrow will definitely be a differ-

ent game," said UMass head coach Joanie
O'Brien. "They are not a big team like
Rutgers but they're extra quick and they
play a funky match-up defense."

Although O'Brien is confident going
into tomorrow's game, she knows that the
Minutewomen will have to execute in ev-
ery facet of the game to beat the WRams.

"We'll have to open up our inside game,
but to do that, we first have to shoot from
the perimeter," she said. "Someone will
definitely have to step up offensively for
us."

Part of that burden will fall on the 6'3"

Gurile, who is averaging 15.1 pts and 8.4
rebs as a freshman. Gurile has been a
force all season long, showing not only
strong power moves on the inside but
great range from the outside. Another
freshman, Octavia Thomas, has quietly
had an impressive first year (12.4 pts, 7.8
rebs) and will be counted to provide some
timely points and rebounds.

As usual, another freshman, point
guard TrishHopson will be running things
from the point and senior forward Kim
Kristofik (13.8 pts) and junior Maleeka
Valentine will have to step up.

Women s gym
hosts Huskies
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachu-
setts women's gymnastics team
learned in their last meet, a 182.80-
179.65 lackluster victory over
Southern Connecticut State Uni-
versity, winning is great, but
learning is everything.

The Minutewomen had one goal
going into the meet with the
overmatched Division 2 powerhouse,
according to UMass head coach Alfie
Mitchell: "do not come away with a
wasted outing."

"No outing is wasted as long as
you learn something from it," said
UMass assistant coach Sue Allen.

UMass took this credo set by
Mitchell and the coaching staff by
scoring a season high 47.10 on the
balance beam. Led by Tammy
Marshall (9.8), Margaret Furtado
(9.65), and Abby May (9.65). the

Turn to WOMEN'S GYM, page 1
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*1.25
per

Washload

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAV • 7 DAYS A WEEK
J 1 Pray Street •Amherst 549-1665

Coffee...
(

.Snacks...

.. While Yc

ir Laundry!

Large Capacity

'

WASHING*
MACHINES
12-20-30 lbs.

cA.

South Town CommonsLAUNDROMAT
Enjoy the Convenience of
State-of-the-Art Washers 4
Dryers In onr Pleasant ^

^/3 Atmosphere.

479 WPst StrPPf . ^m

Now Open In Amherst
Just in time for Valentine's Day!

40 Main Street

Annherst, MA • 256-1451

Thomes Market
Northampton, MA • 584-0404

*"
"Just n little hint"

^bwm fl k Cartt

$5.00 off
1 Dozzen Roses (boxed or Mfopped, long stem)

Offer good ff«xjgh February 14}fi 1993

Over 25 Brands of Condoms with Close to 100 Varieties Like:

^^ Beyond Seven ^^ Maxx ^ Contenipo ^^
^ Sheik ^^ Kamlno ^ Ramses ^

Lifestyles ^^ Rubber Ehicky ^

256-077

1

Plenty of Free Parking • 178 North Pleasant Street
Behind Tibetan Treasures • Take Alley to Parking Lot

^l\nh fn^olfn. clU 0\JL%.

LL&q Lati

wMtad toe
much time this wotond is gonna b«
H>»oat you capum crunch

H»rryi valentihcs day

VOU ALWAYS MAKE ME SMH^
LOVE YOU ALWAYS. OHCNAR LE

Happy VaicnhriM Day
Alt my lov* forawar

youf 2« hf iomglatiunnv

Tu ad un amla tra« manW^ual
Jaraima

oc
WM you ba my Vatawinaf

I C. I'm aanding you a vat-

•Mina bacauaa I Mrani you 10 1» mina. I

LOVE YOU LOVE JCN

Door LawroM Mappy Valanlinas Day
Love t<HM Sclabb Josh XOXOX
Oaclaratlon of MIy Lov« lo BP Th« Nica
looking titghl inslruclor ev«n though I

am laaiharwatght nty k>v« tor you is

haaii'>»>ialB>« > lova you to much and I

want iha wtM of UMau to know n. la
my VaianUna torawar.

CUTE Bottv

- Mappy Vatanllnaa Day
I'm looking forward to a graai
ILVJTi Lova. your |itlartMig

Happy Valanlinaa Day
Happy Annivaraary
Happy Happy Joy Joy
rs baan a graai yaar logaihar
Lova alwrayt. KaUt
PS Laft ftghi soma crtma

WtH you ba my hyper acuva Valen>ma's
iMh' Lai's go Imd a tree to hang and
eachange totsles and huggwsi

Lova.

Happy Schmatentlnest

Lovaya.

No

veah you. salHng b«« iNm
Keep smaMng and
Happy Valanlinas Day

An Admtrar

TMa la ymtm breaih in aeitd tomt
How about roilertkaiing the naat Uma^

^•••ei» LASMe* Iew
Happy VaianMnas Day

Kiss KIM

JMJT.
Happy Valaniine's Day

ILovaYoui
EMO

Brian C. CraMraa
The 14<h IS coming up)
Your tub or mir>e7

Lottofsuda.

Thank yoi; lo rthe best year ol my life.

Happy Annivarsaryl

Lova. Miha

Nice Jewish Girl seeks
Mica Jewish Boy with
Large trust fund for

Valentines Oey romance
Please respond haral

Mike.
Are you lookir>g at me>
Who knew we'd still be together
just talking- for so lor»g

I LOVE VOU CUTEY"
Love.

Your Little Hick

Happy Valentine's Day
to my Johnny) •

You're my one and or)ly

I love you...

Oeanie

Amy, i know this Valentine is not as
good as last year, but I love you iust the
same (I'm just broke). Lova. Rob

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY"
Love you always.

Musky

iOJ.I'msoglad you'reapartofmylife.
I love you. Happy Valentine's day ' A&F
NEJ

Jantes F. Ryan. Ill of Monivale. NJ:
My love for VOU grows stronger every
year' Happy Valentine's Oayl Love Al
ways. Kim

To Blue Eyes. I will always love you
From Cutie

Trl,

Poopsie. Snookums.
Happy Valentine I

XOXO, EM
Happy V-Oay Shnookums Lova. Art.
Billy, Meisha and the fish

Sharon Gaffnay
'

It was great to see you again
The hug reminded me of old times
But the next lime I see you. I want to see
a smile. 0K» Happy Valentine's Day
With much, much love from an old friend

BECCA:J<8|)py;yXL;MLBva7a^^

SPAG
Love looks not with the eyes but with
the heart!

Love you Valentine
Janelle

Sheryl ft Crtssy
Happy

21st Binhday/Valentines
Love

The Puffton Posse

Vouarailiai
Happy ValaiNinaaOav
Lois a( k>vo Sutanrta

Lama: Happy Vatsndna and
Kossom anybody who says olttarwisa

Lova.

Moltamatf

My Iowa tor you is inctaaiing al alarm-
ing proportions Missiitg you graatly.

Lova.

N tha
Mmaa iM'va sitarad. the k>ng I

nigMs. torgal Iha hard times for this

waakaiHt I love you mor alhan words
cansay

CANDVI
CANOVt
CANDVI

For Mr Roberts of K>TA
iPiuThaiai

Eadusivaty
RN

InTltaU

Wont you baMna?

The past yaar has been faUtlousi I lova
you vary muctil

OMrtoila

up because Sunday you're aM
MNEi Happy Vatamma's Day.

Lova.

SHpb

I love you rm so glad yati*!* hara.
Happy Vaientine't Day Baba.

Love atwrays B Foravar
Suiaramovitch

Mapwf Vrtatlwaa Day Bhrra
Evan though I can ba stubborn
I stMl k>va now as much as I did tha day
I first saw I'll always love you*
With Love Preston

Happy Valawtlwa'a Day and Happy B
<iay Christina good luck with Iha Oma-
9M
Love Scott

Happy Valawtlwa'a Day to my South
ern Baue Lova AMiays your Soulham
Yankee John

HaattiBar.
Thanks for always being such
a great friend

Happy Vatantinas Day
Lova Always.
TheUmp

I lova you very much • I'm so glad we ara
togalhar. Happy 2nd Valentines Day.

Love Always,

Cuddly

Joanna I am so glad wa are finally

together You heve made me happier
than I ever dreamed possible. Love H.H.
Bear

Kkn. Gina. ft

Happy V Day
I Love U Guys
Bethie

LAWRCNCC
I wfH always love you
You sexy creature!

Keri

Happy Valemine't Day
Pick me up at 3:30 on Sunday
nijw waiting

Mci '

He's awesome, hilarious, brilliant, sen-
sitive, sexy, and loyal. Eat you heart ou
girls...HE'S Mlf4EI I love you. RobI
-ALG

•Weft O., thanks for the wonderful Nvo
years together. Here's to more - Happy
Valentine's Day! Love. Kris

TImmy Nawman,
Happy Vaientine't Day Snoopy
I Love You

Tracey

Hey Hannigan - (My Favorite guy at
1010)

Will you be mine?
Lova,

Btosaom

SAO-
"~~

Happy Valentine's Day!
See you at Barsie's sweetheart.

Love,

Maria

Teddy Cottrell.
I love you more every day.
Keep up the good work
Love, Carey

Stewy-
Can I touch you hair this
Valentine's Day?

Love,

The Guppie

Jasala-
I ve only met you once but I think you 're
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Hap^ Vatantlnaa Day
to

Jaa Koz'ol and
MauraanLawal

-Saeha

I Iowa you and this

parmaitani situation

MW'rein.

Thanks forloving me and beingmy baal
•riand. I'll k>vo you FOBf vf R

Snookia

MiV IhHMfeia dog taoa to ttiabonanna

ppf WriaMftMP 0>y I leva yoH

k ha* baan 3 yaars sinoa thai first Uss. I

am so ftappy that you are going to be
my wife We will have so many mora
Valantines Days in the yaart lo coma I

will always remember ttie kiss tftac

Started It an

!

Love akuray.

I love my |ob
I lova my Ida

I lova you.

I must baa

Sfeya

I dont know what rd do wWioul you
IMS samaaiar your my Mtia Princass
Happy Vatontinas Day
Lova
Your Frog

^Pl. Waeea are Red Violets are Blue
Tbare's nothing else to be said eacapl I

Lova youl Lova. you MiMa Spunky

Thank you for bringing ma
Iha tova l never unaginad
I could lee To mar«y more'
Love, Amy

Ta aM Hia Uwya
ItovayouaM
and you wia lika H
Happy Valanlinas Day
Joanie Lucy

Ban Ha only baan 0M«a moMhc but I

love you Hka erwy. Happy V-Oay. Lova
MEL

' VataMliM'a Day Chadi
It's bean a wonderful 2 years and S
month and 20 daysl And I lova you
more every day!

Love. JaniMtor

You are my ba« friend and ttia love o(
my life Togalhar waara the ba«' I k>ve
you very much and will forever*

Love.

Stephanie

r A ftOay and V day wish tor
you'ForyourB Day. I'll listen toPantera.

for ValerHine't . I love you,

Tina

Thanks for being tt»e most special man.
lover and friend I could ever ask for. I

love you'

Happy Valentines Oayl
Love, Julie

iChadI
Happy Valentines Day
Love, Jennifer

Canto.
Happy Valentines Oayl
Hope to see you soon
Have a great weekerul

Love Robs

To my Roomataa
At 33 Phillips Si Happy Valentines Day
and have a Happy New Year"

With Love. Rufabage (Rich)

OR
Joyuex de Jour Si. Valentine

Je T'aime

PK

Happy Valaatlwa'aDay to tha fiercest

fag DJ. in the world! I can't wait til

Saturday night you sexy man' Love the

man who really lovat you. miss thing

You are special. Baliave It

If I kr>ew where to begin I'd still be lost.

The thousands of miles tMtween us are

nothing compared to my love for you.
My body may be far away but my heart

always likes lies beside you. Let the

summer roll on, for the world is ours to

discover. BB.

Mkshella
As lime passes by
My love continues to grow
Although it has grown so much.
It has not aged
Each and every day. a new
love is born.

Love. EGUI

Robin Petaraon - you are the
woman!!! Run away with me to Vegas
and spend the rest of you life with me!
Otis is no place for a woman like you.

Yours forever and always, you know
who

JAGENOW, Next time you've got the

hiccups and you need to climb stairs I'll

be there. Will you ever let me pay for

dinner?

Miss Klmberly
Happy Valentine's Day
En(oy l Will

To my one and only Strutter

-

"I know a thing or two" (about you) Hey.
Wanna Rock and Roll over and be
creatures of the night?!

My love to you.

You 5'5 blonde

KriaU Iota fraBa soma mora your
secret admirer

Pook I atlN cant believe it's you' I hope
that our Valentine's Day lasts forever. I

love you! Oowmama
Patar F. I'll always lova you
Happy Valentines Day
Love Kristin JklXO

Oaar Rtoi. I^lappy V Day! I'll love you
torawart - BanPS - Smite, you'rewicked

I am so glad wo are together
Happy Valentines Day

Lova
Lauran (Tha Subda One)

Happy February ITHi Lowa. Tom

Happy Valanlina's Day
iWhol

Happy VatanUna* Oayl
Lova. you mualcal admirar

WiU you be my valandnaf
R?

Bk»-ltawayaN mora than you eouM
awar poasibto imaginai You makama to
Happy! NYC swakt us Happy Valen
dries day Elavatorl Lova. Rachal

KQ 8N wid KB
Happy Vatontinas Oay LadlM
Lova Ma

VatonUnaa Day Craigt

Itovayou'
Your Secret Admirer

Happy Vatontlnaa Day Oinlial
Have a great day
And beware of the ««eak to coma
Love Jenn

ANyRaa
WW you ba my ValamkM?

' Nanny Fannay
Happy Valentines Oay to my favorlla

tadhaad
From your MBto bigmm
Ta Bia 8-« Firaboys*

I can tad you what's hot.

It's the l«wah<« brothers I've got
This radhaad wants to say.

On this Valeniine's Day.
She sure does love you a toil

' Happy Vaientine't Oay
I call John from Labor 290A

2S6 3M4

Even though we cant be togetfwr, tfie

feelings I have for you are still as strong.

Being without you has made me realize

how important you are in my life Al

lliough m be spending this day alone, I

have tha contuiation that each day thai

passes. wW ba one less I have to spertd

wkhoulyou.
Love, Steve

PAPA BCAII
Tell me why I lova you Hka I do
You are tl«e swaotest. most thoughtful
man I have ever met. Ilovevou' Happy
Valentines day I'm keeping ttie stove
werm!

Love.

Your PrirKass

Vlck»-
—

—

I LOVE YOUl Happy VatonUna's Day
SwaathaartI Lai's take a ride in the
Batmobile!

Love Always.

Batman

Thn,
You are a wonderful person.
You have swept me off my
feet and made me you princass!

Happy Valentines Day!
Love, Your Honey

I love you very much! Have a fantastic

Valentine's Oay. I'm still trying to find a
Castle!

I lova you lots n' lots!

John

Valentines Day Keep smiling

Lova,

Mike you reck my «vorld Happy
Valentines Day Love Susan

To all (

I Hope we all get to cash our checks!
Happy Valentines Oay
Love and the President arid Founder
Angie

143
Happy Valentines Day!
Love Always Angle

Katth
Two Valentines Day Down,
many more to go ( I hopel)
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!
Love, Lauri

To my Hugga Dougga
You are always in

My thoughts and prayers!

Love, Cutes

Krazy K.

One year with you
is not enought'

Happy Valentine's Day'

Love Jen

Jon Martowa
You're such a babe
I figured you deserved

Another personal

Love Krary

Jen Mariowo
Happy Valentines Day
Get ready for a good day
and a great night

your secret admirer

The Sensitive Naked Man

Tracey,
Are you ready

For your surprise?

Love. Danny

>;^..
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// You Have Your Own Wew of What's Important , . .

..o^

vc^^
\0
^e Arts Council

Spring

0^^ Deadlines

M 2/19 and 3/26

and Land a Grant

The Arts Cound supports
diversity and fosters exceNerx^
in the Arts on Campus.

• • •

RSOs, Art Organizations.

ACA Departments. Questions?,

GuidarKe, Applications!

203 Hatbrouck 545-0202

n

ile Your Car Is
ein^ Repaired

Use tPie

to Campus plus

10% OFF with student I.D.
NoOMIdwWiOthBrOiKOunti. OFFEK EXPWES ^2M3.

miDAS

UFFIiRS BRAKES SHOCKS STRUTS mf
COMPUTERIZED ALIGNMENT

RTE. 9/HADLEY
586-9991

NEAR HAMPSHIRE MALL

Special
%^ Valentine's Day Cakes

1^1 (o)(o
SlODdl QOgD.

k thm$§ latoi
1 7 Kellogg Ave. Amherst, MA

7 am - 1 1 pm Sun - Thurs

7 am - Midnight Fri + Sat

oi°rd

JJ
Ask about our free Birthday Calce Give-Away!

Valentine's Day at the 7op of the Campus'

Dinner ServedFmm 5:00 • 9:00 PM
Regular Menu

Special R.H. Phillips 'Wine for Two'

Red Camatlonipr the ladles

The Ever Fabulous 'Jennifer Paul' at the Piano

Call Now for Reservations 545-3216

Top

CMopus Restanrani
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IMiiBS
ihm&Sm

TaMyl
I iuct ihougM I'd (end you this massage
to lei you know how mucti

I love youf

I'm so happy tti«i you are a part of my
lite - you'U always fill a special place in

my heart I can't wait lo spend
Vatentine's Day «Mlh youl

FrofTi yourPumpkin - Carolyn

T* flM k*v with the bread infection.

Handcuffs tonighi?

I promise I'll be healthy

Happy ValefiiirM's Day I

Love.

Tsmy

Will you be my Valentine A.J.?

From your Butthead

Vou are a God among Gods
A devil amor>g devils

And a friend for life

So run away - Love Mona

Adam H. lAKA Rochst
There IS rK) on« I'd lather darKe
on a bar for

I saved ttie last cartdy for you
Love,

Victoria G lAOA
DocoalMTtpy)

TM
Embrace me. kits me. Itold me tiglN. I'M

have a surprise for you Su(«day nighll

Happy V Oayi

Love Atways.

Buenevere

AUaon nt«MMM al tiM BKiawaN« 74)0

Love Matt

Jan iiMM HM at ttie BKiawaH « 7:30
Love Man

Hey CO.
Happy 21st

Love. Jeff

Otaia mtM $m» m I

Love Man
at 0.-00

w « «• Mua«MM « tJO
Love Man

Gary meet M« attha

B

luawaM ai »<0
Love Man

How many times have I said I low you
artd It grows every day. I know you can
achieve you dreams I Always remem-
ber you're the greatest*

Love. Lillian

*Vou doni want ttie cftoese. you just

want to gat out of tfie trap* . . . at least for

now. I hope
Happy Valentines Day
I love you

With love

Stinkpuai

Taeettwak - Happy ValanUna's Day.
Let's go for attrivl Pop<a

I have fun wfian I'm vnth you. Happy
ValarNina's Oeyt

AHmylova,
NikU

V«M towe made my past two
Valanlinas Days very special, and I look
forward to spending this years with
youi Vou conlinue lo make me very
happy. I LOVE VOL) SO IMUCH Bath

Ta tfta fawr seniast Babes on campuK
Backy, Oiane. Joyce. ar>d Laigli

Vou guys are lt«e graalasil fm so glad
thai we've become suct« graal trier>dti

I'm sure if S. . J . R . and krtew what
was up. ttiai tftay'd want to spend V Day
wkli youl Anyways

Happy Vaterwinas Day*
Love the Fifth Seiiest Babal

Look* MM we made H.

So ttappy V'day and
Ind Armiversary.

Love. Railroad 8UI

Good ktek writh Anderson Cortsullmg.

Oo you remember ma7 Happy
Valentine's Dayl

Niki

You're abtoMaty looradMila .... in avofy
way possible'

Lova.

LO.

*rm going to turn on ttie tigtn. and wa'M
be two people in a dark room looking at

eachonierarHl wondering why oneanh
wa ware afraid of ttta dark.'

Happy Vatamina's Dayl
With Love
BabyOoll

Arrrgh (frustrated. I miss you scream) I

miss you and I love you
Love. Oougloch

Good luch John m tita Omtt BTt ttWc

weakand. pull HARD* Hurry home so
wa can calabrate Valemirte's Day. Love
your AXP sweetheart

To my Fuuy Menhay
Happy Valentines Day
Love Me

Oo you want to play wiHt tno7

Lowa. Chaitoaa

Have a great Valentine Dayl
You're tlw best babe
Love always

Chad

The past three rTH>r«lhs fiave tieen great

artd I look forward to ttm Sprmg se

meslar.

Happy ValenlirMS Oeyl

XOXO Jaaon
P & I still think you're lappedl

Doa. Staph. Trtah. Sam -
Guys come artd go. iMit friends last

t(¥ever. Have a graal dayl
NtUu

Cathy. Wontty
Hippy Valentines Day Call Vour

. . . VataMlMa O^r Stacy lam
Jason I love youSuga

TMTfcaylaco.
iHkavarbuai
wiardo

Happy ValawMwas t^ Swaadtaani
TTia baat yoara of my life have been tfN
one's spent with you I'll love you al-

ways arHl forever

Love.

Tara

A Ipadai Vaientme to the love of my
Mai You wil always be a twink to mal
Dome is die word that does it to nwl

Love.

Wahln. Happy Valantlnaa Dayll
You're tfw sweetest Valentirw in tfte

world. I love you with all my heart.

LovaaKwaya
Jon

Seeking Single Me«e
To share salmon pla

on va ismina't Day - CaM A«ma<

Wow. look at aa ttiata personala-
And you've got one tool*

rvou knew you wouMI
I live for batrtg partonal wtlh you
You make lovin fun

And rne vary ttappy

I

you your IheMM 0107 DO'S

WNy GatkwvHapwVriaMM-tl Lew
Marian. Louiaand

Happy VHanitirtes Day. sugari I miaa

yoo artd can't wan to see rny Mita

marmaid Htw waakand. Lowe EndMaik

My Prin

Smce the day you waMad into my Mo
this day has had a meaning I LOVt YOU
Love.

Your sweat PnrKO.

HaroTM

Thaaa paai wraafe* have flown t>y, I can't

saam to ba sattsfiad of ytiu. it only gala

woraa whan I riava to leave. My toaHnge
laN nte that I havent made a wrong
cftoice artd only through our

meni will we firtd irtiimacy.

Lova.

iHiO
Short artd iweat
Oab
Happy v Day
LovaYa
Erk

afore high tech. Itow did
love manage to survive'

Thankfully, we'll never krtowl

I love you
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY
HugaftKiaaas
Timl

Happy Valantine's Day Goofy
143

Lowe
WLF

2 1/2

Happy
ago *L«wa at NiM SigM*

aOay Adami
Lova you.

V«^ Have an Es-
kimo kiss, a homo braw. and a sntfla.

ANI OHEV OTACHI Always. Ban

VK I lawaandmis* you immansatyf
Love. Lisa

I kiHM* hew wendsrM lo«o can ba ba-
cauaa of tlia wottdarliri parson you are*

Happy VilanMnas Oay
lk>wavou

Oahiie.

Backy. a Jackie. Happy ValanUnaa Oayi
Lotro Always. Tiffany

I love you Sftatsaekopf

for ahways artd forever

Here's to itina tnonWn
P.& Tlianji Bardi

I'm in love with you
Its forever true

MMMyeuba

Teehae
Brtan

DMvLaH
Happy Valantlnas Day
Are you ttill eating

Cum off itte Sidewalk?

Ilova you
B«

•an - Happy ValewUna's Day to my
bast friertd' Vou are the best artd lite

yaataet frtartd I coutd ask for' i dont
torgat our good times together here

O' stop thirtkirtg al>oul ttte orte* tocome'
I 'ova youcutie" Kaihy

-LovoMJO

I love youl

Sparky

IWaulitMwdayrithinknot Not
I'm with you' Happy V day Love

JJLP.

En un liia como hoy. haoe 4 anos atras.

•e roboMa mi carwon al dedrnw las

cosa* ma* baHas qua lamaa algulan iTw
haya dicfto. Oasde que ma dadarana tu
amor por mt. ha tido la mular ma*
aforturtadai

Teamo.
GitaMe

kiy vary ba*t buddyi
Happy ValanUna'sl

Lova.

Natasha

Happy ValenHnes Oay
Slop beirtg lude to me or
I'll eat Rocky B Bullwinkia

I love you B ibaeee
Why aren't we ten baby?

If God orte day struck me tjlirtd.

your beauty I'd still see
Love is 2 weak 2 defiite

Just wftal you mean 2 ma
I truly adore U
John

Mia* EHobath. Happy Valaniine's Oayi
Vour ifta griaiatt roonwnaiet in the
worldi Lova you know wtto

tftacflrtaNycomato

I say you'N be mtnc

DANUMCNt
Vd* you. Oanny bear Thank you tor
making the pa*t year so wonderful. I'v

•n*oyod awary titomani wa'wa shared
a«»d every memory we've created
You're a very speoal person
torgel h<Mr much I love youl
Happy VHontlne's Day' I

Love. Your OBaar

I'll lova you foravarl

Happy ValertPrtes Oay
Lowe.

Diana

Happy Valancines Day
I lotra you very much
but thartk the lord I

am leatnng

StMty
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'COLLEGIAN' TO PUBLISH DAILY;

BUDGET APPROVED BY SENATE
by JACK DEAN
Manaciat Editor

UMass will have a daily news-
paper next year.

In a marmthon meettnc which
ended early Thursday morning,
the Student Senate unanimoua-
ly approved CoUe^an expansion
plans by passing Its $67,948
budget This sum Is the larfest
appropriation to any Recognized
Student Organization.

The plan, according to Editor-

in-Chief Chet Weinerman, will

provide the campus with fresh

news each day. "Not only will we

be publishing daily", Weinerman
told the Senators, "we are also

planning for morning distribu-

tion."

Under this plan the Collegian

will publish eight pages per day,

Monday through Friday. An 8:30

campus delivery to the Dining

Commons' and Union is planned.

Included in the butlget Is pro-

vision for an official Collegian

automobile. Weinerman pointed

out to the Senators ttiat in one

year the car will more than pay

for itseU.

At a general staff meeting last

night, Weinerman announced the

Senate action and expressed his

hope for cooperation fnmi the

staff to make the "new" Colle-

gian one of the finest collegiate

lailies.

Weinerman told the staff that

the paper wUI pobllah each day
durini^ the week of May 8-12 in

preparation for next Fall's dally

schedule.

Also at the meeting Bob Gor-

man announced his resignation

as News Editor to take the post

of South College Reporter.

CoUegian to Publish Daily
(Mdttor't w>(«. The /oUowtng tditonai appeared m the Oreen/ieM
Recorder on May S.i

The Greenfield Recorder, one
of the oldest daily newspapers
in the United States, is happy
to note the impending birth of
the daily Massachusetts Cotxc-
ciAN at nearby Amherst.

This ehaase lo daily pubU-
cation refleeta (ke frowtli of
tter University of -.Maaaachu-
«etta and its increaainc Impor-
tance in tlie Uv«>9 of Bay StaK*
youtlL It also is an indication
of lli« vmlite of a campus
n*w»P"per tliat haa been
crowins in siae, scope and fre-
quency of iaaoance.

Some of The Recorder's read-
ers would be regularly shaken
and shocked by the Coixecian.
It is sometimes impudent and
often brasli. No sacred cow is

safe from its barbs and not
even UMass President John
Lederic is above criticism by
the student editors.

That is how the Coixccian
should be. It is published by,
of and for the student body at
the Uniwrsit/s Amherst
branch. Since both its staff and

readers are totally involved in

the institution and student ac-
tivities, anything that bean up-
on them IS fair game. And when
the LTMass world is not right
youth chooses its most effective
weapons to carry into the fray.

There are iaaiiea when our
student friends at the CoUe-
gian office are ajnost unbear-
ably stuffy and righteous. But
their sense of hiunor always
geto the upper hand again and
the next «litlon ia sure to
have sometiUng that wlU de-
light—or enrage—the more el-

derly society of faculty and
parents.

Publishing a newspaper daily
IS a demanding task. Now that
the student body is larger than
many a city, however, there al-

most certainly is enough talent
available and eager to accept
the challenge. Thus we await
the new campus daily with keen
anticipation and the realization
that the more sedate public
press must sharpen its own pro-
cedures to keep pace with our
new neighbors.

The Massachusetts Collegian - Friday, April 28, 1967
This is a repiint of an article from 1 967. The Collegian no longer receives any funding from the Student Senate or the University.

Friday, May 5, 1967

Celebrating 25 Years of Daily Publication • 1967 - 1992

Tuesday February 16. 1993

VOLUME Cll ISSUE 78

Snow beginning early and
continuing throughout the day.

Arts & Living:
Even though Groundhog Day passed two weeks ago,

the movie premiered last weekend. Read the Collegian's

review of Bill Murray's new movie. Page 9.

Sports:
The men's basketball team continued its

march toward the NCAA tournament with a

68-65 win over George Washington. Page 16.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily Newspaper in New England • Founded in 1890

Groups decry rape
of Bosnian women

MATT KAHN / COUEGIAN
WHAT. ME WORRY? - This unidentified snowsperson seems to be enjoying the tong

weekend.

By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Correspwndent

SOUTH HADLEY — Valentine s Day
brought six speakers to Mount Holyoke
College to plead for an end to the mass
rape in Bosnia.

Volunteers handed out flyers stating
ways people can help end the rapes of an
estimated 50,000 Bosnian women and girls

as part of a systematic policy of ethnic
cleansing taking place by Serbians.

*We stand here in shame because
American and European leaders stand
with their hands in their pockets and fail

to stop the carnage." said speaker Penny
Gill, a professorofhumanities and politics

at Mount Holyoke.

"Women's bodies have become the ter-

ritory of war. Women's womb's are to be
conquered and occupied," Gill said.

Listeners were asked to sign petitions,

write to representatives and donate money
The money raised will go to the World
Church Services located within Croatia to

purchase medicine, blankets and food and
create housing for refugees displact-d bv
the war.

The petitions aim to force Congress to

work towards two goals; to enforce the no-
fly zone over Bosnia and to lifl the 1991

Clinton trumpets *call to arms'
Economic plan to combine tax hikes, spending cuts

arms embargo that prohibits Bosnians in

Sarajevo from getting weapons to defend
themselves.

According to Alma Musanovic. a native
ofSarajevo who is now a >tudenl at .Mount
Holvoke, Bo.snians want the anus «>rnlMirgo

lifted

"Bosnians do not ask ftir iuiy<in«- t«> die

Turn to BOSNIA r " iy«- -1

Serbian war crimes
protested in vigil

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

Brothers are murdering their sifters in

Bosnia because many women and girU
are being raped and impregnated by the
Serbs, according to a speaker at a vigil

Sunday afternoon on the Amhensl Town
Common

Donna Bartell. a pmnee activist since
the Vietnam War. organized and spoke at

the "Women for Human Rights N'igil."

where approximately .15 pt-upk- >;atherid

to raise public consciou.<«ness of what
Bosnian women and girls are enduring

"Women are being murdered because
Turn to VIGtt.. page 4

By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

President Clinton revved up his sales pitch last night
for a painful package of of tax increases and spending
cuts, saying he's trying to steer "a new course" for the
nation's economy that will quickly pay off with 500,000
jobs.

Clinton's economic "call to arms" was broadcast on
national television last night as a warmup for his address
to a joint session of Congress Wednesday night.

Clinton's plan envisions roughly $500 billion in tax
increases and spending reductions on many popular
programs over four years to cut the deficit. Big corpora-
tions and wealthy Americans face significant boosts in
their income tax rates.

"We're trying to change a direction of 12 years and
take a new course," he said. "I'm going to offer a program
that will create half a million or more jobs in the short
run. and that is highly progressive, that is very well-
balanced, that is faithful to the great middle-class of this
country and good for the things we care about."

One part of the plan that will affect all Americans is a
broad-based energy tax including electricity, coal, oil.

natural gas and gasoline. Clinton said the approach would
be more progressive than a tax based strictly on sales.

The other side of the coin calls for spending increases
— $15 billion for an investment tax credit to help small
companies buy new machinery, and $16 billion for job-

intensive projects like highway and bridge construction.
Americans who watched Clinton's speech last night

agreed with him on the need to revive the economy, but
some wondered where the spefics were.

"I agree with him that change has to take place," said
Vee Hays, part-owner of a weekly newspaper group in

suburban Nashville. "But how can I support something I

don't know about."

Joel Nadon, 36, an industrial automation systems
designer from Ashland City. Tenn. , said the charts Clinton
used to illustrate his speech were deceptive.

"I find it hard to believe the man," Nadon said. "1 don't
know what he's trying to say or accomplish by this. . . I

don't feel that he's going to do anything."
Julia Hennessey, a 34-year-oId waitress from Fort

Lee. N.J.. agreed the speech was short on detail, but said
she voted for Clinton and still supports him.

"I really think his plan will work," she said. "I have
faith in him."

Panel analyzes effects of AIDS
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

The nation's resources for combatting the HIV/AIDS
virus are often not made available to minorities and
people living in poverty, according to several panelists
who spoke at Amherst College Sunday as part of the
school's AIDS Awareness Weekend.

The two main speakers on the panel were Kwame
Holman. a Congressional correspondent for the "MacNeil/
Lehrer Newshour." and Marsha, a Black HIV-positive
woman from Springfield who works for a public health
clinic. Marsha's last name was not given.

Holman, a documentary journalist, offered his per-
spective on the AIDS issue in American society by relating
experiences he has had while covering stories about
people with the virus.

Holman said he believed he has seen some changes in

the way the AIDS issue is thought about over the past
several years.

"As little as five years ago people were not sure about
being in the same room as someone who is HIV positive"

because people were not sure how AIDS was spread or
who could contract the disease, Holman said.

In the late 1980s, Holman followed the Ryan White
case, a story about a young hemophiliac boy who tried to

attend public school even though he had AIDS.
Parents of the school rejected White's attempt to

enroll in school because they said did not want their

children exposed to AIDS.
Today, Holman said, "there are plenty ofRyan Whites

going to school."

In other ways, Holman said he does not see a change
in the way society thinks about AIDS. "Fear and dis-

crimination of the disease are not changing rapidly," he
said.

Especially in the case of minorities and low income
families living in povertywho have the "politics ofmoney"
working against them, discrimination is very real.

"There iscompetition for resources," Holman explained.

"White gay men have the best facilities."

Marsha, however, gave personal input on the issue by
discussing being HIV positive and also being a member
of the Black community. She shared experiences her
family has had as well as experiences she has seen with
the people she works with at the hospital.

"Black people with AIDS do not receive support,"

Turn to AIDS, page 6

Navy, Marines
await report
on Tailhook
By SUSANNE M. SCAFER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— As it braces for the release of

the Pentagon inspector general's report on the
TaiIhof)k sex abuse scandal, the Navy and Marine
Corps have quietly laid the groundwork for dealinu
with the report's cf»mplex legal fallout.

The report is expected to be so explosive in

nature — and detailed in its findings of sexual
misbehavior and other misconduct — that scores of
officers are likely to be referred lo courts martial or
recommended for a series of lesser disciplinary

proceedings.

The report, written by Pentagon Inspector
General Dereck Vander Schaaf, will deal with the
Tailhook convention in Las Vegas in 1991, where
several dozen women complained they were groped
and fondled by Navy and Marine Corps aviators.
The report, expected to be released by the end of
this month, is also supposed to take up any at-

tempts to cover up misconduct that might have
taken place.

The charges could prove deva.stating to the
highest ranks of the service if .senior admirals are
accu.sed of failing to halt the tawdry activity that
has been known to have taken place for years at the
convention.

"It's going to be ugly, no doubt alx)ut it." said one
senior officer whose ow n boss could be among tho.se

targeted.

The Navy and Marine Corps have each cho.><en a
high-ranking ofTicer to decide whether the cases
against individuals named in the report should be
sent through an administrative process convened
by an individual commander — known as a
"captain's mast."

A court martial is called to try the most serious
charges — and is automatically required in the
case of felonies. A captain's mast deals with non-
crimianl acts that usually involve disciplinary
matters.

The estabhshment of the so-called "central con-
vening authority" for each service is to ensure a fair

and equitable treatment for each of the accu.sed.

Navv officials said.
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Friday, Feb. 19 Saturday, Feb. 20
Brown Bag Lunch Discussion — The weekly discus-

sion series continues with -Who is We? Race, Sexuality Symposium— -Intersection: Confronting Racism and
and Culture," a talk by Djoia Bernerd Branner. Brian Homophobia," with panelists Tim Blake. Esther Terry
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Researchers look to Stone Age for cures

Address all correspondence to:

1 1 3 Campus Center
Universit>- ol Vlassachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fax: (413) 545-1592

By PAUL RAEBURN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Breast cancer is 100 times as common
now as it was in the Stone Age. a finding that suggests
ways to dramatically reduce the frequency ofthe disease,
a researcher said Monday.

Studies of Stone Age child-rearing also suggest that
babies who sleep with their mothers may be at lower
risk of sudden infant death syndrome, a researcher
said.

The studies, presented at the annual meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science,
are products of the new field of evolutionary medicine.
Its central tenet is that human society has changed
drastically since the Stone Age but human biology
hasn't.

Humans evolved to function under Stone Age condi-
tions, which persisted for millions ofyears, and they are
now out ofsync with their environment in ways that lead
to di.^^ease, researchers said.

"From the standpoint of our biology and chemistry,
we're still Stone-Agers." said one author of the breast
cancer study. Dr. S. Boyd Eaton of Emor\' University in
Atlanta. "But our biologj- operates under different cir-

cumstances from those for which it was designed."
The determinations ofStoneAge lifestylescome partly

from fossil evidence but mostly from studies of present-
day tribes of nomadic hunter-gatherers, who are the
closest modern equivalents ofStone Age humans, Eaton
said.

American women currently face a one-in-eight or one-
in-nine lifetime risk ofdeveloping breast cancer, according
to the National Cancer Institute in Washington. D.C.
The risk in Stone Age women was about one in 800 or one
in 900. Eaton said.

He found that women in hunter-gatherer tribes begin
menstruating earlier than women in Western societies,
have their first child earlier, have more children, nurse
more frequently and have earlier menopause.

All of those lower breast cancer risk by reducing the
rate of the out-of-control cell reproduction characteristic
of cancer tumors, he said.

While he would not recommend that American women
begin having children at age 13, as Stone Age women did.
he said that hormonal injections could be used to mimic
Stone Age conditions, possibly producing dramatic de-
clines in breast cancer rates.

"We by no means advocate doing this willy-nilly for all

women now," he said. But studies should Ih' done to
determine the value ofmimicking the hormonal changes
associated with Stone Age child-rearing, he said

Such treatment could aLso lower the risk of endome-
trial cancer and ovarian cancer, he said.

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAI.S

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility in Human Relations is soliciting innovative

proposals for educational and program activities which have the following goals:

enhance understanding of multicultural issues

encourage collaboration between different campus communities and constituencies

promote mutual respect

Eligibility: Undcrijraduales, graduate students, staff and faculty, as individuals or groups

Award Criteria I'roposed activities

must bring together persons from two or more communities or constituencies in a
joint activity

must demonstrate collaboration of communities or constituencies in the proposal
planning process

should demonstrate impact on multicultural understanding and mutual respect on
the campus or larger community
should not replace activities which ordinarily should be funded through existing

sources of funds

should begin in the spring 1993 semester

Examples of Activities Which Could be Funded: Forums, .speakers, film/video series,

seminars, workshops, public education programs about hate crimes and incidents, outreach
activities to secondary schools and home communities, community public service programs,
faculty/student collaboration to develop new courses, performance events, printed materials,

posters.

Proposal Coinpoiieiits:

a clear description of how the proposed activities will meet both the goals and
award criteria

a list of groups involved and the person or persons responsible for the activity

a mechanism for evaluating impact and effectiveness of the activities

a timeline indicating when the activities would start and conclude

a budget

Award Ranges: $250 to $1500, with total awards not to exceed $10,000

Submission Date ^nd Location: Chancellor's Commission on Civility in Human Relations

(545-0851), 206 Middlesex House, by 5:00 p.m., Friday, March 5, 1993.

Proposal Reviewers: A joint committee of the Chancellor's Commission on Civility in

Human Relations and the Chancellor's Multicultural Advisory Board

Award Announcements: Awards will be announced by Friday, March 12, 1993

Correction
The article on the Board of Governors meeting

in the Friday, Feb. 1 2 issue of the Collegian con-
tained several errors. A statement by Ben Preston,
BOG chairperson, should have read that boarding
hall charges are marked for increase in next year's
budget.

The article should have read that the Auxiliary

Services task force is considering closing one line

at Hampshire Dining Commons, but that the task
force is not cutting back hours at either the Worces-
ter or Hampshire Dining Commons.

The article should have read that a motion was
made to change voting so that voting for the Board's
officers would be held two weeks after new Student
Government and Board members are elected.

The Collegian regrets the errors.
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Professor seeks
to comprehend
world history
By JENNIFER BARROWS
Collegian Correspondent

"We must understand better the processes that under-
muie human society." said William H. McNeill, retired
professor of history from the University of Chicago.

F^aculty members and students alike managed to trek
through the sleet and snow last Friday to Herter Hall to
hear McNeill's lecture titled. "Conceptualizing World
History."

McNeill, who is the author ofseveral highly-acclaimed
accounts of world history, said his conception of world
histoi-y has adjusted.

"The notion of a world system is something I did not
give enough weight to when I wrot« The Rise ofthe West,'
McNeill said.

McNeill went on to say he believed there is no such
thing as the United States because there are millions of
different people all ofwhom have different purposes. The
factor that people have in common is that history gives us
an idea of where we come from and how we got there,
according to McNeill.

McNeill spoke ofthe two models ofworld history— the
cyclical and the linear. The cyclical patterns that history
takes come in the form ofthe two world wars, for example.
McNeill said aOer the World War I. the second war
became ineviuble. Conversely, the linear model of his-
tory is that once something happens, it cannot happen
again.

Two ofMcNeill's accounts ofworld history are entitled
The Rise ofthe West and Plagues and Peoples. The Rise of
the West deals with cultural diffusion.

McNeill said he realized during the course of his
writing that he was dealing with the history of power.
The book Plagues and Peoples deals with the history of
disease.

McNeill said ships from the times of the European
exploration ofthe Americas carried not only people with
their new hopes, but also many diseases which managed
to wipe out many of the native peoples of these new-
lands.

McNeill gave some positive advice to those hoping to
publish their own accounts of world history— "You have
a lot to do to write a good history book, but it can be done."

One member of the audience asked McNeill if it was
possible for a historian to look into the past and predict
the future.

"I try not to look at the future because I have been
wrong before." McNeill said. "I predicted the future to my
contemporaries and I was plain wrong."

UGHTS. CAMERA. ACTION
Center events.

I his ever-present searchlight serves as a beacon to gu.de spectators to all Mullins

UMass program supports gays
GLB Concerns fills campus need for education
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

On the outer edge of Southwest, nestled within the
East end of Crampton residence hall, stands the pink
door that directs visitors towards one ofthe most important
resources for gay. lesbian and bisexual individuals on the
University of Massachusetts campus.

The Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns,
a branch of the University's Student Affairs Division,
was created m 1985 in response to a series ofhomophobic
incidents, student protests, and the release of a report
issued by the gay campus community
The GLB Concerns Program fulfills a vital need We

not only supportand celebrate the diverseGLB community
on campus, but we also educaU- the entire community on
GLB issues," said Felice Yeskel. program director.

The Program for GLB Concerns is unique, existing as
one ofthe only substantially funded University programs
in the nation which attempts to fully address the ntH?ds
of gay students and faculty.

"It's unique. Only a handful of other colleges and
universities have similar programs," Wendy Mataya. the
program's media coordinator, said.

One educational resource offered by the Program, the

Speakers Bureau, is designed t«i break stereotypes and
reduce homophobia by letting students talk to a pi»nel of
positive gay. lesbian and busexual people.

Listening to other GLB individuals share their «'xpe-
riences may also help gay audience members in theirown
coming out process, according to Dvora Zipkin. the
Speaker's Bureau coordinator.

"I think an effective way to break down siere<.t> p«s is

to meet someone face to face, hear their stoi^. and realize
that they are ju.st thinking, feeling people who want to
live their lives." Zipkin said.

With an extensive librar\' of books and videos, and .i

24- hour GLB telephone information service called
Ij\MDA. the program offers public acces.s to j^ay litera-
ture and knowledge of events and organizations.

"We have a library ofover 900 l)ook8. and IJVMDA «(«?•
over a hundred calls a month." Mataya .said

The Program helps facilitate Gay. Ix-sbian and Bi-
sexual Awareness Week in ,\pnl. publishes a monthly
newsletter called The Blat* i t. and coordinates or sp^ui-

sors most GLB campus events.

From folksmgers and comedians to leiture.s and films,
the program attempts to offer a myriad of rducationai
and entertainment options.
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DCs offer study halls
Provide coffee and food for thought
By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian Correspondent

An estimated 250 students trek to

the dining commons each night, not for

a meal, but for a place to study.

Study sessions, with free tea and
coffee, are available in Southwest's
Berkshire and Northeast's Worcester
dining commons Sunday through
Wednesday from 8 to 1 1 p.m.

The goals of the study sessions, ac-

cordingtoorganizingleaderCarol-Anne
Hickey, are to provide a safe and con-

venient locale where, because dorms
are too noisy and the library is too

dangerous to walk to late at night.

academics are the top priority.

"We want people to come on their

own
I who are] serious about studying."

Hickey explained. She said the coffee

and tea are provided so students won't
have to walk to stores when it's dark.

Funding for the study halls, accord-
ing to Ann Miller, the director of Resi-

dential life, requires applyingfora grant
from the University's Cultural En-
richment Fund, which gets its money
from the pinball machines on campus.

The money is given to Dick Rossi.
the director ofUniversity Food Services,
who has the authority to allow the
dining commons to be used, to get the
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Housing Cable Network
adds academic channel

Parachute Club members to
descend from new heights
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts Sport
Parachute Club is rising to new heights.

For the first time ever, four ofthe club's

most qualified members will travel to the

National Collegiate Skydiving Champi-
onships in December of 1993.

The trip was made possible when the

Student Senate's finance committee
unanimously awarded last Wednesday,
grant money to aid the club in travel

expenses.

"We've never partitioned for money
before." said senior Christine Wadel. sec-

retary of the club. "We're a nonprofit reg-

istered student organization and we don't

charge dues to members new or old."

When the club sponsors a first-time

jumper course they make only five dollars
off of a beginner jumper. The remainder
goes to the airport for cover expenses.

Because the club doesn't charge dues,
it relies on the five dollar increments to

help defray advertising expenses.
"Without the SGA's help it would have

been close to impossible to attend the
collegiates." Wadel said.

Junior Rob Desiiets. president of the
club, said the collegiate nationals will

offer the team an opportunity to learn new-
skydiving techniques as well as gain rec-
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By BILL ROGERS
Collegian Staff

The Housing Services Cable Network
<HSCN) now has an academic channel
that will allow people from different
countries and language programs to lis-

ten to newscasts in their respective lan-

guages.

University ofMassachu.setts Academic
Channel (UMAC). channel 14. will be
playing programs that are to be beamed
down from satellites owned by the Satel-

lite Communications For Learning
(SCOLA > Network of International New s.

The news programs originate from coun-
tries all around the world, including the
recent headliners Russia. Croatia. Latvia.

Lithuania and Slovenia.

Ed Phinney. faculty director of the
University Foreign Language Resource
Center, said he is thrilled with the
University's free acquisition ofthe SCOLA
Network, because there are students here
at the University representing every
country within the network.

A schedule of the exact times when
each specific country's news will air may
be obtained from the front desk in the
Foreign Language Resource Center or by
calling 545-0950. Watchers are warned
that the network sometimes changes pro-

grams without advance notice.

The channel will also be broadcasting
delayed programs from the Massachu-
setts Corporation For Educational Televi-
sion (MCET) starting today. Some pro-

grams that will be shown are. "Boston by

Foot." a survey of Boston s most historic

places, and "Contemporaiy Great Minds."
an interview on "Measuring Ihtelligence"

with Harvard Education Professor Howard
Gardner.

Other programs will be "Order in

Chaos." part of a series explaining Chaos
theory in Mathematics, and a special pro-

gram on Hokkaido. Japan.
Another special progiam. "Malcolm X.

His Life And Work." will Ik* broadca.st

twice on Channel 14. and will feature his

biogiaphy. literature about him. and mu-
sic from the era. It will also look at the
recent Spike Lee movie on him and its

social impact.

Northeastern University's Ron Bailey
will join members of the UMass faculty to

answer questions during the last 40 min-
utes of the broadcast, which will be desig-

nated for call-in questions and comments
on Malcolm X.

The program will be broadcast live on
Wednesday. Feb. 24 at 11:20 a.m. -12:50
p.m. and on Thursday, Feb. 25 at 4-5:30
p.m. Non-residential students and fac-

ulty may view the Wednesday broadcast
in the Academic Lounge of the University
Foreign Language Resource Center by
reserving a seat. Professors have l)een

encouraged to make information avail-
able to students.

The entire University community is

invited to see the replayed progiam on
Feb. 25 at 4 p.m. in the Cance Lounge in

Southwest. A discussion will follow the
taped progiam and refreshments will be
served.
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New site proposed for tribe
Fort Devens may be home for Nipmuc reservation
AVER (AP) — As part of their quest for federal

recognition, the Nipmuc Indians ofcentral Massachu-
setts want to establish a reservation at Fort Devens
when the Army base is mothballed in 1995.

The 2,500-member tribe has proposed using the
site for a hotel, casino, housing, medical facilities and
American Indian museum.

"A reservation would bind us together as a people."
said the tribe's chief, Edward "Wise Owl" Moss of
Grafton.

"Our language is dying. There are

only a few that still speak it. Ifwe
don 't educate our kids, it will be
gone.

"

- Chief Edward "Wise Owl" Moss

Peter Silva of Berlin said using the former Army
base as a reservation would provide opportunities for
other area residents as well.

"The reservation would provide economic stability

for the area," he told the Telegram & Gazette of
Worcester.

Key to that idea is gaining formal recognition as an
American Indian tribe. The Nipmucs, whose name
means "people of the freshwater fishing places," have
been petitioning the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs

for years to obtain that status.

Bureau spokesman Carl Shaw said the process can
take up to a decade.

"There are many requirements, and it can be very
difficult to prove." Shaw said.

Requirements include a link to American Indian
descendants, proof that a tribe lives like American
Indians and recognition from area cities and towns
that the Indians live as a tribe.

In the late 1600s. the Nipmuc Indians joined the
Wampanoags, Narragansetts and Mohegans in a
series of battles to expel white settlers from their
land.

But the tribe's population diminished. The colonial

militia slaughtered 300 Nipmucs at Turners Falls in

May 1676. Nipmuc historians say, and later many
died of disease, were imprisoned on Deer Island in

Boston Harbor or were sold into slavery. Some fled to

Canada.
"There are probably no full-blooded Nipmucs left,"

Moss said. "Most of the Nipmucs married into other
Indian tribes or with whites."

Nipmuc descendants say establishing a reservation
will help them preserve what remains oftheir culture.

"Our language is dying. There are only a few that
still speak it." Moss said. "If we don't educate our
kids, it will be gone. We've got to let others know that
the Nipmucs are still here and we aren't going any-
where."

Bosnia
COLLEGIAN

continued from page 1

on their behalf." Musanovic said. "All they ask is that the
LTnited Nations lift the arms embargo. The U.S. stance on
the embargo is viewed as an act of aggression, not
passivity."

Musanovic said that the no-fly zone over Serbia is

violated by Serbian aggressors. If enforced, she said it

would prevent the soldiers from getting reinforcements.
"In Bosnia the no-fly zone is violated every day and no

one gives a damn. Saddam Hussein blinks and there is

action taken against him," Musanovic said.

"I have such an extensive knowledge of weapons it

makes me more of a student for West Point than liberal

arts at Mount Holyoke," Musanovic said, as she was
recently in Sarajevo and forced to listen to constant
gunflre and bombings.

Kathy Wells, a member of the Arkansas Commission
on Child Abuse, Rape and Domestic Violence, recently
returned to the United States after nine days in Bosnia,
where she assessed conditions in the refugee camps.

"We found all ofthese women deathly afraid of telling
of their rapes," Wells said. "There has been the betrayal
of women by former good friends and neighbors."

Wells said the wohmmi she interviewed spoke of all

types of torture they received while in captivity.

"One woman's 18-month-old daughter was dangled
out a window by a soldier and told that ifshe did not stop
crying then he would drop her," Wells said. "She was
crying because she just saw her parents killed."

Wells said her anger began when the stories of mass
assaults and deliberate impregnations in Bosnia began
appearing in news accounts in December, then they
disappeared and no one said, "We need to do some*
thing."

vigil
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they have been raped," Bartell said. "Their only faultsare
being women and they are being punished for that by
their own brothers."

Bartell said after World War II the Geneva Conven-
tion put limits on what could Ik' done to civilians. She said
the raping and killing of Bosnian women are war crimes
and should be treated as war crimes.

Bartell said there are some members of the medical
profession from the European Community who are per-
forming abortions for the Bosnian women up to the first

and second trimesters.

"Although it is against the religious behefs ofmany of
these women, they are allowing alxirtions." Bartell said,
"because they do not want to give birth o the children
conceived out of rape and once those children are born
they want nothing to do with them."

Emily Gould, a participant of the Wgil. said she was
upset to hear what they were doing to the Bosnian women
from Alma Musanovic. a woman whoescaped from Bosnia
a couple of months ago.

"Many Bosnian women who are being raped are being
forced into camps after their sixth month of pregnancy."
Gould said. "These women are kept in these camps so
they will give birth to the Serbian children."

Gould said Musanovic's story was just one example of
what women experience in Bosnia that is not shown on
the news. She said she believed the public must be made
aware of what is really happening there.

Bartell said the vigil was held on Valentine's Day
because it is a day that celebrates love. She said that
other vigils were being held at the same time in
Northampton. Mt. Holyoke College. Greenfield and all
across the United States.

She said the vigil was providing an open forum for
people to gather on periodic Sundays in the future "to
give

I them I an opportunity to talk, teach and do something
abf)ut the situation of women and girls in Bosnia."
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Allowing gays in the military is not an issue, it's an orderIt was a normal int«r.«^s«inn .. ;„f„.„„„„. . ^ ^ ^v^w; x t, .j «^XA V^X \^\^1It was a normal intersession. as intersessions go Ihke everyone of you. sat and watched hundreds of tele-
vision hours. 1 worried about the Amv Fisher/Joey
Butterfinger ( whatever his name is ) scandal. But most of
the time I wondered how our new president would do in
his first few weeks in oflice.

I was hoping to grade him month by month. But aOer
the last few weeks I wish he had taken his job pass/fail

I m always amazed how narrow-minded and scared
people can be when it comes to changing the status quo
The recent hoopla over ofiicially allowing homosexuals
into the military has proven that most Americans still
live and breed in caves.

Fade into Riiera's imaginary TV. world.

Gay soldier: "I savedyour life in combat, but all you care
about IS how you think 1*11 look at you. You're not my type."

Fade out of Rivera's imaginary TV. world.
What amazes me is President Clinton s gutless stance

on this issue. He waited and waited and waited, trying to
feel the mood of Capitol Hill. Of course bv then Jerry
Falwell and the restofthe Bible-thumping Puritans flooded
the Washington phone lines aindemning hi.s plan

David

RIVERA
Our Constitution states that the President is Com-

CAVEMAN SOLDIER
Scene 1

:
Caveman soldier discovers that he is sharing

living quarters with a gay soldier.

Caveman soldier: "Ugh, you gay, ugh. me no be soldier
no more, ugh."

Gay soldier: "But Caveman soldier, we were good
friends until I told you I was gay."

Caveman soldier: "Ugh. me no Hke you. Ugh, you
make funny look at me, ugh."

Needs of children ignored

and power to avert presidential executive orders. Presi-
dent Clinton should have lifted the ban as soon as he
walked into the Oval Office. Instead he allowed himself
to be bullied around by his underlings, the Joint Chiefs of
Suff.

Soldiers are just that — soldiers — and if their Com-
mander-in-Chief orders them to kill, they kill. If their
Commander-in-Chieforders them to feed the hungry and
protect the helpless, they dojust that. IftheirCommander-

in-Chieforders them to coexist with other human beings
(Blacks, females or homosexuals), they will and if they
don't then early retirement or court marshals are a! wav's
an alternative.

President Truman came under similar pressure when
he integrated the armed services in the 1 y40s. As was his
style, he did what he thought was best and ignored the
military opposition.

Their arguments ofSO years ago are verv similar to the
arguments used against lifting the ban". Thev said it
would be "disruptive, bad for morale, divisive. .

.'• Sounds
familiar.

There have been homosexual soldiers ever since there
have l)een soldiers — SURPRISE!!!

The armed ser%'ices will not change once the ban is
lifted, and surprisingly enough the numlK«rs of homo-
sexuals in the military will remain the same What will
change is the fear of extortion, blackmail and viuleiice
that gay soldiers have had to live with for years.

If President Clinton cannot convince the Joint Chiefs
to obey orders, then the traditional military means of
mediation should be used against them: a military firing
squad.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist

A travesty befell the American educa-
tional system last Wednesday in the
nation's largest city. By a majority of one
sole vote, education reformer Joseph A.
Fernandez was ousted from the post of
schools commissioner— for trying to make
the next generation of New Yorkers a
little wiser and a little less prejudiced.

Peter J.

ORVETTI
Fernandez came to New York from Mi-

ami, where he had turned around that
city's faltering educational system. Less
than three months into his three-year
tenure as chancellor. Fernandez won the
right to remove school principals who were
not living up to his high expectations. That
same year, he fought Mayor Davnd Dinkins'
proposed budget cut«. Dinkins laterbecame
one of Fernandez's strongest supporters.

Eighteen months into the Fernandez
chancellorship, math scores were up by a
considerable 4.9 percent. By 1992. dropout
rat*'s had fallen from 20.8 percent to 17.2
percent. That same year. Fernandez pro-
posed adding 25 extra days to the school
year. The chancellor also pushed through
his controversial plan to distribute
condoms in the schools, making New York
the first city to adopt such a pwlicy. New
York's failing public school system seemed
finally to be getting back on track. Then
came Fernandez's boldest initiative, which
would cost him his job.

Joseph A. Fernandez's Rainbow Cur-
riculum challenged the prejudices of the
past, by educating tolerance of all sorts of
people, regardless ofrace, gender, religion

or sexual preference. It was this last that
caused the most controversy, character-

ized by a book titled Heather has Two
Mommies, achildren's book about a lesbian
couple and their daughter. Coupled with
the new education against homophobia,
Fernandez introduced a massive AIDS
education program. The chancellor
weathered the storm of criticism, but ir-

rational fears began to well up in the
populace, and the school board, ever wary
of political realities, responded.

Fernandez fell quickly from last month
when he was briefly considered by Presi-
dent Clinton to head the Department of
Education to the vote not to renew his
contract last week. Fernandez will leave
his post on June 30.

So Joseph A. Fernandez, the schools
chancellor of New York City who raised
test scores, lowered dropout rates, helped
prevent AIDS and teen pregnancy, and
taught simple human decency, has been
thrown out of office because he dared to
fight small-minded bigotry. If Fernandez
is a failure as an educator or an affront to

morality and values, then New York and
all the cities and towns of America could
use a lot more failures just like him.

"We can't teach young people to read
and write ifwe can't save their lives." said
Luis Garden Acosta, head ofyouth devel-
opment group El Puente in the New York
Times. -The issue is not about condoms,
but about character and courage."

"I feel immensely proud of what I have
accomplished for our children." said the
fallen chancellor. Tes. I have made mis-
takes, but I have fought for children. I will

always put their welfare ahead of political
and special interests."

Maybe the New York School Board
should try doing the same thing.

Peter J. Orvettiisa Hampshire student.
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Ridiculous policies, insensitivity
sicken Health Services patient

Women find no safety in numbers
Two and a halfyears ago when I began

my four years at UMass. my parents told

me to eat well, get enough sleep and never
walk alone on campus at night. Take the
bus. walk with a friend, call for an escort.

Don't walk alone. Of course, more than
once I found myselfdoingsoand luckily I've

never had a problem, and neither have any
ofmy friends. Until last Friday night.

It was about 9:45 p.m. when three of us
left our doiTn to catch a bus. We had only
gone about 50 feet from the door when we
were accosted by 6 or 7 males. One of my
friends was grabbed from behind by one,

while the rest laughed and cheered him.
As they began to pass us. we saw our bus
go by and questioned what to do now. We
waited to see where they were going, and
then decided to continue to our destina-

tion but now we would have to walk.

As the group got further from us. we
thought we would be all right— until they
changed course and began to follow us. We
tried hiding in the Campus Center bath-
room, but they were there when we came
out again. We tried going a different way.
but only met up with them again. As a last

resort, we jumped on a bus going in the
opposite direction we originally were
heading. And who do you think ran to get

on the same bus? It was no coincidence—
we heard one yelling to another that they
didn't even know where the bus was go-
ing. We got off at a stop where there was
a help phone and fortunately they stayed
on the bus. We called the escort service
and anxiously waited for their arrival.

You may wonder why we didn't call for

help sooner, which would have been the
rational thing to do. But we were in a
situation we never thought we would find
ourselves in. and were not thinking very
cleaHy. We felt scared, intimidated and
very angry. This wasn't done to just one
person, or even two. There were three of
us together, and we still weren't safe.

We realize worse things have happened
and do happen every day. We were always
aware of the possibility of danger, but this

weekend's frighteningexperience really hit

home. It has become very clear that women
are not safe anywhere on this campus.
My parents' advice was good: it's im-

portant to take the bus or use the escort
service. But when walking with a friend or
friends, you should be aware that you may
not be completely safe.

This letter was signed by three under-
graduate students whose names were
withheld at their request.

This is not an editorial. This is a warn-
ing, a warning to inform you ofthe unpro-
fessional and unorganized operations that
occur at the University Health Services.

Not too long ago. I was playing basket-
ball and I jammed my finger. It started to
swell and bruise almost immediately, and
I couldn't move it at all. 1 instantly went to

Health Services, assuming it was broken.
Before I could even .sit down, I had to fill

out a form with my name. ID number,
nature of injury, etc. Writing is not an
easy task when you have injured a finger
on your writing hand.

Next. I gave my name to a receptioni.st.

who told me to wait. 1 looked around the
waiting room and saw one other person. I

sat for about 15 minutes until I was finally

called. Upon walking to the "treatment
area" the receptionist halted me, and said,

"They aren't ready for you yet. I have to
take your temperature and blood pres-
sure." Was she .serious? All I needed was
an X-ray and a splint. I am a certified
emergency medical technician, and 1 know
for a fact that it is not necessary to take
temperature and/or blood pressure in the
case of an injured finger.

The receptionist then told me to wait
again. I sat for another 15 minutes, until
she said, "you can go to the X-ray depart-
ment now." Why did I have to wait a total
of .30 minutes just to be told to go to the X-
ray department? Couldn't someone have
just told me when I said I had an injured
finger that I should go directly to the X-ray
department?

When I got down to the X-ray depart-
ment, there was no one even there. I tmjk
a seat, and 10 minutes later, a technician
aimlessly wandered in and asked me if I

needed help. She then took X-rays of my
finger— discolored and swollen unbeliev-

ably at this point.

I returned to the waiting room once
again with my X-rays. After a while. I was
called and put in an examination rw>m
Here I sat. while nurses and d(K.lors casu-
ally socialized and snacked on Cheetos
outside. I finally approached them, and
asked when I would be seen. One of them
replied. "As s(K)n as sfjmeone is available."

I returned to the examination nMjni
and 10 minutes later, one doctor, who was
socializing, came in and looked at my
finger. The moment I had waited almost 2
hours for had finally come. The doctor
looked at the X-rays, and looked at my
finger, and informed me that it had been
broken in two places.

He left, and had some attendant try to
.splint my finger. I say "try" because she
had no clue what to do — so with my
medical training, I told her step by step
how to do it.

All students pay a mandatory Health
Coverage fee. and for what? So you can sit
for hours in pain while insensitive techni-
cians and d(x;tors will admin. ster first aid
at their convenience? There's not even a
certified doctor on the premi.ses 24-hours
a day. no X-rays on the weekend, addi-
tional surcharges for certain visits and
you are charged ifyou cancel an appoint-
ment. All of these policies are absolutely
ridiculous.

If you have a medical emergency that
requires attention. 1 suggest going to
Cooley Dickinson Hospital in
Northampton. Sure, its a little farther,
but you'll be seen immediately, and given
the care, treatment and first aid that a
human being should deserve when one
needs it.

Eric Bachenheimer
Amherst
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AIDS
continued from page 1

Marsha said. "They are being dumped in municipal
hospitals."

"Hopelessness" and "despair" are two of the
chiefcontributors Marsha associated to the spread
of AIDS.

"Despair causes more drug abuse and then
AIDS," she said.

Living conditions for the low income in Spring-
field is very poor, according to Marsha. Housing is

scarce and the poverty level is low.
"Many women with children on welfare are

living 40 percent below the poverty level," Marsha
explained. "We are working to bring them up tojust
the poverty level."

Marsha condemned the present syst<?m that is

supposed to help low income people "They throw
us away, send our young men to prison." she said.

The AIDS epidemic is about money and numbers
in minority and impoverished people. Marsha said.

The care of AIDS patients is "really about the
dollar, it ain't about us." Marsha explained. "We're
a business right now, AIDS ser\ices is the next
economic boom."

Marsha said people often ask how she got the
x-irus, but said said she believes it does not matter
how someone got the disease. "The end is the same— death."

While Marsha did acknowledge that she knew
how she received the HIV virus, she did not disclose
the source that infected her. Instead she labeled
the cause as part of a more general, social term.

"I got this condition because I was less than." she
said.

Violence erupts in courtrooms
Lawyers want tighter security in Massachusetts courts
BOSTON (AP) — Prompted by a string of violent

incidents in courtrooms,judges, prosecutors and attorneys
are calling for tighter security in the state's courts.

"Given the lack ofsecurity , it's a miracle that more has
not happened in Massachusetts," said Klaine Epstein, a
family law lawyer and president of the Massachusetts
Bar Association.

"In eastern Massachusetts, other than in the Superior
Court in Boston and the Superior Court in Cambridge,
security is a joke." Superior Court Judge Robert A.
Barton told The Boston Globe.

"Attila the Hun could walk in with hand grenades." he
said.

Angry outbursts are described as particularly likely in
the state's probate and family courts, often the scene of

highly emotional cases.

Last spring, a husband was accused of stabbing his
estranged wife with a kitchen knife at the end ofa divorce
settlement conference in Bristol Probateand Family Court.

"No one saw the knife until it was in her," said
Christopher Long, the Fall River lawyerwho represented
the woman. She survived the attack.

Two judges in Norfolk County — one in Norfolk
Probate and Family Court in Dedham, and the other in
Wrentham District Court— received death threats from
the same man within the last month.

Last week, a loaded gun was taken from a woman
spectator in Dedham District Court.

"This has become a very dangerous business." said
Norfolk County District Attorney William D. Delahunt.

Program
continued from page 3

"I try to keep a balance of popular events that many
people come to and as wide a range ofevents as possible,"
Ben Zeman. the programming and entertainment man-
ager said.

Zeman underlined the significance ofpr(^raraming as
a support system for open and closeted members of the
gay community.

"Part ofwhat makes programming so valuable is that
people will come up to me afterwards and this will be the
first queer thing they've gone to." Zeman said. 'People
come out in difl*erent ways and some people come out by
going to events."

Yet support for gay students is not simply available

through educational and entertainment options. The
Program for GLB Concerns also records incidents of
harassment and refers victims to the appropriate coun-
seling and legal services.

Damn Shaffer, organizer of the Program's discrimi-
nation response, said it is crucial that all homophobic
harassment be reported to the program office.

"It's useful to the program office and the GLB com-
munity when organizing around issues ofharassment to
have an accurate account and description ofhomophobic
incidents on campus," Shaffer said.

'Prejudice against gay people, like all forms of preju-
dice, can be reduced through education. That's part of
what we do here." Yeskel said.
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What's the Daily Collegian
got for you. . . ?

Complete coverage of all campus
sports by one of the nation's best
college sports staffs . . .

Coverage of important
events on campus . . .
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art coverage and
reviews . . .

State, national, and international

news from the wires of the
Associated Press . . .

... as well as a daily crossword puzzle . .

and CALVIN AND HOBBES.
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Lawyer cites mistakes
in Tyson appeal case
Hx THOMAS P. WYMAN
Ass(H.'iatod Press

hNDL\NAPOLlS — The judge in

the Mike Tyson rape case last year
made several technical mistakes and
the former heavyweight boxing cham-
pion should get a new trial, his lawyer
argued today.

Defense law>'erAlan Dershowitz Uild

the Indiana Court of Appeals today
that jurors in the Tyson case should
have been allowed to hear a tape re-

cording ofa telephone call that Desiree
Washington made to report the alleged
assault

"It is unfair to punish
Mike Tyson because his

lawyers acted in good
faith/'

- Alan Dershowitz

Test imony from three witnesses the
defense claims caii contradict part of
Washington's testimony should also
have been allowed, he said.

Marion Superior Court Judge
Patricia J. GifTord barred the three
from testi(\'ing. ruling in part that they
t ame forward too late Dershowitz told
the appeals court that his defense team
was delayed by spending extra time
with the witnesses to make sure they
were truthful.

"It is unfair to punish Mike Tyson
because his lawyers acted i n good faith."

ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ex-Heavyweight Champton Mike Tyson

Dershowitz said.

Tyson, 26. was convicted Feb. 10,
1992, after Washington told jurors he
raped her the previous summer in his
Indianapolis hotel room. She met the
prizefighter while participating in a
beauty contest.

Dershowitz also argued that the
judge erred by not letting jurors con-
sider whether or not Tyson mistak-
enly believed Washington consented
to sex.

And the appeals questions the
judge's selection, charging prosecutors
manipulated court assignments to

place the case before a sympathetic
judge.
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Study
continued from page 3

tea and coffee. He said he is very support-
ive because the dining commons are used
as a "study hall — not a social event."

The study sessions were first attempted
six years ago by Adam Goldstein, a recent

graduate, but they didn't catch on because
noone knew about them, including Miller,

who started her position last January.
However, study sessions have been very

popular with the football and baseball

teams, whose members are required to
study on a half of the dining common
opposite the student study sessions.

The future for these study sessions,
according to Miller, will "focuson increased
hours, increased visibility and matching
up students with resources."

As midterms approach, dining com-
mon studying may be available on Friday
and Saturday, when the library isn't open.
"Getting the word out" is tough, according
Ann Miller, who said that fliers have been
their only aid.

"Like Taps and DeadPoets Soiiety—
only better! Sthool Ties is a haunting,
hard-hitting '10/ A forceful, touching,
distinctive drama, expertly performed
by a high-spirited cast of young actors."
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Groundhog Day: high-concept fun wears thin
Bill Murray and his biting wit almost save comedy
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

No one will ever accuse Groundhog Day, the new
Bill Murray comedy, of being sidesplitUnglv hilarious
but Murray's acerbic wit and some clever sight gags
make Groundhog Day amusing at best.

Murray plays self-centered TV execu— . er weather-
man who travels to Punxsutawaney, Pennsylvania to
cover the annual Groundhog Day festival with his perky
producer (Andie MacDowell) and overworked camera-
man (Chris Elliot). He hates his job. his co-workers, his
assignment and his life.

After a terrible February 2nd. he wakes up to. . another
February 2nd. Murray gets some mileage out of the fact
that there's no tomorrow to worry about and that he's got
plenty of time on his hands. He eats whatever he wants,
gets lucky with the local girls, commits suicide a dozen or
so times— yet iw matter how much he plans the 'perfect
day' with MacDowell — he continually strikes out.

Groundhog Day unfolds with the timing of an erratic
"Saturday Night Live" skit. It's an interesting premise
and Murray works it well — until the humor sUrts

wearing thin. Groundhog Day tries to make the switch
midway to a schmaltzy romantic comedy — replete with
a gooey ending — but the romance is unbelievable and
the humor comes in fits and starts

One of Murray's strengths is that he can always rise
above trifling material and come out like a winner (his
paranoid mental patient in What About Bob^ was one of
the most underrated performances of 1991). From his
early work in Meatballs and Ghostbusters up txtScrooged'
Murray's on-target verbal volleys always work.

XnGroundhog Day, that wit becomes standard Murray
schtick. and even if it does carry you through the movie.
It never seems particularly inspired. Besides, he doesn't
look like he's having a particularly good time. Like the
film as a whole. Murray's good, but not great.

Andie MacDowell. plays the type of character that
deserves Murray's biting barbs. She's a chirpy, always
positive .sai/i/; so perfect and wonderful that when Murray
starts getting soft and falling for her. it comes oft" some-
thing like a betrayal.

Chris Elliot is unfortunately wasted in a part that
could've been hilarious. But as in all Murray movies, no

Turn to GROUNDHOG, poge 10
COURTESY COlUlylBiA PtCTUHES

Bill Murray and friend in "Groundhog Day'

,j . , , . SETH KAYE/COU-EGUN
Murphy s Law fans were spun from the nucleus of the mosh pit.

Murphy '5 Law delivers
hardcore rock in Noho
By ADAM RATTINER
Collegian Correspondent

Murphy's Law
Pearl Street
Feb. 11, 1993

Ifyou happened to drive past Pearl
Street late last Thursday night and
noticed the walls bulging and sagging
outward, you were looking at a
Murphy's Law hardcore show. Jimmy
Drescher and the band had more of a
party than a concert. Drescher is a
fountain of energy with enough moti-
vation and influence to really get a
crowdjamming, moshingand swinging.

Murphy's Law is currently the big
kahunna ofNew York hardcore, where
they have been playing at clubs such as
CBGB (where the Sex Pistols got started
in the United States) since 1983. They
are known for their constant high,
nonstop level ofenergy and fast beats.
Many feel the only shows comparable
to a 'Law show include Fishbone, the
Bosstones, and now maybe Primus.

After Drescher and the band opened
up with a few songs such as "America
Rules" and "Killer Beers" he told the
crowd, "We just got back from our Eu-
ropean Tour. They are really politically

correct over there. We had to teach

Turn to MURPHY, page 10

Brand Nubian to kick
knowledge at the SUB
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Knowledge is one thing there can never
beenoughof Therapgroup Brand Nubian
believes that is true and will attempt to
spread some oftheir knowledge wh^n they
play a concert at the Student Union Ball-
room on Wednesday night at 8 p.m.

Brand Nubian recently released thtir
new album. In God We trust, on Feb. 2.
and the album, which features a new-
lineup, is just as strong as their debut
release. One For All.

One For All was a critically acclaimed
album which brought success home for
group members. Lord Jamar. Derek X
< now known as Sadat X ), and Grand Puba
Maxwell (now embarking on a solo ca-
reer). Right from the beginning, the
groups' beliefs in the Five Percent Nation
ofIslam was very noticeable in OneforAll.
Jamar said that their religion is often
misunderstood.

"A big misconception is that it's a jail

religion." said Jamar. "It's a way of life of
the black man."

"It [the religion] answered questions
I'd always had in my mind," he said.
"These things were presented to me and
I saw them as truth, and have built on
them since. And I saw that it would be
good to incorporate the knowledge in the
music."

On their new release. Brand Nubian
continues to sprinkle their knowledge
throughout their songs. On the album.
Grand Puba Maxwell is replaced by long
time confidant Sincere.

Jamar said that their new album is one
which is about real life.

"Everything is a balance." Jan i.u >aid.
That is what we try to show with our
mu.sic— the balance between the serious-
ness of trying to spread knowledge and
•showing that we're real people wIm» enuiv
hfe."

The first single offof//I Goil W, //,,,/.

"Punks Jump Up to Get Beat Down." is a
rugged, tough single which went to #2 on
Billboard's rap singles chart Jamar said
that the song definitely has a punx>.se

"The track is alMiut not lieina taken
advantage of in life.' said Jamar "The
feelings vou have when someone tries i«»

take advjinlagc ofyou and what we would
do if that happens.

"It's also beating them down with the
sound,"he.said. "We're l)eatingth«m down
with the lyrics, the vocals, the mentality— and physically if it has to be."

"Pass the Gat." "Black Starline." and
"Ix»veMeorIx;aveMeAlone,"aresongson
In God We Trust which demonstrate the
versatility, Ixjth musical and lyrical, of
Brand Nubian.

Ifyou want to see a good live shf.w and
perhaps learn a thing or two, check out
Brand Nubian.

Brand Nubian will be playing with
special guests Positive K, Diamond D &
The Psychotic Neurotics. Onyxand Double
XX Posse at the Student Union Ballnxmi
Wednesday night at Hp.in. Tickets are $10
for UMass .students with a valid ID. and
$13 for general public. Tickets can be
purchased at Tix Unlimited m the S U.B.
at UMa.ss or at For the Record in Amherst.

Do you knoMT
your LEGAL

Protections 7?

The LEGAL SERVICES CENTER at UMass offers free,

professional legal help to fee-paying students!

We can advise in most matters affecting students,

including consumer, criminal, housing, family,

employment, military, civil rights, and other matters.

922 Campus Center • 545-1995

^unan (garden ^1^'A^^ i^

7^ Seat (^^cftcdc Suifet
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISrNE

WF: deliver in AMHERST 5-9:30 rvhryday
Free Pciix'ciy lur orders $ I 5 ^md over: $2 chiirge lor orders under $15

^^^
.<!*

¥

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pni Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-5pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
. Children under 10 - $3.50

-. '- Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :50-3pm - $3.25^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchwtown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amhtfst 25M252
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Groundhog
continued from page 9

scene-sk'aling is allowed— he never lets the control
of the film leave his grasp.

Groundhog Day is pleasant and efficient high-
concept amusement. It never crosses the line into
knee-slapping hysterics (the kidnapping of the
Groundhog comes very close), but it's far from
boring. B-

Murphy
continued from page 9

them theAmerican way ofhaving fun! I stayed in the Hotel
Deutchland in Germany. Every kid brought a huge bag of
confetti to our show and just threw it while they danced!"

The pit was nuts and reverberated through people to
all the corners of Pearl Street. Only the real mosh
veterans could make it in the nucleus. At one point,
Drescher was hanging by his legs on the chandalier for
his song "Crucial Bar-B-Q" as the Pearl Street bouncers

WE DON'T WANT YOU
TO JOIN

OUR SORORITY
WE WANT YOU TO
HELP BUILD IT.

slowly closed in on him. During "Skinhead Rebel" some
skinheadsjumped in the pit in celebration and at the end
ofthe song Drescher said. "I Expletive] racism and nazis."

One of the highlights of the show was the "Ren and
Stimpy Song" which Drescher and the band made up that

evening. It mutated from his original song "Rage" and
became, "Rage, gonna' rage. Rage, Rage, Ren. Stimpy.

Happy. Happy, Joy, Joy. Happy. Happy, Joy, Happy,
Happy. .

."

Drescher could be a comedian. Before his European
tour he said he was in Disneyworld. "I did a double
elephant acid trip on Space Mountain. Then we went on
this 3-D ride!" Throughout the show he threw beer at the
audience. He said, "I would pour it in your mouths but
this is an all ages show."

RUSH SIGMA KAPPA!! F^?"
Tues 7-9, Wed 7:30-9, & Thurs 7-9
19 Allen St.
Questions? Call 256-6887

m.

ICOMMUITITY

It will change your life...for the rest ofyour life

VOLUNTEER

VISTA VOLUNTEERS...
• yrvT fuliiirm- hn imh- year in km-inconir

u>mfnuniiit'«

• help ptopic mohilt/c to (ntrcomc pmrm
m iluir rH'iKhbi)rh<MNLs

• arc as5igiHil m Icxal pri»)tTt^ in iht- SO

MMvs. PiK-no Kho and Vlj.\)un)(i(Ki l)(

• Hi up pr«»Hxt> to riihui- hunger jihI

homclessncM. oqtani/r peopkr to rtrhuik)

urban housing, create cmpitnmcnl and

hicrao pn>|cits and mm h more

• are l S iiii/cns or |xrrmaneni residents

age 18 or older

VISTA VOLUNTEERS

RECEIVE...

• a niiHk'M lumn .illiivs.iiu( plus ,i 59*)

monthh sii|x-ikI p.iKl u(x»n completion ol

service

• trainmg before and during service

• unique experience and new skills which

enhance career development

• possible deferment or panial cancellation

of student loans

• easier access to federal employment after

service.

FOR ALL THE FACTS,
CALL VISTA TOLL-FREE

1-800-424-8867
TDD: l-202-fi06-5256

\|st \ \Mlunli 11- nl ^i ' iM I.' Vnu II, I i. I |iM' ..I

M ili'N ihi lull 111 ,l,Mlu -111 U'KlMln 1 .n;iii, \

Recruiter
on Campus

FEBRUARY 22

CAMPUS CTR CONCOURSE
FEBRUARY 22, 7-8:30PM

INFO SESSION

CAMPUS CENTER, RM 803

FEBRUARY 23

INTERVIEWS

MATHER CAREER CENTER

Dusk's tunes
are sunshine
for your ears
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

Dusk
the The
Epic

When I think of dusk. 1 think of darkness,
sadness and gloom. That's why I was so surprised
with the content ofthe latest release from the The,
Duak

Although the album i ncludes a tew t racks which
could certainly be categorized as gloomy, the rest of
the album is a collection of upbeat, uplifting and
inspirational rock n' roll music.

After a slow and powerless opening tune called
True Happiness This Way Lies," the album moves
quickly into a much more pleasant mood with
"Love is Stronger Than Death." The vocals ofMatt
Johnson are very powerful here in a song which
brings to mind the styles of David Bowie, Tears for
F'earsand Morrissey all rolled into one. The chorus
is especially well done on this lyrical standout.

The third song on the album is another feel-

good ditty entitled "Dogs of Lust." The tune opens
with a raging harmonicajam which soon gives way
to the versatile voice of Johnson. The use of dis-
torted vocals ( see C^ec* your//eod ) as well as vocal
style changes throughout add a sense ofintrigue to
the tune.

My favorite song on the album is "Slow Emotion
Replay." the most happy and motivational tune of
any on the album. The use ofthe harmonica again
adds greatly to the song. Johnson is a fantastic
songwriter as well as a powerful and versatile
singer, and this track embodies the best of both of
these skills. The song's lyrics are interesting and
intelligent without taking away from the feeling of
the music.

Other songs worthy of mention are "This is the
Night." a piano-oriented tune reminiscent ofQueen,
and "Lonely Planet," an inspiring and self-moti-
vating song with a nice piece of wisdom in the
chorus: "If you cant change the world, change
yourself."

Although there are a few duds here, including
"Helpline Operator' and "Lung Shadows." the
majority ofDu.sk is very good. Instrumentally in-
spiring and lyrically thought provoking. Dusk is
sunshine for your ears.

SPORTS wm
& RfSTfiURANT

SHARK NIGHT
^RETURNS^
Single Elimination
Pool Tournament

Free Pizza for Players
• $2.00 Entrance Fee
Sign-Up: 7:30-8:00

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040
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Kenny Garrett dazzles
Quartet soars with jazz-funk
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Kenny Garrett and his quartet.

iESStCA i AvcKNAyUULLtUlAN

By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

Kenny Garrett
Iron Horse
Feb. 9, 1993

They stalled in with a steady roll on
the bongos, followed by a swish-swish of
a high hat and the groove ofan up-beat
drummer. Subtly the bass fell on top of
this solid beat and the piano and keys
blended in. Last, but not least. Kenny
Garrett came out screaming on the
saxophone. What a perfect balance!

This is all in reference to Kenny
Gan-ett and his quartet's phenomenal
performance. He and his line-up played
together like a well-tuned machine.

The group covered all kinds of terri-
tory. They began with an exotic sound,
which could be partially attributed to

the keys and the bongos. Then they slid

easily into a basic jazz groove. They
merged into a slower lane on the jazz
scene by the second hour, but rejuve-
nated towards the finale. By the end
they were pumping out a jam that
seemed borderline jazz/funk.

No matter what it was that they
were tr\nng to pull o(T. all attempts
were successful! In such a small club
with such a rich atmosphere, one
couldVe easily felt as if they'd been

displaced and were actually in New
Orleans in the 1920's.

Though their sound was similar to
that of previous jazz heroes. I felt that
they really managed to take it to a
higher level. With appreciation for
traditional jazz, they reached new
lengths on a contemporary scale and
were able to create something fresh,
new and exciting that released a cer-
tain kind of energy that only youth
could bring about.

The highlight of the performance
was the encore set. The drummer
wailed out a funk beat simulUneous
with a simple slap bass line, that
hummed along with the keyboard in a
perfect harmony.

They would build their audience up
to a climax and. just when things were
mellowing down, they built up to yet
another climax. It was never-ending
musical ecstasy.

Watching Garrett bend and extend
his knees to the rhythm, it looked as if

he was going down deep and digging
the notes up from below. "Digging it" is

exactly what he was doing, and so was
the crowd!

Kenny Garrett and his quartet are
good-humored, talented musicians who
put on a stupendous performance. I

would recommend all to go see them if

they ever get the chance.

MANDATORY

GOLDEN KEY

Honor Society Meeting

ALL I^IEWBERS!!!

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
7:00pm

Campus Center Room 163

For More Information Call...

Dean of Students Office
Gladys Rodriguez at 545-2684

\k^THE FIVE COUEQE PROQRdN IN

gJ PEdCE 8 WORLD SECaRITY STODIES

presents:

A lecture by:

SHEN TONG
Leading China Activist, one of the Student Leaders

who spearheaded the Tianamen Square protest

Tuesday, February 16th

8:00 PM

School of Business Administration, Rm. 120

the University of Massachusetts

This event is free, open to the public and wheelchair

accessible. For more information, please call PAWSS at

549-4600, ext. 519.

HATCH BAR EiyTERTAINMEiyT
W^mmL^^^. TUes. Feb. 16 9PIVI ..UHH^H

2 BANDS
THE WOMBATS
DIESELMEAT

Wed. Feb. 17 9PM

Amandas Dirty Secret

Alternate Rock & Covers

Come Listen & Dance to

5YNAE6THEI6A
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skydiving
COLLEGIAN

continued from page 3

ognition in the national skydivmg circuit.
"Attending will also give us a chance to see how other

clubs operate. It may give us insight on new ideas that
will help us cut costs." Desilets said.

The collegiates are the only competition of its kind
offered in the country and are held once a year only. For
1993, the 35-year-old competition will be held in Florida.
California or Arizona.

Desilets. Wadel. vice president Scott Gorman and a
newcomer, senior Chris Klaus, will be competing in the
four-person formation event. They. will be expected to
execute certain formations and shape changes during
freefall. The event is judged on the smoothness and skill
levt'l of the formations.

The club will be training all Spring. Summer and Fall
for the one event.

"Training for the cvtnl us uhere TU learn a lot." said
Gorman, a junior. "We have to learn how each other flies.
Some people fall faster than others."

"In skydiving formations, everyone is a link in the
chain and the chain is only as strong as its weakest link."
Desilets said. "The sport aspect is so much more thanjust
jumping out ofa plane. It is a very precise, technical sport
that requires skill and quick thinking

"

The I'Mass parachute club is the oldest collegiate
parachutedub in the country. It has been in operation for
36 years.

"Our objective is to teach university students the sport
ofskydiving." Desilets said, adding that the group is also
open to all five-college students and faculty.

Ever wondered how a
newspaper is made?

79 5o. feasant Street

256'm

10 lAMAlCA $469
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When this group of WEBELOS Boy Scouts visited the Collegian production office
last week, they didn't know much about newspapers. Within ten minutes, they
had put together an ad on our computers, printed it and pasted it up.

[If you re interested in newspapers and would like to join our staff - or would just like to see how the!
Co//eg/on gets put together - drop by our offices at 1 13 Campus Center. We couldn't give the scouts

> a position on our staff, but if you're an undergraduate you can start getting experience - today'

Elit;ibilii}

rormal:

STUDENT AFFAIRS SPEOAL SERVICES
236 WHITMORE

Is there something you would like to say
before graduating?

Vou are invited to submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

GruUualing UMa&s AmhcrM seniw.

Submit not more llian ihrce word proccsicd or iy|)cwniicn
pages, double-spaced, or llic equivalcnl of 3-5 minutes s|jeaking
lime.

Subject Mailer:

Submit Proposals To:

Selection Process:

Text should concern liiglier education, and be relevant to the
University and your cxperience(s) here.

Paul R. Apple'Sy, Director. Disability Services, (non voting
Committee Chair), 231 Whitmore, 545-0892.

A committee of students (majority), faculty, and staff, will
review proposals. Authors' names will have been deleted lo
ensure objectivity. Ratings will be assigned. Selected authors will
be invited to "audition" before the committee (in March). A final
selection will then be m^dc by the committee.

T I I

Deadline:

For additional

information:

Wednesday, February 19, 1992, 4:30pm.

Paul Appleby, Selection Committee Chair. 5-0892 or the office
of Student Affairs Special Services. 5 3480.

Experience is a MUST to
be successful in gaining the
competitive edge in today's
Business WorlcT..

The Collegian is looking
for dedicated, responsible,
organized sophomores for

the positions of

Associate Business
Manager

and Assistant Finance
Manager

Applications are available at
The Collegian

113 Campus Center
For more information call

545-3500
Deadline: February 17, 1993
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

ir MUST BE A FAUefi/
AKGEL.' GEKERAU.^ VAIS
^RK UP IN m. MMOSPHtRE
BUT MS ONE APPARD^TLI

'

VARiR\lED ON IMPACT
* LtWltiG TUIS AHGtLSUAt^

CRATtR m THE SHOW '

/

WORE OVER
TWEJiE. y

GOD MysTVt
BEEN

Punting
ANGELS
LEFT AND
RIGHT.
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason "Newstecl" George

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor.... Mike "Lars" Carvalho

Production Sandy "Kirk" Bogage,

Michcle Bakis Ay\(\ lames Hetfield

Menu
LUNCH

Hungarian Noodle Bake

Hamburger

BASICS LUNCH
Hungarian Noodle Bake

Oatburger

DINNER
Turkey Divan

Beef Fajitas

BASICS DINNER
Turkey Divan

Greek Style Skillet

Quote of the Day
"Everywhere is walking disldnce if you

have the time."

- Steven Whffhl

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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with a l.irjji- iiMii|i,in> or ingiliilNai

\«<rfw\ IS invulvt'd Tlwii iikiv In-

iniiVK di-l.ivs. Iktwt'Ut K.ilk" kotir

«ncri;K's

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 th#»y aftfwttr lO

both -Cats-

•els?

S ComfioMr of

10 Capital ol

Manchi*
14 Till. o< old

1

5

I asl word m
many I«t1i^s

16 Walked on
1 / Pan ol S«L
18 - Hall"

19 Word in a

Mo/arl lillff

?b BIGBFFR FOR
TMI- KINO

73 Opp ol NNF
'4 PiH - daily

?^ Much uMd
arlK:)«

i'% Treaty

31 (Melroliner

stop*
ri5 Partner ot ^eus
17 Kind ot avis

19 Turt eKCisiOfi

40 WVAtTS
fX IRA LANCE

43 Figure of

srie*ch

44 Rotate

45 Wagner's earth

goddess
46 Frys — of

Prisoners'

48 Glut

50 Child s meas
51 Botanist Gray

and others

53 Scottish

explorer

55 FRESHEST
STORIES

63 Teens bane
64 Shire of films

65 Locus
66 Norse god
67 Upright

68 Green land

69 Long periods
70 Office furniture

71 Mardi Gras
follower

OOtWN
1 Pick out

? Buffalo's

crMjsin

3 Head the txtt

4 Iceman s tool

5 Film with Vader
6 "Rule

Britannia*'

composar
7 Ctunesa tree

8 Horfiertc epic

9 Ocular cover
to Radiator pan
1 1 BrarKh of ma*h
t? like Teias s

star

13 Ffankfiirl s rivr»r

?1 Psychic s tone
AWjr

?? City on the Ai<*

?5 Eia s follower

?6 Harkens
? 7 I eon ot old

movies
?9 Berets

30 Snares
3? in the open
33 Natteriacks

34 Sandal pan
36 Pacifiers

38 La Scala solo

41 -What IhrMi -

write in a
booli'

4? Imploret

4 7 Walloped
49 Dine or sup
5? Ga/e
54 Canvas

support
55 like Gaorga

Aptey

5« Resound
57 Soon or latar

50 Stout and
poner

59 Frer>ch —

.

Ir>diana

60 Pisa's

pesos
61 •- An:adw

ego'
6? Ospatchad

ANSWER T^REVtOUS PUZZLE:

ReHI'Vp^A L MlALjofA
$]* « A «[T|0 r'i'o'S^P U " S
SiA clfyAM.E N'ranii

'

A L
'•'' .c*^-..'-'

T I

2/13/V3

1 j

-
1 4

1

5 i" 1 1 1

1

«- II if II

14 ti I

II II 11

n M 77m ;i m H iVBi» >i ?7

1 71 n M I II 17 1> M

n N 1' » n

M IT «7

41 44 45

4« 41 41 41

I u

Hhi 51 57 |H M 54 iVBi
»» H 51 u M M 41 •7

U

1

M

1

15

M II M

n 11 II

The opinions i.'xprcssc'cl on this |Jaj;c .itc those ot the cdrtoonists and do not ncressdrily rctlec t the views ot the Cti/Ze^'M/i or the UniviTsitv.

CI9S.1 Lot Anirlo lliiift S>m4I(»i« 2/11/M
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M gymnastics
continued from page 16

hit their low point of the meet on the
balance beam.

For the season, UMass has been in-

consistent as a team on the beam, trying

to find its best performers in the event.

Last night, however, mistakes took over,

and the Minutewomen suffered from the
inconsistency that has plagued them all

season long.

"Beam has been a problem this year, off

and on, on and off. This time we were off.

Hopefully next time we will be on," UMass
head coach Alfie Mitchell said.

The one bright spnit on the beam for the

Minutewomen was senior Abby May, who
continued her tremendous performances
in the event by posting a 9.50.

UMass trailed by 1.15 entering the

final event, the floor exercise, which is

usually a very strong event for the

Minutewomen. However, this night would
belong to Northern Illinois, as UMass made
two crucial breaks in its floor routine,

allowing the Huskies to squeak away with
the victorv.

COLLEGIAN

"Endurance is the key when it comes to

floor. Tonight, we had a couple gymnasts
fighting illness giving it the best they had.
We fell a little short," Mitchell said.

Notes from the Mat: Despite having
a subpar night, senior Tammy Marshall
came away with her fifth Ail-Around title.

"I always focus one event at a time. It

didn't go exactly how I had planned tonight,

but it worked out," Marshall said.

Last night's meet was held in the Cage,
not Boyden Gymnastics Center, and
Mitchell said he saw an effect on his

gymnasts.
"They were not used to being in here

I the Cage I, but they will get used to being

in here." Mitchell said.

Some of the gymnasts had their opin-

ions on how the change from their normal
g>'m affected them.

"I like Boyden because it is more close-

knit and a lot warmer. When we're in

Boyden, we have an advantage," Marshall

said.

"The Cage is more spaced out. I like it

that way. but I just wish that more people

I like in Boyden I were here," said freshman
Shaheda Keels.

SM«^(

Of TM«

Be An
RA

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
SELECTION PROCESS

for the 1993-94 Academic Year

Resident Assistants (RAs) are live-in, part-time,

student-staff members. Duties include

facilitation of community development, programming,
referral counseling, administrative functions,

enforcing University policies, and assisting

with house management.

Applications are available in all Cluster Offices.

Applications are due February 22, 1993. Apply today!

Th« Univaraily of Maaiachuaatt* at Amharst prohibit* diacrimtnation on th« basi* of raca,

color, raligion. eraod. tax. aaxual oriantation. aga. marKit alatua, national origin,

mantal or physical handicap. poGtical baiial or affiliation, matnbarship or norvman^tarahip

in any orgaruzation. or wataran atalua, in any raapact of admtaaion or Uaabnant el atudanla

in amployntanl

_„

rr/
^i

Associated Press

t^I' College Basketball Top 25
1 inaiana (22-2) 14. Purdue (15-5)

2 Kentucky (18-2) 15. UNLV (16-3)

3 North Carol no (20-3) 16. Seton Hall (18-6)

4 Arizona (17-2) 17 Pittsburgh (15-5)

5 Michigan (19-4) 18. Tulone (17-4)

6 Kansos (20-3) 19. Massachusetts (17-4)

7 Duke (19-4) 20. Iowa (14-6)

8. Cincinnati (19-2) 2 1 . New Orleans (17-2)

9. Florida State (19-6) 22. Louisville (14-6)

10. Woke Fores r (16-4) 23. Virginia (15-5)

11. Vonderbilt (19-4) 24. Marquette (17-4)

12 Utah (19-3) 25. St Johns (14-6)

13 Arkansas (16-5)

Me cm to(jdiwi f^n ckoM,

Find out how your degree in math, science, health,

agriculture, education, or engineering can be put to work overseas

as a Peace Corps Volunteer by attending our

next information meeting

Inrormntion Meeting

Wednesday, February 1

7

7:00 pm
Campus Center Room 804

Call the UMASS Peace Corps olTice for details

545-2105

Peace Corps
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY "

r^^.K^'.vX\ > » ?r?^^4

RUSH ZETA PSF~|
AND LEARN ABOUT |

SEX
HOSTED BY UNIVERSITY SEX EXPERT, DR. ABEL

FEBRUARY 16TH, 6:30 @ NEWMAN CENTER

OTHER EVENTS INCLUDE:

^^^-L^ MJj £^ M2jli3 A WITH DP DOUGH(E)

FEBRUARY 17TH, 7:00 @ NEWMAN CENTER

CHIPS N' DIP NIGHT
FEBRUARY 18TH, 6:30 @ NEWMAN CENTER

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
549-4897

ZV FRATERNITY, ESTABLISHED JUNE 1 1847

COLLEGIAN

U women 's hoop
continued from poge 16

a 57 percent clip.

That's as well as IVe seen Octavia
play all season." said O'Brien. "She's a
special player— she works hard out there
every day. But we still need someone else
to step up ofTensively."

UMass whittled the WRam lead to 10
with 10:37 remaining in the game after
Kim Gregor>' (11 pts. 4 rebs) canned a
three-pointer, but URI responded with a
Rebecca Bright (seven points) layup and
some key points by Marcie Byid and Dayna
Smith to quell the UMass run.

UMass made another mini-run oftheir
own started by two Octavia Thomas free
throws. Ailer a UMass steal, point guard
Trish Hopson ( seven pts) promptly banked
in a three-pointer and the partisan UMass
crowd was going nuts. Gregory, not to be
outdone, knocked down another three and
the RI lead was down to 11.

After a timeout. URI inci-eased the lead
tx) 12 but UMass. with some scrappy de-
fen.se and clutch shooting, brought the lead
down to 9 with 2:59 left in the game. But the
WRams would not let the Minutewomen
get any closer, as Kelsen hit some key
bucketii down the streUh to seal the win.

"Kelsen's a tough player." O'Brien said.

"She knows how to play so she makes it

easier for her teammates to score."
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Sports Notice:

Workshop to be held

Jim Degnim of the Daily

Hampshire Gazette will be con-

ducting a workshop for all in-

spired sports writers Wednes-
day at 7 p.m. at the offices of the

Collegian in the Campus Center
Basement.

All current Collegian sports

staff writers shoufd consider this

a mandatory meeting. Corre-

spondents and other interested

writers are encouraged to attend.

Collegian
Advertising
Pays Big
Dividends
545 3500

,,..,. _ ^ MAn KAHN , COLLEGIAN
UMass freshmen Octavia Thomas (4) and Melissa Gurile (31 ) battle for a rebound against

Rutgers earlier this year. The Minutewomen fell to URI, 76-60, on Saturday

Regency
Hairstylists 253-9526

Amherst
Laundromat

< >pon "7 L>»-«yM
H,»iTi-*J|.-»n-»

IJrop-Off or
Self Jiervicro
VV.ishin>; M.ichinc

St<irtin>; .it SI

Athfiditnt iivrfiLiblo M\ it.i\

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

One Free Tanning

Visit

with a Haircut
(just mention this ad)

-——-——^-- expires 2/27/93^

Estudlantes de Habia Hispana
Centro de Salud Mental

Universidad de Massachusetts

en Amherst

Esta ofreciendo la oportunidad de unirle a un
grupo donde exploraremos nuestras relaciones
con miembros de nuestras familias Muchas
veces esas relaciones no fueron funcionales y
hemos desarrollado sentimientos hacia ellas

Van, unete a nosotros, y en un ambiente sano y
confidencial convercemos.

Uama al 545-2337 y pide una cita para conocer
de ti y para tu conocer la lider del grupo y lo

que ella puede ofrecerie

The Massachusens Daily Collegian • University ot Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily'

Classifieds
rALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days P"or to Publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8.30-3.30

Fri. 8;30-2.30

113 Campus Center

SKDAMMUAL
mroicouKQUkTW

SKIWIBCS
MT. SUTTON,
CANADA

$209
Forty in me Snow f

tm€hi4ma:

5 DayUHTichet
S NVgliCs Lodging

I

5 Itofs ftMarroMcjtocc
AcCMMm

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVmES

flip, Frtandahtp. S«rvic«
Rush Alpha Phi Omega
Informaiion Meetings;

TONIGHT 7pm Panerson TV Lounge
T0M0RR0W:7pm Gorman 2nd tloor

lounge

Sigma Oalta Tau
Open Rush
Tues. Wed, Thur*. 7 9 pm
For more info call Kim S49 B388

Unharian Univarsalist Young Adult

Group meeting this Sunday Contact

Sean at 546 3935 for more info.

Wa'raBaclil!
Attention Wildhfers

The Wildlife society will be holding its

first meeting of 93 Job info projects

field trips and foodi Speaker to t>e an
nounced dale Tuesday Feb. 16 7pm
room 203 Holdsworth Hall see ya there!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Chi Omega Opan Rush
The fun begins Tues Feb. 16

Call Amy at 549 6219 for more details'

Bring a friend'

Europe this summ«r7 Only 5169' f Jet

there anytime for 3169' Reported in

Let's Go' And NY Times. Caribbean

3189 f^ air to somewhere sunny. Call

fornia 3129 one way. either way.
AIRHITCH (3) 212 864 2000

IMortar Board Weelt 2/16 19 on the

concourse Get write on it and help to

author a UMass book to raise S for the

literacy project, raffle for 3100 and other

prices, information about this senior

honor society.

Open Rush
Meet the Sisters of

Alpha Chi Omega
Feb 16. 17, 18

5:30 pm
38 Nutting Ave.

Any Questions call 549 1680

Tri-Sigma Open Rush
Feb 17 7 8 pm Campus Center 9th floor

Feb 18 & 19 Dinner al our home
5 6 pm
Feb 22nd 7 8pm Sail away wAhe Sig-

mas of our home
For more info call 549-381

1

387 N. Pleasant St.

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3 50
I arge Cheese 35 99
I or 2 loppings add SI

549 6098
549 6073

FOR RENT

Cape Co«l- Group Summer Rentals

Waterfront Houses Falmouth area

508 477 6000

For rent
Two bed apt/S460 al 44 Mill Hollow
549 7757 (rental office)

Fridge Rental 253-9742 delivered free

1 bdrm in large apt. 3350/ heat incl.

665 361S

FOR SALE

GNR tl> 4 fourth row seals

Also 2 Bon Jovi Hartford

253 0813

Hard Rock Cafe T Shirt in RUSSIANI
Made and printed in Moscow. Call LJ

585 7320

MAC 512K Computer 3400 B/0
Panasonic 52 Watt Boombox Cd&
Double Cassene mint Nicole 256 831

1

1992 Suttaru Loyala 12K like new
37500 call 256 0966 or 718 852 0774

Printer for sale 413 245 9542 after 7

ask for Don

Tanning Boti

Compact, strong bulbs

3150 call 256 4575

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreel. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Evening jobs! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean

Water Action. SlOO/wk. ». On Bus line

584 9830.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOVMCNT
Make money teaching basic converse
lional Ertglisb abroad Japan and Tai

wan Many provide room and board
andolberbenefils<MakeS2000 34000.
per month. No previous training or

leaching cenificaic required For em
pioymeni programs call 12061 632 1 146
ext J5001

Postal )obs availaMa! Many posi

lions, great benefits. Call 1 800 436 4365
ext p 3306

Slimmer jobs and internships
University Directories, the nations larg

est publislier of campus telephone di

rectories (including UMass at Amtiersil.

is interviewing goal oriented students
for a challentging. full time summer
position Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and public relations

Average earnings S3900 Expense paid
training program in Chapel Hill. NC
College credit may be available Inter

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th. Information and inter

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1 800 743 5556

INSTRUCTION

Learn to Scuba dive earn two credits

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or

Thursday at Curry Hicks 7 10 pm 1 800
282 0977

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

MUSIC

Speakers, Reconing * Repair
Home, Auto, Pro

ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W, Springfield 1 781 2327

PERSONALS

Beautiful Girl with the pink shirt and
brown hair at the parly on North Pleas

ant Street ono 2/5. I had a green and
blue striped rugby standing by the keg.

I'd REALLY like to meet you.

PLEASE REPLY

CAITLIN,
World's your>gest senior and 4 year

(careeri bar rat finally legal

Happy 21 St Birthday"

Love. K

Chi Omega Pledgesit
Welcome Tama. Wendy, Yarelis, Gma,
OetKKah, Cambria, and Rachel"" Get
psycfied for an outrageous semester'
Love . All of us in Chi Omega'

Dear Bill.

Remember Valentines Day
2 yrs ago I do'

Hope this one is

Just as happy
I love you

'

Lori

Happy 21st Birthday Denise Sadler
You'll never have to explain why there's

no picture again'

Prepare to puke'

Love Hynes

I apologize to all students m section 2
lor my absence from Thursday's class

pleasedropby my office (LGRT 143sml
Today al any time (10O0 500) to get

your homework back and have a copy
of new assignments Thank you

Hua

•Jen O'Neill*

Welcome to AEPHI'
I'm so excited for you and a great se

mester'

Love.

Your Phi Friend

•Jen Picarelli'

Get ready for an amazing semester'

PHI love.

Your Phi Friend

Melissa L.

Get ready for you best semester ever'

We'll have so much fun!'

LML.
Your Phi Friend

Melissa Holloran
Welcome to Alpha Epsilon Phi'

Stan looking forward to an ama/ing
semester'

Love.

Your Phi Friend

Keep Guessing

Nicole.

Get psyched for a Phi-tastic semester!

LML.
Your Phi friend

Tiffani S
No one couirt t>c h.ippicr

We all love you, welcome lo AEPHI
Congratulations and good luck

PHIIuv

Your Phi Friend

ToMariaa-
Welcome to AEPHI
Get Psyched'

PHI love

Your Phi Friend

SERVICES

Resume Preparation assistance with

complete rciume ijevclopment Keith

Anderson Ph D 582 4037

Taret Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SEX WITH DR. ABEL

Come down to rush at Zela Psi

Ask any sex questions"
Tonight at 6 30 at Newman Center

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Mt Farms Mall

STD STUDY

Students diagnosed with genital

warts (HPVI or a curable STD wanted for

a research study 333 stipend provided
for 15 minutes of your time.

Confidentiality guarentecd Call

Debbie at 549 2671 ext 181

TRAVEL

Language/Cultural programs Uni
versify of Granada. Spam 32300 all in

elusive one month Airfare, tuition, di

ploma, room/board with family, excur

sions June July August September
Contact

Seven Continents
26 Clauss Ave
Paramus, NJ 07652
201 670 7047

Scuba Dive Key Largo
Spring Break. Call Project Deep
1 800 282 0977

SKI SpringlKeak intncoHeyiale Ski

Weeks, only 3209 Includes 5 DAY I (FT

TICKET;5 NIGHTS lODGING
(MOUNTAINSIDE CONOO 5 DAYS
INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTI"ITIES 'Drink
ing age 181, Sponsored by tal.alt's,

tvian Molscn. and Ml SUTTON,
CANADA (Just across the Vermont lK>r

dor) Group leader discounts.
Springbreak '93 Call Ski Travel Unlim
lied 1 800 999 SKI 9

Spring Break
CANCUN, NASSAU

'rom S299
Organi/e a small ijroup lor FREE trip

Call 1(800)Gcl Sun 1

Spring Breah '93' Last chance' Ja
maica, Cancun. Bahamas, from 3459'
Florida from 31 49 Organi/egruup travel

•roe' 1 800 426 7710

TAKE rr OfFll!

Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

Trip for 2 to the Bahamas S222 for a
couple For details call Sarah 549 1609

Want to Travel!!

Great rale; Irjr

Cancun Jamaica
and olf>ers

Great rates

Call Jason 549 3525

TYPING/WORD PROC

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary :123 5031

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4

person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Game Summary

Massachusetts 29 - 39 68
G. Washington 40-25 65

MASSACHUSETTS (17-4. 9-1):

Barbee 6- 1 2 2-3 1 9, H. Williams 5- 1

4

5-8 1 5, Roe 2-7 4-6 8, Kellogg 2-2 0-

5. Mailoy 2-10 0-0 4. Dingle 2-2 1-

2 5. M. Williams 3-8 3-4 10, C.

Robinson 1-10-12. Totals: 23-56 1
5-

24 68.

GEORGE WASHINGTON (15-5, 5-

4): Bngham 4-9 4 5 1 2, Holland 5- 1

2

5-6 15. 1-4 1-33.Suftes7-150-0 17.

PearsaH 1-5 2-2 4, Ford 1-4 CH) 2,

Jones 3-60-1 6. Mammons 1-30-1 3,

Moses 1-10-0 3 Totals: 24-59 12-

1865.

Three-point goals. Massachusetts 7-

1 6 (Bartiee 5-8. Kellogg 1-1 . Mailoy 0-

5, M Williams 1-2), George Washing-
ton 5-17 (Bngham 0-1. Surles 3-9.

PearsallO-2. Ford 0-2. Hamrrons 1 -2.

Moses 1-1). Rebounds: Massachu-
setts 43 (Roe 1 2). George Washington
34 (Bngham 7). Assists: Massachu-
setts 1 1 (Kellogg 5). Geoige Wash-
ington 9 (Three tied with 2) Fouledout
H. Williams. Attendance: 5,020

Player of the Game

Mike Williams. 6-2 So Guard

Sophomore guard Mike Williams

came through with his second
tHJZzer-beating three-pointer of the

year to finish an amazing comeback
and give the Minutemen the 68-65
win. Williams had only 10 points,

but his improbable shot over two
Cotoniais with :00.4 left sealed up
UMass' hold on the conference
regular season title.

Why UMass won
The Minutemen refused to lose.

Down 16 in the first half, the team
collectively picked itself up and
fought back. Tony Bark)ee stepped
up once again in the clutch, hitting

two consecutive threes to cut a
seven-pointGW lead down to one.

The Minutemen had the ball last,

and they put it in Mike Williams'

hands.

Atlantic 10 Standings

I.Massachusetts 9-1 17-4

2. Rhode island 6-4 15-7

3. St. Joseph's 5-4 14-6

George WasNngton 5-4 16-5

Temple 5-4 10-9

6. West Virginia 5-6 12-9

7. Rutgers 4-6 11-12

8. St. Bonaventure 0-9 10-11

Catch all the Minutemen
Basketball Games - Home and Away

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the
John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Minutemen rally stuns GW, 68-65
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian StafT

WASHINGTON, DC. — The Univer-
sity ofMassachusetts basketball team has
finally come full circle, wimiing, or "re-

fusing to lose," rather, in the same fashion
Saturday against George Washington to
extend their wirming streak as they did to
start it — with a Mike Williams game-
winning three-point shot.

The Minutemen ( 17-4. 9-1 in the A-10)
climbed back from a 16-point first half
hole and a seven-point deficit with 2:16
remaining to defeat the Colonials 68-65
and solidify their first-place position in

the A-10. UMass outscored George
Washington 13-2 in the last two minutes,
capped by Mike Williams 180-degree
turnaround three-pointer with :00.4 sec-

onds left to give the Minutemen the win,
their 11th victory in a row.

"This is the biggest comeback I've ever
had in my career here." said UMass coach
John Calipari. "I wanted Mike to take the
shot, he looked at me. and I said shoot it...

Those are tough shots, sometimesyou make
them and sometimes you miss them, but
.Mike Williamsjust happens to make them."

"I've made buzzer shots my whole ca-

reer, it's my favorite shot. At the end ofthe
game. I want to take the shot.' Williams
said. Tou have to have courage to think
you can make it."

The Minutemen were down 63-55 after
Dirkk Surles ( 17 points) drained a thrte-
pointer with 4:35 left. It was the last shot
the Colonials (15-5. 5-3 in the A- 10) would
hit from the field.

Harper Williams fouled out ofthegame
after Yinka Dare faked him down low. and
with the Nigerian freshman at the line

looking to put GW up by 10. the game
<»'»'nied to be over. Until Tonv Barbee

stepped up.

Bart)ee grabbed the rebound when Dare
missed the front end of a 1-and-l. and
nailed a trifecta from the top of the key
while being fouled by Nimbo Hammons.

Barbee missed the free throw, but
Jerome Mailoy grabbed the ball from Dare
and kicked the ball back to Barbee, who
completed the six-point play by drilling his

second trey. Suddenly, it was a 63-62game
"It was just a time where I had the

opportunity to take those shots," Barbee,
who had a game-high 19 points, said. "I

had to step up with Harper out. I wanted
the shot and they gave me the ball."

With 1 :42 left, the sophomore Williams
hit the second oftwo free throws to tie the
game at 63. and after Vaughn Jones missed
the front ofa 1-and- 1 , andGW grabt)ed the
rebound but turned the ball over without
a shot, UMass had a chance to go ahead for

the first time since they led 6-4.

Louis Roe grabbed a clutch rebound
and put in a one-footer to give UMass a 65-

63 lead with 23 seconds remaining, but
George Washington answered when Sonni
Holland nailed two foul shots to tie it 65
65 with 9.7 left in the game.

UMass didn't call a timeout, instead
choosing to put the ball in Williams' hands.
The guard hit a game-winner on the road
against Rutgers earlier in the season, and
this was the same shot, only more difficult.

"To beat UMass. you have to kill UMass,
and we didn't kill them today," said GW
head coach Mike Jarvis. "They made huge
plays down the stretch, they deserve their
notoriety and ranking.

"I'm disappointed we didn't win. but
with the three-pointer, there are no safe
leads in college basketball. It was a hell of
a game."
A sellout of 5.200 greeted Massachu-

setts by screaming "overrated" from 30

XXH RTYNOLDS .' COLLEGIAN
Mike NA^iNiams hit a buz2er-l)eating three

pointer to lead UMass past A-10 foe George
Washington on Saturday, 68-65.

minutes t>efore through the game. The
Colonials responded to the crowd byjump-
ing ahead 10-6 and controlling the first

half, even with Dare on the bench due to
foul trouble. GWs biggest lead was 38-22.
and the Colonials led 40-29 at the half.

"Wf let them back in the game, putting
them in a position to make big plays."
Jarvis said. "We have a mission to go to

the NCAAs. and it would've been nice to
beat UMass. but right now, we're not as
good as they are.

Buzzer beater puts Williams on top
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON. DC. — In front of a
delirious and deafening Smith Center
crowd. University ofMassachusetts guard
Mike WiUiams calmly brought the ball

across midcourt. Nine seconds remained
in regulation. George Washington hadjust
tied the score at 65.

With Colonial guard Alvin Pearsall
draped all over him. Williams faked left at
the top of the 3-point arc, spun right and
delivered the jump shot. A second later it

hit nothing but the bottom of the net and
the Smith Center crowd stood quietly in

disbelief.

Williams skipped down the court
taunting the crowd, which had spent the
previous two hours abusing his team-
mates.

"Who's overrated?" he shouted, waving
his arms in air. "Who's overrated?"

Not Williams and not UMass.
"No team in the country wants to give

me that shot, because 111 hit it," Williams
said. "I've done it so many times in high
school and prep school. I've made a living
off of that shot."

Williams certainly does not lack confi-

dence, something imperative to hitting
game-winning shots.

"I knew in my mind I was going to take

the shot the whole time," said Williams, a
Hartford. Conn, resident. "I want to take
that shot. I want the ball when the game
is on the line."

And UMass coach John Calipari has no
problem giving the ball to Williams. Al-
though Calipari starts eachgame with the
steadier Derek Kellogg at point guard, in
the clutch he prefers to go with the more
creative Williams.

"We want Mike to Uke that shot,"
Calipari said. "We told him to shoot it

during the timeout ( before Sonni Holland's
two free throws tied the game ). Sometimes
you make that shot, sometimes you don't.
Mike Williams makes it."

And thus Williams hityet another peak
in his up and down career at UMass.

Last season Williams, after showing
up late for a practice, found himself so
deep in Calipari'g4eghouse, he considered
transferring.

UMass, certain Williams would not
return, went looking for a new f>oint guard
and offered a scholarship to Michael Lloyd,
a McDonald's All-American from
Baltimore's Dunbar High School. Lloyd
previously wanted to come toAmherst but
was not offered a scholarship because
Calipari would not recruit over Williams.

By the time Calipari was ready to offer
the scholarship, Lloyd, a former team-
mate of UMass freshman Donta Bright,

had already committed to Arkansas.
Williams and Calipari eventually worked
out their differences behind closed doors
and the sophomore returned to the pro-
gram.

"Mike had a difficult freshman year
but we are happy he is back with the
team," Calipari said.

Which does not mean Williams does
not find himself back in Calipari's dog-
house from time to time. Last Thursday,
in UMass' 81-69 victory over St. Joseph's,
Williams was benched for poor focus and
lackadaisical defensive play.

"If he's not ready to play, he won't
play,"Calipari said. "That's why he doesn't
start. You don't know whatyoull get from
Mike game-to-game."

V/illiams said of Calipari, "He's a good
coach. I wasn't ready to play on Thursday,
so he didn't play me and that woke me up
for today."

UMass assistant coachJames "Bruiser"
Flint, who sprinted the length ofthe court
to hug Williams following his shot. said.
"It hasn't always been smooth with Mike,
but I tell him all the time that, if he comes
to play, he can be the best guard in the
league. He's a tough kid. He doesn't like to
lose."

And. at least for today, the UMass
coaching staffis more than happy he stuck
around.

Hoop team gets dunked
Kelsen proves too much for Minutewomen
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Going into last Saturday'sgame against
the University ofRhode Island, University
of Massachusetts women's basketball
coach Joanie O'Brien said her team had a
very good chance to win as long as her
players executed defensively and stepped
up offensively.

For most of the game, UMass's defen-
sive pressure was high, but thanks to 25
points from URI's top gun, Anne Kelsen,
and three others in double figures, coupled
with poor shooting by UMass, the WRams
pulled out a 76-60 win front ofa small but

rowdy crowd in the Curry Hicks Cage.
"We really didn't play with a whole lot

ofguts today," O'Brien said. "We let them
take it to us all day."

UMass trailed for most ofthe first half,
getting as close as 10 points, but still

trailed at the halfby 12. Octavia Thomas'
Herculean effort of 14 points and nine
rebounds (23 pts, 14 rebs for the game)
went for naught as Kelsen, with 16 points
and six rebounds in the first 20 minutes,
controlled the tempo of the game. The
Minutewomen didn't help their cause ei-

ther by shooting 30 percent (32 percent for
the game) while URI scorched the nets at

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, poge 15

Women s gym
streak halted
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

In sports, all good things must
come to an end. For the University
of Massachusetts' women's gym-
nastics team, its four- meet winning
streak came to a halt last night at
the Curry Hicks Cage in a loss to
Northern Illinois University, 1 85 45-
184.95.

After strong performances in the
first two rotations (vault and un-
even bars), the Minutewomen (4-3).

Turn to GYMNASTICS, page 14
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New economic plan
to bring higher taxes
Bv E HUNT

^^^ MATT KAHM / flOl 1 F^lAlu
LET IT SNOW, LET IT SNOW. LET IT SNOW - Apparently not everyone was both

ered by yesterday's weather Hannah Van Osten of Amherst plods through the snow on
the UMass campus.

UAoliiNc.ruN — On tho eve of ad-
driismgcDn^iess, President Clinton tried
tostnooth tlw way Tuesday foraneconomic
austerity plan that would impose higher
taxes on families making more than
$30,000 but reserve the biggest blow for

Americans earning $10<J,000 or above.
"I think that when you see the whole

program, it won't be raw pain," Clinton
said. "I think most middle-class Ameri-
cans, when they look at the cost* plus the
benefits, they're going to be much, much
better ofT.'

The stock market tumbled nearly 83
points on fear that higher Uxes would
short-circuit an economic revival and
would not be accompanied by deep cuts in
government spending.

Clinton shrugged off the drop, saying.
"The people in the stock market have
known in general all along what was going
to be in the program and the stock market's
gone up markedly since the election

"

Senate Republican leader Hob Dole said
the market was reacting to Clintons
speech Monday night. "Dropping like a
rock.' Dole said. "Hold on to your wallets."

The presicknt will go before a joint ses-

Campus drowns in dirty tissues
Virus, rumors of impending shutdown infect VMass

man ofCongress with a nationally televised
speech at

<^'
A'

"

'..jn

d''fails of ii
. ^ .

_ . . ,„-

and spending cuts over four years.
la.- bn, ' .-t of CIinu.n's tax

progiam \v ,>ni a new iiix on
en*'^' Details of the ener^ tax were
being wit hhcld until Clinton'.^ .speech, but
it is suppo.sed to U- h.t.s.'H nn th^ l.»><t

content of fuels.

There also will be an increase in the
percentage of Social Security benefits
subject to taxation for couples earning
over $32,000 or individuals earning more
than $25,000.

The plan calls for a $15 billion invest-
ment tax credit, and for $ 16 billion m short-
term sp(>nding for job-intensive projects
such as highway and bridge construction

White House press secretary- Dee Dee
Myers confirmed that the administration
is considering another round of increases
to pay for universal health care.

Among the options are taxes on pre-
miums collected by insurance companies,
new corporate taxes and increased taxes
on such items as tobacco, alcohol, guns
and pollutants. White House communi-
cations director George Stephanopoulos
said Clinton has not made any decisions
on the proposal.

By CUTTER GAKCI.'X
Collegian StafT

Duijiii^ the ia^l L\s(i wi'^'ka cl.

have .shared one common trait- .. l

sounds of students and their professors coughing,
wheezing, blowingandsneezingtheir way through classes

Every winter the University's student population
experiences some form of a cold or virus attack, but it
seems that this semester's outbreak is the worst in years.
So bad, in fact, that rumors of clo.sing the University for
a week due to a large proportion ofthe student bodv being
affected have started to surface and circulate.

Many students seem U) be complaining about this flu
which is attacking the students and faculty of UMass.
A triage nurse from University Health Services, who

asked not to be identified, reported that most of the
students being .seen in the urgent care area of Health
services were flu-related cases. She .said there had not
been any specific lab work done, but that the symptoms
being complained about pointed towards a Type B Virus.

She said the Type B Virus was •*the least virulent
General .symptoms arc: high fever, general i

' ';
,

cough and it usually l<i.st.s seven to 10 days. I r

respiratory virus which is spread by droplets Coughing,
:ineezing. sharing gla.s.ses, dishes and cigarettes. These
are all methods of transmission foi the virus."

The nurse recommended that studenl,s whoare .stricken
with the virus need to stay in bed for 24 hours after your
fever is down. Take between six and eight glasses of
wateror any kind of fluid each day along with two Tylenol
tablets every four hours.

She also reptirted that most ofthe people she ha.s seen
suffer from general achiness. with symptoms like cramps
and muscular discomfort. She said Advil is usually better
than Tylenol for getting rid of muscle aches.

She said the most important thing was to not expose
others to the virus.

Tou need to stay home and in bed, it's very contagious,"
she said "So I guess that would be number one on your
list, not exposing other people to it."

Turn to VIRUS, page 4

o r\'r^ . .• • .
MATT KAHN / COLLEGIANbusan O Connor, a senior consumer studies major, checks out the university store's selection of cold remedies to battle the

current outbreak of student illness.

Gay residents
find support
in each other
ByMEIANlEDESIIAA
Collegian Staff

When John lived in the Southwest Residential
Area last year, he was forced out ofthe closet His
room was broken into His bicycle was destroyed
Notes bearing threats and slurs littered the en
trance to his ux>m, while graffiti covered his door
When Deven arrived on campu.s last fall, away

from his small, conserv'ative Connecticut town, he
was anxious to begin telling people he was gay. But
he did not want to do it alone He wanted support
He wanted to feel safe.

Growing up, Elizabeth was surrounded by a
network of clo.se gay friends who shared her ex-
periences, and offered support, acceptance, and
hope. She wanted to rebuild that support .system at
UMass.

Differentiated by unique life experiences, yet
eternally linked through struggle, the answers to
the question, "Why did you decide to live on the
University's only gay, lesbian, bisexual, and het-
ercsexual ally corridor?" rang with harmony.

"It was part ofmy process ofcoming out." "It's a
safe space." "P'or the community."

Last Sunday aflernoon. seven members of the
GLB corridor, called theTwo in Twenty, sat together
on the carpeted floor oftheir residential assistant's
room to share stories and dispel the myths and
misinformation about where they live.

Within days ofthe corridor's official announce-
ment last semester, many students expressed their
irritation at what they saw as the administrative
sanctioning of same-sex, same-room romantic re-
lationships.

Yet, clearly, according to residents, the corridor
is not about sex. It is about living one's life in
safety, encircled by mutual support.

"Being around other overt GLB students reaf-
firms that there is nothing wrong with being the
way you are," Deven Demarco said.

"It's easier to have a bunch of people with a
common interest watchingout for each other, rather
than having people dispersed, defenseless, and
alone," Valerie Brown said.

Turn to SUPPORT, page 2
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Wednesday, February 17
Photography Contest — LSSE is holding an amateur

Winter Photography Contest. Photos must be unmatted.
black and white, and 8x10. The theme is winter. Pictures
may be submitted now through March 5th. For more info,
contact Debbie or Laura at 256-4065.

Thursday, February 18
Comedy— Auditions for a new comedy improv troupe.

UMass Fine Arts Center Room 201 at 8 p.m. For more
info, call Ross at 584-7278.

Saturday, February 20
Volleyball— The Pioneer Valley Habitat for Human-

ity presents the third annual benefit volleyball day from
10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. at Ainsworth Gym. Smith College. The
entry fee is $150 per team. For more info, call Nancy at
584-4974 or Sharon at 585-0079.

Snow, ice shuts down
Snow, freezing rain, and generally nasty weather

caused the University of Massachusetts campus to be
shut down completely last night, with all evening classes
being cancelled, academic buildings being locked up, and
the library closing at 9 p.m.

The Chvision of Continuing Education had cancelled
its night courses earlier in the day, and various campus
activities had also been postponed, but reports from
highway department officials in surroundingtowns finally
caused Vice Chancellor for Administration and Finance

M support
continued from poge 1

There are so many issues that we deal with that
people in the heterosexual world can't identify with

"

Elizabeth Waller added
Members think it is absurd that the corridor would be

perceived as a haven for flourishing sexual relationships,
instead of what it really is — a base of support and
friendship. As the corridor's resident assistant said about
such misunderstanding, "Obviously, that is not the case."

Roommat<?s Chris and Deven said they decided to live
t<«ether because they "got along so well. We're just
friends."

Yet, in defending the corridor, members of the com-
munity were not reluctant to talk about the only ro-
mantically involved couple on the hall.

The msyonty sentiment was clear — the existence of
one couple should not define the floor and should not
seem shocking at a university where gay and straight
couples often circumvent the intentions of the system by
occupying the same room.

There were two heterosexual couples on the floor I

lived on in Orchard Hill," Deven said, explaining a
situation in which two women requested a room across
the hall from their boyfriends and made a switch.

Paul Page to make the call to close everything down.
The situation on campus wasn't all that bad, but

highway crews in other towns said they were having a
really tough time keeping up with the road conditions.
We decided it would be safer for everyonejust to close the
campus at 5 o'clock," Page said.

The last time the University's schedule was affected
by bad weather >vas two years ago, when a snowstorm
caused a two-hour delay in opening.

— MICHAEL WEBBER

"If Deven and I were a couple, which we are not, we
could have gone any where on campus to be roommates,
but that's not what this floor is about." Chris Savastano
said.

Last fall. Rebecca Tate, a heterosexual ally, arrived at
UMass with an open mind and a strong, secure person-
ality. As a freshman she was excited to have been assigned
a room adjacent to the short hall where theGLB students
and their allies lived.

Soon, however, her excitement was compounded by a
need to dispel misunderstandings and homophobia among
floor members who were not involved in the GLB corridor.

"I was excited because I thought maybe I could help
some ofthe women on the long side ofthe floor undersUnd
and not be afraid. I serve an educational role," Rebecca
said.

Questions arose, which needed to be answered by any
heterosexual ally willing to be patient — "Is it OK to
shake hands with them?" "Is it OK to drink out of the
same water fountain?" "Is it safe to sit on the same toilet
seat?"

"I'm stressing the importance of allies as liasons for
people who are too afraid," the resident assistant said.

"I just want to live my life," Valerie concluded.
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New program
aids students
with judiciary
By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Staff

A new Judicial Advisors Program designed by
Student Attorney General Dina Raimo and the
Dean of Students Office to educate students about
the UMass judicial procedure may help students
through the often confusing University judicial
system.

"People aren't aware of their rights and become
overwhelmed by the system. We try to provide
information about the process to make it less
stressful." Raimo said.

Student advisors, thoroughly trained in all as-
pects of the judicial procedure, can answer ques-
tions or helpyou prepare the strongest case possible.

"Our advisors know the UMass judicial system
inside and out. They are also trained in both
questioning and listening skills." says Raimo.

They can also act as silent advisors during
actual proceedings, helping individuals do every-
thing, from asking pertinent questions to formu-
lating effective arguments and closing statements,
all under pressure.

Raimo concedes that the system is intimidating
to some people.

"It's a lot easier to get advice from someone more
familiar with the system," she said.

Raimo stressed the importance ofcontacting the
Student Attorney General Office as soon as pos-
sible with your case.

"The more time we have to help you, the better
prepared you will be." she said.

The Student Attorney General's Office is lo-

cated on the third floor of the Student Union in
Room 432. and is open Monday through Friday. If
you have any questions, stop in and talk to an
advisor, youll be glad you did.

Co-founder of Black Panthers
praises '60s as a profound era

AIDS lecturer to speak
on 'dangerous' safe sex

By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

"The 19608 was a profound era." Bobby Seale, co-
Founder ofthe Black Panther Party, told a Mount Holyoke
College audience Monday night.

More than 350 students filled the Abbey Memorial
Chapel to see Seale. who was invited to speak during
Black History Month along with Elridge Cleaver, another
member of the Black Panthers. Cleaver was unable to
appear due to illness.

Bobby Seale, along with the late Huev P. Newton, co-
founded the Black Panther Party in 1965 following the
assassination of Malcolm X. The organization, based in
Oakland. Calif, functioned as a grassroots organization
and engaged in numerous activities, ranging from com-
munity breakfast programs to armed patrols of police
activities.

"People today think we were hoodlums," said Seale.
"We were not hoodlums. We believed in self-defense."

The Black Panthers became widely known for publicly
arming themselves and patrolling the community to
monitor the police. Seale said this was intended to "capture
the imagination of the of the Black people."

"We were so legal, it was a crying shame." said Seale.
referring to a U.S. Supreme Court ruling which allowed
the armed patrols.

A central goal ofthe Black Panther Party was to create
a Black political electorate that would build coalitions
with local Chicane communities and White leftists in
order to gain control of the Oakland city government. In
1973. Bobby Seale ran a strong, yet unsuccessful, bid for
mayor.

Seale said he first became politically active as a college
student at Mary College. It was upon reading about
Black history and learning the truth about his own
heritage that old stereotypes began to break down.

"We were told that Africa was dark, that Africans were
savage," said Seale.

Seale was also pushed in the direction of activism by
the words of social activist Dick Gregory who talked
about the The Civil Rights Movement in the South.

Seale described himself as a "humanist," advocating

for the liberation of all of humanity.
"There's nothing wrong with being a people's kind of

revolutionary humanist," said Seale "We have to change
the political activity that perpetuates racism."

Today. Seale is the director ofAdvocates Scene Inc.. a
non-profit, community organizing network in Washing-
ton, DC.

Seale has also written a documentary book on the
history ofthe Black Panther Party, titled. Seize the Time
During the lecture, he stated his intention to eventually
write a screenplay of the book for a film production.
"I'm still a political revolutionary," Seale said. "You've

got your work cut out for you. and I've got my work cut out
for me too. because I'm going to keep on going."

MArr KAHN / COILEGIAN
Bobby Seale, co-founder of the Black Panther Party, spoke

at Mount Holyoke College MorKJay night.

By DIANA DAVANZO
Collegian Staff

Students need to have access to avail-
able information about AIDS to make in-
formed choices, according to a professional
lecturer scheduled to speak at the Uni-
versity next week.

John Harris has traveled and lectured
on the AIDS epidemic tojunior high, high
school and college students part-time for
the past 19year8 and full-time for the past
six years.

Harris explained in an interview that
he speaks about AIDS because he feels

"students need to have accurate and up-
dated information to make the best choices
in life."

Harris went on to say. "I don't think
students are getting the full picture on the
whole epidemic."

Harris said he feels the safe-sex mes-
sage the media is presenting is not reliable
and there is much information that points
to condoms as a dangerously unreliable
means of protection. ^

Harris pointed to Malaya as an example
of how dangerous condom use can be.

Harris pointed to statistics showing that
in 1990 3 percent of the nation's young
people were infected. A massive condom
campaign was launched. A year later.

Harris said, "infection rose from 3 percent
to 42 percent."

Harris said the sources of his infor-

mation range from the Center for Disease
Control to the Military Research Institute

to various other medical journals and re-

searchers.

When asked why he felt students were
beingshortchanged, Harris responded that

"AIDS is the most political disease in all of

history."

Another factor, he said is. when it comes
to AIDS, "the belief is. you can't change
behavior" and that society contradicts it-

self because "it doesn't take that attitude

with racism and bigotry. Instead ofcalling

students to the highest moral good, they

are called to the lowest common denomi-

nator.'

Harris said he has had to attend over
133 funerals as the result of AIDS. The
last funeral was for a 17-year-old girl in
California. This past week, Harris said he
lost another friend to the disease.

The response to Harris' lectures range
anywhere from standing ovations to "in-
tense questions." he said.

Harris said he feels that a general
myth concerning the disease is that stu-
dents feel "it won't happen to me — it's

someone else's problem."
Harris will be speaking in the Student

Union Ballroom on Tuesday. Feb. 23 and
Wednesday, Feb. 24. at 7 p.m. The Cam-
pus Crusade for Christ and Alliance
Christian Fellowship are sponsoring the
event.

Candidates put on spot
Group grills Amherst office seekers

JOSH REYN0U3S / COLLEGIAN
A section from a local quilt project titled

"Beyond the Names," designed to promote
awareness about the AIDS crisis.

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian SUff

A weekly questionnaire from an
Amherst citizens' group has pressured
candidates for town offices into an-
swering some sticky questions, but at
the same time has drawn mixed re-

sponses about its value to the campaign.
The group, calling itself Amherst

Citizen's Enquiry, has been sending
out a set of questions to candidates for
Select Board and School Committee
each week prior to the upcoming town
election. The candidates are asked to
respond in 100 words or less, and their
answers are distributed in flyers and
sent to the local media.

Harry Brooks, one ofthe organizers,
said the questionnaire has been useful
in making the campaign more "issue-

oriented."

"I think this has been very success-
ful. We were hoping this would be a
good way to get |the candidates'!
viewpoints out, and it has been," he
said.

Some candidates, however, feel the
questions lack objectivity, have an
"accusatory" tone and do not make a
serious contribution to the campaign.

"I The questionnaire! serves a pur-
pose, but I don't think an ad-hoc citizens'

group is the correct medium to do the
questioning," said Hill Boss, a candidate
for Select Board. "The group has a
narrow agenda, and the questions re-
flect that."

Past questions have included.
"Should the town challenge the state
Department ofEducation findings that
there is discrimination in the schools in
grouping and discipline practices?."
"Should town government employees
making over $45,000 a year be asked to
take a le percent pay cut?," and "Do
you support a Proposition 2 1/2 over-
ride?"

Carolyn Holstein. also a candidate
for Select Board, said of the group,
"One needs to give them the courtesy of
participating, but it would be nice if

they gave back the courtesy of asking
more objective questions. It's a lot of
work for everyone, and with these
questions I'm not sure it's necessary

"

All of the candidates contacted also
said they felt "pressured" to respond to
the questions so their names did not
appear in the fiyers next to an accusa-
tory "did not respond."

"We're trapped
.
We've got to go along

with it," said Boss.

Othercandidates, however, said they
felt the group was making a positive
contribution to the campaign by giving
voters specific information about the
candidates' positions on a number of
important issues.

"The questions have been extremely
fair," said Edith Lewark, who is running
for Select Board. "They're questions
that needed to be asked. It's a good way
to separate those whoare really serious
about town government from those who
just have a loud voice and the backing
of the machine."

Larry Kelley, another Select Board
candidate, said "1 think it's great. With
those questions as pointed as they are
it puts everyone on the spot. . . people
are entitled to know Ithe candidates'
positions]."

Brooks said candidates' responses
are printed verbatim, with no correc-
tions for spellingor grammar. Answers
are cut off at 100 words. He said the
group does not endorse any candidate.

Questions are chosen by consensus
of the members of the group, who vol-
unteer their services. Expenses for
printing the approximately 2,500
weekly flyers are covered by private
contributions. Brooks said.

The town election is scheduled for
Feb. 23.
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The unnamed source also reported that there seemed
to be a lot of staff members out with the virus.

Along with the virus, there has been the outbreak ofa
rumor that the University might be shuttingdown because
of Its effects on the student population. One of the most
popularrumors is that48 percent ofthe student population
has reported to Health Services complaining of the Flu
and that if the level reaches 50 percent, the University
will be classified as "Epidemic" and will be shut down for
a week.

According to the rumor Fitchburg State College suf-
fered the same fate and closed for a week.
A clerk at FSC Health Services reported that no such

aclnily had taken place.

UMass public health nurse A.J. Lardner told the
Colltgion that these rumors were absolutely false. When
asked ifthere was a policy which would call for the closing
down of the school she said. There is no standard policy
for that. If it were a problem concerning public safety
then it would be dealt with specificallv. But there is no
truth to that rumor."

Regardless of the fact that there seems to be no

imminent pubHc danger, students everywhere are feel-
ing the wrath of the virus. Matthew Griffing, a senior
philosophy major, said he had been sick about a week.

"Every day it was something different. First I couldn't
breath. Then it was a cough. Then a sore throat, stuffy
head. Runny eyes, sneezing — the whole shebang."
Griffmg said.

Matt Vautour, a freshman journaUsm major, said
"I've been very congested. I've had a fever on and offand
it's been giving me a stomach ache."

Mike Nelson, a senior marketing major said he had
been sick about a week now.

"Sore throat, sinus condition. I've taken everything
and still haven't gotten better." Nelson said. "Sudafed.
cough syrup. I've been sleeping a lot and still 1 haven't
gotten better."

Many more students interviewed said they all shared
the same common traits of misery, discomfort and
wretchedness. The one factor that most commonly united
all those interviewed was that they had all been sick
approximately one week and were beginning to recover— slowly.
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Keynote Speaker: ANGELA DAVIS, author, activist, academic
Topics for the afternoon session: Women as Activists & Leaders, Women and AIDS ThPEconomy and Women, Women from Developing Nations, Women of Color a CrosSiural
Perspect.ve, Media and Women, Violence Against Women, Women in TraditSly MaleDominated Professions, and Women and Their Relationships
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Hostility, name-calling won't slow the spread of AIDSInstead of spreading out to the broad Am^rimn it .^..a^ .u^ ^„„ u . _ .

^Instead of spreading out to the broad American
population HIV is concentrating in pools ofpersonswho are also caught in the 'synergism ofplagues', poverty
poorhealth and lack ofhealth care, inadequate education
joblessness, hopelessness and social disintegration con-
verged to ravage personal and social life.' — National
Research Council, in a reportfor the NationalAcademy of
Science, released earlier this month.

To date. 5.200 people in Massachusetts have been
diagnosed as HIV-positive. Many are still alive; some of
them have already died of AIDS. Twenty percent or
1.040. of these people— or were —just in their 20s when
diagnosed.

The state Department of Public Health doesn't know
how many teenagers could be infected with the virus An
incubaUon period as long as 8-10 years and a populaUon
relatively untested for the virus result in a big quesUon
mark. The increasing incidence of AIDS in this group
demands a response. Enter the conservatives.

Focus on the Family, a Colorado-based organization
whose pamphlets appeared on campus" last week, know
how to eliminate the problem ofAIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases among young adults: abetinence.
They're right. But they have a twisted view of reahty.

They whollycondemn educating teens aboutcondoms:

it sends the message that "safe sex is achievable." that
sex IS "a good thing" and that "responsible adults expect
them to do it."

The allure of escapism

Darienne

HOSLEY
They're out oftouch: very few educators claim that "safe

sex" exists. Rather, they teach "sa/er sex" while empha-
sizing that the only way to be free of risk is to not have sex.

Focus on the Family believes teens will heed the call
to abstinence when sounded by parents and TV specials,
at the same time citing data from Planned Parenthood
that shows "the number one reason teenagers engage in
intercourse is peer pressure."

Young adults won't use condoms because the nature
ofhuman beings and the passion of the act simply don't
lend themselves to a disciplined response in young rt>-

mantics." If you don't believe a young couple will be in
enough control to use protection, do you really think
theyll refrain from sex altogether? Come on.

The group also contends that many organization who
offer counseling "reflect the homosexual agenda, which
includes recruitment of the young and vigorous promo-
tion of a teen's right to sexual expression." Sounds a bit

then it is an adiabatic change. A
rapid expansion. ."

Twenty minutes to go. I do this every
daas. just sit here for the last half hour
looking up at the clock. It seems so in-
credibly routine that it's scary, three days
a week for 16 weeks looking at the clock
and waiting anxiously so I can get out of
class. It's scary because each ofthose days
it feels like I've got something important 1

should be doing after class, and then I end
up hanging around at the Campus Center
for an hour, watching people go by. I won-
der if students at Amherst feel Uke this.

Nathan

CRICK
I wish I could just get out of here some-

times. Take a few friends and drive up to
Montreal for a week and spend my time in
crowded taverns drinking Irish coffee with
people who can speak French. That would
be so cool, a dark smoky bar with a folk
band pla>ring and people singing drinking
songs with complete strangers. Maybe I

could just ask the girl in my poli-sd class
and we'd run offtogether. To hell with the
guys.

".
. . graph of temperature versus vol-

ume demonstrates. .
."

I hate these chairs, they tdll my back.
They're almost as bad as the chairs in

Morrill. You can really tell sometimes
that this University is scrapingthe barrel.
I can hardly find a class where you can get
into discussions anymore. What's the good
ofa course when all you do is sit and listen

to some pretentious professor spout their

opinion on every subject? I might as well
rent a videotape. Cindy Crawford's an-
thropology workout.

Then again, I kind of like this campus.
There's somethinguniqueabout being able
to sit and read the paper in the Cape Cod
lounge next to people sleeping peacefully
on the couches while a group of students
across from you talk about the future with
Bill Clinton. When I leave here I think itll

be things like that which HI miss. You can
keep the keg parties and the lecture halls,

just give me a place to relax and shoot the
breeze with random college students on
cheap couches.

not to be mislead as to the defini-
tion of heat."

I went up to buy a pumpkin in the tiny
hill town next to mine. It seemed way up
in the middle of nowhere, but when I told
him I went to UMass he jokingly asked if

we were "giving the campus over to the
Blacks." I didnt know whether to yell at
him or defend the students or what. Every-
where I go that's all people seem to say
when I tell them I go here, and it really gets
on my nerves after a while. It is as if this is

the only place on earth where there are
racial tenaiona. I juat want to shake them
violently to get them to break into reality.

It's weird though. Sometimes I feel like
I should be educating people who have
been living here 20 years longer than I

have even existed. I remember being here
as a freshman and being swamped with
all the rallies and protests and intellectual
speakers, and thinking I have been en-
lightened beyond the bounds of the igno-
rant population ofthe whole United States.
Like I was now superior in moral and
political thought than the poor souls who
worked in the treadmill ofthat Real World.
I wasjust a high school kid one year older,
what did I know except the great truths
that people revealed to me from the
protester's podium. Now I don't know who
should be educating who. if at all.

".
. .the ideal gas law does not apply to

an..."

Two more minutes. I can already hear
people putting all their stuff away.
Everybody's in a hurry to getaway. Maybe
today ni just sit here and relax for a
couple of minutes and wait for the crowd
to scramble out the exit door. Maybe 111

draw out a plan to go to Montreal, up
through Maine with a stopoverat Concord.
Oh yeah, 1 have to go home this weekend
and seemy grandmother. Eighty-twoyears
old. And we think we know it all. Well,
Montreal will have to wait. Now 1 gotta go
kill time for another hour.

Nathan Crick is a Collegiancolumnist.

paranoid. Right now, 1 think the homosexual com-
munity is more interested in gaining respect and
tolerance and fighting AIDS than "recruitment."

Newspapers occasionally run letters from people
who believe AIDS is God's revenge on the great
unwashed: it's their fault for sharing needles, for not
being monogamou.s. for sleeping with someone whoae
sexual past they didn't know about, for being gay.

What about those infected through tainted blood
transfusions. HIV-positive mothers, accidental con-
tact with contaminated blood?

The city of Edinburgh. Scotland, reported 120 new
cases a year of HIV infection through contaminated
needles. Last year, only eight were recorded. They've
begun a program of "harm reduction" by giving, on
demand, oral prescriptions for pharmaceuticals to re-
duce needles use and consequently the spread ofAIDS.

It's a controversial tactic, true, but it is working.
The city may be gaining a few drug addicts, but it has
sharply decreased the magnitude ofAIDS among part
ofthe population. It's step one ofa long, long program.

Fighting AIDS demands that we change our
thinking; if we continue to keep sexuality taboo and
label AIDS sufferers deserving victims, we can't win.

Darienne Hostey is a Collegian columnist.

Keg licensing is discriminatory
Like many ofyou. I had no idea that

when I came to UMass 1 would have to
forfeit many of the rights I would have
possessed as a "normal" citizen It be-
gins with the dormitory with regula-
tions on what we can drink, what we
can eat, and who can visit us.

When 1 chose to move offcampus my
senior year. I assumed that many of
these restrictions would no longer affect
my life — but 1 was wrong It is no
longer the University that is regulating
my life, but rather it is the Amherst
Police Department.

As responsible members of our
community, my housemates and I chose
to obey the law and apply for a keg
license. We were not planmng one of
those huge bashes to make money for
our rent. We simply wanted to invite a
few friends over to our house.
We were met with blatant discrimi-

nation, baaed on the previous residents
ofour bouse, whowe are not acquainted
with at all. In fact, if we have brought
anjTthing to this nei^borhood, it has
been a welcome relief to the constant
n<Mse and partying of its former resi-

dents We can have a license, but with
the condition that ifwe have one noise
complaint, we are all arrested on the

spot, without warning. Sounds fair.

This law is being enforced arbi-
trarily, with no specific guidelines It is

left to the discretion, or discrimination,
ofa single person, and that is not right
Do you think a parent who applies for

a keg permit for. say, a family reunion
is met with the same attitude as the
student planning a party? I doubt it

At UMass, we pride ourselves on
taking up causes, fighting dist nrnina-
tion and promoting equal nghu Why
have we abandoned the fight for our
collective rights not only as students
but as Amencan atizens? Amherst is

not a "police state." althou^ it is

gradually becoming such, while our
attention is diverted to other iMuea. A
keg law may not seem important to
many but the point is that it is a
sjrmptom ofa more pervasive problem.
It has become legalized discrimination,
and that is a danferous fwecedent to
set. It seems to me to be an unconsti-
tutional restriction on the citizens.

As college students, we do not forfeit

our rights as adult Amencan citizens.

L«t's reclaim our collective voice and
stand up for our rights!

Jennifer Springer
Amherst

A very narrow view of the world

Debate over gays misses the point
Should open gays and lesbians be al

lowed into the military? So far we've heard
arguments centering on "discipline," "co-

hesion" and "trust." Does anyone else see
people, including the Clinton administra-
tion, missing the point?

Gays and lesbians should be allowed
into military service, but behind their

made-up problems are true, practical

problems no one wants to address.

Ifsoldiers have a problem with sharing
close quarters, which could include
sleepingand bathing facilities, with people
who may find them sexually attractive,

that is a valid complaint.

Let's take the political issue ofgay rights

out of the picture for a minute and picture

an all-female troop. If a man were acci-

dentally assigned to their troop, there is no
doubt thaf af least some of the wdmen

would object to his presence. Even the most
accepting, man in the world might feel the
same with an openly gay man in his troop.

The military has historically been a
breeding ground for homophobia, as the
"discipline" and "trust" arguments have
shown. Those who mistrust and would
create a disciplinary problem in this case
are probably the homophobes, not their
gay comrades. They should be punished
and educated, two things the military
claims to excel in. Discrimination should
notbe an excuse to exclude an entire group.

In this way, gays wanting to serve is the
same as Blacks wanting that right in 1948.
In both cases, ignorance and fear stood in
the way ofacceptance. But today's struggle
runs deeper and many are ignoring that.

Julia Richardson
Amherst

I am a graduate student, getting my
Ph.D. in resource economics. It's not easy.
I have to work hard, writing my disserta-
tion, being a wife and mother, and work-
ing weekends at Hunan Garden Chinese
Restaurant. Until recently, that is.

While waitressing last Sunday night, I

served four of you. You are UMass un-
dergraduates, getting a larger view of the
world, learning how to manage your time,
your studies and your money. You ordered
about $30 worth offood. I treated you well,
did not delay, poured extra water, brought
your order promptly. When you got your
check, you arranged your money carefully
on the table with the bill, and walked past
me, saying all the money was left on the
table. Trained to smile for customers. I

smiled and nodded.
My doubt froze into certainty when,

seconds later, I checked the table to find
four dollar bills over the edge of a $20
coupon, made to look like counterfeit
money, from a local hardware store. I ran
out to find you, but you had vanished.

According to the restaurant policy, I

then bought your supper by working the
rest ofthe night for $1 or $2 tips on $ 15-30
tabs. The evening I had planned to spend
helping my daughter with her homework
went in on your meal. The income from
that evening's work was ipeant for my
daughter's swimming and ballet lessons. 1

didn't get home 'til late and my daughter
cried because she didn't know what to do
by herself Ycru probably did not realize
that somebody would have personal con-
sequences for your deception.

1 often realize th^ Flirn^nof be'fng

treated as a full person when working as
a waitress. You see my Oriental features
and say things like, "You can leave really
low tips at this place!" You never hear me
talk back to you, but you see me as "one of
those Chinese girls" you can look at any
way you Uke, who will always be polite,
even if you are rude.

You remind me of the saying "he's like
a frog sitting at the bottom of a well,
looking at the sky." You imagine that
what you have seen ofthe world is all that
matters. The world is so much larger! Get
out ofyour well, and see the real extent of
the sky! People who are here from other
countries, who are working to get an
education and a broadening 1 ifeexperience,
are watching you. Can you imagine what
you are saying by walking out on a res-
taurant bill or leaving a miniscule tip or
bragging within earshot of your waitress
about the lowest tip )ou ever left?

You are showing me how American
undergraduates act and think. I am
showing you how Chinese graduates act
and think. I am a real person, treatingyou
as well I as I know how to. You are treating
me as ifyou are not a real person at all.

I paid for your meal. I pay for your
discrimination. You pay in loss of educa-
tion and loss of respect, leaving a wake of
hurt that may spill over onto others who
come after you year after year. I quit the
job. No little frog with a small view is
worth the tears of my daughter and the
long nights for penrttes. Get out of the
well,, the view isn't that good, anyway.

Fang Du
Dept. of Resource Economics
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Metallica roars into the MuUins Center
ByGREGSUKIENNlK
Collegian Staff

Metallica
Mullins Center
Feb. 15, 1993

With all the subtlety and all the aural
and visual impact of two gasoline tanker
trucks colliding at 70 MPH and exploding.

Metallica slammed through a three-hour
show of new and old material before a
Mullins Center full of appreciative, black
T-shirt and leather-clad fans Monday night.

Metallica balanced newer material with
some real gems from the mid-'80s, when
they sold millions of copies of titles like
Ride the Lightning and Master ofPuppets
with zero mainstream airplay. This illus-

trated Metallica'sevolution from high-speed
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thrash and Gothic-sounding metal to its

current incarnation, which features slower
time signatures with no loss of power.
A heavy metal band is judged on three

levels: how well they play, how well they
utilize the sheer sonic power at their dis-

posal and how well they work with the
crowd. Metallica racked up high scores on
all three counts.

The "heavy" in heavy metal comes from

the rhythm section and drummer Lars
Ulrich and bassist Ja.son Newsted did not
disappoint. Ulrich essentially attacked his
drums, accenting snare hits with cymbal
crashes and rumbling through thunder-
ous fills. He stood out as an instrumental-
ist the way the late Keith Moon of The
Who once did.

Ulrich kept thrash numbers such as
Turn to METALLICA. page 8

James Hetfield of Metallica
XDSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Rockin* crowd W€is ready for anything
The line to see Metalica and the

crowd inside was not a University of
Massachusetts breed but consisted
mostly of Metallica fans from another
place.

I asked the person in front ofme why
they would not want aerosol cans in a
Metallica concert. He said "Welp. Ifyou
happen to have an m-80 and a flame
thrower with an aerosol can it can be
pretty dangerous."

Most of the people on line didn't
seem to be admiring the incredible
Mullins center which looks Uke it be-
longs in Disney World's latest resort.

Instead they were doing a customary
scream, and cursing at anything and
everything.

llie voice message also said. This
evening's performance, Metallica. .

." wiCh
a Masterpiece Theatre accent. Someone

replied, "This Evening's performance?
More like a F!®#$& crash in!"

An interesting observation about
the show may be the surprising amount
of male voice participation. When the
singer asked the crowd to sing I looked
to the left and the right and noticed
that most everyone was singing almost
in key and in unity.

A person who did body searches at
the door said "I found a knife, a bong,
and some alcohol on some of the en-
trants." The body search was done by
women for women and men for men.

The Mullins Center staff did an
excellentjob keeping securityand calm.
From where I was sitting I saw three or
four people escorted out by police offic-

ers.

— ADAM RATTINER
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"t^^.^t.^ ^^ repression— the FBI COINTELPRO
Editors Note: This is the first ofa two-

part series about counter-intelligence pro-
grams against the Black Panther Party
and the American Indian Movement. This
series is dedicated to all those who fought
and continue to fight for the liberation of
people ofcolor. For those ofyou who do not
fight at all, hopefully this will encourage
you to re-examine your history and inter-
pret it as more than just a footnote.

Most history texts in the United States
give some information regarding the Civil
Rights Movement, but they often fail to
mention the role of alternative ideologies
and parties espousing Black liberation.

During the 1960s, revolutionarv up-
surges erupted all over the world. In
France, Japan and elsewhere, there were
demonstrations in the streets by students
and workers. The Cultural Revolution was

movement in the worldwide struggle
against imperialism and lent his support:

s5iSrS??S ='==-"=s™='""' -XiSi-SK-Ai*-
!s-L"srjSS=S rSfS?^£ rSSS-HS

started as an armed group of Blacks, exer- supervised plebiscite to be held throughout
cising their constitutional right to witness the Black colony in which only Black colo-
pohce arrests, m Black neighborhoods, mal subjects will be allowed to participateThey weretryingtopreventpolicebrutahty for the purpose of determining the will of
"^

H?.t ^Jf'^P^P'^^ n uu o .

^^^'^ P**P'^ ^« ^ ^^^" "«^o"«l destiny.Huey Ne«^t«n and Bobby Seale were Naturally, the BPP attracted the hosUl-the co-founders ofthe Black Panther Party
"

and architects of its lO-point program
The party attracted a large number of
young Blacks because of ite uncompro-
mising stance on racial liberation and its

Shyamala

IVATURY

tali St class. It is a tremendous support and
" inspiration to the stniggle ofthe penple

"The African-American struggle is not
only a struggle waged by the exploited and
the oppressed Black people for freedom
and emancipation, it is also a new clarion
call to all the exploited and oppressed , „^.... „.. .„..«. ..uer«uon ana us
people ofthe Umted States to fight against affirmation of Black strength and Black
the barbarous rule of the monopoly capi- pride. Within a few years the Black

world-over. Though flawed, it represented
the greatest effort yet, in history, to
transform the superstructure ofa society,
for it demonstrated that class struggle
continues even under socialism. The text
ofthe first stage oftheCultural Revolution
was the Fed Book. This book contained
the thoughts of Mao Tse Tung — substi-
tuting his quotes m place of full texts of
Marxist theory. The book was read
worldwide.

In the United States, theRed Book was

alism and to the struggle ofthe Vietnamese
people against U.S. imperiaUsm. On behalf
of the Chinese people. I hereby express
resolute support for the just struggle ofthe
Black people in the Umted States."

In 1966. an orgamzation of militant
young Blacks appeared on the West Coast
Borrowing tlie emblem ofa Black political
party in Lowandes County, Ala., they
called themselves the Black Panther Party
for "self-defense." They choose the symbfil
of the "panther" because they thought it

Students should demand
reason for program cuts

It's the time for the administration
to stop playing games and it s time the
students demand answers to the mis-
management of the Upward Bound
Program funds. We should not let this
scandal pass.

Maikes

GOMES
Those of you who attended the

Chancellor's meeting on Oct. 9, 1992 in
the Campus Center and the meeting
afterwards at the Malcom X Center,
you may remember me questioning
Chancellor O'Bnen and his staff about
the mismanagement of federal money.
The questions I asked included inquiry
about the 3 to 5 percent pay increase
the Department ofEducation issued for
Upward Bound employees, which the
University retained; money for the po-
sitions of director, secretary, and one
case worker, which were vacant for
over a year, and have yet to be ac-
counted for; purchase orders used in
the Faculty Club and the Campus
Center Hotel for non-Upward Bound
business. Checks for people who did not
work for the office showed up mysteri-
ously, the $14,000 worth of computer
equipment donated by the University's
psychology department never arrived
to the Upward Bound Program, but
was signed for. I also asked why the
University denied the Upward Bound
employees the right to take part in

writing the grant proposal that was
denied. What about the withholding of
United States mail dated May 8, 1992
which the University did not promul-
gate until May 25, 1992, after school
had closed? I have also heard from
several sources that the Chancellor has
only been able to raise $100,000, which
is far below the $750,000 budget that is

suppose to cover the substitue program
for the next three years. The so-called

review the Chancellor is having now
eschews all the questions which he
promised to investigate.

I think that the more than 200 people
who witnessed this part ofthe meeting
should make an appointment with the
Chancellor to remind him that we want
answers. Maybe ABC, NBC orCBS still

have the taped footage of the events
that transpired on this campus last

semester. If the Chancellor does not
respond accordingly, we, the students,
must take the elevator straight to the

top Since the University will not keep
their word then we must wash, hang
and dry our dirty laundry out.

I encourage students to write the
Department of Education: Upward
Bound Offices. Washington DC. , 20202
or call them and report that the letter
daUHl May 8. 1992. terminating the
Upward Bound Program, was withheld
Maybe we should organize a group of
students to personally go to Washing-
ton and meet with the head of the
Department of Education. The admin-
istration had Its chance, but when you
back a dog into a corner, he will bite.
It's time we open the corrals and let the
bulls out. All those who have safe-
deposit bags full ofgolden information,
it's time to withdraw your gold. I

guarantee those who have been in-

volved with such sordid dealings will
think twice before tampering with
federal money and the United States
mail again The next time around, the
Department of Education will keep a
close eye on those who are handling
certain funds.

When you are overseeing a group of
people who are running a program you
cannot use the excuse that you didn't
know. A person should damn-well-
better-know their job. everyone else's
around them and below them — it's

called checks and balances.
I condemn those in the system who

pretend to be allies but take part in
such unscrupulous dealings. Shame on
you. To all the Uncle Toms who took
part in this scandal, double shame on
you because you sold out your own
people. We in the African-American.
Latino. Asian, andNative American
community know who you are. so I will

refrain from publicizing your names.
I could think ofmuch harsher things

to express to certain individuals who
were involved with what 1 call sabotage,
but because I was raised to respect my
elders, I will refrain fiT)m lowering myself
to the level ofcertain people. I was also
taught to respect thosewho respectyou.
but others don't always respect you. I

am also glad that some people agree
with me that "stupidity is forever, but
ignorance can be fixed." Stupidity is

eschewing the issues, but whenyou tear
down the smoke screen, it is a step in

cleaning up the ignorance which gotyou
into the fiasco in the first place.

Maikes Gomes is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Panther Partygrew toover5.000 members.
They successfully made coalitions with
Black and White groups all over the
country, despite differing ideologic.

The following is the platform program
of the BPP drawn up on October of 1966.
It IS based upon the theory of self-deter-
minaUon. typical of the nationalists, and
contain specific criticisms of policies that
have led to the oppression of Black people

• We want freedom We want the power
to determine the destiny of our Black
Community.

• We want full employment for our
people. (They felt that the federal gov-
ernment was responsible and obliged to
give every individual employment or a
guaranteed income. They felt that if the
White American busi nesses would not give
them employment, then the means of
production should be taken from the
busines-smanarid placed in the community
so that the community could organize and
employ all of its people — providing a
better standard of living )

• We want an end to the robbery by the
White man ofour Black Community. (They
believed that the US government had
robbed Black people and now they were
demanding the overdue debt of 40 acres
and a mule Forty acres and a mule was
promised over lOOyearsago as restitution
for slave labor and mass murder of Black
people. The BPP .said it would accept the
payment in currency which would be dis

ity of the law-enforement authorities, in
particular the FBI. These authorities tried
to systematically suppress the party since
its inception and put most of the Panther
leaders in jail on one charge or another.

The focus ofthe FBI's counter-intelli-
gence functions are "legally" restricted to
"hostile foreign governments, foreign or-
ganizations and individuals connected
with them." The fact is these restrictions
have never been observed. President
Franklin Roosevelt authorized the
Bureau's return to investigation of
subversives. In the past, counter-intelli-
gence programs (COINTELPROs) were
directed against the Socialist Workers
Party, the Commumst Party, USA. and
other Marxist organizations.

In FBI parlance a COINTELPRO refers
to a specific secret and typically illegal
operation of political repres.sioii. In the
19608 there were more than 2,370 separate
COINTELPROs.
On Apnl 27. 1971. an FBI memoran-

dum UUed COINTELPRO Black Extrem-
ists-Racial Mattere was written by CD.
Brennan to W.C Sullivan, former head of
the Counter Intelligence Division. The ob-
jective ofthis program was the "neutraUza-
tion of Black extremist groups, the pre-
vention of violence by these organizations
and the prevention of coaUtions among
Black extremist organizations " Thus the
FBI. in collaboration with local police uruts
(often specifically created for this purpose
with the assistance of the FBI >. and reac-
tionary "private" groups (many of which
were spawned or expanded with Bureau
support) began a systematic program to
destroy organizations fighting for Black
liberation. William C. Sullivan.an architect
ofthe COINTERLPRO. was laUr charged

tributed within the Black community;just with orchestrating the FBI campaign to
as the German state aided Israel for its

part in the genocide ofover 6 million Jews.
The BPP felt that since racist America
had slaughtered over .50 million Black
people, their demand was modest.)

• We want decent housing, fit for the
shelter of human beings.

• We want education for our people
that espouses the true nature of decadent
American society. We want education that
teaches us our true history and our role in
t he present day society. ( The BPP believed
in an educational system that would give
Black people a knowledge ofself They felt

that unless individuals had a knowledge
of him^orself and his/her position in so-
ciety and the world, they would not be able
to relate to society.)

• We want all Black men to be exempt
from military service. (They believed that
Black people should not be forced to fight
in the United States military to defend a
racist government that did not protect
them. The BPP did not believe in fighting
and killing other people of color in the
world who like Black people were being
victimized by the U.S. government.)

• We want an immediate end to PO-
LICE BRUTALITYandMURDER ofBlack
people.

• We want freedom for all Black men
held in federal, state, county, and city
prisons and jails.

• We want all Black people when
brought to trial to be tried in court by a
jury of their peer group or people from
their Black communities, as defined by
the Constitution of the United States.
(The 14th Amendment of the U.S. Con-
stitution gives individuals the right to be
tried by a peer group. The BPP felt that a
peer group comprised of persons from
similar economic, social, religious, geo-
graphical, environmental, historical, and
racial background. To do this, the court
would be forced to select a jury from the
Black community from which the Black
defendant came. They felt that Black
people were being tried by "all-White ju-

destroy Martin Luther King, Jr. and the
Civil Rights Movement in the South.

One ofthe tactics used by the FBI was
the "Black Propaganda" operations. Black
Propaganda refers to the fabrication and
distribution of publications on behalf of
targeted organizations/individuals de-
signed to misrepresent their positions,
goals or objectives. This publicaily dis-
credits the parties and fosters intra/inter
group tension. The FBI's covert action to
destroy the BPP can be found in congres-
sional publications under the heading"The
Effort to Promote Violence Between the
BPP and other well-armed, potentially,
violent organizations." J. Edgar Hoover,
ex-FBI head, wrote in a memorandum
dated Nov. 25, 1968. to 13 field officers,
that the aim was to "exploit all avenues of
creating further dissension within the
ranks of the Black Panther Party." He
further notes that, "recipient officers are
instructed to submit imaginative and hard-
hitting counter-intelligence measures
aimed at crippling the BPP."

Some of the other tactics used against
the BPP were the release of misinforma-
tion to the press and electronic media
concerning the party, repeated arrests of
the leaders ofthe BPP, the use of infiltra-
tors and agent provocateurs, the fabrica-
tion of evidence for the criminal prosecu-
tion ofkey individuals, and assassinations.
Fred Hampton, one ofthe most promising
leaders ofthe BPP was assassinated by the
FBI's COINTELPRO in 1969.

Organizations like the FBI are vital for
the survival ofa nation based on monopoly
capital, where power rests in the hands of
a few. The various branches ofthe security
apparatus, namely the CIA. FBI and NSF.
are paid for and sustain the interests of
the ruling elite. The security apparatus of
the United States is responsible for the
destruction of various groups espousing
the right to self-determination both na-
tionally and internationally.

Shyamala Ivatury is a UMass gradu-
ate .student.
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Metallica
COLLEGIAN

continued from pxage 6

"Seek and Destroy," "Whiplash" and "Through the Never"
moving and set the tone for heavier assaults, i.e. "Har-
vester ofSorrow" and a deUberately slow and hence more
throttling version of "Sad But True."

His aggressive drumming defines much of what
Metallica is about musically; indeed, one can't imagine
Metallica without him.

Newsted. for his part, has grown and evolved in the role
thrust upon him nearly five years ago by the untimely
death of late bassist Cliff Burton. Newsted demonstrated
versatility, proving himself equally able at keeping with
the rapid pace ofmetal basslines or adding melodic flavor.
His own bass solo, halfway through the show, showcased
his abihty to build variations off of more basic basshnes.

I>ead guitarist Kirk Hammett also showed off some
virtuosity through his soloing, blitzing through fast lines
on the high side of the fretboard. However, Hammett "s

extensive use of distortion and the sometimes painful
volume level made appreciating his work difficult at times.

It all depends what you're looking for: metal is often
judged not on how it sounds, but on how ii feels. Slabs of
crunched chords and waves of pure distortion and feed-
back are part of the genre, and on that scale Hammett
succeeded. A Hammett solo after "Of Wolf and Man"
included snippets of Jimi Hendrix's ground-breaking
"Third Stone from the Sun."

The heart and soul of MetaUica, however, is frontman
and rhythm guitarist James Hetfield. His trademark
vocals range from tender ("Nothing Else Matters."
"Unforgiven") to barely-controlled rage and pain ("And
Justice ForAll.""One''),defiance("Wherever I May Roam")
and mercilessness ("Master of Puppets," "Sad But True."
"ForWhom the Bell Tolls." ) How's that for dynamic range?

Hetfield is also a heck of a stage personality. He
rubbed his hands together and chuckled like an evil
genius, challenging the audience. "Come on. hit me right
here!" he said during the audience participation segment
of "Seek and Destroy." pointing to his chest. Some of

SHOPPING FOR PRICE?

Hetfield's one-liners were hilarious, albeit they can't
appear here since they're more or less unprintable.

Although Metallica has the distinction of being the
heavy metal band with the most mainstream popularity— sorry, Guns 'n Roses doesn't count as real heavy metal— they remain a fan's band in the sense that they cater
to their most ardent supporters. While most of the au-
dience knew the words to the band's recent material,
many also were able to sing along with older, more
obscure songs such as "Whiplash" and "Creeping Death."
Ifany bandwagon or casual fans were in attendance, they
pretended to be Metallica die-hards pretty well.

While the crowd ate up everything they played like
cake at a wedding, the loudest response was for the
band's less-played, older material. The haunting "Fade to
Black" and horrors of war chronicle "For Whom The Bell
Tolls," both from Ride the Lightning, wereamong the best-
played and best-received songs ofthe evening. "Wherever
I May Roam" and "Welcome Home (Sanitarium)" were
other highlights, as was "Sad But True."

Metallica has always prided itselfon a strong rapport
with it's constituency, and this show was no exception. A
live camera set-up backstage before the show, shown on
a large screen, allowed the band to "talk" to the audience
before taking the stage. One notable funny exchange
went like this: Newsted — "I feel like 100 bucks." Ulrich— Tou look like 10."

Also shown was a 20-minute film, including clips of
local sights which evoked predictable reactions as well as
documentary material from the band's video release A
Year and a Halfin the Life ofMetallica. Included in that
footage was a downright scary clip of the August 1992
fireworks accident in Montreal which nearly killed
Hetfield. Talk about being unafraid of the truth.

So does Metallica still deserve the title of being the
undisputed supreme overlords of heavy metal? You'd
better beheve it. They promised to "come out there and
kick your ass" before the show, and three hours of "ass-
kicking* later, they had delivered.

KJSH REYNOLDS / COUXGiAN
Kirk Hammett of MetaNica

DISCOUNT OIL
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Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

CEDAR TREE
HUSINKSS SKRVICKS
1 1 (kn{e Bd • SbiMbI Mi 01 375

Word ProoMdng
Resumes - Peraonal Tkzes

Luer Jet Printing

CopiM • 10 Free per visit

ON BUS ROUTE
M-F 8am-5pm*Sat. 8am-5pm

CALL 665-8499

Amhlrst ^

Laladromat

H«m-**|.->m
Drop-Off or
Self Service
V\bshing Machine

Starting at $1

.Atlendiint A\-ailabk> a\\ day

326 College St (Rt
^mheret • 253-5072
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DELTA UPSILON
INVITES YOU TO

OPEN RUSH
FOR

D.P DOUGH NITE
Tues. Feb. 9

Radz Pizza

Nite

8- 9 PM

Mon. Feb 15

Come Play

Najleschlaijgen

8- 9 PM

AY TOTMAN

Govcmof't Onve

GRAO
,

TOWER

I"

Muuchiuciu ^f*nlt

tt;

..' ' .^U'"

Than. Feb II

ik Hypnotist i>

Jolin Saeeo
RUSH ^N

THE DUCKS/ O _ Q DU

Wed. Feb 17

D. P. Dough

Nite

8-9PM

rarivioreifK

54^3831

• Cdl for a Ride

Accounting Association
First General Meeting

Whfin: Wednesday, February 17th

Where: School of Management Building

Room #116

Time : 7:00PM

New members welcome!

in*n

RUSH DELTA UPSILON

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
SELECTION PROCESS

for the 1993-94 Academic Year

Resident Assistants (RAs) are live-in, part-time,
student-staff members. Duties include

facilitation of community development, programming,
referral counseling, administrative functions,
enforcing University policies, and assisting

'

with house management.

Applications are available in all Cluster Offices.

Applications are due February 22, 1993. Apply todayl

>,
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Bv GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL
By JIM

wK'tIt Z^mi IH
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PRICE

X FvGoGe IF r Efwr ^
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By PRICE VAN RAY
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EAT ir Fee ft /v^oNiTU.
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SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

"Well, Douglas! ... I noticed during the exam
your eyes weren't exactly rotating this way and that.

Quote of the Day
"A hundred years from now? All new

people."

- Anne luimott

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES iiwunh .M-April 191: Turn
1(1 .1 Ijmily riK-nilHf Iik j sJvtfl Ufin

kMn loinl linjfM ijl v(>nturr^ (icM-rvr

nvKf dncnlKm (^jlhi-r liifittht^ ytxjf

rwoftfc and riieipls lor irtiumc tax

TAURDS (April 20-hA»y 2t)>: Be-

ihtwiHjgh ineveryihinf> y(iudi>hiday.

Tht- s|)o<lii;hl i> cm v«h« rt'lalMinship

wrthiinokltf Irn-nd. Bfd (>«»f>d lislom-f

andyouwillliene(i(tr(imlh»pifs(in'>

i-xperltif.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20i Cw-
Uin rcMdbkx-ks are remcjved. A Ij-

nanrial silualKm takf> a turn kir l)«e

better A short visit < iiuld |N(>ve v«y
uselul. SHJfslep emolKMUi iMllles at

worljaixl hcMTie.

VVNt £K (Jurn- Jl-luly J2): You
leel aMi6itH>us and eager to do things

with a llourish. Curb a lendctH'y to f(o

overboard; slep-l>y-«irpwinsiheday.

Finish up incomplete tasks lielore

lieginning new projet ts.

lEO duly 23-Au(t 221: He«l your
intuition when sett in}; linant lal goals

So nx»ch good can be attained through

charitable deeds Tarkle a profect

that you lee) must lie dorH- here aind

now.

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sepl.22):
Splurging at this lime could plare a

valuable allianre in jeoparcJy. Avoid
taking nt-edless risks in romanc e. Ycxj

may have to give more than ywu gel.

Plan a (fjiet evening lor two

UBRA <Scpl.2MVl.22>r Annoy-
ing choNi-s (If habits ccNjId litic-nd

yoo unless vuo try to lie mmv lok-r-

ant. Revive ihe lamiJy liudgrl U tlM-re

IS a ca^ llim problem. Enlitl llw

c-ooperaiiMr^ oi lantily memhers See
It a sibling IS in iHvd o< money owed.

SCORI'HJ (CJri.2J-Noy,2ll: An
um-asy jtmos(ih«.>re at wori could
stem Ircxn j co-worker's lienl-up

cmolMins Be a tounding hoard lor

those who are upte< Eik a«ir4^ them
lu talk out ilietr prnNenis rationally

SAGIIIARIUSlNm 22-Oer 2H:
Car«finemef« and a c enam emcMionai

coolneM arc pan oi the pirturr ji

wotlr. Gdtmg miked up in a family

argurrwnl rou ki leave you on the imis
wilh both parttes!

CAPRICORN (Uti.22-Jaii I'll.

Compleling your work will rec^e
some dexterity Icxlay Emphaw/e the

vinuesol Iramwnri to your asioc lales

and suimrdinates Be patient wuh
scmx-cme who is iitexperiencrd.

AOUARIUS llan 20-Feb.l8):
Sharmg your expertise with your co-

woriers will help lioost the l>imrm>

lir>e. Reaching a c ar«-r goal depends
cm your doing «Nne ri«search or ac-

ifuiring spei lalized knowledge.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March 20): A
piece ol kcKtwIedge in research is

intriguing. You decide to visit an un-

usual place. A dynamic partnership

iH'Ips yoo develop intereils.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Marc Elliott

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Teresa Giammattei

Dana Dorman

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Sausage Grinder Cajun Style Catfish

Grilled Cheese Baked Chicken

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Grilled Chicken Cajun Style Catfish

Lentil Chili Baked Chicken

ACROSS
t Lip

5 — Flow.

Scotland
10 Big c

14 StgncXa
bug tMta

15 Explorers Jotvi

or S«bastian
16 Tsens' t>an«

1

7

Dies —
18 January, to

Julio

19 — dafoi« grat
20 Wl«ld auttiorily

22 Moderated
24 Ctucti and

snow
26 Designer

Ctfrislian

27 Associates
31 Dress
35 Price org.

36 Racing (orm
data

38 Hair styles

39 In ttie middle:
Comb form

41 OPEC
conveyance

43 Strikes out
.44 Use the

pencil's end
46 Etonian's dad
48 So so grade
49 Hot dips lor

ctiips

51 Urban problem
S3 Followers

55 "And Then
There Were —

"

56 Stole

60 Fatal

64 Asian
range

65 Suppose
67 Speaker's

platform

6a Become bored
«9 Jury

70Ottiar
71 Stan, stone or

strong

t>«girmi(«g

72 1 ittartMiga

73 Fanlail araa

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
i« f>rs,». 40 Turned mlo 56 Or Zh.vago

.

bone love
42 Changes 59 tManm's
45 EHortlatMna«s nicluiame
47 Daacartaa 61 OmI. anothw
50 See 33 Down way
52 Top dog 6? Leonardo's
54 Part ol a flower IMcxta
56 Primrose - 63 River of
57 - Nastase ol Belgium

tennis 66 CcKnhusker •!

DOWN
1 Orink

2 Spare preceder
3 Eastern

European
4 Soaks
5 Scraanptay

6 Praaarve
7 Help a yegg
8 Read
studiously

9 Nuclear
10 Dwindle
1

1

Battle memento
12 Pay to play

13 Symbol of

slimnass
21 Classic cars
23 Sclents actress

Negri

25 Undress
27 Arrives

28 Domingo
vehicle

29 Twar>gy
30 Biblical

mleriection

32 Harness part

33 Sftarpens
34 Curves
3 7 Autfior Anya

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

TlfT"

2/t7/*3

TTic opinkjtis cxprMsed on this page ore those ot tfie cartoonists artd do not necessarily reflect tite views of iIk- ColkfiiMi tK tJK' University
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m women s swimming
continued from poge 12

Newcomb said several New England coaches person-
ally complimented the team on their performances. That
to me is impressive," Newcomb said.

Several team members were successful in landing spots
in the finals and three more swimmers qualified for

ECACs.
Griflfith was a championship finaUst in three events

and claimed two UMass freshman records in the 200-
yard individual medley (2:14.27) and the 100-yard
breaststroke (1:08.91). Both were career bests.

Edwardsen swam a solid meet hitting two career bests
and placing fifth in the 100-yard backstroke with a
1:01.91. Veremey was the highest swim finisher for the
team this weekend, landing a second place spot in the
200-yard Hy.

Freshman Heather Saundersswam a UMass freshman
record in the 100-yard backstroke with a 1 :02.23. Sheehan
had a tremendous meet, scoring in all of her events.

Junior diver Allison White claimed an impressive
second in the three-meter diving and landed third in the
one-meter event.

Yinka

> . H. L . . 1 ^m » »

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Sen/ices

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For Individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
ainiclan. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner
Mondays or Wednesdays - ConfkJentiality

Assured Call 549 2671 x233 or 234. Clinic IV
• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned aboyt
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549 2671 x233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those stniggling with anorexia, bulimia,

chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating
Mondays (except holidays) 4 30-6 GO p m
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

For nxKe infornuitlon on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671
x233 Of 234. Confidentiality Assured.

continued from page 12

But how good can Dare get? Jarvis coached
NBA star Patrick Ewing at Cambridge Rindge &
I^tin high school, so he knows about developing
the games of talented big men.

"Physically Yinka is where Patrick was as a
junior in college,' Jarvis said. "Skillwise, he is

where Patrick was as a junior in high school.
"1 think Mourning and Mutombo were a little

better off skillwise but physically equal as fresh-

man. By the time Yinka leaves here we want him
to better along than two of those three."

If Jarvis is correct, than Yinkamania is just
starting to rage.

> L 1 L . . t L L 1 1 t ». t » ^ ^ » . t L L . t ^, <^ :J!

Women's Shoes. Ckxhing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Plcasanl Street • Amhcnu
41.125.^2563

Open Thursdays lil 8 p.m.

There'sA
NewVyaytoQet
toMtTom.

(

Here's a hint

)
Ntow it's even easier to ski closer to home! And

purchasing a combination bus/lift ticket saves you
money, too! Take the Peter Pan bus, any day of t:«

week, from any one of these locations and enpy
great skiing day and night at nearby Ml Tom

HARTFORD
MDDLETOWN
MERDEN

NEW HAVEN

AMHERST/UMASS
NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFELD

BRDGEPORT

MLTOM
Route % Holyoke,MA • Gal Peter Pan for Infa 781-2900

Make the Right Career Connections . . . Early

!

COME TO THE CO-OP JOB FAIR
Thursday, February 18

Campus Center Auditorium
Paid Work Experience in Your Major Summer and Semester Positions

Field Experience

Information Sessions:

1 1 am, 12 noon, 1 & 2 pm
Employer Booths: 10 am - 3:30 pm

A f 1 ii>f
• A » w T^

Employer Workshops:
ALL Majors - ALL Day Co-Op: What to Expect

Undergraduate and Employer Information Sessions.

Chubb, TASC
Graduate Students

Sponsored by the Mather Career Center, 545-6265

COLLEGIAN

Lindros
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continued from peg© 12

ing that time. Barringdivine intervention,
the Broad Street Bunch will be playing
more golf than hockey in April. It hasn't
been the absence ofLindros' offensive skills
that has buried Philadelphia though.

While Lindros was sidelined. Mark
Recchi. and Rod Brind'Amour have put up
solid offensive numbers. The loss of their
strongest defenseman (Duchesne) and a
top notch goalie (Hextall) in the trade is

what has kept the Flyers from being com-
petitive. The Quebec Nordiques, on the

other hand, are reaping the benefits of the
trade.

At 30-18-9, the Nordiques have gone
from the cellar last season, to second place
in the Adams division. Ron Hextall's 24
wins for Quebec is third among NHL
goalies, while the Philly tandem ofTommy
Sanderson and Dominic Roussel have 16
wins between them.
When an injured player is still making

headlines while they're on the sideline, it

often spells bad news. This held true for
Lindros as well. Lindros has been in the

headlines due to accusations that he spilled
beer on a woman in a New Jersey bar.
Although Lindros was acquitted, the in-

cident has been an embarrassment to
Lindros and the Flyers.

Lindros returned to the Philadelphia
lineup following the All-Star break. With
Mario Lemieux out with Hodgkin's disease
and Gretzky fading from stardom, there
may never be a better oppurtunity for
Lindros to emerge to stardom. Philadel-
pnia is a weak team and despite the arrival
of a potential superstar, it will be a long

road before the Flyers contend again.
Around the League: It must be tough

to be an Oiler fan these days. The team of
the 'SOs has become a sad story in the '908.

After their Stanley Cup championship in
1988, the Oilers have become the flea

market of the NHL, trading or unloading
their top talent

Happy birthday to ray colleague Art
Stapleton. May his birthday be better than
his Valentine's Day.

Matt Vautour is a Collegian corre-
spondent.

iiniit«'s
Drink Special

BEST PITCHERS
$3.50

Wednesday Night is Guest Bartender's Ni^t
Tliis weelc's bartenders are:

Courtneif Harold & Lizzy Hagan

Thursday Night is Jagermeister night
Come drink with the Jagermeister girls

Shots of Jagermeister - $1.75

Join us for our Friday Happy Hour,
All You Can Eat Buffet,
and our Sunday Brunch.

Drink Special
MICHELOB BOTTLES

Always

Something

For Everyone!

Drink Special
VCM>KATONIC

$1.50
J

WE DONT WANT YOU
TO JOIN

OUR SORORITY
WE WANT YOU TO
HELP BUILD IT.

HATCH BAR EMTERTAIMMENII
wmmmmm wed. Feb. 17 9Pivi

Amandas Dirty Secret

Alternative Rock and Covers

^lii^l^Thurs. Feb. 18 9PWWm^m^m
Come Listen & Dance to

SYNAE5THEI5A
One ofthe Best New Bands in the Valley

^^"i Full Bar
Bud Natural Lite Pitchers,

Pizzas & Grinders
Drink Specials

RUSH SIGMA KAPPA!!
Tues 7-9, Wed 7:30-9, & Thurs 7-9
19 Allen St.
Questions? Call 256-6887

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
kLE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

Deadline: two days prior to publ.ct.on

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3.JU

Fri. 8.30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSj

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

f, Frtamfship, $«rvie«
Rush Alpha Phi Omaga
Information Meetings:

T0NIGHT:7pm Gorman 2nd floor

lounge

TOMORROW: 7:30 Campus Center
917

Sigma DeHa Tau
Open Rush
Tues. Wed, Thurs, 7-9 pm
For more info call Kim 549-5388

Unitarian Unhrarsal.st Young Adult

Group meeting this Sunday. Contact

Sean at 546-3935 for more Info.

FOR RENT

- Oroup Summer Rentals
Waterfront Houses Falmouth area
508-477 6000

Tridga Wantal 2»»>742delivefedfree

1 bdnn in larga apt. 5350/ heal inc..

665-3615

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
Evening lobsl Environmental cam-
paign worli. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. StOOAvk. •. On Bus line

584 9830

niysics and Math Tutor
MA in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 25&0260

LOST

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Chi Omega Open Rush
The fun begins Tues Feb. 16

Call Amy at 549 6219 for moredelailsl
Bring a friend!

UMASS Blood Drive
Today 11:00 4:00

Campus Center Rm 165

t til 4 fourth row seats

Also 2 Bon Jovi Hartford

253 0813

1992 SulMru Loyaia 12K like new
S750 call 256 0966 or 718 852-0774

Printer for sale 413 245 9542 after 7

ask for Don

RT Ticket to New Orleans During
Spring Break S250 256-8696

Tanning Bed
Compact, strong bulbs

S150 call 256 4575

GREEKS AND CLUBS

COLLEGE PIZZA

Spring Special
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496098
5496073

$1(KM) an Hourl
Each member of you frat, sorority, team,

club, etc., pitches in just one hour and
yourgroupcan raiseSIOOOin jusi afew
days! Plus a chance to earn S1000 for

yourself! No cost. No obligation.

1-800 932-0528 ext 65

WTINNATIONAL eNmOVMENT
Make money leaching basic converse
tional English abroad Japan and Tai-

wan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits ! Make S2000 S4000*
per month. No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call (206) 632- 1 146
ext. J5001

Summer Jobs and internships
University Directories, the nations larg

est publisher of campus telephone di

rectories (including UMass at Amherst),
is interviewing goal oriented students
for a challeniging, full time summer
position Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and public relations.

Average earnings S3900. Expense paid
training program in Chapel Hill, NC
College credit may be available. Inter-

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th Information and inter

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1 800 743 6556

Totman - Feb IsJ

Friendship 'LTM-
Call collect 508 827 4555

MUSIC

SERVICES

Legal Questtoiisr The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to

fee paying students Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545- 1995

Resume Praperatlon assistance wKh
complete resume devetopment. Keith
Anderson, Ph.D. 582-4037

Scholarships Guaranteed
1 800 6662137

Spealiers, Reconing -f Repair
Home. Auto. Pro
ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1 781-2327

Tart Headings
Call Chris at 253-7524

SPORTS CARDS

PERSONALS

Amy you're the love of my life and my
best friend, thanks so much.

Love my Lady
John

Now fingering these veins of hemp,
their hair upon my skin 3/2/93'

RUSH ZETA PSI

Sportstop cards
Mt farms Mall

STD STUDY

Students diagnosed with genital

wans (HPV) or a curable STO wanted for

a research study. SS$ stipend provided
for 15 minutes of your time.

Confidentiality guarenteed. Call

Debbie at 549 2671 ext 181

CANCUN. NASSAU
fromS29*

Organize a small group for FREE trip

Call 1(800)Get Sun 1

Spring Break '931 Last chance' Ja-
maica. Cancun, Bahamas, from S459I

FloridafromS149.0rganiiegrouptravel
free' 1 80 426 7710

TAKE IT OfFl!!
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

Trip for 2 lo the Bahamas S222 for a
couple . For details call Sarah 549 1609

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campu s

Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED TO RENT

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

INSTRUCTION

Learn to Scuba dive earn two credits

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday at Curry Hicks 7- 10 pm 1 800
282 0977

Caizone Night
Come down to rush and eat as many
cal20nes as you can sponsored by
DP Dough
Tonight at 7:00 at Newldan Center

TRAVEL

Scuba Diva Kay Largo
Spring Break. Call Project Deep
1 800 282 0977

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease* 4

person apt m Brandywine or Puffton
Startlr>g in January 546-2296
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Scott's shots
To think that for all these years the Garden

faithful were actually screaming "Spleer not
"Chief." when number 00 was introduced.

• So what if Robert Parish admits to inhaling,
he's still one ofthe best centers, though underrated,
in the NBA. Players used to drink after a game, now
the evolution of things has led to other vices.

Parish can commisserate with teammate Alaa
Abdelnaby. who still has his own pot case pending
in Milwaukee. When it comes down to it, there are
a lot worse thintf.-; these guvs could Ix? doinp

David

SCOTT
By the way, cvn]d the package from San Fran

hadbr. - • ' ' - •- -..\h> id"'

' 1'
•

.!> u^ustice if George
Waslun«iUtn h 1

• with4 lOthsofa second left.

Touchir -•'
'

- ' '
- v-i ,.- _,

;

The N!. , .:,,.: , ,

impossibility of hitting a shot in that span, but it

mu

when
Nai-

they

d to(j lOths

;ie framers intended
tenths of a second intointroduced

ation.

•
. iiid Jordan commercial with the two

legends playing Horse is one for the books ".
. . Off

the freeway, nothing but net." Bird could have hit

in his prime.
• The University of Hawaii hoop team has

flourescent. lime green uniforms. It's more repul-

sive than It .sounds.

( Once again this space spans the globe . . . )

• The Shirl brings up a poignant reminder as the
season winds down towards March Madness. -Tell

e\'er>'one to appreciate what they've got with Lou
and Harper up front. If they had just one more year
together, or imagine Camby. Harper and Lou."

The Shirl. living for today— praying for tomor-
row.

• It would be mce to avoid GW in the A-10
Tournament. 1 get this queasy feeling that Yinka is

always on the verge of scoring 800 points and
ripping down 497 rebounds to go along with 232
blocks.

• Ditto for Sh. quille.

• Coach, eoKec and all-around funny guy Jim
Rudy host<^ t h** women's soccer banquet Sunday
anc •

by \'. ...... .- i.

Rudv thought

IS a season \ndtH> re-cap narrated
^flller (see below >. Somehow

he was playing the role of

•ke. he had a license to

i.. v., ..,1 . .>w ,. 1 » ii.rmidablc sports writers.
.-, voti may be a fine coach, but the cravat

yuu hui id your neck wouldn't even aax>m-
panynii. . '» 'bfgarbageWTiatdoyouhavc
to say. Tat 1

•

"Zee plain tie tiuss. Zee plain tie is very boring."
• George Thiillor" Miller has had some fine

calls in recent memory of UMass games, but the
best line by far -.v a s i n reference to a playerwho was
unguarded and : t-ady for a pass.

"He's more - >p ti than Denny's." And how about
that grand slam breakfast. George?

• St. Bonaveiiture should never, ever be ab-
breviated St. Bnna. Think about it.

• How about Coach Calipari keeping composed
amidst the bedlein and yelling to JeffMeyer tocheck
in as a means of pressuring the inbounds pass.

Say what you will about the slick hairdo, the
Italian suits and .soundbite quotes. Calipari is a
coach's coach first and foremost. The ties are an-
other story.

• Stay tuned next week for "Scott's Shots
Swimsuit Edition." Hey, its Sweeps Weeks and
we're desperate for ratings.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eves on
Billy Bulger.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Sports
Freshman has GW on the map
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON. DC. — "Dare is the Lord." she
shouted to me, inside of the small club, spitting distance
from Georgetown University.

No sooner were the words out ofher mouth, then a man,
wearing a George Washington hat, grabbed her shoulder,
leaned in and asked, ""Are you guys talking about Yinka?"
Before receivingaconlirmation, he offered hisopinion, "He
IS awesome, just incredible. He's going to be the greatest

"

Welcome to Ymkamania. the hottest thinir to hit the
nation's capital since Bill and Hillary

The mania centers around George Wa^luiigiuu >N uika
Dare, a 7-foot- 1 265 (lound. inanimal. who has sparked
unprecedented excitement in the Colonial program.

And for good reason Dare ( pronounced Hah-RAY) has
the physical skills to be the most dominant player in

college basketball by his senior year Dare is both huy-
and extremely athletic. A rare combination

"Yinka has the physical skills to be the best." said

Chns Wallace, a highly resj)ected expert of college ba.-

ketball and the editor i>f/f/wi Rihlnm liaskelhtill. "Yoi

i

don't see that type of physical ability everyday. He i..

work, but his potential is unlimited."

Despite being skillfully rou^h. Dare is already being
compared to NBA stars such as Shaquille O'Neal and
former Georgetown standouts Patrick Ewing, Alonzo
Mourning and fellow Nigerian Dikembe Mot umbo.

"He looks more like Shaquille O'Neal than Shaquille
O'Neal looked in high school." said Bob Gibbons. USA
Today's basketball analyst.

In a city dominated by politics, the Redskins and
Georgetown, in that order, generating enthusiasm has
been an uphill battle for George Washington, but the
presence of Dare has made that hill easier to climb The
Colonials are 16-5 overall.

"When I was here.GW was like high sch(X)l basketball."

Dan Shea, a 1987 alumnus from Annadale. Va, said.

"Now it is on its way to the big time. We're sold out. TV
18 here, we're getting votes in national polls, and Yinka is

only a freshman. I wish I was a student again."

Dare, the son of an engineer, speaks four languages,
including English But he will not speak any of them to

the press Dare prefers to allow hisgame to do the talking
and so far. it has been fluent.

Dare is averaging 13.7 points. 10.6 rebounds and
three blocks a game. He has l)een named Atlantic lU
Rookie oftheWeek six times this season and Plaver ofthe

PHOTO COURTESY Of GEORGE WASHINGTON
Freshman Yinka Dare rs teanng up the Atlantic 10, having

won the A-10's Freshman of the Week six times.

Week once. The only other freshman to ever achieve that
honor is former Temple guard Mark Macon.

Getting him there was not easy. George Washington
assistant coach Ed Meyers first saw Dare in February of

1991, while on a scouting trip in l>agos, Nigeria. Dare was
trying out for the Nigerian national team and for Meyers,
it was love at first sight.

Meyers was unable to speak with Dare because of
NCAA rules but he befriended an airforce lieutenant, who
knew Dare's family. The following fall Dare enrolled at

Millford (Conn. I Academy, where he spent one season
before journeying to Washington.

"The good Lord brought Yinka to us." Janis said.

"With his size, his potential is unlimited."

'urn to YINKA. ooge 10

UM track finishes last in A- 1 Os
Struggling men s team ready to rebound Saturday
By SEAN P. HAVDEN
C.>lle4ian Staff

The University of Massaclu.- I L.-> luen r, uul»«>i track
team competed in the inaut,'ural Atlantic- 10 Champion
ships this past Saturday and Coach Ken O'Brien's
squad did not fare so well They placed sixth out of six

teams.

Call it a learning experience, call it a building block,

call it a motivator, or call it a small step in the maturation
process of this young team Just dnn't call the team's
performance this weekend a failure. They were
overmatched from the gun and had to fight for every point
they scored.

"We're not top-heavy enough as a team," commented
O'Brien, "It's really difficult to bang heads with teams
who have top-level performers in every event."

West Virginia was one ofthe teams O'Brien labeled as
a favorite going in to the meet and they lived up to their
billing. They won the first ever A-10 track championships
with 162 total points.

West Virginia was followed bv Rutgers (141), St.
Joseph's (95), Temple (63), URI (59). and finally UMass
(34).

Individually, the Minutemen had two runners grab
third place. They were Matt Simon in the mile and Kevin

Women place fourth in N.E.s

uieenhalnh in the 5,(>0'i in«ter^. The 4x800 relay U'am of
Jim Avery, Brian King, Kick Copley, and Scott Sykesalso
took third in their event.

Also, shot putter Mark Letebvie placed fourth in that
event, while the tno of Bart Soare (35 pound vt-ight),

Paul Doyle (high hurdles*, and Craig Cormier '3.000
meters) all ttKjk fifth for the Minutemen.

The Minutemen also had seven sixth-place fini.shers

and seven seventh-place finishers. The depth O'Brien
had iK-en talking alxiut io obviously there. Runners who
finish sixth and seventh must be able to bump up a couple
of spots and score more points, O'Brien said.

According to O'Brien, the meet was a pretty accurate
reflection of the team's talent.

"It's not like we flopped. We ran to our potential. We
just need some time to build it back up again," O'Brien
said.

The Minutemen don't have much time to lick their
wounds or ponder the happenings ofthe past weekend as
they get right back into it when they face Ivy League
champ Dartmouth this Saturday. Dartmouth is a pow-
erhouse team and represents an enormous challenge for
the Minutemen.

"We don't get a break in the action," O'Brien said,
•^e'll have to maintain that championship level enthu-
siasm if we hope to be successful against Dartmouth."

By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Staff

After much anticipation, the women's
New England swimming and diving
championships proved this weekend to be
aworthwhilebattlefortheMinutewomen.

UMass was ranked fifth, was shooting
for third and landed fourth in what head
coach Bob Newcomb described as, "an
extremely competitive meet with point

battles everywhere."

The Minutewomen succeeded again in

defeating fifth place finisher Boston Col-

lege. Seeing that the Minutewomen had
defeated the University of Rhode Island

twice this season already, the only disap-

pointment was when URI slipped past

UMass to clench the targeted third place

spot.

"URI had to swim perfectly to beat us,"

Newcomb said. "It just adds fuel to the fire

when well meet them again at the Eastern
College Athletic Conference in two weeks."

As predicted, Providence College domi-
nated the meet to become the 1993
champions, followed by the University of
Connecticut in second.

The Minutewomen claimed a new
UMass recordwhen they sprinted a 4 :06.9

1

in the 400-yard medley relay, courtesy of

senior co-captain Kari Edwardsen, fresh-

man Jessica Griffith,junior Julie Veremey
and senior Lori Sheehan, respectively.

"I'm very pleased with the team's per-

formance," Newcomb said. They swam
their hearts out. They can't take anjrthing

from themselves from the effort they put
into this meet."

Turn to WOMEN'S SWIMMING, page 10

Trials of a Teenage Superstar
Despite what the title implies, this

isn't a made for TV movie. It's a sum-
mary ofthe rocky rookie season of Eric
Lindros. There had been tremendous
hype surrounding the talents of Eric

Matt

VAUTOUR
Lindros for years, even before he was
eligible to enter last year's NHL draft.
He had been dubbed The Next One,"
combining the the size and toughness
of Mark Messier, with the skill and
finesse of Wayne Gretzky.

Lindros was drafted first overall by
Quebec, but like no other player before
him, Lindros refused to play for the
Nordiques. He spent the 1991-92 sea-

son playing for a junior team, and
helped the Canadian Olympic team
earn a silver medal in the 1992
Olympics at Albertville.

On the eve ofthe 1992 draft, Quebec
traded the rights to Lindros to the
Philadelphia Flyers for a large sum of
cash and several players including
Mike Ricci, Steve Duchesne and goalie
Ron Hextall.

Well, what many predicted would
be a guaranteed Calder Trophy (NHL
rookie of the year) season for Lindros,
just hasn't happened. Lindros started
slowly, and has spent most ofthe 1992-
93 campaign hindered by injuries,
playing in only 33 of Philly's 56 games.

The Flyers have gone 19-28-9 dur-
Turn to LINDROS. page 1
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Sunny and cold in the 20s today.

Tommorrow still cold in 20s.

Local News:
Two years after Gregory Levey committed suicide by

burning himself on the Amherst Common to protest the
Gulf War, a service will honor him today. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

This Weekend:
Porno Afro Homos have a whole weekend of

plays planned to entertain and educate people
on issues of race and sexuality.

CXDLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England • Founded in 1890

Tax hike necessary,
Clinton tells nation
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Clinton
asked Americans Wednesday night to
accept one of the biggest tax increases in
history, part ofa tough $499 billion plan to
curb massive budget deficits and stimu-
late the economy. "We must do this to-
gether," he said in a pointed overture to
Congress.

Students optimistic
after State of Union
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Despite calls for spending cuts and tax
mcreases, students who gathered in Lewis
Residence Hall to hear Bill Clinton's first

State of the Union address said they felt

optimistic that the president was truly
working toward a change for the better.

Neil Carpenter, former president ofthe
University Democrats, said he was im-
pressed that Clinton articulated specific
cuts that will upset some special-interest
groups.

Turn to STUDENTS, page 8

"This economic plan cannot please ev-
eryone," CUnton said in a 60-minute ad-
dress to address to a joint session ofCon-
gress. "If this package is picked apart,
there will be something that will anger
each ofus. But ifit is taken as whole, it will
help all of us."

The plan is a mixture of$246 billion in
tax increases and $253 billion in spending
cuts over four years. "Our budget will by
1997 cut $140 billion from the deficit —
one of the greatest real s|)ending cuts by
an American president," he said.

"Ifwe do not act now," Clinton said, "we
will not recognize this country 10 years
from now." He said the deficit would have
grown to $635 billion a year and the na-
tional debt would consume almost 80
percent of the gross domestic product.

"Americans have called for change,"
the president said, "and now it is up to
those of us in this room to deliver." He
warned that lobbyists would try to block
the program.

Clinton's prime-time speech was de-
livered in the House chamber, where
mtyority Democrats have a thunderous
welcome to the first Democrat to hold the
White House in 12 years.

Turn to CUNTON poge 8
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IAnt A l-LTING I.EAP— Sophmore communications mapr Stephan Cafferfcy frobcs
in the snow

Food Services
reduces staff
due to deficit
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts Food Services was
forced to lay offsix workers due to an increase in the
budget deficit and a decrease in the student popu-
lation, said University officials.

Last Friday, five unionized employees and one
campus center supervisor were handed their pink
slips due to a decrease in the number ofstudents on
the meal plan, according to Ashoke Ganguli, direc-
tor of Auxiliary Services.

•^e don't have the customer demand and the num-
ber ofstudents on campus is down," Ganguli said.

There were five workers laid off from the dining
commons and one from the campus center restau-
rant, said Ganguli, and they were all given two
weeks notice.

Auxiliary Services oversees the operation ofthe
campus center store, the hotel, food services and
the Munchy Stores. Conference services and build-
ing .services are also run by the department of
Auxiliary Services.

In the fall of 1989, 1 1,300 students participated
in the meal plan program, which costs about $ 1 ,600
per year. This semester only 8,200 students are on
the meal plan.

Auxiliary Services developed a deficit reduction
task force to recommend ways to help reduce rev-
enue losses. Food services has been losing money
consistently through the Top of the Campus res-
taurant, which saw a $104,571 loss, and the snack
bars located across campus, which lost $93,667 in
the last year, officials said.

These are hard, difficulteconomic timesandwejust
don't have the customers anymore," Ganguli said.

The cuts were made by seniority, and proceeded
with all necessary protocol, according to Ganguli.
He saidjob functions were analyzed before changes
were made, and the layoffs are necessary. He also
said that Human Resources Management and the
administration were contacted and the cuts were
made well within union contracts.

Other suggestions, like closing the Coffee Shop
and consol idatingother businesses were mentioned
in the task force report, but Ganguli said that the
layoffs will be the only changes that will be made
this semester.

Student Senate denies funding
Refuses to help bankroll 1993 Women's Conference
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate turned down
Housing Service's request for $750 to help fund the 1993
Women's Conference which features famed activist An-
gela Davis during their meeting yesterday.

Former Finance Committee Chair Dorothy Bennett
8aid,"Housing Services is not a Registered Student Organiza-
tion and is not entitled to Student Activity Trust Funds."

The Student Activities Trust Fund, which each stu-
dent contributes $98 per year, is used to finance RSOs at
UMass.

SenatorDavid Nunez said the Senate should reconsider
their decision and provide Housing's request for funding.
He said about 30 RSOs, including the Black Student
Union, are also sponsoring the event.

Bennett said the Housing Service's request for fund-
ing is just one of several recent requests made by non-
RSO organizations.

"We've had an onslaught of petitions for funding from
non-RSOs, like Housing Services and the Fine Arts

Center," said Bennett.
The 1993 Women's Conference is scheduled for Feb.

29 in the Campus Center.
The Senate also voted to request that all RSOs patron-

ize Campus Design & Copy, instead of other local copy
centers.

"They're students, they're non-profit; so let's keep iton
campus," said Treasurer Fmily Rose, who submitted the
proposal. "Campus Design and Copy needs the business
and their the cheapest place to do copying," said Rose.
She said many other RSOs have gone ofT-campus to
Kinko's and Collective Copies.

Rose said she is helping seek alternatives to a proposed
Student Activity Tru.st Fund increase of$7..50 per student
each year. "That $7.50 won't go to RSOs. It will go to
fringe benefits," she said. Rose suggested that adminis-
trative jobs be cut instead.

The Senate voted in three new .senators. Public Policy
Chair Matt Pavesi of Patterson. Amanda White of
Knowlton and JeffTurko of Greek Affairs.

Diego Figueroa ofMcNamara was voted in as Finance
Committee Chairperson.

U.N. officials halt aid to Bosnia
By LAURINDA KEYS
Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — Serb tanks bore
down on a key western suburb Wednesday as U.N.
officials halted aid operations and accused Bosnia's
warring factions of using food as a political weapon.

The Serb offensive on the last defensive lines was an
apparent attempt to capture more of the capital before
peace talks resume Friday in New York between Serbs,
Croats and Muslims.

The Muslim-led government has blocked U.N. food aid
from besieged Muslims in eastern Bosnia. Convoys to the
region have been halted by ethnic Serbs.

"I really regret that I have to take this decision
because we have been trying to help the victims, the
ordinary people, and we cannot do that," Sadako Ogata,
the U.N. high commissioner for refugees, said in Nairobi,
Kenya, in announcing the aid cutoff in Sarajevo and
eastern Bosnia.

The action could increase pressure on officials in
Sarajevo. If the city began handing out food again,
warehouses would be emptied in eight to 10 days.

In eastern Bosnia, an estimated 100,000 Muslims are
trapped by Serb sieges. The aid cutoff also will hit some
Serb-dominated towns.

Bosnian radio reported battles throughout the republic
and claimed 20 people were killed and 60 wounded in an

air raid on Muslim-held Cerska, an ea.stem town. In
Kamenica, near Cerska, Bosnian Serb authorities said
they unearthed 23 bodies from what they called a mass
grave of massacred Serbs.

Spokesmen for the Serbs and Muslims blamed each
other for the disruption of U.N. efforts

Ogata said aid shipments would not resume without
guarantees from all parties to safeguard and allow pas-
sage of food convoys.

"We want to get the parties to cooperate. We want the
international community to realize how serious the
situation is," said Peter Kessler, a U.N. aid official in
Zareb, Croatia.

U.N. officials already had suspended aid fiights to
Sarajevo because the government's boycott caused U.N.
warehouses to fill up with supplies.

"We've gotten to a point now where we have almost a
100,000 people who are starving to death n besieged
Muslim villages in eastern Bosnia. And we can no longer
in good conscience feed teh Serb-held villages next door,
and feed Serb failies, while Muslin, families ju.st a couple
offeet down the road are dying ofstarvation," said Sylvan
Foa, a U.N. spokeswoman in Geneva.

The United Nation said it had delivered an average of
20,000 tons offood, medicine, blankets and other supplies
to Bosnia each month since July. The suspension will
affect about half that amount, spokeswomean Sylvie
Girard said in Geneva.
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UMass Police Log
Friday, February 12

• An individual smashed a car window on Common-
wealth Ave. in an attempt to steal the car's stereo
Friday afternoon. The stereo system received $510 of
damage.

• Two students in Orchard Hill were found to be
minors in possession ofalcohol Friday night. The alco-
hol was confiscated.

• A bike worth $550 was stolen from the rack outside
of Coohdge Friday night.

Sunday, February 14

A windshield, passenger window and antenna
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were smashed on a car parked in Lot 32 Sunday
afternoon. Police estimated over $680 of damage.

• A window was smashed and a stereo was stolen
from a car parked in Lot 50 Sunday evening. There was
over $300 of damage.

Tuesday, February 16
• A stereo valued at over $200 was stolen from a car

parked in Sylvan Drive Tuesday afternoon.
• A vehicle on Massachusetts Avenue slid into the

rear ofa PVTA bus Tuesday afternoon. There were no
injuries or citations given out, but $2000 worth of
damage was done.

• Racist graffiti was written on a dorm door poster in
Patterson Tuesday night.

Rape victim backs privacy bill
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By ROBERT W. TROTf
Associated Press

BOSTON — Maggie Lant. who has charged her former
boss with rape, doesn't see what her 1989 mammography
has to do with the case. The defense lawyer, though, asked
for the records, and he got them

That wasn't enough background for the lawyer, Lant's
attorney, Wendy Murphy said Tuesday. The defense asked
for Lant's counseling records — medical, mental health,
alcoholic counseling, everything.

"My privacy is no more. Ill never have it again," said
Lant. 43. "One of the reasons I'm doing this is t*) protect
everybody else's privacy."

Lant appeared at a news conference in which lawmakers
announced the filingoflegislation tostrengthen confidentially
for rape victims.

Murphy, a former Middlesex County prosecutor, helped
legislators draft the bill. She said recent Supreme Judicial
Court decisions made it easier for defense lawyers to obtain
past records.

Because of that, victims either do not file charges at all.

ortheyareeffectiveiy puton tnal themselves at the suspect's
trial. Murphy said.

"Victims are choosing not to get counseling," she said. "If
they choose to get counseling which they desperately need,
they may choose counseling, but they're not going to report

the crime. The obvious results is; we are not going to be
effective in deterring violence, particularly violence against
women."

The legislation — sponsored by House Minority leader
Peter Forman. R-Plymouth. and Sen. Cheryl Jacques. D-
Needham — would cover three areas:

• Require parties seeking records to tell the victims
before they get the victim's records, and grant the victim "a
reasonable opportunity to be heard in court.

• Make all levels of therapy equal under confidentiality
laws. Now, records from psychotherapist*, social workers.

hospitals and the Department of Mental Retardation are not
given the same high confidentiality sUtus as rape crisis
centers and domestic violence counseling centers.

• Establish rules for records, including a ban on photo-
copying and releasing records to media or others not directly
involved in the case; allowing review of the records only in
court, under supervision of a court clerk: and notification of
any other parties mentioned in the records.

Murphy attempted last week to prevent Christopher
Allen's attorney. Larr>' Tipton, from obtaining Lant's medical
records dating back 23 years. The defense already has
received other records, including the 1989 mammography.

Lant said she felt the cnminaljustice system had received
other records on the victims.

"Tliere would have been some justice if the criminal
justice system understood my need to regain control." Lant
said.

Middlesex County District Attorney Thomas Reilly urged
swift passage ofthe bil I, and said his office would voluntarily
comply

with the regulations.

Thomas Hoopes. cofounder of the Ma.ssachusetts Asso-
ciation ofCriminal Defense Lawyers, said the 1991 SJC case
said attAmeys must show some "reasonable" justification
that the records would be useful in court.

"There's a lot more going on than meets the eye, not in all
ofthem but in a lot of them." Hoopes said of rape cases. "In
a bunch, there are cerUin things going on other than what's
been said was going on."

As an example. Hoopes said he once defended a rape
suspect and obtained medical records that indicated the
accuser suffered a lithium imbalance, which clouded her
judgement.

Murphy said she first realized how ravaging public re-
lease of past records could be when, while a Middlesex
County prosecutor, she tried to prosecute a man for raping
a 16-year-old girl who had received counseling for an eating
disorder.
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Student decries Bosnian plightBy JESSIE DAVENPORT
*-*•*** J^AA^Ami.

Collegian Correspondent

Genocide has infected Bosnia and the whole world is
watching It happen, said a Mount Holyoke student who
fled from the country last year.

Alma Musanovic, who has lived in Sarajevo all her life
until shecame to Mount Holyoke College on a scholarshipm November 1992, said she watched Bosnia deteriorate

Musanovic said that Serbs invading Bosnia have set
up concentration camps and that the Bosnians have
suffered mass killings and rapes.

"Bosnian women and girls are impregnated so they
give birth to Serbian children," she said. They are not
freed from the camps until they are at least six months
pregnant so abortion is impossible."

Musanovic said that the Bosnian women have great
hatred for the Serbian children they give birth to and that
there are reports that the women would oOen strangle
their newborns once they were bom.

She said that Bosnia was a country made of various
nationaliUes and reUgious groups living together for
centuries without friction unUl the Serbs wanted to
dominate Bosnia and invaded the country.

Musanovic said that Sarajevo was once a citv ofbeauty
and now "there isn't a single building lea in Sarajevo that
is left untouched."

She said that after a few months ofwar the Serbs cut
off the Bosnian's electricity, water and food supply.

"Once you believe you are in the middle ofthe war you
become resourceful — to keep your sanity." Musanovic
said.

She said that becauseSar^vo is in a valleysurrounded
by mountains it was an ideal area for the Serbian militia
to station themselves around the Bosnian people.
M usanovic said, "This gaveyou the feeling like you are

in a game, like you are a running target."

ANDREA MIGJ.1ASSI / COLLEGIAN
Bosian native and Mount Holyoke student Alma Musanovic,

left, poses with member of Friends of Bosnia.

Musanovic said she wants the U.S. Congress to lift the
international arms embargo, the United Nations to gain
access to all camps and prisons as they apply to Bosnia
and to make rape a war crime.

"I believed the world would intervene, but very slowly
I became disillusioned, there is still nothing being done."
she said. "The whole world knows who the bad guys are
but they aren't doing anything."

"The U.S. really needs to learn what it is to have to
defend your home.'Musanovic said.

"Anybody can be a targetjust for being different, what
bothers me is who will it happen to next.

Two years later, Levey mourned
Service to honor protest-inspired death by burning
By SAMUEL KENNEDY
Collegian Correspondent

Today marks the two-year anniversary of Gregory D.
Levey's grisly suicide by incineration on the Amherst
Town Common which apparently was done to protest
U.S. involvement in the Persian Gulf

L«vey, who was 30 years old. placed a sign which read
"peace" on the ground next to him. doused himself with
paint thinner and struck a match. The first match's flame
blew out, but Levey's second match successfully ignited
the paint thinner and his body was engulfed in a fireball.

A service to commemorate Levey's death is planned
for 1:30 p.m. today on the Amherst Town Common.

Witnesses said they were too far away to stop Levey
from setting himselfon fire. Some tried to extinguish the
flames with their coats while others watched in horror. A
police officer who arrived on the seen soon aft«r put out
the flames with a fire extinguisher.

The site of Levey's death became the scene of a spon-
taneous peace demonstration directly following the inci-

MELINDA LESTER / COLLEGIAN

FLIP FLOPS IN FEBRUARY — Philosophy major

Sang C. Nam braves the snowy weather.

dent and an estimated 100 people participated in a
candle light vigil on the common the next day.

l^vey, who graduated from the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst in 1984 with a bachelor's degree in
English, was an Amherst resident and worked as a
substitute teacher.

He was the son of Boston Globe restaurant reviewer
Robert Levey, and the step-son of Pulitzer Prize winning
columnist Ellen Goodman, Iwth of Brookline.

Charles F. Carroll, a friend who attended college with
Levey, said in an interview several days after the suicide.
"I remember talking with him about the value of life and
really discussing the pros and cons of the act (self im-
molation). He knew nil about the implications ofthis type
of act. The Vietnam monks made a profound impression
on him for their integrity."

During the Vietnam war. several Buddhists gained
notoriety after setting themselves on fire to protest U.S.
involvement there.

Carroll said that both he and Levey were practicing

Turn to LEVEY, page 6

'Mess around
with nature'
at Hitchcock
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Correspondent

Driving into Amherst's Hitchcock Center for the En-
vironment at the Larch Hill Conservation Area off Route
116, one is first struck by the drastic change ofatmosphere
from the busy downtown area.
A former estate, the Hitchcock Center now provides

the public with 27 acres of conservation land and an
opportunity to become environmentally aware.A pastoral
place, the Center's building (the former estate carriage
house) blends well with the surroundings.

One of the Center's goals, according to Manager Ted
Watt, is to allow people to "mess about with nature."

He went on to say that some people are "freaked out
about nature — they're afraid to even sit on the grass
because they don't come from a rural background" and
that he'd like to "open their eyes to it."

Watt said the Center does this in a variety of ways.
The staff works closely with the Amherst Elementary
School, providing students with environmental education
lessons, live animals for classroom study, and field trips
to both the Center and other local points of interest.

They also provide similar services to other public
school districts through their outreach program. The
Center also does teacher workshops to assist school
teachers in setting up an environmental curriculum,
even providing for the use ofcourse materials from their
Resource Center.

Turn to Hitchcock Page 7

Dean Under the Influence
At the University of Arizona, the school's dean

has brought new meaning to the acronym DUI,
afler being arrested for drunk driving, according to
the Ari.?orta Daily Wildcat, the student newspaper
on campus.

LuAnn Kragger. the university's disciplinar-
ian, was arrested in late January after police
found an open beer in her car, during a routine
traffic stop.

"It was not something you exactly expect from
the dean of students," Associate Student Sen
Wendy Anderson said. "Although she hasn't been
found guilty, even to be charged with that is pretty
unreal."

While most students on the Tucson campus
were disappointed in Kragger. one junior found
humor in the situation.

"I think Its great," Eric Zucker. and ecology and
evolutionary biology m^or said. "I think they should
fire her."

State ofsobriety
The Washington state House of Representa-

tives drafted a bill last week in response to the rash
of alcohol related violence, which has recently
plagued the University of Washington Fraternity
system.

The bill would require the state's five public
universities to draw up "comprehensive plans" for

combating student alcohol abuse and underage
drinking, according to The Daily, the student
newspaper at the University of Washington.

The state would urge universities to inform a
national Greek organization it refuses to be asaoci-
ated with its campus chapter after the first distur-
bance at the fraternity or sorority. This would
efTectively force the national organization to re-

voke the local chapter's charter.

The uproar concerning Greek life on the Olym-
pia campus occurred following an incident last
October where a female student lost her eye to a
thrown beer bottle at a fraternity party.

As with all important campus information,
"News from other 'U's** dutifully reported the inci-

dent to its readers last fall.

Rep. Mike Heavy (D-Seattlei said the law is

necessary to ensure the state's universities remain
safe. Heavy said a simple campus policy is not
sufficient.

Rocket Man
On the University of Toxas baseball team, the

No. 2 1 has proven to be a winner So big ofa winner,
some are arguing that current Boston Red Sox
hurler Roger Clemens, may not deserve having it

retired in his name.
The Daily Texan reports about a controversy

brewing between supporters ofClemens, who lead
the Longhorns to a national championship in 1 983,
and current Houston Astro pitcher Greg Swindell,
a three-time All-American at UT.

Both men wore No. 21 during their .stay in
Austin but the athletic department recently ap-
proved the number be retired in Clemens' name.

"It was really shocking at the time." Swindell
said. "I always thought that awards like this were
given out based on what you had done for the
University and the program."

While Clemens has proven to be professional
baseball's most dominate pitcher in recent years,
no pitcher, in his career at UT. accomplished more
than Swindell, who hold Longhorn records for
strikeouts, shutouts and appearances. Clemens
only pitched for two season's at UT.

Texas coach CliflFGustafson, nominated Clemens
for the honor, despite Swindell's better numbers.
He said the decision came down to Clemens' com-
bined achievements both at Texas and with the Red
Sox.

"He pitched in a national championship game
and has won three Cy Youngs," Gustafson said.
"How many people can say they've done that. He's
probably the most well known athlete to ever come
out of Texas."

Good choice coach.
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SUKIENNIK

practically lived in this building the last
four years. Unlike some who actually do Grea
live here. ^

Ofcourse, I'm going to offer mv opinion
am'way. The following are all good ideas
that make fiscal sense. Not all ofthem will
be popular, but remember what Lt. Frank
Drebin says about the truth inNaked Gun
2 1 12: The Smell ofFear. -Qh. it hurts. Not
like jumping on a bicycle with the seat
missing, but it hurts."

One of Auxiliary Services' ideas is
closing the Coffee Shop. This makes sense,
since the products serx'ed at the Coffee
Shop overlap much ofwhat the Hatch and
Bluewall already offer.

But here's the irony: no one goes to the
Coffee Shop for coffee. Serious joe drink-
ers head for the Bluewall, a bar disguised
as a coffee house and ice cream parlor.

• Take the Bluewall's coffee and ice
cream operation and move it to the Coffee
Shop, where coffee belongs.

• Move all concourse-level food opera-
tions to the Hatch, a big enough facility in
need of increased business.

• Restore a lost piece of UMass folklore
to its former glory by moving the Hatch Bar
to the Bluewall, once againgivingthe school
the longest bar in Western New England.

Bringing back the Bluewall is the only
speculative move of the three, but it could
work. The Bluewall is a nicer, bigger, bet-
ter-lit room than the Hatch. The Bluewall's
reputation still precedes itself to this day.

., ... , .. , I •• t>ven though it closed as a bar vears a^o*Meanwhile the Hatch, a bar disguised as Jay Leno once mentioned it on theT/i^i/

S/jt»u' duringan interviewofUMass alumna
Natalie Cole. That kind of tradition should
live on. The coffee and ice cream they sei-ve
there is good now; dollar drafts and no
cover charge will be better later.

If marketed correctly, the Bluewall
could compete with overcrowded uptown
bars, hence taking students off North
Pleasant Street and satisfying the grumpy
people uptown. Why stagger all that way
to stand in line when you can stagger to
the Campus Center and walk right in?
Think about it.

Moving upstairs, let's look at the Top of
the Campus. The TOC Lounge does pretty
good business from what I've seen, and I

like It The TOC Restaurant, however,
might think about going more upscale.
The food's okay, but it just needs a couple
of gimmicks to attract more business.

Lake skeet shooting. Imagine the thrill
of holding a high-powered rifle in your
hand after three or four Scotch and sodas,
shouting -pull !"and blasting a moving piecv

ofclay out the sky from 1 1 stories up. Pretty
cool, eh"? Ducks and library windows would
be out ofbounds, but there would be no bag
limit and no size restrictions on adminis-
trators, PVTA buses and Amherst College
students. Sounds like a plan to me.

What about cigarettes"? I don't smoke— well, at least I don't inhale — but let's
face it: tobacco sales could be a major
windfall for the University. It should be
easy to convince the state to let UMass
keep all state sales tax revenue from the
sale of cigarettes.

Students who have to order out for food
just to get a pack of Emphysema Lights
could merely come to the Campus Center
for smokes. Okay, smoking is bad for you
and fast becoming socially unacceptable.
But think of the money.

Bureaucracies usually stifle creativity,
so I can see how Auxiliary Services might
not have thought of these ideas before.

Greg Sukiennik spends way too much
time in the Campus Center.
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GM deserves our support
It seems none ofmy cohorts are w illing

or perhaps able to comment on the recent
exchange of fire between General Motors
and NBC. and so the task falls to me like
all the other things no one wants, like Old
Smuggler scotch and Ayn Rand's books.

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS

Common sense for common good
I rpaH with intaroat n>».. C.I.: :l • ..> . . „ .

*~^
I read with interest Greg Sukiennik's

provocative column ICollegian. Feb. Ill
and I'd like to respond.

The only thing is that 1 don't know
whether to respond as a "Select Board
type" — for I am a candidate for the
Amherst Select Board — or as an "every-
day Amherst resident"— for indeed I am
one of those also.

The truth is that whether I act the role
of a Select Board wannabee or as the nice
man with the golden retriever Greg met, it

would be counterproductive for me to es-
calate bad blood between the town and the
University, because the two need each
other. Students need a pleasant, friendly
town to flee to when they seek rest and
relaxation, and the town certainly needs
the influx ofcapital from students seeking
off-campus diversions.

So the question really becomes. "How
can we co-exist?" As a first step. I suggest
that both students and town folk realize
that both have real grievances along with
mythical ones, and begin to separate the
facts from the myths.

For example, students should know-
that Twisters is not penalized because

Mark Forsyth sneezes" but because he
continually breaks the law be exceeding
the legal capacity ofhis bar and by serving
underaged patrons.
On the other hand, townspeople should

know that the great majority of students
are respectful and courteous. As the owner
of Grist Mill Antiques. I have had hun-
dreds ofstudents in my shop and have not
experienced a single unpleasant moment
with them.

Another myth Greg helps to perpetuate
is that we politicians "have to respond (to
constituent complaints) in order to get re-
elected."

*

Certainly, we ignore constituent issues
at our own risk, but some of us are willing
to take that risk. Besides, there is really
little risk in a select board member taking
an open-minded, even-handed approach
to town-gown relations.

Most Amherst voters are far too intel-
ligent to expect anything else from their
elected officials. Oops — there goes an-
other myth.

Hill Boss
Amherst

The valley, it seems, thinks GM is bad.
NBC is good, and GM ought be soaked for
every penny that can be wrung from its
weary, shriveled corporate heart. This is
wrong for two reasons. NBC got off too
easy, and the American corporation in
general is not appreciated.

What NBC did in placing incendiary
devices under a GM truck in a "demon-
stration" to show that these trucks are
dangerous was more than fraudulent, more
than dishonest and much more deserving
ofsome kind ofreprimand. NBC had Jane
Pauley, who is popular and trusted, make
a public apology to GM. This for manu-
facturing a news item that cost the already
faltering car maker millions.

The populace wantscompanies likeGM
to never fire anyone, to retool quickly and
painlessly and turn a profit, make better
cars, and never close a plant. And yet they
cheer and protest and carry signs that
read "stop burning our children" when a
case comes around of possible negligence

The populace, it seems, wants to have
Its cake and devour it. American corpora-
tions are powerful, and have come to be
regarded as endless cash cows that do not
have the right to make decisions to pre-
serve their own fiscal health. They are
expected to give everyone a job. clean the
environment, pay stunningly high taxes
and smile. They are cast as villains as
soon as anything goes wrong anywhere in
our society.

This is an outrage. Without the huge
conglomerates and companies, this na-
tion would be unable to provide any ofthe
wonderful comfort-s that it does. They have

made the nation what it is; a place that
people still flock to to improve their life, or
get medical treatment, or live without the
fear of armed thugs ro\ing the streets at
night.

The problem lies once again with the
."^polled, soulless generation that has been
choking in it's own afterbirth for the last
20 years or so. We now think that em-
ployers and manufactures exist as some
kind of public utility, and we ignore their
right to make a profit and control their
own business affairs.

We have grown soft. We think the world
owes us. We think that corporations likeGM should be made to pay for everything
and still turn out a marketable product.

TheAmerican businessmen and women
are the unsung heroes, the fuel that keeps
this country moving and able toopen doors
ofopportunity. Not theenvironmentalists.
not Ralph Nader, not the protesters of all
kinds who. with sugary rhetoric dripping
from their faces, insist that they only want
to help everyone.

One should be suspect of anyone who
claims to only care about others, because
that can be no genuine achievement or
useful human endeavor without the the
condition that each participant in that
action sUnds to gain, is sennng them-
selves.

And so GM takes another big hit. and
tries to close some plants so it can remain
in business, and the vultures of compas-
sion and liberal altruism gather to pick
the bones clean.

How long until there is nothing left to
gnaw? How long until we are trying to
survive on a tiny trickle of commerce,
regulated and taxed and hounded and
misrepresented in the media as murder-
ing fiends?

Keep your own counsel, I always say
Don't believe halfofwhat you see and any
ofthe rumorsyou hear. And serve yourself
you won't feel used in the morning.

Chns J. Petropoulns is a Collegian
columnist.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
•b fair last week. It was a orettv annnvin.T>

-^-^xn^AXI,There was a job fair last week. It was a pretty
depressing affair really. I found the only organizations
that really wanted me were the Peace Corps or the Air
Force or Marines. Both involve travel to distant lands
I guess I'vejust got to decide what it is I want to do once
I get to those distant lands.

Seen in the Feb. 8 Collegian: "I realized about half-
way down that I had fallen out the window." Hmm.

Things to do in a crowded elevator:
• Hold your head in your hands and scream "Make

it stop! Make it stop!"

• Ask everyone what brand of deodorant they use.
• Ask everyone to jump up and down in unison.
• Check for shaved pits and split ends.
• Push all the buttons andjump out at the next floor.
•Describe to your friend exactly how contagious

the disease you picked up in Nepal is.

• Compare the faces of all those present to the
wanted poster you stole from the post office.

• Discuss the agonizing reality of labor, even if
you're not female (when males do it, it's 10 times as

annoying).

Sea of white, sea of maroon, it all translates into hiebucks for Calipari and his honchos. Don't be sheep.

Marc

ELLIOTT
^

I spend much too much time shopping in Stop & Shop's
packaged foods" aisle. I'm much too familiar with the
various helpers (Tuna Helper, Hamburger Helper)
Course I only really know how to make omelettes Contact
theCollegian offices ifyou feel you'd like to donate a mealGov Weld made the journey out to UMass last week
Aft«r playing musical rooms to try and shake the West-
ern Mass. Hospital protesters, he talked to them in aroom separate from the computer forum he was visiting
In that room were a handful of students holding Ted
Kennedy campaign placards, probably playing on ru-
mors a Kennedy might run for governor in '94. But then
the real reason for their presence is best put by one of
them, student government-type guy Matt Pavesi. "Just

to be annoying," he said.

do .Viho^^^P'^
^^^ ^ speculate on what they woulddo f they were granted political power. My friend 111

a task force that would go around - hey you're not

'"weifTi:r'^''"/°^r*^«"'--'^----^^^^^^^^^
oldsundhvr^ll"^"'^'^." ?^ ^" oppressor! Thatgood

todarrll IvT ^ '\"T''^
P'^'^^ *

S^"^^"t Union at noon

^rob[em«S "? l^^
^"'"'^ ""^ «" '^ P'-«blems and

Manv ^f h
'^''P'^ ""^y "'^^ ^ '^^ «^«"dby for long,

denartmonf'' I'^^'^V'*'^"^^^
^"'^ political economy

thrnlThoA''^'^r^"«=h«d"J^torun throughthe noon hour. Guess they'll just have to save the world

STPFru,. '"T'^ ^]^^^ "^^ '" «"d remind me why
alreadvT2r'^vr1fP^.'^'"^"^°'"'^«^-^'vefo^^^^

wreno^h"^^^"'^'«'"^"'"^tyP'^^<^^ UMasswiin enough protester sheep"?

"Remr't^7 ^ '^^"\^ heard at an Amherst rally:Keniember, we are the people, they're not."

Marc Elliott is a Collegian Joe Bob columnist.
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That wacky little

thing called 'sex'
Sex is a goofy thing in this society.
Every new generation thinks they've re-invented

It. Meanwhile, the generations before them
gradually try to suppress it. If you're not having
any now but have before, it takes on an inflated
significance, like money to a college student. If
you've never had it, it takes on a mythical appeal
like the unicorn — you've heard a lot about it but
have yet to encounter it in person.

Ifyou are sexually active, depending what gen-
der you are, your personal character can be sum-
marized by how, where, why. who and how often
you have sex.

Depending on what you read, who you listen to,

what religion you are and how much TV you watch,
you could be in the same state of affairs and
classified anywhere from a pervert to a prude. Hey.
it's sex — American style!

Brooke C.

WHEELER
Sex can be the start of some relationships, the

evolution ofsome, and the destruction ofsome. The
lack of it can be grounds for divorce, and the surplus
of it— well, if it can be argued there is such a thing— is just like any other surplus It drops in value.

If you have sex with the lights off, you're "shy,"
lights on and you're an "exhibitionist" — where 's

the middle ground? A candle? And then you knock
it over and you're an "arsonist." Ifyou like it in front
of the fire on a furry rug, you've been watching too
many cheesy soap operas, and ifyou prefer it on the
kitchen counter you probably don't regularly chop
up your own fresh veggies.

If you're having sex while reading this, you
display a knack for doing two things at once, like

playing the guitar while skiing. If you're thinking
about sex while reading this, then at least you're
paying attention to the spirit of this piece.

Everyone knows everyone thinks about sex and
(nearly I everyone has at at some poinUs) in their
lives. Right now people are having sex! Yes, right
now, people are having sex.

Look around you. I'm sure you dont go through
a day without at least thinking about it once, and
neither do those schmucks over there in line for

food/coffee/walking by/sitting near you.

At any given moment day or night, someone
somewhere will always be having sex. Always.
We're talking constantly. So. why is our society so

participant in and simultaneou.sly so afraid of the
most natural, common, prevalent, culture-neutral
thing there is?

I tell you. it just don't make sense.

Why is the workplace sterilized and relegated to

skirts below the knee, high necklines, tight collars,

lots of fasteners and buttons?

Why was a woman's ankle a scandalous piece of

flesh to flash in the Victorian age? Why did bathing
suits use to be more like jumpsuits? Why did the
rise of the hemline create such public outcry over
the decades?

Someone wants us to think sex isn't there when
it is. Someone wants us to believe it's evil. icky.

wrong and mes.sy and allows you the privilege of

social outcastymockery or one-way trip to that hot,

fiery place that ain't the Carribean. Ofcourse that

someone is probably holed up in a hotel somewhere
"preaching" to one ofhis flock in a very special way.
or wearing out patches of their carpeting in their

office, or relaxing in the sun with a giggly parcel on
their lap.

Who made up the rules?

Lemme say. tweren't me.
Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian columnist.

Mullins creates a traffic nightmare
Let me tell you about downtown Amherst. It's a nice

place, with many shops, bars, restaurants and other
businesses. It's about a 40-minute drive from campus,
but it's worth the trip.

"A 40-minute drive?" is what I'm sure a lot ofyou are
thinking right now. It's true you can see the lights of the
downtown Dairy Mart from the edge ofcampus, but you
just can't get there from here. The reason? The William
D. Mullins Center.

Lisa

JEZOWSKI
This beautiful arena hasjust opened, but it has caused

me nothing but headaches so far. There have, to date,
been eight events held at the arena. I have had, to date,
eight instances in which I haven't been allowed easy
access to the Campus Center garage, so I could go to work
at the Collegian. It seems like I need to arrange my work
schedule around the convenience ofOgden Entertainment,
the group managing the Mullins Center.

Anyway, let me tell you about myjourney from the far

away place known as downtown. It is late Monday night
on a long weekend. The concert at Mullins crosses my
mind, but as it is 11:15 p.m. I figure it must have ended.
I was wrong. Driving from downtown to Southwest was
no problem, but as I turned onto Commonwealth Avenue
by the Boyden Gymnasium my nightmare began.

Ahead was a strange mass of black leather. With a
closer look I realized this river flowing toward me was
made up of people, all fans leaving the Metallica concert.
Since my destination was the Campus Center I gulped
and kept driving— or at least tried to.

People were everywhere. Cars going in the opposite
direction occupied my lane, and where the cars weren't
fans were. Just in case the people walking five feet in
front ofmy car couldn't see me I flashed the high beams

at them. I guess it was some strange misunderstanding,
but apparently one of the people thought my signal
meant. "When you pass my car be sure to flick cigarette
ashes on the hood." I'm sure he meant well, though.

As I neared the center itself I realized some of the
masses swarming around me were actually UMass 's fin-

est, keeping control as usual. These cops somehow thought
it would be a good idea to bar the entrance to the garage
even though the concert was over, and people were only
going in the opposite direction. Because ofthe barriers and
the resulting detour, my nightmare continued.

As I dodged pedestrians, swerved to miss the "Mullins
Shuttle," and squeezed between cars driving in the wrong
lanes of traffic I encountered my second friend of the
evening, one of the UMa.ss police. He and I met when I

almost took his leg off with the front ofmy car. This man
was very busy yelling and waving at me frantically to
drive, but he wasn't concerned with the limousine in front
of me. The limo was pulling out of a driveway, and was
occupying one and a half of the two lanes I had to choose
from. I had no choice but to drive or face the wrath of
Officer Friendly, so I drove, trying to squeeze between the
limo and the policeman I^t's just say that the officer

ought to be thankful he does not have knobby knees, or
they would have been gone.

By now I was just pa.ssing the many parking lots

utilized by the arena. In a dnving manner not unlike the
arcade game Pole Position I swerved, passed and honked
myway to theentranceofthe"Campus Garage Detour "Ix)

and behold I had to get in line iM^hind the many ptniple 1 had
recently been swearing at so I could acxress the section of
the garage that I needed to. After 10 more minutes of stop-
and-go traffic I finally reached my destination, jittery and
annoyed, at the ripe hour ofmidnight — right on schedule
if you're driving m the Mullins Standard Time Zone (Or
should I say the Cal-Zone? No. nevennind. ).

Lisa Jezowski is a Collegian staffmember.

Condoms don't always stop AIDS
AIDS. The media's reply is to practice "safe sex."

advocating condoms as protection with the reasoning
that the virus must not be transferred from one person to
another.

At first glance, the "safe sex" campaign appears to be
the way to go. Well, take another look. The belief that
condoms will protect against HIV infection is, for the
most part, a myth.

Skeptical? Just read the following quote taken from
CM. Roland, Ph.D.. editor of Rubber Chemi.stry and
Technology and head of Polymer Properties Section.

Naval Research Laboratory:

Diana

D'AVANZO
"There are facts which suggest that rubber contracep-

tives are inherently unable to make sex safe. There exists

direct evidence ofvoids in the rubber comprising condoms.
Electron micrographs reveal voids five microns in size (50
times larger than the virus), while fracture mechanics
analyses. . suggest flaws as large as 50 microns. . .

"

Then there is the University of Miami's study under
the direction ofMargaret Fischel, MD. The study included
one HIV-positive and one HIV-negative spouse. Each
couple engaged in vaginal sexual intercourse, using a
condom as protection. The results? "In the initial study
there was a 10 percent rate oftransmission of HIV. After
18 months it was 17 percent."

However, the condom-maniacs claim that spermicides,
when used with the condom, do the trick. The 8a>'ing goes,
ifit sounds too good to be true it usually is. Here, the saying
stands. Why? The AIDS virus is extremely PH sensitive.

One part bleach to 10 parts water will kill the virus.

Writes the New England Journal of Medicine.
"Spermicides are designed to be acidic in order to work.
A woman may use a sponge loaded with spermicide, but
after about 20 minutes the spermicide undergoes phase
conversion, commingling with bodily fluids it becomes
the same PH as the other fluids in the body and actually

ends up protecting the virus instead of killing it!"

Furthermore, the Federal Drug Administration will

not allow the claim that spermicides sU)p AIDS to l>e made.
Speaking of the FDA, did you know that, when testing

condoms, the TOA uses water to test for leakage' In 19fM) the
Journal of Testing and Eixiluotnm .stated. The use of a sur-

factant .solution ( sinular to bodily fluid ) instead ofwater in the
current test may make it far more effective in determining the
presence of very small holes in the condoms."

So. a groupofresearchers took a bunch ofcondoms and
punctured all ofthem. This means that each condom they
used contained micro.scopic holes. The researchers al-

ready knew that all the condoms they were using were
defective. Some of the condoms were filled with fluid

similar to bodily fluid. Some of the condoms were filled

with water. The results?

All of the condoms filled with fluid Mnular to bodily

fluid leaked. Not surprising— aft«r all. we already know
the condoms were defective. The surprising part is that
only 25 percent of the condoms filled with water leaked,

yet 100 percent were defective. Most of you guys are
pretty smart. These test results should tell you that most,
if not all, testing that is done on condoms using water is

misleading. The actual condom failure rate is much
higher than we are being told.

One more interesting tidbit ofinformation: the National

Institute of Health and Georgetown L^niversity Hospital

researchersexamined latex gloves as "a sufficient barrier
for protection against HIV infection." One: a sperm is 3-

5 microns wide— 40 times larger in width and 400 times
larger in volume than the HIV virus. Two: a latex glove
is 3-4 times thicker than a condom.

The results? "All gloves showed cavities throughout
the matrix and tortuous channels of 5 microns pen-
etrated the entire thickness of the glove." Hmmm. . . 5
micron channels in latex 3-4 times thicker than a condom.
Do condoms protect against the 3-5 micron wide AIDS
virus? I don't think so.

People need to be told the truth about condom failure.

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian columnist.

'Bible-thumper takes exception
I was very reassured to read David

Rivera's editorial ICollegian, Feb. 16 1.

I have been worried that if anything
should happen to Michael Morrissey. the

quality of the editorial page might actu-

ally improve.

Thanks to Mr. Rivera, I can be assured

that half-baked, blind, moronic generali-

zations would continue. It's good to know
that any yahoo with a soap box will con-

tinue to have a special place on the page.

Nestled among the many bizarre

statements in his columns rests. ". . . Jerry

Falwell and the restofthe Bible-thumping

Puritans., .[condemened Clinton's I plans"

to end the ban against gays in the military.

Despite the fact that Falwell is hardly a

Puritan. I, as a "Bible-thumper." take great

exception to this bigoted remark.

I assume "Bible-thumper" refers to any-

one who gives the Bible any authority. How
unpopular. Those dam Bible-thumpers,

who, among other issues, interfered with

an individual's "right" to own slaves, and

continue tospeak outagainstan individual's

"right" to kill a pre-born child, must surely

annoy bigots such as Mr. Rivera.

As a Christian. I must strive to, as Jesus
commands, love God with all my heart, soul

and mind. Aft«r much thought and prayer,

I have come to a position in favor of lifting

the ban on homosexuals in the military.

The Bible (thump, thump) clearly

teaches that everyone has a problem with
sin, notjust homosexuals. Yet the military

excludes homosexuals in particular.

To say that one particular sin is such
that those trapped by it should be second-
class citizens, in the military orelsewhere,
it totally incompatible with the New Tes-
tament. We've all messed up; we're all

"second-class citizens."

The good news is that each of us can be
set free from the guilt and the power of sin

to enjoy relationships with God and with
others which we were made for. For the

i..:litary to single out homosexuals is only

adding fuel to the fire.

As a Christian, I cannot condone a

homosexual lifestyle, but neither can I

condone a self-righteous stance that leaves

homosexuals out in the cold.

Alan Willcox
Amherst
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Gay pride group sues
to participate in parade

COLLEGIAN

By TOm' ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Rekindling a year-old
confrontation, an Irish gay pride group
was in court Tuesday seeking the right to
march in South Boston's St. Patrick's Day
Parade, after being denied permission by
the event's sponsors.

In a repeat of events leading to last
year's parade, the Irish American Gay.
Lesbian and Bisexual Pride Group of
Boston argued that it was unconstitutional
for the parade's sponsors to deny them
permission to march.

"We're Irish American, we're part ofthe
community, and we just want to take our
rightful place in the parade." said Cathleen
Finn, a spokeswoman for the group.

And, like last year, the South Boston
Allied War Veterans Council, the parade
organizer, says letting gays march would
violate the spirit of the 92-year-old pro-
cession through the Irish enclave of Bos-
ton known as "Southie."

"It's old-fashion, it's traditional,"
Chester Darling. Attorney for the parade
sponsors, told Suftblk Superior Court
Judge Hiller Zobel.

Of the gay organization. Darling said;
"They're a crazy, outrageous group. Ifthey
don't like this, tough — they can have
their own parade."

Last year. Zobel. ruling that the parade
was a public event, said the gay pride
group had a constitutional right to take
part. The parade typically draws more
than 500.000 spectators.

But Zobel limited the group to 25
marchers and one banner, and prohibited

a blast from the past...

them from distributing flyers.
It marked the first time in the parade's

history that an openly gay group marched
under itsown banner, despite heavy police
protection, some spectators threw beer
cans and hurled obscenities.

The gays, wearing pink triangles and
green carnations, responded to the jeers
with shouts of"Happy St. Patrick's Day."

Zobel's ruling applied only to the 1992
parade, and when the gay group asked
permission from the group to march this
year, they were once again turned down.

The parade's sponsors charge that some
members of the gay group have ties to
more radical orgamzations like Queer
Nation and could be disruptive.

This is a family parade." said John
Hurley, a parade orgaruzer. "We don't
need this radical group coming in."

But Finn denied such claims, pointing
out that the group had abided by Zobel's
restrictions last year.

"What did we do last year that was
offensive?" Finn said.

"We were held to the most strict stan-
dards."

Zobel took the arguments under ad-
visement. Both sides have vowed to appeal
the ruling if they lose. The parade is

scheduled for March 14.

Philp Cronin. an attorney for the gay
group, said he would also seek a permanent
injunction enabling the group to march in
future parades.

In New York, a federal judge last year
blocked efforts to let gays march in that
city's St. Patrick's Day parade. Gay groups
there have vowed to raise the issue again
this year.

Test Results to Be Released on Whitmore Bomb'
A 6Uck box ccnUintnx bMter

ies. wiret, a timii^ drvice and
liquid center were found Fnday
m (be Whiunore Hall Admimitra
lion BuiMiac The State Fire

Manhall's office is conducting
leaU on the box with the result*
to be announced later today
Th« box waa found Friday

HMroiBg tJttr ao anonymous cjU

er to university police and the
UMass switchboard warned that
a "bomb" u in the la<li«' room of
the Whitmore buiJdinc."

No arrests were made Friday.
..rHWHited from tM ntrnt o« the mouathuirtu OaMy CoWeywwi 25 yea, t »qo (Monday. March 1

1
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University of Massachusetts - Housing Services

1993 Women's Conference:

f^ ^^"i^^^m
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27

Keynote Speaker: ANGELA DAVIS
author, activist, academic
Topics for the afternoon session: Women as
Activists & Leaders, Women and AIDS, The Economy
and Women, Women from Developing Nations,
Women of Color: a Cross-Cultural Perspective, Media
and Women, Violence Against Women, Women in

Traditionally Male Dominated Professions, and Women
and Their Relationships

Register Today!!! Space is limited, so
registration is required - $3.00 donation is

requested. Register Right Now!!! You can call
545-0917 or register in person at our table in the
Campus Center concourse. REGISTRATION
ENDS ON FRIDAY!!!

Sponsored by: NOMMO News. Black Student Union. African Student Union. African Students
Association. ALAANA R.A. Matters. AntiRadsm Coalition, Forum on Developing Nations, AHORA. Lesbian.
Gay. Bisexual Alliance. Korean Students Association. Cape Vefdean Student Alliance. Office of Ttird World
Affairs. Graduate Student Senate. Black Mass Confimunication Project. Graduate Employees Organization.

Valley Women's Voce. Southwest Area Government. Student Government Association. Women's Studies
Department. Program for Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Concerns, PanHellemc Council, Allied Students Against
Prejudice, Housing Services/Residential Education, Cfiancellor's Multicultural Advisory Board. Office of the

I Chancellor, Vice Chancelor for Student Affairs - Dean of Students Office, Office of Human Relations

Levey
continued from poge 1

Buddhists.

"He was just horrified, I know he
used the word 'heinous' to describe the
whole war theater. He had some of the
deepest anti -war feehngs I've ever seen.
But I had no idea he was considering
this," Carroll said.

•He was very well pronounced in his

arguments, especially about the com-

placency of America allowing an anti-

democratic war to go on. . . Greg was a
very quiet person, but he was very
deep," Carroll said.

According to Levey's English profes-
sor, Jules Chametzky, Levey had diffi-

culty speaking in class, although he
could be "quite eloquent." especially
when discussing injustice and suffer-

ing.

Ever wondered how a
newspaper is made?

When this (jroup of WEBEIOS Boy Scouts visited the Collegian production offici
last week they didn t know much about newsp.ipers Within ten minutes they
h.id put tocjfthcr .in .id on our computers printed it .ind p.istod it up

IM you re interested In newspapers and would like to join our staH or would just like to see how tt^
'

. ^'"m^*'* ^^ '°f*i^r ^/""P ^y O"' o"'««"* «< ' 1 » Campus Center We couldn t give the scoutTlJjosltiononour staH, but if you re an undergraduate you can start getting experience today!

Montague Mini Mart
12 to 6 III .Mout.itiiu- C ir.

from Amherst: lo miles .North on Rte. 6;i toRu- 47N
from Northampton: \ \ niilrs 91 \orth to 1 16 lo 47N

* I iillou simis to Mont.imic Center •

Beer 9t Wine
Sold On SUNDAYS

Bud case cans $13.99 + dep.Bud 12 pack bottles / warm S13.99 + dep.
Keystone 12-pack cans $5.90 + dep.Busch suitcase $1 1 75 + cipn
Natural light 12 pack cans :::::::::;..*i5.5l : illRolling Rock case, bottles $15 eo + den
Rolling Rock 12-pack. bottles .....$8 39 + deuOlympia 12-pack $4 99 1 ^l'^
Black Label i5-pack ;:;.;;.:::::::::$5:99 1 dtp.

• Reasonable cigarette prices •
A wonderful selection ofAustralian & Chilean wines as well as the

French & domestic classics _-—^^v I

367-9551 ^Sx«2.H
Proper ID. Required o^^^ ^

The Experience Of
Your Lifetime.A

^m
^OQM

The elegant HarborWatch Room, serving gourmet
New England and Continental Cuisine, is

;>>v currently seeking experienced individuals

>CV> ^^^^^^ our team.

Waitstaff

HI Formal Dining Room training a must

I Bartender
Bus Persons

Interested candidates should call Cheryl
at (508) 432-1000 to arrange an interview.

All positions are seasonal.

23 Snow Inn Road • Harwich Port, MA • (508) 432-1000
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Shoes recalled
after kid puts
label in mouth
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON— Stride Rite Corp. said Wednesday
it recalled 20,000 pairs of Keds shoes for young
children after one Pennsylvania infant apparently
pulled the blue rubber label from a heel and put it

in his mouth.
The Cambridge-based company said there have

been no reports of injuries, but the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission said the labels are
detached more easily than intended and present a
choking hazard.

"It seems as if the cement that was originally
used was not strong enough," said Stride Rite
spokeswoman Karen Crider. "We have since
changed both the cement and the manufacturer."

She said two mothers the one in Pennsylvania
and a second who was not identified called the
company a month ago to report the problem.

Keds "Flexibles" shoes, which sell for $30 a pair,
are made for children up to about age 5.

Officials said the shoes aflected were sizes 2-10
with blue Keds label on the heel.

Keds said parents could return the shoes to the
store where they were purchased for a replacement
pair or refund.

Cnder said the cost of the recall had not been
estimated. About 12.000 pairs of the shoes had
been sold, and the shoes that were still on shelves
had been removed, the company said.

Keds sold 26 million pairs of shoes last year.
"This is just a tiny number." Crider said. She

said it was the first recall in the company's 77-year
history.

It's more like egg on your face, because this is

the first recall they'veever had to do."saidJosephine
Esquivel. an analyst at Lehman Bros, who follows
Stride Rite. "It is voluntary. No one forced them to
do this. There was no harm to any of the kids

"

The shoes with the loose labels were made in
Korea. Keds switched manufacturers a year ago,
before the problem was reported. Crider said. Keds
"Flexiblea" now are made in the United States.

The shoes come with high-lace, mid-lace or
velcro fasteners. The design features jumbled tri-

angles, squares and circles in six different colors.

The models that were recalled are numbers
TH2120. 2121. 2122. 2130. 2131. 2140 and 2141,
followed by the designation TW-206 or CH-206.
The code can be found beneath the shoe tongue.

Crider said shoes labeled "U.S." are unaffected.

How's +
your

First Aid?
RsdCroM

Chinese activists freed
Gov't releases two leaders of '89 revolt
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By DAN BIERS
Associated Press

BEIJING — Two prominent students
activists from the 1989 pro-democracy
movement, including the most wanted stu-
dent leader, were released today on parole,
the government said.

The parole of Wang Dan. No. 1 on the
most-wanted list police issued after the pro-
democracy movement was crushed. andGuo
Haifeng means all students "who violated
the crimmal law" during the protest have
been freed, the official Xinhua News Agency
said.

Xinhua said the two had "observed prison
regulations."

Wang. 23, was released about four months
before his term was to have ended and Guo,
27, was releases about three months early.
Both were serving four-year terms.

The releases could be a goodwill gesture
to the new CUnton administration, which
has vowed to focus on human rights in

foreign policy, or part ofChina's bid to sway

the International Olympic Committee to
award the 2000 Summer Olympics to
Beijing.

Robin Monro, researcher for the human
rights group Asia Watch, said the govern-
ment was merely "making a few token re-

leases."

"The student never really were the issue
for the government. Workers and intellec-

tuals got much heavier sentences, far more
than the students." he said. "We want to see
a major dent in those cases before we will
think there's any kind of freeing up."

The government also announced the
release of Zhu Hongsheng. a 76-year-old
Catholic priest from Shanghai, before the
exoneration of his 15-year sentence. The
Xinhua report did not say when the term
was to have ended.

Earlier this month, the government re-

leased one of the country's longest-held
political prisoners. Wang Xizhe, two years
before the end of his 14-year term.

Several political prisoners from the 1989
protests remain in jail.

Hitchcock
contunuecJ from page 3

This library, containing several thou-
sand volumes ofenvironmentally-oriented
materials, from trail maps to biodiversity
studies The Resource Center is open to
the public, but the Center asks that people
become members <$7 annually for stu-
dents* to check materials out of the Cen-
ter. The membership also provides a 10
percent discount on the merchandise that
the Center sells, as well as a discount on
the numerous educational programs of-

fered.

Watt said since the main goal is edu-
cation, a variety of programs are offered.

These are aimed at many interests and
age groups. A hands-on theme applies to
all programs, which run from nature hikes
and "Dinosaur Days" for children to an
evening course on "Planning your Long
Distance Hike." Director David Ziomek's
pet project is the "owl prowl"— a 3.00 a.m.
to dawn excursion into local woodlands to
try lo call in and spot local owl species.

Research also plays a part in the
Center's activities. The Center has been
entrusted with the care ofthe world's first

"salamander tunnels." located on (actu-
ally under i Henry Street in Amherst, which
provide safe passage for the salamanders
to their breeding sites.

Similar tunnels are in place for differ-

ent species in Britain and Germany, so
research here can have widespread effects.

Watt said he believes that "more people
could use the facility but just don't know
about it." He said he would like anyone
interested in the Center to call at 256-
6006. The Center also actively seeks
volunteers to assist in their programs and
in the maintenance of their facilities. "I

would love to hear from people interested
in volunteering, like students, faculty, or
stafT from the Universitv communitv.
Watt said.

The center is located at 525 South
Pleasant Street (Route 116 South) in
Amherst.
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Students
continued from page 1

Republicans denounced Clinton's plan as a
massive round of tax hikes. GOP lawmakers wore
buttons that said "Tax and Spend, Again" and "It's

Spending Stupid."

GOP Leader Bob Michel said, "The American
people would do well to remember: when you a hear
a Democrat call for taxes, do not ask for whom the

tax rises — it will rise for you."

"Tonight the president mentioned a number of

new programs that inevitably will cost considerable

sums of money." Michel said. "Laudable as they

may be, how do we pay for them? The president's

answer is: more taxes on everyone."

Clinton's plan would spread pain almost univer-

sally, although well-to-do people would be hit

hardest. The administration braced for stiff oppo-

sition following a negative reaction from Wall Street.

The program would impose higher energy taxes

on every household with income of more than
$30,000. The administration calculated that would
raise $71.4 billion by 1998.

Income tax rates would jump significantly —
from 3 1 percent now to 36 percent next year — for

families with taxable income over $140,000 and for

individuals over $115,000. A 10 percent surtax

which Clinton had promised tu impose on million-

aires would be applied to taxable income over

$250,000.

Students
continued from poge 1

"The cuts are in farm subsidies, outdated programs
and social security for upper-income recipients," Carpen-
ter said. "The question is not whether or not you're going

to have taxes but what government do you need?"

State Sen. Stan Rosenberg also participated and said

he felt very optimistic about the president's address.

"He's laid a course for change similar to what we did

here in this state five years ago," Rosenberg said.

Rosenberg said he is glad Clinton stressed the health

care crisis. Rosenberg said the cost ofour current health

care system is bankrupting both the public and private

sector.

Carpenter agreed that health care is an important
issue because of the baby-boom generation which is

heading towards retirement. He said we must find an
efficient way to fund health care.

But not everyone in att4?ndance was optimistic about

the president's proposals. Keith Czerwiec, president of

the Republican Club, said he thinks Clinton is trying do
too many things at once.

"He's trying to be a miracle worker,"Czerwiec said. He
said an alternative plan would be to turn investment into

capital because capital will get the economy going again.

Czerwiec also said he questions the kind of socialist

health care reform he thinks the president will propose.

"Health care is going to be a gaping wound." Czerwiec

said. "It didn't work in Canada, Sweden, the Netherlands
or Britain." Each of those countries has some kind of

nationalized health care program.
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King jurors think

first verdict wrong
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Many of the prospective

jurors questioned so far in the Rodney King case

didn't like the verdict in the first trial, but all

insisted they could do the right thing without fear

in the second one.

"I'm not going to worry about what my friends

and family say," a Black woman said adamantly
Tuesday. "I'm going to do what I need to do and

what I think is right on the evidence."

Hercomments contradicted a defense attorney's

prediction that Blacks would disqualify themselves

from the federal case for fear of being ostracized if

they acquitted the four policemen charged in King's

beating.

In the first day ofjury questioning Tuesday, a

multiracial group of 12 pr(»pective jurors selected

at random and referred to by number to protect

their identities were interviewed. By day's end, the

opposing attorneys had not asked that any be

dismissed.

Lawyers said the process was moving more
slowly than expected and it was unlikely a jury

could be seated by today, as the judge had hopes.

More candidates will be called from among the

284 who filled out questionnaires and agreed to be

sequestered for at least two months if selected.

All 12 members of the first group had seen the

videotape ofKing's beating,. But U.S. DistrictJudge
John Davies said the test was whether they could

be impartial.

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors
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586-9659
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"Oh, man. There you go again wHh another
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By JIM Quote of the Day
"A pessimist is someone who, faced with

the choice of two evils, chooses both.
"

- G.B. Shan
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SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT
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Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken Burritto Roast Beet
Fish Munchies Baked Ziti

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Bean Burritto Rice/Veggie Pilaf

Fish Munchies Baked Ziti

The opinions cxprcssfcl on this p.ij^c <uc those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views oi the Colkfiijn or the University
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6 Small amount
10 Speck
14 Shun
15 Political policy

16 Victor* words
1 / Marina location

18 Tai Mahal city

19 Pocket residiie

?0 Words lo lh«

cab driver

73 Take live

?4 Closet Item

25 Lords' mates
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30 "Heaven, —
heaven "
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and Nash, e g
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hall -
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A friendly visit to Mr. Nash's neighborhood
"It's a beautiful day in the neighbor-

hood, a beautiful day in the neighborhood."
Hi, neighbor and welcome to Mr. Nash's
neighborhood, a column for everyone to

learn.

It seems Bobby Sura got a good taste of

the pine this week as Florida State coaches
benched he and Doug Ekiwards for ski pping
classes. This writer remembers the
clothesline (a-la "Nikita KolofT) executed
on Mike Williams back in December. Can
you say "Punk"' I knew you could.

Jason

NASH
However, watch out for Sura and the

Seminoles. With five potential NBA picks

it's possible they had too much talent and
it's taken them a season to get it together.

Can you say "Final Four"'.'*

W'ho ever didn't see the Phoenix-Boston

game the other night missed the greatest

team in the NBA along with its greatest

player, in Charles Barkley. Yeah, yeah
Chi-town I can hear you cries of Mikey all

the way here, but the truth is Michael's

bored with this game and whines when
B.J. Armstrong takes a jumper. Hard to

believe Bobby Knight cut "Sir Charles"
from the Olympic team. Can you say
"MVP"? 1 knew you could.

With the sight of of Yinka Dare a sec-

ond time and with the knowledge ofMarcus
Camby signed and delivered to the Student
Union, one must consider the battle ofthe

Goliaths that we're in for over the next

three years. Can you say "Sampson-Ewing
and Virginia versus Georgetown"? I knew
you could.

Looking down the starting lineup of

the Boston Red Sox and comparing it with

the Colorado Rockies makes any Fenway
Faithful sick as a dog. Comparing the two
teams starter for starter makes me like

the Rockies so much more, especially in

the high-altitude park their playing in.

Decide for yourself? Andres Galarraga or

Mo Vaughn? Charlie Hayes or Scott Coo-

per? Dante Bichette or Bob Zupcic? Benito

Santiago or Tony Pena"!* Not to throw in

the towel early or anything but, can you
say "Lou Gorman will be out of a job by
July"? I knew you could.

Seeing the Michael Dokes and Riddock
Bowe fight and the way Dokes had his life

saved by the referee makes me wonder if

pro football could do the same. After see-

ing the Buffalo-Dallas Super Bowl, can
you say "deja vu"? I knew you could.

Parrish and Mchale for Joe Barry
Carroll? Dennis Johnson for Rick Robey?
How about Craig "don't make me go on the

ice again" Janney and Stephaine Quintal
for Adam Oates. Oates is second in the

league in scoring and with Cam Neely
back; can you say "heist"? I knew you could.

Hey, great win and all over George
Washington on Saturday and sure Mike
Williams was the hero. But let's not forget

a certain member of the Unsung Hall of

Fame who hit two three pointers in a row
bringing the game back into reach. Can
you say "number 22"? I knew you could.

With Harry Sinden ready to check into

a state hospital at any time the Bruins
could have a very different looking line up
come playoff time. The latest rumor has
he and Ranger GM Phil Esposito dealing

Ray Bourque and Andy Moog to New York
for Mike Gartner, Darren Turcotte and
James Patrick. With Bourque on the de-

cline and Moog seeming as shaky as ever;

can you say "hey "'Espo', yes, yes, yes!!!".

Thinking about picking anNCAA Hoop
Champion? Well, forget about Michigan.

Yeah, they made it there last year, yeah
they got the talent and yeah Rob Pelinka

is actually decent. As Johnny Most would
say "they're hotdogs. put some mustard on
'em". Can you say "no one wins ifeveryone
wants to play point guard?" I knew you
could.

WCVB-Channel 5 cashed in on the

ratings last wt^k with their celebrity

sportscasters featured on the 1 1 O'clock

news. Such athletes as Rick Fox. Dee
Brown. Hugh Millen and Nancy Kerrigan

were featured each night. I pray you saw
Hugh Millen on Thursday as he looked

like he'd seen a ghost. Maybe he did; can
you say "Bledsoe"? 1 knew you could.

Want a laugh? Check out Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar commenting on ESPN.
Jabbar knows what he's talking about,

but says some of the stupidest things. As
bad as Jeff CroRs? Can you say "Well, at

least he doesn't sing during the game". I

knew you could.

And finally, oh Celtic god above, send

someone fast. The green seem far away

from number 17 and need help in the big

man department. A solution seems to be

Hartford's Vin Baker who is 6*11 and
averaging 26 points per game in the North
Atlantic Conference. "The Shag of the

NAC" as he's called has already said he
wants to play for the Celts. Can you say,

"Please, Red work some magic"?

Jason Nash is a Collegian staff mem-
ber.

UMass finishes 2nd
Four runners pace the team in A-10s
By JASON NASH
Collegian Suff

The UMass Women's track team
continued their late season surge last

weekend by t>'ing for second in the At-

lantic 10 Championships on thecampus
of the University of Rhode Island.

West Virginia won the six team meet
with 109 points while UMass tied URI
with 91 points placingahead ofRutgers,

Temple and St. Josephs.

F'aced with the handicapp ofhaving
the fewest athletes there, UMass got

55 of their 91 points in bulk from four

women, in Kelly Liljeblad, Janey
Meeks, Becky Johnson and Kerry Acre.

Liljeblad demonsrated her strength

in distance by placing second in the

mile and third in the 3000 meter,

posting her best times all season in the

those events and picking up 15 1/2

points in the process.

"Kelly has done it all year for us and
today she really poured it on," said head
coach JuUe LaFreniere. "Scoring that

many points in distance is rare because

it takes so long for a runner to recover."

Meeks added 17 points finishing

second in the long and triplejump. Her
feat in either jumps is quite amazing
due to her consistent fouhng that made
her attempt eachjump six times apiece.

"Janey might have gotten first ifshe

didn't have to jump more than once,"

said LaFreniere. "The triple jump was
right after the long jump and she was
pretty tired going into it."

UMass got more help from Aker and
Johnson, who pitched in eleven points

a piece. Aker finished first in the 800
meter while Johnson finished first in

the 1000 meter qualifying her for the

ECAC's.
Other stars of note included Diane

Ozzolek and Natalie Hart who excelled

in their respected throwing events.

Ozzolek finished second overall in the

20-pound weight, while Hart broke a

school record in the shot put.

"This was the first time Natalie had
thrown all season," said LaFreniere.

"But, I knew she was capable of

breaking all of our records."

Overall, LaFreniere was excited

about her teams performance and how
smoothly the meet went. However, she

realizes the lack ofbodies and the toll it

has taken on her team.
"This was a tremendous team effort."

she said. "But, we're going to take it

easy this week. For the entire season

the women have been doubling and
tripling on events and it's beaten them
up leavingthem susceptible to injuries.

UMass travels to Providence. Rhode
Island Friday for the Brown Invita-

tional.

If you see news in the making,
call the

MDC HOTLINE at

545-0719

SPORTS «m
& RCSTAURANT

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

AMHERST
I

CHINESE FCXDO |

WE DO NOT USE ~MSC-
' • MANDARIN A S2ECHUAN CUISINE I i

j

• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FRESH VtCETABLES FTOM OUR FARM
• EAT IN OH TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEWLY R£MC»EI£0

MASTEXU^ & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

62 MAM STT^EET, AliCRST ,

\:

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
It really works!
Call today! 545-3500

CHARTREUSE SKI
PARTY

{Special Drink - Swampwaterj

Register to win a

looo'''' Ski Package to

be drawn Feb. 25

Boots by Raichle

Bindings From Look
Sponsored By

ACADEMY-rMUSIC
NORTHAMPTON . 84-H435

6th Weeb! - Curtain Daily - 6:45 & 9:00

"One picb-your-jaw-off-lhc-Hoor stunner of a plot twist." y
-Entertainment Weekly

COMPETITIVE EDGE
SJTIA B I K M
HOLYOKE & HADLEY

"GET THE EDGE AT COMPETITIVE EDGE"

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

3 LATE SHOW THIS FRI. & SAT. AT 1 1 :OOPM
(ONLY AREA SHOWING-BOX-OFF FROM 10 PM) I

l"A Riveting Romantic Thriller!"
- KaAlm Carrofl. NF.V YORK liAII.Y MF.VS

THECHYlNGGAMEl
I

»!-«•.
piflyilalyotiiowniisk

HARRISON FORD,

nunncn
T HE D IRECTOR S CU T

[
Rkh's Confiniias With Grtol Prk»s!|

Heavyweight Dickie;
Flannel Shirts $10

Pea Coats ^^^nif^Ul^
Bajas $12.99 RlCn S

RICH'S
ARMY/NAVY
& CASUAL
CLOTHES

24 Center St., Northampton
586-5275

(Next to the iron Horse)

There'sA
NewWaytoGet
toMtTom.

(

Here's a hint:

)
Now it's even easier to ski closer to home! And

purchasins a combination bus/lift ticket saves you
money, too! Take the Peter Pan bus, any day of the
week, from any one of these locations and enjoy

Sreat skiing day and night at nearby Mt. Tom:

AMHERST/IIMASS

NORTHAMPTON
SPRINGFIELD

BRDGEPORT

MtJOM

HARTFORD
MIDDLETOWN
MERDEN

NEW HAVEN

JBoffiLciZan

Route 5, Holyoke, MA • Call Peter Pan for Info: 781-2900
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Tyson
continued from pxage 12

each curve, where sorrow was conjured up in different
ways at each stop.

Tyson was brought into the world in a way no child
should. He was poverty stricken, lacked a father-figure
and looked at crime as the way out. Sorrow.

Well, Tyson finally got the guidance he needed ft-om

the eccentric boxing trainer Cus D'Amato. D'Amato
brought up Tyson as ifTyson were his own kid. The thing
is D'Amato died before he got the chance to see his kid
grow up. Sorrow.

Even D'Amato exploited Tyson a little bit, as he put
Tyson ahead of everyone else when it came to rules.

Because D'Amato saw the explosive potential in Tyson,
he allowed Tyson leeway where he would punish the
other kids/boxers. In the long rxin, that leeway would
come back to haunt Tyson. Sorrow.

Jim Jacobs, one of Tyson's original managers, was
another source ofguidance for Tyson. Jacobs' knowledge
of boxing history and his collection of old fight films

astounded and enthralled Tyson. However, Jacobs and
his influence died a couple of title-defenses into his own
heavyweights' reign. Sorrow.

Robin Givens and Ruth Roper. Sorrow.
Don King, who kicked a man to death in '608, staged

^ WOULD YOU LIKE

19,000 PEOPLE TO SEE

YOUR PHOTOS ?

BECOME A COLLEGIAN
PHOTOGRAPHER

Estudiantes de Habia Hispana
Centro de Salud Mental

UniverskJad de Massachusens

en Amherst

Esta ofreciendo la oportunidad de unirte a un

grupo donde exploraremos nuestras relaciones

con miembros de nuestras famillas Muchas

voces esas relaciones no fueron funcionales y

hemos desarrollado sentlmientos hacia ellas

Ven. unete a nosotros. y en un ambiente sano y

confkjencial convercemos.

Uama al 545-2337 y pkle una cila para conocer

de tj y para tu conocer la lider del grupo y lo

que ella puede ofrecerte.

a phony boxing tournament in the '70s and reportedly
stole from his stable ofheavyweights in the '80s, took over
Team Tyson after a power struggle with Bill Cayton, one
of Tyson's original managers. King proceeded to sur-
round Tyson with his people, lavished Tyson with gifts,

all the while not caring about Tyson the person. Sorrow.
Most of all, though, the ignorance of Tyson and his

followers was and is the biggest cause for concern. Tyson
and his backers continue to say he is not guilty of raping
Desiree Washington. In their eyes, Tyson did no wrong.
Well, their eyes are in serious need of some glasses.

Sorrow.

Inside the ring, Tyson was ajoy to watch. In his prime,
Tyson was a complete fighter. He had it all, defense, ajab,
speed and, ofcourse, power. Electrifying knockouts were
commonplace with Tyson. But, he got careless and let his

skills slip until he got beat.

Now, I hear people around me talk about how Tyson
will become the heavyweight champ in the ring once he
gets out of jail.

Well before people start worrying about his in-the-

ring career I just hope he gets the guidance and support
he needs outside the ring so he does not give himself the

chance to be a heavyweight champ in jail.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist.
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"^

Open 7
days a iw^e«k

7aiii • lOpm

SOUTH TOWME
COMMOniS LAUNDROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

INTRODUCE YOUR BUSINESS
TO OVER 19,000 STUDENTS!

ADVERTISE IN THE COLLEGIAN
CALL 545-3500 FOR RATES AND INFO

IT WORKS.

SPORTS NOTICE
UMass Sports Schedule Today:

Men's Basketball: UMass at Buffalo

Women's Basketball: GW at UMass
Men's Swimming: UMass in New
Englands at Storrs, Conn.

Students - Start the Job Hunt Early

Explore Career Opportunities

in the Non-Profit Sector

"Organize and Implement Non-Profit
Job Campaigns"

Saturday, February 20 Workshop
(rescheduled) 1:30 - 5:00pm

with Dennis T. Baylor

Director, Career Development Services

ACCESS, Publisher of Community Jobs

REGISTER NOW!!!

Sponsored by Avanti Career Management
Sullivan Square • 17 New South Street

Northampton, MA 01060

iWA VANT/m

(413) 584-8409
Discounts for Studtnts, Advance Registration

The Massachusens Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Dally"

Classifieds

Write for the
Collegian

Arts News
Black Affairs Multicultural Affairs

Ed/Op Sports

GLB Issues Third World Affairs

Jewish Affairs Women's Issues

Come to 1 13 Campus Center
to find out how.

FOR SALE

PERSONALS .

HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

AcnvmES
A Fraabtot Learn to play bridge FREE I

SOM 101 Wed 2/24/935 30 pm 7 30pm
FHEE Titwl «i boo<L

LMdarship. FH«n<taM|i. S««vlc«
Rush Alp»ia Phi Omega
information Meetirtgs.

TONIGHT:7:30 pm Campus Center 917

Sigma Dalta Tau
Open Rush
Toes, Wed. Thurt. 7 9 pm
Fof more info cail Kim M9 5388

Unitarian Unhrersalist Young Adult

Group meeting this Sunday. Cootaci

Sean al 546 3935 for more info.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Europa this •ummar7 Only 169>' Jet

there anyflime for S169ii Reported in

Let's Go' and NY Times. CARRIBEAN

S189 r^ air to somewhere sunny. Cali

fornia - SI 29 one way, either way.

AIRHITCH (g> 212 864 2000

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Eacort 87 No rust runs great must

sell S2600.'b o Call 665 2350

Hyundai Excel '87 only S975

Changed; Catalyst, battery, tires

Recent complete tuneup
Evangelos 549 6579

Purchasing a car? Having your car

repaired' Do you know your rights?

Contact the Legal Services Center, 922

Campus Center 545-1995

ENTERTAINMENT

SYNAESTNESM
"Groovy music that you can dance

tor

Tonight at the Hatch 9 pm

FOR RENT

Cap* Cod - Group rentals in an araw
for sumrr>er season.

Reasonably Pricedl

Honey Sperco. Broker.

394 2857 days. 398 9367 evenings

FrMgc Rental 253-974,2 delivered free

1 bdrm In largo apt. S350/ heat incl.

665 3615

1 12 Town House Apartment available

for rent 3267.50 available immediately

to tie shared with male graduate stu

dent 545 6744 or 665 2810 E

Room downtown. Quiet, private,

lease through Aug.: S350/mo inclusive

253 4236 9am 9pm

FOR SALE

GNR til 4 fourth row seats

Also 2 Bon Jovi Hartlord

253 0813

HEALTH

1992 Subaru Loyale 12K like new

S7500 call 256 0966 or 7 18 852 0774

1950's Colce Machine
Bottle type vending

Adj. Pricing

Keep 60 bottles very cold I

Great for Beer/parties

S400 bo 253 5196

Printer for sale 413 245 9542 after 7

ask for Don

RT Ticket to New Orleans During

Spring Break S250 256 8696

FOUND

Two pairs of glasses found

1 tan with grey case

1 gold metal with blue case

call 549 6120

GREEKS AND CLUBS

SI000 an Hourl

Each member of you frat, sorority, team,

club, etc ,
pitches in just one hour and

your group can raise S1000 in |ust a few

days" Plus a chance lo earn S1000 for

yourself No cost. No obligation.

1 800 932 0528 ext 65

I toy maN discreet INK Bo*
11S1 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Evening |ol>st Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean

Water Action SlOOi^vk. • On Bus line

584 9830

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic conversa

tional English abroad Japan and Tai

wan Many provide room and tx>ard

and other benefits' MakeS2000 S4000->

per month. No previous training or

teaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call (206) 632- 1 1 46

ext. J5001

Jobsl Telefund is hirlngi

Qualified St udcnis needed to help raise

funds for UMass. Flexible hours, com
petitive pay. and great experience Call

545 3509 or stop down to our office in

the basement of Memorial Hall for an

application

Postal Jobs Avallablel Many posi

tions. Great Benefits. Call 1 800 436

4365 ext. p 3306

Summer Jobs and Internships

University Directories, the nations larg

est publisher of campus telephone di

rectories (including UMass at Amherstl,

IS interviewing goal oriented students

for a challentging. full time summer
position. Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and public relations

Average earnings $3900. Expense paid

training program in Chapel Hill, NC.

College credit may be available. Inter-

views on UMass at Amherst campus
Fetiruary 24th. Information and inter

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1 800 743 5556

Tetemarlceters - great money. Re
laxed rural office Evenings Experienced

only. Call Cheryl 9 4 548 9688

INSTRUCTION

I to Scuba dive earn two eredlls

Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday, or

Thursday al Curry Hicks 7 10 pm t 800-

282^77^
Physics and UMh Tutor

MA in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

LOSTI Brand new glasses grey and

black plastic with silver frame. Lost in

CC or Basics Call April 6 4574

Lost ~ Green Caribou backpack.

Probably near Boyden Gym last week
call Jason @ 549 0465

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM^
Call collect 508 827 4555

19St UMass Class Ring
Campus Center

Bren

256 6801

REWARD

MUSIC

Speakers, Reconing * Repair

Home. Auto. Pro

ATC Audio 244 Memorial Ave
W. Springfield 1-781-2327

MUSICIANS

Bassist seeks versatile musicians lo

compose new music (Firehouse, Phish,

Parliament. Crimson) Dan 6-S173

PERSONALS

Kkn Guertin
Happy 21st Birthday

Love. Kol

Thn.
Thanks' Your rnessage was sweet

Sorry about my boyfriend

Girl in Pink Sweater

Uen)

RUSH ZETA PSI

Last chance to mast Itie brothers of

Zeta Psi

Don't rmss this opportunity

We're meeting at Newman Center at

6:30 from there we're going to Cosby
Street.

SERVICES

Psychic Tarot Readings
Jim 665 1190

Resume Preparation assistarKe with

complete resume development Keith

Anderson. Ph D 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 263 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Mt. Farms Mali

TRAVEL

Language/cultural programs Uni-

versity of Granada. Spain S23(X} all in

elusive one month airfare, tuition, di

ploma r/b wtih family excursions June.

August Septemt)er Contact

Seven Continents
26Clauss Ave
Paramus. NJ 07662
201 607 7047

Scuba Dive Key Largo
Spring Break. Call Project Deep
1 800282 0977

Spring Break

:

CANCUN, NASSAU
lromS299

Organi/e a small group for FRCK trip

Call 1l800)Get Sun 1

11

Panama and Daytona
SI 39 and up

7 nights

Beachfront

deadline S(X)N'
Call Erica 546 0223

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja

maica. Cancun. Bahamas. Irom S459'

Florida from SI 49 Organiregrouplravel

free^r800 426 7710

TAKE IT OFF! 1

1

Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

Trip for 2 to the Bahamas S222 for a

couple . For details call Sarah 549 1609

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

Tutor Coins 105 1 7 hrs/wk 7 50/hr

Call 549 3516 ask for Amanda

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4

person apt in Brandywine or Putfton

Starling in January 546-2296

Cape Cod- Group Summer Rentals

Waterfront Houses Falmouth area

508-477-6000
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Sports
Barbee, the unsung hero of the court
Senior shirks spotlight, plays large role for Minutemen
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Ifyou look at the l^niversity ofMassachusetts basket-
ball team for any period of time, chances are you will

marvel at Harper Williams, Lou Roe or even the recent
exploits ofMike Williams. Ifyou're like most fans. chances
are you will overlook the contributions of Tony Barbee.

Barl)ee should be nicknamed the "Silent Assassin,"
because the 6-foot-6 forward does most ofhis talking with
his skills, unlike many of today's superstars. He isn't as
flashy as Roe. or as fiery as either Williams, but he is

exactly what head coach John Calipari needs: he is a
steady, reliable leader.

"It's up to me and Harper to step up. and that's what
I try to do. The reason why I don't score a lot in games is

because other people are hot. My role is to step up when
I'm needed."

In fact. Barbee played the role of hired gun when
Williams went out with a broken hand before the Abdow's
tournament in Springfield. What resulted was a career-

high 31 points and two easy wins for the Minutemen.
Barbee was a near-unanimous choice for MVP. a trophy
that had been Harper's the previous two years.

Credit the senior with holding the team together for

the nine game stretch without Williams, averaging nearly
20 points in that time. Even after Williams came back, it

was Barbee who hit the winning shot against Temple to

give UMass the rare victory

Barbee has been as vital to the program as almost any
other player John Calipari has coached. Two years ago.

Barbee silently waited in the shadows for his chance in

the spotlight.

He logged 30 games and averaged 15.3 points, but he
was underappreciated until his shot in the NIT against
Siena lifted the Minutemen into an overtime and, even-
tually, victory. When everyone else was covered, it was
Barbee who stepped up with the clutch turnaround
three-pointer. That shot signifies his career.

Last year, he was overshadowed by Will Herndon and
Jim McCoy, two stars of the 30-5. Sweet Sixteen squad.
Yet it was Barbee's versatility on both offense or defense
which was a big factor in the Minutemen's success.

Problems which could have erupted this year have
not. While Williams is being touted as an Ail-American
candidate. Barbee will be lucky if he gets all-conference

consideration. Yet he naturally allows his flashier

teammates the hype and hysteria.

But when the other Minutemen foul out or don't play
up to their abilities. Barbee is the one who steps up his

play. When the other players take a breather, Barbee is

the one out on the floor, playing an average of31 minutes
per game.

And when the media is groping after the latest Min-
uteman of the week, Barbee is the one sitting in the
corner, listening to his Walkman. It's just the way he is.

Game Notes: The Minutemen have to travel to Buf-
falo. NY tonight at 7:30 p.m. to face off against the
University of Buffalo Bulls, one of the worst teams in the
country. Earlier in the season, Iowa State defeated the
Bulls by 70 points. In this week's Sagarin Ratings,
Buffalo is ranked 289 of 300 teams.

X3SH REYNOLDS / CCLLtGlAN

Tony Barbee is a big reason why the Minutemen are 1 7-4.

The senior provides gritty leadership in addition to his weH-

rounded game.

Mike Tyson:
Sorrow for you

There he was, "Iron" Mike Tyson as a teenager
crxing his heart out to trainer Teddy Atlas before a
boxing match. This compelling scene, which was
part of "Mike T>son: The Untold Story," spoke
volumes about the life of Tyson, which has been
both fascinating and disturbing to watch._
CROFTS

"The Untold Story," which aired last Friday
Night on NBC, was a stirring piece of film, as it

chronicled the life of Tyson in gripping fashion.
There was no narrator: none was needed. Instead
the people and pictures did all the talking. Together,
they spoke loud and clear.

I watched this documentary on the road in a
hotel roomjust outside Washington D.C. with three
other guys. Throughout the film, there was little

movement m our room, as we all found ourselves
captivated by the stor>-. the story of Mike Tyson.

The Tyson story itself has been one which has
played itself like a long and windy road. "The
Untold Story" took one along that road, stopping at

Turn to TYSON, page 1
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Minutemen in New Englands
UMass to challenge UConn, Providence, BC and URI
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

How many times must an event or accomplishment
repeat itself before it can be called a "tradition"?

The University ofMassachusetts men's swimming and
diving team have won the la.st six combined Division One
and Two New England Championships, the only six held

since those two divisions split from Division Three in 1986.

If SIX consecutive wins does not qualify as a tradition,

then seven should. The pursuit of that seventh title

begins today at the University of Connecticut in Storrs.

Conn, for the 11-1 34th ranked Minutemen. and they are
shaved and ready to do battle.

"This is what we've been playing for all year." said
UMass coach Russ Yarworth . "We don't have a choice. We
have to be ready."

UMass will do battle for the title with UConn. its

fiercest swimming rival. Almost a month ago, the Min-
utemen registered their biggest win of the season when
they beat the Huskies in Storrs, 127.5 to 115.5, when
UMass' Aaron Osborne, Chris Barrett. Joe Morris and
Adam Reich won the meet's final event, the 400 Freestyle
Relay, by slightly more than a second.

Among the teams that will be fighting for third place
will be Providence College, Boston College and the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island, all schools UMass has beaten with

ease this season. It is clearly a UMass-UConn showdown,
with the winner holding bragging rights for another year.

With those six plaques adorning the wall of Yarworth's
office, it is the Minutemen who have the most to lose.

"Different teams have been taking turns trying to

knock us off." said Yarworth. "but no one has been able to

do it."

Yarworth feels that while UConn may have slightly

better frontline swimmers, his squad holds the edge in

depth, which is important in championship-event-scoring.

"They may have two kids in an event that may place."

he said. "We have three or four that can place, especially
in the freestyles and individual Medleys."

Those coughs and sniffles you hear in class have not
escaped the Minutemen . Those who do not have a cold are
either coming offone, orjust getting one, but as Yarwoth
said, "Unless you're in a casket, you have to get up on the
blocks and swim."

The team has tapered its workouts down over the past
two weeks, striving for optimal rest without losing the
competitive edge needed for the most important meet of
the year.

"We have a history and tradition of being tough —
especially mentally tough," Yarwoth said, pointing out
the big win over the Huskies and a strong finish in the
Atlantic 10 Championships to clinch second place, a sUm
half point ahead of West Virginia.

Colonials to visit Cage
ByJEFFCROFFS
Collegian Staff

Tonight (Curry Hicks Cage, 7 p.m. ) the

University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team entertains George Wash-
ington University in a game which could

have serious implications for the Atlantic

10 tournament
The Minutcwomen (8-12, 4-6 A-10) fell

to the Colonials ( 14-6, 6-2 A-10) 65-51 at

GW earlier in the season. The game, as in

many cases, was closer than the score

indicated.

UMass coach Joannie O'Brien said that

the Minutewomen were in the game most
of the way.

"What happened in the game was that

we did not shoot well," O'Brien said. "We
had some o) • i shots, but did not hit

them.
"They (GW^ had some kids step up,

and made a run at the end of the first

half," she sa id . "because ofthat, we had to

play catch-uj) basketball in the second

half."

GW corner into the contest on a high

note, as the Colonials polished off West
Virginia in their last contest 87-61. The
Minutemen, meanwhile, have dropped

four in a row.

In their first meeting, George Wash-
ington was led by Jennifer Shasky, who
pumped in 23 points. O'Brien said that the
Colonials possess a couple of weapons.

"We are going to have to keep their

main scorers at bay," O'Brien said.

"Darlene Saar and Debbie Hemery can
both score, even though it was Shasky
who hurt us last time."

For the Minutewomen, the key offen-

sive figure could be freshman Melissa
Gurile, who struggled a little bit (2-10

from the floor) against Rhode Island in

UMass' last contest. O'Brien said that
Gurile is a key tonight.

"Melissa is going to have to let the
game come to her," O'Brien said. "She will

get her shots if she'll take her time."

According to O'Brien, another key for

the game will be the battle of freshmen
point guards, UMass' Tricia Hopson ver-

sus GW's Myriah Lonergan.
"Tricia going to have to keep Lonergan

from penetrating," O'Brien said.
"Lonergan did a good job in doing that

last game."
O'Brien said that the game will be big

in terms of the A-10 tourney.

"It is a big game for us in the Atlantic
10," she said. "We want to get a couple of

more A-10 wins for the tourney."

Minutemen place 2nd
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
men's gymnastics team went into the
Temple/MIT meet expecting to be de-
feated by the Owls and to trounce on
MIT. They lost toTemple 261 .05-243.30
and defeated MIT by over 124 points.
Leading Minuteman performer Jason
Braud said that there is room for im-
provement.

"It was a pretty good meet," said
Braud. "We are definitely looking for
improvement. We are far from scoring
as well as we can."

Braud, a junior, and senior captain
Steve Christensen were the only Min-
utemen to score in the Feb. 13 meet.
Braud continued to be UMass' best
overall performer as garnered two first
place finishes, in the fioor exercise
(9.25) and in the vault (9.15). Braud
also came in third place in the rings
(8.85).

^

Despite having a great overall per-
formance considering the opposition,
Braud was disappointed. He had set
his sights on becoming the UMass
record holder in the floor exercise, with

the record being 9.70.

"I was not up for it," Braud said, who
was under five-tenths of a point off. "It

was because of the last move on the
floor that I didn't get the record. I was
doing very well up until that move."

Christensen continued to excel in
the pommel horse as he finished first

with a 9.55. As oflast week. Christensen
was ranked fifth in the nation in this
event. Though he felt his effort wasjust
"alright," it was good enough for first

place against the Temple powerhouse.
UMass coach RoyJohnson was most

impressed with the team's effort in the
pommel horse. Jason Fox and Craig
Erickson, in addition to Christensen.
were responsible for this according to
Johnson. Fox scored an 8.05 and
Erickson recieved a 7.60.

On Saturday Feb. 20. the Mi nute-
men,.3-1 in E.I.G.L. action face talented
Army and Cornell University at 1 p.m.
at Boyden Gym.

"We are hoping to break into the
250s ( point-wise ),"Johnson said. "Army
is strong in every event, and just like
us. have a weakness in the high bar. In
the first five events, we should stay
with them."

kb.]m-2h[

PornoAfro Homos
the Post Modern

Homosexuals
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

The Porno Afro Homos (Post Modern Afri-

can-American Homosexuals) will make their

area debut this weekend presenting two
tender and humorous shows that confront
issues such as homophobia in the Black
community, racism in the gay commu-
nity and the insensitivity of various AIDS
activist groups in regard to gay Black
men. The San Francisco based acting
trio has performed all around the
country receiving rave reviews for its

"honest, funny look at gay life."

The Pomo Afro Homos are three

African-American gay men - Brian

Freeman, Djola Bernard Branner,

and Eric Gupton - all ofwhom have
performed solo and in other theater

ensembles, including the San Fran-

cisco Mime Troupe and the Flesh
and Spirit PerformanceCompany. The
three met in San Francisco and com-
bined their individual skits into their

current shows.

Fierce Love is a 70-minute collection of
skits, sketches, monologues that captures the
unique perspectives of Black gay life. The skits^

range from a parody of the snap queens frequently
seen on In Living Color to a skit about Mr. ACT
BLACK who threatens to "out" the Pomo Afro
Homos because their behavior is not "Black
enough." The Friday eveningperformanceofF/erce
Love will be a benefit performance for ARISE, a

non-profit community service organization pres-

ently working to educate low-incomewomen about
AIDS prevention.

Dark Fruit reclaims pages of the memory of a

Black gay childhood in sketches that are as much
about sexual hunger as they are about sexism,
racism, and the absence of a Black gay community.
A piece called "Chocolate City U.S.A." uses a series

of letters, challenging everyone from AIDS volun-
teers to Black churches, to Magic Johnson, regard-

ing his overzealous "I'm not gay" statements.

A symposium will also be held in conjunc-
tion with these two performances titled "Inter-

section: Confronting Racism and
Homophobia" on Feb. 20 at 3 p.m. in Campus
Center room 1 74-76. In addition, the group will

take part in Friday's Brown Bag Lunch discussion,

the weekly Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual studies

series titled, "Who is We? Race, Sexuality, Identity

and Culture."

The Pomo Afro Homos are sponsored by New
World Theater, the Program for Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Concerns, and the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay
Alliance (LBGA) as part of this year's Black History

Month program at the University.

On Friday, Feb. 1 9, thegroup willperform F\erce

Love and on Saturday, Feb. 20, they will perform

Dark Fruit. Both performances will take place in

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $5, $3 for students and are available

in the Fine Arts Center Box Office orby calling 545-

251 1. BowkerAuditorium is located in Stockbridge

Hall off Commonwealth Avenue on the UMass
campus. Parking is available in the Campus Center

Garage and in Lot 65 next to Stockbridge Hall.

/
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Unfbrgiven & Howards End top Oscar nods
Bv JON LUPO
Collegiiin Staff

Surprises abound early Wednesday morning as celebrities,
star-watchers and the press collectively held their breath in
anticipation of the nominations for the 65th Annual Acad-
emy Awards.

Ihifuriiwen, Clint EastwtxKl's western hit and Howards
titii, the British art-house favorite, each earned nuic nomina-
tions; rieing for the most honored.

But the biggest surprises were Neil Jordan's The Cr\in^
Came, which garnered six nominations in all, including Best
Picture. Director and .Actor .ind the glaring omissum of
MaUiilni ,\', of whose on!\ iioniination was for Best .\ctor
(Den/el Washington

Here's a rundown at the nia|or nominees — along with
some unsolicited coinmentarv.

Beit Suppotiiiig Actor— The biggest shtKk came with a
nonimation for Jaye Davidson for The Crying Came.
Whether or not this ruins the film for those who haven't seen
It has yet to be known. David Paymer, who plaved Billy
Crystal's brother st) w ell in the flop Mr. Satunlay Night, was
also a surprise nomination.

Also honored were Gene Hackman for his supporting
work in Vnforgheii, }.\ck Nicholson fV)r A hew CuoJ Men
and Al Pacino (also nominated for Best Actor) for his por-
trayal of a slea/y real-estate con man in Clengarr^- Clen Ross.

This category's pretty much up in the air, as Davidson's
nomination kind of throws expectations out of whack. But if

I was cornered, I'd have to go with the safe choice of Gene
Hackman. The Academy is quite brave with its nominations,
but hardly e\er folUiws through. The Acadenrv forgot: Al
Freenuin, Jr. for Malcolm X and Forrest Whitaker for The
Crying Came.

Best Supporting Actress — A rich, a^ros-, the board se-

lection of which all deserve to win. Judy Davis for her
complex butoh-so-funny work in Hiishamhand «'«•«,Joan
Plowright in the overrated but still pleasant Enchanted April,
Vanessa Redgrave for her performance in Howards End, the
magnificent .Miranda Richardson for Damage (she also de-

serves nods for supporting work in Enchanted April dnA The
Crying Came) and Marisa Tomei for My Cousin Vinny.

Everyone here is worthy. How about a five-wav tie.=' The
Academy forgot: Michelle Pfieffer for Batman Returns and
Shabana Azmi for the otherwise dismal City ufjoy.

BestActor— Another cross section of great performances;
some though are trapped in mediocre or even bad movies.
Robert Downey, Jr. for the disappointing Chaplin, Clint
Eastwood for his stoic work in Unforgiven (he's never been
nominated), Al Pacino for the ovcrlong Scent ofA Woman,
a textured Stephen Rca for The Crying Came and a perfect
Denzel Washington for Malcolm X.

I'd go for Washington in Malcolm X and the Academy
probably will as well, ifonly for the White-liberal guilt factor.

Don't discount EastwiMxl or Pacino either — neither have
ever won and they're big-time Hollywood royalty. The
Academy forgot: },\ck Lemmon for Clengarry Clen Ross, but
since he's already won twice; the heck with him. Also Harvey
Keitel for Reservoir Dogs and John Malkovich for Of Mice
and Men.

Best Actress — Some last-minute campaigning filled the
void in the dearth of eligible nominees. Catlierine Deneuve
for Indochine, Mary McDonnell for Passion Hish, Michelle
Pfeiffer for the clunky love hield, a moving Susan Sarandon
lor Lorenzo's Oil ami Emma Thompson for Howards End.

It's a neck-in-neck race Ivtween Sarandon and Thomp-
son, but I'd give the edge to Th»>mps«in, who won all the
maior critics awards plus a Golden Globe. The Academy
forgot: Tilda Swinton for Edward II and some more decent
roles for women.

Best Director— Mostly great directors doing their best
work. Neil Jordan for the mesmeriying The Crying Came,
James Ivory for the stately Howards End, Robert Altman for
the scathingly funny The Player, Martin Brest (the only non-
worthy) for Scent of A Woman and Clint Eastwood for
Vnforgiven.

My pick would be Jordan or Altman, but EastwtxxJ has
the inside track. The Academy forgot. A guy named Spike
Lee. Duh. Who has their heads up their butts this time?

TURN It) OSCAR PAGE 8

CO««T«y COIUMBU PtCTUNU
Tom Cruise stars in "A Few Good Men," one of the

five nominees for Best Picture. Though Cruise was not
chosen, co-star Jack Nicholson was nominated for his
work in the film.
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Budweiser
& Bud Light
1 2 pk. bottles
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Stroh's &
Stroh's Light
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Miller Genuine
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Gordon's
Gin
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Purple
Passion

2.0 Ltr.
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WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
Tele-check for 6 University Drive i
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SUTTER HOME
WHITE $

ZINFANDEL 349
750 ML

FOLONARI
SOAVE $C495 1.5L

FREIXENET $C;99
CORDON NEGRO

BRUT
5

750 ML

SMIRNOFF $iy|49
VODKA 14*^

1.75L

CHIVAS $QQ99
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SCHENLEY $^ 049
WHISKEY 1^

1.75L

AMHERST SUNSHINE

ICARWASH
Automatic wa.sh/w^ y

Daily 8-5pm
Self Service
Soap/i?inseAX7ax

Bubble Brush/Tire Cleaner
Engine Degreaser
Vacuum Cleaners

381 College Street (Rt.9 East)

JAMESON IRISH $
WHISKEY

i49

750 ML

COSSACK $749
f 1.75

SALE 9.49 MAIL IN REBATE 2.00
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TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 2/18/93 THRU

WEDS. 2/24/93

Full Redemption Center

^ 256-mi

MMA/CA m9
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7 Nights inci Airfare from
Boston, Hotel «, transfers

Taxes not included Rates
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

KAPI^^KINGS
FRIDAY

CONCERT — The Ciompi by Priscilla Smith of Amherst will
String Quartet of Duke Univer- perform a benefit concert en-
sity with John Van Buskirk, piano, titled "Songs of Wandering and
will perform works of Mozart, Travel" tonight at 8 in the Unitar-
Shumann, and the premiere of ian Society's Great Hall. 220 Main
Sthr^g Quartet ho. 4, by Donald Street. Northampton. Donations
Wheelock at Sweeney Concert at the door of $5 ($4 seniors and
Hall. SC. 8 p.m. FREE. Call 585- students) will benefit the Unitar-
3 1 50 for details. ian Society's hymnal fund.
CONCERT — Rock band Big LECTURE—The LGBA Brown

Shoulders will perform tonight at Bag Series presents the Pomo
9 at the AC Campus Center Afro Homos to discuss "Who is

Frontroom. Admission is $7. $2 we? Race, sexuality, identity and
with an Amherst College ID. For culture." Campus Center Room
more information call 542-5773. 917. noon- 1:30 p.m.
THEATRE — Pomo Afro Ho- CONCERT — Tom Savoy will

mos will deliver a fierce and funny perform at the Coolidge Park Cafe
revue of sketches, monologues, at the Hotel Northampton tonight
and musical routines on every from 5-8. At 8:30. Hal Benoit

Deborah Francoise
COMmSY OtBOdAM nMMCOMI

THURSDAY
COMEDY — Michael Ziegfeld

will perform an evening of com-
edy tonight at 8 in Herter Hall

room 227 as part of the 1993
Jewish Arts Festival. He is hailed

as one ofAmerica's best up-and-
coming young talents. Tickets
are $4. $2 for students.

GLOBETROTTERS — The
world renowned Harlem
Globetrotters will take the floor

tonight at the Mullins Center at

7:30. Call 545-0505 for tickets.

AODITIONS — Auditions for

Offending the Audience, The
WalcingDream, Resurrection and
two additional plays TBA. Audi-
tions are open to all Five College
students. Scripts will be avail-

able weekdays in Fayerweather
Room 1 1 lA, AC. The auditions

are tonight at 7 at Fayerweather,
AC.
THEATRE— The Giant Peach

Troupe Children's Theater pre-

sents an Exploration and a Cel-

ebration. Valley college and local

middle school students explore
creation myths from Australian

Aborigine. Japanese and Haida
Indian cultures and create an
original ensemble piece. Tonight
at 7 at HC. Also Feb. 19 at 7 p.m..
Feb. 20-21 at 2 p.m. Call 549-
4600, ext. 35 1 for tickets and the
HC hall. Tickets are $3, $2.50 for

students.

MGSIC— WFCR will be airing

Witness: A Celebration of Black
History Month, including the
world premiere of a new choral

work by William Banfield and
portions of a Requiem Mass by
Jose Mauricio Nunes-Garcia.
88.5 FM. 9 p.m.
CONCERT — Shockra will be

performing at Pearl Street in

Northampton tonight at 9. 18+.

aspect of the post-modern Afro
American homosexual experi-
ence tonight at Bowker Audito-
rium at 8. performing Fierce Loue.
Call the FAC at 545-0132 for

info.

CONCERT — The Low Road

takes over until 12:30. Call the
Hotel Northampton at 584-3 1 00
for details.

CONCERT — A night of
women in the arts; great Valley

songwriters Jaime Morton, Dar
Williams. Anne Weiss and Chaia

and Knots and Krosses will pro- Heller folk out the evening to-
vide a double bill of acoustic rock night at the Book Mill in Montague
tonight at the Iron Horse at 7. at 8:30. Tix are $4. Call 367-
Tickets are $6. Call the Iron Horse 9206 for more info.

at 584-0610 for details.

CONCERT — Brother-sister

vocal duo Peter W. Shea of
Amherst and Joanne Low of
Brunswick. Maine, accompanied

coumsv m.1 roMmii
The Pomo Afro Homos

SATURDAY

CONCERT — Peter Miles, an
acoustic guitarist and vocalist

from Southern Vermont will per-

form blues, ballads and originals

from his debut release. Miles to

Go tonight at the Green River

Cafe. 24 Federal Street.
Greenfeld.

CONCERT — Music at

Amherst presents James Buswell
on violin. Music by Schubert,
Busoni. Bach and Block. $14
orchestra, $12 balcony; $10 &
$8 for area students; $5 for AC
students, discounts for elders.

Call 542-2195 for reservations.

AC Buckley Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY
CONCERT — The Five Col-

lege Choral Festival, featuring

choral music by choirs from all 5
Colleges will be performed to-

night at John M. Greene Hall, SC,
at 7:30. The evening will also

include the premiere of Summit
House by Mt. Holyoke composer
Allen Bonde. FREE.
CONCERT—The Big Waaagh

Scratch Band, reigning jugband-

stringband-vaudvillians, will

come to The Iron Horse tonight at

7. Tickets are $4.

SYMPOSIGM-A symposium
entitled "Intersection: Confront-

ing Racism and Homophobia"
will take place today at 3 p.m. in

the Campus Center. FREE.
THEATRE — Pomo Afro Ho-

mos will be performing Dark Fruit,

the second of their two plays,

tonight at Bowker at 8. Call the

FAC at 545-3671 for details.

CONCERT — Charlie Schmidt

will be performing at the Coolidge

Park Cafe at the Hotel Northampton

from 8:30- 1 2:30 this evening.

CONCERT — Chalyce Blair

will be performing at Wiggin's
Tavern at the Hotel Northampton
from 6:30-10:30 this evening.
Call 584-3100 for details.

FlUA—MyBeautifuli^undrette,
with Daniel Day-Lewis will beshown
atGamble Auditorium,MHC, at 7 &
9 p.m. $2.50.

CONCERT — "Ragas for

Peace," classical music of India

by Ms. Ranganayaki
Rajagolopalan and Ensemble, will

be performed tonight at AC.
Rajagopalan is a virtuoso veena
player, leading exponent of the

traditional Karaikudi style, and
Copeland Fellow at AC. The per-

formance is part of the "Imaging
Peace" Lamont Arts Project.

Buckley Recital Hall, AC, 8 p.m.
COMMUNITY — The GM Pan-

Hellenic Association presents a Step
Show: Celebration of Black History

tonight at the Campus Center Au-
ditorium from 10 p.m. -2 a.m.

POETRY READING — Timo-
thy Liu, a highly respected gay.

Asian-American poet, will read
from his recently published col-

lection Vox Angelica today at the

Book Mill in Montague at 4.

GALLERY RECEPTION — A
gallery reception to welcome
Stella Bernstein's exhibit "The
Beauty Project" will be held at

the Amherst Community Arts

Center today from 3-5 p.m. The
exhibit will run through March 9.

Gallery hours are Monday-
Thursday, 5-8 p.m. ACAC is lo-

cated at the corner of North
Pleasant and Meadow streets in

North Amherst.
EXHIBIT — Sharon Harper's

"Life's Scenarios" will be on dis-

play at the Pizzeria Paradiso in

Northampton beginning today
and running through April 3.

Gallery hours are: Sunday 4-10
p.m., Monday-Thursday 5- 1 0:30
p.m., and Friday & Saturday 5-

11:30 p.m. Call 586-1468 for

details. Pizzeria Paradiso is lo-

cated on 12 Crafts Ave. in

Northampton.
COMMUNITY— Spirit Rhythm

Council presents an open com-
munity drum and dance jam to-

day from 1-5 p.m. For all ages
and levels of experience. East
Street Studios, Hadley. $5 do-
nation at door.

THEATRE — The
Northampton Arts Council pre-

sents "Child's Play: A Children's

Performance Showcase," today
at the Academy of Music Theater
in Northampton. Admission is

$5. 2 p.m. Call Bob Cilman or
Mary Kasper at 586-6950, ext.

269 for details.

CONCERT— The internation-

ally acclaimed Zamir Chorale of
Boston will serenade Pioneer
Valley audiences today at 3 in

Sweeney Concert Hall at Sage
Hall, SC. Tickets are $8, $6 for

students, senior citizens and
children.
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Composer Deborah Franciose to play NoHo
THIS WEEKEND

By RACHHL D. MKDANIC
Collojiian Staff

PcrhapsoncofthctrcslicstcTcativc breaths
t)f thisgiiicration, pianist/coinpt)scr Dclx)rah
Franciose will K- appearing for her second
time at the Iron Horse tonight at 8.

While doing her graduate work at New
England Conservatory eight years ago.

Franciose got turned onto jazz while working
on George Gershwin's "Rhapsody In Blue."

Beginning at age 5, Franciose started her
training as a classical pianist. But exposure to
Gershwin started her composing her own
work against a backdrop of jazz.

The diversity of her material has caused
her work to be smiultaneously termed jazz,
classical, new age and instrumental.

STUDENT AFFAIRS SPECIAL SERVICES
236 WHITMORE

Is there something you would like to say

before graduating?

You are invited to submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Eligibility:

Format:

Subject Matter:

Submit Proposals To:

Selection Process:

Graduating UMass-Amherst senior.

Submit not more than three word-
processed or typewritten pages, double
spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minute
speaking lime.

Text should concern higher education,

and be relevant to the University and
yourexperience(s) here.

Paul R. Appleby, Director. Disability

Serv ices, (non-voting Committee
Chair). 231 Whitmore, 545-0892

A committee of students (majority),

faculty, and staff, will review propo als.

Authors' names will have been delett d
lo ensure objectivity. Ratings will bt

assigned. Selected authors will be
invited lo "audition" before the

committee (in March). A Hnal selection

will then be made by the committee.

Deadline:

For additional

information:

Friday. February 1 9th, 1993. 4:30 p.m.

Paul R. Appleby, Selection Committee
Chair. 23 1 Whitmore. 5-0892.

PUTUS

^
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT » ORE
PSYCH • GRE BIO * OAT • TOEEL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • FMGEMS *

ELEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

Ifm have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.

Our studbnts get the highest scores. We've proven It to over
one million students I et uq orovp It to v^n

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780

Bur what rhc media have missed until now
is that her work is its own musical classifi-

cation in the making. Franciose hcrselt is

reluctant and anxious about acknowledging
the uniqueness of her work, indeed it is a

tremendous responsibility.

Franciose's musical creativity is fed by her
empathic, intuitive grasp of the underlying
principles of situations.

After getting her masters at the Conser-
vatory she studied with t yie Mays
(keyboardist for the Pat Metheny Group)
and played in a regular "jazz gig" at the
Charles Hotel Regattabar in Cambridge,
Mass. She appeared all over the New England
area at major jazz festivals and at the o|Jcn-
ings of well known jazz houses such as El

Morocco in Worcester and Scullers in Boston.
So if Franciose is her own classification,

what does her music sound like.' Of course,
the best way to find out is to go see her in

person or to buy her newest album Gypsy
Heart or her first solo release w hich she put
out in June last year called Alniost Home.

She released Cypsy Heart in Novemh)er of
1992 and since then, she says she has found
her t.I) in all different kinds of sections in the
stores and in the collections of radio stations.
Gypsy Heart consists entirely of her «iwn
work .ind includes her own arrangement of

"Summertime" and "Eleanor Rigby."
She is backed up by Ron Murray on bass

and Bob Moses, Marty Richards, and Grover
Mooney on the drums.

Franciose gets her inspiration from scenes
of places she's been or would like to go. One
listener described "Serengcti" {Gypsy Heart)
as something that "sounds like Schroder (from
the Fcanuts)." But with Schroder's charisma
and more, Franciose's skill is in the uninhibited
freedom that each compositionhas running
through it.

"Get It Straight," from Gypsy Heart, was
inspired by what Franciose perceived to be
going on when the Clarence Thomas-Anita
Hill hearings were in progress. "I saw two
people, both victims," said Franciose. She
says that people react with laughter to the
song (if wasn't meant to be funny) when they
hear the title and what the song is about.
When she writes a piece, Franciose says she is

trying to get people to "live what I have lived.

. . without words."

Franciose, who says she likes "wit and
playfulness" in her music, says her biggest
fans arc those who tell her they really don't
like lazz, but really like what she does. She is

"totally amazed" at her following. Of her rise
in popularity, Franciose said, "This chose
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The other world of Nausicaa.
AKVUCm. . STINMO CHMJ/TOKUMA SMOTW

By KIP MANI.EY
Collegian Staff

Nausicaa of the Valley of Wind
By Hayao Miyazaki
Viz Select Comics

A small glider drops silently through a sky filled with giant
insects and floating spores, landing in a nightmare lunglc of
molds and fungi the size of trees. The pilot disembarks near
the molted shell of an nlmttt, a creature much like a June bug
the size of the Fine Ans Center, and begins to salvage pieces
of it for her village.

This is not the world we know.
The stage of Hayao Miyazaki's epic Nausicaa is set in "the

long twilight years" of humanity, hundreds of years from
now at the close of "the ceramics era," and from the first

panels we never doubt that we are in another world.
Humanity hangs by its collective fingernails, scraping out

a meager existence in tiny scattered villages, scavenging
ancient machines they don*f understand from the ruins of
cities that are nothing more than legends and debns. All
around is the deadly Sea of Corruption, a terrifyingly alien
ecosystem of enormous molds and fungi and insects that
engulfs whatever it touches and leaks a poisonous miasma
that makes even the air above something to be feared.

And yet humanity is up to its old tricks. The two largest
political entities left, the Torumekian Empire and the Dorok
Principalities, are lurching towards war with each other,
despite internecine struggles in both camps and military
hardware rtiat requires a kick and a prayer to work at all.

Nausicaa is a misanthropist's fable with a plot driven by
the stupidities of humanity, from the admirable stupidity of

pride and honor to the apallingly short-sighted stupidity of
greed and intolerance, but despite this bleak outlook there is
one ray of hope: Nausicaa herself, who manages to bear the
mantle of messiah without being completely insufferable.

She IS surrounded by memorable characters on every side— there are no good guys or bad guys here, |ust people in
conflict whose high ptiints of heroism are often matched by
moments of fear and hatred just as low.

The true delight in this comic, though, is discovering the
carefully delineated world that Miyazaki has created and
fully realized in his detailed pen-and-ink drawings that add a
lu.xurious texture to the standard Japanese manna style.
Everything has been carefully thought out, from the art and
technology of the various cultures we encounter down to the
belt buckles. Politics, tactics, motivations, the economv and
ecology of this fantasy world —each builds logicall v upon the
other, forming a seamless whole that rivals the world of Dave
Sim's Cerebus for believabiltty and reality.

Nausicaa is still a work in progress. Over 5(X) pages have
been translated from the original Japanese, leaving at least a
third of the story yet to be told, and leaving unanswered the
question of whether or not a young woman alone can save a
world seemingly bent on its own destruction. The first two
volumes are available in the original installments and in
somewhat smaller bound collections; the third is even now
being published monthly from Viz comics and should be on
the shelves of your friendly neighborhood comics shop.

Though it may be difficult to find, and though the story is

dense at points and difficult to follow, Hayao Miyazaki's epic
ecological fantasy is well worth your time and trouble.
Nausicaa of the Valley of Wind is a story you won't soon
forget, and a world you'll want to visit again and again —
even if it isn't a nice place to live.

Untamed Heart will grab you
Adam Scott Roberts reviews tender new love story
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Don't deny it. We've all said it. You know, the time when
you're at the movie theatre trying to get comfortable into
those uncomfortable theatre scats and you say to your
friends, "I can't wait to see that movie when it comes out,"
after viewing those action-packed coming attractions. Well,
finally the movie you've anxiously waited for has come out,
and it won't disappoint you like all the others before that
came before it.

Instead. Untamed Heart will grab a hold of you as your
eyes are uncontrollably locked intoa voyeuristic stare at three
young familiar faces and a storyline that works its Ix'st at
telling a story. At last, someone has done their homework in

Hollywood!

The film's cast includes two of Hollyv\'ood's latest rising
female stars, N Iaris.i Tomei {My Cousin Vinny) and Rosie Perez

( White Men Can't Jump). The producers then throw in teen
heart-throb Christian Slater, as if he was a piece of meat being
fed to the tigers (young female audiences) and whammo —
you've got a film that's got the edge to be bringing 'cm into
the theatres.

Tomei plays a Minnesota waitress that is constantly
getting herself involved with all the wrong men. So, after her
boyfriend breaks her heart she stops wishing for Mr. Right
and goes on living her life at rhc diner where she works.

At work, Tomei and Perez are the chic waitresses that the
regulars love to shmooze with over a cup of coffee. Tomei 's

character, Caroline takes a mother-like role over her quiet
and very weird co-worker Adam played stunningly bv Slater
when he cuts himself at work.

Adam is very shy and doesn't communicate well with
people, except for Caroline. He has a mysterious yet comfort-
ing aura. He is so hard to figure out due to his excessive
quietness, yet his long smile m.ikcs him seem like a little

puppy — small and innocent.

After work one evening, Ciarolme is followed by two
drunken men that had been her obnoxious customers earliern RN TO UNTAMED PACiH S
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Jesus Christ
Superstar is a
heavenly gift
By SHAv/N McDonnell
Collegian Staff

If Robcn Johanson's acclaimed 1 989 producrion of
Jesus Christ Superstar was a stirring revival t)f a musical
classic, then Tony Christopher's current production
(Feb. 8 and 9 at the Mullins Center) is the theatrical
equivalent of a heavenly visitation. Blessed with a near-
perfea cast, a production design of simple brilliance,
and stunning new orchestrations, this Superstar is an
evening of sheer joy, and one of the finest touring
musicals I have seen. 1 wo hours after the rapturous
standing ovation which greeted the final curtain, my
hands are still red and raw from constant applause.

Telling the story of Christ's final davs, this Tim
Rice/Andrew Lloyd Webber r<Kk opera seems every
bit as new and exciting as it must have 25 vears ago—
thanks in no small part to Michael Rapp's sensational
new orchestrations. From the first note of the rtxk-
flavored overture, it was clear that this production
would not be a museum piece. Rapp's outstanding
musical accomplishment is typical .»f the gcnuiiu-
inspiraticm behind every aspect «)f this production.

Utilizing a movable system of stairs and an enormous
raked platform (designed by Bill Stabile), director/
choreographer Tony Christopher createsa production
of simple but powerful appeal. Assisted bv
C:hristopher's wonderful eye for images. Rick Bel/ers
lighting transforms the simple playing area into ev-
erything fr«)m the seamy underworld of the temple to
the carnival side show of Herod's house.

The score is one o{ the finest produced b> Rice and
Webber, and every numkr is staged like a showstopper.
Christopher even turns the constantly underrated
"Herod's St>ng'* into a hilarious sideshow vamp bv an
androgynous, capcd King.

Heading a wonderful cast. Carl AnderM»n (js |u-
das) proves he still has what it takes, a quarter-century
after joining .S///;tT>7.;r on the Broadway stage. Th<High
he IS perhaps best rememlxred as the mustachuKd.
bell-bottomedJudasof Norman Jewtson's film version,
Anderson's performance here marks a definite de-
parture from this image of the Cireat Betrayer. Clean
shaven, and dressed in a vaguely military lacket, this
Judas is less an inn<Kent dupe of the priest Caiaphas,
and more a spiteful, disllusioned Jesus-freak.

In the title role, both Ted Neeley and Danny Zolh
(on different nights) turned in fine performances.
Neeley, of course, is Jesus — he played him on the
stage, on the screen, and the third of four recordings.
Now in his 40s, Neeley was not unaware of the
potential irony in his most famous lines: "Once 1 was
inspired/ Now I'm sad and tired." But any doubts
about his staying pcjwer were firmly dispelled bv the
wailing v(Kals of his second-act signature song.

Understudy and UMassgrad Danny Zolli overcame
significant resistance Wednesday night (the collective
groan of disappointment at the announcement of

TL'R.V lO SUPERSTAR PAt;K S
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Low-rent cheapie thrills with the evil Temp
By

I
ON I UPO

Q)llcgian Staff

OiKc upon .1 tinu- way back in 1 98",

director Adrian lync and actors Michael
Douglas and Glenn C'lose came together and
made a little movie called FjLiI Attrjctitm. It

was a critical and box office smash, mauily
because it tapped into a primal fear— what
seems ordinary (an affair, a nanny, a room-
n\ate, etc.) could end up going psycho and
killing your kid's rabbit/taking your asthma
medication/murdering your puppy and boy-

friend, etc.

The mistress 'from hell' became a pop
culture phenomenon ("I won't be ignored"),

sporting a handful of copycat films designed

to capitalize on this 'from hell' concept. Not
only did "from hell' become the most overused
film phrase since 'coming of age' (and in this

article as well), it Ix-came a genre virtually

unto it self.

There was the nann>' from hell in HjnJ that

Roiki the Cradle (a hilariously campy film, if

anyone cares), the policeman from hell in

Unlanfiil Entry- and the roommate from hell

in Single White female. What's next. . . the

postman from hell? ("He came to deliver the

mail. . . and never left'.').

I his roundabout introduction brings us
to The Temp, a secretary from hell movie
about a woman who schemes her way up the

corporate ladder in. . . a food company. It's

a movie that revels in its absurd situations

while frying to play it straight.

The Temp also serves as a showcase for

Academy Award-winning has-been actors

who try to go with the flow (Timothy Hutton
and Faye Dunaway) and an up and coming
Lara Flynn Boyle (Waj-wt-'s World), all of

whom attempt to have their camp and eat it

too. Unfortunately, the material is strictly B-

grade, and the actors trip over the plot trying

to gain some respectability.

Hutton plays a food company exec who is

sef>erated from his wife and child because of

his paranoid nature (?!). When his secretary

Lance (yes. Lance) takes a leave of absence,

super secretary Boyle takes his place. She
rescues Hutton from a missed deadline, or-

ganizes his office and becomes a general

barracuda in the secretarial pool.

Boyle clearly wants more and works to get

in the good graces with the company's head
honcho (Dunaway), undermining her superi-

ors, all while remainingcreepily byal toHunon.
S<K)n, tht)ugh, Kxlies stan piling up. Hutton,
becoming seemingly paranoid again, suspects

Boyle and of course, no one believes hun.

Meanwhile, the company is being taken

over by a huge food conglomerate and a new
plan to market oatmeal-raisin cookies is un-

veiled in hopes of impressing the new parent

company. So, basically, Boyle is supposedly

killing people and backstabbing so she can

gain power over oatmeal-raisin cookies.

One of the better things about The Temp
is that it doesn't follow many of the con-

ventions of this new genre. Though the twists

arc equally silly, they're at least surprising.

Also credit the film for never letting Hutton
submit to Boyle's frequent amorous proposals.

But alas. The Temp is riddled with conti-

nuity and believability problems. Hutton dis-

covers all the bodies by sheer chance, whether
it be on a bridge on his way to work or late at

night in the deserted office building. And the

fact that Boyle's did-she-or-didn't-she guilty

status is undone by a cheap K-Mart
photo frame strains any credibility the film

was trying to strive for.

Then there are the actors. Timothy Hutton
won a Best Supporting Actor Oscar for his

sterling work in Ordinary- People. Here, with

a career to resuscitate, Hutton turns out to Ik
pretty darn gtxKJ. It's a credible performance
trapped in a bad movie. Considering the

material though, Hutton makes the best out

of a three-emotion hero with stale emotional

baggage.

The other Academy Award w inner in The
Temp is Faye Dunaway, who won for Net-

work, but is probably best remembered for

her underrated turn in the campy film bio of

Joan Crawford, Mommie Dearest. Dunaway
is more Crawford than Dunaway in The
Temp, and the high profile part allows her to

chew scenery and still remain her "special

guest star" aura.

l.ara Flynn Boyle, an obvious graduate of

the Sharon Stone-ice princess school of movie

acting, is too goofy to lake seriously. One
moment she's a tough-as-nails junior exec,

another she's a stumbling se.x fxjt, out to

seduce the world (with her overacting, it

seems). This doesn't, however, explain why
she has a different 'do in every scene. Boyle is

more like a walking advertisement for some
hair product tie-in than an actress in this film.

Not credi ble enough to be taken seriously,

but not outlandish enough to be low-rent

camp. The Temp is like one of those USA
cable thriller with better cinematography. A
cinema oddity that tries to defy formula

while reveling in it. The Temp never fully

realizes what fun it could've had. C-

New release from Nag Nag Nag is a winner
Bv BROOKLC. WUhFl FR
CA)llegian Staff

7 Too .Many

Nag Nag Nag
Humbert Records

The same daily thing can really wear down your will to

live. The winter gray of every waking breath, the sanu
brand of peanut butter, the same "I..A. Law" reruns— the
same grinding, shapeless music whining out of vt)ur speakers.

Before you cash out, I've gotta little prescription for your
yawning stereo. It's a little chunky, a little spicy, a little

poppv, with a touch of schmaltz, a whiff ot thrash and quite
palatable. . .

7 Too Many is the first label-release compilation from
local band Nag Nag Nag. The album is like all the stuff that

falls out of a pinata — a jumble oi different sized things,

lumpy and bumpy, with a hundred different colors and
everything tasting different but all g<K)d to eat.

Strange semi-maniacal balladeers and dual guitar virtuosos

Tony Westcott and .\r\ Vais put their songwritingand singing

talents into the permanent form along with fellow UMass
alumni (or scM>n to be) Western .\Liss. natives Brian Oslcy
i bass )

and Paul Pelis (drums) in an experimental, eclectic dark
ptjp mix of wistful, witty, discontented cynicism and
schizophrenic guitars. The scmi-raw end result is a glorious
reprieve from the heavy, droning guitars and canned singing/

moaning too available of late.

The album packs in a full 1 8 songs, including the kxal cult

, favorites "Mosquitos" and "Sex With My TV" It opens and
ends with a dreamy, lustful fade-in/out cover of the theme
'song from 1 980's French film Betty Blue. The original music

TLR-\ K) NAG NAG NAG FHGE 7 Those wild and crazy guys of Nag Nag Nag
COUNTUV NAC NAC NAC
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Stir up a harmonious brew with Shockra tonight
By GINA LARSON
Collegian Correspondent

Few bands have mixed the intricate melodic sounds from
J.UZ to funk as gracefully as Shockra has done. This Boston-
based band will be stirring up their harmonious brew tonight
at Pearl Street in Northampton.

Shockra's main concern lies in the individuality of their
sound. The audience can expect to find themselves whirling
in a cloud of euphoric frenzy.

The unique sound is harnessed through the combination
of the diverse instruments used by the band. Dan Coutu, the
band's keyboardist, has painstakingly collected an impressive
set of original-sampled sound effects that add the edge to
Shokra's rythm section. The saxaphone, plaved by the soul-
filled singer, Jeff Grove, adds the element of blues to the
already complex harmonies.

Shockra is a band that leaves you at the end of a show
spinning in a dizzy haze of delight as you hum along to their
lyrics that sometimes take a political tone.

The band is anxiously looking forward to their debut
album, Garunda's Groove, due to be out in April on Apogee
Records. The rapidly increasing fans along with college radio
stations, who have already Ix-gun requesting copies, are
eagerly awaiting the arrival as well.

Prepare to step into a spiral of psychedelic music that is

reminiscent of the tie-dye generation when you drag yourself
out of your dorm rcxim and head down to Pearl Street to
capture the frenzied sound and spirit.

Kxperience for yourself the energized intcnsits ihatSh<Kkr.i
delivers in every song. Tickets for the show are available
through Ti\ Unlimited and at the d(K)r. Bring Friends, dance
around like your toes were just cut off by spoons, and enjoy
the shi»w!

Shockra itill play at Pearl Street, Northampton. Doors
will open at 9 p,,„. Call S84-7771 for ticket info. Stiockfd

COtWTUV rAMaV TMt MIOOWCTiONS

Nag Nag Nag
CO.VI IMKl^ FROM P.UiF 6

IS introduced with Westcott in meUxJramatic anguish singing
"My Vood<x) Doll of You," coupled with a gleefully schmaltzy
wedding reception guitar.

The wistfully poppy ''Winona Westcott" pleads Winona
Ryder to "please wait for incee" and kicks in with a mini-
Glenn C\osc-Fatal AttractioiKomc-back ending. "Sophia's
Song" (pronounced "so-fye-a") is reminiscenf of aimless
European travel by train— "the dawn is cracked/it shows the
things the night has lacked/a place to stay/another train,

another day."

"We like doing *h<H»ks,'" said Westcott. "Catchy, rtxog-
nizable stuff you can sing along to halfway through hearing
the song for the first time.

"We're very into The Songs themselves. We're not into
guitar solos and that kind of thing," he added.

The ballad-ish "Chara" is another favorite with its vigor-

ous, catchy guitars and energetic drums. The pensive "Mr.

Lee" is a slower, enigmatic song with a little of Vais' native
Russian thrown in for several verses. "Get Well Party" is an
addictive tunc, with chameleon guitars and strange lyrics

about a mob love-triangle, and "Autumn Leaves" is a swingy
cover of the true wedding-reception staple.

"Sex With My TV" chronicles a TV addict's one-handed
sex life. "Bad Mood," "Mr. Happy" and "Pus" are more
pensive tunes, "Mr. Happy" being the most swinging and
musically addictive.

"Interference" is a showcase for some Smiths-esque gui-
tars, and "Cheerleader" is a tongue-in-cheek ballad of the
sordid reality of life on the "top of your pyramid."

Their cover of the bluesy "Trouble in Mind" is an entity

unto itself, with Vais singing through a 1920s echo-y micro-
phone and Westcott on a weeping, talking guitar. The whole
mess ends with the fabulous "Mosquitos" that begs you to

pester the neighbors with a little volume and sing/shriek -a-

long of "Mosquitos! Military intervention!"

Westcott said he has K-en writing original nuisi*. on the
guitar since age eight, and Vais gives credit to UMass Music
Dcpanment Professor Dr. Horace Boyer for his musical
mentoring — a fall/spring «)ffering of ja/z v«Kal techniques
and gospel, soul and blues. The two had mjIo careers for a

short while that resulted in a tape from each, but both assert

that now they're a hand, and what's news is the wh<ile band
and where it's going as a unit.

Oslcy and Pelis grew up in the area t«^ether and played in

bands all through high schoc»l with the hope of somethinj;
permanent (like this) in mind. The band will soon be reliKating
to Richmond, Va., to take advantage of a different "scene." v>
catch their last area performance for awhile next week.

Nag Nag Nag will be pUymg at the next ('.aharet Series at
the Baystate Hotel in Northampton on Thursday, heh. 25. 7
Too Many is available at For The Recttrd and Al Bum's in

Amherst, Main Street Records and Dynamite Records in

Northampton and Discoveries in Springfield.

The Area's BEST CHINESE
, . FOOD & SUSHI BAR i i

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura '

teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also
enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine— Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilties for your group or large party.

Si PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst ;

|
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Jill@ 256-3580 or 253-4253
Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710
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Untamed
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that day. In the dark cold night the two men
taunt her. Immediately, Caroline screams as

the two men chase her until one belts her and
tries to rape her.

Adam comes to her rescue and from this

moment on the two have created an instant

bond that is so strong that it will take them
intoa love relationship. Caroline shows Adam
that It IS OK to touch her as she slowly and
K'autifully teaches him to get close to her in

.1 sexual way. Caroline becomes .Adam's

1 acher as he becomes her bodvgu.ird, always
looking out for her.

The only twist in the plot is that Adam,
who is an orphan, wears a red badge of

courage, a huge scar across his chest. He tells

Caroline in his soft and raspy voice that a

king baboon gave him his heart years ago in

the heart of the jungle.

Hey, it creates diversity in the story and
sets this film apart from the other dozen or so
films bombarded at us every week. It may
even explain why Adam is so different from
any other young attractive men that Caroline
has ever loved.

Marisa Tomei's performance is second to

none. She brings a feeling of natural charm
and spirit to her role and it makes her loveable,

the same way audiences adored Julia Roberts
in Pretty Wonutn. One of Tomei's lines that

allows her to show her charm is when she

says "He doesn't make sense. And I don't

make sense. . . together we make sense!"

In addition, Rosie Perez is phenomenal!
Her tough cookie attitude is a contrast to

Tomei's sweetness. Perez's supporting char-

acter shines and is quite similar to Laura San
Giact)mo's Kit DeLuca in Pretty Wonun.
Perez and Tomei are matched well and make
a funny yet daring friendship!

Untamed Heart is one of the better movies
I've seen this year. The film and the vibrant

glow that beams from the three notable stars

that are in it will take you in and make you
laugh, possibly cry (ladies. . .)and most of all

It will leave you feeling good — something
only an entertaining film can do. A

Oscar

Francolse
tl).\n.NL'F.n FRD.M IWCit 4
me, I didn't plan on this, ever.**

Franciose hopes to do a concept/

performance video. She is also work-
ing on a number of pieces of children's

music with her sister, Jane, who is

writing the lyrics. On top of all that she

IS getting booked internationally for

an upcoming tour.

Franciose says she has to learn "not
be afraid of who you are,** as Dizzy

Ciillespie, who died recently, said.

Franciose said she will have to be

making a lot of decisions in the future

about her career. But her choices won't
be so hard when she finds that being in

demand means she will bcable tochiH»e

her audience, rather than her audience

choosing her. It is clear that her listeners

have alreadv made the decision.

Superstar
c:o.vn.\LF;n from r.uit .s

Neeley's absence was almost deafening) to

earn a standing ovation for his strong-lunged

saviour. While not equal to Neeley's care-

fully-shaded performance, Zolli (a UMass
grad) gave Jesus' songs a startling vocal in-

tensity — holding the last note of

"Gethsemane" longer than the orchestra did.

Equally exceptional was the evening's

supporting cast, with strong performances

by James O'Ncil as Pontius Pilate, Laurent

Giroux as King Herod, and especially David
Bedella, as Caiaphas — whose beautiful

lxH)ming voice rolled out of the Mullins

Center loudspeakers like a small earthquake.

Although Leesa Richards-Humphrey of-

ten became mired in overurought "pop"
vocals, her shoncomings could do nothing to

damage the ultimate brilliance of this pro-

duction. Entertainment like this is the reason
God invented theatre.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Before we get to the big one, here's

the other major nominations. For Best

Foreign Language Film: Close to Fden
(Russia), Daens (Belgium), Indochine

(France), A Place in the World (Uru-

guay) and Schtonk (Germany).

For Best Original Screenplay. The
Cr)'ing Came, Husbands and Wives,

Lorenzo's Oil, Passion Fish and
Ihiforgiven. For Best Adapted Screen-

play: Enchanted April, Howards End,

The Player, A River Runs Through It

and Scent of A Woman.
Best Picture— A mixed bag. You've

got the very safe HollywiKxl prixluct, A
Few Cood Men, the art-house costume

drama in Howards End, a grand West-

ern in Unforgiven, a sentimental weeper

in Scent of A Woman and a criticalls-

acclaimed marvel in The Cr\-ing Came.
The smart money is on Unforgiven,

for some reason, though each has a

pretty gm)d chance of winning, It'd be

a helluva surprise (a great one at that)

if The Crying Came won. The Acad-
etny forgot: Malcolm X, Malcolm \,
Malcolm X. Also The Player and
Glengarry Clen Ross.

Who will win.' Stav tuned on Mon-
day, March 29. Until then, I'll be- fine-

tuning my prediaions and offering a

week-long look back at the last five

years of Academy Award winners to try

to figure the whole thing out in late

March.
And the winner is. . .
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Administrators deny
influenza epidemic

tOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
OFF WITH 'IS 'EAOI— Giddy from inhaling varnish fumes while installing the Muliins

Center's parquet floor, this anonymous student worker (left) mistook the backboard for

a guillotine.

By CUTTER GARCIA
Coll^ian SUff

University of Massachusetts officials

refuted rumors yesterday concernitig the

outbreak ofan influenza epidemic on cam-
pus.

In their first public acknowledgment of

the existence of rumors that the Univer-

sity was on the verge of being shut down
because an extremely large percentage of

students were getting sick. University of-

ficials denied there being any such prob-

lem.

To dispel various rumors, I would like

to make it clear that there is no intention

of closing the campus because of the inci-

dence of flu," said Provost Glen Gordon in

a one-page memo distributed during
yesterday's faculty senate meeting. He
did, however, ask faculty to be under-

standing about students' needs.

Concerning students missing classes

due to the illness, Gordon said, "Common
sense should be the rule in allowing rea-

sonable opportunity for students to make
up what may have been missed because of

illness,"

Dr. David Krafl, executive director of

Health Services, called rumors that the

University would be shut down if 50 per-

cent of the student body reported to UHS
"ridiculous," rejecting their validity.

"That's absolutely ridiculous. In terms
of the visits to the Health Center since

Feb 1, weVe been averaging about 100

people a day who have flu-like symptoms,"
he said.

When measured with enrollment num-
bers gathered from the University's Re-

search and Evaluation offices, using the

numbers of 100 students per day for 15

days, the actual number ofthose reporting

infection would be between eight and 10

percent of the undergraduate population.

Kraft also acknowledged that those hit

by the virus had been hit hard. Asked if

students truly need to be seeking medical

attention for the flu he replied, "The stu-

dents and the people coming to seek help

really are quite sick . . . and we need to

check them out to be sure that in addition

to the virus they haven't developed some
sort of bacterial infection."

In response to the origin of the 50
percent rumor Krafl said. "I don't know
where that started. To me it sounds like a

pretty good prank. It's just wishful think-

ing."

Dr. James Abel ofHealth Services said

he wasn't sure if this particular virus was
any worse than any other. He did feel,

though, that the disease seems to have

spread quite rapidly and that it had in-

fected more people at the same time than

any other virus the UMass campus has
seen.

"I would say I the flu I is almost unavoid-

able. When you're in a condensed environ-

ment like this where people live in close

confinement, being in dorms and class-

rooms with a lot of close contact, it's just a

practically unavoidable situation. . .So

the University is extremely prone to an
epidemic because of the situation we live

in," he said.

One theory he offered to explain the

rumor is that while only eight to 10 per-

cent of the students have actively sought

treatment for the flu at Health Services, a

far wider number of students are suffer-

ing from it but are refusing to .seek treat-

ment.

Students cited long lines at Health

Services and busy schedules as reasons

for not getting treatment.

Confusion surrounds decision
Committee, SGA disagree why funding was denied
By FELICIA COUSINS
Collegian Correspondent

The Undergraduate StudentGovernment Association's

decision to refuse a $1,000 funding request for the 1993
Women's Conference has spurred mixed reactions from
many, especially those organizing the conference.

"Everything seemed fishy," said Mike Poster, speaker
of the Student Senate.

The confusion surrounds Housing Services' involve-

ment with the conference. All funding proposals for the
conference were signed by the Southwest Area Govern-
ment, on Housing Services' stationery, and all publicity

deemed the conference as a Housing Services event.

According to Poster, this made it appear as if Housing
Services was using the Southwest Area Government to

get money from the SGA.
"The guidelines said we should not sponsor a non-RSO

event," Poster said.

Theresa Frecker. a residence director in the South-
west residential area, defined Housing Services' role in

organizing the conference.

"I am the only person who is not a student. This is a
student-run event." Frecker said. "Housing Services is

only at the top of the list [of sponsors] because that's who
I work for."

Joy Goldsmith, resource coordinator for the conference

said, "The event was initiated by Frecker via Housing
Services. Housing Services is the primary sponsor, but is

not the sole sponsor. They were the first to contribute

funding for the event and provided the use oftheir services."

Kevin Newnan, student trustee, said he felt the mo-
tion was denied "because there was no representation.

Obviously [Southwest Area Government) did not feel

strongly enough about it because they were not here."

However, members from Southwest Area Government
and the women's conference organizing committee were

Turn to SGA, page 3

Coalition seeks pot legalization
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Although it may be a long time before marijuana use
is allowed in the United States, members ofthe University

of Massachusetts Cannabis Reform Coalition are trying

to gain support for a petition that will "legalize" the drug
here on campus.

According to Aaron Wilson, the acting president ofthe

Coalition, the idea originated from the University of

Texas. The vote passed, but the state legislature "went

crazy," Wilson said.

"We understand that the vote will be non-binding,"

Wilson said. "It's more of a political statement."

Coalition members have set up a table in the Campus
Center Concourse, and are looking for students to sign

their petition in order for it to be put on the ballot for the

Student Government Association elections which will

take place on March 9 and 10.

The petition needs 1.772 signatures from the student
body in order for the question to appear on the ballot —
roughly 10 percent of the UMass student body. At least

15 percent of the student body must vote in order for the

question to remain valid.

We expect to win," Wilson said. "But we want to win by
a whole lot."

Wilson said the information the Coalition has been
passing along argues that marijuana is not addictive,

does not make people violent, and it is not a gateway to

harder and more dangerous drugs.

Also included in the information are statistics on
Turn to POT, poge 3

Faculty Senate
approves ban
on smoking
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate yesterday sent their ap-

proval of a policy recommending the establish-

ment of a smoke-free campus to Chancellor Rich-

ard O'Brien, who will confer with other constituent

groups before deciding whether to implement it.

Professor John Cunningham, Chair of the Uni-

versity Health Council, argued for approval of the

policy because of recent medical findings of the

adverse health effects of smoking.

"Since we last presented our findings about
tobacco smoke, it's been declared a Class Acarcino-

gen by the EPA," he said. "It has now joined the

ranks of asbestos, radon, and benzene."

According to the report, environmental tobacco

smoke can be linked to such health problems as

"eye and throat irritation, headache, rhinitis, and
coughing," and it also suggests that allowing

smoking indoors infringes on the comfort of non-

smokers.
The report also said, "Smoking may overwhelm

the effects of building ventilation and inflict sig-

nificant air pollution burdens on all people in

closed spaces. In effect non-smokers, the majority

on campus, are increasingly affected negatively by
the quality of air within closed spaces where [envi-

ronmental tobacco smoke) is prevalent."

The policy designates all enclosed areas on

campus as "smoke free," except for certain r(X)ms in

the Campus Center hotel, and pre-existing smok-
Turn to SMOKING page 3
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Wednesday, Feb. 24
Lecture— Catherine R. Stimpson, a prominent femi-

nist scholar and a faculty member at Rutgers University,

will lecture on "Pains, Gains, and the Education of

Women: Women's Studies Today" at 8 p.m. in Wright
Auditorium at Smith College.

Tuesday, March 2

Lecture— Emily S. Rosenberg, professor of history at

Macalester College, will lecture on "Crossing Cultural

Divides: A Historical Perspective on the Expansion of

American Popular Culture in the 20th Century at 8 p.m.

in the Nielson Browsing Room at Smith College.

Rosenberg's lecture is part of Smith's ongoing series of

talks on American Popular Culture Abroad.
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Keynote Speaker: ANGELA DAVIS
author, activist, academic

Topics for the afternoon session: Women as

Activists & Leaders, Women and AIDS, The Economy
and Women, Women from Developing Nations,

Women of Color: a Cross-Cultural Perspective, Media
and Women, Violence Against Women, Women in

Traditionally Male Dominated Professions, and Women
and Their Relationships

Register Today!!! Space is limited, so
registration is required - $3.00 donation is

requested. Register Right Now!!! You can call

545-0917 or register in person at our table in the
Campus Center concourse. REGISTRATION
ENDS ON FRIDAY!!!

Sponsored by: NOMMO News. Black Student Union. Afncan Student Union, African Students
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Loccil News
Voting booth sought for Southwest
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students
are demanding an on- campus voting site

for non-campus elections at the Hamp-
shire Dining Commons.

"We want to enfranchise students in

Southwest because they have been disen-

franchised for so long." said UMass stu-

dent Neil Carpenter, who is Amherst re-

districting committee chairperson.

Currently if students in Southwest
want to vote in a presidential, state or

town election they must vote at the Bangs
Community Center. located in Amherst
center. Southwest students, who are in

voting precincts four and 10. are the only

group on campus that must go out of their

precinct to vote.

Student Government Association
President Jen Wood said that because

many of the students do not know where
the community center is. they are less

likely to turn out to vote.

According to a Collegian phone survey

conducted yesterday in which participants

were randomly selected, 1 3 out of 1 5 South-

west residents said they did not know where
the Bangs Community Center was. A ma-
jority of those who did not vote said that

during the survey they would be more
likely to vote ifa voting booth were opened
in the Hampshire Dirung Commons.

When Niki Fossella went to vote at the

presidential election in the Bangs Com-
munity Center, she was told that she was
not registered and hence could not vote.

But Fossella. a senior majoring in BDIC
with a concentration in fashion design,

said she registered to vote her freshman
year in the Student Union.

Lindsey Samuelsohn, a freshman ma-
joring in English, said that although she

voted by absentee ballot in the last presi-

dential election, she would be more likely

to vote in Amherst ifa voting booth opened
in the Hampshire Dining Commons.

"I think it would make it a lot more
accessible and more people would vote,"

Samuelsohn said.

Ofstudents registered in Amherst who
live in other dorms. 79 percent voted in the

presidential election, while 72 percent of

students in Southwest turned out to vote,

according to Student Senator Rory Pascar,

who said he obtained his figures from the

voting lists from the Amherst town clerk.

Pascar said that in the 1990 state gu-

bernatorial election, 56 percent of South-
west turned out while the rest ofthe cam-
pus voted at 67 percent.

But Amherst Assistant Town Clerk
Maragaret Nartowicz said there would be

a problem with parking if a voting booth

were opened in the Hampshire Dining

Commons. Not only would the parking lot

be too far away, but also there would be a

problem with handicap-accessible park-

ing. Nartowicz said.

Wood, however, said the south side

room in the DiningCommons is handicap-

accessible.

"Every time we work on enfranchising

students (the town] comes up with a pro-

cedural problem." Carpenter said.

Wood, mentioning the Bangs Commu-
nity Center also has a parking problem,

said she felt the students' plan was bemg
held up to a higher standard. Wood added
that she will be presenting a proposal for

the opening ofa voting booth in the Hamp-
shire Dining Commons to the Amherst
Town Clerk in the near future.

SGA
continued from pxige )

not notified until an hour and a half

before the meeting and could not be

present, said Shyamala Ivatury,

program committee chair.

"For an organization that boasts

about a $2 million budget, the SGA's
incompetence is amazing. Two weeks
ago we went to the finance committee
meeting and presented our proposal.

Out of six persons only two showed
up." Ivantury said.

"Therefore they had no quorum. It

is clear that SGA is meshed up in the

bureaucratic mumbo-jumbo, similar

to that of the administration. They
have no concern for either women's
issues or issues ofpeople ofcolor." she

said.

Goldsmith said the"SGAwas more
caught up with regulations and is

neglecting to think about the value of

this conference."

Poster said. "We support this event,

but we felt the proposal was coming
from housing."

"I supported the motion but we lost."

said David Nunez, a senator from the

Third World Caucus.

pot
continued from page 1

death rates in the United States. Tobacco and alcohol

lead the statistics on mortality while marijuana has not

one recorded death, according to the Family Council on
Drug Awareness.

The Coalition's motto is that "you don'town your body,
you rent it from the government," Wilson said.

The Coalition's goal is to take the support of the

student body and use it before the judicial hearing board

on campus. Members say they want an agreement from

the board that students caught smoking the drug will not

be penalized within the judicial system on campus.
"Today marijuana is a criminal offense which can ruin

someone's life forever," Wilson said, "And we want to

change that."

Although approximately 1,000 students signed the

petition as of Wednesday night, there are also many
students who are against the idea altogether.

Referring to the operation of machinery, Jeff Winn, a

political science major .said he believes that "marijuana
may impair ones ability," and couldn't imagine getting on
a PVTA bus with a driver who had just consumed the drug.

The question, if there are enough signatures, will

appear on the SGA ballot as; "Do you support the UMass
Hemp initiative described below"*" The information that

follows asks the signer to agree that Hemp is less harmful

than tobacco and alcohol and enviromentally beneficial.

"WTiat's next?" asked sophomore Kori Wyshak "Before

you know it they are going to want to legalize more
serious drugs.*

.4aDEMV..ML'SIC Aj^jfe^ ,NOHTMAMPTON H^'*«;yU'»^ >

smoking
continued from page 1

ing areas established in the residence halls.

Cunningham said the University should implement
the policy to provide itself adequate legal protection.

"Designated I smoking! areas will now be out ofdoors,

in areas that have adequate ventilation," said

Cunningham. "This will protect the University in terms
of being sued by someone who might be exposed to this

carcinogen."

The policy, ifimplemented, would charge the chancel-

lor with the responsibility of enforcing the ban. It allows

individuals to submit written complaints to the heads of

departments where smoking occurs.

Department heads would then have 15 days to inform

the complainant as to how the problem would be resolved.

Such compliance regulations led English Professor

Jerry Allen to question what sanctions would be brought

to bear on violators. Cunningham responded only that he

had heard "of no other penalty" than those suggested

under the policy.

Provost Glen Gordon proposed that existing, well-

ventilated areas in campus buildings be transformed into

smoking areas.

"I'm not sure there are any spaces, but if someone
claims that there is such a space that causes no problems

for anybody— directly or indirectly— I don't think we
should prohibit jsmokingl." he said.

"It's not an amendment that asks that such spaces be

created, but only if there are such spaces available

that smoking be permitted in those spaces." he said.

Gordon's amendment was defeated, but the motion

itself was passed soon thereafter by voice vote.

H4-X435

6th Weeb! - Curtain Daily - 6:45 & 9:00

"One picb-your-iaw-off-the-floor stunner of a plot twist." I

•Entertainment Weebly

i"A RiVETiNc; R()MAiNTi(:TiiMJi:R!''
- haAlmi ljVT«a. N».B tOMh l*4ll.t M%S

THE CRYING GAME
R ^^

jrfayilaljfiMotniiisii i

LATE SHOW THIS FRI. & SAT. AT 1 1 :00PM
(ONLY AREA SHOWING BOX-OFF FROM 10 PM)

HARRISON FORD,

nUnHEn
THE DIRECTOR S CUT

w.

Think big.

Earn a full year's

credit in ei$^t or

nine weeks.

Northwestern I ni\en>it)

Summer Session "95

Think or swim.

Our intcnsives in chemistry, physics,

and languaj(fs draw students from

all over the country.

Call I KOt) KINDS M (in lllinoi>. call

~(tK/4')l-4l 14) or mail this coupon

I m thinking. .Vnd mc a frit- copy of

ill- .SummtT Session 9,^ catalog with

inancial aid and n-gistration information

(avaiiabli- in March) l'lca.sc send the

catalog U) -i my home J m\ sch(M)l

SumnuT Session ^S. HWi Sht-ndan Road

l.^apslon, ininois6()20«2()5()
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Editoridl/Opinion
The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian unless otherwise noted.

Whine, whine, whine: let s just get it all out of the way
Eventually spring will hit our humble

school, and the influx ofletters describing
how wonderful the grass and birds and
frisbees are will eventually start to flow.

But before that annual ritual begins. I

don't want to feel lefl out of the long-

standing UMass tradition known histori-

cally as "griping and fussing."

Allow me to generously handle the
burden ofspeaking for all UMass students
at once, thereby becoming spokesperson
for the entire student population, a right

previously secured by dolts with mega-
phones. That way we can all get the sum
ofour frustrations out in one tight , succinct

column, and then go home and rest. I've

separated it into clearly labeled sections
for ease of digestibility, with summaries
for the MTV generation.

1. The Dorms: A virtual prison. First

they take away our drugs. Then they seize

our alcohol. Then they give us the
"Microfridge." In the non-skyscraper
dorms, ever notice that all space is used to

its maximum potential? Then when you
get to the basement, all hell breaks loose.

Space cver>'where! Scattered about are

pool tables, bike rooms, lounges and TV
rooms the size ofSouth College. And were
they expecting international conventions
in the lobby areas? And if the UMass
poUce are "real" police, what do we need
R.A.S for?

Most Likely To Hear: Alarms. Door
alarms, car alarms, elevator alarms, ra-

cial incident alarms, neighbors' (who've
lefl for the weekend) clock alarms. Oh
yeah, pesky fire alarms too

Gary

DEANE
Time Things Are Least Likely To Be On

Fire: During fire alarm.
Items Occasionally Hurtling Out A

Window: Clothes dryer. Cow.
2. Off-Campus Housing: When you've

completed your sentence in the dorms, it's

time to fully enjoy poverty. For example,
my house has no driveway, no clothes

washer or dryer, no dishwasher, no insu-

lation, no food, no oxygen and no cable TV.
It features a smooth dirt basement, flat-

ware donated by the DC. and spicy mush-

rooms growing under the bathroom sink.

The water leaves a yellow scum on the tub

so thick we chip it ofTand feed it to the rats

in the kitchen. By the time you're done
writingchecks for a phone, trash removal,

frostbite medicine, electricity and heat,

the enormous checks for renting the slum
seem like chump change.

Favorite Real Estate Agent Motto: "We
must have it in writing."

Favorite Real EstateAgent Blatant Lie:

Tou have our word on it."

3. The PVTA: Predictably Vague
Transport Adventure. They printed, dis-

tributed and posted a bezillion schedules.

Since only five people actually cared to

decipher them, few noticed that the Sun-
day schedule was printed up all wrong.
Oops! Who knew?

Misting^: Add. say, 17 mmutes to some
scheduled arrival times.

Raining^: Add 25 minutes to the arrival

times, and subtract six months from your
life as you travel like wet cats in a shoebox.

Fun Fact: The "North Amherst" buses
don't stop at or pass North Amherst Cen-
ter. Really. Instead, they race to North

Conway (N.H.).

4. Health Sen<ices: Dislocatedmy pinky.

Waited in chair. Did all my homework for

the year. Told my temperature is 98.1.

Wrote my memoirs, watched the sun set

and then rise. Walked stairs, got an X-ray.

Had a two-ounce applejuice. Got a 10 cent

splint.

Wondering If Bill Clinton Will: Come
and see this and rescue us.

Least Likely Place To Be: Moved to the

Campus Center and used.

Best Place To Get: A two-ounce apple
juice and 10 cent splint.

5. Phone-In Registration: I enjoyed
waiting in lines. I relished weaselmg my
way into closed classes and scoffing at

prerequisites. 1 couldn't even add a gym
on the phone. So, for kicks, 1 added Mi-
crobiology 899: "Doctoral Dissertation."

Oh boy, I got one!

Fun To Find Housemates' PINs And
Drop All Their Classes: Yes.

/ got strange looks after saying: "Well

um. let's see. . . I took some biology in high
school."

Gary Deane is a Collegian staffmember.

Why is hatred
SO persistent?

It gets so sickening. Time and again, the issue of
persecution and hatred of groups or individuals —
because of race, religion, sexual orientation or what-
ever other reason society can conjure up— pops up.

And every time it seems to take those with a broader,
more accepting scope to once again remind the hate-
mongers that we're all in this world together and
there's nothirtg that anyone can do to change that.

This is in response to nothing in general, no
particular article I've seen, no speech I've heard and
noone person's opinion that has nagged atmy nerves
for so long that I have to speak out against it Rather,
it is an outlook I've had for a long time and one that's

been gaining strength with each day on this campus
and everywhere else I've gone in my 21 years and
perhaps will go with me for however long I live.

Troy

MERRICK
But m what kind of world am I and the huge

variety of people — will all their behefs, ideas,

fears, hopes, likes and dislikes— Uving. ifthe be-all

and end-all is that we have trouble merely accept-
ing each other's differences?

I'm not preaching, at least I realize I'm not perfect.

We all have our "maladjusted anti-social tendencies"
from time to time. There are things about some
people that irk us; no one gets along with everybody
else. That would be fair>'tale-ish, if nothing else.

The problem arises when we use a person we are
uncomfortable around or whose company we don't
particularly enjoy as an effigy for an entire p>opu-

lation ofthose with that characteristic and, in turn,
bum that effigy down in our minds, pretending we
are getting rid of it, eliminating so we won't have to

deal with it and neither will anybody else.

Blacks may think I am using them as an ex-

ample of this. Homosexuals may think they are the
target. Asians, Hispanics, Whites, the elderly, re-

ligious groups. . . the list goes on.

The point is that no individual or group is the
object in question. It is rather that what I've seen on
campus, in the media, in conversations and in

stand-up comedy is the topic of hatred, ridicule,

denial of equal rights or anything negative toward
someone for a particular trait or characteristic.

We're supposed to be mature and learned, right?
We all at least claim to be. Then why is racism even
a word needing attention? Why is allowing homo-
sexuals in the armed forces such a difficult thing to

decide? Why are women still battling for equal
treatment in jobs and other areas? Let's take it a
step further: why are there wars? I'm no sociologist

and I'm sure even if I were, I wouldn't be able to

discern why these plagues exist even after all the
"gioundwork" that's been covered in handlingthem.

I honestly don't claim to know. I can only do my
part in being ray own man, and by continuing to

learn from myself and others. We live in a diverse
world where people come into our lives and leave
just as easily, and how the transition is made
depends on our ability to judge people not on the
things that don't matter or that they can't change,
but on those that they, no matter who they are, have
been trying so hard for so long to convey.

Troy Merrick is a Collegian staffmember.

Ineffectual SGA needs to change
Last week, I detailed the ways in which the adminis-

tration screws us students, and this week is a follow-up
editorial, focusingon the ineffectual student government.

Do you know who the SGA president is? Chances are,

you don't. The invisibhty of the leaders of student gov-
ernment is a poor thing in and of itself Don't you think
you should at least know the names of some of the
senat<>rs, if not the president?

Michael

MORRISSEY
Here at the University, things have been awrj* in

student government for many years. Part of the problem
is the students, but most of the problem lies with the
junior politicians. Let me give you an example.

Five short years ago, a man named Jason Rabinowitz
ran for the presidency of the student government. Mr.
Rabinowitz happened to be a member of the Young
Communist League, and was in fact a Communist.

Wait, it gets better.

Mr. Rabinowitz decided to run as a co-presidential
candidate, with a young woman. While it can only be
asserted that Rabinowitz latched on to a female to make
the ticket look more "normal" and to get the female vote,
the truth exists that he flew right in the face of the
democratic process, as SGA rules stated that there could
be no co-presidency.

Never underestimating the gullibility of people,
Rabinowitz won by a good 300 votes. The problem was, he
and his cohort couldn't serve because they broke the rules
by running as co-presidents.

Things haven't gotten much better since.

The administration laughs at the student government
process because of SGA's inability to flex its collective
muscle. Instead of being an organization that could

Life in the military
demands conformity

This letter is dedicated to all ofyou who have written
articles or argued your case for gays in the military. First.

I would like to ask where you got all your insight. How
many years did you serve your country? I mean, I can't
say I understand how much a woman goes through
during pregnancy, but if I said I did. those of you who
have borne a child would only laugh.

So for all ofyou who haven't served letme sum up a key
pointof life in the military: there is no individuaHty. They
take that from you day one in basic training. While you
serve you're not allowed to express yourself with some-
thing as simple as an earring or long hair. Now take
something as controve'-sial as homosexuality: bingo,
you've got problems.

Right now society's norms don't accept homosexuality
as a way of life. Sureyou won't be thrown in jail for being
gay, but then again, your life doesn't depend on anyone
but yourself right now. In the military life, let's say in a
special forces unit, everyone plays a critical role. If one
person isn't trusted because he's gay (or for any other
reason), people are going to start dying. You say there
have been gays in the military since its inception, but it

was not known throughout your unit for fear of reprisal.
1 believe it should stay that way. There is no draft; you

choose to join the military. Ifyou're not willing to conform
to these rules (no drugs, no long hair, no beard, no homo-
sexuality) then don't join. Stay in school and complain
about those damned stiff-necked military people (hut boy
aren't you glad they protect you so you can complain!).

Todd J. Green
Northampton

strike fear into Whitmore and give us students what we
deserve, petty jealousies thwart much of the activity.

Another problem with the student government is that
they are. for the most part, knee-jerk liberals. Our cur-
rent senate and president have done nothing to dispel
this fact, despite evidence that our university is as
conservative as it has ever been. Our representatives are
not serving us in the least.

It seems as if these politicians, merely to thumb their

noaes at us, have proclaimed in voice and in motions their
liberal ness. How can we get someone to watch Whitmore
ifour senators are as liberal as the P.C. crew? Answer: we
can't. We need a change.

With a new chancellor coming in. there should be a new
student government to watch over him or her. We don't
need another liberal brigade, patting the vice chancellors
on the back at every turn Ifever there was a demographic
group simply made for the "AIXY" pin. it is these senators.

Dick O'Brien is unmoved by the weak attempts ofour
government, and can you blame him? After all. O'Brien
gets away with everything from tuition raises to the
shutdown of minority programs, with nary a peep from
the SGA.

O'Brien is soon to go, but with Affirmative Action
firmly in place, expect a minority woman to take his
place. It should be the student government who asks, for
us students, "Will the next chancellor be hired for his/her
skin color or ability?"

Unfortunately, this will never happen. The student
government instead will pass a motion proclaiming "a
sincere glee in helping you every step ofthe way." This is

precisely the problem with the structure and the liberals
who run it, one of the many things that have to change.

With the newSGA elections in March, it is the students'
responsibility to elect someone who they feel will serve
their needs. By voting, you can make a conscious decision
to elect someone who represents you. Or you can go right
on, not knowing who the president is.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.

Avoiding layoffs
The efforts of the Auxiliary Services Deficit-

Reduction Task Force Committee were presented
to the campus community with gross inaccuracy in
the article, "Boardexamines layoffs" (Collegian. Feb
12]. The story actually said that the "task force is
considering laying off workers." The truth is that
one ofits main goals is and has always been to avoid
layoffs.

The committee has spent a considerable amount
of time figuring out ways to avoid laying off em-
ployees who have made a commitment to the stu-
dents through theirjobs with Auxiliary Services. It
has the task ofexamining a large deficit to cut costs.
The results ofthe task force will affect anyone who
uses the Campus Center/Student Union ofthe meal
plan and therefore will play a part in developing the
future quality of life at UMass. In order for the task
force committee to formulate the cost saving ideas
of all the Auxiliary Services employees, it needs
their support.

Perhaps the Collegian might visit with the task
force to find out what they are all about so that our
newspaper will be able to provide us with accurate
information which will affect our community so
drastically.

Dan Gordon
At-Large Governor of the CC/SU
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Arts & living
Find out the real Story on folk-pop harmonies
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst College welcomes back two
pair of its most musical alumni Sunday
night to perform as a part of the Sundays
at Eight Coffeehouse Series in an evening
of acoustics and waning reahty.

The Story is the folk-pop duo ofJonatha
Brooke and Jennifer Kimball, a diverse
and tremendously talented pair with the
capability to perform accompanied by their
own guitars or a cappella, accompanied by
only their astoundirig vocalization and
playful choreography. The vocal stylings

of The Story are of an uncanny range, a
vibrato-less display ofharmony . This isn't

where The Story ends.

The magnetism of The Story lies not
only in Brooke and Kimball's melody but
also in the appealing and relevant range
of topics their songs cover. Everything
from the hilarious to the morose is touched
upon with songs like "Dog Dreams," a
family pooch's fantasy escape and subse-
quent feline termination, and "Grace in

Gravity" telling of a black dancer's pa-
ralysis tragically brought about when he's

denied treatment at a White hospital af-

ter an automobile accident in South Africa.

The tunes can become quite dreamlike,
as the pair likes to draw upon their
sleepytime adventures for subject matter
and inspiration. This fondness for the
subconscious is evident in the dreamy
sounds and images produced within their

songs, especially the moodier ballads.

The duet has the talent to create a song
which enlightens its audiences, leading
them down a much different route than
expected. The end result can be quite
surprising.

For a preview of The Story's consider-
able abilities, pick up a copy of their first

CD, Grace in Gravity on Green Linnet

The deep-dish on Superiors hot pizza connection

Records.

First on stage in Amherst College's

Frontroom will be Justina and Joyce, an-
other local product returning to theiralma
mater. Described as "heart-opening,"
"thought-provoking" and "comforting,"

Justina Golden and Joyce Zymeck intro-

duce their lush harmonics to acoustic

guitars and dulcimer for a soothing prod-

uct. Justina and Joyce create a perform-
ing environment to make the listeners

forget their worries and relax in the
ethereal harmony, a perfect prologue to

The Story.

Turn to STORY, page 7

Local pizzaria owners agree that pizza is the students'
food of choice. Not only has it become "Primo" on the
Amherst food chain, but pizza has also become the local

business commodity. With more than 30 listed pizza
businesses in the five-college area, students have more
than a multitude of selections.

Whether it's good business or just a guess, the four-

week owners ofSuperior Pizza ofNorth Amherst, Joseph
Scalora and Tony DiBlasi, have accurately summed up
what everyone in the area pizza industry agrees on. They
feel the best marketing formula is to provide customers
with the freshest ingredients, hospitaUty and a large
delivery area. Superior tries to accommodate business

from all over.

"Some people call from Northampton and ask us to

dehver," DiBlasi said. "But it takes a half hour to and
from so sometimes we can't."

Superior, which continues in the tradition of the
"family business." has plans to renovate to help the
general business growth of the area created by the
Mullins Center influx.

•^e get lots of people coming from the Center and
that's only going to help," DiBlasi said.

Whether you are a pizza lover or just doing the pizza
thing, Amherst is obviously the place to be.

— DAVID RIVERA
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SPRING BREAK '93 !!
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J
WfTH ONL Y 1 WEEK TO LIVE, WHYBLOW IT?!

WEKNOWJAMAICA LIKE NO OTHER COMPANY.
FROM HOTELS TO VILLAS OUR EXPERIENCED STAFF

CAN MEETANY OF YOUR NEEDS!

C JAMAICA'S 01SPBING BREAKCOMPMYU)
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For The Lowest Prices & The Best Trips, Call

JUI@ 253-4253
Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426'7710

3 Women's Sht>cs. Clothing & Accessories

Zunrui • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amhcrsl

413.253256.^

Open Thursdays "til 8 p.m.

PUBLIC moTiCE THIS SATURDAY'
WANTED-MUSICIANS INTERESTED IN QUALITY

MERCHANDISE AT LOWEST PRICES!

Come To New England's Largest Musical Sale

SAVE UP TO 70%
3 DAYS ONLY

Friday, Febaiary 19, 5 pm to 9 pm
Saturday, February 20, 10 am to 9 pm
Sunday, February 21, 12 noon to 5 pm

Digital Pianos • Guitars & Basses • Amplifiers

Drums • Portable Keyboards • Synthesizers

Recording & MIDI Equipment • Sound Reinforcement

Signal Processers • Effect Pedals • Music • Accessories

$500,00 In-Store Sale • 5th Year! Don't Miss It!

Choose From...

Alesls«AudioTechnicaOharvel»DOD«EMU*Ensoniq«Fostex«lbanez

Peavey*Roland*Sablan»Samick*Shure*TAMA*Washbunn*Yamaha*Zildjlan

FALCETTI MUSIC
Holyoke Mall at Ingelside

36th Anniversary Celebration

For More Information Call 413-538-7970
Vo Dealers or Wholesalers!

HOST OF
HIT TV
SHOW

I All Ages
'

All Shows

IVIAFKKPeOARLO

MICHAEL JAMIE
WINSLOW FOX

Police Academy '

'^j^^;^^^
Feb 27 Mar 6

JUDY
TENUTA
"The Love
Goddess"
Mar 27

TOMMY
CMOtslG
CHEECH
& CHONG

Apr 3

DAVID ALAN
GRIER

•|M UIVINOCOLOR"
Apr 10

COMEDY ,^#HUKELAU
CONNECTION V CHICOPEE

Just a few short minutes from the U. MASS campus'
41 3»S93»5222
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Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Tony Morse

Todd Elliott

Menu
LUNCH
Tacos

Jalapeno Shrimp & Rice

BASICS LUNCH
Veggie Tacos

Jalapeno Shrimp & Rice

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Pinapple Ham Steak

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Potato Mushroom Delite

The opiniuiib cxprcsi.c-cl on thi> pj^' .irc ihusc ol the cartoonist!, .ind do not ncrcssarily rctlcc t the views ot the Culkf<i.vi or thi- Univrrsity

She was known as Madame D'Gizarde, and,

in the early '40s, she used deceit, drugs and
her beguiling charms to become the t>ane

of chiclien farmers everywhere.

Quote of the Day
"I'm going to put you on the game grid,

Flynn."

- The M. C. P.

Tron

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March Jl-Apfil 19) A
wvallh ot ideas needs paring down lo

Mze. Do rv)i M distractions keep you
irom handling imptirtant responsi-

l>ililies. Creative ideasatmund at work
TAURUS (April 20-May 20>:

Original ideas and innovative meth-

ods attract tavorahle notKe today

Use your theatrical llair to illustrate

concepts Now is the idi-al linK* lo

launch a liusim-ss enterprise.

GEMINI (Ntay 21-lune JOI: Many
errands and telephone calls are indi-

caled tixJay arxi t<in«irrow. Handle
them proinfMlv. A valuahle partner-

ship continues to flourish A lucky

Iweakthrough could coine in in un-

expected mann«.
CANCER llune 2 1 -luly 22): Highly

lavorahle aspects mean speedy
progresson an impodant work project

or group eilon. Frier>dscan intrcxiuce

you to business contacts.

LEO duly 2}-Aug.22): After a pe-

riod ot uncertainty, you reach a sig-

nilicant lx?hind the scenes agreement.

A |oi). investment or <ollatxwative

i-nterprise is at stake. IXi not let ob-
stacles halt your progress.

VIRGO (Aug.2»-Se|jt 22): Work
should go well today. He caielul rH>t

lo neglect lamily lite in yt)ur preoct u-

p.ilion with gelling ahead. Relax at

home tonight. Read more aUiul natu-

ral foods belore altering your diet.

LIBRAISept 2 J-Oct. 221 Someone
may let you down today. It is l>esl not

to take promises at lace value, espe-

t tally wbere nurmey or business is

involved. Get the lull tans (rum
someone in the know.

SCORPIO (Ocl.2J-^4ov. 21 1: Busi-

ness arMJ ImarKe are again empha-
sized, and in a positive way. Creative

ventures laurM hi<d at this time stand a

gcxid rharne ol succeeding l>> not

lie atraid to take i alculated risks.

SAGIHARIUS (Nov 22-[>c 21):

Streamline your v heduW- so that ytiu

can Ione entrale tm ac hH-sing what is

really important. Ii planning to en|oy

a socially activF. tun-tilk^J weekend,
try lo leave worV early.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-lan.t9t:
You have lots olriervousenef^ today
IkjI may lack slayir>g power. Anwv<irtg

with the boss should go well. Tool

your own horn tor a change. Claim

credit lor your ideas.

AQUARIUS(|an.20-Fc4i 1 8): Thr-re

IS no fjoint in postponing tasks that

must Ix- done or dec iskios that rmist

be made. Roll up yiHjr sleeves anddig
in. A negotiating session goes
smoothly: the results delight you!

PISCES(Fe»i I V-March 20): Ago. id

day lor getting in looc h with your real

prioritiesand deepest needs Planning

ahead is reassuring. New occupa-
iKJnal o(>ponunilies viiind territic.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Raincovor. (or

short

5 Young whale
9 Northern Spy,

lor one
\A Extremely

15 Beyond
16 Pitcher Ryan
1

7

Isinglass

18 Late night star

19 The thymus,
for one

20 Prolong

23 Exactly

?4 CancKes
25 Fourth in a

sones
27 Change
30 Dogged
33 Big D

institution

36 Certain sheds
38 (n(el

39 Bag
41 Need(e(ish

42 Leg joint

43 M-A'S'H star

44 Misanthropes
47 Certain

economic data,

(or short

48 Wien, to some
SO Cute Aussie

creature

52 Racetracl<

boundaries
54 Beat
58 Weal<en
60 (mprovise

63 Symbol ol

Hodand
65 1984 Nobe(

Peace Prize

winner
66 Wash
67 X out

68 US
69 Emp(oys
70 David D

Dtnl<ins. lor one
71 Celeb
72 Botch

DOWN
1 Lure

2 Waded city

near Madrid

3 Summarize
4 Slim chance
5 Large statues

6 Depose
7 Pre-Easter

season
8 Cold, in Pans
9 Actress

Lansbury
10 Oftice hoider.

ot a sort for

short

1

1

Cooperate
1

2

Highway part

13 Sciaps
21 Gratis

72 1969 World
Series winner

26 Instant

28 LiKe a custard

29 Express
gratitude

31 Smooth
32 Profound
33 Po(e

34 Algeria's

neighbor

35 De- emphasize
37 The

Mustieteers,

for examp(e

40 "two Years
Before the

Mast' author
44 Visit

45 Get
46 Hunli

49 Moppet
51 Refuge
53 Lucifer

55 Harry

56 Overh«r>g
57 Garb
58 Spring

59 Distinctive

atmosphers
61 City on the

Colorado
62 Detail

64 Equal
Comb form
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Story
continued from page 5

The Story and Justina and Joyce are
quite probably the answer to an other-
wise dull Sunday evening of studying
and bumming around, as they promise
an engaging and melodic show with a
social conscience. The audience is as-

sured ofleavingAmherst's campus with
an enlightened outlook and a warmed
heart.

Ifyour body is ailing, do it a favor. If

you feel good, feel better. Head down-
town, support your local artists and be
dazzled.

The Story and Justina and Joyce
will captivate the crowd at Amherst
College's Frontroom Sunday at 8 p.m.
Admission is $8general;$2w /Amherst
College ID. Tickets can bepurchased at

the Amherst College Campus Center
Office, For The Record, or the
Northampton Box Office.

WRITE FOR THE COLLEGIAN ARTS & LIVING PAGE
ASK FOR JON OR LISA

113 CAMPUS CENTER

a blait from the past.

Test Results to Be Released on Whitmore 'Bomb'
A bUck box famawmg baucr

>••. wire*, m t^uog drvtcc and
Uquld ccoUr were found Fnday
lo the Wtutxnore (lalj Admloutra
tioD Buikfaac. The SUU Fire

ManhaU'i office is conducting
teaU on the boi wtUi (he restUu
to be anauuoccd later today.

The boa vaa fouDd Frtdar
Aer aaonymous call

cr to university police and the

UMaia switchboard wariMrd Uul
a "bomb" u ui the La<lia' room ol

the Whitmore buiidinc."

No arrests were made Friday.

I hum tkm Mm W IIm Moiii-fcrnitti Dailf CeMcywn IS y*a< t a9a (Monday, IMwxh 1

1

Recycle
tliis
«»

paper
It'll make you

feel good.

.AD\OC.ATE

•BEST*
THE \ALLEV

RLADERS POLL

1992

PREGNANT?
Would you like to talk?

Free pregnancy testing

Medical/Housing assistance

Decision making counseling

Open adoptions

Call BRIGHTSIDE 1-800-333-3424

2i 12 Riverdale Si.

West Springfield. MA 01089

(413^88-7366

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. - Thurs. .\LL YOU CAN EAT BUEFET S5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH • .\LL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11:30 3PM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRI9 MASTER
HADLEY CARD

A
MORTHAMPTOiy

BOWL
Sunday Night
i^ Special ^

990 Per Game
From 8:30 til close

525 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060 • (413) 584-2491

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

A FraoMol Learn to play bridge FREE'

SOM101 Wed 2/24/935 30pm 7:30pm

FREE T stiin a book

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Th« Markoting Chib is hereby sus

pended Pl<?ase contact ttie SGA Regis

trar at 545 0341 for further details

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Escort 87 No rud rum great must
sell S2600/b o Call 665 2350

Hyundai Eacol 87 only S975

Changed: Catalyst, batiery. tires

Recent complete tune up
Evangelos 549 6579

FOR RENT

Fridgaltonul 253-9742 delivered free

1 bdrm In targe apt. S350' heat inci

665 3615

112 Town House Apartment available

lor rent S267 50 availatjie immediately

to t>e shared with male graduate stu

dent 545 6744 or 665 2810 E

Room downtown. Quiat. private;

lease through Aug , S350/mo inclusive

253 4236 9am 9pm

FOR SALE

GNR tix 4 fourth row seats

Also 2 Bon Jovi Hartford

253 0813

1992 Subaru Loyate 12K like new
07500 call 256 0966 or 718 8520774

1950's Coke Machine
Bottle type vending

Adj. Pricing

Keep 60 bottles very cold!

Great for Beer/parties

S400 bo. 253 5196

Printor for saia 413 245 9542 after 7

ask for Don

RT TIcliat to New Orleans During

Spring Break S250 756 8696

FOUND

PotHid gold anklat after MICBIO 160

Mon, Feb 1 at 12 OSMahar Auditorium

Claim at Campus Center Info Desk

Swoatar found In Tower Litnary

Call 6 1800 to claim

Two pairs of glasses found

1 tan with grey case

1 gold rr>etal with blue case

call 549 6120

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box

1151 Andover. WA 01810

HELP WANTED

Animal Science Itflafors work on Cape

Cod Day Camp in North Falmouth area

has several openings lor camp coun

selors to teach children about farm

animals, pet care, ocean ecology, horse,

or environmental education. Prefer

college student enrolled in Animal Sci

ence or other related program Room
and board possible. Contact Ed Powers,

Animal Rescue League ol Boston, P.O.

Bo« 265, Boston, f^A 02117 (617(426

9170 or visit table during UMass Camp
Day March 2nd

COOK WANTED FOR DAY CAMP
Day Camp in North Falmouth area needs

a cook to prepare meals for camp staff

Prepare breakfast and dinner for staff of

eight and lunch lor 25, Monday Friday.

Approximately 30 hours per week. Room
and board possible Contact Ed Powers

at (6171426 9170 or write P.O Box 265

Boston, MA 12117, or visit table during

UMass Camp Day March 2nd.

ORCAT SUMMER OPf>ORTUI«ifTY

Jewish CO ed residential camp seeks

counselors and specialists Capital

Camps located in ttie t>eautiful Caloctin

Mountains or>e hour from Washington

DC. offers tennis, water sports, nature,

arts, video, gymnastics, radio, drama,

photo., etc If you are interested in the

challertges and excitement ot working

with campers in grades 3 10, we want

you on our team. GOOD SALARIES,

GREAT FUNi Our director will be at the

Camp Fair on March 2 For more inlor

mation and an appointment, call 1 800

224 7852

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic converse

tional English abroad Japan and Tai

wan Many provide room and tioard

andotherbenefits'MakeS2000 S4000>

per month. No previous training or

leaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call (206) 632 1 1 46

ext J5001

Jobsl Talofund is ItiringI

Qualified students needed to help raise

funds for UMass. Flexible hours, com-
petitive pay, and great experience. Call

545 3509 or stop down to our office in

the basement of Memorial Hall lor an

application

Summer Camp on Cap* Cod
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids Beautiful location,

excellent program
Competitive Salaries Call James,

at 549 8353 for info and application

Summer fobs and internships

University Directories, the nations larg

est publisher ol campus telephone di

rectories (including UMass at Amherst),

is interviewing goal oriented students

for a challentging, full time summer
position Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and public relations.

Average earnings S3900 Expense paid

training program in Chapel Hill, NC.

College credit may be available, inter

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th. Information and inter-

view sign up available today at the Visi-

tors Center or call 1 800 743 5556

Tatantarfceters - graat money Re

laxed rural office. Evenings Experienced

only CatI Cheryl 9 4 548 9688

INSTRUCTION

Laam to Scuba diva earn two credits

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or

Thursday at Curry Hicks 7- 10 pm 1 -800

282 0977

Physics and Math Tutor

MA. in Physics

Experienced leaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

LOST! Brand naw glasses grey and
black plastic with silver frame Lost in

CC or Basics. Call April 6 4574

Lost -- Oraen Caribou backpack.

Probably near Bovden Gym last week

call Jason (§) 549 0465

Lost Ring - Reward
Toiman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

1989 UMass Class Ring
Campus Center

Bren

256 6801
REWARD

MUSICIANS

Bassist seeks versatila musicians to

compose new music (Firehose, Phish,

Parliament, Crimson) Dan 6-5173

PERSONALS

Dogs and Demons wait; in my head

3/2/93'

Happy 21st Birthday: Kristin Musto
Now you have no worries or excuses

Have a great day'

I love you Peter F.

Jill.

Bimbo' Have a great

22nd birthday'

The 2 sluts

Jody M. Millar

Happy 21st Birthday'"

You're definately an

old lady now. Try not lo

get into any "Trouble"

Happy Belated Valentine's Day'

Love,

Vinny

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female needed to share apt with three

other females 5 mins Irom UMass Exc.

decor S195 mth heat incI

Call 25 0617

SERVICES

Psychic Tarot Readings
Jim 665 1190

Questions about your lease/security

deposit deductions' Questions about

subletting/signing leases' Questions

about the condition of your new house

or apanmeni' Contact the Legal Ser

vices Center. 922 Campus Center, 545

1995

Resume Preparation assistance with

complete resume development Keith

Anderson, Ph D 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Ml Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Scuba Dive Kay Largo
Spring Break. Call Pfoiect Deep
1 800282 0977

Spring Brealc

CANCUN, NASSAU
from $299

Organize a small group for FREE trip

Call KSOOlGel Sun 1

SPRINGBREAKI!
Panama and Daytona

S139and up
7 nights

Beachfront

deadline SOON'
Call Erica 546 0223

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja

maica Cancun. Bahamas, from S459'

Florida from SI 49 Organi/e grouplravel

free' 1 800 426 7710

TAKE IT OFF!!!
Spring Break 93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

Trip for 2 to the Bahamas S222 for a

couple For details call Sarah 549 1609

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.

Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

Tutor Coins 105 12 hrs/wk 7 50/hr

Call 549 3516 ask lor Amanda

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housng for spring semester

Desire place near UMass
Call Young Ml 546 0580 Of

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease* 4

person apt m Brandywine or Puffton

Starling in January 546 2296
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All-Star Game
has Shaq attack

This edition of Notes will be de-

voted to this weekend's All-StarGame,
along wit h some special surpnses, like

the Hardwood All-Stars, the squad
that would be in the Game if I had the

chance to stulTthe ballot boxes.

As the first halfofthe season winds
dow n. the San Antonio Spurs are still

riding high over the rest ofthe league.

They are 22-3 under John Lucas, and
have won 13 in a row at home. The
question is whether they can keep it

up on the road against the tough
playoff-seasoned competition of the

Western Conference.

You are not a power forward,
so stop playing like one: Patrick

Ewing has had an awesome first half

for a forward. Pi-oblem is. he's a cen-

ter. Maybe Patrick is only good when
he is part ofthe Harry and Larry show
in Baix«lona. The Knickerbockers may
have the best i-ecord in the East, but

what can they do in crunch time with
an ineffective Ewing? See last Sunday's
game with the Magic.

"I get by with a little help from
my friends" (The Beatles): In a

serious note,

Dennis Rodman
of the Pistons'

was found at 4

a.m. in the empty
Palace parking
lot, in his car

alone with a
loaded shotgun. This has little to do
with hoops, and it doesn't matter how
much I dislike the F*istons: I really

want to see the Worm healthy again,
both mentally and physically.

Well, it's time to stuff the ballot

boxes, and here come the Hardwood
All-Stars, some ofthe best in the NBA:

Shaquille O'Neal, center Shaq:
enough .said. This man needs no
backup, unless he gets in foul trouble

of course. Because of some whining,
ni add Hak<'em Olajuwon to the team.

Michael Jordan, shooting
guard: One note on His Airness: he
shares a birthday with yours truly.

Feb. 17. the greatest day in modern
hoop history, for a number ofreasons.

Good, but not great: Do I have to

say the name Drazen Petrovic?

John Stockton, floor general:
He will go down as one of the best if

not the best ever. Stockton has per-

fected the patented Utah pick-and-

roll, and he and the Mailman cer-

tainly deliver.

Good, but not great yet: Another
point out ofGa. Tech. the Nets' Kenny
Anderson. Ifhe didn't come out early.

Anderson would be a senior with
Coach Cremins instead ofposting All-

Star numbers on a legitimate playoff

contender in just his first full season.

Larry Johnson, power for-
ward: LJ is intensity personified.

Would you call thisman Grandmama
to his face? I don't think so.

Charles Barkley, power for-

ward: My team doesn't need a small
forward, but LJ can play there if he
has too. Lord Charles makes things

happen, and I will sign him at any
price.

Did you see that?
• Shaq's performance on Sunday:

nine blocks, including one to prevent
Ewing from winning the game at the
end ofthe first OT, and one to prevent
John Starks from becoming a hero in

the final minutes of the second OT.
• A career high 46 points and 21

boards for the Shaq attack on Tues-
day night in a loss in Detroit.

• Channel 22's switchingaway from
the third overtime period in the Or-
lando-New York game for about the

first minute to show a paid infomercial

alx)ut the psychic friends network.
• NBA director of scouting Marty

Blake and Rudy Martzke of USA
Today at the UMass-GW game last

Saturday down in D.C.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian

columnist.

Sports
Minutemen win 12th in a row 96-67
By JASON LAHTI
Special to the Collegian

BUFFALO. NEW YORK — The Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts basketball team
marched into Alumni Arena and took no
prisoners as they stormed past the Uni-
versity of Buffalo Bulls 96-67.

UMass ran their winning streak to 12
straig|it as they improved their overall

record to 18-4 on the season. The loss set

the Bulls' record back to 5-18.

"We're playing for a seed in the NCAA
Tournament. This game is as important as

any ," .said UMass head coachJohn Calipari

.

With that in mind, the Minutemen
loaded up their muskets and came out
shooting. Harper Williams and Tony
Barbee combined for 10 points in a 14-2

UMass run to open the game. The lead

would be in double figures the remainder
of the night.

The game was out of reach by the half,

with UMass leading 55-26. Williams and
Barbee sat out most of the second half

with the game well in hand. Jerome Malloy
had nine points and Jeff Meyer seven to

lead UMass in the second stanza. All of

the UMass reserves saw action as 13 Min-
utemen made it to the Hoor.

The second and third units helped out,

as every Minuteman scored except Ted
Cottrell. Giddel Padilla missed the game
due to the flu.

F'or the game Barbee led all scorers

with 18 points and Lou Roc chipped in

with 15 points and nine rebounds, and
Harper Williams had 10. Jerome Malloy
added 14. Dana Dingle had 10. Derek
Kellogg scored three to go along with his

four assists and Mike Williams had eight.

Chris Robinson notched five points,

Kenard Robinson scored two. Rigoberto

Nunez and Craig Berry also scored two.

UB was led by Modie Cox with 15.

The Minutemen appear to be marching
in full stride as they approach the NCAA
tournament. The Bulls, on the other hand,

are still taking baby steps as they try to

gain respectability in only their second

season at the Division I level.

"This is the first time in UB's history

that we've had a top 20 team in here," said

UB head coach Dan Bazzani. They deserve

to be in the top 20."

The next game for UMass will be on the

road at Rhode Island. It is a game that

CaUpari is not exactly looking forward to.

"We're going to have absolutely a war," he
said.

Minutewomen rally past GW 59-57
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team stepped up big

in the second half last night at the Curry
Hicks Cage, beating the George Wash-
ington Colonials 59-57 UMass (9-12. 5-6

Atlantic 10) outplayed the Colonials ( 14-

7. 6-3 A-10) down the stretch and came
away with a hard-fought win.

Senior Kim Kristofik paved the way for

UMass as she poured in 12 of her team-
high 14 points in the second half UMass
coach Joannie O'Brien said that Kristofik

really stepped up.

"For the first ten minutes [ofthe second
half), Kim really carried us," O'Brien said.

"She (Kristofik) hit some good shots."

For most ofthe first half it wasGW who
led the way as the threesome of Darlene
Saar. Jennifer Shasky and Debbie Hemery
had seven points apiece to lead the
Colonials.

With 6:32 left in the first half George
Washington was up on top by eight and
threatening to pull away. However, the
Minutewomen held tough and went on
iheir own run to pull within two at the
half. 25-23.

Coming out after the break, the two
teams traded the lead back and forth like

it was a hot potato. With 6:03 left in the

game and the Minutewomen up by one.

UMass' freshman shooting guard Kim
Gregory banked in a desperation, turn-

around trey as the shot clock expired.

That three put UMass up 52-48.

Two Octavia Thomas 1 10 points, five

rebounds) free throws later the UMass
lead was up to six at 54-48 with 4:33 to

play. It looked as though theMinutewomen
had control of the game.

Looks, however, can be deceiving, and
the Colonials stormed back to tie the game
at 54 on a Darlene Saar three-pointer.

O'Brien said that she thought the GW
would be tough to put away.

"It 18 hard to keep a good team down,"
O'Brien said. "We started to stand around
a little bit (when UMass was up six I on
offense and GW fought back."

Thomas came up aces for the
Minutewomen as she hit a free throw and
jumper to put UMass up for good, 57-54.

Two free throws by UMass' Tricia Hopson
stretched the Minutewomen lead to 59-

54. GW rallied again, but fell short when
the final buzzer sounded.

Kristofik said that the victory was a
good one to get. "It was a big wi n," Kristofik

said. "It was big because we now know
that we can play with anyone in the con-

ference."

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

Kim Gregory and the UMass Minutewomen
improved to 9-12 last night with a 59 57
victory against George Washington.

Men's gym aims for elusive number
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

Two hundred fifty — that number is

eating away at the mind of coach Roy
Johnson. He has set a goal for his Uni-
versity of Massachusetts men's gymnas-
tics team: to score 250 points against a
favored men's gymnastic team from Army.

"A 250 is a realistic goal." said Johnson.
"West Point is favored, but I think if we
put it all together, we can beat them."

The majority opinion from the UMass
team is that overall. Army (3-2) is the
stronger team, since they have had higher
point totals so far this season. Senior cap-

tain Steve Christensen feels that the differ-

ence between the two teams is experience.

^e match up pretty evenly against
Army," said Christensen. They're an

older team, more together than we are.

We are the younger team. It takes a while
to get your routine down and master it.

When you have been doing it for three

years, it's a lot easier than when you've
been doing it for only one."

The sixth and last event of each meet,
the high bar. has been a weakness for the
Minutemen throughout the season. This
puts all the pressure on the UMass com-
petitors for the first five events.

"Our high bar is pretty weak, so all

other events are key events," said
Christensen. "They're pretty good on the
high bar, so we need to have a good lead

going into it."

"Most events, we are close to them or
have the ability to beat them, except for

our weakness, the high bar, which could

hurt us," said junior Jason Braud. "If we

do well throughout the meet up until the

high bar, then I think we can do well."

"I think we are ready to put it all

together," said coach Johnson. "I think we
can beat them on floor, stay right with
them on pommel, stay pretty close on
rings, maybe beat them on vaulting, beat
them on parallel bars, and go into the high
bar with a lead."

Despite the importance ofevery event,
Johnson is looking for strong performances
in the pommel horse, notonly Christensen,
who is nationally ranked in the event, but
from the rest of the team.

UMass will also be going up against
Cornell University in the tri-meet, to-

morrow at 1 p.m. at Boyden Gym.
This week, everybody's been doing their

routines well." said sophomore Tim Smith,
•^e're looking forward to Saturday's meet."

Tennis team's future remains bleak
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The next time you look at the William D.

Mullins Memorial Center, youmay want to

think about how Bill Bochmak feels.

Bochnak, the player/coach ofthe men's
tennis team, has been trying to get his

program back, but has had little success.

In the wake of a $48 million facility and a
new hockey program, Bochnak said he
simply wants $20,000 for his teammates
to play.

"I think the prioritizing of the hockey
team is OK, but that doesn't mean you
should cut a men's team that was here
first. If the University wants to follow the

letter of the law, they should toss other

men's teams out, not add a hockey team,"
he said.

Bochnak was told in the fall of 1991 by
former Athletic Director Frank Mclnemey
that the team would have to resurface the
courts and pay their own way if they
wanted to play. In the past, the men's
tennis team has raised the money, but last

year, Bochnak was told the varsity sport
would be cut nonetheless.

Interim Athletic Director Glenn Wong
and Chancellor Richard O'Brien have since
told Bochnak that despite the reinstate-

ment of the women's tennis team, and
despite the resurfacing of the courts, the
men will not be allowed to play as a varsity
sport.

"The University is supposedly striving

to be a Division I school, both academically
and athletically," said Bochnak. "Not hav-
inga men's tennis team isabsolutely absurd.
Every other UMass school has a team."

Marcum, to his defense, hasbeen thrust
into the I athletic director's

|
position in the

middle of the year, and may take time to

make a decision. Bochnak said he doesn't
want to wait much longer.

"I'm trying to work within the system,
unlike some other teams," he said. "I've

been very professional, and not a lot has
been accomplished. I've felt like we're be-
ing put on the back burner."

The economic breakdown is like so:

Bochnak asks that two tuition waivers be
given to the top two players, which is

standard. Money would be spent to hire a
coach, and travel and equi pment make up
the rest of the $20,000. Bochnak said he
does not think he is asking for much.

"The University is not being very fair.

Because we're a small sport, they think
they can just push us aside."
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Cloudy, high in the 40s.

Snow turning to sleet tonight.

Local News:
The UMass administration has designated $10,000 to fund
projects between groups traditionally at odds with each
other, in hopes of promoting understanding. Page 3.

Sports:
UMass Basketball bows to URI, its first in 13

games, but vows they will "Refuse to Lose."

Page 12.
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State postpones
increase of tuition

Di/^ cccT A
MATTHEW J StMONEAU / COLLEGIAN

BIG FEET AND BONGOS— Freshman classics major Jason Tower boogies on the bongos
at the Murkwood CoHee House in Orchard Hill Wednesday night.

By ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Staff

The state's Higher Education Coordi-
nating Council postponed its decision to

set a limit for a tuition increase for state
colleges and universities, which was
scheduled for last Thursday.

The increase was recommended by
acting Chancellor for Higher Education
Peter Mitchell and was endorsed by the
Council's Administration and Finance
Subcommittee.

The Council tabled its vote for two
weeks, after which it will recommend a
tuition increase. The increase will be
limited to between 2 and 4.5 percent for

the University and state colleges.

The University ofMassachusetts Board
of Trustees will meet the first week in

April to voteon the Council's recommended
rate of increase.

"The goal is to set the increase at or
below inflation," said Student Trustee
Kevin Newnan. a voting member of the
Board of Trustees.

The sentiment among students is to

not want the raise. Id like to make the
number as low as possible."

Newnan said UMass needs to be fi-

nancially accessible.

"This should be a place you can expect
to attend on your own means, with mini-
mum loans," Newnan said. "That's the
group we've been freezing out for the past
five years."

Provost Glen Gordon said he expects a
modest tuition increase.

"Part of the tuition raise will probably
go to financial aid," Gordon said. "ItsDavis to speak at UM

!:^S^^^^'*'^'^t!^^^''^^ . Malcolm X remembered

important to ensure that it doesn't im-
pinge on those otherwise able to come."

The extra funds could be used for

campus renovations and to hire workers.
Gordon said.

"The University lost a third ofits budget
between 1989 and 1992. Two hundred
employees have been laid off over the last

four years," Gordon said. "We hope to get
about 60 back."

State Rep. Ellen Story, who represents
Amherst and Pelham, said one of the rea-
sons for the tuition raise is that "state
appropriations have been disgracefully
low."

-From 1988 to 1992 funding for public
education was lowered," Story said. "Now
the whole attitude ofhigher education has
changed in the legislature. To keep tuition
raises as low as possible is the goal that
the Board of Trustees should have."

State .Sen. Stanley Ro.senln'rg. who
represents the Franklin-Hampshire Dis-
trict, is on the Congres.sional Education
Committee and is subinittinga bill tn help
secure state aid for education

Rosenln'rg said he has filed U-f,n.slation

requiring the University to set a firm
percentage which it will pay to fund itself,

with the state to make up the rest.

"Right now it's the other way around.
State appropriations are a certain amount
and the University makes up for the rest

with increased tuition." Rosenberg said.

Ifthe bill were enacted. Rosenberg .said,

tuition and fees would be frozen for a time,
while state tuition appropriations would
rise dramatically. After reaching the ap-
propriate levels, state and university
funding would increase at the same rate.

By KJMBERLEY BRODERICK
Special to The Collegian

Editor's Note: This is the first ofa five-

part series highlighting the Women 's Con
ference this Saturday.

Saturday Feb. 27 marks the first an-
nual Women's Conference at UMass. The
keynote speaker isAngela Davis. Ms. Davis
is a professor of Philosophy and Women's
Studies at University ofCalifornia. Santa
Cruz, however, she is best known for her
political activism in the 1960s and 1970s.

News Analysis

Angela Davis first gained national at-

tention in 1969. when Ronald Reagan,
then governor of California, sought to get
her fired from her teaching position at the
University of California. Los Angeles.
Davis spoke out against the oppressive

racist policies ofthe U.S. government, and
the government's imprisonment of politi-

cal prisoners. Reagan and the Board of
Regents perceived her views and affiliation

wdth theCommunist Party as threatening.
But it was not until 1970 that they were
successful in ousting her.

Davis' involvement with political prison-

ers led her to befriend Johnathan Jackson,
the brother of George Jackson, a political

prisoner being held in Soledad prison.

George Jackson was shot and killed by
prison guards while allegedly attempting
to escape. On August 7.1970. Johnathan
Jackson entered the Marian County
Courthouse, with the intention of freeing
two political prisoners. Jackson and the
prisoners took thejudge presiding over the
case and several jurors as hostages while
they fled the courthouse. Prison guards

Turn to DAVIS, page 4

By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

Yesterday marked the 18th anniver-
sary of the assassination of civil rights

activist Malcolm X, who was gunned down
at a rally in the Audobaun Ballroom in

Harlem. New York.

On Sunday afternoon there were two
programs aired on Connecticut public
television highlighting the life ofthe slain

leader.

Tony Brown's Journal, a weekly forum
on African-American issues, featured
scenes from the off-broadway production
"When the chickens came home to roost," a

play on Malcolm X's involment with the
Nation of Islam.

Starring Denzel Washington as Mal-
colm X and Kirk Kirsey as Elijah

Muhammad, leader of the N;iti<ni of ^s-

lam. the two- man act highlighted the
inner conflict between the two men that
led to Malcolm X's a.ssassination in 196.'j.

This particular program was the second
of a two-part series on Malcolm X. The
first program investigated the plot to as-

sassinate Malcolm X. and included an
interview with one of the gunmen, a
member ofthe Nation of Islam.

Malcolm X publicly acknowledged that
the Nation of

Islam would target him. On February 22,
the headline ofthe New York Times read
"Malcolm knew he was a marked man."

Malcolm X left the Nation of Islam in

1964 following a dispute over comments
he made over the assassination of Presi-

dentJohn F. Kennedy. His infamous quote.

Turn to MALCOLM X. page 6

Theater confronts homophobia and racism
By ADAM RATTINER
Collegian StafT

The Post Modern African American Homosexuals
have two goals. One is to confront homophobia within the
black community and the other is to confront racism
within the gay community.

Brian Freeman, Eric Gupton and Djola Bernard
Branner spoke at Friday's well attended Brown Bag
Lunch about their plays Fierce Love and Dark Fruit and
other topics.

"We are constantly asking ourselves who are we? The
people who come to our performances reflect on who we
are." said Freeman.

Freeman said the group exists to encourage GLB
people from different walks of life to express themselves

in a way which raises society's awareness about GLB
issues.

"I hope we arc creating a climate where people can say

i can be an actor and be out.' or people can say 'I can be

a writer and be out . .

.*" Freeman said.

The group shares similar goals with the Program for

Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, whose mission
states "we want to create a positive en\nronment for the
diversity of lesbian, gay and bisexual p>eople at the
University of Massachusetts, through increasing com-
munity awareness and understanding of the needs of
lesbian, gay and bisexual people."

Freeman said his sexual preference and his color are
irrelevant.

"People ask are you black or are you gay? I refuse to

answer the question," Freeman said. "I think the ques-
tion speaks for itself"

Freeman said the Pomo Afro Homos have a problem
getting publicity within the Black community.

"A lot of people want us to shut up. No Black newspa-
pers have covered us to date," Freeman said. "None in

Washington D.C, and there are eight, and none in

Chicago."

Turn to POMO AFRO HOMOS, page 3

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
The Pomo Afro Homos performed Friday and Saturday

night at Bowker Auditorium.
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Wednessday, Feb. 24
Meeting— The Paradise Coalition will be gathering at

7 p.m. to discuss community substance, safety, spirit
with a progressive twist at 76 Pleasant Street in Dickinson
Programs's Community Room. All are invited.

Meeting — All are welcome to attend a planning
session for EarthDay "93 in the Cape Cod Lounge at 7
p.m.

Lecture — Famous feminist scholar, Catharine R.
Stimpson, will speak on "Pains, Gains, and the Education

of Women: Women's Studies Today" at 8 p.m. in Smith
College's Wright Hall Auditorium. Wright Hall is wheel-
chair accessible.

Tuesday, March 2
Lecture — Emily S. Rosenberg, a history professor at

Macalester College, will speak on "Crossing Cultural
Divides: A Historical Perspective on the Expansion of
American Popular Culture in the 20th Century" at 8 p.m.
in Smith College's Neilson Browsing Room.

Jurors question insanity plea

Business .
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By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Frightened by rising crime and worried
that dangerous criminals will get off easy, jurors are
increasingly reluctant to find defendants not guilty by
reason of insanity, observers say.

Some say the shift - part of a backlash against John
Hinckley being found not guilty by reason of insanity in
the 1981 shooting of President Reagan is a natural
response to troubled times.

Others argue it's a dangerous trend that results in
hundreds of mentally ill people languishing in prison.

"Finding someone not guilty because of their mental
state is being seen as akin to getting off scot-free," said
Abbe Smith, deputy director of the Criminal Justice
Institute at Harvard University Law School. "It's tied
directly to the fear of crime."

The Baltimore-based American Academy of Psychia-
try & Law. that only 26 percent of defendants were
acquitted.

And lawyers have Uken notice. The study, which ex-
amined 8.953 insanity pleas in 49 countries in eight states
- Califonua. Georgia, Montana, New Jersey. New York.
Ohio, Washington and Wisconsin - found that the insanity
defense was used in only 1 percent of all felony cases.

"It's a defense ofdesperation," said William Moffitt, an
attorney in Alexandria. Va., who has defended clients
using the insanity defense. "It's not the defense of first

resort... even ifyou have a person who you really think is
out of their mind."

The insanity defense began to weaken, experts say, in
the wake of Hinckley's acquittal in the assassination
attempt on Reagan.

Congress responded in 1984 by passing the Insanity
Defense Reform Act, which placed the burden of proving
insanity on the defense rather than making the pros-
ecution prove sanity.

The act revised the definition of criminal insanity,
making an inability to distinguish between right and
wrong, rather than the ability to control one's actions.

It also banned expert witnesses, such as psychiatrists,
from offering opinions in court, allowing them to only
describe a condition and let jurors decide.

The act applied only to federal courts, but many states
adopted similar measures.

Now, attorneys say, the insanity defense is less effective
than ever. As evidence, they cite the case of Jeffrey
Dahmer. who was convicted in Milwaukee of killing and
dismembering 15 young men and boys, and even eating
their body parts - but found sane by a jury.

"If there ever was a mentally ill person on the planet,
Dahmer had to be it," Moffitt said.

But Diane Wiley, president ofthe Minneapolis-based
National Jury Project, said jurors in such cases bear a
tremendous burden of sorting out conflicting testimony
from medical experts while worrying about the conse-
quences of their verdict.

Inmates set fire to building
Bv NANrV RORRRTS ., .
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By NANCY ROBERTS
Associated Press

NEW BEDFORD — Inmates at the Bristol County
House ofCorrections went on what officials called a near-
riot Sunday, setting fire to the building before the distur-
bance was brought under control.

Fire officials said the 165-year-old jail was bruUlly
destroyed Authorities had not determined if it ever
would reopen The 285 inmates were being transferred
Sunday to state and local police holding cells.

Bristol County Sheriff David Nelson said there were
minor injunes in the disturbance, but he would not say
whether those suffering from smoke inhalation.

The disturbance was reported just after 1 1 a.m. in the
jail, a three-story red brick structure on Ash Street in
New Bedford.

Nelson said a group on inmates set a recreation room
afire.

Kitchen and medical facilities and vocational educa-
tion areas also were destroyed as fire fighters waited an
hour for authorities to bring the situation under control

Fire Chief Harry Openshauer said he thought the jail
was a total loss. There were no dollar estimates ofdamage.

The sheriffsaid the incident apparently was incited by
a shakedown Friday. He said inmates were angered
when guards removed inflammable material, including
newspapers, from their cells. He said homemade knives
and makeshift speakers used to communicate between
cells also were discovered.

Inmates could be seen leaning out ofbroken windows
on the buildings third floor during the disturbance
chanting "We Want Our Rights" and throwing poUtoes.'
^gg^ a"d milk cartons through broken windows.
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

RUSH

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

Hftrl ^tiotc, Bf'M

open rush this week
2/22 - 2/25

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?
Who should I suggesl...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She<
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm
really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or
suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to
this informal workshop to explore how j^U can help
and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.

79 So. Pleasant Street

^^ Ainherst

^ 256-1261

lAMAICA

CANCUN
$469

439

0)

7 Nights incl. Airfare from
Boston, Hotel & transfers

Taxes not included Rates

subject to change

CALL NOW!!

I
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Engineers honored at week-long celebration
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian SUff

The College ofEngineering hosted its annual celebra-
tion as part of a nationally recognized Engineers Week
Feb. 15 through 20 with a variety of events honoring
professional engineers, faculty and students.

The National Society of Professional Engineers and
the National Science Foundation sponsored the week-
long festival, but the planning was a joint effort of the
Joint Student Engineering Society and staff and faculty
members in the engineering department.

Nancy Hellman. the undergraduate dean ofengineer-
ing, said Engineer's Week is "a national celebration of
what engineers contribute to society and to all of us."

The theme for the celebration was "Engineering En-
ergy." which featured speakers from several different
branches of engineering.

Among the keynote speakers was Stephen Remen,
Massachusetts Commissioner of Energy Resources, who
spoke of the increasing opportunities in the field of
energy.

"Twenty years ago," Remen said, "energy was not an
exciting field."

Today, Remen said, the field ofenergy offers exciting
possibilities with new issues such as alternative fuel
vehicles and energy efficiency and conservation.

Present at the Convocation of Wednesday was State
Rep. Ellen Story, who represents the Amherst-Pelham
District, who issued the opening proclamation written in

ARAM COMJtAN / COtLEGIAN
Senior Dave Desimone. an electrical engineering major,

accepts a certificate of appreciation from keynote speaker
Joseph M. DeSalvo.

a joint effort by other members of the State House.
Story said. "Engineers will be central to improving the

economy and enhancing the environment."

OutstandingTeacherAwards were given to Ian Grosse.
a professor of mechanical engineering, and Thomas
Lardner. professor ofcivil engineering, honoring the two
for their work with students.

Graduating seniors also received recognition for their
service to the community, the college, and professional
engineering societies while taking the oath of engineers
and receiving their rings as well.

Joan Stoia. director of the Mather Career Center,
spoke about the direction and possibilities for engineer-
ing jobs in the future.

As parting advice. Stoia said. "Men and women, be
inventive," and encouraged graduating semors to aggres-
sively pursue engineering opportunities.

Engineers Week has several purposes, according to
Kathy Rubin, the Director of Marketing and Recruit-
ment for the College of Engineering.

The week "builds community in engineering." said
Rubin, "and also encourages interaction between the
faculty and students."

Due to inclement weather, the Freshmen majors night
was rescheduled for Tuesday, Feb. 23 at 6 p.m. in Marcus
Auditorium.

Hellman described the freshmen majors night as a
"minifair" intended to introduce freshmen to the many
disciplines within engineering.

"It's a student-to-student kind of thing." Hellmen
explained. "It's a lot of fun."

Hellman said all new and potential engineering stu-
dents are encouraged to attend freshman majors night.

Center holds co-op fair
Students offered hands-on experience
By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian Staff

The Mather Career Center's co-op
and internship fair last Thursday gave
students a window to the world, offer-

ing the experience of trying a career
without commitment or necessity.

"Our company will not hire someone
without co-op experience," said a rep-
resentative from Harris Corporation
in Florida, "it shortens the learning
curve."

A representative from Agway Cor-
poration, a firm which sells farm and
gardeningequipment, said thecompany
has a specific job reserved for co-ops
which they cannot spare another em-
ployee for. The representative added
that students bring the latest knowl-
edge in the field to the company. Be-
tween 1200 and 1500 students attended
the fair, according to Mather's associ-
ate director JeffSilver, who added that
while student response was good,
companies hoped more students would
go.

"This is just a tiny sample of the
companies that offer co-ops." empha-
sized Silver, and urged students to go
to the co-op planning sessions today
and Wednesday at 12:20 p.m., and
Thursday at 1 p.m., at the Curry Hicks
Building.

Silver said there will be "literally

thousands" of co-op opportunities.

EHfferent companies look for differ-

ent qualities in their applicants, and
for co-ops it is no different. Some want
only one or two majors, while others
train on the job and look for compatible
personalities.

Qualities that many companies
mentioned were motivation and
friendliness. A representative from
Chubb insurance said he wants people
who "think about what they want to
do." and are "open about finding a job."

He said that comoiunication skills

and "relating (one's) strengths and
weaknesses" were also important. The
company trains new employees for nine
weeks.

"What's the most adventurous thing
you've ever done?" was a question that
another insurance company puts to
their applicants. Another company
wants people who have made an "edu-
cated decision" and who think employ-
ment is "not just a job."

Many companies said they do not
want freshman because "they are not
mature enough." and graduates be-
cause, according to Silver, students not
enrolled in the University must be paid
full-time wages, not co-op wages.

Students who want to co-op at places
not close to home can cheaply rent
dorm rooms at nearby colleges, said
Silver.

Funds offered to help
Community relations

Porno Afro Homos

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts ad-
ministration has designated $10,000 to
fund projects emphasizing cooperation
among special-interest groups on campus
in an attempt to foster communication
and understanding. University ofTicials

said.

The Chancellor's Commission on Ci-
vility in Human Relations, established in

1980 to reduce racial tensions on campus,
has begun soliciting proposals for projects
and programs which "with a few hundred
bucks" could improve relations between
groups traditionally at odds with each
other. Vice Chancellor for Human Rela-
tions Grant Ingle said.

"The assumption is there are lots of
people with bright ideas out there, and if

they had a few hundred bucks they might
be able to do something." Ingle said. "The
idea was to try and do a little community-
building."

According to Ingle, the initiative to
solicit proposals and fund them came last

semester from the then co-chairpeople of
the Commission on Civility David
Schimmel and Joyce Berkman.

"The hope is that diverse groups will
work together,"SchimmeI said. "Generally
funds are given ifa particular group has a
project, but there's no mechanism set up
to encourage folks with different perspec-

tives and perhaps divergent views to work
together."

The Commission sent a flyer asking for

proposals to "nearly all" of the Registered
Student Organizations on campus, and
suggested examples of activities which
could be funded including forums. spi>ak-
ers. seminars, outreach activities to sec-
ondary schools and public education pro-
grams about hate crimes. .Schimmel said.

Acoirding to Ingle, the money to fund
the proposals, which are now "rolling in."

came from the Chancellor's Multicultural
Advisory Ikiard. and has only l)een ap-
proved for thisyear. He said, however, that
heexpects funding tocontinue in the future.

According to the fiyer, potential fund-
ing for individual projects will range from
$250to$1.500. Proposals will be reviewed
by a joint committee ofthe Commission on
Civility and the Multicultural Advi.sory

Board.

To be awarded funding, proposals must
"bring together persons from two or more
communities or constituencies in a joint

activity, demonstrate collaboration of
communities in the proposal planning
process and demonstrate an impact on
multicultural understanding and mutual
respect on the campus or larger commu-
nity." the flyer said.

The deadline for submitting proposals
is March 5, with award announcements to

be made a week later. Projects which re-

ceive funding are to begin this semester.

continued from page 1

Freeman said he is trying to set up a perforpiance at
Morehouse. Spike Lee's alma mater. Freeman said a
student was suspended from school there for trying to
start a program for gay and lesbian students.

Branner said his goal was to get his personal thoughts
across as simply as possible.

In response to a question asking why he chose theatre
and not writing or another medium. Branner said "We
love the theatre. You can get away with stuff in theatre
you can't get away with in academia."

"Being a Black, gay man is breaking the rules. Why
not break all the rules?" Branner said.

"We have got to take television farther. The images
are seductive only because they are familiar." Branner
said. "We need to take the images farther."

Eric Gulpton said he believed "there has been a black

gay renaissance in the last few years" and "our plays are
very much in the oral African-American tradition of

storytelling.

Freeman said "postmodern"means "taking something
and turning it around and looking at it from different

angles." He added "Pomo Afro Homos has such a nice ring

to it. Also when people think of the African American
Homosexuals they think ofjust black, gay men but when
they think of the Postmodern African American Homo-
sexuals they think of very intelligent black, gay men."

Postmodern is not in Webster's dictionary.

Freeman said "the first show. Fierce Love is basically
Homo Afro 101 and the second show. Dark Fruit is the
masters degree.

"I saw Spike Lee speak in California. He spoke mostly
about his movies. I heard we had a few walkouts during
last nights show, Fierce Love. I think some guys brought
their girlfriends to the show," Freeman said.

Saturday night Bowker auditorium was packed full for

the performance oi Dark Fruit. Brian Freeman played a
doctor throughout the show who analyzed African Ameri-

can homosexuality with slides of pie charts and nude men.
The first skit was about a gay relationship between a
White t^nager and a Black teenager. "I don't want Raisin
Bran. 1 don't want Fruit and Fibre. 1 just want the fruit!"

said Eric Gupton. On a more serious note Chocolate City,
U.S.A. was a series ofopen letters. They "wrote" to Magic
Johnson, the media, gay activist groups, and afrocentncs.
A poem was read which said "I regret nothing."

After the play closed one of the Pomo Afro Homos said
"Its been really cold up here but we have had a warm
reception."

MATT KAHM / COLLEGIAN
Brian Freeman
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Djola Bernard Branner
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continued from pnage 1

were ordered not to fire upon the group. However, the San
Quentin guards disobeyed the order and fired upon the
van which Jackson used to escape — kiUing Jackson, the
judge and one of the armed prisoners.

It was later discovered that the weapons which Jack-
son used were registered to Angela Davis. Davis was
charged with kidnapping, murder and conspiracy, even
though she was not present at the courthouse nor did she
have any knowledge of the insurrection. Following this
incident, Davis was put on the FBI's Ten Most Wanted
list. She was captured in October of 1970. Upon capture,
she was officially fired from her position as an Assistant
Professor at UCLA.
An international "Free Angela" campaign was started

with the support of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, the Urban League,
Betty Shabazz. Coretta Scott King, labor unions, student
groups, the National Black Lawyers Association as well
as many other people and organizations. This interna-
tional campaign led to her acquittal in 1972.
Since that time Davis has been active in the Commu-

nist Party, U.S.A.. as well as an activist for women's
rights. In her book Women. Culture and Politics, Davis
discusses the fact that violence against women cannot be
narrowly \iewed as just a domestic problem, but as an
oulgiowth ofgovernment policies. She states"... the anti-
rape movement today. ..must beware of concentrating
exclusively on strategies such as crisis centers, which as
important as they may be. treat only the effects and leave

a blast from the past.

the cause ofthe crime unremedied. The very same social
conditions that spawn racist violence— the same social
conditions that encourage attacks on workers, and the
political posture that justifies U.S. intervention in Cen-
tral America and aid to the apartheid government in
South Africa— encourage sexual violence. Thus, sexual
violence can never be completely eradicated until we
have successfully effected a whole range of radical social
transformations in our country."

"We must climb in such a way that all our sisters,
regardless of social class and indeed all of our brothers,
climb with us. This must be the essential dynamic ofour
quest for power- a principle that must not only determine
our struggles as Afro-American women, but also govern
all authentic struggles of dispossessed people."

Davis is currently the co-chairperson of the National
AllianceAgainst Racist and Political Repression and serves
as a member on the boards of the National Political
Congress ofBlackWomen and the National Black Women's
Health Project. ShehaslecturedinAsia.Africa.Europe.
South America, and in the United States. She is in the
forefront ofscholars and activists who link race, class, and
gender in her analysis of oppressive systems.

Davis spoke at UMass in 1986 after the Worid Series
riot. It is ironic that she will be speaking here again after
the racial incidents that transpired last fall.

Angela Davis' name, in the words of Georg Lukacs. a
European intellectual, "has today become a symbol of
tremendous willpower and courage for people ofintegrity
throughout the world."
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Test Results to Be Released on Whitmore Bomb'
A Mack bM oonUlnlnc tMMter

les. wires. • tituiat drvlce atMl
liquid center were found Friday
in (he Whitmore Hall Admtni*(ra
Ikm Buttding The State Fire

Manhall'i office ia coitducting
trata on lite boi with the results

to be announced later today.

The boa waa found Friday
momioc after ao aaoaymoua cdii

er to univeraity police and the
UMass switchboard warned th^il

a "bomb" is in the ladie*' room irf

the Whitmore buUdinf."
No arrests were madt Friday.
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UNFORTUNATED; TfflS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING

DOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
Every year, a lot of people make a

huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current tax-

bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially

for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not

cover. Because your contributions are

made in before-tax dollars, you pay less

taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difTerence
in your quality of life.

What else makes SRAs so speciaJ?

A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the

diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement

system.

Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit ncwflvm tmx defermL CmU our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, act. 8016.

75 years ofensuring the future
for those who shape itr

CKEF ttiiifie*lu tr, iulrikuiti ky TIAACREF lnii„,iualmni lvlUulu>nal Strvuej. For more cempUlt imformalum. uicUu^ ckarfu amitxftnsu, caU I S00Si2-27JJ. al. S0I6
f*r a prMpeeliu. Rai lie pnupttliu care/uUy htfort you uinert or tt»i menty.

JESSICA TAVtRNA COLLEGIAN
BUBBLE TROUBLE — An empty orange juktc bottle

captures the passion of a flu-plagued campus

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF

basketball
ONLY IN THE COLLEGIAN

rsT szxsss:: 2SZS CST'. .m^--<'<H

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For Indfvlduals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.
Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality
Assured Call 549 2671 x233 or 234, Oinic IV.

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call
549-2671 X233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30-6:00 p.m.
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator. No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

For more information on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671
X233 or 234. Confidentiality Assured.
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Why aren't we in Bosnia?
Last summer while holidaying in Italy

it seemed inconceivable that 100 miles
across the Adriatic people were murdering
each other and the United States, Britain
and the United Nations did nothing but
denounce the violence.

This week, 1 1 months after the start of
the conflict, we nearly saw a further
tragedy in Bosnia. On Wednesday. Sadako
Ogata. U.N. High Commissioner for
refugees, called a halt to U.N. relief work
in the former Yugoslav Republic. Fortu-
nately, by Friday Secretary General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali had overruled the
high commissioner and ordered a re-

sumption of aid.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
It IS perhaps understandable that Mr.

Ogata was frustrated with the actions of
the conflicting forces in Bosma. for all

sides have been using the blocking of hu-
manitarian aid as just another military
tool towards their political aims.

Indeed just over a week ago President
Aliga Izetbegovic. the Muslim leader of
the Sarajevo-based Bosnian government,
decided to deny aid to his own besieped
people of Sarajevo. The reasoning behind
this apparently perverse decision was to

draw world attention to the U.N. failure to

get aid through to the Eastern part of
Bosnia, where 200.000 Muslims remain
in increasingly dire circumstances isolated

in ethnic enclaves.

Although irritating, such wilful dis-

ruptions of relief efforts are no reason for

the United Nations to sink to the same
cynical level of political wrangling as the
Bosnian factions. As a humanitarian
agency the United Nation's aim should be
to always strive to supply the needy with
food and shelter, regardless oftho schemes
of Machiavellian political leaders.

Last summer, as those first pictures of

the grim reality of "ethnic cleansing" ap-
peared, one's overwhelming feeling was
that something must be done.

But ofcourse the question oflarge scale
military intervention is fraught with dif-

ficulties, not the least of which is: in a
three-way civil war who do you shoot at?

The existing U.N. Security Council
mandate allows U.N. commanders to use
"all necessary means" to get theix aid
convoys through. Naturally enough,
though, the current force, numbering only
7.500 lightly armed U.N. troops, is wary of
a military stand off. But with no change in
the objective of the force a large increase
in troop numbers could be used to ensure
aid gets through to the needy. However,
such a move would be only a stopgap
measure and. while it might stop the
starvation, it would not address the un-
derlying conflict.

A bolder move would be to send a force
to impose a cease-fire under the terms of
the Cyrus Vance-Lord Owen plan to divide
Bosnia into nine autonomous regions.
However, this would certainly require the
use of large numbers of U.S. forces, since
any further intervention should be on a
huge enough scale to deter resistance.

The undercurrent in U.S. foreign policy

of blaming Europeans for not sorting out
the trouble in "their own backyard' is an
unhelpful and disingenuous argument,
since theonlyorganizations with the moral
and military capability to enforce a
settlement (NATO or the United Nations

)

are ones that, since World War II. the
United States has cultivated as puppets of
American f)ower.

The road to peace in the Balkans is

fraught with apparently insurmountable
problems, but the results ofdoing nothing
at this dangerous time could prove far

worse than even the terrible human suf-

fering we have seen thus far in the conflict.

Jesse Armstrong is a Collegian colum-
nist.
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Blame just passes the buck

Discussion ruined by disrespect
The UMass Democrats gathered in the

lounge of Lewis dormitory to watch and
discuss President Bill Clinton's address
on the economy. I was among those in

attendance, and I am writing to express
my disgust with the lack of respect the
UMass Democrats treated the assembled
guests w ho took the time to participate in

this event.

During the president's speech, the or-

ganizers ofthis event found it necessary to

bring in television crews from a Spring-

field station.

The crews brought in their cameras
and equipment and set up in the lounge as

the address was going on. They proceeded
to shine bright lights in our faces and
conduct distracting interviews right in

the room while most of us were trying to

concentrate on the president's message.
All this was done without a forewarn-

ing or announcement of any kind, and
made it extremely difficult to listen to the

speech.

As is this wasn't enough, the organiz-

ers sat among the participants and began

to conduct their own nearly incessant pri-

vate conversation, providing further diffi-

culty and showing lack ofrespect for those
attempting to get something out of
Clinton's address.

Theirconversationsand side interviews
continued during the post-address discus-

When I was in the fifth grade the teacher
asked the class ifanyone knew why it was
important to study histor>'. I raised my
hand Pavlonianly and answered. "Those
who do not study history are condemned to

repeat it." Hey. he had just told us the day
before; it was no big deal. We moved on.

Recently, it has occurred to me that
despite the obvious truth to this quote,
people just ignore it. The examples are
endless. The UMass administration has
made the same mistakes ofon-paper-only
commitment and foot-dragging whenever
there are racial incidents on campus, in-

cluding last semester's attack on an RA.
the World Series riots of 1986 and the
Mills Hou.se (now New Africa Housennci-
dent of 1970.

Steven L.

COHEN
In 1945 Harry S. Truman took the re-

sponsibility of the chief executive by ut-

tering. The buck stops here." The public
sion. led by state Sen. Stanley Rosenberg, admired this. Bosses all over the country
I myself prefaced a comment by stating bought tacky placards with this on it for

my indignation at having been treated so

rudely, and as I did so the interviews in

the back of the room continued, not even
pausing as the crowd looked on with dis-

belief.

As human beings, not to mention lead-

ers of a student organization sponsoring
this event. I would have expected a simple
measure of respect from these people.

However, they acted as ifour having taken
the time to attend it meant nothing to

them. They treated us as ifwe were little

more than a nice backdrop for the TV
cameras.

Peter H. Nesesian
Northeast

their secretaries' desks. Yet in 1992 George
Bush blamed Congress and the Democrats
for all his woes. Congress blamed him right
back and the federal government played.
"I'm rubber, you're glue, anything you say
bounces ofTof me and sticks to you!"

For too long, the workhorse they were
grinding up to make this glue was the
American taxpayer. Like Orwell's horse
Boxer, every citizen in the United States
ofAnimal Farm said. "I will work harder.
Napolean is always right." questioning
only submissively what was really being
done by whom, to whom and for whom.

President Clinton's commitment to

change brings some hope, but my optimism
was offended by a Feb. 18 editorial in the
New York Tiwesby none other than Ronald

Anti-sex alarmists use twisted misinformation

Reagan. He chastised Clinton's tax in-

creases on people making more than
$ 180.000 and more than $250,000, He said.

"Do they (Democrats) really believe that

those who have worked hard and l>een

successful should somehow be punished
for it?" Reagan went on to quote the 14th
century Arab historian Ibn Khaldun who
said. "At the beginiung of the empire, the
tax rates were low and the revenues were
high. At the end ofthe empire, the Lax rates

were high and the revenues were low,"

Okay, he was telling Clinton to learn
from hislf)ry, but then he passed the buck
by blaming the deficit on "big-spending
liberal Democrats in Congre88."Come on. I

realize this is the same man who referred to

the Unites States as "the 48 states;" who.
during Iran-Contra. couldn'trememberwho
Colin Powell was even though he had ap-

pointed P<jwell as the first Black chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and who now
sees a mutually exclusive connection be-

tween people who make $250,000 a year
and people who work hard. But why can't

he keep his nose out if all he is doing is

blaming people? Does he believe that he is

not at all responsible for the deficit"' He was
president for eight years of its growth!

As for Chancellor Richard O'Brien and
George Bush, their mismanagement has
negated the respect that age and position

should entitle them to. Don't worry though.
George got his. He lost hisjob. right? Sorry.
I hear he is laughing his way to the bank.
His federal pension, which starts from his
service in World War II. entitles him to
nearly $400,000 a year, compared to his

$200,000 .salary as president. I wonder, is

ourchancellorgettinga raise for resigning?
ni chip in if we get someone who can
change thingsaroundhereju.st add a$7.50
"responsible and efficient management" fee

and bill me after April 15.

Steven L. Cohen i.s a UMa.ss .student.

AIDS. The alarmists' reply is to practice no sex, citing

erroneous, irrelevant information. Diana D'Avanzo, in her

article I Co//e^/a/j, Feb. 17 1 and column | Feb. 18|. She does

her readership a great disservice by dispensing this mis-

information and opinion as fact in an attempt to cover up
her right wing stance. What it comes down to is that

D'Avanzo and her ill-defined group of"re.searchers." along

with her organizations, the Campus Crusade for Christ

and the Alliance Christian Fellowship, are anti-sex.

D'Avanzo continuously refers to the term "safe sex."

Anyone who is involved in the health education field

knows that it is inaccurate and irresponsible to claim

that any contraceptive or prophylactic is 100 percent

user effective. However, not using contraceptives or pro-

phylactics is 100 percent risk, by anyone's standards. It

is also not our practice to claim that condoms are the

answer to the HIV epidemic.

What we wish to promote is the use of safer sex

practices, which can protect a person not only from ^'W
but a number of other sexually transmitted diseases

(STDs). Usingcondomsand spermicide during intercourse

will significantly decrease a person's chances of con-

tracting an STD. Abstaining from forms ofsexual expres-

sion which exchange bodily fluids and avoiding contact

with broken skin, sores or lesions are also ways of
reducing one's risk of contracting an STD. Of course,
abstinence from any type of sexual expression is a viable
option which D'Avanzo is free to exercise.

In our society we are constantly bombarded with
studies and statistics which can, ifmanipulated properly,
prove nearly anything— from condom ineffectiveness to

the inexistence of God. We should always be skeptical of
any study, and personally exercise the right to educate
ourselves further on any issue we feel is important.

Ifyou wish, seethe program being put on by D'Avanzo's
group. Keep an open mind and question things that don't
feel right. Ask how things that are said pertain to real

life, not just clinical hubbub. There are many other
resources in the community and on campus that can give
you a better spectrum of health issues than a man who
plays with condoms and doesn't deal with people.

Melissa S. Graves
Peer Sexuality Educator

Orchard Hill
This letter was signed by 15 people, including a doctor

from UMass Health Services: health educatorsfrom UMass,
Amherst College and Hampshire College; cer sexuality
educatos. Not Ready for Bedtime Players and students.

Complain to UHS,
not the newspaper

The University Health Center takes issue with
the letter from Eric Bachenheimer \Collegian, Feb.
161 which asserts that Health Services is "unprofes-
sional and unorganized" and discourages patients
from using it. Clearly the newspaper is not a place to
respond to a specific incident, especially one which
occurred close to nine months ago. However, the
Health Services staffremain available to review any
adverse encounters and has written to Mr.
Bachenheimer encouraging him to contact us to
review his treatment and to answer any questions.
We encourage feedback and will respond di-

rectly to any concerns that are raised.
If you have a complaint and do not feel it is

satisfactorily addressed, please contact the appro-
priate staff person or the executive director to help
you resolve your problems or issues.

David P. Kraft, M.D.
Executive Director

University Health Services
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Governor grants few pardons
COLLEGIAN

By MARTIN FINUCANE
Associated Press

BOSTON— The little-known power to grant pardons
has been little-used by Gov. William F. Weld.

In two years. Weld has pardoned four people, compared
with an average of more than 29 per year during the
Dukakis administration.

"Pardons and commutations are not things that we
are comfortable with and it's Uken a while for us to make
some internal decisions and get some internal comfort
level with those vehicles," said Robert Cordy , Weld's chief
legal counsel.

But Cordy says the pace will pick up and as many as
a dozen pardons could be granted this year, now that the
Weld administration has become more familiar with the
process.

Pardons erase the criminal records ofpeople who have
typically served punishment for minor crimes far in the
past. Pardons differ from sometimes-controversial com-
mutations in which convicts in prison ask to be released
early from their sentences.

There are two main reasons why people ask for par-

dons, said Janet Snyderman. coordinator for the state
Advisory Board of Pardons: they need a clean record for
job purposes - a number want to be law enforcement
officers; or they simply want the emotional reliefoffered
by a pardon.

"They are usually people who committed some stupid
mistake along the way andjust want this albatross lifted

off their necks." said James D. O'Brien Jr., a member of
the Governor's Council, which gives its advice and con-
sent to the governor's pardons.

Cordy said one reason for the paucity of pardons has
been the background of Weld and some of his top aides.
Weld. Cordy and another top aide all once were federal
prosecutors.

"People wio have committed crimes and been pros-
ecuted and convicted unless we're talkingsomething really
minor, it's not our first priority to undo that," Cordy said.
A 29-year-old Boston-area man said he sought a par-

don because his criminal record wrongly reflected convic-
tions. The charges against him oftransporting alcohol as
a minor, assault with a dangerous weapon and open and
gross lewdness actually had been dismissed about a
decade ago, he said.

Malcolm X
continued from page 1

describing Kennedy's assassination as "a case ofthe
chickens cominghome to roost," resulted in his being
silenced by the Nation of Islam for 90 days.

In addition to the Kennedy incident, Malcolm X
also publicly exposed Elijah Muhammad's involve-
ment with certain women within the Nation ofIslam
who had filed paternity suits against him. Accused of
slanderingMr.Muhammmad, Malcolm was targeted
for death, according to the gunman.
On a second public affairs program, rare footage of

the slain leader was shown, featuring himself and
three other civil rights leaders in a table discussion on
the state of race relations in America. In the discus-
sion, taped in the summer of 1963, Malcolm consis-

tently stated that integration would not solve the race
problem in America. Later in the program, the two
surviving panelists acknowledged that Malcolm X
was more accurate and that they were too optimistic
on the impact of the Civil Rights Movement.

Tonight at 8 pm, there will be a lecture on Mal-
colm X's life and assassinaton in the Malcolm X
Cutural Center given by UMass alum David Moore.

AMHERST Fire Department
is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the Student Force of Engine Company 3

Gain Valuable Experience ^*^*^\',

Serve Your Community %90^,

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb 24, 25, 26

^<^*nf*^

Open house a! the Nonh Fire Station, Februrary 26, 5:00p.in.

Call 549-5419

^unciH Garden >>- ^^ rj) u ^*j^

MANDARIINI/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^^.̂^
BUFFET «& SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30am-3pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50

Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :50-3pm - $3.25
All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amhtfrt 25M252

Of all the things that will cross your path this year, stop and take a look at AZ

MONDAY FEB. 22 - 7:00PM
TUESDAY FEB. 23 - 7:00PM

WEDNESDAY FEB. 24 - 7:00PM

AZ HAS THE HIGHEST GPA
AZ HAS NO REQUIREMENT TO LIVE IN THE HOUSE

AZ HAS NO MEAL PLAN OR HOUSE MOTHER

1 1 Phillips Street

Any ?'s, call Rachel @ 549-8152
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Listen to this!
By KEN MAIURI
Collegian Correspondent

Alternative music isn't anymore. Though Jesus Jones
and Peter Gabriel are regularly featured on MTVs 120
Minutes, they're no more "alternative" than Michael
Jackson, Guns n'Roses or any other popular, million-
record-selling performers. And while such "alternative"
bands like Dada and Toad the Wet Sprocket are hyped to
stardom by radio and MTV, other more interesting and
original groups are never given a chance.

With this new weekly column. I hope to spotlight new
releases, as well as some overlooked music that truly
deserves to be heard.

The Juliet Lettera
Elvis Costello and the Brodsky Quartet
Warner Bros.

With just a string quartet backing him up this time
around. Elvis Costello gets to showcase his amazing
voice, which can leap from a gentle whisper to a heart-
stopping shriek in a single melody line. This 20-8ong
program ranges from Broadway show tune sound-alikes
("This Offer Is Unrepeatable") to unbelievably catchy pop
songs ("I Almost Had A Weakness") to jarring, angular
shards of melody ("Swine").

The Brodsky Quartet's performance, especially on
"Romeo's Seance" with its majestically swirling violins, is

breathtaking. As usual Costello has made an intriguing
and complex album that takes a few listens before the
songs come jumping out. Don't be turned off by the
"classical" Elvis; the sarcasm and wit are still intact. A-

Amtronautn and Heretics
Thomas Dolby
Giant Records

In 1982, Thomas Dolby had a huge hit with "She
Blinded Me With Science." He's been trying to follow it up
ever since, but he really misses the mark with his new
album. Though that 1982 album The Golden Age of
Wireleas was flawless (and recommended — buy it now!
you must hear "Europa and the Pirate Twins" and "One
ofOur Submarines") and truly alternative, Dolby's first
new album in four years makes him sound like the
mutant offspring of Roger Waters and Bruce Homsby.

"Silk Pyjamas" sounds like Squeeze; "That's Why
People Fall In Love" sounds like [expletive!. The closest
thing to a really good song is "Eastern Bloc" (a "sequel" to
1982s superior "Europa" ). but even that relies heavily on
samples from his own previous song and the drumbeat
from Bow Wow Wow's "I Want Candy." The album is

mixed wrong, too. with too much mid-range and virtually
no bass. Back to the drawing board. C

Smeared
Sloan
DGC

PVom Nova Scotia they came, garbed in flannel and
ripped jeans, armed with one unforgettably catchy, in-

telligent and funny song, "Underwhelmed." Sounding
like a mish-mash of Nirvana. Sonic Youth and Cheap
Trick. Sloan bashes their way through a tale of a college
guy who annoys his dream girl by correcting her gram-
mar and spelling.

Sadly the four guys in Sloan ran out ofgood ideas after
that. "I Am the Cancer." "500 Up" and "Left of Centre"
stand out among the rest, but still sound reminscent of
better bands with better songs. B-

Sawy Show Stoppers
Shadowy Men On a Shadowy Planet
Cargo Records

I fyou've watched The Kids In the Hall then you've heard
Shadowy Men On a Shadowy Planet. Their second album
(actually a collection of all of their singles) includes the
Kids' theme song, along with 17 other short, cool, guitar-
driven instrumentals.

SMOASP have something in common with everyone
from the Ventures to the Pixies. "Bennett CerT is 75
seconds of drums, surf guitars and roller coaster sound
effects, and "Big Baby" is a hilarious story of a boy. his

jerky neighbor Mr. Pinkster, and "monster treasure," all

set to a spooky, slithering bass line. Great music for

parties, speeding n your car, orjustjumping around your
room. A-

Forgery
Monks of Doom
I.R.S.

With three albums and an EP of uncompromisingly
serious music behind them, the Monks have decided to

lighten up (just a tad) and write some accessible songs.

"The four other guys from Camper Van Beethoven" (as

they're sarcastically billed on the CD jacket) wanted to

forge their own identity, and they've finally found their

niche on their major label debut.

Sounding like a hybrid of XTC. Rush and the Police,

Turn to REVIEWS, page 8

SHAKE YOUR CABOOSE- Members of the band Loose Caboose will perform tonight at 6 p m. .n the Student Umon
Ballroom ^ part of the Reggae Tribute to Bob Marley, Peter Tosh and Bunny Waiter. From L to R. are Roger Steffens
Ras John Bullock. Elizabeth Bullock, sound man Mike McLaughlin (sitting). Jona Dorr. Derek Russel his son Little o'
rioriyuki Ikegami. and Joe Glasgow.

Ultra releases Rev, drab tunes
Nothing of note can be heard on UVS*s latest album
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

Rev
Ultra Vivid Scene
Chaos Records

Take the Soup Dragons, subtract their enthusiasm
and add some bad instrumental performances, and what
do you get? Ultra Vivid Scene and their new album. Rev.

Contrary to the band's name, the sound here is more
ultra drab than ultra vivid. The music is utterly devoid of
feeling and direction. The Soup Dragons are annoying at
times, but at least they know how to rip it up once in a
while. There is no sense of that here at all.

The first song, "Candida." is instrumentally intrigu-
ing although vocally lacking. The song is not very good,
but it leads the listener to believe that better sounds are
on the way. Unfortunately, this is the best song on the
album.

"Mirror to Mirror" is a close second. Again, while not
in itself a good song, it shows bits and pieces of potential
which make the listener hang on and hope a great song
is right around the corner.

There is nothing of note around the comer, however.

Rev is the first Ultra Vivid Scene album recorded entirely
with a live band, and they seem to have trouble knowing
when to kick in a guitar instrumental or a big drum beat
and when not to. Some performances, especially on "The
Portion of Delight." literally began to hurt my ears, not
from volume but from the sheer n«)ise that belched forth
from my speakers.

Besides a lack of good musicians, another problem
with Rev is the tendency the group has to drift off into
long and lifeless instrumentals lifted from the repertoire
of Pink Floyd. I'm not a big fan of this style on any level,
but let's just say Pink Floyd handles it better than Ultra
Vivid Scene.

The songsall begin to run intoeachotherafter a while,
none with any distinguishing characteristics to speak of
"Thieves Love Song," "How Sweet," and "Meditating
Angels" sound like one long medley of dank Miund

"Blood and Thunder," the first single released from
the album, is a 10 minute marathon of mediocre guitar
riffs and uninspired vocals.

If you're in a dreary mood and want to stay that way.
check out Rev. If you're looking for the surprise hit band
of the new year, however, you should knik elsewhere As
much as 1 tried to give Rev a chance, itjust ran out ofgas
way too quick.

Experience Siena's art and muffa
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Time has a mnny way ofchanging the way in which
you think ofyour environment. "Foreign" is a word that
has molded my existence for the past month here in
Italy, and it feels like my daily complexities are finally
subsiding and beginning to fade into some shade of
normalcy which constitut<>s a fairly regular life.

It is not that life has ceased to throw me those little

curves that we grin and call "learning experiences." it

is simply a matter of perspective.

^\^v \i4\ ^\ \>^v \;^>^siv "«^"^S^'^'^ "^^>^

where in

the World is

Marino?

^

^
^

^ ^"s^f /victniiui^
For example, there is the deal with my bedroom

walls. When we first arrived in Siena, my two room-
mates and I were cheerfully informed that our apart-
ment was not quite ready to be moved into due to a
previous plumbing problem, supposedly already fixed.

While the place (promised to be a beautiful, cozy
apartment) was drying out, Arielle, Sarah and I stayed
with four other women from our program who had a
quite large place with plenty of beds.

For a week the three of us were practically attached
at the hip, having to share keys, limited refrigerator
space, one bedroom (hence one bedtime more or less)
and of course, one bathroom between seven of us who

had to be at the same building at 9 a.m.
When our program director informed us that we

could move into our own apartment, the heavens
smiled and we were in a taxi before you could sav
-Ciao!"

Upon arriving at our new home. I was convinced
that the next five months would be filled with enlight-
enment, joy and peace. With a fantastic patio (com-
plete with a table, chairs and a pigeon proof glass
overhang) a breathtaking view ofsome ofSiena's most
picturesque hills and valleys and antique furniture in
our rooftop hideaway, who wouldn't be inspired?

The fact that I was having trouble asking for bread
in stores and got lost almost every time 1 .set foot
outside meant nothing. I was sure that having a place
to call my own would give me such peace ofmind, that
everything else would just fall into place."

Then it happened.
A glance at the bedroom walls revealed what one

might subtly refer to as moisture, as well as what we
could not deny to be mildew, and a lot of it. Apparently,
our little plumbing problem was taking a bit longer to
straighten out than any of us had anticipated.

Once the mildew became three-dimensional and
multi-colored, we decided to call the landlord, Marco.
Somehow, 1 got on the phone and explained that there
was a "muffa schifosa" (disgusting mildew) upon our
walls, and he came over the next day to exterminate
the stuff. Assuring us that "la muffa" would not
return, Marco collected his sponges, smiled and left.

Feeling pretty good about the way we handled the
whole situation, Arielle, Sarah and I put the mildew
out ofour minds and agreed that "muffa" was too good
a word to not incorporate into our daily conversations.
A week later the muffa was more than a vocabulary

word; it was once again a neighbor.
By this time, we had enough. After a trip to our

Turn to EMILY, PAGE 8
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Loaded Weapon I merely
shoots blanks at audiences

COLLEGIAN

By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Correspondent

When thinking back upon my most
recent cinematic indulgence, a httle film
called National Lampoon's Loaded
Weapon /. 1 must say that my favorite
pai-t was. the closing credits. That
particular moment in the film signaled to
me that I was free to exit the theater and
leave behind all of the boredom that I had
suffered during this so called "comedy."
Being the movie buff that 1 am. I am
saddened to say that by the end of this
film. "Home never looked so good."

Similiar to the Zucker Brothers' inge-
nious sendup of police dramas in the A^o-

ked Gun movies. Weapon is a good-na-
tured yet dumb spoof of the Lethal
Weapon films and the countless other
buddy-cop clones which that far more
entertaining series inspired.

Emilio Estevez ( The Bivakfast Club >and
Samuel L. Jackson {Jungle Fereri play the
roles of Colt and Luger, the loose cannon
cop and the partner who's just "two day's
from retirement."As they stumble upon an
e\il drug czar's plot to supply the world
with cocaine via Wilderness Girl cookies
(don't ask!!! the sight gags and celebrity
cameos mount. Perennial over-actor Wil-
liam Shatner plays the role of the \nllain

General Mortars with sadistic glee, but
he's just not on sci-een long enough.

Sports Illustrated swimsuit model
turned Budweiser huckster Kathy Ire-

land ti-ies to make the most out of her
hero's doomed girlfriend role, and turns in
a funny sendup of the Basic Instinct in-
terrogation scene, but these few bright
spots fail to illuminate this film for more
than a brief moment.

As far as the leads go. Jackson is fine as
the no-nonsense veteran cop but he just
isn't givenenough fuiiny things to do. Emilio
Estevez seems a very poor choice for the
role of the li ve-w ire cop. and his attempt at
deadpan delivery is weak, at best. Part of
the reason that TV;*' Naked Gun films
worked was in star Leslie Nielsen's dead-
pan delivery of dialogue which reveled in
the star's obliviousness to the absurd ac-

tions around him. In Weapon, the humor
seems forced and thus not funny.

Director Gene Quintano creates situa-
tions ripe with comedic potential such as
the hunt for a suspect who bears more
than a passing resemblance to Mr. Potato
Head, but more often than not promising
scenes simply fall Hat. Either thejokes are
too blatant or theyjust aren't there. Anyone
who has watched television in the past
three weeks has probably seen this film
advertised infinitely and therefore has
seen just about all the humorous scenes.

I found that in watching this film my
attention fluctuated from trying to spot
every joke (it doesn't take a brain surgeon
to accomplish that) to looking forward to
each starcameo. Tipping it's hat ( probably
unintentionally ) to last year's spectacular
lampoon of the Hollywood film industry,
Robert Altman's The Player, the casting
director of this film has lined up an im-
pressive array of pop culture icons.

It is in these small blink-and-youll-
miss-them parts that the real fun in
Weapon is to be had. From Bruce Willis'

hapless role as the guy that just happens
to live next to Estevez when the terrorists

come-a-calling to Whoopi Goldberg's ex-
tended cameo as a corpse, the celebrity
spots abound. Nike pitch man Denis Leary
pines for a few moments of attention be-
fore being upstaged by one of Shatner's
rambling villainous monologues.

Though I grew tired ofLoaded Weapon
soon after it's beginning, 1 have to admit
that within this movie is a funny concept
straining to emerge. The Lethal Weapon
films and other high voltage action ex-
travaganzas are ripe with matenal and
situations to be mocked, unfortunately
this movie does not gather it*; full poten-
tial and too often aims for the more obvi-
ous sophomoric joke.

Despite a stellar cast of extras and
decent campy performances by Jackson.
Shatner and Ireland ( Estevez on the other
hand should go looking for a Mighty Ducks
II) . National Lampoons' Loaded Weapon
I ultimately disappoints. Awkward dirtn:-

tion and a poor script leave Weapon
shooting blanks.
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continued from page 7

Forgery abounds with catchy, tune-
ful songs that you can actually sing
along with ( "Flint Jack." "Flow" ), great

instrumentals ("A.O.A.." "Off On a
Comet") and even a decent Camper-
like song that's just missing the voice

of David Lowery ("What Does A Man
Require"). Ifonly they would get rid of

the heavy, arty lyrics (see "Chaos Is

Not Dead" ), the Monks ofDoom would
be a perfect band. Buy it now! A

Emily

J

The Collegian's

Arts & Living Department
is now accepting applications

for the position of

Arts Associate.
Ask for Jon or Lisa in

113 Campus Center.
This is a paid position.

The Collegian is an E / O / E.

, .«t MWC-*'

continued from page 7

favorite store, "Spendibene" to buy some
bleach, we donned our grunge clothes and
went to work to kill the muffa at all cost.

Alas. I cannot say that our mufla is

completely gone, but it is definitely getting

better and, in a twisted way, is kind of like

an old friend and permanent fixture.

This whole experience has made me
realize that this haven I thought I was
moving into is simply a place to live. While
the apartment is gorgeous, it, Uke life, is

not all peace and happineess, nor did I

come to Italy to float upon a cloud for one
semester.

This is reality, complete with nasty
little things that none of us want to deal
with like frustrating communication
blocks, feeling and being treated as a for-

eigner and yes. "mufla."

But struggling through these situations
not only makes you feel more capable of
taking care of yourself under any
cirumstances. but makes the not-so-bad
things that much more valuable.

Sure, we have a little mildew, but we
also have an entire city full of art. history,
magic and romance at our fingertips.

I await more small disasters within the
next four months, but do so with open
arms and the knowledge that experienc-
ing them will teach me about myself and
how to cope in the future.

And heck, with funky words like "mufla"
creeping into my vocabulary, who could
ask for anything more?

^
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

"Excuse me, sir, but couJd your entire family please
step out of the car? ... Your (aces are not in order."
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Quote of the Day
"Power is the ability to define phenom-

ena and have them react accordingly."

- Huey Newton
quoted in Seize the Time. h\ Bohhv Seale(l970)
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LUNCH
Sloppy Joe

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Tofu Sloppy Joe

Grilled Cheese

Menu
DINNER

Cheese Lasagna

Beef Stew w/a Biscuit

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Lasagna

Lentil Chili
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ACROSS
1 Jargon
6 Malador'i garb
10 CoH arMranca

axama
1

4

Cartain raca
horaa

15 USNApan
16 -Wua
1' Suspact't naad
18 Wood pulp

product

20 Aaaant
21 Haroat

rawards Abbr
23 Sinkas out

24 Poet Millay

25 Unavan
26 Paskybffds
30 '10'actrass Bo
34 Ran smoothly

37 Vanadir
38 Corrida chears
39 Lika lorna

laaves

41 S. Atncan fox

42 Bolivian export

43 'Aida' higtihghl

44 Amass
46 Ganarala
48 Makas cntical

notes

SO Turkish leaders

52 Sugars Suffix

53 Erie and Huron
56 Humdinger
57 One of seven

Abbr
60 Reciprocate

82 Friendship

64 Bad time (or

Caesar
65 "

.
— timein

iheoM •

66 Pierre's aunt
67 Nonsense!
68 Dundee

negatives

69 Live

DOWN
1 Bndge
2 French

composer
Edouard

3 Etcher's need
4 Bird's bill

5 Cook's
implement

6 High-kickmg
dance

7 Serves a wmner
8 Feline loot

9 Detroit name
10 Line

11 Qobilike

12 Melody
1

3

Radio receivers

19 Trudges
2! Hall of Fame'

Duke
24 Slips

25 Sale term

26 Notices
27 Holland

product
28 Scene of action

29 Reaction to a
pun

31 Lane button

32 Follow

33 Fakes a

handoff
36 Oust
40 Narrow inlets

41 Oh. dear'

43 Broadway
backer

45 Say again

47 River or city o(

Indiana

49 Cenain
musical

compositions
51 Oriental

53 Former NYC
newspaper

54 Change the

decor

55 Followars

56 Native

American
57 Small

58 Giani Mel
and others

59 Cnmaa
negative

61 Sound of

discovery
63 — Headroom
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but Mike had hit that shot twice, so he shot it and that
was fine with me," CaHpari said. "He wants to take it;

that's fine. He's made two, he's won two games on shots
he's made that way."

The point remains that the Minutemen. for the first
time in 42 days, lost. Their 24-game winning streak
against New England teams is down the drain, and they
must wait another day to clinch the Atlantic 10 regular
season title. Refusing or not, they lost.

"I'll tell ya, we refused to lose there too. They just
happened to make the shot at the end," Calipari said. "It
wasn't like we gave up. At no point in the game did we
give up and that's what you talk about."

Despite three technical fouls, UMass was still in the
game. Despite ofliciating which was disruptive at worst
and chintzy at best, UMass was still in the game. Despite
shooting 26 percent from the field and committing eight
turnovers in the first half, they refused to lose.

Shooting for ten minutes on a basketball goal that was
a good two or three feet behind regulation position, the
Minutemen missed four foul shots, including an air ball
by Williams. Despite this, the Minutemen refused to lose.

Harper Williams and Lou Roe, arguably the two best
players on the team, fouled out with 81 and 14.9 seconds
left, repectively. Kyle Ivey-Jones had a career-high 20
points. The Minutemen refused to lose.

"Yeah, we still had the 'refuse to lose' momentum,
because there were a lot of times where we could've gave
up and quit and call it a day, but we came together, and
at the end. there werejust a couple ofbreaks which didn't
go our way," said Derek Kellogg.

The "refuse to lose" mantra was concocted after back-
to-back losses to Cincinnati and Temple in which the
Minutemen stood by down the stretch. Massachusetts
won their next game, a close shave against Rutgers, and
had been refusing to lose ever since.

What looks like a plastic slogan normally thrown
around by overzealous coaches has turned into a raison
d'etre for the Minutemen. Calipari has his squad repeating
and. more importantly, believing in the "refuse to lose"
motto. He described what it meant after the first Rutgers
win.

"Refuse to lose' doesn't mean we're going to win every
game, but it means that we're gonna play hard down the
stretch and not give any games away We may not win
every game, but we're going to start making teams beat
us. We re gonna play L^Mass basketball."

UMass meets Hawks tonight
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff"

The University of Massachusetts women's basket-
ball team travels to Philadelphia tonight where coach
Joanie O'Brien's club will meet a revenge-minded St.

Joseph's Hawks club.

The two teams met previously on January 28th in
Amherst, where the Minutewomen (9-12, 4-6 Atlantic
10) surprised the Hawks ( 15-6, 6-3 A-10) 65-56. Now
St. Joseph's will get their chance for revenge at Hawk
Hill.

Coming into the season, UMass and St. Joe's could
not be much further apart. UMass was picked to finish
last in the A-10 while St. Joe's was picked to finish
first. Now, at midseason, the Minutewomen are fourth
in the conference and the Hawks are third

In their first meeting. UMass won a tight game in
which the momentum swung back and forth. At the
time, an understandably happy O'Bnen said "This is a
huge win for us."

The Minutewomen were up big for much ofthe first

half against the Hawks courtesy of a 14-0 run. A latf
St. Joseph's surge cut the lead to four at half timi-

In the second half, the two teams battled away at
each other before the idinutewomen went on a 9-0 run
that ended the game with UMass on top 65-56.

The Minutewomen were led by guards MaU>eka
Valentine ( 1 2 points, tough defensive pressure », Tricia
Hopson ( mne points, fourassists)and freshman forward
Octavia Thomas ( 12 points. 1 1 rebounds).

Guard Katie Curr>' led the Hawks' sconng with 18
points. However. Curry's points barely outnumbered
her three-point attempts as she hoisted up 17 treys.

UMass is coming off a huge 59-57 victory at home
over the second place team in the A-10. George
Washington University St Joseph's, meanwhile, ison
a roll, having put together a four-game winmng streak.
Game Notes: After tonight's battle with St.

Joseph's, the Minut*'women will travel to Piscataway.
New Jersey on Saturday where they will meet up with

CHRlSTOP»«R EVANS / COlLEGlAN
Melissa Gurite and the Unrversity of Massachusetts

woman's baskettjall team faces St Joseph's m Philadelphia
this evening

A-10 frontrunner Rutgers (17-6. 11-0 A-10). From
there the UMass will finish out the regular season by
hosting Boston Umversity on March 2nd at the Curry
Hicks Cage.

SPORTS NOTICE
student actMty cards wH be handed out Wednesday. Fetocuaiy 24 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Curry Hcks Cage Tickets

for the men s baskettMl game ag«nst St Bonaventure (March 1 ) and St Joseph's (March 4) w,« be given out Thursday at 7
a-m. at the Cage. '

Students are advised that acbvHy cante >i(i not beg«w out Thursday and students without adivt^
to pick up tickets.
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> JAMAICA
SPRING BREAK '93 !!

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE!

ONLY

WITH ONL Y 1 WEEK TO LIVE, WHYBLOW IT?!
WE KNOWJAMAICA LIKE NO OTHER COMPANY.

FROM HOTELS TO VILLAS OUR EXPERIENCED STAFF
CAN MEETANY OF YOUR NEEDS!

UAimKM^0i sprnm breakcompanW)
Don't mtaa out on this yo»r's hottmat destination! Ourpaekagaa an provan
to t>eth0 baati Thpalncluda Roundtiip Alrtara, Hotal accommodatlona for 7
nighta, Roundtrip Tranaimn, Hotal faxaa « GratuHlaa, many diacounta,

For The Lowest Prices & The Best Trips, Call
Jill@ 253-4253

Sun Splash Tours 1 800-426-7710
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gymnastics places second to Army
The University ofMassachusetts men's

gymnastics team is performing to the ex-
pectations ofa young team. A young team
is expected to improve as the season
progresses, and head coach Roy Johnson's
Minutemen are doing just that. UMass
reached a season high team point total of
24 7 .35 asArmy trounced them with 258.00
points. UMass defeated Cornell Univer-
sity, who finished with a 234.10.

Saturday's exciting meet at Boyden
Gymnasium featured some fantastic in-

dividual performances. But none was
better than Steve Christensen's pommel
horse routine, as the senior captain broke
his own school record of 9.65 by scoring a
9.70 and finishing in first.

Christensen has stayed around the 9.6
area throughout the season, only to break
the UMass record on Saturday.
Christensen has been ranked in the top
ten nationally in this event, and this
outstanding performance should do
nothing but help his ranking, which comes
out on Tuesday.

Junior Jason Braud had another good
performance for the Minutemen. taking
first in the vault (9.25). second in the floor
exercises (9.30) and parallel bars (8.8),

and third on the rings. Braud's 9.45 on the
rings was a personal best.

Sophomore Stu Backer also had a
personal best on the rings as he tied with
Braud for third place with the 9.45 score.

M swimming
continued from page 12

you have the winner of the "Swimmer of
the Meet" award.

Peluso was also presented the Robert
Muir Award, by his parents, for the senior
who compiled the most points in N.E.
Championship meets. He became the
second UMass swimmer to garner such an
award, after Brian Mclver won it in 1990.

Out of the four title-winning teams
Peluso has swam for, he said that this
most recent one was the most satisfying
"because we went to their pool and over-
came some obsiacles. And the fans were
great. They were unbelievable. They re-

ally pumped us up."

The only other championship time the
Minutemen recorded happened Friday
night when Travis Stevens. JefTWicklund.
Joe Morris and Adam Reich teamed to
swim a 6:50.60 in the 800 Freestyle Relay,
setting another N.E. record.

With all the excitement ofthose record-
setting performances. Yarworth said one

UMass had been averaging around 40
points throughout the season in this event;
they had 43. 15 points on Saturday.

"Rings was unbelievable; 43 points on
the rings for UMass," said coach Johnson
as he scanned the final score sheet. "Big.
big improvement."

The Minutemen practically swept the
vault, with Braud finishing first, sopho-
more Jason Lee finishing second ( 8.8 ), and
Christensen and sophomore Tim Smith
finishing in a three-way tie for third with
an Army competitor (8.65).

Parallel bars also went well for the
Minutemen, with Braud taking second,
and Christensen and junior Jay Santos
tying for third (8.75). UMass defeated the
talented Army in both the vault and
pommel horse.

Once again, the high bar hurt the
Minutemen's point total as they scored a
35.3. UMass was riding high, down by
only five points to Army going into the last

event, and ended up being defeated by
over ten points.

"It fells good that we got 247," said
Santos. "We're getting closer and closer to
goingover250. We have thatoneevent that
is just killing us. We might've been able to
beat them ifwe had hit the high bar. But it

wasn't there today. Well just go back to the
gym, and work even harder next week."

"We're getting better," said coach
Johnson. This was a great meet. We stayed
close with West Point right up until high
bar. If we can learn to hit the high bar,
well be an even better team."

ofthe biggest keys to the weekend was the
swimmingofJeffLittle and Dave Laporte,
both freshmen.

Little finished third in the 1650 m
Freestyle, also known as "the mile", that
put UMass up by 134.50 points. The next
event was the 200 Backstroke, where
Laporte took fifth and Little took sixth,

offsetting what could possibly have been
an event that put UConn back in the meet.
Instead, the 35 points the youngsters
achieved kept some needed breathing
space between the two schools.

"Everyone scored and everyone swam
well ." Yarworth said, "but what Little and
Laporte did was completely beyond ex-
pectations. That was incredible."

It was about that time where Yarworth
knew that if his swimmers swam to their
capabilities—not pressing or feeling they
had to win an event—the N.E. Champi-
onship would be theirs for the seventh
time since the present format was intro-

duced seven years ago.

Tk I I
• ^ ita L MAn KAHN / COLLEGIAN

I he university of Massachusetts men's gymnastics team finished in second place in a tri-
meet at home on Saturday. Army placed first and Cornell finished third.
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THIS WEEK ONLY
HAPPY 15th BIRTHDAY « .

Super Specials
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10 oz. Miller Genuine Draft 50^
1978 Prices!

Jumbo Jim Beam & Coke $1.99
Pint Bottles of Golden Anniversary Beer

$1.50

I
o
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Plus Our FaiDous Food Giveaway
[j

Wednesday 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"Nevkc England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

_ Cash in advance

- Deadline; two days priorlo publication

Men. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2.30

113 Campus Center

PERSl

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

A Frecbie! Learn to play bridge FREE

'

SOM 101 Wed 2/24/93 5:30pm 7:30pm
FREE T shirt & book.

Student Union Oayl
Wednesday, February 24 Irom 12 4

WATCH OUT FOR FLYING T SHIRTS!
Come to the Student Union building
and enjoy music inihe Hatch, Earthloods
and Cape Cod Lounge* Paniclpale in

craft demonstrations and other open
house activities Gel coupons (or FREE
sodas and goodies. All events are FREE!
Brought lo you by the Division of Stu-
dent Activities!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

UMas* Blood Drivo
Today 11:00 4:00

Campus Center Rm 165

AUTO FOR SALE

83 VWW Rabbit 97000 mi GOOD COND.
S600 willing to negotiate

Call Doug 256 4253

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3.60
Large Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 loppings add 31

5496098
549 6073

ENTERTAINMENT

Bands; Wa Want You
In the SU Ballroom
In April

Call 6 4812 or 253 9707

FOR RENT

1 bdrm in large apt. $350/ heat inci

665 3615

112 Town House Apartment available
for rent 3267.50 available immediately
to be shared with male graduate stu
dent 545 6744 or 665 2810 E

Room downtown. Quiet, private;
lease through Aug.. S350/mo inclusive

253 4236 9am 9pm

FOR SALE

19S0'» Coke Machiiw
Bottle type vending
Ad|. Pricing

Keep 60 bottles very cold!

Great for Beer/parties

S400 b o 253 5196

Printer for sale 413 245 9542 after 7

ask (or Don

Super Nintendo Final Fantasy 11

S50.00 and Romance of the Three
Kingdoms 350.00 Both for S90 or best
offer. Univega Rover Sport good
condition 3300.00 or best offer. Call Blake
584 7285 leave message

FOUND

Found gold anidet after MICBIO 160
Mon, Feb 1 at 12:05 Mahar Auditorium
Claim at Campus Center Info Desk

Sweater found in Tower Library

Call 6 1800 to claim

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreel. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Camp Trucliing is interviewing for

summer positions during spring break.
Individuals will learn differnel phases
of business management, handle
phones, and have general offce as
signments File maker Pro and Macin
tosh experience helpful 37111 Relaxed
atmosphere Call 508 653 1744 before
March 1

Greeks and Clube raise a cool S1000
in jusi one week* Plus SIOOO for the
member who calls' And a (ree Igloo
Cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932
0528. ext. 65

INTERNATIONAL EIMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic conversa
tional English abroad. Japan and Tai
wan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits I MakeS2000 34000 <

per month. No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call (206) 632 1 1 46
ext J5001

Summer Camp on Cape Cod
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids Beautiful location,

excellent program.
Competitive Salaries Call James,
at 549 8353 (or in(o and application

Summer Jobs and internships
University Directories, the nations larg

est publisher o( campus telephone di

rectories (including UMass at Amherst),
is interviewing goal oriented students
(or a challentging, (ull lime summer
position Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and public relations.

Average earnings S3900 Expense paid
training program in Chapel Hill, NC.
College credit may be available. Inter

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th. ln(ormalion and inter

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1 800 743 5556

Teiemartieters - great money Re
taxed rural o(fice Evenings. Expenenccd
only. Call Cheryl 9 4 548 9688

INSTRUCTION

Learn to Scuba dive earn two credits
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday at Curry Hicks 7 10 pm 1 800
282 0977

Ptiysics and Math Tutor
M.A. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

LOST! Brand new glasses grey and
black plastic with silver frame Lost in

CC or Basics Call April 6 4574

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

MUSICIANS

Bassist seelis versatile musicians lo

compose new music (Firehose, Phish,

Parliament. Crimson) Dan 6 5173

PERSONALS

Chris Cormier
Happy Birthday

Love Karen

Dear Delta Zeta Pledges.
Congratulations and Best Wishes
We bid you love and kisses

with open we welcome
all of you to ioin our (un
Aimee B., Amy C, Jan, Stephanie
Erin, Carolyn, Susan

Leanne
Although this is late

It's best you not cry

I saved the hesi for last

My new little Phi

Love your Phi Friend

LIIB.

Happy Anniversary!

Thanks (or being my
Best friend and girlfriend

I'm asking you,

John

Look out Uptown!
Jen "Luey" Johnson's
211 Finallyi

Happy Birthday'

Love. The Lucys

Mike F,

Here's your personal.

Where's mine'

SERVICES

Have you been ripped offbyaretailer'
Contact the Legal Services Center re

garding your rights as a consumer
922 Campus Center. 545 1995

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Mt. Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Scuba Dive Key Largo
Spring Break, Call Pro|ect Deep
1 800 282 0977

SPRINGBREAKd
Panama and Daytona

S139and up
7 nights

Beachfront

deadline SOON!
Call Erica 546 0223

Spring Break
CANCUN, NASSAU

liorii $299
Organi/e a small group (or FREE trip

Call 1 (8001 Gel Sun 1

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja
maica. Cancun, Bahamas, (rom 3459'
Florida (rom 31 49 Organi/egrouptravel
(reel 1 800 426 7710

TAKEITOFFIII
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pickup and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

Tutor Coins 105 1 2 hrs/wk 7.50/hr
Call 549 3516 ask (or Amanda

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing lor spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4

person apt in Brandywine or Pulfton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Game Summary

Massachusetts 34-34 68
Rhode island 38-33 71

Massachusetts (18-5. 9-2)
Barbee4 84-6 14. H. Williams 3-8 6-

8 1 2, Roe 3-6 5-7 11. Kellogg 2-5 3-

4 8. Malloy 3-8 1-3 10. M. Williams 2-

5 6-8 11, Dingle 0-2 1-2 1, C.
Robinson 0-1 0-0 0, K. Robinson 0-1

1-21. Cottrell 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 1 7-

44 27-40 68.

Rhode Island (16-7. 7-4)
Brown 3-7 3 4 10. Samuel 3-5 2-2 8.

Soils 2-4 0-0 4, Cofield 1-5 1-2 3.

Easterling 1 -6 6-6 9, Collins 1-49-12
1 1 . Fox 1-5 4-4 6. Moten 0-0 0-0 0,

Ivey-Jones 8-124-6 20. Totals: 20-48
29-36 71.

Three-point goals: Massachusetts 7-

14 (Barbee 2-3, Kellogg 1-2. Malloy
3-6. M. Williams 1-3). Rhode Island

2-11 (Brown 1-4. Cofield 2.

Easteriing 1-3. Fox 0-2). Retwunds:
Massachusetts 33 (Roe 11). Rhode
Island (Brown 11). Assists: Massa-
chusetts 9 (Kellogg 5), Rhode Island

9 (Brown 3). Fouled out H Wil-

liams. Roe. Attendance: 12,152.

Player of the Game

Kyle Ivey-Jones. 6-7 Jr. Forward

Rhode Island's junior forward
poured in 20 points for the game.
14 in the first half. With UMass'
Harper Williams and Lou Roe in

foul trouble throughout. Ivey-Jones
was able to muscle in dunng play in

the post. lvey-Jor>es had three dunks
and collected two ret>ounds for the
game.

Why Rhode Island won
Rhode Island was able to withstand
an early UMass surge and executed
down the stretch. The Rams were
able to get the ball into the post
where they fouled out Harper Wil-
liams and Lou Roe and hit clutch
free throws in the final minute of

play. Rhode Island shot 41 .6 percent
from the floor, while Massachusetts
shot only 38.6 percent from the
field.

Atlantic 10 Standings
1. Massachusetts 9-2 18-5

2. Rhode Island 7-4 16-7

3. Geo. Washington 6-4 17-5

4. Temple 6-5 11-10

5. St. Joseph's 5-5 14-8

6. Rutgers 5-6 12-12

7. West Virginia 4-6 1 2-9

8. St. Bonaventure 0-10 10-12

Catch all the Minutemen
Baskett>all Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the
John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Minutemen lose to Rhode Island
Hoop team falls for first time in 13 games in Providence
By DAN WETZEL '

Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - All season,
playing on the road has been particularly
difficult for the University of Massachu-
setts basketball team. Everywhere it goes,
it is greeted with sold out crowds, games
moved to larger arenas, delirious, taunt-
ing fans and opponents pumped up to play
the nationally-ranked Minutemen. UMass
can not sneak into town anymore. Now a
date against the Minutemen is circled on
the calendar, months in advance.

For the past six weeks. UMass. ranked
No. 19. has survived all ofthat, as it plowed
through the Atlantic 10. Saturday, against
Rhode Island, it caught up with them.
When Michael Williams' last-second

three-point shot, which would have tied
thegame at 71. fell long and Dana Dingle's
follow was blocked, thousands of Rhode
Island fanatics rushed the floor tocelebrate
the 71-68 victory. It showed how big a
victory over the Minutemen has become.

"It seemed like they wanted it a little

more," Dingle said. They needed it a little

more."

Massachusetts ( 18-5, 9-2 in the A- 10)
could have won it, but. uncharacteristi-
cally, did not perform in the clutch.

Two foul shots by center Harper Wil-
liams (12 points), with 1:49 remaining,
gave UMass a 68-66 lead. At the other end
of the court, the Rams ( 16-7. 7-4) got the
ball into the post where forward Kyle
Ivey-Jones (20 points), was fouled by
Harper Williams, his fifth of the game
Ivey-Jones sank one oftwo. to cut the lead
to 68-67.

After a miss and offensive rebound by
UMass guard Derek Kellogg (8 points. 5
assists), the Minutemen ran the clock
down, but Michael Williai«»-Mt points)
dropped a pass from Kelloggout ofbounds
with 27.4 seconds remaining.

At the other end, Rhode Island forward
Daraont Collins ( 1 1 points) was fouled by
Lou Roe, his fifth of the game, with 14.9
remaining. Collins made both clutch shots
to give Rhode Island a one point lead, 69-
68.

UMass guard Jerome Malloy streaked
down the court and was fouled, with 10.4
seconds left, as he drove to the basket.
With 12.152 fans whooping it up. Malloy
clanked the foul shot of the front rim.

"I definitely thirUi thecrowdmadeMalby
miss that shot." URI coach Al Skinner said.
"When he got on the line, it got so loud, I

looked up because I thought the shingles
were going to fall from the ceiling."

Dingle grabbed the rebound and put
the shot in, but was whistled for pushing

In defeat,
UM refuses
to lose
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — Refuse to lose.

The University of Massachusetts bas-
ketball team had been using the above
phrase as a rallying cry for the last 12
games. In each of those games, the Min-
utemen had posted a victory. Saturday in
the Providence Civic Center against Rhode
Island was the first taste ofdefeat in more
than a month.

UMass played poorly throughout their
71-68 loss to the Rams, and yet they had a
chance to win at the end. Despite being
called for a holding foul and an offensive
foul in the last 25 seconds, the team had
the ball with a chance to tie.

Mike Williams, who had won two games
on last-second shots, took a wild 3-pointer
with 9.4 seconds left that did not come
close, and UMass lost. Head coach John
Calipari said he wasn't upset Williams'
shot, or the snapping of the team's 12-
game winning streak.

"Mike had Jerome up the floor open.
Turn to REFUSAL, page 10 I

n r>-« 1 I. u ... r^OCDS/ COLLEGIANDana Dingle, shown here against West Virginia, and the UMass basketball team lost to
Rhode Island 71 68 Saturday.

off of Mike Brown.
"I didn't push off," Dingle said. "My

basket should have counted.'
Brown buried both shots, leaving

Michael Williams, who has hit two buzzer-
beating three-pointers already this sea-
son, to try to tie it.

"You've got to give Rhody credit." UMass
coach John Calipari said. "We both had
chances to win. but they capitalized."
UMass forward Tony Barbee ( 1 4 points

)

said. "We didn't play like we should've
down the stretch. We missed our free
throws and didn't execute and they did."

Tlie Minutemen were whistled for three
technical fouls, one on Calipari, one on
associate head coach Bill Bayno and one

on Michael Williams. URI nailed all six
technical free throws.

The Minutemen also had a difficul

time stepping Ivey-Jones, who shot 8 for
12 from the floor.

"I was hot, I was feeling it. I was the on'
we wanted to go to." Ivey-Jones. a junior
form Hempstead, NY., said. "I was in one
ofthose zones. If I got the ball, they couldn't
stop me."

The loss ended UMass' 12-game win-
ning streak, but may prove to
be a blessing in disguise.

"I think some of us were content where
we were." Barbee said. "Now we know we
have to work a little harder. At the A-lOs.
there is no way anyone is going to stop us."

Men's swimming win
7th straight N.E. title
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

STORRS. Conn. — Old habits die
hard, and unfortunately for men's
swimming and diving programs in New
England, the University of Massachu-
setts squad has an addiction it can't
kick.

Then again, they probably don't want
to.

The Minutemen (12-1, ranked 30th

)

captured their seventh consecutiveNew
England Championship over the
weekend at the Wolff-Zackin Natato-
rium on the University of Connecticut
campus, outdistancing the host school
by a narrow 943.50-909 score.

"It's a surprise to me every year,"
said UMass head coach Russ Yarworth,
who, much to the delight of the a large
and vocal UMass crowd, participated in
a post-meet celebratory race against his
three assistant coaches, with all four of
them in their street clothes. "It feels
good every year. To me, this is how my
professional success is measured. I guess
I'm doing a good job."

The Minutemen certainly took
Yarworth's teaching to task, trailing
after the first event of the 20-event
meet by six points but never trailed
after that. The lead peaked at 134.50
points after Saturday's first event, the
1650 m Freestyle, in which UMass'
Scott Reed. Jeff Little and Jeff
Wicklund placed second, third and fifth
for a big 99 points, and the closest
score was the final score.

It was billed as a UMass/UConn
showdown, and it lived up to its hype.
To give you an idea ofhow much these
two schools swam away from the field,
consider that the third place team,
Boston College finished an eye-popping
401 points behind the second place
Huskies.

The competition saw a lot ofUMass
senior Jay Peluso's wake. The native
of Cumberland, R.I. set N.E. varsity
records in the 200 Individual Medly.
with a time of 1 :51.73. and in the 400
I.M. with a time of 4:01.39. Add to that
a championship and UConn pool record
in the 200 Breaststroke (2:05.78). and

Turn to SWIMMING, page 1
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Cloudy with some flurries,

temps in the mid 30s.

Local News:
Dr. Dennis Kimbro, author of the best-selling book.
Think and Grow Rich, is speaking tonight in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY
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Sports:
The UfVlass women's gymnastics team is led

by three seniors. Read Art Stapleton's

profile of their success. Page 1 2.
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I THINK I CAN - A tractor clears snow from the path near the F.ne Arts Center yesterdaylund'yTS prrp"^UMass offcials to cancel all classes before 1 1 a.m. yesterday.
^ prompted

AIDS crisis placed in context
Statistics show rates far higher for women ofcolor
By QUYNH DANG
Special to the Collegian

Ekiitor's Note: This is the second of a five-part series
leading up to the Feb. 27 Women s Conference.

The response to the AIDS crisis occurs in the broad
context of sex. race, class and international relations

News Analysis
According to statistics cited in the ACT-L^P publica-

tion. 73 percent of US. women with AIDS arc women of
color. A White man with AIDS is expected to live three to
four times lonfjer than an African-American woman with
AIDS, according to the publication. This is due to the lack
of health care facilities available to people of color.

Also, men are diagnosed earlierthan women. In various
cities around the world. AIDS is the leading cau.se of
death of women between the ages of 20 and 40.

White men have taken the sex trade to Southeast

Asia. In the Philippines, five out of ever>' six people
diagnosed as being HI\' positive are hospitehty workers
connected to U.S. military bases, according to statistics
published by the Panos Institute. The United States
subsidizes forced testing of hospitality workers, while
the same testing is not required for U.S. military per-
sonnel. This testing is geared more towards protecting
the well-being of the military personnel rather than for
the health of the hospitality worker.

US. soldiers who sought re.st and relaxation during
the Vietnam War are at the root ofthe existing Thai sex
mdustry Third Worid sex workers are oflen accused of
being pools ofinfestation. However, the responsibility for
the transmi.ssion of HIV lies with the client, because
prostitutes are in no position to ask their customers to
wear a condom.

Almost all the responsibility for contraception lies
with women, while men control the means to safer sex.
The Western view of the Third World as promiscuous

Turn to AIDS, page 2

Supreme Court ponders
uses of Civil Rights Act

Jury chosen
in King case
after hearing
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — A jury that includes two Blacks
and a Hispanic was chosen Monday to judge four White
policemen in the federal Rixlney King beating trial.

Lawyers for both sides agreed on the jury's makeup
after a day of wrangling that included an unsuccessful
bid by defense attorneys to dismiss a Black man from the
panel.

U.S. District Judge John G. Davies said he would
^wear the 12 jurors and begin seeking three alternative
jurors after concluding some pending legal hearings.
Opening statements in the trial were expected to begin
Wednesday.

The jury that will try the four ofHcers for allegedly
violating King's civil righte includes eight women and
four men. Six of the men and three of the women art>
White.

The last man seated, a young Hispanic, said he knew
little about the case and had never seen the famous
videotape of King, who is Black, being beaten bv White
police officers after a trafiic stop.

All of the other jurors said they had seen the video-
tape. The panel includes a former security guard and two
ex-marines.

Thejury that acquitted the ofTicers on m<»st charges in
an earlier state trial included no Blacks and one His-
panic

.

That decision set off three days of nolmg in the Ix>8
/Vngelesarea. killing 54 po<jple and causing m<.n- than $1
billion in damage.

Both sides accepted the jurv after a last-minuu- legal
dispute over its racial composition

The defense lost its challenge ofa Black man from the
city's Watts area after government prosecutors argued it

was based on nothing but race and the judge agreed.
An unusual defense bid to block a government chal-

lenge ofa White former National Guardsman on similar
grounds of racial bias was rejected by the judge.

Davies ruled there was "a race-neutral explanation"
for the dismissal of the White man, who helped police iii

the Watts area during the race riots of 1965. He also
indicated the man would tend to believe police witnesses
more than civilians.

The challenge will be allowed,' the judge said.
Defense attorneys claimed their eftVjrt to dismiss the

Black prospective juror was "color blind" and based on
inconsistencies in his answers.

By RICPL\RD CARELLI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The Supreme Court;
agreed today to decide whether the Civil
Rights Act of 1991 applies retroactively to
court cases pending when Congress en-
acted the law.

The justices said they will use two
cases — a Texas woman's 1989 sexual-
harassment lawsuit against their ex-em-
ployer to decide the issue.

The court's eventual decision, expected
some time in 1994. will affect thousands of
cases in which emplojmient discrimination
is alleged.

In the Texas case, Barbara Landgraf
sued USI Film Products after having
worked at its Tyler production plant for 16
months.

Before she quit in early 1986, Landgraf
worked the overnight shift as a machine
operator making plastic bags.

Fellow employee John Williams sub-
jected Landgraf to what a federal judge
called "continuous and I'epeated inappro-
priate verbal comments and physical con-
tact."

Lower courts found Williams' sexual

harassment to be severe enough to make
the plant a "hostile work environment" for
Landgraf and make her employer liable
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964.

But lower courts ruled that Landgraf
was not entitled to back pay because she
could not prove she was "constructively
discharged."

Landgrafhad to prove thateven though
she left her job voluntarily "working con-
ditions would have been so difficult or
unpleasant that a reasonable person in
the employee's shoes would have felt
compelled to resign."

In ruling against Landgraf last July,
the 5th U.S. Circuit Court ofAppeals said
the .sexual harassment Landgraf experi-
enced was not that severe.

Under the 1964 law, only back pay was
available in such cases. But under the
1991 civil rights law enacted by Congress
and signed by President Bush, compen-
satory and punitive damages against
employers are available.

However, the 5th Circuit court rejected
Landgrafs argument that the 1991 law
should be applied retroactively to her
case.

Students call for voice
Write4n campaign stirs UMass issues
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Students need a voice in town gov-
ernment, said Matt Pavesi, the Chair
of the Public Policy Committee of the
Student Senate.

The election for town meeting mem-
bers is being held tonight and some
UMass students hope to be elected by
write-in votes.

Rory Pascar and Erin Jackson are
two UMass students running a write-
in campaign in tonight's election for
town meeting members. They are
running out of precinct two, which en-
compasses the Orchard Hill area.

Pavesi said he encourages students
to write their names in today ifthey are
interested in town meeting.

"Last year, we got members in with
four votes and there are spaces open,"
Pavesi said.

In order to become a write-in candi-
date, a registered voter simply writes
his or her name and address on the
ballot.

"Nomination papers were due over
intersession so we really lost out there,"

Pavesi said.

Pavesi said student representation
isespecially necessary in precincts four
and ten, the Southwest area.

The town meeting is the major legis-

lative body for the town of Amherst. It

is made up of240 members who vote on
the town's annual operating budget
and laws affecting students.

The group votes on zoning, keg and
noise by-laws. They also approve the
budget for the Housing Review Board,
which is the only service the town pro-
vided to students, according to Pavesi.
The board protects students who rent
ofT-campus apartments.

Pavesi said students count for local
aid and pump so much money into the
community that they deserve a voice,
^e repre.sent students, and only

students," Pavesi said. "We don't want
to get students to take over the town
meeting, we only want to get some rep-
resentation."

Voting in the election is also very
important, according to Pavesi. The
Select Board is also up for election.

A strong voter turnout would force

Turn to VOTING, page 3
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NOT READY j

FOR BEDTIME PLAYERS

Spring 1993 Performance Schedule
j

All Performances Begm: 8:00 P.M. I

<

February 24 Gorman/Wheeler at r

2nd Floor Gorman [ i

March 3 . Alpha Chi Omega/ 'I

Theta Chi At AXO 2

March 10 James/Emerson at «

James Main Lounge i

March 24 Brown Main Lounae '

March 31 Coolidge \

19th Floor Lounge «

April 7 ... ButterfieM/Van Meter at
J

Van Meter Main Lounge '

April 14 .. MeMlle/Thoreau at 5

Thoreau Main Lounge i

April 21 ...
5

Pierpont/Moore at
J

Pierpont Main Lounge '

April 28 . .

.

5
Cashin Main Lounae j

May 5 . . .

.

Orchard Hill 2

In the Bowl 6 PM 5

prf^ Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual
W^ FORUM

Wednesday, February 24
Meeting— LUCjA general meeting at 7:00 p.m. in the

LBGA office. All are welcome.

Friday, February 26
Lecture—Julia Penelope, author ofCn// Me Lt'.s-6/o/i;

lAHihian Lives, Lesbian T/ieo/y, will discuss "I^esbian New-
Rotics: Bogus or Breakthrough?" as part of the lesbian,

Gay and Bisexual Studies Brown Bag Series, from 12:00

to 1:30 p.m., 9th floor Campus Center
Social— The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance will

host a coffee social at 3:00 p.m. in the Campus Center 9th
Floor.

Reading— Chris Cinque will present a staged reading

of"The Scrub," the third part of her trilogy, "Growing up
Queer in America," at 8:00 p.m.. in the Hampden The-

UMqss Police Log

fhe GLB Furum cudsisI'. ui wint U'.tings ot inturct U> the Cd) , Lobutn and

Bisexual community. The CLB Forum t^Lompik-dhy the CLB Issues Editor w ho

can lie ronfjcfec/ c/o the Collegian or by calling 545-0719.

ater, SW. Tickets: $3 students, $5 others. ( Made possible

in part by a grant from the UMass Arts Council.)

Open House— The Two and Twenty SIRP will hold

an open house from 3:30 to 5:00 p.m. in Mary Lion. A
general welcome will be at 4:00 p.m. on the first floor.

Saturday, February 27

Reading— Chris Cinque will give a second presenta-

tion of a staged reading ofThe Scrub," the third part of

her trilogy, "Growing up Queer in America," at 8:00 p.m.

in Hampden Theater, SW. Tickets: $3 students, $5 oth-

ers. This program was made |x>ssible in part by a grant

from the UMass Arts Council.

Dance — A cross-dressing dance sponsored by the

Two and Twenty SIRP will start at 9:00 p.m. in the

basement of Mary Lyon.

Compiled by Brian Gormley
Kiwttl iM( iikni\ HI o/tkil In llit- I '/inff./(» \ r\-fi,irlnk.-nl t'l I'lililii \IM\

.

THEFT
• A student in Washington residence hall had a $125

telephone stolen Friday morning.
• A ski rack valued at $200 was stolen from a car

parked in lot 11, near Stadium Drive on Friday after-

noon.
• An individual in Pierpont residence hall left his

room fora few minutes early Sunday morning. He returned

to find his $300 acoustic guitar stolen.

ACCIDENT
• Friday night an individual backed out of a parking

space in Orchard Hill and struck a parked vehicle. A
detailed note left for the owner by a witness led to the

arrest of the individual. The responsible party was cited

for leaving the scene.

ALCOHOL VIOLATION
• Saturday night police confiscated alcohol which was

found in the vehicle of a minor on Kennedy Drive.

AIDS
continued from page 1

obscures the reality ofthe effects ofWestern imperialism.

Like many other Third World countries, Haiti depends
on tourism to acquire U.S. dollars needed to pay off

foreign debts. Many ofthe tourists were wealthy White
men from the United States. Bisexual male sex workers
contracted HIV from these tourists and consequently
passed the virus to their wives and girlfriends. AIDS is

now a full-blown epidemic among women in Haiti.

Since the Centers for Disease Control have categorized
Haitians as a high risk group, tourism in Haiti has
decreased from 70.000 tourists in one year to 10,000, and
has never recovered.

In Guantanamo Bay. Cuba, over 200 HIV positive

Haitians seeking political asylum are being held in camps
and are being deprived of treatment. If the U.S. Senate
has its way, the ban that keeps HIV positive people out
ofthe U.S. will soon become a law.

It is ironic that the West blames the Third World for

the origin and spread ofAIDS. This blame is perpetuated
by the Western-controlled international media, combined
with the Third World's limited access to research funds.

Johns Hopkins Medical School has an AIDS research

budget that is equal to the national budget ofsome Third
World countries. This legitimizes the West's reasons for

conducting human experiments on Third World women
and women of color in the United States.

AZT has been approved as an anti-viral treatment for

HIV in the United States, although it causes cancer in the
reproductive organs in female rats and has never been
tested on women. People of color pioneering in alterna-

tive therapies (to drugs), for example, acupuncture, are

allegedly being murdered by the FBI. These discoveries

threaten large profits ofthe pharmaceutical industry.

AIDS has become an effective tool for the United
States in the ongoing genocide against people of color.

AIDS, combined with higher infant mortality rates, could
mean the decimation of whole communites of color.

QuynhDang is the HIV/ Healtfi and Outreac/i Ekiucator

for the Multicultural AIDS Coalition in Boston.

First Ladies talk

through the ages
By VERENA IX^BNIK
Associated Press

NEW YORK - Hillary Rodham Clinton says

imaginary conversations with Eleanor Roosevelt

helped her survive the stresses of last year's presi-

dential campaign.
"Early on as the campaign would go and things

would happen, I would shake my head, and I would
say. Why me?"" Mrs. Clinton said Sunday night at

a tribute to the former first lady.

But as she learned more and more about Mrs.
Roosevelt, Mrs. Clinton said she began to ask her
for advice — "How did you put up with this? How
did you go on day to day with all that would
happen, with the kinds of attacks, criticisms that
would be hurtled your way?"

Mrs. Roosevelt's answer? "Get out and do it, and
don't make any excuses about it," Mrs. Clinton said.

Franklin D. Roosevelt III said there were simi-

larities between his grandmotherand Mrs. Clinton,
"both women of intelligence and high energy. . .

willing to take big risks" to help the less fortunate.
The new first lady arrived from Washington by

train in a heavy snow storm to attend the benefit
at Lincoln Center, featuring Joanne Woodward,
Rosemary Clooney. Judy Collins. Barbara Cook.
Lena Home, Marilyn Home and others.

Mrs. Clinton was welcomed to the stage with a
standing ovation that capped two hours of Broad-
way, cabaret and folk tunes, Negro spirituals and
Mrs. Roosevelts's words.

Ticket prices ranged from $40 to $400. Organiz-
ers hoped to raise $400,000 to landscape two acre of
New York's Riverside Park.
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Author to discuss ways
to attain 'riches' in life

1 CT IT CI.I/M*! o _
HtBECCA PETERSON / COLIEGIANLtm bNOW - Sophomore microbology majors Ray Mercier (left) and Craig Weiss

exult in the cancellation of morning classes yesterday.

Panel tackles gay issues
Actor says Black gays have worse plight
By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Black homosexuals must confront two
issues— homophobia in the Black commu-
nity and racism in the gay community, said
Brian Freeman.a panelist ui last Saturday's
symposium on racism and homophobia.

''Control of sex and
sexuality is used by
'dominant culture' to

maintain existing sexual

ideas.

"

-Shyamala Ivatury

The discussion was held in conjuction
with the performances of Fierce Un'e and
Dark Fruit by the Pomo Afro Homos last

weekend. Anthropology professor Helan
Page. Women's Studies Professor Donna
Goodleaf. and two graduate students, Tim
Blake and Shyamala Ivatury. joined
Freeman, an actor with PomoAfro Homos,
on the panel.

Moderator Joy James, professor in

Women's Studies, began the discussion.

"We must love ourselves and be fierce,"

James said. "We can do this in two ways—
self-responsibility and not being silent."

According to James, each person must
love humanity and become active as an
educator, a thinker and a doer. If people

are silent, they are allowing the violence
to continue, she said.

Shyamala Ivatury s|>oke about why
society today is homophobic.

"Control ofsex and sexuality is used by
'dominant culture' to maintain existing
sexual ideas." she said.

According to Ivatury, in 'dominant
culture' the woman becomes dependent
because the man is seen as protector. The
woman is then weak and subordinate to
her protector, Ivatury said.

"To get away from this idea we need to
get away from heterosexuality. which is

the dominant way of looking at things in

society," Ivatury said.

The symposium showed clips from the
movie Tongues Untied, a film about rac-

ism and homophobia, by Marlon Riggs.
The panelists commented on the clips and
relat<«d someoftheir personal experiences
dealing with the issues of racism and
homophobia.

"Black gay men do not exist as a reaction
to the White gay community or the Black
community," Freeman said. "Ourexistence
is influenced by having to react to both."

Page discussed the issue of silence.

People become silent because of internal-
ized oppression, she said.

According to Page, people need to find
their own voice to challenge the mediums
we deal with in society. Doing something
cannot just take place politically or artisti-

cally, but must involve all aspects of life.

"Silence is suicide." Page said

By KKISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

Dr. Dennis Kimbro, author of Think
And Grow Rich: A Black Choice, will be
giving a lecture at the Campus Center
Auditorium tonight at 8 p.m.

According to Flavia Eldemire, a
graduate student in business administra-
tion. Think And Grow Rich is the first self-
help book geared towards the African-
American of today. Eldemire explained
that "It's not about what the White man
has done, but what we can do. and that
each of us must take on as a personal
quest. It's spiritual and intellectual
knowledge put into one book."

Co-written with Napoleon Hill, this
best-selling nonfiction book shares success
stories of African-American business
leaders, while outlining the principles to
lead one toward a "rich" life.

But, Kimbro notes that richness
shouldn't be measured in monetary value
He says. "There are riches in lasting
friendships, harmonious family relation-
ships, sympathy and understanding be-
tween business associates, and inner har-
mony which brings peace ofmind measur
able only in spiritual values."

Kimbro also discusses the reasons be-
hind failure. He feels that many have
"denied ourselves opportunities because
we harbor self-Hmiting ideas." He dis-
putes the "I can't make it when 1 have so
many disadvantages' myth.

In 1992, Kimbro was appointed direc-

tor ofthe Center for Entrepreneurship at
Clark University in Atlanta, the first such
center in the nation to be housed at a
historically Black college or university.
The Center's goal is toequip Black students
with the skills and core values necessary
to compete as entrepreneurs.

Eldemire says that hearing Kimbro
was an inspiration to her, and said she
feels that he will do the same thing for

everyone that attends.

"I wanted to bring something positive
to this campus," Eldemire said.

Kimbro's lecture is sponsored by BMCP,
Amherst College, Hampshire College and
the UMass School of Management

COOEGIAN FlU PMOIO
Dr. Dennis P. Kimbro, author of 'Think And

Grow Rich: A Black Choice, ' will speak tonght
m the Campus Center.

Racism continues to plague
medical profession, says prof
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

A member ofHampshire College's first

graduating class addressed the issue of
racism in medicine Monday afternoon at
Hampshire College.

Vanessa Gamble, a professor at the
University of Wisconsin Medical School,
said she wants the medical profession to
address the issue of racism, because it

influences how patients are treated, what
diseases are studied and the way racial

differences are viewed.

Gamble graduated from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania Medical School aller
facing many (>ersonal hurdles.

"People have told me that I couldn't
make it. But I am here and I will continue

to fight racism," Gamble said.

Throughout medical school. Gamble
aid she fought stereotypes from profes.sors

and students as well as those in the lit-

erature and mf^dical studies.

She said as a Black woman she dealt
with both sexism and racism and added
that the views of White educators end-up
in hospitals.

"Black patients are often viewed as
non-compliant and uneducated," Gamble
said.

Gamble said she teaches her students
to look beyond the biological reasons for

illness. She cited factors such a.s income
and living conditions as determinants of
health.

"How one defines a problem determi nes
Turn to RACISM, page 4

Fraternity fights drunk driving
Sigma Alpha Mu members look to arrive home safely

MATTHEW J. SIMONEAU / COtLEGIAN

HELPING THE CAMPUS - Aaron Smith, founder of

the service organization 'CircIeK,' speaks at the charter

night for the UMass chapter last Friday night.

By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian StafT

Sigma Alpha Mu is ensuring the safety of their fra-
ternity brothers through the implementation of a desig-
nated driver program that not only prevents drunken
driving, but models responsibility as well.

The program, in operation now for three weeks, has
been highly successful with the fraternity's 55 members.
The program was set up because all too oflen people

drink a little too much and don't have the judgment to
decide whether they are able to legally drive sober." said
junior Eric Bachenheimer, the fraternity's public rela-
tions chairperson.

The volunteer program works by designating a Sigma
Alpha Mu Fraternity member as a driver to take re-

sponsibility for either a Thursday, Friday or Saturday
night. The driver works a six-hour shift and is made
available from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Before the start of the shift the driver leaves the
number where he can be reached on a board in the
fraternity's house.

The fraternity's president, sophomore Jordan
Neumann, said the schedule of drivers is laid out at the
beginning ofthe semester so a driver has ample time to

borrow a car if he needs one. With 55 active members,
Neumann said it works out that every member works one
night a semester.

"It became an issue about how the brothers were
getting home," said junior Scott Eber, last Thursday
night's designated driver. "Ifit wasn't us who was getting
the people that we care about home, who would?"

Eber, who received only three phone calls Thursday.

said the program is not demanding and fraternity mem-
bers are eager to help.

Neumann .said the idea for the program came from
junior Anthony DeLucia, who saw the need for a desig-
nated driver system for his brothers. DeLucia drew up a
proposal and it was implemented soon after.

Bachenheimer said the program sets an example not
only in theGreek area but in the whole UMasscommunity.

"If one individual can take responsibility for 55, then
one person can definitely take care oftwo or three people
on their floor," Bachenheimer said. "Anyone can .set up a
responsible designated driver program."

"The benefit of the program is knowing that our
brothers are safe," he said.

voting
continued from page 1

the town to give in to pressure to place a voting
booth on campus, Pavesi said.

"There would be a higher voter turnout ifstudents
could vote in Hampden instead ofhaving to truck to
the Bangs Center." Pavesi said. "Who even knows
where Bangs is?"

Orchard Hill residents vote in the fire station in
E lotand voters in Central go to the Wildwood school

.

Southwest residents vote in Bangs Community
Center and the Lutheran Church is the voting
headquarters is home to the Northeast/Sylvan area.

Precinct locations can be found by calling the
Town Registrar. Any other questions, or requests for
emergency rides can be directed to the SGA office.
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EN GARDE - Freshman Jason Trunell (left) and junior John Weiss, fo»lists on the UMass fencing team, warm up before

the New England Championships. See results on page 11.
*

25 Years Ago Today...

Sit-In Cancelled by Committee Because of Poor Student Support
The ad hoc committee changed

lU position because the majority
of students weren't interested in

trying to change the open house
nilev according to Ban Kaplan.
Since the students weren't inter-

ested in changuif Uungs. "why
should we stick our necks out."

The senate dropped the orig-
inal ultimatum for a less radical
proposal on open housing which
was passed at the last meeting.

The Board of Trustees will
meet March 19 and unless the
Student proposal for open houses
is accepted, there may be re-
newed demonstrators.

Reprintetl

from the

Ci)ile};ijn,

Feb 2i,

1968

Police shooting
shows man fate

of wife's killer
BOSTON (AP) — The husband of a women killed in

1986 thought the assailant was still in prison, until he
learned the man was charged with fatally shooting a
Boston police officer last week.

St. Clair Skeete said he was shocked to learned that

one of the men convicted in his wife's death had served

less than four years of a six-to-ten-year sentence for

manslaughter.
Skeete said he found out when his his sister told him

that Terrell Muhammad had been charged with fatally

shooting Boston Police Officer Thomas F. Rose.

Rose. 42, died Fiiday after being shot in the arm and
abdomen during a scuffle with Muhammad, police said.

Muhammad, who had been arrested earlier that day
on larceny charges, was apparently trying to escape from
the Area A station in downtown Boston when the scuffle

occurred, police said.

Muhammad was being held on $1 million cash bail.

Muhammad. 30. and another man. Raymond Hurd.
were initially charged with murder in the holdup-killing

of Skeete 's wife. Angela, in May 1986. but were allowed
to plead to lesser charges.

Muhammad got a six to ten year term; Hurd a 12 to 20
year sentence. Muhammad was paroled in June 1990.

Skeete. a native of the West Indies, told the Boston
Herald that prosecutors had discouraged him from at-

tending court hearings for Muhammad, and never noti-

fied him when the trial was held. Skeete said.

"Even when the trial went down, 1 didn't know about
It. 1 missed everything.

"

Leam German
This Summer At URI

June 27 - August 6, 1993
The Unft^rsty C3f Rhode lsJar<j in co-operaftyi wth the Goeihe Ina
Bcstri s hoarig the Thneerih Anrvial German Surxner SchcxDl ^
the AiJartic German vvll be the sole language d corTYTXjncabon. and
Gemnan IHe and culture the heart d the six week resdency program

0* inensrwe language study Earn up to nre urdergraduate a graduate

credits whie iMng in the beautiful surrounchngs cH our courjry campus.
jLSt mnutes away fnom Rhode Islands magni fcert beaches and his-

lorc Newport The program IS ideally suited for ariyone wishrig to

enroll n begmng intermediate, a advanced German. Take advantage
of the rare opportLnty to partopate in ths total German language

experienoe.

Contact

Dr. John Grarxlin or

Dr. Norbert Hedderich, Co-Directors

Dept of Lar>guages, URI

Kingston, Rl 02881

Or call: (40D 792-5911

mull IIImiiin
UNIVERSITY OF
RHODE ISLAND
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continued from page 3

how you institute a solution.' Gamble
said. "If you see the problem of infant

mortality as attributed to biology', then
you'll think that mtervention won't help."

Gamble said she always asks her stu-

dents to define race on their first day of
class. She said she challenges their pre-

mises to show students the origin of rac-

ism

"It IS hard on me to teach about the
issues of racism every day. I try not to

jump on anyone's case. I want them to be
able to talk because I want to understand.'
Gamble said.

Gamble said she views her work as an
educator as a political.

"My students are predominantly White.
They will never understand racism, but
they can understand anger." Gamble said.

"It is a part of America — it effects ev-

eryone."

A G>-Production of

the Department of Theater

and the New WORLD Theater

Feb. 25-27 and Mareh 3-e, 8 pm
Rand Theater, Fine Arts Center

Tickets: Fine ArU Center Box Office, 54S-251I

%5 general public; $3 students & senior citizens

Are you bored?
Have you completed your
collection of bottlecaps?

Time for a change?
Come down and write

for the Collegian.
113 Campus Center.

545-3500

SPORTS MP
& PfSTAUPAHT

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

SHARK NIGHT
5»RETURNS -<

Single Elimination
Pool Tournament
• Free Pizza for Players

• $2.00 Entrance Fee

Sign-Up: 7:30-8:00

I think my roommate has an eating disorder,

can I be sure? What should I do?

How

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any 4

help. How can I convince her to see a professional? A

Who should I suggest...Where should she go? #

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. Sher
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm A

really afraid...What can I do to help? /

If you're concerned about someone who you know or r

suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to fl

this informal workshop to explore how you can help «i

and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.

News

Sports

Arts
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Crosswords

Horoscope

Opinion

Lunch
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The sterilization of women violates basic human rights
Millie is out. Socks is in; there are now more women

than ever in Congfress, and we can say so long to that
nasty gag rule. There's a Democrat in the Oval Ofilce, a
woman is attorney general and our incredibly intelligent

First Lady's talents have not gone unnoticed. The first

Black woman has been elected to Congress. Clinton's

family leave program has gone into action and Dan
yuayle is learning how to say "D'ya want fries with that?"

Things are really beginning to fall into place.

Butjust as it look.s like s«mie progress is being made in

this backward decade of ours, reality kicks in (and it's

kickin" hard! i. Currently there is talk of the sterilization

of women on welfare. Those in favor of this horrific idea

believe it will decrease welfare costs while improving the

lives of those children already on welfare. Perhaps so,

perhaps not. it doesn't really matter: fundamental hu-
man rights are being violated.

Women's basic human rights are being ruined here.

To further that, human rights are being destroyed.

This idea stems from the days when a person's hand
was chopped off for stealing. They were being punished
for committmg a crime. Sterilizing women on welfare

suggests they have done something wrong by being on
welfare, and for bearing children. A woman cannot be

punished for having children. It is her natural right, and
that shouldn't be taken away from her.

This idea violates everything the United States stands

for. It is simply "cruel and unusual" punishment to deny a

woman the right to bear a child. Whether or not she is on
welfare, ifshe has one child or 20, she does not have to give

up her natural rights to remain on the welfare system.

Stephanie

EISENBERG
We have long established (or at least tried to) that

women were put on this planet for much more than just

producing babies. If the purpose of sterilizing women is

to "fix them so they can do no harm to society anymore"
then the statement is that a woman who can't bear

children is worthless. Whether a woman can bear a child

or not should not affect her worth in today's society; the

choice to bear children is hers and hers alone.

Conveniently absent from this proposal is the role of

the father. Unless technology has changed drastically in

the last hour or so. as far as I know, "it takes two to tango."

By agreeing that sterilizing women will solve the welfare

problem in this country, the father's role in baby-making

and raising is eliminated.

If sterilization is really the answer, then I want to

know why nobody ever suggested sterilizing all the men
on welfare. A woman can only have one baby in a nine-

month period. Imagine how many babies one guy could

create. Hmm. . .

My fundamental argument is that women were given

some "unalienable rights." and I refuse to sit back and
watch as they are taken away. Regardless of the welfare

problem in this country, or anything else, there are some
rights that are so fundamental that they cannot be taken

away. This is clearly one of them.

With a Democrat in office. I have hopes that this idea

will never come to pass. But in today's controversial day
and age, you never know. The struggle for women's rights

continues to be uphill, and this proposal, if it ever came
to pass, would put us right back with the cave men (and

women! ).

Women have been making a ton of progress; we can't

let it slip away. I'm going to cross my fingers and put my
faith in Bill and Al; I like what they've done so far. I'd feel

a lot better though if we could only get those goofy

Republicans out of Congress. . .

Stephanie Eisenberg is a Collegian columnist.

Hemp is not a 'safe' vice

Hypocrites undermine their cause
For nearly four years now. I have sat

back and watched all the protests, take-

overs, and rallies. I always found it amaz-

inghow such noble causes could be warped

and twisted into what they often become

here.

Hear me out. I have done it for you

many times, so you owe me that much.

I am a White male. Most ofmy friends

are White. We are members of the major-

ity. That means there's a lot of us. It

doesn't mean we are always right. I've

seen friends called "racist" for simply

walking through the Student Union, had

someone throw a chair at my roommate
for similar reasons and I've been called

everything from homophobic to chauvin-

istic.

We did nothing to provoke such attacks

— and they are attacks— but were forced

to suffer them anyway. For almost four

years I simply shrugged them off and

moved on.

No more.

Ms. Fang Du wrote a letter \CoUegian,

Feb. 171 describing some shameful behav-

ior of some undergraduates. I agree her

complaints are legitimate, but she wrote

one line that I simply can not accept: "You

are showing me how American under-

graduates act and think." You are wrong,

Ms. Du. And that mistake is the whole

point of this letter.

I am tired of being called racist,

homophobic or whatever else people choose

to call me. 1 am not racist, 1 am not

homophobic and I do not discriminate

against any gioups because I feel they are

inferior to "my kind" — whatever that is.

You do not know me and you have no right

to judpe me without an intimate knowl-

edge of how I think and feel.

You complain that you are discrimi-

nated against, trod upon and looked down
upon. You have reason to complain. You
do not have a right to take over a building

and force everyone else to suffer with

you. Many people came here to get an
education so they can have a better life.

and maybe make the world a better place

for everyone. Do not infringe upon their

rights.

Don't you see that you are hypocrites?

Immediately after shouting that your

rights have been infringed upon by some-

one callingyou some slur, you turn around

and do exactly what wasjust done to you.

But you target the entire population,

instead of those who are the cause of the

outcry.

That is stereotyping.

In your fanaticism, you have become
guilty of the very crimes you are trying to

stop. Remove the log from your own eyes.

Don't try to rip my eyeball out.

Change comes about when people lis-

ten to you. No one will listen if they do not

respect those who are talking. You do not

have my respect. Respect is earned, not

shoved down the throats ofthose you wish

would listen.

I hof>e someone will read this and bet-

ter understand many of us on campus. I

know I am not alone in my feelings.

1 have said my piece. If you feel like

writing a reply to tear apart this letter,

feel free. It simply proves my point. And it

shows you haven't learned a thing, ye who
try to educate mankind.

Ms. Du. while your letter was very

good, 1 would simply request that you do

not group all "American undergraduates"

together.

Larry Lagoy
Amherst

Haveyou ever felt sorry for a lost cause?

1 sure have.

But as lost causes go, I can't feel sorry

for those folks trying to legalize mari-

juana. Try as they might, everyone knows
it's a near impossible task and for good

reasons.

The UMass Amherst Cannabis Reform
Coalition ( UMACRC ) have had a table on

the Campus Center Concourse for days
now, collecting signatures in an attempt

to place a non-binding referendum ques-

tion on the SGA ballots.

David

RIVERA
Itgoes somethinglike this: ""Whereas we,

the undergraduate student body of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

find that the prohibition ofcannabis hemp
(a.k.a. marijuana) is ofarbitrary and ca-

pricious nature, one which we hold to be

repugnant to the Constitution 'sguarantees

of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness. . . Whereas we find that recreational

use of cannabis is far less harmful to

campus society than either alcohol or to-

bacco. .

."

It also goes on about hemp being an
"environmentally beneficial crop" that

helps reduce pollution. It seems marijuana
has gotten a bad image since the '60s. A
whole generation (including the president

)

partook of marijuana and look where it

has gotten our country.

Seriously, what would our society be

like if you could buy a pack of marijuana

cigarettes at the local convenience store?

Most people who smoke marijuana, do it

to forget their troubles. It's no different

from alcohol, tobacco, heroin or crack.

Alcohol and tobacco are the top two
abused substances in both the nation and
world. With alcohol, people literally drink

themselves to death. Granted that's their

personal choice, but along the way to the

grave they sometimes take innocent people

with them. Legalized marijuana would
lead to similar abuses on a much larger

and complicated scale.

Any chemical addiction is unhealthy.

I'm not trying to preach. 111 leave that to

Billy Graham and a few others on this

campus, but legalizing marijuana can only
add to our already vice -filled nation

The UMACRC leaflets say marijuana
"isn't addictive." and that most people use

it ".socially to relax." It doesn't work in

Amsterdam, and it wouldn't work here.

Our nation has far too many vices now; we
don't need to enlarge one we already have.

Easier access to addictive drugs isn't

the answer for the pursuit of life, liberty

and the happiness. The coalition could

better serve the community if it involved

itself in trying to help people with sub-

stance dependencies and not lend to this

problem.

One leafiet states that marijuana
doesn't lead to crime and "hard drugs."

Tell that to a friend ofmine who started off

smoking pot and ended up smoking and
selling "hard drugs." I'm sure he wouldn't

mind talking about his early days of

marijuana use, but the problem is he died

two years ago — guess how.

David Rivera is a CoWegian columnist.

Anti-Semitism angers Central
Two weekends ago in Chadboume,

someone exercised their right to free

speech by saying, "1 hate Jews," outside

a Jewish woman's door and scrawling

the same on her memo board.

Anti-Semitism is alive and well in

our world, and this act of bigotry and
hatred brings it home. Anti-Semit'sm

may not get much media attention, but

its presence makes people in our com-

munity feel unsafe every day. That

affects and hurts each person here.

We are angered and offended by this

act. We want the victim to feel support
— to know that voices of understand-

ing and care are more numerous than
those of hate, to know that many are

outraged by this act, to know that our

community standards will not tolerate

the continuation of such behavior and
that we will work to eliminate it.

Vivian Ostrowski
Residence Director

Central
This letter was signed by 85 Central

residents.

Stop teasing the conservatives!
O.K., I give up. Who is this Michael

Morrissey guy [Collegian, Feb. 191? It's a

joke, right? He's a fictional character de-

signed to poke a little fun at conservatives

and get people to write letters to the Col-

legian, right?

But you really shouldn't be so hard on
conservatives. You shouldn't exaggerate

so wildly by portraying them as such rac-

ist, bigoted, politically closed-minded
people whose arguments are ba.sed on

ignorance. We need con.servatives. You
should know that. It helps to balance the

liberal side. There's no need for such harsh

ridicule ofconservatives. Sometimes there

are rare instanceswhen Iam almost fooled,

the character almost appears to be of an
intelligent nature. Stop pulling my leg!

Has anyone noticed that UMass is hav-
ing an image problem lately? It's nice to

have a sense ofhumor, but it's kind ofa bad
time to be joking, don't you think? The
conservatives should be truly represented,

not just made to look like fools using this

Morrissey character. Come on, a joke is a
joke— let's not beat it to death. Let'sget rid

of the joke. 1 had to laugh though: "a Col-

legian columni.st "' That's a gof)d one!

Brian Higley
Amherst
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Learn about

Special Summer Programs

sponsored by UMass/Boston
Archaeological Field School

on Thompson's Island

in Boston Harbor

Studio Program in Traditional Woodblock Printing & Landscape Painting

in Guangzhou, China

Exploring the Coastal Environment

on Nantucket and the New England Coast

Marine Biology

on Nantucket Island

The New Europe: Field Study and Seminar

in Ireland

Spanish Translation and Interpretation

at U Mass/Boston's Harbor Campus

Spanish Language and Culture

in Cuernavaca. Mexico

Playwriting and Performance

on Nantucket Island

Meet our representatives at the Campus Center Concourse between
1 1:30am and 3:30pm on Wednesday, February 24.

You can also call our Division of Continuing Education at 617-287-7900.

I
University of Massachusetts at Boston I

Women and Leadership Styles
A workshop to provide women with

Information about leadership styles,

mentoring and politics In the workplace

:xplor« issues such as overt and covert mentoring, moving up in the organization, and
becoming aware of your leadership style.

Instructors: Ruth Weekes Washington. Mather Career Center
Alicia Smith, University Childcare Office

Wednesday
February 24, 1993

6:00 - 8:00 PM
Mather Career Center Room 101

A

Sponsored by the Mather Career Center and the

University Childcare Office. For information call 545-6256

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

ECONOMICS
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1993

8:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 904

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
This is an opportunity to meet wlth> alumni and discuss their
experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important
panel discussioni

AJay Jain
'90 B.A. Econonics

Cheryl Ryan
'88 B.A. Economics

Stephen Etzler

'90 B.A. Economics

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Senior Market Analyst
Polaroid Corporation
Cambridge. MA

Economic Research Analyst
Massachusetts Department of Revenue
Boston, MA

Regional Training Manager
Arbitration Forums
New York, NY

For more information, please contact:
Mather Career Center

545-2224

>)-
JAMAICA

SPRING BREAK '93 !!

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE!

.00FROM
ONLYS449
Wrm 0NLY1 WEEK TO LIVE, WHYBLOW IT?!
WEKNOWJAMAICA LIKENO OTHER COMPANY.

FROM HOTELS TO VILLAS OUR EXPERIENCED STAFF
CAN MEETANY OF YOUR NEEDS!

iJAMMCA'SmSmm breakCOMmHYH)
Dont miM* out on thh ymr't hoii„»l czzi-Mon^ Our p9ckag9M an proven
tolMtho b—tl Trip* Indud* RounatrU. A„1are, Hotel er^ommodetiona for 7
night*. Roundtrip Trmntfen. Hotel Taxea t Gratuttle*. many dtacounta,

FREE APPLETON Rum Partle* and much morel!

C WBmSO HAVB CANCUNAVAiLmLE!i~)
For The Lowest Prices & The Best Trips, Call

Jill@ 253-4253
Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710

Information Data Bank
At Whitmore

birormudon
Ouu
Bank

a. tt

is here to give direction at

a lai^e and seemingly

complex university.

2nd Floor. Whitmore Lobby 545-1555
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Arts & living
Retro-Western Unforgiven rides again
By JON LUPO
Collegian StafT

With a sterling script, a solid cast (heavy on the
testosterone) and some dazzling pop Western imagery,
Clint Eastwood's morality play Unforgiven proved to be
a late summer hit with critics and audiences alike. When
Eastwood's revisionist Western cleaned up at the LA.
Film Critics Awards ( Best Picture. Actor, Director, etc.

)

and at the Oscar nominations (nine in all), Warner Bros,

has re-released the film, anticipating a heavily favored
Oscar landslide and some extra box office bucks.

Eastwood plays an ex-gunnian for hire who comes out
ofretirement ( for the right price) to avenge the attack on
a prostitute. He biings along his former partner in crime
(Morgan Freeman) and a young upstait known as the
Schofieid Kid (Jaimez Woolvett). Gene Hackman turns
in an Oscar worthy performance as the sheriffin the town
where the attack happened.

It's the engrossing moral angle ofDavid Webb Peoples'
( Hero > Oscar-nominated screenplay that emerges as the
biggest winner here. This is a far cry from the strict good
vs. evil Western moral structure Hollywood Westerns
usually enjoy. In the end, we're not sure whether
Eastwood's character's actions were all that right or

decidedly wrong.
Unforgiven may raise many more questions than it

actually answers, but Eastwood (as a director) has never
shied away from complex themes. After Bird and White
Hunter^Black Heart, Eastwood here seems the most in

command of his text and its repercussions. And the fact

Synaesthesia
raises Dead
in the Hatch
By KEVIN COONEY
Collegian Correspondent

Synaesthesia
The Hatch
Feb. 18

The band firom the hill, Synaesthesia mes-
merized the crowd at the Hatch on Thursday night
with more than two hours of incredible music.

If you. have not seen or heard or loved these
guys, I would suggest you check them out.

They kicked their show off with an abridged
version of "Fire on the Mountain," due to some
lyrical anaesthesia. Next came the long-awaited,
beloved "Whipping Post."

This was truly awesome.
The drumming duo provided for a true Allman-

esque feeling, and this was furthered by the duel-

ling guitar solos at the end.

The drumming duo provided for

a true Allman-esque feeling, and
this was furthered by the duelling

guitar solos at the end.

If you closed your eyes, you imagined that you
were at the Fillmore East in 1971.

Hell, I was hoping that this version of the song

would last 20 or more minutes.

Also in the repertoire is Santana's "Black

Magic Woman," which was performed to perfec-

tion.

Other Dead selections included "Eyes,"

"Franklin's" and "The Other One," all of which
sound genuine.

The most surprising song was Floyd's "Fearless."

This was the first time I've heard them play this

one, and it certainly went over well.

My compliments to the additional singers that

were used throughout the show.

The numerous originals which were played all

sounded good, including the debut tunes.

Synaesthesia finished with what is, by far, their

strongest creation, "Days of Iveisure."

This song is awesome, and in my opinion, the

best example of their originality and ability.

All six members of the band are extremely

talented.

The drummers are a unique pair, and seem to

work offofthe same brain which sits between them
in ajar.

Synaesthesia is one ofthe premier bands here at

the university.

It would be worth your while to climb the hill to

Butterfield and see them at their next gig.

that he takes time with both his characters and the
narrative is a breath of fresh air in a medium almost
committed to slam-bam plots and breezy paces.

Eastwood lays on the panoramic vistas in Unforgiven

,

yet it never seems excessive or indicative of structural
emptiness ( see Dances.With Wolves, or better yet, don't ).

Unforgiven is a lot more than eyeball deep — it takes an
established genre and manipulates its construction —
never retreating from the complicated issues it brings up.

Basically, it never lakes the easy way out.

Alas, there are some problems with Unforgiven . In the
way ofall-male ensemble acting. I'd go for another intricate

cast of amoral characters from Glengarry Glen Huss.

Here, an erratic cast— ranging from routine to superb—
snags at the core of the film It takes away subtle things
that a more even cast may have attained.

I was most surprised by Eastwood's nomination for

Best Actor. He's a solid center to Unforgiven, but Eastwood
has played this stoic role before, many times in fact, and
there's nothing new here to suggest a grand leap in the
acting department. To quote Christopher Hampton, "One
does not applaud the tenor for clearing his throat."

Morgan Freeman, who is getting in a certain rut

playing sidekicks to white heroes, is adequate and nothing
more. Much better is Richard Hams (The Field), who
injects his small role with some deeply hidden pathos.

Gene Hackman, though, quietly steals the show from
Eastwood and company in a role that could've been easily

been played as a straight villain. But Hackman, who is

consistently great in just

about every film he does, brings out the best amoral

shadings out of Peoples' script and Eastwood's visuals.

It's the very definition of supporting performance, and
Oscar-nominated Hackman should rightfully walk away
with the statuette come Awards night.

There are a lot of very fine things about Unforgiven.
Its breathtaking scenery is matched by its tough char-

acterizations. While the cast has a hard time keeping up
with each other, its praises outweigh its faults.

Deliberately paced with an eye for detail, Eastwood
has crafted a Western for the 90s. It may not be worthy
ofan AcademyAward for Best Picture ( I'm still hoping for

a Crying Game upset), Unforgiven is certainly worth
catching — especially on the big screen — where you
eryoy every inch of Eastwood's marvelous vision. B*

Army ofDarkne»a — In this poor and very loosely

based sequel to Sam Raimi's clever and funny horror/

comedy. Evil Dead 2, Raimi lays on the groovy special

effects and lets everything else fall flat. This time, our
intrepid hero (Bruce Campbell) is blasted to the past,

where he must battle with the Book of the Dead or

something. Raimi lets the anachronisms fly — too bad
the jokes don't.

From its stale premise and unispired gags. Army of
Darkness feels long and boring, even though it's only 80
minutes. Raimi has always been an inventive director—
I was a big fan ofDarkman's comic book jokiness — but
here, the special efliects people deserve the most credit.

Strictly for really, really, really, diehard fans ofRaimi
and no one more. Army of_Darkness is a limp retread of

gags that worked in Evil Dead 2 but don't here. C

Two jazz legends hit NoHo
By GREG AYMIE
Collegian Correspondent

Two legendary jazz performers are coming to the Iron

Horse Music Hall this week. First, The John Scofield

Quartet will perform Tuesday, Feb. 23 at 7 p.m. Then, on
Friday, Feb. 26 at 7 p.m., vibraphonist Gary Burton will

Lake the stage accompanied by Japanese pianist, Makoto
Ozone.

Guitarist John Scofield's latest album, Grace Urrder

Pressure, is "an unabashed celebration of the electric

guitar," says Downbeat writer. Bill Milkowski. Scofield

has worked with Charles Mingus, Larry Coryell, Bill

Cosby, Miles Davis, as well as Gary Burton. Scofield

helped Burton out with four tracks off of the Sue Pack
album, released last year.

Scofield will bring his unique style to the stage with
friends and members of the quartet Joe Lovano, Dennis
Irwin, and Bill Stewart. Scofield has played in a variety

ofgroups, from a summertime tribute concert in '92 with
Miles Davis and John Mclaughlin, to a distinctive jazz

trio in the late '70s through early '80s featuring bassist

Steve Swallow and drummer Adam Nussbaum.
His style of playing is difficult to describe, even for

himself. "Its not bebop, its not free jazz, its not funk, its

not second-line New Orleans, and its not bossa nova; but

its really kind of a lot of that stuff," Scofield said in a
November of '90 interview with Downbeat magazine.

Scofield's guitar playing has received much attention

from critics. Writer, John Ephland said, "Arguably the

most imitated jazz guitarist today. . .yet to call Sco a
bonafide jazz guitarist isn't entirely accurate."

Album after album, one good review after another,

Scofield's guitar style is in the spotlight, yet he stresses

"group interplay," not solo after solo. Scofield said in a "90

interview with Downbeat magazine, "You know why that

'guitar hero' thing happens? Because there is no interplay

with the rest of the band. Group interplay is primary."

Gary Burton's career as a vibraphonist is no less

prolific. Burton, a dear friend and former teacher ofJohn
Scofield, taught himself how to play the vibraphone,

actually creating an entirely new style of playing which
utilizes four mallets.

Born in Anderson, Indiana. Burton's roots include the

likes of the George Shearings Quintet and Stan Getz's

Quartet. Burton has played with many people, the most
notable being pianist. Chick Corea, but he also made
many albums on his own, including the Grammy Award
winning Alone At Last.

Both shows start at 7 p.m. For ticket information call

the Northampton Box Office. The Iron Horse Music Hall
is located at 20 Center Street in Northampton.

COURTESY PATTIPERRET

John Scofield will bring his genius to the Iron Horse stage with support from Joe Lovano, Dennis Irwin, and Bill Stewart tonight

at 7 p.m.
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Overpopulated urban areas destroy Brazil from within
Brazilians commonly claim that God made the rest of

the world in six days, and lavished the seventh on Rio.
And with good reason. Rio is one of a handful of cities

whose beauty leaves you spellbound and whose distin-
guishing landmarks are immediately recognizable.

What the EifTel Tower is to Paris and the Statue of
Liberty is to New York; that is what the majestic statue
of Christ the Redeemer is to Rio — with this difTerence:

in Rio, the man-made is magnified by the grandiosity of
the natural setting.

Rio is one of the three cities in the world, along with
Hong Kong and San Francisco, possessing a natural
beauty that surpasses anything the human expertise
could attempt to build.

However, there is more to Rio today than the
Sugarloafs. hotels, restaurants, nightlife, and the Carni-
val. Unfortunately, according to a variety of sources, Rio
is one of the most dangerous cities in the world, and
reaching crisis proportions.

The statistics are staggering Since 1980, murders
have tripled to the point where Rio has a murder rate four
times that ofNew York, car robberies have also tripled to

45,000 per year, or 120 per day, and the new craze in the
city is no lunger the lambada, but kidnappings.

In a country caught in a depression since the military
gave up power eight years ago. kidnapping has become of
the few growth industries in Brazil and the "in" cnme of
the '908— replacing bank robberies and apartment hold-
ups, which were the most popular crimes of the past
decade. Many Canocas, as the natives of Rio are called,

often joke that the famous Christ Statue's hands should
be facing up instead of reaching out.

Presently the administration ofltamar Franco. Brazil's

new President, is focusing on solving the kidnapping
rage that has taken hold of the country, and especially

Rio. To prevent these kidnappings. Franco has imposed
penalties on the abductors and their accomplices.

Also, people failing to report abductions will be liable

to legal action. The assets of the victims and their

relatives (up to four times removed) will be embargoed
as to prevent payment of ransom and hopefully deter
potential kidnappers. Kidnappingand ransom insurance
policies have also been banned by the government in

Brasilia.

Through November of 1992, 146 abductions were
reported in Rio alone, compared to 91 for the entire
previous year. The only positive aspect ofthe kidnapping
rage is that 70 new security companies have recently
risen and consequently employed 50,000 people.

Chris

ROGERS
Who have the police and the newspapers identified as

the abductors and potential victims? The kidnappers
come from well- organized criminal groups who deal
almost exclusively with drug trafficking and originate

from the favelas, or shanty towns, that surround Rio, and
are one its most recognizable sights.

Some ofthe favelas, such as Rocinha, have populations
in excess of 300,000 people who leave without a sewage
system or electricity and little or no political represen-
tation or economic hope.

The kidnap victims, who in 1990 paid $30 million in

ransom, are the logical gn>ups of people in a society

distinguished by a tremendous discrepancy in wealth.

Foreigrn businessmen, Germans in particular, are
unofTicially the number one target along with local doc-

tors, dentists, lawyers, successful businessmen. Over the
last year, the victims have included the owner of a
supermarket chain, a Coca-Cola bottler, a famous clothing
designer, and nearly XuXu, one of Brazil's biggest su-

perstars.

For XuXu it has gotten so dangerous that she never

goes anywhere without her eight full-time body guards
and has bought a second apartment in Buenos Aires,

Argentina.

Affluent Brazilians have sent their children overseas
for schooling, bought inexpensive cars, or armored their

luxury automobiles, and hired bodyguards to protect

themselves. Anti- kidnapping classes have begun form-

ing and charge up to $1,200 a month to join.

The less dangerous crimes that use to characterize Rio
still exist but are practically not newsworthy compared
to the amount of kidnapping that takes place in present

day Rio.

The '*smaller"criminals like muggersexist in numbers
but are not interested in harming their victims. That
would be the equivalent of a farmer hurting his cow —
muggers do not want to lose their victims to smaller cities

or the suburbs.

Tourists going to Rio have started referring to the
muggings and purse-snatchings as a "tourist-tax" you
must pay to enjoy the city's beaches and nightlife.

The new rule of thumb for tourists includes carrying
a photocopy of your passport, carrying cash and credit

cards, without a wallet, in your front pocket, no car
renting — after all, carjacking was invented in Rio. and
no flashing of cash. This is common knowledge in a
country where the minimum monthly wage is $75.

Although the task of improving the safety of Rio's

streets is monumental and looks to be a few decades
away before it can be solved through economic stability

and a viable educational system, Rio remains one of the
great cities of the world for beaches, nightlife, the
uniqueness of its Carnival, and its natural splendor
which can be admired while standing next to the statue
of Christ the Redeemer whose hands still remain out-

stretched — not up; contrary to what some pessimistic

Cariocas believe.

Chistopher Rogers is a Collegian staff member.

TWA editor looks to community
This is the first Third Worid Affairs

page to be printed this semester and
alsomy very first opportunity to remind
all of you that this page is suffering
tremendously from the lack of writers.

As an editor, part of my job entails

recruiting new writers. I havecontacted
many people regarding this issue and I

have run ads in the Collegian callingfor

participation. The reply has been very
scarce.

Ines

VIEIRA
I believe that this page was created

as an tool for the Third World commu-
nity to use. As an editor with the help
of one writer, who is not from a Third
World country, I do not feel that this

goal can be achieved to its full poten-
tial. The Third World community on
this campus consists of an impressive

number ofmembers, each with a differ-

ent experience or idea to share with
theirs and other communities that can
only benefit from the multiculturalism
UMass is proud of.

Many people say they are not will-

ing to write for this page due to the
political conflicts that occurred in the
past. My only comment regarding this

view is that true representation can
only come about through partici pation,

and since the vehicle for this is available,

the next crucial step to take is to take
advantage of it.

I am urging all students who are
from a Third World country, and any-
body else who is interested in writing
for this page, to contact me, so that the
Third World Affairs Page can achieve
its goal, and serve to represent and
inform this campus.

Ines Vieira is the Collegian Third
World Affairs editor.

United Nations plans
rebuilding of Somalia
By CHRISTOPHER BURNS
Associated Press

It will take at least $250 million in U.N.
projects just to start rebuilding Somalia,
according to a draft proposal by the in-

ternational body.

The wish list obtained by the Associated
Press on Sunday, includes projects to re-

store water systems, schools, agriculture
and health care, and promises to request
further aide later this year.

It says success depends on allied forces

continuing to maintain security in the
lawless country.

U.N. officials are to present a final

version of the report to a conference of
donor nations on March 1 1 , in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. An aid package should boost
peace talks between rival Somali factions

scheduled for four days later.

"Somalia as a nation and society lies in

ruins," said the report, which estimates
that up to 500,000 people died last year of

starvation or disease, while clan warfare
raged in several parts of the country.

Yesterday, an estimated 1.5 million

Somalis remain at great risk and up to

three times that number need some form
ofassistance, the report says. The largest

request by U.N. agencies is $92.2 million
for helping refugees, followed by $41.2
million for bringing in food. Employment
and farming programs should each cost

$20 million, and education $7.6 million.

While $253 million is needed now,
"Further funds should be earmarked by
donors for disbursement in the course of
the year," says the report, titled "Relief
and Rehabilitation Program for Somalia."

The Third World
Affairs page is ioolcing

for new writers.
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Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor David Rivera

PhotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho
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Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken Pucks New England Night

Bagel Dog Roast Turkey/Gravy

BASICS LUNCH Cornbread Stuffing

Chicken Pucks Cranberry Sauce

Flat Bread Sandwich or Breaded Scallops

By JIM

"Can't use you, son. ... says here your feet aren't flat."

Quote of the Day
"I take a simple view of lite - keep your

eyes open and get on with it."

- 5/> Luitrence Olivier

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ACROSS
1 "Sil«n<-,(» ol -

Lambs'
4 Alice s boss at

tt>» diner

7 Mule or pump
1 1 Boast about
1? Oneol the

Three Bears
13 Shetland —
14 Oo a barber's

K>b
15 Like the desert

16 Sprint

17 Magazine's
lead art tele

19 Former
spouses

20 — Iriendly

2

1

In lavor of

2? — pro nobis
24 Slate south

ol NJ
25 12 00
26 Hal style

30 Podialrist s

concern
31 Reel

component
32 Acts
3S Lack ol water
37 Came up
38 Stream lish

39 Kale, spinach.

etc

41 Lton tamer's

prop
42 — none
45 Now I — me

fJnwn lo sleep"

46 Certain vans
Abbi

4 7 Moo'e ol Ihe

movpes
48 Some food

Ord»»rS

51 Wtipfe one c.in

get the score''

54 Cadabra
lead-in

55 Symbol ol

sadness
56 From County

Cork
57 fjnrman song
58 Ropo parts

59 Cincinnati

basi?bali ipam

60 Openers
61 Manuscripts

Abbr
62 Prior to

DOWN
1 Tour

2 Hang over

3 Pitcher

4 Strands

5 Eastern leader

6 "-- Spam '

7 Taking up a lot

of room
8 Fiaud
9 Former
10 Checks out
1

1

Opted lor

I? Mature ladies

14 Iraqi missile

18 Infant tern

23 Get back
losses

25 Prayer

? 7 Assn
28 Like "yay"

29Hgt
30 Social workers

assignments

32 Purse
33 Go wrong
34 Gardening tool

35 Cattle hacttars

36 Perch
38 Duds
40 Solar —
42 Neat to

43 Wrong
44 Wealthy

47 Artist

Albracht

—

48 Make a ipaach
49 Oft Browtway

award
50 *Cabar«t* star

J<i«l

52 CMckan coop
matriarch*

53 Swatfl^
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M women s gymnastics
COLLEGIAN

continued from page 1

2

One key part ofcollege athletics is overcoming adver-
sity, and Marshall said she almost left gymnastics because
it almost l>ecame just too much.

"There was a time that I wanted to quit after 1 had
knee surgery in high school. It was a battle coming back,
but once you've done the sport, you are always drawn
back to it." Marshall said.

May
.
like her teammate and roommate Marshall, had

to overcome injury during her career. She broke her foot
last season, and the journey back changed her, making
her stronger.

"1 was stronger after 1 camu back
I from the injury].

The team really needed someone on beam, so I had to be
stronger," May said.

When these women least, not only the mat but the
University itself, they will be missed for more than just

-tics, according to their coach and teammates,
'

. .illy the freshmen.
"L.B. takes some really funny falls. As far as enter-

tainment value in the g>m. when you see her fly off the
bars, she's like a Muppet." Mitchell said. "Abby is very
cj'iiical and can make a comment with a straight face, and
it comes out as a joke.

"She wouldn't think of it as a joke. Itjust cracks us up.
With Tammy, we'll lose a smile that just doesn't stop. It

is constantly there." Mitchell said.

"They've helped me adjust to the new environment,
and how club gymnastics is different than college g>'m-
nasiics," freshman Shaheda Keels said.

"Theyjust prepare me mentally— I'mjust a freshman.
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and I don't know what to do around here, so they tell me
what to do," freshman Ruth Reeves said.

"I was really scared coming into this season because I

was never around people this good before. The seniors
really helped me a lot — Abby helped me out a lot on
beam, and L.B. was really helpful. Tammy is like a role

model," said freshman Lisa Coyne.
"Whenever we need help, they are always there.

Whatever we needed, whether it was with gymnastics, or
classes, the seniors were there for us," said freshman
Leann Zavotka.

Marshall and May will graduate after this semester,
and Cronen will do so in the fall. Marshall is applying to
graduate school, and has a couple ofjob opportunities,
but said she feels it is "inevitable" that she will be
coaching gymnastics someday.

May is moving to Washington DC. t^j Uve with her
sister. She will look for ajob in her field, but coaching may
be in the future for her as well. Cronen will be looking
ahead to continuing her education as well when she
leaves the University, but not right away.

The seniors had their own opportunity to talk about
each other, and expressed how much each of their
teammates meant to the team.

"Lisa-Beth brings consistency to the team. You could
always rely on L.B. to compete in any event, even beam,"
May said. "She doesn't competeon beam, but I think ifshe
had to, she would."

"I was always amazed at the things Tammy would do
in the meet. It's not that she didn't work out, because she
did. She would just show up at meets and do things that
you wouldn't expect out of her sometimes," Cronen said.

"There arejust too many words to describe them I May

Estudiantes de Habia Hispana
Centro de Saiud Mental

Unlversidad de Massachusetts

en Amherst
ij^mmgmmmmimmimmmmiimimmmimmmmmm

Esta ofreclendo la oportunidad de unirte a un
grupo donde exploraremos nuestras relaciones
con miembfos de nuestras familias Muchas
veces esas relaciones no fueron funcionales y
hemos desarrollado sentimientos hacia ellas

Ven, unete a nosotros, y en un ambiente sano y
confidencial convercemos.

Uama al 545-2337 y pide una cita para conocer
de tl y para tu conocer la lider del grupo y lo

que ella puede ofrecerte.

and Cronen I and the friendships we've developed over
the past four years," Marshall said.

This long road these three Minutewomen traveled
may all come to an end in the regionals held in Missouri,
but their coach knows that it was all worth it.

"They were the first. They've seen where we started,

and where we are right now. We've all traveled down the
road together. It was definitely not an easy one. I think
when they look back at it, it was worth it.

"As far as replacing the talent in the gym, we are all

replaceable. It is the personalities that are going to be
missed," Mitchell said.

SPORTS NOTICE
Student activity cards will be handed out

Wednesday, February 24 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at

the Cun^ Hicks Cage. Tickets for the men's
basketball game against St. Bonaventure (March

1) and St. Joseph's

(March 4) will be given

out Thursday at 7 a.m.

at the Cage.
Students are ad-

vised that activity

cards will not be given

out Thursday and stu-

dents without activity

cards will not be al-

towed to pick up tick-

ets.

Regency
Hairstylists 253-9526

189 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA

One Free Tanning

Visit

with a Haircut
(just mention this ad)

expires 2/27/9g^

Collegian
Advertising
It Works!
545 B500

Have you hugged
19,000 copies

today/
Collegian
545-3500

New Management
SOUTHWOOD

APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES

1 lidrm SS6()

2 Bdrm from S430
3 Bdrm S690
4 Bdrm S880
• Free Bus
• Hot Water incl.

• 1 uliy C'arpeted

• Dining R{M)m
• Tenni.s Clourt

• No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

Submit to

Reckoning
Q non-fiction prose

& poetry publication

send prose, poetry,

and black & white

photos to Hampshire
College Box 367

questions; call

Jeff Sharlot

or

Lorraine Strauss at

549-4600 x297

deadline Friday

March 5

FLY TO THE BEACHES
OF FLORIDA

Fly to Warm
Sunny Florida

spring Break

o

129 ONE
WAY

DailN' non-slop jet air carrier serxice
Ironi Worcester to West Palm

Beacii. Florida beginning Marcii 1

.

For complete information.
schedules and advanced ticket

purchasing, call our toll free number
from SXX) am to 8:00 pm today!

Tim ^ \

SHUTILE APUmJOCHMHTWH
OMiurofi

"Your New England / Florida Connection. "

1-800-FLY-SOUTH
1-800-359-7688

*Thc Florida Shudlc is a public charter operator with Direct
Air Carrier Service Provided by Miami Air with Boeing
727s. Optional services include ftxxl and drink service lor

sale on board the aircraft and a SIO charge lor carry-on
baggage over and ab*)ve our carry-on policy. For further

Information, refer lo the required operator passenger contract.

HATCH EMTERTAIiyMENT
Monday Feb. 22

The f!)ig band Sound o^

lEFF HOLME
& his 16 Piece Blend of Jazz & Swing

"niesday Feb. 23

I
Come & Donee to the Sounds of

seLecja
Obie One PETE

Thursday Feb. 25

|NE^^ HORIZONS
>e kck •kM than enr - best re^^ae anphere.,. YqMmn

Friday Feb. 26

The Funky Hot Rock of
THE BOMBASTICS
Come Visit Our Taco Bar 4-8pm Mon.-Thurs.

Bud Natural Lite Pitchers, Drink Specials, Pizzas & More!

Selection of Fresh Made Pasta Dinners til 9PM
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Fencing Results from New Englands:
Individual Men:

Craig Andrew, a senior, 5th place - Men's Sabre
Jason Trunnel, a freshman, 4th place - Men's Foil

John Weiss, a junior, 5th place - Men's Foil

Weiss and Trunnel, 2nd place - 2 Man Foil Team
James Butrym, a junior, 4th place - Men's Epee
Edward Roaf, a senior, 5th place - Men's Epee
Butrym and Roaf, 1st place - 2 Man Epee Team

Individual Women:
Mariah Howland, a freshman, 3rd place - Women's Epee
Jen Ray, a junior, 4th place - Women's Epee
Kathy Rudick, a senior, 7th place - Women's Foil

Men's Team:
1

.

Brown
2. UMass
3. M.I.T.

4. Tufts

5. UNH

Women's Team:
1 . Wellesley

2. M.I.T

3. UNH
4. BC

5. UMass

ALPHA
(j LAMBDA
" DELTA

All Who Are Eligible For Membership
To Alpha Lambda Delta

Must Pay Dues By February 26th.

Dues can be paid at

Tlie Dean of Students Office.

227 Whitmore, 545-2684

tidbits
continued from page 12

road games include Temple guard Rick
Brunson at the St. Joseph's game and
Boston Celtic President Arnold "Red"
Auerbach at the George Washington
game.

• Prior to the St. Joe's game, program
hawkers were pitching this sales line —
"Get your program to tonight's big upset."

The Minutemen went on to win 81-69.
• No UMass signees were selected to

participate in the McDonald's High School
All-American game. However the
McDonald's team is selected as much for

prior hype as anything else.

Hartford (Conn.) Public High's 6-11

Marcus Camby lost out because he is

playing his first year of high school bas-

ketball. Camby had previously been ruled

academically ineligible as a sophomore
and was forced to sit out his junior season
after transferring to Public last season.

Philadelphia's Tyrone Weeks, a 6-6

forward, has been overshadowed by cross

town rival Rasheed Wallace, a 6-11 big

man, considered to be the top recruit in

the nation. However, one Philadelphia

sports writer described Weeks, a 6-6 for-

ward, as "just as dominating and just as

talented of a player as Wallace."
• Former Minuteman Jim McCoy,

UMass' all-time leading scorer, is cuiTently

tearing up a professional league in Sweden.
McCoy, reportedly, will return to campus
after the season, in order to finish up some
credits he needs to graduate.

UMass Sports
in the

Collegian -

Technically

Speaking...

it doesn't get
any better...

n
T-Shirts • Sweats • Boxers

Posters • Bumper Stickers

WE DO IT ALL!

Full Art Department, Free Delivery

584-0091
47 East Street, Hadley

j5% OFF all orders with this coupon i

AMHERST Fire Department
is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the Student Force of Engine Company 3

Gain Valuable Experience ^^tjyv.

Serve Your Community %Wl^s
for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb 24, 25, 26

'<^-.i"**

Open house at the North Fire Station, Februrary 26, 5:00p.m.

Call 549-5419

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20C per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
'

- Deadline: two days Pno^jo Publ.cat.on

113 Campus Center

PERSj

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACnVITIES

A Fraablal Learn to play bridge FREE i

SOM 101 Wed 2/24/935:30 pm 7:30pm
FREE T shirt & book

ATTENTION WILOLIFERS!
Rescheduled meeting Tuesday Feb. 23
7pm Holdsworth 203

Speaker: Intern for school for Field

Studies. Kenya

Chess Club
Tuesday Nights

7-11 pm In Bluewall

All are welcome'

Student Union Dayl
Wednesday. February 2* from 12 4

WATCH OUT FOR FLYING T SHIRTS!

Come to the Student Union building

and enjoy music in tfie Hatch. Earthfoods

and Cape Cod Lounge' Participate in

craft demonstrations and other open
house activities. Get coupons for FREE

sodas and goodies. All events are FREE

'

Brought to you by the Division of Stu-

dent Activities!

UPC General Committee Meeting:

Tonight 2/23 81 6:00 pm in Campus
Center Room 911. Help us bring you

concerts' Everyone is welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Europe this Summarl OnlySISSI Jet

there anylime for S169' Reported in

Let's Go' and NYTimes. CaribbeanS189

r/t air to somewhere sunny. California

-S129onewayeitherway.AIRHITCH @
212 864 2000

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta

Is now accepting applications

Applications are available in Herier 608

.Both Undergraduate and graduate stu

dents.

PraVot AnSci Club Maatin*
Tue Feb 23
Sled dog demo
Paige 202
6pm

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Escort '87

No rust runs great

Must sell S230O/B

Call 665 2350

83 VW Rabbit 97000 mi GOOD COND
S500 willing to negotiate

Call Doug 256 4253

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese 53.50

Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 loppings add 31

549 6098
5496073

ENTERTAINMENT

Bands: We Want You
In the SU Ballroom

In April

Call 6-4812 or 253 9707

FOR RENT

Cap* Cod group summer retitals -

Waterfront Houses Falmouth Area

508 477 6000

1 12 Town Housa Apartment available

for rent 3267.50 available immediately

to be shared with male graduate stu-

dent 545 6744 or 665 2810 E

Room downtown. Quiat, private;

lease through Aug.; 3350/mo inclusive

253 4236 9am 9pm

FOR SALE

Beatlet.

Metalltca Photos from Mullnns Show
8x10, 11x14 Tapecovers. Call 253 9794

after 7 pm. Josh.

OW Ticket To Los Angalas
Useby 3/10S125
413 586 7866

HEALTH

I by mall discreel. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Camp Trucking is interviewing for

summer positions during spring break.

Individuals will learn differnet phases
of business management, handle
phones, and have general offce as

signments. File maker Pro and Macin
tosh experience helpful. S7/hr Relaxed

atmosphere. Call 508 653 1744 before

March 1.

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish CO ed residential camp seeks

counselors and specialists Capital

Camps, located in the beautiful Catoctin

Mountains, one hour from Washington.
DC. offers tennis, water sports, nature

arts, video, gymnastics, radio, drams,

photo, etc. If you are interested in the

cahllenges and excitement of working

with campers and excitement of work
ing with campers in grades 3-10, we
want you on our team. GOOD SALA
RIES. GREAT FUN! Our director will be

at the Camp Fair on March 2. For more
informationand an appointment, call 1-

800 229 7852.

Graoks and Clubs raise a cool 31000
in lust one week' Plus S1000 for the

memlier who calls' And a free Igloo

Cooler if you quaMfy. Call 1 800 932

0528. ext 65

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money leaching basic converse

tional English abroad Japan and Tai

wan Many provide room and board
andolherbenefits'Make32000 34000-
per month No previous training or

teaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call 1206) 632 1 1 46

exi J5001

Postal Jobs Avallablal Many posi

lions Great beneftls. Call 1-800-436

4365 ext p 3306

Summer Camp on Caps Cod
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids Beautiful location,

excellent program
Competitive Salaries Call James,

at 549-8353 for info and application

Summer |obs and intamshlps -

University Directories, the nations larg-

est publisher of campus telephone di

rectories (including UMass at Amherst),

is interviewing goal oriented students

for a challentging, full time summer
position. Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and public relations

Average earnings S3900. Expense paid

training program in Chapel Hill, NC.
College credit may t>e available. Inter

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th. Information and inter

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1 800 743-5556

INSTRUCTION

LOST TRAVEL

Physics and Math Tutor

MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST! Brand now glasses grey and
black plastic with silver frame Lost in

CC or Basics Call April 6 4574

Lost Passport and important papers
in brown purse with brown gloves in

S&S Plastic bag Contact PRASHANT
549 9186 reward

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship 'LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

Lost WIre-rim glassas in the back of

the Big Green American pick up that

gave me a nde to school last week
Please call 253-9794 after 9 pm. Ask for

Mr. Clark

PERSONALS

MIka - THANKS FOR EVER'^HING!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY'

LOVE,

Susan

Polly-

Happy 21 sti

Now you can legally carry beer around
the store!

Love, Dawn

Poopsla

2 years ago you tiecame my future I

couldn't have asked for a more
wonderful man to share my life with

Happy 2 year Anniversary

I love you!

Melissa

Suzy M.
It's your 21st birthday! Let the

Birthday rituals begin! Prepare to t>e

tortured Steve tt Me

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Mt. Farms Mall

SPRINGBREAKH
Panama and Oaytona

3139 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

daadlineSOON'
Call Erica 546 0223

Spring Break:

CANCUN. NASSAU
from S299

Organize a small group for FREE trip

Call 11800) Get Sun 1

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja

maica, Cancun, Bahamas, from 3459'

Florida from 5149 Organiiegroup travel

free' 1 800 4267710

TAKE IT OFF!!!
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, thesas.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

'

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

Need garage space or parking space
fornon runningcarforaC)Out4 Srrxjnths

evening 549 0142

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible woman
Need housing for spnng semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

Wa want to take over your lease' 4

person apt in Brandywine or Puffton

Starting in January 5462296
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Sports
Seniors provide leadership for Minutewomen
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Four years ago. these members of the
University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team were competing against
each other just to have a chance at being
where they are now.

Seniors Abby May, Lisa-Beth Cronen
and Tammy Marshall began their
Minutewomen careers as part of UMass
head coach Alfie Mitchell's first recruiting
class, setting the tone for what Mitchell's
team stands for at the present time.

Both May and Cronen come from Am-
herst, so they have been around the Uni-
versity for most oftheir life. May , a finance
major, works solely on one event for the
Minutewomen. the balance beam.

Even though she had the ability to

perform in all four events when she was
first recruited, her best was always the
beam, according to Coach Mit<:hell.

"Abby has always concentrated onbeam
because that was her strong point. She's
very tall . she's got long lines, and she looks
pretty, really pretty, when she works on
the beam, and she has tliis uncanny knack
of staying on." said Mitchell.

At the time of the i-ecruiting. Mitchell
had already given one scholarship to

Marshall, and the team did not have much
money, so they had to find women like

May and Cronen to walk on for individual
events.

Because of the intense competition
d uring the walk-on try-outs that fi rst year

,

May didn't even think she would be on the
team come the start of the season, but
according to Mitchell, he knew what type
of g>'mnast she was.

"1 knew with Abby that I was getting
someone who was going to stay on beam,
because I knew her coach. Beam is a very
important event, so that was a big asset,"

Mitchell said.

Cronen. a sociology major, had l)een

recruited by Rhode Island. New Hamp-
shire and UMass, and cites Mitchell as
one of the reasons she decided to stay in

Amherst.
"I grew up in Amherst, so I had always

seen the campus. It looked nice from the
outside. When it came down to it, the
other two coaches were downright rude to

me, and I knew Alfie had always been nice
to me, so I came here," said Cronen.

Cronen and May spent their early ca-

reers together in the same club, and what
they bring to the team is very similar.

"As far as L.B. goes, she brings to bars
what Abby brings to beam. L.B. is very
consistent on bars," Mitchell said. "I put
her in a category with money— the girl is

as good as money when it comes to her
event."

SETH KAYE / COUEGIAN
Seniors Lisa-Beth Cronen, Tammy Marshall, and Abby May (from left to right) lead the

University of Massachusetts' women's gymnastk:s team into Wednesday's meet with Springfield
College.

Marshall, from Hicksville, New York,
has been in gymnastics since she was
eight years old, when her mother put her
in a dancing school, before moving on to

gymnastics. She is the NCAA's defending
national champion on the vault, and is a
threat for the all-around title in every
meet UMass competes in.

"Tammy — what has not been said

about this young lady." Mitchell said.

"Gymnastically. you've got all that. As far

as a person. Tammy is a fun person to be
around.

"I've only seen her cr>'. maybe, two
times. Two times in all the years she's

been here. . . As far as crying, if it gets to

her. she won't let you know."
Turn to WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS, page 1
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Hockey coach sought
|

Garden XMas tournament
possible for UMass hoopBy MICHAEL MORRISSEY

Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
may have a new head hockey coach
before too long.

In a story in the Feb. 14 Boston
Sunday Globe, it was reported the
search committee slimmed the list to

three candidates; Springfield Indians
head coach Jay Leach. Boston College
assistant coach Joe Mallon and St.

Lawrence head coach Joe Marsh. Two
of the men who were contacted seem
interested in the job.

Leach, who has guided the Indians,

an afliliate ofthe Hartford Whalers, to a
fourth place 20-28-9 record thus far,

said he could notcomment about thejob.
Leach did, however, comment on the

William D. Mullins Memorial Center,
which will be the hockey team's home.

"I've seen the Mullins Center— I've

never seen anything like it," Leach
said. "You can be blind, crippled and
crazy and still recruit there.'

Marsh has been the head coach of
St. Lawrence for eight years, and has a
171-88-9 record. He is the school's first

coach to achieve four consecutive 20-

win seasons.

Associate athletic director and
search committee chair Al Rufe said a
short Ust of candidates has been sub-
mitted toathletic director Bob Marcum.
Marcum. who is currently out of town,
has the discretion to interview and
choose the coach.

The list is less than five (>eople,

that's all I can say." Rufe said. "We've
had 68 nominations or applications."

The search committee consisted of
three UMass coaches— football coach
Mike Hodges, head women's basketball
coach Joanie O'Brien and associate
head men's basketball coach Bill Ba>'no.

Five other members made up of faculty
and staffhelped choose the candidates.

The hockey team will play a Division
II schedule for next year, and then
attempt to move into Hockey Ea.st and
Division I by 1995-96. Marsh said the
timetable is perfect.

"The sooner the better." he said.

Tou've got to take your licks, but the
sooner you get it out of the way. the
better it is for recruiting."

"You've got all of Massachusetts to

draw from. It's just a tremendous
amount of talent, a great talent pool."

Mallon did not return the Collegian's
phone calls.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Suff

College basketball talk has been heat-
ing up the airwaves on WEEI (590 AM),
BosUxia all-sports radio station.

The hottest topic of conversation has
been the possibility ofsetting up an annual
Christmas tournament, to be held in the
Boston Garden, which would bring four
Massachusetts teams together.

WEEI personality Eddie Andelman has
been the loudest proponent of the tour-

nament, which would be modeled after

the Beanpot, a college hockey tournament
held in the Garden each February.

The participants would be Mas.sachu-
setts. Boston College. Holy Cross and
Northeastern, four of the Bay State's six
Division 1 basketball programs ( Harvard
and Boston University are the other two).

While the possibility of a tournament
final between BC and UMass is intrigu-

ing, the tournament is nowhere near oc-

curring.

First of all, UMass already hosts a
Christmas tournament, the Abdow's Hall
ofFame Classic, held in Springfield. While
not as exciting, at least on paper, as
Andelman's proposal, the Abdow's does

provide UMass with the profits from two
sellouts at the 9,000-seat Civic Center. At
the Garden. UMass would be forced to

.>«hare the gate receipts.

UMass and BC clashed in the finals of
the Abdow's Tournament in 1990. The
Minutemen defeated BC 83-81 in the game.

UMass, which has never lost in the
Abdow's Tournament, is committed to

holding the tournament through next
season at the very least. Also next season.
BC will participate in the prestigious Maui
Classic in Hawaii, which traditionally
bnngs some of college basketball's top
teams together.

"We couldn't do it for a couple ofyears,
but It is not out of question." Reid Oslin.
the director of sports information at Bos-
ton College, said, "^ith 18 Big East games
and some traditional rivals, it is difficult

to schedule games, but BC would lye in-

terested in this."

Another obstacle is Holy Cross, which
no longer offers athletic scholarships.
While the Crusaders, who were defeated
soundly by both BC and UMass this sea-
son, are still presently competitive, their
future is uncertain.

• Faces in the crowd at recent UMass
Turn to TIDBITS, page 1
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Men's track falls to Dartmouth
Minutemen take first place in 3 events, get swept in 4
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

And David reached into his bag for a stone to sling at
Gohath, but the bag was empty so the giant crushed him.

That scenario should seem eerily familiar to the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts men's indoor track team. Ivy
League champion Dartmouth wasted little time in show-
ing Ken O'Brien's squadjustwho was the bigger and better
team as they thumped the Minutemen 103-40. Saturday's
loss drops the Minutemen to 3-5 on the dual-meet season.

The Big Green swept four events from the Minutemen
— the high jump, the 200-meter run, the 800-meter run,
and the 3,000-meter run. They also displayed their
dominance by placing first in 15 out of the 18 events.

The three Minutemen who helped O'Brien avoid a
shutout by winning their events were John Johnson in

the longjump, Pat Reed in the mile and Lionel Benjamin
in the 55-meter dash. Benjamin achieved a personal best
in the dash with a time of 6.63 seconds.

UMass had six members take second place, led by Bart
Soare's personal best throw of46 feet, 1 1 inches in the 35
pound weight. Kevin Greenhaigh provided O'Brien with
a nice one-two punch in the mile by taking second. Paul
Doyle raced to second in the 55 meter hurdles and
Kristian DiMatteo took second in the longjump. Pat Reed
proved he is a double threatby following up his first in the

mile with a second in the 1,000-meter run.
Rounding out the scoring for the Minutemen with

their third-place finishes were DiMatteo in the long
jump, Wojciehowski in the pole vault ( personal best of 13
feet, 6 inches), Morrison in the 400-meter run. Rachupka
in the triple jump, Greenhaigh in the 1,000-meter run,
and Boilard in the 5.000-meter run.

"I didn't go up with any illusions of beating them,"
O'Brien said. He also said that he was just looking for an
improvement ftx)m lastweekend's last-place performance
at the A-10 Championships and feels as though he got it

from his squad.

This weekend, the Minutemen will be one of43 schools
from three divisions competing in the New England
Championships being held at Boston University.

Excluding the Ivy League schools, this meet brings
together every college in New England that has a men's
track team. It appears to be just what the doctor ordered
for the Minutemen. After being matched against the big
boys for the past two weeks, the Minutemen will be a big
fish in a small pond as they will be one ofthe top 10 teams
competing this weekend.

O'Brien said he figures that the Minutemen will place
anywhere from five through ten. He figures that host BU
and Northeastern will be battling it out for the champi-
onship with the nod going to Northeastern because of
their superior depth.

__<-r^fc^
"

SS1 Associated Press
"s*"^ College BcsketboJI Top 25

Pecofd Pfs Pv»

1 . Indiana (63) 24-2 1.620 1

2. Kentucky (o 20-2 1,509 2
3. North Carolina (d 22-3 1,509 3
4. Arizona 19-2 1,423 4
5. Michigan 21-4 1,401 5
6. Florida St. 21h3 1,240 9
7. Kansas 21-4 1,401 6
8. Vanderbilt 21-4 1,125 n
9, Duke 20-5 1,103 7

10. Cincinnati 20-3 1,074 8
11. Utah 21-3 932 12
12. Wake Forest 17-5 854 10
13. UNLV 17-3 763 15
M.SetonHall 20-6 762 16
1 5. Arkansas 17-6 672 13
16. Tuione 20-4 639 18
1 7. Purdue 15-6 537 14
18. Iowa 16-6 527 20
19. New Orleans 20-2 500 21
20. Marquette 19-4 313 24
21. Massachusetts 18-5 281 19
22. Virginia 16-6 235 23
23. Brigham Young 21-5 184
24. Xavier, Ohio 18-3 125
25. Pittsburgh 15-7 103 17
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It will be sunny today, with tempg
25-30. Thursday on^ in the 20s.

Sports:
Four Massachusetts college hoop teams have a good shot
at the NCAAs. Read about how our little state ha« turned

into a college b-ball powerhouse. Page 12.

Local News:
Transit vans will now be available to take you
and all your belongings to the library. Because

you are here to study, right? Page 3.
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Hn D
HEART OUT— 'Herman the srx>w musician was made by members of ttie UMass Marching

BarxJ. (L to R) Chns Ptquette, senior Pete Carr>ey, juniof Jill Richmond, senior Andy DeVivo. Herman freshman Bill
Murray, Mark Trulson, senior Mike Gaudet and junw Dan Rieder.

Examining the rape of women
Sexual assault ofwomen is a political tool, Dr. says
By CRYSTAL MASSEY
Special to the Collegian

Editor's Note: This is the third of a fti'f-part series
leading up to the Feb. 27 Women's Conference.

"Male violence towards women could not be as epidemic
as it 18 without the cooperation ofthe entire social system
- the press, police, courts, legislatures, academia, welfare
agencies, the professions, and other institutions." ( French,
The War Against Women)

News Analysis
Economic discrimination worldwide has served to keep

women and their children in poverty. Women do between
.two-thirds and three-fourths of the work in the world.
Women produce 45 percent ofthe world's food, but women
only receive 10 percent ofthe worlds income and 1 percent
of the world's property (UN Conference on Women).

The things that our governments have chosen to place
value on are also contributing to violence against women.
In 1 988, nations ofthe world spent more than $ 110.00 for
every person on military expenses. This is much more
than what was spent on food, water, shelter, health, and
education. The majority of people in the world that are
suffering from starvation are women and children.

There have been at least 207 wars fought in the 20th
Century. Seventy-eight million people have died in these
wars; the m^ority of them being women and children
(Waring, If Women Counted). To seriously combat vio-

lence against women, it is necessary to fight against
economic and political discrimination.

Angela Davis said. "Some of the most flagrant symp-
toms of social deterioration are acknowledged as serious
problems only when they have assumed such epidemic
proportions that they appear to defy solution. Rape is a
case in point."

One out of three women will be sexually assaulted in
her lifetime. One out of four women will be raped before
the age ofeighteen Rape happens to women in every part
of the world. Rape happens to women of every age, race,
and class. Women are beaten, assaulted, mutilated,
raped and killed every day, yet we still treat these crimes
as if they were individual aberrations. Psychological
studies ofmen who commit violent crimes toward women
show them to be within the range of what is considered
'normal' for American men.

If we intend to stop violence toward women we must
first understand the roots ofthat violence. We need to do
more than analyze individual cases and study male
psychology. We need to look at what purpose this >iolence
serves in a society.

Rape is used by men everywhere to exert power and
control over women. On Feb. 12, 1993 a group of four
doctors presented a report to the United Nations Human
Rights Commission about rape in Bosnia. They found
that rape is currently being used as a means to terrorize
and move a whole population.

There are a lot of accounts of families refusing to

Turn to WOMEN, page 2

Author advises students
ways to achieve success

U.S. aims
for Bosnian
airdrop soon
By NANCY BENAC
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Clinton said Tuesday
the United States wasconsidering"purely humanitarian"
relief for Bosnians with no danger that America would be
drawn into a deeper engagement it cannot escape

There's no combat implications whatever." Clinton
said at the start ofan hour-long Oval Office session with
Boutros Boutros-Ghali.

Administration officials said the White House was
working on an airdrop plan aimed at bringing food and
medicine to starving Bosnians without worsening tensions
in the region or endangering American miliUry personnel.

"If we can reach an agreement, it will help. I think."
Clinton said.

AskW about the risks of U.S. planes being shot at by
antiaircraft artillery. Clinton said. "We think the risks
are quiet small."

He rejected suggestions of the relief operation could
draw the United States into a deeper engagement, say-
ing, "not at all. because what we're discussing is very
different. " He said the operation under discussion was
"purely humanitarian and quite limited."

Boutros-Ghali has said such an airdrop operation
would be welcome only if it were under U.N. command.

Also on the agenda for the Oval Office meeting was the
famine relief effort in Somalia.

The Uruted States in anxious to turn over the opera-
tion to the United Nations and bring home most of the
remaining 17.000 U.S. troops.

"We'd like to see this happen as quickly as possible but
as smoothly as possible, and well continue to work with
the United Nations to make the transition happen as
quickly as possible." said press secretary Dee Dee Myers.

Stephanopoulos. asked about concerns that the
Bosnian airdrops could escalate war in the former Yu-
goslavia, insisted that "we won't do an>'thing to make the
situation worse."

He added that the operation could be undertaken
without "exceptionally high risk" to U.S military per-
sonnel.

"We don't necessarily think there'll be any additional
risk involved in this kind of an operation," he said, "but
beyond that, there's real suffering going on right now and
we have to do what we can to help alleviate it."

A senior official said the administration hoped to
avoid any need to bring in warplanes or monitoring
aircraft to protect theoperation by flying the reliefplanes
above the range of antiaircraft fire.

Pentagon spokesman Bob Hall said the military would
take "whatever measures. . . that we felt necessary to
protect our troops." He said airdrops are undertaken only
"under extreme circumstances" because road convoys are
more effective at ensuring that aid reaches the needy.

By KRISTIN J. ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

"All I ever wanted to do was find out
what makes the great, great," Dennis
Kimbro, author of Think And Grow Rich:
A Black Experience, told people at his
lecture in the Campus Center Auditorium
last night.

Kimbro started out by saying of the
scores ofblack achievers that he has inter-

viewed, there are four aspects that they
all share.

"Numberone - they dream big dreams,"
he said. "Number two - they live life at the
center. They walked to a beat ofa different

drum. Number three - Don't be average!
Everyone remembers those who fall below
the mark or those who over achieve. And
number four - these individuals flat out
refused to fail."

While sharing stories about his seven
years of researching "why some men and

women succeed and others fail and why is

one individual rich and wealthy while
another is poorand impoverished," Kimbro
had underlying messages.

One story that stood out pertained to

Lee Haney, Mr. Olympian foreight straight
years. Aft«r being told that it would be
ridiculous for him to strive to be a Mr.
Olympian, Haney focused all of his at-

tention to attaining that goal. After eight
years, he's still holds that prestigous title.

"Focus, you need to focus and you can
achieve," Kimbro said.

He shared different pieces of advice
thatAfrican-American achievers have told

him. Boxing promoter Don King told
Kimbro that "ifyou set yourselfon fire the
whole world will come and watch."

Kimbro also hit on networking, the
1993 term for law ofassociation, especially
for college students. "People don't care
about you until they see how much you

Turn to SUCCESS, page 3

Seeking SGA offices
Students announce candidacy today
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Six students have returned papers
to become official candidates for the
offices of Student Government Asso-
ciation president and student trustee.

Two students, David Nunez and Al
Lizana will announce their candidacies
at a press conference today at noon on
the Student Union steps.

Nunez will be running for president
against Kenneth Maisonet and Jennifer
Fazzi. Lizana will be running against
Kevin Jourdain and Jeffrey Turco for

student trustee.

Elections will be held on campus
March 9 and 10.

"I'm going from door to door to let

people know about my candidacy and
some of the issues." Nunez said.

Nunez said he met with campus

organizations including the Lesbian
Bisexual Gay Alliance, the Asian
American Student Association and
MassPIRG.

Nunez cited reform ofcampus health
services and more accountability of
the University administration to stu-

dents as issues he would target if

elected.

Maisonet and Fazzi both said they
were saving discussion of platform i.s-

sues for the candidates' debate on
Tuesday, but did comment on the need
for good leadership.

Maisonet said the time is ripe for

change.

This is the time where students
have the chance to move forward, but
can only do that with someone who's in

touch with the issues," Maisonet said
"I represent that change."

Turn to SGA, poge 4
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Wednesday, February 24
Meeting— The UMass Theatre Guild will be holding

a membership meeting on Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in
room 174 of the Campus Center. For more info call 545-
0415.

Meeting— The UMass Black Student Union will hold
a general assembly meeting in Room 805 Campus Center
at 6:30 p.m.

Lecture — "Single Women in Rome: Windows, Con-
cubines and Penitents," by Katherine Gill at 8 p.m. in the
Neilson Library Browsing Room.

Thursday, February 25

Student Senate Update
The following motions are on the agenda for debate

and voting for the meeting ofthe Undergraduate Student
Senate on Wednesday, Feb. 24. 7 p.m. in C.C. 163.

At the outset of the meeting Dr. Thomas Robinson,
vice chancellor for student afTatrs, will address the Senate
and field questions. To mark the 20th aniuversary of the
Legal Services OfTice, there is a resolution to reaffirm our
support for the office, its work for the students, and our
commitment to working to restore its litigation power. In

women

Lecture — "American Popular Culture Abroad: Cul-
tural Imperialism? Global Homogeneity? Or Bridge to
Democracy?" by Benjamin Barbner at 4:15 p.m. in the
Neilson Library Browsing Room.
Saturday, February 27

Dance — "Jhankar Night," presented by the South
Asian Club. International Dance party to benefit an
orphanage. All welcome, 10th floor Campus Center Ho-
tel, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Auditions — UMass Theatre Guild's production of
"Bedroom Farce." Held in Room 904 of the Campus
Center at noon, Sunday at noon, or Sunday at 7 p.m. For
more info call 545-0415.

The SCA Update is j service oi the Collegian
JiuJ the Student CM^emmenl/\s>iK ialionlo inform
students atxKil items on thi> SC.^ jf;eiKJj.

addition, there is a motion to allocate funds through the
senate Public Policy committee to fund Ralph Nader to

speak on campus this semester.
All members ofthe University Community are invited

to attend and speak on any motions that come up at the
meeting. As the Student Senate is the representative
body of all UMass undergraduates, the University com-
munity is encouraged to attend and be aware of the
motions and opinions it passes.

I

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
It really works!
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continued from poge 1

leave their villages. Then, after the rapes, families decide
to leave to protect the women." Dr. Shana Swiss reported.

In her book Women. Culture. & Poiitica. Angela Davis
explains, "rape is frequently a component of the torture
inflicted on women political prisoners by fascist govern-
ments and counterrevolutionary forces. In the history of
our own country, the Ku Klux Klan and other racist
groups have used rape as a weapon of political terror."

In the United States many groups against rape have
been focusing their attention on punishing the rapists.
This does not appear to be something that will stop
violent crimes toward women. Ifwe are really looking for
a solution to this problem we have to look at what is true
in our society.

It is estimated that about 10 percent of all rapes are
reported. Of these, only four percent are convicted. In-
creasing time in jail for those few will not help women.
In this country our law enforcement agencies have re-
peatedly shown their insensitivity to women who have
been raped.

White policemen have been especially cruel to women of
color. There have been numerous reports of women of
color being raped while in police custody.

The interconnection of societal oppression that is

based on race, class, and gender has to be understood for
us to eflfectively fight against any one form ofoppres.>;ion.
"Ifwe are militant activists challenging \nolence against
women, we must also fulfill our duties as fearless fighters
against police violence, and we must express our pas-
sionate solidarity with the racially and nationally op-
pressed people who are its main targets," Davis said.

"The banners we raise against rape must also be
raised against racist and anti-semetic Ku Klux Klan and
Nazi violence...As we further shape the theoretical
foundation of the anti-rape movement and as we imple-
ment practical tasks, let us constantly remind ourselves
thateven as individual victories are claimed, the complete
elimination of sexist violence will ultimately depend on
our ability to forge a new and revolutionary global order,
in which every form of oppression and violence against
humankind is obliterated."

/.
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Van to transport students from library to dorm
By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Staff

In response to student and staff safety concerns
University of Massachusetts Transit Services and the
Faculty Senate Library Committee have launched an
experimental transit program to the Tower Library at
night.

The program, which started on a snowy Sunday
evening, runs a 15-passenger van every half hour on the
Orchard Hill Loop I route, transporting people to and
from the library. System hours are from 6:15 p.m. to
12:15 a.m., Sundays through Thursdays according to
Allan Byam. manager of Transit Services.

The system will serve as a safe alternative to walking
to the library from regular bus stops.

"It is designed to be a more safe and efficient way to get
to the library," Byam said.

Byam hopes the program will reflect Transit Services'
commitment to contributing to a safer campus environ-
ment for all.

"We wanted to increase our attempts to make the
campus a safe place to live and work. This is just our way
of pitching in to do something satisfactory for the UMass
community," Byam said.

Transit services welcomes input from students and
faculty on the program. Campus reaction will determine
its fate, as this semester is only a trial period.

"The more information we get back, the more im-
provements can be made for the future." Byam said.

The concept was initially proposed by Professor Daniel
Martin, chair of the Senate Library Committee, as part
of a package to improve library access to students.

"It will greatly improve life for those who use the
library at night by alleviating some of the fear of having
to walk alone from the dorms, or from the parking lots."

Martin said.

He feels the van is necessary because the library lacks
a parking lot nearby.

Looking to the future. Martin is optimistic about the
program's fate.

"We hope we can continue to run it at least through
next semester." Martin said. "In the long term, we hope

Students are
celebrating the
Student Union
By MATT McCARTHY
Collegian Staff

Are you looking to add something fun to your
boring Wednesday?

If you are. come down to the Student Union
today between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. and see what
Student Union Day is all about.

The entire building will be decorated and the
entire campus community has been invited. Come
listen to music in the Hatch. Cape Cod Lounge and
Earthfoods. Take part in demonstrations put on by
the Craft Center and try your luck at catehing
UFTs (unidentified flying T-shirts)! There's also
going to be giveaways and much, much more.

Nathan Crick will be playing saxophone on the
balcony from 1 1 :30 a.m. until noon and from 1 p.m.
to 1:30 p.m. The Hatch will host the band "Race."
between noon and 1 p.m. Performing from 1:30

p.m. to 2:30 p.m. will be "Monghani," and from 3 to

4 p.m., "Yep!" will be playing.

The Craft Center will be having an open house
from noon to 4 p.m. Students can watoh f>ottery,

jewelry making and silk screening.

The Hatch will also be giving away food coupons
and the Mini Store will be gfive away free popcorn
for every drink purchase.

The Student Activities Service table will have T-

shirts, bookmarks, and freecookies from Earthfoods.

All activities are to help celebrate the Student
Union Building, described by Programming Assis-

tant Gloria Santa Anna as "The living room of the

campus."
This festival day is sponsored by the Division of

Student Activities.

success
continued from poge 1

care about them."

According to him there are four things an individual

can do in order to achieve success. You must decide on the

industry you want to work in. decide what company you

want to work for in that industry, then you must decide

the department you want to work in, and finally, deter-

mine the individual you want to work for or whosejob you

want.

To get an idea of one's area ofexcellence. Kimbro says

to ask yourself"what do I love to do? What would I do for

free? What comes easv to me and hard i;)r others?"

As midterms fast approach, students take advantage of the new transit van service to get to the library The new
transportservice will shuttle students betv^reen the library and the dorms m an effort to increase student safety.

they will modify the roadways so a big bus can (it and be
able to drop students right at the Library doorstep."

At the end of each loop the van will stop directly
between the Library and Goddell to drop ofTand pick up
passengers.

Martin says this service is a more ooet-eflfective and
comfortable means of transportation than having to call

the campus police escort service and be driven in a cruiser.

Martin said hopes it will better the campus environ-
ment for students who frequent the librar>' duringevening
hours.

"I hope It's going to be something great for students-
something that will improve their quality of lift," Martin
said.

Discussing the Russian plight
A 'real' Russia is rising to reveal itself, Prof, says
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Organized crime, low-budget American movies, nuclear
weapons, democracy and left-over communism were
among the many factors in the plight of post-Soviet
Russia discussed last night at a panel discussion titled

"Russia in Turmoil."

Associate Professor of Russian Studies at Mount
Holyoke College Stephen Jones said expecting Russia to
be able to adopt a Western-style economic and political

system is unrealistic.

"The clothes of mature democracies don't fit these
emerging democracies." he said. "Our own views of de-
mocracy, capitalism and nationalism are not necessarily
compatible with Russian views, and the
recommendations.. .we make about these concepts are
not necessarily the best.. .for Russia."

The discussion, hosted at Amherst College by the Five
College F*rogram in Peace and World Security Studies,
focused on the political and economic future of Russia,
where the overall standard of living has sunk rapidly
since the breakdown of the Soviet Union.

Professor of political science at the University of Ma.s-
sachusetts Karl Ryavec described the situation in Russia
by quoting Charles Dickens' "Tale ofTwo Cities," saying it

was "the best of times, and it was the worst of times."
He said Russia's present plight was bad, but did "not

even approach the great disa.sters ofRussian history." He

said since Russia is no longer burdened with a totalitar-

ian system and the threat ofnuclear war, the world might
get a chance to see what he called "the real Russia."

"This is a Russia that has a good chance to be itselfand
find itself," Ryavec said.

He also said, however, that many Russians naively
believe a "cavalry" of American investors will come and
rescue their economy, since better investments can be
made in Mexico and Central Europe.

Amherst College Professor ofRussian Jane Taubman
spoke of the growing diversity in Russian culture. She
said in the past it was easy to study modern Russian
culture, because one simply had to look at what Ixxiks or
films the government was making available.

Now. she said, there was much greater variety in the
Russian cultural scene, with hundreds of titles coming
out. Included in this diversity, however, were masses of
old "grade C" American movies, which had replaced more
thoughtful Russian films.

Taubman thought little of the films, but Alexander
Gorin. a visiting profes.sor at Mount Holyoke College
from Kiev University in the Ukraine, .said "for the Soviets
these are like masterpieces. They deal with problems we
did not understand before."

Gorin referred to the present preponderance of rack-
eteering and organized crime in Russia as a "period of
primary capital accumulation." and said he expected it to
subside as the free market provided more legitimate
ways to make money.

Viewing culture with U.S. twist
By JESSE ARMSTRONG
Collegian Staff

Drawn by the eternal desire to see how others see you,
a large crowd filled the alumni house conference room at
Smith College Monday to hear a lecture on images of
America in British popular culture.

The lecture, given by Dick Hebdige, British author of
the seminal 1979 work Subculture: The Elements ofStyle
and presently dean of Critical Studies at the California
Institute ofArts, was the fourth ofa seven-lecture series
on American popular culture abroad.

Using a mixture of music, slides and video clips.

Hebdige sought to illustrate what he quoted cultural
theorist Stuart Hall as calling "the dirty game of so-

matic." or the battle within culture for the control of
meaning.

The presentation centered on the idea that the old
model of the unstoppable "Americanization" of other
cultures naturally spreading from U.S economic hege-
mony is flawed, and should be replaced with a view of

culture being "dis.seminated and interpreted."
As an illustration ofthis typeofinterjiretation. Hebdige

used the example of a group of Scottish steel workers,
who regularly hold country and western nights, complete
with mock-gunfights and the parading of the Confeder-
ate flag.

Rather than seeing this as an example ofthe ubiquity
of U.S. culture, Hebdige interpreted it as an equation of
Scottish nationalism with Nineteenth century southern
rebellion, and a longing amongst the males of this
working-class group for the patriarchal values which
are still largely intact in the world of country and
western.

Hebdige's title for the lecture was "Fabulous Confu-
sion," and occasionally his arguments became obscured
behind the frequently opaque language ofcritical theory.

The next lecture in this series titled "American Popu-
lar Culture Abroad: Cultural Imperiali.sm? Global
Homogenity? Or Bridge to Democracy?" will take place
on Feb 25 at the Neilson Library Brn v-.^ -; Room at
Smith College.
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Fazzi said she's been actively seeking
to determine student needs.

"I've hit a good portion ofcampus, and
I have a good idea what students are
looking for in an SGA president," Fazzi

said.

"I'm confident that I can fill that role."

Student trustee candidate Lizano cited

numerous areas of student life he would
address, if elected.

"I want to make the trustee level of
administration more accountable to stu-

dents," Lizano said. "We need tuition and
fee control and financial aid reform."

Lizano said he'd also fight for litigation

power for legal services and enrollment
retention, especially ofminority students.

Turco said fair representation of stu-

dents is needed.

"I'm running because I feel I can rep-

resent the student interests as a whole,"
Turco said. "There's a need for someone
who takes a color-blind view to student
interests. I'm concerned that won't hap-
pen with the other candidates."

Student trustee candidate Jourdain
was unavailable for comment.

Although voting ballots do not Ust
"running mates" - all candidates are listed

singly - Nunez and Lizano said they have
a common view ofstudent needs and areas
of concern for the Senate.

Fazzi andTurco also have similar goals,
Fazzi said.

Candidates were required to collect 250
student signatures before becoming eli-

gible.
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Some viral mumbo jumbo
I don't have any patience for this— my

head feels like an atom bomb has gone off
and the radiation is feeding offmy brain.

I haven't eaten in two days, my stom-
ach is writhing like an ocean in a storm,
my muscles might as well be made ofJell-
O, the bags under my eyes are like dark
caves, my lungs are as volatile as a can of
spray paint under pressure, my hair is

matted, my lips are cracked, my nose is

peeling off— and well. 1 feel like the only
solution to my misery is not Tylenol or
Actifed but death.

EO
THOMAS

What do 1 have to keep me company
during this term o' miserablis? My pals:

Courtney Cough, Frankie Flem, Seymour
Swollen Glands III and my favorite —
Freddy Flu. And so I sit, ne.stled among
•blankets, tea bags and Kleenex with no
end in sight to my miserable existence.

Have you ever noticed how as soon a
someone finds out you have a cold they
ofTer you a cure, regardless ofthe fact that
bio-chemists from MIT haven't found one.

They in their infinite wisdom have the
answer. Seeing as school will not be closed

down (what moron came up with that

one?) I'll share a few recipes I've recently

been offered:

• Mommy's Mixture: Get plenty of rest

(as ifyou don't have hundreds of pages of

reading to do), drink plenty of liquids (as

ifyou have the mobile ability to get to the

bathroom ) , take your vitamins ( as ifthey1

1

actually stay in your stomach).
• The College Concoction: One case

Budweiser, one eighth hemp.
• The Remedy ofRidiculousness: Go to

Health Services.

• Health Services Serum: Drop your
classes.

• The Voodoo Brew: 1 cup hot water, 1

tbs garlic, 1 tbs ginger, 1 onion peel, pep-
permint, lemon ( I'm trying not to get sick ).

• The Italian Tonic: 1 pan lasagne with
heavy garlic, 1 loaf garlic bread, 3 glasses
wine — with garlic.

• The Irish Inkling: Stop whining,
SUFFER — pain makes one stronger —
pain makes the man!

• Health Services Serum: Are you
pregnant?

• The Christian Scientists' Sorcery: 1

half dozen Hail Marys.
• The Vampire Vaccine: 3 cloves garlic.
• The Housemate's Hint: Dangle a

chicken above your head while dancing
the Hava Negeela.

• The Passion Potion (or Madonna's
Magic): 1 hour bondage, 1 hour mastur-
bation.

• Nature's Nouget: 1 piece bark, 1

branch willow tree.

• Health Services Serum: Why do we
bother?

Well, there you have it. Personally I've

been trying the take-every-over-the-
counter-drug-available method. However,
I'm beginning to realize its side effects: in
order to afford any medicine you have to
take out a second loan, you become a
delirious zombie and/or look and act like

the older sister in Sixteen Candles as she
gets married.

All things considered, I think 111 be
munching on some garlic — HI use mint
flavored Cloroseptic to freshen my breath
— for I will cure this cold— I must— it is

my quest. . .

(For any other amateur but brilliant

doctors, witches, warlocks, voodooers or
Granola Gurus — send your antidotes to

Elixirs for B.C. Collegian, 113 Campus
Center basement).

B.C. Thomas is a congested and con-
tagious Collegian columnist.

Real world, real pettiness
And they tell us this isn't the Real

World.

A young woman got a job as a resident
assistant in one of our prestigious dormi-
tory areas. She intended to be there on
move-in day, but a slight change in plans
forced her to request that day off so she
could be in her best friend's wedding party.
She was all ready to go when the new
resident director moved in and demanded
her, on penalty of being fired, to answer
the question, "What is more important,
your duties here as an RA or your social
life?" She cried a lot the day she missed the
ceremony.

Nathan

CRICK
That same spring semester a returning

RA had made plans with the old man-
agement to return job two days late due to
travel complications. He arrived to find
this same RD had dismissed him without
notice because of his tardiness. He spent
about a month housed in the Campus
Hotel waiting for his new assignment.

Suddenly weekly staffmeetings in that
area became the authorized two-hour
length so staff could discuss important
issues like the necessity Uj return the RD's
voice messages and memos within 24 hours
for the sake of expediency. One week, a
staff member had to miss one of those
significant gatherings in order to attend a
class. The response echoed: "What is more
important, your duties here as an RA or a
single class period?"

Weekly reports have to be issued to RDs
to update them on the happenings of each
floor. One senioi RA argued that the
questions asked for meaningless informa-
tion, and in faint protest did not return
them for three weeks. The RD agreed and
the question format was altered. After this
was settled, now the RA did not respond to

the RDs many voice messages and memos
within the allotted time frame because he.
as a student, did have a life and did not
check his messages with the utmost vigor.

Finally, when he failed to appropri-
ately schedule a one-on-one conference
with the RD within two weeks, a notice
appeared in his mailbox. He was being
considered for dismissal, for reasons in-

cluding such things as "failure to turn in
several weekly staff reports," "failure to
respond in time to memos, voice mes-
sages, etc. of RD" and the fear of his
performance potentially faltering due to
this being his graduating semester

Paraphrased: "Failure to sufficiently

brown nose."

Pettiness and selfish power games are
hard to convey sometimes. Unless you are
theone being harassed and pushed around,
the feelings offrustrationjust do not come
out with stories of little incidents that
would seem ridiculously childish to any-
oneelse'sears. Sometimes, though, things
are just bad enough where you can get
people to stop and think.

1 consider myself tolerant of almost
anybody. If you're not then life is simply
not going to be a very peaceful existence.
However. I cannot stand people who feel it

necessary through their positions of lim-
ited significance to impose their petty rules
and small-minded values upon others.
Where does somebody get off messing
around in their employees' lives for the
sake of enforcing attendance policies and
memo dictates?

ni tell you where they get off.

They get off at University administra-
tion, corporate management, government
agencies, small business chains and college
dorms. They get off all over, because petty
small-minded people on power trips are in

demand to keep ambitious people from.
God forbid, actually doing something
useful. I may be exaggerating, but it seems
it has historically been the mediocre people
with phony smiles getting into positions of
power and staying in them.

Welcome to the Real World.
This fellow of which I speak is not wor-

thy of mention, because anything he is or
will have been will pass without memory
when he departs. That's the legacy ofpefjple

who smile with artificial lips and oinmand
with nothing but their precious rules and
hollow authority. They disappear without
a trace and are replaced by another empty
voice. Meanwhile the restof usjust keepon
living, secure with the comfort that at lea.st

we don't have to hide behind some imagi-
nary authority to feel we have achieved
something in this world. Real one or not.

Nathan Crick i.s a Collegian columnist.

Flying in the face of ignorance
Mr. Morrissey, you wrote an editorial

slammingand lambastingthe problematic,
"knee-jerk" SGA liberals \Collegian. Feb.

191.1ncidental ly , I am not only writing this

as a fellow undergraduate student, but I

also happen to be one ofthe SGA senators.

You asked if students "should at least

know the names ofsome ofthe senators, if

not the president." Ifyou bothered to read
the Collegian on even a semi-regular ba-
sis, you would see that members of your
"ineffectual SGA" appear all the time.
Believe it or not, Jen Wood, president of
the SGA, has made a myriad of appear-
ances in your paper. Mr. Morrissey.

1n addition, hard as it is for a worshipper
of Pat Buchanan to fathom, we do have
senators who are more extremely right-

wing than even the almighty Michael
Morrissey. But. of course, you would not
be expected to know that since the names

Military isn't testing ground for social Utopias

of SGA senators and officers are kept
confidential and under lock and key, and
since you apparently do not bother read-
ing the newspaper you write for.

Also mentioned in your traitorous
lambasting is one Jason Rabinowitz. an
SGA senator from five years ago. Mike,
five years ago you were worrying about
who you should take to your junior prom.
If you knew anything about the Student
Government Association, you would know
that the SGA of five years ago was abso-
lutely nothing Uke the studentgovernment
of today.

You said "representatives are not
serving us in the least." Perhaps your
representative, ifyou know who he or she
is, but you do not speak for the general
undergraduate student population.

Josh Weissman
Southwest

I have been outraged ever since reading editorials by

David Rivera \Collegian, Feb. 16 1 and Tami Monahan
[Feb. 1) on gays in the military.

The military has never been, nor will it ever be, a

testing ground for social Utopias. The military is a place

where no chances can be taken. Everyone's hair is cut

short, everyone wears the same clothes and right and
wrong do not necessarily exist because orders are ev-

erything. I know that if I were to be in a tank looking

directly at the enemy as he was looking at me, the last

thing I want on my mind is how my navigator feels about

me. I am not homophobic. I am trjring to make a point.

What would happen if that thought crossed my mind,

even if for a second? We are dead.

Tami Monahan wrote that there wouldn't be a problem

in the ranks ifthe men ofa platoon found that one oftheir

refute that lifting this ban would do little or nothing in
the way of military morale. It is one thing to have them
there, but it is another thing to openly express the fact.

Public opinion ofhomosexuals is not nearly high enough
tojustify equality. In the historic cases ofallowing Blacks
and women in the military, these groups were held in
much higher esteem than the gay community today.

Colin Powell and the Joint Chiefs of Staff" have stated
their position clearly, calling for their resigning en masse
ifthis ban was to be lifted. These esteemed men deserve to
be heard. They know what is good for us.

I would like to submit a proposal. Instead ofspending
$27 million on routing out gays, the government should
start putting it back into education. However people who
have professed their homosexuality while serving in the
military should pay the price: court martial and dis-

own
le ranKsii me meuui a fiiaiATuii luuiiu nicifcuiroui viicii iiiiiii,<ujr snuuiu yay mc pi ite. uuuri, inaiTiai ana ais-

cTT.i dressed in drag. I am sorry, but basically everyone I missal. This is a military crime; why shouldn't they pay
know in the general infantry is beer and football type of the price? It is either our freedom or their victory,

guy. The military likes that. Everyone is the same. Scott D. Conlin
I don't refute the fact that there have been homosexu- Southwest

als in the military ever since there was a military. I do This letter was also signed hy three more people.

Fraternity brothers
say 'thank you'

We, the brothers of Delta Chi Fraternity, would
like to thank Dr. James Abel for delivering his
lecture on safe sex as a part of our Regional Lead-
ership Conference this past Saturday.

His lecture not only taught us about safer sex
and health issues, it was also the funniest, most
interesting lecture we had ever been to.

Many of our brothers from other campuses and
some ofour national advisors in attendance were so
impressed with Dr. Abel that they expressed interest
in having him speak at their campus.

Again, our sincerest thanks to Dr. Abel for his
candid and humorous speech, and for showing our
visiting brothers what UMass has to offer.

Delta Chi Fraternity
Amherst
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Remembering our history of struggle at UMass
As we obsei-ve Black History Month at Black students on the entire 20.000 stu-

UMass. we must also gain a proper per-

spective of the history of the Black lib-

eration struggle here at the LTniversity of
Massachusetts.

This year marks 25 years ofstruggle by
students of color for equal access to public
higher education. It all began back in

1968 when a group of Black faculty at the
University decided that UMass needed to

recruit more Black students. At the time,
there was a heightened political awareness
around the country as a result ofthe 1960s
social revolution. It was 1968, the year of

the King and Kennedy assassinations,
urban insurrections, and the Vietnam War
was at its height.

Faculty members Randolph Bromery,
William Julius Williams, William Darity,

and graduate student Michael Thelwell
would eventually succeed in securing a
million-dollar grant for the creation of a
special minority recruitment program
called CCEBMS (the Committe for the
Collegiate Education of Black Students).

The first class consisted of approxi-
mately 250 Black students who created
quite a stir on a campus which previously
had more students from Africa and Taiwan
than it did African-American students.
Until that point, there were fewer than 30

dent campus.
In 1969. Michael Thelwell who had

received his MFA from UMass, was hired
as a faculty in the English department. As
the Black students arrived on campus,
there began a drive to create a Black
Studies department at the University,
reflecting a nationwide trend that was

Martin F.

JONES
taking place at other universities across
the country. Thelwell was approached by
several faculty and administrators to

chair-a committee which would create
what is now the WEB. DuBois depart-
ment of Afro-American Studies.

Thelwell served as the first chair ofthe
department, whose original faculty would
include: Esther Terry, Ivanhoe Donaldson,
former member of SNCC. Cherif Guellal,

an Algerian revolutionary. Playthell
Benjamin, and Kenyan linguist Ben Okari.
Other faculty of the department were the
famous writerJames Baldwin, andJonetta
Cole, president of Speiman College.

Another important component of the
new Black Studies program called for the
creation of a Black cultural center. Mills

house, a dormitory in the Central
Residental Area, was the original desig-

nated site, and the first two floors were to

be renovated for the cultural center.

In February of 1970, after a meeting
at the new cultural center, a group of

Black students fell into a confrontation

in front of the building with some White
students.

The Black students eventually stormed
the building and others joined in the oc-

cupation. The White residents of the
building were chased out. and the crises

was ultimately resolved with an agreement
to turn the entire building over to the
students, with the residential area desig-

nated as space for the Afro-Am department
and the CCEBMS program, both of which
were previously housed in Herter Hall.

The building was then renamed the New
Africa House, and it still stands here to

this day, 23 years later.

Over the past 25 years, there has been
many advances in our struggle here at

UMass. Professor Bromery, ofthe original

CCEBMS committee, went on to become
Chancellor of the University from 1971 to

1979. In 1977. he was accompanied by five

other Black administrators, and there was
a major difference in the climate for Black
students here.

There was an annual Black Home-
coming with a parade, complete with a
concert, dances, and various activities.

Student established organizations such
as Afrik-Am. Nommo. Black Affairs,

BMCP. the Malcolm X Center and the
Duke Ellington Committee were at

their peak, offering a host of cultural

and political programming. Most re-

cently, in 1992. students here estab-

lished the Black Student Union to serve

as a comprehensive political and out-

reach organization to solidify and con-

solidate our base at UMass.
This July,CCEBMS will be hosting

a 25-year reunion. Many ofthe alumni,
whichincludethelikesofNatalieCole
and Julius Erving, will bring with
them the memories and experiences
of our long and colorful history at

UMass. There are also staff alumni
and the Afro-Am professors. For more
history, read through the reserve is-

sues of Nommo and Black Affairs at

the library. This is your University,

and as you learn about the history of

our struggle here, so will you prepare
yourself to continue it into the future.

Martin Jones is a Collegian colum-
nist.

ALANA Students Run For SGA
By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

This upcoming Student Government Association elec-

tion will include two well-known UMASS students run-
ning for offices. Sophomore David Nunez and junior
Arnold Lizana will be running for Student Government
President and Trustee.

On running for SGA president, Nunez, a history major,
said he felt that he was "the best person for the job."

A graduate from Lawrence Greater Technical High
School

, Nunez was class president for four years. He also
wrote i'v: the Lawrence Tribune, the school paper, and
was on variuos committees. Nunez was also involved
^^^th football, track and wrestling.

Here, at UMASS, Nunez is an SGA senator and a
chairman ofthe Third World Caucas, while also being the
coordinator ofthe Latin-American Cultural Center. He
has worked with many people in the administration such
as Chancellor Richard O'Brien, Ricardo Townes of the
academic support ser\nces and Grant Ingles of human
relations.

About his close relationshp with the administration.
.Nunez says. Tm a person who's not afraid to say it

straight. I SGA President! is not a job to be friends with
the adminstration. it's to make them accountable."

Lizana. a social thought and political economy and a
Afro-American history major said he thought long and
hard before deciding to run for Student Trustee.

A graduate ofSpringfield Central High School. Lizana
was senior class president and the captain ofthe wres-
tling team. He was also president of a citywide organiza-
tion called Brothers and Sisters United (BSU) for two
years.

""We did a lot of projects for the homeless, battered
women, and disadvantaged families." said Lizana, "We

also worked with students who had goals for college."

During his time here at UMASS, Lizana has been vice

president of the Afrik-Am Society and was a founding
member ofthe Black Student Union.

"I was on a team of people that built it I the BSU) from
the ground up to a working organization." said Lizana.

He was a legal assistant for the Legal Services Center,
and a coordinator for the Sylvan Cultural Center. He is

currently a liason for the seven cultural centers on this
campus.

According to Lizana. being a ROTC cadet at one time
"has taught me alot about leadership and organizing."

Both Nunez and Lizana were involved with the stu-
dent negotiatons that took place last semester. They
were able to help the adminstration agree to a list of
student demands, some of which included 40 new
scholarships.

Nunez said the talks with the administration demon-
strates their abilty to negotiate on behalfofthe students.

"A lot of students benefited from the negotiations.
When we are arguing on behalf of students of color,
everyone benefits," said Lizana.

Together they want to stop the adminstration from
another tuiton and fees hike that is planned for next
semester.

"Ever>' student is witness to the fact that tuition is

high," Lizana said. "There's going to be between 2-2.5*
increase next semester."

Nunez and Lizana also support Title IX, a federal law
that mandates equal funding for mens and womens
college sports. "We have the distinct opportunity of being
the first college to be in compliance," said Nunez.

Nunez and Lizana said they feel they are the right
people for these positions.

"We are an activist leadership, not couch potato lead-
ership," Lizana said.

Casa Dominicana
Dominican Week
The Office of Third World Affairs and Dominican stu-

dents of UMass will host Dominican Week '93, from
February 23-27.

February 24
Dominican Dinner at the Southside Room, South-

west 6 p.m., S3.

February 25
Keynote speaker: Ramona Hernandez "Dominicans

in the U.S." 8 p.m. in the Southside Room, free admis-
sion, all are welcome.

February 26
Latin-American Semi-Formal Party. 9 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Free admission, free food,
cash bar - ID required.

February 27
Fiesta Quisquevana Party 9 p m. - Until Breakfa.st

In Bed. S«>uthside Room. Southwest $.3 admission

gr
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Ujima Fashion Show
By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

This past Sunday, Feb. 21. The Ujima Hair and
Fashion Show was held at theCampus Center Auditorium.

With the models providing their own outfits, the
program consisted offourthemes. "Elegance.'-Sunshine"
-At The Club" and "Africa."

Penny Cameron and Natasha Springer performed
between the parts. Springer provided those who attended
an a cappella version of Whitney Houston's TU Always
Love You" and Cameron recited an emotional poem.

Hair and nails were done by Helen Johnson. Donna
Smith, Eveleen O'Neal. Debra Brown. Sherri Burton,
and Jennifer Griffin, with manucurist Shelly Jackson,
courtesy of Helen's Hair-Um.

All proceeds went to benefit theCCEBMS (Committee
for the Collegiate Education of Black and other Minority
Students) library.

Monica Blade from Smith College models her evening dress
during Sunday's Ujima Fashion Show.
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Jazz series opens with septet
It has been brought to us each Spring for the past four

years by WMUA. And it is always a "big deal." These
shows are big and theirs is usually a sellout crowd. Those
avid followers of the jazz scene know what I'm talking
about. But for those ofyou who haven't already guessed,
I'm talking about WMUA's Magic Triangle Jazz Concert
Series.

Beginning its fourth yefu-on Thursday, Feb. 25,WMUA
will bring to us the Magic Triangle Jazz Concert Series
featuring a performance by the Mano Pavone Septet. This
septet will feature Mario Pavone on bass, Marty EhrUch
and Thomas Chapin playing reeds, Peter McEachem on
trombone. Bill Ware on the vibraphone, Peter Madsen
playing the piano and Steve John on drums.
A Connecticut-born bassist, Mario Pavone did not

start playing bass until he was 24 years old.

"When I went to the University of Connecticut. I

started hearing a lot more jazz and really became more
open to it," Pavone says. "I heard Coltrane particularly.
I was inspired by his spirituality to want to play."

Pavone has played and recorded with such well-known
artists as Paul Bley, Bill Dixon, Dewey Redman and I.eo
Smith. He is a member of the highly praised Thomas
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spring Break
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.

For complete intoniiation.
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purciiasing. call our toll free numljer
from 8:CK) am to 8:CX3 pm today!

THE \^
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Chapin trio and has performed at many jazz festivals in
North America and Europe. Jazz Times magazine de-
scribed Pavone as a "widely recognized musician, but
who is under recorded."

Of Thursday's concert Pavone said, "We will be doing
primarily new compositions in a similar vein to I his latest
album] Toulon Days. My pieces have an angularity to
them, but the rhythms are firmly anchored in the swing
and groove traditions."

"You can expect pretty hard-hitting music with won-
derfully arranged colors and a lot of instrumental pos-
sibihties," Pavlone said.

Also appearing will be saxophonist Marety Ehriich,
who, in addition to leading his own bands, is one ofNew
York's most in-demand sidemen. He has worked with
Muhal Richard Abrams, Julius Hemphill, Anthony David,
the late John Carter. Milt Hinton and Don Grolnick.

Fellow saxophonist Thomas Chapin served as head
alto and musical director ofthe Lionel Hampton Orchestra
(198 1-1986) and Chico Hamilton in 1989. Chapin recently
recorded a quartet album of original music with Ronnie
Matthews and Ray Drummond.

Trombomst Peter McEachem has toured with the leg-
endary bluesman Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown and plays
in minimalist composer Lamonte Young's orchestra.

Vibraphonist Bill Ware is a long-time member ofthe
Jazz Passengers and is presently touring with Herome
Harris.

Pianist Peter Madsen has played with the late, great
Stan Getz. Madsen has also performed with Sonny For-
tune. Don Cherry. John Abercrombie, Joe Lavano and
others. He is presently working with the Maceo Parker/
Fred Wesley/James Brown Horns.

Drummer Steve Johns has been a member of the
George Russel. Gil Evans and Mingus Big Bands Johns
has also played with the John Hicks trip and with Walter
Booker.

The Magic Triangle Jazz Concert Series begins
Thursday with The Mario Pavone Septet, playing at
Hampden Theatre at 8p.m. Tickets$7general:$5 students.
Call 545 25511 for more info.
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Story delivers
melodic riffs,

comic hooks
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Correspondent

The Story
Amherst College Frontroom
Feb. 21, 1993

No oversized amp stacks here, no flannel shirts,
no elaborate stage sets, just beautiful harmonies,
friendly faces and a pair of acoustic guitars occu-
p>ang the stage in Amherst College's Frontroom.

Amherst alumni Jennifer Kimball and Jonatha
Brook, known collectively as The Story, filled the
hundred or so seat room with a culturally diverse
and somewhat snowbound crowd as part of the
Sundays at Eight Coffeehouse Series.

The Story call this their "Anti-Diet Tour" — a
tour which they've always been on and always will
be on. But they're not insecure about the fact they
like to eat. and they justify it in "Fatso," their anti-
dieting song in which they lament over the cruel
influence ofthe media. "Fatso" proved quite typical
ofthe cynical attitude maintained by the pair.

Kimball and Brook were actually quite ^>triking
in the simplicity of their appearance. A second
glance would probably not even be given them
roaming the Amherst campus. I found it qmte hard
avoiding making comparisons to the Indigo Girls:
two girls, acoustic guitars, pinpoint harmonies and
a folk spirit. The main difference lay in the more
comical approach of The Story.

Kimball and Brook have the standard base of
love songs which is to be expected, and these are
their prettiest tunes. No song better exemplified
this than "A Perfect Crime." Sang the duo. "Love is

the perfect crime and youll never be convicted" —
nice sentiment. If anything. The Story's repertoire
of love songs proved a bit tedious, and their less
traditional topics were greatly welcomed.
A definite high point in the 15 song set with a one

song encore (a love song) was "The Bareftwt Ball-
room." This tune exemplified how the duo draws
upon dreams as a source of subject matter. It is a
fictional tale relating that trauma of "thinking
you're going crazy." Their ballroom is that unat-
tainable place where everything is perfect. It's also
a home for beautiful melody, as proven by the pair

"Grace in Gravity" is the t tie cut ofl'The Story's
first CD, and it's their best story as it's true. While
in New York. Kimball and Brook met a paralyzed
African-American choreographer. Once a top
dancer, he had suffered the misfortune of being
involved in a car accident in South Africa. His
paralysis probably would not have occurred had he
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Busch
'b Kegs

$3399

Anheuser-Busch's

Natural Light
12 pk. cans

$449

Glen Ellen
CMofdonnoy.

Cabefnet, Sauv Blanc

$^99
\J 750 ml

Sam Adams
All Varieties

6pi(.

99
• dep.M

Rolling Rock &
Rolling Rock Light

24-12 0Z. bottles

99
! dep.n2

Smirnoff
Vodka
750 ml

$799

Jack
Daniels

750 ml

49$11
WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for 6 University Drive
your personal check. af Newmarlcet Center. Amtierst

We now have all

Mass Lottery gamesi

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE!!
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Story
continued from page 7

been treated at a nearby white hospital rather than
driven to the nearest black one some 75 miles away.
Through dazzling harmony and Brook's acoustic accom-
paniment, The Story relate this tale with passion and
clarity.

The set's peak was the retuming ofopening actJ ustina
and Joyce for a quartet performance of the folk classic
"The Water's Wide." Their rendition featured a variety of
harmonies, broad range, and proved to be the crowd
favorite.

Justine Golden and Joyce Zymeck are also Amherst

alumni. Their opening performance, while a little awk-
ward at times was for the most part a nice complement to

The Story's more diverse set.

Properly equipped with CDs, T-shirts, and coffee mugs
promoting their first album, Justina and Joyce rattled off

a set displaying Justine's fantastic range, Joyce's more
than adequate accompaniment and their respective
proficiency on acoustic guitar.

"Ancient Mother," the duo's first number had a classic

folk subtlety, nice harmony, range and restraint. Such
was the case for most of their tunes.

The most warmly received ofthese tunes was the least
musically appealing one. The pair adopted a cynical
attitude about getting over breakups in "Why Forgive

rock bottom prices

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

and Forget Wlien You Can Remember and Blame." The

crowd became one big support group for an amusing song

reminiscent of the forced wit of "Saturday Night Live's"

Sweeney Sisters.

Finishing the set was "Testimony," a spiritual folk

tune and undoubtedly their prettiest. The audience didn't

need Justina to tell them that Joyce "sounds great."

While the evening of music proved a little lengthy, it

was undoubtedly not lacking in talent or charm. The Story

deserves attention, which will hopefully be earned with

their forthcoming CD due out this Spring. With a little

more professionalism and promotion. The Story could

prove a much better known talent. Until then, enjoy

opportunities such as these to see a blooming talent.

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

Information Data Bank
At Whitmore

is here to give direction at

a large and seemingly

comple.x university.

2na Floof. Whifmor© LoOlsy 545- > 555

7f\

AmI.P.sl Regional Juotof Hiyh School
Chcsinul Sirvel
Amlipfsl MA

I Of (uflher intomMilion please contact 256 853«, M9 352;, or ?S6 b?h6

Learn about

Special Summer Programs

sponsored by UMass/Boston

Archaeological Field School

on Thompson's Island

in Boston Harbor

Studio Program in Traditional Woodblock Printing & Landscape Painting

in Guangzhou, China

Exploring the Coastal Environment

on Nantucket and the New England Coast

Marine Biology

on Nantucket Island

The New Europe: Field Study and Seminar

in Ireland

Spanish Translation and Interpretation

at UMass/Boston's Harbor Campus

Spanish Language and Culture

in Cuernavaca, Mexico

Playwrlting and Performance

on Nantucket Island

Meet our representatives at the Campus Center Concourse between

11:30am and 3:30pm on Wednesday, February 24.

You can also call our Division of Continuing Education at 617-287-7900.

University of Massachusetts at Boston

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

ECONOMICS
DATE: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1993

TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 904

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

This Is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their
experiences In the working world. Don't miss this Important
panel discussloni

AJay Jain
'90 B.A. Economics

Cheryl Ryan
'88 B.A. Economics

Stephori Etzler

'90 B.A. Economics

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Senior Market Analyst
Polaroid Corporation
Cambridge. MA

Economic Research Analyst
lyiassachusetts Department of Revenue
Boston, MA

Regional Training Manager
Arbitration Forums
New York. NY

For more Information, please contact-
Mather Career Center

545-2224

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Do 1CWR TESr.

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

-a__L_i
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IT WOULD K
A GRCM
SURPRISE
FOR Aff IF

^OOD JvjST

SET T^WORt

^
krr5«(f «l W«ktK.

5k« oi^veAill^ (icVtJ

krrsclf alt ovtr

r«lia(«<4-

By JIM

X,^H

DOONESBURY

W^tKt -frkat way.

Y*^*" ^•A'i'

By GARRY TRUDEAU
*eu. THAT
ABOUTPotsrr.

TVie.MAN.

you
60T
n.

ThAUKS POR. HEIPIN6
»^ 9Ta^ hfi STASH,
AMI60 ¥OUUJffie
A»6HeiP. C^^^s^

H^. NO

MAN-

I

rAK£
CARa.

Nic3MeeJiN6
iOU.¥R....Mfi

'POONBSBUfff'

I

SAM€

I

PRICE

Tn QD\tiG ID CALL TWe^
CECEfM.Cbfr<PW^/Tr
THGR |.<%D0 ^iumgER

.

(^M mom ojia tw\k»i
me: fbe. 6ettin6'WE

By PRICE VAN RAY

tll pcp^d Tue
IVJUi>nSeT2.0F^-We

:eR6AL 60>c NOjO

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor .....Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Ciiristina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Dana Dorman,

Mike Carvalho, Lisa Jezowski

Menu
tUNCH DINNER

Tuna Noodle Casserole Chicken Fajitas

Hannburgers ^ Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Tuna Noodle Casserole Chicken Fajitas

Oatburgers Shells in Cheese Sauce

Till' ()|jini()nN t'\(jrc!.Mtl on ihis pjj^c Jif those ot the i aitoonots Jiicl do not ncc essorily a'flc-( t the views ol the Collcf^i.in or the Dniversitv

"Look, if it was electric, couid I do ttiis?"

Quote of the Day
"it is well witii me, only wfien i fiave a

cliisel in my iiand."

- Michelangelo

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKItS iMjut. Jl-A(«ii 141 ,\

irk-nd would like \o caprialuc <k)

yooc linjrwidi mkh**%. Statxl yijuf

gfiiund Sell diM iplinc will hi-lp ydu
tn-Aje ihe moil <»i i golden oppurtu-
nily

.

TAL'RUS lAjjfil m-K\ay H)\. An
ewfIktil ddy in discuss cdiM Jtional

((>slsMilhlit>nd};if s An uoi-ximk ted

bonus i>f vsindldll rt-dutt-s linan< lal

wtMfies CfMxju- youf j;<kkJ Kirtum-

by dmin)> oul

(.EMINI iMjy Jl-lune 10) A
fXO()os(Hi < ban)>i- M wofk holds grt-jl

appeal Show ytxjr enthusiasm Ni-vs

friendships mean a more tullillinK

s<K^ial life (omenirale on linrshing

|)ro|v<is already urxier way.
CANCER i|uro. 2I-|uly 221: A

irKfKJ IS a tounlain <>i valuai>le inliM-

malKMi BediplomalH ImjI lirmwilh a

slublmrn individuai wh<i demarnis
loo much ol your lime. Make il i lear

ihal yiHj haw your own needs.

LEO (July 2 1-Aug 22); Love linds

you when you leasl expert il. A new
scienlitir discovery touldbenetil you
greatly Ofi tie Renlle with people's

liflings A sulxle approa<h leads to

greater harmony.

VIRGO <Aug.2i-Scpt.J2) A
warning signal suggests that you lr»'at

everyone, including ynursell. with

utmost gentleness. Belter to say
nothing than annoy people unnwes-
sarily. Pursue your goals quietly.

LIBRA iSciJl Jl-<><t 2JI l'l.iv It

sale vsith ytjuf s.ivings ,ind mvesl-
mt-nts ( imsidcr rifMyir>g ,)ii ihiI-

sl.ti>ding delH. A period ot MililiKie

will help you gil yijuf work IxiUf
organized

S(C)RPK )i( ). 12 l-IStaw 2 1 1 N ..o,

nwwal courage arnJ original idt-as

uphold you in your iMirk. Friends at a

distant e gcH in iiHKb with you Dis-

cuss rival iherwH-s m ilbrxjt qu.urp|ing

SACITTARIUS(IM«»v.22-l>-* 21

1

You may l>e overly c urKifrH-d alMHil

aiareervs bometonllid. Trytoloni
on Ihe Ixight side Vrju can make
ama/mgprogmsliy MicuMngon long-

range goals!

CAPRICORN (Dec 22|an ftl: H
may lie ditticult to sj-e all Ihe r.imiii-

c alKjnsot a career move You lienelit

trcim treating everytwH- involscd with
kindness Let irK-mK and alln-s help
oul during an eiivrgi-ncy!

AQUARIUS Man 20-feb IB):

Your gentle ways will help you work
oul a deal wilh higher-ufjsor lHisine<^

Cfjnta« ts Good things conH- to you.
thanks to your trierKls Mediate dis-

putes with tinesse and you will win
big!

PISCES (Fe»> It-March 20», Ablue
nvHxi may lie related to your disap-

pointment in a Iriend Ik' < arHul what
you say. Good linant lal news is

headed your way New alliames
enjoy highly tavixable intluerKi-s.

ACROSS
1 Meeting Abbe
5 Senora s atwde
9 Accommodate

14 Entr •—

15 Actor Guinness
16 Spanish dartcer

Lope;
17 Early military

post in

Arkansas
19 Fresti air

?0 Deligritt

? 1 Asian holiday

?3 Piquancy
?« Reiuvenale the

African violet

?5 Company
lover'

?7 Examine
?9 C<»rtain

camper'
?3 Airplane

maneuver
37 Haul

38 Reddish brown
39 Vapid
< 1 Mosque tower
4? need

someone we
can — " Rolling

Stones
43 Chip oil Ihe old

blocK
44 Rorem and

Sparks
45 Apprehend
46 Labels

48 Monkeybread
tree

50 Sports oMicial

55 Election

58 Bottom line

59 Ventilate

60 Vocal

6? Memorable
Arkansas
senator

64 Pocahontas
spouse

65 City on the Oka
66 Large knife

67 First copy
68 Actor Hackman
69 Impair

DOWN
1 Newsman
Morley

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

? School lor an
eiev*

3 Pari of a sandal
4 Brief skirmish

5 Machtr>ery

parts

6 — Baba
7 BackgrourKl
8 Yearns

9 Gl's address
10 Famous pitcher

from Lucas,
Ark

1

1

Lotion

ingredient

12 Turns thumbs
down

13 Waste
allowarxre

18 Defeats the

bidder

77 Becoming stiff

25 Shawl, ot old

26 Devastate

28 Arkansas'

favorite son
30 Concerning
31 Prune, in Ayr

32 Makes lace

33 Actress

Kedrova

34 Lulu

35 Glacal ridge

36 City SE ol Little

Rock
40 Pose. Italian

style

41 Biblical

kingdom
43 Eminence
4 7 Mob follower

49 Confuse
51 Hibernian

52 — cum UMida

53 Clear sky
54 Old TaatamanI

lunlper

55 Sidekick, for

short

56 Swan gemjs
57 Sh« gats what

she wants
59 Fit

61 Motor city:

Abbr
63 Author

DatgMon

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

M M tr

M •1

M

•r

CilWJ I M Smtftn Jimn %y»4\t%\t 2/24/n
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women s gym
continued from page 12

refocus on what they need to do to reach their long-term
goals.

"It gave us a chance to clear our heads and start to

think straight, because we weren't thinkin' straight,

that's one thing." said Mitchell.

Springfield (4-3), led by head coach Cheryl Raymond,
and senior co-captains Tara Brady and Meg Geddes.
possesses a storied history in gymnastics, according to

Mitchell, but may have a tough time against the
Minutewomen.

"As far as posing a challenge in losing the meet I with
Springfield 1. there really is none. We have more firepower,

but what we want to do is be consistent all the way
through the meet," Mitchell said.

There is one difference in this meet that UMass will

have to deal with unlike in any other thus far. When it

comes to performing, the teams will be on the same

apparatus simultaneously, instead of both teams com-
peting at the same time on different events.

Even though UMass has to worry about itselfand not
its opponent, Mitchell still feels that his team has to give

it their all, no matter what the circumstances are, es-

pecially in the sport of gymnastics.
"To do what you do day in and day out as a gymnast,

it is very hard, especially when you don't want to do it. If

you're in a team sport, you can hide it sometimes. If one
day you really don't feel like running as fast, well, your
times are off. If you don't want to shoot that day, you'll

pass the ball away.
•"in gymnastics, ifyou don't go in there (the gym I with

the right state of mind, you may not walk out. And that is

a big difference, you can not do it half-way," Mitchell said.

Other Notes from the Mat: In the Atlantic 10
rankings, senior Tammy Marshall is first in the all-

around (39.20), beam (9.85), floor (9.90), and vault (9.80).

Fccr Assistance liiforuiatioii

and Uvfvrral llulliiic

to support students experiencing harassment

and other forms of intimidation

Applications available at tlie

Dean of Students Office, 227 Wliitmore.

and must be received by 5:00 p.m.. March 2, 1993

Training sessions for Spring 1993 will begin

Wednesday March 3 from 4-6 p.m. and will

continue on a weekly basis at Oiat day and time.

](),/'))) Contact Steve Sparling. Office of Human
K^^^"^' '

' Relalioiis. phone ff: 545-0851 or

Paul Vasconcellos. Assistant Dean of

Students, phone I: 545-2684

SPORTS NOTICE
- Activity Cards -

Student activity cards

will be handed Qut today

from 9a.m. to3p.m. at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

Students are advised

that activity cards will r>ot

be given outThursday and
students without activity

cards will not be allowed

to pick up tickets.

ARAM COMJEAN ' COLLEGIAN

Shaheda Keels and the UMass women's gymnastics team

travel to Springfield College tonight at 7 p.m.

Scott's Shots
continued from page 12

ing the point again as the season winds
down.

Tell Coach Cal to spend some extra

time on free throws," The Shirl said.

Hear that Cal? That's my mother

talking and you better listen or there'll be

no more brownies.

The Shirl, telling it like it is.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your

eyes on anyone named Yinka.

David Scolt is o Collegian coluninittt

Monday IOC Mozzarella Sticks
to

o
en

2

in
Q.

O

c

o

O

o

X3
V)

JC

THIS WEEK ONLY
HAPPY 15th BIRTHDAY < .

Super Specials
"^

10 oz. Miller Genuine Draft 500
1978 Prices!

Jumbo Jim Beam & Coke $1.99

Pint Bottles of Golden Anniversary Beer

$1.50

Plus Our Famous Food Giveaway

c
(t>

(/I

Q.

*<

O

Q.

O

O

03
C

o

Wednesday 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

SPORTS NOTICE - Ticket Distribution

Tickets for the men's baskett>all games against St. Bonaventure (March 1) and St.

Joseph's (March 4) will be given out Thursday at 7 a.m. at the Cage. No lines will be allov*>ed

to form until 6:30 a.m., arxi no activity cards will be given out Thursday.

Write for the Collegian
for further information contact any
of our editors at 1 1 3 Campus Center

RUSH^
inirk«'s

Drink Special
Miller Genuine
Draft Bottles

$1.50

Wednesday Night is Guest Bartender's Night

This week's bartender is

beanna Cook

Thursday Night is Bud night
Come register to win a FREE pair of skis

Drink Si>ecial

Bud Pitcliers

$5.00
"

Join us for our Friday Happy Hour,
All You Can Eat Buffet,
and our Sunday Brunch.

Always

Something

For Everyone!

Drink Special
!Vfia(H>C«erauine Draft

$130

STUDENT UNION DAY
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

11:30 am - 4:00 pm
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

® FREE ®
MUSIC • T-SHIRT TOSS

GIVEAWAYS * INFORMATION

DEMONSTRATIONS

Free Soda Coupons for The HATCH
Free Popcorn with drink purchase from The Mini Store

Sponsored by
The Division of Student Activities

ALL BEEF

'W0SS

»l^^^^2w^^
QUAKTEH

BURGERS -HOT DOGS
FRIES •ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES-FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

COLLEGIAN

Bruins
continued from poge 1

2

week's colorful Sports Illustrated is an
excellent article on UMaine's freshman
superstar Paul Kariya.

It's nice to see Si's increased coverage
ofhockey this season. IfKariya resists the
temptation to come to the NHL early, the
Black Bears could rule the NCAA for
several years to come. I'd bet on Maine
over Ottawa. San Jose, Tampa Bay and
usually Hartford. Less than two years til

they face offin theM ullins against UMass.
Around the NHL:
Wayne Gretzky scored his first goal in

seventeen games this week. This is the
longest stretch during Gretzky's career
that the Great One hasnt lit the goal
light. Since returning from a herniated
thoracic disc, Gretzky hasn't been the
presence that he once was. Rumors of
retirement and trades have been swirling
around Wayne's World. Although these
rumors have been denied, the aging Kings
need a shake up fast.

The Kings who were atop the Smythe
division early in the season have fallen to

third with a sub .500 record. Even if

Gretzky returns to fonn. the Kings are
still a long way from contention.

It appears that North Stars will be
leaving Minnesota, probably for Dallas.
This move would not only make the Stars

the only hockey team in the Lone-Star
state, but the best hoop team in Dallas.
USA TODAY'S Kevin Allen reports that
the Dallas Mavericks (they would be sec-
ond best hoop team in Dallas ) mjght try to
block the move, because the cellar-dwelling
Mavericks can ill afford to compete for

fans until the franchise is back on its feet.

North Star owner Norm Green hopes to
persuade Maverick ownership that joint
tenancy has its advantages.
A recent trade rumor has Edmonton

sending Esa Tikkanen, Joe Murphy and
Dave Manson to Detroit for Yves Racine,
Dallas Drake, Keith Primeau and Mike
Salinger. This deal would shore up the
holes in the Red Wing defense and will

make Detroit an instant contender for the
Stanley Cup.

Suggestion toNHLCommissionerGary
Bettman: Draft lottery. The Ottawa
Senators last week tried to convince the
San Jose Sharks to accept a proposal that
would have the second to last place team
draft first instead of the last place team.
The Sharks management basically
laughed at the proposal, realizing that
finishing last (where they currently are)

will earn them junior star Alexander
Daigle. A draft lottery would eliminate
such foolishness.

Matt Vautouris a Collegian columnist.

AMHERST Fire Department
is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the Student Force of Engine Company 3

Gain Valuable Experience ^^^*^^c,

Serve Your Community %Wl^s
for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb 24, 25, 26

"c^rk^-"

Open house at the North Fire Station, Februraiy 26, 5:00p.m.

Call 549-5419

-M.
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ALPHA
,

,_v< LAMBDA
tiu»!*)- DELTA

All Who Are Eligible For Membership
To Alpha Lambda Delta

Must Pay Dues By February 26th.

Dues can be paid at
Tlie Dean of Students Office.
227 Whitmore. 545-2684

cr.Visiop
ol>owcase

• EYEGLASSES •

• CONTACT LENSES •

• EYE EXAMINATION •

3o4~o324 ^^^ Examimmon perfimned hy

IT 1 • x # 1 1 I T II ^' Rofefrt E. Delaney
Hampshire Mall, Hadley independent Dmor of Optometry

^^^f\m(^ xam Cf(
.1

Price Includes

I

Frames from our special selection, 1st & 2nd division clear single
vision uncoated plastic lenses, and, a standard Eye Examination.

Please present this coupon at time of purchase.
Offer expires 3/31/93 & precludes previous offers. College I.D. required.

_ J

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
i\JE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20< per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSl

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Auditions for ttia L Mass Theatre Guild

Produclion o( Bedroom Farce Saturday

(2/27) at 12 noon, Sun (2 25) at 12 noon
or 7 pm ail auditions will be m CC904
only one session need be attended
7" Call 545 0415

A Fraobio! Learn to play bridge FREE'
SOM 101 Wed 2/24/935:30 pnn 7:30p«n
FREE T shinSi book.

Student Union Day!
Wednesday. February 24 from 12 4

WATCH OUT FOR FLYING T SHIRTS'
Come to the Student Union building

and enjoy music in the Hatch, Earihloods

and Cape Cod Lour>gc' Participate in

craft demonstrations and other open
house activities Get coupons lor FREE
sodas and goodies. All events are FREE

'

Brought to you by the Division of Stu-

dent Activities'

Tha UIMass Theatre Guild will

be holding a membership meeting
today 2'24 in CC174 at 7 pm
New memljers welcortie"

Questions? Call 545 0415

ANNOUNCEMENTS

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta

Is now accepting applications

Applications are available in Herter 608

Both Undergraduate and graduate
students.

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Escort '87

No rust runs great

Must sell S2300/B.O.

Call 665 2350

83 VW Rabbit 97000 nii GOOD COND
S500 willing to negotiate

Call Ooug 256 4253

COLLEGE PfZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3 50

Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

549 6098
5496073

EMTEirrAINMENT

Bands: Wa Want You
in the SU Ballroom
In Apfil

Call 6 4812 or 253 9707

FOR RENT

Capa Cod group summer rentals

Waterfront Houses Falmouth Area
508 477 6000

1 12 Town House Apartment available

for rent S267.50 available immediately
to be shared with male graduate stu

dent 545 6744 or 665 2810 E

Room downtown. Quiet, private;

lease through Aug., S350/mo inclusive

253 4236 9am 9pm

FOR SALE

Rose Speakers, Sony Receiver and CD
Player S35O.0O or B.O. 263 3841 l^ava
message.

Guns N Roses
2 floor tickets

Mullens Arena 3/19

5464910

Metallica Photosfrom Mulliins Show
8x10. 11x14. Tape covers Call 253 9794
after 7 pm Josh.

OW Ticket To Los Angeles
Useby3/10S125
4135867865

Old color TV for sale good working
condition 355 leave message 253 5843

GREEKS AND CLUBS

Sl.OOO ANHOUR!
Each member of your f rat. sorority , team,
club, etc. pitches in just or>e hour and
your group can raise S1000 in just a few
days' Plus a chance to earn S1000 for

yourself No cost No obligation

1-800-932-0528 ext 65

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Camp Staff Opanings: Girls' resi

dent/day camps (Stafford Springs.
Bristol. CTl Seek administrators. Coun
selors willing to work and play hard
Stan 6/20 Call 203 677 2667 lor appli

cation or see Connecticut Yankee Girl

Scouts at Camp Day March 2 (Student
Union Bsllroomi 10 5

Camp Trucking la interviewing for

summer positions during spring break
Individuals will learn differnet phases
of business management, handle
phones, and have general offce as
signments File maker Pro and Macin
tosh experience helpful. S7/hf Relaxed
atmosphere. Call 508 653 1744 before
March 1.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic conversa
tional English abroad Japan and Tai

wan Many provide room and t>oard

and other benefits' Make S2000 S4000*
per month No previous training or

leaching certificate required. For em-
ployment programs call (206) 632 1 146
ext J5001

Summer Camp on Capa Cod
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to

work/live with kids. Beautiful location,

excellent program
Competitive Salaries Call James,
at 549 8353 for info and application

Summer jobs and internships
University Directories, the nations larg

est publisher of campus telephone di

rectories (including UMass at Amherst),

IS interviewing goal oriented students

for a challentging, full time summer
position. Gain valuable experience in

advertising, sales, and 0ublic relations

Average earnings S3900. Expense paid

training program in Chapel Hill, NC
College credit may be available Inter

views on UMass at Amherst campus
February 24th. Information and inter

view sign up available today at the Visi

tors Center or call 1-800 743 5556

INSTRUCTION

LOST

I need my bookbag back'

Black leather shoulder bag containing
extremely important items.

Hampshire OC Feb 18
Call 6 7187 No questions asked

LOSTI Brand new glasses grey and
black plastic with silver frame Lost in

CC or Basics Call April 6 4574

Lost Passport and important papers
in brown purse with brown gloves in

S&S Plastic bag Contact PRASHANT
549 9186 reward

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

Lost WIre-rIm glasses in the back of

the Big Green American pick up that

gave me a ride to school last week.
Please call 253 9794 after 9 pm. Ask for

Mr. Clark

PERSONALS

Physics and Math Tutor

MA. in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant

Call 256 0260

Allison Grady
Happy 20th Birthday

I love ya little sis

Have a great day.

Love,

Jennifer (Squeakers)

Congrats to the New Pledges

of Alpha Epsilon

Phi

You guys are the best " "

Get ready for a Phltastic
semester

'

Phi love The Sisters of

AEPhi

Congrats to tha newest pledges of

Sigma Delta Tau: Andrea. Melissa, Shea.
Melissa. Rehana, Tracey. Michelle, Kim,

Heather, Cheryl, and Lauren' Get ready
for a great semester' We are very happy
you're with us'

Love,

The Sisters of SOTI

Jack — You have made me so happy!
It's great to have a real partner

in my life. You're tfie balls'

HArrvmTHDAV GIHEG MOftfTBlO
Happy 20th sparky IN help ceietxate
with ya this weekend. Be good
OLR

R«ClM»-
Welcometo AEF>hi'

We're always fiere

for you now
Phi Love.

A Friend

Sigma Kappa Pladgaa
Allyson. Aimec. Bea. Beth. Dana. Ellen,

Gina, Heather. Heather, Kim, Kate. Kate.
Kern. Lisa. Marie. Rolxn Sonya. Su/anne
Holly

Congratulations and good luck It's go
ing to be a great semester.

In Sigma Love.

The Sisters

This IMtta pig has no mind o( I'K own
3/2/93'

Trlcia-

Welcome to our phinominal familyl

Good luck'

LML.
Phi Friend

To tha Weird girl I met at Health Ser
vices TItanks for a great weekend
Busy Friday?

RIDE WANTED

I need a ride to Itfuca/Syracuse
Friday Feb 26 Ricky 6 5260 SS

SERVICES

SCHOLARSHIPS GUAREMTEED
1-800-e6e-2137

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Mi Farms Mall

TRAVEL

SPRINGBREAKII
Panama and Daytona

S139andup
7 nights

Beachfront

deadline SOON'
Call Erica 546-0223

Spring Break:
CANCUN. NASSAU

from $299
Organi/e a small group for FREE irip

Call 1(800) Get Sun 1

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja
maica Cancun, Bahamas, from S459'
Florida from SI 49 Organiregrouptravel
free' 1 800 4267710

TAKE rr OFFIII
Spring Break '93

Baal Oaals Going Fast

Jesse 549 747?

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, thesp*.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED
Need garage space or parking ipace
fornon running car for about 4 5 rr nihs
evening 549 0142

Phys 142 tutor neeiled
Will pay S8 an hour
Call 549 8244 ASAP

Want to buy: Nice Pullout car stereo or
nice prolable CO player Call James at
253 9652

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4
person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starling m January 546 2296
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Sports
NCAAs may have Mass participation
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

When you think of hot spots for amateur basketball in

the United States, places such as Indiana, New York City,
Kentucky and North CaroUna quickly come to mind.

This season, four Massachusetts college teams are
trying to add the Bay State to that list. For the first time
ever, the Commonwealth may send four schools to the
NCAA Tournament in March.

The University of Massachusetts (18-5, 9-2 in the
Atlantic 10), ranked No. 21 nationally, is a sure bet, save
a total late season collapse, to make a return trip to the
NCAAs.

Boston College ( 14-8, 8-6 in the Big East) has placed
itself on the bubble after dropping three of its last four
contests, but with a late season surge and a strong
showing at the Big East Tournament, the Eagles could
return to the Tournament for the first time since 1985.

Holy Cross ( 20-5, 12-1 in the Patriot League i will need
to win its conference championship in order to gain an
invitation to the Big Dance. The Crusaders are currently
in a first place tie at the top of the Patriot League with
Bucknell.

The regular season champion hosts the post-season
tournament, a distinct advantage, since Holy Cross has
not lost a conference game at home all season.

Northeastern (16-7, 9-2 in the North Atlantic) has
been the most regular Bay State participant in the
NCAAs. The Huskies have played in the NCAAs seven

times in the past 12 years. Northeastern will again need
to win its conference tournament to earn a bid.

Massachusetts, a state long dominated by the NBA's
Boston Celtics, has quickly developed an interest in

college basketball.

"The interest in college basketball in this state has
picked up," Karl Fogel, head coach at Northeastern, said.

"It's not night and day, but with the Celtics down a bit

this season, people are beginning to get interested in the
college game, and we're providing them with winners."

UMass coach John Calipari said. The winning is

great for our fans and for the Commonwealth."
Calipari said the emphasis should not be placed merely

on Massachusetts teams but on all ofNew England.
"You have to look at the four Massachusetts teams as

well as Rhode Island, Providence College and Connecti-
cut," he said. "I think all of this is great for the region.

Let's keep some ofthe high school talent at home, instead
of letting them leave the region."

Reid Oslin, director of sports information at Boston
College, said. The success has generated a lot more
publicity for all four programs. We had a run ofsuccess in

the mid-80s, where we made the Sweet Sixteen three out
of four years, but we didn't have this kind of enthusiasm.

"As you people out at UMass have found out, a basket-
ball crowd going bonkers on campus makes for a great
atmosphere. When your winning, it's fun and that's what
college is all about."

And winning is what Massachusetts basketball is all

about.

COURTESY HOtY CROSS
Bill Walker, who was named to the Abdow's All-Tournament

team in December, will try to lead Holy Cross into the NCAAs.

Minutewomen fall to Lady Hawks

MATT KAHN ' COLLEGIAN
Kim Kristof ik scored her 900th career point

in Tuesday's loss at St. Joseph's. Knstofik, a
senior. IS a big reason for the team's resur-

gence.

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After being upset by the University of
Massachusetts women's basketball team
on Jan. 28 at the Curry Hicks Cage, St.

Joseph's entered Monday night's game
with not only a victory on the line but their
pride as well.

Thanks to a game-high 24 points from
Amy Mallon and some key hoops down the
s.tretch, the I ,ady Hawks managed to come
through, redeeming themselves on their
home court with 68-57 victory over a gritty

Minutewomen squad.

UMass was right in the game early in

the second half, trailing by three points on
a Melissa Gurile jumper with 14:45 left.

This would be the closest the
Minutewomen would get the rest of the
way, as St. Joe's proceeded to go on an 1 1-

3 run over the next 6:30 effectively putting
the game away.

UMass falls to 9-13 overall and 5-7 in

the conference with the loss. St Joseph's
improves to 16-6 overall and 7-3 in the A-
10. good for second place in the A-10.

One bright spot for the Minutewomen
was senior Kim Kristofik, who scored her

900th career point while chalking up a
team-high 19 points and five rebounds.
Kristofik is the only player in Umass
women's basketball historj- to have 900
points, 500 rebounds and 100 steals.

In the first half, ITMass tied the game
at 10 and it looked as though coach Joanie
O'Brien and company ought take the lead.

But it wasn't to be as the Lady Hawks
went on an 11-4 run thanks to key hoops
from Mallon as well as teammates Katie
Curry (15 pts) and Audrey Codner (11

pts). St. Joe's led 37-29 at the half despite
the fact that UMass shot a steady 50
percent (42 percent for the game).

Playing well for UMass were a couple
of the superfrosh, Octavia Thomas and
Kim Gregory. Gregory scored 13 points off

the bench and Thomas, who seems to

improve with every game she plays, fin-

ished with 17 pts and six rebs.

Hoop Notes: UMass' nine wins this

season are the most victories since the
1988-89 campaign, when the team had a
record of 11-18 . . . freshman Melissa
Gurile has scored 313 points this season
and needs62 tobreak the fi-eshman scoring
record; she also has 184 rebs, 33 away
from surpassing the frosh record . . . the

Women s gym
heads south
to Springfield
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian SUff

Tonight, at 7 p.m., the University
of Massachusetts women's gymnas-
tics team travels to Springfield Col-

lege for the first of three meets that,

according to head coach Alfie
Mitchell, could be one ofthe stepping
stones to the Regionals.

"For the regionals, the next three
meets I Springfield, New Hampshire.
Georgia] can pretty much tell the
tale. We could have a solid lock I to get

in I ifwe perform well," said Mitchell.

The Minutewomen ( 4-3 ) have had
a midseason break since the last

time they took the mat, a loss one
week ago Monday against the
Northern Illinois Huskies, 185.45-

1 84 .95. Coach Mitchell feels that the
time off may have helped his t4.>am

Turn to WOMEN'S GYM page 10

Boston Bruins,
Maine Bears
on top in hockey

Hockey fans in Beantown are smiling. On
Wednesday, the Bruins traveled to the Montreal
Forum and bested the first place Canadiens 5-2. In

the past, the Forum has been a regular season
"House of Pain" for Boston, but nobody told rookie

goalie John Blue, who turned back 29 Canadien
shots. The Bruins are breathing down the neck of

the second place Quebec Nordiques. who are only
two points ahead.

Matt

VAUTOUR
When the Minnesota North Stars come to the

Garden , Tuesday night, they will see a new old face

on the Bruins right wing. Yes, aft«r several set-

backs and months of rehabilitation, Cam Neely
will return to the lineup. With only 24 games
remaining, the Bruins may have picked a good
time to peak.

The University of Maine Black Bears finally

lost their first game this season. The defeat came
at the hands of the fifth ranked Boston University
Terriers. The top ranked Black Bears remain high

atop the NCAA with a 30-1-2 record. Bet on the top

ranked Black Bears to waltz through the NCAAs to

their first national title. Hidden within in last

Turn to BRUINS, page 1
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Scott s shots runs the gamut
There's a new light over the pool table at the Montague

Inn. It's a new fangled, modem deal, like Mullins, that
replaces what was The Cage of all pool lighting fixtures.
I'll never understand change.

• It would have been too much to ask for Mike
Williams to hit another buzzer beater and in the grand
scheme of things the loss was not very damaging. Now
Cal's Pals know they're not invincible and lessons like
that are beneficial come Tournament time.

David

SCOTT
• The Rhode Island game exemplified the poor offici-

ating that has been present throughout this season. It
has to improve now, because this is the time of season
when a bad call can send a team on an early Spring
Break.

• In what some may consider the biggest upset in
recent sports history, Dick Kirby of Orchard Park. N.Y.
won the Turkey Calling Championship held in Louisville,
Ky. this past weekend. Equally impressive was the two
event sweep by Mississippi's Tucker Crisp, who took both
the gobbling and owl hooting crown.

• With UMass women's hoop on a steady rise and with
programs at Vermont and the University of Connecticut
in the national picture, the pieces are in place for the
establishment ofsome serious East Coast women's hoops.

• I let my dog, Bo, out in the snow the other night and
he returned with four inches of packed powder. Small
squirrels were using his tail as a jump.

• Did the Globetrotters win last week?
• So Roger Clemens doesn't especially care for Lou

Gorman? Does Lou Gorman care for Lou Gorman? Is it

spring training if there isn't a Clemens Controversy? If
Ellis Burks wins the batting title in Chicago, are we left

to wonder "what we'd do with an Ellis Burks anyways?"
These and other intriguing questions will never be an-
swered, but as long as there's the Red Sox there'll be
reason to ask.

• Last year John Calipari's standard question after
games went something like,"Is Lou Roe the rookie of the
year in the A-10 or what?" The final balloting answered
"no." This year, redemption should be Roe's as he's
named the conference's player of the year.

• Cal should be joining Lou on the podium in Philly
next week as he picks up the award he should have gotten
last year, as Coach of the Year.

• Has the hockey all-star break ended? If so, does that
mean every team has already qualified for the playoffs?

• The Pro Bowl went to overtime and theNBA All-Star
game needed the extra five to decide the winner. Maybe
these games do mean something.

• The UMass men's swimming and diving team won
their 108th consecutive New England Championship
this past weekend. Which leads to the question, how
much is a Yar worth? Regardless, the guy's built a
dynasty.

• From turkey calling to swimming, this space runs
the gamut - all in an effort to serve you, the reader.

• The Jim Valvano tribute on Sunday brought a tear
even to the most hardened sports fans' eyes and despite
what rules Valvano might have broken at N.C. State, he
is now a model of courage.

• The pizza battle Uptown has officially begun and
Vegas is installing the veteran joint as an early favorite.
The battle will be won in the trenches.

• J.R. Rider has everything necessary for the NBA,
includmg the professional upbringing at UNLV.

• The Shirl has been complaining all year long about
foul shooting in college basketball and she is empha.siz-

Turn to SCOTT'S SHOTTS, page 10
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Clear and cold tonight. 20s.

Snow tomorrow. Buy shovels.

Local News:
Vice chancellor Thomas B. Robinson announces to the
Undergraduate Senate he plans to investigate certain

administrative offices. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

This Weekend:
'Swamp Yankee' Bill Morrissey will play his

detailed and emotional folk music at the Iron

Horse this Sunday.
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UM, Mexico to join
for telescope project

VCC LJALJi o ._. . L
TORSTEN KRACMT / COCLEGIAN

Ttt-MAM!— bix year-old Amherst resident Taytor Goodwin takes on the the slopes
by University Apartments.

Western eco-terrorism
Rich exploit Third World environment

By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

Massachusetts astronomers want to
join Mexico in building the world's biggest
high-frequency radio telescope, a 22-8tory-
high steel and Gortex monster to digest
signals from the beginning of time,

"It's not only great scientifically, but
it's great for North American collabora-
tion," said William Irvine, a University of
Massachusetts astronomer leading the
project.

Astronomers say a 165-foot-wide tele-
scope dish made of steel and aluminum
could collect electromagnetic radiation
from up to 10 billion light years away.
Such signals have traveled all those years
across the universe, which is believed to
have taken shape 10 to 15 billion years
ago.

The dish, which would be housed inside
a 22-story-high dome ofGortex and steel,

could read the high-frequency electro-
magnetic waves from interstellar mo-
lecular material. It would let scientists
take a peek, as they do at some of the
world's other large telescopes, at the uni-
verse in its formative years.

"We can see material before it has yet
formed stars." Irvine said Wednesday.

University of MassachusetU officials

hope the government of Mexico, which is

spending hundreds of millions to build up
its science and technology capabilities,
will fund $ 18 million of the more than $36
million project They are asking the Na-
tional Science Foundation for about $13
million and the state ofMassachusetts for
about $5 million.

Gov William Weld and Piedad
Robertson, the state's education secretary,
promoted the project to Mexican officials

on a tnp there in November.
Maria Rodriguez, an education

spokeswoman for the governor, said the
state looks upon the project as a way of
creating jobs while promoting academic
exchange between the two countries.

"We offer them through our colleges
and universities our expertise; in turn, we
have a chance to exploit and use . . . the
telesoipe forour scientific purposes. There
is the obvious advantage ofjobs that are
created for both countries in the con-
struction and operation of the telescope,"
Rodriguez said.

Organizers say the American funding
will pay for U.S. -based design and
manufacture of components, generating
hundreds ofjobs.

Turr\ to ASTRONOMY, page 7

Editor's Note: The foilouing editorial is

thefourth ofa five-part series leading up to
the Feb. 27 Women's Conference.

By SHYAMALA IVATURY
Special to the Collegian

The savage destruction of our envi-
ronment, instigated by the wealthiest
citizens of the world, impacts the lives of
the poorest populations.

The human victims ofecological degra-
dation are typically the rural populations
of the Third World, the land-poor and
landless masses for whom ecological

questions translate into food, fuel and
fodder— a matter of life and death.

Soil depletion in the African Sahel
(which includes the Senegal, Mauritania,
Niger. Mali, Burkina Faso, Nigeria, Chad
and Sudan) has resulted in mass poverty
and starvation.

Deforestation is destroying the lives of
the indigenous people ofthe Amazon. The
Brundtland Commission has determined
that every year 1 1 million acres oftropical
forests are beingdenuded despite the well-

known fact that forests act as watersheds,
maintain ecological balance, sustain pro-
ductive crops and allow for animal hus-
bandry.

Although loggers remove only 5 to 10
I>ercent of the wood from forests, their
mechanized logging process destroys an-

Tum to ENVIRONMENT, page 8

Weld expresses wish
to stem tuition hikes
By TOM OUELLETTE
Collegian Correspondent

SPRINGFIELD — Gov. William
Weld and Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci out-
lined their top three priorities as jobs,

public education and crime at an open
meeting Tuesday at Springfield Tech-
nical Community College.

The state's two top leaders fielded

questions ranging from the economy to

higher education from the approxi-
mately 200 people in attendance.

One of the meetings most repeat-
edly asked questions was that con-
cerning the state's higher education
costs. Many students from various state

colleges and universities, including
UMass-Amherst, were in attendaiKe
and a.-^ked why tuition costs rise higher
than the rate of inflation.

Weld responded, "I'm trying to stop
that,"

He also added that tax credit will be
granted to students to help defray tu-

ition costs, although he did not elabo-
rate how on this will done.

Weld confronted the issue of higher
educational costs by saying, "politics

should not interfere with the manage-
ment of our state colleges,"

"My philosophy on higher education
is to give our educational institutions

Turn to WELD, page 2

Robinson seeks to set new course for UMass
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Coming from California State Polytechnic University,
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Thomas B. Robinson
said it took him a while to not only adjust to the snowy
weather in Amherst, but also to the overall climate at the
University of Massachusetts,

Robinson, who took over the position last September,
was .selected after an extensive national search.

"I am a new person coming in, so my eyes are a little

different than the people who have been here for a long
time. The politics of the campus were considerably dif-

ferent than here," Robinson said. "In California I had a
very good relationship with the student body, so 1 really
want to build relationships with students here."

"1 dealt with multicultural issues every day on that
campus as I do here. And the context was a little different
though becau.se we had a very, very diverse University
not only among students but also we had diverse staff,

admini.stration and diverse faculty. That was very posi-

tive." Robinson said.

And so under the shadow last semester's racial inci-

dents. Robinson took his position in a spacious white-
walled office on the third floor ofWhitmore Administration
Building overlooking Haigis Mall.

On his first day, Robinson said he was faced with a

racial incident and a month later he was hit with the

Washington Tower incident in which resident assistant
Arlens Barosy was racially assaulted.

In an attempt to prevent further racial incidents,
Robinson established a resident assistant role review
committee in December, which recently reported that
resident assistants needed more respect from students
and less responsibility.

He said he quickly saw other problematic situations
with Housing Services, Health Services and Student
Activities, and so he formed review committees.

Health Services is being reviewed by an outside con-
sulting firm that deals with examining college health
programs, he said. The Student Activities Office
has had a history of problems over administering the
Student Activities Trust Fund. The results will come out
later this semester, Robinson said.

But Robinson added he would like to have program
reviews for all the University's services to help improve
student life on campus by making them more accessible.

"I think a lot of the situations that have developed
here over a long period of time and not just one incident,
but the way in which issues are randomly addressed,
really brings less than a satisfactory response from
everybody's point of view," Robinson said.

Robinson said he plans to hold informal meetings with
student groups to hear their concerns as part ofhis "open-
door" policy.

Turn to ROBINSON, page 6

REBECCA PETERSON / COLLEGIAN
Thomas B. Robinson, the new vice chancellor for student

affairs.
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Thursday, February 25
Lecture — "American Popular Culture Abroad: Cul-

tural Imperialism? Global Homogeneity? Or Bridge to
Democracy?" by Benjamin Barber at 4:15 p.m. in the
Neilson Library Browsing Room

Friday, February 26
Meeting — Muslim Students Association is holding

Jumaa Salat in rm. 904 in the Campus Center.
Saturday, February 27

Dance — -Jhankar Night," presented by the South
Asian Club. International Dance party to benefit an

UMqss Police Locp
VANDALISM

• Sunday afternoon a rear window was smashed on
a vehicle parked in Sylvan Drive. There were 50
cassette tapes and a Upe holder stolen. Police estimate
the total value of the stolen goods at $550.

DRUG LAW OFFENSES
• Police received a complaint ofmarijuana in Webster

Residence Hall Sunday afternoon. Police confiscated the
drug from two individuals, who will be summonsed to a
showcause hearing.

ACCIDENT-PROPERTY DAMAGE
• Sunday night a State vehicle made a left hand turn into
the Physical Plant on Campus Center Way It was struck

mWeld

orphanage. All welcome, 10th floor Campus Center Ho-
tel, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Auditiorts — UMass Theatre Guild's production of
-Bedroom Farce." Held in Room 904 of the Campus
Center at noon, Sunday at noon, or Sunday at 7 p m For
more info call 545-0415.
Ramadan Iftar — Muslim Students Association is

holding Magrib Salat service and a pot-luck Iftar
(Breaking Fast), from 5:15 to 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center rm. 917. Call Fatima at 546-0962 or Syed at 546-
1525 for more information.

Compiled by Brian Gormley

by a vehicle attempting to pass the van. causing $600 of
damage. The operator was cited for improper passing

• A vehicle operated by WolfgangWedlerofSunderland
was making a turn in Lot 45 when his vehicle slid on the
snow-covered surface and collided with a parked vehicle
Tuesday morning. The collision pushed that vehicle into
another parked vehicle. The estimattni damage to the
three vehicles was over $2500. No citations were issued.

LARCENY
• An individual in Pierpont Residence Hall reported

on Tuesday that her gold ring and bracelet were stolen on
Feb. 21. The theft occurred when the room was left
unattended for a brief period. The bracelet and ring were
valued at $480.

Address all correspondence to:
1 1 3 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592
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the money to get them started, employ a top-notch Board
of Trustees and let (the Boardl run the institution bv
them.selves. We dsaid "We have to trust someone some'-
times and I think if we put the right people on Boards of
rrustees statewide there should be no problems

9ftn
''*!/^' "'P^^'' hour-long meeUng. with just underJOO in attendance, was ha' led a success by sUte SenBnan Lees

. R-Long. who lauded the process, as well as
the Governor, saying, "this is a great, great opportunity

8:30p.m. - Midnight

to get their message across. This is the Governors fortenis candor was excellent."

t«.)!!l!l?T
"*^

u^'l)"^
capitalized on the recent political

trend ofTown Hall Meetings, which are forums that allow
the public to not only meet poliUcians face-to-face but
provide them the opportunity to ask questions as weU

buch meetings have recently been viewed as a suc-
cessful process in which politicians can efl-ectivelv reach
out to people and deliver their messages, as witnessedand made popular from the 1992 Presidential election

After Bowfing, Spin the Wheel for your rate... YOU COULD WW $50
Red Dot 25c Off Each Game
Blue Dot 50« Off Each Game
Green Dot 1 FREE Game
Yellow Dot 3 FREE Games

White Dot Pick up 5-7-10
and your bowling on us!

Black Dot $50.00 - Strike on
the Headless Rack and WIN!

Orange Dot $5.00 Off Bowling

% NORTHAMPfdN BOWL
'^^^ ^^^ Pf»asant Stroet • Northampton, MA • 584-4830

|
Ri<h'> Continys With Greqf Prkm

Winter Clearance
25% - 50% Off
Selected Items RIQU'S

RICH'S
ARMY/IMAVY
& CASUAL
CLOTHES

24 Center St., Northannpton
586-0275

(Next to the Iron Horse)

Liion ,s $200 plus $70 pef unit Tu.lion .$ the same lor oil
United btates residents Some courses hove speciol fees

Write lof cotolog
Summef Session
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Fair focuses attention
on student activities

_ ARAM COMJEAN / CCXLEGIAN
tiementary education major Julie Mink tries her hand at marbleizeing in the craft shop

during its Student Union Day open house.

By MATT McCARTHY
Collegian Correspondent

"Celebration" was the key word yes-

terday as the Student Union Building
exploded in color and life as part of
Student Union Day.

Virtually all the Registered Student
Organizations and student-run busi-

nesses on campus were decked out in

streamers and balloons for the day's
activities.

All the activities produced "a festive

atmosphere." said Student Activities

Services programmingassistant Gloria
Santa Anna.

"It's real fun and busy." said
Maureen Caswell, a student working
at the Mini Store.

"Finally, something good for free," a
student was overheard to say.

Organizers said the day was held to

celebrate the Student Union and show
what it provides for the students.

Music from local campus musicians
could be heard in the Hatch.
Earthfoods, the Cape Cod Lounge and
the Student Union balcony.

Among the student performances.

Nathan Crick played saxophone on
the Student Union balcony, while stu-

dents in the Cape Cod Lounge stu-

dents listened the soft guitar sounds
of Pat McCorkle. The hard-rock group
Monghani played in the Hatch during
the afternoon."

"Pretty fun," said student Adam
Myerson. "It's nice to have musicians
that can play," he added.
A number of other bands played

during the day. Organizers said they
used local musicians from the Univer-
sity to show the talent on this campus.

The Craft Center had an open house
featuring paper marbling with organic
paints, pottery and jewelry making.
The center offers regular classes on
these activities for students.

Student ActivitiesServices, the day's
sponsors, provide organizational, pro-

gramming and financial advice for the
more than 200 active RSOs. A table set

near the Mini Store provided free pins,

coupons, bumperstickers and informa-
tion about RSOs. Organizers also had
spontaneous "T-shirt tosses." with T-

shirts thrown down from the balcony to

students below.

Women's studies dept.
void of male students
By JOY COLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

There has never been a male graduate
from the University of Massachusetts
women's studies department, according
to one of the department's faculty mem-
bers.

Arlene Avakian, a lecturer of various
women's studies courses, said there are

currently no male women's studies majors
and only three or four male minors.

"What does this say about the men on
this campus?" Avakian said.

"All men are connected to women in

some way — mothers, sisters, friends,

lovers — men should have more interest

(in women's issues 1."

Avakian said women's studies courses

are open to everyone and there is nothing

barring anyone from participating in the

department.
She said the introductory class, which

is approximately 10 to 20 percent male, is

a large lecture which fulfills a general

education requirement and it attracts

people who otherwise would not have take

a women's studies course.

Caria Garabedian, a women's studies

major, said, "I think that the title 'women's
studies' intimidates men.

"It probably prevents some men from
taking classes in the department."

Avakian said that the upper level

classes are smaller, involve more discus-

sion and have fewer male students.

"The men who take these upper level

courses have a genuine interest in women's
issues," she said. "They are self-selected

men."
Matt Genatossio, a psychology mtyor.

said, "Most people think that women's
studies classes are only for women and
that men don't have a place in those
classrooms."

Jason Schrieber, an undeclared major
taking "Indigenous Women's Struggles for

National Liberation." said women's stud-

ies courses were recommended to him by
friends from different universities.

He added that he is familiar with the
reputation of women's studies being a

forum for male-bashing.

Schrieber, who was previously an engi-

neering major, said he "felt that engineer-

ing was too focused and narrow and that I

need to open my mind and broaden my
view."

Robinson unveils plan
to investigate services
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs
Thomas B. Robinson told the Under-
graduate Student Senate last night he
plans to investigate the practices of sev-
eral administrative and student service
offices.

Robinson said University Health Ser-
vices, the Student Activities Office and
Housing Services will be reviewed and at
least the results ofthe UHS inquiry will be
made available to students.

Robinson said he wondered if Housing
Services was attentive enough to student
concerns.

"I'm aware that problems are not al-

ways being addressed by Housing Staff."

Robinson said.

The Student Activities Office would be
looked at in terms of its relationship with
the Senate and how the Student Activities

Trust Fund is used, is also being reviewed,
Robinson said.

Robinson said he is looking at ways to

develop a more advisory relationship be-

tween students and administration.

"I'm reshuffling my organization, try-

ing to cut down on the buffering between
students and the administration. I want it

to be more accessible to students,"
Robinson said.

Robinson also said he is working to

develop a better campus climate.

"The climate we now have may not be
comfortable for students of color or for

women." Robinson said. "We need changes
in policies, procedures and attitudes on
campus."

Student Government President Jen
Wood said she is trying to secure a perma-
nent voting place on campus.

Wood said Hampden Common.s is be-

ing considered as a possible polling place.

Proofofadequate parking, handicap access
and building space must be demonstrated
in order to make it eligible, she said.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said

he is lobbying for percent increase in

tuition at the University.

Newnan also said he met with the
chancellor's search committee in Spring-

field and the first candidates will visit the

campus before spring break.

The Senate voted to offer continued
support to Legal Services and its efforts to

regain the right to represent students in

court.

Office seekers
tout toughness
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

David Nunez and Al Lizana an-
nounced their candidacies for stu-

dent government president and
student trustee yesterday before
about 25 students gathered in the
Student Union lobby.

"We need someone that talks
tough and is not just friends with
the administration." Nur\ez said.

"We can't have people telling us
where our business is."

NuAez said reforming University
Health Services is one of his goals if

he is elected.

"Health serNices is a joke," Nunez
said. "We must make them more
accountable to us."

Nunez said he would also pursue
financial aid reform and help the
Legal Services regain its litigation

rights.

NuAez and Lizana also addressed
the need for student unity and em-
powerment.
We want to unify the campus and

get people working together." NuAez
said.

"Any gains made for students of
colorare gains made for all students."

Nuftez said. "I'm only interested in

working for students. I don't care if

they're gay, Black. White. We have
to get everyone involved in student
government."

"When tension is high, it really

affects the ability to be a student,"
Lizana said. "All students have the
right to walk on campus and feel

safe."

Lizana and Nufiez expressed
support for each others' accom-
plishments and goals for student
government.

"Dave and I are definitely the
most progressive ticket running this

semester," Lizana said.

"Sometimes I feel like Dave and I

were Siamese twins separated at

birth," Lizana said. "We've done so

many of the same things."

Lizana said he and Nui^ez were
both involved in student government
in high school.

JOSH MCKENNA / COLLEGIAN
WATER. WATER, EVERYWHERE... — Construction worker Joe Szymkowicz helps

buikJ the town of Amherst another water plant.
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Pass on the University Lite

cloak and Dagger

/N fOO^ JUC COLD. k
Capitalism rooted in exploitation

I sense Chris J. Petropoulos doesn't
believe anything he sees, not to mention
half of what he says \Collegian. Feb. 18 1.

Corporations may prove scapegoats, but it

is the economic foundation which is the
source of our grievances.

Chns, how can you defend firms when
they do not care about you at all? Chief
Executive Officers (CEOs ) only care about
their profits. Firms feel they have no so-
cial responsibility, doing whatever it takes
to achieve a higher profit. Even if this
means leaving this country to exploit
Hondurans for 55 cents per hour.

If we let companies "control their own
business affairs." monopolies (price con-
trol > would still exist, as well as child
labor exploitation and continuing de-
struction ofthe environment. Prioritizing
short run profit over the environment is
not wise. It is contradictory to the idea of

expansionist and long-term growth ofthe
economy, not to mention our biospheric
existence.

As for the "wonderful comforts" of this
country, few enjoy them. More impor-
tantly, at whoseexpense did these comforts
arise? The Industrial Revolution was fu-
eled on the blood, sweat and tears ofpeople
ofcolor. It is ofthe utmost importance not
to forget how this country achieved the
"wonderful comforts" it has.

Exploitation and Imperialism are con-
cepts that hold constant with capitalism's
philosophy. All this in the inherent nature
of capitahsm and its profit-driven corpo-
rations. It is whether one is a capitalist
( have

) or a worker ( have not ». that defines
a corporation, with its hierarchy, as a
friend or a foe.

Kaisar Khatak
Amherst

The face ofthe University has changed
in the last fouryears. The students walking
across the concourse and eating in the
Bluewall are not the same students who
protested state budget cuts and hung the
governor in elTigy. The student body today
wears cheaper clothing, drives dying cars
to meaningless for-money-only jobs, and
they all drink University Lite.

Marc

ELLIOTT
University Lite has a smaller budget,

fewer classes, fewer instructors and only
costs 47 percent more than it did four
years ago when times were more promis-
i ng for UMass. Odd that students who can
afford it less, drink University Lite by the
bucket.

Surpise! The University takes almost
twice as much money out of students'
pockets than it did four years ago. Yet.
according to freshman orientation ques-
tionnaires, students today can less afford
expensive University Lite than they could
have when times were easier.

Eighty-four percent ofthe '89 freshman
class ( this year's seniors ) said their parents'
combined income was $30,000 and over.
Only 77.4 percent of this year's freshmen
claimed likewise.

What happened? Well, enrollment went
down and services went to seed in the
wake of the Dukakis education and ac-
counting era. State aid for the campus
that calls itself "the flagship" plummeted
and Chancellor Duffey's "margin of ex-
cellence" gave way to Chancellor O'Brien's
"yearofausterity

.

" 1n the 1 989- 1990 school
year, the Amherst campus had 17.658
full-time undergraduate enrolled. This
year there are 16,072.

When a grenade is dropped in a fox-
hole, the people who can get out. do. A
good guess would be that when the Uni-
versity was being turned into University
Lite, the students who could afford to fleie

to private schools or public schools with
more sane state Legislatures, did. When
the financially able left, the University
lost students and their tuition money.

But this is strange. Four years ago, the
campus was overrun by people upset at
tuition hikes and budget cuts. There were
rallies all the time, non-stop, cold weather
or not. Now, with a student body even less
able to handle sky-rocketing fees, there is

nothing. Perhaps the students are too
busy working to pay these inflated costs
and they don't have the time to march in
circles outside government offices that
habitually ignore them.

Chances that the Board of Trustees
will lower tuition (4-6 percent increase in
the works) or the now astronomical cur-
riculum fee are slim, according to Chair-
man Gordon Oakes.

Kevin Newnan, the Amherst student
trustee, agrees that decreases are unlikely,
although he's not exactly happy about it.

Newnan believes it futile to oppose tuition
hikes and prefers to set "the parameters
in which tuition can move" and "try to get
into a regular habit" of small but regular
tuition increases that are less than infla-
tion. It's more or less a novel, ifnot sneaky,
way of getting the price down.

Meanwhile, representatives ofsome of
the other state colleges have convinced
the Higher Education Coordinating
Committee to postpone making a recom-
mendation on next year's tuition increase.
Students have until March 4 to do some-
thing, anything.

Either students on the Amherst cam-
pus can join leaders at other state colleges
and fight for lower tuition and. more im-
portantly, fees or maybe they'd rather sit

back, prop their feet up on their desks and
enjoy a nice cold, frothy glass ofUniversity
Lite.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist
with a calculator and friends in the re-

search offices of Whitmore.

Open invite to judge for yourself
You have a right to choose hemp

As many ofyou know, there have been
some misconceptions about the 2-in-20
special interest residential program in
Mary Lyon. Questions have been raised
"about the purpose of this floor and while
those of us who live here have tried to
answer them [Collegian. Feb 10] people
persist in believing the misconceptions.
We tried to explain the need for safe

space, but people still insist that room-
mates are sleeping together and compiain
that it is not fair. If we wanted to sleep
together we could do it an\'where on cam-
pus. As Melanie DeSilva conveyed in her
column I Collegian, Feb 17| we are here for

a source ofprotection and community. But
there is even more to it than that.

That is why we of 2-in-20 SIRP are
holding an open house Friday, Feb. 26
from 3:30-5 p.m. We want to dispell the
mvths and allow people tojudge for them-
selves what the fourth floor is all about.
We are submitting this letter as an open
invitation to anyone who has questions or
concerns about life on the fourth floor of
Mary Lyon. Come one, come all and see for
yourselfwhat the 2-in-20 SIRP is all about.

Deven DeMarco
Northeast

David Rivera's editorial {Collegian , Feb.
231 on hemp makes several disturbing as-
sumptions. "Most people do it to forget
their troubles. It's no different from alco-
hol, tobacco, heroin, or crack." This as-
sumes motives for personal habits. I know
plenty ofcigarette smokers and beer drink-
ers who don't smoke and drink "to forget
their troubles," and likewise pot smokers
shouldn't have their motives judged by
observers like yourself

Rivera concludes by emotionally de-
scribing a friend who overdosed on the hard
drugs a marijuana habit led to. His death
can't be attributed to marijuana any more
than it can be attributed to tobacco or
alcohol. It was his unfortunate choice.

Driving into a tree after too many beers
is a choice that kills more people than all

illegal drugs combined yet you seem rec-
onciled to it: "Granted that's their personal
choice." There're plenty of pot smokers
who don't overdosed on hard drugs.

Irresponsible choices should be pros-
ecuted. Driving or working under the influ-
ence is intolerable and anyone who sup-
plies drugs to children should be punished
viciously. Adults, however, should have
the right to do as they choose i n their homes
if it doesn't interfere with others. This is an
individual's choice — not the choice of
someone in Washington, and not yours.

Michael Gerber
Amherst

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Last Friday, the Collegian ran a front page story

about faculty efforts to restrict tobacco smoking on
campus, while an abutting article was about a student
group working to ease restrictions on a different type
of smoking. I found it an interesting juxtaposition of
freedom to verses freedom from.

Americans have always had a hard time balancing
personal liberties and protection against the injuries
of others. Combined with frequent confusion of cause
and effect, these smoking debates are perhaps the best
illustration of this dilemma, excluding of course an
argument between Mr. and Mrs. Gore over appropriate
inaugural theme music.

The majority of the anti-smoking effort is aimed at
penalizing those who already smoke, rather than
educating both smokers and the 14-year olds targeted
by R.J. Reynolds/Nabisco advertising (no relation).
"No-Smoking Area" rules are of dubious enforceabil-
ity, and the need to protect the chancellor from damage
suits brought by those who inhale second-hand smoke,
as suggested by the policy now under consideration by
the faculty senate, is purely imagined.

If you're sending smokers out into the cold to get
their nic fix. or requiring them to wear a crimson "S"
on their clothing, the battle is lost. You've let tobacco
companies steer the agenda and have agreed to fight
on their terms. The effort would be better spent
seeking to repeal federal subsidies to tobacco farmers
or putting together a cartoon campaign featuring a

wheezing dromedary named "Joe Cancer."
Tobacco companies have had judges sympathetic to

the rights of lung cancer patients barred from wrongful
death suits for their partiality, while Washington decries
the "unfair trade practices" of southeast Asian nations
which attempt to place tariffs or warnings on cigarettes
exported from the United States — as our own govern-
ment requires of those sold domestically.

Josh

REYNOLDS
How would we react if their armies were bold enough

to conduct guerilla wars against our sanctioned drug
cartels, or even kidnap our head of state to stand trial in
their country according to their laws?
On the other side ofthe coin, while marijuana can't be

any better for your lungs and, like alcohol, can do a
number on your head, at least you can feel better about
who's pocket your money is going into.

As poorly aimed as the effort against tobacco smoking,
the 1980s' War on Drugs seemed an excuse to jail large
numbers of drug purchasers rather than stop the sellers.
The fact these users at the bottom of the food chain
happened to share certain age. ethnic, economic and
demographic patterns is hardly incidental. The difference
between these plebians and others who stood accused,
such as Dan Quayle. was that they didn't have friends in
the Department ofJustice department (most common folk

couldn't afford the quantities that other notables, such
as Robert Parish have been caught with either).

Now that dozens ofour highest lawmakers as well
as candidates to the U.S. Supreme Court have admit-
ted to breaking this law, perhaps it is time for a grass
roots effort to change it. With all its hysterical propa-
ganda, the War on Drugs was more reminiscent ofthe
1950s' Red Scare than to the prohibition of the 1930s
to which it is so often compared. With the installation
of the first all -pot-smoking White House, it is time to
bnng the debate back from the ideological dungeon in
which it has resided for the past decade.

Unfortunately, the UMass Cannabis Reform
Coalition's front man Aaron Wilson is uniquely un-
qualified to argue that marijuana does not impair
one's judgment. In an address to a Hemp Legalization
rally on Amherst Commons last spring, Wilson stood,
decked in military beret and camouflage, and told his
audience:

• Pot smoking does not distort one's long-term
judgment, paranoia or promote violence.

• Pot smokers should arm themselves and be pre-
pared to "shoot anyone who tries to keep us from
smoking our pot."

Wilson is a disturbing combination of a single issue
zealot and a reactionary NRA member. While many
have recommended marijuana as a treatment for glau-
coma, Wilson is proof it is no cure for cerebral mvopia.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columni.st.
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btrange, but ignorant, ideas are still lurking in our minds
Desoite cnntiniinl u»f<>r«i.>»c k.. i l- ^ »• .

^"^Despite continual attempts by gay, lesbian, bisexual
organizations on campus to educate the masses, strange
ideas are still lurking within the minds ofmany students
about what it means to be gay, lesbian or bisexual

Cultural images flood the Happy Valley from the
external worid ofmore intolerant behavior. Media images
boasting blatant heterosexuality bombard society's visual
scope, the Pentagon classifies homosexuals as approxi-
mately three fifths ofa human being, our churches tell us
gays are going to Hell, and most teachers simply deny the
fact that the gay community exists.

In a culture encompassed with homophobia, it is not
surprising that the wheels ofsocial change are turning at
tricycle speed.

During the summer, a co-worker ofmine, in the name
ofthe LordJesus Christ ourSavior, proceeded tocheerfully
flip open the Bible to the page where it states that gays
should be killed. Murder? What ever happened to love
thy neighbor? Jesus isn't my savior.

She told me she did not agree with "my lifestyle." My
lifestyle? When I asked her what my lifestyle was. she
replied, "you know." Oh really?

Contrary to popular ignorance, there are almost as
many lifestyles as there are gay people,just like there are
almost as many lifestyles as there are heterosexuals.
Undeniably, of course, gay and lesbian cultures do exist,
like African-American or working class cultures, but to
assume that someone's entire way of life is determined

solely by their sexuality is wrong.
Gays, lesbians and bisexuals are raised in different

ethnic groups, classes, countries, geographic locations
and families which mold their experiences and influence
their hfestyles. What is my lifestyle? Right now my
syllabi and not my sexuality are determining that.

Melanie

DESILVA
Last semester a genuinely curious man asked me

what it meant to be bisexual. "Do you have a girlfriend
and a boyfriend?" Patiently assuming the role of peer
educator, yet silently bursting with agitation, I said, "no."

Brainwashed by the lies spewing from mainstream
films, "Geraldo," "Hardcopy" and the Minuteman, many
people believe that non-monogomy, menage-a-trois and
promiscuity are ingrained in the definition ofbisexuality.

Well, guess what? Sharon Stone's promiscuous Ufestyle
probably represents the same small percentage of the
bisexual community as it does the straight community.
She certainly does not represent me. I like my male lovers
ahve.

Recently I discovered that a few individuals in my
residence hall assumed my roommate was a lesbian or
bisexual because she shared a room and closet space with
me. Since when does having short hair and a friend who
wears a pink triangle qualify a woman to be a dyke?

You can do more than whine

Here's a lesson for all you people out therewho are quick
to label people's sexuality based on appearance. // di>esn 't

work.' I have met straight women who fit the lesbian
stereotype and lesbians who could be fashion models.

Yet, the most striking aspect of homophobia I have
experienced on the UMass campus has been within
myself Last Christmas, when I went to see the Nut-
cracker in Boston I was seated next to an affectionate gay
male couple.

Like heterosexual lovers in a dark theater, they held
hands and rested their heads on each other's shoulders.
As the performance started, my bisexuality did not stop
me from feeling uncomfortable in the presence of this
particular gay couple.

Missing most ofthe production. I panicked, wondering
why my logic was not connecting with my emotions. "Oh
my God! I'm feeling homophobic What the hell's wrong
with me?"

What was wrong with me? The question should have
been— what the hells wrong with this culture? Whether
gay or straight, no individual can expect to quickly
discharge a lifetime's worth ofhomuphobic brainwashing.

Internalized homophobia does not simply lurk within
the conservative closets of the Republicans, but also
within the reluctant minds ofmany out gay. lesbian and
bisexual individuals. It should not Ih* surprising. Culture
is a powerful thing.

Melanie DeSiha is a Collegian columnist

Humor me for a while as I tell you a
story about some people I know. It won't
make sense at first, but by the time it's

over youll understand what I'm after.

Soon afler the turn of the century, two
familiesemigrated from Poland— a nation
torn to bits by invasions, authoritarian
government, poverty, prejudice and God
knows what else. These two families had
no knowledge of each other's existence,
but their aims were similar. They had to

get out before it was too late.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Achieving this goal was no easy task.

Imagine doing it yourself— savingenough
money to afford moving, packing up as
many possessions as you can carry and
leaving everything you know behind to
travel to a place where you can't even
speak the language. No easy task, huh?

One ofthe fami lies went to Canada first

before crossing to Niagara River to the
United States and Buffalo, N.Y. The other
emigrated directly to Buffalo and went

work two jobs to pay for the land he had
bought— and there were three children to
feed. Meanwhile, the wife's father was
still workingtwojobs. They had all learned
to speak English, and social reform had
finally caught on, but it still wasn't easy.

Forty years later, all but one of the
original immigrants have passed on.
leaving me a life I probably don't deserve.
She is 92 years old. still speaks Polish and
still lives in herown house, where she bore
and raised six children.

Now that I'm done with the story, you
probably want to know why I took up 40
lines of space to tell you about how my
great-grandparents emigrated to the
United States and carved out a life for

themselves. You want to know why you
should care.

What does the word "oppression" con-
jure up for you?

There is oppression in this world and
on this campus. Fair enough. But here's

the punchline — these people I just told

you about suffered the same kinds of op-

pression.

Oppression by capitalist business-
about the business of setting up shop. owners. Oppression by societal and reli-

Why Buffalo? It was an industrial city gious dynamic that insisted women stay
with plenty of mill and factory jobs and a home and bear children, lots of children.

Life without sex isn't a curse

large Polish-speaking population. Those,
however, were the only advantages the
.United States offered.

There were no labor laws and no eight-

hour day with a lunch break. The equation
was simple: you want the job, you do what
I tell you. Otherwise, III find someone else

with hungry children who wants this job
more than you do.

There was no welfare to protect you if

your landlord decided to throwyou out. No
government cheese, no subsidized housing
and no "reproductive rights" (read: abor-

tion on demand) if you got pregnant and
you couldn't afford another mouth to feed.

The money did, in fact, run out once on
them — with a sixth child just born and
five others to feed and clothe.

Don't lose me yet. There's more.

To make a long story short, the two
families eventually met when son met
daughter. But even a generation after, the

hardship wasn't over. The husband had to

and too bad if you couldn't afford them.
Oppression by a government that didn't

care about the welfare of its people. Op-
pression at the hands of xenophobic
"Americans" who. forgetting they went
through the same process, thought each
wave ofimmigrants meant another loss of
jobs. Face it — being American is about
being, at some point, oppressed, unless
you're extremely lucky.

My great-grandparents probably didn't

even know they were oppressed. They
sure as hell didn't blame anyone else, even
though they could have. The point is, you
can do a lot more to further yourself by
taking what you need instead of whining
about it and hoping for a handout.

Life is neither easy nor fair. But al-

lowing yourself to be oppressed is admit-
ting that you've already lost. That's not
the way it has to be— ask great-grandma.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-
nist.

I was so refreshed and enlightened
to read Ms. Wheeler's column |Co//f
gian, Feb. 18 1 about that "wacky little

thing called sex." I was beginning to

believe that everyone, like me. who
wasn't having sex was a prude or a
Bible-thumper (since that term has
become so popular these days). Thanks
to Ms. Wheeler's column, I have dis-

covered that I am mystified and scared
of sex. Not the mention the fact that I

am holed up in a motel room some-
where "preaching to my flcxrk."

Now that Ms. Wheeler has told me
what I am feeling, I am going to tell her
how I really feel. Guess what"' 1 am not
afraid of sex. 1 have known about the
birds and the bees since I was about 5.

I do not blush when the subject comes
up. nor do I ignore it On the contrary.
I believe that, in a healthy marriage,
sex is the most beautiful display oflove
and tenderness created by God.

You guessed it — I'm a virgin. Now
not only does Ms. Wheeler know, so does
the rest of the University. I am not
afraid to admit it, nor am I looking to

dispose of it as some sort of a plague. I

am not even looking for the right mo-

ment, or for love. I am waiting for mar-
riage. 1 have waited 20 years and I plan
to wait the restofmy hfe if I have to. This
does not scare me. I have enough will

power that I can stroll by the candy store
and not stop. When the time is right I'm
going to enjoymycandy My rea.sonsjust
happen to be based in the Bible. I hap-
pen to follow the teachings of Christ
Jesus. He has told me to wait, so I will

My point IS that abstinence (the
terrible "A" word) is a viable, healthy
option for many people. Many have
different reasons for waiting, whether
spiritual or not, and many of these
people are not scared of sex. They do
not feel the need to wear hoop gowns
and chastity belts. On the contrary,
they seem to go alM)ut their business
focusingonotherthings. Does this mean
that we are missing out? Maybe. I am
sure that many of you are screaming.
"Yes. you fool!" Well, this fo«>l has cho-
sen to wait. Remember that. Ms.
Wheeler, the next time you stop to

ponder sex. Stop by. maybe we can chat
awhile, and I promise not to be afraid.

Leneita D. .Shcrrin

Sunderland

Will Clintons plan fail?
For the past three years the United

States has been suffering from a severe
economic recession. An astoundingly large
national debt has plagued the nation and
made recovery impossible. In response to

the $4 trillion debt which is crippling our
industries. President Clinton has devel-
oped an economic plan to attack the defi-

cit. There's only one problem — it's been
tried before.

Romin

THOMSON

Hemp is as dangerous as skiing
Ibuprofen is a drug. Tetracycline is a

drug. Cannabis Satiua is a plant. Many
think this plant is illegal because it's

consumed for its psycho-active properties.

But other mind-altering substances are

perfectly legal — the most popular is al-

cohol. Nicotine, the highly addictive drug

used by roughly one-third ofall Americans,

is the one product that can kill you if used

properly. Tobacco is even subsidized by

the government.
Thousands could write a letter prais-

ing the uses for hemp in agriculture, pa-

per production and other industries, but

I'm writing to defend its recreational use.

Whether or not something is dangerous,

like speeding, bungee-jumping or down-

hill skiing, it's my choice as an American

adult to engage in these activities.

Thechargescannabisconsumption leads

to the use of"hard drugs" are preposterous.

Mr. Rivera [Collegian, Feb. 231. uses an

example of a friend of his who died, imply-

ing the cause of his death was hemp.

However tragic it is, one must realize some
people have problems coping with modem
society. "Substance abuse" is usually the
symptom of personal problems, and can
exacerbate them, but it's rarely the cause.

I know two UMass students who smoke
hemp on a daily basis and are members of
the Honors Program in good standing.

Obviously the use of hemp has not im-
paired their abilities to be productive
members of our society, and has not yet
driven either of them to other criminal
activities. I know two others who are part-

ners and have been running a profitable

small business for the past 10 years.

They've been hemp smokers for 14.

Pot-smokers are notcriminals, and pot-

smoking is not a vice. Mr. Rivera should
concentrate on the virtues that do not

exist in this imperfect world. If he thinks
smoking cannabis is wrong, then he
shouldn't do it.

Peter S. Wall
Amherst

During the election, candidate Clinton
witnessed millions of Americans express
their fears about the dwindling economy.
The issue grew so severe that it quickly
entered the forefrontofAmerican political

discussions everywhere. Now President
Clinton has responded to their demands
by proposing a plan which covers the
concluding opinion, shared by many
economists, that came out ofthe woodwork
last year. The president's agenda calls for

great sacrifices on the part ofthe public as
well as the federal government.

What the president needs to realize is

that no matter how much revenue he
generates from increasing tax levels, the
gains will be lost if the massively over-
sized U.S. government does not begin to

downsize itself

This was proven in the late '70s by
former President Jimmy Carter. Carter,
like Clinton, rose atop the shoulders of a
people upset by a poor economy and a
leadershi p that could not budget itself He
too addressed the American public and
tried to assure them that he would have no
trouble adding balance to a ti pped national
debt. Yet he failed for two major reasons.

First, he was never able to convince
people to support any of his programs. He
is widely known as one of the poorest
communicators to have sat in the Oval

Office. Politically, though, his problems
ran much deeper than public opinion.

Within the federal government. Carter
was unable to positively affect a massive
administration who.se power has grown
immeasurably. Due to his sincere belief
that the administrative agencies, in exist-
ence at the time, were worthwhile, he
refused to cut them completely and instead
tried to reach these oversized agencies by
imposing limits on their funding.
When he did this he was met by a

barrage of resisting bureaucrats fighting
for their livelihood They fought and the
president lost the battle. Carter could not
lower the budget because, as president, he
was simply not powerful enough to do so.

The debt grew, public opinion fell, and
faced with dissent from inside and out of
Washington. Carter l>ecame one ofthe few
American presidents to be voted out of
office. The new president must learn from
the mistakes of his Democratic predeces-
sor, for the country can no longer ignore
the pressing burden of our debt.

However, there is hope. President
Clinton is already succeeding in areas
Carter never could. Clinton has been suc-
cessfully building support for his agenda
by touring the nation and preaching his
program. Polls show the number of people
looking favorably on our new president
growing each day. As public support grows
so too does congressional favor.

Clinton has separated himselffrom one
of Carter's failings by demonstrating his
ability to communicate and win support.
However, he still will need to develope a
method to implement his spending cut-
backs successfully. It still remains to be
seen whether the massive program cuts
his recovery plan demands can be placed
into a federal government that has not
been willing to shrink.

Romin Thomson is a Collegian staff
member.
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Student Government President Jen
Wood said Robinson is doing a good job in
easing the tensions between students and
administrators.

"He sees himself as a link for us. The
thing 1 like about him is that he talks
straight," said Wood, who was on the the
search committee that unanimously voted
for Robinson to join the University. "We
were really impressed by him."

Although Robinson said, as of last
Monday, he has not read the SGA consti-
tution, but said he would like to see a
strong student government. Only with a
strong student government. Robinson said,
will there be better communication be-
tween students and faculty.

Robinson has been working to break
the gridlock between the student govern-
ment and Student Activities Ofilce.

"He has been very open in listening to
us, although it is too early to evaluate

I his
performance!." said Student Activities
Business Manager Allen H. Brainerd.

In addition to giving students power,
Robinson said he would like to strengthen
the Lhiiversity's Legal Services Office. But

he said he did not want to give Legal
Services the power to sue the University.

Robinson said he plans to have some
computer labs open 24 hours a day, to give
students greater access to University re-
sources.

Evelyn Rivera, an a senior sociology
major working in the Third World Affairs
Office, said Robinson and Chancellor Ri-
chard O'Brien have been working well
U)gether in getting the Latino Center es-
tablished in the Hampshire Dinning
Commons.

Robinson said the Asian Cultural
Center, currently located in Knowlton with
the Learning Center, will be moved to the
Worcester Dinning Commons to provide
more space.

"To a large extent . our mission is one of
teachingandlearmngalong with research
and public service," Robinson said. "For
me coming out here as an outsider 1 noticed
right off the bat that there is a hard edge
to this campus. And that is what I would
like to see if we can work on it so when
people come here. . . the feeling on this
campus would be one of openness where
people are welcomed."

DANCER/CHOREOGRAPHER

ARIE
BURSZTYN
will perform on

Monday, March 1,

dpm
Bowker Auditorium
S5 Gen. Public

$3 Student

(free to Hdlel Activity Cord Holders)

Arie Bursztyn hcjs toured with "Kol Demama"
Company, "Karmon' Dance Company and
participated in tt^e first creations for Western A Jmwish AiH Ftttvot Evmnt
dancers by UsNo Amagateu, creator of Scnkd sponsored by UMASS Hiiiei. umass
Juku. Arie Bursztyn has also toured and ^^^ ^o^J^x:/. and the umass Studont

presented his own work in Israel and the U.S.
"^^^^ Cultural Enrichment Fund.

SPORTS wm
& RCSroURDNT

^Honk ifyou're a homophobe*'
A Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual dance at the University of Idaho was disrupted by

a group of protestors, whoopenly described themselves as homophobic, according
to The Argonaut, the student newspaper on campus.

"Honk ifyour a homophobe" and "AIDS distribution center" proclaimed signs
held by about a dozen protesters outside the dance.

"We object to the attempt to introduce homosexuality to mainstream society
as an acceptable behavior," protester Doug Wilson said.

The protestors handed out pamphlets entitled "We are homophobics standing
against sodomy."

Wilson said he and others we pleased when both Freddv Mercury, the lead
singer Queen, and movie star Rock Hudson died of AIDS.

"Homosexuality is a sin." Wilson said. "People who sin deserve to die."
As expected the protestors meet resistance from some ofthe dancegoers. There

were dozens of shouting matches.
"They (protestors) are creating an atmosphere frighteningly similar to what

happened in Oregon, which resulted in the death of two gay people," Kathy
Sprague. the co-chair of a local gay student alliance.

Wilson used The Bible as proof of his views.
"By sharing the gospel with homosexuals, we can show them a wav out

"

Wilson said.

One student wasn't impressed.. "They pick a few biblical passages to suit their
agenda and leave others out."

University administrators had no comment on the issue.

Kids today
At the University of Washington, a man was mugged bv a knife wielding

teenager, who stole only a recently purchased twelve-pack of beer.
The teenager, according to a police report in The Daily, the student newspaper

of UW. followed the man out of the liquor store and drew a buck knife on him
demanding a twelve-pack in exchange for the man's well-being.

In other teenage crime, a 20-year-old student the Uni versitv ofPittsburgh was
beaten on a street comer by a local 15-year-old. according to the student
newspaper on campus. The Pitt.

The fight was witnessed by police ofTicers. who took the teenager into custody
The reason for the fracas is unknown.

Porn 150
At the University of California at Santa Barbara, students can Uke a four

credit class dealing with pornographic film.
"Film Studies 150" covers all aspecUofthe pornographic film genre, including

straight, gay and amateur films.
-We want very serious students form different disciplines." Edward Branigan

chair of the film studies department, said.
-Pornography is a highly charged genre that has political and social weight to it

"

Ihis semester. 70 students are enrolled in the course. Branigan did not
mention if students could receive practicum or internship credits for the course

TONIGHT
CHARTREUSE SKI PARTY

- Final Night -

Over $1000.00 Ski Package Given Away

SKI -Expaess

rr-rr? P^far-p^,,^

ft,a

Boots by Raichle
Bindings From Look

Sponsored By

COMPETITIVE EDGE
§ K I A B I K a
HOLYOKE & HADLEY

"GET THE EDGE AT COMPETITIVE EDGE"

FLY TO THE BEACHES
OF FLORIDA

Fly to Warm
Sunny Florida

Spidng Break

„.$j29 *
ONE
WAY

Dail\' non-Slop jei air ( nrrier service
from Worcester to West Palm

Beacii. Florida l>eginning March I

For complete information.
schedules and advanced ticket

purchasing, call our toll free number
from 8:00 am to 8:00 |)m today!

THE

Win Passes to Stratton From Peter Pan
University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

FYoriddr
SHUTTLE ^M^-«'**«»OMIUrOM

Your New England / Florida Connection.

1-800-FLY-SOUTH
1-800-359-7688

•The Rorida Shiiitic is a public charier operator wilh Direct
Air Carrier Service Provided by Miami Air with Boeing
727s. Opiioital services include fo<xJ and diink service for
sale on board he aircrali and a SIO charge loi carry-on
baggage over and above our carry-on p<j|icy. For further

tnlomiation. rclei to the required operator passenger contract.
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Exercise prolongs life
But it's no fountain ofyouth, study says

duck?!;f™ugh°''°'°-'=^"''"^''<^''^^«='^'"^'-«'--'^°^^'^»«-Ss

astronomy
continued from poge

The telescope would be run by a part-
nershipoftheUniversityofMassachusetts
and three Mexican institutions: the Na-
tional Institute for Astrophysics, the
Center for Research and Higher Education,
and the National University in Mexico
City. In addition to research, it would be
used to train students.

Irvine said organizers want to seek a
site on a mountaintop in Mexico in a dry

area, where airborne water vapor would
not interfere with reception.

Mexico gives a view of the southern
sky. where the hub of our Milkv Way
galaxy is visible. Most giant telescopes are
in the north, so that part of the sky has
been studied more intensively.

If the Mexican government approves
the project, it could be built in about five
years, Irvine said. He gave no timetoble
for approval.

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON — Here's something for
middle-age men to think about while jog-
ging: Taking up vigorous exercise adds
about 10 months to their lives.

Those who start while young gain a bit
more, perhaps a year or two. while men
who wait until their 50s or 60s add a few
months at best.

These resulu, the latest from a long-
running study ofHarvard graduates, show
that despite its many apparent benefits,
exercise is no fountain of youth.

"Some may be discouraged over the
fact that you don't gain a lot of years. I

hope people won't be," said Dr. Ralph S.
Paffenbarger ofStanford University, who
directed the study.

In fact, he said, the work suggests it's

never too late to benefit from exercise
Even those who take it up past age 75 live
a little longer.

The figures are averages. Some who
exercise probably extend their lives Ibr
several years. Other gain no extra time

However, Paffenbarger noted that liv

ing longer is just one reason to work out.
Those who keep in shape also tend to live
better: They have fewer chronic diseases,
such as heart trouble and diabetes.

The study also demonstrates the diffi-

culty of extending the human life span.
Other works have shown that eliminating
all cancer, for instance, would only add
about two years to the average human fife.

However, commented Dr. Graham
Colditz ofHarvard Medical School : "When
looking at life expecUncy as it is in the
Western world today , addinganotheryear
is a fairly major shift at the population
level.-

Most experts believe that exercise is

good for women, too, but it's uncertain
whether they would gain the same amount
of extra life as did the men in the study.

The latest study was based on ques-
tionnaires filled out by 10,269 male

Harvard graduates. Among the findings,
published in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine:

• Men who take up moderately vigor-
ous sports between ages 45 and 54 live 10
months longer than those who remain
sedentary. For ages 55 to 64, exercise adds
nine months, for 65 to 74 it adds six months
and for ages 75and 84 two months.

• Middle-age men who give up ciga-
rettes add 1 1/2 years to their lives, while
those who both quit smoking and start
exercising gain almost three years.

• Exercise seemed to extend lives most
by warding off heart attacks, although
those who worked out were less likely
than other men to die of all causes.

The researchers considered moderately
vigorous sports to include such things as
brisk walking, tennis and other court
games, biking, jogging and digging in the
garden. Less demanding pastimes, such
as pitching horseshoes, bowling and golf-
ing with a cart, were not deemed strenu-
ous enough.

Another study in the journal looked at
the benefits of exercise a different way.

That study, by Leiv Sandvik and oth-
ers from Central Hospital of Akershus in
Nordbyhagen, Norway, tested 1 ,960 men's
stamina on stationary cycles, then watched
their health for 16 years.

It found that the risk of death among
the one-quarter ofthe men who were most
fit was about half that of the least fit.

In an accompanying editorial. Dr.
Gregory D. Curfman, a journal deputy
editor, noted that such studies don't ac-
tually prove exercise makes people live
longer.

He noted that sedentary men might
avoid sports because they
are already not as healthy as avid exer-
cisers. Another po.ssibility is that people
who work out also have other healthy
lifestyles, such as low-fat diets

"Until the answer is known, the public
should be given the straight facts and
spared the hype," Curfman wrote.
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other 40 to 50 percent. More than 5 milHon acres of
Brazilian Amazon forests have been destroyed. In 30
years, the area afTecU^d will be as large as India.

The income generated from deforestation finds its
way to the private companies and not the rural poor
Rural women in countries like India are being forced to
travel three U) five hours a day to search for firewood.

The battlegrounds for proxy wars (or war-related
research) have always been in the Third World A
-harmless weed killer" (a U.S. military term) tore the
mangrove forests from Vietnam, destroyed rare species
and deformed youth and children for life. Even today, not
a sapling grows, except for the fire resistant, indestruc-
tible and useless plant called "American grass."

On March 1, 1954, the United Sutes exploded a
hydrogen bomb on an island in Micronesia, located cast
of the Philippines in the Pacific Ocean. The result has
been "jellyfish babies" with no eyes and no heads. They
are born twisted and live only for a few hours. The adult
population dies from thyroid tumors, stomach cancer and
leukemia. A second series of 43 bombs were dropped on
the neighboring Eniwetok Atoll in the subsequent years,
creating nuclear nomads out of the inhabitants of the
islands. Naturally, the U.S. government has taken great
pains to hide its tracks.

Today, one of the most gruesome acts of Western
dominance is the dumping of toxic and radioactive waste
in parts of the Third Worid.

In a memorandum dated Dec. 12, 1991. Lawrence
Summers, a noted World Bank economist currently with
the Clinton Administration, had argued for the disposal
of toxic wastes in parts of Africa, for it is underpolluted

and underpopulated. The West appears to have responded
favorably to this suggestion.
A study conducted by Greenpeace Environmental

Organization estimates that at least 115 shipments of
toxic waste have been shipped to Mexico, Argentina,
Brazil, Panama, Uruguay, Morocco, Senegal. Congo,
Zimbabwe and Djibouti in the past two years. Fifteen
thousand tons of toxic industrial incinerator ash has
been shipped from Philadelphia to the Island of Kassa,
Guinea. Forty-thousand tons of deadly toxins, including
dioxin poly-chloro bi phenyl has been shipped from Italy
to Koko in Nigeria. Sesco. a British company contracted
the West African nation Benin to store five million tons
of waste. A West German company has exported toxic
waste to Liberia.

Peace, prosperity and a relatively clean environment
in the North is maintained by reeking ecological havoc in
the lesser-developed countries. Lesser-developed coun-
tries are denied the opportunity to create their own
infrastructures for national science and technology in
areas such as agricultural research. In most lesser-
developed countries, there are no sustained programs to
adapt imported technological innovations to suit local
conditions. This has perpetuated their technological
stagnations and dependency.

The multinationals from the West have been able to
"buy ofT the ruling class in the lesser-developed countries.
This "compradore elite" in collaboration with the multi-
nationals, under the pretext of development, are re-
sponsible for the adoption of failed programs that have
led to famines, drought, pollution and environmental
degardation in the Third World.

Shymala Ivatury is a UMass graduate student.

NOT JUST COLD FUN TOO - Biology major Megdalene Moise and Andrea Prest. prove s:S:^nS fun aX"
just slippery, cold and wet.
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LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Busch& Busch Light
tJK/ecltJ case cans

ARCTIC BAY
$11.99 case bottles

& Hudepohl Premiimi cans
Reg. $10.99 case Now! $7.79 case

$6.99 case (10 cases or more)
AmericanBeer

Stm Only $7.29 case cans

(Quantity Discounts Available)

'isa/Mastercard accepted onk^ deposits

Many More In-Store Specials
AU Beers plus Deposit (especially on wines) *DeUvery Available*

N. Korea said
to be evading
U.N. officials
By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — North Korea has manufac-
tured enough material to produce at least one
nuclear weapon but is hiding its production from
international inspectors, the new director of the
CIA said today.

R.James Woolsey said North Korea's plutonium
production capabilities are "our most grave current
concern" among a host of countries seeking to
obtain or that already have nuclear weapons.

Woolsey, in his first testimony before Congress
since being sworn in earlier this month, offered the
first official confirmation ofgrowing reports about
North Korea's attempts to hide its nuclear program
from the International Atomic Energy Agency.

Woolsey said North Korea also apparently had
agreed to sell ballistic missiles to Libya, having
already sold extended-range Scud rockets to Syria
and Iran.

North Korea's standoffwith the IAEA could end
up before the U.N. Security Council. The governors
of the international agency held a closed session
Monday after North Korea again refused an in-
spection of its nuclear facilities. North Korea had
said earlier that any attempt to force a special
inspection could lead to war in Korea.

Woolsey
, a formerarms control negotiator, painted

a worrisome picture ofthe state ofnuclear, chemical
and biological weapons spread throughout the world.
He said more than 25 countries, many of them
hostile to the United States and its allies, may have
or may be developing such weapons.

He also singled out Russia and Ukraine for
criticism, saying they were selling missile tech-
nology to India and China in violation ofthe Missile
Technology Control Regime, into which the Soviet
Union entered along with the United States and
other weapons producers in the 19808.
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NORTHAMPTON

Soft-Scrvc Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street
Northampton

586-96.59

REKINDLE
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PASSION
For Indian
Food at
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INDIA
HOUSE

ON STATE STREET
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Quote of the Day
"Once you get people laughing, they're listen

mg and you can tell them almost anything .

- Herb Gardiur

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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SKATE BOY AND RURU
By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Jason George
PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean
Production Supervisor Lisa jezowski

Production Jim Ganley, Sean Ramsey

Amanda Mead

LUNCH
Pizza

Corned Beef

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Veggies with Dill

Menu
DINNER
Roast Pork

Eggplant Parm

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Beans w/Rice

Eggplant Parm

The opinions i-x,,rc-sH>cl on this p.igf art- iliosc ot the tart,K,nists .uui do not nctcssjrily rcllcU the views oi the Colk'nuu, .)i ll.i- Univors.Iy

ACROSS
1 Symbol 0(

authority

S Military meal
9 Utah raMTt
13 First paraon
14 Landed
1 5 Black tea
1 7 Van Gogh

painting

?0 -For — a (Oily

good "

^^ Pale

22 Moist

23 Gal ol song
24 Muslim decree
26 Write

27 Alptia follower

28 Parched
29 Oeclaimer o(

heroic verse

31 Exeter's locale

32 Social asset
34 Abandon
35 With -The,-

Hepburn TV
lilm o( 79

37 Demeaned
39 Finnish lake

40 Language lor

the Masses
41 Give Ihe cold

shoulder
42 Grapple
46 Chart
47 Tidbit for

Oobbin
48 Tear

49 Mont Blanc,

for one
50 Actress Harper,

to friends

51 Wtiitney or

Wallach
53 Formerly called

54 Boxers'
affliction

58 Improvise

59 Bread spread
60 Nice seasons
61 Capital of

Manche
62 Alert

63 Mother of

Helen

DOWN
1 Sir>ger Johnny

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

2 stick

3 Funny Sid
4 Part of H HE
6 Garbo rot*

6 Dash
7 Poae
8 Put in Ihe tiokl

9 like — out of

heir
10 Fate
1

1

— Sisters

college group
1 2 Bubble maker
16 Obliquely

18 See red?

19 Dusk, to Oonne
25 Bankirtg action

26 Submit
27 Implore

29 Truss

30 - was
saying "

31 Fast buck?
33 "Mourning

Becomes
Electra' role

34 Uninteresting

35 Hurtle

36 Modern
sounding
antelope

37 llama's cousin
38 t Down s

repertoire

4 1 See 2 1 Across
43 Rococo
44 Gave a k>ok
45 City nsar

Salonika
47 Lout
48 Title for

Galahad

50 — Valentia.

Calabria

commooa
51 Jug
52 Boxer Spinkt
55 Role lor Ma*

West
56 Biograpber

Winslow
57 Shocking

•WNnm«r

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Patriots rebuild for future
COLLEGIAN

With the NFL draft just a few months
away, and the free agency hearings com-
ing to an end. the rebuilding ofthe Patriots
is about to begin. Sorry Pats fans, but
don't buy your Super Bowl ticketsjust yet.

The Cowboys went from worst to first
in four short years, don't expect the Pats to
do Hkewise. I don't care ifVince Lombardi
is the new coach, it will be a while before
this team contends.

Glen

GOLAND
The biggest problem the Patriots have is

the front office. When Jerry Jones bought
the Dallas Cowboys, he bought 100 percent
of the team. Jones then fired everyone,
from Landry to the water boys, and brought
in coach Jimmy Johnson, an old fi!nend and
former teammate. Johnson andJonesmade
ever>' decision on the organization, there
was no general manager or \ice president
to get in the way.

Look at the top teams in the league—
Dallas. Washington, and San Francisco—
all have coaches and owners who work
together to bring the best players to their
organizations, at almost any cost.

In New England, there are all sorts of
executives and important office people
who constantly second guess each other.
The Patriots front office is similar to the
government ofour count r>'— there are too
many people who don't want to risk their
own hides over important decisions, so
nothing ever really gets accomplished.
New head coach Bill Parcells has been

given a lot of power, so hopefully the
stalemates in the front office are a thing of
the past. The Patriots front office is such
a mess that unless Parcells takes control,
they aren't ready to take the next step.

The obvious solution is to get new
players. The Pats have some talented
athletes, but there are a lot ofholes. In four
years, the Cowboys made 46 trades, signed
.29 free agents, and drafted 54 players. The
Patriots need this sort of quick action to
bring in new blood.

Minnesota already made the stupidest
trade in histor\', so don't expect the Pats to
trade John Stevens for eight or nine draft
picks, unless he takes up bobsledding. The

chances of a blockbuster trade are very
slim, so the Pats will have to rely on more
conventional methods of recruitment.

With free agency in theNFL, and names
like Reggie White, Boomer Esiason and
Steve Young available, excitement is in the
air. Excuse me, this is New England, the
team is not good, the stadium stinks, and
the owner wants a one way ticket to St.

Louis. Most players would rather play for

Tampa Bay - at least it's warm there.

Unfortunately, big time players will go
to contenders like Washington, Green Bay
and Minnesota. With any luck, Parcells
will attract a few impact players to fill in
some of the gaps.

The Patriots vrill have to rebuild through
the draft. The Pats have drafted well re-

cently, and hopefully will select Drew
Bledsoe with the first pick. IfNew England
wants to emulate Dallas, they need an
Aikman-like QB, Bledsoe is the man. The
Pats receiving corps of Fryar, Timpson,
McMurtry, and the return of Hart Lee
Dykes should be potent.

The missing link is at quarterback. If

Bledsoe is selected, he will prosper under
Parcells, who has a history of teaching
tough young quarterbacks the ways of the
NFL. Ever heard of Phil Simms?

The Patriots could go into the free agency
pool to pick up a veteran QB to play while
Bledsoe learns the ropes. There is talk that
the Pats will try to pick up Simms, a vet-

eran quarterback, and a good fnend of
Parcells. If Simms is unavailable, expect
the Pats to chase Esiason or Steve Young.
Scott Zolak will probably stick around, but
expect Hugh Millen and Tom Hodson to
join Dan Quayle in the unemplov-ment line.

With two or three added impact play-
ers, the defense is among the best in the
AFC (for what it's worth). Parcells'
trademark is tough defense, give it a year
or two, and the defense is top notch.

On the field, the Pats are enthusiastic.
They have a new coach, a new system and
a newfound hope. Unfortunately, until
the Pats figure out who owns the team,
and whether the team is going to play in

Foxborough. St. Louis, or at a dome in

Worcester or Boston, they cannot contend

.

Glen Goland is a Collegian correspon-
dent

Madness

_,.„,.,_ ^.„^ .. JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
PLAYING HARD - Harper Williams and the rest of the Minuteman basketball team

has been hard at practice all week in preparation for Saturday's game against West
Virginia.

continued from rxiae 12 , T ;;
~—;

;
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«tinir,« n^o„ G^ Tk A f
"®^^ ^^"^ ^®""y Hardaway, but like I said, his team isstifhng Dean Smith defense. a bust and he's Uking most of the blame. It might haveThere s no one who can tell me that with Henderson, been Grant Hill of Duke, but a recent injury has h.m onthe Hoosiers still lose that game to Ohio SUte on Tuesday the shelf. And it might have been Jamal Mashbum of

^^'n^rJ^tT. ri' .^:ul^.^r"^:^T^ ^"^-»^y' '>"^ 1^- -yo- ^--rd from him lately?The Buckeyes could have packed it in trailing by 13
midway through the second half, but came back behind
the shooting ofJamie Skelton to make Indiana the fifth
team to fall from atop the polls this year.

Is there any doubt that Glenn Robinson is the new-
comer of the year in college hoops? I hope not. The man
only leads the country's best conference (Big Ten) in
scoring and is second in rebounding. Others worthy of
mention are Jason Kidd ofCalifornia ( he leads the nation
with 3.9 steals per game and coaches fired with 1),
Othello Harrington ofNIT-bound Georgetown, and Yinka
Dare (the new Nigerian Nightmare) ofGeorge Washing-
ton.

And just who is the player of the year? It might have
been Calbert Cheaney of Indiana before he disappeared
in Sunday's win over Purdue and Tuesday's loss to OSU
(you think he misses those Henderson screens?). It might

It all comes down to the two big studs ofthe Big 10: the
aforementioned Robinson and Chris Webber of Michi-
gan. Take your pick, both are deserving candidates.

Was I the only one screaming at my television set on
Sunday when John Thompson called time-out with 3.6
seconds left and his NIT-bound Hoyas trailing Seton Hall
by 10? This borders on the absurd. Actually, it goes way
past absurd. What was he thinking: a quick touchdown
and a field goal and this baby's headed to OT fellas?

Dr. Tom Davis is easily the coach of the year. He lost
his second best player, power forward Chris Street, to a
fatal car crash in mid-January. Not only did he help his
players cope with the loss of a friend, but he has the
Hawkeyes playing some inspired ball. They are currently
18th in the nation and will not be a welcome addition on
any team's post-season schedule.

Sean P. Hayden is a Collegian staff member.
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Open 7
flays a D«reek

7ain - lOpm

SOUTH TOIA/niE
COIVIIVIOIIIS LAUMDROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

HUNAN GOURMET
t CHINESE RESTAURANT ?{]

The aroma, mtmA & tairte of
aathemic Ck&Mtse caiaine

Jpr^ared Haaaji* $x«cinian,
Ma&d«riaa or CaiifanaM s^le

*<p<HdMyfar3»<Mtt
I St Place

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
261 King St., Northampton • 58M202 • Ample Parking

Open7DavsAWeel(

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

COLLEGIAN

Crofts
Continued from p>age 1

2

'

pound-for-pound championship of the
world. The first round of Hearns-Hagler
was one of the greatest rounds in the his-
tory of boxing. Hagler defended his crown
as he knocked Heams silly in round three.

I n the late '80s. boxing interest slipped
noticeably. This is where Norris and
Chavez have got to come in. Both fighters
have shown in the past that they are not
afraid to fight anyone.

Norris, earher in his career was knocked
into La-La-Land by Julian Jackson. In-
stead of fighting a tomato-can in his next
fight, which would have been accepUble.
Norris took on the ever-dangerous John
The Beast" Mugabi. The result? A stun-
ning right cross by Norris led to an equally

stunning one round stoppage of Mugabi
Norris' list of opponents since Mugabi

reads like a who's-who- in-boxing. He re-
tired Sugar Ray Leonard, pulverized
Meldr^ck Taylor and stopped Donald The
Cobra" Curry. Clearly, Norris is not afraid
of a challenge.

Chavez's greatness comes from his
record and skill in the ring. Chavez has a
will to win that is unmistakable.

Behind on the scorecards. Chavez
knocked out Meldrick Taylor with two
seconds left in the 12th and final round.
Later on, Chavez tortured The Macho
Man" HectorCamacho for 1 2 brutal rounds.
Looking around, both Chavez and Norris
know, it is time for them to fight.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist.
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followed by the 5-2 Wolverines with the
"Cameltoes" and "Silver Bullets" not
far behind.

The Mother Puckers appear to be a
team putting things together at 3-2-1.
Puckers left wing Doug Saulnier said.
The playoffs here are always interest-
ing— we have an older team, we were
the champions two years ago."
An important question for these

players is what are the chances ofsome
making next year's UMass squad.
Saulnier said maybe 10 players from
this program will be on the team , but the
league stands for more than just the

possibility ofbeing on next year's team.
"I'm just here to have fun, as most

guys are," Saulnier said.

However, there are some players
putting up some impressive numbers,
led by the Hanson Brothers' Will
Hawthorne. He leads the league with
15 points and is tied with Gavigan for
the goal lead with eight.

One thing unique about this league
is that players from rival teams ref-
eree other games. An unfortunate fac-
tor is the deteriorating ice surface.
Game times for the league are 9

p.m., 10:10 p.m. and 11:15 p.m. week-
nights.

1 LIQUOR STORE!
'

with
D.J. Pet« Free

$2.00 Menu Nachos
9:30 - 10:30
Eveiy Night

CIXEBRATES UE(jl^ IN AMHERCT

Busch, Busch Light case cans $9.99 (+dep)

Miller "High Life" Cans

' 6 pk $2.70 (+ dep) Case $9.99 (+ dep)

Catamount "Trio" - Plus Post Road: Mix n Match

6 pk $4.69 (+ dep) Case $1 7.99 u dep)

Gallo 1.5 L Chablis, Rhine, Burgundy, Chenin Blanc, Blush,.$3.99

Concha Y TorO Chlle Cab Sauv/Sauv Blanc 1.5 L $5.79
Firewater l OO prod' Gnnamm Schnapps 750 ml. .

.
$1 2.49

Peppermint Schnapps loi proor 750 mi $1 2.49
Poland Springs Vodka aoproon 75 l $9.99
Crown Royal 750 ml $14.49

— 1968 •1993

Beers from around the World!
I Imports • GourTDet • Microbrewerics

\ Kess startins at $33.00
(checks/Mesxercara/Vtvt accepted fcx Kes Deposits)

Ma\t Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ILE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20< per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSi

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Auditions for th* UMass The«fe Guild
Production o( Bedroom Farce Saturday
(2/27) at 12 noon. Sun (2/25) at 12 noon
or 7 pm all auditions will lie in CC904
only one session need be attended
777 Call 545 04IS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EUROPE THIS SUMMER? ONLY
5169" JET THERE ANYTIME FOR 5169'
REPORTED IN LETS GO' AND NY
TIMES. CARRIBEAN S189 R/T AIR TO
SOMEWHERE SUNNY CALIFORNIA
S1290NEWAY.EITHERWAY.AIRHITCH
@212 864 20(X)

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta
Is now accepting applications
Applications are available in Herier 608
Both Undergraduate and graduate
students.

UMass Blood Drive
Today 11:00 4.00

Grad. Cemer - GoodeH - Lobby

AUTO FOR SALE

83 VW Rabbit GTi high miles runs
strong dependable many new parts
snow lires included S90C or BO call

Todd 546 2265

Ford Escort '87

No rust runs great must sellll

S2000/B.O
Call 665 2350

72 VW Super Boetl* runs strong solid
body many new parts minor front end
damage easily tixable S500 or BO calll

Todd 546 2265

COLLEGE PIZZA

FOR RENT

Capo Cod group summer rentals
Waterfront Houses Falmouth Area
508 477 6000

Capo Cod - Group rentals in all areas
for summer season.
Reasonably Priced'

Honey Sperco, Broker.

394 2857 days. 398 9367 evenings

Room downtown. Quiat. private;
lease through Aug., S350/mo inclusive
253 4236 98m 9pm

FOR SALE

Bosa Spaakars, Sony Receiver and CD
Player S350 00 or BO 253 3841 Leave
message

Guns N Rosas
2 floor tickets

Mullens Arena 3/19
546 4910

Motallica Photos from Mulliins Show
8x 10. 1 1 X 1 4 Tape covers. Call 253-9794
after 7 pm Josh.

OW Ticket To Loa Antata*
Use by 3/10 5125
413 586 7865

FOUND

LIttIa Blue Phone Book
on Saturday
says "memoranda" on the front
Call 6 6212 to claim

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3 50
Large Cheese SB 99
1 or 2 loppings add SI

549 6098
5496073

GREEKS AND CLUBS

81.000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat. sorority, team,
club, etc pitches in lusl one hour and
your group can raise S1000 in |ust a few
days! Plus a chance to earn S1000 for
yourself No cost. No obligation.
1-800 932 0528 6x1 65

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Anknal Sclanca Maiors work on Cape
Cod Day camp in North Falmouth area
has several openings for camp coun
selors to teach children about Farm
animals, pet care, ocean ecology,
horses, or environmental education.
Prefer college student enrolled in Am
mal Science or other related program
Room and board possible Contact: Ed
Powers, Animal Rescue League of Bos
ton, P.O Box 265, Boston, MA 02117
(617)426 9170, or visit table during
UMass Camp Day, March 2nd.

COOK WANTED FOR DAY CAMP
Day camp in North Falmouth area needs
a cook 10 prepare meals for camp staff.

Prepare breakfast and dinner for staff of
eight and lunch for 25, Monday Friday
Approximately 30 hours per week Room
and board possible Contact Ed Powers
at (617)426 9170 or write P 0. Box 265
Boston, MA 021 1 7, or visit table during
UMass Camp Day March 2nd

Camp Staff Opanlngs: Girls' resi

dent/day camps (Stafford Springs,
Bristol. CT) Seek administrators, Coun
selors willing to work and play hard
slart6/20 Call 203 677 2667 for applica
tion or see Connecticut Yankee Girl

Scouts at Camp Day March 2 (Student
Union Ballroom) 10-5

Camp Trucking Is interviewing for
summer positions during spring break
Individuals will learn differnet phases
of business management, handle
phones, and have generjl offce assign
menis File maker Pro and Macintosh
experience helpful. S7/hr. Relaxed at

mosphere Call 508 653 1744 before
March 1

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOVMENT
Make money leaching basic conversa
lional English abroad. Japan and Tai
wan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits' MakeS2000 S4000«
per month. No previous training or
teaching certificate required For em
ploymcnl programs call (206) 632 1146
ext. J5001

Postal Jobs Available! Many posi
lions Great Benefits call 1 800 436 4365
ext. p 3306

Summer Camp on Capa Cod
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to
wortlive with kids Beautiful location,
excellent program.
Competitive Salaries Call James,
at 549 8353 lor info and application

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A in Physics

Experienced teaching assistant
Call 256 0260

LOST

I need my bookbag backi
Black leather shoulder bag containing
extremely important items
Hampshire DC Feb 18
Call 6 7187 No questions asked.

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

Lost MHra-rim giassas in tl»e back of
the Big Green American pick up that
gave me a ride to school last week.
Please call 253 9794 after 9 pm. /Vsk for
Mr. Clark

MUSICIANS

Happy 2lBt Birthday Kimosame
Take off the plaid skirt and have some
more tequila we're going to get you
DRUNK"

Love,

B.J.J. & R

Ignorance Is Bliss, problem solved
with lust one kiss living colour stain
3/2/93

J"«o«»- you are a blackbelt in Judo
and the keeper of my dreams Will you
give me a chance' Go to SBA library
Thurs 3:45 or reply Waiting

John wc mat at the Pub last Fn
You gave me the wrong phone »
was that intentional??

T _
Linda.
Have you had a marshmellow today'

Matt Baker Is 211)1
^

Happy B'day, now we are coming over
to your apt to make long distance calls
K&K

RIDE WANTED

TRAVEL

Bands Wantad:
Perform in the
Su Ballroom in

April call 546-4812
or 253 9707

PERSONALS

Amanda-
Your are truly a beautiful person.
Smile for me and most important.
Smile for yourself.

I Love you with all my heart,

Peter

Congratualtlons to AXO's new
pledges Jennifer, Jane, Alie, Renee,
Kristen. Brands, Keri. Christine. & Mel-
issa'

Your Rule'

I iMOd • ride to Ithaca/Syracuse
Friday Feb. 26 Ricky 6-5260 SS

RIdas needed to Waltham, Brandeis,
or nearby Any weekend, will pay
Call Alison 6 5373

To Florida for SB Tampa Orlando or
further south. Share driving gas
586-5822 Nandor

ROOMMATE WANTED
Uptown! Walk to Campus
S260 Inclusive AvI 3/1

2564663

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Legal Services
Center offers FREE legal assistance to
fee paying students, contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545 1995

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop cards
Ml, Farms Mall

SPRINGBREAKII
Panama and Oaytona

SI39 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

deadline SOON'
Call Erica 546 0223

Spring Break:
CANCUN. NASSAU

Ironi S299
Organise a small group for FREE trip

Call 1(8001 Gel Sun 1

Spring Break '93' Last chance' Ja
maica, Cancun, Bahamas, from S459!
Florida from S 1 49 Organize group travel
free' 1 800 426 7710

TAKE IT OFF!!!
Spring Break 93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 747?

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED
Phys 142 tutor needed
Will pay S8an hour
Call 549 8244 ASAP

Reporter seeks funny date stories
Call Lisa 256 3140

Want to buy: Nice Pullout car stereo or
nice protable CD player Call James at

2539652

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Ml 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4
person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Slartiny if, ',-, • y 546 2296
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Sports
Gymnast overcomes adversity on way to top
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

When UMass men'sgymnastics senior co-captain Steve
Christensen was asked on how he would sum up his
college athletic career, his answer may have been different
than any expected.

Maybe some would say something along the lines ofIt's
been great." or that "it couldn't have been better." but the
L'Mass record holder answered the question negatively.

Christensen has been injury-prone throughout his
collegiate career. During his freshman season, he blew
out his ankle. Sophomore year, the same — another
broken ankle. Hisjunioryear, Christensen separated not
one. but both of his shoulders.

Injuries to ankles and shoulders are devastating to

gymnasts. They can damage a career entirely, or limit it

to a var>ing degree. Christensen is frustrated that these
iryuries may take away from his performance.

"Ever since I started gymnastics, I haven't been able
to compete the way I can," Christensen said.

"Basically, if I wasn't team captain, I'd have a hell of
a lot of trouble coming in here everyday. I have to
motivate them, and when I help get other guys going, it

helps get me going.

"It kind of depresses me. I cant do what I want to do.
Even on the other events I'm doing now, like parallel
bars, I'm still not doing what I used to.

"I can't do the rings ever again, and I can never
compete in the all-around. All because ofmy shoulders."

Before coming to UMass. Christensen was the New
Jersey state high school champion in his senior year. He
credits former coach Donald Weider as his biggest in-

fluence in his 13 years of competing in gymnastics.
Christensen says Weider helped him with the basics as
well as motivation.

Christensen entered this season as a UMass record
holder in two events, the parallel bars (9.40 set in his
junior year against Army), and the pommel horse (9.65
also set in his junior year against Syracuse).

This season Christensen, despite the lingering shoul-
der problems, has broken his own pommel horse record.
He scored a 9.70 on the pommel horse against Army last

weekend. Christensen can achieve the most out of this
event for various reasons.

IN1.QN
Steve Christensen of the UMass men's gymnastics team has fought through many an injury to be at the top of his event, the

pommel horse.

•*[ Pommel horse] was the first event I could come back
to," Christensen said. "It hurts the least on pommel, so
I can work out in this event a lot more and a lot harder
than all the others."

Christensen is now going to turn his focus on two
events for the rest of the season.

"Pommel horse and parallel bars— I'd like to go as far
as I can with these two events. Hopefully, I can qualify for

the Nationals on the pommel and qualify for regionals on
pommel and parallel bar," Christensen said.

Christensen is admired by his teammates not only for

his talent, but also his intelligence in the sport ofgymnas-
tics.

"He has the pure talent."junior co-captain Jay Santos
said. "Ifyou give him a move to do, hell do it within a few
days. His mind just works so perfectly on the spot. He's
strong mentally and physically."

UMass head coach Roy Johnson notes that once he
viewed his high school highlight tape, he knew that
Christensen would be a star in the years to come.

"He's been a very consistent performer for UMass and
has helped us win a lot of meets," said Johnson. "Not only
is he very Ulented and has great work habits, but he
knows what he can do, and he does it very, very well.

"Ifwe can just get Steve to think positive, he could^
onto the Nationals and be a contender for the title."

Fan calls

for Chavez,
Norris fight

Over 100.000 people filed into
Mexico City last weekend to watch
their hero Julio Caesar Chavez
pound Greg Haugen into oblivion
via fifth-round TKO. On the
undercard "Terrible" Terry Norris
destroyed Maurice Blocker in two
rounds. Right now Chavez and
Norris are at the top of their sport,

looking down at everyone else and
staring straight at each other.

Jeff

CROFTS
It is time for them to fight.

Chavez, currently a champion in

the 140-pound junior welterweight
division, is undefeated at 84-0 and is

recognized as the best pound-for-

pound fighter in the world. Norris.

meanwhile, a king in the 154-pound
super welterweight division, checks
in at 33-3 and his recent streak of
victories puts him on many people's
list as the second best fighter on the
planet. Behind Chavez of course.

It is time for them to fight.

In the early '80s, great fighters

made great fights. Aaron Pryor took
on Alexis Arguello in a bout which
featured the world's two best fight-

ers. Pryor knocked out Arguello in

the 14th round of a riveting fight,

and earned himself more praise for

that one victory than all his other
wins combined.
Who can forget Sugar Ray

Leonard and Thomas Hearns going
at it in their classic first fight which
was won by I^eonard when he rallied

to knock out Hearns in the 14th?
Hearns engaged in another fight

ofhuge magnitude when he squared
off with Marvin Hagler in the mid-
eighties for Hagler's uncrowned

Turn to CHAVEZ, page 1
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College hoops close to March Madness
Don't look now college hoop fans, but

March Madness is right around the corner.
A lot of the conference races are heating
up and the tournament field is starting to

come together, albeit

very hazily.:•* College
i: Basketball

'• Notebook

j: By Sean Hoyden

Despite all the

criticism he's re-

ceived from the fans

thisyear.youhaveto
admit this about De-
rek Kellogg — he
comes to play. No
other Minuteman
was as ready to play

against URI last Saturday as he was. It

seemed every time Kellogg was on the
bench, the flow of the contest was in

Rhody's favor. He came up with a couple of
clutch shots and how about that tip-pass
he made while diving for a loose ball.

Tough game this weekend down in

Morgantown, W. Va.. Coach Cal couldn't
have asked for better scheduling though.

He has a whole week to prepare for the
Mountaineers, who are unbeaten at home
in conference play so far this season.

Speaking ofthe A- 10 and Rhode Island,

my hat is off to Coach AI Skinner. It takes
guts in this day of win-at-any-cost-college
basketball to uphold the suspension of
point guard Jason Alexander.

I think Jim O'Brien of Boston College
would agree with me when I say that most
other coaches would allow even an ad-
mitted criminal back on the team if it

would help his chances of making the
tournament. By reinstatingthe creditcard-
thieving Gerrod Abram, O'Brien is just
proving that in prestigious Chestnut Hill,

the tail really does wag the dog.

Duke is really blowing their chance of
getting a favorable seed in the tournament,
and Lord knows that's a difficult thing for

them to do. The Blue Devils have long
been the darling of the tournament se-

lection committee and last week's loss to

Virginia knocked them out of the running

Intramural ice hockey
breaks in MuUins rink

for the number one seed in the East Re-
gion. Look for the Dukies to go out west
and be the second seed behind the Ari zona
Wildcats.

The Wildcats proved to all that they
certainly do deserve their No. 4 ranking
when they beat Cincinnati (No. 8 at the
time ). Arizona scored the final 12 points of
the contest to come away with an impres-
sive 70-60 triumph.

Another coup for the Pac-10 on the
same day when Arizona State upset
Anfernee "Penny" Hardaway and the
Memphis State Tigers. MSU is definitely
in the running for the bust team of the
year in college basketball. So is UConn,
but they've b»een playing well as of late.

With Alan Henderson out of the Indi-
ana lineup indefinitely. North Carolina
now appears to be the team to beat. As
much as it pains me to admit, the Tarheels
can do it all. They pass the ball like the
1985-86 Celtics and play the traditionally

Turn to MADNESS, poge 10

By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian correspondent

There's been some very good action this
month going on at the Mullins Center
besides UMass men's basketball. It is the
UMass intramural hockey league that is

being played at the Mullins practice ice

rink.

This league has everything you might
expect from an intramural league, and
there are a few things that might surprise,
such as colorful team names as well as
colorful players.

Last Tuesday night's action consisted
of a iot of hitting which, like it or not, gets
the crowd involved. The goaltending was
superb for the most part and the overall

level of play was higher than most would
anticipate.

Fans who were attending saw every-
thing from a breakaway goal by Delta

Upsilon's Brian Gavigan to a bit of a skir-
mish which picked up the intensity even
more.

In the most interesting game of the
evening, it was a team creatively called
the "Mother Puckers" defeating the Wol-
verines by a score of3- 1 . The winning goal
was scored by the team's leading scorer,
Scott Storey. Mother Pucker team captain
Dennis Cremin made game-saving save
after save, preserving the victory.

The regular season is now windingdown
as the teams vie for playoff spots. The top
eight teams in this nine-team league make
the playoffs, which begin Feb. 28.

The action reaches its pinnacle with a
Stanley Cup-like best of three champion-
ship series which takes place March 7
thru 11.

The defending champion "Hanson
Brothers" have raced out to a 6-0 start

Turn to HOCKEY, page 1
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SPORTS NOTICE
Tickets for the men's basketball

games against St. Bonaventure
(March 1) and St. Joseph's (March
4) will be given out today, starting at

7 a.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage.
Students are advised that activ-

ity cards will not be given out and
those without activity cards will not
be allowed to pick up tickets.

feb. 2Sth - 2Sth

WEEKEND
Insightful folk music by Bill Rogers / Collegian

magine the voice of

Muddy Waters, the

finesse of Robert

Frost and the im-

provisational skills

and crowd-working

abilitiesofRobm Williams. O.K.. now throw

all of that together into one person with

the face of Mike Milbury. the lanky ap-

pearance of Townes Van Zandt and the

height of Mickey Rooney. Everythingcom-

fortable? What you have is Bill Morrissey.

and you'll be able to catch him at the Iron

Horse on Sunday night.

Morrissey has been described as a "swamp
Yankee," a peculiar brand of bluesman that has

quietly emerged into stardom from the back

waters of New England He has left an

unforgettable impression on the folk

scene, particularly in the many coffee-

houses and concert halls that pop up

around every corner in the north-

with Bill Morrissey
east. Morrissey is a pro who knows exactly how
to take over and clean up shop The acoustic

folk elite is proud to call Mornssey a member of

its group Its tradition is one that goes back to

Woody Guthrie and includes not only Bruce

SprmgsteenandTomWaitsin their morefolkish

songs-of-lhe-common-man mode, but alsoJohn

Prine and the early Bob Dylan

"They call Morrissey a folk singer," wrote

New England novelist Robert Olmsiead, in one

of his recent books, "but. lo me, he is New
England's own bluesman — not hot and humid

delta blues, but deep snow and sharp pine

blues cabin fever blues of dead-end jobsand

busied relationships, the place where life and

consequence meet

"

Morrisseys niche as a folky came from confi-

dence both from himselfand his fans, in addition

to obvious dedication to his craft His work is

consistently acclaimed and respected With each

album, the word spreads a little wider, hitting a

few more people with each swing

The American popular song is generally based on

make believe and wishful thinking Not Momsseys.

though His lyncs show a sharp attention to details

and emotions He sings of life's fans and not us

fictions truths that had tobeeamed, hard-luck losses

and theoccasional sign ofhope that makes It all worth

the pain and suffenng

A good song moves you," said Morrissey I

don't mean it has to change your life, but that you

learn something, that something touches you

that's very important at the time you're hearing

It Somebody once talked about writing being the

process of bringing one world into another It's

like that, even if it's not necessarily telling you

something you didn't already know
"

Mornssey is a one-of-a-kind performer and a

genuine crowd-pleaser "When I first started playing

coffeehouses and bars, what I did was talk a lot." said

the fantastic folky "If I was funny, I knew they'd hire

me back So I did a lot of Improv— played off what was

going on in the club " His pre-song stories alone will

have members of the audience rolling on the flcxjr,

unable to speak because of a level of uncontrollable

laughter that accumulates moreand more with prac-

tically every word he says

Anotheraspectofhisshowthataitracispeople

is its ability lo cheer up those in the audience

who, for whatever reason, have had first hand

experience dealing with the problems Morrissey

brings up in his music His songs range from a

romanticized song about how little is known
about delta blues legend Robert Johnsons life

(Robert Johnson, "Each song comes from a whole

inside wherea soul had once been") tooneabout

a very strange relationship (Rile of Spring. "She

called up Hinckley and told him I kissed Jodie

She's got her own kind of way of having fun")

Mornssey grew up in Hartford, Conn (and later

Aaon, Mass ) Soon after purchasing a beat-up

guitar in high school, he spent most of his time

honing his craft in the folk revival He first

started performing in bars while he was a

student at Plymouth State College in New

Hampshire.

Morrissey's first big break came in 1985

when he performed at the Newport Folk

Festival in Rhode Island. After that, his

credibility increased He went on lorecord

twoalbums for Rounder Records in Cam-

bridge. Mass. Standing Eight, his third al-

bum, which Rolling Stone called a mas-

terpiece, was a breakthrough It caused

people to begin taking notice to

Morrissey's unique musical style.

Turn to COVER STORY,

page eight
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Charlie's Tavern celebrates 15th anniversary
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Operating a bar or a tavern, even in a
col lege town such as Amherst, is never an
easy task. Within five years of its opening,
over 90 percent of the restaurants in

America close.

Despite the rarity of longevity in ihe
business, Charlie's Tavern, located at 1

Pray St., is celebrating its 1 5th anniversary
this week.

"Each year you operate in this business
is a victory," Richard Slobtxly, the owner

of Charlie's, said. "With theconstant tran-
sition in our industry, it is extra special
when you make it."

Slobody cites three reasons for Charlie's
staying power, its location, its ability to
pay attention to its regulars and his con-
servative business sense.

"We haven't tried to get flamboyant,"
Slobody said. "We try to build upon a
regular crowd by creating an atmosphere
which makes Charlie's your home away
from home. We have a relaxed, friendly
atmosphere."

Slobody likes to call Charlie's the

"Cheers of Amherst." "Cheers" is the long

running NBC television series based on a

fictional bar in Boston.

"When I first saw Cheers on television,

I said 'that's Charlie's." Slobody said.

"This is where everyone knows your name.

Friends food and drink. No gimmicks, just

an old style tavern."

And it has worked.

"We've had regulars for 15 years,"

Slobody said. "We are starting to get

second generation patrons. Some of these

kids' parents have been to Charlie's."

Charlie's is one of the few area bars
which is neither exclusively a college bar
nor a townie bar.

That is not surprising considering
Slobody, 39, grew up in Leverett and
attended Western New England College,
where he was social chair of his fraternity!

He is at home with both crowds and both
crowds call his tavern home.

In celebration of Charlie's birthday,

Slobody is offering 1978 prices on a fevv

of his more popular items.

Save a Tree.

Recycle this Collegian. ^ }

Write for the Collegian-
Contact the Editors at 113 Campus

Center for more information.

All undergraduates and graduate
students are welcome to participate.

All graduate students are invited to two

General Meetings

ot the Graduate Student Senate

Tuesday. March 2 (917 Campus Center)

Tuesday. March 23 (917 Campus Center)

The meetings have been scheduled to discuss and vote on
a proposed ELIMINATION OF ONE OFFICER'S POSITION

Position papers and budgets are available
In the GSS ollice, 919 Campus Center, 545-2896.

Meetings begin at 7:15 pm.

Let your voice be heard!

Mather Career Center
Presents

0\M6 111

wmmu mi

Richard Pelrine,

Agriculture

David McCurry,
Media & Technology in Education

TODAY!!!

4PM
Campus Center 101

%:::J::t'" ^ « «i * ^s

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

.^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
r^ Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday I l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
1

Children under 10 - $3.50

=^=^ Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :30-3pm - $3.25
^^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 256^252

this weekend february 25th - 28th, 1993
page two

Wl^tK^ND Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

HAPPCMINQS
THURSDAY

CONCERT— The Magic Triangle Jazz Concert
Series begins its fourth year tonight with a perfor-
mance by the Mario Pavone Septet at the Hampden
Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5 for students and $7
for the public. Advanceticketsareavailablethrough
the Fine Arts Center box office, at 545-25 11, or
may be purchased at the door.
THEATRE — joe Turner's Come and Gone, by

August Wison, directed by Nefertiti Burton, will be
performed tonight at 8 p.m. at the Rand Theater. A
play about freedom, hope, love and community,
Wilson's script abounds with rich lyrical language
and imagery deeply rooted in the African Ameri-
can tradition. Other performances are Feb. 26 &
27 at 8 p.m. Admission: $5 general public, $3
students and senior citizens. Tickets available at
the Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-251 1

.

DANCE CONCERT— The Five College Faculty
Dance Concert will take place tonight at 8 p.m. at
the Kendall Studio Theatre, MHC. Other perfor-
mances are Feb. 26 & 27 at 8 p.m., and Feb. 28 at

2 p.m. Performances feature a wide range of
movement expression — from the most contem-
porary modern dance work to more classic ballet
en pointe— choreographed by dance faculty from
the five colleges. Reservations may be made by
calling 538-2848. Ticket prices are $6 for the
general public, $4 students, seniors, and children.
Reservations are necessary.

CONCERT— Bim Skala Bim will play in Pearl
Street in Northampton tonight at 9 p.m. Call 584-
7771 for details. 18+.

LECTURE— Alberto Sandoval will present The
Art ot Pain: Representing AIDS, at HC Franklin
Patterson Hall, Main Lecture Hall at 4:30 p.m. A
reception will follow at 5:30 p.m.
CONCERT — Daniel Gaisford, cello, will per-

form at Bowker Auditorium tonight at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $1 8 and $ 1 6 general public; $9 and $8
Five College students; $6 1 6 and under. Call 545-

SATURDAY
PAINTING WORKSHOP — The

Guild Studio in Northampton is pre-

senting a weekend intensive workshop
.in beginning oil painting. The course
will cover mixing colors, color theory,

surface preparation and understand-
ing composition and space as students

paint from a still life and/or from the

imagination. The workshop will be
held today and tomorrow (Feb. 28)

from 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. Cost is $1 00 .

FILM — Arsenic and Old Lace will

be shown at the MHC Hooker Audito-

rium at 7 & 9: 1 5 p.m. Tickelsare $2.50.

BOOKSIGNING — Gloria
Steinem will be appearing for a

booksigning of her new book Revo-
lution From Within at the MHC
Gamble Auditorium at 8 p.m.

DANCE — A Gay, Lesbian and Bi-

sexual Concerns Dance will be held

tonight in the Bluewall 9 p.m.- 2 a.m.

Tickets are $4. Call 545-01 54 for info.

CONCERT— The N ields wi 1 1 come
to the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $6.50 in advance. Call

584-0610 for info.

POETRY SLAM — The Five Col-

lege Poetry Slam will take place to-

night as part ofAmherst College Black

History Month. Charles Drew House,

AC, 9 p.m. Call Gilberto Simpson at

542-4257 for details.

CONCERT— Who's Kiddin' Who
will perform at Pearl Street tonight at

9 p.m. Call 584-7771 for details.

DANCE— A South Asian Club Or-

phanage Benefit Dance, Jhankar Night,

will take place tonight at the Campus
Center from 9 p.m.-l a.m. Tickets are

$3 in advance and $4 at the door.

page three
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Bim Skald Bim
COURTESY BIM SKALA BIM

2511 for tickets.

CONCERT— Gil Scott Heron will make a solo
acoustic appearance in honor of Black History
Month at the Iron Horse in Northampton tonight at

7 p.m. Tickets are $12.50 in advance. Call 584-
0610 for details.

LECTURE— American Popular Culture Abroad:
Cultural Imperialism? Qlobal Homogeneity^ or
Bridge to Democracy? Presented by Benjamin
Barber, Walt Whitman Chair of Political Science
at Rutgers. SC Neilson Browsing Room, 4:1 5 p.m.

_, . COURTESY THERESA GAUTHIER
The cast of Joe Turner's Come and Gone

CONCERT — The Sighs will perform at Pearl
Street tonight at 7 p.m. Joan Osborne will perform
Downstairs at 9 p.m. Call 584-7771 for details.
CONCERT— Visiting Russian pianist Vladimir

Tropp, a distinguished musician and scholar, will
perform his third recital as part of Smith College's
Sage Hall Concert Series tonight at 8 p.m. in Sage
Hall. The evening's program will feature a selec-
tion of 12 Rachmaninoff preludes from Opp. 23
and 32, Mozart's Rondo in D Major, K. 485 and
Variations in G Major, K. 455, and Schumann's
Carnaval, Op. 9. All seats are reserved. Tickets are
$13.50 general public; $10 senior citizens and SC
staff; $6 students. Call the box office at 585-31 97 or
pay at the door. Sage Hall is wheelchair accessible.
LECTURE— Internationally known activist and

author Angela Davis will speak tonight at Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m. She will speak on "Activism
in the '90s: Where to Now?" The lecture is spon-
sored by the UMass Distinguished Visitors Pro-
gram. Admission is free.

REGURGITATOR — Professional regurgitator
Stevie Starr will swallow live fish, light bulbs, and
all sorts of other things tonight at 9 p.m. at the AC
Campus Center Frontroom. Admission is $5. Ar-
rive early folks, there are no advance tickets.

CONCERT— The Gary Burton Group featuring
Makoto Ozone will be performing at the Iron
Horse tonight at 7 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 1 in advance.

FILM— MidnightCowboywith Dust in Hoiiman
and Jon Voight will be shown at the AC Campus
Center at 7:30 & 1 p.m. Admission is $1 .75.
COMEDY — Black Comedy Tour '93. The SC

Black Students' Alliance presents a performance
by three stand-up comedians: Kim Coles, Lewis
Dix and Rodney Johnson. $12-$15; $10 BSA
members. SC John M. Greene Hall, 8 p.m.
FUNK-A-THON — As part of the Amherst Col-

lege Black History Month, 1 993: Reaching Back to
Move Ahead. AC Charles Drew House, 10 pmSUNDAY

CONCERT — The Bill Morrissey
Band and L.J. Booth will come to the
Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m. Tickets
are $10.50 in advance. Call 584-
0610 for details.

SOLAR OBSERVING — Observe
the sun through special solar tele-

scopes. Amherst Town Common, 1 -

2 p.m. Free. All ages. Call 256-6234
evenings for details.

CONCERT — The Amherst Col-
lege Choral Society and Valley Fes-

tival Orchestra present an all-

Beethoven program conducted by
Jonathan Hirsh. Free. AC Buckley
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

THEATRE — Sacre Bleu, by
Jonathan Haddad, '95 AC. Staged
reading from a multi-genre play about
an encounter between the last Knight
Templar and a private eye. Informal
workshop presentation; Free. AC
Fayerweather Backroom, 7 p.m.
SONGS AND STORIES — The

Pioneer Valley Folklore Society pre-
sents a song and story swap at the
Book Mill in Montague today from
4-5:30. The Mill is Ujcated on the
corner of Depot Street and Greenfield
Road, Montague. Free. Call 467-
7601 for details.

CONCERT — The Smith College
Chamber Orchestra, under the di-

rection of Phillip Naegele, will per-
form a "Twilight Concert" featuring

music by Gustav Mahler, Ronald
Perera and Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart at 4 p.m. in Sweeney Con-
cert Hall at Sage Auditorium. Free.

Call the SC Dept. of Music at 585-
3150 for details.

february 25th - 28th, 1993 this weekend



Donny Osmond dons a Dreamcoat for latest role
By KARI KRON
Generation X-Press

No more Sweet and Innocent." No more "Puppy
Love." He's not even a "Soldier of Love" anymore. With
his past behind him, Donny Osmond is now earning a
tirst-class musical theater reputation with the lead role in

the musical Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Drenmcoat by Andrew Lloyd Weber and Tim Rice.

Many still rememljer the Donny Osmond of the 70s.

First, as a member of The Osmonds, then as a successful
solo artist and teen idol with a string of 23 top hits in just

nine years. Osmond hit the peak of his popularity in the
late 70s when he and his sister Marie co-hosted their own
variety hour, "The Donny and Marie Osmond Show."

After the show ended and the duo pursued separate
careers, Osmond disappeared from the pop music scene
until his breakthrough album Donny Osmond was re-

leased in 1989. The hits "Soldier of Love" and "Sacred
Emotion" returned him to the musical spotlight as a
credible singer and songwriter.

Before Osmond returned to the recording studio to

create Donny Osmond, he had resurfaced briefly on
Broadvkay with title role in Little johnny Jones, a musical
by George M. Cohan. The role brought little recognition

for Osmond as a serious pertbrmer, which he attributes to

timing and not being prepared for the role. As he explains

it, "I wasn't really ready. It was Donny Osmond up there,

and here wasn't any depth to the character."

His return to the pop cliarts after 1 years and the failure of

Little Ji)lviny Jones made his decision to star in Joseph and the

Amazing Technicolor Dneamcoaf difficult for Osmond. He
wtxjid have to give up recording for a few years and face the

musical criticsagain. However, Osmordstarxkby hisdecision.

"It's a step forward for me," he says. "Many people
would say it's a safe move, but if you really dig into the

character, there is so much more depth."

Joseph's character offers Osmond the meaning and
depth that Little Johnny Jones didn't. Osmond says he
notices strong differences between the two roles and his

approach to them.

"When I do this show, I really try to become Joseph. I

make Joseph my reality," he says.

To further his commitment to the role, Osmond spent
hours researching Joseph's life, which is based on a tale

from the bible. The story is about a 1 7-year-old boy who
falters, struggles against forces beyond his control and at

age 40 becomes the second most powertui man in Egypt

(next to the Pharoh).

Osmond himself finds uncanny parallels between
Joseph's life and his own. He was about 20 when his

career ended, or as he puts it, was "left in the dust."

Ten years later, Osmond re-emerged as a musical
success. And although these likenesses are fascinating, he
sees some potential danger in taking them too seriously.

The director of the Minneapolis production of Joseph
and theAmazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. Steven Pimlot,

has given Osmond valuable advice to maintain the qual-

ity of his character.

"Steven told me that I can get into trouble with the

parallels," Osmond says. "You don't want to anticipate

the outcome of the story, which is a trap that may actors

fall into. Use (the parallels), but use them wisely."

Like any performer, Osmond has dealt with his share of

critics and criticism. As a former teen idol, he has had a

tough time convincing critics that he is a legitimate per-

former.

"Teenage success, rw matter how much talent you

MC fo
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Donny Osmond performing as Joseph in Andrew
Lloyd Weber's "Joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat."

have, is really being in the right place at the right time.

.

. but (in my case) the critics forget "The Andy Williams
Show," touring with the brothers, etc.," Osmond says.

With both the album Donny Osmond and the role of

Joseph, critics have now applauded his talents and are

beginning to recognize his genuine abilities as a musical
performer.

Despite musical critics' recent approval. Osmond still

feels that some people do not take him seriously until

"they see the show," he says.

Overcoming his past on a personal level has been
difficult, too. "I had a lot of difficulties in my twenties, but
my wife pulled me through," Osmond says. "That's what
saved me— a stable family life and my religious beliefs."

"I made that mistake in my teens. My personal life was
an open book, and I vowed never to let that happen again."

Still, Osmond says he will not prevent his children
from pursuing a career similar to his. Instead, he views
himself as a source of sound advice.

"I will help them avoid certain pitfalls, but you don't

want to avoid too many pitfalls because it's the hard times
Turn to DONNY, page eight
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Deeply moving and wonderfully acted.
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Blade Runner,
a cult classic,

is re-released
By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

You walk into the video store. You're not quite
sure what movie you want to see so you walk over
to the New Releases section. . . all the movies there
you've either seen before or are leftovers like
Beastmaster 2 or Blood Bath. So you start perusing
through the store. . . you're moving taster and taster.
• • getting more and more frustrated.

The minutes flash by. Beads of sweat roll into
your eyes. . . steam pores out of your ears. Five
minutes until closing and you finally find the movie
your looking for. . . you run over to it with tears in
your eyes only to find that all! 7 copies are out. You
fall to your knees in a bundle of misery and despair.
The injusticeof it all turns you intoa blithering simp.
You start muttering to your self, "Don't drink orange
juice after brushing your teeth," over and over
again. The little guys in white coats come and take
you away.

Video Pick

of the Week

O.K., since this is the first column on older
movies that are great rentals and I'm not as funny as
Roger EJjert. . . I think I'll start oft with my favorite
movie of all time — Blade Runner. It probably
shouldn't be, but I can't think of a single better
movie. Based loosely on the novel Do Androids
Dream ot Electric Sheepfby Philip K. Dick, the story
takes place in Los Angeles in the year 2020.

Harrison Ford plays Deckard, a cop (blade run-
ner) assigned to track down and eliminate four
replicants (robots almost exactly like humans) lead
by Roy Batty, a deadly military model ingeniously
played by Rutger Hauer.

Ford puts in a solid performance with the thankless
role of a man whose job is to kill people. Sean
Young, in one of her first films, stands out as Rachel,
a replicant who is not sure whether she's human or
not. Otherexcel lait performances are Daryl Hannah
as the replicant Pris, M. Emmit Walsh as Police Chief
Bryant, and Edward James Olmos as Gaff, another
blade runner.

What makes the story so interesting are all the
twists and questions that the movie reflects on. For
instance, the replicants want to live more than the
humans do in the movie. Or the ethics of a "Voight-
Kampf Test" that tells whether you're human or not.

Blade Runner has a wide array of stuff that will

captivate you even if you don't like "cop" movies at

all.

Visually, the movie is just awesome. Director
Ridley Scott (Thelma & Louise. Alien) and special
effects wizard Douglas Trumbull (2001. Close En-
counters) have created a future incredibly vivid and
disturbing. Usually, when you see older futuristic

movies, they look dated {A Clockwork Orange, Star
Wars). After 1 1 years. Blade Runner stiW holds up to

the test oftimeifnot improving with it. I can honestly
see a future like Scott's vision happening.

Many critics have clissed the movie for the story,

saying that Deckard is an unlikable character and
the visual aspects of the movie crush him and the

other characters. I strongly disagree. Part of the

Turn to BLADE RUNNER, page eight

Artist's exhibit enthralls the soul
Charcoal portrait series explores women i Issues
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

Jane Olivier

Johnson Library Center
Jan. 23-Feb. 19

Sharp black and whites embrace a glance and pierce
the heart with an underlying message that enthralls the
soul. Although the biting contrast of Jane Olivier's
charcoal exhibit is what initially caught the eye of many
at the Johnson Library Center's gallery at Hampshire
College recently, there was a much deeper underlying
meaning behind these intimate portraits.

Olivier's focus was the degradation of females in our
society. Her two major series of charcoal portraits were
the Mona Lisa series and the Motherload series.

The Mona Lisa series consisted of portraits of your
basic "plain Janes." These were pictures of overweight
women and women that society might consider
unappealing.

She puts great emphasison the unrealistic expectations
that our society has on appearances. She makes a state-
ment that makes the viewer perceive those expectations
as purely superficial.

One of the subjects of the Mona Lisa series is an older,
overweight women glaring out at her viewers. Although
the strokes were executed harshly in a hurriedly fashion,
one can still see the lines in the woman's face. Behind her
thick framed glasses, are a pair of intense eyes that tell of
her bouts with the inequalities society has dealt out to
those women who aren't considered to be a "10."

The Motherload has a much more upbeat feel to it. It's

constructed in a comic strip fashion with a story line
isolated for each drawing.

It starts out with a woman wanting a baby, but getting
a dog instead. The dog has pups and this inspires the
woman logo through the impregnation process first hand.

It shows the child as an infant, different stages of its

childhood, and various momentous occasions.
Although, this segment of the exhibit has a tenderness

to it and appears to be very cartoon-like and non-
threatening, Olivier adds a hint of irony through subtle
touch-ups. These touch-ups throw the viewer for a twist
and force them to take a look ai the underlying truths and
realities Olivier feels are too often disregarded.

There is one particular portrait of an infant lying there,
screaming his lungs out. If one was to look closely and
examine the drawing, as I did, they would've noticed that,
scraped into the black mat of charcoal encompassing the
child, is an image of a gun. I took this as a symbol of a
parent's frustration of dealing with a screaming child
while trying to hold the homestead together and just
feeling as if they'd come to their wits end.

She shoots for a less subtle approach with her picture
of her son on Easter with his basket in hand— he's got this
devilish smile on his face. Instead of making him look
angelic, she made him look like an evil little egg-monger!
That's probably how she perceived his appearance after
a morning of Easter egg hell.

During brief moments in between all of the hustle and
bustle of child rearing, Olivier produced an array of
charcoal drawings and portraits geared towards issues
and concerns of the housewife of the '90s. Frustrated with
the devaluation of her role as a mother/artist, she was
inspired to channel her aggressions by creating excerpts
of charcoal hysteria.

She intentionally made the scale of her portraits larger-
than-life to display the importance of domestic roles
in society.

While balancing on the tightrope o\ sanity and at-
tempting to conquer motherhood, Olivier allowed her
talent and anguish to work hand-in-hand with a lowly
medium to exemplify the beauty of the soul within and the
frustrations attributed to the degradation of females' roles
in our society.

A Jane Olivier Original.
JESSICA TAVERNA / COtLEGIAN
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South India's classical music amazes crowd
By ERICA PLOUFFE
Collegian Correspondent

Ragas for Peace
Buckley Recital Hall

Amherst College

Feb. 20, 1993

The Corliss Lamont Arts Project spon-
sored an evening of South Indian music at

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College last

Saturday evening. "Ragas for Peace," as it

was called, is pan of a series of cultural

events taking place throughout the year at

Amherst College.

A raga is the melodic system that is the
basis of South India's religious classical

music. Translated, it means "that which
colors the mind." Although there were no
words spoken or sung in this particular

performance, the various instruments such
as the veena, the tambura and the
mridangam, seemed to speak to the audi-

ence in a soothing voice.

Ranganayaki Rajagopalan and David
Reck played the veena, an instrument re-
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sembllngthegultar. Itisahighlyornamented

instrument which took its present shape in

the 1 600s. It is carved and hollowed out of

a single piece of jackwood.

Rajesh Ranganathan played the tambura,

which is a stringed instrument similar to a

bass. David Nelson's mridangam is a drum
also constructed of jackwood and water

buffalo hide. These hides can produce vari-

ous pitches and sounds when struck on
different areas.

The beautiful melodies these instruments

produced put the entire audience into a

meditative trance. In one particular piece

called "Varanarada, " Rajagopalan impro-

vised an amazing work of art that few would
dare to imitate.

Her musical career began at the age of

four when she was sent by her parents to the

guru Karaikudi Sambasiva Iyer to learn the

veena. She carries on the traditional

Karaikudi style of her mentor. Her fame in

India has expanded her popularity in other

parts of tfie world. She is currently a Copeland
Fellow at Amherst College, teaching inter-

ested students the art of the >^eena.

All the instruments gave off sounds that

were marked by lyrical intonation. The
mridangam had a solo piece called "Eduta

nilacite" that created a soothing and relax-

ing atmosphere that gave a strong rhythmic

power for the rest of the performance.

The Imagining Peace: Corliss Lamont
Arts Project brings togethera series ofdiverse

groups from the many different cultures of

our world. It hopes to bring peace and
tolerance on a local scale through the fine

arts.

Write for the Collegian
for further information contact any
of our editors at 1 1 3 Campus Center^Jk'<<<<<<<<«<<<
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Osborne puts her spin on the Blues
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

A pioneer vocalist and lyricist, Joan
Osborne is putting a spin on the blues. The
songs she writes deal with contemporary
political and sexual issues and have found
a large audience among urbanites.

Songs like "I Live On This Street" illus-

trates her ability to take a very personal
emotion and imbue it with a universal
appeal.

"That'sonel'mreallyproudof,''C)sbome
says. "It's a song about how, sometimes
when you walk down the street, there's
tension, there'speople hassling you, whether
it's me as a woman, or whether it's some-
body as a gay or a Black being hassled by
whites or an Asian being hassled by Puerto
Ricoans, or whatever. That's part of life in

the city, and its's something that most of us
have to deal with.

"It's an angry song, but it also attempts
to get into the mind of the person who is

flinging verbal abuse at you or grabbing
his crotch at you, or whatever. |lt tries! to
examine that whole dynamic and ac-
knowledge the feelings of being in the
position of the person who's — I don't
really know if you would call it the victim— the object of that aggression.

"I think most people when they're faced
with that kind of situation, will just ignore
it or pretend that it doesn't bother them
not want to deal with that person and just

sort of shrink a little bit. You just feel

dehumanized by that so it produces a lot

of anger, and that was certainly the impetus
to write the song. It happened to me on
the street where I lived. My response to it

was. 'Wait a minute, I even live on this

street. I do live here, I do have a right to be
on this street and to walk in any way that

I want to walk down this street and to

wear whatever I want to wear and to be
whoever I am."

In addition to Osborne's originals are
some unbelievably performed covers.
Rolling Stone magazine picked Osborne
as the only unsigned artist chosen for their

annua? "^ew Faces of Rock" feature in

1 992. They wrote, "Her covers of 'Son of

a Preacher Man' and 'Lady Madonna' still

rock the house ( a typical Osborne show is

captured on the Soul Show album, re-

leased on her own Womanly Hips label),

but lately she's been concentrating on her
less brassy original compositions."

A native of Anchorage, Kentucky, Joan
moved to New York City, her current

residence, to study filmmaking, but she

became involved in the city's roots rock/

rhythm and blues scene after walking into

*an open jam session four years ago. Since

then she has been singing full time.

Osborne has been compared to Bonnie
Raitt, Melissa Etheridge, Joan Armatrading,

Janis Joplin and Aretha Franklin. And no
wonder, she's received the 1990 New
York Music Award for Best Unsigned Artist

and the 1 99 1 award for Best Debut Vocal-

ist Independent Label for her self-released

album Soul Show. She has performed with

Joan Osborne

B.B. King, Spin Doctors, Blues Traveler,

The Neville Brothers, Indigo Girls, Donald
Fagen, Jorma Kaukonen, Buster Poindexter.

. . the list goes on.

And yet the power of her convictions

even extends beyond the stage. She is

active in the Pro-Choice movement,the
Brooklyn Pro-Choice Network and the

Reproductive Rights Coalition.

Osborne agrees that her best form of

communication is through song, however.
"There are certain things about just singing

a melody in a particular way or a note in a

particular way or to be able to throw your
head back and wail. That says something
about you not in words but that is just as

specific and just as powerful and it's

something that people can connect with

and say, 'Yes I know how that feels.'

Whethertheycan sing that particularphrase

like you or not doesn't matter. They know
the emotions that's behind that and they

know the feeling that that expresses it's

like talking to a friend."
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Stone called a masterpiece, was a break-

through. It caused people to begin taking

notice to Morrissey's unique musical style.

His most recent album. Inside, was the right

album at the right time and as good, if not

better, than the other three he recorded. It

was recently named the number one folk

album of the year by both the Boston Globe
and Tower Records.

The four albums that Morrissey has done
— Bill Morrissey (1984), North (1986),

Standing Eight (1990) and Inside (1992) —
have earned rave reviews, as well as a num-
ber ot tracks on various concept albums. On
March 15, Morrissey will be releasing his

next Philo/Rounder Records album, Friendot
Mine, which he recorded, double-bill, with

Greg Brown, one of Morrissey's colleagues of

coffeehouse fame. On March 1, Morrissey
will bury himself in the studio again to record

an album with his newly formed band (Johnny
Cunningham, Top Topham, Richard Gates
and Billy Conway).

Morrissey constantly receives honors for

his work in the folk world. He was voted a

recipient of a Billboard Magazine "Top Ten
Critics' Choice Award," with other winners
like Van Morrisson, Tom Petty and Paul

McCartney. He also received a song of the

year nomination at the Boston Music Awards
for his song "Handsome Molly". . . Aerosmith
won. In addition to his awards, Morrissey and
his music are frequent topics of stories in, to

name a few, the Boston Globe, the New York

Times and the Boston Phoenix.

Whatever Morrissey is doing, he is surely

doing it right. He has been hitting the stages

and winning the love of the crowds for many
years now. In a normal year, he drives 30,000
miles to get to 1 20 shows. He drives from bar

to bar to coffee house to coffee house to make
a little money and have a good time doing it.

If you missed Morrissey when he visited

Amherst College this past fall, please, for your
own culturally enriched sake, don't miss him
this time.

Bill Morrissey will be doing the folk thing

at the Iron Horse in NoHo on Sunday night at

7 p.m. Tickets are $10.50 and must be or-

dered in advance from the Northampton Box
Office (586-8686).

PUTUS

Donny
continued from page four

you learn from, ' Osmond says.

After Joseph, Osmond is unsure

of what his next project will be. He
is committed to Joseph and the

Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
until 1994, and there is some discus-

sion about his assuming the role of

Joseph in the show's London pro-

duction. He owns a production
company called Nightstar, which he
hopes to work more closely with in

the future. Or, he may decide to

return to the recording studio and
rejuvenate some of the notoriety he
enjoyed in 1989.

So put aside the teen idol Donny
Osmond in your memory bank and
picture Donny Osmond in a new
light, as the serious, talented per-

former that he is— dedicated to his

professional and personal responsi-

bilities and ready to lift his career to

a higher plane of success.

Correction:
A writer was not given recogni-

tion for her story, "Jazz series opens
with septet." Reporter Denise Henry
wrote the article. The Collegian re-

grets the error.

Blade Runner
Continued from page five

"

point of the movie is to show how man is

overwhelmed by all the technology and
how he cannot handle it.

Admittedly Deckard is not your typical

hero. At one point he states, "I'd rather be
a killer than a victim," but by the end of the

movie, Deckard is not the same man.
Through a series of events he comes to the

realization of how important life really is.

By the way, if you rent the movie, there

is a 10th anniversary version that will

probably not have the wear and tear of an
older copy of the movie.

A Director's Cut of Blade Runner \s also

playing at the Academy of Music in

Northampton. The difference between the

rental and this 'original cut" is one addi-

tional scene (about 16 seconds), no
monologue, and a few scenes left out. The
tacked-on ending in the rental version is

cut out. I didn't particularly like the fact

that Scott cut the monologue out, but

seeing the movie on the big screen really

brings a new dimension to the film.

For me, Blade Runner works on many
levels. It is a dark vision of a possible

future, a psychiatric examination of the

human condition, and one hell of a thriller.

If you haven't seen this movie, you really

are missing out. Rated R. 114 minutes.
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Cloudy today, mid-20s. Flurries

possible. Weekend partly sunny.

Local News:
University of Massachusetts students gain
representation in Amherst town government
through local election victories. Page 3.

Sports:
The Minutemen head to West Virginia

tomorrow to secure their place in the

Atlantic 10. Page 12.
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Clinton plans
to meet with
Boris Yeltsin
BY BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

GENEVA— President Clinton and Russian President
Bons Yeltsin arranged Thursday to meet April 4 in a one-
day summit designed to bolster Yeltsin at a critical time

The meeting will be held in a third country, still to be
selected. In announcing the summit. Secretary of State
Warren M. Chri.stopher said the United States is deter-
mined to support "the cause of reform in Russia."

Yeltsin is certain to press for aid beyond the $417
million in technical assistance budgeted for Russia and
other former Soviet republics this year.

Christopher discussed "substantial aid" for Moscow
with Russian Foreign MinisterAndrei V. Kozyrev without
getting into specific figures. U.S. officials said.

"We've established a good working relationship."
Christopher said after his three-hour meeting with
Kozyrev.

If Yeltsin is unable to compromise with conservative
foes at home, he threatens to gamble on a showdown
referendum which would occur on April 11.

It would then be up to the Russian people to finally
settle whether Yeltsin or the Communist dominated
parliament should hold supreme power.

Turn to CUNTON. poge 2

Group plans
GLB program
By SAM KENNEDY
Collegian Staff

The new Chancellor's Task Force for Lesbian,
Gay and Bisexual Concerns is pushing to create a
new academic program and improve services and
resources for students at the University of Massa-
chusetts.

The head ofthe task force. Professor Pat Griffen
ofthe the University's School ofEducation, said the
group is considering an academic program and
possibly a major focusing on lesbian, gay and bi-
sexual issues, but no time table has been set yet.

The task force plans to ask Chancellor Richard
O'Brien to require all University agencies to review
policies and literature to ensure sensitivity to les-
bian, gay and bisexual concerns, Griffen said.

Gri ffen
,
who teaches the graduate course "Social

Issues and Education," which deals in part with the

Turn to TASK FORCE, poge 2
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Global economy affects women
Analysis ofdisparities 'crucial' to upcoming conference
By SHYAMALA IVATURY
Special to the Collegian

Editors note: This editorial is the last ofa five-part series
leading up the Women's Conference on Feb. 27. Opinions
expressed are not nece.ssariiy those of the Collegian.

An economic analysis is crucial to the understanding of
the status and material conditions ofwomen world-over.
The 1993 Women's Conference, entitled "Empowering
Women— Challenges and Prospects for the 2 1 St Century,"
scheduled for tomorrow, will attempt toexpose the economic
gains made by women in the past few decades, and areas
where they continue to remain exploited.

on the 1993
Women's Conference.

EnnPOWERing Women

The world today has the opportunity to use global
markets for the benefit of all people— to equalize income
distribution. According to the 1992 United Nations De

velopment Program (UNDP) report, the richest 20 per-
cent of the world's population earns 82.7 percent of the
total woHd's income. The poorest 20 percent of the world
population earns only 1.4 percent of the total world's
income.

In 1960. the richest 20 percent of the world's popula-
tion had incomes 30 times greater than the poorest 20
percent. By 1990, the richest 20 percent were getting 60
times more than the poorest 20 percent. This comparison
IS based on the distribution between rich and poor coun-
tries. Adding the maldistribution within the countries,
the richest 20 percent of the world's people get at least
150 times more than the poorest 20 percent.

The numbers indicate that income disparities are wid-
ening. We are living in a world where under the auspices
of a free market, every individual is not guaranteed the
nght to work, right to decent meals, and health care.

The strongest benefits are gained in the financial
markets. Developing nations enter the market as un-
equal partners and leave with unequal rewards. In areas
where developing countries have a competitive edge, as

Turn to ANALYSIS, page 4
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Speaker says condom failure
is reason for spread of AIDS

l«k,»U^,,V L _. ,
SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN

John Harris warns his audience of potentially leaking condoms.

By DLANA D'AVANZO
Collegian Staff

An attitude of "it won't happen to me"
is the main factor behind the rapid spread
ofAIDS, followed by a rejection of sexual
abstinence and overconfidence in the
protection offered by condoms, according
to a recent speaker at the University of
Massachusetts.

"This virus doesn't discriminate. .

People have bought into the myth that it

won't happen to them," said John Harris,
a traveling speaker with the Campus
Crusade for Christ.

Harris, who spoke Tuesday and
Wednesday night in the Student Union
Ballroom, has been studyingAIDS and its
social implications for the past eight years,
and has spoken at several national con-
ferences on trends in sexual behavior
among students.

Harris described AIDS as "a predict-

able, progressive disease. a treatable,
chronic illness. ..and preventable." He
added that, though the disease is treat-
able, it is "not curable, because the virus
becomes part of the genetic information."
He said the virus is especially treacherous
because it is found in all bodily fluids, "but
at different concentration levels at difTer-
ent times."

Harris described what he considers the
top three reasons for the rapid spread of
the disease. He said the "it won't happen
to me" attitude was the biggest obstacle in
educating people about AIDS, and the
largest factor for its spreading.

Also important, he .said, was the fact
that "people feel abstinence is unrealistic."
adding that this "cracks me up."

Harris described several abstinence
programs and dating skills that various
junior highs and high schools have
implemented, noting that the programs

Turn to AIDS, page 4
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Friday, February 26

Meeting — MusUm Students AssociaUon is holding
Jumaa Salat in rm. 904 in the Campus Center.

Comedy — Mission: Improvable, a UMass comedy
troupe, meets tonight at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center No
experience is needed, all are welcome. Check the info
desk for more information. Sponsored by Student Valley
Productions.

History Presentation — "Dr. Du Bois (Joes to Wash-
ington' IS an inaugural year exhibit from the papers of
W.E.B Du Bois, depicting his remarkable interactions
with the federal government on a variety oflevels between
1963 and 1987. It is being shown through April 2 in the
Special Collections and Archives Reading Room on the
25th floor of the University Ubrary. The Reading Room
18 open Monday through Friday. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Saturday, February 27

Dance — "Jhankar Night." presented by the South
Asian Club. International Dance party to benefit an
orphanage. All welcome. 10th floor Campus Center Ho-
tel. 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Auditions — UMass Theatre Guilds producUon of
-Bedroom Farce." Held in Room 904 of the Campus
Center at noon. Sunday at noon, or Sunday at 7 p m For
more info call 545-0415.

Ramadan Iftar — Muslim Students Association is
holding Magrib Salat service and a pot-luck Iftar
(Breaking Fast), from 5:15 to 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center rm. 917. Call Fatima at 546-0962 or Syed at 546-
1525 for more information.

Tuesday, March 2

AHORA—AHORA will hold its first general meeting
Tuesday in Campus Center 805 at 7 p.m.

Saturday, March 6

Purim Celebrations — Chabad House will host its
annual Purim Party on Sat. night March 6 at 8 p.m. in
Chabad House. There will be the traditional reading of
the Megillat Esther and the "Purim Spiel" — an im-
promptu Purim play. All who come are welcome to do so
in costume and will bejudged in our contest. Refreshments
will be served and there is nocharge. For more informaUon
call 549-4094.

Sunday, March 7

Reading — Chabad House will be hosting a special
late afternoon Megillah reading, with the traditional
Punm feast following at 5: 15 p.m. There is a $3 charge for
the Purim feast; R.S.V.P. at 549-4094.

Clinton
continued from page 1

~

Christopher also won a cautious Russian en-
dorsement from Kozyrev of American plans to
parachute food and medicine to starving Bosnians.
Serbs and Croatians, isolated by ethnic warfare.
Kozyrev said the plan "goes in the right direction."

Christopher said the two governments were
reaching for a joint strategy for a cease-fire and a
settlement in the shattered Balkans.

Yeltsin has been under pressure at home to tilt
toward the Serbs in their bitter war against Bosnia.

Russia wants to ease trade and other sanctions
against Serbia in the event ofa cease-fire, while the
Clinton administration wants sanctions tightened
now.

task force
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problem ofhomophobia, stressed that the group plans to
be "action-oriented."

She said the group will recommend that all students
be required to Uke a "Civility 101" class dealing with
homophobia as well as racism.

"My perception is that the Civility 101 class will not
just address lesbian, gay and bisexual concerns, but will
acquaint students with all diflerences among the popu-
lation." Griflen said.

O'Brien attended the Usk force's first meeting Feb. 4.
The group now meets every two weeks. Last September,
O'Bnen created a multicultural task force but said he
was uncertain if it should represent the lesbian, gay and
bisexual community.

Griffen said that sUtistical information gathered from
surveys showed alarming harassment oflesbian, gay and
bisexual students at the University ofMassachusetts He
said this data helped convince O'Brien to form a Usk
force directly assessing the problem, which he described
as bjgenoughtohaveawholegroupofpeopleworkonit "

»u „ "^" *="*»^ 18 people representing the diversity of
the Umversity population including undergraduates
graduates, administrators and faculty.

Several people selected declined to participate, but
the task force has suggested to O'Brien possible replace-
ments. Gnflen said.

She said the task force will soon recommend sensitivity
training for faculty and graduate students who are
teaching assistants.

The task force will also plan for the development of anew lesbian gay and bisexual center to create a cen-
trally-located, safe haven for students to congregate
achieving a similar role to that of the New Africa House
which serves Afric^ American students. Griflen said
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Students gain
town meeting
representation
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Student victories in recent town elections should help
strengthen the student voice in relaUons with theAmherst
town government, several students said.

Senior legal studies major Mike Vallee won a one-year
seat as a town meeting member by acquiring six votes in
a write-in campaign in voting precinct three

The town meeting is the legislative body of Amherst
that deals with budget issues and bylaws, some ofwhich
directly affect students, according to Matt Pavesi. public
policy chair of the undergraduaU' student senate

Vallee said he is very happy that he won the seat and he
'^^

-vvt '^ ^'^^^"^^ policies that are unfair to students.
"When the time comes to recognize student needs the

town neglects them," Vallee said.
He said he has always wanted to get involved with

local politics. He is not afTiliated with the SGA.
Vallee said he was too late to run for student govern-

ment president last year and he was waiting for town
elections.

"Three and a halfhours before the polUng place closed
I decided to run." Vallee said.

Turn to TOWN MEETING, page 4
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Women continue to struggle against 'glass ceiling'
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

Alumni, campus employees and studenU attended a
seminar on women in leadership positions and develop-
ing methods for success held Wednesday at Mather
Career Center.

Ruth Weekes Washington. assisUnt director ofcareer
research at Mather Career Center, and Alicia Smith, a
former UMass student employed at the University
Childcare Office, discussed politics in the workplace.

Smith said the "glass ceiling" barrier keeps women
from leadership positions, citing the banking industry
as an example.

"With the glass ceiling you can .see the administrative
positions, but cannot get there. Those women who are
making it to the top are traditionally in dead-end jobs
with no other upward movement." Smith said.

Smith said women were originally brought into bank-
ing for aesthetic reasons and not allowed to move up

_beyond a certain point.

"Banking appears to give women equal opportunities
Everyone in banking is a vice president of something,"

Smith said. "But the people in the top offices remain male.

"With the glass ceiling you can see
the administrative positions, hut
cannot get there. Those women who
are making it to the top are
traditionally in dead-end jobs with
no other upward movement.

"

-Alicia Smith, University Childcare Office

Another difference between women and men in the
workplace, Washington said, is in job interviews.

"Female candidates for the job are asked questions
about child care, men are not." Washington said. "A
recent example is Zoe Baird."

Baird was recently nominated for Attorney General,
but withdrew her application aRer it was revealed she
had hired illegal aliens as babysitters.

Both women spoke, however, of positive signs that the
'Old Boy's' network is changing. Smith said a modem

success story can be seen in the White House.
"Bill Clinton has a working wife that has always

worked and been a public figure. And he was raised by a
single woman." Smith said.

In the past. Smith said, women were caught in the
contradictory position ofhaving to decide how much they
should be themselves and how many male characteris-
tics they needed to assume.

Laura Chekow, a senior communications major
agreed, saying she came to the seminar because she is
graduating into a male-dominated field and wanted to
learn tips to enable her to succeed.

"It is important to undersUnd that women are per-
ceived differently on jobs," Chekow said "But we did not
get to the question ofhow you can be determined without
being perceived as a bitch."

Both Smith and Washington stressed the need for
students to pick mentors that they can learn from. They
said change is happening and women need to push it
along by continuously looking for new opportunities and
encouraging others.

Washington said, "Part of being a good leader is
reaching back and helping another up."

Students discuss experiences
in assisting Nicaragua's poor
By TROY MERRICK
Collegian Correspondent

Since the end of Sandinista rule in
Nicaragua, conditions have worsened for
the general population, as privatization of
essentials such as education and medical
care have made them harder to get, said a
University ofMassachusetts graduate and
a Hampshire College student.

Kimbal Cartwright, a graduate of
UMass and Jennifer Wiegel. a junior at
Hampshire College, visited Nicaragua last
fall in a program with the Institute for
Central American Development Studies

in San Jose, Costa Rica, and told of their
experiences at the Campus Center last
night in a meeting sponsored by AHORA.
We wanted to show an aspect of the

land that the media don't show," Wiegel
said. "Duringthe Sandinista regime, there
were lots of subsidies for crop production,
but the revolution brought about a large
disappearance of the number of coopera-
tives that funded these programs along
with those of education and medical fa-

cilities."

Wiegel worked near Matagalpa in a
rural community with a womens" agricul-

Turn to NICARAGUA, page 4

Writing of ordinary people
could have literary merit
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YOU UGHT UP MY LIFE— Physical Plant worker David Soule repairs a light outside
Machmer from a patriotic cherry picker.

By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

According to a panel of three British
literary scholars, the next time you simply
jot down a note, a journal entry, or some
ramblings on a piece of scrap paper, you
shouldn't think it's significant only to you.

Dorothy Sheridan, an archivist at the
University of Sussex, Brian Street, an
anthropologist at Sussex and David
Barton, a linguist at Lancaster Univer-
sity, stressed in a panel discussion yes-
terday afternoon that the writing of "or-
dinary" people carries all the importance
of professional writing, and sometimes

contains certain information that the
writing of authors, scholars and academ-
ics cannot reveal.

Barton is the head of The Literacy in
the Community Project in Lancaster, En-
gland. He said that through extensive
interviewing and observation ofdozens of
adult residents of Lancaster, he has dis-
covered two keys to understanding the
literary practices of these individuals.

"The first point to make about literacy
is that it's situated," Barton said. "Prac-
tices are particular to a particular place.
The second point about literacy is that it's

particular to individual people."

Turn to WRITING, page 4
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continued from page 3

"I'll give it a whirl and see what hap-
pens." she said.

Student Kerry Murphy also won a town
meeting member seat out of precinct four.

Rory Pascar, a freshman undecided
major, ran a write-in campaign out of
precinct two. He received 19 votes, but it

was not enough to win a seat.

Amherst Select Board elections were
also held Tuesday. Incumbent Carolyn M.
Holstein regained her seat with 1.163
votes. Holstein is an Amherst resident
and a psychology fellow at the University
of Massachusetts.

After four failed attempts, David T.
Keenan, an Amherst resident, won a seat
on the Select Board with 1,126 votes.
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All graduate students are Invited to two

General Meetings

of the Graduate Student Senate

Tuesday. March 2 (917 Campus Center)
Tuesday. March 23 (917 Campus Center)

The meetings have been scheduled lo discuss and vote on
a proposed ELIMINATION OF ONE OFFICER'S POSITION

Position papers and budgets are available
in the GSS oHIce. 919 Campus Center, 545-2896.

Meetings begin at 7:15 pm.

Let your voice be heard!

U writing
continued from page 3

Barton suggested that his research
of these particular practices of indi-

viduals and communities has enabled
him to see that they distinctly craft
how and what people write.

"For every person we've talked to, I

can pull out something very specific
about their literacy practices that ac-
tually even surprises me, or is new, or
is different. There isn't one way of
reading and writing." Barton said.

Sheridan and Street have collabo-
rated with Professor David Bloome of

both the University of Massachusetts
and the University of Sussex on the
Literacy Practices and the Mass-Ob-
servation Project (Sussex Project).

The Mass-Observation Archive,
founded in 1937, is indeed a massive
collection ofwritings by "ordinary"people
from all over Britain about countless
subjects. Sheridan endorses compiling
these collections because he said he be-
lieves ordinary individuals are capable
of writing histories equally as valuable
as those of professional writers.

Nicaragua
confinued from page 3

tural cooperative, while Cartwright
helped street children in Managua. Their
stated objectives were to learn about
Central America and its environmental
crises.

I worked with children who lived and
worked in the streets." Cartwright said.
They would spend nearly the whole day
cleaning windshields at stoplights and
selling tortillas and cigarettes."

He worked with INPRHU ( the Institute
for Human Promotion) in Managua, try-
ing to incorporate children into the com-
munity with activities and substitute
homes, necessary because many Nicara-
guan children are abused by their families
and forced to supply income for their un-

employed parents, he said.

Every day. Wiegel said, women faced
the question ofwhether there was going to
be work to do in the fields, but they still

couldn't hope to compete with cheaper
Guatemalan imports.

"Ironically. Nicaraguan growers' and
their lifeforce being brought up to scale
doesn't seem to be a major concern for the
new government," Wiegel said.

They showed slides of the groups they
were involved with and some ofthe projects
that they undertook, such as building ov-
ens, irrigating fields and teaching chil-
dren some of the fundamentals toward
becoming more productive and integrated
with their communities.

AIDS
confJnued from page 1

have proven very successful.
The third reason for the rapid spread of

the disease. Harris said, is the condom.
Harris quoted a Planned Parenthood
representative who said. "There is a very
serious knowledge vacuum concerning
condom reliability, yet we're informing
people

I that condoms will protect theml"
Harris cited statistics and reports from

theNewEnglandJoumalofMedicine.the
Federal Drug Administration, the Center
for Disease Control, the surgeon general
and top AIDS researchers concerning
condom failure, emphasizing the role that

analysis

spermicides, heat, cold and time play in
increasing the likelihood of infection.

Harris said condoms did undergo reli-
ability testing, but questioned the validity
of the tests.

"The condom industry set the standard
for testing—the FDA just adopted it." he
said.

Testing methods are conducted either
with wat«r. air oran electric current. Harris
pointed out the dangers and unreliabihty
of each test and said new. better testing
methods should be implemented, "tests
that allow for different variables, like
temperature (and I pressure."

confinued from pxage 1

in labor-intensive manufacturing and the
export ofunskilled labor, the market rules
are changed to prevent free and open
competition.

Despite the increased life expectancy of
people in developing countries. 14 million
children die every year before they reach
the age of five. Neariy 1.5 billion people
lack access to health care. 1.3 billion lack
access to clean water. 2.3 billion lack access
to sanitation.

In sub-Sahara one in forty adulte is
HIV-infected. Over 100 mil lion people were

affected by famines in 1990. and more
than a quarter ofthe worid's people do not
getenough food— nearlyone billion people
go hungry.

In developing nations female represen-
tation in the parliament is 14 percent that
of males, almost three times higher than
the female representation in the industri-
alized countries. Furthermore, in the de-
veloped countries one woman in 2.000 is
raped each year, one in every 500 people is
in jail and the average homicide rate is
one per 100.000 people.
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Walking along Blind Trail is an eye-opening experience
Idon'tgetcoldfeet.Sowhpnln„»«,«f^^*fk u.i._. ... C? X"^I don t get cold feet. So when I put my foot through that

abandoned ice fishing hole late one wintry night I was
only mildly concerned. We were walking, my neighbor
and I, across Puffer's Pond to wateh the snow fall in that
kind of nighttime brightness that occurs only during a
gentle, windless storm. It seemed as though every flake
was sparkling in and of itself, creating the combined
effect of a clear, full moon.
We continued on across the pond, and over the snow

covered road to the trail on the other side.
"Have you ever done the Blind Trail?" she asked,

referring to this trail in the woods created for walkers
who couldn't see.

"Sure, I've done it a million times. I hike all through
here and up to the road and then. . .

**

"No. I mean, have you done it blind?'
Had 1 done it blind? What did she mean— had I done

It with my eyes closed? Why would I do that, when I came
out here to see in the first place?

"Well, no. I haven't — "

"Close your eyes," she said.
I hesitated a moment, and reached out for the wire

that ran along the path. I had seen that wire many times
before. I had even touched it. But it felt different now. I

took offmy left glove so I could feel my way along the wire
better, and closed my eyes.

The brightness and beauty ofthe sparkling woods left

me, and I was alone with the sound ofmy breathing in the
darkness.

"Don't cheat," I heard her call from ahead.
I stepped forward, and planted my foot in the new

snow. The rocks underneath made the surface uneven
and 1 pulled on the wire to keep my balance. I stepped
again, halfwincing at the prospect ofbeing hit in the face
or the leg by something protruding out into the trail I
knew nothing was there, but I got that feeling just the
same. My fingers Ungled as they slid along the plasUc-
coated wire.

Jeff

MCKENZIE
Suddenly I became aware of the brook running to my

nght. Its bubbling and splashing had become so clear and
distinct as to make me think I was actually walking in it,
not to mention my water-logged right shoe, which was
squishing and spouting pond water onto the trail.

"What are you thinking about, Jeff?" I heard above the
din, "Tou tell me and then I'll tell you."

"It's loud." I replied. "Everything seems so much
louder. And I feel all tingly, like something's about to hit
me in the face. What about you?"

I was waiting to hear her say that she thought it was
louder too, and that she was having a hard time always

Morrissey s Top 1 1 list

keeping her balance. But she didn't say that. Not at all.

"Well," she started, "I'm thinking that maybe you
should walk ahead ofme — because maybe there's a bad
man in the woods and he's waiting behind a tree some-
where — waiting to jump out and grab me. I know it's
awful and I wish I wasn't thinking about the bad man, but
I can't help it."

•You're thinking about a man in the woods?"
"I know it's awful. I know I should be thinking about

something good, like the snow landing on my cheeks or
something, but I just can't get it out ofmy head."

I didn't really know what to say. There / was feeling
helpless. But mine was the fun kind of helpless, like the
kind you feel on a roller coaster ride at the fair You get
thrown around and you're scared, but then vou just get
off. It's over.

"I hear the sounds you're hearing too," she went on,
"but I think of them differently. It sounds to me like
someone is coming up behind me or running through the
woods after me. I feel like the bad man might be right
there standing in front ofme, but I can't see him. I listen
for his breathing."

I Ustened, and I thought I might have heard the bad
man in the woods. I stopped and opened my eyes, and I

saw her standing there, watehing the brook.
It was all over, for me.
JeffMcKemie is a Collegian columnist.

Many ofyou probably know how cold it

was Wednesday night, but me and a friend
of mine were walking from Van Meter to
Southwest in the sub-zero climate when a
knight in shining armor roared down in
an Audi.

"Where areyou guys headed?" he asked.
When we told him Patterson, he said, "hop
in." In less time than it takes to say "Good
Samaritan," he had us dropped off where
he worked, which was College Pizza. The
point is. there are some nice people left in
the world, so to my pizza delivering friend,
I say, "Thanks, and give me a large pizza
to go."

Michael

MORRISSEY
For all of those who may not have

heard, in the last couple of weeks I took
out nomination papers for student gov-
ernment president. No, I wasn't on drugs
at the time. I was under the foolish im-
pression that one person, in a watered-
down job, could change in one year all of
the screw ups that have gone on in recent
years.

How foolish of me.
More than one person has came up to

me and said. "You're leaving the Collegian
for student government?"

The problem is, I really don't think I

could fill my predecessor's shoes, and I

was also afraid the SGA would pass legis-
lation barring invisible students from the
office.

The best thing about being invisible is

that you can walk on water.
By the way, I read in the Collegian that

Governor Weld doesn't want to raise tu-
ition. Now if can just get our student
trustee to feel the same, well be getting
somewhere.

Doing David Letterman one better, here
are the top 11 reasons why 1 withdrew
from the SGA president race.

11. Just wanted to throw a scare in
y'all.

10. Fringe benefits of one pair of knee
pads (for the imminent brown-nosing to
the administration) and an "ALLY" pin
just aren't enough.

9. With the Radical Student Union of-

fice so close to theSGA office, I'm afraid I'd

spend too much time with my professional
protesting friends.

8. Would have to go from wearing a suit
and tie to UMass hoop games to wearing a
conehead.

7. Having a grand old time with the
Communists, atheists, alternative lifestyle
people and liberals at the Collegian.

6. Aversion to working with anyone
with the last name "Hooker."

5. Wanted to assure the University
would not get a tuition decrease until the
year 2000.

4. During the course of getting nomi-
nation papers signed, deceived Van Meter
and Brooks residents by saying, "Cannibis
Reform Movement. Legalize pot. Sign
here."

3. Two words: assassination attempts.
2. Bill Clinton is doing a great job as

president. Really. Honestly.
1. Already the most powerful student

on campus.
Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Anti-Semitism is ignored
The imminent foreboding of being

attacked racially or culturally is a
feeling that many UMass students ex-
perience— let alone those that actually
do experiencean attack, whose numbers
are outrageous.

Recently, one more Jewish student,
living in the Central residential area,
was attacked anti-Semitically.

These feelings of hate exist on
campus and unfortunately they're
growing strong. This is not the first

anti-Semitic attack that has occurred.
It is not a strange phenomenon at
UMass.

Mimi

FELLNER
Anti-Semitism, as an attitude or

belief, and anti-Semitic attacks —
whether they take the form of slurs,
swastikas or verbal blatancy — have
been and are occurring right and left to
many Jewish students on campus, and
they are repeatedly ignored or hushed
up by the administration, or "taken
care oF by the campus police. I under-
stand that the school is simply trying to
help these students recover. However,
the actual impact I have witnessed is

that hate towardsJewish students goes
beyond the need for material repair of
the problem.

Many ofthese students feel that the
actual problem is that anti-Semitism is

either not being addressed correctly or
awareness is not being sufficiently

spread amon^ our tremendou.sly di
verse student body. I have heard some
UMass students actually say to me
that Jewish students have no problems
fitting in because the majority of them
are White and therefore they have no
right to complain 1 find this offensive
and anti-Semitic in and of itself

Jewish students who have been at-
tacked should be assured that they are
not alone and that the people who are
doing these acts of hate will not get
away with them There are many stu-
dents who are willing to .stand up and
fight to abolish this form of hate. I.et

yourself be heard.
Ifyou have in any way been attacked

anti-Semitically or know someone who
was, don't keep it to yourself — that
only makes the problem worse. If it is

known, it can increase awareness and
help fight the problem. It also shows
the a.ssailants that there are concerned
students out there and that their cow-
ardly, ignorant actions will .stop because
theJewish students will not keep quiet
and let it happen.
A Jewish RA matter group is being

set up to help increase awareness ofthe
problem and to provide a place for
Jewish students to discuss anti-
Semitism and otherJewish issues. This
is a start; however, it shouldn't stop
there when there is still so much to be
done and so many people who are
hurting.

Mimi Fellner is a Collegian staff
member.

To cut the deficit, the federal budget must be understood
Most people get their information about

the federal budget from the media, which
means they get a simplified discussion of
the facts. The budget hard to understand,
and it's important for people to have the
media as a translator. But the media
themselves oft«n don't understand how
the federal government's revenues are
collected and spent, and this causes them
to unintentionally mislead people.

The federal government uses what it

calls the unified budget to account for its

activities, but this budget actually is di-

vided into two fund groups: federal funds
and trust funds. All income taxes, corjK)-

rate and personal, are paid into the federal

funds. Trust funds receive their revenue
in three different ways. Least important
are excise taxes and user fees, levied on
specific items like gasoline. Then there

are receipts from federal funds payments
into trust funds and social insurance taxes.

Unlike federal funds money, trust funds

revenues are earmarked by law for specific

purposes. The vast mjoority ofmoney spent
on what are commonly called entitlements

is spent out of trust funds accounts, and
most of that spending is self-financed
through social insurance taxes. In fact,
the trust funds group as a whole ran a
surplus of $96 billion in 1992, while the
federal funds group ran a deficit of $386
billion the same year.

Jonah

GELBACH
The media usually report that "the

federal deficit" for 1992 was about $300
billion, using the unified budget figure,
which is designed to show the total amount
of money spent by all federal programs,
including both the federal and trust funds
groups. By law, any surplus funds in the
trust funds accounts must be used to buy
debt issued by the Treasury; as a result,
every penny of the trust funds surplus
was used to buy federal funds debt. The
government subtracts this from the defi-

cit figure; hence the $300 billion figure.

The distinction between the two funds
groups is important for two reasons. First,

takingthe unified budgetfigures forgranted
obscures the source of the problem. The
cause lies on the federal, not trust, funds
side, where huge sums of money are paid
out each year for military spending and
interest payments. Health costs are also
mushrooming in the federal funds group.

The second reason has to do with fixing
the problem: we can only deal effectively
with the budget crisis if we understand
which measures will help. Since the fed-
eral funds group is causing the problem,
we must focus on its deficit, not the unified
deficit. For example, increased gas taxes
mean the trust funds will run a larger
surplus and can purchase more debt. But
this would only refinance — not lower—
the deficit, since the federal funds would
still be spending the same amount.

In reducing the federal funds deficit,
we have to realize one reality. While we
can cut defense or domestic spending or
raise taxes, we cannot cut interest pay-
ments. This is the travesty of the last 12
years: economic growth was financed by
government debt, severely restricting our

capacity to invest in the future and pay for
needed government services.

To reduce the deficit we must cut mili-
tary spending radically. Military-related
spending for 1991 amounts to over $330
billion, more than 45 percent of all non-
interest federal funds spending. Health
care reform is also urgent: in 1992, the
federal funds spent $75.5 billion for
Medicaid and paid $40 billion into the
trust funds for Medicare.

The fact is, we got into this mess through
12 years of fiscal policy that couldn't have
hurt us more if it had been designed to, and
it will take decades to repair the damage.
We cannot deal with the problem on the
spending side alone — new revenues will
be required. Since they benefited from the
last two administrations' tax policies, the
weaJthymustbearthebruntofthecleanup.
President Clinton's decision to raise the top
tax bracket to 36 percent is a start, but it is
only that.

Jonah Gelbach is a UMass student who
works as a federal budget analyst at Na-
tional Priorities Project in Northampton.
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Arts & Living
Spotlight on: The Canine Bastards
Cutter converses with the cool, cracked and quirky musical up and comers
By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

Cutter Garcia: Introduce your-
selves to us.

Canine Bastards: Butterfly Styles -

Lead Vocals. Peter Bones - Bass. G.P.
(pronounced "jeep") Bogus - Drums, Joe
Man - Guitars and Sharky Favorite -

Keyboards and Vocals.
CG: Why the stage names?
CB: Its an ongoing thing to add some

allure and excitement to the show. We're
going for that ^i/»mic*y thing.

CG: How long have the Bastards
been together?

CB: Four years. We all went to St.
John's prep. U)gether in Boston, except for
Bones. Bones went to Andover High, he's
the public-school boy. and we all hooked up
duringourjr. year. Then wecame to UMass.

CG: Was that a planned thing —
coming to the same college?

CB: Yeah, we did it for the band.
CG: How did you get a name like,

The Canine Bastards?
CB: Shhh! Well never tell! It's a long,

dark tale.

CG: Are all of you still students
here at UMass?

CB: Three of us are. Sharky Fave.
Butterfly and Bones. Joe Man is a copier,
he makes copies at some office building.
And we have no idea what OF. is doing.
G.P. just "is."

CG: Define the Canine Bastards'
music for us.

CB: It's a lot of different styles, a hu-
morous edge and a zest for life all combined
into one big package.

CG: Be more specific. Ifwe were in
a record store— what rack would the

Bastards stuff be found in?
CB: Toss Elvis Presley, The Dead Milk-

men, Keith Richards. The Pixies and Black
Frances into a blender and whatever'd pop
out— that's where we'd be.

CG: Who does most of the writing?
CB: It's pretty well mixed up. V'e've all

written tunes together. A typical song is

written with two of us sitting down to-

gether with a tape recorder or a 4-Trac,
maybe we're having a few beers,
somebody's got lyrics or a tune or maybe it

just comes straight off of the top of your

head. We pretty much just work it out and
let it happen.

CG: That's cool. What are your
plans for this semester?

CB: We're still going to be gigging a lot

of local parties but our big thing is the
Battleofthe Bands in the Blue Wall coming
up March 30. The UPC. | Union Program
Council] has set up this competition thing
where five bands will be playing and the
winner will get to open up the spring Pond
Concert. It's gonna be huge.

CG: Are all of the bands UMass

The Canine Bastards: (L to R) Peter Bones
G.P. Bogus.

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
Butterfly Styles. Joe Man, Sharky Favorite and

bands?
CB: No. Two are Hampshire bands, two

are UMass bands and one is a NoHo band.
CG: Who'syourUMasscompetition?
CB: A band called Mongunn. They're

pretty good.

CG: Are you going to tour at all?

CB: Yeah, we are. We're going to

Middlebury College in Connecticut to do a
little mini-tour. OK, it's not a tour- tour, it's

a st*)p tour. It'sa trip. They're payingfor all,

so that's pretty cool. We're gonna get a van
and a quarter barrel and it's going to be
cool. It's a pretty huge production. They
don't get a lot ofout oftown bands out there
so it's a pretty big deal for them.

CG: You guys also play and have
played some pretty big spots in Bos-
ton — right?

CB: Yeah. Probably our most famous
gig was at Fort Apache recording studios
in Boston last year. It was a big New
Year's Eve bash. Joe Jack Talcum, from
The Dead Milkmen, played guitar with us
at that show. We've also played at The
Channel and The Ratt. We'llbe playing
Bunratty's in March and we also play a lot

at The Middle Eastern Cafe in Cambridge.
That's probably our home base.

CG: That's a long way to travel to
gig. Why not play more clubs in this
area?

CB: It's tough to get gigs out here. In
Boston it's really easy. They're more sus-
ceptible to different styles in Boston. But
out here places like Pearl Street and The
Vertex really aren't into it. They just want
to hear bands like Bongo to Circus all the
time. It seems like all they care about is

turn out and immediate name recognition.
CG: Well, why should we care about

Turn to BASTARDS, page 8
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6RATITUDEHI AND...

^ WE \

.deliver]

FIREWATER $in49
101% 'W"" '^
4 SEASONS VODKA

$fi99'8
1.7SI

4 SEASONS RUM
$in49no 1.76L

HADLEY ICE
lOlbs.-SOIbi locib.
SOIbs.-looibi 9«lb.
100+ lb» »^|b.

CHCAPiSTice PRICES
INW/MASSm

^

^i

i
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Variety show boasts huge cast of performers
U., I rOA /-iimnniciBy LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Where is the only other location, besides Mullins
Center, where you can listen to those melodious cheer-
leaders, the UMass Hoop Band members? Where can
you see the individual snare drum champion, UMass
student Nick Angelis? The location; The Really Big
Show at the Academy ofM usic Theater in Northampton
this Sunday.

The Really Big Show is the ultimate quirky variety
show, according to the Northampton Arts Council, which
is producing this show, the last of a series entitled Four
Sundays in February.

The cast ofcharacters will come together in the old Ed
Sullivan Show format, with two-time Academy Award
nominee Larry Hott. documentary filmmaker of
Florentine Film fame, serving as emcee.

Providing music throughout the show will be the
UMass Basketball Hoop Band in the Academy's pit. Also
performing from UMass will be the A Cafellas, a six-man
jazz/pop a cappella group and Nick Angelis. the current
Drum Core International Individual Snare Drum
Champion.

Pulitzer Prize winning author 1 racy Kidder will read
from oneofhis works. Leslea Newman, authorofHeather

Has Two Mommies," will read her poetry.
Peter Lobdell, the resident artist in the department of

theater and dance at Amherst College will dazzle you
with marionettes while Katherine Sanderson & Co. will
present Tableaux Vivants de la Mort."

Julio Pena, renowned Puerto Rican dancer, will per-
form Karit^imo, a modern Afro-Caribbean dance, with
dancers Tracy Smith and Gretchen Young and percus-
sionist Brandon Merger.

The icing on the cake has to be 81-year-old accordion
player Helene Criscio, performing duets with her partner
Susan Burris. And according to the Arts Council, another
musician, 13-year-old saxophonist Toby Johnson, "puts
our new President to shame."

The Arts Council is also planning to award Norinne
Tiley its annual Dynamic Impact Award for the many
years ofservice she gave to the Northampton High School
music department before her retirement this year.

There will also be a narrated slide show of the works
of 20 local craft and visual artists.

Tickets for The Really Big Show are $5 for all seats
and may be purchased at Bird's Store in Florence: Guild
Art Centre and State Street Fruit Store in Northampton:
For the Record in Amherst: and World Eye Bookstore in
Greenfteld. The show begins at 2 p.m. on Sunday. Feb
28.

COURTESY NORTHAMPTON ARTS COUNCO.
Nick Angelis, the Drum Core International Individual Snare

Drum Champion, will perlorm in The Really Big Show this

Sunday.

Inside a Vat *0 Fun with The Scrubbing Bubbles
By SUSAN R. BARRINGTON
Collegian Correspondent

The Scrubbing Bubbles claim their
music was best described by a person in a
record store as "Devo meets The Resi-
dents on Sesame Street." I'm sure anyone
who's ever heard their first album. Vat 'O
Fun is wondering "what inspired, or pos-
sessed them, to do this?" Well. I had the
pleasure of interviewing the two minds
between the madness...

The legacy of the Scrubbing Bubbles
began when two guys from UMass locked
themselves into a dorm room with .some
synthesizers, a cheap vo-coder (voice
modifier), a Fisher Price xylophone, and
various other noisemakers. They recorded
a tape ofsongs for a friend's birthday. The
person who received the tape called it

The Acme ofall Creation."One vear later.

they compiled a new tape and sold it at a
local record store.

"By some modern miracle." said Scrub-
bing Bubble #2, "this tape of vaguely
musical stuff took off and became #1 in
The Advocate for five weeks."

"We still don't know why."
Unfortunately, I cannot reveal the

names of The Scrubbing Bubbles. They
wish to remain anon3mious. so as to avoid
lawsuits and death threats. Ifyou listen to

the tape you'll know why.
"We heard that one guy actually said if

I ever find out who recorded this I'm gonna
beat the #@$'; out of them.'"

Among their many infiuences are "this
guy in Harvard Square who plays the
accordion. He'll play any They Might Be
Giants song. He's our newest biggest in-

fluence. We met him yesterday. Before
that...Devo. They're our biggest influence

as far as ripping off material. Peter Paul
and Mary. The Electric Company.. .we're
influenced by everything."

The duo has a talent for bringing out
the bizarre side in the songs that they
cover. Their covers include a very off-key
version of a childhood favorite. "Silent E"
by Tom Lehrer, a mutated version of
"Speed Racer" by Devo and an interesting
adaptation of "Rain" by the Beatles.

"How much of it did Lennon and
McCartney actually write?" I asked.
The chord progressions were written

by Lennon and McCartney, and we did put
in a kind of messed-up version of the
melody right in the middle."

"But the lyrics?"

"AbsoluU'ly not."

"I>ennon. while he thought he was big-
ger than Jesus, I don't think he really put
much thought into 'peeling cats'"

When I asked how much of their work
was autobiographical, thev quicklv said:

"All of it."

"Metaphorically."

They claim they did not try to target a
specific audience, but rather, their audi-
ence targeted them.

"We try our best tojust irritate as many
people as we possibly can."

"It was sort of a shock when |H'opl«>

actually liked our album."
"We feel if one |x>r.son listens to our

tape and says what the I expletive | is this?!'

and throws it out the window, we will have
accomplished our goal."

"One person actually threw our tape
into the wood stove."

"We were very honored.

"

The Scrubbing Bubbles are currently
working on their second album. HV Enjoy
Retvii .\ Lttnntiv.

Collegian Arts. More than just string quartets & fine wine

Peer i\ssistniicc Iiifoniiatioii

and Uefcrral lloUiiie
to support students experiencing harassment

and other forms of intimidation

Applications available at the

Dean of Students Office. 227 Whitmore.

and must be received by 5:00 p.m., March 2, 1993

Training sessions for Spring 1993 will begin

Wednesday March 3 from 4-6 p.m. and will

continue on a weekly basis at tliat day and time.

QutALnA^*))) ^°"^^^ ^^^^^ ^P^^^^' ^^^^ of Human^^*^^' '

' RelaUons. phone #: 545-0851 or

Paul Vascoiicellos, Assistant Dean of

Students, phone #: 545-2684

\

Clietinui Slreti
Amiicrsi MA

Fof furihgf informaHon please tonlact 256 8539. 549 352^, nt ?56 B7RA

New Management
SOUTHWOOD

APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES

1 Bdrm S360
2 Bdrm from S430
3 Bdrm S690
4 Bdrm S880
• Free Bus
• Hot Water incl.

• Fully Carpeted

• Dining R(X)m
• Tennis Court
• No Pct-s

Call 1-413-253-40551

Warm Up To These Savings At Scotts!!!

Busch &
BuschLight
24- 12 02. cans

$099
dep.9

Koch's
Golden

Anniversary

24 16 oz. bottles

99
dep.^8

Natural
Light
'A Kegs

$3^99
NO 'lHUn NiiOiD
rO PUDCHASl KIGS

Busch
'A Kegs

$3399

Anheusef-Busch's

Natural Light
12pl(. cons

$449

Glen Ellen
Chordonnoy,

Cobefnet, Souv. Blonc

)ml

Sam Adams
All Varieties

6pk.

99
-f dep.

54'

Rolling Rock &
Rolling Rock Light

24- 12 02. bottles

n299
i-»^ deo.

Smirnoff
Vodka
750 ml

$799

Jack
Daniels

750 ml

$114911
WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for 6 University Drive
your persor)ai check. at Newmarliet Center. Amtierst

We now have all

Mass Lottery gamesi

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE!!
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Real album of the year
Check your head gives B Boys the crown
By CALEB COCHRAN The three man

Tuesday, March 2nd
10 a.in. thru 5 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Summer Emptoyment Opportunities
Many Camps from the Northeast Area

For Further Information Contact:
Financial Aid Office/Student Employment
243 Whitmore Administration Building

Be There Or Be Square!!

By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

In keeping with the spirit of Wednes-
day night's Grammy Awards, I present to

you. Collegian readers, my Album of the
Year

First off, let me acknowledge the run-
ners up: The Black Crowes' Southern
Harmony& Musical Companion,R.EM.'s
Automaticfor the People, Tracy Chapman's
Matters oftheHeart, and the Spin Doctors'
Pocket Full ofKryptonite

The winner is the Beastie Boys'Check
YourHetid. A sterling collection ofrap at
its most ferocious, this one won by a land-
shde.

Although not nearly as well received by
the pubUc as Licensed to III, this album
includes some of the Beastie Boys' best
work, especially "S-Minute Rule,' "Look-
ing Down the Barrel of a Gun," and "The
Sounds ofScience." "B-Boy Bouillabaisse"
includes some hints of what's to come on
the next album.

Which brings us to 1992 and the release
ofCheck YourHead. This is by far the most
creative album the Boys have released, as
well as the most diverse. The 20 selections
range from the psychedelic "Somethj.-'^'s

Got to Give," to the powerful "So What'cha
Want." to the frenzied "Time for Livin'."

The three man Brooklyn-based band
also played all off their own instruments
on Check Your Head, something they had
not done on the first two albums. The
result is a much more balanced attack.

When the Beastie Boys turn to the mic,

they rap harder and with more determi-
nation than ever before. "Pass the Mic" is

a pretty conventional rap tune, but the
vigor that flows from the mouths ofMCA,
Mike D. and Adrock is anything but con-

ventional. When MCA says. "I'm mowin*
down MC's like I'm mowin' the lawn," the
listener can do nothing but agree.

"Finger Lickin' Good," "Stand To-
gether," "The Maestro" and "Professor
Booty" are all rapped and played with an
insane amount of energy and life. The
Beastie Boys hold nothing back on this
album, and it pays off. The feelings of
spontaneity and creative rage that flow
throughout the album make listening to it

an inspirational experience.

Check Your Head may not have won
the Grammy this year, but it won respect
for the Beastie Boys as legitimate musi-
cians as well as creative rap artists. So to
Michael (Mike D) Diamond, Adam
(Adrock) Horowitz and Adam (MCA)
Yauch, I congratulate you as the winners
ofmy Album of the Year. Your trophy's in

the mail.

Bastards
continued from page 6

hearing The Bastards?
CB: Because we like to entertain. We

like to make sure that people are enjoying
themselves when they come to see us. For
every gig we do, we play a different set
according to whatever kind ofan audience
we have. Unlike some bands that are just
out there for themselves— we're out there

r

as a group We just want everybody to
have a good time. Your five bucks will be
worth it.

CO: Where wiU The Canine Baa-
tards be five years from now?

CB: Hopefully we'll be travelUngaround
the world and playing to every sort ofcrowd
in every kind of arena around the planet.
We have high aspirations for the future.

niGRTHAMPTOiy
BOWL
Sunday Night
i^ Special tr

990 Per Game
''\'- ' From 8:30 til close

525 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060 • (413) 584-2491

Immigration Law

Hans& Curran, p. c.
30 Years ofExperience in Immigration Law

rj4| SpHngRrld.

r'v,*i 781-63:

Street 1 3 Old South St. 50 Conjreu St
MA Northampton, MA Boston, MA

6370 584-3232 (617) 722-0043

Free Contultationfor
Five College Students/Faculty

Summer Session. 'Why ^otF 'BouCder. 'Where 'ECse!

Name

Professor
Booty says:

Check
your
(COL
LEG
IAN)
head

• Enjoy the relaxed, comfortable atmosphere of the Boulder campus
• Choose from over 500 courses

• Select from five-, eight-, and ten-week terms or intensive courses
• Have time to work, travel, or just have hm in the beautiful Rocky
Mountains

Plan now to make the Snnuner of 1993 a Boulder one!

June 7- July 9

July 13 -August 13

June 7 -July .30

June 7 -August 13

Shorter, intensive courses also available.

Term A
Terms
TermC.

TermD.

Yes, iend me the free 1993 CU-Boulder Summer Seasion Catalog.

Address

Date of Birth

MaUto:

(303) 492-2456

Office of Admissions
Regent Administrative Center 125
Campus Box 30
Univereity of Colorado at Boukler
Boulder, Cx>lofado 80309-0030

Atfbmathr Actkm/fjfuut Opportimity Imtitutkm

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
TO ^MO\0 DETECTION
YiUlLE C^^NG1HG lDtHT\T\ES
MiLp M^N^^ERED c^L^l^^
LEAPS INTO ms UXKER '

TWERt UE K^^KES TUE
STVJPtHOOVJS TRMSfORWlTloK

INTO....

By BILL WAHERSON THE FAR SIDE
I If I 1 .
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By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

So^f shfMdout of

I

X |o*kft4 p,f k«r.

Hummingbirds, of course, have to watch nature films
with the action greatly speeded up.

JIM'S JOURNAL
J

f\%!L%. t* ^•'

By JIM

of SH«tc»mf%iHr

DOONESBURY
By CARRY TRUDEAU

THATwrn
P0NUB.9K.

ALUtftrS
fnjNNINO

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

To(day's Staff
Night Editor Mike Webber
Copy Editor E.G. Thomas
PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Alan Blagg

Production Todd Elliott

Tony Morse

Menu

J

LUNCH
Duchess Meat Pie

Clam Roll -n- Tartar

BASICS LUNCH
Veggie Grinder

Clam Roll -n- Tartar

DINNER
Gajun Style SCROD!
Chicken Tenders

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Chicken Tenders

The opinions cxixfssi'cl on tins ),i.\^v oiv thos*.' ot the ( .uloonists .md do not net ess.u.ly leilcct the vitws ot the Cullcfiuin or the University

Quote of the Day
"The lite which is unexamined is not

worth living."

- Plaro

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

A«IIS iKXjui h J I -April I H). N«^
(jmntis Mill ikiuiish — psfxtullv
lh< »v dfsiKncd l< ) innjr < nvyitut h«imf
liK- Try lo smlt- your (Mhs with
IrKfHJs IkiI |joi jn iikj diMppuMN-
ItHTM IHII 111 vlHJf miixJ

TAOIUS IV' .'<>-^»ay JOI: ll

pjy> lo (onsuh .1 ifu^cd tiM-nd «»
d%M»aie alMMJi pf.ipi>M^ i>n.ifKijl

niov« jr>d piv<j«al < luiigi-s This

fj«^W)n'»Rrasjj,iii(i,.|j, iscookl frilly

(ipt-n yiHjf f><*\

CSMINI i\ijv Jl-lime J(»i V.Hi
in v;f (Ml, f inllmiH « liidj> Thcfidlh

l^ (ifxii kM ytHJ III I ttntM I people m
HiRh pl.irrs S<f youfst-lt as a re
(x>nsil>le leader m ihe conimuniiy
iiij (111 yttur July

CANCfR ilune Jl-|uly 221:
NV >rH-y UihK ll > slip ihrouKh ihf • < raiiis

nn^ Pay vfHif tHUs ImiI cJo n<M M
fXhof pe<j|)le\ inifwa<lii.il vs.n^

1 The nwrk ol » winnci
'iiise house is m ordt-r.

LEOlluly 2}-Aug J2I: Movt? int.,

high near. Seiie a unK|ue opixMlurfil

v

111 ativarKe yttui (aret-r or linarx mI
goals Krcfiini; in ilov lom h vvilh

ovifseas t oiUai is will help you
VIRGO lAuK 2lS»(il JJi I'osi

live momcnliim returns (ondilHins
are right lor ymi lo work in harnMHiy
vNilh oih<-r people. Treat your m-
wvofkers I ike lami ly and Ihey will stand
l>y you.

IIMA iSepI JM>| 2>i. ,\ s,..

crrt wish involving yrnir doiiM-slH

w«>rk (ouki (<mw irui Meed youi
inluilMin and la< kle a rough |oli with
renewed delerniinatioo I'lfiorm j
sefVH e lot yiHii I iMiinHiiiily

SCORPIO KMl Jl-Nm 211:
Take sliK k III where ihin^js sland.

SonH-«MH- wTv» has Utii Iryinj; lo pull
Ihf wool f)vtf your e>t-s lese.tls his
true n.ilure Kunun< e itloss4Mmwhen
k-aM espi'i u-d.

SAGITTARIUS 'Nov 22 lier
I2». Am i<iisuiKi('isi,indinKsllul,irise

now < ould lingir, so lie ^M^^^ isi- Vikj
win iIh- day l)y siaym); out oi the
sliwrn Try to poM|Him- cru< lal negt>-

iiatKHis until next vvit-k

CAPRICORN I >(. .^'-lan. 191;

Powi-iiul unilyin^ iiwi is allow yoo
lo lap honHv work and iin.im lal r«--

s<iur(es. Intuition arxJi .mltil pl.innini>

•.;uKii' you unlailin!.;ly lo vuiii i>l)n-<

.

lr\<-

AQUARIUS |,in J I fel) I8i:

ViKir ellons lo keep yoiii ideals ,iik|

fxat Ik i-s in alignnvnl w in widi-Niircid

ap|>re( lation Helpan('ii.;hlMii rtlmis
ill or in mi-d ot em iHir.i^cnK-nl

PISCES iFiHi l<l-\»arih 2(li Vou
< an help someone yim Inve i ooh- to

gri()s with J lough iM.Jilini Shau-d
interests lead 1(1 1 ilisstulroni.iiKe. Use
quiet diploniary lo win in)|jonanl

()oinl<. rtiih Icenaijers

ACROSS
1 Those fxM m
lavor

10 SiMk ordw
14 Eilmgutth
15 Ona armad

bandii (••tur*

16 Angara
W AutlMX

Cliakrwv
ISMalody
IS Mass wasona
20 Tann(«

loumamant
(o»ma1

2? Ron can raply

23 Rowar
74 Ravarad

symbols
?6 Slip

30 Oisinlerasted

3? Data supplied
33 Paid on a

inoflgaqe

37 Fit;garald

spacialty

3S Madlays
3S Lika Oacula
40 Cai style

4? World weary
43 Oavis ol

"Evening

Shade-
44 Oippars
45 Alasl

48 Tumar ol

Oaorgia
49 — go luath

50 Bridge player's

advaniage
5' Ooubia agent
58 Praaanlly

59 Home ot a
biblical witch

60 Baltic leader

61 Scliool on the

Thames
62 Rodeo gear

63 Actor Beatly

and namesakes
64 Measured

amount
65 Spread

outward

OOVVN
1 Jewish month
? Double
negative

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

3 Garb lor QwaNa
4 -Whan the

FrosI — Ilia

Puntiin-

5 Dispatch
6 Fur marchanl/

ftnanciar. John
Jacob

' Associabon
9 TanniRa ol song
9 Strongvoicad

33 Ruaaian

lOBaaatMH

34 Enlhusia«<n

35QaalK
aeChangaa

colora

38 Posaaaaad by
41 Royal Wla

Abbr
4? Harassa*
44 Author

Oa<ght(x>

45 Evil spirit

46 Dismlegrata
*7 Fan poiHly

48Ma«nc
haavyweighl

51 Ol visitor

52 Aussia
animals

53 Cut
54 Haradrtary right

to land
55 Jot

56 Caletana
aquipmant

1

1

Da QauNas
troops

12 Furnish with

new weaponry
1

3

Slaves ol yore
21 Norma ot

Charlotte

25 Not in. to

Arxius

76 Mash lead in

27 Ouechua
speatier

76 Quarrel

79 Retrench
30 Priestly

vestmant
31 — Homaward.

Angal*

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
[spr—

1 > 1 i

1

*"
t f 1

1

^ II ir ii

14 II II
~

li n
n Jl n ~

n j^^^Bii n
11 n n I M II kVH»

1 11
' M » M

1 M n
'••"

<i

I w

PHI \a~ u

« «• tt I w

\

M II U ^1 M u M
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1 1
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-
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music mama
Everything in the store on sale!

ONCE A YEAR STRAWBERRIES

yiHS
ONLY!
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 26 TM
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 27

7.99 Cass 10.99 CD

JOEY LAWRENCE
Stdi ol Ihe hit NBC

letevision series 'Btossom
Featuring the smgte

NOTHIN MV LOVE CANT FIX

7.99 Cass 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass 10.99 CD

EVERY SINGLE ALBUM TITLE CD 15.99 OR LESS EVERY SINGLE ALBUM TITLE CD 15.99 OR LESS

OR LESS
ONCE A YEAR •TWO DATS ONBT! • OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER!

r_m ^iJBn

V- f.

^ "" 1
\ i i^J^^HI 1

>>
•

4 •
4 f

tmbrace |

i»^

7.99 Cass 10.99 CD OR LESS
ONCE A YEAR 'TWO DAVS ONIT! • OUR LOWEST PRICES EVER!

EVERY ARTIST, EVERY TITLE, EVERY COMPACT DISC NOW ON SALE!

Dolly
Parton
S/ou' Dancmv

With
The Moon

. _. NOMfO
FUlLCWClt

MOm WMEDt rtUT
CAHC FROM
WHCNCVER

FOMEVfR COMES

— SCHOOL OF FISH
Human CannontMl

5.99 Cass 7.99 CD 7.99 Cass 10.99 CD

FLOTSAM & JETSAM
CUATRO

WAONG THROUGH TH€ DARKNESS
NCVER TO REVEAL

SWATTlNT, AT FLIES- OOUBtE ZERO

SlAKCLlIi}

1*5^,
*•>, v\.

7.99 Cass 10.99 CD 799 Cass 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass 10.99 CD

Strawberries Annual Midnight Madness Sale Event!

Thousands and Thousands Of Titles to Choose From!
Sale ends February 27th

lis

*Sam(lesbk«omlb]i«|iplr *No Doubk Martdomt 'Manufacturtn Ovmtock Not bidiided

EiaD,a.fle.IMWk

Featured titles on sale Feb.28 th through March 31st at 1

1

I/41-:

99 CD

COLLEGIAN
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continued from page 1 2
'

The fans would stuff the ballot boxes for the starting
lineups, and the coach with the second-best record in
each league would field the rest of the eight-man team
along with completing his duties on the bench Eight-man team, you ask? Sure, they are young, and look what
Shaq said when Riley rested him for a huge chunk ofthis
past Game.

I know I can't represent the broad fan base oftheNBA
so here is how I would fill out the ballots.

In the West, I would start Anthony Peeler (Ukers)
and Utrell Sprewell (Warriors) in the backcourt along
with Richard Dumas (Suns). Robert Horry (Rockets), and
Christian Laettner (Wolves) up front.

For the East. Lee Mayberry ( Bucks) and Harold Miner
(Heat) at the guards, with Todd Day (Bucks), Clarence
Weatherspoon (Sixers) and Alonzo Mourning (Hornets)
up front.

The coaches: John Lucas of San Antonio and Phil
Jackson of the Bulls. Oh. there were other rooks who
deserved to be in this game - like UPhonso Ellis
(Nuggets), Tom Gugliotte (Bullets), Walt Williams

(Kings), Sean Rooks (Mavericks, don't laugh) and An-
thony Avent (Bucks) - but I'll leave these appointments
to the coaches.

Prediction: It would be a close game, with the depth
on the side of the West prevailing, 81-76. MVP: Richard
Dumas. Just a hunch. Anyway, it's my game, and he's my
favonte on the winning West squad. How do you think
Stockton and Malone got co-MVP?

Draft not too far away: UMass senior Harper Wil-
liams IS indeed one ofthese players that has a shot at the
Pros. Williams has a deadly hook in the paint that you
can't defend, and he has the mentality of a pro.

ni save more on Harper for the Draft Preview coming
up at the end of the Madness.

Well, the second half of the season started off with a
bang on Monday as the Sonics acquired Sam Perkins for
two guys that don'teven play for them: DougChrisUe and
Benoit Benjamin.

Seattle has a potent lineup (Kemp. McKey, Cage,
Pierce, E. Johnson. Barros. Payton, and now Perkins) to
go after the teams ahead of them, like Phoenix and San
Antonio, and keep it interesting.

The Nets have started out slowly in the second half,
but I still say that they are the fourth-best team in the
East. A surprise team that you should look out for is
Charlotte. The Hornets are keeping very quiet in the
Central, and could shock some people.

Next week. III give my predictions on how I think the
second half will go.

Did you see that?
• Harold Miner's sick Dominique-like slam against

the mediocre competition last Saturday.
• Hugo the Hornet's even sicker dunk, dubbed "Bugon

the Windshield," in the Mascot slam contest.
• Phoenix's 105-103 win in San Antonio on Tuesday.
• The Magic sweeping the season series against the

dying Blazers. FVe-Shaq era — Portland 8, Oriando 0.
• Terry Porter's choke in the shootout when he missed

the last six shots, only needing to hit one to tie and two to
win.

• Everyone that I know rooting for Porter to choke and
F*rice to win.

Read Collegian columnist Arthur Stapleton every
Friday

^

WRITE
FOR

BLACK
AFFAIRS
If you are

interested In
writing for

Black Affairs.

or if you have a
story idea you

think we should
look into,

please contact
Kristin or

Yvette at the
Collegian
offices

113 Campus Center

9:30 «il 1:00
iiifith

D.J. Source

©SoCoXD

The Five College Women's Studies Research Center
and the Odyssey Bookshop

present

ANT EVENTING WITH
GLOraA STEINEM

THE ^2!^ PUB
c:iuj-m<vTiis yH^Jf^S in amherst

1968 •199? "^^^^^^^^^^i^IH

5 t A S T P L t:

8 PM, Saturday, February 27, 1993
Chapin Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College

Reception and booksigning to follow.
Free and open to the public. No reservations necessary.

.
For more information, call 538-2442.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
LLE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Audttlona for tti* UMass Theatre Guild
Production of Bedroom Farce Saturday
(2/271 al 12 ooon; Sun (2/25) at 12 noon
Of 7 pm all auditions will be in CC911
only one session need be attended
777 Call S4& 04 16

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Having probl«fns¥vitti your roomate?
Contact OCHO 428 Student Union or
call us at 545 0865 We can help!

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta
Is now accepting applications
Applications are available in Heaer 608
.Both Undergraduate and graduate
Mudants.

Looliing for a place to live off cam
pus7 Questions at>out your commuter
living situation' Subletting in May'
Conne to OCHO, 428 Student Union.
5450865

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Escort '•?

No rust runs great must sallll

S2000/B.O.
Call 665-2350

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496098
5496073

FOR RENT

AmharM Cantar - Finast selection of

1,2,3 & 4 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Liricoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Amhorst - 3 bodroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Room downtown. Oulot, private.
lease through Aug., S35(Vmo inclusive
253 4236 9am 9p(n

FOR SALE

r Receiver and CD
Player S350 00 or BO. 253 3841 Leave
message

Ouns N Rosas
2 floor tickets

Mullens Arena 3^19
546 4910

0«V TIchat To Los Angaiaa
Use by 3/10 S125
413586 7865

ROAD KILL OF THE MONTH
CALENDERI Other titles available
"Town Bum" "Geek" "Fat Slob"
Toilet" "Slum" $14.99 each. For more
info please write to Off-the-Wall
Calenders, 51 A Boston Post Rd.. Suite
1 IOC. Williamantic CT 08226

7S Audi FoK
Good Body
4 good tires

Sticker good till Sept
Won't Start

SlOO or BO
Call 665 2617

FOUND

Uttia Blue Phona Book
on Saturday
says "memoranda" on the front

Call 6-6212 to daim

HEALTH

Cowdoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Camp Counsalor* Wlantad: Magnifi-
cent coed weight lots. All sports, crafts,

sewing, ceramics, computers, WSIs,
theatre, piano, dance, aerobics, weight
training, riflery, backpacking, kitchen,

office. Camp Shane, Ferndale. NV 12734
212877 4644

Camp Staff Opanings: Girlt' rasi-

dent/day camps (Stafford Springs.
Bristol. CT) Seek administrators, Coun
selors willir>g to work and play hard
start6^ Call 203 677 2667 for applica
tion or see Connecticut Yankee Girl

Scouts at Camp Day March 2 (Student
Union Ballroom) 10 5

Camp Trucking Is interviewing for
summer positions during spring break.
Individuals will learn differnet phases
of business management, handle
phones, and have general offce assign
ments. File maker Pro and Macintosh
experience helpful S7/hr Relaxed at

mosphere Call 508 653 1744 before
March 1

GREAT SUMMER Of>PORTUNrrY
Jewish coed residential camp seeks
counselors and specialists. Capital
Camps located in the l>eautitul Catoctin
Moutains one hour from Washington,
DC offers tennis, water sports, nature,
arts, video, gymnastics, radio, drama,
photo, etc. If you are interested in the
challenges and excitement of working
with campers in grades 3 10, we want
you on our team. GOOD SALARIES.
GREAT FUN I Our director will be at the
Camp Fair on March 2. For more infor

mation and an app>ointment 1 800 229
7852

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make money teaching basic conversa
tional English abroad. Japan and Tai
wan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits < Make S20O0 S4000«
per month. No previous training or
teaching certificate required. For em-
ployment programs call (206) 632 1 146
8xt, J5001

Summar Camp en Capa Cod
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to
work/live with kids. Beautiful location,

excellent program.
Competitive Salaries. Call James,
at 549-8353 for info and applicalion

KATE REGO

Thanks for having dinner with me. I

had a great tirne. I hope you did too.
Mike

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

Do you hava quesitons al>out your
rights' Do you think your civil rights
have been violated' Find out' Contact
Legal Service Center, 922 Campus
Center 545 1995

Lcwr

Lost Ring - Raward
Tolman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

Lost Wira-rlm glassas in lh« back of
Ihe Big Green American pick up that
gave me a ride to school last week.
Please call 253-9794 after 9 pm. Ask for
Mr. Clark

University Store bag with 2
sweatshins, card and padded mailer.
Tuesday in Campus Center. Reward
Call 253 3729

MUSICIANS

Bands Wantad:
Perform in the

Su Ballroom in

April call 546^4812
or 253 9707

Hard rock/matalband seeksfrontman
and lead guitarist Want to play in Spring
and beyond in Boston area. Must be
dedicated and have no fear to take a
risk. Join the dream! 549 1750

PERSONALS

Hay Alpha Chi Slalars and pledgas-
do you kr>ow who your dales ara7
(Your moif>er does)

HEY A-X-O'sll Read this personal'!!
It's all nuts and bolls for this Sunday
but just who's going to screw who?
Rumor has it that there'll be a lot of
angry roomates come Monday morn.
Be on the look out for: Kitchen boys
named SLOKES, maxed out visas, am
bulance rides and sloppy late night bus
kisses. Wonder who'll get the shin THIS
week' Boom! Here we go...

Jan, I'll ba gone less than 48 hours.
Stay off my bed! ME

John
Happy 20th Sweetie!

Love
Keely

Kristan Danker is 21 on Sunday 1

1

Hope you have an incredible day
About 5 more months and we'll be
headir>g out together

Love,

Me

Lisa L. who worked
at the Chemistry Resource Center
HowwasMETALICA'
MM
Nikki Fossalla is 22 today'!
Have a great birthday and rememtwr
only the good die your! Get super
psyched for tonight'

Love ya.

Tricia and Steph

Oh Paatah. you're 22'

Let me be your Birthday present and
after we can feed the birds

But please, don't squeeze.
Love, Mrs. What/ernudel

S.T. Juila -Thank you B.O.

To Grag H.
Thanks for keeping me warm in Quebec
Luv. You

Tracy Quinnt
Happy Birthday well roomate only 3
months left. Wish I knew what the fu
ture holds Have a gread day I LOVE
YOU ! Laura

RIDE WANTED
To Florida for SB Tampa Orlando of
further south Share driving gas
586 5822 Nandor

ROOMMATE WANTED

I Raq'd to share apt with three
other females close to town 5 mins
from campus S195 inc heat call 253
0617_

UptMMil Wfalk to Camper
S260 Inclusive -- AvI 3/1

2564662

SERVICES

Taivt Raadings
Call Chris at 253-7524

SPORTS CARDS

tportstop cards
Mt Farms Mall

TRAVEL

SPRINGBREAKM
Panama and Daytona

S139 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

deadline SOON!
Call Erica 5460223

Spring Break:
CANCUN. NASSAU

from S299
Organize a small group lor FREE trip

Call 1(800) Get Sun 1

Sfirlng Break '93' Last chance' Ja
maica, Cancun, Bahamas, from S459i
Florida from SI 49. Organize group travel
free! 1«)a 426 7710

TAKEfrOFFin
Spring Break '93

Best Deals Going Fast

Jesse 549 7472

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campu s

Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

Have you ever been on a Spring Break
that was a scam' WMUA wants your
story. Call Oenise 545 2876

Phys 142 tutor n.
Will pay S8 an hour
Call 549 8244 ASAP

Want to buy: Nice Pullout car stereo or
nice protable CD player Call James at

253 9662

WANTED TO RENT

3 raaponsiblo women
Need housing for sprir>g semester
Osire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978

Wla want to take over your lease' 4
person apt in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546-2296
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Sports
Men try to wrap up A- 1 title Saturday

CK5ISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team will

try to shock the league by winning their second consecutive A-

10 regular season title Saturday.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian SUfT

The game that was penciled in early in the season as a

battle between the top two teams in the Atlantic 10 has

finally arrived. Ho hum.
Instead of being the contest that decides which team.

West Virginia or Massachusetts, vans the regular season

title.itisjustanotherroadgamefortheMinutemen. When
they tipolT Saturday at noon m WVU Coliseum, L^Mass
will be facing the second worst, not second best, team in the

conference.

The question lingers, what has happened to the Moun-
taineers, who were touted as an NCAA-caliber team in

November and were selected in first place in the pre-

season coaches' poll.

Instead of battling the Minutemen for the first seed in

the A-10 Tournament, this West Virginia squad has
staggered to a 13- 10 record, and a 4-7 showing in the A-10.

The Mountaineers have been abysmal on the road,

going 0-9 thus far. They are playing well at home, with a
13-1 record. Their only defeat was a four-pomt loss to Big

East member F*ittsburgh. Still, a team with high hopes at

the start ofthe 1992-93 campaign is now hoping for an NIT
berth.

Center Wilfred Kirkaldy and forward Lawrence Pol-

lard were both seriously injured in a car accident last May,
and Kirkaldy is still tr>ing to walk again. Needless to say,

losing these players has afTected the Mountaineers on and
off the court.

The players who are suited up are not producing.

however. Junior Ricky Robinson is struggling despite

leading the team in scoring. Jeremy Bodkin and Matt

Roadcap have combined for only seven rebounds per

game, and point guard Marsalis Basey must also carry

the load on offense, as he is third on the team in scoring.

The Minutemen can clinch the Atlantic 10 regular

season title with a win over the Mountaineers Satur-

day, winning back-to-back titles for the first time since

Temple did it from 1986-88.

UMass has won two years straight in the Coliseum,

including last year's 74-69 OT thriller. The Coliseum

was dubbed in 1991 by SF*ORT magazine as one of the

10 toughest places to play in the country. With 14.000

raucous fans and a mascot who fires a shotgun, a trip

to the Coal Mine State is never a pleasant experience.

Assistant John Robic said he expects another battle.

"It's tough to play there, they're a very good home
team." Fiobic said. This game's been sold out for 10

days, and there's 14,000 tickets. What's nice about it is

their students are right down on top of you like at the

Cage or the Mullins.'

Head coach John Calipari has been working the

Minutemen relentlessly . calling closed practices for the

past three nights, something that has never happened
before in the Calipari era. Speculation is that the team
is training as much in endurance and calesthenics as in

zone defense and half-court offense.

Game Notes: The game, as always, can be heard on
WMUA9 1 . 1 FM with BrianJonesand DaveT. Ohldread
and on WTIMP 99.3 FM with Howie Davis and George
Miller, and seen on Channel 22.

Men host Syracuse
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

If there is a g^Txinastics meet to see

tliis year, tomorrow's meet is the one. as

the L'niversity of Massachusetts men's
team hosts powerhouse Syracuse L^ni-

versity at Boyden Gym at 1 p.m.

The Orangemen come into Amherst
as the No. 5 team in the country, their

highest ranking in thirty years. Syra-

cuse IS led by Ofri Parot. ranked first in

the nation on the vault, and Jason
Hebert. the 1992 national vaulting

champion. Johnson says that both are

capable of scoring a 9.80.

"I think their capability of scoring

9.80 shows how good they really are."

said Johnson. "Jason Braud or Jason
Lee could take third place, or if I Parot

and Hebert
I
have a bad day. they could

take second and third."

'How many teams ranked fifth in the

nation come to UMass? This is going to

be a great show. Syracuse has made a

strong commitment to gymnastics, and
it has payed off." Johnson said.

On Wednesday night. UMass visited

Southern Connecticut and defeated

them 247.55-238.85. The Minutemen
once again won every event but the high

bar. Co-captain Jay Santos was the lone

bright sjjot on the high bar as he regis-

tered UMass* first score over 8.00 (8.10)

this season.

Senior co-captain Steve Christensen

once again broke his own pommel horse

record as he scored a 9.75. breaking his

mark of 9 70 set last weekend against

Army. National rankings that came out

Wednesday listed Christensen as being

ranked fifth on the pommel horse, so his

performance against Southern Con-
necticut should maintain his ranking.

Christensen also scored a season high

of 9.00 on the parallel bars, leading the

Minutemen to a team high score for this

season (43.65). Johnson noted that

Christensen added a new skill to his

routine, which could propel him into the

national rankings in this event.

Jason Braud took second in this

event, with Santos and Steve Goldman
tying for third. Goldman's 8.75 was his

highest score of the season.

Braud won the floor exercise with a

score of 9.55. his highest score in an
away meet. This could help him move
into the national rankings, namely the

top twenty. Christensen finished sec-

ond on the floor.

Other Minutemen who scored in

Wednesday's meet were Stu Backer,

who finished first on the rings, and
Santos, whose high bar performance
was good enough for second place.

Women's gym rolls on,
to face rival Wildcats
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team travels to New
Hampshire this weekend for a meet with

the Wildcats, looking to increase its possi-

bilities for a spwt in the NCAA Regionals.

held at Ohio State University in early April.

Head coach Alfie Mitchell and his

Minutewomen are coming off a costly vic-

tory over Springfield College. 184.80-180.65

on Wednesday night at Blake Arena in

Springfield. LTMass senior Tammy
Marshall was injured during the vault, her

first event of the night.

Marshall landed straight-legged on her

dismount from the vault,jamming her knee,

and preventing her from continuing in the

meet. She received a 9.40 for the event, but

the injury could have darkened the mood of

the Minutewomen, according to Mitchell.

It did not. however, as UMass stepped
it up a notch behind junior Margaret
Furtado. whose performances on vault

(9.20). bars (9.60). beam (9.50) and floor

(9.55) won her the all-around.

Mitchell was impressed with Furtado's

performance, especially on bars. Through-
out the night, according to Mitchell, the

scores did not do the performances justice.

"Margaret just had a great routine.

She nailed it, it was nice. But, once

again, the score didn't reflect how im-

pressive it was," said Mitchell.

This Saturday's encounter with rival

UNH ( 5-7 ) should be a close battle oftwo
teams heading toward the Regionals,

according to Mitchell.

The Wildcats are led by all-arounder

Karen Olsson, who scored a season high

38.55 in their meet with northeastern

powerhouse Penn State University.

Olsson has scored highest forUNH thus

far this season on bars (9.80). beam
(9.70). and floor (9.80).

For the vault. UNH is led by Kim
Smith, who scored a 9.75 earlier this

season, which is the team's best. The
Wildcats' highest score this season is

189.90.compared to a 189.65 for UMass.
Mitchell knows that it will be a war,

whether or not his star Marshall would
be able to go. As of press time, it was
doubtful that Marshall would compete,
but the injury was not serious. If not

Saturday, she will be back for next week's

Bulldog Invitational at the University

of Georgia.

"We always have a way of beating
them I two out of three times last sea-

son), but this year they want to win. It

should be fun," said Mitchell.

Women's track preps for A- 1Os
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

After posting a mediocre regular season and then
tying for second at the Atlantic 10 Championships, the

University of Massachusetts women's track team goes

to work tonight on the campus of the University of

Rhode Island in the New England Championships.
While UMass carries the smallest team of all its

competitors, head coach Julie LaFreniere said she was
extremely positive about the chances of her team.

"We have quality, not quantity." said LaF"reniere.

"Still. I'm very optimistic about all our women compet-
ing."

And rightfully she should, for LaFreniere's troops

are some of the best athletes this school has ever seen,

as her squad contains women that have broken four

school records. Moreover. UMass is well-rounded in

most areas and guaranteed to make some waves in the

smallest state in the nation.

In the relays. UMass boa.sts one ofthe finest four by

eight teams in the nation with Kerry Aker, Kelly

Liljeblad. Kim Liljeblad and Becky Johnson, and ac-

cording to LaFreniere has a great shot at breaking the

school record.

The quartet qualified for the ECAC Championship
last Friday night and seems to be coming into full form

despite the flu hitting their team all season long. Aker,

who is only a sophomore, has been sick with the flu. but
is still running in the meet.

"Kerry's tough." said relay-mate Kelly Liljeblad. "Even
if she's not 100 percent healthy, I know she'll give 100

percent."

In other running areas. UMass looks strong in the

3000 meter with Kelly Liljeblad and in the 1000 meter
with Johnson. With both athletes doubling up in events,

fatigue is always a concern, especially with the fact that
Johnson has been fighting a flu of her own.

"Lots of kids have gotten this sickness all year long
and often it goes away and hits them again." said

LaFreniere. "Becky feels sick in the morning and night,

but okay in the day. Hopefully, she'll be okay."

Another area UMass excels in is throwing, with Diane
Ozzoiek competing in the 20-pound weight and Natalie
Hart in the shot-put. Both hold the school record in these
events, with Hart breaking the shot-put record in her
first throw of the season.

"Natalie broke the record at the A-lO's and we hope to

see her explode this weekend." LaFreniere said.

In the triple jump, UMass has another strong hope in

sophomore Janey Meeks. who owns the school record at

almost 40 feet. With her youth comes the possibility of
overzealousness becoming a handicap.

"I'm a little nervous, but my legs feel really good." said

Meeks. "I've been lucky not to get hit with the flu that's

going around."

Rookie game -

great NBA idea
Over the last few weeks, this space has been

dedicated to the 1993 NBA All-Star Weekend,
especially theGame itself. While sitting in acrowded
room watching the three-point shootout and the
Gatorade Slam Dunk championship, as usual, some
ideas raced into my head.

I've realized, like many others, that David Stern
and the other basket-

ball gods need to find a
replacement for the

. |tj^»« Y^ -—n,
Legends game. Well, if

Viijr^^ ^ry^K you haven't guessed by
now. this columnist
has one — the Rookie

i(^ game, sponsored by the

Notes from the Hard-
y\'yl ^^^V^^K

I

wood.^^^^
Yes. I know that some

people have already suggested it, but I have the
teams, so here goes nothing.

First of all. let me state the one stipulation on
being in the Jr. Game: ifyou are playing in the Big
Game, you are not eligible for this one. So sorry
Shaq, youll have to wait 'til Sunday.

Turn to HARDWOOD, page 1

1
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Partly sunny, mid-30s.
So enjoy, and go for a run.

Arts & Living:
"Joe Turner's Conne and Gone," the p^y with the cod

nanr>e and the even coder set designs of urban craziness
played at the Rand Theatre. Page?.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
West Virginia University surged in the second
half, burying the Minutemen baskett)all team
79-54 Saturday in K4organtown. Page 12.
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Steinem calls
for abolishing
of patriarchy
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

One of America's best-known feminists. Gloria
Steinem, said everyone together can put an end to
the system of hierarchy and patriarchy which has
undermined people's self-authority, during an in-
formal talk on her new book. Revolution From
Wtthin, Saturday night at Mt. Holyoke College.

"Let's declare (the hierarchy) an experiment. It
failed and it's over. Ifwe are going to go into a new
era. we have to fight together," said Steinem.
Feminism isn't successful without overturning
racism, classism ... we must support all of our
rights."

Steinem said she was pleased to be an excuse to
bring the "most envied crowd in the world and most
creative trouble makers" together. She recipro-
cated the warm welcome, applauding the standing
room only audience of about 1,500 and invited
members of the energetic crowd to sit with her on
stage.

Concerned that people don't realize the concept
of-personal is political," Steinem compared former
President Ronald Reagan and President Bill Clinton
to illuminate the "tragedy" of society being only
comprised of conquerors and the conquered.

She contrasted themanner in which both Reagan
and Clinton both coped with violent alcoholic fa-
thers and the impact it had on the country. She said

Turn to STEINEM, page 3

Steinem inspires people
to seek self-authority
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

People came from all over to hear Gloria Steinem
discuss her latest book. Revolution From Within:A
Book ofSelf-Esteem , which many said inspired them
to change their Uves. Hundreds lined up to have the
book signed.

"This book has changed my life," said Nancy
Duggan. a student from Mt. Holyoke College. "She
gives me self-authority and validates the rage and
anger that is so invalidated by society."

"She's wonderful. She gives me the right to be
who I want to be," said Clare Garrity, who travelled
from Hingham, MA to hear Steinem speak. "She's
been a really big influence on my life. She's very
empowering."

Gail Homstein, the Chair ofthe Women's Studies
Department at Mt. Holyoke College, said the fact

Turn to REACTION, page 3

Activism _^
Davis says today's activism must be based on past

Burst pipe floods FAC;
Causes minimal damage

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

"Activism into the -gOs, where to nowr As a veteran of
political activism for 38 years. Angela Davis says we
must look back to step progressively into the future

Davis spoke in Bowker Auditorium last Friday night
to a standing room only crowd. Her lecture was sponsored
by the Distinguished Visitors Program.

"Ugacies of struggle are important to Ulk about
"

Davis said. "We must recognize that it is possible t^
envision new ways of activism while nuturing the lega-
cies of history."

Angela Davis' history of political activism within the
movements for women's rights and racial equality has
established her as a member ofboth the Black Panthers
and Communist Party, U.S.A. She is now a Professor of
History ofConsciousness at the University ofCalifornia
Santa Cruz and lecturers all over the worid.

"Sometimes those of us who are veterans of historical
activism often look to the roots of the past." Davis said
"but we need to take account the changed consciousness
around us."

Davis said her role as a veteran activist is not to map
the future direction of activism, because movements
rarely unfold so they can be seen.

She said that the 1960s have been elevated to a level
of ideal activism, but the contagious activism of the '60s
wasn't really predicted. Davis aKso said that the activists
ofthe '60s werejust as reluctant to make sacrifices as the
activists now.

-As a young militant actinst I stood next to Malocom
X and against Dr. King." Davis said, "because I figured
why integrated into a sinking ship."

Davis said that the work evoked using the symbol of
Dr. King was very important, but the people at the roots
of the political movements are anonymous and most of
the anonymous faces were women's.

Davis said that people don't know how to acknowledge
those who played important roles in the founding of
activism so they chose people such as Dr. King and
Malcolm X and elevate them to the status of icons.

Davis said that we think of the civil rights movement
beginmng with Rosa Parks being too tired to move the
back of the bus and that's how we perceive women in the
civil rights movement.

"The only kind of tired Rosa Parks was. was tired of
segregation." Davis said.

Davis said that growing up in Birmingham. Alabama
she did not have a sense ofanyone else other than black
and white categories and it is interesting how new racial
categories have emerged.

"Race itselfhas developed from a racist world and the
whole notion of race needs to be rethought." Davis said.
"There are endless debates about who counts as black
and who doesn't. I am a black woman, but I don't have to
take on certain characteristics to be a black woman,"
Davis said.

"A metaphor that is often used to describe the U.S. is
the melting pot," Davis said. "Everyone jumps in the pot

.
, w r^

S£TH KAYE / COLLtGlAN
Angela Y. Davis spoke to a standing room only crowd

Friday night at Bowker Auditorium.

By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

A burst water pipe caused the flooding
ofseveral floors on the east end ofthe Fine
Arts Center early Friday morning.

The flood was reported to the Physical
Plant at approximately 5:00 a.m. Friday's
below zero temperatures caused a heating
unit located on an outside wall to freeze,
resulting in the leak.

When Physical Plant staffarrived, they
located the leak in room 365. but the door
was locked and no keys were available.
Plumbers had to use chisels to remove the
doorknob to gain access.

The water, ankle-deep in places, flowed
down three floors, passed through the
music library and ended up in the elec-

tronic music studio and dressing rooms.
According to University spokesperson

Karin Sherbin, initial damage was mini-

mal, being confined to minor damage to a
grand piano in Bezanson Recital Hall and
several recordings in the music library.
An organ was also damaged, but no esti-
mate is yet available, Sherbin said.
A dramatic moment came later in the

morning when water reached a live power
cable, tripping circuit breakers and extin-
guishing lights with a series of loud pop-
ping sounds, witnesses said.

The water was pumped directly out-
doors down an entrance ramp, and a dense
fog resulted from the warm water hitting
the cold morning air.

Billowing from the east entrance, it hin-
dered vision and complicated the clean-up
effort. Fanswere in place to aid the dispersal
of the fog. Dozens of Physical Plant em-
ployees participated in the clean-up.

Sherbin said that Bezanson Hal! was
cleaned up and opened in time for student
recitals.

and are melted down into one thing which is white and
male."

Davis said the new metaphor is the salad where
everyone can be themseive.';.

"Isn't it interesting the new metaphor is something
that can be consumed?" Davis said. "I want to know who
gets to eat that salad."

Davis said that the new administration symbolizes a
new era, but she did not celebrate Clinton's victory rather
the end of the Reagan/Bush era which makes the possi-
bility of a new activist era.

"There is an embodiment ofthe desires ofmany people
to move in a progressive direction, but we will be in for
some misconceptions if we invest all our hopes in one
man." Davis said.

Davis said for this new activist-era. activism cannot
be done the old way. She said that national strategies
concerning jobs, drugs and prison reform must be de-
veloped and people of color need to learn how to build
alliances across ethnic groups.

Davis said. "Take serious note of how far we have
come, but we have not reached the mountain top."

Speakers discuss AIDS
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

Women worldwide are unable to
protect themselves againstHIV because
of the power structure which renders
women economically and physically
powerless, according to speakers at a
seminar Saturday, titled Women and
AIDS.

Quynh Dang, HIV/Health and Out-
reach Educator with the Multicultural
AIDS Coalition in Boston, addressed
the international AIDS situation. Sara
Dubik-Unruh, Director of AIDS Pro-
grams from Lowell House focused on
the impact of AIDS on women in the
U.S.

Dang said women are disposable in
the Third World and U.S. military men
contribute to their oppression by using
women near foreign bases as sex work-
ers.

"In the Phillipines five out of six

women who are HIV infected are hospi-
tality workers near the naval ba.se".

Dang said.

Dang related past action taken
against women with sexually trans-
mitted diseases to present action
against women with HIV.

"In World War II the reaction to the
worldwide epidemic of syphilis was to
quarantine 30,000 women instead of
giving condoms to military men", Dang
said. "The U.S. has banned the immi-
gration of HIV infected people and as a
result two hundred people are currently
quarintined at Guantonimo Bay."

Both Dang and Dubik-Unruh ques-
tioned why military men are not pun-
ished along with the women they infect.

Dubik-Unruh said women are con-
sidered vectors of HIV to men and
vessels ofHIV to babies, but not victims
themselves. She stressed the futility of
this view because women are not effj-

Turn to AIDS, page 2
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Meeting — The Environmental Education Program
for MASSPIRG will have a meeting today at 6 p.m. in the
MASSPIRG office at room 423B of the Student Union.
Plans will be discussed for an environmental newsletter,
an elementary school curriculum and a potential lecture
series. All interested may attend. For more information,
please call 546-5439.

Tuesday, March 2

AHORA—AHORA will hold its first general meeting
Tuesday in Campus Center 805 at 7 p.m.

Film Series — The departments of History and Near
Eastern Studies at LTMass present The Near East Film
Senes today at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free. The film
"Ramparts of Clay" will be shown in Hasbrouk 134. The
film, depicting life in a North African village, shows the
struggle of a young girl to come to terms with the

MAIDS

subservient role that tradition demands of her. Produced
and directed by Jean-Louis Bertucelli.

Saturday, March 6

Purim Celebrations — Chabad House will host its
annual Purim Party on Sat. night March 6 at 8 p.m. in
Chabad House. There will be the traditional reading of
the Megillat Esther and the "Purim Spiel" — an im-
promptu Purim play. All who come are welcome to do so
in costume and will bejudged in our contest. Reft-eshments
will be servedand there is no charge. Formore information
call 549-4094.

Sunday, March 7

Reading — Chabad House will be hosting a special
late afternoon Megillah reading, with the traditional
Purim feast following at 5: 15 p.m. There is a $3 charge for
the Purim feast; R.S.V.P. at 549-4094.

Address all correspondence to:
1 1 3 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

BE A TEACHER.
BE A HERO.

Call 1-800-45-TEACH.

continued from page 1
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cient transmitters of HIV but are extremely vulnerable
to it.

According to Dang, women are in no position to ask
"Johns" to use condoms and ifthey could, a condom would
cost them two-thirds ofamount paid for the sex act Dang
also said an international sex trade has been established
with Third World women becoming victims to First
World demand.

"Sex workers form a vital part of the Third Worid
economy". Dang said. "In Haiti the sex trade is second
largest source of foreign currency."

Both Dang and Dubik-Unruh said that those who do
the research on AIDS control the information output, to
the loss of women and people of color.

Dang said the First Worid controls AIDS research
funds and consequently the blame for the virus and its
spread has been placed on the Third World and people of
color.

Dubik-Unruh also sees the blame-game going on in
the U.S. as a result of the previously defined risk groups
by the Center for Disease Control during the early years
of the epidemic.

"The risk groups are a way ofgovernment saying nice
people like us don't get infected", Dubik-Unruh said
"The government would choke ifthey had to say anal sex

between anyone is a risk behavior instead ofgay men as
a risk group."

Dubik-Unruh said research funds are concentrated on
how women effect male partners and babies born to them

.

"The CDC has done one study on women up to this
point and you will never hear about it because the
researchers didn't find what they thought they would

"

Dubik-Unruh said.

The study tested the transmittal rate of HIV positive
prostitutes to customers. They could not document one
case of this transmission from female to male, Dubik-
Unruh said.

She used biology to explain why women are twenty
times more likely to be infected by a man than a man by
a woman.

Dubik-Unruh wants to see research directed to new
prophylactic devices that women can use without need-
ing a mans consent or knowledge, citing one in ten men
in the U.S. are HIV positive.

She added, "We need to protect ourselves because we
are worth it."

All graduate students are Invited to two

General Meetings

of the Graduate Student Senate

Tuesday, March 2 (917 Campus Center)
Tuesday, March 23 (917 Campus Center)

The meetings have been scheduled to discuss and vote on
a proposed ELIMINATION OF ONE OFFICER'S POSITION

Position papers and budgets are available
in the GSS ollice. 919 Campus Center. 545-2896.

Meetings begin at 7:15 pm.

TU-. .. .

.

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLeClANThe panel Women and AIDS" was held during the Women's
Conference this weekend at the Campus Center.

BEA
HERO
Be A Teacher

To find out how
to become a

teacher, call

1-800-45-TEACH

Let your voice be heard!

DANCER/CHOREOGRAPHER

ARIE
BURSZTYN
will perform on

Monday, Marcti 1,

8pm
Bowker AudltorlurD
$5 Gen. Public

$3 Student

(free to Hillei Activity Card Holders)

Arie Bursztyn has toured witti "Kol Domama"
Compony, "Kormon" Dance Company and
participated in tt^e first creations forWestern A Jewish Art, Festival Event

Juku. Arte Bursztyn has also toured and^ <^o^cl ar^d ft^e UMASS Studer^t
presented his own work in Israel and the U .8.

^^"'^ Cuthjral Enrictvner^t Furni.
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Steinem
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Steinem said she was happy to see Hillary Clintonm the news. She said editors give Hillary a lot of"flak"
because they are so threatened by the fact that she hasan equal 50/50 relationship with her husband Tax-
payers should be happy they're getting two for the
pnceofone," she added.

Steinem emphasized that childhood is the most
neglected factor in society today and said if she could
stand in the snow and hold up one sign it would read
the only form of arms is how we raise our children

"

She said she would want two people standing next

^ ,fu
^°'^"g "P signs that read "no she is not a

childhood determinist" and "I'm not only talking towomen. ^

She said women learn about their own absence and
denigrationm society in school

.
where she said women's

sell-esteem is minimized with each additional year of
high school and that women are still measuring
themselves against the expectation that women are
silent.

Due to the backlash on women's rights from the
Reagan and Bush administrations, Steinem saidwomen need to form small groups and organize together
and support each other. She said women need to begin
to treat themselves as well as they have been treating
others. ^

Steinem said socially accepted gender roles are the
deepest root of violence and that they are the theR of
self-esteem.

•^hen discussing an issue, women feel responsible
and guilty, said Steinem. "Men talk with intellectual
interest."

Steinem said there can be no answer to the ques-
tion of balancing a career and motherhood until men
start asking the question, and not just women.

Things won't change until men are raising children
as much as women, said Steinem. "We need men who
are humanizing. We need to kill superwoman."

Responding to a question from a woman in the
audience about how to deal with everyday sexual
harassment, Steinem said women need to stop swal-
lowing humiliation and start responding to each event
as it happens.

"We're for anything that's off its fexpletivel, said
Steinem. "We're moving. This is a movement."

Her latest book. Revolution from Within. A Book of
Self Esteem, which explores both how women can
suffer from lack ofself-esteem, and be transformed by
recapturing it. She is an editorial consultant of the
national feminist bimonthly Ms. magazine, which she
co-founded in 1972.

Steinem's talk was free and open to the public and
part ofan ongoing series of lectures sponsored by the
Five College Women's Studies Research Center and
Odyssey Bookshop.

Concluding her talk, Steinem said "I've discovered
that if our greatest dreams for ourselves weren't
already real, we couldn't even dream them."

^1 e. .

SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
(jloria steinem spoke to capacity crowds at both Smith

College and Mt. Holyoke College on Saturday.

reaction
continued from fxige I

that she had to close the doors to hundreds ofwomen
waiting in line to see Steinem is proof that feminism
is still alive and strong, despite reports from The New
York Times that feminism is dead.

"If this many people means that feminism is dead
then The New York Times is crazy," said Hornstein.'

Hornstein said the goal of the department and the
Five College Women's Studies Research CenU'r . which
she is the director of, was to bring as many pec.ple as
possible together.

"And we succeeded in our goal," said Hornstein
adding, "It's important that hundreds of students
recognize the tremendous connection between
I Steinem's I work and our lives, said Hornstein.

Alex Paul, a sophomore at Hampshire College said
he enjoyed her talk and said as he was leaving he
noticed that everyone was really happy and had big
smiles on their faces.

"She really brought everyone together." said Cassee
Stevens, a sophomore at Mt. Holyoke College. There
was so much she said that 1 liked. She's wonderful."

"I should have brought my husband." said Tiffany
Ross-Mitchel, a Mt. Holyoke student. She said hear-
ing Steinem would have made her husband realize
how Steinem validated her feelings and also to give
him encouragement to make certain changes.

Amherst resident Jerry Fredette, one of the few
men at the informal discussion, said he was impressed
by Steinem's speech. He agreed with Steinem about
the necessity of breaking down gender role barriers
but considered it a difficult social task.

"But there needs to be a change," Fredette said.

Words mislead
representation
of radical ideas
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

The way lesbians use words to describe themselves
and their feelings do not always represent the radical
social Ideas they would hke. according to a feminist
author who spoke last Friday.

Juha Penelope's hour-long lecture, titled "Lesbian
New-Rotics: Bogus or Breakthrough?" discussed not onlv
feminist and lesbian concerns but the constraints o'f
stereotypical language as well. She has been widely
published in the feminist press.

Penelope's lecture was part ofthe continuing series ofBrown Bag lunches sponsored by the Program for Gay
Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns. Approximately 20 people
attended the lecture.

According to Penelope, changing the accepted societal
meaning of words pertaining to women is essential for
leminist communication. Many words carry "male
sexuality inherent in their meaning" and are thus diffi-
cult to apply to lesbians, Penelope said.

••Class is the significant feature that distinguishes
erotica from pornography." said Penelope.addingthatrich
men buy erotica and poor men buy pornographv She
descnbed erotica as consisting ofglossv. air-brushed pho-
tographs, as opposed to black and white newsprint photos

She went on to say that this class difference translates
to the treatment ofwomen by these men. as well as howwomen are seen.

She emphasized her theme as a goal of "transforming
the naming and wording of actions and ideas reclaiming
patnarchalwords-inordertochangecommonacceptance
of a words meaning to one which fits what the lesbian
community would like to project.

However, according to Penelope, the lesbian commu-
nity IS having a difficult time agreeing upon acceptable
definitions for these "reclaimed" words. These words
include "erotic" and "erotica," which Penelope states
carry only the meaning that patriarchical society has
ascribed to them.

"American society is extremely loud in its anti-sex
morality, said Penelope, but she stated that in truth
"they're not anti -erotic, theyjust don't want people to talk
about it, not in public, anyways."

MA 1 1 KAHN / COLLEGIAN

State politicians discuss educational issues
By JENNIFER BARROWS
Collegian Correspondent

A panel discusson centering on educa-
tional issues and the election ofthree Uni-
versity students to leadership positons were
the highlghts of the fourth annual College
Democrats of Massachusetts convention
on Saturday in the Campus Center.

The panel, which included State Rep-
resentatives David Magnani (D-
Framingham) and Ellen Story (D-
Amherst), State Senator Stan Rosenburg
(D-Amherst)and U.S. Rep. John 01ver(D-
Amherst), focused on the goals and re-

sponsibilities of public education.
All four panelists agreed that sufficient

funding is needed in order to improve the
quality of public education.

One issue brought before the panel by
an audience member was "Is it a teacher's

job to deal with a student's psychological

issues?"

Representative Magnani said, "A child

cannot be taught ifhe is not ready to learn.
Teachers have to be freed up from non-
education issues. They need resources and
training in order to deal with these issues.
The school should be the community cen-
ter. This center used to be the church, but
now it must be the school."

The panelists all agreed that education
is a right rather than a privilege.

Rep. Story posed four issues as the
prime goals of education. The first one is

that people must strive for pluralism.
There are many different people who are
not connecting, according to Story. The
second goal is to protect access to higher
education. Tuition should be lower.

"Should a college education be re-
quired?" asked Story.

The third goal , according to Story is the
economy. People will change careers seven
or eight times in their lifetimes.

The fourth goal is service. "Should service
to the community be required?" Story asked.
"Should someone coach a little league team?

Should service be required foronlystudentsor
also for faculty and staff?"

Rep. Magnani, a UMass graduate, said
"the process ofeducation should be joyful.
The client of education is the student."

Senator Rosenburg, who also was a
student at the university, is actively in-
volved in education. He was a state rep-
resentative on the education committee.

Rosenburg who grew up on the North
Shore told the audience he was a product
of public education.

"We should be dealing with issues such
as AIDS and Drugs. Schools should play a
role in dealing with such issues. This re-
quires the right attitudes and values.
These must be developed locally."
Rosenburg said.

"My role is to pose the issues as part of
the Clinton plan," Olver said.

Clinton, who is a strong advocate of
education, is not called the education
president but he undoubtedly deserves
the title, according to Olver.

All ofthe politcians present voiced their
support of higher education. It should be
available to everyone, said the panelists.

"Everyone should get into teaching if

not for their entire career, at least for a
couple of years," said Story.

The candidates running for positions
in the state-wide organization College
Democrats of Massachusetts were: Emily
Rose (UMass), and Peggy Banaszek (Mt.
Holyoke) for treasurer; Matt Malone
(UMass) ran unopposed for secretary; Will
Medoncka (Suffolk), and Mike Caputo
(Northeastern) for vice president; Neil
Carpenter (UMass) ran unopposed for
president.

The results of the race for treasurer
and vice president were Emily Rose and
Will Medoncka respectively.

Rose hopes that as treasurer she can
organize fund- raisingand secure accounts.
Rose, who is also S.G.A. treasurer feels
that "we have not targeted the politicians
who can donate to our club."
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Candidate Forum
Editor's note: This ts the first of a

seriesofeditorials written bycandidates
for the upcoming Student Goverment
association election March 9 and 10.

I once heard that democracy is a
struggle between authority and par-
ticipation. This very struggle takes
place day afterday on this campus. The
campius administration is full ofpeople
who have lost sight of why they are
here. They are here because of VVe the
Students. The doctrine of in loco
parentis went out with the 1970s. It is

time that the administration realize
they are dealing wnth educated adults
and not children.

Jeffrey R.

TURCO
I was once told by an administrator.

"Well, you know, the squeaky wheel
gets the grease." It is time that the
student body stands up and makes it-

self heard. Whether it be reform in
Health Services, minority retention,
tuition/fee increases, issues with the
town ofAmherst or a bank machine in
Southwest, we must become that
"squeaky wheel." During the past few
years, the student body has been driven
into a state of apathy because their
voices went unheard. As the campus
administration is gaining many new
and more responsive people, this is the
time to speak up.

Student government, over theyears.
has made great strides in representing
the concerns ofthe students. They have
dealt with issues that afTect our lives
on campus every day The people in-

volved in student government are no
different from you or I; they live in
dorms, off-campus or in a fraternity or
sorority house. Their concerns are our
concerns and vice versa. The reason
why they are heard is because they
stand up for themselves and they fight
against those things which hurt them
as students. In effect, they have em-
powered themselves. In the process of
standing up for themselves, they have

stood up for their fellow students.
Student government is the means

by which students' participation will
check the administration's authority.
Studentgovernment, however, can only
be as effective as the students involved
in it. The student voice will only be
heard when students empower them-
selves by speaking out. If you go to a
store and are shortchanged, you don't
just walk out; you ask for what is yours.
We, as students, must begin to take
this attitude about UMass and our
education. Thanks to the activism of
past student bodies, we are given a
voice at the highest level of the Uni-
versity, the Board of Trustees. It is
essential that for students* concerns
and issues to be addressed this position
must be filled with a studentwho knows
the system, and can work within it.

My experiences in the governmental/
administrative field include threeyears
as a legislative intern, three years in
student goverrunent, president of my
fraternity, president of the Inter-Fra-
temity Council, as well as a host of
other positions. The trustee must have
the trust of the students, a knowledge
of the system, and the ability to lead. I

feel that ray six-plusyears ofexperience
have given me what is necessary to lead
the fight for the empowerment of stu-
dents. The trustee position is not about
liberal or conservative. Black or White,
Jewish or Christian; it is about students
and student concerns. Ifwe lose sight of
this then the movement for empower-
ment ofstudents will fail. We must put
aside ourdifferences and find acommon
good, otherwise the only losers will be
We, the Students.

In closing, I ask your support in the
struggle for student participation
against administrative authority. It is
you the studentwho will decide whether
or not We, the Students, will succeed in
our efforts toempower ourselves. Thank
you.

Jeffrey R. Turco is an undergradu-
ate candidate for the office of student
trustee.

Will Americans ever turn
from grunge to the bleep?

I remember writing home when 1 first

arrived in America that this was a country
where people still Ustened to bands. For at
least the last two years in England it

seemed the only new musicyou heard was
on borrowed or copied tapes, streams of
house, garage and techno songs that only
deejays knew the names of

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Popularculture and subculture are dif-

ficult to write about; the sands ofcool blow
in curious formations and never stop
shifting, and no one likes to have their
own niche misrepresented. Often subcul-
tures only flourish under benign neglect;
the bright lights of the mass-media either
cripple them, or make them grow rapid,
legg>' and weak. But why do certain sub-
cultures flourish in one place but not an-
other?

Rave, techno, house, garage: the names
are various but dance music, the clothes.
night-life and drugs associated with it

have been the ascendant musical form
and subculture in Britain since 1988-89.
But why hasn't it flourished in a similar
way in the United States? Ofcourse this is

not to say dance music isn't popular here;
in parts of California, New York. Chicago
and Denver a rave scene exists and indeed
much ofthecreative energy ofdance music
continues to come from this side of the
Atlantic. Yet in the U.K. there isn't a
record shop in the country that doesn't
have flyers for raves on the counter.

I can think of three important reasons
why dance has triumphed as the subcul-
ture in Britain and remained a small one
in America: geography, drugs and the
dynamics of race.

Geography seems almost too obvious to
mention, but it has probably been crucial
to the growth ofdance culture that nowhere
in Britain is really that far from anywhere
else. It is quite possible for someone in the
north to travel to a club or rave in
Manchester or Liverpool or get to London

Deceit has no place in journalism

or Brighton from the south in a couple of
hours, whereas huge numbers of Ameri-
can youth live too far from centers of U.S.
dance culture to participate — and rave,
like punk, is a subculture ofparticipation.
No one is converted by the music in isola-
tion; identification comes from the energy
of hundreds of people dancing to live
mi.xing.

It would be dishonest to write about
dance culture without mentioning drug
use. Ecstacy consumption grew symbioti-
cally with the explosion of rave culture. A
drug that makes you stay up all night and
want to dance, together with a euphoric
sense ofgood-feeling towards others, both
fitted and shaped the scene. Naturally
there is a down side to the drug, not the
least ofwhich is people buyinganonvmous
white tablets in dark comers of clubs and
raves oblivious to whether it is MDMA
(ecstacy). ketamine (a battlefield anes-
thetic being sold in Manchester clubs last
year) or chalk dust they are consuming in
their $25 tablets. As for the long-term
effects, they are largely unknown.

Dick Habdige. the cultural theorist who
talked at Smith College last week, men-
tioned the "spatial and cultural apartheid"
of America and this is the last and most
incorporeal

factor in considering Anglo-American
differences in subculture. For while Black
and White subcultures oflen stay separate
in the U.K. there was enough cross-fer-
tilization to provide what really was. for a
while at least, a pretty much color-blind
scene. It seems that perhaps the forces
against this type of racial-cultural flux
are more rigid in America where rap and
rock, both in all their many forms, pretty
much have popular music sewn up.

Of course, even geography, drug
availability and racial barriers may
eventually all prove powerless to stop the
spread of dance culture, driven as it is by
what one American convert called "the
deep pounding bass that rivets your soul

.

"

Jes.se Armstrong, an exchange student
from England, is a Collegian columnist.

6:32 p.m.. March 1. 1998
"And now. NBC Nightly News Corrections with Fuzzy

Buzzword in New York."
"Good evening, this is Fuzzy Buzzword. Our top correc-

tion tonight: the humcane we reported in South Carolina
last night apparently never happened. In other corrections,
NBC News today announced that their anchor was 'just
kiddmg" when he announced a major change in nuclear
policy in Russia. When we return: Bill Clinton was never
really elected president; we made it up."

Peter J.
'

'

ORVETTI
The line between news and entertainment continued

to blur last week with a little-noticed correction on NBC
Nightly News. In an ecology report, NBC used footage of
fish that were reported dead; in fact, the fish were
actually alive. Even more surprising: the footage was of
a diflerent location than stated — not only were the fish
not dead, they were not even the right fish to begin with.

Ordinanly. this faux pas could be tolerated, but notcoming
fix)m the National BelyingCompany. ItwasNBC thatwas the
center ofa controversy a few weeks ago regarding the rigging
ofa Genera] Motors vehicle to burst into flames, to "jazz up" an
othei-wise dull Dateline NBC report.

NBC's failure to live up to the basic, and not overly
complicated, rules of journalism is a watermark in the

disturbing trend downward in media, especially in televi-
sion news. What an anchor perceives as a witticism or an
offhand remark may throw bias into a story; even a grin or
a smirk is questionable where objectivity is concerned. But
these human traits can be forgiven; what cannot be is the
intentional shunning of fact to create a piece that is more
"pleasurable" or "exciting" for the viewing audience.

Objectivejournalism is alreadyon the defensive against
programs like Geraldo and Hard Copy. When the main-
stream media, and even the news networks, begin ex-
perimenting with the boundaries of truth, journalism
suffers an irreparable blow.

There is a great deal of difference between analysis
mvestigation and reporting, yet each of these requires
informed, non-judgmental action and research on the
part of the reporter.

Journalists are bound to seek out the truth and to
report it as they see it. Of course, this leaves room for
interpretation. But this does not leave room for setting up
automobiles so that they will explode or for using footage
of one area and calling it someplace else.

The networks would do well to leave the deceit and
conjecture to Geraldo Rivera and Maureen O'Boyle and
stick to straight journalism. The "mistakes" ofNBC are
troubling. But even more troubling is the idea that,
should this downward trend continue, the fictitious cor-
rections report five years hence may turn into reality.

Peter J. Orvetti is a student at Hampshire College.
--— -"- "• ^' '-'^"' '•-> " oiuuKtii ui nampsnire college.

Women will keep control over their bodies
This is to the conservative. Bush/Reagan-loving op-

pressor whoexercised his constitutional rights. Well. Mr.
Man. I'm now exercising mine. You must have expected
silence from us women. Welcome to the 20th century
where women choose to do what they want with their own
bodies. Do not think you can dictate what women can and
cannot do any longer.

We will no longer remain silent with swollen bellies,
bound feet and gagged mouths. The chains have been
broken and we are free. We will not give up that new-
found freedom. You must think you have unlimited
power with your aggressive tendencies while under the
influence ofalcohol. Reality check: you have testosterone
coursing through your body and it is not a big deal.

Do you support war? One human life for another. Why
do you support it? "It is for the good of all human beings."
Perhaps we were all meant to die out. You are supporting
that thought pattern by killing offour women one by one
by forcing them to resort to illegal abortions. I do not want
to live in a world of unwanted children and resentful
mothers. I would want to welcomed into this world with
open arms. Wouldn't you?
We will continue having abortions, with or without

the consent ofmen or our parents. No one will take that
away. It is legal now and will continue to be. Face it Mr.
Fascism — you have lost.

Kelly Cho
Orchard Hill

SWAG was not a
front for Housing

In response to the article about SGA, Southwest
Area Government and the Women's Conference
[Collegian

, Feb. 19), 1 would like to present the actual
facts of the "expose." M^or details were left out and
story was not told in its entirety. On behalfofSWAG
I would like to add that we were made to look like
absolute imbeciles in the Collegian story by both the
SGA and the individual who edited the story.

I was called by two correspondents who asked me
ifthe allegations againstSWAG were true: ifwe were
a front for Housing to get money from the SGA
knowing that they could allocate money only Ui
RSOs. SWAG was finally in the clear and we were
redeemed. I gave SGA the proposal for the 1993
Women's Conference. My officers were behind me
and my involvement with the conference.

I am not denying there was confusion when I

submitted the proposal to the finance committee
The representative with whom I spoke said because
the proposal was on Housing stationery, she would
not consider it. I explained that one ofthe women on
the steenng committee was an RD, hence the statio-
nery. I was chair for the sponsorship committee
and told her it was for an event SWAG was helping
to sponsor. She knew 1 was a senator and was aware
of their policies. In no way were we ever a front for
Housing! This was made clear to two representa-
tives on SGA's Finance Committee. On Feb 17 1
was told they could consider my proposal because it
was on the behalf of SWAG.

I don't appreciate SWAG being dragged through
the mud and havingSGA make us look like puppets
and I don't appreciate a lack of organization on the
part of the Senate and the Finance Committee. I'd
like to thank my fellow officers for standing with me
through this. I would also like to thank those from
the Women's Conference Steering Committee who
defended our proposal to the Finance Committee.

Jody R. Weinberg
Co-Vice President

Southwest Area Government
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worse years, beheve me. Health Services is pleased to
report that there have been no flu-related fatalities this

.mm^ ?'" u'^
''"^^^ '"^'^ "'"^^^ Services, wheezing

sniffling, hacking students looking for some relief somesortofdrug-induced respite from their symptoms While ^Zcf"" a^"*"
*" "''"'^ °^" "° tlu-related fatalities this
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qmte sick and some have been exhibiting symptoms ofahallucmogemc nature. It was kind of funny, but we had

^JctTT '!,^'',r°'"^
there was anotherTA protrudingfrom her head^ We get a handful of cases like that a

semester. But the majority ofpatients have typical coughs

David

MASSEY
Using the latest medical technology, machines will

and fevers. It's nnfonuns:^:^^^TeZ7\ halTcZ!Z ^nl'''"^'"''"T-;
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H.alth Services sick after they apparently tneZe^ f^^
condoms while doctors perform quick check-ups on
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.".7^^^.'^^""^ ^?^9 .^ ^^^ ^he moving students. Several schools already have such
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they apparently tried to eatsome home appliances. We usually get several of those a
semester, too.

We had a lot of problems with the Metallica concert
people coming in with partial hearing loss, minor brain
damage, that sort ofthing. I've personally treated several
people who were suffering from stress-related delirium
due to a failure to acquire basketball tickets. Sadly
enough, 1 had a few who hadn't even acquired a student
activity card. We'll shuttle some of those case over to
Mental Health Services.

Is there any cause ofalarm for students?

k„^i *u II Z^ 6''"'^^^.»auggtMwaicmng
basketball games on TV. avoiding large Gen-Ed lectures

Whitmore^
''°'"^*' requirements and staying away from

Do you have any advice for students who believe theymay be coming down with something?
DOC: Stay in your room and drink fluids. Do not talk

toanyone and stay offthe phone. That could be particularly
harmful to a sick person. Stay away from open windows
and avoid Top-40 music. Reduce your breathing rate In
the next few weeks, we may do a mass mailing of fluDOC: I would say no. The people who set sick «». nr!v"^f

lew weeks, we may do a mass mailing of flu

How much can we take?

latex Items. Condoms are a key part ofyour health. We
think if more people had condoms, there might be a lot
less colds out there. Also, wehave contacted many teachers
about the large number of ill students and have urged
them to cut out the boring parts of their lectures.

I've been hearing a lot of horror stories about misdi-
agnosed patients, misplaced prescriptions, students col-
lapsing in the waiting room. Is there any truth to that?

DOC: When you're dealing with this manv students
who need medical attention, it's tough. We gave condoms
to one student who, we later found out, actually had a
broken arm. Those things happen. Also, I found out that
a member of the football team was given a prescription
for morning sickness. Hopefully the conveyor belt system
will alleviate much of the present confusion.

Back to whatyou were saying before. Im not quite sure
of the connection between the flu and condoms?

DOC: Campus surveys indicate that students are still
having sex and so we want to play a major role in that Ifwe could come right into your bedroom and offer con-
sultation, we would do that. Since it's not practical we
find that targeting sick students is the best way to get the
message across.

Any truth to those rumors about shutting down the
school?

DOC: That's nonsense. It's a big school, there's a lot of
sick folks out there, but we got a lot of condoms to fight
this. Let's not throw in the towel yet.

David Massey is a Collegian staffmember

"Some people should die, that'sJust un-
conscious knowledge. "— Jane's Addiction

I don't quite fully agree. I'm very con-
scious that some people should die. prefer-
ably an ignoble and painful death. Most
people would probably disagree with that
statement immediately, purely out of in-
stinct. After all, we've risen above that
level. We are no longer a society that
believes in the eye-for-an-eye ethic. That
tendency to pass instant, harshjudgment
is something we've outgrown. We're more
civilized than that. Aren't we?

David Michael

PAYE
But when you think about it. don't we

still believe in those very things? What's
the death penalty but good old retribution.
Old Testament style? The gas chamber or
noose is a bit cleaner than stoning someone
to death, but the same moral principle is

involved. Step out of line with society/the
tribe/the government and you will be paid
back in kind, if not more severely.

Let's take it to a more personal level.
We've all been at that point where we want
to do immeasurable damage to another
person, a family member or some random
person who robbed your house or dented
your car or looked at you wrong when you
were having a bad day. Regardless ofwho,
what, when or why, everybody has at one
point or another been filled with the urge to
hurt someone. It's safe to say a large per-
centage of us have attempted to inflict

some degree of harm on someone else.

Ofcourse, killing someone is a different
story. I'm sure we've all said or thought, "1

want to kill I blank I," but not many have
actually tried. For one thing, nobody par

ticularly wants to face the electric chair or
imprisonment. And secondly, that senti-
ment usually comes on the heels of anger,
and then we calm down and realize it was
something silly and minor that upset us.
that we were all worked up over nothing.
Now to the meat of the matter: what

about those who really are that bad? And
we all know some of them, don't we?

Like the kind ofperson who would steal
from a friend, break into his house when
he's not around. The kind of pathetic
weasel who has to beat up his girlfriend
because anybody else he tried to push
around would send him to the hospital.

Or those people who bring no real plea-
sure to anyone, butjust go out in packs, get
drunk or stoned and start fights they
couldn't lose because oftwo or three to one
odds. They have to make others feel small
so they feel they have some kind of power.
If they did get killed, who would really
mourn them? Do they really likeeach other
or are they not friends, but rather pack
mates, like wild dogs, who band together
because individually they have no courage?

Or maybe those guys who rape chil-
dren, leaving them scarred and scared?

These people who do nothing but de-
stroy, not physically, but spiritually— are
they really "not that bad*? How can they
not deserve to die?

Nobody can appoint himself or herself
judge, jury and executioner. Nobody can
say that he or she has never done any-
thing that hurt someone else. None of us
are saints. But most of us have given as
well as taken, and created some kind of
happiness for someone else. But some
people don't.

David Michael Paye is a UMass stu
dent

The truth about tipping
What I'm about to say might save you

the guilt of committing a crime. Maybe it

will actually infect you with this guilt,
becauseyou've been committingthiscrime
for a long time.

The topic is tipping in restaurants —
an awkward topic for some, due to miscon-
ceptions about it. 1 am a waitress and. like
all servers. I suffer a salary cut because of
these falsehoods.

Studies show pot is harmless
Amy

SCOTT
I am writing in response to David

Rivera's column [Collegian, Feb. 23]. The
opinions and suppositions about mari-
juana contained within it have no basis in
fact. As a legalization activist, I have re-

searched this issue extensively, and I can
assure the reader that Mr. Rivera does not
know what he is talking about, as the
following citations show.

• Mayor LaGuardia's Committee on
Marijuana (New York, 1938) was the first

extensive American study on marijuana
and its effects. Aft^r several months of
research the committee released its report:

"Those who have been smoking marijuana
for a period ofyears showed no mental or
physical deterioration which may be at-

tributed to the drug."
• In 1972, President Nixon created the

National Commission on Marijuana and
Drug Abuse. It is the most comprehensive
studyon marijuana's effects to date: "There

is little danger ofphysical or psychological

harm from the experimentel or intermit-

tent use of cannabis." Furthermore, the

commission recommended the legalization

for personal use.

• In 1974, the U.S. Army commissioned

a study on marijuana's effects on disci-

pline and motivation: "No evidence was
obtained that marijuana produces signifi-

cant adverse effects on cognitive or neuro-

logical function."

• In 1987, the Harvard Medical School
released a medical reports on the effects of
marijuana: "Experiments in the U.S. show
no effects offairiy heavy marijuana use on
learning, perception or motivation, over
periods as long as a year." Additionally:
Three major studies. . . found no evidence
of intellectual or neurological damage, no
changes in personaUty, and no loss of the
will to work or to participate in society."

• In 1988 the DBA commissioned ad-
ministrative law judge Francis L. Young
to do a comprehensive study on the "dan-
gers" of marijuana. In his final report he
states, "In strict medical terms, marijuana
is far safer than many foods we consume.
. . marijuana in its natural form is one of
the safest therapeutically active sub-
stances known to man."

Given the inaccuracies in Mr. Rivera's
column, I conclude on*.- of two things: that
he is unfamiliar with the facts and is rely-
ing on popular misconceptions. Otherwise
he is aware of the facts and deliberately
distorted them. Ifthe former is true than he
is simply ignorant and I hope I have cleared

'

the matter up for him. Ifit is the latter 1 find
him to have engaged in a base act of hy-
pocrisy and mendaciousness.

Aaron Wilson
Vice-president

UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition
This letter was signed by 108 people.

The first serious misconception is that
tipping is a discreet, hush-hush practice— something you do when nobody is

looking. People will throw their hands
over the tip they put down if they think
you're looking. This teaches that the ser-
vice given in exchange for the tip is de-
meaning and that the server is getting a
handout. Well, I'm no panhandler, I'm a
waitress. I perform a legitimate service
and expect to be paid for it.

Many beheve that servers are paid to
serve by the restaurant. We do not get a
salary for our work in the manner most
people do. Instead, we are paid a minimum
wage of$2.55 hourly (there's no such thing
as raises for servers anymore) to keep up
the restaurant and represent the restau-
rant properiy. The restaurant and the IRS
expect 1 5 percent ofall food sales that go to
the tables a server waits on to be tipped to
the server by their parties. The IRS auto-
matically pulls the taxes due on this 15
percent out of a server's weekly check.

Maybe you're wondering how restau-
rants, the IRS or your server can think of

askingyoutopaythepriceofyourbillplus
15 percent. The answer is simple: this
system greatly benefits you. Many think
the price of the food covers every service
that restaurant performs. Wrong. The cost
to pay servers a full, regular wage is inten-
tionally left out. Instead, the restaurant
leaves the business of paying for wait

service solely to the customer's discretion.

Obviously if customers don't get proper
service they're not going to pay for it. Who
would pay for something they didn't get?

Let's reverse this theory. If the cus-
tomer did receive proper .service, shouldn't
they have to pay for it? You don't get any-
thing for free, and you should never expect
to. Stiffing your server is stealing. Few
restaurants or .servers possess the intesti-

nal fortitude to te-II you this, but ifyou stiff

your server you are actually unwelcome in

that restaurant. You are a crook.

But what ifyou didn't like the service?
Remember this: the act of stiffing is in-

tended to be a grave insult to your server.
It means the service was so bad that you
think the server should be fired and hope
to never be waited on in that manner
again. Italsocutsaperson'sincome. Ifyou
stiffyour server you better mean it. Your
decision will be taken as a slap in the face.

To pay properly for you service, follow
these guidelines: ifyou received the ser-
vice you required to fulfill dining needs,
pay 15 percent; ifyou got that and more,
give more; ifyou didn't get the service you
needed, give less. Never stiff your server
unless the server literally did nothing for
you.

Still the question remains unanswered.
How does the customer benefit from the
gratuity system? The answer is this: if
there's a chance a server could make more
than a lousy .$2.55 plus .some variable
amount in tips, theserverwilldoa goodjob.
Customers in a tipping restaurant would
never get the level of service and attention
if their servers made a flat wage. Because
ofthis system, servers care enough to make
sure customers get quality service. If they
didn't care, they wouldn't make any money.
Now that you all understand what tip-

ping is all about I feel I can say, without
any apprehension, that I hope to have the
pleasure ofwaiting on each and every one
ofyou some day.

Amy Scott is a UMass student.
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PROGRESS REPORT OF MULTICULTURAL ACTIVITIES. Reporis. Issued from the Chancellors
office, will be written each month. The intent of the reports, and the essays, by different faculty or staff
members, is not only to follow agreements reached between the administration and ALANA students, but also
to list the efforts of the community at large in working towards a truly multicultural campus.

What it means to be, and H<>\v
to Become Multicultural
hy Kailey Jackson,
Dean of the School ot Iducation.

Organizations of all types and sizes
arc grappling with what it means to be
and how to become "multicultural." I

have spent several years studying orga-
nizational attempts to become more
multicultural. In so doing, I have gained
a few insights and developed a few models
that seem to ha\'c some practical appli-
cability as we at the University of Mas-
sachusetts at Amherst continue our
pursuit of the "multicultural campus."

First is an understanding of the place
for and limits of "awareness training,"
"consciousness raising," or education as
strategies for reaching the goal. Histori-
cally, these t\pes of strategies and tech-
niques have Ix'en used to address the
various objectives adopted to enable a
campus to become more "multicultural."
Many advocates of individual, educa-
tion, consciousness raising, and
awareness training as strategies for
achieving a multicultural campus are now
beginning to appreciate the limitations
of those approaches. It has become clear
that these strategies alone will not
produce the kind of campus/systems
change required to become a
multicultural campus. Or, as some might
say it, "individual consciousness raising
is necessary hut not sufficient to produce
campus wide change."

For some, this shift to a focus on the
organization as the target for change is

new; for others, the campus, as a complex
organization, has always been the target
for change. However, in most cases the
strategy for making that change relied
on tactics based on an assumption that
since organizations are made up of
individuals, the organization/system can
be changed by changing the individuals
in it—one by one if necessary. Building
on what we know about the University

cam^jus as a complex network of systems,
each with its own personality, it seems
obvious to most that the target of change
is the meta system (the campus); the three
major subsystems (academic affairs, student
affairs, and administrative affairs); and the
Schools, Colleges and Departments within
the three major system components (mis-
sion, values, structure, management prac-
tices, services, technology, e.g., curriculum
and psycho-social dynamics) can and should
be a target for change.

Second is the importance of the vision
that an organization holds of itself as
"multicultural." What is our "vision" of
a multicultural campus? What is goodness?
For someone, the xnsion or goal has been
to make the campus and its organizational
units less oppressive, on the assumption
that if we get rid of the disease (social
oppression) we will have health (a
multicultural campus). For others, the goal
has been to make the campus more nu-
merically inclusive (proportionally repre-
sentative of various social and cultural
groups) and civil, on the assumption that
if we work toward becoming more civil and
numerically inclusive that the system of
social oppression will work itself out in the
process or at least diminish as a result. I

find myself taking the position that the
goal must include both being less socially
oppressive as well as more inclusive of social
diversity. While it seems the goal that
brings together attention to social op-
pression and social inclusion is the one we
should be pursuing, I would emphasize the
importance of attending to the manifes-
tations of social oppression before we can
begin to think about working toward social
inclusion. What is being suggested is that
the more social oppression. What is being
suggested is that the more social oppression
we arc able to eliminate the more we allow
forcnergy, interest, and success at achieving
social inclusion—becoming a multicultural
campus.

Achieving clarity of vision is indeed a
first and critical step toward becoming a
multicultural campus. Being able to asses

where we are in relation to that vision and
setting a course based on that assessment
arc equally important. We must remember
it is not helpful to continue our legacy of
dualistic thinkingon this issue, which frames
the issue—We arc cither a multicultural
campus or we are not. It seems to be more
helpful to most organizations/ campuses
to thinkaboutthisas a kind ofdevelopment
continuum. At one end of this continuum
is our vision of a multicultural campus; the
other end is some notion of a campus that
is antithetical to that vision. The other
points on the continumm can be thought
of as stages in the development of an
organization that is moving toward be-
coming a multicultural organization.

In brief the points or stages on that
continuum are:

STAGE ONE: the campus. School,
College or Department that is most against
or hostile to the concept of social diversity.
This campus is exclusionary in its policies,
practices, mission and values. Justice is for
those who dcser\'e it and thegroup in power
will decide who deserves it.

STAGE TWO: the Campus, School,
College or Department that does not overtly
advocate the practice or discrimination,
harassment, and other manifestations of
social oppression, but does adopt and
maintain policies and practices that have
the effect of continuing a "club" like
environment that provides privilege for
dominant group members, this type of
organization may not be overtly hostile to
pleas for social justice and diversity but is

more likely to argue against its importance
and ccntrality to the mission.

STAGE THREE: The campus, School,
College or Department that sees diversity
as "numbers" and legal issues. This or-
ganization typically wants to provide access
to those who have been denied access. A
primary goal or strategy for becoming a
multicultural campus in this case is to make
the campus or campus unit numerically
correct. Getting the proportions of different
kinds of people in the system is not seen
as a means to an end. It more often than
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not is seen as the end.
STAGE FOUR: The Campus, School,

College or Department that wants to
provide more than access for those who
have been denied that access. This system
wants to insure success for all its mem-
bers. Attention is paid to those policies,

practices, norms, and attitudes that
reduce the chances that any member of
the campus community will succeed in
the existing system.

STAGE nVE: The Campus, School,
College or Department that wants to go
beyond simply insuring success in a
historically mono-cultural system. At
this stage, the campus or campus unit
seek to be more than a mono-cultural
system that is "non-discriminatory."
This puts energy into redefining its vision
so that it reflects both social justice and
social/cultural diversity. An assessment
of every aspect and component of the
system is conducted in a manner that
allows the system to determine where
it is and where it needs to change. A
concrete plan id developed and sup-
ported that will actualize this vision.

STAGE SIX: The Campus, School,
College or Department that has achieved
social justice for all, the full inclusion
of the interests and contributions of all

social and cultural identity groups, is

widely known as an advocate for social
justice and diversity and has been suc-
cessful at using these attributes to en-
hance the learning environment for all.

This brief overview of the stages that
systems seem to move through has
proven helpful for many organizations
attempting to become "multicultural or-
ganizations" because they at least pro-
vide a language that can be used to assess
where we are and where we think we
need to go. These stages can also be
helpful in determining how we will get
there. As we move forward, I trust we
will continue to learn and share our
knowledge on "how to become a
multicultural campus."

In keeping with the 11 7/92 ALANA agreements :

1/22/93 The Chancellor and the Provost wrote to every faculty member providing data about minority

composition of all departments and urging them to make every effort to reflect the nation-wide

availability pool of qualified candidates.

125/93

1/26/93

2/2/93

2*3/93

2/8/93

Assistant director of admissions accepted the position of associate director of admissions. A key

responsibility of this position will be the development of a minonty student recruitment plan.

The RA Role Review Committee completed its work, and Vice Chancellor for Student Affiars. Tom
Robinson, shared its findings with the campus community.

The Search Committee for the Training and Development Manager for the campus was begun.

Chancellor O'Brien asked that chairs of search committees invite ALANA students to seminars of

faculty candidates or interview sessions of professional employees dunng the search process for

appointments.

The Asian Alliance met with Vice Chanceltor Robinson. An agreement was reached to expand and

renovate the space for the United Asian Learning Resource Center in Knowlton.

Other initiatives taken:

1 /22/93 The Chanceltor requested that the Campus Chronicle publish days of religious observance the week

before they occur to improve the knowledge and sensitivity of those who need to make speaal

arrangements.

2/4/93

2/16/93

12/16/92

2/25/92

2/26/92
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Engrossing quest fuels
wayward Joe Turner's
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Joe Turner's Come and Gone
Rand Theatre
Feb. 25 - 27

When the deacon Herald Loomis
(Timothy E. Blake) is released from a
convict labor gang after seven years of
servitude, it means re-entering a world
which has left him behind. Discovering
his child abandoned, and unable to find
his wife, Loomis sets out on a quest to
reclaim his past.

It is this quest which is at the center of
Joe Turner's Comeand Gone, and in the
hands of dramatist August Wilson (Ma
Rainey's Black Bottom, Fences) it seems
swelled with mythic implications. It is not
a lost spouse which Loomis is seeking,
through the miasma of his confused ex-
istence, but a forgotten image of himself
Stumbling through the detritus of his
African heritage, and fleeing from a white
Catholic God he can no longer accept,
Loomis is a man with no true past to
return to.

"You forgot your song,"expIains Bynum
Walker (Gregory-Dean Smith), the spiri-

tualist Loomis meets at a Pittsburgh
boarding house. "A fellow forget that, and

he forget who he is."

Walker's unnerving insights into
Loomis' character hold the promise ofsal-
vation, I.ut it is clear that Walker is on a
quest of his own.

As staged by Nefertiti Burton in the
current Rand Theatre production, Joe
Turner is a long and wayward, but ulti-

mately engrossing redemption parable.
Burton is a capable director, and her

production is strong in its dramatic pre-
sentation, but most of the credit for the
evening's success must go to superior
acting and designing.

Most impressive among these is Larry
Novakov-Lawlor's wondrous set design, in
which the meagre, homey sadness of a
boarding house dissolves into a bleak view
of leaning telephone poles and crawling
factory smoke. This urban panorama does
more to evoke the feeling oftime and place
than any exposition could, and is equal in
its scope to the best cityscapes ofdesigners
like Tony (House ofBlue Leaves) Walton.

As lit by Thomas P. Morgan, this ex-
panse of phone wires and smog can be
utterly oppressive, or almost beautiful.

Equally exceptional is the performance
of Timothy E. Blake, who plays Herald
Loomis with the perfect blend oftenderness
and rage. The depth and feehng of his
characterization closes the credibility gap

ADVC DIIDe-TTVkj T COURTESY HILLEL HOUStAKTk BURSZTYN— This acclaimed dancer and cfioreographer will make his way
to Bowker Auditorium tonight at 8 p.m. to close the annual Jewish Arts Festival Tickets
$5 general; $3 students. Call 549-1710 for more info.

which could easily accompany such a com
plex role.

Among the other main characters, the
acting isjust as good. Gregory-Dean Smith
is sympathetic, if unsettling, as the mys-
terious "voo-doo person" who holds the
key to Loomis' future. Rick Scott Gordon
and Ingrid C. Askew are likably crotchety

as the married owners of the boarding
house, and Cynthia Hope Bailey is sur-
prisingly effective as Loomis' devoted
daughter. Even Brandon WhiU'head, in
the smaJl-but-pivotal role ofa white "people
finder," seems to strike all the right notes.

The one disappointment ofJoe Turner
Turn to JOE. page 8

Peter's Friends is a shallow, guilty pleasure
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Peter's Friends has been erroneously
labeled a British-Big Chill knockoff,
mainly because the characters are about
as English as Kevin Costner was in Robin
Hood. Director/actor Keruieth Branagh
[DeadAgain ) has fashioned this thin piece
ofcomedic therapy with a loose, we-know-
this-has-been-done-before like charm, re-

sulting in a wildly uneven film with as
many hits as misses.

While this is pure laugh n'cry claptrap,
Peter's Friends is amiable entertainment
— one of those kinds of films where ev-
eryone knows where its heading, but no
one seems to care, partly because it's such
a fun trip there.

All about six Cambridge friends who
reunite 10 years after their last hurrah at
a stately country estate owned by Peter
(Stephen Fry). The plot follows standard
form from here on: there are fights, make-
ups, laughs, tears, songs, memories, sex.

etc. By the time Peter's big revelation
comes at the end, the film has pretty much
run out of gas. Yet Branagh knows when
to stop this merry go round ofcomic melo-
drama just at the right time— at least for

me.
Peter's friends aren't really characters;

their more a collection ofneuroses. There's
Peter himself, a bisexual with a dry wit.

Branagh himselfplays a stale sitcom writer
married to the star of his show (Rita
Rudner), while Roger (Hugh Laurie) and
Mary (Imelda Staunton), commercial
jingle writers, have their marriage Uisted
over the aftermath of the death of one of
their infant twins.

Howards End alumna Emma Thomp-
son (Branagh's wife) plays a flighty book
editor who wants Peter and Alphonsia
Emmanuel rounds out the major cast as a
free-thinking woman who brings along
her married lover (Tony Slattery) to the
big bash.

Want to take bets now as to what's
going to happen? Peter's Friends was

written bycomedienne Rudner (who's way
out of her acting league here) and her
husband Martin Bregman (an old college
pal ofBranagh's)and...it shows. There are
a few humorous slices-of-life and plenty of
biting barbs, but it's clear that in the more
serious moments. Peter's Friends falls

flatter than a 'very special episode' of"Mr.
Belvedere."

But in between these bumbling mo-
ments of cheesy melodrama, the writers'
veddy clever nature shines through. Wit-
ness a funny exchange between Fry and
Thompson. When Thompson throws her-
self (literally) at Fry in the middle of the
night by baring herself at his door and
pleading to "fill me up with your little

babies." Fry explains why he's not inter-

ested in women by remarking that he's

"not in the vagina business" and that if he
was to be involved with men or women
that Thompson would be right up there in

his wish list, "next to Michelle PfiefTer and
River Phoenix."

In fact, what ultimately rescues Peter's

Friends from being a wholly interminable
exercise is Branagh's crisp direction and a
smartly talented cast who always seem to
be better than their material.

Branagh tries to inject the familiar
plotlines with an 80s retro spin, but all

that's left is a blast from the not-too-
distant past in the form of a nostalgic
soundtrack filled with hits from Cyndi
Lauper, Tears for Fears and Tina Turner.
As a director with only two films under his
belt before Peter's Friends, Branagh's in-

ventive nature is regretfully only inter-
mittently seen in this film. While he suc-
cessfully manipulated Shakespeare in
Henry Vand nearly one-upped Hitchcock
and Welles in DeadAgain , Branagh .seems
lost in Kasdan country ( Kasdan wrote and
directed The Big Chill). Yet its a credit to
this director's skill that he can make such
a tired story seem breezy and almost fresh.

Almost.

Peter's Friends turns out to be an insig-

nificant misstep for the director. Person-
Turn to PETER, page 8

. laughs, tears, songs, memories, sex, going to happen? Peter's Friends was In fL^what ultimately rescues Pe/e;'.s
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One-woman show generates intense response
^jj^^HH^^^^^^H Lesbian life explored with a comedic & tragic touch

/COLLEGIAN

Chris Cinque performs herone-woman show, The Scrub

at Hampden Theater Saturday evening

By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

The Scrub
Hampden TTieater
February 28, 1993

Agitated that I was missing Gloria Steinem's lecture
at Mount Holyoke College Saturday night, I walked into
the Hampden Theater with a bad attitude. Yet, as Chris
Cinque's production. The Scrub began, I knew I was in
the right place.

I realized that absorbing another formal intellectual
feminist speech after an entire afternoon at the 1993
Women's Conference would have send me careening into
the ocean of insanity.

The Scrub, attended by approximately thirty people,
is an in- process dramatic comedy which will, when
completed, conclude Cinque's three part performance
trilogy entitled Growing Up Queer in America.

Cinque, a nationally renown playwright and actor has
received a grant from the Minnesota State Art's Board,
and has livened UMass theaters with her portrayals of
lesbian life on more than one occasion.

Hampden Theater's modest plj^wood stage perched on
the black concrete floor like a breakfast tray on a over-
sized marble counter. Adorned with a oak table, a closet
filled with a myriad ofoutfits and chairs, the setting was
simple — yet enough.

Reading from a well-written script, Chris Cinque
passionately and humorously portrayed a middle-
aged le.sbian named Angel, who was struggling to
salvage a relationship with her religious Southern
mother.

Grappling with an internal conflict ofher own. her
mother, Ix)u, possessed a heart breaking secret which
destroyed her faith in human kindness and helped
destroy the connection between her and her daughter.

The production unfolded mysteriously, subtly sup-
plying the audience with the evidence required to
finally paste the story together.

The mother, Lou. for instance, portrayed by a
Umass actor, was heard speaking to her daughter
around the parameter of the theater but was never
seen until the final scene of the play.

Yet, despite, the seriousness ofthe subject, the play
is a comedy, lifting a dramatic, tolling burden off the
shoulders of audience members.

For instance Angel, telling her life story, began at
birth as she floated in a womb of sea water and was
pulled with forceps into a light that "singed her eye-
lids."

She conveyed hilariously how she sought to confuse
her mother by wearing a suit, "growing a mustache,"
and buying a fake "hard-on."

The apartment she shared with her lover was
"decorated according to the advice ofBetterHomes and

Turn to SCRUB, page 8
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continued from page 7

Lesbians^
Lou persistently interrupted throughout the play,

correcting her daughter's memory, chastising her for

reveahng parts of the secret, or lecturing her on her life

of sin.

The play, which is in process, appeared to be carefully,

and lovingly written, reveahng the author's unique life

experience, and her passion for creative expression and
artistic autonomy. Passages throughout the script were
beautiful and crisp, generating powerful visual images
and an intense emotional response.

Yet, while the production shined with talent, the fact

that it was not complete soon became apparent. Rough
with thought and revision, several scenes, including one
in which Angel dressed up like Liz Taylor,
was disconnected and confusing.

Yet, Knowing that Saturday's performance was a
testing ground. I have no doubt that Chris Cinque's
completed production will emerge with professionalism
— and the capability of filling a very large theater.

continued from page 7

is that Burton seems unable to adjust the mood of the

play, for its lighter scenes.

There is a sort of oppressive gravity to this production,

which contributes to moments of strained discomfort.

Innocent scenes ofchildren-at-play become marathons of

dramatic pauses, and the romantic meddlings ofa playboy

day-laborer (James E. Roberts II) are more sullen than

they are precocious.

If this is not the best possible production of August
Wilson's play, it is nevertheless an evening which makes
you think and feel. That is what good drama should do,

and observing the dual wonders of Timothy E. Blake's

performance and August Wilson's plotting, it seems un-

likely that anyone would feel unchallenged or unmoved.
Additional performances of Joe Turner's Come and

Gone are March 3-6. 8:00 PM. in the Rand Theatre.

Tickets are available at the door.

Peter
continued from page 7

ally, I'm looking forward to his upcoming version of

Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing with Thompson
and Denzel Washington as well as a remake ofthe horror

classic Frankenstein, with Branagh playing the mad
scientist.

But back to Peter's Friends: an acting troupe of this

caliber helps to move the rickety story along. Fry care-

fully walks the line between character and parody, but
like all the people in Peter's Friends, character doesn't

look to be that important. Emma Thompson is the other

stand out in a role that isn't exactly flattering— but she
makes it her own.

The cast complements each other so well, mainly
because they all seem like they could be friends. There's

no forced closeness, however you get the feeling they'd be

funnier and more genuine if they departed from Rudner
and Bergman's cloying script and started improvising.

So, is Peter's Friends worth it? It's flufl", no question, but
it's the most clever piece offlufTI've encountered in a while.

It's the kind of movie that comes down to the act of just

going with it — Lake no prisoners. You'll be sorry ifyou're

looking for high drama or even something more than skin
deep emotions. Peter's Friends is a silly, shallow retread.

But as a true guilty pleasure, it hits a home run. B-

Correction
In "Spotlight on. The Canine Bastards" [Febru-

ary 25, 1993], the Collegian printed the incorrect
date for an upcoming UMass performance of the
band. The Bastards will play the Bluewall on
March 26, not fvlarch 30. The Collegian regrets the
error.

If you write for the Collegian, we won't
have to think these things up!

Camp Day 1993!!!!!!!!!!

Tuesday, March 2nd
10 a.m. thru 5 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

Summer Employment Opportunities

Many Camps from ttie Northeast Area

For Further Information Contact:

Financial Aid Office/Student Employment
243 Whitmore Administration Building

Be There Or Be Square!!

_ 15% off your guest check wrth this

I ad No other discounts apply. |

Sun-Thurs. 'till 3am

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

rating pliiur. E

Route 9, Hadley E
256 6889 I

. next to Stop & §[19^ J

Amherst
Laundromat
Open V Days
oam-9pm

r^rop-Off or
S^lf Sei-vice

Washing Machine
Starting at $1

A(lorn<anta\^iUblo All day

326 College St. (Rt. 9)

\mherst « 352-.S072 >

79 So. HeaMnt Street

Amherst

2 256-m

MMA/CA $4€9

2 CmUU 433

7 Nishts irxl Airfare from
Boston, Hotel & transfers

Taxes not irKluded Rates

.#v SLfoject to change

NO\A/^ OREN LATE NIGHTS
SUN-XHURS. til i2:oo IMJidnif^hit
FRI G SAT IMifshts til 1:30 AM

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

',,1 •./.»': '-««•<*"«

\

M.s«!f.ir° X'l:i^H,

m>^^?^^

rock bottom prices

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1 a««

T.ifc^ .wo«e« tw» 9*^ tit
J
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"Norm? This is Mitch. ...

You were right — I found my drill."

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU Quote of the Day
'If only men had real lives . .

."

- Gloria Steinem
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Sarah LeVesque
Copy Editor Stacy Malone
PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Jim Bruneau

Sandy Bogage

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Meatball Grinder Mandarin Chicken
Turkey, Bacon Sandwich Veal Cutlets

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Humus Veggie Pocket Mandarin Chicken

Turkey, Swiss Sandwich Cauliflower Casserole

ACROSS
1 Countefleil

S Go against lh«

gram
9 Builds

1 4 Spliere starter

15 Spot<en

16 Fleet of fool

1 7 In ttie midst
16 One of the

acting Olins

19 Nervous
20 Cleaning cloths

21 Small sponge
rake

?3 Whip
?*) Baker s need
26 Bungle
29 The Roman

Pluto

30 tlisen role in

"The Beverly

Hillbillie';'

3.3 Opening night

37 Fret

39 logo's capital

40 Himalayan
holymen

4? Bath's river

43 Seizes power
45 Most severe
47 Talk nonsense
48 To the point

50 Leave
51 Barton or Bow
53 Removes
57 Jill of all

trades?

62 Bog down
63 Willow

64 Marsh bird

65 Notion

66 Seaweeds
67 Journey
68 Brunch
69 Snivelly

70 Abolishes
71 Wapitis

DOWN
1 Hammerhead,
eg

2 Macho one

3 Barcelona
tKjddy

4 Hot time of the

year

5 Bagel or bialy

6 Region
7 Pitcher Koufaii

8 Tootled a flute

9 Leader of

F auvism
10 Promoter
1

1

Monarch
12 Besides
1 3 Prophet

22 Womanhood.
to some

24 Parson bird

?7 Mineral

?8 Monk's title

30 Swing talk

31 Fve's grandson
32 Hollow
33 Stopper
34 Artist Bonheur
35 Outback birds

36 Printers'

measures

38 Silent actirtg 54 Castro
41 Consurr<ed
44 Saddle

horse

46 Free

49 Melancholy
51 Pellucid

52 DeccKate

55 Mislil

56 Pirmipeds

5 7 Nanny or billy

58 Capri, for one
59 Latvia's capital

60 Barren
61 BarkK
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WHOLESALE
The Only
Wholesale
Club That
Accepts

MasterCard

IDiscover How Thousands of

Your dassmates are Saving

Money Everytine

They Shop!

llTiettier ifs groceries, fellW |oo(k, fresli dotclier cuL^. daii}' prokk,

cleaning sopplies, frozen foods, canned goods, paper sopplies, CD's, te erisions or

stereos I'oo are looking for-

joo'll be amazed at tlie difference ii'liolesale prices nil male in yoor budget, h
cao stop cbasio^ sales aod start shoppiol vbolesale prices everyday at

Wholesale Depot!

You Don't Have To
Be A Member to Check
Out the Low, Low Prices

on things you need

everyday!

FREE ONE [^\ii<^.-w.r,

DAY PASS ISILIi

Name:

Address:

City /State/Zip:

Pass users pay 5"'o abo\e
posted vvliolesaie prices. 0990000702

You Can Shop
Wholesale
Prices Too!
Conveniently located at

the Mountain Farms Mall

Route9,Hadley

Warehouse Hours:

Monday-Friday 11 AM -9 PM
Saturday 9 AM -9 PM
Sunday 12 PM -6 PM

Special Hours for Business Members
Mon.,Wed., Fri.9AM-11AM

I

Men's gymnastics fall

but earn respect in loss
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

When a gymnastics team is defeated by
over sixteen points, it is rarely considered
a great effort.

The University ofMassachusetts men's
team lost to Syracuse University 272.05-
255.85, yet had some outstanding perfor-
mances on Saturday afternoon at Hoyden
Gym.

"We are getting a lot better," said head
coach Roy Johnson. "We increased our
score by eight points in three days (scoring
over 247 points at Southern Connecticut
on Wednesday). I don't know of a team in
my fifteen years as head coach ?. team that
has improved by that many points in that
many days."

Senior co-captain Steve Christensen
broke hisown school record on the pommel
horse for the third time this season as he
scored a remarkable 9.80.

With Orangeman Rich Kuenzler pre-
cedinghim with a score of9.70. Christensen
handled the pressure vdth ease as he broke
his three day old record of 9.75, set
Wednesday at Southern Connecticut.

Junior Jason Braud tied the school
record as he finished in first and scored a
9.70 on the floor exercise, a performance
that Johnson noted should make him a
national contender in this event.

Braud also had a personal best on the
parallel bars virith an 8.95. The event

though, that Braud finished second in, the
vault, proved to be the most exciting event
of the day as all six UMass competitors
landed on their feet.

The vault was our best event," said
Christensen, who scored an 8.60. "With
all six people landed on their feet, that
happens rarely. Most teams don't do it."

Adding to the excitement on the vault
was Orangeman Ofri Porat, who scored an
impressive 9.70. Porat is ranked first in
the nation in this event. Johnson called
Porat's performance "amazing".

Parallel bars was another strong event
for the Minutemen as co-captain Jay
Santos finished first (9.00) and
Christensen finished third. The team score
of 43.65 was a season best for UMass.

High bar has been the weakness for the
Minutemen all season long, yet it did show
improvement. Santos and freshman Steve
Goldman both finished with scores over
eight (8.20 and 8.35 respectively), the first
time this season UMass has achieved this.

Johnson was impressed with the per-
formance of Jason Donnelly on the floor
exercise, as he scored an 8.55.

"If Jason cleans it up. hell be pretty
good." said Johnson. "Two new parts in his
routine raised his score eight tenths."

The Minutemen are now looking ahead
towards next weekend's New England
Championships, which will be held on
Sunday. March 7 here at UMass. The
meet will begin at 1 p.m.

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts athletic department will be arranqinq

a bus tnp to the Atlantic 1 Championships in Philadelphia. PA on March
7 and 8 at the Palestra. The package includes round-trip motorcoach
hotel and tickets to games on Sunday and Monday.

For information or reservation call the UMass ticket office at 545-
0810.

Join a team... without flipping burgers.
Can you write a

news story, shoot a
great feature phofo

or write better ad
copy ttian this? If

you answered "sort
of" to any of these
questions, or If you
have any interest In

working for a
newspaper, come

on down to ttie

Collegian and get
involved.

The Collegian. No embarassing initiation procedures andyou II never, ever have to flip any burgers.
1 13 Campus Center Basement » UMass/Amherst . 545-3500

COLLEGIAN

Wanna be like Mike?
To write for the Collegian sports
page come on down to the office

at n 3 Campus Center.

Ask for Mike.
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"(On Saturday] we looked more like the team we werem December, and probably the team we could've been if
we had been healthy all year," Catlett said. "This is the
team we can really be; the one that played in the second
half.

"It's kind of hard to tell what people think, but all we
wanted them to think was that West Virginia is for real."
said Robinson.

From the start of this year's campaign, the Moun-
taineers have

Minutexvomen

RMdi for Ihe flower

E!'
RMd) for me Power
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continued from page 12

if he might have a good game before his early foul
trouble forced him to sit the last three minutes of the
first half. Neither player stepped up in the second half,
and only Harper Williams ( 18 points) reached double
figures, with most of his points of the "too little, too
late" variety.

In what could be interpreted as a bad first half
omen, UMass guard Mike Williams injured his right
hand going for a loose ball at the 13 minute mark, and
sat out much of the game. When he returned in the
second half Williams was ineffective. Williams had
both his wrist and his finger taped, and said he was
unsure of the severity of the injury and said he would
be X-rayed as soon as possible.

IF YOU WANT TO MAKE IT

IN THE REAL WORLD,
SPEND A SEMESTER IN OURS.

(ieJkr^iW^ World Co.

Walt Disney World Co represenutives will be on campm u;

present an information session for Undergraduate Students on
the Walt Disney Worid SL.MMER FALL '93 College Program

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

1

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

Vf* *•• .^. *«**!. r.l 1**4. t »^Ti'

•f The Wait Disney Co.

Attendance at iMs
presentation is required to

inten-ieu'for the Summer
taU VS (MUejte Proffram.
Interviews will be Ijeld un
Wednesday. March 10. The
following maters are

encouraged to attend:

SUM.MER—Business,

Cotnmunicaiion, Recreation

Leisure Studies. Hospitality

Restaurant .Mgtni.. and Theatre/

Drama. FALL—All tnafors

welcome.

For mure Infortnation

Contact: Offli-eof

Cooperative

F.ducation

Phone: 54V2224

.\n E<{ual Opponuniry Einplovpr

(* I think my roommate has an eating disordei

can I be sure? What should I do?

How

1 think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She*

says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm

really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or

suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to

this informal workshop to explore how you can help

and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.

ML'LLINS Cfc'NUH
I MVlKMIYt)) MANsAt IH M M>
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The Arena
March Schedule of Events

M^rch 1

UMass Basketball
vs. St. Bonaventurc>

7:(M)pm

March 4

UMass Basketball
vs. St. losophS

7:(M)pm

Mjrch 9

The Magic of

David Copperfield
b 00 & 9:00pm

March m
Guns N' Roses

in t lint iTl

8:J0pm

March 27
Health New England
Skating Spectacular

7:J0pm

:{: :•: :•; :•; :•: :{: :J: ;;; ;;;

The Rink
S/\arch Public Skating Hours

Mondays thru Fridays

12 noon - 2:00pni

Saturdays

8:00pm - 10:(M)pm

Sundays
12 noon - 2:00pm

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACnVITIES FOR RENT
All candidates for Sloclcbridge Golf.

Meeting March 4ih 4pm rm 223 Boyden
Building or call Jack Leaman 545-1301
In rm 301 Mullins Center

Intemational StudentsAssociation
•"70sNighf*
at the

Blue Wall

Friday March 5th 9 00 pml.OO pm
tkts S3 before 11:00

S4 after

international Studento Association
GENERAL MEETING
Elections will t>e held

Campus Center room 804 8th floor

Monday Marcfi 1st 7.00 pm
FREE PIZZAI

ANNOUNCEMENTS

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta
Is now accepting applications

Applications are available in Hener 608
Both Undergraduate and graduate
students.

UIMass Blood Drive
Today 11:00 4:00

Campus Center rm 165

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1,2.3 & 4 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos »»ith

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

26 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Appiy now If you want to live at Mill

Valley Estates next year 253 7377

FOR SALE

Bose Spealters, Sony Receiver and CD
Player S350.00 or B.O. 253 3841 Leave
message.

Guns N Roses
2 floor tickets

Mullens Arena 3/19
5464910

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3 50

Large Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

549 6098
6496073

OW Ticket To Los Angeles
Useby3/10S126
413 586 7865

ROAD KILL OF^HE MONTH
CALENDERI Other titles available:
Town Bum- "Geek' "Fat Slob"
Toilet" Slum"S14.99e8ch.Formore
info please write to Off the Wall
Calenders. 51A Boston Post Rd., Suite

no C, Williamantic, CT 06226

Sanyo Stereo System
Amplifier Graphic Equalizer
Double Cassette Deck
Plus Rack Speakers
Call 253 4022. Greg
Only S200

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Camp Staff Openings: Girls' resi

dent/day camps (Stafford Springs.
Bristol, CT) Seek administrators, Coun
selors willing to work and play hard
start 6/20. Call 203 677 2667 for applica
tion or see Connecticut Yankee Girl

Scouts at Camp Day March 2 (Student
Union Ballroom) 10 5

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNrTY
Jewish coed residential camp seeks
counselors and specialists. Capital
Camps located in the t>eautiful Catoctin
Moutains one hour from Washington,
D.C. offers tennis, water spons, nature,
arts, video, gymnastics, radio, drama,
photo, etc. If you are interested in the
challenges and excitement of working
with campers in grades 3 10, we want
you on our team. GOOD SALARIES,
GREAT FUN! Our director will be at the
Camp Fair on March 2. For more infor

mation and an appointment 1 8(X) 229
7852^

Greeks and Ciubs Raise a Cool SI,000
in just oone weeki Plus S1000 for the
memt)er who calls' And a free igloo

cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932
0528,exf. 65

In Vitro Fertiiization/Embryologist/
Lab Technician
Highly successful invitro fertilization

program is seeking a responsible and
highly motivated lab technician/em
bryologist with BS minimum. Experi

ence in gamete biology and/or animal
IVF asset. This position is full time and
involves some weekends and holidays

We offer competitive salary and ben
efits package. Please forward resume
to: Michael Lee, M.S., New England
Memorial Fertility Center, Suite 321,

Three Woodland Road, Stoneham, MA
02180

INTERNATIONAL EMPIOVMENT
Make money leaching basic conversa
tional English abroad Japan and Tai

wan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits ' Make S2000 S4000«
per month. No previous training or

teaching certificate required. For em
ployment programs call (206) 632 1146
ext. J5001

LOST

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4655

University Store bag with 2
sweatshirts, card and padded mailer.

Tuesday in Campus Center Reward
Call 253 3729

MUSICIANS

Hard roclt/metal band seeks frontman
and leadguilarist Want to play in Spring
and beyond in Boston area Must be
dedicated and have no fear to lake a
risk. Join the dream' 549 1750

PERSONALS

Amy S.

Congratulations' Best of luck

I'm so proud of you!

Wendi

Hey Coiby
You ama/e me
Happy 21st

I love you

If you like Pina Coladas

To KerrI O'Keefe:
Welcome to Sigma Kappal
Get psyched for an amazing
semester'

In Sigma Love.

Your Big Sister

Chrissy

To Amy Schuiman We are so proud
of you" We know you will be the l)est

Panhel Pres ever'

We Love yoi'i

The Sisters

of AEPhi

To the Phitastic exec board of AEPhi
Barb, Jodi, Michele, Deb, Kristen,

Maureen, Liza, Allison Youguysareihe
best! Keep up the great work Love,

The Sisters

of AEPhi

TeaNttee
flaming Hera's

at Alpha Chi Omega
HAPPY HERA DAY

SPRINGBREAKI!
Panama and Daytona

$139 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

LAST CHANCE
Call Erica 546 0223

SERVICES

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph D 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

TRAVEL

Spring Break:
CANCUN, NASSAU

from $299
Organize a small group for FREE trip

Call 1(800) Get Sun 1

TYPINCJ/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED
Have you ever been on a Spring Break
that was a scam' WMUA wants your
story. Cad Denise 545 2876

Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call

Lisa 256 3140

Want to buy: Nice Pullout car stereo or
nice prolable CD player. Call James at

263 9652

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass. Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel

800 282 0977

and getting caught in the rain

if you're not into yoga
and you have half a brain

if you like making love at midnight
in the dunes of the Cape
I'm the Lady you've looked for

Come with me and escape

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible woman
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546 4978
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Game Summary

Massachusetts 32-22 54
West Virginia 30-49 79

Massachusetts (18-6, 9-3)
Barbee 2-8 2-4 8, H. Williams 7-14 2-6

18, Roe 3-7 2-2 8, Kellogg 1-7 3-4 5,

Malloy 0-6 0-0 0. Dingle 2-5 2-2 7, C.
Robinson 1 -3 0-0 3. Cottrell 0-0 2-2 2,

M. Williams 0-1 2-2 3, K. Robinson 1-1

0-0 2, Berry 0-0 0-0 0, Nunez 0-01-21.
Totals: 17-52 16-24 54.

West Virginia (14-10, 5-7)
R. Robinson G-10 3-3 15, Greene 10-

15 5-6 25, Wilajn 2-3 0-0 4, Basey 4-

91-210, Shelton 3-8 2-2 8, Boyd 5-6 0-

OlO.Roadcap 2-5 0-0 4, Bodkin 0-1 2-

2 2, Gmiusa 0-11-21. Totab: 32-59 1 4-

17 79.

Three-point goals: Massachusetts 4-

1 4 (Barbee 2-4, Dingle 1 -1 , C. Robinson

1 -2, H. WilliamsO- 1 , Kellogg 0-1 , Maltoy

0-5), West Virginia 1-6 (Basey 1-2,

Shelton 0-3, Tibbs 0-1). Rebounds:
Massachusetts 33 (Roe 8), West Vir-

ginia 34 (Robinson 8). Assists: Mas-
sachusetts 7 (Kellogg 3). West Virginia

17 (Shelton 7). Fouled out None. At-

tendance: 10,236.

Player of the Game

Pervires Greene, 6-8 Jr. Forward

Greene led bothteamswith 25 points,

including 14 in the first half. Greene
kept West Virginia in the game in the

early going, then helped the Moun-
taineers with a dunk and steal early in

the second half to get momentum
going. Greene ran roughshod over

the UMass defense, shooting 10-15

from the floor.

Why West Virginia Won
The Mountaineers forced 1 8 UMass
turnovers, held the Minutemen to 32
percent shooting and outscored
UMass 49-22 in the second half. In

essence, West Virginia did every-

thing right and UMass did everything

wrong in the second half. Pervires

Greene and Ricky Robinson com-
bined for 40 points and 1 1 rebounds,
and the forwards stifled UMass.

UMass' Next Opponent
The Minutemen host St. Bonaventure
tonight at 7 p.m. at the William D.
Mullins Memorial Center with a
chance to wrap up the number one
seed and regular season title in the

Atlantic 10. The No. 1 seed means
UMass will have home court in the A-

10 Tourney's championship game,
provided they get that far. UMass
defeated the Bonnies 93-78 on Janu-

ary 31 as Lou Roe had 21 points. The
Bonnies are 0-1 2 in the A- 1 and 1 0-

1 4 overall.

Catch all the Minutemen
Basketball Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the

John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Mountaineers run past Minutemen
2nd halfsurge buries UMass 79-54
by MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

MORGANTOWN, W.Va. — West Vir-
ginia University, with a 49 point second
half Saturday, postponed the struggling
University of Massachusetts' basketball
team's title hopes for at least another day
by defeating the Minutemen 79-54.

The Minutemen saw a two-point half-

time lead evaporate as the Mountaineers
outplayed and outhustled UMass
throughout the second half During the
decisive 19-7 run in which WVU went
from down 32-30 to uo 49-39. the Moun-
taineers scored 12 points on breakaway
dunks or layups.

"I wouldn't say it's time to panic, but
we're not playing UMass basketball," said
Minuteman guard Derek Kellogg. "It

seemed like they were ready to play. Ev-
er\'body is on their own track, we have to

get back to playing as a team."
Never threatening in the second half,

UMass instead facilitated West Virginia's
tear by turning the ball over. Tied at 32
with 19:40 left in the game, three early
West Virginia possessions indicated
something was wrong with the Minute-
men.

West Virginia's Marsalis Basey stole

the ball from Kellogg and fed Pervires
Greene for a slam dunk to put WVU up 34-

32, a lead which was never surrendered.
On the ensuing possession. Harper Wil-
liams' bad pass was stolen by Ricky
Robinson, who dished to Tracy Shelton for

another slam.

After Williams and Robinson traded
baskets to make the score 38-35. the pesky
Greene picked up Lou Roe's turnover and
gave the ball up to Mike Boyd for the
monster dunk that gave West Virginia a
40-35 lead. With a crowd of 10,236 behind
the Mountaineers, they would solidify the

lead by stifling UMsiss and scoring easy
baskets.

"In the second half, every loose ball and
shot, we went for it and made sure we got

it," said WVU's Matt Roadcap. "Our
guards' defense was incredible. They
couldn't get the ball upcourt and when
they got it upcourt, they wanted to get rid

of it, they didn't want the ball."

"The dunks came after the turnovers,"
said WVU's Robinson, who was one offour
Mountaineers in double figures. "I can't

explain the [second-half] turn-around. All

I know was we came out, turned on the
defensive level and started crashing the
boards.

"I wouldn't say we owed them one, but
we felt we could've won the game up there
(in Amherst), so we had to prove it to

ourselves as well as other people in the
league."

UMass could have chnched the Atlan-
tic 10 regular season title with a victory,

and the first seed in the A- 10 tournament
on Sunday that goes along with it. For
nearly twenty minutes, it seemed as if

they would finish thejob. The Minutemen
held as much as a six-point 20-14 lead
during a first half which saw four lead
changes.

Down 3 1-30 with 1 .2 seconds left in the
half. Roadcap attempted a desperation
three-pointer which drew the front of the
rim. Inexplicably, UMass forward Ted
Cottrell tried to block the shot as it neared
the rim

. Although itappeared that Cottrell

did not goaltend,WVLTs coach Gale Catlett
was livid and demanded the basket count.
Instead the officials slapped Catlett with
a technical foul which prompted fans to

throw 10-20 items on the court.

Instead ofbuoying the Minutemen, the
technical seemed to rev up the Mountain-
eers and their fans for the second half
where they exacted revenge.

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Loe Roe and the UMass Minutemen fell to

West Virginia on Saturday 79-54.

"I was a little disappointed, a little

discouraged at halflime," said Catlett. who
logged his 300th victory at WVU. "I still

had visions of grandeur at the half, but I

wasn't as enthusiastic as I was before the
game.

"The guys really wanted this badly.
That's a heckuva win."

"They're not playing hard." said UMass
head coach John CaUpari of his team.
"There's nothing I can do for them. We had
great practices, this is on them now. We
(the coaches) challenged them, they re-

sponded in practice and then came out
and played the way they did today.

"Well be all right, or our season will
end quickly, one of the two.

Loe Roe led UMass with eight points in
the first half, and Tony Barbee seemed as

Turn to MINUTEMEN page 1
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West Virginia U. is back in the hunt
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

MORGANTOWN. W. Va. — When a
team is picked to win a conference in the
preseason, the expectations of that club
rise immediately.

This is the case offer the West Virginia
men's basketball team, whose 1992-93
season has been frustrating thus far after
being chosen in the preseason to finish
first in the Atlantic 10 by the coaches and
the media. Coach Gale Catlett's team has
spent most of this season hovering near
the .500 mark overall and of only peren-
nial A- 10 doormat St. Bonaventure in the
Atlantic 10.

The squad has not had much to chear
about, sufiering through injuries and a
plain case of underachieving, until last
Saturday, when the Mountaineers de-
feated the first place and defending A 10
champion Massachusetts, 79-54.

Led by a dominating performance by

Pervires Greene (25 points) and a thun-
dering crowd at the WVU Coliseum, the
Mountaineers established themselvesonce
again as a threat in the A-10 tournament,
which starts next Sunday. The victory
puts West Virginia at 5-7 in the conference,
still in a battle for possibly the fourth seed
in the tourney, a spot which seemed out of
reach earlier in the month.
Many had written offthe Mountaineers

when it came to challenging the top of the
league in the tournament. West Virginia
is winless on the road all year, and has yet
to bee 100 percent healthy, according to

coach Catlett. However, aft«r Saturday's
game, UMass assistant coach James
"Bruiser" Flint said he never countedthem
out.

Tou can't count 'em out. That's why
when we talk about the quarterfinals [in
the A-lO's], every game is going to be
tough, because every team is tough, an
hey, they wanted it more than us," said
Flint.

The Mountaineers possessed too much
depth on the frontline, as Greene, jimiors
Ricky Robinson ( 15 points, eight rebounds)
and Phil Wilson (four points, seven re-

bounds), and seniors Matt Roadcap (four
points, five rebounds) and Jeremy Bodkin
(two points, one rebound) played over 15
minut«s a piece, to only four UMass players
above that mark.

Because of that depth, Catlett said.
West Virginia, unUke the Minutemen,
never got in foul trouble.

"When you've got a Wilson, a Roadcap,
a Bodkin — the big guys to rotate along
with Robinson and Greene, it doesn't re-
ally make a difference how you spread
your fouls, because you have so many big
guys," said Catlett.

Heading into tonight's crucial game
with Temple, the Mountianeers have won
four oftheir last six, and it appears as they
become more healthy, they are becoming
more dangerous.

Turn to WVU. page 1
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By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Knight:

Usually when a basketball team
shoots over 50 percent during a game,
they have a very good chance to win.

Unfortunately for the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball
squad, this adage didn't quite prove
true Saturday in Piscataway, New
Jersey, as they shot a torrid 63.6% in

the second half (53.6% game) but still

lost to first place Rutgers, 71-63.

UMass played sloppily throughout
the contest, turning the ball over a
whopping 34 times but poor shooting
by the Lady Knights (34.4% game)
kept Minutewomen in the game to the
end.

Freshman phenomenon Melissa
Gurile played impressively on the of-

fensive end of the floor with 18 points
and 10 rebounds and also showed she's

no slouch on the defensive end by re-

jecting four Rutger's shots.
But her efforts, as well as those by

Octavia Thomas (15 pts, eight rebs) went
for naught as Rutger's C'ta Mitchelson
scored 14 points and teammates Caroline
DeRoose and Regina Kalucki added 13
and 12 points respectively. Mitchelson
also snagged nine rebounds (five offen-
sive) to help seal her team's victory down
the stretch.

UMass trailed by only six at the half
(28-22) and Rutgers (18-7 overall, 12-1
Atlantic-10) looked to be on their heels.
But the Lady Knights came out of the
locker room determined not to relinquish
their lead, and they never did.

HOOP NOTES: On a more positive note
Octavia Thomas captured Rookie of the
Week honors for the third time this season
Thomas shot a blistering 76.5% from the
field in losses against St. Joseph's (17 pts)
and Rutger's (five steals). The 5-8 forward
from Our Lady of Good Counsel High in

Newark, NJ currently ranks 14th in
the A-IO in scoring with a 12.9 average
and seems to improve her chances of
being a lottery pick every time she
steps on the hardwood . . . Senior Kim
Kristofik played well again, scoring 10
pts. (eight for 10 from the free-throw
line) and crashing the boards for six
rebs in Saturday's game . . . Rutger's
clinched the regular season Atlantic-
10 title with Saturday's victory over
Coach Joanie O'Brien and company .

.

. frosh Kim Gregory had a team high
four assists against the Lady Knights .

. . UMass's last home game of the sea-
son will take place against non-confer-
ence foe Boston University 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday night at the Curry Hicks Cage

.
.
their last game ofthe regular season

against the University ofRhode Island
will have strong implications for the
post-season. A win for the
Minutewomen could mean a higher seed
in the A-IO tournament.

Tuesday March 2. 1993
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Sunny with highs in the mid to
upper 40s. Same for tomorrow.

Local News:
The University's Physical Rant has unveiled plans to

beautify the area between Hasbrouck, Goessman and the
Campus Center. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
The men's basketball team clinched the

Atlantic 10 regular season title with last night's

win over St. Bonaventure. Page 12.
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Women discuss relationships
Women's Conference incorporates diverse perspectives
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This article ispart ofongoing coverage of
the Feb. 27 Women's Conference which will appear
throughout the week. A related article appears on page 3.

Sharing personal experience and academic knowl-
edge, four women discussed their relationships as part of
Saturday's 1993 Women's Conference.

The seminar, "Women and Their Relationships," at-
tended by approximately 60 people, presented the audi-
ence with distinct perspectives on love, family conflict,
women's psychology and the quest for autonomy.

Linda Miller, a program administrator for United
Technologies Corporation, shared the conflicts she has
faced as a woman in a predominantly male sector of the
economy.

Convejring the diflerence between male and female
forms ofcommunication within the office, she explained
the power relations involved in working for a man as
opposed to a woman.

Miller said when she began having lunch with secre-
taries, who comprised most ofthe women working at the
corporation, her boss quickly intervened.
Tou don't want to have lunch with the secretaries if

you are concerned with your career," Miller was told.
According to Miller, her female supervisors have been

more sensitive to women's issues, like pregnancy and

more willing to pursue a friendship outside of the office.
As a bisexual woman in a committed lesbian rela-

tionship, Liza Weinmester Rozas, a residential director
at UMass, said she has struggled to gain the acceptance
of her conservative, Hispanic family and friends.

In denying her sexuality and her partner, Rozas said
family members attempted to "set her up with a good-

Turn to CONFERENCE, page 6

Career women offer views
on male-dominated fields
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

A panel of four professional women warned against
internalizing male opinions while working in tradition-
ally male- dominated fields in a discussion Saturday.

Jeannette Lazarus, a former construction workerwho
now works as a unionist painter, said after throwing her
husband out 17 years ago she was forced to take any work
she could to support herself and four children.

"It is difficult not to intemahze what they think about
you," Lazarus said. "You don't have to be careful physi-
cally anymore. They don't have that right. But emotionally
what they say still hurts."

Tum to CAREER, page 6

Audience members listen to one of the panel discussk>ns during Saturday's Women's Coni'eVeZ^'"
^'^'^^'^

Group seeks
tax dollars
for elections
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian StafT

Members of a local political group traveled to
Boston yesterday to argue their case for using tax
money to fund state political campaigns.

Four representatives of the Pioneer Valley Pro-
Democracy Campaign, an Amherst-based group
dedicated to ending the influence of private fund-
ing on political campaigns, went to the State House
to explain the "why, what and the how" of their
plan to the Massachusetts Election Laws Com-
mittee, Campaign member Dennis Kelly said.

The Pro-Democracy Campaign has drafted a
bill proposing the dispensing of public funds to
candidates for state offices who have demonstrated
their viability by acquiring an established number
of five-dollar "qualifying contributions." The
number of contributions required depends on the
office being sought.

Kelly said public funding would be on a volun-
tary basis, and candidates could still run using
private funds. However, the proposed bill would
provide additional state funds for publicly-funded
candidates if their privately-funded opponents
spent excessive amounts.

Kelly said he felt tho.se who did choose to run
privately-funded campaigns would be at a disad-
vantage because of "a stigma the public would
perceive."

State Sen. Stanley Rosenberg said the Election
Laws Committee, which he chairs, is presently
considering both the Pro-Democracy Campaign's
proposal and a proposal from the Massachu.setts
Common Cause organization, which is also de-
signed to reduce the influence of contributions
from private businessesandindividualson political

campaigns.
Kelly said his group's proposal is distinct because

it offers full public funding to all qualifying can-
didates, while theCommon Cause plan "only tinkers
with the existing system," by providing partial
funding and limited restrictions on spending.

After the five-hour hearing to discuss the pro-
posals, which was attended by numerous state
legislators and Gov. Weld. Rosenberg said the
attitude towards public campaign financing was
very positive, but also cautious.

"There was a very strong sense that we had to

Turn to ELECTIONS, page 4

UM may put out butts
0*Brien tests support for proposed ban
By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Chancellor Richard O'Brien is con-
sulting with several constituencies
about a policy to establish a smoke-free
campus, which he said ifapproved will
be implemented in anjrwhere from a
few weeks to two months.

The policy was recommended and
approved by the Faculty Senate on Feb.

18, and now O'Brien will make the de-
cision on when it will be put into effect.

"I have to work with various organi-
zations to check on how wide the sup-
port is." O'Brien said.

The proposed policy would allow
smokingonly in designated guest rooms
at theCampus Center hotel, and certain

University-owned and leased indi-

vidual rooms and apartments, includ-

ing Residence Halls in accordance with
policy established by Housing Services,

the Faculty Senate's report said.

Some of the organizations O'Brien
will work with are undergraduate and

graduate students, and the University
StafTAssociation, which is a union for

campus employees. The University has
an agreement with the StafT Associa-
tion that it will provide smoking areas
on campus.

"The establishment of the policy

depends on formal bargaining witii

the Union," O'Brien said. "If they ap-
prove it right away, then the policy can
be implemented within a few weeks."

According to John Cunningham,
chairperson of the University Health
Council, the Faculty Senate approved
the policy because recent medical
findings by the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency have declared second-
hand smoke a ClassA carcinogen which
is in the same category as asbestos,
radon and benzene.

"I don't oppose the idea," said Sylvia,
a clerk at the School of Agriculture
who declined to give her last name,
"but I don't want it to go through be-
cause I smoke."

Tum to BAN, page 2

Conference supports
environmental activism
By MARIE KALLINER
Collegian Correspondent

Students have the potential to effect
great social and political change through
activism, according to a number of
speakers at this weekend's Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group Confer-
ence.

MassPIRG's fourteenth annual Student
Conference was attended by students from
27 college campuses around the state who
gathered for a weekend to celebrate the
work and accomplishments ofMASSPIRG,
and guest speakers lectured on the im-
portance of continuing the work that the
organization is doing.

Vice-chancellor for Student AfTairs
Tom Robinson led off the weekend on
Friday night in his address to the students.
Robinson spoke about the importance of
student activity for MassPIRG, and offered
encouragement to listeners.

A former member of MontanaPIRG,
Robinson said he knows first- hand the
work and nature of PIRGs' quest to fight
social and environmental problems.

State Sen. David Magnani, chairper-
son of the Joint Committee on Education
for Massachusetts and a UMass alumni,
addressed students on Saturday.

"I am a strong supporter of students'
rights and the work that MassPIRG is

doing," he said. Magnani also expressed
his concerns about some .social problems
facing today's younger generation —
poverty, problems with the public educa-
tional facilities in the U.S., and political

problems such as campaign finance.

Magnani advised students to "know
your belief system and .stand up for what
you believe" no matter what the ob.stacle8
are.

U.S. Rep. John Olver also spoke to
MassPIRG activistsabout the importance
of the work that they are doing. His focus
ofdiscussion lay primarilyon political and
environmental issues.

"All of us bear the burden of environ-
mental irresponsibility, to some degree. If

we don't recognize this burden, we're in
deep (expletive) indeed," he advised lis-

teners.

Turn to ACTIVISM, page 3
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Tuesday, March 2
Video — "Among Good Christian Peoples," a video

presentation illustrating the desire for community and
personal freedom. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 165.

Thursday, March 4
Meeting— LBG Alliance will have a general meeting

at 6:30 p.m. in the LBGA oflRce. 413B SUB.
Seminar — "Family Secrets and Family Myths," a

seminar presented by Donald Wert, M.S. 12:00-1:30
p.m.. Campus Center 904.

Film — Premier showing of the film "Voices from the
Front." documentary on the AIDS activist movement. A
discussion moderated by Norman Cowie, Five College
Assistant Professor of FilnWideo, will follow the show-
ing. 8 p.m., 102 Thompson Hall.

UMass Police Log
Larceny/Motor Vehicle Theft

• An individual reported that a window was smashed and
the stereoon his vehicle parked on Sylvan Drive Thursday
night. He reported to police that he had seen 3 males in
the vicinity ofanother vehicle in Lot 44. A check revealed
that vehicle was stolen out of West Springfield.

Police discovered the second vehicle on Sylvan Drive
Thursday night with the ignition popped and the vehicle
engine still warm. The vehicle was confirmed stolen from
West Springfield and the owner was notified.

Friday, March 5
Speaker— Jaimee Saliba, a Ph.D. candidate in com-

parative literature at UMass, will speak on "Beyond the
sex wars: Serious business on the queer playground "

12:00-1:30 p.m.. Campus Center 917.
Social — The LBGA will host a coffee social at 3:00

p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th floor.

Saturday, March 6
Dance — Q Dance at the Bluewall. 9 p.m.-2 a.m., $4.

Sponsored by the LGBA.

Monday, March 8
Meeting — Lesbian Bisexual Women's Union will

meet at 8:00 p.m. in the LbGA Office. 413B Student
Union Building

Compiled by Brian Gormley
KtKcni incidenh reiordfd by thy Universily's Oep.inment ol Public SjMy.

Accident-Property Damage
• Friday night a vehicle in Lot 40 collided with another

vehicle while backing up. The operator was cited for
failure to use care in backing. Estimated damage was
$1200.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering
• Saturday afternoon an individual reported a window
smashed on her vehicle in Lot 44. Her stereo system was
stolen. The stereo was valued at $750.

• Sunday afternoon an individual reported his vehicle on
University Drive broken into. His portable compact disc
player, assorted cassettes and a radar detector were
stolen. The goods were valued at $450.

ban
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continued from page 1

Many students and employees at the University will
be affected by the policy, but O'Brien said he will try to
take everyone's opinion into account.

"I'm a non-smoker and I support a smoker's right to
smoke," Gerald McMahon, a sophomore psychology major,
said. "The whole point of a smoking section is don't sit in
it if you don't want to be exposed to smoke."

According to O'Brien, there has been no formal op-
position to the policy. He added that formal complaints

can be sent to his office for consideraton.
O'Brien said he has not thought through how to go

about enforcing the policy beyond the traditional
"warning" for the first violation. After that the penalty
would escalate, but O'Brien did not specify how this
would occur.

"I think the biggest problem will be enforcement,"
Molly Mi'let, a freshman political science major, said.
"Like she said in i3a.s/c Instinct, 'What are you going to
do? Arrest me for smoking?'"
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Physical Plant unveils plans to alter campus
By DANIEL BOUCHER „ **J^ ^.••LFBy DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Correspondent

Physical Plant supervisors have established a two-
stage plan to redesign the grounds between Hasbrouck
the Campus Center and Goessmann. The plans purpose'
they say, is to beautify the area and improve its safety for
pedestrians. ^

Designed by the Worcester-based BSC Group and
approved by the Physical Plant's Division of Planning
and Facihties Development, the plan calls for building anew road on the north side of Hasbrouck which would

allow servi<^ vehicles access to Hasbrouck, but restrict
them from driving all the way behind behind the build-
ing.

It would instead force them to turn around and drive
out the same curb path they enter.

The new design will also forbid vehicles from driving
straight from Goessmann or Lederle to Hasbrouck or the
Campus Center. A separate access route will be con-
structed from North Pleasant Street to behind West
Experiment Station and Goessmann.

The project'smanager, Niraj Dangoria, said emergency
vehicles will still be able to access the central area if

A copy of the Physical Plant's plans to revamp the area around Hasbrouck.
AJ^AM COMJEAN / COLLEGUN

Official calls European
environment a 'success'

necessary.

Dangoria told representatives from affected buildings
and university services at a meeting yesterday that the
project originated from the decision to construct a new,
underground, concrete steam trench in the area.

He said DirectorofOperations Patricks. Dalyinvolved
the Planmng department in redesigning the area since it
would have to be dug up anyway.

The project is special, said Dangoria, because "never
before has the planning division been involved in any
maintenance project to get something better."

The combined cost of stage one, involving the steam
trench and the new roads, will be between $250,000 and
$300,000, Dangoria said.

The second stage of the project, which will consist of
relandscaping the area, will cost between $215,000 and
$260,000. but designs still have to still be finalized.
Dangona said. In general, the area will be replanted
repaved and connected to a new lighting system which
will be more efficient.

Because phase one will be completed during the
summer, Dangoria said he does not expect it to cause
problems for students. Phase two however, will be con-
ducted duringthe fall. Students may have to walk around
the construction area, which, Dangoria said, will probably
be done section by section.

"We will do whatever we need to mininialize disrup-
tion of student life," he said.

The concrete wall between the Campus Center and
Hasbrouck will also be removed as part of the second
stage Dangona said the Planning department is work-
ing with the Arts Council and the artist who created the
wall's mural to move it to another location which has yet
to be determined. The land will gradually slope up to
Hasbrouck. with solid granite blocks as support.

Dangoria said the mural was being moved because it
"has really taken a beating from the natural elements

"

Although Bud Wilkes, the associate director of the
Campus Center, expressed concerns about guest access
to the Campus Center Hotel, building and service ad-
ministrators who attended the meeting yesterday gen-
erally reacted favorably to the first stage of the plan

By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

Anthony Brenton, the former head of
the Department of the Environment for
Science and Energy at the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office in the United
Kingdom, spoke last Thursday at UMass
about the European approach to intema-
.tional environmental issues.

AflerWoridWarll.Europeancountries
joined together initially to merge "war-
making parts" of their economy. Brenton
explained these were coal, steel and later
nuclear capabilities.

Today, 12 European countries have
united to merge theireconomies as a whole
and deal with international issues such as
the environment.

Europe, according to Brenton. did not
believe the environment was a "moral
issue." Rather, "it is natural for the com-
munity to take a hand in dealing with
environmental issues." he explained.

"We have a lot of natural concerns."
Brenton said. The problems Europe faces
are also international concerns such as
resource depletion, population growth and
forest destruction.

One of the most important things in

dealing with the environment in the Eu-
ropean community was the need for uni-

formed product standards, such as noise
standards for aircraft. Brenton said it is a

activism

problem if one country's standards and
regulations are different than other
country in the community.

The European approach to the envi-
ronment is a "success story" according to
Brenton, even though there have been
some difficulties in agreement.

"National divisions, suspicions and
differences," Brenton said, "remain very
strong and threaten any agreements."
Among the major successes Brenton

discussed were the reduction of car emis-
sions, reducing acid rain, agreeing on ra-
dioactive conta -nination standards and
protecting wildlife.

The main problems the European
community is concerned with now are
global problems such as the ozone layer
and the climate, Brenton said.

"We have to work together," Brenton
explained, "to get chemicals out of the
environment."

Since pre-industrial times, the world
has increased carbon dioxide emissions by
25 percent, contributing to global warm-
ing.

Envirorunental conferences, such as the
Rio Conference, an international confer-
ence which addressed important envi-
ronmental concerns, are steps in the right
direction towards cleaning up our envi-
ronment.

Brenton said he believes Rio especially
is a "symbol of hope for the future."

Bezanson Hall closed
Damages from burst pipe cause odor
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

Despite earlier estimates that the
Bezanson Recital Hall would be opera-
tional last weekend, the performance
hall remains closed because of water
damage resultingfrom a burst pipeearly
Friday morning, according to University
spokesperson Karin Sherbin.

Bezanson Hall remains closed
chiefly due to a strong "musty odor."
possibly caused by mold, that perme-
ates the hall. Music Department
Chairperson Ernest May said.

There are two pianos in Bezanson.
one ofwhich sustained no damage, and
theother was partially damaged. There
is no damage estimate for the organ
yet. which is still too wet to be inspected.
May said.

According to May. the secretarial
staff in the area affected by the fiood
had been sent home early on Thursday
due to a failure in the heating system.
Temperatures in the nearby music de-
partment offices also dropped to sixty

degrees, but staff remained through-
out the day.

A total figure for damages is still

unavailable due to the uncertainty of
the extent of the necessary repairs.
There is a possibility that the carpet-
ing and upholstery may have to be
replatfd. May said.

The hall will be closed for the re-
mainder of the week, according to
Marilyn Kushick, the music
department's publicist. Two reciUls
have been cancelled and classes that
were scheduled to be held in the hall
are being relocated until repairs are
completed, she said.

"We hope that by next week we will
have a regular schedule of events at
the recital hall." she said.

May said the Fine Arts Center staff
was used to leaks and that "water
marks don't bother us."

May said he hoped that the fiood
would inspire Physical Plant to ini-
tiate a more aggressive preventative
maintenance program to forestall fu-
ture mishaps.

Activist unites women
Davis urges 'rethinking' offeminism
By JULIE OLSON
Collegian Correspondent

continued from page 1

Olver also encouraged today's genera-
tion to "actively fight to protect our envi-

ronment." As he concluded his speech, he
told MassPIRG members that "My genera-
tion is going to give you a rite of inherit-

ance. . . Your voice is an important one in

the political and enviommental dialogue."

Janet Domenitz. executive director of

MassPIRG, was the weekend's keynote
speaker. She lectured on the "need for

activism and social change." Domenitz
added that "students have to redefine the

future, they have a responsibility and an
obligation to make a change."

She added that "PIRG is an organiza-

tion devoted to its student base. We strive

to attain insider and outsider strategies to

go about our plan to change social prob-
lems."

"I don't leavemy fate to the politicians,"
she said. "It's impotant to be critical of
ever of politicians and that they stand by
their promises."

Erica Craven, a senior social thought
and political economy major at UMass,
commented that "it was nice to see so
many students across the state who work
together. The power that we have is so
great. We can really affect change."

"It was wonderful to learn that there
are so many people in this state who are
idealists, who want to make the world
better. You can build up a force, a coali-
tion," said Sharron TetraultofFraminham
State College.

Urgingwomen to use the 1993 Women's
Conference as a "springboard to some kind
of action," activist, lecturer and college
professor Angela Y. Davis delivered the
keynote address on Saturday morning for
the 1993 Women's Conference in the
Campus Center.

The theme of this year's conference
was "Empowering Women: Prospects and
Challenges for the 21st Century."

Standing in front of a banner bearing
the images of such women as Golda Meir,
Ida B. Wells, Indira Gandhi and Emma
Goldman, Davis told the capacity crowd,
"if we wish to map out some of the chal-
lenges of the 21st century, we're going to
have to rethink the ways in which we
conceptualize the women's movement."

According to Davis, the traditional idea
offeminism is a myth. Therefore, the idea
that all women are working together to
overturn male oppression and sexism is a
misleading and singular assumption
which is hindering the progression of
women's issues all over the world, she
said.

"There is no such thing as authentic
feminism," Davis said.

A large contributing factor to this
situation is the way the average person
views "women," Davis said. There are
women struggling all over the worid, in-
volved in conflicts which the average
American doesn't hear about in the tra-
ditional media, according to Davis.
"Are they less important because we

don't know about them?" she asked the
audience. "We have no right to assume

Turn to DAVIS, page 6
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High Court set to rule
on sexual harassment
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON-The Supreme Court
set the stage for a key ruling on sexual
harassment on the job as it agreed today
to decide whether workers who sue must
prove they suffered "severe psychological
injury."

Thejustices said they will review a case
from Nashville, Tenn. , in which lowercourts
threw out a women's lawsuit because she
was only offended, not psychologically
scarred, by her boss' crude conduct.

The court's decision, expected in 1994,
will clarify the definition of illegal sexual
harassment, which is banned by a federal
law called Title VII ofthe Civil Rights Act
of 1964. Teresa Harris worked as a rental
manager at Forklift Systems Inc. in
Nashville for over two years before she
quit in Oct. 1987.

She then sued Forklifl's president,
Charles Hardy, over alleged sexual ha-
rassment.

Hardy repeatedly engaged in what a
federal judge said was "sex-based de-
rogatory conduct toward Ms. Harris."

Her lawsuit said Hardy made sexual
comments about her clothing, asked her
to retrieve coins from his front pocket
threw coins on the floor and asked her to
bend down and retrieve them, and once
told her. "You're a woman, what do you

know?"
Hardy also was accused ofonce saying

to Ms. Harris. "Let's go to the Holiday Inn
to negotiate your raise," but lower courts
concluded that Ms. Harris knew the
comment was meant as a joke and took it
as such at the time.

Hardy did not deny most ofthe conduct
alleged.

"I believe that Hardy is a vulgar man
and demeans the female employees at his
workplace," U.S. Magistrate KenSandidge
III said when recommending in 1990 that
Ms. Harris' suit dismissed.

But he added that Ms. Harris had not
proved that Hardy's conduct made Fork-
lift Systems a "hostile work environment,"
or that his conduct and words were "so
severe as to be expected to seriously affect
[herl psychological well-being."

"A reasonable woman manager under
like circumstances would have been of-
fended by Hardy, but his conduct would
not have risen to the level of interfering
with that person's work performance," the
magistrate said.

Based on that recommendation, U.S
District Judge John T. Nixon threw out
Ms. Harris' suit. The dismissal was upheld
by the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
last September.

In the appeal acted on today, Ms. Harris
argues Hardy's conduct should be ruled
illegal.

elections
continued from page 1

'

"

move to a system of full public financing, but that most
people believed that it had to be done incrementallv
that IS we have to do something like the Common
hf"^ i ''^^' ^""^ '^^" '""^^ to something like what
the Pro-Democracy folks want," Rosenberg said

Rosenberg said the Pro-Democracy Campaign esti-mated the cost of its proposal at $23 million, while theCommon Cause plan figures on $14 million. He said hewas suspicious of the estimates because the difference
in cost ofthe proposals was "relatively small," while the
difference in scope was quite large.

Kelly said he was encouraged by the hearing, and
that his organization had "planted some good seeds

"

According to Rosenberg, the idea ofpublicly financing
campaigns is nothing new. He said a man who testified
at the hearing yesterday referred to a bill he filed to
limit candidate spending and provide full public fi-
nancing in 1967.
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Candidate Forum

not necessarily retiea those of the Lolleqian unless otherwi.se nnfpH

Editors note: This is the second ofa
series of editorials written b\ candi-
dates for the upcoming Student Gov-
ernment Association election March 9
and 10.

UMasa is goingthroughchanges that
will have long term eflects on the future

Can you spare $1,000?
ter as a legal assistant at the Legal
Service Center where I worked as a
councilor and an advocate for the pro-
tection of student rights.

At the climax of last semester's ra-
cial tensions, I was one of the key stu-
dent negotiators responsible for bring-of this university and itTstudente Wp Tna .^ .

^^''^ responsible for bring-

:hlSr"nr:l"Sf?Lf rr th-dn^inistration. Aftermeetingwith
• ^ -—»— ~.»»..^ ,v'i a new

Chancellor. We have completed con-
struction of the Mulhns Center. Most
importantly, the four-year trend ofbud-
get cuts seems to be coming to an end.
How will these changes affect our tu-
ition? What kind ofaccess will students

^^t^±-Fi--i ==„T.-sr„^?j

student representatives, the IJMass
president, the chancellor, the vice
chancellor of student affairs, the pro-
vost, the dean of students and the de-
partment ofjustice all sitting down at
the riegotiating table, we pressured the

Kids his age spend most of their time
playing baseball or Nintendo, but Larry
Villella isn't like most 14-year-oIds.

Last Monday he sent a $1,000 check to
President Clinton. No. Larry isn't a lobby-
ist— he sent the president money to help
pay offthe deficit. He took the president's
challenge to heart, and sacrificed.

David

RIVERA

Why are we the second most expensive
state school in the country? These
questions must be asked and answered.

LIZANA
We need to make the administration

understand that each student is more
than an ID number. We have all
struggled to get to this university one
way or another. The students ofUMass
need a strong student advocate to keep
us informed and empowered. I am con-
fident in my abiUty to fulfill this role. I

have always been a leader and 1 am not
afraid to stand up for others. My leader-
ship experience began in high school
when I was senior class president. I was
alsopresidentofBrothers Sisters United,
a community service organization.
Working with such groups as ARISE for
Social Justice, we helped educate, or-
ganize and empower low-income people
to learn about and obtain their rights.
Si nee 1 989. 1 have been a member ofthe
Massachusetts Army National Guard.
My first semester at UMass I con-

tinued to remain very much involved. I

joined ROTC. where I learned

our demands. We went to bat for stu
dents in a game ofhardball and we won.
My leadership experience has helped

me to develop a thorough understand-
ing ofthis university which is essential
in maneuvering our student voice
throughout the miles of bureaucratic
red tape.

I have a vision for this university
similar to that ofmost every student. If
we could change UMass with the snap
of a finger, tuition would be more af-
fordable, financial aid would be plen-
tiful

. the administration would be more
responsive to students' needs, Housing
and Health Services would be more
efficient, RSOs would be better funded,
we would get discounts on Mullins
Center events, men's and women's
sports would be equally funded and the
campus climate would be more inclu-
sive, unified and friendly to cultural
exchange. A finger snap won't make it

happen but dedicated students can
make this vision a reality.

Our voice can and will be heard. We
have a two-day window ofopportunity
that could bring a one step closer to the
quahty universitywe want and deserve.
We must have the courage to vote fori_ ^ . . ' ^" even ,,v- ihubl neivt; me courase to vote tormore about orgamzing and leadership. themostqualifiedcandicSeforstudenJ

Ibecame vice president of the Afrik- trustee. AI Uzana is that candidateAm Society for a year and was later Al Li^ana is an undergraduate
elected vice presidentofthe Black Stu- candidate for the office of studentdent Union. I interned an entire semes- trustee.

Like you, I wondered where this kid got
so much money. Larry is sort ofan entre-
preneur— he founded his own company,
which markets a tree- and shrub-water-
ing system he invented. Larry decided to
do something about the deficit. Even at 14
he knows how bad things are and how bad
things can get if something isn't done.
The government has been careless,"

the teenager told me from his Fargo, N.D.
home. -We have nothing else to do but
sacrifice and work together."

Wise words from someone so young.
How many of us would send $1,000 to
Washington? How many ofus have $ 1 ,000?

The last several days have been more
than just a /////? fxc/7i/j^ for Larry. He re-
ceived a call from President Clinton
thanking him for his donation to the United
States.

"He called me from Air Force One. and
I was really nervous, but then 1 relaxed
and told him how to spend the money," he
said.

Larry proceeded to lay out his plan.
The president had two options: put the
money towards the deficit or help fund
several programs— AlDS research, health
care and education were only a few he
could remember.

The excitement didn't stop there: Larry
and his parents were whisked off to New

York City to appear on the Phil Donahue
Show. "We stayed at a really nice hotel
called the Drake." he said, "but everything
was really expensive— a soda cost $2.75.''

He may be from North Dakota but he
knows a rip-off when he sees it. Welcome
to New York. kid.

Not only has he a knack for business
but also honesty. Larry said Phil was a
"really neat guy" but on the air he said he
acts like a jerk.

While in New York the excitement
continued. Bill Cosby got wind of this and
was so impressed that he gave Larry $2,000
for his future college education.

Wait a minute! This kid gives away a
thousand bucks and he gets two in return?
Only in America.
When asked about future plans, he

said the business has nothing to do with
them, because of a sick family member.

"When 1 was five, my cousin had heart
surgery and ever since then I wanted to be
a cardiologist."

Times have changed — when I was 14
all I wanted to be was Luke Skywalker.

Larry was cutting school on thi.s dav:
he needed to "field phone calls from the
media."and ".settle some business matters"
he has neglected since this whole adven-
ture started.

"I missed some school but 1 should lie

able to make it up." he .said. "I get straight
A's."

While uptown the other night I thought
of l^rry. I was digging in my pockets
looking for enough money to buy a slice of
pizza. All I had were two old lint-covered
Life Savers. 2,5 cents and Larry's North
Dakota phone numlwr. What virould vou
do when faced with starvation?

"Hello, Larry — It's your good pal
Dave. .

."

Dai'id Rivera is a Collegian coluntnist.

It's un-American to remain silent

Having children is a privilege
It is not anybody's natural right to have

a child. I cannot agree with an editorial
stating otherwise. \Collegian, Feb. 23

1

though I agree sterilization is inhumane.
As mentioned, "it takes two to tango."
implying a shared right and much more
importantly a shared responsibility.
How can people who can't control their

own sex lives conceive of having a child?
They have no right to expect anyone other
than themselves to provide for that child— it is only the public's charity which
allows them this luxury. Contraception is

readily available. Many manage active
sex lives without having children.
Why should some be allowed to neglect

their responsibilities while most manage
to control themselves? This inherent lack
of responsibility is further highlighted by
how few ofthese couples remain together.

It is unconscionable to have unprotected
sex that could lead to children without
feeling commitment to the other person.
Only a cruelly selfish person would risk
bringing a baby into this world without
having absolute faith in their partner's
and their own commitment to their child's
future.

I cannot believe having a child is a
right. It is a privilege. Children deserve
many things out of life and 1 don't believe
all people can provide these. Many people
have children before they are ready. What
kind of life does this leave child or parent?

It is in the best interests of both the
would-be parents and children that preg-
nancy only takes place when desired, not
by accident.

Richard F. Phipps
Southwest

Ifyou are a UMass student, chances are
you have heard a group of people, re-
markably dominated by White men. com-
plain and whine about those "boisterous"
minorities. If not, look back to Greg
Sukiennik's editorial {Collegian, Feb. 2.'5|.

Proponents ofthis stereotype would be
content if minorities and women simply
accepted being brutalized on a daily basis.
As Mr. Sukiennik states. "BeingAmerican
is about being, at some point, oppressed."
Well, you'll have to excuse me. Mr.
Sukiennik. because I do not want to settle
for cultural mediocrity.

People do not have to roll up their
sleeves, work with what has been dealt to
them and toil until their grandchildren
have enough to survive. To accept op-
pression as a necessary part of life is not
only foolish, but stands opposed to every
standard of perseverance. It would be un-
American to remain silent.

Advocates of this "lift as you climb"
theory ofworking and keeping quiet do not
understand that minorities and women are
not going to cease in demanding justice.
This stereotype ofthe "whining minorities"
attempts to stifle progress in American
society. Working through hard times and
making social sacrifices to benefit your

grandchildren is only one fonn of progress.
Challenging the government for l>etter

health care or for civil rights legislation is
not whining but work, hard and time-
consuming, which benefits all Americans.
Talking about racism or hate is not whin-
ing, but a discourse America desperately
needs.

The belief that minorities and women
don't work and are asking for "handouts"
is a stereotype. The majority of people on
welfare are single White women, and most
are on relief for less than two years. Most
Americans must work extremely hard to
simply survive.

If you are one of those people who
ascribe to the "whining minority" theory,
and are tired ofthe "whining," then get up
off your apathetic butt and do something
to change this country. Of course, you
could cover your ears and pretend that
there are not problems to fight However.
1 leave you with this thought: over 80
percent of the woHd population is non-
WASP. Very soon America's population
will largely be non-WASP. If you do not
like the sound around you now, too bad.
because it's only going to get louder.

Steve Sparling
Amherst

" " ^ """^"'' •^""' Amhe

An average, ordinary day in the life of a college woman
6:00 a.m.Alarmnngs— this IS definitely an ungodly 12:30 D.m. WalW nntn«,r, ,.,uk „ r>.„„j o - ...

^6:00 a.m. Alarm rings— this is definitely an ungodly
hour! Hit snooze eight times, and watch as my roomies
get a tad annoyed. One gets kind of volatile so I promise
her that if I ever do it again Don Sweeney will marry her.

8:30 a.m. Meet male friend so we can walk to ourexam
together. Tell him that we had a sorority function last
night but that I didn't go because I had to study. He
makes rude comment like. "Oh. bet a lot ofguys got 'play'

last night."

10:15 a.m. Come to Campus Center to get breakfast.
Listen while "coffee shop lady" tells me that 1 am ineli-

gible for a student discount because I don't have my I.D.

on me. Apparently despite my flannel shirt, pajama
bottoms, baseball cap and knapsack filled with books I'll

never open (just kidding. Mom!), I still don't resemble a
student. I decide that this lady is from planet Zorcon!

11:15 a.m. Attend class where professor speaks about
sex and sexuality. Girls listen and take notes, the guys
make disparaging comments about girls and sex.

12:10 p.m. Walk home to get lunch, relate story about
coffee shop lady, another roomie tells me that today I look

like an ex-con. and that she can understand the mistake.

12:30 p.m. Walk uptown with a friend. Some gross
guy yells obscenities at us, we ignore him. What a jerk!

1:30 p.m. We decide to go for a bite to eat. Guy behind
the counter leers atmy friend—we decide to go somewhere
else to eat. This guy is too gross to even touch our food.

Stephanie

EISENBERG
6:00 p.m. Go to see a movie. By the time we arrive the

movie is sold out. My male friend tells me to flirt with the
guy behind the counter to see ifwe can still get in. I refuse,
we miss the movie.

6:30 p.m. Go back to that same friend's room and hang
out with some other people. We start watching a made-
for-TV movie. One scene shows a woman having flash-
backs of being raped. A male friend yells out, "Wahoo—
she's getting it and getting it good! Best damn sex she's
ever had!"

7:00 p.m. Go home.
8:00 p.m. Decide to procrastinate studying and reread

my Where's Dan Quayle^ hook. I'm getting pretty good. 1

can find him every time. It's easy to find him now in real

u o°"°u"^
^°^ ^'^ ^"°^ ^^ '''^y'"^' "^'y« ^«"t fries with

that? that he is now in charge of the McFry-o-later'
9:00 p.m. Pick out a nice outfit for the next day. so I

won't be taken for an ex-con!
1 1:00 p.m. Take a quick break from studying to watch

the news. Notice that yet another abortion clinic has
been blocked, in some stupid conservative .state.

12:30 p.m. Hang up the phone, and uselessly protest
the tauntings that the "damn thing is glued to my ear

"

Cravyl into bed, cuddle with Reggie, my teddy bear, and
wonder if Dan Quayle will ever make employee of the
month!

,J'"'^''^f'''f''f"Se day in my life. Unfortunately,
although I lead a happy, well-balanced life style it is .still
filled with things that I'm tiying to change. Almost
everyday myselfand many otherwomen face harassment
discrimination and degradation. It is scary that these
things have become so integrated in our daily life that we
tend to view them as normal. Ifwe accept this, what next?

Stephanie Eiscnberg is a Collegian columnist.
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superiority ( regarding)women in the Third
World. How do we begin to rethink global
feminism in a way that does not define the
significance or importance ofa movement
in relation to our knowledge of it?"

In her closing remarks, Davis asked
the crowd to begin the conference by
shedding both the apathy and the biases
that she felt were likely to be present.

In addition to appealing to the audi-
ence to not use the meetings merely as a

place for discussion, but "as a springboard
to some kind ofaction," she challenged the
conference members to think about their
roles as political agents.

"Ask yourselves what you are going to
do to participate in some collective effort
to engage in progressive, transformative— some may say 'radical,' 'revolutionary,'

or even 'anti-imperiahst' action," Davis
said.

"That's the only way in which we are
going to move into the next century."

County officials praise
Clinton's economic plan

SM®[L\Ml®g

The CC/SU
Board of Governors

is looking for

members of all

residential areas
to run in the '93-'94

elections on
March 9 and 10

By HARRY ROSENTHAL
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The National
Association of Counties announced
"strong support" for Clinton's economic
plan today and urged Congress to move
quickly to provide financing for it.

The plan "provides the necessary
sparks to igniteour strugglingeconomy,
as well as fostering long-term growth,"
said John H. Stroger, Jr., the president
of the association composed of county
officials nationwide.

The centerpiece ofClinton's proposal
is an additional $ 16 billion in spending
on infrastructure and programs as-
sisting the needy.

The association said Congress
should move quickly to provide:

• $4 billion for transportation —
highways, bridges, transit, rail and
airports;

• $2.5 billion for community devel-

opment block grants; and
• $1 billion for summer youth jobs.
Transportation Secretary Federico

Pena told the association's armual
legislative conference today that the
country is in for more serious unem-
ployment problems unless Clinton's

economic proposals are adopted.

"This recovery we are going
through, while having some positive

economic indicators, is not putting
people back to work," Pena said.

There are millions and millions

who are currently unemployed and
we are going to see others who are
going to be unemployed in the very
near future."

Pena warned that aimouncements
oflayoffs made by m^or corporations
in the last couple ofyears— including
Defense Department cuts of the last

couple of years — have not been felt

yet.

conference

. . . . , n iESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
Activist Angela Davis waves to supporters before leaving, following her keynote address at

Saturday's Women's Conference.

continued from page 1

looking guy," while old friends often tell

her she has been associating with gays
and lesbians too much.

Yet, despite the disapproval of her
mother, in particular, Rozas said she is

happy in her relationship.

"Intimacy." she said, "has been most
successful with women."

Andrea Kandel, alsoa bisexual woman,
and the executive director for the National
Conference, discussed her long-term les-
bian relationship and the methods she
and her partner employ to maintain good
communication.

Kandel said being raised Jewish, family
had always been important to her. As a
child, she "dreamed about her wedding."
Yet when her and her partner decided to
make a commitment, she said she saw no
reason why she had to abandon the idea of
having a wedding.

To show their love and ask for support
from family and friends, they held a "cel-
ebration of commitment."
According to Lynette Bloise, a psychiat-

ric social worker at the University Mental
Health Center, as women "we must
eliminate labels, or we will continue to be
prisoners of reaUty. You must go beyond
what is expected of you."

Nine years ago, Bloise and her three

career

children got on a plane to leave behind a "a
life that was full of tears."

Encouraged by her sister, who lives in
Amherst, and inspired by her mother, she
abandoned her "sociality determined" Hfe
role to pursue her dreams.

Although leaving her family in Puerto
Rico was difficult, Bloise stressed the need
for women to strive towards autonomy.
"What matters is that we are in touch with
who we are," she said.

Kathleen Shanahan. the only speaker
to provide an exclusively academic per-
spective, discussed the differencebetween
male and female communication and the
imjwrtance for women to cherish and ex-
pand thecommunal connectedness shared
between them.

According to Shanahan. traditional
psychology "ignores women's experiences."
defining what is normal through analyz-
ing only the behavior of men.

While Freud believed"women were best
understood as castrated men." Shanahan
said, stages ofethical development labeled
women's "moral reasoning" as "inferior."

According to Shanahan, women gen-
erate a unique network of connectedness
with other women, which is a crucial as-
pect of their power. "As women, our rela-
tionships continue to be our most valuable
strength and resource," Shanahan said.

817 of the
Iter to pick u|
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Lazarus said male co-workers could not
always identify why they hated her. She
said their hatred was demonstrated when
she found pornography taped to her locker.

"I don't want them to think of me as a
man or woman, just a painter. I want
them only to see the paint brush extended
from my hand," Lazarus said.

Detective Joanne O'Connor started at
the University of Massachusetts Police
Departmentin 1984 and has since achieved
the position ofdetective for sexual assault
cases. She said encountering sexism at
the police academy did not deter her from
graduating second in her class.

"The academy was nm by ex-marine
officers and they made my life a living
hell," O'Connor said. "They blamed ev-
erythingon me, saying that it was because
ofme if everyone had to run extra."

O'Connor said it is necessary to work
around chauvinism because a woman
cannot change that attitude, but she can
prove it wrong.

According to O'Connor, the sexism did
not stop after the academy.

"Some officers make no bones about
how they feel about me. But I am where I

am because I worked hard at it. They are
where they are because they didn't,"
O'Connor said.

Dr. Judy Toyama, assistant graduate
dean said, "We will know that women
have really made it when they hire as
many incompetentwomen as they do men ."

Toyama started at UMass as an assis-
tant professor of sports studies and cited
sexist statements she has heard from stu-
dents.

"In answer to one of my exam ques-

tions, which read 'Will women ever beat
men in sports, why or why not?' One man
answered 'no' because God doesn't want it

to be so." Toyama said.

She said she wants women to realize
that in life, as in sports, people win only 50
percent of the time and that setbacks
should not be internalized.

Ellen Story, state representative for the
Third Hampshire District, spoke of the
positives and negatives concerning women
in the Massachusetts House of Represen-
tatives where women comprise only 23
percent of the legislature's lower house.

"We are over half the population and
we have a long way to go to represent thatm government," Story said.

Story added the number of women in
the House has doubled in past decade and
IS at a present high of 36 of the 160 mem-
bers.

"Feelings about women in government
are changing," Story said. "It may be be-
cause the country is in such sorry shape
that there is a new feeling that women
should be given a chance."

Nora Malikin, an Amherst High School
semor, worked on Story's campaign. While
holding a sign for Story on the street,
Mahkin said she encountered male chau-
vimsm from an opponent's sign holder.

"The man said Story was not going to
wm. We asked 'why not' and he answered
laecause she is a woman,"" Malikin said.

Story won. Although Story, Toyama,
O'Connor and Lazarus said they have all
admittedly encountered male backlash in
their work, they are still working.

"Don't alienate each other," O'Connor
said. "Without each other we do not have
anything."
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HSCN airs timorous thrillers from its video vault
By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Correspondent

Welcome to the inaugural 1993 guide
to the myriad of motion pictures that are
headed to a television set near you. thanks
to the mastery of the Housing Services
Cable Network. For the weeks to come. I

will serve as your tour guide to the cin-
ematic selections to be found within the
confines of this video vault. Hoping to
avoid a Howard the Duck and always
searching in vain for a Citizen Kane (or at
least a Crying Game), my purpose is to
inform you. the UMass community, on
which movies to spend your valuable time
on and which ones to avoid at all costs ( like
this week's Candyman ). So without fur-
ther ado, letme present this week's current
slate of movies, which should run from
Wednesday March 3 until March 10.

TheAbyst Taking a cue from Nietzche,
director James Cameron dives head first

into this undersea adventure yarn that
manages to combine the search for a dis-
mantled nuclear sub, the patch-up of a
battle weary marriage and a deep sea
m ining companies' close encounters ofthe
aquatic kind. Given credible performances
by Ed Harris and Mary Elizabeth
Mastrantonio as the estranged couple
struggling with their torn marriage as
well as the ominous presence of a ma-
levolent Navy SEAL squad, Cameron
somehow makes it all piece together.
Though the film's drama is watered-down
in the final act with the discovery of the
abyss's alien denizens, solid acting from
the leads and from Cameron veteran
Michael Biehn (Terminator, Aliens) keep
this film from drowning in a sea of visual
effects. B

Airplane One of the true comedy
classics ofour time, this Zucker Brother's
ingenious sendup of airport disaster
movies satisfied a parody starved early
80's audience and established the directors
as America's predominant Sultans of
Spoof. Leads Robert Hays and Julie
Haggerty waltz through a cinematic co-
tillion of deadpan dialogue and bad puns
galore with remarkable ease, sharing the
screen with such eclectic casting choices
as veteran character actors Peter Graves
and Leslie Nielsen. As the antics continue
and the sight gags mount, this film leaves
in its wake an abundance of laughs. A-

Aliens This action-packed sequel to
the 1979 sci-fi thriller reunites ChiefWar-

on HSCN ^^V^^ ^^ '^''^' ^^^ ^^^^^ ^""^ ^"*^^ ^^'""^ '^ ^^ ^"^^^ ^^'°' ''°^" ^"^' '" '^ ooritempora^medy%To"'a'.mg

rant Officer Ripley (Sigourney Weaver)
with an entire planet infested with acid-
blooded parasitic aliens. Introducing a
team of Marine grunts sent in to investi-

gate the desertion of a planetary mining
colony. Director James Cameron fuses
action and thriller genres, creating a vir-

tuoso masterpiece ofheavy firepower and
gripping suspense. Weaver gives an in-

credible performance as the beleaguered
Ripley forced to confront a never ending
nightmare and ends up creating a Holly-
wood rarity, a strong and well-defined
female character. A-
Candyman This uneven 1992 thriller

based upon a short story by horror novelist
Clive Barker, has a good premise but due
to an uninspired script, gets lost and be-

comes nothing more than a standard

slasher film. The plot involves the re-

search of a college grad student (Virginia
Madsen) into the field of urban folklore,

where she unknowingly awakens the ire

of an inner-city phantom, Candyman.
Before the film is drenched in buckets of
blood, the story suprisingly shows some
promise. Unfortunately too many ques-
tions lingerand before long the film decides
to follow in the footsteps of psychos past
(Freddy Krueger, Jason Vorhies) adding
nothing new to that ailing genre. D+

Hero Backed by a superb A-list cast
(Dustin Hoffman, Geena Davis, Andy
Garcia) and an Oscar nominated screen-
writer (David Webb Peoples), director
Stephen Frears fashions a slightly uneven
satire of the media biz and its quest for

heroics, which for the most part soars. The

satire sags in a few scenes and Andy
Garcia's character is left undeveloped, but
despite these flaws. Hero manages to poke
good-natured fun at the media mdustry
and make a statement about American
societies' constant search for the hero of
the moment. B-
Lord ofthe Flies This 1990 retelling

of the perennial junior high reading list

mainstay, is a nicely photographed and
well directed morality tale. The story of a
group ofadolescent military school cadets
who find solace on a deserted island after

their plane crashes in the sea. this film

serves as a cautionary tale of power and
the corruption it enforces on society. As
the survivors of the crash begin to choo.se

sides, intolerance for their enemies ri-ses

Turn to HSCN, page 8

Pianist pleases crowd
Franciose ushers a new genre ofjazz
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

Deborah Franciose
Iron Horse
Feb. 18, 1993

Noted jazz pianist/composer
Deborah Franciose appeared at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton on
Feb. 18 to celebrate the release of her
second album. Gypsy Heart. The
evening proved to showcase a superb
repertoire performed by Franciose and
her trio. The multi-talented band in-

cluded Guatemalen percussionist
Ricardo Monson, bassist Ron Murray
and drummer Bob Moses.

The evening was filled with intense

and explosive sets which included a
tribute to the late Dizzy Gillespie titled

"For Dizzy," which simultaneously bid

farewell and thanked him for all his

contributions to the jazz world.

Franciose had captivated the audi-

ence with her solo "Patty Joe" which
had a soul stirring effect. Her style

leaves much to the imagination, her

strength and passion to communicate
in a very subtle way left the audience

caressed by the rhythms.
Her title song "Gypsy Heart" was

performed with "impeccable and deli-

cate fire that nestled in Afro-Cuban
roots," remarked a member of the au-

dience. The creative interpretations of
the song "Escape From Nowhere"
pleased even the most discriminating
music lover, while pure melodic joy
charmed even casual listeners.

Franciose describes her style as an
"energy hidden deep within my soul

waiting to emerge and express itselF

and it's ever-changing presence is one
of great potential.

Her association with Boston Pops
conductor John Williams has had a
tremendous impact on her music. She
studied music throughout high school

and attended the Boston Conservatory
and completed her graduate work at
New England Conservatory.

Deborah's first exposure to jazz be-

gan shortly aft«r working on George
Gershwin's "Rhapsody In Blue" where
a new wind blown dynamism ofrhythm
and style (Jazz) took her by surprise.

She pursued this new style and created

a unique and explosive symphony of

classical/jazz vibrations.

She later met up with Lyle Mays,
the keyboard player for the Pat
Metheny Group, who took her under
his wing and guided and assisted her
as she became exposed to different and
divergent jazz sounds of other jazz

pianists such as Oscar Peterson, Bill

Evans and Chuck Correa.

Franciose and her trio tranformed
Turn to FRANCIOSE. page 8

Listen to this!

Alternative rock
month is here
By KEN MAIURI
Collegian Corresf>ondent

Start saving your money now! March is the big "al-

ternative rock" month, when major labels release tons of

stuff and all the good bands show up in the area. The
avalanche has already begun, and there are some nice

surprises, so listen to this!

Spilt Milk
Jellyfish

Charisma Records

You'll either love it or hate it. The second release
from Jellyfish, two guys who play everything themselves,
isjam-packed with clever musical mimicry ofthe Beatles,

Queen, XTC, and every other popular act from the late

60's and 70's.

Lyrically and musically, Jellyfish snatches ideas
from everybody else and sews it all up into a psychadelic
trick bag that either makes you smile or wince every
time they pull something out.

"Joining a Fan Club" sounds like Queen playing "Sgt.
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band;" "All Is Forgiven" is

the most bombastically tuneful song ever recorded and
has to be heard to be believed , and it segues abruptly i nto
"Russian Hill ," an acoustic song withjazzy Henry Mancini-
esque orchestral flourishes.

Each of the 12 songs is catchy like a virus, and fans of
Pink Floyd's "The Wall" will have a chuckle at the end of
the CD. Be brave and buy it! A+

Turn to ALTiRNATIVE, page 8

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADUNE

FRIDAY.- MAR. 26

jUngle Project/Evmt Grants

for music, theater, oisualart

and design, performance

I

art. literature,fdm and video.

and other arts related events.

PROPOSALS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDEf/TCROUPS

APPUCATK»fS
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STLfDEWTACnVTTIES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
i03 HASBROUCK
OR CALL 54^(002
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Franciose

COLLEGIAN

continued from page 7

the Iron Horse Music Hallwth the piece titled "Serengeti"
which projected the soul, cascading, and escalating to
surreal heights ofintense passion. This is truly her style.

Franciose is ushering in a new, long awaited genre to
the jazz world and is sure to get the attention her music
deser\'es.

HSCN

COURTESY DEBORAH FRANCIOSE
Deborah Franciose

Correction
Nick Angelis was misidentified in the photo in the

Feb. 26 Collegian. The Collegian regrets the error.

This space
for rent.

Collegian advertising.

545-3500

It works.

continued from poge 7

and the boys discover innocence lost and tragedy
found. Newcomer Balthazar Getty (Young Guns II)

turns in a good performance. B
The Naked Gun The Zucker Brothers strike

once again in this manic spoof of police dramas.
Utilizing their offbeat sense of humor populated
by countless bad puns and sight gags, they have
created an ingenious comedy which revels in star
Leslie Nielsen's oblivious performance as Lt. De-
tective Frank Drebin. "King" widow Prescilla

Presley and Fantasy Island's own Ricardo
Montebaln round out a trademark Zucker eclectic

cast. A-
La Bamba The tragic story of rocker Richie

Valens rise from poverty to hit rock n' roll status
and subsequent death in a plane crash that also
claimed the lives of Buddy Holly and the Big
Bopper, is told in this impressive biopic from 1988.
Lou Diamond Phillips gives perhaps his best
perfomance as Valens and fellow Standand Deliver
alumn Esai Morales earns merit as Valens' an-
guished brother. The soundtrack featuring origi-

nal Valens' recordings like "Donna" is excellent. B
Roxanne Steve Martin offers a sweet comic

variation of the immortal classic Cyrano de
Bergerac . Saddled with an enormous proboscis
(nose), Martin's fire chief, Charlie, mines comedic
potential out of small town life and attempts to

woo Darryl Hannah, despitecompetion from the
new firefighter in town. Though it may sound like

a cliche, director Fred Schepisi (A/r. Baseball)
creates a comic romantic fable that makes you
laugh as it touches your heart. B+
Flatlinen This medical thriller about a group

of med students experimenting with the afterlife

is pumped up with impressive visuals.
Unfortunately.director Joel Schumacher fails to

create any real feeling of suspense, a must for any
first rate thriller. The cast including Kiefer
Sutherland, Julia Roberts and Kevin Bacon are
adequate but they fail to generate any real sympa-
thy for their characters.An underdeveloped script
fails to open its possibilities and leaves Flatlines
headed for intensive care. C+
Also showing this week but not reviewed are Bye

Bye Birdie. Defenseless, The French Connection,
Mommie Dearest, To Catch a Thief. Metropolitan,
and Judgement in Berlin.

alternative
continued from page 7

Tool Of the Man
Poster Children
Sire/Reprise

Last year the Poster Children had an excellent Pixies-

ish single ("If You See Kay") from a really good album
(Daisychain Reaction). Instead of following it up with a
more focused album that plays up their strengths, though,
the four kids from Illinois have made a boring, tuneless

album without one really good song.

"Dynamite Chair," "Clock Street" and "Outside In"

stand out, but they aren't enough to recommend the
album. A real disappointment. D+

Reachin' (A New Refuatation ofTime and Space)
Digable Planets
Pendulum/Elektra

Mellow, man. Digable Planets are three rappers from
New York named Doodlebug, Ladybug and Butterfly.

They get ideas from Kafka, they're strongly pro-choice,

they're relaxed. There are no walloping beatsonReachin ',

their first album , but that's because they're coming at rap
from ajazz mentality. There are great samples sewn into

the laid back tapestry of bass and drum machines, and
each rapper has a very definite stvle of their own.

The first single, "Rebirth of Slick (Cool Like Dat)" is

ultra-catchy, as are "It's Good to Be Here" and "Where I'm
From." The last three or four songs on the disc sound too

samey, but ifDigable Planets tighten things up a bit. they
may be "the next big thing," if you're interested in that
sort of label. B

Pure Guava
Ween
Elektra Records

Get this: Ween is two guys, "Dean Ween" and "Gene
Ween" who suckered a major label into paying them to

jerk around in a recording studio. Ween writes hilarious,

nonsensical, orjust plain strange songs, and then screws
them up further by distorting some of the instruments
and vocals, or speeding them up, or slowing them down.

"Little Birdy" is oddly affecting, even when Dener and
Gener laugh their way through the last verse; "The Going
Gets Tough from the Get-Go" sounds like Madonna with a
weird sense of humor, "Big Jilm" makes absolutely no
sense but youll be humming it for weeks; "Push Th' Little

Daisies" is a happy song that just might be about death;
"Springtheme"sounds like theChipmunks singinga Prince
song. 19 sonps, collect 'em all. Buy this thing now! A

1st /mnwAL 5-

)?

March 3 and 4, 1993
(Wednesday and Thursday)

10 am - 4 pm
UMass Campus Center

1st Floor Convention Area

Rooms 163-165

Displays and representatives from
the following companies:

t:

Summer al

•randeis

•ninrsMy
Liberal Arts

Premedical Sciences

Near Eastern

and Judaic Studies

Foreign Linguages:

intensive, on-campus
and overseas

Chamber Music Workshop

Law, Medicine and

Health Policy Program

I— June 7-|alf #
N •» July I l-AuguaC I

S

• SmaM classes taught bf
Brandeis faculty

• CompctitNc Tuition

• Easy access Irem Rtes.

i28/9S/90

• Free parking

information, cattiof and application:

StudiesSpecial and
BramMl IMvMnitx
PO. »Mf||i
Waltham.IWt22S4.fl 10

(417) 736-3414

-^-"*.y*-^^ >*^ ^f^-
j yirr? J

• Drawings for Free Software and Accessories

• Information on special educational pricing

• PC-Software Support will be available

Sponsored by the Computer Department at the

Campus Center

(413) 545-2619

^yVNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Proud Sponsor oLl
1992-93

Hanes'/Atlantic 10

Commissioner's Cup

S3 Hanes
the ultimate
source:

^'^i'tJlS'frrK*!!!!^ ^'^^ "P°" '**" ^"^"^ '" '^^ °* ^^ Conference's 1 7 champKXisNpsports. The team with the highest pant total at the end of the season is presented with the Commissionefs Cup

Hanes/Allanlic 10
Commissioner's Cup Standings

1

.

West Virginia 39.0 pit
2. Mjssjthuiclls .15.5 pU
1 «U"gCM . IJSpU
4. r.cnrgc Washington 2(..0 pti
•• Rhocfc Island 26.0 pli
5 SI. losrph'i 2r " '

7. Temple i;

B. SI. Bonjvrnlurc 1S.5 pli

Standings after nine ihampionshipj.

1993 ATUNTIC 10 CONFERENCE

MEN'S & WOMEN'S USKETBUL CHHinONSHIPS

MARCH 1993

For Ticket Information call 41 3-54';-Q81

COLLEGIAN
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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"Hey! You! ... Yeah, you! I ain t gonna tell you again
to quit spittin' on me!"

By GARRY TRUDEAU Quote of the Day
"A warm smile is the universal language

of kindness."

- William Arthur Ward

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE

.X Vcs^T trOOCO CaA^v/

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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Sandy Bogage

Menu
LUNCH

Tri-County Fair Sand.

Chicken Burrito

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato, Egg, Ciebs Sand.

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Fettuccini

Glazed Harvest Ham
BASICS DINNER

Cheese Spinach Squares

Fettuccini

The opinions c-.xprcsH'cl on this pjgc .irc those ot the ( .m(K)nists .ind do not nee ess.irily refle( t the views ol ihe C"o//t;i,'M/i or the University
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1 BrKlg« term
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15 Type otcoda
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correspondent

1

7
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1

9

Coin ot Iran
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college

22 Run — : meet
23 Rip
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18 Spirit

23 Capital of

Florida

24 III tempered
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28 Ended
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composer
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35 Like a snail

36 Care for
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46 Bad
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49 Fauir pas
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52 Perfect
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No love lost between UM-B.C.
COLLEGIAN

By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

-I hate B.C.. I hate B.C.." one Collegian columist wrote
with passion last semester.

Shout the phrase "Go Eagles!" in an uptown bar and
you're likely to get the same reaction as yelling "90210
sucks" in the Bluewall.

Talk to any UMass student from Boston, including
myself, and they're Ukely to tell you that there is no lower
form of scum in this world than a B.C. hoop fan.

Maybe it's something in the water, but the hatred of
Boston College Basketball has become one of the most
beloved pastimes on this campus and yet we have not
faced them in three years.

Ideally, we have no reason to hate B.C. They have
never stolen a recruit illegally or played dirty basketball
against us. In fact, this year's Eagle team (15-9 overall,
9-7 in Big East) is a very good one and could get an NCAA
Tournament bid. Jim O'Brien will most likely get Big
East Coach ofthe Year and for the record B.C. does play
in a better (though not much) league.

Still, even mumble the words of a "UMass-B.C."
matchup and youll see pandemonium throughout the
streets of Amherst. Oh. I can see it now. If vou think
UMass fans were rude to William Cunningham ofTemple,
just wait until the MinuteManiacs get a hold of Gerrod

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts athletic department

will be arranging a bus trip to the Atlantic 1 Champion-
ships in Philadelphia, PA on March 7 and 8 at the
Palestra. The package includes round-trip motorcoach,
hotel and tickets to games on Sunday and Monday.

For information or reservation call the UMass ticket
office at 545-0810.

COLLEGIAN
545-3500

!*!PRIZES!*!
To enter the raffle:

1

.

Bring this ad to the:

Cancer Awareness Table
Campus Center Concourse
Wednesday, March 3, 1993
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

2. Answer the questions below and find the
lumps in the breast and testicle models at
the table.

3. Fill out this coupon to enter a raffle to win
one of these prizes:

Zoar Outdoor White Water Rafting trip.

New England Air Connection Northampton
sight-seeing plane ride. Free equipment
rental from E.M.S.. and others!

• Testicular cancer is one of the most
common cancers in men aged 15-34

T F

• One in ten women will get breast cancer

T F

• Sunburn is just as dangerous as any other
burn.

• Within 12 hours after your last cigarette
your body will begin to heal itself.

T F

Name

Address

Phone

Only 1 entry per person

Get a sample of sunscreen while supplies last

Sponsored by the Health Education Division
University Health Services 'UMass/Amherst

"Put it on my charge" Abram.
Growing up in Boston, I loved the Eagles. I loved

Michael Adams. Gerard Phelan and Bill Romanowski. I

loved Jack Bicknell and Dana Barros.
But now I hate Bill Curley, Tom McManus and Tom

Coughlin.
I have metamorphasized into be a Minuteman and

with that comes the job of hating anything faintly re-
sembling the Boston College emblem. I call it a disease.
Maybe "B.C.-itis" a common case of visiting Boston and
being surrounded by oodles of B.C.
media and news.

Such as Friday's Boston Globe with a feature story on
Boston College's Paul "I just crawled ofTthe skateboard
ramp" Grant. Come on, guys. Your own state University
was heading in to one of its biggest tests of the year
against West Virginia and the Globe completely ignored
it.

The general consensus around campus calls Boston
College a home of bratty, snobs "who's daddy's couldn't
get them in anywhere better."

Maybe we hate B.C. because we're jealous. They have
Billy Bulger, we have Richard Gere. They have the city
Boston and we have the town of Amherst.

So is that it? We are jealous because B.C. gets more
attention than us? Hard to say. but the truth is no one
from UMass has any reason to hate B.C.

Do you ever read the sports section
and fantasize about how much you
would love to write articles for it?

just Do it!

If you are interested in writing for
Sports, come on down and see Mike
at the Collegian. We are at 113
Campus Center.

(face it it's like fun homework.)

How's
your

First Aid?

American
RedCroM

SPORTS 6flR

& RCSTAURAKT

SHARK NIGHT
^RETURNS^
Single Elimination
Pool Tournament
• Free Pizza for Players

• $2.00 Entrance Fee
Sign-Up: 7:30-8:00

Minutemen
continued from pxjge 12

going in there thinking of the last two games, and
how bad we played," Calipari said.

After a sluggish first halfin which the two teams
combined for 29 turnovers, UMass held a 28-18
lead. The lead was cut to 39-33 with 14 minutes left

to play before UMass finally put the game away.
Malloy , whowas 0-4, all from 3-point land, in the

first half after not starting only his second game of
the year, hit two treys in the 18-5 run which put the
game away. Aft«r Williams hit two free throws to
make the score 41-33, Malloy launched back-to-
back threes from the left wing, both of which hit
nothing but net.

With UMass up 47-33, Garland Mance and
Dana Dingle traded trifectas before Harry Moore
and Derek Kellogg matched field goals. Up by only
14 points, Tony Barbee decided to try his luck from
3-point land.

Barbee's three followed by Williams' gritty de-
termination in putting back an offensive rebound
were too much for St. Bonaventure, who called time
out down 57-38 with less than 11 minutes left.

Malloy was as torrid in the second halfas he was
cold in the first. He scored nine straight points in
versatile fashion with four minutes left— he drove
the lane, grabbed an offensive bound and hit a
jumper, hit two free throws, and nailed his final
trey of the night to put UMass ahead 82-56.

His outside shooting jump-started the Minute-
men, and he said he was urged to continue shooting
despite a horrendous first half

"I just came out thinking about last game, I

didn't score, I didn't make a basket." Malloy said. "I

was shooting the ball quick, I wasn't Uking my
time on my follow through.

"IAt halftime, Calipari | said don't let that get to
me. to keep shooting the ball," Williams said. "That's
my role on the team, to shoot. I've got to do more
with Mike out."

Mike Williams' outside punch was missed early,
and the prognosis for the 6-foot-2 sophomore is not
good. Williams found out Sunday that his right
hand was broken, and he could miss as many as
four weeks. The NCAA Tournament starts in 16
days.

"Hopefully, we're pushing three to four weeks,
but I'm pushing for two-and-a-half." WiUiams said.
"It depends on me, it depends how I feel — if I feel
it's coming along, 111 take [the cast) off. if not, I'm
not gonna make it worse. III wait until next year."

In another subplot. Harper Williams was locked
in a battle with Bonaventure's Moore for the
bragging rights to the A-lO's top player. Williams
last year's A- 10 Player ofthe Year, outscored Moore
25- 1 7 and outrebounded him 8-4

. yet said he wasn't
concerned about being this year's award-winner.

SPORTS NOTICE
Intramural Sports
• Spring '93 Softball and Co-rec Soccer
Men's, women'sand co-ed and grad-fac softball and

co-ed soccer rosters are due March 8. before spring
break. All players must be health cleared. Late teams
wHI be scheduled on a space available basis after Spring

• Co-Rec Volleyball

Volleyball special rosters aredue March 8 with a $20
entry fee. Space is limited, enter early to reserve your
spot. All players must be health cleared.

• Men's and Women's Reebok Spot Shot Contest
Win a pair of Reebok basketball shoes! Contest will

be held during the Intramural Basketball semi-finals and
finals, March 10 and 11, starting at 6:30 p.m Entry
forms are available at the intramural office, 2 1 5 Boyden

"A" SIDE MCSIC
We Will Buy Used Compact

Discs at $3.00 Each And
Used Cassettes at 75^ Each

Any Music Type

16 Temby Street

ill Vi TGI 001 o ^^^^^ *o Debbie Wong)
l^ij; /»3-3212 Springfield, MA 01119

\X.

Ul^^

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

1 V n .i ., -. . „ ,

T-Shirts • Sweats • Boxers
Posters • Bumper Stickers

WE DO IT ALL!
Full Art Department, Free Delivery

584-0091
47 East Street, Hadley

[5% OFFaH orders with^his coupon

n

WAY
SCREEN DESNM
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Men's indoor track
finishes twelfth in NEs
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By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

Men's indoor track coach Ken O'Brien
left this weekend's New England Indoor
Track & Field Championships with mixed
emotions. Although his University of
Massachusetts squad finished twelfth,
O'Brien said he was happy because a few
ofhis runners surpassed his expectations
with their performances.

Those kids that scored really did well
and the team did well as a whole, but we
had a couple of slips and a couple of kids
just get shaved out of scoring and the
scoring doesn't reflect how we performed,"
O'Brien said.

UMass had figured to finish somewhere
in the bottom halfof the second ten, but a
couple of slip-ups and close finishes
dropped the Minutemen out ofthe top 10.

The Minutemen finished with 16 points in
the two-day competition.

"We had seven potential scoringevents,
but we only scored in fourand thatdropped
us down," O'Brien said. "If we had scored
in the seven, we could've finished as high
as sixth."

Boston College took first place with 98
points, edging out Northeastern by four
points. After that, the scoring dropped off
a bit with Boston University taking third
with 82 points, followed by the University
of Connecticut (64) and the University of
Rhode Island (53).

The story of the meet for the Minute-
men had to be the exceptional perfor-
mances of Lyonel Benjamin, Thomas

Galligani, Matthew Simon, and the dis-
tance medley team.

Benjamin was ranked 22nd out ofall the
sprinters headed into the championships,
but ran well in the qualifying heats and
ended up finishing fifth in the 55-meter
dash with a time of 6.66 seconds — just
missing out on fourth place by .04 seconds
and just grabbing fifth by .01 seconds.

Both Galligani and Simon were ranked
seventh in their respective events going
into the championships, but followed
Benjamin's lead and pulled off upsets of
their own. GaUigani finished third in the
triplejump with ajump of46 feet 6 inches.

Simon took third in the mile with a
time of 4:12.47. Erik Nadeau of North-
eastern made news in Simon's event by
running a sub-four minute mile. He com-
pleted the race in 3:59.68.

The distance medley team ofJim Avery
(half-mile), Brian King(400 meters), Craig
Cormier (three-quarter mile), and Pat
Reed (one mile) also earned respect by
proving that their 19th-ranked team was
indeed much better than that. They fin-

ished fifth with a combined time of
10:16.61.

O'Brien said he felt that was the type of
exemplary performance the team had been
waiting almost all year for and hopes to
build on those individual successes for his
team's future.

"That's the kind of ladder-climbing we
need," O'Brien said, "Now we need to es-
tablish a larger scoring base so that ifwe
have guys slip up, someone else will be
there to pick up the slack."

Women fall to UNH,
look ahead
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday, the University of
Massachusetts women's gymnastics
team went in short-handed to compete
against New Hampshire; but the team
came away with more than just a loss
188.70-185.30.

Without senior all-arounderTammy
Marshall to start the meet, the
Minutewomen looked to rally around
junior all-arounder Margaret Furtado,
who led UMass their last time out in a
victory over Springfield College. How-
ever, against the Wildcats, thingswould
be different.

"When you know you're going in a
little short-handed, and things get
messed up in the middle of the meet,
you know if you are 100 percent how
well you could have done," said Mitchell.

Furtado was injured while vaulting,
and was unable to compete in the final

two events for the Minutewomen.
"The best thing is that the people

who came in realized that everyone has
their jobs to do. and that everyone can
pull their own weight," Mitchell said.

"We had to put some substitutions in.

and they came through, but the score
couldn't be that high.

"As far as UNH, they have a really

to Georgia
strong team. But we could definitely
beat 'em. We'll get them two more times,
so well see what happens."

Marshall, replacing Furtado on
beam, performed a routine which she
said lacked the difficulty she normally
uses but still received a 9.65. The beam
was the best event for the
Minutewomen. with everyone hitting,
according to Mitchell, who said he feels
that it is the key for his team in order to
achieve success in the future.

"Beam at the beginning of the year
was a bit ofa problem. Leann | Zavotka j

hit her routine (9.30). Ruth (Reeves)
hitherroutine(9.45).Abby|May|came
through (9.60). Tammy came through
(9.65). Beam is our strongest event,"
Mitchell said.

UMass takes the mat Saturday in
the Bulldog Invitational, at the Univer-
sity of Georgia. The teams are among
the best in the East — University of
Georgia. Penn State University, and
West Virginia, along with the
Minutewomen. The meet is at 7 p.m.

"Realistically speaking, ourchances
of going to the Regionals as a team are
looking very good. What we want to do
is. if we can repeat last week's perfor-

mance
I this weekend I. or even better it,

well be able to wrap this thing up."
Mitchell said.

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

' New Management
SOUTHWOOD

APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES

1 Bdrm S36()

2 Bdrni from S43()

3 Bdrm S690
4 Bdrm S88()

• Free Bus

• Hot Water iiicl.

• Fully (-arpctcd

• Dining R(X)m

• Tennis Clourt

• No Pets

CaU 1-413-253-4055

COLLEGE HOOPS TOURNEY
CFBL TM SOFTWARE FOR THE

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS • Room 304

.TMWINDOWS 3.1 OPER. SYSTEM

RUN THE ENTIRE COLLEGE
TOURNAMENT WITH THE
CLICK OF A MOUSE!

THE CFBL'" PACKAGE IS IDEAL FOR TRACKING THE
COLLEGE TOURNAMENT. THIS EASY-TO-INSTALL

PACKAGE BOASTS ADVANCED GRAPHICS AND REPORTS,
CUSTOM SCORING, AUTOMATIC CALCULATIONS AND
UNLIMITED PARTICIPANTS. NO MORE LONG HOURS

TOTALING POINTS WITH A PENCIL! RUN THE CFBL^ AND
GET INSTANT RESULTS. ORDER NOW. DONT MISS THE
MADNESS. ALSO AVAILABLE: FANTASY FOOTBALL!!

SEND A CHECK OR M.O. FOR $29.95. INCLUDE NAME, ADDRESS AND
DISK SIZE. COLOSSUS COMPUTING, INC.

P.O. BOX 364, WILBRAHAM, MA 01095 (413)782 8881

(^ I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sLster is anorexic and she isn't getting any

help. How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. Shc4

says it's under control, hut I don't think it is. I'm

really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or

suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to

this informal workshop to explore how you can help

and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

All candidates for Stockbridge Golf.

Meeting March 4th 4pm rm 223 Boyden
Building or call Jack Leaman 545-1301
In rm 301 Mullins Center

International Students Association
•••70s Night*"
at the

Blue Wall

Friday March 5th 9.00 pm 1:00 pm
tkts S3 before 11:00

S4 after

ANNOUNCEMENTS

COLLEGE PIZZA FOR SALE

SPRIIVG SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3.50

Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496098
549 6073

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta
Is now accepting applications

Applications are available in Hener 608
.Both Undergraduate and graduate
students.

Spanish Speakers
EarnSSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers (natives

or non native) for Psychology reading
study.

Non native speakers should have taken
Spanish 320 or above
Call Jovette 545 0693

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1.2,3 & 4 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Amherst - 3 Itedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Apply now If you want to live at Mill

Valley Estates next year 253 7377

Cape Cod- Group summer rentals

Waterfront houses Famouth area

5084776000

Room Available S163/month
Utils. Included call Jim at 665 1 190
Don't t>e a Ninny • call nowM

Guns N Roses
2 floor tickets

Mullens Arena 3/19

5464910

1985 Jeep CJ7 new parts exc cond
Must sell to pay bills etc. Asking
2000 or BO ask for Micsh 253 5679

OVV Ticket To Los Angeles
Useby3/10S125
413 586 7865

Sanyo Stereo System
Amplifier Graphic Equalizer

Double Cassette Deck
Plus Rack Speakers
Call 253 4022, Greg
OnlyS200

asset. This position is full time and in

volves some weekends and holidays.

We offer competitive salary and ben
efits package Please forward resume
to: Michael Lee, M.S., New England
Memorial Fertility Center. Suite 321,
Three Woodland Road, Stoneham, MA
02180

Postal Jobs Avallablol Many posi-

tions Great Benefits. Call 1 800 436-4365
ext. p 3306

LOST

Happy Birthday Andrea!
Your Birthday Buddy G

Hey Ruane
Happy 20lh Birthday

Love your

rwighbors. floormates & buddies
Sorry it's late'

To A^tha Chi Onnega, Sigma Phi Epsi
Ion and Zela Psi

Thanks for a great exch8r>ge

The Sisters of AEPhi

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, orvcampus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

Lostfllfifl-

Totman - Feb 1$t

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

University Store bag with 2
sweatshirts, card and padded mailer.

Tuesday in Campus Center. Reward
Call 253 3729

SERVICES

Kesuma Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph D 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

f need 1 or 2 tickets for h l>all game 3/

4 lets make a deal SS call 549 8087

Reporter Seeks Funny date storiescall

Lisa 256 3140

Want to buy: Nice Pullout car stereo or

nice protable CD player. Call James at

253 96S2

TRAVEL

HELP WANTED

In Vitro Fertilization/Embryologist/
Lab Technician
Highly successful in vitro fertilization

program is seeking a responsible and
highly motivated lab technician/embry
olfWji<;t with BS minimum Experience

inri/or animal IVF

PERSONALS

Congratulations ot the new IGU
Pledges! Katie, Jen C. Melinda, Jen N.

,

Rebecca, Kathleen, Robin. Get psyched
for an awesome semesterin Love, The
Sisters of IGU

viiyraiuiaiifNis
UMass Swimmin' Men* Women
Way to kick butt this season i

Good Luck at EssternsI - MIA

Scuba Dhfe for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

SPRINGBREAKII
Panama and Daytona

$ 1 39 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

LAST CHANCE
Call Erica 546^0223

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing for spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call 'Voung Mi 546 0580 or

Jen 546 4978

We want to take over your lease' 4

person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting in January 546 2296
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Game Summary

St. Bonaventure 18-44 62
Massachusetts 28-58 86

Massachusetts (1»-6, 10-3)
Barbee 3-8 2-2 9, H. Williams 8-119-
1 1 25, Roe 4-9 6-8 14, Dingle 2-5 2-2

7, KeHogg 2-6 2-2 6, PadiUa 1-10-0 2,

C. Robinson 1-1 00 2, Nunez 0-0 0-0

0, Malloy6-13 3-6 19, Meyer 0-1 2-2 2,

Cottrell 0-0 0-1 0, K. Robinson 0-1 0-0

Totals: 27-56 26-34 86.

St. Bonaventure (10-15,0-13)
Moore 6-8 5-8 1 7. Mance 6-12 5-6 18,

Quackenbush 1-5 2-3 4, Nelson-
Richards 3-6 1 -2 9, Vanterpool 4-10 1-

6 10, Satalin 0-0 0-0 0, Gailo 1-10-0 2.

Mobley 0- 1 0-0 0, Vicklander 1 -3 0-0 2,

Zajac 0-0 0-0 0, HauH 0-2 0-0 0. Totals:

22-48 14-25 62.

Three-point goals: Si. Bonaventure
4-12 (Moore 0-1, Mance 1-4.

Quackenbush 0-2, Nelson-Richards 2-

2, Vanterpool 1-2), Massachusetts 6-

1 9 (Barbee 1 -3. Dingle 1 -1 , Kellogg 0-

4, Malloy 4-11). Rebounds: Sf.

Bonaventure 31 (Mance, Vanterpool

5), Massachusetts 35 (H. Williams 8).

Assists: St. Bonaventure 13
(Vanterpool 5), Massachusetts 21

(Kellogg 9). Fouled out: Nelson-

Richards. K. Robinson. Attendance:
9.493

Player of the Game

Harper Williams, 6-7 Sr. Forward

Williams, who scored 25 points, was
consistent the whole night, leading the

team in scoring at halftime and for the

game. He shut down the Bonnies de-

fensively with two b'ocks and two steals

and was full of fire and determination for

the full 40 minutes.

Why UMass won
The Minutemen were led by the in-

side play of Harper Williams and Lou
Roe (14 points) and the second half

outside shooting of Jerome Malloy. St.

Bonaventure' s Harry Moore, the A- 1 0's

leading scorer, got into foul trouble

early ar>d was not as effective. UMass
turned p'ay up a notch with 1 3 minutes
remaining and never looked back.

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen, A- 10 title securely

in hand, close out the regular season
Thursday night against the second place

St. Joseph's Hawks. St. Joseph's is 1 7-

8 and 8-5 in the conference, and will be
facing the Minutemen on Senior Night.

UMass won the first meeting with St.

Joe's by a 81-69 count. Harper Wil-

liams had 21 points.

Catch all the Minutemen
Basketball Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the
John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Minutemen win A- 1 season title
Rebound from sluggish first half, coast to 86-62 victory
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian StafT

With the University of Massachusetts
basketball team dropping two straight
games in disturbing fashion, with their
super sub, Mike Williams, out three weeks
with a broken hand, and with only two
games remaining in the regular season,
theMinutemen needed something to break
out of their funk.

Last night, it took them more than 20
minutes to break out against St.
Bonaventure University. Luckily forthem,
they were able to take their time.
When they finally turned on their jets,

the No. 23 Minutemen { 19-6. 10-3 in the A-
1 ) nearly blew the Bonnies offthe floor en
route to a 86-62 win and a second straight
Atlantic 10 regular season championship.

With Harper Williams setting a season
high with 25 points and Jerome Malloy
turning from ice cold to red hot from three-
poi nt range. UMass snapped the two-game
skid with relative ease.

The Minutemen will face the Bonnies
( 10-15, 0-13 A-10) again Sunday in the A-
10 Tournament, with the Minutemen
holding the top seed and St. Bonaventure
firmly entrenched as the number eight
seed.

"I'm happy that we won the champi-
onship again, two years in a row," said
UMass head coach John Calipari. "I'm
happy that we're going down to the I A- 10

1

tournament and we know our seed.
"Ifwe play a scrappy game, we're gonna

be fine. In the first half. I thought we were
tentative again. I mean. 1 think we were

Turn to MINUTEMEN. page 10
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The University of Massachusetts basketball team wrapped up the A-10 regular season with

a victory over St. Bonaventure last night. The men will face the Bonnies Sunday in Philadelphia

Williams vies to be top A-10 player
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Despite missing nine games due to in-
jury and getting off to an admitted slow
start. University ofMassachusetts center
Harper Williams is likely to be named
Atlantic 10 Player of the Year Saturday
for the second consecutive season.

Williams, averaging 16.4 points, 7.9
rebounds and 2.3 blocks a game, is consid-
ered the leading candidate for the award in
a league that has no true superstar.

"I think Harper is the Player of the
Year because he is the most important
player on the best team." St. Joseph's
coach John Griffin said. "I think Lou Roe
might be the best player in the league, but
Harper will probably win the award."

Roe, a sophomore forward for the Min-
utemen, Temple guard Aaron McKie and
George Washington guard Dirkk Surles
are also leading candidates for the honor.

"I think the three candidates are McKie,
Roe and Harper Williams," URI coach Al
Skinner said. "I'm still not sure who I like,

but I guess I'd lean toward Harper."
It was only six weeks ago that Williams,

who broke his right hand in late December,

ended speculation that he would seek a
medical redshirt by retiuTiing to action
against Temple. In the 12 games since
then, Williams, who played uninspired
basketball in December, has re-established
himself as the class of the league.

"Harper is a great player, probably the
most dangerous player in the league,"
Temple coach John Chaney said. "To come
back from his ii\jury and play the way he
has proves that he is for real."

Williams, who poured in 25 points and
grabbed eight rebounds in an 86-62 victory
over St. Bonaventure, said he does not pay
much attention to individual awards.

"I just want to finish the year strong—
if they pick me then fine, if not, no prob-
lem," Williams said.

Last season, Williams averaged 13.9
points and 7.5 rebounds to edge out West
Virginia's Ricky Robinson and teammate
Jim McCoy for Player of the Year honors.

"Last year I was more of a fighting
Harper Williams," the 6-foot-7 senior
center said. "This year everyone expected
me to come out and play well. Guys were
gunning for rae more. They are always
saying to me 'So your the A-10 Player of
the Year? Prove it to me.*"

If he does not capture the award, Wil-
liams would like to see Roe win it.

"As long as it goes to a player on my
team, then I don't care." he said.

UMass coach John Calipari said his
entire starting frontcourt are all viable
candidates.

"1 think it should either go to Harper,
Tony

I Barbee | or Lou," Calipari said. "You
can say Aaron McKie oryou can say Dirkk
Surles, but I don't think there is any
question it should go to one ofthose three."

Roe, who is averaging 14.5 points and
9.3 rebounds a game, said. "Harper truly
deserves it. He has provided a lot ofsenior
leadership and maturity. He's been more
than just the best player on the court."

Roe struggled when Williams sat out
nine games in December and January,
only to return to top form following Wil-
liams return.

"Harp freed me up to crash the boards
more," Roe said. "Guys focus on him and
that makes things easier for me."

All postseason awards are voted upon
by members of the A-10 media and the
league's head coaches. Award winners will
be named Saturday at the A-10 post sea-
son banquet in Philadelphia.

Women host BU in final home game
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team (9-15, 5-8 in the
Atlantic 10) plays its final home game of
the season tonight as the Minutewomen
host Boston University (9-15, 3-10 North
Atlantic) at the Curry Hicks Cage (7 p.m. ).

For UMass, tonight's game will represent
a break from the rugged action in the A-10
conference.

Speed and toughness are two qualities
which UMass coach Joannie O'Brien said
the BU Terriers possess.

'They are a scrappy team and quickness
is one of their strengths," O'Brien said.

"They have a nice perimeter game also."

The keys for the Minutewomen, ac-
cording to O'Brien, will be the usual— get
inside to their frontcourt and control the
tempo of the game.

"We are going to have try and play a

halfcourt game," O'Brien said. "We will
try to pound it inside to Kim (Kristofik),
Octavia (Thomas), and Melissa (Gurile).''

Another key will be whether the
Minutewomen take care of the ball. In
their last contest, a 71-63 loss to Rutgers,
UMass turned the ball over 34 times!
O'Brien said her team has got to play solid
basketball.

"It is just a matter ofexecution for us
"

O'Brien said. "|BU| will probably try to
press us, we just need to execute better."

As for individual performers, O'Brien
cited BU'.s Jill Sosnakand Andrea Higgins.
Sosnak leads the Terriers in scoring ( 16.0
ppg) and rebounding (8.2 rpg). Higgins,
nrieanwhile, scores at a 10.9 clip while
dishing out 7.1 assists per game.

Other contributors for BU include
Annema Olson (14.4 ppg, 7.0 rpg) and
Julie Schmidt (10.5 ppg).

For UMass seniors Kim Kristofik and
Gloria Nevarez. tonight'sgame represents

their final home game ever at the Cage.
O'Brien says that fact, coupled with the
fact that the game is a non-conference
contest, should make tonight's game an
enjoyable one.

"I think tonight's game is a good one for
us," O'Brien said. "It will be nice in the fact
that it will be Kim and Gloria's last home
game."

'The pressure is not really there as
much as in a conference game," O'Brien
said. "I think that we should do all right,
as long as we come to play."

The Minutewomen will go with a
frontcourt of center Melissa Gurile and
forwards Kristofik and Octavia Thomas.

In the backcourt, UMass will probably
have freshman squared as Tricia Hopson
will man the point while Kim Gregory
handles the ofTguard role. Junior Maleeka
Valentine will rotate in at the backcourt
while sophomore Francie Hansen provides
depth at forward.
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Today will be sunny and 40s.
Tomorrow we could see snow.

Arts / Living:
If you haven't seen The Crying Game, then don't read Jon
Lupo's review. If you have, see if you agree with what he
and local professors and students have to say. Page 7.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
Coach Joanie O'Brien and the Minutewomen
basketball team pull off a win in the last home

game of the season. Page 1 2.
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Siege drags,
end not seen
in third day
By TERRI LANGFORD
Associated Press

WACO, Texas—An armed religious cult's leader said
he would surrender Tuesday and end a siege that has
killed at least six, but the standoff dragged on well into
its third day.

A newspaper reported Tuesday that the death toll
from Sunday's gun battles at the Branch Davidian
compound may be at least 11. Authorities have said four
federal agents and at least two people inside the compound
were killed.

The Houston Chronicle, quoting unidentified sources,
reported that children released from the compound said
at least seven people inside were killed in the fire fight.
The newspaper, in its afternoon editions, also said agents
believed they had killed as many as 15 people.
A state source, who spoke on condition of anonymity,

told The Associated Press he had heard that seven cult
members had died and up to 40 people had been wounded.
Officials have said about 75 people were in the compound,
but cult leader David Koresh has claimed more.

In a 58-minute, taped statement broadcast Tuesday on
Texas radio stations at the FBI's request, the cult leader
said: "I. David Koresh. agree upon the broadcasting ofthis
tape tocomeout peacefully with all the people immediately.

"
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A HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOR?
the area's recent cold snap.

. . . , ,
TORSTEN KRACHT / COLLEGIAN

A horse at the University s Tilson Farm wears a jacket to keep warm dunng

Students sign petition
to legalize marijuana

Students' link to China
Many read electronic Chinese paper

By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts stu-
dents have signed a petition allowing a
question concerning the "legalization"
of hemp on campus to appear on the
Student Government Association bal-
lot on March 9 and 10.

The question advocates the use of
cannabis as a beneficial crop, both
enviromentally and economically. It

would also call for the nullification of
all laws which restrict the use of can-
nabis hemp on campus.

According to Aaron Wilson, vice-

president of the University of Massa-
chusetts Cannabis Reform Coalition,
one ofthe major goals ofthe referendum
question is to keep action regarding
marijuana use within the University

disciplinary system.
Wilson said 2,100 students signed

the petition in less than 2 weeks. The
Coalition only needed 1,172 signatures
to make the ballot.

"Now that we have made the ballot,

we are looking for a 'Yes' vote," Wilson
said. "And we are going to get as many
voters as possible."

Until March 10. the Coalition will

be passing out leaflets in the Dining
Commons, meeting in dorms to share
information and hanging posters to
support the campaign.

"Now that we know that we have
support, our goal is to recruit people
who are on the fence," Wilson said.

Jon Aronson, chairperson ofthe Un-
dergraduate Student Senate's Govern-
mental Affairs Committee, knew that

Turn to MARIJUANA, page 3

By GEORGE ZHU
Collegian SUff

Some people may get news from Tlxe

New York Times, ABC News, or the Col-
legian. But for many Chinese students at
the University and elsewhere, the Chinese
News Digest is another source to the
outside world, especially about China. And
it's done through the computer. Yes,
computer networks.

Seemingly the world's largestelectronic
mail news distribution service, the China
News Digest was founded on March 6,

1989 by a group of Chinese students
studying in the U.S. and Canada.

Wei Lin. the Digest's manager and a
post-doctoral research associate at the
University ofWashington, said he is proud
of the service that his group has been
providing to the overseas Chinese com-
munity.

"CND has readers all over the world.

including such countries as Lithuania.
Saudi Arabia. Turkey, Hungary and
China." Lin said. "It has become an im-
portant part of Chinese students' daily
life."

Recent statistics show that the Digest
now reaches more than 24.000 readers in

37 countries and regions over all continents
except Africa, according to Lin.

YiguangQiu, who recently received his
Ph.D. from the University, said he has
been a keen reader of the Digest for more
than three years.

"CND is a unique news service in the
international student community." Qiu
said. "It's fast, it's wide-ranging, it's free,

and it's about China."

Besides the daily English news cover-
age of Chinese affairs and regional news
within local Chinese communities, CND
also offers the world's first electronic
Chinese magazines named Hua Xia Wen

Turn to JOURNAL, page 3

Women leaders are advocating fighting bigotry
By SEEMA MALHOTRA
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's note: This article ispart ofongoing coverage of
the Feb. 27 Women's Conference which will appear
throughout the week.

The importance ofwomen participating in leadership
positions and in the struggle against injustice, both at
home and abroad, were some ofthe issues discussed in a
workshop at the University of Massachusetts Women's
Conference last Saturday.

Theworkshop focusedonwomen as activistsand leaders.
The panelists sharing their experiences as organizers
were Esparanza Mortel, an activist and social worker
whose work focuses on the issues of political prisoners,

Michael-Ann Bewsee, an activist from the women's sup-
port group ARISE, and Madeline Peters, director of Dis-

ability services at the University of Massachusetts.
Discussing her experience of colonization in Puerto

Rico, Mortel described the anger and rage that led her to

become an activist. She came toNew York City at the age
of three and since then she has been dealing with the
traumas of colonization.

"Since being put on that plane and brought here I can

see everything that colonization has done to the indi-
vidual. On top of colonization I also had to deal with the
patriarchy of society." said Mortel, who is a survivor of
rape and sexual abuse.

It was the diversity ofsuch experiences that led her to
political activism and the pursuitofthe desire for change.

''We should learn to focus on the
things we have in common.

"

- Michael-Ann Bewsee, ARISE

"It brings you to that moment when you get totally
frustrated with the bourgeois democratic process," Mortel
said. "We have the right as colonies to struggle for self-
determination by arms if necessary."

Describing her work with political prisoners. Mortel
challenged the way we tend to support prisoners abroad
but deny those in our own country the title of political
prisoner.

"Why is it so difficult for us to take on issues that are
issues in our own country?" Mortel said. "Why do we feel
pity when we see a child starving across the world but not
here? We should not separate them, but perceive them as

one. This is my life. This is who I am - an activist trying
to make a difference."

Similar sentiments were expressed by activist
Madeline Peters who spoke of anger as being a major
factor in bringing us to where we are.

"We realize that we want to make a difference." Peters
said.

Peters' work brings her to deal with issues of racism,
organizing events in local schools, working with youth
groups and working in youth empowerment coalitions.

"The challenge comes from anger. People should move
and get motivated."

Michael-Ann Bewsee spoke ofher organization ARISE
in which she is involved. ARISE, founded by four women
on welfare, focuses on economic issues. The process of
empowerment was one of its main concerns, and it came
together to organize around the issue of child support.

"It is important for this to be a woman-based organi-
zation ," Bewsee said. "We should learn to focus on the
things we have in common."

Speaking also on the need to fight issues ofracism and
sexism, she said,"We're running away from issues and
not truly confronting them. It is time to take hold of life
and transcend it."
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Wednesday, March 3
Meeting — Ramadan Salat Services-UMass Muslim

Student Association sponsors Zuhr. Asr and Mahgrib
Salat services. Come and break fast with us at 5:40 p m
Free. UMass Campus Center 917. Room available
11:30am - 6 p.m. Contact Syed 546-1525. Also on March
4th and March 5th, in room 803.

Thursday, March 4
Meeting— Prof. Therwell will be holding a Question

and Answer session at Anacoana Cultural Center in the
Basement of Thacher at 6 p.m. For more info contact
Sandra Danny.

Friday, March 5
Meeting — Muslim Students Association is holding

Jumaa Salat at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room 804
Contact Manan 546-5919.

Meeting — HabiUt for Humanity will be holding an

Student Senate Update
The following motions are on the agenda for debate

and votj igfor the meetingofthe Undergraduate Student
Senate on Wed., March 3, 1993 at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

The following items are on the agenda for March 3,
1993. At the outset of the meeting there will be a
discussion about the proposed reorganization of the
Division ofStudent Activities and the Student Activities
Trust Fund.

Following this. Chancellor Richard O'Brien will ad-

organizational meeting at 5 p.m., in Holdsworth Hall
Room 105. Contact Michael at 253-9282

Saturday, March 6
Potluck — Ramadan Iftar-UMass and Five Colleges

Muslim Student Associations sponsor potluck Iflar at
UMass Campus Center Room 917, at 5:40. For more info
contact Syed 546-1525.

Reggae Party — Cape Verdean Student Alliance will
be having a Hip Hop Reggae Party at Malcolm X Center
from 11 p.m. - 4 a.m. Raffle $50 first prize, $1 a raffle
ticket. For more info contact Adonis Ferreika.

Sunday, March 7
Discussion — Two visiting women scholars form Ja-

pan are joined by Japanese graduate students to discuss
issues concerning Japanese women and feminism in the
context ofAsia. At the UMass Campus Center Room 904-
908, from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

The Student Senjie Update i> j st-n « t- of (/r- Collegian
ami the Student St-nale la inlonn -Hudents a/xu/f upcomin/;
ilvms on the senate af^-nda.

Address all correspondence to:
113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

dress the Senate and field questions. In addition, there is
a motion to Umit all student salaries in the SATF to
minimum wage at a maximum of fifteen hours per week,
with exceptions to be granted by the SGA.

All members ofthe University community are invited
to attend and speak on any motions that come up at the
meeting. As the Student Senate is the representative
body of all UMass undergraduates, the University com-
munity is encouraged to attend and be aware of the
motions and opinions it passes.

Woman is dropping rape charges

Women's Issues
The Women's Issues desk at the

Collegian will be holding a
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m.

in the Collegian offices,
113 Campus Center Basement.
New writers, staff members and
correspondents should attend.

DURHAM, N.H.(AP)—The woman who accused New
England Patriots linebacker Dwayne Sabb of raping her
has dropped the charges, saying she does not want to go
through with the trial.

Sabb, a former University ofNew Hampshire plaver,
IS relieved and grateful, defense lawyer Cathy Green said
in a statement. Sabb's trial was to have begun March 22
in Strafford County Superior Court in Dover.

"He maintained faith in the judicial system through-
out this process." Green said Monday. "He will now be
able to fully concentrate on his career."

Sabb, Green said, mainUined his innocence from the
beginning.

The facts developed in the course of our preparation
and investigation of this case demonstrated Dwayne's
innocence," she said. "We believe that the county attor-
ney exercised sound judgment in withdrawing these
charges."

Strafford County Attorney Lincoln Soldati said he
could not justify prosecuting the case and subjecting the

«t/ArSIDEMUSIC
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woman to more trauma, especially when she wanted it to
end.

^"I feel badly the victim was unable to go forward with
it." Soldati said. "It's unfortunate these cases place so
much stress on the victim, but that's the reality, and I

understand that."

Soldati said the woman and her family were under
stress and reached the point where they didn't want to
continue.

The news was heralded by UNH football coach Bill
Bowes and Athletic Director Gib Chapman.

"First and foremost, it's good news for Dwayne Sabb "

Chapman said. "Dwayne Sabb is a class individual. He's
weH liked by the students. I'm very pleased for him.

"Secondly. I think it's had some negative impact on theUNH athletic programs and I'm prettv happv that that's
going to be dropped, too."

"I feel sorry for Dwayne... because he's gone through
a great deal of expense," Bowes said. "I'm sure he's very
happy that he's been cleared at this point. I think he has
suffered enough. I'm sure it's something he's happy to put
behind him."

Sabb, who was a Patriots' fifth-round draft pick last
year, was accused of raping the woman twice in 1991
while both were students at the University of New
Hampshire in Durham.

The 6-foot-4, 250-pound Sabb "used his weight and
supenor strength" to force himself on the woman, who
was 17 years old at the time, according to a police
affidavit.

The alleged assaults took place in October and No-
vember 1991.
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Club raises money for orphanage
Students are witting to give funds, member says
By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The South Asian Club held its third dance last Sat-
urday, as part of its efforts to raise money for the Indian
orphanage that it sponsors. Jhankar Night, which means
festival, was held on the tenth floor of the Campus
Center. '^

1 ^"^°'J^'"«
^ Sonalee Patel. an active member of the

c ub, a dance has been held once every semester by the
club since they began to sponsor the orphanage inJanuary

"Our goal is to get theorphanage to be self-sustainine
"

Patel said.
*'

People from the Five College area, Rutgers University
Boston. Rhode Island and New York, attended the dance,'

according to the sign-in book. There was a very interna-
tional crowd, Patel said.

T^e Aarti Home Orphanage in Cuddapah. A.P.. India
is the home for mne children 3 to V-years-oId. a maid and
a teacher, Patel said.

Though the children go to a local school," Patel said
"we are trying to build a schoolhouse for them "

AccordingtoPatel.theclubfundstheorphanagethrough
the Vijay Fund Trust AssociaUon. a committee in India,
ihe club chose this specific orphanage when two of its
members visited. Patel said there is a huge South Asian
"'"!?«," n^^°"*^'"P"^ "^^^ are willing to help raisemoneyWe II continue to hold a dance until we reach our goal
but pnvate donations are always welcome." Patel said

According to Patel. the club hopes to reach the fund-
raising goal before she graduates next spring.

Federal grant
awarded to UM
science prof.
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Physics Professor Leroy Cook got an expensive Val-
entine^ Cook received $1.2 milHon on Valentines Dav
Irora the NaUonal Science Foundation for the Umversity
of Massachusetts to create a program for high school
physics teachers.

To improve teaching effectiveness and focus on the
poor performance of high school science students the
University will establish University Phvsics Departments
and Alliances for Teacher Enhancement, said Cook who
will be director of the three-year program.

By having local high school teachers communicating
with University faculty. Cook said high school physics
teachers will Hnally be getting the support they need,
the other UMass campuses, Boston, Dartmouth and
Lowell, will also be participating in the program, which
will be providing workshops.

"In 90 percent ofour public high school.s. there is only
one physics teacher. As a result, few high school physics
teachers have colleagues with whom thev can discuss
relevant issues in science and education," Cook said "We
can help address that concern by bnnging together high
school physics teachers to discuss issues of common
concern.

By hosting physics professors for two weeks on each of
the four UMass campuses and an additional week at
UMass-Amherst during the summer. Cook said phvsic
professors will establish valuable networks Intei^a-
tionally renowned scientist. Philip Morrisen, who teaches
at Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, will be leading
a contemporary astronomy program at the summer
convention in Amherst.

Although U.S. research is regarded as one ofthe best by
the rest ofthe world

, Cook said youngpeople ar« not Uught
to be proficient in science and mathematics. For 10 years
Cook has worked with high .school teachers in not only
coordinating residential summer programs, but also in
arranging an annual physics and astronomy symposium

"Pooling our experience and resources in a coordi-
nated, statewide program is the goal." Cook said. "We
fearned from the many teachers who we've worked with
in the past, that they want more intellectual stimulation
and more contact with physicists at the University level'
ThisNSFgrant will help us provide thatmissingelement"--^ . -

--".."".^.".^-..cgrauua^snextspnng.
ThisNSFgrantwillhelpusprovidethatmissingeiement

'

Environmental group is fighting for clean waterBvTROYMRRRirjc .u. _ .,
*^ ^^ *^---* ww«^ft,^^xBy TROY MERRICK

Collegian Staff

The fish, caught for food, are often
unsafe to eat because of contamination of
the waters where fish swim, according to
the staffdirector for a local environmental
organization.

According to Michael Goldman ofClean
Wator Action, an environmental organi-
zation on Main Street in Northampton,
this is just one among many environmen-
tal and health issues that millions of
Americans are unaware of

Goldman said the main problem in
Massachusetts is the mercury contami-
nation in fish. He said this is caused mainly
by coal-fired power plants and municipal
garbage incinerators sending the mercury
into the air, only to be later washed into
the water table and food chain by rain and
snow.

"Massachusetts burns approximately
halfofits trash, and that's way too much."
Goldman said. "Over 100 town water
supplies have been lost in this state alone
due to contamination."

First established in 1971 in Washing-
ton D.C., Clean WaterAction has expanded
to a membership ofover one million people
and 27 offices nationwide.

By going house-to-house, members at-

tempt to educate citizens of various com-
munities throughout the state on the
cun-ent issues and legislation concerning
the environment.

Beginning with water issues, the or-

ganization has since broadened its scope
to deal with the ever-increasing number
of habitual problems that arise, such as
toxic waste dumping, coastol problems,
solid waste management, and the mercury
levels in fish, which is a staple food in

some low-income and minority popula-

tions.

Their goal is to influence the decisions

of bureaucrats and politicians through

the public demand, and is done through
media, organizing events and press re-
leases. Mostofthe work is done by knocking
on doors and having face-to-face contact
with the residents and asking them to
sign petitions and make donations for the
cause.

"We have more outreach through
grassroots lobbying than any other orga-
nization in the country." said Goldman,
staff director of the Northampton branch.

"With grassroots issues directly aimed
at the public, we are trying to incorporate
people that those very politicians represent— those who aren't normally involved
with this legislation," Goldman said.
"There's strength in numbers."

Goldman said some people, such as
those representing oil refineries, chemical
companies and land developers, are
against the position that Clean Water
Action and its supporters represent.
"Those kinds ofoperations would naturally
oppose any save-the-land kind of legisla-
tion, because exploiting the land is how
they get rich." Goldman said.

Clean Water Action's most current bill
is one to get batteries recycled rather than
the present method of their riddance —
burying or burning them. It has been
introduced to the Natural Resource Cen-
ter, and will be presented by co-sponsors
State Sen. Stanley Rosenberg ( D-Amherst

)

and State Rep. Ellen Story (D-Amherst)
at its first hearing on April 13.

Goldman said between 98 and 99 per-
centofClean WaterAction's fundingcomes
from its members. So, as he said, there is
no depending on any government "favors,"
which lead to a higher level of integrity
and achievement.

Some of the organization's biggest ac-
complishments came in 1972 with the
Clean Water Act and in 1986 with the
"Superfund" and the "Worker's Right to
Know" Act.

"The Clean Water Act dealt with the

surface waters such as rivers, lakes,
streams and wetlands, and since 1972 has
had a number of re-authorizations,"
Goldman said. "The Superfund dealt with
cleaning up some of the worst toxic waste
sites in the country and Worker's Right to
Know Bill was about workers in the waste
management field being exposed to high
levels of toxic material."

The organization hires students part-
time during the semester and full-time

during vacations and breaks, and includes
intensive training and work on environ-
mental issues and politics, as well as lob-
bying and fund-raising.

"A large part of Clean Water Action's
mission is to help people in communities
get power to make decisions about their
futures, especially in regard to public
health and the environment, because the
issues it with concern us all," Goldman
said.

journal
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Zhai, which carries various articles, nov-
els and news reports in Chinese language.

Tong Shen, former president of the
University's Chinese Students and Schol-
ars Association, said, "it would be time-
consuming to search from various
American newspapers and magazines to
get China-related news, therefore the
China News Digest is a good alternative."

Currently the Digest has about 50
volunteer staff members, who are mostly
China-related news, therefore the China
News Digest is a good alternative."

CurrentlyCND has about 50 volunteer

staff members, who are mostly Chinese
students and professionals studying and
working in the United States. Canada,
Europe. Australia and Asia.

"The reason I became a volunteer edi-
tor was the sense of helping other people
and bonding to a group of energetic, nice
people."said GangXu, aCND staflfmember
and a university professor in Japan.

Demng Tang, a former CND manager
IS now a research scientist at a private
firm in Boston, said working in CND has
made him "learn how to interact with
people via networks and try to understand
their feelings and motivation."

marijuana
continued from poge
enough of the students at UMass would
support the initiative.

"(The campaign | is a statement of feel-
ing and opinion." Aronson said.

In order for the question to remain
binding, at least 15 percent ofthe student
body must vote. A simple majority vote is
needed in order for the question to win.

No matter how many signatures the
Coalition has. there are still students who
are against the legalization.

"It's not something 1 agree with mor-
ally." said Rob Pedowitz, a junior microbi-
ology major who said he knows of many

people who smoke pot. "I don't see how it
could ever be beneficial to society, and I

think it may cause people to be lazy and
unproductive."

Scott Weinberg, sophomore business
major, on the other hand, said he believes
that hemp can solve problems, like saving
forests and bringing in revenue for the
government.

"If alcohol is legal, there is no reason
why marijuana shouldn't be." Weinberg
said.

According to Wilson, a victory rally is
already planned for March 11. "I am
positive that the consensus will be yes."

i
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Bring this ad to the:

Cancer Awareness Table
Campus Center Concourse
Wednesday, March 3, 1993
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

2. Answer the questions below and find the
lumps in the breast and testicle models at
the table.

3. Fill out this coupon to enter a raffle to win
one of these prizes:

Zoar Outdoor White Water Rafting trip.

New England Air Connection Northampton
sight-seeing plane ride, Free equipment
rental from EMS., and others!

• Testicular cancer is one of the most
common cancers in men aged 1 5-34

T F

• One in ten women will get breast cancer

T F

• Sunburn is just as dangerous as any other
burn.

• Within 12 hours after your last cigarette
your txKJy will begin to heal itself.

T F

Name

Address

Phone

Only 1 entry per person

Get a sample of sunscreen while supplies last

Sponsored by the Health Education Division
University Health Services •UMass/Amherst
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"Even a man like Christ has to meet with unbelief,"
said Koresh. 33, who thinks he's Jesus.

"I'm sure you're all aware ofhow I'm, involved in a very
serious thing right now," Koresh said. "I am really con-
cerned about the lives of all those in this world."

Buses and other miUtary vehicles moved nearer within

Immigration Law

Hans& Curran, p. c.
30 Years ofExperience in Immigration Law

COLLEGIAN
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15 EAST PLEASAI^T STREET-

minutes of the broadcast's start. About two hours after
the broadcast ended, there was no indication Koresh had
surrendered.

The Federal Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
abruptly canceled a midafternoon news conference with
a one-sentecne statement saying the standoff was not
over.

The siege began Sunday morning as about 100 ATF
agents raided the compound, seeking to serve firearms
violations warrants on Koresh, and gun battles erupted
Among those reportedly killed in the raid was Koresh's 2-
year-old daughter.

Koresh told a radio station he had been gravely
wounded Sunday.

Koresh began letting children out late Sunday after a
station agreed to broadcast a statement by him. Before
Koresh's radio statement, eight more children left the
compound Tuesday, bringing the number of children
released to 16. Two women also left, the first adults to
leave the compound voluntarily.
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Editors note: This is the third of a
senesofeditorials written bycandidates
for the upcoming Student Government
Association election March 9 and 10.

Student empowerment. This is the
focus ofmy campaign for Student Gov-
ernment Association president.

The SGA should be strongly repre-
sentative of the body for which it wa.

.^ ... .nose o, ,ne mdlviduul wn.e. or car.oon.,s .„d do no. nec...nHlv ^,., ,Ue o, .he colUon ..niess o.henvise noted.

A flight to somewhere elseCandidate Forum
cate students as to the wrongness of
such discriminatory acts. While these
issues are ofgreat importance to me, it
wasn't until I began going door to door
to campaign that I got a feel for what
the average student who is not actively
involved with SGA or campus political
issues is concerned about.

Across the entire campus, I

:rrurs-f^---^^ f'^^^^^=^:sizL:z

There's this place. come the tedium and facts and theories

w.tt To r, T V""' K
"' °' '''""""* ^"^ P^P^^ y-- '^-^ «Jo-»y fade aw?y U

risL srfn] n f* tTT ^" '^' ^^^ "«' h^PP^" «" '^^' -ddenly. it Jusnsmg sun and reflects mto the large bay seems like sometimes everything is out towindow as you stare out into the sky and smother you and even the .if^ you
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Jennifer A.

FAZZI
The SGA president, must realize

tZ, :J^ S^K^fJ^^.'.i'iV".' Southwest,, the mostpopular request

the average student voiced to me. They
ranged from the heating problems in
residence halls along with inadequate
furniture, to the desin for more ac-
cessible change machines in each area
and a greater number of washers and
dryers in each residence hall. In

know all ofyour worries have passed with
the morning mist.

A cramped apartment with all ofyour
possessions scattered around the room,
only visible from the dull glow ofthe city's
weary night lanterns which flicker as each
lone car passes under and disappears into
anonjTnity.

Nathan

CRICK
sense was "hired" by the student body
to listen to their concerns and then to
act accordingly to improve upon or to
change situations that the general
student population feels could do bet-
ter. This, in a nutshell, is the task ofthe
SGA president.

The SGA president is, essentially,
^he student voice. "The administration,
in many cases, needs to be addressed

was that a bank machine be installed
in Hampden Commons. All over cam-
pus there were complaints about the
long lines at Whitmore and the long
wait for medical attention at Health
Services. These are the concerns ofthe
average student. Are these changes too
much to ask for? Absolutely not. This
university was created for students and
therefore should be run by the studenU.

?j T^^s^n^i^^^'s''^ If^?an ;7p;^™ir^;h^rsand choose the issues he/she feels are
most important. It is the students who
should have the say as to what needs to
be addressed. It is the students who are
paying to attend this university; there-
fore, the students should have the power
to change what they feel is necessary.

If elected SGA president, I had de-
termined a nimiber of issues I wanted
to addreos. I liave to admit that origi-
nally most of the issues were fairly
general. I am concerned about diverse
campus issues and feel that every stu-
dent on campus should have equal say
as to whatSGA should be doing. If I had
it my way there would be no radsm,
sexism and the such to deal with how-
ever this is the real world and these
problems exist. I would do my best to
fairly represent all student interests
and would support programs to edu-

ofstudents feel that a situation should
be changed, then it probably should be.
It is the SGA president who should be
the voice arguing for that change.

All in all, I feel that my position is
quite clear. Ifelected SGA president. I

intend to take steps to address campus
issues with an open mind. No concern
will be turned away or ridiculed. It is

important to remember that it is not
the SGA president who should have
the power but the students who voted
him/herinto office. Essentially, theSGA
will not be viewed as an exclusive "club"
in which only a select few students
discuss campus issues, but will be
viewed as an organization of students
elected to work for students.

Jennifer A. Fazzi is an under-
graduatecandidateforthe office ofSGA
president.

Parish case: are drugs all that bad?

A battered truck driving through the
rolling hills ofEurope with an old man you
have never seen nor can understand but
who picked you up anyway with your
backpack of clothes on your way to some-
where.

An ocean that stretches into forever
and stops only to caress itselfon the white
sands of an island where time drifts by
without knowledge and only the setting
sun reminds you that there is something
beyond the eternity of the horizon.
A place anywhere but here.

Freedom but not quite freedom. Goals
which do not drive you to envision any-
thing but escape. The discovery ofa world
apart from the illusions of youth and the
innocence of ignorance. Visions of where
you have never been and fear you will
never go.

There is something within us that is

triggered in the hazy reality into which we
enter when we begin our time at these
places of higher learning. The thrill of
being away fades along with the floor
parties and freshman camaraderie, and
soon we are simply here. Here with our
small group of friends and a m^or we
seem to enjoy and maybe a steady rela-
tionship with someone....

It just doesn't seem enough. Relation-
ships grow old and safe and classes be-

think you'd want to marry is one of the
things holding the pillow over your face.

It makes you want to scream out on the
balcony and run away to that place where
everything would disappearand life would
finally come together; but you don't. You
don't because these things are shoved down
inside your head, and that fear that you
are alone in these feelings and the chas-
tisement this revelation would bring upon
you would be too much. So instead you
think ofthat cabin by the shore or the city
on the hill and make plans to find it when
you embark from this hazy reality, and
you tell no one but your cat when you go
home and wonder why there is absolutely
nothing to do except watch television after
dinner.

So the reruns play and the college
keeps on teaching and everything be-
comes so damned routine, and every day
it seems like you are losing the chance to
really find a way out. Every day the
island sinks and riots are destroyingyour
peaceful city, and every day you want to
go rescue it.

In my mind I do not believe life will
take on some heightened significancejust
because you get on a plane and fly to
Somewhere Else, but I'm probably going
to go to England next year anyway. There
is something in the following through of
the quest that lets you know.

It lets you know if you can stare out
the window over the lake and not grow
lonely, lie awake in a city apartment and
ignore the sirens, ride through the hills
and not wish for a home, or walk along
the beach and endure the isolation. Life
is funny, and I suppose the greatest mys-
tery is finding out where we really be-
long. I think we all just fear that it's only
in our dreams.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

And so. Robert Parish has gone before the court and
the court has served up its oven-baked meal food, covered
wdth runny blisters, a skanked-while-you-sleep product
It likes to call justice. The chief is free, the chiefpaid some
fines, and the whole incident is considered over and done
with.

Chris J.

PETROPOULOS
This is a nasty little moral quandary for me. I like the

chief; I think he is one of the most admirable men in the
NBA and I never want to see him retire or leave. I also
think the current drug laws are draconian and completely
unrepresentative of what most Americans think about
drugs, and how many Americans are using drugs. If
Robert Parish wants to relax after going four grueling
quarters with Patrick Ewing by rolling a bigjoint, sitting
back and cruising around the wispy ether ofhis brain, it's

okay with me.
Still, I shudder to think what would happen if I were

caught having several ounces of marijuana sent to my
home. I am all but certain that something more than
what Parish suffered would come roaring at me, with

A quick reminder
Hello avid letter writers!
Just need to fill you in on some of our

guidelines, which we constantly repeat be-
cause they're good to know.

We will only consider letters that are under
50 lines. We will cut long letters, so keep them
short.

Type and double-space these works of wis-
dom. We can't, and won't, read hand-written
material.

We reserve the right to edit your mcUerial
for grammar, spelling, clarity and length.

Always, always, always includeyourname,
address and phone number so we can make
sure you exist. Imaginary friends don't read
the Collegian, .so they can't write for it either.

Drop your stuff off at the Collegian office,

113 Campus Center basement.

documents and lawyers fees and probably a few days in
some kind ofcorrectional facility. The question is this; did
Robert Parish's fame, money and obvious love and sup-
port from his fans influence his treatment before the
court? And if so, is that his fault, or the fault of the ever
crumbling legal system and the ineffective drug laws?

Right now. as all of you read this, waiting for me to
become offensive or obscure, not really thinking about
drug use in this country, people are lighting up joints and
crack pipes, dropping acid, cooking up little spoons of
junk or eating belladonna. (Do not ever eat belladonna.)
The police encounter and put a stop to very little of tliis
activity. They, to their credit, are outnumbered and every
day the fiends think ofnew ways to transport, hide and
ingest drugs.

Dragging Robert Parish before a judge and slapping
his wnst does nothing to dent the use and abuse of these
substances. Dragging Robert Parish before a judge does
nothing but provide amusement for Celtics fans.

Drugs are a touchy subject for everyone, and even
more so for conservatives. Traditional conservative val-
ues, and recent conservative presidents, are inclined to
think that drugs are dangerous, evil substances that ruin
lives and corrode the productive fabric ofour nation with
violence and huge piles of dead brain cells. But, in light
of the harsh realities, one begins to lean toward the
position that no one ever forced anyone else to become
addicted to any drug. It is, after all, a personal choice.
Alcohol, a very dangerous drug(and, coincidentally.your
best drug value), is legal and not everyone uses it.

Could it be? Could the Conservative movement join
forces with the maggot-infested, long-haired freaky fringe
dwellers, and end the drug problem once and for all with
cautious, managed legalization?The fiscal benefits would
be an added incentive.

But is America ready for the Grand Old Party to
loosen its tie. pack a bowl and embrace what for decades
has been its antithesis?

Robert Parish smokes pot. He's a dedicated profes-
sional, a contributing member of society, and focuses on
attaining his personal best. Ifthose are not conservative
values, I must have been smoking myself all these years.
It is the area ofpersonal choice that allows a softening of
drug policy and an enlightening ofminds to the backbone
of conservative thought.

Chris J. Petropoulos is a Collegian columnist.

Columnist leaves
reader disappointed

I'd like to respond to Jeff McKenzie's article
ICollegian, Feb. 26 1. In no way, shape or form am 1

trying to "rip apart" the article. In many ways it was
truly beautiful. It discussed topics that deserve
attention, and for that I was surprised and grateful.

The entire beginningofthe story was enveloping.
1 could almost feel the guide wire beneath my grip
and the tickle of snowflakes. It is wonderful to see
that there are still people left who are open to new
and strange experiences, that there are people willing
to take the time to understand the handicapped.

But just when I was swallowing this "eye-open-
ing" revelation, the direction of the article changed
completely. His female companion on this journey
was leadinghim when she turned and said something
every woman feels, eyes open or closed. It is fear. It
is vulnerability. It is weakness. It is statistics.

Ever since the racial incidents that tore apart the
campus last semester, I've been angry. Of course 1

was angry at the whole idea that racism exists and
that people could hate for such ludicrous reason, etc.
Above this, though. I still am upset over an interview
following these incidents. An African-American
student was asked if he feared walking alone at
night on campus. Outside ofMr. McKenzie's article,
I have yet to see anyone bring up the topic ofwomen
feeling afraid on campus or anywhere!

I think Mr. McKenzie literally stumbled onto
something, but couldn't fathom the extent of the
fear. It is a constant nag, like Magnum P.I.'s "little
voice" that used to always warn him of danger. It is
a fact to accept and occasionally repress, to save
one's sanity. Ifhe had really understood, his ending
wouldn't have been so disappointing. He had a great
opportunity to feel the horror movie effect ofthe bad
man breathing right behind him. There was so much
potential forgreatness in this article, but the letdown
I felt when he left it with a mere, "It was all over, for
me," was enough to inspire a response.

For his revelation, I am grateful. For his effort,
1 am disappointed.

Gwen Torok
Central
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United States quells Native American sovereignty
Editor's note— This is the last ofthe two-part series about
the Federal Bureau ofInvestigations counterintelligence
pmgrams.

"The white man made us many prxtmises, but he only kept
one. He promised to take our land, and he took it.' —
Mahpiya Luta (Red Cloud) Oglala Lakota leader. 1882

In the seventies the Federal Bureau of Investigation
launched its greatest counterintelligence program ever:
the quelling of the Native American uprising. It shifted
its focus from the urban ghettos to the Pine Ridge Sioux
Reservation in South Dakota.

Eurocentricism is the hallmark of standard history
texts and history courses in the United States, even at
the collegiate level. The image of the colonial White
settler is that of a courageous entrepreneur with a
Protestant work ethic. Texts inculcate, in the average
student, the notion that the wealth in this country was
created as the result ofsome immanent dynamism in the
European settlers. They fail to mention the land was
stolen from the Native Americans, that gold and other
minerals were extracted from their land, and that the
economy was founded on slavery.

The depiction of Native Americans is that of passive
acquiescence to the usurpation of their rights by the
White man. Native Americans are not "noble savages."
They are people who have fought tooth and nail in
defense oftheir national sovereignty, culture and right to
live as they choose. Native Americans have resisted and
continue to resist integration into the dominant mode of
production — as wage laborers.

They also resisted integration in the emerging Euro-
American culture. Hence, the White colonial settlers
mounted a systematic campaign to exterminate Native
Americans, expropriate their land and destroy their
culture. This campaign continues even today, in various
forms, such as the dumping of toxic wastes on Native
American reservations, the extraction of minerals such
as uranium from their land by multinationals and the
U.S. government, and the establishment of liquor stores
andgamblingcasinos primarily by Whiteson reservations.

Historical Background

The Lakota Nation in the 19th century was 3 percent
ofthe ..ontinental U.S. land mass— spanning regions in
present day Montana. North Dakota. South Dakota,
Nebraska and Wyoming. The Fort Larmaie Treaty of
1851 guaranteed the territories to the Lakota peoples,
who were comprised ofseven groups ofwhich the Oglalas
was the largest.

In 1865, the U.S. army was instructed to establish a
string of posts along a route known as the "Bozeman
Trail" to open up two direct routes northward from the
fort, across the sacred Black Hills and the Big Horn
mountains, to the newly discovered gold fields near
Virginia City. South Dakota. The posts were established
to protect the trail from the defensive responses of the
Indians whose legally recognized homeland had thus
been invaded.

Under the leadership of Mahpiya Luta, the Oglalas
forged a united military response along with the Arapho
and Northern Cheyenne, in response to the U.S. military
invasion and threat to their buffalo economy.

In 1866. the North American soldiers halted all traffic
along the Bozeman Trail, seizing the posts and defeating
the troops ofthe U.S. army. After the battles of"Hayfield"
and the "Wagon Box" near Forth Smith and Fort Kearney,
the U.S. began a series of overtures to discuss peace
negotiations. They realized that they had seriously un-
derestimated the Indians' ability to mount a coordinated
and sustained war. The U.S. wanted to avert full-scale
military disaster.

A peace treaty was signed on April 29, 1868 and
ratified by the Congress in 1869. The U.S. had conceded
to all the Native American demands under Articles 2, 16
and 17. The Lakota homeland, centered on the Black
Hills, was for the exclusive use and occupancy of the
indigenous peoples. The ratified treaty recognized the
national sovereignity of the Lakotas by all accepted
standards of international law and custom.

In 1872, a Jesuit missionary, Jean De Snet who had
trespassed on Lakota territory, confided to the SiouxFalls
Times editor that he believed there were considerable
amounts of min ral deposits on Lakota territory. By
1874. area newspa jers were clamoring for, "improvement
and development of one of the richest and most fertile
sections of America." They demanded to know, "what
(wasl to be done with these Indian dogs in our manger?"

Congressman Moses K. Armstrong introduced a bill
for the purchase ofLakota territory and sent the Seventh
Cavalry regiment from Fort Lincoln under General
Custer, to Lakota territory, in case they proved reluctant.
Custer took with him geologists to ascertain the presence
ofmineral wealth in the Black Hills. Though it is not clear
whether gold was actually discovered by anyone, he
dispatched a messenger to spread the word that gold had
been found near present day Rapid City, South Dakota.

The U.S. secretary ofWar W. W. Belknap announced
war with the Lakota on Nov. 22, 1875, "unless something
is done to obtain the possession ofthe Black Hills for the

White miners who have been strongly attracted by re-
ports of rich deposits."

On Feb. 7, 1876, the U.S. War Department authorized
General Phillip to begin operations against the "hostile
Sioux" contending that, "the only good Indian is a dead
one."

The U.S. army had not reckoned with the depth of
experience and strategic knowledge ofthe Indian leaders
such as Crazy Horse. Hunkpapa and Pizi. The Seventh
Cavalry troops were soundly defeated. Unable to defeat
the Natives militarily, the U.S. government employed
another tactic. They declared the Indians who had not
participated in the war, and those who had remained on
the land, as prisoners of war.

Rations to the captives were all cut off, pending their
signing of a document, "legally" relinquishing title to
their land. Approximately 10 percent ofthe Lakota alive
signed in exchange for subsistence rations. The Congress
used this as the basis of formally incorporating Lakota
land as U.S. property.

Shyamala

IVATURY
The warring Indian soldiers had broken up into small

groups to secure forage for their horses and to hunt for
winter provisions. This prompted the U.S. government to
launch a winter campaign, in which the Indians,
immoblized by the cold and snow, were killed village by
village. The killing was directed primarly towards the
non-combatant elders, women and children. Through the
use ofdeception and lies the U.S. government managed
to disarm the soldiers.

The U.S. Congress in 1883 outlawed major Native
spiritual ceremonies. Indian children were abducted and
stripped to boarding schools where even the speaking of
their own language was prohibited.

The Dawes Act of 1887 dissolved traditional Indian
custom of using and holding land in common. Instead,
each federally recognized Indian was allotted a small
amount of land. The surplus land was eaten up by the
government. Under this act. halfof the LakoU land was
lost

By 1890. Lakota resistance became desperate and
though it lacked a military dimension, the revitalization
of Lakota culture scared the U.S. government. Troops
were again sent and a large number ofthe Lakota leaders
were assassinated.

For the next three decades Lakota resistance remained
covert, and in 1924, the Indian Reorganization Act (or the
Wheeler-Howard Act) dispensed with the traditional
Indian forms ofgovernance and supplemented them with
"tribal councils," consciously patterned after corporate
boards — once again unilaterally and "for the common
good."

The Lakota also made attempts to judicially retrieve
their land, refusmg monetary compensation. The federal
response was that of inaction.

American Indian Movement

In the mid-sixties, a Cherokee college student, Clyde
Warrior, asserted a pan-Indian nationalism, "What can
you do when a society tells you that you should be non-
existant? As I look at it. the situation will not change
unless really violent action comes about. If this country
understands violence then that is the way to do it. Some
ofthe young Indians are already talking revolution. 'We
have tried everything,' they say. The only thing left is our
guns. Let us use them."

In this atmosphere of political ferment Dennis Banks
and George Mitchell, founded the American Indian
Movement in 1968, patterned after the Black Panther
Party. Within 2 years numerous chapters ofthe AIM had
sprung up throughout the country.

In Nov. 1969. an ad-hoc group called Indians of All
Tribes (LAT) occupied Alacatraz Island in San Francisco
Bay. Headed by Richard Oaks, a Mohawk, and AIM
member, John Trudell, demanded title to Alcatraz under
provisions of an act passed in 1882 which said that
abandoned federal sites should be used for Indian scools.
lAT wanted to establish a center for Native American
studies on the island.

"We the Native Americans reclaim the land known as
Alcatraz Island in the name of all American Indians by
right ofdiscovery ... We wish to be fair and honorable in
our dealings with the Caucasian inhabitants ofthis land
and hereby offer the following treaty ... We will purchase
Alcatraz for $24 in glass, beach and red cloth, a precedent
set by the White man's purchase ofa similar island about
300 years ago. We know that $24 in trade goods for these
16 acres is more than what was paid when Manhattan
Island was sold, but we know that land values have risen
over the years. Our offer of$1 .24/acre is greater tffan the
47 cents/acre the White men are now paying the Cali-
fornian Indians for the land [though the Indian claims
commission]."

The publicity around the take-over prompted nego-
tiations on part of the President with a delegated lAT
representative. On March 8, 1970 lAT occupied a second
site, an unused section of Fort Lawson, near Seattle
Seventy-seven persons were arrested. The site was

reoccupied on March 15. The twelve ring leaders were
arrested in the ensuing military response. On April 2, the
site was reoccupied once again. The 19 month occupation
on Alcatraz was systematically destroyed by denying
them electricity, water and supplies. The occupation
accompUshed nothing but brought tremendous public
exposure to the issues.

AIM now slowly began to move its base ofoperations to
Pine Ridge, Lakota territory — the home of the Means
brothers. They mobolized around the murder ofa 51-year-
old Oglala named Raymond Yellow Thunder. There had
been no investigation regarding his murder either by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the FBI or even the local police.

The next action that resulted from this was the "Trail
of Broken Treaties" in July 1972, in a meeting held in
conjunction with the annual Sun Dance. The aim was to
bring caravans of Indians from across the country to the
BIA buildingin Washington D.C. , prior to the presidential
elections in November. The idea was to attract media
coverage and use this as a forum for the airing of Indian
grievances.

Given the poUtical climate ofthe country, the leaders
ofAIM felt that the Nixon administration could be forced
into negotiations on the subject of Native American
rights.

The caravan arrived at Washington on November 3,
1972. They occupied the BLA building. On Nov. 5. White
House representatives agreed to review and respond to
the AIM'S demands. The police repeatedly harassed the
occupants attempting to induce fear and tension. By Nov.
17, the White House reneged on its non-prosecution
agreement.

The Pine Ridge Battleground

In the next few years the popularity ofAIM grew, so
much so that Russell Means announced his desire to run
for tribal presidency in 1974. Means' platform focused on
Oglala sovereignty, specifically: the return of tribal de-
cision making to the traditional council of elders, a
resumption of Lakota treaty making with the U.S. and/
or other nations and the elimination of the BIA as the
Oglalas liason with the federal government.

The federal government backed Dickie Wilson who
was financed to form the GOONs (Guardians of the
Oglala Nation) whose purpose was to crush AIM. By
early 1973 the FBI offered concrete support to theGOONs.
This included material support such as M-16 assault
rifles and sophisticated communications ammunition.
The vigilante group, with the support of the FBI, com-
mitted a large number of crimes such as bombing mur-
ders. They were instrumental in Dick Wilson's winning
the tribal elections.

The issue of the FBI relationship to the GOONs
becomes more troublesome when viewed in the context of
being a partofaCOINTELPRO calling for active domestic
collaboration of the FBI. the CLA and the military— as
during the seige of Wounded Knee.

As the antagonism between Means and Wilson came
to a head, the AIM leaders suggested a "symbolic con-
tribution" by going en masses to the 1890 massacre site
at Wounded Knee, where they would conduct a press
conference regarding Lakota rights.

Approximately 200 people arrived at Wounded Knee,
makmg arrangements for the Press conference the next
day. By the next morning access to the hamlet ofWounded
Knee was cut offby roadblocks made by the GOONs. Soon
the Pentagon stepped in.

Since the Civil War it was the first time that the U.S.
army had been dispatched in a domestic operation, the
Pentagon invaded Wounded Knee with 17 armored per-
sonnel carriers. 130,000 rounds of M-16 ammunition,
41,000roundsofM-lammunition,24,000flares 12M-79
grenade launchers, 600 cases ofC-S gas, 100 rounds ofM-
40 explosives, helicopters. Phantom jets all under the
direction of General Alexander Haig, then Vice-Chief of
Staff at the Pentagon.

In the subsequentshowdown there were a large number
of kilhngs and over 1,200 arrests. The U.S. government
tned Its best to conceal the illegal military involvement
the blatant violation of the rights ofAIM members. The
1- BI justified its actions that AIM was a public menance
a violence prone" or even "violent" entity. Clearly, this is
fBl labncation, and media manipulation.

Today httle has been done to secure the rights of the
Lakota people. Through a pattern of duplicity inter-
niing ed with raw forces, the United States has colonized
the Native Americans and quelled all resistance to colo-
mzation.AIM leaders such as Leonard Peltier still remains
in jail, in maximum security

The FBI's COINTELPRO has also been responsible
tor the destruction of the Chicano and Puerto Rican
movements from 1972-74, the women's movement, the
civil rights movement, gay and lesbian movements, the
anti-war movements and labor movements. Domestic
cover action has become a permanent feature ofthe U S
government.

The U.S. is based on structural inequalities along
class, race and gender lines. The state security apparatus
ensures these inequalities by use of extreme and unjus-
tified force.

Shyamala Ivatury is a graduate student at UMass.
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Schmoozing in
the Big Apple

So they say "You learn something new every-
day." Well, recently when I went to Manhattan I

learned two things: First. I learned that not all

New Yorkers are self-involved snobs. The second
thing I learned was a saying commonly used
amongst Hollywood types: being called "bi" (well
explain this in a moment).

Anyhow, my day in Manhattan was one ofthose
boring days that turned out to be invigorating and
exciting. My day began by walking from my
brother's Upper East Side apartment to 59th and
"Lex" to Bloomingdales.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
As I searched for the latest styles from Joseph

Abboud and Girbaud I was asked to take a moment
to rate two denim shirts. These were the ugliest
shirts and definitely not worth the $98 that they
were priced for. I couldn't help but laugh when
asked what I'd change about shirt A: I said "Axe the
buttons — the pockets — the butt-ugly color and
forget the shirt." My reward wasn't a free shirt
rather a small pad ofpaper ftx)m Marithe Francious
Girbaud. Who ever said Tou can't get something
for nothing?"

The next stop was Urban Outfitters on 59th.
which definitely blows away any U.O. store I've

been to. Anyhow, the styles were very into the
"grunge look" which is already out. The latest
thing is called "Phat" which is a really hip style
straight out of SoHo. My friend Jeff can explain
that if you have any questions.

Well, since I was an uncle-in-waiting I decided
togo pre-imclingat none other than F.A.O. Shwarz.
I always eiyoy the music that greets the kids
within us "Welcome to our world, welcome to our
world, welcome to our world of toys." I ventured
throughout the Troll section, the teddy bear section,
the airplanes and all the other little things that are
so much fun to see at F.A.O.

As I passed "Barbie on Madison" I laughed. The
last time I went to F.A.O. was with my closest and
dearest friend. Stephanie. She wanted to go to
"Barbie on Madison" and I told her I didn't know
where it was (although I really did know). Hey. I

really didn't want to know what the lastest in
Barbie fashion was. Steph, it's Barbie and the
Roxettes! Sorry! On the other hand, I definitely
found some things that I will definitely buy for my
future nephew Jake, or if it's a girl. Samantha.

The highlight ofmy day was on Madison Avenue.
Shoppers, models, tourists and pan-handlers sur-
rounded me as I entered H20. a Chicago based
store ofnatural skin products ( It's veryDetails, GQ,
Esquire. )The beautiful saleswomen named Dierdre
helped me pick out the proper foot rub that I

wanted. Fine, it was only $9.20 but I decided to put
some mileage onto my Air Miles Mastercard. As
she took my card from me she said (as she looked
at the card ) "Adam Scott Roberts, what a beautiful
name. Are you in the film industry?" What an ego
booster. So therewe were .s/miooe//i^ aboutmy name
and L.A. I told her I was from Boston and that
everyone thinks I'm from Loooonglsssland. She said

Turn to NEW YORK CITY, page 8

Playing The Crying Game
Inside scoop on the movie nobody's talking about

WAITING: Thjs article reveals "the secret' of "The
Crying Game." If you haven't seen the movie yet, don't
read this. If you do and it wrecks the experience, don't
blame me. - JL

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

You're sitting in the theater watching The Crying
Game, trying to stay one step ahead ofthe plot, anticipat-
ing a shocker of a twist while the repentant IRA agent
Fergus (Stephen Rea) woos the former girifinend of his
recently desceased prisonerJody ( Forest match-up, right— sort of a reversed Bodyguard with English accents?

Then, out of the blue, a gentle hush falls over the
crowd. You can hear the sound of the heater hum, the
projector whirl, a pin drop. It's the sound ofutter disbelief
and the rug being pulled from under you.

It may be the secret that's packing them into the
theaters all across the nation, but it's writer/director Neil
Jordan's entire film that casts its serpentine, haunting
spell on moviegoers.
A spell that's earned this independent foreign film

across the board acclaim, six surprise Academy Award
nominations, outstanding box office and an assured place
in pop culture history as the one movie in recent memory
that's beguiled everyone. Toknow the secret is a pri velege.
to not is lucky, for youll have the chance to experience
The Crying Game for the first time.

The mystery of the secret and the promise of an
original twist has been key in enticing audiences in —
and keeping them talking about it.

An extraordinary word of mouth (most of them kept
shut in reference to the big secret) has made The Crying
Game the sleeper that woke up— with a vengeance. For
a $5 million film that no one in Hollywood wanted to
make, the film has exceeded everyone's expectations.

From writer/director Jordan, whose two Hollywood
ventures suffered intense studio interference, to the
unknown Jaye Davidson, whose once-in-a-lifetime per-
formanceearned him an Oscar rumination, noonecould've
known that a quiet film about love, identity and things
that are "in my nature" would go this far.

Far indeed. According to figures released Tuesday,
The Crying Game has officially broken the so-called art-
house box office ceiling of $25 milUon, raking in over $28
million in moderate release and landing a fourth place
slot in the overall box office figures.

The Crying Game is a sort ofsweet revenge for Jordan,
who has been stuck in a rut ofHollywood films that didn't
work out. His stellar work as writer and director of 1986's
acclaimed film Mono Lisa led to the disastrous High
Spirits in 1988. He made another attempt to work within
Hollywood with 1989's We'reNoAngels, which proved less
than heavily. Despite a top-grade cast (including Robert
DeNiro and Demi Moore) and an acclaimed writer ( David
Mamet), the film flopped.

"Mono Lisa showed he could make a commercial
success," says Amherst College film professor Helen von
Schmidt. "But when he went to Hollywood, they didn't
know what to do with him and he wisely went home."

Jordan worked on different drafts of what was to
become The Crying Game and made a comeback of sorts
with 1991's The Miracle, with Beverly D'Angelo. After
the art-house success of that film, he went to worL full

time on the film that would give him the most acclaim.
Jordan claims he wrote the film with Rea and Whitaker

inthebackofhis mind. ForthepartofDil, Jordan combed

England until he met the 24-year-old unemployed fash-
ion assistant at a party.

And the rest, as they say, is history. Jordan credits the
audience for keeping such an irresistable secret and
Miramax, the film's distributor, for a masterful ad cam-
paign.

According to Dwayne Robinson, director of The
Academy of Music Theater in Northampton (the area's
only showing), the audiences have been "very good" about
keeping the secret. Robinson explains that, over its eight-
week run, only about ten people have walked out.

Along with word of mouth comes a watershed of hype
and neither Jordan nor Miramax are complaining of the
fihn's almost constant attention. But some feel while the
hype certainly helps promote the film, it might be mislaid.

"I'm sorry that it's being hyped for the wrong reasons,"
says von Schmidt. "The really good thing about that film
is not in fact the surprise, but the fact that it's a film that
has a grown up vision about things."

Sophomore theater major Jeff Clouter feels that the
hype is different than other much-publicized movies like
Batman or Dick Tracy. "In the cases ofthose movies, you
can merchandise the hype. You can't sell Crying Game
tee-shirts." he says.

Then I guess Jaye Davidson action figures are out of
the question.

"It's about identity." von Schmidt argues. "Who we
are, who other people are and the ways in which we
determine that."

Von Schmidt admits that very few films can success-
fully explore the whole question of categories, whether
they be racial, political or sexual.

"The most shocking moment in the film for me, is not
when Jaye Davidson takes off his clothes, but the mo-
ment when Miranda Richardson takes her gun and just
whips Forest Whitaker's face — I jumped right in my
chair," says von Schmidt.

"Because what you see is that terrorism depends on
refusing to see the other as a human being," she says.
"That's the question the all the way through; except you
get hung up on questions about how you identify people— as Protestant or Catholic, Irish or English, or even
male and female — and how you can lose sight what
really constitutes a human being."

The sticky part comes when evaluating the complex
relationship between Fergus and Dil — and then trying
to sort out Jody's place in the unique love triangle that
eventually develops.

Junior BDIC m^or Sue Foti believes that, though she
felt the film placed too much on the twist of the plot, the
movie did make her think, especially about love relation-
ships."

"They were done really well." says Foit. "It challenges
you to rethink views about homosexuality."

As a heterosexual man, Clouter thought the film
brought many latent issues to light.

"I asked myself: am I in love with the person or does it

matter what the sex was?" he says.

Von Schmidt argues that very few films can asks these
kinds of questions as effectively as The Crying Game.
"Almost none." she says.

Despite Jordan's past problems with big-studio pro-
ductions, hell follow up his present success with the
much-postponed film version ofAnne Rice's Inteniew With
A Vampire, with Brad Pitt set to star and Daniel Day
Lewis rumored for a co-starring role. Stephen Rea is

currently starringon Broadway in So/7j?o«e Who'll Watch
Over Me, while big surprise Jaye Davidson. Oscar
nomination or not. is keeping a low profile. I just can't
wait to see what he'll wear to the Academy Awards.

g WANTED S
Articulate, enthusiastic, goal-oriented students
to inform alumni about the University and its

needs and solicit donations.
We offer $5.25/hr plus bonuses, a flexible

schedule, and great experience.

Join the Telefund team.

• APPLY NOW •

UMass Telefund
Basement, Memorial Hall

545-3509

If You Have Your Own View of What's Important . . .

Arts Council

\<\
\o

-TV^^
Spring

^ Deadline

^ March 26

.' and Land a Grant
• The Arts Council supports

diversity and fosters excellence

in the Arts on Campus.
• • •

• RSOs, Art Organizations,

Academic Departments

o.^°" o^^"^
..<^^'^

• stop by our concourse table on

March 3

• 203 Hasbrouck 545-0202
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•Definitely not. You don't have a Boston or
a New York accent rather you look and
speak I'eiy L.A." Ego booster #2!

I told her I wanted to make controver-
sial films. She said "Like killer bisexual
Clinique counter girls?" "No. I said." It
turns out that she was a make-up artist
for films. Here I was with a 27-year-old
SoHo beauty flirting with me. Only in
New York I guess?

Anyhow, she said "Everyone in the busi-
ness is BI. It's really fun and convenient.
Are you going to do the bi-thing?" I looked
at her dumbfounded and was thinking, "Is
she talking about sexuality?" Fortunately,
she blurted out Bi. . . coastal! Oh. now it

made sense to me. Bi-coastal. I told her I

wanted to live at the Beresford on Central
Park West. However, if I do become "BI"
(coastal!) I'd buy a posh home in Holmby
Hills (in Beverly Hills), California.

The time spent kibbitzing about films
and Manhattan's club scene was so fulfill-

ing. I only had to spend $9.20 to have a
good day. Isn't life great! But, then again
"I'm very L.A."

As the WorldTrade CenterTerror domi-
nated the news and the cities lights illu-

minated the skyline I finished studyingmy
formyMacroeconomics 104 exam. Wouldn't
Mr. Resnick be proud! I actually studied
while in New York. Miracles do happen.

I got dressed for my evening "club-
bing." However, where would I go this
time? The Palladium, Limelight, or the
new Club U.SA.? Well, tonight I was in

the mood for the New Amsterdam. Well, I

grabbed my keys, spritzed on some JOOP!
and hopped into the elevator. The door-
man Jack said "Have fun!" as he held the
door open for me. As I left the chandelier
filled lobby I waved down a taxi and told
him to take me to the Upper West Side. I

was off to meet my friend Liz and her
fHends at the cl ub. It was a bi-side evening.
Where east-side meets west-side. Isn't life

great!

Adam Scott Roberts is the very L.A.
Collegian columnist.

•^- ^'^- ,.,, .,^. sx

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - wrth Nutritionists. Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.

Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality

Assured Call 549 2671 x233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549-2671 X233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexi. bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating.
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30-6:00 p.m.
Campus Center Room Number F>osted by
elevator. No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

rock bottom prices

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

NOW OPEN LAXE NIGHTS
SUN-XHURS. til ia:oo Miclnit;Ht
FRI G SAT Niffhts til i : jo AP^

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

i'

For more information on these programs or
otfier eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671
x233 or 234. Confidentiality Assured.

/,U BEEF

I'

1

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

ACADE.MY,,\nJSIC
NORTHAMPTON 584-8435

UARTEF PO

BliRGFR.S- HOT DOGS
PRlES-OMON RINGS
PHILLY (HEESE STKS
SHAKES"ROATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

7th WEEK.i-Curtain Daily 6:45 & 9:00
CADF.MY ilW.tRD iXOHMATMMSl?

BEST PICTURE .

lEST ACTOR • Sttphtn Rta IIH OIRICTOI • N«il\Mi*
THE MOVIE EVERYONE IS TALKINC ABOOT
BUT NO ONE IS GIVING AWAY ITS SECRETS

• StX MURDfR BtTRAYAI NOTHING IS WHAT If StIMS TO It

I "T\JoTiirMB,s IV:* l\ f .L- L . i-lOd« uf thr bem tilnu

»rtr;ofliir

- IHfl * t»f«T

THE CRYING GAME

THE CRYING GAME
pbyi

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLKit

"«

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
STlffEMDOUS MM ESCA.PE5.'

A CRIMSON BOLT BURSTS

.:^^ ^TKROO^H THE AlR.'

"^ f CAWIM.
5^ ^ COME BKC»i

HERE.'

NOW ITS OFF K) APPL^ m
STVPEMOOOS PCiWERS OF
COHCENTRATIOM 1^ TUE
W\STOR^ TEST OF ^ ALTER
EGO, MILDMNNNERED C^LVIN

IK-ftMK! HAVE NO FEAR,
BotS ANOSIRLS.' TK
STVPOtMfSMM. CHAMPION
OF LIBERT! AMD JUSTICE.'

JIM'S JOURNAL
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BymL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
TR^ TO

RtsniAin

lOURSELVES,

SIRLS.' IM
JUST HERE
TO DO
CALVIKS

, TEST.

K

HE LIVES ON ^

m« STREET, i

[)0£SHT HE.^ /

'7 I MARDLY

HIM, CAKDlka

14^ +k* Sfor-f*

HKiS'^^'^iVJ swim.

DOONESBURY

By JIM

7*If IKey k«^a «^

Idiffprpwtfirl/or

"Oh, the box of dead flies? Ramone gave them to me
Saturday night during his courtship display. ...

Of course, they were already sucked dry."

imHTWTHANKyOU
FOR.It4Vmmk^lNTO
iOUK.HaneANP6MN6
M^THeCHMCBTOeX-

irsANAymmous prosram
lOBeSiXB, BUTI THINK.
THeAMBftJCAN P^PL£ARe
R£Ai7/F0R CHAN6£, FORA
BOW, NewpiR5cnw

By GARRY TRUDEAU

PRICE

FlfiST,rMfiflOP05-

INSAPmCfTRBUJC-
TIONPROGRAM THAT
UMLL^iAVB NEARLY
i325BlUI0H0VER
THBUGCT
FOUR, y^"
WARS' C/ J. >

X
NOtO.HOUJ SHOULVNT
CANUf ueeofur cuu,
POTHAT' ONTIB&OR

,
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Quote of the Day
'Lite is hard. After all, it kills you."

- Katharine Hepburn

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARIES (Mjfch J I -April 19): A
good d.iy lo se|>araie lh<> wheal from
ihc rhdil. Real kernels of inlorfnalioo

surlarf in the sininfi or re< enl evenls.
The only answer lo a rclalionship

slaleniale i* llexihility.

TAURUS lApril 2()-Mjy 201: A
sdlisi.K lory aj-rwiix-nl can Ix- reached
rej-arding a lan>ily nialler. Keep per-
sonal |xo))len»s slnnly jxivale. Co-
workers help liy siHJwing intxe un-
derstanding.

c;EMINI(May2l-|une20t:Trylo
( larily insiru< lions Ix'ltKe gelling in-

vrjlvfd in an iniporlani projeti You
can rely cmi your male lor linanc lal

advice. Devoting nvKe linie lo the
need* cj» older laniily memlx>rs pays
oil.

CANCER (lune 2 1 -luly 22): Your
rreaiiviiy andresouri eiulnesscome
to ihe icKelronl. An innovative ap-
proac h helps solve an old prohlem
There is a new emphasis on the
basics.

LEO duly 23-AUR.22): The pace
.K c eleralcs at your plac e <il l)usin(>ss.

I'lan your day so that you have plenty
ol time lo gel lo iniporljnl .i()|K)inl-

nienls. Word your rofres)x>nderK:e
so it s.iys exac tly what you mean.

VIRGO (Aug.2 {-Sept 221; An
oulsl.inding day lor romanlif rela-

lionshi()s. A short business trip will

pronv>le your career or linancial aims.
II making inveslnH-nls. take a bng-
range view.

LIBRA (Sep«.23-Ocl.22): An un-
usual iHJsiness oiler is I'eatured. Keep
your personal enthusiasm lor a risky

venture uncJer control. In lamily
c onlhcts, be willing to make certain

concessions.

SCORPIO (Ocl.23-Nov.2I):
Sharing a secret with your mate leads
to deejx-r rapport l>ess traditionally

lor an appointment with a conserva-
tive person. You lind yoursell thrusl

into the limelight.

SACITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.2 1 ):

A Ixisy day lies ahead. Present yoor
creative itieas to Ihe right people. A
iHisiness assTKiaiecoukl l)egin to vies
you as a |x>lential romantic partner.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-)an.19) A
(wedawn hunc h al)oul a Ixisiness or
vocational project rould point the
way to success Avoid discussing
topics that could lead to bickering
with a loved one.

AQUARIUS (lan.20-Feb.18): Al-

though it iseasy to reach an agreement
with your male or a Iriend this

niorning, you could run into a stum-
bling block later in tin- day. Promote
a spcxrial writing project.

PISCESIFeb. 1 9-March 20): Travel
or scK iai prospects may have you
kc-yed up. prol>ably Ix-cause Ot the
romaniir implications. II you're
turning 21 Icxlay, lie rarelul when
you party. Certain sul>siances may
augment the eltecis ol alcoholic
Ijeverages.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Dana Dorman,
Theresa Giammattei

J

LUNCH
Fishburger

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Fishburger

Veggie Taco

Menu
DINNER

Roast Turkey

Pan Shish Kebab
BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey

Veggie Croquettes

The opinions cxprc-sscd on this p.igc arc those ol the tart<K)nists jnd do not necessarily retlc>rt the views o« the Oilk-fiuw or the University

ACROSS
I Jason's ship

S Fossil resin

10 Spanish
Surrealist

14 Kinct of admiral

15 Nightingale,

for one
16 First lady's

spouse?
1

7

Belated advice

to Cleopatra
20 Bullring shout
21 Spirit

22 On the qui vive

23 Its cap is

Dover
24 Part of B A
25 Gam weights

29 "— each life. "

30 Obtain
33 Bell town ol

fiction

34 Toiler of yore

35 A Fitzgerald

36 Belated advice
lo Custer

39 Work units

40 Bunyan or

Revere
41 Speechify
42 Golfer's gadget
43 African fox

44 Mountain
ridges

45 Commedia
dell'—

46 Presidential

monogram
47 Tooth
49 Swiff and

Dewey
50 Kind of dancer
S3 Belated advice

lo Capone
56 Killer whale
57 Separated
58 Kind of code
59 Buck
60 -The Bells of

St —
61 — wa

forget..."

DOWN
1 Florence's river

2 Artgler's need

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

3 "I — at the

office"

4 Bauxite, for

example
5 Acute and
obtuse —

6 Wall paintir>g

7 Type ol muffin

8 Host and c>oet

follower

9 Clever banter
10 Hamlet and

Borge
1

1

Jewish month
12 Cobbler's need
13 Little devil

18 Pasture grass
19 Singing voice

24 Invalidate

25 West Point

student

26 Idolize

27 "Home, home
on the —

"

28 Picnic invaders

29 Distribute

30 Rub it in

3

1

Remove with a

solvent

32 Strains

34 Obliterate

35 The Emerald
Isle

37 Against the

current

38 Most painful

43 Syria, of old

44 Confesses
45 "I do" site

46 Dot
47 What Oliver

asked lor

48 With "at",

right nowl
49 Despot
50 Become weary
51 War god
52 Spacial studant

exam.
53 Gov't aganqr
54 Resort

55 Computer
in -2001 •

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

uumm caupu uoul
if

ni
WD

pyoo QDOii] mm
mm mm, nncnf]

5ff7
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1 i 1 1

1
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1
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1st /AMMOAL 5'-CX)!L)LEGE

IFmiR)DWAIRE--SOFT^^ EXPOSinOM

March 3 and 4, 1993
(Wednesday and Thursday)

10 am - 4 pm
UMass Campus Center

1st Floor Convention Area
Room 163

Displays and representatives from the following companies:

Microsoft ACI Borland Lotus Aldus
Apple Hewlett-Packard IBM Adobe

Lexmark WordPerfect

• Drawings for Free Software and Accessories
• Information on special educational pricing
• PC-Software Support will be available

Sponsored by the Computer Department at the:

.UNIVERSITY Campus Center

miSTORE^ (413) 545-2619

The Yearly Countdown Begins Tonight

CO^®ve\\
Qe\©

toxo^e

Drink Specials
22 oz. House Brew - 94^ • $3.00 Pitchers

Michael Shea's Irish Ale - $ 1 .94

Attitude AcUustment Hour Daily 4-7 pm

Group Therapy
Pitcher and 4 Shots - $9.95

Scorpion Bowl - $9.95 • Margarita Bowl - $ 9.95

WEEKLY PLANNER
MONDAY

Quest
Bartender/
Acoustic Jam

I

TUESDAY

SETT/E'S
Oral

Qroove

WEDNESDA.

Internationa^

Night
DJ

THURSDAY
Open Mic

5-7

Disco Hell

FRIDAY

D/SCO
HELL

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst 253-2663

COLLEGIAN

Scott's shots
continued from page 12

~"

admittance last week with a Fruit-Stripe number that
was better suited for Ringling Brothers, but well let himm out of sympathy.

This weekend's A-10 tournament should bring out the
best in neckwear with heavy-hitters like Cal. Al Skinner
Milt -I've never worn a kilt" Cole,Commish Ron Bertovich
and the always resourceful Ray Cella in attendance
Gentleman, Philly cheese steaks stain badly, so be safe
and always protect your neckwear.

.
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Har^^^lf^'tomlThTn".f W^'""^'''
"^"•^^^,'•^5"<i day night and X got tossed for his retaliation. The WWFHarper will be something to keep an eye on when UMass meets the NBA - Vince McMahon is a genius

MenrslX^cShn' "') "^^^
"iT^' "^^ ^""" * ^*^^ ^^^^ ^ -"^^^ « «P--' -rre' pl^n'ent to Fort

andtc^kTshotStheno^fr"'^^
Myers for Spring Training and she has been instructed to

!",._^..\'r^ ^' ^^^ A-10 office saying they should follow Roger around until he creates a story. We spare norealize the Minutemen are the "marquee" team of the
league. There's a few teams who might have something
to say about that.

• Take the Route 95 South exit ofl" Route 128 and the
sign greeting you at the merge flashes -Rough Road
Ahead." Route 95 leads directly to Foxboro Stadium. The
Patriots play in this stadium. Rough road indeed, but

embarrassed to play for a team with that
name.

Naminga franchise afterayouth hockey
team from a kids' movie is not going to
command much respect. What would
baseball fans have said if the Florida ex-
pansion team decided to dub themselves
the "Bad News Bears"? The Mighty Ducks
are no different. I don't even want to see
thejersey. Michael Eisner, don'tembarrass
yourself or the NHL.

Next Tuesday is the Pay-Per-View
(NESN) fight of the month, live from the
Igloo in Pittsburgh. The heavyweight bout
will feature Cam Neely versus Ulf
Samuellson. Rumor has it that there will
be a pretty good hockey game as the
undercard. Check it out.

Matt Vautour is a Cktllegiancolumnist.

• Ur^ fK« »^. xTiTT IT .
aniuLo yiay III Lius sLauium. fiough road indeed hm

nn 1 ? f fv,^ new NHL Hockey teams automatically with Bill Parcells as the foreman repaid are underwavquahfyfortheplayoffsnextyearordotheywaitaseason? • Dennis Rodman head-buTdXaW^^Dan^^^^^^^

M hockey
continued from page 1

2

dealing one oftheir goalies for some offen-
sive help.

The Montreal Canadians have chnched
the NHL's first playoff spot. With the
Hartford Whalers and Ottawa Senators
having tough seasons, the Nordiques,
Bruins and Sabres will follow Montreal
soon. The Norris, Smythe and Patrick
division races will all go down to the wire,
with at least five teams competing for
each division's four playoff spots.

If Disney really decides to name their
Anaheim expansion team "The Mighty
Ducks," they should lose their franchise.
From the showing of the current crop of
expansion teams, perhaps the "Dead
Ducks" would be more appropriate. Most
seven-year-olds in youth hockey would be

expense in order to serve you.
• Does anyone understand the NBA salary cap?
• The Yankees, A's and a number of automobile

dealerships are interested in the services ofJack Clark.
• Harper gets hit somewehere everv time down the

court.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on
Montana's.

DavJd Scott is a Collegian columnist

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts athletK department will be arranging a bus trip to the

Atlantic 10 Championships in Philadelphia, PA on March 7 and 8 at the Palestra The
package includes round-trip motorcoach. hotel and tickets to games on Sunday and
Monday. '

For information or reservation call the UMass ticket offk^e at 545-0810

EUNICE ]R, K0N3ECZNY
STUBINT LEAIDEIRSIHIIIP AWAM)

The Eunice R Konieczny Scholarship Fund was established in 1985 to annually
recognize students who demonstrate a commitment to the vitality of the Student
Activities Tnist Fumlat the University of Massachusetts. Student participation in out-
of-class activities as a complement to academics involves pergonal development
leadership and team building, sensitivity to diversity, and advocacy for student needi
and concerns. Award candidates must show how their participation enriches both their
organization and by extension, the larger campus community. This award honors
Eunice R. Konieczny, who provided over twenty years of dedicated service to the
student Government Association.

INSTITUTE
for the

0UALIFICATION5;

I. Any undcr^duate senior may apply provided that he/she is a current member in a
Registered Student Organization (RSO) or the Undergraduate Student Government
Association at the University of Massachusetts. Amherst, and has been a member
at least one ( I ) year prior to applying.

2. A recipient must have a cumulative G.P.A. of 3.0 or above.

HEALING of RACISM

Thursday, March 4 7:00 p.m.
Duke's Room; Student Union BIdg.
Topic: Heahni? Racism in Arnprim;

AppUcations are avaihhie in the Student Activities OfTice,
Room 416, Student Union. Completed appUcations must be received by

FRIDAY MARCH 26, 1993 4:30 P.M.

lead: to show the way; to guide; to direct; to persuade; to tend to

Webster's Dictionary

Spaniortd »v ike Bclta i dun

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

All candidates for Stockbridge Golf.

Meeting March 4th 4pm rm 223 Boyden
Building or call Jack Leaman 545-1301
In rnr« 301 Mullins Center

•••k yw w^ -J.0.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A League of Their Own
Showing in CCA on
Thurs. March 4th

5,7:30, 10:00 all shows S3
Sponsored by NEAG

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Jeep CJ7 new parts exc cond
Must sell to pay bills e«c. Asking
2000 or BO ask for Micah 253 5679

Mazda 323 HB '88

Only 59K with AC
S2900 CALL 549 9920

Room Avallablo S163/*nonth
Utils Included call Jim at 665-1190
Don't be a Ninny call now'

!

FOR SALE

COLLEGE PIZZA

Concerned AiMMitWomen's I*saes7
Join Women's Student Organization

Room 306 Student Union Tonight 7:30

Having Problems with your room-
mate? Contact OCHO, 428 Student
Union or call us at 545 0865. We can
help!

History Honors Society
Phi Alpha Theta
Is now accepting applications

Applications are available in Herter 608
Both Undergraduate and graduate
students.

Institute for the Heating of Racism
Thursday March 4th 7 pm
Dukes Room S.U.

All Welcome!

Looking for a place to live off

campus'Ouestions about your com-
muter living situation? Subletting in

May? Come to OCHO. 428 Student
Union. 545 0865

Spanish Speakers
Earn SSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers (natives

or non-native) for Psychology reading

study.

Non native speakers should havetaken
Spanish 320 or above
( ill Jovette 545 0693

SPftlNG SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI
549 6098
5496073

RMtRENtr

4 tickets for Mullins

on tfie floor

Call Leon 323 4447

OW Ticket To Los Angeles
Useby 3/10S125
4135867865

Sanyo Stereo System
Amplifier Graphic Equalizer

Double Cassette Deck
Plus Rack Speakers
Call 253-4022, Greg
Only S200

Amherst Canter - Finest selection of
1,2,3 & 4 t)edroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Apply now If you want to live at Mill

Valley Estates next year 253 7377

Cape Cod- Group summer rentals

Waterfront houses Famouth area
508477 6000

2 Black Crows TIcfcstB
For March 13

Call Karen 549 6588

In Vitro Fertilizatlon/Embryologlst/
Lab Technician
Highly successful in-vitro fertilization

program is seeking a responsible and
highfy motivated lab lechnician/embry
ologist with BS minimum. Experience
in gamete biology and/or animal IVF
asset. This position is full time and in

volves some weekends and holidays.
We offer competitive salary and ben
efits package. Please forward resume
to: Michael Lee, M.S., New England
Memorial Fertility Center, Suite 321,
Three Woodland Road, Sloneham, MA
02180

Waterfront Director needed for
music camp in Southern Maine (WSI/
LGT required). 6/20/93 to 8/20/93. Tal
ented kids - great environment Con
factJames Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda.
BfOOkline, MA 617 325 1541

PERSONALS

Hoops! Hope U R having the
greatest 21 si Birthday one could ever
have. Sigma love and mine,

Kay, Sharon & Deb

Sharon ft Debbie, only 19 more days
get psychedi 4 Prince Karolyn

To the Natural Resources Mafor with
the lovely red hair: We had History class

at G.C.C last year and we met again at

transfer student orientation. Coffee?
Meet me at Graduate Student Lounge
on 3/5 at 4 pm
To Rlcey-
Thank you for keeping me warm in your
broken down car a few miles from the
Canadian trarder & the meaning of life

talkl

Love You

Scuba Dhre for cradtt
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

SPRtNGBREAKII
Panama and Daytona

$139 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

LAST CHANCE
Call Erica 546 0223

TYPING/WORO PROC.

INSTRUCTION

FOUND

Kays fiMind - on Fearing St. across
from Frai. If you can descrit>e they'H be
yours. 649-6618

HEALTH

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

RIDE WANTED
I need a ride to NJ 3/5

Will share expenses
Danielle 549 8757

PARTY TONIGHT

1 Uedroom In Big Apartment
heat included 665-3615

Puffton One Bedroom
Take over lease S400/mo
Start April/May 549 9920

3250/

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Sox
1151 Andover, MA O1810

HELP WANTED
Greeks and Clubs raiseacool $1000
in (ust one week! Plus S1000 for the
member who calls! And a free Igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call 1-800-932-
0628. ext. 65

College Nite at Hot Shots Bar
in Northampton. No cover for students.
DJ, Dancing, pool, indoor, b ball, big
screen T.V., pinball. booze and you!!
Directions 686-3763 2U Over

LOST

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb isl

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect S08-827-4S5S

SERVICES

Resunte Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, PhD 582-4037

SCHOLARSHIPS GUARENTEED
1-80O.666-2137

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

TRAVEL

One way ticket Hartford to Pittsburgh
and San Antonio

Best offer call 546 2379

Free pick up delivery call Paul 549-
7726

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED
I need 1 or 2 tickets for b ball game 3/
4 lets make a deal SS call 549 8087

Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call

Lisa 256 3140

WANTED TO RENT

3 responsible women
Need housing lor spring semester
Desire place near UMass
Call Young Mi 546 0580 or
Jen 546-4978

We want to take over your lease* 4

person apt. in Brandywine or Puffton
Starting In January 546-22''S
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Sports
Minutewomen victorious in home finale

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Kim Gregory and the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team rounded out their home schedule last night
against Boston University.

ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian StafF

Going into the final home game ofthe 1992-1993 season
last night in the Cage, head coach Joanie O'Brien and the
rest of the University of Massachusetts women's basket-
bail team were determined to give seniors Kim Kristofik
and Gloria Nevarez a win as a going-away present.
When the final buzzer sounded, the Minutewomen

had done just that, defeating a tough Boston University
squad, 63-56, thanks to some gritty defense and clutch
shots down the stretch.

"Kim and Gloria have been through some ofthe worst
times since they've been here," said O'Brien, speaking of
the combined 4-51 team record over the past two years.
They've both stuck writh the program and didn't quit, so
we owed them our best effort tonight."

Early in the second half, BU crept back in the game
with a 9-2 run, highlighted by two Annemarie Olson ( 18
pts

)
baskets. UMass, in obvious disarray on the defensive

end. called time out to try to regroup. Olson struck again
though, promptly canning a three-pointer to trim the
Massachusetts lead to one, at 41-40.

But a Kristofik basket off a nice feed from Octavia
Thomas ( 19 pts, 10 rebs), coupled with a Tricia Hopson
three helped the Minutewomen to a six-point advantage
and UMass seemed to be in control. BU would not die.

though.

At the 5: 1 7 mark, two free throws by Jill Sosnik ( team-
high 20 pts, seven rebs) gave BU their first lead of the
night (51-50) and the crowd seemed stunned. The lead
was short hved however, as six points down the stretch by
Thomas and a couple of tough hoops by Kristofik sealed
the win for the Minutewomen.

This is a big win because it gives us a positive feeling
going into Rhode Island on Saturday," said O'Brien. "Kim
(Kristofik) played well. Trish (Hopson) was solid at the
point and Gloria (Nevarez) came offthe bench and really
provided a spark."

In the first half, three jumpers by Melissa Gurile ( 10
pts, five rebs) and a Kristofik layup had UMass out to an
early 8-2 lead and it looked as ifthe Minutewomen would
run away with a victory. BU fought back, though, getting
as close as a point with 7:49 left in the first half.

But a Nevarez (four points) hoop started the Massa-
chusetts engine up again and coach O'Brien and company
had a 34-24 lead at the half Some tough deferise limited
BU to an abyssmal 33.3 percent shooting as opposed to
55.69?^ for the red-hot Minutewomen.
HOOP NOTES: Kristofik on her last home game:

"Everyone's asking me if I'm sad, but I'm not; we've had
a great season and this program is on the up-and-up. I'm
looking forward to seeing UMass in the Final Four in the
next few years."

A- 1 teams look for NCAA respect
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

With the NCAA Tournament only two
weeks away, the biggest question around
the Atlantic 10 is. "How many conference
teams will receive invitations to the Big
Dance?"

The most common answer, four, would
be the most bids ever for the A- 10.

"I think we'll get four," University of
Massachusetts coach John Calipari said.
"Four definitely deserve to go. and the rest
ofthe top seven deserve to go to the NIT."

St. Joseph's coach John Griffin said,
"We deserve four bids. I think the only
problem is that besides UMass. we have
all beaten each other up and that may
hurt us."

The A- 10 is currently ranked as the
fourth toughest conference in the nation
by the RPI Power Rankings, which is used
by the NCAA Tournament Selection
Committee. The Big East is ranked sixth.

Consider Massachusetts ( 19-6. 10-3 in

conference ) a lock. Four teams, St. Joseph's
(17-8. 8-5). George Washington (18-6, 7-

•5), Rhode Island (16-9, 7-6) and Temple
( 14- 1 1 . 7-6 >. will battle for the other three

UM hires
new tennis
head coach

Judy Dixon has been named the
University of Massachusetts
women's head tennis coach as an-
nounced Feb. 19 by UMass athletic

director Bob Marcum.
The UMass women's tennis team

will begin competition this spring
with an eight-match schedule, be-

ginning April 1.

Dixon brings a wealth of tennis
experience to UMass. Dixon, a 1973
graduate of the University of
Southern California, has competed
in the U.S. Open, Wimbledon and on
the Virginia Slims Tour in her pro-

fessional career.

She also served as a clinician for

the United States Tennis Associa-
tion (USTA) from 1975-80 and a
coach for the USTA Area Training
Center in 1990. From 1988-90, Dixon
was ranked No. 1 in New England in

singles and doubles in the Women's
40s division.

From 1973-76. Dixon served as
the coordinator ofwomen's athletics

and women's varsity tennis coach at

Yale University.

In 1975, Dixon became the first

woman nominated for an Emmy
Award in Sports Broadcasting for

her PBS color commentary.

bids this weekend at the A- 10 Champion-
ships in Philadelphia.

West Virginia ( 15-10, 6-7) and Rutgers
(13-12, 6-6) are both coming on strong but
will likely need to win the conference
tournament in order to stay out of the
NIT. St. Bonaventure's ( 10-15, 0-13) sea-
son will likely end on Sunday, when it

meets UMass in the opening round.
"It's unlikely many of us will win 20

games, but if the rankings are true and
leagues below us get four bids, then we
should get them also," Griffin said.

Calipari handicaps the tournament
field as such: "West Virginia is the hottest
team. GW. St. Joe's and Temple are just
behind them. Rutgers and Rhode Island
are the next hottest and then us and St.

Bonaventure.
"Over the last three games, we are

playing worse then any team in the con-
ference," he said.

• Road games are always difficult, but
St. Joe's had to overcome more than just
airline food and hostile fans for its Feb. 22
victory over St. Bonaventure in Olean,
N.Y.

The Hawks flew to Buffalo, about an
hour west ofOlean, in a snow storm. Their

flight was delayed and their bus driver in
Buffalo asked the airline iftheir flight was
cancelled. The airline mistakenly said yes,
so the bus left for Olean without them.

After landing and finding no bus. Grif-
fin called for a new bus, which arrived
two hours later. The bus creeped along in
the driving snow until it approached a
bridge, where a snow plow sent a wave of
snow over the edge of the bridge, hitting
the bus squarely and smashing in its

windshield. Two hours later, another bus
finally picked the Hawks up and got them
to their hotel.

• Yinka Dare captured his eighth
Rookie ofthe Week honor Sunday and will

likely be a unanimous selection for A- 10
Rookie of the Year.

• TheA-lOmaybeinhneforaThursday
night game of the week on ESPN II next
season, if the second all-sports network
gets off the ground in time.

• In the wake ofMike Williams broken
hand (out three weeks). Calipari said he
may be forced to play senior forward Tony
Barbee at point guard. Barbee will man
the point only if Derek Kellogg and Chris
Robinson encounter foul trouble or are not
playing up to par.

Neely's return a victory
for teammates and fans

"Just wait until Neely gets back!"
This has been the hopeful cry of many

Boston hockey fans during the hometown
team's up and down 1992-93 campaign.
The whole NHL has been waiting to see if

the Bruins' poster child would return from
the leg injury that sidelined him for the
better part of the last two seasons.

Matt
""

VAUTOUR
Thursday night aggunst the Minnesota

North Stars, Cam Neely made his return
in front of a frenzied sold-out Boston
Garden.

Questions surrounded his comeback.
He had been a two-time, fifty goal scorer.

Would Neely be the offensive threat that
he had been? In his first two games since
returning to the Bniins' line up he has
already notched two goals. He had been
the true power forward.

His trademark was his aggressive hit-

ting. Would the fear of re-injuring his leg
keep Neely from being the fearless hitter
that he had been before the injury? After
Saturday's game, many a Washington
Capital felt sore from a Neely check.

The Bruins' winning goal in overtime
came as a result of a Capital defenseman
coughing up the puck to avoid being
pummeled by Neely. When number 8 is

skating rightwing in Beantown , the Bruins
are on the rise. No doubt about it. Cam is

back.

Around the NHL:
They were a franchise on the rise. The

St. Louis Blues had two ofhockey's hottest
young superstars in Brett Hull and Adam
Oates and a developing young defense
poised for future success. The Blues not
only contended for the Norris division
title, but were in the running for the best
record in the NHL as well. It seemed only
a matter oftime before Lord Stanley'sCup
came to St. Louis.

Now, two seasons later, the Blues have
fallen on hard times. They traded a dis-
gruntled Adam Oates to Boston for
playmaker CraigJanney and defenseman
Stephane Quintal. Hull, who hasn't been
quite the scorer he was without Oates
feeding him, has been critical of St. Louis
management and has become the focal
point in many trade rumors.

The Blues find themselves in fifth place,
and currently out of the playoff picture!
Perhaps trading Hull for players, cash
and draft picks is the answer. The Blues
will be a team to watch as the March 15th
trading deadline draws near.

Also on the topic of trades, the
Edmonton Oilers traded away another
veteran star to avoid paying a high salary.
They sent Joe Murphy to the Blackhawks
for Igor Kravchuck. The latest Oiler trade
rumor has Edmonton sending Dave
Manson to Quebec for Valeri Kamensky.
Watch for the Rangers also to be active as
the tradingdeadhne approaches, probably

Turn to HOCKEY, page 1
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Scott's shots
As we go to press, pitchers are

still a little ahead of hitters. It is

unclear what this means for the Red
Sox who have yet to distinguish their

pitchers from their hitters.

• It's safe to say that Coach Cal is

doing a bit more than mere game
preparation. It appears he is focus-
ing on his players' attitudes and
their will to win.

Davi(d

SCOTT
At one point during Monday's

game Dana Dingle was summoned
to check in and he casually strolled
to the scorer's table to await a
stoppage in play.

"Dana, you sprint to the table,"

Calipari screamed and rest assured
Dingle got the message. By the way,
Calipari called Dingle "the most
pleasant surprise of the year." and
while his numbers may not raise
eyebrows, Dingle has certainly been
aggressive.

• Who's got the cast-making
contract for the Minutemen this
year? (Can't you see it now? The
"Official Cast of the 1992-93 Min-
utemen.")

Without Mike Williams in the
line-up, Cal is looking for someone
to step up and fill the role.

Coach, I've got some eligibility

left and you said you were looking
for a good "break-down" player.
Heck. I break down every time I step
on the court.

ni be at the Montague Inn ifyou
need me.

• Didn't Nelson Richards have a
long stint on "Match Game?" Maybe
that was his brother, Charles Nelson
Riley.

• I'm going to be an uncle come
April and we're having some trouble
finding a name suitable for my
sister's first child. We figure a good
sports name will pave the way for a
fruitful life, witness the rhyming
Shaquille O'Neal. The last name
will be Dennis and the frontrunner
thus far is a tribute to a member of
the All-Name hoop team, Fennis
Dembo. Do you like Fennis Dennis?
Well, then you think of something,
tough guy.

I'm enlisting the help of my
reader(s). The name should be gen-
der neutral and very marketable.
Results ofthe naming contest (either
real or made-up) will appear when
published.

• The battle for Cravat King is
coming down to March Madness,
also know as Cravat Craziness, and
late entrants are coming from ev-
erywhere. UMass swimming coach
Russ Yarworth was petitioning for

Turn to SCOH'S SHOTS, page 1
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Light snow ICKJay, becoming
heavier by Friday.
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The Graduate Employees Organization starts negptiations
cvith the administration for next year's contract. They're not
too pleased with Whitmore's proposals so far. Page 3.
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This Weekend:
'Amos & Andrew' premieres in local theaters
tonwrrow. Reviewer Jon Lupo lets you know

what he thinks about the new film.
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O'Brien looks forward
to 'quiet' last semester
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Chancellor's awards for minorities and
a Chancellor's adNasory board on gay,
lesbian and bisexual affairs illustrate the
effort to improve multiculturalism on the
University of Massachusetts campus in
the wake of a tension-filled fall semester,
said Chancellor Richard O'Brien last night.

"We've had a terrible fall. I hope that
this will be a relatively quiet spring," said
O'Brien, in an address to the Under-
graduate Student Senate.
The work with the I Lesbian Bisexual

Gay Alhancel has been pretty successful.
We're putting together an advisory board
to express concerns and meet student
needs," said O'Brien.

Chancellor awards of$1,000 each for a
minority student, staffmemberand faculty
member are planned for this semester,
with an awards ceremony to be held in
April or May, O'Brien said.

O'Brien said an investigation and report
is being prepared concerning the
University's Upward Bound Program,
which lost its federal funding last spring.

Upward Bound is a long standing pro-

gram for assisting low-income high school
students.

O'Brien said the University's budget
for fiscal year '94 looks promising.

"When Gov. Weld made his proposal in
January to increase funding, it looked
very good," said O'Brien.

Since the University sets its budget
before the state, it is difficult to know how
much and where funds should be appro-
priated, O'Brien said.

"^e're caught in a terrible box," said
O'Brien. **I do expect there to be a 2 to 3
percent increase in tuition and fees at the
University, part of which will be funding
for the Mullins Center."

O'Brien said the increase will also be
used toward hiringmore faculty members,
to compensate for the many layoffs in
recent years.

Increases in funding for athletics are
set for fiscal year '94 also, O'Brien said.

"Next year about one million and a half
more will be spent on athletics." O'Brien
said. "Part ofthis is necessary to comply to
Title XI, which calls for equal funding for
men's and women's athletics. I also hope
that men's tennis can be reinstated."

Turn to CHANCELLOR, pwge 2

KirtT A /^AkJC Ci^D-ruir .•-•->x ^ ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIANNOT A GAME FOR THE MEEK - Senior accounting major Neil Costa, right, plays
a hard-hitting game of racketball against senior accounting major Colin Silva.

Official says
Serbs suspect
in tower blast
By LARRY McSHANE
Associated Press

NEWYORK— Investigators in the World Trade
Center bombing are giving the most credence to a
Serbian militant groups's claim of responsibility,
an FBI oflicial said Wednesday.

Attempts to find clues in the rubble beneath the
world's second-tallest buildings stelled because of
the threat of a cave-in. Workers won't be able to
remove any more debris before Friday evening.
Police Commissioner Raymond Kelly said.

Also on Wednesday, authorities said the towers
wouldn't reopen until April.

The first call of responsibility after Friday's
bombing came from a man who identified himself
as from the Serbian Liberation Front, and he
"seemed to have information that hadn't been out
there," the official said.

That information was a reference to the level of
the garage beneath the trade center where the

Turn to BOMBING, poge 2

Money matters and oppression
Panelists urge society to rethink economic system

Editors Note: This article ispart ofongoing coverage of
the Feb. 27 Women's Conference which will appear
throughout the week. See related story on page three.

By ANN MARIE NEAL
Collegian Correspondent

Angela Davis, the keynote speaker at the first Annual
Women's Conference entitled "Empowering Women:
Prospects and Challenges for the 21st Century," focused
on rethinking global struggles while using political
agencies to become aware of worldly issues.
"We are standing on the shoulders ofwomen and men

who have carved out a way for us," said Davis, "Our roles
are political agents participating in progressive efforts in
tradition. We will move into the next century when
capitahsm ends."

The conference was held on Saturday, Feb. 27, 1993 in
the Lincoln Campus Center at the University of Massa-
chusetts. The Conference was organized by graduate and
undergraduate women at UMass to call attention to the
political, cultural, economical and physical violence
against women, particularly women of color and low
income women.

Davis, political activist, author, women's right advo-
cate and professor of the history of consciousness de-
partment at the University of California at Santa Cruz,
was strong and clear in her message, as were the other

speakers at the conference.
Davis was one ofmany speakers at the conference of

nine panels that looked at subjects like "Media Images of
Women," "Women fi-om Developing Nations" and "Vio-
lence Against Women."

The panel on "Women in the Economy" challenged
people to rethink the "so-called" economy, the industrial
policy, the production of consumption and the environ-
ment, the welfare policyand aid to families with dependent
children.

"We must acknowledge that women have two work
places, the home and the office," said Valerie Voorheis,
a speaker on the panel. Lisa Saunders cited statistics
and said. "We must examine the industrial policy as a
response to falling wages of men and rising wages for
women."

Denise Johnson addressed issues ofthe environment.
"There are toxic waste sites being located in the Black,
Hispanic and Native American communities around the
world," said Johnson, "The ignorance of that fact is
disempowering. and we need to rethink our system."

The women on the panel received positive feedback
from the audience, but the speaker who overwhelmed
them was Laura Rock, a member ofthe Women's Alliance
for Economic Justice.

"1 don't have a Ph.D., or any of that, but I'm here to
speak because I am an angry welfare mother," said Rock.

Turn to OPPRESSION, poge 7

Turco, Fazzi promise to be tough yet accessible
• Fazzi wants 'representative' gov't
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The average student deserves to be
represented by student government, said
Jennifer Fazzi, a candidate for student
government president.

"I see the role ofstudent government as
being representative to the student body
as a whole," Fazzi said. "Students are
paying an awful lot ofmoney to go to this

school and they deserve to have their

concerns addressed."

Although voting ballots do not list

"runningmates"— all candidates are listed

singly— Fazzi said she and student trustee
candidate JeffTurco have a common view
of student needs and areas of concern for

the Senate.
Turn to FAZZI, page 9

Turco purports his 'political clout'

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Jennifer Fazzi

SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
Jeff Turco

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Student government needs someone
with political clout who will represent
overall student needs, said student trustee
candidate Jeff Turco.

"The average student doesn't have time
to put in the effort for fighting for their
own interests," Turco said. "The student
government must let those students be
heard."

Turco said he supports the reorganiza-
tion of the Student Activities Office and
Trust Fund.

"The idea behind that office is to ad-
dress the importance and needs of the
students themselves," said Turco. "Every
member of the Student Activities Oflfice

Turn to TURCO, page 9
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UMqss Police Log
ACCroENT

• A PVTA bus was struck on the front end by a vehicle
on Presidents Drive Monday night. The collision occurred
when the bus tried to pass the vehicle which was backing
into a parking space. Estimated damage to the vehicle
was $1000.

LARCENY
• An individual in Melville reported her bicycle stolen

Monday afternoon. The bicycle was stolen from the bike
rack. The bike was valued at $155.

• Tuesday afternoon, an individual reported her wallet
stolen from the employee's coat room in the Campus
Center Store. There was $675 worth ofcash and check in
the wallet. Two other employees reported cash stolen

chancellor

COLLEGIAN

Compiled by BrianGoimley
Keci'nl incidents recorded by the University's Department of Public Sal'ety.

from their wallets in the same coat room. The theft is

under investigation.

VANDALISM
• Homophobic grafUti was found in the University

Library Tuesday morning. The grafEti was written on a
wall in the men's bathroom on the 22nd floor.

• Obscene graffiti was found in Coolidge Tuesday
afternoon. The graffiti was written on a stall in the men's
room on the 7th floor.

DISTURBANCE
• Tuesday night, staff at the Worcester Dining Com-

mons received a threatening note. The note was left in the
suggestion box of the Berkshire Dining Commons.

continued from pxage 1

O'Brien said he has seen good changes during his two
years at the University, but it hasn't been easy.

"Don't think that all ofmy personal aspirations have
been met in being your chancellor," O'Brien said. "It's a
hell of a bad job."

The Student Senate discussed revamping Student
Activities at UMass.

There's been a feeling that the Student Activities
Office is drawing too much from the Student Activities
Trust Fund," said Emily Rose, treasurer of the student
government.
A proposal has been made by the vice chancellor to

reduce the Student Activities Fee by $33 and increase the

curriculum fee by the same amount for fiscal year '94.

Those funds would be used to cover all expenses for the
Student Activities Office. The total payroll for the SAO
would be split by the curriculum fee and the state.

"I see this proposal as an ushering in of a new area of
student governmentand studentempoweringon campus,"
said Mike Poster, speaker of the Senate.

If the proposal is passed, it would mean the SATF
would be used exclusively to fund Registered Student
Organizations and student business and agencies on
campus.

"We won't have the administration sucking up over a
third ofthe SATF," Poster said. "Total control ofthe funds
would be given to students."

bombing
continued from page 1

bomb was detonated, the official, who has been involved
said on condition of anonymity.

The phone call came little more than an hour after the
bombing, and it wasn't until several hours later that
authorities disclosed where the bomb had exploded.

At a news conference Wednesday, James Fox. head of
the FBI's New York office, said about the call : "There was
no unique information in it. The only thing the guy said
was. This is no accident."

Of a possible Serbian connection, the source said:
That's the most likely direction and that's the first place
they're looking."

Radovan Karadzic, the leader of Bosnian Serbs and a
delegate to U.N. talks in New York aimed at bringing
peace to the former Yugoslavia, has denied that his
people were involved.

The blast apparently occurred on a ramp on the B2

ka^AOt^^ <iUoir^S^ V^

level of the underground parking garage. Capt. Walter
Boser of the police Bomb Squad said Wednesday. Au-
thorities wouldn't discuss the significance ofthe location.

The Muslim fundamentahst group Hamas issued a
statement Wednesday in Jordan denying involvement in
the blastand requestingan apology. Fox mentioned Hamas
a day eariier as among groups under investigation.

State Department spokesman Richard Boucher said
that the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, a
group Kelly mentioned as also under investigation,
probably wasn't responsible for the blast.

Fox said he expected the investigation to be lengthy.
"Bombing investigations in the past, where we didn't
have a real breakthough. have taken years" He said that
just searching though the rubble could take three or four
months."

One of the latest theories under consideration: The
bombers might have died in the blast below the twin
towers. At least five people died and more than 1 000
were injured in the lunchtimeexplosion. Oneman remains
missing.

The dead-bombers theor>' is based on a smell ofcorpses
picked up at the blast site, where one building employee
remained missing Wednesday.
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Grads upset with Whitmore offer

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
WHAT'S THAT SMELL— The aroma of these sweet-

smelling incense sticksdrew people to the Afro-American
model show Sunday night.

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

It is time for members of the University of Massa-
chusetts Graduate Employees Organization to negotiate
a new contract with the University, and some of the
administration's proposals have got them up in arms.

Although both sides have agreed not to "negotiate in
the press," Graduate Employee Organization members
have made no secret ofthe fact they are not happy with
suggestions the administrators have made and are plan-
ning a rally for Tuesday to "show the administration we
are serious about what we want," GEO speaker Jack
Chang said.

The current contract, which expires June 30, was
arrived upon only after intense negotiations and a
graduate employee strike last year. Chang said it was too
early to consider striking again, but that GEO is deter-
mined to have a satisfactory contract.

Topping the list ofadministration proposals GEO finds
unacceptable are the replacement of graduate employee
health fee exemptions with stipend increases, the elimina-
tion of funding for eight GEO employees and the removal
of research assistants from the bargaining unit, Chang
said.

The bargaining unit refers to the group of graduate
employees represented by GEO.

"If they succeed at removing the research assistants
from the bargaining unit, ( RAs] will have to pay all ofthe

health fee, they will have to pay the curriculum fee and
they won't have binding arbitration," Chang said.

Associate Chancellor Susan Pearson, who heads
Whitmore's negotiating team, declinedcommenton either
side's proposals, citing an agreement between GEO and
the administration not to discuss the issues publicly.

Still, GEO member Mitchell Kotler, who heads the
negotiating team, emphasized formal negotiations have
not yet begun. He said although he was "not saying [the
administration's] is a good proposal which we should
accept," he was optimistic about prospects for working
out an agreement at the bargaining table.

"We're going to try the formal negotiating procedure.
I think rallies, sit-ins and media events should only be a
last resort," Kotler said.

GEO and the administration exchanged lists of pro-
posals for changes in the new contract last Wednesday
and briefly explained the reasons behind them, but
neither side has given the other any formal feedback,
Kotler said.

GEO's proposals include increasing the number of
minority graduate employees, decreasing the size of lab
and discussion sections and teaching foreign graduate
employees about racism in the United States and methods
for responding to it.

The negotiating teams will be meeting regularly on
Fridays for the rest ofthe semester. Kotler and Pearson
both said they hoped to reach an agreement by the time
the old contract runs out.

Vote on new student gov't constitution nears
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The undergraduate student body at the University of
Massachusetts next week will decide whether or not to

support a recognized legal Constitution for the Student
Government Association.

According to Jennifer Wood, student government
president, the Board ofTrustees have "never recognized
a student government constitution."

See related story, page 7

The constitution, however, was ratified last December
by the Undergraduate Student Senate, which is the first

step toward the document becoming legally recognized. If
the referendum passes duringtheMarch 9 and 10 student
government elections, it will be forwarded to the Board of
Trustees for approval.

"WTien the constitution is passed it will put us in a
situation where the University administration recognizes
us as an advocate for student rights," Wood said.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said the Board of
Trustees have not yet seen the current version of the
constitution, though they are aware it will be presented
to them on the June agenda.

Wood said. "The constitution has a basic foundation

with solid components and is modeled after the constitu-
tion currently in place at UMass-Boston."

The studentgovernment constitution at UMass-Boston
is recognized by the trustees.

The constitution was mainly drawn up by Newnan
and Keith Nicholson, the formerstudent attorney general

,

with the help of other student government officers in
October.

There is skepticism among some members of the
Student Senate, including Wood, about the probability of
it passing. "I don't expect this to pass, because I am sure
there has got to be something somewhere that will bother
someone," Wood said. "In the very leastwe are looking for
concrete criticisms to help build upon it, but I will be
ecstatic if it passes."

Ifthe constitution is defeated by the Board ofTrustees,
it will be immediately revised with changes in place so that
it can be put on the agenda in early October. The consti-
tution will take immediate effect once it is passed by the
trustees.

The UMass student government never needed a rec-
ognized constitution before 1973, when it was required as
a result ofthe Board's passage ofthe Wellman Document.

The Wellman Document was a statement put forth by
the Board of Trustees which required student gover-
nance bodies to have a constitution recognized by the
trustees.

Treatment of women
by media said unfair

"It is very clear what the role ofthe SGA will be and
where it will fit into the process of decisions which affect
the lives of students everyday on this campus, when this
constitution is passed," Wood concluded.

'Conehead* trustee to exit

without too many regrets
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian SUff

He has been the student trustee for the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst for the past two years. How-
ever, he may be more famous for his antics at UMass
basketball games than the work he has done for the
student body.

Kevin Newnan might be the only person to hold the
office of student trustee for two consecutive years, but
more than likely, he will be remembered for his head.

Newnan said one day he was sitting in his office when
he received a call from a national magazine which focuses
on administrative issues on college campuses. Thinking
the call regarded an administrative issue, he put a
serious look on his face ready to tackle any questions the
caller had. He said he burst out laughing when he found

Turn to NEWNAN, page 7

By KRISTIN J. ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

"We spend a lot of time focused on
beauty," warned Meddy Ceihill, a UMass
communications graduate student, in a
panel discussion on Media Images of

Women during last weekend's Women's
Conference.

Joined by Tiffany Devitt and Dr. Bar-

bara Nimri Aziz, Cahill told a crowded
room about the negative or non-coverage

women get in today's media.

Cahill centered her presentation on
Hollywood's perception that beautiful

women can get everything they want. She
demonstrated this by showing scenes from
classic Holl)rwood films of the '40s and
some more recent films.

One movie Cahill touched upon wasA
League Of Their Own. She pointed out a

character named Gooch. In the beginning

ofthe movie she was ugly and nobody paid

attention to her. But, when the rest ofthe

women on her team rolled her hair and
gave her a dress, Gooch all of a sudden

found love and marriage.

Cahill said as women "a lot of us are

fleeing the penalty of ughness." She said

she feels that too many use Hollywood as

an example of how women should dress,

look and feel, which is dangerous.

Devitt, the managing editor of Extra,

spoke on the "institutionalized oppression

ofwomen in the news media." She cited a

recent study that said women make up
less them 10 percent ofthe people written
about, or even quoted, on the front page of
The New York Times.

One issue Cahill discussed was the
media coverage of domestic violence.

"Domestic violence is the number one
health problem for U.S. women," she said.

She went on to say that one third of all

women murdered in the United States are
killed by husbands and boyfriends. One
fourth ofall suicide attempts are preceded
by violence, and that number rises to one-
half for African-Americans.

Cahill added that drug prevention re-

ceives approximately 22 times more me-
dia coverage than domestic violence.

It was also pointed out that with the
over 1,500 articles that dealt with abor-
tion over a two-year period, more articles

dealt with how abortion affected candi-

dacies of political officials, not how it

affects women.
Dr. Aziz presented a slide show about

women in the Middle East, particularly in

Iraq. She said even though the Western
world viewed the middle eastern women
as oppressed, she was stronger.

"In order for the Western woman to

feel superior, she must feel sympathy for

the Moslem woman and take on her
battles," Aziz said. "The Western woman
is fighting for her rights surrounding her
body. She's putting too much emphasis
on that."

ANAM CtJMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
CLAY DELIGHT— Senior psychology student David Cosloy washes a pot in the Craft

Shop.
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Candidate Forum
Editor's note: This is the fourth ofa

series of editorials written by candi-
dates for the upcoming Student Gov-
ernment Association election March 9
and 10.

Hello students of UMass! Before I

explainwhy I feel I'm the best candidate
for the position ofStudent Government
Association president, you shouldknow
what the SGA is all about.

David

NUNEZ
The SGA is the governing body for

UMass undergraduates. All under-
graduate students who pay their stu-

dent activity fee are part of the SGA.
The two primary goals of the SGA are
advocating student rights and handling
the Student Activity Trust Fund. Every
student contributes to the over $2
million SATF.

The Student Senate is the part of
the SGA where policy decisions are
made by senators elected from each
area. They vote on the distribution of
the SATF to various student organi-
zations. This is your money, and you
deserve to have it distributed fairly.

There aie many things the SGA
does and could do with the right lead-
ership. There is a two-fold problem,
however. First and foremost, not
enough students are involved. TheSGA
needs new blood, new ideas and more
student activism. The SGA needs to be
reminded about who they work for—
students like you.

The second part of the problem is

the SGA also needs new leadership,
leadershipcommitted to makingUMass
worth every penny it costs. Leadership
that is wiUing to bring a renewed sense
ofdignity and responsibility to theSGA.
I beheve I can proWde that kind of
leadership.

I can provide leadership that will

help to unify this campus. The SGA
needs studentswho representthe whole
campus. Different groups need to work
together in order to learn from each
other. The SGAand itsleadership needs
to facilitate this process. No group can
be left out.

As a imified campus we can deal
with some of the issues. First, inform-
ing each and every student about the
SGA: what it does and how you can
become a part of it. If elected I would
work in conjunction with the Public
Relations Committee to help publicize

the SGA. Using campus media and
mass mailings, we can let students
decide if they want to get involved. We
need to reach ever>' student, regardless
of social, economic or ethnic back-
ground. Black or White, rich or poor,

gay or straight, in state or out. a student
is a student.

Second, we need an administration
more responsive to student needs and
wants. We pay their salaries and de-
serve their respect. There are some in

Whitmorewho feel otherwise. We must
raise our voices and make them listen
to our concerns. We deserve respect;
we've paid for it.

Finally, services like Health Services
need reform. There is a committee do-
ing that right now. We must find out
what is wrong, and that requires a
leader wilhng to listen to you. We need
to watch this review process and tell

them what is wrong and what needs to

be corrected.

We need student leaders willing to

fight for student rights. I have the
courage and skills to deal with these
issues. I'm not rich, I'm not fancy, I'm
just another college student like you
who wants to see a new UMass. I hope
you make the right decision and vote for

me to serve as your newSGA president.
David Nunez is an undergraduate

candidatefortheofflceofSGApresident.

Smoking is not fashionable
The other morning in the Campus Cen-

ter I was privy to a conversation between a

group offemale undergrads whining about
the impending crackdown on smokers'
rights here at the University. Each woman
believed that aside from the controversy

surrounding the effects of second-hand
smoke, smoking only harms the individual

involved, and like Kevorkian's mystical
suicide busy box, it should be a matter of

personal choice free from the meddling of
the valley's P.C. storm troopers. Onewoman
defended her habit, saying, "Since I'm go-
ing to die someday anyway, I want to go out
in style. I want to go out with a choice."

Obviously, she didn't own the copyright to

her ignorance, because her friends cheered
in unanimous agreement.

Lori

O'CONNOR
I'm balanced precariously upon the

smoker's rights fence. I question the ethics
ofcutting short Joe Camel's public reign of
carcinogenic mayhem, but I also wonder
about how wise it is to let him continue on
unfettered by some sort of restrictions. It

shames me to admit it, but I know what it

is to crave nicotine, and I know what it is to
long for a butt so intensely that you'd just
about trade your BayBank card to get one.
But never once did I consider smoking a
merit badge ofstyle, and I fought to conceal
mymanic puffing fix)m anyone that I wanted
to impress.

I don't think that I felt this way merely
becauseofthe hype surrounding the health
risks ofsmoking. I think that it had a lot to
do with a string of disjointed memories
from my childhood, memories that, in ret-

rospect, I wish I had shared with those
petulant darlings reclining on the campus
center couches. Not to preach to them, not
to scare them, but to make them pause
briefly, Marlboros in mid air, and think.

I remember taking walks with my

grandfather and rushing home ahead of
him to press the autumn leaves that we
had found. I was always ahead of him. His
chronic emphysema made it difficult for

him to do much more than putter along
slowly. I remember listening to the big
band music that he loved, and him telling

me to dance for the both of us because he
couldn't join me. I would do a vrild and
breathless dance for him while he watched
from the prison of his own body.

I remember him holding me and telling

me stories about the famous people that
he had met as a Boston cabbie in the
1940s. I remember his humiliation at
having to push me aside every few mo-
ments to cough up phlegm into a hand-
kerchief that he reserved especially for

that purpose. I remember laying awake at
night and listening to the sound of his
wheezing reverberate through the house.
He slept sitting up because the fluid in his
lungs would drown him should he lie down.
1 remember how proud he was that he quit
smoking because he wanted to watch me
grow. At only 8 years old, I knew that it

was already too late.

I remember the white spittle that ran
down his chin the morning that he died,
the way that he knew it was over when he
grabbed my hands as I pounded on his
chest and said, "I'm sorry, be good, good-
bye." He died with an orange mashed to a
pulp in his hand because he crushed it in
mindless fear as he suffocated. He died in

a puddle of his own phlegm as the tears of
a child who loved him soaked his face. He
died with the knowledge that a lifetime of
beauty could have been his had he only
done one thing differently.

To set the record straight, my grand-
father went out in pain, he went out in

shame, and he went out in terror. He did
not go out in style, and he did not, by any
means, have a choice.

Lori O'Connor is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Suffering from the Mullins blues

Columnist doesn't make point clear

Fifty million is hardly a drop in the
bucket. While I cannot picture that much
money. I can pick up my fees bill and see
the new addition, which amounts to more
per year than I spend on books. All I get
from the Mullins Center are headaches.
From basketball tickets, to special events,
I see little good from the construction of
the monstrosity. /

First, getting tickets to the basketball
games is still as hard as ever. Ifyou want
them, you have to be willing to stand out
in the cold for upwards of an hour before
your first class. If you wait longer than
that or show after 10 a.m., don't expect to
get a ticket.

Secondly, when there is an event, stu-
dents seem to be the last to know. It's true
that I didn't care to see Metallica, but some
ofmy friends did. They found out about it

after it was sold out. For the $153 fee, I

would think thatsome decent tickets would
be set aside for student purchases. At the
least, they could put an ad in the Collegian
priorto going public with ticket information.

I understand that Mullins is a "great"
attribute to this campus. My friends have
been lucky enough to get tickets and
claimed it magnificent. I have to question,
however, how great this building is when
I sit in my classes with paint peeling off

the walls, shivering in my seat because
the school lacks the budget to operate
effectively. I can honestly say I would pay
a fee to keep the library funded, but have
serious doubts as to the validity of the
Mullins Center's fees, which I will pay
until I graduate.

David Samo
Amherst

Stephanie Eisenberg's column |Co//e-
gian, March 2| offers no positive quality
except to provoke a response. The the-
matic re-emergence of Arsenio Hall's
"things that make you go hmmm" only
adds to the banality of this pathetic ex-
cuse for an article.

Throughout the length of her column,
Eisenberg tells us of the many instances
in her daily grind in which she finds her-
self confronted with "harassment, dis-
crimination and degradation," by many of
the men which she encounters, including
one ofher friends. Does she tell her friend
what she thinks about his attitude when
he tells her to make suggestions to the guy
behind the movie counter? No, she tells
me. What do I care? I didn't tell her to
make suggestions to some movie guy. Why
didn't she tell him what she thought?

In addition to the constant drilling of
annoyinggeneralizations like all the "girls"
in her sexuality class take notes and hsten

(what are they robots?) while all the "guys"
make comments about girls and sex,
Eisenberg also decides to make insults that
make no sense whatsoever. To call some
fast food employee "too gross to touch our
food" only because he was looking at her
friend implies to me that Eisenberg needed
another insult and a few more lines to
make her day sound a little more interest-
ing. It didn't work, I'm still uninterested in
the point of her essay, and I'm that much
more unsympathetic of her situation.

The thing that kills me is I agree with
her that there is a constant presence of
harassment and discrimination in our so-
ciety, but thank you! I already knew that
Miss Eisenberg. Your negative male gen-
erahzations and lack of point makes me
think more about whether to educate or
belittle you rather than think about the
subject at hand.

Oliver Kardos
Northeast

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Smoking ban alert! Take to the streets! Burn Whit.

. . er, tabacco! A candlelight vigil wouldn't be such a
bad idea either, lots of open flames for convenient
lights.

Meanwhile, on a more relaxing note, Cannibus
Reform is on tne march and looking for people to joint.

. . er, join. Mary Jane has got all sorts of uses beyond
the medicinal and recreational. I've heard you can
make rope out of it, paper too. Imagine the price of
textbooks made out ofweed. They wouldn't be just for

rolling paper anymore.
Can you image this pot legalization referendum

passing? Well then, take this and try imagining it

again.

Interesting and ironic fact of the week: At least
statistically, golfyields more injuries than skydiving.
Beyond those who venture out to putt with metal clubs
during thunderstorms, I think people who golfarejust
more prone to injury than those who enjoy jumping
out ofplanes. 'Course I'm sure the injuries in skydiving
are just a tad more severe.

The most powerful joke on campus maybe.

So would monster trucks shake the Mullins Arena to
its foundations? We'll just be sure to ask Guns 'N Roses
to play softly to avoid any nasty, injurious, and more
importantly, embarrassing incidents. What ever hap-
pened to that attorney general investigation about cut-
ting comers anyway? Ninety five dollar fee next year
Enjoy.

Marc

ELLIOTT
A friend of mine once failed Intro to Ethics. Hmmm.
I was watching the news when some idiot detonated a

bomb under the Worid Trade Center. They said a bomb
had gone offand word on the street was that it was part
of a terrorist attack. No, I'm sure it was an accidental
bombing.

Meanwhile in Texas the government gets into a gun
fight with a religious cult with a leader that believes he's
Christ. Yep, that's America. Man, you can't make this
stuff up.

Elvis, Satan and Dogboy. Great movie idea or just

juxtaposition madness?
Revenge ofthe "little yellow spiders." Do they exist

or are they just a symbol of UMass students' worst
fears?

The United States is finally going to have to pay off
its credit card bills as the Clinton administration
kicks into gear. These taxes are just making up for all

those years of decadent over-spending in the Reagan/
Bush era, grin and bear it, your children will.

"March 4 is the only day that actually tells you to do
something." If anybody gets this joke please explain.

Rage in the Cage. Mullins Madness. It just doesn't
have the same ring to it. Let's try "you pay, we play."
Better than the Cal Zone. I'm reaching now.

fExpletive]. Nojokfe or punchline here. Ijustwanted
to get the word fexpletive] into the paper.

Nice that we're finally getting a constitution for the
student government. Only a couple decades late.
Why are crewcuts so popular? I figure I'll just be

patient and nature will eventually make me bald.
Eh.

Marc Elliott is a [expletiveJ Collegian columnist.

Open gays have to hide in the closet in fear of homophobia
A.<5 an "nut" rro,, .», T ii . .

*As an "out" gay man, I generally do not make any
attempt to "act straight."

"Out" refers to being "out ofthe closet," meaning that
most peoplewhoknowme know that I am gay. Since most
people assume someone is straight unless he or she is
blatant, I havepiercedbothofmyears,often wearACT-
UP, Queer Nation, and other T-shiris and my favorite
button reads "better gay than grumpy."
My family knows I am gay. I told ray mother and two

sisters soon after high school. I got the courage to tell my
father after almost dying in a car accident.

In my accident, I broke some ribs, punctured my
lungs, and damaged nerves in my left arm and leg. But,
most importantly, I bashed my head really hard. I was iri

a coma for seven days.
There is a coma scale frcm one to thirteen. Anyone not

in a coma is a fourteen. Ifyou are a one or a two, you are
never coming out ofyour coma. I was a six for a number
of days.

After I got out of my coma, I was in a more-or-less
comatose state for around six weeks, slowly growing
more alert. I did not start to speak for about four or five
weeks, and then only haltingly, often stopping to search

for words. My mind was a complete blank. I would learn
somethingand forget it a minute later. I did not recognize
my family and finends who came to see me.

I have what is known as a "head injiury," although
"brain injury' is more accurate. Your brain, like any
other part of your body, will get bruised if it is knocked
around too much. My doctors had a metal bolt stuck in my
forehead to measure my brain's pressure. No one really
knew if I would live or die.

John

BECK
Thankfully, most of my mind and my nerves have

regenerated in the past few years. However, I still do not
remember years ofmy life. I probably never will.

I am telling you all ofthis to say that at no time in my
head-injured experience was I not gay. It is not something
I could forget. As my mind began to regenerate, the fact

that I am gay was there from the start, even before I

releamed my name. It is a part of who I am.
This gave me the courage and confidence to tell my

father that his only son is gay. Furthermore, it has made

me a strong supporter of gay, lesbian and bisexual civil

rights.

I know now that people don't choose to be gay, any
more than someone chooses to be a man or a woman. It

wasn't because we had a strange uncle who messed with
us when we were three, or had a bad experience with the
opposite sex in kindergarten.

It frustrates me that 111 have to "hide in the closet" to

get a particularjob, apartment or adopt children. I'll have
to be careful when I leave the shelter ofUMass and talk

to a bank person about a mortgage or car loan. Ill even
have to watch myself around the people who collect the
garbage, so they don't take out their homophobia on me
by dumping my trash on the front lawn.

Don't think these things don't happen. I used to think
things Uke that happened "only in Colorado," but I have
been surprised more than once here in liberal, progres-
sive, earthy-crunchy Amherst.

Though it's not exactly the same thing, I think I

understand some of what Black people must have felt

when they had to sit in the back ofbuses. It robbed them
of their humanity. It robs me of mine.

John Beck is a UMass student.

Message from an exchange student
'don't take Amherst for granted'

I am a UMass student who has been
studying on exchange in Denmark since

August. Denmark is a small country in

northern Europe with a population of 5
million people and 10 million pigs. It is a
land of houses with red tile roofs and of

Carlsberg beer, where jaj^walking is a

crime rarely committed and cycHsts enjoy

their own lane on many roads.

Even though Denmark is a wonderful

place I'm not here to talk to you about
Denmark. I'm writing because not only do
I miss my family, my friends and my
boyfriend, I miss UMass. Despite all the

criticism it receives, including some ofmy
own, UMass hasmuch to offer anyone who
spends the time to simply notice all that is

happening there.

There are many things that I took for

granted, like movies playing on campus
that are only a Couple of dollars and are

always in English; intramural soccer; and

basketball games at the Cage (but I guess

now we all miss them).

I miss Blue Wall brbwnies, Antonio's

pizza; the opportimity to take classes like

scuba diving, social dance or fencing, and

even get credit for taking them; and I miss

not having to pay 24 Kroner or $4 for a beer.

I miss Amherst's weather because even

though it's rainy and coldone day, it might
just be warm and suimy the next day. I

miss the mountains that surround the

Happy Valley, not to mention Puffer's

Pond and the Quabbin Reservoir.

I miss Jim'sJournal and those who also

find it amusing and I sometimes miss the

editorials because through them I learn

about myself which usually means the

realizations that I am not as liberal as I

had previously thought.

I miss the things about UMass thatyou
just can't figure out. Why was Morrill

built like a maze? Why ifyou're not study-

ing engineering do you have classes all the

way at the Grad Tower? And how does

anyone get him/herself to class in the late

Spring Semester when students every-

where are playing frisbee, listening to

music, playing basketbell or working on
that base tan for summer?

I miss the Tower Library, dining com-
mons food, fire alarms, E lot, and classes

at 8 a.m. (because they never do get your
schedule quite right at Whitmore).

O.K. so maybe I don't miss everything.

Have fun and don't forget to feed the

ducks.

Liane C. Mullahy
Denmark

A brief reminder. .

.

The editors of the Collegian are looking for student re-

sponses to the issues brought up by the SGA candidates.

Let the campus community know whatyou think is wrong
and how you think it could be fixed.

TheEd/Oppage ofthe Collegian isaforum foryou to voice

you concerns, and let them be heard.

Keep your thoughts under 50 lines (typed and double-

spaced) with your name, phone number and cuidress some-

where on the page.

Appreciate your parents
As college students, many of us feel

close to immortal. After all, this is the

prime of our Uves, the best time of our
lives. Death is one of the furthest things

from our minds. However, it shouldn't be
— because it can happen suddenly at any
time.

Luke

ERICKSON
On Monday night. I got a phone call

from my best friend in my hometown. The
mother ofone ofour friends had just died.

She was only 50 years old.

Our friend's name is Ed. I graduated
from high school vrith him in 1989 and I've

gone to UMass with him until this year,

when Ed went to Spain on exchange. I've

been writing to Ed all through the school

year, keeping him abreast of all the hap-
penings at UMass.
Now we will reunite under the worst of

circumstances — the wake and the fu-

neral. As far as I can tell, this isjust as big

a shock to Ed as it is to me. He hadn't
mentioned anything about his mother
being ill in any of his letters, and we're
fairly close.

I have two elderly parents. My mother
will turn 69 in August, and my Dad will

turn 68 at the end ofthis month. It's tough
for me to write, but I know in my heart

that I will probably lose one ofmy parents

before I'm 30 years old.

Hearing this bad news only makes that

realization about my parents more pain-

fully obvious to me. Iliere's really nothing
I can say to Ed when I see him next to

make him feel any better. I can only be
there for him as a friend.

I learned this two years ago when an-

other friend lost him mother. "Sarge," as
everyone called him, is a 6-foot, 230-pound
teddy-bear-with-a-beard; but when his

mother passed away, he was a full-grown

man sobbing like a lost little boy. It's one
of the saddest sights I've ever seen, one
that I'll never forget.

I've heard so many people complain
about their parents being overbearmg
whenever they're home. I'd just like to tell

these people to stop and think about w^at
their parents have done for them to get

them into college. Chances are, without
their parents' help, they wouldn't be here
right now.

Nonetheless, I feel very lucky that I

have a good relationship with my parents,

even though as the youngest of their nine
children ( my parents had three by conven-
tional methods, then adopted six more)
they have the apron strings tied like a

noose sometimes.
My only hope is that students reading

this column will take some time today to

think about their parents, grandparents
and other loved ones and remember how
fragile life can be.

Luke Erickson isaCoWegiancolumnist.

A day in the life of a college man
2 p.m. My alarm rings, well not my

clock, my bladder. I shouldn't have
drunk that case of beer last night. My
roommate gets a quick laugh at my
disheveled appearance. I warn him that

if he laughs again Martina
Narvratalova will marry him. He stops

laughing. Now that I'm out of bed I

really regret drinking the night before.

But, I'm a man, that's myjob. I realized

I have missed my first class. Damn! I

might have denied myself an opportu-

nity to "make disparaging comments
about girls and sex".

2 p.m. I leave for my 2:30, making
sure I have enough time to verbally

assault every gal I pass on the way to

class. Before I leave, however, I check
my mailbox to see if my first issue of

Swank magazine has arrived. It hasn't.

Oh well, I'll have to wait another day
for every guy's favorite pastime, por-

nography.

4 p.m. Exit the large auditorium,

where I successfully made every guy
proud by drawing naked women on my
desk, accompanied by various captions

even Swank would be proud of My
manhood is intact.

5 p.m. Go up town to get some din-

ner. I lose my appetite when our wait-

ress politely says, "all men should be

castrated because they leave lousy

tips," all this coming from a young
women whose ears would fall off if it

wasn't for her 65 earrings. Her nose

ring falls in my lap so my friends and
I run away.

6 p.m. Nap. It's been a long day. It

isn't easy being a man.
7 p.m. Wake up in time to see Three's

Company. Oh my favorite episode! My
hero Jack Tripper (he lives with two
chicks!) gets sexually harassed at his

new job. Poor guy.

7:30 p.m. Increase the thinking ca-

pacity of my brain by catching an epi-

sode ofDivorce Court. Oh what do you
know, It's Zoe Baird. I wonder who is

cleaning her house.

7 a.m. Wake up. Thank God, it was
just a nightmare! I have to stop reading

that damn Collegian before I go to bed.

I was intrigued by Ms. Eisenbergs'

editorial [Collegian March 2 1 concern-

ing her average, ordinary day. I ques-
tion her effort in trying to change
things. Why would an educated col-

lege woman be friends with a guy who
cheers on a rape scene like I cheer on
the Bruins.

I wholeheartedly agree that sexual

harassment is a serious issue, how-
ever, male bashing is not the correct

channel through which to remedy the

situation. In spite of this, you are obvi-

ously in touch with what's popular on
this holy campus. You have made it

into the editorial hall of shame with
your utterly bogus generalizations.

Steve Cooke
Amherst
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Wood loathe to leave
helm of student gov't
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

She is the advocate and spokesperson
for the undergraduate student body at the
University of Massachusetts.

This time last year she was both excited
and optimistic about her new duties and
responsibihties. One year later it is com-
ing to an end.

JenniferWood will leave her office once
the new Student Government Association
president is elected, but more importantly
she will graduate and leave the school
which has given her so much.

"I will be sad to leave UMass and no
longer be able to be the president of the
SGA," Wood said.

Many ofyou may not know her by face
because she has spent most of her time
either in Boston or in her office on the top
floor of the Student Union. She fights for

student rights at the largest state univer-
sity in New England whose student gov-
ernment is virtually powerless because it

has no constitution.

Wood said she is pleased with the over-
all direction the SGA took under her lead-
ership.

"I think we have accomplished a lot

because people came together and worked
together on issues affecting students," she

oppression

said.

The three issues which she thinks the
student government was particularly ef-

fective in the past year were: the estab-
lishment of the Student Center for Edu-
cational Research and Advocacy; creating
a climate where students feel more com-
fortable and involved in student govern-
ment; and town-university issues which
she is still working on.

She said she has only three major re-

grets about the last year: the state's pas-
sage ofa poHcy oftuition retention; inabil-
ity to perpetuate strong student leader-
ship; failure to clarify the role of student
government to the students of UMass
through books and pamphlets.

She hopes the new student government
president will be an effective spokesperson
and advocate for the student body.

"Be very open to learning and never
believe that you know everything," is her
advice to the next president.

"There are not any real concrete
guidelines for the SGA president to follow
thus allowing them many options when
addressing issues ofconcern to students,"
said Wood.

She concluded. "I hope the SGA will

set a tone on how to act on issues con-
cerning students and be open to their
concerns."

Watervllle Valle7

continued from page 1

"I was battered for eight years while my conmiunity
and government did nothing. The police were afraid to

take my husband's gun away, even after he held it to my
daughter and my head. They were afraid because he
worked for the federal government." Rock said.

Rock says she began receiving $579 and some food
stamps for her family ofthree, after she left her husband.
"Thatmoney is $ 150 short ofwhatmy rent costs. We were
left without breakfast and dinner and had to bum chairs
to get some heat." said Rock.

"It hurts to hear my son, who was made to eat his own
vomit, and daughter, who had a gun held to her head. say.
'let's go back home mom.' It was an emotional and
physical strain on the family," she said.

"My son began taking drugs. For him it was a lot easier
to get stoned than to face reality. I blame the government
and the institutions. This country does not value children
especially children of color and single mothers. It's easy
to see that the government has a hatred for women when
they give twice as much money and aid to a foster child

than a welfare child," said Rock.
"My son says the system is a monster and I want you

to prove him wrong," said Rock.
The women all expressed their hopes for society to

rethink and challenge the government and its economic
structures.

"Organizations that are progressive bring together
great population." said Davis. "We must imagine our-

selves as part of the global struggle, because isn't it all

about finding ways to be happy while everyone else is
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Newnan
continued from page 3

out the caller wanted to know about his
wearing coneheads at UMass basket-
ball games.

Newnan is and will always be a
conehead.

Newnan sits on the Board of Trust-
ees, the executive board which sets
policy for the five-campus University of
Massachusetts system. Each university
in the system, which includes
Dartmouth, Worcester, Lowell, Boston
and the flagship campus at Amherst, is

allotted one seat for a student repre-

sentative to sit and help shajie poUcies
which impact on students.

"Whoevermy successor might be, he
needs to establish a good working rela-

tionship with the incoming chancellor,

president and his fellow board mem-
bers," Newnan said.

Newnan said he will carry only on
one major regret out the door with him
this spring.

"Despite the fact the rebuilding of
[the Student Government Association]

has gone amazingly well over the last

two years, more student outreach is

needed," Newnan said.

Three things top his list as major
accomplishments that occurred while
he was in office: recognition of his elec-

tion two years ago after he helped halt

an administration-sponsored reform of
student government; restoration ofthe
Student Senate as a viable entity and a
representative governance body; and
the removal and replacement of ad-
ministrative personnel he saw as hos-
tile to student empowerment.
Newnan refused to identify the

former administrators he referred to.
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Weld proposes stricter drunk driving laws
COLLEGIAN

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William Weld unveiled a measure
Wednesday that would make it illegal to operate a motor
vehicle with a blood-alcohol concentration level of .08
down from .10.

The head of a defense lawyers' organization said the
Republican governor's move was geared more toward
generating tough on crime pubbcity than fighting drunk
driving.

Weld's proposal would be a separate offender from the
current .10 blood-alcohol limit for operating under the
influence. The lower blood-alcohol would spare prosecu-
tors from having to prove the driver was impaired.

"Convictions of OUI (operating under the influence)
are often difficult to obtain even where the concentration
significantly exceeds .10,"Weld and Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci

said in a letter to lawmakers.
"One reason for this difficulty is the extreme degree of

subjectivity involved in determining ifa driver is actually
under the influence.' A .08 per se offense provides an
objective standard which could substantially improve
the Commonwealth's abUity to remove drunk drivers
from the road," Weld and Cellucci said.

Penalties for driving with a blood-alcohol level of .08
would be identical to those that apply to operating under
the influence; offenders would be able to seek treatment
for first and second offenses.

"From a defense point of view, the question is, why?"
said Thomas Hoopes, co-founder of the Massachusetts
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers. "When it was
first estabhshed at that level (.10), it was based in
reliable opinions by scientific experts."

"It strikes me that he's trying to grab a Uttle bit of
headline here," Hoopes said of Weld. Both Hoopes and

Weld are former prosecutors.

Weld, who formally announced his legislation at the
Lowell Police Department, said 28 states have a per-se
limit of .10 or lower

Other provisions in the legislation would:
• Increase maximum sentences and fines for first time

OUI offenses, from 2 years and $1,000 to 2 and 1/2 years
and $10,000. Treatment programs programs still would
be available, at a judges's discretion, for first and second
time offenders.

• Increase maximimi sentences for second and sub-
sequent offenses. Fifth time offenders would be slapped
with a mandatory 5-year prison term. Multiple offenders
also would lose their licenses.

• Identify repeat offenders with license plate stickers.
• Provide mandatory Ucense suspension of three

months for anyone under age 2 1 who buys or attempts to
buy alcohol.
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Parents bash state over school
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Parents of mentally retarded children
whose care is paid for by the state confronted ofBcials
Tuesday over plans to cancel a public contract with a
private residential school.

Gov. WUliam F. Weld last week ordered an end to an
$8 milhon-a-year state contract with the Crystal Springs
School in Assonet, which officials cliarged with spending
taxpayer money on luxury cars, a petting zoo and vaca-
tion homes.

But50 angry parents whodescendedon the Statehouse
Tuesday said the care their children were receiving at the
school outweighed other considerations.

They're not a dollar sign," Diane Hoffman shouted at
outnumbered state ofBcials who met with the protesters.
They're human beings."

Hoffman, whose 23-year-old son Craig hves at Crystal
Springs, turned to her fellow parents and said: "Let's
bring all our children to their houses and let them take
care of them."

State officials agreed to make a visit to the school and
to temporarily stop contacting parents about moving
their children elsewhere.

•^e're not going to move a child, a single child, until
there's an alternative in place," said Joe Landolfi,
spokesman for the Executive Office ofHealth and Human
Services after emerging from the angry crowd.
The needs of the patients come first, so we will make

sure that people are not left high and dry down there,"
Weld told reporters later.

But Landolf said the Crystal Springs School was
poorly managed and expensive.
The fiscal status of the program has been more than

Turn to SCHOOL, page 10

Fazzi
continued from p>age 1

Fazzi said she discovered a lot about students' con-
cerns while petitioning for her nomination.

"A BayBank machine in Hampden Commons, better
washers and driers, improvements in the Escort Service
and cleaner dorms. These may seem like small things,
but that's what the students really want," said Fazzi.

"I want to be approachable to students," Fazzi said.
"Students should be able to come up and say, 'Jen, I want
this changed.*"

Fazzi said changing the student senators* roles would
help.

"I'd like to see a little more enthusiasm," Fazzi said.
"I'd like to see senators getting more feedback from their
constituents."

Fazzi said she is against tuition and fee increases and
would oppose any in the future.

"Why are these fees needed? Are they really bettering
our education?," said Fazzi. There must be something
we can do to alleviate the costs."

Fazzi is junior political science and economics major.
She is a member of Phi Sigma Alpha, a political science

Turco

honor society.

She was a student government senator and member of
the Senate Finance Committee last semester. Fazzi was
also a member ofthe Board ofGovernors member last fall

and was once the vice president of the Republican Club.
Fazzi worked for the Democratic National Committee

in 1988 and 1992. She attended both the Democratic and
Republican National Conventions in each year.

Fazzi said she would favor more student involvement
with University administration.

"If students could feel they're more a part of the
administration, they would be more comfortable," Fazzi
said. "Right now it's so hard to know where to turn to with
problems."

Fazzi said she opposes the University's Legal Services
Office regaining its right to represent students in court.

"I think it would create more trouble than it's worth."
Fazzi said. There are a lot of radical movements here.
I'm afraid people would be crying leftand right and trying
to sue the University."

Fazzi said she supports the Senate's efforts to ratify
the student government constitution.

continued trom p>age 1

has to be aware of that and believe in it."

Turco cited past problems in the Students Activities
Office claiming it has been hostile toward students, failed
to abide by its administrative capacities and employs too
many staffmembers whose salaries are drawn from the
Student Activities Trust Fund.

Turco is a senior history major and political science
minor. He first joined the Student Senate in the fall of
1989, when he represented Brown residence hall. He also
served as interim senate speaker and Patterson senator.
Turco is currently a senator representing the Greek area.

He is president of Alpha Chi Rho fraternity and
InterfraLemity Council I*resident.

Turco worked as an intern for state Rep. WilUam G.
Reinstein in the summer of 1987 and as a page for
Sergeant-In-Arms Charles McGowan the two following
summers.

Turco said his involvement in state politics would be
an asset to the student trustee position.

"My experience in working on the legislative level in
the state and an administrative level on campus gives me
the credentials to be an effective trustee," Turco said.

"It's not just about the campus level. In dealing with
issues Hke tuition increases or Legal Services' Utigation
rights, the trustee must have knowledge of the state
house and be trusted by the representatives," he said.

Turco said he supports the University's Legal Services
in regaining their right to represent students in court.

nicate with other students. Turco said. He suggested
strongly enforcing a communique that senators would
post in the dorms to let their constituents know what they
are doing for student government.

"Forget philosophy. Philosophy is irrelevant. Students
are relevant," Turco said. "Find out what students need
and communicate."

"Senators should go to the meetings, be active and
have meaningful discussions on issues that embrace the
whole campus' views," he said.

Turco said he is happy with the new direction student
communication with administration is taking.

Vice Chancellor ofStudent Affairs Tom Robinson and
Ashoke Ganguli, director of Auxiliary Services, "have
done a fantasticjob in dealing with students," Turco said.
"These discussions of students concerns with adminis-
trators should continue."
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development. Access to

Harvard University's

outstanding libraries,

museums, laboratories, and
cultural activities. Special

offerings In writing, drama,

and economics, and several

selective admissions

ofourom

"Your New England / Florida Connection.

1-800-FlY-SOUTH
1-800-359-7688

*Thc Rnrida .Shiilllc is a public charier opcralor with Direct
Air Carrier .Service Pnivkled by Mi»nii Air wiih Bticinp

727s. OiMiuiMl services include food and diinlv service for

sale «»n board lie aircrall and a SIO charge lor carry-on
baggage over and above our carry-on policy. Fi>r further

inltNinalion. refer lo ihc required operator passenger conlracl.

P\taie tend the 1993 Harvard Summrr School calatofiur and informalion about:

SjUjS — rnglish as a second languaf(e Dance Center Ulininian

Vl'f'l/ —college-level program for high school Juniors and seniors—science for high school junior and senior women (w/RadclifTe)

Name

Address

City, Stale, Zip.

(AthwJ.^ wnlnftrMmy)

ll.in.ird Summer Sihmil'DcptdlM 51 Hr.iiilt Sin (•{•(.imhridxr, \n 02138
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continued from page 9

shaky," he said.

Many of those charges also were reported last month
by the Boston Herald in a series about private state
contracts with Integrated Service Associates of Norton
and Habihtation Assistsnce Corp. of Plymouth.
The school wasjudged, tried and sentenced, all in the

Boston Herald," said Edmund SilvaofSommerset, whose
21-year-old daughter Melissa lives at Crystal Springs.
They're asking our children to pay the sentence."

But Weld responded Tuesday that his administration
took action only where it had independent evidence
against the contractors.

The school's owner, Charles Young, said Tuesday that
he also planned to fight the governor's decision.

He said Crystal Springs appears more expensive than
comparable programs because its fees include additional
services at no extra charges.

"If (the Department of Mental Retardation) saves
$10,000 by not placing a patient here, but transportation
and nursing (in another program) ultimately costs the
commonwealth more than $10,000, how are they saving

money'" he asked.

Many of the parents wore Crystal Springs T-shirts

and a delegation that the contract be continued.
They have hired an attorney, Henry Clark, who said

the parents also have considered legal action.

This cannot be dealt with the way it has been done to

date," he said.

Clark called the programs "old news" that were cor-

rected by a Jvuie 1991 agreement with state.

There's nothing more important to anybody here
than our children, and we will stop at nothing to protect
them," said another parent, Leonard Cole.

ISplrltJjaus
LIQUOR STORE r

Schaefer Suitcase cans $9.99 (+ dep)

Stroh's, Stroh's Light cans 1 5 pak ..$6.25 (+ dep)

iGilde Pilsner Germany

6 pk $4.69 (+ dep) Case $1 7.99 (+ dep)

Smirnoff 90 Proof Silver Vodka 750 ml $6.99
Poland Springs Vodka 80 Proof 1.75 l $9.99
Jagermeister with 2 Classes 750 ml $1 5.99
Yukon Jack 8O Proof 1 75 L $13.99
Cuervo GoW with a cdlectible shot glass 750 ml $1 1 .99

Jack Daniels 750 ml $12.99

Frangelico Liquer 750 ml $14.99

.
Beers from around the World!

I imports • Gourmet • Microbreweries

]
Kess starting at $33.00

(chcckJ/MssteTcard/Visa accepted for Kcs Deposrts)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasncs

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mije East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

Open 9 am
• 11 pm

Ceramic Sculpture

"...wild, vivid and funny..."

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
UMASS Amherst

rii
^i

m\

mm %lM^m

SPORTS MR
& RfSraURANT

TONIGHT
• Sign Up For Free •

Ski Giveaway Sponsored

by IVRNX and Budweiser

$1.50 12 oz. Bottles
of Bud Dry"

(All Week)
University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

MANDATORY

GOLDEN KEY

Honor Society Meeting

ALL MEMBERS!!!

Our previous meeting was
cancelled because of snow.
The next meeting will be on

Monday, March 8
7:00pm

Campus Center Room 162

For More Information Call...
Dean of Students Office

Gladys Rodriguez at 545-2684

COLLEGIAN
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The 1 993 INDFY
Class of 1993 Senior Portraits
will be taken until Wednesday, March 10.

Location: Campus Center, room 174-176

For portrait appointment, call

1 -800-724-6440

This is your LAST chance!
Order your yearbook today for onlv

$30

nil

304 Student Union * 545-0848

Hcdch Bar Entertoinmml
Thursday, March 4 - 9pm

QRANDM0THEI6 QARDEN
ORIQINAL ROCK

Friday, March 5

The Very Best In
Traditional Rock Blues

with

BLUE STREAK

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

EXPERIENCE is a must to

be successful in gaining the

competitive edge in today's

Business World. .

.

•FULL BAR*
tud Natural Lite Pitchers

Drink Specials
;tion of Fresh Made Dinnd
From 1 1:30am - 9pm

Pizzas and more

Michelob 12 oz. bottles
$1.25

The Collepan is looking for

dedicated; responsible organized

Sophomores for position of'

Assistant Finance Manager

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Applications are available at the Colle^an

113 Campus Center

For more information, call 545-3500

Deadline: March 5, 1993

The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer
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MNCAA
COLLEGIAN

continued from page 16

Cincinnati looks hke a perfect fit as a number two seed up
in Syracuse. Holy Cross has proven they can play with
the big boys, and if they defeat conference rival Bucknell
on the road, they will be on a tear.

Anyone with two eyes can see that the Minutemen are
slumping, while state rival Boston College is playing
itself out of the tourney. Fellow Big Least (yes, for the
millionth time) member St. John's will be upset by the
likes of Manhattan in the first round.

West
Who's hot: Arizona, New Mexico State
WTio's not: UNLV, Brigham Young, any Southwest

Conference team
Who's a sleeper: Arizona State, Utah
Displaced team: for the umpteenth time in as many

years,drum roll please: Michigan. Disgraced team: UCLA,
Houston. Arizona

NO\A/^ OREN LATE NIGHTS
SUN-THURS. til 12:00 Midnight
FRI G SAT Nijshts til i : jo AM

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

Hard to pick the hottest team in the country an early
round loser in the NCAA, but being at the Providence Civic
Center, and seeing Trent Forbes rain threes as Arizona sat
idly by affects my decision. Idaho, here you come!

As for Utah, you're asking how a top 15 team can be a
sleeper. Well, no one respects the Utes, though Rick
Majerus is a master.

Southeast
Who's hot: Vanderbilt (scorching), New Orleans,

Florida State, Western Kentucky, Memphis State
Who's not: Duke, Tulane, Kentucky
Who's a sleeper: W. Kentucky, Jackson State
Displaced teams: Okla St.. Disgraced team: Louisville.
Yeah, yeah, you'll try to say that Denny Crum's squad

is different this year, whereas the scoreboard will read
the same: W. Kentucky 101, Louisville 89. As for Vandy,
UNO and the rest of the pack, this bracket is one of the
hottest. The SEC and ACC reside here, and with Mem-
phis St. and the two New Orleans schools (Tulane and
UNO), this will be an exciting venue.

Midwest
Who's hot: Indiana, Iowa, Marquette
Who's not: Kansas, Purdue, Oklahoma
Who's a sleeper: Cleveland State, Coppin State
Displaced team: W. Forest. Disgraced team: Iowa State
Indiana has been hot since conference play, as has

Marquette. Purdue and Oklahoma are two teams which
are slipping and will find trouble making the Sweet 16.

The selection committee thinks W. Forest is out in
Michigan somewhere and put the Demon Deacons there.
Final Four: North Carolina, Utah, Vanderbilt, Indiana.
Finals: UNC-Indiana. NCAA Champion: Indiana (stick-
ing with my preseason pick.

)

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist

men 's hoop
continued from poge 16

it," said assistant coach James "Bruiser" Flint.

Pace's basketball career is only half the story,

however. A Sport Management major graduating
in May, he has gone on with his life, becoming
actively involved in the Black Student Union with
Robinson. He is the BSU's treasurer.

Pace has also been a part ofthe Bridging Worlds
program, which allows UMass students the chance
to speak as role models at urban high schools in the
area. In essence, to give a little something back.

Pace went home to Colorado over winter break
and heard the Manual High team was in a slump.
Pace talked to the team as the players, many of
whom grew up watching and hearing about him,
sat quiet and listened.

•Tommy's one of the nicest kids we've ever had,
since I've been here, and I thinkTommy will be real

successful once he leaves college," said Flint.

"Since we came here. Tommy's been my ace,
we've been together from the beginning," said
Robinson. "It's unfortunate that his knees weren't
working for him, but he's learned the same thing I

learned, to refocus himself on academics. I think
he's taken advantage of all aspects."

"All-around, he's just a nice guy, well respected
by his peers," said Pearlmutter. "He's always
stressed education, and he's real quiet. He's never
been a tattletale or anything like that.

"He's just a winner."

jfnPQfi
SQM OF

y'f^tcoi^-- ^K IQW^'
OiH- ol liii- :ir«*:r> 1. •w- ur'rii«tii<>aii<i>

l;ir;;c>l xlrrlion- oil ><<l.

ni liii|Mtrl<'il, (iiii «»iii<«

lii<ii>|M-ii4laiil X < ollctlHtIr
X DoiiiolM- ItiMonI-. ii<-ror«l-.
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586 5726 586 1707
1

213 MAIN ST 21 STATE ST 1

NORTHAMPTON

SOUTH TOWIUE
COMMOniS LAUniDROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

HUNAN GOURMET
t CHINESE restaurant:^
Hie armaa, feaiul 4 tast« of
airthentfe Cldiiow cttisinc

»re»awMt Httaan, SjMcbvaa^
Maalcyiac «nr CMitmMsc style

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE t"^
261 King St, NorthamptM • 5854202 • Ample Parking

Open 7 Days A Week

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAIUBLE

«
Solutions from your Apple Campus Resollor:

a full Macintosh lino for all your noods.

Youtenot the only

one\\ho^ carryingalotof

units this semester

Thetieii .^e
Mitanlnsh CoJor Cltissic

The neir Appie

Mdcmtash ilentris 610.

Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new

line of full-featured Macintosh' computers ever Tliere's the Apple Macintosh

Color Classic - a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh

LC III, which runs SCV, faster tliiui its top-selling predecessor, the LC II. And.

For further information please visit the

University Store Computer Department

Campus center • 545-2619

nenewApple

Macmlosb l£ III.

Vucm^rliitiiirKBiilTmlrmart'iytii, I, nMftukT 'A i ktsa b n frvt*rirl imlrmart inrnmlh ^ifir (jiH^mler Im

for even more power, the Macintosh Centris' 6lO. See these new computers
today at your Apple Campas Reseller Where you'D get special student pricing,

aswellisser\iceduringcollege:AndexperiencethepowerofMacintosh '

The power more college students choose. The power to be \our best
'

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

f0mrr t, ht \nyr >

trnfrnkr liK
r nrimm/Imkmirki iil i/n, n:,-j,r /«,
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
STI/f^MOovs MAMS
STUPEMDOJS KNOWLEPGt IHS
mW COMPLETE TWE TEST
Win< 5TUPEK0QUS SPEED'
W)Z: ^Z BATTLE C3F

LEXIKGTON.' TROTS^I.'
THE COTTDKQIN.'

SHOWER TTiWWPH fORVIRUC
AND R\GHr/ AHO KOM, y<lTM
k VmooSH, S7VFEMMS MM
15 OFF INTO THE SVCS ' SO
LQMG. K\DS.' AIXMS BMSH

C '9*3 WaMrKi>vOwrauaM B) ijntm%a P<«w S«>Mca>

.
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
CL^SS. DID CALVIN COME
»H HEBE ?* HAS AH^ONE

SEEK HIM?

WERE I AM, MISS

WAS I T^JRSTI/

JIM'S JOURNAL

v^c^'^ftKiK^ T^ {

DOONESBURY

cw.

^WBser Houjujiu.

I
AFfeaHBR?

^^

'\

UtU^.TMniX.- njeu.iujm
P&JPONiOUR. Ui^iEAR.
iNOone.i/xww ANPlN'ffT.

SAfyar/iSMppie IPtPA
OJSir^^ UJTOFPI-

^^^^^^^ LOJ^TWSe
«^^^^^^^^ '^ iCARS.

^B '-^5^

.i~t

.

IN'mANP-91,lWS0t^FeA
WR£iWRK ANPM/Ve Th€UP-
CeRMiPPlS CLfiG6. ANPIN^
IHAPA SeflJBS ANPMAP5 THa
lX>PBi.ClAe6>. SUTNOUJI'M
JU^rwORK-

By GARRY TRUDEAU

On this particular day, Rory the raccoon was
hunting frogs at his favorite stream, and the
pleasant background music told him that
Mr. Mountain Lion was nowhere around.

"^^ MORKJNe.

/ SII^COUU>I
6eroNBCF
THoseaxt
NEWHGH-

/

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"\ haven't come a long way, and don't

call me baby"

- Tee Shirt Lof^o

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

/;
.ouv,so
O.ic.7

JajOoolnjG
OP_

/ /MOTWuG YOU Do
iHoctc^me

ex. ooom Hcui

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
THlUklGOO I'M Rt*UY FIKMIWEO

DttSSlN6 UP UKE CINPY beady!

X HaJESTL"Y CAN'T IWIWIC Of

AHTflWIUG V(o«iE THAW A
'oh, Man'.

SoHfONE IS

.GONNft

ARIES (March 21 -April 141: Any
linancul sh<Kk wavis will sulnKk-
quirlly. lh.ink» lu yoor calm, dfjr
jnalysis ol ilv siiualioo. Cyxxl iinn-s

with Iric-ndi arc indualed A ItHli-r

brings welc(Nix- lamily news.

TAURUS (Afjfil .;().M.iy 20): Ex-

planalKim may U- lulik- loclay. sorv-

inj; only lo wicic-n iIh- null Ix-lwct-n

you and a lanwly nx-mlKf. This is ont-

ol ihosc- limes wht-n ii is Ik-sI lo wail
things oul.

GEMINI (May 21.|un<- 201; Y.xj

know w hich sJrinRs lo |iull iK-hind the-

secnes lo Rii w hat you want (fih-wisc

Start ph<ininjj pt-opli- as early as pos-
siWc today. Allhexigh your charm is

an asset. avr>id over doin)> il.

CANCER <|un«- 2 1 Inly 22). Win-
ing and dininp the nghi (xiipie can Ix-

very |Kolilal>le now lust curh your
drinkin;; A secret Ihimih-ss nxvling
will jjo Ix'tler than yim dri-anx-d |X)s-

sihle.

LEO (July 2i-AuR,22t: Be espe-
i lally watchluland( omposf-dnow A
(xojetl could suddenly gel derailed.

Your poise under pressure will set

things nghl again.

VIKGf) lAug.21-Sq)l.22i: Valu-
ahle insights are exchanged in c los«'d

door meetings. Sharing ycxir expt-ri-

erxes with close triends helps them
un<k>rs(and yoor motives. .

LIUKA iSEI'T.2 »-<>t.22l: ,\ wixi-

derlul day t<w travel A Ixjsiness trip

(Hold Ix- pan oi thi- picture ( ricn--

spondentc is nxxe iin|xxt,wil than

evc-r.Kci.()tra(koiv,ilual>li(on<r.Hts.

StORPIOiOt 2 t-N<A 2li:kifp
yiHir tenifxY in( het k and sihi will win
hig! Explore new opixxtunilies. even
It It means sticking your nc-ck out |o(

down original i<fc.is - llx^ will i ixix-

in handy in tlx' rx-ar future.

SACmARIUS (Nos 22IX'< 2 1 1:

C urij a leTKkfK y to answer i)u<.-sli<MtN

in a sup(>rior manru-r rroiii irom
MXTX'<in<- else s e\(xrien< <• .iivl sIkrv

mrne humility. Kimiuim e taki-s a sc-ri-

cxjs turn. Be honest.

CAPRICORN (()e< 2l-|an l«»l:

IntluerMial ixtiple are im(Ke>.s<tl liy

y<Hjr (|ui(k thinking lixlay look Ix--

yiKxl ihe suna<c vsIhii nuking up
your minrl alxxjt pi-o|)le. He nkignaoi-
IIKKJS.

A(.JUAKIUS(|an 20-F<l) IHiAhig
chance .il work may sl.irl ymi thinking

alxxJt seeking eniploynxiil elsc^vhiYe.

Hang in lliere lor a little while longer.

Kct-i) <|uiet alxiut y<Hir linaix lal at-

lairs.

PISCES (Fill l4-\«arch 2()»: Krvp
an eye on sfx-nding! Altlnxigli pint h-

ing pennies is not the i-nlire answer lo

Ix-aling mllatirxi. il Ix-lps (lutk mi
agreemenl Ixirxe signing

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean

Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski

Production Jim Ganley, Sean Ramsey
Amanda Mead

LUNCH
Vegy. Casserole

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwitch

Chicken Cutlet

DINNER
Fried Shrimp Dinner

Chinese Beef & Peppers

BASICS DINNER
Fried Shrimp Dinner

Savory Stuffed Pepper

The- opinions expressed on tliis pjge are those of tlie cartoonists jnd do not necessarily retle< t the views of the Cnlkf^um or the University.

ACROSS
1 Perlormad
6 lmag«
to P«rpl«xed
1

4

Part of a place
salting

15 Loungewear
16 Catch ona's

braath
1

7

Tli« Aiarrto city

19 Awara ol

?0 Nav rank

21 Electrically

charged atoms
22 Dispensed TLC
24 Poetic divisions

26 -That — the

caKa'
27 Postulate

30 More orderly

32 Dizzy or James
33 Stone pillar

34 Choler

37 Cra/iest

40 Plundered
42 Assam

silkworm
43 Narcotics

agents,

for short

45 Broad
46 Mason's tool

48 Ctiurch officer

50 Benefit

52 Indigence

54 Compound
one's winnings

56 Goals
57 US Army

address
60 Nobelist Wiesel
61 Reinforced the

levee

64 Potter's

material

65 Blunted rapier

66 Rib

67 Ranges of

vision

68 Poppy and ruby
69 Goose eggs

DOWN
1 Church area

2 Family group
3 Browns
4 Greek letter

5 Refuter

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

6 Actor Jeremy
7 Agree
8 Kimono
accessory

9 Anagram for

nof>e

10 Greek
marketplaces

11 Of an Indic

language
12 Cosmetician

Lauder
1

3

Footless

creatures

18 Wrongful act

23 Absolute
24 "—

. vidi, vici"

25 Oozes
27 Woodworker's

tool

28 Parch
29 Public health

official

31 Ring great

33 — throat

35 Make over
36 Genesis garden
38 — Gay: historic

plane

39 Maxim
41 Elsewhere

44 Scoured
47 Poet James

Whitcomb and
family

48 Foolish

49 Artificial

50- —of
pickled

peppers'
51 — d'Aosta:

Region of

NW Italy

53 F>heasant

families

55 River to Ihe

North Sea
57 Thickening

agent
58 Cancun

coin
59 Pindaric

products
62 Imitate

63 — whizi

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

314193

1 i
—

4 i

1
t
—

• i

1

iF~ 11 17 11

14 19 Ii

17 Ii !•

21 I 71 ^77 71

74 n 71

J7 n t* M >1 n
U ^m

1

14 IS M
J7 M M 4i 41

41 4J 44 4S1 4* 7t w 4f
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M

1
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HARDWARE
CANDY TOYS TOOLS
FOOD HOUSEHOLD ITEMS JEWELRY

HEALTH &
BEAUTY AIDS

PET SUPPLIES

STATIONERY

BABY ITEMS

BAHERIES

AND MORE!

WHAT A SELECTION! EVERY ITEM,

^i ^ f ZrAi^^ PAPER PARTY
-- • ^^."^^J GOODS

$1 EA!
PLATES, NAPKINS,

TABLE COVERS, MORE!

M«
#ss>««

TOYS! TOYS!

$1 EAl
ASSORTED

HEALTH PRODUaS

$1 EA!
WATER

GlO-TROa D0U5, MOUTHWASH, COUGH t COLD, *---^^5
,TER P»STOLS, BUBBltb. TOOTHPASTE, ASPIRIN, i ilQOm

MUCH»AORE». J COUGH SYRUP & MOREIl f Zm'^ '^%^U$iJSS?

™ COLO

WlOdssi

VANiiuciiMM, 1 HWSHJMG SPWll,

^\/9f^ SEE IT!

TO BELIEVE IT!
(HURRY STORE STOCK ONLY)

THOUSANDS OF I^t QUALITY ITEMS ONLY $1 !!! lyiANY BRAND NAMES!

HADLEY x'T
Super Stop & Shop/Campus Plaza Across From Coldor

Rte. 9 Next to Card Gallery

I^^WAlil
^^SJlcs

^'W^

DOIMniAR GALLERY

COLLEGIAN

M women s hoop
continued from page 16

"

of Ufa into the program. Four (count 'em
four) freshmen usually hear their names
rattled off when the starting lineups are
announced.

Melissa Gurile has been the biggest
surprise ofthe freshman class. Gurile a 6-

3 center, was only 6-1 when O'Brien and
recruitmg coordinator/assistant coach Jill
Rooney recruited her for UMass.
Two inches and nearly a full year under

her belt later. Gurile has shown unlimited
potential due to her all-around skills. The
only thing Gurile needs for her future is a
little more strength; she already has all of
the needed skills on the court.

Then there is frosh forward Octavia
Thomas, probably the most highly rated of
this year's class. Thomas, out ofNewark,
New Jersey, is as shy as she is athletic.
Which is to say, she doesn't like to talk
much. Instead, Thomas lets her play do
her talking and believe me, she comes in
loud and clear.

The point guard and maestro ofthe club
is freshman Tricia Hopson. Hopson does
not believe in taking things slow; anyone
who has watched her drive the length ofthe
court would agree with me on that one.

Kim Gregory, a freshman shooting
guard, looks as though she could be the
emotional leader of this merry bunch.
Gregory is affable and talkative off the

court and a gritty player on the court.
In a big game against George Washing-

ton earher in the year, Gregory showed her
flair for the dramatics as she banked in an
improbable, turnaround three as the shot
clock expired during a crucial possession.

O'Brien and Rooney continued to show
off their recruiting prowess this year.
UMass has inked four highly regarded
recruits for next season. Building blocks
are one thinga coach can never get enough
of O'Brien and Co. apparently want to
build a skyscraper.
A schedule with tough games against

nationally known programs is a must if
one is to build up a team's respectability.
Earlier this year O'Brien and the
Minutewomen welcomed No. 4 Ohio State
to the Curry Hicks Cage. Next year No. 3
Vanderbilt will be making an appearance
at the Mullins Center. Talk about tough.

For the upperclassmen this season rep-
resents a sudden reversal offortune. Senior
forward Kim Kristofik who was one of the
lone bright lights last season now finds
herself amongst a room full of spothghts.

The crowds at the Curry HicksCage and
Mulhns Center should pick upnow that the
Minutewomen have turned the corner. If
they don't it is a shame, plain and simple.

The biggest difference between then
and now? Perhaps senior forward/guard
Gloria Nevarez summed it up best when
she quipped. This is fun now."

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

basketball
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"A" SIDE MUSIC
We Will Buy Used Compact

Discs at $3.00 Each And
Used Cassettes at 75< Each

Any Music Type

16 Temby Street

(dl 'i\ 7fi^ ^01 o ^^*** *° Debbie Wong)
1413) 783-3212 Springfield, MA 01119

0> Wheel of ^
SAVED FORTUNES
8:30p.m. - Midnight

After Bowrling. Spin the Wheel for your rate... YOU COULD WIN $50
Red Dot 25< Off Each Game
Blue Dot 50< Off Each Game
Green Dot 1 FREE Game
Yellow Dot 3 FREE Games
Orangepot $5.00 Off Bowling

White Dot Pick up 5-7-10

and your bowling on us!

Black Dot $50.00 - Strike on
the Headless Rack and WIN!

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 Pleasant Street • Northampton, MA • 584-4330

|

SOUTHWEST WEEK 1993!!!
Apri/ 26 . 29th

ARTISTS Will you be the one to design this year's Southwest Week Poster?

R.S.O.'s& BUSINESSES • Are you interested in exposure and profit? Rent a
table during the week!

BANDS - Would you like to perform before 5000 people?

STUDENTS - Will you help to moke it all happen?

The Southwest Area Government is now accepting poster designs,
denno tapes and table applications for this years Southwest Week
1993. All interested should subnnit their work to the S.W.A.G. office

located in Hannpden (behind the Munchy Sfore) by
5PM THURSDAY MARCH 1 1, 1993

For more information call 545-0960 or come to our weekly meeting
Tuesday 7PM In the Southside Room in Hampden

SWAG 93 "Be a part of the ultimate hype, cuz thats where it's at!"

l/i..9.,®.j.?.^/..^.^ ' ^ "^ o ^ P u r i m

You are warnniy invited to UMASS Hillers sensational

LATKE vs. HAMANTASH DEBATE (W\\h brunch)
Tbofe is no event qutte like our Very Neorty Annual Latl<e vs Homanto^ Debate We are ol
confronted with thie greot existential question: What is better, the latke. or the hamontosh?
Hear four debaters, esteemed members of the UMASS facdity community, discuss the pros &
cons of their ctxssen favorite. Come and enjoy a delightful afternoon!

DEBATERS FOR THE LATKE;
Eric Niofooum (Hotel Restaurant orxj
Travel Administration) The Latke: A
Politically Correct Consumabte'
S»»ph«n aingman (English) 'My Latke's
Like a Red. Red Rose: Ihe Suppressed
Trace of the Latke t) Engtsh Uterature.

'

J

DEBATERS F07 THE HAf^ANTASH:
Stephen Malkin (Mectxinical Engineering)
'Gematrkil A Geometrical Symtxilism of
ttte Hamantash'
L»» Edwards (Humortities & Fine Arts) 'A
Pnrte of One's Owri: Feminism. Literature.
and Hamantaslien'

SUNDAY. MARCH 7. 12noon
HIUEL HOUSE

386 N. PiMsant St. Amhwst
Cost:$l.50

4 13/549-1710

PIUS: Join ui fcx a festtve 4 funny

Magllkah RBodlng on Saturday.

Morch 6 ot 7pm. Crazy coctumei
encouraged!

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

A UagiM of TiMir Owm
Showing in CCA on
Thurs. March 4th

5,7:30. 10:00 all shows S3
Sponsored by NEAG
Having Problem* «vHh your room-
male? Contact OCHO. 428 Student
Union or call u« at 545^)865. We can
help!

Healing Racism In America
Prescription for the disease
Tonight 7 pm
Dukes Room S.U.

Looking for a place to live off

campus?Questions at>out your com
muter living situation? Subletting in

May? Come to OCHO, 428 Student
Union, 545-0865

Spanish Speaker*
Earn SSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers (natives
or non native) for Psychology reading
study.

Non native speakers should have taken
Spanish 320 or above
Can Jovette 545 0693

UPC Productions: Staff positions
UPC is now taking applications for all

paid staff positions for next year. Posi-

tions include all aspects of concert
production. For information come to

406 Student Union (UPC Office) or Call

546 2892. DEADLINE: 3/12

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Uncoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Apply now If you want to live at Mill

Valley Estates next year 253-7377

AVAILABLE NOWI
One Bedroom apt. at Crestview. Look-
ing for someone to take it now or in

May. 30 seconds to bus stop; within

walking distance of UMass. Call 549-

5990

GunsN'Roaes
4 tickets for Mullins

on the floor

Call Leon 323-4447

OnR Tickets
Mullins

5464225

Sega Genesis System
2 Controllers

John Madden Cartridge

Only $120
Can 549-6819

2 Black Crows Tickets
For March 13

Call Karen 549-6588

PoMal Jobs Available Many posi
flons. Great benefits. Call 1 800 436
4365 ext. p 3306

•200 Daily mailing circulars for ma
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad
dressed stamped-envelope to: UST8
Marketing, Personnel Dept., P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77805

Waterfront Director needed for mu
sic camp in Southern Maine (WSI/LGT
required). 6/20/93 to 8/20«3. Talented
kids - great environment. Contact
James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Bfookline. MA 617 325-1541

Jodi Slotnick
Congratulations Jodi on your
Successful election to the
Panhel Exec Board (Again*)

We are so proud of you I

Love,

The Sisters and Pledges of
Chi Omega

SERVICES

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph,D. 582-4037

FOUND

Cape Cod- Group summer rentals

Waterfront houses Famouth area

508 477 6000

Keys found - on Fearing St. across
from Frat. If you can describe they'll be
yours. 549-6618

INSTRUCTION

Pllyslcs and Math Tutor
M.A. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256-0260

Kim Miller
Right when you thought it was

over ...finally Rush had ended and you
could relax, but no, that just wasn't
enough! Is there no end to your

energy' Congratulations on Panhel VP
of Rush! We are very proud ot you!

Love,

The Sisters of SDT

TRAVEL

One way ticket Hartford to Pittsburgh
and San Antonio.
Best offer call 546 2379

Cape Cod - Group Rentals in all areas
for summer season.

Reasonably Priced!

Honey Sperco, Broker,

394-28^7 days, 398-9367 evenings

Large Bedroom in spacious two bed-
room apartment available immediately
in Sunderland on Bus route. Call Howard
665-2810 or 545-6744

1 Bedroom in Big Apartment S2S0/
heat included 665 3615

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

LOST

Matt Borden
Happy Birthday

In 364 Days!
Love
TM

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman - Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

Att: Excellent Income for

home assembly work. Info

1 504^646 1700 Dept. MA- 1307

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki '81 GS650G Fairing Hi Miles
S600 665-7518

AUTO FOR SALE

1985 Jeep CJ7 new parts exc cond
Must sell to pay bills etc. Asking
2000 or BO ask for MicahJ53^5679 _
Mazda 323 HB '88

Only 59K with AC
S2900 CALL 549 9920

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese 35.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

549 6098
5496073

Puffton One Bedroom
Take over lease S400/mo
Start April/May 549-9920

Room Available - S163/month
Utils. Included call Jim at 665-1190

Don't be a Ninny -- call now) I

FOR SALE

Dr. Martens
Black Patent leather shoe
Size 5 (UK) worn once
Asking S65 or BO
Call Chris 549 6214

Evening Jolisl Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-
9830

PERSONALS

Guna-n-Rosesf
2 Tickets

Call 546 4856

In Vitro FertillzatienCmbryologisV
Lab Technician
Highly successful in-vitro fertilization

program is seeking a responsible and
highly motivated lab technician/embry-
ologist with BS minimum. Experience
In gamete biology and/or animal IVF
asset. This position is full time and in-

volves some weekends and holidays.
We offer competitive salary and ben
efits package. Please forward resume
to: Michael Lee. M.S., New England
Memorial Fertility Center, Suite 321,
Three Woodland Road, Stoneham, MA
02180

A Wise Woman once said

Let not your soul die with the dead
Open the inside you have hidden
Explore what has been forbidden
Even though he was your brother
Let your soul fall upon another
Put not a brick wall between
You and your lovely queen

Jessica. Happy B-day SweotheartI
Love Always, Paul

Pete you mn so cute" I saw you at the
Pub Friday. We talked briefly. I fell in

love. I can't wait until we meet again at
the next 'crack house' party! Love. Short
with dark hairll

Sigma Kappa
Get psyched for Date Partyl
Do you know who your
date is yet?

Do you want to?

In Sigma Love,

The new
Sisters

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
BOO-282-0977

SPRINGBREAKII
Panama and Daytona

Sl39 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

LAST CHANCE
Call Erica 546 0223

Use American Eipress Traveler's
Cheques for Spring Break! Now avail-
able at UMass Student Credit Union.

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Free pick up delivery call Paul 549-
7726

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick-up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

Sharon • Debbie, only 19 nnore days
get psyched! 4 Prince - Karolyn

RIDE WANTED

WANTED
Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call
Lisa 256-3140

I need a ride to NJ 3/5

Will share expenses
Danielle 549 8757

WANTED TO RENT

Two women need ride to New Or
leans for Spring Break. Will pay gas Call
Katy 586 5264

Leeae wanted • Rolling Green start
ing May 3 4 BDRMS Missy 546 1080 or
Zach 546-5763
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Sports
Senior Night closes out regular season
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
CoHegan Staff

Four seniors will say farewell tonight when the Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts basketball team ( 19-6) finishes
its regular season versus St. Joseph's University (17-8) at
7 p.m. at the WiUiam D. Mullins Memorial Center.

Three of the seniors, Tony Barbee, Harper Williams
and Kennard Robinson, will close their careers on a high
note, but for the fourth. Senior Night will be a bittersweet
experience.

Tommy Pace made up "Calipari's quartet," the fourth
promising player in head coach John Calipari's second
recruiting class. Fans who do not remember the Minute-
men in the National Invitational Tournament are even
less likely to know who Pace is, or was, or could have been.

"Senior Night will be kind of tough," said Pace. "It's
hard enough tojust go to the games, but the discipline I've
learned in sport helps me deal with it.

"It's gonna be good because we all came in together
and well leave together, but's it's sort of sad for me."

Pace was a phenom from Colorado, a player who had
a bright future before chronic knee ailments stopped him.

"If it wasn't for his injury. Tommy would've been the
best big man to ever come from Colorado, even at 6-foot-
5," said Manual (Colo. ) High School assistant coach Mark
Pearlmutter. "He was a heckuva high school player, an
all-around nice guy."

Pace was a Colorado Gatorade Circle of Champions
Player ofthe Year out ofManual High in Denver, a 6-foot-

5 power forward who was on a 23-2 state championship
team his sophomore year.

Hisjunior year ofhigh school was when Pace first had
problems, only playing the last 10 games of the season
when he blew his knee out. After earning a letter in cross
country rehabilitating his knees. Pace finished his high
school career in grand fashion, being named first team
All-State. Still, Pace said he knew it was a matter oftime.

"After high school, my play went down a lot," said
Pace. "Had I not been injured, I know T would've been
some sort of impact player."

Pace played 30 games his freshman year, contributing
ofi'the bench and logging more than 10 minutes a game.

Probably one of the sweeter victories for Pace came in

Senior Harper Williams and the rest of the Minutemen look to continue their scrappy winning ways tonight as they host St
Joseph s in the final regular season game, on Senior Night.

/a /

his home state. His freshman year, he returned home for
the Colorado holiday tournament, and his four points, six
rebounds, one assist and one turnover in 14 minutes
helped UMass upset Colorado, a team he grew up watching
and a team which did not heavily recruit him.

Since then, good times on the court have been few and
far between, as patella tendinitis and multiple knee
surgeries hampered him. Pace saw very limited action
his sophomore season, even less as a junior, and finally
decided after last year to give up his career for good.

"My freshman year I had a decent season, but I always
thought 'when would it end,*" he said. "It's just been
frustrating. I had some problems over the summer, my
mobility, it just isn't what I'd like.

"I wanted to push myself; [the decision to not suit up
this season] was a tough decision, because I don't like to
quit. I just felt Uke I was taking up a spot on the roster."
Tommy was one of the hardest working guys on the

team, we knew when he said *I can't play,' he really meant
Turn to MEN'S HOOP, page 12

Men's swim looks to extend streak
Minutemen travel to
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

As the thrill of winning its seventh
straight New England Championship
wears off, the University ofMassachusetts
men's swimming team, ranked 30th in the
country, begins its last meet ofthe season
today as it travels to Buffalo, N.Y. or the
ECAC Championship.

It will be somewhat of a strange meet
for the 12-1 Minutemen, because for the
first time since suffering their only loss of
the season — a 169-130 loss to Brown
University in the first week ofJanuary—
they are not the meet favorite. It is a fact

that is very important to head coach Russ
Yarworth and his swimmers, as he has
noticed a big difference in the attitude of

ECAC Championships in Buffalo
going to the New England Championship,
as the team everybody wants to beat, and
going to ECACs as one team in the crowd.

"We're not familiar with the competi-
tion,"Yarworth said, "becausemost ofthem
are out ofour region. We're just going with
less pressure and not asmany expectations.
We were a little too tense and nervous at
the New England Championships."

That tension and nervousness "was a
result of the swimmers not wanting to be
the team' to lose the [New England] title

for the first time," he said. This week the
team has been relaxed at practice, and
seems ready for the task.

Last year the Minutemen finished a
stronger-than-it-seems third in a fine field

of schools that put good deals of money
into their swimming programs. The de-

fending champion is the host school. State
University of New York at Buffalo, and
the Bulls, according to Yarworth, are one
of the favorites this year as well. Among
the other teams expected to contend for
the title are Bucknell, Fordham, Pitts-
burgh and James Madison.
MEET NOTES: It is the last meet of

the year for UMass seniors Chris Barrett,
Sean Clark, Rich House, Greg Meymaris,
Joe Morris. Jay Peluso and Scott Reed, so
not only vrill they and the rest ofthe team
want to post personal best times for the
good ofthe team, everyone will be working
hard to qualify for the NCAA Champion-
ship. For a UMass swimmer to accomplish
such an achievement is unlikely, says
Yarworth, because ofreasons that involve
money instead of talent.

Women's hoop
moving on up

0-27 in 1990-91. That was then.
10-14 and counting in 1992-93.

This is now.
The numbers above represent the

startling improvement ofthe UMass
women's basketball team under
coach Joanie O'Brien. It is too bad
more people don't know about that
improvement. It really has been fun
to watch.

Countdown
to NCAA
tournament

The following is a personal list of
who's in, who's out, who's displaced,

who's strong, who's weak, who's dis-

graced as the countdown to the Big
Dance com-

Ski team nears finale

CoHoge
i Baskefball

Notebook

J By Michael
Morrissey

»• - —

mences.
East
Who's

hot: North
Carolina, Seton
Hall, Cincinnati

Who's
not: UMass, any
other Big East

team, Georgia Tech
Who's a sleeper: Holy Cross,

Pennsylvania, George Washington
Displaced team: California. Dis-

graced team: St. John's
As for UNC and Seton Hall, the

numbers speak for themselves.
Turn to NCAA, poge 12

By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian correspondent

The season for the University of Mas-
sachusetts ski team is winding down with
some success. The team competed in the
NCAA Eastern Championships this past
weekend.

Both the men's and women's team fin-

ished in the middle of the pack at ninth,
which is a decent showing with the tough
field at Middlebury, Vt., according to
UMass head coach Bill MacConnell.

MacConnell, at the helm for his 32nd
season, was generally pleased vvrith his
team's performance and especially so with
Bill Schaefer.

"It is unthinkable for Bill Schaefer to
finish third in both the slalom and down-
hill. He has proved to me to be in the top
five or six skiers in theNCAA,"MacConnell
said.

The meet was the last for all team
members, except Schaefer who will com-
pete for a week starting Friday at Steam-
boat Springs, Colo. MacConnell said his
chances in the USAA races are slim, for

skiers move on to the national U.S. ski

teeun from there.

As for the team's season, MacConnell
said, "It was a good strong year for us,
having tied for the regional champion-
ships a few weeks ago."

Both teams finished in second place
overall for the season right behind Boston
College. The men's team won two of their
10 meets, with the women finishing sec-
ond six times.

Current star Schaefer has had an in-
teresting college career. He started at the
University ofWyoming and last year was
a key component on a team that finished
second in the NCAAs. When the sport was
dropped, he came to UMass, where his
skimg career first began.

Schaefer's father owns Berkshire East
the UMass home slope in Chariemont!
Mass. He has skied most of his life there
so is very comfortable for the UMass home
meets.

MacConnell is taking Schaefer to the
next level at Steamboat Springs, facing
the very best racers in the country Ac-
cording to MacConnell, he feels Schaefer
18 living a dream right now, facing skiers
with Olympic futures.

Jeff

CROFTS
Back in the old (is it really that

old?) days the Minutewomen were
outclassed and outgunned every
time they stepped on the court. They
didn't win a regular season confer-
ence game for three years.

Enter O'Brien and crew. Now in
the new days UMa.^s can compete
vrith every team thai they meet on
the court. The Minutevomen have
won five games in the A-10 this
season. Percentage-wise that is an
improvement which cannot be mea-
sured. Remember, anything times
zero is zero.

O'Brien comes from a winning
background. As an assistant for
Auburn University, O'Brien's teams
had a collective record of 149-20. No.
that was not a typo. Now at UMass
she is starting to instill some ofthat
winning pride.

The current rise ofwomen's hoop
is starting to look remarkably similar
to the formative years the men's
program had under John Calipari.
Both O'Brien and Calipari know
what it takes to jump start a floun-
dering sports program.

One big key to building a good
college sports team is to recruit,
recruit and recruit some more.
O'Brien has done and continues to
do exactly that.

This year's freshman class has
breathedan undeterminableamount

Turn to WOMEN'S HOOP, page 15
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Saimuel L. Jackson

FEVER9

The acclaimed star of Jungle Fever' speaks out
ON RACE, role MODELS AND HIS LATEST FILM,

'Amos & Andrew'
ByJONLUPO / Collei>ian Staff

NEW YORK - To watch actor Samuel
L. IaCKSON COME INTO VIEW IS LIKE SEEING AN
OLD ACQUAINTANCE. It's THAT FEELING YOU
GET WHEN YOU RECOGNIZE SOMEONE BUT DON't
QUITE RECALL THE NAME. JACKSON IS A SUBTLE
CHAMELEON IN THE WORLD OF STAGE AND
SCREEN. SLIDING EFFORTLESSLY FROM CHARAC-
TER TO CHARACTER.

Now. jis lackson makes his way into the Columbia
Pictures screening room without pretention, he looks
vei-y much like a tall Spike Lee. complete with baseball

cap. That skill of being someone else, or at least looking

like someone else, has made lackson one of the most
sought-after character actoi-s in recent yeai-s.

It is probably the look of Gator. Wesley Snipes 's

crack-addict brother in Spike Lee's acclaimed ]w\gk'

Fever, that most people immediately ircall. Thai role

won him the first Best Supporting Performance Award
ever handed out by the judges at the Cannes Film
Festival.

But lackson is hardly an overnight success. He's
been quietly standing out in other Lee productions like

Do the Right Thing. School Daze and Mo' Belter Blues.

He's also made appearances in Martin Scorsese's

Goodfellas. Milos Foiman's Ragtime, Patriot Games
and White Sands. Suddenly. Jackson looks awfully fa-

miliar.

He can currently be seen in two leading roles. One is the
Danny Glover part in the Lethal Weapon parody National
Lampoon's Loaded Weapon I and the other is the upcoming
Amos Si AndreM' [see review below), both ofwhich, he is proud
to say. he shares top billing with co-stars Emilio Estevez and
Nicholas Cage, respectively.

It is Amos Si Andrew, though, that has brought him here on
this cold Saturday morning with writer/director E. Ma.x Frye to

discuss a wide array of issues, from race to m\e models and. of
course, their new film. For lackson. it is another step to eluding
stardom; for Frye. it is his directorial debut.

In Amos & Andrew. jacLson plays Pulitzer Prize-winning

playwright Andrew Sterling, whose self pixKlaimed "angiy
voice of the people" has enabled him to reap respect and riches.

He moves to a fictional Massachusetts island and while un-

packing his stereo, his White neighbors assume he is robbing
the house and call the p>olice.

The police appear to agiee .md attempt to capture the

"burglar" by shooting first and asking questions later. When
the police captain fears losing the upcoming election due to this

major foul-up. he hires crook Amos O'Dell (Nicholas Cage) to

fake a hostage attempt to cover the captain's tracks. The best

laid plans, as movies would have it. fall wildly awry.

lackson is fairly blunt with reasons why he was attracted to

this social comedy of race, stereotypes and mistaken identity.

"I was about to be unemployed." lack.son says. "It was also

Turn to JACKSON, page eight

COURTESY CASn.E ROCK Et^ERTAINMENT

Screenwriter E. Max Frye makes his direc-

torial debut with 'Amos & Andrew.'

Samuel & Nicholas

Film Review
Clash ofthemes sinks

'Amos & Andrew'

COURTESY CASTLE ROCK ENTERTAINMENT

Samuel L. Jackson and Nicholas Cage star in the social comedy,
'Amos & Andrew."

^.
-• «*#

By ION LUPO
Collegian Staff

As a mild-mannered film reviewer. I

don't ask for much. Relative quiet in the

theater, a comfy seat — and no more
phone calls from that one guy who's ha-

rassing me about why I couldn't have not

liked Body ofEvidence because Madonna
showed her breasts a lot.

Yet it's movies like the would-be social

comedy Amos & Andrew that really get

my goat. It's particularly disheartening to

screen the film and then meet the siar and
director and try to work around the fact

that their film isn't nearly as good as

they're making it out to be.

But it's part of the job. I suppose. Who
said reviewing films was easy? Amos &
Andrew fails on a myriad of levels: from its

striking clash of slapstick and social

commeniary to its silly, empty ironies and

horrid attempts at satire and farce.

Amos Sc Andrew is an embarrassing

misstep for actor Samuel L. lackson {who
was so good in /ungle Fever) and proof

positive that writer tumed director E.

Max Frye (he wrote the charming Some-
thing Wild) should rethink that second
career.

When one sets out to satirize stereo-

types by reveling in them, they better be
sure they know what they're doing. Fiye

doesn't seem to understand how much of
a fine line he's treading. False .symbolism

and broad stereotyjxs aren 't enough. Good
intentions ornot. /tmoitJi /1/«/rc'ii' becomes
knee-deep stuck in the very themes it's

ti-ying to exploit.

In Amos <& Andrew, lackson plays

famed playwright Andrew Sterling, who
decides to move to a seemingly liberal,

fictional Massachusetts island. While he's

• •..•»•- JV^" jo^REVIEW, page seven
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By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

these days, (Encino Man? — come on) I

sometimes wonder if it's possible. That's

._..
,

whyasamoviefan,M/dni^/if/?w//wassuch
I his week I decided to recommend a a pleasant surprise. It is very funny yet is

comedy for a rental. Comedy is one of the also intelligent, touching and exciting to
harder genres to critique, because nobody watch.
has the same sense of humor. But 1 think I

stole $ 1 5 million from the Mafia and gave

it to charity. Walsh finds Mardukis easy

enough in New York, but runs into a few

problems getting him to Los Angeles.

The Mafia wants to kill Mardukis so he

won't testify in court against them. The

Charles Grodin plays Mardukis the ac-

countant perfectly. He does the nice guy
in dire circumstances with a laid back ease
that only confident experienced actors

seem to know how to play just right.

In one scene, Mardukis is fed up with

Video Pick

of the Week

have picked a movie that is so good that
even people with no sense of humor what-
soever will like. (1 asked my Psychology
professor, and he liked it. . . just kidding.)

Anyway, Midnight Run is, in it's own The Midnight Run's plot isn't what
sly way, a movie about integrity. Not an makes the movie great, but it is anyway,
easy subject to base a comedy movie on, Robert DeNiroplaysJack Walsh, aburned-
butitworksbeautifully.Consideringwhat out bounty hunter hired to bring back
Hollywood is trying to pass off as funny Jonathan Mardukis, an accountant who

FBI wants Mardukis to testify against the being dragged around the country. The
Mafia in federal court. Another bounty
hunter wants him so he can collect the

money instead of Walsh. Mardukis wants

to escape because he knows that the Mafia

will have him killed before he can make it

to any witness protection program. To
make matters worse, Mardukis is afraid of

flying. I know it sounds complicated, but

it really isn't. Honest.

TRAVEL SMART
THIS SPRING!

FROM NEW YORK
Roundtrip Orw Way

London
$305 $155

Paris
$398 $219

$490 $245
Guatemala Oty
$470 $235
Mexico City
$360 $180

Oslo/Stocldiolni
$458 $229

$630 $315
Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Afrea,

Latin America and Australia

Eurailpasses Available.

CuHomt-lmmignbofl i d«p»lu(i Ian a»pV
Fvn wb|Kt lo chanp« wthoui nolo

.IISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

, .
COURTESY / COLUMBIA PiaURES

Robert DeNiro, pictured here with Penelope Ann Miller from the movie
Awakenings, is the star of this week's movie pick. Midnight Run.

How^s
your

First Aid?
+
American
RedCroM

Mafia is chasing him, Walsh (De Niro)

and another bounty hunter in a helicopter

and Mardukis (Grodin) just spins out. He
starts ranting how, "You guys are the
dumbest bounty hunters I've ever seen,

you couldn't even deliver a bottleofmilk."

Robert De Niro is not an easy actor to

share the screen with, and Grodin is hand-
cuffed to him for a good part of the movie.
Yet Grodin matches De Niro flawlessly.

Which brings me to Robert De Niro—
what can you say? Just as Jack Nicholson
can do the crazy guy just right, De Niro can
do the tough angr>'guy better than anyone.
Just look at his movies— Raging Bull, Taxi
Driwr, Cape Fear. Goodfellas and Tlie Un-
touchables.The works speak for themselves.

Second to Dustin Hoffman, Robert De
Niro is the best actor around. He's perfect

asthequiet angry man thatjack Walsh is.

I his is one of De Niro's best performances
because he is able to not only convey the
honesty of the character, but also the
little personality quirks everybody has.

Ihe supporting cast does an excep-
tional job also. Most noticably Joe
Pantoliano (Guido in Risky Business) as
I'ddie Moscone, the sleazy bail bondsman
tliat Walsh works for. Dennis I arina also
does his best work as Jimmy Serrano, a
Mafia kingpin who destroyed Walsh's life.

The movie was produced and directed
by Martin Brest, who is currently up for

Academy Awards for Best Director and
Best Picture for A Sanitofa Woman. Brest

also did Beverly Hills Cop, a picture that is

pretty good and made a lot of money, but
is not nearly as interesting or funny as
Midnight Run.

The Goats eat success
Tricks of the Shade a great new album

Exclusive Area Appearance
Saturday, April 3, 1993
Lefrak Gym • Amherst College • 8:00 pm
Tickets: $20 • On Sale Now
The Amherst College Campus Center Box Office •

For The Record, Amherst •

Northampton Box Office,

Northampton (586-8686)

For more information, call 542-5773

ByJl-FFCROITS
Collegian Staff

Tricks of the Shade
The Goats
Ruffhouse/Columbia Records

If you are looking for a solid, new no-
frills rap album, you could do no wrong in
picking up Tricks ofthe Shade, the debut
album from The Goats.

The Goats hail from Philadelphia and
feature three rappers, OaTiekato.Swayzack
and Madd backed up by a five piece band,
DJ 1 Take Willie and singer Rucyl Mills!
With Tricks of the Shade, The Goats bring
forth rap's first "hip-hopera".

Interspersed between songs are little

skits which feature the travels of two
brothers through a carnival looking for
their mother, seeking the help (which
does not come) of "Uncle Scam."

These skits, in a humorous way, por-
tray the hopelessness of the inner city in
today's society. As for the actual songs.
The Goats come right out gunning from'
the get go with "Typical American."

"Typical American" starts out with a
funky bass line leading right into the
songs' fierce chorus. With sirens in the
background, band members angrily yell/
chant, "I'm not your typical American,

I'm not your typical American. " This song
Is definitely the highlight of Tricks of the

Shade. It is a song which will stick in your
head for days after you first hear it.

The rest of the album is strong as well,

with different styles prevailing. The only
thing each song has in common is the
tough, rugged rhyming style and subjects
that the group's three rappers flow on.

"Whatcha Got is Whatcha Gettln'" is a
Turn to GOATS, page six

Goats
COUKltSY.' GOATS

INSTITUTE
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

THURSDAY FRIDAY

The UMass Chapel Jazz Ensemble
COURTESY JEff HOLMES

DANCE PERFORMANCE -Residential Arts a
program of the Fine Arts Center, is proud to
present Paula Josa-Jones/ Performance Works, a
company of dancer/actors headed by Artistic Di-
rector Paula Josa-Jones, tonight at 8 p.m. in
Hampden Theater. Admission is $8 for the general
public and $5 for Five College students with a valid
ID. Tickets may be obtained at the FAC Box Office.
THEATRE— Theater & Dance Senior Projects— Hey Baby!, conceived and directed by Lisa

Biggs, AC '93, and Via, choreographed and di-
rected by Yanira Castro, AC '93, will be per-
formed tonight at Kirby Theater, AC, at 8 p.m.
Other shows will be March 5 and 6 at 8 p.m. Free.
CONCERT—The Machine, the ultimate Pink

Floyd tribute band, will perform tonight at 830
at Pearl Street, Northampton. Tickets are $6 in
advance. Call 584-7771 for tickets. 18-^.

THEATRE — Two new plays written by
Hampshire College students will be performed
tonight at Emily Dickinson Hall, Studio Theatre,

• HC. The plays are Confidence, by Malcolm
Nicholls, and A Kiss for the Latecomer, byJennifer
Sokolov. Tickets are $2.50 foi students and $3
for the public. Call 549-4600 ext. 266 for info
CONCERT — "Spotlights," the llth Annual

Jazz Showcase, will take place tonight at 8 p.m.
in Bowker Auditorium. The "Spotlights" of this

program fall on the students who are compos-
ers/arrangers and who will perform as soloists
and m ensembles of various sizes. Tickets are $6
for the public and $3 for students, and are
available through the FAC Box Office (545-25 1 1

)

or at the door on the evening of the Showcase
GALLERY OPENING—The Student Union Art

Gallery is pleased to announce the opening of a
show of ceramic sculptures by Karon and Louie
Doherty. The show opens with a reception from
5-7 p.m., and will be open until April 1. The
Student Union Art Gallery is located in the Student
Union, and is open Monday-Friday from 1 1-4 p.m.
THEATRE— Coastal Disturbances, written by

Tina Howe and directed by Allison Ballantine,
MHC '93, will be performed tonight at 8 p.m. at
the MHC Lab Theater. Tickets are $2 for students
and seniors, $4 for all others. Other perfor-
mances are March 5-7 at 8 p.m., and Saturday
March 6 at 2 p.m. Call 538-2406 for tickets.
CONCERT — Wolfstone, Scotland's excep-

tional high energy folk rock band, will perform
at the Iron Horse in Northampton tonight at 7
p.m. Tickets are $8.50 in advance
MUSIC LECTURE - "The Chamber Ideal in

Concerted Music" will be presented by Henry G
Mishkin at the AC Music Center Room 3, 12:15
p.m. Free.

Sponsored frv iht Baha i Cluf'

CONCERT— Rock out withJohn
Caffertyand the Beaver Brown Band
tonight at 8:30 p.m. at Pearl Street.

OBSERVATORYOBSERVING—
Observe space through a giant
telescope. Free. AC Wilder Obser-
vatory, Snell St., 9 p.m. Call 256-
6234 for details.

SPRING BULB SHOW — A dis-

play of more than 2,500 flowering
bulbs and spring flowers such as

tulips, daffodils, primroses, and
azaleas. Free. SC Lyman Plant House,
11 a.m. -4 p.m.
CONFERENCE — "Multiple

Voices, Multiple Pasts: Toward a

Multivocal Archaeology." A two day
conference built around a series of

unrehearsed panel discussions to

explorehow archaeologists and their

constituencies can develop an ar-

chaeology which involves and re-

sponds to often-unheard groups in

the past and present. Today from 9

a.m. -5 p.m., March 7 from 10 a.m.

-

noon. Free and open, Memorial Hall.

CONFERENCE— "Breaking Bar-

riers: The Struggle for a Latina

Identity." Workshops and lectures

SATURDAY

LECTURE— Billy West, the voice ofStimpson
J. Cat (Stimpy) on the Ren & Stimpy Show, will
speak at the AC Campus Center Frontroom at 9
p.m. Tickets will be $5 at the door, $ 1 w/ AC ID.
DANCE— Forget clubbing, experience a whole

new wave with "The Rave." A nonstop dance
party with the dj's from PHAT. At Butterfield
Residence Hall from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. $2 Admis-
sion.

RECITAL — The first noontime Brown Bag
Recital, sponsored by the Performing Arts Divi-
sion, will feature the music of B.J. Milley and
Susan Streeton of the Performing Arts Division
faculty at the Seminar Room of the Old Chapel
at noon. The duo will perform music by Block,
Britten, and Brahms. The audience may enter
and leave throughout the hour. Call 545-0519
for details.

GALLERY TALK — This week's talk features
Cynda Benson, NEA intern, SC Museum of Art
who will speak on "Charles Sheeler's Rollin!'
Power." 12:15 p.m., SC Museum of Art. Call 585-
2760 for details.

LECTURE — Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Studies
Brown Bag Luncheon Series. "Beyond the sex
wars: serious business on the queer playground "

with Jaimee Saliba, Ph.D. candidate in Com-
parative Literature. Campus Center room 917
noon-l:30. Info: 545-4824.
FILM — Dirty Dancing, with Patrick Swayze

and Jennifer Grey, will be shown at the MHC
Gamble Auditorium, 7 & 9 p.m. Tickets are
$2.50.

CONCERT — The SC Smiffenpoofs Spring
Jam with guests, the Cornell Cayuga Waiters.
Enjoy a fun-filled evening of song as the Cornell
Cayuga Waiters join the oldest female a capella
group in the country, the SC Smiffenpoofs, for
their 56th anniversary. $3, SC Sweeney Audito-
rium, Sage Hall, 7:30 p.m.
THEATRE — Come watch the dancers of the

Trisha Brown Company jump, swoop, and dive
with unflustered daring. $22, $20, & 18, half
price for Five College students. $8 for 16 and
under. FAC Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Call 545-251

1

for info.

FILM — After Hours, directed by Martin
Scorsese, will be shown at the AC Campus Cen-
ter Theater at 7:30 & 1 0. $ 1 . 75.

CONCERT — The Five College New Music
Festival, sponsored by the Five College music
departments, will take place tonight at AC
Buckley Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

address issues regarding Latina
identity and some of their roles in
the United States today. $15
includes breakfast and dinner. For
registration call 585-4789 or 585-
4696. SC location TBA.
CONCERT — SC Noteables A

Capella Jam. A capella with an atti-

tude. $3, SC Sweeney Auditorium,
Sage Hall, 8 p.m.
CONCERT— Bluestockings Con-

cert- AC women's a capella group. AC
Buckley Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
FASHION SHOW/DANCE —

"Smith is Burning" Fashion Show/
Dance. It's the event of the season.
You have to see it to believe it. The
show begins at 8 p.m., and a dance
follows. $3-5, SC Davis Center Ball-
room. This event is sponsored by
these Lesbian-Bisexual Association
CONCERT— Spring Choir Con-

cert. The SC Choirs Alpha and
Omega, the Penn State Glee Club
and the SC Student Orchestra, con-
ducted by Jessel Murray and Bruce
Trinkley. Vivaldi's Gloria and music
formen 's and women 's chorus. Free.
SC John M. Greene Hall, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY

COURTESY PRETTY POLLY PRODUCTIONS
The Beaver Brown Band

SOLAR OBSERVING — Observe
the sun through special solar tele-
scopes. Free. Amherst Town Com-
mon, 1-2 p.m. Call 256-6234 for
details.

PLANETARIUM SHOW — A re-

alistic showing of the night sky for
the coming week. Free. AC Bassett
Planetarium, Morgan Hall, 3 p.m.
CONCERT — Five College New

Music Festival Concert. SC Sweeney
Auditorium, Sage Hall, 8 p.m. Check
it out; it's free!

CONCERT— A Concert of Tradi-
tional Near Eastern Music. Eur Asia
Ensemble and Karavani perform
music of the classical and folk tradi-
tions of Turkey and Greece. Free,
Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
CONCERT — Trout Fishing in

America and the Billys will perform
tonight at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $7.50 in advance.
CONCERT— Eric Anderson, with

special guest Jim Henry, will per-
form at the AC Campus Center
Frontroom tonight at 8. Admission
is $8, $2 w/ AC ID. Advance tix
available at the AC Campus Center
Office, For the Record, and the
Northampton Box Office.

FILM— Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,
starring Marilyn Monroe and Jane
Russell, will be shown today at the
SC Wright Hall Auditorium at 2 and
4 p.m. Free. This event is sponsored
by the SC Motion Picture Commit-
tee.

CONCERT — Wind Ensemble/
Symphony Band. Malcolm W.
Rowell, Jr., director. $8, $4. FAC
Concert Hall, 3 p.m.
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New Management
SOUTHWOOD
APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES

1 Bdrm S360
2 Bdrm from S430
3 Bdrm S690
4 Bdrm S880
• Free Bus

• Hot Water incl.

• Fully Carpeted

• Dinuig Room
• Tennis Court
• No Pets

CaU 1-413-253-4055

COLLEGIAN
HELPFUL HINT # 765

STYLISH
HEADWEAR
Going to the
Muilins game

tonight? Not sure
what to wear on
your head? Weil,
forget those base-

ball caps and
empty beer cases
and join the few,
the proud, the
coneheads!

"Don't Look Like A Ghost,
Look Your Most!"

TANNING
at Carol's Headquarters
Intro Special: 8 Sessions for $29.95

115 Russell St. • Rt.9 Hadlev • 534-9948

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

J
I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

1 think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?
Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She<
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm
really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or
suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to
this informal workshop to explore how you can help
and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671. Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.

The machinations of psychedelia
By GINA LARSON
Collegian Correspondent

Attention Pink Floyd fans! For all ofthose who are waiting

for scientists to make time travel possible to see the genuine
Pink Floyd play live — The Machine offers you a more
reasonable alternative. This is an inteniew that took place
with The Machine's drummer, Todd.

C: O.K., we'll start off with the generics. Who's in the
band and what does each one of you do?

Todd: Oh, no. Well, there's Joe Pascarell on vocals
and guitar, Adam Price who plays bass, Wess Nagy,
whose the newest member added in the summer of '91,

and he plays the keyboards and then there's myself,
Todd Cohen. I play drums.

C: How long have you been playing together?
Todd: Well, Joe, Adam and myself have been together

RE LAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD -

JOIN THE BEST
HAMPSHIRE FITNESS

90 Gatehouse Road
256-6446

IHf VIUAGE COMMONS

,
TOWEE
TNI ATRIt

SOU1H MADtEr mS^^

%klL "<)NEOFTHE

VW BESTFUMSOF

n. I
THE DECADL'

The lover —~

—

starts Fri 3/5 at 9.05
Sat fif Sun at 8:45
Mon-Thurs at 9:05

RICHARD
CERE

JODIE
FOSTER

SommersbY

Fri at 9:00 only
Sat Sf Sun at 1:30*6:20
Mon-Thurs at 9:00 only

^WMIWXKMt
4fAi»f \t\ \Htnit \rxff % <rrr>%<

UinilWI ItlHIt riHNMI 1«1\«

Friday at 6:20 / Sat & Sun at 1 :30 & 6:20
Mon - Thur> at 6:20 only

HOMEWARD BOUND
THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY .^„,,,

Starts Fri 3/5 at 5:50 df 7:25
Mon-Thurs at 5:50 & 7:25

Sat & Sun at 1 :30, 3:20, 5: 1 5 flf 700

RUSSELL'S
. "^ LIQUORS ".^
18 Main St. Downtown AmHerst 253-5441 ^^^

Busch& Busch Light
case cans

MnJLER'UTE"
$11.99 case cans

Hudy Gold& Hudepohl
$6.99 case cans

AmericanBeer
stm Only $7.29 case cans

Molsons Grolden
$15.49 case bottles

(Quantity Discounts Available)
Many More In-Store Specials

Visa/Mastercard accepted onk^ deposits
All Beers plus Deposit (especially on wines) ^Delivery Available

for a long time, about eight years in different bands and
such, but The Machine didn't get started until four years
ago.

C: And where exactly did the idea for a Pink Floyd
cover band come from?

Todd: We would play around with Floyd songs and we
were really impressed by thesound we were receiving from
the band. Our singer has an amazingly similar voice to
that of the band. When we first started playing we didn't
really play all Floyd tunes. It was about 70 percent Floyd
and 30 percent other cover tunes. Then as the public really

became interested in what we were doing with Floyd, we
gradually pushed out all of the other stuff. But we still

really enjoy doing a Grateful Dead cover once in a while.
C:Has the public been receptive to you as a Floyd

cover band?
Todd: Yeah, the public seems to enjoy us because we

are not a completely strict cover band. You're not going
to come to our shows and see Floyd. We're not Floyd. A
lot of cover bands get up on stage, and you see a lot of
acting where they [the cover band members) are trying
to be that band. We don't dress or try to look like (Floyd).

We play their music, but we let our own personalities
come through, playing some improv on the songs.

C: Are you experimenting with or trying to put out
any of your own music?

Todd: We have been working on some of our own
stuff. Mostly our singer, Joe has been writing the stuff.

We would really like to try to get our own stuff out there
and recorded and played — we're looking for the right
time though. Of course, we wouldn't start our stuff
under " Ihe Machine. " We'd try it with another name,
since people relate "The Machine" to a Floyd cover band!

C: Does the music you've been writing have Floyd
influences?

Todd: Good question ... I guess it does but it's not
really intentional. We're not trying to redo Floyd songs
in our own music. I'm sure that the music we've written
has been influenced and shows some of the qualities of
Floyd, but it's not another rendition of "Comfortably
Numb" or "Wish You Were Here."

C: The band tours around a lot. You play in Boston,
New York, Providence, Connecticut — how has that
been for the band?

Todd: We've been really lucky. None of us have jobs
besides this band. This is our full time job, so we've been
really lucky in that respect. However, with the slow
down in the economy we have lost some gigs. For
example, in 1991 we played about 190 shows and last

year we only played about 140. We love getting out and
playing though. It's been a lot of fun for us.

C: Anything interesting ever happen to the band
while touring?

Todd: Well, our bus blew up in Georgia once but . .

.

We're not like a typical rock band. We're not up in hotels
till fouro'clock in the morning partying and trashing the
place. Another one of the members is really in to Chess
and Chess magazines. Everybody is really down to earth.

C: The Collegian has run a series of editorials this past
week on the controversy over the legalization of mari-
juana. What do you think?

Todd:l would be really interested to see how society
would handle the legalization, whether more people
would smoke or not.

After that, the inter\'iew turned to talking about shows,
mcluding the show tonight in Northampton. I advise all of
you to trek down to Pearl Street tonight for an evening ofPink
Floyd psychedelia.

r^i^

VViimen's Shoes, Clolhinc k Accessories
Zanna • 187 North PleasanlSlreel • Amherst

413.253 2563
Open Thursdays (il 8 p.m.
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Stain: Living Colour is bade witii a venqeance
Jy CALEB COCHRAN "^

Th.r... n.«...... ,.k..^ u n ^ ^^
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

Stain

Living Colour
Epic

The real meat of the album, however,
comes elsewhere. The best song on the
album is the fast and furious rocker
"Auslander." The word auslander means
"foreigner," according to the band's
drummer, William Calhoun, who dis-

with oa^h „^ lu .u .
covered the term while doing a drumWith each new album they release, clinic in Germany.

^.^hfr^° T^""' '"^ "^"^
^r^^'

^"^ "It ^ef"5 to immigrants who've come

da^rSkTroll'Z'bl^^^^^^ f ?"!'"'' '° ^^^"^^"^ ^^^"^ ^^^^^y ^"^^ Greece andoal rock n roll. The band s latest release, other countries." The song discusses the

S^ln/th".
"""

'^?r^'' ^'T^
°^ '" ^^^""8=^ that these "foreigners^' have as

lecting the norm and playing their own they move into a new coSntry
brand of creative and stimulating rock. The choms, in which Glover sings-

.Ih^m 'fo«TT''i"^ '"'^!^'^' '*^*'"* "Everything that I want/Isn't everythingalbum, 1988_s_lW, Living Colour fol- that you've got," means "I don^wamlowed up in 1990 with Time's Up, an al

bum which did not enjoy great commer-
cial success despite being just as power-
ful and more diverse than Vivid.

yNWhStain, the band has again recorded
an album which does not fit easily into

your job or your house, I want my own
job, my own house and the opportunity
to earn those things," says Calhoun.

The song rocks along at a breakneck

Members of Living Colour from left to right include Doug W^'bish (BassT
Vernon Reid (Guitar), Corey Glover (Vocals), and William Calhoun (Drums).'

such categories as metal, pop or alterna- hitting emotion

pace and conveys the feelings of the the tune, which bears uncanny resem- the theme of the song is deen Glover'sauslanders. and a outs der«i with harH. hi:>r„-o »« fv,^ ..,^,i, ^t t.^ d»„ ^
.

"' mc bung is ueep, uiover s

tive. Stain is such a rich and creative col-

lection, however, that trying to categorize
the band's music is unnecessary.

The band opted for a harder sound
and a heavier mood on Stain, and, with a
few exceptions, the result is a focused

Another triumphant thrasher is

"Never Satisfied," an angry track which
again utilizes the razor-sharp vocals of
Glover and the thunderous guitar of Reid
to create a tangible feeling of rage.

"Bi" is a clever track about bisexuality
attack which leaves the listener reeling based partially on the personal experi
and yearning for more

The first single released from the al-

bum, "Leave it Alone," is the song most
likely to be heard on MTV. It's a catchy
tune with typically sharp vcKals turned
in by Corey Glover and some snazzy
guitar riffs from Vernon Reid.

ences of Reid, who says, "Will wrote the
music and I wrote the words because 1

was involved with a bisexual woman and
we had some really. . . interesting situa-

blance to the work of 3rd Bass.

Bisexuals are another example of out-
casts, Reid says, and this album is all

about outcasts. "There's a theme here of
outsiders, of outcasts, of flawed charac-
ters— because a stain is a flaw. 1 think we
all have the stain of original sin, and
that's a theme here too."

The most intriguing song on the al-

bum is the eerie "Nothingness," a tune
about depression and escaping to a land
which is absent of everything except the
self. Glover sang this song into a satellite

tions that came up." Musically, the tune dish outside the recording studio, and
is built around some upbeat riffs and the sound produced is very unusual and
funky beats, most notably at the end of very appropriate for this song. Although

voice is therapeutic here and soothes the
listener's ears and soul.

The album as a whole does a fine job
of showcasing the talents of the band.
Glover and Reid are brilliant throughout
as a powerful one-two vocal and instru-
mental punch, Calhoun proves creative
and effective on the skins and bassist

Doug Wimbish earns his keep on his first

project with the band.
Regardless of whether or not this al-

bum receives the praise of MTV pop
fans. Stain is a winner. Powerful and fo-

cused, inspired and moving, this stellar

collection proves that Living Colour has
the guts to paint outside the lines.

I

I

I

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda Easts new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

The Collegian

Campus
Center
Rm. 113

545-3500

YDUaWLBLfARNALDTFROHADUIfK
BUCKLE YDUR SAFETY BELL
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Jhe New york

Centerfolds presents
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present in association with tlic

UMass fino Atrs Ccntir

suzaNne Vega

+
American
RedCroM
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525 Pleasant St.. Northampton • 584-2491

with an

All Male l^evue

on Sunday March 7th 1993

at the QuoJity Hotel

In Norttxjnpton

lAlwoodO,- Exit 18 ott 1-91

JnttTeBollRoom

DoOfS Open: 6:30PM

Showtime (Appfox): 8:00PM

Tickets $2 at the door.

Lots of Great Raffle Prizes

Sorry: no one under 21 admitted.

No reserve seating,

[€
SPECIAL GUESTS

KITCHENS OF DISTINCTION
Wednesday, March 1 0, 8pm

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, Amiierst, MA
Tlckcti: $15, $18, $21

Northampton Box Office, 150 tvlaln St., Northampton
413-586-8686

Also available at FAC Box Office

BOSSTC3NES
\V/ .Special (aiosi ^ ^v,

April Fools Day / <
^

April I, 1993 I

S I UMASS
S I \ oilier

Av,iiljl)lt' Jl I'x IJnliinilrcl, 1(m Mu

8pm SUB
UMASS UPC

'•PRODUCilONSi
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continued from page two
funky acoustical piece with the surprisingly laid back,
but still harsh subject lyrics stealing the show. "Do The
Digs Dug?" is another impressive song which features
the strong rh>thm section sending out a hard beat.
"Dug's" chorus, as in "Typical American" is very catchy
and sticks in your craw. (C'mon don't you remember
when Bobby Brady said that phrase?)

"Wrong Pot 2 Piss In" is a song which illustrates the
frustration felt by The Goats. The song is about people in

power going after the wrong people in different circum-
stances. In the slow horn-powered song "Tricks of the
Shade," The Goats send a message that "Politicians are
the shadiest breeds of the mental magicians."

Other songs which are sure to impress from the album
are "RU Down Wit Da Goats," "Got Kinda Hi" and "Aaah
D Yaaa". Overall Tricks of the Shade is a strong album in
which The Goats get their points across either by using
humor in their skits or smart, powerful lyrics in their
songs.

Collegian Graphics..,

Your friends here in the

basement who work long

I

hours for low salaries to

ensure that you get the op-

portunity to read the largest

college daily paper in New England.

Collegian Graphics 103 Campus Center 545-1864

MILLER $Q99
HIGH LIFE ?,,,
CASE OF 24-12 02. CANS

HARP $/[99
LAGER ***DEP

6 PK BOTTLES

CARLING <;=Vq
BLACK LABEL #^dep
CASE OF 24- 12 OZ CANS J^

ROBERT MONDAVI $£549
SALVIGHONBLASCi WHITE ZINI^^NDEL O 1 5L
SALE 7.49 MAIL IN REBATE 1 00 AFTER REBATE

WlNEOFMUOm $099
HFMOV ^ ''°'''

nCnn T semilonchmdonnay

LINDEMAN'S ""SKSg.™"

BUD DRY $
CASE OF 24-1 2 OZ
BAR BOTTLES

ANDRE $099
CHAMPAGNE ^ 750 ml

EXTRA DRY. BLUSH BRUT. COLD DUCK

not responsible for

typographical errors

V/rCIV. Mondavthm

ALMADEN $C99
WHITE ZINFANDEL W i .5L

JIM BEAM $1349 /^
BOURBON 1.75L //-"^

MYERS "» $-l-|99
DARK RUM ,--„ Ll^:^

EMMETS $049
IRISH CREAM

750 ML

Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 3 4 93 THRU
WEDS. 3/10 93

Full Redemption Center

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY. MAR. 26

Single Project/Event Grants

for miiiic, tltealer, oiiual art

and design, performance

art, literature, film and video,

and oilier arts related events.

PROIOSALS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDEKTCROUPS

APnJCATIONS
GUIDANCEANFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENTACnVmES
OFHCE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
i03 HASBKOlICk
ORCALLS4y02O2

ATTENTION:
UMASS COLLEGE STUDENTSS' \

il^LPINE COMMONS
133 Belchenown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amherst, Massachusetts 01002 (413)256-0741

FOl R (4) Bedroom Apartments!

$899 (utilities included! wow!)
Microwave Oveils!!

TOP TEN REASONS YOU SHOULD LIVE f^gffg•

1. Your PARENTS don't!

2. YOU pick your room motes!
3. PRIVACY Spacious Four (4) Bedrooms!
A. TWO (2) Bathrooms- no waiting In the shower line!

5. UTILITIES included $$$!
6. Directlg on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &
downtown Amherst!

7. It's FR££ public transportation!

8. INCLUDES major opplionces & w/w carpeting!

9. OUIET forest setting - for your peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price

gou and your roommates can afford!

Don't wait another day, call today!

256-0741

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Fresh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who
wish to live off-campus for the Fall 1993 semester

should apply for an exemption from the Board of

Trustee regulation governing on-campus living.

Applications are now available in the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore. Exemption
applicahons are due no later than Friday, March 26,

1993. Please submit all applications to the Housing
Assignment Office.

IMPORTANT NOTES : PLEASE READ
CAREFULLY

**THE EXEMPTION COMMITTEE WILL ONLY
MEET ONCE . THIS IS THE ONLY OPPORTUNITY
YOU WILL HAVE TO APPLY FOR OFF-CAMPUS
PERMISSION FOR THE Fall 1993 SEMESTER.
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU APPLY IN TIME.
**Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving
an exemption from the on-campus housing
requirement. DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNTIL
YOU RECEIVE AN EXEMPTTOM Any student
who signs a lease without prior approval from the
Exemption Committee and the Housing Assignment
Office is responsible for all on-campus fees and will
be required to reside on-campus. Thank you.
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moving his stereo in, his white neighbors (Michael
Lerner and Margaret Colin) assume that since he's Black
he must be stealing the stereo.

The archetype crooked police captain (Dabney
Coleman) and his force attack the house. Vy^hen the
captam realizes his mistake, he hires a petty crook named
Amos (Nicholas Cage) to fake a hostage takeover.

But when the media and protesters, led by the rabble-
rousing Reverend Brunch (Giancarlo Esposito), get in-
volved. Cage and Jackson find themselves in a real-life
standoff with Coleman, the SWAT team and the media

The laughs go something like this: ha, ha, ha, THUD.
This just isn't funny. Frye is trying to say something about
how we view ourselves and others but there is ari uneven
rhythm. One scene is slapstick, the next is a drippy
exchange between the "gruff" Black man and the "loose"
White man, all while trying to move the plot along.

Cage manages to strain out some laughs, but its hard
to see the character behind his grungy stubble. After
winning roles in Peggy Sue Got Married, Raising Arizona,
WildAt Heartand Moonstruck, Cage seems to have settled
in a run ofweak but genial comedies (Honeymoon In Vegas).
It's frustrating to see an actor with so much maniac
potential go through the paces yet again.

Samuel L.Jackson—when was the last good movie he
was in? You have to stretch back to \99\'s Jungle Fever to
find a solid performance. After crummy roles in equally
drab movies (White Sands, National Lampoon's Loaded
Weapon 1), Jackson better wise up before he starts guest-
starring on "Street Justice" with Carl Weathers.
When they're on screen together, they get stuck in

hurling insults or (groan) learning about each other.
There's a particular moment where Jackson ties Cage's
tie for him and tells of his childhood. Mrs. Butterworth
would be in syrup heaven.

What Frye doesn't seem to understand is that when
trying to break down stereotypes with stereotypes, you'd
better have a cohesive vision and a solid character or two
at thecenter. Unfortunately, /\mo.s&/A;/tyrnv has neither.
What a waste of time and talent.

Like another cartoonish movie that toyed with social
satire, The Bonfire ofthe Vanities, Amos & Andrew ends up
making everyone look really stupid. At least Bonfire had
arty cinematography and some seemingly on-purpose
bad acting by its three stars, Bruce Willis. Melanie Griffith

and Tom Hanks.
What's left of Amos & Andrew, after all is said and

done, is a collection of hollow social statements and
misfired comedy. By the time Sir Mix-A-Lot ("Baby Got
Back") recounts the entire plot in a rap song over the
closing credits, you'll wish you stayed home and rented
Bonfireofthe Vanities. At least then you can heckle Melanie
Griffith. D+

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARtN & SZECHUAN CUISINE
• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FUESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FAflM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEmv REMOOEIEO

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

v^ 62 MAIN STREET, AMHERST y^

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

Win a pair ^.

of free ^
tickets to

the

Atlantic 10
Tournament

TARE THE KEYS. _^^
CAUACAB. fiVl^

TAKE A STAND.
"^^^

Feeos ooN'i iti mm Mm

Thursday-Friday-Saturday-Sunday

with
D.]. Pete Free

Sunday with
D.). Source

$2.00 Menu Nachos
9:30 - 10:30
Eveiy Night

THE r29\ PUB
c:elebrates

1968 • 1993

IN AMHERST

15 EAST PLEASAhT STREET

When Appearance
Counts^

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail,

Jor\athar\ faciei,

L

The Men's Store

Hampshire Mall

in the

COLLEGIAN

A-10 Sweepstakes
Two winners will be chosen by

random drawing to win tickets to

ail three rounds of the Atlantic 10

Tournament.

Bnnq your completed entry form to the Collegian

Deadline for entries: Friday, March 5th at 3 p.m.

rOfFlciAlTENTRYroRM I

Collegian A-1 Sweepstakes / Basketball Tickets
|

I Name: —
Phone #: —

try fon^ from newH»P« «"''* *«^P|^

SPACE ALLOCATION
PROCESS

Attention: RSO's & GSO. Friday
March 5 is the last day to submit
applications to the Board of Gov-
ernors Office for Space Alloca-

tion. Failure to do so will result

in loss of consideration for your
application & Office Space. Any

questions contact

BOARD OF GOVERNORS OFFICE
Campus Center 817 • 545-0198

J

>.j.j..»....j.^..j.->.->. .....-.. ...j^.j.j,

DANCE CLUB @

1Wednesday -

DANCING WITH Of DENNIS H

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING WITH
Dl DENNIS R.

WHMPs Ann Spenner

Broacasting Live

Friday -

DANCING WITH Dl PHI D.

Playing the Best D^ce Music

• Free Admnsion Btkm lOprn*

••Frtf All ^t With Colltgt ID>«

Saturday -

THE AREAS BIGGEST A BEST

SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE

Featuring The Best Dance H/hK
From The 70's, 80's & 90's

LIVE MUSIC

I
Ihuis., ^Ul 4-M OOpiM 18+/

;i

Pink Floyd Tribute,

THE MACHINE
* i*4*bAk«k«J

Fn., Mjr. 5 - '»:lK)pni

Kcgpje Dance I'jrty

THE EQUALITIES
.'* .

'*
.
'* .

*'
.
''

.
''

.'' r^ '* ."^ ** -'* » "^ * *^

'-'*-'*-'^''-''-'--'^*-''-"-^--'--'-'--^-
'--'T '* '

S.it., M.if. () '».l)()pm

lOHNCAFFERTY&THE
BEAVER BROWN BAND

Barry Kingston

Tut-^.. Mdf. 9-4:00pm/18+/|<

TOO MUCH JOY

Overwhelming Colorfast '

r;t;f;^i.

rliur., M.U 1 l-9:()()()ni/18 +

SHOCKRA

(l'osl(x>n«i from 2/18

All Ti( ki'ts Honorfdl

fn., M.U. ]2 - 9:()()pm

ROOMFUL OF BLUES

S.it.. Mar. 13 - 7:(X)pni

Upstairs -

NRBQ
Downstairs - 9:00pm

THE FOOLS
fri.,Mdr. 19-9:00pni

BOMBASTICS

Ihur., Mar. 18-'i:()()pm/l 8+'

BACK IN BLACK
Mon., Mar. 22-4:()()pm/I H+,

KING MISSILE

Monks Of Doom

Thur., Mar. 21-9:()0pm/l 8+/

CHUCKLEHEAD

Tues., Mar. U) - 8:()()pni

BLACK UHURU
Andrew Tosh/Louie Rankin

-. .. -. -. -. -

Fn., Apr. 2 - 9.00pm/1 8+/

COP SHOOT COP
Dieselmeat

«i| ! ! 'JU ! nti'rwi ! ! ! 11 ti-n-n-

Sat., Apr. \ - 9:()()[)ni

MAX CREEK

Tickets available at Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Ti\

Unlimited, Northampton Bo»
Office, for The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro

(8001 ft28-7080

10 Pearl Street Northampton
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my first chance todo a lead in a film. I think
it's a natural progression of my career."

After years as an acclaimed character
actor, Jackson asserts that the similarities
between character roles and lead roles
aren't that far removed.

'Andrew is a character. The difference
being that I was on-camera a lot more"
and adding with a chuckle, '1 stayed on
location the whole shoot."

Jackson claims that being the lead
doesn't mean the role doesn't have its

challenges.

"Andrew is a lead character actor —
he's not a leading man in the sense that,
you know, the kind of all-American guy
who gets the girls and has this dilemma to
solve. He's a man who has quirks,
pimples," Jackson says.

The road from supporting work toAmos
& Andrei' has been long, but has given
Jackson a dizzying resume of film roles,
and the opportunity more than once to
show his immense talent on the stage.

A graduate of Morehouse College in
Atlanta, Jackson performed with the Ne-
gro Knsemble Company and a handful of
New York Shakespeare Festival produc-
tions. It was his originations of two roles
in reknown playwright August Wilson's
plays at the Yale Reperatory. The Piano
Lesson and Two Trains Runninif, that
brought his move to Hollywood.

Jackson says, that after all of his stage
and screen credits, he was not at all sur-
prised he was offered the leads in both
National Lampoon's Lotuied Weapon 1 and
Amos & Andrew.

"The roles were getting larger. It's kind
of like any other job — you start out as a
janitor, maybe somewhere as a mail room
boy, and move up. I had done small things
and they got biggerand bigger and bigger."

Writer E. \fax Frye, best known for
penning the cult fave Something Wild, says
he and the producers were keen on Jack-
son for the lead from their first meeting.

"We brought Sam in and he was noth-
ing like the Gator character that he did in
lungle Fever. It was a great contrast to see
him like that," Frye says.

The discussion always seems to lead
back to Gator and ]ungle Fever. Not exaaly
a sore spot forJackson, considering it cata-
pulted him into the realm of serious film
roles and, more importantly, he became
the magic word in Hollywood: bankable.
After such a publicized performance in

such an amoral role, Jackson answers crit-

ics who say he should go out of his way to
play responsible Black characters.

"Gator was responsible," Jackson says.
"See, everybodywants us to be role models— nobody asks anybody else to do that."

If you want to know the real Jackson,
he retorts: "Check with me. It has noth-
ing to with the people that 1 kill on screen
who don't really die. I've never actually
been in jail for any of the crimes I've
committed on screen, " he says.

"So my responsibility as an actor is to
be very good at every character that I

accept the role to play," Jackson says.
"Truth be known, the best thing I can tell

people is that I do my job well and that's
what most role models should do.
Whatever they do, they should do well."

The question of role models soon be-
comes an issue of race when Jackson and
Frye speak of Amos & Andrew. "(The film]
looks at a very serious issue: race," says
director Frye. " Perhaps using humor makes
it more acceptable to a wider audience."

Frye accents the fact that he didn't
want to use the film at a bully pulpit,
preaching the loaded issues and insulting
the audience.

"Hopefully by the end of the journey
you can go 'well, there's a lot of truth in
that'," Frye says.

Frye concedes that the film does in-

deed deal in stereotypes, but asserts that it

is exactly the point. He says the film
doesn't hold any sacred cows or pull any
punches when satirizing any social group.
Furthermore, he made a distina effort to
"hit" everybody: thegood cops, bad cops,
media, Whites, Blacks, etc.

"There really only is one character in
here that is not a stereotype, and that's
this guy, Andrew Sterling," Frye says.
"That's what the movie is about: ad-
dressing the stereotypes we all have about
everybody else."

Though Amos & Andrew is his first

foray into directing, Frye still considers
himself a writer first and foremost.

Hit or not, Jackson'll continue to pop
upeverywhere. Upcoming projects include
Steven Spielberg's summer spectacular /m-
rassic Park and independent writer/direc-
tor Quentin Taratino's (Reservoir Dogs)
latest, Tme Romance. But Jackson says he
would like to return to the stage.

The ideal situation forJackson, he says,
is for him to do two films and a play a year.
"But not if my agent can help it."

"The Best Movie of
the Summer. A Adajor

League Hit!'
-)M toMo, WN04 kAMo, Niw yoai

"An uplifting, winning 10!

The feel-good film

of the summer:'
WCC/AM«»CAH fclOVll OASiKS

OgiHEIR OWN

STARRING: TOM HANKS • GEENA DAVIS • MADONNA • lORI PEHY • JON lOVITZ
DIRECTOR: Ptnny Martholl SCREENPLAY: lowall Gam t Bobaioo Monde!

127 mill. • 1992 • Roltd P6 • CoKimbio Pklwes Industrie, Im.

NOW SHOWING
SHOWING IN THE CCA ON THURSDAY, MARCH 4th

5:00,7:30, and 10:00
ALL SHOWS $3.00

SPONSORED BY NORTHEAST AREA GOVERNMENT

Surrealist Paula Josa-Jones
to address 'self questions

"I want people to come with excite-

ment and allow themselves to make
their own interpretations." This is how
Paula Josa-Jones hopes her audience
will approach her company's Thursday
night performance of her original work,
"Eine Kleine Nachtmusik."

Josa-Jones says that while some
become preoccupied with finding the
"real meaning," they miss the purpose
of the performance. She assures that
there is no correct or incorrect inter-
pretation, only what the individual
feels.

Inspired by the surrealist paintings
and writings of Dorethea Tanning,
Remedios Varo, Leonora Carrington
and Leonor Fini, Josa-Jones' creative
art and dance work "addresses ques-

tions about relationships with others
and relationships within ones self."

Josa-Jones, who's been dancing for

25 years, founded Performance Works
in 1984. This fall the Boston choreog-
rapher might have the opportunity to
take her company to Australia, "either
that or Atlanta," she laughs.

The hour-long performance, which
consists of seven dancers and includes
a solo performed by herself, is the
company's first appearance at UMass.

"Eine Kleine Nachtmusik' will be at
Hampden Theatre this Thursdayat8pm.
Admission is $8 forgeneral public and $S
for Five College Area Students. Tickets
can be purchased at the Fine Arts Center
Box Office.

— TINA McCOLGAN

Montague Mini Mart
12 to 6 in MoiiiaLiue Cir.

from Amherst: 10 miles Xorlh on Rle. 63 to Rte. 47N
from Northampton: 14 miles 91 North lo 116 to 47N

• Fnlldw sion., lo Montcipuc Cenlrr •

BecrfielViiie
Sold On SUNDAYS

12 pk Bud cans $7.99 + dep.
12 pk Bud bottles warm $6.99 -1- dep
Case Bud bottles warm $12 99 -»- dep
Case Bud cans $13.99 -f- dep
12 pk Busch cans $5.75 + dep
Case Busch cans $11. 30 -i- dep
12-pack All Coors $7.59 ^ dep.

• Reasonable cigarette prices •

A wonderful selection ofAustralian & Chilean wines as well as the
French & domestic classics ^—-^^v

367-9551 ^^h^'
mired o

ms^^_

1ZZE1(IA

The "New"

SUPERIOR PIZZAl

549-0626
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I
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I
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Rj^plani

I

Salami
Ham
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Sems^i^c

I
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Canadian Baccjn
Olive

I

Anchovies
Pineapple
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Super Special
Extra Meal
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Spinac h & Potato
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STEAI<"SmNDERS
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With Cheese
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With l^c^ppers
With Mushrooms
With 1-:^^

UNDER NEW

Management!
GRI^MERS

Toasted or Cold
Cireck Civrtjs

ScJJ^inij

I

Meatt>eiII
Scuisage
I Icim
Italian
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r^oast Reef
I lam 8i E£^g
Pepper 8* l-:^g
J^astranii
Turkey
Veal Cutlet
c:iiicken c:utlei
Peppcroni
l£xlra Meat
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diimRTers
(With Bread & Butter)
l-eis^i^na
Manicoiti
H^ivloll
StuffecJ Shells
C^reek S<ilaci.s

Come in or Have
Our Lunch Specials

Delivered

$1.50 OFF
!
Any Large Pizza !

\___JUJPE'RjO%jriZZ:A
I

4 Free Cokes
With Any Large Pizza

Sll'PDKjO%'FIZZi^

WE DELIVER 11 :3u am tn ?nn am .
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Snow, snow, snow.
Today, tonight, all weekend.

Local News:
Orchard Hill's cable radio station goes back on the air after
being shut down last semester for using naughty words.

This time they promise to behave. Page 3.

Sports:
The Minutemen blow out St. Joseph's as they
prepare for the Atlantic 10 Tournament, which

starts Sunday in Philadelphia. Page 1 2.
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Bombing suspect arrested

^..^^-...^ .
TORSTEN KRACHT / COLLEGIAN

NICOTINE AND ALCOHOL— UMass alumnus
Mike Tarpey enpys some popular, and legal, toxins.

Prof examines violence
Women team new cultural perspective

By RICK HAMPSON
Associated Press

NEW YORK — A man described as a follower of a
radical Muslim cleric was arrested Thursday in last
week's World Trade Center bombing when he coolly tried
a third time to reclaim a rental deposit on a van wrecked
in the blast.

Other suspects were being sought. Uw enforcement
sources said the bombing appeared to be a terrorist act.

Papers that the suspect presented the rental agency
were covered with nitrates, a government source, speaking
on condition of anonymity, told the Associated Press.
Nitrates are found in some explosives; traces of nitrates
were found at the blast site.

The arrest was a sudden, major break in the most
notonous U.S. bombing in years. Just a day eariier, the
FBI had said it could teke months to crack the case.

Friday's enormous blast in a garage beneath the twin
towers killed five people, iryured more than 1.000, left
one missing and sent fear through the nation's largest
city. The llO-story towers, the world's second-tallest
buildings, home to hundreds ofbusinesses with thousands
of workers, aren't expected to reopen for a month
WNBC-TV in New York identified the suspect as 26-

year-old Salama Mohammed ofJersey City, N.J.. but the
station wasn't sure exactly how the name was spelled.
His arraignment, initially scheduled forThursday evening
in New York City, was postponed.

The arrest came after an army of investigators spent

Editor's Note: This article is part of
ongoing coverage of the Feb. 27 Women's
Conference which has appeared through-
out the week.

By: KRISTIN J. ST. JOHN
Collegian StafT

"We must recognize the violence that is
bringing us down." said Helan Page, a

- University ofMassachusetts anthropology
professor, during a panel discussion titled
"Women of Color: A Cross-Cultural Per-
spective" in last weekend's Women's
Conference.

Page spoke of"vertical" and "symbolic"
violence. She used the European coloni-
zation of Africa as an example of these
types of violence.

Page said an example of vertical vio-
lence was the Europeans' coming to Zim-
babwe and destroying everything the na-
tives had in order to take power. The effect
on the African woman was great.

"Once people have had their homes and
fields destroyed, the women have lost their

basis of power." Page said.

Through the extension of agricultural
education, which told Africans that their
way ofcultivating fields was not the right
way, symbolic violence was done. Page
said.

She said symbolic violence has "coerced
[women

1 to think that they are weak, that
their enemies are their fathers, uncles,
brothers and husbands."

But. according to Page, the African
woman was never subordinate to the Af-
rican man, asmany white women feminists
would like to think.

"How could that be if the women ran
the granaries?," she said. "When you are
in charge ofthe distribution offood, you're
very important."

Page shared a story about Sam Page, a
friend of hers who is White, and has a
Black son. She told the packed room how
Sam Page used to play a game with her
son saying the word "nigger." Page told
Sam that the word is detrimental to her
son, but Sam just laughed it off".

"I like Sam Page, but I don't like her
racism," Page said.

the past week combing through piles ofrubble at the blast
site, fielding thousands of phone calls and pursuing
scores ofleads. Detectives systematically checked garage
payment stubs and viewed videotapes ofentering vehicles.

Investigators turned up charred pieces of the rental
van around the perimeter of the blast site, indications
that the van might have held the explosives, a source said
on condition of anonymity.

The suspect had rented the van from a Ryder truck
agent in Jersey City on Feb. 23 and returned less than
two hours after the explosion Friday afternoon to say it
had been stolen from him in Jersey City, said Paul
Wascitelli, owner ofa car dealers>up that shares an office
with the Ryder agent.

The man wanted his $400 cash deposit back but was
told he would need a police report of the theft, Mascitelli
said. He said the suspect returned Monday without the
police report and again was turned away.
On Thursday morning, the man called the Rvder office

and spoke with an FBI agent posing as a Ryder official,
said Patrick Galasso, the truck rental agent.

"He didn't want to give up that $400. He just wanted
that money," Galasso added.

The man was accompanied by another man when he
rented the truck, but was alone on subsequent visits
Galasso said. He said he didn't remember what the
second man looked like.

Both Mascitelli and Galasso said the suspect didn't
behave nervously in any way. Mascitelli described him as
short and frail with a beard and a thick accent.

Computer equipment stolen
from Hasbrouck Laboratory
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff"

Computer equipment valued at ap-
proximately $9,000 was reported stolen
from Hasbrouck Laboratory early yes-
terday morning. University police said.

Police said the door to Hasbrouck
128. a lecture preparation area where
the equipment was stored, appeared to
have been kicked in, and it looked as if
a chair had been used to break the glass
window in the door. Also reported sto-
len was a VCR valued at $500.

The stolen items included an Apple
Macintosh Quadra 700 computer, color
monitor and a device used to allow
computer output to be displayed on an
overhead projector, according to Bill
Leonard, a post-doctoral research as-
sociate involved with the equipment.

Leonard said the equipment was
part of a new system being tested to
allow students and professors to get
more feedback from each other in large
lectures. He said the system was devel-

oped at Christopher Newport Univer-
sity in Virginia under a National Sci-
ence Foundation grant, and was being
tested at a number of universities in-
cluding the University of Massachu-
setts.

Leonard said a key feature of the
system, implemented for the first time
about two weeks ago in a physics class,
was that it allowed students to respond
individually to questions asked in a
lecture by means of keypads at their
desks. The responses were then fed
into a central computer, the now-stolen
Macintosh, where the professor could
respond to them.

Physics Professor Bill Gerace. who
teaches the lecture where the system
was in use, said the theft would be a
"great disappointment" to his students,
but that he would continue teaching by
more traditional methods until the
system was replaced.

Monroe Rabin, physics department
head, said he expected the equipment

Turn to HASBROUCK. page 2

Gov. Commission
suggests adding
GLB curriculum
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

According to an article in last Friday's Boston
Globe by Don Aucion. the Governor's Commission
on Gay and Lesbian youth has recommended that
gay curriculum be mainstreamed into Massachu-
setts high school classrooms.

The commission, formed last year in response
to statistics showing a high rate of suicide among
gay youth, advocates the integration of films and
books on homosexuality into libraries, gay history
and literature into the classroom and social
awareness training for teachers, according <^o the
Globe reporter.

Sandy Bosselaer, facilitator for the UMass Les-
bian Bisexual Women's Union, said the education
she received growing up in a conservative subur-

Turn to GLB, page 6

Jourdain offers 'vision' for SGA

Kevin Jourdain
iY KEVIN JOURDAIN

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff"

Student government lacks a unified vision for the
future that students can carry out in years to come, Kevin
Jourdain, student trustee candidate, said.

"I want to develop a sense ofcontinuance in the Board
of Trustees," Jourdain said. "Every trustee has been
going in as a fresh entity. I want to develop a 10-year
perspective for trustees so we can make a concerted
eff"ort."

Jourdain said he would develop a "blueprint" for the
role ofstudent trustee ifelected. This would outline long-
term goals for student government and would be voted on
by the entire student body.

Jourdain said he hopes to work on University ad-
missions policy, alumni service. University Health Ser-
vices reorganization and reinstatement ofLegal Services'
litigation rights.

"If I'm elected student trustee, it's going to be a whole
new government." Jourdain said.

Jourdain is a senior political science and economics
major. He will be pursuing a master's degree in public
administration in the fall.

Turn to JOURDAIN, page 2
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Friday, March 5
Meeting — Muslim Students Association is holding

Jumaa Salat at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room 804.
Contact Manan 546-5919.

Meeting — Habitat for Humanity vi^ill be holding an
organizational meeting at 5 p.m. in Holdsworth Hall
Room 105. Contact Michael at 253-9282

Saturday, March 6
Potluck — Ramadan Iftar-UMass and Five Colleges

Muslim Student Associations sponsor potluck Iftar at
UMass Campus Center Room 917, at 5:40. For more info

contact Syed 546-1525.

Reggae Party— Cape Verdean Student Alliance will
be having a Hip Hop Reggae Party at the Malcolm X
Center from 11 p.m. - 4 a.m. Raffle $50 first prize. $1 a
raffle ticket. For more info contact Adonis Ferreika.

Sunday, March 7
Discussion — Two visiting women scholars from Ja-

pan are joined by Japanese graduate students to discuss
issues concerning Japanese women and feminism in the
context ofAsia. At the UMass Campus Center Room 904-
908, from 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Jourdain
continued from poge 1

Jourdain came to the University in 1989 on a Marg-
aret J. Hyland four-year scholarship. He has held nu-
merous positions on campus, including seats on the Dean
of Students Academic Honesty Board and Housing Ju-
dicial Board, a position on the Board of Governors and
Civility Commission, the presidency of the Republican
Club, and membership of Delta Chi fraternity.

Jourdain worked in 1989 as a legislative assistant for
the late U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte and worked for Republi-
can Steven Pierce during the 1 990 state election primaries.

He later supported Gov. Weld in the election and met
him at the state Republican Convention.

Jourdain became a senator representing the commuter
area in May 1991. This semester he was removed from
the roster due to three unexcused absences from Senate
meetings, Mike Poster, speaker of the Senate, said.

Jourdain attributed the absences to frustration with
the meetings.

"Nothing ever gets done in meetings," Jourdain said.
"But I'm completely on top of the issues. I'm in the SGA
office every day."

Jourdain also called for an inside investigation of
University tuition and fees.

"I want to get my hands on the treasurer's book of the

Hasbrouck
continued from poge 1

would be replaced with University funds.
State institutions do not have theft insurance, be-

cause their holdings are so vast that it is cheaper merely
to pay for the replacement of stolen items.
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University and give a detailed report on it to the student
population," Jourdain said. "I want to analyze exactly
what we can trim and find out how we can provide the best
service to students and not be an employment agency."

Jourdain said he would advocate a student-adminis-
tration forum to improve communication on campus.

"The students feel disenfranchised right now,"
Jourdain said. "Ifthey could sit down once a month with
SGA officers, the chancellor, vice chancellor, department
heads and staffmembers to talk about their concerns, it

would help." Jourdain said he would pursue expanded
bus service for the University, better parking policies,
more handicapped facilities and University funding for
the Newman Center, since its cafeteria is widely used by
students.

He said his experience incampus and stategovernment
would be an asset to the student trustee positon.

"Doyou want an experienced person or doyou want an
inexperienced person?" Jourdain said. "I know the power
structure in Boston. I can get in to see Weld."

Jourdain said his view of the student trustee position
differs from that of other candidates.

I'm not playing the game," Jourdain said. "These other
guys are doing this for a resume builder. I'm going to be
postering the issues."

State Police Breakup Whitniore Sit-in^

Carry off 34

Throucfiout th« iflernoon ttic

rroup prcpu-cd fcr the tv«iiin|
»1|H. A larga supply of Ibod was
purchased and lastracUoas oo
courses of action when the poUce
came »er« glveo at periodic In-
lervaU.

The protest a^alast all recrult-
iDC befan Monday when the Com-
nilllee brought a demand to Dean
Field asklnc that a public debate
with the Dow Chemical recruiter
be held Iwfire be met with In-
terTlewees. One memlwr of the
committee stated the debate would
enable those being Interviewed "to
understand what kind of company
Uiey would be working for."

Dean Field loM the gr >op "It Is
my attempt to dUsuade you from
remaloiac.

S«TeraJ minutes later (be itate
poUc* , lo fQU riot fqalpiMiit
Mttred the lobby aad carried the
stvleats out In a swift operaUoo.
Each student was carried by two
policemen. In response to a man-
ner which some present bcUere
to be orerly forceful, sereral au-
tborlced spectators and damoa-
strators shouted at police to "take
It easy, take II easy, they want to
|o". A State PoUce officer sv-
perrlsed the operation with the
same warning to "take It easy".

Reprirtted from the Collegian,

Feb. 14, 1969
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New director to head Alumni Relations
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Building a bridge between students and
alumni is one of the many goals that the
new director of the Office ofAlumni Rela-
tions, John Fuedo, is hoping to accomplish.

Previously the director ofAlumni Field
Services at Tufts University, Fuedo re-
ferred to his decision to come to the Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts as "a tremendous
opportunity with two things to look forward
to— quantity and quality."

According to Fuedo, UMass has the
biggest alumni organization in the state.
Although alumni organizations were once
thought ofas social groups, it is important
that students realize that the Alumni
Relations is important to them before and
after their attendance at the University.

"Alumni care very deeply about the
University and the students." Fuedo said.
-For the rest ofa student's life the Alumni
Association will have an effect on them."

Programs like giving scholarships of
$750 to 60 juniors for their achievements,
and senior student leader recognition are
two examples of ways that the Alumni
Association recognizes students.

Fuedo said even when it comes to prob-
lems, such as racial tension on campus.

the alumni get involved by offering infor-
mation and outreach.

"Ifthere is a problem, we work towards
the benefit of the students," Fuedo said.

As manager ofmembership and public
relations for Toastmasters International,
a non-profit educational organization,
Fuedo became interested in reaching out
to thousands of people around the world.

There was a great deal of satisfaction
knowingthat I could make an impacton so
many people," Fuedo said.

Fuedo said he took the job at UMass
because "it is a great chance to come into
contact with thousands of people.'

The Alumni Career Network helps stu-
dents find jobs when they graduate, and
the main objective of the program is to
create UMass connections all over the
world, according to Fuedo.

"I'm here to help fulfill President
Hooker's mission — to make the Univer-
sity ofMassachusetts the most respected
University in the country," Fuedo said.

Maintaining ties with the University
and bringing UMass alumni together all
around the world has created ongoing
connections with a tremendous response,
according to Fuedo.

"These past two and a halfweeks have
Turn to ALUMNI, page 4 Ki r\xx . ., ARAM COMJEAN / COtXEGlANNew Office of Alumni Relations Director John Fuedo

WOCH back
to pump up
the volume
By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

Orchard Hill residential area's cable radio sta-
tion, WOCH, went back on the air at 9 a.m. yester-
day after being shut down since last November,
because of complaints about offensive broadca.sts.
WOCH General Manager Thomas Baiter said.

Officials at Housing Services Cable Network,
over whose system the station broadcasts, turned
WOCH back on after consulting with sUtion
managers who had clarified broadcastingguidelines
in the station's constitution. Laurel Hellerstein,
manager of HSCN, said.

Assistant Director for Residential Education
Anne Miller said Housing had received complaints
about graphic descriptions of sex and masturba-
tion being broadcast, and decided to take the sta-
tion off the air until new guidelines could be set.
WOCH's constitution now expressly states that

Turn to WOCH, page 4

Have the post-graduation blues?
Director ofCareer Center offers job search advice

Lesbian video explores
relationship to church

By MICHELLE A. NAPOU
Collegian Correspondent

Ifyou are a jittery senior feeling insecure and helpless
in your search for post-graduation employment, fret not.
Joan Stoia, director of the Mather Career Center, has
some practical words of wisdom.

"Be strategic," she said. "Sit back, analyze what events
are taking place in the economy, make sure that you
understand what your particular passions and strengths
are, and then find, the best place possible to perform
your specialty."

Although this year's job market is not particularly
promising, it is better than last year's, Stoia said.

"There seems to be a little bit of light at the end of the
tunnel," she said. "Whether it will reveal itselfentirely in
time for this graduating class or not is another question."

Today. Stoia said,jobs in engineering and the sciences
are experiencing a "shrinkage," despite recent expansion
in these fields. She said employment opportunities are
most abundant in sales and the financial industry.

"It's really a job market in transition." Stoia said.
So now that you're facing reality, where do you start?

Ideally, you should have started in September, but there's
no better time than the present.

First of all, go down to the Mather Career Center and
get a workshop schedule. The Center offers an introductory

workshop which will help to get things rolling.
"You can't learn all of this if you come to the Career

Center once, fill out some forms and bug out of here,"
Stoia said.

Youll need to do some self-assessmentand investigate
different occupations to find the ones that interest you.
The Career Center has computer programs, a library and
an experienced staff which help students do this. Stoia
said.

Your next step, according to Stoia. should be to attend
workshops on resume writing, interviewing skills and
finding employment in the "hidden job market." Then
start applying for "anything that moves."

Other key moves are to attend career fairs and alumm
panels, develop a prospect list for yourself and submit
your resume to the Center's resume referral service. This
can help you get "one-of-a-kindjobs," usually with smaller
companies which do not recruit on campus.

In fact, most of the jobs available, alx)ut 85 percent
according to Stoia, are these one-of-a-kind opportunities
within the "hidden job market." So while you should
undoubtedly apply for thosejobs which are being actively
recruited for on campus, you'll need the skills to know
how and where to look on your own.

"You might as well learn to do (a job search) the right
way now," Stoia said, since we're all bound to change our
jobs more than several times in our careers.

By ANN MARIE NEAL
Collegian Staff

"Among Good Christian Peoples," a
lesbian interracial video collaborated on
by Jacqueline Woodson and Catherine
Saalfield, was shown last night in the
Campus Center.

The video is an autobiographical essay
written by Woodson to show the pull be-
tween the desire for religious community
and personal freedom.

"There's been a contradiction between
the church and being gay and lesbian.

This video is a way to prove that there's a
balance," Woodson said.

The video depicted the lives of many
Christian men and women that are gay
and lesbian.

The video shows Woodson's experiences
seeking community while growing up and
as an adult, being the only writer in a
family of Jehovah's Witnesses, being the
only lesbian in her sorority. Alpha Kappa
Alpha, and having a White lover.

"I wanted to be Puerto Rican instead of

Black. I wanted to be bow-legged instead

of straight-legged. I wanted to be big-

breasted instead of flat-chested. I wanted
to be in the world rather than of the

world," Woodson said.

Woodson said she would rather be in
the world than of the world because she
too was normal.

"Like Judy, I too called up to God. Yo
Jehovah, are you there? It's me, Jackie,"
said Woodson. "I too wanted to be a part of
my surroundings, but my homegirls were
not having it, and my mother threw me
out. I was told never to have sleep-overs
again. I did. I was caught in my bed with
another woman and she threw me out. I

was on my own at 14-years-old," she said.

"I pledged the AKA sorority at 17. I

wanted to be a part of a sisterhood love.

They were dedicated to two things; being
light skinned and having an allegiance to

their fraternity brothers. We couldn't eat
anything that was red, white or yellow
because those were the colors ofour rivals,"

Woodson said.

Woodson said she felt isolated. She was
dark-skinned and chose to keep her sexual
preference hidden. The sorority was a
contradiction to her need for a sisterly love.

"At 1 1 we were taught how to grease
our forehead for a fight, but we were never
taught how to love another woman," she
said.

Woodson and Saalfield are currently
working on a feature film on interracial

relationships in lesbian communities.

WHICHONE ISTHE BRAKE?
for a spin.

TORSTEN KRACHT / COLLEGIAN
- Rossi the dog contemplates taking the family van

Correction
The position of student government presidential candidate Jennifer Fazzi on restorinq

litigation rights to the University's Legal Services Office was misreported
Fazzi supports restoring litigation rights to Legal Services to allow the Office to

represent students in court.

The CoHegian regrets the error.
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been the greatest ever," said Fuedo,
"I love being here, and I know I am
going to be happy here for a very long
time."

Authorities negotiate
with doomsday prophet

COLLEGIAN
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By LAURA TOLLEY
Associated Press

WACO, Texas— Authorities locked in

a standoff for a fifth day with a doomsday
prophet and his armed cult negotiated
today for the release ofthe brother ofa boy
who left the compound Wednesday carry-
ing a box of puppies.

Negotiations by telephone went on
sporadically through the night between
agents and those inside the fortified

compound overseen by David Koresh.
A boy carrying 12 puppies was released

from the second compound Wednesday
evening, said Francesca Perot, a spokes-
woman for the Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms. The puppies' mother was
killed in a shootout Sunday between fed-

eral agents and cult members and the
puppies had not been fed since, she said.

Perot said negotiations this morning
focused on the release of a 20th child, the
brother of the boy who was released
Wednesday.

Nineteen children and 90 adults were
believed to still be inside, the FBI said.

Four federal agents were killed in

Sunday's gun battle. A federal source
speaking on condition of anonymity said
at least 10 cultists had been killed.

The Houston Chronicle, citing an uni-
dentified source, said law officers planned
to cut offelectricity at the compound today.
A Texas Utilities Co. truck drove into

the secured area near the compound this
morning. Perot said she could not confirm
plans to turn off the power.

Koresh, the 33-year-old leader of the
Branch Davidians, got the FBI to put out

a rambling religious message on the radio
Tuesday, but he reneged on a promise to
surrender, saying he'd received a message
from God to await instructions.

Federal agents brought in two portable
office buildings Wednesday for use as a
command post outside the 77-acre com-
pound, apparently settling in for what
could be a long siege.

The goal is to resolve this situation
ultimately in federal court with no further
bloodshed," FBI agent JeffreyJamar said.

The cult is a well-trained, committed
fighting force with a "massive weapons
cache," Earl K. Dunagan, an ATF agent,
said in court papers.

The standoff began Sunday when a
raid by ATF agents erupted in a gun
battle. Another gun battle occurred later
in the day. The agents had intended to
arrest Koresh on weapons charges and
search the compound.

Dan Harnett, ATF associate director,
said the cultists had received a call warning
them of the raid. There is no doubt they
were expecting our arrival," he said.

Lloyd Sandstrom, who lived near the
compound, said he saw cult members buy
about $3,000 worth offood two weeks ago.
"I'm sure they've got to be stocked pretty
well for this," he said.

Two elderly women who left the com-
pound were initially charged with par-
ticipating in the first gun battle. The
charges were dropped Wednesday but the
women, ages 75 and 77, remainedjailed as
material witnesses.

ATF spokeswomen Sharon Wheeler
would not say why the charges were
dropped.

WOCH
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the station will abide by federal obscenity laws, which
prohibit the broadcast of material whose "predominant
appeal is to the prurient interest, that is, a shameful or
morbid interest in nudity, sex or excretion, and if in
addition it goes beyond customary limits of candor in
describing or representing such matters."

All DJs must sign a form saying they accept and
understand the guidelines before they are allowed to go
on the air. Baiter said.

He said the station's managing staffcame up with most
of the revisions in the constitution, but Housing did review
their work and request some clarifications and changes.

"We're unhappy with some of the limitations, but we
understand them. ...We have to abide by their rules. It's
more important to have a radio station with some limiU-
tions than a station that gets turned off," Baiter said

Area Coordinator for Orchard Hill/Central Matt
Ouellett, who works as a consultant with WOCH, said the
new guidelines are not intended to censor broadcasts, but
to protect the station from possible legal problems.

"We just want to make sure they're on safe legal
ground," Ouellett said. "We wanted to insure they have a
good understanding of obscenity laws."

Baiter said he thinks the restructuring will mark the
end to the station's rocky past.

"Our biggest goal is to become more credible. I hope
this is going to be the big turning point for the station."
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Is justice served when a convicted rapist walks free?
Convicted child rapist Blake Gibson walked out of

Hampden Superior Court a free man on Tuesday, yet
another criminal laughing in the face of our inept and
crippled justice system.

During an emotional trial a month earlier, a 16-year-
old giri was repeatedly attacked by the defense before a
courtroom of strange faces. She bravely described in
detail how Gibson, a relative ofhers, raped and molested
her in Southwick in 1990 when she was 13 years old.

Heryounger sister also testified, and told thejury how
she too had been molested by Gibson on a number of
occasions after her sister was raped, although no charges
were brought by her.

So on Feb. 12 the jury came to its decision and
convicted Gibson, 30, of statutory rape ofa child relative
and molesting a child relative. The decision was also
upheld by the judge. Although Gibson had destroyed the
children's youth and undoubtedly scarred them indefi-
nitely, so-called "justice" seemed to have been served in
the courts of America.

Flipping through a survey of 2400 colleges and uni-
versities published by "The Chronicle ofHigher Educa-
tion ," one realizes how widespread the non-reporting of
rape is. Many schools actually reported no incidents of

rape on campus in the past year, an indication of how
paralyzing rape is. The incidents are simply not reported
because victims fear pubUcity, shame, and ultimately,
defeat in court. (UMass, to its credit, reported 18 rapes— more than any other participating school in the
nation.)

Gary

DEANE
But Blake Gibson was brought into a court, and had a

trial before ajury ofhis peers because ofthe bravery ofhis
young victim. All that needed to be done after the jury
handed down a guilty verdict was the sentencing. It is

here where the lawyers and judges and legalities take
over and produce their magic.

Assistant District Attorney Donna E>onato argued for
a 12 to 16-year prison sentence. Defense lawyer Terry
Scott Nagel thought probation sounded fairer. Somehow
a compromise was reached, and Gibson was sentenced to
a mere two years in jail. Two years for the rape and
molestation ofa young relative is quite clearly a travesty
ofjustice, but unfortunately thejury's verdict was subject
to further disrespect.

Enter the Jerky Brothers:
funny guys from stage right

The case was appealed, and would take years for the
case to reach an appeals court due to further disorgani-
zation of the system. Nagel argued that because Gibson
was sentenced to only two years, it wouldn't make much
sense for Gibson to serve his sentence out before the
appeal could be heard. Donato objected in vain to a stay
ofexecution (lawspeak for "abused loophole") because, as
you might remember, the jury convicted Gibson, guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt.

So convicted child rapist Blake Gibson walked out of
Hampden Superior Court on Tuesday, the product of a
judicial system that balances upon the notion ofcruel and
unusual punishment.

As Judge Daniel A. Ford walked from his bench and
left the courtroom, the victim saw her mother screaming
at thejudge, demanding to know how long Gibson was to
be allowed to walk the open streets, set free after raping
her child. She turned to the dozens of people crowding
Gibson's side of the courtroom and saw his family, his
friends and his minister breathe a deep sigh of relief
mixed with exhaustion.

The teen faced these strangers in the court and said,
"You people will all find out when he does it to your kids."

Gary Deane is a UMass studefit.

"I don 't have to talk toyou,jerky. Let me
speak to Brett Ware!"
A jerky revolution is sweeping the na-

tion.

"Ihearya, fruitcake. Seeya later, tough
guy."

For those of you who are unaware of
this revolution, let me explain. A week
ago, I would've thought that the jerky
revolution had something to do with an
increase in personal hedonistic pleasure.

Michael

MORRISSEY
Over a long car trip, I was told that the

"Jerky Brothers," a bootleg compilation
tape ofcrank phone calls was the funniest
thing since "Jim's Journal."

"When was the last time you drove a
tractor trailer?"

"1 stole one down in Jersey a few weeks
ago, drove it right through the turnpike,
didn't stop for the [expletive] tolls or noth-
ing. I was popping wheelies, Vm silly."

People from Notre Dame to St. John's
to Cal State Northridge to UMass are all

acquainted with this new strain ofjerky.
The tapes vary from state to state, but

most include calls everywhere from 91 1 to

a demolition company to a dentist mal-
practice office to a moving company.

"I'm silly, my friends call me rubber-
neck.

"

The premise is simple. The comedian
looks up a company in the classified ads,

calls them up in some sort of disguised

voice and promptly insults the reception-

ist. Underground sources tell me the cul-

prit is a comic named John Valbey, an
American genius. Valbey imitates a Jew-
ish man, an Italian, an Indian and a homo-
sexual in various skits, all tastelessly done.

"Hello, is Crystal there? I'm calling

about the modelling job. I want to come

down and show you my goods, show you
what I'm made of.

"Are you experienced in rimwav model-
ling?"

"Runway is old hat to me. My real talent
is I rub gasxdine all over my body, and then
I light myselfon fire. The crowd loves it.

"

College students love the jerky tape,
andWBCN in Boston was playingexcerpts
of it on "Comedy Lunch Hour." All of a
sudden, there is a surge of the tapes, and
the demand far outweighs the supply.
While the tapes can be ordered through
V/BCN, most people have simply copied
the tape from fi-iends.

Voice mail systems on UMass have
been filled withjerky messages, passed on
from one to another. The jerky tape now
inhabitsmany people'sansweringmachine
messages.

While finding a crank phone call funny
appeals to the basest interest of people
and makes usseem like lO-year-olds, there
is a need for laughter in society. "Saturday
Night Live" isn't as fuimy as it once was,
nor is "In Living Color."

Enter the jerky brothers, stage right.

"I'm calling about the job repairing
motors. You need bench work?Ican do350
easy!"

"350 pieces?"

"Yeah, yeah. . . pieces, what the [exple-

tive] are you talking about? No, pounds,
350pounds. I do calves, thighs, the whole
nine yards. Plus, I can build a starter
engine.

"

PC people will say it's inherently wrong
to crank call someone, and it's wrong to

imitate an Indian, wrong to call a recep-
tionist "Sweetcakes" and ask her if she
has big hands to hold a hot dog.
My response to these killjoys?
"/ hear ya, fruitcake.

"

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

liC>^?r<EBi*<*toA«j, Ab
Steinem can't give' self-authority

This letter is in resp>onse to two women
who were quoted in the article, "Steinem
inspires people to seek self-authority
[Collegian, March 1]."

One woman said that Gloria Steinem,
who recently spoke at Mt. Holyoke, "gives
me self-authority."

Another said of Steinem, "She's won-
derful. She gives me the right to be who I

want to be. . . she's very empowering."
I am glad that you were inspired by a

powerful feminist, but please listen to

yourselves! How can somebody "give" you
self-authority? How can somebody "give"

you the right to be who you are?
Clearly you have missed a vital part of

Steinem's message about self-esteem, which
is thfit it comes from within. By putting
yourselves in a receiving position you are
still not empoweringyourselves as women.

Diana Renn
Hampshire

Question the military's existence

Bitter truth makes men defensive
It's really too bad that all these men

responding to Stephanie Eisenberg's col-

umn have to feel defensive and reply to it

negatively [Collegian, March 4).

Most editorials in the Collegian are

incredibly inane and no one responds to

them. When I read her column, I thought,

"This is right on." I do experience these

things every single day of my life. I also

spent several years in the "real world"

before coming here and I have been sub-

jected to that behavior incessantly. You
wouldn't know about it; you don't go

through it.

If these men feel upset by her "accusa-

tions" they should do something about it

instead of whining about male-bashing.

Why are women responsible for stopping

the behavior of men? The only way it vrill

stop is by men modifying their own be-

havior, and helping other men see what

they are doing.

Mr. Knowles replied, "Your negative
male generalizations and lack of a point

(doyou need a house to fall on you?) makes
me think more about whether to educate
you or belittleyou rather than thinkabout
the subject at hand."

And Mr. Cooke responded, "male-bash-
ing is notthe correctchannel through which
to remedy the situation," and, "You have
made it into the editorial hall of shame."

These are real things. I experience
them. I refuse to let you invalidate my
experience. The truth hurts, but when you
get over the pain I would greatly appreci-

ate your help in changing your colleagues

attitudes so they more reflect yours, ifyou
are as supportive as you say. She speaks
the truth, so deal with it.

Valerie M. Brown
Northeast

Many editorials, both pro and con, have
been printed in the Collegian concerning
gays in the military. Yet none of them
posit the fundamental argument as to the

existence of our truculent and intrusive

military in the first place. Its malevolent
entrenchment is considered a given, and
the only debate is whether gays should or

should not be allowed access. This unspo-
ken premise paints a disheartening picture
of denial and acquiescence.

Albert Szent Gyorgi, Nobel Prize-win-
ning biologist, succinctly stated, "One of
the main biological functions of an army,

as that of a cancer cell, is that it has to

grow and grow, even if growth is not
needed. It has to be kept occupied, so it

creates incidents, pulling its country into
wars and doubtful ventures.

"Armies are a curse on mankind, a
threat to peace, a threat to our very exist-

ence, a blot on the face of human culture
and intelligence. Armies, by definition,

are the instruments of organized killing.

Who will defend us against defense de-
partments?"

Kevin Smith
Hadley

We want to hear from you
Your letter could be filling up this space.
But ifwe don t have your letter, we*U fill the »pace with something else. Like a

little grey box.

Andyour letter will be much more interesting than a little grey box.
Shareyourtroubles with us—and 19,000 readers. Maybeyoucan makesomeone

else atop a moment and think. Maybe you can change their mind.
Type up your letter, keeping it under.^0 lines, and don't forget to tell us whoyou

are. That's very important.
And we need to know where you live. Sio we can visit you.
Andaphone number, sowecan callfirstand tellyou toget out the chips and dip.
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ban town was a perfect example of the need for an
understanding and discussion of gay issues within the
classroom.

Bosselaer said she tries to forget the isolating,
heterosexist high school experience she shares with many
other GLB individuals.

"I had it so ingrained in my head that it (being gay,
lesbian or bisexual] was evil," Bosselaers said. "It was
something that was not talked about. It was never men-
tioned unless it was in a negative way."

Bosselaers remembers the rumors lined with hate
which circulated throughout the school about two women
students. Whispers and snickers labeled them as "dis-
gusting" lesbians.

"There was a rumor that there was this lesbian couple,
and people would say.'Oh, it's so gross. Oh, isn't that
disgusting.*"

As the commission has shown. Bosselaers' experience

is not an isolated incident. During hearings held last

year, gay students were given an opportunity to speak.
Sharing their stories with commission members, they

revealed the homophobic harassment and feeling of iso-

lation they endured during school hours, Aucion wrote.
According to Aucion, a survey of almost 400 Lincoln-

Sudbury high school students by the commission last

year indicated a disturbing amount of homophobia
throughout the classrooms and hallways ofMassachusetts
schools.

Interviews revealed that 97 percent of students have
heard anti-gay comments while in school, and that 60
percent would be afraid if other students "thought they
were gay," according to Aucion.

"I think it's important for students to learn about all

history and I think gay civil rights and gay culture are a
part of this country's history," Allison Ritter, a Univer-
sity undergraduate said in support of the commission's
recommendations

.

Positive responses like Ritters were common in in-

terviews with UMass students about the commission's

suggestions.

Even Kevin Carroll, a conservative undergraduate
ROTC student who does not think the ban on gays in the
military should be lifted, conceded that it was important
to discuss GLB issues within the classroom.

"I don't have anything against anybody," Carroll said.

"The gay community should be recognized."

However, wh'le praising the commission's recom-
mendations, students also said there might be problems
if the suggestions were poorly implemented.

Expressing concern that students may feel too con-
sumed with peer pressure to use the resources available,

Wendy Beck said, "As long as they do it well that's great.
As long as they keep jokes about it under control."

"If they're going to have stuff in the Ubrary, it should
be accessible without everyone knowing your identity,"

Ritter added.

The commission's proposal, Aucion indicated, has
been sent by Weld to State Education Commissioner
Robert Antonucci, who will help communities voluntar-
ily make the recommended transitions.
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Washing Machine
Starting at $1

Arti-iii1ant ><v>iilabk- M\ day

. 326 College St. (Rt. 9)

^mhersf 352-5072 ^
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CHANCELLOR'S AWARDS
FOR MULTICULTURALISM
A Certificate of Appreciation and three $1,000

awards will be presented each Spring at a special event

in celebration of contributions toward a diverse,

multicultural campus. One award each will be

presented to a student (graduate or undergraduate),

a staffmember, and a facultymember of the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst. Faculty members are

invited to use their award for research or scholarships.

Criteria will be based upon significant

contributions the individual has made toward a

multicultural campus, with special attenhon paid to

individuals whose efforts go far beyond the

expectations of their positions. Specific reasons or

examples in support of each nomination should be

submitted with the nomination (i.e., resume, vitae,

other pertinent ii\formation regarding the nominee's

current position on campus).

Written nominations should be submitted by
Friday, April 2, 1993 to: Chancellor's Award for

Multiculturalism, c/o "Frederick Tillis, 129 Herter Hall.

For further information, contact Julie Lansner at

545-3517.

JJ rni\nrnvli n will be serving
UP THE PIERCES GROOVES

work me godammit
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By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

This weekend, eject yourself onto a higher plane of
music — space rock. The grunge space rock band, Ar-
chitectural Metaphor, will play Saturday at theMontague
Book Mill.

ArcMet has played several times at UMass at
Hampden Theater, Butterfield's Fall Festival and The
Spring Fling in Central.

ArcMet's upcoming release, Odysseum Galacti, is an
incredible medley of sounds, taking the Hstener on an
unbelievable cerebral safari: tinkling bells, whistling
winds, animal sounds. Animal sounds?

"Oh, that's Dave Gorrill. who works with the elec-
tronics." says Debbie Young, drummer and vocalist for
the band. "He was the animal curator at The Museum of
Science, and he makes those sounds vocally."

The other members of the eight-year-old ArcMet in-
clude Bill Buitenhuys and Chris Green on guitar and
Paul Eggleston on synthesizer.

It was Eggleston who came up with the name of the
band, says Young. She says it pertains to the way ArcMet
composes their tracks through jam sessions that even-
tually gel into songs. "Our music is constantly improvi-
sational. It turns into something real eventually, hke
architecture. It's sort of a psychedelic process," says
Young.

ArcMet's "full headphone sound effect freakout cover
version" ofHawkvrind's 1972 classic, "Sonic Attack." won
the enthusiastic approval of the members of Hawkwind,
who they opened for in 1990. "Those members of
Hawkwind have been around since 1969, and they asked
us 'how do you do that?*" says Young. "We couldn't believe
they liked it so much, and they were at a loss for how we
made some of our sounds.

grunge

Tu u I A L- ... .
COURTESY arc: RAL metaphor

The members Of Archrtectural Metaphor are (from left to right). Deb Young, Paul Eggleston. Chris Mogan, B.il Burtenhuys
Dave Gorrill and Chris Green.

Young, an English mtyor at UMass. provides the vocal
cornerstone of the eerie backdrop of sounds on their
demo. She likens ArcMet's sound to Tangerine Dream
and early Pink Floyd. ArcMet uses synthesizers with
"knobs and analogues" which are intrinsic to their unique
sound in the 90s. says Young. "Paul fEggleston] is a
behever in that. It gives us a really unique sound. That's
the difference between us and other synthesizer bands."

ArcMet has sent this demo tape to approximately 50
alternative record labels, says Young. Since other bands
similar to ArcMet have been signed (SpirtuaUzed, Spec-
trum), Young is optimistic about her band's future.

"We understand we're not a commercial band, but we
do it because it's the only tiling our heart is into," says
Young. And yet, ArcMet has headUned atThe Channel in

Boston and The Wetlands in New York City.
To aid you on your journey to escape from the mental

pressures of mid-terms, Young says that in addition to
their music, "There will be a fog machine and a film show
depicting pictures of nebula and dunes eroding." The
images compliment their tribal rhythms. "I don't play
drums in a really rigid way," says Young. "We have a
psychic connection. The rhythms happen spontaneously
every second, rather than becoming a predictable rock
beat.

"You will dance in your mind," sajrs Young.
Remember, you are being 'officially' warned to 'bring

your gravity suits' to this space rock show Saturday.
March 6gig at the Montague Book Mill. The show begins
at 8:30 p.m. Admission is $4.

Celebrities lend their voices For Our Children
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

For Our Children: The Concert
Various Artists
Disney

Just imagine Los Angeles' Universal
Ampitheater packed. Why, you ask? Be-
cause a whole A-list ofstars and musicians
had come together to raise money for The
Pediatric AIDS Foundation. It was last

SeptemberwhenForO«rCW/drcn; The
Concert was recorded live. The concert
was only a third of the three-pronged
benefit that included a simultaneous
broadcast and a home video.

The stars include Paula Abdul, Michael
Bolton. Celion Dion. Shanice, SfJt-N-Pepa.
Bobby McFerrin. Patti Labelle and many
more. The star-studded event included
Jason Priestly, Kadeem Hardison, Miam
Bialik. and Mary Kate and Ashley Olson
introducing the musical acts. All artist

COURTESY WALT CHSNEY RECORDS
Singer Paula Abdul and children perform "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" from the "For Our Children:

The Concert" video and CD to benefit the Pediatric AIDS Foundation.

and publishingroyalties havebeen waived
for the project.

Last month Walt Disney Records re-

leased ForOur Children: The Concert,
which is the follow-up album to 199r8For
OurChildren, which raised $3 million to

benefit The Pediatric AIDS Foundation.
The PAF is a non-profit organization
confronting problems unique to children
infected with HIV.

The LP includes new tunes to our
favorite childhood songs. Take Paula
Abdul's rendition of"Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah"
and a sweet version of "You Are My
Sunshine" sung remarkably by Michael
Bolton. From Shanice's version of
"Mockingbird" to Salt-N-Pepa's rapped-
out "This Old Man."

These songs, as well as Celion Dion's
"Beauty and the Beast," Bobby McFerrins
bizarre mumbles of "Wizard of Oz Med-
ley," Kriss Kross' "Crossed out Version of
The NurseryRhyme" relenquish the songs
of our childhood days and add a new 908
musical touch to make them more appeal-
ing to adults to listen to. No matter what
the words may be "I am a Pizza" to "Zip -

A-Dee-Doo-Dah Zip-E-A" you'll find
yourselfsinging along. And if it can make
you feel happy, just think the good this
disc is going to do for the children.

Michael Eisner, Disney chairman and
chief executive officer, who is also one of
PAFs Advisory Board members, said,

"The work of the Pediatric AIDS Foun-
dation is inspirational. I'm very proud
that three Disney divisions have banded
together in support ofsuch a worthwhile
and important project. We are proud to

continue our support of PAF and hope
that For Our Children: The Concert
will exceed the legacy of For Our Chil-
dren'
PAF co-founder Elizabeth Glaser,

whose autobiographical book "In The Ab-
sence of Angels' tells the story of her
family's battle with HIV and AIDS and
how she started the PAFcommented. "The
Pediatric Foundation and I want to thank
everyone who has helped us and let them
know that hundreds and thousands of
families around the world are given hope
when they know others care."

"Through research we hope to save
lives; through education we can provide
support and compassion to families in

need," she said.

For Our Children: The Concert is a
disc that will make a great addition to
anyone's collection. The album gives us
entertairunent, but at the same time it is

giving hope for the children.

Warm Up To These Savings At Scotts!!!
Busch &

Busch Light
24-1202. cons

$999
dep

Molson Golden

& Light

1 2 pk. t3ottles

$339

Natural
Ligtit

'k Kegs

$3p9 NOPiRWimiOiD
lOPURCHASlKEGS

Buscti
'A Kegs

$3399
en ^^ ^^

Strotis &
Strotis Ligtit

15 pack cans
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'^ * dep.

Miller Genuine Draft &
Genuine Draft Light

12 pock bottles
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Southern
Comfort

750 ml
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Absolut
Vodka
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Italon Red &
White Wine
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WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
Tele-check for

your personal check.
6 University Drive

at Newmarlcet Center, Amtierst
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Mass Lottery games!

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE !!
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Stereolab 'shoegazes' through Switched On
By BRL^N BABINEAU
Collegian Correspondent

Switched On
Stotreolab

Too Pure Records

As alternative music has grown to encompass more
than just miserable Englishmen with silly hair, so have
the names assigned to categorize the different styles of
alternative music. Everything from "grunge" to "indus-
trial" to "techno" is used to describe the multitude of
sounds that make up music on the cutting edge.

The very best alternative bands manage to take the
particular category they are assigned to and then change
It. bend it and make it their own. This is the case with
Britain's latest independent label export, Stereolab.

The category ofmodern rock that these Brits belong to
is called the "shoegazers." This refers to a musical style
that relies on a slow, droning guitar sound and vocals

that take a back seat to the music. This sound can be
sometimes repetitious and a bit boring. The bands are
called "shoegazers" because of their tendency, while
playing live, to stare, stock still, at their shoes (sounds
like one raucous live show...)

However, on their debut album Switched On,
Stereolab manages to be anything but monotonous and
boring, and combinesome ofthe more successful elements
of their fellow "gazer" bands, while avoiding the pitfalls
of those bands that make them less exciting.

Stereolab's music matches the beauty of a band like
Slowdive without being so boring and equals the inven-
tiveness of My Bloody Valentine without making your
ears bleed with distortion.

The album's first song "Super-electric," opens with an
unusual electronic gurgle that marks one of the unique
elements ofthis band - the use ofa 1960's Moog keyboard.
This precursor to the synthesizer produces beeps, whistles
and whirs throughout the album, complementing
Stereolab's shimmering guitar chords perfectly.

Songs like "Au Grand Jour" and "Contact" are pop
masterpieces. The pulsing guitars strum from verse to

chorus almost unconsciously, and lead singer Seaya
Sadier's voice is beautiful, if not somewhat laid back. At
times she even recalls Michelle Phillips of the Mama's
and the Papa's, especially when she harmonizes with
backup singer Gina Morris.

"High Expectations" recalls the Velvet Underground
and Nico, as Sadier coolly sings to a jilted lover, "1 used
to love you, but now I don't, I don't I'm sorry/Do you want
to be the offshoot of delusion?" That track is followed by
"The Light that Will Cease to Fail," a song epic in sound
and beauty.

Stereolab is leading the independent music move-
ment in England, and Switched On is a perfect example
why.

They have taken the musical "shoegazing" style that
some boring bands, like Ride and Chapterhouse, haven't
quite mastered and made it their own. Now if only they
would stop staring at their sneakers...

Get hooked with Trout Fishing In America
Texas band blends comedy, rock, blues and reggae into an irresistible mix
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Hailing from Houston, Texas, Trout
Fishing in America weaves spontane-
ous humor and a variety of music includ-
ing rhythm and Wues, reggae, classic rock,
origfinals and children's music to produce
an incredible live set.

Trout is a 14-year-old duo comprised of
Keith Grimwood and Ezra Idlet. The two
took the name of their band from a Rich-
ard Brautigan novel written in the mid
1960s.

Grimwood. "standing a solid 5 feet and
a half inches tall on a humid day," plays

the string bass, electric bass guitar and
provides the grittier vocals for Trout.

Idlet. a dangerous 6 feet 9 inches tall,

plays acoustic guitar and "sings the songs
that Keith doesn't." As the Springfield.
Montana News Leader has said, "Trout
Fishing in America. . . what might have
happened if Paul Simon decided to play
with Randy Newman."

Grimwood graduated from college with
a music degree and spent two years per-
forming with the Houston Symphony,
while Idlet dropped out of college "where
he was majoring in basketball."

Their latest album, Oi'erMeL/m/7. has
better lines than Eddie Murphy's early

stand-up — only more rhyme and zero
profanity. "Dead Egyptian Blues" com-
miserates with the plight of King Tut,
"Oh Mr. Tut, just wait and see/Another
few thousand years they're gonna dig up
me/ And I'll have all my little treasures
near at hand/ A CD o( Sergeant Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band/ A little dried
up Mauai-Wowie crumbled in a bong/A
letter from my honey saying, "Love you
kid, so long."

Describing this band as being eclectic
would be an understatement. "Sing It One
More Time Like That" is r^gae, "Dead
Egyptian Blues" sounds bluesy in the
traditionofVan Halen'scoveroflceCream

Man," and "Dragons in the Sky" is remi-
niscent of Cat Stevens.

But this comedic duo doesn't do it alone
on the album. The "additional musicians"
include Carl Finch (accordion), Mitch
Manne (drums, percussion), Steve Baker
(lapsteed). Rusty Bums (second guitar).
Gale Hess ( violin ) and Terence Slemmons
(lead guitar).

With varied instruments, humor and
height. Trout Fishing inAmerica promises
to be a phenomenal Uve show.

Trout Fishing in America returns to the
Iron Horse in Northampton Sunday,
March 7. The Billys, from Ashville, North
Carolina will open the show.

"A" SIDE MUSIC
We Will Buy Used Compact

Discs at $3.00 Each And
Used Cassettes at 75^ Each

Any Music Type

16 Temby Street

(At 1\ TQ-a 111 ^'^^** *° Debbie Wong)
1413) 783-3212 Springfield, MA 01119

PREGNANT?
Would you like to talk?

• Free pregnancy testing
• Medical/Housing assistance
• Decision making counseling
• Open adoptions

Call BRIGHTSIDE 1-800-333-3424
2112RiverclaleSt.

West Springfield, MA 01089
(413) 788-7366

I

AMHERST SUNSHINE

ICMASH
Automatic wash/wav

Daily 8-5pm
Self Service
Soap/PinsoWax

Bubble Brush/Tire Cleaner
Engine Degreaser
Vacuum Cleaners

3S1 College Street (Rt.9 East)

RUSHn
(a/k/a the Collegian)

113 Campus
Center

545 3500
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WRNX and Coors Light
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End-of-the-Uleek

WRMX
100.9 FK4

romRNX!

LIGHT

BERKSHIRE
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University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

Housing available

May ZS-Augost 14

For more information

and an application,

call toll free

1-800-282-4NYU
ext. 776

New York University is an affirmidw
aclion/cqual opportunity instiluHon.

Will you be working, doing an internship, or
enjoying a summer in New York? You can
live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an
NYU Associate or take a course in our exciting

summer sessions if you wish.

• Minutes from New York's business and
cultural centers

• Apartment-style and traditional residences;
single and double occupancy

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility

• Includes the New York Experience, an
enjoyable noncredit program exploring

careers and culture in New York City

• Over 1,000 undergraduate, graduate, and
professional

courses offered ^^
day and evening OiV

New
Yori(

University
NYU Summer Housing
14A Washington Place

New York, N.Y. 10003

;
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By GARY LARSON
WUEN \*m ASKS ME UOW
^^ m AT SCWOOL WAS, I

ALWMS jyST 5AM. "E\t*E;«
AMD CUAUGE "mt SOBitCT I

JIM'S JOURNAL

4im% \%K^ woTfW

By JIM

DOONESBURY

I

OUTONUJRfARE REFORM.
iUe^GOT7DBR£AKTHIS
CYoacFPueuc
A^SiSTANCB ^ ^

PRICE

By GARRY TRUDEAU

HOtUPOl

THINe?fT
50UNP5UKB
ANBcmmr
IWeRAM!

/
tXfFB

ONfT'

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
TRPfctPN WHS STfUCk ,4H£ AT

^ "m At>y/EMTl£EJ Of fKO *

UtW.t ATTcMPTlMj-PITia'ia--
ID MWVc S3rtElHlM6 FuNu'l (\fo^

IVt "J OKAM OP OtAVJVlt" TRUE-

VISION syew, iwt wm Of- THiI

3TR\f VJM 01?\^N CoHPltTtLV

AnO iNCueAaV INJAKife g\ TWE

"JEftNNlE" TWtME S0N6, U^\CH

HEftO foe IHE I^ST FOuK OAXS ,

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Mike Webber

Copy Editor E.C. Thomas

PhotoTechnician josh Reynolds

Production Supervisors. ..Tim Blagg, Seth Kaye

Production Todd Elliott

Tony Morse, Professor Booty

Menu
LUNCH

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheesewich

BASICS LUNCH
Scalloped Macaroni

Gr. CheeseA^'heatberry

DINNER
Lemon Pepper COD!
Quarter Pound Burger

BASICS DINNER
Roman Rice and Beans

Lemon Pepper COD!

The opinions cxprcssctl on this pa(;c arc those- oi the c artoonists and do not nt-ccssariiy rotkt t tho views ot the Colk'};i,vi or the University

•It wasn't me. Dad! It was Randys musk glands!"

Quote of the Day
"So th Is is what I got to say to y'a I I/Be true

to yourself and you will never tall."

- Beastie Boys ' Mike D

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 191: Pay
rTHxe ditenlion lo your rrwinnCTs and
appcarame. Adirct I apfxoacli Ikings

ihe bes« result v\+ien talking with an
authority figure. At home, avoid
Ininging up Mji>iecls that could cause
tirev«)rts.

TAURUS (April 2{)-May 201: Ycjur

worries alxxjl an older persons health

may lie unlourKJed. Check lesl results.

Your ability lo cope with difficulties is

very impressive lo a family member.
GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20): This

IS not a good time to change jolw. Be
(xderly about linancial matters. Re-

invest any prolils Irom a sale ol sIikI.

back into the business. Be more re-

alistic alMut a perv>nal relationship.

CANCER dune 2 1 -July 22 1: f)ther

(jeople's mistakes may cause di'lays.

A lxisir>ess sidelirve or hobljy couki
yield extra inr ome. A reorganizalKxi

at work could pul you in a manage-
ment position.

lEO()uly 2 <-Aug. 221 Alongtime
relationship will Ik* pul to the test this

weekend. Suppress an urge lo l>e

lazy. Limit your shopping lo the bare

necessities.

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sepl. 22):

Handle business affairs with greater

dipbmacy . Excessive haste cold slow

you down in the long run. Be sup-

portive; show your male that you
really do care.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oci. 22): Do rwi
Ix? shy alxMJt promoting your (lersonal

interests today. A phone i all <m

meeting gives you a charne lo pul

your l)est IcxH lorward. Travel also

kxiks promising.

SCORMOIOcl. 2 1-Nov 21 ): H is

lime lo take the initiative in career

matters. Issues affecting your long-

term financial security ciemand lop
(KKKity. Speak oiH if you see a charxre

lo right J wrong.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-l>t

.

12): BenelKial Irc^s make this a

great ciay to clear up a backlog ol

wori. SlopprcKraslinatinganddig in!

l>)mestic and finarKial problems
prove easy lo solve.

CAPRICORN ([)ec 22-|an. 19):

Someone c ould tell you alxHil an <hu-
ol-lheway placelofirxj great lurgains.

You n»ight want lo check it exit this

weekend. Do not leave travel details

to chance.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Fel). 18): A
faltering relationship c ould gel a new
lease on life. The outlook is gcxxl i<k

your personal plans. Avoid hassles

over nwney with loved ones and
friends. Pay your own way.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
lively influence Ixxists yesterday's

splendiddevelopcTKMits: ycxi gel more
mileage out of a succ essful projea. A
relative makesa big hugecake. Chow.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Thick coaled
dogs, tor slKKl

6 Fussed and --

1 1 Pot *» support

«P
14 Beautiful young

womar>
15 River into Ihe

Rh6r>e

16 Actress Hagen
1

7

Month o(

showers
IB Daily, for of>e

20 Was a nuisance
?? Kiieelir»g figure

in an
?3 Slaughter ol

basebaN
?4 TI>omas or

Cond*
26 \n the distance
29 Viewpoint ol a

single principle

33 Crown worn by
Osiris

34 Seashore
35 Daughter ol

Cadmus
36 Press
40 Do handiwork
41 Naughty

children

4? Made angry
43 Set apart

45 Sweeteners
4/ Cairo's river

48 I ast year's

frosh

49 Novel by
Edna Ferber

52 Shedding
Var

56 Item in

18 Across
59 Chief gods of

Norse
mythology

60 Hodges of Ihe

Dodgers
61 One of Ihe

Beatles

62 Source of

4 7 Across
63 Single

64 Pan of Ihe

Iberian

Peninsula

65 Singer James
and others

DOWN
1 Fellow

2 CImlon Tha
Man Irom —

3 Possessive
prorK>un

4 Take as a loss

5 -- Nighf
6 Puts a levy on
7 Secondhand
8 Cat call

9 SourHts of

hesitation

10 Bank business
1

1

Insect stage
12 - o'clock

scholar"

13 Convey
19 Crafts'

complement
21 Fish dish

24 Beery and
Webster

25 — de panier

elliplical curve

26 Indian unit ol

weight Var

27 Allen from

Vermont
28 Happens upon
29 Grove of trees

in Ihe SW
30 Headpiece for

a princess

31 Between Prelin

32 Campus figures

34 Jalo«>y

37 They are duly
bound

38 Caspian Sea
leedef

39 Most
closelisled

44 Single quantity

45 Small coin
46 Gel —

oversleep
48 Lawgiver

49 Western My
SOOneol

59 AcroM
51 A#>gef

52 Creche
ligures

53 " - upon a

hrti

Kemp
54 I49?caraval
55 P«l« da toi* -
57 Torn

58 Balm or

Claire

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

151

3/5/93
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1
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Women's gym heads south to Georgia Invite
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts women's gym-
nastics team, the road to respectability goes through
Georgia.

Saturday, at 7 p.m.. the Minutewomen will be one of
four teams in the Bulldog Invitational, a quad-meet held
at the University of Georgia. The host Georgia Bulldogs
are currently ranked second in the nation, with only the
University of Utah keeping them from the top spot.

Georgia is extremely tough to beat, and they are
coming off a road win at No. 3 Alabama, 196.75-195.90.

Penn State University, ranked 12th in the country,
has the top team in the Northeast region. The
Minutewomen, currently fifth in the Northeast, find
themselves chasing the Lady Lions.

West Virginia University, the favorite to win the
Atlantic 10 Championships according to UMass head
coach Alfie Mitchell, is ranked 21st in the country. Senior
co-captain Jana Perry leads the Mountaineers, as she
has been the most consistent performer. Perry has an
average in the all-around this season of 37.85.

UMass faced the Mountaineers in a tri-meet earUer in
the season, along with Towson State. Mitchell's team fell

toWVU, 186.25-183.10.

The Minutewomen are hurting because their top two
all-arounders, junior Margaret Furtado and senior
Tammy Marshall, are still nursing injuries suffered in
the previous two meets. In the last meet against the
Wildcats, a UMass gymnast didn't win the all-around for

the first time all season. Marshall is near 100 percent
after only competing in one event, the beam, againstNew
Hampshire.

On the other hand, Furtado, who is recovering from a
sprained ankle which kept her from completing two
events last time out, has worked out sparingly this week,
and whether she will compete will be a "meet-time
decision," Mitchell said.

Mitchell said his team will be concentrating more on
its performance instead of worrying about winning the
meet.

"The madn thing is concentrating on whatwe can do so

we can come away with a really good score," said Mitchell.

"In order to win, we will have to hit 100 percent, and they
will have to have a disaster.

"In basketball, anything can happen on a given day.

UMass can go in and beat the No. 1 team in the country.

In gymnastics, it is so individualized, what one person
does really doesn't have an adverse effect on the overall

team if it stays focused."

COLLEGE HOOPS TOURNEl
CFBL TM

^SS5S^S
SOFTWARE FOR THE

WINDOWS"3.1 OPER. SYSTEM
RUN THE ENTIRE COLLEGE
TOURNAMENT WITH THE
CLICK OF A MOUSE!

THE CFBL" PACKAGE IS IDEAL FOR TRACKING THE
COLLEGE TOURNAMENT. THIS EASY-TO-INSTALL

PACKAGE BOASTS ADVANCED GRAPHICS AND REPORTS,
CUSTOM SCORING, AUTOMATIC CALCULATIONS AND
UNLIMITED PARTICIPANTS. NO MORE LONG HOURS

TOTALING POINTS WITH A PENCIL! RUN THE CFBL" AND
GET INSTANT RESULTS. ORDER NOW. DONT MISS THE
MADNESS. ALSO AVAILABLE: FANTASY FOOTBALL!!

SEND A CHECK OR M.O. FOR $29.95. INCLUDE NAME. ADDRESS AND
DISK SIZE. COLOSSUS COMPUTING, INC.

P.O. BOX 364, WILBRAHAM. MA 01095 1413)782-8881

^UH^H (^.rden ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^^
.^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH

Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
_. Children under 10 - $3.50^ Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :30-3pm - $3.25

^ Ail luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

I
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10BelcliertownR(l.atRt.9,Afflhent 25&0252

OPEJV lATER &
DELIVEK/JVG T00\

d'angele chxp^

PITA POKKETS~ & SUBMARINES
En)oy tettuca, skced tonialo. omon, pcUe, hot peppers, oil, mustafd. ketchup of

miyonnaBe on any of our sandwchw at no extra charge!

sandwich shops ice cream

48 North Pleasant Street
(413)256-4131

Monday-Wednesday
Thursday
Friday & Saturday
Sunday

New Hours
11 AM - 12 AM
10 AM - 2 AM
10 AM - 3 AM
12 PM - 12 AM

BEEF
SieaF Plain or Onion 2.90
Steak & Peppers
Steak & Mi^rooms

3.10

3.10

Steak & Cheese 3.20
Number 9 Combo 3.45

Steak D'Ute Pokket 2 90 V
Roast Beef 295_
Roast Beef D'Ue 2.95 If
Hamburger 2.45

Cheeseburger 2.65
Meatball

Meatball & Melted Cheese
Pastrami

POULTRY
Turkey 3.05 _

(delivery until 11 PM)
(delivery until 1 AM)
(delivery until 2 AM)
(delivery until 1 1 PM)

Free deliveryfor orders over $7,50!

Turkey D'Ute

Chicken Salad
Stir Fry Chicken
Stir Fry Chicken Dlile

SEAFOOD
Tuna Fish Salad
Seafood Salad

VEGETARIAN
Vegetanan Classic

Vegetarian DUte Pokket"
Greek Pokket'

COLD CUTS
Italian

Capicola & Cheese
Ham & Cheese
Ham, Salami & Cheese
BACON
mr& Melted Cheese

POKKET SUM!

2.90

3.10
3.10

3.20
3.45

2.95

295
2.45

2.65

2.60

2.90

2.65

3.05

3.05

3.05

3.45

MEDIUM

3.85

4.15

4.15

4.25

4.60

LARGE

5.70

6.10

6.10

6.20

6.80

3.90 5.80

3.25

3.50

3.45

3.85

3.50

4.80

5.20

5.10

5.60

5.20

3.05

3.05

3.45^
3.35 If

275
a25

2.90

2.80 V
2.65

2J0
266
2.65

Z65

4.05 600

2.75

3.25

4.05

4.60

3.65

4.30

2.80 3.85

2.60
2.65

2.65
2.65

3.45

3.50

3.50

3.50

600
6.80

5.40

6.40

5.70

5.10

5.20

5.20

5.20

2.90 2.90 3.85 5.70

2 FOR 1
ON ALL Submarines

Buy any size sub and get

a small of the same for free!

dan^c/e dup^ AMHERST
48 N. Pleasant St.

One coupon perJiamthfpeTdaypiease. Not valid wtA any other discount or

pmmotlortai t^er. VaUdonly at our Amherst iocatton. Applicable stale and
local tojors payable by bearer. Expires 3/19/93 «: MISC I

2 FOR 1
ON ALL Pita Pokkets^

Buy any pokket^and get

another of the same for free!

dan«|c/» chtp^ AMHERST
48 N. Pleasant St.

One coupon perjdmlly per day please Not ralld tvith any other discount or
promotional offer Valid only at our Amherst location. AppUcabie state and
local tojBps payable by bearer, [jiplres 3/19/93 #: SflSC I

I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I

SUPER SALADS
Our salads are mad* ftwh daily. Each served with ct»<c« ct Greelc, Lite Italian,

Pepper Parmesan, Crsamy Itakan, or oi and vinegar dressings and tresh-baked
Synan bread For Haalhy DUes salads, choose eKher fat-lree Raspberry or

Cranberry Wiaigrene dressings. HeaViy OUes salads are served without
pepperoncinis

Tossed Salad $285 Anlipasto

Greek Salad $3.40 Greek Salad with Tuna
Tuna Salad/ TunaSaM DUta
Turkey Salad / Turkey Salad Dlite

Roast Beef Salad / Roast Beef Salad D'Ute
Chicken Salad /Chicken Salad Dlite »fv«im« com ¥

$3.40

$4.40

$3.40

$4.50

$4.50

$4,501

The ¥ indcates this seiecdon Is part of on HEALTHYDTJTES menu These meii itetTB

are lower in fat choteterol and sodin

COLLEGIAN
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By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

Senior captain Steve Christensen is
ranked first in the East and third in the

S^mnastics team will be participating in John Roethlisberger of the UniveS Jfthe New England Open this weekend here MinnesoU and ?he Bowers of thTutu

continue to improve, something UMass
has been doing each meet. The Minute-
men have peaked at a score of 255 points.

"We'd like to break into the high 250's,''

he said. "Ifwe can have a real good day on
pommel and high bar, we can score 260."

at UMass. The meet is on Sunday at
Boyden Gym, and begins at 1 p.m.

The Minutemen will be competing
against Dartmouth University, the Uni-
versity ofVermont. Southern Connecticut
University, Springfield College and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The Minutemen are striving for their
fifth consecutive New England Open
championship. Head coach Roy Johnson
is confident that his team can do it.

"Springfield College and Southern Con-
necticut can give us a run for our money,
but we are favored to win," Johnson said.

"Springfield College is going to be our
biggest competitor for vrinning the meet,"
junior standout Jason Braud said. "It
should be another close meet between us
and Springfield."

versity ofNebraska. His national ranking
is up two places from last week.

Christensen broke his pommel horse
record last weekend against Syracuse
when he scored a 9.80. His current aver-
age for this event at this point in the
season is 9.73.

"The key events are the pommel horse
and the high bar. We should be able to win
the vault, the floor exercises, the rings and
the parallel bars by a lot," Johnson said.

Braud said he is confident for Sunday's
meet. He said he feels that if he is in peak
form, he can win the floor, vault and rings,
and place in the parallel bars.

Another goal for Braud is the school
record for the floor exercise, which he tied
last week with a 9.70.

Johnson said he feels that his team can

READ

bV
ms^op

\e^on

MONDAY

Jt's Time for a New
Carefree Haircut,

Design Perm, or

Highlighting

styles by Deborah
proudly welcomes the
Hairstyling Talents of
MARY to our staff.

.
MARY is featuring complimentary professional consultations for
that sensational New Look! Call todayfor an appointment.

Styles by Deborah
65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE. AMHERST 549-561

New Management
SOUTHWOOD

APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES

1 Bdrm S360
2 Bdrm from S430
3 Bdrm S690
4 Bdrm S880
• Free Bus

• Hot Water incl.

• Fully C^aqxtcd
• Dining Room
• Tenni.s Court
• No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

SPORTSCARD, MEMORABILIA,''

4COMICSHOW
Saturday, March 6, 199

10:00-4:00
Amhcrsi Regional junior High School

1 70 Chestnut St. (off of East Pleasant St

ADMISSION - $2.00
^M UNDER 8 - FREE
^ '^ -* Proceeds from admission go to support

Amherst High School Athletics

Presented by

\ ^4

MORTHAIVIPTOiy
BOWL
Sunday Night
i^ Special ik

990 Per Game
From 8:30 til close

525 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060 • (413) 584-2491

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CUVSSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Men. -Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

AcnvmES

UMass Equestrian Taam
Competes Saturday at Ml. Holyoke

Jumping & Flat

9am Afternoon
Come watch and enjoy tt>e show!

' H you vvant to live at MiH
Valley Estates next year 283-7377

AVAILABLE NOW!
One Bedroom apt. at Crastvlew. Look-
ing for someone to take it now or in

May. 30 seconds to bus stop; wittiin

walking distance of UMass. Call 549
5990

RMJNO INSTRUCTION

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Green card Information F ^ students
S.A.S.E. to MH Inc. Box 225 Newport,
KY 41072

Public Announcement ~ Readings of
essays for the Stratton Scholarships
will be held in room 114 Stockbridge
Hall, 7:30 pm on March 9, 1993. Anyone
interested may attend. For further infor-

mation contact H .L. Mosher. 545 2222

Spanish Spoakers
EarnSSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers (natives

or non-native) for Psychology reading

study.

Non-native speakers should have taken
Spanish 320 or above
Call Jovette 545 0693

Large Bedroom In spacious two bed-
room apartment availal>le immediately
in Sunderland on Bus route. Call Howard
665 2810 or 545 6744

1 Bedroom in Big Apartment S2S(V
heat included 665-3615

Puffton One Bedroom
Take over lease S400/mo
Stan April/IVlay 549-9920

Room Available - S163/month

Hey, I found a women's scarf
Is it yours?

Leave a message S-0696 if you want it.

HEALTH

Cewdema by mail discreet BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Ptiysics and Math Tutor
M.A. Physics

ExperierKed Teachir)g Assistant
Call 256-0260

LOST

AUTO FOR SALE

Mazda 323 HB '88
Only 59K with AC
S2900 CALL 549 9920

COLLEGE PIZZA

Ulils. Included call Jim 3t 665-1190
Don't be a Ninny - call nowll

2-bedroom $460 (negotialjle)

Start now to Aug.
Call 549 5658 (8 9am or 6-7 pm)
You can get more advantages.

FOR SALE

Dr. Martens
Black Patent leather shoe
Size 5 (UK) worn once
Asking S65 or BO
Call Chris 549 6214

GUNS N ROSES
Great seats on the floor

Mullins3/13

Call 532 8331

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese 85.99
1 or 2 toppings add St

549-6098

5496073

Guns-n-flosesl
2 Tickets

Call 546-4856

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2. & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas

f>08t and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

2!i No Pleasant St. 253-7879

Guns N' Roses
4 tickets for Muliins

on the floor

Call Leon 323 4447

OnR Tickets
Muliins

B464225

Rollerbladss mens 8 used twice 130
neg 586 5822 Nandor

Sega Genesis System
2 Controllers

John Madden Cartridge

Only $120
Call 549 6819

Att: Excellent Income for

home assembly work. Info

V504 646 1700 Dept.JVIA 1307

Evening Jobsl Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

HelpWanted for sccounting/t>arttime
for wholesale business in S. Amherst
must be familiar with one write plus
program and payroll call 256-3575 98m
- 5:30 pm Mon-Thurs.

In Vitro Fertilization/EmbryologisV
Lab Technician
Highly successful in vitro fertilization

program is seeking a responsible and
highly motivated lab technician/embry-
ologist with BS minimum. Experience
in gamete biology and/or animal IVF
asset. This position is full time and in-

volves some weekends and holidays.
We offer competitive salary and ben
efHs package. Please forward resume
to: Michael Lee, M.S.. New England
Memorial Fertility Center, Suite 321,
Three Woodland Road. Stonehsm. MA
02180

Needed an experienced person to
teach word perfect on your computer.
Weekends only. Contact Soni at 6-3612

$200 Daily mailing circulars tor ma
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept., P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77806

Waterfront Director needed for mu-
sic camp in Southern Maine (WSIA,GT
required). 6/20/93 to 8/20/93. Talented
kids - great environment. Contact
James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Brookline. MA 617-325-1541

About a month ago
silver marqueziie bracelet with
colored stones sentimental value
REWARD PLEASE CALL Christi 6-7220

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman - Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508-827 4555

Happy 21M B-day Sarah R.
You're tf>e twst

Luv ya - Breck

Jock - Weil how can I say what I feel?
I guess I just can't wait until we ride out
of town partner!

I love you

Uaa. Hope you have a
Happy
19th

I love you,

Brian

• Praparation assistance with
complete resume development Ketth
Arvderson. Ph.D. 582-4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253-7524

TICKETS

I have 2 ticfcets for Monday Albany
Dead Show and would like to trade for

Sunday. Call Frank 367 2713

Set of keys in campus center 3293
If found please contact 65783
REWARD

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki '81 GS650G Fairing Hi Miles
$600 665 7518

MUSICIANS

Lisa Cecuia:
Welcome to Alpha Phi Omega!
Looking forward to a great semester'
Your Big Brother Jana

LisaM.
Gel psyched for date partyl You're an
awesome little sister. Have fun tonite.

In Sigma Love.

Jen

Tasty Tracy Brennessel-lcloua
is 21!

Happy Birthday from Kathy, Juice, Brian,

Scott, Johanna. Barb, Jeff and the rest
of the third floor

TRAVEL

llie UMass Theatre Guild
needs 2 violinists and
1 cellist to play in a

pit orchestra 3/22-3/27

If interested call Jen
at 546 5838

RIDE WANTED
Two women need ride to New Or
leans for Spring Break. Will paygas Call
Katy 586-5264

One way ticket Hartford to Pittsburgh
and San Antonio.
Best offer call 546-2379

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel

800J82 0977

SPRINGBREAKII
Panama and Daytona

$139 and up
7 nights

Beachfront

LAST CHANCE
Call Erica 54&0223

TYPING/WORD PROC.

PERSONALS

Amherst Squirt Blue
Taylor, Mindy & Guys

Kick butt in

Greenfield

RIDERS WANTED
Chicago - Drive w/me. I have car u
help pay gasrtolls. Call Stacey 2535326
3/12

SERVICES

Free pick up delivery call Paul 549-
7726

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on-campus
Pick-up and delivery

Rosemary 323-5031

Bonehead
Happy 24th

Hope it's a great

Day for you
Love,

Crazy Horse

Happy Birthday Nicole! I

You're finally 19'i

Love,

Gins

Photographer
Need prolessional photos of your
functions? Call Chris 1-800-347-2574

ext. 83469

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
iJSting and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

WANTED
Reporter SeeksFunny date stories call
Lisa 256 3140

WANTED TO RENT

Lease wanted O Rolling Green start-

ing May. 3 4 BDRMS Missy 546 1080 or
Zach 546 5763
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Minutemen finish on a high note, 61-43
By DAN WETZEL r .. ^

^^By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

If the University of Massachusette basketball team
was in a slump during the last few games, it is officially
over, courtesy of a 61-43 victory over St. Joseph's

Massachusetts (20-6. 11-3 in the Atlantic 10) capped
Its regular season in impressive fashion, dominating the
A-10 s second-place team in every phase of the game

I m so happy," UMass coach John Calipari said
-We re going to the NCAA tournament. Do you know how
many teams, their seasons are over right now?"

The Minutemen blew open the game in the second half
with a ten-mmute, 19-0 run, which may have been
UMass- finest played stretch of basketball of the season

With the score 31-28, UMass forward Lou Roe (12
points, five rebounds) slashed through the lane and
buned an 8-footer. Guard Derek Kellogg (6 points 6
assists) canned a three-pointer and then Roe scored'in
the paint, was fouled, and converted the three-point play

Following a St. Joe's time out. Kellogg lofted up a
perfect alley-oop, which Roe thundered down, bringing
the 9.493 in attendance to their feet. Roe later slammed
with authority, another alley-oop from Kellogg.

-I've been looking for that play all year, but Derek has
been a litUe timid to throw it," Roe said. "I'd like to see
that play done more often. I kind of liked it

"

Following Roe's jam. Harper Williams (11 points 10
rebounds) stole the ball on the defensive end for the
second time in the game and dribbled the ball up the
court. In alone, Williams brought the ball up with his left
switched hands at rim level and delivered a monster
dunk with his right hand.

The next time down the court, Kellogg drained an-
other tnfecta, followed by a Jerome Malloy ( 1 1 points 10
rebounds) baseUnejumper and a Tony Barbee (9 points

6 boards) post-up play, which extended the Minuteraen's
lead to 50-28 with only 5:56 remaining.
Hawk coach John Griffin was forced to call his third

time out ofthe run, before Kevin Connor's 6-footer ended
the streak.

UMass, which had lost two ofits last three games, was
able to run the game out and secure its third straight 20-
win season.

The Hawks (17-9, 8-6
). who enter theA-10 tournament

as the No. 2 seed, shot an abysmal 22 percent in the
second half (29 percent for the game). UMass shot 43
percent fi-om the field.

"I'm disappointed in the way we played tonight"
Gnffin said. "The ball just didn't go in the basket for us
but you have to credit UMass defense for that

"

Malloy said, "If we play with the intensity we did
tomght, noone IS going to beat us in the A- 10 tournament "

Hidden behind the big plays was the performance of
Kellogg, who logged 36 minutes without committing a
turnover and shut down the Hawks top gun, Bernard
Blunt. Blunt managed to shoot only 3-15 from the field
and ended the night with 10 points, far below his 18 2
point a game average.

In a well-played, defensive first half, UMass pounded
Its way out to a 24-2 1 advantage. The highlight ofthe half
came with only 1 7 seconds remaining when Barbee drove
the left fiank and delivered a soaring, one-handed dunk

I think Tony's was the best dunk of the night

"

Wilbams said. "I didn't know he could get up like that
"

Barbee disagreed saying, "Lou's dunks were better
"

iT»r* "'*^' *^^ ^""*^" atmosphere prevalent in the
UMass locker room the past few weeks was finally cone
as was any talk of a slump.

"We needed this," Roe said. "This is a big confidence
booster for us. We're confident again going into the A-

^, ,,,,,. .
-"Ji-H HtYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Harper Williams, shown here with his monstrous first-half
dunk, recorded a double-double as UMass defeated St
Joseph's 61-43.

The WHMP-FM Game Summary
|

St. Joseph's
Massachusetts

21 - 22 43
24 - 37 61

Player of the Game

St. Joseph's (17-9, 8-6)
Warley 2-7 4-4 8. Curry 0-10 0-0 0,
Jones 3-8 0-0 6, Blunt 3- 152-21 0, Bass
3-61-18, Connor 1-20-02, Poles 2-50-
1 4, Johnson 2-21-15, Townsend 0- 1 0-

0. Totals: 16-56 8-9 43.

Massachusetts (20-6, 11-3)
Barbee 4-15 0-0 9, K. Robinson 2-3 0-0
4. Williams 5-81-311, Dingle 1 -5 3-5 5
Kellogg 2-7 0-0 6. Berry 1-1 0-0 3. C.'

Robinson 0-1 0-0 0, Roe 5-7 2-2 12,
Malloy 4-9 0-0. Totals: 24-56 6-10 61.

Three-point goals: St. Joseph's 3- 1

2

(Curry 0-5, Blunt 2-5, Bass 1-1, Poles
0-1), Massachusetts 7-21 (Barbee 1-6
Wiiliams.0-1

, Dingle 0-2. Kellogg 2-6]
Berry M). Rebounds: St. Joseph's 35
(Jones 8), Massachusetts 41 (H. Wil-
liams, Malloy 10). Assists: St. Joseph's
1 2 (Curry 4) , Massachusetts 1 7(Kellogg
6). Fouled out: Warley. Attendance:
9.493

Atlantic 10 Toumament Bracket
Game (1) UMass (20-6. 11-3

)

Three

Sun.

7 p.m. (8) St. Bona. (0.J4, 10 16)

- f;lll \i

Atlantic 10 Standings
Final Regular Season Standings

ovsraB conf. str, tast S

20-6 11-3

19-7 8-6

15-11 8-6

19-7 8-6

17-9 8-6

16-10 7-7

13-14 6-8

Derek Kellogg. 6-3 So. Guard
Kellogg only scored six points, but he

did much more than score. He dished out
six assists with no turnovers, played 37
minutes in Mike Williams' absence, and
played suffocating defense in holding Rap
Curry and Bernard Blunt to a combined 3-
for-25 from the floor.

Why UMass won
UMass was only up 29-28 early in the

second half, but a 21-0 run turned the
lights out on St. Joe's. The Minutemen held
the Hawks to 28 percent shooting and
forced 1 2 turnovers. UMass shut down the
St. Joe's potent guards and didn't get in

foul trouble. Harper Williams and Jerome
Malloy each recorded double-doubles, and
Lou Roe went ballistic in the second half.

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen play St. Bonaventure

for the second time in seven days in the first

roundof the Atlantic lOTournament, UMa»
swept the season series against the hap-
less Bennies, winning January 31 in Clean,
New York by a 93-78 as Lou Roe had 21
points. On Monday, UMass won by a 82-
62 count, with Harper Williams leading the
way with 25 points. A last-place seed has
never defeated the first-place seed in the
history of the Atlantic 10 Tournament.

Game Five

Game (4) G. Washington (I9.7. 8-6)
Monday 7 p.m.

One ~ '

1
Sun.

1 P-m. (5) Rhode Island (17-9. 8-6)

'

Game (3) Temple (15-11, 8.6)

Four
——^———___

Sun.

^•30 P"i- (6) W. Vwginia (16-10. 7-7)

March 7 A 8 Championship Game
at the Palestra Highest Remaining Seed

Phila., PA 9:30 p.m.

(ESPN)

Game Six

Game (2) St. Joseph's (17-9, 8 6)
Monday 9:30 p.m.

Two ." _;

Sun. * /
3:30 p.m. (7) Rutgers (13- 14. 6-8)

Player of the Year Candidates

Massachusetts
St. Joseph's

Temple
G. Washington
Rhode Island

West Virginia

Rutgers

St. Bonaventure 10-16 0-14

W2
LI

W1
LI

W1
W4
W2
L9

3-2

3-2

4-1

3-2

3-2

4-1

3-2

0-5

Catch all the Minutemen Basketball
Games - Home and Away - on the

New 99.3 WHMP-FMI

UMass in Polls:

as of March 5th

AP-23rd Sagarin -19th
USA TODAY - 24th RP) - 1 8th

"TT^TTelT" *"eTj"?'*,cI""'^
H.,„Moor.-SlBonao.r-., iB.4ppg e.BJr.G, )9.6ppg 68 Jr. F.. 19.6 ppg

Coach of the Year Candidates

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the
John Calipari Radio Show.

John Calipari

97-56 (.634)

5th year at UMass

John Griffin

43-40 (.518) *

3rd year at St. Joe's

Mike Jarvis

54-31 (.635)

3rd year at URI
The A- 1 awards lowdown - ^w-c Vi„i, r> L .
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Mostly cloudy with chance of rain
or snow. Temps in the low 40s

Dean's List:
See if you've pleased your parents last semester. See how
smart your friends are. See how smart everyone else is.

See Spot run. Pages 6-10.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
Though off to a sluggish start, the Minutemen

came back last night to beat the St.

Bonaventure Bonnies 75-62. Page 16.
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Politics to blame for loss
of Upward Bound's grant

O, , ,^ ,_ _ ^, ., . _ MATT KAHN ,' COLLEGIAN
PLUG IT ON IN — Confused about your penpher-

als? Thank goodness for the Modular revolution!

SGA canidates
the issues, live

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

A recent report studying the reasons behind the loss of
federal funding for the Upward Bound program has
shown that Washington politics are more to blame than
a poorly wntten application.

The report was researched by Dr. Elaine H. Anderson
an organizational developmentconsultant from Westfield
Chancellor Richard O'Brien hired Anderson after he
promised last fall to use an outside source in the inves-
tigation of why funding was lost.

"I promised to use an outside investigator in October "

O'Brien said. "It added to the credibility of the analysis
"

Anderson's report concluded that the grant application
was competitive and stood a reasonable chance ofsecuring
federal assistance.

She concluded that the 1991 federal peer reviewers
seemed more critical. Other institutions, including UCLA
were also denied funding, according to the report.

"It shows that the problem was as much in the Bush
administration as it was in the campus administration

-

O Bnen said.

The Upward Bound program has been in existence
since 1966, until it was denied funding last fall. The
program provided academic, social and counseling sup-
port to high school age students from Western Massa-
chu^tts who were at risk of dropout and school failure.

The loss of the program particularlv affected first-
generation, low-income and minority students These
students used Upward Bound as an avenue towards
educational opportunity, the report said.

The report faulted Upward Bound for poor record
keeping, but stated that the application reflected a 25-
year history of successful programming. Anderson said
she saw no reason for the format of the application to be
significantly altered.

"I am pleased that it [the report! demonstrated that
there where no deliberate actions on the part ofthose who
put the proposal together," O'Brien said.

"I am satisfied and pleased to hear that Dr Anderson

tackle
onUVC

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

A student government candidates' de-
bate last night focused on issues ofbattling
tuition increases and enhancing student
empowerment, before accusations of fail-

ure to recognize multiculturalism as a key
issue were brought forth by the audience.

Participating in the debate were stu-
dent trustee candidates Kevin Jourdain,
JefT Turco and Al Lizana, and student
government presidential candidate David
Nuiiez. Presidential candidate Jennifer
Fazzi was unable to attend due to a family
emergency

The candidates were questioned by
representatives from WMUA, the Union
Video Center and the Collegian , as well as
audience members during the debate,
which was broadcast live on UVC.

Student trustee candidates said rising
tuition rates are a major issue which affects
many students on campus.

"I would fight tuition increases with
every fiber of my body," Jourdain .said.

Lizana, who also said he would oppose
them, said, "Whatare theconsofnot raising
tuition? Are they worth losing students?"

Turco said he would have to review the
University's financial status before op-

Turn to DEBATE, page 4

Flood damages FAC
Officials say clean-up to be minimal

—
^

_ I urn to DEBATE, page 4

Nunez, Lizana advocate
• SGA canidate stresses making reforms

The costs for last weekend's flood in
the Fine Arts Center has been esti-
mated at $24 .000 fordamages and clean-
up, according to University officials.

The majority ofthe money, approxi-
mately $20,000, represents" the value
ofthe labor used to clean the water that
entered parts of the building after a
heating pipe froze, according to Uni-
versity spokesperson Karin Sherbin.

Damage to the building was mini-
mal, and mostly involved soaked floor
and ceiling tiles and record sleeves
from albums in the music library that
had to dry out. officials said.

Classes were resumed at Bezanson

Hall last Thursday and a recital took
place there Saturday. aRer the hall
had been closed most of the week be-
cause of wet carpeting and a musty
odor, Sherbin said.

There are two pianos in Bezan.son
Hall, with one suffering no damage
and another sufTeringminimal damage.
Although a final estimate is as yet
unavailable, it ha.s been determined
that the organ in Bezanson will cost at
least several thousand dollars to re-
pair, Sherbin said. Sherbin added that
the organ is rarely used and the dam-
age will not afTect classes or recitals

-^ASON GEORGE

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
By Collegian StaiT

The student government president
should be someone willing to work with
people of all different backgrounds and
orientations, said David Nunez, a candi-
date for student government president.

"We must keep multiculturalism on
the forefront on this campus," Nuiiez .said.

"1 believe I could provide the impetus for

the unification of this campus."
Nufiez. a sophomore history major, said

if elected he would strive for both greater
diversity and numbers in student gov-

ernment representation.

"I want to work in conjunction with the

SGA's public relations committee in get-

Turn to NUNEZ, page 2

multicultural campus
Student trustee candidate wants unity

ANAM ouMJtAN / COLLEGIAN
David Nuiiez

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Al Lizana

By ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Staff

Coalition building should be a major
goal for student government, .said Al
Lizana, a student trustee candidate.

"We all have some of the .same goals,
regardless of our religious preference,
.sexual preference, cultural background or
race," Lizana said. "We should all work
together."

"A lot of people think the trustee just
deals with financial aid and tuition in-
creases, but 1 think it all comes down to
how you feel about people," Lizana .said.
"As student trustee, 1 would help set the
tone for an inclusive SGA."

Lizana said he would put together a
Turn to LIZANA, poge 3

1

J

did not find blame to be placed," Dean of Students Jo-
anne Vanin said.

Anderson said she believed the report helped to open
a dialogue. She said that the report showed the contri-
butions made by Chancellor O'Brien to multiculturalism
yet those interviewed had different ideas on the extent of
the changes.

The report was a catalyst to get people to look at
things differently," Anderson said.

She said she believes it is a great opportunity to bring
a new program up to today's .standards, with new
guidelines and needs.
A new program has been implemented by ChancellorO Bnen to replace Upward Bound. It will be under the

direction ofNichoIasC.McBride. a professor ofjoumalism
at the University.

The program will be temporarily funded bv the Uni-
versity, with one million dollars to be spread over three
years. At that time, the University can again apply for
federal funding.

The new program will have three parts. There will be
an afterschool tutoring program for junior and senior
high school students who could benefit from academic
support. This has already been implemented at the
Amherst Regional High School and willeventuallvexpand
to include Northampton and other area high sch(x)ls.

The high schools will select participants, and the
tutoring will be provided by University undergraduates
supervLsed by graduate students.

There will also be a summer program, beginning this
year. Students will be chosen from those already par-
ticipating in the outreach programs.

The final part will be a five-year program of college
study, slated to begin this fall. ,Still in the planning
stages. It will be a bachelor's degree program and includes
an extra year for academic development.

Ten to 20 students are expected to be in the first class
Several of the University's minority support programs
will assist theAdmission'solTice in selecting participants

"We are pressing ahead with a new version of Upward
Bound."0'Brien .said. "This encourages us to go forward

"
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5-College Student
Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Veal Parmigiana
• Gnocchi with Pomodoro e Basilico
• Primavera with Garlic & Oil
• Linguine alle Vongole (reed or white)

Servecd with House Sa\ad, Bread Sticks,

and Soda or Coffee/Tea for $6.95, with
college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 11:30 to 10:00.
Otter expires 3/31/93

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

For Your
Inforination

FYls are public service announcements that run each Monday. Wednesday
and Friday tor campus and local non-profit organizations. Due to space
constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYls submitted and no announcement
can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a press release with all pertinent information to
the Collegian c/o the News Editor FYls cannot Ix? taken over the phone.

Monday, March 8
Ramadan Salat Services— UMass Muslim Student

Association sponsors Zuhr, Asr and Mahgrib Salat ser-
vices. Breakfast at 5:45 p.m. The event is free and is in

the Campus Center 805, from 1 1 :30 a.m. to6:00 p.m. For
more information, contact Syed at 546-1525. Ramadan
Salat Services will be held this week, Monday through
Friday.

^SS^^- Nunez
continued from poge 1

ting people toknow what theSGA is," said
Nuiiez.

Nuiiez said he would also advocate
informational exchanges through student
forums about thi- SGA, going door-to-door
in residence halls and advertising through
WMUA, the Union Video Center, the
Collegian and mass mailings.

Nufiez said he supports revision of
University Health Services.

"Health Services needs total revision,"

Nuftez said. The wait has to be made
shorter and better privacy is needed."
Nufiez added that he believes the $10 fee
for service after 9 p.m. and the ambulance

LJOSTON

A Graduate Degree ... A Year Abroad

A Global Perspective!

Would you benefit from the cxpenence of studying abroad?

Is your graduate major international busmess or intemanonal relations?

If so, then comidcr Boston University's Overseas Graduate Centers!

The Master of Science in Management (MSM) is offered in

Belgium. England. France, Israel, luly. and Spain

The Master of Arts (HA) in International Relations is offered in

Belgium. England, and France

Courses have an intemafniul emphisis and arc Uught in English

Classes meet evenings/weeltenris. Admission in January. Apnl or September.

For brochure and application, pieatc cmO or write:
BOSTON UNIVERSITY OVERSEAS PROGRAMS
143 Bay State Road. Boston, MA, USA 02215-1783

Tel: 6I7.3S3-2982 Fax: 617-353-7120

Bmcon Univmny n accrrdnrd by rfw Nr» tn^^md AiKxunon of Schooh and Cofcfn
An rqual oppominiry, tffimuuvr tenon iimminon

J

fee should be eliminated.
Nunez also said he would like to be on

the Health Services review board to inves-
tigate the validity ofthe student health fee.

Last semester Nunez became a senator
and chairperson of the Third World Cau-
cus, which has about 20 appointed seats in
the SGA.

Nunez is a member of the Talented
Minority Scholarship Committee and has
worked as a negotiator for the Latin
American Cultural Center, for which he
helped obtain better space, increased
fundingand computer equipment, he said.

Nuriez said one of his his major goals is

the reorganization of Student Activities
Trust Fund.

"I would like to set terms as to how the
SATF is used— how much is the Umit that
Registered Student Organizations can
receive and how to achieve more equality
for RSOs." NuAez said.

"I'd like to work with the finance and
budget committees in making a printed Ust
of all sources of funding for RS08,"NuAez
said. "Area governments. Housing Services,
and the Fine Arts Center could be used as
alternative sources of funding."

NuAez said he supports both Univer-
sity Legal Services' efforts to regain liti-

gation rights and the passage of the SGA
constitution.

"If we can get the constitution ratified,
wel 1 be recognized as a studentgovememnt
under state law," Nuftez said. "It would
give us the legal lever to take action if

things aren't done in the right way."
Nufiez said better relations between

students and the University administra-
tion are needed.

"I believe students are frustrated,"
Nuiiez said. "They don't like what the
administration is doing. I would ask them
to speak up."

Nunez said he wants all students to
unite and share their concerns and ideas
for the future.

"17,000 heads are better than one."
Nunez said.

How's
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Aid?
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SOUTHWEST WEEK 1993!!!
April 26 . 29th

ARTISIS - Will you be the one to design this year's Southwest Week Poster?

R.S.O.'s & BUSINESSES - Are you interested in exposure and profit? Rent a
table during the week!

BANDS - Would you like to perform before 5000 people?

STUDENTS - Will you help to make it all happen?

The Southwest Area Government is now accepting poster designs,
demo tapes and table applications for this years Southwest Week
1993, All interested should submit their work to the S.W.A.G, office

located in Hampden (behind the Munchy Store) by
5PM THURSDAY MARCH 11, 1993

For more information call 545-0960 or come to our weekly meeting
Tuesday 7PM in the Southside Room in Hampden

SWAG 93 "Be a part of the ultimate hype, cuz thats where it's at!"

eorgetown
UNIVERSITY
WW 24-JirNK 18 PRK.SKSSION
JrNK7-jri.V9 FIRSTSKSSION
Jl NK 7-Jl \.\ 30 HKJMT-WKKk CROSS SKSSION
Jl I.V 12.Al'(;iISTI3 SKCONOSKSSION

I)uring the summer months (JeorRetown I'niver-
Mtv"s .School for .Summer and Continuing Kdiication
offers more than .VK) regular graduate and under-
graduate courses for all students. Visiting students
trom other colleges ancl universities can earn credits
« hich are orclinarilv transferrabic to their own degree
programs. Summer courses are taught in members of
(.eorgetovvn's distinguished faculty and other visiting
scholars.

l-.nronmcnt is open to all students in good standing
at (.eorgetown and all other colleges and universities,
toreign students with a lOK I'l, score of .SSO or above
(WM) for hngmstics courses) and individuals whose
ediic^ational background and experience (lualifv them
tor the courses thev wish to take.

( :atalogucs along with the application form are avail-

able bv phone reciuest 2()2-6H7-.Sy42, fax re(|uest 202-
W-W.S4 or mail re(|uest to: (;eorgetown Iniversitv.
SSU./.^Of, ICC, Washington. !).C. 2(H).S7-I07.S.

Information for a fhr h.nglnh a.<. ,i Fom^n hinfftaiK
I rosimm or n Hifih School Proi^rams is available througli
Ncpurate brochures. |»lcase check the appropriate l)o\
to receive information.
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Prof, details
collapse of
communisni
By MARIE KALLINEY
Collegian Correspondent

The past three or four years have brought the collapse
ofcommunism and the end of the Cold War, said UMass
Professor Charles Mark during his lecture last Thursday
night. ^

Mark detailed the recent economic and social changes
that have taken place in Eastern Europe. His focus was
on the current uprisings in Czechoslovakia and the
effects they will have on the rest of Eastern Europe
including Poland, Hungary, and Yugoslavia.

-Communism was idealized, an almost secular religion
But ultimately the idealism faded." Mark said.

One of the most important reasons for the fall of
communism was the people living in those areas They
did not want to live under that kind of "strict" govern-
ment rule. The common people did not see these changes
coming, and when it came, they could not believe it," said
Mark.

Mark also said that the changes in Czechoslovakia
occurred so rapidly and will probably last because the
peoples' protests were through nonviolent means. With
no military control, there is more chance for success than
if the people had used violent force, according to Mark.

Mark told the audience that the protest was without
much thought and consideration for the future. The
protesters had no leader, and no one knew who the new
leader would be.

Mark lectured on the contrasting methods of protest
and change throughout Eastern Europe. "In contrast to
Yugoslavia, the break up of the Czechs and the Slavics
into two separate entities was very rapid."

Mark compared the results of the revolutions in the
Sovief Union and Czechoslovakia. "When we look at the
results ofthe fall ofthe Iron Curtain, we see two drastically
different ways of protest: one was nonviolence and the
other was the extreme violence that occurred in the
Soviet Union." said Mark.

Mark, born and raised in Czechoslovakia, went abroad
to New Zealand in 1950. In 1954. he permanently settled
in the United States and he now teaches in the Slavic
Department at The University of Massachusetts.

AT LEAST rrs NOT DUCKS
and woke up sick as a dog."

— "Hey, Rover, what did you do this weekend?" 'Well. I

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
drank from a toilet bowl

Hotel CEO speaks at UMass
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Suff

Jonathan Tisch. the Chief Executive Officer of the
Loews Hotel chain, will bring his philosophy on certain
aspects of the leisure services industry to the University
of Massachusetts this afternoon.

Tisch will speak at 1:25 p.m. at Bowker Auditorium,
according to junior hotel restaurant and travel admin-
istration major Mitch Lewis, who helped organize Tischs
visit to the university.

Lewis said Tischs philosophy for Loews emphasizes
catering to the needs of clients.

"[Tisch I compares hotels to Hollywood industry— he's
almost like a showman out on the floor," Lewis said. "He
puts a big play on people."

Tischs approach to the hotel industry contrasts with
what students are often taught at this and other uni-
versities. Lewis said, where academic programs often
focus on more technical aspects ofthe industry and do not

deal so much in things such as hotel etiquette.
Lewis said he has worked for a Loews Hotel in Los

Angeles for the past two summers, working twosummers
ago at a health club in the hotel, and for a second summer
in the Executive Business Center assigned to hospitality
for groups of movie executives sta.ving at I.oews.

Lewis said Tisch's approach to" the hotel indu.stry is
different from other major hotel chains.

"Loews didn't expand like other hotel chains during
the 1980's." Lewis said, noting that most of the Loews
Hotels are located in the United States. There are only
two Loews Hotels outside of the United States — one in
Monte Carlo and one in Canada.

Lewis, however, said Loews is beginning to expand in
some places like Los Angeles and "taking business from
places like Hilton."

In addition to his extensive work m the hotel industry.
Tisch has been active in a number of different facets of
charity work, including AIDS research. He al.'^o helped
organize this year's Grammy awards.

Film documents ACT-UP activism
By ADAM RATTINER
Collegian SUff

The scene is Shea Stadium, thehome
of the New York Mets baseball team.
Dwight Gooden winds up to throw a
pitch. Will Clark of the San Fransisco
Giants hits the ball into foul territory.
The television cameras follow the ball
to see where it lands and pans to a
surprising sight.

There is a large sign being held up
by many people filling row after row of
seats which reads "SAFE SEX. NO
GLOVE. NO LOVE."

This isjust another actthat theAIDS
activist group ACT UP did to bring at-

tention to the fact that people withAIDS
in America are being neglected.

Voices Fi-om The Front, the first

feature-length documentary to com-
prehensively cover the AIDS activist

movement in America was shown in

Thompson Hall this Thursday and was

hosted by Norman Cowie. the Five College
Professor of Film and Video.

Cowie said the film was originally made
for an underground audience in 1991. but
it worked its way up. and is to be shown on
HBO this coming October.

Other interesting scenarios in theAIDS
activist film. Voices From the Front, in-
cluded ACT UP blocking the opening of
the New York Stock Exchange for five
minutes to protest investment in the drug
AZT and women carrying mattresses in
the streets to symbolize the lack of beds
for women in hospitals.

ACT UP has also launched balloons in
the Metropolitan Opera House with a sign
attached to them reading "Fight AIDS,
Not War." Dan Rather has been inter-
rupted by AIDS activists on the CBS
Evening News, and the National Insti-
tutes of Health and the FDA has been
stormed by loud and angry activists.

Almost all the people featured in the
documentary had AIDS, from the narra-

tors to the patients. By the time the
movie was made, many of the dedica-
tions were to people that were in the
movie.

The people with AIDS had a great
deal to say and they said it very loudly.
According to the documentary, the
movie did not just portray the stereo-
type of a person with AIDS, which is a
White male breathing his last breath.

The documentary tried instead to

cover much ofthe New York City AIDS
community. Everyone protesting or
speaking in the film seemed to have
this lively aura around them, as ifthey
expected to die sooner than they
planned.

The documentary portrayed ACT
UP, not as a self-pitying movement,
but as an active subculture that is

fighting for its rights and its life. The
movie was based around these activ-
ists in New York City and their activ-
ity around the country.

Lizana
continued from page 1

student advisory board to discuss issues
at the Board of Trustees level, such as
tuition increases, financial aid reform and
reformation of University services.

"I'd also like to network with the
graduate students more, to discuss com-
mon goals," Lizana said. "And I'm inter-

ested in the renegotiation ofGEO's contract
and will advocate that."

Lizana said alternatives to raising tu-

ition at the University should be sought.

"Ill research other funding sources for

the University and the reshufflingoffunds,

instead of raising tuition," Lizana said.

Lizana said he looks forward to talking

with state legislators about how President

Clinton's education proposals will benefit

students.

Lizana is a junior Social Thought and

Political Economy major.
He is former vice president ofAfrik-Am

and once worked as an intern with Uni-
versity Legal Services.

Lizana is in the National Guard, vice
president and a founding member of the
Black Student Union, Talented Minority
Scholarship Committee member, and the
central staff coordinator for the
University's seven multicultural centers.

Lizana worked as a legislative aid to
state Rep. Raymond Jordan (D-Spring-
field)in 1987-1988.

"I think the most important qualifica-
tion for the student trustee is to know the
network," Lizana said. "I've had the op-
portunity meet almost every university
administrator and many of the Board of
Trustee members."

Lizana said he has a good working
relationship with President Hooker.

Lizana said he supports University Legal

Services efforts to regain litigation rights.

He said a group he's working with is pur-
suing regaining the rights through state
legislatorsand.atthesame time, petitioning
the Board of Trustees with the request.

Lizana cited financial aid reform as
another goal and said he will be working
with Students Advocating for Financial
Aid.

"In April, I will be lobbying the state
and federal government in Washington
D.C. to try to get more financial aid,"
Lizana said.

Lizana said he would work with the
Board of Trustees to enhance
multiculturalism on campus.

Lizana cited increased funding for

multicultural organizations and events,
workshops for faculty and staffto i ncrease
sensitivity to multiculturalism, and se-

curity patrols "so students feel safer" as
ideas to pursue.

Jazz group
makes debut
at UMass
By SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

The acclaimed all-female Rpelman
College Jazz Ensemble is at UMass to-
morrow for their only performance in
Western Massachusetts.

The twenty member ensemble makes
their UMass debut in Bowker Auditorium
at 8:00 p.m.

"The musicians and voices are so
strong," said Tamara Grogen, Assistant to
Associate Director of the Fine Arts Cen-
ter.

Accordingto the press release, the group
is described as "a unique combination of
vocalists and instrumentalists . . . these
talented young women will be performing
their brand of jazz that revolves around
vocalists harmonizing and scatting jazz
standards with an instrumental back-
ground and solos."

The group was organized in Spring of
1983 at Spelman College, a predominantly
Black, female institution and the site of
television's "A Different World." Their di-
rector is Jo.seph Jennings, a music profes-
sor at Spelman. and a composer, perform-
ing artist and director of the Life Force
Jazz Ensemble.

The group provides an opportunity for
college female musicians to perform, learn,
and experience the American art form of
Jazz, according to Director Jennings.

The Spelman College Jazz Ensemble
has been performing to sell out crowds
around the country. They have performed
at the Atlanta Jazz Festival. National
Black Arts F'estival, Capital City Jazz
Festival, The Civil Rights Memorial Ser-
vice, and North Sea Jazz Festival in the
Netherlands. Past performances have
featured well-known musicians such as
Wynton Marsalis and Nancv Wilson.
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

COLLEGIAN

"ow's your First Aid? I i debate
COLLEGIAN

+ American
Red Cross

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS . Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She«
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm

really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or

suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to

this informal workshop to explore how yoH can help
and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.

\

It's limefor a New
Carefree Haircut,

Design Perm, or

Highlighting

styles by Deborah
proudly welcomes the
Hairstyling Talents of
MARY to our staff.

MARY is featuring complimentary professional consultations for
that sensational New Look! Call today for an appointment.

Styles by Deborah,
65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE. AMHERST 549-5610
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posing increases, but said, This univer-
sity must work to increase its enrollment."

All trustee candidates agreed there is a
need for greater student empowerment at
the University.

"No student trustee can empower other
students without the students empower-
ing themselves," Turco said, noting that
students need to be educated about the
issues affecting them.

Jourdain said. "We are a unit and must
act together," citing the effort to pass the
SGA s constitution and student involve-
ment in selecting a new chancellor as
steps toward student empowerment.

Lizana said, "Students pay the bills
around here and they're not being provided
with quality service. We must be active,
with everyone involved. We must not cut
off access to any group."

An earlier comment by Jourdain that
"multiculturalism is a fringe issue" sparked
heated questioning from the audience.

"I used the term fringe issue' for
multiculturalism because ifwe don't have
student empowerment, we can't have
multiculturahsm," Jourdain said.

Nunez and Lizana disagreed and said
multiculturalism should be one of the
central issues ofthe University's mission.

The debate will be rebroadcast on
HSCN Channel 19 today at 3 p.m. and
Tuesday at 6 p.m. and on WMUA follow-
ing tonight's UMass basketball game.

I

* BREAK FREE *
Don't waste Spring Break boozfn',
usin' or snoozin'. Tell us how you'll
spend a substance-free Spring
Break! ^. ^ ^

I

Name:

Address:

Phone:

Bring this completed entry to the Break Free
Table on the

Campus Center Concourse
March 8

9 a.m.- 3 p.m.

to enter a drawing to win a prize. Take home a
bonus gift with your entry while supplies last!

Only one entry per person!

Sponsored by Healtti Education
University Healtti Services

With Visa* you'll be accepted at more than 10 million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.

And that's not a misprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To BeT

mcurrmDEinn
... SO we're converting our 3
bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreath
Monor to gas heat and gas hot

water for the next heating

. «>ViM USA mc 1993^

|Apphcatioii$ nowbeiBg accepted at

Itiwoiii Real Estate
25 Nortli Meosant StreefT

253-7879
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Take back UMass — vote Purim: past is prologue
ft all starts with your vote on March 9 and 10

t..,!!^r^'^
candidates for student govenunent president and studenttrustee have one thing m common: they all say students must get involvedin student government to take back the power it has lost over the years TheMassachusetts Daily Collegian agrees with them and with tJie SGA thatstudents should regam control over their university and the allocation of

tneir money.
In the past two years the Student Senate has reclaimed much of the

respect and power that had been lost during years ofgridlock and the crisis
the body undementm the spring of 1991. It has come closer than ever before
to ratifying a new student government constitution. Some kev administra-
tion personnel changes have helped tremendously, but much of the creditmust go to the current Senate leadership.

But it's only a start. The same issues that faced students prior to the 1991
ansis are still with us.

Skyiocketing tuition and fees have priced the University beyond the

blT rourlds''^^
"^^ '^ """"^^ ~ students from poor and middle-class

The Legal Services Center, a student-ftmded organization, is stiU denied

ow^fess
^''*'*'° against the Umversity, making it almost

Policies that direcUy affect students are made by administrators and
trustees, virtually without student input or approval.

As long as the campus remains divided and apathetic, hostile administra-
tors and uncaring trustees will continue to bypass student voice and input
While we battle amongst ourselves for the pettiest and most foolish reasons
the administration laughs us.

'

If we unite behind the power of a revitalized and energetic student
government, however, we can put our differences behind us and work on
important issues which effect us all. It has worked before. It can work again

The mechamsms are there. The Student Senate, area governments, the
BoaiTl ofGovernors, house councils and faculty subcommittees all exist and
are there to help bnng student concerns to those in power and solve problems
before lawlessness becomes the only recourse.

Even if .students aren't interested in these forms ofgovernment there is
one self-empowering thing they can all do easUy and painlessly — vote'

If you don't vote in the March 9 and 10 elections you are telling the
University it may spend your money and treat you any way it pleases

With this m mmd, the Massachusetts Daily Collegian urges all eligible
students to vote in the March 9 and 10 elections. It's your university Take
it back by voting.

"

Unsigned editorials reflect a majority opinion of the Collegian board of
editors. '

The racial tension on campus the past
year has made a lot of people think about
their beliefs and values and look toward
their own ethnicity and religion for an-
swers.

Anti-Semitism at UMass has been a
problem that. like other racial and preju-
diced incidents, has often been kept under
wraps. The administration believes if
people were aware of the anti-Semitic
attacks that occur every day, the "idyllic"
image they have worked so hard to create
would be destroyed. What they don't realize
is that anti-Semitism is nothing pew. on
this campus or anywhere else.

Jennifer L.

PRESS
Anti-Semitism has existed since the

beginning ofJudaism. Jews are aware of
that. But that doesn't mean they accept it

or hope that one day all the hurt and anger
directed at them, just because they have
certain beliefs that others disagree with,
will end.

People .say that past is prologue and
that forgetting the past is like making the
same mistake all over again. That's why
everyone, not just Jewish people, must
remember the Holocaust. Forgetting that
millions of people were tortured and
murdered for no real reason means it

could happen again.

The Jewish holiday ofPurim, celebrated
March 6. is usually considered a joyous
holiday. It should be. It commemorates
Esther and Mordecai's deliverance of the
Jews from Persia, where the prime min-
ister, Haman, had planned to massacre
the Jewish people. We celebrate Purim.
the Jewish Feast of Lots, because the
Jews escaped. Jews rejoice over the fact
that the plot failed but the reason behind
the triumph is not forgotten. It really isn't
a triumph at all. Haman's plot was just
like Hitler's. Someone had so much hate

Working women unite in celebration
I attended a celebration of International Working

Women's Day in New York City this past weekend, and
saw the REAL strength that holds communities of color
together— working women.

Esperanza Mortel is a working mother, who organizes
around issues concerning political prisoners and works
as a social worker. Along with other women activists in
the community, she decided there had to be a time that
women such as herselfcould come togetherand appreciate
themselves as well as be appreciated by others.

Felicia

COUSINS
In contrast to this we have a "diverse" community

such as Amherst, where "multiculturism" is thrown
around as a characterization ofthe community. However.
I have heard no mention ofsuch an event, or its likeness.
The 1993 Women's Conference did an excellent job
reaching out to many people and initiated discussions
around certain issues but the work should not end there.

In this community where we would like to believe we
are extremely progressive, there is no effort made to
recognize and appreciate the purpose ofworking women
both in this country and in struggling nations ofthe Third
World. Somalian born. Aisha Al-Adawiya, spoke briefly
about the current situation that the United States is

responsible for. "Leave Us Alone," was her demand to the
U.S. military concerning the invasion ofSomalia and the
escalation ofdeath, brutalization and destruction caused
by the U.S.

The highlight of the conference was the award cer-

emony. Seventy-one-year-old politcal activist, Yuri
Kochiyama was honored for her tireless work in the
struggle for the liberaton of peoples of African descent.
Yuri was a close friend ofMalcolm X, and a member ofthe
Republic ofNew Africa. She also worked with the Black
Panther Party, Black Liberation Alliance and other po-

litical organizations. On the same day Yuri was also

recognized at another event commemorating the Japa-
nese-American memorial of the Internment Camps.

After meeting and speaking with Yuri, I was made
more aware ofthe struggles ofwomen and other oppressed
people in asserting themselves in our racist, male-domi-
nated society. Yuri has lived in a Harlem project all her life,

with a predominantly Black and Latino population around
her. However, this four-foot nine-inch Japanese-American
woman does not clutch her pocket book as she leaves or

enters her apartment, but instead has dedicated her life to

the struggles of Black people. She has the energy and
strength most people only dream about. I was struck with

utter admiration when I realized that the passion and love
she had for all the work that she has done, had nothing to
do with the acknowledgment and recognition she had
received both in the past and in the present.

Having witnessed some aspects ofwhat UNITY should
be all about. I have become even more appalled at the lack
ofit in ourcommunities ofcolor at this university. We have
left toomany people feehngmarginalizedandalienated. In
her speech at the Women's Conference, Angela Davis
stressed building alliances on political ideology and not
solely on race, which is precisely what the women in the
International Working Women's Conference did.

The women that I met, listened to and spoke with this
weekend have struggled harder, fought with more
strength and worked with more passion than imaginablem order to improve life for themselves and their com-
munity. They have not lost touch with what is still
important— eradicatingclassdifferencesand prejudices
based on race, gender, and .sexual orientation.

Some ofus might be celebrating International Women's
Day today, but stop and think about what it REALLY
means.

Felicia Cousins is a UMass student.

for them that he wanted to wipe out their
entire race. It's pathetic and sad.

The story of Esther and Mordecai's
victory over Haman can be translated i nto
the average Jew's modern day battle with
anti-Semitic attacks. They had to save the
Jews from Haman's hate but today there
is no one to save the Jews. They must do it

themselves.

This goes for any race, religion or per-
son or group who is the target of prejudice
and bigotry. The only way to end it in
today's huge, impersonal and often harsh
worid is to begin with yourself One way to
do this is to never forget the past because
if we do, we will be doomed to repeat it.

Jews will never forget Esther and
Mordecai's triumph, which dates back to
the 5th century B.C. It can be seen as one
of the first successful attempts to rise
above anti-Semitism and get rid of hate,
not the people.

Purim is considered a happy lime but
onfe m ust never forget why the celebration
is taking place. Children think ofit as fun.
like Halloween. They dress in costumes
during the reading of the story told in the
Book of Esther and shake noisemakers to
drown out the mention of Haman's name.
Parties usually follow. Hamantashen. a
pastry shaped and named for Hamans
fabled three-cornered hat, are eaten as a
reminder of why there is a celebration
That's something too crucial to forget.

Purim is al.so a time for chantv and
exchanging gifts of food with friends. This
year, rather than food, we should try to
make a commitment instead: a commit-
ment to try to better understand other
individuals' beliefs, religion and culture.
We al I have to live on this campus together
and put aside outside differences to get to
what's real and true on the inside That's
the first step to creating the friendlier,
peaceful world some people would like us
to believe we already live in.

Jennifer L Press is a UMass student.

Campaigners want
to legally get stoned

There have been numerous editorials on legal-
ization of marijuana. While I don't agree it should
be legalized, I believe marijuana and most drug u.se
should be more legally tolerated. Many drugs have
merit in providing other views of leality and
glimp-ses into the creative power of the mind. My
aim in writing is to get those campaigning for the
legalization of marijuana to be more honest.

Marijuana is a gateway to other diug use. Anyone
who has smoked marijuana and gone on to other
drugs knows this to be true. My other problem with
the campaign is in its embracing hemp as an im-
poilantcashcrop.WhileitisaccuraU'thatmarijuana
has economic and medical value, 1 doubt those
proposing legalization truly care about these issues.

For honesty's sake, I'd like to see supporters
admit to wanting marijuana legalized so they legally
can get stoned.

Alex Brand
Central

Theft of computer derails grant study
Sometime during the night of March 3 a Macintosh

Quadra 700 computer (with monitor, keyboard and
overhead projection panel) was stolen from the lecture
preparation area in Hasbrouck Laboratory. This equip-
ment was an essential part of a classroom response
system recently installed in the physics lecture hall as
part of a federal grant for educational innovation.

This theft constitutes a serious setback to a National
Science Foundation grant to study the use of technology
m education. By enabling students to respond individu-
ally to questions in class, this technology has the potential
to modify the impersonal atmosphere of large lectures,
makingthem seem more like small clas.ses where students
can receive almost individual attention.

The impact ofthis setback goes well beyond this class,
or even this university. The project is national in scope:
the system is also being installed at Harvard, Carnegie-
Mellon, Ohio State, Stanford, Arizona State and Michi-
gan State Universities. Of the eight sites that will
eventually install the system, we were the only fully
functional site other than the primary development site.
All other sites will not be operational until next semester
at the earliest. As the first major university exploring the
pedagogic value of this technology we were in a unique
position to influence the design and implementation of

they sy.stem.

To all .students: The perpetrators of this theft have
done yoM serious injury, both financially and education-
ally. Financially because the University is "self-insured."
The need to replace this equipment means there will be
less money for other endeavors. Educationally because
efforts to introduce a significant educational innovation
have been thwarted for at lea.st a semester.

To students in Physics 182: Obviously, this situation is
beyond our control. We apologize for the disruption and
will makeevery effort to minimize the impact ofthe losson
your educational experience. We know that the situation
IS doubly disheartening to those ofyou who attended 181
and have been anticipating the installation of the .system
for some time. We will replace the system but it is unlikely
that this will be in time to .salvage much of the semester
All we can do is thank you for your tolerance of the
problems associated with the attempted innovation and
expressour regret thatyour sacrifices havecome to naught.

To the University community: Anyone having infor-
mation that would enable us to recover this system and
continue our project should send that information to the
appropriate authorities. Thank you.

William Gerace
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy
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AARONOFF.OAVIO E.
ABae.OAJCKAN,
A8C,TUro H.
A8RAHS. NICOLE L.
ALLEN. JCNNA,

(H) ALSOP.PAICLA S.
ANOELMAN.riPSTEN M,
ANDCBSOH.rATlA L.
A»O6RS0N.rH0»US R.
AHDIC. NICOLAS.

<H) ANDUESEN.JOSMOA P.
AN6EL0VICH.JEFFBEY H.
APPLEGAIE. CHARLES W.
ASSETTA.eiNA N.
ATHWON.ELISE 8.
AUCOIN. PAMELA n.
AUTBY.HEATHEB L.
AZZABELLCrBISTIM L,
BACMINI. MELISSA 6.
BACON. JENNIFER A,

<H) BALTA00NI8.00REEN L.
BANAS.WeiN S.
BARCA. LINDA.
BARRY. STAR L.
BABTL. JENNIFER L,

(H> BATES. TOW C.
BAYLISS. MICHELLE 0.
BECKER. SARAM A.
BECKETT. LOUISE N.
BECKHAH, LAUREN J.
BEIN.KBISTY L,
BCWOICr. SHARON L.
BENEK.IURK J.
BERGEP.ALANA C.
BfBSfB.JONAIHAN A.
BERNSTEIN. CARRIE C.
6EWI G.LAURA J,
BIGELOW.ELSPETH H,
BILLIN8S.EUI0T N.
BILLINGS. NARI A A.
BLANCHARO.DEBRA L,
BLEAKNE Y.SARAH W.
BLOON.OAVIO n.
BLU»CNTHAL. DANIEL A,
BOISVERT.NICaE N.
BONGIORNO.ELISSA 6,
MUWET.TOOO J.
•OUTILIEB. ROBERT K,
MYO.OWATNE n.
BOYO. SUSAN.

<H) BRANOEL.JE»«IFER S
BREOEHEIEB.BACHEL J.

<N) BROAOBRIDGE.AIME F.
•W»«SON. THEOA H,

(N) BROMN. JAMES J.
•WIRC. PATRICK T.
BRUCE. DONALD S.
BRUSSEAU. FREDERICK P.
BUCKLE r, MICHAEL 6.
BUBM. EUGENIA N.
BUWICr.lCATMERINC J.
BUTKE. DANIELLE I.
BUTLER. JOHN F.
CAHILL.BRENOA L.
CALDt«LL. BRIAN F,
CALLAHAN. LYNNE A.
CAMPBELL. GRAHAM C.
CAMPBELL. SEAN 0,
CANEDI.CARA M.

CAfWISTRARO. BARBARA A.
CAPONE.KbLLI M.
CASE Y.JENNIFER S.
CENT AMORE. DEBORAH H.
CHANT. CATHERINE M,
CHARLES. CHARLENE T.
CHAPNE T.DEBORAH A.
CHAPTBAND. JEFFREY R.
CMISM.KEIRA L,
CHUnSAE. LESLIE ANN.
CIMDN.RENEE C,
CLARK. HEATHER K,
CLEGG. JUSTINE C.
CLEMENTS. REBECCA L.
CLOUTER. JEFFREY B.
COHEN. ALYSSA B.
COHEN. GALOIS A.
CONAGHAN. KERRY L.
CONFOEY, COLIN R.
CONNORS. KEVIN H.
CONNORS. MARGARET S,
CONNORS. PATRICK H,
COOK. CHRISTOPHER S.
COOK. CONSTANCE H,
COROOPY , ROBERT M

(H> COREY. AMY M.

COSGROVE. AUDREY £,

CREAMER. ROBERT A.
CRIPE. LESLIE J.
CRONIN. PATRICIA N.
CROSS. LEAH A.

<H) CROUSE. MICHELLE E,
CUNNING. HEATHER F.
CUNMA. ANGELA 0,
CURTIN.NICOU C,
CZEPIEL.ELIZABCTM A.
OAHH. DOUGLAS C.

<H» OAISRE.ERIC S,
OAHORE.ANDREA,
DANIELS. STEVEN N.

<H) OAVIS. CHRISTINE J.
DAVIS. ELANA B.
OAMBIN. BRIAN J.
OELANE Y.JOSHUA B.
DELANE Y.SARA L.
OELUCA. CARMINE V.
OELUCA.CRISTINA A.
OE»i€RLINE.TORSTEN.
OEPIEBO. MELISSA E.
OCRUSNA.JEANINE N.
0ESLAORIER8.N0ELLE A,

<H) OICICCO.MARK.
OIOIER.ZOE E.

OITULLIO.LISA n.
DONNELL. MARTIN F.
DONOVAN. STEPHEN ».
00U6MERTY.GAYLE N.
DOHLING.PAUL M.

ORUSCMEL.BOIRaE J.
OUPAUL.MARCELLA A.
OURANO.BERTRANO J.
DUVAL, PAUL J.

EAGAN.JULIANNE E.
EHRENZKEIG.LIAM P,
ELLIOTT. JAMES H.
ELLISON. SIORA R.
EUSTACE. JAMES F.

<H) EWALO. LIANA J.
EZER GWZDZ. ELIZABETH V.
FABISZEWSKI. LAURIE J.
FALABELLA. LAURA A.

<N) FEOCR. HELENA M,
FELOMANN.HARC E.
FER6US0N. JUSTIN J,
FERNANOES.ELISHA L.
FEBRE IRA. ADONIS 0.
FERRE IRA. ROBERT A.
FEUER. DAVID E.
Fim.MEGAN N.
FINNEGAN. KEVIN L.
FITZGERALD. KATHLEEN K.
FLEMING. KA THRYH S.
FLYNN.CLIZABETH H.
FORSIONE.HELISSA J.
FOURNIER. CHRISTOPHER 6,
FRANCIS. AARON H.

«M) FHANTZ. JONATHAN M.
FRIEDMAN. AMY L.
FROST. PAUL K.
FRTE. JENNIFER M.
GALLUZZO.JOMN J,
GARDNER. SARAH K.

<H» GARDNER. WILLIAM B.
GATES. LACEY J.
GERVAIS. JOANNE E.
GERYK.MARY T.

fH) GIAMMATTE I. THERESA J.
GILIBEBTO.MARJORIE J.
OILMAN. DONNA H.
GILMOPE. LESLIE E.
GINGOLO.ROBYM E.
GINGRAS.OAVIO M,
GLOSTER. TIMOTHY J.
GOLDSTEIN. BETH L,
GOMES. CASEY J.
GOOOALL. SARAH L.
COOOCHILD. ALISON J
GOOOCMILD. HEATHER J.
GORDON. PHYLLIS A
GOPOON.SEAN B,
GOBMLEY. BRIAN P.
GOPNSTEIN. JAMIE L.
GOSSEL IN, DAVID A,
GBAOr. BRIAN E.
GRAHAM. AMY C,
GRAHAM. JEFFREY P.
GREENE. KEITH J.
GROSE. RACHEL B.

(M) GUIDER*. MATTHEW H.
GUZIK. KEITH K.
MA. CHAN UK.
HABEBT. ERICA M.
HAMPSON. CARRIE L,

Oni at the t niiersities highest priorities is its commit-
ment to provide opportunities for academic growth. I am
pleased, therefore, to recognize those of you who earned
Deans List status for the Fall Semester 1992.

ThU h,..„l^f....u: X .......

With ticelve or more gradedcredits - is attained by fewer than
20"<j of the undergraduate student body. Such outstanding
performance is a source ofpride to the faculty, staff, your
student colleagues, and, of course, your parents.

Thank you for the credit you bring to the University
through your achievement.

Richard D. O Brien. Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES To pjDiiCize yojr ach,e.emenime L:p' . ersit> Nevvs Otiice
Will be issuing a press release lo your hometown ne.vspaper ^' ycu are a
Massachusetts resident Out of state students are requesiea to pcK up a press
release form at 200 Munson Hall (second door' For tuntier mfoTnation dIp3=;c

call 545-0444
•
^JCd.e

ADDITIONS OMISSIONS The Deans List iva? based on grades recG„ed and
posted by the Registra'sOtlice by February 10, 1993 Kyou'had a arade change
after that date (including making up an incomplete or had a nrssma or late grade
recorded after that date

.
and believe you now quality tor Deans ust stal^^ piease

til! out a form available at the Information Data Bank. 2nd tiocr lobby "counter
VVhitmore, attach verification and return the term as mdicateo

iiSeBCMSnmifii
The ueans List is prepared tor publication by Student At^air? Special Services
kvnich pays for this I'stmg as a service to the campus community T*-e cooperation
0' Ihi.- M.issklniM'iis IXiiK (i.llcp.iii IS acknowledged ana appreciated

ARTS & SCIENCES - HLMANITIES & FINE ARTS
HANSON. JA)C.
HARRIS, 6RC66 R.
HARRIS. HEATHER N.
HARRISON. KRISHNA N.
HAYOEN.SEAN P.
HEBERT. AMANDA.

<H) HEIMEN.NOaT E.
HENNES.ANNE N.
HEI#CSSY. KERRY A.
HENSON. SUSAN C.
HETTINGER, HEART,

<M) HILLIARO. DONALD 8.
HILLSON, ISAAC A.
HILTPOLO.HEATHER L.
HIROSE.HARUKO H,
HOXO.XFFRtY F.
HOLLAWER. ANDREW B.
HORLBECK.KARIN I,
HORNER. MICHAEL A,
HOSLEY.OARIEliC J,
HOULE.BRENDA N.
HOUSE, BRETT H,
HONE.LAURI L,
HOYER ELLEFSEN. RICHARD M.
HUGHES, REBECCA M.
HUNTER. ELIZABETH A.
HUNTER, NATASHA 8.
HUNTER, RUSSELL A.
MTHAH.GARY S.
INOR.MICHELE A.
INNIS. JEliUFER E.
ITS0U.CMEL8EY R,
JENNIN6S. CRAIG S,
JOHNBON.KRISTIN L.
JIMNB0N.HERCCOE8 L.
JOHNBON.SARAH H.
J0MN8T0N.D0U6LAS 8.
J0B8C, MICHELLE S.
JOYNER.EOHARO M.

JU8INVILLE, JENNIFER K.
<H) JURICH.JOSCELYN 8.

KAOEBIAM,SONIA.
KAPLAN. KENfCTH P.
KEAOY. DOUGLAS J.
KEHN.ANOREE R.
KEIRSTEAO. JANET L.
KELLY. SEAN P.
KEL80N.R08ERT N.
KENDREN. DONALD I.
KEI#eOY. JENNIFER H.

(N) KENYON.NATTNCM 0,
KESNER. SCOTT R.
KMOWHED.FAHWOA,
riM.JIHCE.
KIM.YOON r.
KIRTON. CAROLINE 0.

(N> KJENDAL.KARL H.
KLEINOIENST, ROBERT P.
KOLOOZINSKI. ELIZABETH A,
KONRAO.MOIRA R.
KORB, CATHERINE M,
KORO. ANTHONY.
KOSARAS.BALAZS B.
KOZOOOY, EMILY A.
•CRAFT. ERIK P.

KRAJEWSKI.KARA N.
(N> KRAUS.AWREW N.

ItRAVETS. SUSIE H.
KROPP.MERIOITH L,
KUfWAROT.JOHN H.

<H) KYROS.KONSTANTINE.
LABEOZ. RICHARD G,
LACANFORA,nABlANNA E.
LACOSTE.AMY E.

(H) LAMBERT. KEN.
LAMBERT. MARK R.
LANCE. JOHN N,

LANCIANI, SHELLY L,
LAWMAN, ROSALIND H,
LANE, CHRISTINA R,
LANS.KRISTEN A.

<H) LANZA. TERI L,
LAPLUHE. REBECCA 8.
LARSON. DAVID G.
LECHNER. HEIDI J,
LEE, CHRISTINE.
LEECH, SUSAN 6.
LEFEVPE.JtJSTIN C.
LEFFERTS.LUCINOA H,
LEWS. JOHN E.
LILLY. MARIAH.
LINCOLN. CAROL J.
LINDELL. STAGEY E,
LINSKEY. MICHAEL R.
LIPHAM. MICHAEL J.
LITCHFIELD. KRISTIN J.

UOYO, PAMELA M.
LOENENTHAL. BARBARA N.

(N) LOMBAfiOO. CHARLES J.
LUCAS. BETHANY K,
LUCIER. MOLLY A.
LYONS. DANIEL J. Ill
NAAS.DCBRA L.
HACALLISTE R.CRAIG N.
MACDONALD. MATTHEW.

<H) MACL IN. CHRISTOPHER T.
NAIURI. KENNETH R,

<N) MALIONEK.ROBERT J.
HALOfC. MATTHEW F.
HALONE. PATRICIA A.

(H) MANCHESTER. BETH A.
HANJEROVIC. MAUREEN R.
HARCMESE.ALYSSA R.
HARINO, EMILY A.
HARQUES. JEFFREY H,
HARTIN. HEIDI L,
HARTIN. RICHARD A.
MARTINDELL. MICHAEL 0,

<N> KASSEY. DAVID B.
HATHEWS.KARIE L.
NATSON.KARA B.
MCALLISTER, ELLEN N,
nCCA6E,MABK J.

NCCAFFERIY.SEDNA M.
MKARTHY.KATHERINE,
NCCOY. MARTHA A.

<N» HCCUROY. HEATHER K.
MCDOWELL, AWC B.
HC6RA VET. PA TRICK A,
MC6UIGAN, GLENN 8.

<H) MCKAY. KATE A.

MCKENZIE. JENNIFER L.
KUAN. CHRISTINE E,
NCMAHON. JANES E.
nCOUAIDE.JOHN E.
MEEK. TRACY 0.
MEL8AREX.TANA6RA H,
MEUEN.CHfilSTINA.
HELLEY.NEAL F.
MERCIER. CHRISTOPHER J.

<H) MICHAELS, JONATHAN.
<M) MILLARD. ANGELA C.

HILLEN. JENNIFER L,
MILLER. DANIEL T,
MILOSAVLJEVIC. DEREK «.
MINER. KRISTIN B.
MITCHELL. JEWIIFER E.
MOE.KRISTINA Y.
MONAMAN. TRACY L.
MONTEHONE, MELISSA A.
MOWCY.JEHUFER A.
MOgWET. MELISSA P.
MOORE, MELISSA A.
MORRISON. JULIE A.
MORRISSEY. GERALD A. Ill

«M) MUMPER. DAVID C.
(H) MURPHY. ERIKA H.

MURPHY. LISA M.
MURPHY. ME AGHEAN C.
MAOEL, HEIDI A.

(H) HAPOLI. MICHELLE A,
NAROONE. MOLLY P.
NEAL.AtM MARIE P.
NELSON. ERIC T.
NEUMANN. REBECCA M.
NICHOLS. GREGORY 6.
NOBLE. JOANNE M.
NOLAN. MICHAEL J.
NOONE.TRACI M.

<H) OBRIEN, MICHAEL R.
OCONNELL. CHRISTOPHER W
OCWRCLL. KATHLEEN M.
OOONNELL. DAVID P.
DEUR.SOLONG OARA,
OGASAPIAN.LISA A,
06S8URY.HARY A.
OLIVER. HAYLEY E.
OLSON. CAITLIN R.
OLSON, KAThERINE E
OLSON. KERRY C,
OMANNION.SCAN T,
ONE IL. THOMAS P.
OWILL. KATHLEEN E.
ONORATO. SUZANNE H.
ORWICZ. CHRISTINA E,
OSTRANOEP.KATY R,
0*«NS,ALYSSA M,
PALIN.SIEFANIE L.
PALUreo. JULIE A,
PANOFF, SHARON G,
PARISI. LAURA A,
PARKER. JULIAN M,

PARMENTER,ZEPHRENY M,

PA8QUINI.RYAN,
PATRICK. LIZA 0,

(H; PEARCE.CHRISTIANNA H,
PECKHAM.ELIZABETH A,
PECORA.LISA H.

PELLETIER, PHILIP L.
PEOPLES, JILLIAN A.
PEPPARO. BRUCE 8.
PEREZ. LUIS F.

PERFILIO. JENNIFER E.
PERULLO.WENOY L.
PICANSO. MARTHA E,

(H) PHRPONT. WILLIAM L.
PIETERSE. DAVID L.
PIMENTEL. CARLOS L.
PIPES, BRIAN T.

PLASSE. MICHELLE P.
PLOUFFE, ERICA C.
PLOUROE. JENNIFER A.
POLIOORO.LISA M,

POaiNGER.JOHN J,
(H) PaPBaN,GLEW« R.

PRECMT.PAUL F.
PRELL . CHRISTINA L.
PRENOEReAST,AMY R.
PRESS, JE»R«F£R L,
PRESTIFILIPPO. ROSEMARY H.
PRESTON. BENJAMIN R.
PRZEKDPOWSKI.KYU W,
QUA TTRUCCI. DAVID P.
RADFORD. ANY L.
RAMSTHALER. ERICA A.
RANOAZZA.MARC J.
RAPP, JAMIE C.
RECHSTEHCR.PAUL E.
RECORD. ANN MARIE.

<M) REOaiFF. JULIE A.
REIO. MOLLY.
REIMERT. JOSEPH A,
REISER. WENDY L.
RESNICK. RICHARD J,
RICAOELA.AAPOH J.
RICHANE, LAURA G.
RICHARDS. AMY E,
RICHARDSON. JULIA A.
RIGNEY. RICHARD B,
RITACCO.TINA M.
BOBBINS. BARRETT L,
BOBBINS. MICHELLE M.
WBERTO, SCOTT M.
OBERTS,ERIK L.
•OCHE. EMILY M,
nCNE.NART L.
MMNKO.PAUL E.
55»|£Y. MONICA A,
BME. SANDRA 8.
ROSENBERG, STEPHANIE L.
ROSENBLATT. JULIA B.
WTH, JEFFREY M.
ROY. PATRICIA A,

BUBENHOLD.HALLIE D.
•WOOLPH.AMY E.
WOOL PH. JENNIFER M,
RUSZALA.JOANN.
WTLED6E.J0HN A.
RYAN, JENNIFER A,
SAGIE.EYAL.
8AKASH. MICHAEL B.
SALVADORE. JOSEPH H,
8ALZMAN. GABRIEL 8,
8AN0BER0.KERRI D.
SANT ALA. MELISSA K.
SARANITA.BERNICE A,
8CHEEL, LAURA V.
KHIAPPA.DEANNA M
8CHIEL.KATHRYN.
SCHMIDT, PETER 0.
SCHNEIDER. ALAN W.
SEFRANEK, CYNTHIA J,
SELLS, JENNIFER L.
SENOROFF.AOAM M,
SENECHAL.ANNA K,
SHAOOIAN.CHPIS It.

SHANNON, EMILY.
SHELVEY. MARIANNE.
SHUTE. MALCOLM C.III
SIERRA. SARAH P.
SILVA. ANTONY P

(H) SIMEONIDES. ALEXANDRA E
SIMWICH. JUSTIN S.
SIMONS. ALISSA J.

(H) SIMPSON, FRANKLIN L.
SIPOWICZ.STACEY J,
SKEELS. HEATHER E,
SKILLING. ROGER A

IM) SLAP.ANt»EW L.
SLECZEK.LARA A.
SLOWICK. MATTHEW P.
SMITH. BRIAN J.
SMITH. CYNTHIA A.
SMITH. MICHAEL T,
SNOW. AMY L.
SNOW.PETEB W,
SOAR. BART T.

SPARLING, STEVE 8.
STEVENS. AMY L,
STEVENSON, EMILY J.
STURGE8.6laiA» R.
SULLIVAN. KARA A,
SUSSHAN.JEt«IFER L.
TALLARIDA. DAVID F.
TAMULONIS. BRIAN 0.
TAVARES. MATTHEW A.
TAVERNIER.HICMELU H
TEBALOI.HARC R.
TELUSHKIN. RACHEL C.
TENDRICH.LISA Y.
TENNARO.KATHRYN E.
TERRA. TRACCY L.
THAYER, JOSHUA 0.
THOMAS. CHERYL N.
THOMAS. ELISA C,
THOMPSON. KATIE E.

(N» TMULIN.ERIIU A,
THURLOW.AMN C.
THURLOW.KAITLIN B,
TIMBEHLAtt.MJISTA.
TOLPA. JENNIFER E.
TOWiCTNS. BEVERLY H,
TOOKER. CARRIE L.
TOt«SEW.THOMAS H.
TRACY . GPFGOPY P.
TRIPP, JENNIFER E.
TRYBA, MICHAEL T.
TWAROC EMILY E,
UTTER, DOUGLAS J.
VALIENTE, MARIA C.
VAN CUBA,MABJORIE C,
VAU6HAN.A0RIENNC J.
VINCENT. LISA A.

<M) VIZZARI.GINA M.
VOLPINI.LYNN M.
W>LPINI,VALERI A.
VOVA. HEATHER 0.

<M» NACMSBERBER.SAMANTMA.
NAGNER. CAROLYN C,

<H) WALSH. MEGHAN J.
NARE.SHANMM 0.

(H) MARN8HUI8. JENNIFER.
NATSON. SHANNON 6.
KAU6M,MATI C.
NEB8 JOHNSON. ADRIAN C.
WBSTFR. MATTHEW J,
tCILAM). BRIAN W,
WINMANN.LEON U,
•CLLS. RACHEL A.
••lALEN. THOMAS J,
•WITE.KIMBERLY J,
WI THAN, MARC A
••ilT TAKER. LEE C.
WILES, FRAW E,
WLEY, MICHAEL C,
WLLEY. SARAH K.
WILLIAMSON. SEAN 8.
WLLIS, KENNETH G.
WILSON. JAMES D.
WINS, PAULA A,
WOLF. HEATHER A,
WOLF, JOSEPH.
•WOO, JENNIFER R.
WOODS, 8 CHRISTOPHER.
TAFFEE.LYW H.
TEE, FAYE,
YE0MANS.ALLY80N A,
TOUNB, DEBORAH L.
ZACAROLA. CHRISTINE H.
ZALGENAS, ROBERT 8
ZEGER.GAHRI D,

(H) ZENDN. GREGORY W,
ZIDLE. MEGAN B,
HMA, LAURA M.

(H)

(H) ALLEGREZZA. THOMAS A,
ALLISON, AMY B,
ARENO. DAVID M.
ATKINSON. MARIA E.
BACHfNHFIHrp.EPIC A
BACK. CHRISTINA M.
BALASUP IRAMANI AM . PARAMAOE V
BAPTELMANN.MONIKA S,
BASIEK. JASON.

(H) BEAL.KERRI L,
(H) BEAN. JAMES M.

BELLEFEUILLE. JAMES R.
BELTPAN,NATIVIDAD.
BENSON. JULIE L.
BISHOP. KELLY K,
BLOOM. TODD E.
BOPNEHANN.FLEANOR A.
BOULAY. BRIAN 0,
BRISSON, STUART J,
BUI, KIM H.

CARDOSO. MARIO J.
CARR. STEVEN H.
CHAMBEPLANO.PAM A.

<H) CHI SHDLM. JOHN 0,
CLARKE, JOSHUA N,
COLICA. ANTHONY J,
CONNOLLY, BRIAN,
COOK. AMY L.
COPE, BRIAN E,
CDRBETT.MAX S,
COWAN, KATHLEEN M,
CRAWFORD, JOHN R.
CRONIN. KEITH E.
DANIELS, KELLY A,

(H) DAVIS. ERIN E,
DAVIS. JONATHAN.

(H) DE.APUP,
OELANET,LEE J.

<H) OELKEP. THOMAS P.
OEHEO.GINA 6.
OENIS, MARIA C.
DEPALMA, MELISSA A.
DE SENA. MICHAEL L.
0ES0U7A. JENNIFER M.
OESRONVIL, MARIE M.

(M) D06BIE, CHRISTOPHER J
(H) DORSET. KAREN A.
<H) OOYLE. JAMES K,

OUPRIE.KIMBERLY C,
<H) ELLES. JEFFREY.

ELLIS. STEPHEN J,
<H) FABBRI.DANA N.

FELOGUS. STEVEN H,
FEPGUSON. TIMOTHY M
FERNANOES. MICHAEL A.
FILORAHO, NIRVANA I,

<M) FISHrP.OAVIO M,
FORMATO. JAMES E,
FRAIN. MATTHEW J.

(H) FREEMAN. MARK S.
<H) FRIEDMAN, STEPHEN H,

FURLONG. ERIC R.
GAFFNFY, SHARON M.

<H) GENOELMAN.EVGEN,
GIANETTI.LEE P.
GILLIS. JEFFREY J.
GIORDANO, DANIEL J,

<H) GIOVANNINI
. JOAN M,

GOLDMAN, PALKO S.
GOMERSAL.AMY E.
GRAMER.ROBERT L.

(H) GRAVES. PETER F.
<H) GROISMAN.PAVEL P

GUPTA. NEETI M.
<H) HAMMCf10. MICHAEL,

HARBISON, HANNE S,
HARRINGTON, KIM6ERLY S
HAUGSOAA,KJELOY A
HERNANOEZ.JEPBY,

(H) MEBNON, CHRISTINA H.
(H) HIPVONEN, CHRISTINE A
(H) HO. HOI HUNG,

HOANG.HUNG T,

HOO.LIAT.
HOLOSWORTH.CLAY H,
HOLME S.PRESTON H,
HOLMGREN, LISA M.
HOROWITZ. MICHAEL J.
HRDLICKA.LORI A.
HUNTER, REBECCA A,

'H) HURLBUT. PETER R
HURLEY. ELIZABETH M,
INOPAYAN. RAHUL.
JAfttS.MARY L.
JANIEC.OOROTA J.
JANKOW^KI.JED 0.

(H) JOHNSON. ERIC A.
<H) JOHNSON. REBECCA A.

JONES, CHRISTOPHER L.
(H) KANTOR.BETH £,
(H) KASSAY. ALICE C,

KATZ.LISA A,

KERR. CLIFTON E.II
KIESSLING. RACHEL L.
KINSE Y.JANICE H.
KNAPCZTK, JEREMY
LAFLAMM£,KPISTEN D

(H) LANE. STEPHEN K.
LAMJUI N.SOPHIE M,
LARSON, AMY C,

LEIG.fTON.LINOSEY R,
LENG.CHAPAH.
LEUNG. KA C.

(H) LIH.HARY L,
LUOLAH.ERIC M.
LYNG, THOMAS P.
LYONS, JOSHUA C.

(M) MACPHEC.KEELEE J,
MANGOR, JODIE.
MANNING. BRENDAN 0,
MATSUM0TO,J0JI.

<H) MAZZARELLA.KRISTEN T
<H) MCCLURE, CHRISTOPHER 6
<H) MCGPEW, PATRICK F

HELLO. BROOKE.
(H) MEYMAPIS. GREGORY.

MILLA.FEDERICO.
(H) MOESER. JAMISON T,

MOLINARI. ELIZABETH S.
(H) MOOOIE. JENNIFER

MORRISON. ALAN R.
MULLALY. BENEDICT J,
nULVlHILL.EPIC J,
MUNROE. HEATHER A.
MUNROE.LISA A.
HUUSON.FETER S.

HURGU. ELENA.
(H) NEWMAN. BARBARA J,

NGUYEN. 0«N 3.
NISENBAUM, MICHELLE,
NOLAN. TIMOTHY D,
OBRIEN. NEIL P.
PARKER. ERIK J,
PATEL.SONALEE R.
PENNEY. JONATHAN M,
PHILLIPS, JESSE C,

(Ht PHILLIPS, STEVEN T,
PtACE. BEVERLY D.
POPP. ALFRED J,
RAVELLA. MICHAEL R,
REED.KRISTEN,
RICHARDS. DEANNA M.
ROORIOUES. KEVIN J.
ROUGEMONT, JAMES P,
RUDDERS. OAVID B.
RUYLE, THOMAS D.
SABBAGH, ELENA

(H) SANNELLA. MARIA I.
SANTOS. SONI A C.

,u.
SCALLY, KEITH W.

<H) SCHACHTER.AVI
SCHACHTER.LEVANTD G.
SCHMILL. MATTHEW 0.

(H) SCHNITZLFP.MICAELA A
SEIBEL. CHRISTOPHER A,'
SHE A. GREGORY M.
SILVER. ADAM P.
SISITSKY. ALISON K
SLAUENWHITE. DAVID R,
SMITH. MICHELLE H

SMITH, NEIL A.

STEEN8RUGGEN.J0HN C,
«H) STEINBERG. JESSE M

STRAU6. CHERYL K.
TAGLIANI, MATTHEW R.
TAHEPI. MOHAMMAD P
TEMESVARI. KATHARINE M.
THACH.PHUONG,
THOMAS. CHRISTOPHER L.
TURNER. GWYNNE.
TZELLAS. ANDREW.

<H) VAPGHESE.SHERY M
VELAZQUEZ, LEONARDO J,
VIAU. MARGARET D.
VILLALBA. CONSTANZA A,
VOLLINGER. MICHAEL J,
WEISS. CRAIG S,
WEISSBLUM. EMILY R,
WESTVANG.LARS E,
WETMORE. PATRICK J,

<H) WHITTA1i;ER,ALLYS0N J,
WILDA.KRISTA M.
WILLIAMS. KEVIN H,
WINCHELL, JENNIFER M,
WRIGHT, SUZANNE J,
TEE.WEAMEIN.

<H) YORIO. DAVID S.
YORK. MARY L,
TUM,YUK MAN.
ZAGER. JONATHAN S,
ZANIEWSKI.IOOD A.
ZECEVIC.MAJA,
ZEBVAS. SOPHIA J.

ABEL, NICOLE A.
ABBAHAMS. STEPHANIE
ACCHIONE.OEBOBAH A
ADAM. MEG B.
AOAMSON.JOHN M.
AHUJA.SANJEEV,
ALBERT, PATRICIA 6.
ALBRYCHT. SARAH K,
ALEO. MICHAEL E,
ALI,QUESIVAH 8.

ALICEA.MILAGRDS,
ALLEN, ELISABETH A.
ALMEIDA, MARK J.
ALMEIDA. ROBERT M.JR
ALPERT. NANCY.
AMISS. JASON M.
AMI T AY.SARAH,
ATAM.EMRE A.

ATAYA,ROSEMARIE L.
AVENA, DONALD J,

BABNEP, JENNIFER J,
BAIN, WENDY,

(H) BALDWIN. BRYAN M.

BAROASCIND.NINA M,
(H) BARLOW, TAMMY L.

BARRETT. CHRISTOPHER J.
BARROWS. PATTI L.
BARTON. ASHIA J.

BATISTA, ANDREA L,
BEAL.ERIC D,

(H) BEA8LEY.KRISTEN C,
BEAULAC. DAVID J.JR

(H) BECKER, KERST IN H,
<H) BECKER. LISA R.

BECOTTE. JOANNE M,
BEGLEY, CHARLOTTE N.
BELAN6ER, GILES.
BELANGER, NICOLE M.
BELKNAP, JOSHUA P,
BENFIEL0,ROD0 J.

BEWKTE IN. MICHELLE A
BERTOL INI, MARY ANN.
BLACK. COLIN M.
BLANCHARO.LISA M
BONO. LAURIE
BOSCH, REBECCA E
BOSS. EMILY C

^^2i?"S,KEN6RA M.
BRENNER. JASON.
BROCHU.LISA M

BROSNIHAN. KRISTIN A.
<H) BROWN. KATHLEEN C.

BROWNSTE IN. JOANNA H,
BPUN.LALANY* A.
BURGOYNE, KEITH E,
BURKE. KATHLEEN M.
BUPZINSK I. DANIEL J.

(H) BUTCHER. BANITA M.
(H) BUTLER, OONNA M.

CAMERON. JULIE A,

CAMPBELL, OLIVER R,
CANFIELD.HOELLE L
CARBONEAU. STEPHEN W,
CARLSON. KRISTIAN 6.
CARUSO. SEAN L,
CASCO. STEVEN J.
CASSIDY.ERIN E.
CAYEN. ELIZABETH 8.
CERVELLI.AMY J.
»<AMBERS. JESSICA 8.
CHAN.FIONA S.
CHAPMAN. JENNIFER E
CHENEY. ERIC R,
CHERRY, JENNIFER J,

<H) CLONINGER.KIRSTEN A
COHEN.B*ETI E.
COHUT T.ANTHONY S,

<H) COISMAN.JAY A
COLEMAN. JULIE P

<H) CONNORS. MEAGHAn'l.
CONRAD, KATHLEEN J,
C00LI0GE,MAT1HEW F,
COOPER, ALYSSA D,
COPPINGER.EPIKA J,
COPPOLA, CHERYL A.
COREY, REBECCA G,
CORLISS. TIMOTHY 0,

<H) CDRRENI I, RICHARD J.
COULTER. SUZANNE C.
CRAIG, JENNIFER S.

(H) CRAVEN. ERICA L.
CRIVELLI.JOHN G.
CRONIN, COLLEEN A.
CROSS. ELIZABETH F.
CRUPI.MABK V.
CURRIER. NANCY B,
CUSTER. REBECCA M,
OANEHY.MARSARET M.
DAROINSKI. RACHEL A,
DAVID. CHRISTOPHER J,
OAVIES, MATTHEW E,
DE BELL IS. KATHERINE R,
DEANE, GARRETT A,

OEBEITENCOORT.RAYNA H.
OECOSTE.ANGELIQUE L.
DEFALCO. PATRICK J.
DEL COLLE. JENNIFER 0.
DELISLE. DAVID R.
OELOPEY. KAREN ANN,
DEMELLO.LORI A,

OEMLING. EDWARD C,
DENNIS. ROBERT M.

DESANIIS. PHILIP J,
OESILVA.MELANIE R.
DIETEL.KIMBERLY A,
DILLON. MARY E,

OORKIN.SMERI E,
(H) DORMAN.DANA L,

DORMAN. CARRIE W.
OOVI.DOtMA M,

(H) DRAKE. OEBRA A.
DRAPER, PATRICIA M,
DRAPKIN.KELLEY.
DRURY. BARBARA L.
DUFF Y.PATRICIA E.
OULONG. LINDA E.
DUMAS. NICOLE R.

<H) OU»«AM. COLLEEN E.
DUNN. PETER I.
DUSTMAN. TYLER.
OIMKIN. REBECCA M.
EARLE.KRIS K.
EARLEY.JOHN W.
EDGERLT. MATTHEW C.
EDWARDS. KIMBERLY C.
EMERSON, JOSEPH V.
ERICKSON. DAVID R.
ERLICM, SCOTT E.

ADAMS. SARAH A,
ALEX. PENELOPE E.
ALLAN. SfACCY H.
ALTWERGER. JOSHUA D.
APPEL. EMILY A.
ARIN.KORa^ t.

ARRICALE. ANDREA M.
ASt.OCK. JENNIFER M,
BAEZ.YVETTE.
BAKER. TINA L.
BARUCCI, CHRISTOPHER J,
BAIIISTI, STEPHEN M.
BEEMAN. CHARLOTTE E,
BELLEVILLE. CHRISTOPHER B,
BELLUSCI. LAURA J.

BERENSON. ANDREW H.
BERGMAN. JEFFREY M.
BERMAN.CARA B.
BILOOEAU. BRIAN R.
BITRAN.LIVNA E.
BLAIR. DAVID.
BLAZIS. DONNA L.
BOBERG. CHRISTINE.
BaFIA,AHANOA J.

BOURQUE. NATHAN B,
BOWERS, KENNETH J,
BOYCE. KELLY A.

(H> BRADLEY. DAVID S,
BRADY, JILLIAN E.

BRANCH. KRISTEN E.
BRESCIA. CYNTHIA H,
BRONSHVAYG.ANNA,
BROOKS. RACHEL E,
BROWER. LIANA N.
BROWN. MARTIN 0.
BROWN, MARY E,
BROWN. YOLANOA Y.

BUEHLER. VICTORIA E,
BURTON, JENNIFER L.
CAPOCCIA.IISA.
CAPRON. ANDREA L.
CAPACCIOLO. NANCY,
CARPARELLI.LISA L.
CARPENTER, MARIE E,
CHAMBERLIN.ASANTE G,
CHAN.YAN,
CHOATE, MATTHEW D.

CHRISTENSEN, EDWARD A,
CHRISTOPHER. ASHLEY F,
COAOY. DANIEL R.

CONBOY.HEATHER M,

COMCLIN.SUSANNE H.
CONWAY. TAWNY A L.
COOMBS. KPISIA R,

CORMIER. MICHELLE A.
CORNONI. MELISSA C,

COSTA, SERGIO A.

COTTER. MATTHEW J,

BECKER. P.IS'j S,

BELLI VEAU, CAROLYN A,

BIANCHI. DONNA J.

BORNSTEIN,.inOI L.

CARLIN, ANDREA R,

CASTILLO. CESAR I.

COLEMAN, COLLEEN T.

DAHLGREN.ERIC C.

BACCHETTA, MATTHEW 0,

BALLWAY, STEVEN,
BOOTH. PAUL E.

BRAND. ALEXANDER C.

BROOKS.JONATHAN B,

BYS. KAREN,
CARLSON. JOANNE L,

CHEEKS. TIMOTHY C,

ESPERANZA.BRENDA,
ETSCOVIIZ.BEN H.
FAHERTY, JULIE A.
FAHIMI. MARCUS A,
FEIN, EDWIN K,
FELOMAN.JANAH 0,
FERNANDEZ. STEPHEN W.
FERREIRA.TEMISTOCLES

<H> FLOM. JOANNE R,
FLYNN. JASON W.
FLYNT. WILLIAM J.
FOLEY, JACQUELINE J.

IH) FOLEY. MEGAN L.
FORMAN.LISA R,
FORRISTER.TINA 0.
FOUOY. SARAH H,
FRAOO. EDWARD A.
FREEDMAN.RAYNA N.
FRENCH. LISA J.
FRIED. GABRIEL F,
FURBUSH, JAMES E.
FUREY, THERESA L.
GAMERO.YOLANDA,
GASECKI. HOLLY M,

(H) GELBACH. JONAH B,
(H) GELLEY. MELISSA M,

GENTILI, STACY L.
GIORGl. CHRISTIAN A,
GOBIN.DIANNE.
GOLDMAN. KERr A.
GOLDSMITH. JOY M.

(H) GOMES. MALKES.
GORDON. WENOY B.
GOSLIN. SUZANNE E,
GOSSELIN. CHRISTOPHER M,
GOTHAGE.KPISTEN A.
GOUOREAULT.JON 0,
GOULD. JENNIFER A.
GRACE. DAVID M.
GRAOILONE. MICHAEL J,

(N) GREEN, DAVID M,
GREENSTEIN.JANE M.

(H) GRIFFITH. JENNIFER A,
GUAGLIANONE.MARIO.
GURA.ERIK T.

GUT. JACQUELINE S.
HANCOCK. LAURA L,
HARRIS. MICHAEL S.
HASTINGS. JENNIFER L.
HAYDEN. MICHAEL J,
HEALY.RENEE J.
HERSH. ALEXIS N.
HESS.MARIAWC.
HIGGINS. JENNIFER 6.
HINGSTON. JENNIFER C.
HIRATA.MONA L.
HOOGOON. ALICE.
HOFFMAN. CMRISTIANE 8.
H06AN, REBECCA L.
HOHLER. DANIEL C.
HOLBROOK. JENNIFER E.
HOLLENDER.NANOA.
HOPPE. KRISTIN J,
HORNE. STACY L.
HOUSTON. KATHLEEN L.
HUGHES, GREGORY A,
HUMPHRIES. SEAN J.
HURO. AARON R.

<H) HUSSE Y.MARIAN A.
IVAS, LAURA E.
JAHN, SARAH F,
JAMES. CINDY R.
JONES. WILLIAM B,
J0NS6ERG,ERIK B.
JOYCE. COLLEEN S.

(H) KAHN. JULIE S.

(H) KALLOCH. JOHANNA L.
<H) KAMERIK. KRISTEN L.

CUSMING. JULIE R.
CZEPIEL, TERESA A,
DACE T.KATE E.
OAHDUL.ZAHIRA.

<H» OAISLEY. KELLY M,
DALE Y.MEGAN.
DARLING. JEFFREY B.
DAVCO.RACHELLE J,
DAVIDSON. ANDREW 0.
DAVIDSON. STEPHANIE M,

(H) OAVIES. JOHANNAH M.
OEFFELY.SEAN P.
DELL. JOSEPH.
OEMERJI AN. ROBERT T.
DENE TTE. DANIELLE A.
DEOLIVE IRA. BRIAN 0.
DEPALMA. JEREMY M,
OEPINA, MARIA E.
DERYCK, PAMELA L.
DIBINGA.KAMANAMPATA W.

(H) DOMINGO, JELIA R,
DONNELLAN. SHANNON,
DRESSER, WILLIAM R,
0R0G6IT IS. DENNIS J.
DUFRESNE. NICOLE M.
DUNN, LAURA S.

DUSZA. SHEILA C.
OYER, HILLARY.
EHRI, ALLISON R.
ELVDVE.AMY S,
ELY, APRIL L,
EMMANUEL, CHRIST A I,
EPSTEIN, ADINA.
ERICSON,KIRSTEN L,
ERNENWe IN. ANGELA L.
ESTRIPLET.FITZPATRICK M,
FALINE, DANIEL T.

FAREWELL, JOANNA M,
FARIA,KIM M.

FARRELL. EILEEN.
FERGUSON, JESSAME E.
FERPAN I E.MARGARET C,
FIGUEIREDO, MARIA C.
FIGUEPOA, DIEGO R,

(H) FLETCHER. KRISTIN H,
FLYNN, DANIEL J.

(H) FOBERT. LAUREN M.

FOSTER. GAIL P,

FRALEIbH, STEPHANIE L.
FRAM.LISA C.
GAGNE, DANIELLE A,

GALLANT, AMY B,

6ALLIGANI. THOMAS F,
GANNON. TYLER C.

GARF.PODERT.
GAVEL. TRACY E.
GEHMAN, JONATHAN T,
GIROHARRY. MATTHEW A.

KANEOA.TOSHIKO,
KANTER,AOAM S,

CM) KAPLAN. SCOTT 0.
KAPLAN, TOGO S.
KAUFMAN. (tfAIHER M.
KAWACHI.KENICHIRO,
KEATS. ADAM F,
KEELAN. KATHLEEN M.
KEHPNER. MARTHA E,
KE0U6H. PATRICIA E.
KILPATRICK. KATHLEEN K.

(H) KIMBALL, ANGELA C.
KING. BRIAN C.

KINS. JAMES R,
KING. MEREDITH A.
KIRSCHNER.MIA J,
KNIGHTLY. PATRICK J.
KNOX.MERIOITH B.
K0NI6.M0IRA J.

<H) KOWALSKI, TANYA E,
<H) KRIEGER.ALLYSON M,

KRINTZMAN, DOUGLAS A
KUSTWAN.AHI M.
LACKARO. ANGELA L,
LAFRANCE.PICHARO E,
LAGROTTERIA.DEAN V,
LAND. JOANNE M.
LANE. MAUREEN E.
LANBLAIS.OERYK X,
LANNIN. JOYCE E.
LEA.TRICIA J.

LEBOFF.ERIC S.
LECOORT.LISA H,
LEDGER. APON C.
LEMON. STEP«NIE C,
LEONE, KRISTINE N.
LEPAGE. DANIEL P.
LESLIE, DAPHNE,
LESTAN, PAIGE M.

<H) LEVENSON. OEBRA L,
LEVINS. CAREN A.
LEWIS. JENNIFER H.
LEWIS. KIMBEPLY J,
LEWIS. KRISTIN N.
LHEUREUX. NICOLE A.
LI.WAI IIM LAMBDA.
LILJEBLAD.KIM M.
LIN. JANE C.

LIPTON.LEDA M,
LOCKE. ADAM S.

LOHBARDO. EDWARD P.
(H> MACOOUGALL, JESSICA R

MACEACHEKN. LAURA L.
MAC60VERN. STEPHEN A.
HAHOI.ALI A.

MAHONEr, CHRISTOPHER K.
MANHART, ANTHONY J.
MANSEAU. PETER L.

<H) MANTZ, JEFFREY W.
MANUEL, FRANC I SCO J.
MARCH, JONATHAN S.
MARRIOTT. STACEY A.
MARSHALL. CHAD C.
MARTEL.KARA A.

MARTIN. BETH A.

MARTIN. KATHRYN A.
MARTINIELLO.ERIC B.
MARTINS. FERNANDO M.
NASTERSON.SUZAMC.
MATHCY. JAMIE 8.
MATSUMOTO.NORIKO.
MAYNARO, CHERYL C,
MAZZETTA. ALISON J.
HAZZUCHI, MICHELLE L,
MCCLENNIN6. KRISTEN L.
MCCLURE. HILARY H.
MCCORMICK. ELIZABETH A,
MCDONALD. A. HEATHER.

HCEWAN. SHAWN P.
MCGARVEY. GILLIAN .

MCINTYRE.ajSANNA M,
MCLAUGHLIN. ELIZABETH M,
MCVAT. ALISON A.
HELANSON. HOWARD E,

<H) MEMOES. CIDALI A A.
HEUNIER, CYNTHIA A.
MEYER. BARBARA J,
MICHAUO. CELINE M,

(H> MILDREN. REUBEN A,
MILLER. ARON H.
MILLER. DAVID S.
MILNE. JENNIFER E,
MONTANARI,KENDRA L.
MONIES. EDWARD M,
MOONE Y.MAUREEN B.
NORAN. JENNIFER K.
MORGAN. KIMBERLY A,
MORIARTY, KATHLEEN A
MORRELL.tPlC B.
MORRIS. MARK S.
MORRISSEY. MICHAEL P.
MOZDIEZ, KRISTIN L,
MUELLER. EBICA L.
MUIR, FRANCISCO.
MUISE. PAULA J.
MULLANE.TRACEY M.
MURPHY, JOHN R.

(H) MURRAY. LAURA A.
MURRAY. MICHAEL M,
MUSE. ELIZABETH M.
MUSHON. JAMES A,
MUSSARI. LORRY L.
MYEROW.RANOEE L,

(H) NADEAU.MARISA J.
NAREAU.JILL F.
NASH, JASON E.

<H) NATALE. FRANCIS J.
NEEDLE. MYLIE A.
NELSON. JONATHAN R.

(H) NELSON. SUSAN V.
NESSMAN. KEVIN M.
NEVENS. AMBER B.
NEWHALL.BETH K.
NOONE.MARY E.
NYKORCHUK.KARI M.
NYLANOER, HEATHER V.
DBERHUBE R.NICK J.
OBRIEN. CAUL YN M,
OBRIEN. MICHAEL J,
OBRIEN. PHILIP H.III
DOOM. HEATHER E.
OOONALD.ARTHUR J.
OOONNELL. HEATHER M.
OLIVER. BRANT J.
OLMS IE AD. CYNTHIA A.
OMALLEY.SEAN 0.
ONUDHA.ANGELIA L.
ORVILLE. JACOB A.

<H) DRZO.TRACEY A.
OSTROWSKY. MICHAEL K.
OTAKI.YURIKO.
PAITARIS.MELANIE A.

«H) PALAZZOLO.VITA A.
PARAOIj.PENEE e.
PARENT I. CHRISTINA M,
PARK, MELISSA B.
PARKER, DANA 0.
PATTERSON. FRTW
PAVLDVICH. DIANA E.
PEACOCK, DAVE J,
PEOALI««. JASON P.

PEREIRA.MELANIE A.
PERRY, LINDA M.
PETERSON. POBIN C.
PETTIT. BRIAN 6.
PINDfPS.KATI M.

ARTS & SCIENCES - UNDECLARED
GOLA. SARAH A,

GOLDSTEIN. ALICIA J.
GOLOWASStP.ILANA S,
GOLOWYN.JILL A.

GORDON. SCOTT J.
GRAGLIA.H ROBERT.
6REENBER6. DAVID A,
GREENE. JENNIFER S,
GREENFIELD. LISA P.
GRIFFITH. JESSICA R.
GRINBER6.ALEKSANDRA 8,
GUERIN. STEPHEN J.
GUISE. KIMBERLY S,
HAGUE. OEVIN 0.
HAJJAR.OAVIO J.
HALAIYN.LUCY H.
HALLER. THOMAS H,
HANCOCK. KAREN L.
HANLEY, KRISTEN M,

(H) HAHNEMANN, ALETHEA S.
HARPISON.PAULIfC C.
HART, CATHERINE J,
HEKLER.KARL M.

HENDRICKSON.TARA M.
HENRICHS. HELEN F.
HILL,HEAT>«R L,

HIRSCHFELDEP, BROOKE 0.
HOLENA, DANIEL N.
HOLLAND. JILL J,
HONG, HELEN H.

HONIKMAN, JULIE L.
HOOVER, SUSAN E,
HUI,CHUI F,

HUSSE Y.ALISON E.
lANELLI. JONATHAN T.
INBAL.ALVIT.
ISAACSON, CARIE A,
JACKSON, CHRISTINE M,
JACOBS. ANDREA B,
JACOBS. TIMOTHY J.
JACOBSON. JENNIFER A,
JOHNSON, KARIN E,
KALLir«i,MAPIE S,
KAPLAN, SEBASTIAN G,
KEANE, STEPHEN A.

(H) KEOIAN.KRISTY L.
KEHOWSKI.SHAUN D,
KETTELL. JENNIFER A,
KIERNEP. REBECCA L.
KIMBALL. DE ANNE R.
KING. JAY 0.
KINGSBURY. HEATHER A,
KIRBY. ERIKA H,

KIRKER.ERICK J,
KITSON. RACHEL L,
KDLCHINSKY.RITA.
KOMAN. ALLISON R.
KONIG. HEATHER A.

KONRAD.AMY E.
KORMENOY. CHARLOTTE 8.
KOZA.ERIC S.
KRUSE. WENDY J.

<H» KUDREZ.ANASTASIA C.
LALIMA, JEFFREY J.
LAMUSTA. JENNIFER H.
LANGFORO. JOSEPH W.
LA(«ENCE

. THOMAS C,
LE.TAM P.

LEAPER. JESSICA A.
LEI. RITA lOK IN.
LEWIS. ALEXANDRA S.
LIGHTER. MELISSA 8,
LIMA. ROBERT M.JR
LIN. PATRICIA R,
LINARTS.AIVARS,
LO.KUEI L.

LO»«NTHAL.EVE,
LUOLAM, AMBER J,
LUOVINO. MATTHEW F,
LYNOE, KRISTIN S,
MACOONALD. KAREN A.
MACLEOD. LISA A.

MAGUIRE.MELANIE 0,
MAGYAR. KATHERINE H,
MAHEP. WENOY A.

MANE ORE, CHARITY E,
MARCUS, MERYL S.
MARINKOVICH.RYAN M,
MARRIOTT, RYAN A.
MARTIN, AMY M,
MART IN. OONNA L.
MARZUOLO, HOLLY A.
MATHIEU. AARON L.
MATITLA.rUPT L.
MAY. ALEXANDER P,
MCCARTHY. TARA C.
MCCRANN. HEATHER L,
MCINTOSH. MATTHEW P,
MCNAMARA. DANIEL 0.
MEI.LI r.

MENOEZ.SONIA L,
MICHALEK.JON 0,
MICHAUO, CHRISTOPHER M,
MILA2Z0, MICHAEL C.
MILLER, JESSICA E.
MILLETT, MOLLY E,
MILLS. JEFFREY M,
MINER, TERI L.
MITCHELL. CHANDRA C.
MOOUGNO. OAVID A.
MOORE. DENNIS S,
MORGENSTERN, ALISSA J,
MULLIKEN. BONNIE L,
NEWTON. SALAAMA.
NGUYEN, TAN 0,
NI COL. JASON M,

PI*eLL. KIMBERLY A.
POLIOORI.JOHN P.
POMERANTZ, JEFFREY p.

(H) POMERANZ,JA«S R.
POPSUN. CAROL M.
PORTER. SEAN P.
PORTEUS. KATHERINE J,

(M) POSTER. MICHAEL S.
POWER. PAUL V,
PRATT. JENNINE L.
PREMO.OAHN B.
PIMWLX.PAHELA A.
PROVOST, CHRISTDF»MER R.
PSUNIER, NICOLE L.
QUINN.MARY E.
RAMSEY. GABRIEL M.
RANKIN. OELENE M.
HAPPAPORT.STEFANIE L.
REAROON. HEATHER A.
REICHERT, THERESA M.
REINECKER. KRISTIN A.
RISEBERG.OtWGLAS T.
WBBLEE, PATRICK P.

<M) ROBERTS. ALISON E.
<H) RDBIE. HEATHER C.

ROBITAILLE.LYNN H.
SOGERS. DEBORAH A.
ROSARIO.MARISOL.
WSATTO.CttfRYL A,
ROSENBERC.ANOREA B.

(H) ROSENTHAL. BETH H,
ROSSMEISL. JASON A.
RO»«LL. JAMES L.
RUCKO. REBECCA A.
RYAN, MIRIAM E.

SACCDCIA.REGINA C.
SAJOAK. JEFFREY M.
SANDS. HOLLI K.
SARACO . WENOY

.

SARONSON. MATTHEW 0.
SAP T I. DANIEL.
SAT TERflELO. KATHERINE A.
SCAMMONS.IINDA A.
SCAT TERGOOD. EMILY D.
SCHECKNER, STACEY A.
SCHENCK. DARREN P.
SCHLfSIKfB.NIKKI M.
SCHMIDT. JOSEPH W.
SCRETCHEN.SUNCEAR R.
SCITLtS, JENNIFER L.
SFARA. MATTHEW T.

SHAU6HNESSY. DAVID J.
SHEA.LINCA M.

SHECTMAN.AMT J.

SHEFFER.SIOANE A.
SHERMAN, SUSAN H.
SHU.MAN. SARA,

<H) SILVA. ELENA H.

SILVERMAN, DAVID E.
SILVESIRO,MARNI A.
SIVACEK. SUSAN E,
SKIN*<fP,SAP*H B.
SLATE, CHARLES M.
SLEGER, LAURA M.
SLIWA, TRACY L.

(H) SMITH. JAMES H.
SMITH. JASON S.

«H) SMITH. KATHERINE.
SMITH. NIGEL E.
SMITH, SANDRA A.
SMITH. SIEfHANIE L.

(H) SMITH. WILEY J.
SOLOMON. JAMIE.

(H) SOREN^FN.HPISTIN I.
SOUSA. ARTHUR W.
SOUSA.LILIA C.
SPANG. KELLY A.
SPELLIOS.PFTER A.

NIETUPSKI. JASON M.
N1SSEN6AUM. DANIEL A.

<H) NOLAN, DANIEL 0.
MORRIS, KELLY.
N0VICK.RO6YN P,

OBRIEN. 01 IRORE J.
OBRIEN, TRACEY A.
OLSON, JUL IE ANN M,
OLSON. SARA,

<H) OROWAY. HOLLY E.
ORENBERG, JENNIFER S,
ORNSTE IN. SHARON B.
ORRIZZI. ANGELINA N,
OVITT. KELLY L.
PALIN.ANHA L.
PEACOCK. DEBORAH L,
PEARLMAN.MARC R,

PEOEN.MINOY J.

PELLEGRINI. ERICA J,
PERLES, JANET M.

PETRAKIS.LEAH C,
PFROMMER. JULIA 6.
PHAM.BINH T.

PICCO. MICHAEL M,
POLIATIS.AIMEE L,
POMPEI, JESSE K,
PORGE S.JUSTINE B.
POSER. NICHOLAS B,
POUL 10 T.SUZANNE D.
PUDELKO, KAREN M.

RAFFENE Til. MARY M.
(H> RAPAPORT.LORI B.

RATTINER.AOAM B.

REDFERN.HEATKER L,
REEVE. AMELIA P.

REGAN. GE OF rpEY H.

REYNOLDS. JONATHAN P.
REYNOLDS. PATRICIA A.
RICHARD. HEATHER G.
RICHARDSON, NATHAN.
RITTER. JOANNA C.
ROCHON.OERIK K.

ROMANCHUK, MELISSA B.
RONAYNE. BRENDAN H.
POSE, JOSEPH E,

ROTH, MARCUS A.

ROUNTREE.AMY S.

ROUNTPEE. KRISTEN M.
ROZANSKI.ALECIA M.

RYAN.ALANA T.

SACHS, RACHEL L.

SANTO, CHRISTOPHER J,
SANIOLUCI TO. THOMAS J,
SArjTOPCCAPLA M,

SASSO, DENNIS J,

SCARIMONTIOS. LYNNE A.
SCHLAPPI.ZACHARY A.

SCHWARTZ. ALLISON J.
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BACHELORS DEGREE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION
DAY. KATHRYN S.

ELBER. CAITLIN M.

FOLEY. KATHERINE E,
FORDHAM,MONIQ(^ A,

FOSSELLA, NICOLE A.

FREEMAN. CRISTINA P,

GAGE, JAMES E,

GARRISON. STEPHEN A,

COCHRAN, OAVID A,

CONROY,LieCRA H,

EDGE, ELLEN.
FELICI. MARIO T.

FLETCHER, SARAH 0,
GONCALVES. MARIA C.
GROSSMAN. JAMES M,

HYDE DATAKIS. ELAINE T,

(H) GINSBERG. OAVID H.

GREENBER6, KIMBERLY M,
HARRINGTON, BRIAN.
JEOLICKA. KEITH A,

KEARNEY. RICHARD M.

MANES. KEIRA.
MANSEAU, SEAN W.

MATEUS. THERESA Q,

MCGOWEN.LEAH B.
MCKELLAR. KIMBERLY B.
MCLAUGHLIN. SAMARA M.
MEREDITH. RICHARD W.
MOORE. JOEL 6.
ONEILL. MARIANNE,
ORTIZ. NILDA I.
PITTS. USHA E.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

JENKS.JOMN J.

JOHNSON, JOHN 0.

JOHNSON. SANDRA L,

LAHEY. TIMOTHY P.

LEARY. RUSSELL J.

LUCKERN, JEFFREY A,

MAHER.SUSANNE H.

MARUGG, KATHLEEN L,

MCCARIHT.AUAn U.
MCLEAN. OIANNA M.
MEYER CONNERS, DIANA.
MILAN. TERPENCE 0.
MOK.RITA H.

MORRIS, EMILY M,
NEPOMUCENO. LAURA A.
PEASE. ANNE U.

(H) PROKOPY. JOSHUA J.
RAIMO.OINA M.

SCHAFROTH.INGRID M,
SCHIFFER. ANDREW P,

SCHILD.ELISE S.

SMITH. AMY D.
<H) THOMPSON, KRISTIN N.

TDWNSENO.MARK H,

PROKOP,PAULA JEAN M,
RIOGWAY,JOHN V.

3ILEY, LAURA L,
RUBINO, CHARLES A,

SOMERS,MICHELE L.
STEEN. CHARLOTTE H.
SULLIVAN. KATHRYN K,
SZLOSEK.JOEL R.

SPRINGER. JENNIFER A.
STaNESA. JESSE L.

<H> STARKIS.ALISHA V.
(H) STAUFFER, LYNDA A,

STERN. LEA.
STERN. MICHAEL 6,
STEVENS. GREGORY C.
STEWART, ROBERT 0.
STOLPER.JANE C.

STROHL. JEFFREY.
SUTHERLAND. CHRISTOPHER T.
SV0600A, FRANZ J.
SWARTZ. JEliUFER C.
SWEET, MICHAEL C.
TAAFAKI.NUNIRIH R.
TALIERI. PETER A.

(H) TANNENBAUP.LISA B.
TARINI. KRISHNA L.
TAYLOR. STACEY J.
TAYLOR, WILLIAM V.
TENAGLIA.GiuiiANA M.
TERENZI.OAWN H.

<H) THARP.OIANE L,
THIBOUTOT.ANHA,
THOMAS. KIMBERLY A.

<M) THOMAS. VICTORIA C,
THOMPSON. ERICA W.
THOMSON. SHERRY L,
TIERNEY. CAROLYN A,
TILLIS. MERYL B,
T06IN, COLLIN J.
TOOMEY. RICHARD J,

(H) TOPHAM.MELINOA M,
TOPIOL.SaRA J,
TRABISH. BRIAN M,
TROMBLEY . ALEJANORA C.
TUCKER. JENNIFER J.
TULCHINSKY.6UY.
TURRANSKY.JOEL M.
VAIMSIOCK.IRINA.

(H) VALOIVIELSO.JOHN C.
VALLFE. MICHAEL R.
VAN LAUWE.AMY M.
VAUTOUR. OONNA H.

velaroicanoace a.
velasco.marcela.
VOMER. IRISHA M.
WALSH. AMANDA J,
WALSH. MEREDITH A.
WALSH. THOMAS A.JR
WALT.KATRINA H.
WARREN, KAREN L.
WAXMAN, STEVEN J.
WELCH, ERIN J.
•«LCH.SEAN P,
»«ITE. ELIZA A.
•WITNEY. EVAN T,
WILBUR. WENDY E.

W1LL0U6HBY.CHERIE R.
(H) WISHNICK. HILLARY M.

WOJIASZEK.CORINNE M.
•«IGHT, MARGARET £.
•WRSTER, OEBRA A.
•WRTZEL. ROBIN E.
XING.YAN.
YAMEEN.ISHITA.
YEGERLEHNER.JOSIAH 0.
YOHALEM. KIMBERLY B.
ZACCONE. TRACEY A,
ZAMR.JEFFREr M.
ZAKAK.MARIEANNE V,

ZALOSH. MICHAEL 0.
ZERfSKI..10< L P,

ZlELINSKI.Kl/IBERLY A,

SCOT TON. KATHLEEN A.
<H) SEARS. SHARON R.

SEMCHENKO. TANYA L.
SHAHON, PETER J.
SHINA, NANCY S.
6MUN.JU0ITH T.

SILLS. JAMIE B.
SILVA, JUDITH A.
SMITH. JUSTIN,
SI AMANO. STEPHANIE A.
SI PFTFP. JAMIE L.
ST JOHN. CHAD.
STRINGER, ELIZABETH A.
STRINGER. SUSANA.
SUMAYOA. JENNIFER M.
SULLIVAN. NEIL E.
SUTCLIFFE. KAREN L.
SWISTAK.LTNNE J,
TAHARA.YUMI.

«H) TANENHAUS. RACHEL H,
<H) TANNER. JENNIFER L,

TEEHAN. KATHLEEN L.
TOBIN. JOSHUA J.
TOBIN.MAPlA E,
TOKOWICZ. NATASHA.
TORRES, R0XA8ELLA 0,
TOPPEh, SHIPLEY.
TOWSE, THEODORE F,
TUCHLER.AOA.
TUT ILE. SAMUEL A,
VAN MAANEN. LAURA P.
VEREMEY. JULIE L.
VESELY. ALEXANDRIA F.
VO, FRANCOIS 0,
V0SS,DEIRDRE J.
WALOEN.H DAVID.
WALKER. JOHN J.JR
WALSH. COLLEEN M.
WALSH. MICHAEL A.
WALTERS. MELISSA J.
WANG. CHUN I.
WARREN, thfilSTOPHER S,

(H) WEHLE.DANIT.
WESLOWSKI.ALEX M.
WHITMER, RACHEL A.
WILLIAMS. JENNIFER H,
WILLIAMS, RENEE A,
WINTER. JENNIFER A,
WONG, CONNIE,
WOOD, MARIA 0.
XU.ZHONOJING.
YOUNG.ASTREA 0.
ZAZOFF. REBECCA L.
ZIMHER. RAYMOND C,

°^

I

<H) UPTON. AMY M.
VERON. RACHEL J.

(H) WALKER, SULEYKEN D.
WHELAN. GREGORY J.
YEISLEY.LISA I.

THOLL, LAWRENCE 0.
TOMASSETTI.RAOHA,
VESPUCCI.DAWD G.
WARTEL. DAVID L,
WOOD. CHARLES.
YOS. DAVID L.
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AMDKKS.AHY E.
AN6CL0U.VASILIKI.
BAKER, ALLISON IC,

BELLCEVE 0.
BERETSt:Y,GHETA C,
BEBHATCHEZ. SUZANNE N
BCRTSAW.eoSAIMA N.
BOHRER. CYNTHIA A.
BUtnC. REBECCA C.
CAHALL, CRAIG A.
CALISH. JENNIFER,
CAPRARO. PETER J,
CASEY, CRISTINA A.
CHOOOETTE.COLINOA H.
COL TON. CATHERINE L.
COZZA,LISA A.

OANCEiaCZ.ICARA E.
OANGELO, SUSAN C.
OENN.AHY N,
DOTSON, JENNIFER A.
OUFFIELO. ANDREA J.
0ULBER6ER, ANDREA R,
OUWURY, SANDRA J.
FRANSEN,rRISTINE 8.
FRI2ZU. KERRY L.
6AVINI. SHARON L.
GIRARD. ELISABETH H.
6HEENN00O. JENNIFER A.
GROLNIC.LINOA B.
HEATH, SARAH L,
HEY,KA«I ANN.
HRABEC.LARISSA K.

HUOAK, KAREN A.

HURCTAfU N,
IS6UR.CAR0LTN J,

(H) KEANE.LORA L,
LACROIX, KAREN A.
LAROSE,LUANNE N.
LOCKE, EVELYN F.

LONG, LAUREN J.
LYSY. TERESA A,

HACOONALO.SEAN P.
HACLEOO. BONNIE J.
NAJEMSKI.LAURI R.
HARTINSONS.KARA P.
NAURH0FF,NAR6ARET L,
MCCARTHY, NARY 8.
NCDONALO, KATHLEEN A.

HONOPOLI, ELIZABETH A,
HURRAY, NOREEN H,
NGUYEN. TIEN D,
OBRIEN. KATHLEEN E.
OUARY.PAUL S,

PATULAK, JENNIFER L.
PEREZ, EHHA J,

QUINN.HEATHER S,
R0B8INS. RACHEL A.
R0«€, KRISTIN B,
ROY.LORI A.

SCHOENR0CK.TRI8TIN.
SEGUIN,JILL K,
SPITZER,ALI$SA R,

STATHOPOUL0S,¥IKI H.
STEEVES.RAJNI.

SUGARHAH.RISA A.

SULLIVAN.HONORE.
(H) SMD800A, JUDITH L,

TOLANti.JANE E,

HALLITIS,KARL£NE N.
MHITTAKER, BARBARA E.
WINSTON, SHARON L.
WOFFORO, LAURA A.

ZANARRIPA.LISA NARIE.
FORMOSI, MICHAEL H.
GAMT, NICHELE R.
GARBER, DEBORAH B.
COOONAN, LORI A.
HENNESSEY, HEATHER L.
JOHNSON, JENNIFER
LASOTA, ALLISON E.

LAUREN, ANGBLIQUK
LOVUOLO, TRACY A.
UICAS, LISA M.
MCDONNELL, EILEEN M.
ORTII, FRANCES I.
PARENT, JOANNE L.
PHILLIPS, CHRISTA E.
RECORE, STEPHANIE S.

"

ROBINSON, STACY H.
SALVI, JANET M.
SHMULSKY, SOLVEGI
SNOW, ANN MARIE
VALENTINE, MALEEXA K.
WALLACE, SUSAN M.
WALSH, JENNIFER L.
WEINBERG, AILEEN B.

*BOOL RASOOL,HALA.
ABUSHAAR.RAKAN F.
ACKNEP.REAOE S,
AOANS, DEBORAH L,
AOANS.ROBERT B,
AOOITON. CHRISTOPHER A
ALVARAOO. JACQUELINE.
ANDROSKI.HAITHEW J.
ARON.CAIHLEEN.
BAOIA.RICARO J,
BANCROFT. GLEN D.
BASHISTA.MARK 0,
BAT TISTI, JONATHAN A.
BAZIN,T000 J.
BELL, SHANE L.

<H) BEPGENOAHL. JASON R,
BIELUNIS.ALAN J,
BOCK.OAPCIN K,
BOSKI.JILL H,
BfilTTON.OAVIO H.

<H) BROWN. MICHAEL J,
BRUNO, KNIS R.
BOCALA, JANICE A.
BURQUf.OAVTO J.
CAMPBELL. SCOT T A,
CANG I ANO. GASTON B.
CARLSON. CYNTHIA H.
CARSON. DOUGLAS W,
CASCIO. JAMIE N.
CHACON. SERGIO,
CHAMPNET.JOHN P.
CHAN. DAVID.
CHASSf. KEVIN n.
CHEN, DEREK Y.
CHOI.BYUNG C.
CMONG.KDK FUI,
CHUNG, RONY W,
CLAPP, BRETT H.
CLARY. JENNIFER A.

<H) COHONELLA.JOHN S,
COULSON. ETHAN J.
CREIGHTON, JOSEPH A,
CZACH,JAICS J.

DAVENPORT. SCOTT E.
DEBARfiOS, STEVEN C,
DENIS, NIKOLAOS A. .

OENTREHONT. PATRICK A.
DEROSIER, BRIAN L,
DESAUTELS.CORIf«E E.
DHALLIWAL,HANJIT S,
OIBIASIO. MICHAEL V.
OILU2I0, WILLOW R,
OIONNE.PAU. R,

tWNATI. MICHAEL J.
DORISS. ASHLEY P,
DUFFY. SEAN M.
OUNN.LEROY A,
E08ER6.CARL 0,
EDBEPG. WILLIAM H.
ELDER. CARL R.
EHIG. JEFFREY T.

ESH6HIP0UR.MARYAN.
EVANS. CUWARO M,
FEOEROVICH, HOLLY B,
FESSENOEN. KEVIN A,
FIT2PATRICK. DANIEL R.
FORNEY. DAVID A,
FRI SOL I. DOUGLAS E.
CAETA. DOUGLAS E,
BA6N0N, STEVE J.
GANNON. BRIAN 0,
6ARRITT, CHRISTOPHER W.
6ERST, RICHARD P,
GILLIGAN. KEVIN M,
6DL0STEIN.NAIIHEW.
GRAHAM. MICHAEL 0.
GRANT. JASON.
GREER. HEIDI L,
GRIFFITH. GEORGE I.
GROSS. STEVEN J.
HALLtN. JEFFREY 0,
HANSSEN, LORRAINE R.

<M) HARTWELL, DOUGLAS A,
HARVEY. JUL IE.
HATCH, OAVIO P.
HAZEN.TARA J.

HIGHTER, STEVEN W,

HWFHAN, ELLEN M,

HORNE,A0AH J.
HOROWITZ. DAHLIA B.
HUANG, DAHUI.
HU6LEP. DOUGLAS L.
HUNT. ELIZABETH S,
HUPPI. BRIAN Q.
HURLEY, PATRICK B,

ILOMtCHINA.NNENNA A.
JACKSON. CRAIG S,

JAIN.fiAJESH K,

JAOLir«O.I1ARIA H,

JENORTSIK. RONALD J.
.WROAN. JENNIFER A.
KANTAS.IOANNIS,

(M) KEBLER. ROBERT W.
KHEMANI.RAJESH R.
KHO.ALVIN T.

KIRBY, CHRISTOPHER E.
(H) KLAMPE.NIKOLE A,

KLAUS. CHRISTOPHER W,
KNOWLTON.LFIGH A,

KOCUR. DANIEL A.
KRON. STEPHEN A,
KRZANOWatI . JASON A.
KUOARAUSKAS. PETER F.
KWAN.KINB H,

LA000CEUR.KIM8ERLY L.
LANG. REGINALD CIII
LARAHEE. THOMAS J,
LAURIN. MICHAEL M,
LAWRENCE. JASON A,
LEANNA, GARY J,
LEBRUN. SCOTT W,

(H) LEE. CHAN YUIN.
<H» LEE. STEVEN M.

LEFEBVRE.ERIC J.
LEGARE.PEIER L,
LEONARD. EDWARD J.
LEVY.TAMARA R.

LI.SILI,
LIBMAN. BORIS T.

LLOPIS ARTIHE.NOEL.
LOeO. JULIO D.
LOMARTIRE,AOAM K,
LUBARSKY. STEVEN H,
LUFIIG.ERIC B,
HA,NINGTEH.

(H) HACDONALO.WILLARD S.
NACIAS. ADRIAN R,
HALEY. SCOTT.
MARGOLIN. JESSE A,
MARSHALL. TRAVIS L,
MARTIN. THOMAS M.
MASOUO. NADER E.
HCCLELLAN.JOHN N.
HCCLINTWJ.MAIA A.

(H) MCCUE.KATHLFEN M.
HCGEE. MICHELLE L,

(H) MCGLTNN. MICHAEL W.
HCKINNON. HAROLD,
HEUNIER.JASON R.
MILLER. ADAM S.
MILLER. DAVID 0.
MISTRETIA.MARK A.
MITCHELL, TRAVIS J,
MORREALE.ERIC J,
MORTI.SIAVROULA H.

(H) MUNRO, JENNIFER A,
MYERS, RANDALL T,
NASH, DANIEL M.
tCLSON.AMY T.

NEVEt.STErANIE A.
NGUYEN. OUYf#< B.
NIEDZWIECKI. PAMELA L.
OCONNOR . CHV I S T OPHER
OSHEA, DANIEL J.

PANAYIOTOO.CHRISTAKIS.
PANAYIOTDU, HARRY N,
PARENT. SUSAN E,
PARKER. OAVIO S.
PE CORA. JOHN M.
PEPPER. PAUL J.
PIMENTAL. JEFFREY P.
PLACHT A. CHRISTOPHER J.

PULLEN. ADRIAN W.
PURINGTON. RAYMOND E.
PYRO.JAN T,

QUI JADA, JOSE N.
RAMSAY. WILLIAM B,
RAYMONT, MICHAEL 0.
RAZZANO.RICK S,
REOLICH, MELISSA S.
REMBISZ,JACK M.

(N> RENNA.JODY E,

RICCAROI, CHARLES A.
RICHARDS. MARC J.
RILET. KEVIN W.

RITTERBUSCH, TIMOTHY J.
RIVAI.ELI?A.
ROBERTS, GEORGE 0.
ROBINSON. PAUL S.
ROGERS. JENNIFER L.
ROSENCaCH, ALAN E.

(H) ROSSI. DANA I,

ROT. MATTHEW R,
RUHE. COLIN J.

RUPANI . SAMEER P.
RYAN. LARRY 0.

SALES. VALERIE B.
<H) SCHWtWFF.JOOITH A,

SCRANTON. HEATHER B,
SEERY. WILLIAM P,
SFETSOS.HARALAMBOS.
SHAH. Rahul v,
SHAH.VIPUL V.

SHAPIRO. JOOY J.
SHEARSTONE.XFFREY fi,

SMEEHAN. DAVID P.
SHEEL.MINAKSHI,

<M) SHIRK, AARON R,

SKOLNICK, ROBERT B.
SMITH, JENNIFER J.
SMITH. JONATHAN C.
SMITH. PHILIP T.

SOMPPI. JAMES L.JR
SPIZUOCO.JOHN M.JR
SROKA. STEVEN H.

ST MAPIF. JESSE R.
SULLIVAN. JULIE.
SULLIVAN. MICHAEL A,
aiSANTO.ENTARIO W.
TACKE, ANDREW J.
TAI.JIANJI,
TANG, KIM L.
TANGHE. MICHAEL A.
TAVARES.OANILO D.
THISELL. ANDREA M.
TOWNSENO. JESSICA L.
TSATSARONES.OEMETRI.
VALADE. MATTHEW T.
VIE AU. JOHN L.
VILLAFANE. ALBERTO R.

(H) VOLOMAN.JOEL,
WAOICK. ELIZABETH N,
WANAT. JOSEPH T,
WAN6,YAN,
WATKINS, RICHARD M.
WATKINS, ROBERT A.

<H) WATSON. DOUGLAS A.
WE AVER. MICHAEL Y.
WEINSTEIN, ERICH N.
WEST. JAMES R.
WILLIAMS, DEREK X.
WONG. WILSON,
WOOOBURN.JOHN C.
MilGH T.BENJAMIN,

(H) WU.HUITA.
YARROWS. JUL IANNE M.
YOUNG. ALBERT W.
ZIKAS.GIOA R.

ABELSON.LORI 6,
AGIN. DAVID T.

ArUCEWICM.LISA M
ALL AIRE. CONSTANCE H,
ALLEN. MICHAEL A,
ALLOSSP. NICOLE A.
AMI AGA. SUSAN J,
ANAS. JENNIFER L,
ANTHONY. JENNIFER L,
ASKINAZI, PAMELA B.
ASNIS.TATYANA P.
AUCIELLD. JUSTIN A.
BAKER. CHRISTIE L.
BAKER. JEFFREY 0.
BAKER. MICHAEL D.
BAKEY. TIMOTHY J.
BALOCCA. KEVIN C.
BECKWITH. BRUCE W
BELAUSKAS..KNNIFER R.
BELKNER.JOHN R JR.
BELL, ALEC T.

BENCT SON. CHRISTOPHER R
BENSON. ALAN,
BENTINCK SMITH. ANDREW.
BERAPO. HOLLY A.
BERNAROOS.DEBRA A
BERNE HGE R.SUSAN N.
BICKFORO.LORI A.
BIKE. LOWELL F,
BIOCH, ELLEN M,
BLOCKER. JEFFREY S.

<H) BOLOUC. STEVEN R.
BONETT. SCOTT 0.
BORE Y.JOSEPH F.
BOROWIEC. MELANTE L.
BPENOl INGER.AMY L.
BRET ON, PAUL A
BREWSTER. SUSAN M.
BRICKLEY.RAINA C,
BROONE Y.SUZANNE B.
BROPMY.KATHERItC S,
BROWN. JENNIFER L,
BUROETTE.MART R,
BURNE, MATTHEW R,
BUTLER. CHRISTOPHER J.
CALUSDIAN. DEBORAH R.
CAMERA. TRICIA A,
CAPORICCI. CHRISTOPHER J
CAPRICGLIO. MICHAEL J,
CAPRON. NANCY V,
CARRIS. PETER S.
CASE Y.MARK A,
CASTPIOTTA. RACHEL.
CATALOO, JENNIFER L
CHANG, JENNY J.

CHARALAHBOUS.OEMETRIS,
CHASALOW.LEE K
CHASKELSON.LISA B
CHENEY. KRISTA M.
CHEPNOFF.LISA M.
CLOUTIEP. CAROLE A.
coAN.jorrPH R,
COHEN. ANN M,

CDLBURNE.SHERI L,
CONIDI. FRANK.
CONKEY, WILLIAM D.
CONNIFF. SUSAN E,
COWOLL Y.JENNIFER A,
COOLEY, HEATHER A,

CORMIER. PAUL A,
COSTELLO. SARAH M.
COTE. ROLAND T.
CREOI.CHAZA,
CRISCITELLl. ANTHONY M,

<H) CRITTENDEN, CRISIANNA G.
CROt«.EY,BLAYR J,
CROWLEY. FRANC IS B.IV
CROt«.EY, MICHAEL P.
CURLEY.MARK C.
CURRAN.MARr BETH,
DAGOSTINO,ANNNARIE.
DALY. MARK 0,
DANIELS. STEPHEN W,
DANTOWITZ. JUDITH E.
DAVIDSON. ELAINE F.
DAYTON, ELIZABETH A.
DEAR. PETER.
DEGRANDI. THOMAS M.
DELLA RATTA. ELIZABETH A
OELUCA. BRIAN V.
DELUTIS. TRACY A.
OEMANGO.MCOLE L.
OEMEIS.JUOE.
DEMOE. DAVID E.
OfNHAM. JASON P.
DEROSIER. AMY L.
DERPO. MICHAEL J.
OERWIN. JASON P.
OESJOUROY.AMEE L.
DHAWAN.PUNEET.
OIMOCK. CYNTHIA H.
OIONNE. EDWARD J,
DOMERTY.HARLO H.
OOHMAN.OEANA A.
DOLAN. PEGGY A.
DOMINA. EDWARD D.
DONOVAN. AMY P,
OPEtS.MCAIHER E.
DRINKER, KENT 6.
DRISCOLL.JOHN P.
OUNLOP.DIANA L.
DUSENBURY. JESSICA L,
EDWARDS. SHARON B.
EGAN. ROBERT S,
EGAN, SHANE M,

ELORIDGE.SHERI R,
ENGLISH, PAUL C.
FARQUHAPSON, BRIAN W,
FERREIRA,OAWNA L,
FINOLEY. ALLISON A.
FORO.PAUL C,
FOPMAN.MAPNIN A.
FRANCIS. JOSEPH J,
FRANCO. ABIGAIL M,
FREDRIKSEN.ANNE MARIE F,
FREEOMAN. KAREN A,
FREUOENTHAL, CINDY A.
FREW, ERICA M.
FREZZO.MIA K,
FRIEDMAN. KIMBERLY A.
FYRBERG, HEIDI B,
GAGNON.JANFT L,
GALAT.REBfi;CA J,
GALUSHA. TIMOTHY G,
GANSLEY, ROBERT F,
GARCEAU, TRAGI L,
GARRETT, JENNIFER D,
GARRISON. JENNIFER M.

Jllaldii!t!ii.'JJ riliM3l>fil!|.J.Tin

GCLINAS.AIMEE 8.
GENTILLE.RENEE E,
GERMINO. MATTHEW J.
GHAREEB. MARIA T.
GIGUERE.CARY L.
GILBERT. AMY J.
GILBUPG.AMY E,
GINS8URG.BRENDA H,
GNIAOEK, RICHARD H.
GODFREY, CHRISTOPHER L.
GRASS, BARRY P.
GREER. ALICIA L.
GRESKOVIC.GAIL L.
GRIFFIN. ANDREA S.
GRIM.KFLLY L.
GRIMSHAW, SCOTT M.
OUSTOWSKI. CAROL J.
HABERLIN, DEBORAH R.
HADAYA.LISA A.
HAEUSSLER, KIMBERLY A.
HAGERT Y.KERRY A.
HALLOCK.PAUL C
HAMBLIN.KIMBERLET A.
HAMLIN. SUZANNE M.
HARRIS. HOLLY R.

<M) HARRIS. PENNY S.
HARTLEY. ROBERT H.III
HARTLINO, DANIEL G.

<H) HAYES. CATHERINE J
HEARN, LAURA A.
HELLRIGEL, MICHAEL L.
HIGGINS. CHRISTINE A.
HIGLEY. BRIAN M.
HILTON. ERIC J.
HINC.AMY A.

HINCHLIFFE.JILL H.
HOLLIFIELD.GARY E,
HOLMES. SANDRA L.
HOPKINS. LISA J,
HOWERTON.RONNY E,
HOWES, LORE TTA H.
HUDAK. KRISTIN K.
JAOATZ. STEPHEN E,
JENKS. CYNTHIA A.
JOHNSON, TAMMIE S,
JOHNSON. TIMOTHY H
JOHNSON. VANESSA K.
JOHNSTON. ROBERT F.

(H) JOSLIN. TAMMY L.
KARTOND, DOUGLAS N,
KATZER.SHERRI L,
KEYES, CHRISTOPHER R,
KEYES,MAI1HEW,
KING, DAVID M,
KIRCHMAN. CATHERINE A.
KNIGHT, JAMES A,

(H) KOCH, STEPHANIE L,
KOETKF.DANIFL G.
KRAMER. MELISSA L,
KRAUS. AMANDA.
KULIKOWSKI.KRAIG J,
KWOK.WUON W,

KYLE, KRISTIN L,
LACATELL. JEFFREY R,
LAFAILLE, NORMAN R,
LANG. CHRISTOPHER D,
LANGFORD. CHRISTINE H,
LANZA, HEATHER M.

LAVIGNE, HENRY R.
LAZARO. DAVID E,
LEBLANC. KEITH J.
LEBLANC.MELANIE S.
LEBLANC. ROBERT 0.
LECHTER.ALIOA.
LEIIE. HELENA S.
LEMAY.AWREA V.
LEHAY. CHRISTINE M.
LEVENBEPG.SHERYL E.
LEVY, MICHELLE R.
LEWIS. DARREN E.
LIKE.NICCLE A.
LINO0UIST.LI8A M,
LLOYD, DARPYL.
LOCICEPO. ROSALIE D,
LODGE. MICHAEL W.
LOIKITS. BRANDON M.
LONDON. DEBORAH L.
LUECK. EMILY E.
LYNCH. MARIA T.
MACALUSO, BRIAN D.
HAKI.OEAN B.
MALONE

. SHANNON E.
MALONEY.JACQUELYN.
MALOY. JULIE A.
MANGAN. GREGORY A
MARSHALL. JONATHAN S.
MARSHALL

. SARAH E.
MARTIN. BRIAN F,
MARTIN. CRAIG S.
MARTIN. LISA M.
MARTONE. CHRISTOPHER J
MAS. CE ANNA M.
MAST IN. JONATHAN P.
MATTED. ERIK A.
HAT THAI. RACHEL.
MAURO. CHRISTIAN P.

<H) MAYER. CATHERINE J.
MCALLISTER. AMY B,

<M) MCCLE AN. MICHAEL 0,
MCMANUS, RACHEL J.
MCQUIGGAN, TRACY A.
MEAD. IAN W.
HEOE IPOS. RICHARD J.
HEEHAN.KAPA A,
MELBIN.ANNA.
MESSIER. JASON D.
MILLER, BETH L.
HISIASZEK.QLEN J.

(H> MOOLENBEEK. ANDREA S.
MORAN. CHRISTINE M.
MOREY. LAURA Y,
MORIARTY.TOOD E.
MUODASSIP.SYED M
MUKUL.SUNTL.
MURPHY .DAVID W.
MURRAY. STEPHEN P.
MUSTARD. KELVIN G.
NACK. JULIE S.
NAGY. SCOTT R.
NECRASON.AOAM R.
NEVI-f.riAPK A,
NIHS. SCOTT 0,
NOBLE. KATHERINE A,
NOLAN, MICHAEL 0.
NORWOOD. CORY D,
HUMAN. TODD

OBRIEN. BRIAN I.
OMANIAN, WALTER A.
OKANE. DENNIS P.
OLSON. WENDY J,
OMAHD.COLLETA A.
ONEILL. JENNIFER A.
ONEILL. NICHOLAS.
0S80RN.JARRETT S.
ON. JENNIFER S,
PALERMINO, GREGG R.
PALM. JENNIFER M.
PAQUETTE. RICHARD C.JR
PARKER. PATRICK I.
PARHENTER.ERIC C.
PATHAUDE. DENNIS J.
PEARLMAN. AARON L.
PECK. BONNIE C.
PECK. RACHEL C.
PECKHAM.PAUL G
PEEPLES. MARGARET E.

(H) PETERS, JENNIFER L
PETRILLO.RAMONA E.
PIMENTAL. KIMBERLY A.
PITCHER. RICHARD J.
PRATT. THERESA A.
P«TE. WILLIAM A.
PRICE. ELISA 0.
PUTNAM. MATTHEW $.
QUINTON. TRACY A.
RADZIEWICZ, JAMES J.
PANALDI. ANTHONY J
SATNO, DONALD J,
REAR0ON,EILEEN,
REDMAN. JAMES
RELYEA. APRIL R
RtYNDLOS. JENNIFER L
RICCIUTI.DEBRA L, '

RILEY, CATHERINE V
RIVET,RtBtu|;A L, •

ROBINSON, ANNE M,
PONCARAII,JIlL S,
ROSS, MICHAEL S,
RUANE,CHERILYH F.
RUDDOCK, NANCY T,
WSSELL. JUSTIN M.
RYAN.KELLY A.
RYDER. CHRISTOPHER L.
SAGER, PAULA G,
SAMSEL,HARCIA A,
SANNEH.NJUteu,
SANTORO,JEANNETTE M.
SCHLAFMAN.STACEY G.
SCHWENZER, HEIDI A
SCOTT, STELLA S,
SEMANIE.CHERIE L.
SENZ.RENEE F,
SHEA. MARGARET K.
SHEEHAN. TIMOTHY H.
SHIELPS. ELIZABETH 0.
SHIN.YEONSOOK.
SHINE. JONATHAN A,
SHMUL SKY. RUBIN,
SILVA, WILLIAM A,
SILVEIRA, ALICIA A.
SILVI,PAUL G.
SINE, GLENN A,
SIMONOS. MEGAN E,

(H) SMALL, JENNIFER L

SMALL. KRAY A,

SMITH. GEORGE W,III
SMITH. JENNIFER.
SMITH. STEPHEN A.

SOLOVEI.ERIKA L.
8PICER. RACHEL.
SPOHR.SHELLET H,
SPUNZO.DAWN M.
8 T ANO I SH. LAUREN A.
STARK.KRISTINe E.
6TELH0KAS.J0HN W,
STEVENr,.N0£L 0.
STITSDN. PATRICIA A.
STW€. CHRISTOPHER B,
STORJOHANN. KIMBERLY A.
STOtC. DAVID A,

SULLIVAN. DEBORA L.
SULLIVAN. LAURA T.

(M) SULLIVAN. NICOLE 0,
SUSS8AUER.T00D M.
SVARCZKOPF , TIMOTHY M.
6WANS0N.ERIK D.
TAN. FIONA W.
TAN.TARO H.C,
TANG.WINNlrPEO Y
TASSINARI, DANIEL L.JR

<H) TAURAS.NINA M.
TAYLOP WTNOY H.
THERIAULT. SHANE H.
THOMAS. PAMELA L.
THOMPSON. STEPHANIE A.
TILT. ALBERT. IV
TONG.KIN H.
TOSCA.DAWN G.

J«W-*T, JENNIFER A.
TROTTA. ALISON M,
TUOHY.OOi;CLAS M.
URIBE ECHEVARRIA.PAULA F,
VAIKUNTA.SIOOHARTH.

(H) VAN ATTEN, CHRISTOPHER E
VARA»«A, ROBERT R. *

VASSIL. MICHELLE L.
WALLACE. HILARY B.
WALSH, SARA A.
WBB. SUZANNE C.
••EEKS.EZEKIEL D.
•CIDMAN. OAVIO G.
XENTZELL.PAUL M.
»«IFFEN,TINA A.
WHITE. MARK A.
WILCOX. MOIRA.
WILLIAMS. MICHAEL R.
WILLIAMS. RACHEL M.
WINKLEY. DONNA R.
WOLFE. OUSTIN W,
W)LLY. PETER A,
WIGHT, ALISON S.
WYNOHAM. PATRICK J,
XENOFOULOU. VANESSA X.
YETMAN. KIMBERLY A.
TODKINS.LISA A.
TOLIN, DEBORAH S.
2ABK0, JULIE S,
ZAMACHAJ. STANLEY E.
2ELMAN. SUZANNE J.

<H) ZIEGLER. SUSAN E.
ZUK. JONATHAN P.
2UMBRUSKI. THOMAS R.

OH ALLEGREZZA, THOMAS A

OH ALSOP. PAMELA S.

OH ANORESEN. JOSHUA P.

IH ARTZ. SUZANNE 0.

CH BALDWIN. BRYAN M.

CH BALTAOONIS.OOREEN L,

CH BARLOW, TAMMY L.

DM BATES, TOOD C,

OH BEAL,KERRI L,

CH BEAN, JAMES M,

CH BEASLEY.KRISTEN C.

CH BECKER. KERSTIN H.

CM BECKER. LISA R,

BELSI TO, ANTHONY H,

CH BERGEHDAHL, JASON R,

OH BILWAKESH.SHUBHA,

IH BOLOUC, STEVEN R,

OH BDVARNICK,LISA A,

CH BRADLEY. DAVID S,

CH BRADLEY, NANCY L.

DH BRANOEL. JENNIFER S.

IH BPOADBRIDOE . ANNE F.

CH BROWN. JAMES J.

CH BROWN, KATHLEEN C,

CH BROWN. MICHAEL J.

CH BUTCHER. BANITA N.

CH BUTLER. DOt«tA M.

CANALI.KRISTOPHDR 6.

CH CASTFLLANO, DANIEL K.

OH CHEETHAM. DAVID S.

CH CHISHOLH.JOHN D.

OH CLONINGER.KIRSTEN A,

CH COISMAN.JAY A.

DH CONNORS. ML AGHAN L.

CH CDON.SHAUN S.

CH CORE Y.AMY M,

CH CORONCLLA,JDHN S,

OH CORRENTI, RICHARD J.

CH COURTNEY, BENJAMIN A.

CH COVE, LOUIS A.

DH CRAVFN, ERICA L,

CH CRITTEWEN. CRISTANNA G,

OH CROUSE, MICHELLE E,

DH DAIGRE,ERIC S.

CH DAISLEY, KELLY M,

IH OANIELSON, THOMAS J.

CH DAVIES,JOHANNAH M,

CH DAVIS, CHRISTINE J.

CH DAVIS, ERIN E.

CH OE,APUP,

CH DELKER, THOMAS P,

DERSARKISIAN, DENIS P,

IH DICICCCMARK,

CH OOBBIE. CHRISTOPHER J.

CH DOMINGO, JELIA R.

DONOVAN, JOHN R,

CH OORMAN,PAN» L,

:H DORSET, KAREN A.

3H DOYLE, JAMES K,

DH DRAKE. OFBRA A.

CH OUBRULE, MICHELLE M.

CH DUNHAM. COLLEEN E.

CH ELLE8, JEFFREY,

CH EWALO, LIANA J,

DH FABBRI,DANA N,

DH FABERMAN, STEPHEN H,

CH FAIRBANK,AMY E,

OH FEDER, HELENA H,

FEINBER6,KARYN 0.

CH FINLAYSON, JULIE K.

UH FISHER, DAVID H.

CH FITZPAIRICK. TIMOTHY B.

DH FLEMING. ADRIENNE.

CH FLETCHER. KRISTIN H.

CH FLOM. JOANNE R.

CH FOBERT. LAUREN N,

CM FOLEY. MEGAN L.

CN FRANTZ, JONATHAN M.

CN FREEMAN. NARK S.

CH FRIEDMAN. STEPHEN H.

Ot FRITTS. CHRISTOPHER M.

CH GARDNER. WILLIAM B.

HR GELBACH. JONAH B,

OH 6ELLEY. MELISSA M.

04 6ENKLMAN.EVGEN.

IH GEORGE, JASON.

DH 6ERBER. KRISTIN J.

CH GIAMMATTE I. THERESA J,

IH GINSBERG. DAVID M.

CM GIOVANNINI.JOAN M.

GOLD. EMILY R.

CM GOMES. HALKES.

OH GRAVES. PETER F.

CH GREEN. DAVID M,

CH GRIFFITH. JENNIFER A.

CH GROISHAII. PAVEL P.

OH GUIOERA.HATTHEW M.

DH HAIflDie, MICHAEL.

CH HANNENAfJN.ALETHEA S.

CH HARRIS. PENNY S.

CH HARTWELL. DOUGLAS A.

CH HAYES. CATHERINE J.

DH HENNEN. MOLLY E.

IH MERNON.CHRISTINA H.

MR MILLIARD. OONALO B.

CH HIRVONEN.CMRISTltC A.

OH HO. HOI HUNG.

OH HURLBUT. PETER R.

CH HURLEY. SARA E.

CH HUSSEY. MARIAN A.

CH INGLEOUE.JANIS L.

CH ISHERWOOO, JASON 8,

JACKSON, ERIN N,

OH JOOOIN, JULIE A.

CH JOHNSON. ERIC A,

ACHARYA.MADHAV.
ADENIRAN.SAOE.
ARMS TFONG. JESSE DAVID
BOOSLIHAN, PATRICK.
BRUNEI. JEAN-MICHEL.
BUSH.HEIOI J.
CAICEDO.ANA LUCIA
CASCIA.TROY.
CHAMPAGNT

. POCH
CHARALAMBOUS, FLORA

,^.
CLARKE, JAMES RICHARD.

'H) CDON.SHAUN S,

OH JOHNSON, REBECCA A,

CH JOSHI,CHITRA M.

CH JOSLIN. TAMMY L.

CH JURICH.JOSCELYN 8,

OH KAHN. JULIE 8.

DH KALLOCH.JOHAMU L.

OH KAMERIK.KRISTEN L.

UH KANTOR.BETH E.

OH KAPLAN. SCOTT 0.

OH KASSAY. ALICE C.

CH KEAtC.LORA L.

CH KEBLER. ROBERT W.

CH KEOIAN.KRISTT L.

DH KENYON. MATTHEW 0,

OH KIMBALL. ANGELA C.

CH KJENDAL.KARL M.

CH KLAMPE,NIKOCE A.

CH KOCH. STEPHANIE L.

CH KONIECZNY. TERESA A.

CH KOPELMAN. MARGARET BONOEN.

OH KOWALSKI. TANYA E.

CH KRAUS. ANDREW N.

KREJMAS. GREGORY J.

CH KRENOEL. DAVID B.

OH KRIE6ER.ALLYS0N M,

CH KUC, MONICA A,

CH KUDREZ.ANASTASIA C.

CM KYROS.KONSTANTINE.

CH LAMBERT. KEN.

OH LANE. STEPHEN K.

OH LANZA. TERI L.

ON LEE. CHAN YUIN.

CN LEE. STEVEN M.

CM LEVENSON.OEBRA L.

ON LIM.NART L.

DH LIPNER. MICHAEL.

IH LOWAROO. CHARLES J.

CRESSLER. CHRIS E,
DAVIDSON. SALLY,
DOCSON.KRISIINE J.
OORHOFER.OIANA H.
DUSENBURY. ANGELA,
EBEL.HEAIHER L.
EKEBLAD.ANNA SOFIA,
FULTON. ;aN DEBORAH,
GARCIA. ANA MARIA,
GOMES, HELANIE,
GROSS. RE BE CCA,
GUSIAFSSON.ASA MARGARET A.

OH L0NG.ELI2ABCTH A.

CH LONSKE. JONATHAN W.

LUCZKOW. JENNIFER L.

OH MACOONALO.WlaARD 8.

OH MACOOUGALL. JESSICA R.

CH MACLIN. CHRISTOPHER T.

OH MACPHEE.KEEUE J.

CH MALIDNEK. ROBERT J.

CM MANCHESTER. BETH A.

OH MANT2. JEFFREY W.

CH NASSEY. DAVID B.

NATHEW.AJAI,

CH HAYER.CATHERINE J.

CH MAZZARELLA.KRISTEN T.

CM HCCLEAN. MICHAEL 0.

IH MCaURE. CHRISTOPHER 0.

CH MCCUE. KATHLEEN M.

DH MCCUROY. HEATHER K.

CH MCGLYNN. MICHAEL W,

CH MCGREW.PATRICK F.

CH MCKAY. KATE A,

CH MEMOES. CIOALIA A.

CH MEYMARIS. GREGORY.

OH MICHAELS. JONATHAN.

IH MILOREN. REUBEN A.

OH MILLARD. ANGELA C.

CH MINKOS. JOSEPH H.

OH HOESER, JAMISON T,

CH HOGOUSrO,DANIEaE E,

CH MOODIE. JENNIFER 0.

DH MOOLENBEEK. ANDREA 8.

CH MORRIS. KIMBERLY SHARON.

OH MUMPER. DAVID C.

CH MUNRO, JENIFER A,

CH MURADALI,2UHARA.

OH MURPHY, ERIKA M.

CH MURRAY. LAURA A,

MYERS. SANDRA A.

OH NADEAU.MARISA J.

OH NAPXI. MICHELLE A,

UN NATALE. FRANCIS J.

OH NELSON. SUSAN V.

CH NEWMAN. BARBARA J.

CN NOLAN. DANIEL 0.

DM OBRIEN. MICHAEL R.

OCONNOR.CRAIG R.

CH OROWAY, HOLLY E.

DM ORKIN. DAVID A.

DH ORZO.TRACEY A.

CH PALAZZOLO.VITA A.

CH PALTER. JOSHUA E.

IH PEAfiCE.CHRISTIAWW H.

OH PETERS. JENNIFER L.

CH PHILLIPS. STEVEN I.

CH PIERPONT. WILLIAM L.

OH POMEPANZ, JAMES R.

DH POPSON. GLENN R.

OH POSTER, MICHAEL 8.

OH PROKOPY. JOSHUA J.

CH RAPAPORT.LORI 8.

OH REOaiFF. JULIE A.

CH RENNA.JOOY E.

CH RICHARD. GARY J.

CH ROBERTS. ALISON E,

CM ROeiE. HEATHER C.

DM ROSENTHAL. BETH N,

CH ROSSI. OANA T.

CH SANNELLA. MARIA I.

CN 8CHACHTER.AVI.

OH SCHNITZLER.MICAELA A.

CH SCMONHOFF.JUOITH A.

CH SEARS, SHARON R.

ON 8ELVA66ID. LAURIE A,

CH SHIRK, AARON R.

CH SILVA. ELENA M,

CM SIMEONIOES, ALEXANDRA E.

OH SIMPSON, FRANKLIN L.

CH SLACK, JULIE E.

OH SLAP. ANDREW L.

CH SMALL. JENIFER L.

CN SMITH, JAMES H,

IN SMITH.KATMERIX.

DH SMITH. WILEY J,

CH SORENSEN, KRISTIN I.

CH SPEICHER,OEBRA J.

IH ST JEAN. SHAWN K.

CH STANFORD. EMILY J.

CH 8TARKIS.ALI8MA V.

CH STAUFFER.LfNOA A.

CH STEINBERG. JESSE H.

STEVENS. PHILIP 6.

DH SULLIVAN. NICOLE D.

CH SWOfiODA.JWJITH L.

CH TANENHAUS. RACHEL H.

CH TANNEffiAUM.LISA B.

CH TANNER. JENNIFER L.

OH TAURAS.NINA N.

CH THARP. DIANE L.

IH THOMAS. VICTORIA C.

CH THOMPSON. KRISTIN H.

CM THULIN. ERIKA A.

TIBBETTS. JASON E.

OH TOPHAM.HELINOA M.

IH UPTON. AMY N.

OH VALDIVIELSO.JOHN C,

OH VAN ATIEN. CHRISTOPHER E.

CH VARGHESE.SHERY H.

CH VIZZARI.GINA M.

OH VOLONAN.JOEL.

CH WACHSBERGER.SAMANTHA.

CH WALKFR.SULEYKEN D.
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IH MALSH. MEGHAN J,

CH WARNSHUIS.XNNIFER.

Ca WATSON. DOUGLAS A,

CH WEHLE.OANIT.

CM WEINFELD.ALAN H.

IH ICSTDRT
. THOMAS K.

OH WITTAKER.ALLYSON J.

WICKE.JOHN N.

CM WISNNICK.HILLART H.

IH WTTENBER6.KIMBERLT B.

WRIGHT. TDOO E.

CH WU.HUIYA,

CH YORIO. OAVIO S.

OH YOUNG. DEBORAH L.

CH YOUNG. MICHAEL R.

CH 2ANCHI. NICOLE.

CH 2ENDN. GREGORY W.

OH 2IEGLER. SUSAN f

.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL OR EXCHANGE
BUSTAFSSON.ULLA HIA,
GUZMAN. ROBERTO J,
MARDINGHAM. CAROLINE MART
HATCHARO. ALISON,
HA>€S. MICHAEL.
HEENEY.MARTIN JAMES.
MOLLEY. WENDY.
INGRAM, PETER JOHN.
JOHNSON. CHRISTOPHER B.
JOSEPH. ANNA,
KANAZAKI,YUMI.
KEARNES. LAURA JUNE,

KENNA.VOIPREY KAREN.
KIBBY. MATTHEW LEE.
KIKUKANA.HIROKO.
KONTOGIANNOPOOLOS

. CONSTANTINA

.

LATTI.LARISSA,
LAW.OR.JANE RACHEL.
L ILJE-JENSEN

. CHARLDT TE

,

LINSKEY. CHRISTINE M.
LONG. JULIA CLAIRE.
LOPEZ. SONIA BARRON.
LOWE. STEVEN JOHN,
MACOONALO.LORNA E.

MALHOTRA.SEEMA.
MIOOLEDITCH. CLARE,
MISMRA.GAURAV.
MOMAMID.USUFF WALI,
MORITZ.ANOREA MARIA,
0N0E,HIROK0.
PIKE. ANDREW OEREK,
POPIEL.ALI.
ROBERTS, STEVEN.
SCHPOEm P. SHANNON M.
SMITH, CAROLINE ANN,
SULLY. KATIE JESSICA,

TANAKA.RYOTARO.
TAYLOP. KARYN S,
WADELL.CARL HANNES.
WALTON, JOHN EDWARD.
WESlALL, HEATHER J,
»«iEATON. MICHAEL J,
WILLIAMS. ASHLEY.
WILSON. KAlHERINE H.
YAMAMOTO.JANE.
YOUNG. CHRISTINE,
YOUNG. CLAUOIA.
ZELMAN, CAROL,

ABRAHAM, KRISTEN L,
AOOSTINO, MICHAEL J,
AHRENHOLZ.NIKKI B,
AIOPICH.KPISTINE A,
ALESSI. ANTHONY C,
ALIE, JASON D.
ALLARO, ANDREA L.
ANAVY. MAT THEN A.
ARIET A. JENNIFER J.

<H) ARTZ. SUZANNE 0.
ASHMAN . ANDREW M.
AUMAN. REBECCA M.
AVERY. JAMES.
AYYAT.AREtJ F.
BACHARZ, MICHAEL J.
BACKER. STUART R,
BAKER, MATTHEW J,
8ARAN.AN0Y H,
BAPBARY. MICHELLE D.
BARBER. HOEL A.
BAPI.TOOD G,
BARUCCI.JDHN J.
BATTELLE. JENNIFER,
BENNETT, DOROTHY L.
BEPMAN.MARK R,
BEPNARDES,IANIA I,

(H) BILWAKESH.SHUBHA.
BISHOP. DANIEL J,
BLACK, HOWAW P,JR
BLAKEY, THOMAS,
BLANTON, WILLIAM G,
BOLAND. STEVEN M.

BOLOUC. CHRISTOPHER W.
BOOK. JULIE S.
BORAKS..KREMY A.
BORDEN. MATTHEW 0.
BOUROUE . MARK J.

(H) BDVARNICCLISA A,
(H) BRADLEY, NANCY L,

BPOOKMAN. MICHAEL W.
BROWN. RICHARD G,
BRUNO, DAVID A,
BURCH.ALYSHA L.
BURNS, ROtMLD D,
BUTLER. MICHELLE E,
BYEPS.JON S,

CALCASOLA. RICHARD L,
CARE Y.SHANNON L,
CARPENTER, NEIL P,

CASSIDY.rELLIE J,
(H) CASTELL ANO. DANIEL K,

CATANZARITE, JENNIFER L
CAVANAUGH, ALISON,
CEMBUPA.SHARLEEN A,
CHAISSON, BRIAN S,
CHAMUEL. GLENN D.
CHAN.FUNG-YEE CLAUDIA.

(H) CHEETHAM. DAVID S.
CHENG. KELLY B,
CHIANG.CHIA Y,
CHIN. CHRISTINE R,

CHIPLEY.COLONIE T,

CLARK, ANDREW 0.
CLARK, JILL A,

CLELANO. MELISSA V,
COHEN, DIANA J,

COHEN, STACE Y H,
COLBY. ERIKA L.
COOK. TIMOTHY E.
CORRIGAN. KEVIN P.
COSTE.SEAN P.
COSTELLO. JOSEPH M.
CRAPSER.PEBECCA A.
CREOI.MAZEN M,
CRDSSCUP. JENNIFER L.
CROTEAU. BRIAN T,
CROWLEY. DAVID J.
CURTIS, SHELLEY A.
CUTTER, CHRISTOPHER D.

<H» OANIELSON. THOMAS J,
OAVAR,URMEZ V,

DAVIDSON. CHRISTOPHER C.
DAVIS, STEVEN C,
DEANE,ALAN S,
DECKER. TFRPENCE K,
DELLEO. JEFFREY N.
0EL0IA,JULIANN,
OERENSHTEYN.IGOR,
OEVINE. REBECCA F,
DEWAN.HARK F,

DILUIGI,BRENDA 0.
OIORIO. PATRICIA A.
DIRIELYAN.HELINE T.

DIROBERTO.MICHELE L.
DITULLIO. JENNIFER 6.
DOMINICK. JASON P.
DONAHUE. ME IGHAN A.
DOOCEY. STEVEN F.

OOaiHER. MICHELLE E,
DRAGOON. GAYLE H.

(H) OUBRULE, MICHELLE M.
DUNLAP, SCOTT E.
OONLAP, SCOTT W,
DUNN, CHARLES R.
ELLIS. LAURIE A.
EPPICH.PHYS A,

ETTAMARNA. JAMES R.
FABER, MICHAEL B,

(H) FABERMAN. STEPHEN M.
<H) FAIRBANK.AMY E.

FIGUEIREDO.JOHN.
FINGER. JEFFREY K,

(H) FINLAYSON. JULIE K.
FISHHAN. DEBBIE B.
FISHH/N.PIVA J.
FITZGIBBON, DIANE M,

<H) FITZPATRICK, TIMOTHY B,
FLETCHER, KRISTIN R.
FLURI.MARY G,

FLUSSER. HOWARD C,
FOPpfS, MICHAEL J,
FORTSCH, KATHLEEN M,
FOTDS, KAREN K,
FRATTASIO.SFTH N,
FRENCH. DANIEL J,
FRIEDMAN. ERICA G,

<H) FRITTS.CHPISTDPHER H,
GAGNE. ROBERT A,
GAINSBORO. KEITH T,
GARBFP.HUGH E.

GATTUSO. MATTHEW A.
GEIRINGER.DENISE H,

CELB.JAY H.
GEORGE. MICHAEL T,
GILLIS,00WU E,
GILLIS, KEVIN C.
CLAUSE P. SAMANTHA H,
GOLDSTEIN, KERYN R,
GONTHIEP. MARIE A,
GOODMAN, BRIAN P.
GORDON. KEVIN P,
GRADY. TIMOTHY P.
GRAY, JEANNE C.
GREEN. MICHAEL E.
GREENE. CHARLENE M.
BUGLER. TRICIA A.
GUTHENBERG. KAREN.
HADOAO.LISA R.

HAMM.ELIZA8ETH L.
HAMMOCK. MICHELLE L.
HASHEM. MATTHEW S,
HEANE Y.MICHELLE L,
»«NRY,CHRISTOPt«R L,
HERNANDEZ. CARLOS A.
HIDENATA, NORA,
HIRSCHEN, RICHARD A.
HITCH. JANE MARIE.
HOFFSTEIN. PHILIP A,
HORKAN. SUSAN J.
HORNSTEIN.NEIL F,
NORTON. RICHARD P,
HOVEL. ELIZABETH A,
HUDAK, BRENOA A,
HUGHES. SHANE R.
HUGO, ANDREW H,

(H) HURLEY. SARA E.
HUTCHING. STEVEN W.

(H> INGLEOUE.JANIS L.
INGULLI. SCOTT K.
IRANI. FARAH F,

(H) ISHERWOOO. JASON 8.
ISRAEL. RACHEL D,
ITZK0WITZ,ROSS F.
JACOBSON, CHRISTA L
J*NOFF. JASON R,
JANSON.ALAN M,
JENSEN. KAPIN A,
JOHNSON. MICHAEL P.
JOHNSON. NINOTCHKA,
JOSEPH. SAMUEL M,

(H) JOSHI,CHnRA M,
JOY, KIMBERLY A,
«ELER,JDHN D,
KEENE, STEFAN L,
KELLE Y.CHRISTOPHER 0,
KELLY, JOHN R.III
KEUNG.YUK P,
KIM.JIEUN,
KING. SHANNON,
KLUPA, PATRICK M,
KNUOSEN. JENNIFER L,
KOBEISSI.ALISAR.
KOCHER. HEIDI M.

(H) KOPELMAN. MARGARET BOWOEN
KOTLEP.JAYME L.
KRAMER. MICHAEL 0.

(H) KRENOEL, DAVID B,
(H) KUC. MONICA A.

KYLISH.IODO F,
LABELL. ROBERT M.
LAHNI.KARINA A.
LAWLEP. SHELLEY A.
LEE.YAT H.

LEIFEP. SCOTT P.
LE POPE, ANTHONY S.
LERNER, ALEXANDER L.
LESPEPANCE, BRETT J.
LEVENSON. STEVEN R.
LEVINE. RACHEL H.
LEVY. TIFFANY J,
LI.AL PING.
LIANG, KARIN,
LINGO. JESSE S.

(H) LIPNER. MICHAEL.
LIP8KY. TIMOTHY R.

<H) LONG. ELIZABETH A.
(H) LONSKE. JONATHAN W.

LUCEY.JOANN L.
LUTZ, JACQUELINE M.
LUVIANO.JOHN J, III
MACDONALO.MICHAELA M.
MACMILLAN, CHRISTOPHER J.
MADDEN. ERIN E.
MAFFEI. CHRISTOPHER J,
MAGARIAN. MICHAEL W,
MAGNUSON. LAURIE K,
MAHONE Y.STEPHEN M,
MALAMUT,JOOI L,
MARGOLIS. MICHAEL A.
MAPLOW, CRAIG 0,
MARTEL, LAURA L.
MARTIN. EARL T.
MARTIN. WILLIAM J,
MARTINO. JOSEPH A.
MARVIN. JAMES W.
MASON, WILLIAM J III,
MATTHEW. THOMAS B,
MAY. ABIGAIL N,
MCAULAY.KAPOLYN J,
MCCARTHY. CHRISTOPHER P,
MCGINNESS.MICHELE A.
MCKIEPNAN. KEVIN T,

MCLAUGHLIN. MATTHEW J,
MCMANUS, CAROLINE M,
MCNAMARA.BETH A,
MEENES.JEflREY 0,
MELNICK, MICHAEL D,
MILLER. BRIDGET E.

(H) MINKOS. JOSEPH M.
MIRABELLA.MAPK J.
MITCHELL.OEBRA J.
MITCHELL, STEVEN K,
MOOI,SONAL,
MOOICA. JEFFREY M,
MOFSOWITZ.JOOI F.

<H) HOGOLESKO. DANIELLE E.
MOLLENAUEP. ELIZABETH C.
MONAGHAN.TARA.
MONTEIIH. MICHELLE R.
MORALES. JUAN C,
MORRELL.JILL S,
MORRIS. RICHARD A.
MOSS. BRYAN P.

MULLEN. BRIAN D.

MULLEN. KRISTA M.
(H) MUPA0ALI.7IJHARA.

MURPHY. KEPRI A.
MURPHY. LANE.
fWRPHY .PAIPTCIA A,
MURRAY. ROBERT S.
MYKONIATIS, GEORGE.
NEWMAN. LISA L,
NGO.LANG,
NICHOLAS. DONALD B.JR
NIM.THIN T.

NOBLE. SHARON L.
NORWOOD, KAREN L,
OLIEIE.ACOLFO.
OLIVIERI. OAVIO J,
ORENSTEIN,API B,

(H) ORKIN. DAVID A,

PALMER. J BRIAN,
(H) PALTER. JOSHUA E,

PANZANO.GIULIO A,

PASSAPERA. CARLOS M.
PATEL.ANANO V.

PECK.PICHAPO A.
PEREZ, ALEJANDRO.
PETRALIA.MARK J,
PHELAN, CHARLES.
PINAPO. MICHAEL 0.
PLACE. ROBIN S.
PLANONOON. OAVIO A.
PLOSKY. HELEN M.
POHNER, LAURENCE J.Jfi
POPSAVAGE. JENNY S.
PRENOEPGAST.TRACEY L.
PUDLO. CRAIG A.
PUDPOLO. MATTHEW T.
RANKIN. SCOTT M,
RASKIN. OLIVER M.
REED, JASON G.
REINER. OANA 0.

(H) RICHARD. GARY J,
RIVFPA RAMOS. MARIA J,
ROGAirxl. JAMES M,
ROPER, COLLEEN M,
RUSSO, KAREN E,
RUTHFICLO,MAPK G,
RYAN. JENNIFER J.
SAAO.OMAR R.
SAART. JASON W.
SABER. ERIC 0.
SAIN. SAMEER S.
SALINE TTI. JEFFREY A,
SARAOGI.ARVINO,
SCHIFF.IRMA R,
SCHMIO, MONICA H.
SCHMIDT, FUNICc A,
SCHMIDT. HARK R,
SCHWARTZ. ERIC A,

(H) SELVAGGIO.LAUPIE A,
SERNOrr. MICHAEL A,
SHAPIRO. CAROLE 0.
SHAPIRO. MARK B,
SHAUNESSY, KELLY M,
SHEEHAN, LORI B,
SHEEHAN, MARK J,
SHURILEFF, JAMES F,
SITTON.LIESL M,
SKOLETSKY.LISA B,

(H» SLACK, JULIE E,
SMAGULA.MARITA L.
SMITH. MICHAEL R.
SONTAG.KRISII.
SP/.CONE. KRISHNA M.
SPINELLI.JAMES P.JR
SPOONER.JKLIE M,

<H) ST JEAN, SHAWN K.
STACHOWSKI. JENNIFER M.
STAPEL. MICHELLE E.
STASIO. GEOFFREY.
STERIDTIS.OIONYSIS G.
STETS( N.JENNIFER L,
STOLFO.JENNENE N,
STOWE.OANIEL K.
STRUM. KIMBERLY A,
SULLIVAN. KRISTEN,
SUPRANOWICZ. LINDA J,
SUSANH.HANDAYA,
SZAFRAN. JEFFREY J,
TAN.CHIA MAY.
lANNENBAUM.HAPA 0,
TAYLOR. WILLIAH A.
TEBO. NICOLE A.

TEITELBAUM. LLOYD H.
THEODORE. MARGARET M.
THOMPSON. VICTORIA B.
TIGHE.CHPI^-TINE E.
TILDEN. PAMELA J.
TIHMINS.PAUL J.
TOBIN. MATTHEW J.
TOHKO. TRACY L.
TOUZON.JOSE A.
TUFTS. OAriFN L.
TUNNE Y.JEFFREY T,
VALUTKEVICH. STEPHEN J.
VARGO.EPIC J,

VLAMIS.CHARA L,
WAGGETT, ELIZABETH,
WAGN£R.JOHN B,
WANG.YU CHEN,
WEINEP.JOAN £,

(H) WEINFELD.ALAN H,
<H) WESTOPT. THOMAS K,

WHITE. JONATHAN G.
WIDOISON. PAULA E.
WING.JOANN K.

(H) WITTENBERG. KIMBERLY B,
WU.ANLI.
WYSOCKI. LAWRENCE J,
YACKEP.MAPK B,
YIM,IVAN C.

(H) YOUNG. MICHAEL R.
YURECKO. MICHAEL W,

(H) ZANCHI. NICOLE,
ZHENG, LING.
ZUMBRUSKI. MICHELLE L.

BRANOWICKI. WENDY A.

BRASS, CLAUDIA J,
CARMEL, FRANCIS E,JR
CAVILHAS.DARLENE T.

CHAVARRY. KRISTEN H.

CLARK. SUZANNE K.
CORREIA. LOUISE.
DILORENZO. JAMIE A.

DDOLEY.RACHAEL E.

DOYLE. CAROLINE M.
OURNO.SHAPYL E.

OUROCHER. COLLEEN M.

(H> FLEMING. ADRIENNE,
<H) BERBER. KRISTIN J.

GIUMETTI.BUSAN,
HARRIS, KERRY N,

HART. CHRISTINE A,
HEIL.JILL E.
JONES. BPENOA K.
LALLY.MICHELE A.

LAUTER. ROBBIE 8.
LONGPRE.TARA L.
MCGARTY. CATHERINE 0.
MCKEE, KAREN H.

MCQUAIO.CARLEEN A.
MCVEIGH, ANN E,
MILASZEWSKI, KERRY M.
NELSON, JENNIFER L,
NELSON, NANCY A,
OLIVEIRA,LORI A,
PIEROTTI, DANIELLE M.
RAMETTA.8ABRINA R.

REAROON.CAITLIN M,
REED. MARY ANN,
RICHARDS, JENNIFER t

ROSSI, PAMELA K,
SEEBECK.HEIOI,
SKE HAN, MELISSA A,
TARANTO,TAMI L.
TEFFT.ANT V.

WALLACE. JENNIFER M,
WALSH, KRISTEN L.
WOHL. JANICE R.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
*ARONS0N,TRACEY J,
AHEARH. HEATHER K.
AnBtrasE.ccNEE n,

BARTOL0«EI.CRAI6 R,
BLANCWTTt.ADAH R.
BOUOREAU.JEAN PAUL.
BROWN. TRISTA A.
BULLOCC. SCOTT A,

BURNHAM.ZACHARY 0.
BUMS.NOmAN A.
CABRALIS, SHEPLAN.
CAMPERLEN60. MICHAEL V.
CARBONNEAU.KINBERLY A.

BREUNIG.OENISE R.
BRUNNMASSER.ELYSE R,
CARCILL.FAE R.
CARTER. fAITH J.
CARTER. JENNIFER L.
CHHURA. JOANNE N.

ALLEN. J»NFT C.
BLAIR, ROSALIND E.
CURT IS. WILLIAH A.

CARTENTER.HICHAEL R,
CELLUCCI.NELISSA H.
CLENENTE.OIANA.
CLirrOPr, MICHAEL J,
CONNOR. TIMOTHY W,
CORREA. MICHAEL 0.
COULOMBE. KEVIN 0.
DEAROORfF.SEAN E.
DOOIG.JAY n.

DOYLE. PAUL J.

OUTRA. JASON r.

ELOERKIN. JUSTIN.
FITZPATRICK.KIHBCRLY

CLAFFEY.OARLENE E.
COfCIN. CAREY A.
DUNCAN, SAMANTHA J,
OWINELL. SHANNON N.
EDHAROS. JONATHAN H.
6ALANTE. MICHELLE H,

H»wrTON.HEP«<«N E,
MASON. MICHAEL J.
06RIEN.0ENISE 8.

FLAHERTf. BRIAN F.
FOTI.OOHN M.
GILLQGLY. MICHAEL T.
6RAVELLE.0EN1SE C.
GREGG. JAMES F.
HANNULA.CINOY A.
HART. TANYA J,
HOLT.SHAUNA L,
ING8AS3IA.KERI L.
JASPER. OARYL J,
JOHNSON. KERRI J.
KALINOWSri. ELIZABETH A.
KELLER. HEIOI L.

KIM, JULIE M,

KRONFELO. ERICA L.
LANB. DEBORAH J.

LEBARON. RICHARD N,
LEGGIO. LILLIAN K.
LIOIO. PHILIP A,

LOtC. JASON C.

MALDARI, MONICA M.
MANGAN.OOUuLAS B.
MARSHALL. TAMMY L.
MARTIN. MELISSA J,

MART INO, STEPHANIE.
MCDONALD. TAMARA J,

PUBLIC HEALTH

HOTZ.KATHiRINE G.
<H) JOOOIN. JULIE A,

JOHNSTON. HEATHERANN C.
(H) KONIECZNY , TERESA A,

KYLE. KELLY R,
LEDOUy. MICHELLE T,

MARRCC.JUUY L.

MCLAUGHLIN. KELLEY
MELLO. JENNIFER J.
METHE.CHERI R.

MYERS. ANDREA L.

NAPACH.ILISSA M,

UNIVERSITY WITHOUT WALLS

PEED. CAROL A.

PHILLIPS. DONALD ».
RIGGS.AJA V. ANNE.

ROGEBSON, ROBERT E,
SHRAISON. STEPHEN J.

HICKELSON.LISA J.

NOSKW.ADAM S.
MUZA.CHERIE L,

NEVARE2. GLORIA E.
NICHOLS. STACEY A.
NOMLAN. JULIE A,
PANETTA. JAMES N.

PELUSO. JOSEPH R.JR
PETROCELLI.NANCY C.

PHELAN.KA I SERINE E.

PIERCE. CARRIE A.

PITTMAN.JOEL E.
RATTET.JOSWJA A,

PERR0TTA.6EIH A.

REDOING. JENNIFER 8.
REMILLARO. PAULA J,

RILET.ERIN K.

ROY. JENNIFER F.
SACKS. JEFFREY B.

VANOUSEN. ANDREW B.
NEBER. ELIZABETH A,

REILLY.KATW.EEN N,
ROSEBUSH. CAREY A.

RUSSELL, TAMARA L.
SCHWARTZ. ADAH 0.
S»«A. BRYANT H.

SLIVA. DEREK C,
SOLON. RONNI E,
STILLER. SCOT 6,
SYLVANOWICZ.OAVIO E,
TAR»CTTA,DOREEN A.

TOMLINSON, DEREK M,
WILK INS. PAULA L.
WOJCIECHOWSKI, JASON R.

SILVIA. MELISSA L.

(H> SPEICWR.OEBRA J.

(H) STANFORD, EMILY J,

TURGEON, MEREDITH A.
ZABAWA, ANOKA L.

HETNOfiC.REBEKAH H.

MHAUN.GERALOINE N,
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Delivering the rave on PHAT with Jeff MillerBv ADAM .qrOTT pr^Di^o^o «,-.- .
--.•'** ^ ^^M^M. J-WAXXXV^l.By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS

Collegian Staff

« Vi^^J^ weekend in Butterfield basement, Umass'
first RAVE w^ hed Jeff Miller took time out after theRAVE to speak with the Collegian about this latest dancemovement to hit the Valley.

Jeff MiUer: It's a travelling night club per se that
onginated m Europe and in the past few years has made
Its mark m the States.

RA^?^* *^°** "^ ™"*'*' ^ actuaUy played at a

^{J?**"-
"^^^ ^^^ ^"""^ P°P"'^'" d«"^ '""si*^ for the

a fion u'^"^^"^'"^"y "° '>^^s. .

.
a lot of bass andaround 180 beats per minute. Now its slowed down a

httle bit and it contains more lyrics than previously

aIo**« "f.""^
""^ ''""^ ^'^ ''«"ce music emerged

ASM: How did you get interested in it?
JM: I was always interested in the whole mysterious
concept revolving around RAVES.
ASR: How did you first hear about RAVES?
JM: Ijust founded a flyer when I was livingin Denvertwo
years ago.

ASR; Are they different out West?
JM: They are much more commercialized with too much
competition.

ASR: Do you have partners and if so, how did youaU come together?
JM: Well, there are a toUl offour ofus with equal stakes
in the company. No one has more power than another Iwas in the business in Denver by myself for two years I
decided to spice up this school after I transferred I
merged with Andrew. Jesse, and Matt who are all on
exchange from England.
ASR: What exactly do they do?
JM: Andrew is the D.J. and an unbelievable coordinator
Jesse is a great organizer and hasoi//.s/a/jrf/>,^connections
And Matt likewise puts in more than enough effort
ASR: Where exactly does your piece fit into the
puzzle you caU PHAT?
JM: Basically. I design flyers with the ideas of my
partners Also. I acquire the sound system and oversee
the whole operation and make sure everything runs
smoothly and to keep fellow Ravers satisfied.
ASR: What is your company called?

f^l H'^a^^^H^^'^' ^^''^^^ «t^"ds for Pumping HouseAnd lechno. The name was created by one of my part-
ners, Matt. ^ F«" <-

The dj's of PHAT: (from L. to R.) JBIZ. D.J. Reeds. Jeff Miller and Matt.

ARAM COMJEAN t COLLEGIAN

ASR: What is your goal by having RAVES inAmherst?

i^J^^ Z^rT?"^ ^*' ^"^ ^^'^ y^^*"- '<'"ot the next, is to
book 10,000 plus person capacity RAVE at the Mullins
Center m May. Also Im hoping to shut down bars and
fraternity parties all together! | Smiles]
ASR: Is this realistic?
JM: Too!! Ipompously).
ASR: Would you say PHAT is a temporary job per
*i^ wS.*'

^"**'« **» yo" plan to take this idea?
JM: While in college this is going to be a full time hobbv
and after graduation I plan to open the most elite un-
derground nightclubs in the country.
ASR: Would you like status like New York's Lime-
light or Los Angeles' Roxbury?
JM: The only club 1 respect in this country is Roxbury
Because its so phat but not too commercialized They
have the best PR in the market easily. You have to kissh^ ass and they know where to stick their noses
ASR: So, areyou saying that you plan to go after theHoUywood scene like Roxbury does?
JM: Not nocessarily. Roxbury is one in a million.
ASR: Was UMass' first RAVE the successyou hoped

Too Much Joy pledges
their best show ever

it to be?
JM:

I Eyebrows go up| We had triple the amount ofpeople
than expected. Despite the short six day promotion period
beforehand, invites were printed only one week ago and
that tremendous storm. People wouldn't leave the long
line outside though they had no guarantee of getting inASR: It s a good thing I had a VIP pass. So, what's
next?
JM: A party with 800 plus people one or two weeks afterbpnng Break properly named Liberty II. jThis pastRAVE was Liberty II

ASR:Why was it the Liberty Rave to begin with?JM: In honor of Keith Haring and his pop-art work in
general and his Statue of Liberty piece ofwork as well as
for his outstanding achievements in the arts
ASR: In a few words how would you best describewho Jeff Miller really is?
JM: (Takes a few minutes to think* A pure original'
(laughs)

ASR: A little pompous there, Jeff.
JM: (with a childlike giimacel You have to be to keen
yourself going.
ASR: I guess so. Trust me, I know!

Bark like a Mad Dog
The humor dribbles in lame comedy

Blume°nf?eW
' '°^^ ^"""^ '" '° "^

^
^'"'^ ^"""""'' ^'"^ ^''^' ^omm^ Vm^rrndTay'

By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

What makes a perfect band? Is it

musical ability? Presentation? Per-
sonality? Sharing a bond with their
audience?

Ifyou were to take all ofthese traits
and then factor in; an angst ridden
sense ofhumor, incredible sexiness and
one hell of a live show — you'd end up
with a band exactly likeTooMuch Joy.

Rolling Stone gave their newest
album release. Mutiny, 3 1/2 stars out
of 4 and called them."The Clash
without the sanctimonious gas." En-
tertainment Weekly graded them "A-".

And People Magazine said."This al-

bum is the band's best yet."
Too Much Joy will be making their

second appearance this year at Pearl
St. in Northampton on March 9th and
it's a show that shouldn't be missed
TMJ's last appearance at Pearl St.
with The Mighty Lemondrops in Oc-
tober was such a great success that the
Joy boys decided to revisit the area
during their solo tour.

When asked about what kind of a
show fans can expect this time out
TMJ's guitarist Jay Blumenfield says,
"You can expect probably the best Too
Much Joy show that we've ever put on.
We're sort of free from any limitations
so we can play as long as we want, we

Turn to TOO MUCH JOY, page 12

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Imagine a romantic comedy that opens
up with two ofthe grisliest murders you're
bound to see this year. Doesn't exactly put
you in the mood, does it?

Some critics who shall remain name-
less (or thumbless for that matter) have
been touting the rickety Mad Dog and
Glory as some sort of breath of original
comedy. While there are very briefflashes
of"new" humor. Mad Dog and Glory isn't
very funny and far from enjoyable.

It's big-name stars and big name direc-
tor and producer make you think some-
thing inventive is going on. but the film's
stilted, stop-and-go structure is actually
annoying and not the least bit interesting.

Movie-God Martin Scorsese produced
MarfDo^andJames McNaughtonl/Ze/j/^-.
Portrait ofA Serial Killef) helms this thin
piece of comic boredom, employing the
same static camerawork and style as in
Henry. He vainly tries to adapt this to the
romantic comedy genre and the result is a
mostly plodding anti-comedy.

Robert DeNiro plays a simple, lovelorn
police photographer who saves the life ofa
bastard mobster (Bill Murray ) and Murray
gives him a woman named Glory (Uma
Thurman) for his "reward." DeNiro is
pretty disgusted at first but, wouldn't you
know it, he falls in love with her and must
deal with Murray, who wants Glory back.

This kind of woman-for-sale trend has
been perversely popular lately, as indi-
cated by the loopy Honeymoon In Vegas
and the upcoming Indecent Proposal. In
Mad Dog, Thurman's motives aren't that
clear. She's upset that's she's being traded
like a baseball card but her "love" for
DeNiro seems more like an excuse to be
bought out of Murray's relationship.

Does this make much sense? Not re-

ally. And neither does this movie. What,
exactly, isthis film about? Love and money
aren't that far removed? You can buy true
love? Screenwriter Richard Price (TVje
Color ofMoney ) doesn't seem to know, and
neither does anyone else.

A/oc//)o^'scurious lack ofrhythm is the
big suspect flaw here. McNaughton doesn't
play up any ofthe comedy and his laid-
back exposition lets the humor dribble.
The film's pedestrian comedy is so erratic
and vague that I began to wonder why this
movie was made in the first place.
Mad Dog has one small pleasure. It

cnmes in the film's best .sequences: the two
love scenes. McNaughton s steady lens and
block-like shots capture what sex really is.

a funny, clumsy. pa.ssionate event. Other-
wise, McNaughton brings a certain disin-
terested vision to the film and seems to
hope the characters will pick up the slack.

The quirky characters are just that:
quirks. From Murray's dim-witted hench-
man and DeNiro's partner to the lead roles
themselves, Price has underwritten them
all. Who are these people, anyway? Once
again, no one seems to know.

Robert DeNiro— acting giant or not—
has always been just a little too hard to
take m any of his "nice" roles. His bland
romance with Meryl Streep in Falling In
Love was a bore, his turn as a mental
patient was almost unbearably gosh-
darnetinA(m/fe/i//?^.s-, save a few virtuoso
scenes at the end and his performance was
just plain unwatchable as the illiterate
man romancing teacher Jane Fonda in
Stanley and Iris.

Midnight Run came the closest to a
respectable hero, but in Mad Dog, he'sjust
so normal. A little showy, but I'll give
DeNiro the benefit ofthe doubt here Let's
just say that I wasn't amazed as I usually
am with DeNiro's performances.

Turn to MAD DOG page 12
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M Too Much Joy
continued from page 1

1

can try out new stufT. we can take requests
and we can just have fun which is why we
started this stupid band in the first place.
Finally we can let loose, so we're looking
forward to a night of fun and excitement.

Too Much Joy fans have been known to
travel incredible distances to see them
play. When the band played Pearl St. last
fall people had commuted from as far
away as four hours just to see them on

stage for a little over sixty minutes (time

wTren't't^h'^hTHT' ^?pT ''T
™'^ Quiet they'll make sure theydor^t^em^i;

Blumenfie^d savs th^. . Z '^^
*^"'"' '^^^ "«^ ^^' '«"^- '''' ^ard to be silent

The hand'c mft ic fKof *k 4. 1

"Clowns" coupled with classic covers like

J^:Zi\fl:^i:i:^'''2tTr::: Ter.yJackVS.as„ns,„theSu„-_TMJ
u.,. -^^^ .r .

«*»" ^^^ery periormance strives to meld grunge with pop to create

COLLEGIAN

being given. Nobody who leaves a TMJ
show is ever left feeling that the band was
only there to pick up a check. Ifthe crowd

AiiCHOP
As women see it
My Enemy, My Love is "a thoughtful, intelligent

acerbic look at the factors in our culture that'

contribute to antagonism and misperceptions

between the sexes." —Booklist

"A provocative and engaging exploration.

—San Francisco Chronicle
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BACKLASH • Susan Faludi
"Backlash is the right book at exactly

the right time. ..trenchant,

passionate and lively."

—Los Angeles Times

THE BEAUTY MYTH •Naomi Wolf
"A smart, angry, insightful book,

and a clarion call to freedom.

Every woman should read it.'

—Gloria Steinem

WILD SWANS -Jung Chang
"A riveting account of the

impact of history on the lives

of women." —Mary Morris

Other Anchor Books
from a woman's perspective:

SISTERHOOD IS GLOBAL
The International Women's

Movement Anthology

Compiled, Edited and with

an Introduction by

Robin Morgan

THE POLITICS OF
WOMEN'S

SPIRITUALITY

Essays on the Rise of

Spiritual Power Within

the Feminist

Movement

Edited by

Charlene Spretnak

« • I • I r

wltb
iSWANS

Anchor—
JIIn 1 1 1:4

in women's issues

In paperback,

wherever books are sold

ANCHOR BOOKS
19 5 3.1993

is loud they'll be louder and ifthe crowd is you're a fan of garage birthed euitar
Quiet thPv'll n,«k. «nr. tu.. Wn.H ..^»;. driven, kick your chair over and dance,

makes-me-smile music.
So I'm going to lay a challenge out to

the band to see if they're as good as their
word; my three requests are; 1. "Kicking"
(off of the Son of Sam I am albulm),
2.''Drum Machine" (from the almost im-
possible to find copy of Green Eggs and
Crack), and the ultimate challenge— 3. A
cover ofthe Go-Go's classic hit, "Vacation

.

"

There you have it. The line has been
drawn. Will TMJ rise to the occasion and
meet the challenge or will thev meekly
hide away from it? Will Tim Quirk take
his clothes ofTon stage and send teams of
frenzied fans into a mass delirium? Will
the stage divers make it into the safety of
the pit or crash heavily into the floor?

All these questions and more will be
answered live and in person by Too Much
Joy. Tuesday, March 9th at Pearl St. Over-
whelming Colorfast will be opening. The
show is 18+. Doors open at 9:00. Tickets
available at Tix Unlimited in the Student
Union. $6 advance I$8 at the door.

a genre of music never before heard and
long overdue. Let's call it "grunge-pop",
works for me and it should work for you if

^^I'.-.-.^rn

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For indlvkiuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner
Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality
Assured Call 549 2671 x233 or 234. Clirjic IV.

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call
549-2671 X233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating
Mondays (except holkJays) 4:30-6.00 p m
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

Mad Do^

For more Information on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671
X233 or 234. Confidentiality Assured.

— - - - -TV

continued from page 1

1

Take Bill Murray's role as the sardonic
weather man in Gtx>undh(^ Day, drain the
fun and underlying smirk, and you've got
his performance in Mad Dog. Murray
manages to steal a few scenes now and
then, but the film's humor is so out there
(like, out ofthe movie ) that he seems overly
conscious about every line. He doesn't have
much to work with and it's a shame because
I was waiting for Murray to play a clever
villain. This role clearly isn't it.

If former Amherst area resident Uma
Thurman keeps doing bland, anyone-
could-play-this roles, she may end up like
Molly Ringwald or Ally Sheedy; washed-
up actresses who make you wonder why
they were ever popular to begin with. Can
you say "Summer Stock?"
Mad Dog and Glory may be right up

your alley— a lot ofpeople were laughing.
hard, at the showing I attended. In its
attempts to be an original, different com-
edy. MadDog loses its focus and turns out
to be a lame, pointless experiment. It's
easy to see now why this film was delayed
so much. Someone should have put this
Dog out of its misery a long time ago. C-

MATiDATORY

GOLDEW KEY

Honor Society Meeting

ALL MEMBERS!!!

Our previous meeting was
cancelled because of snow
The next meeting will be on

Monday, March 8
7:00pm

Campus Center Room 162

For More Information Call
Dean of Students Office"

uiadys Rodriguez at 545-2684

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

7 lOU CERTMKL^ T^<E
VAZ PLEA-SURt OUT
OF WMTING R)R

DAFFODILS

.
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By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

•^•ul ikf fUsir<

because tVt ^rfi

By JIM

lit c«^U Im^ iwr
p«iKff ^». it

JIM'S JOURNAL

Several more deaths have been reported in the neck
area, and although the authorities wont comment,

residents are blaming the new collar."

P«"^^^ Jtopffj by
to vijif m« t*^''^.

By JIM

R^K IrieJ -t^ step

her tWrccit-

DOONESBURY

Quote of the Day
"There is more to life than increasino its

speed."
^

- Mahdfnui Gandhi

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Sarah LeVesque
Copy Editor Stacy Malone
PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Seth Kaye
Production jim Bruneau

Cathy Chaput

LUNCH
Ravioli Alfredo

Chicket Cutlet Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Ravioli Alfredo

fel Pocket Sandwich

Menu

B/

I

"
jFalafel

DINNER
Beef Strips & Snow Pea

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

Stuffed Shells in Sauce

The opinions expressed on this page ore those of the caruxinists and do not necessarily reflect the views oi the Colleg•ijn or the University.

ACROSS
1 Angela
Lansbury rol«

5 EafI — Hin«s
10 L A proMam
14 Vigoda and

Burrows
15 Like some

gems
16 Take 00
I 7 Save lime and

money
19 Former males
70 Walks leisurely

?1 Most
accessible

?3 Ticked ofl

?4 Comes lo an
end

?5 Religious scroll

?8 Stable sound
II Boulevard

lin<»rs

Jl Wake up
37 london repast

38 Pod vegqie

39 Wood cutter

40 Covered
container

41 Clinton and
Gore

4? Neat —
43 Dashed oil

.44 George M
46 American

symbol
48 Conqueror
51 Tast money

Iocs

54 Stiip line

56 Small solas
59 Potpourri

60 Escape
prosecution

6? Env notation

63 Where the

Ganges flows
64 Church

ceremony
65 Measured

aniount

66 Peter. Paul and
Ivan

67 Pack away

DOWN
1 Apple lavonlei,

for thort

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

? Is adiacent lo

3 French

underground
4 Companions
5 Roll up
6 Millar and

Jillian

7 Mao — - lung
8 River in the

Ruhr

9 Contused
10 North of

Hollywood
1

1

Engagws in a
light

1? Raw minerals
1 3 Adventure tale

18 Mock butter

2? Good
?4 Heliropter

?6 Stadium
sounds

?7 Diva solo

?9 Breathless
star

30 Supply of

ginger

31 "llisd.
' for one

3? Carson s

successor

33 Mllll hospitals
35 Amer info org
36 Vocalised
39 'A Fish

C»'led —
43 Sportir>g dogs
45 "Tennis — 7"

Bogan.
perhaps

4 7 Strip of wood
49 Circle

50 Ideal places
5? Earn

53 Former Asian
treaty org

54 Put on board
55 Choral voic*
56 Fuss
57 Frat letters

58 Shoot forth

61 Dean Martin
(rim

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

3/8/93
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«• A-10 Banquet
continued from page 16

~

Year honors last season. Rutgers"Jnmal Philips, who was
the league's top freshman last season, was not named to
any conference team Saturday.

St^ Joseph's guard Bernard Blunt joined Williams
Koe. Moore and McKie on the A- 10 first team. Williams
was the only senior on the team.

UMass forward Tony Barbee was named to the

conference's second team along with George Washington
freshman Yinka Dare, who also claimed A- 10 Freshman
of the Year honors, George Washington guard Dirkk
Surles. Rutgers guard Steve Worthy and Rhode Island
forward Abdul Fox.

UMass freshman Dana Dingle, a forward from the
Bronx. N.Y.. was named to the All-Freshman Team and
Mmuteman point guard Derek Kellogg was selected to
the All-Academic Team.

Kellogg, a sophomore Arts & Science major from

COLLEGIAN
Springfield, has a 3.06 grade point average.

Comedian Bill Cosby made an unexpected visit to the
awards banquet. Cosby, an alumnus and trusteeofTemple
and a graduate school alum ofMassachusetts, said the A-
10 has always been his league. He added he would be
rooting for the Owls during the Tournament.

Cosby entertained the 250 in attendance with a num-
ber ofjokes and said before departing. Thanks for not
inviting me and I hope you at least ate some Jell-o
pudding for dessert."

Join the fight

against hunger.

Here's your

weapon.
^^ TV

Our goal? To help buy 1,000,000 meals*

for Americas hungry. And you can take part

just by using the American Express Card.

You see, each time you charge a purchase to the Card

between March 15 and April 30, 1993, you help pay for one meal.

The more purchases you make, no matter how big or small,

the more meals you help provide. Its that simple.

To make it all work, we've teamed up with Share Our

Strength, a nationwide non-profit organization fighting to

end hunger They're doing it in some very resourceful ways.

For example, most restaurants have extra food at the end

of the night, but they don't always know what to do with it.

Noweach time you

use the Card, you help

buy a meal for

a hungry person.

SOS does. They see to it that the food is deliv-

ered to those who need it. In fact, they've

mobilized more than 5000 restaurants to join

the fight against hunger, here in the U.S. and around the world.

So remember, now one of the most valuable reasons to use

the Card isn't for what you can get, but for v^at you give.

if you're not currenUy a Cardmember, but would like to

apply, please call us at 1-800-365-AMEX.

The American Express* Card.

When you reach for it, you reach out to help others.

01 l,00(»,OOC> meaJs. Donation is not dcduaibte for income tax purposes.

|[»*MI 'X^HWmS**-!

Share Our Strength. 1511 K Sreel NW

Vfehington, DC 20005 (800)969-4767

©W3Am€naBi£.Kpress

1Vw«ef Re^M S«vices Cm^i^tac
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Minutewomen get a big win
Monday, March 8, 1993 / Page 15

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

By fighting back from a 10 point second halfdeficit on
the road at the University of Rhode Island, the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts women's basketball team fought
their way past URI in overtime, 70-69, and into a No 5
seed in the upcoming AtlanUc 10 tournament.

The Minutewomen were down 34-24 early in the
second half, but battled back with a 12-4 run over a five
minute span to get back in the ball^ame. Rhode Island
held on to the lead until Kim Kristofik hit two free throws
to put UMass up 51-50 with 7:33 left in the contest.

Rhode Island fought back to take a 61-59 advantage
with 22 seconds remaining, but UMass freshman guard
Kim Gregory hit an eight-foot jumper with 11 seconds
remaimng to tie the contest at 63 and send it into overtime.

Down 63-61 in overtime, UMass went on a 8-0 run
keyed by Kristofik's four points. URI's Anne Kelsen (21
points) hit a three-pointer with 38 seconds left in OT to
cut the UMass lead to three at 69-66. UMassjunior guard
Maleeka Valentine, however, drained one of two free
throws to secure the win for UMass.

Minutemen

UMass was led by freshman forward Octavia Thomas
who scored a game-high 25 points and pulled down 10
rebounds. Kristofik, a wily senior, scored 20 points and
snagged 10 rebounds tojoin Thomas in the double-double
club.

Kim Gregory was the only other UMass player in
double figures as she scored 14 points and dished out four
assists.

Freshman center Melissa Gurile was a defensive an-
chor for the Minutewomen as she swatted four shots and
had two swipes as well. In all, five UMass defenders had
at least two steals.

The victory improves UMass' record to 11-14 overall
and 6-8 in the A-10 conference. The Minutewomen will
now be the No. 5 seed in the A-10 tournament and will
play No. 4 seed West Virginia on Thursday. Rhode Island
falls to 1 1-15 overall and 5-9 in the league. The WRams
will be the No. 6 seed in the tourney
GAME NOTES: The Atlantic 10 tournament starts

on Thursday with four games. IfUMass gets by WVU. the
Minutewomen will then face off with the winner of the
game between No. 1 seed Rutgers ( 18-8, 12-2) and No 8
St. Bonaventure (13-13, 2-12) on Friday.

basketball

COMPLETE
COVERAGE OF

THE
ATLANTIC-10
CONFERENCE.
ONLY IN THE
COLLEGIAN.

rock bottom prices

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

contifiued from page 16

Williams added six. while Tony Barbee and Roe added
four apiece in the stretch.

"When UMass went on the run, we tried to weather
the storm but we weren't running our offense properly
and our type ofdefensive intensity in the first halfwasn't
there." said St. Bonaventure's David Vanterpool, who
threw in 19 points.

Aft«r the "10 minutes of Hell" ended. Moore tried in
vain to carry St. Bonaventure. scoring 15 of the Bonnies'
17 points down the streteh. getting them within 69-56

with only 1.40 left. The 6-foot-8 forward's points came on
three-pointers, foul shots, and everything in between
Unfortunately for the eighth seed. Moore's awesome
output meant the Minutemen had shut down St.
Bonaventure's other scoring options.

UMass takes on Rhode Island tonight at 7 p.m. in the
first game of an A-10 semifinal doubleheader. The Min-
utemen said they do not see the game as a grudge match.

"It's kind of like not really revenge, but it's one and
done, so every game is important," said Barbee. "We have
to take advantage, we have to win to sUy alive."

NOW Or>EN LATE NIGHTS
SUN-THURS. til ia:«>c> Midnight
FRI ft SA.T Nii<lits til i : jo AM

One Bollwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

Spring Break

491 N. HiMM Si.,

Amherst
Laundromat
Opt'n y I3ciys

«Scim-*:>pn-i

Orop-Off or
Sel£ Serv^ice

SMrtmj; M $1
Alti'iKt.tni ,i\ .iil.ihU' .ill ,1.i\

326ColleReSl. (Rf. 9)

t* 251-2013 -12 MjHcnr
* Thurvtoy n^i in

~.m CAN HELP you WITH

EVERnHINCyOUNEEDTO
GOANOAD^fronulM

lowest student arfares
,
your

International Student 10 A your Ei/ail

pass to travel guides, tJdckpacks 4
in/o on wort abroad Come by and
talk to us sometime W'li gve you

our fREE Student Wl Catalog

A answer any tra/d questions you
may have We've been there"

79 So. Pleasant St, 9rxj Fl. rear
Amherst

tS«*1t«1

_ Call Now
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spanish Speakers
Earn SSS
Need llueni Spanish speakers (natives
or non native) for Psychology reading
study.

Non native speakers should have taken
Spanish 320 or above
Call Jovette 545 0693

UPC Productions: Staff positions
UPC is now taking applications for all

paid staff positions for next year. Posi-

tions include all aspects of concert

production. For information come to

406 Student Union (UPC Office) or call

645 2892. DEADLINE: 3/12

AUTO FOR SALE

Mazda 323 HB '88

Only 59K with AC
S2900CALL 549 9920

198S Toyota Corolla, LE 4 Door, Hatch
Blue, air. automatic, stereo, reliable

transportation, no rust, new exhaust
167K miles, S1500firm. Contact Frank 5

4248 afternoons 2475041 evenings

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heal & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

3 bedroom condos wjlh
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

AVAILABLE NOW!
One Bedroom apt. at Creslview. Look
ing (or someone to take it now or in

May. 30 seconds to bus stop; within
walking distance of UMass Call 549
5990

Large Bedroom in spacious two bed
room apartment available immediately
in Sunderland on Bus route. Call Howard
665 2810 or 545 6744

1 Bedroom in Big Apartoient S250/
heal included 665 3615

Puffton One Bedroom
Take over lease S400/mo
Start April/May 549 9920

2-bedroom $460 (negotiable)

Start now to Aug.
Call 549 5658 (8 9am or 6 7 pm)
You can get more advantages.

GnR Tickets
Mullins

5464225

MAC 512 K with 800K external drive
tons of free software
3400 with imagewriter II $200 without
or bo carrying case Frank 256 0802

Rollerblades mens 8 used twice 130
neg 586 5822 Nandor

Womens Green Suede Coat
Like new
S80 need cash
256 0681

FOUND

Guess What? I found another scarf
Leave message 6 0696

HEALTH

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-
9830

HelpWanted fo> sccounting/^arttime
(or wholesale business in S Amherst
must t>e familiar with one write plus
program and payroll call 256 3575 9am
5:30 pm Mon Thurs.

Needed an experienced person to

teach word perfect on your computer
Weekends only. Contact Soni at 6 3612

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

MUSICIANS

Conjunction Junction has lost thier

drummer Wc need a skilled drummer
interested in SLICK CHEEZfunk.
Call Rich@ 549 8461

Tarot Readings
Call Chris al 253 7524

TICKETS

FOR SALE

CB Winter/Spring jacket
3 pans reversable

Mens or womens
Worn 5 limes

$45 need cash

256 0681

Guns N Roses
at UMass great scats

Call 546 0672

GUNS N ROSES
Great seats on the floor

Mullins 3/13

Call 532 8331

Condoms by mail discreet BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries Earn S600/week in canneries
or S4000«/monlh on fishing boats. Free
transportation' Room and Board'
Male or Female For employment pro
gram call 1 206 545 4155 ext. A5001

Att: Excellent Income for

home assembly work Info

1 504 646 1700 Dept. MA 1307

Earn cash over Spring Break' UMass
students needed to raise funds for the
university. S5.25 per hour plus bonuses
Apply now at the Telefund Office in the
basement of Memorial Hall or call 545
3509

LOST

Help Me! Looking for notebook of mas
importance Manilla colored: Social
Impact of Mass Media. Contact Mike
Stern 546 5303

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb Isl

Friendship -LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

'

Set of keys in campus center 3293
If found please contact 65783
REWARD

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki '81 GS850G Fairing Hi Miles
S600 665 7518

PERSONALS

Tri Sigma welcomes its new mem
bers: Tara, Karen, Tracey, Ann, Allison,

and Sue' Here's to a great semester'
Love, The Sisters

RIDE WANTED

I need a ride lo Hdrtford Airport
Will pay gas Greg 546 2135

Need Ride to Florida for Spring Break
Will pay call Michele 546 3540

RIDERS WANTED

Chicago - Drive w/me I have car u
help pay gas/lolls. Call Slacey 2535326
3/'12

SERVICES

Photographer
Need professional photos of your
functions? Call Chris 1 800 347 2674

ext 83469

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph.D. 582 4037

I have 2 tickets for Monday Albany
I3ead Show and would like lo trade lor
Sunday. Call Frank 367 2713

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study etpanol/culture
Homeslay 612 690 9471

One way ticket Hartford to Pittsburgh
and San Anionio
Best offer call 546 2379

Scuba Dive for credit
At UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

Use American Express Travelers
Cheques 'or Spring Break' Now avail

able at UMass Siudenl Credit Union

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Free pick up delivery call Paul 549
7726

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 503'

WANTED

Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call
Lisa 256 3140
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Game Summary

St. Bonaventure 29 - 33 62
Massachusetts 29-46 75

St, Bonaventure (10-17)
Moore 1 1 -20 3-5 26, Mance 4-9 1 -3

9, Quakenbush 1-6 0-0 2, Nelson-
Richards 2-121-16, Vanterpool 7-15
4-8 1 9, Mobley 0- 1 0-0 0. Totals: 25-
64 9-17 62.

Massachusetts (21-6)
Dingle 4-6 4-5 12. Roe 3-5 0-2 6.

Williams5-65-1215, Kellogg 6-105-
6 19, Barbee 5-12 0-0 11, Malloy 4-

13 2-2 12, C. Robinson 0-2 0-0 0.

Totals: 27-54 16-27 75.

Three-point goals: St. Bonaventure
3-11 (Moore 1-2, Quakenbush 0-2,

Nelson-Richards 1-5, Vanterpool 1-

2). Massachusetts 5-20 (Kellogg 2-6,

Barbee 1 -5, Malloy 2-7). Rebounds:
St. Bonaventure 25 (three with seven),

Massachusetts 39 (Williams 9).

Fouled out Hauff. Mance. Atten-
dance: 7,721.

Player of the Game

>-*'

I,.
'

i//.

Derek Kellogg, 6-3 So. Guard

For the second time in as many
ganies, the Minutemen's floor gen-
eral gets the prestigious avi/ard.

Kellogg turned up the tempo after

committing four turnovers in the first

half, dishing out 1 1 assists. He tied

the score at the half, scored a career-
high 1 9 points in 36 minutes of action,

and only lost the ball once in the
second half.

Why UMass won
"Ten minutes of Hell" did the

Bonnies in. Tied at 32, the defense
combined wrth bulls-eye shooting,

breaking out to a 1 6-point lead at the
nine-minute mark. St. Bonaventure
relied too much on the great play of

Harry Moore, who led the game with

26 points. UMass was helped by
strong performances from Derek
Kellogg and Dana Dingle who started

his third consecutive game at small
forward.

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen play the Rams in

the rubber match of the season se-
ries. UMass won at home in January
by an 84-72 count. Jerome Malloy
scored a career-high 24 points. The
second game, one which still leaves a
bad taste in UMass' players mouths,
was won by URI in Providence, 71-

68. UMass had a lead with 27 sec-
onds left, but blew the game as Rhode
Island snapped the Minutemen's 1 2-

game winning streak.

Catch all the Minutemen
Baskett>all Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each)

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the
John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Minutemen defeat Bonnies, 75-62
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA—The University of
Arkansas basketball team's slogan is called
"40 minutes of Hell," based on the tough
all-out style of ball. If the University of
Massachusetts basketball team were to
adopt such a slogan, they would call their
play "10 minutes of Hell."

TheMinutemen (21-6) last night played
what was, at least in the last three weeks,
typical UI>tass basketball. The team sleep-

walked tlirough the first half, deciding to
play hard in the second half in their 75-62
conquest ofSt. Bonaventure University at
the Palestra in the quarterfinals of the
Atlantic 10 Tournament.

The Minutemen were led in scoring by
point guard Derek Kellogg,whose 19 points
and 1 1 assists helped UMass avoid one of
the biggest embarrassments of their sea-
son.

"It wasn't what I'd like to call vintage
UMass basketball ," said UMass head coach
John Calipari. "But I'm always telling
these guys, you're one game away from
humiliation."

St. Bonaventure (10-17) hung tough
during the first twenty minutes, playing
aggressively on defense and containing
Harper Williams and Lou Roe. The Bonnies
took the lead with 4:50 left in the half
when Garland Mance ( 19 points) stole the
ball and coasted in for the lay-up and the
18-16 lead.

Things would get more humiliating, as
the Bonnies led by six, 25-19. at the end of
their 9-2 run. punctuated by Harry Moore's
skywalking slam. Moore's effort brought
the Palestra crowd into the game, cheer-
ing against UMass. It also prompted
Calipari to call a timeout in an attempt to

regroup. UMass was able to pull to a 29-29
time when Kellogg hit a buzzer-beating

L, ,.,.,,. ^ XJSH REYNOtOS / COLLEGIAN
Marper Williams, seen here in last week's victory over St. Bonaventure, and the rest of the

Minutemen take on the New England rival Rhode Island tonight in one A- 10 semifinal.

three-pointer right before the half
In the second half UMass went on its

"10 minutes of Hell." Down 33-31 with
18:28 left, the Minutemen went on a 26-8
run which all but secured the win. Buried

Calipari, McKie honored

within the run were two 8-0 stretches in

which UMass shut the Bonnies down. On
offense, Kellogg distributed the ball well,
asJerome Malloy ( 12 points ) scored seven.

Turn to MINUTEf\*1EN, page 15

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — Temple guard
Aaron McKie was named Atlantic 10
Player of the Year Saturday, edging out
University of Massachusetts center
Harper Williams, last season's award
winner, for the honor.

Williams' coach
.John Cali pari . claimed

the conference's Coach of the Year award
for leading the Minutemen (20-6, 11-3 in
the A- 10 ) to a second-straight regular sea-
son league title.

McKie, a junior from Philadelphia, led
the A-10 in scoring by pouring in 20.5
points per game. The 6-foot-5 McKie also
pulled down 6.1 rebounds and dished out
3.5 assists per game in leading the Owls to
a 15-11 (8-6 in the A-10) mark.

"I'm happy to receive the recognition,"
McKie said, "A-10 Player of the Year is a
real honor, but I couldn't have accom-
plished it without (Temple) Coach (John)
Chaney and my teammates."

Williams, who averaged 16.1 points,
eight rebounds and 2.2 blocks per contest
for the Minutemen, missed nine games
this season with a broken right hand.
Calipari said the down time likely cost
Williams the award. McKie, who received
all but nine ofthe 32 votes for Player ofthe
Year, started all 26 Owl games.

"I don't care that I didn't win the award,"
said Williams, who joined teammate Lou
Roe on the conference's first team.

"It doesn't mean anything. I didn't care
when I won it last year. I just want to win

Massachusetts (21-6, 12-3)

the tournament."
Calipari said Williams should have

captured the award but was hurt by his
unselfish play, which does not show up in
statistical categories.

"I thought Harper should have won it,"

Calipari said. "The nine games out hurt
him. but also that he doesn't shoot the ball
20 times a game."

Williams averaged 12.1 field goal at-
tempts a game this season, while McKie
launched 16.6 shots a contest.

St. Bonaventure 's Harry Moore, also
an A-10 first team member, said McKie,
who he grew up with in Philadelphia,
deserved the honor.

"I'm really happy for Aaron," Moore, a
junior forward, said. "He's a great player
and a class guy. He works so hard, I know
he earned it."

Calipari praised his staffand his team
in accepting his firstA-10 coaching award.

"I have the best assistants in the
country," Calipari said. "I also have a
team which is willing to give up individual
glories to play in a team oriented system."

Wilhams said, "It's good Coach finally
got the appreciation he deserves."

Roe, a sophomore from Atlantic City,
N.J., averaged 14.4 points and 9.2 re-
bounds per game in becoming the young-
est member ofthe conference's first team.

"It feels great to be on the first team."
Roe said. "It's a privilege to be recognized."

Roe said he did not receive any extra
satisfaction for making the first team af-
ter being shunned for Freshman of the

Turn to A-10 BANQUET, page 14

Atlantic 10 Tournament
First Round Box Scores

Men. 7 p.m.

at the Palestra

Rhode Island (18-9, 9-6)

St. Joseph's (18-9, 9-6)

Men. 9:30 p.m.

at the Palestra

Temple (16-11, 9-6)

Championship Game
Highest Remaining Seed

Thursday, March 1

1

9:30 p.m.

(ESPN)

Tournament
Champion

URI 86, G. Washington 75
During the final minutes ofthe game.

Ram partisans chanted "We want
UMass." They will get their wish.

TheRamsplayed aggressivedefense
and rode the offensive production of

guard Carlos Easterling (18 points) and
forward Mike Brown (14 points).

The Colonials were led by center
Yinka Dare, who scored 15 points,

grabbed 14 boards, and bkxiked five

shots. URI heki the Colonials to 34.8
percent shooting, while converting 45.6
percent of its shots.

'I want to play UMass." Easterling

said. "It's going to be a dogfight."

St. Joe's 71, Rutgers 70
Bernard Blunt completed a three-

point play on a baseline drive with 1

2

seconds left to give the Hawks a one-
point victory over Rutgers.

St. Joe's, which trailed most of the
game, went ahead 64-63 with 3:38 left

when Mark Bass hit a three-pointer.

Rutgers retook the lead on an Eddie
Jones layup, and lead until Blunt's bas-
ket and free throw gave St. Joe's the
71-70 edge.

Rutgers' Steve Worthy, who led the
Scarlet Knights with 1 7 points, missed
a potential winning shot at the buzzer.

Temple 80, WVU 53
Temple guard Aaron McKie solidi-

fied his claim as A-1 Player of the Year
by scorching West Virginia for 28 points

yesterday in the Owls 80-53 victory.

Temple (16-11) dominated the
Mountaineers (16-11) throughout with
a stifling defense and a balanced attack

.

Temple forward Eddie Jones pumped
in 19 points, and center William
Cunningham added 1 5.

Temple held the Mountaineers to

only 19 points in the first half. Then
made thirteen steals in the game.

"We really went after it defensively

tonight," Jones said. "We knew that we
needed this game and we'd have to win
it on the defensive end."

- compiled by Michael Morrissey

and Dan Wetzel
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Cloudy, chance of flurries with
highs in the mid-30's.

Local News:
There's no business, like hotel business.

According to Loews GEO Jonathan M. Tisch,
hotel biz is just like show biz. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

' Arts & Uving: 1

UMass band Buffalo Tom is coming home to
the Pioneer Valley to do a show at the

Iron Horse Cafe in Noho. Page 7.
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Cult leader
wants 'war/
says official
By MICHAEL HOLMES
Associated Press

WACO. Texas — A heavily armed cult's leader
seems eager to provoke another gunfight to fulfill
his apocalyptic prophecies, telling negotiators "We
are ready for war" and -Let's get it on." the FBI said
Monday.

As the cult's standoff with hundreds oflawmen
ground through its ninth day. FBI spokesman Bob
Kicks disclosed details of telephone conversations
that negoUators have had with David Koresh and
more than 30 followers.

Koresh claims to have explosives that would
blow the FBI's Bradley armored personnel carriers
40 or 50 feet into the air." so the agency on Monday
moved in several 67-ton Abrams main battle tanks
for protection, the spokesman said. He said they
would be unarmed and strictly for defense.

Koresh says he has been prepared for a fight
since 1985, and some of his Branch Davidian fol-
lowers say they are ready to follow him to their
deaths. Ricks said.

Koresh and his followers battled with federal
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents
for nearly an hour on Feb. 28, killing four agents
and wounding 16; 10 cult members also may have
died.

Since then, hundreds of law enforcement ofTic-
ers have surrounded the 77-acre Mount Carmel
compound about 10 miles east of Waco.

In telephone conversations, Koresh initially
was offended by reports he considered himself
Christ. But in calls focusing on Bible studies. Rick

Turn to KORESH. page 4
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men trounce URI
Men's basketball team takes their revenge in 76-50 win

Students of Engine 3
learn real-life lessons

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA- If revenge is truly a dish served
cold, then the University of Massachusette basketball
team had an extra large helping in the Atlantic 10
Tournament semifinals last night, thanks to the ice cold
shootingofRhode Island in the 76-50 Minutemen victoryHow dominating were the Minutemen (22-6) in
avenging the Feb. 20 71-68 loss in Providence? They had
more rebounds than the Rams had points

Rhode Island shot 29 percent in the first halfand only
32 percent for the game. Their 50 points was a season-
bw. as was their 16 field goals. UMass sophomore Lou
Roe was a one-man show, scoring 1 6 ofhis 24 points in the
first half Roe. a 6-foot-7 forward playing as a center, had
one ofhis best collegiate outings by playing above the rim
and grabbing 9 of UMass' 51 boards.

-How bout Lou Roe tonight?" head coach John Calipari
asked reporters. "He played above the rim tonight andwas strong, which is the way he should play every day "

Roe dominated Rafael SoUs and Mike Moten defen-
sively and offensively from the opening tip. His monster
rebounds set the t«mpo for the rest of the team. As oneUMass fanatic at the Palestra stated on a banner, it was
time to "Refuse to Lou's."

-Rhode Island had been talking all week, saying how
they were waiting for this game," Roe said. "I just wanted

n * )l » ' ^ "^^^ '*'°'^^y ofbeingnamed to the first team
all A-10.

Roe's eight first-half boards helped UMass dominate
the glass by a comfortable 27-12 margin . He was probably
unaware that hewas alsonamed to the District 1 USBWA
All-Star teamMonday afternoon, as was Harper Williams

UMass had runs of 7-0, 5-0 and 6-0 in the first halfen
route to the comfortable 37-22 halftime lead. The Min-
utemen beat Rhode Island to every loose ball it seemed
and were always a step ahead of the fifth-seeded Rams'
UMass outscored Rhode Island 20-2 in second chance

Turn to MINUTEMEN. page 10
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lony Barbee. shown here against St. Joseph's, and the
Minutemen defeated URI 76-50 last night in the semifinals of
the Atlantic 10 Tournament.

Votes to be cast today
Students to vote in new student gov't
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Students go to the polls to cast their
votes to elect a student government
president and a student representative
to the Board of Trustees today and
tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

see related story, page 3

David Nuiiez and Jennifer Fazzi are
the presidential candidates. JeffTurco,
Al Lizana and Kevin Jourdain are
running for student trustee.

Candidates commented yesterday
on their feelings goingintotheelection.

"I feel a little nervous, a little anx-
ious and a lot ofreliefthat the campaign

is finally over," Nuiiez said. "I think
that out ofall ofthe candidates, I can do
the bestjob getting people interested in
feeling most comfortable about student
government."

Fazzi said, "I feel very optimistic.
I'm here to represent the student body
and voice their concerns. I'll do that to
the best of my ability if elected."

Commenting on Monday's candi-
dates' debate. Jourdain said, "I wish
the debate focused more on financial
solvency, instead of character
assasination on multiculturalism."

"I believe that I'm the Ross Perot of
this candidacy," Jourdain said. •*I offer
the alternative to the other two trust-
ees."

Turn to ELECTIONS, page 4
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By ADAM RATTINER
Collegian Staff

A house fire on Laurel Lane inAmherst
sent four University of Massachusetts
students scurrying for Engine 3.

Student firefighters Matt Putnam.
Dave Sylvanowicz. SarahMarsh and Colin
Campbell were at the North Fire Station
just up the road from Sylvan Residential
area. Driver/firefighter Putnam and
Captain Dave Sylvanowicz waited ap-
proximately three minutes until
firefighters Marsh and Campbell arrived
and in less than one minute they were
driving to the fire.

Putnam said Engine 3 got stuck in the
snow about a block away from Friday's
fire. Student firefighters Campbell. Marsh

and Officer Sylvanowicz ran 300 feet of
hose to the back of the house where they
suppressed any further fire.

The North Fire Station is located on
the comer of Eastman Lane and East
Pleasant Street next to the Sylvan halls.
Among the student firefighters who live
at the station are UMass seniors William
Hill. Scott Smith. Dave Lang. Pat O'Brien,
JeffWinn and Putnam.

Putnam pointed out some ofthe major
features of the firehouse, which won a
creativity competition when it was first
constructed in 1975 for creativity. It doesn't
look like a firehouse but more like a very
postmodern cement spaceship.

The student firefighters live upstairs
and the full-time firefighters live down

Turn to RRCFIGHTERS. page 2

Trash room fire on 7th floor
empties Washington Tower
A fire on the seventh floor ofWashing-

ton Tower sent smoke pouring out of a
trash room and set offthe floor's sprinkler
system at about 3 p.m. on Monday after-
noon.

Tom Betterbid, a seventh floor resident,
said that, shortly after his return from the
showers, he "could smell smoke, the alarm
starting going off. and everyone evacu-
ated."

The fire started inone ofthe grey barrels
in the trash room ofthe seventh floor. The
cause of the fire has not been officially
determined, yet.

Although officials had told students
that reentry to the building would be de-
layed for at least two hours, students were

permitted to enter only an hour after
evacuation.

Upon their return to the tower, resi-
dents were greeted by signs instructing
them to take the stairs while the elevator
crew worked at fixing the immobile el-
evators.

There was talk of well-saturated car-
pets and water drippings that had seeped
down from the seventh floor all the way to
the basement.

Marcia Armstrong, the operations
manager, said, "A thorough cleaning is
needed to i aally assess the damage done.
The elevators had water pouring out of
them. It was like taking a shower."

— JESSICA TAVERNA
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Tuesday, March 9
Reading — Susan Stinson presents "Belly Song," a

reading of poetry and fiction examining fat oppression
and celebrating the beauty, sensualityand strength offat
lesbians. 7 p.m., Campus Center Room 804.

Wednesday, March 10
Lunch — GLB Graduate Student Organization will

host a pizza lunch from 12-1 p.m.. in the Program forGLB Concerns' Office, Crampton House, SW.
Thui-sday, March 11

Discussion — 4 p.m., Stim Auditorium (Amherst

UMqss Police Log
ASSAULT & BATTERY

• An individual riding his bicycle nearing Clark Hill
Road reported he was knocked from his bicycle by a male
subject Friday night. He was then allegedly beaten by
group of 7-8 male subjects. He said one of the subjects
struck him in the back with a cane and stole his bicycle.
The incident is under investigation.

• A man exiting Cance Friday night said he was
beaten by four male subjects. The incident is under
investigation.

77je GLB Forum consists of event listings ot interest to the Cay. Lesbijn and
Bisexual community. The GLB Forum is compiledby the GLB Issues Editor who
can be contaaed cjo the Collegian or by calling 545-071 9.

College). Members of Testing the Limits, the collective
which produced "Voices from the Front" will discuss their
current work. The Gay and Lesbian Emergency Media
Campaign, initiated to combat discriminatory' legisla-
tion targeting lesbians and gays and to counter the anti-
gay propaganda of the religious right.

Meeting— ACT UP meeting at 16th Center St., room
311, in Northampton at 7:30 p.m.

Friday, March 12
Social— The LBGA will host a coffee social at 3 p.m..

in the Campus Center, 9th floor.

Compiled by Brian Gormley
Ki-<i-nl inmk-nl'. raordcd by ihi- Unnorsity-j IDep.irlmenl of Public SjieU.

LARCENY
• Saturday night an individual in Butterfield reported

his camera lens stolen. The lens was valued at $150.
• Sunday morning an individual in Butterfield said he

observed two subjects leaving the dorm with guitar cases.

Address all correspondence to:
113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fax; (413) 545-1592

firefighters

He said that when he yelled at them, they ran. One ofthe
guitars was valued at $600.

• Sunday afternoon an individual in Butterfield re-
ported that he returned to pick up band equipment from
a supposedly locked room. A bass pedal valued at $250
was stolen.

• Sunday afternoon an individual in Butterfield re-
ported he also returned to pick up band equipment and
reported his guitar and case stolen. A foot controller was
also stolen. The goods were valued at over $1200.

• Sunday afternoon an individual in Washington
reported that an individual stole his Sega-Genesis game
from his unlocked room. The game was valued at $250.

• Sunday afternoon an individual in North Village
reported her bicycle stolen. The bicycle was left in front
of the apartment. The bicycle was valued at $150.

wants you!
Join the
Collegian

113 Campus Center

545 3500

continued from page 1

the hall. The four double rooms where the
students live look like average dorm rooms
with the exception of of the toy ambu-
lances and firetrucks that litter the floors
of some of them.

Putnam pointed out the full-sized
firetrucks, including the 1990 full-time
firefighters' truck and the students' 1968
truck or Engine 3. The newer truck is
equipped with a chain beneath the axle
which spins under the rear tires on slip-
pery roads. Engine 3 is a state-of-the-art
firetruck. equipped with a 500-gallon water
tank and air tanks.

Putnam, a Dean's List student, rattled
on" the exact amount of air pressure from
the five firehoses on the truck and how
many gallons of water per minute came
out of each firehose.

the firefighters is what they call "wonder
week." This is a week before school starts
in the fall in which the student firefighters
must learn to work together very quick.
They drill every day, all day. The only
relief comes in the form of the banana
pancakes they take turns making each
morning.

Smith and Hill stressed that although
they were all having fun, they became
different people when it was time to work.

For example, Saturday evening there
was another fire that could have been a
catastrophe. The full-time firefighters
were responding to a false alarm at the
University ofMassachusetts at the time.
The first firemen at the scene were student
fighters Hill, Putnam and Smith in the
four-wheel-drive truck and Captain
Sylvanowicz, Lt. O'Brien, Lt. Winn andrpi t- A. ^- ,
ojfiveiiiowicz, L.I. U Bnen Lt Winn anH

^Jlr°U°ril^l!:V5f„« l-f^-t^ 'f^.O'-etU in En^rs" Theequipment, an aerobics room and a 50-
cent soda machine. Putnam said he "lives"
on Diet Coke.

Putnam is about 6-foot-4-inches tall
cheerful, blond, slim with v^ride shoulders.'
He is an emergency medical technician

student firefighters succeeded in putting
the fire out. They were up until 4 a.m. The
night before some of them were also up
until 3 or 4 a.m. helping with Friday's
devastating house fire.

The students said there were someand a firefighter New stuHpnffiVofiX c
scuaents said there were some

attend a Eisrjrr^is^^^ ht? :^^:^u:T^^^ttT.^t:"^first year (preferably as freshmenfand a -sin^ng Mr Heat:i™r"n thel ^t

There are 16 student fireflehters all ,„ Tnl ^u n'
remembered going

"'Sfhorrii'^T ""'
-""-- "-^ "^^ -«"".ba";nS""'

""'

Although all are Universitv of Ma«;«5n -w^ i,„j *
"«"«"« pancaKes.

chusettss,.denu.membershi^i:r;ru, mT«lt^,To'^">^Z^CZT^

SOUTHWEST WEEK 1993!!!
Apr// 26 - 29th

ARIISIS - Will you be the one to design this year's Southwest Week Poster?

R.S.O.'s & BUSINESSES - Are you interested in exposure and profit? Rent a
table during the week!

BANDS - Would you like to perforrri before SCXX) people?

STUDENTS Will you help to nnake it all happen?

The Southwest Area Government is now accepting poster designs

^t^^ I?^?
'^'''^ ^^^'® applications for this years Southwest Week'

I V93. All interested should submit their work to the S W A G office
located in Hampden (behind the Munchy Store) by

5PM THURSDAY MARCH 11. 1993
For more information coll 545-0960 or come to our weekly meeting

cu/A^ .oI''.frf'^°^
^^'^ '" ^^^ Southside Room in Hampden5WAG 93 Be a part of ttie ultimate hype, cuz ttiats wtiere it s cA^'

students at Amherst and Hampshire col-
leges. Student firefighters must maintain
a mimmum grade point average of 2.5.

The most intense part of the year for

lire fighterjust upchucked the pancakes."
They said the largest amount of false

fire alarms from the University of Mas-
sachusetts was 15 in one night.

Hockey Tonight!

Bruins vs.

Pittsburgh Penguins

7:30pm at the TOP^
CAMPUS
OUNCE

Munchies Available (or order

2pfn-11pfn

11th Floor
Campus CentBr

_ UMass at Amherst
\Mon.-SaL 2pm-12am
J Closed Sunday
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Rally lauds candidates for student gov't

yes^el^^'^"'"'
^'"'*"' °' '"^ ^'^' ^^-"--^ °' Massachusen., speaks a, a un^ ,a„yo"f^"sSTuSS^s

ELECTION INFORMATION:
Elections for student government president and student

trustee are today and tomorrow from 1 1 a.m. to 7 p mTwo campus referendums are included on the ballot
On© calls for ratification of the student government

constitution. If passed by the student body, the constitut.on
would move to the Board of Trustees for approval

Passage of the constitution by the Board of Trustees
would make it a legal document under state law

The second referendum deals with the UMass Hemp
in.tiat.ve and was submmed through a petition by theUMass Cannabis Reform Coalition.

WHERE TO VOTE:
Southwest South: Berkshire DC
Southwest North: Hampshire DC
Central/Orchard Hill: Franklin DC
Northeast/Sylvan: Worcester DC

Commuters: The Hatch
Greeks: Nswman Center

March 9 and 10 from 1 1 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Hotel employees really
just actors, says CEO

By ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Staff

Enhancing multiculturalism and campus unity was
the focus of a rally at which eight people spoke before acrowd ofabout 50 on the Student Union steps yesterday.The Campus Unity Rally was sponsored bv the cam-paign to elect David Nunez and Al Lizana for student
government president and student trustee

•^e must move toward multiculturalism on this cam-
pus, not practice the politics of denial and division andsubscnbe to the myopic view of exclusion." said MattMalone. Umversity Democrats member and media coor-
dinator for the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Alliance

There are some that say that the offices of student
goveminent president and student trustee have nothing
to do with Ideology,- Malone said. "I say they're wrong "

Malone said Nunez and Lizana visited all campus

thfeSon"^^ ^^^ ^°'" '^^''' ^"<'°"''«S«'"ent and vote in

"None was too small or narrow," Malone said
Neil Carpenter, president of College Democrats of

Massachusetts, held up a campaign poster of student
government president and student trustee candidates
Jennifer Fazzi and JeffTurco.

"Real students working on real issues." said Carpen-
ter, reading the poster. Carpenter said he felt Fazzi andTurco were not fighting for all of the "real issues

"

In fighting for one group's education, they are notworking for the all groups' education." Carpenter said,
bteve Sparhng, vice president of Hillel House, and RicTownes. dean of Academic Support Services, also spokeasking students to support the enhancement ofmuiticu turahsm and to fight oppression on campus
bparling and Townes urged students to vote in the

student government election.
-Last semester was very painful for all of us. A lot of

students are angry and offended." Lizana said
"We can't put multiculturalism on the back burner

"

Lizana said. "If Dave and 1 lose this election, we couldmove 30 years back in race relations
"

Nunez said. "If Al and I are elected, we will provide
information to students and deal with issues effectivelv
on this campus."

"Do you pay your tuition bill? Do you pay vour fees"'
1 hen I represent you." Nuftez said.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

"The hotel industry mirrors the enter-
tainment business like no other," said
Loews Hotels President and Chief Execu-
tive Officer Jonathan M. Tisch before a
capacity crowd in BowkerAuditorium last
night.

rf
1

'People want more than
just a place to eat and
sleep. They want a hotel

experience, one that brings
a touch of fantasy to their

everyday lives.

"

- Jonathan M. Tisch
President and CEO,

Loews Hotels

Tisch. who is also the treasurer for the
National Football League's New York Gi-
ants, cast a different picture of the hotel
business than is portrayed in popular cul-

ture as part ofa program sponsored by the
UMass School of Hotel. Restaurant, and
Travel Administration.

The program began with a video pre-

sentation which compared the hotel
business to show business, capturing
moments of some famous and not-so-fa-

mous movies. Tisch discussed how movies
such as Pretty Woman and Beverly Hills

Cop used a hotel as the center ofaction in

the film.

"Many of the scenes set in hotels are

filled with comical mishaps. Often times
humor does arise from something that is

unexpected." Tisch said. "Well, that may
work in the movies, for Eddie Murphy and
Julia Roberts, but in real life, nothing in a
hotel is supposed to happen by accident.

Everything is supposed to go according to

script."

Along with the video, Tisch lectured on
entertainment in the hospitality business,
recounting trips to such places as
EuroDisney, which calls its workers
"castmembers."

Tisch told ofa hotel he visited this fall
that had a sign hanging on the entrance
from the inside offices to the main lobby
that read "Stage Door." which, according

' to Tisch. sent a definite message to em-
ployees.

"That sign sent an important signal:
inside you may be the assistant manager
suffering from a major hangover. . . but
once you walk through that door, you're
on," Tisch said.

When discussing the possibilities of
advertising and public relations in the
realm of hotels, Tisch said their budgets
are very limited, and they have to resort to
free media exposure.

Tisch said that it is an obligation of
persons in the hotel industry to meet the
needs of the consumer. Advertising, ac-
cording to Tisch, requires a subtle skill of
not promising either too much or too
little.

"People want more than just a place to
eat and sleep. They want a hotel experi-
ence, one that brings a touch of fantasy to
their everyday lives," said Tisch.

Tisch believes that more social com-
mitment will help when it comes to reach-
ing professional goals, especially in the
world of hotel, restaurant, and travel ad-
ministration. He said that being creative
is very important because your actions
will be noticed.

"In the chaotic world of hotels, you are
going to need to muster up every ounce of
creativity you can to get your name out
there," said Tisch. "Because, although
you'll leave here with a diploma from a
very prestigious institution, it won't be
enough to insure your success in this in-

creasingly challenging and competitive
industry."

ARE WE ALMOST THERE. PAPA SMURF? - Members of the me TS^tcrew f,n,sh up the.r 6^93 steps for the day. (left to nght) Jared Browning sem^Jef^Capab-anco. sen.or, Savas Gunduz, sophomore. Steve Casco. senior and Bob Leahy

Harvard prof, weighs options
for radioactive waste disposal
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Staff

Harvard University Earth and Plan-
etarySciences Professor Ed Roedder, spoke
about the viability of several methods of
radioactive waste disposal last Friday in
the Morrill Science Center Auditorium in
a lecture sponsored by the UMass geology
department.

Roedder, who first got involved in
nuclear energy research in the 1950s, said
he remembers nuclear advocates predict-
ing that "nuclear energy would be so
abundant that no one would need a meter
in their house."

Describing himselfas a "nuclear energy
advocate with a few reservations," Roedder
said he believes the safest method for
radioactive waste disposal may be "to shoot
it to the sun."

"But then what happens if the stuff
comes back down?" he asked.

According to Roedder, the most politi-
cally and economically viable disposal
method may be to "cool" solidified radio-
active waste inside multi-walled contain-
ers in ventilated hilltops in arid, isolated
terrain well above the water table.

Roedder said that nonsensical govern-
mental regulation prevented this method
from having been widely implemented.

Roedder admitted that both govern-
ment and industry have failed so far in
coming up with a safe and cost-effective
plan for dealing with radioactive waste
disposal.

According to Roedder. "billions of dol-
lars have gone done the drain already
We're leaving our children a $200 billion
unpaid garbage bill. Quite a legP'v."

TumtoWA'S'^L .tge4
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Faculty play the fools
in a Purim food fight

COLLEGIAN

By ERICA MOSS
Collegian Correspondent

With humor and a good dose of spoof,
four distinguished members of the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts faculty debated
the merits of latkes and hamantash, Sun-
day afternoon as part of Hillel's Purim
celebration.

The latke. a potato pancake eaten dur-
ing Chanukah. was defended by Stephen
Clingmann, ofthe English department and
Eric Nusbaum. of Hotel Restaurant and
Travel Administration. The inherent su-
periority of the hamantash, a fruit-filled

pastry eaten during Purim, was defended
by Stephen Malkin of mechanical engi-
neering and Lee Edwards, dean of the
Humaiuties and Fine Arts.

The debates began after Rabbi Saul
Perimutter gave a brief introduction of
Punm. a holiday that celebrates the Jews
deliverance from Persia. The audience
participated in the debates by loudly
shaking noisemakers.

Eric Nusbaum presented. "The Latke:
A Politically Correct Consumable." He
emphasized that the hamantash was a
"politically offensive object." He explained
that since the hamantash resembles the
shape of a hat, it focuses on material
objects and what people wear. Those less
fortunate who cannot even afford a hat
may take offense towards this, he said.
Nusbaum said it distinguishes the poor
from the wealthy and therefore is not
politically correct. He concluded by en-
couraging latke eating because it "insults
no one and benefits all."

On the contrary, Stephen Malkin in
the defense of the hamantash, argued the
"Geomatrial and Geometrical Symbolism
of the Hamantash." He used mathemati-
cal equations to explain why the
hamantash is superior to that ofthe latke.

Accordingto his mathematical calcula-
tions the hamantash is "quantitative real

stuff." He indicated that three latkes equal

one hamantash proving the hamantash to
be far more superior than the latke. The
nice triangular shape ofthe hamantash is

geometrically preferable according to
Malkin. Compared to the hamantash said
Malkin, everything else is "completely su-
perfluous."

Stephen Clingman stood up to defend
the latke. He debated how "My Latke's
like a Red. Red Rose: The Suppressed
Trace ofthe Latke in English Literature."
He spoke of the latkes suppression traced
back until the Middle Ages. His humorous
parallels to English Literature, using fa-

mous works such as the Canterbury Tales,
entertained all.

Clingman said that the pilgrims were
not searching for St. Thomas of Becket
rather they were in search for the perfect
latke. He continued with examples from
famous poets such as Keats, T.S EUiot and
Yates. He mentioned Bob Dylan as being
a latke lover himself He said if you were
to play some of Dylans' songs backwards
you would not hear the devils name instead
it would giveyou "marvelous latke recipes."
He concluded his argument, "The uncon-
scious is structured like a latke".

Lee Edwards, in favorofthe hamantash
presented "A Prune of Ones Own: Femi-
nism, Literature and Hamantashen."
Taking the feminist point of view, she
defended the hamantash by saying it is an
indication of "sexual ambiguity."

By creating an essay that was suppos-
edly written by Virginia Woolf, Edward
presented how the hamantash is "better
than melon or apples." She made sexual
innuendos to describe her approval of this
pastry. Accordingto Edwards this inspired
Woolfto write her essay "Justice will not be
served until we have a prune ofour own."

The debates came to a close as a final

decision on the winner neared — latke or
hamantash? Rabbi Perimutter reached
into his pocket to pull out the winner ofthe
two foods. Instead he pulled out a fluo-

rescent tie and announced "It's a tie."

Koresh
continued from page 1

said, "We are now getting a message
that it is probably much more than
him just being a prophet. He is prob-

ably a messiah and he is here to fulfill

the prophecies."

"He has made such statements as,

We are ready for war.' 'Let's get it on.'

Tour talk is becoming in vain.' 'I'm

going to give you the opportunity to

save yourselves before you get blown
away,"" Ricks said.

Nevertheless, negotiations contin-

ued with Koresh, Ricks said.

The FBI official said negotiators

have talked with 33 people inside the
compound.

"Those that we spoke with on each
occasion verified that Mr. Koresh had
indicated that these individuals were
free to leave at any time."

They were all completely devoted
to David and what he was trjang to

accomplish," the official said.

However, negotiators also talked
with a woman who said she and her five

children would like to leave, but those
talks have broken down, according to

Ricks. Twenty-one children have been
released from the compound.

elections
continued from page 1

"Al and Dave look at multiculturalism
as the end all be all of issues. I offer

myselfas a balanced candidate,"Jourdain
said.

Turco said, "I believe the students will

see to their tactics in voting for the best
student trustee. Once again, my record
speaks for itself."

Lizana said, "I feel very optimistic and

Wk waste
continued from page 3

Roedder's talk was timely in that the
Low-Level Radioactive Waste Manage-
ment Board, whose mission it is to pro-

mulgate binding regulations on the dis-

posal of radioactive waste generated in

the state, toured western Massachusetts
last week as part of the public comment
period.

The Board was established in response
to new federal law requiring all 50 states
to develop long-term radioactive waste
disposal plans.

Several UMass students were among
those in attendance at one of the public
comment meetings held last Wednesday
evening at the Greenfield Middle School.

Concerns expressed by citizens to the
Board included frustration with the pro-

I'm confident the students will make the
right decision. The bigger the vote, the
more confident I'll be."

"The real issues that effect the campus
as a whole are Legal Services, Whitmore,
Health Services," Fazzi said. "I will voice

the student concerns equally."

"I have been fighting for real student
issues for four years in the Senate and the
Greek area," Turco said.

cess not having gotten greater publicity

and board members having an inherent
conflict of interest by virtue oftheir being
on the payroll of companies or utilities

who generate radioactive waste.
One citizen characterized the radioac-

tive waste disposal debate a "rubberstamp
affair."

Board members insisted that they had
not yet decided whether they will even
recommend that a radioactive waste dis-

posal facility be located in this state.

One option being considered is joining
a multi-state compact and sending the
radioactive waste generated here out of
state.

A decision on the possible siting of a
radioactive waste disposal facility in

Massachusetts could come as soon as July.

Take the Keys. Call a Cab. Take a Stand.

Friends don't let Friends Drive Drunk.

Save a Tree -

Recycle this Collegian

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROADBUTLER UNIVERSITY
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND

NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,

Sew Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS

StuJ\' Abroad Intormation Session

Representatiw: Mike Roberts

Wed. March 10

11:00 - 1:00

Location: Campus Center

Room 805-809

Date:

For runher intormation please cont.Kt: \our Study Abroad Otrice on Lanipus
or the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University -4600 Sunset Avenue,
Indianapolis, IN 46208. Id il7/283-9336 or 1/800-368-6H52 Ext c^i^'S

FLY TO THE BEACHES
OF FLORIDA

Fly to Warm
Sunny Florida

Spring Break

o.$i29

BEA

*
ONE
WAY

Daily non-stop jei air (airier service
from Worcester to West Palni

Beach. Florida i)egiiinin^ Marcli I

For complete inlormaiion
schedules and advanc ed ticket

purchasing, call our toll free, number
liom SAX) am to 8;(K) pm today!

THE V

FToridd^
SHUITLE t^^Sa^c^**^

Be A Teacher

Teochers hove the power

to woke up young minds-

to moke o difference.

Reoch for thot power.

Be teocher. Be o hero.

To find out how
to become a

teacher, call

1-800-45-TEACH

E Recruiting New leochm, int.

^New Management"^

SOUTHWOOD
APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES

1 -800-FlY-SOUTH
1-800-359-7688

*Thc Florida .Shn.ilc is a public charter operator with Direct

sale on boa.d I.e a.rcralt and a SIO charge lor carry onbagcapo oNc. and ahovc our ca.ry-on m.lkv Fo .rihor

j;;;;;--^^^^^
.o ...c rc„uircd o^ra..!: Xngr ::;>nu;c ,.

1 Bdrm
2 Bdrm from,

3 Bdrm
4 Bdrm

$360

$430

$690

$880

• Free Bus

• Hot Water Included

• Fully Carpeted

• Dining Room
• Tennis Court

• No Pets

^CALL 1-413-253-4055^
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^1:^^^^^^^^^
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a?.? ,^
'^^^^^' the Flintstones: its the end of the worldI think the world IS coming to an end. Just look «fth. ..o.^. k..„ t„„.._

^1^±^ Wi LI 11^ Wl^llU
evidenc?

^^^ '^°'^''' '^ ''°'^"^ ^ ^" ^"*^- ''"^^ ^"^^ ^* *^^^

First the World Trade Centergets bombed, killing fiveand mjunng 1 .000 people. In the aftermath ofthe attackRadovan Karadzic, leader of the Bosnian Serbs, all but

Chnin".
/'*'

V^u
'^""^^"^ Denouncing President

Clinton s airdrop ofhumamtarian aid to all parties to theBalkan conflict, he declares. The tragic and deplorable
terrorist incident at the World Trade Center is fresh
testimony to the extraordinary volatiUty and immediate
dangers of direct foreign involvement."

Sound like it's time to follow up on this one*? Well
they ve got a suspect, but he's part of a group that's
supposed to be trying to overthrow the Egyptian gov-
ernment. Now there's a real big issue in world poUtira-my only question is why didn't they bomb something
sooner? Maybe they let Radovan go because he said hi
was mistranslated.

r/je /jex/ da>', some guy in Waco shoots up the Bureau
orAlcohol. Tobacco and Firearms. He kills four Feds and
wounds another 15, while at least two ofhis cult followers
are killed and who knows how many are injured But the
worst part of it is that David Koresh. the cult leader

claims he's Jesus.
He babbles on CNN about the "Seven Seals," promis-

ing to surrender if the Christian Broadcasting Network— a true forum for well thought out discourse— will play
his hour-long sermon. Maybe sensing a chance to win
converts, CBN goes along, and Koresh says things like
If those who know not what they do, or know not that
they know not, use force, then we're talking something
senous here." Very scriptural.

Jonah

GELBACH
Maybe the worst news ofall: the Federal Communica-

tions Commission imposes strict new rules on TVstations
claiming that the Flintstones and the Jetsons arvn''t
educational. Talk about people who know not what they
do. Owr jemrashun gru up wathcin thos shoz awl dae
lawng aftir skool an did tha stop us frum lirneeng''
benously, I learned all about primitive patriarchal
(apitaUsm watehing Fred get yelled at by Mr. Slate and
then go home and yell at Wilma. I even gained my
consciousness ofanimal rights by watching the ceaseless

struggle between Fred and the household appliances.
And the Jetsons taught me all about the cutthroat

competition in the post-industrial space age: who can
forget the time George discovered that Cogswell's building
was on SIX inches of Spacely's property, only to find out
that he d read the blueprintbackwards, crushingSpacely's
hopes of crushing Cogswell's hopes.

// goes on and on: the Minuteman hasn't printed a
single issue all year. Nobody realizes it, but this could be
a terribly dangerous sign— maybe the righty writers of
our tranquil campus have decided to take a breather,
read up on grammar and style and then publish a docu-
ment that actually contains complete, coherent sentences
that mean something more than "Ugh!" Of course then
they'd lose their support from Pat Buchanan, but I guess
progress has its price. They never should have let Stefan
Gross quit as editor in chief.

If you're not convinced yet that we're headed for
apocalypse, here'sone more bit ofcircumstantial evidence-
I m taking a statistics course that God couldn't get an A
m. And if the the Almighty starts feeling inferior, we're
in for it— remember the flood?

Jonah Gelbach is a UMass student.

Women's daily struggle
calls for daily celebration

Is LSD misunderstood?

Every day is a day to celebrate the
achievements ofwomen, because every
day women conquer barriers in a male-
dominated world. Never has a day gone
by when women haven't had to fight for
their rights as women in every town,
state and country.

Stacy

MALONE
On March 8, 1909, New York City's

working women in the garment indus-
try went on strike against inhumane
workingconditions. Thesewomen would
no longer tolerate the conditions they
were exposed to and as poor working-
class women they protested for change.

This was a historic day in the
women's movement, because women
fought for their rights as women and as
human beings. March 8 was set aside
by the Socialist Party as International
Women's Day to honor workingwomen
all over the worid. It is a time for
women around the globe to celebrate
their accomplishmentsin the workforce
and to remember the working women
whose accomplishments have moti-
vated and pushed the women's move-
ment forwa"d.

Throughout historywomen havebeen
keptanonymous; their accomplishments
do not appear in the history books from
which generations aftergenerations are
taught. International Women's Day
emphasizes the need to remember the
history of women because their stories

are important parts of history.

International Women's Day is also a
day to celebrate our differences as
women. The women who protested the
garment industry in 1909 were of vari-
ous cultures and backgrounds and they
united to improve conditions in the
workplace and in society. They had
many cultural differences, but their
power through unity organized them.

Cultures, heritages and personal
experiences are important to the
women's movement, because it is the
past and history of women that assist
in determining their future. Interna-
tional Women's Day celebrates and
honors the victory of working women
from various cultural backgrounds who
worked together to protest the garment
industry while encouraging future
hopes for women internationally.

International Women's Day is one
day in each year when women are cel-
ebrated for their accomplishments to
history and society. Yesterday was the
day ofcelebration but it must go farther
than just one day out of 365.
Women contribute to society not only

by giving birth to children and as cheap
labor, but we contribute knowledge,
history and countless numbers ofexpe-
riences that enrich society. Women
around the globe need to be recognized
and remembered for their contribu-
tions to the workforce, history and so-
ciety every day.

Stacy Malone is a Collegian colum-
nist.

While drug use has declined slightly in
recent years, there seems to be a resurgence
in use of LSD, especially on college cam-
puses. Sixties icon Timothy Leary's slogan
"Tune in. Turn on. Drop out"appears to be
ri.sing out of the ashes ofthe '60s counter
culture movement. I spoke with the presi
den t ofthe UMassLSD Coalition yesterday.
He informed me he had just ingested two
thin squares ofLSD in gelatin form several
hours before our interview.

David

MASSEY

Why you should vote for hemp
A vote for the Hemp Initiative is not a

vote for marijuana to be legal everywhere
tomorrow. It is a statement that hemp be
given the attention it deserves.

There is no one at UMass who will not
benefit from a "yes" vote on Question 2.

Since it is not a legally binding question, a
vote will be a call that this issue be brought
into the public light, where it deserves to

be. Since all we want is for people to be
more informed, who could possibly be hurt
by a "yes" vote?

The facts are there: marijuana, as a
drug, is very helpful in treating numerous
illnesses, and is less harmful than alcohol,

tobacco and many over-the-counter drugs
and foods. Hemp, as a plant, offered more
benefits to the country than perhaps any
other plant, and can be used to replace

many products used today, with far less

damage to the environment. Those are the

facts. They have been researched and
documented extensively, and there is

plenty of information in the UMACRC
office to support them. Ifyou doubt these

facts, please stop by our office in 415
Student Union, or our table on the Cam-
pus Center Concourse.

Having been deluged with "facts" from

the "con" side of the argument for my
entire life, and havingconsidered the "pro"
side's facts for the past year or so, I am
fully convinced that marijuana must re-
legalized. Two years ago I was an avid
opponent of legalizing drugs. All it took
was a look at how I had been misled by the
"powers that be," and a look at the proven,
researched facts about hemp. Once you
open your eyes, the truth is easy to see.

If you think cannabis must remain il-

legal, you have most likely been misin-
formed. The Hemp Initiative is a measure
to prevent misinformation from obscuring
the truth. If anti- and pro-legalization
factions were given equal exposure, hemp
would once again be legal, as it was for
thousands ofyears before the "green scare"
of the late 1930s. Ifyou are unsure about
the issue, we wish to supply you with
information to let you make an educated
choice.

To vote for continued ignorance and
misinformation, vote no. To vote for in-

formation and education, vote yes on
Question 2.

Lance M. Brown
President

UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition

Can you explain to me the purpose of
your organization?

SID: We decided to form the coalition
to bring more awareness to the beneficial
aspects of hallucinogens and offer a
friendly atmosphere for students involved
in psychedelics. There's a great quote from
Timothy Leary that goes something like.
"The seeds of the '60s have taken root
underground. The blossoming is yet to
come."

The '60s are coming back, you know?
"Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds." that
sort of thing. Our club will show movies
like "Alice in Acidland" and give students
discounts on books like The Magic Mush-
room Grower's Guide. And other stufTlike
that. Now we're working on becoming an
RSO.

Besides being illegal, many scientists
and former users say drugs like LSD are
extremely dangerous. Why are you pro-
moting their use?

SID: They can open a channel in your
mind enhancing your capability to love,
you know, understand, to help you com-
prehend a linguistics class. LSD excites
the nervous system and sometimes you
can hear colors and see sounds. It helps
me relax when I do homework. StufTon my
wall moves around and I feel myself lit-

erally sinking into my chair. The Allman
Brothers sound fantastic and I feel. like,
free.

Don 't you worry about flashbacks?
SID: I stress that proper dosages are a

must. You gotta be careful or you get
screwed. I don't really worry about flash-

backs. It's really a mind-altering experi-
ence. There are several research projects
goingon to find out what's really happening
inside your brain. Scientists used LSD to
study mental illness but unfortunately
there's a lack of government research,
something our coalition — get that offme— will fight for. Your cassette recorder is
melting. I see it. Cool. That thing is offme
now. thanks.

You O.K., Sid? From what Vve read
about LSD, it can impair judgment and
makeyou dodangerous things. Andpeople
in a hallucinogenic state often get very
depressed. Sid, how do you feel now?

SID: Fine. I'm having a good trip. This
drug opens up myself to myself. I can look
inside myself and say. "Hey. Sid. what's
going on in there?" It's magical. I can
unscrew the top ofmy head and sav. "Hello,
brain. What's up?" The mind is "the final
frontier of science, you know? Hey. hello!
David, don't you see that sitting next to
you?

Excuse me? There 's nobody here. Let me
ask you —

SID: I saw him. a Blue Meanie. Blue
and small and funny and moving around
and saying goodbye now. Goodbye. Blue
Meanie, That was funny. I'm not on the
meal plan because 1 don't like chicken
cutlets. Stay away from there because the
DC is freaky and the salad floats around.
Yeah, our coalition is open to all university
undergraduates.

You were just acting real bizarre just
now, Sid.

SID: No. I usually walk to work or ride
the bus — that big round one with the
singing driver with the ponyUil who left
the bus through the window. I really
wanted to try that but the driver said no.
They always do.

Thanks for the interview. I really gotta
get going.

SID: Wait — why don't you interview
that Blue Meanie? It's probably in the
elevator link, that elevator with all those
loud buttons on the floor that kind oftwist
around and say things to me. Well, bye.
Blue Meanie.

David Massey is a Collegian staff
member.

FAC deterioration isn't 'minor'
This letter is to inform the student

population of exactly what happened in
the Fine Arts Center on Feb. 26. We sus-
tained more than "minor damage" as was
reported {Collegian, March 1 1 aft«r a pipe
burst over Bezanson recital hall. Besides
the fact that the entire auditorium (in-
cluding all the seats) was soaked, the
organ on stage was damaged by the water
as well. We should note the instrument is
highly valuable and irreplaceable. This is
not the first time an incident such as this
has occurred.

Downstairs in the percussion storage
room, all our marimbas sustained water
damage. Many of the percussionists' per-
sonal music and mallets were destroyed,
amounting to hundreds of dollars in per-
sonal loss. Also, the music which was

destroyed in the library is. in many cases,
irreplaceable and out of print.

This letter is meant only to clarify what
some officials were content to call minor,
because we, the music students, have to
work in this building. Come visit the FAC
if you have a minute. We'd love for other
students to see the conditions to which we
are subject. If you do come, however, be
aware that there are no windows and poor
ventilation ifyou don't want to catch cold.
And please, do watch out for faUingobjects
from the ceilings, we wouldn't want any-
one injured due to "minor" deterioration.

David Haskell, Amherst
Jonathan Munroe, Amherst

Brian W. Weiland, Orchard Hill
Th is letter was signed by 50 mem bers of

the UMass music department.
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Cape Verdean students have a rich history to be proud of
By MALKES GOMES
Collegian Staff

Cabo Verde, which stands for green
cape or green place, is an archipelago of 10
major islands and several islets which are
located in the Atlantic Ocean off the
western coast of Africa, approximately
360 kilometers from Senegal, Dakar. The
uninhabited islands were discovered by
Diogo Gomes and Antonio da Noli under
the Portuguese crown in 1460. The first

settlers included Portuguese clergy, aris-

tocrats, business men. political exiles,

degredados which were criminals exiles
out of Portugal , Jews and Europeans from
other parts of Europe such as Spain and
Italy.

After settlement took place slaves were
abstracted from the western coast of Af-
rica mainly from Guinea-Bissau and in-

cluded Wolof, Mandica, FuJa and other
groups ofAfricans. The fusion ofthese two
races resulted in a Crioulo people and
culture with roots from both stocks. The
current population in Cabo Verde is said

to be about 1 percent White. 24 percent

The Nicaragua of then
is the Nicaragua of now

Nicaragua may be a place some ofyou have heard of,

but that you probably know little about. It is a country
that, throughout history, had to struggle to obtain the
basic necessities of life and is right now is facing what is

probably one of its hardest times ever.

In 1990 there was a democratic exchange of power
from the MarxisL^ninist Sandinistas to a democratic
coalition party. This change brought hopes ofa better life.

People had high expectations for the new government.
They speculated there would be a better economic situ-
ation, better education for their children and. most of all,

an end to the war between the Sandinistas and the U.S.-
subsidized Contras. Unfortunately, despite the change of
govirr.ment. reform has not reached the military, which
is still controlled by the Sandinistas. This has divided the
people and has hampered economic advancement.

Mercedes

BETANCO

Black and 76 percent Mestizo or Crioulo.
The population is predominantly Catho-
lic. The official language is Portuguese
and the national language isCape Verdean
CriouJo.

Some islands, such as the capitol island
of Santiago where the largest population
of slaves were sent is said to be the most
African. Much of the African elements
were saved because the slaves escaped to
the fora. which are the hills and moun-
tains.

Historical Analysis

Other islands such as Brava, the
smallest of the Cape Verdean Islands, is

said to be the more European because of
the large amounts of Europeans who
settled there because ofthe more adpptable
tropical climate. There are over 350,000
Cape Verdeans and their descendants in

the United States.

Emigration from Cabo Verde to the
United States began in the mid- 1800s
because of the severe droughts and fam-
ines that have beencommon in Cabo Verde.

Many came because ofjobs which opened
up on whaling ships which stopped in

Cabo Verde, jobs in New Bedford, Massa-
chusetts textile mills and jobs on Cape
Cod in the cranberry bogs. Yet, others
came out of curiosity and for the adven-
ture of travelling the high seas. The voy-

age from Cabo Verde in the old days by
ship took anywhere from a month to a
year.

There are over 50 Cape Verdean Stu-
dents at UMass-Amherst, many ofwhom
are members of the Caf>e Verdean Stu-
dent Alliance. The Cape Verdean Student
Alhance is one of the many registered

student organizations on campus. One of
the organizations' goals is to promote and
maintain Cape Verdean culture here on
campus and throughout the Five College
area, as well as building and strengthen-
ing ties within the campus community.

One way in which we have done this is

through our yearly Cape Verdean aware-
ness Day conference. This year we will

hold our eighth annual conference on
March 27, in the Campus Center Audito-
rium, and conference rooms from 11 a.m.

until 6:30 p.m. followed by a dinner and
dance with a live Cape Verdean band.
There is no charge for the conference part
of this program. The day will include a
presentation about the Smithsonian In-

stitute Project with Cape Verde, several

workshops including Race Relations, Na-
tive American and Cape Verdean Inter-

relations, Problems Faced by non-English
speaker in Health Care Systems and other
workshops. There will also be a slide

presentation, a dance troupe and Dr. Bruce
Rose, dean of Student Affairs at Hudson
County Community College, N.J., as the
keynote speaker.

This will be a day to network, make
contacts and to learn something about a
different culture that may be similar to

your own or very different. This day is

open to the entire campus community and
non-campus community.We will also hold
events each night in the Campus Center
throughout the week. For more informa-
tion, please contact the Cape Verdean
Student AlHance at 416 Student Union,
Box 156 Campus Center. Hope to see you
there.

Third World community calendar events

In Nicaragua, historically, the government has al-
ways been controlled by the military and the economic
scene by the privileged class. With the defeat of the
Sandinistas the U.S. government's liftingofthe economic
•embargo, everyone expected a flood of national and for-

eign investment, but But that has not taken place because
the political situation is so unstable. No investors are
willing to take chances and invest in a country where
nothing seems to have changed, except the person in the
presidential seat.

Without the influx ofcapital and the implementation
ofdrastic reforms aimed towards nationalizing industry,
the country's economy will continue to deteriorate daily.
The educational system in Nicaragua during the
Sandinista reign was free— schools were public. Now it

has gone back to being a private business. People are
taking their children out of school because they are not
able to pay the fees and buy books.

Following the Sandinista fall, private property was to
be returned to its original owners, property that had been
confiscated by the Sandinistas. But this has not been
done; it is not in the best interests of those in control.

People are now realizing that the new government is

not able to make their lives better and that, in fact, it may
have even made their lives harder. People are literally
starving, the unemployment rate is incredibly high, the
educational system is not working and the health system
is nonexistent.

Nicaragua is returning to the pre-Sandinista era; the
rich in control ofthe governmentand in the military enjoys
the luxuries of power, while the majority starves and
suffers the consequences ofliving under worthless leaders.

How can a cou itry have a future when there is nothing
to look forward to . What can one do when they don't know
where their next meal is coming from? I truly admire
people from Nicaragua because they don't give up. They
have nope that some day their lives will improve. They do
not ask for much. They only ask for peace andjobs so that
they can have the basics to survive.

The average person in Nicaragua is not concerned
with luxuries. Parents want only to provide their children
with food, some education and maybe a little toy at
Christmas.

Nicaragua is a country where, right now. there are
children who don't know what it is like to have a decent
meal . much less a toy. Until there is some form ofpolitical
stability, a more organized government and leaders who
truly care for the people, there will be neither peace nor
economic stability in Nicaragua.

Meiredes Betanco is a Collegian correspondent.

Wednesday, March 10
Amnesty International Write-A-Thon — Mount

Holyoke College's Amnesty International organiza-
tion presents a write-a-thon for prisoners ofconscience.
Gift certificates will be awarded for a certain number
of completed letters. Free. Mount Holyoke College,
Blanchard Cafe 7 p.m.

Friday, March 12
Ftim :i/ouro/"//ie S/ar— (Brazil, 1986. Dir. Suzana

Amaral) A young women from the impoverished
Northeast moves to Sao Paulo in search ofa job and a
new life. Free. Smith College, Wright Hall Auditorium
(accessible. 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.)

Tuesday, March 23
Film: Wend Kuuni (The Gift of God) — Burkina

Faso. Dir. Gaston Kaboure. A lost boy is adopted by a
village family in pre-colonial West Africa. Free. Mount
Holyoke College, Dwight Hall 101. 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, March 27
Community: Eid-ul-Fitri Celebration— (sponsored

by UMass and the Five College Muslim Student As-
sociation]. Free. UMass Campus Center 101. 5:30
p.m.

Saturday, March 27
Music: Thokoza, Women's Chorus from SouthAfrica

— The Smith College Sage Hall Concert Series con-
cludes on a high note with a unique concert featuring
South Africa Zulu choral singing. This form of singing
became popular during World War I and has received
considerable attention recently thanks to the success-
ful recording tours of Ladysmith Black Mambazo.
Thokoza combines the ingom'ebusuku vocal style with
older drumming traditions, as well as original compo-
sitions thatspeak ofthe need forchange inSouth Africa
today. $12: $10 for senior citizens, $6 for Five College
students. Tickets: 585-3164. Smith College Sweeney
Auditorium, Sage Hall (accessable) 8 p.m.

Former Soviet republics face harder times
On December 25, 1991, the USSR was formally dis-

banded and Gorbachev resigned from office. It was the
final step in a multitude of events that several Soviet
republics took to achieve independence. From that day
on, the world has watched the former Soviet Union with
great expectancy. A new era was beginning, the great
Communist Empire fell and the birth of several newly
independent countries took place. To many Soviets, in-
dependence meant new frontiers, and a release from
some of the hardships of a socialist regime.

Ines

VIEIRA
Although many perceived change as beneficial to the

people of the former Soviet Union, and the world as a
whole, the ramifications ofsuch a symbolic modification of
the system may prove to be more of a struggle in the end.

The former Soviet Union was under the control of an
organized socialist party, which operated from the
Kremlin. Although the regime may have failed, it nev-
ertheless must be attributed with the credit it deserves
for operating such a large scale government over such a
vast area. With 8.6 million square miles, the former
Soviet Union was larger than the United States and
Canada combined, spreading through 1 1 time zones, and
a multitude of different ethnic groups as part of it's

population.

Today, the Kremlin no longer exerts it's power over
the former Soviet Union, and countries such as Bosnia,
Latura, Ukraine, and Estonia appear on updated world
maps.

What most optimistic capitalists fail to realize is that
not all is roses for these newly independent countries.
Some states have gained the independence long before a
capable government was instituted, others face ethnic
revolt and bloodshed. One must take into account the
mismanagement that the economy of the former Soviet
Union has suffered for decades, and the tumbling social
crisis affecting the stability needed for a successful "re-
naissance."

These new independent nations are now beinginducted
into the Third World community. The countries that rose
from the breakdown of the Soviet Union could very well
be facing the very same hardships as today's suffering

Third World nations.

Decades of strict control along with a severe climate
that characterizes a large territory of the Soviet Union,
have stripped these countries from the economic prosper-
ity that would be very helpful in the transition into
independence. The newly independent states will have to
face severe economic instability and hard times before
the situation improves. The average former Soviet knows
that his country lacks the resources to manage such a
transition the best way possible. Approximately all food
feeding the peoples of the former U.S.S.R came from a
territory in the south region constituting a meek 10^ of
it's entire territory (U.S.S.R.'s) Now that many of these
independent countries are sustaining harsh climate
conditions, no land to harvest and no bordering sea to
explore, they will have to rely heavily on trade and
imports to survive. Neither is this the most practical
option nor are these countries equipped with the resources
necessary to embark on such a task.

Apart from obvious economic problems, there is yet
another problem emerging: group fighting has erupted in
various states. The former Soviet Union built borders
without taking into consideration the already existing
differences between ethnicities, and populated areas
such as Siberia with people from several different poles
ofthe East. Now the question ofindependence has become
blurrier than ever. Is it defined by regions or ethnic
groups?

Finally all of these states were part of the Soviet
Union that possessed nuclear capabilities and the infa-
mous Red Army. Now that this union has been disinte-
grated, the countries resulting are no longer part of a
world power and in many cases must rebuild armies on
their own. Certainly a mother who has lost her job and
finds no food in the supermarket to feed her children
doesn't really wonder about the fall of the great worid
power. Although this isn't an immediate concern for
former Soviets today, it may become one, soon.

The world still watches with expectancy, and celebrates
this step to freedom, but at the same time, even optimists
wonder how important freedom is to the former Soviets
who now struggle with instability and chaos; which could
very well lead to the induction ofthe former Soviet Union
into the Third Worid sphere.

Ines Vieira is a Collegian staffmember.
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Alts & living
Campus Man
looks at Style

I don't know where I heard it but I believe, "You
can never make a first impression twice." Fair
enough, right? More and more men are actually
spending time on themselves.

I think it started with the gel revolution. Who
knows? It can't hurt to go a little bit out ofyour way
to dress, shall I say, more GQ. A good suggestion
might be in addition to those Sports Illustrated

subscriptions to pick up a copy or two o{ Details,

Esquire, M and GQ.
Hey if Pat Riley can make the cover of GQ for

being fashionable as well as other sports stars why
not add a little zest to your image by getting with
what's in style?

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
UMass junior Julie Lichtenstein said, "I like a

man who has his own unique style and who stands
out in a crowd." Other women have mentioned that

scent is important. Lichenstein said she believes.

There's something in Eternity that is just over-

whelming.
Day after day I get complements like. *^ou smell

really good." It's nice to know that a woman can
appreciate you when you hear something like this.

I believe that cologne has to do with your mood or

attitude. Personally. Obsession for Men is for those

days I want to feel smart yet stylish. Chanel for

Men is for those days you want to have a real clean-

cut day. Yoxivegotta try Safari from Raulph Lauren;
it's got a wild tough machismo essence to it. Finally

in cologne turf, there's JOOP! (pronounced You-p),

the ultimate soft yet strong statement maker. Give

'em a try — ask for samples (they're free too!).

The fraternity/jock look is very in. It all depends
how you wear it! ( Especially if it's with a L.A.. N.Y.

or Cincinatti Reds hat. ) However, the more appeal-

ing way to dress is to dress cool: Jeans (definitely

button-fly) with some extra length at the bottom to

bunch up. E.G.'s slouch socks (yes they are uni ! ) but
worn underneath and not revealed! Thick black

belts are a must and a pair of very "in" Doc's

( Marteens ). For underneath, boxers with patterns,

not those cheap thin one's— try the Gap or Banana
Republic and even J. Crew. Some may opt for those

tightie whities and its very chic to have Calvin
Klein. It must be those Marky Mark ads!

Deborah Levin, manager of J. Rich in Amherst
says, "People are buying longerjeans and rolling or

cuffing them and even just letting them go long."

"For dressing up, we are selling a lot of pattern

vests. Lots of ties from more traditional to the

Beatles-inspired ties and people are buying sports

shirts for both dress up and casual."

In addition to clothes, accessories are on the

rise. "We are selling lots of accessories, especially

the Hypnotic Hats, unusual and interesting belts,

fun socks like E.G. Smith and we're selling lots of

Fossil watches as well as Swatches."

All right we've all heard the dilemma about

those 90210-inspired sideburns. Are they in or are

they out? Rachel Alves, manager of the North
Pleasant Street Hair East Salon says, "They're

definitely coming back, and I prefer them, they give

a nice tailored look to the haircut."

In addition to bums, hairstyles for men have

always been diverse.

"An)rthing goes with men. The 'in' look is the

short sides and back with a bowl look top. That's

really in. . . that kind of look," said Alves.

On the other hand Lichtenstein begs to differ.

"Sideburns are definitely out. And as for facial hair,

I don't like the least bit of stubble — it's dirty

looking."

And it may be hard to believe but real men,

including fraternity men do take good care of their

skin with Clinique Supplies and or toners. One frat

boy said "I'm clean. I'll admit to using it but I still

don't want you to know my name. . . I use - are you

sure you're not going to use my name? - Georgette

dinger, a New York dermatologist line. Cleansing

Turn to STYLE, page 8

Resume Special
Drop it off by Noon, Pick it up the next day! Thru 3/31

.^ Laserpflnt Resume Only
$293S.'paae $21 .95/page

The Resume Package

^^Sot^C $44.95 .

Includes: Laser f-rlnt ftesume- 50 Copies (Classic Laid Bond)

50 Blank Envelopes • 50 Matching Blank Sheets

The Paper House * 549-5656

Buffalo Tom returns home
UMass band brings their acoustic cleverness to Noho
By ERICA C. PLOUFFE
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst's own Buffalo Tom is coming back to the
Valley for a one-night only performance at the Iron Horse
in Northampton. Although they are known for their most
recent single, "Velvet," offofLe^Me Come Over, other songs
such as "Sunflower Suit,"The Bus" and "Fortune Teller"

can be found on their two earlier album releases, Buffalo
Tom and Birdbrain

.

Buffalo Tom sounds similar to Husker Du, local band
Dinosaur Jr. and maybe the Lemonheads with a good
guitarist. Incidentally, Jay Mascis, from Dinosaur Jr.

had produced Buffalo Tom's first two albums and played
lead guitar on a few of their tracks.

Their acoustic guitar ability and clever lyrics set them
apart from the average run-of-the-mill college band.
They're a bunch of guys, who, besides playing their

instruments far better than those of their rock n' roll

cohorts, can put on a show that lacks pretentiousness and
reeks of genuine enthusiasm.

The band members Bill Janovitz, Tom Maginnis and
Chris Colburn all met at here at UMass in 1986. Since all

three were guitarists, they had to decide who would play
the bass and drums. Maginnis said he was chosen for the
drums "because [he] couldn't sing."

From there they migrated, like all good bands do, to

Boston. There they produced their first album, Buffalo
Tom , and released it in Europe. After an extremely well-

received first album, they were signed onto a major
recording label Beggar's Banquet. After two more suc-

cessful albums, Birdbrain and Let Me Come Over, they
are currently in the studios working on their fourth LP.

At Club Bayhead in Providence a few weeks ago. they
played a rocking set that included some new songs off

their unreleased album. It is suspected that a similar set

will be played at the Iron Horse.

Buffalo Tom played at the Student Union Ballroom

An entertaining Swing

COURTESY JOHN GOODMAN
That cool UMass band, Buffalo Tom, returns to the Pioneer

Valley this Wednesday night.

last semester to an enthusiastic group ofstudents bashing
around in a mosh pit. Although the Iron Horse doesn't

have the room to service a mosh pit area, dedicated fans

can watch the show while enjojring one of the many
appetizers or entrees the Iron Horse has to offer.

Buffalo Tom will beperformingfor theirslew ofadoring,
die-hard fans at the Iron Horse, Northampton on
Wednesday, March Wat 8:30p.m. Tickets are $7and they

are limited.

By JON LUPO
Collegian Steff

The perplexing media campaign of

Swing Kids may have you, like me,
thinking this is a glossy hybrid ofDisney's

musical dud Newsies and the campy spy-

jinks of Melanie Griffith and her creaky

German accent of S/imm^ Through.
It isn't. Swing Kids, marketing aside,

is actually a lot heavier and well-acted

than you'd think. There isn't much danc-

ing, though, but Swing Kids manages to

blend a tale offriendship, identity and the

very real threat ofNazi hell on the horizon

into an entertaining, but "Aflerschool

Special"-like mix.

The cast, headed by Robert Sean
Leonard and Christian Bale, are actually

quite believable in their roles. This stuff is

strictly low-cal claptrap, but after sludging

through the high-minded pretensions of

Mad Dog and Glory, this brand of pop

melodrama was just what I needed.

Leonard and Bale play teens in Ger-

many with Nazism on the rise. They're

part of a group ofyoung adults who rebel

against the Nazi movement by attending
wild "swings" at night. Influenced by
American movies and swing music, the

kids dress to the nines and dance their

troubles away.
In a silly turn of events. Bale and

Leonard join the Hitler youth corps, re-

signed to play by the "rules" by day and
swing by night.

Little by little, though, the intense Nazi
propaganda takes hold over Bale. Leonard
still is reluctant, still feeling that some-
thingjust isn't right with the direction the

country is taking. But most everyone
around him is falling under the Nazi spell.

Soon Leonard's mother ( Barbara Hershey

)

is being wooed by a Gestapo official

(Kenneth Branagh. in a nasty, theatrical

turn) and feeling more in touch with the

Reich. Soon the questions of friendship

and loyalty come into play and Leonard
and Bale are stuck in the middle.

Granted, it sounds incredibly goofy;

the kind of film where people say things

like, "Who cares about the Nazis? Tonight
I want to dancer — but they don't. The
dance hall sequences are few and far be-

tween, but when they come, they're sur-

prisingly energetic. They have a kinetic,

anything-goes kick to them and it seems
more like a precursor to today's RAVEs
than an antique jitterbug fest.

Turn to SWING KIDS, page 8

AXLs
coming...

Guns N' Roses are

coming to the
Mullins Arena.

Is the Happy Valley

prepared?
Read all about it

in the Collegian's

weekly arts fit

entertainment
section,

THIS WEEKEND.
Tomorrow.

iniit« ri, Drink Special

SEX ON THE BEACH
$1.50

Break For Spring Bn^ak Early
"SPRING BREAK SPECIAL"

Wednesday Night is Guest Bartender Night
This Week's Guest Bartender is:

fKprry Qrappa
/^^ \'(';'::/; h:;;

Thursday Night 9-1 Ipm
• FREE SUBS •

Drink Special I
Always

Something

For Everyone!

VODKA DRINKS
$1.00

Drink Special
MIKES PITCHERS

$3^0
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Daring chorale ensemble Chanticleer to perform
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

"Sing, Chanticleer, sing!", were the
immortal words uttered by the little green
kitty in the animated film, Rock-a-
Doodle.

Instead of being answered by an over-
sized, EKis impersonating rooster, his
beckonings have been received by a dis-
tinguished chorale group that goes by the
same name. Chanticleer will be per-
forming at the Bowker Auditorium on
March 11.

Chanticleer's anticipated interpreta-

tion ofRenaissance gospel, vocaJ jazz, and
daring modern compositions certainly
won't constitute as "kids stufT." With a
selection of barbershop, folk songs, popu-
lar music, and a few choice classics.
Chanticleer will offer a wide variety of
musical influences on their agenda.

Such classics will include: William Byrd
and Thomas Tallis' "Sing Joyfully if Ye
Love Me," Alexander Agricola's
"Magnificat," excerpts from Adriano
Banchieri's "La Pazia Senile," Camille
Saint-Saens' "Calme des Nuits les Fleurs
et les Arbres." David Conte and Alan
Shearer's "Ave Maria" from Ages of Day

Noon Dusk and MattieMoss Clark's "Jesus

Come by Here Going to Heaven," arranged
by Joseph Jennings.

Though the group was founded in 1978,

it didn't really take off until 1984, when
singer/composer/arranger Joseph
Jennings became its music director. Since
their 1984 debut, they've received major
recognition in the United States. They're
now looking at 80 concert dates through-
out the United States and Europe.

Many may recall their 1991 Christmas
Concert ensemble at St. Mary the Virgin

Church in New York City which was
broadcasted internationally via NBC's

Preview.

They frequently appear on such radio

programs as St. Paul Sunday Morning,
West Coast Weekend, A Prairie Home
Companion, and A// Things Considered.

Chanticleer, the recipients of the
highest chorale grants for the past four

years, is guaranteed to offer a stunning
performance.

Chanticleer will play Bowker Audito-
rium on March 11. Tickets start at $20,
with half-price tickets for Five College

students. Access and parking for the

physically disabled is to the rear of the

building.

M Swing Kids
continued from page 7

The friendship storyline is well-done and credit the
film for making the Nazi power a one-part seduction,
two-parts muscle role, instead ofthe one-dimensional
ogres we're used to seeing.

Still, Swing Kids needs a kick in the pants. There
are avenues unexplored here and others that are
simply underplayed. I would have liked to have seen
more of Branagh's prickly performance, the relation-
ship between him and Hershey and more ofthe swing
kids' world.

As for Robert Sean Leonard, I still haven't forgiven
him for offing himselfat the end ofDead Poets Society
(yeah, that was believable). He's pretty good here,
considering the material, and he excels at the end
quite well. This won't win him any awards, but hey, it

could've been Keanu Reeves.
Christian Bale, dropping that god-awful accent he

mangled in Newsies, is adequate in his underwritten
role. While Swing Kids is by far Leonard's movie. Bale
seems itching to stretch his acting muscles in a role
that's clearly second banana.

Barbara Hershey looks pretty lost here, as if she
wandered off the set of another movie. Kenneth
Branagh. though, the director behind Henry V, Dead
Again and Peter's Friends, injects the film with a
malevolent streak every time he's on screen. A little

tip ofthe hat to Harry Lime in The ThirdMan and quite
entertaining to watch.

Swing Kids, as a whole, doesn't really have a point
ifyou're aiming for depth, try Europa Europa, a much
better Nazi-themed identity crisis. But for those who
like their nostalgia a little rose colored and can appre-
ciate how bad it could've been. Swing Kids is a rea-
sonably entertaining night at the movies. Let face it

folks, these days even achieving that is rare. C-f

style
continued from page 7

facial gel. and once a week I use a mud mask from the
homeland ( Israel ). See that's all I do for my face. Oh. and
then Nivea Post Shower Lotion and a few times a week I

use Peppers of Boston Oatmeal and honey facial scrub."

This person also commented "I like my face to be as
smoothe as a baby's ass."

To top this off I asked around about people and tans.

And the responses were surprising. Fake Bake, or
Cancerama, those tanning salons are "so passe" as one
student said. I asked around for quotes about men using
tanning cream which darkens their skin, and unfortu-
nately but not surprisingly they all shyed away because
their machismo was at stake.

So remember, a splash of the right cologne, the right

hair style, and the right look is your guide to achieving
that campus man look.

Adam Scott Roberts is the official campus man Col-
legian columnist.
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UNFOKTUNATEI^ THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING

TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Every year, a lot of people make a

huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they

could be saving for retirement.

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can

easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.

SRAs not only ease your current tax-

bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially

for the "extras" that your regular pension system.

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the

road, that can make a dramatic difference

in your quality of life.

What else makes SRAs so special?

A range of allocation choices—from the

guaranteed security of TIAA to the

diversified investment accounts of

CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement

and Social Security benefits may not

coven Because your contributions are

made in before-tax dollars, you pay less

taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAACREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit newfitm Uue d^errmL CmU our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, txt. 8016.

75 years ofensuring the future
for those who shape itT

A Symbol of Love, Friendship

and Loyalty

silverscape designs
G OlD SMITHS GEM GAllERY
264 N fl*o>onl SI

. Amh«t.l 3S3 33?< ' 177 Woin Si Nonhomplon $84 J324

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

CREF ctrlifuMlu an iulniulei h) TIAA-CREF Iniivt^ual *n^ liuttlulumal Strvutj. For mart compUu informalurn. uiclu^ui^ckarfejaHiexpeiuej.caU I S00-S12-27JJ, tjti. ltO/6

far a prufttim. Rtai lit frotfttim ttnfuU^ itftn \fou uxttil »r jtiii ment^

^ I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?

*) Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She(
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm
really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or
suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to
this informal workshop to explore how jqu can help
and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.
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By GARY LARSON
I'M LEAKING BRA\^

LVJBR\<:^^4T.

\

DOONESBURY By CARRY TRUDEAU

f^iNQ-nt^mGuca 6ULCM \

Hey. THANKS, QPBAT

IMF9!5/ j'
GOOP
HAIR I

JIM'S JOURNAL

fUst *»*«5Kt t VMS
r</;<lwf ^eel l,Jcf

By JIM

X Just M 4K«

r^y ^^te for

JIM'S JOURNAL

AU

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

GOOD FVEM>J6 1 'M y^ ?Am. Fo(?

:UNIVERSIT\ KlEwr I'M IN WHEI?!

\m TPWLte win FAHCD

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

lJl»»»>1»riiiim«>iiBllii*a»

sfocmRD^

Only Claire, with her oversized brain,

wore an expression of concern.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Marc Elliott

PhotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Michele Bakis

Theresa Ciammattei, Lisa Jezowski
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Menu
LUNCH DINNER
P\zza Chicken Fajitas

Phish Munchies Southern Fried Steak

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Pizza Chicken Fajitas

Sesame Noodles 3 Beans in a Casserole

Quote of the Day
"Before I met my husband I'd never fallen

in love, though I'd stepped in it a few times"

- Rita Rudner

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Marrh 21-Apfil 191 Kt-dl

esiaie dt-aU and luxury purchases

enjoy tav<xal)le inilucnres. You are

delighted with a new homeor ihe sale

o» an old one. Make up your mirxl

alxHJi Roals and relationships.

TAURUS (April iO-May 20>: An
oliice battle could inilict damage on
everyorH- involved. IJiploniacy and
lompromise will lOc rease produc tiv-

ity and help mend fences. Go hooie
early tonight.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une20): St<.p

looking at the gloomy side ol things

and count up the positives. You may
he al)le to turn a situation around it

you try a now strategy, (iet iK'ller

organized this wvek.

CANCER (|une 21-|uly 221: Stick

lo your schedule even it it means
shutting our a visitor. You must (xjI

lirst things tirst. Oo not let a cJesire to

impress sonn-one l>urn a hole in your

hank account

LEO()uly2)-Aug.22):Donotwait
lor scxneone else to take spe< lal steps.

It is up to you to steer your own
course. Postpone signing a legal

agreement or making a maj<x pur-

chase.

VIRG()(Aug.2J-Sepl.22(:Agood

day lor activities that really interest

you. This includes Irxjking at places

where you could open your own
business. Keeplinance jncllriendsJiip

separate.

LIBRA (Sept 2 J-()cl.22): Take
your lirtH' vs+K-n dec iding how lo an-

swer a demand. It you rush, things

could get snarled up. A farewell may
l)e lempcKary. En|oy travel during

spring l)feak.

SCORPIO (Ocl.23.Nov.2n: A
pay raise or pronHitKin coukJ make
this a red- letter day Keejj alxeasi ol

world atiairs. Intelle< tual endcMvors
will progress snv)olhly. Relalionslii|>s

you value rHf>d careful nurturing

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-0-c 211:

Unreasonable |Xf)(>le should not Ix*

catered to or pampered. You have loo

much mcwal strength lo knuckle un-

der lo irrational cJemarxls. Handle
majcx tasks with dis|>atch

CAPRICORN iOer.2J-|an mi:

Your popularity is oo tlie ujjswing

i>ow. You may l)e the c t-nti-r of atten-

tion lor several reasons. Inspec I sales

items Ijetore you p.iy tor theni: make
certain they are worth the |xk e

AQUARIUS (|an.20-Fc^) l«l II

you turn ciown an assignnvni lockiy,

your decision could Ix- iK'ld against

you. Think twice. Return |)hrMH- calls

and answer correspondence
promptly.

PISTES (Fel).19-March 21 »: The
trouble c aused by a misunderstand-

ing may Ix' widesfHcad Try to make
c lear what you nK-anl to acconif>lisli.

Ciood iriends oiler advice ancJ en-

I 'lur.igc Rc'l,i\ al home.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Angler's hook
5 Vipers

9 FatHic

14 use rival

15 False god
16 Beautiful

maidens of

Muslim tielief

1

7

Have the lead

18 Miscellany

19 Up to

20 Cruise

21 Least

interesting

23 Hehos
24 Spice lor pi/za

26 Pain in the

neck
28 Superstition

33 Written matter

36 Zero
3? Battle song
38 Wooden

strip

39 Flower

part

41 Amer painter

Rockwell
42 Tennessee

author James
43 Fort Worth insi

44 Take —
support

45 Sophisticate

49 Redolence
50 Figurative

language
54 Well chosen
56 Bit

59 Part ol EAR
60 Toys or foolish

ones
6? Tendril

63 Soft drink

64 Delicious, e q
65 Ron Howard

early role

66 Desserts
67 Regards
68 Birthplace

69 Bar

measurement

DOWN
1 Zest

? 20 Across
IS one

3 Sweetheart

4 Remote
5 Teem
6 Pale

7 Bucket
8 Flavoring

berry

9 Troughs
10 Chaney
1

1

Conlronted
unflinchingly

1 ? The Bee Gees,
eg

13 — of beans
tnfle

21 1991 PGA
winner John

22 Incantation

25 Permission to

proceed
?7 Making a wager
29 Available data
30 By way ol

31 Row
32 Beanery sign

33 Ancient

kingdom

34 Heroic narrative

35 Office machir>e

39 Tempest
40 Old French

coin

44 Cob or pen
46 People in

charge
47 Baghdad's river

48 Brunch item

51 Period

52 Oater show
53 Ferment
54 Indian servant
55 Po«< Alexander
57 Sacred

image
58 Tnch
61 Venerable
63 Chip's sibling

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

3/»/93

The opiiiiofis expressed ofi this pjge are those of the cjrtoutiists .incJ do not necessarily refle< t the views ot the Qtllc^i.w or the Utiiversity.
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continued from page 1

points, which may have pointed that UMass did have
something extra to prove.

Williams picked up in the second half where Roe left
off, and it seemed as if the two were battling each other,
in a game-within-a-game. If Roe jammed home an alley
oop, Williams would come back with a slashing drive in
the lane culminated by his own slam. WiUiams finished
with a 13 points and 1 1 rebounds.

"There was one reason why Harper was Player of the
Year last year. . . He faced Lou Roe in practice every day,"
Calipari said. "It's a battle every day between those two."

Rhode Island ( 18-10), with the game much out oftheir

Going
South?

reach in the second half, resorted to fouling— hard. Kyle
Ivey-Jones clotheslined Dana Dingle in a move to the
basket, and Damont Collins grabbed Derek Kellogg after
Kellogg blew by on his way to an uncontested layup. In
addition, Mike Brown was ejected for disparaging com-
ments towards an oflicia].

"I don't think they were too rough," Harper Williams
said. "They just played a physical style ofgame, one that
we've been accustomed to all year. It'll prepare us for the
NCAA Tournament."

By playing hard in the first half for the first time in

recent memory, UMass was determined not to let the
scenario in Providence play out. Ivey-Jones, who scored
20 in the last URI-UMass game was held to 10 points and
was not a factor, except of the distracting nature. After
Abdul Fox had broken a three-minute URI scoringdrought
in the first half, Ivey-Jones was slapped with a technical
for some trash-talking.

"I think we were a litte rushed in the first half," said
URI coach Al Skinner. "They are an excellent team and
once we got behind, we couldn't catch up."

Brunson
continued from page 12

and Brunson is averaging 13.5 points and 4.5 assists a
contest, while playing 35 minutes a game.

In Temple's 80-53 destruction ofWest Virginia in the
A-10 quarterfinals Sunday, Brunson once again threw
no-look passes with ease, broke the press with his dribble

and confidently buried three pointers, much like the Rick
Brunson of Salem High.

"Without Rick Brunson we wouldn't be in line for an
NCAA bid," Chaney said. "He has been invaluable for us
this season."

Brunson said, "I just try to do what it takes for us to

win. Last season was last season, just as last game was
last game. I don't think about what happened in the past,

just what I'm going to do in the next game."
It has certainly worked for Brunson, who was recruited

by the University of Massachusetts, but said Chaney was
the deciding factor in heading to Philadelphia.

"UMass has some good coaches, but I just felt Coach
Chaney could make me the best player and person
possible." Brunson said.

And to become the best sometimes a person needs to

undergo growing pains.

"For some people things come quickly," Chaney said.

"Mark (Macon) found success immediately. But Rick
needed time to get there. Overcoming difficulties makes
a person stronger. Life isn't easy but Rick is doing fine."

YOU COUU LEARN A LOTFMHADUHm
BUGXU YOUR SAFETYBBI

Women* Shoes. Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

roucwmDEine!
... SO we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

~ ter for the next heatina season

^^^ikirtknismm beiag oo^pted at

Unioiii R«al Estate
25 North Pfoasant Street

253-7879

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who
wish to live off-campus for the Fall 1993 semester
should apply for an exemption from the Board of

Trustee regulation governing on-campus living.

Applicahons are now available in the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore. Exemphon
applications are due no later than Friday, March 26,

1993. Please submit all applications to the Housing
Assignment Office.

IMPORTANT NOTES : PLEASE READ
CAREFULLY

**THE EXEMPTION COMMITTEE WILL ONLY
MEET ONCE . THIS IS THE ONLY OPPORTUNITY
YOU WILL HAVE TO APPLY FOR OFF-CAMPUS
PERMISSION FOR THE Fall 1993 SEMESTER.
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU APPLY IN TIME.
""Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving

an exemption from the on-campus housing
requirement. DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNTIL
YOU RECEIVE AN EXEMPTION Any student

who signs a lease without prior approval from the

Exemption Committee and the Housing Assignment
Office is responsible for all on-campus fees and will

be required to reside on-campus. Thank you.

EUNICE ]R. KOMECZNY
STUDENT ILEADElRSmP AWAIRB

The Eunice R. Konieczny Scholarship Fund was established in 1985 to annually
recognize students who demonstrate a commitment to the vitality of the Student
Activities Tnist Fund at the University of Massachusetts. Student participation in oui-
of-class activities as a complement to academics involves personal development,
leadership and team building, sensitivity to diversity, and advocacy for student needs
and concerns. Award candidates must show how their participation enriches btHh their
organization and by extension, the larger campus community. This award honors
Eunice R. Konieczny, who provided over twenty years of dedicated service to the
Student Government Association.

QUALinCATTON.S

1. Any undergraduate senior may apply provided that he/she is a current member in a
Registered Student Organization (RSO) or the Undergraduate Student Government
Association at the University of Massachusetts. Amheret, and has been a member
at least one ( 1 ) year prior to applying.

2. A recipient must have a cumulative G.P.A. of 3.0 or above.

Applications are avaibbie in the Student Activities OfTice
Room 416, Student Union. Completed appUcations must be received by

FRIDAY MARCH 26, 1993 4:30 P.M.

lead: to show the way; to guide; to direct; to persuade; to tend to

Webster's Dictionary
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ECACs end swimming
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Staff

For the University ofMassachusetts
women's swim team, six months of
swimming officially came to an end
Saturday when eight swimmers and
two divers pulled the Minutewomen to
a 10th place finish at the women's
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
at SUNY-Buffalo.

This was the firstyear that theECAC
held a swrim conference and head coach
Bob Newcomb said the team went in
virtually blind.

"We didn't know what to expect or
who to expect," Newcomb said. "Our
goals were to represent UMass well, be
a top- 10 team and have everyone score,
and we did just that."

Twenty-six teams were represented
in the three-day battle that ended with
Boston easily swimming away with the
title.compiling585 points. Lasalle placed
second followed by Northeastern at third.

The University ofRhode Island, the
team that squeezed out UMass for third
place in New Englands, placed fifth,

beating out the Minutewomen by only
48.5 points. In a close battle for the top-

10 spot. UMass clinched it by a single

point, compiling 224 points and leaving
Fordham University sulking at 11th.

In gearing up for the ECACs the
Minutewomen had to maintain a taper
fromNew Englands. Newcomb said that
usually a maintained taper doesn't pro-
duce times as fast as the original taper
which for them was focused for New
Englands. However, times proved to be
just as fast as the Minutewomen scored
points in every event.

Day one proved to be a good start
with a fifth place finish and a season
best time in the 200-yd. ft-eestyle relay
fi-om Sarah Baker, Michelle Munyon,
Lori Sheehan and Jessica Griffith.

Baker wrapped up her first season
at UMass, sprinting career highs in the
50, 100 and 200-yd. freestyle events.
Juhe Veremey cut her way to the top
landing a third and fourth place finish
in the 400-yd. IM and 200-yd. butter-
fly, respectively.

Kim Broad swam a solid 1650-yd.
freestyle dropping 15 seconds off of her
time, finishing the one-mile swim at
fifth place. Diver Allison White graced
the ECACs with a six place finish on the
one-meter board and will travel Thurs-
day to Pittsburgh tocompete in the Zone
National diving competition.

An outlook on the playoffs

.O^^J?0

t)V

For those readers who have just joined
us, welcome to Notes from the Hardwood,
the never-ending trip around the ranks of
the NBA. Because of the A-10 Tourna-
ment, my full space has been pre-empted,
but should be back in time for the playoffs.

Speaking of the playoffs, here are the
matchups if the sea-

son ended today, and
the hype I would pro-

vide for them.

Chicago (1)

<^-jn\e^On vs. Atlanta (8): Give
^t1 ^^^^ me a break. Ask Do-

minique what hap-
pened the iasl time he went one-on-one
with Michael at Chicago Stadium when it

meant something (see 1988 Gatorade
Slam-Dunk competition).

NewJersey (4) vs. Boston (5): Reggie
Lewis is the best kept secret in the league.
Wait a minute, he shouldn't be a secret.
No Larry. No home court. No second round?

Cleveland (3) vs. Charlotte (6): Ifthe
Hornets could have gotten an easier draw,
the chances ofmoving to the second round
would have been higher.

NewYork (2) vs. Orlando (7): Shaq vs.

Ewing. O'Neal's chance at revenge for the
All-Star Game "benching." It is time for
Patrick and company to put up or shut up.

Phoenix (1) vs. Clippers (8): Danny

Manning wanted to be traded. Hmmmm.
. . I wonder why.

Houston (4) vs. Portland (5):Now that
Clyde the Glide is hurt, Portland is relying
on Terry Porter from the outside. Does
anyone remember the three-point shootout?
One thing Portland shouldn't have to worry
about: losing in the Finals again.

San Antonio (2) vs. Lakers (7): How
could the Spurs lose by 41 points to Bos-
ton? The Lakers are working miracles
with the talent they have, and should be a
push-over.

Seattle (3) vs. Utah (6): By far the best
of the bunch this season. Seattle's youth
and depth versus the pick-and-roll of the
Jazz. Shawn Kemp and the Mailman head
on. Enough said.

Did you see that:
• Jimmy Jackson going back on his

word never to play in Dallas.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian col-

umnist

basketball

Spring Break
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Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

UPC GENERAL COMMITTEE
MEETING: Tonight 3/9 a( 6 pm in

Suffolks room at Student Union. Help
us bring you concerts! Everyone is wel-

come.

1 Bedroom in Big Apartment S2S0/
heat included 665 3615

Puffton One Bedroom
Take over lease S400/mo
Stan April/May 549 9920

3 Bedroom in Puffton Find a place
for next fall now I Call 549-7547

UPC Productions: Staff positions

UPC is now talcing applications for all

paid staff positions for next year. Posi

tions include all aspects of concert

production. For information come to

406 Student Union (UPC Office) or call

545 2892. DEADLINE: 3/12

FOR SALE

GREEKS AND CLUBS

$1000 an Hour!
Each member of your frat. sorority, team,
club etc pitches in just one hour and
your group can raise S1 000 in just a few
days' Plus a chance to earn S1000 for

yourself! No cost. No obligalion.

1-800-932 0528 ext. 65

LOST

Grey Gap Sweater at Barsies's Mon
March 1 please call 253 3967

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

RIDERS WANTED
Chicago - Drive w/me. I have car u
help pay gas/lolls. Call Stacey 2S3S326
3/12

SERVICES

Car Stereo
Kenwood Pullout - Hi Power
Cassette - Excellent Cond.
Asking S165 Call Jay 256 1119

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Escort 88 Excellent condition

New Battery, Tires

20O0/BO 585 8612

Mazda 323 HB '88

Only 59K with AC
S2900 CALL 549 9920

FORREPfT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat 8i hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No, Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and ho) water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

AVAILABLE NOW!
One Bedroom apt. at Crestview. Look

ing for someone to take it now or in

May. 30 seconds to bus stop; within

walking distance of UMass. Call 549-

5990

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals-

Waterfront Houses Falmouth Art a

5084776000

Large BedrtKMn in spacious two tied

room apartment available immediately

in Sunderland on Bus route. Call Howard

666 2810 or 545 6744

CB Winter/Spring Jadcet
3 parls-reversable

Mens or womens
Worn 5 times
545 need cash
256-0681

Four Tickets to
•Guns N Roses*
Call me ASAP

253-9067

QnRTIckMs
Mullins

546 4225

Guns N Roses tickets center floor seat
MuMins Call Brian 253 9099

MAC 512 K with BOOK external drive

tons of free software

S400 with imagewriter II S200 without
or bo carrying case Frank 2560802

UNIVEGA Rover Sport. Good Condi
tion S300 00 or best offer. Call 584 7285
Leave Message

Womens Green Suede Coat
Like new
S80 need cash
256-0681

FOUND

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment -

Fisheries. E8rnS600«/week incanneries
or S4000*/month on fishing boats. Free
trans|}ortation! Room and Board'
Male or Female For employment pro-

gran^call 1 206 545 4155 ext. A5001

Att: Excellent Income for

home assembly work. Info

1 504 646 1700 Dept. MA-1307

Eam cash over Spring Break! UMass
students needed to raise funds for the
university. S5.25 per hour plus bonuses.
Apply now at the Telefund Office in the
basement of Memorial Hall or call 545-

3509

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki '81 GS650G Fairing Hi Miles
S600 665 7518

MUSICIANS

Conjunction Junction has lost thier

drummer. We need a skilled drummer
interested in SLICK CHEEZ funk.

Call Rich @> 549-8461

PERSONALS

Photographar
Need professional photos of your
functions' Call Chns 1 800 347 2574

ext. 83469

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson. Ph.D. 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Chi Omega Pledges,
Your are fantastic! Keep it

up! We love U!

Love.

The Sisters of

Chi Omega

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

Postal Jobs Available I Many posi-

tions. Great benefits. Call 1 800 436
4365 ext. p 3306

Erin Moran
Happy 21st B-Dayup! Just think the sun
is shining in Fla

Love your roomates

Hey Girlfriend!
Give yourself a birthday present
Squeeze that bum
Play those drums
Happy 211

Carrie

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanol/culture
Homestay 612 690 9471

One way ticket Hartford lo Pittsburgh
and San Antonio.

Best offer call 546 2379

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire. Amherst. Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

Use American Express Travelers
Cheques for Spring Break i Now avail

able at UMass Student Credit Union

TYPING/WORD PROC.

INSTRUCTION

Guess What? I found another scarf.

Leave message 6 0696

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

Mel Mei
I am sorry

Thank you
Be Stronger

Love Gege

RIDE WANTED

Need Ride to Florida for Spring Break
Will pay call Michele 546-3540

Free pick up delivery call Paul 549
7726

Resume*, papers, theses.
Laser priming, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

TRAVEL SMART
THIS SPRING!

FROM NEW YORK
Roundtrip One Way

London
$305 $155

Paris
$398 $219

$490 $245
Guatemala City
$470 $235
IVlexico City
$360 $180

Osla/Stocidioim
$458 $229

$630 $315
Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets allow changes

Fares from over 75 US cities

to ail ma)or destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia

Eurailpasses Available

CiKlomt-litiniigrMion 1 dtpartun tan a»p)y
fmt% Mbpct to change wltiot : notu

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Aye . NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCE.ME.NTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

WANTED

Reporter SeeksFunnydatestoriescall
Lisa 256 3140

Put AT&T on
your resume

before you graduate

r1993
Fall Marketing

Opportunities Availabia
AT&T IS seeking ambitious saies-onenied

students to participate m our 7.day on-

campus marketing program selling

AT4T products t services Hours are
flexible with top compensation &
bonuses Must be available 1 - 2iweeks
prior to the start of classes We need

ATftT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER

To be responsible lor ovefan event imple-
mentation daily management & training

of student group Requires strong lead
ership ability Prior management/sales
related experience a plus Must be
available to attend National Training on
August 4-6 1993

ATftT ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER

To manage a group o( students on a daily

basis and assist with overall event imple-
mentation Sales/leadership experience
a plus

ATftT STUDENT REP/
CAMPUS GROUP

To act as Our on-campus representa-
tives Must be outgoing and sales
oriented

To lind out more about these great
opportunities call 1 800 5922121 ext
148, or send resume lo CDl ATST
Recruitment ISOO Walnut St 19th II

Philadelphia, PA 19102

Equal Omonunitv Enpiay*'

I
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Game Summary

Rhode Island

Massachusetts
22-28 50
37-39 76

Rhode Island (18-10)
Brown 2-6 0-0 5, Samuel 2-7 1-3 5.

Solis 2-4 0-0 4. Cofield 2-10 2-4 6,

Easterling 0-2 2-2 2. Fox 5- 1 3 2-3 1 4,
Ivey-Jones 2-56-8 10, Moten 0-1 1-2

1 , Collins 1-11-13, Cowie 0-0 0-0 0,

Keebler 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 1 6-49 1 5-

23 50.

Massachusetts (22-6)
Dingle 2-4 3-5 7. Williams 4-10 5-6

1 3, Roe 8- 1 2 8- 1 24. Kellogg 0-2 1

-

2 1. Barbee3-104-6 12.K. Robinson
1-5 3-4 5, Malloy 4-10 2-4 10, C.
Robinson 0-0 1-21, Meyer 0- 1 0-0 0,

Nunez 0-0 0-0 0, Padilla 0-0 00 0,

Cottrell 0-0 0-0 0, Berry 1-1 1-2 3.

Totals: 23-55 28-41 76.

Three-point goals: Rhode Island 3-

1 5 (Brown 1 -3, Cofield 0-4. Easterling

0-2, Fox 2-6), Massachusetts 2-10
(Dingle 0-1 . Barbee 2-6, Malloy 0-3).

Retmunds: Rhode Island 25 (Brown
8), Massachusetts 51 (Williams 11).

Fouled out: K. Robinson. Atten-
dance: 8,322.

Player of the Game

Lou Roe. 6-7 So. Center

Roe dominated the game from
the start scoring 16 of his 24 points

in the first half. The sophomore also

held opposing URI centers at bay,

collecting 9 rebounds and 2 blocked
shots. Roe's tempo, and his willing-

ness to play hard from the get-go,

rubbed off on his teammates in the
76-50 drubbing

Why UMass won
The Minutemen took off to a 23-

8 run and never looked back. UMass
was not hassled down low as Loe
Roe and Harper Williams had their

way in the post. The Minutemen held

Rhode Island to 32 percent shooting

and a season-low 50 points, and
they more than doubled the Rams on
the boards (51-25).

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen take on the

Temple University Owls, who are

the number three seed in the A- 10,
in Thursday night's A- 1 Champion-
shipgame at 9:30p.m. at the William

D. Mullins Memorial Center. The
Minutemen and the Owls split the

regular season matchups. Temple
came away with a victory when they

faced each other in the A-10 Final

four years ago.

ii

Catch all the Minutemen
Basketball Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the

John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
A- 1 Tournament talk from Palestra
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — The Atlantic 10
Conference is assured ofat least oneNCAA
berth, which will go to the Tournament
Champion, the rest of the league's teams
are positioning for at-large bids.

George Washington (19-8), once con-
sidered a sure bet for the tournament,
may now find itself in the NIT after suf-

fering back-to-back losses to Rhode Island.

The Rams ( 18-10) defeated the Colonials,

75-72, in the regular season finale on
March 4 and then beat GW, 86-75, on
Sunday, in the A- 10 quarterfinals.

"1 don't know whether we'll get a bid or
not," GW coach Mike Jarvis said. "I think
we would be a good representative but I'm
not sure what will happen."

Jarvis* team may benefit from the ex-

tensive media attention it has received
this season. Freshman center Yinka Dare
has proven to be a great marketing tool for

George Washington, which is concidered
one ofthe hottest programs in the country.

"Losing on Sunday really hurt their

chances but GW is still on the bubble,"
said Mike Kern, who covers college bas-
ketball for the Philadelphia Daily News.
"Rhode Island probably moved ahead of
them, but they are not a sure bet either."

The Rams have struggled at times, but
have defeated Providence and Massachu-
setts this year and played Arizona and

Wake Forest tough on the road.

"I think this [Sunday's] win gives us a
great opportunity to get in," URI coach Al
Skinner said. "I think the A- 10 should
receive five bids. GW should get in also."

Temple (16-11) and UMass (22-6) are
most likely a lock, while St. Joseph's should
also find themselves at '^he Big Dance,"
according to Kern.

• The A-10 tournament is held at the
historic Palestra on the campus of the
University ofPennsylvania. While not the
most modern offacilities, the Palestra is a
true basketball landmark.

The scoreboard is run manually. The
game clock actually ticks. The roof is

partially glass and most of the seats are
bleacher-style. There is even a banner
honoring Penn's 1906 Ivy League Cham-
pionship. Now that's history.

"This arena has the finest atmosphere
for basketball of any in the country,"
Temple coach John Chaney said. "The last

few season's we've played at almost every
big arena in the country, but there is no
arena that has basketball spirit that is in

this arena.

There could be only two fans in this
arena and it would still be special," Chaney
said.

Temple guard Aaron McKie, who grew
up in Philadelphia, said the arena has
special meaning to the city's youths.
Tou always heard about the Palestra

as the place to play ," he said. The Palestra

Brunson happy in Philly
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA — When Rick
Brunson signed a national letter of intent
to attend Temple University two years
ago, the former Salem ( Mass. ) High School
star was expected to be the second-coming
of Owl All -American Mark Macon.

Macon, a four-time first team Atlantic
10 selection, was set to take his consider-
able talents to the NBA. Brunson, a
McDonald's Ail-American his senior year,
was ready to step in.

Brunson, a skilled passer and defensive
terror, racked up 1,768 points in his sto-

ried high school career which included
winning a state championship in 1990.
Owl fans figured Coach John Chaney had
just reloaded. Out with the old, in with the
new.

Initially, it didn't work out as planned.
Brunson, a sophomore majoring in edu-
cation, struggled on the court last season.
He shot a miserable 32 percent from the
floor; started only one game, averaged 4.9

IJoints a contest and turned the ball over
at a startling rate.

The comparisons to Macon, who was
named second team All-American as a
freshman in leading Temple to a 32-2
record and No. 1 national ranking, ended.

Brunson. so displeased with his situa-

tion at Temple, prepared to transfer to

Boston College. Last summer he spent a
month working on the Chestnut Hill

campus, before changing his mind and
returning to Temple.

"He made a mistake," Chaney said.

"But he was mature enough to admit it. I

wouldn't punish a kid for making a mis-
take, especially ifhe faces up to it. Adults
make mistakes all the time and they don't
even face up to it. That's why we always
are at war."

Brunson will not discuss the supposed
transfer, but said he is "happy" to be at
Temple.

And the way Brunson has played dur-
ingthe second halfofthis season, Owl fans
are ecstatic he returned. The 6-3 Brunson
became the Owls' starting point guard
when senior Vic Carstarphen broke his
leg and his improvement has been steady
since. Temple has won six of its last seven

Turn to BRUNSON. page 10

Men's gym wins Open
Minutemen win fifth straight N.E. title
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian SUff

For the fifth consecutive year, the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts men's gymnas-
tics squad won the six-team New England
Open this past Saturday at Boyden Gym.

The Minutemen scored 248.35, easily

defeating runner-up Springfield College
by over six points (242.30).

Southern Connecticut finished third
with 235.60, followed by Vermont
(212.20), Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (140.90), and Dartmouth
(110.65).

The Minutemen had some good overall

performances, namely Jay Santos. The
junior co-captain finished fifth in the all-

around (48.75 ), tied for second on the high
bar (8.30), took third on the parallel bars
(8.95), tied for fourth in the floor exercise
(9.00), and tied for fifth on the pommel
horse (7.65).

Steve Christensen, who as of last week
was ranked third in the nation on the
pommel horse, scored a season-low 8.90,

still good enough to take first place in

Saturday's meet.

Christensen also finished first on the
parallel bars with a score of 9.10. Junior

Jason Braud finished first in the floor

(9.65), tied for first on the vault with
teammate Jason Lee (9.00), took second
on the parallel bars (9.05), and tied for
third on the rings with teammate Stu
Backer (8.90).

Another standout for UMass was
freshman Jason Grant, who scored a 8. 10
on the high bar and finished in fifth

place. Head coach Roy Johnson was espe-
cially pleased with two of UMass' high
bar competitors, they being Grant and
Santos.

"On the high bar, we had some real
bright notes," said Johnson. "Jason did a
beautiful high bar set and broke into an
8.1, and Jay (Santos) had another good
performance.

"Wejust have to get the other four guys
to hit and then I think high bar could all
come together."

The Minutemen (9-5) face Radford and
Vermont tonight at 7 p.m. in Boyden Gym.
Radford is the tougher competition of the
two teams, scoring in the high 250s
throughout this season.

This will be UMass record holder Steve
Christensen's last home meet of his ca-
reer, the lone senior on the Minutemen
squad.

has always been the basketball gym of
Philadelphia."

Chaney says there is only one problem
with the 8,000-seat arena, "It's on the
wrong campus. It should be at Temple."

• One of the most intriguing stories of
the season is West Virginia's inability to

win on the road. The Mountaineers (16-

11) racked up a 14-1 record in the 14,000-

seat West Virginia Coliseum only to chalk
up a miserable 1-9 road mark.

West Virginia coach Gale Catlett had
no explanation for the disparity, but
Chaney said the Mountaineer, WVU's
mascot, which celebrates each West Vir-

ginia basket by shooting blanks out of a
musket, may be the difference.

"They have that guy shoot the gun after

they score," Chaneyjoked. That's enough
to scare me."

• ESPN is living up to its "In Yc xr Face"
slogan by having a camera crew follow

UMass around for the remaiinder of the
season. The Total Sports Network is film-

ing team meals, film sessions, practices,

bus rides and players' free time, in an effort

toprovide new insighton college basketball.
The cameras were roUing in the UMass

locker room at halftime of Sunday's
UMass-St. Bonaventure contest (29-29

score). Minuteman coach John Calipari
unleashed a "spirited talk" about his team's
poor first half play, but UMass center
Harper Williams said it was unlikely the
tape would be suitable for family viewing.

COURTESY ROBIN MILLER / TEMPLE UNIVERSmr

Salem's Rick Brunson has done an admi-

rable job in tKDuncing back to help lead the

Temple Owls' late season surge.

TEMPLE 71, ST. JOE'S 60

PHILADELPHIA—When Temple's
record dropped to 9-9 in mid-February
and coach John Chaney was without
the services of senior starters Vic
Carstarphen and FrazierJohnson, many
people wrote the Owls off.

They were wrong.
Temple (17-11), winners of seven of

its last eight contests, served notice it

was still a force in the Atlantic 10 last

night by dominating St. Joseph's 71-60.

The victory advanced Temple to the
A-10 finals, where it will meet Massa-
chusetts (22-6) Thursday night (9:30
p.m.) in Amherst.

The Ov^s were led by guarc RJck
Brunson (23 points), A-1 Player of the
YearAaron McKie (21 points) and Eddie
Jones (19 points).

Temple's stifling match-up zone
defense shut down the Hawk attack
throughout. St. Joseph's (18-10) did
not convert a field goal during final 1

1

minutes of the first half. Temple led 38-
23 at the break.

•I think we'll do all right at UMass."
I^Kie said. "We owe them one, the
way we lost at the Cage."

Temple will be the first team to play at
theCageand Muffins in thesameseason.

— DAN WETZEL
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Cloudy with rain possible, 40s.
Chance of light snow tonight.

Local News:
Shen long, a leader in the Chinese Pro-Democracy

Movement, tells a UMass audience that democracy is still

on the move in Red China. Page 3.

Dining Out
Look into the special puH-out section of

places to go when the hunger hits. The
Collegian Dining Out Guide, it's good eatin'l
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Clinton frees
$1.5b for plan
to cut defense
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— President Clinton is freeing
about $1.5 billion to help companies, workers and
communities adjust to defense cuts— a sign that
he will push for a more active federal role in
weaningthe economy from its defense dependence.

The $1.5 billion is one piece of a broader, long-
term effort by Clinton to demilitarize the economy
and end the overwhelming focus on military uses of
technology that prevailed during the decades of
preparing for war with the Soviet Union.

Congress has tried for several years to increase
the pace of this defense "conversion," but it was a
philosophical bugaboo for Republican administra-
tions, which argued that government should stay
out of the way.

During the Reagan and Bush administrations
their position was that. . . their job was fielding
weapons systems, keeping the troops equipped,
and that problems in the industrial base would be
handled by the market one way or another," Sen.
JeffBingaman. D-N.M., said in an interview. "Now
I think there's a growing recognition that we need
to do more."

The $1.5 billion was approved by Congress last
fall but put on hold by the Bush administration.
Clinton is taking steps to make the money avail-
able for spending.

As evidence that Clinton views defense con-
version as mainly economic rather than military,
he put his National Economic Council in charge of
coordinating it. The National Security Council is

involved, but not as the leading player.
A centerpiece of the $1.5 billion package is

about $550 million to help defense-dependent
companies — especially small and medium sized
ones— develop products that they can sell in both
commercial and defense markets.

One reason such "dual-use" products are not
Turn to CLINTON, page 2

Grads march on Whitmore
GEO rallies to protest proposed contract changes
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

About 150 Graduate Employee Organization mem-
bers rallied yesterday on the Student Union steps yes-
terday to protest administration proposals they say might
lead to cuts in graduate employee benefits.

GEO's contract expires June 30 and the proposals
they say they will continue to refuse include the re-
placement ofhealth fee exemptions with stipend increases,
the elimination of funding for eight GEO employees and
the removal of research assistants from the bargaining
unit.

"Welcome to the first rally of the year!" GEO co-
speaker Jack Chang said.

Changannounced GEO's endorsement student trustee
candidate Al Lizana. He also warned all speakers to be
mindful of the press blackout, which prevents GEO and

the administration from discussing contract negotia-
tions with the press.

Lizana thanked GEO for endorsing his candidacy and
said he would work with GEO and support their efforts.

"Slavery is over and no one should have to work
without getting paid," Lizana said.

David Schaefler, a GEO member, said other members
must be willing to fight to make the administration
aware that GEO is serious.

Health care exemptions are important to GEO mem-
bers, GEO member Karen Adkins said.

"IThe administration! denied the fact that many of us
are real people with families to support and health care
costs that aren't insignificant," Adkins said.
GEO Racial and Social Justice Chair Prasad Venugopal

said he believes GEO should have more of an impact on
campus diversity issues.

Turn to GEO, page 4
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Caraduate Employees Organization supporters march to the chancellor's office after a rally on the Student Union steps

yesterday afternoon.

Gay supporters warned
of parade confrontations
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

During last year's St. Patrick's Day
March in Boston, Elizabeth Ann Donnelly
was spat at, verbally assaulted, and had
bottles and condoms hurled at her. Why?
Because, she said, she was exercising her
constitutional right to march.

Yet, given the current political tension
surrounding ga^' issues, this Sunday's
event is expected to make last year's march
look like a kindergarten skirmish.

"This is a highly volatile situation,"

said Donnelly, a member of the Gay and
Lesbian Irish of Boston, stressing the fact

that the parade route will be roped off, and
press clearance will be limited for the first

time in the event's 92-year history.

Without the support of political or re-

ligious leaders, the 25 GLIB marchers will

walk through South Boston on Sunday
afternoon, proudly revealing their Irish

heritage and their sexuality to a crowd of

spectators.

"No political or spiritual leader has
offered to march with us," Donnelly said,

addingthateven U.S. senatorsJohn Kerry
and Ted Kennedy have failed to send let-

ters of solidarity.

Concerned about the safety of Five

Collegegay, lesbian, andbisexual students,
Donnelly urged all GLB individuals to take
extra precautions to insure their safety if

they plan on attending the event.

"If students want to come, they should

think," Donnelly said. "Go in a group,
don't take your car into the area."

According to Donnelly, media exposure
of Colorado's anti-gay amendment and
the tension concerninggays in the military
may combine with mild weather and al-

cohol to make it very dangerous for gay
students to safely and openly show their

support.

Don't wear pink triangles. Don't wear
T-shirts that say Queer Nation," Donnelly
said, stressing that gay students should
try to appear as inconspicuous as possible.

Donnelly fears that soldiers from two
area navy bases who are frustrated with
Clinton's decision to lift the ban on gays in

the military will spend theirweekend leave
at Sunday's celebration, and focus their
aggression on the GLIB marchers.

To make the situation worse, the
Christian Network is in the process of
airing a "six part series on the evils of
homosexuality", according to Donnelly.

Hosted by television evangelist, Pat
Robertson, the shows are being aired
throughout the Boston area, and may
contribute to the high level ofrestlessness
on Sunday afternoon.

Donnelly said she has been attempting
to prepare herself for the hate she feels

she will be surrounded by in Boston this

weekend. "I've been getting ready for hate,"

she said. Wearing her gay Irish button in

public, she watches people's homophobic
reactions to her being lesbian. "I watch
people hate," she said.

Rodney King testifies
Takes stand for first time since beating
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Testifying for

the first time about his videotaped
beating by police, Rodney King calmly
told a rapt courtroom Tuesday that he
woke up the next morning "wondering
what did I do to deserve that type of

pain."

"My whole whole body was hurting
me," King testified in the federal civil

rights trial offour White police officers.

"I was very confused. I know I had been
beaten by police, but I wasn't sure
about what happened, when it hap-
pened."

His dramatic testimonycame a little

over two years after the beating, which
gripped the world and eventually
plunged the city into three days of

deadly riots.

Under questioningbyAssistant U.S.
District Attorney Barry Kowalski, King
said he had seen the videotape "just a
little over 10 times."

"It's sickening to see it," he said. "It

make me sick to my stomach to watch
it."

King, speaking calmly and slowly,
had trouble answering some questions
from Kowalski. Defense attorneys ob-
jected several times to Kowalski's
questions as being too leading.

King said he remembered waking

up in the jail ward of Ix)s Angeles
County-USC Medical Center the
morning after the beating.

"Physically I felt horrible, in lots of

pain. I just was wondering what did 1

do to deserve that type of pain," King
testified.

But he added: "I know for sure I was
attacked by police officers."

King acknowledged that the night
of the beating he had been drinking
while watching a basketball game on
television, and he admitted to speeding
— going about 75 to 80 mph— when he
was driving before he was pulled over.

A convicted robber who served jail

time. King said he was afraid he would
be going back to prison.

"Mr. King, why didn't you pull over
for that police car?" Kowalski asked.

"I was on parole, and I was scared of

going back to prison," King answered.
He denied taking PCP or smoking

marijuana before the beating.

The defense had set the stage for

King's testimony from Kingand doctors
that King tested positive for heroin
and cocaine in the months after the
beating.

But when doctors later took the
stand, no drug questions were asked.

And on a distasterous stumble on
cross-examination, defense attorneys
opened the door todamaging testimony

Turn to KING, page 2
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Clinton
continued from poge 1

more common already is that the military imposes rigid
technical specifications for products it buys — require-
ments that don't make economic sense in the commercial
market.

About $160 million of the $1.5 billion is to be split
between Commerce and Defense department programs
designed to provide economic planning aid to communi-
ties hit especially hard by the closing of military bases or
defense plants.

Some communities' vulnerability wrill be dramatized
by the outcries likely later this week when the Pentagon
announces a list ofabout30 military installations around
the country that it wants to close.

The rest of the $1.5 billion is for worker retraining,
early retirement incentives for tens of thousands of
miliUry service members and civilian Pentagon workers
and other programs designed to ease the transition for
-displaced workers. Congress is generally enthusiastic
about such aid, but some have questioned parts of the
program.

For example, the Defense Conversion Commission
created byCongress to study the issues said last December
that it doubted the value of a program that aims to turn
former military personnel into teachers.

COLLEGIAN
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Wednesday, March 10
Services — Ramadan Salat Services-UMass Muslim

Student Association sponsors Zuhr. Asr and Mahgrib
Salat services. Come and break fast with us at 5:40 p.m..
Free. Campus Center 815. Room available 11:30 a.m.-
6p.m. contact Syed 546-1525. Also services are on

Thursday, March 11 and Friday, March 12 in room 803.

Friday, March 12
Meetirtg — Muslim Students Association is holding

Jumaa Salat at 12:30 p.m. in Campus Center Rm 811b
Free. Contact: Manan 546-5919.

Men show support with ribbons
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

WALTHAM— It was when a female friend was raped
that Duke University senior Jason Schultz became in-
volved in the student organizationMen Acting for Change.

"I was very confused," Schultz said. "I had not been
prepared to deal with that. There wasn't a male voice
talking about violence."

On college campuses throughout the country, men
like Schultz are trying to increase their awareness of
issues such as rape, sexual harassment and other topics
that have been largely in the domain of women's orga-
nizations.

At Brandeis University, while many of their peers
spend spring break ogling women on beaches, some
Brandeis University men will be sporting plain white
ribbons in a quiet symbol of dissent .

The ribbons, representing opposition to sexual ha-
rassment and assault, first appeared in Canada after 14
women were killed at the University ofMontreal in 1989
by a man who then took his own life.

Their message has spread south.
"Whether it's men's organizations, men's pro-feminist

study groups or white ribbon campaigns, things have
really started to pick up," said Steve Patten a graduate
student at York University who coordinates activities on
40 Canadian campuses for the White Ribbon Campaign
based in Toronto.

"Men are taking more of a role in these issues," said
Brendan Cohen, a sophomore who is spearheading the
campaign at Brandeis.

"It's always been a crisis," said Cohen, who wears a
nbbon in the lapel of his sports jacket. "It's just that
recently, society has been more willing to address it in the
open."

Students and educators say their colleges are ripe for
change.

"On certain campuses there's a real sort of fraternity
attitude," said Mike Magee, coordinator ofthe Canadian
white nbbon campaign. "There's a subculture that
propagated the idea that there's nothing wrong with

this."

Colleges and universities are "probably the most
prevalent place where that kind of problem exists right
now," said Sean Foxley, a junior at the University of
Oregon and director ofthat school's student organization
Men Against Rape. "We've just attained this freedom of
being away from our parents and doing what we want,
but there's still this lack ofmaturity . It's on every campus
I've seen."

Nearly 1,000 rapes were reported in 1991 to security
officials at the nation's universities and colleges, according
to figures released under new federal disclosure laws.
Officials who deal with sexual assaults said the real
number probably is higher.

Brian Ammons, a sophomore at North Carolina State
University, said incidents of rape promoted him to or-
ganize a lecture series for men on gender issues.

"I just say on campus that the way the rape education
has been handled really alienated men," he said. "Every
time you hear discussions of rape issues, it's always
women as survivors and men as perpetrators. There's
never any place for men to have a positive role in dealing
with this problem."

The lecture seriesAmmons helped to organize for men
has covered issues such as dating a rape survivor.

"We're not saying there's anything wrong with sexu-
ality, as long as it's a reciprocal situation with equal
respect," said Jason McCray, a sophomore at the College
of William and Mary.

Some insist this generation of young men is already
more aware of sexual harassment issues than its pre-
decessors.

"Male students that I work with have been sensitized
in some ways that I wasn't." said Bob Haynor, a 38-year-
old residence coordinator at the University of New
Hampshire who plans a course for men on gender roles
this summer. Members of some UNH fraternities also
plan to don white ribbons.

"Some of it is also the fact that a lot of men in my
generation have become used to feminism and the idea
that violence against women is not something that is
okay or natural," Schultz said.

Gov't overturns ban on flag condoms
Ru .inM \A A Dr>I TOBy JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON - The U.S. Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board has overturned an eariier decision banning a
condom company from using an American flag shaped
like an unfurled condom as its logo.

The Trademark Office refused in 1991 to register the
design for Old Glory Condoms. Government officials said
the loge would "scandalize or shock the conscience of a
substantial composite of the general public."

But lawyers for the Provincetown based condom cor-
poration argued that the trademark had been singled out
for political reasons. They pointed out that other condom
products had been trademarked with sexually suggestive

names, and that the American flag was incorporated into
logos of thousands of commercial products.

"The real scandal is not my trademark, but the fact the
the examimng attorney was more scandalized by the
trademark than by the AIDS crisis to which I sought to
respond," said company founder Jay Critchley.

Critchley has been selling condoms since 1990 in solid
red white and blue, and also markets T-shirt:s that have
pockets in the sleeves for condoms. The logo bears the
slogan "Condoms with a conscience" and the company
lurniahes safe sex educational material.

The trademark appeals panel, in a decision handed
down March 3 said it was impressed by Chitchley's
seriousness of purpose" and ruled the logo was "in noway scandalous.
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* EYEGLASSES •

• CONTACT LENSES •

• EYE EXAMINATION •

584-8324
Hampshire Mall, Hadley

King

^.

Eye Examination performed by

Dr. Robert E. Delaney
Independent Doctor of Optometry

m

continued from page 1

by Dr. Charles Aronberg, opthalmology
chief at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.

The Une of prosecution and defense
questioning led to this response by
Aronson, who had said he believed King's
multiple facial fractures were caused by

baton blows.

"My examination indicated they were
localized blows. Someone suggested it
could be from a fall to the pavement. That
is out of the question."

The defense has claimed Kingwas never
intentionally hit in the head.

Immigration Law

Price includes
Frames from our special selection, 1st & 2nd division clear single
vision uncoated plastic lenses, and, a standard Eye Examination.

Please present this coupon at time of purchase.
Offer expires 3/31/93 & precludes previous offers. College I.D. required.

Hans&Curran, p.c.
30 Year, .ifExfmencem lmmgratu„ Uw

ll63MainSuect
SprinfiicM. MA
781-6370

130ldS«.U.S. 50Cong,«.St

'Ijtr',':",'^ Bo.u,„.MA
584-3232 (617) 722-0043

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7 Days
8am-9pm

Oroj^-Off or
Self Service

VVAshing Machine
StartW at $1

Attendant avAilabtr n\\ dny

. 326 College St. (Rt. 9) ..

I^mhersf 352-5072^
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KttR-A-BOO — A little boy hides behind an adults legs at the Overmead Farm in

Pittsfield. Mass.

Democracy on march
in China, says activist
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian SUfT

Chinese pro-democracy movement
leader Shen Tong discussed his impres-
sions ofChinese politics past, present and
future before a large and appreciative
audience last night in the School of Busi-
ness Administration auditorium.

This was Tong's second visit to the
University. He previously spoke here four
years ago shortly after his escape from
China after the brutal government
crackdown at Tianamen Square.

"All of US had a dream that every

citizen would taste freedom. We
tasted it briefly. The taste is sweet.

We will taste it again with a

transformed Chinese nation."

— Shen Tong

According to Tong, the most important
consequence ofTianamen Square was that
for the first time, every Chinese citizen

"began to question the legitimacy of the
Chinese government."

Tong said that when the movement
first began, he and his colleagues "were
pro-reform, still believing in the old system.
We were waiting for a Chinese Gorbachev
but the massacre changed that."

Tong said he now advocates a free

market economy with a strong social net.

As an economic system in China, "Com-
munism is dead" said Tong.

Tong related that many foreign visi-

tors today are puzzled with what they
perceive as political apathy on the part of

the Chinese people.

According to Tong, their "apathy is

positive because it means the people have
given up on the current system."

Tong said many of his colleagues in

China are "still politically active.

They are intentionally choosing non-

confrontational issues like the environ-

ment and religion because it allows them
to organize without fear."

Tong predicted that a free China will

not undergo the balkanization currently

going on in the former Soviet Union be-

cause "95 percent of the population is

Chinese."

Tong said he was a proponent of "self-

determination."

"All people have a right to determine

the form of their government", said Tong.
How long before a new, more demo-

cratic regime takes over in China?
"As soon as the old men who control

the government die out," said Tong.
They are all in their 'SOs and '90s and

in poor health." he said.

"It used to be the old eight. Now it's the
old six. T\vo died last year," he said.

Tong spoke compassionately about his
colleagues who remain in China "many in
hiding, many undergoing forced reeduca-
tion, many in forced labor camps."

"All of us had a dream that every citi-

zen would taste freedom. We tasted it

briefly. The taste is sweet. We will taste it

again with a transformed Chinese nation
,"

said Tong.

Upon his return to China last year.
Tong said he was able to contact some of
his pro-democracy movement colleagues
and said he was encouraged by their
"strong sense of hope, even under such
harsh conditions."

Quoting from a Chinese author. Tong
said "Hope is like a path in the wilderness.
At first it is not really a path but after
moreand more people walk on it, itbecomes
one. I am encouraged to see my colleagues
repeatedly walking down this path."

Tong is currently a political sociology
graduate student at Boston University
and heads up the Democracy in China
Fund.
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Shen Tong

UMass student beaten
outside Munchy Store
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

University police reported that a Uni-
versity of Massachusetts student was
beaten by four males last Friday night as
he left Cance Residence Hall.

Jason Nietupski said the confrontation
left him with a concussion, swollen lips

and loose teeth. Nietupski said he declined
medical attention that night and went to
Health Services the next day.

After studying at the School of Man-
agement Nietupski said he left for
Southwest at 11 :38 p.m. Grabbing an ice-

cream at the Hampden Munchy Store,
Nietupski said he headed to the ramp
near Cance. As he walked down the slope,

Nietupski said he saw a group of men
talking at the bottom of the ramp.

"I had a sundae in one hand, and my
wallet in the other," Nietupski said.

As Nietupski walked by the group, he
said one of the men. wearing a hood lined
with grey fur, punched him in the mouth.

"I yelled, 'what did I do?' I handed out
my wallet. Take my money."" Nietupski
said. "They didn't take my money. They
just wanted to beat me up. I thought
UMass was a safe place to be."

Nietupski said he turned himself on
his front to protect his face and was hit

three to four times in the back ofthe head.
"The first thing on my mind was get-

ting out of there." Nietupski said.

Nietupski . saying the incident occurred
around midnight, told the Collegian on
Sunday that he could not remember what
his assailants were wearing, except that

one was wearing a hood lined with grey
fur.

Later on that night Nietupski said he
saw the same four people in the Malcolm
X Center. A day later Nietupski, after

discussing the incident with others, said

he could remember a man about 6-feet-2

inches being in the group.

He said he called the police, but they
did not get there until over an hour. Police
said they received his call at 11:49 p.m.
Friday night.

Worrying about the security on campus,
Nietupski said if the ramp was lighted
than perhaps he would not have been
attacked.

Police Chief Jack Luippold said they
are investigating the situation. No arrests
have been made, police said. Police said
because the victim was White and re-

ported that his assailants were Black, the
police Civil Disorders Unit was investi-

gating the matter.

University officials said yesterday they
do not yet have cause to believe it was a
racial incident.

Dean of Students Jo-Anne Vanin said
her ofHce is offering support, such as coun-
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Students cast ballots
Violations invalidate number of votes
By ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Staff

Save for a flap over election proce-
dures which resulted in the invalida-
tion of an undetermined number of
ballots, student election official Jon
Aronson said yesterday's balloting in

the student government election went
smoothly with a high voter turnout.

Some commuter students' votes
were invalidated after campaign lit-

erature was posted within 50 feet ofthe
ballot box, said Aronson, chair of the
Undergraduate Student Senate's Gov-
ernmental Affairs Committee.

Ten or 15 minutes after the com-
muter students' polling place opened
outside the Hatch cafeteria just before
noon yesterday, allegations were made
that voting procedures were violated.

The literature was removed and
polling continued for about 45 min-
utes, Aronson said, until the poll shut
down and all previous votes were in-

validated.

"The signs that were up could have
influenced the votes, so I have to invali-

date them," Aronson sjiid.

He said the students whose votes
were invalidated may not vote again.

The commuter students' polls re-

opened a half hour later and voting
continued without further incident.

Aaron Wilson, president of the
UMass Cannibis Reform Coalition said

he is "suspicious" ofthe election proce-
dures being followed.

"My organization will be watching

the ballot boxes like hawks," Wilson
said. "If fraud is suspected, we will

demand a revote."

The UMass Hemp Initiative, which
appears on the student government
ballot and asks students if they sup-
port legalizing marijuana use and pos-

session, was submitted through peti-

tion by the UMass Cannibis Reform
Coalition.

Regardless of the mishap, voting
turnout was good, said Sen. Cam
Tewksbury of the Governmental Af-

fairs Committee.
"Anything that happened was taken

care of promptly and things are going
great," Tewksbury said.

"The turnout's been very good," said
Sen. Pete Roaf, who ran the ballot box
in Worcester Dining Commons last

night.

"It's much better than the last

election," said Roaf, who estimated that

300 people voted at Worcester Dining
Commons during the first seven hours
of the election.

"This is the heaviest voter turnout
I've seen," said Senate Speaker Mike
Poster, who was runningthe ballot box
for the commuter area after the in-

validations took place.

I'm really pleased students under-
stand the importance of this election

and its consequences and that they've
taken the time to come out and vote.

Poster said.

The student government election

continues today with voting from 11
a.m. to 7 p.m.

Elections for student government president and student trustee are today
and tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Two campus referendums are included on the election ballot.

One calls for ratification ofthe student government constitution. Ifpassed by
the student body, the constitution would move to the Board of Trustees for
approval.

The second referendum deals with the UMass Hemp initiative and was
submitted through a petition by the UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition.

Grad. students can vote for trustee from 1 0-6 only in front ofthe grad. lounge.

WHERE TO VOTE:
Southwest South: Berkshire DC
Southwest North: Hampshire DC
Central/Orchard Hill: Franklin DC
Northeast/Sylvan: Worcester DC
Coramuters: The Hatch
Greeks: Newman Center
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Leader of cult
has dark side,
says official
By LAURA TOLLEY
Associated Press

WACO, Texas— The increasingly volatile leader of a
heavily armed cult vacillates from belligerency to
peacemaker in negotiations to end a 10-day standoff, the
FBI said today.

The FBI had been portraying the talks as positive but
on Monday began discussing what it called "the dark
side" ofcult leader David Koresh. who claims his name is
"the surname of God."

FBI agent Bob Ricks said today Koresh is moving
alongtwo irreconcilable tracks"— one peaceful, one not

Ricks said the FBI was ready for whatever force
Koresh might use.

"We have sufficient firepower, ifwe chose, tocompletely
neutralize this situation at any moment." Ricks said, "^e
do not choose to do that."

At least four ofthe Army's Abrams main battle tanks
were rolled into position around the Branch Davidian
compound Monday after Koresh boasted he had enough
fire power to blow lighter armored personnel carriers "40
to 50 feet into the air." The 67-ton tanks do not have
ammunition but offer protection for law officers.

The FBI said early in the siege, after four federal
agents were killed in a failed raid on Feb. 28, that it was
not planning to storm the compound. Ricks repeated that
pledge today, as did Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and
Firearms director Stephen Higgins.

"Were prepared to stay there for a long time. Indefi-
mtely." Higgins said on NBC's "Today" program.

Two elderly women who came out of the compound
with the children last week were released from custody.
Ricks said. They were first charged with murder, but
those charges were quickly dismissed and thev had been
held since March 2 as material witnesses. Ricks said they
were released into the custody of a trustworthy person.

Koresh has told negotiators he has preparing for a
fight since 1985 and at times seems eager to provoke
another gun battle to fulfill his apocalyptic prophecies.

"We are ready for war." the 33-year-old cult leader and
selfproclaimed messiah was quoted by the FBI as saying.

Also today, a judge continued state custody of the 21
children who have been released since the stalemate
began.
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GEO
continued from page 1

"GEO needs credibility on issues of racism and social
justice," Venugopal said.

Job security is another issue GEO members say they
are concerned with. According to Janet Hotch. chair of
the Grievance Committee, many first-year graduate
students are lured here by stipends that are taken away
during their second year.

"The way I feel aboutjob security is that right now we
don't have it, we need it and we're going to get it," Hotch
said.

GEO stafl"member Donna Johnson encouraged other
members to spread the word about what the organization
was about.

"There is power in numbers, we need your support and
we need to be organized." Johnson said.

The crowd then marched on to Whitmore to speak

M beating
continued from poge 3

seling. explaining the judicial system, and acting as a
faculty liaison to Nietupski, who said he is having trouble
concentrating because of head injuries.

Luippold said anyone with information should call the
police Community Disorders Unit at 545-0893.

with Chancellor Richard O'Brien chanting "What do we
want? A contract. When do we want it? Now," and "We
want a decent contract. We're workers. We're GEO."

After being denied access to the chancellor's office,
members stuffed ballots under the door that said "I
Support the Negotiation Team and Vote for my Rights!"
The ballots also had boxes that could be checked yes and
no to adequate health care, "real" job security, campus
diversity and unacceptable concessions.

University spokesperson Karin Sherbin said she could
not comment because both sides have agreed not to
publicly discuss the subject or progress of the contract
talks. She said both sides did meet on Feb. 24 and March
5 and will meet weekly.

Sherbin also said there is a provision in the contract
that stipulates that the current terms will carry over
until a new agreement is reached.

NMkiI are \7>r/r summer plans?

RECYCLE
THIS
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Come to a Planningfor Field Experience

workshop to learn your options!

Mondays 12:20

Wednesdays 12:20

Thursdays 1:00

Held in Room 16 Curry Hicks

Find out how you can work at one of

these organizations:

Ginn Press

Sheraton Tara Hotel

Sony

Genzyme Co.

Yankee Candle

Fahey Beverage

AT&T Bell Labs

Filene's

TJ Maxx
Boston Globe

Honeywell Inc.

Apple Computer

Philadelphia Zoo
Caesars Tahoe

Baystate Medical Center

Bristol Myers Squibb

Environmental Monitoring

Mass Department of Revenue

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Puk - on the Orehird HUl bui route. (413)545-2224.^ Where Careers Take Off! COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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Teresa Harris worked as a rental manager at Forklift

Systems Inc. for two years— one oftwo female managers
employed at the company (the other, the daughter of the
president). Her job entailed bringing coffee to manage-
ment meetings and retrieving coins from the front pants
pocket of the president, Charles Hardy. If she wanted to
negotiate a raise she wasn't to meet Mr. Hardy in his
office, but at the Holiday Inn.

After two years ofderogatory treatment and suffering
from anxiety, Ms. Harris quit. But she didn't leave
quietly, she filed a sexual harassment suit against Hardy.

It seems like a pretty straightforward case; after all the
crude and demeaning comments Hardy made were in
fix)nt ofHarris' fellow employees. In fact, he didn'tdeny the
details of Harris' case, only that he was ';joking.'' (Joking?)

The judge found Mr. Hardy to be a "vulgar man" who
"demeans the female employees at his workplace." Hardy's
remarks were "inane and adolescent" and "a reasonable
woman would have been offended" by him. Well, there
you have it; he was found guilty, right? Wrong.

Thejudge found that the comments and actions ofthe
defendant were not so deplorable that they would "seri-
ously affect" Ms. Harris' "psychological well-being" or

interfere with her "work performance" and that his
behavior had not made Forklift Systems Inc. a "hostile
work environment."

E.G.

THOMAS
According to legal precedent, without finding these

factors to be true, a judge caimot rule in favor of the
plaintiff.

Exactly what constitutes affecting one's psychological
well-being and a hostile environment? Comments like
"you're a woman — what do you know?" and "we need a
man as the rental manger" wouldn't affect Teresa Har-
ris? Comments and conduct that demeaned and reduced
her to an object of ridicule and humihation wouldn't af-
fect Teresa Harris' mental well-being? Comments and
conduct that made Teresa Harris leave work crying and
start drinking heavily — is not considered hostile?
Comments and conduct that /breed Teresa Harris out of
her job — are not considered hostile?

What must a woman do to prove that demeaning
comments affect her well-being? Pull her hair out? Be-

Housing may be left alone
to play about on campus

come bulimic, alcoholic, schizophrenic, abusive? Enroll
herself in a mental institution? What?

The story gets better. The Supreme Court has agreed to
decide whether or not workers who sue for sexual ha-
rassment must prove that they were not only offended but
suffered psychological injury. Well, its about time such a
case be brought before the Supreme Court. After all,

sexual harassment has finally come out of the closet of
important, but not spoken about, issues. But who opened
the door to said closet? Does Anita Hill ring any bells?
How can the Supreme Court, with Justice Clarence

Thomas presiding on the bench, possibly hear this case
and come up with an objective decision? How can Clarence
Thomas look at Teresa Harris without thinking ofAnita
Hill— or at Charles Hardy without thinking of himself?
This decision will seriously affectwomen in the workplace.
How can he possibly make ajudgement on what is proper
behavior in the workplace for this man. . . when years ago
he couldn't make the proper one for himself?

Irony — or injustice?

Hasn't Teresa Harris been through enough? Haven't
women everywhere?

E.G. Thomas is a Coll^an columnist.

I used to have a show at this station
called Naked Radio.

"Broadcast Policies:

"It is the policy ofWOCH not to allow
the broadcast of any questionable lyrics

that may be deemed inappropriate lis-

tening for a person under the age of 12
between the hours of 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.

Nathan

CRICK
"If a complaint of inappropriate mate-

rial broadcasted on WOCH is received by
Housing Services, the HSCN head will

call the DJ. . . the DJ is required to s|^p
broadcasting of any offensive material.' If

he/she does not stop, the station will be
shut down and the DJ will immediately be
suspended from WOCH. DJ banter is not
art; music is."

Like I said, I used to have a show there.
I wanted to denounce this forced al-

teration of the WOCH constitution by
Housing Services as blatant censorship. 1

wanted to present this as a symptom of
Housing's hypocrisy and continuing power
trip against students.

I wanted to demand some kind of

reasonable regulations to replace this
carefully worded authorization for Hous-
ing to take over complete control of the
student-run radio station.

There was something about this whole
situation which really bothered me. As I

wrote myfirstdraftofthiscolumn, though

,

I realized it wasn't even the act ofcensoring
this basement radio station of under 50
listeners that really ate at the back ofmy
mind.

Yes, there were several rude and un-
professional people abusing their privi-

lege of having themselves broadcast to a
whole campus, but that still didn't give
the excuse to punish the whole station in

such an ignorant manner.
What I realized was that even if I had

made the most eloquent appeal of First

Amendment freedoms and the right of a
student organization, I had no ground to

stand on. The general manager wouldn't
even have any ground to stand on. Do you
know why? Because all the earth beneath
us is under the ownership of this univer-
sity, and the only thing we seem to be able
to do is shout and wave our arms and
think how much it all stinks.

On weekendswe can'teven walk around
with an open can of soda in the dorms.
This is just about the most childish and
anal rules that a group of adults should
abide by, but who can argue? We are
bound to obey Housing's laws fortwoyears
or else we can take our education else-

where. Ofcourse, we could run for an area
government. Then we could authorize a
Pizza-vator and make neat posters.

WOCH is just another example of our
inability as students to really have control
over anything that goes on around this

campus. Not only are the deejays not given
the freedom to play what they want, but
are not even given the luxury of arguing
that what they say over the air is of any
value. Housing has formerly defined the
limits ofart for us children, and "DJ banter'
is not included.

Ifthe University wants to run our lives,

to tell us what to do and when, they can go
right ahead. Time will eventually purge
this institution of its enrollment and they
will be left alone with their towers and
their crumbling arena.

But if they think they can tell us what
to beheve and how to define what is of
"social value," they have begun to cross
over into a very dangerous subject.

I will not have my values defined by
Housing or any other bureaucratic insti-

tution, and neither will anyone else on
this campus.

So they can take their new constitution
and file it with all the other worthless
garbage they have contrived for the pur-
fjose of creating their Utopian society.

Regulations are an accepted part of soci-

ety, but idiocy and condescension, I had
hoped, would not play a role in them.

But forgive me, I'm simply bantering.
Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

Diverse SGA needs student input

Candidate misleads community
Jennifer Fazzi, candidate for SGA

president, stated in her editorial [Colle-

gian, March 3 1 that she is "concerned

about diverse campus issues." While dis-

cussing sexism and racism, she said she
"would support programs to educate stu-

dents as to the wrongness of such dis-

criminatory acts."

However, Fazzi is associated with two
of the most discriminatory organizations

on campus. She regularly writes for the

Minuteman, which serves as a forum for

conservatives to spread their sexist and
racist ideas.

She has also served as vice-president of

the Republican Club, which blatantly

displays anti-gay literature on its office

door.

The SGA is more powerful than most
students reaHze. It decides which student
groups will receive funding and which will

not. It is also responsible for such major
decisions as having the Mullins Center
built.

It is very important that we elect an
SGA presidentwho will be accessible to all

students and their ideas.

Jennifer Fazzi, by associating herself
with the most conservative faction of the
student population, has shown that she is

not truly representative of our diverse
campus community.

Kristin Lee, Amherst
Lisa FGawsnik, Amherst

Eve LaRocheile, Orchard Hill

This letter is written by a student gov-
ernment representative in an effort to dispel

rumors and fabrications that the SGA is

not interested in student issues. Although
we have been in a state ofinternal disarray
for several years, this is no longer the case.

Over the past year we have become a
more diverse group of students encom-
passing many ethnic backgrounds and
religious affiliations. Women have become
a major force within the SGA and student
empowerment is making a comeback.
These are the realities of today but un-
fortunately the average undergraduate
still thinks in the past. WAKE UP and
work with student government to estab-
lish a more cohesive environment here at
UMass. We are making an effort to com-
municate our goals and future plans with
the distribution of a student government
newsletter once a month.

As chair of the Public Relations Com-
mittee for the UMass Undergraduate
Student Senate, I am making a pledge to
all undergraduates to ignore rumors that
student government is unrepresentative
and oblivious to student issues, and lacks
motivation to govern and represent the
student body effectively.

As a dark-skinned Latino and a member
of the SGA I can speak honestly by saying
this is untrue, although for years the SGA
has been fraught with infighting as has
been overrun by strict political ideologies

and yes, it has a "White man's club."

Today the student government reality
is one of diversity and representation: of
the 81 individuals who make up the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate, 22 are stu-
dents of color and 39 are women — 25

percent oftheSGA are students ofcolor as
opposed to the 9.4 percent campus-wide
and 48 percent are women. Even the av-
erage undergraduate can understand this

concept of representation.

Student government has been advocat-
ing in front of the Board of Trustees on
behalf of undergraduates in an effort to

st3Tnie the ever-increasing cost ofthis uni-

versity, which incidentally has increased
by more than $5,000 in the past four years.

Even when undergraduates viewed
student government as "a joke" we were
advocating for the reactivation of Legal
Services' right to litigate on behalf of
students, something they were prohi bi ted
from doing after they, with a student,
sued the University and won.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, March 9

and 10, you will have the opportunity to
vote in the student trustee and presi-
dential election along with the student
government constitution referendum.

Ifyou live on campus vote at the dining
commons, commuters vote in the Hatch
and GreekArea residents in the Newman
Center.

Vote and showyour support for not only
student government as a whole but the
overall future ofstudent activism and and
empowerment on campus, because if you
are an activity fee-paying student, you are
technically a member of student govern-
ment.

Tell us your concerns; we are here to
represent you, the students. For more
information about SGA, call us or come to
room 420 in the Student Union.

Manuel Aguilar
Northampton
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The migration north
'*Joe Turner's Come and Gone'*
By YOLANDA Y. BROWN
Collegfian Corresijondent

-Joe Turner's Come and Gone," per-
formed in Rand Theatre on Feb. 25-27
and March 3-6, turned out to be three
exciting hours of entertainment. With
a well written script and a dynamic
cast of actors and actresses, the play
proved to be a big hit. Each character
had their own special characteristics
which were played out to the fullest.

This was a play originally written
by August Wilson, who is also known
for writing a number of plays, includ-
ing the Tony Award winning Fences.

Wilson came up with the idea forJoe
Turner's. . . through the stories his
mother told him about his grandmother
and some ofher experiences migrating
from North Carolina to Pittsburgh.

The play takes place in a boarding
house in Pittsburgh in August of 1911,
the year sons and daughters of freed
slaves migrated from the deep and near
South to cities in the North. Many of
them, not knowing where they were
going or where they would end up. were
just going wherever their feet would
carry them.

Two main characters in the play,
Seth and Bertha Holly, played by Rick
Scott Gordon and Ingrid C. Askew,
were the owners ofa boarding house in

which they housed these migrating
Blacks. Many Blacks had to stay in
boarding houses because they were the

only places they were allowed to stay.
With no predominately Black areas
and very few Blacks being accepted in
the White areas, many ofthem had no
choice. Bertha was very welcoming
and hospitable to the boarders. Seth,
on the other hand, was more cautious
and cared more about getting his $2 a
week than anything else.

Joe Turner was a White man who
would go around and gather up Blacks,
get them involved in a game of craps
and then get them arrested. He would
use these Blacks to work for him on
state-run agricultural camps.

Herald Loomis, played by Timothy
E. Blake, was one of the borders who
had fallen into the hands ofJoe Turner.
When Herald was captured, he was
separated from his wife, whom he tried

desperately to find throughout the rest
of the play.

The great direction and meshing of
these characters can be accredited to
Nefertiti Burton, a student here at
UMass. She did a splendid job putting
this play together and should be ac-
knowledged.

This play gave the audience a re-

alistic look at what migrating Blacks
had to go through in the 19th century.
Even though it might leave some un-
answered questions, it was still an
exhilarating performance by all of the
actors and actresses. Anybody who
missed this play, missed out on a well-

written, well-directed piece of work.

Community Announcements
The UMass Black Student Union will hold a general assembly meeting on

Thursday, March at 7 p.m. in room 903 in the Campus Center.

The BMCP will be holding a Battle ofthe IXTs on March 27 in the Southside
Room. Admission is $3. All DJ's interested in competing please send in a tape
(non-returnable) to the BMCP office 402 in the Student Union Building. For
further information call 545-2426

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance is sponsoring the 8th Annual Cape
Verdean Awareness Day Conference on March 27. For further information call
Adonis Ferreira, 256-1406.
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The harsh reahty of Haiti
as seen through a student

Seventeen months after a bloody mili-

tary coup toppled the democratically
elected government of Rev. J. B. Aristide,
the reign of terror has not ended.

Ever since the coup, my family here has
tried to convincemy cousin, Mousse Andre,
to leave Haiti, but he refused. His last

words to us were: "I will not leave my
country, I prefer to die!" A week later, he
was arrested, tortured, shot six times, and
his body was thrown in front of his house.

Why? Because he voted for democracy
and was a supporter of Aristide. He left

two children and a wife.

Would he have lived ifhe had tried, like

other Haitians, to leave the country? No,
not really. He would have been sent back
to Haiti where he would have suffered the
same end.

Think about the thousands ofHaitians
who, unlike Andre, sought asylum in the
United States because they believed they
would be safe here until democracy is

restored.

killed and tortured. They believed in their
government. The poorest people were
helping by volunteering to fix roads, clean
the streets and build schools. Seven
months later, an investigation by "Hu-
man Rights in Haiti After the Coup" found
that those who could no longer profit from
corruption paid $40 million to the military
to topple the Aristide's government.

Moisse

TIRADO
Mousse 's death confirms my beliefthat

President Clinton is wrong to continue the
Bush policy ofreturning Haitians to Haiti,

and wrong to play with terms such as
"ECONOMIC REFUGEES" and "PO-
LITICAL REFUGEES" when people like

Mousse are being killed

Ekronomic Refugees are people who
leave their country because of harsh eco-
nomic situations. Political Refugees are
people who leave their country because
their lives are in danger due to their politi-

cal beliefs and affiliations. Had Mousse
taken his family's advice, he might still be
alive.

Haiti does have economic problems. In
fact, for the past 40 years, the country has
been in economic ruin. Yet, never before in
Haiti history have so many Haitian's left

Haiti, 40,000 in less than six months aft«r
Aristide's overthorw.

What about those who came in the
early 1980s you may ask? Well, from 1980
to 1989, about 5,500 Haitians came to this
country by boat. This amounts to about
611 per year or 51 Haitians a month.
Whereas 40,000 have left Haiti by boat to
come to Florida in the past 17 months, or
2353 a month! Why such a drastic increase
when the economic conditions are basically
the same?

A new Haiti
President Aristide, nicknamed "Titid"

by the people, was a priest who was
sanctioned by the church because he
preached against the injustices, the cor-
ruption and the exploitation of Haiti. Be-
fore he became president, he was the
subject offive assassination attempts, one
of which happened while he was giving a
mass. Twenty people died.

The seven months that followed his
inauguration as president of Haiti was
the most productive, dignified, corruption-
free and hopeful time period for Haiti in 40
years. Haitian professionals, and non-
professionals, who lived and worked in
the United States for 15 and 20 years were
returning to Haiti to help.

Most Haitians, whether in Haiti or
abroad, had a new hope and a new pride
and were determined to help their elected
government. In Boston alone, Haitians,
out oftheir own pockets, sent $3 million to
Aristide's government during his first four
months in office. Throughout the world,
donations were sent by Haitians of all
walks of life.

The country was not improving eco-
nomically, but Haitians were not being

Haiti betrayed
In less than two weeks, more than

2.000 unarmed civilians were killed.

Journalists, priests, professors, students,
mothers, young and old, everyone who
was known to openly support the demo-
cratic government, was rounded up, tor-

tured, raped and sometimes executed.
Headless bodies and mass graves were

discovered throughout the country. Yet,
ONE MONTH AFTER THE COUP. NO
HAITIANS LEFT HAITI. They believed
that the United Nations and the United
States would bring their beloved and
democratically elected government back.
When they realized that no help was
coming, only then did they start to leave
the country.

About 20.000 escaped to countries such
as the Dominican Republic, Cuba, Trinidad
and Jamaica. Countries whose economies
are no better than Haiti's. Haitians were
running for the their lives and even if

leaving by boat seems risky, at least as
one of them put it, "We had a fifty-fifty

chance to stay alive." It is estimated that
50,000 Haitians left for Flonda. but that
about 10,000 died at sea.

Ajournalist who was severely tortured
and suffered internal bleedingis now close
to blindness in New York. Another who
^ke last semester on this campus at the
invitation ofthe Haitian American Student
Association is now the target of harass-
ment in Haiti. We expect at any time now
to hear he has disappeared or has been
found dead.

The fear is real and very close to home
tomany ofus Haitian students here. Those
of us who choose to speak out know that if

we return to Haiti right now, we could
possibly lose our lives.

The Clinton administration, if it con-
tinues to follow in the steps of the Bush
Administration, should be regarded as an
accomplice to the Haitian Holocaust. Mr.
Clinton said that repatriation must con-
tinue, otherwise, "We would be consigning
a very large number of Haitians in all

probability to some sort ofdeath warrant."
For us Haitians, Mr. Clinton is simply
saying that he does not want us to die at
sea, but dying at home is O.K.

America has a moral duty to deplore
the policy of returning Haitians to Haiti.
Repatriating Haitians will not stop them
from fleeing the country, only the resto-
ration of democracy will. If Democracy is

restored and Aristide returns to Haiti.
Haitians will voluntarily go back. They
have said so themselves.

Mr. Chnton said that Haitians who
want to apply for political asylum must go
to the U.S. embassy in Haiti. Thatembassy
is one block fixim the biggest army barracks
on the island! Do you think a person the
army is looking for will be crazy enough to
stand in line, in plain sight on the street
where he or she can easily be shot or
arrested?

I implore everyone reading this article
to write to President Clinton and the
United Nations and ask them to restore
the democratically-elected government of
Aristide. It is the one and only effective
solution that will stop this mass exodus
and put an end to the Haitian Holocaust.

Moisse S. Tirado is a Collegian corre-
spondent.

e

You should write for the Black Affairs page!

flT^J^^'T *;?**•'*' Collegian offices at 113 Campus
Center and ask for Yvette Baez or Kristin St. John.
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Emily defends
American honor

SIENA, Italy — I never thought that I would
have to travel 6,000 miles away to realize just how
much I appreciate my country, but three hours a
day in a classroom of international students has
practically got me whistling "Yankee Doodle."

From 9 a.m. to 12 p.m., 26 students from all over
the world fill the chairs ofProfessor Franco Biotti's
classroom at the Universita Per Stranieri in Siena,
Italy and learn Italian. We come from Astrailia!
Canada. China. Germany, Greece, Guatamala!
Ireland. Senegal. Japan. Malaysia. Puerto Rico,
Taiwan and of course, the good "ol USA.

^ '^V \i^ W\ \N\\ ^^>^6\ ^^^NSS^ NJSiv^^ \i\N^

I Where in ^Oi ^iri^^ k
the World is

Marino?_ ^j

:;^^^^^>^i^^^^ \\>^ >^\ \vv\ >^\ wv. vvw v>v^

Day in and day out we trudge through pages of
exercises in grammar, read lUlian newspaper
articles, watch Italian films and try to carry on
intelligent conversations amongst ourselves. Most
ofthese activities are tedious yet helpful and, with
the exception of the speaking aspect, they are also
virtually stress-free.

However, with the help of Prof. Biotti's encour-
agement, and in between his cries that translate
maybe "ITryl kids!," we speak Italian.

One of Biotti's strategies to give us practice
speaking with continuity and some kind of higher
thought process is to make each of us give a 10-
minute presentation about our country. Not only
does this (according to Biotti) improve our ability
to communicate our ideas in a well-structured
manner, but allows us to learn about one another
and our respective countries. Learning from each
other this way, theoretically, helps to eliminate
misconceptions and stereotypes about people of
various nationalities.

While Biotti's plan has proven successful in
helping me to realize that we, as college-age stu-
dents and human beings aren't that different de-
spite our diverse backgrounds, it has also shown
me what an incredible fascination most of my
classmates have with the United States.

One American woman presented the political
correctness movement in the United States. Now,
to put the following story in perspective, two things
must be understood.

First of all, the class' language ability is prob-
ably comparable to that of an average 9-year-old
native speaker. This dictates that our comments
are usually simple, blunt and lacking both elo-

quence and finesse. There is really no way for us to

cushion our often strong opinions and sometimes
crude comments. Often the points we make are not
intended to be delivered as forcefully as they are.

Secondly, as hard as he tries to recognize us and
individuals. Biotti often associates us with where
we live. I don't know ifhe simply forgets our names
(except mine which, for some reason he uses in

almost every example he writes on the board for

the entire class to admire) or if he prefers to think
of us as this twisted model United Nations. In any
case, this way of identifying students makes it

difficult for us not to be aware of our respective

nationalities when we interact.

So, here we are, a microcosm of the world,
discussing P.C. via

our 9-year-old vocabularies. The U.S. student fin-

ishes her speech and is immediately met with
opposition.

Grermany expresses his beliefthat P.C. is merely
a way to cover up inequality and prejudice. Ireland

pipes in that her experience one summer waiting
tables in Pennsylvania verified Germany's asser-

tion.

Senegal has enough courtesy to ask the United
States if racism is as large a problem as he had
heard, which inspires Germany to start in on how
the United States is far more interested in con-

quering the world than solving the problem of

racism.

Malaysia adds that because of their ignorance,

most Americans need Vietnam as a reference point

to know where her country is.

Meanwhile, various representatives of the
United States are chiming in with agreement,
disagreeing or rolling their eyes.

At this point, Biotti interrupts to remind us that
Turn to EMILY MARINO, page 8

Dangerous SWF seeks HSCN
Also: Indy's second crusade & Ripley's last hurrah

Bridget Fonda and Jennifer Jason Leigh of "Single White Female.
COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES

By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Coll^an Correspondent

Well UMass, once again its time to delve into the
variety offeatured flicks that the Housing Services Cable
Network has to offer you this coming week. For the
mmions of you that are headed to downtown sunny
Daytona a few days early, this list probably holds nothing
ofinterest to you. But for those left to labor through a two-
day labynnth of lectures, perhaps I can alert you to some
cinematic diversions which should help pass the time
until you can leave this flu-ridden campus behind for
surmier venues.

Whether you crave big-budget extravaganzas like
Indiana Jones and the Temple ofDoom or art house fa-
vorites like the whimsical Cinema Paradiso and the
stylish gangland drama Miller's Crossing, HSCN has a
multitude of motion pictures all for the viewing, so hold
out a few days longer and enjoy this current cornucopia
of cinematic delights.

The Adventures of Baron Munchausen — This
cinematic tall tale from the hands of Monthy Python
alumn Terry Gilliam is an ingeniously original and
visually appeahng film. The .story concerns itselfwith the
fantastic adventures of the boastful title character as he
races from the belly ofa sea monster to the craters ofthe
moon in search of a host of past acquaintances to help
protect his kingdom from an invading army of Turks.
Although the story is slightly convoluted this small
problem is alleviated by inventive special effects and a
cast ofcameos including Uma Thurman, Enc Idle and a
manic Robin Williams as the King of the Moon. A-

Alien 3 — Sigoumey Weaver returns as Ripley who
after surviving a horrific battle with bloodthirsty alien'
invaders is confronted with a nightmare that keeps going
and goingand going like some deranged Energizer bunny
commercial, this time detecting an other-worldly presence
on an asteroid penal colony inhabited by murderers.

thieves and rapists. Marking his feature film debut,
director David Fincher creates a depressing tale of re-
demption in the guise of a horror film. Though mired by
poor sound, this film is redeemed by a surprising plot
twist and is otherwise an engaging end to a thrilling sci-
fi series. B

Beverly Hills Cop — This film, almost a decade old,
remains a grand showcase for Eddie Murphy's comedic
Ulents and afler a series of recent flops including the
dreadful Distinguished Gentleman , stands as a hallmark
to the genius of Eddie's past. Murphy waltzes through
this 'fish out of water' action comedy with remarkable
ease, implementing his big city Detroit hot shot cop
persona to Uke aim at the nouveau rich of Beverly Hills.
Directed by Martin Brest iScent ofa Woman ), this film is
fast and funny and boasts good performances by Murphy
and Judge Reinhold. B+

Cool IVorW— Animator/Director Ralph Bakshi'srip-
off of Who Framed Roger Rabbit faded quickly from
theaters last summer with good reason, its a dreadfully
unfunny mix of live action and poor animation, further
drained by devasUtingly bad performances by Gabriel
Byrne and Kim Basigner as the reanimated cartoon Holli
Would. The plot is a muddled mess centered around Holli
Would's quest to be real and free from the animated
dimension Cool World, which can only be fulfilled through
consummating her passions with a member of the real
world, Gabriel Byrne. Sound ridiculous? It is! The ads for
this film screamed "HolU Would If She Could!" As for
viewing this movie. Don't!! F

Die Hard— Though last year's Under Siege co-opted
this film's formula and hit big, this film remains an
uncontested action-adventure classic and for good reason,
at the center of this furious roller-coaster ride of a film is

a taut cat-and-mouse thriller which begs the viewer to
come along for the ride. In his post-"Moonlighting" stint,
Bruce Willis makes a good action hero as the lone NYPD

Turn to HSCN, page 8
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continued from page 7

cop John McClane struggling to reconcile with his es-
tranged wife while fending off an invading armada of
terrorists in a high-tech LA high rise. Amidst the rising
body count and massive explosions, Alan Rickman nearly
steals the show as the head terrorist carrying out the
heist of a lifetime. A-

The Fisher King — A delightful film from start to
finish, Terry Gilliam has created a clever drama focusing
on the quest for the Holy Grail in modem day Camelot,
New York City. Robin Williams scores with a daring
performance as the homeless Perry on a quest for his
sanity and JeffBridges is superb as the burned-out shock
jock Jack who has a grand stake in Perry's past. A-

IndianaJones and the Temple ofDoom— Stephen
Spielberg leaves the Nazis behind and places his intrepid
hero Indiana Jones (Harrison Ford) in a search for the
kidnapped children of an Indian village and the mighty
power of the Sankara stones in this prequel to the
audience pleasing thrill-ride series. Though criticized for

being darkerand more violentthan its predecessori^awfers
of the Lost Ark, this film entertains on a big scale and
offers the usual roundup of extended action scenes and
scores of insects. B+

M Emily Marino
continued from page 7

the reason for having the discussion is to share ideas and
learn rather than to engage in a war-like series ofpersonal
attacks. This comes from the man who practically put the
pistols in our hands by metaphorically strapping flags
across our foreheads.

Everybody was so eager to criticize the undeniable
social problems in the United States and conclude that
America is far from free without understanding the
complex issues behind these problems.

The passion with which my classmates debated our

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

Single WhiteFemale— Bridget Fonda and Jennifer
Jason Leigh star in this variation on the house guest-
fi-om-hell genre. Featuring stylish direction by Barbet
Schroeder (Reversal ofFortune) this film looks nice, but
the script doesn't tread new ground and the film ends up
being a nicely photographed slasher film (a genre which
should have died with the Reagan era). Fonda is good as
theSWF put upon by psycho Leigh but a lack oforiginality
and a drought of suspense slash all interest in viewing
this film. C

Big Top Pee Wee — Paul Rubens (in pre-mug shot
days) dons his alter-ego PeeWee Herman in this loose but
fun sequel to the inventive Pee Wee's Big Adventure.
Though not as furmy or clever as that Tim Burton
directed film, Big Top Pee Wee still manages to amuse.
Among popular attractions in this cinematic circus are
two love interests for Pee Wee (is that legal?) and a
talking pig named Vance who nearly upstages Pee Wee's
antics. Valerie Golino and Kris Kristofferson co-star as
members of a circus which quite literally "blows into
town." B

Also playing this week but not reviewed are Avalon,
The Emerald Forest, Extremities, The French Connection
II, The Great Gatsby, Love Crimes and Neighbors.

'«r^
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Robin Williams and Jeff Bridges of 'The Fisher King."
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social and political issues was contrasted by the lack of
knowledge and/or willingness to discuss the same prob-
lems within their own societies.

It seems to me that people everywhere love to argue
about our country because they have access to informa-
tion through the media. It is a fact that no nation escapes
such problems, but whether or not these issues are
recognized or allowed to be discussed is not as clear-cut

as in the United States. We acknowledge and discuss our
shortcomings and struggles, and although we have not
succeeded in solving them, we claim them as ours to work
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on.

My classmates' disgust was just with respect to the
hate embodied in many ofAmerica's dilemmas. However,
they failed to recognize or perhaps accept that this hate
is universal.

While I am not yet ready to wrap myself in stars and
stripes nor paint "Made in the USA" all over my body, I

really do believe that it is a privilege to be an American.
For, as many nasty things as anyone, including

Americans, have to say about our country, we at least

have the power and right to form and express our own
opinions and responses to the sometimes just criticism.

We cannot deny this right and responsibility as citi-

zens of the United States. In many way we are always
under the curious, watchful scrutiny of other nations
looking to jump on one bandwagon or another with
regards to some issue being discussed or exposed by the
media.

In light ofthis, nor can we deny our rights asAmericans
to do, feel and say the things that capture the world's
attention.

Emily Marino is our favorite Italian bureau chiefand
Collegian staffmember
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Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor jon Lupo
Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Dana Dorman
Sandy Bogage

Menu
LUNCH

BBQBeefona Bun

Tuna Melt

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Tuna Melt

DINNER
Italian Night

Chicken Parm.

BASICS DINNER
Italian Night

Eggplant Parm.

The problem, as I see It. Is that you both are
extremely adept at pushing each

other's buttons."

By JIM Quote of the Day
"Nobody sounds like the Kennedys. I

think they're all in-bred."

- Newman Center ^rill worker

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Be
I arolul in wfvHTi yoo place ycxjr lailh.

A IjusifH-ssoller (ouWIx- "kxtis' Rold',

ruake sure you are given the real

ihing You get a !#t ond wind in the

l>r(>lessK>nal Ironl.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
willingneis lo learn new skills will

inc reasc yoor earning power. Begin
sell-improvenx-nl projects. Prtxeed
wilh caulion when discussing delicate

(X-rsonal niallers.

GEMINI (May 21-(une 20): The
wrxkday passes quKkly. Do r>ol lei

outsiders intrude on your privacy.

Chick your hank l)alance l)elore

purchasing a luxury item An al>-

«xl>ing hol>l)y IS a surefire antidote lo

Ixjredom.

CANCER dune 21 -July 22): Use
sfXf lalized knowlitlge lo advant e
your career. A pronx>lion ix raise- is

inevilahle Believe in yourself and
other people will lollow suit. Spend
ihe evening with close Iriends.

LEO duly 2 J-Aug.22): Try lo Ix-

iiwxe generous with your lime and
assistance. Prolits fri>m financial

irariMctionsare greater than expe< led.

Pay less allenlion lo your male's or

partner's faults.

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept.22): Make
Iwlter use of your lime hy reassessing

your priorities. Give the Ixxjl lo out-

dated prfxedures. Parting with an old
friend may be painful. Work at wid-
ening your srxial ( ircle.

LIBRA (Sep«.2?-Ocl 22): Avoid
triHihIe wiih liusiness ass<xiates by
working quiHiy Ix-hind the scernrs. A
tonlererKe may hold a special mes-
sage regarding the future. Reluse lo

by trapped by the past

SCC^PIO(Ocl.23-Nov 2 1 ): Seel
sage adviceloavoidmakingthe wrong
dec isKJO Rather than turn lo a frierxi,

talk with experts. Giving wort your

undividcKJ ailention will prevent
misfak(>s.

SAGITTAKIUSlNov J2-IX'c.21)

From Stan to finish, lixiay prrxnist-s to

be highly nx-nvxable. S<k iai invilj-

iKxts. six Ml trips, rTM-elings and errands
leave you both exhausted and ex-

hilarated.

CAPRICORN (tX'c.22-|an. IS): A
lonfidenlial meeting with a VIP can
greally improve your pros^x-cls lor

liusinesscxtinanc lal success. You are

1X1 IO|) of a family or pro|X'rty matter.

The MX lal whirl holds new a(>peal.

AQUARIUS (|an.20-ftb. 18): An
old Iriend could re-enter your life. It

will seem as if ycxj have nevi-r really

l)een apart. Ifsetrrilyplanningt ertain

home improvements, unveil your
ideas al the right mcxnent.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-Marc h 20): Thfjse

thinking of starling a new business
should se^k expert advK e. An influ-

ential associate (x banker <,in provide
ihe hacking you nr^vii. Be Iriendly lo

your towcxkers and business asso-

ciates.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 N«(lrng

5 Rigotetto s

daugM«f
10 - Man-

Estttv«z film

14 Court

proce«dtng3
15 Margar
1

6

Actor Jamas -

Jonas
1

7

Camar. ol a
sort

18 Bnttianca

19 Expartt, tor

short

20 Casks
21 -Simon— •

22 Annoy
23 Italian poal

Torquato
25 CovanI

DOWN
1 Oillon ol TV
2 Stocking shada
3 Piafce

4 Naadla's hiding

piaca'

5 Coniaclura

6 If

7 Paranniai

nowanng nafb

8 "— I say. no!

asl •

9 Picnic past
10 Advica to a

smnaf
1

1

LiXa soma
saals

12 City in H can
Ulan

1

3

Notable Merlin

22 Spam s

naighbof

34 Neai as —
35 Empnaiic yes.

in Madrid

36 Kitctian

attacnmani
38 Cycle or dant

lead in

39 Deserted
43 Stew

meat
44 Eipatnale
46 Throw

away

47 Common
S«n»«- author

48 u ol Mama
iocai«

50 Wailing lor

Letly-

piaywright

52 Parm sight

54 Military

group
55 riaim lead-in

56 Adolescent
58 Embargo

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

[hh]

Garden's locala 24 Remedy
26 Parlor 25 Small

piece

29 Dint

31 Ousts
33 Racetrack

figure

34 Peer Qynt's

mother
37 Herb ol the

arum lamity

40 Donkey, in

Pans
41 Serious

42 One with an T
problem

43 Incentive

45 Diane Keaton
rola

46 Chatters

49 Soap plant

51 Billofl^re

52 Lost traction

53 Tallow

source

56 Nonsense!
59 Fairy tale start

60 Part ol A
61 Warn
62 Arachnid

63 Toiler

64 -The
Highwayman"
poet Alfred

65 School near
Windsor Castle

magnifying

glass

26 — vu

27 "The Terrible"

26 Type of squad
30 The other side

32 States

of pique

Thf ()|jiiii()n> f.\|)a>M'cl oil this [joyc arc llii)>f ot the (.irloonisis iind do tiot oc(css.irily rct'lct I the views ot the Colk'^i.in or the University.
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Men's swimming places third in ECACs
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Over the past weekend, the University of Massachu-
setts men s sw-imming team swam in the ECAC Cham-
pionships at SUN^'-BufTalo, beat the two schools it fin-

ished behind last year, and still finished third.

James Madison (584.5 points) and La Salle (502). both
new to the ECAC after leaving the Eastern Seaboard Ivy

League last year, bested the Minutemen total of 415
points. Host Buffalo and Bucknell. who finished one and
two last year, finished four and five this year.

UMass finished 11-1 this year with a national ranking
of 30.

"I am pleased with third." said UMass coach Russ
Yarworth. "With the swimmers we've got and the sport

women s gym
continued from page 1

2

on the vault, a 9.10 on the bars. 9.50 on the beam,
and a 9.60 on the floor.

Zavotka, who along with Keels has been im-
proNing meet by meet all season according to

Mitchell, scored career bests on the beam (9.40)

and floor (9.25) along with a 9.10 on the vault.

May scored a career best 9.70 for her performance
on the beam, culminating the mix for UMass.
Angela Jent scored a season-high 9.55 on the vault
for the Minutewomen.

"What we need to do is to be able to prove that
we can perform well and consistently with anyone
in the lineup. No one can accuse us for not having
depth, because we could pull people or.t ofthe hat,"

said Mitchell.

The second ranked Bulldogs ofGeorgia won the
meet with a whopping 197.55. followed by Penn
State ( 193.15) and West Virginia ( 188.25). UMass
returns home for a meet tonight at 7 p.m. in

Boyden Gymnastics Center against Northeastern.

Lemieux
continued from page 1

1

27 at the Boston Garden.
I know I picked on Michael Eisner and the expansion

Mighty Ducks last week but this epidemic is getting
worse. Not only have they decided to name the Anahiem
arena The Pond." but plans are in the works to distribute

"Duck Calls" to fans to be blown when the Ducks score
(probably not very often). Michael Eisner is a quack.

Thanks to ABC's deal to cover five NHL playoffgames,
it will finally be possible to see a hockey game on campus.

Matt Vautour is a Collegian columnist.

we play, it's probably as well as we realistically could
have done. I think that with a little better mental
preparation we could have done better, but we focused on
the New England Championships (which they won two
weeks ago), so the ECAC was gravy.

"It's not only mental preparation," he said, "but the
physical preparation. We keyed on swimming our fastest

at New Englands. but it's hard to keep that edge for two
weeks. Also, the emotional peak we had at New Englands
was hard to match."

Two UMass swimmers captured ECAC champion-
ships. Senior Jay Peluso's time of 4:01.47 in the 400
Individual Medley garnered one first place, while
sophomore Tim Milbert's time of2:06.20 earned him the

title in the 200 Breaststroke.

The Minutemen also set four UMass varsity records:

Lou Roe

Sean Clark, Tim Nubar, Peluso and Adam Reich teamed
for a 3:26.78 400 Medlay Relay; Clark. Milbert. Nubar
and Aaron Osborne swam a 1:34.14 200 Medley Relay;

Jeff Wicklund, Travis Stevens. Chris Barrett and Reich
swam a 6:50.42 in the 800 Freestyle Relay; and Milbert
swam a 57.62 in the 200 Breaststroke.

Also, Chris Antonetti swam a 1:55.29 in the 200
Butterfly to establish a new UMass freshman record.

MEET NOTES: "On Saturday I saw the toughest
performance by any team I've ever coached," Yarworth
said. "They came out and they were sore and tired and
wanted to go home, but they knew they had ajob to do. So
they swam as tough as hell. Even if they didn't do their

best times, they gave 100 percent. And that's what
UMass swimming is all about."

continued from page 12

year coach has tried to place more responsibilitieson Roe.

"Before the URI game, coach took me aside and told

me he needed me to play well that night and how
important me coming to play would be." Roe said. "Right
then I put my game face on. I didn't break a smile the rest

of the night."

In high school. Roe said he felt butterflies every time
he stepped out on the court. It helped him to be named
"Mr. Basketball" in the state of New Jersey his senior
year.

"In high school, I was one of the most dominating
players in New Jersey," the Arts & Science major said.

"Usually the most dominant players will come out con-
fident, but I had butterflies every game, even though I

knew I was the best player."

Roe averaged 26. 1 points and 15 rebounds a game his

senior season and attracted the attention ofcollege coaches
throughout the country. Wooed by Florida State. Clemson
and Syracuse. Roe came to Massachusetts, because
Minuteman coach John Calipari did not attempt flatter

him.

"A lot of coaches tell you what you want to hear, just

soyou feel good," Roe said. "They come in and promiseyou
playing time and tell you how you are going to be in the
NBA.

"Coach Cal didn't promise any starting positions or

even any playing time," he said. "He said I would have to

earn every minute of time. He would see me play in high
school and he would criticize my game and tell me I was
not ready for the NBA, unless I was ready to work."

At the time, UMass was still a somewhat unknown
program and Roe's decision to come to Amherst was
questioned.

"My friends were saying 'UMass what?' and 'How
could you pass up Florida State for that?*" Roe said. "But
then we started getting onTV and we went to the NCAAs.

so now they are all fans."

Roe said Calipari reminded him of his parents, be-

cause he held his ego in check.

"I saw a little of my mom and my dad in him." Roe
said."They also were always telling me I had a long way
to go and how I would need a degree if I didn't make the

NBA. Coach Cal emphasized that also."

The NBA does not weigh heavily on Roe's mind at this

point.

"I'd have to work really hard on a lot of aspects of my
game to make the NBA." Roe said. "That's twoyears away
anyway."

What is more appealing to Roe is Thursday night's

(9:30 p.m.) Atlantic 10 Championship game against
Temple, the upcoming NCAA Tournament and the
Minutemen's future the next two seasons. A future Roe
will be a major part of.

"This program is on the rise," Roe said. "We get

national exposure, a new facility and each year we get
better and better players coming in."

Roe said he is looking forward to playing with UMass
freshman Donta Bright, an academic non-qualifier this

season and UMass signee Marcus Camby. a 6-foot-ll

center from Hartford, Conn., next season.

"We're going to keep getting better." Roe said. "Our
teams the next coupleofyears are capable ofaccomplishing
a lot."

Right now. Roe wants to capture a second straight
Atlantic 10 Conference Champion.ship by defeating a
surging Temple team at the Mulhns Center.

He knows the butterflies need to be present for him to

play with the intensity his team expects of him.
"I think the butterflies will be there." Roe said. "I know

those guys on Temple are pretty good. They are big and
strong and if I don't come to play, they will destroy me.
That game will depend on who wants it the most."

It may also depend on butterflies.

THE r^ PUB
CELEBRATES

1968 • 1993

IN AMHERST

15 EAST PLEASAni STREET

and the

COUEGIOH
Women must represent

themselves and speak out!

The Women's Issues Dept.
at the Collegian gives you

the opportunity.

Drop off ideas, issues and
articles in the Women's
Issues Editor's mailbox.

Or just call 545-3500 to get together.

nilUtl'TiirFOIIDEaCHEIII!

... so we're converting our 3
bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreoth
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

water for the next heating season

^^KmmSrWWv^^JpBml&BMlWi

Uttfoln Real istofe
2S North Pbfi$iiiit Street

253-7879
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Lemieux s comeback is an inspiration to all
It seems like the big news in the NHL this season has rame.<,) _.
It seems hke the big news in the NHL this season has

been the return to action of injured stars. Eric LindrosCam Neely and Wayne Gretzkv have all returned to
action after much fan anticipation. But the biggest
comeback story, has to be the return ofMario Lemieux to

games).

With Lemieux in top form, the Penguins are the
favorite to "three-peat" as Stanley Cup champs. Without
Lemieux. Pittsburgh can be beaten by anybody as shown
by recent losses to Ottawa and Tampa Bay. The question

The NHL was shocked when their biggest star an- —
nounced that he had been diagnosed with the disease in Matt
early January. Although the disease was said to be I/A I ITr\i inneither life nor career threatening, many hockey insiders ^*^^ I UUK
u Txl '^^' Lemieux's season would probably be fin- Around the NHL

ished. Never underestimate Super Mario.
Only two months after Lemieux was sidelined the

Penguin superstar returned to the ice. In his first game
back, Lemieux notched his 40th goal and added his 66th
assist m the Penguins 5-4 loss to the Flyers. Lemieux's
return comes none to soon for the Penguins who have
been slumping badly without him (2-7-1 in their last 10

wra'pt^up"!?^ wf„'S^^.7f.J T^"' '£? '' '" ^' " "'"»°™ <" '"" "»^' anl,c,pated catchups in ™^nt

The preseason hype focused on the much heralded
rookie Eric Lindros. There was talk before the All-Star
game that Toronto's Felix Potvin or Boston's Joe Juneau
would challenge Selanne for the Calder Trophy. But
Selanne has been on a tear since the break assuring
himself the award.

His 56 goals (second in the NHL) and 42 assists have
been particularly impressive because other than Selanne,
the Jets don't have any other accomplished oflensive
threats. Forty four percent of the Winnipeg offense has
been created by Selanne. Teemu Selanne is a star on the
rise. Watch for him.

It was one ofthe most anticipated matchups in recent

taken the NHL by storm. He broke Mike Bossy's record
for most goals by a rookie when he notched his 54th last
week. He is only 1 1 points shy of Peter Statsny's record
of 109 points as a rookie, which barring injury he will
surely pass.

to make Don King's mouth water. Well, it's going to have
to wait. Swelling in Neely 's knee, and a possible one game
suspension for Samuelsson (for stick fighting with Mark
Messier) will postpone this match-up until at least March

Turn to LEMIEUX, page 10

YDU COUU) LEARN A tor FROM A DUMMY EIGHTH ANNUAL MATH
WRITE
FOR

BLACK
AFFAIRS
If you are

Interested in

writing for
Black Affairs,

or If you have a
story Idea you

think we should
look Into,

please contact
Kristin or

Yvette at the
Collegian
offices

113 Campus Center

r "N

V

CXJSMETCS

EXCELLENT
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
STARTING THIS SPRING

WITH
VUARNETCOSMET1CSI
We are looking for a few good
students, professors, etc. to be

Sun and Skin Care
Exclusive Distributors.

Choose your tcrriiory!

This is an excclknt opportunity

to make money!

A $2,500 inventory investment

required.

Contact Vuamet Representatives
Suzanne Pitman or Dave Kirk

at- 1 (800) 227-2559

I
To be held in Rooms 101/103 Lederle Graduate Center

March 30, 1993 at 7:00 p.m.

The Competition is open to all Freshmen and
Sophomores curently enrolled at UMass Amherst.

Continuing Education Students, previous 1st place

winners and relatives of Math/Stat faculty are not

eligible.

$1600 in cash from Univ. of Mass.

I

I

I FIRST PRIZE:

I SECOND PRIZE: $1000 in cash from United Technologies

I

THIRD PRIZE: $400 in cash from the Mathematics/
I

I

I

Statistics Department

I SIGN-UP in room 1 623-D by March 29 and bring ID on March 30

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Tha UMass Theatre Guild
Will hold a membership meeting ttxtay
(3/10>«nCC174 76 8t 7 pm
7?7S45 0415

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Having problems «*ftti your room-
mate? Contact OCHO. 428 Student
Union or call us at 545 0865. We can
help!

Leokhifl for a place to live off-cam-
pus? Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union.
5450865

AUTO FOR SALE

For Sale: 1977 GMC Jimmy. Good
Mechanically, body (air. Many new
parts. Never get stuck parked behind a

UMass snowbank againl S3000 OBO
546 6964

Mazda 323 HB '88

Only 59K with AC
32900 CALL 549 9920

DEAD TIX

Dead tix to trade
3 Nassau (or 3 Albany
Call Katy 61076

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

AVAILABtE NOWI
One Bedroom apt. al Crestvlew, Look-
ir>g for someone to take it now or in

M*V. 30 seconds W bus stop; wliMn
•wNtino distaace e( UMaac. Call 5«9-

CapeCod Group Summer Rentals-
Watertront Houses Falmouth Area
508477 6000

Large Bedroom In spacious two bed-
room apartment available immediately
in Sunderland on Bus route. Call Howard
665 2810 or 545 6744

1 Bedroom in Big Apartmant S2S(V
heat included 665-3615

Puffton One Bedroom
Take over lease S400'mo
Start April/May 549 9920

FOR SALE

Car Starao
Kenwood Pullout - Hi Power
Cassette - Excellent Cond.
Asking S165 CallJay 256-1119

Four Tickets to
•Guns N Roses*
Call me ASAP

253 9067

OnR TIcicets

Mullins

5464225

Ouns N Rosas tickets center floor seat
Mullins Call Brian 253 9099

MAC 512 K with BOOK external drive
tons of free software

S400 with imagewriter II S200 without
or bo carrying case Frank 256-0802

GREEKS AND CLUBS

$10O0 an Hourl
E ach member of your (rat, sorority, team,
club etc. pitches in just one hour and
your group can raise SI 000 in just a few
days! Plus a chance to earn S1000 for

yourself! No cost. No obligation.

1 800 932-0528 ext. 65

HEALTH

Condoma by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries. Earn S600<A«eek in canner
ies or S4000«/month on fishing lx>sls.

Free transportation! Room and Board!
Male or Female. For employment pro
gram call 1 206^545 4155 ext, A5001

Att: Eacallont Income for

home assembly work. Info

1-504 646- 1700 Dept. MA-1307

Camp Counselors Wanted: Magnifi-
cent coed weight loss. All sports, crafts,

sewing, ceramics, computers, WSIs,
theatre, piano, dance, aerobics, weight
training, ridery. backpacking, kitchen,

office. Camp Shane, Femdale, NY 13634
212-877 4644

Drivers Wanted! Apply within at

Pinocchio's. 30 Boltwood Walk,
256 4110

Evening Jobsl Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

LEGAL ASSISTANTS RIDERS WANTED

Waterfront Director needed for mu-
sic camp in Southern Maine (WSI/LGT
required) 6/20/93 to 8/20/93. Contact
James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Brookline. MA 617-325-1541

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant

Call 256^0260

LOST

Grey Gap Sweater at Barsies's Mon
March 1 please call 253-39^7

Lost Ring - Reward
Tolman • Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM'
Call collect 508-827-4555

MUSICIANS

Confunctlon Junction has lost Ihier

drummer. We need a skilled drummer
interested in SLICK CHEEZ funk.
Call Rich S> 549 8461

Fall 1993 Internships with the Legal
Services Center! Gel hands on experi
ence in the Legal Field work directly

with attorneys and clients. Earn up to IS
undergraduate credits. No experience
in the legal profession necessary •

training provided. Contact Legal Ser
vices today: 545 1995. 922 Campus
Canter.

PAULA PERLMUTTER

Congratulations - you finally made
iti21!! WHOO!
No more seducing l>ouncers to get into

bars. No more pretending you're an
Asian male and claiming you're from
Florham Park. You're finally legit!

So have a great birthday!

Lena and Maddie rule. Meet me for a
drink on the veranda.

Happy Birthday! Love, Dan

PERSONALS

DenlseDockery Is211l RNALLYI
Happy b-day!!! Look out Houston and
Uptown - here she comesllt

KR^STEN

Happy Birthday Geof Montello
"Where did he go, I'm going to deck
him-

Be good
DLR

Hug any trees lately? I see you are back
on campus. If you ever want to go to

Dunkin' Donuts to talk.

Respond here.

Love, Peace, and Trees!

Angela

Thank you St. Jude - B.O.

RIDE WANTED

for 4 girls wanted to New Or-

leans or Florida. Will share expenses.
Csll^erly or Mika 546-4490

2 need rWe to Richmond VA or DC for

Spring Break. Call Katharine or Sonia
256-0420

Chicago - Drive w/nne. I have car u
help pay gas/tolls. Call Stacey 2535326
3/12

SERVICES

Photographar
Need professional photos of your
functions? Call Chris 1 800-347 2574

ext. 83469

Pregnant/ Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph.D. 582 4037

Scholarships Guaranteed
1-800-066-2137

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Trouble Writing Papera7
I can teach you to write "A" papers and
essays call 253-7357

THE MORNING AFTER

Kim Conefrey
If our plan was successful
You are very hungover today
Happy 22nd roomie
Sure are getting old

Love you! Missy & Ed

TRAVEL

Anyone interested in travelling with
the women's Softball team to CA
Contact 545 0038

Quatemala: Study espanol/culture
Homestay 612-690 9471

One way ticket Hartford to Pittsburgh
and San Antonio.

Best offer call 54&2379

Scuba Dive far credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel

TYPING/WORD PROC.

free pick up 6 7289

Resumes, papers, thoaas.
Laser printing, on-campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

ReporterSaahsFunny date storiescaN
Lisa 256 3140

Put AT&T on
your resume

be/off you graduate

1M3 FaM Marfcating
Opportunitlat Availabia

ATXT IS seeking ambitious saies<xpented

students to participate m our 7-day on-
campus marketing program selling

ATST products A services Hours are
flexible with top compensation ft

bonuses Must be available 1 - 2««eks
prior to the start o< classes We need

ATkT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER

To be responsible (or overall event imple-
mentatior, daily management ft training
of student group Requires strong lead-
ership ability Prior management/sales-
related experience a plus Must be
available to anend National Training on
August 4-6. 1993

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER

To manage a group o( students on a daily

basis and assist with overall event imple-
mentation Sales/leadership experience
a plus

ATST STUDENT RCP/
CAMPUS GROUP

To act as our on-campus representa-
tives Must be outgoing and sales
oriented

To find out more about these great
opportunities, can 1 MO 592-2121. ail
t4t, or send resume to CDl ATIT
Recruitment. 1500 *<*lnut St t9lh (1

Philadelphia. P* 19102

Eqmi OtlOOrtu>v^ I mpiotat
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Scott's shots
PHILADELPHIA — We're coming to you live

from Pat's cheesesteak shop, the actual site where
a scene from Rocky was filmed.

Now, alongside the plaque commemorating that
moment in entertainment history, there will be
another bronzed placard with the following in-
scription:

March 9, 1993 — A young man with provolone
dangling from his chin brought his readers the
sights, sounds and hazy ramblings from a weekend
at the Atlantic 10 Tournament.

David

SCOTT
•Somewhat overlooked in the de-horning ofthe

Rhode Island Rams on Monday was the play of
Kennard and Chris Robinson. When Coach Cal can
depend on Robinson Squared to spell his starters,
the theme of team ball comes to the fore.

With Derek Kellogg visibly tired, Chris played
an aggressive ten minutes, showing composure
and haulmg in three boards. Special K logged 14
minutes, five points and he used all his fouls in
intimidating anyone who came near the paint.

"You're talking about two kids who haven't
played much, but when they're asked to step in,

they get it done," said Cal. "Chris works harder
than almost anyone in practice."

• Trying to stop Lou Roe on Monday was like
trying a U-turn on the Ben Franklin Bridge— you
just can't do it.

• The three-person entourage from ESPN that
shadowed Cal and his pals all weekend had to have
gotten some vintage footage. "Cal, Live and
Uncensored" would surely be a Top Ten video.

• Bill Cosby made a special appearance at the
A-10 Awards banquet on Saturday and was
expectedly biased towards his friendJohn Chaney's
squad. His UMass/Temple connection is a great
sub-plot for Thursday's game.

The Cos played an impressive cowbell with the
St. Bonaventure Pep Band for their rendition of
the National Anthem. On his way across the floor
he gave the Bonnie's Jeff Quackenbush and then
UMass' Tony Barbee a friendly shove. The Quack,
The Cos and Tony. It could replace "Cheers."

• Cravat Craziness is coinciding nicely with
March Madness and the ties dangling from various
necks in the Palestra were almost as impressive as
the Old Building itself

When Hampshire Gazette sports editor Jim
Degnim showed up with stirrups on his sweet silk,
we had to esUblish a new category for Guys With
Rhyming Names Who Wear Western Ties in
Eastern Cities. Degnim holds the early lead. He
also gets the nod for calling Gazette legend. Milt
Cole "The Jimi Hendrix ofWriters." Milt preferred
the Bing Crosby analogy.

• About 20 minutes after Steve Worthy's des-
peration shot clanged off the rim against St.
Joseph's, he sat with his head in his hands at the
postgame, press conference table. Then, like a true
gentleman he placed the blame for Rutgers' loss
squarely on the referees shoulders.

"He IBemrad Blunt] did every (expletive] thing
we told the refs he would do," said Worthy. "We said
he'd hit you on the arm when you shoot and he did.
We told the refs he'd pokeyou in the eye, and he did."

Worthy was confident ofhis ability to make it in the
ISJBA but noted it doesn't "matter what I believe."

Offensively he's got the skills and if attitude is a
prerequisite for the Pros, SteveWorthy is a lottery pick.

• We're still checking, but sources have sug-
gested that John Chaney is actually the mayor of
Philadelphia.

• The Rick Bnmson that came to the Cage for the
Jan. 21 game that Temple lost will not be the same
Brunson that is in MuUins on Thursday. The March
version ofthe Salem, Mass. native is now a confident
point guard who has taken the reigns ofa team that
is playing inspired ball. Add to that, an added
measure of confidence fix)m his teammates and
Brunson is no longer a sophomore. He is a leader.

"He's playing great ball, he's running the ball
club and his creating for us," said teammate and A-
10 Player of the Year, Aaron McKie. "He's also
making his free-throws."

• We'll see who the real Player of the Year is on
Thursday and don't think Lou and Harper won't
have it in their heads.

• Yinka Dare and William Curmningham are
not small men.

• An aspiring Olympian in Philly auditioned his
broom toss for this writer on a sidewalk. Good
distance, no velocity.

• Let's put Thursday's game back in the Cage.
• We're still tabulating votes for the naming of

my niece or nephew. Results next week.
• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the

West Virginia student radio duet.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Sports
UMass lax ready for redemption
All-American Millon leads Gorillas on quest to NCAAs
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Last spring, the University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team found themselves in an unfamiliar position— left out of the NCAA Division I tournament.

Next Saturday, the Gorillas, ranked 1 2th in the nation
in the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association's
pre-season poll, will begin the road back to the NCAAs in
Charlottesville, Va. against the University of Virginia.

Last season, despite a 9-3 record against a strong
schedule and a season-long stay in the United States
Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association's Top 20 poll, the
Gorillas were passed over. Coach Ted Garber thinks the
team can return to the tournament, but admits it won't
be easy.

"Division I lacrosse is the toughest challenge to receive
an NCAA tornament bid," Garber said. "You only get 14
games to make it or break it. You have to be ready for
every game."

The Cavaliers, currently ranked No. 5 and 2-0 cour-
tesy ofwins over Villanova (21-6) and llth-ranked Navy
(9-7), will have the advantage of having played four
regular season games to UMass' none when the two
teams take the field at Scott Stadium in Charlottesville.

"Theyll be playing their fifth game and we've been in
Boyden for six weeks," Garber said. "But I think we can
be competitive and hold our own."

Here is a look at the Gorillas, piece by piece:
Attack: First team All-American Mark Millon will

doubtless be the focal point for opposing defenses. Millon,
a senior co-captain, will once again be asked to both
"quarterback" the offense ft-om behind the crease and be
the team's go-to scorer. Garber said Millon is "the top
attacker in the country." He has not been held scoreless
in a game since the 1990 NCAA quarterfinal.

To complement Millon's scoring and keep teams from
keying on him exclusively, Garber is counting on con-
tributions from attackers Wes Depp, John Cavalerio and
Mike Valente.

"I'm expecting a lot from Wes Depp," said Garber. "He
has a knack for finding openings in front of the crease."

Midlfield: Graduation losses figure big here, where
departed middiesJohn Shlipfand Mike Cain combined for
40 goals last season. But returnees Billy Edell and Greg
Kline should be able to step up and produce, as should Joe
Loiacono. who was injured in fall but should be hack.

New faces abound in the midfield as well. Recruits
Eric Triolo (Huntington Station, NY), Eric Bailey
(Cheshire, Conn.), Buddy Hoffman (Long Beach, N.YJ
and Hobart transfer Kenny Ward will be asked to make
an immediate impact.

COURTESY SPORTS INFORMATION
Senior Mark Millon, an All-American last year, hopes to lead

the UMass Gorillas back to the NCAA Lacrosse Toumament
this season. The Gorillas play Virginia in Charlottesville next
Saturday.

At defensive midfield, solid two-way player Chris
Nentwich returns. He wil be joined by Nassau County
Community College transfer Jimmy Bvmes.

Defense: The Gorillas lost a solid player and team
leader when All-American Rick Mullins re-injured his
already banged-up knee in fall. Additionally, Brad Fitts
and Corey Cronin were lost to graduation. But key
returnees and transfers should keep the defense solid.

Potential starters include Kenny Randazzo, co-captain
Jim Panetta and Adam Kohart. Transfers Jerry Murphy
(Herkimer C.C.) and Mike McGovern (Brown) will also
see playing time.

"IMcGovernI has the potential to be an outstanding
player," Garber said.

Goal: Here the Gorillas have an embarrassment of
riches. Rip Correnti, who started in goal last year until
suffering a collapsed lung, and Tom LoPresti, who played
well as a freshman, are both vying for the sUrting job.

Roe finds a new, yet old energy
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Monday night, Lou Roe had butterflies racing around
his stomach.

The University of Massachusetts forward was so
nervous about playing Rhode Island in the Atlantic 10
Tournament, he spent Monday afternoon unable to even
wear his trademark smile.

"That's when I knew I was going to have a big night,"
Roe said. "Every time I get the butterflies in my stomach
I have a big game."

It was URI coach AI Skinner who should have been
nervous, as the sophomore from Atlantic City, N.J.,
poured in 24 points, grabbed nine rebounds and swatted
two Ram shots. Even more impressive was Roe's defen-
sive play on Ram reserve forward Kyle Ivey-Jones.

In Rhode Island's 71-68 regular season victory over
Massachusetts, Ivey-Jones had his way with Roe, as the
junior scored 20 points in 21 minutes on a foul-plagued
Roe.

"I got into foul trouble and he took advantage of me,"
said Roe, who was named First Team All A-10 this
season. "Then he talked it up. I wanted to pay him back
and show him how a first team player plays.

"Before the game I went over to his bench and said
'When you get into the game there is no way you are going
to score. Don't even bring the ball inside.'"

Ivey-Jones converted only two field goals and collected
one rebound in the Minutemen's 76-50 victory.

Roe, who was named a District 1 (Northeast) First
Team All-Star, by the United States Basketball Writers,
was also motivated by the lack of respect the Rams were
giving him after being named All A-10.

"During the shoot-around they were saying 'Lou who?'
and 'Who are you?"' Roe said. "I wanted them to feel how
a All-Conference player plays."

UMass coach John Calipari said, "When Lou Roe
wants it, he's the best player in our conference. Ijust wish
he wanted it every minute of every game."

Roe admits that on butterfly nights, he is difficult to
stop.

"Sometimes when I'm rebounding my eyeballs are
right up next the rim," Roe said. "I just outleap everyone
I get jacked up and I don't fell like I can be stopped."

Roe is uncertain why he is not nervous each game but
Cahpari wishes he could bottle the feeling.

"If you know how, let me know," Calipari said. "It's
tough to get Lou to play 40 minutes, butwhen he does we
usually win."

Roe said, "I have to think about what 1 did the night
before. Did I sleep? Did I take a shower? I have to do the
same for every game."

Motivation is more likely the reason for the 6-foot-7
Roe's big games, Calipari said, which is why the fifth-

Turn to LOU ROE, page 10

Women's gym shows promise
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnas-
tics team combined youth with experience last Saturday
and came up with its best performance ofthe year in front
ofa deafening crowd of 6,013 at the Bulldog Invitational
in Athens, Ga.

UMass was led by freshmen Shaheda Keels and Leann
Zavotka, who had the best performance of their young
careers. To top off the day, the Minutewomen received a
sparkling routine by senior Abby May on the balance
beam en route to a team score of 186.55.

Despite finishing fourth, head coach Alfie Mitchell
said he was extremely pleased with both the score and
how his team has pulled together recently.

"We had a really consistent and strong effort all the
way through," said Mitchell. "Realistically speaking, we
looked good and we weren't 100 percent. We did not have
any letdowns. Everyone who went up (on the mat] did
what they had to do, and they looked good."

Keels, the only all-arounder for the Minutewomen in
the meet, scored her career-high (37.65) in place ofsenior
Tammy Marshall and junior Margaret Furtado, who
could not compete in all four events. Keels scored a 9.45

Turn to WOMEN'S GYM, poge 10
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Peking Garden offers stellar variety & service
Rv nRFn •jiiwiPMMiL' —ByGREGSUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The way some students talk about
Hadley, it might as well be in New York
State. "Oh, it's in Hudley?" they whine.

Well, listen up. It's well worth the
drive or the bus ride to visit one of the
valley's best Chinese restaurants, the Pe-
king Garden. If you don't trust me, ask
my 1 1 -year-old brother who, after dining
there during a visit to the Valley, gave it

his highest rating— and eleven-year-olds
do not impress easily.

''21!

^ PEKING GARDEN
{5.^ Mandarin/Szechuan
.5 Chinese Cuisine

^«» REVIEW
The Peking Garden's atmosphere bal-

ances the usual restaurant furninshings
(booths and brass railings) with authen-
tic Chinese decor. Despite the fact it was
a Saturday night and therefore busy, the
atmosphere remained relaxed and com-
fortable.

The menu presents a number of styles
as well as some nice-looking specials. The
price range is consistent with other Chi-
nese restaurants, with entrees beginning
around $6 and topping out at $19.50.

Reviewing a Chinese restaurant is dif-
ficult because of the wide variety of items
on the menu — over 150 at the Peking
Garden, for example. So to gauge the
Peking Garden's performance, my friend
Amy and I went for the "basics. " Cooking
is like any other skill — if you can't nail
the basics, you probably won't be able to
do the fancy stuff.

Happily, the Peking Garden does the
basics really well. Starting with the ap-
petizers, a sprig of broccoli and a slice of
sweet and sour pork added a creative
touch to the wanton soup, which was on
the salty side but delicious. The chicken
wings were both large and tasty.

Moving along to the entrees: I chose
the shrimp lo mein while Amv had the
diced chicken with cashews. Neither dis-
appointed.

Lo mein is a delicate pasta dish and
tends to be overcooked on occasion.
Peking Garden's lo mein was delicate and
delicious. Neither the noodles nor the
shrimp, another common over-cooking
victim, were overdone. Bamboo shoots

added a nice touch as well.

The chicken was served with water
chestnuts and snow peas and was deli-

cious. Some Chinese restaurants over-
load your taste buds with enough KfSG
to stone you, but the food at Peking
Garden was lightly seasoned and deli-

cate.

Final verdict? The service was excel-
lent, the food was delicious and there's
plenty of parking in back. Never mind the
distancefrom UMass— jumpin the Dodge
Dart or the PVTA and try the Peking
Garden for yourself.

T .. ». J „ , ,
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lempting Mandarin & Szechuan cuisine awaits you at Peking Garden.

CAf €
DICARLO

I
5-ColIege Student
Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Veal Parmigiana

• Gnocchi with Pomodoro e Basilico

• Primavera with Garlic & Oil

• Linguine alle Vongole (red or white)

Served with House Salad, Bread Sticks,

and Soda or Coffee/Tea for $6.95, with
college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 11:30 to 10:00.
Offer expires 3/31/93

71 North Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA
253-9300

Want to earn BIG money?

On a small investment?

Collegian
Advertising
S4S-3S00
We reach students.

19,000 copies, every day!

buperior lives up to their name
Fast delivery and plenty of 'burnt cheese bubbles'
ByJONl.Um
Collegian Staff

In a town likeAmherst, where college students' hungry
stomachs and full wallets seem to rule the day, pizza
places are bound to proliferate. This is great for everyone,
because you're bound to have your favorite. When it

comes to pizza, did you ever notice that suddenly ev-
erybody becomes a food critic? Pizza is the type of food
that people are known to have knock down, dragged-

SUPERIOR PIZZA
Pizza, Italian Dishes
Hot & Cold Grinders

::j

REVIEW
1 have my favorite too. So I approached thi

Superior Pizza with some trepidation. Especially with a
name like Superior — a little haughty aren't we? — 1

decided nonetheless to give Superior Pizza my "I'm notm the mood for scrod again so now I'm hungry" test
Dorm delivery seemed like a good idea since 1 wasn't

about to go out in the cold snow for anyone, no matter
how good their pizza. I looked over their appetizing
menu of a wide array of pizza, steak grinders and toasted
or cold grmders, ad well as a small but impressive list of
authentically Italian dinner entrees. After much indeci-
sion, 1 went with something simple: one large plain
pjzza. My motto is that if you can't do a plain pizza right
don't bother putting on any toppings.

One of the first things I liked about Superior Pizza was
that the person who took my order over the phone didn't

have that wiseacre "Whaddayawant?" attitude. 1 had to
decide which coupon I'd use from their ad in theCa//f?w//.
$ 1 .50 off or four free Cokes with any large pizza. I decided
to save the Collesinn some cash and took the $ 1 SO off.

Just under a half an hour later, a phone call beckoned
me to my dorm lobby with that familiar phrase: "in about
four to five minutes." And in, well, four to five minutes,
the hot pizza with the great aroma was in my eager hands,

I invited my fioormates to sample the pizza, even
though 1 really wanted to hog it for myself. But, heck, I'm
a generous guy when I'm not paying for the food. The
pizza looked delicious and the aroma after I opened the
pizza box brought me back to my trip the rain drenched
streets of Venice. Italy and 1 had an incredible urge for an
International Coffee. Who was that delivery guy? Jean-
Luc?! Okay, so I'm exaggerating, but it was good.
One friend commented on the abundance of "burnt

cheese bubbles" and quickly gulped down his slice
Another friend really liked the "crisp, chewy crust" and
the "tasty cheese."

While the crust and cheese was a big hit with me andmy friends, the sauce didn't fare so well. The comments
ranged from "bland" to "unimpressive." I liked it better
than theydid, and appreciated the fact that, unlike other
pizza sauces, it didn't bombard you with spices I thought
it struck a nice balance.

Overall, my friends and I rated Superior Pizza six
thumbs up" and said it was a good pizza to eat when you

were with your friends watching TV or just hanging out.

, u !}^ "^''J
*"* happened the following morning, where

I had saved a piece to check out the pizza's ability to act
as a tasty breakfast food. And just like fine wine and
Cheers. Superior Pizza just gets better with age (or re-
frigeration?) So. if your looking for a different kind of
pizza, try Superior's Pizza. In fact, buy two, so you'll have
a treat the following morning.

Get above it all at the Tbp!

& Enjoy a Delicious MeaJ

Pork Loin Teriyaki, Chicken Mexicano

I

Soul Francaise, New York Sirloin, Stir Fry,

Pasta Dishes, Bigger Burgers...

Casual Dress - Major Credit Cards

Validated Parking in attached Garage

Lunch Served:

Monday-Friday 1 1 :30am-2:00pm

Dinner Served:

Tuesday-Saturday 5:00pm-9:00pm
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At Amhent

HUNGRY?
Subway ofAmherst

features:
Freshly.made Footlong & 6" Subs

Delicious Salads
^S<Wtod Sandwiohoc

;.«Q

4 Main Street, Amherst
256-1919
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Keiive the tastes of summer - without the guilt
By DARIl-NNi: HOSLEY .

^*»w**», «^A^ ^MAAt,
By DARIl-NNi: HOSLEY
Collegian Staff

With snow sputtering from the sky and white fluffy
stuff still covering theground, you may be more tempted
to grab a cup of hot Java than a bite of something cold
and frosty. *

But spring is just beginning to creep back into the
valley, and soon will bring the season of long afternoons
sunny days — and ice cream. Feeling pangs of dietary
guilt already? Go for the frozen yogurt.

I tramped through a slushy mess Saturday afternoon
to Bananarama, in downtown Amherst, and got a pre-
view of just how good spring can be.

BANANARAMA
Frozen Yogurt,

Sundaes

REVIEW
Bananarama serves up nonfat frozen \ ogurt in Us own

little oasis. Two painted palm trees reach to the ceiling,
with clusters of bananas and a grinning monkey hang-
ing down from the leaves. A giant gorilla sporting shades
and a Hawaiian shirt swings over the counter, and prints
of flamingos, palm trees and dancing bananas hang on
soft pink and blue walls.

The menu offers five flavors of nonfat, soft-serve

frozen yogurt vanilla, chocolate, banana, white choco-
late almond and sugar-free raspberry — in addition to
twists of different flavors. All nonfat. Leave euilt at the
door.

Specialties include frozen chocolate-dipped bananas
Belgian waffle sundaes, frozen yogurt pies, waffle cones
and cups, fruit parfait, milk shakes, fniit coolers and the
Bananarama Boat. And everything is under $3.

Dry toppings are fairly standard: M&Ms, chocolate/
peanut butter/butterscotch chips, sprinkles (or jimmies,
ifyou prefer), trail mix, granola. Rice Krispies, etc. Bonus:
the coconut is moist, not dry and stale and crunchy.
Bananarama's hot fudge comes in both regular and
nonfat form, and strawberries, blueberries, raspberries
and hot spiced apples can also top your sundae.

1 had a waffle cup sundae with banana frozen yogurt,
raspberries and trail mix, for $2.65. The yogurt was very,
very good — smooth, and the flavor was just right. Not
sugary, not too artiflcial, just sweet banana in frosty
form. And raspberries in early March were a treat.

A friend had chocolate frozen yogurt with coconut,
and said it tasted like "authentic chocolate, not fake like
chocolate flavor."

Bananarama is not the place to go if you want to
wallow in a sinfully sweet, rich chocolatey-fudgey sugar
rush. These sundaes are for fruit lovers looking for
something light and delicious.

Greatest disappointment: only Ave flavors. That's
flne for those with simple tastes, but very frustrating for
those who believe half the fun of a sundae is choosing
from a long, tantalizing list of flavors.

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
The frozen yogurt mecca that is known as

Bananarama.

ByCREGAYMIE
Collegian Correspondent

With so many take-out restaurants to choose from,
UMass students may be a little confused about where to
go. The bottom line in any restaurant business comes
down to one thing: good food and a lot of it. Krete
Restaurant delivers the goods.

Krete has the typical take-out foods found all over,
subs and pizzas as well as their own specialty, the "giant"
calzone that is well worth the extra couple o'bucks.

Ranging anywhere in price from $4.50 to $8, these
zones are more than twice the size of the typical calzone
around town. Size isn't the only difference in their
calzones, they offer a distinct taste for the diner to enjoy.
One word of advice, however, their menu is basically

worth
up to you so be prepared to explain what you want. There
are no catchy names for the zones, only a list of ingredi-
ents to choose from and some old fashioned know-how.

They offer the typical choices: steak, hamburg, pep-
peroni, the usual veggies, and if you like they will throw
some spicy ricotta to create a unique flavor that rivals the
other zone makers around town.

Krete deals in bulk with pizza as well. They have a
"Party Size" pizza that has 32 slices for about 12 clams.
Eating at Krete is an entirely different experience. Besides
the pizzas, subs and zones; they also have gyros, chicken
and steak ka-bobs, and other Greek delicacies, again in
huge portions. They even throw in soup, salad, and some
garlic bread to boot.

Take-out, as most students realize, is the basic suste-
nance for students living off-campus as well as in the

dorms, and is great for a quick hunger fix. However,
students that live in and around the campus area, beware,
Krete is notorious for their slow delivery.

piz«a '

KBBTE Rest

Don't take this the wrong way, the food is always hot
and fresh, but it seems to take a little longer to bring out
their unique flavor. It took exactly 53 minutes from
"Hello, Krete..." to the "keep the change" finale, but it

was well worth the wait for the mouth-watering portion
of steak, ricotta and veggies.

With a plan-ahead attitude, some practice, and a lot
of luck, students should be able to make the delivery and
their hunger pangs coincide.

One last word of advice, it would be handy to have a
Greek translator near-by, or some patience over the phone
because it may take some time to reach an agreement on
what exactlyit is youare ordering. Heavyaccentscombined
with the lack of catchy zone names may slow down the
process, but the bottom line is the food, which is great.

Overall, Krete gives a lot of good food for a price that
will enable students to stay out of the poor house, for a
little while at least.
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Go Greek and try Krete Pizza and Restaurant.

AMHERST
I CHINESE FOOD

WE DO NOT USE MSG"
'

• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE I

• HOMESTYLE COOKING i ;

• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
I j

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEWLY REMOOELED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

V 62 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN

::>

NOW OPEN LATE NIGHTS
SUN-THURS. til 1.2:00 Mldnlsjht
FRI G SAX Nights til 1:30 AM

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

REKINDLE
YOUR
PASSION
For Indian
Food at

The VMlIcyr'g OcigloMl

INDIA
HOUSE

The "New"

SUPERIOR pizza!

549-0626

ON STATE STREET
Where ladism Food is more

than Cunyf
For BzccUcnt Food and Hospitality

Come to Our Uouae...

45 SUte Street
Nofthsunpton. MA 586-6344
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SiiliHiii
c;<'n<>\-ii

.VlcaiJbali

^ l;ini

linliun
riinn
Kon.si livt'i
I l<'un ^ li^^
I'tppcr «. £i>4j4

I'ii.siriuni

nirke\
\t'iil c;iiilfi
< :lii< k<-n < :iiiUm
f't'ppcroni
li.Mra .VU'iii

r;xtra ( 1 1<<"^«-

DIIMISJERS
fith Bread & Butter)

I nsa^na
Miinicoiii
l<;i\'i(>li

smiled Shells
( iKck Salads

$1.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza

4 Free Cokes
With Any Large Pizza

mPLiUiyicrizz:^
II

WE DEUVER 11 :3Q AM to 2:nn AM
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EDITOR'S PICK- SUBWAY 'Elegant feel' makes
Fitzwilly's a charmer

SUBWAY — Conveniently located in downtown Amherst Subwav
offers tempting hot and cold subs in a friendly and comfortable
atmosphere. Great for a quick, hearty snack or a tempting meal

• II

A/EW

DYNASTY
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

_, Traditional Chinese Cuisine
Kelax and enjoy yourself at our beautiful Newly remodeled Facility •

Sunny^Grecnhouse • Beautiful Lounge with Big Screen TV.
SeiA'ina Lunch <^ Dinner 7 day7r^Ter~7n7h"s^^ir^~ed daily

Largest Chinese Restaurant in Hampshire County
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 1 1 :30AM- 10PM
FRIDAYS & SATUf^AYS TILL 1 1PM

ByJFTI CROITS
Collegian Staff

Aah... I have to admit it, the only
reason why I wanted to review Fitzwilly's
was so that I could watch the UMass-St.
Bonaventure game on Sportschannel at

the TV at the bar. Despite the fact that I

found out that I'itzvvilly's does not have
Sportschannel, I was pleased with the
restaurant as a whole.

Ihe restaurant had an elegant vet fa-

miliar feel to it, which made it very
comfortable to eat at. The service at the
resaurant, which includes a wise-cracking
hostess, was very pleasant and delivered
the goods in prompt fashion.

I started out with a potato skin appe-
tizer. The skins were great, only one
problem, the portion of the appetizer was
better fit for that of a TV dinner than that
of a fine establishment like l-itzwilly's.

After the skins, I decided to go with
lasagna pizza over a multitude of other
worthy candidates. The pizza, thin with
ricotta and mozzerella cheese galore, had
nice chunks of hamburg and sausage
sprinkled throughout it. The sourdough
crust was baked crisp, much to my hearts'

delight.

My dining compadres for the night,
Art and Sean, both enjoyed a chicken
parmesean sandwiches. Art obviously en-
joyed his, seeing that he devoured it in
approximately three seconds. Their skin-
on french fries were very good, as I'll be
the first to admit to having a french fry
fetish.

t*S^M^?>^'.\^S^ftii&!^fe:;K*«T^^t^!ltf

:: FITZWILLyS
g; Sandwiches, Pasta,

Pizza & Entrees•A

REVIEW
The drinks were basic; Coke (oops, I

mean Pepsi) and Beer. At $1.35 a pop, 1

want more than Pepsi, I want gold-tinted
Pepsi. No free refills? C'mon don't drive
me to laco Bell!

All in all, l-itzwilly's was an enjoyable
experience. Even though 1 did not see the
hoops game (from which 1 hear I did not
miss much), I did get to enjov fine mid-
priced cuisine at a comfortable place.

U 351 Northampton Rd. • Rte. 9 • Amherst
Corner of Rte. 9 & University Dr. • 256-8800

i-itzwilly s. A great place to bring the parents.

1/2 Price

Appetizers

Monday thru Friday

4 P.M. till 7 RM.
At The Bar

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local
specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

D.R Douqh
DeIivers CaIzones
caU 296-1616
Now Open at 11:30 A.M.

1*100 OFF I [$100 OFF

23 Main Street Northampton 584-8666

I ANY 2 CALZONES I

I

Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only '

.One coupon per 2 CaIzones '

jT FREE COKE?
I
WITH THE PURCHASE !

I
OF ANY 2 CALZONES j

Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only I

One coupon per 2 CaIzones I

" 1

I

I ANY 2 CALZONES

I

Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only

,
One coupon per 2 CaIzones--- --.-.-.-.J

\2 FREE COKE?
I
WITH THE PURCHASE

I OF ANY 2 CALZONES

J

Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only

j
One coupon per 2 CaIzones
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rapa Otno s: the perfect movie-date pizza joint
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There'

Gino's

, ,., ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
s lite at the end of the Dead Mall in Papa

ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

This review is about two things I think 1 know a lot
about: movies and pizza. This isn't about movies about
pizza or anything, but rather about the marriage of these
two uniquely American icons and where you can sample
both just a stone's throw away from each other.

If you think about it, movies and pizza go together likeMom and apple fniit roll-ups. Both have achieved a kind
of mythical ideal here in the good ol' U.S.A. and people
have wildly different ideas about what's good and what's
bad.

Yes, I'm coming to a point. I went to the Mountain
larms AMC Four Theaters with a pal o' mine to catch a
tlick and then try out Papa Gino's. My opinions of the
movie can be seen elsewhere, so I'll just stick to the great
meal at the cool price.

If you think about it, both the movie theater and Papa
Gino's have been given raw deals. How where they
supposed to know they would end up being the big
anchor in a place now referred to as the "Dead Mall?"

But still, the theater and Papa Gino's stays on, pro-

viding good movies (most of the time) and great pizza
(all of the time).

Like all fast food restaurants, every Papa Gino's looks
about the same as every other Papa Gino's. The same red
and white checkered tables, the same jukebox, the same
pizza. This can be very reassuring because, if you like
PapaGino'spizza— and 1do— then you know vou'll like
it nnvwhert^

PAPA GINO'S
Pizza, Italian Dinners^

Hamburgers

^ REVIEW
But then again, there's sonKthuig different

unique about this Papa Gino's. Nestled next to the movie
theater, there's a certain "movie" feel to the whole place.
After each screening, it's fun to go in there and listen to
people talk about the movie they've just seen.

Turn to PAPA GINO'S, page 7

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT

Th* arom«, sowTd & tast# of
authentic Ch)n#8# cuisine
prepared Hunaiv Siechuan,

MarKterlnei or Cantonese style

-e«pocltlly(oryou{ 19y
*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*^*'

261 King St., Northampton - 585-0202 • Ample Parking
Open 7 Days A Week

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

®

"We're Hot
To Deliver"

10% College Discount

Take 10% off any order *

Sunday-Thursday 1 lam-10pm
Friday & Saturday 1 lam-l ipm

(413) 584-0220
HADLEY

This offer good for anv college student with a valid ID and
is not to be usea w^ith any other coupon offer

Low prices, tasty buffets
highlight Hunan Garden
By MICHAEL WEBBtR
Collegian Staff

If you want to stuff yourself with Chi-
nese food but don't have a lot of money,
the Hunan Garden on Route 9 is the place
for you. Iheir all-you-can-eat lunch and
dinner buffets for $6.50 are reasonably-
priced ways to satisfy cravings that would
rack up a serious bill at other Valley res-
taurants.

c HUNAN GARDEN
Mandarin &

Szechuan Cuisine

REVIEW .
i vfi) niglit but iriday the Hunan Gar-

den offers a dinner buffet from 5 to 8 p.m.
with a variety of pork, chicken, beef, sea-
food, vegetable and other dishes. Their
Sunday lunch buffet from 1 1:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. costs the same and offers similar fare.

The regular dinner menu is also worth
considering, since its average entree price
of about $6.50 makes it one of the more
inexpensive of the Valley's many Chinese
restaurants.

At the Hunan Garden low prices don't
translate into poor service, though. Food
comes quickly and with a smile, tea pots
and water glasses are refilled promptly
and every meal ends with the traditional
fortune cookies.

The menu includes the traditional ap-
petizers, including egg rolls, Chinese
ravioli and pan-fried wontons, as well as
more exotic items such as szechuan pick-
led cabbages. The piquant hot and sour

soup is one of the best bets on the soup
list, although the broth is a bit on the
watery side. The wonton soup has plenty
of fresh vegetables, but tastes a bit like
Ramen Pride.

The House Special Beef, one of the
more expensive menu items, is a tasty
option. The long, gnarly strips of beef
aren't much to look at, but are tender and
served in a sweet, flavorful sauce. Ihedish
includes broccoli, apparently intended to
please those who like more stem than
crown.

The Shanghai duck with Chinese veg-
etables is bony and bland, and probably
best avoided.

l-emon Gai I'oo, a chicken dish, is an
unusual option, large, l>oiieless chunks
of chicken are topped with a sweet sauce
that tastes remarkably like lemon me-
ringue pie.

Ihe Szechuan spiced lamb, although
designated as hot and spicy on the menu,
is rather mild, with the exception of the
hot red peppers which accompany the
vegetables and peanuts in the sauce. This
can be confusing to the palate, since indi-
vidual bites can be anywhere between
bland and blazing hot.

The menu has the usual pork, chicken,
beef and seafood fried rice offerings, as
well as the Hunan fried rice, which has a
little bit of everything, including some
distracting chunks of nearly raw onion.
The rice itself was on the dry side.

The interior of Hunan Garden is very
pink, and with vinyl-upholstered seats
and clear plastic table covers does not shy
away from the use of 70s-style polymers.
Peculiarwood carvings separate the booths
from each other, but the dining room has
a relaxed, open atmosphere.

Turn to HUNAN GARDEN
, page 7

A/oi/i/ OgjGnl

t^Gst tn authGntic\

Lunch Served 11 am-4 pm Mon.-Sat.
Dinner Served 4 pm-9 pm Mon.-Sun.
Liquor served • Dining and music

Delivery available

La Fuente Restaurant & Cultural Center
4 1 Boltwood Walk

(Down the Alley) Downtown Amherst
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Rafters: more than just your average sports bar
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

If you are looking for a place with cold drinks and hot
food, as well as somewhere to watch enough sports to
satiate even the biggest junky, then Rafters is the place
for you.

Rafters, located on 422 Amity Street just a hop, skip
and jump from Southwest and the Mullins Arena, offers
a wide-ranging menu, full bar, as well as eight regular-
sized and one large screen television.

Before one even looks at the menu, it is hard not to
noticethe high ceilings, which createa feeling of spacious-
ness, as well as numerous colorful banners and signs.

The menu is medium-priced, with appetizers ranging
from buffalo wings to four different kinds of nachos. The
appetizers also include such standard fare as mozzarella

sticks, french fries and onion rings.

1 started my meal off with an order of six buffalo wings
($2.75)andsharedacold pitcher of Miller Genuine Draft
($5.25) with my companion for the evening. The glasses
were frosted, which is always a bonus, and the wings
were prepared to just the right level of spiciness.

As a main course, 1 ordered a blackened cajun chicken
sandwich ($5.95), which came with fries and garnish.
The sandwich was right on the money— the chicken was
well-flavored, the bread was fresh and the fries were
crispy and fresh as well.

Choosing my meal was difficult, as the menu offered
everything from 10 different kinds of salad, ranging
from fried chicken to tostada salad, to 15 different types
of individual gourmet pizzas, ranging from Five Cheese
and Pesto to Red Bliss Potato.

EDITOR'S PICK- PETE'S DRIVE-IN

-fC nBsavxv BBS * • ,» -^ , ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
: 5 DRIVE-IN— An oasis on Route 9. You can find everything from chicken, seafood, hot

soups, grmders and more at the place with the mannequin on the front lawn. If you break down
on Route 9, hope it's here — at least you won't starve.

MLIVER
TM

Makin' it greatf

©199? Pizza Hut. Inc.

Delivery or Carryout

AMHERST

253-3443
318 College St.

Dine-In or Carryout

;s*;jw«-'?:»ary«MWc:

A V / A

HADLEY

X«<j':«vy(iS«*.

424 Russell St.

<« ^ ^4)l^ V^ yCywv ^

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA

Among the entrees, you can choose between 1 7 types

of sandwiches, priced between $5 and $6, and 7 types of
burgers, priced between $4 and $5.

If dinner is not enough, Rafters offers mocha mud
pies, cheesecake and brownie sundaes as dessert sam-
plings. There is also a kid's menu for the little ones, with
grilled cheese, hamburgers and chicken fingers.

As I munched my meal, I was able to take in the
California-Arizona college basketball game. There is a
clear view of a television from almost any spot in Rafters.

The service was quick, efficient and courteous, al-

though the restaurant was not particularly crowded at

the time we ate.

I closed out the evening with a Tequila Sunrise for

dessert, which was deliciousand capped offan extremely
satisfying dining experience.

Well-rounded
eats at the new,
improved Pub
ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

Tucked away like a treasure chest behind the flashier

Bertucci's and other Triangle square activity is arguably
Amherst's most-well rounded restaurant. Others may
specialize in various cuisines, but none can match the
most versatile and the best tasting restaurant within
walking distance of the University.

That place is, ofcourse. The Pub, a family-couple-group
restaurant that can cater to almost any taste. From stir-fry

to Mexican eats, The Pub offers an outstanding re«-page
menu, a relaxed, open atmosphere and fantastic service.

It's unique because you can go there a dozen or so
times and never have the same thing twice. It's a
measure of a great restaurant when it takes twice the
usual time to pick an appetizer, entree or dessert.

The Pub is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year
and It's easy to see why. They are also in the process of
renovating and the time that I went it looked just about
done. They've added more windows to let the pools of
light pour in, but still retain just the right about of wood
panelling and brass railings to keep the dining area from
appearing sterile.

Even though I'm not 21, my dining companion was
and she commented that the bar was big and looked
inviting. She declined, though, because we were there
on serious food business.

I was in a fried-food mood so I ordered deep fried chicken
strips and and a side order of The Pub's scrumptiously
seasoned waffle fries. These fries are to kill for.

Turn to THE PUB, page 7

ARAM CONJEAN / COLLtGIAN
Stop by The Pub and check out the newly

renovated interior.

ALL BEEF

QUARTER
ur^DER^

BURGERS • HOT DOGS
FRIES -ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES•FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL
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Papa Gino's
page seven Dining Out

continued from page 5

I'm a big fan of Papa Gino's thin but
hearty crust, zesty, rich sauce and their full-
bodied cheese that sneaks up on you while
you're eating. But Papa Gino's is a lot more
than just pizza. Just a quick glance at their
large menu will convince you of that

Along with a variety of pizza toppings
Papa Gino's offers a bevy of delectable
Italian dishes and hot and cold subs Their
pizza may have made them famous, but it
is far from their only asset.

Papa Gino's may be a big chain, but you
never get the feeling they've gone big busi-

The Pub
continued t'rom page 6

Lisa ordered a Boursin Burger and had
only compliments about the portions, ap-
pearance, taste and texture. From the let-
tuce ("crisp, not wilty"), the tomatoes ("cold
and fresh") to the "crispy outside, soft
inside" homemade roll, she said that "ev-
ery bite was a tasty, delicious experience."
My chicken was golden and crisp, and

ness. It's the friendly, comfortable atmo-
sphere and the helpful, fast service that
keepsyou coming back for more. And 1 also
like the system of wairing in hungry an-
ticipation for the counter help to call your
number. When they do, it's like winning
some sort of food lottery.

Papa Gino's is comparable to other pizza
chains, both big and small. I got a large
pizza and two large cokes for just under ten
bucks. And if you have a student I.D., you
can get ten percent off your meal. This
makes dinner and a movie a worthy date
without breaking anyone's bank.

EDITOR'S PICK- CHARLIE'S

coupled with the flavorful mustard sauce
provided, I was in heaven.

The service was prompt and courteous
and a quick glance around showed that
everyone in the restaurant was enjoying
The Pub's great food and feel.

Ifyou haven't been, allowme to mangle
Horace Greely: "Go East (Pleasant Street,
that is), young men (and women).

Hunan Garden

Collegian
Advertising

It Works.
545-3500

continued from page 5

The best reason to go to Hunan Garden
is the all-you-can-eat buffets, although
you can get decent food at a decent price
any other time, too. It's not the best
Chinese food in the Valley, but the good
service and low prices make this restau-
rant worth considering. rMADI ICC \y^ 'II ... ..u L • .

ARAM COMJEAN / COLUGrANCHARLIE S — You II get the basics here at this cozy tavern: ham-
burgers, chicken, and nnore. This is a very down-to-earth gathering olace
to eat drink, and even play pool!

News.

Sports.

Ed/Op.

Lunch.

Classifieds.

Everyone Reads Us.

The Coiiegian

545-3500

Buy 1 Calzone

2nd for 1/2

Price

FREE DELIVERY

586-8255
331 Russell St./Rte. 9, Hadley

ADVOCATE
•BEST*
THE VALLEY

READERS POLL

1992
I St Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUM RESTAURAIVT

Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET S5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT S6.99 U :30 - 3PM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDYI
PATRONS FRI. & SAT

Route 9 & S. Maple Street • Hadley • 586-3375
Between Hampshire & Mt. Farms Mall

586-1202

/ISA FREE PARKING

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRT9 MASTER

I

HADLPi' CARD

The Diner of the 2 P^ Century
DINER SATISFACTION OUARANTEEDI

OPEN 24 HOURS!
Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

15% Student Discount
"Great Cooksl Deflcious Food! Courteous Waitstaffl-

All Day... EVERY DAY'"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

':/l/rvt<ynl<rh

31 North Pleasant St. • Downtown Amherst

Pizza by the slice

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $15

.^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
*^

Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50—

. v^lllluiCM UIIUBI IVI - 90.9U

-^ Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :30-5pm - $3.25
^

I All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
' Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belclwrtown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 2S64252



Thefollowing is a list

ofrestaurants in the

5 College Area.

India House
45 State Street • Northampton

• 586-6344 •

Serving Beer and Wine

AMEX

j^mstmsm

Amherst Chinese
62 Main Street • Amherst

• 253-7835 •

Full Liquor License

-:.>*-.x<.™«4U*i

Krete Pizza
331 Russell Street (Rt. 9) • Hadley

• 586-8255 •

Antonio's Pizza
3 1 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

• 253-0808 •

La Fuente
41 Boltwood Walk • Amherst

• 256-3543 •

Full Liquor License

IAMEX

Bananarama
1 86 Main Street 1 Boltwood Walk
Northampton Amherst
• 586-9659 • • 253-2774 •

•rmmsBsssssmm

Panda East

1 03 North Pleasant Street • Amherst
• 256-8923 •

Full Liquor License

AMEX

Cafe DiCarlo
71 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

• 253-9300 •

Beer, Wine , and Limited Bar Service

AMEX

Papa Gino*s
Mountain Farms Mall • Hadley

• 584-0220 •

Serving Beer and Wine

Charlie's

1 Pray Street • Amherst
• 549-5403 •

Full Liquor License

AMEX

Peking Garden
48 Russell Street (Rt. 9) • Hadley

• 586-1202 •

Full I iquor License

AMEX

'!n:e3issaam

China Dynasty
Corner Rt. 9 & University Dr.

• Amherst • 256-8800 •

Full Liquor License

Pete's Drive-In
287 Russell Street (Rt. 9) • Hadley

• 585-0241 •

Delano's
57 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

•253-5141 •

Full Liquor License

Pizza Hut
424 Russell Street (Rt. 9) • Hadley

• 253-9787 •

Serving Beer and Wine

D.P. Dough
96 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

• 256-1616 •

AMiHiiiimsaa

The Pub
15 East Pleasant Street • Amherst

• 549-1200 •

Full Liquor License

AMEX

Fitzwilly's

23 Main Street • Northampton
• 584-8666 •

Full Liquor License

AMEX

yy^)iw>MKmmm

Simply Delicious

Rt. 9 • Hadley
• 586-3375 •

Hunan Garden
lOBelchertownRd. (Rt. 9)

• Amherst • 256-0251, 256-0252 •

Full Cocktail Menu

Subway
4 Main Street • Amherst

• 256-1919 •

RSBRSS

Hunan Gourmet
261 King Street • Northampton

585-0202
Full Liquor License

AMEX

Superior Pizza
17 Montague Road • Amherst

• 549-0626 •

^smmm
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Mostly cloudy, with highs in the

40s, chance of PM snow.

This Weekend:
Hold on to your hats! Guns N' Roses Is blowing into the

MuHins Center for a rockin' show on March 13th.
If you're around hope you enjoy it.

Election Results^.'

The campus elected a new student

government president and trustee yesterday.

Two referenda were also voted on. Page 2.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily Newspaper in New England • Founded in 1890

Rally pushes legalization'
Speakers hope hemp vote influences Housing policy
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students were urged to
vote to support the Cannabis Reform Coalition's proposal
to "legalize" marijuana on campus during a rally on the
Student Union Steps yesterday.

Yesterday was the second and final day in which
UMass students could vote in a campus-wide referendum
to support the Coalition's initiative. Results were
unvailable at press time.

Passage ofthe referendum will accomplish two things,
according to Coalition Vice-President Aaron Wilson.

Passage will both send a strong political message and
demonstrate support for the Coahtion's proposal that
University Housmg policies be changed .so that an indi-
vidual caught with the drug receives thesame punishment
as an underage drinker.

Mark Button, a reporter for theAdvocate and member
of Families Against Mandatory Minimums. argued that
people caught with drugs receive more punishment than
people charged with maiming others.

*^e cannot afford to keep incarcerating addicts."
Button said. "Nobody comes out ofjail cured ofaddiction."

Steven Levine, a member of The Libertarian Party,
began his speech with reference to the recent incident of
Boston Celtic Robert Parish getting caught with the
drug.

"Now there's an example of a pot smoker leading an
unproductive life!" Levine said sarcastically.

"This 'War on Drugs' makes it sound like Americans
have a common enemy," Levine said, "when the truth is,

more than half ofAmerica has experimented with drugs
at one point or another."

According to Levine, even the word "drugs" itself is
misleading, because aspirin and peniciUin also fall into

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
A speaker addresses yesterday's "get out the vote* rally

sponsored by the Cannabis Reform Coalition to support their
campus-wide referendum question seeking to "legalize" mari-
juana on campus.

that category, and he said America doesn't have a prob-
lem with those.

Onlooker Seth Cohen, a member of The Cannabis
Reform Coalition, said he believed drug laws were di-
rected at certain races like Blacks and Hispanics.

"There is also a lot of misinformation being spread
around by the government." Cohen said.

Northampton lawyer Richard Evans addressed the
crowd as a generation of Americans who can make a
difference.

Turn to POT. page 2

Cairo fighting
ends in death
of Muslims
By MAURICE GUINDI
Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt — In on one the bloodiest such
incidenUs in a decade, seven Muslim extremists were
killed and at least 15 wounded in a gunfight with
police at a mosque in Aswan, authonties said today.

Saeed Hilmy, chief prosecutor on the southern
resort, said by telephone that two plainclothes
pohcemen also were wounded in Tuesday nights
gunbattle. one critically after a bullet grazed his
heart.

Extremists seeking to overthrow Eg>pt's largely
secular government and replace it with a strict
Islamic state have in the past few months been
attacking foreign tourists in popular resorts like
Aswan.

They want to scare away visitors and deprive
the government of money from tourism, its top
foreign exchange earner.

The shootout occurred a few hours aftera military
court near Cairo began hearing the case against 49
Muslim extremists charged with terrorism, includ-
ing attacks on tourists.

Some of the defendants opened the trial bv
professing allegiance to an extremist cleric who
preaches at the New Jersey mosque where a Pal-
estinian suspected in the World Trade Center
bombing worships.

Aswan, 615 miles south of Cairo, is southern
Turn to CAIRO, page 8

Mullins seeks to bring
UM sports to next level

TAU-C vz-klio DCO-r c-Lir^-r
ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN

lA^t YOUR BEST SHOT — Steve Davis, a sophomore school of management
major, lines up a pool shot in the Hatch yesterday.

Assaults investigated
Unit looks at possible racial overtones
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

A series ofassaults which occurred last

Friday night, are being investigated by
the Community Disorders Unit of the
University of Massachusetts Police De-
partment, police reports said.

Three separate events were reported to

UMass police late Friday night that
spanned from Central to Southwest. The
victims alleged that their assailants were
Black, but UMass officials say they do not
believe, based on current information, the
incidents were racially motivated.

After studying in the School of Man-
agement Building and then grabbing an
ice cream between 11:30 p.m. and mid-
night, sophomoreJason Nietupski alleged

he was assaulted by four men near Cance.
"I was minding my own business, when

they suddenly attacked me," Nietupski
said.

As he walked by the group, Nietupski
said a man with a hood lined with grey fur
hit him in the mouth.

Although he offered his wallet,
Nietupski said the alleged assailants did
not take it and then hit him three to four
times in the back of his head.

Nietupski said the assaults left him
with a concussion, swollen lips and loose
teeth. He said he declined medical atten-
tion that night and went to University
Health Services the next day.

"I think it was racial. If this happened
the other way around, there would be a
riot." Nietupski said. "I don't want to start

a riot or anything."
Police have yet to officially connect

Nietupski's incident with two others that

Turn to ASSAULTS, page 7

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The William D. Mullins Center, the
University of Massachusetts' new $52
million dollar multifunctional arena, was
built partly with the hopes of helping
UMass reach the level of other major col-

lege athletic programs.
Other universities across the country

which have large arenas that house their
sporting events appear in many ways
similar to the University.

Syracuse University, for example,
houses the Carrier Dome, a 33,000-seat
domed arena that holds basketball games,
concerts and other school events.

At Syracuse, students have unlimited
seating for events at eight dollars a ticket.

Syracuse has a lottery system for the
distribution of tickets, which is based on
each student's academic year and the
number of games they attended.

The dome is run by the school and
students have no control over what events
are held there. They pay a $97.50 student
activities fee that is allocated to different
student organizations and is used in part
to run the dome, according to Louis
Marcoccia, senior vice-president of busi-
ness and finance at Syracuse University.

Parking was a problem for Syracuse
when it was first built. Professors also
feared that the new focus on sporting
events would take away from the academic
aspects ofthe school

, according to r/je Do/7y
Orange, the student newspaper of Syra-
cuse University.

West Virginia University is a public
school that has the Coliseum, a 14,000-
seat arena. The Coliseum wa.s built in

1970 at a cost of $10.4 million dollars.

Students are allowed 3.200 ofthe seats
and receive them free with a valid student
identification and a recreation card, which
is similar to UMass' activity card. All

tickets for the month go on sale the first

day of the month.
Students at West Virginia pay a $40

athletic fee that helps to run the Coli-
seum. The sports program sees very little

money from the university, but also
doesn't give any back, according to Craig
Walker, director for administration and
finance.

TheThomas and Mack Center at UNLV
has 18,500 seats, 4,000 of which are re-

served for students. The tickets are dis-

tributed in the student government office

Turn to MULUNS. page 6

Mullins head seeks
safety and security
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

When attending a concert or event at
the new Mullins Center, the first Center
staffone usually encounters are security.
Once inside the arena, security staff are
generally forgotten about while everybody
enjoys the show.

That is, unless you decide to create
your own little show. Then you'll meet
them again.

Lee Esckilson, the executive director of
the Mullins Center, works for Ogden En-
tertainment Services, which received the
contract to manage the facility for the
University. Esckilson .said ''the word
'normal' doesn't pertain too often" to the
business of entertainment security.

He said the size and type ofthe .security
force varies depending upon the size ofthe
crowd and the type of performance being
given. For example, Esckilson said that a
sold-out Bill Cosby show would require
less police coverage than the upcoming
Guns 'n Roses show.

Turn to SAFETY, page 6
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SGA election results

student Trustee
AJ LJzana . 1878
Jeff Turco 630
Kevin Joordain 193

SGA President
Dave Nuftcz 1907
Jennifer Fazzi 509

SGA Constitution
(a yes vote is in favor of sending the constitution

iaefore the Board of Trustees for final approval)

y«s 1 789
No 418

Hemp Initiative

(a yes vote calls for the ' legalization' of marijuana use
and possession on campus)

Yes 1977
No 983

Total number of votes cast: 4309 (including 613
absentee votes which were not counted).
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and Loyalty
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For Your
Informatioii

Monday, March 22
Internship — CASIAC is offering a one-credit intern-

ship at 7 p.m. in E-20 Machmer. All students who are
interested in working at CASIAC and learning about the
University are welcome to attend and sign-up. For more
info, contactJulie or Linda in theCASIAC office, 545-2 191

.

UMqss Police Log
Vandalism

• Tuesday morning two vending machines were dam-
aged in Herter Hall. The damage was caused by someone
pouring a solution into the coin slots. This short-circuits

the machine. Damage was estimated at $5,600.

Accident-Property Damage
• Monday night an individual reported his vehicle on
Commonwealth Ave. was struck by an unknown vehicle
while parked at the Mullins Lot. Estimated damage was
$1000.
• Tuesday night an operator backing from a space in Lot
22 slid on ice into another parked vehicle. The total

FYls are public service announcements that run each Monday. Wednesday
and Friday tor campus and kxai non-profit organizations. Due tu space
constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYls submitted and no announcement
can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with allpertinent information to
the Collegian c/o the /Vew-s Editor. FYls cannot be taken over the phone.
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Tuesday, March 23
Meeting— Act to clean up hunger and homelessness!

Come to the 5-college organizational meeting for the 9th
Annual Hunger Cleanup. Guest speaker is Jennifer
Cohen. 7 p.m. at Earthfoods in the Student Union. For
more info call 545-0199.

Compiled by Brian Cormley
Kttfni ifK uk-nis re<<)fdtxl by the Univvrsiiy's Depjnnwni of Public Sjfelv.

damage was estimated at $200.

Assault & Battery
• Police were called two separate times for a disturbance
at the Hatch Bar Tuesday night. On the second call the
complainant had left. The victim came to the police

station and reported that he had allegedly been as-

saulted by a male subject and had a gold chain ripped
from his neck.

Missing Person
• Tuesday night students called to report a male friend

in Johnson had not been seen since March 8, 1993.

College men shed gender roles
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

WALTHAM— While many oftheir peers spend spring
break ogling women on tropical beaches, some Brandeis
University men will be sporting plain white ribbons in a
quiet symbol of dissent.

The ribbons represent opposition to sexual harassment
and assault, and are part of a new crusade among some
men on college campuses.

"It will be a long time before the spring break-type of
behavior is gone," said Brian Ammons, a sophomore at
North Carolina State University, where he helped to
organize a lecture series for men on gender issues. "But
there's really a movement that's saying it's not quite as
cool as it used to be."

The ribbons first appeared in Canada afler 14 women
were gunned down at the University ofMontreal in 1989
by a man who then took his own life.

Their message has spread south.

"Whether it's men's organizations, men's pro-feminist
study groups or white ribbon campaigns, things have
really started to pick up," said Steve Patten, a graduate
student at York University who coordinates activities on
40 Canadian campuses for the White Ribbon Campaign,
based in Toronto.

"Men are taking more of a role in these issues." said
Brendan Cohen, a sophomore who is spearheading the
campaign at Brandeis.

"It's always been a crisis," said Cohen, who wears a
ribbon in the lapel of his sports jacket. "It's just that,
recently, society has been more willing to address it in the
open."

Students and educators say their colleges are ripe for
change.

"On certain campuses there's a real sort of fraternity
attitude," said Mike Magee, coordinator ofthe Canadian
white ribbon campaign. "There's a subculture that
propagates the idea that there's nothing wrong with
this."

Colleges and universities are "probably the most
prevalent place where that kind of problem exists right
now," said Sean Foxley, a junior at the University of

Oregon and director ofthat school's student organization
Man Against Rape. "We've just attained this freedom of
being away from our parents and doing what we want,
but there's still this lack ofmaturity. It's on every campus
I've seen."

Nearly 1,000 rapes were reported in 1991 to security

officials at the nation's universities and colleges, accord-
ing to figures released under new federal disclosure laws.

Officials who deal with sexual assaults said the real

number probably is higher.

It was when a woman friend was raped that Jason
Schultz, a senior at Duke University, became involved in

the student organization Men Acting for Change.
"I was very confused," Schultz said. "I had not been

prepared to deal with that. There wasn't a male voice
talking about violence."

Ammons said he also acted in response to incidents of
rajje.

"Ijust saw on campus that the way rape education had
been handled really alienated men," he said. "Every time
you hear discussions ofrape issues, it's always women as
survivors and men
as perpetrators. There's never any place for men to have
a positive role in dealing with this problem."

The lecture seriesAmmons helped to organize for men
has covered issues such as dating a rape survivor.

"We're not saying there's anything wrong with sexu-
ality, as^ long as it's a reciprocal situation with equal
respect," said Jason McCray, a sophomore at the College
of William and Mary.

Some insist this generation of young men is already
more aware of sexual harassment issues than its pre-
decessors.

"Male students that I work with have been sensitized
in some ways that I wasn't." said Bob Haynor, a 38-year-
old residence coordinator at the University of New
Hampshire who plans a course for men on gender roles
this summer. Members of some UNH fraternities also
plan to don white ribbons.

"Some of it is also the fact that a lot of men in my
generation have become used to feminism and the idea
that violence against women is not something that is
okay or natural," Schultz said.

Attention Graduating Seniors!

Would you like

to be a teacher?

Start this summer!

Tranklin Pierce College offers an intensive Teacher
Certification Program for college graduates.

• Elementary Certificafion (K-8)
• Secondary Certification (7-12) in: Art, Biology,
English, French, History, Mathematics, Social Studies
(Anthropology, Sociology, Psychology), Spanish

RE LAX7
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD-
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 G.ATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

Loan and scholarship opportunities
I lousing available

New Hampshire Cerlificalion

reciprocal with 29 stales

Franklin Pierce College
Rindge, New Hampshire 03461

For information call TOLL FREE(800) 437-0048

[Rich's Continues With Great Prices^

Tank Tops - $5.99

Gym Shorts - $7.99

AthleUc T-Shirts DirU'C
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Co-Ed Naked T-Shirts
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Brotherly Love
PHILADELPHIA - For the second time in as

many semesters. "News from other 'U's'" has taken
its show on the road and has come up with this
observation: One thing college students in Phila-
delphia have over students at the University of
Massachusetts is a better variety when choosing a
late night dining spot.

(ioing home from the bars without a little mid-
night snack is about as unnatural as making a U-
tum on the Ben Franklin Bridge, so this is an
important comparison.

Philadelphia offers not only pizza, diners and
breakfast places, but also the world-famous Philly
Cheese Steak.

If you're willing to take a short cab ride, and
trust me. it's not worth driving, you can even
experience a Pat's Cheesesteak, arguably Philly's
finest.

Five choices of cheese, including cheese whiz,
are on the menu and the motion picture Rocky was
even filmed there. It is truly the best tasting late
night dish this side of Morgantown, W.V..

Real life experience
Who says college is not like the real world?

According to The Daily Texan, the student news-
paper of the University of Texas, professors who
teach in the university's law. business and engi-
neering schools are paid substantially higher sala-
ries than professors who teach fine arts, liberal arts
and education.

The Faculty Senate at the Austin, Texas, school
reported that law professors make an average of
$101,281, (not bad coin, by the way,) as compared
to $51 ,933 for professors of fine arts.

"The primary role is the marketplace," said
Elton Sutton, chair of the report committee. "Fac-
ulty in law are in high demand in all universities."

The report concluded that the disparities in
salaries are common throughout the world ofhigher
education.

"Unfortunately it's not just UT that is unique,"
Martha Hillary, a music professor, said.

One too many
A recent survey of students at the College ofthe

HolyCrossin Worcester found thatyoungCrusaders
drink at a higher level than the national average,
according to the student newspaper on campus.

The report found that nearly 77 percent of the
junior class should be categorized as binge drink-
ers, nearly three quarters of the student body has
vomited due to alcohol recently (60 percent na-
tionally) and half of the students have suffered
memory loss (30 percent nationally).

Student at Holy Cross were not surprised with
the findings and blame the lack of "other things to

do" as the reason.

"I'd say there's a lot of drinking at Holy Cross
because students lack other activities to do and
alcohol is very easy to get on campus," a student
was quoted as sajdng.

Holy Cross only allows seniors to park cars on
campus, which limits the social options of under-
classmen, one administrator argued.

According to the report college studentsconsume
a total of430 gallons of alcohol a year and if all the
beer cans emptied by collegians per year were
stacked on top ofone an other, the cans would reach
from the earth to the moon and back with 170 miles

lefl over.

The report was released to a forum entitled, "Is

Holy Cross Really a Party School?"

Up in smoke
In keeping with today's theme of professors and

substance abuse, a University of Connecticut pro-

fessor was recently sentenced to a year ofprobation

for drug possession charges, according to The Daily

Campus, the student newspaper on campus.

Police charged Professor John D. Craig with

possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia

on campus. Craig denies the charges.

With the new UMass Cannabis Reform legisla-

tion. 1 bet Craig wishes he taught in Amherst,

where he wouldn't have a problem.

Council sets tuition hike limits
By BRL^N GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Tuition at the University of Massachusetts will in-
crease between two and four percent next year, Student
Government President Jennifer Wood told the Under-
graduate Student Senate last night.

Last week. Wood went to Boston to campaign for a
zero percent tuition increase with the Massachusetts
Higher Education Coordinating Council (HECC). She
said the Council defeated the tuition freeze six to five
because of an unexpected swing vote.

"The swing vote was by Ron Alman, someone who has
for years voted against tuition increases. Alman is
president ofthe International Ladies Garment Worker's
Union," Wood said. "I plan to write him a letter asking
him where he thinks his union members send their kids
to school."

Wood also said she believed Alman's reasoning for
supporting the increase was cause for concern. She said
he voted in favor ofit because he said a two to four percent
mcrease would only cost students an extra $50 to $80.

"It is so hard to fight against a four percent increase
because people say that it is not much ofan extra cost to
students," Wood said. "But Alman did not take into
account the fact that the total cost of attending UMass
has increased 147 percent in the last five years. It all
adds up over time.'

The HECC-approved tuition increase will now go
before the University's Board ofTrustees. The Board will
then decide on an increase in the range of two to four

percent and submit it back to the HECC for final ap-
proval.

Wood said University President Michael Hooker wants
students to pay for only 35 percent of their education,
with the state paying the rest. Students currently pay 38
percent. Wood said.

She also said, however, that the University will have
some incentive to raise tuition the full foiir percent
because of tuition retention, whereby the University
maintains a certain percentage of the tuition money it
takes in. Tuition retention allows the university to keep
the money from the increase and "play around with it."
Wood said.

The Undergraduate Student Senate also considered
the issues of limiting the number ofhours students may
work in a week and a four dollar fee that would benefit
Registered Student Organizations.
A proposal to limit the number of hours of a student

who works on campus to 15 was tabled. The proposal was
drawn up in response to students submitting40-hour pay
slips last semester. The proposal also called for all stu-
dents working on campus to earn no more than minimum
wage.

The SGA also tabled a proposed four dollar fee that
would raise an estimated $63,000 for Registered Student
Organizations. The proposal was made to help cfTset the
$180,000 debt that the Student Activities Onice (SAO)
now faces. Ifthe debt is not lessened, the SAO will not be
able to provide level funds for student organizations in
two years, according to student government treasurer
Emily Rose.

Dl AV IT A/^AIKI kA .. -> L
ADAM SILVERMAN / COLLEGIANPLAY IT AGAIN - Musician Max Roach gives a wori^shop at the Fine Arts Center last week.

Activist speaks on fat liberation
Writer says weight has 'own beauty and purpose'
By JOY COLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

"Fat is not a virtue and not a sin— it's a bodily element
with its own purpose and beauty," said a fat liberation
activist who spoke about her poetry and fiction about fat
oppression Tuesday in the Campus Center.

Susan Stinson, a writer and self-described "fat liber-

ated woman" from Northampton, has been published in
numerous magazines. She has also run several work-
shops on fat liberation and has performed at the conven-
tion of the National Association for the Advancement of
Fat Acceptance.

"Let me define fat oppression," Stinson said. "It is the
systematic ridicule, hatred or disgust against fat people
based on the beliefthat we're not as good as thin people."

Stinson said often people believe the misconception
that people remain fat because they are lazy, lack the
willpower to lose weight or have deep psychological
problems.

"Virulent criticism of fat women has to do with sexu-
ality and the fear that we might have sexuality at all,"

Stinson said.

Stinson said even when people finally recognize an
oppressed group, like fat women, they still are not seen as
complex human beings.

Stinson 's poetry and fiction focuses on the beauty and
sensuality of fat lesbians and what it feels like to be a fat

woman "whose image is despised in this country," she
said.

"The Valley lesbian Writer's Group is what helps
keep me going," Stinson said. "We build a culture for each

other, which is essential, since the work ofa writer is not
rewarded so much."

"Even when I was in my self-hating period, when
society was telling me that I was ugly, writing was
always a place where I felt strong," Stinson said.

Stinson said she strongly believes in the power of
literature.

"It makes us respond emotionally and in an academic
setting, that often gets neglected," she said.

"I do other fat liberation workshops, but reading
poetry can talk to the heartofit the way nothingelse can,"
Stinson said.

ANDREA MIGLIASSI / COLLEGIAN
Fat liberation activist Susan Stinson reads some of her

poetry during a reading Tuesday night in the Campus Center.
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Our mission impossible
The purpose of a simple university is

easy to discern. That an institution of
higher learning is supposed to educate its
students is obvious. It's when the word
"public" gets thrown in front that things
get more complicated.

While philosophy professors ponder
questions like. "Why are we here?" stu-
dents clutch their thinning wallets and
ask. "Why is this university here?" Stu-
dents know why they are here. They're
here because they need an education and
can't afford Harvard and Boston Univer-
sity. The University, on the other hand,
needs to be reminded why it's here now
and then.

Marc

ELLIOTT
Being a state school, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst has its mission
statement written into the state general
laws. It isn't much ofa mission statement.
It's kind of short and talks mostly about
educating students for four years and
giving them degrees afterwards. It was
written years ago when just about anyone
could handle the cost. But, it's still valid,
or legal that is.

New mission statements have been
written in over the years, but none have
made it through the Board of Trustees,
which must approve the statement before
it can be made law. The most recent revi-
sion was written in 1991 but got bogged
down in the Board over wording and
technicalities, according to Chancellor
Richard O'Brien.

That version was a tad more realistic
than the one taken as law. Yes. it still says
the University should teach its students for
about four years and then give them de-

grees so they can prove they really did take
classes and swill beer at a state school. But
the revision had an intriguing addition— a
section headed The Public Trust."

"We acknowledge a special responsibil-
ity to those who have the talent to benefit
from our faculty and programs but who
have been hampered by background or
means in their quest for self-development
through higher education," it reads. "We
are dedicated to helping such students
overcome these barriers."

Some would argue that this goal con-
flicts with recent decisions made by the
trustees in the way of tuition and fees.
Just this week the Higher Education Co-
ordination Council voted to hike tuition
another 2 to 4 percent for next year. They
did this, ofcourse, over cries from student
representatives that after the series of
tuition increases and budget cuts that
gutted the state university system over
the last five years, this year was the year
to hold the line.

Time for a revised mission statement.
Time for a mission statement heavy on the
"public" to be read before every trustees
meeting. A proper mission statement can
help administrators and legislators see
the whole picture, the people and principles
hidden behind the budget reports they
deal with usually. Mission statements,
however, are difficult to amend because
they require so many signatures.

Vision statements are significantly
easier. The Board recently approved a
new one. Topping the document is a line
headed "Access."

"Providing undergraduate education
for all qualified students (meeting their
full financial need) in a broad range of
areas. .

."

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.

What it means to be a 'fag'

Homosexuals can't understand
Melanie De Silva wrote in her column

{Collegian, Feb. 25 1 that "gay and lesbian
cultures do exist like African-American or
working class cultures." John Beck stated
[Collegian, March 41 that he thinks he
"understands some of what Black people
must have felt when they had to sit in the
back of the buses." Oh really? How can
anyone compare their sexuality to
someone's race?

I wish you all the luck educating all ofus
"homophobic" people. However, do not even
attempt to make a comparison between
Blacks and homosexuals, because I assure
you they are very difPerent. Our struggle as
African-Americans has lasted thousands
of years, and is far from over. So please
don't try to freeload for understanding and
sympathy. I personally as an African-
American feel no connection to you as ho-
mosexuals. Why should I? Because you
have a different sexual orientation? I could

not possibly understand what you go
through because I am not a homosexual.
Just like you could not possibly understand
what I go through unless you are Black or
ofother non-White descent. To try to latch
on to our struggle and say you think you
understand what Black people must have
felt like is very insensitive.

Mr. Beck, why are you using the past
tense? Do you know what it feels Uke to
have someone of your race beaten by po-
lice so badly that there couldn't have been
a good enough reason? Do you know what
it feels like to have no more than 12 per-
cent non-White people includingyour own
race on this campus of 25,000? The fact
that you went back all the way to the
1960s proves that you couldn't possibly
understand. So don't claim to. It is not fair
to me as an African-American.

Teri Wilson
Central

You know, a furmy thing happened to
me on the way to campus the other day. I

was walking to the bus stop when a car full

of people drove by and one of them
screamed out the window, "Hey, fag!"

This took me off guard momentarily,
and I thought how strange the comment
was. I pondered for a moment on what
would have motivated such a taunt from a
group in a rapidly moving vehicle. Gee, I

had left my tiara, pumps and my entire
Clinique cosmetic collection at home, opt-
ing for my boots and baseball cap (I was
having a bad hair day!).

Shawn

COTTER
So what indeed would prompt such an

attack from a rolled-down window on the
coldest day of the year, if it wasn't my
impeccable fashion sense?Then itoccurred
to me. It was the same restricting force
that guides most of this society and its
logic.

If you guessed homophobia, go to the
head of the class.

I thought it was amusing that a bunch
of idiots in a car smaller than any closet
I was ever in had the gall to define me. I

can't praise them on their bravery, but at
least they chose the right word. I am a
fag. I choose to define myself as a fag
because the word rolls ofT the tongue
eloquently.

What does the word mean, anyway? Its
etymological roots come from "faggot,"

which mean a bunch of burning sticks. It

was applied to men who conspired with
witches. They were used as kindling when
they burned the witches. Its a caustic
word from its very roots, and that's why I

like it so much.
"Fag" is a word that makes people's

hackles rise, especially if they hear some-
one identify themselves with the word. It

is a very painful word for a lot of gay,
lesbian or bisexual folks, as it was for me
for a long time.

In my coming out process. I've tried a
lot of different labels in my search for one
that fits, since society requires people to
identify themselves as such. None of the
labels given to me, such as heterosexual,
homosexual or gay, seemed to fit comfort-
ably with the complex person I am.

Fag for me is the sum of all the parts:
male-identified bisexual, male, pro-femi-
nist, activist. Native American, Irish,
Spanish, student, filmmaker, uncle, son,
lover, queer, human.

It is the only derogatory word that I feel

pride in reclaiming and identifying with.
Fag is a word that is hurled at people

without thought or consequence, which is

why I would like to take its negativity
away. It is a word that is part of my
history, both personal and cultural- FAG
= PRIDE = SHAWN!
A message to the people in their nice,

safe car: Sticks and stones may break my
bones, but notif I break yours first. Queers
bash back! Stop the violence! Peace!

Shawn Cotter is a UMass student.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Student Trustee candidate KevinJourdain worked

desperately during last week's UVC-televised debates,
but as political strategies go, his Bible-thumping and
reed-hunting routine seems a bit dated. I thought the
fun was over when Morrissey dropped out ofthe race.

Ifelected, I'm sure hell make a fine trustee. Judging
from the snazzy press release photo he dropped ofFthe
other day, he'll be the best-looking conehead in the
SGA's reserved seating at home basketball games.

Ailer the first day of voting, the polls reported
record-high turnouts, especially impressive for a body
that has been limping along without a legitimate
constitution for the past two years. Even SGA mem-
bers were attributing the sudden interest in elections
for positions few students seem to understand to the
fact that it shared the ballot with the Cannabis
Reform Coalition's Hemp Initiative. Ifit accomplishes
nothingelse. Question 2 should dispel the truism that
stoners are lazy and unmotivated.

Last week I sat through a conversation between
two female friends that I'm sure most males have
endured at least a few times.

"All guys think with their dicks," one said, pouting
about the wrong turn her primary inter-gender rela-
tionship had taken the previous day. "O.K., 99 per-
cent of them." she conceded after a nudge of protest
from her friend.

At this point the two of them remembered my some-
what uncomfortable presence. "Sorry, Josh."

I told them no harm had been done and excused myself
while imagining their reactions if I had made derogatory
remarks about their gender. What if I had made slang
reference to female genitaUa as a character description?

Josh

REYNOLDS
Unfortunately, in the effort to bring attention to the

rape, battering and sexism perpetrated against women
It IS easy to vilify the other halfofthe species. This is not
another hysterical tirade against feminism. Gloria
Steinem understands the di.stinction, but UMass's best-
known doctor of neutopia, Libby Hubbard, does not.

While it is easy to recommend that Hubbard be re-
moved to another state-run institution, there are plenty of
others who, while they may not consciously condemn
others for makingwhat they feel is an inappropriate choice
of gender, feel comfortable joking about it. For lack of a
betterterm,I11refertothisphenomenonas"misterogyny."

It's true, there are those who suffer from acute testos-
terone poisoning, and deserve to be set adrift in the Arctic
clinging to empty kegs of Bud Light, but women are no
more inherently virtuous.

A childhood friend of my father, who suffered from

cerebral palsy, married a large, able-bodied woman,who had promised to care for him as his condition
deteriorated. After the nuptials, however, she bat-
tered him and managed to spend the savings he had
amassed from the teachingjob he was now too sick to
keep. He eventually escaped, first to a shelter, and
after she tracked him down, to relatives in another

fK f'uM'''^
^^^ '"^y ''^^- ^'^e"' evidence suggests

that battering is just as frequent amongst lesbian
couples as it is among heterosexuals. Similarly, though
there are fewer women in positions of political or

?^°'1Ta?'''^^';
"^"^^""^^ «"^h as Leona Helmsly and

Imelda Marcos have shown they arejust as corruptible

Sr«. '"fM^lu'^^^^'P^'^"- '^^"^t Dugan, clerk mag-
strate ofNorthampton District court, suspended after
the Supreme Judicial Court filed a slew of misconduct
charges against her, is a fine local example

n.I^u ^°TJ^ ^" ^^' '^ "°^ to protect the male
members of the species- most of us can take care of

S^l' ^ f ^^\' ^ ^''"^^ ^"" of involuntarily in-
eligible bachelors began referring to themselves asThe Everyman s Center."). However, once you feel

hTf fK K
""^^'"^ sweeping generalizations about

on L . f .1" 'f^' ^^"'^^ '«^d the groundwork for
quite a few other less socially acceptable prejudices.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.
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UMass campus is not as safe as you'd like to believe
Wake up, UMass. Your campus is not safe
Four years ago, during my freshman year, the com-munity was shocked when UMass student Sharon

Galhgan was brutally murdered in the parking lot ofthe
Hampshire Mall. She had done nothing to provoke such
a tate. She had parked close enough to both the mall and
a street light that one would think such an attack would
be unhkely.

There was nothing she could have done to prevent
what Kenneth Mitchell confessed to doing to her in a note
he composed before taking his own life this past January
According to Mitchell's account, he saw her and, instead
ot taking his own life as he had planned, took hers.

Until Mitchell's tragic story came to a sad end in
Westfield last January, there was no explanation No
sources came forward. All that were left were sad
memones and questions with no answers. Ask a senior
about what her memorial service at the Newman Center
was Uke, and he or she will say you would have wept too.

So who's surprised now?An article ran yesterday in the
Collegian about a Southwest resident who was jumped
from behind and beaten. He had done nothing to provoke
being punched in the back ofthe head. He wasn't expecting

danger. There was nothing he could have done differently.
Students cross this campus on foot at night, alone,

without any regard for their personal safety. They assume
theyll be safe and that random acts ofviolence are things
that happen to other people.

Greg

SUKIENNIK

The reality of life as an Israeli

I hate to wake you, but assumptions like that will get
you hurt or killed.

Although the University has complied with a new law
which requires colleges to disclose crime statistics to
students, it's pretty clear they've covered up a lot. The
Division of Pubhc Safety won't tell you where the most
rapes occur on campus. They won't tell you how many
violent crimes happen on this campus every single
weekend.

I will. Drunken fights over stupid stuff occur with
alarming frequency. Rapes happen in parking lots. Ifyou
walk on campus at night, you might not get attacked, but
that doesn't mean someone isn't stalkingyou. It happened
to a classmate ofmine. She recognized her attacker when

he raped her because she had seen him following her
before.

She never stopped to think he might rape her some-
day. She shouldn't have needed to suspect him.

UMass police cannot be everywhere at once to protect
us from these sorts ofcrimes. You could be minding your
own business, or just doing your job, and someone could
attack you. You could be a pizza delivery guy, an RA or
just an average student minding your own business.
We're all potential victims with a lot less power to defend
ourselves than we think we have. It's a violent world. Life
is cheap.

If someone decides to whack you with a cane or push
you up against a wall, or if a group of guys decide they
want that bike you're riding, there is very little you can
do except hope you don't get hurt or killed. Hopefully it

won't happen to you. It's happened to others on this
campus.

The next timeyou walk on campus at night, remember
the police can't protect you. Remember that violence on
this campus is both common and real. And remember
Sharon Galligan.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.

He made a wrong turn. That was the
mistake that Yehoushua Weisbrod made
last week and he paid for it with his life.

An accountant from Tel Aviv. Weisbrod
found himself in a bad section ofGaza by
accident. The citizens ofRafa decided this
man was the cause of all their troubles
and proceeded to stone the car. After he
lost control and crashed into a barrier, he
was shot twice in the head by masked
gunmen. So much for justice.

Amid the cries of human rights abuse
in connection to the expulsion of 401
Palestines from the territories, we seem to
have lost sight of the fact that there are
two sides to this issue.

Of course, it's an easy world where
there's one good guy. one bad guy and one
can discern between the two. Unfortu-
nately, life isn't that simple and it's time
people stopped pointing fingers and started
getting their facts straight.

In the picture-perfect world ofAmherst.
Israelis sit around street cafes while Pal-
estinians wait on them hand and foot. But
the reality is Israelis are in a constant

security pressure cooker. The reality is

most Israelis spend the years oftheir Uves
wondering where the next bomb will be. or
whether a person theyknow will be stabbed
in the night while on sentry duty. These
are real fears and the people who feel

them aren't monsters, but are like you and
me. They just want peace.

I don't claim the Israeli government is

just or right in everything they do. But the
Rabin government is in a balancing act. It

wants to please its citizens by adopting
strict security measures; at the same time,
it wants a phased peace plan with the
Arabs. Everyone plays a part in this sce-

nario and, whether you Uke it or not, this
situation doesn't get better by trying to
find the bad guy.

I'm pleading with people to understand
that these are real problems ofreal people,
not just empty rhetoric for us to throw
around at Earthfoods over tofu and rice. If

you don't believe me, try askingYehoushua
Weisbrods widow.

Harry Horowitz
Amherst

Running from our freedom
Americans are losing their faith in

freedom. The creators of our nation's
binding document, the Constitution,
would never have considered today's
mainstream issues politically valid.

Debates over censorship, smokers'
rights and the legalization ofmarijuana
wouldn't have received government at-

tention during our country's infant
years. The Constitution demanded an
environment in which government in-

tervention into the private choices of
individuals was nonexistent.

Romin

THOMSON

UMass means mediocrity
Whether you are a fan or not, you have

to admire what John Calipari has accom-
plished in his short tenure as UMass men's
basketball coach.

Calipari inherited the u'ors/ basketball
program in the country and in just his
fourth season the team advanced to the
final 16 of the NCAA tournament.

This past week they won their second
straight regular season league champion-
ship. But this is not a sports story. It's

about excellence and our university.

Tom

KNIGHT
Calipari's program represents for me

one ofthe many "nuggets ofexcellence" at

UMass, most of which are otherwise ob-

scured in a sea of mediocrity.

When you walk into the Mullins Cen-
ter for a basketball game, there is an air of

professionalism and excellence that you
otherwise rarely feel on campus. Since

Calipari, even the old Cage was always
clean and competently managed. It was
evident that someone had sweat the de-

tails.

Conversely, walk into almost any other
building on campus today andyou can feel

the mediocrity. Filthy, worn-out class-

rooms, with a clock that hasn't worked for

years.

Walk into the men's room on the second

floor of the SUB and you'll find a broken,

"shrink-wrapped" toilet with the stall door

torn off. It's been like that for months.

In the Sept. 28, 1992 U.S. News &
World Report article. "America's Best

Colleges: How the Experts Rate 450
Schools," UMass/Amherst ranked down
in the third quartile.

Reduced funding has been a huge

problem, butjust as significant, I think, is

that the University is still run like most

other government beauracracies. There is

no sense of urgency. No one is sweating

the details.

In the latest issue ofalumni magazine,

Massachusetts, Calipari says, "The big

word that I used my first year was 'unac-

ceptable.' There were things that were

being done here that were unacceptable to

me. People would say, "Well we've done
'em that way in the past,' and I'd say, "Well

that's why you've lost 10 years in a row."
As a UMass alum and now again a

student aft«r having been away for eight
years, I find it unacceptable when the
Registrar's Office sends me toAdmissions,
who sends me to CASIAC. who refers me
to an Academic Dean who wants to send
me back to Admissions just to determine
whether a class I took in 1984 satisfies a
General Education requirement.

Just when I think I should give up and
return to the working world. I uncover
another UMass "nugget of excellence"
like the math department's drop-in cen-
ter where competent, friendly students
like Pam Niedzwiecki and Ulrica Wilson
help a math-iUiterate like me pass cal-

culus.

Or chemistry professor Everett Reed,
who has the most compassion and enthu-
siasm of any educator I have ever met.
But caring and competent employees like

Reed are not rewarded in this tired bu-
reaucracy, whose priorities are all

screwed-up!

In a misguided attempt at fiscal aus-
terity, Reed, recently nominated for a
Distinguished Teacher Award, has to ne-

gotiate with the departmental secretary

before he can make photocopies for stu-

dents.

The University needs to be run more
like a business. Non-performing employ-
ees should be encouraged to leave. At the

same time, the excellent ones must be
recognized and compensated accordingly.

This is the time for the University to

begin to distinguish itself again as an
institution of national and global repute.

We will soon be hiring a new chancel-

lor. Let's insist that he or she be a proven
leader who will not tolerate mediocrity.

Someone who sweats the details.

Our university is great but it could be
so much better! Thanks Coach Cal.

Thanks Pam and Ulrica. Thank you Mr.
Reed.

Tom Knight is a Collegian .staff mem-
ber.

At the time ofits creation our forefa-

thers determined that the cornerstone
to a sustainable multicultural society
was freedom. To insure the safety of
this ideal, they created a bill of rights
that would provide any individual with
the ability to resist infringement of
their freedoms.

Today, however, we run from those
freedoms. We work feverishly to build
excuses to limit people. We limit our
ability to drink in public based on a fear

we will abuse that right tmd harm sur-

rounding civihans. We limit the volume
of our car stereos' with the excuse that
the loud sound prohibits the safe travel

of emergency vehicles. We even limit

our ability to wear revealing swimwear
based on a fear people would forget

beauty isn't only skin deep.
We have become a fearful society. We

do not trust our neighbors and they do
not trust us. The debate which centers
around marijuana is a perfect example
ofour deteriorating faith in each other.

For the past 30 years our society has
been discussing whether or not the
prohibition of cannabis was ethically

consistent with our nation's constitu-

tion. Hemp was deemed illegal long be-

fore the issue reached public attention.

however. In fact, the legislation came
about largely because ofheavy lobbying
by American papercompanies who were
threatened by its efficiency in the pro-

duction of the product. As it began to

enter mainstream society, people im-
pressed by the recreational values ofthe
plant began to speak out in favor of a
change in the law.

They were met by a barrage ofdisap-
proving Americans who felt the nation
would only fall apart ifthe people inside
itwere given so much power. Americans
who favor liberation of hemp cite their

belief in their civil liberties and their

right to control their own bodies. They
also cite the practical purposes of the
plant as an incentive to build favor
among the general population.

Those who oppose the movement
fear that such a freedom would only
lead to abusive behavior. They believe
the legalization of cannabis would re-

sult in countless disasters resulting
from a society ofpeople walkingaround
stoned. They are afraid of their neigh-
bors. Afraid that people, when granted
the ability to harm one another through
the irresponsible intake of drugs, will

choose to do so.

What 1993 America does not realize

and 1780 America did is that a liberated

nation, in which individuals are given
supreme control over themselves and
their surroundings, has a severe price

associated with it. The traditional
guidelines that U.S. citizens abide by
demand that we place a large portion of
our safety into the hands of the sur-

rounding members of society. Prohibi-

tionists need to see that an individualis-

tic society in which personal liberation

is maintained must be rooted in wide-
scope societal responsibiUty. To insure
the value of any of our rights, we must
firstexercisea faith ineach others rights.

Romin Thomson is a Collegian .staff

member.

Candidate s statements false —
SAO is invaluable organization

I am writing to express my concern
over statements made by JefT Turco
[Collegian, March 4|. It seems that Mr.
Turco is not fond ofthe Student Activities

Office and feels they are a waste of stu-

dents' trust fund money. As editor in chief
ofthe UMass yearbook. The Index, I work
closely with the SAO and find their as-

sistance invaluable.

Mr. Turco stated. "The idea behind that
office is to address the importance and
needs of the students themselves. Every
member of the Student Activities Office
has to be aware ofthat and believe in it." He
goes on to say the office has exhibited
hostility and a lack of caring toward stu-
dents in the past. On many occasions I have
seen members of the office stop what they
are doing and even interrupt meetings to

help do some last-minute paperwork for

our senior portrait sessions.

TTie SAO has also arranged agreements
with a multitude of businesses so student
organizations can purchase items at the
lowest possible cost and in case of trouble
can assist in using legal action to collect

money. Not only will the SAO help us get
the best deals possible, they will also train
students each semester to do it them.sel ves.

In addition, The Index has an SAO ad-
visor assigned to us who assists in run-
ningour organization through two weekly
meetings and countless other run-ins
during the week. Through Margaret
Arsenault, our advisor, we get advice on
staffmanagement, financial planningand
ways to make the book more marketable
to the general student population.

I do agree that students pay too many
fees on this campus and many ofthem are
seemingly unnecessary. However, theSAO
is one of the best investments on campus.
The office helps all Registered Student
Organizations on campus and as such
helps maintain the diversity of opportu-
nities that this university values so much.
Jeff Turco obviously has never worked
with the SAO or he would know of their
value to the students of this university.

Matt Putnam
Editor-in-Chief

The Index
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Mullins
continued from page 1

at a cost of approximately six dollars a
ticket, according to Jay Sapovits, a sports
columnist for the Rebel Yell, the student
newspaper at UNLV.

There are no lines at 4 a.m. for tick-
ets." Sapovits said. "Students don't get
the best seats, but they don't at any
university."

The Thomas andMack Center is funded
by a state law known as the slot tax
rebate. Every time a slot machine is pulled
in Las Vegas, the center gets a percentage,
according to Pat Christiansen, director of
the center.

The University of North Carolina has
the Dean E. Smith Dome, more commonly
known as the Dean Dome. This 21,000-
seat arena was built in 1986 at a cost of
$33.5 million dollars.

The Dean Dome is privately funded by
alumni contributions, according to Rick
Brewer, the sports information director.

It was originally built through alumni
money and fundraising organizations.

The Dean Dome originally had prob-
lems with security and various other
"bugs," but they have all been solved,
Brewer said.

Mullins Center was built in 1992 at a
cost of $52 million dollars. The arena
seats 10.000 and 4,000 of those are stu-
dents.

At UMass students stand in line with
activity cards for free seating. The lines,

such as the one on Tuesday morning, can
stretch out for over two hours.

Other events at the Mullins have in-

cluded the Ice Capades. Metallica, David
Copperfield and Guns & Roses.

The center is funded by a $25 million
dollar grant from the state, with the rest
ofthe money to be paid by the university.
Students will pay approximately $97
"Mullins fee" on their next year's tuition
bill, according to University officials.

Weld names Coxe new
environmental secretary
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Trudy Coxe became in-

volved in the environmental movement
after watching the Spanish coastline suc-
cumb to rapid development in the 1970s.

"It left a real impact that a community
can change very quickly, almost overnight,"
said Coxe, Gov. William F. Weld's pick for
the new secretar>' of Environmental Af-
fairs. "It's very hard to take it back to what
it once was."

Coxe, 44, of Rhode Island, worked her
way up the environmental ranks through
citizen activism. She is the former director
of Ocean and Coastal Resources Manage-
ment for the Natinal Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration.

Coxe got her start as a volunteer with
the Rhode Island group Save The Bay,
rising eventually to become the 16,000-
member organization's director.

"1 started really as somebody with a
heart for the environment, and really a
great interest in it and some stories that
disturbed me." she said.

Coxe, a registered Republican who made
an unsuccessful GOP bid for Congress,
will replace outgoing Secretary Susan
Tierney. who has been nominated by
President Clinton to be an assistant secre-
tary of the U.S. Department of Energy.

The choice of Coxe won praise from the
environmental lobbying group Massachu-

setts Public Interest Research Group.
"Trudy has unquestionably environ-

mental credentials." said Amy Perry of
MassPIRG. "She's tough, aggressive and
smart, making her a match for any oppo-
nent."

The Massachusetts Audubon Society
also lauded the governor's choice.

"She brings a wealth ofknowledge and
experience in open space protection,
wastewater treatment and source reduc-
tion." said Paul Wingle. a spokesman for

the Audubon Society.

Crowe said her experience working to

clean Narragansett Bay showed her ways
that business groups and environmental-
ists can work together to solve pollution
problems.

"My interests and my experience tell

me that often the conflicts aren't as seri-

ous as the rhetoric would say," she said. "I

have seen too many example in which the
business community working with the
environmental community can really solve
problems in a very constructive way."

Coxe lost the race for a U.S. House seat
in 1990, after winning a three-way Rhode
Island GOP primary race. She was ex-
ecutive director ofSave the Bay from 1979
to 1990. and was appointed the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration's director of ocean and
coastal resource management in 1991.

Coxe officially takes over her $70,666-
post in Environmental Affairs March 22.
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safety
continued from poge 1

Esckilson also said the way the arena
is set up, whether it be "end stage,

center stage, or half-house," which re-

fer to the location of the stage in the

arena, also greatly effects the size and
distribution of the staff.

Esckilson said meted directors were
considered necessary due to Massa-
chusetts laws which allow pat-down
searches of patrons.

There is more to security than the
staff at the gates and police officers,

there a/e five groups of security per-

sonnel, who cover the arena itself as
well as being responsible for traffic

control and parking, Esckilson said.

The first group is the Mullins
Center's own staff, which consists

mostly ofUMass students. This staff is

augmented by 20 to 30 contracted se-

curity officers from local security com-
panies, who are "experienced in these

kinds of events," and thus assist the
less experienced student staff".

Event promoters and performers
also have their own security, which
travels with them and covers areas
such as the dressing rooms and back-
stage areas, Esckilson said. This staff

also travels ahead to meet with people
like Esckilson to help arrange the show.

The fifth group is the University
Police, who act as the "umbrella" of
official authority at an event, Esckilson
said. Any arrests or ejections are re-

ferred to them, and handled by them.
For a large event, the Amherst and
Hadley police departments also assist
the campus public safety officers.

Having met last week with Bill

Greer, director of security for Guns 'n

Roses, Esckilson said Greer said he
was "pleased" with the new Center,
and "looking forward to coming here
and puttingon a safe and secure show."

pot
continued from page 1

"We are a nation that glorifies the
abuse of other drugs, hke tobacco and
alcohol," Evans said. "And drug prohibi-
tion is exactly what is creating the abuse
which takes place."

"I definitely think it should be legal-
ized," sophmore Heather Barom said.
"Alcohol is much more abusive."

Liberty Provost, a prospective UMass
student who attended the rally, said he
felt it the rally's atmosphere was positive.
He also said he believed the referendum
would be victorious.

Some students, however, do not agree
with the proposal. Freshman art major
Ken Palmer said he felt its passage would

lead to bigger, more harmful drugs.

"Legalization would encourage people
to smoke," Palmer said.

The Coalition had already scheduled a
victory rally which will take place today
on the steps of the Student Union.

Jonathan Kelly, ajunior EngHsh m^or
said he believes that a trial period of
marijuana legalization is necessary.

"Maybe a time period of three or four
years of legalization would be the best
idea," Kelly said.

Lance Brown, the new president ofthe
Coalition, ended the rally by saying, "If

you consider yourself an open-minded
person, you will vote 'yes' on question
number 2."

Lederle Blasts Abuse of Grass
Presldrnt John Lrdprip fod«y

blasted the "foolhardy use of
KT»M' by UMau studenta.

Lederle noted recent health re-
port! on the dangers of pro-
longed atMJse of grass and called
on deans and dorm counselors to
"keep the campus frtxn going to
pot '.

"The path of the straight and
narrow is not that dlflicult if

students would not blow their
minds". Lederle told the audience
behind the Uunion.

In response to the blast, the
Mother of Voice* published a
•special edition criticising Lederle
for his "facist intrusion of the
personal live* of the students".

The CIvU Liberties Union said
that it would look into possible
violations of the Constitution
and reas.serted its position to de-
fend the rights of the Individual

Contacted about the abuse of
grass on campus, the Greeks rp-
porfed no knowledge of the sit-
uation Orchard Hill students
"uiid that many of their numbers
were i>articularly partial to grass
in its many forms

A noted UMass sociologist said
that the use of grass is a social
lihenomenon caused by acute
iilienation "Students, by avoid-
ing paved walks and crossing
grassy strips, are showing their
i-e)ectk)n of established institu-

tions of Bodety," he wid.
Lederle said he was presently

consultmg with tjniversify archi-
tects atmut the possibility of pav-
ing the entire campus as on*
means of ending the grass prob-
lem.
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Orchard lUII student high on gra
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Serbs block aid convoy
Last Muslim position falls to Serbs
By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina

—

Serbian forces backed by artillery re-

portedly closed in today on two more
towns in eastern Bosnia, and a U.N.
aid convoy was blocked by Serb officials

for a second day.

Also today, six U.S. Air Force cargo
planes dropped 42 tons of food and
medical supplies over Srebrenica, the
10th mission of the American rehef
effort.

Serbs were taking aim at two towns,
meanwhile, Srebrenica and Konjevic
Polje.

The last Muslim defense position
outside Srebrenica fell to advancing
Serbs who were within two miles ofthe
town, said local Bosnian army spokes-
man Ibrahim Becirevic, reached by a.m.
radio today from Zagreb. Croatia.
A Bosnian Serb military statement

issued Tuesday said Serb forces seized
two strategic hills about six miles north
of Srebrenica.

AU.N. convoyheaded to the Konjevic
Polje area near Srebrenica to evacuate
up to 75 sick and wounded Muslims
was blocked for a second day by local

Serb commanders at Zornik on the

Serbian border, said Tony Land, the
representative in Sarajevo of the U.N.
High Commissioner for Refugees.

He said the main dispute with the
Serbs focused on who could be evacu-
ated. The Serb commander insisted
soldiers could not be included, but Land
said that would exclude males age 18 to

60, a "large proportion" ofthe seriously
wounded.

U.N. land convoys to eastern Bosnia
have been repeatedly turned back by
Serbs, prompting the United States to
start dropping aid from the air last
week.

U.N. refugee officials were negoti-
ating with Serbs to secure passage for
the trucks and an aid convoy on
Thursday to Srebrenica, where a World
Health Organization doctor reported
97 people were close to death.

Muslims were trapped in Konjevic
Polje after Serbs routed them last week
from nearby Cerska.

Sadik Hajdarevic, a defense official

reached today by ham radio in Konjevic
Polje, said the town was under heavy
artillery attack and that more than 100
people were killed.

The report, like most from the re-

gion, could not be independently con-
firmed.

assaults
continued from page 1

were reported on campus that same night,

but all three incidences are under inves-
tigation by the UMass Community Dis-

orders Unit. The CDU is a special police

unit which investigates civil rights viola-

tions, hate crimes and sexual assaults.

One student, who wished to remain
anonymous, alleged that he saw his friend
being assaulted and then robbed of his
forest green mountain bike.

"Nothing racial [was] said by either
side." he said.

Police report that the individual was
shaken from his bicycle and then beaten
by seven to eight male subjects on Infir-

mary Way. One of the attackers allegedly
struck the biker on the back with a cane,
police said.

The victim said although he called the
police right away, he chose not to go to

Health Services.

Coordinator of Third World Affairs
Nelson Acosta said a harsh penalty, such
as expulsion from school, should be given
to anyone who assaults students.

"I am concerned about jthe assaults!
because I sense a little bit of tension out
there. It only takes small sparks to start a
fire," Acosta said. "Whoever assaults re-

gardless of color, I support the filing of
charges. .

."

In the other incident, two UMass stu-

dents, neither of whom wished to be
identified, alleged thatthey were assaulted
while waiting in line for a party at
Butterfield Residence Hall in Central.
Rachel Dardinski, the resident assistant
on duty that evening in Butterfield, said
she "didn't hear about any assaults here.
If the police were involved. I probably
would have known."

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he
does notknow the specifics ofthese alleged
attacks, but added that he has been
watching the amount of violence grow on
campus. Although O'Brien said he has
increased security in the last month, he
added that he does not want to create a
police state.

"I don't want a policeman poimding on
every corner," O'Brien said.

O'Brien added that most information
he has received is from senior staff and
news accounts.

Police ChiefJack Luippold said UMass
police are "vigorously" investigating the
situation and had no further information.
No arrests have been made, police reports
said.

Studies reveal
homosexuality
may be genetic
CAMBRIDGE— Inherited homosexuality dominated

the discussion at a Harvard Medical School conference
over the weekend, as doctors debated the origin ofsexual
orientation.

The cause of homosexuality is "an open and unan-
swered question," said Dean Hamer, chief of the gene
structure and regulation section at the National Cancer
Institute.

But Hamer said his research indicates that sexual
orientation may be hereditary on the mother's side.

"Maternal transmission was more than expected by
chance" in studies. Hamer said.

Dr Richard Pillard, professorofpsychiatryand director
ofthe family studies laboratory at the Boston University
School ofMedicine, said studies also have found that gay
men are five times more likely to have brothers who are
gay as heterosexual men.

Identical twins who are brought up apart also have
been found to have remarkable similar styles of sexual-
ity, he said.

"Sexuality must have some biological basis," said
Pillard, who called himself the first openly gay psychia-
trist in United States.

About 90 people attended Saturday's symposium on
the biological nature of homosexuality and the psycho-
logical development of homosexual men and women.

"The biological explanation of homosexuality, or ge-
netic, orchoice is the question oftoday." said Dr. Marshall
Forstein, a member of the medical school faculty and a
psychiatrist.

Simon LeVay, chairman of the steering committee of
the Institute ofGay and Lesbian Studies, said finding a
scientific basis for homosexuality would help "persuade
the world that gays and lesbians are normal human
beings."

LeVay, who is on leave from the Salk Institute, said
there were also drawbacks to the research.

"The negative is that the idea that identifying a
biological base of homosexuaUty is that it makes it like a
disease, and this could lead people to try to change
homosexuals medically.

"The positive is that knowledge can be used for good
and to overcome prejudices against gay people, which are
based on moral and religious beliefs."

Author Camille Paglia expressed concerns about the
future ofthe study ofhomosexuality's origins, saying she
feared it would become political, not scientific.

"I'm disappointed in the overly gay representation
here." said Paglia, author of"Sexual Personae" and "Sex,
Art and American Culture."

"I don't like the feeling of a clubhouse. That is not
science. There's too much political correctness here."
Paglia said.

And April Martin, clinical supervisor of the Yeshiva
University doctoral program in psychology, warned that
debating the scientific origins of homosexuality would
distract attention from human rights issues.

sxa

DANCE CLUB
Wednesday -

DANCING WITH Dl DENNIS H

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER
DANCING WITH
Dl DENNIS R.

WHMPs Ann Spenner

Broacasting Live

Friday -

DANCINC WITH 0/ PfTf D.

Playing the Best Dance Music

• FrM Admiuion Befoff 10pm*

••Frtf AJI Nijhl With Colltgf 10"

Saturday -

THE AREAS BIGGEST & BEST

SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH DIDAVE

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1, i.i.» ,....
LiVE MUSIC

li li it ki i

Ilnii., \Ur. 1 1-H:i()|)ni IHi

SHOCKRA

(PoMpofU-d troni 2/18 ;

All Tickets HofUKc*!! !

VrtHriTtKT.tTiTiTjyjT^^iTiTJT

\u.. \\M. 1 _' - M:()()piii !

\ROOMfVl OF BLUES ^

'-**-*'-''**-'*-**-*- *- *- '- '--'-J' 't ,T i

P* ^ .̂ * . »' ^ # '

S.II., M.ir. 1 i - 7:(K)|>ni

Upstairs -

NRBQ

Downsl.iirs - 9:(X)|>ni

THE FOOLS
I i:f \ihii..-,i,..i .. Sk'H' < '• i.

f^
lliur.. M.ir. la ';.UU|jiii, lat,

AC/IX: Tribute

BACK IM BLACK

Fn., M.u. l«»-4:()()piii

THE BOMHASTICS
i -' J-' i-' i *i y i rr^

SAVE PLENTY O' THE GREEN AT ... O'LIQUORS 44!

n> I inuno Don't Drink
and Drive

muMc I ir\i§r\tD^

Mon., M.H. JJ-4:()()pnV1H +

KING MISSILE

Monks Of Doom
*^'^'^'» . '. *' *. •. .*..'..•

Tliur., Mar. J'i-'i:()(lpm 1 H +

CHUCKLEHEAD

. >_
*
.T*, l',»'. l',V, >'. l'. l'. t'. l'', l'. l', l-. l". l7, T«

GUINNESS $
GOLD

CASE OF24-12 0Z BOTTLES

SEBASTIANI $1^99
COUNTBY WINES 6

KNICKERBOCKER
BEER $049

CASE OF 24-12 OZ CA^iS O DEP

BUDWEISER $H049
REG.-LIGHT-DRY I ^ DEP.

CASE OF 2-12 PK BOTTLES

PETE'S $/|99 6P»<
'^'^^'^ BOTTLES

+ DEPWICKED ALE

1.5L

CHARDOmAY, SAUVIGNON BLANC. JOHANMSBEfia Rl£SUNG
CABERNET SAUVIGNON. P:NOTMOlR. ZlSFASDEL MERLOT

ALMADEN WINES
RHINE. CHABLIS. BLUSH.

BURGUNDY. VIN ROSE. GOLDEN.
CHENIN BLANC. FRENCH COLOMBARD

SC796 3 0L

COSSACK $-749
VODKA »

SALE 9.49 MAIL IN REBATE 2.00

1 75L

AFTER REBATE

KENNEDY'S
CANADIAN WHISKEY
SALE 10.49 MAIL IN REBATE 2 00

Af'TER REBATE

SQ49
1 75L

BERINGER $Q99
WHITE ZiNFANDEL 3

750 ML

ROLLING $^49
ROCK O.DEP

1 2 PK. BOTTLES

RENEJUNOT

4

JAMESON
IRISH WHISKEY

$Q49
750 ML

J SALE 12.49 MAJLINREBATE3 00 AFTER REBATE

RED& C^QQ
WHITE ^Ur

1̂ 5L

GLEN ELLEN $099
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

O'DARBY'S $C49 ^soml

IRISH CREAM \J afterrebate

SALE 8.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3 00 ^^

CLAN
12MacGREGOR •1751

SCOTCH afterrebate

SALE 14.99 MAIL IN REBATE 2 00

LOUD MUSIC FESTIVAL
fn., Mar. J() H:()()piivlH-f;

THE SWIRLIES...CELL...

NEW RADIANT STORM KINGS

H.P.ZINKER

Sat., Mar. 27-2 :00pm/18-^/

THE LYRES-
GREEN MAGNET SCHOOL...

HOLY ROLLERS...

PAIAMA SLAVE DANCERS...

THE RENT PARTY...

TROIAN PONY... THE CHEETAHS

Sat., Mar. 27-8:()0pm/tK-K/

THE LUNACHICKS...

GOBBLEHOOF...
OAT PEARL... EYELID

J-I..I.J..I.J.J.J..I. J. J. I. I.J. I. ,A

not responsible for

typographical errors

Urcl\, Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
J THURS 3/1 1/93 THRU
' WEDS. 3/17/93 ,

Full Redemption Center

ui'v, \\.\i. iO - «:()()|)m

ACKUHURU

Andrew Tosh/Louie Rankin
.•.J..:j..:.K.:.:.:.'.j..:.:j. •.•..,.,.<

Fri., Api. 2 - 4:()()pm/ia+/

COP SHOOT COP
Dieselmeat

Sat., Apr. } - 9:00pm

MAX CREEK
I 1 1 1 J 1 r-

Ihurs., Apr. H - 9:()()pm

THE RADIATERS

Tickets available at Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Tix

Unlimited, Northampton Box
Offife, For The Rer ord in

/Amherst: Ticket Pro
-^ (800) 828-7080
10 Pearl Street Northampton
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Woman relives history
Virginia native seeks to recreate past
By STACI MILBOUER
Associated Press

NASHUA, N.H. — Shelby Shand
has lived and breathed women's his-

tory every say since she was a girl

growing up in Richmond, Va.
Her home in Windham is filled with

little oddities from the past— a Victo-
rian bracelet made from human hair, a
woman's evening bag fashioned from
ostrich feathers, a mourning fan made
of black crepe paper.

In her spare time, she reads his-

torical biographies, and when on va-
cation, she travels to museums and
historic landmarks.

She also makes her living out of her
love of the past.

For six years. Shand has dressed up
in original period costumes and given
talks about women's history to schools,
clubs and any other group who hires.

Her travels take her mostly through
New Hampshire, but occasionally other
parts of New England as well. She
adapts her 45 to 65 minute presenta-
tion to the age level and interests of
each group.

Shand studied history in college and
taught history and social studies in

Virginia.

Her repertoire includes women from
the American colonial period, the
American Revolution, pioneer period.
Victorian era. the Civil War. and some
special programs, including a
multicultural program. New Hamp-
shire women and pioneer writer Laura
Ingalls Wilder.

It's a labor of love for Shand. who
sometimes endures physical pain to

preserve historical accuracy.

For her presentation about Civil War
women, she wore a dress made ofa wool
blend material with a roller print pat-
tern, which she said was made in the
Merrimack Valley about 135 years ago.

Beneath the yards of heavy fabric,

she was trussed up in a bone corset
circled by a huge hoop skirt.

Between short breaths. Shand said,
"I always talk about the clothing first.

I explain the dangers ofthe clothing for

women. Some corsets were so tight it

caused damage to ribs and pelvic bones.
It also caused difficulties in breathing.
That's why I sound like I'm gasping
right now. After I put this dress on, it

takes me 10 minutes to regulate my
breathing.

••I never accept anything to eat or
drink at a program, because it's difficult

to get anjthing down your throat wear-
ing this, and going to the bathroom —
well, it's almost impossible," she said.

"But I feel I have to dress the way
thewomen I talk about dressed, because
when I'm in costume I move like the
women in that period moved and feel

the way those women felt."

Shand also emphasized the socio-

historical significance ofthe outfits she
wears during a performance— she has
about 15 in all.

She explained that while the mate-
rial in the Civil War-period dress was
most likely manufactured in a
Merrimack Valley textile mill, as was
much of the fabric of the time, the raw
cotton came from the South. Once that
raw cotton was made into cloth, it was
shipped back to the South and sold to

be made into garments.
"Southerners had to bear the stigma

of slavery, while the North reaped the
benefits. That wasjustoneofthe causes
of the was," she said.

Shand includes both Northern and
Southern women in her talk

about the war between the states.

This is not political," she said. "I

just want the people who come to see
me to get a feeling for the way women
lived and the contributions they made
to our history."

CALL NOW F

YOUR

SENIOR
PORTRAIT
APPOINTMENT

AG designate Reno
praised by Democrats

1-800-724-6440
J

By MIKE ROBINSON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Attorney General
designate Janet Reno said today that de-

spite her opposition to capital punishment
she recognizes the duty of prosecutors to

seek the death penalty for killers who are
^tally contemptuous of human life."

"If the law requires it, if the procedure
is right, you ask for it," she said in her
second day oftestimony before the Senate
Judiciary Committee.

President Clinton today joined other
Democrats in praising the 54-year old
Miami prosecutor's performance before

the committee.
"I think she did real well yesterday,"

Clinton said. "I'm proud of her." Asked if

he thought Reno would be confirmed, he
remarked, "I sure hope so."

Reno said if it were up to her she might

even go further, noting the in Florida she
urged testing of what would be handgun
purchasers to determine whether they
know how to use the weapon safely.

"That's been ray personal position in

Florida. But, as you know, I'm now re-

flecting the president's position," she tes-

tified.

Reno appears headed for quick confir-

mation.

Democrats, who were dismayed by the

Clinton administration's stumblingsearch
for an attorney general, have been all

smilesd over the Reno nomination.

"It could not have gone more smoothly
thus far," Sen. Joseph Biden, D-Del., told

reporters Tuesday after an initial day of

confirmation hearings before Senate Ju-
diciary Conunittee. "But it's not over until

it's over."

No other witnesses were scheduled to

testify before the committee today.

Cairo
continued from page 1

Egypt's second most popular tourist area
after Luxor, the antiquities rich city on
the site of the ancient capital Thebes.
President Hosni Mubarak often vacations
in Aswan.

Hilmy said the shooting at Al-Rahman
Mosque, frequented by extremists, began

aft«r evening prayers and iftar, the meal
with which Muslim break the daylong fast
of Ramadan, the holy month now in its

third week.
Pohce had been tipped that the ex-

tremists planned to march from the
mosque "in an anti-government demon-
stration," Hilmy said.

JAKE THE KEYS.

CALL A CAB.

lAKE A SIAND

FRIfNDS Don LEI ffllENDS DRIVE ORUi

NONA/^ OPEIM LAXE NIGHTS
SUFM-THURS. til i2:oo Midnisht
FRI G SAT IMisHts til 1:30 AM

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

RUSH

pep!
join the staff at

the

Collegian
call 545-3500 for

information

m^ Wheel of %
SAVED FORTUNES
8:30p.m. - Midnight

After Bowling, Spin the Wheel for your rate... YOU COULD WIN $50
Red Dot 25^ Off Each Game
Blue Dot SOi Off Each Game
Green Dot 1 FREE Game
Yellow Dot 3 FREE Games
OrangejDot $5.00 Off Bowling

White Dot Pick up 5-7-10

and your bowling on us!

Black Dot $50.00 - Strike on
the Headless Rack and WIN!

^ NORTHAMPTON BOWL^ 525 Pleasant Street • Northampton, MA • 584-4830^

f New Management"^

SOUTHWOOD
APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES
1 Bdrm $360

2 BdiTn from $430

3 Bdrm $690

4 Bdrm $880

• Free Bus

• Hot Water Included

• Fully Carpeted

• Dining Room
• Tennis Court

• No Pets

V^CALL 1-413-253-4055 .
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Quote of the Day
"A smile is the universal language."

—Overhead

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

^ 31 3UU R)UNO'

GREAT VIUAT^--sr IT

t\ViO aF R)Z2»n.
Hfr\IEVflU[»iG6ED

MOHE THlS-nHf

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SKATE BOY AND RURU

ARIES iMarch 2 1 -April 1 91: Take
your linx' when niaking md|or d«i-
sions. \i •>(trt\eone rrukes in-w cJc-

mands, sjand your gniundl Your inlu-

ilion li right on target. Steer clear ot

loolish t hoice*.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Dwelling on past mislak'". is cfxinler-

productive Lool. t<x l)etter ways to

spend your leisure tinn-, Kcxnante
provides a stimulating diversion. A
Iceling ol o()timism is in the air.

GEMINI (May 2I-|une 201
Knowledge and diplomary are your
greatest assets now. AvoidctMilroversy

andronlrontationstrxlay. Anew sense
ot purpose is part ol the picture Let

loved ones kiv)w your inli-ntiuns.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22):
Business niay lake you on a long trip.

It overseas travel is involved, grt your
passport updated. Romance takes a
serious turn You may l)e thinking of

. setting a wedding date.

LEO (|uly 21-Aug 221: Opprxtu-
nity krKxrks! Avoid throwing caution
to the wind. Be on your guard when
doing business with a competitor
Otherwise, your enthusiasm could
cause you to go loo far.

VIRGO (Aug.2 5-Sept. 22): Take
advantage ol any new opponunities
that come your way. Move quickly
but be certain you have your lads
straight it negotiating a besiness
agreement

.

LIBRA i;>epl.2J-t>ti 22): Con-
senting too hastily to wimeone's
terms may cost you prec lous tunds
or bring disappoinlnu-nt. Put prji-
Ileal matters lirsl. Family lite con-
tinues to Ih- lairly contented.

SCORPIO (()cl.2J-Nov 21):

Someone k-hind the scenes may Iry

to disrupt your Ixjsiness plans Deal
only with people in autborily.
Sc hedules will Ix? < hanged. Seek ex-
ciling diwrsion this evening.

SAGITTARIUSdMov 22-IX>c.2n:
A heavier work load is indKaled.
Face up to your responsibilities

squarely This is no time to shirk your
duties Your job pertormame is im-
(Minant to you» lulure linarKial secu-
rity.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. I ')): A
day when you might Ix- lemjHed to
splurge on items you do not really
need. ExtYcise sell-discipline Doing
Ihe right thing will get easier with
practice!

AQUARIUS (|an.20-Feb.lH):
Developing new skills In-lpsyou avoid
burnout. Cheer upl A (xisilive n>ental
attitude will make you a winner. A
visit to a iriend brings you into r (in-

tact with sonx-one new and ext iting

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) A fi-

nancial or romanlii up«t rould have
you seeing red; do not Ik- rash ix
olunge ahead impulsively Calm,
i>usinesslike condu< t will win the day— others see that yixj are sptx lal.

By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor jason George
Copy Editor Michelle Robbins
PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean
Production Supervisor Lisa Jezowski
Production Jim Canley, Sean Ramsey

Menu
LUNCH

Reuben Sandwich
Clam Roll /Tarter Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Clam Roll /Tarter Sauce

Hummus Vegy Pocket

DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin Fillet

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin Fillet

Cheese Spinach Strudel

The o|jin.„n;, cxprussocJ on this pjK^ .).c those .)t the cortooiiists ond do not neccssorily rLflcc I the views ol the Culkt;,jn o, the Uii

ACROSS
1 Ships officers

6 Soft mineral
10 Aleutian island
14 Assent
1

5

Celebes ox
16 Feather

scarves
17 Keep —

: Oont
lose hope

19 To be.

in SI Lo
20 Limb
?1 (Narrative

?2 Restrain

?4 Serviettes

?6 Nightingale.

for one
27 Part of

LA
28 Hindu garment
29 Meadow
32 Glossy fabric

35 Editors

37 Nonh Carolina

college

38 Belief

40 Morocco
enclave

4

1

Recipe source
43 Evaluates
44 X. lo Brutus
45 Concludes
46 Chess pieces
47 Ecole occupant
49 Leaves
53 Guarantee
55 jnslance

56 Exist

57 Movie or

church follower

58 Keep —

:

Continue
61 A Fitzgerald

62 Heraldic band
63 Labors
64 Resist boldly

65 Mild expletive
66 Large

scarf

DOWN
1 Pre-Columbian
culture

2 Greek meeting
place

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

3 Prominent
financier

4 Poetic ever
5 Division

6 Companion ol

heads
7 English queen
8 Comic Costello

9 Apprehended
10 Assists

1

1

Keep — Road
direction

12 Weight
allowance

1

3

— fnendly

18 Skater Brinker
23 — Go Braghl
25 Col — of

"Hogans
Heroes"

26 Famous person
28 Searches for

30 Seabird

31 Bill of sale

words
32 Denomination
33 Cosmetic

ingredient

34 Keep -
Remain aloof

36 Moon
goddess

38 Kind of belt

39 Went by bus
42 Beverage
43 Echoes
46 Engage, as

gear teeth

48 Caverns in

Virginia

49 Challenges
50 News medium
51 Warble
52 Horse or

common
53 Matured
54 Food fish

55 Devotee group
59 — pro nobis
60 '— a chancel"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
I Ml
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Women's gymnastics ends home season in style
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnas-
tics team closed out its home season last night in style,
defeating Northeastern University 187.80-186.10.

The Minutewomen. dedicating the night to their three
seniors, were led by a stunning performance on bars
(48.25) which broke the school record.

Sophomores Erica Baum (9. 15) and Gina Demeo (9.50),
junior Angela Jent (9.60), seniors Lisa-Beth Cronen
(9.65) and Tammy Marshall (her 9.80 broke her own
individual school record) and freshman Shaheda Keels
(9.70) wowed the crowd, including head coach Alfie
Mitchell.

This team is fantastic. Bars were great because we

have seven gymnasts who are equally as good. When they
all hit, from top to bottom, you see what happens. They
are unconscious," Mitchell said.

Cronen and Keels topped the field for UMass as they
both had their season-high meets. Keels broke her career
high in the all-around for the second straight meet,
scoring a 37.80. She said she hopes that she can continue
her improvement heading into the Atlantic 10 Champi-
onships, and possibly reach a score of 38.

This is the first time I stuck everything, the first time
all year. Things are starting to fall into place, things are
getting better." Keels said.

Mitchell said he has seen continuous improvement in
Keels over the entire season.

"Each week Shaheda gets that much better, that
much more confident, and it shows. When she throws her

release on bars, it is out of this world," Mitchell said.

The three seniors bid their farewell to Boyden and its

fans for the final time as they left the mat aft«r the
competition.

"It was a great meet for me. It was a little sad when I

think back on everything, but I'm glad I ended here with
a good meet," Cronen said.

"It was sad because it was the last home meet, I wish
I could have done all-around. I couldn't because of my
knee, so right now it was the safest thing to do," Marshall
said.

"I'm happy with the way the team did. We were
consistent on bars, consistent on beam, and we're gonna
take that to A-lO's," senior Abby May said.

UMass travels to West Virginia for the A-lO's next
week.

Men place second
in final home meet
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

Fatigue set in for the University of
Massachusetts men's g>-mnastics team
on Tuesday night as they lost to Radford
College (Va.) and defeated the Uni-
versity of Vermont at Boyden Gym.

It was the second meet in three days
for the Minutemen. following the New
England Open on Sunday. Radford
defeated UMass 251.70-247.90, with
Vermont scoring 214.70.

"It was a tough meet for the guys,"
head coach Roy Johnson said. "They
were real tired. It was close, though."

For UMass. the high bar scores con-
tinue to improve. The Minutemen
scored 40.30. good enough to defeat
Radford and Vermont. The score also
gave UMass a season high team point
total in the event.

Four Minutemen competitors scored
over 8.00. another season best. Sopho-
more Jason Lee scored an 8.50. sopho-
more Tim Smith and junior Jay Santos
each had an 8.25. and freshman Steve

Goldman had an 8.05.

Santos is turning out to be one ofthe
Minutemen's most consistent per-
formers. The junior co-captain took
second on the parallel bars (8.80) and
tied for second on the vault (8.90).

In the final home meet of his career,
Steve Christensen won the pommel
horse with a 9.25. The score was well
off his 9.73 average in the event (as of
last week), yet the senior co-captain
still managed to defeat Radford's Dave
Trites by four tenths of a point.

Christensen also took third on the
floor exercise with a score of 9.05.
Sophomore Stu Backer tied for second
on the rings with an 8.85.

Johnson said he understood that his
team was tired, and was pleased with
the effort.

These guys are great. They did a
great job. I wish they were fresher.
Radford is a good team. Many had
exams this week, and many were tired
from Sunday's meet. It was a close
meet, and could've gone either way,"
Johnson said.
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Hoop review, preview
Two weeks ago. this column congratu-

lated University of Rhode Island head
coach Al Skinner for his steadfastness in
the suspension of point guard Jason
Alexander.

The compliment and the respect for

Coach Skinner have both been revoked.
By not openly chastising his players for

their New York Knick-like behavior dur-
ing the final minutes of Monday night's
massacre. Skinner is only condoning such
actions in the future.

Sean P.

HAYDEN
TheNCAA should review the tapes and

take some sort of action against Rhody
forward Abdul Fox for his flagrant at-
tempt to injure Lou Roe with a fist to the
groin. Fox should receive some kind ofRod
Sellers-ish one game tournament suspen-
sion— be it NCAA or NIT. It's either that
or three minutes in the steel cage with
Roe.

Billy Packer recently said that no big
man has ever improved more in one year
than Seton Hall's Luther Wright. No dis-
respect to Wright, but it's painfully obvi-
ous that Packer hasn't seen Bryant Reeves
of Oklahoma State play this year.

Last year. Reeves was a freshman on a
senior-dominated Cowboy squad. And to

be perfectly honest, he was nothing more
than a space-filling slob. This year, the 7-

foot, 285-pound sophomore is leading the
Big Eight in scoring (19. 7 points per game),
rebounding ( 10.2) and field-goal percent-
age (62.4). My, what a difference a year
makes.

Let's settle this once and for all. Mike
Tranghese, you take Curley, Moten, Cain,
Dehere and Donyell Marshall.

Ron Bertovich.you can have Roe. Blunt,
Moore, McKie and Harper Williams.

Please, what a laugher. Both Harp and
Roe would have double-doubles before
Curley even left the ground for the tip-off.

And now for the tournament:
Indiana, Michigan and North Carolina

have all but sewn up number one seeds.
The only question is: Where's Michigan
going?

The Wolverines will head out West if

the committee gives either Kentucky or
Vanderbilt the number one in the South-
east. If Arizona gets the number one out
West. Big Blue is going South to either the
Magic Kingdom or Nashville, Tenn. Jalen
Rose could be going from the crack house
to the Opry House.

Western Kentucky's upset ofNew Or-
leans in the Sun Belt finals means that
conference wi 1 1 get two teams in this year's
tournament. While that's all well and good

Turn to PREVIEW, page 1
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AUENTION.
UMASS COLLEGE STUDE\'TS' \

iJLLPINE COMMONS
13.^ Belchertown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002 (413)256-0741

FOUR (4) Bedroom Apartments!

^bSy (utilities included! wow!)
iMierowave Ovens!!

TQP TCN REASONS YOU <;hOULD LIVr »^for-
1. Your PARENTS don't!

2. YOU pick your roommates!
3. r-PlVACY- Spacious Four (4) Bedrooms!
4. TWO (2) Bathrooms- no waiting in the shower line!
5. UTILITIES included $$$!
6. Directly on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &
downtown Amherst!

7. It's FREE public transportation!
8. INCLUDES major appliances & w/w carpeting!
9. OUIET forest setting - for your peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price
you and your roommates can afford!

Dont wait another day. call today!

25607A1
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A-10
continued from page 1
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'
'

through a 48-57 (.457) non-league record in 1989-90 A-
10 teams registered a 71-26 (.732) mark this season.'We also all went out and scheduled better and better
teams, Cahpari said. "We all learned from Temple that
you need to play good teams to get respect

"

Temple coach John Chaney, whose Owls played the
most difficult non-league schedule in the country, said,
-The only way to get it done is to go out and schedule
tough teams Ifyou get your ass whipped, then you tuck
your ass back m and go home."

Being able to play the championship game in a first
rate facility, such as the 9,493-seat Mulhns Center is
also a major image booster for the league. UMass moved
from Its cozy 4,058-seat Curry Hicks Cage to the Mullins
Center in February.

Cahpari, when asked by a Philadelphia reporter ifhe
wishes the game could be played in the Cage, one of the
most difficult places in the country for a visiting team to
play, said:

They didn't say anything to you?" Calipari joked. "We
are playing in the Cage. We sold 9,000 seats and we're
going to be in the Cage.

"Seriously, you are going to love the Mullins Center
Across the country, people will see the A-10 playing in a
building as good as any building in any conference in the
country." he said. "It's a pro arena with only 9,500 seats.
The arena is important for the league's image."

M preview

women 's hoop

continued from poge 10

for the Hilltoppers, it could hurt Atlantic 10 bubble teams
like URI and George Washington.
A healthy Alan Henderson means Bob Knight and his

Hoosiers will be whoopingit up on Bourbon St. come April
Ditto for Grant Hill and the Duke Blue Devils.
Seton Hall is playing as well as anyone in the country

right now. Look for big things from on-again ofT-again on-
again Pirate guard Brian Caver.

Tarheels. 'Nuff said. Look for the 'Heels against the
Hall in the finals with Dean Smith not needing an errant
Fred Brown pass to win his second NCAA title.
Sean P. Hayden is a Collegian columnist

continued from (xige 12

points in the half
In the second half, the Minutewomen held on for

the victory by hitting their clutch free throws down
the streteh. When the final buzzer sounded UMass
had itself a 76-68 victory.

Gurile finished the contest with 26 points while
fellow freshman Octavia Thomas scored 18 and
snagged 12 rebounds.
On Feb. 6 in Morgantown, West Virginia, it was

truly a reversal of fortunes as the Mountaineers
came out with fire in their eyes and had a 10-point
lead at the half (32-22).

In the second half. West Virginia extended their
lead and came away with a 67-51 victory. Moun-
taineer guard Lori Quertinmont was the game's
high scorer as she pumped in 22 points.

The Minutewomen, who lost despiteoutshooting
West Virginia 40.7 percent to 35.5 percent, were led
by Thomas (17 points, 11 caroms), senior Kim
Kristofik ( 16 points) and Gurile ( 15 points).
Now it will be a neutral site for the two teams

with the stakes raised to a new level.
For UMass the probable starting five will be

Gurile,Thomas and Kristofik up front and freshmen
Tricia Hopson and Kim Gregory in the backcourt.

Off the bench for UMass will be junior Maleeka
Valentine, sophomore Francie Hansen and senior
Gloria Nevarez.

West Virginia will be led by Christy Cooper (13.7
points a game), Quertinmont (12.5 ppg) and Anna
Tillman (12.0 ppg.)

A-IO Notes: Here is a look at the the battles on
tap today in the Tournament:
Game No. 1: Rhode Island (6) vs. St. Joseph's (3)
Game No. 2: UMass (5) vs. WVU (4)
Game No. 3: G. Washington (2) vs. Temple (7)
Game No. 4: Rutgers ( 1 ) vs. St. Bonaventure(8)

In the Semifinals it will be:

Game No. 6: Game 2 winner vs. Game 4 winner
Game No. 7: Game 1 winner vs. Game 3 winner

In the Finals it will be:

Game No. 8: Game 6 winner vs. Game 7 winner

1 M men 's hoop
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The Owls have battled through the problems and
behind A-10 Player of the Year Aaron McKie, a junior
forward averaging 21 points and 6.3 rebounds a game,
and sophomore point guard Rick Brunson, averaging
13.7 points and 3.4 assists a game, are on the verge of
claiming their fifth tournament championship.

Massachusetts is looking to repeat as tournament
champions, after defeating West Virgina last season, 97-
91, at the Curry Hicks Cage. The Minutemen, after
dropping two league games in a row in late February,
have peeled off four straight victories.

"UMass personifies what team basketball is all about,"
Chaney said. "They are well-schooled and well-oiled."

Chaney cited the emergence of point guard Derek
Kellogg(5.

1
points, 5.2 assists a game) and the continued

dominance of center Harper Williams (15.9 points, 8 2
rebounds) as the keys to the Minutemen's success.

'

"Derek is not going to get you 20 points but he can
bring your team up and down the court well enough,"
Chaney said. "And Harper, my team doesn't even know
how to cover him, he is just everywhere."

Temple defeated UMass in Jan., 52-44. in Philadel-
phia, but on the strength ofa Tony Barbee buzzer-beater,
UMass pulled out a 52-50 victory in the Cage later that
month. UMass defeated Temple for the first time in 21
attempts last season, prompting widespread celebrationm Amherst, but UMass forward Lou Roe said Temple is
now just another game.

"I n the past Temple was a big rivarly . but now they are
just another good team we play," Roe said.

While the winner will receive an automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament, both teams are considered locks to
receive at-large bids to the Tournament.

Temple's match-up zone defense has historically given
UMass fits and with its only true threat to penetrate the
zone, guard Mike Williams, out with a broken hand, the
Minutemen will need to shoot well from the outside.

"Temple usually spanks us." Calipari said. "So this is
going to be a very hard game for us to win, even though
its on our home court."

SPORTS NOTICE
Students wanting to partictpate in theNCAA Tourna-

ment ticket drawing should drop off their student activity

cards at the Curry Hicks Cage no later than noon Friday.
Students are asked to place their phone numbers on the
cards, and will be notified Monday. Call 5-0810 if there
are questions.

R& P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street

I
South Amherst

ttDon't Look Like A Ghost,
Look Your Most!"

TANNING
at Carol's Headquarters
Intro Special: 8 Sessions for $29.95

115 Russell St. • Rt.9 Hadlev • 584-9948

Open 7
days a iveek
7ain • lopm

SOUTH TOWIUE
COMMOIUS LAUIUDROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Having problem* with your room-
mate? Contact OCHO, 428 Student
Union or call us at 545 0865. We can
help!

Loolcing for a place to liv« off-cam-
pus? Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union,
5450865

AUTO FOR SALE

Available Immadiataly, March free
2 Bedroom at Mill Hollow Apts.

Sublet through August
Call 549 5658 (Anytime)

Cape Cod - Group Rentals in all areas
for summer season
Reasonably Priced!

Honey Sperco. Brolter,

394 2857 days, 398 9367 evenings

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals-
Waterfront Houses Falmouth Area
508477 6000

SodaMachina
164 Can capacity

Electronic coin mechanism
Aslting S400 545-0S26

COSMHCS

EXCELLENT
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
STARTING THIS SPRING

WITH
VUARNETCp<^fnr^i
Wc arc looking for a few g(xxl
studcnu, profcssofs, elc. lo be

Sun and Skin Care
Kxclusive Dislribulors.

Choose your Icrriiory!

This is an excellent opportuniiy

lo make money!
A $2,500 inventory investment

required.

Contact Vuamet Reprcscnlaiives
Suzanne Pitman or r:)ave Kirk

at 1 (800) 227-2559

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

LOST

HEALTH

Ford Fiesta 78
Runs Well

S400/B.O. 549 6426

Honda Civic 83 Clean, good condition
Asking S900 Call 549-7712

1985 Corolla L£ 4 door hatch back,
blue, air, automatic, stereo, reliable

transportation, no rust, new exhaust,
167K miles, 31500 firm contact Frank 5-

4248 afternoons, 247-5041 evenings.

DEAD TIX

Puffton 1 Bedroom
Only S400/MO (Negotiable)
Take over lease stan April/May
Partially furnished

Must see 549 9920

1 Bedroom In Big Apartnnent S260/
heat included 665 3615

3 Bedroom in Puffton - Find a place
for next fall now! Call 549 7547

FOR SALE

Dead tiK to trade
3 Nassau for 3 Albany
Call Katy 61076

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2. & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
healed basements and efficiency gas
heal and hot water systems,
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Complete Computer System
386DX 40 130MegHD
SVGA Monitor and free software
Asking SI 650 or BO
GABE 546 4373

OnR Tichets
Mullins

549 7868

QnR Tickets
Mullins

546 4225

Guns N Rosas tickets center floor seat
Mullins Call Brian 253 9099

IMAC 512 K with BOOK external drive
tons of free software

S400 with imagewriter II S200 without
or bo carrying case Frank 256 0802

Condoms by mail discreet. 8NK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries. Earn S600«/week in canner
ies or S4000»/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room and Board'
Male or Female. For employment pro
gram call 1 206 545 4155 ext. A5001

Att: Excellent Income for

home assembly work. Info

1 504 646^1700 Dept. MA 1307

Evening Jobsl Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-
9830

l4»st Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM*
Call collect 508 827 4555

Sentimental Ring w/initials "AM"
in Hicks 3/8/93 546 4463
REWARD

LEGAL ASSISTANTS

Fall 1993 Internships with the Legal
Services Center! Get hands on experi
ence in the Legal Field work directly
with attorneys and clients. Earn upto 15
undergraduate credits. No experience
in the legal profession necessary
training provided. Contact Legal Ser
vices today: 545 1995. 922 Campus
Center.

Flash,

You're finally 21. so how do you like

your beer, warm or cold? Friday, you'll
be the one eating saltines ' '

'

Love, the guido worshipper

Happy 21st Birthday Eiisa
You're free to live'

-G

Hey Mer,
Florida IS gonna be great
I can't wait!

I love you,

Ryan

PERSONALS

Postal Jobs Available! Many posi
tions. Great Benefits. Call 1-800-436-
4365 ext. p 3306

Waterfront Director needed for mu
sic camp in Southern Maine (WSI/LGT
required) 6/20/93 to 8/20/93. Contact
James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Brookline, MA 617-325-1541

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

Amy I love you
Your Buttocfc

Beth.
Happy Birthday!

Too bad it's #22
No reason to celebrate.

Or will it repeat last

year's? We'll have a great
time in FLA!

Love,

Greg

Da«a
If you ever get the urge to take a walk at

2 am or go to Boston to see a movie just
for the hell of it, let me know.
I Still Care.

Ange

Hi MomI
Love,

Your Son
Jon Aronson

Maiya:
You're BREAKING OUR HEARTS
Be one of our GIRLFRIENDS
Love Valle and The Guys

Matt B. from Brandywine Party
We know what you did in our bathroom
You owe us 2 bottles of cool mint
listerine - Did you get some SKIN???

Puffton Girls

STAN
One more day!

Watch out Cancun
We're on our way!

SLAM

SERVICES

Photographer
Need professional photos of your
functions? Call Chris 1 800 347 2574

ext 83469

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area lor free
testing and confidential carirtg help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph D. 582 4037

Spanish Tutor
Experienced Cheap"
S5/H Call Naty 546 2608

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

RIDE WANTED
Ride for 4 girit wanted to New Or
leans or Florida Will share expenses.
Call Sherly or Mika 646 4490

RIDERS WANTED

Trouble Writing Papers?
I can teach you to write "A" papers and
essays call 253 7357

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanol/culture
Homestay 612 690 94/1

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass. Hampshire. Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Laser, free pick up 6 7289

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

Chicago - Drive w/me. I have car u
help pay gasAolls. Call Stacey 2535326
3/12

WANTED

Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call
Lisa 256 3140
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Sports
UMass battles Owls for Atlantic 1 title

Temple junior

won the Atlantic

COURTESY TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

guard Aaron McKie (21 points per game)
1 Player of the Year award . . .

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

For University of Massachusetts basketball fans, it

cannot get much better than tonight.

The Minutemen (22-6) will host long-time nemesis
Temple (17- 1 1 ) in the Atlantic 10 Championship game at

the Mullins Center (9:30 p.m.. ESPN). The game's win-
ner will receive an automatic bid to the NCAA Tourna-
ment.

No. 20 Massachusetts, the A-10 regular season
champion, will be tested by a streaking Owl club which
has won seven of its last eight games.

"Temple is playing better basketball than any team in

our conference, maybe better than any team in the
country," UMass coach John Calipari said.

Temple, which is ranked No. 15 in the latest RPI
Power Index ( UMass was No. 17), the ratings service the
NCAA Tournament selection committee uses, looked
dead in mid-February when its record fell to 9-9 following

back-to-back home losses to Wake Forest and George
Washington.

Temple was also minus starting point guard Vic

Carstarphan (broken leg), who may see limited time
tonight and center Frazier Johnson, who flunked out of
school.

The Owls, who play one ofthe most difficult schedules
in the country ( Florida State. Boston College, Cincinnati,
Kansas State. Florida and Alabama-Birmingham), re-

sponded by turning up their intensity and blowing out
No. 23 Tulane and Memphis State.

"John Chaney has done an unbelievable job to get to

this level after everyone wrote them off," Calipari said. "I

thought we played a tough schedule but then I saw
Temple's and I said, 'He's got to be crazy.' But the
schedule has prepared them well for the post season."

Chaney, who starts all underclassmen and is only six

deep. said. "At one stretch our team looked downtrodden,
like we were going to fall apart. Heck, when you schedule
you don't exf>ect the problems we had."

Turn to MEN'S HOOP, page 1
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CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
... An award that some people say belongs to UMass'

senior warrior, Harper Williams, whose comeback from a
broken hand has led UMass

Team goes from obscurity to "In Your Face"
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

If five nationally televised games wasn't enough for

University of Massachusetts basketball fans, get ready
for the ultimate "In Your Face" experience.

After four rigorous days of following the Minutemen
from plane to bus to hotel to arena, the "All Sports
Network" will compile a short segn^ent on the team to be
shown on Friday.

ESPN college basketball program director Tom
Okjadian contacted UMass head coach John Calipari
about the proposition, and Calipari was very excited
about the idea.

So with a cameraman, a microphone/sound man and
a director, you may imagine the coverage the team
received.

"They covered us from the bus to the hotel, inside the
hotel, at the meals, at the practice, at the locker room,
team meetings, when you turned around to go to the
bathroom, they were right there." associate coach Bill

Bayno said.

"The first couple of days, we kind of noticed and they
were there all the time, but by the end it was like second
nature." senior forward Tony Barbee said. "Some ofthese
guys are clowns, they love being in front of the camera."

"I think it was a good experience," said assistant coach
John Robic. "We told our guys, we said if it gets to be a
disturbance, tell us, and we cut them off. We had to a
couple of times — it just got to be too much. They got
carried away in the locker room."

The Minutemen had graced ESPN with their presence
on four occasions: Thursday, Dec. 2 angainst Florida

State; against Cincinnati at Springfield Civic Center on
Thursday, Jan. 7; against SW Louisiana Friday, Jan. 29
and West Virginia on Thursday, Feb. 4. In addition.

UMass played DePaui on ABC Sunday, Jan. 24.

Tonight's 9:30 p.m. game againstTemple at the Mullins
Center will also be televised on ESPN, but nothing
compares to a feature devoted to the team.

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
... But tonight's game could very likely rest in the hands of

on -again, off-again sophomore forward Lou Roe.

"ESPN, you know, it's gonna be first rate," Robic said.

They are not going to spend all that money to follow us
for five days and not put on a great product."

"At first we were nervous," said Kennard Robinson.
"We got used to them," sophomore forward Lou Roe

said. "We started talking to the camera more as the
weekend came around."

"Sometimes they followed individuals." Robinson said.

"They followed me and Derek [Kellogg] to the mall one
day, and they were asking us questions. It was a fun
experience."

The blanket coverage by ESPN and. as soon as the
NCAA tournament starts, CBS, is a far cry from the last
time UMass squared off against the Owls in the A-10
Championship, back in March 1990.

Television stations in Boston literally stumbled upon
the Minutemen as they shocked the Atlantic 10 and
advanced to the finals against a Temple squad with at
least two future NBA players. Mark Macon and Donald
Hodge.
WCVB Channel 5 in Boston interviewed Calipari at

Temple's McGonigle Hall because they happened to be in
town for a Bruins-Flyers hockey game. Since then, the
basketball program really has come a long way.

"I don't think it's too much hype," said Ted Cottrell. "I

think we've built the program up to this level."

Most of the players said they did not feel that the
coverage was too suffocating. They said they did not want
to be embarrassed on national television, which means
they hope that Calipari's tirade during the first halfofthe
St. Bonaventure game is left; on the cutting room floor.

"When I get yelled at, just don't put it on camera."
Cottrell said.

Atlantic 10 gets respect
UMass, Temple make league a winner
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

This season theAthuitic 10 hasemerged

,

at least statistically, as one of the premier
college basketball conferences in the nation.

However, a computer ranking does not
guarantee the image of respectability.

Tonight, the A-10 has a chance to en-

hance that image as it showcases its two
most recognizable progiams. Temple and
Massachusetts, on national televi.';ion in

a beautiful, new arena, the William D.

Mullins Memorial Center.

"We are pleased to have this match-
up," league Commissioner Ron Bertovich

said. "This has been the most successful

season in A-10 history and we are looking

forward to a great game."

The A-10 is ranked as the fourth stron-

gest conference in the nation by the RPI
power rankings, which theNCAA Selection

Committee uses to seed teams. Only the

ACC. the Big Eight and the Big Ten are

ranked higher. The Big East, which long

overshadowed the A-10, is ranked No. 6.

Massachusetts (22-6) is ranked No. 20
by the Associated Press and No. 17 by the

RPI. Temple (17-11) is ranked No. 15 bv
the RPI.

"I don't need a computer to tell me this

is one ofthe toughest leagues in the nation,"

UMass coach John Calipari .said. "I've had
to play (16) games in it this season."

It has been the non-conference success

ofleague teams which has sparked the rise

in the league, though. After suffering
Turnto A-10, page 11

Women face W. Virginia
in A- 1 quarterfinals
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team knows going
into the Atlantic 10 tournament that it

can play with or beat any team in the
conference. It is just a matter of ex-
ecution and playing their own game for
Joannie O'Brien's Minutewomen.

UMass (11-14. 6-8 A-10). the No. 5
seed, will be facing of with No. 4 West
Virginia (11-15, 7-7 A-10) today at
George Washington (.3:00 p.m.).

Looking over UMass' record in the
conference, it is readily apparent that

they have the talent to advance in the
A-lOs.

The Minutewomen split their sea-
son series at 1-1 with every team in the
conference except for No. 1 seed Rutgers
University, to whom they lost twice.

At the Curry Hicks Cage on January
29, UMass defeated West Virginia 76-

68. The Minutemen used a big run to go
up 23-4 midway through the first half

The Mountaineers rallied a little bit

towards the end of the first half At
intermission. UMass had a comfort-
able 35-19 lead. Freshman center
Melissa Gurile scorched the nets for 16

Turn to WOI^EN'S HOOP, page 1
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Mar. llth- Uth

WEEKEND
The loudest, nastiest
band in rock & roll

is set to invade the
new Mullins Center

C^i guess my favorite Guns N' Roses song has always been the^ acoustic version of "You're Crazy'' off GN'R Lies. What this
r^:^ has to do with the Gunners' upcoming visit to the MulUns
^ Center I'm not sure. Maybe it's "you're crazy if you miss
the show," or "you're crazy if you go without cotton wadding for
your poor ears."

^

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Why is this so? It's not like GN'R messed with
the formula, although some personel changes
(Stephen Adler, Izzy Stradlin) havegonedown, and
not on the best of terms. Same band, same style,
same confrontational spirit. What's different?

It's hard to pin down, but the music on Apfh'titc

Turn to GUNS N' ROSES,
page seven

Then again, craziness is more or less an apt way
to describe Guns N' Roses. Since the band's major
label debut Appetite for Destruction first caught fire
in 1988, the band has been in the news, and not
always for their music.

Guns N' Roses has two reputations in concert.
One is that they are the loudest, nastiest band in all
of rock and roll. Their fans certainly agree. The
other? That they show up late for shows, rely on a
lot of volume and distortion and that occasionally
people get violent at their shows. The last assertion
isn't fair— how can a band be held responsible for
its fans? — but that's what's been said.

Well, the hell with the controversy. If you've
bought a ticket to this Saturday's show (8:30 p.m.
start — and GN'R will go on whenever they damn
well please) it's not because "Axl did this" or "Axl
did that." They're going because of the music. The
true test of any band is how it plays live on stage,
and if you've got a ticket you'll be able to see for
yourself this Saturday.

It's been about a year and a half since GN'R
released Use Your Illusion, the long-awaited two
album set and follow-up to their first one and
a half albums (part of Lies, you'll recall, was
a re-issue of older live material). Essentially,
reviews of Illusion have been mixed. But
what can you do for an encore after con-
quering the world, anyway?

Appetite for Destruction did just that.
While some of the newer songs, such as
"Don't Cry" (either set of lyrics) and "No-
vember Rain" have gotten extensive airplay
and the heaviest ofMTV rotations, the band's
benchmark continues to be Appetite, with
the four studio songs off of Lies placing
a close second.

COLLEGIAN ARTWORK BY CHRIS SHADOIAN
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joy-ful fans writhe to serious NoHo tunage
page two

By CUTTER GARCIA
Collegian Staff

Too Much Joy
Pearl Street

March 9, 1993

On Tuesday night during the drive
back to my house after seeing the power
grunge pop band Too MuchJoy perform
at Pearl Street, I almost decided to quit
school. I was totally ready to just pack a
bag, fill the tank and spend the rest ofmy
life following this band around the
country. I was ready to become, ajoyster.

To try and capture the feeling of this

show in words alone is almost impossible.
In a preview interview the band promised
their fans, "the best Too Much Joy show
ever" and they certainly didn't disappoint.

The line outside of Pearl Street was
over a 100 people deep when 1 arrived at

8:30 p.m. Multitudes of the band's fans
were dressed in TMJ regalia which they
purchased from other shows and it was
evident that a lot of them were seasoned
veterans of the TMJ scene.

As usual some fans had travelled great
distances to be there, including Jay
Buckley, a senior history major from
North Adams State College and two of
his friends. When asked why they'd
travel led so far on a I'uesday night Buckley
replied, "I've been In a bad mood all

week and I need some Joy."
Buckley's friend John Donovan, also

from N.A.S.C. said, "Buckley made me
come. He's been force feeding me TMJ
songs for a week now, so that I can sing
along with everyone else."

And the third traveller from N.A.S.C,
a weary looking Physics major named
Jason Demers said, "I don't know why
I'm here. We were drinking pretty hard
this afternoon and the last thing I re-

member is that we were going out for

smokes. When 1 woke up in the car— we
were here, cool!"

As soon as the doors opened the crowd

filled the room and quickly grew to over
200 strong. Opening band Overwhelm-
ing Colorfast started the night off strong.

This psychedelic-pop-punk band from
San Francisco appears on Relativity
records and their self titled debut album
was produced by Butch Vig, the man
responsible for producing Nirvana's
"Nevermind" along with albums from
Soundgarden and L7.

Overwhelming Colorfast did a great
job of gearing the crowd up with their 50
minute set which featured their myriad
of sounds. Overwhelming Colorfast
mixed them all together to create a sound
all their own and they shined. Watch out
for these guys. You heard it here first.

Then the magic began.
When Too Much Joy hit the stage the

200+ crowd quickly gave up their seats

and filled the floor in front of the band.
Tim Quirk, TMJ's lead vocalist, welcomed
the excited crowd with, "It's Tuesday
night but we don't care because we're in

a rock band and we're going to teach you
what that means!"

And with that said the band started
off on their 21 song barrage of music,
mirth and mayhem. Kicking in with
"Unbeautiful" from their latest release
Mutiny. They played a song from ever)
one of their releases in a seemingly non-
structured format. It was a free for all of
fun for both the band and the hundreds
of frenzied fans who sang and danced
the night away.

Performing hits like; "Worse," "Donna
Everywhere, ""Magic, ""Susquehanna Hat
Co." and "Starry Eyes", TMJ gave some-
thing to everyone in attendance. They
even met 2/3 of the challenge presented
to them in the preview article by playing,
"Kicking (that gone fishin' song)" and the
I'MJ classic, "Drum Machine."
And even though they didn't plav a

cover of The Go-Go's, "Vacation", they
did do a great "Whisper to a Scream" by
Icicle Works so I'll give them the points

Turn to TOO MUCH JOY Page 8

Quiclcsand stays afloat
wliile Antenna drowns
By ADAM GOUl^TON
Collegian Correspondent

Slip

Quicksand
Polydor

Quicksand is a band ready to carve
out a niche for themselves in the col-

lege sub-mainstream. 5//p, their latest

effort is a group of raunchy songs
which appeals to that little mosh pit

of neurotransmitters we all repress.

These four angry lads rip through
their tunes with a controlled aban-
don, kind of like lugazi and Helmets
little cousins. They tacklealltheclassic

topics of rage bands — being pissed,

confronting the object of one's love/
hate and of course, eating by yourself.

"Dine Alone" is Slip's hands down
winner. Here's a taste, ".

. . the couple
next to you think you look strange
alone what are your aims or do you
have any."

Equally invigorating is "Fazer," a

lecture of rapid fire melody changes
about getting your act together and
stopping that needless and time con-
suming self doubt. ". . . left out in the
cold sight routine getting old blame
some indifference inside ..." The
message maybe a bit convoluted but I

feel strangely motivated.
They are young and unpolished

but they do have a target and you
know what they're trying to establish.

Quicksand could fit right into the
whole alternative anger thing.

Hideout
Antenna
Mammoth

I can see it now. Three modestly
dressed college kids take the stage. As
they take a few seconds to get in tune,
a few heads in the crowd turn, a few of
those heads approach the stage. "Good

Turn to QUICKSAND, page 8

Quicksand
PHOTO/MICHELE TAYLOR

Too Much Joy
PHOTCV JAY BLAKES8URG

junkie lifestyles seen
in Drugstore Cowboy
By Martin Brown
Collegian Correspondent

"Ya see, most people, they don't know
how they're going to feel from one mo-
ment to the next, but a dope flend has a
pretty good idea. All they have to do is

look at the little bottles." — Bob in
Drugstore Cowboy

Video Pick

of the

Week
Since cannabis reform seems to be the

"hot topic" of the week, I thought it

might be interesting to do this week's
rental of the week on drugs. Not that
marijuana and the hard drugs used in
this movie have anything in common.
Anyway, the name of the movie is

Drugstore Cowboy, a film that not only
examines a lifestyle, but is not afraid to
have a little fun with the serious topic of
drugs.

The story takes place in Portland Or-
egon in 1971, sort of after the fallout of
of the Summer of Love. It is basically
about Bob and his crew (3 others) who
steal from drugstores for drugs. They're
junkies who need the fix, so they pull
small cons in order to get their drugs I

don't want to reveal to much of the story
so I'll just leave it by saying they start
running into problems after a while.

One of the great things about Dm-istore
Cowboy is it doesn't take itself too seri-
ously. Most movies about drugs tend tobe
quite heavy-handed. I suppose in the era
of "Just Say No" these movies have the
best mtentions, but after a while it does
tend to get rather cliche. In most of these
movies I can figure out what's going to
happen before the movie is half over

Matt Dillon (TheFUwiinsoKici, Singles)
does some of his best work with Bob the
leader of the crew. He handles his scenes

with a cool laid-back ease. It helps that
he gets great lines like, "Nobody, I mean
nobody, can talk a junkie out of using.
You can talk to them for years, but sooner
or later they're gonna get a hold of some-
thing. Maybe it's not dope, maybe it's

booze, maybe It's glue, maybe it's gaso-
line, maybe it's a gunshot in the head,
but something, something to relieve the
pressures of everyday life like having to
tie your shoes." This is the best perfor-
mance by a younger actor that I can
think of.

Director Gus Van Sant (My Own Pri-

vate Idaho) does a great job with the
material also. He's not afraid to have
scenes that aren't essential to the story.
He can go off on a tangent usually with
great results. For instance, when Bob
visits his mother in order to get some old
clothes or when he explains why men-
tioning dogs is a "hex".

He also has a distinct flare for back-
grounds that are quite beautiful. He has
some scenes of the Northwest terrain
that really add a stark contrast to some of
the events of the movie.

The supporting cast also does an all

around good job. Most noticably, Kelly
Lynch plays Diane, Bob's wife, with an
anger that is quite convincing.

But the most interesting supporting
performance has to go to William S.

Burroughs of Na/cef/Lj/;;d; fame. The man
looks like he has been dragged through
hell. He plays Thorn, a priest who was
excommunicated because of his drug
problem. Burroughs has had a resurgence
lately with the band Ministry {JustOne Fix)
and his work with Sonic Youth on Dead
City Radio. 1 think this new found at-
tention is because of his performance in
Drugstore Cowboy.

So you're going to have a little free
time overSpring Break, if you want to see
a well-done mature movie about drugs,
that entertains and informs, check out
Drugstore Cowboy.
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Calendar of events
in the S College Area

THURSDAY

Shock

FILM- Testing the Limits Col-
lective. The Five College Film
Council continues its series on
alternative media with an appear-
ance by members of the collec-

tive. They discuss their current

work, The Gay and Lesbian Emer-
gency Media Campaign. They will

show clips from their project as

well as clips from a widely-circu-

lated videota^x' produced by the
religious right, "The Gay Agenda."
AC Stim Auditorium, 4 p.m.
LECTURE- "Mysticism, Science

and Spirituality." Presented by
James W, Skehanm S.J., Geology
and Geophysics, director of
Weston Observatory, Boston Col-

lege. Part of the ongoing series on
Contemplation and Action. Free.

SC Neilson Library Browsing
Room, 4:30 p.m.

- LECTURE- "The 'Bible of the

Poor': Social Meaning in Western
Medieval Christian Art." J.J.G.

Alexander, Institute of Fine Arts,

NYU. Free. SC Wright Hall Audi-
torium, 8 p.m.

CONCERT- Chanticleer, A
Capella Chorale. The program in-

cludes a section of barbershop,

folksongs and popular music as

well as William Byrd and Thomas
Tallis' SingJoyfully if ye love me,

Alexander Agricola's Magnificat,

excerpts from Adriano Banchieri's

La Pazia senile, Camille Saint-

Saens' Caltne ties Niiits Les fleiirs et

les arbres and more. $22, $20. Half

price for Five College students, $8

for those 16 and younger. Call

545-2511. Bowker Auditorium 8

p.m.
CONCERT- Amherst Regional

High School Wind Ensemble.

COURTESY FAMILY TREE PRODUCTIONS

ra

Doug Purcell, conductor. Free. AC
Buckley Recital Hall 8 p.m.
LECTURE- "Psychoanalysis and

Prejudice." Elisabeth Young-
Bruehl, Professor of Letters,

Haverford College, and Clinical

Affiliate, Chicago Center for Psy-

choanalysis. Info: 549-1714. Me-
morial Hall, 8 p.m.
DANCE PARTY- Dance your-

self silly with the Turning Circles

Video Dance Party tonight at 10
p.m. at the SC Davis Center Ball-

room. Free.

CONCERT- Country band
Asleep at the Wheel will perform
tonight at 7 & 10 p.m. at the Iron

Horse in Northampton. Tickets are

$14.50 in advance. Call 584-0610
for details.

CONCERT- Shockra will per-

form at Pearl Street in

Northampton tonight at 9. 18-f-.

Call 584-7771 for details.

CONCERT- Pianist Robert
Markham will perform a recital

tonight at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Re-

cital Hall. Tickets are $5 for the

public and $2.50 for students, se-

nior citizens and children and are

available at the FAC Box Office

(545-2511) or at the door.

CONCERT- Music in the Noon
Hour, featuring Grant Moss, harp-
sichord, will take place at Sweeney
Concert Hall, SC at 12:30. The
program will include works of
Couperin and J.S. Bach. Free. Call

585-3150 for further details.

CONCERT- Country and rag-

time blues guitarist Joan Crane
will perform at the Green River

Cafe, 24 Federal Street, Greenfield,

tonight at 9 p.m. Call 773-3312
for tickets

FRIDAY
CONCERT- Georgia songwriter

Kristen Hall and Northampton's
Justina and Joyce will perform at

the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $6.50 in advance.
CONCERT- Roomful of Blues will

perform at Pearl Street tonight.

Call 584-7771 for details.

FILM- Hourofthe Star, a Brazilian

film directed bySuzana Amaral, will

be shown at the SC Wright Hall

Auditorium at 7 & 9 p.m. Free.

SATURDAY
CONCERT- Guns n' Roses

comes to the MuUins Center to-

night at 7:30. Call 545-0505 for

tickets.

OBSERVATORY OBSERVING-
Look at space through a gigantic

telescope. Free. Call 256-6234 for

details. AC Wilder Observatory,
Snell St., 9 p.m.
SPECIAL EVENT- "Sculpture

Comes Alive." Children ages 6-1

1

(accompanied by an adult) look at

sculpture in the museum's collec-

tion, play sculpture charades, ex-

periment with ways of lighting a

sculpture. $8 per family, registra-

tion required, enrollment limited.

Call 585-2760. SC Museum of Art,

1:30 p.m.

STORYTELLER- Robert King
will present "World Folklore &
Original Stories" in a benefit for

the Amherst Ballet Theatre Co.
Scholarship Fund. The program
begins at 3 p.m. Admission: $4
adults, $2 students, seniors, chil-

dren. Benefit bake sale (yum,yum)
to follow.

CONCERT- The Bay State
Cabaret presents Pajama Slave
Dancers, Hoolapopper, Pan Gloss,

Raymond & the Circle and The
Number 10 tonight at 9:30 at the
Bay State Hotel, Northampton.
Call 584-8513 for details.

CONCERT- Dan Hicks and his

Acoustic Warriors will perform at

the Iron Horse tonight at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $11 in advance. Call

584-0610 for details.

CONCERT- NRBQ will come to

Pearl Street tonight at 7 p.m. The
Fools will be Downstairs at 9 p.m.
Call 584-7771 for details.

Robert Markham

SUNDAY

COURTESY SOUTH PROOUaiONS

Joan Crane

CONCERT- Western Massachusetts Youth
Orchestras with musical director, Raymond
Harvey and Peter Cokkinias, conductor.
Buckley Recital Hall, AC, 7 p.m.
CONCERT- South Hadley Community

Chorus Concert. Directed and conducted by
Richard Rescia. The program includes selec-

tions from Dvorak, Stabat Mater, Act II of Die
Fledennaus, Strauss, medley from Oliver and
compositions by Allen Bonde and Richard
Rescia. $6, $4 for students $ seniors, $2 for

children under 5. MHC Abbey Chapel, 4 p.m.
SOLAR OBSERVING- Observe the Sun to-

day at 1 p.m. in the Amherst Town Common.
All ages welcome. Call 256-6234 for details.

PLANETARIUM SHOW- There will be a free

planetarium show today at the AC Bassett
Planetarium. All ages welcome.
CONCERT- The Pancho Sanchez Band will

perform tonight at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $1 1 in advance. Call 584-0610 for
details.
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Misguided messages plagues Falling Down
ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

The opening of FallingDown has been largely praised,
and justly so. It begins as an extreme close-up on
Michael Douglas's lips. They tremble slightly, then
become pronounced as his brow sweats — all while he
sits in heated, static traffic. As the scene around him
festers, Douglas just cracks. He gets out of the car and
with only his briefcase, makes his way up the highway
embankment. "I'm going home," he says to the stalled
drivers.

This is brauva work by both Douglas and slippery
director Joel Schumacher, known for helming slick but
empt>' hits such as St. Elmo's Fire, Lost Boys and Flatlmers.

Falling; Down is arguably each of their best works. By no
means a masterpiece; at times darkly comic and others
downright reprehensible, Fallin;ji Down is compulsively
watchable— an engrossing revenge fantasy that tries to
be a thriller and a comedy and social comment. It's shaky
tone, howe\'er, forces its message to liecome mired in its

own inability to deal with the questions it brings up. It

wants to have its cake and eat it too.

Douglas, with a severe buzz cut and Kevin Costner/
JFK glasses, plays a laid off defense worker who ram-
pages across L.A. to Venice to attend his daughter's
birthday party. Douglas begins as a sort of Everyman,
first terrorizing a Korean shop owner because of his
inflated prices. Then he chases away a groupof Hispanic
gang-bangers, and after a botched drive-by shooting by
the gang, he takes their duffel-bag of arsenal and begins
an assault on ever>'thing that pisses him off.

The other story of Fulling Down (and ultimately the
more interesting one) involves the last day of a retiring

cop (the superb Robert Duvall) and his problems with
his wife. Duvall becomes involved in trying to capture
Douglas and thev don't share the screen until the end.

in an electric encounter at the edge of a pier— an old-

fashioned shootout with actors at their peak.
At first, Douglas and Schumacher play the eariy

scenes as a social revenge fantasy. But soon, Douglas
loses his Everyman against the world aura and becomes
very dangerous, placing his estranged wife (Barbara

Hershey) and daughter in jeopardy. Both the opening
scene and a later sequence in a fast food joint hit the
mark. But soon Schumacher's blend of black comedy
and drama try tocome together. Needless to say, it's like

oil and water.

The big problem with Falling Down turns out to be
this erratic, irresponsible tone. At the outset, we're
meant to identify with Douglas and his frustrations

about the world. Fine. But the particularly unsettling
scenes involving the gang-bangers and a frightful neo-
Nazi (which the audience was more amused by than
scared of), show a tone shift that's not fully realized.

This isn't fun and games anymore. Especially later,

when Douglas becomes a "bad guy" — yet still

Schumacher wants to undercut the drama with com-
edy.

Up until the last frame, Falling Down seems to want
to wash its hands of the complex issues and characters
and remain a White man revenge fantasy. It just ends
up contradicting itself, running around in a dozen
directions and then trying to come back to its original

themes.

This becomes dangerous, especially with a mass
audience used to simple moral stances and clear-cut

characters. The success of Falling Down may be for the
wrong reasons. Are people just going
to see this film to watch a White guy "avenge" the "bad
guys," when they all seem to be minorities? On that

subject, Schumacher never thinks that these people are

trapped in the same situations and social structure that
Douglas himself breaks away from.

Ease slowly into your week of hedonistic abandon

Not to undervalue Douglas, who is very, very good
here. He's been stuck in a rut of terrible performances

in inane movies like Shining Through and Basiclnstinct.

But in Falling Down, Douglas, more than the film itself,

seems to handle the its scattershot transitions without

having his performancebecome a collection ofoveracted

set pieces, the kind devised for clips for trailers and
awards ceremonies.

Robert Duvall, who hasn't been this fantastic in a

while, takes a familiar plotline (a day before retirement.

. .) and makes it a quest for his place in the world. His

telephone conversations with wife (Tuesday Weld) are

as absorbing as anything Douglas does and maybe even
better.

Hershey's role as Douglas' wife is indicative of another

problem with Falling Down. Her character, like other

supporting players, is underdeveloped to the point where
the audience is left to fill in the blanks. I'm all for

audiences not having every scrap of information handed
to them on a silver platter, but FallingDown leaves way to

much room to speculate.

Issues like the death of Duvall's daughter and his

marriage to Weld are made to seem important but aren't

given enough screen time to full flesh them out. Likewise

in the Douglas' relationship to his mother and wife.

There are nagging questions like where did l!)ouglas go
everyday when he told his mother he was going to work
even after he was laid off?

To Schumacher's credit, he handles the dual storyline

well. As usual, his visuals are seductive and disarming,

creating a Los Angeles that looks and feels like a con-
crete time bomb. There are quite a few recurring visual

motifs, none more pronounced than the American
flags that linger in the background of a number of shots.

This, coupled with Douglas' former job as a defense
worker, plays as a telling attack on the Reagan/Bush era

Turn to FALLING DOWN, page seven

By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

With an expectant campus just a hop, skip and 72
hours away from Spring Break, the good folks at Student
Valley Productions have devised the perfect plan for

easing the strain of those final days. On Thursday night
in Hampden 1 heatre, the group will be presenting a
parade of rhyme, rhythm, music and mirth guaranteed
to soften the transition into a week of hedonistic
abandon.

Reprising the most successful acts from last

semester's SVP shows, Thursday's "Evening in
Hampden" will be evenly divided between the Mission
hnproy-ablc improv comedy players and the electronic
sounds of Acoustic Panic.

With a current membership of seven undergrads.

Mission Improv-able are UMass' resident practitioners of

spontaneous entertainment. Feeding off suggestions
from their audience, the gang does everything from
dramatized mad libs to improvised operas. Their
Thursday performance will feature many new games,
including directed changes of emotion and the omi-
nously titled "Worse Case Scenario."

Closing out the evening, the "musical project" that
is Acoustic Panic will be combining live acoustic and
electric guitar work with the latest in electronic produc-
tion sound. Panic is cutting-edge entertainment which
never fails to impress, and one can hardly imagine a

better send-off from three months of academia.
The "SVP Evening in Hampden" featuring Mission,

Improv-able, and Acoustic Panic will begin at 8 p.m.
Thursday night in Hampden Theatre, Southwest, and there

is a suggested donation of S3.

Passion Fisit is

quality cinema
By IAN CANADINE
Collegian Correspondent

Passion Fish is the latest dish to be served up by
directorJohn Sayles (Matewan, City ofHope), and it

is his contribution to the currently thriving genre
of "feel good" human relationship movies. Ilie
film centers around May-Alice (Mary McDonnell,
in her Oscar-nominated performance), a daytime
soap opera star who has been paralyzed from the
waist down after being hit by a taxi. Feeling bitter
and frustrated by the helpless state she has been left

Turn to PASSION, page six

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

I
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Hit the slopes or the sands this Sprinq Break
By JOHN LANCASTER BECK
Generation X-Press

The day begins at 1 1 a.m. as the early risers amongst
the twentysomething spring breakers enter the
obiigitory 7-Eleven across the street from the hotel

Bleary-eyed, they purchase the hot dogs and beer
that alone stand between them and starvation for this
entire week of revelry.

By noon they have rallied and have joined the
rapidly growing throngs on the sands in front of their
hotel.

The day begins amid a sea of vivid colors that alone
is outdone only by a Grateful Dead concert.

The sound of the surf gently pounding the shore
blends with the Red Hot Chili Peppers, the Spin Doctors
and Nirvana as nature and Sony harmonize on the
sands. The scent of salt mingles with that of Tropicana

Welcome to Spring Break '93. This March, tens of
thousands of American college students will seek out a
change in attitude through a change in latitude.

The ritual pilgrimage is called Spring Break.
Many will head for the warmer climes to bask in the

sun, drink absurd quantities of alcohol and chase each
other's sun-burned, bathing suit clad bodies across
America's beaches.

For the east coast college jet-set, Florida is the spring
break mecca. Continually enjoying special status as
party hot spots are Panama City, Daytona Beach, Ft.

Uuderdale, Ft. Meyers and Key West.
Chris Stevens, a 2 1-year-old senior at Bowling Green

University in northern Ohio, says, "Last year in Daytona
the beer flowed like water. There wasn't a day when the
temperature wasn't under 90 degrees."

Julie D'Arcy, a 20-year-old junior at Alfred Univer-
sity in Alfred, N.Y., said that she hated Ft. Lauderdale—
"Our hotel was right on the strip. There were parties on
the beach every night, the sand was white as snow, the
ocean was almost 80 degrees, the sunsets were too
bright and it was too easy to get into the clubs. I hated
it."

NOT.
Many college students think that the Spring Break

road trip is the realm of that rarest of creatures, the
wealthy undergraduate.

"Not so," according to Wendy Sharper, 20, a sopho-
more at the State University of New York at Buffalo. She
says that "packages for week-long trips that include
transportation and beachfront lodging usually run less
than $220."

And informal sampling seems to support this.

Out of five packages deals examined, the cheapest

was to Panama City Beach for $189 ($109 without
round trip transportation). On the other end of the
spectrum is Key West for $245 ($189) without round
trip transportation).

These prices are taken from five different companies
that offer the trips nationwide annually. In all cases, the
package prices are based on four people to a room and
include round trip accommodations via chartered
busses, organized events and complimentary parties,
shuttle bus service in and around the area, seven nights
ofbeachfront hotel accommodations, discount coupons
for area restaurants and clubs and full-time, on-site staff
to answer any questions and deal with the unforeseen.

Campus sales representatives can be found at most
universities in the U.S.

While some bask beneath the Florida sun, other
spring breakers will seek their R & R in the somewhat
harsher climes of snow country.

Dan Arlotto, a 22-year-old Cornell University senior
says that "Florida is cool enough, but at Schweitzer (in
northern Idaho) I can ski the North Bowl. . . and free fall

20 feet between turns."

Arlotto is part of a growing group of college students
that head for the high country during the March Spring
Break exodus.

"I've done the Daytona thing," he says, "but once
you go to the mountains for break, you become an
addict."

While the cost of a snow country Spring Break
generally seems to be higher than a Florida one, Notre
Dame University senior Todd Flint, age 22, says that is

deceptive. "When you go on a skiing trip you get a
much higher caliber of service. The two are incompa-
rable." According to Flint this is because "you don't
have to buy a lift ticket to sit on the beach."

This season, ski resorts throughout the Rockies have
been reporting record snowfalls.

According to liom Kirst, a 23-year-old December
1992, graduate of Mercyhurst College in Erie, Pa.,

"Steamboat Springs has a nightlife that puts Ft. Uuder-
dale to shame. " He claims that "you can 't beat Colorado
for Spring Break. There is powder up to your waist, and
awesome bars for after the slopes."

Out of five ski packages examines, the cheapest was
Vail, Colo., for $399 ($309 without round trip trans-
portation). On the other end of the spectrum was
Schweitzer, Idaho, for $495 ($399 without round trip
transportation). In the middle was Steamboat Springs,
Colo., for $459 ($375 without round trip transporta-
tion).

These prices are taken from five different companies
that offer these trips nationwide annually.

COURTESY/ GXP
Spring Break Shnookie

In all cases, the package prices are based on four
people to a room and include round trip accommoda-
tions via chartered busses, organized events and com-
plimentary parties, shuttle bus service in and around
the area, six nights of accommodations at hotels with
swimming pools, discount coupons for area restaurants
and clubs, five days of skiing and full-time, on-site staff

to answer questions and deal with any problems.
Campus sales representatives are located at most uni-
versities across the country.

"I love being able to get a suntan at the same time I

am carving down a mountainside," says 20-ycar-old
Clarion University of Pennsylvania sophomore Mike
Tucker.

Whether it's sand or powder, moguls or dunes.
Spring Break '93 is nearly upon us. So grab your towel,
put on your skis and leave your troubles behind.

The members of Rent Party defy definition
By I.ORI O'CONNOR sfprpotviv> w*. want tr. cmr>ch »i,«c^ kT,,;^,, » ^...: .
By I.ORI O'CONNOR
Collegian Staff

stereotype. We want to smash those barriers." trying to get in touch '

The varied sound of Rent Party can be traced to the They're different. They're quirky They're up and
,^^..„.„ .„^. , . .

members vastly different musical influences. Marrish coming. They're Rent Party and their show is like aLocal band Rent Party has come a long way since the grew up on soul and gospel, Zafft on motown and blues, musical bag of Hershey's Mfni^tures Am dZed^^^^^^
r's when foundmg members Dave Marrish and Richard Pavne listened tn IpH 7pnniin .^h A«r«c^u., ,„^ .^..^\V 1°. . rJ!^Jl^^^^^days when foundmg members Dave Marrish and Richard Payne listened to Led Zepplin and Aerosmith and

Zafft were often commissioned to play at pay-at-the- Raneri is a self proclaimed "jazz man " As a result
door-keg-parties for tenants trying to scrape up enough they've created a modern sound based on these roots'
cash to pay their rent. Fhey have been getting major Says Raneri, "We work together and try to bring in
label interest as of late, and have recently become little germs of stuff from our backgrounds. Essenrially,
associated with the management of musical success what we do on stage is spread our germs

sounds, there's deflnitely something for everybody.
Come watch Rent Party spread their germs Friday night

at The Baystate in Northampton.Jhowtime is at W p.m.
and there will be a small cover.

story, 'Hie Spin Doctors. It's a welcome change for the
band, whose current line up of lead singer Marrish,
bassist Zafft, drummer Doug Raneri and guitarist Eric
Payne, has been together for two years.

Rent Party is a tough band to categorize musically.
Says Raneri, "People label us as a cross between The Spin
Doctors, Hie Chili Peppers and My Bloody Valentine.
Our rhythmic stuff borrows from hip hop and
Manchester beat, while the guitar stems from rock and
roll with funk overtones."

Raneri isn't worried by their lack of a definitive
sound. He says, "We've been questioning what the
1.^1. — I/— 14. A? r I •

Their "germs" have given rise to slow ballads like the
slinky "Inside You" and the high energy power chord
funk jams of "United Nations of Love.

Their outlandish sense of humor lends Rent Party a
touch of humanity where other bands might let all the
attention go to their heads.

Asked what he wants from the future in terms of the
band, Raneri says, "At least a half hour of fame with a
minimum of commercial interruption. We want
Roseanne Barr to spit on our pitcher's mound."
And what makes them different from other bands?

Answers Raneri, "Our sound, and the fact that we have- — / -' - -1-^ ^.....f, ....^i w.,. o...^....... .^u..,..., v^ui jwuiiu, aiiu IMC idLi iiidi wc iiave
label alternative' means nowadays, and wondering muchmoreexperiencemusically. Also, the entire band
just where we flt in. There's a certain sound associated has been abducted by space aliens several times. Our
with the valley and bands can get trapped by that lead singer has a space tan to prove it. Scorsese's been
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Listen to This! Latest alternative releases
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By KEN MAIURI
Collegian Correspondent

Without further ado, here is an over-
view of this week's brand-new "alterna-
tive" releases. I spent too much money,
and from the sounds of things, you might
be doing the same very soon at a music
store near you. Listen to this:

Frank Black
Frank Black
4 A.D./Hlektra

The Pixies are dead. For those expect-
ing another Doolittle, you may be dis-

appointed. On the other hand, Frank
B/ac* is a cool idea of its own. Most of the
squealing dual guitar feedback of the
Pixies has been replaced with acoustic
guitar and keyboards, but the strange-
ness and quirky wit of Black Francis is

still intact. For instance, from "I Heard
Ramona Sing:" "I don't care if they're
real or they're pseudo/I don t care if they
get any higher/I ho^ie if someone retires/

They pull another Menudo."
Fach of the 15 songs has a sound of its

own, from the farfisa shuffle of Two
Spaces" to the Pi.\ies-ish crunch of "Czar,"
to the almost a capella 'Brackish Boy."
The surprising highlight of the album is a
kicky instrumental called "lossed, " which
includesjohn l.innell from They Might Be
Giants on saxophone. Its the catchiest,

most dancable song Black Francis ever
wrote—Black Francis, Frank Black, Charles
Fhompson, whoever. Ihe name is differ-

ent, but the weirdness is the same. A-

Not In Kansas Anymore
Basehead
Imago Records

Michael Key is Basehead. Sort of like

a funky, jazzy, woozy Trent Reznor, Ivey
plays all the instruments himself; his
voice sounds like he just woke up.
Whereas on his first album. Play With
Toys, he mumbled through lyrics about
his favorite beer, his new album finds
him mumbling through more serious
lyrics about being Black in America.

"

"Brown Kisses Part One" is a catchy, sing-
sont» tune that ends with Iveyyawning "Kiss
my Black ass," "Huffy and Richard" is a song
about Wey's friend who loves cats. The
highlight is probably "Do You Wanna ^\'#%
Or What," which speaks for itself. Unfortu-
nately, Ivey includes a bunch of short "joke
things" called " Hoes On Tour" which aren't
funny at all. They disrupt the flow of an
impressive and cool-sounding album. Try it

out anyway. B

Soundtrack to the Film "Breakiast On
the Beach of Deception"
Monks of Doom
I.R.S. Records

I.R.S. Records has just reissued the first

fewCamperVan Beethoven albums, along
with the first two by Monks of Doom, one
of the two Camper offshoot bands. Filled

mostly with instrumentals, the Monks'
first disc is surprisingly accessible. The
tunes are complex, but not so much that
the average listener would be turned off.

"l-appish lea Song" is beautiful. "Visions
from the Acid Couch" hasa ton of stuffgoing
oninit,and"BMusic"hasamelancholyfeel.
"Fall From Grace" is one of the few vocal
songs that works, but overall it's a well-

played, interesting disc. B+

Zucker
Fastbacks
Sub Pop Records

Kurt Bloch, lead guitarist for the Fast-
backs, is also a member of Young Fresh

Fellows, a better band. One of the rea-

sons is probably because the vocal chores
for the Fastbacks, who've been around
for 15 years, are carried by two female
singers, neither of whom is able to stay

on key very well. A lot of reviewers have
found this charming, but unless you're
in the right mood, you'll be more apt to
turn it off than turn it up.

Warbling aside there are a few really

good songs, like "Gone to the Moon"
which is great to sing along to, and "Bill

Challenger," a loud Eddie Van Halen/
Black Francis sort of instrumental that
would sound great as a TV theme song.
Grungey and poppy, the Fastbacks may
grab some airplay in this age of Nirvana,
but they just don't have the songs. C

Pain Makes You Beautiful
Judybats
Sire Records

After two albums of good songs and
no media attention, the judybats of
stripped things down and taken away
the loud guitars and violin, leaving an
acoustic wash of harmonies and sub-
dued drumming. Despite the change in
sound, the Judybats' new album is won-
derful. Amazingly happy and melan-
choly at the same time, the disc sounds
like it was recorded in an empty, expan-
sive apartment; there is echo seeping
over every vocal and instrument, and
there is a distinctive ghostly feel to the
songs.

"All DayAfternoon" features a beauti-
ful melody from lead vocalistJeff Heiskell,

and "Ugly On the Outside" is a gentle
stomp with another catchy melody. De-
spite the sad feel throughout the album,
they're no Cure — the listener stays in-

terested right up until the last song,
"Pain." A nice surprise. B+

King i\^issile whow to lord over Pearl Street
By ADAM GOUI^TON
Collegian Correspondent

Truthfully, at any point last summer
did you anticipate toddling through
downtown Amherst in the middle of
winter, humming to yourself a tune
about a removable phallus? It's not too
likely.

However, the devotees of New York's
King Missile probably did not rule out
the jx)ssibility of this scenario.

Those familiar with King Missile's
roughly eleven year history are aware of
frontman John S. Hall's propensity for
tackling an insanely broad arrav of sub-
jects. Ihe # 1 college radio hit "Detachable
Penis" is just one more example of Hall's

unlimited scope.

Monday March 22 at Pearl Street you'll
get an opportunity to sing (or talk) along
with "Detachable Penis" and all your
other past and present King Missile fa-

vorites. Picking up your tickets before
taking off for exotic or not so exotic
locale is recommended because with their
latest release, Happy Hour, King Missile
has gained national attention.

On Happy Hour, the band's fifth al-

bum overall. King Missile has built upon
their already solid foundation in the
college arena.

The current lineup of Hall, guitarist nal formation back in 1982. While only
Dave Rick, bassist and keyboardist Chris a duo. King Missile's first release in 1987
Xefos anddrummer Roger Murdock boast Fluting on the Hump displayed a diverse
only one member (Hall) tentative origi- Turn to MISSILE, page seven

TK« r^^r^W^^, ^X. ly- «.••!.€ I r . .
COURTESY/MICHAEL LAVINEThe members of King Missile from left to right include David Rick Roqer

Murdock, Chris Xefos and John 5. Hall.
'
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Passion
continued from page four

in, she decides to abandon New York
and return to her childhood home
in backwoods Louisiana.

Here she sinks into a rut of alco-

holism and tv/enty-four hour TV
watching, while a succession of
nurses she cannot stand pass
through her employ. Eventually
Chantelle (Alfre Woodard) arrives

from the nursing agency, and they
become stuck together because un-
disclosed troubles in her past mean
she cannot afford to lose the job.

The film's opening reflects May-
Alice's state in its abmptness, with

fragmentary scenes of her experiences
in accident rehabilitation. Here Sayles

captures the sense of her frustration

well, through frequent use of subjec-

tive camera. May-Alice handles her

situation by putting up a screen of

bitterness and sardonic wit, which
tempers the sentimentality which
might otherwise pervade.

As the relationship between May-
Alice and Chantelle develops, the
claustrophobia of the first section
opens out, and we begin to take in

the beautiful landscapes and wild-
life of Louisiana. Here Sayles' skill-

fully creates through camerawork a

visual contrast between May-Alice's
initial frustration and depression
and her gradual reawakening. He
captures a real sense of the South,
which is enhanced by the joie-de-

vivre of the Cajun culture which
the movie immerses itself in.

Of course, the central element of
the film is the relationship between
the two women. Chantelle's char-
acter is an enigma, and the rela-

tionship turns on the gradual rev-

elarion of her past, which Alfre
Woodard handles well. May-Alice's
character contains the essential
contradiction of her innocent
childhood and the cynical woman
she has become, and Mary
McDonnell manages to create a
skillful balance between the two.

Passion Fish cannot really be
faulted on its construction and
performance, and it is without a
doubt a well-made film. However,
its "triumph over adversity" theme
is by now well-worn, as is the cen-
tral relationship, so that the final

outcome is predictable from the
start. Although the film displays a
fine sense of black humor, this doei
not ultimately rescue it from the
tyranny of the happy ending.

Sayles seems to have packed in so
many social issues that here is a defi-

niteimpression ofcontrived sentiment.
'Die result of this is that you leave the
film feeling likeyou've just indulgedin
some kind of emotional voyeurism
(although, to be fair, all cinema is

voyeurism of one sort or another).
If tasteful "quality" cinema is for

you, it is a good film on those terms.
Ifyou look to cinema to truly disturb
or challenge you, however, then you
might approach it with a certain
amount of suspicion.
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Missile
continued from page six

and capable group. The album produced
two college radio hits in "Take Stuff From
Work" and "Sensitive Artist."

They segued into greater musical ex-
perimentation which prevailed on 1990's
Mystical Shit which yielded the #1 hit
"Jesus Was Way Cool," a semi-comic
narrative of the real reasons Jesus Christ
was so great. The album and singles (also
including favorite "Cheesecake Truck")
elevated the group to a near cult status

To no one's surprise, 199l's The Way
to Salvation also proved a college radio
triumph.

For Happy Hour, Roger Murdock was

added after a brief stint as touring drum-
mer. The result is the band's best forma-
tion yet, diverse, musical and at times
profound. Happy Hour has proved to be
not just a college smash but a main-
stream one as well. "Detachable Penis"
has flooded airwaves (not just college
ones) while gaining MTV's support with
a hit video.

John S. Hall's spoken word approach
is a unique and appealing one which he
explores fullyon HappyHour. In addition
to "Penis," the album features tracks such
as a masochistic tribute to "Martin
Scorsese" and a strange and mesmerizing
tune simply enritled "Ed."

In Hall's words, "HappyHour is exactly
an hour long. . . kinda happy, definitely

march nth -14th, 1 993 this weekend
n, ' > . .
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Falling Down
continued from page four

and as payback for the military buildup of the 1980s
Ultimately, it's Schumacher's inability to weave these

themes in a cohesive manner than is the most blatant
flaw of this film. Douglas' rampage may start out as a
cartoon avenger, righting the wrongs in a screwed up
world full of jerks, but it ends up as a personal study of
madness and how close we all are to submitting to the
same pressures to hold down a job, sustain a happy
marriage and fulfill the "American dream."

This is pretty heavy stuff and Schumacher isn't up to
It as a filmmaker, at least not yet, mainly because he
wants to keep it light and entertaining and never fully
give into the themes he's trying to explore. You should
see Fallms Down — for its brilliant performances — but
not for its misguided message. C+

Guns N' Roses

^^^^^^^P^^te Spring Break guide to movies
does Groudlmg Day lose its loopy edge. Andie MacDowell
is annoying as Murray's too-perfect love interest. B-

//oivari/s £n</— The crowning achievement for the
series of Merchant-Ivory E.M. Forster adaptations {A
Room With A View, Maurice) with a wonderful, Oscar-
worthy performance by Emma Thompson at its center
A lovely tale of romance, sisters and an almost mystical
country estate known as Howards Knd. Stellar perfor-
mances by Anthony Hopkins, Helena Bonham Carter
and an Oscar nominated turn by Vanessa Redgrave
highlight this magnificent film. One of 1992's best. A

Swing Kids — Less goofy than you think. This is a
story about friendship and loyalty set in Germany
during the rise of Nazi power. A strong lead performance
by Robert Sean Leonard holds tcrgether this somewhat
heavy but ultimately entertaining yarn that contains a
few kinetic dance sequences and a nasty, theatrical
performance by Kenneth Branagh. In the end, it's fairly
pointless, and the themes are too familiar to be
groundbreaking. But what the heck, if you've got
nothing else to do ... C+

Untamed Heart— Christian Slater lays off the Jack
Nicholson riffs and plays it closer to the James Dean of
East ofEden in this sweet but soulless romance. Oscar-
nominated for My Cousin Vimiy, Marisa Tomei shows
she's more than a one-shot wonder as a waitress who
falls for the shy Slater. Generous supporting work by
RosiePereziWhiteMen Can'tfump) makes UntamedHeart
a cute date movie, though the end strains credibility. B-

Sommersby — Richard Gere hasn't been this good
since Internal Affairs and Jodie Foster is simply lumi-
nous in a role that could've easily been a washout. Gere
plays Jack Sommersby, a man who returns from the
Civil War toa family and a town that doesn't continued

Turn to MOVIE SHORTS, page eight

ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

In addition to sun and surf. Spring Break proves a
great time to catch up on all those movies you just
didn't get the chance to see. Here's a sampling of
previously reviewed films in current release:

Aladdin— Disney's charmer about a boy, a giri and
a big, blue genie. If you haven't seen this blockbuster,
you're living in a cave and missing one of the best
movie experiences around. Funny, musical and grand
entertainment, mostly provided by Robin Williams'
wild and crazy j^erformance as the genie. Nominated
for multiple Academy Awards, Aladdin is Disney's
hippest animated musical yet — and it's not just for
kids. B+
Amos & Andrew — Pointless social comedy that

tries to debunk stereotypes while reveling in them. A
mistaken identity farce gone off the deep end, Samuel
L.Jackson and Nicholas Cage gets lost in writer/director
E. Max Frye's silly and misguided script and inept
direction. And the worst part is, it isn't even that funny.
Run, don't walk away from this horrendous movie. D

Best of the Best 2 — Didn't see it. But just think:
Does anyone remember Best ofthe Best 1? I know it has
something to do with martial arts. I'm sure it's an
instant classic and a front runner for next year's Oscars.

Groundhog Day— Bill Murray and his acerbic wit
carry you through this amusing little comedy. Murray
plays a weather man who must relive the same day over
and over again until he gets it right. Not the rip-roaring
laughs you might expect, but still funny enough to be
worth catching. Only when Murray goes soft at the end

continued from the cover

sounds fresher, more vital, more compelling. It by-
passes your brain and goes straight from ear to spinal
chord when Axl declares "Fhey're out to get me, they
won't catch me, cuz I'm innocent, they won't break
me." (Yes, I know 1 used the clean set of lyrics— this is

a newspaper, y'know.)
Or, for better examples, there's the opening chords

to the way-overplayed "Welcome to the Jungle" or the
distortion at the beginning of "Mr. Brownstone. " If riffs

like these can't get you moving, you must be a corpse.
In comparison, Use Your Illusion (insert appropriate

Roman numeral here) doesn't sound as original.
Granted, the weeping lead guitar at the end of "Novem-
ber Rain" is amazing and "14 Years" is prerty damn
good as well.

But there's something missing. Maybe it's the way
the band uses songs to get back at people they don't
particulariy like — "Get in the Ring," while pretty
funny, comes to mind, as does the oh-so-PC "Back Off
Bitch." Maybe it's two cover songs that lend little new
interpretation to the originals, such as "live and Let
Die" and "Knockin' on Heaven's Door."

But enough talk already. Go to the show and see for
yourself, because love'em or loathe 'em, the only way
to really judge them is to see for yourself. Which I

encourage you to go and do.
Guns 'N Roses will appear at the Mullins Center with the

Brian May Band on Sat., March 13 at 8:30 p.m.

Write for the Collegian-
Come to Campus Center room 1 1 3 for more information.

There are lots of different opportunities
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Too Much lay
continued from page two
for merit.

Along with all of these great tunes fans were
treated to a new Too Much Joy original titled,
"Perfect Criminal" and if it's any indication of
future recording sessions the next TMJ album
should be amazing.

After almost two physically grueling hours of
performance and two encores the band finally left
the stage, one by one, as members of the audience
rose to the stage to take over singing duties of the
band's "TooMuchJoyTheme Song" which rounds
out every show. And somewhere, off in the distance,
guitarist Jay Blumenfield slowly brought the song
to a close by remote guitarwork.

After the show the band sat dripping in sweat in
their dressing room. It turned out that Quirk had
been suffering from a severe head cold and he
looked e.xtremely drawn. "1 just ran out of energy "

he said.

This is the best live band you will ever see, trust
me. If it's at all possible for you to make it out to
see the show tonight at the i'ardise in Boston, do
it\ You can never really have too much joy, but
with these guys you can come close.

Movie Shorts
Continued from page seven
recognize him because he's such an improvement
over the old Jack Sommersby. A rich romantic fable—
the kind of film where people do things for love,
honor, pride and name that people in movies just
don't do anymore. Even the most cynical heart will be
melted by this well-acted drama. Though the ending
may be a bit too hard to swallow, butSo;;jmm^>is worth
taking a look at. B+
Mad Dog and Glory— Director John McNaughton

(Heiin-: Portrait ofA Serial Killer) and producer Martin
Scorsese try to make an oddball comedy with quirky
characters, but all they come out with is stilted, stop-
and-go humor that more than misses the mark; it

dribbles. A great cast that seems to go in circles trying
to make something interesting out of this mess. This
Dos should be put out of its misery. C-
Anny ofDarkness— This tepid, losely based sequel

to Sam Raimi's cult hit Evil Dead series unfortunately
falls flat. The intrepid hero (Bruce Campbell) travels
back in time to do battle with the Book of the Dead
again in this film heaxy on the s^iecial effects but low on
Raimi's usual brand of imaginative, campv humor. Skip
it and revel in Evil Dead or Evil Dead 2 on video. Now
that's entertainment. C

Scent ofA Woman — Al Pacino plays a gruff blind
man who takes one last grand tour of New York City
with a prep-school companion (Chris O'Donnell) in
this Oscar-nominated film. For the most part. Scent ofA
Wuniaii is a clever and humorous journev, anchored by
Pacino's rich performance and O'Donneil's charm.
Then the film turns crassly sentimental and becomes
boorishly preachy. The prep-school finale feels tacked-
on and it's a sort of intellectual cop-out — it reduces
Pacino's complex characterization into maudlin soap
opera. Clocking in at nearly three hours, Scent of A
Woman begins with promise and unfortunately ends
with cheap melodrama. B-

Vnforgiven— Clint Eastwood's fine revisionist west-
ern is the best bet to sweep the Acadrmy Awards even
though F.astwood heads an erratic cast, with Gene
Hackman coming out on top and Morgan Freeman and
Eastwood himself just portraying variations on charac-
ters they've played before. Unfor^iven is definitely worth
a look for its well-drawn characters (if not performances),
beautiful panoramic vistas and a tough but poetic script
by David Webb Peoples. 1 wasn't overwhelmed by
Eastwood's vision, but I was definately intrigued. B+

The Crying Game— If you haven't seen this movie— GO! Irish writer/director Neil Jordan has crafted one
of 1991's best, a seductive mystery/romance that's
deceptively beautiful and wonderfully original. The
superb cast, headed by Stephen Rea, Jaye Davidson,
Forest Whitaker and Miranda Richardson are un-
touchable and the characters they create will surely go

DEANS LIST CORRECTION
The following names were inadvertently
omitted from the Fall 1992 Deans List
published on Monday, March 8, 1993.
The Collegian apologizes for this mistake
and wishes to congratulate the students
below for their outstanding achievement.
(H indicates Honors Program)

COTE, PHILIP J,
COTY, SARAH A,
COUGHLIN, MOLLYA,

(H) COURTNEY, BENJAMIN A,
(H) COVE, LOUIS A,

COWAN, ROBERT B,
COWELL, JESSE E,
COX, BRIAN E,

Re"lea'se''''''°''^"'
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down in movie history. Yes, there's a twist, but the big
surprise is that The Crying Game is a near-perfect film all
about desire, conscience and the question of what love
really is. Don't miss it. A

Peter's Friends — Brash British director Kenneth
Branagh takes a break from Shakespeare (Henry V) and
Hitchcock (Dead Again) to create this very fluffy film
about a group of Cambridge students who reunite ten
years after their graduation. There are the usual prob-
lems: fights, make-ups, big revelations and plenty of
talk (and action) about sex. The cast is uniformly
excellent and they make the trite material seem a lot
more clever than it really is — all except comedienne
Rita Rudner (who co-wrote the script) who's way out of
her acting league here. Easily forgettable, but also easily
enjoyable. B-

Dantage — Obsession is the big theme in French
director Louis Malle's atmospheric romance about a
British politician (Jeremy Irons) who falls— bad— for
his son's fiancee Quliette Binoche) and the conse-
quences of their forbidden desire. Intelligent and
thoughtful performances all around, especially Rupert
Graves as the betrayed son and Oscar-nominated
Miranda Richardson as the betrayed wife. Malle directs
the mood as much as the actors here and the story may
be too melodramatic for many viewers, but Damage
lingers enough in your memory to make an impact. B+
A Few Good Mew —This blockbuster, Oscar-nomi-

nated courtroom drama excels purely on its intense star
power. Tom Cruise tries to bring down top marine brass
Jack Nicholson in this wildly entertaining film that's as
empty as Melanie Griffith's head and then some. Ba-
sically a legal shell game, with the fiery lawyer claptrap
taking the place of any real drama. Not that it's missed
or anything. With a script as audience-rigged as this
one, no one seems to care this is more of an efficient
Hollywood product than Oscar-worthy material. They
do make 'em like they used to. B+

ACADEMYrMUSIC
NORTHAMPTON 584-84.^5

9TH WEEK! - Curtain Daily 6:45 & 9

6 Academy Award Nominations Including
BEST PICTURE • DIRECTOR • ACTOR

THE MOVIE EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT.
BUT NO ONE IS GIVING AWAY ITS SECRETS.

"T^oThoibsIp!
One of iht be«l films

of ih* vrir:

- wiai tiEm

THE CRYING GAME

THE CRYING GAME
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n LATK SHOW THIS FRI. & SAT. 1 1 PM
n Only area showing (Box Off. fr. 10 pm)

J
l-eopold Loeb. Love gone mad. History gone bad.

"WILDLY

AUDACIOUS..."

"A GREAT FILM."

"TWO THUMBS UP!"

swoon

m
Director TOM KALIN'S study of theLEOPOLD & LOEB murder case
exposing elements of class, homophobia
8f anti-semitism that previous films
avoided. "DARING DIRECTION WITH
FLAIR!" -N.Y. Times
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Quicksand
continued from page two
evening. We are Antenna," and tear into "Fade"
a straight ahead rocker off their new release
Hideout. Halfway through the song, the club
finally kills the background music. After a set
worthy of an opening band and little more, a
smattering of applause marks the bands departure
as they give way to a group better at this kind of
stuff. A group like say, Superchunk.

Hideout delivers 12 solid tracks of indie rock,
nothing fancy. Similar to Antenna's
underwhelming 1991 debut Sway, it lacks focus.
John Strohm's vocal abilities seem limited. In

many cases, he makes a song less listenable with
his restrained style more reminiscent of that of
the seventies and early eighties. He sounds like a
middle American Elvis Costello. His voice does
hold together tunes like the ambling "Second
Skin" but handicaps other songs such as the
promising "Rust" with its neat little reference to
and sample of John Coltrane.

"Don't Be Late" and "Flasy Listening" just
wind on down some lonesome interstate, passing
no landmarks, creating no feeling, going nowhere
in particular. But that's okay, it's indie rock and
this is the month for it.

Credit is due however for the catchy "Wallpa-
per" to which Strohm lends what range he is

capable of to the nice vocal backdrop and catchy
riffs.

^

The songs are solid but Antenna lacks focus
and creative force — attributes virtually indis-
pensable for appealing to the college radio crowd
they're shooting for.

Resume Special
Drop it off by Noon, Pick it up the next dayl Thru 3/31

$2
Laserprint Resume Only j'

$21 .95/gage
|

The Resume Package
$44.95

Includes: Laser Print Resume* 50 Copies (Classic Laid Bond)

50 Blank Envelopes • 50 Matching Blank Sheets

The Paper House • 549-5656

If you ore over 18, and would like to earn
Full Time Income Working Part Time

• Local/M^tfbnol PlAement
• Limited Openings
March and Apnif

• Make "^m^j^ Receive
irtion Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield
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Cloudy and cold tonight. Snow
possible tomorrow. Go South!

Local News:
Back in the high life again, the UMass Cannabis Reform
Coalition celebrates its symbolic victory in the SGA elec-

tion, and calls for more to join the cause. Page 3.

Other Section:
If you don't know what the news is here,

you're probably not interested in sports to

begin with. Pages 1 and 12.
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Minutemen win A- 1 tourney
Rv HAM WFTVCI ... ... •/By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

At some point in nearly every Univer-
sity ofMassachusetts victory this season,
the Minutemen use a defensive surge to
not only shut down their opponent's of-

fense, but break their spirit.

The Minutemen pick up their defensive
intensity, begin to get a hand in every
shooter's face, grab every loose ball and
execute perfectly on the offensive end.
UMass plays nearly flawlessly as it

marches over its opponent.
When the stand is over, the opponent,

if not out of the game on the scoreboard,
looks beaten and confused.

It was no different last night as the
Minutemen (23-6) rode the second-half
surge and the hot hand of forward Harper
Williams ( 20 points. 8 rebounds ) to defeat
the Temple Owls, 69-61 , and capture their
second straight Atlantic lOChampionship
and an automatic bid in the NCAA Tour-
nament.

The surge, this time 6:53 long, boosted
No. 20 UMass from a 40-34 deficit to a 48-
42 lead it would never relinquish.

"When we get it going defensively
things seem to fall into place." said Wil-
liams, who for the second consecutive
year was named tournament MVP. "We
put them on their heels and keep banging
and banging. We play so hard the entire

game, that we wait for the other team to
go down, even just a little bit, and jump
on them."

During the UMass run. Temple'sAaron
McKie and EddieJones, who slashed their
way to a combined 21 first-half points,
suddenly looked mortal. McKie failed to
score a field goal in the second half

UMass' full court press rattled the Owls,
disturbing their offensive flow and forcing
one 10-second violation. Meanwhile, Wil-
liams was everywhere, pouring in nine
points during the stretch while Tony
Barbee ( 1 1 points) stepped up his play at
both ends of the court.

"Tony Barbee won this game for us,"
UMa.ss coach John Cah pari, who collected
his 100th career victory, said. "His senior
leadership in the second half was the
difference. Harper .stepped up and scored
and rebounded, but Tony was so important
out there."

UMass center Ix)u Roe (10 points, 14
rebounds) said, "We knew if they hung
around they could win it, so we had to pull
away so they couldn't come back. We had
to step up defensively."

Temple, after shooting 44 percent in
the first half, was held to 33 percent shoot
ing in the final 20 minutes of play.

The Owls kept the game interesting
down the stretch, battling back from as

Turn to VICTORY, page 10

I r...D,^ Uo,^^ \A/1I ^iy ^r, CHRISrOf'HtHbVANS/COtLEGIAN
LOU Koe, Harper Williams, and Kennard Robinson celebrate the 69-61 UMass victory that

gave the team the A- 10 crown.

Four remain
as chancellor
candidates
By MICHELLE BA'H.ISS
Collegian Staff

The names of the four finalists for the chancel-
lorship of the University of Massachusetts were
announced Thursday.

The finalists are Diether H. Haenicke of West-
ern Michigan University, Claudia Mitchell-Keman
ofthe University ofCalifornia at Los Angeles, Luis
Proenza of the University of Alaska and David
Scott of the Michigan State University.

Rina Spence, a member ofthe Board ofTrustees,
announced the names and said all the finalists
have excellent leadership qualities and significant
administrative experience in a university envi-
ronment.

Turn to CHANCELLOR, page 4

Reno gets the nod in Senate vote
Clinton's AG nomination nightmare comes to a close
By JAMES ROWLEY
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The Senate unanimously confirmed
Janet Reno on Thursday as the nation's first female
attorney general, completing the Clinton Cabinet and
bringing fresh leadership to a Justice Department still
led by a Bush holdover.

Applause broke out in the normally decorous Senate
chamber when the 98-0 vote was announced, making
Reno the government's top law enforcement officer.

Problems ranging from a terrorist bombing in New
York to questions about the FBI director in her own
department await the 54-year-old prosecutor. She is
expected to be sworn in next week.

"President Clinton should be commended for taking
yet another step in opening new opportunities for women
and minorities," Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said
in the brief discussion that preceded the vote.

Reno's cakewalk through the constitutional advise-
and-consent process closed the book on a Clinton Cabi-
net-selection process that got under way not long after
his election last November.

Clinton's difficulties filling the job ofattorney general— the failed nomination ofZoe Baird and the withdrawal
of federal judge Kimba Wood from consideration— have
delayed any major policy reviews at the Justice Depart-
ment.

"I would submit that President Clinton — albeit not
the first time at bat — has hit a home run." said Sen.
Joseph Biden, D-Del.

The Senate confirmed Reno just a day after the Ju-
diciary Committee approved her nomination. Normally,
there must be a three-day waiting period before the full

Senate can act. but that was waived.
The agency has been run. since Clintons Jan. 20

inauguration, by Bush administration appointee Stuart
Gerson.

Reno, who will be the first Democrat to head the
Justice Department in 12 years, is expected to make
many policy changes.

But the standoffbetween federal agents and an armed
religious cult in Texas and the FBI's investigation of the
World Trade Center bombing will force her to focus her
immediate attention on day-to-day enforcement of the
nation's criminal laws.

Students go to the polls
Lizana and Nunez sweep SGA elections
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The election of Al Lizana as student
trustee and David Nunez as student gov-
ernment president saw a significantly
larger turnout than last year's student
government election, and "was probably
the largest in four years," Jon Aronson,
chair of the Undergraduate Student
Senate's Governmental Affairs Commit-
tee, .said.

Aronson said 3,696 students voted in

the election, compared to last year's figure

of about 2.100.

Since they would not have affected

election results, 613 absentee votes were
not counted, he said.

Al Lizana won the student trustee po-
sition with 1 ,878 votes, defeatingJeffTurco
(630) and Kevin Jourdain (193).

David Nufiez won the student govern-

ment presidency with 1,907 votes, defeat-
ing Jennifer Fazzi (509).

The new student trustee's term will
begin July 1, while the studentgovernment
president will be sworn in April 1.

Voters also passed the two referendums
on the ballot. The UMass Cannabis Reform
Coalition's hemp initiative, a nonbinding
referendum to legalize marijuana on
campus, was supported by two-thirds of
the voters, and students approved sending
the SGA constitution before the Board of
Trustees by a three-fourths vote.

Current Student Trustee Kevin
Newnan said the SGA constitution, now
passed by the student body, will be re-

viewed by Chancellor Richard O'Brien and
President Michael Hooker before being
sent to the Board of Trustees for final
approval, possibly in June.

Vice Chancellor ofStudent Affairs Tom
Turn to SGA, page 4

Investigators
of doctor not
By GARRY MITCHELL
Associated Press

PENSACOLA, FLA. — Investiga-
tors found no evidence Thursday of a
conspiracy in the shooting death of a
doctor outside his abortion clinic. The
anti-abortion demonstrator who re-
portedly confessed was ordered held
without bond.

In the wake ofwhat is believed to be
the nation's finst killing stemmingfrom
an abortion demonstration, clinics
around the country tightened security
and women's groups urged Congress to
approve legislation making the block-
ing of clinics a federal crime.

At conservative Pensacola's two abor-
tion clinics, police increased security.

"The whole community feels violated
by the killing," Mayor Jerry Maygarden

find shooting
a conspiracy
.said.

Acandlelight vigil in Gunn's memory
was planned in Pensacola forThursday
night.

Michael Frederick GrifRn, once de-
scribed by his wife as suffering "great
fits of violence," was ordered held
without bond. A day earlier, he shot Dr.
David Gunn, calmly surrendered and
conrfessed, authorities said.

"At this time we have no evidence to
indicate a conspiracy exists,' police Sgt.
Jerry Potts said. "Thecase is not closed,
but I can't say we anticipate additional
arrests."

In Washington, several national
groups urged an FBI investigation of
"anti-choice violence."

The shooting, abortion rights advo-
cates said, is indicative of growing ex-

Turn to CLINIC, poge4
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Lecture — Galen Drapeau, a Yankton Sioux Tradi-
tionalist speaks on the dangers of non-Indian people
practicing traditional Indian medicine. This takes place
in the Campus Center room 163 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Sponsored by the American Indian Student Association.

Thursday, March 25

Film — Drums of Winter, a documentary film on the
traditional song and dance of the Yupic.

Sponsored by the American Indian Student Associa-
tion.

Cigarette ashes
False alarms lead residents
By LAVONETTE LUCL\NO
Collegian Correspondent

After a series of false alarms over the past month,
residents of John Quincy Adams residence hall were
caught by surprise by a real fire Wednesday night.

The fire apparently started around 8:15 p.m. when
students smoking in the third floor lounge dropped their
ashes into a trash can, and the ashes smoldered into
flames.

The fire was confined to a trash barrel," said David
Beaudin, a fire prevention ofllcer for Environmental
Health and Safety. There was a good bit ofsmoke, but no
real damage."

Third floor resident Anne Crowell recalled entering
the lounge. "It was full of thick smoke. My eyes started
watering," she said.

Residents say they are outraged by the excessive
number of false alarms in the building. One third-floor

Saturday, March 27

Lecture— Cherokee storyteller Christina Bryant tells

tales for young and old, native and non-native. The event
will be held in the Jones Library fron 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sponsored by the American Indian Student Association.

Satiu-day, April 3

Theater— Spiderwoman Theatre presents Reverbber-
Ber-Ations, dramatizing the threads which bind Native
American elders, ancestors and tribes to the present and
future generations. Sponsored by the American Native
Indian Student Association.

spark JQA fire
to false sense ofsecurity
resident remained in her room during the alarm.

"Educate people. Whether you think it's false or real
you need to get out anyway." said Khaleelah Abdul-
Kareem, residence director for JQA.

Fire and safety ofllcer Mike Swain held an emergency
floor meeting with residents later that night.

Swain, one of the first to arrive on the scene, said, "If
the fire had kept burning they would have never been
able to get out."

A petition in JQA was circulated among residents
regarding the false alarms and the installment of a
warning alarm. According to Beaudin. the warning
alarm would sound before an actual building alarm is
activated.

Presently installed in Coolidge. the warning alarm
system is intended to decrease the frequency of false
alarms. The buildingalarm, distinctive from the warning
alarm, will be activated after the warning if a fire actu-
ally exists.

Write for the Collegian-
Come to Campus Center room 1 1 3 for more information

There are lots of different opportunities
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Robinson calls for more direct communication

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Tom Robinson outlines his agenda.
X3SH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Women work for change
Society blocks Asian women i progress

By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Staff

Stopping violence is one of the most important issues
on campus, according to Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs Tom Robinson. This past weekend saw nine
altercations at the University, some ofwhich are alleged
to be racially motivated, and Robinson said these events
were not unusual for the University.

"We must address violence problems on campus,"
Robinson said. "To deal with this we must put in place
lines ofcommunication and put efforts into working with
special communities and populations."

Robinson spoke yesterday about problems facing the
University to a group of about 60 people, mcludmg
University staff, faculty and administrators, about
campus concerns at a forum in the Campus Center.

He said he wants UMass to work at being a
multicultural University and deal fundamentally with
negative cultural issues.

"We must work on acceptance of other people."
Robinson said. "The University doesn't really value people,
so the UMassway ofdealingwith people gets extrapolated
as discriminatory."

The racial events that took place in the residence halls
last fall prompted Robinson to take a look at Housing
Services.

Robinson appointed a committee to leview the position
ofresident assistant, and established a Housi n^j Services

Turn to ROBINSON, page 6

By THERESE COLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

The Japanese women's movement is

beginning to take form despite govern-
mental and social oppression, said three
Japanese scholars Sunday in the Campus
Center.

The forum, titled, "Women in Japan in

the Context of Asia: A Socio-Cultural
Perspective," addressed the obstacles
facing women seeking change.

Professor Haruko Takeda, of
Ritsumeikan University, Japan, said she
hoped to use the forum as a "springboard
for action." Recounting her own "guerilla

actions" against the system, she urged
them to take action.

Takeda said Japan's family registry,

the official record ofnames and lineage, is

an agent of discrimination and suppres-
sion, and must be eradicated. Married
couples are listed under one name. In the
past, the man's name was usually chosen,
but now women are not allowed to use
their maiden names. Women are only
known as their husbands' wives.

Takeda refused to change her maiden
name in the registry. As a result, her
marriage is considered invalid and her 9-

month-old child illegitimate. The label of

invalidity translates into higher taxes and
ostracization by society.

Chieko Yamazaki, a UMass graduate
student in the school ofeducation, followed
Takeda with an emotional account ofrape
and sexual exploitation ofwomen in Asia.

While Korea was torn by war in the mid-
1900s, Yamazaki said, Korean women were
tricked into coming to Japan, where they
were forced to work as sex slaves, called
lanfu, for Japanese soldiers. In 1991, she
said, the Japanese government was still

reluctant to apologize to the aging women.
A similar sex industry continues today,

Yamazaki said. Poverty-stricken East
Asian women are tricked into coming to
Japan, and then coerced into working in
brothels hidden imder the cover of "le-

gitimate" clubs and bars, she said. The
government insists they are run by private
agencies and therefore the government
has no jurisdiction over them.

Presenting photographs of lanfu,
Yamazaki said. "We have to remember
that human beings can't do these things."

Kuniko Izmni then addressed the re-

lationship between economy and sexual-
ity. She said the female identity in Japan
is a product of a sexist and patriarchal
image of women. The fragile dependent
female is still considered more appealing
to men. and this view is accepted by both
men and women.

Izumi, a professor at Chiba University
in Japan, stressed an immediate need for

a women's movement. She cited a poll in

which 73 percent ofJapanese women said
they feel they are not treated equally, yet
70 percent feel there is no need for a
women's movement. In 1976, women were
paid 56 percent of men's wages; in 1988
this dropped to 50 percent.

Turn to WOMEN, poge 4

Trustee says UM system
will grow with unified rules
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY nia," he said. "All are united in saying
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By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Stoff

A trustee of the five-campus Uni-
versity of Massachusetts system told

the Faculty Senate yesterday that
"university- wide rules" should be
implemented so the schools can be run
more efficiently and effectively.

Speaking before 56 senators, Trustee
John WilHam Poduska, Jr., chairman of
theCommitteeonAcademicand Student
Affairs, said he is committed to helping
the university sjrstem grow and prosper.

"This university system here doesn't
bum forests or pollute rivers," he said.

"It tries to make people think. The
(University) President [Michael
Hookerl is committed to having us
recognize that we can be a predomi-
nantly excellent university system."

Poduska, 55, said the Committee on
Academic and Student Affairs has an
ambitious job to do.

"The committee is quite new; we've
only had a few things we've done so
far," he said. "On the other hand, it is

our job to look over the horizon a little

bit, to look at what kind of university

this five-college system can be."

Poduska oaid he supjwrts Hooker's
improvement proposals.

"He wants us to have a university
system that we would compare favor-

ably to systems like the University of

Michigan or the University of Califor-

nia," he said. "All are united in saying
that graduates from those schools are
at the top of the resource fields for a
new educated work force."

Poduska said the university system
must establish a uniform set of rules
and "chain of command."

"(The committee is| particularly in-

terested in helping the president
implement his plan to level the rules
from campus to campus." he said. "But
our intent is to make the transition
from campus to campus as easy, as
simple, as direct as we can. And that
will probably mean some university-
wide rules put in place."

Murray Eisenberg, professor ofmath
and statistics, asked why a system of
unified rules was so important, saying
the goal ofsuch a proposal was "admin-
istrative convenience, not need."

Poduska acknowledged Eisenberg's
fear that the trustees would "go too far

in one area and not far enough in an-
other," but said. "There are a great
many areas where unevenness is an
administrative nightmare."

Poduska saidCASA has been charged
with implementing a six-part "culture"

across the university system to help

carry the University of Massachusetts
to the forefront of university systems.

"There's something that lies inside of
all ofus that says we know we can do it."

he said. "We know that we can be a tier-

one universitysystem by theyear 2000."

CRC declares symbolic victory, future plans
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students celebrated the
"legalization" of marijuana here on campus at a rally

yesterday on the Student Union steps.

During the campus-wide elections Tuesday and
Wednesday, 1,977 students voted for the Cannabis Re-
form Coalition's initiative and 983 voted against it. Ap-
proximately 150 students turned out for the victory rally.

The initiative stated that since recreational use of

cannabis is "less harmful" than either alcohol or tobacco,

and cannabis is "an environmentally beneficial crop," the
undergraduate student body at UMass resolves that all

laws and statutes prohibiting the cultivation, sale, dis-

tribution and use of cannabis are null and void.

Amherst resident Terry Franklin, the first speaker at

the rally, encouraged the idea of challenging the "status

quo." He also stressed the importance of people getting

out and voting.

"This is a great victory." Franklin said. "But it is only

a small part of what needs to be done."

Franklin compared the Federal Drug Enforcement

Turn to MARIJUANA, page 6
Tl. , f , . ^ I , , .V, .

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
I his pile of plant matter looks a lot like an enormous quantity of marijuana. In fact, it is.
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Haenicke has been president of Western Michigan
University since 1985. He was born in Germany and
received a doctorate in German literature and philosophy
from the University ofMunich in 1962. In recent years he
has spoken extensively on multiculturalism, ethics in
research and social obligation and social conscience.

Claudia Mitchell-Keman has been dean and vice-
chancellor of graduate studies at UCLA since 1989. She
received a Ph.D. in anthropology from the University of
California in 1969. After teaching at Harvard for four
years, she joined the department of anthropology at
UCLA, where she holds a joint appointment in psychia-
try. In 1976. she became director ofthe UCLA Center for
Afro-American Studies. She has published several books
on childhood socialization and African-Amercian com-
munity, and has lectured extensively on sex ratios, pat-
terns of race and cultural dynamics.

Proenza has been vice president for academic affairs
and research for the University of Alaska system since
1992. Born in Mexico, heearned a doctorate in biology from
the Univei-sity ofMinnesota in 1971. He has procured $45
million in federal grants and contracts for polar research
projects since 1988. He has co-edited two books and given
more than 500 invited speeches on subjects ranging from
optics to ethnic vocational patterns to ice research.

Scott was provost of Michigan State from 1986 to
1992. when he became Hannah Distinguished Professor
of Learning, Science and Society. Scott was bom in
Orkney Islands in northern Scotland, and earned a
doctorate in nuclear physics form Oxford University in
1967. He has published 100 papers on nuclear and
science and aspects of higher education and has spoken
extensively on university transformation and the ful-

fillment of social needs and expectations.

clinic
continued from page 1

tremism in the anti-abortion movement.
"The government needs to ensure that vigilan-

tes, terrorists and religious extremists do not take
away our basic right to choose," said Kate
Michelman. president of the National Abortion
Rights Action League.

Randall Terry, a leader of the anti-abortion
group Operation Rescue, called the kilUng an "in-

appropriate, repulsive act," but he also called Gunn
a murderer of babies.

Griffin, 31, was charged with murder. He is

accused of firing three shots at Gunn from a .38-

caliber revolver at point-blank range.

Gunn, 47, was getting out of his car at the back
door ofthe Pensacola Women's Medical Services as
anti-abortion demonstrators picketed the clinic.

Via a television hookup between the jail and the
Escambia County Courthouse, Griffin asked Judge
WiUiam J. Green for a blanket and a Bible for his

cell.

"I would like to keep my Bible as one ofmy legal

documents," Griffin said. Green referred him tojail

administrators, who wouldn't comment on the re-

quests.
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continued from page 3

Izumi displayed two ads used prominently in Japa-
nese AIDS awareness campaigns. The first depicted a
middle-class, smiling man covering half his face with a
passport. In the corner is printed, "Have a safe trip and
be careful about AIDS." The information is directed only
at men, said Izumi, with the assumption that only men
are in danger of contracting the disease. Izumi asked.
"Can you see a Japanese housewife waving goodbye to

her husband yelling, '. . . and be careful with AIDS!*"
The second pictured a slender, nude woman under-

neath an erect condom reading. Thin but strong enough
for AIDS." The erect condom covering the body, Izumi
said, can be seen as the penis dueling with the woman
and the delicate woman suggests the fragility and weak-
ness of women while emphasizing sensuality. In other
words, she said, the ad is saying, "Be sure to control your
woman or you may get hurt."

"Economic exploitation and sex exploitation meet at a
vertex." she concluded.

In the panel review that followed, Eleanor Mclaughlin,
a research associate for the Five-College Women's Stud-
ies Center, suggested that the mechanisms of social

change may be very different in Asia than in the West.
She asked, "Does modernization involve increasing
commoditization of women?"

Izumi and Yamazaki said Western style ofmoderniza-
tion makes all people slaves of the economic power
structure, but even traditional Confucian culture is op-
pressive.

When asked about the speakers' reactions to the West
as women, Izumi said she must reconstruct feminine
identity to fit the Western structure. Yamazaki, married
to a Westerner, said, "I am an oppressor when I go back
to my country."

Yamazaki closed the discussion, saying, "To raise the
next generation, we have hope."

SGA
continued from page 1

Robinson has already reviewed the constitution and is in
favor of its passage, Newnan said.

"I'm very relieved the election period is over," Lizana
said.

Lizana said he will spend the summer here to get
better acquainted with some of the pressing issues on
campus.

"Ill try my best to pick up where Kevin I Newnan jlefl

offand address some ofthe service reforms," Lizana said.
"I want to see what the latest sentiments are ofthe Board
of Trustees on the I^gal Services Center."

The Legal ServicesCenter is currently trying to regain
its litigation rights.

Lizana said he wants to meet with Robinson to discuss
reforms in University Housing Services, University
Health Services and food services.

"I feel excited." said Student Government President-
elect Nunez, who said his first step will be to get more
people informed about student government.

"I'd like to thank my campaign managers and 70
campaign staff workers and all the people who helped
run the election," Nunez said. "They all worked very
hard."

Nunez's plans for spring break: "I'm going to go home
and relax," he said.
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Winter leaves campus, but season of violence continues
It has been a long, cold, difficult winter, and it seems

that It is not over yet. The current storm of interracial
brutality and unrest is unseasonable and unwelcome. It
has been nearly a year since the Rodney King beatingand
the bitter hatred surrounding it, yet the season ofviolence
is reluctant to let go.

At a time when feelings of anguish and resentment
should start to thaw, a time when new growth should begin
to sprout from under the melting ice and snow, another
storm arrives to bury us. We will be forced to dig out again.

Why, after the justified outrage over the unspeakable
torture suffered by Rodney King, after cities were set
ablaze, after the most basic rights ofhuman beings were
discarded, and the outcome witnessed, was the lesson not
learned? Are the emotions, the anger, the hatred so easily
forgotten? Are we not hungry enough for the season of
mutual respect to begin?

The cold clouds are lingering over our campus again, as
the nation begins to search for answers here. It will be
difficult for the University to begin to thaw this time
because these watchful clouds will not allow a ray of
sunshine to penetrate and touch the ground. They will

cover us like a blanket, holding in the cold. Any stray flurry

to fall will be transformed into a mighty blizzard, signahng
a trend in the climate here, a cold and harsh climate.

Jeff
^

MCKENZIE
It is disheartening to be beaten back into winter while

standing at spring's green doorstep. The purpose ofthose
violent young men, I'm sure, was not to halt the changing
of the seasons. They were no lovers of winter, either.

Whether they were venting anger, or were drunk, even if

the issue of race never entered their minds as they rolled

through campus beating anyone who got in their way,
they are the ones leading us back into the cold. Another
cry of racial unrest will go up, and we, all of us — re-

gardless of what color, what origin, what gender — we
will be forced to answer for their actions.

It will be the rest of us who longed for the renewing
warmth, the rest of us who threw open our windows and
our doors in anticipation of the first spring breezes, who
must endure the now extended winter.

I don't believe those violent young men wanted this. I

don't believe they were indifferent to racial unrest orjust

didn't care. Their attacks may have been racial in nature,
in the sense that they were Black and there were Whites
around on which to focus their violence. But they did not
intend, in my opinion, to create a symbol of intolerance,
ofBlack versus White, ofa need for further racial violence.

I do believe they didn't think. They did not think about
the consequences for themselves. They did not think
about the consequences for this university. They did not
think even about the consequences for the entire country.
We will be asked why. We will be asked how. We will

be forced to reply to difficult questions, questions that
have no answer. We will be seen in a light that is

unfriendly and harsh. People will wonder why this small
college town in western Massachusetts is different than
any other. We will be forced to answer them. The clouds
will linger over us.

The cold season will continue here, even as the air

softens and the sidewalks become wet. The nation will

linger over us and watch, and whereas we once had the
chance to lead the way into the season of change and of
growth, we now may lead only into a season that should
have passed.

JeffMcKenzie is a Collegian columnist.

Columnist belongs in the comics
In reference to your "interview" titled,

"Is LSD misunderstood?" [Collegian,

March 6 1: 1 have never seen such a ridicu-

lous, infuriating attempt to thwart and
confuse a serious issue. I'm not talking

about LSD. I'm talking about the "vote for

hemp" letter conveniently crammed into

the corner, dwarfed by David Massey's
(fictitious?) column interviewing the
president of the UMass LSD Coalition.

Is this for real? It does little more than
portray the issue of drugs as a topic for

brain-damaged dropouts ofsociety. Seeing

as society views all drugs in the same light

(except legal ones), this column doesn't

really make the hemp letter look too good,

now does it? Was this deliberate?

Lance Brown, president of the UMass
Cannabis Reform Coalition, states that

people are often misled by the "powers that

be." This column is an obvious example of

the ignorance that keeps people from the

truth. David Massey's column belongs not

on the editorial page, but on the comic page
next to "The Adventures of Fred."

Anyone with a clue about the effects of

LSD or any drug could tell it was a blatant

attack on the CRC. Although Massey
hasn't fooled the minority, it's a shame
that the misinformed masses must be

subject to this abundance of biased opin-

ion. This is where misinformation comes
from.

All of this is just more proof not to

believe everything you read. Check your
sources. We think Massey should be dosed.

Maybe it would improve his imagination.

Scott Johnson
Jason Berube

Central

Steinem halts feminist lovolution
When Gloria Steinem was at Smith

College last week, her reactions to several

of the questioners made me suspicious of

her dedication to the feminist revolution.

I informed her I had written her a letter

about certain points in her book where she

contradicted herself about the private

ownership of land. Since she never wrote

me back, I wondered if she had received it

along with my Feminista, "The Natural

Sovereignty of Womankind." Who could I

turn to for support when the scholars

whom I felt I had something profoundly-in

common with would notcommunicate with

me?
She then asked if my Feminista was

saying women should rule. I answered,

"Absolutely. The wise women, the croned

are the ones responsible for birthing into

existence a new reality." She said she

didn't believe women had the natural sov-

ereignty because women and men needed
to work together.

After the audience stopped clapping in

support of Gloria's putdown of my ideas,

which she had not had time to fully com-
prehend, I said the natural sovereignty of

women is due to their final word of yes or

no to the sex act. When Gloria said she

didn't believe they had the final word I

replied, "If they don't have the final word
then there is rape, which is the reason we
live in a debauched world."

Then Gloria asked me to give her an-

other copy of my Feminista. As of now, I

have notreceived a letter with her thoughts

on the feminist lovolution I have envi-

sioned. When will women stop competing
with each other so we can begin to live in

a world built from the poetic forces oflove?

Libby Hubbard
Amherst

Assaults raise questions
A shocking and very frightening event

occurred last Friday night. A man was
walking down the stairs, minding his own
business, when he was assaulted by four

men of a different color. The man hap-
pened to be holding an ice cream sundae,
and unless the four assailants wanted
some ice cream, the only other motive
appears to be race.

Why wasn't there a "Rally to Protest

Racism" on the Student Union steps, you
ask? Why wasn't there a denouncement of
this act? Why weren't there any brand
new signs that "We will not tolerate rac-

ism?" The victim happened to be White.

Michael

MORRISSEY
Jason Nietupski is a sophomore ROTC

student at UMass whose only crime was
an awful knack ofbeing in the wrong place

at the wrong time.

He shares this trait with three other

White individuals who happened to be

assaulted by Black men matchingthe same
description: black hoods, black boots, one
over 6-foot-2, at least one carrying a cane.

The men in Butterfield are so terrified of

the backlash that they have moved out of

the dorms. The man who was beaten up on
the Central hill, and had his bike stolen,

also refused to give his name to the press.

These victims feel they will be even
more victimized if they make their names
public. Jason Nietupski was the only one
who gave his name, and the perpetrators
may decide to come aft^r him again.

There was no rally because if the vio-

lence is Black on White at UMass, people

are too scared to speak up. There was no
denouncement by the administration for

the same reason. With "racial tensions"

the way they are on campus, many Whites
are fearful of speaking up because the
administration will call them racist.

Don't laugh, it's true. Crazier things

have happened. The truth is, people of

every race (White, Black, red, brown,
green) do stupid things from time to time,

and we shouldn't be afraid to point it out.

Jason tried to call Richard O'Brien to

tell him about the incident, but he was
transferred to Dean of Students Joanne
Vanin. who transferred him to Paul
Vasconcellos.

His RA said. "I know you're the type of
person who won't make a big deal out of
this."

Yes, and even Health Services got into

the act, making Jason wait for five hours
before he was waited on. Keep in mind, he
had a concussion and broken teeth, yet
people who had alcohol poisoningandcame
aft*r him were served first.

Some may say, rewind, Mike, you can't

be sure it was racial. Maybe you're right,

but since they didn't take his wallet, or

anyoneelse's, the only other motive is that

the gang did it for fun.

Some people told me about a game
called "Knockdown" where you walk up to

someone for no reason and try to knock
him down with one punch. If you don't,

they beat you up or they beat the unlucky
individual up. This is a city game that

people play to kill a boring weekend night.

To protect yourself, two things you can
do is never walk alone again on the cam-
pus. I know I sure won't.

Have a good break. Jason Nietupski
probably won't.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

WOCH changes were necessary
I do not want to start an editorial

war, but I feel compelled to respond to

Nathan Crick's column [Collegian,

March 11]. As a member of the WOCH
managing staff, I have worked closely

with HSCN administrators, as well as

with the Orchard Hill/Central Area co-

ordinator. While I cannot say I am
pleased with the changes that had to

occur regardingWOCH this semester, I

must stress that they have come about
solely for the protection of the station,

the managing staffand our discjockeys.

Housing officials are not trying to be
fascist. Big Brother types; they have
advised that the changes are necessary

because we are subject to Massachu-
setts tax payers, as well as accountable

to every member of our possible lis-

tening audience. Our studio is in a

room that is paid for (i.e. heating,

electricity) by tax money. Our signal

had the capability to go into every

housing unit on campus including Uni-

versity Apartments, where children

may live. If a parent or any listener

takes offense to some broadcast mate-

rial, that person could feasibly sue
WOCH because some of his/her tax

dollars go to the station.

ANew York university was recently

fined $23,750 for broadcasting inap-

propriate material in the afternoon.

While our financial situation has been
improving, WOCH could not handle a

similar sanction. It would be nice to

have a totally uncensored station, but
circumstances surrounding the
station's removal necessitate some
regulation. It is not to anyone's benefit,

and is in fact a detriment, to have
broadcast graphic descriptions ofmas-
turbation at 1 p.m. In addition, it vio-

lates federal obscenity laws.

Housing officials, I have to say, have
been more helpful and enthusiastic to-

ward WOCH than at any time in the
past. Once again, I must emphasize no
one is happy about the new policies,

but ifWOCH is to stay on the air and
gain any credibility, they are necessary
annoyances.

J. LaPorte
Program Director, WOCH
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Court backs DMH rules

JObH REYNOLDS . COl LEGIAN
WE ARE FROM FRANCE — UMass fans show their support for the Minutemen by

being Coneheads. You figure it out.

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state's highest court

dealt a blow to those fighting the state's

policies towards the mentally ill today,

ruling in favor of the Department ofMen-

tal Health.

Advocates for the mentally ill had

challenged DMH's policies on several

grounds, particularly in regard to patient

discharges. They said the state's policies

violated the Americans with Disabilities

Act. and charged the state with negligent

discharge of patients.

With the ruling, Stephen Olesky, an
attorney who represented one of the

plaintiffs in the lawsuit, said the Supreme
Judicial Court essentially cut off legal

avenues for future challenges.

"They seem to be saying that any relief

is going to have to come from legislature,"

Olesky said.

A lower court judge denied several
claims against the state, and the Supreme
Judicial Court agreed in an even broader
decision, ordering judgement in favor of
the state on all claims.

The decision comes at a time when the
state has been closing mental health
hospitals, leading to allegations by advo-
cates for the homeless that people from
the mental health system are being re-

ferred to homeless shelters.

The lawsuit was filed by Albert Wil-
liams, a man who has been diagnosed as
schizophrenic who was discharged from
the Massachusetts Mental Health Com-
munity Mental Health Center on Nov. 9,

1989. Joseph Kornegay, who was allowed
to intervene in the case, became homeless
after inpatient treatment at a DMH facil-

ity. He has been diagnosed as having a
major depressive disorder

Robinson

marijuana
continued from page 3

Agency to a dinosaur.

"They are big. they are powerful and
they also have very small brains!" Franklin
said.

"Our public servants act like royalty,"

added Steven Levine, a member of the
Libertarian Party.

Although the hemp initiative was
passed, the question was not binding. CRC
leaders say they are now armed with
enough support to propose changes in the
judicial policies on campus.

"What we want is a real jury of peers
when it comes to a hearing. Punishment
should be the same as that of an under-
aged drinker," said Lance Brown, presi-
dent of the CRC.

According to Brown, the organization's
goal is now to try to change the minds of

the people who are against legalization by
distributing as much information as pos-
sible.

"We plan to create pro-legalization
groups at other colleges," Brown said.

Undercover police officers also attended
the rally, to ensure safety and to prohibit
anyone from smoking the drug openly.

Bo Majkut, a senior political science
major, said he voted "yes" for the hemp
initiative.

"Why not? It's about time!" Majkut
said.

Founder and former president of the
coalition Kai Price made the closing re-

marks, reminding the audience that al-

though UMass had voted for legalization,

police would continue to enforce state and
federal laws prohibiting the use of the
drug.

YDU COULD LEARN A Urr FROMA DUHM\:
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELL

continued from page 3

Review Commission to see if Housing is

serving students as well as possible.

"There are no quick fixes," Robinson
said. "We need to constantly look ahead to

serve the needs ofstudents in the long run
and not resist change."

Robinson also addressed problems with
the Student Activities Office, which he is

currently reviewing.

He is working on developing the rela-

tionships on campus, as well as the
problem with theStudentActivities'Trust
Fund.

Salaries for staff in SAO are no longer
paid out ofthe Trust Fund , which Robinson
said has decreased the student activities

fee by $33.

Robinson said this means that theSAO
staff no longer has a vested interest in the
fund, thereby improving relations between
the students and the staff.

Robinson said he is also interested in

helping the Student Government Asso-
ciation become stronger, and is looking for

a new director for student activities.

To improve the University, we must
ultimately have communication."
Robinson said. "I operate with an open
door policy. I am completely serious about
inviting people to visit and taking phone
calls."

After speaking on these issues,
Robinson opened the floor to the audience,
composed of representatives from Health
Services, Legal Services, Housing Services
and other University groups.

Residential Director Cheryl L. Dukes
wanted to know how Robinson would deal

with breaking down bureaucratic barri-

ers to increase the flow of information.
"Information is power at the Univer-

sity, and whoever has information has
power." Dukes said. "How do you break
this and how do you get information?"

According to Robinson, first the
University's organizations have to develop
a function formally and then develop an
informal flow of communication and in-

formation.

Robinson said people at the University
do not always have to go through the
hierarchy to get information, but should
go right to those directly involved.

"We must cut through the monumental
bureaucracy," Robinson said. "I'm tryingto
get around campus and hear people to

communicate with as many as p>OKsible.

This demonstrates sharing information, so

hopefully people will follow this example."
According to Southwest Residential

Director Khaleelah Abdul-Kareem, cam-
pus organizations need to work as a team
and services should be coordinated with
all departments. She said everyone must
share the same philosophy.

Robinson is also working on a review of

University Health Services, making
campus services more accessible and a

serious attempt at listening to students.
Robinson said students who feel they are
not being heard are one ofthe reasons the
University has so many problems.

"I'm really impressed with the way
Tom has listened and responded." Carol
Wallace, a representative of the
Everywoman's Center, said. "It has really
made me feel hopeful."

Summer Session. Wfiy 9iot? 'BouUer. 'Where llsei
• Enjoy the relaxed, comfortable atmosphere of the Boulder campus
• Choose from over 500 courses

• Select from five-, eight-, and ten-week terms or intensive courses
• Have Hme to work, travel, or just have hin in the beautihil Rocky
Mountains

Plan now to make the Summer of 1993 a Boulder one!
Term A: June 7- July 9
TermB: July 1.3- August 1.3

TermC: June 7 -July .30

Term D: June 7 - August 1

3

Shorter, intensive courses also available.

Yes, send me the free 1993 CU-Boulder Summer Session Catalog

Office of AdmLvsiom
Regent Administrative Center 125
Campus Box 30
University of Cxjiorado at Boulder
Boulder, (xilorado 80309-0(>30 The

Collegian
1 13 Campus

Center

545-3500
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A marvelous
break at home

Next week, when most ofyou sorry bastards are
risking skin cancer while basking in the sun of
some far-off tropical paradise, I'll be sitting pretty
in beautiful downtown Marlboro, Mass., keeping
myself busy by quietly getting smashed on the
hidden bottle ofV.O. thatmom keeps for when she's
feeling "frisky."

God, it's going to suck.

For the past month now all's I've been hearing
about are car rentals, plane tickets, Tan-o-rama,
losing weight, traveling music, spending money,
contraceptives and fake IDs. So Vmglad thatyou're
all leaving. There are children starving in India
and all's you can do is worry about drinking beer
and having sex with some beautiful person on a
deserted, moonlit beach?

I weep for this country.

The only thing worse than listening to all ofthis
selfishness would be having the night editors here
tie me up and force feed me Adam Scott Roberts'
fashion columns. And I think you all knowjust how
horrible that would be.

Cutter

GARCIA
So to strike back at you travel-goers the editors

here at the Collegian have decided to let me publish
a list ofthe really cool things /'// be doing next week
while most of you are busy being self-important.

So whileyou're readingthis in the plane (a«v/)of/\'

seen Alive recently^ Hell, heh, /je/j. ) or the bus (Wa/i.'

There's a fun trip — 24 hours in a cramped coffin

with people who smell like [expletive]!) or the car
( Ooh! Can I have the middle seatplease?Next to the

annoying idiot who refuses to sit through a single

song without changing the station? Thanks!) think
about what you're missing.

The. Cool Things Cutter Will Be Doing In
Marlboro While You Selfish Fools Are Far
Away In Paradise list:

1. Listening to the scanner. This one kills me.
I get a big bottle ofTab cola and a fresh box ofNilla
Wafers and then I just plant myself down in front

of the big Bear-Cat 64 where I wait for all the
action.

Hell, I've been known to sit there a good 10 or 12
hours straightjust waiting for that big call to come
in from Marlboro's finest.

And when it does come — I'm out of there,

buddy! It's more than worth the wait because
sometimes, ifyou're really lucky, you might get one
ofthose medical assistance calls where a diabetic is

freaking out because he ate a whole bowl of Sugar
Smacks and then you can race down there and pick

up whatever change the poor guy had in his pockets
before he went into convulsions and was dragged
away. It's pretty cool.

2. Hang out with my "go-nowhere" friends.
This is fun because it gives me the opportunity to

seejust how close I am to becominga pitiful nothing.

We'll all sit around in the finished basement of

somebody's parent's Tudor and talk about how cool

it's going to be when we're rich and famous.
The fact that this is the same conversation that

we've been having for the past 12 years or so, yet is

never getting any closer or possible since most ofus
are either a.) employed at Denny's, or h.) soon will

be employed at Denny's, will be completely oblivi-

ous to us. So we'll just keep on drinking our Black

Label beers while watching Rhonda Shear on USA's
"Up All Night."

Ignorance is bliss.

3. Work at myjob as a host at The Ground
Round. That's right, losers! You'll be hip-high in

decadence and debauchery and I'll be up to my neck

in snotty-nosed little kids who either want Bingo

the clown's autograph or to punch me in the groin!

Jealous? Yeah, I'll bet.

There's nothing quite as much fun as listening

to some angry mother accuse you of conspiracy

when it's penny-a-pound day and the scale tells you

that her kid weighs 58 pounds and she damned well

knows that the kid weighs 53!

Here's a nickel, you hag, go buy yourselfa yacht.

4. Arguing with Mom. This is an art form. It's

actually more of a skill than anything. How cool is

it to be trapped like a rat in a sinking cage with the

woman who has nurtured and protected you? The

very same woman who loves to remind you that she

has "seen you naked many times and it's no big

deal, Mr. Proud and Mighty!" afler you scream at

her for walking into the bathroom without knock-

ing? It's not very pretty. God bless her.

My sisters and I actually have a pool running

where we bet how long it'll be before mom hints

Turn to SPRING BREAK, page 8

Contemplate the abstract
Sculptor Erik Levine redefines the laws ofgravity

Erik Levine's Untitled (1989).

COURTESY DIANE BROWN

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Life size, milk-toned sculptures stand poised on the
very smallest of curves, as if they were balanced on the
ball of a foot. None of these pieces are what they initially

seem to be — each one is a fusion of simple shapes and
forms. Each sculpture is a visual contradiction. This is

the art work of Erik Levine.

Insights: Erik Levine will be shown from now until

May 30 at the Worcester Art Museum in Worcester,
Mass.

This is Levine's first solo museum exhibition in the
United States, though he is currently the subject of two
one-man shows in Munich, Germany and has recently

exhibited in Paris and Vassiviere en Limousin, France.
Levine's work is streamlined, stable and subtle. His

work is admired for its sensuality. Each piece has large,

sloping curves that create interesting contrasts with its

linear elements.

Levine, 32, melds simple geometric shapes such as
circles, cones and cubes to create intriguing abstract

sculpture. Each piece stretches and captivates the

imagination. Levine's forms suggest familiar things —
furniture, architecture, mechanical objects, even the

human body, which makes them especially startling

upon a closer look.

Levine's skill at playing with balance— his challenge
ofthe laws ofgravity— has been attributed to the artist's

early training as a dancer. Works such as Wheel Box
( 1988 ) and Untitled (Cone with Semicircle) ( 1990 ) may be
said to mimic the dancer's ability to maintain poise while
striking a precarious posture.

The powerful formal and spatial identity of his objects

depend heavily on mathematical proportions and calcu-

lations approximating tho.se of engineering. The simple
material he selects and the craft of his technique are
reminiscent of carpentry. I^eviiie molds his pieces with
furniture-grade plywood and does nothing to disguise the
remnants of glue drips, staples, wood putty and pencil

marks used to hold the works together. This evidence of

the artist's working process endows each sculpture with
a kind of textured skin.

The artist himself smiled sporadically and struck a

humble pose off to one side of the room as the reporters

milled around his sculptures during the exhibit's opening.

When I asked him for a word that best fits what the
sculptures mean for him. he merely said "paradox." And
surely thatone word is enough to describe some ofthe most
cerebrally gratifying sculpture currently on exhibit today.

The best video bets for break
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

This coming week, many ofyou will be speeding off to

some exotic locale to drench yourself in sun or snow. The
other halfwill be speedingback to their hometown to visit

with their parents and spend a week catching up on all

that reading you need to do 'yeah, right).

One ofthe destinationsyou'll probably visit is the local

video store. Check out my picks for the perfect flicks to

catch when you've got limited coinage and plenty of time
to kill. Ifyou've seen them all, see them again— any great
movie is worth a second or third look.

1. The Godfather trilogy— Ifyou've got, say, about
nine and a halfhours to play with, rent the three Godfather
films or try to find The Godfather Saga , which is parts one
and two edited together in chronological order with some
new footage. Or, if you really want the whole package,

rent The Godfather Epic Saga, which is all three install-

ments edited together with a substantial amount ofnew
footage.

Either way you choose to view them. The Godfather
films are, by themselves, a pure American art form. Rich
with history, complex characters and themes, each film

is an exhaustive portrait ofan American family. The first

Godfather is a complete story, yet it truly serves as an
introductory canvas for director Francis Ford Coppola's

increasingly intricate plots. Marlon Brando makes film

history as the aging Don Vito Corleone and a then
unkown Al Pacino begins his long wrestle with the role of

his lifetime: the heir-apparent, Michael Corleone.

Part Two has a dual structure that focuses on the early

life and rise to power of Vito Corleone (here played by

Robert DeNiro) and Michael's struggles to maintain his

power as the new Don. A very complex plot but nonethe-
less satisfying and exceedingly well made.

The much maligned but still underrated Part Three is

a grand resolution to the series, filled with allusions to

Coppola's life and Shakespeare's KingLear. The film looks

and feels rushed, and relies a bit too much on the other
films and sources for its dramatic themes, butPa/7 Three
is still quite mesmerizing.

If you're the least bit serious about film and film

history or just want to see a great American saga. The
Godfather trilogy is definitely worth a long, lasting look.

2.North by Northwest— Alfred Hitchcock will whiz
you across the country in this fast-paced, thrilling ad-
venture about a suave ad man (the always suave Gary
Grant) who is mistaken for a spy by both the bad guys ( led

by the creepy James Mason ) and the good guys. One part
comedy, one part romance— all deliriously entertaining.

From the classic prairie stop scenes to the gloriously fake
Mt. Rushmore climax. North by Northwest is a breath-
taking ride for those staying in one place this break. Buy
a ticket to travel North by Northwest — and hold on.

3. Jaws and Duel— Steven Spielberg's blockbuster
holds up remarkably well, even on the small screen. Sit
back and enjoy Jau;.s as a revenge film against everybody
who's sunning it up on the beach. Roy Scheider and
Richard Dreyfuss head the cast where the suspense and
a pesky shark are the real stars. Just when you though it

was safe . . .

For those on road trips, Spielberg's first film, a TV
movie called Duel could be right up your alley. A heart-
stopping thriller in which an innocent driver (Dennis

Turn to VIDEOS, page 8
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Bosstones release kickin' EP
COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

By AMANDA GROSSMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Ska Core The Devil and More
The Mighty Mighty Bosstones
Mercury

After over a year of anticipation, all of
those hard-core Mighty Mighty Bosstones
fans will find supreme gratification in
stores on March 16. Ska Core The Devil
and More, the Bosstones' debut release on
Mercury Records, is itching to jump into
your burning little hands almost even as
we speak.

Ska Core is a seven-song EP that will

be available on CD and cassette; gone are
the good old days ofvinyl with thisjump to
a major label. In exchange for this "small"
sacrifice, we are rewarded with out-
standing musicianship, excellent produc-
tion quality and an all-around good time.
After all, that's why we love the Bosstones
so much, isn't if?

The EP is not so much a showcase ofto-
the-bone Bosstone material as it is a tribute
to the band's musical influences. Included
on this EP is a new Bosstones song, covers
of songs by SSD, Minor Threat, Angry
Samoans. Bob Marley and two old
Bosstones originals recorded live.

Their new song, "Someday I Suppose."
is a catchy tune with a simple concept (and
those smoking horns) that has a distinct
flavor as pure Boss-Tone. Any fan ofsongs
such as "Hope I Never Lose My Wallet"
and "111 Drink to That" will be sure to be

singing along with the chorus to this one.
The cover songs fare quite well also.

SSD's "Police Beat" is chilling, and "Lights
Out" is much more sohd than theSamoans
original. Marley's "Simmer Down" is slick
and swanky

.
Minor Threat's "ThinkAgain"

packs in as much energy as Ian ever did.
The live songs are linked together with

a special secret surprise at the end (hint:
stay tuned through the 38 minutes, 43
seconds and youll see what I mean). The
intro is terrific— a slick Vegas-style horn
melody designed to get you on your toes.
When it comes down to the nitty-gritty,

the Mighty Mighty Bosstones areshowmen
through and through.

Ska Core The Devil and More does more
than its share to tide over even the most
devoted fans until their next eagerly an-
ticipated recording: a full-length album
due out in mid-April.

As a friendly P.S., stay tuned for
Bosstone excitement right here at UMass.
UPC will present The Mighty Mighty
Bosstones live in the Student Union
Ballroom on April 1. Tickets are $10 for

UMass students with vahd I.D. and $13
general.

You'll also want to tune into WMUA
91.1 FM on Wednesday nights from 7 to

9:30 p.m. for the "Sally Brown Ska Show"
with Rudegirl Voovie, Missionary Mike
and Dan Dread. Theyll not only have
ticket, CD and cassette giveaways, but
will also be visited by special guests (hint:

a band quite frequently mentioned in this
review) on April 1.

Spring Break
continued fronn page 7

around that she thinks I might be gay
because I haven't brought a girl home
recently.

Leaving Blue-boy magazines under
my mattress along with dirty hypo-
dermic needles, communist literature
and Pop Rocks helps to make the at-

mosphere that much more conducive to

verbal battling.

5. Think up good lies to tellyour
friends aboutyour week. This one is

good because it gives me a reason not to

carry the toaster into the shower with
me. When all my buddies come back

from Rich Kid Island or Sexx Beach or
wherever the hell it is that they go,
they've got stories offun in the sun but
I've got stories of the 35-year-old strip-
per I met at Denny's while waiting for
some of my go-nowhere ftiends to get
off of work.

"Hmmph! You guys think you had a
good time last week? Well, wait'll I tell

you about the lovely Linda Lingerie.
Heh, heh, heh!"

Yeah, it's going to be a blast.

Cutter Garcia is an extremely embit-
tered and socially ignorant Collegian
columnist.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

videos
continued from page 7

Weaver) is stalked— forno apparent reason
— by a massive blackMack truck. Whoever
or whatever will stop at nothing to kill

Weaver. An unrelenting shocker that will

leave you breathless. And you thought you
had trouble with backseat drivers.

4. Man in the Moon — Take a break
from the thrills with this little seen but
wonderful 1991 drama directed by the
same man who helmed the classic film
version of To Kill A Mockingbird. There's
the same, loving touch here for small town
life in the''508 in this story of a young girl
and her love for the new, olderboy in town,
who really is smitten with the girl's sister.

The sterling performance of Reese

Witherspoon as the young girl is the cen-
terpiece of this truly touching film. Allow
yourself to linger in the lazy rays of inno-
cence and the pain ofthat first crush. The
wonder years, indeed.

5.LaFemme Nikita—Go abroad this
break to France for this super-slick action
thriller that's the basis for the upcoming
Bridget Fonda remake Poi/i/ ofNo Return.
Yes, there are subtitles, but this sus-
penseful spy story about a female criminal
who has to choose between death or a job
as a government assassin is too exciting to
miss because you don't want to "read" the
film. For thosewho like their action "deep,"
there's also an interesting subtext about
identity. Tres exciting.

PREGNANT?
Would you like to talk?

• Free pregnancy testing
• Medical/Housing assistance
• Decision making counseling
• Open adoptions

Call BRIGHTSIDE 1 -8(X)-333-3424

2112RiverdaleSt.
West Springfield, MA 01089

(413)788-7366

Resume Special
Drop it oft by Noon, Pick it up the n«Jd dayl Thru 3/31

$2
Laserprint Resume Only

$21.95/page

.The Resume Package
. JSO^C $44.95

Indudes: Laser Prim Resume- 50 Copies (Classic LaW Bond)

SO Blank Envelopes • SO Matching Blank Sheets

The Paper House • 549-5656

EUROPE^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Ow RockaMtor Plaza
Htm YorK KY 10020
Phone (212) 581 3040

Mail ttiit ad for Spwial
8liidMit/TMch«r Tariff.

D RENTAL D LCAK D PURCHASC

RUSHB
The

Collegian
1 13 Campus

Center

545-3500

CALL NOW FOR

YOUR

SENIOR
PORTRAIT
APPOINTMENT

ADVOCATE
•BEST*
THE VALLEY

READERS POLL

1992
1st Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU C\N EAT BUFFET S5 99
SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT S6.99 U 30 - 3PM

|20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

586-1202

/ISA FREE PARKING

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRI9 MASTER

I

HADLEY CARD

1-800-724-6440

Enjoy the Peaks
of Hampshire County

PEAK-TIME TELLERS
We have a number of Peak-Time Teller openings (averaging 8-12 hrs per week) available

!!Int"'^?Jr*;
Northampton, Easthampton, and Hac^eyVanclSs SeTSedappfcants will be outgoing customer service oriented people who enjoy meetmaS^ie andassisting customers with a vanety of banking transaSions. Accuracy3 fKjSL and theability to meet deadlines required. Previous teller or cashier experience preS

ON-SITE INTERVIEWS
Itaesday, March 16, 1993

9am-1pm
Fleet Bank of Massachusetts
One South Pleasant Street

Amherst

We are an Affirmative Action/Equal Opporlunrty Employer.

.J^
Fleet Bank
A Member of fleet financial (.roup

Wie here to make a difference;

MOM/ WMCE UP/
CO^/IE QUICK.'
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DOONESBURY

//Vyd 7WC4^ YMP, ABOUT
2O,000PW5 ORPtNAFYFVU^
eeTPOPPBP-ORPOP IheM-
5BLVBS. ^iORMftUy, NOONB
MUCH CARBS...

By GARRY TRUDEAU
8LfTiUh€NA JOHN L&JNON
0OeePOMJ,OR.AJlMBf^V7/
OR-AHONfiLPRBASM, THEN
KwerABOUTIT' Youcer

ANTI-6UN3JLL5
0LmmKA2O0>

50 C£l£8Rm MAJOR. A
•SHOCmNG^Alia TOPNAflIB

A HBAaaCHB' CANCnSTCS
\ ^ -7 MlUIOtiS!

Quote of the Day
"To create, you must destroy/Smash a

glass and cry, Too Much joy!"

- Too Much Joy
\

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIIS IMdfch .'l-AiKil 14): .\

r.i()ici |>,Kf litis rifjhl now. You arc
unsio|>(jdl)lf 111 rt-ac hing goals. Cki a
projit t u(j and running, ii will sixm
Ix- humming ll y<iu ntt-d lunclnmal
advuf, turn lo proiessionals

TAURUS (April .'O-May JO),
News irom a diMancc givx-s you an
cnHHional Im. Asmk iaitr. provitk-

htlplul inliKm.ili<)n Icl yrxirt-xj elk-nl

record sjxak lor Mm-Ii looighl.

GEMINI (May Jl-iunt- 20) Ko-
manlic or Imam lal lurbulcnrr may
I onx' lo a ht-ad now A willingnc-sMo
compromise mells away tension.
Improve ihe Cjualily ol a Ley rela-

tionship hy Ix-ing a grxxJ listc-ner.

CANCER (lune 2l.|uly 22) The
next two days are ideal I(h turning
your wishes into reality You want lo

circulate and ronnec t vsith your vnil
male Business negonatirxis are la-

vored late in the day
lfO(|uly2 i.Aug.22): Alavorahle

clay lor (xxjiing resourtes, ideas and
money. Whether you negotiate hy
phone or la\, you will strike a (xiw-

erlul agrcfnH'ni. U.ilame iIh' im(x>r-

tance ot minor details with the hig
()i( lure Kealize your insignilK am e

VIRGO iAug.2J-Se()l.2JI: Sjxt-d
will help you linali/e an agreerrx'rit

RoinantK |wnnef's sup|x>n gi\,-es you
the strength >il stc-el. the sjxt-d ol a

iHjIkt.amltlxahilitytoleaplalllxjikJings

in a singk' I x Hind.

lIBRAIScpl JJ-rxiJJi BeLHl-
tuI with olckt |x-<j|»le. esjxf tally iIm >s<-

insulx>rdinate|Nisilions \skllH-mlo
|XH»I tlx-ir elKxIs lo inifvo^e the Ixn-
tomliiH I'utroniaiKeonlxildtonighl

SCORPIO l()(t Jl-Nov.JII:
Travel plans ck'mand < are Mockia-
iKKi IS iH-eded in re« realioiial activi-

ties ( urf) a lenck-m y toward i>v(fm-
dulgence An okkr (x-tmhi can Ik-

helpful It dealing with real c-yale
matters

SACITTARIUS(Nov.22-l>-c.2l I:

The sjxHiight IS on i osis, dividends
and assets. A Imam lal ex(Mrimc-nl
hrings interj-stmg results NU-mlx-r ol
the opposite ses liguies prominently
in tfxiavs |il.ins

CAPRICORN (Do<.22.|an.l9l
Youdiservi- the Ih-sJ and an- likely l<.

gi-l ll now Olhi-r |x-i>()lc (onx- lo
apprc-< lan- how sjx-c lal >rKi arc-. Be
on the liKikout lor new roinanlH oj)-

|xirlunilies and avoid them
AQUARIUSilan .'{)-feh I «) Re-

sist an urge to s(x-nd your s.ivings Id
the nvHH-y you have arrumulaled
(ontinue lo gain mli-resi. SIxiw vsis-

cfcmi HJK-re allairs ol thi- heart are
(oncerncd. Lixil in your head.

PISCES iFel).l<).Mar<h J(») let
yoursc-ll go nuts at wexk. You tai kle
jobs with real /eal wht-n you rci og-
nize their value. A joh well ckme
oltc-n nx-ans more to you than ihe
linancial returns il jxix esses. Arg.

SKATE BOY AND RURU

yf^'4'-'-K'f9r^'9trifrjr4^',

By PITT

'— . —i«^'^Ki9ir^mi'^^l^'^'-^''-^ii»r^'rA

Today's Staff
Night Editor .'..Mike Webber
Copy Editor Darienne Hosley
PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds
Production Supervisor Al Blagg

Production Todd Elliott

Tony Morse, Tipper Gore

Menu

TJK-

LUNCH
Mac and Cheese

Italian Sausage Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Red Beans

Mac and Cheese

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken
CAPTAIN'S CATCH!
BASICS DINNER

Curried Chick Peas

CAPTAIN'S CATCH!

(ipinioiiN c-xprc-fsc-d on this iwyc .he- llio;,t- ot the- (..rtoooists jnd do not nctcs.sarily rc-tic-( t liu- vic-ws .,I tin- C o//(;wm/. or thf Ldiivc-rs

ACROSS
I Fellow

5 Pupp«te<«t

Lewis
10 Passing grades
^* Capitol or Nob
15 "Gigt' sla'

16 Patriot Nathan
17 Commedia

dell —
18 ROBERTS
20 Continued

unchar>ged
22 Rang
23 I aching color

24 -The Ballad of

Reading —

"

25 Doubleday
and 111

27 Draws back
31 EafI - Biggers

Chan author

3? Ca-^ey 01 Davy
33 tfotters tidbil

34 Milland and
Bolger

35 Taken lo the

third power
36 " . Upon a

Matlress"

37 Platos "H"
38 Greek city-

state

39.Stiflly decorous
40 Kind ot orange
42 Picks up the

tab

44 Robert or Alan
45 Leafy vegetable
46 Zero of

Broadway fame
49 Heal producers
52 ROBERTS
54 Greek s

neighbor

55 Lab medium
56 "Fourscore

and — "

57 A k a Charles
Lamb

58 Bonnie one
59 Goteborgian
60 Baby

barracuda

OOtWN
1 Singe

2 Take on

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

3 MORIHT'-,
4 Ac comnio
dating folks

5 Embarrassing
moments

6 Safe spot
7 rtomanian cily

8 Howard or
Silver

9 Put in office

1 Spiny cactus
1

1

James —
Carter

12 -Or -I-

13 Acorn, e g
19 Secures a boat
21 Her lo Heinz
24 Hereditary

tactors

25 To the point

Lat

26 " — hasty
retreat

27 Roberts or

Williams

28 ROBERTS
29 Unspoken
30 Holds back
32 Roberts

35 Like some
phr>nes

36 Takes
charge of

38 Dimmed
41 Library

stamps
42 Kings place
43 Competed at

Pimlico

45 Well again

46 Brunch, e g
4 7 Gymnast

Korbut

48 The deeps
49 Bulls Of Bullets

number
50 Opera smger

Mills

51 Three handed
card game

53 Up'tQ.dala

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
fBlAT"™

ify.

'IfSl i.oi Aa|>ln llam Syaaiott 3/12/93
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NBA and the Collegian: Hardwood style
With the A- 10 Championship going on, and all ofthe

stories this page has devoted to the Minutemen, I have
decided to dedicateAro/es/h)m</ie//arrfu;ood to the Rhode
Island Rams, avid readers of my column in the fall,

Stapleton's Pigskin Picks.

_ Well, the NBA season is con-

tPS f'^^JnT^
tinuing on, and this week we have

MO»^^yi|^0" a special correspondent from the

Hl^^*^ ^(p^\
^^^^'' section in the paper, former

|\ sportswriter Jason George, the

^-. man with two first names. Here's a
\^*^ question fTX)m the all-knowingnews

"How can someone like Chuck
Person call Christian Laettner selfish? Laettner just had
nineteen rebounds in 42 minutes and Person had three
rebounds in forty minutes! That shows what a real team
player the Rifle Man is!"

Speaking of the Collegian, there are rumors of a pos-
sible hoop game pitting the Newsroom/Night Graphics
against the Business Office. Who cares, you ask? Notes
has the inside scoop on the lineups for the newsroom.

Jeff "Criss" Crofls claims to be as good an aerial
acrobat as Shawn Kemp, and the second coming of Tom
Chambers. "Jumpin" Jeff Hojlo, should provide the in-

side-outside game we so dearly need.
It seems as though Greg "I've already left for Mars"

Sukiennik may bring back some special moves ft-om his

next trip home. HI wait and see.

One lingering question is whether Dan "As smooth as
a hot buttered pretzel" Wetzel will show his skills on the
side of the sports desk or will he join the business staff

and try to post up the ever controversial Mike "Don't call

me Spike' Morrissey?
The secret weapon for the newsroom: Sources say

Knstin "Spud" St. John says she can cover anyone over 7
feet tall. Considering she is only 5 feet 5 inches tall, it

should be interesting to watch. Height is something that
this team lacks, especially if Darienne "Too tall" Hosley,
Christina "Norman" Rothwell, and Vanessa "Ready and"
Adelman play. More updates in the coming weeks.
Now to the NBA: San Antonio is in a tailspin, and

Houston is the hottest team in the league. The Rockets
have won 1 1 in a row, and they are a team that has a center
who knows he is a center. Hint: see the New York Knicks.

Another team that is just smoking is the Seattle
Supersonics, who only dropped two games (one to the
Bulls by 3) in their last 10.

Since my last column was cut to bits, you missed my
tirade aboutJohn Starks' clothesline ofKenny Anderson,

which now leaves the Nets without a true floor general.
Well, Starks, the only thing you left that game with was
a $5,000 fine. Someone caught up to you, though, and
broke your nose. Who do you think paid him?

The Pistons suspended Dennis Rodman for "chronic

violations of team policy and for failing to tell the team
officials he would miss practice."

This man was found a few weeks ago in the parking lot

ofthe Palace with a loaded shotgun, and you mean to tell

me that the front office suspends this guy now, when he
needs help most. Someone is not doing his or her job.

Well, that about wraps up my thoughts on the pro
ranks, and 111 be awaiting Selection Sunday with the rest

of the crew. This column will be taking it on the road
following Coach Cal and the boys. I figured if ESPN can
do it, so can I.

Only a few more weeks and . . . hoops at the Horseshoe.
Ever hear of a legend named Stoney? Stay tuned.

Did you see that?
• Cedric Ceballos' 40 points against Sacramento.
• Manute Bol's six treys last week.
• The sign at last night's UMass-Templegame pumping

up the Collegian and SportsCenter, two quahty organi-
zations.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist

victory
continued from page 1

large as a 12-point deficit to get within three points, 64-
61, with 30.7 seconds remaining, on a Rick Brunson ( 16
points I three-pointer.

But two Dana Dingle free throws, with 21.3 seconds
left, sealed the Minuteman victory and assured UMassof
its second straight NCAA inN-itation.

Four more Minuteman free throws closed out the
scoring before UMass fans rushed the floor following the
final buzzer.

"I made my kids sit and watch the award ceremony
because 1 wanted them to see a real championship
team." Temple coach John Chaney said. "Usually you
see losers leave the court, but I wanted them to learn
from it."

Temple lead 31-30 at the half on the basis of the hot
shootingofJones (22 points for the game) and McKie ( 16
points, nine rebounds for the game >.

UMass was unable to get the ball inside to Williams or
Roe on Temple's tough match-up zone defense, but the
sweet outside shooting ofJerome Malloy ( 17 points ) kept
the Minutemen close.

"Jerome Malloy kept us in the game in the first, before

we could get it inside in the second half," Calipari said.
Malloy, who banked one of his five three-pointers off

the glass, said, "I was feeling it in the first half Ijust kept
shooting. I didn't care as long as they went in."

The Minutemen are now looking for another NCAA
Tournament run, but this time more successful than last
season's journey to the "Sweet Sixteen."

"Our goal is the NCAAs now. but this time to advance
farther than last year," Barbee said.

SPORTS NOTICE
Students wanting to participate in theNCAA

Tournament ticket drawing should drop off

their student activity cards at the Curry Hicks
Cage no later than noon today. Students are

asked to place their phone numt>ers on the

cards, and will be notified Monday.
Call 5-0810 if there are questions.

Williams
continued from fxage 12

conference in my opinion," Chaney said. "Pound for

pound, I don't think there's a better player any-
where. He could be the best player in the country.

"He's bigger, plays bigger, than his size. He's
constantly a problem to anybody that's going to

play him. He's absolutely a tough, tough player,

and he's been that way for a couple of years."
Maybe it was the warrior's pride which drove

the 6-foot-7 forward to prove his worth, but at any
rate, McKie remained the Player ofthe Year while
Williams went to sleep as the MVP of the Atlantic
10 champions.

Congratulations to UMass,
the A-10 Champions.

Again.
Best of Lucic to the

Minutemen in the NCAA
Tournament.

Four final candidates for Chancellor of the Amherst campus
will be visiting between March 22 and April 2, 1993. The
finalists are Dr. Diether Haenicke, President of Western
Michigan University; Dr. Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, Vice-

Chancellor for Graduate Studies at UCLA; Dr. Luis Proenza,
Vice President of Academic Affairs of the University of

Alaska System; and, Dr. David Scott, Distinguished Professor
of Learning, Science and Society ofMichigan State University.
During their visits there will be several opportunities for

the public to meet these finalists.

There will be a Faculty Senate forum in Memorial Hall

(Except 3/25) from 11-12:00 noon on the following dates:

• Dr. Proenza on March 23

• Dr. Scott on March 25 (location TBA)
• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 29
• Dr. Haenicke on April 1

Multicultural and diversity issues will be discussed in the

Campus Center from 9:15-10:30am:

• Dr. Proenza on March 23 (room 101)

• Dr. Scott on March 25 (room 101)
• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 29 (room 168C)
• Dr. Haenicke on April 1 (room 168C)

An all staff forum will be held in the Campus Center from
10:45-1 1:45am:

• Dr. Proenza on March 24 (room 168C)
• Dr. Scott on March 26 (room 101)

• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 30 (room 101)

• Dr. Haenicke on April 2 (room 101)

Open forum for all students will be held in the Cape Cod
Lounge (except 3/23) from 3:30-5:00:

• Dr. Proenza on March 23 (location TBA)
• Dr. Scott on March 25
• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 29
• Dr. Haenicke on April 1

Please make every effort to attend one or more of these

important meetings during the visit of each candidate.

Please Buy Your
Textbooks Now!

We will begin returning surplus
Spring semester textbooks to
the publisher on Mar. 15, 1993.

To be sure that you have the books
you need, please buy them now!

MARCH 1993
SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
MON-FRI: 9 AM-4 PM 545-3570
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Puckers win IM title
By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
Intramural Hockey league concluded
its season Tuesday night at the Mullins
Center practice rink with a bang. The
Mother Puckers destroyed the Hanson
Brothers 7-0 to finish a two-game
championship series sweep.

David Copperfield was across the
way at the Mullins Center and at times
it appeared that he made the Hanson
Brothers disappear. The Puckers
shredded the Brothers' defense with
well over 10 point blank shots.

PlayoflTMVPDennis Cremin, Mother
Pucker team captain, was once again
unbehevable in goal. The acrobatic se-
nior goalie was clearly the shining star
and the recipient of many cheers.

Cremin made 15 saves on the night,
and let up only two goals in the playoffs,
which lasted four games. It was a mtuor
upset as the Hanson Brothers, powered
by big scorers Will Hawthorne and
Jamie Podworski, had rolled to an 8-0
regular season record.

The Puckers had scoring all around,
including goals from team leaders Hale
Lucas and Scott Storey, who was one of
the best players on the ice.

The first game of the finals was a
tight checking contest in which Cremin
preserved the victory throughout a

physical third period. Tough Pucker
wingers like Doug Saulnier were re-

sponsible for shuttingdown the vaunted
Hanson offense in this game.

The Puckers used aggressive
forechecking to wear down the Hanson
defense. Bythe secondgame the Hjuison
defense was a bit timid and repeatedly
gave the puck away.

In the Semi-finals the Puckers up-
set theCamelToes 2-1, with the Hanson
Brothers edging the Wolverines 2-1.

The two teams were destined to meet,
as this was now the final matchup for

the past three years.

Amazingly, there was a great crowd
for the finals at Mullins providing for a
great atmosphere. Over 100 fans were
in attendance, mostly rooting for the
Mother Puckers.

The fact that the games were the
finals added to the excitement of the
crowd and led to unparalleled hitting.

Frustrations boiled over into several
skirmishes in the final period.

The finals ended with a StanleyCup-
like celebration in the middle of the
rink, with the Puckers swarming
Cremin and Storey showing tremen-
dous enthusiasm.

Forthe season the intramural leag^ue

had its share of stars. The best goalies

included Cremin and David Daddario.
The highest scoring forwards included
Hawthorne, Storey and Brian Gavigan.

New lax coach named
By MATTHEW T. PARKER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts ath-
letic department named Francesca Den
Hartog as the new coach of the women's
lacrosse team last week.

Hartog,who is currently the head coach
of the Yale University women's lacrosse
team, will begin her tenure following the
conclusion of the 1993 season. Athletic
officials said Hartog gives instant cred-
ibility to the lacrosse program.

"We are extremely excited to have her,"
Assistant Athletic Director Carol Ban-
said. "She has proven herselfas an athlete

and coach."

Hartog is the only player in Ivy League
history to be named First team all-Ivy

League four times. She played at Harvard
University. In her seven seasons at Yale,
she has led the Elis to two ECAC Lacrosse
Championships and had hersquad ranked
as high as seventh nationally in 1991.

"I can bring a great deal to the team,"
said Hartog. "I have a lot ofenergy, I have
high-level playing experience and I have
already taken a Yale team that was weak
and made them competitive. I feel that I

can do the same thing at UMass."
The Minutewomen will open their 1993

season next Wednesday at Harvard.

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7 Days
oam-9pm

Orop-Off or

Washing Machine
Startin)^ at $1

AtffiHlanf AX'AiMhk' M\ day

. 326 College St. (Rt. 9)

\j\mherst » 352-5072 ^

/^New Management^

SOUTHWOOD
APARTMENTS &
TOWNHOUSES

1 Bdrm $360

2 Bdrm from $430

3 Bdrm $690

4 Bdrm $880

• Free Bus

• Hot Water Included

• Fully Carpeted

• Dining Room
• Temiis Court

• No Pets

^CALL 1-413-253-4055

lUORTHAIVIPTOni
BOWL
Sunday Night
i^ Special ti'

990 Per Game
^'V From 8:30 til close

^
525 Pleasant St., Northampton, MA 01060 • (413) 584-2491

Think twice

smd save 20 percent

N'orthwestrrn I'nivrrsity

Summer Session '93

Think or swim.

Our multicounie rrK^istration discount

savfs )ou 20 percent on two courses,

2S percent on three or more.

( Jil I S(M) FINDS M (in Illinois, tail

~0>V4i)
I -4 II 4 ) or mail this coupon.

I'm thinkinn. ^"n«l mv a fnt- copy of

ihi' Siiinnur ,Sf>Mon V^ catalog with

finandaJ aid and ri-RiMrjlion information

(a\ailabli' in March) Plca-st- send the

catalog 10 J m\ home J m\ Nch<K)l

.StimmtT .Session 4.V 2(n).\ .Sheridan Road

Kvanslon. Illinois ()()2()8 2(»S()

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
AUTO FOR SALE

Ford Fl«sta 78
Runs Well

S400/B.O. 549 6426

Honda Civic 83 Clean, good condition
Asking S900 Call 549 7712

DEAD TIX

D«ad tix to trad*
3 Nassau for 3 Albany
Call Katy 61076

Cap* Cod - Group Rentals in all areas
for summer season
Reasonably Priced I

Honey Sperco. Brolier.

394 2857 days, 398 9367 evenings

Puffton 1 Bedroom
Only S400/(V1o (Negotiable)

Take over lease start April/May
Partially furnished

Must see S49-9920

FOR SALE

1
Vamt-

9
St h<K)l \ddrK.s

.-/j^^j. <J»y Siaie Zip

4
MonH- AddmB

1

(^ SittF Zip s

SonlimtNrni IV ui njuil i.ppiniunic» niui juir aid rniplmrr

,>^

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

HEALTH LOST

FOR RENT

Amiierst Centar - Finest selection of

1. 2. & 3 t>edroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253-7879

Amiiarst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Available Immediately, March free

2 Bedroom at Mill Hollow Apts.
Sublet through August
Call 549 5658 (Anytime)

Complete Computer System
3860X 40 130MegHO
SVGA Monitor and free software
Asking S1650 or BO
GABE 546 4373

GnR Tickets
Mullins

5497868

Guns N Roses ticltets center floor seat
Mullins Call Brian 253 9099

MAC 512 K with 800K external drive

tons of free software

S400 with imagewriter II S200 without
orbo carrying case Frank 256-0802

Soda IMachine
164 Can capacity

Electronic coin mechanism
Asking S400 545 0526

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Alacha Summer Employment -

Fisheries. Earn S600*/week in canner
ies or S4000»/month on fishing boats
Free transportation' Room and Boardi
Male or Female. For employment pro
gram call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5001

Att: Excelient income for

home assembly work. Info

1-604 646- 1700 Depl. MA 1307

DRIVERS WAIVTEDI Apply within at

Pinocchio's, 30 Boltwood Walk,
256-4110

Evening Job*! Environmental cam-
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

Waterfront Director needed for mu
sic camp in Southern Maine (WSI/LGT
required) 6^0/93 to 8/20/93 Contact
James Saltman. Camp Encore/Coda,
Brookline, MA 617-325-1541

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb Isl

Friendship -LTM"
Call collect 508 827-4555

-Jan IMadore-

it's "A whole new
world' at 2 1

1

Oon't singi

Spanish Tutor
Experienced Cheap'

'

S5/H Call Naly 546 2608

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Sentimental Ring w/initials 'AM'
in Hicks 3/8/93 546 4463
REWARD

LEGAL ASSISTANTS

Fail 1993 Internships with the Legal
Services Centeri Get hands on expcri
ence in the Legal Field work directly

with attorneys and clients. Earn up to 15
undergraduate credits. No experience
in the legal profession necessary
training provided. Contact Legal Ser
vices today: 545-1995. 922 Campus
Center.

PERSONALS

Michelle.
Happy 22nd Birthday!

Hope it's a lot of funi

Love 700O

PIzzo i love you more every day
Happy 21st BDay Stupidhead

SA-BAG-AI
"'^

Happy Birthday Tumbelina'
Mia Amica Meglia Safetyl

Love You - JSW
Yo Guy with the shades and fatigues
who double times to class I hope you're
hanging in there.

Zach,
Happy Birthday

Just 366 days to go
until you're legal!!

Happy 20th Birthday Jim
Just thought you might like to see
Your name in the paper, tough guy.

-B.

SERVICES

Trouble Writing Papers?
I can teach you to write "A" papers and
essays call 253 7357

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanol/cuttura
Homestay 612-690-9471

Scuba Diva for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire. Amiierst. Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Laser, free pick up 6 7289

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on-campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

a: Can I just tell you I peed my
pants laughing? It don't matter, just

don't bite it! Or swallow it! From Harry
the Beast Varmit

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph,D. 582-4037

WANTED

4 Responsible, matvro
upperclasspersons seek apt ./house near
campus or on bus line. 546 6321

"•porter Seeks Funny date stories call

Lisa 256 3140
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Game Summary

Temple 31-30 61
Massachusetts 30 - 39 69

Temple (17-12)
Jones 9-13 3-4 22, Battle 1-3 1-5 3,

Cunningham 0-0 0-0 0, Brunson 6-

150-016,McKie4-187-"16,King0-
0-0 0, Ozment 0-0 0-0 0, ivey 2-2 0-

4. Totals: 22-51 11-16 61.

Massachusetts (23-6)
Dingle 1-4 3-6 5. Williams 5-9 10-14
20, Roe 5-1 1 0-0 10. Kellogg 2-4 0-

1 6, Barbee 4-9 2-2 11, C. Robinson
0-0 0-0 0, Malloy 6-12 0-0 17, K.

Robinson 0-3 0-0 0. Totals: 23-52 1 5-

23 69.

Three-point goals: Temple 6-17
(Brunson 4), Massachusetts 8-14
(Malloy 5). Rebounds: Temple 27
(McKie 9), Massachusetts 39 (Roe
14). Assists: Temple 8 (McKie 5),

Massachusetts 19 (Kellogg 8).

Fouled out none. Attendance:
9,493

Player of the Game

Harper Williams. 6-7 Sr. Fonvard

Williams scored 20 points and
grabbed eight rebounds en route to
being named the Atlantic 10 Tourna-
ment Most Valuable Player. Williams
won the MVP for the second year in a
row, the first time in conference tour-

nament history this has ever occured.
He outplayed A- 1 Rayer of the Year
Aaron McKie and was called by
Temple coach John Chaney, "...pound
for pound, possibly the best player in

the country."

Why UMass won
The Minutemen gave one of their

best defensive efforts of the year in a
14-0, 6:53 second half run. UMass
outrebounded the larger Owls by a
39-27 margin and were able to jump
ahead while Eddie Jones, the Owls'
leading scorer, sat on the bench with
foul trouble.

Atlantic 10 Conference
All Tournament Team

Bernard Blunt, jr. guard, St. Joe's
Eddie Jones, jr. forward, Temple
Aaron McKie, jr. guard, Temple
Lou Roe, so. forward, UMass
MVP - Harper Williams, UMass

ESPN Special
There will be a special on the

Minutemen from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
this afternoon on ESPN, chronicling

four days with UMass. At 5:30 p.m.,

John Calipari will be in the studio for

a live on-air interview.

Catch all the Minutemen
Basketball Games - Home and Away -

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FMI

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the
John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Williams shows valor in victory
'Warrior' outplays Player of the Year McKie, earns MVP award
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

In reality. Harper Williams' chances of
repeating as A- 10 Player ofthe Year went
down the tubes on December 26, which
was the same day Temple's Aaron McKie's
hopes immediately shot up.

On that day, two freak accidents oc-

curred. One was Williams' break of two
fingers on his right hand diving for a loose
ball in practice. The other was Temple's
Vic Carstarphen's freak break ofhis leg in
the Owl's practice.

With Carstarphen out, McKie instantly
became the leader on an extremely young
Owl squad drudging through the toughest
schedule in the country. With Williams
out, McKie became a statistical front
runner for the Player of the Year award,
the award which heeventually won for the
1992-93 season.

Last night, however, Williams took back
the bragging rights as the best player in
the A- 10 as his 20 points carried the
Minutemen to a 69-61 victory and a second
consecutive A- 10 Championship.

For his effort, he received the MVP of
the A- 10 Tournament award for the sec-
ond year in a row, the first time in con-
ference history that feat had occurred. He
said he was awed by his own accompUsh-
ment of back-to-back MVPs.

"It's a tremendous feeling, winning an
award like that two years in a row in a
league that's so tough," he said. "I feel

proud that I got it."

While WilUams may not have been at
the forefront ofthe action in the first half,
he bided his time until the second.
Meanwhile, the Player ofthe Year. McKie,
was leading the Owls in points despite 4-
for-12 shooting.

McKie had gotten open shots, but he
seemed like he always wanted to shoot
from farther out. Jerome Malloy, who was
attempting toguard him, was givingMcKie
the 20-footer but the 6-foot-5 guard wanted
to jump to NBA range instead.

In the second half, McKie was shut off.

The Player of the Year was O-for-6 from
the field and O-for-3 from 3-point land
while Williams had taken control. With
UMass down 40-34, he made the four foul
shots, then dished to Dana Dingle under-
neath for the game-tying basket.

Williams proceeded to go outside, to
foul line length, and shot twojumpers in a
row that gave UMass the lead for good,
putting them up by four, 44-40. Williams
did not have to talk about his rivalry with
McKie and did not have to state his dis-

pleasure with not winning the award,
because by hitting two shots that McKie
could not get to fall, he showed his wor-
thiness on the court.

His clutch rebound (he had eight on the
night) in the closing minute with UMass
only up by five, 62-57, seemed to seal the
game. He missed his second free throw on
the subsequent foul, and Temple cut it to

Derek Kellogg attempts to shoot over Temple's Jason Ivey in last night's 69-61 UMass
victory in the Atlantic 10 Conference final.

four. Williams never counted out Temple,
who he called UMass' toughest rival.

"Just because in the past, they have all

those wins hanging over our heads, it

seems like they are the team to beat, no
matter how bad people say they are."

Up five with 12 seconds left, Williams
grabbed the penultimate rebound to seal
the title for the Minutemen. As play
stopped. McKie and Williams exchanged
words until the referee broke it up. Wil-
liams hit both free throws, just to make
sure, and UMass fans started screaming,
"Who's the real Player ofthe Year? Harper
is!"

McKie had the last word, a 3-point
attempt with 3 seconds left. He missed.
After the game, he said he did not look at
this game as a battle between the last two
Players of the Year.

"That's just extra stuff, those awards
and all that, and I didn't think about it. I

just wanted to win . . . just to do it for
myselfand my team. I wanted to play my
hardest and wan."

Temple coach John Chaney said he was
unhappy with the way McKie played.

"With Aaron and Ricky | Brunson |, they
should have controlled the clock a lot bet-
ter .. . they didn't run the (expletive

I

offense like they should have, and I'm
pissed off at that."

The same coach who condemned his
own player praised Williams on high, and
with Calipari saying earlier in the week
that the award should have gone to Wil-
liams, there was strong evidence for a
recount.

"Harper is easily the best player in the
Turn to WILUAMS, page 10

Minutewomen fall in A- 1 tourney
UM's Octavia Thomas named Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After defeating the University ofRhode
Island in their last game of the regular
season last Saturday, the University of
Massachusetts women's basketball team
ventured down to the Atlantic-10 tourna-
ment yesterday with high hopes.

Unfortunately for the Minutewomen,
those hopes were dashed in the
quarterfinals, as a tough West Virginia
squad fought its way to a 12-point victory,
68-56. The loss effectively ends the 1992-
93 season for UMass.

West Virginia University guard Jodie
Runner scored a game-high 20 points and
forward Christy Cooper added 15 points
and eight rebounds to lead the Mountain-
eers. The win advances the Mountaineers
(12-15) to theA-lOtournalment semifinals
to play the winner of the Rutgers-St.

Bonaventure contest later this evening.
The Minutewomen finish the year at an
11-15 mark.

West Virginia had a 31-27 lead at the
half, and it looked like the game would be
nip-and-tuck the rest ofthe way. But W.V.
came out of the locker room with fire in
their eyes, opening with a 17-7 run to take
a 48-34 lead. The run was capped by Anna
Tillman's four points and Shannon
Monahan's four-point play after she was
fouled while making a three pointer.

UMass, led by freshman Melissa Gurile
(16 pts, 11 rebs, two blocked shots), put
together a run of their own and pulled to
withm eight at 62-54. This was the closest
they would get the rest of the way.

The Minutewomen held an early 11-8
lead and were playing well on both ends of
the floor, but the Mountaineers went on a
6-0 run to take the lead for good. 14-1

1

Two other frosh also had big games in

a losing cause for UMass. The big "O,"
Octavia Thomas, was a force in the paint
as she piled up 13 points and eight re-
bounds. Teammate Tricia Hopson had one
of her best games of the year offensively,
scoring 1 1 points.

In other afternoon action at the tourna-
ment, St. Joseph's defeated Rhode Island,
72-57. The Hawks will play the winner of
the George Washington-Temple contest.
Above the Rim: The post-season

awards are in for the much-improved
Mmutewomen. and heading the list is

Octavia Thomas, who was named the At-
lantic-10 Rookie ofthe Year, an honor she
so richly deserves. Fellow freshman
phenom Melissa Gurile (who set a UMass
single-season record of52 blocks) also had
a big year and was named to the All-
freshmen team. Senior Kim Kristofik had
a solid final year and was named to the
third-team All-Conference.
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Partly sunny with a good chance
of temperatures in the high 40s.

Local News:
The finalists in the chancellorship search are scheduled to
visit the campus and discuss their quatificatbns at forums

held during the next two weeks. Page 3.
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Sports:
The UMass men's lacrosse team played a
determined game against the University of

Virginia, but lost to a close 10-9. Page 8.
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Minutemen lose to Virginia
UMass goes home while Cavaliers advance, 71 - 56

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN

SYRACUSE. N. Y. -At the end of their season, the
Umversity ofMassachusetts basketball team was able to
sneak by teams like St. Bonaventure and Penn by play-
ing hard for only 10 or 20 minutes, but their real test
would come ft-om a team like the University of Virginia.

The question was. could UMass sleepwalk through
the first half, then turn on the jets in the second halfand
come away with a win over the powerful Atlantic Coast
Conference team?

The answer was no. The Cavaliers dominated the
Mmutemen in the first half, then thwarted UMass'
patented second-half run on their way to a 71-56 win in
the second round of the NCAA Tournament.

Guard Corey Alexander scored 17 points to lead Vir-
gima (21-9). but it was the inside play of center Ted
Jeffries (14 points. 10 rebounds) that dismantled the
Minutemen (24-7).

"We've done this 16 times, this year." said UMass head
coach John Calipari. "We started in the first half very
tentatively, very tentaUve on offense and we put ourselvesm a big hole. We worked so hard that we didn't have
enough energy, when we got out of the hole, to finish the
game."

•^e're obviously very thrilled with this victory over an
excellent UMass team." said Virginia coach Jeff Jones.
They dug a hole for themselves but showed character in
the comeback. We had guys on our side who fought back,
held them off, and then stretched out the lead, though."

The Minutemen played like zombies in the first half
allowing Virginia to score easy points in transition en
route to a 36-19 cushion at the half. At that point, the
game seemed to be over, until UMass wenton a hellacious
run that cut a 38-19 deficit to 46-43.

The run began when Calipari decided to place Tony
Barbee (game-high 19 points) down low because Harper
Wilhams and Lou Roe were ineffective. During the 24-8
run. Barbee stepped up by scoring 1 1 points, most of
which were m the post or at the foul line.

Mike Williams came offthe bench during that stretch
and nailed two consecutive three-pointers with 10 min-
utes left, making a 45-33 Virginia advantage into a scant
six-point lead.

After the Cavaliers called time out. Barbee hit fourT r-> 1^ ,
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UM senior slain,

custody dispute
turns violent
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

A 21-year-old University of Massachusetts se-
nior died Saturday ni^t aft^r she was sUbbed and
her house set afire by a man with whom she was
involved in a custody fight.

Police found Tara Hartnett in the burned ruins
ofher house in Sunderland at about 1 1 p.m. Satur-
day. She had several stab wounds, but medical
officials said she died of smoke inhalation.

James Cyr. 23, of Amherst, was arrested at
Cooley Dickinson Hospital at about 4 a.m. Sunday
when he sought treatment for cuts, police said.

Police have told UMass officials that the death
appears to be related to domestic violence. They
said Cyr and Hartnett were involved in a custody
dispute over her 11 -month-old child.

Hartnett had a restraining order against Cvr
issued Feb. 16. state police said.

Cyr faces charges ofmurder, arson and violating
a restraining order, police f;aid. An arraignment is
scheduled for today in Greenfield District Court.

Hartnett was apparently alone at the time ofthe
incident, police said. One of Hartnett 's five room-
mates returned to the house about two hours later
to find Sunderland and state police, ambulances
and fire trucks surrounding the house and was told
there was an unidentified body inside the house, a
friend of the roommate who wished to remain
anonymous said.

Attempts to reach several of Hartnett's room-
mates were unsuccessful.

It appeared that Hartnett was stabbed in the
doorway and tried to run back into the house, her
roommate's friend said.

"Blood was all over the walls," she said.
Police said they believe Cyr's alleged setting of

the fire was premeditated.
There was gasoline in every room," the friend

said.

Turn to DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, poge 3

U.S. leaders still back
embattled Boris Yeltsin
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Congressional
leaders voiced cautious support Sunday
for Boris Yeltsin, echoing administration
arguments that he remains, for now. the
best hope for reform in Russia.

Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole. R-
Kan., urged President Clinton to show
U.S. backing for the embattled Russian
president by moving their early April
summit from Vancouver, Canada, to Mos-
cow.

"I think President Clinton has a real
opportunity here to go down in history as
someone who may have saved democracy
in that part of the world," Dole said on
CNN's "Newsmaker Sunday."

Dole also questioned whether Yeltsin
would be able to get back safely to Russia
if he goes to Canada.

"You know, I'm not certain what might
happen if Yeltsin left the country at this
point," he said.

The White House had no further com-
ment Sunday on Yeltsin's decision to de-
clare emergency rule until April 25, when
he said the government would conduct a
national vote ofconfidence in the president.
The move defied his critics in the conser-
vative parliament, which promptly began
proceedings that could lead to his im-
peachment.

U.N. Ambassador Madeline K.
Albright, speaking on ABC's This Week
With David Brinkley"on Sunday, repeated

Turn to YELTSIN, page 6

Accused requests Bible
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MATT KAHN
/ COLLEGIAN

MEY, YOU!— Late night telephone calls wouldn't be half as much fun without the aid
of Ma Bell's services.

By GARY MITCHELL
Associated Press

PENSACOLA, Fla. — An abortion foe
who admitted fatally shooting a doctor
outside an abortion clinic asked a judge
today to let him keep his Bible in jail as a
legal document.

Escambia County Court Judge Wil-
liam J. Green ordered Michael Frederick
Griffin held without bond in the Wednes-
day shooting.

The slaying of Dr. David Gunn was the
first ever reported at an anti-abortion
protest. Abortion-rights activists called it

an example of growing extremism in the
anti-abortion movement.

At the hearing. Griffin told the judge
that he wanted to be his own attorney and
"I would like to keep my Bible as one ofmy
legal documents." The judge said those
requests should be taken up with the jail
administrators.

While about a dozen demonstrators
picketed the clinic entrance, Gunn was
shot three times after gettingout ofhis car
near the back door, police said.

"The guyjustwent up, chased Dr. Gunn
and just shot him point blank," a witness.

Turn to SHOOTING poge 3
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Monday, March 22
Masspirg — Save the Endangered Species Act from

extinction — Help plan benefit concert and press con-
ference. It will be held in the MASSPIRG office. 423B of
the Student Union, at 5 p.m. today. Formore information
please call Mitch at 545-0199.

Tuesday, March 23
Meeting — The organizational meeting for the 9th

Annual Hunger Cleanup will be held in Earthfoods at 7
p.m. Speaker Jennifer Cokan will be visiting from the
National Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness. For more information, call 545-0199.

Campuses angry at unfair pay

Address all correspondence to:

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fox; (413) 545-1592

By JOHN MARCUS
Associated Press

BROOKLINE — It's not an uncommon sight in this
affluent Boston suburb: the company car and driver
collect the chief executive from the house he gets rent-
free and take him to his job, which pays $385,000 a year
in salary and deferred income.

But the company in this case is Boston University.
And the chiefexecutive is its president, John Silber, who
last week battled disclosures that he also made $386,700
from the sale of a firm the university controlled.

Like the controversy over bonuses for chiefexecutives
at money-losing companies, the issue ofpresidential pay
has become a lightning-rod for anger on campuses where
tuition is rising and faculty salaries are frozen.
The mission of a university is supposed to be to

educate students," said Stacey Layton, president of the
U.S. Student Association. "It's not supposed to be to make
profits for the president."

Silber has said he returned the $386,700 he made
from BU's sale of a small medical research firm.

But the state attorney general continues to investigate
close financial ties between the university, its trustees
and Silber. the unsuccessful 1990 Democratic candidate
for governor, who also is entitled to $1.3 million in
bonuses for skipping earned sabbaticals.

IfBoston is bothered over presidential compensation,
California is convulsed.

Even as student fees were being increased 24 percent.
outgoingUniversityofCalifornia president DavidGardner

COLLEGIAN
STAFF MEETING

GLB Community
guest speakers

Campus Center 1 68
Sunday, March 28, 1993 6:30-8PM

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
PLEASE BE PUNCTUAL

CO-SPONSORED BY THE PROGRAM FOR
GAY, LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL CONCERNS

was given a retirement package worth $2.5 million. An
audit later found that Gardner spent university funds on
expensive hotels close to home, first-class travel and
parties.

"Everyone was absolutely horrified at the treatment
Gardner got in contrast to the treatment the students
and the faculty are getting," said Rosemarie Marshall, a
microbiologist at California State University at Los An-
geles and president ofthe California Faculty Association.

In July, CaUfomia State University trustees approved
raises for two campus presidents, in spite of budget cuts
that forced some classes to be canceled. The presidents
were given salaries of $128,300 and $134,800; the aver-
age pay of other CSU officials was $1 19,000.

"What bothers me more that these people making
extraordinary amounts of money is that they become
increasingly isolated from students, faculty and Ux-
payers," said Michael Olivas. associate dean of the Uni-
versity of Houston Law School and director of the Insti-
tute for Higher Education Law and Governance.
A legislative watchdog committee in Mississippi last

week blasted the use ofprivate donations for presidential
bonuses at public universities. Mississippi State Uni-
versity President Donald Zacharias received a $66,200
supplement in addition to his $ 102.000 salary, for example;
the money came from private donations to the university
foundation. The watchdog group said Zacharias violated
state ethics by not reporting the income.

Striking maintenance workers at Drexel University
in Philadelphia said in December it was hard to believe

Turn to PAY. page 6
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Chancellorship finalists to visit UMass campusBy CHRISTINA ROTHWELL ._ r .^ .
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By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The four finalists for the University of
Massachusetts chancellorship will be
\asiting the campus within the next two
weeks, according to search committee
members.

Luis Proenza. David Scott, Diether H
Haenicke and Claudia Mitchell-Kernan
are the four finalists to replace Chancellor
Richard O'Brien, whose two-year term as
interim chancellor will end in June.

Proenza will meet the University com-
munity tomorrow through a series offorums
that have been organized by the Chancel-
lor Search Committee, said Marc Kenen, a
doctoral student in education who is on the
15-member search committee.

Each candidate will be at the Univer-
sity for three days, and participate in four

UM election
sees greater
voter turnout
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The election ofAl Lizana as student trustee and David
Nunez as student government president, which took
place the Tuesday and Wednesday before spring break,
saw a significantly larger voter turnout than last years'
student government election, said Jon Aronson, chair of
the Undergraduate Student Senate's Governmental Af-
fairs Committee.

Aronson said 3,696 students voted in the election,
compared to last year's figure of about 2, 100.

Since they would not have affected election results,
613 absentee votes were not counted, he said.

Al Lizana won the student trustee position with 1 878
votes, defeating Jeff Turco (630) and Kevin Jourdain
(193).

David Nunez won the student government presidency
with 1,907 votes, defeating Jennifer Fazzi (509).

The new student trustee's terra will begin July 1,
while the student government president will be sworn in
April 1.

Voters also passed the two referendums on the ballot.
The UMass Cannibis Reform Coalition's hemp initiative,
a nonbinding referendum to legalize marijuana on cam-
pus, was supported by two-thirds of the voters, and
students approved sending the SGA constitution before
the Board of Trustees by a three-forths vote.

There's ajob to be done." Nunez said. "I think students
are excited about the new leaders coming in."

Nunez said he plans to meet with Chancellor Tom
Robinson and the director of University Health Services
to discuss possible reforms in the service.

open forums. After the candidates give
their presentations, the fioor will be open
for the audience to ask questions and offer
comments, Kenen said.

Proenza will speak on multiculturalism
to students and faculty at 9:15 tomorrow
morning in Campus Center 101. At 11
a.m. Proenza will meet with faculty in
Memorial Hall, and then from 3:30 to 5
p.m., he will meet with students in Cam-
pus Center 168. His last forum will be for
all classified and professional University
staffat 10:45 a.m. in Campus Center 168.

Proenza, who is vice president for
academic affairs and research for the
University of Alaska, has obtained $45
million in federal grants and contracts for
polar research.

Proenza. a biologist, has a bachelor's
degree from Emory University in Atlanta,
Ga. and a doctorate fi^m the University of

Minnesota.

After the forums, audience members
will recieve evaluation forms which the
search committee will use to help rate
each candidate, Kenen said.

"We will be using these to help us make
our decision. So if we have the students
come and they happened to like a particular
candidate, (the evaluation forms I will be
able to say to the search committee who
they want," Kenen said. "It is either par-
ticipate now or cry about it later."

"He has an outstanding record ofschol-
arship. And he has a clear vision of what
a University should be as we approach the
year 2000," Kenen said. "He was very
impressive in person. He gave a very im-
pressive interview.

Student Government President Jen
Wood said she plans to attend the forums
and voice her opinions about the candi-

dates.

In addition to having a chancellor who
is sensitive to multicultural issues. Wood
added that she would also like to have a
chancellor who is going to advocate for
UMass students before the state legisla-
ture in Boston.

"They need to have some proven success
in creatinga campus that is comfortable for
students," Wood said. "I want the chancel-
lor to be somebody who walks around and
looks at people and says, 'hi how are you
doing? I'm you're new chancellor.""

"And that is not all that far-fetched. It

tends to work more at smaller schools. But
there is no reason why we can't getsomeone
here who is like that," Wood said. "I think.
. the campus desperately needs to feel as
if the chancellor is in touch with their
issue and if the chancellor cares what is

happening in their lives."
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New DA likely to be a woman
Gov. Weld may appoint first female DA to Northwest

continued from pxjge 1

Steve Powell, told the Miami Herald.
Griffin, 31, was charged with murder after

walking around the building and surrendering to
police watching the protest, Sgt. Murray Holt said.

Griffin was dressed in a gray suit "like he was
going to church," when he told the officers, "Tve
just shot Dr. Gunn,'" said John Burt, a lay preacher
who led the protest.

On Sunday, Griflin had offered a prayer for the
doctor at the Whitfield Assembly of God Church
outside Pensacola, Burt said.

"He asked that the congregation pray, and asked
that we would agree writh him that Dr. Gunn would
give his life to Jesus Christ," Burt said. "He wanted
him to stop doing things the Bible says is wrongand
start doing what the Bible says was right."

Appearing on CBS television this morning, anti-
abortion leader Randall Terry, who founded Op-
eration Rescue, described the killing as an "inap-
propriate, repulsive act," but then went on to attack
Dunn as a murderer.

"While we grieve for him and for his widow and
for his children, we must also grieve for the thou-
sands of children that he has murdered," Terry
said.

Kate Michelman, president of the National
Abortion Rights Action League, charged Gunn's
killing was the direct result of the anti-abortion
movement's tactics.

"The fact is that we, many of us, have stood
silently by while a campaign of intolerance and
violence has occurred in this country," Michelman
said.

NORTHAMPTON (AP)- Elizabeth Scheibel has won
most of her cases as an assistant district attorney in
Franklin and Hampden Counties, but she doesn't dwell
on her success.

"I'd like to think I've never gloated about wins,"
Scheibel said. "I feel strongly that there's always some-
one on the other side, someone who's lost."

Scheibel, 37, of South Hadley, may soon win the
distinction of becoming Massachusetts' first female dis-
trict attorney.

Northwestern District Attorney Judd Cahart is ex-
pected to be confirmed as a superior courtjudge April 14,
leaving the position vacant.

Gov. William Weld said last month he was inclined to
replace Carhart with "a nontraditional candidate," such
as a woman, and "someone like the first district attorney"
in Carhart's office— who also is, like Weld, a Republican.

domestic violence

"It seems to be a one-candidate situation," John
Calahan, a former district attorney and past president of
the^ local bar association, told the Boston Sunday Globe.

"I never thought she's grow up to be district attorney,"
Scheibel's mother said. "I thought she'd be a major league
ball player."

A psycho-biology major at Mount Holyoke College, she
later graduated from Western New England College law
school in 1980.

Scheibel went directly to ajob at the Hampden County
District Attorney's Office. In 1988, Carhart asked her to
become his first assistant.

A Republican in a predominantly Democratic area,
Scheibel won't talk about her plans for the office even if
she's named the next DA.

"I don't have a hidden agenda," she said. "My goal is to
prosecute fairly and see that their rights are protected."

continued from poge 1

"Everything was gone. A room that had been filled
with stuff was empty," she said. "The food in the refrig-
erator was burned."

"Right now the house is condemned. The windows are
boarded up," she said.

Hartnett's child was living with Cyr's parents in
Amherst at the time of the incident, she said.

She said Cyr had no contact with Hartnett directly
after the child was born, but then began to seek custody
rights last fall.

Hartnett placed a restraining order on Cyr Feb. 1 6 and
Cyr later placed one on her "just for the hell of it," she said.

Cyr appeared in court last Thursday to face assault
and battery charges made by Hartnett for a Feb. 12
incident.

Hartnett was a psychology major from South Boston.
Funeral arrangements are being set for later this week.

UMass administrators reacted to her death Sunday.
"I am deeply saddened that we have lost a member of

the UMass community to the ugliness of domestic vio-
lence. Our thoughts and prayers are with Tara's family

"

UMass President Michael Hooker said.
State Rep. Ellen Story, a member ofa joint committee

on criminal justice, was involved with the passage of
three state laws aimed at preventing domestic violence.

"h's very clear that making laws is not enough " Story
said. "People must be taught how to resolve conflicts with
words instead ofviolence and the incredible consequences
of this tragedy."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Tom Robinson
expressed shock at Saturday's incident and said efforts
are underway to help Hartnett's friends and other students
cope with the violent death.

Reports from the Associated Press contributed to this
article.
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Boston's mayor departs;
new political era begins
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*°**^ SILVEKMAN / COLLEGIANnil MtKt— Perhaps these anonymous dorm dwellers have a good idea With the

nsing cost of living, maybe taking in boarders is a good idea.

Liberals await nominee
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON- Their near 20-year
wait for a sympathetic Supreme Court
nominee is almost over, but liberals are
hardly euphoric. They say it could take
years to undo a generation ofconservative
appointments.

Most liberal activists are keeping their
expectations in check as President Clinton
begins his search for a candidate to succeed
retiring Justice Byron White.

The new justice is sure to be more pro-
gressive than the conservative White. But
liberals say the most they hope for with one
a ppointment is an end to what they view as
erosion in areas ranging from gay. civil and
abortion rights to church-state relations.

This is a very important opportunity

to begin restoring balance on the court,
but it is going to take a number of years
before we can remedy the harm of 1 2 years
of ideologically driven Supreme Court
appointments," said Dawn Johnsen, legal
director of the National Abortion Rights
Action League.

The only liberals on the court are John
Paul Stevens and Harry Biackmun. named
by RepubUcan presidents in 1975 and 1970,
respectively. Clinton's nomination will be
the first by a Democrat in 25 years.

There's a whole country of individuals
out there" jamming the judicial pipeline,
said George Kassouf, director of the judi-
cial selection project for a liberal 28-mem-
ber coalition called the Alliance for Justice.

All that Democratic talent-in-waiting
doesn't guarantee the newest judge will
be a liberal.
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By MARTIN FINUCANE
Associated Press

BOSTON— Itwas a typical St. Patrick's
Day when Mayor Raymond Flynn saun-
tered into Doyle's Cafe. There were sham-
rock-shaped balloons, green bowler hats,
drinks all around. But the toast was dif-

ferent.

The folks at Doyle's, and at spots all over
Boston, were saying good-bye to Flynn.

The three-term Democratic mayor, who
once aspired to everything from a cabinet
post to the governor's office, is heading for
a quiet ambassadorship at the Vatican.
And politics is again the talk ofthe town in
Boston, which has had but two mayors
since the 1960s.

His decision was not even a day old
when he showed up at Doyle's, and people
there were already hailing Thomas
Menino. city council president and mayor
apparent.

"He's the next mayor of the city of
Boston." said John Lynch. 49. who was
celebrating with his son.

Menino will at least be mayor tempo-
rarily, ifFlynn is confirmed for the Vatican
post. He will serve until after a special
election inNovember tochoose a new mayor.

Menino will not go unchallenged.
At least a dozen politicians, including

many of the city's top Irish-American.
Italian-American, and black political fig-
ures, are considering runs.
The whole political landscape was

logjammed. Now it's opened up. Youll see
a whole new generation ofyounger people
running for office," said Michael
McCormack.afriendofFlynn'sforl5years
and a city counselor from 1981 to 1991.

McCormack called Flynn's exit "the
best thing to happen to the city since
Boston baked beans."

The comingrace has an extra dimension
because there never has been an Italian-
American mayor of Boston and some of
the major contenders, including Menino,
are Italian-American.

Some Italian-American politicos feel
"this is our time," said political consulUnt
Joyce Ferriabough.

Flynn, who was highly popular in Bos-
ton in the boom of 1980s, also had been
considered a possible candidate for gover-
nor against Republican Ck)v. William Weld
in 1994.

His departure means the Democrats'
three best gubernatorial candidates are
all unavailable, said Paul Watanabe, a
political science professor at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts-Boston.

U.S. Rep. Joesph Kennedy, D-Mass.
could draw on a reservoir of goodwill to-
ward his family, but has said he prefers to
remain in the House. Boston University
President John Silber, who ran against
Weld in 1990, has been mired in a scandal
over financial dealings at his institution.

"It really moves the Democrats into a
mode in which second-tier candidates are
likely to come to the fore now that the big
three have been crippled,"said Watanabe.

In the mayoral race, the list ofpossible
contenders includes former U.S. Rep.
Brian Donnelly; city counselors John
Nucci, Rosaria Salerno, Bruce Boiling and
David Scondras; Lawrence DiCara, a
former city counselor; Suffolk County
SheriffRobert Rufo, and foi-mer state Rep.
Melvin H. King, who ran unsuccessfully
against Flynn in 1983.

Whoever Flynn chooses, his popularity
will be hard to duplicate. Elected in 1983
to replace Kevin White, the mayor of 16
years who was thought to have lost touch
with the neighborhoods. Flynn was more
likely to show up at a burning building to
give firefighters a hand than to be stuck
behind a desk.

"It's hard to imagine someone trying to
outdo Ravin termsofridingthefireengines
and driving the snowplows. That was his
shtick," said Doris Kearns Goodwin, a
local historian.

By 1991 he was so popular that he won
a third term with an unprecedented 75
percent ofthe vote. And lastyear he stepped
into national spotlight as head of the Na-
tional Conference of Mayors and as a co-
ordinator ofPresident Clinton's campaign.

Flynn did stumble. Critics said his
battles with school officials paralyzed ef-
forts to improve the city's troubled public
schools. And he took heat when police pur-
sued what turned out to be a fictitious black
suspect in the Charles Stuart murder hoax.

But Flynn truly followed in the popu-
list tradition ofJames Michael Curley. the
powerful Irish politician who served four
terms as mayor between 1914 and 1950.

Curley. like Flynn. built a following
among the city's poor and workingclass so
strong that when he was fined $30,000 in
a fraud case in 1938. thousands ofcitizens
donated money to pay the levy.

But times are changing. And what is
needed in the mayor's office now. many
agree, is a policy maker and administra-
tor who can tackle problems like the city's
ailing economy and inner-city poverty.

"The appeal this time will be for
something different." Goodwin said.

Flynn watchers are left to wonder
whether his acceptance of the Vatican
means he is saying goodbye to electoral
politics.

McCormack said had Flynn remained,
he would have been dragged down politi-
cally by the hard times facing the city.

Other observers said the Vatican spot
could become more visible, especially given
Flynn's anti-abortion stance, rare for a
liberal. And they noted that for a staunch
Catholic like Flynn it has great signifi-
cance.

Goodwin said maybe the man of the
neighborhoods simply felt it was time to
move on.

"At some point it's hard to generate
excitement about getting the trash picked
up and the snow plowed one more time,"
she said. "It shows a certain kind of curi-
osity and courage on his part to do some-
thing totally different from what he's done
his whole life."

Position papers and budgets are available

in the GSS ollice, 919 Campus Center, 545-2896.

Meeting begins at 7:15 p.m.
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You say you want to go to war, but are you willing to die?
The United Stjit/»sAfAmoi^/.Q ..r.^^^ »u ;j e . . ., ._ ^^The United States ofAmerica, under the guidance of

former peace activist WiUiam Jefferson Clinton, and
with the most humanitarian of intentions, moves ever
closer to the tragedy of military commitment to the
suffering nation of Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Bosnia, Croatia, Macedonia and Serbia, at the heart of
a region dominated by outside powers since the end of
World War I, have been long in dispute, a dispute that
started that most unprecedented ofconflicts in 1914 and,
despite its centuries-long duration, was ceased only
temporarily by domination ofthe region by Germany and
later by communism.

As Yugoslavia, the only non-Soviet communist entity
in Eastern Europe, came in its time to fall and dissolve,
the age-old battles began once again. Yet in the new age
of world government and arrogant United States inter-
ventionism, it became a popular view in our land to "send
in the troops" to save theirs. Ignoring as only American
politicians could, the history and enmity of the region,
hawkish sUtespersons in the United States grunted
their solution to this concern and all concerns: the use of
superior brute force to keep the "lesser" nations of the
planet in their proper place.

This superficial view of geopolitics is what led Presi-
dent Lyndon Johnson, an intelligent man. to come to the

conclusion that the United States could subvert commu-
nist tendencies in Vietnam. Vietnam became a commu-
nist nation; the United States had a mihtary presence
there for 15 years. Sixty-thousand Americans died.

This superficial view led to the genocide dubbed Op-
eration Desert Storm that punished an admittedly errant
Iraq by murdering a quarter-million Iraqis, mostly ci-
vilian.

Peter

J. ORVETTI

A class you can really use

This superficial view— the catalyst for U. S. intenen-
tion in Libya. Nicaragua. El Salvador. Panama, Granada
and Somalia in the last decade— threatens to rise again
and involve America in an endless war. one any human
being would pray to end, but one we could not end, and,
dare it be said, one that is not our place to be involved.

Those surrounding Clinton and calling for "militar>-
intervention"— the New World Order term for war— in
the former Yugoslavia, are victims of the arrogant su-
perficiality that caused the militarism of the Johnson,
Nixon, Reagan and Bush presidencies. They refuse to
believe that not all conflicts can be defined in black and
white: that many Bosnians would be opposed to the U.S.

presence, that certain Serbs who would be enemies are
our spiritual allies, that the Muslim population and the
Croatian nation are undefined factors that could also
adversely affect Mr. Clinton's war. If Bosnia is a war we
cannot win, cannot end and cannot control, why do so
many call for Wagnerian Gotterdammerung there? Per-
haps because it is not they who would die.

No, the hawks on the Hill and the armchair generals
ofthe Pentagon would be safe and hidden in Washington,
a continent and a halfaway from the carnage. It is easy
to vote for war when one will only see that war on CNN.

Therefore, I offer this modest proposal to Clinton and
those who would lead him to war: should a military
presence be established in Yugoslavia, one Cabinet
member, two senators and ten representatives should be
draffed for active duty, chosen by lot. Should that pres-
ence grow beyond 5,000, send three more senators and 20
more representatives; over 10,000, five more senators
and an additional 20 representatives — a total of about
10 percent of Congress. Then, when it is time to consider
sending further troops and continuing a hopeless war, let

those remaining cast their votes with this in mind: I can
send others to the killing field, but can I bring myself to
vote to send myself to die?

Peter J. Onetti is a student at Hampshire College.

While sitting in my Towards the Ud-
der: Defining the Bovine" class the week
before spring break I couldn't help but
think that maybe some of my instructors
were leaning towards the esoteric in their
courses' contents.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Though I tried to banish this mutinous

thought it kept returning, interrupting my
thoughts during my "Writing the Shelf:

Wholesale Retailing through Poetry" semi-
nar <who could forget the immortal lines of
Eliot on overeating while working a night
shift: "I roll up a TVinkie wrapper, and roll

it at some overwhelming question/Is it love

or indigestion?"Or Lord Byron . first viewing
his love in a store: "She walks in K-mart to

buy a Sprite/And all that's best of'diet' and
'lite'/Meets in her shopping cart.").

The above-mentioned courses clearly
have academic value, but there is a growing
sense amongst the student body that
UMass would benefit from scheduling a
few classes that gave instruction on how
to behave in everyday life. Many such
courses would surely be oversubscribed if

the administration had the foresight to

run them, including anything from tutori-

als in the painless termination of long
term relationships, to a workshop on "The
Shakespearean Titter" (that short guffaw
the knowledgable make during perfor-

mances of Renaissance plays to indicate

that they realize a joke has been made
even though it isn't funny).

Furthermore, courses like the current

"Guatemalan Cinema: Masterpieces and
Mantlepieces" (which I believe only ex-

amines one film, and to ensure a full quota
ofcourse hours shows it at one-quarter of

the intended speed over eight weeks) could
be replaced by a class on how to avoid
conflict in the video store when four people
are trying to pick a film and after three
hours the only thing you can find that no
one has seen is "Police Academy XXVII."
A class like Arthur Schlesinger Jr.'s

Oxford summer school on slapstick humor
in American history would be a most
welcome addition to the curriculum.

Schlesinger managed to dig up some
fascinating facts about the early republic,

including evidence that initially America
wasn't planned asanationat all. butsimply,
as Benjamin PVanklin put it in a letter to

his chiropodist, "as a place to stop over unti I

we find someplace bigger, or God forbid

I my italics
I move back in with our parents."

Ofcourse the United States turned out
to be a good deal larger than anyone ex-
pected, promptingJefferson to record with
excitement in his diary, "It seems there
will be no end to the number of shopping
malls we will be able to construct; I myself
foresee owning at least 17."

While Schlesinger mocked the redcoats
for their tactics in the revolutionary war.
described in a military handbook of the
time as "marching very slowly towards the
enemy in a nice straight line," it is worth
noting that with a few adaptations the
same strategy was employed, with similar
success, by all sides in the First World War.

The only retaliation the poor British

could come up with as their forces were
decimated by the American guns was to

chant sexual insults at the Yankees, the
favorite being to describe them as "minute-
men" in reference to their sexual endur-
ance. Curiously, as Schlesinger noted, this
name has endured.

Jesse Armstrong, an exchange student
from England, is a Collegian columnist.

Ml tKe educational TV a kid neecLi.
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Israel is not a black/white issue

Campus crime is not kept hidden
Some items in Greg Sukiennik's col-

umn on campus safety \Collegian, March
1 1 1 need to be clarified, others reinforced.

The January 20 Chronicle for Higher
Education lists crime statistics from cam-
puses across the country responding to a

new federal law requiring publication of

such information. UMass, unlike many
schools who took advantage of loopholes

in the legislation, complied with the spirit

of the law. Indeed, UMass made public

crime statistics years before legislation

was enacted. The last compilation was
distributed in September throughout
campus.

The UMass police make public a crime

log for each day. The Collegian reports

these listings frequently. UMass also is-

sues figures every year on the number of

rapes and other sexual assaults reported

to all agencies on campus, not just the

police, in order to better assess the extent

of the problem and educate people. Police

do not provide exact locations of rapes to

help shield the identity of victims.

As for the reported assaults ofMarch 5/

6. UMass officials provided information
about the incidents to the Collegian and
other news organizations since that week-
end.

Why does the University talk relatively

freely about crime? Because the UMass
campus is not a sanctuary, and University
officials want students to act accordingly.

Students should call the police escort ser-

vice to walk them across campus at night.

Use the buddy system. Know where the 62
emergency phones are located. Ifyou know
something about a crime, tell the UMass
police. People with information about the
weekend assaults should contact the police.

Take these precautions even though
UMass police patrol campus 24 hours a
day— on foot, horseback, bicycle and by
cruiser, and more officers and other se-

curity personnel are being trained. Cam-
pus crime is a very serious issue every-

where. No responsible campus official

anywhere would tell students they are
immune from crime at school.

Karin Sherbin
Director, News Office

Jews do experience overt discrimina-
tion which some have referred to politically

as anti-Semitism. But it is interesting to

know that both the historical and present
Semite tribes were and are composed of
both Arabs and Jews.

The word Zionism is applied to the
political state ofIsrael and its racist policies

since its inception. Palestinians are sys-

tematically oppressed in Israel as second-
class citizens with second-class rights.

People's rights in the occupied territories

are abused consistently. Theirjobs, houses
and freedom have all been taken.

Mr. Horowitz \Collegian, March 111.

don't spend all your energy watching the
violence and distinguishing between
"good" and "bad" guys when it is more
insightful to study the history which led to
the continued violence practiced by both

sides today. Combatting Israeli expan-
sionism in the occupied territories is a
defensive and reactionary measure.

As forYehoushua Weisbrod, it is always
sad to see ordinary citizens killed. But are
ordinary citizens always innocent from
the policies their government practices?
Was Weisbrod profiting from the system-
atic oppression of Palestinians? Do ordi-

nary Whites here in the United States or
in South Africa profit from the systematic
oppression of people of color? And do Is-

raelis really want peace? Will they go to all

lengths to achieve it. even giving up land?
I only wanted to make one point; Mr.

Horowitz, do you really expect us to find
sympathy for racist oppressors because
they live in fear?

Kaisar Khatak
Amherst

Student pay cut: unfair punishment
Regarding the SGA's proposal to limit

the number ofhours a student can work on
campus and limitingall students' pay rates
to minimum wage [Collegian, March 11):

The SGA has once again showed their true
colors. In this myopic idea of theirs, they
have failed to consider the whole story. I'm
sure some students are wrongly overpaid,
but for the majority of us. this is not so.

The vast majority of student employ-
ees work for a simple economic reason: to

pay education and living expenses. With-
out working, we would not be able to stay
here and earn our degrees. Without the
opportunity to choose how much we work
at our jobs and the ability to be rewarded
for our loyalty and dedication, those of us
who must work would be trapped in a
system that is a farcry from free enterprise.

SGA members who believe these limi-

tations will solve the problem of overpay-
ment and dishonesty may be right, but at
w hat price to the majority ofhonest, hard-
working student employees? They would
cut a vital source ofourmr/ierf income. How
dare they limit the hours we can work, or
the wage we are paid? By what authority
do they claim to know the financial situ-
ation of every student employee?

If they have the audacity to claim that
a student is being wrongly overpaid, let
them present their proof to that student.
Chancellor O'Brien or President Hooker— or the whole SGA even! But do not
accuse us all; do not punish us all without
proof, any facts or any thought.

Lee Piazza
Amherst
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continued from page 1

that the administration position that
Yeltsin's action was "the appropriate thing
to do as you're evolving a democratic in-
stitution."

Albright said Yeltsin deserved U.S.
support because "he is the only one in
1,000 years of Russian history that has
been elected by all the Russian people."

Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.. chairman ifthe
Senate Armed Services Committee, said
CUnton's stance toward YelUin was "about
right."

"We certainly support him as the
president and as the only nationallyelected
leader." he said.

But Nunn, speaking on NBC's "Meet
the Press." said the United States should

Mpay

be talking to other "key players" in Russia.
The lawmakers also agreed the Rus-

sian military must be watched closely.
Sen. Bill Bradley, D-N.J.. noted there

IS an element ofthe army that opposes the
START II nuclear disarmament treaty.
Nunn warned of a worst-case scenario
where the military and the regions split
apart.

"If that happens, what's going on in
Yugoslavia now might look calm," he said.

One of the architects of the START II
treaty, former SecretaryofState Lawrence
Eagleburger. said on CBS's "Face the
Nation" that it was "unlikely that the
military will fragment or will come out
against Yeltsin unless there begins to be
real civil disorder."

continued from page 2

the school had no money for raises when
its president. Richard Breslin, got a
$210,000 salary, an $86,427 expense ac-
count, a free house with maid service and
a $48,000 luxury car.

The University of Colorado will spend
$21 7.000 this year to maintain a home for
President Judith Albino, who makes more
than $225,000. Members of the
Legislature'sJoint Budget Committee and
Senate Education Committee charge that
the expenses are excessive, but Albino
says the home is used for fund-raising
events and other university activities.

Leyton responded: "It's hard to make a
very convincing argument that we're in
the middle of tough times when it's com-
ing from people who are raising their
salaries and getting perks."

The average salary of a president at a
research university was $14 1.000 in 1991,
the last year for which figures are avail-
able, according to the College and Uni-
versity Personnel Association. That was
up from $116,000 in 1988. a 22 percent
increase.

Faculty salaries rose less than 10 per-
cent in that time, the American Associa-
tion of University Professors says.

But Thomas E. Corts, president of
Samford University in Birmingham, Ala.,
said being president "is a very demanding
job. no question about it. It is a stressful
job and we don't have much stock options
and so forth that you might get in the
private sector."

John Silber's salary, for example, "is a
full order of magnitude lower than that
which he could command in the corporate
sector," said BU Trustee Chairman Arthur
G.B. Metcalf.

Silber's supporters credit him with in-
creasing the university's endowment
twentyfold and transforming BU into a
nationally-renowned institution.

Schools are competing with private
industry for top executives like that, said
Corts, who heads the American Associa-
tion ofPresidents ofIndependent Colleges
and Universities.

"If we are, then maybe there's a plau-
sible case for paying them so much," re-
sponded Barbara Bergmann, an American
University economist and past president
ofthe AAUP. "But I don't think that's the
case. Among our own ranks, we can find
enough people who can so this kind of
work, not for the money but for the plea-
sure of the enterprise."

COLLEGIAN

Four final candidates for Chancellor of the Amherst
campus will be visiting between March 22 and April 2, 1993.
The finalists are Dr. Diether Haenicke, President of Western
Michigan University; Dr. Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, Vice-
Chancellor for Graduate Studies at UCLA; Dr. Luis Proenza,
Vice President of Acadeniic Affairs of the University of
Alaska System; and. Dr. David Scott, Distinguished Professor
of Learning, Science and Society ofMichigan State University.
During their visits there will be several opportimities for
the public to meet these finalists.

There will be a Faculty Senate forum in Memorial Hall
(Except 3/25) from 11-12;00 noon on the following dates:

• Dr. Proenza on March 23
• Dr. Scott on March 25 (Campus Center, Rm.917)
• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 29
• Dr. Haenicke on March 31

Multicultural and diversity issues will be discussed in
the Campus Center from 9:15-10:30am:

• Dr. Proenza on March 23 (Room 101)
• Dr. Scott on March 25 (Room 101)

• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 29 (Room 168C)
• Dr. Haenicke on March 31 (Room 168C)

An all staff forum will be held in the Campus Center
from 10:45-ll:45am:

• Dr. Proenza on March 24 (Room 168C)
• Dr. Scott on March 26 (Room 101)
• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 30 (Room 101)
• Dr. Haenicke on April 1 (Room 168C)

Open forum for all students will be held in the Cape Cod
Lounge (except 3/23) from 3:30-5:00:

• Dr. Proenza on March 23 (Campus Center,
Rm.l689C)

• Dr. Scott on March 25
• Dr. Mitchell-Kernan on March 29
• Dr. Haenicke on March 31

Please make every effort to attend one or more of these

important meetings during the visit of each candidate.
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and the flowers would bloom and the snow would melt.
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coinpetition exists among Oscar nomineesBy JON LUPO

Collegian Staff
not only for her excellent work inDamage but also for her
roles in the magnificent Crying Game and the otherwise
drippy Enchanted April. Both actresses gave the very
definition of supporting performances and in more cases
than one outshined their lead counterparts.

Editor's Note: This is the first in a six-part series
liighlightvig the major nominees for this year's Academy
Awards which will be presented on March 29

Rofet pr^abS^IThelw awtr?lh« fs en!,>?r*'?* TTT '" "''""'^' """•^ '" another year I'd give it

Joan Plowright brought a certain aura of respect to
the art house fluflfpiece known H&EnchantedApril. In this
ensemble drama. Plowright was hardly noticeable and
certainly not worth singling out. She may have years of
fine performances to her credit, but Plownght brought

grouping oftoday s best character actresses and a sign of
things to come for some ver>' talented women. While the
Best Actress field had to search far and wide for ehgible
nommees. the Supporting categories, especially in the
female field, ofier an Oscar race that is too close to call

an Z^lvSable lumTn^l,. 1 ,f,

'*^"«''' ™"Pl«' >""• to »'"<^h and worth the nominaUon. but Davis b^ught

So who will win? My bet is on Judy Davis, mainly
because she's turned in Oscar-worthy acting time and
Ume again, from a Passage to India up through Has
bands& W7/'«?.s. I wouldn'tbe surprised, though.ifMiranda
Richardson won since she's given three high-profile,
highly praised performances during the year and all the
votes from her work in Enchanted April and the Crying
Game could pile into her corner.

Coming up tomorrow. 111 give my picks and predictions
for the tight race for Best Actor in a Supporting Role.
Hint: it's between a sheriff and a surprise.

brought an almost mystical quality to the film. But she's
won an Oscar before, and in the process caused an inter-
national controversy with her politically touchycomments.

Marisa Tomei turned in a hilarious performance as
the very New York wife of Brooklyn lawyer Joe Pesci in

_ " »^»'"t^»» a auciiii aiiu a surpnse.

New book has priceless wisdom for everyone
Rv I IQA r-TTOTIC .^ •^By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Life's Little Instruction Book, VoL 11
H. Jackson Brown
Rutledge Hill Press

In 1991 Rutledge Hill Press published
Life 's Little Instruction Book , a pocket sized
book with a red plaid cover. That little

plaid book has now sold over five million
copies and shows no signs of letting up.

Life's Little Instruction Book is a col-
lection of"Suggestions, observations, and
reminders on how to live a happy and
rewarding life" that Brown wrote and gave
his son, Adam, on his first day of college.

"It was only meant as a personal gift,

but when we at Rutledge Hill saw the
book, we wanted to publish it. The rest, as
they say, is history," says Bryan Curtis
Marketing Director at Rutledge.

Life's Little Instruction Book, Volume
II is a continuation of a father's advice to
his son offering a range of wisdom and
practical advice. ("Accept a breath mint if

someone offers you one.")

In fact. Life's Little Instruction Book,
Volume II reminded me of a lot of the
advice my own parents have given me
(Take along a small gift for the host or
hostess when you're a dinner guest"), but
somehow these words gain more impor-
tance when they're written down by Brown.

Volume II is a warm, humanistic book,
small enough to fit in a pocket or a purse,
that prompts you to think ofyour family,
your friends and the people you work with
in a nicer, more respectful way.

There never seems to be enough time to

do all ofthe little things, but Brown shows
his readers in subtle words that it's really
only the little things that count. ("When
taking a woman home, make sure she's
safely inside her house before you leave.")

Brown, who resides in Nashville, Ten-
nessee, includes sometimes very personal
reminders ofwhat hfe is all about. "Never
be the first to break a family tradition."
Alongside these are tips that make for an
easier and more efficient life, including
addresses for services and catalogs.

Brown's words inspire love, generosity
and hope in an eftbrt to provide the reader
with a happier, more fulfilled and more
fun life. And more importantly, his in-
structions cut across all boundaries ofsex,
age, race and creed, appealing to a re-

markably broad range of the population.
("Be gentle with the earth.")

Outside of the United States, trans-
lated versions of Brown's books are
available in Europe, the Orient, South
America and Australia.

Booksellers credit the phenomenal
success of Life's Little Instruction Book to
the fans who buy dozens of copies to give
to their friends or business associates,
which prompted Rutledge Hill Press to
come out with a hard back, gift edition.

Even Ross Perot said it was one of his
favorite books which added to the book's
publicity.

Larry Stone, President ofRutledge Hill
Press says ofVolume II, "It reflects values
that people know in their hearts are true."

The best part is these priceless kernels
oftruth can be bought for only $5.95. Read
it. and then take some ofBrown's advice to
heart — share it with everyone you love.

U l^r-L^^^a^ It.. COURTESY RUTLEDGE HILL PRESS
7" Jacl^son Brown. Jr., a fountain of paternal wisdom, will release his sequel to the popular

Life's Little Instmction Book in April.
h"h «»

Write for the Collegian s

Arts & Living desk
Campus Center 113 Ask for Jon or Lisa
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presents

COURTESY RUTLEDGE HILL PRESS
Life s Little Instruction Book, Volume II should be recommended reading for a successful

college career.

When you can't be there yourself, you can read about It in the Collegian.

ARTS & LIVING Bowker Auditorium, March 24, 25, 26. G 27 at 8pm
Tickets can be purchased at the pAC Box Office
or at the door - $4 students; $7 non-students
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basketball
JUST WAIT
TIL NEXT YEAR

SUMMER 1993 FINANCIAL AID

APPLICATIONS NOWAVAILABLE

COLLEGE WORK STUDY:

FOR ALL STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
UMASS DEGREE PROGRAM DURING
THE ACADEMIC YEAR

PERKINS LOAN:

FOR EXACT COST OF TUITION AND
FEES FOR UMASS CONTINUING
EDUCATION SUMMER SESSION
COURSES (6 CREDITS MINIMUM)

STAFFORD LOAN:

ONLY FOR STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
UMASS SUMMER EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS

DEADLINE: MAY 3, 1993

PICK UP REQUIREMENT INFORMATION AND
APPLICATIONS AT:

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES
255 WHITMORE

Lacrosse just misses
upset win at Virginia
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va— The Uni-
versity of Massachusetts men's lacrosse
team out-hustled, outshot and outplayed
the University of Virginia here Saturday
afternoon. The only thing the Goiillas
didn't do was win.

The 5th-ranked Cavaliers, bolstered
by a 3-0 fourth quarter and a stellar 22-
save effort by goalie James Ireland, came
back from a 9-7 UMass lead to hand the
Gorillas a 10-9 opening-day loss at Scott
Stadium.

UMass coach Ted Garber said he was
impressed by his team's play, es|>ecially

considering all but three of the team's
practices were held inside due to poor
weather.

"That was two months (of outside
practice

I against three days, and we took
it to 'em," Garber said. "No other team in

Division I could've done whatwe did today."

Former Brown coach Dom Starsia, in

his first year at the helm for the Cavaliers,
was quick to give credit to the Gorillas and
said his team had been outplayed.

"UMass deserved a better fate today."
Starsia said. "They outworked us, they
hustled, they were quicker to loose balls.

There was no justice for them today."
The Gorillas, down 3-2 after the first

and behind 7-4 with five minutes left in
the first half, rattled off five unanswered
scores over a 20 minute span to take the 9-

7 lead. They held the Cavs to nine shots in
the third and dominated time ofpossession.

But Virginia, now 4-1. turned up the
intensity in the fourth quarter to claim
the victory. UVa attacker Eric Whitely
scored once and assisted midfielders Tony
Nugent and David Jones in the fourth,
putting the Cavs up for keeps.

More importantly for UVa. the Cavalier
defense pitched a shutout in the fourth
quarter and got outstanding play from
goalie Ireland, preventing UMass from
reclaiming the lead or forcing overtime in
the game's last six minutes. UVa weath-
ered four UMass extra-man opportunities
— three minutes ofpower-play advantage— and nine fourth-quarter shots on goal.

The UMass offense played even with
the Cavaliers in the first period, control-
ling both possession and tempo. Mean-
while, the defense, led by transfers Jim
Byrnes and Matt Noone, asserted itself
with solid stickwork and physical check-
ing.

Virginia then embarked on a 4-2 run
early in the second, taking full advantage
ofUMass' problems clearing the ball— 8-

for-16 in the first half— and scoring off
unsettled situations.

But with five minutes to go in the half,
the Gorillas warmed up. Attacker Mark

Millon (3 goals, 2 assists ) scored twice and
assisted two other goals in UMass' 5-0

mid-game run, feeding freshman middies
Eric Triolo and Eric Bailey from behind
the cage.

Millon gave UMass an added emotional
boost, finishing the first-half scoring on
an extra-man with four seconds left in the
half. He took a precision feed from Greg
Kline in front of the crease and one-timed
the ball past Ireland, making the halftime
score 7-6 in favor of Virginia.

Kline lead the Gorillas with three as-
sists, all coming from behind the crease.
Mike Valente added two scores and Bill

Edell and Wes Depp added a goal and an
assist each for UMass. Four UVa players
scored two goals apiece.

UMass gobbled up 60 of 101 ground
balls, outshot UVa 55-40 and received a
stellar effort from face-off specialist Sam
Joseph. Joseph won 16 of 23 face-offs,

helping UMass keep a firm grip on time of
possession.

"I Joseph I was the best face-off man in
the country today," Garber said.

Rather than try to run with the Cava-
liers. UMass played a patient attack which
emphasized ball control and a minimum
of mistakes. Garber said he was proud of
his team for executing the patient, de-
fensive-minded game plan and coming
within a goal of what would have been a
surprising upset.

"That's what we tried todo." said Garber
ofthe deliberate pace ofthe UMass attack.
"We worked the game plan to perfection.
They didn't beat us 6-on-6 at all."

The goaltending of Ireland, however,
combined with a 3-for-ll power play (0-

for-5 in the second half* kept the Gorillas
from opening up their two-goal lead. Millon
noted two examples where Ireland robbed
him of sure goals.

"I was coming down the middle and I

wound up and cranked right at the left

corner. He didn't have time to move his
stick, hejust kick-saved it. The other time
I shot high and either he got his stick on it

or it hit him. . .he had a great game."
"Right now he's our MVP," said Starsia

ofIreland, ajunior from Garden City, N.Y.
and high school teammate of both Depp
and Adam Kohart. "I haven't seen a better
game by a goalie yet this year."

While Ireland had a career day in goal,
the efforts of UMass goaltender Rip
Correnti (11 saves) did not go unnoticed.
Correnti turned in a strong second half
performance, holding UVa scoreless in
the third quarter. He did allow seven
goals in the first half, but many were offof
rebounds or point-blank , one-on-one shots.

"Rip put up a wall." said Garber of
Correnti's performance. "Virginia scored
a couple of garbage goals on him. . .we
didn't get any garbage goals."

CAf t
DICAKLO

5-College Student
Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Veal Parmigiana
• Gnocchi with Pomodoro e Basihco
• Primavera with Garlic & Oil
• Linguine alle Vongole (red or white)

Served with House Salad, Bread Sticks,

and Soda or Coffee/Tea for $6.95, with
college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday 11:30 to 10:00.
Offer expires 3/31/93

RECYCLE THIS
COLLEGIAN

7 1 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Monday, March 22 - 9:00pm/l 8+/

KING MISSILE

Monks of Doom
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ooo
NOW OREN LAXE NIGHTS

SUN-THURS. til 12:00 Midnlsht
FRI G SAT Nlshts til 1:30 AM

I

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

rock bottom prices

lickots availahk- at Pearl Streel, Straw berries. Ti\
nlimitocl. NcnthanipKMi f3()\ Otllee.'l-or the Record

in Amherst: Ticket Pro (SOO) X2S-7(W()

|{) Pearl Street Ndrthamplon

>S4-777I

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton / Holyoke

584-4112 • sag- 1 888
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Unbeknownst to most students of psychology,
Pavlov s first experiment was to ring a bed and

cause his dog to attack Freud s cat

JIM'S JOURNAL

«ib«uf Hew U€k*S
Nuw^ii*^ f«cifty 111

By JIM

JIM'S JOURNAL

Quote of the Day
".

.
tlH'ycre.itt'd.ipinkishlygdrtxxJIiniegiri with an oversized

iHMd who lived with her other berry nice tricnds' in a place
r.illcd Strawtx?rry|jnd, and they christened her Strawtx'rry
Shortcake."

- Tom KiigelliarJi^ The Slitntciike Slialea^

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

but if KiSfCi.

c\ost -fo tK«

X VMWSfi-

By JIM

it ov^ tkt fKi^-a

JIM'S JOURNAL

•ut of «^ U) Um|.

Mr. MeoAM i«tpt

5if*lH5 >*p tft U*)r 5«»^. y«<i'li tip over

'

By JIM

f^T feter/oK kfpt
JiHiv»5 Mr U U* It,

tut M««»r tiffe*/
«vor tKe b««i|.

A«IES<M.ir( h 2 1 -/Xpr il I '»l: AvokI
renewing oW jrRunx-nls with umily
memlKfs. Thife arc <k c aston> when
one should Ickrh as well is lorgivt-.

Use yixjr organizalnmal talents lo gel
a lund-raising dciv*- on track.

TAURUS (April 20-Ntay 201: Re-
wards olNained ihrough gainful em-
pkjynienl are a sure ihing Those ex-
pected troni ganx~. ol ( Ivince sekioni
maleriali/e Tackling your jobs wilh
zeal will earn yourcivwt irker'mpert.

GEMINI (^tay 1 1 -June 20): Con-
c enlrali- on an important w«Ki pro|e( i

during the early morning. Lali-r on,
interruptions will l)e irritating IhjI

unavoidahle Sidestep any involve-

meni in yoor co-wofti-r's aftairs.

CANCER dune 21 -July 22): tJo
not harlior any illusions regarding
outdated e< onomic practices. What
was prolilal>k> yesterday ccxjid Ix-

impra<tical today.

LEO (|u»y 2 }-Aug. 22\: The cre-
ative streak you now have going will

lx>netM you even rrxKe il yi >u adopt an
.iss(x late's ideas. Take regular ri-st

Ineaks Butk iIh- <onversation lide

and lot you innovative side emerge.
VIRGO (Aug, 2i-Sepl. 22): A

long-cherishcd wislu ould iviwi orm-
true it you really (jusii lor it now.
Utilize your network otconlacis near
and tar — reac h lor the stars!

UBRA(Sept. 2 »-<Xl. 22l:Sety<iof

|)ers<)nal aiiairs aside today, evi-n ii

( enain things are really liugging you.
F(Kus on the |ol) — thai is where
salisla< tinn arxl linancial su< < t-ss lie.

SCORPIO (Ort 21-Nov 21):

C)|x-ning m-w c haniH-K ol (inihimi-

nicalKin at work jxjIs you on the right

Irat k wiihcolk-agues. Il yout an sellk-

a fHohleni ((uielly and firivalely..

SAGITTARIUS (Nov ll-Ot-i
21): Make "iHisiness as usual" yoor
motto today. Ri-nx)ve yoorselt Irom a
(xMential c lash lietween ci>-wiNkers.

Otherwise, neith<-r yoo nor your a»-

s<K laies will leel ai ease.

CAPRICORN (IX-c 22-lan. 19):

A domestic <k career snag couki
hincier progress this morning. Avoid
lieing part ol the prol)k-m. Limit ihe

hancJ-wringing and search lor pracli-

( al solutions.

AQUARIUS (|an 2()-fe«). 18):

Plotting Ihe lulure gels you l)a« k on
course. A business or legal |>a<l is

strengllH-rx-d. Overseas players n»ay
assist. Keep sight ol your kmg-lenn
goals.

PISCES (Fl^). I')-March2m:You
and a co-worker discover ihal yoo
have more in common ihan y«Hj re-

alized. Higher-ups will make an in»-

|K)rlanl cone c-ssMin. Even a loken giii

would mean a lot lo a kived one.

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

OVERmt SPRING gPErtc. ft LOT of

Noewtl^STtCN CWO |NSTE<40 op

(beiWfc TO fUPOA IN 0?Cte TC

S^VF A LiTue CMH.

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
^^r^(^trT1l*a, int sivjotwrs v<«o

0^ G0-I6 acClW ME« FACED VjlW
AN VjN(HA?M.T£l?lJtlt, Ho' (CLO

SNAP 8(?C»JtHr Otvl gx' -mt •?TDSM

OFIHt C?MTUI?Y
"

^, FOC 1Hasf utJMplbNRTt SoouWHo
SHELtlD OW HvM)eEK of gyoa JUJT
T» SIT IN TMtiR CttOHtlBL PooMI
VKfTCHlMCTV

, Wt HPi/E e^JT onF

Today's Staff
Nij^ht Editor Sarah LeVesque
Copy Editor Stacy Malone
PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Seth Kaye
Production Cathy Chaput

Jim Bruneau

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich

Fishburgeron a Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Tri-Bean Casserole

Fishburgeron a Roll

Menu
DINNER

Chicken Pot Pie

Spaghetti & Meatballs

BASICS DINNEr<
Chicken Pot Pie

Spaghetti & Tofuballs

The opinions espiessecl on thJ!, p.iKe arc- those ot the ( ailoonists and do not ne<vs>arily iclic. I ihe vii-ws of the Colkfium or the University,

ACROU
I Attorney's load

6 Embellisn
10 Fofmef

Venetian ruler

1

4

Coeur ct '
—

1

5

Wiesel or

Siegmeister
16 "Caro nome."

lor one
17 -Ahoet. of—"

Wordsworth
20 Jacob's twin
21 Spring festival

22 Gangster's
weapon

23 "The Taming ot

the—
25 Oo followers
27 O ED part

29 Ellis and Staten
32 TasK Abbr
35 Author Shaw
37 Darling dog
38 Wallflower

42 Spotted
43 Did cobbling
44 Sautt — Mane
45 Posh
48 Discord goddess
50 Poi source
51 Beauty's love
54 "— was

saying. .'

56 Orange |uice-

based cocktail

60 Pond
denizen

62 1929 "Fats-
\^ller favorite

65 Advantage
66 Singer James
67 Island off China
68 Domino
69 Do ushering
70 Unexpected

outcome

DOWN
1 Canary's place
2 Al — for words
3 Psalms
word

4 Last

5 Holy —
6 Swan girl

7 Word ot woe

8 Chasm
9 Postpones

1 Jur>e hOfK>ree

1

1

Not copies
12 Arizona river

13 Bridge position

18 Roth's

hometown
19 Turgencv s

iMrthptace

24 Actress Moran
26 — War
28 Chubby

Checker dance
29 Fireplace

30 Plankton

gatherer

31 Gratify

32 African fox

33 Cartoonist

Silverstein

34 Word of

welcome
36 Goddess who

rescued
Odysseus

39 Actress

Swenson
40 Spoken

4 1 " Ttius with a
kiss —" Borneo

46 Host
47 Rackets
49 Petty ruler

52 Chimney
accumulations

53 French cup
54 'Pardon me "

55 Scotch's

companion

57 Trumpeter's

need
58 Chord or meter

lead-in

59 Card game lor

three

61 Old Testament
bk

63 Cartoon shnek
64 Flightless

bird
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weapon.

Our goal? To help buy 1,000,000 meals*

for Americas hungry. And you can take part

just by using the American Express Card.

You see, each lime you charge a purchase to the Card

between March 15 and April 30, 1993. you help pay for one meal.

The more purchases y-ou make, no matter how big or small,

the more meals you help provide. It's that simple.

To make it all work, we've teamed up with Share Our

Strength, a nationwide non-profit organization fighting to

end hunger. They're doing it in some very resourceful ways.

For example, most restaurants have extra food at the end

of the night, but diey don't always know what to do with it.

Noweach time you

use the Card, you help

buy a meal for

a hungry person.

m

SOS does. The)' see to it that the food is deliv-

ered to those who need it. In fact, they've

mobilized more than 5000 restaurants to join

the fight against hunger, here in the U.S. and around the world.

So remember, now one of the most valuable reasons to use

the Card isn't for what you can get, but for what wu give.

If you're not currently a Cardmember. but would like to

apply please caU us at 1-800-365-AMEX.

The American Express* Card.

When you reach for it, pu reach out to help others.

American Express wiU donate $.09 per transadton. up to $90.0(», a mssimm
(rf 1,000.000 BKab. Donation is noc dahictible for iMxwtem putpdses.

$hm (hir Strenflh. 15U K S&eet NW

Washington, fX; 3000^ (m)%9-^%l

COLLEGIAN

NCAA
continued from page 1

'

'

Minutemen within 3, 46-43.
They would never get closer. Two lO-second viola-

tions and a backcourt \dolation by Virginia were not
called by referees, taking the wind out ofUMass' sails.

Before the Minutemen knew it. the Cavaliers took
the game back. Jason Williford ( 14 points) snatched up
an offensive rebound past the sprawling Minutemen,
put it in the basket and converted his foul shot to give
Virginia a 49-43 lead with 7:38 left.

"I think Jason's play, with the game in the balance,
really set the tone." said Jones. "It was ironic because
that type of play was what got UMass back into the
game. That was a big. big point in the game, and it may
have been poetic justice."

When Roe fouled out with 6:52 left. UMass' hopes
grew slimmer. Jeffries converted the free throws on the
foul to build the lead to eight, and Alexander drained
a back-breaking three-pointer that put the Cavaliers
up 11, 54-43. UMass never recovered.

"You can't play 14 minutes against these guys," said
Derek Kellogg. "Our second half showed we can play
against just about anybody, but against an ACC team
like this, it showed you have to play a full 40 minutes."

The loss ended UMass' aspirations of a return to
the Sweet 16. the NCAA Regionals next week at the
Meadowlands Arena. It also ended the careers of
seniors Tony Barbee. Harper Williams and Kennard
Robinson, seniors who had helped UMass basketball
rise up from nowhere.
Tm definitely disappointed." said Barbee. The

expectations were high but our goals were even higher.
I feel like I let the team down. I thought we could do a
lot in this tournament."

"I feel I let the team down." said Williams. "I didn't
go after every loose ball, or play the type of defense
that I usually play."

The two senior starters did. however, bring a team
which lost the first collegiate game to a Division II
Lowell team at the Curry Hicks Cage 91 wins, two A-
1 regular and post-season titles and three wins in the
NCAA Tourney as well as a trip to the NIT Final Four.
Both will be missed as much for the intangibles as for
what numbers they compiled, according to teammates.

•Those two guys built this program to where it is,"
said Roe. "I'm gonna miss Harps, he's a warrior, a
relentless player and Tony's a real leader on the floor.
I'm gonna miss them a great deal."

Children draw

M^vat they see,

and what they see

is a crime.

^*nW5Ssr"

Halp redraw tfwr world

CJi «1 (M frc« ntannjiKyt
on how to protect wuf ch<*en

fnm drugs jnd wxFnce
«1 V0l"*lg«XXfV»<1
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AMHERST 1 EUROPE 'CARAMHERST
I RENT or BUY

Laundromat LOWEST PRICESOpen 7 Days
8am-9pi-n

Orop-Off or

W/t.shinj; Machine
St.irfiii>; At $1

Aeii'nil.inl ,i\ ailitblf .ill il.»>

. 326 College St. (Rf. 9)

^^mherst » 352-5072 ^

EUROPE BY CAR
One RcxitefeHer Ptaza
New York. NY 10020
Phone (212) 561 -3040

Mail this ad for SpMial
Student/Teacher Tarfff.

D RCMTAL D LEAK Q PUNCHAM

notebook
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continued from page 12

area, complete with dining tables and a giant television
screen. The other half, behind a monstrous curtain, holds
the basketball court.

• None ofthe games were sold out and for good reason.
Besides UMass' 54-50 victory over Pennsylvania, the five
other games were blowouts.

• The school with the rowdiest fans had to be Coppin
State. The small but wild contingent whooped it up when
the Eagles, the region's 15th seed, took a three-point first
halflead over Cincinnati. The Bearcats ended up winning
by 30.

*

i^ 2
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Recycle this Collegian

RNtTHE POWER.
TEilCH.

Noo»>«rp<o«w»ionhaim8p««ef The poww to wofca up
voungrrxnds me power to wake up m« vnoru laochenhov*

mof power Beoch tof It «»och For mtofrrxjtwn ca»

1-800-45-TEACH.

Pecnjitirig New TeochefS. mc

[iNilJ

... SO we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at GUreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

Ikodi

Uttcoin Real Estate
25 Nortb Pleasant Street

253-7879

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

UPC General Committee Meeting:
Tonight. 3/23 al 6:00 pm In

Campus Center Room 803. Help us
bring you concerts. Everyone is

welcomel

AUTO FOR SALE

Toyota4WD Waflon, 1983. Only 83000
miles.Greal skier's car. S1&00 549 1807
7-8 am best time.

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3 50
Large Cheese S5.99
1 or Z toppings add SI

5496098
5496073
••Now delivering to

Pufton Village and Hobart Lnl

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2. & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 263 7879

Amherat - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Puffton 1 Bedroom
Only S400/MO INegoliable)

Take over lease start April/May
Partially furnished

Must see 549 9920

FOR SALE

Complete Computer System
386DX 40 130MegHD
SVGA Monitor and free software
Asking SI 650 or BO
GABE 546-4373

HEALTir

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment -

Fisheries. Earn $600./week in canner
ies or S4000*/month on fishing boats
Free transportation! Room and Board
Male or Female. For employment pro
gram call 1-206 545 4155 ext. A5001

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam
paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584
9830

Greeks A Clubs raise a cool $1000
in just one week' Plus S1000 for the

member who calls! And a free Igloo

Cooler i( your qualify. Call 1-800-932

0528 ext. 65

kitamational Employment - Make
2.000*/month teaching basic conversa
tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.
No previous training required. For em
ployment program call (2061632-1146
extJSOOl

Summer Jobs to save the environ-
ment Earn $25OO-S3500 and make
• difference National Campaign po-
sitions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop offshore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and DC. Campus Interviews- 2/

25 and 3/26.

Call Jamie toll free: 1 -800-75-EARTH

Waterfront Director needed for mu
sic camp in Southern Maine (WSI/LGT
required). 6/20/93 to 8/20/93. Talented
kids great environment. Contact
James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Brookline, MA 617 325 1541

INTERNATIONAL FAIR

Get Involved with International Fair'

Show your culture by having a booth at

the Fair on May 8th
All interested come to the meeting al

Goodell Building Foreign Students
Office March 24th at 5 pm

LOST

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant

Call 25&0260

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman - Feb 1st

Friendship 'LTM'
Call collect 508 827-4565

LEGAL ASSISTANTS

Fall 1993 Internships with the Legal
Services Center! Get hands on experi
ence in the Legal Field work directly

with attorneys and clients. Earn up to 1

5

undergraduate credits No experience
in the legal profession necessary
training provided. Contact Legal Ser
vices today: 545 1995. 922 Campus
Center.

PERSONALS

awasomel I.L.

Amy Bowman
Happy 21st B day
Love in DZ
Sheryl

Chandra - You're
Chandra

ERICA MARZUOLO~
Merry 21, Sis!

It's about time!

Love,

y?*'»«__
Honlan - I met you New Year's Eve
can I see your tatoo? Goody

Merisa
Look Hahd, but

not Faah!

Love,

Youah Big

Sistahi

•JCN O-NEHX*
My one & only Lil Sis!

I couldn't be happier*

You'll know who I am
When it's the right time!!

Phi Love
You r Big Sis

Jen P.

Lucky Me.

SERVICES

Now you're in my Phi-maly
Love,

Your Big Sis

Jen S. - Crunch Flip Flop if I had a

hammer I would beat you in the morn
ing. Smelly Shoe Head! Princess
head

Kristen K. - are we goirtg for our Fri

day appt. this week? Ron. is expecting
us at 2 pm PS. I can't t>elieve you did
that to poor Mickey. Minnie is horrified!

Krista M. Here's your personal now
stop nagging us! - The boys across the
street.

Rat. Pyro. and Super-fly Snooka
Hopffi you had a good breaki IL Franny

Sascha - Stay away we don't want
any more of your fleas. Thanx in ad
vance Sanies James and Bogey

TRICIA BAGGIA
Tothe t>esi little sister!

Phi love you
Guess Who?
LML. Your big sis

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 People male or female, to share a
big room in a house. Great location and
on bus route. S18S/month per person.
Lease starts June 1st. For more info call

2533956

Pragnantr Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SUMMER SUBLET

Large room with enough space for
two S200 a month, tHJt willing to ne-
gotiate Option to take over lease .

2568554

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanoi/culture
Homeslay 612 690 9471

Scuba Olve for credit
Al: UMass, Hampshire. Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Laser, free pick up 6 7289

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

WANTED

4 responsible, mature
upperclasspersons seek apt/house near
campus or on bus line 546 6321

Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call

Lisa 256 3140
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Game Summary
Virginia

Massachusetts
36-35 71

19-37 56

Virginia (21-9)

Parker 4-9 3-6 11, Burrough 3-

9 0-2 6, Jeffries 5-6 4-6 14.
Williford 5-8 3-5 14, Alexander
6-14 3-4 17, Barnes 1-2 3-5 5,
Smith 0-2 2-3 2. Wilson 1-10-0

2, Havlicek 0-00-00. Totals: 25-
51 18-31 71.

Massachusetts (24-7)

Roe 2-5 0-0 4, Dingle 2-9 0-0 4,
Williams, H. 2- 1 2 1 -2 5. Barbee
5-12 7-8 19, Kellogg 1-2 0-0 2,

Robinson, K. 0-1 0-0 0, Malloy
3-9 1-2 7, Williams, M. 6-16 0-

1. Totals: 21-66 9-13 56.

Three-point goals: Virginia 3-

10 (Parker 0-2, Alexander 2-5,

Williford 1-1, Smith 0-2), Mas-
sachusetts 5-20 (Dingle 0-1,

Williams. H. 0-1, Barbee 2-7,

Malloy 0-3, Williams. M. 3-8).

Rebounds: Virginia 44 (Williford

10), Massachusetts 37 (Wil-

liams, H. 11). Fouled Out: Roe.
Attendance: 20,000.

Player of the Game

Ted Jeffries, 6-9 Jr. Center

Ted Jeffries, the 247-pound
behemuth from Virginia, scored
14 points and added 10 re-

bounds. He shut down Harper
Williams and Lou Roe was un-

able to accomplish anything
down low either. Jeffries turned
out to be the most formidable
big man UMass has faced.

Why Virginia Won
The Cavaliers came ready to

play, and the Minutemen did
not. Virginia outrebounded
UMass 44-37 and buried them
in the first half. By the time the

Minutemen had fought back
within three, they tostthe stamina
needed to close out the game
and Virginia refused to lose.

Other games
Cincinnati 92
New Mexico State 55

The Bearcats (26-4) advance
to the round of 16 with their

drubbing of the Aggies. At one
point, Cincinnati led 40-9. All

five starters reached double
digits for Cincinnati.

Catch all the Minutemen
Basketball Games - Home and Away

on the New 99.3 WHMP-FM!
1

WHMP-FM
Join us live from Rafters each

Wednesday from 6-7 p.m. for the
John Calipari Radio Show.

Sports
Atlantic 1 triumphs over critics
Conference's success in NCAA tourney proves doubters wrong
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

SYRACUSE. N.Y. — When George
Washington received the final at-large bid
to the NCAA Tournament two weekends
ago. upping the number of Atlantic 10
teams participating in March Madness to
four, there were grumblings heard from
around the country.

Many claimed the A-10 was overrated,
undeserving of four bids, especially since
the vaunted Big East had received only
three tournament spots. Some questioned
ifthe Colonials were worthier ofa bid than
a nationally-ranked Nevada-Las Vegas
team or a streaking Providence club.

Others, mcluding ESPN's Dick Vitale,
complained too much emphasis was being
placed on those mystical "power rankings,"
which proclaimed the A-10 as the fourth
toughest conference in the nation.

Despite the groans, four A-10 teams,
GW. Massachusetts. Temple and Rhode
Island, suited up for NCAA Tournament
play, while two other conference teams,
West Virginia and St. Joseph's entered
the NIT. The team's play may have an-
swered the A- 10s critics.

All four NCAA teams won in the first

round, highlighted by GWs. 82-68. upset
ofNew Mexico, the no. 5 seed in the West
Region. And both Temple and GW ad-
vanced to the "Sweet Sixteen." By the end
ofthe second round, the A-10 had arrived.

"The A-10 isn't the little sister any-
more," said the Associated Press' Jim
O'Connell. one the country's foremost ex-
perts on college basketball . "They are prov-
ing those goofy power rankings true. They
have six out of their eight teams playing
and virinning in the post-season. That's a
number most conferences would kill for."

While the A-10 has turned heads with
this season's success, all agree that the
conferences true worth must be proven
over the next couple of years.

"I want to see whether there are pro-
grams other than Temple who are more
than the products ofindividual genies, i.e.

(GW coach
) Mike Jarvis and (UMass coach

)

John Calipari." said Boston Globe colum-
nist Bob Ryan, a respected basketball
expert. "Let's not be naive. John Calipari
is not going to be easy to hold onto and
Jarvis is not staying at George Washing-
ton and being the Mr. Chips of boggy-
bottom, trust me on that one.

"Then can these schools eventually
withstand the loss of these dynamic indi-

r, n. I X . . / . . .

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COLLEGIAN
Uana Dingle fights for a loose ball in the NCAA Tournament in Syracuse, New York against

Penn on Friday.

viduals. I see a league based on these
individuals, not a league, ala the ACC,
based on tradition. The next phase is the
tough part."

It is true much of the A-lOs success is

the direct resultofthe efforts ofthe league's
young coaches and when programs with
greater resources come a calling, it will
difficult for the coaches to remain in the A-
10.

While the league's power ranking is

impressive, very little else is. Facihty wise,
save UMass and West Virginia, the league
is more on par with the North Atlantic
Conference than the Big East. Consider,
that even UMass' sparkling new MulUns
Center, the league's finest arena, seats

only 9,500. Certainly a big step from the
Curry Hicks Cage or St. Joseph's tiny,

3,200-8eat home court, but a far cry from
a 20.000-seat arenas most big name pro-
grams play on.

While difficult to imagine Calipari.
Jarvisor St. Joseph'sJohn Griffin spending
the next 20 years in the A-10. it is not
entirely out of the question.

"I wouldn't be surprised to see John
stay in Amherst and turn the program
into a dominant one." O'Connell said. "I

know John loves it up there and the way
the community has embraced him.

What he future holds is uncertain, but
a least in the present, the A- 1 has proven
its worth.

NCAA Tourney notebook
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff"

The NCAA Tournament brought the
Commonwealth's most respected writer,
Bob Ryan ofThe Boston Globe, to help cover
the University of Massachusetts basket-
ball team.

Ryan gave credit to head coach John
Calipari for the Minutemen's recent suc-
cess, saying he was impressed vnth thejob
Calipari has done and offered his opinion
on the state of Umass basketball.
On UMass' two-year run:
"Considering that, circa 1985, 1 did a

story on what ever happened to UMass
basketball and why did they secede from
New England and join this ridiculous
basketball conference (the Atlantic 10)
that no one had ever heard of, obviously I

am impressed with the job John has done
out here.

"I never thought it could be done the
way it was done. Period."

On Calipari's future:

"I don't care how many year contract he
has signed, common sense will dictate
that someone with better resources will
want him and want him soon. Even more
for the job he has done this year with less
talent, than last season.

"In my mind, undoubtedly. John
Calipari will either be a Hall of Fame
coach as a collegian or eventually go for
the NBA. He has all the earmarks as a guy
who could be coaching in the NBA Finals
in 10 years and not the Final Four.

"As for the immediate future I can't
speak for him, because I don't think he
even knows."

On next season's team:
"All I hear about is this is supposed to

be a phenomenal class coming in. When
you put that on top of a good nucleus
coming back, you have a vanning team. In
two years, with the maturity, you have a
fantastic team.

"But look at UConn. They had a vaunted
high school class come in and now they are
burning. Sometimes they work out.
sometimes they don't."

On a possible UMass-Boston College
(Ryan's alma mater) match-up:

"I would love to see a UMass-BC game.
I think we're at the point where BC needs
the game. I know John has gone on record
as saying he doesn't need it anymore, but
it would be funny though because John
can dictate the terms. I guess we should
all start putting pressure on BC."

• Prior to the Virginia game, Calipari
was asked what advice he would offer to
Cavalier coach Jeff Jones, who at age 33,
is a year younger than Calipari. The fifth-
yearcoach responded, "Stay in the coachine
box."

^

• The only time the crowd in Syracuse
got on its feet this weekend was during the
University of Cincinnati's dance team ( 14
women, dressed in racy outfits) halftime
performance.

• At the Carrier Dome, one half of the
football field is used as a giant concession

Turn to NOTEBOOOK, page 1
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UMass 54,
Penn 50
SYRACUSE. N.Y. —The UMass

basketball team came back from a
nine-point first half deficit to defeat
UPenn 54-50 in last Friday's first

round NCAA Tournament action
from the Carrier Dome.

UMass, which trailed 17-9
through the first half, wasdown only
two, 22-20. at the half UMass went
for good when sub Mike Williams,
playing for the first time in seven
games due to a fractured hand, hit a
3-pointer to put UMass ahead 33-30
with 15 minutes to go. Williams re-
sponded by leading the team with 13
points.

"We didn't play particularly well
in the first half, but give credit to
Penn. They played tough," said
UMass head coach John Calipari.
"At this point in the season, a win's
a win, so we'll go on."

The Quakers made things tight
with less than a minute to go, coming
within two points with 7.8 seconds
leff;. Harper WiUiams (10 points. 10
rebounds) iced the game by hitting
two free throws with six seconds left.

Lou Roe had 11 points and 11
boards. Barry Pierce led Penn with
15 points.

— MICHAEL MORRISSEY
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Light snow tonight, temps in 20s.
More white wet stuff tomorrow.

Local News:
The Office of Human Relations gets ready to open

its harassment counselling hotline next week. Student
operators will be standing by to take your calls. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Arts & Lrving:
The Collegian's dashing movie reviewer Jon
Lupo continues with his predictions on this

year's Academy Awards. Page 7.
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Suspect arraigned
in death of student

N THE NCAA TOURNAMENT - Freshman po!,t.cal science student Kathleen Da.gneault
tries to put the past behind her and concentrate on her schoolwork.

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

GREENFIELD - An Amhei-st man was
arraigned yesterday in the slaying of a
University of Massachusetts senior in
Greenfield District Couit.

Judge Thomas Menigan entered inno-
cent pleas on behalf of James R. Cyr Jr.,

23, ofAmherst, to murder, ai-son, violation
of a lestraining order and assault and
battei-N by means of a dangerous weapon,
a knife.

The body of Tara Hartnett was found
late Saturday by firefighters after lhe\
dosed flames that gutted her Sunderland
home. Hartnett had several stab wounds,
but medical officials said she died ofsmoke
inhalation.

Police ChiefKenneth Heim said Cyr Jr.
was in a custody battle with Harnett, 21,
over their 1

1 -month-old child. Meghan.
Hartnetl had obtained a restraining

order against Cyr Jr. on Feb. 1 3 and Cvt Jr.
had taken out a restraining order against
her the following day. Heim said.

CvT Jr. was airestcd at about 4 a.m.
Sunday at Cooley Dickin-son Hospital,
when he sought treatment for cuts on his
hands, police said.

The arrest came after an unidentified
caller, believed to be Cvts father, tele-
phoned Northampton police and sum-
moned them to the hospital, said State
Police Lt. Thomas Soutier.

Cyr Jr. is currently being held without
the right to bail in the Franklin County
House of Corrections.

His case will be presented to the grand

Supporters testify for privacy bill
Tell state it is necessary in fight against rape, violence

jur> ol Franklin County, probablv ne.xt
week, w here his indictments w ill be re-
viewed and the case rcfened to the supe-
rior court of Franklin Countv, said State
Police Investigator Kevin Muiphv, who
made the arrest. Cyr Jr.. who.se hands
were heavily bandaged, lold Murphy in
yesterday's arraignment that he was
stopped at a red light on the UMasscampus
Saturda> night, when someone opened
his car d<x)r and lungoJ at him with a

Turn to ARRAIGNMENT, page A

Service for victim
to be held tonight

A sei-\'ice memorializing University of
Massachusetts senior Tara Hai tnett will
be held tonight ut 8 p.m. on the Campus
Center Concoui-se.

The puipose of the service is to gather
and share thoughts and memories of
Hartnetl, who died of smoke inhalation
after allegedly being stabbed bv her boy-
friend late Saturday, said Dean ofStudents
JoAnn Vanin.

The service was oi^janized yesterday
by a small groupof Hartnetl's friends who
encourage people who knew Hartnetl to
come and speak about her. Vanin said.

Hartnett spent a lot of time on the
Campus Center Concoui^e and enjoyed
the company of lots of people, a ser\ice
organizer said.

Vanin asked the campus community
and media sources to respect and not
inlmde upon the service.

— ALYSSA M. CWENS

BOSTON (AP) — Supportei-s of a bill to protect vic-
tims of rape and domestic violence from having their
medical histories .scnitinizcd bv defense attornevs said
Monday that the Legislature must act to protect their
privacy.

The bill would revei-se a trend in recent state court
decisions that supportei-s say have eroded pri\acy right
for victims of rape and domestic violence, by making it

easier for defense attorneys to gain access to their
counseling and medical files.

Maggie Lant, a rape victim, said knowing that a
defense attomey, two district attornevs and judge were
going through five years' worth of her medical records
made her feel like a victim all over again.

"It was like their hands were all over my body," said
Lant. who testified before the Committee on the Judi-
ciaiy.

House Minority Leader Peter Forman, R-Plvmouth. a
spon.sor of the bill, said the court has now created a
system where some counselling records arc open to the

defendant. If a victim is coun.selled at a rape crisis center
or by specially trained domestic violence counsellors,
then the information is protected.

But if.- victim sees a psychotherapist, social workeror
is counselled in a hospital-based program, the files are
open to the defense.

"As result, many victims will not seek counselling or
be open about their history in the counselling session.

"

Forman said.

The measure also received support from Beth Israel
Hospital's rape crisis center and from a coalition of rape
crisis and battered women sci-vice groups.

"Because of their concerns about who mav have
access to the.se records or what they will be put to.
survivoi-s are refusing to answer manv critical questions
about their past and present medical, .social and psy-
chiatric histories.

" Beth Israel officials .said in a letter to
legislators.

Forman's bill would protect the counselling notes

Turn to PRIVACY, page A

Yeltsin stands
ready to fight

impeachment
MOSCOW (AP) - Boris Yeltsin's spokesman

yesterday accused the chiefjustice of prematurely
siding with parliament against the Russian presi-
dent, and affirmed Yeltsin's resolve in the face of
efforts to impeach him.

Presidential spokesman Vyacheslav Kostikov
asserted —without offering evidence— that Yeltsin
have growing public support as he proceeds with
plans to hold a referendum April 25. undetened bv
criticism from hard-line lawmakers and some of
Russia's F>opulace.

The formal statement from the Kicmlin came as
the Constitutional Court convened todav to con-

Turn to YELTSIN, page 2

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Before 1987. University of Massachusetts students, by
paying their student acljvities Ice. could have free rep-
resentation in court. But now Univei-sity Legal Scrxices
can only coimsel students about what legal action they
can take and refer students to other lawyci-s.

The Board ofTrtistees took away Legal Senicesability
to sue olheis and the Universilv, in August 1987.

Arlens Barosy. who was a a.ssaulted last fall and had
racial slurs written on his floor, had to settle hisca.se with
the Univcrsitv out of court, said Legal Seivice Senior
Stall Altoinev Thomas Coish.

Each year Legal Senices. which is funded by the
Student Acli\ities Tmst Fund, recieves about 2.000 Uni-
versity students seeking legal advice, said Coish. who has
been a Legal Sei-vices lawyer for eight years. And al-
though Univeisity students pay into the tnist fund that
pays his .salaiy. Coish and other Legal Seniccs lawyers

Services back in court
must refer students to private lawyers.

To make matters worse, Coish said it is ncariv impos-
sible to refer consumer and landlord tenant cases.

"For those cases where we were not able to refer, the
student goes without representation and cs.sentially has
been lipped off." Coish .said. "We still have hundreds of
cases that if taken to court they would have made a
difference."

When Legal Sci-vices had full litigation powei-s, Coish
added, less than 20 percent of the ca.ses were to .sue the
University.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien .said he .submitted a re-
quest suggesting that Legal Sei-vices should have the
right to .sue off-campus participants, but not the Univer-
sity, 'to the Board of Tiiistees.

Board of Taistee member Gordon Oaks said he can
not understand why litigation rights are being rai.sed.

since students can go to many of the lawyers located in

the valley. He al.so said that Legal SciTice law\ci-s are
University employees and therefore should not be al-

lowed to sue the University.

Refening to the federal law that an\'onc w ho is unable
to afford a lawyer in criminal and some civil cases. Oaks
.said students should be able lo get a lawyer.

But Coish said if studenis are still dependents, then
the federal government is going to look al their parent's
income and most likely denv them an atlornev. He added
that local legal .senices are swamped, and have lold him
they cannf)t take on a majorilv of the student cases.

Student Trtistee Kevin Newnan, calling the situation
"ludicrous." .said he wants Legal Sei-vices to have litiga-
tion powers for landlord/tenant issues and suimesled
students take their ca.se for Legal Senices' lil'^lgation
rights to the Legislature.

"[The Board of Ti\istees] consider it a done deal, so I
suggest the legislatine." Newnan said.

State Rep. Stanley Rosenberg is introducing a bill,
allowing Legal Semces to litigate against individuals off-
campus, before the Education Committee, Whether Legal

Turn to LEGAL SERVICES, page 6
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Take The Keys.
Call A Cab.

Take A Stand
Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk

Manage)
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS
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ONEMONTH FREE RENT
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4 Bclrm ^^^O

• Hot Water IncL • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055
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United Slates residents Some courses have special lees.

Write (of catalog

Stfmmet Session

22 Wlvele, UnH
Berkeley CA 94720
15 101 64256 1 I
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nrff Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual
^Spi^V-^V..-/ W^^^W^ W ym j^ The GLB Forum cunsists ot event listings oi interest to the Cj> , Lesbian and
•^ -^ .tm.^M%Ul^rl Bi^'^^u^f^^f^i^n^unity. The GLB Forum is compiledby the GLB Issues Editorwiw^ ^^ ^^ ^^ X A, can /x' contacted c/o the Collegian or by calling 545-071 9.

Thursday, March 25 InterskateQl in the Hampshire Mall. Sponsored bv the 5-
Disctission— Curt Shepard will discuss the formation College LBGA oroups.

of a national association of GLB campus organizations
1 2-2 p.m., Program for GLB concerns' Office. Crampton
House, SW

Discussion — "The Christian Right and their anti-gay
agenda," will be discussed b> Anne d'Asesky, an editor of
Oiii magazine, and Chip Berlet, an analyst with Political

Research Associates. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center, room
162.

Friday, March 26
Discussion — Anne d'Adesky. an editor of O/// maga-

zine, will discuss 'Fighting the Christian Right." 12-1:30
p.m.. Campus Center room 917.

Social— The LBG Alliance will host a coffee social at

3 p.m. in the Campus Center. 9th floor.

Skating — Queei-s on Wheels II. 1 1:30-1:30 a.m. at

UMass Police Log
VANDALISM

• Wednesday morning, March 10, an individual re-

ported damage to her vehicle. Her vehicle was parked in

Lot 62 on Stockbridge Road. It was determined that her
\ ehicle was struck by an unknown vehicle. Damage was
estimated at $1000.

• Wednesday morning, March 10, an individual re-

ported a crack in her windshield. Her car was parked in

Lot 32 on Massachusetts Avenue. Damage was estimated
at $ 1 00.

• Sunday night an individual reported his vehicle was
broken into while parked near the Stadium. His stereo
speakei-s were stolen. The stereo svstem was valued at

$825.

• Sunday morning an officer discovered a door kicked
inon the north sideofihe building. Damage was estimated
at $100.

LARCENY
• Wednesday aftern(X}n, March 10, an individual

leported an ID card reader stolen fiom the Worcester
Dining Commons. The ID card reader was valued at

$500.

• Friday morning, March 12, and individual in Brett
reported he returned fiom the basketball game and
found his room unlocked. He discovered his stereo.

Yeltsin
continued from poge 1

sider the power struggle between Yeltsin and the
parliament.

If the court mles against Yeltsin, the Congress of
People's Deputies, the highest legislative body,
could mow to impeach him for bleaching the
constitution.

Russia plunged into its deepest crisis since the
failed August 1991 coup when Yeltsin declared
emergency rule Saturday night and scheduled a
referendum to ask people whether he or legislatoi-s

should rule Russia. Valer\ Zorkin, chairman of the
Constitutional Court, immediately called Yeltsin's
actions an attempted coup.

NOT READY
FOR BEDTIME PLAYERS

Spring 1993 Performance Schedule

All Performances Begin: 8:00 P.M.

February 24 Gorman/Wheeler at

2nd Floor Gorman

March 3 Alpha Chi Omega/
Theta Chi At AXO

March 10 James/Emerson at

James Main Lounge

March 24 Brown Main Lounge

March 31 Coolidge

19th Floor Lounge

April 7 Butterfield/Van Meter at

Van Meter Main Lounge

April 14 MeMlle/Thoreau at

Thoreau Main Lounge

April 21 Pierpont/Moore at

Pierpont Main Lounge

April 28 Cashin Main Lounge

Mays Orchard Hill

In the Bowl 6 PM

Saturday, March 27
Workshop — Self defense workshop. 1-5 p.m. UMass

Campus Center. Sponsored by ASAP and the LBGA.
huprov — GLB Cafe Series featuring comedienne

Sara Cyton and local improx- group Mission Improvable.
7:30 p.m.. The Hatch in the UMass Student Union
Building. $3 donation requested.

Monday, March 29
Rally — 12-12:15 p.m. Public Display of Affection,

followed by a Rally for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Rights.
Student Union Steps. Part of GLB Awareness Week.
Sponsored! by the LBGA.

Meeting— The Lesbian and Bisexual Women's Union
meets at 8 p.m. in the LBGA Office. 4 1 3B Student Union
Building.

Compiled by Brian Cormley
Kt-i. i-nl int uk-nl', fo OffAt/ />> (/it- (.'ninf-ify'* Dfiurtmcnl oi Puhli< 5,»»rtv.

compact disc player, typewriter, laser light and a sports
bag were stolen, the total value was o\ er $ 1 300.

• Friday afternoon. March 12. an individual in

McKimmie reported his telephone was taken from his
room. He found it smashed in the hallway. The telephone
was valued at $60.

• Friday afternoon, March 12, an individual reported
the door l(Kk pulled out on his vehicle. The vehicle was
parked in Lot 1 2 on Olympia Diive. His stereo and radar
detector were stolen, the gcxxls were \alued at $275.

• Last Tuesday morning an individual reported her
wallet was stolen hxjm a backpack in her office. Her
office is IcK-ated in the Mort ill Science Building. The
wallet had pci-sonal propertv. cash and credit cards
valued at $200.

ACCIDENTS
• Saturday afternoon two vehicles collided at Fearing

St. and Washington Di . One of the operatoi-s pulled into
traffic and did not see the other vehicle. There were no
citations. Damage to both vehicles was estimated at

$2000.
• Wednesday aftern<K)n. March 10. an operator en-

tering Massachusetts Avenue collided with another ve-
hicle. The vehicle then left the scene of the accident.
There was no estimate of the damage.

Chancellor finalist

meets with faculty
One of the four finalists for the Univei>>itv of Massa-

chu.setts chancellorship met with UniveiNity facultv and
a representative from the Graduate Student Senate last

night over dessert and wine at the chancellor's house.
Dr. Luis M. Proenza listened as members of the

Chancellor Search Committee discussed i.ssues ranging
from ways toget positive media coverage in Boston to the
openness of the University campus in speaking about
racism and sexism.

Pi-oenz.a is the cuncnt acting vice president for Aca-
demic Affairs and Research at the Univei sitv of Alaska.

Proenz.a will speak to University students from 3:30 to
5 p.m. in Campus Center 168. Prwnza will talk on
multiculturalism to students and faculty at 9:15 a.m. in
room 101 in the Campus Center today.

Students will be able fill out evaluation forms which
will guide the Search Committee in making their choice
for a new chancellor, said Univei-sity doctoral student
Marc Kenen, a member of the Search Committee.

— CHRISTINA ROTHWELL

SPORTS MR
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SHARK NIGHT
B^ IS HERE
Single Elimination
Pool Tournament

• Free Pizza for Players
• $2.00 Entrance Fee

Sign Up: 7:30-8:00

WINNER TAKE ALL!!!

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040
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Minority engineering
director hired

The Univei-sity has named Julius T. Randall as
associate director of the Minoritv Engineering
Program in the Univci-sity's College ofEngineeiing.

The Minoritv Engineering Program provides
academic support for minority students enrolled
in engineering and also conducts a six-week pre-
college pi-ogi-am. Minority Engineering Freshman
Orientation, for fivshmen and communitv college
students.

Randall, w ho will replace Dwight Tavada, was
the acadennc coordinator at William Patereon
College in New Jei-sey for the past lour years.
Tavada now recmils and retains minoritv engi-
neei ing gixiduale students at the General Motoi-s
Institute in Michigan.

Randall holds a bacheloi's degree in computer
.science from the New York Institute ofTechnology
and a mastei's degree fiiom the Pratt Institute in
New York.

Health Services accredited
Univei-sily health services has i-ecei\ed a three-

year Certificate of Accreditation by the Accredita-
tion A.ssociation for Ambulaloiy Health Care, Inc.

Thive years is the longest term of accreditation
offered b\ the AAAH. In order to receive accredi-
tation. Health SeiAices undeiAvent an extensive on-
site sui-vev of its facilities.

Amherst president
to step down

Amhei>it College President Peter R. Pounce\
announced earlier this month that he will resign as
president of Amheisl College on June 30, 1994.

Pouncey was formerl\ a professor of classics at

Columbia Univeisily when he was elected by the
Amherst ti\istees as Amherst's l6th president in

July 1983.

Puncey said he will take a sabbatical leave lor
the 1994-95 academic year and then rejoin the
college's faculty as a profes.sor of classics.

University to sponsor
Russian filmmaker

Russian filmmaker and journalist Marina
Goldovskaya will give a showing of her most recent
documenlaiA , "Shattered Mirror," at 7:30 p.m. on
Monday, April 1 9 in Menill III at Amhei-st College.

Goldovskaya is currently the Distinguished Vis-
iting Luce Professor at Vassar College. She has
made more than 50 films and received 24 film
awards.

Goldovskaya's visit is sponsored by the
University's Interdepartmental Program in Film
Studies, Amhei-st College's Russian department
and the Five College Peace and World Security
Studies Program.

Professors receive awards
• Associate Prolessorof Histoiy David Glassberg

has been awarded a fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.

Gla.s.seberg, who heads the histoiy department's
public histoiA program, will use the fellowship to

research the role of historical images in American
culture.

Gla.ssberg has taught at the Univei"sity since

1986. He rccieved his bachelor's degree fiom the

University ofChicago and hi:? masters and doctoral

degrees from Johns Hopkins University.

• University of Massachusetts forestry Professor

David B. Kittredge Jr. has received the James W.
Toumc\' Award from the New England Society of

American Foresters.

The award, which recognizes outstanding ser-

vice to the Society, was presented at the group's

.seventy-third Winter Meeting in Portland, Maine.

Kittredge, who has taught at the University

since 1 987, recei\ ed his bachelor's degree from the

Uni\ersit\ of Vermont, and his master's and doc-

toral decrees from Yale.

Hotline to help curb harassment
Service from Human Relations to premier next week
By JENNIFER BARROWS
Collegian Staff

Many students who experience incidents of harass-
ment on campus fail to report them because they are
unaware of the services which are available to them,
according to officials from the Universitv's Office of
Human Relations.

Univei-sity student Steve Sparling, in conjunct ion with
Director of Human Relations Grant Ingle and Assistant
Dean of Students Paul Vasconcellos, has started a peer
hotline he hopes will work to guide students who have
experienced harassment or other forms of intimidation
during their time on campus.

"The concept of this hotline is to provide a user-
liiendlysenicetostudents, "Sparling said. "It willattemnt
to put the campus together."

The hotline will be am by a panel ofstudents who have
been attending a one-credit training class. The students
are trained to handle incidents of intimidation and ha-
rassment ranging from lesbian, gay and bisexual issues
to affirmative action concerns.

The trainees have undergone approximalel\ 1 6 hours

of training in phone skills, listening and offering advice
to callei-s, though they are not trained in counseling.
Sparling said.

"We are not here to pi-ovide mental health seivices.
but we will refer callei-s to the authorities that can handle
their problems," Sparling said. "If someone who calls
requests immediate help, we will tiy our best to send
someone out on campus to either walk them home or to
wherever they need to go."

In addition to resfxinding to calls, the peer assistants
will present information in residence halls and Regis-
tered Student Organizxitions.

Sparling said other activities will include videotaped
workshops on the Housing Sen ices Cable Network and
public seivice announcements on the radio.

"We hope to utilize cable sen ices and hold workshops
on things like date rape, hate crimes and student rights,"
Sparling said. "We hope to be able to prov ide sen ices
that are cut because of the budget crisis. . . we want to
provide more than what the police are able to pro\ ide."

The hotline. 545-1272. will be open between 5 and 9
p.m. on weekdays beginning March 29and thmugh voice
mail at other hours.

OE0ORAH CtLORffR / f^Ol I Ff^lAN
TAKE ME SOMEWHERE WARM. AND HURRY — A helicopter prepares to lift a new air conditioning unit to the roof

of the Tower Library during Spring Break.

Cape Verdean
week to begin
with history
B> SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

Toda\ is the first day of events celebrating Cape
Verdean Awareness Week at UMass.

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance has planned out a
series of programs for the week and the 8th Annual Cape
Verdean Awareness Day Conference to be held on Sat-
urday.

"A lot ol people don't know about our culture, and we
want to bring about an awareness," said Ana Lisa Silva,
vice-president of the Cape Verdean Student Alliance.

Sidonia Feireira, academic advisor for the Collegiate
Committee for Education of Blacks and other Minoritv
Students, is speaking on the histoiy of Cape Verde
tonight at the Campus Center in room 168 at 7 p.m.

According to Feneira, "Cape Verde is a group of 10
islands off the coast of West Africa approximatelv 400
miles from Senegal. Cape Verde was discovered in 1462
by a Portugese navigator and seized as the 'seasoning
point' for slaves being shipped from mainland Africa to
the New World. Seasoning is the term used to describe
what the colonizers did to break the spirits of the African
captives and to keep them down. From 1959 to 1974 an
aims stiiiggle was waged against the Portugese colonizers
in West Guine-Bissau byCape Verdean natives. The Cape
Verdean people gained their independence in 1975."

According to the press release, other events lor the
week include: a musical video on famous Cape Verdean
musicians, a panel di.scussion on issues concern ing people
of African descent, and a performance by Nzinga, a Cape
Verdean dance troupe horn New Bedford.

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance coordinated and
Turn to CAPE VERDE, page 4

Write-ins dominate
Board of Governors
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

Students won seats on the Board of Governors
with more than 600 votes or fewer than si.x.

In elections for the Board of Govemoi-s March
9-10, names officially listed on the ballot as can-
didates gained hundreds of votes. But in some
cases, candidates could win seats with write-in
votes of four, depending on what constituency thev
ran to represent.

Winners of six available at-large .seats were
Jennifer Griffith, re-elected to the bf)aid with 698,
newly-elected Angela Dusenbuiy with 652. Robert
Lee was re-elected with 626 and Daniel Gordon
with 614. All were listed on the ballot.

Christopher Schoik. a write-in candidate but
current board member, won the fifth at-large seat

with 1 7 votes and write-in Diego Figueroa won the
sixth seat with 15.

Five available seats from Southwest were won
by Maiy Pei rone with 242 votes, Brian Leake and
Sean Case each with 14, Richard Zeigler with six,

and Edward Azuir with five. No one elected from
Southwest is cunently on the Board.

George Fitzgerald was on the ballot and re-

elected to the seat from Sylvan with 1 38 votes, and
Aaron Smith, on the ballot horn Orchard Hill, was
re-elected to the Board with 130.

Robert Fitzgerald was elected from the Greek
Area with seven votes and Thomas Keane was
elected from Central with four. Keane, however,
has already .said he will not accept the seat.

Newly-elected governors written in for three
seats from the Commuter Area are Amy Schulman
with eight votes, Mike Canalho with four votes,

Turn to BOG, page 4
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Parade-goers brave weather
to celebrate St. Patrick's Day

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

BOG

HOLYOKE (AP)— It was a day for big,
thick Ai-an s\veatei-s and hea\-> tweeds as
this city settled by an Irishman in 1663
celebrated the green with its 42nd annual
St. Patrick's Day parade.

A brisk morning snow storm kept
crowds down Sunday to less than one
third of the 275.000 "people that turned
out for last \ear's parade.

Holyoke Police Captain Steven
Donahue said the crowd was genial and
well behaved as he suiTeyed stieets onlv
lined two and three deep with paiade
viewei-s wheiv normall\ thev would be
packed eight or 10 deep. He said officers

anested two people, who had sought a bit
too much bottled warmth.

"It's always perfect weather when Irish
eyes are smiling," maintained Grand
Mai-shal Maurice J. Feniteras he stepped
out before a kilted pipe band.

Some lo\al pamde-goei-s were able to
make good use of the drifts that volunteer
snow sho\elei-s had been unable to clear
completeh from the 2.9 mile pamde route.

'We wouldn't have been able to see
without this, " said Maureen Gradv ofBos-
Ion perched atop a giant pile of snow at
the corner of Northampton and Carolton
streets.

continued from page 3

and Kevin Klaus with four votes.

Coordinatoi-s of the election said
both Klaus and Heidi Ecker, a newly-
elected write-in governor from
Northeast with nine votes, filed their

nomination papers on time, but a
clerical error kept their names off
the ballot.

The Board of Go\einois is an
elected body of students that allo-

cates office space for registered
student organizations, registers
tables for the Campus Center con-
coui-se. and represents student in-

terests to the Campus Center ad-
ministration.

Cape Verde
continued from page 3

funded all the events for the week, but
I ecei\ ed assistance fixim lhe Cape Verde
Embassy, said SiKa. "Thev suggested
\aiious people to speak at the confer-
ence and helped get us in contact with
them."

The confeience will be held in the
Campus Center auditorium. Dr. Biiice
Ro.se, dean ofStudent Affaii-sat Hudson
County Communitx College in New
Jei-se\

, will be giving the key note ad-
dress.

Some of the issues that will be ad-
dressed in the afternoon sessions of
I he conference are: problems facing

non-English speakei-s in the health
care system. Cape Verdean and Native
American interrelations, and health
care in Cape Verde, said Silva.

After the conference, a Cape Verdean
dinner will be served following a dance
featuring Jam Band.

There are over 250,000 people of
Cape Verdean descent in New England,
said Feneira. "Cape Verdeans have
been in New England since the 1700s
and is one of the recognized ethnic
gioups in Massachusetts."

"We're here. We exist. We have a
rich culture that is an integral pain of
American culture." said Feneira.

Teradyne
The riglit place for you.

Tom Conner

Software Engineer

Electronic Design Automation

Boston. MA

BS, Electrical Engineering

Cornell Universitv, '989

We will be on campus March 30, 1993

privacy
continued from page 1

made by qualified counselors, regardless
of where the\ work.

It would also require judges to issue
rules for reviewing records that have been
released to the defense and required vic-

tims and record keepers to be notified if

records have been sought.

William Leahy, chief counsel for the
agency that provides legal ser\ices to the
poor, said the bill threatens a defendant's
right to a fail- trial. He also said the re-

quirements for reviewing records would
impose a difficult burden on defense at-

torneys. "It makes a fundamental change
in the access of all kinds of records, not
just records of alleged se.xual assault."

T ei-ad>-ne is the right place for

JL. people like T(hii (/)nner It's a

stimulating environment that challenges

people even day. You're free to do the

things you think need to be done, with a

tninimum of rules, regulations, and

buPL'aucrac). Vte w:uit

people who don't need

to be led by the hand.

We want talented.

bright people with new

ideas and the initiative to give those ideas

a shot.

You'll have plent\' of opportunity- at

TeradvTie. We're a

Jf^tkk S>0() million

electronics company

that competes in the

globiil market,

working with the world's largest com-

panies. Our technolog)' is unmatched, and

our commitment to

Total Quality Manage-

ment is unwavering. In

other wortk, we're big...

but not too big!

If you want to leam moa- ;ibout your

place at Teradyne, visit your (lareer Services

Office, or see us when we're on campus.

'laiitUMs
An Equal Opportunity Employer

arraignment
continued from page 1

butcher's knife. He said he held up his
hands in defense and was stabbed before
he hit the acceleiatoi- and escaped.

A medical worker at Cooley Dickinson
noticed that Cyr Ji-. smelled oi smoke and
his hair was singed when he sought
treatment early Sunday morning, ac-
cording to the affidavit.

C\T Jr. told Murphy he burned his hair
Saturday after retuming home at 9:30
p.m. to Puffton Village, where he lives

with his parents. He said at that time his
parents and his daughter- were asleep and
he singed his hair on a gas stove when he
stooF>ed to pick up a phone receiver- he
dropped.

Hartnett's parents were in Spr ingfield
yesterday, attempting to gain custody of
her child, who is currently living with Cyr
Jr's parents, according to a report by
television station WBZ of Boston.

Cyr- Jr-. was enrolled at UMass in the
1 99 1 -92 academic year-. He was a tr-ansfer

student from Greenfield Corrrmunity Col-
lege.

Hartnett was a senior psychology- ma-
jor from South Boston. She expected to
graduate this summer.

Astudent who took ajunior yearwriling
class with Hartnett said, "She was kind of
quiet, but very friendly and sw eet," said the
student, who wished to remain anonymous

"She usually w rote about her child and
being a mother and a student." she said.

She said she knew C\t Jr.'s parents
looked after- the child but was unawarv of
any prxjblems between Cyi-Jr-. and Harlnett.

.^tw^c^^^Tftd
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GRANT DEADLINE
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and design, performance
art. literature,fdm and video,
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STOP AT
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Preventable violence
Tara Hartnett, a UMass senior psychology major, died Saturday night

in her home in Sunderland after she was stabbed and her house set on
fire. Police accounts ofher death create a painfully familiar picture ofyet
another victim of domestic violence.
We read about the rising tide ofdomestic violence against women each

day. According to the Massachusetts Coalition of Battered Women, a
woman dies from domestic violence every 1 3 days in this state. In 1990,
this number was one in every 22 days.

Tara Hartnett was the tenth woman to die as a result of domestic
violence in Massachusetts in 1993. Sadly, it sometimes takes a tragedy
for us to realize that victims are not numbers, but real people with
families and friends.

Tara Hartnett's passing would have been tragic under any circum-
stances, but here is more so because her death was needless, violent and
preventable.

In mid-Februaiy, Tara Hartnett issued a restraining order against her
alleged murderer. It obviously wasn't enough. Just last year, 50,000
restraining orders were issued in Massachusetts. Forty-six women,
children and bystanders died as a result of domestic violence.
The battering of women by both past and present boyfriends and

husbands cannot be tolerated. Anti-stalking laws have only recently been
implemented, and are long overdue. We must do more, through legisla-
tion and education, to end the violence and the fear.

Somehow, some people believe violence is necessary and appropriate
in dealing with relationships gone awry. Violence simply isn't acceptable,
and we must make that message clear.

The Collegian expresses its heartfelt condolences to the family and
friends of Tara Hartnett, and to all affected by domestic violence.
The loss of Tara Hartnett is a painful one for her family, friends and

the entire University community. Painful for all of us because she
represents those who have fallen through the cracks of a complacent
society and those who may yet fall. We have a long way to go in the
struggle against domestic violence.

Unsigned editorials represent the views andopinions ofa majoritv ofthe
Board ofEditors.

Why don't we aid Russia?
"Let's spend as much on Russia as So-

malia: two billion dollars, no more, no
less!"— Dimitri Simes. Carnegie Founda-
tion expert on Russia.

Russia is on the verge of civil war. The
surrounding republics are renewing an-
cient rivalries with dangerous new weap-
ons. No Yeltsin means no dismantling of
the former republic's nuclear ar-senalsand
no reduction of Russian warheads, as
under Start II.

Neil

CARPENTER
Yet, even with these foreseeable devel-

opments, 52 percent of the American pub-
lic opposed giving more aid to Russia in

the latest CNN/Time poll.

Meanwhile, southwest of Russia, there
is a country immersed in both chaos and
starvation. The U.S. government, with the
support of the American people, has been
helping that countr-y for months now with
both marines and ta.\ dollars.

Why did we respond to one crisis and
not the other?

Somalia had emotional TV pictures to

galvani7£ U.S. action, while Russia's prob-
lems had no pictures to generate either fear
or compassion in the United States.

Our sudden involvement in Somalia
was driven by the pictur-es of pain which
were sent across the Atlantic. The people

squirmed and asked for something to be
done, perhaps to quiet the conscience of
Amer-icans who throw away more food in

a day than a Somalian eats.

Thus the new doctrine of a post-Cold
War foreign policy was born. The CNN
doclr-ine: if it moves the editor-s they put it

on the news; if it moves the public, they
send in the marines.

It is too bad for world stability and
peace there were no such emotional hot
buttons with theslow flames ofdiscontent
within the former Soviet Union, no easily
seen reason to expend the same two bil-

lion dollars as in oper-ation "Restore Hope."
Yet the chaos in Russia is clearly moi-e

dangerous to U.S. interests than the chaos
in Somalia. Wasn't the stability of the fir-st

ever democr-acy in Ru.ssia wonh as much
of our ta.\ dollars and our attention as
Somalia?

After the explosion of ethnic hatreds
the worst consequence of the end of the

Cold War is that we have foreign policy
being governed by an inattentive public
and network news people who are more
responsive to dr-amatic TV images then
long-ter-m American interests.

Much of the American pirblic has taken
a wrong message fr-om the Cold War-; the
world's problems ar-e more caused bv the
inherent fallibility of human nature than
some dark plan of government.

Neil Carpenter is a UMass student.

Kudos to the UMass Minutemen

Vice chancellor mourns tragedy
It is with much r-egret that I inform you

of a tr-ijgedy that occurred Saturday night

in ourcommunity. Tar-a Har-tnett, a senior
psychology major, was the victim of an
alleged homicide in her off-campus
Sunderland apar-tment, apparently the

r-esult of r-elationship violence. A suspect,

who is cirrrently a Univer-sity student, has
been identified and is in custody in

Northampton.
We are al I shocked and grieved byTara 's

death. We have been working hard since

early Sunday mor-ning to marshal our
resour-ces so we can help Tar-a 's family,

fr-iends and other students. I have at-

tempted to contact her family, and the

Dean of Students Office has been in touch
with her r-cx)mmatcs and their families to

assist them.
Relationship violence unfortunately

can and docs cx'cur here and we must
wor-k together against it. Sadly, the level of
violence is rising across the countr-y— in

society as a whole and on college cam-

puses. Nonetheless, we cannot tolcr-ate a
rising level ofviolence on this campus. We
are here for a common pur-pose— educa-
tion. Each of us has a responsibility to

contribute to a safer campus. As vice

chancellor, I promise to work toward re-

ducing the level of violence on this cam-
pus and trust I can count on voir to do the
same.

We have many campus resour-ces to

assist you in dealing with Tara's death or
with other concer-ns about violent behav-
ior. These include the staff in the resi-

dence halls, the Dean of Students Office,

Everywoman's Center, the Employee As-
sistance Pr-ogram, Mental Health, the
University Police, my office and the chap-
lains affiliated with the University. Please
do not hesitate to make use ofany of these
services.

I feel a deep sense of loss and shock at

Tara's death as many of you will.

Thomas B. Robinson
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

With the loss to Vir-ginia in the second
rxjund oftheNCAA tournament, the UMass
basketball season came to an end. This
was after the team provided this university
with as much excitement as we've seen for

a long time.

At the start of the season there weren't
many people outside of UMass who be-

lieved our team could accomplish much
of anything. The players proved all skep-
tics wrong by taking the A-10 season title

and earning another berth in the NCAA
tournament.

Along the way there were some scarv
moments, like Har-perWilliams'injury that

sidelined him for a number of games.
Regar-dless, the rest of the team stepped
forward in his place to keep the team in

contention.

What a long, strange tr-ip it was, but a
most memorable one at that. The season
began with a near victory at Florida State,

a potential Final Four squad. There was
the second win in UMass histor-y against

Temple, with the third coming less than
two months later. Who can ever forget the

final game at the Cage? It was probably
the biggest party the gymnasium ever

hosted, and the nation got to watch it on
ESPN.

The party continued a week later when

a new generation was borii at the Mullins
Arena. ESPN was therx* again, and the
team continued to impress. There were
the heroics of Mike Williams and Tony
Barbce, the persistent ferocity of Harper
Williams, and the immense job done bv
"Coach-of-the-Year-" Calipari. Last but not

least, there was Jeff Meyer. Enough said.

Now that the season has come to a

close, we can lcx)k back on the season that

was and truly respect the accomplish-
ments of this team. They have continued
to bring national attention toanotherAvise
struggling university, and have remained
a trare unifying experience for students
and the Amher-st community alike. The
cheer-ing may be over, but the memories
will remain. Guaranteed, there will be
more memories to Icwk forAvard to in the
future.

We would like to extend a formal ex-

pr-ession of thanks to the team for all that

they have done for us in the past season.
To the gr-aduating seniors, we wish you
the best of luck; to the rest of the team,
we'll be back in the stands to suppor-t you
next season. See you at Midnight Mad-
ness!

Dan Castellano
Adam Davies

Central

A lesson UMass must learn: contact breeds familiarity
Well, we had some student elections. Lovely. I really

didn't have a clue as to who I wanted to vote for. I could
cop out and say that it didn't matter, but I'm sure that

somehow or other- there really wer-e differ-ences between
the candidates. I just don't have a clue as to what those
differences actually ar-e.

They all claimed toopF>ose tuition increases, which is

a position I'd be very har-d pressed to find disagreement
with. Who r-eally wants to pay more to go here? UMass is

already one of the most expensive public schools in the

country. Any further increase in cost would be ridiculous,

whether it's in outright tuition hikes or just some nice

little fees that get tacked on to the tuition costs.

But what really got my attention was a front-page

ar-licle titled "Nunez, Lizana advocate multicultural

campus" [Collegian, 8 Mar-ch]. O.K. Here's the problem
as I see it: the words don't really mean a whole lot.

So Lizana and Nufrcz advocate a multicultural cam-
pus, good for them. But how does "advocating a
mulliculUrral campus" differentiate them from anybody
else? Unless I've missed .something, nobody has yet

spoken out against multicultur-alism. Everybody loves to

talk about how much in favor of multicultur-alism they

ar-e. It's a great idea. Ever-y body loves it. Everyb<xly's

willing to talk about it all day. Hell, to be politically

correct, you have to use the term at least once in every
conversation. It's the hip term as of late.

Don't get me wrong, I'm not against multiculturalism
in any way at all. Trying to pretend that this university is

made upofonly Whites oronlyBlacks, Asians or whatever
would not only be horribly wrong but absolutely im-
possible. We do all need to learn about and become
familiar with the mvriad of cultures that make up this

campus, not to mention this planet.

Michael

PAGE
But talking and talking about it, chanting the holy

mantra of "multiculturalism, multiculturalism,
multiculturalism, ohhhmmm" will not accomplish any-
thing at all, except maybe to show everyone listening how
liber-al and progressive we arc. Gr-eat, everybody talks a

good game — time to actually pr'ovc it, boys and girls.

How did all these candidates propose to change things?

David Nufrez said he believes that he could "provide the
impetus for the unification of this campus." O.K., how?
Unfortunately, the article didn't say (remember how
Ro.ss Perot .said he was going to solve the nation's pr-ob-

lems if we elected him, but never gave much in the way

of details?). My question is, what did everybody plan to

do to unify this campus?
I have at least one idea as to how they might do it, and

I think it's terribly counter productive. I remember read-
ing last semester how the Native American students
wanted a hall for themselves, some Asian students wanted
an area for themselves, etc. You know what they used
tocall this? Segregation, pure and simple. From what I've

noticed, this campus is fairly well segregated; but it's not
"the administration's" fault. As far as I can tell, we're
segregated because we seem to want to be. We separate
ourselves from each other, we hide out in out safe little

academic/ethnic ghettos and then we get all surprised
when we don't seem to know all that much about each
other.

I'm going to let everybody in on a little secret that
shouldn't be one at all: contact breeds familiarity. The
more contact we have with people ofother r-aces, cultures,
religions, sexualities, whatever-, the more familiar we'r-e
going to be with them. The more familiar we are, the less
we'll fear and distrust each other . The less we fear, the
better we'll get along. Seems kind of simple to me.

I just feel it's time that we stop talking and start doing.
Live the life that you talk about.

Michael Page is a UMass student.
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Spend Your Summer on the Water! " Legal Services

COLLEGIAN
COLLEGIAN

Our scenic 125-acre campus is right on Mt. Hope
Bay in historic Bristol, R.L, just 20 minutes trom
Newport, 30 minutes from Providence and an
hour from downtown Boston.

1993 Summer School

Roger VVilUams University is offering a full day,
as well as evening. Summer School in \99X Day
classes will be held on the Bristol Campus only.
Evenmg classes will be held on the Bristol and
Providence campuses.

Day/Evemn}( Session I— May 24 - July 1

Day/EiK'twig Sc^sum II — July 12 - August 19
External Session — May 24 - August 19

For more information and registration materials, call

^^ ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY
"^r- One Old Ferrv Rtwd, Bnstol, RhivJi- Island ()28(»-2t^l

««•' ^^r-^wDiii

continued from page 1

Services would be allowed to sue the Uni-
vei-sity would be left up to the students in a
referendum vote.

"Many won't like the idea ofstate funds
to sue. I'm not saying it can't be success-
ful, but it is going to be hard won,"
Rosenberg said.

Legal SeiA'ices was started in 1 973, said
Charles DiMare, Legal Ser\ices's direct-
ing attorney. From 1975 to 1976 the
Uni\ei-sity's Board of Tmstees gave Legal
Sci-vices limited litigation rights, but in

1980s these restrictions were ailed im-
constitutional, DiMaie .said. During the
1980s Legal Sei^ices had 13 successful
lawsuits against the University.

The last lawsuit against the University
in\olved a controvei-sial civil rights case
involving Yvelte Heniy, a Black honor
student in the English depai tment. The
University accused Henr\- of setting fires
in a residence hall. She was falselv an ested.
imprisoned and expelled. She was awarded
$13 million out of court in 1985.

Soon afteiAvards the Board of Tmstees

t<xjkaway Legal Sen ices' power to sue the
Univei-sity. On August 31, 1987, DiMare
said, the Board of Tmstees abolished the
Legal Sen ice Office and created the Legal
Sen ices Center, which could onlv be used
to give students advice. Students asked
the Board of Tmstees for a limited liiiaa-
tion in 1991, but it was rejected b\ one
vote, DiMare said.

Legal Senices has a total budge of
$250,000, which is u.sed to pav three altor-
nexsand txvooflice managei-s, DiMare said.
But DiMaie said that most of the money
goes toward the lawyei-s' salaries. Although
the three Legal Senices lauAvi^i make
$30,000 to $40,000, DiMai e said most at-
tomevs make $125,000 with their experi-
ence. The two office managei>i aie paid
around $20,000, DiMaie said. He added
lhe\ work over45 houi-s a wtvk, counseling
200 student organizations, putting out a
newsletter, teaching workshopsand classes.

"Students are getting an amazing deal.
The law>eis have a combination of over
47 years of post law school experience,"
DiMare said.

AFFORDABLE COHDOMIMUMS
«WHAglE FfflRBlIT

olii

TWO
&

THRfE
imom

THE BROOK

'^HSV

^uHafi (garden />; ijg fTi >• .J^

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:50 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 3 and over: $2 charge for orders under $1

5

^ BUFFET 8l SUNDAY BRUNCH
'^ Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1 :30am- 5pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50

/
, Children under 10 - $3.50

rpr^^=^ Luncheon Specials served 1 l:50-5pm - $3.25

U 1
^^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2

''^ ' Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup
Chicken

TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 25W252

SUMMER 1993 FINANCIAL AID

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE

COLLEGE WORK STUDY:

FOR ALL STUDENTS ENROLLED IN A
UMASS DEGREE PROGRAM DURING
THE ACADEMIC YEAR

PERKINS LOAN:

FOR EXACT COST OF TUITION AND
FEES FOR UMASS CONTINUING
EDUCATION SUMMER SESSION
COURSES (6 CREDITS MINIMUM)

STAFFORD LOAN:

ONLY FOR STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
UMASS SUMMER EXCHANGE
PROGRAMS

^^ THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRflM IN

PEACE a WORLD SECURITf STUDIES

presents:

^^BACLCGROUND TO lllP

DEADLINE: MAY 3, 1993
PICK UP REQUIREMENT INFORMATION AND

APPLICATIONS AT:

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES
255 WHITMORE

A lecture by:

ALEKSA DJILAS
Fellow at the Russian Research Center,

Harvard University

Author of The Contested Country:
Yugoslav Unity And Communist

Revolution 1919-1953

Tuesday, March 23rd

7:30 PM
Stirn Auditorium, Mead Art Museum

Amherst College

This event is free, open to the public and wheelchair accessible. For
more information, please call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

Arts & living
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Hackman S
vie for Academy nods
BvJONTFIPn . yBv JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the second in a
six-part series highlighting the major
nominees lor the 1 992 Academv Awards
which will be presented on March 29.

The nominees for Best Actor in a
Supporting Role include a iong-suf-
lering brother, a sadistic sheriff, an
even more sadistic Marine colonel, a
sleazN con man and ... a suiprise.

Will The Crying Game's Jaye
Davidson win for his once in a lifetime
performance, or will votei-s choose the
crowd pleasing choice of Jack
Nicholson in A Few Good Men. or the
favorite Gene Hackman of f/n/b/^'/ifj;?

In noothercategoiyas much as this
one. does the Academy politics plav a
major role by splitting the young, hip
\otei-s from the older, moie conserva-
tive membei-s. And the winner may
well be determined by an old-fashioned
generation gap.

One can pretty much forget the
sympathy nod for David Paymer, w ho
was the one constant good thing about
Mr. Saturday Night. You can also prob-
ably count out Al Pacino's nomination
for Glengarry Glen Ro.ss. E\en though

he was excellent in this film (much
better than the overblown theatrics of
Scent of A Woman, for which he is

nominated for Best Actor), the Acad-
emy doesn't like him ver\' much, and I

bet only a few actually saw Glengarn-
Glen Ross. Besides, the dual nomina-
tion doesn't guarantee the award. Back
in 1988, Sigoumey Weaver lost Best
Supporting Actress for Working Girl
and Best Actress lor Gorillas in the Mist.

The vote, then, will be split between
the remaining nominees. The popular
vote is with pleasing Jack Nicholson,
who chewed scener\' while he counted
the money he made throughout A Few-
GoodMen. Nkhohon was fun to watch,
but there was nothing subtle, or even
especially rounded about the actor or
his F>erformance.

Gene Hackman has the inside line
and a win here could signal the ex-
pected Unforgiven sweep. It's quite a
performance— Hackman and the role
are both complex and honest. If I had
to bet money, it would be on Hackman,
since cver>one is saying he's going to
win. Academy votei-s tend to go along
with the crowd.

But my choice— hands down — is

Jaye Davidson's supei b perfomiance
Turn to NOMINEES.page 8

^^^£il lyi^vDniEss

Qlaingurdbpts,
^^ HIGH FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY

'^^

See Yourself
In a Different

Light
Your $ 1 1 .95 Photo
Session* Includes

• A Glamourous,
complimentary makeover

and hairstyling
• Four exciting wardrobe
and accessory changes

• A fun 15 pose
photo session

• Instant viewing of your
color video proofs
• Portraits back
in about a week

Holyoke Mall
534-6100

* Portraits Additional!

UMass Student goes in giro
SIENA, Italy — After roughlv two

months here in Italy, I have concluded
thus far that partying is a universal con-
cept. This is probably not an earth-shat-
tering breakthrough, but obscning how
folks here in Siena kick back and relax has
provided some interesting observations.

One of t he most prefeired and common

in every way lives up to its reputation as a
classic hang-out.

Clusters of people shuffle around the
bar, talking, laughing and checking out
everyone that walks in. Pinballs, Ninja
warrioi-s a really obnoxious vei-sion oiThe
Ministers theme song sound out from the
small arcade in back, adding to the voicesr^„ I f ... .

-"..... .v^ii 3"">ii un.uue in oacK, aauins to the vo ce<

rwrrt^j;::;^' "'"'•;?. ?//^ -'^ '-^^ter f^m ,he row ^f cro^Soi iiitrally out and around. Likening
this idea to that of bar-hopping or stroll-
ing uptown in Amherst on a Thursdav
night, being in giro doesn't seem too dif-
ferent fiom our idea of recreation.

As in Amherst, it is rare to see anyone
really out and about until at least 10 p.m.,
and most Italians will have just finished
dinner (and probably a feast at that ) before
setting out for the night.

A favorite place to stai1 out and see
who is an)und is a bar called Bibo. Here,
a bar is quite different from ourown ideal
watering hole, and more comparable to a
cafe. An array of pastiT, sandwiches,
coffee, pizza and yes, alcoholic drinks are
served all day.

People frequent these charming little

places to meet friends, maybe grab a bit to
eat and chat over drinks. The atmosphere
is very warm and .s<k ial, and, it is rare for
people to stay in one place for very long at
night. It is thus also rare to obseiAc, for
example, people passed out under tables
that they have been sitting at, nursing
drink after drink all night.

At Bibo, the fii>it thing one notices is

the large crowd of (mostly) students
-standing or goofing off in front of the door
outside, or draped over stairs directly
across the nanx)w cobblestone street.

Walking into Bibo. it is hard not to feel
as though you have just become part of a
Happy Days epiwxlc with a bizarre, quasi-
nuovo, European twist. Fiom the shiny
red tabletops to the checkered flcxjr. Bibo

^ Wherein c, Hisfer^
^

the World is
^^

k

^ ^^s Emily ^* ^

Marino?
booths, adding to the lively atinosphere.

From Bibo people often move to an-
othei bar, a disco, a party or just on an
aimless stroll around town to see and he
seen.

And what a sight! Elegant, classic
Sienese make a favorable impression. .

While I have noticed that jeans and a
sweater are prefened vallev gaiij and suf-
fice for maybe 97 percent of all .stxial
activity within the 5-College area, the stu-
dents here make a conscious effort to lcx>k
shaip at all times, donning blazei-s, dress
shirts, slacks, skirts and accessories (i ighl
down to the shoes) that make mv own
faded Levi's seem a far cry fiom decent.

The natives aLsoseem to regard leisure
time as time to leally enjoy each other's
company, where as I have noticed thai at
home, going out to a party often entails
standing in a crowded room with a few
friends and what seems like thousands of
complete strangei's.

Vying for the keg often takes precedence
over actually talking to people, as the
search for dmnken bliss ensues.

The Italians, while proud of their
Turn to IN GIRO, page 8

r Welcome Back !

Feeling stressed about the
end of the semester?
Wc have final exam
schedules at IDB.

Inrormatlon Data Bank S45-IS55
2nd Floor Whilmore
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Animated chorale rivets audience
Chanticleer's energetic vocals win standing ovation
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

Chanticleer

Bowker Auditorium
March 1

1

Black ligurcs constructed themselves into an orderly
line in front of a white backdrop, looking as if they were
marionettes being held up by strings, straight and prop)er.

A \va\e of a hand triggered a melodious harmony that

bellowed throughout Bowker auditorium as if it was
being amplified.

Chanticleer, a distinguished choixile group, earned a
wide variety of pieces for their performance on March 1 1

.

The show was split into two sections. The first sec-

lion consisted of old classics, many of which were in

Italian. The second section was a compilation of varied

styles, including Irish songs, Barbei-shop quartets, clas-

sics such as "Send in the Clowns." and renditions of

gospel.

The second part, in my opinion, elicited much more
energy honi the audience. They were encouraged to

participate by clapping along with the gospel songs.

The first section had a much more serious tone to it.

The tempo was rather slow and the lyrics were, for the

most part, religious. Such selections included songs like

the Ave Maria — the Hail Maiy in Italian.

Chanticleer performed a segment of the Italian com-
edy/opera. "La Pia7.7.a Senile" — The Crazy, Senile Old
Coot. The tempti got bouncier and more upbeat as the

piece got more comical. They broke up into small groups
and the groups played out the chai-acter roles.

The stoiA line was about a father and his daughter.

The daughter was being pursued by a young man she

loved, yet was prohibited hom seeing him. The father

was pursuing a woman, who had a "questionable reputa-

tion," to no avail.

At one point the father attempted to serenade the

woman with a song that he'd forgotten the words to and
didn't have the vocal range for. The men purposely

slaughtered the piece to emphasize these factors and
had the audience roaring with laughter. The members
of Chanticleer were vei-y animated and enjoyable to

watch.

The Irish song performed, "Down by the Sally Gar-

dens," was comjxjsed for the group by a retired Amhei-st

College professor. A good portion of the second half was
custom written for Chanticleei".

The most comical pieces had to haw been the barber-

shop quartets. Dipping down low while belting out "Bum,
Bum, Bum" during the Cony Island Washboard Rondelle,

was unexpected teiTitor\' covered by such a prestigious

group.

The gospel song, "Jesus Come Back," was a riveting

experience for the soul. Vocal percussion, led by direc-

tor Joseph Jennings, swept the entire audience into

what seemed like a well-accomplished improvisational

groove.

While giving the audience a sense of personal progres-

sion of the group, through short dictations between
pieces, Chanticleer proved to be a professional ensemble
which takes their music seriously, yet derive great plea-

sure from perfonning.

A finale that included exceipts from various Christ-

mas carols and the wedding march ended with heads
bowed and coat tails hung low during a standing ova-

tion.

in giro
continued from page 7

country's incredible wine, consider public

dnankenness to be an overall display of bad
mannei-s and poor etiquette. The conversation

always seems to lake priority over the oblivion

that follows a few rounds of drinks. They appear
to enjoy themselves by enjoying each other.

It also seems to me that the whole concept of

being in giro, looking to find whatever it is you
desire, is also a great univei^sal truth that explains

well the work we all have cut out for oui'selves in

this life.

Emily Marino is a Collegian coUnnnist study-

ing in Italy for the semester.

nominees
continued from page 7

in The Crying Game. In the world of cinema, where the

gender ix)les are so rigid— the men are brave and strong

and the women are weak and sex objects— it was nearly

revolutionai-y to have a lole and a performance that

ti-anscended easy labels. The role could've easily been a

bad joke, but Davidson brought rare depth and reso-

nance to the most difficult character of the year.

Long after people forget Hackman in Unforgiven or
Nicholson in ^4 Few Good Men. Davidson's p>erformance
in The Crying Game will fall into the calegoiy of legendaiy
orat the least unfoi^ettable. Yet theAcademy will piobably
miss this opportunity to award the tn.ilv/>fA7 supporting
actor of 1992.

I doubt the older membei-s of the Academy even liked

the brash, unpredictable nature of The Crying Game and
will go with the safe choice: Hackman. It's a ciying shame.

Tomonow, I'll take a kH)k at the nominees for Best
Actress— piobably the only sure thing. Memo to Emma
Thompson: clear the space on the mantle.

REWARD YOURSELF!
Join GM's Graduation Celebration! BEA

if
" ^ V,

\

i\^ji^

Be A Teodier

Teochers hove the power

to woke up young minds

-

to moke o difference.

Reoch for thot power.

Be teocher. Be o hero.

To find out how
to become o

teacher, call

1-800-45-TEACH

ELd Reomting New leoditts, Inc.

Vhimi) 4hini lliont ih** hii4)*Mi) nMnM«K KHiithi ibwlMlH t

.4fHl iIm (tM( Jtinm* l',f-tk*i*>t >fM>ri I tiltni ^m iiHKf pturttMl

Congratulations Graduates!

You've worked hard, accomplished your goals and earned your diploma.

Now it's time to get ready for the (iM College Crad Program. It's a

great lime to "(jel to Know Cfeo." "Feel the Heartheat of .\mcrica," or

"Distover the Strength of F.xperience.

"

I

FIVEHViyimjSDJDCMLLARS
.1

Graduates Giet $500 Off From GM!
If you are about to graduate, have recently graduated from a two- or

four-year college, or are a graduate student, you may qualify! You can

receive a $.500 < ertifu ate good toward anv new Chev roiet, (Ihevy Truck,

Geo or (Mi. Truck purchased or leased from a participating dealer, if

you qualify and finance through (".MAC. Best of all, this special discount

is available in nddtlion to most other rebates and incentives.

<><<««jlMi,<<

Take A Test Drive! Get A Free Gift!

If you are eligible to participate in the GM College (irad Program,

you can test drive anv (Chevrolet, (ihevy Truck, (k-o or (iMC Truck.

You'll love the experience and receive your choice of a leather

portfolio, electronic data bank or compact disc with our compliments,

while suppKes last.

Financing Options That Are Right For You!

Once you've selected yoiu car or truck, CiMAC makes it easy to find

the financing option that's right for you... from traditional purchase to

SMARTLtlASE'" by {;MAC or our newest option, (IMAC SMARlBl Y.""

Participate Today!

To receive your $.50() certificate, details on receiving

your free gift for taking a test drive, and other

program information, please call:

1-800-964-GRAD
(Offer Expire.s April .SO, 1994)

CHEVROLEi:

See your participating Chevrolet, Chevrolet Truck, Geo or CMC Truck dealer for qualification details.

TRAVEL SMART
THIS SPRING!

FROM NEW YORK
Roundtrip One Way

London
$305 $155

Paris
$398 $219

TIVUCX
QMC
TRUCK. GMAC

fWANCIAl SERVICES

$490 $245
Guatemala Gty
$470 $235
Mexico City
$360 $180

OslQ/Stockholin
$458 $229

Athens/Istanbul
$630 $315

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes.

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia.

Eurailpasses Available.

Cintomt-lminigfation t departun tatet apply

Farn lubject to changa without notice

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave . NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

•in NYC
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

FOR tXA^MPUt, SCttKYlSTS
TMiK^C SPACE 5 FULL OF
WSTtR^OJS, IW\5\8L£ t^ASS

50 WHAT DO THE1 CALL ir ^

mK MATTtR"' OUHH.'

1 TELL NOJ, THtCES A

roRTkjKE TQ Bt MI^OE

I LIKE TO
5A>( 'OOARK >

CXJAR.<,QUMl<

"T
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By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

V

INSTEAD OF
MAtlNG AK \DIOr

DOMT you GO
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DOONESBURY
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-f^Wr^ asleep.

ru- ee HANPLINO 7H£
vALiatANpyowiMai^-
eR MALIBU ANPSANTA
MONICA, you've 6or

^ Five PROPS k^ALL.

By GARRY TRUDEAU

Through mostly grunts and exaggerated gestures,
two fishermen/gatherers anempt to communicate.

/FONeoFThe mi£NJ5 se&ns
LiKBH^ COOP use eoM^ajM-
PMi. mm BYAU MEANS,
HANSfORAUimiS. YOUSHOULP
Be THfiOUGH ThtRDUm^NOON

lOHATIF

I3URN
OHFIR^f

5ATA
BRCMHie.

THESeFOUeS
fine com

-
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PRICE

Quote of the Day
"Some people face the music. Some

people run for cover. Cover's better."

- Al Padno in The Scent ofa Woman

'

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

X'5TBNTloN For pWVxiiMG
A ?\au^ OF Tv^e t€/v:h^
And X Got (y\H F?-\eKD MOU (joltH roe.

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

e.MlKEt'lSWirD^

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARIIS (March 2 1 -April 19): An
oldtf pcfvKi iM-j-insto ;if)pfccialc youf
Iriendship .hkJ gcnefi>Mly. Y<iu will

lind ihis (Xfson onduriiigly loyjl. in-

dulge in happy mcmcifies when you
ntfd them.

TAURUS I April 2()-Vlay 201: You
may li-el slighlly <hji c)« kilter i-rtv>-

linnally. StKk to rixjiine (h<Kes early

in the day. A linan< lal situation im-

|Xoves with the arrival ol the mail. A
new triend displays Ills oi u-miier.

GEMINI iMay 2l-)une 201 You
may Ik- planning Id cki vNnclhing
spet ialt<Miight Your )>i>tse and (harm
will win you many iomplin)enls.

Share expi-nses il dining chiI in a
(XH c-y restaurant In ronwrke, nv)ve
ahead with loniidence.

CANCER ()une 2I-|uly 22): Be
(Hadic al. fare up to the reality ol ,v\

unhappy situation and take sleps to

remedy it II single, you may Ix- in lor

a pleasant surprise tonight. A c hange
ol scenery is lavored.

LEO (July 2 »- Aug.22): Your pow-
ers ol ohscrvation will serve vou well

inapuzi!lingworiorlamilysiluati<Mi.

MemlK-r ol opposite m-x sc-ems overly

materialislK . You learn aliout the tu-

lure by kxAing al the past.

VIRGO *Aug.2J-Sep«.22(: Oth-
ers make new demands Irxiay. Inllu-

ential people are willing to make
cornfssions, hut there could lie strings

attached. You may wani to review the

situation Ix'lore rommilling yours<-li

LIBRA iSepl.23-Oct.22>: Ux>k
Ix-uxe yiHj leap! fven your Ik-M Ii-

narx lal guess might not Ixidge the

c hasm now. Resist llw urge to nx-rge

lunds Write letters, make key a|>-

pointments and think positive

SCORPIO (Oct 2 J-Nov 211:

WiKking partnership are line, pro-

vided you avoid tore ing issue\ Oi
not antag(xiize sonx-orx- with r.mJk al

ideas. S(MiH> insKfc- intixnutHxit omes
your way. Use it wisely Lei a trx-nd

slide on a l>ad Ix-t.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
IXt.211: Unusual ideas ih spei tal-

lied knowli-dge could lead you to

tinani lal sjK-t ulalion. Avoid going
overlx)ard. Your w«>rk is serious yet

enjoyable. Kemain true to old val-

ues and routines.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-)an.l«»);

Y<Hi can Ixxist your linamial security

by taking a comf)lete inventory oi

y«Hjr assets now. VVixk runs snv Kithly

.

You have a knac k lex rei y( ling < lever

ideas

AQUARIUS (|an.2()-Feb.I8):

New linancial rewards are part ol the

picture Share the wealth with your
loved ones. TeamwiHk will provxle
best results. Be retejXive to sugges-
tions.

PISCES (Fel).l'>-Marrh 20): Be-
hind the St enes talks ( ould lead an
Item ol real value. The lommunxa-
lion lines light up this afternoon and
evc-ning.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

L

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

Photo Technician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Michele Bakis

Sandy Bogage

Menu
LUNCH

Hungarian Noodles

Grilled Chickenwich

BASICS LUNCH
Chickenwich, Grilled

Noodles, Hungarian

DINNER
Beet Fajitas

Scrod, Scrod, Scrod..

BASICS DINNER
...Wonderful Scrod!

Greek Style Skillet

Thv ()|jinions cs|ja'SSwl on this p.igc .irc those ol tht- < jrloonists ond do not ncccs.s.irily rcllw I the views oi {\k- Culk-^i.}ii or ihf Uoivcrsily

ACROSS
1 Refuse earner

5 Make exuberant

10 Unexciting

14 Lit>elout report

15 v(*rs rwightior
'6 Siberian river

1 7 Equal, in Lille

18 Range animal

19 Vucky
20 Kind o( error

22 Temporary
setback

24 Pub potable

25 Dated
exclamation

27 Replied with

irntation

29 Admonished
33 Mountain crest

34 Command
respect

35 Icy

37 Acknowledge
41 Engage, as

gears
43 Geometric

ratios

45 Halt a South
Pacific city

46 Workers
cooperative m
the USSR

48 First lady of the

courts

50 Kind of verb

A>H)r

51 Unit of corn

53 Abolished

55 Mud holes

59 Chalcedony
60 Hot time, in

Cannes
61 Shape of a

Clinton office

63 Fiery

67 Near
69 Lloyd Webber

hit

71 Shakespearean
king

72 Word ol regret

73 Adfust again
74 Gaelic

75 "— we forget"

76 Exchange
77 "The sun

never — ..."

DOWN
1 Flower holder

2 Place of

confinement

3 "The Good
Earth" character

4 Chaotic

lumble
5 Sut)tugates

6 Coll course
7 Sage anagram
8 Young adults

9 Straying

10 551. to Cato
1

1

Summarize
12 Low-down (Otnt

13 Barked, m a

way
21 Excited

23 Reading, lu

Wilde

26 Pickle palaces
28 Go to Groton
29 Hindu deity

30 Water |ug

31 Nuisance
32 Short-order

place

36 Typesetter s

marks

38 Shadow
39 Fairytale

heavy
40 Sud opposite
42 Listen

44 Disconnect
4 7 'Symphonie

espagnor
composer

49 Dned up
52 Change back
54 Confuses

55 Kind of code
56 Serviceable

57 Painter of ballet

dancers
58 Thrifty on*
62 Mona —
64 Presenti

65 Hot spot
66 — bien

68 33rd President

70 Sam. from
"Cheers"
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FESTIVAL

I
I Dead IV/lilknnenLi^na CIHic:n ^/i

SA/\^iirlibbl
hool

Love Child
I

Big Bad Bollocks
C|-ieet:aHs

I

KillBillvHIoly Roll
Eve Was RightDamBuilders Augusta Furnace

VERSUS ^^^B^ gpr ^^ *^"'- CxMilcy

LUI U6 JdCNisi PeriocJ

2 DAYS OF NEW MUSIC IN NORTHAMPTON MA
BY SOME OF THE HOTTEST ALTERNATIVE ROCK BANDS OF THE 90'S

MARCH 26 & 27th
ALL NIGHT FRIDAY AND ALL DAY & NIGHT SATURDAY AT:

PEARL STREET NIGHT CLUB
THE IRON HORSE MUSIC HALL
THE HOTEL NORTHAMPTON

Tickets: Northampton Box Office, Main Street Records, The Iron Horse
Boston: In Your Ear, Mystery Train, Nuggets

N.Y.C.: The Knitting Factory

PEARL STREET: 18+, ALL AGES SAT. 2 P.M.-7 P.M. IRON HORSE: ALL AGES
The Loud Music Festival is brought to you by:

'Loud Music Festival™"

Reg & Anxl. ©1993 JAMA DISC Ltd
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continued from page 12

change. John Calipari was no longer the god he is to some
students here on campus. He was just another coach on
the rise in the NCAA.

Sure, the name John Calipari floats around college
hoops as a hot young coach, but do \ ou think the average
person li\ing in Syracuse, or an\Avhere for that matter,
knows the difference between Coach Cal and a shaip-
dressed man.

I sat in the stands and saw from a distance a security
guard neai- the press aiea check Coach Cai's credentials
before granting him admittance after the team's victor>'
over UPenn. This man would never think of doing this if

he worked in Mullins. That is just the way it is.

The playei-s — well, let's just say that the young
admirers who hounded Lou Roe, Mike Williams, and Ted
Coltrell after the game in the stands were not asking for
autographs because they liked UMass basketball. O.K.,
many fans in this area would probably beg these guys for
signatures.

I sttxid near Derek Kellogg when three kids came up
and l(X)k a picture with him. Kellogg was swanned by
kids asking forautographs before he could e\en reach the
stands from the locker ix)om.

These men were no longer student athletes. They were
now celebrities.

When their season ended on Sunday, the Minutemen
seemed drained. Gone was the glamour and the fame.
The lillle kids didn't want their autograph. They were
now Virginia fans. Well, that's the way it is. Maybe now
the world will let these guys be students again. Well, until
next season.

The Houston RcK'kels were the hottest team in the
league, winning 15 games in a row before losing at
Portland in overtime. Houston is still only one game
ahead ofSan Antonio in the Midwest Division, something
that is remarkable after the Spurs' skid in the opposite
direction.

Seattle, which is the only team along with the Suns to

have clinched a playoff spot, handed the Rockets their
second consecutive loss on Sunday. The Sonics have won
six in a row, and have overtaken their latest victim as the
hottest team in the West.

People have been lobbying for a number of Coach of
the Year candidates, but there is none more desening
than Chuck Daly. This coach has turned the Nets horn a
pretender to a contender. He has made New Jersey's
bench almost as good as its startei-s by mo\ing Chris
MoiTis and Sam Bowie to the bench.

Chuckie Brown and Rafael Addison are giving quality
minutes to the Nets, allowing Denick Coleman to take a
much-needed break.

The win in Phoenix for Daly and company could
possibly be a sign of things to come for what was once the
laughing stock of the league.

Across the Hudson River, the New York Knicks are
finally coming together as a team. Patrick Ewing has led
the attack by the Knicks to the top of the Eastern
Conference, especially in Sunday's win over the Spurs. In
a matchup that usually gives him problems against David
Robinson, Ewing had 30 pxjints, 12 rebounds, and four
blocks in just three quarters.

New York has won nine in a row. and if they beat the
Bulls out for home court advantage throughout the
playoffs, watch out for a possible Nets-Knicks 7-game
war.

Did you see that?
• Christian Lacttner's own coach, Sidney Lowe, call-

ing him spoiled.

• The sign two disgruntled Quaker fans were parading
around the Dome on Sunday that read "Refs 54, Penn 50.

"

• The three coneheads that made the trip to cheer on
the Minutemen. What happened to dedication?

• Miami, yes, the Heat have won 1 1 out of 13 games,
including a 96-91 defeat of Cleveland.

• A Haix)ld Miner poster. If you have, iet me know.
• The Minutemen and Hip Hop Hooray. Enough .said.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian cohnnnist.

Men's Lacrosse Top 20
The following is the coaches' poll for Division 1

Men's Lacrosse

Place Team

1 North Carolina (8)

Record

6-0
Poin»

160

2 Princeton 2-1 152

3 Loyola (MD) 2-1 130

4 Virginia 4-1 130

5 Syracuse 1-2 122
6 John Hopkins 3-1 118
7 Navy 3-1 109
8 Army 1-0 102
9 Towson St. 2-0 97

10 Duke 4-2 88
1 1 Brown 2-0 73
12 Maryland 1-1 68
13 Massachusetts 0-1 67
14 Yale 3-0 62
1 5 Georgetown 3-1 41

1 6 Notre Dame 5-0 36
17 Rutgers 1-1 34
18 Penn St. 0-3 22
19 Delaware 0-1 17

20 Penn 1-3 14

n
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IF ONLY
THEY CAME

WITH
INSTRUCnONa

American
Red Cross

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISING.

It Works.
545-3500

T-Shirts • Sweats • Boxers

Posters • Bumper Stickers

WE DO IT ALL!

Full Art Department, Free Delivery

584-0091
47 East Street, Hadiey

|5% OFF all orders with this coupon

vououi'iiirroiDEuaNce!

... SO we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with

heated basements at Gilreath

Manor to gas heat and gas hot
' "or the next heatii

Uncoin Real Estate
25 Norih Pleasant Street

253-7879

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISING.

It Works.

545-3500

Schaefer
continued from page 12

"Foia Hal ground institution, \vc (the tcam)are
inci odibly talented, " MacConnel! said. "I also feel

lliat the Univei-sitv has supported us in a most
I easonable way."

Bill Schaeler would probably agree and he has
clearly shown that the support will not go
unrewarded.

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB At Echo Hill •

The Area's

Most Complete
Club

One Month
Membership $53.°°

Free Water Bottle with
New Membership Till 3/31

(While Supplies Last)

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green
• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics <

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • sauna • l)ikes • tennis •

• rowers • Jacuzzi • treadmills •

• stairmaster • free weights

Student Discounts
|lMa>lr'C<X'<|

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

UPC General Committee Meeting:
Tonight. 3/23 at 6:00 pm in

Campus Center Room 803. Help us

bring vou concerts. Everyor>e is

welcome!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Accounting Association
Presentation on Tues March 23
7 pm in room 805 09 Campus Center

Dan Sullivan ofShawmut National Corp.

New and old members encouraged to

come. Business attire appropriate.

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only S169! Jet there anytime for only

S169 with AIRHITCHi (Reported in Lets

Gol and NY Times) California - SI29
each way. AIRHITCH r 212-864 2000

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3. 50
Large Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add 31

5496098
5496073
••Now delivering to

Pufton Village and Hobart Lnl

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1. 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals

Waterfront houses Falmouth area

508477 6000

FOR SALE

Complete Computer System
386DX 40 130MegHD
SVGA Monitor and free software

Asking S1650 or BO
GABE 546 4373

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Alaslta Summer Employment -

Fisheries. Earn S600*/weel( in canner

ies or S4000«/month on fishing boats.

Free transportation! Room and Board!

Male or Female. For employment pro-

gram call 1 206 545 4155 ext A5001

Evening Jobs! Environmental cam
paign worli. Fight pollution with Clean

Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584

9830

International Employment - Malce

2,000*/month teaching basic conversa-

tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.

No previous training required. For em-
ployment program call (206)632-1146

extJ5001

Postal Jobs Available! Many posi-

tions, great benefits. Call 1 -800 436-4366
ext. p 3306

Summer Jobs to save the environ-
ment Earn $2500-$3500 and make
a difference. National Campaign po
sitions to renew the Clean Water Act.

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop offshore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and DC. Campus Interviews: 3/

25 and 3/26.

Call Jamie toll free: 1 -800-75-EARTH

Waterfront Director needed for mu
sic camp in Southern Maine (WSI/LGT
required). 6/20/93 to 8/20/93 Talented
kids great environment. Contact
James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Brookline, MA 617 325 1541

INTERNATIONAL FAIR

Get Involved with International Fair'

Show your culture by having a booth at

the Fair on May 8th.

All interested come to the meeting at

Goodell Building Foreign Students
Office March 24th at 5 pm

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant

Call 256 0260

LEGAL ASSISTANTS

Fall 1993 Internships with the Legal

Services Center' Get hands on experi

ence in the legal field work directly

with attorneys and clients. Earn up to 1

5

undergraduate credits. No experience
in the legal profession necessary
training provided. Contact Legal Ser

vices today: 545 1995. 922 Campus
Center

LOST

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

LOSE WEIGHT!

Up to 30lbs. in 30 days for S30I
100% Guarantee
Doctor recommended! 253 3816

PERSONALS

Denise Dockrey-
I'm sure you had fun two-stepping
with those Texans. Hope you didn't burn
your body too bad. bitch! Happy 21st!

Maureen

It's Scott's Birthday
and he love shoes!

Melissa L.,

I can't wail till you know'
Keep guessing!

Phi love.

Your big si*

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 People male or female, to share a

big room m a house. Great location and
on bus route. S185/month per person
Lease starts June 1st. For more info call

2S3-39S6

SERVICES

Pregnant7 Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during

Ilea market

Mountain Farms Mall

SUMMER SUBLET

Large room with enough space for

two S200 a month, but willing to nego
tiate. Option to take over lease .

256 8554

Live on the Cape
this summer
10 min walk from
beach 3 people

S3300 from Memorial
day to labor day
Call Micah
256 1375

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanol/culture
Homestav612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At: LJMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel

800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Laser, free pick up 6 7289

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

Sexy, fast, accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile. SI 50/pg call

Greg 6 5397

WANTED

Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call

Lisa 256 3140
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Sports
Women's gymnastics place third in A- 1 0's
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts
women's g\mnaslics team, its season has
been filled with peaks and valleys. How-
ever, when Alfie Mitchell's team reached
the Atlantic 10 Championships this past

weekend, the Minutewomen looked to

continue their rise to the top.

UMa.ss was stiting on all four e\ents in

the championship mcvt, solidifying its place

in the NCAA Regionals. Mitchell said he
was pleased with the team's performance,
and hopes iheii- success will continue.

"We did the best we possibly could,

considering the health of our team and
everyone just now becoming healthy
again," said Mitchell. "We're peaking at

the right time of the year, and the girls are

doing it when it has to be done."

The day for UMass included a school
record 47.80 on the beam, which has be-

come the strongest event for the
Minutewomen, according to Mitchell.

Freshmen Ruth Reeves (9.60). Shaheda
Keels (9.50), and Leann Zavotka (9.20).

junior Margaiet Furtado (9.60), and se-

niors Abby May (9.30) and Tammy
Marshall (9.80) made up the record-
breaking beam team, which is once again
healthy and reaching its potential.

The scoivs for Reeves and Keels were
career Ix^sts, which maN haw been the

theme of the day for the Minutewomen. On
vault, both Mai-shall (9.90— a new .school

ivcord)andjuniorAngelaJent (9.70) topped
off their A- 10 season with outstanding
perfoiTnances, also caixjcr bests.

In the all-around competition, Marshall
(39. 1 5) fell five hundredths ofa point short

ofthe title, succumbing toJunior Lajuanda
Moody of West Virginia (39.20). Moody is

i-anked 1 6th in the nation in the all-around,

and her score was hei' career best.

Ovei-all. UMass finished behind rejseat

champion West Virginia (192.70) and
George Washington (190.05). The
Minutewomen edged out Rhode Island

( I88.(X)) for the second time this season,

but will find themselves behind theWRams
because of overall team average in their

next meet, the NCAA Regionals, held at

Ohio State Univei-sity on April 3.

Penn State is seeded first in the
Northeast, followed by Ohio State, New
Hampshire. URI and UMass. Kent State

and Pittsburgh round out the seven-team
field, with Vermont as the alternate.

UMass is the fifth seed in the Region
for the third consecutive year, but this

season, Mitchell said he hopes that his

team will accomplish what the others

couldn't, and finish in .second place.

"For the Regionals. you can take all the

scores fi-om the regular .season and throw
them all away. Now, it comes down to

hitting, and who wants it more, or who is

the luckiest," .said Mitchell.

Notes from the Mat: The All-Cham-
pionship teams for each event were an-
nounced, and Tammy Marshall found
hei-selfon all four. Angela Jent was named
to the vaulting team.

Marshall had her name in the fx^st-

season awards also, being named All-Con-

ference for all-around, vault, and flooi-. She
was also named A- 1 Senior of the Year.

ARAM COMJEAN / COlLEGtAN
Senior Abby May and the University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics team grabbed

a third place at the Atlantic 10 Championships this past weekend.

Schaefer hits it big at home
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Home is where the heart is.

That prophetic statement has indeed pixived true for

Uni\ersily of Massachusetts skier Bill Schaefer. After a
trip away hom his hometown of Charlemont, Mass.,
Schaefer has returned to the state to find success at

UMass.
Before attending UMass, Schaefer. a sophomore, took

a feu ycai-s off fi-om school to train for a chance to make
the United States national team. Due to a skiing injuiy.

Schaefer rean-anged his goals and decided to compete at

the college level at the Univei-sity of Wyoming.
After the ski program was cut at Wyoming, Schaefer

headed home to UMass with his considerable talents in

tow.

Now both Schaeferand his head coach Bill MacConncll
are happy that things have woiked out this way.

"He is the best skier that we have on the team,"
MacConncll said. "Bill has done a lot for this program."

According to Schaefer. eveiy one of his goals that he
had .set prior to the sea-son have been successfully
fulfilled.

"For a long time I was looking to ski against the best

in the world," Schaefer said, "And even though it was a
downshift coming to UMass, I realize that sch(K>l in the
long lam is veiy important."

By earning All-American Honors with a si.xth-place

finish in the giant slalom at the NCAA National Ski
Championship, Schaefer has fully seen his goals come

into focus.

"This year has been a great turnaround for me,"
Schaefer said. "I've acheivcd all of my goals this season."

The event took place last week in Steamboat Springs,

Colo, where Schaefer represented the University of
Massachusetts in both the giant slalom and slalom races.

He placed sixth in both events.

During the season there are 1 2 regular races in which
Schaefer was undefeated in every one of them. He was
then invited to the Middlebiii-y NCAA Regionals where he
competed against schot)ls like the University ofVermont,
Dartmouth, and Williams.

Placing third at Middlebury in both the giant slalom
and slalom events led Schaefer to be named All East, and
qualified him for the events in Steamboat.

Growing up, Schaefer was sun-ounded by the sport of
skiing. His parents lun Berkshire East, the home course
for the UMass skiing program. Now UMass fever looks
like it is running high in the Schaefer family. "Bill's

brother Tom is looking into UMass as a school to attend
and ski at," said MacConnell.

While lucky to have a accomplished talent like

Schaefer, MacConnell and his team as a whole have been
just as successful.

MacConnell is a professor of forestiy at UMass who
believes the school has done its best on the slopes. The
UMass ski program is based on gender equity and con-
sists of 1 4 women and 1 4 males. The UMass ski team have
been named league champs 18 out of the 34 years
MacConnell has coached.

Turn to SCHAEFER. poge 1
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Men's gym fourth in EIGL's
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

Before the University of Massachu-setts men's gym-
nastics team entered the Eastern Collegiate Gymnastics
League Championship (the EIGL's) on March 19. they
were fourth in the regular season standings (4-3).

Al tert he EIGL championships were completed. UMass
(292.20) again finished fourth behind Temple (273.95),

Syracuse (273.60), and Army (261.00).

"We were hoping for fourth, so we were pleased,"

said Johnson. "(The finish) was a tribute to how hard
the team worked. We had five gcxid events until the
disasteron (he high bar, but we did so well on those first

five events that we were able to hold our lead over
Springfield and Na\T."

Jason Braud became the fii-st UMass gymnast ever to

win (he II^kh- cxerci.se in the EIGL championships as he
took first with a 9.65.

"Jay's score of 9.65 in the finals should boost his

national ranking because he was counting a 9.55," .said

Johnson.

The win in the floor akso helped Bixiud to become the

first Minuteman to win an event at the annual champion-
ship meet in head coach Roy Johnson's 15-year tenure.
Braud finished fifth on the vault with a two-score total of
17.80.

Senior co-captain Steve Christensen was the other
standout for UMass as he was in first place on the
pommel horse at the completion of the preliminary-
round (9.65) and went on to take third place in the finals

(9.25).

"(Steve) was leading going into the finals," said John-
son. "He just had a little problem on his dismount, which
cost him first place. It was a beautiful routine."

Christensen was coming off a record perfoimance on
the pommel, when he broke his own school record by
.scoring a 9.85 at the Eastern College Athletic Conference
championship on March 13.

Chrislen.sen set his record in the prcliminai-y round,
and .scored a 9.70 in the finals to take first place. He also
finished first on the parallel bars with a 9.35.

Braud made the finals in all four events he entered at

the ECAC meet. He finished second on the vault (9.00),

third on the parallel bars (8.95), and sixth on the floor
exercise (8.90).

Sights from the

Carrier Dome to

the Har(iwood
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — The old saying goes, "It's

tough being a small fish in a big pond."
Welcome to Notes from the Hardwood, and my

travelling show, literally, aiound the NBA. Spring
break has come and gone, and so has the Dallas

Mavericks' I9-game losing streak. In the midst of
this woeful season for the Mavs, many have cried

tUP rnediocritv and even

"/

"^

XH Mmp
\e^^

suggested that college

teams like North Caro-
lina, Indiana, and
Michigan could pound
the no-names from big

D.

Those who think this

are way off. You are

wrong.
Sure, the Tar Heels have pro-pix>spects like

George Lynch, Eric Montro.ss, and Derrick Phelps.
The Wolverines have the Fab 5. Indiana has Calbei (

Cheaney, Alan Henderson, and Greg Graham. Bu(
what you have to realize is that Dallas is full of guys
who found success in the college ranks.

The list may not contain more than one mar-
quee name, Jimmy Jack.son, or one possible All-

Star, Derek Haiper, but the Mavs do have players
who have enough talent to play at the highest
possible level.

Scan Rooks would school any of the big men in

college today. He was on a top team in the NCAA's,
just like any of these tourney stars. Many say that
the tandem of Damon Bailey and Graham would
dominate Mike luzzilino, the two-guaid of Dallas.

Players who make the NBA are head-and-shoul-
deis above your average college role player. For
example, Jeff Lebt) used to be the key for dominant
Carolina teams in the mid-to-late 'SOs. He had one
stint with the San Antonio Spurs, sitting next to the
Galarade for the beginning of the .season and then
disappeared.

When the Hoosiers won the title in 1987, the
backcourt of Keith Smart and Ste\e Allord was
highly praised in the world of college hoops. They
could score on any guys in the countn that year.
Any guys in college.

This past weekend I attended the NCAA Tourna-
ment as a fan, particularly a UMass fan. The Min-
utemen received all ofthe hoopla here in Amherst
that the Cowboys did in Dallas alter this year's
Super Bowl.

But when I got to the Dome, things started to

Turn to HARDWOOD, page 1
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Spring is over. Rain, drizzle and
fog today. Temps in the 40s.

Local News:
Dr. Luis Proenza meets with students and other members

of the University community to discuss his views
on what it means to be chancellor. Page 3.

Sports:
Athletic Department officials announce the

University of Massachusetts will join the

Hockey East conference in 1994. Page 12.
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Remembering Tara Hartnett i poUce officer
Housemates hold memorial service on campus concourse

I
4- l, j. J

in L.A. trial

0» J . .u _ -r .
SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN

btudents gather to remember Tara Hartnett on the Campus Center Concourse last night. Hartnett was killed Saturday niqht
in her Sunderland apartment.

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Almost two hundred people gathered last night on the
eampus center concoui-se to participate in a memorial
sen ice for Tara Hartnett.

Hartnett. a senior psychology majorat the Univei-sity

of Massachusetts died last Saturday night. She was
allegedly mui-dered b> James R. Cyr, Jr. who was ar-

raigned Monday in Greenfield District Court.
Fire fightei>j found Hartnett's btxly after they put out

the flames that engulfed her Sunderland home. She had
several stab wounds, but medical e.\aminei>> .said she
died of smoke inhalatitm.

The memorial sei-vice was planned by Hartnett's
hou.semates to share the memories and feelings they had.
•They asked that their identities not be revealed.

The five hou.semates all took tums sharing their

warmest memories of their foi-mer r<x>mmate.
"We're heie to celebrate her life, not to mourn her

death." one hou.semate .said.

All of Hartnett's roommates described her as being an
outgoing and caring friend with a great sense of humor.
They also agreed that her two passions in life were her
daughter, Meghan and her studies.

Another housemate said the reason the seiTice was
held in the campus center was because it was Hartnett's
"favorite place on campus."

"People-watching was one ofTara's favorite pastimes,
we'd sit on the couches and comment on the people that

passed by," one of her housemates said.

Housemates and friends also described Hartnett as

being a ver>' strong individual. They said she was a proud
woman and stcKxl up for what she believed in.

"I'm so proud that she didn't just give in and she stotxl
Turn to SERVICE, page 3

By LINDA DEUTSCH
AsscK-iated Press

LOS ANGELES — The policeman w ho super-
vised the Rodney King beating roared likea lion on
the w itness stand Tuesday to imitate King's reac-
tion to being shcK-ked with an electmnic stun gun.
He also said he was suiv King was on PCP.

Sgt. Stace\ KcK)n told jinoi-s he decided to fire

hisTasergunat Kingafter King thivw five officei-s
off his back.

"When I .saw that move, that was 100 percent
confirmation that Rodney King was on PCP," said
Koon. "I believed he had thrown approximately
800 pounds of officers off his back."

Although toxicological tests showed no trace of
PCPin King'ssystem thedefen.se maintainsofficeiN
were justified in treating him as drug suspect
because ol his behavior. The dmg can gi\e usei-s

.superhuman strength.

K<K)n, Officers Laurence Powell and Theodore
Briseno and foimei Officer Timothy Wind, w ho
are White, are accui»ed of violating the Black
motorist's federal civil rights in the March 3, 1 99 1

,

videotaped beating after officei>i had chased his
speeding car.

The officers' acquittal of most bniialily charges
alter a state trial set off deadly riots in the city.

King, testifying earlier in the trial, .siiid officei>

used racial epithets during the beating, though he
later said he wasn't sure about that. Ktxm denied
that racial slurs were u.sed.

He said when he fii>it saw King al the end of the
cha.se. he thought King l{x>ked "buffed out . . .

muscular," like recently lelea.sed prisoners look
fix)m lifting weights.

"The l(X)k that he gave me was that he l<K)ks at

you and looks right ihmugh you," he recalled. "It's

a bizane look. On the street I had seen it manv
times before in dnjg suspects."

Turn to KING, poge 2

Chancellor
withdraws
B\ CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

One of the four finalists to replace

University of Massachu.setts Chancel-
lor Richard O'Brien withdrew his can-

didacy yesterday in a letter to the Chair
of the Chancellor Search Committee,
.said Ron Stoi-y, who is Interim Vice
President for Academic Affaii-s for the

live-campus University of Massachu-
.setts .system.

[UMass] is more
prestigious. It is more of
a national school.

Cameron Tensier

Western Herald

DietherHaenicke, who is President

of Western Michigan Univei-sity, .said

in his letter to Rina Spence that stu-

dents, faculty and the governor of

Michigan and other state legislators

had been urging him to stay at Western

Michigan Univereily.

He especially commented on how
he fell "particularly indebted" to his

Board of Tioistees. "which has sup-

ported and .sustained me during my

candidate
application

presidency and which wants me to

stay."

"I know from talking to him previ-

ously that the campus is in the midst of

finalizing some major constmction
projects. . . So I have the feeling this is

a critical moment in the recent histoiy

of the campus," Story said.

"I am sure that is part of the reason
why people urged him so stix)ngly to

stay.'"

Cameron Tinsier, editor in chief of

the school's daily pap>er Western Her-

ald, said that Haenicke is very pei-son-

able and well-liked on campus, in ad-

dition to being known as having a good
sense of humor.

Yet there is much controversy over
the constmction of a University re-

.search building, on con.sci-\ation land.

Tinsier said.

"I felt it would be a tremendous
opportunity for him. [UMass] is more
prestigious. It is more of a national

.school. Their budget is huge compared
to oui-s. And it is more research-ori-

ented." Tensier said.

"I figured that he would be inter-

ested in taking that position, but evi-

dently he feels that he would rather

.stav in this communitv."

Applicant talks about
campus multiculturalism
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The search for a new chancellor is

undei-way and one candidate. Dr. Luis
Proenza, travelled from Alaska to address
a foi-um of students, faculty and staff on
the topic of multiculturalism.

"No baniers. No bordei-s. We arc one
world, one people," Proenza said.

Proenz.a was born in Mexico and is a
naturalized citizen of the United States.

He is the acting vice president foracademic
affairs and research at the University of
Alaska and is also a science advisor to the
governor of Alaska.

Proen7.a said there are often miscon-
ceptions abcxit the meaning of diversity

and issues of race. He also said he finds it

encouraging that the University is taking
the time to discuss and decide what
multiculturalism means to the communitN
at large.

Proen7.a said he considei-s himselfofien
because he has experienced much of life.

He is fluent in three languages and has
travelled extensively throughout the
country.

He said he is not a conhontational type
of leader, but instead relies on building
alliances and leveraging friendships and
goodwill.

Proenza said his vision of
multiculturalism involves using "no ex-

clusionai-y tactics."

Restiiicturing public school education

is an important goal, Proenza said. He
said the development of elemenlaiy and
high .school age minority students will

help inciea.se the number of minorities in

professional jobs.

"Development issues are ones we need
to be collectively involved in." Proen7.a
said.

The issue of race is one that Pr(K.»n7.a

said he hopes to provide a.setting and tone
for the whole campus. "It's something we
all have to work on together," he said.

Turn to APPLICANT, page 3

A.-.Ltfvl A MIGLiASSI / COLLEGIAN
Dr. Luis Proenza speaks at a forum yester-

day designed to give students a chance to

question him on his qualifications as chan-
cellor.
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Wednesday, March 24
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King
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continued from poge 1

He said King "engaged in gibberish," and didn't obev
commands to gel down. He described King's reaction to
the Taser gun, saying, "I could see his body con\ulsc
Rodney King gave out a loud grimace or yell."

Koon had not yet described the beating when couri
recessed. He was Co resume his testimony Wednesday
aftemcK>n.

He look the stand moments after two policemen
rolled around on the courti-oom floor demonstrating for
juioiTj how a suspect might grab a police officer from a
lying-down position. Police Officer William Amadoand
an assistant, Sgt. Michael Bushkey, tried to show why
olficei-s didn't attempt to wrestle King into compliance.

Earlier, an expert testified that Powell had "substan-
dard training" in using a baton and could have subdued
King with one blow if he had proper training.

The testimony of Edward Nowicki, who trains police
ollicei-s in Milwaukee, marked a new tactic bv Powell's
law> ei

,
Michael P. Stone, to blame the Los Angeles Police

Department's training for the tonent of blows officei^i
stmck at King.
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Addressing minorities' needs
OTWA is hosting conference for students ofcolor
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

The Office of Third World Affairs will be hosting a
student leadei-ship conference for students ofcolor at the
Uni\ei-sity of Massachusetts this Saturday. Leadership
2000 will focus on student empoweiment and developing
professional skills necessary to succeed in the future
work force.

Nelson Acosta, director of the Office of Third World
Affaii-s says he hopes the leadership conference will help
to build bridges across the various student communities
at the Univei-sity.

"Some of the main goals of the conference is to
empower students of color and allow them to address
important issues and build coalitions," said Acosta. "I'm
hoping this conference will bring people together."

The conference itineraiy includes a series ofworkshops
dealing with topics which include: The Importance of
Student Activism, Directing a Meeting, The Year 2000
and You, Networking for Success, How racism divides
people of color, inteniewing techniques for success. The
importance of communication, Entrepreneurship, Re-

service

cruitment of Students of Color, and Responsibility of
people of color.

Several alumni will be featured at the conference as
well as numerous university staff. The keynote speaker
for the conference will be Sharon Davies. assistant U.S.
Attomy from New York and a UMass alumna. Davies
graduated from UMass in 1984 with a degree in political
science and went on to attend Columbia Law School. As
a student at UMass, Davies was a prominent student
activist, serving for three years on the Third World
Senate Caucus and becoming the first Black woman to be
elected to Senate Speaker.

Belinda McDonald, a graduate intern at the Office of
Third World Affaii>i, worked with a number of student
groups in order to gain their participation in the con-
ference.

This Friday evening, various student leadei-s will be
invited to a "Meeting of the Minds" leadei-ship dinner on
Campus Center's 10th floor.

"We are all looking foi-vvard to this conference." said
McDonald. "The entire staff worked ver\- hard and its
success will further ensure the fulfillment of the OTWA's
mission."

One finalist

for chancellor
discusses vision
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Dr. Luis M. Proenza, one of the four finalists for the
University of Massachusetts chancelloi-ship, discussed
his vision for the campus yesterday afternoon with about
25 Univei-sity students and faculty in Campus Center
Room 168.

Proenza, who is acting \ ice president for Statewide
Academic Affairs and Research at the Uniwrsity of
Alaska, said that if he is appointed to be chancellor, he
will talk to students on a day-to-dav basis.

"I hope to be around campus enough ... so you will
feel comfortable in talking with me. Tell me about thc«se
prablems. We haw to be open to one another, ifwe want
it to work," Proenza said.

But one student from the audience said that she has
gone to many meetings to speak with administrators
about the hostile environment minority students deal
with on campus, but she said she still feels nothing has
been accomplished.

Racial tensions are not going to be solved overnight,
Proen7.a said, but he plans to haw open fomms with
students in the Campus Center.

Proenza said he will be working for more minority
student recruitment, but added hedws not want to lower
the academic standards. The Univei>iitv must work with
more disadvantaged students in grammar and in high
school, so they will have sufficient skills when applvinji
for college.

*"

When a student in the audience said many intelligent
minority students were not able to go to college because
of lack of financial aid, Proen7.a suggested that he must
talk with admissions.

Proenza said he supports peaceful protests and con-
demns any acts of violence. If he heai-s of pmfessors or
departments harassing or di.scriminating students,
Proenza said he will speak w iih the individuals.

Student Government President Jen WckkI said al-
though he was veiycomloilableand open in dealing with
the students, he seemed very naive in his thinking that he
can by-pass student government.

"He has got a lot of experience in research situations,
but his experience in dealing with undergrauuaie c<in-
ccms is not as strong," Wood said. "Especially on this
campus with past events, that is verv important on
campus right now."

Student Government president-elect David Nunez
[tilde on n] said he was looking for a stmnger candidate.

'I thought he was a nice guy. I just feel he didn't have
the experience in dealing with the students. I don't think
he could handle the problems that could arise in the
future. I don't think he is the man for the job," Nunez
said. "I think he danced a lot. He seemed all theoretical
without any concrete plans."

continued from page 1

up for what she believed in," one
housemate said.

"She was a respectful, admirable and
strong woman," another housemate said.

"She did what she had to do to make that

baby's life happy."

One housemate said the press had got-

ten the wrong impression from Hartnett's

classmates who described her as "quiet

and shy." The housemate said, "She was
loud. She was vciy loud, especially her

laugh."

Friends and acquaintances were given

a chance to speak and share their stories

about Harlnett.

"I'm going to miss her smile and miss
how happy she was," a friend said.

Another friend said, "I never spent a
day with Tara that I didn't laugh. We got
into trouble together all the time."

"There are a lot of people like me who
didn't know Tara or her family, but we
support her," Jawarharlal Mariappah, a

graduate student in mechanical engineer-
ing, said.

Duringacandlclight vigil, Father Rich-
ard Bondi from the Newman Center led

the group in prayer. Afterwards, the group
walked to the campus pond.

Unfairly fearing Islam
Muslims Untied to terrorism, Prof, says

applicant
continued from page 1

"I look at an individual's talent — not
what they do in their personal life,"

Proenza said.

He said hate crimes against gays, lesbi-

ans and bisexuals, as well as other stu-

dents would not be tolerated.

"I am on the side of being human be-

ings." Proenza said.

Proenza said he believes he is a forth-

right and participatoiT leader. He .said he

would be pro-active in the event of a sit-in

or protest at his office.

"I might go out and sit with them."

Proenza said. "Meet mc halfway and I'll

meet you there."

Hesaid thecrilicismofthechancellor's

position comes from people not knowing

what the job entails.

"Ifyou haven't met me, don't go around
saying things that aren't true," Proenza
said.

He said he is dedicated to building a
new campus communityand developinga
pool of qualified employees. He said he
hopes the changes he would make if he
became chancellorwould go beyond mere
rhetoric.

"Ifyou want to be a second-rate school,
then don't invite me to be a chancellor,"
Proenza said.

Hesaid he believes in the total inclusion
of the human family and the respect for
individual rights.

"I can't do eveiything for the campus,"
Proenza said. He said he is only one man
and needs help to fight for his cause.

By NATHAN CRICK
Collegian Staff

A lack of ti-ue understanding by the
West of the Islamic community as a
whole was cited by a history professor
at a lecture Tuesday afternoon.

In the third part of the Distinguished
Faculty Lecture Series, Yvonne Y.
Haddad spoke to a full audience at

Memorial Hall about the relationship
between Middle Eastern Islamic com-
munities and the Western world.

"There is no Arabic word for " funda-
mentalist,'" Haddad said, speaking of
the misuse of the term in Western
culture. She said the only exception
she found in her travels was a Kuwaiti
group, who used the term in theirname
because they felt "that's what America
is afraid of."

Haddad discussed the issue of the
how the Arab world views their place
in the "New World Order," and how, in

fact, they view this era as the third in a
series of changes in the Arab world
order, the first two being after each
subsequent World War.

The third New World Order, or the
Bush World Order as Haddad called it,

was touched off by the disturbance of
Arab strength after Desert Storm as
well as the fragmentation of the Arab

League.

"Islam is not a terrorist religion,"
Professor Haddad stated in relation to
the current conflicts between the
United States and the Islamic com-
munity. She said the Islamic world
blamed the perceived rise of Islamic
hatred in the US due to the American
press, the former Republican admin-
istration, and the rise of the right wing,
both secular and religious.

Haddad cited examples of this ant i-

Turn to ISLAM, page 8

ANORtA MKiLIASSI / COLLEGIAN
Yvonne Y. Haddad lectures on the

Western perceptions of Islamic funda-
mentalism.
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collect data on a variety of research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Computer/
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Sunday 3pm-9pm. Must work a minimum of
20 hours per week. Start at $5.00/hour with
paid training and earn up to $6.25/hour.

We're in the Mountain Farms
Mall which is a stop on the

free bus line. Call between
llam-4pm, Monday-Friday,
(413) 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.
Telephone Research Center
Mountain Farms Mall, Rt.

Hadley, MA 01035

An Equal Opportunitv EmployiT
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Hockey Tonight!

Bruins vs.
The Sabni
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CAMPUS

THURSDAY NIGHT
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Spring Break Tan Contest
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Wednesday Night is Guest Bartender's Night
This week's bartender is

Vodka Drinks)

$1.50

Ahimys
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"We're Hot
To Deliver''

10% College Discount

Wednesday All You Can Eat Pasta!

Extra 5% Off with this Coupon

Sunday-Thursday 11am-10pm
Friday & Saturday llam-llpm

(413) 584-0220
HADLEY

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

PSYCHOLOGY
DATE: THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 1993
TIME: 5:00 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 804

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
I his is an opportunity lo meet with alumni and discuss theirexperiences .n the working and academic world Don t m^sthis important panel discussion!

^^

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

«• This offer good for any college student with a vahd ID

and is not to be used with any other coupon offer ••

Audra Choromanski, '89

Cheryl Dellecese, 78

Derek McEnfee. '86

l?oberf Sloat, Jr., '92

M.S.W. Candidate
Smith College School for Social Work
Northampton, MA
M.A., Mass Communications
Emerson College
Writer/Producer (Television and Video)
Baystate Medical Center
Springfield, MA
Ph.D. Candidate
Clinical Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA

Activities Coordinator and Counselor
Youth Development Program
Springfield, MA

For more information, please contact'
Mather Career Center

5452224
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'Darnn it, I can deahviih ihe all the theft and the pettv'tic things that go on, but this thing. . . she was just a ai, I

supposed to canA a gun exei^ time I break up withsomeone Or go an>.vhere?' she cried, pressing on thegas sl.ghtiN as the shadowy trees passed bv.

That s not what I'm saying," she said, gripping the
steering wheel. "I am not af.aid to live, Kent. I am not
alraid to lollow my dreams just because I'm scared.

Nathan

CRICK
Kent turned back to lo<,k out the passengei's side

window. So what are you saving, Eustacia?"
'Jesus. Kent. I feel so smail.Likee7uA thine I'm t.A ina ,o .^^t""

'

"""Tr' t""
''^^*''^- ""'^ ''''**• >"" "^ ^'''^^ '«"?

e- doesn't really count for anv thing.Vcouki hn ' h^ '^^'^^'^^!' '""^ ^^'^>.>"" --' ''• ^ou go to schoolto be doesn t really count for anv thing. I could have the
greatest intellect inlheuorld.Icould save the worldfrom
destiiicMion, and what would it mean I'd be gone just the
samc^Dammit, I m more than that! I'm supposed to be
someb<Kl>, she paused, as the road kept coming "I'm
not lust a victim, Kent. I'm not.

"

The hum on the engine contained the silence of the
lading darkness. The dim lights from the houses made
patterns in the xv indo\vs. "Nobod\ said vou weiv. Eustacia
and nobod\ said \ou have to be," said Kent slowlv

If terrorism was Jaws
the U.S. is tasty bait

and tn like hell to succeed and find out what life is abouton the way. And you realize that for all voui efforts for
all the things you might have tried to build up and hold
dear, that all that stuff is. . .is just nothing. It means
nothing because it can't save vou from a gun. It can't save
you from. .

."

"Listen Eustacia. that's what it means to be alive You
are born with all the risksof this world and if vou suiAive
unscathed then fate has blessed vou. There's no i hvme or
reason to it, and that's the whole thrill. If vou knew vou

arid eventually pulled in to Lot 33 and turned the kev The
tall lamps glowered over them and the rain continued to
coat the rows of cai>i in its glistening cover.

"Ijust can't see the thrill in it. Kent." shesaidwithonlv
the patter of drops on the ixxjf behind her voice "I can't
see the excitement in being afraid to walk alone to mvown room at night. I can't see the thrill in knowing that
there s some pei-son out there who holds mv life in his
hands.

"And >ou know, sometimes I wish I were so much
stronger. That I could take that man and his knife and kill
him instead Sometimes I would trade in all mv skills and
all my knowledge ifonly I could do that. And mavbe that's
xvhat really bothei-s me. that for all my values I treasure
oj forgiveness and non-\ iolence, when I walk around
alone I forget them all. Because thev can't .save me Kent
They can I save me.

"

They both remained sitting alone in the car. and the
rain outside continued to fall, lapping softiv on the i(X)f
with its gentle reminder.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian cohiinnisi.

Tenorism is like a religious war— it s
something we know of and hear about,
but are ne\ er really touched by firsthand.

That was tiaie. until the bombing of
the World Trade Center. On Feb. 26, 1 993,
terrorism washed up onto America's
shores like dmg needles onto our beaches— it's now a tangible, valid danger we
need to deal with.

The United States has alwavs swum in
international waters, but the waves we've
created have ne\er gotten us wet. Now.
alter yeai>> of meddling, those chartered
watei-s have caught up to us.

E.G.

THOMAS
Being a Superpower never seemed .so

dismal as it did on that snowy aftermxjn.
The twin lowers l(K)med in the gray air,
smoke bellow ing out from their windows,
citizens, stained with destruction,
streaming out of their staii-wells and body
bags wheeling out from the ba.sement.

Those from the city .sat glued to their
TV set for images of anyone they knew,
while hantically dialing phone numbei-s
of those who could have been in the area.
Within a matter of minutes, the safety of
an American citizenship became fright-
eningly Milnerable.

On Feb. 26 the United States entered a
new realm of international relations. Our
televisions will no longer reflect tenorism
in just Europe and the Middle East

Scattered among the images of a de-
stroyed London and Tel Aviv will be de-
bris from New York City, L.A., Washing-
ton. Miami and Boston. Terrorism is now
a wn real and present danger on our
continent.

Our Middle Eastern connections were
always a little shaky, and it has always
been evident that many (or most) citizens
from that region don't think Kh) highly of
America's "policeman" policies and airo-

gant attitudes. It's not suiprising that these

resentful feelings would eventually mate-
i-ialize into something more than just hai>ih
words. But where has this inevitable act
left us? Even after the dust clears and the
repairs are made we will be left with a
large wound that w ill take more than just
time to heal.

The backlash that this will create could
be as violent and cowardly as the actually
act it .self. The scariest and most plausible
effect is retaliation thiough racism. Arab-
Americans now live w ith a ver\ imminent
fear — justifiable racism.

I sayjustified only because that's e.\actl\
what an attacker (and some of the public)
would think. They have a valid, although
tenibly misjudged, belief that their po-
tential act is in the name of the countiy.
not in the name of hate.

Peace talks in the Middle East arc now
moiv dynamic than ever. It seems viiiuall\
impossible not to come to the table with a
new impression and an altered agenda.
One might wonder if hosting these chats
would improve — or increa.se tension.

Then of course is the question of pre-
vention. How arc we to make oui-selvcs
more secure than we already are? Even
withour metal detectors, securitvcamcras,
guards, dogs, ID checks, radars, comput-
ers, etc.. etc., our glass bubble has just
been broken.

Does this mean more securitv mea-
sures? If it does, these measures might not
just mean ".safety" but invasion of our
privacy. We will become numbered files
in the computer in the name of security.

Our generation has seen the unveiling
of the Iron Curtain, the fall of the Berlin
Wall, the rise ofAmerican power and now
we've been given a chilling dose of what
comes with it.

On Feb. 26, Americans learned an im-
portant lesson in our immortality: swim-
ming in the International Sea means the
sharks can become hungiy and ourshores
can become eroded.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian coUimuisi.

Memories help healing process
Images
Lasting impressions.
Permanent memories.
E.xperiencing the loss of a loved one

means plenty of suffering. The pain and
agony, a never-ending nightmare. But for
many, remembering them through happy
memories, is all the coun.seling they need.

Felice

COHEN

The chance to pick a chancellor
Four candidates for chancellor are

coming to campus this week and next.

As part of each candidate's visit, the

Chancellor Search Committee has
scheduled a series of open fomms for

the Universitycommunity. Oneofthose
foiiims is especially designed for stu-

dents.

As one of the two student reprcsen-

taliveson the.search committee, I want
to stress to (he student community
howimporlani it is thatyou participate

in these fomms. At the conclusion of

each forum, you will be gi\'en an
evaluation form to provide feedback to

the search committee on the candi-
dates.

These forms, along with those filled

out by other members of the commu-
nity at other campus fomms, will be
read carefully by the committee and
will weigh heavily in our decision.

This is an unprecedented opportu-
nity for the student community to play
an enormously important role in the
future of our university.

Please be there.

Mark Kencn
President

Graduate Student Senate

Through Tara Hartnett's friends, she
will be remembered in many wavs, none
better than the other, but together, we will
work to connect the pieces of her life, and
create a impression for all to take and
cherish and hold within themselves forever.

These are the images with which we
have left. Some are harder to face than
othci-s, but are nonetheless necessary in
the process of dealing with the loss.

The half dozen police lights illumi-
nated the chilly night in crazv, erratic,
confusing patterns, lighting the yard and
house for an instant like some mad, silent
carnival. Ticket takers in black uniforms,
were splashed with blue lights. At all the
entry gates were yellow plastic lines,
through which we were led, literally, by
the hand, past knots of watchful, quiet
men, over to a figure on the ground. I

could not understand for a moment, why
the figure would not, could not move.

The thought of a body simply numbed
me

Images.

A mother, smiling. Her babv daughter,
sitting securely on her lap, is dressed in a

cute, little, pink outfit. Her cheeks, taking
up most of her face, emit a giggle. Picking
up her puiple Bamie doll she graciously
hands it to her mom, hoping for the ap-
proving nod, which she instantiv receives.
Gathering her baby up in her arms, she
nestles her as closelv to her heart as pos-
sible. Teai-s of happiness careen dcjwn her
face onto her baby's head. The baby sighs.

Images.
A scattering of faces. Streaming down

the cheeks ofmany, teai-s form puddles in
laps. Arms spread open to welcome the
warmth and comfort of others, while at
the .same time, are eager to share their
support with someone el.se.

Gently wiping away the .saltv water,
those present listen on. Joined together in
one of the most public places on campus,
the group of friends turn an open and
impersonal space into an area of famil-
iarity and closeness. Sharing memories
of their close friend, onlv davs ago alive
and well, relate funny tales, hoping that
everyone present walks awav with a
positive and lasting impression.

A rekindled memoiy is spoken between
sobs. Someone cries. A funnv tale is told.
Someone laughs. With each remembered
image, another finds her connection
Expressions turn sporadically from sullen
to smiling. Discoveries are made

What their friend has left them, sud-
denly becomes clear; the strength to live
on. And therefore triggering the beginning
o( their suiTival.

"A day never went by that Tara didn't
make me laugh."

Felice Cohen is an Amherst resident.
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Minority consumers and White corporate America
In thcvvear 2000. fully one thi.-d of America's total vield of Blacks who n..> .on......^ ;....... ik, ... o "S^.^.u: r
In the year 2000. full\ one thii-d of America's total

population will consist of people of color — Latin-
Amei icans. Asian-Americans, Pacific-Americans. Ameri-
can-Indians, and African-Americans. The fastest-growing
groups in this countn are pcx)ple of color. However, many
of the leadei>; of America's lai-gest corpoi-ations still fre-
quently percei\c African-Americans and other minorities
as mai^inal to the economic de\elopment of the countr\

.

Racial and ethnic stereot\pes about pcx)ple of color still
influence coipoi-ate marketing behavior.

The first stereotype is the attitude that the vast major-
ity of black and Latino households aie poor or low-
income, and that they have relativelv few resources
compared to families in the White suburbs. While it's

tme that one-third of all African-Americans live below
the i:>overtv level, about t)ne out ofseven black households
m 1990 had gross annual income of about $50,000.

Second, the average black household spends about
$ 1 9, 1 30 annually on consumer items, about 35 percent
less than the $29,500 spent by the typical White house-
hold. However, when the spending of all African-Ameri-
can lamilies is added together, the total comes to $270
billion per year. If African-American consumers were a
separate countiy in temis of the goods and sen ices they
purchase, they would represent the 1 4th most powerful
economic unit on Eainh. The Latin-American consumer
market is nearly as large, representing about $200
billion annually.

Latin-American, Asian-American and African-Ameri-
can consumers are also frequently ignored because of
flawed data-collection techniques for marketing. In a
typical random dialing sample done by coiporations, the

yield of Blacks who aie contacted is usually 6 to 8
percent, well below the actual percentage of African-
Americans in the general population. Blacks and Latinos
living in urban areas, and especiallv in low-to-moderate
income neighborhot>ds, are rarelv. if ever, contacted
directly. White marketing researchers, as a rule, a\oid
Black urban housing projects.

Dr. Manning

MARBLE
There's also the cioicial factor of culture, which much

of the White corporate America does not understand. It's

the simple observation that people who possess different
ethnic heritages, customs, and social backgrounds will
also have divergent preferences, tastes and choices. We
may all be Americans, but we don't all eat the same foods.
A blue-collar Polish-American family in Chicago won't
prepare the same meals as a middle-class Mexican-
American family in the San Antonio suburbs.

In a recent issue of the, data on consumei spending
patterns showed that Black families spend much more for
certain items each year than Whites. In the categoiy of
food, the average Black household spends $23.84 per year
for hot dogs, about 20.2 percent more than the $19.83
spent by White households. African-Americans spend 35.5
peix-ent more than Whiter for fivsh fish; they alKxate 43.5
percent more for bacon. African-Americans not only buy
44.7 percent more noncai-bonaled fnjit-flavored drinks
than Whites - they have distinctly different preferences in
tastes. About one-thirds of all orange-flavored carbonatcxl
sodas, for instance, aic consumed bv Blacks.

Clothing manufaclurersshouldobsei-ve that their profit
margins are largely determined by the actions of Black
consumei-s. The typical African-American household
spends 28.2 percent more than its White counteipan for
boys' sweatei's, 81.8 percent more for boys' suits, sports
coats and vests, 94.4 percent more for infant accessories,
1 28.8 percent more for boys' socks, 1 39.4 percent more for
bo> s^ undei-vvear; and a w hopping 1 94.7 percent more for
boys' pants. Companies which lent household items such
aswashereand dr> ere alsodepend on theAfrican-American
consumer market. The Wall Slreel Journal nottxl that the
average Black household spends 76 percent more than the
White household for the lentals of VCRs, radios and
music-related equipment: they spend 2 1 9.8 percent more
than Whites to rent televisions.

Civil rights organizations should become aware of the
patterns of African-American and Latin-American con-
sumer spending. They should consider targeting White
corporations which have heavy shares of minority con-
sumer markets, but which have done little or nothing to
promote minority hiring or joint ventures. A reasonable
share of such profits must be ploughed back into His-
panic and Black communities and the firms hiring pat-
terns must reflect ethnic and gender divereitv. If such
companies refuse to negotiate, the economic clout of
minorities should be used to reward our genuine friends,
and to punish our enemies. This is the strategy of "eco^
nomic multiculturalism,

" utilizing minority economic
clout to achieve our larger goals of social and economic
development.

Dr. Manning Marable is a Professor ofpolitical science
and history at the University of Colorado. Boulder.

Musicians conference
honors female artists
Bv MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

"Great Women ofJazz" is the theme
of the 22nd Annual Black Musicians
Conference, presented this week by the
Fi nc Arts Center. Using a wide spectrum
1)1 artistic disciplines which include
music, literature, visual arts and panel
discussions, this year's conference will
highlight the contributions that women
have made to the development of jazz.

Opening Tuesday night, the confer-
ence began with "Beauty and the Beat:
Ladies ofJazz, "a collaboration ofmusic
and art. The exhibit featured multi-
media illustrations by fashion artist

Gwendolyn Black, and presented the
great women of jazz as instrumental-
ists, vcK'alists and composers. A sam-
pling of live jazz music was provided by
Corinthia Cromwell and Chapter Five.

On Tuesday a panel discussion titled,

"Malindy Plays As Well as Sings: Black
Women Instixmientalists in Jazz" was
heldat 7:30p.m. in theCapeCod Lounge.

An awards ceremony followed in
which jazz mastei-s Dorothy Donegan
and Cloia Biyant were presented with
the Black Musicians Conference Dis-
tinguished Achievement Award. Jazz
vocalist Nnenna Freelon held a mini-
concert following the ceremony.

Tonight two video presentations will

be shown . On Wednesday and Friday,
Tiny and Ruby - Hell Driving Women:
Black Women Jazz InstrumentaUsts
along with The InternationalSweetness
ofRhythm will be shown from 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m. on closed circuit television
on the Campus Center Concourse. And
on Fiidav. ... But Then She's Betty
Carter will be shown in the Hampden
Theater from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Today. Jazz Vocalist Nnenna
Freelon will present a master class,

"On Becoming a Professional Jazz
Perfoi-mer" in JeffHolmes'Jazz History
class at 1:25 p.m. in the Bcz.anson
Recital Hall. Freelon will discuss her
career as a jazz musician.

This years headline event will be
tomoiTow night's Fine Arts Center
Concert by the acclaimed jazz vocalist

Betty Carter. She has performed with
such jazz legends as Dizzy Gillespie,

Charlie Parker, Miles Davis and Ma.\
Roach, and at age 18, joined Lionel
Hampton's orchestra. Since then Betty
Carter has made numerous recordings
and received a number of prestigious
awards. The show starts at 8 p.m. and
tickets are $18, with Five College .stu-

dents receiving a half-price discount.
Prior to the concert, Betty Carterwill be
holding a ma.sterclass "Participation in

Song" from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Center Auditorium.

Cape Verdean Alliance
celebrates awareness week

The Cape Verdean Islands is an
archepclago of ten islands off the Western
Coast of Africa, 360 kilometers from
Sengal, Dakar. The island was uninhabited
upon discovery by Diogo Gomes and An-
tonio da Noli under t he Portuguese crown.
After the Portguese and other Europeans
settled, slaves were abstracted from
Guinea-Bissau. The fusion of these two
races fonnulated a Crioulo people and
culture. Over 350,000 Cape Veideans and
their descendants reside in the United
States. Here, at the University, there are
over 50 Cape Verdean students.

Malkes

GOMES

m
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The Cape Verdean Student AlHance is

one of the many registered student orga-
nizations on campus. The Alliance began
in September of 1982, and has recently
celebrated its 10th annivei-san . The pur-
pose of the organization is to maintain
and promote the Cape Verdean culture
here at the Univei-sity and throughout the
five-college area. We achieve this through
cultural, historical and political events.

We are also committed to recruiting
ALANA students to the University. We are
here to support each other both socially
and academically. Our organization has
not only been open to Cape Verdeansbom
in the motherland of Cabo Verde or Cape
Verdeans bom in America, but to everyone
who has shown interest in our culture. It

is through our diveree group of members
that we learn, and teach, each other about
our rich cultural past and present. The
alliance has provided an opportunity for
its members to be active in the commu-
nity and to maintain cultural ties, while
undertaking a college career.

Throughout the years of the alliance
we have been involved in recruiting, raising
funds for book money for incoming
freshmen, and maintaining contact with
our alumni through our alumni dinner
and other functions. Two summers ago
we organized an educational trip to and
are now instituting an internship program
in Cabo Verde. We also sponsoran annual
Cape Verdean Night and Conference.

On March 22 the third annual Cape
Verdean Awareness Week began. At the
end of the week, on March 27, we will
conclude with an awareness day confer-
ence. Part of the group's goal has been to
build and strengthen ties with the campus

community. One way this has been done
is through our yearly conference.

I challenge ever>one who is committed
to furthering our culture and people, or
who is interested in learning ab<jul an-
other culture to attend the eighth annual
Cape Verdean Day Conference here, at
UMASS. on Saturday, March 27, from I I

a.m. until 2 a.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium and conference rooms.

The conference willinclude workshops
about race relations, Native-American and
Cape Verdean intenelations, and a range
of other topics, as well as cultural presen-
tations, concluding with a dinner and
dance.

I first would like to say to m\ Cape
Verdean brothei^i and sisters, especially
those who are in tlie closet, to come out
and get involved with youi- culture. The
excuse of not being able to speak Crioulo
is not a good one because the meetings are
held in English. Also, not knowing your
histor> is not a good e.xcuse for
not attending. That should give one even
more incentive to attend meetings and
functions. By showing your support, you
give strength to the other 25 active par-
ticipants and to our culture as a whole.

Tomy many other African and African-
American brothers and sistei-s, who have
their own theories and perceptions of us.
I challenge you to come and clear up your
negative perceptions by learning about us
before we are judged as not being African
or African-American enough because of
our history and culture.

I also challenge all those, especially the
administration, who are constantly talk-

ing about multiculturalism to attend.
During the five semesters that I ran the
Cape Verdean Students Alliance, I made it

apointtoconstantlyinviteadministratoi-s,
I have never seen them there, but, I can
hear them and the talk of multiculturalism.
We have a handful of faculty, staff and
many students from the ALANA commu-
nity who have been very supportive and I

can not forget them, and I thank them for
their constant support.

I love to eat and dance just like the next
person, but those things will always be
there. I think attending the educational
part of the program this week is important,
and then we can enjoy the festivities.

Once we gain the knowledge we are
then able to walk in a new light and either
change our views or enhance them.

Malkes Gomes is a UMass student.
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King Missile rules
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

King Missile
Pearl Street
March 22, 1993

John S. Hall is an inconsistent and perhaps tormented
soul but he maintained a powerful stage presence Mon-
day night at Pearl Street to lead the rest of King Missile
in an ener getic and intense set.

Given the more spacious upstair-s quarter's of Pearl
Street, a sizeable crowd turned out for the show and wer-e
treated to a musically and per-sonality diverse show of
three markedly different bands with a common focus -

their love of playing.

While not being familiar with their music, I was
surprised by the inspired per fomiance of opening act
Those Melvins (not to be confirsed with Seattle gromge
kings the Melvins.) While not l(X)king entirely comfort-
able on stage. Those Melvins played with energ>- and
gcxxl humor often sounding like a ctxjss between They
Might Be Giants and the Dead Milkmen. "The Poseur
Polka" - a boirncy tribute capped a cheerful set.

The Monks of D(x>m arx* a "bunch of gentlemen from
San Fi-ancisco

' as described by bassist and sometimes
vocalist Victor Knrmmenacheraftera vigorous, extended
version of "Flow" off their latest release Forgery. "Flow"
defined the Monks' perfor-mance highlighted by the gui-
tar/mandolin/vocal manipulation of David Immergluch.

Indeed they are talented "gentlemen." Forgery is a
venture into the benefits of the instrumental. The Monks
continue this venture on stage with the presence of four
veter an musicians - comfortable, confident and talented.

Seeing that they are all Camper-Van Beethoven alumni,
one might anticipate a strong Camper influence - a little

rock and roll, a little country, a little wackiness. Gener-
ally, this was not the case as the Monks blasted a set of
eleven songs of a strong rock influence often more
reminiscent of Rush or the Outlaws.

As the set progressed, Immergluch, plugged in his
mandolin and continued to shine accessing his full array
of pedals and effects liberally. "Cherry Blossom" capital-
ized on the unique shrill of the mandolin while br iefly
transferring guitar lead to a highly capable Greg Lisher.

"Turn It" was funky, harmonic, and captivating. It

ended the set in full-blown style highlighted vet again by
Immergluch's ample guitar skills over a thudding accom-
paniment leaving one insistent question. "Are Monks of
Doom a serious commercial band or just an experimen-
tal venture in musicianship?" An answer is not necessary.

As the stage was prepared for King Missile, their
eccentric orator John S. Hall appeared in a conservative
outfit of jeans and T-shirt near the front stage speakers.
Hall was not surprisingly lost in his own convoluted
world as he roamed the crowd singing along as Pearl
Street cranked The Buzzccxrks. "I love this one!" he
declared as he placed his drink on the stage to dance
more freely and wor-ship the speaker's. I checked his
bever-age. It was Coke, just Coke.

"He's in a good mood. He'll have a good show."
remarkcxl David Denny, a UMass civil engineering senior.
Denny couldn't have been
more correct.

Indeed the mental institution had not suffered a
recent break, this was King Missile. Their lack of physical
beauty .seemed to justify their loud, crunching music.

The r-estr-ained, danceable groove of the recent #1
college smash "Detachable Penis" is atypical of much of
King Missile's in concert personae. "Heart is a Flower"
led to moshing. Granted this is nogr eat feat, but it proves
the band is loud enough and fast enough. And goshdarnil,

people liked it.

"Cheesecake Truck" off 1990s Mystical Shit is Hall's
tale of the overwhelming temptations of his new delivery'
job. Recited and played at light speed, the band ripped off
the hit in under two minutes, with Hall's whiney drone
reciting every line with the gr eatest of ease. Quick, noisy,
and borderline insane - this is King Missile.

"Jesus Was Way Cool" is an anticipated sermon in any
King Missile set. Chris Xefos' keyboard set in the organ
mode served as backdrop for this unique tale of love and
worship which only Hall could spew . The cr ow d moaned
as Jesus was crucified. The cr-owd cheered as He rose
from thedead. But Hall is thankfully noJimmy Sw aggart,
he requests no donations, though he would have ^und
many willing donors.

All the eageriy awaited hits surfaced; "Detachable
Penis." "Sex With You Is All I Need", and an inspired
cover of the Ramones' "Rockaway Beach." It was poetry
as Hall writhed on stage, in a gcxxl mtxxJ. I couldn't help
but recite along with "Martin Scorcese," a wonder fully
sadistic tribute to the r enowned director . "He makes the
best f—ing films!" I couldn't have put it more eloquently
myself, John.

Unfortunately, when Hall hopped off stage to let the
band prove their talents, it got ugly. Dave Rick Uxjks like
the chubby kid brx)ther of Soundgai den's Kim Thayll but
plays like he's in the high school metal band - a barTage
of distortion. Xefos is a talented bassist and kevboardist
but regrettably doesn't play guitar. But it's futile to judge
King Missile on their musicianship.

A two song encore left the crowd grinning and satis-
fied. Some may consider them a novelty, but King Missile
don't purport to be musical wiz.ards. If they plav your
club, crank a little Buzzctxks, maybe some Ramones or
Sex Pistols. Keep John S. Hall happy and you'll be greatly
rewarded.

Campus Man in Canada
Maybe it's my lack of luck, or maybe

mother nature just loves to "r-ain" on mv
parade but why do it twice? Fir-st of all,

last \ ear while in Chicago I got soaked in

the Great Chicago Flo<xl and then this

year while hitting the hot spots ofMontreal
mother nature struck again.

Of course, people said that Canada
would be cold, but I never though it would
turTi out to be minus 55 (with wind chill)

and to top this baby offa heavy dumping,
and I emphasis dumping, of five feet of
snow. It was coming down so fast (5
inches an hour) my head looked like

Medirsa with a few frozen inches of wet
snow.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
I started to question the real rea.son

Montr-cal has an undergrx)und city. Could
it be because one can get a fr-ost bite tan on
his or- her face with a moments exposure?
Hey. it's probably more than some of you
folk got down in Tornado struck Florida!

Anyhow, not speaking French wasn't a
problem. I started to create my own ver-

sion of what I thought was French. My
friend and I were going to Olympic Park,

home of the 1 976 Olympics, and I needed
to find a metro stop called Pie IX. So
when trying to figure out what side of the

track I needed to be on I asked "Could you
tell me which way to PieDeu (with an
imposed accent)?" These people looked
at me as if I was crazy. Then, I was
corrected. Thank god— you'd think they
could under-stand a little English.

Well whether I was going to Berri-

UQAM, what I called Berryquam, or try-

ing to get to Rue Guy Laruche, which
really was Guarachmente or something, I

managed just fine.

All right, so my friend and I did get

locked in at the Metro at lin the mor-ning.

I'll admit it. The Metroman wouldn't let

us out. So I yelled in English at another
persisant native arguing with this man
"What are you saying in English?" Well
low and behold we were released. I felt

like one of the thousands of balloons
being r-eleased into the sky at the Super
Bowl's half time show.

The best part of my trip was going to

Har-d Rock Cafe; I refuse to do tourist-ee

things? My friends and I had a blast. I

per-sonally, was having a party ofmyown.

I told the waitress to Bonjour — I mean
Merci to keep those Long Island Ice Teas
(aka's L.I.T.s) coming. I was rocked. We
then asked for rolls because we wanted a
munchy and she brought us, as she called
them, "Tootsies" which were small tootsie
r-olls; gee, this was a new experience. It

must have been a Canadian thing.

Also at the H.R.C. I was thrilled to see
Madonna's shoes from her Like A Virgin
Tour. Like, they couldn't get her to donate
her chastity belt or something. Anyhow,
being the Madonna fan that I am (since

1980) I lunged for-ward to take a photo of
hershoes. Now, that I thinkabout it I hope
I didn't interrupt that young couple that
was sitting right below it.

It gets better. I was drunk and feeling

really good. I thought it would be a nice
souvenir to take the whole bucket of H.R.C.
matches and the St. Patrick's day balloons
which my new friend Sar-a grabbed onto
(we'll get to her later). At this point Sara
started to stealthe green shamrock from
the door of the entrance. Rather than
being escorled out of the building we were
physically removed from the pr-emises.

And I thought New Yorker-s had an atti-

tude problem. Think again.
It was now time to parade into the Ritz.

Hey, if they had a problem with it, which
they didn't, I'd do all the talking. Those
Ritz employees never know who's child
you may be. Can we say minister of
Saskasatwan! lean.

Here's the scoop on Sara. You know
when someone tells you to give their friend
or relative a call and you're like "Yeah
right!" Well, by all means reach out and
touch someone. Sara is my friend's sister
and she goes to McGill. This girl was so
full of life and made my trip that much
more enjoyable, as for romance, nothing's
happened yet — but things are definitely

open for discussion.

And if anything does happen I'm not
going to go sprawl it across the pages of
thisoranyotherpaper. Point is— call that
someone and make a new friend. You'll
definitely be happy you did.

Shopping. The stor es in Montreal cater
to men instead of women. The people of
Montreal are very en vogue. They wear a
new hip bell bottom type pants and every-
one looks like a model from some Eur-o-
|3ean magazine. I obser-ved that no one,
not even children, wear sneaker-s.

So, Ijoined the crowds at the shoe store

Emma Thompson leads
race for Best Actress
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the third in a
six-part series highlighting the major
nominees for the 1 992 Academy Awards
which will be presented on March 29.

The only sure thing at the Academy
Awards this year may be the race for

Best Actress. With the Academy pull-

ing straws trying to fill the nomination
slots ( 1 992 was a particular ly dim year
for women in the movies), it has pretty
much cleared the way for British ac-
tress Emma Thompson to w in for her
marvelous performance in Howards
End.

The other nominees include Mich-
elle Pfieffer for the almost embarTass-
ingly I e\er-ent Love Field (bad hair", bad
accent), Catherine Deneuve for the little-

seen /rrc/oc/j//;f, Susan Sarandon for- her
courageous mother- in Lorenzo 's Oil and
Mary McDonnell for- Passion Fish.

Thompson, truly one of our
generation's great actresses, has been
sweeping all the critics' awards and
Sunday capped it off with a Best Ac-
tress win at the British Academy of
Film and Television Awards.

Thompson was the stable center in

the whirling world of Howards End,
creating a truly original character in

what could've been just another stuffed
costume drama (see Meryl Streep in

Out ofAfrica). Thompson has a way of
acting with her eyes that is simply
stunning; adding another dimension

tooneofthe most perfect perfoi-mances
in recent memory.

As for the other nominees, the onlv
ptjtential threat — and it's an outside
one— is Susan Sarandon. If she wins,
it'll be more for her extensive b<xly of
work {Atlantic City. Thelma <& Louise)
and not for her solid work in Oil. She's
deserving, but Thompson's perfor-
mance outshined everyone this vear-.

Michelle Pfieffer-; not this early in

your career and certainly not for Love
Field. Deser-ved to win for- Dangerous
Liaisons in the Supporting category,
but her- role as the Texas hou.sew ife en
route to Kennedy's funeral was ad-
equate and nothing more.

Indochine is still stuck in art house
limbo, and Catherine Deneuve hasn't

been around much lately, so count her
out. Mary McDonnell was very good in

Passion Fish (a lot better- than she was
in the way overrated Dances With
Wolves), but her lack of film credits
puts her at a disadvantage.

Fans of Thompson (a growing
group, indeed) can see her in husband
Kenneth Branagh's production of
Much Ado About Nothing this summer-
with Denzel Washington and Michael
Keaton in the Shakespear-e romantic
comedy. She's also reteaming with the
Howards End creative team as well as
co-star Anthony Hopkins in The Re-
mains of the Day.

Tomorrow, the race for Best Actor
will be e.xamined. Will the notorious
Malcolm X snub extend to the best

performance of 1992? Let's hope not.

looking forsome hip shoes. The salesman
told me that the shoes cost $495 and I said
"I don't care, I'm not buying them anyway.
Get me a size 12."

This man was not pleased with my
bluntness especially that he now knew I

wasn't buying the shoes. I just wanted to

try 'em on. The sneaky bastard told me he
didn't have my size and I told him "You
see that wall. Pick out a shoe— I don't care
what style and find me a size 12!" Unfor-
tunate for her, my friend Melissa had to be
there to witness this. Sorry!

/4;jy/io»v, Montreal is a definite»»<5/ .see

and do kind of city. First, I'd recommend
that you learn some French (and I'm not
talking about the kind you lear-ned in
junior high); bring a charge card, you'll

get a better exchange rate.

As for the sexual scene: condoms are
everA'where! Montreal: The Safe City. And
pick yourselfupacopy ofMontreal's/W/rrar,
it will be your guide to everything. And
r emember it's Merci not Bonjour. Finally,

Hard Rock's located on Rue Cresant.
Shalom! Oops, wrong country. Au revoir!

Adam Scott Roberts is the travelling

Collegian columnist.
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Islamic sentiment by quoting Ronald Reagan who said
he leared the MiisUm beUel that "one can only ao to
heaven if the\ kill a Christian or a Jew." Haddad^'also
made references to Pat Robertson, who recently made
the statement that "Muslims are invading us.

"

She also brought up the subject of hvpocrisv in
American foreign policy. Haddad spoke of the Arab
world's anger at the United States' declarations that they
support democracies and human rights, vet are allies
with autocratic countries such as Egvpt," Kuwait and
Saudi Arabia, the latter being the onlv Arab nation where

women are still not allowed to drive.

In response to a closing question about the lecent
Trade Center bombing, she said "If a couple of Catholics
were accused of tenorism, would they go after the
Archbishop?"

Professor Haddad, a native of Syria, i-eceived her
bachelor's degree from Beimt College of Women in
Lebanon. Later she went on to earn a master's degree
from Boston Ur.iversity and the Uni\ ersity of Wisconsin,
as well as a Ph.D. from Hartford Seminan . She has also
written se\eral books and articles, and works as a con-
sultant for CBS News and other networks.

DENT TRAVEL

sMTRAwa 18007770112
the world's largest student & youth travel organization.

Collefie Student
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Hypnotic Hats
ov«r 20 stylM to choos* from

delusively at

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

HI N. rittiuH St.. Amkrnl • 2S1-20I3
22 Mjionk SI . Northimptan • SM43M

Oprn 7 d<)>«

Thundiy mgMs m Noflhjmplan

"ree Tuition

?utaSmile
on Your Face?

rOQORT
NOW OREN LATE NIGHTS

SUN-THURS. til i2:oo Midnight
FRI G SAT h4i«:htH til l: jo AM

One Boitwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

"Ilut's nglK! "IV Nlassadusetts Anny Natinal Guard offers XXnb

Free Tuioon for state coOef^ and universities in Mnsachusetts. The
oimrnitment IS Qfih abcxit one weekend a month and two weeks a year.

And there's more.

YouTl receive If) to $6J20 m education assistance with the

Montgomery' GI BUI and jioilam a salary <wer your sn-year enhstment

Youll recenv job skik tnnning in tedJnca] neUs such as electronics^

communicatwns or computers and have the adventure of your Wei

Let your local Manachuaetts Anny Natkmal Guard recruiter

put a srmJe on ytwr face today.

SGT ERIC RENAl'D
413-586-8681/413-586-8682

MMMCHisEm 1-800-322-1388

B AnericansAtHieirM
Tkr Anny NHnal Guwtl > «i EquilOHnmmy EiiKikiyn

roil UNIVIOUEUOiKe!
... so we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with

heated basements at Gilreath

News.

Arts.

Sports.

Ed/Op.

Lunch.

Comics.

The

Collegian.

[?m«atf«igiiiritir»kiirtTi

;r the next heating season

Amherst

w mW now Qcce

UbcoIii RmI Estote
25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

5 Con

J

The Snrini

Science P iction /Fantasy

Convention

for the 5-CoIlege Area!

M:iitIi 27lli iind 28lli 1993
I niiiklin Pallerson Hall

ll:mi|)sliiri' Collcnc, AiiilicrsI Mass.

1>IO/<lay. $l5/wieki'inl with \alit| S-ColleRe I.D.

1>l5Alay , $25/\veekend general admission

'///M ifrnr's ijucstf incCttde:

Majcl Miitrctt Ken Ponders

.itll«, \K ComtrV
"Slar rirk: Ihr Nmi C«irr«lon'

Think of it as..

The
Spring

Break

after

Spring

Breali!

[|y^2Qj
Cr>pt?n 7 Dnys
oam-*9pm

Drop-Off or
S^If S^rvrice

W,»Nhin>; Machine
SfartinK <" $1

AttiMid.int ,1V AiUhli' .ill il.n

326 College St. (Rt. 9)

mher'.t • 352-5072

M.ir liil llir Ni'vr (.)nri,ilinn>
'I u.iy.iii.i IfiH".

M.ii iK'k's'NiirwChaprl'

I loin y Jenkins
I.)imI<iiti rxprri

.iiii|ii.r. 'li'Muiil I'fwthrrs"

.Scoii Nuncc

.ilitllMi "Klinitlstiilcm*

H.iiHii'.liicf .iluinii

Melissa Crandail
SUf Trck aiiihnr

Jell Mills
rrHirtliniitiir of CrnfrnI

Conncdlcui Star Trek Support Group

Ixc Heller
A^^oclWr Prorc<;«or o(
AiiH-iiran 1 (Irraimr / Amriton Sliullcs ll.imp^hlic
I'tr^rnUns a lecture on Mxism in Star Trek

livcnls include:
r.iiKJ div(.iis>.l(ms ,iih1 pfCM;niaii(ins suth a< "A Direct I'rimcr (hi the Prime iWcclivc". "Is Star Trek

I'olilnally ('direct". "A llampsicr's Tale: Wrilin' for a Ijviii'", 'Handom and Beyond*, and other di.icuuions

(111 hiiiiloin. KHivcniion^. writing, freelance ctwnic book work
Kdic I'liniiij; (l;iinc.<> for all fcveU of experience

I ViiiDiiMialions hy the .StKicly for Creative Anachronism (recreating the Middle Ages without all the

tiislracliiip Muff like the plague, poor health and sexism)

A I 'cm IJiapiHi lunching - wh.il would you do with your own bahy dragon? Come find out!

A i|iia'ii linprovis;nii»iiil Showcase put on by Uk convention commitlcc

Movies

I ilkiii).' Iiilk Mii|.'iii); with a sci-n twist lo it

And iIk' pmveiliial "much. miK'h inore".

Memberships available by calling 549-4298, or at the door.

Please make cheques out to "The Trustees of Hampshire College"
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Quote of the Day
"His voice was as intimate as the rustle

of sheets."

- Dorothy Parker

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

THE T^EBb PsRe BoD' \N

y

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

GOOD MflpNiMfc ."Sit, WoOWacONE
TO THE tXWINfeaiMMauS' I'LL

TkF t1A^»6t^^E^Jr ve?f HRS

iKj^rrvTEo ^ »Jtw pxj(t

KEayiRiNfe M.I us ntALSTt' come

OUT wso &er it> Kwoo (yje

COMSViHte BEFoPE WE'K EAIBo'

1 r*»*i- I'MbwMfcTi
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UKE HE OONe'

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

\rtH0eiU7tO VJJULO 8E NICE^

AKIfS (March 21-April 19): Your
first tonsKkfdlion lodjy shM>ul(i \tv

your physn al well being. Il untW iho

wi-alher, yiju Cdnnoi givt- ycxjr beM.
Sell improvemeflt artivities hold
s|)e< iai appeal.

TAURUS! April 20-May 201: Your
( onhderK e relums. along with your
(irive lo su< ceitt Hi-ed an urge lo

(fcdle wHTH'lhin^ (ixnpkHcly new
When your irierxls see ytni in a new
light, they vv ill appreciate yoo all the

more.

GEMINI (May 21 -lune 201: It you
shut yuurselloti trom the wnrlJ today

,

you could miss (XJt on some w( Mxiertul

opporlunilies. Be more outgoing.
Helping the uncierprivileged brings

you a sense ol lullillmenl.

CANCER dune 2 1 -luly 22): Today
is a perfect time to shake hands and
sign on the txutom line. To keep yixir

energy level high, eat right, do not try

lo run around all day on an empty
stomach.

LEO(|uly 2 J-Aug.22»: The terrain

could l»e a bit rix-ky in romance. Easy

cJoes it now. Curb an urge to insist on
having your own way. Listen instead

ol preaching lo a troubled teenager.

VIRGO (Aug.21-Sepl.22): You
know exactly what family members
and triends want to hear. Talk up a

new projec t Kxiay - you are a master

at inlluencing others.

LIBRA (Sepl.2l-Ot 221: Fortu-

nately, you possess the confidence
and clout to sway peo|)le lo your way
ol thinking now. Breath easier rx>w
that you have l)egun in pay olf your
deljis. Provide muth-nc-eded sufipon
to a sibling,

SCORPIO (Oct.2VNov.2t): Try
out an idea on an ally who knows
where you areciMiiingttom Eliminate

l)ehaviiH (wtierns thai c auv anxiety.

The iKighl lights IxtktMi tonight

SAGITTARIUS<Nov.22-Dec.2l):
Curb a tendenc y to i lash with your
km; neither you nor they need thai

now. Friends lirighten your day. Fo-

cuson activitiesyou can share. Starting

changes are on the romantic hori/on!

CAPRICORNIDec 22-|an.l9t;An

excellent day fcx handling real estate

transactions. An iniluential pers<Hi

wants lo use his clout to advanc e your
cause. You can count on lieing Itx^ky

in love, loo.

AQUARIUS(|an.20-fcb.l8):Seek
ways to stretch your time and money.
Recycling old ideas will lead lo new
profits. Welcome suggestions ottered

by Inexperienced colleagues.

PISCES (Feb.I9-March 20): Ex-

penditures may l>e up. Avoid buying
non-essentials. You will accomplish
more al work if you avoid rushing

arourxi. Thoroughness IS key to greater

txisiness sue t ess.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechniclan Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Dana Dorman
Teresa Giammattei

Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Pork Ginger Stir Fry Turkey Divan
Pizza Quarter Pounder

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Lentil Chili Turkey Divan

Pizza Korean BBQ Tofu

The opiiiions expressed on this page are those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the GW/ejj/jo or the University

ACROSS
1 Stash

6 "Who's —
9 Bicker

t4 Linoleum
pattern

15 With It

16 Oar pin

1 1 Kind ol cruiser

18 Give the

heave ho
19 Made a brief

visit

20 Lots of dough
23 Picture

framer's need
25 Amount o(

money
26 Poet Conrad
27 Lots ot dough
31 Surrogate

32 Companions of
reels

33 Dye tub
36 Take Itie count
37 Obdurate
39 Dovetail

40 Clinton has two
41 Make one's

head swim
42 Trait for Mother

Teresa
43 Lots of dough
46 Soap

ingredient

48 — Saud
49 Devoured
50 Costs lots of

dough
54 Bring down on
55 — choy
56 Parishioners

59 "Hub of the

Pacific" city

60 Son ol Gad
61 — May ol

"Tobacco
Road"

62 Jerks
63 Craving

64 Measures

DOWN
1 Cup lead in

2 — scale ol

1 to 10

3 Ancient

Mariner's prey

4 Weatiier word
5 Forsythe TV
drama

6 See 1 S Across
7 Six: Comb
form

8 Candid
9 Taxes oneself

10 Full ol

limestone
1

1

Singer actress

Blakley

12 Join with

1

3

Clink

21 Dnver's

nemesis
22 Great

23 — leal

Canada's
emblem

24 Child's wrap
28 Devonshire

river

29 Flk's weapon
30 Period

33 Many-sided
34 Tie

35 Aromatic herb

37 Be crieesepanng

38 Wine caslt

39 "A Few Good

4 1 Spyros — ol

movie fame
42 Garbles
43 Here and

there

44 Pine finch

45 Swatter's stat

46 Toot

47 Hollywood
award

51 Mind
52 After be or

there

53 Bring to a

standstill

54 Actor McKellen
57 Mrs. Gore, lor

short

58 Why not?

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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YOU COULD LEARH A LOT FRONA DUMMl
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETYBEU

$100 off 18K
$50 off 14K
$25 OFF lOK

achievement

ONLY
$3900

A MONTH

SENIOR
PORTRAIT
APPOINTMENT

1-800-724-6440

HA J H i;> • v:. ^

r^K'.

Scott's shots
continued from page 12

with it.

• Don't underestimate the signifi-

cance of UMass in Hockey East. With
Mulhns as a recmiting tool and a big-

time coach possibly on his way, bas-

ketball won't be the only big-time

progi-am here.

• The accounting firm at the

Montague Inn is tabulating the votes in

the Cravat King battle. E.xit p>olls have
indicated that pre-season favorite Milt

Cole has a slight lead.

Coaches Cal, Bill Bayno and Bi\jiser

Flint are stealing votes fiTom each other.

Manager Brian Gorman is said to have
already designed a t-shirt celebrating

his anticipated victory. Not so fast

Gorman, relativesofthe Red Sox Sweet
Lou may not qualify.

• My, what a tangled Marcus Webb
he weaved.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyes on UMass baseball.

David Scotl isa Collegian co////;/;».s7

who will be chaucellor.

THE r29\ PUB
CELEBRATliS ^lE^iR^ IN AMHERST

1968 • 1993

15 EAST PLEASAPiT STREET

rilC \I Mill k (
'

\i<| I K (lAUK
l*l"CSt'lltS

)s tor the Course of ^our Eif'e!

Universal Studios Florida

New England Patriots

Beridey Repertory Theatre

NBC-Tbday Show
EPOCH Films

Institute for Women's Policy

New England Aquarium

Guggenheim Museum
MTV
MCA-Universal Picturcs-NY

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

Ketchum Public Relations

US Department of State

Boston Red Sox

Julliard School

CNN-New Yoric

USA Networic

United Nations

The Children's Museum
Smithsonian Museums
WCVB-TV Channel 5

Katz Communications

US Department of Justice

Boston Park Plaza Hotel

Plus thousdands moreforALL MAJORS!

For more information attend a
Planning for Field Experience Workshop

Mondays 12:20

Wednesdays 12:20

Thursdays 1:00

held in Room 16 Curry Hicks

The Mather Career Center
career Planing^ Placement ^ Cooperative Education * Internships

Prit«nu.y/SoroniyP,A .onai.Orch.rd U,J)bu. route (413)545-2224.

yVhere Careen Take Off!

1»,H '•> n * r

NHL
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The Senator's best shot would ap-
pear to be the April 3rd game against
Hartlord. Coach Rick Bowness must
be licking his chops at a chance to play
the Ducks at the Pond next year.

Any doubts about Matio Lemieu.x
were erased as he scored four goals in
the Penguins 9-3 drubbing of the

Philadelphia Flyei-s. Lemieux now has
50 goals on the season despite missing
23 games. Eric Lindios also scored his
32nd goal, in the game, continuing his

resurgence.

Trivia Question; How far does an
undei-aged UMass student have to go to
see a Bruins home game on the tube?
Malt Vatitoiir is a CoWcgian cohiiuuisl

Immigration Law

Collegian Concert Sweepstakes
Win A Pair of Free Tickets

to the

LOUD

Hans&Curran, p.c.
30 Years ofExperience in Immigration Law

MunSuecl 13 Old South St. 50 Con^u. Sl
ijfitld. MA Northunpion, MA Boaton, MA
1-6370 584-3232 (617)722-0043

. Fret Consulution for
ftPt-CoUege SnuUna/Facutty

in Morthampton March 26 & 27

J Winners To Be Chosen By Random Drawing

LOUD MUSIC pksTtyMrO/rLd/fnf/yform

NAME

PHONE
1 Must use official form to enter. No more than one entry per person
2. Must be 18 years old to enter. Collegian Staff are not eligable
3 No entries accepted after 3 '25 3:30PM
4. Winners to be contacted by telephone. Winners must pick up tickets at the Collegian Office

113 Campus Center. UMASS.

G§wpur6hpts
^^HIGH FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY

See Yourself
In a Different

Light
$ 1 1 .95 Photo

** Includes
Your
Session

• A Glamourous,
complimentary makeover

and hairstyiing
• Four exciting wardrobe
and accessory changes

• A fun 15 pose
photo session

• Instant viewing of your
color video proofs
• Portraits back
in about a week

Holyoke Mall

534-6100
* Portraits Additional!

WHY LEAVE I

CAMPUS?
BRUEGGERS
BAGELS
AND

BESS EATON DONUTS
MUFFINS-COFFEE ROLLS-BROWNIES

FRESH DAILY

AVAILABLE AT

FRANKLIN and HAMPDEN
MUNCHY STORES
MONDAY-FRIDAY 7:30AM.9:00PM

COFFEE-TEA-HOT CHOCOLATE-JUICE

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Having problems with your roomate?
Contact OCHO, 428 Student Union or
call us at 545 0865. We can helpl

Looking for a place to live off cam
pus' Questions about your commuter
living situation' Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union 545
0865

Nantuchet
Need 2 summer housemates

to bash hard

Kris, Kurt 549 0129

UMast Blood Drive
Today 11:00 4:00

in the Student Union Ballroom

AUTO FOR SALE

88 Buick LeSabre
Excellent condition

S2K Call Sarah

5464647

81 Tercel Reliable local transporta-

tion asking S500 323 821 1 6-9 pm only

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated baserr>ents and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals
Waterfront houses Falmouth area

508477 6000

FOR SALE

Brother word processor. Write your
term papers in style. Beautiful print

quality. Like new. S125 firm call 548-
9767

8 Cocteau Twin LPS exc cond w/
covers call for price New keg lap S20
Chris 549 7789

DISCOURAGED?

National Co Expanding Locally
Looking for hardworking people. MGMT
opportunity. F/T, P/T. No experience

necessary - will train. Please call 1-527

7383

FOR RENT

Take over my lease one bedroom apt

in Puffton vil S434 including all

549 3665

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

< H • .

I" ,*<tt ;•

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries. Earn S600+Aveek in canner
ies or S4000t/month on fishing boats.

Free transportation! Room and Board!
Male or Female. For employment pro

gram call 1 206 545 4165ext. A5001

Evening Jobsl Environmental c8-n-

paign work. Fight pollution with Clean
Water Action. S7/hr. On buslines. 584-

9830

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool S1000
in just one weeki Plus S1000 for the
member who calls! And a free Igloo

cooler if you qualify. Call 1-800 932
0528 ext 66

International Employment - Make
2,000»/month teaching basic converse
tional English abroad Japan & Taiwan
No previous training required. For em
ployment program call (206)632-1146

ext J5001

Jobsl Telefund is hiringi On Campus,
flexible hours, competitive pay, great

experience! Call 645-3509 or stop bythe
1 i! of iVVmortal Hall for an ar

plication

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen-
age bicycling trips. US, Canada, Eu-
rope. Minimum 4 week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program; Ashfield
Road:Conway,MA01341 18001343 6132

Looking for a student to publish the
Insider Magazine on campus and to

manage local concert series. We finance
start-up costs. Earn top income (S5 330
per hour) and gain aiuable exp. Great
for mkting or advenising major. Call

708673 3458

New International Co. seeks ener-
getic, outgoing and results-oriented
people. Advancements, travel, excite-

ment. No experience necessary. Will

train. For more info, call 1 527 7383
collect calls accepted

Summer Jobs to save the environ-
ment Earn (2500-$3S00 and make
a difference. National Campaign po-
sitions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop offshore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and DC. Campus Interviews: 3/

25 and 3/26.

Call Jamie toll free: 1-800-75-EARTH

Waterfront Director needed for mu-
s»c camp in Southern Maine (WSI/LGT
required). 6/20/93 to 8/20/93. Talented
kids - great environment. Contact
James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda,
Brookline, MA 617 325 1541

INSTRUCTION

Macrobiotics: Cookir>g, theory, books.
Dan 256 3485

Physics and Math Tutor
MA Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

LOST

*RACHEL*
You're the best lil' sis a girl

could ask for

Keep Guessing
Phi love

Your Big Sis

MDE WANTED

Gold Bracelet
Very Sentimental
If found please call

549 1160

Lost Ring - Reward -.

,

Tolman Feb 1st

Friendship -LTM"
Call collect 508 827 4555

LOSE WEIGHTI

German student seeks ride to NVC or

somebody who visits NYC with him.
Call Dierk 5498422

ROOMMATES WANTED

Housemates needed looking for 1 or 2

people to share room in house
S175/mo/person 253 0751

2 People male or female, to share a

big room in a house. Great location and
on bus route. S185/month per (jerson.

Lease starts June 1st. For more info call

253 3956

SUMMER SUBLET

Large room with enough space lor

two S200 a month, but willing to nego-
tiate. Option to take over lease

256 8554

Live on the Cape
this summer
10 min walk from
beach 3 people

S3300 from Memorial
day to labor day
Call Micah

256 1375

Up to 30lbs. in 30 days for S30I
100% Guarantee
Doctor recommended! 253 3816

PERSONALS

Kara Kra|ewski is 2 1 todayl
Happy Birthday sis!

Your bro, Steve

IN MEMORY OF

MATTHEW WALSH

Although i was only your sister in law
I will always remember you as my big

brother. Love you. Buddy.
-Nell Godwin

INTERNATIONAL FAIR

Get Involved with International Fair!

Show your culture by having a booth at

the Fair on May 8th.

All interested come to the meeting at

Goodell Building Foreign Students
Df ico M^T"! ?4lh at 5 pm

Leann-
Only saving the best

for last. I'm psyched
You're my lil sis

You'll know soon!
STOP ASKING!
Phi Love,

Your Big Sis

Matt Schlotte - Would like to know if

you're ok please call Kathy

Meredith,
After being broken up and
fighting for most of the last semester,
I'm glad things are finally so great for

us.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
I'm glad we gave it another shot

Love,

Ryan

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to

fee-paying students. Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Scholarships Guaranteed
1-800-666-2137

Sexy, fast, accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile. Sl.SO/pg call

Greg 6 5397

SPORTS CARDS

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanol/culture
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

Sexy, fast, accurate tying w/
spellcheck and a smile. S1.50/pg call

Greg 6 5397

WANTED
Bands Wanted
Orchard Hill needs bands to play
on May 1st, Bowl Day
Submit tapes to 1 1? Field

Deadline April 2nd

Reporter Seeks Funny dale storiescall

Lisa 256 3140

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday durinq

flea market
Mountain Farms Malt
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Sports
UMass will enter Hockey East in 1994
B\ MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Stall

The Hockey East confeience is taking
on a decidodh western flavor in 1994.

The University of Massachusetts will

join Hockey East for a full schedule in the
1994-95 season, it was announced at a
press conference Tuesday hy commis-
sioner Stuart P. Haskell, Jr. at the William
D. Mullins Memorial Center.

UMass will be the only team wc^st of
Intei-state 495 in the conference. Hockey
East is comprised of Boston College, Bos-
ton Univei-sily, Menimack College, the

Unixersily ofNew Hampshire, the Univer-
sil\ of Maine. UMass-Lowell, Northeast-

em University and Pixnidence College.

The Minutemen will play an abbrevi-
ated .schedule in the 1993-94 season,
mainly against Division II and III oppo
nents. Assistant athletic director Al Rufe
said 22 games were already scheduled,
including two against Menimack. Where
league schedules permit, other Hockey
East teams will also play the Minutemen.

At Tuesday's press conference home
and away UMass jei-seys, designed by the

CCM sjxjrtswearcompany, were unveiled.

Eastern Massachusetts hockey luminar-
ies such as Haskell and former Boston
College head coach Len Ceglarski were in

attendance.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien and ath-

letic director Bob Marcum promised the

program will be competitive.

"We've seen what basketball can do for

the national recognition ofour institution,

and we e.xpect the same fix)m hockey," said

O'Brien. "[The timetable] wasn't the origi-

nal scheme, but this gives us a new sense of
committment. We've made a fii^t-rate in-

vestment."

"It appeal's very- ambitious, but at the
same time we should e.xpediate the pro-

cess," Marcum said. "We don't think a
great facility should get any older."

Although the university has yet to hire

a coaching staff, Marcum said the process
is drawing to a close.

"We're working hard at finding a coach.

As an athleiic department, we've tried to

approach this in a quiet way . . . Some of the
candidates are still in comfxMilion. By the

1st week of April, we should haw a head
coach."

UMass won the ECAC Division II cliam-

pionship in 1 972, but dropped htK'key after

the 1978-79 season due to the difficulty of
obtaining ice time at nearby Amherst
College's On- Rink and at Givenfield.

The Mullins Center, which opened last

Febrtian . houses two Olympic-sized links.

It will seal 8,200 for hockey, which will

make it the largest arena facility for ice

hcx'key within Hockey East. The nearest

in siz.e is BC's Kelley Rink ofConte Forum,
which houses 7,884.

Baseball breaks even in Florida
Minutemen win four, lose four in southern road trip
B\ ARTHUR STAPLETON
and MICHAEL MORRISSEY

For the fii-sl time in i-ccent memoi-\ , the Universitv of
Massachusetts baseball team came home horn Florida
with a .500 record. But as always, head coach Mike Stone
said his team could lune been e\en more successful.

"We plaved a much toughei schedule last year," s;ud
Stone of his 2-7 opening in 1992. "We should've beaten
Aki-on Saturday night. We were up 6-3 in the ninth, and
up one iim in the tenth, and we lost."

Despite losing pitchers Ron Villone and Rich Graham
to the Seattle Mariners, this year's team hopes to go
fariherthana.semifinal loss in the Atlantic 10 tournament.
Judging from the Florida trip, improvement is a distinct

possibility.

The Minutemen came back from Florida with four
wins in eight games, including a 5-4 win over A- 10 rival

West Virginia.

UMassopenedlhetiipwilha 1 5-4 dmbbing of Florida
Tech. The Minutemen pt)unded out 14 hits en ixjute to

ace right-hander Jeff Toothaker's fii-sl win of the season.
Toolhaker combined with the bullpen to scatter 1 3 hits.

The team made it two in a row behind senior right-

hander Jim Telghedei, 6-2 over Allentown (PA). The
Miniiteman pitching staff allowed five hits in the victor\

,

while theoffense continued itsbaiTageon the opposition,
collecting 14 hits in the win.

"In Florida, we played more like we haven't played
inside for eight weeks." said Stone. "We normally come
out veiT disoriented, and this year it wasn't as bad. In

fact, it was kind of gocxl in many ways."
The Minutemen prtKeeded to drop three of their next

foui after the 2-0 start. Back-to-back losses to Rollins, 6-

3, and Stetson, 9-4, highlighted the chinks in UMass'
,armor. In the two defeats, the opponents tallied 17 hits

combined with six UMass eiTors.

TcK)thaker came back strong in his second outing of
the season, .squeezing out an 8-6 win over Pace. He came
back on five days rest to pitch eight innings, and Pace
could only muster nine hits.

UMass dropped its sixth game of the season on March
18al Lakeland, homeof the Detroit Tigei-s'springtraining
facility. South Alabama defeated the Minutemen 14-5, as
Telgheder was knocked out in the fifth inning. South
Alabama knocked out 1 6 hits, compared with nine by the
Minutemen.

The next day, with manv students out in the Davtona

sun, the team was out on a Da\lona baseball diamond,
winning a hard-fought battle against A- 10 fen.' West
Virginia, 5-4. Freshman David Dart pitched two innings
and collected the win while Greg Spitale of the Moun-
taineers was tagged with the loss.

UMass had a chance to stay over the .500 level with a
win over Akron in the Florida finale, but blew leads in the
ninth and tenth innings. Toothaker was the hard-luck
loser as UMass was unable to hold the 6-3 and 8-7 leads.

Despite the 1 0-day trip, the Minutemen had many
loose ends to tie up. Stone said he still has not picked a
catcher, although Andy Pelis and Jeff Januaiy "both
receive the ball well." Januaiy is the incumbent and hit

.296 in Florida, but Pelis is fully ivcovered fix>m the
bmken hand he sustained last year.

Stone said the starting rotation is ver>' shaky at this

point. After Toothaker, the rest of the staff will be fighting

it out for starts. A back injui-y to Scott Meaney, last year's
No. 3 starter, has clouded the picture even more. Peter
Ferrari, who had a 1 .80 earned run average after Florida,
also has an injur\-, according to Stone.

"We need our pitchers to compete, wc have no
dominating pitcher who could come in and pitch a
shutout, no oveipowering pitcher." Stone said, alluding
to Villone. "Toothaker's more of a control pitcher.

"We'll have pitching by committee. Whoever is well
rested and pitching well we'll throw in there."

Although the team lost Villone, Graham, John Carelli

and Jay Dodig. Stone .said he htjpes the freshman can fill

the holes.

"I hope it's not a rebuilding year, I think we could be
pretty good," Stone said. "Mark Pileski (.414 on the trip)

started seven games at second base, and he's done well
offensively and defensively.

"Nelson Ubaldo is our center fielder, and he hit a
couple of home runs and covered a lot of ground for us
in the field. For pitchers, David Dart and Jay Murphy
(redshirt sophomore) were two young guys who did
good."

Back in the cold, snowy Northeast, the team's next few-

games ap[>ear to be wiped out. The Minutemen were
supposed to travel to UConn yesterday and host Provi-
dence Thursday, but both games have been snowed out.
Even this weekend's A- 10 matchup with St. Joseph's
appeai-s to be in jeopardy. Stone said he hopes his players
arc getting cabin fever.

"I hope they're getting itchy and I hope they play belter
when they come out. I think it could be positive.'

The NHL playoff races get tight
Welcome to crunch time! With only three weeks

remaining in the regular season, some exciting playoff
races ha\e emerged as teams jockey for playoff sjxjts.

Adams Division:

Due to the dismal seasons of the Whalei-s and Sena-
toi-s, the Canadians, Nordiques, Bmins, and Sabres have
all clinched playoff spots. Montreal, who once seemed
a.ssui-ed of the Adams regular sea.son crow n, has slumped

Matt

VAULOR
lately and is feeling the heat of the surging Bruins and
Canadians. Buffalo will likely remain in the fourth spot.

Patrick Division:

This is once again proving to be the NHL's toughest
division. Although Pittsburgh is running away with first, Saturday. Neely returned (again) to action last Tuesday
onl\ five points separate second-place Washington and against New Jersy after swelling in his knee had put him
filth-place New Jci-scy. With four teams battling for the back on the shelf.

Norris Division:

This race features the NHL's highest flying offense in

the Detroit Red Wings and the league's stingiest defense
in the Chicago Blackhawks. The retooled Maple Leafs
will also figure into the picture. The St. Louis Blues and
the Minnesota North (No Stars) Stare will battle it out for

the final spot.

Smythe division:

With the Edmonton Oilers fading fast, the Smythe
Division's playoff spots should be wrapped up shortly.

The first-place Canucks and the rejuvenated Calgary
Flames will battle for the fii-st, while the Kings and Jets
compete for the third spot
Around the NHL:

I'm keeping my fingers crossed, but the Cam Neely vs.

Ulf Samuelsson confrontation may finally happen this

three remaining playoffspols, the Patrick division will be
exciting to watch.

The Capitals, cunently in second place, face the

toughest .schedule facing the Canadians twice as well as
the fii-st place Penguins. The Islanders have the easiest

road with no lemaining games against the Pens, and
three games against lesser opponents like Hartford, San

If Neely remains healthy through this weekend and
Samuelsson doesn't concoct one of his legendary "myslei-y
ailments," the long awaited confixintation will finaJly oc-
cur.

With only six games remaining the Ottawa Senators
will likely become the first team in league histoiy to go
through an entire season without a win or a tie on the

Jose and Phillv. With nine games remaining between the road. The Senators, 0-35-0 away from Canada's capital
combatants, the dogfight for the final playoff sfXJts likely city, have been as productive as our senatoi-s in Congress,
won't be decided until the final games of the season. Turn to NHL, page 1
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Scott's shots
SYRACUSE, NY. — Now that my name's in

considei^ation for the chancellor's position, this

space will take on added meaning as I lobby for the
job.

Free beer for e>-er\'one.

• You know you're in Syracuse if the girl beside
you in the bar is caiT>ing a cellular phone. We
figured because it was Tournament lime she
wanted access to her bookie.

"No, we might be having a surprise soroi-it\-

partv," she said.

David

SCOTT
"Well, do you think I could boirow it to call

Coach Cal and tell him the pitchei-s aiv pretty

cheap down here?"

"What?"
• There's brackets even-where, and my theor>

is to fill it in aswe go along. It's easier than erasing.
• Cal was vei-\- somber and thoroughh drained

after the loss on Sunday, and expectedly .so. He
was also vcr>' candid in taking blame for the loss.

"They came to play and we did not. We'll have lo
take a look at how we prepared for this game," he
said.

Then, when someone suggested it might be
belter that the Minutemen not have to face a
surging Cincinnati team, Cal perked up.

"No, we wanted them again," he said, refeiring

lo UMa.ss' loss earlier this year.

The best Cal-ism of the weekend was when he
described how he thought Sunday's game would be
played.

"It's going to be 'moosh-face' basketball." he
said.

M(x)sh-face? Wasn't that a cartoon character
from the '70s?

• Let's hope Cal's coaching staff stays intact,

but don't count on it.

• People in this land of snow didn't seem to
have the greatest sense of humor when we asked
who the Orangemen were playing in ihe first

round of the Tournament. What's the matter?
Lake effect get ><)u down? Sore sports.

• Mike Williams' return on Friday was one of
the nicest stories of the UMass season. Williams
was just so happy to be playing again and his
perfonnance was merely graw. He's only going to
gel better.

• Simply put, Tony Barbee is a class act.

• We were hoping the Carrier Dome could
switch loanolhergameduringany of the numerous
blowouls. Bui the games played on, with vei-y

little susp>ense.

• Sam Crawford was a llashy point guard, bul
dcm'l forget that lo go along with his 1 6 assists on
Friday, he also had nine turnovers.

• I'd walk a mile for a Dome Dog.
• We made sure to make a toast lo Harper in

44's, just for good measure.
• A reader who has been with us from the very

beginning, way back in 1 933, submitted the win-
ning entry in theNameMy Niece/Nephew Contest.
We needed a marketable sports name, that rhymed
with Dennis. Herb from the physical plant, and a
fine wine connoisseur to boot, offered Ennis T.
Dennis. What's the T stand for Herb-o?

"Tennis, Dave, tennis."

A night of Montague menimenl awaits Herb.
• ESPN is usually the channel we turn lo for an

escape horn the day's morbid news. Monday night's
report of a fatal accident involving players on the
Cleveland Indians put things in perspective.

• Now I'm being targeted for using the same,
poor hcK-keyjoke for numerous columns in a row.
The NHL has been replaying the same games for
35 years, so I've got another 34 to go on with mv
line about everyone making the playoffs. Deal

Turn to SCOTT'S SHOTS, page 10
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Afternoon sun today in the 40s.
Almost 60s Friday. Buy shorts.

This Weekend:
A good old-fashioned, but still somewhat contemporary,

whodunit, The Mystery of Edwin Drood. comes to Bowker
Auditorium. Do you think the butler did it?

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
UMass sports teams are finding that spring

sports weren't made for playing in the snow.
That's what winter sports are for. Page 12.
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Yeltsin, parliament
no closer to accord

SPRING HASN'T ARRIVED QUITE YET
shovels snow outside the Campus Center.

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Physical Plant worker Bill Tryzcienski

By SERGEI SHARGORODSKY
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Russia veered between
confrontation and compromise Wednes-
day, and President Boris Yeltsin and his
legislative opponents ended up no closer
to resolving their power struggle.

The fierce arguments in Moscow rever-
berated across Russia. Cossacks offered to
form a presidential guard to defend Yeltsin
and declared self-rule in their southern
Don region. Siberian coal miners threatened
a strike in support of the president.

Hopes for a settlement dwindled after
Yeltsin's chief rival, parliament speaker
Ruslan Khasbulatov, presented "rude ul-

timatums" for concessions during talks
with the president, said Yeltsin spokesman
Vyacheslav Kostikov.

The president responded with a reso-
lute and firm rejection." Kostikov said,
according to the Interfax independent
news agency.

Khasbulatov later indicated he still

hoped for a compromise.
Also Wednesday, PresidentClintonalso

expressed hope for a negotiated solution,
saying "It is very much in our interest to
keep Russia a democracy." He met with
Russian Foreign ministerAndrei Kozyrev
to discuss U.S. aid and the planned

Awareness Week to commence
Public displays ofgay affection scheduled for today
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

Walking through campus on any day of the year,
couples in love, hold hands, hug, touch, kiss, and walk
arm and arm.

Yet, these displays of love have a distinctive charac-
teristic. They are predominately heterosexual.

Unfortunately, for gays, lesbians and bisexuals in
American society and on the UMass campus, revealing
the slightest feelings of love toward same sex partners
can be dangerous.

"Heterosexual couples never have to worry about the
fear of bodily harm for holding hands or for giving each
other a hug. or for walking arm and arm through the
Campus Center. That's something that GLB people could
get beaten up for," said Ali Woolwrich, coordinator for Gay
Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness Week.

Next week, however, for 20 minutes, 40 to 60 gay,
lesbian and bisexual students plan to hug, kiss and hold
hands without the threat of physical attack.

At 11:45 a.m. on Monday, March 29 on the Student
Union Steps Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness
Week will commence with a public display of affection.

Organizers said they hope the event will promote
tolerance among heterosexuals who believe affection
between same sex partners is unnatural or disgusting.

"The purpose of the public display of affection or the
hug in is two-fold. The first is to create a temporary,

encouraging space that GLB people see on campus. To
encourage them to come out and stay out," said Ali
Woolwich, the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance's liaison
to the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

"The second is to show heterosexual people who may
have never seen same gender couples publicly show
affection for each other what that looks like and that it's

not scary, or threatening. It's just everyday life."

Heterosexual students who feel uneasy or even re-
pulsed by the event are being asked to think about why
they feel that way, and to recognize the socialization
which shapes their attitudes towards sexuality and
gender.

"We're Hving in a society — which this campus is not
exempt from — that suffers from a severe case of homo-
phobia and heterosexism," Woolwich said.

"If a demonstration where people show affection for
each other in public seems odd, it's only because there's
such a lack of visibility and safety for public displays of
affection in every day life for GLB people," she said.

Woolwich stressed that people walking by, or gay
students who attend but do not want to participate will
not be "jumped." No one will be touched without consent.

"The Public Display ofAffection is a celebration ofour
culture and our history. We're taking time out on Monday
to publicly express as a group what society wants us to
hide," concluded Wendy Malaya, graduate student and
media coordinator for the Program for GLB Concerns.

Clinton-Yeltsin summit in Vancouver on
April 3-4.

The struggle between Yeltsin and the
Communist-dominated Congress of
People's Deputies had been stewing for
months over the question of jvhether the
executive or legislative branch should have
more power.

The situation boiled over after Yeltsin
declared emergency rule on Saturday and
called for an April 25 referendum on
whether a new form of parliament should
be established.

Russia's Constitutional Court on
Tuesday ruled both those actions violated
the constitution, although it approved
Yeltsin's request for a national vote of
confidence on him.

Wednesday began with the Supreme
Soviet voting to convene an emergency
session of the Congress on Friday to con-
sider removmg Yeltsin for violating the
constitution.

During the session. Yeltsin's office re-
leased a text ofhis decree that omitted any
reference to the "special order" of rule
mentioned when he announced the decree
on television.

It was not clear whether Yeltsin had
revised the decree to meet the court de-
mands, or whether he had exaggerated its

Turn to YELTSIN, page 8

Conference draws
writers of acclaim
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The journalism department and various other
groups on campus are sponsoring the 1993 Art of
Nonfiction Writer's Conference to be held today
and tomorrow in Memorial Hall.
A number of well-known journalists and writ-

ers will be speaking at the conference, including
Pulitizer Prize-winning reporter Henry Bissinger.
/?o//;»^S/o;?e reporter William Greider and author
Nick Lemann.

Bissinger, the winner of the Pulitzer Prize for
investigative reporting in 1987. will attend the
conference. Bissinger wrote the book Friday Night
Lights about racism and football in Texas. He is

currently at work on a book about the mayor of
Philadelphia.

Novelist Ted Conover will also be at the con-
ference. He graduated from Amherst College in
1981 and has published books on illegal aliens and
railroad hoboes. He is working on an article about
AIDS in Africa for the New Yorker.

The winner ofthe National Association of Black
Journalists Award for Commentary, Patrice
Gaines, will share her comments on news report-
ing for The Washington Post. Gaines is also a

Turn to CONFERENCE, page 7

Chancellor candidate's energy said impressive
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Dr. David K. Scott, one of the three finalists for the
University of Massachusetts chancellorship, will speak
with students and faculty today at two open forums.

Scott, who was Michigan State's provost and vice
president for academic affairs from 1986 to 1992, will
speak on multiculturalism in the Campus Center room
101 from 9:15 to 10:30 a.m. He will address student
issues from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

Audience members may fill out forms to help guide the
Search Committee in their choice for chancellor.

"It is important that all ofthe different constituencies
ofthe campus be present with these forums and meetings
to be able to assess him and to express their concerns and
thoughts regarding every candidate," said University
veterinary and animal science professor Abel Ponce de

Leon, a member of the Chancellor Search Committee.
"They will assist members of the search committee tre-
mendously in deciding one candidate over the other. At
this moment all of the candidates are good individuals."

His philosophy and energy was what Ponce de Leon
said attracted him to Scott. Ponce de Leon added that
Scott'sexperience with multicultural and diversity issues,
impressed him.

"He is an advocate for teaching and multicultural
issues," Ponce de Leon said. "Where he came from he was
very active in creating diversity in the campus as well."

Erin Burke, campus editor for the Michigan State
Neivs, said Scott also made the final stages for the
University of Missouri's chancellorship last summer.
Although Burke said he was very involved in the campus,
she said, "He was not a people person."

"We were all very disappointed when we heard that he
was not chosen as interim president. He is also on a very

short list for our next president," Burke said. "He knew
more about the university than the president did."

UMass doctoral student Marc Kenen, said Scott's
vision for the campus impressed him.

Scott has been on sabbatical at Oxford University in
England. In 1992 Scott was awarded theJohn A. Hannah
Distinguished Professor in Learning, Science and Soci-
ety award. After graduating with honors in physics from
Edinburgh University, he then went on for his nuclear
physics doctorate at Oxford University.

"1 look forward to what the campus thinks about him
in the next couple ofdays. He is from a school that has got
a strong research tradition," said Student Trustee Kevin
Newnan, a Search Committee member. "And he is
somebody whose believes that research mission of the
University can be enhanced in a way that will benefit
undergraduateeducation and the University community
as a whole."
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KEYWEST,FIa.(AP)— Pulitzei prize winning author
John Hersey, a WorldWar II correspondent who captures
the horrors of the world's first atomic bomb attack in his
book "Hiroshima." died today. He was 78.

Hersey won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction in 1945 for "A
Bell For Adano," his third book. It was followed by his
celebrated account ofthe bombing ofthe Japanese city of
Hiroshima on Aug. 6, 1945.
He was felled by a stroke a year ago, and also suffered

from cancer of the colon and liver, said Barbara Hersey
his wife of 35 years. His family was at his side when he
died just before 3 a.m., she said.

His more than 20 books also includeThe Wall" (1950)
-A Single Pebble" ( 1956), "The War Lover" ( 1959) "The
Child Buyer" (1960), "The Algiers Motel Incident" (1968)
and "Aspects of the Presidency" (1980).

His last book. "Antonietta,"" published in 1991, tells
the story of a Stradivarius violin, and Hersey inserted
himself as a character.

"A Bell For Adano" told of the impact of American
soldiers occupying an Italian village. It was written after
he returned to the United States at the end of a stint
covering the war in Africa and Italy.

It was made into a film of the same name.
"Hiroshima" was originally written for The New

Yorker, which devoted an entire issue to it in 1946. It
came out in book form shortly thereafter.

"John Hersey's writing about the moral problems in
Worid War II was of the highest quality," said author
James Michener. "Those of us who participated in that
war at any level recognize the gravity of what he was
attempting."

Judith Jones, his editor at Alfred A. Knopffor the past
15 years, said Hersey not only wrote, but fought for the
rights of all authors and was active until the end.

"He was extraordinarily versatile, a wonderful story
written, a wonderful journalist," she said. "He brought
some of that journalistic ability to his novels.'

Clean needle bill faces battle

Address ail correspondence to:
113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413> 545-1592

By MARTIN FINUCANE
Associated Press

BOSTON — Programs providing drug addicts with
clean hypodermic needles would cut the spread ofAIDSm Massachusetts, activists said Tuesday. But critics said
they were worried about increased drug abuse.

The Legislature's Health Care Committee heard tes-
timony on dozens ofAIDS related bills before about 100
people at a Statehouse auditorium.

"I'm wondering just how far we're going to go in
looking the other way with drug dealing and drug abuse"
House Minority Leader Peter Forman. R-Plymouth. said
"The clear message in this program is that the police
should stay clear, that the police have got to look the
other way."
Urry Kessler. executive director of the AIDS Action

Committee, said an estimated 40.000 people in the state
inject drugs and 40 percent, or 16,000. are infected with
HIV. the virus that causes AIDS. He said the proportion
of those infected had increased from 12 percent in 1985.

Kessler said the answer was to provide drug treat-

ment and needle exchange programs.
"From New York to Tacoma, New Haven to Hawaii, it

has been proven timeand time again that needle exchange
programs work. How many more times do we have to
prove it?" he said.

But Forman said "the reality ofthe life ofaddicts" was
that addicts would continue to share needles even ifclean
ones were available.

Lea cox. President of the Hanover based Concerned
Citizens for Drug Prevention Inc., said. "There are two
serious problems in our country: AIDS and use of illegal
drugs. We cannot afford to sacrifice one for the other -

John Belushi is just as dead as Rock Hudson."
Kessler also said activists were opposed to mandatory

AIDS tests and partner notification, believing such
measures would discourage people from coming forward
voluntarily for testing.

"Strong nationwide evidence supports that only when
people are assured that information regarding their HIV
status is confidential, and when access to the program is
non-coercive, will individuals voluntarily come forward to
seek testing, counselingand notification services." he said
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Senate awards
funds for Cape
Verdean week
By ROBERT FERREIRA
Collegian Staff

After much debate, the Student Senate last night gavefunds to the Cape Verdean Alhance to help defray cost^
incurred through Cape Verdean Awareness Week ac-

$50o1oJi
^^"^ ^^^"^ ^ ^^^^ ^^"^ ^'"""S ^'^•^ «

^7 ^A
^ '^if,.P«'-»<-io" submitted to the Senate, the Cape

Verdean Alhance requested $1,000 to help support their
awareness week.

Debate ensued after it was discovered that the student
governments reserves totalled at $2345

Passing the Cape Verdean AlUance's request would
greatly reduce the reserves, making it difficult for the
Senate to accommodate future request made by other
groups.

The Senate moved to amend the proposal and reduce
the amount requested to $300. Last month the Finance
Committee set guidelines making $400 the maximum
amount that could be awarded to a group.

Treasurer Emily Elizabeth Rose urged the Senate to

^^5iu^
alliance the $300 grant in conjunction with a loan

'This event is in dire need of funding," she said "It
might not go on."

Opposing Rose was Senator JeffTurco who argued that
the petition was late and therefore against Senate policy

•^e have rules ifyou want money." he said. "We can't
skirt them every time an emotional situation comes up.We would be doing a disservice to other (Registered
Student Organizations]."

I n other business, the Senate approved a $4.50 increase
in the Student Activity Fee upon approval of a restruc-
tunngplan by the Board ofTrustees. This is the first time
the Senate has requested an increase in the Student
Activity Trust Fund since 1986.

Senate leadership maintained that an increase in the
SATF would safeguard against future budgetary crises
and would benefit the students directly.

Senator Turco opposed the increase arguing that the
student body as a whole cannot afford the increase.

"Let's not raise the taxes but evaluate the line items
"

he said.

Treasurer Rose said if the increase passes it will
alleviate much of the strain that the Senate Budget
Committee has had in making allocations for next year.

"With this increase [Student Senate] can increase
what they give out to RSOs directly," she said. "I don't
believe that the increase would be possible ifthe student
activities organization remains within the trust fund
because the increase then would go directly towards the
cost of living increases and not towards students."

Yugoslavian history discussed
Harvard historian says Bosnia lacks a strong identity
By BRIAN C. O'NEILL
Collegian Correspondent

Noted Harvard historian and Yugoslav native Aleksa
Djilas spoke on Yugoslavian history to a small crowd in
the Stern Auditorium at Amherst College Tuesday night.Mr Djilas, who is a fellow for the Russian deptartment
at Harvard University, lectured as part ofa series for the
Five College department of peace and world security
studies (PAWSS). Djilas saidhis lectures purpose was to
better mform the Five College area about the crisis in the
Balkans.

According to Djilas, the country ofYugoslavia literally
means "South Slav." He said the nation was formed by
the union of the three peoples of the Serbs. Croats and
Slovecs.

Djilas said the country ofBosnia really lacks a strong
identity, a fact which complicates the role U.N. peace-
keepers should take in finding a solution to the ethnic
and political violence that has engulfed the region.

Early on. many of the Bosnian people were Roman
Catholic like their Croatian and Serbian neighbors he
said.

After the Ottoman Empire expanded, some of the
Bosnian people converted to Eastern Orthodox.

"In the fifteenth century many of the Bosnian land-
owners decided tocovert to Islam and manv .serfs followed

"

Djilas said. He said this mix ofreligions and people is how
the Bosnian people lost a lot of their identity.

Djilas condemned the Serbian Nationalist leader
Slobodan Milosevic, but expressed a lack of leadership
opposing him.

"Milosevic is some what responsible for leading the
Serbian nationalists, but most Serbians feel it's better to
be a nationalist than not." he said. Djilas said, "Most
Serbians don't blame anyone in particular, thev feel
everyone is to blame."
Mr Djilas left a somber feeling in the lecture hall by

comparing the atrocities ofthe Holocaust to those done bv
the Serbian nationalists.

Anti-Semitism result
of division, says prof.
By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Staff

Genocide and group violence was
the topic discussed last night at the
third of the six seminars on anti-
Semitism sponsored by the Humani-
ties Institute. Ervin Staub. a professor
of psychology here at the University,
gave the lecture and led discussion.

Last night, a group of 20 came to
hear Staub. a Holocaust survivor and
author of the Roots of Evil. Staub has
traveled the globe and plans to meet
withjournalists to try to educate people

and learn the behaviors and actions of
groups.

He began with "how psychological ly

people can behave the way they do
during the Holocaust— how humans
are capable ofwanting to exterminate
another people." He explained how a
person can develop this behaviorwhich
ultimately leads to genocide and group
violence as it did with anti-Semitism.
"Human tendency is differentiating

between us and them— love of some
and fear of others," he said.

Staub reviewed the origins claim-
Turn to ANTI-SEMmSM, page 6

Prof, presents history
'from the bottom up'

Some want art damage paid
By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Staff

Damage and cleanup estimates for the
Fine Arts Center calculated at $24,000 in

the wake ofa Feb. 26 pipe burst, but failed

to include the value of student portfolios

stored in a room on the third floor of the
art department, said several art students.

The portfolios contained the work of
Professor Kathy Leigh's Interior Design II

class as well as other work the students
had done in past semesters.

Alana Berger. a junior in her first year
of interior design, was one of the students
whose work was affected by the water.

"I will definitely have to invest more
time and fix up the damage." Berger said.

Berger said she didn't know ifthe condi-
tion ofherwork was something prospective
employers would be able to overlook. For
many students, the portfolios contained
what they would be expected to show atjob
interviews after they graduated.

Berger said some of her pieces were
damaged beyond repair and others had
ink smudges and warped backboards.

Junior art major Kim Counter said,
"What frustrates everyone is that it was
treated very lightly. A lot of us had a lot of
time and money in it and no compensation
is being offered."

Junior art major Jessica Stebbins said
the department wouldn't let the students
in to see their work until Tuesday. March

Turn to DAMAGE, poge 7

By BRIAN GORMLEY
' Collegian Staff

Bentley College history Professor
Martha Toplin gave an audience in Herter
Hall yesterday a view of history "from the
bottom up."

Toplin spoke about her father's expe-
riences growing up in the Jewish town of
Ostrog. Russia in a lecture entitled "Erza's
Stories: Jewish Life in Revolutionary
Russia."

Her talk consisted mostly ofstories her
father had told her about his boyhood.
Toplin said this was an attempt to tell

history "from the bottom up. to get the
view of the foot soldier instead of the
general."

Toplin's first story about her father
was called "My First Time in the Country."
It is the story of her father. Erza. and his
friend Andrey.

Thetwo 11 -year-old boys met at a school
for Jewish kids. The two became such
good friends that Andrey's father, a Rus-
sian Orthodox priest, invited Erza to visit
their family on their estate in the coun-
tryside.

During his vacation from school. Erza
stayed with Andrey's family. He learned to
"ride horseback without a saddle,justriding
on his back clutching the horse's mane, to
fish with a rod and a net and to search for
wild strawberries." To Erza. the priest's
estate was "new and different, so much
different from the narrow streets ofhome."

Later, when Erza returned home, he
used the skills he had learned during his
stay with his friend. After the revolution.

during the "hunger years," Erza used his
knowledgeoffarmanimalsand fruit trees
to help feed his family.

Toplin said she trusts her father's
memory even though he is 89 years old.
She said studies have shown that as people
get older, memories of their childhoods
become sharper and more detailed.

Toplin said interest in Jewish history
has become much greater in past 20 years.
She also said the demand for history from
the bottom up has increased as well. Toplin
said she was unsure, however, whether
her father's stories should be considered
"history" or simply "memory." She .said
the distinction must be made in order to be

Turn to HISTORY, PAGE 7
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The meaning of strength
Tara Hartnett s five roommates walked

ahead of us in a line, arms around each
other, toward the campus pond. Their
togetherness seemed to give them the
strength to deal with the tragedy that had
been handed them— strength that few of
us could ever imagine to have were we in
the same situation.

Tara Hartnett victim of society
The death of Tara Hartnett is yet an-

other tragic reminder ofthe complete lack
of respect for the rights and lives of
members of oppressed groups (in Tara's
case as a woman ) in this society. We live in
a country where one in three women is

sexually abused during her lifetime; a
nation where a woman is beaten every
fifteen seconds.

If you think Tara's death is a special
case because it is a product ofan estranged
relationship, think again. Most perpetra-
tors ofviolence against women know their
victims.

If you think that becau.se her death
occurred off-campus you're safe since you
live on campus, think again. Last semes-
ter a graduate student was raped on
campus by one of her fellow students. The
number of reported incidents of sexual
harassment on campus continues toclimb.

Ifyou think you're safe because you're
not a woman, think again. Gay. AfVican-
American, Asian-American and Jewish
male students have all been singled out
for physical abuse and terrorization since
last October. Even heterosexual. non-
Jewish. European-American men. though
much less frequently, have become targets
as some members of oppressed groups
strike back indiscriminately at members
of the oppressor gi'oup.

If you think that the law will protect
you from hate crimes, think again. Our
legal system goes notoriously light on those
who violate temporary restraining orders.

While over 6 percent ofthe violent crimes
that are reported nationally are rapes,
less than 2 percent of arrests for violent
crimes are charged with rape. In 1990 of
the over 800 charges of civil rights viola-
tions by the police were filed with the
Justice Department, only 53 were inves-
tigated. Of these investigations, only 35
cases were prosecuted. There were no
criminal convictions.

So ifyou think that you couldn't be the
next Tara Hartnett. please, think again.
By believing that hate crimes aren't your
problem, you set yourself and others on
campus for future victimization.

You don't have to sit back and pray that
you're lucky enough not to be the next
statistic. By attending a mini-conference
on mobilizing against hate crimes, you
can learn how to protect yourself as well
as defend the rights of others. This Sat-
urday in the Campus Center will be a
mini-conference entitled 'Fight Back the
Hate'.

In knowing how to defend ourselves
and by showing courage enough to confront
and challenge those who deny the rights of
any of our sisters and brothers here a
UMass. we can make sure that Tara will
be remembered as one ofthe last student-
victims ofoppression, not a long-forgotten
name in an endless list of victims soon to

GREG
SUKIENNIK

Strength. That word was used to de-
scribe Tara Hartnett constantly at her
memorial service Tuesday night. Because
of the way things happened we perceive
her as a victim, but the Tara Hartnett her
roommates spoke ofwas no weakling. No.
she was a strong woman, strong enough to
raise a child while still in school and strong
enough to stand in the face of threats.

"I'm proud she didn't give in and proud
she did what she believed in for her baby,"
one of her roommates said. "She did what
she had to do."

Tara Hartnett didn't have to die.

There's a system that's supposed to pro-
tect women in her situation, but that
system failed her. That system put her in
jeopardy for daring to be strong enough
to stand up for what she believed in.

strong enough to try and keep James Cyr
away from her daughter. That system
couldn't keep her safe from the things the
police say he did.

But try as he allegedly did. James Cyr
couldn't strip her of her strength, of her
will, ofher daughter. Before the memorial
service it seemed he had taken everything
away from her when he allegedly took her
life. Afterwards it was clear he had failed
miserably.

He failed because Tara Hartnett's

strength lives on in her roommates and in
her 11-month-old daughter. Anyone as-
sembled at the memorial service could
plainly see that strength when they got up
to speak, when they hugged each other,
when they stood, lit candles in hand near
the campus pond and recounted what a
wonderful, vibrant woman Tara Hartnett
was.

The memorial service was full of poi-
gnant moments. Perhaps the most poi-
gnant moment of the memorial service
was after a short prayer, when one of her
roommates played a song that Tara had
liked— "Tears in Heaven"by Eric Clapton.
Glancingaround I saw many become teary-
eyed. I found myself among them, too.

Clapton, as some of you may know,
wrote "Tears in Heaven" for his son Conor,
who died tragically in a fall. As the song
played. I looked over and saw the picture
of Tara holding her daughter that was
displayed on the memorial table. That's
when it hit me that ifTara somehow knew
her daughter was now safe and sound,
perhaps there could be some meaning
that could be saved from a death that was
otherwise completely needless and tragic.

I remembered that one of her room-
mates had said Tara's goal in life had
become her baby daughter and her family,
and thateverythingelsecame second. She
had given up two classes so that she could
spend more time with her daughter.

Tara Hartnett wasn't planning to sac-
rifice her life for her daughter. No one
would ever want or expect it. But whether
she knew it or not, that's what she did.

I hope somehow Tara knows her fam-
ily and friends are doing well and staying
strong. I hope she knows that her daugh-
ter is safe and sound.

Greg Sukiennik Ls a Collegian columnist.

UMass could learn a thing or two
As many of my fellow students ven

tured to Florida I had the opportunity to
see the University ofColorado at Boulder.
I was walking with my friend when I

noticed many white handprints around
her campus. I asked what they meant.

"Everywhere you see a white hand-
print, a woman was raped on that spot."

It was alarming to walk by numerous
locations where a violent crime had taken

was one of the stipulations: like with our
fire alarm bell, anyone who falsely blows
a whistle will be fined. On the other hand,
if a student fails to answer a whistle call
they could also be fined. People are hit
hardest in their wallets as the saying
goes. Colorado is making a big attempt to
address the problem by putting the re-
sponsibility on everyone. It is a problem in
society and educated and prepared stu-

place. Whitehandprmts wereabundant;you dents can prevent it together
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' realize this may nofsolve the problemThe dormitories had various posters of rape, but it puts us a step closer Thewarning women about rape with all sorts students feel safer walking around with ao statistics. Like UMass, Colorado sup- whistle, like help is a call away The j^hi!Phes an escort service so women don't of this article is to get UMass to adopronewalk alone at mght on campus. Colorado of the University of Colorado's ideas Ifalso provides their female students with Health Services can hand out a condom
come.

Greg Maney, Allied Students
Against Prejudice

Southwest

something else; whistles
My friend and all her gidfriends had

rape whistles. Ijoked with her about blow-
ing it. She told me if a whistle goes off
everyone comes running to the scene. This

when a student has a cold, resident as-
sistants can hand out a rape whistle when
a student checks into a dorm.

Matthew Battaglia
Southwest

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
This is important, there was a meeting Tuesday

afternoon to give students input into the final decision
on who is to become our next Chancellor. There were
no more than 30 students who knew enough and cared
enough to show up. Do you think these few students
accurately represent either your views or the general
views of the campus? Maybe they do. but probably
they don't.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien is leavingand the search
team for new candidates is looking for student input to
the search process. They have narrowed the field to
three candidates: Dr. Lois Proenza, Dr. David Scott and
Dr. Claudia Mitchell-Kernan. Ifyou want a say in this
process you can go to the meetings, they are open to the
entire campus community. You've missed the chance to
meet Dr. Proenza, but Dr. Scott will be discussing
multicultural and diversity issues from 9:15 a.m. to
10:30 a.m. on March 25 in Campus Center room 101 . He
will also be holding an open forum discussion in the
Cape Cod Lounge (in the Student Union Building) from
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. on March 25. Dr. Mitehell-Keman
will be discussing multiculturalism and diversity on
March 29 from 9:15 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in Campus
Center room 168C and he will be holding an open forum
from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. on March 29 in the Cape Cod
Lounge. At these forums there will be information
forms that participants can use to evaluate the candi-
dates. Remember, this is your chance to decide the
future direction of the University.

Now on to less important matters.
From the major headlines, the alleged worid trade

center bombers, did they take the Collision Damage
Wavier when they rented the van. I can see the conver-
sation now:

"Would you like the Collision Damage Wavier?"
"Does it cover if the van is blown up''''

"Why?"
"Nevermind, I'll take it anyway. "

Matt

KAHN
"O.K. Now I'll just need a major credit card. .

."

And now for something a bit more local, the nice new
spring supplement phone book still has a backwards
cover photo. You'd think that maybe they'd correct it.

Speakingofdumb things, in the last election, students
overwhelmingly voted to "legalize" marijuana use on
campus. This doesn't actually make it legal since it is still
illegal under state law, itjust makes us look stupid. With
all the trouble this University has been having with its
reputation because of budget cuts and racial tensions
this "legalization" ofmarijuana certainly deals a blow to
our reputation.

"I graduated from UMass-Amherst."
"Oh, the school the students voted to legalize mari-

juana at."

Now I'd like to say a bit on the subject ofcomputers, in

ASCn. .

.
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by bill 67
There wasn't that fun. If you really want to know

what that said figure it out, or offer me a sufficiently
large amount of money and I'll tell you.

Since it is the season for midterms, I thought I'd try
to help you with your exams by giving you some
answersA,C,B,True,False,True, 1492, 1771 Gengis
Khan, Oxygen. 27 ml. 5 Newtons, .7 V and 0010 1010
It appropriate questions to these answers are not on
your test don't use these answers. In any case good
luck, especially to the people taking ECE 581

Since it's officially spring (not that you'd" notice

73,f n !u7r «"i«'"«h) and the warmer weathercan t be all that far offnow (or can it?), Ill give you my
list of cool places to go when it's nice ouf

• In a hammock, preferably outside.
• Puffers pond (you can swim here).
• The Sugarloaf observation area (off Route 116

just over the Connecticut River out Sunderland way)
• The grass outside a building that has been taken

over.

• Anywhere else outside.
Matt Kahn is a Collegian staffmember.

H.!!Sf„^PP^ ^ time graduation meant heading for successIt is truly a grey day. Ijust received mv first reiertinn nn«c .^^ c^..o.k;„„ .;„i„ r„_ ...u.. .... „ . . . ^-^.It is truly a grey day. I just received my first rejection
notice from the Real World in the mail. Sob. Harlequin
Romance in New York City doesn't have a "suitable
position open for me. Whimper.

I applied to edit and develop manuscripts, but now it
appears the realm of brawny heroes and saucy maidens
remains forever closed. I bet they found out that in a
pinch I once used the pages from a few of their books as
a substitute for litter green. I thought that my cat
wouldnt notice the difference, but then I found her
weanng a sheer white teddy and french kissing her
scratehing post. Go figure.

I'm not terribly upset about this first ignoring of my
pleas for ajob, anyjob. I know this is only the first domino
to fall in a line of many, and besides, I'm not afraid to
graduate without a career lined up. I'm absolutely terri-
fied.

It's funny, but once upon a time I thought graduation
would beam me directly into an airy Soho loff with
gourmet takeout in the fridge and cut flowers on the

noses and squashing ticks for what technically equals
less than 50 cents an hour. 1 realize this is making all of
you impending graduates out there squirm with hope.

Lori

O'CONNOR
I don't know about you, but I don't feel prepared to

enter the workforce. Choosing English as a major was the
best and worst decision that I ever made. I simply don't
have any of that gooey, viscous stuff called practical
experience. What I do have is an intimidatingly large
collection of dog-eared Cliff notes, with the neon yellow
covers ripped off so as to avoid embarrassment.

I'm breaking out in itehy bumps while I type this, but
business seems to be where it's at. The last job fair here
was nothing more than a giant accounting major orgy,
replete with stale bagels and Nestle products for number
punchers who like to nosh. This time next year. School of

taKio AA-,^^^ f *u "71 : "r
"'" Management graduates who lucked out will be punching

Z.n« /^T M 'T ^ f^^'*^
thought the same, once time clocks at bustHng corporations and utilizing someTf

c«Tn r ?r ' planning to work at a summer that practical experience. I, on the other hand will becamp she s gotten so many rejection notices she is loitering outside of the Haymarket Cafe with an "I willabandoning the job search. A Harvard grad with a analyze your poetrj- for food" sign around my neck,
bachelor s degreem history and French literature wiping In anticlimactic option one, wejobless graduates could

A plea for some justice

always go home to the suburban hell holes that spawned
us. But as a sage friend of mine recently remarked,
loading up Dad's stationwagon the day after com-
mencement will feel like an admission offailure. Hey, look
at me, I didn't prepare well.' Besides, my hometown isn't

exactly a land called Honahlee. Most of the residents
think homosexuality is a contagion that spreads through
the air like dandelion fluff. Watch out. Bertram, don't get
too close, it might kiss you.

I bet any senior will agree that the parental pressure
surrounding graduation is the most stressing aspect of
the entire situation. Every other day, the Phone Call. So,
Lori Ann, found a job yet? Gee Mom, I don 't know. Have
the planets realigned? Desperate, the other afternoon I

answered the phone in a lilting Swedish accent. No. Lori
is not here. She is out getting her eyelids tattooed. Ta Ta.
Who needs Harlequin's "his fingers left a trail of electric
fire in their wake" foolishness when you can have that
kind of fun?

I'd better bolt. My Shrinky Dinks are burning, my
anxiety is showing and horror of horrors, my phone is

ringing. See you outside the Haymarket next year. Bring
poetry.

Alio? Ici Sabine. Non, Lori? Elle n'est pas void. .

.

Lori O'Connor is a Collegian columnist.

We would like to share with you the
story of David Wong, an inmate at an
upstate New York prison.

David is a 29-year-old Chinese national
incarcerated in 1984 for robbery. In 1986.
an inmate was stabbed to death at the
Clinton Correctional Facility. Of the 700
prisoners in the yard at that time. David
was singled out and accused ofthe killing.

David was convicted in Clinton County
(Plattsburgh). N.Y.. of second degree
murder. Clinton is one of the most his-

torically brutal prisons in New York.

Kazu

IIUIMA
The prisoner David was convicted of

killing had been at CHnton C.F. for only
two weeks; David neither knew him nor
had any past relationship with the de-

ceased. David had no reason to kill the
man. He wasn't even in close proximity to

attack him. David was found guilty only
on the testimony of the tower guard, who
was 100-130 yards away, who changed his
original story that "the attacker appeared
to be White" to "the attacker was David
Wong."
We feel there was incompetence on the

part of the lawyer, suppression of evi-

dence, denial of several inmates' testi-

mony, that the trial was held in a racist

environment and there were no people of
color on the jury.

The prisoner had been stabbed to death,
but no weapon was found on David, ar-

- rested minutes aft«r the stabbing, nor in

the prison recreation yard. The medical
examiner testified that the dead prisoner's
wound was so deep blood would have
spurted from the wound, yet no blood was
found on David Wong, his clothing, or the
Chinese newspaper he was carrying.

David speaks Fucow and had difficulty

understanding and speaking English.
With no official Chinese interpreter, the
court first went to Chinese restaurants to

find someone to translate. They finally

located a Chinese woman who worked for

the county and spoke Mandarin. She had
never translated before and had no expe-
rience with courts, legal terminology or
simultaneous translations. She did not
speak Fucow.

During the trial, both David and the
translator told the court they were having
problems communicating. David was

forced to testify in Mandarin because it

was the interpreter's language. During
his testimony, the translator said it was
difficult for her to say exactly what he was
saying and maybe she was forgetting sen-
tences. Asked ifhe could speak Mandarin,
David said, "I understand it but it was
very hard for me to speak, not very hard,
it is difficult."

David can now not only converse and
write fluently in English, but is also able
to write his own legal briefs. He has a good
rapport with fellow inmates and interacts
in prison activities.

David has had a tough life in prison,

especially as the object ofguard brutality.

Affidavits by fellow inmates have attested
to the many times David has undergone
irrational violence. Yet David has stood
up to these harsh treatments, maintained
his "cool" and carried on.

He has been isolated from family and
friends forovereightyears with little contact
with the "outside world." Some of us who
met him last year at Elmira Prison found
him to be a reserved but straightforward,
resilient, optimisticand spunkyyoung man.
He has notonlywon ourcommittee's respect
and admiration, but our urgent commit-
ment to pursue justice for him. We have
found that justice is too often illusory and
also comes at a high price.

That is why we are coming to you. We
hope you too, will be moved to help David,
providing monetary support so his legal

fees can be paid. We have retained an
experienced, highly competent lawyer,
Susan Tipograph. who is respected and
recognized in the progressive communities
ofNew York. Our committee is working in

conjunction with David and his lawyer to

get a retrial. We have several affidavits

from inmates proving David is innocent.

David needs individual and commu-
nity support from Asian and multinational
communities and organizations. We urge
you to contact the Support Committee and
to write to David. Your assistance is cru-

cial to fixing this terrible injustice. To help
on David's case, for further information or

to make a financial contribution to David's
defense, contact the David Wong Support
Committee.

Kazu liljima is a member ofthe David
Wong Support Committee. Sandra Rose, a
Collegian staff member and the UMass
contact person for the committee, contrib-

uted to this column.

Out, outraged, outrageous!
Lesbian/Bisexual/Gay Awareness

Week is an annual event featuring lec-

tures, workshops, and cultural pro-
gramming that happens every spring
at UMass. This year's theme is "Out.
Outraged. Outrageous!" — for a num-
ber of reasons.

This is a time of simultaneous hope
and backlash for lesbian, bisexual and
gay people. President Clinton was
elected into office by a margin that
equaled the numbers ofrecognized gay
voters. Clinton made good on his cam-
paign promise and began the process to

hft the ban on gays in the mihtary.
Soon aft«r a gay man was brutally
beaten by three Marines shouting
"Clinton's gonna haft^ learn. .

."

AliF.

WOOLWICH
Voters in Colorado and Oregon were

faced with ballot questions banning
any legislation suppwrting equal civil

rights for gay, lesbian and bisexual
citizens; the initiative in Colorado ac-

tually passed.

The list ofabuses that are the source
of our outrage is long.

Last semester Governor William
Weld held hearings to gather testi-

mony from gay teenagers, in response
to the statistic that one in three teen
suicides in the United States is related

to issues ofcomingout as a gay teen. He
subsequently is supporting high school

curriculum reform to i nclude education
around issues of sexual orientation,

and sensiti\nty training to school ser-

vice providers so they can better help
gay teens.

On this campus, there is finally a

permanent Chancellor's Task Force on
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Matters in place
to address ongoing issues and needs of
the campus GLB community. We are
out ofthe closet, and nothing can make
us go back.

As ofSeptember 1992, we have lost

over 160,000 people to AIDS, a disease
which is currently spreading most rap-
idly in the heterosexual community.
Lack of access to quality health care
(due to economics and homophobia)
has resulted in a rising death toll for

lesbians due to breast, cervical and
other forms of cancer.

On April 25. 1993 over 1 million

people will gather in Washington. DC.
to "March for Lesbian. Gay and Bi Civil

Rights and Liberation."

It is an excitingand challenging time
to be bisexual, lesbian or gay. There are
bigots who would have us all believe

that the existence of gay, lesbian and
bisexual people is outrageous. There are
others who would "tolerate" the 2,500
gay. lesbian and bisexual students at

this campus as long as they weren't too
outrageous — that is, too visible and
vocal. In a homophobic and heterosexist
world, GLB people have had to have an
outrageous sense of survival.

In the Northampton/Amherst area,
one in seven people is gay, lesbian or
bisexual. That means every seventh
person you sit in class with, every
seventh person on line in the dining
commons, every seventh person you
live in a residence hall with. What an
amazing, wonderful thought that is.

Happy Lesbian/Bisexual/Gay Aware-
ness Week.

All F. Woolwich is coordinator of "93

Awareness week.

Save the endangered species act

Hillary Clinton— future president?
Many people have already criticized

Bill's loving wife for taking part in the
formation of national health care reform.

The argument: she was not elected by the

public. Hmmm. Consider the fact that

women are still looked upon as inferior

beings in the workplace these days. Per-

haps that's the only reason someone made
the ridiculous point — prejudice.

I don't even want to get into the abor-

tion issue N.O.W. but I will tell you this:

there has only been one president of this

country who was not married, and I can't

even remember what he did. Hillary was
ranked in the Top 100 list of the most
respected lawyers in the country, however.

I'd say she probably worked incredibly

hard to get there.

An interesting point to remember in

our everyday lives is that without women,
there would be no family structure, no

family values and no people. Gee, that's

fairly obvious, and yet someone is probably
reading this right now with the thought,
"Hey, I'm a man, which means I'm natu-
rally better than any female around." I

wish I could say this point was sarcastic
too, but it isn't.

In 1934, Ruby Black ofthe United Press
asked Eleanor Roosevelt to explain her
motivations behind the attempt to form a
women's democratic organization. The
reply was simple: "This Democratic party
really believes in women."

I guess my main thought process is

this: the next time you read those famed
words, "All men are created equal," keep
in mind that Hillary might have the power
to officially dictate policy someday, as

president.

Erik Wobus
Central

The rancher's shaggy dog, like he had
hundreds of times before, carried the
lifeless form, usually a field mouse or
ground squirrel, gently in its mouth. The
rancher gave his hound a ritual pat and
praised him for removing another pest
from his fields. However, this time, the
dead animal was no pest. Closer inspection
revealed the small, black and white ani-

mal to be a black-footed ferret. There was
only one problem: the black-footed ferret

had been listed extinct for nearly 30 years.

True story.

The Endangered Species Act (ESA),
one of the oldest and strongest pieces of
environmental legislation, now provides
funding for recovery plans and protection
of those species, plant and animal, lucky
enough to make the list. Fortunately for

the black-footed ferret, the few remaining
ofits species are now on the ESA protected
list. Nearly 4,000 species are on the candi-

date list waiting to be declared endan-
gered. For over 300 species, that wait has
been too long and extinction has already
occurred. How many more species can we
afford to lose at an estimated rate of one
per day?

The statistics are staggering:
• Between 1972 and 1988, near'y 2

million dolphins were killed by fishing
fleets in the Pacific Ocean.

• With poachers killing up to 100 el-

ephants a month, Kenya has lost 70 per-

cent of its elephant population in the past
decade.

• Ninety-nine percent of Brazil's At-
lantic coast rain forest has been cleared,
leaving only 25 percent of its original
species.

Without the ESA these statistics will

only grow. But just as the ESA protects
species in jeopardy of extinction, the act
itself is in danger of extinction.

The ESA goes before Congress every
four years for renewal, and MASSPirg is

working with other organizations such as
Massachusetts Audobon and Greenpeace
to ensure its strong renewal. A strong
legislative initiative has been proposed to

Rep. Gerry Studds that reinforces the ESA.
Don't feel you can't make a difference

or that your voice won't be heard. Join
MASSPirg's campaign. Write to your
senator or representative to encourage
them to support a strong bill and come to

the benefit concert to be held in the Hateh
Thursday. Together our voices will be
heard above the political din. We were
lucky enough to get a chance to save the
black-footed ferret, but this could be our
only chance to save the Endangered
Species Act.

Blair Mahar
Mitchell Blum

Joe Reale
MASSPirg Endangered Species

Ccimpaign
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ing It starts with debiUtating language in one group
towards another which solidifies prejudice and hatred as
a stereotype.

What leads to violence. Staub said, was the basic
human needs for security, identity, comprehension of

reality and hopes that arise, or fail to arise, during times
of economic and political chaos. In order to deal with
these problems and the efTects of change. StauL. said,
people find scapegoats.

Because cf Germany's loss in Worid War I and the
ensuing internal confusion and humiliation, Germans

COLLEGIAN

found it comforting to take out their aggressions on
minority group — the Jews. He compared the woHd's
response with present day Bosnia and "ethnic cleansing."

Staub said, "If people would react, things would be
different. We need an evolution towards enlightened self
interest involving human rights."
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« RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For Evening and
Weekend Hours
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to
collect data on a variety of research topics.
Absolutely no selling involved. Computer/
typing skills required. Flexible hours, Monday-
Frul.iy 5pm-10pm, Saturday llam-Spm and
Sunday 3pm-9pm. Must work a minimum of
20 hours per week. Start at $5.00/hour with
paid training and earn up to $6.25/hour.

We're in the Mountain Farms
Mall which is a stop on the
tree bus line. Call between
llam-4pm, Mondav-Friday,
(413)586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.
Telephone Research Center
Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9
Hadley, MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity EmpUnvr

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For Indlvidijals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner
Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality
Assured Call 549 2671 x233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call
549-2671 X233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30^:00 p.m.
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator. No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

'

I'

•

IE

For more information on these programs or~
other eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671
X233 or 234. Confidentiality Assured.

COLLEGIAN

conference
continued from page
commentator on National PubHc Radio's
••All Things Considered."

Freelance writer Cynthia Gorney will
be at the conference. She has been pub-
lished in Mother Jones, Vogue and Trav-
eller and is currently completing a history
of the American abortion conflict from
1967-89.

Other participants will include William
Greider. a national correspondent with
Rolling Stone, and authors Walt
Harrington and Nick Lemann.

Jay Neugeboren, a professor ofEnglish
at the University, will also speak at the
conference. He has been published in The
Boston Globe Magazine and The Nation.

damage
continued from p>oge 3

2, five days after the burst.

"No one told us anything — the art
department let rumorscirculate,"Stebbins
said.

Earlier reports quoted University offi-
cials as calling the damage from the burst
"minor."

Spokesperson Karin Sherbin said, the
term "minor damage' was specifically in

Member of the New York Times edito-
rial board and essayist Brent Staples will
also be at the the conference.

Local writer Joe Nocera, from
Northampton, will moderate one of the
discussions. Nocera has written for Es-
quire, GQ, and Newsweek.

The conference, which is free and open
to the public, will discuss such topics as
"Personal Writing: The Given Story,"
which will be on Thursday from 10 a.m. to
noon and "Money: Supporting Your Hab-
its," on Thursday from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Friday's discussions will be "White on
Black," from 10 a.m. to noon and "Big
Subjects & the Writer's Perspective" from
2-4 p.m.

reference to money and not in any way
connected to students' work."

Although there was speculation the
burst was related to a heating problem
that occurred the day before. Sherbin at-
tributed the pipe's failure to that week's
cold weather.

Sherbin said she did not know the rules
concerning damage to student properties
on University premises.
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U history
continued from page 3

objective.

"English historian A.J.P. Taylor said
oral history is just 'old men drooUng,'"
saidTopHn. "But (oral history) gives us
a sense of the texture of life that has
not always been easily accessible to

us.

Toplin said teaching history from
the bottom up gives us a "true experi-
ence of the people," and that "we need
to bring teaching history from the top
down and the bottom up together
eventually."

A TIME TO TALK

Professionals from Mental Health will be
available for any student who would like to
discuss reactions or feelings related to
Tara Hartnett's death or other concerns

about violent behavior.

Join a team... without flipping burgers.

Can you write a
news story, shoot a
great feature photo

or write better ad
copy than this? If

you answered "sort

of" to any of these
questions, or If you
have any interest in

working for a
newspaper, come

on down to the
Collegian and get

involved.

The Collegian. No embarassing initiation procedures and
you'll never, ever tiave to flip any burgers.

1^3 Campus Center Basement • UMass/Amherst • 545-3500

• EXPSnr BODYWORK •

"NO-HASSIE" FREE ESTIMATES •

•INSURANCE JOBS WELCOME*
AMHERSTS ONIY FUll SERVICE DEALER

Geo
DICKINSON ST • BETWEEN RT 9 4 IVIAIN ST • 253-3444

Each session is open to all students in the

UMass campus community

March 25
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

Cashin First Floor Lounge
• • •

March 29
Monday at 7:30 p.m.

Pierpont First Floor Lounge

A TIME TO TALK
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Residential Education and Mental Health Services

There's "SiS/OW" time to save

I innriDc
^e like novsf!

AA Dont Drink
and Drive

miltil

BALLANTINE
^^^^l°l $779

BEER CANS l^pgp

HEINEKEN $Q99
& AMSTEL O

12PK. BOHLES

CARLO ROSSI $C99
ALL FLAVORS 6

DEP

SAM ADAMS $/|99
6 PK. BOTTLES 4'

Boston Ale, Lightship, Boston Lager. Crean-i Stout

Double Bock

MILLER GENUINE S^049
^ DRAFT & LIGHT \ C.
V, a CASE OF 2-12 PK BOTTLES *DEP.

BOLLAWINE $799
Soave. Valpolicellla, f

Bardolino. Chardonnay 1.5L

GALLO $Q29

^Ji MICHELOB $C99
^^ & LIGHT HoEP**J^

12 PK. BOTTLES

%^,
,* White Zmfandel

FETZER
Sundial Cnardonnay & Valley

Oaks Cabernet Sauvignon l .5 L

PICCINI SQ99
CHIANTI 0,50^

POLAND SPRINGS $Q99
VODKA 175L

O^^j

CANADIAN $Q49
MIST ^ '

AFTER
SALE 12.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3 00 REBATE

t^ TANQUERAY$OH99
}X GIN ^J2V^

SAMBUCAS-|p99
^ ROMANO

750 Ml

CAPTAIN MORGAN $-1 049
SPICED RUM I iL,

SALE 15.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3 00 1.75L

not responsible for

typographical errors

UrCri* Monday thruMonday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 305/93 THRU

WEOS. 3/31/93

Full Redemption Center

•--^
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continued from page 1

his TV address.

Later Wednesday, Yeltsin met with Khasbulatov and
Constitutional Court chiefjustice Valery Zorkin.
The goal of the Supreme Soviet and the Congress

leadership is not to stabilize the situation in the country,
but to use any means to remove the lawfully elected
president and open the way to power for the forces of
revenge and totalitarian restoration," Kostikov said.

Khasbulatov rushed back to the parliament building

to reconvene the Supreme Soviet and finalize the Friday
Congress session.

He told legislators that the meeting was useful, but
that Yeltsin did not "clearly understand the situation in
the country."

"We want to offer the Congress some sensible alter-
native," Khasbulatov said. "I will make all efforts to find
a normal base before the Congress."

Khasbulatov said he presented a list of demands to
Yeltsin, includingone for agovernment ofnational consen-

sus and another to hold simultaneous, early presidential
and parliamentary elections instead of the referendum.

Yeltsin has agreed to early elections, but opposes
simultaneous balloting because he wants to outlast the
Congress. Parliamentary elections currently are set for

March 1995 and presidential elections for June 1996.
After Khasbulatov's speech, some anti-Yeltsin legisla-

tors began to shout from the floor, but were cut offand the
speaker pushed through a final vote on convening the
Congress and inviting Yeltsin to appear.

AS^^^ Rfe.i Belvtfi

Thankyy twyaur Pmtfnagt
Th0 Knsptimk Family

easons
Rfe. 9 • Hadley • 584-8174
Between Burger King & Ounkin Donurs

DI$COUNTLIQUOR$» BEER 'WINE' KEGS'

ROLLING ROCK
24 bai $
boltisi 1299

* dep

KILLIANS "IRISH RED"
J4 12 0J $« IE 69

BUD DRY
:4bo. $1A99bottles §%f ,a,p

COORSGOLD
24bai <
bottiei 1099

> dap

BUSCH&BUSCHLT.
2412or $#|99
con» y , a,p

PABST
24 bar CavOO
botti,,

9-W99
• a«p

AMERICAN
<'W2924 I2 0I

com < d«p

CATAMOUNT 6pk
AMICR GOID. S^99

rORTIR #

EXCLUSIVE!!!
'^ III COORS GOLD ti $111**

'illLCOORSlT. '^.o.pl
'/iBBLBUSCH$37**.d.p

'A BBL NATURAL LT.

MILW. BEST. ^32*"^d.p

M.D. 20-20
AllHAVORS S ^ 99

7S0O1I

' agp

GATOR
IIIR" BJ^ , (J,p i pi,

4 SEASONS VODKA
$399

1 751

TIRED OF STORES WITH
iffTITUDES???...
AT 4 SEASONS

YOU'LL BE TREATED
WITH GRAXITUDE!! AND.

Open 7
days a "weeK
7aiii - lopm

SOUTHERN COMFORT
$y99 7S0ml

CONGRATULAriONS!
UMASS BASKETBALL
FOR ANOTHER
OUTSTANDING

SEASON!!!

4 SEASONS RUM
$1 A4910

SOUTH TOWME
COMMOiyS LAUiyDROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
.\mherst
253-2774

1.751

JIM BEAM

POPOV

c^?J^

m\ OF

nk-

^ ^
PKICES EFFECTIVE THRU 3/31/93

Not r«spontlbl« for typographical trrori

*lS^'?ciJ2K?tfH?J*\'.°<'-
'

'
00' «NIO« CITIZEN DISCOUNT EVERY DAYKIODIPOHTS HIIOW TO JO DAYS • VISA • MASTIRCAIO • CHICK • CASH

One oI'iIh- :ir<':i'><

liii^fsi xlrtiiaiii-

ol' llll|tO|-||-«L

iiiii<-|i«-ii«hiii|

A MoiiKslir liai onK.
r;i-<>«'llt>

aiitl <:oiii|taa-l l)i>«>

586 5726
213 MAIN ST

J 5.
NORTHAMPTON

•mm

Tl-lls ofi'lMtiiSilllil:

ul I I.M1I,

(!iil oiils

\ < olliTliKIr

iircitrii-.

ail«l

586 1707

21 STATE ST

«.
Solutions from your Apple Campus R*s«il«r:
th« high-performance Macintosh system.

Ifyou^^^tmorepoweroncampus,
yDUcan always donatealibrary

The new Apple Macintosh Centns 610 anJApf^ iMsemHer Select 300.

For the kind of power that will make your schoolwork easier, however, fast, high-resolution laser printing, with lots of room to upgrade See both
we recommend tlies)'stem above. It features the new Macintosh Centris"6lO now at your Apple Campus Reseller Where you'll get special studentnT
computer with its blazing 68040 processor, to speed through even the most ing, as well as service during college: And discover theLerrre!^^
complex software programs. And the new LaseiWriter" Select 300 printer for students choose.The power of Macintosh* The power to be your best'W

For further information please visit the University Store Computer Department
Campus Center • 545-26 19

^
frive (. rt«ff(»«r ntih from Alfle (nm/iMS hexlirn «bKi im iffk («/«»«:«/Vr/»v l-nHnkr, ®miA/flr Cim^ukr Im Alln^ 'f^'^^"^'^'"^^'"^""^'""' It'Mrr^Kr^^uri^ "^ ''*^''"«*»^ "^^ '"--»''*' ^-^ ^^^-M.>»»**„,„«^«rt^^,„^^ ,,^^

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

^CR KEEPING TH\S JQMRUM
AT SUCH K ^OUNG AGE

AS OViE OP THOSE RARE
lN0iN\OUALS DesimEO FOR
"reWE GREA.THES, TU\"S RECORD

COHMlcnOKS WLL PROVIDE
ihnialv)a8le \n5\(sut \uto

Budding gehwjs

THIKK OF \T.' A PRICELESS
H\STOR\CXL ItoCUtAEHT IM

THE MAK\NiG.' V*>J

—
.
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BymLL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
.50 ViHO else]
SHOULO I ADP
TO tAy UST OF

'KHO EL5E

EVEN KKOW P

J IM^S JOURNAL

ttJ*^'/ for •<

at

Av«a fliff«J ks Kilt

TKei^ Ke aflLcJ

By JIM

tt^\i ^«f\e wMkf J

DOONESBURY

r UJHAJ'

ajysouT
PLAriNO
TBNNIS?

NO, NOT
/iSAUY.
I'MTHa

py/NG6c/y.

^BRUaR.

T/^THB
BROUm
COM^eR.

ZDNKSR.

THATS
6REA7.

UHAJ
POiOU
/^^/>N

BYTHAT^

NOTHING.

NOIHINGATAU,.
OOmONIN.
CANieer
YOUSOMe-
ThlN5*\

By GARRY TRUDEAU
6tM... $t«£. I
OMVeOPOR
ASALAQ.ANP
AtilC£.6LAS5

OF PREMIUM
BesR.

YOUSURtYOU
poNrmm
SO^THINO
STR0N6£R,
'ZONKSR''

PRICE _

Mr

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

By PRICE VAN RAY

J
A Bo 6 (»AMT
(to \)C -wAt?

IS MELTiwG, -mt gieor ab?

gLooHiNfe' WHY WOTHING
COULD PoSSlgLV RutNAOftV

LIKE TDPAY'

Wl TWtlJE' n'l ME-- SATAKj!

I JUCT TWOUGtfT 10 SETTSZ
REMIND Xou (ftK) ftNy poefeETRjt

REAOEi?:) "WftT Nau loLD you(?
Saui TO M9 ft COOPLE oF

SEMErrtej (^0 AKD X cooto
BE BACK -n^ COLLECT frT ANY

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
|W«v IT r fvt?^ TIME 'a<iKAj 3tgM

I

TO et C-o(Nb (?£ALLV WELL l^
TWir TreiP I'vt Gcrrft oPEn

HI WC. r^T

.

fe« >(0UC 81^

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins
PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean
Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Jim Ganley, Amanda Mead,

Sean Ramsey

LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Fish Munchies

BASICS LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Bean Burrito

Menu
DINNER

Greek Night

Lemon Chicken

BASICS DINNER
Creek Night

Lemon Chicken

'^.

fe^-^ '^

Boy, everyone s really out wandering the
streets tonight. ... I tell you, Charles, we re getting

to be real home zombies."

TlKropinions cApivssctJ on this p.igc .nc those cjt ihc cortixjiiists .)iul do not iio(f>s.irily rctlf( I ihc vifws otilif Gilhiiutn or the Univi-rsity.

Quote of the Day
"A man hears what he wants to hear and

disregards the rest."

- Simon & Garfuukle

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (M.irch 21 -April 19): Your
new «'ll«inl(tkfni' Mrenglhcns jn
already sjlislying rc-ljlionship. Kit-jj

any iravfl plans to yourbell. Somt-
secrecy will Ix- nf< i-ssary lo pull oil a

deal.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
new romaniK rc-lalHmship promises
many Ik-tk-IiIs (^uardyour repulalion.

An <>verhc>ard < onversalii>n jould
prove eml)afrassin)> l.iii-r on! Be
honesi when Hiking wiih a relative

who ran help you.

GEMINI iMay 2I-|une 10): A
small windlall s<-nds your spirits

soaring Comhine your lerlile imagi-

nation with hard wink lo IkjosI |xo(-

its. TolerarH e is m> assiH in tin- Ihjsi-

ness world

CANCER ()une 2J-|uiy 221: Will
you Ik- top dog today or i-nid up in the

doghouse^ Be raretui not lo h.irk .it

anyone higher-ups < an bark h.u k

Contact vMih taraway tnends lould
lead to a visit.

LEO ifuly 2)-Aug.22i: You radi-

ate tonlidente .\nii amhilion today.

Go alt out to promote a creative id«-d

II you tx'lievf inyourselt. other (x^iple

will cheer you on. Money llows >'our

way.

VIRGO (Aug.2J-Sept.22l: You
receive last minute help whr-n you
nc-ed it nwist II thinking alxmt enter-

ing a ditierenlpr()iession.scvkex|x-rls

counsel Learninghigh-teih skills will

IxjosI your earning polcnii.il

L IBRA (Sep(l.2 l-Ocl.221: You may
H-el you must tight iVw yoor se< iirily.

l>>mestK proJ>k-nK < omc- to a he.id.

Diplomacy and a willingness lo

(ompiomise will avi-rt .i dirwt i oo-

troniation.

SCORPK) (OI.2J-NOV ill Pay
liack what youovse in lundsot servK es

even il yixj must work liMiger Iiikhs io

do so Your ellorls will s()i-,ik v« iIuiik-s

alMJul your iharatter! Intluential

|K'<>|)le a|)plaud your diligtiH e Wa-
ter your plants.

SAC;iTTARtUS(Nov.22-(X-c.2ll:

YiHif (KAvers III |X-rsuaston ,irc .twe-

sonn- today Yi>ur plans Mil ini<ipl.»« e.

Flying y>l<i IS wiser and less lostly

than teaming up with a < asu.il |>.il

CAPRICORN (Om 22-lan I'D:

Play It sate in hiisiness to jvoid un-

pleasant surprises. Al>ru|)t or iin< on-

vention.il m<ivis <ould get you into

(rouble, lis*- (|uiel diplom.u y lo w<ici

.1 shy romanlH partner

A(^UARIUS (j.in.Jd-feb I Hi Fi-

nantiat matters merit top priority to-

day. Keep your tem|H'r under tight

(onlrol and your ra|>|)<Ht with ,i <(v
worker will improve. A test ol

triendship will only strengthen iIk-

Ixind.

PIS(ES iFi-b IV-March Jdi: Put
your work surroundings in iK-tler of.
ck'r Produclivitvriseswhenvoukiviw
v\M tly where lo iind ihings Good
lu< k imfHoves a wiKriMNDe iinanr lal

sitii.iliDn

ACROSS
' I

'I' ."Il ,il.o„i

6 M.ve»f, lo

(ripnrts

9 D<»vic« usad In

a sho«
13 Heights In Syria
14 TransparanI

mineral

1 5 Abandonad
wrack

16 Knaeling ligura.

in an
17 Fv<>nl to' all

athletes

18 Ascent
19 Take wing
?1 Made a

humming
sound

?3 1 .ind ol

swagiTien

tjiM.Tlionqs and
coolihrifs

75 Soggy place
?7 Fan>ous Forty

nrner

31 French
Inrirlscnpe

painter

3? Sijllfvan's "the
lost —

34 Kisser

35 Hencetorlh
36 Squash, a g
37 Pluctiy

38 Southeast
Asians

39 Sudden thrust

40 Pan or Piper
4t City in

S central

Pennsylvania
43 Bilter

sutistsnca
44 Location ot

?3 Across
47 Motion picture
50 Sacked
53 Port in Algeria
54 Tennis shots
56 Type ot wave
58 Needlefish

59 Greenland base
60 January, In

Oviedo
61 y^rfU ol terrier

6? Leil. to Eric

tlia Red

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

63 ril,,ver or

tlioina*;

DOWN
1 Past

2 Angler's

annelid

3 Range In Asia
4 Boomer, flyaf

or |oey

5 Commit
6 Treacherous
person

7 King topper
8 Deedhotder
9 Adam's apple
area

10 Wreck
1 1 Ottier

1? Ool by. with

"out"

14 Social reformer
t ucreiia

?0 Hearth residue
?? Ingredient m

marmalade
?4 t uciano's tove
?5 Honest
?6 Peculiar

vocabulary
?8 Famous violin

matter

79 S|..Ml.,.ii

irilltieiir n

30 ninening agent
31 That Fr

32 Schwar7aneggar
role

33 Embrace
36 Ship t edge*
37 Rive' ot W

Queensland
39 Weaving frame
40 Like some

tkirls

4,' IMn.sh r.n,i(.oit

4 3 I 'I of <,(,eei h
45 Metrnpnlitan

46 "Candy Is

dandy ' poet
4 7 Gear teeth
48 Baghdad*

country Vir.
49 Not one
5

1

The first homa
52 Fix holes In hota
55 Amerind
57 Actress Myrna

ANSWEWTOPREVIOUS PUZZLE:

et*M iM Aii|fk« Tiam Syadhiit
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continued from page 12

Conner Henry, the Celts' three point legend that al-

most was?
Livingston Bramble, the "Buffalo Soldier" who had 13

pit bulls and who pummeled "Boom Boom" Mancini twice
back in the early eighties?

Steve Garvey. the Dodger legend who was a legend
when it came to paternity suits as well?

Tawny Kittaen, the beautiful icon who appeared in

Bachelor Party, and is now having Chuck Finley's kid?
Another attention check, why are you still reading

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

this?

Ivan DeJesus, the man who replaced Ernie Banks, but
couldn't hit his weight?

Rusty Kuntz, the baseball player with the greatest last

name? Pronounced Kooontz, you perverts.

Kurt Nimphius, the hoop legend known as the "Bird
Man".

Buddy Biancalana, the Royals' World Series hero who
waspossibly the worst shortstop ever?

Scott Drapeau, the UMass forward who said C'est la

vie, and is now probably playing for his local YMCA

team?
Jim Schoenficld, Devils coach who told ref "to go have

another doughnut, you fat pig" and is now an announcer
for ESPN? Probably the greatest thing ever said in sports

history.

The Baseball Bunch, not a single entity, but together

this crew formed as good a show as there ever has been.

Always listen to "The Dugout Wizard". A great show. The
player Merlin is the smartest player ever.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist who just didn't

know what to write about on Wednesday.

Computer
Sofluiore

Cxlrovogonzci

for n limited Time

Save On Tlie

Best Selling

Titles at

Wholesale Depot's

Super Low
Wholesale Prices!

RE LAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD-
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 G.ATEHOUSE ROAD

256-6446

SUMMER IN ISRAEL!
Spend three weeks as a student volunteer

working and living at army base.

Six month open return ticket!

LOW PRICES
INtlUDfS W(HJM)^«ll>AIM^AU^.W«H»iM
KOSHkU nOAIM) A KHJUS

FROM

^799
>REC. FEE

Act FqsI!

Avoiloble Only
ThursdciVr March 25kh lo

Sunday, March 28kh

Option USD Leadership Program

* Departing from New Vorb
begining 5.23. 5.29. 5.30. 5.3 1 . 6.2. 6.5. 1993

C«ll for olhrr liairt tniS cilic>

Contact:

Nationdi Studcnl

Coordinator

>^U

Hope to see you soon.

MTKIPDC "^ ^'^ST 42ND STREET
^__-^^ vUiT^** ^"'TK 1818

V^pJa* ISRAEL "^'-^ ^OPK. NY I0036 6902

FAX SI2 643 4855

Gelling Ihere is easy!

Attention Foreign Students:

Avanti Career Management
is proud to spot^sor.

O Saturday, April 10 2:30-5:00 P.M.

Career Planning for Foreign Students

Come (liM ir<;<; yoiit iiiiiniyratioii. icyal aikI caiepr
iMnrinn"! with iininli)rnli<>M alloriipys, (oreiyii <iliKipnt
.kIvisijis ,iikI former student'; arKi current
|>if)fo<;Moii,i|s of foreign origin Seminar loprr<.
irHltKle iminiqrrition rcgiiUiions at^ Ipqal aspects o(
jf>l) liiinljnij ff>r (orekjn sliHlents. varifnis career
manaqertient strateqics and lechriiqtK's useful (or
(oreiqn stiKferits and experirrKe sharing and advice
from (ornier foreign students.

Special diicount for students arul advanccti rcj;istration.
Contact Avanti for more information.

Wifllifi yw oi« |ob b"iilinj loi itw («\l \mt. (twnqing (m«n irrntwinq Att |ol) mnikd
« |iM t<p!onng p«yhl« (oiwv (on«dn *»mli (oim Mannjtmtnl Wt piovid tnuim
od»«tn»nl, (nif»r (oumelinfl. o (wmuleiijed Fmployineiil Oalobonk, tlote bI tht ofl

i«»or(h fo(ilili«, and o »oiJ«l|f o( olfitf viwts

I (uy

J
HADLEY / -_,->

1 ^^^ v*>L

P&tMM

1 »«i^^^ ^ "«' ^w
\

ixitX V^
NOATHAMrrON J

^fljt»i1i|

AMHERST

A
N

^ \
Convenienlly located HI
Meunloin Forms Moll

Reulo 9, Hodloy

Warehouse Hours
Mon-Fri. 1 1 :00(^-9:00PM
Soturdov 9:00RM-9:00PM
Sundov 12:00PM-6:00PM

Special Hours for Business Members Only
Men., tiled., fri. 9:00nM-1 1 :OGPM

]

^AVA/Vr/^'
IZurpcr MnfiiiKi-inctit

REKINDLE
YOUR
PASSION
For Indian
Food at

The Vmllcyr'g Origltud

INDIA
HOUSE

ON STATE STREET
Where ladism Food is mote

thsui Cunyf
For EzccUent Food and Hospitality

Come to Our Uouae...

45 Sute Street
Northampton, MA 586-6344
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continued from page 12
' "^—

"

dramatically.

3. )St. Louis— Better concentration offensively needed
to make the most out of no-power lineup.

4.
)
Chicago— Losing Maddux and Dawson will be toomuch to overcome despite strong free agent signings

5.) Fittsburgh — Leyland and expansion is the dif-
ference between here and last place.

6.
)
Florida— This is not a misprint: a team with talent

enough to finish fourth with some luck
7.

)
Philadelphia— The haven for has-beens and could-

have-beens but a lot of charisma and personality

National League West

M ]il ^^^«'i^
~

^I"^
^""^ ^^^ "^^^'^ ^th the signing ofMaddux. Who needs a bullpen when complete games are

so common.
2.) San Francisco- Clark. Bonds, Williams a devas-

tatmg 3-4-5 combmation. but patchwork pitching won't
be enough. & •

>-

3.
)
Houston - A slow start but a strong rotation willmean a strong fimsh.

4.) Cincinnati - Clash of egos without headstrong
Pimella to mediate, plus Schott furor (not fuehrer ) will be
too confusing to contend.

5.) Los Angeles — Even with comebacks by Straw-
berry and Davis, the putrid defense and injury-prone
rotation spell defeat.

6 ) San Diego— Bargain-huntingGM lands Padres in
the basement.

7.
)
Colorado— Ifyou like home runs, check out a game

at Mile High. Nied possible Rookie-of-the-year candidate.

Mr S?"
^^•'''"ore in seven games, a fall classic duel.

NLCS: Atlanta in six games.
World Series. Atlanta in five games- The Braves, not

the Bills will make this third time a charm.
Luke Erickson is a Collegian colu nntst.

WRITE FOR COLLff.lAM SPORTS

SpWtJjaus
LIQUOR STORE I

BlKch, Busch Li^t Suitcase cans $9.99 (+dep)

Miller "Lite" 1 2 pk Bottles Oniv $6.99 {+dep)

Catamount Amber Gold Porter - Post Road
6pl< $4.69 {+dep) Case $1 7.99 (-h dep)

Becks 12 pk bottles $9.99 (-.dep)

.Poland Springs Vodka 1 75 Liter $9.99
JGondons Pepper Vodka lytef Bottle $6.99
j. Roget Champagne $2.99
Leroux Coffee & Blackberry Brandy ujter $9.99

Jagermeister 750 mi with 2 glasses $1 5.99
Canadian Club 750 ml $9.99

Thursdqy-Fridqy-Sqturdov-Sundov

with
D.J. P«t« Frw

Beers from around the World!
Imports • Gourmet • Microbreweries

Scindoy witli

D.J. Source

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

J
Kcss startins at $33.00

(ct>ecJa/MartercardA'iM accepted for Keg Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mije East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

$2.00 Menu Nachos
9:30 - 10:30
Evcfy Night

J

THE /^WTR
C:i:LtJJJKAIliS ^IE(j[R3 in AMHHHSr

1968 •1993 ^^^^^^^^^^
15 EAST PLEASAriT STHEET

The Massachusens Daily Collegian . University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSOiNALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Having problems with your roomate?
Contact OCHO. 428 Student Union or
call us at 545 0865. We can helpi

Looking for a place lo live off cam
pus? Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in K^ay?
Come lo OCHO. 428 Student Union 545-
0865

Nantuclcat
Need 2 summer housemates

to bash hard
Kris, Kurt 549 0129

DISCOURAGED?

National Co Expanding Locally.
Looking for hardworking people.MGMT
opportunity. F/T, P/T. No experience
necessary will train. Please call 1 527-
7383

HEALTH

Spectrum Magazine needs new staff

next year! Informal resume by 3/30
Positions: Managing editor, business
manager, production, publicity,
fundraising, and editors for art, prose,
poetry and photography. Call or visit:

406E Student Union, 545-2240

UMass Blood Drive
Today 11:00 4:00

in the Student Union Ballroom

AUTO FOR SALE

88 Buicl( LeSabre
Excellent condition

52K Call Sarah

546 4647

81 Tercel Reliable local transpona
lion asking S500 323 8211 6-9 pm only

COLLEGE PIZZA

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of
1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals
Waterfront houses Falmouth area
508477 6000

Take over my lease one bedroom apt
in Puffton vil S434 including all

649 3665

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3. 50
Large Cheese 55.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI

549 6098
549-6073

Take over our lease 3bdrm Presiden-
tial apt. 1/2miletocampus. CheapiCall
5490518

FOR SALE

Brother word processor. Write your
term papers in style. Beautiful print
quality. Like new. S125 firm call 548
9767

Citizen CD Player like new S45 OBO
5462442

FOUND

Sweater In Bartlett
Call to claim and identify

546-5957 weekday afternoons

Condoms by malt discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries. Earn S600»/week in canner-
ies or S4000<^/month on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room and Boardl
Male or Female. For employment pro
gram call 1 206 545-4155 ext A5001

Day camps in Waltham. Ashland,
Bolton, Reading, Milton and Needham
need general couselors, arts and craft

and waterfront staff from late June until

August 20. Contact Janet Wadden at
617-482 1078

International Employment - Make
2.000*/month teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.
No previous training required. For em
ployment program call (206)632-1146
ext J5001

Jobs! Telefund is hiring i On Campus,
flexible hours, competitive pay, great
experience i Call 545 3509 or stop by the
basement of Memorial Hall for an ap
plication

Girls overnight camps on Cape Cod
and New Hampshire need general
counselors, sailing and waterfront staff,

nurse, horseback riding instructor and
kitchen help from Juno 21 August 21
Good salary plus room and board.
Contact Janet Wadden at 61 7 482 1078

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen
age bicycling trips. US, Canada. Eu
rope. Minimum 4 week commitment
Student Hosteling Program; Ashfield
Road, Conway, MA 01 34 1(800)343 6132

Looking for a student to publish the
Insider Magazine on campus and lo

manage local concert series We finance
start-up costs Earn top income (S5 330
per hour) and gain valuable exp. Great
for mkting or advertising major. Call

708-6733458

New International Co. seeks ener
getic, outgoing and results oriented
people. Advancements, travel, excite
mem. No experience necessary. Will
train. For more info, call 1-527 7383
collect calls accepted

Postal Jobs available! Many posi
lions, great benefits. Call 1 800 436^4365
ext p 3306

INSTRUCTION

Macrobiotics: Cooking, theory, books
Dan 256 3485

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

Oscar (The Qrouch)
Hope you're back on the road lo
recovery soon (mouth and all). You owe
me a thousand kisses cant wait
Keep smiling, culie'

Love, Jordan

Sue from Tri Sigma
I'm

psyched
to

be
Your
Big

Sister!"

Sigma Phi Love?77

To Betsy,

Guess What?
I love you!

SUMMER SUBLET

Large room with enough space for
two S200 a month, but willing to nego
liate Option to take over lease
2S6 8554

Live on the Cape
this summer
10 mm walk from
tieach 3 people
S3300 from Memorial
day to labor day
Call Micah
256 1375

LEGAL ASSISTANTS

Fall 1993 Internships with the Legal
Services Centeri Get hands on expen
ence in the legal field work directly
with attorneys and clients Earn up 10
15 undergraduate credits. No experiece
in the legal field necessary training
provided. Contact Legal Services today:
545 1995 922 Campus Center

LOST

Lf>st Ring - Reward
Tolman Feb Isl

Friendship 'LTM'
Call collect 508 827 4555

PERSONALS

Matt Schiotte - Would like lo know if

you're ok please call Kathy

Michael thanks for the best two years
I think you're crazy but I'm glad you're
cra?y with me
Te amo siempre Sarah

- Your favorite digit-head

Yo Yahooba ...

"Click-

ROOMMATES l/VANTED

Housemates needed looking for 1 or 2
people to share room in house
S175/mo/person 253 0751

2 People male or female, to share a
big room in a house Great location and
on bus route S185'monlh per person.
Lease starts June 1st For more info call

2533956

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area lor free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5-8

Sunday during
flea market

Mountain Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanol/cullure
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst. Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on camims
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

Sexy, fast, accurate tying w/
soellcheck and a smile Si OO/pg call
Greg 6 5397

WANTED
Reporter Seeks Funny date siories call
Lisa 256 3140

Habia Esparloir
Beginning and fluent spamsh speakers
needed for language study
Earn money for participalmgi
Call 538 2035 for more info
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Sports
Sloppy field may move men's lax home opener
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's
lacrosse team will be leaving a day early
for its Saturday game at St. John's Uni-
versity in Queens, N.Y., in order to gain
what has become a precious commodity in
northeastern lacrosse circles because of
poor weather: outdoor practice time.

The Gorillas, 0-1 and ranked 13th in
the latest United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association poll, have left the
friendly confines ofBoyden Gym for E Lot
in order to simulate game conditions.
Outdoor play at Richard F. Garber Field is

stil 1 impossible and the team'shome opener
next Wednesday vs. Brown could be
postponed or moved.

Garber Field, the Gorillas' home site, is

covered in snow and the ground under-
neath is the consistency ofCream ofWheat.
According to Garber, a plowing attempt
will be made today. If soft ground condi-
tions make the field unplowable and
unplayable, the Brown game could be
postponed or moved to Brown's home site
in Providence. R.I.

"If they plow or not depends on the
playing surface." Garber said. "Right now
its mush. Mush and water."

Garber doesn't want to postpone the
Brown game or lose home field advantage
because of that game's importance. How-
ever, he also downplayed the complications
brought on by the Blizzard of '93 and
emphasized the elements his team can
control; namely, how well they play la

crosse.

"I know the guys want to play at home,"
Garber said. "But ifwe win enough games
we can get a home game for the playoffs
and if we win that we can get another
home game. We can't worry about things
we have no control over."

"Johns Hopkins had to travel to Rutgers
to play Princeton and they won (7-5),"

Garber said, noting the number ofgames
moved to alternate sites because of
weather. Tou've gotta be ready. The teams
that do the job get in. . .you gotta go out
and produce."

Redmen Field, where Saturday's game
virill be played (2 p.m. start) has an artificial

surface. Garber said he would welcome
the installation ofthe fake stuffat Garber
Field, but only if it were done right.

"If it had heating coils and if it had the
right kind of artificial surface it would be
great," Garber said. "Look at what we
accomplished at Virginia without being
on a field. If we could've been outside in
Feburary we might've won that game." He
added that turfing Garber Field has been
discussed.

Gaines Notes: Attacker Wes Depp
suflered some deep bruises against Vir-
ginia but "he should be ready for Satur-
day," Garber said. Virginia, who beat the
Gorillas 10-9 and are now tied for third in
the USILA, face Hopkins this weekend.
"Does one goal equal 10 notches in the
poll?" Garber asked. Syracuse, after fall-

ing at Lx)yola 10-9 in OT, finds itself in a
strange position: more losses than wins
(1-2).

Snow forces sports indoors
Tu I I ^,- i . . .

ANDREA MIGLIASSI / COLLEGIANThe University of Massachusetts' Gorillas fight off the St. John's lacrosse team.

By GLEN GOLAND
Collegian Correspondent

Spring, wonderful spring. Spring is when flowers
bloom

.
when grass turns green, and when MotherNature

dumps foot aft«r foot of powder on the University of
Massachusetts athletic fields.

Spring sports teams have been forced into Boyden and
Totman gyms to avoid Jack Frost and get their seasons
off" on the right foot. Members of all of the teams said,
though, that it is no match for the great outdoors.

"You can't get fly balls inside," said UMass baseball
coach Mike Stone, whose squad plays St. Joseph's Sat-
urday. "Ground balls don't bounce the same inside as
they do outside. We try to make things tough.

"We use wooden bats, which are harder to hit with and
we make the players throw longer distances than nor-
mal. Fortunately, we played outside more recently than
St. Joe's."

Pitcher John Alves echoed Coach Stone's feelings on
playing in Boyden. "Being indoors is starting to get
irritating. I think the whole team wants to get outside,
even just to practice. The snow is affecting the whole
team. We're not too happy."

On the other side of Boyden gym, the men's lacrosse
team practices. Captain Rick Mullins said he isn't happy

about the set-up either.

"It's only about half the size of a regular field. It's

really hard to see the ball, especially for the goalies. It
blends in with the walls."

E-Lot has been the practice site for the men's lacrosse
team, but the recent snow has forced them indoors.
Twenty shovels decorate head coach Ted Garber's office.
"We're going to do something about the field tomorrow,"
said Garber. "We have a home game against Brown in a
week. We're hoping we can get the field cleared or have
it plowed, then have a hot dry weekend."

Softball coach Elaine Sortino is stressing sound fun-
damentals as a way ofcoping with the weather obstacles.
The teams that work through it and stay tough are

the teams that will play the best," said Sortino.
Shorter, more intense practices have also become part

of the team's workouts.
This isn't only a UMass problem, but one the entire

region has been forced to deal with. Atlantic- 10 admin-
istrative assistant Ed Hamilton said, ^Every year is the
same thing.

We don't see any real problems yet. There are no
rainouts for non-conference games. If schools want to
make them up, it's up to them.

"The conference slate starts next week. No conference
games have been affected.'

MLB season nears opening day

A deep look at

some obscure
cult heroes

Let's take a trip down memory lane. It is time to
reminisce about all the cult heroes ofthe days gone
by.

Remember:
Sixto Lezcano, of Brewer fame?
Eric Fernsten, the worst Celtic backup center

ever?

Stan Jonathan, hockey's old lightweight cham-
pion?

Caveman Lee, the substitute who Marvin Hagler
knocked out in say 7 seconds?

Jeff

'

CROFTS

The 1992 season was the year of the injury, with
virtually every team suffering losses— some worse than
others. Top-line players had their seasons cut short and
teams saw some of their best talent sit on the bench.

The fall of 1992 saw exciting pennant races in the
Eastern divisions, especially in the American League
where there was a three-team race for the first time in a
decade.

Surprisingly, rookie managers were at the helm in
Milwaukee and Montreal, and 1993 will be the test if
they're for real— orjust benefitting from beginner's luck.

Luke

ERICKSON
The 1992-93 winter saw the first expansion draft in 16

years and more free agents (102) than the previous two
winters combined.

What's in store for 1993? Tomorrow never knows, as the
Beatles would say. but what do I say ? Well here goes.

American League East
l.)Baltimore— Veterans hkeBaines.Sutcliffe, Davis

and Valenzuela will take the Baby Birds over the top.
2.

)
New York— Steinbrenner's patience will be tested

severely, but Showalter will stay.

3.) Toronto — No. 2 (Morris) and No. 3 (Stewart)
starters are 74 years old combined; rest ofstaffare career
.500. 5.00 ERA pitchers. Too much subtraction, not
enough addition.

4.
)
Milwaukee — loosing Bosio and Molitor will be too

much for baseball's most improved division. Not enough

power to complement Garner's go-goes.
5.) Cleveland— Avg. age of projected lineup: 24 years

old; a still-developing team that vnll contend in 1994.
6.) Boston — Spahn (Clemens) and Sain (Viola) and

pray for rain will be the Beantown chant 45 years later in
1993.

7.) Detroit— Kirk Gibson? Is this the answer for an
all-hit, no-pitch, Geritol-popping (12 players over 30)
team?

American League West
1.) Chicago — A potent offense and a strong bullpen

will overcome thin rotation.

2.) Kansas City— An old-fashioned one-for-one (Jose
for Jefferies) solves the Who's on third / Who's in right
dilemma.

3.) Minnesota— Despite Winfield's leadership, there
are still too many holes to win it all.

4.
)
Oakland—A team in transition, and LaRussa will

save the A's from complete destruction.
5.) Seattle — Ix)u Piniella won't settle for Murphy's

Law mindset of past 17 years.
6.) Texas — Ancient pitching staff" will keep the

Oklahoma-to-Arlington train busy. Oh, but what power.
7.) California — Hopefully Herzog will be around

when the Romper Room roster matures.
National League East

1 .
)
Montreal— The Alous get a whole season together,

and will prove that they're for real.

2.
)
New York — On paper, the second-best rotation in

baseball (what else is new? ) but the hittinghas to improve
Turn to MLB SEASON

, page 1

1

MarioMendoza
, the Mariner shortstop forwhom

the Mendoza line (.200) is named?
Charles Bradley, the old Celt who used to excite

the crowd with thunderous dunks duringwarmups
only to never be seen or heard from again for the
rest of the night?

Tony Garea, tag team champ in theWWF along
with Rick Martel? The fact that I remember he is
from Auckland, New Zealand is pretty sad.

Dave Stapleton, the Sock who was the ultimate
One-Hit-Wonder with his 'I'm a pencil' stance?

Mike O'Koren, Mr. Net of the mid eighties? A
sad statement.

Sid Finch, the man who threw 168 mph in a
cruel joke played by Sports Illustrated and Georee
Plimpton?

Tim Laudner, the greatest RBI Baseball plaver
ever?

Larry Dallas, the used car dealer who lived
above Jack Tripper in Three's Company? (Just
seemg ifyou're still paying attention) I hope you're
not.

Rick McGraw, Wrassler known as "Quickdraw"
who was pretty bad?
Omar Moreno, the base stealing king for the

Pirates during the "We Are Family" years?
Milt Newton, the athletic Jayhawk who helped

Manning in '88?
Turn to HEROES, page 10

SPORTS NOTICE
The UMass Intramural Office is still accepting men's

women's and co-rec Softball rosters on a space available
basts for the upcoming season. Entry forms are available
at the Intramural Office, 215 Boyden.

Mar. 2Sth - 28th

WEEKEND
The Mystery of

Edwin Drood
he UMass Theatre Guild has been

holed up in practices and rehearsals for

their latest production, The Mystery ofEdwin
Drood, for the last three months. Forgoing
any semblance of a decent Spring Break,
the cast stayed in Amherst and braved the
blizzard to perfect their production of this

solve-it-yourself murder-mystery-musical
by Rupert Holmes, loosely based upon the
novel ofthe same name by Charles Dickens.

By LISA CURTIS
Colleaian Staff

"It's totally unlike any play I've ever
seen,

"
says Director Oaniel DeFrance. "The

audience votes on how the show ends."
Edwin Drood is a play within a play in
which the company of the Music Hall
Royale portrays the trials and tribula-
tions of the populace of Victorian
Cloisterham. The title character is mur-
dered, and it is up to the audience to
decide "whodunnit."

"Our production is unique in that we
interact with the audience. There are ad
libs and inside jokes. We adapt for the
audience," says DeFrance. "It's a David
Letterman,on-your-toes type ofcomedy."

The cast ofEdwin Droodincludes Donald
Medeiros as the chairman William
Cartwright, CeitMcCaleb as Edwin Drood,
Barak Tulin as the villainous John Jasper
and Hilary Chazanoff as the Miss Rosa
Bud.

"The cast is hysterical and fun to
watch," says DeFrance. "Some are out-
standingly funny. They really let qo and
ad lib."

As for the behind the scenes "cast of
thousands" Production Manager Jen

Welty has led the team. She's assisted by
Musical Dirertor Gregory Mayerand Stage
Manager/Assistant Director Nicole
Chiasson.

Director DeFrance is on exchange from
Montana where he has been focused on
directing films. "This play offers so much
more than film ever could, " says DeFrance.
"It's so magical in terms of the amount of
interaction the cast can have with the
audience. You can't reach your audience
to that degree with film."

The audience feedback is taken by
vote takers who will actually mingle
with audience. All ofthe various, possible
endings have been rehearsed painstak-
ingly, though only the ones voted on by
the audience will actually see the light of
the stage.

"We're right on the money," says
DeFrance. "It's gonna be a good show."

The Mystery of Edwin Drood will be
performed in Bowker Auditorium tonight
through March 27 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4
for students and $7 for the general public
and are available at the Fine Arts Center
Box Office and at the door.

Crisparkic (Pat Brciinan)

MArr KAHN / collegianI

The Full Ca.st of "The My.siery ol Edwin Drcxxl"
MAH KAHN / COUEGIAnI
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DANCE CLIJR
Featuring The Area 's

Biggest Dance Floor and
Best Light Show!

Wednesday -

DAKINC WITH Dl DESNIS R.

Thursday - WHMP
ElGHTEEM & OVER
DANCIMG WITH
DJ DERMIS R.

WHMP's Ann Spenner

Broacasting Live

Friday - College Night
DASCINC WITH Dj PETE D.

Placing the Best Current

Dance Music

• Frff Admission Before 10pm*
• •Frjf All Night With Cdlegf ID*

•

Saturday -

THE AREAS BIGGEST & BEST
SATURDA Y MIGHT DAMCE
PARTY \\ITHDIDA\E

LIVE MUSIC
jThur.. NUir. J5-8: U)pin IS-t-

- -ILH-IM^ IMM^n
^
l

LOUD MUSIC FESTIVAL p
Fn., Mar. 26-8:(X)pin/1 8+/
THE SWIRIIES...CELL...

\ERSLJS...RVBY FALLS...

THE DAM BUILDERS

S.1I
,
Mar. 27.2KX)pnv'AII Agi-s

L^pstairs -

GREES MAGNET
SCHOOL... THE LYRES..

SPRI\GHOUSE...TR0IAS

PONIES

Downst.'irs -

PAIAMA SLAVE
DANCERS..MR. CRASKY...

THE RENT PARn...

... THE CHEETAHS

S.it,, Mar. _'7-H:00[)nvl8-i-

THE LUNACHICKS..
OAT PFARL... EYELID

ATTENTION:
UMASS COLLEGE STUDENHS\
LPINE COMMONS

133 Belchenown Road (ROUTE 9)

Amherst. Massachusetts 01002 (413) 256-0741

FOUR (4) Bedroom Apartments!

$85> (utilities included! wow!)
Microwave Ovens!

I

TOP TEN REASONS YQU <;hOULD LIVC fJPPr-
1. Your PARENTS don't!

2. YOU pick your roommotes!
3 PRIVACY- Spacious Four (4) Bedrooms!
A. TWO (2) eothrooms- no woiting in the shower line?
5. UTILITIES included $$$!
6. Directly on BUSLINE- minutes from campus &
downtown Amherst!

7. Its fR££ public transportotion!

8. INCLUDES major appliances & w/w carpeting!
9. OUIET forest setting - for your peace of mind.

Great location, convenience & a price
you and your roommates con afford!

Don't wait another doy. cdll todoy!

256-0741

Tufs., Mar. ,M) - 8;00pni

BLACK UHURU

Andrew Tosh/Louie R.mkin

Illur., Apr. 1 -^(:l)()pm, 1 H+

DANCE HALL
REGGAE
iss, zs. rTTTrrrt}

j Fri., Apr. 2 - 4:()()piii 1 8+/

VVMUA Presents

COPSHOOT COP

Dieselmeat/Rodan
**--*-*" -..-... --

,
|-

,77p^

Sat., Apr. } -9:U0pni

MAX CREEK

Fn,, Apr. 9 . ');Ot)pni

>j JOHN SHELDON &
BLUE STREAK

From Niw Oiediis

THE RADIATORS
I .'I ! ! rr

\IJ.I.>I.||.»IJT7

Sat., Apr. 10 - 7:00pm
Male Danre Revue

CALIFORNIA PLAYGIRL
CENTERFOLDS

Tickets^Of^ly^|nJ^dvance

Downstairs - 9:00prTi

HIPPOPOTAMUS

[

.J .J .J.::.LiLi.iLiLii
Thur., Apr. 1 5-8:30pnV18+

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
-* 1.1-1 -111-

Advertising Representatives

for the CoKeaian

We need:

• Organized

• Ambitious

• Motivated

• Keeponelble

Undergraduate etudente
with good communication skills

Fri., Apr. 16-4:()0pm

RATTLE & HUM \^
f^ "• ' - >' "•^•' >^ 'J --jtj

S.it., Apr. 17 - 7:()()pin \i

MAXI PRIEST I
J. J. J, ...... . . . . . . . _,, ...,,. „ ^j.•.-— .—--»T '-'-'--"--^

Call Danielle at 545-3500
for more information or come to our
office and fill out an application

^ Sun., May 2,-9:t)0pm/18+

DIGABLE PLANETS^

Tickets available at Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Tix

Unlimited, Northampton Box
Office, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro

(8001 828-7080
10 Pearl Street Northampton

584-7771

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

The Collefiian is an E.O.E.
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Loud Music Festival:

non-stop and noisy
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Statf

Radius Management has amassed a array of over 30
alternative bands of local and national prominence,
reserved Noho's three best altemativevenuesand arranged
to bring it all together in twodays of angst, feedback, and
great music.

It's called the Loud Music Festival and It's the brain-
child of David Beaupre who runs Jama Disc Records also
out of .Northampton. The Loud Music I'estival will span
this Friday from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. andSaturday from 2 p.m.
to 1 a.m. at Pearl Street, The Iron Horse arid ITie Fiotel

Northampton.
With over 30 bands playing four stages in two

nights, the viewer can pick his/her favorites or check
out a group (s)he's merely heard about in passing.

Gobblehoof are finally approaching success on a
national level after toiling in the Valley for some time.
Gobblehoof produce what Billboard described as "deep
underground sounds, " uniquely Valley. Catch them at
The Iron Horse on Friday.

The Swirlics sometimes struggle to free themselves
from comparisons todream-noise disciples My Bloody
Valentine. Although the Cambridge quartet often
thrives on the same experimental waves as MBV, the
greatest similarity is the quality of their e.xperimenta-
tion and it's strong hints of Boston grit.

Says Altematiw Press, the Swirlies music "(imitates)
the frustrating momentum of a Boston traffic jam."
They play Pearl Street on Friday.

Angry Johnny is a Pioneer Valley relic. Performing
for years with assorted accompaniment and sometimes
only his guitar. Angry Johnny grieves and growls as a
cult figure for his devoted locals. Johnny graces the
stage of the Hotel Northampton Saturday afternoon.

Also of special note are Cell, Springhouse (a new
Caroline band), Hypnolovewheel, and Sub Pop artist
Boston's Green Magnet School. Strictly on an intrigu-
ing name basis check out Backwash, Crack Sex and Piss
Factory. For a chance at free tickets check out the
giveaway in the CoUc^ian.

A showcase of this magnitude is a unique and twssi-
bly exhausting way to spend your weekend. Like they
say m I.atin, carj^e diem — seize the dav. Here's your
diem, now go carpe, better yet two diems.

The Loud Music Festiuil takes over Nortlnunpton 's Pearl
Street, Iron Horse and Hotel Northampton on Friday front 8
p.m.-

1 a.m. amiSatiinlayfrom 2p.m.- 1 a.m. Tickets available
at Mam Street Reconis ami The Northampton Ho\ Office

I Tr(I>WEM rftefl^'*^
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HAOLEY • 533-2663

»* iii/.w> III mn \ttMi\ 17/
iii:sT i»i<:i iKi:
11,-1 ( i.hMril..Ci .1-1" • li.l. \ 1.,,,,, \ «, I

0\f. OF Till- 10 ttKST Of IflK If; |fC

Cii\; Icnuo,-' C.iM Hi,k«. \ M> i (\ FS:Mm\ R;>IUK' H<(

onforgiven t
»

,:?

Friday at 3.^ 6: 15. 8:50/ Sot and Sun at 1 , 3:30,
0: 15 and 8:50/ Mon-Thurs at 6: 15 and 8:50 PM.

noiTonTS

SCHODi

OP nmcRicn

If you ore over 18, and would like to earn
full Time lna)m€|^rking Part Time

•l-ocal/N<itJOfia|p|oi&

• Limrted Openlnbs^
March and ApnTc

Coll Today! 747-9898 . 1655 Main St.,_ Suite 202 . Springfield „„,^„
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march 25th - 28th, 1993 this weekend

Calendar of events
in the S College Area

THURSDAY
LECTURE — Invasions of Privacy: Body and Novel in

Rousseau s Confessions." Peter Brooks, French and Comparative
Literature, Yale. Free. MHC Mary Woolley Hall, New York Room
4 p.m.
DANCE— "My These Things"- Senior thesis dance concert by

third-year student Holly Harding and second-year Sara Rabidoux
Ihe athletic and daring style of Rabidoux contrasts with the
tense but flowing choreography of Harding. HC Music and
Dance Building, Main Dance Studio, 8 p.m. Also March 26 and
27 at 8. Tickets: $3, $2 students. Call 549-4600, ext. 228.RLM — Bericht aas Bonn/ Vie Gemmns and Tlieir Men- (1989
German) dir. Helke Sander. [German Film Series on "Women's
Visions of History"]

. Free. AC Campus Center Theater, 4 & 7:30 p.m.
SPECIAL EVENT — Opening Reception for the Exhibition

Nature ami the Artist: The Work ofArt and the Observer. Free SC
Museum of Art 5 p.m.
CONCERT — The Christopher Hollyday Quartet will be per-

forming at the Iron Horse in Northampton tonight at 7. Tickets

FRIDAY

are $9.50 in advance. Call 584-0610.
MUSIC — Lecture: The Chamber Ideal in Concerted Music

Henry G. Mishkin, Music, AC. Free. AC Music Center Room 3
12:15 p.m.
CONCERT — Betty Carter and her trio of Cyrus Chestnut

piano; Ariel Roland, bass; and Clarence Penn, drums will per-

?9?'c^^n^^ Q^o^f' ^^"i^'
^''"^^'^ "^" ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^- tickets:

3>22, J20, 518, Half price for Five College students, $8 for those
16 and under. Call 545-2511.
LECTURE— "The Christian Right and Their Agenda of Anti-

Gay Politics. " Anne d' Adesky, editor of Out magazine, and Chip
Berlet discuss the Christian Right, the Colorado and Oregon
amendment initiative and future actions. Campus Center 8
p.m. Call 545-4824 for details.

DANCE— Celebrations Dance Concert. The SC Dance Dept
presents the Celebrations Dance Company. $5, $3 for students
Reservations: 545-3220, M-F 1-4 p.m. SC Mendenhall Center for
the Performing Arts, Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre 8pm

LECTURE — Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
Studies Brown Bag Luncheon Series: Ann
d' Adesky, editor of Out magazine. Info:
545-4824. Campus Center 9 1 7, noon- 1 :30.
MUSIC FESTIVAL — The Loud Music

Festival will combine local, regional, and
national alternative bands including The
Swirlies, Gooblehoof, Pajama Slave Danc-
ers, Love Child, Hypno Love Wheel, Oat
Pearl, and Augusta Furnace will play at the
Iron Horse, Pearl Street, and the Bay State
Hotel. Over 20 bands in all. Tonight 7
p.m.- midnight, Saturday, March 272 p.m.-
midnight. Festival passes allow you un-
limited access to all events. $20. For festi-

•val info call 585-8835.
SPECIAL EVENT— Annual Meeting of

the Friends of the SC Library, with Susan
Snively. Snively will present a talk entitled
A Journey to Nowhere: Unexpected Trips With
Poets, offers a look at some poems by
Elizabeth Bishop, Robert Frost, Richard
Wilbur and one of her own. The event is

free and open to the public. All friends and
their guests are invited. SC Neilson Library

Browsing Room, 2:30 p.m.
¥ILM—Beautyand the Beast, the Disney

favorite, will be shown at the AC Cam-
pus Center Theater at 7:30 & 10. $1.75.
READING — Live Literature Reading

Series. Jay Ladin and Elizabeth Porto will
provide plenty of entertaining music,
video, poetry, and fiction. Wootton's
Books, 19 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 7:30
p.m. Call 253-2722 for details. Free.
DANCE CONCERT— The University

Dancers Concert, an informal concert of
student choreography performed by
University dance majors, will be per-
formed at Hampden Theater at 8 p.m.
Free. The concert will also take place
Saturday, March 27 at Hampden Theater
at 8.

CONCERT — D.Q., an AC student a
capella group, will perform atAC Buckley
Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
THEATRE— Vanities, by Jack Heifner;

directed by Sean Perry, will be performed
at a HC Hall TBA at 8. Call 549-4600 ext.

226 for the scoop.

SATURDAY
WORKSHOP — "The Potential of the

Threaded Needle," with Dr. Mary Ruth
Smith and Jocelyn Castro will take place at
Wheeler Gallery today from 1-5 p.m. The
day will consist of a hands-on workshop in
contemporary embroidery techniques. Pre-

registration is necessary. Call 545-2804.
FILM— ThePurple Rose ofCairo, directed

by Woody Allen and starring Mia Farrow
and Jeff Daniels will be shown at the MHC
Gamble Auditorium at 7 & 9 p.m. $2.50.
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUALCAFE— Sara

Cytron, comedienne, and Mission Im-
provable, a local improv group will per-

form at the Hatch at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are

$3. Call 545-4824 for details.

FUN AT THE MULLINS — Stars on Ice

will feature your favorite skaters tonight at

the brand new Mullins Center at 7 p.m.
Call the Mullins Center Box Office at 545-
0505 for further details.

CONCERT— The UMass Orchestra, con-
ducted by Patrick Smith, will perform works
by Rossini, Tillis, Logan and Mendelsohn.
Tickets are $8 and $4. FAC Concert Hall 8
p.m. Call 545-2227 for details.

CONCERT—The Buswell-Parnas-Luvisi
Trio, with James Buswell, violin; Leslie
Parnas, cello; and Lee Luvisi, piano will

perform Mendelssohn's Trio in C-minor,
Opus 66; Shen's Trio; and Beethoven's Trio,

Opus 97, Arcliduke. $ 1 5 orchestra, $ 1 2 bal-
cony, $8 for area students, $5 for AC stu-

dents, discounts for senior citizens. AC
Buckley Recital Hall 8 p.m. Call 542-2195
for reservations.

SUNDAY
CONCERT— Leo Kottke will bring

his acoustic guitar to the Iron Horse
tonightat7&10p.m.$15in advance.
Call 584-0610 for details.

CONCERT — The SC Glee Club
will perform a concert today along
with the University of Michigan
Men's Glee Club (featuring Chris
Webber) and the Valley Festival Or-
chestra. Music for men's choir and
mixed choirs, including Brahm's
Schicksalsliedand Na:nie. Free. SCJohn
M. Greene Hall, 3 p.m.
SOLAR OBSERVING — Observe

the sun through special solar tele-

scopes at the Amherst Town Com-
mon from 1-2 p.m. Free, all ages
welcome. Call 256-6234 eves, for
details.

PLANETARIUM SHOW — After
your hour of solar observation, swing
on overtotheACBassett Planetarium,
Morgan Hall for a realistic showing of
the night sky for the coming week. 3
p.m. Free. All ages. Call 256-6234
eves, for info.

LECTURE— " Designing Sets: Why
I Do What I Do," will be presented by
Ming Cho Lee, a New York City set
designer. Free. AC Mead, Stirn Audi-
torium 3 p.m.
CONCERT— A choral concert fea-

turing choral and instrumental mu-
sic from the Italian Baroque era will
be performed by the MHC Concert
Choir, conducted by Catherine
Melhorn. The Five College Baroque
Orchestra, directed by Robert
Eisenstein, performs Carissimi's ora-
torio, Historia di Jepthe. Free. MHC
Abbey Chapel, 3 p.m.
CONCERT — Ani DiFranco with

special guest Jaime Morton will per-
form at the AC Campus Center
Frontroom, 8 i.m. $8, $2 w/ AC ID.
Call 542-5773 for details.
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Jazz vocalist Betty Carter to close conference
ByJONl.UPO
Collegian Staff

Style. That's what jazz vocalist legend
Betty Carter is all about. This Grammy-
award winning wonder will make her
way to the line Arts Center Concert Hall
tonight as the finale to the 20th Annual
Black Musicians Conference.

The legendary story of Carter's rise to
national acclaim started when she was a
teenager. Kven then, she was performing
with jazz greats Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie
Parker, Miles Davis, Max Roach, Duke
Jordan and when she was 18, she joined

Lionel Hampton's Band. Under
Hampton's tutelage she learned how to
run a band and how to put her musical
ideas on paper.

New York City called to her in 1951
and she was ready to be on her own,
culling a stellar reputation as a vocalist'
Later, during a gig in Washington, D.C.
with Miles Davis, an introduction to his
agents led to a tour and a recording with
Ray Charles.

Carter continued recording, only this
time it was solo. She recorded for various
major record labels throughout the '50s
and '60s and launched her won label.

Bet-Car, in 1969.

Carter's mesmerizing voice, full of im-
provisation and rich feeling, has gar-

nered her a long career filled with hon-
ors. In 1988, she won a Grammy for Look
What I Got and was also nominated that

same year for a duet with Carmen McRae.
For the fourth year in a row Carter was

named lemale Jazz Singer of the Year by
Down Beat's Annual Critic's Poll and was
just awarded an American Jazz Award for
not only Album of the Year and Vocalist
of the Year.

It doesn't stop there. Carter's appear-
ance on "The Cosby Show" and in Spike

turn to Carter page five
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Ctojpurdlipts
^^ HJGH FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY
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SPORTS 6flR

& RCSTAURANT

»ession

See Yoursele
In a Dieeerent

Light
Your $ 1 1 .95 Photo

lucl<includes
• A Glamourous,

complimentary makeover
and hairstyling

• Four exciting wardrobe
and accessory changes

• A fun 15 pose
photo session

• Instant viewing of your
color video proofs
• Portraits back
in about a week

Holyoke Mall
534-6100

* Portraits Additional!

ret Sixteen Pml
Featuring

|iathan Reynol
the Morning S^

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549 4040

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

PSYOHOIOOY
DATE: THURSDAY, MARCH 25, 1993
TIME: 5:00 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 804

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
I his is an opportunity to meet witt^ alumni and discuss tt^eirexperieno-s in ttie working and academic world. Don't miss
this importcjnt panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Audra Choromanski, '89

Cheryl Dellccese, '78

Df-rok Mrfcntee, '86

Itobert Slocit, Jr ,
'92

M S.W Candidate
Smith College School for Social Work
Northampton. MA
(VIA

, Mass Communications
Emerson College
Writer/Producer (Television and Video)
Boystate Medical Center
Springfield, MA
Ph.D. Candidate
Clinical Psychology
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA

Activities Coordinator and Counselor
Youth Development Program
Springfield, MA

For more information, please contact
Mather Career Center

545 22?4
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.—f *° "•«• mediocrity mars new releases
Collegian Correspondent . .

"ypnolovewheel used to take a catchy tune, throw in Pe;,rl i;,m Pt. r.u,. u , .„. „
Hypnolovewheel used to take a catchy tune, throw in

a lame-sounding chord to keep things interesting and
The word of the week is mediocritv ^n nrir-v

.

camouflage it with extra guitar noise. These days they're Hannv Hn..r
ears,don'tdoanythingrash taS^;:Xf,^5 J^r,^ rSn^ h^^h"' !?"' ^"' "^•^' ^"^ ^hey've're^'S "rn^MS
onto your cash: listen to this . .

.
^
^'^^'^^ ^"^ ^old

j;«^,ff^d^'+»ythms fro^^^^^^ songs. "Turn You AtlanUr

Pearl Jam Etc. Give it a try. B

Off" isn't bad, and "Model Railroad" is cck,1 in a subdu?^
sort of way, but the rest is really disappointing. Sigh. C+

75% Fat Free
Chris Mars
Smash Records

Those he was once the drummer for the scrappy

onto your cash: listen to this .

On the Mouth
Superchunk
Matador Records

cri^^nci^T^ '^H ^^^ ^^^-^ "alternative" music
criticandtheirgrandmothergoesnutsforSuDerrhiinL th^c u
and I've yet to find out why They're not anSi h^ni' d

^""^ ^^ "^^^ ^"''^ ^^^ drummer for the scrappy

butwhy[heyshouldstand^outf%nTthepackof^fl^^^^^^^^^ L'a^r'T"*'' """"'l'
"^"^ ""'' 8°"^ ^°'° ^'^^ a v*^?,^

.garbed off-key whiners is a myste^. o£ ft ifo^^^^^^^ dLv. .lUh."'T'
''"'

"' ^'' '^^°"^ '" °"^ V^^^- ^<^"
filled with loud, fast songs that allVounSe- vleak HUHn^

the mstruments except bass, and he has a very
and half-baked.

an souna aiiive- weak dstmct singing and lyrical style -unfortunately many
But then, In the middle of this desert of North

"^ l7q.'°"f/"d"p sounding similar.

Carolina pseudo punk-grunge is an amaztnelv JowPr th ^^Yf'^^^''*'^'^"°"8^*^^'^^^o^3f^the listener
ful song, "The Question Is^hI Fast " Se^lTo; coZfl^T'''" ''?L^"'"P*"8'' is funny and comes
Superchunk's weaknesses (Mac's strained l^ad vocaU in he s'pLaLTf "B^ dI'J^o^'- ''l'"^^'T ^^^ ^*^« ^^
particular) are used to their advantage The son2 is .L'^nH -m-

?^^,^^*f^o^ is a typical riff-happy Mars
available on a compact disc single bufthatandTelvP In!' .

Nightcap" is a jazzy instrumental featuring
this album behind for the nex"S^ reVder C dis^k". ni ^T' ^"'T"

^"' """S^nge, Mars's new^^^ ^^- ^ disc IS a nice change of pace from Alice In Nirvana's
The Downward Road
The Pursuit of Happiness
Mercury Records

Yet another case of a stunted band. In 1988 The
Pursuit of Happiness came out of Canada with an album
full of catchy, intelligent, ironic and damn-funny rock
songs like "I'm An Adult Now" and "Looking for Girls

"

f!jS,^
""''^"^ "^""^ ^^o"^ of '•'^e "Abba hooks up with AC/UC

). I neirl99() follow-upwas more mellowand juvenile
VVith their latest release, TPOH has turned up the am-
plifiers to hide the increasingly one-dimensional lyrics

I heir lead vocalist, Moe Berg, is uncontrollably
horny, but whereas the first album found him making
insightful observations, these days he's content just
whining about sex. Musically the first half of the disc is
a comeback of sorts, with solid riffs and catchy tunes
like "Cigarette Dangles, " and "Nobody But Me" the
constantverging-on-Whitesnakeelectricthumpin'ggets
tiresome before the disc is anywhere near being over
though. Proceed at your own risk. B

Altered States

Hypnolovewheel
Alias Records

O.K., so It's not a new release, but the unbelievable
amount of airplay "Detachable Penis" has been setting
forces this disc to be looked at again. Why? Why did
this horrendous disc get an 'A' in Entertainment Weekly->Why are they headlining a tour while Monks of Doom,

turn to Listen, page eight

U Carter
continued from page four

]fH-\Un'ih^^ui I
Concert Hall. Throughout this unique

a^oCef!r Sh'^Q^rr
'^ '^^"^' ^^^^^^"'^ herTriowill demon

Snter presented "Lt^r ^'"'n"
''"'^ '^''' improvisational tech-

R^nri wf/h\?
.?5*^,,C^rt" Big niques by responding -in song -to

^on. ^.1VnT "^'^ ' ^^ ^^''' ^"^^^ ^"'^^^"^'^ queSions. The only catch

°

fhfL T^ ^''^"l"8
d^^ot^ to that the questions must be mi,,, to thethe singer. She recently released her musicians

^'"insxotne

Z]niJTJ'^''''^\L'''
^'^'*'^'^"^ f''' Ifyou can't make the presentationMdoJy, featunng the eclectic talents of be sure to see Betty Carter and he;her current trio and Mulgrew Miller, Trio at this evenin?^. concert liisi

!^^'^ r^^.^:.
Christian McBride, John definitely the jazf perforn^ance toHicks, Jeff "Tain" Watts, Walter Booker

and Craig Handy.
In addition to her concert with her

I rio this evening. Carter will present
the master class Participation in Song
today from 2 to 3 p.m. at the FAC

beat. Don't miss it.

Hetty Carterami her Trio willperform
at theFAC Concert Hall tonight at 8p.m.
Tickets start at $18, with half-price for
Five ColU'se stuilents. Call the FAC Box
OfficeatS4S-25U forticket reservations.

I hey blew it. Hypnolovewheel could be such a cool
band: the four guys from Long Island has a great disc
last year {Ani^et Fooil— buy it!) brimming with hook-
filled, simple and loud songs. On their newest release
the pop-noise band has taken a big step backwards by
surrounding their lame lyrics with even lamer music

JAKE iHf KEYS.

_:_• CAllACAB.L
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Collegian
Advertising

It works.
545-3500

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO MOT US€ -MSG"

• MANDARIN « SZECHUAN CUISINE
• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FneSM VEGETABIES FROM OUR FARM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FUU. LKXJOR LICENSE
OPEN 7 DAYS • NEmV HEMOOELEO

MASTERCARD & VBA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

gJMWNSTTgT, AMHERST yj

Round trips from BOSTON

LONDON $391
^ARIS $471
BANCKOK $889
Round trips from NEW VOftK

SAN JOSE CIL $450
CANCUN $310

Taxes and surdwges not included
Fares subject to change

Win A Pair of Free Tickets
to the

LOUD MUSK FESTIVAL
in Morthampton IVIarch 26 & 27

- - - J'J^nnersJo^ae CATOsen By Random Drawing

79 So. Pleasant St. Amherst
IMHil

LOUD MUSIC FESTIVAL OfficiaFEnfryToTm

NAME

PHONE
1

.

Must use official form to enter. No more tfian one entry per person
2. Must be 1 8 years old to enter. Collegian Staff are not eligable

\ w,nT'^^ ^^^^^"^
^^f.^'^^,

^-^^^^ ^""9 entries to tollegian offices, 113 Campus Center

m Campu^cS JmAS?^
^'""''' '^''' "'"^ '^'"^''' '' '^' Coilegian^ffice

LIQUORS

GETYOUR TANNED BUTTS DOWN TO
Miller

I Captain Morgan I Natural
Genuine Draft

&G.D. Ljgtit

12pack $X99
bottles O dep

Spiced Rum
I 75Ltf. w/Ff?EE

2 Lt: Coke

.99

Light
'/? Kegs

$3^9

CONTACT
LENS CARE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We take great

pride in being able
to fit many people
who have had
difficulty in the

past wrraring

contact lenses

• • •

Offering a broad
array of contact

lenses with a large

in house

inventory

• • «

The new daily

wear disposable

and frequent

replacement

contact lenses are
now available

• • •

All fittings are

done by our eye
doctors with

experience in

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems

• • •

Emphasis is

placed on your

ocular health and
professional

service

nhs
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours
and convenient on
campus location

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671

Buscti &
Busch LIgtit

24-12 oz. cans

99
dep

Becks
All Flavors

6 pock bottles

99
+ dep

$4

Ztienka Koch's Golden

NO PtRMIl NiiOiu
rOPURC^^ASEKlGS

Busch
'k Kegs

$3399

Anniversary ^r
2416 02 bar bottles

99
dep

Seagrams &
Bartles&
Jaymes

-ut»<f i yWineCcciefs-A.'l.flovois

99
+ dep

~^m WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
Tele-Check for 6 University Drive

your personal check. gf Newmarl(et Center. Amtierst

Glen Ellen
CharcJonnay.

Cobemet Souvignon.

& Sauvignon Blanc

IML

We now hove all

Mass Lottery games!

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE!!
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Denzel & Clint duke it out for Best Actor OscarThis is the fourth in a six-Dart ^PriP. ennn«.h roi*.. fv.r ,.,..*...„„._ _.^
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This is the fourth in a six-part series
highlighting the major nominees for the
1992 Academy Awards which will be
presented on March 29.

ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

Hollywood, like every place else it

seems, is a man's world. While the Best
Actress category has had to struggle to
find enough eligible nominees, the Best
Actor category has had worthy perfor-
mances almost spilling over the prover-
bial envelope.

This year is no exception. In a year
that brought us big screen bio-epics on
Columbus (two, in fact), Malcolm X,
Hoffa and Chaplin, there were more than

enough roles for great actors to strut
their stuff in. Add in a schmaltzv drama,
a dizzying romantic thriller and a sturdy
Western and you've got this year's nomi-
nees for Best Actor.

Let's dispense with the you-have-no-
chance-in-hell nominee: Robert Downey,
Jr. Perhaps the only decent thing about
the pointless C/wp/i/i (mercilessly dubbed
on "Saturday Night Live" as Craplin) was
Downey's courageous lead performance.
However, remember folks, this was the
same guy who did Less Than Zero and The
Pick-up Artist. 'Nuff said.

This may be sacrilegious to say, but
Clint Eastwood's unimpressive spin on
every other killer-of-few-words he's ever
played was the blandest thing about
Unforgiven. For some odd reason, he won

MEDITA

TW tHMvr tS all pttKitt •• to hv caai

A SPFXIAI. WEEKEND PR()(;RAM
H)K i'V ()|•|.^ 2v AND I NDKk

FREE ADMISSTON
lieginning. Intermediate & Advanced Techniques
Karma & Reincarnation Psychic Development
'^ '""^^ Mantras, Yantras, and Chackras
Personal Happiness Wisdom, Power, & Humor
Ihur March 25: 1:M) & 9pm Lord Jeffery Inn, Amherst Rm
Sat March 27: I lam, Ipm, 3pni UMass Campu.s Center Rm 805
Sun March 28: 1 lam .V: 1pm UMass Campus Center Rm 805

the L.A. critics award for Best Actor and
may be part ofan Unforgiven sweep. It may
make your day Clint, but you don't de-
serve it.

All throughout the overlong Scent ofA
Woman, at about hour 18 or so, I noticed
how much Al Pacino was acting. Not just
acting, but ACTING! — the kind you do
for, well. Best Actor awards. Thecornball
scene at the end, where Pacino gives a
histrionic underdog speech at the prep
school, has "Oscar Clip" written all over
it. He deserves it for all he's done in
movies (the Godfather trilogy. Dog Day
Afternoon), but not for this smarmy piece
of crass, tearjerking pulp.

Irish actor Stephen Rea was the glue
that held The CryingGame Xogeih^i. Rea's
journey from disillusioned Irish Repub-
lican Army terrorist to a complex love
triangle was fascinating to watch. Rea
was excellent, but this year his perfor-
mance was eclipsed by Denzel
Washington's superb turn in Malcolm X.

Whatever your opinions oiMalcolm

X

(the best film of 1992 in my opinion),
nothing could touch Washington's
masterful, richly emotional performance
as the sometimes infamous Black leader
throughout his ever-evolving conscious-
ness.

From his early scenes as a street
hoodlum to his rise as an enigmatic Is-

lamic leader, to his eventual disavowal of
those ideals, Washington let go his star
aura and truly became Malcolm X. No
other performance this year could match

COURTESY WARNER BROS.

Denzel Washington, seen here in

"Ricochet," is Jon Lupo's choice for
Best Actor for "Malcolm X."

Washington's amazing complexitv and
grace.

Tomorrow, I'll take a look at Best
Director. Even though the academv left

out Spike Lee (yeah, that was smooth), the
race is still on. Will Clint Kastwood win
even though he doesn't deserve
it? Now, that would be unforgiveable.

The .Jeffery Inn
On the Common

UMass Campus Ctr
Amherst, MA

Sponsored hy the Boston Mediintion Socieiy

"Don't Look Like A Ghost,
Look Your Most!"

TANNING
at Carol's Headquarters
Intro Special: 8 Sessions for $29.95
113 Russell St. • Rt.9 Hadlev • 584-9948

R& P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

><-'<<><-'<<<<<
><>'><<

• ^ ^
' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^>^^^^^^^^^^n:::::::::n::::::^

QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS

MUGS KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 Armory Street
Northampton. MA 01060

(413)584-2124
1-800-287-2124

PUTUS

.1
SSAT * PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS * ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • ORE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEFL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • IVISKP • FMGEMS •

FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven It to over
one million students I et im orovp it to vnu

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780
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!r.™ "^ *^"'* rescue Point-less remakeByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff ^^^^X^^::::^ -Jh^ere^^.ns.Renttheo.gl„al-..fasten

Td'tlL^mlLTst^^^^^^ ^^f-O/rP/ace-Solidperformancesbyteenactors

arailirigdowntortat^rebelo^fnf^^!.^ T^'^^i ^^"^ Witherspoon and Ethan Randall as well as a

restaurant s^ene it'fl ke wTcL^W^nZ wr'^ Tu^ pro-enviroment theme make up somewhat for

with a silly wig
^^t<^hmg Wonder Woman the big plot holes and occasional lapses into preachiness.

^sssiil: =i|ss=s siispssa
andthisgaudyretread.Whilethel990or^ina^^^^^^^^^ ^^" »^3:'"g/o have sex with a cartoon Kim Basigner in f

.

"^ ^ 'o^.^' ^^^^hman.

itself in cool-blue hues and had a spiky flavoftoTtP^^^ SI n'J' "^t^""'^'
'^°"8^ ^'^^ ^'^""^^ ^o^^^n^e

falls over itself to be 'blockbuster" - UDoin^^^
^^^^" ?«b and Maggie is now plain unrequited love.

This unnecessary remake of Luc Besson's stvlishFrench fl.ck La Femme Nikita has one thing gSing for t

exp OS ons and firepower - all while reducing the
central conflict to a stale redemption storyline with
flashy sets. Ah, the American way

^

.

''°*"1, *^"^f
he story of Maggie (the erratic but engag-

ing Bridget Londa), a drugged-out hoodlum who is
offered an impossible choice after she's killed a cop in a
drugstore shoot-out: death or retraining as a government
assassin. She chooses the latter and is transformed from
bitchy scuzzball to sleek markswoman by government
agents liob (Gabriel Byrne) and Amanda (Anne Bancroft)

Maggie, now with covername Claudia and code name
Nina, goes out into the real world — Venice Ca She

Maggie is now plain unrequited .wvc
Anne Bancroft, looking old and overacting wildly

doesn't bring much to her thin role. Dermot Mulroney
as the token boyfriend, is hard to see through his
scraggly facial hair. Harvey Keitel, though, is genuinely
scary and fills his small role with icy terror.

Point is entertaining in an afternoon movie matinee
kind of way, and you definitely get a lot of movie for
your buck. But the fact that the film amounts to
celluloid plagiarism leaves a smarmy aftertaste. Remakes
can work — Sommersby for instance — but the only

Stunning desert and bush cinematography by Juan
Ruiz-Anchia highlight this mini-epic from Disney which
also boasts a new Roger Rabbit Short, Trail Mix-Up.

The story may be too intense for younger kids, but A
Far Off Place is a mostly wonderful adventure flick
that's message is better than its sometimes creaky plot.
The kids, for instance, don't really seem too unnerved
by their parents' deaths. Also, they emerge from pre-
sumably weeks in the desert looking darn healthy. One
more thing — the dog, even though he's going across
a desert for chrissakes, neverp<»;f5! The message, though,
is worth these occasional gaps in logic. Worth an
afternoon matinee.

Trail Mix-Up is another silly Roger Rabbit cartoon

n,.,s a SUV a^e^o. Mu.oneyVan. failVinlov-™; "nJ/^ltttThr^^reranT.^rs/^Tr"
'^^ «"^" ^^ «-^ """- ' « .oThe"':<^::,T^. ' "a

DirectorJohn Badham (Bird on a Wire) has obviously
^ ^ woman-in.|eopardy action movie Far Off Place: B Trail Mix-Up: C

^

seen La Femme Nikita many times — he copies scenes
and shots with glaring gall, seemingly oblivious to the
plain fact he's stealing from someone else's directing
work. *

Yet there are differences. A key scene early on in the
film, where Maggie must escape from a restaurant
kitchen after she's killed someone. In Nikita. the scene
was quick and brutal — and also included a spellbind-
ing bu 1 let POV shot, a precursor to the famous Robin Hood
arrow sequence. Nikita, alternating rage and fear hur-
ries back to confront Bob.

In Point, the scene is achingly drawn out: more guns
and an annoying reliance on slow motion in order to
clarify the action. Maggie runs to see Bob as well, but
this time it's pouring rain and she stops on a bridge and,
with thejefferson Memorial glowing in the background,
disposes of her gun in the water, all the while bawling
her eyes out. Talk about subtle, eh?
Trumped up sequences like the above plague the

fllm. Badham has also seen flt to change the ending,
pitting Maggie and a notorious agent plaved with
striking malevolence by Harvey Keitel against each
other on the edge ofa cliff. /*o/;;r.v reliance on processed
action movie cliches and garish explosions only serve
to point out how uninspired the whole production is.

Badham, in his attempt to clear up any ambiguities in
the original story, has made it all the more unbelievable.
While the inherent mystery and intrigue of the rain
soaked 1-rench streetsaswellasthecipher-like performance
by lead Anne Parillaud {InnocentM>od— but don't hold
it against her)allowedforast\'listicsuspension of disbelief
in Nikita. I'onda can't seem to uphold Parillaud's delicate
balance of danger and pathos.

First of all, she'scompletelyunbelievableasthedruggie I

Inspiring visuals power
Arthur legend Excalibur

Original Nikita is a stylisli, neonoir roller coaster
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

It'sbeen donebefore, American filmmakers taking
exciting French Alms like Jean Luc Godard's A Bout
de Souffle and making American versions (Breath-
less). Well, the Americanization of 1990'strt Fcmmc
Nikita, now called Point ofNo Return, was also a biv
mistake.

The original French flick, released on video in
letterbox form with English subtitles, is an action-
packed story about a rebel with a cause.

French actress Anne Parillaud plays a rebellious
street punk that is imprisoned for the murder of a
police officer. She is given a choice of death or to be
transformed into an undercover, female Termina-
tor.

After being shown photos of her staged death she

The acting by Parillaud is top notch. She fills the
character with a zest as she screams and rides an
emotional roller coaster throughout the 1 1 7 minute
fllm. Her character is taken to Venice on a vacation
where she is with her lover. Her code name is

Josephine; her lover thinks her name is Marie; and
her real name is Nikita. She has no choice but to kill
to survive.

In one scene, she is called at a moments notice to
stake out some unknown people while she is in her
hotel room. Suspense builds as her lover awaits her
outside the bathroom door as she focuses on her
target.

In another circumstance she is called to show up
at a hotel in Venice, Italy where she acts as a room
service waitress. Such secret maneuvers remind me
of No Way Out.

The fllm explodes with suspense and the subtitlesi^ ( ,. " ^, ', —o .......^ ""->""' tALTHJucs Willi suspense ana me suntitles

be an underground "Star Trek" enterprise. There she
practices shooting at a shooting range. After blow-
ing away the paper outline of a human body, one
trainer asked her if she had practice shooting and
she responds by saying that she's never practiced on
paper.

The film has its humor with odd twists such as
when they take her out and test her abilities as an
assassin. Early in the fllm, she is tricked and is given
a false escape route; she survives and proves herself
successful.

already are. Vou won't want to pause for even a
second. As for fllm techniques, it is similar to a fllm
noir. Dark wet streets, low key lighting and the
emphasis on this woman aid in making it a true neo-
noir fllm.

La Femme Nikita intrigues as it entertains to the
utmost exciting fllm experience. Grab a bag of that
microwave popcorn, dim the lights and enjoy this
fantastic French action movie. I haven't seeii the
remake — nor do I want to— because this Nikita is

satisfying enough. A

By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Correspondent

Movies that create a whole new uni-
verse really impress me. The whole pro-
cess of taking written-down fantasy or
science Action and transferring it to the
screen is an amazing achievement.
Movies like Blade Runner, Legend, The Star
Wars Saga and Conan the Barbarian are
awesome because there is absolutely
nothing taken for granted. All the scen-
ery has to be new and different. All the
ideas have to be fresh and visionary. It

really gives filmmakers a chance to cre-

ate something that people would never
see otherwise.

Video Pick

of the Weeic

Which brings me to the movie
Excalibur. I just finished watching the
movie again for about the tenth time (I

first saw the movie when I was 1 1 years

old in 1981 when it first came out) and 1

am still quite amazed by it.

E.xcaliburis. of course, about Arthurian
legend— how Arthur became king, how
he united Camelot, and eventually, how
he died. The title of the movie refers to

Arthur's magic sword— a mystic weapon
forged by the dragon that created and is

entwined with the land. It is a beautiful

tale of love, honor, passion and truth.

Director John Boorman (The Emerald
Forest) makes the movie visually just

beautiful. £jfaj//7;/<rhassomeof the most
powerful and inspiring scenes on film.

For instance, when King Arthur realizes

that he m ust lead an army against his evil

son, Mordred, he and his men charge
from Camelot through a flower orchard
in full shining battle regalia to the music
of Carmina Burana: Introduction. This
scene gets me every time.

Theactingperformancesare incredible

too. Most noticeably, Nicol Williamson
as the magician Merlin. In a role that

most people imagine as semi-pathetic

caricature, Williamson plays Merlin with
incredible wit and charm that will

probably sfir some atavistic (a GRF word
if there ever was one) belief.

Nigel Terry also puts in a solid per-

formance as Arthur. He certainly looks

the part, but he has trouble going from
energetic youth to aged old man. Don't
get me wrong though, Terry does take a

legend and make a man out of him. For

that you have to respect his performance.
Other strong performances are Helen

Mirren (Where Angels Fear to Tread) as

Morgana, Nicholas Clay as Lancelot and
Gabriel Byrne (Miller's Crossing) as Luther

Pendragon, Arthur's father. Trekkie fans

may like to know that Patrick Stewart

(Captain Picard)hasa small role as one of

the Knights of the Round Table.

turn to Excalibur, page eight
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Listen to This
continued from page five

a superior band, is opening up for them? I'he mind
boggles. The band seems to draw legions of fans thanks
to their novelty tunes ("Cheesecake Iruck," "Jesus Was
Way Cool, lake Stuff From Work") which are funny
for a few listens but certainly nothing to make a career

out of. Otherwise, King Missile plays god-awful, hu-
morless prog-rock. Ugh.

Hiippy Hour's best time is the 23-second "Glass,"

another cute joke from lead yelper John S Hall. Un-
fortunately it's surrounded by 59 minutes and 37 sec-

onds of sludge like "Kd" and "Take Me Home." And
"Detachable Penis ' is just another smug King Missile

slap at the audience, while the band proves they are

becoming the 'sensitive artists' they once lampooned
so effectively. Oh man, why? F

Excalibur
continued from page seven

Ihe movie covers a lot of material but sticks to

the bare bones of the legend so you really should
pay attention while watching the movie. If you run
to the bathroom in the middle of it, you'll probably
miss something important and you'll be scratching
your head later wondering what is going on.

1 think this may be the reason some other critics

didn't like the movie as much as I did. They must

not of been paying attention to the story (probably

feeding their face on popcorn), so they got lost in the

middle.

Hven if Arthurian legend really doesn't interest

you that much, still check out Excalibur because it

could change your mind. The movie takes a really

old tale and turns it into a beautiful epic that is sure

to let your imagination wander. It's a great way to

spend a Sunday afternoon. {Rated R. 140 minutes)

Friday March 26. 1993
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Local News:
Sex expert Susan Bright speaks on safe yet enjoyable
practices for people of all orientations, emphasizing

creativity and experimentation. Page 3.

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts baseball

team is off to St. Joseph's this weekend for its

first A- 10 match of the year. Page 1 2.
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Chancellor finalist talks student issues
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian StafT

Chancellorship finalist Dr. David K. Scott discussed
his views on student issues yesterday afternoon with
students and faculty in the Cape Cod Lounge.

Scott said that when he was Michigan State's provost
from 1986 to 1992 he held open office hours for students,
and would continue to hold open forums with students at
the University of Massachusetts. He held walk-in hours
from 1 to 5:30 p.m. every Thursday for about a year, but
had to stop because of time constraints and individuals
coming forward with personal grievances, he said.

Scott said he met with students at Michigan State on
a regular basis, but added "I don't think the burden of
educating the administration should fall on the students."

However in response to a woman in the audience saying
she was tired of educating the administration, Scott said
"I beg of you, don't give up in trying to educate adminis-
tration and colleagues. There is no single enemy here."

Scott said because everyone coming to the University
brings prejudices and baggage, he would like to have
forums where people could talk about their bigotry.

When asked what his definition of multiculturalism
was, Scott said. "I think the difference between diversity
and multiculturalism is diversity implies demographics,
while multiculturalism focuses on values and strengths.

Scott said differences among cultures should be val-
ued, and there should not be an attempt to create a
homogenous society.

He said one ofthe programs he implemented at Michi-
gan State was to recruit freshmen according to the racial
diversity of graduating high school seniors across the
state.

Six years after the program's implementation, the
racial makeup of incoming students at the university
almost reflects the pool ofgraduating seniors, Scott said.

The University of Massachusetts should also be work-
ing to keep high school students in school, Scott said.

Scott said in Michigan he worked on implementing
mandatory general education courses for all four un-
dergraduate years, and would like to do the same at
UMass. He said he would also want students to be
oriented on diversity during their first year.

He estimated these programs would take about three
years to implement at UMass.

Scott said he would offer scholarships to women and
minorities, and pressure departments to hire them. He
would also offer a prestigious award for students, staff
and faculty who have done the most in combating racism,
said Scott, who implemented similar programs at
Michigan State.

Also Scott said he would make people aware of using
sexually biased words, because "language is a reflection
of our culture."

Scott said he got a 35-member task force together to
examine a Michigan State undergraduate's experience.
He said he also created a task force to examine lesbian,
bisexual and gay issues.

He said he did not believe in raising the University's
tuition, but would prefer to see an increase in state taxes
to fund higher education.

"I really don't Hke him. I heard a number ofthings that
made me a little nervous," said Student Government
President Jen Wood. "He seemed to think that high
tuition, high aid was an option, when we were finding
ourselves without state funding. . . I was not particularly
impressed with his ability to deal with students and to
confront difficult issues with them. He felt distant."

JOSH REYNOLDS / COILEGIAN
Chancellor candidate David K. Scott speaks at a forum in

the Cape Cod Lounge yesterday.

Young journalists visit

Mass. Daily Collegian

How to write memoirs
Authors talk on analyzing personal pasts

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Brent Staples addresses visiting high school students in the Collegian newsroom

yesterday. Staples is an editor at The New York Times.

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Forty-two students from the High
School of Commerce in Springfield
spent the day at the Collegian yester-

day, investigating and writing stories

on campus events.

'7Ve never experienced

anything like being in a

newspaper office before.

"

Chantell Branch

The program was organized by Ni-

cholas McBride, professor of journal-
ism at the University ofMassachusetts
and a graduate of the High School of
Commerce. McBride has visited the
high school to speak to the students
about the opportunities they have after

graduation.

The students arrived on campus at

8:30 a.m. and indulged in an impromptu
tour. The seniors in the group filled out
applications to the University for fall

semester, 1993.

Mike Smist, who led the group.

teaches journalism at the high school
and is the advisor to the school's paper.
The Commerce Executive. He pur-
chased with his own money the ten
computers the school paper uses and
helps the students put out issues that
run whenever they can raise enough
money for printing.

Smist said the paper has a zero
budget and remains unfunded by the
school system. He said the students
raise money through advertising and
from a snack bar they set up in the
journalism classroom.

He said the experience ofrunning a
school paper is a good one for the stu-

dents. He also said last year the stu-

dents had an opportunity to "scoop" the
Springfield Union News on a story about
the principal resigning.

"They didn't know how influential

they can be with their writing," Smist
said.

He said the paper has a circulation

ofabout 2,000. Many local citizens ask
to have the paper mailed to them be-

cause it is "controversial," according to

Smist.

Turn to COMMERCE HIGH, page 10

By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

"Personal Writing: The Given Story"
was both title and theme to Thursday
morning's panel discussion, part of "The
Art of Nonfiction," writers conference in

Memorial Hall, which is sponsored pri-

marily by the University ofMassachusetts
journalism department.

The discussion featured three respected
writers, Patrice Gaines, Brent Staples and
Jay Neugeboren, and was followed by a
discussion on financing book projects.

In writing their memoirs, all three
writers said they learned to decipher their
pasts, conference moderator Doug Weiner
observed. Weiner is an author, educator
and former student of Neugeboren. He
said writing a memoir requires purpose,
structure and vision.

Essayist Brent Staples is an editor for

the New York Times and is working on a
memoir titled "Parallel Time."

Jay Neugeboren is an English profes-
sor at the University and has published
several books, including "The Stolen Jew,"
and "Before My Life Began."

Neugeboren's memoir focu.ses on his
relationship with his schizophrenic
brother, who has spent the last several
decades in different mental in.stitutions.

The book is titled "His Heart, My Sleeve,"
and "tells

I his brother's! story for him
because he can't." Neugeboren said he
also attempts to alleviate common mis-
conceptions concerning the mentally ill.

Neugeboren said he crafted his story
by beginning with the things he remem-
bered most, but had to "work through
some painful memories" in order to write
about them clearly.

He said many people find it "glamorous
Turn to MEMOIRS, page 4

Senate supports creating
learning resources center
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate yesterday sup-
ported the creation ofa Learning Resources
Center and also agreed to change several

academic regulations to improve under-
graduate retention and academic success.

Speaking before 61 senators. Provost
Glen Gordon noted that many other uni-

versities have Learning Resources Centers
to assist with "computer instruction and
other services," which he feels the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts should have too.

"This is not merely a retention activity,

but a center we're attempting to create to

assist students in the mastery of material
regardless ofacademic status." he said. "I

do believe the creation of this center will

be a great first step to improve the pano-
ply of services we provide our students,
and I urge you to support it."

The senate eventually did so, but not

before several senators suggested the
administration's recent admissions poli-

cies made such a center necessary. Robert
Wilson, professor of hotel, restaurant and
travel administration, seemed to speak
for this faction when he criticized both
admissions policies and faculty reluctance
to instruct incoming freshmen.

"We have heard today that steps are
being taken to improve the quality of the
students coming in; we feel that is one of
the problems that is manifesting itself"
he said. "But we also feel there is a trend
among faculty within departments to
choose to teach senior-level courses,
graduate courses and upper-level courses,
but not freshman courses. The faculty
needs to make a commitment to improv-
ing the quality of education by having
more senior-level faculty teaching more
freshman and sophomore-level courses."

Gordon echoed Wilson by saying, "The
Turn to SENATE, page 2
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single factor that creates more of our re-

tention problems than any other is the
I quality of] students we admit." Other
senators, such as Professor Brian W.
O'Connor of Biology, conceded this point
but felt a learning center was still a
valuable proposal.

"We're not getting the caliber of stu-
dents we've had in the past, but we've still

got to deal with them," he said. "We're not
getting what we used to get, but on the
other hand, the students that are having
trouble are seeking help. I find that en-

Address all correspondence to:

1 1 3 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

RECYCLE THIS
COLLEGIAN

couraging, and feel a learning center is a
step in the right direction."

The proposal was unanimously ac-
cepted.

In other news, the senate endorsed a
motion moving the last day of the Under-
graduate Withdrawal Period from the 28th
day of the semester to the mid-semester
date.

The senate also supported a motion
authorizing academic departments to
transfer certain students into "a lower or
higher level course in the same sequence"
to better serve their academic needs.

THE HOUSING SERVICES REVIEW COMMITTEE
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HOUSING SERVICES
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'Sexpert' bursts with information on risk-free fun
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

"Am I right to assume that you are all
the sex maniacs in western Massachu-
setts?" Susan Bright asked a predomi-
nantly female audience at the beginning
of a Smith College lecture this week, en-
titled Safe Sex for Sex Maniacs.

With the spread ofAIDS and an iiicrease
in other STD's, sex education has become
a national issue, as colleges and univer-
sities repeatedly teach students how to
put a condom on a banana and how to use
dental dams.

Yet even with the extreme risk involved
in having sex these days, students are
failing to take universal precautions,
unconvinced that safe sex is compatible
with an intense sexual experience, ac-
cording to Bright, the author of "Susie
Sexpert's Lesbian Sex World" and "Susie
Bright's Sexual Reality: A Virtual Sex
Worid Reality."

Speaking to over 300 people Wednes-
day night, Susan "Sexpert" Bright ad-
dressed why current safe sex education
has been ineffective and explained how
students can "get off and be totally safe."

"Doctors are interested in prolonging

your life. I also have that same interest. I

have an interest in saving your sex life

and prolonging your sexual satisfaction,"
Bright said, ehciting hoots and raucous
applause from audience members.

With little scientific data available for
women, and with safety information con-
stantly being revised, safe sex is more
complex than educators often lead people
to beheve, according to Bright.

"We have to deal with changing infor-
mation and the fact that the information
is not certain," Bright said. "It sucks that
all safe sex information is focused on men.
With women we have no answers, no sta-
tistics."

After showing a safe sex video target-
ing lesbians, called "Current Flow," Bright
engaged the audience, accumulating a list

of reasons why the public service an-
nouncement was effective.

The video, featuring two women mak-
ing love safely, was described as "creative,
imaginative, and fun."

Emphasizing the importance of mas-
turbation. Bright encouraged people to
explore their "erotic identity," and to ex-
periment with "the accessories that are
out there that make you hot."

Turn to SEX. page 4
_. , ^ „ ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Sexpert Susan Bright talks about safe, fun sex at Smith College.

Panel confronts
misconceptions
of ethnic groups
By ANN MARIE NEAL
Collegian Staff

"Issues Concerning People of African Descent
on the UMass Campus" was the title of the Cape
Verdean Student Alliance's panel discussion last

night.

The discussion was conducted by eight UMass
students, and moderated by Sid Ferreira, academic
adviser for the Collegiate Committee for the Edu-
cation of Black and other Minority Students.

The panel focused on problems confronting eth-
nic groups on campus, and the diversity ofAfrican
and African-descended ethnic groups at the Uni-
versity.

"A part of the problem is that there is a small
percentage of us here, and oftentimes that results
in misconceptions ofCape Verdeans," Anna Lisa, a
Cape Verdean student, said.

"There's a misconception, because it's believed
that we don't associate ourselves with African
Americans, but that's not true. Wejust have a lot of
pride in ourselves," she said.

Justin Baty, a Native American student, said,

"There's also a small percentage of us here. The
images of Native American men and women are
often distorted, and we need to re-educate our-

selves. We need to do it now and we need to do it

here."

Among the panelist were two Africans: Muse
Woods and Christine Harmon.

Woods said, "The biggest problem is that not
many individuals go to functions in support ofeach
other. The idea that we're all Black and the same is

a part ofthe problem, and we within ourselves need
to address that issue."

Rob Venator, a Latino, and Renaita Harrison, a
Jamaican, both said, "I don't want to speak for my
entire race, so I'll speak for myself."

"I would allude to students about the reality on
this campus not being addressed," Venator said.

"We need to break the barriers," Woods added.

Penny Cameron, a freshman on the panel, ar-

rived late, but had much to say to the audience of

about 30.

"Charity begins at home, and the campus pow-
ers are trying to pit us against each other. We can
see it here just look around at all the empty seats

that should be filled," Cameron said.

"People often feel they need to get theirs, but we
need to support each other, while remembering
that no one said money will give you happiness and
pride," she said.

The discussion ended with an agreement, by

the audience and the panelists to plan, publicize

and support programs held within each cultural

group.

A need was recognized to begin a process of

examining themselves for hidden stereotypes and

mi.sconceptions that have no bearing on reality.

Greek speaks on Balkan crisis
Former U.N. delegate addresses violence, nationalism
By BRIAN C. O'NEILL
Collegian Correspondent

Greek Consul Theodore Passase spoke about Greece
and its role in the Balkan crisis to the UMass community
last night as part ofa celebration ofGreek Independence
Day.

Passase, a 1991-92 meml»er ofthe Greek delegation at
the 46th and 47th General Assembly of the United
Nations, said decisive action must be taken to end the
conflict in the former Yugoslavia. "The European Com-
munity must act quickly in establishing the Vance-Owen
plan before it's too late," he said.

The Vance-Owen plan prescribes the division of the
former Yugoslavia into separate Serbian, Croatian and
Muslim territories as a way to end fighting between these
factions, and was drafted by U.N. officials.

"The Balkans have often been described as the powder
keg of Europe. . . the Vance-Owen plan is a well-drafted
plan," he said.

He said Eastern Eiu-ope has been having difficulty in
making the transition to democracy. "Market economics
have proved painful," he said.

"There are two spirits in Europe: one working for

1Ok road race
set to benefit
needy children
By MARTI SHAW
and ELAINE McBEE
Collegian Correspondents

Once a year, members of the University of Massa-
chusetts campus community have the opportunity to
trade their winter boots for jogging shoes and help
homeless and abused children at the same time.

Last year the University's Newman Center, which
sponsors the annual benefit "Run for Runaways," was
able to raise $3,000 for the Covenant House in New York.

The Covenant House assists children when they are
abused at home or have rim away from home.

At the Covenant House, counselors help talk about
children's problems. When they arrive, they are given a
hot meal, clean clothes and a warm bed.

The Run for Runaways is a 10-kilometer (6.2 mile)
road race, sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity and
the Newman Center. All proceeds from this event are
donated to the Covenant House.

UMass student Deb Janik, who is a volunteer to
recruit students to run in the event, said "the homeless
situation for the youths is pretty bad."

She said there are a lot of runaways throughout the
country, and the Covenant House offers support at a time
when they may not receive attention from their parents.

Although the event was rained on last year, sponsors
say they hope to exceed the 275 runners that registered
last year with at least 300 registrants this year.

This is the first week of registration, and so far 50
people have signed up. Few sign-ups are expected the
first week, but generally pick up the second week when
applications are returned, organizers said.

Turn to RUN FOR RUNAWAYS, page 10

boundaries, the other working for unification. . . one
moving toward the 19th-century ideals and the other
working toward the 20th century," he said.

Addressing debates in Macedonia, a region where
some parts of the population feel an allegiance to Yugo-
slavia and others to Greece. Passase said the term
"Macedoma" was really created by Titoist, Stalinist ideals.
"In talking about the Macedonia question, before 1944
there was no mention ofMacedonia on maps. They were
considered Greeks."

Passase said historically Macedonians are Greeks, in
contrast toone audience's members beliefthat Macedonia
is a separate state with its own identity. Passase backed
up his claim by reading the United Nation's definition
that Macedonia is part of the former Yugoslavia.

In closing Passase said. "The situation in Bosnia is a
tragedy."The situation in Yugoslaviacould posea problem
if embargos are lifted causing the fighting in Bosnia to
spill out into neighboring countries.

Passase said the Greeks want a peaceful solution to
the crisis in the Balkans, "The Greek government believes
the plans for ending the crisis should be intensified."

The celebration ofGreek Independence day continued
with a reception in his Passase's honor.

Giving some credit

to the homeless
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

'

For college students across the nation the motto
created by American Express, "Never leave home
without it," will be even more important during the
next few weeks.

The American Express credit card company has
joined with a volunteer organization called Share
Our Strength in an effort to raise money to benefit
homeless shelters across the county.

Every time a college student makes a purchase
with his American Express credit card, regardless
ofamount, the company will donate approximately
nine cents to SOS.

The campaign "Million Meals" will run from
March 15 through April 30. American Express and
SOS say it should raise at least $90,000.

Cristine Parker, a senior at George Washington
University who represents SOS in the campaign,
and Andrew Seibert, senior manager in charge of
student cards for American Express, said they see
a serious need to organize events which will help
the homeless.

Parker said SOS deals with many organizations,
and encourages them to participate in programs
that will raise money, rather than just make do-
nations of money.

"The SOS group is more of a middle man than
anything else," Parker said. "We ask for donations
of effort and time from organizations, not checks."

Artists, chefs and authors are all examples of
professionals who donate their works and time,
Parker said.

The organizers said the main goal of the cam-
paign is now to get college students involved.
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memoirs
continued from page 1

'

to look through a window and see the hell of someone
else's hfe."He said he therefore tries to "de-romanticize"
his autobiographies.

Gaines said writing a memoir requires complete
honesty as well as the intelligence to articulate what
was uncovered. She said she views her writing as a
learning experience which "added another layer" to
her personal knowledge.

Gaines, a reporter for the Washington Post and
National Public Radio, won the National Association
of Black Journalists Award for her Post story Touch
Boyz."

^

During the question-and-answer period, the panel
discussed the potential for emotionally hurting people
by what they reveal in their memoirs, and agreed that
the truth should always be told. "Why tell the story if
you don't tell it all," Neugeboren said.

The afternoon conference was entitled "Money:
Supporting Your Habits." The panel consisted of five
authors andjournalists, who spoke on financingbook
projects.

The authors said that although advances from
editors appear large, often more than $100,000, the
money must last two or three years, and is eaten up by
research expenses, taxes and agent's fees. The authors
said they all took part-time jobs to stay afloat while
working on their books.

The panelists were Walt Harrington, who wrote
"Crossings: A White Man's Journey Into Black
America," Henry "Buzzy" Bissinger, who won the
Pulitzer Prize for investigative reporting, and authored
"Friday Night Lights,"Cynthia Gomey, a Washington
Post reporter who is writing a history ofthe American
abortion conflict, and Ted Conover, who is the author
of "Coyotes," "RolUng Nowhere," and "Whiteout."

sex
continued from p>age 3

"You men need to buy a whole bunch of brands |of
condoms) and start wanking off, and see what feels good,"
Bright said. "Women, you need to start putting things in
and around your pussy and see what it feels like."

Bright displayed and demonstrated dental dams, la-
tex gloves, dildos and even a new sex device called a thigh
harness. Holding a dildo, the harness straps around the
thigh for interesting and creative sex between partners.

Audience reaction to the lecture and presentation was
positive, as interviewers praised Bright for her realistic
approach to promoting safe lesbian and straight sex.

"1 thought it was excellent. I like the fact that she had
a really human approach to it," UMass undergraduate
Kelly Hayes said.

"She brought up stuff that people don't usually bring
up. She's realistic." said MegRosser, also a UMass student.

homeless

.e!^:ttis;cr«=;vrrj-:^-^^^^^^^^^

continued from page 3

"We are trying to focus on college students because we
know homelessness and poverty are issues they are
concerned with." Seibert said. "Tne easiest way for a
student to help out is to use his card."
SOS has always tried new and different strategies for

raising money, Parker said.

For instance, the organization urges restaurants and
other food organizations to deliver their daily leftovers to
nearby shelters and soup kitchens.

This is not the first time that Share Our Strength and
American Express have teamed up. Every year. Ameri-
can Express sponsors an event called Taste ofthe Nation.

The events consist of a series of food and wine tasting
parties across the country, and now constitute one of the
largest nationwide benefits for hunger relief.

According to both Parker and Seibert. the campaign
will be advertised on over 300 college campuses across
the United States.

"Students need to keep in mind that this is only a short
period oftime, so they must use their cards." Parker said.

Last Ifear
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Our wacko talks with Waco's wacko: hangin' with Koresh
WACO. Texas— Some students traveled to Cancan for

spnng break, while others took offfor Florida. There were
even a few ofmy comrades who went to the West Coast for
some fun m the sun. but for my break. I was on a mission.

I went down to the land of cowboys and cowpokes to
visit the wacko from Waco, that krazy killer. David
"Kooky" Koresh. In my 10-day stay. I was able to talk at
great length with Koresh and his clan of the Branch
Davidians. who have killed four U.S. marshals during
the 20-day standoffin Waco. The following is an exclusive
interview with "Kriminal" Koresh.

Michael Morrissey: Were you aware that you have
more than one thing in common with Charles Manson (of
Helter Skelter fame)? Both of you are failed musicians,
and he even put out an album. Did you know this?

David Koresh: As the Bible states. I had a higher
calling during my musical career. I felt I had a much
better chance of gaining fame and fortune through
brainwashing legions of naive religious zealots.
MM: There has been much written about the Branch

Davidians. a group splintered from the Seventh Day
Adventists. and their persuasive way ofrecruiting. There
are reports you have violated many laws in building such
a large following, and that you have a personal vendetta
against this religion.

DK: As the Lord has stated through the alignment of
Ursa Major and the Big Dipper, all heretics will be blown
up with an anti-tank missile in the very near future. This
applies especially to the Seventh Day Adventists. who
will be killed instead with a fu lly automatic machine gun.

Michael

MORRISSEY

Altering our natural world

MM: You certainly have amassed a large arsenal of
weapons in the span of a few short years. How have you
accomplished this and what do you plan to do with these
weapons?
DK: As the moon's cycle, and the lack of lo. Jupiter's

innermost moon, being seen in the Texas sky in the last
week of February have clearly explained to me, we have
accumulated as much as many Third World countries
and it was time to act. Since these countries have taken
on holy wars for their false gods, we in the compound feel
it will soon be time for us to strike.

MM: Has anyone ever told you you bear a striking
resemblance to Howard Stem?

DK: In dealing with the media, he has taught me a lot.

MM: Do you really believe yourself to be the second
coming ofJesus Christ?

DK: As the book of Revelation has stated in many
forms, the son ofGod will come down upon Earth, have
sex with all ofhis female followers, arm his followers with
illegal guns and weapons, and open fire on any law
enforcement agents who come to the temple with a search
warrant.

MM: Really?! I must have mi.ssed Sunday School the
week that was taught. Anyway. I would like to ask you:
what is it like being Jesus Christ?

DK: Like Brigham Young once stated, it's not as tough
as one might think. You take a few dumb Southerners,
susceptible for brainwashing, move to a town where
religion is a big deal, take the outskirts of a town and
build an impervious fort with the labor ofthese dummies,
and move slowly but surely from religion to cult, and
before you know it. you're God.
MM: How much longer doyou think you will stay here,

and do you think think you will ever be arrested, caught
or killed?

DK: Like Orson Welles clearly stated. "We will
brainwash no mind before its time." and we will cross no
police line before its time, either. When the blue moon
turns red and the Bible burns up in my hand. I'll run for
the first flight to Rio de Janiero.

Michael Morrissey is an honorary member of23 cults.

Humankind has the power to alter the
world like no other living creature before it.

Since the beginnings of life, the envi-
ronment has shaped animals and plants,
causing them to adapt to their surround-
ings. Recently we have discovered the
power to shape and adapt that environ-
ment, paving highways, drilling for oil,

constructing tremendous dams and toy-
ing with radioactivity. We have the power
to chill our planet with the explosive and
final orgasm of science.

Gary

DEANE
There is a reason to fear for the safety

of American wilderness. The symbiotic
balance of nature has too long been mu-
tilated and neglected. Man's assaults upon
the environment, the continuous con-
tamination ofthe air, earth, rivers and sea
may eventually quiet the spring, the string
ofsmothering pollutants finally rides the
food chain to its miserable, somber death.

Entire species are vanishing all overthe
earth; we are numb to the statistics. But
springtime in New England will present
•subtle changes as well. A few less fish in

slightly more acidic ponds. A few less birds

have nests in the handful of remaining
elms. A few more deer are forced into less

woods to live. A few more startling reports

about how oil has turned a wildlife haven
into a shiny, blackened toilet.

But in the history of life on Earth, this

is all happening in but a flash oftime, and
we may buckle under the enormous can-
cer of our past and present mistakes.

For thousands of generations humans
survived by planting crops using simple
but effective methods. Do we know why
we must blanket our crops with chemical
sprays, infested by insects brought from

across the oceans which thrive upon the
"cash crops" squeezed into meager parcels
of land?

For millions ofyears the Colorado River
has carved by inches Earth's geological
past and laid it upon a single page. Dams
mar that landscape now, and have sunk
beautiful treasure under patient waters.
The oceans are sick; 17,000 U.S. bodies of
water remain heavily polluted, and our
skies are breaking, full of vicious holes
and accumulating harm.

The war between the ecosphere and
technosphere renders us vulnerable as
well. Our milk is tainted, our fruits poi-

soned. Our friends and relatives battle
cancer, and we wonder why God would
afflict sickness upon us.

Science spends millions on new chemi-
cals and cures, waging a battle of attrition

with itself. We are told to think that a bottle

ofsuntan lotion actually lessens the harm
of a diminishing ozone layer.

Spring will cast its warmth upon our
towns. The melted mountain snow will fill

the rivers and soak the virile plains. Birds
will sing their radiant chorus, wild flow-

ers will laugh and greet diligent bees. The
wooded beauty of the trees will spread its

thick green canopy over the spacious open
woods.

The seasons supplant one another
without question, obligated to churn the
deliberate cycle ofnature. Yet many people
observe the advance of seasons from the
protection of the sidewalk, the sanctuary
of a car or the impregnable office chair.

We must all pass the barrier between
us and it; step off the sidewalk and onto
the Robert Frost Trail; spend a night near
the Quabbin; explore the Holyoke Range.
In order to try to change it all, you must be
among the wild things and breathe its air.

Gary Deane is a Collegian columnist.

It Still looks a lot like Christmas
I think I speak for a large portion of

the population when I ask:

"Where is global warming when we
really need it?"

This is ridiculous. The snow that the
winter of 1992-93 has dumped on this
area has been enough for three wi nters.
Almost all of Massachusetts has had
record amounts of snow accumulation
over this winter.

Matt

VAUTOUR
Elementary schools as far south as

Georgia (the Peach State!) had school
cancellations due to the white stuff. All

things that could only happen when
hell froze over can't be far from occur-
ring. Are we ever going to see a robin or
a crocus?

I think God misunderstood me.
When I asked for snow for Christmas,
1 only meant snowon Christmas. We've
gotten the weekly subscription.

Well, baseball fans, a sports enthu-
siast friend of mine has informed me
that unless we have a warm spell with
a far-reaching snow-melting capacity,
the Red Sox and Minutemen may not
play their first home games until June.
Can you say double-headers? So much
for intramural soflball.

Two of the most popular "spring"
break activities are going to Florida or
going skiing. (I spent it shovehng a
tunnel through my walkway.) Who
would have ever thought that .spring

break '93 would provide students the
opportunity to do both. I did a double
take at seeing lift tickets that said

Daytona and Orlando.
St. Patrick's Day. the pride of the

Irish. Nothing could stop this parade
from happening right? Wrong. The
wearing of the green was replaced by
the shoveling of the white.

I'm suing Jack Frost and Old Man
Winter for the price of my spring
wardrobe (anybody who's seen my
clothes knows that I don't stand to

make much) because at this rate it's

not going to get much use.

I'm ready to trade my work boots for

sandals and my ski jacket for short
sleeves. Northeast is just screaming
for beach volleyball.

We've been teased all too often with
brief warm spells only to find an inch
on the ground two days later.

Is Florida State still accepting ap-
plications for the fall semester? I could
go for some year-round sun.

Matt Vautourisacold. wet. Collegian
columnist dying for a case of spring
fever.

Finalist leaves student enraged

Women's movement only whines
I'm a thoroughly disgusted, utterly dis-

appointed White male at UMass. Every
day I try to take the women's movement
seriously. I struggle with my soul, telling

myself again and again, "Rush Limbaugh
is wrong, they aren't a bunch of lesbian

Nazis." Today, I give up the fight.

The women's movement is made up of

extremists, and a lot of whiny, pathetic

little girls. They refuse to take responsi-

bility for their situation, they deliberately

misinterpret and misrepresent statistics,

they fill in the holes oftheir weak rhetoric

with baseless criticism of men.
Take the women who attended Gloria

Steinem's talk. They left with big smiles

on their faces, saying. "Gloria gave me
self-esteem. Gloria gave me self-author-

ity, Gloria gave me my rage." Obviously,

they feel they need something to identify

with. They want something to "rage" at.

and Gloria hands them men on a platter.

These girls miss the point. The very words

".self-esteem" imply that it comes from

within.

Women want to be taken seiiously, but

they give men no reason to take them
seriously. Sontag. Faludi, Steinem, Wolfe.
.

. none ofthem have a clue. They have the
most twisted views of the world that I

have ever had the displeasure to read. The
women's movement has nothing useful to
offer society. Granted they have (on occa-
sion) brought up useful criticisms, but
they have these crazed , completely out-to-
lunch solutions. Men are raping women
and not doing enough time for it; this is a
valid social problem. The women, however,
have blown the whole thing completely
out of prof>ortion. Instead of writing to

politicians and lobbying for stricter sen-
tences, they sit around and whine. They
make up imaginary situations, like "date
rape," and attempt to align themselves
"oppressed women all over the world."

They need to get in touch with reality.

The reason men (and I'm sure the major-
ity ofprofessional women ) don't take them
seriously is because they are completely
out of touch.

Christopher M. Miles
Sylvan

After hearing the presentation on
multicultural issues by Dr. Luis M.
Proenza, finalist for chancellor of this

university, I felt a lasting sense of rage.

Despite the favorable comments by ( check
this) Mark Kenen I Co//e^/an, March 22 1, a
member of the search committee, I was
utterly disappointed with this candidate.

There are three salient ideas from his

question and answer session that illustrate

my opinion. First, he stressed the idea of
development because at this moment,
according to him, there are not enough
qualified minorities for jobs out there. As
he was saying this, so much anger built up
inside me. He did not focus specifically on
students on this campus and worst of all,

he did not even realize what the real issue
is. There are plenty of qualified candi-
dates out there. We are just not given
equal opportunities to go for jobs we de-
serve. I know this through my parents'
experiences. I know this through the re-

current experiences of the same problem
of other minorities. For how many gen-
erations will this last?We need a chancellor
who can address these and other related
issues now.

It is even more unbelievable that this
was not the only issue he was weak on.
Proenza could not adequately answer
questions directed to him about how he
has dealt with the issues of homophobia
and hate crimes. In his answer to

homophobia, he said simply that he has a
gay friend with whom he has worked. Just

because he knows .somebody is gay does
not mean he has consciousness of the
problem of homophobia. His answer
showed that he was avoiding the question.
In relation to hate crimes, he said that he
had no prior experience in implementing
programs dealing with this issue. Ifhe has
had no prior experience in developing
programs concerning this issue and lack
of awareness and sensitivity to
homophobia and economic oppression of
minorities, than he has no business being
here.

I was so upset that a man this out of
touch with reality could be selected as a
finalist for such a high office as chancellor.
Additionally, 1 was alarmed that there
were hardly any students at this open
forum because the decision ofwho becomes
chancellor will greatly impact their lives.

It is important that students attend all

the finalists' presentations. 1 am only one
student whose opinions about this candi-
date may or may not reflect others' opin-
ions. The point is that if more students
attend, fill out and send in the evaluation
forms available during theseopen forums,
the selection committee will have a better
idea of who the students want as chan-
cellor. There will be a better chance that a
chancellor who reflects, understands and
takes actions about the issues concerning
the students and the community will be
hired.

Christine Martinez
Orchard Hill
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La Cuchina
Full Menu Available

Daily Specials Complete
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SENIOR
PORTRAIT
APPOINTMENT

Men. Chicken Parmesan Dinner
Tue. Veal Parmesan
Wed. Spaghetti & Meatballs
Thur. Pasta Sausage
Fri. Pasta Marinara

$5.45
$5.45
$4.45
$4.75
$3.25

Veggie Sand, w/special sauce $2.25
Sliced Deli Turkey $2.40

Mainline
New England Special
Beans & Franks Cole Slaw & Rolls $1 .95

Mon. Wed. Fri.

1-800-724-6440
GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Do You ReaUy

Feel like Cooking Tonight?

NEW
Dinner for 4 Only $13.99

Includes:
2 Medium 1 Topping Pizzas

Garden Salad for 4 with your choice
ofRanch or Lite Italian Dressing

4 Chocolate Chip Cookies

GREG'S AUTO BODY
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• RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE
• INSURANCE WORK
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'The Love
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All Shows
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Dine In/Carry Out
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Delivery
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League hits a home run this week on HSCN
By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Correspondent

Well UMass. welcome back from a very
exciting spring break, rocked by the bliz-
zard of '93. For the masses of you snow-
bound in the terminal terminals of Logan
Airport, have heart, for the summer of '93
is approaching final descent.

In anticipation of this upcoming sum-
mer of blockbusters, headlining Steven
Spielberg's dino-epic Jurassic Park and
Arnold Schwarzenegger's turn as The Last
Action Hero. HSCN has stockpiled a host
of hits from summers past including last
year's A League of Their Own.

For those viewers with more critically
acclaimed tastes, HSCN aspires to whet
your appetites with such directorial
standouts as Robert Altman's M'A'^S'-H,
Roman Polanski's gripping Rosemary's
Baby and the late John Huston's Prizzi's
Honor. So keep the thesis paperon standby
and enjoy this week's slate of cinema.

Cimy People— Proving too effectively
that there can be truth in advertising, this
film is aptly titled, for whoever executed
this dreadful comedy should be commit-
ted. Dudley Moore, stepping closer and
closer to relative obscurity with each suc-
cessive film misstep, plays an ad man
wrongly institutionalized by pal Paul
Reiser after seriously pushing a truth-in-
advertising campaign. On the inside,
Moore meetsand romances Darryl Hannah
(looking seriously lost!) who helps him to
launch his "innovative" campaign against
his previous employers. It's a funny con-
cept with one slight problem, most of
today's ads reveal more wit in 30 seconds
than in this film's entire running time. D

Where the Day Takes You — Although
sporting a cast list that plays like a Who's
Who to young Hollywood, this relatively
small film remained virtually ignored last

fall among such heavyweight contenders
asHero and Dracula. Too bad, because it's

worth catching this realistic portrayal ofa
group of homeless youths who become
their own surrogate family amidst the
chaos of the streets. Good performances
by Dermot Mulroney as the group's leader
and Twin Peaks vets Kyle MacLachlan and
Lara Flynn Boyle help keep the film from
sinking into heavy-handed melodrama. B

Alien — Having inspired a string of
sub-par clones, this taut sci-fi thriller fix)m
1979 stands as a classic. Director Ridley
Scott tells the story of the doomed inhab-
itants of a planetary mining cruiser who
unwittingly invitea parasitic alien aboard.
Scott bathes this film in rich \asuals and

through tight camera shots manages to
convey an atmosphere ofimminent doom.
Sigourney Weaver creates a strong and
believable Chief Warrant Officer Ripley
and John Hurt, Harry Dean Stanton and
Yaphet Kotto earn merit as the passen-
gers in this interstellar nightmare. A-

Black Moon Rising— No, this isn't the
documentaryon 70's rock group Creedence
Clearwater Revival, but rather a mis-
matched concoction of action and sci-fi

genres from the usually able hands of
director John Carpenter (Halloween,
Starman). Unfortunately Carpenter
stumbles here in this lackluster adven-
ture starring Tommy Lee Jones as an ace
thief who is hired to heist a prototype

/I » V /-^ r^ r-. ^.^ COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES
(I. to r.) Geena Davis, Rosie O Donnell, Madonna and Lon Petty star in "A Leaque of Their

Own" this week on HSCN.

Latest sounds
from the racks
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Corresjwndent

IfyouVe ever had the pri vilege ofshopping at Nuggets'
used records in Boston's Kenmore Square, you're prob-

- ably aware oftheir section in the back comer ofthe store
where all the CD's are two bucks and the tapes are one
buck. There are racks ofthe stuff. This is everything they
couldn't sell at their regular already low prices.

With the exception of a few gems, the albums on the
bargain racks are failures, bands destined to ride the two
dollar shelves because they are dull, mismanaged orjust
not talented. Icy Blue and AR Kane are two ofthe artists
that pop into my head.

With this in mind, here's the story on some new (or
pretty new) releases which may be overlooked and justifi-

ably so ( rated on a scale of0-5 bulbs in honor ofspring) but
as in the case ofthe Nuggets racks, there is usually a gem.
Sand Rubies
Sand Rubies
Atlas

David Slutes and Rick Hopkins deliver some nice
acoustic-driven roots rock on the Sand Rubies self-titled

debut. The duo achieve a nice harmony on 11 lengthy
tunes. "Interstate" is a tasteful Neil Young cover and "Hit
the Brakes (at the Pearly Gates)" deserves mention for its

raunchy deviation fix)m the other relativelysubdued tracks.
Nearly 60 minutes may be a bit presumptuous for a

debut album but it's pretty pleasant listening. 2 1/2 bulbs
Numb
Hammerbox
A&M Records

Hammerbox are from Seattle, but they are not just
another Seattle grunge band. Lead singer Carrie Akre
lends a mighty throat to some mighty tracks. Akre can
growl with the best ofthem and power a song which may
otherwise be only mediocre, such as "Blur." Her duet with
drummer David Bosch also shines as Akre begins at his
subdued level before exploring the astronomically high
and grating reaches of her range.

Numh has that nice polished grunge sound which a
slick production job can lend. It accompanies Akre beau-
tifully and enhances guitarist Harris Thurmond's occa-
sional journeys into distortion. Some songs are a bit

repetitious but damn can Carrie sing!

Intuition tells me they put on a great stage show. See
them and you'll probably get the privilege of Carrie mak-
ing your ears bleed in a way the CD just can't. 3 1/2 bulbs
Temptation & Persuasion

Turn to MUSIC REVIEWS, page 8

supercar containing valuable computer
disks. Everyone in this film appears lost,

including T2's pumped-up heroine Linda
Hamilton. Only veteran B-movie bad guy
Robert Vaughn appears at home here, but
then he is used to such drivel. C-

Deep Star Six — Horror director Sean
Cunningham (Friday the 13th ) attempted
to kick off an undenA'ater monster movie
revival back in 1989 with this wateHogged
thriller, but his ideas submerge and never
come up for air. Featuring the worst rub-
ber-suited monster in recent years, this
film lacks what all horror films hold in-

trinsic — scares. Among the very few
points of interest here, all you "My Two
Dads" fans can thrill to star Greg Evigan's
battle against a homicidal prehistoric
shrimp cocktail. D-
A League of Their Own — Although

overtly sentimental in its finale and ham-
pered by an aniio.ving framing device, this
nostalgic look at the All-American Woman's
Baseball League during the WWII years
manages to be both sweet and funny and an
enormous crowd pleaser. Penny Marshall
generated good performances from the vast
ensemblecast, with Geena Davis, l>ori Petty
and a hilariously sarcastic John Lovitz as
the standouts. Despite limited screen time.
Tom Hanks bids to steal the show. B-f

The Naked Gun 2 1/2 — Lt. Detective
Frank Drebin is back, this time taking
Washington by storm as he inadvertantly
foils a potential environmental disaster
masterminded by . . . Robert Goulet. And
thus begins another chapter in this Zucker
Brothers spoof of bad police dramas brim-
ming with sight gags and bad puns aplenty.
Taking aim at the larger than life conven-
tionsofHollywood crimedrama theZucker's
score big laughs in this sequel to 1 988's The
Naked Gun. Priscilla Presley and O.J.
Simpson as the hapless Nordberg return

Turn to HSCN. poge 8

Eastwood ready for Oscar win
Unforgiven auteur leads the pack for Best Director
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

This is the fifth in a six-part .series highlighting the
majornominees for the 1992Academy Awards, which
will he presented on March 29.

When it comes ioBest Director, there is usually a lot
of talk over omissions and inclusions. This year is no
exception. With A Few Good Men garnering a Best
Picture nomination and not a Best Director nod for
Rob Reiner, it is one of the most noticeable (but not
necessarily debatable) exclusions. Along with Martin
Brest's surprise nomination for Scent of A Woman,
handicapping the Best Director race has become a
question — like all Oscar races sooner or later — of

COURTESY WARNER BROS
Clint Eastwood, seen here in 1990's "The Rookie," is

nominated for Best Actor and Best Director for this year's
"Unforgiven."

politics.

Where, pray tell, is Spike Lee among the nominees?
Nowhere. The A/a/co/m A" brush-off is never more no-
toriously glaring than it is here. Lee had to battle a
tight-fisted Warner Bros, a global production and bad
press from all sides and still came out with one the
finest, most laudable films of 1992. If that's not worth
at least an Oscar nomination, then what is? And is

someone going to tell me that Martin Brest did a better
directingjob in Scent ofA Woman than Spike Lee did
in Malcolm X? Anyone?

As for the other "controversy," Reiner does have
some reason to whine about his non-nomination. Did
the Best Picture nominee direct itself? Certainly not.
But there's nothing striking about the direction ofA
Few Good Men to deem ii "outstanding." At best it's a
credible, efficient job — and nothing a half a dozen
other directors couldn't have done just as well.

The inclusion of Robert Altman for The Player was
nice, but it seemed more an action of throwing the
acclaimed film a bone than an act ofhonoringAltman's
directing talents. The big kiss-offofMf//co//» A"and The
Player point to how clueless the Academy really is —
and how blind it is to quality directing.

James Ivory, nominated for Howards End, doesn't
stand a chance. However textured and fiuid the direct-

ing was, he's bound to be lost in the shuffle. Ivory is one
ofthe mostconsistently polished directors and deserves
something, but it won't be a gold statuette.

1992 should be crowned the Year ofClint. Eastwood
pretty much has this award sewn up— he was given the
Director's Guild nod, which is considered an almost
foolproofindicatorofan Oscar in this category. I've been
critical of Eastwood's acting in Unforgiven, but his di-
recting work was much more far-reachingand complex.
He's gonna get it, but my choice is . . .

. . . Neil Jordan for The Crying Game. Regardless
ofthe fact that he also wrote the script, his directing
work in this truly mesmerizing film was key to the
film's success. His expert fusing ofthe IRA terrorist
subplot, the complicated romance and his subtle use
of irony made for a rich and intricate film. Jordan
may go home empty-handed (at least for this award ),

but long after Unforgiven gathers dust on the "Oscar
Winners" shelf at the video store, Jordan's unique
vision will live on.

Well, Monday's the big day and the last installment
of this seemingly endless series. Ill take a look at the
biggie. Best Picture— and offer my takes on some ofthe
other categories and the Awards telecast as a whole.
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m music reviews
continued from page 7

Sky Blues
Captain Howdy Records

Sky Blues' press release boasts of a
poll ofhigh school students in which the
kids ranked Sky Blues between Led
Zeppelin and Guns n' Roses as their

favorite group. Need I say anymore?
Their tracks are written OK but Marc
Ian Keslow's rock-star voice gets to be a
bore. They'd probably do best sticking

with the high school market. 1 bulb
Moth Macabre
Moth Macabre
Interscope Records

Their name conjured up images of a

My Bloody Valentine-esque ethereal
soundwave group. Wishful thinking.

Moth Macabre is anything but ethereal.

Macabre defined is "gruesome or sug-
gesting death." Well...they are kind of

gruesome. "Glass Eye" is a song about
hurting oneself ..nice. This debut has a
few positive attributes. 1) A male-fe-

male duet formula which works well

when it's used. 2 ) A song about vowels,

"AEIOU." 3 ) Cool bug pictures. 4 ) Songs
which actually seem to be about some-
thing. Moth were probably signed be-

cause the label hadn't met their "alter-

native" quota. Buy it used and cheap,
otherwise skip it. 2 bulbs.

HSCN
continued from page 7

for another round of madcap antics. B+
Radio Flyer — Big-budget director Ri-

chard Donner (Lethal Weapon , Superman )

working from a script by David Mickey
Evans takes time out from extravagant
action pieces to tell this tale oftwo brothers
who resort to their imagination to escape
the abuses of their all-too-real stepfather.

Though oft-pre-empted by studio heads
and poorly received by audience and critics

alike, this film is a small, sentimental drama

which gives caution to a very serious sub-

ject while reveling in the delights and fears

of childhood. Elijah Wood and Joseph
Mazzello convincingly plat the beleaguered
brothers who rely on their fantasy world
and their friendship to survive and Tom
Hanks is good in an unbilled role as the
film's narrator who allows this wondrous
tale to be told. B-f

Also playing this week but not reviewed
are Ghostbusters, Ferris Bueller's Day Off,

CompromisingPositions, AfraidoftheDark,
The Big Chill, Elephant Man, Incident at

Oglala, Little Darlings and Modern Girls.

Youcouid Own This House!
1903 Colonial.

2 f^amily, 1 St floof.

3 bedrooms, panfry.

living room, den, big

rooms 2nd floor.

2 bedrooms, pantry,

living room, dining

rcx)m, 2 baths. New
roof, new deck, new
pofcties, new artesian

well pump and
pressure tank, new oil

tank, almost completely

repainted inside and
out. Town sewer.

11,561 sq. ft lot

A GREAT VACATION HOME! A GREAT
INVESTMENT! AGREATPLACETO LIVE!
Only 1 mile Crom Berkshire East 8kl Resort,
Charlemont inn - Fine Dining and Dancing.

Zosr Outdoor - River Rafting & more.
Cross-Country Skiing, Deei^eld River.

ADVOCATE
•BEST*
THE VALLEY

READERS POLL

1992
1st Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET S5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN' EAT S6.99 1 1 :30 - 3PM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

586-1202

VISA FREEPARKIN'G

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRT9 master!

HADLEY CARD

Montague. Mass

ALL PROCEEDS TO FUND NEW YOUTH Rame>erm.t#3

PROJECT & SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
Sponsored by Ptoneer Valley Folklore Society

Drawing to be held, Friday. April 10th 1993 at 9 p.m. at tha Montague Mill, adjacent
to the Pioneer Valley Folklore Society In Montague Center, Montague MA

Mail Ch«ck To: PVFS, HouM RallW Aeceunl. QfM. M., Montagu*. MA OIISI

Inelu4« your phona numbar (day & night) and a aaN-addraaaad, atampad anvalopa tor raffl* racalpt

You naad not ba praaant at drawing to win. WInnar wHI ba noimad on day ol raffia. For mora Info only can r74-M70.

Directmns to house Rl 9)toRI 2 West in Greenneld Tak» Rl 2 West to Charlemont center
House IS to left of St Chnstophers Catholic Chun:h, as you face the church

Families live there, so please toe respectful No Inspections. Just drive by Thank You.

•HOUSE RAFFLE Free 4 Clear of all Liens and Encumbrances, Fee Hinple Deed kansler completed week April 1 2 1 6 1 993
MustbeiSyearscrfageofoWetlopettWpale lf8(jtfWenllleket«afer»«told.*(twoeyw.ilberpfundedm Ifany

check ts returned tor Insufffcienl Kinds or any reason, thai ticket is inv«d «id another ticket may be sokj

Sfflil (1 tic'ki't w^itlt ft fric'Pici""

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail.

jor\athar\ l^efd

The Men's Store
Hampshire Mall

PUBLIC FORUM
is .scheduled for

Friday, March 26, 1993

4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Memorial Hall

Life After the Collegian:

What It's Like to Be a Reporter
in the Real World

Presenters:

Nancy Klingener, Reporter, Miami Herald

Craig Sandier, State House Reporter, Tab Newspapers

Rhonda Swan, Reporter, Union News

ft QiBik on UN BKi SCREEN
iiissf^i^ssas^

Sponsored !)> Hie Collegian, tlie Journalism Department and
the Office of Human Relations

When: Monday, March 29th

Where: Canq)us Center Audltoiliim

Running times: 6. 8:30 and 11 p.m.

Admission: Ohfy a $2 donation
^xjnsored by: The Hou*ki Seivlcet Recydng Program.

Proflli to be donated to the Nature Conieivancy

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

GREAT IDEA

'

Pwr 3HAVE HEXT TO NCWR
MOVJ™, OK? L£T TUt ViHlSKEK
GROW ABOUT A FOOT U)NG
mo "mEN WAX EM SO T\i£i

STICK SniA\GMT OOT.' TMEK J
VOUIL V.QO<L\VXA BSCAT'*!

\

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

DOONESBURY
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By GARY LARSON

r
iiiii,,

Vs^ Mi

HOPE you
UKBThB
BROUJNieS,

£P.iaAKBP
TH&t1MYS£LF

\

THANKS,

youf^A
Uf£-5AyCR.

\

UBU.UHffT tm^.TMON
EXfiaViD(XS AZl, UHICH
MARIJUANA PO HfiSSOMB
FOR.yOU,BPr ^aoussiPe-
UHOrSTHB £ff5CTB.
peAL?

\ \^^£m^

By GARRY TRUDEAU

_S6rrj/,^urki^n^ibufyoirr^
really ryyi ^ dk.hforofipy^\ari>a/^

^small rarof^fVir, repuU^c Xr\ Tady "^erc
is no T^+tAm/onia. "'le horcif^ofaJnwrfrr^
-the mi (i lory grades, ihn o^hce- We
-fiaKfd '+au a'^ ^n expenment in hurrv3r\

psvcf^io^y ^n -feet y*^'' '1^9^''^^^^ your
'

I ryurv? is &i\»iarJ Belchfr/ >txj'rf> from Long

Tf€POTf!£PlX£S Tm INTBNSe
HAU55A ANP VOMmNO. ITALSO
HeUS P1ZEVBNT 7h£ UASVNG
9fNPR0MaASSOOAWP l/UITH
AJPS, SrtMULAVNO THeAPPFTlTB
AHPHOpmuy^xwmNO ufb.

JIM'S JOURNAL

MW...YOU
THINK HOU ICON
KNOIUA /MA&N5,

cmjG... 'ZONKBR."

1 \

TOT

^

> Imm;:P

his iwAMil-

:

By JIM

j-tfc/

He sKo^k ^y^

"W9 Kt K« K«e!^

Quote of the Day
"Look, jerky, I don't need to talk to you!

Get me Brett Weir!"

- the super across the wax

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE

in ;V U€ ska I

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
^ SAtan'^ Go^^NA CLWH VouK

Go^lN^ GET niNt too, EYtNriK4,Y'

I OON'T SEE \m \OU'l?E BE1N6
So NEGP^TlVE AgouTIWlS'

AK»£S<March2l-.\)X'' l'*H a()i

Idlizefjnyourspt-cializt-dkfxjwk-d^

lo achieve greaUf linaivi.il mi uriiy.

New career visias are ii(x*ninR up
Ce« your allairs in order. WaU h oul
lor mistakes in paperwtiri.

TAURUS l/\jM'' -O-^tdy .'()»: ^\n

audieru e { ould (Wove dillK uh liiday.

Keej) yiHjf < <)nip<)Mjre w^iile wailing
in ihe wioRs and Ik- <iK>}xfjrive.
Taking Ix-tUf (are ol yiKjfM-ll will

prevent sKkness and Ix-lp lo nwke
you a hjppH-r pervm.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 201: A
honx- IkmuIiIk alion |>rr>|e< I en)<iy\

taviKable inllueix es Frx^js on Ixnh
prfMTioling lamily iKi-s and and rin

maniK ardcx A setrel plan i<. truly

inspired. Aniiripate ihnlK and c hills

in love.

CANCER (|une 2l-|uly 22): A li-

nanrial rroNsroads could Ix- hazard-
ous. Pay hills promjjtly Bee arciul not
lo trip yourv-ll up or divulge ?*< rels

Ch<X)se your words very carelully.
Curl up with a gcnid IxKik tonight.

LEO duly 1 1-Air; JJi: S<-llish in-

terests (ould drive yrm and a loved
one a(>drl. Wrong iniprossionN are
(xjssihic. II IS pull, not push that will

get a project nKiving loday. Ocal wilh

< hallenges in a rc-s|)onsil)le manru-r
VIRGOf Aug.J t-Sc-|)t.JJI: Y(»uare

parlK ularly good with njoney now. A
publif a|i(xarance you make lixLiy

will pay oil handsomely. E\enipliiy

the spirit ol sharing this evening.

LIBRA (Sc-iJlJ WXlJ.M: Presc-r«

your ideas liehind c losed cImits aixl

you will gel great results AlllnKJgh

grxxJ Ixjys are available-, wau h out
Kk red tajH- and iiix' (xinl \Vil your
lamily res|)onsil)ililies wilh gocxi
grace

SCORPIO l(>cl.21-Nov .Ml;

Other pc-o|)le will lollow your k-.id

wilh enlhusiasrii today. Nc-ws ironi

alar or a step lakc-n toward a kM>g-

range goal lilts yoiK sjMriis sky hn-h
U|>dale your vsardrolic- .ind h.nrsiyle

as vxio as you c an.

S/\C;iTTARIUSfNov.22.Dct .2 1 1:

Think iwico Ixiore spending iikwe
than you can allord In business
matters. Ixnv lo an esjxTl s opinion.
You (annol re.u h llw nioiiniainlii|>

through ball-hcaned eliofts

( ACKKORN (|)c( .'J-lan.I'd:

Stay on your Iik-s' Kusiik-ss iip|xiriu-

niiic-s .ilxiund. Sfx-nding less 11MNH7
IS llx way lo gel out ol a linanc lal rul.

Learn lot oni|>ron)isc'.

AQUARIUSIan JI>-Fc-h IHtO.
not M irritable (xiijile or lrcc|iKiil

inlcrruplions dislrat I you irixn viHir

ob|c-«livc Sellle a liaiiu lal mallc-r

onr e aixl lor all Business c ihih-s Ix"-

lore pk-asure ihis evening.

PIS(ES iFc-l) l't-\Umh Jill: l)e.

cide how lo handle a problem only
alter consulting yi Mir male III p.iniM-r.

Aromaniic relalHH)shipen|oys|iii;|i|y

lawHable inllueiv is over llie ik-vI

k-w tkiys.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

CAPTAIN HAW HEE
By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Michael Webber
Copy Editor E.C. Thomas
Photo Technician Josh Reynolds
Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho
Production Tony Morse

Todd Elliott

The

LUNCH
jalapeno Shrimp & Rice

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Jalapeno Shrimp & Rice

Veggie Tacos

Menu
DINNER

Beef and Broccoli

Seafood FettuccinI

BASICS DINNER
Tofu and Broccoli

Seafood Fettuccini

opinions expressed on this p.igc- are those ol the- c.toonists .m6 do not necessonly retlet I the views ol the Co//,..^.,.m ... the Dnive,

ACROSS
I Misle' tn

Munich
5 Kind of

porridge

10 Chowd.r
•ogr#dienl

14 Moniqij.'8

friend

15 Nov«list

Glasgow
16 M Descartes
1 7 Mario's son
20 Church

features,

frequently

21 Playful

mammal
27 NYC financial

org

23 Fmulate

Louganis
25 Worshipper
28 City in SW

Colombia
29 Biol or cheni
32 Reporters

scoop
33 Dance of the

- Veils"

34 Small boy
35 Michaels

daughter
39 Island in the

Seme
40 Fugard s

"A Lesson
from —

"

41 Oirector/aulhor

Kaian
42 Psychedelic

monogram
43 Actor Chaney

el al

44 TanKer

problems
46 November

eiihorlation

4 7 Poets
contraction

48 Kellle emission
51 Kind of heart

56 Olios son
59 Green Gables

girl

60 Slacken
61 racilily

62 School orgs
63 Planted

64 Prepares flan

DOWN
t Bad actors

2 Discharge
3 Asian staple
4 Prepare the
play

5 Kitchen tool

6 Fashion
magazin.

7 Damsel's
'ament

8 tooth ol a yen
9 Football

position

lOCanea s

iSlarKl

1

1

Latvian

12 Stake
13 Israel's Golda
18 Church pan
19 Kind of eye
23 Garroway

namesakes
24 "— rivee Lives"

25 "ll Trovatore"
prop

26 Distributes the

cards

27 Possessed
28 Goddess of

agriculture

29 Silver's home
30 Carp
31 Notions

33 Rftone feeder

36 Strauss opera
37 —machine
36 Oecember

fliers

44 Appeared
45 Sound from

54 Down
46 Wimsey s

Harriet et al

48 Trade

49 Camper's
Shelter

50 Soprano Bergar
51 Thwack
52 — maiesly
53 Dies - -

54 Fledglir>g's

home
55 Memorable

couture name
57 Literar/

monogram
58 Diplomat

Wellington
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Run for Runaways
continued from page 3

Registration continues up to the time
of the race, although the fee goes up
from $5 to $7 on the day of the race.

Participants often include teachers
and graduate students.

Local businesses sponsoring the race
include the Sub. Friendly's restaurant.
Pizza Hut, Rafters and many others.

This year the Run for Runaways is

on the site of UMass Alumni Stadium
Track. It is scheduled for Saturday,
April 3. For runners it begins at 10
a.m.. and walkers at 9:30 a.m. Regis-
tration is held on the Campus Center
Concourse between March 22 and 26
and March 29 and April 3.

Collegian correspondents Luis Qui-
nones and Ruben Gonzalez also con-
tributed to this report.

MEDITATION

A SPECIAL WEEKEND PROCiRAM
K»H PKtU'LK It AND UNDKR

FREE ADMISSION
Beginning, Intermediate & Advanced Techniques
Karma & Reincarnation Psychic Development
"^ '""^ ^ Mantras, Yantras, and Chackras
Personal Happiness Wisdom, Power, <S Humor
Ihur March 25: 7:30 & 9pm Lord .leffery Inn, Amherst Rm
Sill March 27: I lam, Ipni, 3|)m I'Mass Campus Cenfcr Rm X05
Sun March 2H: I lam .V 1pm UMass Campus Center Rm 805

The JeHerv Inn
On the Common

UMass Campus Ctr
Amherst, MA

Sponsored by ihc Hnsion MediK.tM.n .St.cici

Advertising Representatives

for the Collegian

We need:

• Organized

• Ambitious

• hAot'wated

• Keepor\e\b\e

Undergraduate etudente

with ^ood communication skills

Call Danielle at 545-3500
for more information or come to our
office and fill out an application

i-ti_

*

J

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

Commerce High
continued from poge 1

The newspaper is one of the main sell-

ing points ofthe high school, which many
consider the worst ofthe three public high
schools in Springfield, Smist said. The
pajaer has received the mayor's trophy for

the best high school newspaper in

Springfield for the past five years.

They're a very positive group in as
negative a situation, as far as education
goes, as you can get," Smist said.

Chantell Branch, a senior atCommerce
High, worked with a group offive people to

report on "pizza and professors night."

She said it is an event sponsored by the
honors program at the University and
only open to honors students.

"I'm having a great time," Branch said.

"I've never experienced anything like be-
ing in a newspaper office before."

Denise Truchly , a reporter for the school
paper, said, "It's a good learningexperience
because a lot of people here have never

experienced getting information and writ-
ing stories."

Truchly said her group researched the
Black Mass Communications Project up-
coming Funk-A-Thon. Ricky McKenzie,
who worked on the story, called it "a very
Black experience."

"It was positive. There were good im-
ages of Black people in the office,"

McKenzie said.

McKenzie is the Black affairs editor for

the school paper. He said he hopes to come
to the University next year and work on
the paper.

The students were asked to take the
stories back to school with them to work
on and send by fax back to the Collegian
where they will be edited and possibly
used at a later date.

The students were treated to lunch at

the Hatch and received a touroftheWMUA
studio. They also visited the arcade and
the University store.

Come See

I he Murder Mvsler\ Musittil

Where \<)u Soixe I he Crhne us

THL UMASS THTATRl GUII I)

presents

Bowker Auditorium, March 24, 25, 26, & 27 at 8pm
Tickets can be purchased at the FAG Box Office
or at the door - $4 students; $7 non-students

ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARD RKCIPIENTS

The Chancellor's Commission in Civility in Human Relations is pleased to
announce funding of the following six exceptional proposals in response to its

recent Requestfor Proposals. A Joint Review Committee and the Chancellor's
Multicultural Advisory Board selected these six from a total of thirty-eight
proposals which were received.

"Multicultural Forum and Discussion Series," an educational program
aimed at promoting dialogue between AFSCME Local 1 776 stewards and
officers. Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Office staff, employ-
ees of color, female employees, representatives of several campus-wide
advocacy groups and University managers. The proposal was jointly
submitted by Jo.seph Connolly on behalf of the University of Mas.sachu-
setts Labor/Management Workplace Education Program staff, the Local
1 776 Stewards Council and Local 1 776 Officers.

'Toward a New Pedagogy of Multicultural Studies," a proposal for two
.symposia which will focus on developing new pedagogies for the teaching
of multicultural fluency. This proposal wasjointly submitted by Nicholas
Bromell, English, and Esther Terry, Afro-American Studies.

•'Lecture by Paul Parks," a presentation by a member of an all-black U.S.
Army unit which participated in the liberation of prisoners from Nazi death
camps. The Hillel Black/Jewish Relations Committee, the Black Mass
Communications Project (BMCP) and the Office of Third World Affairs
jointly developed this proposal.

"Minority Leadership Forum," a program in volving several facuhy whose
purpose is to introduce students to minority role models for leadership and
explore the interaction of race and culture with leadership styles This
proposal was submitted by Charlena Seymour, Communications Disor-
ders.

"Women of Color Support Group," a spring .semester program under the
direction of the Counseling Program of the Everywomen's Center (EWC)
aimed at engaging women of color from uiverse racial and ethnic back-
grounds. Carol Wallace, Director, EWC and Heyda Martinez, Coordina-
tor of Counseling Services, EWC .submitted this proposal.

"Taking a Stand," and educational program to be initiated in the Northeast/
Sylvan Residential Area which combines a poster series regarding issues
ot oppre.ssion and the role of "allies" with residentially-ba.sed public
forums and workshops. The proposal was submitted by Carol Carlson
Residence Director, Crabtree Cluster, and John Orwat, Assistant Resi-
dence Director, Leach Cluster.
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Wk Softball
continued from page 1
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said. They've had the luxury of being
outdoors since February 1, so that puts us
further behind the eight-ball."

One of those weaknesses, according to
Sortino, was, through no fault of their
own. the play of the outfield.

What makes it so frustrating, Sortino
said, is the fact that the outfield hasn't
even had the chance to practice the routine
things that most other nationally ranked
teams have been doing for months.

Skills other teams take for granted,
like seeing the ball come offthe bat, diving
for line drives, and working on relay
throws, are all skills the UMass squad
have only been able to work on for a total
of one day.

Other than the weather-tainted
weaknesses, Sortino said she sees hers as
a solid club from top to bottom.

"Our biggest strength is our depth —
we've got a wide range of versatility,"
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Sortino said. "We've got good tenacity on
defense and all three ofour pitchers throw
equally well."

The pitching staff is led by sophomore
Kelly Daut, who is 1-5 vnih. a 4.42 earned
run average in six games, and senior co-

captain Darlene Claffey (1-4, 5.12 in five
games). Freshman Dana Colla has yet to
record a decision for Sortino, but has ap-
peared in two games.

Senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas ( .300
batting average, two runs batted in and
two doubles) leads the Minutewomen of-

fensively.

Freshman shortstop Amy Powell (.240
avg., one RBI, two stolen bases), junior
first baseman Rachel Lawson (.222 avg.,
five RBIs. and two doubles) and senior
outfielder Stacey Nichols ( .219 avg., three
RBIs, and one home run) have also had
productive springs so far for the
Minutewomen, who are looking forward
to getting outside.

The Gorillas are Coming!!!
Follow UMass Lacrosse in the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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PANDAeast!
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst j
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Our Congratulations to the
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Minutemen for another
j

I Terrific Season! 1
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7:00pm:
FRIDAY. MARCH 26:

Capo Verdcan Dance Troupe: Nzinga from New Bedford, MA.
Campus Center Room 168 No Charge

SATURDAY, MARCH 27
8th ANNUAL CAPE VERDEAN AWARENESS DAY CONFERENCE
COIVFERENCE AGElSn>A(Everyone is welcome and there is no charee)
11:00-11:30:

11:30-12:00:

12:00-12:45:

12:45-1:30:

1:30-2:00:

'':00-2;45:

2:45-3:30:

3:30-4:15:

5:15-5:45:

6:30-8:30:

9;00-2:00am:

Registration

Campus Center Auditorium
Welcoming by Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Welcoming by Jose Tolson, Advisor, Student ActiviHes Office, on
behalf of the University.

Campus Center Auditorium
Smithsiinian Institute Project with Cape Verde, Virginia Gonsalves.
Campus Center Auditorium
Problems faced by non-English speakers in Health Care System, Helder
Anahory de Sena, Brockton Hospital.

Campus Center Room 174-176

Race Relations, Raymond Barrows, Director of Admissions, UMASS
Dartmouth.

Campus Center Room 168

Refreshments

Ke>' Note Speaker: Dr. Bruce Rose, Dean of Student Affairs, Hudson
County Community College, New Jersey.

Campus Center Auditorium
Health Care m Cape Verde, Dr Maria Rodrigues, Brown University.
Campus Center Room 168

Cape Verdean and Native American Indian Intera'lations, Dawn Blake
nomas, Ed.M. Poet, Teacher, and Lecturer on Cultural Diversit> and
Native American History

Campus Center Room 174-176

Images of Cape Verde through slide presenUtion, Ronald Barboza,
Photographer.

Campus Center Auditorium
Cape Verdean Dance Troupe: NZINGA,from Neiv Bedford, MA.
Campus Center Auditorium
Special Presentation

Cape Verdean Cuisine: Dinner in the Blue Wall prepared by Veronica
Tavares and Una Santos accompanied by Cape Verdean Ft»lkloric
Music.

Dance in the Blue Wall: Featuring /am Band, a Cape Verdean Band
from Pnnidence, Rl.

DINNER AND DANCE
$8.00 Dinner and Dance for students with valid ID

$5.00 Dinner only for students
$3.00 Dance only for students

$12.00 Dinner and Dance for t>cncral public
$8.00 Dinner only for general public
$8.00 Dance only for general public

FOR MORE INFORMATION/PARA MAIS INF0RMA^A6 TELEFONE
ADONIS FEKRLIRA (413)256-1406
ANA LISA SILVA (413)546-4079

SID6NIO FERREIRA (413)545-5102 (Durinj; Business Hours)
CAPE VERDEAN STUDENT ALLIANCE. UMASS AMHERST
416 STUDENT UNION. BOX 165. AMHERST. MA 0I003

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Haading for Europ* this summer?
Only SI 691

1 Jet there any time (or only
S169with AIRHrrCHI Reported in Lets
Go' and NY Times. California S129
each way AIRHITCH r 212 864 2000

I hope averyone rejoiced as much as I

did yesterday on that most joyous day
of Greek independence. I hope it meant
as much to everyone else as it did to me.

Kevin C.
Kiss me I'm Greek

Spectrum Magazine needs new staff

next year! Informal resume by 3/30
Positions: Managing editor, business
manager, production, publicity,
fundraising, and editors for art. prose,
poetry and photography. Call or visit:

406E Student Union, 545 2240

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

88 Buick LeSabre
Excellent condition
52K Call Sarah

5464647

81 Tercel Reliable local transporta-
tion asking 3500 323 8211 6 9 pm only

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Small Cheese S3.50
Large Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI
5496098
5496073

DISCOURAGED7

National Co Expanding Locally
Looking for hardworking people. MGMT
opportunity. F/T, P/T. No experience
necessary - - will train. Please call 1 527
7383

Amherst Canter - Finest selection of
1. 2. & 3 tjedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadlay Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basen>ents and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Take over our lease 3bdrm Presiden-
tial apt 1/2 mile to campus. Cheap! Call
549-0518

FOR SALE

Citizen CD Player like new S45 OBO
546-2442

FOUND

Sweater in Bartlett
Call to claim and identify

545-5957 weekday afternoons

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1161 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Alaska Summer Employment -

Fisheries. Earn S600«/week in canner
ies or S4000Wmonth on fishing boats.
Free transportation! Room and Board!
Male or Female. For employment pro-
gram call 1 206 545 4155 ext. A5001

International Employment - Make
2,000 -f/month teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.
No previous training required. For em-
ployment program call (206)632-1146
ext J5001

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen-
age bicycling trips. US. Canada, Eu-
rope. Minimum 4-week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program; Ashfield
Road; Conway, MA 1 34 1 (8001343 61 32

Looking for a student to publish the
Insider Magazine on campus and to
manage local concert series. We finance
Stan up costs. Earn top income (35 330
per hour) and gain valuable exp. Great
for mkting or advertising major. Call

708673 3458

New International Co. seeks ener
getic, outgoing and results oriented
people. Advancements, travel, excite-

ment. No experience necessary. Will
train. For more info, call 1 527 7383
collect calls accepted

HOUSE/APT WANTED

LOST

4 responsible, mature
upperclasspersons seek house/apt. near
campus or on bus line. 546 6321

INSTRUCTION

Macrobiotics: Cooking, theory, traoks.

Dan 256 3485

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

Save your G.PJk It's not too late! We
can help with proven study tips.

Write to: College Enterprises
55 Snow Rd. Suite 308
Marshfield, MA 02O5O

LEGAL ASSISTANTS

Fall 1993 Internships with the Legal
Services Center! Get hands-on experi
ence in the legal field - work directly
with attorneys and clients. Earn up 10
1 5 undergraduate credits. No experiece
in the legal field necessary - training
provided. Contact Legal Servicestoday:
545 1995 922 Campus Center

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM'
Call collect 508 827 4555

MUSICIANS

Steelpan
3350 or t>esl offer

Jeff at 546 4719

PERSONALS

Brenda Ginsburg
Happy Anniversary
You're the greatest

Love Always,
Johnny

Congrats Chi Omegal
Since 1895 & still

going strong!

Enjoy Founder's Day!

Diamondo,
Thanks for the best two years of my lifel

(so far) I'll always be here for you - let's

keep this thing going strong.

Love,

Kurt

Happy Birthdaty, Wight Wobin, Phi
Love Fatman

Hey Delta Zeta
Gel ready for the best date party ever.
It's going to be amazing!

Matt Schlotte - Would like to know if

you're ok please call Kathy

Melissa
Soon you'll know But it wont show

PWLova

'HffaniS.
You'll find out
soon enough
Keep guessing!
LML
Your Big Sis

To all who went to Cancun
FOAMIII

SANDRA RADIVONYK

Happy 21sy Birthday!!
Welcome to the club
Your GPA will never tje the same
And if you stick with me neither will

Your Friday mornings!

Love,

Oeniie

ROOMMATES WANTED

Housemates needed looking (or lor 2
people to share room in house
S175'mo.person 253 0751

2 People mala or female, to share a
big room in a house. Great location and
on bus route. S185/month per person
Lease starts June Isl. For more info call

253 3956

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential canng help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5-8

Sunday during
flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

SUMMER SUBLET

Large room with enough space for
two S200 a month, but willing to nego-
tiate Option to take over lease
2568554

Lhre on the Cape
this summer
10 mm walk from
beach 3 people
33300 from Memorial
day to labor day
Call Micah
256 1375

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanoi culture
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
Ai UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner. Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Resumes, papers, theses.
Laser printing, on campus
Pick up and delivery

Rosemary 323 5031

Sexy, fast, accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile. S1.50/pg call

Greg 6 5397

WANTED

Bands Wanted
Orchard Hill needs bands to

play on May 1st Bowl Day
Submit tapes to 1 12 Field

Deadline April 2nd
545 1385

Reporter Seeks Funny dale stories call

Lisa 256 3140

Habia EspaAol?
^~~

Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed for language study
Earn money for participating!

Call 538 2035 for more info
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Sports
Gorillas face St. John's Redmen in N.Y.

The Gori

the St. John

lias take a post

s Redmen.

COUHTESr UMASS SPORTS INFORMATION
spring break trip to Jamaica— Jamaica, New York, that is— to face

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Last weekend, the University of Mas-
sachusetts men's lacrosse team opened a

lot of eyes by coming within two goals of

beating Virginia. Now comes the next
challenge for the 0-1, 13th-ranked Goril-

las: keep the same intensity that nearly
knocked ofF Virginia against St. John's
University.

UMass will face SJU tomorrow at 2

p.m. at Redmen Field in Jamaica, N.Y.
While SJU isn't as good as Virginia, the
Johnnies have proven a difficult opponent,
as last year's 11-8 come-from-behind
UMass win attests to.

UMass coach Ted Garber is expecting
more ofthe same from St. John's this year.

"We're their biggest game of the year."

Garber said. They've got some junior col-

lege transfers and some quality players."

Leading the way for SJU. now 2-2. are
returning attackers George Wichelns and
Joe York, who account for half of the
Redmen's total scoring output. Wichelns,
who scored six of St. John's seven goals in

a 16-7 loss at rapidly improving
Georgetown, has 12 scores and six assists.

York has eight scores and nine assists.

Scoring balance, however, is a problem
for SJU. After Wichelns and York, the
next-highest scorer has a mere six points.
This suggests UMass should have a depth
advantage over the Redmen.

"I don't think St. John's has the kind of
depth Virginia had." Garber said. "But
they've got some good players, and they
could try and hold the ball all game long.

"We've gotta win the face-offs and make
our shots count." Garber said.

The Redmen don't exactly have a killer

schedule. They recently humiliated Marist
College 20-1, and were scheduled to play

New England lax non-entity Holy Cross
before weather postponed that match.
However, SJU has proven they can give

ranked teams fits. Two weeks ago they led

at Yale before losing 9-6. Last season, they
had a two-goal lead over UMass after

three quarters and an 8-7 advantage
partway through the fourth before the

Gorillas prevailed.

"I'd like to see us control the game early

and not let them hang around," Garber
said, alluding to last year's sloppy win. "I

want to see us play with emotion and
desire."

The Gorillas showed a lot of potential

in last Saturday's effort at Virginia. But
Garber would like to see some improve-
ments in UMass' game, particularly im-

proved cleanngand eliminating mistakes.
"We have to be more aware ofrebounds

in front ofthe goal." Garber said. "We have
to take away giving up garbage goals. You
can't play giveaway lacrosse and expect to

win at this level."

Rip Correnti will start in goal for the
Gorillas with Tom LoPresti backing him
up. Garber said he iscommitted to Correnti
as starting goalie for the present. He also

hasn't ruled out inserting Ix)Presti, who
started 12 games last season while Correnti
was injured, if the situation warrants.

For SJU. Chris Tosti. who stopped 19
UMass shots in a losing cause last year,
will most likely start.

Game Notes: Mark Millon has moved
into fifth place all-time for UMass goals

scored with 100. . .Saturday's game will not
be broadcast on WMUA. . . If attacker Wes
Depp is unavailable, senior Andy Fish is a
likely replacement in the starting lineup.

Minutewomen
hope to take
the field soon
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

Frustration. That's been the theme ofthis spring
season for most University of Massachusetts stu-
dents awaiting the warm weather and the chance
to go outside and frolic in the green grass.

However, maybe no one feels this frustration
more than Softball head coach Elaine Sortino and
her Minutewomen squad.

Sortino and the Minutewomen have been sent
indoors to practice at Totman Gymnasium thanks
to the well-publicized activities of Mother Nature.

The first time the UMass softball team got to

actually play outdoors was last week, when the
Minutewomen went on a West Coast trip. They
returned 2-9, which isn't that bad considering they
had to play the No. 3 (University of Nevada-Las
Vegas) and No. 7 (University of California-
Northridge) teams in the nation, twice each.

"Everything wrong with us came out under a
magnifying glass against these teams," Sortino

Men's track ready for spring
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

Welcome to spring. It really is spring, (despite what
you've seen lately ) and with spring comes track and field

action at Llewelyn Derby Track.
Coming oflf three wins in the final four indoor meets,

head coach Ken O'Brien is hoping the men's track and field

team will pick up outside where the indoor team left off.

The snow has inhibited practice so far, confining the
team to the gyms, the roads and the stadium steps. The
focus has been on conditioning.

"The clock has been set back a bit." said O'Brien in
reference to the snow. "The coaches and kids are starting
to get itchy."

With the opening meet just over a week away, the
team will begin to fine tune its events as soon as possible.

The 1993 men's track team is a young squad which
will rely on depth and the strength of their underclass-
men to be successful. The team graduated seven "blue
chip" scorers located in each of the event groups. Coach
O'Brien will look to underclassmen to carry the load not
only in points, but in leadership as well.

Jim Avery played a lead role for the indoor team, where
middle distance is stressed. Avery will be a leader in the
400 and 800 meters, as well as the 400 meter hurdles.

With the graduation of Kevin Walters, junior Lionel
Benjamin will step into the spotlight as UMass' top
sprinter. Coach O'Brien will rely on him to provide points
in the 100 and 200.

After long-jumping in excess of 23 feet during the
indoorseason, John Johnson will be a force in thejumping
events for UMass. The one-two punch of Fat Reed and
Craig Cormier will be counted on to lead the distance
corps during the 1993 campaign.

The fact that the team is so young has its good and bad
points. The inexperience may show through in the early
going, but the inexperience is counter-balanced by the
promise of a bright future.

O'Brien said he has been particularly impressed with
sophomore jumper Tom Galligani (third-highest scorer
during indoor) and freshman Mark LeFebvre. who has
been impressive in the weight events.

"We spend a lot oftime developing theyounger players.
That's the path we have to take," O'Brien said in reference
to the youth movement. "Progress has been good so far. I

have no doubt that next year's progress will be faster."

"If we have a key contributor go down, we don't have
someone that can step right in and perform just as well,"
he said.

The men's track team opens its season Saturday. April
3 with a home meet against Vermont and Maine. UMass
edged Vermont in a close meet during the indoor season
and O'Brien said he expects some tough competition.

"The opener will always be tough," O'Brien said.
Afler the upcoming home meets, UMass will compete

in the Holy Cross Classic and Dartmouth Invitational in
the final two weekends of April.

Coach O'Brien invites all students to come down and
"take in some pretty good action at the home meets."

Baseball takes to the road to face St. Joseph's
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team will

look to weather the recent snowstorms that have hit the
East Coast as it travels to St. Joseph's University this

weekend for its first Atlantic 10 game of the year.

UMass (4-4) has been unable to play anywhere but
Florida so far this season, with both of its other games,
including its home opener against Providence College,
postponed because of poor playing conditions.

St. Joe's (3-5) got away fVom the Northeast as well to

start the season by traveling to Orlando, Fla. Head coach
Chris Loschiavo's team did not immediately find the
success that the Minutemen found in the Sunshine State,

dropping the first three contests of the regular season.
Despite the rough start, the Hawks rebounded, win-

ning three of their next five, including victories over
Bethune-Cookman, 11-0. Cortland State, 15-7, and
Southeast Missouri State. 14-8.

St. Joe's, like UMass, found its hitting stroke early
and often, scoring 7.4 runs per game on the Florida trip.

The Hawk offense was led by freshman leftfielder Danny

Lauer, who batted .400 with 10 hits, four runs batted in
and five stolen bases.

Sophomore utilityman Bill Weingartner hit .333 on
the trip while pitching, playing third and first base.
Senior rightfielder Ron Obermeier hit .32 1 with 1 1 RBI's.

On the mound for the Hawks, sophomore hurler Mike
Duffin allowed two hits while striking out nine in the
shutout win over Bethune-Cookman. Senior Joe Profera
came out ofthe bullpen on the trip, tossing nine scoreless
innings over two games before giving up three earned
runs in his last appearance.

Last season, the Minutemen swept the Hawks in
back-to-back double dips in which UMass was led by
dominant pitching, holding St. Joe's to just two runs and
seven hits in the two days.

However, this season the Minutemen are without two
pitchers that got them wins against the Hawks, lefty ace
Ron Villone and Rich Graham, who were both drafled by
the Seattle Mariners. UMass will have to rely on the
tandem of JeffToothaker (2-1 ) and Jim Telgheder ( 1-1).

After them, a committee of pitchers will try to hold the
Hawk offense oflfthe bases, giving the offense a chance to
win the games.

.... .,, . „ JOSH REYNOLDS /COLLEGIAN
UMass Will face St. Joseph's this weekend without first

baseman Jay Dodig, who is gone due to graduation.

Congratulations from the Collegian
Congratulations to the University of Massachusetts Minutemen on their 24-7 record, second straight

regular and post-season Atlantic 10 Conference titles, and second straight NCAA appearance.



Southpoint
APARTMENTS & TOWNHOUSES
42-A Southpoint Drive, Amherst, MA

(413) 253-4055

One Month RENT FREE

New Management

• New 24 Hour Prolessioniai Management

& Maintenance

• Minutes to .\mherst Center, Major

Shoppmg Si Atkins Farms

• Extremely Large Liwng .Areas

• Major .Appliances. Including Dishw'asher

• Scenic Countr>' Setting on Nearly 20

Acres

• Directly on Free >College Bus Route

(E\'ery2UMmutes)

• Located Within E.xcellent .Amherst

School Swtem

• TenniiBasketball Courts

• Both Townhouse & Garden St\ie

i Dturuuiii AparLTicni...wou.ut.i

2 Bedroom Apartment...$430.00

3 Bedroom -\n.-!rtm,^nt...$690.'^^

Rental Office HOllS: .MONSAT 10^ • SUN 1 13

basketball

r CONGRATULATIONS

on behalf of the

university community

for raising our spirits

and putting us on the map!

?aid For By The Chancellor's Office

The 'New

SUPERIOR Piz;

349-0626
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$1.50 OFF
Any Large Pizza
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4 Free Cokes
With Any Large Pizza
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WE DELIVER 11:30 AM to 2:00 AM •
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
\vH UhlJVtR IN AMHHRST 3-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orclers under $ 1
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:^ BLiU i c\t SUNDAY BRUNCH

Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday I l:30am-5pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
. Children under 10 - $3.50

zr=z^^ Luncheon Specials served I k50-5pm - $3.25^
I

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

I
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

DdivERs CaIzones
CAU256-U16
Now Open at 11:30 A.M
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TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10BelchertownRd.atRt.9,Amher$t 2564252

,'3CALZONESFORSl0l
! Save ^2.00

I
One Coupon Per 3 CaIzones

|3CALZONESFOR$10
Save ^2.00

One Coupon Per ?> Calzono

3 FREE COKES
With Purchase Of 3 CaIzones

One Coupon Per 3 CaIzones
l:xp. X/30/93

Three COKES
With Purcha.se Of 3 CaIzones

One Coupon Per 3 CaIzones

Congratulations to the '92-93 Minutemen

Congratulations to the 1 992-93 University of
Massachusetts Minutemen: Tony Barbee Ted
Cottrell, Dana Dingle, Derek Kellogg, Jerome
Malloy, Jeff Meyer, Tommy Pace, Chris
Robinson, Kennard Robinson, Lou Roe, Harper
Williams and Mike Williams. Congratulations
also to head coach John Calipari and his staff:

Bill Bayno, Bruiser Flint, John Robic, Kevin
Fulton, and Brian Gorman.

Left: Harper Williams

Right: Tony Barbee

Above: The 1992-93 Minutemen
Photos by Collegian Staff l'hutognif?hers Christopher Ei

and Josh Reynolds
vans
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EXCHANGE
Variety of T-shirts » Clever Novelty Glfte
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• Flavored

Ramses

Rubber Ducky
Body

• Maxx
Beyond Seven

Lddy Protex

• Nose
• Touch
• Fish Head
• Real Man
• Desert Shield

• Vis-A-Vis

'.00 V

• Kimono
• Lifestyles

• Prime

• Shiek

• Contcmpo
• Fourex
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• Qlow in the Darks

10% off with this ad

X56-077I
Mon. • Sat. loatn to lipm
Sunday ixpm to 6pin

• Excila

• Pigskin

• String-n-Swing

• Stealth

• TypeE
• Excaliber

The Concessions Department

and thelOC Lounge

CONGRATULATE Coach Calipari

and the A-10 Champion
Mens Basketball Team

for Another Fantastic Season

and

Coach Joanie O'Brien
and the Women's Basketball Team
on a Strong and Promising Season

<'OOKI\G,ATVf)rR JABLH
Now Open For Liincli

OpciilorLuncl]lruiiillai]i-2;J(]pni

-~Sperlal~-
TuGS»Wed«Thurs»Frl»AII Day Sunday

Two Dinrfers $15
Steak a Chicken Combo
Two Dinner Combo $18
Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Both include Soup, Salad,

Vegetables, Noodles. Sleomed
Rice, Tea & Ice Cream

Gift Certificates

Available
OF JAPAN

Rt. 1 16. Sunderland 413 6G5-3G28
Open Tucs.-Sat. at 5 pm. Sun. at 2

For Reservations call 413-665-3628

-_" -•- &"" '"-"'J', -'uii'iy, aiiu ^jfdn Lyncn, owners c

Montague Mini Mart
12 to 6 in Montague Ctr.

from Amherst: 10 miles North on Rte. 63 to Rte 47Nfrom Northampton: 14 miles 91 North to 1 16 to 47N
• Follow signs to Montague Center •

beer «? Wine
Sold On SUNDAYS

12 pk Bud cans $7 gg ^ ^^^
12 pk Bud bottles warm $6.99 + depCase Bud bottles warm $12 99 + deoCase Bud cans $,4.6g ^ ^ep.'l2pkBuschcans $5.70 + dep.Case Busch cans $,1.30 + dep.
12-pack All Coors $7.99 + ^lep.

• Reasonable cigarette prices •
A wonderful selection ofAustralian & Chilean wines as well as the

French & domestic classics ^^--^v 1

367-9551 TCisrji^H
Proper I.D. Requ ired o^^^*^^

' ^



MULLINS CENTER
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

CONGRATULATIONS TO COACH CALIPARI
AND THE UMASS MINUTEMEN!

The Mullins Center is proud to be the home court for the UMass Minutemen. This year's
winning team scored the fust basket in the MulHns Center, won the first basketball game
and the first Atlantic 10 championship game ever played in the Mullins Center and was
the site of Coach Calipari's 100th career victory. What a way to open the building!

Thank you for all your hard work and dedication and making us proud when we say:

iiTHE MULLINS CENTER IS THE HOME OF
THE UMASS MINUTEMEN''

TWISTERS
CONGRATULATES
UMASS HOOPS ON

24 WINS!!!!

Come celebrate with us...

24C Wings
24C Quesadillas
24C Skins

USJI

Every Wednesday Night is Senior
Night/Countdown Party

22 oz. drafts for $1.24

We're the official

bar/restaurant
for

UMass basketball!

CO^>
at

iiim^
6V> '0"tt.

Starting Monday:
500 Drafts

Daily Attitude Adjustment Hour
4-7 pm • 990 Appetizers

Hhr ^ftr^

Weekly Planner

THURSDAY
Open Mk

5-7

Disco Hell

30 Boltwood Walk, Amherst 253-2663

Monday March 29. 1993

VOLUME Cll ISSUE 102

Today light rain, temps 48 - 52.

Tomorrow clearing skys, 50s.

Arts & Living:
Get ready for tonights Academy Awards presentations with
Jon Lupo's wrap-up and handy nominee fist. Now you can
munch popcorn and watch your favorites win. Page 7.

Sports:
The UMass lacrosse team defeats the

St. John's Redmen to move into 10th place
in the Associated Press ranking. Page 12.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
^ ^^^9^^^ College Daily Newspaper in New England • Founded in 1 890

Women expand struggle
Powerful women are seen as a threat, speaker says
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

Women must fight to expand their struggle for basic
human rights and break the perception that they are only

., ^. ,_ JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
National Organization forWomen President Patricia Ireland

speaks at the Student Union Ballroom on Sunday.

a "special interest," said the president of the National
Orgamzation for Women yesterday in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Patricia Ireland has brought her message to keep
fighting for women's rights to Massachusetts in a tour
across the state that began March 13, 1993. Her speech
to an audience of over 100 people was sponsored by the
Everywoman's Center and the Massachusetts NOW.

"What we really won in 1992 were opportunities and
not guarantees," Ireland said. "Women are 52 percent of
the population and all I need is 50 seats in the Senate for
women. I only want half the power in Congress."

Ireland said she is excited that the number ofwomenm the Senate has tripled, that 100 percent of the women
in Congress are pro-choice, one-fourth of the women in
Congress are women of color and that they know expe-
riences such as wage gaps, child care and sex discrimi-
nation.

There are clear differences that women make," Ire-
land said. "We bring a different set of priorities to public
policy because of our different experiences."

Ireland said she believes it is great that the Clinton
administration has so much diversity and that it will
make a difference in the results of his administration.
She said in pushing for a woman as attorney general
mariy important issues came into public consciousness.

"Part of the reason Zoe Baird was not portrayed as a
sympathetic character by the media was because she has
money and was characterized as being a rich bitch,"
Ireland said. "If that was 'Joey Baird' it would have been
different."

Ireland said Kimba Wood was punished for not using
her women's intuition in anticipating the passing of the
immigration law and the "only alternative was to find a
childless woman with a dirty house."

"We are forcingwomen to make tough choices between
Turn to STRUGGLE, page 6

Board rejects
liquor license
for Twisters
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The sale of Twisters Tavern hit another snag
Thursday night as the Amherst Zoning Board
rejected the transfer of Twisters' liquor license
from ELO East to the Apache River Corporation.
ELO East, the corporation which owns Twist-

ers, is in bankruptcy court with a hearing in late
April concerning the fate of Twisters.

Amherst resident Edward Sunderiand, one of
the two voters on the three-member zoning board
who opposed the transfer said, "A large number of
people will be coming to an area which needs peace
and tranquility."

Sunderland was referring to the frequent com-
plaints made by the elderly residents of the Clark
House Apartments, about the constant noise and
lewdness they allege occur at closing time from
patrons of the bar.

Chairperson Alice Epstein was the other board
member who voted against the transfer.

Paul Lawler, who was the only board member
voting for the transfer said, "Give them an oppor-
tunity and a chance— it is the only fair thing to do.

"

Richard Howland. the Apache River
Corporation's attorney said. "(The Zoning Board
and the Select Board

I have risked giving the con-
trol of the sale and the decision-making about the
licensing to the bankruptcy judge."

"They risked all control ofgetting a better man-
Turn to TWISTERS, page 4

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The ability of Whites to write about
Blacks and the level ofracism in the United
States was the topic ofa heated discussion
during the final day of "The Art of Non-
fiction" writers' conference held last
Thursday and Friday.

"Most often when you come across a
Black person in a public forum, they're
talking about race," said Brent Staples,
the moderator of the discussion, titled
"White on Black."

writers disc
of the culture," Staples said. "News is by,
for and about White people."

Staples is an essayist and member of
the New York Times Editorial Board and
the author of a memoir, "Parallel Time."

The discussion also included Henry
"Buzzy" Bissinger. author o{Friday Night
Lights, about football and racism in
Odessa, Texas; Patrice Gaines, a Wash-
ington Post and National Public Radio
writer; Walt Harrington, author of
Crossings: A White Man's Journey into
Black America; and Nick Lemann, author
of "T/ie Promised Land: The Great Blackur., , , ... ^•^'^ ^ •wiinacu LAinu. I ne ureal Diac

Black people are trapped in the body Migration andHow It ChangedAmerica.

Chancellorship finalist
will speak to students

Harringon said he believes the racist
attitude of Whites is only one form of
prejudice the nation faces. Others include
reverse pressure experienced by Whites in
dealing with Blacks and economic classes
within the Black community, he said.

"My job is to make that world come to
life for folks who don't understand,"
Harrington said.

Most of the writers said they agreed
that it is possible for Whites to write
effectively about Blacks.

"I dispel the notion of'Only write about
what you know,'" Lemann said. "If you
take the time to learn the subject, you can

write about anything."
Gaines agreed, saying, "People

shouldn't say, 'You're not from here, so
you can't write about this.'"

Bissinger discussed hi.s thoughts on
writing about a Black high school football
player in Odessa, Texas.

"I approached him as being subject to
one ofthe most horrible forms ofracism I'd

ever seen," Bissinger said. "One of the
things I'm most proud of in my life is

exposing the horrible racism that exists in
the culture that we call sports. It's really
(expletivel up."

Turn to RACISM IN THE MEDIA, page 2

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, one of three
candidates for the University of Massa-
chusetts chancellorship, will address the
campus in a number of forums today.

Mitchell-Kernan, who has been the dean
and vice-chancellor of graduate studies at
the University ofCahfornia at Los Angeles
since 1989, will speak on multiculturalism
at 9:15 a.m. in Campus Center 168 and will
address an open forum for students in the
Cape Cod Lounge at 3:30 p.m.

Mitchell-Kernan received her Ph.D. in
anthropology from University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley in 1969. After teaching at
Harvard for four years, she joined the
department of anthropology at UCLA,
where she holds a joint appointment in
psychiatry.

In 1976, she became director of the
UCLA Center for Afro-American Studies.
She has published several books on
childhood socialization and African-
American community, and has lectured
extensively on sex ratios, patterns of race

and cultural dynamics.
Mitchell-Kernan currently holds a posi-

tion on the Chancellor's Council for Diver-
sity at UCLA. She has been active on other
committees, including the search commit-
tee for a director of the women's studies
program, the search committee for an ur-
ban anthropologist and the provost's advi-
sory group on Black faculty recruitment.

She has taught comparative urbaniza-
tion, Afro-American anthropology, urban
anthropology and various other subjects.
Mitchell-Kernan has travelled to Curacao,
Guadeloupe, Somalia, Trinidad and other
countries to pursue her research studies.

UMass Budget Director Joyce Hatch, a
member of the chancellor's search com-
mittee, said Mitchell-Kernan was chosen
for her experience and her reputation as a
good manager at UCLA.

Jo-Anne Vanin, dean of students and
vice-chancellor for student affairs, said
Mitchell-Kernan has an outstanding
record of achievement at UCLA.

"I personally am delighted to find a
woman candidate, a woman ofcolor, with

Turn to CHANCELLORSHIP, page 2

MAH KAHN / COLLEGIANSPRING HAS SPRUNG! - UMass students basking in the sun on the CampusCenter terrace Saturday. ^
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9^GLB Awareness Week 1993
Monday, March 29

Demonstration — Public Demonstration of AfTection
Hug-In will be held at Noon.

Rally— Awareness Week Kick Off Rally on the Stu-
dent Union Steps at 12:15 p.m. Keynote Speaker is Pat
Griffin, Chair of the Chancellor's Task Force for Gay/
Lesbian/Bisexual Matters.

Bureau — The Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Speakers' Bu-
reau will be held in the Campus Center 905 from 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m.

Film— Film Series will be held in the Campus Center
905 from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.

Panel Discussion — "Race, Ethnicity and Sexual Ori-
entation: A Panel Discussion," will be held in the New
Africa House 2nd floor library at 8 p.m.

Rap— Lesbian Bisexual Womyn's Union will hold an
information session including rap and booksharing. It

racism in the media

will be held in the LBGA Office, 413B Student Union at
9:30 p.m.

Tuesday, March 30
Presentation — Panel Presentation by members of

Pioneer Valley P-FLAG — Parents and Friends of Les-
bians and Gays. It will be held in the Campus Center 905
from noon to 1:30 p.m.

Mentor Program — "The Pioneer Valley Gay/Lesbian/
Bisexual Youth Project and Mentor Program" is presented
by Bambi Gaulthier. It will be held in the Campus Center
905 from 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Film — Film Series will be held in the Campus Center
905 from 4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Talk Show— -Inside Out"— the LIVE GLB Talk Show
StudioAudience in the Student Union Ballroom Broadcast
on HSCN Channel 19 by UVC from 7:30 - 9 p.m.

Address all correspondence to:
1 1 3 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fax: (413) 545-1592

Ihi \\ Dnih
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IN EXISTENCE
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continued from px3ge 1

Bissinger recounted a story ofasking one ofthe player's
coaches where the player would be without football.
Bissinger said the coach replied "he'd be adumb ol' nigger."

"Ifyou have enough sympathy and empathy you can
write about anything and everything." Bissinger said.

Staples noted that the panelists had an "edge in their
voices" while discussing the topic and asked them to "pin
down this emotion."

"I'm getting a sense that you don't think Whites can't
write about Blacks," Bissinger said. "Ifyou care and are
compassionate and have a sense of outrage, you will get
the message across."

"You're making me feel defensive and it's pissing me
off." Bissinger said to Staples.

The panelists presented disparate views as they dis-
cussed the level of racism in today's newsrooms.

"I used to have a Black news beat," Gaines said. "I

thought I could find stories that I knew."
Gaines said, instead, she found Blacks thought of her

as an enemy because she worked for a "white publication."
"I think newsrooms are becoming caldrons ofracism,"

Bissinger said. "It's becoming the next South Africa. I

think race relations in this country are awful."
Lemann said, "I have a much less apocalyptic view of

racism than (Bissinger! has. As a fifth generation Loui-
sianan, I've seen a lot of improvements. In fact, I never
thought it could be so good."

"I don't think most White people in America think
they're racist." Lemann said. "You have to be really
effective as a writer to show them they are more preju-
diced than they think they are."

Housing Committee
holds student forum

"It's a chance for everyone in the community to
express their concerns and their perspective," said
Mary Ellen Sailer, chairperson for the Housing
Services Review Committee about the open forum
to be held at the Hampshire Dining Commons
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

"We're directed toward assessing how housing
is performing now and reporting to the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs, Thomas Robinson.
He makes the decision if their procedures will
change, but what the committee does is estimate
if housing is supporting the mission of the uni-
versity," she said.

She said the committee's goals are customer
service oriented, and for those who can't attend
the forum tonight, there will be two others, one on
Tuesday, March 30 at the Worcester Dining Com-
mons from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and one on Thursday,
April 1 at the Campus Center Room 165 from 1

p.m. to 3 p.m.

— TROY MERRICK

chancellorship

=^

continued from page
her qualifications," Vanin said.

Vanin said Mitchell-Kernan had the ability to balance
between the twin missions of teaching and research,
qualities important to guide the future ofthis institution.
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Women protest violence
during rush-hour traffic
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

Women positioned themselves on street
corners in Amherst during Friday morn-
ings' rush-hour in an educational protest
to end violence against women sparked by
the murder of Tara Hartnett.

Twenty-six women distributed ap-
proximately 700 fliers an hour to drivers
stopped at the lights at the intersection of
Main and North Pleasant streets.

The message the women were attempt-
ing to put across was broadcast from signs
attached to shirt fronts and fliers— Tara
Hartnett is not alone.

Hartnett was a University of Massa-
chusetts seiuor murdered a week ago in

her Sunderland apartment. James Cyr,
her former boyfriend, has been arrested
and charged with the murder.

Present at the protest were members of

the organizing body Women's Action Coa-
lition (WAC). as well as members of Ne-
cessities/Necesidades. the Men's Resource
Connection. University students and
children.

Meg Kroeplin. a member ofWAC, out-

lined the reason for the educational pro-

test.

"Often people are too busy going
through their daily business that they
aren't home to read the newspaper or
watch the news and things like this go
unnoticed," Kroeplin said.

Kroeplin said she believes Friday's

protest is one step in breaking the silence

of battered women.
"I hof)e people become really outraged

so that they take responsibility." Kroeplin
said. "I want them to lobby legislators, to

teach girls to have self-esteem and to

teach people to be less violent."

Alice Maclntyre. a former area resi-

dent and activist, was present Friday and
said she has been protesting women's
murders for 15years, but that she believes

the situation has only gotten worse during
that time.

Protestors handed out fliers which
stated that a woman is murdered by a
man she knows well every eight days in

Massachusetts. This statistic represents
a 150 percent increase since 1989.

Maclntyre criticized the educational

demonstration, calling it a "typical Hberal
response" to the problem of violence
against women.

"For me. violence against women is a
problem of power — who has it and who
doesn't," Maclntyre said. "We can educate
every man and woman in the country and
things will not change."

A woman who gave her name as Wende
X., who left her batterer 14 years ago, said
she agreed that demonstrations like
Friday's have little effect on the rate of
violence against women, although X. said
she had a personal reason for being
present.

"This helps me deal with my anger,"
Wende X. said. "I am trying to dissipate
my anger so that I do not turn violent."

Wende X. said her situation 14 years
ago was very similar to Hartnett's. She
said she left her batterer when her baby
was eleven months old.

"The only thing that saved me was that
I lived in a complex and not in an isolated

situation like Tara did," Wende X. said.

Two of her children, 6 and 7-years-old,

handed out fliers to stopped cars along-
side their mother. Signs on their shirts

read: "Stop killing our mothers" and
"Another kid against violence."

Sue Klopman, a member of WAC and
formerly a battered woman, stressed the
importance ofeducation. She said it is one
of her key issues because many people
believe that battering is a woman's fault.

"There are two myths working against
women," Klopman said. "In the home she
is never good enough and in society she
never stands up for herself."

Klopman and Maclntyre spoke about
their views on male involvement in the
fight against violence against women.

Maclntyre was critical of the Fridays'

organizers and said, "Men do not have any
place at a demonstration like this because
it makes us look like we are all on the same
side of the issue."

Klopman said, "There are times when I

am ambivalent about men's involvement
and there are times when it is crucial for

women to stand by ourselves."

"Women never have an opportunity to

stand alone in this society because we are
never good enough, if we are not standing
with a man," Klopman said

IS THAT A POTHOLE OR A LAKE?— As the snow tinaiiy Degins to melt the winter-
ravaged streets of Massachusetts become a hazard to drivers and their cars.

Christian right examined
The advocation of the anti-gay agenda

Women discuss work
in technical fields
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Three professional women spoke to

graduate students about about what it

takes for women to succeed in "male-
dominated" technical fields Thursday
night.

The panel discussion, titled "Women in

Technical Careers: Confidence and Lead-
ership," included Margi-et Rakas, Lee
Tatistcheff and Leshe Jelalian. Nancy
Hellman, undergraduate dean of engi-

neering and director of the women's engi-

neering program, moderated the discus-

sion.

Rakas is the seniorpolymer engineer for

Loctite, a fortune 500 company that makes
adhesives and coatings. She said in order to

succeed, women must take every opportu-

nity to learn more about their given fields.

"Unfortunately, people will judge by
appearance," she said. "Ifyou appear hazy
during important meetings people will get

the wrong impression about you.

"Stay current in your field, take initia-

tive and show that you are interested,"

Rakas said. "Look for opportunities to

grow. You may have take work home with

you. work on weekends, or work later than

five o'clock."

Rakas said putting in extra effort is the

difference between a good worker and an

average one.

"I work 45 to 50 hours a week, and

that'smy choice," she said. "I would do fine

if I only worked from eight to four. To be
successful you have to work 10 to 15 per-

cent harder than the average person."

Tratistcheff is the Principal Lab
Analysis Engineer for Digital Equipment
Corporation. She talked about how diffi-

cult it is to be the only woman in a meeting
of executives.

"As you get higher and higher up (in

the business world) you see more and
more males," she said. "Some woman
leaders will even bring a friend along to a
meeting of all men just so there will be
another woman there."

Jelalian. who graduated from the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts in 1988 with an
engineering degree, is currently the project

lead engineer for CNIA Antennas. She
said she has been able to use the fact that

she is a minority to her advantage.

"I have benefited from being a woman
because many people want to see me suc-

ceed." she said.

Jelalian said being a minority in the

technical field has helped her because it

has increased her visibility. She also said

it is her responsibility to be understand-
ing of men, who are not used to working
with women.

"You have to accept that you are a

minority," she said. "But part of your job
as a minority is to make men more com-
fortable, and in that way you are making
it ea.sier for the other women around you."

By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian SUff

The gay community has a great deal of
work to catch up with the Christian Right's
political influence and financial support,
according to a political analyst and a
magazine editor who spoke Thursday
night.

The lecture, titled "The Christian Right
and their anti-gay agenda," included Chip
Berlet, an analyst with Political Research
Associates, and Anne d'Adesky, an editor
ofOUT magazine. The lecture was orga-
nized by the Program for GLB Concerns
and held in the Campus Center.

The Christian Right is reactionary,
Berlet explained, and wants values to go
back to a time when everyone had "clearly

defined roles." Berlet said this is different
from being conservative, which means
trying to slow down change.

Berlet said the Christian Right is fun-
damentalist, declaring the Bible to be the
word ofGod and should be taken literally,

and evangelical in that "they reach out
and bring people in."

Fearing that their social values are in

jeopardy, they have "backlashed." stop-

pingany debate on change, or ifforced into
it, talking about civil rights issues as a
"package," Berlet said.

The Christian Right "failed to notice,"

according to Berlet. that to escape reli-

gious oppression was why people came to

this country, and was incorporated into
the Constitution as separation of church
and state.

They believe in the Biblically-based

dominion theology, which says that God
gave the dominion of Earth to man, caus-
ing a confrontation with secular society,

Berlet said.

"It is not going to be an easy group to

overcome," said Berlet, referring to their

political muscle, which includes market-
ing surveys, computers, good organiza-
tion and a televangelism industry that
brings in $2 billion dollars a year.

The Christian Right sees President Bill

CUnton as the Anti-Christ, Berlet said.

They caused a split in the Republican
party when former President Reagan
didn't deliver on his promises to them, and
were a factor in the choosing of former

Vice-President Quayle and Chief of Staff
John Sununu.

D'Adesky, a member of the New York-
based activist group I.«sbian Avengers,
provided an inside view of the gay
community's opposition.

She said the biggest problem was giv-

ing this "social justice movement" a face,

in an attempt to minimize "internalized
homophobia," which has arisen l>ecause
gays are not comfortable with religion,

schools and family.

The gay movement has been associ-

ated with pedophilia, bestiality,
necrophilia and AIDS by the Christian
Right to portray them as "the other." and
is not sure how to respond.

An attempt by gay organizations to

cover their weaknesses by finding "natu-
ral allies," such as other civil rights groups
and progressive clergy, has introduced
the problem of identity because they are
worried about ".selling out."

D'Adesky said gay activists in Colo-
rado and Oregon pushed for legislation to

end discrimination by sexual preference.
They lost Colorado by 6 percent.

Thejudge decided "nojuri.sdictions will

make laws
| pertaining to gay and lesbian

concernsl." because he deemed them to be
"special rights."

In Oregon, legislation against dis-

crimination was passed, and the gay ac-

tivists attribute the success to havingmore
money and concentrating on urban areas.

Audience questions focused on tech-

niques used to influence how the public
views an organization.

Asked why he did not make a distinc-

tion between U.S. and international fun-

damentalism, Berlet responded "the world
won't make a distinction."

However, he mentioned that newspa-
pers must be careful how they portray
groups, using the example that "Muslims
blow up World Trade Center" as a head-
line would generate much less criticism

than "Christians shoot abortirm doctor."

In response to another question about
how gay activists could generate a favor-

able image, d'Adesky mentioned that the
Christian Righthad reporters askingsuch
biased questions about gay teachers as
"what do you think about a homosexual
man working with your children?"

SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
Anne d Adesky (left) and Chip Berlet discuss the Christian Right and their anti-gay agenda.
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agement team," Howland said.

He said, "Our proposal to the board, the Apache River
Corporation and all the parties involved was win, win.
win.

A handful ofresidents from Clark House attended the
public hearing Thursday night.

Amherst resident Arnold Silver, an opponent of the
transfer said, "I have friends who live in Clark House who
have cried on my shoulders because they are unable to
get a good night's sleep."

Elizabeth Massey, manager of Clark House said,
"Having a college bar next to an apartment complex just
hasn't worked."
A line was forming outside Twisters while its fate was

being decided only 50 yards away at Bangs Community
Center where the meeting was held. Amherst Selectman
Dave Keenan said he was puzzled by the lack of student
turnout to support Tvristers.

"Isn't the possible closing of a college bar a student
issue?" Keenan asked.

Howland asked members ofthe board to evaluate any
prejudices they might have about Twisters past.
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He said, "I ask you to consultyour conscience, we want
to be heard without the trappings of the past issues."
He said, "It would be unfair foryou tojudge the permit

apphcation based upon the past history of Twisters."
Epstein said, "Twisters has been before the board

three times while I have been a member and I feel I am
capable of making an impartial decision."

Howland said he questioned Epstein's impartiality
upon arriving at her decision.

The proposed new owners want to expand the bar's
capacity from 120 to 199 patrons at any given time. The
increase would have the downstairs and the terrace
considered as one entity. However, no more than 52
people would be allowed on the terrace at any given time.

Howland said he used the state plumbing code to
arrive at the figure of 199 occupants. Employees and
musicians would be counted in this figure.

The corporation is also seeking to have five musicians
provide entertainment in the downstairs bar at night.
This would be an increase from the three that are now
allowed.

In addition to the live entertainment downstairs, the
corporation has also asked to have three acoustic string

instruments be allowed to play on the terrace until 9 p.m.
Howland said, "Entertainment is a vital part of the

make-up of Twisters Tavern."

Silver said, "I don't think they are enhancing the
situation by increasing musicians and patrons."

Extra security outside at closing time, the use of the
entrance adjacent to Pinocchio's Restaurant and having
last call at 12:30 a.m. were all part of the management
plan presented by the corporation to the board and its

audience. This security would help to deter noise and
usher people away from the area at closing time.

The Apache River Corporation would be providing the
best security of any bar in Amherst, Howland said.

"I have doubts if anybody can control the outside of a
bar at closing time," Epstein said.

"I don't think their honesty and intentions are in

doubt, but I still have a problem with what is being
asked," Sunderland said.

The Apache River Corporation is made up of two
former Steigers executives, John Oakland ofWilbraham
and William K. Miller of Holyoke.

Miller said he had no comment until he could further
assess the situation.
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Asian heritage exploited
Last Friday, over 700 people gathered

in the Campus Center to devour, vulgar-

ize and prostitute the rich traditions and
heritage of Asia. The American descen-
dants of half the world's population have
taken it upon themselves to affirm and
legitimize the notion ofthe "noble savage"
— dancing, singing and twirling in their

brightly colored garbs while swaying to

traditional songs.

Rather than a celebration of Asian
culture, Asian Night is an extravagant,
self-indulgent, exploitative display of

orientalism by the immigrant community
in the United States. This community,
under the auspices of multiculturalism.

romanticizes and exoticises Asian people
and culture, only reinforcing stereotyp>e8

of a Eurocentric American audience.

Shyamala

IVATURY
The majority of the Asian community

in America does not oppose U.S. foreign

policy and its impact on Asian peoples: the
death of400,000 Iraqi citizens during the
Gulf War, the uprooting of three million

Palestinians from their homeland, the
death of two million Koreans during the
Korean War, the death of on a million

Cambodians and two million Vietnamese
during the war in Southeast Asia. North
Korea, India, Pakistan, Iran and Iraq are
denied the right to legitimate self-defense

even though it is the U.S. that has the
largest arsenal of nuclear weapons and
the unique distinction ofdropping nuclear
bombs in two cities in Japan, and threat-

ening to drop bombs on countless other
countries. The U.S. has stationed over
40,000 troops in South Korea, another
40,000 on the Okinawa Naval Base in

Japan, and has a base on Deigo Garica,

jeopardizing the security of all Asian na-

tions.

Furthermore, nuclear testing on the is-

lands of Micronesia has resulted in muti-
lated babies and children. It is the U.S. that

commits the grossest human rights viola-

tions within its own boundaries against

African-Americans and other peopleofcolor,
yet has the gall to criticize China.

Filipino women were brought to enter-

tain U.S. soldiers in Iraq, the sex trade

and prostitution in Thailand caters to

Western businessmen, poor Asian women
are used as wombs for American women
who don't want to go through the rigors of

childbirth, and the organs of poor Asian
people are traded to sustain American
receptors through organ transplants. The
economies of countries like India remain
in shambles due to unfair trading rules

imposed on them by the U.S. through its

proxies, the International Monetary Fund
and World Bank.

Culture includes the way of life of the

people in the various parts of the world.

The extraction ofcultural symbolism with
disregard and even contempt for the lives

of people in the countries reveals the ex-

tent to which Asian Americans have sold

themselves for money and are bereft of

any sense ofcollective self-respect, dignity
and humanity.

Clinging to vacuous symbolism while
denying their complicity with a system
thatexploits people on the Asian continent

will not bring Asian Americans any closer

to their roots, nor can it restore their sense

of pride. While economic embargoes and
wars against countries in Asia ravage the

continent, it is a shame that the only time
Asian American students come together

is to dance, sing and eat. While basking in

the glory of multiculturalism, one should
not forget that Asian Night is not about
Asia. Asia, the cradle of civilization, sym-
bolizes the history of humanity's struggle

against exploitation, colonialism and
barbarism.

Shyamala Ivatury is a UMass gradu-
ate student from India.

It's time for Oscar angst
The Oscars. Why does one care? You

either like a film or you don't; what's in

envelope six months later alters nothing.
Hellraiser III could win best original

screenplay, but it still wouldn't mean it

was true.

Yet you feel an almost personal affront

when the "wrong" films win. When nomi-
nations were revealed this year I felt ri-

diculously outraged, as if the nominating
committee were deliberately trying to dupe
the public. Of the five nominees for best
picture, four didn't deserve the honor.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
Perhaps this is the problem with the

Oscars: it brings out that dogmatic side in

people. You can't help but universalize

your subjective opinion until it isTheTruth,
and I am no exception; I know that The
Crying Game has been massively over-

rated, that//o«»a/tf.sEnd is mediocre,Sce/i/

ofa Woman is sentimental claptrap andA
Few Good Men is Hollywood pap. I'm con-
vinced that in the Big Book of Objective

Truths under "Best films of 1992" will be
recorded Malcolm X, Husbands and Wives,

The Playerand Unfoigiven . And this is what
it might say about the other nominations:

Howards End: Perhaps the best thing
about this picture is that finally all ofE.M.
Forster's books have been transferred to

the big screen. All we have to fear now is

that in a sudden fit of creative panic
Merchant-Ivory will attempt to film As-
pects of the Novel.

It was difficult to watch Howards End
without a feeling of"so what?" We already
know director James Ivory can do a

faultless recreation ofEdwardian England,
but one can only sit through so many
Helena Bonham-Carter pouts in one life-

time, and excellent performances by An-

thony Hopkins and Emma Thompson do
not make up for the dreadful unsubtlety of

the portrayal of the Basts.

Scent of a Woman might be more ap-

propriately titled See /J /o/'a Camembert, so

cheesy and predictable is the playing of

the audience's emotions. Likewise, while
A Few Good Men is entertaining in a run-

of-the-mill kind of way it can only have
received a nomination for A Few Good
Scenes, most notably when Jack Nicholson
appears to embarrass the rest of the cast

with the force of his performance.
It may be that my dislike ofThe Crying

Game has been exaggerated in reaction to

the critical praise heaped onto it, but it

seems that what was an interesting

enough, though severely faulted, movie
has been credited with depths and
subtleties it doesn't posses.

Stephen Rea, the emotionally and po-

litically buffeted Fergus, was the only
performer who came close to carrying the
implausible weight of the film. Forest
Whitaker was left wrestling with an un-
gainly English accent in the desperately
stagey first part of the film, and then like

a bad dream reappeared farcically thun-
dering toward the audience in

afler-death cricket whites looking ridicu-

lous enough to induce choked squeals of
laughter from the audience 1 was in.

Perhaps the most charitable thingyou can
say about Jaye Davidson, as Dil, is that he
made an excellent woman, but when called

up>on to act he clung desperately to the
same all-purpose "look of bewilderment."

I want to be vindicated tonight when
they rip o|>en the envelopes, and so does
everyone else; that is why there will be
plenty of debate even after the stars have
retreated to Beverly Hills to lick their

wounds or massage their egos.

Jesse Armstrong, an exchange student

from England, is a Collegian columnist.

GLB speakers impress a skeptic
The GLB movement has always been

oonfiising to me. I attribute that to the fact

that I have ideological differences with
those in the movement. Whether I have
been socialized to believe homosexual ac-

tivity is wrong isnt the question; I have
most definitely been socialized to believe

that. The question is whether I accept it as

legitimate and deserving of basic rights.

Does everyman andwoman have the same
basic rights regardless of sexual prefer-

eiKe? Are the things the gay community
demands as rights really just privileges

they are upset about not being entitled to?

I attended a GLB Speakers Bureau at

McNamara Hall March 25. I decided it

was my resjsonsibility to hear an oppos-

ing point of view to honestly have my
own. I had to hear reasons, arguments
and the perspective ofthe "opposition." I

felt ignorant harboring stereotypes

without verifying them. It turned out to

be an interesting and enlightening expe-

rience. I found the speakers from the gay
community more calm and professional

than the i)eople debating for them out of

moral outrage. The discussion was hon-

est, open and broad. It offered the op-

portunity to address false stereotypes

and debate contemporary issues of gay
rights. Don't misunderstand me: I still

harbor ideological differences. However,
only the ignorant and narrow-minded
refuse to hear the "opposing point of

view." TTiose who disagree have every

right to, as I feel is my right, but I do not

respect those who do so with contempt
sown with ignorance.

Has my point of view changed? No.
but my perspective has and so has my
respect for some of those who 1 would
only generalize about in days past. The
GLB Speakers Bureau is a very infor-

mational event. I encourage any and
all to attend.

I wrote this in the hop>es ofexpressing

myselfand broadening my opinions, as
well as those of some of you. For as

liberal-minded as the student body
claims to be, many show utter contempt
for those who don't roll over and wave
the "fiag of the oppressed" alongside
them. We are all entitled to opposing
views. That is our right, isn't it?

Sgt. Michael F. Guthrie
Sylvan

Chancellors policy of praying for quiet just isn't working
There are those who say the editorial page is just a

place for angry egotists, like me, to express their opinion.

These people just don't know how to read a paper that is

not only news, but acts as the voice of the students. It is

amazing how much one can learn about this campus by

observing the content of the Collegian.

For instance, what was the major Ed/Op focus last

semester?A moment ofreflection should bring the words

"racism" and "student rights" to the tip ofany hypotheti-

cal tongue. All tonguesexceptone, that is: our chancellor's.

The Collegian reported in early March that Chancel-

lor O'Brien is "hoping that this will be a relatively quiet

spring." Apparently, our chancellor subscribes to the

philosophic teachings of Bill Cosby. In Bill Cosby, Him-

self the famous UMass alumnus talks about the noise

his kids make and then he tells us how he handles it:

"Parents don't care aboutjustice;theyjust want QUIET!"

Perhaps O'Brien should consider the implications of

such a comment and choose his words better before he

speaks. Does he actually approve of the "Just Say No/

Nothing" approach that led to so much ignorance in the

Reagan years? I certainly don't want to see any more
racism or violence, but I would be ashamed to go to any
university that lauded "quiet." That no one has stormed
Whitmore or rioted on the Student Union steps lately

doesn't mean hisjob is done. Does he really think the real

problems have gone away, thatjustice has been served or

that he can coast through his last semester without

taking initiative or responsibility?

Steven

L. COHEN '

I challenge Chancellor O'Brien to answer a question my
girlfriend posed to me. Riddle me this, Dick, she said: "I

came here from Virginia because I had heard how liberal

it was here. How and why does such a liberal school have
so much racism, anti-Semitism and homophobia?"

So what has been the crusade of the Ed/Op page this

semester? Cannabis reform, 'cause it's safer than ciga-

rettes, alcohol and skiing! If you thought the job market
didn't like ZooMass. wait till thev hear that we want to

legalize pot in campus policy despite local, state and
federal laws. The Grateful Dead might come to play, but
we are going to lose any respect this institution has
acquired.

Although I disagree with hemp legalization, I'm not
going to preach on that now. I'm more concerned with what
has been missing on this issue. The moment the Cannabis
Refoi-m Coalition received 2.000 signatures to place their

initiative on the SGA ballot, the matter of its illegality

should have spawned a position from the administration.
What kind of chancellor doesn't respond to a policy situ-

ation of this magnitude? A "quiet" one doesn't, of course.
Does he think he can make things go away by not ac-
knowledging them? His lack of opposition only implies
false support! Doesn't he know what appeasement/non-
intervention can lead to?

Richard O'Brien, your policy of "don't worry; have a
Coke and a smile" is disappointing. And remember, you
read it in the Collegian , 'cause we aren't angry egotists—
we just care.

Steven L. Cohen is a Collegian columnist.
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having a career and having children," Ireland said. "We
hear how important children are to society, but we will
punish women for taking care of them while defining
child care as unskilled labor."

"The more women are in non-traditional jobs £ind the
closer they are to having power, the more susceptible
they are to sexual harassment," Ireland said.

She said when Geraldine Ferrarowas chosen as Walter

Mondale's running mate in the 1984 presidential elec-
tion, her excitement wasdampened by people who walked
around wearing buttons for "Fritz and Tits."

"A reduction ofwomen to body parts is a way to keep
us in our place," Ireland said. "If you want to stand on
yourown two feet and defineyourselfrather than defining
yourself through a man, then you are not considered a
real woman."

Ireland said people must continue to fight sexism.

homophobia and racism because such oppression and
discrimination is blatantly wrong.

She also said a real problem exists in the military, as
many heterosexual men fear the possibility ofshowering
with gay men, even though it obviously occurs now.

"Like gaymen aren't there now— apparently they are
all being dry-cleaned," Ireland said.

"Straightmen are afraid they will be sexually harassed
just like they have been doing to women for centuries."
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And
The
Nominees

BEST PICTURE
The Crying Game
A Few Good Men
Howards End

Scent ofA Woman
Unforgiven

BEST ACTOR
Robert Downey, Jr. — Chaplin
Clint Eastwood — Unforgiven
Al Pacino — Scent ofA Woman

Stephen Rea — The Crying Game
Denzel Washington — Malcolm X

BEST ACTRESS
Catherine Deneuve— Indochine
Mary McDonnell — Passion Fish
Michelle Pfieffer — Love Field

Susan Sarandon — Lorenzo's Oil
Emma Thompson — Howards End

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Jaye Davidson — The Crying Game

Gene Hackman — Unforgiven
Jack Nicholson — A Few Good Men
Al Pacino — Glengarry Glen Ross

David Paymer— Mr. Saturday Night

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Judy Davis — Husbands and Wives
Joan Plowright— Enchanted April
Vanessa Redgrave — Howards End
Miranda Richardson — Damage

Marisa Tomei — My Cousin Vinny

BEST DIRECTOR
Robert Altman — The Player

Martin Brest — Scent ofA Woman
Clint Eastwood — Unforgiven
James Ivory — Howards End

Neil Jordan — The Crying Game

BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY
Neil Jordan — The Crying Game

Woody Allen — Husbands and Wives
George Miller & Nick Enright— Lorenzo's Oil

John Sayles — Passion Fish
David Webb Peoples — Unforgiven

BEST ADAPTED SCREENPLAY
Peter Barnes — Enchanted April

Ruth Prawer Jhabvala — Howards End
Michael Tolkin — The Player

Richard Friedenberg—A River Runs Through It

Bo Goldman — Scent ofA Woman

The 65th Annual Academy Awards
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

This is the last in a six-part series highlighting the
major nominees for the 65th Annual Academy Awards
which will be presented on March 29.

The Academy Awards are a singularly perplexing
event. Partindustry shmooze. fashion show and popularity
contest, this king ofawards shows continues to intrigue,
infuriate, entertain and frustrate us. Tonight,just about
the whole world will be watching third-time host Billy
Crystal as he steers the 65th Annual Academy Awards,
live on ABC.

Despite seldom being a barometer ofany given year's
"best," the Oscars have retained an aura of "excellence"
in an industry whose focus is primarily on the bottom
line. Art and commerce often collide in this world, but
they never seem to connect.

This year's sexist, racist and snobby nominations
confirm the stunning dichotomy that is the Academy
Awards. They want to honor the best— so long as its safe,
mostly male and almost always White.

The slap-in-the-face kiss-offto Spike Lee andMalcolm
X is a key example of this. Lee's outspoken manner has
made him a Hollywood outsider, but the Academy's
dislike of the man should certainly not extend to his
work. Anything more glaringthanMalcolm X's two token
nods— for actor and costume design — was 1989's jaw-
dropping omission ofDo the Right Thing among the Best
Picture nominations. That year, the Academy voted
Driving Miss Daisy Best Picture. As Spike Lee himself
pointed out: which view of Blacks was safer to the mostly
older, male and conservative Academy voting block?
Suddenly, a win for Al Pacino for Best Actor doesn't seem
so out of the ordinary.

The Academy has dedicated this year's Oscars to
"Women in Film." This is like dedicating Bo.sic Instinct to
ACT-UP. In a year that saw achingly few roles for

actresses in general, the best thing Hollywood could come
up with wasBasic Instinct and SisterAct. Bisexual psycho
killers and nuns. Hmmm. I won't even countA League of
Their Own, which reduced a subject rich with feminist
ideals and great female roles to baseball movie cliches,
cheap sentiment and crocodile tears.

In fact, the Academy had to reach far and wide to come
up with enough nominees to fill the Best Actress cat-

egories. It also says more about the state of American
cinema for women when out of the ten nominations in
both lead and supporting categories, only four are
American actresses. Thelma & Louise, where areyou when
we need you? Better women's roles were found in Alison
Anders' Gas Food Lodging and Julie Dash's Daughter.s of
the Dust, but people (at least not the mass public) didn't
see them, and neither did the Academy.

In 1993, independents proved a real threat to Holly-
wood. A slew of non-industry films — specifically The
Crying Game, The Player and Howards End — made a
statement that quality films are increasingly becoming
harder to make within the studios. For every indie

triumphUkeResen^oirDogsthere'saWeekendAtBernie's.
For every breakthrough gay role in The Crying Game or
The Living End, there's a Basic Instinct to reinforce
anachronistic stereotypes. And despite the independents'
recent string of superior

films, it's easy to see that nothing will change. You can
see Weekend at Bernie's 2 this summer at a theater near
you.

Unforgiven, Chnt Eastwood's fine but hardly revela-
tory revisionist Western, has the inside track for a sweep
tonight. It's a Hollywood movie, has lots of testosterone
in it and made a lot of money. Same with the formulatic
but entertaining A Few Good Men and the blind guy
schmaltz of Scent ofA Woman

.

The remaining nominees, Howards End and The
Crying Game are vastly superior, but they're still con-
sidered out of the mainstream. As Peter Tra\ers pointed
out, "It's no crime to enjoy films that coddle us, but
shouldn't awards go to films that challenge us instead?"
My choice for Best Picture is Neil Jordan's marvelous

head trip/political thriller The Crying Game. For once,
the hype lived up to expectations — and exceeded them
on more than one occasion. Jordan's film was filled with
impossible roles that were carried out to perfection by a
near-perfect cast.

Stephen Rea, Miranda Richardson, Forest Whitaker
and Jaye Davidson created intense performances in a
film that explored territory that most movies — specifi-
cally Hollywood ones — would run away from. Gender
roles, male-female and gay relationships made for a
tantalizing movie experience that can only be described
as the most original and thought-provoking film of the
1990s.

I wouldn't be upset ifJames Ivory's sublime art-house
triumph Howards End wins the coveted award. These
kinds of period costume dramas are almost becoming a
genre unto themselves. But Howards End is more than
the glossy Hollywood romance of Out of Africa and the
silly fluffmess o(Enchanted April, it is a deeply moving
character drama without the garish sentiment that
usually plagues Hollywood films described as "deeply
moving."

Other picks: for Best Original Screenplay, I'd go with
Neil Jordan's most imaginative script for The Crying
Game, with Woody Allen's smart Husbands and Wives a
close second. Best Adapted Screeplay honors should go to

Ruth Prawer Jhabvala's film version of E.M. Forster's
Howards End, now being touted (and rightly so) as the
best single novel adaptation in quite a while or Michael
Tolkin's blisteringly funny work in The Player.

For Best Cinematography, now reduced to Best Scenery
or Best Mountain Range/Sunset, 111 go with Philippe
Rousselot's gorgeous Montana vistas in A Rwer Runs
Through It with Tony Pierce-Roberts sumptuous work in

Howards End a worthy runner-up. And for Best Art
Direction, I'm for the backlot gothic of Bram Stoker's
Dracula or the mind-bending sets of Tby.s — bad movies
whose biggest strengths were their eye-candy visuals.

There will be justifiable winners, worthy losers and
some wrong decisions tonight — that is the only sure
thing about the Academy Awards. Despite its shaky
political ideology and questionable selection process, the
Oscars remain a shining moment ofpop culture silliness.

Therein lies their innate appeal — the few shining
seconds after the nominees are listed and before the
winners are proclaimed. After that, it's just trivia.
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UPTOWN piZZA
25 No. Pleasant St., downtown Amherst

^P^^ \j ozens of rizza yarieties

^ By the Slice Salads

Italian Beef Subs Niini Calzones

lUlsv^k ^rk^g^lskl^^hlfo^^^^^^^^' till 4/4/93
lYIiirun 0|ieUlal *guy one slice, get onefree*

Dozens of pizza varieties

Come down to Uptown and try us!

Try the Best Slices in town
BIG THICK CRUSTI!

PHOTO COURTESY BRIAN HAMILL

Judy Davis is nominated for Best Supporting Actress for

her work in "Husbands and Wives,"

^H«H (§.rden
g^ ^ g] ^ J^g

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

Big screen color T.V. featuring all the sports channels

Open 11 am - 2 am • 7 days 256-8225
Call aheadfor

Take Out

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30am-5pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50

Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 l:50-3pm - $5.25

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FUU COCKTAIL MENU
10 BelclKrtownR(l.3tRt. 9, Amherst 2564252
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Round trips trom BOSTON

LONDON $398
PARIS $478
BANGKOK $889
Rofid trips from NEW VORK

SAN JOSE CR. $450
CANCUN $310

Taxes and surcharges not included
Fares subject to change.

79 So. Pleasant St. Amherst
154.1141

EUROPE^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* Rockvteior Plaza
Nw* York. NY 10020
Ptvxw (212) 581-3040

Mail ttiis ad tor SptcM
Sludanl/Teacher Tariff.

a NCNTAL a LCASC O PURCHASE

WANANAM2AMA

Soft-Serve Frozen Yogurt Shop
Delicious FAT-FREE &
Sugar-Free flavors

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR SCERA DIRECTOR

The Search Committee for the Director of the Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy (SCERA) cordially invites the University community to participate in 6
open candidate forums. At the forums, the candidates for the Director will be available
to meet and speak with students, staff, and faculty from 2:30 to 3:30 PM in the Student
Union Building on the following days:

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Segun Eubanks
Ke\in Hughes
Elsa Elliot

Sheila Kloefkorn

Marc Kenan
Audrey Jaeger

Monday, March 29

Ti'psday, March 30

Friday, April 2

Wednesday April 7

Thursday, April 8

Monday, April 12

174 Campus Center

Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge

All students are urged to meet with these candidates in order to give feedback to the
Search Committee.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT PAID ADVERTISEMENT PAID ADVERTISEMENT PAID ADVERTISEMENT PAID ADVERTISEMENT PAID ADVERTISEMENT PAID ADVERTISEMENT PAID ADVERTISEMENT

BELOW IS A PROGRESS REPORT OF MULTICULTURAL ACTIVITIES. Reports, issuedfrom the Chancellor's
office, will be written each month. The intent of the reports* and the essays* by different faculty or staff
members, is not only to follow agreements reached between the administration and ALANA students, but also
to list the efforts of the community at large in working towards a truly multicultural campus.

CAN VM l.ALK? .VBOL T MLLriCLLTLR.AL ?

ABOUT "MLLTICLLTLRALISM'?

by Grant Ingle

Directorof the Office of Human Relations

In recent years the gcvil to "achieve a

mutticulturdl campus" in our campus mis-

sion statement has sparked both contro\ersv

aiKl confusion, but far too little serious open,

public debate. Many on the campus are

genuinely puzzled about what this goal

means, who and what it includes and what
courses o\ action it maiidates. A few believe

tlwydo understand thisgcwl, but their inter-

pretations t^ften conflict. For some, "achie\-

inga multicultural campus" smacks ofofficial
efforts to enforce a type of "political correct-

ness" on the campus. For others, this goal is

seen only as rhetoric, leading them to label it

derisively asa "multicultural facade." Some
see the term "multicultural" asa synonym for

"multiracial" referring only to the concerns

oi people of color. Others understand the

term to include most, if not all, of the categcv

riesof race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual

orientation and ability There are those who
expand the reach of the term to mean consid-

eration of all cultures, even that of European-

Americans and men, and also those who
equate a multicultural campus with mere

numerical diversity. Worse \'et, the term is

increasinglv utilized in its noun form,

"multiculturalism," as if it were an estab-

lished concept on the campus.

Lickingsha red meaning meaning, these terms

are nearh- impossible to explain to prospec-

tiveand new students, parents, alumni, legis-

lators, the citizens of the Commonwealth,
and nH>st importantly,oursel\es. 1 hearthese

terms frec|uently used e\ ery day, but 1 am
certain onlv that they are used in strikingly

different ways. As a psychologist, 1 have

come to think of these terms as a type of

Rorschach test, telling us more about the

persons using them than the terms themselves.

Older terms, such as "civility" and "diversity',"

continue to have a similar fate. While I am not

hof>eful that our disagreements about these

terms will be resolved quickly, 1 do believe that

our discussion of them could be improved by

fcKusing on definitions, rationale and outcomes

associated with our commitment "to achieve a

multicultural campus." I make the following

suggestions in the hof>e of sharpening ou r sense

of what "multicultural" and "multiculturalism"

might mean on our campus and urge others to

make their own views publicly known well.

Distinguish "multiculturar concerns from

"social justice" concerns. The undefined use of

"multicultural" or "multiculturalism" creates

what might be called the "inclusion-dilution

dilemma. In other words, with a growing

number of cultural groups being included un-

der the "multicultural" umbrella, there is an

uneasy sense of an increasing dilution of cam-
pus concerns about addressing specific social

injustices such as racism. I suggest that we
address this dilemma by uncoupling social

justice issues from "multiculturalism" and place

both terms inour mission statement: "toachieve

a socially-just and multicultural campus." A
"stxially-just" campus is one which is commit-

ted to honoring our legal, ethical and moral

obligations to create a special place of work and
study where no one should have their full par-

ticipation in campus life curtailed because of

harassment, discrimination, intimidation, or

persistent incidents of disrespect. A socially-

just campus is also one which obser\'es both the

letter and the spirit of the law regarding dis-

crimination. Affirmative Action/Equal Oppor-

tunityand civil and criminalCivil Rights statutes.

This change would allow the exploration of

multiculturalism to be as broad and inclusive as

possible because it would separate, to some
extent, the questions of what cultural informa-

tion we transmit as an institution of higher

leaming from questions of how we operate as a

socially-just campus.

Develop a rationale for "achieving a socially

just and multicultural campus." At present,

efforts to create a multicultural campus are

largely uniformed by any public debate about

why we would want to create such a campus in

the first place. I suggest the following reasons as

a starting point:

To anticipate and respond effectively to the

demographic shifts in race and ethnicity which

are increasingly reflected in our society, our

state and our students, staff and faculty.

To understand, anticipate and constructively

resolve or pre\'ent conflicts of disrespect and

intolerance on the campus, especially those

which escalate to violence.

To improve the understanding of all members
of the campus community regarding diverse

cultures and their unique perspectives, both

nationally and globally.

To acknowledge the momentum and indisput-

able logic of civil rights legislation and social

change initially focused on African-Americans

which hasquickly broadened to includegender,

other races, ethnicit)', national ancestry, reli-

gion, sexual orientation and ability in a larger

call for social justice.

To reaffirm a Land Grant mission which links

University activities to the needs of the citizens

of the state who are themselves becoming in-

creasingly diverse and for whom increasing

diversity has become a source of both conflict

and opportunity.

To assure that all members of the campus can

act on the values of free expression and full

parhcipation essential to the functioning of a

university.

Develop a clear set of outcomes for "achiev-

ing a socially-just and multicultural cam-

pus." It is very difficult to know if the

campus is moving in a desired direction

unlesswe spelloutmoreexplicitly the results

we expect. With this in mind, I suggest the

following broad outcomes, all of which could

be further elaborated to serve as the basis of

a regular assessment of our progress:

Improvement ofthe workplaceand academic

environment at the University so that it can

be a special place of leaming and work in

which all its members can fully participate

without the hinderances of disparate treat-

ment.

Increased inclusion ofand respect for the full

range of American and International con-

stituencies and cultures we are increasingly

likely to encounter in our workplaces and
home communities.

Development of individual skills and per-

spectives which will enhance our cultural

fluency and consequently our personal ef-

fectiveness in an increasingly diverse cam-
pus, state, country and global economy.

Enhancement of our abilities to learn

quickly and thoughtfully about cultures

and subcultures other than our own.

Developmen t ofboth ou r conceptualand
personal understanding of issues of scv

cial power and social justice and their

particular places in American and world
history.

Heightened awareness of our own cul-

tural contexts and the fact that other
individuals and groups may operate
within legitimateculturalcontextswhich
may differ significantly from our own.

PROGRESS REPORT REGARDING THE MULTICULTURAL CAMPUS

In keeping with the 11/7/92 ALANA agreements

2/25/93 Funding in the amount of $5,000 was provided by Chancellor O'Brien for books

and computer equipment for the Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black

and other Minority Students (CCEMBS).

3/1/93 The office of Space Management was asked by Chancellor O'Brien to work with

Dr. McBride to locale appropriate space for the substitute program for Upward

Bound.

3/3/93 Dr. Elaine Anderson released the results of her independent investigation into the

Upward Bound Program. Dr. Anderson cited politics and a more critical peer

review in Washington as the major reasons for the Program's loss of funding.

3/4/93 Chancellor O'Brien and Vice Chancellor Tom Robinson met with representatives

form ALANA to discuss the status of responses to agreements reached on 1 1/7/92

between ALANA and the Administration.

Other initiatives taken

2/23/93 A program called "Bridging Worlds" is being sponsored by members of the Afro-

American Studies faculty. The program's goal is to "motivate minority and

working-class high school students to succeed academically and to develop future

plans and goals, which may include going to college."

2/27/93 The Peer Assistance Information and Referral Hotline was created to provide

information and referrals to students experiencing harassment and other forms of

intimidation. The Hotline will be staffed by students, and anticipates being ready to

take calls by 3/29/93.

3/4/93 The Institute for the Healing of Racism held a public forum to discuss the topic:

"Healing Racism in American: A Prescription for the Disease".

3/9/93 Chancellor O'Brien provided an additional $1 5,000 to the Minority Graduate
Fellowship Fund.

3/9/93 Four panelists from the University spoke about homophobia at South Hadley High
School's Diversity Day. Other workshops were offered on racism, women's rights,

male stereotypes and prejudice.

3/12/93 The Fine Arts Center announced that it has reorganized its multicultural programs
into one unit called the Multicultural Programs Group, which will be administered by
the Office of Special Programs and Cultural Affairs.

3/16/93 Chancellor O'Brien sent copies of the "Calendar of Actions Taken Toward Achieving
a Multicultural Campus" the Civility Commission, Multicultural Advisory Board,
Affirmative Action Advisory and the Campus Management Council. The groups
were asked to provide recommendations and proposals for future activities which

)ht be taken to work toward the goal of a multicultural campus.

- THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT -

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production )im Bruneau

Cathy Chaput

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

BLT

TrI-County Fair Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
CLT

Sesame Noodles

& PtM PckIs

Turkey Tenderloin Fillet

Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Turkey Tenderloin Fillet

Red Beans

How Santa first came to the New World

Quote of the Day
"We wofi't stop until complete and utter

bankruptcy."

- Puris, Crack Se.\

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON
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ACROSS
1 Solitary

5 Snarad
10 First fugitive

14 Summit
15 Equina
16 — mater
1 7 Harvest

18 Monogram
Abbr

19 Meander
20 Rabbit ears

22 Omate
centerpiece

24 Against

25 Ingested

26 Poor sport

30 Operetta that

went
Hollywood

34 Vases
35 Colorado

governor

37 Egyptian king

of gods
38 Assist

39 Part of ATST
40 Gonlla

41 Banquet table

43 Restorative

45 "Rock of
—

"

46 Splinter

48 Companion
50 Shell occupant
51 Seine

52 Protective

barrier

56 Superimpose
60 At the peak
61 Funous
63 "— Camera"
64 Bag
65 To-do
66 Clock face

67 God of love

68 Leavening
69 Being, in

Barcelona

DOWN
1 Julie Christie

role

2 Free-spoken
3 Peachy keen
4 Awaits

5 Lata plump

6 Columnist
Barrett

7 Silkworm

8 Noble family of

Ferrara

9 Sadness
to Barbara of films

1

1

Like a bump
on —

12 Well-known
Somalian
model

13 Moniker

21 "Wayne s

World" word
23 Ike's arena

26 Thigh muscles,

for short

27 Heap of

literature

28 Where the

Ganges flows

29 Motor part

30 Memento
31 Insect stage
32 Imbiber

33 "— of robins "

36 Males

42 Plug

43 Scare
44 Change
45 Straddling

47 Chinese

pagoda
49 Formerly caned
52 P'O -
53 Mighty mife

54 Mr — Lorra

role

55 Loyal

56 Siouan
57 Nail anagram
58 He loves Latin

59 The Clintons

alma mater

62 Military macaw

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

r*iTT'
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INTERNATIONAL CAREERS PANEL

1"^ March 30, 1993
.\

4:00 pm

Campus Center Room 163

Panelists include:

Carl Jacobsen, U.S. Department ofCommerce
Acting Regional Director, Region I

Foreign Commercial Service Officer

Kim Wissemann, PhD Food Science, Tambrands
Manager of Biomedical Affairs

Ted Fay, International Sport Marketing

and Event Consultant

COLLEGIAN

A TIME TO TALK

Professionals from Mental Health will be

available for any student who would like to

discuss reactions or feelings related to

Tara Hartnett's death or other concerns

about violent behavior.

Each session is open to all students in the

UMass campus community

Mather Career Center

Career Planning and Placement * Field Experience

Fraternity/Sorority Park and CurryI Curry Hicks B

March 25
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.

Cashin First Floor Lounge
• • •

March 29
Monday at 7:30 p.m.

Pierpont First Floor Lounge

A TIME TO TALK
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Residential Education and Mental Health Services

Summer jobs in Amherst
TOWN OF AMHERST
WORKSTUDY and NON-WORKSTUDYmyssL.

Leisure Services and
Supplemental Education

ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND DAY CAMP
(for 7-12 year olds)

Director ($6.85-$7.94/hour)

Assistant Director ($5.68-$6.57/hiour)

Art Director ($6.26-$7.25/hour)

Counselors ($5. 1 7-$5.99/hiour)

Special Needs Coordinator ($6.53-$8.33/hiour)

Special Needs Counselors ($5.70-$6.59/hour)

Leaders-in-Troining ($4.49-$4.7 1 /hour)

EARLY ADVENTURES DAY CAMPS I & II

(for 5-6 years old and 3-4 year olds)

Director ($6.85-$7.94/hour)

Assistant Director ($5.68-$6.57/hour)

Counselors ($5. 1 7-$5.99/hour)

Special Needs Counselors ($5.70-$6.59/hour)

Leaders-in-Troining ($4.49-$4.7 1 /hour)

AQUATICS
Pool Manager ($6.85-$8.33/hour)

Assistant Pool Manager ($5.68-$6.90/hour)

Instructor/Lifeguard ($5.70-$6.28/hour)

Lifeguard/Water Safety Asst. ($4,94-$5.45/hour)

Cashier ($4,48-$5.45/hour)

Pool Maintenance Worker ($5.68/hour)

WORKSTUDY CLERICAL
($5.19-$5.72/hour)

Job information and applications ore available at Human Resources, Bangs
Community Center, 70 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, or at thie UMASS Campus
Center Concourse on Marcti 30 and 31. Thie preferred application deadline
is Friday, April 14.

GOOD JOBS • GOOD TIMES • GOOD FRIENDS • GOOD MONEY

Natch Bar Entertainment!
Monday, March 29

The Big Band Sound of

JEFF HOLMES
& his 16 piece blend ofJazz and Swing

ALL WELCOME - FREE 8:30 PM
Tuesday, Mach 3

Come Dance to the Lively Music of

LINDA'S ATTIC
Rock • R&B • Reggae

Find out what Linda Does in the Attic
All Welcome - FREE

Wednesday, March 3

1

•FULL BAR*
Bud Natural Lite Pitchers $3.50
Drink Specials, Pizza & more

le Try our Fresh made Pasta Din*
itbalis • Italian Sausage • Veal Cu
^ast of Chicken Parmigiana • Lasagi

Plot Garlic Sticks and Salad
$4.95 to $5.95

lers Served from 1 1:30am - 9

North Carolina
in Final Four
with OT victory

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP)- A dunk didn't do
the tnck m regulation, so North Carohna went to the 3-
pomter in overtime and advanced to the Final Four for
the ninth time under head coach Dean Smith.

The top-seeded Tar Heels (32-4) had a chance to beat
second-seeded Cincinnati ( 27-5) at the regulation buzzer
Sunday, but Brian Reese missed a dunk after taking an
inbounds pass with :0.8 seconds to play.

Once the overtime started. Donald Williams took care
ofthings from beyond 19 feet, 9 inches, makingconsecutive
3-pointers as North Carolina beat the Bearcats 75-68 and
kept them from returning to the Final Four.

North Carolina will meet Kansas, the Midwest's sec-
ond seed which beat top-ranked Indiana 83-77 Saturday,
in the national semifinals next Saturday in New Orleans
That is a rematch of the 1991 semifinals when Roy
Williams. Smith's long-time assistant beat the Tar Heels
when Smith was ejected from the game.

The Tar Heels were in trouble in the first half when
Cincinnati guard Nick Van Exel snapped out of a tourna-
ment-long shooting slump with 21 points, all but three on
3-point field goals. The Bearcats led by as many as 15
points in the opening 20 minutes. But the Tar Heels rallied
to take a lead late in the half and then clamped down on
Van Exel. holding him to two points after halftime.

Williams. North Carolina's only legitimate perimeter
threat, finished with 20 points, but the big six came on
the overtime 3-pointers, which gave the Tar Heels a 74-
68 lead with 1:53 to play.

Smith, the winningest coach in NCAA Tournament
history with a 53-23 record, has won just one national
championship — 1982 in New Orleans, when freshman
Michael Jordan hit his famous jumper.
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THE HOUSING SERVICES REVIEW COMMITTEE
WILL BE HOLDING

OPEN FORUMS

TO RECEIVE PERSPECTIVES ON
HOUSING SERVICES

FROM THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY

lacrosse
continued from page 12

St. John's practiced on their turf field. That says a
lot for our kids . . . there aren't many Division I

programs who could do that."

The Gorillas'Wednesday homeopener with Brown
is tentative due to soupy conditions at Garber Field,
which is still under snow and unplowed (unlike
Harvard, Brown, New Hampshire and Nicholls— all

grass fields and all playable). If the Hill is still a
swampy mess on Wednesday, the game will most
likely be rescheduled for May 4th.

Brown, ranked fifth in the USILA, defeated
sixth-ranked Loyola 13-12 on Saturday. Garber
said he would rather reschedule the game at home
than play Wednesday in Providence due to the
game's far-reaching playoff implications.

MONDAY, MARCH 29 HAMPSHIRE D.C. 7-9 PM

TUESDAY, MARCH 30 WORCESTER D.C. 7-9 PM

THURSDAY, APRIL 1 CAMPUS CENTER 165 1-3 PM

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
SUBMIT WRITTEN COMMENTS, PLEASE CONTACT:

MARY ELLEN SAILER, CHAIR,
HOUSING SERVICES REVIEW COMMITTEE

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
545-2300

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES DISCOURAGED? HELP WANTED
Ootfers Needed
Male, low handicap golfers needed
for research study. Must wear sire 8.510
9.5 shoe. If interested contact

Greg at 545 4421

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CLASS OF 1993IIIOon't miss the
Senior Kickoff Party

Thursday, April 1, 1993
10 floor Campus Center

Spectrum Magazine need* new staff

next yeari Informal resume by 3/30
Positions: Managing editor, business
manager, production, publicity,
fundraising, and editors for art, prose,

poetry and photography. Call or visit:

406E Student Union, 545 2240

AUTO FOR SALE

Isuzu Imarh 1982 only 70,000 miles
SeOOor b/o 546 4136

1 985 Toyota Corolla LE4 door, hatch
blue, air stereo, no rust, new exhaust,

168 k miles, S1500 firm contact Frank 5-

4248 afternoons 247 5041 evenings

81 Tercel Reliable local transporta-

tion asking S500 323 8211 6 9 pm only

COLLEGE PIZZA

National Co Expanding Locally
Looking lor hardworking people. MGMT
opportunity. F/T, P/T. No experience
necessary -• will train. Please call 1 527
7383

FOR RENT

Amhant Cantar - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amharct Hadley Belchertown four
five six Ijedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

CHEAP! Take over our lease June Ist.

Spacious 2 bedroom apartment on Main
St. Sunny, quiet, hardwood floors,

skylight, oil heat Call 256 6788

Take over my lease one bedroom apt
in Colonial VIg S400 253 2537 (508)757
9470

FOR SALE

Citizen CO Player like new S45 OBO
5462442

Crulsa Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000-./month f world IraveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
summer and career employment avail

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1 206 634
0468 ext. C5001

Graaks and Chiba raise a cool S1000
in just one weekl Plus S1000 for the
member who calls' And a free igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call 1-800-932-

0528.ext.65

Intamational Employment - Make
2,000+/month teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.
No previous training required For em
ployment program call (206)632-1146
ext J5001

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen-
age bicycling trips. US, Canada, Eu
rope. Minimum 4 week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program, Ashfield
Road; Conway, MA01341 (800)343-6132

New International Co. seeks ener
getic. outgoing and results oriented
people. Advancements, travel, excite
ment. No experience necessary. Will

train. For more info, call 1 527 7383
collect calls accepted

Seeking two entreprenuers for

business expansion. Mr. Richards 413
747 1500

INSTRUCTION

Macrobiotics: Cooking, theory, books,
Dan 256 3485

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant

Call 256 0260

LOST

Lost Ring - Reward
Totman - Feb 1st

Friendship "LTM'
Call collect 508 827 4555

MUSICIANS

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3 50
Lg. Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add 51
5496073
5496098

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HOUSE/APT WANTED

4 responsible, mature
upperclasspersons seek house/apt. near
campus or on bus line. 546-6321

Professional 8-track Studio
w/digital mixdown/sequencing

downtown Northampton
S20,'hour

Visa/MC
Hanging Fish Recording

(413)5866495

Steelpan
5360 or best offer

Jeff 31546 4719

•LAST CHANCE*

•INTERNSHIPS*

April 2 is the last day to apply for Fall

1993 internships with the Legal Ser
vices Center Get real experience work
ing with attorneys and clients' Earn
academic credit. Contact Legal Services

ladfly at 545 1995. 922 Campus Center.

Don't wait!

LOSE WEIGHT

Up to 30lbs. in 30 days for S30' 100%
Guaranteed. Doctor racommended'
253 3816

PERSONALS

AnnMarie,
I ix\ you never expected a personal
from mo\ Get psyched for a ternfic ruf h.

love and quack quack in

the land of tomorroAi.

your roomie. Nifty

Cindy
This personal's for youl
Smile and have a

Great Day'

Deb Sharon, wasn't he great"
I think I am in love. Next
Spring break let's go to the
Glam Slam Let's do it again
even if we're as old as my
mother and Deb's mother in

the purple.

Love. Kay Woman
Matt Schlotte - Would like to know if

you're ok please call Kathy

Tri-Sigma Open Rush
Piiza at our house tonight' 5 7 pm
Hope to see you there!

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female housemate wanted. 4 bed
room apartment Get your own single'

Newly renovated. S250 inclusive. Call 6
0798

Housemates needed looking for 1 or 2
people to share room in house
S175/mo/person 253 0751

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Binhright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7624

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during
flea market

Mountain Farms Mall

STD STUDY

Men diagnosed with genital warts
(HPV) wanted for study S$$ stipend
provided for 15 minutes of your time
Confidentiality guaranteed Call

Debbie at 549 2671 ext 181

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espanol/cuiture
Homestsy 61? 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At; UMass. Hampshire. Amherst. Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel

800 282 0977

WANTED

Reporter Seeks Funny date stories call

Lisa 256 3140

Habia EspaAol?
Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed for language study
Earn money for participalingi

Call 538 2035 for more info

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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Sports
Gorillas maul Redmen 25-4 in New York
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian StafF

Last weekend, the University ofMassachusetts men's
lacrosse team showed they had the potential to have a
great season in a 10-9 loss at Virginia. Saturday aaernoon.
they proved they were for real, outscoring St. John's 16-

1 in the second halfen route to a 25-4 dismantling of the
Redmen in Jamaica. Queens, N.Y.

Attackers Wes Depp and Mark Millon both had five
goals for the Gorillas (1-1 ), who broke 14 players into the
scoring column. UMass had a 9-2 lead after the first
quarter before their 16-1 run turned the game into a rout.

The United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Associa-
tion took notice of UMass' win, moving them into the top
10 in this week's poll. The Gorillas moved up three
notches to tenth place.

UMass coach Ted Garber. now one win away from his
100th career victory, attributed the lopsided score to a
total team effort which saw a minimum of mistakes,
constant defensive pressure and a well-run offense which
consistently created open shots.

"It couldve been 35-4 ifwe made all our shots, and (St.

John's! isn't a bad team." Garber said. "We didn't try to
run it up but if you're open you've gotta shoot."

Before leaving for Queens. Garber said he hoped the
Gorillas would take control ofthe game early. But not even
Garber could have expected the kind of total dominance
UMass demonstrated in Saturday's win. According to
Garber. the Gorillas did not let up one 6-on-6 goal all game,
and when St. John's did get offensive chances, they either
rushed their shots or were forced to shoot from outside.

"Most of their shots were from 12-15 yards away, and
when they did get open shots they forced and rushed
because our defense dominated." Garber said.

"Our defense did not let up all game." he said. "Before
the game 1 told the team to bring it up a notch from the
Virginia game and they did. They played really well."

Depp and Millon both did much oftheir damage in the
first quarter. Millon scored twice and assisted two of
Depp's goals. Depp scored four ofhis five goals in the first

quarter. Most remarkable was the fact that Depp's five

Massachusetts, 25-9

12 3 4 final

Massachusetts 9 8 8 25
St. John's 2 10 14

Scoring
(goals/assists/points)

UMass (1-1): Mark Millon 5-3-8;

Wes Depp 5-0-5; Mike Valente 2-0-

2; Eric Triolo 2-0-2; Andy Fish 2-0-

2; Greg Kline 2-3-5; Bill Edell 1-1-2;

Joe Loiacono 1-0-1 ; John Cavaleiro
1-0-1; Buddy Hoffman 1-1-2; Ken
Ward 1-0-1; Chris Mensoian 1-0-1;

Brian Turk 1-0-1; Jon Riber 0-1-1;

Dan Collins 0-1-1 . Totals 25 goals,

10 assists.

St. John's (2-3): Joe York 2-0-2;

Darrin Sanchez 1-1-2; Chris
Stanziale 1-1-2. Totals 4 goals, 2
assists.

Saves UMass: Rip Correnti 8,

Tom LoPresti 1 , Morgan Stanford 1

;

SJU: Chris Tosti 1 3, John Emmert 2.

Tu^ii ». iij . .
ANDREA MIGLIASSI / COLLEGIAN

[ he University of Massachusetts lacrosse team defeated St. John's by a 25-4 score. The Gorillas routed the Redmen in the
second half and moved up to tenth place in this week's lax poll.

goals came on five shots.

Senior attacker Andy Fish chipped in two goals, as did
Mike Valente. Greg Kline and Eric Triolo. Freshmen Chris
Mensoian and Brian Turk cashed in for career-firsts,
rounding out a balanced scoring efTort for the Gorillas.

Garber said he was expecting a big contribution from
Depp this year, and Depp's five shot, five goal performance
lived up to Garber's expectations. Garber also pointed to
Millon, who finished with five goals and three assists.

Essentially, SJU was never in the game, as Umass

rushed out to a 9-3 halflime lead. But even that first-half
advantage paled in comparison to the Gorillas' 16-1
second-half onslaught. While the defense refused to al-
low St. John's to score, the offense, made up of mostly
non-starters, rang up what Garber calls "layups" —
uncontested, easy shots from close range.

Garber again credited his team for beingable to perform
without a great deal ofoutdoors, game situation practice.

"Again, we practiced outside and in parking lots while
Turn to LACROSSE, page 1

1

Lacrosse Poll
TheUnited States Intercoflegate

LacrosseAssociation Division I poll

for the week of March 28, 1 993, as
voted on by college lacrosse
coaches.

Michigan advances,
defeats Temple 77-72

1. North Carolina 7-0

2. Princeton 2-1

3. Johns Hopkins 4-1

4. Syracuse 2-2

5. Brov^/n 3-0

6. Loyola(Md.) 2-2

7. Virginia 4-2

8. Navy 4-1

9. Army 5-0

10. Massachusetts 1-1

11. Duke 5-2

12. Towson State 2-1

13. Maryland 1-2

14. Notre Dame 7-0

15. Georgetown 4-1

16. Rutgers 2-1

17. Yale 4-1

18. Pennsylvania 2-3

19. Delaware 1-4

20. Penn State 1-3

SEATTLE (AP) — Michigan, perhaps
the best team in the country at playing half
a game, is going back to the Final Four
after a show ofbrute power and raw talent
overcame a big deficit against Temple.

The Wolverines, aided by a key techni-
cal against Temple head coach John
Chaney, danced on the court and donned
Final Four shirts at the end oftheir 77-72
victory Sunday, looking ahead to a meet-
ing with Kentucky in New Orleans.

For the third straight game, Michigan
played one dismal half and one superb
half. Fortunately for the Wolverines, they
put together their best play in the second
half against the Owls, coming back after
trailing by 10 points.

Jalen Rose led Michigan with 17 points,
13 in the second half, as he took control of
the offense along with off-guard Jimmy
King, who had 14 points. Chris Webber,
who survived a beating under the boards,
had 13 points and 12 rebounds.

Rick Brunson led Temple (20-13) with
21 points, and Eddie Jones scored 18.

Michigan (30-4) was aided in the final
minutes by a technical call against Chaney.
The Owls trailed only 67-62 with 1:49 left

when Chaney complained about a call.

That allowed Michigan to pull away
with five free throws, one technical, two
on the call and two more on another play
from Michigan's regaining of possession.

From the firstbump ofthegame , Webber
landing hard on his butt on the opening
tap. Temple took charge, controlling the
tempo to grab a 35-27 halftime lead.

Webber spent almost as much time
sprawled on the floor as he did nmning in
the opening half. And when he wasn't
falling, he was getting the ball picked from
his hands or he was throwing away passes.

Once, he slammed the side of his head
on the paint after a scoop layup, and
moments later he tumbled onto his back
when his arm was yanked by little guard
Vic Carstarphen.

The game wasn't rough only on the
court. The coaches got into the act, verbally.

Michigan coach Steve Fisher complained
to officials at halfliime that Carstarphen
should have been hit with a flagrant foul,

which would have given Webber two free
throwsand Michigan possession. But while
Fisher argued in vain, Chaney shouted at
him, "shut the [expletive] up.

UMass extends Calipari's four-year contract

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Fear not, Mullins Center workers — head basketball coach John Calipari has agreed to

terms on a contract extension and will be leading the Minutemen on again next year.

University of Massachusetts athletic
director Bob Marcum has announced that
basketball coach John Calipari and the
University have come to terms on an un-
disclosed contract extension.

Calipari has guided the Minutemen to
a 101-57 record in five years at the Uni-
versity, averaging 20 wins per year.
Calipari, 34 years old, was an assistant at
the University of Pittsburgh and the
University ofKansas before taking over at
UMass in the 1988-89 season.

Afl»r leading UMass to two consecutive
Atlantic 10 Conference regular and post-
season titles and two straight NCAA
berths, many people speculated that
Calipari would leave the University His
1991-92 30-5 Sweet 16 team had the most
wins and best success in the NCAA
Tournament of any UMass squad.

"I am very happy at the University of

Massachusetts," said Calipari. "We've built
a great foundation and I look forward to
leading the program to the next level.

"This is the time of year that all of the
coaching rumors start. I am not interested
in any other job at this time."

Calipari, at age 29, inherited a UMass
team that had 10 consecutive losing sea-
sons and has built it into one ofthe biggest
basketball powerhouses in the Northeast.

Calipari compiled a 10-18 record his
firstseason at the helm, then guided UMass
to two straightNIT appearances, including
an NIT Final Four appearance in 1990-91.

Last year's squad was the first team in
30 years to reach the NCAA Tournament,
and the 1992-93 NCAA appearance of
Calipari's Minutemen marks the first time
the school has ever made back-to-back
appearances.

— MICHAEL MORRISSEY
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Mostly cloucfy with highs in the

50's. Strong chance of rain.

Local News:
A Public Display of Affectbn rally was held yesterday on

the Student Union steps to kick off Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay
Awareness Week, Page 3

Sports:
The basefc>aH team maintair^ its even record
by splitting a doubleheader against A- 10 rival

St Joe's this weekend. Page 12
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Chancellor finalist touts her experience
Promises greater diversity ^ == ^ ^
"By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

«

Claudia I. Mitchell-Keman. one of the three chan-
cellorship finalists, said yesterday she will use her 20
years of administrative experience to help make the
University of Massachusetts more diverse.

Mitchell-Keman has been the dean and vice chancellor
of graduate programs at the University of California at
Los Angeles since 1989. She is also an anthropology
professor at UCLA.

"I don't think I know enough about your campus to
have a particular plan. What I could share with you is my
experiences and processes that have been successful
elsewhere." Mitchell-Keman said. "I imagine they have
the potential to be successful on many campuses, including
this one."

As an administrator for about 20 years. Mitchell-
Keman has been the involved with the Center for Afro-
American Studies at UCLA. She was the Center's director
for 12 years.

Mitchell-Keman said it was important for the Uni-
versity to solicite more funding by building support
among the state I>egislature and alumni as wells as
applying more aggresively for grants. Since the Univer-
sity is a land grant institution. Mitchell-Keman said it

must be accessible to all who students qualify academi-
cally.

UCLA is now facing the financial problems that UMass
faced three years ago. Mitchell-Keman said, particularly
in regard to decreasing financial aid. UCLA has both a
budget shortfall and rising tuition, she said.

Another problem Mitchell-Keman said she noticed at

REBECCA PETERSON / COLLEGIAN
Claudia I. Mitchell-Keman, one of three finalists for the

UMass chancellorship, addresses students in the Cape Cod
Lounge yesterday.

UMass is that students are worried about campus cli-
mate. UCLA started workingon attaining a more diverse
student body many years ago. and now their freshmen
class is half minority, Mitchell-Keman said.

TheUCLA undergraduate student body is halfwomen,
with domestic graduate students being 43 to 50 percent
women, Mitchell-Keman said. Although there are many
women graduate students in the humanities and biological
sciences, she said UCLA is working to increase the
number of women in physical sciences and engineering.

"When I delivered the opening comments for our
graduate student convocation last year, I counted students
from 85 different countries, from 49 states, and from
every m^or ethnic group in the United States," Mitchell-
Keman said.

To retain minority students, she said her adminis-
tration has worked hard to be pro-active when dealing
with issues of insensitivity. Mitchell-Kernan said she
held open office hours in addition to having open forums
with students and faculty.

UCLA has a diversified curriculum, but to implement
it here would take some time, Mitchell-Kemen said,
because she would be working with faculty.

Mitchell-Kernan said although the UCLA adminis-
tration had a commitment for a diverse curriculum in the
'608, it took a while for many to accept and undersUnd
the reasons for it.

"One has to plan in relation to local realities," Mitchell-
Kemen said.

This candidate is better than the two I have evaluated.
She actually gets it," Student Trustee-elect Al Lizana
said. "This is our big chance to do the right thing. I hope
we don't blow it."

David Scott and Luis Proenzea, the other two final-
ists, visited the campus last week.

Break out the brooms
UMass to help clean, fix up Amherst
By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Staff

As part of their efforts to bring the
community together, the University of
Massachusetts Community Service
Coimcil and the town ofAmherst have
organized the first large-scale commu-
nity service project in the history ofthe
University.

"Into Amherst" will begin on May 1

when 500 University students, faculty,
staffand alumni willjoin local residents
and town f>ersonnel in refurbishing
schools, community agency sites, con-
servation trails, green spaces and other
pubUc sites around Amherst.

Joan Stoia, the director of the
Community Service Program at the
Mather Career Center, and Dave
Schimmel, chair of the University

Student Community Service Council,
are organizing the project to bring to-

gether 16 campus groups actively en-
gaged in public service.

"We have two tasks," Stoia said. "First
to be a catalyst to bring community
service organizations on campus to-

gether and, second, to be greater — to
see UMass as a campus that serves."

According to Schimmel, on May 1

the project will focus on beautifying
and cleaning up the center of town, but
later efforts will continue all around
the town.

"There are several benefits from the
project," Stoia said. "First the town can
always use students' help which will

ease any tensions, because sometimes
the town and University have been at
odds."

Turn to SERVICE, page 4

Students find methods
to defend against hate

Not a single student attends
as housing conference flops
By TROY MERRICK
Collegian Staff

Last night's housing forum in the
Hampshire DiningCommons was a major
disappointment, said Housing officials

after not a single student showed up to
offer suggestions for change in housing
poHcieS.

"I'm disappointed we didn't have a
turnout because I'm concerned to hear
what people would have to say." said Mary
Ellen Sailer, special assistant to the vice

chancellor for Student Affairs. "I hope
more people turn out at the next forums.
We wouldn't want to perceive this as in-

dicating there are no concerns among the
students."

Another fonmi will be held tonight from
7-9 p.m. at the Worcester Dining Com-
mons, with a final one to be held Thursday,
April 1 in Campus Center 165 frofh 1 to 3
p.m.

Ninemembers ofthe 16-member House

Services Review Committee were present,
including Colleen Coleman, resident as-
sistant; Sheila Mammen, associate pro-
fessor and head of the Consumer Studies
department; Jeanne Horrigan, associate
director of the New Student's Program;
and Karolyn McAuley, an undergraduate
student.

The committee is made upofindividuals
recommended by students and campus
staff on the basis of their hard work and
their concern about students' housing.

"We're here to listen and learn more
about what the issues and concerns are in

the community," said Paul Vasconcellos,
associate dean of students. "Our commit-
tee is designed to get firsthand knowledge
about assessing how successful the
matching of the students' needs with
Housing's responses is."

Committee members stressed the ne-

cessity for students from all over campus
to bring any comments about housing.

Turn to FORUM, page 2

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Janet Aalfs of the Valley Women's Martial

Arts School demonstrates a kick at the Allied

Students Against Prejudice self-defense
workshop Saturday.

By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

Saturday afternoon, concerned UMass
students assembled to address issues of
oppression and explore ways they could
defend themselves and others against hate
crimes.

Organized by Allied Students Against
Prejudice, and co-sponsored by the Les-
bian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance, the five-

hour seminar was divided into three
workshops, each addressing the various
dimensions involved in confronting hate
crimes.

"We live in a society and on a campus
that is very prejudiced against all kinds of
groups and it's important for those groups
who want to fight against it to be able to
come together and work on the issues that
face the campus," said ASAP founder
.Carrie Walker.

Organized following last semester's
racial assault on Arlens Barosy, a Haitian
resident assistant. ASAP has taken the
initiative in creating a student organiza-
tion that deals with all issues ofoppression.
ASAP created "Rainbow Patrols" to

monitor the campus and watch for hate
crimes. Members of the Patrol undergo
assertiveness, defense and confrontational
skills training to prepare them for any
situation.

"While the administration hems and
haws, and calls for another commission,
we're doing something about it," ASAP
member Greg Maney said.

"Our purpose is to serve as a deterrent
to hate crime and in the event that we
witness directly a hate crime, to intervene
using the least amount of force necessary
to defend the rights of the victim," Maney
said.

As an ex-member ofthe Black Panther
Party and a life-long community activist,

Djata Bumpus has seen a lot ofhate crime.
Speaking to the group of approximately
15 people, Bumpus discussed the history
ofracism and racial terms, and counselled
students on how to organize struggles

Turn to ASAP, page 2
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Education Major

—

Any student welshing tobecome an
Early Childhood Education major should stop by the
School of Education and pick up an application form.
Interview schedules are available in the School of Edu-
cation, Room 11, Furcolo Hall.

Discussion — Women in Business will be the topic for
a panel discussion at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center.
Seminar—The Social and Demographic Institute will

present a Research in Progress seminar at 3:50 p.m in
W32Machmer.

Video— The video tapes ofthe student forums for the
chancellor candidates will be shown at 6-7:30 p.m., on
Channel 19. It will also be shown on Wednesday and
Thursday.

Meeting— Open meeting ofthe Middle East Coalition
at the home of Professor Karen Pfeifer, 18 Pilgrim Drive,
Northampton.

Search — The Governing Board for SCERA is cur-
rently conducting a search for a director. For more info
call Jen Wood at 5-0341 or go to 420 Student Union.

Wednesday, March 31
Lecture— for the UMass Distinguished Visitor's Pro-

gram, Campus Center Auditorium, Reception to follow.
Speaker — Doctors Najjab and Marton will speak on

"Palestinian and Israeli Activism" at the Campus Center
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Friday, April 2
Party — A dessert party hosted by the Middle East

Peace Coalition in Northampton to raise funds for the
Women's Health Project, Association ofIsraeU-Palestinian
Physicians and Community Health Program. For more
info call 586-2678

9^ GLB Awareness Week 1993

Address all correspondence to:
113 Campus Center
Univ. :i, of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

Wednesday, March 31

LBGA Table on the Campus Center Concourse will
have free buttons, whistles and pamphlets.

Noon — The Development of GLB Studies Curricu-
lum," A Five College Faculty Presentation, CC 905.

2-4 p.m. — "Envisioning a Bisexual Future," a work-
shop presented by Christine Murphy, CC 905.

4:30 p.m. — Planning meeting for interested partici-
pants for Women's Bathroom Art Installation Project,

MASAP
continued from poge 1

against oppression.

Bumpus said he objected to the use ofthe term "White"
as an all-encompassingdefinitionoflight-skinned people.

"I always stop people when they call themselves White
because they're not. You may be European-American
but you're not White," Bumpus said.

Explaining the evolution of racial terms, Bumpus
said, "It wasn't until way into this century that Irish and
Polish people were checked off by the town clerk as
White. They were checked ofTas a race other that White."

Bumpus warned against community safety groups

LBGA Office, 413 SU. Presented by Artist Elizabeth
Hall, the exhibit will open in the Campus Center Base-
ment Women's Bathroom, Monday April 5. Women only
from 7-8 p.m., general admission from 8 to 10 p.m. For
more info, please call 582-1861.

7 p.m. — First meeting of the Kinsey 1 to 5ers, a
Bisexual Group, LBGA Office. 413B SU.

7:30 p.m. — Queer Videographer Tim McCarthy pre-
sents "Goat Boyand the Potato Chip Ritual," a documentry
of a Radical Fairy Ritual, CC 174.

THE HOUSING SERVICES REVIEW COMMITTEE
WILL BE HOLDING

OPEN FORUMS

TO RECEIVE PERSPECTIVES ON
HOUSING SERVICES

FROM THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY

MONDAY, MARCH 29 HAMPSHIRE D.C. 7-9 PM

TUESDAY, MARCH 30 WORCESTER D.C. 7-9 PM

•THURSDAY, APRIL 1 CAMPUS CENTER 165 1-3 PM

becoming vigilante groups, and in the process, losing
direction and effectiveness.

The second workshop was conducted by women from
the Valley Womens' Martial Arts, providing assertiveness
and self-defense training. Students who participated
said they found the training helpful, relieving some ofthe
discomfort and fear of being confrontational.

"I've always been, like, violence? No. But I guess there
are some times that, realistically, you may have to use it

"

said ASAP member Scott Ambro.
The final workshop which addressed issues ofviolence

against women was facilitated by Meeghan Ziolkowski
from the Everywomen's Center and Ben Zeman from the
Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns.

After offering statistics, and a general introductory
explanation ofthe issues facing women, men and women
were asked to reflect on the information and share their
feelings and concerns.
Ambro told about a sexism workshop he attended at

which only two out of 25 participants were men
"Where are the men? It just gets so frustrating. I see

[violence against women | every day." Ambro said
Referring to the death ofUMass studentTara Hartnett

one woman said, "I think it's sad that people are not more
aware of it until something as traumatic as a death
happens.

forum

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
SUBMIT WRITTEN COMMENTS, PLEASE CONTACT:

MARY ELLEN SAILER, CHAIR,
HOUSING SERVICES REVIEW COMMITTEE

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
545-2300

continued from page 1

to bring any comments about housing, whether for or
against, to their attention.

"While no one person speaks for the whole community
it s important for us to hear complaints and compliments'
to get an accurate sense ofhow it feels to students to live
in residential communities." said John Findley. assistant

S^^e
""^'"^"a^ce and operations for Housing

"We expect some students will experience difficulties
in the system, but it's important to let us know about that
problem and also how he or she was treated in order to
correct it, he said.

For those students who cannot attend tonight orIhursdays forum, comment cards are available in
Whitmore and can be sent to Mary Ellen Sailer at 319Whitmore or they can call at 545-2300

rOUUM^iimElEailKHEIIR
... so we're converting our 3
bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at GUreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

water for the next heating season
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Couples promote tolerance udth touch
By ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Staff

Gay, lesbian and bisexual couples
kissed, hugged and held hands in full view
of the public yesterday in the Student
Union.

The "Public Display ofAffection" kicked
off Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Awareness
week, which began yesterday. Organizers
said they hoped the event would promote
tolerance among heterosexuals who be-
heve affection between same sex partners
is unnatural or disgusting.

About a dozen people participated in
the event, which drew a crowd of40 to 50
observers.

"I think it's good," said Michael Lodge,
a freshman wood technology major, who
was observing the event. "A lot of people
need to be cultured about this. The culture
is out there but people don't react to it

calmly."

"Hey hey, ho ho, homophobia's got to

go!" and other chants accompanied the
event, which lasted approximately 15
minutes.

"I'm glad they're coming out," said

Two women kiss durmg yesterday's PubNc Display of Affection rally tJlJIcTofitSS^'
Bisexual, Gay Awareness Week.

'-^w.an,

Christine Lellos, a sophomore psychology
major. "I think that's the only way we're
going to accept them into society."

"I don't think they accomplished what
they wanted. It's more of a circus." said
Brad Gelling, a sophomore geology major,
who said he believed the event's real goal

was to portray gay. lesbian and bisexual
culture as a natural part of society.

"I don't mind
I the event 1, though. I

think it's great." GeUing said.

Wendy Mataya, media coordinator for

the Program for GLB Concerns, who par-
ticipated in the display, expressed satis-

Activists call for end to conflict
Prof, says individual action a key in Balkan fighting

faction with the event.

"I think it went fabulously. We had a
good turnout," Mataya said.

"We got a lot of support for our actions
as well as for our rights," Mataya said.

The event was followed by an Aware-
ness Week Kickoff Rally in the Cape Cod
Lounge, with Pat Griffin, an associate
professor in the School of Education,
speaking.

"I think it's exciting to kick off GLB
Awareness Week because there are so
many interesting things to do," said Grif-
fin, who chairs the Chancellor's Task Force
for Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Matters.

Griffin urged students to write letters to
the president, asking that the military ban
on gays be lifled and to their high schools,
asking that support for gay. lesbian and
bisexual issues be given at that level.

She also encouraged students to attend
theGLB March in Washington, which will

be held April 25.

Griffin said now is a time for hope and
patience, regarding GLB issues — hope
because of what has already been accom-
plished and patience for all the progress
that is yet to be made.

By BRL\N C. O'NEILL
Collegian Correspondent

The road to ending conflict in the Balkans involves
individuals taking responsibility for finding peace, said
two peace activists Saturday at Smith College.

Theodore Herman and Jasminka Udovicki gave a
lecture titled, "The Way not Uken. . . non-violent alter-
natives in the Balkans," where they presented a peace
plan and recounted some personal experiences about the
war.

Herman, the director emeritus of Peace Studies at
Colgate University, gave a detailed account of his plan.
Udovicki, a Serbian who has lived in the United States
for the past 15 years, told about her recent trip back to
Serbia to support the peace movement there.

Both speakers stressed the role of the individual in

putting an end to the crisis.

"The individual that cares must say 'the responsibility
begins with me,*" Herman said.

Herman's eight-step program focuses on the role ofthe
media in ending the crisis. "To reach the whole country is
not difficult," he said. "Yugoslavia is only about the size
of Virginia."

The plan calls for the media to plead with Yugoslavians
to stop the war. Another idea Herman had was to give
cash rewards for the delivery of live war criminals.

Another step in the plan is to have war criminals tried
in their home districts. Herman said doing this "avoids
foreign powers deciding on punishments. For every case
there should be a combination ofjustice for the victim and
concern for the more peaceful community to be built."

Udovicki, who teaches at the Massachusetts College
Turn to BALKANS, page 4

Editor discusses gay strategies
By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian Staff

Fresh from the frontlines of the gay movement, an
editor of an activist magazine discussed the gay agenda
and the strategies that they must use to enact it.

Anne d'Adesky, editor of Out magazine, led a Brown
Bag lunch sponsored by the Program for GLB Concerns
on campus Friday to follow up a larger presentation
Thursday, which included political analyst Chip Berlet.

The real problem for the gay movement, d'Adesky
said, was getting attention. She said the thousands of
people who marched on Washington D.C. in 1987. when
the AIDS quilt was made, and the outrage over artist
Robert Mapplethorpe's work, "forced the issue," into the
public consciousness.

AIDS and other health issues have brought the gay
movement into the spotlight, but they have alsoprompted
a search within the gay community for an identity, both
individually and as part of a group, d'Adesky explained.

The gay agenda, according to d'Adesky, focuses pri-
marily on AIDS, gays in the military and convincing
school board members to implement diverse teaching.

Homocentrism, as she called it, is the degree to which
homosexuals "come out" and join the fight.

She said the two most common responses to gay-
bashing are either to go "more into the closet" or seek
federal protection, which was the purpose of the Wash-
ington march.

Pete Williams, the Pentagon spokesperson during the
Gulf War, was "outed," meaning radical gay activists,
under criticism within the gay community, made his
sexuality public although he had tried very hard to keep
it a secret, according to d'Adesky.

D'Adesky mentioned topic polling, which is used to
measure the average American's support of gay issues
and expose false claims by opposition groups. He said it

was revealed that the Vatican has admitted for several
years that homosexuality is a birth trait and as un-
changeable as eye color.

Student gov't
seeks to fill

advocacy slot
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Candidates for the directorship of the Student
Center for Education Research program will ad-
dress students, staff and faculty within the next
two weeks.

According toJenniferWood,studentgovemment
president and the primary force behind the
program's return, the student advocacy center
first operated in the early 'SOs.

Composed of a staff working on issues that
concerned students in particular, SCERA re-
searched issues such as tuition, higher education
problems and anything else that seemed of im-
portance to students.

As SCERA became a larger organization, the
administration found its power overwhelming, and
encouraged its termination. Wood said.

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted to
ehminate the SCERA program in 1987, Wood said.

Now, six years later, the Student Senate has
passed a new charter forSCERA and the search for
a director is the first concern.Wood said she hopes
the new director will begin in May.

Financial aid, tuition and state funding are
issues that the program already plans to address
as soon as it is in effect.

"Another issue ofconcern that the new director
vrill be faced with is coming up with ways ofgetting
opinions on issues from the students," Wood said,
something which has traditionally been a problem
for the SCERA staff.

An example of student concerns given by Wood
Turn to DIRECTOR, page 4

Cape Verdean students urged to benefit society
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Dr. Bruce Rose Saturday urged Cape
Verdean students to use their education
to benefit society.

Rose, the dean of Student Affairs at
Hudson County Community College in
New Jersey, said Cape Verdeans students
should feel fortunate they have the benefit
of a college education.

"Those ofyou here have overcome one
of the most formidable challenges for

people of color," Rose said. "That is to go
through high school and to make it to

college."

Rose said the percentage of Blacks
entering college lags far behind that of

Whites. He said as the year 2000 ap-
proaches, more and morejobs will require
a college education.

He said the economic strength of the
Black community depends on Black stu-
dents receiving the education they need to
compete in the workforce.

Rose said Cape Verdeans, and Blacks
in general, who manage to get an educa-
tion are morally bound to take responsi-
bility for the welfare of the less fortunate.

"You are a truly privileged group of
people because you have the advantage of
an education," Rose told the Cape Verdean
students present. "But with that privilege
comes responsibility to use your education
for the good of society."

"The vitality of the next generation

rests squarely on the shoulders of the
present generation," Rose said.

Rose said when Blacks strive to reach
their full potential, it benefits society in
general . He also defined what he meant by
being socially responsible.

"You have responsibility, not just to
yourself, but as a human," he said. "Give
of yourself and contribute to the well be-
ing of the community. I define taking
responsibility as acting selfiessly to ben-
efit the interests of the community in
which you exist."

Rose said helping the poor, the home-
less, getting involved in environmental
protection and promoting racial equality
are all examples ofhow we can be socially

responsible.

"Stop and consider the consequences
of your actions or inactions," said Rose.
"Whatever benefits or privileges you en-
joy now you have because someone before
you acted with responsibility.

"We are morally bound to give more
than those who gave before us," Rose said.
"That way you can increase the opportu-
nities of those around and the opportu-
nities of those who will follow you."

Rose was one of the several speakers
who came to talk at the Cape Verdean
Awareness Day. Other events included a
slide show, a dance performance by the
Cape Verdean group "Nzinga." and a Cape
Verdean dinner and dance at the Blue
Wall Cafe.
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of Art, told the story of a Croatian
soldier she met who was being treated
at a Boston hospital. Udovicki said she
felt the need to tell the soldier she was
Serbian. The Croatian replied, "It
doesn't matter what you are."

This moved me." Udovicki said. "It
made me realize these people are not
Muslims. Croats or Serbs, they are
just individuals."

The Croatian told how he was im-
mobilized in the first few weeks of
fighting. Udovicki said to the soldier, "I
left forthe hospital with nothing, leaving
behind my wife, child and father."

"I went back the first time and

found my wife and child missing.
The second time I went home I found
out that the Serbs had killed my fa-
ther," Udovicki said the soldier told
her.

Udovicki said there are victims on
all sides of the war. "Numerically the
Serbs, Croats, and Muslims can be
compared. But if you lost a son, or a
mother, you lost what was dear to you
no matter who you are."

Udovicki said, "Serbs feel the world
can no longer see them as people, but
only as Draculas."

Herman finished by saying, "It's

time to say human rights are univer-
sal, let's begin in the Balkans!"

PLEASE RECYCLE THIS COLLEGIAN
IN THE BLUE RECYCLING BIN NEAR

YOU (AFTER YOU READ IT.)

service
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"Community service also will be a good
part of the University experience," Stoia
said. "Lastly it is always a better alter-
native than a jail sentence."
Two hundred fifty people have already

signed up to participate, said Schimmel.
He said the target is 300 to 500 volunteers.

In case of bad weather on May 1,

Shimmel said there are plans not only for
outdoor projects, but also for indoor
projects, and that all work well with ap-
proximately 10 to 15 people which will
include students, staff and faculty work-
ing side by side.

According to Amherst Town Manager

director
continued from poge 3

was the issue of co-ed bathrooms in the
residence halls. Although the general
consensus of students is for co-ed bath-
rooms. Wood said she feels it is important
to know the opinion of each individual
student.

According to Wood, there are 1 1 intern
positions and one teaching assistant slot
vacant in the center.

Barry Del Castilho. the project will not cut
into the jobs of public works employees.
Most ofthe projects for the volunteers are
things the town would not get around to
because of cutbacks, Del Castilho said.

Organizers said the project has had
support ft-om many areas ofthe University
and the town.

"The concept of volunteerism is very
important and it rounds out the college
experience," Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs Thomas Robinson said. "It's a
happy integration ofevents and people so
when students leave the University and
go into their communities they have this
behind them."

Qualifications for the new director in-
clude either a bachelor's degree with four
years experience working with str dents,
or a master's degree and two years of
experience.

"Knowledge of pubhc education issues
are very important for this position,"Wood
said, "And it is definitely a plus if the
individual has teaching and training ex-
perience."

U Mass j:jos ton
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'5f.Sji"i,'isif?,th brought us all a little closer to reality
spring breaks, a tragedy Occurred. A vr,nl^T'."^.^^

that fills us with a void and a question of why. Althon.h t>,« ,......„ ....„_„ ^___... •_ V.«nr,o„k 1 . T- ^°" ^"^ ^ ^^'"^ finishing ourspnng breaks, a tragedy occurred. A young woman Tare
Hartnett, died after her former boyfriendallegedly stabbed

that fills us with a void and a question of why.
Tara Hartnett's story is the epitome ofa classic domes-

Uc violence dispute. She had already had numerous inci-

Although the killing of Tara Hartnett is irrevocable
we do not have to let her death be in vain. Let us learn'

Wearesurroundldby thisauraofwhatlcall-itcan-t st rd^bl::^^s sy:L;ia^i:r
"' ^ '^"'^^ '^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^Z^^^^^

SeyTthlt nX" "tT"T^T ^^ ^'^'^^ '*»«* ^
ed because this system failed, again. in unity to combat such tragedy.Tet herTaT^ a

^dfH 'nt^^i^^^^^^^^^ Stephanieand friends and allow ourselves to be enveloped in a false
sense of security. Tara Hartnett's death brought us all a
little closer to reality.

Domestic and other violence in our society is all too
commonplace We accept tragedy daily, and allow it to
niter in and become a norm in our Hves. Violence has
become an accepted way of life— this is evident any timewe pick up a newspaper or turn on the television Yet it
is this tragedy that made us stop and think.

Tara Hartnett died unnecessarily. She has been de-
scribed as a warm and vivacious young woman who had
a zest for life and a passion for people. She was a good
student and a caring person. She was a loving motherand
a temfic friend. And until last Saturday, she lived a quiet
life in Sunderland, going to school and enjoying life —
much like you and I still do. Yet she died a tragic death

EISENBERG
In our school and in our society, we are governed by a

system that refuses to acknowledge and address the
growing seventy of violence in our culture. The system is
still too wrapped up in the old-fashioned ideal that what
happens between a man and woman is private and there-
fore does not belong in the pubUc sector of our life.

This system is wrong, and it needs to be changed We
are continually asked to trust our government and its

constant reminder that we are not safe, no matter where
we are.

Regardless ofwhat Tara Hartnett's death means to us
there are certain facts which still don't change. Tara's
family will always be devastated by this tragedy; I cannot
begin to fathom their sense ofloss. Tara's friends have lost
a wonderful fnend and a fantastic person. And Tara's 11-
month-old daughter. Meghan, will grow up with out her
mother. The depth of this senseless tragedy is staggering

Her death was a harsh awakening. We werejolted out
of our peaceful reveries and thrown in the midst of
tragedy. Ifanything, let this be a lesson on what we must

Comic strip is racially insensitive

systems. We are told the system is there for our orotic' Hn f

.

. T^' ^V u'
^ ^ '^^"^^ ^" ^^^^ we must

btephame Eisenberg is a Collegian columnist.

I am writing to bring attention to
the "Adventures of Fred" comic [Col-
legian, March 26). I found the comic
strip to be very ofTensive. I hesitated to
write this because I often find myself
playing "devil's advocate." thinking that
maybe 1 personally misunderstood
Chris Shadoian's intention. After doing
rather extensive surveying of other
students' and faculty's views (both
Black and White). I found I wasn't the
only person who found this ofTensive—
therefore. I found it necessary to let our
collaborated views be heard.
My reasoning behind pointing out

this comic is not to stir up the commu-
nity, start a riot or degrade the charac-
ter of the Collegian or its staff in any
way (but if I do, well. . .). My objective is
to point outjust one more example ofthe
offensive/racist views I find throughout
theCollegian fromtimetotime(weekly).
This is not the first time something like
this has happened and probably won t

be the last. Many ofthe people I brought
this comic strip to said. This is ridicu-

lous; he should be fired."

My response was. "Well, we've tried
that before and unfortunately it doesn't
do any good. Insensitivity must be in
the job description. These people just
seem to keep appearing. Students on
this campus, since I've been here have
columnists and cartoonists removed
because their work was offensive to
members ofour student body. Just last
year students tried to shut the Collegian
down, to no avail."

What do we. as concerned students
ofthis "multicultural euphoria" we call
UMass. have to do to stop these things
from happening? Since this was pre-
viewed before being put into the paper.
I feel the entire Collegian staff should
be held accountable. I expect a formal
apology by the Collegian staff in the
Collegian addressed to those of us who
found this racially insensitive. I would
expect this from the Minuteman, but I

will not tolerate this from the Collegian

.

Reginald Pickett
Central

What couM be the next target?

This girl' has something to sav
1 have one question for Christopher M.

Miles [Collegian, March 26). What was
your purpose? If you meant to offend
practically every reader of the female
gender, not to mention a large number of
men who sympathize with the women's
movement, you did.

You claim that "girls" miss the point
because they thank Gloria Steinem for
giving them self-esteem, and self-esteem
must come from within. Women do not
thank her forgivingthem self-esteem; they
thank her for demonstrating the strength
needed to establish self-esteem on one's
own. In this society, young girls are still

taught through the cultivation of media
images, adult role models and the educa-
tional system to be passive, obedient and
sympathetic to others while boys are en-
couraged to be assertive, domineering and
self-absorbed. Women must learn to es-

tablish a strong inner sense of self-worth,
and role models such as Gloria Steinem

To you, from us
You're sitting in the Blue Wall.

You just spilled some coffee on the
person next to you. You don't have
any napkins, soyougrab the nearest
recyclable substance and mop up
your mess. Then something on the
newspaper you're holding catches
your eye.

You stop. You think. Your hands
start tAvitching.

Find a pen. Recordyour thoughts
for posterity.

Write letters to the Collegian.
Well print 'em, youll clip them out
and send them to the folks at home.

are a vitel source of inspiration.
"Women want to be taken seriously,

but they give men no reason to take them
seriously." You want me to take you seri-
ously, but the only reason I take you seri-
ously is because your ideas scare me and
should not remain uncontested. You claim
rape is a "valid social problem," and men
"are not doing enough time for it," but
instead of writing to poUticians and lob-
bying for stricter sentences (which we do),
we "sit around and whine." We do not sit

aroimd and whine. We sit around and
comfort rape victims. We sit around and
discuss how to educate people so rape does
not occur. We wouldn't have to worry
about men "not doing enough time for it"

if it did not happen in the first place. By
the way, Chris, date rape is real; so please
do not deny it just because you have not
been the victim ofsuch an actofaggression.

The women's movement does have
something useful to offer society. Attitudes
held by people hke you (Notice I do not say
all men, nor do I exclude women. This
would be a generalization, and generaliza-
tions are somethingwe should try to avoid)
are precisely what we need to change.

Chris, this "whiny, pathetic little girl"
has one final suggestion. The next time
you feel you must strike out against a
group of people you really do not under-
stand, stop and think. Perhaps the one
who needs to "get in touch with reality" is

you. Those who are hostile toward others
tend to be insecure about themselves.
Maybe you are lacking self-esteem which
could stem from inadequate social skills

with women, especially if you treat them
the way you write about them on paper.

Kristin Sorenson
Orchard HiU

This letter was signed by 17 people.

•^e will getoutofTel-Aviv," said Israeli
labor party leader Yitzhak Rabin as he
campaigned for leadership of his country.
He was responding to a wave of terror
attacks that struck the Israeli public from
the turbulent Gaza strip.

Gaza is not only in Tel-Aviv but in New
York as well. Or was it bound to happen?
A friend of mine said the media "has been
waiting for this moment for years." Terror
hits home. The bombing ofthe Worid Trade
Center sent a chilling fear down my spine.
It had happened. A militant Islamic ter-
rorist organization had dared to strike at
the very heart of America. Never before
had there been a major terrorist attack on
American soil. Terrorism was considered
a Middle Eastern or European problem.

After fear came anger. 1 have always
believed terrorism is the dirtiest kind of
war, and that those who use or support
terror must be punished. But would we
strike back? How? Against whom? Failure
to do so would open the door to more
attacks. Contrary to popular belief, ter-
rorists strike hardest when theirenemy is
most willing to compromise and excuse
their actions.

Is it any coincidence that the election
of the most dovish government in Israeli
history was greeted with an escalation of
the so-called "Intifada?" What would be
the next target? The Empire State build-
ing, the Lincoln Memorial? A small town
synagogue would do.

The FBI and the New York Police De-
partment are to be commended for their
speedy, decisive arrests in the bombing
case. What cannot be overlooked is that
the federal government had information
that could have prevented this atrocity.
The FBI now concedes there is a vast,
underground, armed and dangerous Is-
lamic fundamentalist group operating in
America. Their spiritual leader. Sheik
Omar Abdel-Rahman, is suspected of in-
volvement in at least three murders in
this country, including that of rabbi Meir
Kahane.

What the FBI does not concede is that
the Israelis had warned Washington about
the possibility of terrorist group in
America. Washington not only turned a
blind eye to the information, but even
accused Jerusalem of trying to divert at-
tention from the crisis of the Islamic fun-
damentalist deportees in Lebanon!

As proven by the Trade Center blast.
Islamic terrorism neither respects nor
knows any boundaries. No other group
has dared to attack America. In 1981,
Israel warned the world ofthe danger ofa
nuclear-armed Iraq. The world not only
failed to act, butcondemned the accusation.
Not until the Persian Gulf War was
Jerusalem vindicated. Let's pray it doesn't
take a decade to acknowledge the threat
this time.

Josh Slomich
Amherst

Cartoonist meant no harm
It is amazingly rare, with any form

of writing, to be clear enough not to
offend anyone. It is even rarer, I think,
to not offend anyone when the writing
comes in a humorous, visual form.

As it does in a comic strip.

When I was first told that people
have been taking offense at "The Ad-
ventures of Fred" comic strip that ran
in the paper Friday, March 26, I was
surprised.

Chris

SHADOIAN
"People are seeingitas a race thing?"

I said.

They are. For a brief minute, I

couldn't believe it. But then I remem-
bered where I was. UMass — where
race is always an issue, especially with
the Collegian.

The tendency, it would seem, is to
assume that ifanyone writes something
that could possibly be viewed as racist,
it automatically is.

I assumed, when I wrote and sub-
mitted my comic, that people are open-
minded enough to look at a picture ofa
black man and not think he is supposed
to be Black.

My assumption was wrong. I won't
make that mistake again.

I am not going to try to explain
myself beyond saying that the joke in
Friday's "Fred" was merely meant to be
a visual, verbal pun. Nothing more.

• There are no underlying, subtle themes
hidden in the content of the strip. Joe.
the main character, is only supposed to
appear as a photographic negative of
his usual self.

Thejoke is by no means intended as
a comment or slur on Black people. It is
not supposed to mean that I think Black
people are negative and therefore evil.
Nor is the other character's comment,
"Nothing a little 'white-out' can't fix!''

supposed to mean that 1 think Black
people can only be good if they become
white. In the strip. Joe is supposed to
be black only in color, not in race.

It is probably true that I could have
deUvered the joke differently without
offending people. I have already thought
of several ways I could have done this,
and I will keep them— and this whole
incident — in mind for future refer-
ence.

I am sorry if I offended anyone. It
was certainly not my intent to do so.
Please remember something: all ofmy
Collegian co-workers and myself are
students

. and we are still learning.
Chris Shadoian is a Collegian car-

toonist.
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Puerto Rican heritage
deserves respect, honor

It has been quite an experience to lis-

ten to some opinionated individuals ex-
press their views on the political and
economical situation of my covmtry. The
usual question— where are you from?—
and my answer, Puerto Rico— is followed
by a tirade of negative remarks about the
living conditions in Puerto Rico and what
should be done to improve those conditions,
i hear these remarks from not only
Americans, but also foreigners, and to my
surprise, some Latin Americans as well.

Puerto Rican history cannot be com-
pared to any other national history. It has
been studied and understood. It should be
approached with intellectual curiosity and
respect. It is sad to confront those same
individuals who contribute their negative
remarks, by basing their knowledge on
Puerto Rico's geographic position or the
island's relationship with the United
States. Their ignorance is appalhng. Then,
how can opinions ofany kind be expressed,
be they political or economical, when they
stem from ignorance?

Jorge

MATOS
Thank God there is another breed of

students and intellectuals. The serious
students, who are willing to learn, cherish
the art of exchanging knowledge and in-

formation through the practice of respect
and dignity. The basic knowledge I want
to share with them is that Puerto Rico was
inhabited by the Taino Indians before the
arrival of the Spanish. We have been a
colony for 500 years. American citizenship
was imposed m order to recruit Puerto
Ricans for the Armed Forces in 1917.
During World War I, Puerto Ricans were
systematically brought to the U.S., espe-
cially • o the East, as sources ofcheap labor
dunng a span of 30 years.

When industry started to move South,
leaving many Puerto Ricans, as well as
Americans, unemployed, welfare and
government entitlements stepped in sav-
ing cities and states from economic
bankruptcy.

Racism and discrimination are among
the different factors that work against
Puerto Ricans. Other factors include a
colonial mentality and conditions that have
devastated our nation. This point should
be addressed as often as our impoverished
condition.

The situation on the island is no dif-

ferent. The U.S. presence has been a de-
terminant in our national development. If

the island is among the poorest regions
under the United States, Puerto Ricans
are not to carry the burden of the respon-
sibility. We are not owners ofour national
destiny, Congress is. We are paid less

than American workers for performing
the same tasks. We are forced to buy and
sell our products in one ofthe world's most
expensive markets— the U.S. The cost of
living in Puerto Rico is as high as in New

York City or Los Angeles.
Puerto Ricans vote in "democratic elec-

tions" every four years. But remember
that Congress has the I'ast word concern-
ing everything that happens in the island.

Pro-independence advocates have been
continuously j>ersecuted under the U.S.
flag as they were under the Spanish flag.

They have been jailed. Blacklists still ex-
ist in Washington containing hundreds of
thousands ofpersonal folders belonging to

hundreds of thousands of
"interdependistas." Even pro-statehooders
are afraid that if the island becomes a
state, Puerto Rican culture will be re-

duced to a local folklore or flavor, as it

happens with Hawaii, Alaska, Louisiana
and many other states, where the
transculturization process resulted in the
confinement of the natives to sections of
the state, often called reservations.

The grandsons of Mexicans that have
refused to leave their invaded territories

in the 1840s and becameAmerican citizens
are still called Mexican-Americans today.
Like African-Americans, they hold the
same second class citizenship that Puerto
Ricans and Asian-Americans hold. Except
for the inhabitants from the U.S.
"territorial possessions", those iiifnority

groups live in states, vote in presidential
elections and pay federal taxes. Why
haven't these groups attained first class
citizenship? Why are they still addressed
as Mexican-Americans?

I have never heard of an American
whose ancestors came from Scotland or
Poland referred to Polish American or
Scottish-American. These people were
integrated into the mainstream of a soci-

ety that they helped create.

The development of Puerto Rican his-

tory is different from that of other Latin
American nations. We did not migrate to

the United States looking for an im-
provement ofour economic condition, as is

the case of the ancestors of most of the
U.S. population and ofthe Latin Americas
thatnow migrate to this nation. The United
States invaded and colonized Puerto Rico,
the same way England colonized the
American colonies in the 17th and 18th
centuries. Puerto Rican resistance has
been, but not confined to, cultural as well
as political. We have exposed the island's
situation internationally.

The involvement and alignment of the
LatinAmerican, Asian, Afiican and Middle
Eastern nations with our cause has varied
depending on their own relationship with
the United States. Some Eurojiean nations
still hold colonies in their world, as it has
been their contribution to history for
hundreds of years.

Puerto Ricans have succeeded in their
battle of maintaining a distinctive iden-
tity that took a thousand years to forge.
Today, we are proud to be addressed as
Puerto Ricans.

Jorge Matos is a UMass graduate stu-
dent.

The Third World Affairs page is always
interested in new writers.

This could be your chance to get
pubJished by 19,000 eager and

enthusiastic readers !!

If you are interested, come on down to the Collegian
offices, 113 Campus Center and ask for Ines Uielra. She
is really nice and she will be happy answer all of your
questions.

The real Bosnian story
Fanny Lou Hamer once said during

the Civil Rights Movement that she
became involved in the struggle for

equality because "she was so sick and
tired of being sick and tired." As a
Mushm American, 1 too have become
"sick and tired" of watching incredu-
lously how my Muslim identity is

slandered and degraded in comics, the
media and movies without my having
contributed to my own ignominy.

Nebila

KHATAK
The manufactured crisis of Islamic

fundamentalism has posited the Is-

lamic world as an ideological threat to

liberal democracy. This new desert
enemy has been bought, rather sadly,
by far too many Americans as an in-

evitable truth. To students of history
and politics the motives could not be
clearer; the myth of Islamic funda-
mentalism iii necessary to justify re-

gional interests and continued pro-

duction of arms. The mass media, our
masterful puppeteer, on biddingcarves
an eleventh commandment into the
public psyche through image warfare
and tugs at the emotional strings of
trusting Americans to shift from one
fear to another. Without questioning
the deeper motives of the administra-
tion and ignoring the trend of foreign
policy in history lessons, American
paranoia moves fluidly and effortlessly

from "stinking enemies" to "camel
riding niggers of Islam."

It is the very same racist, insidious
hate campaign which has dehumanized
and demonized Islam that is now re-

sponsible for the grotesque indifference
by the European and United States'
governments to the plight of Bosnians.
There is a purposeful projection of the
catastrophe in Bosnia-Herzegovina as
a civil war between equally responsible
parties in which the fabricated
factionalization between Muslims,
Croats and Serbs is given legitimacy.
Many are not aware that "Muslim" is a
created "ethnicity" in the greater Slavic
race and that all three parties concerned
are Slavs that share the same cultural
and historical background. There are
some, though few, Muslims who actu-
ally practice the religion of Islam. In
fact, one can technically be a Muslim,
but practice Catholicism.

This nominal categorization of the
population into races was created by
Tito and the Partisans after World War
1 1 and was basedon the colonial strategy
of divide and conquer, and not on an
existing reality. The peaceful cohabi-
tation ofCroats, Muslims and Serbs for
generations is clearly illustrated by
the fact that over one third of the
marriages are interracial—unimpeded
by ethnocentric loyalties. Yet, it is the
perception of the Serbian aggressors,
the perpetrators of genocide, whose
view we read and hear about. For ex-
ample, the democratically-elected
president of Bosnia is depicted as a
leader ofa Muslim-led governmentwho
has denied the minority Bosnian Serbs
the right ofrepresentation. By carefully
deleting the fact that the present-day
government was elected by 65 percent
of the population of which Serbs con-
stitute 33 percent and Muslims 44
percent of the electorate and that this
position rotates every two years be-
tween all three groups, media caters to
the groundless claims of subjugation

made by the chetniks.

In this regard, racial difference is

depicted as a viable impetus for the
conflict and not the rational used to

further Serbian hunger for land acqui-

sition. The verbal denunciation of the
genocide ofMusUms in newspapers and
television, when depicted as a conse-

quence ofa conflict in which there is no
distinction between aggressor and vic-

tim, loses all impact. While the inter-

national community gives ineffective

lip-service to the suffering ofBosnians,
it is insisting that Bosnia be carved
into ethnic ghettos created by ethnic
cleansing and denying a Muslim the
power to be a democratic leader
amongst Europeans.

Although the Bosnians have been
living under the aegis of
multiculturalism, it is no coincidence
that 12 months ago people's identities

as Muslims in Bosnia began to be as-

sociated with Islamic fundamentaUsm
and despotic Arab rulers by their
Serbian neighbors. Milosovic and his

middlemen like Karazic were brilliant

in calculating Islam as the point of

divergence. They were aware that their
strategy would simultaneously: create
apathy on the part of Americans and
Europeans; elicit fear in Bosnian Serbs
of fundamentalism and regulate the
responsibility of humanitarian aid to

the Muslim world and make this into a
problem for the Islamic world to deal
with.

The false synonymity between
Muslim and zealot/terrorist for the past
decade evokes no world sympathy to

the murder of innocent civilians. Fur-
thermore, the recent racialization of
Muslims as exclusively people of color
who are associated with theArab world
has added a new dimension to anti-
Muslim bigotry. Americano subcon-
sciously connect MusLm and Arab,
which further dismisses the senseless
persecution of Bosnians from their
minds. No one cares if brown babies
die, if brown women are raped or if

brown men are tortured. The mindset
toward people of color seems to be that
we are tortured like ants, infinite in

supply so that a few thousand inciner-

ated wil 1 not really affectour population
— if anything it may help decrease
over-population.

When it is a question of Muslim
genocide, the international commvmity
finds itself in a crisis ofleadership and
hides behind the dubious and
unsubstantiated notion that the former
Yugoslavia is a poUtical quagmire.
When it is an issue of oil as was the
blatantcase in the GulfWar, the United
States all too willingly appoints itself

as the world's police force, armed with
the sword of democracy and justifies

intervention in the name of morality.
To those ofus who hear and see that

there have been around 50,000 sys-
tematic rapes of women, forceful im-
pregnations and emigfrations and con-
centration camps the basic issue could
not be clearer. This is not only a Mus-
lim problem, it is a problem for Whites,
African-Americans, Jews, women, ho-
mosexuals and anyone else who can be
targeted an victimized on the basis of
difference. It is far from pleasant being
a foe, a camel-riding nigger, in my own
homeland. But I ask more importantly,
if Muslims are the enemies of today,
who will be the enemy of tomorrow?

Nebila Khatak is a Smith graduate
student.

Be a conscientious and politically correct citizen.
When you have finished reading this newspaper.

Recycle it!!
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Arts & living
Comic cracks up The Hatch
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

GLB Cafe
March 27
The Hatch

JESSICA iAvtrtpiA/ oOLLEGIAN
Sarah Cytron inspires laughter.

There aren't many instances in which you are able to
hear a woman speak freely on stage about being a "little

butch" as a child. Saturday night at the Hatch was one of
those rare occurrences.

Sara Cytron, a native Brooklyn lesbian, lit up the
stage with her hysterical family anecdotes, and her
overall humorous viewpoint of life through a lesbian's
eyes.

Opening for her was the resident improv troupe,
"Mission Improvable." Their performance elicited audi-
ence participation and proved to be spontaneously
amusing.

After two years in Student Valley Productions, the
Mission Improvable has managed to achieve great di-

versity and perform a semi-structural performance that
keeps both the audience and performers on their toes.

The majority of their performance was monopolized
by the "directed freeze" method. With this technique, the
performers offered a setting and characters, and the
audience was then encouraged to help manipulate the
plot. Every few minutes the group would scream "freeze"
and the audience was asked a question. The answer
provided direction for the story line.

With skits like the "Lying Game," in which three
contestants, Deanna Troy, an actor from the show Star
Trek, Martha, a UMass telephone operator, and a neu-
rotic man who portrayed a formerly abused child, all

contended to see who would receive the title of "the best
liar," and got the audience prepared for the comical
excitement they would later experience from Cytron's
performance.

After an intermission spent creating AIDS quilt
squares, Cytron strutted onto the stage and attempted to
explain the philosophies behind a New Yorker's language
and thought processes, or lack thereof, behind this phe-
nomena.

While making the audience cry from laughter, she
managed to make several points concerning the irony
that homosexuals are forced to deal with in society.

C>lron questioned whether the accusations by the
Cardinal that homosexuals and activists were all going to

go to hell implied that hell was a great place with a
progressive goverrunent.

I am sure that memoirs of Cytron's nightmarish
shopping sprees with her mom as a child touched a nerve
that many in the audience could relate to. Talk of her
mother's desire to see her in pink frilly dresses, reinforced

by an over-emphasized "gorgeous," made Cytron look as
if she wanted to wretch.

While attempting to break through stereot)T)es ho-
mosexuals are commonly branded with, Cytron proved
herselfto be a top notch comedian and made everyone feel

comfortable enough to laugh at themselves, as well as at
others.

TV anthology highlights NYC
.By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Tribeca
9-10 p.m. Tuesdays
Fox Television

The latest in television show production trends is to

make a show revolve around people living in their unique
little neighborhoods. If we run down the line, we've got

Beverly Hills. 90210, Melrose Place. 2000 Malibu Road
and a place called The Heights.

However, thanks to Robert De Niro and the continu-

ing efforts of Fox Television's hope of becoming a full-

fledged operating network, we are now brought to a place

called Tribeca. No, it's not fictional like Northern
Exposure's Cicely, it is a real chic Manhattan neighbor-

hood located in a triangle below Canal Street, on New
York City's lower west side. Appropriately enough we get

Tri (for triangle) and Be (for below) and Ca (for Canal).

Tribeca's pilot episode bring^s us into the family of a

young urban professional banker. Ernie is a well-to-do

African American living out the American Dream of a
happy life with his wife and two kids.

Ernie is a runner and while jogging through Battery

Park he is chased down by three police officers. One is an
undercover policeman. Immediately, Ernie yells "I'm not

resisting," to the officers.

In a flash the undercover policeman tells the others to

let Ernie go, "He's my brother." Ernie is about to explode

with anger at his brother Marty — evidently the joke

wasn't too funny to him.

Marty may be a police officer, but he still yearns to be

like his older brother. When speaking to his sister-in-law

Olivia, Marty describes Ernie: "He's like Colin Powell. He
thinks that a successful Black man has certain ethical

obligations."

Then,just as you're ready to skip to /?o.seanne with the

clicker, something interestinghappens— Ernie isgunned

down for his gold watch while on his morning run.

The story begins to unfold and viewers are taken in.

Tribeca examines how the death of the father is

affecting the family. Ernie's wife and brother-in-law

become very close, with a hint that they may actually be

together in the future. Ernie's son becomes angry, acts

out his anger by stabbing a policeman's horse with a
pencil and picks on his little sister.

An emotional scene unfolds in which Marty beats up
the suspected murderer. As Marty cruelly beats the
jailed man he yells out, "Nothing funny about a Black
man in handcuffs."

Tribeca has the making of what quality television

shows are made of: good dialogue, good storylines, good
acting and superb directing. This show successfully re-

kindles the anthology drama series where each episode
will continue with the two original character actors,

Philip Bosco and Joe Morton and the other peoples' lives

in a place called TriBeCa. A-

Black Uhuru
mixes music
with politics
By MICHELE BAKIS
Collegian Staff

For almost 20 years. Black Uhuru has been
successfully combining important social and po-
litical issues with their reggae music.

Duckie Simpson. Garth Dermis and Don Carlos
composed the original group and recorded three
albums together before Carlos left to pursue a solo

career, and Dermis joined the Wailing Souls in

1977. Also at this time the new Black Uhuru was
formed with original member Simpson and new
member Michael Rose.

The Riddim Twins (Sly Dunbar and Robbie
Shakesphere) as well as the late female vocalist

Puma Jones joined the group and recorded such
albums as /?«i and the Grammy-winningAn^/i^m.
After six albums and a Grammy, Rose left, and
Delroy "Junior" Reed became the new male lead

vocalist in 1987. The group's original members
rejoined and in 1991 received a Grammy nomina-
tion for "Best Reggae Recording" for their 'reunion'

album Now.
Now debuted at No. 2 on Billboard's World Music

Chart and included songs "Freedom Fighter."

"Peace and Love," as well as the popular Jimi
Hendrix cover "Hey, Joe."

Mystical Truth, Black Uhuru *s latest recording,

follows in the tradition of music with a message.
World hunger and racial injustice are just some of
the issues addressed.

"Tip ofThe Iceberg," a warning for social change,
features controversial rapper Ice T. "Tip of The
Iceberg," probably the most recognized single from
the album Iron Storm, won an award for its video

depicted the Los Angeles riots and their aftermath.
Black Uhuru will be joined Tuesday night by

Louie Rankin and Andrew Tosh. Tosh will be
releasing an album this May. Rankin, an up-and-
coming reggae/hip-hop artist, appears on Black
Uhuru 's new album Mystical Truth. Rankins' lat-

est release. Showdown is dancehall music with a
little hip-hop to back up Rankin's scratchy voice.

This promises to be an interesting and energetic

combination.

Black Uhuru is entertainment for the mind and
soul. As they remind us in "Word Sound is Power."
Whether you're looking for superior reggae music
or have an interest in political thought. Black
Uhuru 's performance tonight should be satisfying.

Black Uhuru, along with Louie Rankin and
Andrew Tosh, will be performing tonight at Pearl
Street at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at the door

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY. APR. 23

"Jingle Project/Event Grants

for musk, theater, visual art

and design, performance

art, literature,film and video,

und other arts related events.

PROPOSAIS ENCOUHAGED
FROM

STUDENTCROUPS

APPUCATtONS
GWDANCEANTORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENTACnvmES
OFFICE OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
i03HASBROUCI<
ORCMJ.S4S^tX2
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS PANEL

March 30, 1993

4:00 pm

Campus Center Room 163

Panelists include:

Carl Jacobsen, U.S. Department of Commerce
Acting Regional Director, Region I

Foreign Commercial Service Officer

Kim Wissemann, PhD Food Science, Tambrands
Manager of Biomedical Affairs

Ted Fay, International Sport Marketing
and Event Consultant

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

Mather Career Center

Career Planning and Placement * Field Experience

Fraternity/Sorority Park and Curry

The
Edwin M. Rossman

Alumni Career Forum

The Department of Microbiology
and

The Department of Bioctiemistry and Molecular Biology

Thursday, April 1, 1993
8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Room 162

Sponsored by

Department of Microbiology

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Mather Career Center

Alumni Association

ALUMNI PANELISTS
Jim Langlais

Microbiology, '91

Manufacturing Associate

Diagnostic Enzyme Manufacturing

Genzyme

Jean Onofrio

Microbiology, '82

Field Product Manager

Hepatitis and Retrovirus Products

Abbott Laboratories

Lauren Sears

Biochemistry, '91

Research Assiatant

New Product Development

New England Biolabs

Michael Hubert

Biochemistry, '89

Research Associate

Hybridon, Inc.

J The fAsimgmhed Visitors Vrogram

p^y Presents

Dr. Salwa MaUab-Khatib
and

Dr. Ruchama Marton

Hicks Im

The Struggle for Health Care
and Human Rights

8:00 P.M.
March 31, 1993

Campus Center Auditorium
University of Massachusetts

Adm^ission is Free

additional support promded by

[/MASS iVear Eastern Studies

CALVIN AND HOBBES

RtFtRtHCE DtSii, PLEASE
TWAKK 10U.

WtULO? ^E'S, 1 NEED ^
B00< Of* PA\MT1NG n^EORM

AKD TECHNIQUE.
,

Jijum-a)^*'

SPEC\FlCMLy, IM INTERESTED
IN GRAfFlT\. IS THERE A
BOOK TUAT EXPL^>NS THE
PROPER USE OF MA>TER\^LS

AKO LISTS P0P^JL^R OlRTV

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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WUA>T OH EARTM Oo V^£i
SPEHD TMCIR NKbHEM OM

O'^ER -WERE ?

By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

r««\^ Kte because

Quote of the Day
You ain't never gonna be the man"

- From the movie

Above the Law

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

^ON TOD^H IS 40UR DM

1TR^"DVTT\0U.

dou^>ue: duc»;l b^bv hot
Dogs .'/ P\b\cu /v\e x r^

PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

V\Drnet2uM.'

PRICE
By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARieS (Mjfch Jl-,\fxil 1<»: A
Ifllff Of plM>rH- 1 all will l)ri}>hlen your
niofninR. Yihi mjy have a nt-w inler(>M

in lashion or inlerior docoraling.
{ Onsull relerenrrlxxiksal yoof local
lihrary

TAURUS (April 2t»-May 20>: Put
vouf (ti'jii\f tdleniN on di<iplay s<>

ihal o«htfs will Ix^dil from ibeni.

Postpone nMj(xl>uMnessn(>)>(itiai ions
until next wtt'k. Someone may ques-
tion youf intcfirity. Fight b.Kk!

GEMINI (May 2l-|unc 201: The
(mam lal lake irom your endea\txs
may not Ix- may not lx> sulti< tent.

Seek new outlets l<x your many tal-

ents. You will lind lite muth m<xe
enjoyable with the right panncr.
Pursue a rcxiianlK interest.

CANCER dune 2I-|uly 11). Sell-

improvemenl projetts are very ap-
pealing now. Combirte Ixisiness with
pleasure withcxjt being t<x) oiivious

about your purpose. A triend otters

helptui suggestions.

leO duly 2}-Aug.22(: A loved
one is esperially helpful now.
Teamwork will help advance s|k^ iai

plans. A lormer romantic partner may
re-enter the picture Let this (x^rsrxi

know exactly wlx-re you stand.

VIRGO (Aug.2.?-Sept.22t: Do
sonie research and a secret tear will

lly right out the window. I>) not
blame ytxjrvll or male lor family

woes. Good news comes in a sinall

package. Share your delight.

LIBRA (Sepl.2J-<> I 22>: Bev^are

olMHiK-txK'whociHiiesfMitooslriKig,

[Xixnising to do great things lor you.
Returning a phixH- call could reduce
a Imam iai Ixirden. Forgtl false pr ule.

Be rrxxe patK'ni with a parent.

SCORPIO ((Xl.23-Nov.2l): l>)

not neglect ytjur rc-gular duties whik-
handling a spec iaI projc-* t (x you will

lose as much as you gam. Y(Kir

reputation for nxt'ling deadlines is an
im|K>nanl pan ol your su« cess.

SACITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec Jl)

ImaginatKxi arxl < hange shape your
life now. Maintain a positive attitude

and you will find great rewards.
Friendship t ould prove more salisly-

ing than romance l(xlay.

CAPRICORN (t)ec.22-|an.l9l:

Your presence will slop a quarrel.

You may have judged someo(K> Ux>
harshly. Do not Ix- alraid to admit a

mistake Other people will res^XMl

you lor speaking out. Carefully
rrxxiilor ex(X*nses.

AQUARIUS dan 20-Feb.18l:
Bury the hatchet with a family mem-
Ix'r. Dipbmacy will help you bring

estranged relatives to the- liargainmg
table. Buckle your seal lx?lt oo the
roller coaster ol nxnanc e.

PISCES (Feb 1 9-March 20): Very
special things can occur in private

tfxlay. Your treasure chest could lie

lilled by thosewho possess the mtxiey
to help you. Avoid signing unusual
contracts ck making big (xjrchases.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

-a.T«'f'»atrteif«#*'

Today's Staff
Night Editor jason George

Copy Editor Marc Elliott

PhotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Sandy Bogage

Production Michele Bakis

Nicole Dumas

Menu

J

I

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Sloppy Joe

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled on Wheat
Tofu Sloppy Joe

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Pan Shish Kebab

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Garbanzo Vegggie Stew

Thf opinions txprtssc-d on this p.i^c ore those- of tin- c.irl(x)nists oncl clo not no<fss.irily roflct t the views of thi" Colhfii.ui or the University.

ACROSS
1 1 ille lof a

Frer^ch cleric

S Inland sea of

Asia
9 Vpty small

body of land
14 In the near

future

15 Single ComtJ
form

16 Snare
17 -~t>elrue

19 Blockages
20 Canadian prov
21 Trick

27 Places for skis

23 Journalist

James
25 Organized

protest

?7 Aware of

29 Stimulus
responders

33 Reached
36 Communication

device
38 Ra/7
39 Exclamations

of surprise

40 Go one belter

41 Shoul down
42 S Amer

metropolis
43 Capital ol

Egypt
45 Phil Silvers

sergeant role

46 Mrs John
tennon

48 Means ol

access
50 Fork part

5? Revolving parts

56 Silkworm
covering

59 Mediterranean
seaport

61 Place to take

the kids

62 Decorate
63 Shoe store

support
65 Strong point

66 Norway city

67 — China
68 Mistake
69 Equal
70 Tame or same

ending

DOWN
1 John Jacob or

Nancy
2 Kentucky
piOTMer

3 OverslH>es

4 RR locomotive

5 Total numl>er

6 Slender bars
7 Poker stakes

6 Old card game
9 Grade

1 Wise men
1

1

Move in an arc

12 Puntadel —
13 Hardy heroine

18 University of

Maine campus
2? Bril gun
24 Small children

26 Lobster or

shrimp, lor

example
28 Choice
30 Greek coin,

olold
31 Cheat
32 Explorer de —
33 Sensational

34 The Buckeye
State

35 Seized
37 Opposite

ol vert

41 Trumpeter Al

43 Public

investigation

officer

44 Ever and —
45 Benefits

enjoyed
4 7 City in Portugal

49 Speaker
51 Silly bird

53 Clean, fresh air

54 Crucifixes

55 Single

performances
S« Small

restaurant

57 Agreeat>le

scent
SB Make right

At>br

60 Character
63 Vain one
64 Mining product

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLI
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The Massachusetts Daily CoUegian offers you real experieLpenence.
Ilif c:<ill<.-j;i;in i> Ilk- Lir.H(.-M cullt-jic iLiily in

NVw Enuhiml. pul>li>liinn e\vr\ «.l.i> ikirinji iIk-

cik-mtir MiJH^fr TIk-iv ak endlcs.N povMhilicies
t<»r iIk- iiuMiv jml untk-rj^niiliuHc U> jrjin

e\|X-rk-n(.v whiih \\ill Iv in\;ilu.il>lc in (Ik- "rcil

woriil." Make pl.in> //o//|(i}>h imohed next
M.-iueMcr. 0)nK- ilown .ind lalk to ansoiH* l»eiv

.11 113 c:ampii> Ctrntt-r. or lall V|S-SS(i()
Nt-WNwritm};. .\iA\ cniMn.n procliiuu >n

This space
for rent.

Collegian advertising.

545-3500

It works.

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR SCERA DIRECTOR

The Search Committee for the Director of the Student Center for Educational Researchand Advocacy (SCERA) cordially invites the University community to par^c pTm 6

Tr^Zr T" ^T^: ^'J*^
'"^"'"^' '^^ -"d^dates for the DJtor w.U bTavaUableto meet and speak with students, staff, and faculty from 2:30 to 330 PM in the StudentUnion Buildmg on the following days:

^luaent

Segun Hubanks
Ke\in Hughes
Elsa Elliot

Sheila Kloefkorn

Marc Kenan
Audrey Jaeger

Monday, March 29
Tuesday, March 30
Friday, April 2

Wednesday April 7
Thursday, April 8
Monday, April 12

174 Campus Center

Caf)e Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge

EXPERIENCE

^a "h Commh.i'^"'
'° """' ""^ "*»* candidates in order to give feedback to the

PAVSH!
EARN $5.25 houor plus BONUSES!

APPLY NOW:
UMass Telefund Office • Basement, Memorial Hall

or call 545-3509

• Flexible Evening Hours • Convenient Campus Location •
• Looks Great on your Resume •

/
r"

I' i< I \ ( I I' I I N I ) l< I I I IM \'. I \ I I \ \ I S I I \ (

UNFORTUNATED^ TfflS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING

[DO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

Every year, a lot of people make a

huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they

could be saving for retirement.

Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SRAs not only ease your current tax-

bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially

for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not

cover. Because your contributions are

made in before-tax dollars, you pay less

taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder forypu. Down the
road, th»t can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.

What else makes SRAs so special?

A range of allocation choices—from the

guaranteed security of TIAA to the

diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement

system.

Why write ofTthe chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

191 N. PItMani St
Amh«i«t-2S3-2013 22 Masonic St

Norttumpton S86-6336

OpanrOayfTTiurada/'niteslnNorttiMnpli

n^z^AOi/s ctlcm^S */(^

Benefit nawfiwm tmtc dtferrHL CmU Mtr &KA htUnt 1 800-»42'2733, txt. 8016.

75 years ofensuring the future
for those who shape itr

t:

CAEF ttrlifutlu

Ĵ
T, iulr^leih TIAACKEFM.J^I^^ In^Uuly^l Sen^ej F»rm^ ,ompUu «f*rm1UH,. ukUu^ cUrfu^ uftnjtj. mU I M^4i-27JJ «« tOlt

f»'*fr*jfnimt.Kmilk,fr»if«lmartfmUjitftnfi»ut,ttlfrMmimt»ty.

T-Shirts • Sweats • Boxers
Posters • Bumper Stickers

WE DO IT ALL!

Full Art Department, Free Delivery

WAY S84.0091
.^^^^gNDEacwl 47 East Street, Hadley

L^% OFFaU orders with this coupon]

Notes
continued from p>age 12

It is uru-ealistic to think that Wilkins
will catch Jordan, but his comeback
from the torn Achilles' tendon is amaz-
ing.

Atlanta has been on a down slope
ever since they fired Hackensack High
School alum and Czar ofthe Telestrator
Mike Fratello. They've taken over as
one of the hottest teams in the league,
but don't they wish they took someone
in last year's draft instead of Adam
Keefe.

What happened to the 76er8?
Charles Barkley made his return to

the Spectrum Sunday and deserved
every bit of respect that he got. I re-
member when I first started watching
hoops, as a Sixers fan, and loving when
Philly picked Lord Charles.

However, as the years progressed,
Harold "Don't call me Nick" Katz ru-
ined the franchise that I used to love. I

am no longer a Sixer fan. and I will

never jump on the bandwagon again.
When Philly traded its number one
pick (namely B^ad Daugherty) for Roy
Hinson, I was finisljed with the pitiful

Sixers and Mr. Katz. Hey, I already
deal with one owner of a team I love.
Can you say George?

Did you see that?
• Dikembe Mutombo's unusual

triple double: 24 points, 16 rebounds,
and 10 blocked shots. Mutombo has 26
blocked shots in his last three games.

• Sean "I've travelled the entireNew
England area in a week and a hair
Hayden, Dave To the moon" Gleeson,
and Mike The Cisco Kid" Morrissey
winning the UMass Trivial Pursuit
Championships at theNewman Center.

• I didn't think you did.
• The United States losing in the

first round of the Davis Cup.
Arthur Stapleton is a versatile Col-

legian columnist

MLax
continued fro(n F>oge 12

(the players) real hard, to give the under-
standing ofwhat it means to be a division
one program, and to improve every day,"
Little said. "Eventually, we'll be there.
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"I know that ( UMass athletic director
Robert I Markurn is committed to making
the women's lacrosse team one ofthe best
in the country," Little said. "I think with
Fransesca as coach they can do that."

UMass JV Fencing Results

Men's Junior Varsity:

UMass 16 UNH 11

UMass 17 Bates 10
Seacoast Fenc. Club 14 UMass 13

Women's Junior Varsity:

UNH 9 UMass 7

Seacoast Fenc. Club 14 UMass 2

J

Get to where the action
is!

Write for Sports

For more information,
contact Mike down at tlie

Collegian offices, 113
Campus Center.

A greatperson probably once said: "Writing for
Sports can be Just as much fun as going to see a

game being played.

'

Don't knock it until you try it.

Write for Sports!

Liberal Arts

dPicmedical Sciences

Near Eastern

ancj Judaic Stuciies

Foreign Languages:

intensive, on-campus
And overseas

Chamber Music Workshop

Law, Metiicine and
Health Policy Program

r(«i7)

uu
O ..

a
CO

The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni Career Forums
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
DATE: Wednesday, March 31,1 993
TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: Campus Center 804

AiATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
CLUB COMMUNICATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiencesm the working world. Don't miss this imporiant panel discussioni
ALUMNI PANELISTS:

William Foster, '75

Christopher Gardiner, '90

Kathleen Clair, '86

I Wendy Sue Noah, '90

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

Professor of English
Naugatuck Valley Community
Technical College
Waterbury, CT
Promotions Director
BlOl WWBBFM
East Providence. R.I.

Advertising Manager
Gulf Oil
Canton, MA
Account Executive
Entertainment Publications J

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Golfers Needed
Male, low handicap golfers needed
for research study. Must wear si^e 8.5 to
9.5 shoe. If interested contact

Greg at 645 4421

10 point toUHip question:
Name an organization that promotes
teamwork, sportsmanship, academic
excellence and wants interested stu-

dents. The answer is College Bowl.
Interested' Contact Chris at 546-7 1 83 or

Judy at 545 3600

UPC General Committee Meeting:
Tonight 3/30 at 6 pm in Campus
Center rooms 162 175. Help us bring

you concerts. Everyone is welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUTO FOR SALE

Isuzu Imaric 1982 only 70,000 miles
S600 or b/o S46-4136

COLLEGE PIZZA

South Oeerfleld Center
on bus route new efficiency and
one bedroom apartments reasonable
nrioving in cost call 247 3259

Take over my lease one bedroom apt
in Colonial VIg S400 253 2537 (508)757
9470

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3.50
Lg. Cheese S5.99
1 or 2 toppings add SI
549 6073
5496098

FOR SALE

Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549 0733

CLASS OF 1993l!IOon't miss the

~
Senior Kickoff Party

Thursday, April 1, 1993
10 floor Campus Center

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only $1691 Jet there anytime for only

$169withAIRHrrCH! (Reported in Let's

Go! and NY Times) California $129
each way. AIRHITCH r 212-864 2000

Spectrum Magazine naads new staff

next year! Informal resume by 3/30

Positions: Managing editor, business

manager, production, publicity,

fundraising, and editors for art, prose,

poetry and photography. Call or visit:

406E Student Union, 545-2240

Summer Cash! Earn S2500 54500 this

summer working outdoors painting

houses with olfier students. Have fun,

get a tan, and earn lots of cash! Call

College Pro 18003464649

DISCOURAGED?

National Co Expanding Locally.
Looking for hardworking people.MGMT
opportunity. F/T, P/T. No experience
necessary •• will train. Please call 1-527-

7383

FOR RENT

MACSE
4/40, extended keyboard,

system 7, pagemakor. MSword, more,
must sell! S650 O.B.O A Sieall

Call Oavid 586 4898

HEALTH

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
11S1 Andov«r, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

New International Co. seeks ener
gelic, outgoing and results-oriented
people. Advancements, travel, excite
mem. No experience necessary. Will
train. For more info, call 1 527 7383
collect calls accepted

Postal Jobs Avallablel Many posi
tions, great t>enefils. Call 1 800-436-4365
ext.p-3306

Seeking two entreprenueri for

business expansion. Mr. Richards 413
747 1500

HOUSE/APT WANTED

4 responsible, mature
upperclasspersons seek house/apt. near
campus or on bus line 546 6321

PERSONALS
Tarot Raadings
Call Chris at 253 7524

INSTRUCTION

Amherst Canter - Take over our lease

1 ,2 bedroom apartment above Antonios
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center- Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst - 3 bodroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals -

Waterfront Houses Falmouth Area
508477 6000

CHCAPI Take over our lease June Isl.

Spacious 2 bedroom apartment on Main
St. Sunny, quiet, hardwood floors, sky
light, oil heat Call 25&6788

Attention Students: Sales Repre-
sentatives needed on campus now. Hot
item, high pay. $150 for every 50 items
sold. CalM-773 702 COLLECT SOON!
Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000*/month world IraveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
summer and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C5001

international Employment - Make
2,000*/month teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.
No previous training required. For em-
ployment program call (206)632-1146
ext J5001

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen-
age bicycling trips. US, Canada, Eu-
rope. Minimum 4-week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program; Ashfield

Ro8d;Conway,MA01341 (800)343-6132

Looking for responsible, loving per-
son to provide child care in our home in

Leverett for our 9 year old son. Must
have transportation and flexible
schedule. Call 548 9057

Physics and Math Tutor
M.A. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256-0260

•LAST CHANCE*

•INTERNSHIPS*

April 2 is the last day to apply for Fall

1993 internships with the Legal Ser-

vices Center. Get real experience work-
ing with attorneys and clients! Earn
academic credit. Contact Legal Services

today at 545 1995, 922 Campus Center.
Don't waiti

LOSE WEIGHT

Attentlon Bauhaua/Love and Rock-
ets fans send for a tlS£ Daniel Ash gift.

Quantities are limited Send a postcard
with your address to: Ash Giveaway c/o

Beggars Banquet, 247 Madison Ave,
Suite 804, NYC, NY 10016

And,
Does a Fluffernutter count?

Hey Jude.
The Senior Kickoff will be divine
Meet me there

When the clock striketh nine

Susan

Hope Everyone had a "Sweet" time at

ihe AEPHI formal Sat. night!

& Congrats to Amy Lieberman
For doing a PHItastic jobM!

Matt Schlotte - Would like to know if

you're ok please call Kathy

Tri Sigma Open Rush
Snacktime tonight at our house
78 pm. Hope to see you there!

Veronlca-
The Senior Party will be so very
I'll by you a martini if you twing
the corn nuts

- Heather

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sar 5 8
Sunday during
flea market

Mountain Farms MaN

STD STUDY

Man diagnosed with genital warts
(HPV) wanted for study. $$$ stipend
provided for 15 minutes of your time.
Confidentiality guaranteed. Call

Debbie at 549 2671 ext 181

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espaAol/culturs
Homestay612 690 9471

Scuba Dhre for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner. Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

WANTED

Up to 30lbs. in 30 days for S30! 100%
Guaranteed. Doctor recommended!
2533816

MOUNTAIN BIKES

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female housemate wanted. 4 bed
room apartment. Gel your own single!

Newly renovated. S250 inclusive. Call 6-

0798

Housemates needed looking for 1 or 2
people to share room in house
S175/mo/person 2530751

Bands Wanted
Orchard Hill needs bands to

Play on May 1st Bowl Day
Submit tapes to 112 Field

Deadline April 2nd
5 1 385

SERVICES

Habia EspaAol7
Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed for language study
Earn money for participating'

Call 538 2035 for more info

Do you need cash/ I'd like to buy your
mountain bike for $$$l Bike should be
in good condition. Make me an offerl

Call Cristina at 546-1938

Pregnant/ Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906
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Sports
Minutemen split with Hawks in Philly
UMass ' record now at 5-5 with doubleheader split
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts baseball team main-
tained its .500 record last weekend by winning one oftwo
against Atlantic 10 rival St. Joseph's in Philadelphia.

Last Saturday, the Minutemen dropped the opener to

the Hawks 10-7, but rebounded in the night cap to win 7-

6. Sunday's contest was rained out, and will not be
rescheduled.

The Minutemen rebounded strong after the loss in the
opener, scoring four runs in the sixth inning as Jim
Telgheder (2-2 ) picked up the win. Telgheder allowed six

runs on 1 1 hits in six and two/thirds innings. Jay Murphy
retired the last batter and picked up his second save of

the year.

After falling behind 4-1 after four, the Minutemen
shaved the lead to 4-3 in the top of the fifth inning, held
the Hawks, then went ahead for good in the top of the
sixth.

Freshman second baseman Mark Pileski drove in Bill

Knight and Keith Richards with the go-ahead double
that made the score 5-4 UMass. Justin Howard, who was
3-for-4 with 4 runs batted in, singled home Pileski and
center fielder Nelson Ubaldo to put UMass up 7-4.

The Hawks put runs across in the sixth and seventh,

and threatened for more in the seventh, but Murphy
retired St. Joseph catcher Sean Vandegrift for the vic-

tory. Howard and Pileski were the hitting stars for the

Minutemen, as Pileski hit 2-for-3 with 2 RBI. Bob John-
son (0-1) was the losing pitcher for St. Joe's.

In Saturday's first game, the Minutemen took early

leads of l-Q and 3-2 before the Hawks blew UMass out
with five rims in the second inning (thanks to Jason
Hamilton's grand slam) and three more in the third.

With a 10-3 lead after three, the Hawks cruised the

rest of the way, although the Minutemen made it inter-

esting with four runs in the last three innings. Eric

Parker (1-0) earned the win for St. Joe's, allowing four

runs on six hits in four innings.

Jeff Toothaker (2-2), who got knocked out in the
second inning after allowing ten runs, took the loss for

UMass. UMass fielders were no help, committing five

errors as St. Joe's scored nine unearned runs.

Toothaker struggled with his control," Stone said.

"We struggled defensively."

Although the allowed 16 runs and committed nine
errors, the Minutemen still grabbed a victory in the A-10,
which as a conference is as tough as ever. Stone had some
nice things to say about his team's performance.

"We swung the bats fairly well, although we left nine
runners on base in the second game," said Stone. "We
struggled a little."

Game Notes: Stone said he still doesn't know when
Earl Lorden Field will be suitable for play. The Northeast
is still suffering from the effects ofthe last week's storm,
as today's game at Holy Cross was postponed, as was
Thursday's scheduled homegame against Hartford.

The UMass baseball

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

team has a 5-5 record for the young
season.

Crew ready for season
Both men and women anxious to start
By GLEN GOLAND
Collegian Correspondent

Determination, desire, dedication,

drive, destruction. One-hundred twenty-
five members of the UMass Crew Club
know all about these five words. Al-

though crew is only a club sport at

UMass, it has really taken off in recent

years. Each year recruiting gets better

and better, and so do the teams.
This year's teams hope to follow up

successful fall campaigns with great
spring seasons. Crew is a year-round
sport, with team members practicing

in the gym when when ice forced the
teams itidoors in November. Over the
winter, the teams lifted weights, did

aerobics, ran the stairs ofthe Graduate
Tower and traveled to Georgia to pre-

pare for the spring races.

In the fall, the teams raced against

the clock, in three-mile "head" races.

The springraces are 2000-meter sprints,

against all the other teams at once. The
"head" races take 10 to 15 minutes,
while the sprints only take around six.

Varsity rower Kelly Ryan said she
likes the spring races more because
they are more of a challenge.

"lenjoyitmore. I like knowingwhere
you are compared to the other teams,"

Ryan said. "It's more aerobic, and it's

more intense."

The crews compete in different

weight classes at each race. The men's
lightweights must weigh under 160
pounds, and the women's under 130.

Men and women who weigh more com-
pete in a heavyweight class.

Junior varsity and novice boats race

at each meet as well. Each rower must
spend one year as a novice before

competing at the varsity level.

TTie women's team had a successful

fall, bringing home five gold medals.
The women's lightweight crew won the
Head of the Schuylkill, a race widely
considered the division championships,
finishing first in a strong field of 15.

The achievements ofthe fall squad have
set high hopes for the spring squad.

After a competitive fall season, the
men's team is also on the rise

Sophomore Savas Gunduz said he
feels confident about the team's chances.

"With our new coach, Greg
Siemenkowski, we worked really hard
this winter, and I think our hard work
will pay offin the spring," Gunduz said.

The crews will compete all around
Massachusetts throughoutApril, before
the two biggest races ofthe year in early

May. On May 1, the Crews will partici-

pate in the New England Champion-
ships, on Lake Quinnsigamond. If the
crews do well at Quinnsigamond, they
will qualify for the Division II National

Championships on May 16.

Both teams got off on the right foot

Sunday, in their season openers. The
men's lightweight, heavyweight, and
novice teams celebrated victories over
Harvard and Boston College. The
women's lightweight, and heavyweight
crews collected wins over BC as well.

Women's lax to return
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

Three years have passed since the

University of Massachusetts last had a
women's lacrosse team.

The UMass women's lax team finished

the 1990 season with a 4-10 record, before

succumbing to the University's budget
cuts. The athletic program had to be cut in

some way, and the women's team was one
of those that were axed.

Now, it's the spring of 1993, and the
women's lax team is starting over. The
only remnants of the 1990 team are the
five seniors on the squad. Co-captains
Racheal Splaine and Melissa Celucci, Sam
Eustace, Nancy Kane and Juliet Midlik
were freshmen on that team.

UMass hired Yale women's lacrosse

coach Fransesca DenHartoght to be the
head coach, effective next season. Bob
Littleand Karen Marley will be the interim
coaches for the 1993 season.

DenHartoght: a 1983 Harvard grad,
has coached at Yale University for the last

eight seasons, and has compiled a record
of45-54. In her last three seasons, however,
she has guided the Lady Bulldog* to a 27-

1 7 record and two Eastern College Athletic
Conference championships.

DenHartoght has also played on three
U.S. World Championship teams. Little

said she sees the acquisition of
DenHartoght as a plus for the women's lax

team.

"(Fransesca) is one of the best players
in the country as well as one of the top
coaches," Little said. "To get her is a real

coup. She's excellent."

DenHartoght obviously is not the only
newcomer to the women's lacrosse pro-

gram. The team is mostly made up of

walk-ons. Some have played high school

lacrosse, while others have not.

Even interim coach Little himself, a

soccer coach at Amherst College during
the fall season, has only coached lacrosse

on the high school level. Little admits that

this season will be a learning experience

for everyone involved.

"We have our work cut out for our-

selves," Little said. "We just want to get
better everyday. To work on basic skills,

tactics, and techniques of the game, and
just improve everywhere."

UMass will go up against the likes of
Harvard, which captured the national

women's lacrosse championships and were
runner-ups last year. UMass will also

play Vermont, Boston College and
Dartmouth, all top 30 teams.

"We can't measure ourselves against
the teams we are playing yet," Little said.

"Ifwe do that, it will be very discouraging.

We will measure oiu*selves with ourselves.

And as long as we keep improving every-
day, we will get there. It's a slow, building
process."

Coaches Little and Marley are reljring

on the five seniors, led by Spillaine. Little

sees Spillaine as the standout player.

"Racheal played a lot as a freshman.
She is perhaps our most skilled player,"

Little said. "We are learning a lot from
Racheal."

The women's lacrosse team will have to

go through a rebuilding process in the
immediate futxu-e because ofthe two-year
layoff. Little is confident that UMass can
become a national power in the years to

come.

"What we are trying to do is to work
Turn to lAX, Poge 1
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Well, I've held out long enough. . . how about the
Celtics? Boy, they are really pla3ang well.

It is time for another edition ofNotes from the Hard-
wood, the endless trip around the world of roimdball. I

have been criticized recently for totally ignoring the

Celtics, and glorifying the New
Jersey Nets.

I plead the Fifth, but will de-

vote some space to Boston,
everyone's favorite team. From the

Chief and Alaa Abdelnaby smok-
ing the ganja to Sherman Douglas'

emergence from the shadow of

Dwayne "The Pearl" Washington,
the Celtics have shot on to the

scene, bolting ahead of Chuck Daly's Blue Cross Bunch.
Reggie Lewis does not get the respect he deserves.

Enough said. As far as Alaa goes, his quote on the
winning streak says it all.

"We'vejust got to stay high," said the all-knowing one.

Hhram, isn't it about time that Alaa and friends come to

^f^ ^tOP
,\e\oo

UMass and join the Cannabis Reform Coalition.

Enough on the Celtics, because it is time to turn to

bigger and better things— the Collegian and the armual
Stay Off The Student Union Steps And Forget About
Protesting ForA While Jam. It's no longer a rimior, and
the newsroom squad is filling up.

We've adopted a new slogan for the game, and yes, it

is similar to something the Minutemen used this season:
Refuse to Booze.

Some players have signed on to play, such as Matt "I

don't cut backdoor" Vautour, Glen "His Boy Elroy" Goland
and Kendra "Where there's a will there's a" Willett. It

should be interesting, but I have a feeling that HI domi-
nate, despite what Jalen Crofts thinks. O.K., Ill be lucky
if I see anything but the pine, but itisgood to be optimistic.

Around the NBA: Luther Wright, you clown. South
Orange, New Jersey won't miss you. How can you possi-

bly apply for theNBA Draft? You have proved nothing in

college.

Come on, you played 13 minutes against Western
Kentucky. The Hilltoppers. Darnell Mee and friends. Ifit

was any real big man in college, he would have domi-
nated. Now your agent says the Celtics are interested in
your services. Yeah, by the way, the Nets called me up to
practice against Chris Dudley (only to teach him how to
shoot free throws).

BasketbrawL
Arch-rivals. I thought it just was an arcade game.

Phoenix and the Knicks. Doc Rivers and KJ. Oh boy,
hockey fans must be getting anxious for the NBA play-
offs. Peter Vecsey said that Pat Riley will probably be
suspended ifNew York fights again.

Excuse me, Mr. Bettman, but did David Stem trade
you for the fighting policy of the NHL?

Nique is back.
Dominique has gone from a dunk artist who couldn't

throw one in the ocean to a steady three-point bomber.
What is goingon here? Wilkins is on a tear, having scored
30 or more points in eight of the last 10 games.

The Hawks have won four in a row, and 10 oftheir last
11, writh Dominique chasing Michael for the scoring title.

Turn to NOTES, page 1
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Sunny whh temps in the high 45
to 50s. Chance of snow tonight.

Local News:
Most people don't know about First Call for Help, one of
the oldest referral agencies in the country, housed here in

Amherst. Read all about it and why it's important. Page 3.

Arts & Living:

Want a backstage glimpse of the Loud Music
Festival? Let David White the "stage

manager" give a guided tour. Page 9.
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SOUTHWESTTHROUGH THE EYES OF A LONG DISTANCE RUNNER- Early morning sunlight and loose fog turn
the hypnotic, industrial landscape of the five Southwest towers into the silhouette of someones's silent dreamscape.

Friends offer public support
Press conference held to dispel media coverage
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Friends of James Cyr denounced what they called
unfair media coverage of his impending trial on charges
of murder, arson, violation of a restraining order and
assault with a deadly weapon, at a press conference
Tuesday night in the Cape Cod Lounge.

Cyr was arrested and charged with the murder ofTara
Hartnett. Hartnett was stabbed and her Sunderland
apartment was set on fire March 20. She died of smoke
inhalation.

"We knew James as a kind, loving and gentle person,"
Sonia Paz. 20. said. The person I know would never have
done this."

Asian night celebrates
diversity of community

Paz. a junior journalism major, said she is concerned
about the amount of apathy toward Cyr's case and fears
his portrayal in the media will affect his trial.

"James is getting a raw deal," Paz said.

"We don't feel he's going to get a fair trial," she said.
"This trial is moving way too fast."

Paz said she met Cyr through the Third World de-
partment ofWMUA.

"The James I know was always there for me," she said.
She said Cyr had dropped out of school to support his

11-month-oId daughter Meghan and that he went on
public assistance to cover the baby's medical costs. Cyr
was in a legal battle with Hartnett over custody of their
child.

Turn to CYR, page 4

Clinton's plan
gains ground
in Congress
ByALANFRAM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - House-Senate negotiators agreed
Tuesday to a compromise five-year plan for cutting the
deficit by just under $500 billion, a measure that would
lay the foundation for enactment of President Clinton's
economic program.

Congressional sources said the agreement would be
announced Wednesday and would be followed quickly by
House and Senate votes. Few deUils ofthe compromise
were immediately available.

The plans were similar to begin with since both were
based on Clinton's proposals: tax increases on the nch,
defense cuts and other savings, along with increased
spending on certain domestic programs, including high-
ways and federal research.

Majority Democrats hoped to pass the legislation in
the House as early as Wednesday, and the Senate the
next day. It would be the eariiest a deficit-reduction plan
was approved since the budget law was enacted in 1974.

In reaching a compromise, the Senate agreed to lower
its total tax increase by roughly $22 billion to about $273
billion over five years. The House, meantime, backed
away from the tough limits it sought on cost-of-living
increases for federal workers and retirees, said the sources,
speaking on condition of anonymity.

Like the House-passed version, the compromise
package would also hold spending on defense and most
domestic programs over the next five years to no more
than the $548 billion the government will spend this
year.

The outline of the savings package was included in a
$1.5 trillion budget for fiscal 1994, which starts on Oct. 1.

The measure, which does not require the president's
signature, sets goals for tax and spending bills lawmakers
will consider later this year.

The agreement came as Democrats erased an embar-

Tutn to CLINTON, poge 1
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By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

Last Friday the University of Massa-
chusetts Asian American Student Asso-
ciation hosted the 10thAnnual Asian Night
celebration.

Aproximately 1,400 people from as far
as the Boston area attended the annual
event. Asian Night is an organized cultural
activity, sponsored every year by Asian-
American Student Association since the
organization's inception in 1983.

Students of Asian/Asian-American
backgrounds came together in an effort to

raise the awareness of their identities,

have a focal point from which to draw
strength and inspiration and celebrate
their respective cultures, organizers said.

Paul Gee, president of AASA, who
played am^or role in organizingthe event,
said he believes the organization's goals
came across strongly through the event.

"We gave all our time and energy to

focus on the more important issues and
send a strong message to the UMass
community," Gee said.

AASA's goals on this campus are to

provide Asian and Asian-American stu-

dents with a concrete foundation whether
socially, educationally or by political

means.
The organization also to seeks to pro-

mote the views, voices and experiences of

the Asian/Asian-American campus com-
munity to further their education in their

own historical roots, and to help create a

safer environment for all people to share
and understand one another, according to

the organization's constitution.

Lisa Young, a freshmanAASA member,
said she became involved because she
wanted to be part of the community and
have an infinity with the Asain/Asian-
Americans attending the university.

"I've been dealing with racial harass-
ment all my life, and AASA provided a
forum from which I could help partake in

raising the awareness of issues that we
encounter," Young said.

The evening's program opened up with
'Retrospective Slide Show' which brought
to the attention the organization's 1 years
of continuous effort, progress and
achievements made on behalfofstudents.

John Wong, a senior and co-producer of
Asian Night, has been instrumental in

bringing together the various cultural
groups that made Asian Night work.

"1 became more active in this because I

truly felt I could make a difference," Wong
said. "Through voices, sound, visual props
and taste our message was universal, so
people could understand and join us in

breakingdown the barriers that have been
erected by racism and ignorance."

"The education and collaboration of
AASA's leadership represents the chang-
ing dynamism in society and represents a
progressive movement towards estab-
lishing a better future," Wong said.

The fashion show displayed costumes
from traditional to more contemporary
designs.

More noticeably traditional costumes
appeared from respective cultures such as
Chinese. Korean, Japanese, Indian, Shan

Turn to ASIAN NIGHT, page 1
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A GAME OF CATCH—Freshman Matt Guilbert, undeclared major, goes for the
catch

.
Poised in action

,
eyes closed in determined concentration, he awaits the euphoric

thud of the ball as it is enveloped by his baseball glove. For a moment, he is DiMaggio
and his world, a stadium with lots of fans eating hotdogs.
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(jtS GLB Awareness Week
Monday Through Friday, 9a.m. to 5p.m.
The LBGA Table on the Campus Center Concourse

will have free buttons, whistles and pamphlets.
Wednesday, March 31

Noon — The Development ofGLB Studies Curricu-

lum" A Five College Faculty Presentation. CC 905.

2-4:00p.m — "EnWsioning a Bisexual Future" A
Workshop presented by Christine Murphy, CC 905.

4:30p.m. — Planning Meeting for interested partici-

pants for Women's Bathroom Art Installation Project,

LBGA Office, 413B SU. Presented by Artist Elizabeth

Hall Exhibit will open in the Campus Center Basement
Women's Bathroom, Monday, April 5, 7-8p.m. women
only, 8- 10p.m. general admission for more info please call

582-1861.

7:00p.m. — First Meeting of the Kinsev 1 to 5ers, a
Bisexual Group, LBGA Office. 413 SU.

7:30p.m. — Queer Videographer Tim McCarthy pre-

sents "Goat Boy and the Potato Chip Ritual," a docu-
mentary of a Radical Fairy Ritual, CC 174.

Thursday, April 1

2-4:00p.m — The UMass Connection: the Names
Quilt Archive," a video and presentation by Karen Lederer
and Louise Bloomberg, Co-coordinators of the Women's
Studies Department Interactive Videodisk Project, CC
905.

4-6:00p.m. — FILM SERIES, CC 905
8p.m. — The Lessons of the Quilt," a Talk by Cleve

Jones, founder of the Names Project AIDS Memorial
Quilt, CC 174.

Friday, April 2
Noon — GLB Studies Brown Bag Lecture Series

presents Queer Videographer Tim McCarthy, CC 917.
3-6:00p.m. — LBGA Coffee Social in its NEW LO-

CATION! 6th Floor Thompson Hall Lounge.
9p.m.-2a.m. — BENEFIT DANCE for the UMass

Videodisk Archive of the Names Quilt, with DJs
Paraphonia Campus Center Auditorium, Donation: $4.

Saturday, April 3
Noon — "SerNing in Silence: Discrimination Against

Gays and Lesbians in the Military," Lecture by
Margarethe Cammermeyer, Hampden Southside Room.
Southeast.

2:30-4:30p.m. — Talk by Paul Tighe, Co-Coordinator
ofAmnesty International Members for Gay and Lesbian
Concerns,"CC 905.

8:00p.m. — GLB Cafe, Featuring "Cashews and G-
Strings." a play by Jose LaPointe and Liz Deutsch;
Mt.Holyoke Feminist Acapella Singing Group "Nice
Shoes"; and "Life, the Universe and Everything: A
Fairytale and Anyone Else Who Likes to Be Themselves,"
a |>erformance art piece by Chris Macek. Hampden
Theatre, Donation: $3.

Sunday, April 4
2-3:30p.m. —WORKSHOP I: "Out and Proud — Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual People Discuss Their Experiences"
Facilitated by Alan Davies. CC 905

3:45-5:15p.m. WORKSHOP II: "ATTITUDE : Do you
have it, do you want it, could you sometimes do without
it..." Facilitated by Ali Woolwich, CC 905.

Sarajevo still under fire despite truce

Correction
A quote in the Tuesday, March 30 issue of the

Collegian was incorrectly attributed to Joan Stoia,

the director of the Mather Career C-enter.

The quote, by Amherst Town Manager Barry
Del Castilho, should have read "For those ofus who
dedicate our lives to public service, it's a little bit

disconcerting to see what's happening to the
reputation of public service, and to see how often
community service is an alternative to a jail sen-
tence, as opposed to something people should think
about doing as part of their contribution to their

community." The Collegian regrets the error.

By DAVID CARBY
Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzeoovina — The United Na-
tions rushed to get more aid into the shell-shattered

Muslim enclave ofSrebrenica today, and oflicials tried to

build on a truce that entered its third day.

The French general who commands U.N. soldiers in
Bosnia, Philippe Morillon, said the U.N. was seeking to

follow up quickly on the truce by reaching an agreement
for free movement in and out of Sarajevo.

The time of hostages is over," Morillon told reporters

in Sarajevo. "The time of peace is at the gates."

But Bosnian radio warned listeners to be wary of
snipers in Sarajevo, and U.N. spokesman Commander
Barry Frewer said the cease-fire, which began Sunday,
was "holding, but very tenuously."

U.N. observers recorded sporadic violations of the
cease-fire, including 13 mortar rounds fired on the western
outskirts of Sarajevo and 10 artillery rounds fired in the
area of Bihac in government-held northwestern Bosnia.

Frewer said the U.N. lodged protests in cases where
the violator could be identified.

On Monday, more than 2,300 refugees fled the cold.

hunger and fear ofbesieged Srebrenica and reached Tuzia,
45 miles northwest after a tortuous day-long journey.

The refugees— women, children and old men— were
packed so tightly into the 19 U.N. trucks that they had to
stand on their luggage.

Student Senate Update
The following motions are on the agenda for

debate and voting for the meeting of the Under-
graduate Student Senate on Wed., March 31, 1993
at 7:00p.m. in the Campus Center 163. All members
of the University community are invited to attend
and speak on any motions that come up at the
meeting. As the Student Senate is the representa-
tive body of all UMass undergraduates, the Uni
versity community is encouraged to attend and be
aware of the motions and opinions it passes.

The following items are on the agenda for March
24. 1993. Elections will be held for the positions of
SGA Treasurer and Speaker ofthe Senate. There is

also a proposed amendment to the SCERA Charter.

YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY
BUCKLE YDUR SAFETY BELT.

Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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Prof, lectures
on Christianity
and science
By MATTHEW McCARTHY
Collegian Correspondent

Christand science are directly related according
to a leading cosmologist and historian of science,
who lectured last Sunday night at the Newmari
Center.

Rev. Dr. Stanley L. Jaki, a Benedictine Priest
and a distinguished professor from Seton Hall
University, has vmtten over thirty books on religion
and science and has lectured at over 70 universities
worldwide.

A crowd of about 70 people gathered in the
chapel to hear Jaki's lecture titled, 'Christ and
Science'. This lecture was part of the Cardinal
Newman Lecture Series. Material for the speech
was taken from his book. The Savior of Science."

Jaki began his lecture by describing the central
conflict of religion and science and the view of
Christ as an otherworldly figure who offered his
followers suffering and spoke of a different place,
the kingdom ofGod. While science was a power that
offered truth and a plentiful existence. In the be-
ginning, he said, it was believed that the church
had to be discredited to push science into the
forefront ofmodem thought.

•Western culture believed that science was man's
true savior," he said.

Jaki brought the two together as he argued his
main points.

"Why has Christianity prospered in the age of
science more than any other religion?" he asked.

Jaki answered that Western culture is primarily
a Christian culture. It has also been the leader in
science and because of this it has dominated other
cultures for hundreds of years.

Jaki described science as, "nothing more than a
Turn to LECTURE, page 1
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Program aims to 'bridge worlds'
University professors offer support to urban areas
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

A new program at the University of Massachusetts is
working to increase the University's efforts to reach out to
minority students, according to organizers of the group.

Steve Satell. the director of the Bridging Worlds Pro-
gram, said the program aims at building bridges from
UMass to urban communities and making the University
environment more accessible to students from inner city
environments.

Satell said the program, which is currently sponsored
by Afro-American Studies Professors John Bracey and
Michael Thelwell, also tries to make high school students
realize that they can come to a university environment
and succeed.

"Each world has it's own lingo," Satell said. "We know
much more than we think. . . once language is broken
down, learning becomes step-by-step."

Satell said previous work he has done in Philadelphia
taught him that he could "bridge worlds between the
urban environment and the school world."

Satell said the program invited approximately 20 high
school students from Lowell and 25 from Springfield to
watch the movie Stand and Deliver, a film about a Cali-
fornia high school mathematics teacher who motivates
students from the inner city to higher levels of academic
achievement.

UMass students can become involved in the program
asan independent study, receiving credit for doingoutreach
as well as assigned readings and answering study ques-
tions, under the sponsorship of a professor who usually
teaches in their mtyor.

Satell said nine students are currently participating in
the program as an independent study, with 15 doing
outreach.

Satell added that he hopes the program will become an
official class offered through the Collegiate Committee for
Education of Black and other Minority Students next
year.

Satell said the program plans to invite another group
of high school students to UMass late in April to watch
another movie and see the University.

Also, UMass students involved in the BridgingWorlds
Program vdll participate in Community Service Day on
May 1, Satell said.

Sid Ferreira, an academic advisor for the CCEBMS,
said Bridging Worlds seeks to motivate high school
students to realize they can attend a University if they
work hard enough.

"Irmer city kids want to go to college, so we bring them
in and have students and administrators talk to them
and tell them they can come to the universitv," Ferreira
said. "We allow them to visualize the physical setting of
a campus to basically motivate them."

"We want to get minority students exposed to the the
University, to help reflect that UMass is the state's
flagship university," Ferreira said.

"

Satell said the program is funded through the Mas-
sachusetts Foundation, a private non-profit corporation.
Satell said he hopes the University will "chip in their fair
share" in the future.

He added that Bridging Worlds is planning to hold a
fund-raiser in the near future, with a company called

Turn to PROGRAM, page 1
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Steve Satell is the director of Bridging Worlds, a new

University program, geared towards facilitating a greater en-
rollment of minority students from inner city communities.

information
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

One of the oldest information and re-

ferral services in the country is based
right here in Amherst, but ask any passer-
by on North Pleasant Street if they've
heard about the agency and they will

probably say no.

For 17year8, First Call For Help, which
resides on the third floor of the Jones
Library on Amity St., has provided free

and confidential service to thousands of
Hampshire County residents. The agency,
much to the surprise of its directors, still

remains unknown to many people.

"People have an assumption that a
service like ours doesn't exist so they don't

try to contact us," said administrative
coordinator JoAim James. "I'd like to get
the word out about the good we do for the
community."

First Call is an information and refer-
ral service that provides a link between
the client and the services which are
available to that client. The extensive
data base they maintain provides infor-

mation about local and state programs,
support groups, clubs, etc. at the touch of
a button.

"We are the community's central
switchboard," said directorNancy Cowen,
who works part time at the agency along
with eight other staffmembers, including
three work study students from the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts. "First Call an-

PFLAG helps parents
Local group supports GLB families

swers questions on everything from AIDS
to preventing foreclosure to running for

public office. We save other businesses
. and organizations a lot oftime and energy.

"

Although First Call is open to everyone,
almost 75 percent ofits cUents are women.
In the last few years, however, there have
been more and more "first time" clients
who are both male and female.

"Most ofthese people have never before
needed public assistance but are forced to
use it now," said Cowen, in reference to
the tough economic times the region now
faces. "They are apprehensive and em-
barrassed, asking for help only when their
personal resources are exhausted, the bills

are overdue, or their housing is in jeop-
ardy."

First Call handles these requests at a
much lower cost than any other agency. In
fiscal year 1992, their service to Amherst
residents cost the town less than $2.00 per
client contact, no matter how much time,
research or case coordination was required.

The recent recession has put funding
for the agency in jeopardy, raising the
possibility that many ofFirst Call's clients
will turn to town hall, other municipal
ofTlces, the libraries, or the wrong agencies
for help.

"Not only would this lower the pro-
ductivity of these places, but it would
mean frustration and misunderstanding
for clients and workers alike becau.se only
First Call has the broad but detailed

Turn to REFERRAL SERVICE, page 14

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The Parents and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays (PFLAG) is an organization that

exists to support gays, lesbians and bi-

sexuals and their families.

The national federation ofPFLAG was
first organized in 1981 and is now made
up of more than 300 regional chapters.

The mission of PFLAG includes support,

education and advocacy.

Jean Genasci, the northeast regional

director of PFLAG, helps set up new
chapters in the area. The northeast region

includes the six New England states and
the Canadian provinces of Ontario, Que-

bec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland.

Genasci said the PFLAG support groups

come in three levels. The first level is the

household level, where there is a small

group used as a contact. The next level is

a larger group that meets in a home or

public space. Finally, the group forms a

chapter that can have as many 100

members.
"Support is available at all locations and

people are encouraged to participate at

their own level of comfort," Genasci said.

PFLAG has a "respect all youth" pro-
gram which generates three issue papers.
These papers deal with GLB teen suicide,
GLB teens at risk and youth and homo-
sexuality. These papers are designed for

Turn to PFIJVG, page 14

ANDREA MIGLIASSI / COLLEGIAN
Jean Genasci

WHERE IS MY CEREAL?—A campus squirrel stops a faithful

poses this question, "Have you seen my box of Clusters?"

COLLEGIAN FILE PHOTO
photographer and
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Cyr
continued from page 1

' '

Other participants also said Cyr was a devoted
father.

-He was one of the most proud fathers I've ever
met said a man who would only identify himself
as Alex. He said he remembered Cyr bringing
Meghan to the Campus Center Concourse

-To me he's still a great friend," Alex said "He
hasn t been proven guilty."

Alex said he expressed condolences to the
Hartnett family.

Those present also said they feared with the rise
of domestic violence, and attention to the issue
that Cyr would be used as an example.

"I hope and pray he is not used as a scapegoat "

Michelle Moran, 20, said. Moran left the podium in
tears after she said Cyr was both mother and
lather to his daughter. Meghan.

Paz said Cyr was an active student and he was
a member ofWMUA and a fraternity brother Paz
said that It was Cyr who first issued a restraining
order against Hartnett.

Paz said she visited Cyr at the Franklin County
House ofCoiTections where he is beingheld without
bail

.

She said Cyr told her not to believe everything
she read in the newspapers.

Paz would not comment on who might have
murdered Hartnett. She said the press conference
was being held to discuss Cyr as a person, not to
speculate on his guilt or innocence.

Forum analyzes GLB issues
COLLEGIAN

By MARIE KALLINEY
Collegian Staff"

Gays, lesbians and bisexuals on campuses across the
country need a nationwide correspondence agency, said
Curt Shepard, the co-chair of the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force's (NGLTF) Board of Directors.

Shepard led a discussion session on Friday at the
office of the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Concerns, located in Southwest. Students from the Five-
College system were invited to come and share their
ideas about forming a national task force and discuss the
needs of GLB students, staft'and faculty.

"NGLTF is hoping to provide campus based constitu-
encies with resource materials about leadership devel-
opment, as well as link up people on campuses to the
broader GLB movement," said Shepard. "Basically
we re looking to link campuses up with each other

"

Other goals ofNGLTF include publishing a quarterly
newsletter, producing organizing manuals and "how to"
materials and developing thecampus programming track
at the annual Creating Change conference, where gays,
lesbians and bisexuals discuss acceptance problems

"We also want to be able to computerize the Task

Force, said Shepard. Digital Queers, a computer com-
pany, is currently working with the Task Force to up-
grade its system. Digital Queers is hoping to create a
system that will reach every active campus and provide
information about what i s happening on other campuses
Digital Queers will be donating the necessary equipment
and trainers to teach the Task Force how to properly use
the system.

"Right now there is no place to find out what is going
on with the concerns aftairs ofthe other campuses across
the country, and this system, along with our other efTorts
will hopefully solve that problem," Shepard said.

Students who attended the discussion said they are
hopeful that these new changes will make the Task Force
a more effective way of conveying the concerns of GLB
students on campuses nationwide. They also expressed
discomfort with what one student called "the multi-
culturalism division of UMass."

The students in attendance also said they felt GLB
issues are not included with the major parts of the
charter of UMass' multicultural campus affairs and ac-
tivities. Specifically, they said they feel their efforts are
overlooked and the administration is apathetic toward
GLB activities on campus.

Clinton plans to aid Russia

CONTACT
LENS CARE
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By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Demobilized Russian soldiers
without homes or jobs could create tensions unless the
United States lends a helping hand. Secretary of State
Warren M. Christopher told a congressional hearing
today. ^

He said Americans would be sent to Russia to help
supervise housing construction as one pf the projects
President Clinton is considering in an aid package to
support President Boris N. Yeltsin.

Christopher told a Senate Appropriations subcom-
niittee the aid "should not be portrayed here or there as
chanty" but as an investment in American security.

The demobilization of hundreds of thousands of sol-
diers IS the result of the end of the Cold War and the
withdrawal offormer Soviet forces from Eastern Europe

"They don't have housing. They don't have jobs."
Christopher told the Appropriations foreign operations

subcommittee. "You can just see the kind of tension
created."

Sen. Patrick Leahy. D-Vt.. the panel's chairman con-
ceded "foreign aid is not the most popular issue" this year,
but cautioned that nothing is more important for U S
security than the success of economic reform in Russia.

Christopher alsodrew support from the subcommittee's
ranking Republican, Sen. Mitch McConnell ofKentucky
who encouraged him to expand aid to Russia and to other
deserving countries. "We cannot help secure democracy
in Russia by pinching pennies." he said.

McConnell offered a proposal to send American volun-
teers to Russia to help construct new homes for the
returning troops. Christopher promptlv endorsed the
idea as similar to the program Clinton is considering.

With the Clinton-Yeltsin summit set for this weekend
Christopher said he could not say how much a Russia aid
package would cost. "The final decisions have not been
made, he said.

The Chancellor Search

Committee
needs all evaluation and
other written comments

about the three candidates
by

5:00 RM. , Friday, April 2.

They should be turned in to 'NitaHasan, Chancellor's Office.

All those who saw the candidates
hve or on cable are strongly
encouraged to comment.

The search committee needs your input !!!
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University of Massachusetts

THE ARENA
The

GUNS N' ROSES
CONCERT

originally sched-
uled for March
1 3th has been re-

scheduled for

Thursday, May
6th. All March 13th

tickets will be hon-
ored for the May
6th performance.

Tickets are still

available at the

Mullins Center
Box Office, all

Ticketmaster out

lets or by phone
413-733-2500.

THE RINK
April Skating Hours

Daily: 12 noon -2:00 pm
Saturday: 8-10 pm
Skate Rentals Now

Available
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My own date rape myth'
I heard someone say this week that

date rape was a myth. Feminists just
conjured this warped scenario up in their
head, like regular Amy Fishers. I remem-
ber feeling a little confused after hearing
this. I wasn't sure how to react to such a
strident claim. I sat for a while in silence.
I guess it never happened I told myself.

THOMAS

vow //V Of^£

;±J

Two years and counting
Dues? We have to pay dues? Oh, well,

what the hell. Here you go. Where do you
get the keys?

Hmmm, scrod again. Oh. it's got basil
on it this time.

Where 'd you get all that vodka? How
can they call this "imported" when it only
came from Sunderland. Massachusetts?

No. I wouldn't cross a picket line. Yeah,
I know it's just a car. real funny. I just
think people should work for more than
the f>eanuts they're getting.

NATHAN
CRICK

Diana Hacker. I paid 15 bucks for Diana
Hacker.

Wait a minute, this isn't fair. I didn't
mean manganese. I meant magnesium.
Who wrote this stupid test anyway? Since
when do I have to study for these things?

I wish these people would get out ofmy
way. I'm sick of looking at their pitiful

signs. Get a job! Yeah, yeah, I know what
. I said before, but I got classes you know.

Well, I read some stuff. Watched TV.
Shovelled snow.
Oh man. . . somebody hurled right in

front ofmy door. God, it's good to be home
again.

Did you see the paper today? They let

the cops off. The Rodney King guys, they
let 'em go free. What the hell? What is

wrong with this country when people can't

see things like that?

Yeah, I was there! I hung around in

Whitmore for a couple ofhours and talked
with some cool people. People even sent us
cigarettes and toilet paper. I can't wait to

see the news, we actually did something,
you know? We got something done.

I don't see what the big deal is. I hear
most ofthe leaders ofthe first rally bailed

out of this protest. I don't know, it was so

much better at the first one. Why do people
always have to screw a good thing up?

Nirvana's coming to the Spring Con-
cert? No way!
U2 is coming to the Spring Concert? No

way!
Damn, it seems like half the floor's

gone this year. Well yeah, they're here,
but all they do is hang out with their
girlfriends. It's the first Friday and nobody
even bothered to pass out in the bathroom.
What's the world coming to?

Oh, I'm sure he did more than that. You
just know the guy's a bakehead.

What is that supposed to mean? What
kind of idiot would put an apostrophe
there? Yeah, you're right. The kind ofidiot
who would scrawl that crap.

There was a riot? What riot? What's
going on around here? What is in Memo-
rial Hall anyway? Isn't that the same guy
from last year in there? Don't these people
graduate?"

Oh, give me a break. I'm an Ally! I'm an
Ally! Let me be your friend even though
I'm White! Let's solve our problems with a
catchy pin! Maybe this really isn't the real
world after all, eh?

Christmas issue? How about Fascist
issue? Where'd they dig up that character
from the Young Aryan Fools' club. And
why did he swallow that tire?

We've got a hippie for president. This is

just too cool. Timothy Leary for secretary
of state! Tie-dyes all around!
When I get a house I am never, ever

going to put a plastic Santa Claus in my
yard. Maybe something like a glow in the
dark Death. Make people glad to be alive.

Oh, the new Chancellors are speaking
today, I should go see them. Chicken
Tenders tonight though. Chancellors. . .

Chicken Tenders. . .alas, the agony of
UMass.

Nathan Crick isaCoUegiancolumnist.

Those memories that have been tor-
menting me for three years — were just
something that I had made up because, I

don't know. . I was bored. Those memo-
ries that have kept me awake at night,
fearful to fall asleep to that look in his eye!
. . were just some mind game that I was
playing after reading a Steven King novel.

And so I sat. silent. Silence is a scary
thing, isn't it? It can be our best friend and
it can be our worstenemy. I haven't decided
yet which one applies to me. Some might
think that a silent cry is one that is never
heard. Only I cried that night and I know
he heard me.

It's a myth, it never happened. I re-

member when I spent a year of my life

saying the exact thing to myself. Over and
over and over again. It never happened, it

never happened. But as much as I tried to
shut it out, the hauntingefTectofsomeone's
hands gripping your wrists holding them
over your head as they spread apart your
legs with their knee. . . well, the pain just
doesn't really go away all together.

It's funny how we all wish we could
erase a certain part ofour memories atone
time or another. 1 remember wishing that

I had the ability to turn my finger into an
eraser, reach into my mind andjust erase,
erase, erase. Then it would be okay, then
it would have been a myth.

I rememberwhen I was littlemy mother
used to read me fairy tales about the
prince saving the princess, running away
with her, getting married and living
happily ever after. That love, that trust of
two people, was beautiful to me. . . but as
I grew older I realized it was a myth.

Trust. Well, nowadays I'd say that was
one of the biggest myths of all. I trusted
him, and now I'm left with these memories
that will never go away, that will never
leave me be. For nearly three years now,
I've tried desperately to figure out for
myself if it was a myth or not.

I wonder if the man who said that has
ever replayed something in his mind over
a thousand times within one week. Trying
to make some sense of a situation that
didn't have any sense. Trying to decide
how many times you screamed NO, and if

during those times he heard you, if you
had said it enough, if you could have
fought harder or cried, screamed, done
something louder, better.

Soyou sit in silence as your friends talk
of their night out. going over and over it in
your head, thinking someday maybe the
tape will run out. Wishing someday that
the night you lost a large part of yourself
never happened; the night your heart
broke, your trust disappeared and your
smile vanished was all in your head.
And so I sat in silence for three years

pretending it was a myth, but I'm not
living happily ever after.

E C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

GLB — emotions, not ideology
As a guy who likes other guys. I am

heartened to learn of the effectiveness of
the GLB Speakers Bureau in broadening
the perspective ofthe ill-informed masses
[Collegian, March 29 j.

To supplement or reiterate the dis-

claimer the speakers use. to be gay, lesbian
or bisexual (should one choose to define it

as such) is not a "point of view," nor is it

one or a set of "opinions." Everyone has
affectional and sexual preferences. There
is no community or "ideology" that each of
us represents.

We arejust folks ofvaryingexperiences,
religious beliefs, family backgrounds, de-
grees of self-acceptance, security, fashion
sense — even varying degrees of oppres-
sion — in a society that is fraught with
prejudice (misinformed opinions, usually
negative) about human behavior and its

implications.

Being gay, lesbian bisexual or what-
ever does not necessitate an ideology. We're
talking about emotions that we were nei-
ther asked or forced to feel, unlike
homophobia which, in its varyingforms. is

as much a part ofour society as the Catho-
lic Church in its varying forms. A feeling
can be neither argued nor disagreed with.

To conceptualize a "GLB community"
is to homogeruze a, forgive me, diverse
and massive group ofindividuals here and
around the world. So get to know a few of
us and broaden your perspective. Get to

know many ofus andyou may be surprised,
as I was, that "sexual preference" is just
one important lens through which one
perceives himselfor herselfand the world.
Sexuality might be, but its manifestations
are not genetic. Read up, and come out.

Jesse Parsons
Central

Columnist negates Asian efforts

Whiny letter justifies rage
Since it was still a week until April

Fool's Day, I was surprised to read
Christopher Miles' ridiculous "attack" on

the women's movement [Co//e^/an , March
261. Chris, after a heart-wrenching
"struggle with hissoul," has finally reached

the conclusion that all ofus feminists, who
by description are simply supporters of

equal rights for women, are "lesbian Na-
zis." While still in shock fromjust learning
I was a lesbian. Chris then informed me
that I was a "whiny. pathetic little girl."

Excuse me, have we met? I find it funny he

accuses the women's movement of being

whiny. What would you call your letter,

Chris? It's whiny with a capital "w"— in

fact, it sounds like you just got dumped.
And no, we don't want something to rage

at, we've already got it—your letter made
that perfectly clear.

Chris, who apparently is an authority

on violence against women, informs us

that date rape is an "imaginary situation."
I know several victims who would be very
interested in discussing this with you. Or
better yet, why don't you volunteer time at
the Rape Crisis Center: tell them face to
face that they only imagined it.

Chris, your letter was so completely
foolish, I feel somewhat guiltyjustifying it

with a response. You obviously do not
understand the women's movement be-
cause you've missed the point entirely.

Feminism has nothing to do with hating
men, opening car doors or shaving legs.

Women don't dislike you because you're a
"White male at UMass;" we dislike you
because you're an idiot. It is you hiding
behind your gender, not I . So the next time
you go spewing off in a public forum, why
don'tyou choose somethingyou're remotely
qualified to discuss.

Shannon Fesperman
Amherst

This is in response to the editorial

by Shyamala Ivatury | Collegian , March
291 titled, "Asian heritage exploited."

Certain points presented in that edito-

rial pertaining to Western atrocities

against Asia and its peoples were le-

gitimate and well brought up. How-
ever, it was totally wrong to use Asian
Night as a springboard for these poin ts

,

and in doing so negating all the effort,

cooperation and hard work put into

Asian Night.

The purpose of Asian Night was to

celebrate the rich culture and heritage

Asians and Asian Americans have
brought to this country, and to educate
people about this culture. The "danc-
ing, singing and twirling in brightly

colored garbs" is all a part of that cel-

ebration, and shouldn't be discounted
because it doesn't reflect the horrors of
humanity. That simply wasn't the pur-
pose of Asian Night. The purpose was
to celebrate Asia.

Asian Night was not just "singing
and dancing." Ifyou happened to miss
it. there was an excellent skit, dedi-
cated to slain Asian American Vincent
Chin, which explored many of the tur-

bulent emotions and issues Asian and
Asian American students face every
day. The slide show that opened up the
evening's events showed the many faces

of Asians and Asian Americans on the
UMass campus, and introduced the
Asian American Students Association,

a very active organization in dealing
with Asian issues. Master Lee, touted
as a "true" Asian American comedian,
made the audience crack up with his

"truly" Asian American brand of com-
edy.

And so what ifthere o^a-s singing and
dancing and twirling and enjoying of
ethnic foods? Doesn't every culture have
the right to?

Your points were all well taken and,
being an Asian woman myself, I empa-
thized with a lot of your anger and
frustration at the wrongs done to Asian
cultures throughout history. But it

takes things like Asian Night, and the
education and positive attitude it

brings, to change all that. Then maybe
one day well be able to celebrate, and
not have to think about the bad things.

Helen Hong
Orchard HiU
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North Korea strikes first blow to US hegemony
The first major blow to the New World Order (global

U.S. hegemony) has been struck. North Korea, an inde-
pendent socialist state in EastAsia, has given the requisite
90 days notice and is formally withdrawing from the Non-
Proliferation Treaty. TheNPT is one ofthe most important
cornerstones of the New World Order and the U.S. can
hardly imagine a more damaging precedent. The most
important fact is that for once, there is nothing whatso-
ever the almighty Americans can do about it.

Korea is a small peninsula, no bigger than New
England, with a population of 65 million. 43 miUion of
whom reside in the occupied territories below the 38th
Parallel, also known as South Korea.

Since the 1945 U.S. invasion of Korea, the southern
portion ofthe country has become a colonial military base
for the United States military. It is the U.S. that has
introduced nuclear and rocket weaponry in the Korean
peninsula, which has deployedover40,000 troops to plunder
the rural lands of the peninsula, and conduct provocative
annual war game manuevers known as Team Spirit.

The U.S. and it's South Korean puppet regime sus-
tained one of the most brutal counter-insurgency cam-
paigns in Asia. Over 100.000 people were massacred
even before the actual war broke out in 1950. Ground
troops who were operating under a smoke screen of
airborne destruction left in their wake the horror ofmass
devastation. By the time the United Nations forces pushed
into North Korea, the U.S. had plastered the north with
millions ofgallons ofnapalm and other explosives. Within
five months of the start of the war, the U.S. ofilcially

grounded its bomber force because "there were no more
targets to hit." U.S. military leaders referred to what had
been done in Korea in terms of "the worst slaughter ever
known.' More bombs were dropped in Korea between
1950 to 1953 then the whole of Europe in World War II.

The U.S. not only burned most of the peninsula, but also
"incinerated unknown hundreds ofthousands ofKoreans
with napalm, drove much of the rest of the population
and industry underground, and finally bombed irrigation
dams ( last done by the Nazis and deemed a war crime at
Nuremburg)." In an inten-iew given in 1954, Douglas
MacArthur said, "I would have dropped between 30 and
50 atomic bombs . . . across the neck ofManchuria." Later
he planned to "spread from the sea ofJapan to the Yellow
Sea lie., across the middle of North Korea) a belt of
radioactive cobalt ... it has an active life of between 60
and 120 years."

U.S. military aggression in Korea is more obvious
during Team Spirit. Over 80,000 troops arrive on the
peninsula for three weeks and put on a massive show of
force, marching up and down the center of the country.
These belligerent war games have proven to be unmis-
takably threatening. Reports have been filed this year
aganist the South and its Western overlord of gun fire

being shot across the Panmunjum boaders threatening
the security of the North.
North Korea is believed to be developing a nuclear
weapon which has everybody in the West scratching

their heads, wondering what to do. The answer is simple— the U.S. can't do anything. The great white giant ofthe
past has become the funny dwarf of East Asia.

In early March, North Korea withdrew from the Non-
proliferation treatycausingmuch consternation especially

in the white man's nuclear club.

The NPT is an offensive document that maintains
nuclear monopolistic control for the northern white
powers, plus China. The document divides the world into
"nuclear-weapon" statesand "non-nuclearweapon" states.
A nuclear weapon state is one that has exploded a bomb
before 1967. Such states are exempted from pledging not
to manufacture nuclear explosives and fi-om International
Atomic Energy Atomic inspections, making them first

class international citizens.

Sandra

ROSE
The LA.EA was created by the U.S. in 1957 to ensure

that it could inspect and control all nuclear programs
except its own.

It is apparent that the U.S. policy ofinternational Jim
Crow is carried out by the NPT and IAEA. When Israel
and South Africa, white European settler-colonial states,
acquired nuclear weapons there was not an "urgent and
essential need to allow the agency to carry out any
additional inspections," as they said of North Korea. As
long as such weapons are in white hands, little fear of
"irrational" misuses are voiced, however hysteria ac-
companies all Third World deterrent protests.

North Korea has not violated any treaty obligations
and has done nothing wrong. The U.S. in fact is the only
country that has used nuclear weapons, has the largest
arsenal of weapons, and indeed has threatened North
Korea itself (and other countries) with nuclear attack at
a time when Korea was defenseless.

The U.S. claims that North Korea's nuclear develop-
ment program is not a result of a people defending
themselves but a way for leader Kim Jong II to increase
hisown power. However, with over 40,000 troops stationed
in the South, another 40,000 troops in the neighboring
Okinawa naval base in Japan, and 80,000 more troops
ready for deployment at the sound of a single command,
there is a serious threat of U.S. military aggression.
While nuclear weapons have supposedly been removed
from South Korea, nuclear capable U.S. ships are coming
into the South Korean ports. The U.S. will neither con-
firm nor deny the presence of nuclear weapons.

The U.S. have placed all the political, economic, cul-
tural, and military affairs of South Korea under their
control by luring South Korea with so-called "aid" as bait.
Under the signboard of "joint defense" the U.S. army
commander in fact has absolute supreme command over
South Korean troops. Part of the miUtary expenses that
upkeep the puppet army of the South is paid for directly
by U.S. military aid. It is cheaper to maintain these
mercenary forces and give Koreans a false sense of

helping" preserve the country's interests.

Unlike South Korea, the North Korean state has been
independent from foreign domination, whether from
Washington, Moscow, or even Beijing, and from ma-
nipulation. The state practices the principle concepts of
JUCHE — discarding tiie spirit of dependence, display-
ing the spirit ofself-reliance and solving one's own affairs

under all circumstances. North Korea remained stead-
fast and strong throughout the Cold War and is an
example ofa successful indef>endent country in the New
Worid Order.

Life expectancy in N.rth Korea is 70-74 years, virtu-

ally all adults are litera.o, and 99 percent ofinfants have
been immunized compared to 79 percent in South Korea.
Women make up 46 percent of the labor force, compare
that figure to South Korea's 33.9 percent. Women in
North Korea comprise 25 percent of the Parliament
compared to 2 percent in South Korea and a pathetic 7
percent in the U.S.

The immoral and degrading behavior ofU.S. troops in
South Korea has led to an increased number ofrapes and
deaths of Korean women. The racist arfogance of red
neck GI's has aUenated most of the South Korean popu-
lation. Fortunately, the northern half of the peninsula
has been immune to such barbarity aft«r closing its

borders to such scoundrels.

North Korea stands i n solidarity with other countries
pursuing liberation fror^ western colonialism. One ofthe
most important interna: lonal functions ofNorth Korea is

it's role as one of the few independent Third World
sources ofdefense technology. For example. North Korea
has provided Scud-B missiles to both Iraq and Iran,
nations badly in need of defense support. Furthermore,
North Korea provides c Ionized peoples with moral and
diplomatic support. For example, Kim il Sung, North
Korean leader has boldly stated. The Arab peoples are
valiantly fighting with arms in their hands against the
brazen gangster-like invasion ofthe Israeli expansionists
and their manipulators the imperialists led by the U.S.
imperialists. The anti-' '.S., anti-Israeli struggle waged
by the Arab people's today is a just struggle to defend
national independence and dignity, to restore the occu-
pied Arab territory and accomplish the Palestinian
people's cause of liberation."

Needless to say, it would be ideal for the world to be rid
of nuclear weapons. But as long as Britain, France,
Russia, the U.S., and I.->rael stockpile vast nuclear arse-
nals subjecting the Third World to nuclear blackmail, no
state can be expected to leave itself to their tender
mercies. After all, the 'S. threatened to NUKE North
Korea just 40 years ago.

The NPT as a centerpiece ofthe colonial New World
Order must be smashed! North Korea shows the Third
World the way to the future, and liberation through
independence and strength. The New World Order stops
here and the Americans are powerless to do anythinjr!
JUCHE!

Sandra Rose is a Collegian staffmember

Beware of administration s so-called generosity
Please don't get happy when the ad-

ministration tells you they are going to

perform a so-called act of kindness. As
soon as they claim they are going to per-

form an action then we should all be on
guard because they hand us this pretext
which is used to pacify us. The adminis-
tration gives us a platter that was suppose
to be filled with ham, but they left us with
the few pieces and stole the bones and all

the fat right from under our nose.

What they claim they are doing should
have already been in place. How is someone
going to get happy over a so-called act of
kindness atyour school when the kindness
is a disguise for guilty devils.

This reminds me ofwhen Mr. Malcolm
X told the audience in his second speech to

OAAU rally on July 5, 196, that "so much
huUaballoo was being made over this new
civil rights legislation ..." Some might say
it was great the United States finally

passed the civil rights bill, but the point is

those who helped build this country
shouldn't have to wait for a civil rights bill

to be treated well in one's own country. It's

like someone giving you the right to use
the bathroom in your own home.
Why should the African-American,

Latino, Asian American and Native
American community or anyone else have
to wait to be treated with respect and
decency in our own school?

The administration is probably patting
themselves on the back saying we gave
them what they wanted, they should be
happy. Well good God. we have made
some progress and they think they have
done something good, when it should have
already been in effect.

The real power on this campus belongs
in the hands of the students not the ad-
ministrators. The administrators are sim-
ply trustees or representatives for the
students. They are in positions ofprivilege
not positions ofright.lt is their obligation
and duty to serve the campus community
in an effective capacity. Some of our ad-
ministrators earn very good pay in their
positions, but I don't think that their
performance deserves such high rewards.
If our tuition and tax dollars are going to

pay those people, then we the students
should damn-well make sure they earn
every last red penny. When they cannot
perform up to par or decide to become
involved in sabbotage, then someone needs
to take the Amtrack.

Malkes

GOMES
This time around if promises are not

totally carried through [which has been
the case through the annals of this uni-
versity] it will not only be the university's

fault but our fault as well. The protesting
might be over, but that does not mean we
just forget about last semester.

When you check your luggage in at the
airport, you check it all the way through.
That means that the ALANA community
mustfoUowall theway through. We cannot
just sit back and wait for a few years to

pass and then start from ground zero
again. This cyclical process becomes very
sickly after awhile. It becomes tiresome
because so many before us have fought for

the same things. It is like watching the
same video over four-hundred times over

a three-hundred year period. Wecan'tjust
stand up and clap our hands when some
ominous event happens, but rather keep
everything in check everyday.

The students pay tuition yearly and it

increases every semester. At the same
time the tuition increases, the services are
diminishing, which is very ironic. We are
not gettingour money's worth. The services
should be increasing and getting better.
In fact ALANA students must demand
more money and put it into programs like
CCEBMS, BCP. and UALRC instead of
idily watching the funding for these pro-
grams levelled or decreased. It could lead
to the same kind of espionage that took
place with Upward Bound. (In fact, the
grapevine says all the money allotted for
such programs have not been put into
these programs, but that is a whole other
story.)

A few weeks ago, I condemned the
Uncle Toms over in the
big house and the phony allies. This week
I would like to remember those from
ALANA community and allies who have
been fighting with us, for us and before us.
They have been committed before some of
us were born. I am sure that some ofthem
could be getting much more money at
other institutions, butyet they have stayed
with us. I looked at some oftheir faces last
semester during the meeting with the
chancellor and I could see their frustration.
They sa'^ this same scenario many times
before.

We must remember where the struggle
began and where we are going. Although
some of us were not here in the sixties,
never had a dog put on us or a hose

knocked .^cross our head because we were
protesti;i,'non-violently for our rights, we
must re' ember those who did. Because of
those wl , beared the pain we are fortunate
enough to be here today. They advanced
us up the mountain top, although the
peak seems like it's way up in the sky.
They wore strong, so we should remain
strong

We ^ re not always going to see eye to
eye on everything within the ALANA
community because we are human. Some
of us IT '.y not like one another, but that
doesn't meanwe can't work together. Those
who want to work together will work to-
gether and those who don't want to become
involved, we will leave them in the woods.
Each branch of the ALANA community
needs to clean out their individual houses
and then we can clean out the whole house
together. We have got to concentrate on
our similarities, learn from the differences
and discard the ignorancesand stereotypes
we have learned. We don't need to be
ignorant toward each other or stereotype
one another because others have already
done this for the ALANA community.

By the year 2,000 our numbers will
have increased greatly. Our children will
have to live together. It is no longer simply
a Black and White thing, as it has been
portrayed throughout history. It's an
everybody's thing. They wanted it to be a
Black and White thing because everybody
else was suppose to melt into the pot, but
now we are all sprouting from the salad.
We must walk together in order to become
all the more powerful.

Malkes Gomes ia a Collegian staff
member

Multicultural Affairs
The Long Night of the Palestinian Holocaust
DAWN. The sleepy peace is broken bv 200 heavilv f" "^BF ^ TT"^DAWN. The sleepy peace is broken by 200 heavilyarmed sraeh soldiers entering a quiet Gaza street

Suddenly, a drag-net seals offthe area, doors are broken
down, women and children dragged screaming from their
beds, wmdows smashed, and all the Palestinians hauled
mto the center of the street.

KP ^r^.T? 1? P"' ^" ^ "'^^^' '^""d hand and foot and
bhndfolded. The others watch helplessly as the Israeli
forces shell for eight long hours, after which the IsraeU
bulldozers clear away the rubble that once was called
home by 19 families and 180 persons. The families, told
to go home." wander aimlesslv amid the crumbling
remains of their shattered world. There have been 17
raids since the Intifada began, with countless homes
demoHshed.

Shyamala

IVATURY
DUSK. Two youths, heads swathed in black and white

Kafiyahs. slip around a comer of their West Bank
neighborhood. They move like cats, quickly and carefully,
aware ofrisks though armed only with spray paint, their
small hands a blur as they embroider a wall with slogans
of liberation.

Suddenly, all is lost. The Israeli patrol, catching sight
ofthe two boys, open fire with their Gahl machine guns.
An eleven and twelve year old. children, brothers, and
Palestinians, lie dead in their own streets, shot in the
back by the Israelis.

Hundreds of children have been killed by Israelis
since the Intifada began.

NIGHT. The order goes out from the Prime Minister's
office across the occupied territories, hundreds of Pales-
tinians. 1.600 in all. are pulled from their homes without
warning and without charges. Within hours, 415 ofthem
are sitting on IsraeU miUtary buses, bound and bhnd-
folded. being driven by those who occupy their country to
dump them in a foreign land (also occupied by Israel).

They are taken to a barren mountain in the freezing
dead ofwinter. There they are released and told that they
have been expelled from "Eretz Israel." When they try to
walk back toward their homeland they are shot at, some
wounded. They are still there to this day, victims of
Israeli ethnic cleansing, unable to see their land or loved
ones, surviving on the charity oflocal Lebanese villagers,
a symbol ofthe Palestinian experience.

Founded in 1897 by Theodar Herzl, Zionism is a
political movement that emerged against the backdrop of
European industrialization and the expansion of Euro-
pean colonial rule in Asian and Africa. There are two
paradigmatic traditions ofmodem western thought: social

enlightenment and colonial racism. The Jewish version
ofthe latter being expressed in political Zionism.

Political Zionism purported to offer a solution to the
question of anti-semitism in Europe by establishing a
Jewish State through the colonialization of Palestine.
The colonization entailed the transformation of Arab
Palestine through the dispossession and mass transfer of
the Palestinian Arab population. In 1948, the fledging
settler Jewish State expelled 800,000 Palestinians, and
when it expanded itself in 1967. 300.000 more. Today
there are more than 3 million Palestinians who have
been wrenched from their homeland, another one-in-a-

halfmillion who live in the occupied territories, the West
Bank and Gaza.

Palestinian women march through Bethlehem following Sunday church services, marking International SNo^td^r^^
sign at right reads "March 8 is a special day for the fight of Palestinian women."

The ethnic cleansing has involved the numerous mas-
sacres of Palestinian people and the raising of their

villages. To illustrate. On April 9, 1948 the Revisionist

Zionist National Military Organization (Irgun Tzevai
Leumi) led by the future Prime Minister and Nobel Peace
Prize winner Menahem Begin and the fighters for the
Freedom of Israel ( Lohamei Herut Israel ) led by the fu-

ture Prime Minister, Yitzhak Shamir attacked the un-
armed and peaceful village of Deir Ysin, murdering
almost 300 people, including women and children.

Given the realities which characterize life for Arabs
under Israeli rule, and the odious system of Israeli

apartheid under which they suffer, for many people
around the world, Israel has replaced South Africa as the

most hideously racist and abusive colonial system in the
world today.

Conditions in the Gaza Strip are so awful that they
even shock visitors from Soweto. Gaza has become what
amounts to be the largest concentration camp in history,

with up to a million people crammed into a tiny plot of

land, surrounded by barbed wire fences, check points and
heavily armed troops, its people being penned inside for

days, weeks or even months at a time, prevented from

moving by the Israelis.

In Jerusalem, Jewish fundamentalists speak openly

of demolishing the Haram-al-Sharif, and its centerpiece

the Dome ofthe Rock Mosque, international symbol of

Jerusalem itself, to construct a new Jewish temple. It

was in that same Mosque in 1990 where Israeli troops

opened fire on Palestinians, killing more than 15, one of

the most murderous desecrations of a holy site in recent

memory.
Elsewhere in the city. Palestinian homes, churches,

and hospices are seized by Israelis with support ofthe

government, which openly plans to continue to remove

Palestinians, and their mosques and churches, and re-

place them with Israelis. Palestinians wail as the walls
close in, but to no avail, this year in Jerusalem.

In Bethlehem these days. Christmas celebrations are
almost always cancelled by its townsfolk, always mourn-
ing some new atrocity suffered by themselves and other
Palestinians at the hands ofthe Israelis. Many among
the 400 victims ofthe recent ethnic cleansing were from
that little town of Bethlehem.

For the Israelis want the land without the people.
Palestine without the Palestinians. Therefore every-
thing they do is designed to get Palestinians out and
bring Israelis in. That is why conditions for Palestinians
under Israeli rule are such that every day is as bad as the
L.A. riots, where armed settlers continuosly open fire on
unarmed natives, where children are shot daily, and
where ethnic cleansing is routine state policy.

Nor can Palestinians look to the Israeli Supreme
Court for protection, since the court has never reversed
an expulsion order, and has the unique distinction of
being internationally alone in oflicially approving state
torture.

Palestinians have also been unable to find any sup-
port from the United States, Israel's ultra-generous
benefactor. Americans give Israel, a nation of less than
four million people over $4 billion per year in taxpayer
dollars. Ordinarily that might mean that the Americans
would assert some influence.

But in this case it would seem not, since the Israelis
have firebombed U.S. libraries and consular offices in
Egypt, attacked a U.S. Navy ship killing many American
sailors, and set up the most sinister spy network in the
United States in decades. Jonathan Polard. Israel's
American nuclear spy and an employee ofthe U.S. Navy
intelligence, sent some of the most sensitive American
nuclear secrets to Prime Ministers Rabin and Shamir, all

in return for $4 billion a year.

Palestinians cannot look to America to pressure Israel
because in this relationship, the Israeli tail wags the
American dog. Israel is clearly in command of its rich old
uncle.

What lies ahead for Palestinians in the hands of such
a state? The situation is rapidly deteriorating, with more
than 70 killed in the past few months and the age ofthe
victims falling steadily. The new "liberal" government is

proving harsher than its predecessor in every possible
way, and the peace talks have produced only more Israeli

atrocities.

Time is running out for the Palestinians, for as holo-
caust survivor Israel Shahak points out, "The key to

understanding Israeli politics is Jewish racism." In-
terred in the Poniatowo and Bergen-Belsen Nazi con-
centration camps in his youth, Shahak has long been
noted as a man who tells, as he puts it,"the simple truth
aboutJewish chauvinism in Israel," and one who dares to
stand for Palestinian rights as opposed to Zionism.

Sadly, there are few people in this world with the
moral fiber and fortitude of Dr. Shahak. And there are
very, very few Israelis who can face the truths he tells

about Zionism and Israel.

On the contrary, it seems clear that Israeli society will

continue to adhere to the politics of Zionism, and that
therefore, the long night ofthe Palestinian holocaust will

continue, as less and less of that nation is left to live.

Shyamala Ivatury is a UMass graduate student.

Arroz, Habichuelas y
la politica nactionalista

El otro dia me estaba dando "pal" de "palos" con
los "panas" cuando alguien empezo a comentar
sobre la actual dictadura de nuestro ilustre
president* el Dr. Pedrito "El kkkaparra kkkiH"
Rosello. En esas empezamos contemplar la

diferencia entre un policia bien pagado y educado.
y un soldado de la guardia nacional. Por otro lado
salio un "mamao" glorificando la gran labor que
realize el Don Carlos "El Caballo" R. Barcelo, al

exterminar dos terroristas rusos. perdon quize
decir Boricuas. en el Cerro Maravilla. De no se
donde salio una "desas"chicas que u.san camisas de
"Porto Rico Designs," y me regaoa alegando que yo
solo hablo de politica. Mas, no me quedo otra que
responderle "chica si todo en la vida tiene un
poquito de politica envuelto." Ella se rio y me
pregunto "Ya! a ver c que tienen el arroz y las
habichuelas de politica?" No me quedo otra que
preguntarle "ca nivel internacional 6 local?"

Charles

VENATOR
A nivel internacional es obvio que el arroz

blancocon habichuelas, especialmente habichuelas
con sazon, recaito y/o sofrito, individualizan a
nuestra cultura ante los hot dogs y el apple pie. el

escargot o el arroz chino. Apezar de que el capital
gringo esta re-conceptualizando nuestra dieta.
toda via hay moscuchifritos que "McDonalds."Ante
el imperialismo gringo, todavia hasta el mos
estadista se "espeta" su buen platito de arroz y
habichuelas, con tostones y un bistecito con
cebollitas guisadas.

Pero ante todo, a pezar de que estos apetitos
contribuyen a la re-interacion de nuestra
independencia cultural, a un podemos observar el

elementodecontingencia politica domestica multi-
cultural, racial y etnica.

Ella se rio y me pregunto c como? Mas no me
quedo otra que preguntarle c de que color es el
arroz en su estado natural? Eso de "purificar o
limpiar" el arroz y quitarle los nutrients era cosas
de come cacas. Pero ante nada esp H.? separar el

arroz bianco de las habichuelas colorj-das, era cusa
de ricos, ya que los pobres Sabian comer arroz con
habichuelas. Pero al igual que los mos perdios
tambien mezclan el arroz y las habichuelas a la
hora de las "verdo."

En fin la comida al igual que el idioma y otras
asocianciones de simbolos, tiene el potencial de
comunicarnos unas ideologias morales de forma
subliminal. Un gobierno que logre privatizar el
elemento publico deestado,podriatener el potencial
de educar y controlar un pueblo.

Deesta manera "El kkkaparra kkkid, El Caballo
y el resto de la Gusanera," tienen el potencial de
destruir nuestra identidad y redefinir nuestros
gustos a la larga. NO!

Charles Venator is a UMass graduate student.
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Flood waters cause troubles in the Bay State
Rv.IRPRnOMM •^By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

Winter's snows were still making springtime woes
Tuesday across Massacnusetts as homeowners bailed
basements, crews fixed washouts, and a small number of
evacuees waited to reclaim flooded homes.

High waters in Brighton washed away a retaining
wall, crushing several cars beneath it, authorities said.
But no injuries were reported.
Mud caked gravel roads in Blandford and some other

Berkshire Mountain communities remained closed.
"We've got a lot of people leaving cars, and they're

walking to their houses." said Robert Deane. chief se-
lectman in Blandford. He said he had never seen the
roads so bad in his 20 years in town.

Workers were mopping up at the Blandford Elemen-
tary School, which was closed for the second day with 1

1/2 feet ofwater in the basement. But school officials said
they would reopen Wednesday.

"At the elementary school level , anything that disturbs
their schedule gets them upset. I think they'll be happy."
Business Manager Terry Sears said of the school's 100

pupils.

Eight evacuated residents, including a couple in their
80s. were forced to stay away from their homes in
Southampton near Pequot Pond, authorities said.

In Northbridge, state officials delivered about 20,000
sandbags to a National Guard armory for fear of flooding
on the Blackstone River, where up to six residents had
been evacuated, said Street SuperintendentWallace Steele.

But he said the threat was abating Tuesday. The
river seems to be receding, ifwe don't get any more rain,"
he said.

But in Hadley
, families in five homes offthe Cormecticut

River worried that flood waters might engulftheir homes.
Highway Superintendent Michael Klimoski said officials
were keeping a close watch in case evacuations were
necessary.

Crews also worked there to repair a 16 foot deep
washout ofHoneypot Road, a residential street. Klimoski
said he drove across fields late Monday to rescue a resident
who hurt his ankle trying tojump across the crack.

This is an exceptional year," he said. " Last year,
there was no flooding out there."

The flooding flows fi-om the snowmelt ofthis year's bad

winter, the sudden spring thaw and this week's rains.
Forecasters predicted an end to the rain later Tuesday, but
a flood watch remained in effect in Berkshire County.

In communities across the state, work crews were
cleaning clogged storm sewers. Residents were pumping
or bailing out flooded basements, sometimes with help
from local fire departments.

In Arlington, several feet ofwater flowed through the
normally busy Mystic Valley Parkway.

This is a tough situation, probably the worst we've
seen in many years," said Charles Lombard! of the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, which was
helping in the parkway cleanup.

The Merrimack River swelled to threatening heights,
forcing

officials to activate dams in Merrimac. Franklin,
Blackwater, Hopkinton and Everett.

Officials said they are avoiding releasing the water
dams until the water levels drop.

In the Berkshire town of West Stockbridge, Arlene
Murdock was stuck at home off" a dirt road with her two
school age children. Her husband, Tim, tried to bring them
U> school that morning, but his van mired down in mud.

Blast shakes pyramid
Two men injured in freak explosion
By ZINA HEMADY
Associated Press

CAIRO — An explosion wounded
two workers today inside one of the
Giza pyramids. Egypt's most famous
tourist attraction. Police arrested four
men at the site but later said the blast
was accidental.

The 8:45 a.m. blast occurred inside
Chephren. the middle of the three
pyramids, where restorers have been
working. Police said no tourists were
hurt, though two Egyptians working
on themonuments suffered undisclosed
injuries.

Investigators said the explosion oc-

curred when a flammable substance
being used to clean salt from the

monument's inner walls ignited from
a spark.

But police, fearing another Muslim
extremist attack, already had quickly
arrested four men on Giza Plateau and
more than 30 in Cairo, officers said.

Maj. Gen. Mohamed Thaalab. head
of the tourism and antiquities police
said witnesses reported hearing a loud
bang at the time of the explosion.

Police said no sign of damage was
evident inside or around the monu-
ment.

Muslim extremists seeking to
overthrow Egypt's secular regime es-
calated their violence last year and
started targeting foreign tourists to
embarrass the government and cut off"

its main source of foreign currency.

Supreme Court rules to allow
death penalty in Idaho case
By LAURIE ASSEO
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON—TheSupreme Court,
ruling in the case of a man who admitted
killingasmany as 40 people, today allowed
Idaho to impose death sentences for

murderers who showed "utter disregard
for human life."

Under Idaho law. no convicted mur-
derer can be sentenced to death unless at
least one of seven aggravating factors —
including "utter disregard"— is found.

Today's 7-2 decision said that aggravat-
ing factor, interpreted bythe IdahoSupreme
Court to mean a "coldblooded, pitiless

slayer." is not toovague to be constitutional.
"The phrase 'coldblooded, pitiless

slayer' refers to a killer who kills without
feeling or sympathy." Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor wrote for the court.

O'Connor acknowledged "the question
is close," but said the phrase properly
narrows the type of defendant eligible for

the death penalty.

Justice Harry A. Blackmun dissented,
likening the mjgority's logic to "nonsense
upon stilts." The phrase coldblooded" is

too vague to give meaningful guidance to

a sentencing judge, said Blackmun, who
was joined by Justice John Paul Stevens.

The ruling means the case ofconvicted
killerThomas Creech will go back to Idaho
courts for a new sentencing trial in which
the "utter disregard" factor can be used.

Creech pleaded guilty to fatally beating
fellow inmate David Jensen at a state
prison May 13, 1981, while Creech was
servingtime for three murder convictions.

Evidence indicated that Jensen pro-
voked a fight, but that Creech continued
fighting afterJensen had become helpless.

THE HOUSING SERVICES REVIEW COMMITTEE
WILL BE HOLDING

OPEN FORUMS

TO RECEIVE PERSPECTIVES ON
HOUSING SERVICES

FROM THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY

MONDAY, MARCH 29 HAMPSHIRE D.C. 7-9 PM

•TUESDAY, MARCH 30 WORCESTER D.C. 7-9 PM

THURSDAY, APRIL 1 CAMPUS CENTER 165 1-3 PM

^o^"^.'
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ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
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ACADEMV.iVIUSIC
NORTHAMPTON W^ 5,S4-S4.<5

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
SUBMIT WRITTEN COMMENTS, PLEASE CONTACT:

MARY ELLEN SAILER, CHAIR,
HOUSING SERVICES REVIEW COMMITTEE

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
545-2300
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Candyman scares and Turties kick on HSCN
By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Correspondent

With studio heads waiting for mid-May to unveil their
blockbuster audience-grabbers, the movies appear to
have been bitten by the Spring fever bug and seem miredm the doldrums until roughlyMay 15. So too does HSCN
This week does not unveil any new features but rather
gives you a chance to get a second glance at any films youmay have missed on their first run, and gives me a chance
to step on the abysmal Candyman one last time. So set
the VCR, skip that last class and eiyoy nature's bounty of
sunshine... and have heart for brighter films are on the
horizon.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles — Here's a great
example ofthe "could have been, but wasn't" phenomena
in films. This film could have been a great campy cult
classic— but it's not. Obviously rushed into production
to take advantage ofthe Turtles craze that hit the nation
in 1990, this film exhibits weaknesses a plenty. The
movie is at times too dark (and I don't mean subject
matter. I mean the camera shots are so grimy you can't
see a damn thing.

) This is a m^or weakness in a film that
is based on a medium bathed in bright, primary colors.
The live actors, Judith Hoag and EUas Koteas, aren't
memorable and the turtles' voices (featuring jailbait
Corey Feldman

) are annoying at best. The only th ing that
earns this film any shred ofdecency are the greatcostumes
by the late Jim Henson's Creature Factory, but unfor-
tunately that is not enough to recommend this dreadful
film. C-

Taxi Driver— With a Martin Scorcese film you can
usually expect to encounter innovative camera shots,
gritty subject matter and an ingenious performance by
Robert De Niro. It's all here and in a big way in Scorcese's
return to his mean streets of New York. De Niro proves
his bite is worse than his bark in his portrayal ofNY cab
driver Travis Bickle, a man who fed up with the decay of
the city around him, lays down a war on the streets and
within his own psyche. Scorsese directs the script by Paid
Schrader with a fierceness that grabs the viewer and
never lets go. Look for a cameo by the director as a
demented fare De Niro contends with. Also notable are
Cybil Shepard, Albert Brooks and a young Jodie Foster.

PHOTO COURTESY TRI STAR PICTURES
Virgina Madsen enters the point of no return in "Candyman,"
airing on HSCN this week.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles //— It's not saying
much that this sequel is superior to the 1990 original. On
the heels ofthat film's enormous success (due to the fact
that kids will see a movie multiple times in the theater),
this film was rushed into production and arrived exactly
one year later. Though the production values are better
and the film stock is brighter than the first, it still lacks
the roller-coaster ride intensity intrinsic to comic-based
films. Paige Turco replaces Judith Hoag as reporter April
O'Neill and seems to have a good time in the role. David
Warner {Star Trek VI) is good as the scientist, although

he is too preachy of the script's heavy-handed environ-
mental message. Once again the turtle lingo is annoying
and always one step behind the times, but the costumes
are superb and the addition of two more evil mutants
infuses some level of comic book hysterics. C+

Tootsie — Dustin Hoffman sheds his Ratso Rizzo
persona for a dress in Sydney Pollack's (Out of Africa)
comedy satirizing modem stereotypes and the worid of
soaps. Hoffinan plays a beleaguered actor who cross-
dresses his way to the top of daytime drama's elite and
falls in love with co-star Jessica Lange. Hoffman engages
in a very funny performance and Pollack lines up an
impressive array of supporting characters including Bill
Murray, Charles Durning and a breakthrough cameo
role by Geena Davis. B+

WhiteMen Can'tJump— Director Ron Shelton (Bull
Durham) scores in this slamming basketball jam about
the inside moves within the playground roundball scam
arena, circa Venice Beach. Wesley Snipes and Woody
Harrelson are good as two hustlers who utilize society's
racial stereotypes to score money, all the while seeking
an escape from their current lives. The ending is decid-
edly un-HoUywood and Rosie Perez heightens a role that
could have been a trademark "stand by your man" Hol-
lywood girlfriend. B+

Delicatessen — This ofibeat French ofTering from
1992 plays like an Orwellian hybrid of Terry Gilliam's
future fantasy, Brazil, and Wes Craven's shlock-horror
flick The People Under the Stairs. Centering on the bi-
zarre denizens ofan apartment building above a delica-
tessen, this film serves up no true narrative but is an
engaging voyeuristic view at the strange-goings on in a
future society. From a woman whose constant attempts
at suicide are thwarted to a duo oftunnel dwelling sewer
inhabitants (nouveau Ninja Turtles), this film is bathed
in dark humor. Though not for everyone, its worth trying
out this Delicatessen. B

Rhinestone — A film teaming Dolly Parton and
Sylvester Stallone. Thankfully not some studio execs
April Foils gag at a buddy-movie concept, but not that
promising either. This film was Stallone's first dabble in
comedy (a genre which Schwarzennegar has had con-
siderable more success in), and it proves that perhaps he
should have kept the Roman numeral installments of

Turn to HSCN. page 10

Backstage look at the
Loud Music Festival
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By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

This is the first ofa two-part series on the
Loud Music Festival.
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Loud Music Festival
Pearl Street, Iron
Northampton
March 26-27, 1993
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If I could walk a hundred miles in

David White's shoes, I'd be done in halfan
hour with skidmarks in my wake. "I guess
if I had a title, I'd be 'stage manager.*"
answered White as if it was the first time
he'd heard the question.

Only a few days earlier had David White
been assigned the task of coordinating
over 30 bands with three venues. Now on
Friday, day one of the Loud Music Festi-

val, the physical portion ofWhite'sjob was
just beginning. With Northampton's Pearl
Street, Iron Horseand Hotel Northampton
all nmning concerts concurrently for two
consecutive days, there was potential for

colossal disarray.

Already Morphine, the scheduled
opening act at Iron Horse that evening
had cancelled.

"Basically ifwe can get all the bands on
stage when they're supposed to be, it'll be
a success," he said. White's goal was re-

alistic if not said in the greatest of confi-

dence. His boyish face seldom departed
with its playful grin. The pass and T-
shirts were expected back from the printer
sometime soon. The floor crew scuflled on
as temporary security arrived looking a
tad conifused and looking for "Dave."

The Iron Horse assumes the facade of

just another modest store front while
maintaining a venue with the class of a
hip cafe and the musical capacity of a
room five times the size (capacity 150).

At 3:45, the Iron Horse gave no clue
that it was to host an event of greater
significance than a local folk act. No
changes were planned save a smallermenu
and the clearing of tables, the lounging
management informed me.

Owner Jordy Herold sauntered casu-
ally through his establishment with little

ofthe innocent vigor and wide eyed antici-
pation seen on White's face. Herold soberly
view the Loud Music Festival as "a good
way to consolidate the whole Northampton
scene, what with the Billboard article and
all the added publicity." He would also
praise the creative abilities of the show's
organizers, Radius Management.

Eventually an official Loud Music Fes-
tival banner would be hung behind the
tiny performance shelf with a backstage
entrance which doubles as an exit to the
street. Eventually the help would arrive.
No hurry.

"The tickets are selling apparently.
They're just not selling here. Maybe it's

because we usually don't sell tickets," a
salesperson at Main Street Records in-

formed me. There remained a large stack
ofthe tickets they'd been given to sell. But
rumor had it that sales had really picked
up at the Northampton Box Office across
in Thome's Market.

Over my shoulder as I glanced through
the box ofCD singleson the counterand the
salespeople priced the new Velocity Girl
release, I heard one ofthem discussing the
schedule with a customer, grieving that
"all the good music's on Friday."

Pearl Street's downstairs quarters at
5:15 p.m. had taken on an air of added
importance, an active bustle. Beads of
sweat had become evident beneath strands
of hair which had unexpectedly fallen out
of place on David White's forehead. As
members ofThinner wandered in and out,
Cell ran an impressive soundcheck.

"I've got a good story for you. Chicken
Milk had to cancel," Dave related to me. It

seems the Toronto band was detained by
border patrol. Apparently the b.p. doesn't
take too kindly to guitars and the smug-
gling potential of their cases. Go figure.

Fifteen minutes later. White's legs were
seen sprinting by the basement windows.
An hour later, the passes and T-shirts
arrived two hours late. With an engaging
grin, Dave lobbed me a T-shirt and a press
pass. Back to UMass to grab my earplugs.
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Finding a future for Campus Man: Hollywood mogul?
Ah — thejoys ofspring; the snow mounds are melting,

our campus walkways are filled with mud, and the rain
keeps on coming down. You all know what that means
folks, or don't you? It means we're just another step closer
to the summer and that unavoidableph search. So flip out
those lap top computers, them laser printers, and get
yourself some top notch printing paper and type away
because in order to be considered for a practical internship
or job you'll definitely need a resume and a cover letter.

Well, for myself, trying to write a resume wasjust the
beginning part of my job search nightmare. I sat and
stared at a blank piece of paper and closed my eyes as I

prayed for something to appear on that slab of finely
shced tree. Ofcourse, not even the gerxie inAladdin could
helpme with that. So I stared at my friend's resume as an
outline for how one should be set up. 1 hate to tell you this
but there are more styles for writing a resume than there
are Swatch watches across the globe!

Al-righty, so I figured out that I needed an objective.
Hmmm, I wrote down Hollywood. Don't laugh. Actually,
stop laughing! Hey, ifyour an aspiring Hollywood mogul
what else are you suppose to say? I thought about writing
down for my objective that I wanted to take Tori Spelling
for my bride so she and I can be the hottest Hollywood
Couple since Madonna and Sean. I would have even gone
on to say that my goal is to become the most famous man
throughout the entertainment industry and to become
what is known on the other side of the continent as a
hyphenate; an actor-director-writer-producer-model-
agent-mogul-provocateur. And ye.?. 1 am serious.

However, at this point I was getting absolutely nowhere
(Hey what a campaign title for Absolut Mickey Rourke:
Absolut Nowhere!). Come on, anyone who's anyone in

Hollywood as well as myselfknows that it's not what you
know, it's who you know. This also extends to who your
parents are and definitely who you sleep with. So what's
a Beverly Hills wanna-be to do?

Anyhow this is where my good friend Diana comes in

to save the day like Wonderwoman. Hey, and she even

MHSCN

has the same first name as the famed Diana Prince who
was the beautiful superpower. So, Diana sits me down
and starts hysterically laughing at my objective. What
did I know, it was my first try at writing a resume and I

haven't even had the time to shlep to the Mather Career
Center for some assistance. Oy Vey\

Diana made me erase that whole shpeel about Tori
Spelling and conquering Tinsletown. And here is where
my resume begins to take shape, kind oflike Cher's body,
minus the plastic surgery.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
"D" helped me make a list ofmy experience. Resume's

are kind of an art form in itself because you can make
everything sound more snazzy than it may actually be in

reaUty. So, we can say that we are all artists at this

creative stage. So being the creative Campus Man that I

am, I figured I could include in my resume my great job
at the Chestnut Hill Cinema's in Newton while being
creative in describing what it was that I did there.

Diana helped me word what it was that I wanted to say.

I know, it's so ironic that a writer needs help writing
anything, huicome on , even CampusMan isn't perfect (but

pretty darn close!). We came up with the wording to say:

Operated concession stand and Box Office. Then I added
in: helped organize (remember always, always, use action
verbs in your descriptions) and coordinate corporate and
private screerungs and openings. It was at this point I

thought I should mention that I was an extra inHousesitter
and A League of Their Own, but I guess this doesn't look

good unless I'm applying for an acting job— then again a
resume is not what gets you an acting job! Nuffsedd.

The best thing I had to write down for experience was
The Massachusetts DailyjCollegian. It was here that I

really got to splurge about doing numerous articles as
well as for mentioning (action verb) Implementing a
weekly column called Campus Man.

For activities I found a few things to fill that space. My
favorite was: Nominated President of my Fraternity.

Rewind. How could I forget? I'm not in one! But if I was
it would have looked nice. And for all the Greeks, espe-

cially my friend Larry, thinking I'm a greek basher, I'm

so not. It'sjust a littlejoke

—

JustDeall Andyes, 111 refi-ain

in the future. Hey, look forward to the Adam Scott Rob-

erts interview with a fraternity man on Greek Life

(honestly!). However, if you are in a house and hold a

position mention it in your resume, it can't hurt, it can
only help. Can anyone say: connections?

The next step is to print your resume on some nice

paper. And remember to reread your resume at least

1000 times, I guarantee you'll keep finding errors. I

borrowed over at least 60 pieces ofpaper from my friend

Lori until I got my resume just right. And just when I

thought it wab perfect I noticed that I had a t3rpo.

The final part of this whole job search fiasco is the

cover letter. Like, the resume isn't enough! I followed the
cover letter format that Diana told me to and I began to

type away. At this point, you'll find yourselfemotionally
drained from this writing

experience. Maybe you all should ask for junior writing

credits just for doing your real resume and cover letter. I

know the thought is still lingering inside my mind.
Finally, the resume and the cover letter are complete.

Make sure you keep up the standards by using matching
color paper as the resume for your cover letter or paper of

similar quality . Gee, maybe I should be a counselor at the

Mather Career Center?
Now, once you have signed, sealed, and delivered your

resume and cover letter you can relax, take a break, and
head on uptown. Just when you thought your nightmare
was over you'll have to wait out and weather the storm
because the waiting process may be the most nerve
racking part of the whole job search. Then again, if you
don't get the job. there's always summer camp!
Adam Scott Roberts, a future Oscar Award recipient,

is a Collegian columnist.
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Rambo/Rocky coming. Though the sight of
Stallone adorned in rhinestone, crooning
country alongside Parton is worth some
unintentional laughs, this film largely

should remain as dead as Elvis. D+
Candyman — This uneven 1992

thriller based upon a short story by horror
novelist Clive Barker, has a good premise
but due to an uninspired script, gets lost

and becomes nothing more than a stan-

dard slasher film. The plot involves the
research ofa col lege grad student ( Vi rginia

Madsen) into the field of urban folklore.

where she unknowingly awakens the ire

ofan inner city phantom, Candyman. Be-
fore the film is drenched in buckets of
blood, the story suprisingly shows some
promise. Unfortunately too many ques-
tions lingerand before longthe film decides

to follow in the footsteps of psychos past

adding nothing new to that ailing genre.

D+
Also playing this week but not reviewed

are Tess, The Abyss, Airplane, Aliens, Bye
Bye Birdie, Defenseless, Flatliners, Hero,
La Bamba, Metropolitan, Mommie Dear-
est, The Naked Gun and Roxanne.
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A blast from the past:
Jethro TulFs Aqualung
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By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Staff

Welcome back to the past. In 1973, the
band Jethro Tull put out a concept album.
They called it Aqualung.

Wait a minute! 1973! Hey, is this article

filler? No. it's not. It was an idea.

What is an aqualung? Based on the
common use of the term to describe the
oxygen tank and the mouthpiece for

breathing used in scuba diving, aqualung
is a homeless man who dies when his
lungs fill up with fluid from the cold,

hence, aqualung.

The song uses the metaphor to describe
the man's situation and subsequent death:
"An old man wandrin' lonely/Taking time
the only way he knowsVLeg hurtin' bad/
He bends to pick a dogend I cigarette butt)/

He goes down to the bog and warms his

feet^o you still remember/December's
foggy freeze/And the ice that clings onto
your beard was screaming agonvAVhen
you snatch your rattling last breathAVith
deep sea diver's sounds/And the flowers
bloom like madness in the spring."

The album stabs in two parts, at soci-

etal injustices (the existence of economic
classes-part I Aqualung \ created by cul-

tural worship of wealth (part II My God)
within the framework ofreligious criticism.

The opening songs, "Aqualung," "Cross-

Eyed Mary" and "Cheap Day Return" are
portraits of the poor.

The progression continues to a middle-
class boy ("Mother Goose" > and then to

impressionistic sketches ofa middle-class

couple ("Wond'ring Aloud, Up To Me").
The wealthy are presented metaphorically
through criticism of religion in ("My God,
Hymn 43") and blatantly ("Slipstream,"

"Locomotive Breath," "Wind-Up").
The album's liner notes open with the

idea that man created God as a convenient
explanation for all things:

"And on the seven millionth dav Man

rested and did lean heavilyon his God and
saw that it was good/And Man formed
Aqualung of the dust of the ground/and a
host of others likened unto his kind/And
these lesser men were cast into the void/
And Man became the God that he had
created/But the Spirit that did cause man
to create his God lived on within all men:
even within Aqualung/And man saw it

not./But for Christ's sake, he'd better start
looking."

The album can be characterized as rock
with tidbits ofRachmaninofiish intensity,

acoustic guitar folk meanders and an or-

namentation mixture of flute, mellotron
and descant and alto recorder. Particularly
notable is the "scatsong" sound of
Anderson's flute combined with Gregorian
chant simulations in track 7 ("My God")
which fiercely criticizes God as man's
means of justification and the religious

practices related to the crucifix and to

God's image. In addition. Locomotive
Breath begins as contemporary classical/

piano and transits boldly to an engaging
percussion/g^itar/flute.

Jethro Tull is a band that took their

name from a 19th century agricultural

inventor in England. One of the things
that distinguished the band was that their
lead singer, Ian Anderson was a flautist

whose sound lent something unusual to

their sound.

In an interview once, Anderson boasted
JTs uniqueness because they were the
only band with a flute. When the inter-

viewer challenged by naming Steve
Winwood ofTraffic, Anderson and his ego
stumbled. But don't worry, his ego doesn't

come through quite that strongly on the
album; it isn't live.

It would not be uru^easonable to specu-

late that the moral is that we should not
only see "the aqualung" (new use), the men
downstairs on the financial scale, but see
what created them. Perhaps they inspired

JT to make such a philosophical album.

M Clinton
continued from page 1

rassing setback the Senate had dealt to
Clinton's jobs bill, another important
piece of the president's recovery eco-
nomic program. The $16.3 billion
measure would provide money for mass
transit summer jobs.

In a 52-48 vote, the Senate reversed
itself and killed a RepubUcan amend-

ment trimming $104 million from the
bill. Lawmakers had given the GOP
provision preUminary approval on a
48-44 vote the night before.

The tally showed that the chamber's
majority Democrats will probably be
able to keep enough of their 57 mem-
bers together to muscle the jobs mea-
sure through the Senate largely intact.
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Hai and Nepal.
Jean Muy, a senior and choreographer

of the fashion show, said she became in-
volved With AASA because of the collec-
tive spirit of its members.

"lAASAj supports Asian/Asian-
American students. There's a
continuity from the past to present
members. Asian Night is an awareness of
differences and has a unifying theme. . . It

brings people together," Muy said.

The play "Dedicated to Vincent Chin"
dramatically recreated the controversial
death of a Chinese student. This play,
coupled with the portrayal of issues that
confront Asian/Asian-Americans in their
daily lives attempted to send the message

M program
continued from page 3

Progressive Publishing which promised
to provide matching funds for the eflbrt.

Ferreira said after this year, it will be
easier to evaluate the Program, with stu-

directly to those who may not have under-
stood the plight and obstacles still facing
Asian and Asian-American students on
this campus and across the nation.

William Tang, a sophomore also in-

volved in the planning ofAsian Night and
a strong supporter of raising campus-
awareness ofissues aflectingAsian/Asian-
American students, said he believes that
AASA has the potential and has laid the
groundwork necessary to address students
concerns.

"I joined (AASA) mainly because it

provided a stepping stone, and I was able
to come into contact with other students,
it afibrded me the opportunity to help
build a better community." Tang said.
"Asian Night was a celebration of Asian
heritage and culture and community."

dents having the opportunity to provide
comments and input about the Program.

"I hope it keeps on working, that we can
keeping on exposing students |to the
University]," Ferriera said.

lecture
continued from fxage 3

quantitative study ofthe quantitative as-
pects ofthings in motion,". He said that it

was God that gave the quality ofmotion to
celestial bodies. This point he directly
related to Newton's first law, inertial
motion.

"Christianity was the spark that made
Newton's first law and made the others
possible." he said.

Afler the lecture Jaki answered ques-
tions from the crowd. Then he signed books
and talked with guests at a small reception
held in the main lounge.
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M Keats, Calipari
COLLEGIAN

continued fronn page 15

DICK: NC. there's No Contest. UMasslI be in the
Final Four and look for them to do some damage. I asked
the General, Robert Montgomery Knight, who do you
fear most foing into the tournament, and do you know
what he said?

ME: What?
DICK: You better beheve it, John Calipari and com-

pany.

The girl sitting next to me nudges me and hands me
the attendance sheet. My vision dissipates. Horrible
flashes ofJalen Rose andJuwan Howard take over inside
my head. Then I think of Corliss Williamson and other
returning starters for Arkansas. Even Aaron McKie
dunks and Rick Brunson three's begin to haunt me. and
finally a rejection from Yinka Dare slaps me back to
reality. My professor calls on me.

"What are your thoughts on Lamia?"" he asks.
"Uhhh

. . well ... I think it's a bit unreaUstic. But then
again. John Calip . . excuse me. Keats mav want us to
allow for a little fantasizing. After all, it's fun to dream."

Jonathan Gangi is a Collegian correspondent
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COLLEGE DEGREE

10 WORK.

Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellenf sfarf to a
challenging career as an Air

Force Officer We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
year and management
opportunities Contact an
Air Force recruiter Find out what
Officer Training School con mean
for you. Coll

TSgt Don Dawson
413-557-2866
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BEACH IS OPEN — People gather on the steps beside the Student Union, as they enjoy the spring sunshine

Untonunately, a huge mound of snow serves as a reminder that winter may not be over quite yet.

Immigration Law

Hans& Curran, p. c.
30 Years ofExperience in Immigration Law

STUDENT TRAVEL

STATRAVEL 1-800-7770112
the world's largest student & youth travel organization.

ll63MainSucci

SpringficM. MA
781-6370

13 CHd South Si.

Nonhampion, MA
5843232

50 Congreu Sl

Botton, MA
(617) 722-0043

Free Q>muliatu>n for
Five College StuJma/Fmnttiy

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright
Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited
number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine
Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.
Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

Entertainrnenf
Wednesday, March 3 1

Studio Guam
presents

DiSCQ MAGI
r^ . r. With
D.J. Billy Arnold III

The concert music Sound, Lights and all
the Excitement of a New York and

London Style Dance Party

Thursday, April 1 - 2:30pm

IN CONCERT -FREE
Recent Appearance on the Dave Letterman Show

Distinctive Sounds of Classic Pop Rock
A&M Record Artist

Thursday, April 1

Come Listen & Dance
with

AFTERIMAOE
Great Covers of Van Halen, Zepplln, Rush,The Police, Aerosmith, Pink Floyd

FREE - No Cover - 9pm

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICATION
DATE:
TIME:
LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1993

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 804

1

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION
This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and
discuss their experiences in the working world.
Don't miss this important panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:
William Foster, 75

Christopher Gardiner, '90

Kathleen Clair, '86

Professor of English
Naugatuck Valley Community
Technical College

Waterbury, CT

Promotions Director
B101WWBBFM
East Providence, R.I.

Advertising Manager
Gulf Oil

Canton, MA

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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BymUwAUERSON THE FAR SIDE By C.ARV lARSON
Do PVJ8l\SHERS

DEMAHD THAT

MA>Nv)SCR\Prs

BE. TMPtD =>

By JIM

c«re for iciei^ct
ficti«l\ but -tlifl^M

•Has WM prrtt^ 5^

Drive-by erasings

JIM'S JOURNAL
By JIM

av^A X couij \o>x\t

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"What's a beautiful girl like you doing in

the ugliest part of Prague?"

- Milan Kundeni
^''^ Unbearable Lightness ofBeing

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

10-^
S0N,LET5 GET

THE FONI)ArriEMTf\U5
OF BASEBALL IXXajN.
THIS vs ^ Ball.
TH5 15 A BAT.

QKLDAI^DM.BALLAND
^^T WHpqr ELSE ?^

TH15 \5 A BALL At\D
liBAx CN Tv\E ReLT).

I

By PRICE VAN RAY

ABOUT BA^eBALL''^
PLO!) HOU /V)653€D /

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARrES (Mjfch 2 1 -April 19): R,>.
mancc is happy, it not pjfiicurarly
ex( iiing. 0)notgiveupHxurily. Pay
altenlicxi to loves ones desires. Dis-
cuss an idea wilh your ass<K iaies

TAURUS (April 20-KUy J0»: JusI
as you are alxxil lo Rive up. iht- an-
swers Ix-g in lorome. longlinx- friends
are your bx^vsx l)fK,Mers A tlinalion
could turn oul lo Ih- ihe real thing
Dine in inlimale surroundings

GEMINI (May 2 1 -/une 20): This is

a lime (or Injilding a solid base and
colleciing whai is owed you New
social ronlacis could lead lo rrvne
iKJSiness. Higher-ups give vour ^,^,

pertormance high marks Press ahead
CANCER (lune 21-)uly 221: Prol-

ils come iriOTi several sourc es. Think
hig and you will accomplisJi greal
Ihings. An intluenlial (x-rsjjn wants lo
he on your team Nurture this rela-
tionship with considerate gestures

LEO(|uly23-Aug.22):Pickingup
Ihe check al lunch or dinner g,xs a
long way toward impressing an av
scxiate. Your ESP is accurate: what
you think you know, you ik>\ Ronwm e
sizzles later trxlay,

VIRGO (Aug.23-SiTJi.22): Wel-
come news l>x)sts your spirits A
iHJSinessdealnears the turning point.
Apply common sense to every move
you make. Someone makes an un-
usual request. Be gracious.

LIBRA (Sept.23-Ocl.22): Ro-
maote kxAs })fon»istng tor all wlki
Jre young at heart. Il searching i.k
linant lal solutrans. i oosull an expert
Y<HJ hard work and dedicati<wi will
soon iKing greater rewards

SCORPK ;((>|.2 J-Nc^ 211: YiHir
laith in «)nH-one will Ik- ri< hly re-
warded Stand up l<jr your prin< iplt-s
A (o-worker needs your input
Withhold nothing. Go all oul to in.-
press lh<<se who count.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov22-()e<.2l):
You see an old iriend in a new li^.
Romaix e is possible Your good taste
impresses vmik-oih- intluenlial A li-

nam lal queslirjn will l)e answwcd to
your sotisi.K tioo.

CAPRia.)RN(IX'< .22-|an.l<»l:Sit

d<AvnwilhalovesonearKitalk< .ilmly
new ra(}p<jn ,s |x,ssil)le Complete
ixnding proiiMs Ix-lore Ijum hing
more. Heavy s|x-nding is lalxKi.

AQUARIUS (|an.2()-fel).l8): A
depressing situation is slru tly lem-
|X)rary. Kc-ep your chin up! Your
productivity rises whi-n you trxus on
one proi« I at a linx-. Rcxiiance kniks
IxMler than ever.

I'ISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Changing your attitude toward a
projet I works to your advantage. A
iinanr iai t hoit e must Ik- made with-
out turther delay U-l Inisy! Other
pc-ople will applaud your initiative.

Wendy Sue Noah, '90

For more information, please contact: Mather Career Center • 545-2224

Account Executive
Entertainment Publications

SKATE BOY AND RURU
By PITT

-/

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sarri^/esque
Copy Editor Tracy Monahan
PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Dana Dorman

Theresa G
, Lino opttitons cxprcssfd on this |j,)ge arc rhosc of the c .irtoonisfs oncl do not

LUNCH
Chicken Fajitas

Egg Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Hummus Vege Pocket

Chicken Fajitas

Menu
DINNER
Fettuccini

Chocolate Fantasy Week
BASICS DINNER

Fettuccini

Chocolate Fantasy Week

nocessardy n.ik.ti ihc views ot the Calk-^um or the University

ACROSS
' Heporter's coup
6 On the summit

10 Impetuous
1

4

Stage for an
insect

1

5

Departed
I 3 nombecit, Ihe

i:Olumnist
* 7 tiigh flying gp
19 Outwit

? 1 (Masculine or

feminine

21 Slippery one
22 Town near

Padua
23 Helio

25 Liberated

26 Stockings
30 Arthur and

Glenn
34 Indian of yore
35 They're sidy'

36 Easy thing

39 Dismissal letter

and message.
G I style'

43 N Y time
44 Church location

45 A Guthrie
46 (rons

48 Observed
49 Mattes better
5? Long lime
54 I and measure
55 Garden
58 Goofed off

63 Capital of Italia

64 Military service

choices

66 Com collector

6/ Dompsticaled
68 Tracas
69 Word on a

towel
70 Gaiety
71 Oscar, e.g.

DOWN
1 f iinch

? Lawsuit
T Algerian port

4 Latin poet
5 Trims

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

6 In Ihe past
7 Ripped
8 Twice halved
9 Orange cover
10 Alludes
1

1

Came up
12 Hit

13 Dragged
18 Oul of

24 Illuminates

25 Worry
26 Secrete
27 Change of five

28 Scram'
29 Corn unit

31 Horne and Olin
32 Stowes

Simon —
33 Siam add on
36 Small opening
37 Capri, e g
38 Collar style

40 Jam holders
41 Bullring cry

42 Scale notes
46 Folds

4 7 Like Lindberghs
flight

49 Austere
50 Pierre's school
51 Coal of mail.

eg
53 Bedini opera
55 Misanthrope's

emotion
56 Exam

57 Poet Lazarus
59 Once again
60 White House

pet of yore
61 Eternally

62 Colored
65 Irresistible

urge
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M referral service
continued from page 3

overview of resources necessary to find

he! p," said Cowen. "Reduced fundingwould
prevent some clients from receiving the
hilp which is available to them and that
wuald be pretty unfortunate."

Last year. First Call For Help provided
answers and referrals for food, shelter, fuel

assistance, medical care, support groups,
therapists, and more to over 12,000 people.

So far in 1993, many callers report problems
paving rent, the end ofunemployment ben-
efits, loss ofhealth insurance, utility shut-
ofFs and the need for emergency food.

Despite this influx of calls and the
change in technology over the last decade.
First Call remains committed to main-
taining a personal touch at all times.

"Electronic voice mail is no substitute
for a real person answering the phones,'
said Cowen. "When someone calls with a
problem, we want to make sure that
someone is there to answer whatever

mPFLAG

COLLEGIAN

question they have."

First Call provides most of its informa-
tion over the phone but the agency also
offers help in a variety of ways: in person
for walk-in clients and through the agency
publication, "All the Help You Can Get."
Known as the "big red book," this publi-
cation is widely used by other social

agencies, churches, and charitable orga-
nizations to locate resources for their cli-

ents.

"We work with organizations like the
AIDS task force, Hampshire Youth 2000,
the Council of Social Agencies and the
Himian Services Task Force," said Cowen.
"In each case, we simplify their work by
lending our expertise to their service co-

ordination efforts.

"First Call tries to find out which needs
of Hampshire County residents aren't

being met and then fill those needs ac-

cordingly," she said. Theagency is a multi-

purpose, one-stop information center."

continued from page 3

professionals who work withyouth to bring
this area of concern to their attention,

according to Genasci.
The other programs in PFLAG include

a public education program which the

federation hopes will educate the general
public about homosexuality. PFLAG also

has a Family Aids Support Network.
"Our belief is that once jaeople are

properly educated on the topic, they can
free themselves up to thoroughly enjoy
and participate with members of the GLB
community and open up our society to be
affirming of all persons regardless of ori-

entation," Genasci said.

Genasci and her husband James be-

came involved with the GLB community
in 1982 when their son came out. Thev did

not know about PFLAG at the time, so
they read all the literature they could
find. In 1986 the Genasci's started a chap-
ter in Amherst modeled after the Hartford
chapter they had originally attended.

"I encourage other families to learn all

they can about homosexuality and sup-
port family members and their friends,"

Genasci said.

She said the PFLAG group is very di-

verse and includes parents, spouses, sib-

lings, children, friends and sexual mi-
norities. She also said it is notjust a group
for parents.

Genasci said she is a retired school-

teacher and a full- time volunteer. She
said she spends some time in Washington
lobbying for positive change.

The
Edwin M. Rossman

Alumni Career Forum

The Department of Microbiology
and

The Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Thursday, April 1, 1993
8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Room 162

sponsored by

Department of Microbiology

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Mather Career Center

Alumni Association

ALUMNI PANELISTS
Jim Langlais

Microbiology, '91

Manufacturing Associate

Diagnostic Enzyme Manufacturing

Genzyme

Jean Onofrio

Microbiology, '82

Field Product Manager
Hepatitis and Retrovirus Products

Abbott Laboratories

Lauren Sears

Biochemistry, '91

Research Assiatant

New Product Development

New England Biolabs

Michael Hubert

Biochemistry, '89

Research Associate

Hybridon, Inc.

a Cuchin
Full Menu Available

Daily Specials Complete
Mon.
Tue.
Wed.
Thur.

Fri.

Chicken Parmesan Dinner $5.45
Veal Parmesan $5.45
Spaghetti & Meatballs $4.45
Pasta Sausage $4.75
Pasta Marinara $3.25

Deli Qarden
Veggie Sand, w/special sauce
Sliced Deli Turkey

$2.25
$2.40

Dr. Salwa Majjab-Khati
and

Dr. Ruchama Marton

The struggle for Health Care
and Human Rights

8:00 PM.
March 31, 1993

Campus Center Auditorium
Umversity of Massachusetts

Admission is Free

QM\\\mi^ support provided by

UMm Near Eastern Studies

COLLEGIAN

John Keats, Dick \ltale
end the post-NCAA bit
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My professor for Major British Writers
isrambhngon about the private love life of
poet John Keats and it is taking all of ray
concentration just to hold up my chin and
eyelids, when suddenly I am hit with a
vision. More like a divine inspiration from
above.

I am sitting in a black room. To my
right, a light glares on me and I can make
out the lens of a camera pointed on me.
The camera moves then to the man sitting
across from me and light shines off his
glossy head. As he begins to speak, his
hands start to flail and his head wobbles

Jonathan

GANGI
back and forth, shaking his lazy eye. The
image becomes clearer and it seems to be,
... no it is!

Dick Vitale. A smile stretches his entire
face, which gets redder with each word.
The camera swings back to me.

ME: Let's talk about the UMass Min-
utemen.

DICK: Oh Jon, don't get me started!
Suddenly his face gets serious and he

looks into the camera.
DICK: Everybody thought the loss of

Harper Williams and Tony Barbee would
be too devastating. They thought that it

would take a while for the incoming class
to be effective.

His face starts to light up again.
DICK: But I warned 'em. Watch out,

these kids have talent with a capital T
baby.!'

ME: How about Lou Roe?
DICK: How 'boutTV Lou Roe?Awesome

baby! Let me tell ya. this kid can flat out
play. Twelve boards a game? You gotta be

kiddin' me! The A- 10 Player of the Year
has strength, agility, quickness, and a 10
foot J. What else do you want? But do you
know what else he's got, Jon? He's got the
NBA scouts drooling over him!

ME: Donta Bright.

DICK: Rick Ayers is wipin' his eyes out
in Ohio this very moment, saying, 'Oh, I

coulda had him!" This kid is a P.T.Per. a
Prime Time Performer. The former
McDonald's Ail-American has come roar-
ing back after sitting out last year. Boy
can he finish. With Donta in the lineup,
the future ofUMass is nothing but Bright!

ME: Marcus Camby.
DICK: D.D. baby. Diaper Dandy. A-10

Freshman of the Year hands down. John
Calipari has finally filled his need for a
legit big man. Marcus has the skills of a
guard, and the shot blocking ability of a
man outta Georgetown, currently residing
in Charlotte, North Carolina — that's
right, Mr. Mourning. See ya later Vin
Baker, hello Marcus Camby!
ME: Tyrone Weeks.
DICK: I love this kid, Jonny. Three

months ago evrybody said Tyrone who?"
Now he's proven he shoulda been alongside
his high school rival Rasheed Wallace in
the McDonald's All American game last
year. He lit Temple up for 24 points in the
Mullins Center.

ME: Dick, we're runnin' a bit short on
time. How far will the Minutemen go?

DICK: Sky's the limit, baby. Throw in
Edgar Padilla. the A-10 steal leader and
you got the best class of newcomers since
the Fab Five ofMichigan. And HI challenge
anyone to find a better frontline than Roe,
Camby and Bright.

He shakes his head.

Turn to KEATS. CAUPARI, page 12
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CLOTHING FOR MEN

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

Op«i 7 Days • Thursday nites In Northampton

22 Masonic St
Northampton • 58fr4336

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

10 point tOM-up quMtion:
Name 8n organi2alion that promotes
teamwork, sportsmanship, academic
excellence and wants interested stu
dents. The answer is College Bowl.
Interested' Coniact Chris at 546 7183 or
Judy at 545 3600

UMacs Theatre GuiM
will be electing next semester's
musical tonight at 7pm in

CC911.7?? 545 0415
Naw members welcome

AUTO FOR SALE

Isuzu Imarti 1982 only 70,000 miles
S600 orb/0 546 4136

FOR SALE

IMS Toyota Corolla. 4-door hatch
blue, air, stereo, no rust, 168 Ic miles,
SI 500 firm contact Frank 5 4248 after
noons, 247-5041 evenings

COLLEGE PIZZA

ANNE F. BROADBRIOGE

I owe you -
Twenty tour pink camelHss
Emeralds, opals and garnets
A perfect bonsai

ANNE GEOGHEGAN

You deserve -
A bouquet of irises and daffodils
A ransom of tan;anite. sapphires and
pearls

Jasmine oils

- You know who

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm, Cheese S3. 50
Lg. Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496073
5496098

DJ Equipment
ATVS SM502 Mixer
Great condition

5466156

Ice SkatM Men's siie 10 1/3 Canadian
Flyer wrhita blades - S30. 546^)247

MACSE
4/40, extended keyboard,

system 7, pagemaker, MSword, more.
must sell' S650 O.B.O A SteaM

Call Oavid ' 586-4898

FOUND

FOR RENT

Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

CLASS OF 1993!IIOon't miss the

Senior Kickoff Party

Thursday, April 1, 1993
10 floor Campus Center

Having problems witti your roomate?
Contact OCHO, 428 Student Union or
call us 31 545 0865. We can help.

Looking for a place to live off-cam-
pus? Questions atxjut your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO. 428 Student Union,
5450865

Amherst Canter - Take over our lease
1 .2 bedroom apartment above /Vritonios
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of
1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
LitKoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four
five six tjedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals •

Waterfront Houses Falmouth Area
508 477 6000

Found in Bartlett:
Heart shaped, polished stone
Call 546-1213

LookinB or a student to publish the
Insider Magazine on campus and to
manage local concert series. We finance
staning costs. Earn top income (S5 S30
per hour) and gain valuable experience.
Great for mkting or advertising major
Call 18006CAMPUS

Looking for responsible, loving per-
son to provide child care in our home in

Leverett for our 9 year old son. Must
have transportation and flexible sched
ule. Call 548 9057

Run own house painting businessM
Get videos and t>ooksil

SASE 2942 Hubert
LeMay. MO 63125

Seeking two entreprenuers for
business expansion. Mr. Richards 413
747 1500

LOSE WEIGHT

Up to 30lbs. in 30 days for S30' 100S
Guaranteed. Doctor recommended*
2S3 3816

MOUNTAIN BIKES

Do you need cash? I'd like to buy your
mountain bike for $$$) Bike should be
in good condition. Make me an offer!
Call Cristina at 546 1938

Resume Preparation assistance wrth
complete resume development Keith
Anderson. Ph 582 4037

Scholarship* Guaranteed
1-S0O-666-2137

Tarot Readings
^

Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

PERSONALS

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Spectrum Magazine needs new staff

next year! Informal resume by 3/30

Positions: Managing editor, business
manager, production, publicity,
fundi raising, and editors for art, prose,

poetry and photography. Call or visit:

406E Student Union, 545 2240

Summer Cash! Earn S2500$4500 this

summer working outdoors painting
houses with other students. Have fun,

get a tan, and earn lots of cash! Call

College Pro 18003464649

UMass Blood Drive
Today, 11:00 4:00

in the Student Union Ballroom

CHEAP! Take over our lease June 1st.

Spacious 2 bedroom apartment on Main
St. Sunny, quiet, hardwood floors, sky
light^oil heat Call 256-6788

Puffton Village large room with
seperate bath in 3 bdroom apt take over
lease 1st of June.

Call Meenal 545 1943 549 0304 Non
smoking female preferred

South Deerfield Center
on bus route - new efficiency and
one bedroom apartments reasonable
moving m cost call 247-3259

Take over my lease one tiedroom apt
in Colonial VIg S400 253 2537 (5081757
9470

2 Bedroom Brandywine Apt
Starting in June
Furniture included

Call 549 7557

Very nice end very affordable 4 tjed-

room apt on Main St. Available June
1st. Bus stop in front, parking, great
location! Call Soon! 256-6625

Attention Students: Sales Repre
sentatives needed on campus now. Hot
item, high pay. $150 for every 50 items
sold. Call 1-773 7632j:OLLECT SOON!
Counselors: Camp Emerson, Coed.
Massachusetts. Swimming, tennis, land/
water sports, arts/crafts, archery, the
atre. woodworking, rocketry, computer,
yearbook,photography, administrative,
morel Super kids, great food, friendly,

fun! No general counselors. 800/955-
CAMP
Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000-f/month + world traveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribtjean, etc.) Holiday,
summer and career employment avail
able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634
0468 ext. C5001

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $1000
in just one week! Plus $1000 for the
memtier who calls! And a free Igloo
Cooler if you qualify. Call 1-800 932-
0528, ext, 65

HONEYBOY AND LANCE

Hey former Pierponians the next case
is on me. Things have been a little psycho
lately, but you guys are the t>esl!

Diane Chambers

HOUSE/APT WANTED
4 responsible, mature
upperclasspersons seek house/apt. near
campus or on bus line. 546-6321

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

JEREMY P. DORAN
You shouW receive -
Twenty-two black tapered candles
Too much silver

A Rose of Sharon
- Can you Guess?

Attention BauhauWLove and Rock-
ets fans: send for a liss Daniel Ash gift

Quantities are limited. Send a postcard
with your address to: Ash Giveaway c/o
Beggars Banquet. 247 Madison Ave
Suite 804, NYC, NY 10016

Hey Ales
Dont' be a fool spend your April Fool's
Day with me at the Senior Kickoff in
CC1009 Love, The Monkey

Hey, Stevel Don't forget about the
Senior Kickoff Party m Ihe Campus Cen
ter. Let's go after the Bosslone's con-
cert! Love, Debbie

Jenn.
The last five months have been the
happiest I've known. You make my life

complete and my dreams come true.

Thank you so much. Love, Tom
Tim- yes^r no? - Kate

Tri Sigma Open Rush
Dinner in our home. 5 6 pm
Hope to see you there!

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female housemate wanted. 4 bed
room apartment. Get your own single'
Newly renovated. S250inclusive. Call 6
0798

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during
flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

STD STUDY

Men diagnosed with genital warts
(HPV) wanted for study $$$ stipend
provided for 15 minutes of your time.
Confidentiality guaranteed Call

Debbie at 549-2671 exi 181

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study etpaAol/culture
Homcstay 612 690 9471

Scuba Oive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

WANTED

Bands Wanted
Orchard Hill needs bands to
Play on May 1st Bowl Day
Submit tapes to 1 12 Field

Deadline April 2nd
5 1385

International Employment - Make
2,000-t/month teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan 8i Taiwan.
No previous training required. For em-
ployment program call 12061632-1146
ext J5001

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen-
age bicycling trips. US, Canada, Eu-
rope. Minimum 4 week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program; Ashfield
Road;Conway, MA 01341 (800)343 6132

•LAST CHANCE*

•INTERNSHIPS*

April 2 Is the last day to apply for Fall

1993 internships with the Legal Ser
vices Center. Get real experience work
ing witfT anorneys and clients! Earn
academic credit. Contact Legal Services
tasiax at 545 1995. 922 Campus Center.
Don't wait!

LOST

Prescription Sunglasses
Frames Maroon Lenses v. dark
Lost near Student Ctr./Library/Newman
Ctr. Please call (413)863 9885 or

1-800-241-1404 ask for Jodi

Housemates needed looking for 1 or 2
people to share room in house
S175/mo/person 253-0751

HOUSEMATES NEEDED! Looking for

2 people to share room in house
$175/mo/person 253-0751

Non-smoking quietfemale wanted in

a 4 tjedroom house very close to cam
pus. Call 549 0675 or 549-7185

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to
fee paying students. Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Habia Espaflol?
Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed for language study
Earn money for participating!

Call 538 2035 for more info

If you have a 4 bedroom house near
campus we want your lease (or next
year. Make my day call Elena 546-1645

If anybody would like to sell Spin
Doctors tickets for Saturday night please
call 6 2592 ask for Jodie/Micheile.

Looking to rent a house
for one night for a party
close to campus
Fits 175 people
will paySISO

5466156
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Scott's shots
unveils the
Cravat King

Does John Cahpari's contract extension include
the UMass chancellorship? Might not be a bad
idea, he did wonders for the hoop team.

Of course, I hear this guy David Scott has the
edge on the Road to Whitmore.

• Either the new Patriots' logo goes, or I sit in

the parking lot for the entire home opener. No, I

did that last year. Okay, this year I'll stage a sit-

in at the fifty. Sign-ups on the Student Union
steps.

The new, aerodynamic, sleek, contoured Patriot

Punk is a disgrace. Bring back the cartoon dude.
• It's good to see that Cal got a contract exten-

sion, but in reality what can that mean? If Cal
wants to bolt, he bolts. Now is not the time how-
ever, especially with the Camby Man coming in

next year. Besides, he's still never taken home the
Cravat King title (see below ».

David

SCOTT
• Bobby Cremins will be teaching a new class at

Georgia Tech next year called, "Contract Negotia-

tions, The Cremins Way."
• Say a prayer for Beulaville, North Carolina's

Bobby Shivar. Shivar, a 45 year old pipefitter, has
a chance at $1 million on Sunday, if he can hit a
college three-pointer during halftime ofthe NCAA
All-Star game (Harper Williams will be there).

One chance. Tons ofpressure. Bird would hit it, but
will Shjvar?

• Someone tell Mike Jarvis to stay at George
Washington, if for no other reason than to see

Yinka become a player.

• Remember when UMass had spring sports?

Lorden Field should be ready for plav come August
...of 1998.

• Now. for the really important awards show of
the week. It's time once again to crown the Cravat
King for 1992-93. The votes have been tabulated

and until this very moment have been sealed in a
jar. next to the pickled eggs, on the counter at the
Montague Inn. We thank the accounting firm of

Ed and Tina for their diligent work - and cold

beer.

First, the Lifetime Achievement Award for Best
Neckwear Throughout an Entire Career. The
Golden Tie goes to — Mr. Milton Cole of the
Hampshire Gazette, a man who has never seen a tie

that didn't match well with mustard.
The award has been re-named in Cole's honor to

the Milt-Tie.

In what was the closest vote in the 66-year
history of the contest, the Cravat King cravat will

again rest firmly, and securely around MY neck.

( You want to win an award, start your own contest,

jerky.)

It would be a gross oversight, if we didn't men-
tion the silk Marty Dobrow, also of the fashion

conscious Gazette, wore in Syracuse. It was his

"wedding tie," and what a tie it was, Mar-Tie.
• Women's soccer coach and all-around good

guy. Jim Rudy has made it to the Rollins College

Hall of Fame. We know not what this actually

means, but any one in the Hall ofFame has a place

in this space.

• Ed Pinckney would be a nice addition to this

year's Celtics team. Easy Ed really could have
established himself this year.

• How's this for marketing? The Denver Nug-
gets have a plan by which fans can exchange a

working, unloaded handgun for two tickets to an
upcoming game. I'll guess a loaded gun gets four

tickets, or perhaps an entire section.

• Girl Scout cookies and March Madness. Two
great tastes that taste great together.

• Mo Vaughn as American League batting

champ? The MoSox, gotta love it.

• The NHL. There, a hockey reference without

even the hint of sarcasm.
• Who is that Tar Heel in the Sports Informa-

tion Office?

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on
Butch.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Sports
Home lacrosse game postponed
Gorillas matchup versus Brown to take place May 5
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow's University of Massachsuetts men's la-

crosse home opener against Brown has officialy been
postponed to May 5 due to unplayable field conditions at

Richard F. Garber Field. UMass coach Ted Garber said

yesterday.

Garber said Brown coach Peter Lasagna wanted to get

the game in this week, but the fact that UMass has only
five home games and did not want to give one away
figured heavy in the decision to postpone the contest
rather than move it.

The Gorillas will have to wait until this weekend to try

and improve their 1-1 record and No. 10 ranking, when
they will travel to Hempstead, NY. to face Hofstra (Sat.)

and llth-ranked Duke (Sun).
Garber could be seen yesterday morning at Garber

Field, breaking up ice on the field's surface with a snow
shovel in hopes that next week's game at Providence

College may be moved to the Hill. It seems the Friars have
the same problem the Gorillas do with their home turf

"How many coaches of top ten lacrosse teams shovel

their own field?" Garber said, breaking up chunks of ice

near where the crease normally would be. "If you don't

break up this ice itll never melt," he said.

We're the only top 10 lacrosse team with no field to

practice or play on," Garber said. "But we've gotten to be
a pretty good road team."

In the meantime, the Gorillas continue to improvise in

the search for outside playing time. They went back to E-
lot yesterday— a development Garber said has built-in

dangers all it's own.
"We've got some ofthe toughest lacrosse players in the

country," Garber said. "(Long stick defender) Dennis
Kelly ran into a phone poll — he never saw it. Ifyou can
survive a pick ft-om a phone poll, you can survive anything.
We should do helmet testing."

In college lacrosse this week: UMass' 25-4
thumping of St. John's was the most lopsided Division I

score reported from last weekend. The worst in all of lax?
Denison 29, St. Vincent 1. Ouch.

Meanwhile, Syracuse continues to underachieve
against Baltimore-area teams. The highly-touted (but

what's new?) Orangemen, who lost to Loyola last week
13-12, beat 12th-ranked Towson State 15-8. The only
ranked team the Orange have beaten this year is No. 17

Yale. Don't bet on many more losses, however: most of

SU's remaining games are at the Carrier Dome, where
they never lose.

In New England, Brown made a case for the North by

ANDREA MIGLIASSI / COLLEGIAN

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team will not play

Brown this Wednesday, but will travel and take on Hofstra and
Duke this weekend.

beating Loyola 13-12. A UMass win over Brown this week
might have propelled the Gorillas as high as fifth. As it

stands now. the Gorillas will have to face the Bruins the
same week they play Syracuse and No. 9 Army (5-0).

Other future UMass opponents also claimed victories

as Yale beat Cornell 1 1-8. Duke walloped Villanova 17-5

and Hofstra wailed on Providence 19-6. DefendingNCAA
champion Princeton beat intra-state rival Rutgers 14-7.

UMass stats: To absolutely no one's surprise. Ail-

American attacker Mark Millon leads the Gorillas with
8 goals and 5 assists ( 13 points). Wes Depp has 6 goals,

while Greg Kline leads all Gorillas with 6 assists.

The most impressive statistic to the Gorillas' credit,

however, has to be their face-off winning percentage,

which is largely a credit to the play of face-ofl" specialist

Sam Joseph. Joseph won 16 of 23 face-offs against Vir-

ginia and the Gorillas have won 60 percent of all face-ofFs

taken in two games (34-of-56).

Neely finally gets sweet revenge,
NHL looks at league realignment
Who is the most hated player in the NHL? Any hockey

fan from anywhere other than Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
will say Ulf Samuelsson.

When Ulfhit Cam Neely with an illegal leg check that
put Neely out ofaction for the better part oftwo seasons.
Bruins fans called for Ulfs head on a plate. Throughout
the NHL, fans held their breathes to see if Neely would
return to get a chance at vindication.

Well Cam is back, and the long awaited confrontation
finally occurred Saturday, and it didn't take long for him
to greet Ulf. With the puck behind the Penguin net, and
Samuelsson chasing it, Neely delivered a punishing hit

on the Pittsburgh defenseman. The Garden crowd gave
Neely a standing ovation.

Matt
"

VAUTOUR
Before the game, despite the obvious animosity, Neely

said he wouldn't start a fight, but to the delight of the
Garden crowd, he didn't have to. True to his reputation,
Samuelsson provided the cheap shot. Ulfpunched Neely
in the back ofthe head, and spent the next thirty seconds
acting as Neely's punching bag. With one hand Cam
pulled Ulfs shirt over his head and landed punches with
the other. The linesmen stepped in to break it up, but
Neely slipped free to land two more blows. Revenge was
sweet in the hearts of Bruins fans. With the possibility of
an upcoming playoff matchup, the Neely/Samuelsson
war is far from over.

Around the NHL:
I'd like to tip my Tiat to the landlord ofthe Met Center

in Minnesota. Despite ofTers from local businesses to pay
to keep the North Stars in the the Twin Cities, owner
Norm Greedy (Green) is moving the team to Dallas. The
snubbed Met Center management has told Green that
the North Stars have to be out of the Met Center by
midnight af\or their last game. Green was also warned
not to try to make off with the zamboni.

With the additions of two new franchises next year,
commisioner Gary Bettman has pro)}osed to realign the
NHL's divisions.

The proposal has Pittsburghjoiningthe currentAdams
in the Northeast Division, which would make it the
toughest division in the NHL. The remainder of Patrick
would be joined by the Miami(the working name is the
Panthers) franchise, and the Tampa Bay Lightning.

The Norris Divison would be joined by the improving
Winnipeg Jets to make up the Central Division. This will

be the only division not to include an expansion team,
creating an all out battle for the division title. The West
Division will be made up of the Smythe Division minus
Winnipeg and the addition of the Not So Mighty Ducks.

The playofis would also be restructured to the format
current ly used by the NBA. The team with the best
record in the conference plays the team with the eighth
best record. This will eliminate divisional playoffs and
hopefully end the shots from the critics of the system.
When Pat LaFontaine netted his 50th goal on Sunday,

he became the tenth player in the league to score fifty

goals. This ties the record set in 1981-1982 for the most
50-goal scorers in a season. With Mark Recchi, Pierre
Turgeon and a host of others on the brink of hitting the
half century mark, the record will be broken shortly.

Teemu Selanne has long since eclipsed the record for
goals by a rookie. Russian superstarAlexander Mogilney,
who leads the NHL with 72 goals has an outside shot at
breaking Wayne Gretzky's record of91 goals in a season.
1992-1993: The Year of the Live Puck.

If you haven't read Leigh Montville's story on Don
Cherry in last week's Sports Illustrated, get a copy. It's a
must read for all hockey fans.

I'd like to respond to the charges that I'm a biased
Bruins fan. Those allegations are 100 percent true. But
80 are half the hockey fans on this campus, so deal with
it.

Matt Vautour is a (frequently misspelled) Collegian
columnist.
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Students rally, takeover Hatch
Radicals take to streets to protest something or other
By MARKY MARK
and MICHELLE BALLISTIC

STUDENT UNION STEPS (where else?) — Almost
500 students,joined by STUPID department faculty, went
ofTon the U.S racist, sexist and homophobic capitalists and
generally oppressive and pretty much nasty system,
yesterday to protest before taking over the Hatch bar.

"Those bastards can go fuck themselves as far as I'm
concerned," said 10-year graduate student Emily
I'ssickofit. "Dammit."

Carrying a sign with the rally's slogan, "Whatever it

is, bum it," Dr. Neutopia, another 10-year graduate
student with too much time on her hands, said she came
to the rally to support her comrades in protesting stuff,
whatever it is. She could not pinpiont, however, what it

was exactly that made everyone so fuckin' pissed off.

"I'm sure it's a good reason though, whatever it is," she
said.

Protesters sang songs, held hands, and attempted to
burn several flame retardent flags.

"Burn, dammit, burn!" chanted the crowd just before
a freak rainstorm extinguished the flames and drove all

500 inside to the Hatch bar.

There in the bar, protest leaders issued demands for

the bartender to denounce the United States and all it

stands for as well as give them free nachos.
"Uh, can I see all yer IDs?" asked Hatch Bouncer Otta

Mjrface.

Negotiators were brought in from Whitmore to help
facilitate a peaceful resolution to the takeover. UMass
officials said they weren't sure what it was that upsel the
occupiers or even if the occupiers knew themselves.

"What ever their demands are, I'm sure we can give in
to them." said Assitant Dean of Take-overs Walter
Walkalloverme.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he did not know what
they were talking about but asked whether they wanted
the money in large or small bills.

"Are they talkin' big bills or small bills?" said Dick.
"Where's my gin and tonic?"

Self-appointed spokesperson for the protesters Ivegotta
Bigego said he hoped the new president and U.S. Con-
gress will be forthcomingand wicked generous in resolving
the current crisis.

"If I were in charge none of this would have ever
happened," he said. "This is a people's revolution, the real
people in America, not those other people, they're not
people. This country's gotta' be run right — by me!"
We have a problem here," said director ofYour Human-

ityAnt Pringle. "This is some painful stuffthat needs to be
put behind us before the healing process can begin."

M. Morrissey
bites the big
one, Oh well
By Associated Press

AMHERST — In an ironic turn of events, public
officials confirm a man is dead by terrorist action, but
cannot figure out who is responsible.

In a horrific, flaming explo8ion,.Co//?^/a/i editorial
columnist Michael Morrissey was instantly killed last
night by a bomb blast in his dorm room, authorities said.

Morrissey apparently was studying at 10:58 p.m.
when a plastic explosive, placed in his MicroFridge.
detonated, wiping out half a floor in Brett House. Ac-
cording to police and fire officials. Morrissey was killed
by the blast immediately.

At press time, seventeen groups have claimed respon-
sibi lity forthe bombing. Amongthem are theTree H aggers
Club of America, the Atheist Group of UMass and the
National Association for the Advancement ofOppressed.
Discriminated and Generally Put Down Peoples. Officials
were not able to comment on the bombing.

Morri.ssey was remembered as an ascerbic individual
who seemed to enjoy arousing the liberal faction of the
University.

"I won't miss him one bit. to be honest, I'm happy he
got smoked," .said chancellor Dick O'Brien. "I was wait-
ing for the Trustees to give me a going away present, but
this is everything I could have asked for and more."

"We're holding a celebration rally at the Student
Union Steps for all those willing to cheer Mornssey's
horrible death," said Jan Smith-Kline, presidentess of
the Double-Namers Club at the University. "We will be
holding a self-immolation ceremony to recognize the
death of this fascist, racist person."

Authorities speculated that Morrissey, who in the
past had advocated a 200-foot wall on the United State.s-
Mexican border, condemned homosexi* .! lifestyles and
generally had raised a ruckus, finally went too far.

Sources close to the investigation stated that Morrissey
had planned to write an editorial advocating the de-
struction of the Brazilian rain forest.

"Think about it. there will be plenty of room for all

those freakin' homeless people ifwe burn the rain forests
and make condos out of them," the article stated. "Be-
sides, with time-share capabilities, we can get those
bums to work for their homes."

Although Morrissey's body was not found, authorities
were having a difllcult time rounding up volunteers for
the excavation.

"Fuck him," said Jose O'Connell, a floormate of
Morrissey 's. "I couldn't give a shit whether they ever find
his punk ass."

Sidd Finch, resident director of Morrissey's dorm,
gave a written statement to the police.

"While I am usually shocked and saddened by the loss
of human life. I am more worried about when my fioor
will be fixed," said Finch. "You know Whitmore; I'll be on
Social Security by the time they replace that huge hole
in the building."

According to UMass officials, Morrissey opened his
MicroFridge door at 10:58 p.m. Wednesday night,
detonating the bomb.

Dick crushes coup, has vice-chancellor 'nixed'
By NEVHA RITTEN
Collygian Staff

In a bold turn of events Chancellor
Richard O'Brien halted a bloody coup
d'etat by suspending the University of

Massachusetts' Constitution, ruling by
decree.

Following what is believed to be an
attempted administrative coup, O'Brien
with the help of Chief of UMass police.

Jack Luippold arrested and banished
several Vice-Chancellors and Deans.

"I had to do what I had to do, nothing

will stop the British Empire, where's

my Tom Collins" said O'Brien from the

Chancellor's mansion.
Vice-Chancellor Thomas Robinson

is believed to be the leader of the failed

coup. He has not been seen since O'Brien
instated martial rule over the campus.

"Tommy was a friend of mine, lets just
say he sleeps with the kippers."

O'Brien, who was scheduled to leave
office this year, said he would stay on as
Chancellor "forever" and promised insta-
bility and mass confusion.

"Things will continue as usual, long
live the Queen."

O'Brien, who was originally an ad-
ministrator from Oxford University in

England, was fired when he was caught
sleeping during a Royal Banquet.

O'Brien ended his press conference by
saying he would do his best to make life

miserable on campus. ou II r^ I ^.fi , .
SETH KAYE / COLLYGIAN

Chancellor Dick O Bnen reacts favorably to the news that masturbation has been banned at
The University of MAssachusetts. And he was also happy about stopping the coup
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Correction

Sorry we fuckin' exist.

The Collygian regrets
the error.

Collygian

The Collygian doesn't need
you. We don't care aboutyour
interests. We don't care about
you. We've been placing these
ads for weeks, out did you
ever come down and visit us?
Nooo! Not once did anyone
ever bother to come down to
the basementwherewe never
get to see the sun, and say "Hi
hows life. " Well I'll tellya, life
sucks. It's crowded noisy and
hot down here , and if we
weren't so dedicated to giv-
ing you your stinking news-
paper every day, then we
wouldn't be here. So, you go
on and enjoy your paper, and
forget all about the poor souls
who slave away day and night
to give it to you. It's okay, we
don't mind.

Fer Yer Fuckin'
Information

Thursday, April 1

Protest— Haywood Jablomey, Michael Hunt, Scotty

Lazer, and Long John representing the fucked up greek

area are holding a sit-in and take over ofthe offices ofthe

Collygian. All greeks welcome. No GDI's (God Damn
Independents).

Friday, April 2
Recall— The UMass Health Services has issued a

COLLYGIAN
FYla art' tree jnnoiincemenis ttial run when we damn leel tike ii cause

Ifs tree and we hale lliat. Due to space constraints. »/)e Collegian cannot
prim all FYls without brii)es.

To submit an FYI. kiss the News Editor's butt andpray he likes it FYls
cannot be taken over thephone so slop calling us. We're Ixisying beatinu
on those weinies that suck up to ourprofessors by actuallygoing to classes

recall on all condoms and sponges that have been distrib-
uted over the last month. The condoms distributed were
joke ballon condoms and not supposed to be used for
sexual intercourse ofany sort. The Pro-Life organization
will be available to anyone seeking counseling.

Saturday, April 3
Theater— Fucke'em Productions presents

Sadomasochist Lover starring Anniway Isokay.

Officials end campus diddling
By WILLIE B. SLAPPIhTIT
Collygian Staff

The Collygian's investigative I-Team has uncovered
some rather startling news concerning violations of

student's civil liberties here on campus. In a phone call

placed to this reporter late last evening a source identi-

fying itself as "Lou Briderm' made the allegations that
high ranking university officials would soon be imple-

menting a ban against self stimulation in the dorms.
Briderm, speaking in a hushed whisper, said that it

was part of a grand scheme spearheaded by the admin-
istration to completely wipe out any last remnants of
ei\jo3mient for students who are trapped within the
concrete prisons we call "dormitories".

"It'sjust gotten completely out ofhand" said Briderm.
"First they took the cigarrettes. Then they took the kegs.

Then the bastards went and made the crappers all single

sex. And now they want to take this away too? They must
be stopped before it's too late!"

When I called the offices of Vice-Chancellor Harry
Palms to verify the rumors Palms seemed irritated and
chaffed by my probing. Palms reported to the 1-Team that
there was indeed a plan to rub out self-stimulation and
that it would be taking effect immediately.

"It has recently come to our attention that oflen
times when these students are 'doing it' they are having
much too much a good time" reported Palms. "And as
you know, the university has always been dead set
against the students enjoying themselves. We tried to

create a way in which to govern what we call. 'The Time
ofPersonal Sin ", and had even planned to implement an
honesty policy. But after careful examination we real-

ized that this could not be fairly enforced due to the fact

that most women lie about it. So instead we chose to

simply ban the whole thing. We're here to leam, not to
fondle damn it!"

Palms' extinction plan is divided into two groups
separating males and females. The male plan calls for
the removal of; soaps, hand cremes and any other
lubricants from University stores along with the removal
of sexy underwear ads from the Sears Sunday supple-
ment. The report went further to call on the help of local
grocers who were asked to remove watermelons and
jelly doughnuts from their shelves, "because we know
all about what they can do with those things, those
damn deviants."

The female ban Ust called for the removal of; hospital
type removable shower-heads, Mr. Microphone brand
soap-on-a-ropes, vibrating muscle massagers and any
and all posters of, "buff dudes in bath towels holding
babies".

Residence Director of the Southwest living area, Ima
Diddler, said that while she thought it would be difficult

at first — in time the students would adapt.
"They'll learn to appreciate their quality time in dif-

ferent ways" said Diddler. "Maybe they'll start turning
towards (]k)d by reading their bibles. Or perhaps they
might start calling their parents and writing their
grandmothers. That would be nice, don't you think?"

Palms' report also listed some unique forms of
enforcement,"Ifwe have to we're prepared to go the way
ofBig Brother", wrote Palms. "Well wire up all the rooms
and pump in the sounds of the
student's grandparents having sex. That's a good one.
And if they can keep it up through that then well come
up with something even more disturbing. . . though I

can't, for the life of me, imagine what that might be."

Student protest against the decision was, at press
time, expected to be both stiff and rigid.
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Collygian to be a star filled film
said Fox.

Two main characters, news editor Jason George and
managing editor Michelle Bayliss, were casted even
before the script was finished. Nick Nolle won the part of
(3eorge, and seemed very pleased.

"It won't be one ofthe more exciting roles, but at least
I get to smoke cigarettes throughout the film." said Nolle.

Bayliss will be played by Jean Tripplehorn. who re-
ceived some acclaim for her portrayal ofthe psychologist
Dr. Elizabeth Garner in Basic Instinct.

The cast is filled with many comics, such as Chris
Elliott [portraying training director Greg SukiennikI,
Marsha Warfield

| Black Affairs editor Kristin St. John I,

and Anthony Michael Hall (sports writer Jason Nash).
Anson Williams, who has his first role since Potsie

By GENE EBERT
Special to the Collygian

Yesterday, at the offices of the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian here in Amherst, super agent Michael Ovitz
signed a deal with Warner Brothers and director Martin
Scorcese to translate Danielle Steele's best-seller, Mas-
sachusetts Daily Collygian — The Book, into Massachu-
setts Daily Collygian — The Movie.

This epic saga ofthe trials and tribulations ofa college
newspaper will surely be the biggest movie since Loaded
Weapon L

Renowned critic Jon Lupo says, "The 'Collygian' has
more surprises than The Crying Game.'"

*^
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^^^^^^^^^^ P^^ns ^o introduce the firstcartoon character

a bit more facal hair. I'm thrilled U, get the role.' Said
«°™;'Q;;^;;'},'^f',=^y''"8''fElroyJetso„toplayasp,nng

Pacino. _

When asked of the sensitive nature of the film, and
what he expects from it, Scorcese said, "It's a cross
between The Carol Burnett Show, Monty Python, and
Caligula. I think the public will understand the plight of
the staff after they see the film."

One of the most controversial characters, Michael
Morrissey, a young conservative columnist, will be played
by Michael J. Fox. who has had success in the past with
Young Republican characters such as Family Ties' Alex
P. Kealon.

"Alex was difficult to portray, because he went against
the majority. I think Mike is misunderstood, and only
wants attention. This is the direction I plan on taking'

"Gee, Astro, who is Glen Goland anyway?" said Jetson,
when he
was informed of his part.
A sub-plot in the flick is about staffers Cutter Garcia

(played by Doogie Howser M.D.'s Max Casellaj and Art
Stapleton's [played by Rodney Dangerfield] plea to get
the town of Amherst to stop boycotting the television
show, Beverly Hills 90210.

Bob Hoskins [from Who Framed Roger Rabbit fame]
portrays ad rep Dan Wetzel. Hoskins' part consisted of
looking around the campus for the video games
Burgertime and Galaga, period. John Cusack recreated
his classic role of Lloyd Dobler as he plays sports associ-
ate Jeff Crofts. Cusack is the movie's Pied Piper.^r^l ij

^'"" "" '""""^' ^ "Je" Crofts. Cusack is the movie's Pie

Chancellor caught with vakBy Dino and Mr. Finch O * *- '^WXtJ.l. ^ CI.JVBy
Collygian Staff

second floor window at approximately 3:45 am Saturday.
Maggie "the eye" Parot was on the scene to report the
startling event.

I was hiding in the bushes as usual, stinking of urine,
when I heard someone yelling, 'Bring me the rubber
chicken and a gallon of bloody petrol!' in a thick British

In a shocking turn of events. Chancellor Richard
O'Brien was caught blue-balled in the newest Amherst
brothel know as Fister's Havern Saturday morning

Seemingly oblivious to the neon "Please, No Chancei-
lors^signinthe window, O'Brien slapped down hisAARP t r\e"

" Ba'«un oi oiooay petrol! in a
I.D., which was quickly confiscated by Candy Fugduo ^^'^p

i

l*^^"'"*^^' ^ ^^^^led the damn cops."
Fister's official customer service representative ^" "^ O'Brien and his executive at

"I had no idea we were letting Chancellors in "
said

Greece Itup, owner and head bouncer at Fister's, "he said
he had photos of John Calipari in compromising posi-
tions, so I guess we made an exception."

O'Brien was thrown out when Itup found that the
pictures were really of O'Brien and his shaven pet yak

O'Brien was spotted entering Fister's through the

Brien and his executive attachie Bruce,
cuddling m a pothole, singing old show tunes. They were
just about to finish "Oklahoma!" when the coppers arrived.

O Bnen denies the entire incident.
I had a gig at the Hatch that night and we were

arunker than a boat full of baseball players. Where the
hell IS Fister's, anyway?"

In court yesterday, O'Brien pleaded "no concept" to

lucking over the entire University.
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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Quote of the Day
"I just got a suspicious call about the

Collegian, let's take a break now."

«____^ - Over read

X .MkU * lof of

•Jt»\¥ ;»\*« m*.
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ARIES iMarch 21 . Apfil I9|

Doni le) myonp Ixjlly you - reaci
violwily. BentcelodPiicevSlecpm
» eucalyptus iref ionif;hi. Your li-

nancial silualion may Ik- in hij; iroulile

Eat totu with an /Vjuanus.

TAURUSlApril 20 - May 20|
Conlidc in a Scorpio A Cancw really

By CUTTER '''^y""f^'>**y-pw">i!«»enctMsihf
' key. Stop ppyerin;; siblings in ri-pay

debts. You havt- no rrvirH>y and nt-i-

iherdolhi-y Leam a new sJmII today
GEMINIfMay 21 - )une 20|
Your panner will t heal on you with a
Virgo. HuR a Leo • iwice. Oaie a
runner. Rip oil an A/ies. Your linan-

cial situation will improve. Yrxirkive
lile will stay the same ix gH muc h
worse.

CANCER llune 21 -)uly22|
Avoid people - it anyone Ixuhers you.
you will go on a homit idal ram|>age.
You will have a shortluse today Yini
will Ix? tired It you go to work tcxJay.

Hide!

LEOlJuly 21 - Aug. 22\
Be forceful in your dealings, es(Xf tally

with Aries - th<-y will try io cheat you
Do not lal green KkkJs today. Pay
allenlion lo minor details - realize
your insignilK ance. Givelx-an sjxouls
to an Aquarius.

VIRCOjAug. 23- Sept. 221
You will Ik- lucky in love today, IhiI

beware ol those who will Ik- jealous
ol y<xj. Use protection during sc-x -

buy a bullHpriHii vest and leave it imi.

Your nnances will lollow ihe solar

winds.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By CUTTER

LIBRAjSepl. 2J-OCI. 221
A good nighl to sJeep in a eue alyiMus
tree. Your love liie is im^xoving. you
will sleep with an ^Vies tonighl Your
linanc lal pic ture will change. Yihi
will buy a Brightly ColtKi-d Ma< htne
Tol
S(ORPI()|(Xi 21- Nov 211
A Pisces IS out to get you BewaretlH-
albino dwarl Your partner will leave
you today Sex with anim,ils c an lie

very satisfying, essjx^ lally a yake
SACITTARIUSlNov 22 - l>t 2I|
Cheat on your partner with a Virgo.

Tease an At^uanus Eat only all natu-
ral blue UHxis today. Try not lo •^v^t

on those wl«« are shorter than yoo.
they are hard lo ( lean oil yimr slw>es.

CAPKK ORN|l>K. 22 - Ian 19|

An Aquarius will try lo sexually ha-
rass you Report Iheni imnwdialely.
Sleep with a Libra lonighi Buy a
eucalyptus iree. Don teal any or.inge
loods - EVER' Work liehind ihe
sci-rx-s, avoid the limelight - you'll
nK-lt.

A(./UAKIUS||an. 20 . Fel>. I8|
You will Ix- lucky in love it you just

.i|jproa< h a Ca|xi< <xii (xojx-rl) You
have no s«-li t onlideni c Avoid lulu

.tndlK-an sprouts al all* osts. Eal Luge
amounts oi junk lood

('ISCES|Fe)>l'J-Mar(h20|

Beware oi |x-o|)le «^V) sk-ep m eixa-
lyplus Irces. Be nu e lo a Scorpio.
Bully anyone who is niie lo you.
Tinx- lo icevalu.ile your lile, ( onsider
joining a c ull, the mcxc bi2arre the
Ix'tler
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By CUTTER
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Night Editor David Koresh

Copy Editor Lyndon Larouche

PhotoTechnician Boris Yeltsin

Production Supervisor Tricky Dick

Production Clint Eastwood

Jaye Davidson

LUNCH
Green Leafy Stuff

Humus Pocket

BASICS LUNCH
Hamburgers

Chicken Salad

Menu
DINNER

Seafood Newburg
More Green Leafy Stuff

BASICS DINNER
Veal Parmesian

BBQ Spareribs

Till' opinions expressed on this p.tf^f .tri" those ot tlu- 1 .irtoonists .ind do not nwfss.trily retlect the views ol the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Solitary

5 Snared
10 First fugitive

14 Summit
15 Ecjuine

16 — mater
1

7

Harvest

18 Monogram
Abbr

19 Meander
20 Rabbit ears

22 Ornate

centerpiece
24 Against

25 Ingested

26 Poor spon
30 Operetta that

went
Hollywood

34 Vases
35 Colorado

governor
37 Egyptian king

of gods
38 Assist

39 Pan ot AT4T
40 Gorilla

41 Banquet table

43 Restorative

45 "Rock of —

"

46 Splinter

48 Companion
50 Stiell occupant
51 Seine

52 Protective

tiarrier

56 Superimpose
60 At the peak
61 Furious

63 "— Camera"
64 Bag
65 To-do
66 Clock face
67 God of love

68 Leavening
69 Being, in

Barcelona

DOWN
1 Julie Christie

role

2 Free-spoken
3 Peachy keen
4 Awaits

5 Less plump

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
6 Columnist

Barrett

7 Silkworm
8 Noble family of

Ferrara

9 Sadness
10 Barbara of films

1

1

Like a bump
on —

12 Well known
Somalian
model

1

3

Moniker
21 "Wayne s

World" word
23 Ike's arena
26 Thigh muscles

for shon
27 Heep of

literature

28 Where the

Ganges 'lows

29 Motor part

30 Memento
31 Insect stage
32 Imbiber

33 "— of robins
36 Males

42 Plug

43 Scare
44 Change
45 Straddling

47 Chinese
pagoda

49 Formerly called

52 Pro —
53 Mighty mite

Lorre54 Mr -

role

55 Loyal

56 Siouan
57 Nail anagram
58 He loves Latin
59 The Clintons'

alma mater
62 Military macaw

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
IM II H^l II IMI II L Ul

' ' ' • > H|< * • Hi--7rTrir-|

-W- it
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Spots
Stupid trade
Rocket man
For Boggs
By AL STARR
Collision Staff

Doyou believe in miracles? Sports
fans all over the Commonwealth
have just seen one of the more
shocking trades in recent history.

As this trade came over the Asso-
ciated Press wire last night, the
entire staff was stunned. The Bos-
ton Red Sox traded Roger Clemens
to the New York Yankees for Wade
Boggs and $3 million.

When Boston General Manager
LouGorman was asked ofthe trade,

he said he wasn't going to let history

repeat itself.

"We as a franchise have been
criticized for letting Babe Ruth join
the rival Yankees. Well, we weren't
about to let Boggs make it two in a
row." said Gorman.

"Gene Michael drove a hard bar-
gain, but we feel we can survive
without Clemens anyway. WTiat did
he do for us? I tell you what, we
won't have any red carpets rolled

out in spring training ever again!"

The Red Sox reacquired Nick
Esasky, Phil Plantier, and Jack
Clark, according to Gorman, in or-

der to re-establish a powerhouse.
The Sox also were close to inking
Bill Buckner to another one year
contract, but the deal slipped by.

In the NBA. the Celtics' Dave
Gavitt announced that the team
would exercise its right to trade the
rights to Larr>' Bird's number 33 to

the Dallas Mavericks for their num-
ber one pick in the upcoming draft.

"We felt ifwe acquired the No. 33,

and hung it in the rafters ofReunion
Arena, it would pack the house," said
Mavericksowner Donald Carter."We
really didn't need another firstround
brat anyway."

Calipari needed to save Russian state
Yeltsin looking to coach for stability
By ELROY VAULOR
CoUygian Staff

It's time for the weekly trip around the
world ofsports. Coach Cal began his series
of diplomatic off-season ventures in the
former Soviet Union yesterday. Coach was
spotted in Red Square trying to resolve
the conflicts between Boris Yeltsin and
the Congress of People's Deputies.

"Listen, you guys are the classiest na-
tion in the world. You gotta stop arg^ng.
Shut up! Shut up! I repeat classiest fans,
oops I mean nation in the world."

Coach Cal's upcomingitinerary i ncludes
stops in the final four, Bosnia, South Africa,

and an audience with Sadam Hussein.
Speaking of the Minutemen, inside

sources have revealed that the basketball
team will break each other's wrists in a
public display ofteam unity at next year's
midnight madness.
We regret to inform our readers Mike

Morrissey will be resigning as Sports edi-

tor, to begin preparing for his run as Dan
Quayle's vice presidential running mate.

"Mike Morrissey had the most compat-
ible views to mine of all potential candi-
dates. Trust me he's a hot potatoe," said
the former vice-president.

Speakingofthe draft. The Mighty Ducks
CMJack Ferrera announced that the Ducks
plan to make Art Stapleton the franchise's

first ever draft choice. This announcement
came aft^r Stapleton announced that he
would forego his final years ofeligibility for
the big money contracts of the NHL. The
New York Islanders are expected to trade
up for the chance to draft Stapleton, this

year's top Collegiate Defenseman.
The UMass mixed doubles luge team

continued their winning ways with wins
over Mount Holyoke and Simmons this

weekend. Partners Oliver Clozov, and Olga
Dropemandcov, remained undefeated this

year.

The A.P poll has the Minuteman squad
ranked 4th in the nation. Local rival

Hampshire College remained atop the poll

at 23-0. Coach Cal pleads with Russian Congress in Moscow
AP PHOTO

By BUTCH GOLDENBERG
Greek Bashing Editor

AMHERST— It was unheard ofever happening at the
Amherst campus of The University Of Massachusetts.
After hours and hours of waiting in Fraternity-Sorority
park, aproximately 1000 greeks stormed the Campus
Center Basement offices of the CoUygian proclaiming
that they feel they are underepresented in the
campus'largest newspaper.

Scotty Lazer, president ofASR (Alpha Sigma Ro) told
the CoUygian "We are outraged, and livid. Every other
fuckin' group on this campus has a page: Black. Jewish,
Third World, Latino, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Asexual,
Transexual, Alternative, Atheist, and Church of
Scientology. All, but the fuckin' greeks. What we want is

a little leeway and fair representation."
Long John and Haywood Jablomey co-presidents of

Theta Sig both said The Greeks want a weekly page in

the CoUygian . And until we get one we are holding an 13-

way bad-ass exchange at the CoUygian. We have offi-

cially taken it over."

Acting Chancellor Danforth Potatoe Quayle said about
the uprising "This childish act is something that we
expected from the Greeks. However, those loud
rambunxious people won't be happy beacuse the
CoUygmn's new offices are being built with the money
taken from the cancelled women's sports teams are being
built on the remaining grounds ofthe Fraternity-Sorority
park. In addition, the park is being renamed NewsWorld
where a theme park, second to Epcot will be built in hope
of attracting writers to the University." Quayle went on
to say "The Geeks, I mean the Greeks, demands mean
shit and we are meeting to have all greeks banned from
campus due to dirty rushing and for hazing."

The CoUygian's old offices are being proclaimed by
Stephie Sista, sister ofAEY sorority, "the new sista's and
brotha's meeting centa' for Greeks." The sit-in at the
CoUygian has caught the eye of the national media and
stolen publicity and coverage form the Cult in Wacko,
Texas.

Hollywood officals came in droves to try to buy story
rights regarding the whole uprising. Producer, Andrew
Ego commented "This is the story of the century." Also in

the area was director. Casting Couch and he said "My
people are intersted in meeting with any sorority chic
that wants to sell her story and her body."

Storm

UMass President Michael Hooker makes a statement to press at Cannabis Reform Coalition victory rally on mI^^
1 6. Hooker shed tears of joy (though we think he was just really stoned) at being able to spark one up as he did
years and years and years ago, in his days as an undergrad at UMass.
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Snow changing to rain in the
morning. Temps in 30s and 40s.

This Weekend:
The unconventional and somtimes goofy Spin Doctors are
scheduled to play at Amherst College this weekend. Leave

I

Superm^ at home.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Local News:
A global fX)pulation expert warns of major
food shortages in the future should current

trends persist. Page 3.
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Sixth added
as suspect
in N.Y. blast
By RICHARD PYLE
Associated Press

NEW YORK—A new name was added Wednesday to
the list of suspects in the bombing of the World Trade
Center.

The new suspect Ramzi Ahmed Yousf has not been
arrested but was included in an indictment that also
includes Mahmud Abohalima, the alleged organizer if
the Feb. 26 bombing.

The new names were the only changes from the
indictment previously handed up against two 25-year-
old suspects Nidal Ayyad of Maplewood. N.J., and
Mohammed A. Salameh of Jersey City, N.J.

The four are charged with using explosives to mali-
aously damage and destroy the World Trade Center,
resulting in the death of six people.

Earlier, Ayyad's attorney said authorities want to
compare a computer printer used by Ayyad to a letter
claiming responsibility for the deadly blast.

An examination ofthe printer form Ayyad's office will
show it didn't print the letter, said his attorney, Leonard
Weinglass.

The one page letter received by The New York Times
a few days after the bombing last month said the "Libera-
tion Army Fifth Battalion" planted the explosives to
protest U.S. support for Israel.

Weinglass. who said Wednesday that authorities took
the printer from Allied Signal Corp. on Tuesday, said
later that it hadn't yet been picked up. Company
spokesman Mark Greenberg said the printer was an
NEC Pinwriter.

Various type styles in the letter suggest it was printed
on a more sophisticated machine than the one Ayyad
used at his office in Morris Township, N.J. Weinglass
said. Ayyad was suspended without pay after his arrest
earlier this month.

Ayyad's home computer was seized when he was
arrested. There was no printer in his New Jersey home.

The 25-year-old chemical engineer and three other
• Muslims have been charged in the bombing that killed
six people and injured about 1,000.

The Daily News reported Wednesday that it received
a telephone call the day after the Feb.26 bombing from
someone identifying himself as The Liberation Army."
The caller claimed responsibility for the bombing and
said a "demand" would be mailed to the paper.
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Ousted lesbian soldier to speak
To lecture at UMass after testifying before Congress
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

After 25 years of commended military service as
Chief Nurse of the Washington State National Guard,
Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer was told to pack her
bags.

Her impeccable record, her ability to gain respect, her
leadership skills, and her precedent setting achieve-
ments within the armed forces became irrelevant with
the utterance of one word: lesbian.

After speaking before Congress this week about lifting
the restrictions on homosexual inclusion in the military.
Colonel Cammermeyer will come to UMass to talk about
being a lesbian in the United States army.

"She's a very well-respected and high ranking woman
within the military structure who is speaking out against
this policy in the army," said Ali Woolwich, coordinator

Senate finds finalists
for chancellor lacking

for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Awareness Week.
In fact, Cammermeyer is the highest ranking oftlcer

ever to be discharged from the military for being gay,
lesbian, or bisexual. Receiving a bronze star for her 14-
month tour in Vietnam, Cammermeyer was also named
Nurse of the Year by the Veteran's Administration, and
has published several important research papers.
A mother of four, Cammermeyer has fought to dispel

the idea women should abandon fantasies of military
careers for more "suitable" pursuits like motherhood.

Successfully balancing a military career and family,
Cammermeyer worked for child care provisions for mili-
tary personnel.

"She's spoken out and has set precedents for women in
the military, and specifically for women with children,"
Woolwich said.

Turm to COLONEL, page 8

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
unanimously voted last night to ask
the University of Massachusetts to
reopen its chancellor search.

"To be blunt, the candidates pre-
sented to the students on this campus
forthejob ofchancellorwere inadequate
and substandard," said former Senate
Speaker Mike Poster, who along with
the other student government officers

relinquished his position to students
elected this spring.

"We, the undergraduates, feel that
the search should be reopened to lead
us into the 21st century and make us
the world-class university we should
be," Poster said.

The three finalists for the chancel-
lorship visited the University during
the past two weeks and participated in

forums with students, faculty and staff.

Poster said the current candidates
lack adequate knowledge of student
issues, financial issues, state legisla-

tion, alumni affairs and undergraduate
education.

I saw all the candidates and none
had the experience and expertise in
lobbying for higher education in ad-
dressing tuition and fees issues," said
former Student Government President
Jen Wood.

Wood cited overemphasis on re-
search, instead ofundergraduate issues
as one of the candidates' weaknesses.

"While I think it's important that
the chancellor has scholarly experience,
we need someone that will deal not
only with graduate education but with
the needs of undergraduate students,"
Wood said.

The Senate's request will be referred
to the Chancellor Richard O'Brien's
office. President Michael Hooker's of-
fice and the Chancellor Search Com-
mittee for further consideration. Poster
said.

If the search is reopened and a new
chancellor is not hired by June, when
O'Brien's interim term elapses, either
O'Brien's stay would be extended or
another interim chancellor would take
office until an adequate candidate is

found to fill the position permanently.

Turn to SENATE, page 7

Business as usual for Twisters
while efforts at sale continue
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Contrary to popular rumors, Twisters
Tavern, a popular studentbar in downtown
Amherst, will not be closing down.

Mark Forsyth, the owner of Twisters
said, "The rumor mill has been rampant
and we have had rumors ever since we
opened.

"I hear some real funny ones and they
make me laugh," he said.

Forsyth has been working since No-
vember with a brokerage company to sell

the bar. He said the town will not allow
him to sell the bar and is forcing him to
continue to operating it.

ALO East, Forsyth's corporation, is

currently in chapter 11 bankruptcy court.
Fors>i;h said he is currently working

with the magistrate court to clear up the
matter.

He said he originally planned to oper-
ate Twisters for five years, make some
money and then sell it. He alleges constant
harassment from the town ofAmherst has
reinforced his original plan to sell the bar.

Forsyth said he wants to sell the bar to
the Apache River Corporation, which is

made up oftwo former Steiger's executives,
John Oakland ofWilbraham and William
Miller of Holyoke.

Forsyth said, "William Miller and John
Oakland are the most serious people in-
terested in purchasing the bar as well as
being the most capable and respectable."

Twisters' sale hit a snag last Thursday
night when the Zoning Board of Appeals
voted two-to-one to reject a proposal by
the Apache River Corporation to increase
the capacity of Twisters from 120 to 199
occupants.

Miller said this figure would be needed
in order to operate Twisters as a profitable
business.

Richard Howland, the attorney for the
Apache River Corporation, said he used
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
plumbing code to arrive at this occupancy
figure.

A letter was hand-delivered by Miller
to the Zoning Board of Appeals yesterday
morning which asked the board to recon-
sider its decision, sources said.

The letter reinforced the request for an
occupancy increase and stated that
Twisters is not the sole source ofthe noise
created in the downtown area.

The letter also said the fights and ar-
rests on Saturday night in downtown
Amherst did not occur in the proximity of
Twisters, but rather on North Pleasant

Turn to TWISTERS, page 7
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State Police Breakup Whitmore Sit-in;

Carry off 34

ThroufticHjl th# tReraooo the
rroup prepared tor th« evening
»l«ll. A large supply of Ibod »as
purchased and Instructions on
courses of action wtien the police
cim« »»r» fivta at periodic io-
tervals.

The protest ajalnst ail recruit-
ing began Monday when the Com-
ralltee brought a demand to Dean
Field asking that a public debate
with the Dfiw Chemical recruiter
be held befjrt be met with in-
terrlewees. Om member of (he
committee stated the debate would
enable those being Interrlewed "to
ODderstand what kind of company
they would be working for."

Dean Field told the jrwip "It is

mv attempt to dissuade you from
remaining.

Several minutes later dte itate
poUce . In fuU riot aqolpment
etklered the lobby and carried the
students out In a swift operation.
Each student was carried by two
poUremen. In response to a man-
ner which some present believe
to be overly forceful, several au-
thorlted spectators and denoo-
strators shouted at police to "take
It easy, take It eaay, they want to
go". A State PoUce ofHcer su-
pervised the operation with the
same warning to "take It easy".

^Nr-

Reprinted from the Collegian,

Feb. 14, 1969

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories
Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563
Open Thursdays til 8 p.m.

Passover Week
COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

Passover Meals and Seder Information:
Kosher for passover meals provided by Kosher Meal Plan
in Kosher Dining Commons in Hamden Southwest.
Monday, April 5 — Tues. April 13.

Three meals a day— during the week
Brunch and dinner— weekend

Meal Times and Cost:
Breakfast: 7:30-9 a.m. $2.90
Lunch: 11:15 a.m.-l p.m. $4.95

Fees and Sign-up Procedures:
Kosher meal plan members— no extra charge for meals

but must sign up for Seder Meals at KDC.
*Ifyou don't have board plan for a particular meal, you
need to buy appropriate meal ticket at Franklin Dining
Commons by noon, April 2.

Regular Meal Plan Members:
Breakfast and limch no extra cost.

Dinners — $2 extra (with ticket from Franklin Dining
Commons)

No Meal Plan:
Buy all tickets in advance at Franklin Dining Commons
by 12 p.m., April 2

Seder unifies Blacks, Jews
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON— Suki Stiles, 1 1 . had never been to a Seder,
and didn't know it was the feast that begins the Jewish
holiday of Passover. That didn't stop her from enjoying
every minute.

"My grandmother asked me to come. She told me I was
going to a play," said Stiles, who is Black. "But it's fun, it's

different. I can get into the music."
Some 300 people, gathering in the basement of a

Methodist church Tuesday in the city's South End, held
what has become an annual hapjjening here, a Passover
Seder attended by the Jewish people and the Black
people.

Organizers ofthe event, which began 13 years ago, say
it sjTnbolizes the common bond between Jews and Blacks
in a time of highly publicized tensions between them.

"We probably work together on more issues and have
more common ground than any other two ethnic groups,"
said Leonard Zakim, regional director of the Anti Defa-
mation League.

With matzos and macaroons, the feast which com-
memorates the exodus of the Jews from Egypt, adhered
to tradition.

But after the meal, those assembled sang "Let my
People Go." adding verses about the pUght ofJews in the
former Soviet Union and about South African leader
Nelson Mandela. There was also a chorus of "We Shall
Overcome," with singers holding hands.
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TO QUALIFIED STUDENTS

$100 MONTHLY
TAX-FREE STIPEND

No specific academic major required—minimum GPA and
age requirements apply

*-OFFER EMDS SOON--

Call Major Keren at 413-545-2451
or stop by Room 205 Dickinson Hall
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Mightier than the Penn
This week's lead story comes from the pages of

The Daily Pennslyvanian, the student newspaper
of the University of Pennslyvania.

The Daily Penn proved it was more than just a
dummy exercise for a high school copy editing class
by publishing a column entitled "A Front Row
View" by Matt Kelly, which provided all three ofits
readers with a "Guided tour of UMass & all of its
'glory.""

Once I plowed through the grammatical mis-
takes, layout blunders and fragmented sentences,
which only a group of students who scored 1300 on
their SAT could provide, I realized Kelly, in all of
his wisdom, was poking fun at our State U.

Unfortunately, according to Kelly, a Milton,
Mass. native, the studentbody in Amherst is mainly
public school graduates from the Bay State, who
generally amount to nothing. Of course, Kelly and
his prep school brethren are above that.

"News from other U's" has made two excursions
to the Penn campus this year and its all-knowing
conclusion of the Ivy League school is this: some
architecture nice houses a snobby group of whin-
ing, self-centered, BMW-driving students, whose
father's income is roughly the equivalent of the
gross national product of the nation of Quatar.
Now on to the real important stuff. Kelly de-

scribes the£>o//v Collegian as a rag, which he should
know about considering where he works. But, until
Penn has a newspaper with a national ranking( No.
22

) as high as the Collegian 's, or a column with the
magnitude and the readership of this space, the
Quakers should keep their collective noses in the
air and stick to playing basketball.

Erin Go Braugh
Parade watchers in South Boston jeered and

heckled 25 Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual individuals
as they marched through the city during Sunday's
St. Patrick's Day parade, The Daily Free Press, the
student paper at Boston University, reported.

No violence was reported but the marchers were
greeted hostilely by many of the 200,000 people
who attended the Commonwealth's largest Irish
celebration. Many residents felt the homosexual
contingent did not belong in the parade.

•^^one of them are from Southie and all of a
sudden after 90 years they want to get into the
parade," said 20-year-old South Boston resident
Andrea Neff. The only reason they're here is be-
cause we don't want them here."

South Boston resident Joe Kelly said, "I don't
want my kids growing up around this stuff. They
have their own parade down on Tremont Street.

Why all of a sudden do they want to come to South
Boston?"

Some defended the marchers saying they have a
right to march because of their Irish heritage.

"They have every right to be here," non-resident
Dee Dee Adams said. "The hostile reactions from
the crowd are uncalled for."

About 30 Boston police officers monitored the
marchers and no acts of violence or confrontation
other than verbal were reported.

One South Boston man was seen wearing a T-
shirt reading "99-years without the queers."

March boredom
Apparently oblivious to the normal excitement

which sweeps most college campuses during the

NCAA men's basketball tournament, interest at

Purdue University for its Boilermakers was far

from feverish.

According to the Exponent, the student news-

paper on campus, local bars were far from crowded
while the Purdue-Rhode Island first round game
was televised.

"I think its because of St. Patrick's Day," a local

bartender said. "Everyone who came out then is

staying in now and saving money. But I thought it

would be busier considering it's a tournament

game."
Purdue, located in West Lafayette, Ind., had to

contend with state-wide enthusiasm from Indiana

University, which entered the tournament as a

favorite to reach the Final Four, and that may have

kept the enthusiasm down, one student argued.

Growth called silent explosion
Population expert warns of '27 Somalias by 2000'
By TOM KNIGHT
Collegian Staff

Citing a U.N. study, a population expert predicted
there could be "27 Somalias in Africa by the year 2000" if
the continent's population growth rate continued
unchecked.

Werner Fomos, president of the Washington D.C.-
based Population Institute, discussed the "silent explo-
sion" of global overpopulation and its consequences
Tuesday night at Smith College.

According to Fomos, "the greatest obstacle is the male
attitude. Men seem to think it's their destiny to spread
their seeds and then walk away from the responsibility."

"The women ofthe world do two-thirds of all the work,
earn only one-tenth of the income and own less than 1

percent of the property." Still, Fornos said, "The pohcy
makers are 96 percent men."

Fomos went so far as to say that "after the threat of
nuclear war, the most dangerous weapon in the world is
the male I sex J organ."

According to Fomos, the four most compelling goals to
stemming world population growth should be eradicat-
ing "illiteracy in girls, providing them with at least an
eighth grade education, income enhancement especially

SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
I HEARD RAMONA SING Former UMass student

Frank Black, or Black Francis of the Pixies, gives an
impromtu interview at the WMUA studios Thursday.
Remembering his time at UMass. Black said, "The
chicken pucks were always great."

for women, reducing infant mortality, and greater avail-
ability offamily planning so that couples have the knowl-
edge and means to control their fertiUty."

Fomos stressed that "there is no room for coercion" in
family planning. Rather, he said he seeks "family plan-
ning steeped in volunteerism; designed, planned and
implemented by women instead ofmen. Informed people
making informed decisions."

Fomos praised the U.S. government for not allowing
the export of any new birth control technology that was
not on the market in its own country.

While most ofthe audience enthusiastically supported
Fomos' sentiments, several said it would be more appro-
priate to focus on the consumption in the industrialized
rountries instead ofoverpopulation in developing nations.

Another dissenter accused Fomos of supporting a
conspiracy to limit population in the West while promoting
population growth in non-western nations.
A senior citizen implored others in the audience to

help reduce fossil fuel consumption by riding the bus.
Echoing Fornos. she said "the car is right up there with
the male organ" as a global menace.

In addition to his duties in Washington, Fornos also
serves as a population growth consultant to several Third
World governments.

Feminist issues
seek exposure
with local radio
By JESSIE DAVENPORT
Collegian Corresjaondent

The public awareness of women's issues is increasing
through local radio programs, according to the WMUA
women's issues director.

Stacy Home, a sophomore communications major
minoring in women's studies, said she is working to
encourage education and information on current women's
issues through the Women's Media Project.

"People think beinga feminist is beinga harsh, radical,
political person," Home said, "but it just means that you
are interested in the equality of people."

Home said in working to make people aware offeminist
issues she has realized people don't know a lot about
women's issues and don't see them as part ofmainstream
radio programming.
Home said the Women's Media Project is a program

that works through the WMUA Women's Affairs Depart-
ment. She said the project works to help raise awareness
for organizations such as the Everywoman's Center.
Necessities/Necessidades. LBGA, and Womanshelter
Compafteras. a women's rape victim shelter through
public service announcements.

She said WMUA's Women's Issues Department acts
as a liason between the community and the radio station

Turn to FEMINIST, page 7

Palestinian relations debated
By LISA GREENFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

Sarah Ozacky-Lazar, associate director for the Insti-
tute for Arabic Studies at Givat Haviva, spoke Tuesday
night in the Hillel House Lounge about the issues and
dilemmas of Palestinian relations within the state of
Israel.

The conversation flared up several times due to the
problems of indefinable issues and uncertainties of the
peace question.

Lazar opened the discussion by noting the difficulty
of defining the focus of her discussion on Israeli-Pal-
estinian relations. She said several issues need imme-
diate resolution and she expressed the urgency of the
matters.

Lazar outlined the history ofthe Palestinians, includ-
ing the different divisions of Israel, ranging from the
1947 U.N. Partition up to today's plight of refugees and
Arab-Israelis.

She said 17 percent of Israel's population consists of
Palestinians who theoretically have the rights of citi-
zens, including voting, education and inclusion in the
society in Israel.

Lazar said the Israelis tend to discriminate against
the Palestinians. She said this stems from their failure to
distinguish Palestinians within the state of Israel with
those from the West Bank and Gaza.

However, she also noted the Israeli feelings ofbeing a
minority stem from their fear of violence against them,
despite their status as the majority.

She said, "In the most recent elections, it was found
that many Israelis are tired of dealing with the Pales-

tinians of the West Bank and Gaza."
Lazar said they are tired of taking responsibility for

people that hate Israel. She said she feels that domestic
problems should be taking priority over the welfare,
economics and security of the refugees.

Lazar stressed the immediate need for compromise,
emphasizing the tragic bloodshed due to hesitation in
peace talks.

"The two sides are polarizing to the two ends of the
extremes and are destroying domestic society,' Lazar
said.

Lazar said attempting to sum up the issues involved
in the often volatile debate was not easy. Nevertheless,
in Lazar's opinion, the world is at historical crossroads
that should be taken advantage of now.

Without the threat of the Cold War and with America
as an ally, peace talks must be started. Resolution requires
each side to give a little, and Lazar said she feels each side
wants to attain peace, but did not offer any real solution
other than the actual sitting down to find a compromise
right away.

The institute Lazar works for attempts to foster dia-
logue between Arabs and Israelis. The institute teaches
Arabic language and culture to Israelis in hopes to
promote understanding and coexistence. The ultimate
goal is to bridge the gap and bring together people of the
two communities.

The program incorporates research and works with
teachers, women and children, organizing groups to get
to know each other on individual levels. About 10,000
people are involved with the institute's various programs.
Lazar is now working on her doctoral dissertation on
Arab communities in Israel.
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Asian Night offers positive images
Ms. Ivatury'scolumnlCo/Ze^tan. March

29) attacked Asian Nightand all itcame to
8)nnboIize. She wrote of"contempt for the
lives of people in the countries," "vacuous
symboUsm" and. my favorite, "reinforcing
stereotypes of a Eurocentric American
audience." I admire her for her passionate
geo-socio-econo-political commentary on
the torrid state of Asian affairs on this
campus, however, her anger is misdirected
and grossly exaggerated.

Asian Night has come to represent a
growingcommunity ofstudents who would
like to rid themselves of the pervasive
stereotype ofthe "silent minority." We are
more than engineering/medical'business
students scurrying off the the nearest
library, crouched under the weight of our
overloaded backpacks.
We are diverse and dynamic individu-

als who want to go beyond the homogene-
ity ofour stereotype. Yes. we do exercise a
great deal of political activism, however,
our activism is not manifested in a
"grouchy" Collegian column.

The Western media constantly bom-
bards Americans with negative images of
Asians. Many of these images are pure
fabrications not unhke the "anti-commu-
nism" propaganda of decades past. The
festive gathering was loud, colorful and
uplifting. It was a chance for the non-Asian
community to appreciate the Eastern
hemisphere in a light they had probably
never experienced before, a positive one.

Courtesy of the media, the negative
mental associations come easily. Iraq: vio-
lent oppressors. Palestine: terrorists. Pa-
kistan/India: hungry children. Cambodia:
boat people. Thailand: prostitutes. These

negative labels are misleading and hurt-
ful.

Asian Night lefl me with several posi-
tive images ofa community ofwhich I am
a proud member. I might also add that
Asian night addressed several issues that
would satiate even your ravenous appe-
tite. Ms. Ivatury, your diatribe on our
supposed wrongdoings stinks of a holier-

than-thou attitude that I have witnessed
far too oflen in jjeople who just criticize

but do not contribute.

I wholeheartedly support every statis-
tic in yourcolumn and am often frustrated
by the utter hypocrisy ofU.S. foreign policy.

It is a shame that a country with such a
reverent stance toward hiunan life can
turn a blind eye to the atrocities in the
East. However, your negativism is coun-
terprod ucti ve and inconsistent. You speak
of a Eurocentrism when it is obvious that
your disgust ofour "brightly colored garbs"
and "traditional songs" is borne out of
social prejudices you have acquired in the
West.

You wenton to state that "Asia symbol-
izes the history of humanity' struggle
against exploitation, colonialism and bar-
barism." Hardly. "Symbolizes" is an aw-
fully strong word. I suppose the splendor
ofthe Mughal Empire and the widespread
power of the Chinese dynasties are just
figments ofour collective imagination. Ms.
Ivatury, your letter is affront to those
members of the community who spent
many long hours preparing for a social
event that will do just fine without you
ne;ct year, thank you.

AtifKhan
Southwest

Four members of the Portland Trail-

blazers basketball team picked up three
runaway girls, ages 15 and 16, at a mall in

Utah and took them to a hotel for some fun
and games last winter.

Four professional, adult men and three
young girls.

Rape charges were filed against the
men, but later dropped because the 15
year old did not have sex, and the two 16
year olds had consented to sex— no Utah
laws were broken. Sports fans declared
their heroes vindicated. Those girls were
loose, they were sluts. They u-a/if^rf to have
sex.

Darienne

HOSLEY
Nine teenage boys in Lakewood, Calif,

spent time in jail last week, charged with
molesting and raping girls as young as
10. These boys are members of the Spur
Posse, a group of20 to 30 young men who
engage in a little friendly competition:
"hooking up." So far, 19-year-old Billy
Shehan takes the lead — he's had sex 66
times.

Some parents were surprised, a few
were upset, others were damn proud. The
father of two Spur Posse members says
the girls were "giving it away," and his
sons are "all man."

Students at Lakewood High are wear-
ing black armbands to protest the arrests.
Those girls were loose, they were sluts.

They wanted to have sex.

Except some ofthe girls said they didn't
want to.

And most ofthese girls were underage,
according to statutory rape laws.

"They're trying to get popular by doing
my friends."

The Spur Posse is trying to get popular
by out-"doing" their friends.

But the girls are sluts, and the boys are
•Virile specimens." according to one proud
dad.

Something is very wrong here.
Why are 10-, 12- and 15-year-old girls

being held responsible for getting the boys
in trouble? Are they really mature enough
to decide whether or not they should be
having sex?

Adolescence is a notoriously rough time,
particularly for girls. As they change
physically, they oflen feel self-conscious,
ashamed, embarrassed, insecure. These
are not feelings that will boost self-esteem.
The boys around them are changing too,
but their physical changes reinforce their
self-esteem.

Hormones and confidence on one side,
new sexuahty and low confidence on the
other. And sex becomes a power play.

Sex should not be a path to popularity.
Sex should not be one person "doing" an-
other. These are immature and dangerous
understandings of sex.

But they're reinforced in song lyrics,

television commercials, music videos
all that's fashionable in "teen culture."

The theme of the dangerous, obsessed
female has overrun the box office — the
Amy Fisher saga, Basic Instinct, Single
Wh ite Female— stories ofevil women who
try to use sex for power. Then there's
Honeymoon in Vegas and Mad Dog &
Glory — men making deals, with women
as currency.

It would be easy to put all the blame on
the Spur Posse lads or on the Portland
basketball players for taking advantage
of young girls, but the messages of pop
culture have created the environment.

"Those girls around my son are giving
it away."

"They're not the prettiest, you know."
The boys are "all man."
"I know one girl who did every Spur

and she was proud of it. They take ad-
vantage ofgirls and treat them like crap in
the morning, but they didn't rape anyone."

Those girls are loose, they're sluts. They
wanted to have sex.

"Nothingmy boy did was anything that
any red-blooded American boy wouldn't
do at his age."

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Critic ignorant of Western genre
This is in response John Lupo and his

opinions of Clint Eastwood's Unforgiven
[Collegian, March 29 1.

He obviously doesn't appreciate the
genre of the Western, because if he had
any idea about its nature, he wouldn't
write Unforgiven is "hardly revelatory."
The Western genre is the only mythology
this country has. and any movie in that
vein has to be looked at in context. If Mr.
Lupo doesn't understand this, if he hasn't
seen great past Westerns like John Ford's
The Man Who Shot Liberty Vallance,
Sergio Leone's Once Upon a Time in the
West, then he has no business criticizing
Unforgiven, because it takes what those

magnificent movies had to say one step
further.

Eastwood has made a poetic film about
death and the inability to escape the past,
as well as show the hypocrisy in self-

righteous behavior. You should know what
you're talking about beforeyou write about
it, and you shouldn't mimic fashionable,
knee-jerk, "Hollywood sucks" movie re-
viewers like Peter Travers from Rolling
Stone. The Crying Game may be a great
movie, but it is a great movie that relies on
a gimmick. Unforgiven relies only on un-
comfortable truths.

Carmine DeLuca
Amherst

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
o- a nizZfl Hplivpmr ontarinrr fir,AAn,^ U ;_> . .

Spring has sprung
Though there is a chance thatyou trudged through

a fresh layer of snow on your way to class this
morning, the evidence is incontrovertabie. The year's
first noon rally on the Student Union steps is a better
harbinger of the impending thaw than any foul or
less politically active mammal.
My Southern-raised housemate managed to sink

his Chevy "Impaler" up to its axles in the soupy
quagmire beside our house that the landlady refers to
as the driveway.

As he summoned a wrecker with a borrowed AAA
card. I stood ankle high in the muck during Sunday's
drizzle, with images of brontosaurs struggling in the
LfiBrea tar pits in my head and the realization that I'd
probably missed the best skiing in a decade bicycling
back and forth to winter session classes with icicles
growing on my beard.

Along the bottom of the comics page, underneath
the menu and the list of dedicated staffers who were
up until 2 a.m. last night, is a disclaimer disavowing
responsibility for the content of the page. This news-
paper equivalent of a surgeon general's warning was
instituted three semesters ago in response to a staff
member's complaint that an installment of Gary
Larson's "The Far Side" was in poor taste for portraying

l^^^ Hgr^w^ott^e^reto^Lr oTan
'''' P^^'^-.-d/ecency, were convinced that they

pizzas- T^e fact th'at we had Xh^d tlS^^ta^^^^^^^^ 7:ZZ7Zi:T''''' "!^.^''" '' "°^ ^ ^°"^^ ^^^
syndicated strip was later presented as evidence that the .nvnl1^1^^ a^''^''^''

^^^ '"^"^ '"^"^"^ •""^^"t
Collegian was a racist paDer

^s evidence that the mvolving "The Adventures of Fred" is a differentCollegian was a racist paper.
Though this probably brought more laughter than the

strip did the first time around, it was only the latest in a
series of conflagrations over the comics page.

Josh

REYNOLDS
Around three years ago a student penned a strip called

"Frotter," which parodied racist views but was miscon-
strued as endorsing those views. Although Black faculty
members defended the strip's intent, a group of less
understanding students demanded that the strip be
discontinued. After a heated confrontation with the man-
aging editor, the artist was removed from the staff (you
can t really fire someone who doesn't get paid)

These experiences lead to such paranoia in the news-
room that we censored a week's worth of "Cast of Thou-
sands" last year a priori becau.se they dealt with the
subject of race. A few White editors, after months of
hounding by the self-appointed judges ofculture accept-

symptom of this same affliction.
Many people are simply incapable of writing or

interpreting humor. ( Ifprior experience is any guide,
there is plenty of evidence to that effect in the April
Fool s wrap to today's paper.) The Collegian makes
an ejlort to support student cartoonists. Unfortu-
nately there hasn't been one worth reading since
Barry Deutsche took an indefinite leave of absence
Jast year.

In a final note, it's disappointing that the GLB
orgamzers of Monday's demonstration have chosen
to prove that they are as tactless as those they are
trying to sway. "Stooping to their level" is rarely a

TfJ?
,

'^^- R^" ""^ ^ P"""^^' but the public exchange
ot bodily fluids is in bad taste no matter who partici-
PaL6S.

If acceptance into mainstream culture means
taJting a bullet in the side in a dispute over the
national machismo/economic dependency, or adoptingnuman society's equivalent ofterritorial pissing, then
1 d prefer a hermitage in Vermont.

Josh Reytwlds is a Collegian columnist.
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•^£?Z?^'^. 'Cleans out 420 Student Union and moves onToday, Jennifer Wood is an ex-president of the Stu-
dent Lrovemment Association.

Her one-yearterm ended yesterday and she has passed

ion a?^"^ ?r"
^ °^^^ ^""^^' ^"d with it an office in

420 btudent Union. She would have Uked to be president
tor another year, yet she knows it's time to move on

But moving on means moving out, and the president's
office at 420 Student Union is kind of small, even when
Its free of clutter. So Tuesday night, Jennifer Wood,
student, cleaned out what had been her home away from
home for the past year.

Those of us who will graduate in 52 days, including
yours truly, will eventually have to do what Wood did
Tuesday night— clean up after ourselves and move along.

But that entails a lot more than throwing fliers and
outdated memos into the circular file. There's a lot of
memories to sort through. There's also the reahzation
that a chapter ofyour life has just ended.

^
"I find myself saying Let go, Jen, let go,"" she said.

"I've been saying that for almost a year."
She hadn't taken the posters down yet; that would be

saved for last. Many of them date back four years, even
longer. "Robb Smith and Brian Crawford for Amherst
Town Meeting," for example.
That was before I knew the two of them," Wood

explained. As for their showing in the election? "They got
smoked."

Jim Collins is on her wall, too. She worked on his
campaign for the U.S. House ofRepresentatives seat now
held by John Olver. Jon Hite's bumper sticker is on her
wall. So are various posters for on-campus events over
the past four years such as Pina Loca and a visit by
environmentalist Dr. Helen Caldicott.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
But the most telling posteron Jen Wood's wall, the one

she says she might not leave behind for David Nunez, is
fi:x)m 1989, when students mobiUzed, united and fought
spiraling tuition hikes and draconian budget cuts. That
semester's student activism still stands out as the most
productive in recent memory.

The picture on the poster is a wide-angle shot of the
15,000 students who stood on the Statehouse steps in
October 1989. "What ifall these students were voters?" it

asked.

"I would say that semester shaped me greatly. That
and the student strike," Wood said.

Wood has been active in student government all four

years at UMass. It wasn't always as productive and
harmonious as it is now. In 1990, when the Student
Senate was losing senators left and right and stifled by
ideological differences, its leadership turned control of
the Senate over to the administration.
Some students applauded the action as the only way

to change student government. Others were aghast. Jen
Wood was on the "reform" side of the issue, and was set
to run as student trustee in the "new" Student Senate.

But that was before the administration pulled the rug
out from under her.

"When the [Student Senate] destroyed itself I was a
senator. I was considered to be one ofthe 'reformers,*"
Wood says. "Since then I've come full circle."

"I have few regrets," she said. She didn't take credit for
everything, but there was a long Hst ofaccomplishments
she was proud of: the re-birth of the Student Center for
Education Research and Advocacy, the appointment of
Thomas Robinson as vice-chancellor of Student Affairs
and increased participation in the Student Senate by the
Third World Caucus were just a few.

"Few regrets."That sounds Uke a good way to graduate
to me.

Greg Sukiennik will only be a columnist for five more
weeks.

Hartnett s friends
extend warm thanks
We would like to pubhcly thank the administra-

tion, faculty and students of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst for their support, care
and concern during the days following the tragedy
we experienced.

We extend our immense gratitude to the:

[ bullet] Dean ofStudents Office, for their imme-
diate and efficient reaction to our crisis and amaz-
ing overall support. Without their assistance we
would not have survived the past two weeks as well
as we somehow did.

I bullet 1 Department ofPublic Safety and UMass
Police

• Massachusetts State Police
• Sunderland PoUce Department
• Newman Center
• Everywoman's Center
• Mental Health Services
• Campus Center Hotel staff, especially house

keeping
• Housing Assignments Office
• Residential staff and house councils for their

clothing and monetary donations
Thanks again to all who attended the memorial

service held for Tara on March 23. Your presence
was deeply appreciated. For those who did not
know Tara. we hope you walked away with a better
sense of who this wonderful woman was. Words
cannot express our thanks to our families and close
friends for standing by our sides, for the hugs and
for sharing our tears and pain.

The housmates of Tara Hartnett

Looking for the Third World reahty
I am getting used to having people talk to me about

how I should live my hfe or think. People who do not know
what they are talking about. I am getting used to hearing
people tell me how I am supposed to think, live and act as
a person of color, as a woman of color.

I know I am person of color. In fact, I have been one
since I was bom.

Evelyn A.

DEJESOS
When I came to UMass, I found people telling me how

I was supposed to behave and think as person of color,
what I was supposed to think about the political status of
Puerto Rico (in my case that is where I come from. Am I

a person of color now?) and what I should think about
people from the mainland.

If I do not think or act like that then I have a colonized
mentality. Many of those who talk about the oppression
of the capitalist system have never been in need of
running away for their country, or wondered about what
they are going to eat the next day.

There is always the pressure ofrepresenting the Third
Worid reality. They tell how that reality should be,
according to their professor in that Gen Ed course they
took. If I do not follow their criteria then I guess I am
oppressing my own people and you know the rest.

The most daring ones say I cannot represent it be-
cause I am light-skinned, my hair is brown and I do not
fit the stereotype of the person of color. That I am light-
skinned means that in my heritage, I do not know how
many generations before me, there was White blood. In
my case it is Spaniard, representing the oppressor for the
Hispanic culture. Because of that criteria, I may not be
ehgible to be a person ofcolor. If I am light-skinned then

I cannot represent that Third World reality people are
talking about in classrooms.

WelL the reason behind it is that, "I am not the
reality." No, I am not a reality. I am a spirit, a vision of
the Holy. I do not exist and I am invisible. If they have
never been out of their state, then why do they open
their big mouths to tell me about mine? How come they
dare to say that? This is the most disrespectful and
humiliating thing I can hear. I do not have to give
explanations on how many generations have been before
me, where they came from or how 1 was raised and
where. I do not have to apologize.

The adventurous ones dare to tell me, and try to argue
with me on what should I think of Puerto Rico's political
status. However, they are not willing to go there and help
to build it up as a country if it turns to be independent.

They say how bad and mean the so-called "Americans"
are, but they are in UMass working as teaching assis-
tants, and taking advantage ofthat oppressive capitalist
system they complain about. Americans are bad. mean
and oppressive but they don't think that about their
green bucks.

It is awesome to go and have dinner at a nice place
after that excellent intellectual's oppression lecture we
attended. You know, you go to a restaurant and the
waitress comes and brings you a nice menu and you
choose what you want to have for dinner. You ask her
what is better.

While you wait, you chat with your friends about how
deep the lecture was. How well prepared the speaker is.

etc. Food comes, it was great. You pay, tip the waitress
and you leave.

You ate what my people harvested and no one said
anything.

Evelyn A. De Jestis is a Collegian columnist.

Kosher Kitchen tops D.C. I Comics aren't racial, just funny
Coming to college usually requires a

certain amount of preparation, determi-
nation and the ability to adjust to situa-

tions you would normally not face while at
home. As a "first year student," you need
to adjust to independence, lack ofprivacy,
roommate(s), classes and one thing in

particular — your new eating facilities.

Erica L.

MOSS
Goin^" to the diningcommons is culture

shock in itself Now not only do you have
to leave your room and face the unpre-
dictable weather, butyou are compelled to

consume the disgusting slop they claim is

delicious.

Some, like my parents, say I am "too

picky," but I am sure there are many ofyou
unsatisfied D.C. goers who would like to be
reassured that there is a way out of this

hell. I'm sure you can agree that cereal,

friiit and tuna can get a little repetitive.

Want an alternative? How about the

Kosher Kitchen? Fortunately I discovered

this source of salvation, with the help of

my dear roommate. It was like gourmet
cooking compared to the barely edible

"food" at the regular D.C.

The Kosher D.C. is centrally located in

the heart ofSouthwest by Hampden Gal-

lery. Anyone can attend. You do not have

to be Jewish nor do you have to be kosher.

The K.D.C. provides one meal, dinner, a

day. The food is required to meet certain

standards, therefore, you know you are

not eating cat? dog? fish? or chicken? The
slight increase in price is worth the re-

sults — sanitary, real, decent food.

As you walk into the KD.C, you are

greeted by chummy faces and served by

people who don't seem to want to throw the

food at you. Instead, they are pleased to

serve you. The area where you receive your
dinner and eat it is spotless. French fries

aren't smashed on the ground, welcoming
you to slip and break your neck, rather, it is

clean and peaceful. The atmosphere is

soothing after a treacherous day ofclasses.
While you eat you have the pleasure of
watching the sun slowly disappear behind
the picturesque BerkshireMountain Range.
Now, doesn't this sound inviting?

On the contrary, you have your ordi-

nary diningcommons. Unlike K.D.C., here
you can smell the stench of the latest kill

from miles down campus. Not only are you
not really clear on what you are being
served, but your body rejects it, pleading
for something substantial.

Asyou sitthere contemplatingthe salad
bar or the cereal, you decide to approach
the salad bar. Bad idea. You eye the let-

tuce, wilted and drenched by the residue
water. The rest ofthe vegetables look like

they were picked from the day-old pile at
the supermarket. When you go back to

search for maybe even an apple a pear
that isn't dented on all sides, you realize
you are not going to have much luck.

After your struggle, you walk back to

your overcrowded table with a tiny bun in

one hand and a glass of flat soda in the
other. Another unsuccessful attempt. Your
stomach is growling, your head hurts —
what should you do? Order pizza? Nah —
why go through the unnecessary fuss and
money; that could be sent on bigger and
better things.

I've been a lot happier with my choice of
eating dinner at the Kosher Kitchen. Ifyou
are not happy vfith the main meal, the
salad bar is always a positive experience. If

you are unhappy and tired ofcoming home
with a hole in your stomach, give Kosher a
try— chances are you vrill be pleased.

Erica L. Moss is a UMass student.

I can't believe that Reginald Pickett
has nothing better to do than to try to

find far-fetched underlying messages
in a comic strip that has never even
hinted towards a racial topic in the
past. Not only did he search for these
racial slurs, heactually troubled other
students and even faculty with his
nothing more than bothersome di-

lemma. I also think that whoever these
"many people" were who said, "This is

ridiculous, he should be fired," were

probably agreeing with Reginald just
to get him off their backs.

Anyone could take almost any comic
strip, article, editorial or news letter

and find something racial in it, if he/
she had the time to search and pry long
enough. These comics aren't written to

be racial, they're written to be funny.
Don't you understand that word —
funny?

James Martinous
Hadley

Culture, ideas define the person
The column. "Asian heritage exploited."

/Collegian, March 29 1 condemned Asian
Night as an "extravagant, self-indulgent,

exploitative display of orientalism by the
immigrant conununity." I attended this

event to "devour, vulgarize and prostitute
the rich traditions ofAsia.'The letter listed

many injustices Asians have faced because
ofthe practices ofthe United States and its

apathetic, self-centered Asian population.
The author offered, "Clinging to vacuous
symbolism while denying their complicity
with a system that exploits people on the
Asian continent will not bring Asian
Americans any closer to their roots, norcan
it restore their sense of pride."

I am an American ofJapanese descent.
I am a U.S. citizen. I pay taxes, voted in the
last election and I will debate anyone who
claims I am any less American than any
other citizen. Wliilemy mind and heart will

always belong to this country, my blood
and flesh are of my Japanese ancestors. I

have been told that I have no claim to the
culture ofmy forefathers. I refuse to accept
this. While my citizenship to this country
remains my most prized possession, the
culture and ideals that have remained in
my family are some of the most influential

things defining who I am as a person. This
ismy heritage, and who but I can determine
when it has been exploited?

I saw Asian Night from beginning to
end, and what I saw was not "vulgar" and
"exploitative." I saw students explore their
cultural identity and hare that knowledge
with other people. The dramatic piece dedi-
cated to Vincent Chin brought up many
problems faced by Asian Americans today.
The colorful dances and performance
showed what rich and diverse cultures we
have brought to this country. Even the
lighter moments brought things down to a
more real level, one common to all cultures.
What I saw was a group of people from
many different backgrounds and cultures
coming together to celebrate who they are,
not degrading our Asian heritage, but
sharing it with those who cared to accept it.

I cannot speak for all who attended,just
as I cannot speak for all Asian Americans.
We are all individuals with different ideas
and beliefs. But Iam not gainingfalse pride
through "vacuous symbolism." Ifyou care
to even look, I'm sure you vrill find many
who will agree with me.

Steven S. Nagata
Hampshire College
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The Chancellor Search

Committee
needs all evaluation and
other written comments

about the three candidates
by

5:00 RM. , Friday, April 2.

They should be turned in to 'Nita
Hasan, Chancellor's Office.

All those who saw the candidates
live or on cable are strongly
encouraged to comment.

The search committee needs your input !!!

NOHI HAMPTON W^WtP"^ 5S4-S4.<5

1 1 th Week - Hie last weekend to sec iti
Curtain Daily 6:45 Sc 9:00

THE YEAR'S MOST EXTRAORDINARY MOTION PICTURE
6ACADEMYAWAJtD NOMINAnONS

BESTPICnntE
lk« l>»rc» Nfu KMUMM
Mkm Acltir rrVHCN UA

ku Umaul lnK<i|>lq> NtUJOWMN

Wmte«s cuiu) or amuica nomincs
en Qmaul iatatfin tttHm^t

6 MJTISH ACAAEMV Of HUM AND
TUXVUION A«n NOMINATIONS

•niMa
~

lo Dxtuc NBl K>UWl
ica WMr fTOWN Ua

WINNIR.
National society of hlm atmcs

•ni «no> - SKpMn la
Ne» vouk niM CRITICS a«cu

Ben Ontptui iLfniiptn - t^^)ottm

BorroN socim or film outics
loi On^MMI Soetiifte - NntjM^i

Producers ci ili> or America

0«tM l.tOnulHATCUl KXTUm

THE CRYING GAME
p- AfitakvNtilJorte *miw

-A RIVETING
ROMANTIC
THRILLERI-

NY. Daily N*ws

M lUKcaiKsoKSMn II < (m.i.k(;k

If you ore over 18, and would like to earn
Full Time Income^Working Part Time

Be a Barterider

• Day/Eve»)ji)g 1 v\)teek

• Local/Nc^cmof Pkicement

• Limited Open?nqs RfemaJn>or
March and April Classes,

'
5flSt£^ii^ TbdavWi Receive
AdditionofSovfrtgsohTliHionFees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield

The
Edwin M. Rossman

Alumni Career Forum

The Department of Microbiology
and

The Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Thursday, April 1, 1993
8:00 p.m.

Campus Center Room 162

Sponsored by

Department of Microbiology

Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Mather Career Center

Alumni Association

MCVlSA'Af

ALUMNI PANELISTS
Jim Langlals

Microbiology, '91

Manufacturing Associate

Diagnostic Enzyme Manufacturing

Genzyme

Jean Onofrio

Microbiology, '82

Field Product Manager
Hepatitis and Retrovirus Products

Abbott Laboratories

Lauren Sears

Biochemistry, '91

Research Assiatant

New Product Development

New England Biolabs

Michael Hubert

Biochemistry, '89

Research Associate

Hybridon, Inc.

# INVITE\
k^ You and your organization to our

^ Grand Opening and Dinner
April 2, 1993. 6:00-8:00pni sharp O

At the South-Side Room, Hampden. D.C.

"FESTEJOS*

^

I. Ceremonia Del Centre Cultural Latino Americano
V.emes-Abril.2-93 Desde 6:00-8:00 puntual (Exhibid6n de Arte), (Gratis)

11. Fiesta
Sabado - Abril - 3 - 93 Orguesta: Caribbean Sound

DJ.Tamo Desde: 10:00pm -Hasta el Amanecer (entrada3$)

111. Domingo Miscelaneo (Gratis)
(Competencia de Domino), (Video shows) Y MAS ...

LUGAR: South-Side Room arriva del Munchie Store

(In Hampden, D.C. - Southwest Area)
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Chancellor
continued from page 1

" ~~

Poster said.

Elections for Senate speaker and treasurerwere
neld at the meeting.

The new Senate speaker is Matthew Pavesi
while new treasurer is Peter Roaf.

Pavesi and Roaf were sworn into office last
night, along with new Student Government Presi-
dent David Nunez and new Student Trustee Al
Lizana.

Lizana will officially become a Board ofTrustees
member July 1.

The Senate voted to allow the Student Center
for Education Research and Advocacy Board to hire
a student coordinator immediately. The board is
still seeking a director for the center.

Twisters
continued from page 1

Street.

A source said Miller was using the letter to illustrate
his view that Twisters is not the problem that some
people are making it out to be.

Residents of the Clark House Apartment complex a
predominately elderly residence, frequently compladn
about alleged noise and lewdness that occurs after
Twisters closes each night.

Forsyth said, "We are not the entire problem, although
I realize we are part of a much bigger problem.

"Everyone is complaining about people urinating on
their lawns and bushes, but there is no public rest room
in Amherst," Forsyth said. "Everyone is complaining
about litter, but how many trash cans are there around?"

He said. They are complaining about the students
and the businesses which attract the students, but when
the students are outside they are not the businesses*
responsibility."

Forsyth said, "All the businesses in the downtown
area are to blame for the noise that is created and I think
Twisters is being targeted for all the problems which
occur."

Zoning Board members said they are concerned with
the location of Twisters and its proximity to the Clark
House.

Edward Sunderland, one ofthe zoning board members
who opposed the transfer said. "A large number ofpeople
will be coming to an area which needs peace and tran-
quility."

Currently an application for a transfer of the liquor
license from ALO East to Apache River has been with-
drawn from the Select Board.

Marie Wickey. the administrative assistant to the
Amherst Select Board said, "When Apache River applied
for the transfer of the license the Select Board felt
uncomfortable about the capacity designation on the
license."

For that reason, the Board asked Apache River to
withdraw its application and have the Zoning Board
make a ruling on the capacity before they made a decision
on the transfer ofthe liquor license, according to Wickey.

"The sentiment of a few members ofthe Select Board
IS that they don't want a bar in that area," Wickey said.

Forsyth is scheduled to appear before the Select Board
on Tuesday night to tell them he will continue to own and
operate Twisters, said Wickey.

Attention Students:
Avanti Career Management

Is proud to sponsor

[> Saturday, April 17 2:30-5:00 PJM.

Careers with an International Focus
Inlernalionol Business, Bonking, Trode ond (onsulling

Inlernotionol Medio ond Nonprofit Orgonizotioffi

(ome cxniofe ond dis(uss (oreer opporlunities in intetnotionol offoirs

with established professionals in the field.

Moderated by John Buclcner

School of International & Public Affairs, Columbia Univ«rtit/

O Saturday, April 10 2:30-5:00 PJVl
Career Planning for Foreign Students

Special discount for students and advanced registration.
Contact Avanti for more information.

WMm rM ori fob InmNnj fw ilw lint t^, (fiongint (arMn, raMil«riii| III* jok nwliit.
Of jwl nplorinf poiublt (oittry tomidet Avonti Carm thnajmrni W» prg^ rtnmN

'

odvwnwnl, cxtti lounseling. a tomputwiisd fmploynwH OotolMnk, ttatt'ol llw «r1

rMMrrt) f(j(ilili«, ond a vBriefy o( other wrvkn.

Avonh: {413)584 8409
1 7 IMew Sooth Strert

Sullivan Squors
Norihompton, MA 01060

=AVANn=
Career Mana||mient

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine

Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

Feminist
Thursday, April 1, 1993 / Page 7

Continued from page 3 ' ~

ttworking to bring the student body and station staff up
date on women's issues.

"People need to learn the definition of feminism "

Home said. "It's political but it's not a total radical
notion. Men can be feminists too."

She said one of her main goals as director is to

incorporate the Women's Affairs Department into the
radio station as opposed to having it operate as a separate
entity.

Home said the media project consists of four radio
programs ofthree hour blocks devoted to women's music
ranging from folk and blues to country. She also said she
is trying to establish an altemative music segment.

DAVES NOT HERE
THIS SATURDAY

!

BUT THE lECENDARY
TOMMY CHONC
Will BE AT

THE COMEDY CONNECTION
AT THE HU KE lAU

FOR ONE NICHT ONIY.

APRIL 3RD
All YOU COUNTER-CUITURE

ENTHU5IAJTJ
AND 60J THROW-IACKJ

CANNOT HSS ON
THE RARE CHANCE

TO JEE THI5 COMEDY CURU

APRIL 3RD

coDiedq

TOA\A\Y
CHONC

CONNECTION
yi^*-.

<CHICOREE
DAVID ALAN

GRIER
Apr 10

41 3^

MARK
CURRY
Apr 17

BOB
NELSON
Apr 24

yitowlr yotf foryour Patronage^Th^ Kruptxak family

Rt». 9 • Hadl«y • 584-8174 Between Burger King & Dunkin Donuts

DISCOUNT LIQUORS * BEER • WINE> KEGS* ICE

SPRINGFLING!I

BUD DRYU0.91
BUSCH & LT. ^.99- conr -m

UNTIL ...GRADUATION!!

NO

,«QUlRfDl

>DER24-12 oz!
bar bottles

,
+ DER 24 -12 oz.

cans

KNICKERBOCKER
24-16 oz. bar bottles

$^99
4 dep.

GOLDEN ANNIV.
24-16 oz. bar bottles

$399
«d*p.

4 SEASONS VODKA
$399

1.75L

V2BBL
BUSCH 3799

•• dep.

AMERICAN
24-12 oz. cans

$^29
d«p.

4 SEASONS RUM

$1049
1.75L

V2BBL NATURAL LT

M.D. 20-20

$|99 750 ML
ALL FLAVORS

COORS GOLD
24 bar bottles

'3290
DEP.

V2BBL MILWAUKEE'S
BEST $^2^0

DEP.

M.G.D. &i M.G.D. LT.
24-12 oz. bottles

$1989

TIRED OF STORES
WITH BAD
AHITUDES?

AT 4 SEASONS YOU LL
BE TREATED WITH

GRATITUDE!! AND...

M.G.D. & LITE

V2BBL's

CHEAPEST
ICE

PRICES IN MASS.

$3899
+ DEP.

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU 4/7/93 • NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHIC ERRORS
HOURS. MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00- 1 1 :00 • DELIVERY AFTERNOONS & EVENINGS

KEG DEPOSITS HELD UP TO 30 DAYS • VISA • MASTERCARD • CHECK • CASH
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586 5726
213 MAIN ST
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21 STATE ST

Influential judge pleads guilty
Says he willingly sent threatening letters to ex-lover

NORTHAMPTON

By DONNA DE LA CRUZ
Associated Press

TRENTON, N.J. — New York stete's former chief

judge pleaded guilty today in federal court to sending
threatening letters to kidnap his ex-lover's daughter in a
bizarre case that ended his stellar legal career.

Sol Wachtler, 62, pleaded gviilty to mail harassment in

exchange for federal prosecutors dropping five counts of

extortion.

Wachtler, reading from a prepare statement in court,

apologized to his wife and four children, and also to his

former lover,Joy Silverman and her 14-year-old daughter.

"I know my behavior was foreign to my 62 years on

earth. I did all the acts knowingly and willfidly ," Wachtler

said, adding he had no intention ofkidnapping or harming
the teen-ager.

His wife and children were in the courtroom during the

hour long proceeding. They did not speak to reporters.

Wachtler told U.S. District Judge Anne E. Thompson
that he is now taking drugs to control depression.

Wachtler could be sentenced to a maximum of five

years in prison.

U.S. Attorney Michael ChertofF and Wachtler's at-

torneys agreed to recommend he serve 12 to 18 months in

prison.

inunoRV

8 am-1 1 pm 7 days

COUPON

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

State of the Art Machines
Snack Bar

Big Screen T.V.

Pool Table and Video Games
Senior Citizen Discount

Colonel

$1.00 OFF
any size washer
Limit 1 coupon per customer

'
$3^00 OFF
DRY CLEANING

($10 or more)
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Coupon Expires 4/30/93 Coupon Expires 4/30/93

continued from page 1

Given the controversial presence ofthe Reserve Offic-

ers Training Corps on campus and the upcoming reevalu-

ation of the ROTO program by the Faculty Senate,

Cammermeyer's visit is timely.

UMass was one of several universities which decried

the exclusion ofgays, lesbians and bisexuals firom ROTC
programs in a 1990 letter to the Pentagon. Yet, one year
later, an inquiry by the UMass Academic Matters Coun-
cil found ROTC to be non-discriminatory.

Several inconsistencies have prompted the Faculty

Senate to reopen the investigation, according to Woolwich.
The petition made by the Academic Matters Council

deeming that ROTC wasn't discriminatory was thrown
out as inconsistent by the Faculty Senate and they're

doing their own investigation," Woolwich said.

Margarethe Cammermeyer will speak this Saturday
at noon in the Hampden Southside Room in the South-
west Residential Area.

home plate

6 University Drive • New .Market Center • Next To Vlctor\' Supermarket & Scott s Liquors • Amherst • (413) 549-2640

continued from page 1

2

Much ofthe credit for Mo's success has to go to hitting
coach "Easy" Mike Easier, who has patiently molded Mo
into a force.

Also not to be overlooked are Sox outfielder Billy
"Don't call me Thatcher" Hatcher, and Tony The Wild
One" Pena, who are batting .347 and .333 respectively for

the spring.

Bo Jackson, artificial hip and all, will be on the
Chicago White Sox opening day roster. Many thought
this multi-talented athlete's two-sport career was over
after he injured his hip two years ago when he was in a
Los Angeles Raiders uniform, but Bo has made a mi-
raculous comeback.

Speaking of miraculous, the expansion Colorado
Rockies could very well capture a championship before
the Red Sox.

Jeff Hojlo is the Collegian staffs resident baseball
expert

April Showers of Values!

Don't Drink
and Drive

MM/ltit I ir\iir\tDC^

MILLER $Q99
HIGH LIFE w.oEP

CASE OF 24-12 OZ. CANS

BECK'S $/i49
REG.. DARK. LIGHT *+

6 PK. BOTTLES * DEP

GOLDEN \J 16 0ZBAR
>^ ANNIVERSARY *de?. bottles

^ BUD DRY Si 099
•4^\ 24-12 OZ. BAR BOTTLES + DEP

CATAMOUNT $/| 99 e^K

BOCK ^ '°"'"

ALMADEN $749
ALL FLAVORS i

(EXCEPT WHITE ZlN) "» LITER
BAG-IN-A-BOX

GLEN ELLEN $329
\J 75C

WHITE ZINFANDEL
750 ML

GEORGE
DUBOEUF
BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES

599

750 ML

1
1^.

RIUNITE $r99 U;>
^n;^. wines

5'
1.5L

DEP

ALL FLAVORS

SUTTER $yi29
HOME H-
CHARDONNAY 750 ML

POPOV $Q99
VODKA 80° 27

1.75L

CHIVAS REGAL $OQ99
SCOTCH Oy

1.75 L

JOSE CUERVO s
GOLD TEQUILA

(SHOT GLASS PACK)

1049

750 ML

FLEISCHMANN'S $099
PREFERRED 0,„^

SALE 11.99 nEB^TEjoo AFTER BEBATE

GILBEY'S $-i M 49
GIN I I

1.75L

BEA

Be A Teocher

Teachers hove the power

to woke up young minds-

to moke difference.

Reoch for that power.

Be Q teocher. Be o hero.

To find out how

to become q

teacher, call

1-800-45-TEACH

Wi Reciuihng New Teochm, Inc.

not responsible for

typographical errors

UrClV. Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 4/1/93 THRU

WEDS. 4/7/93

Full Redemption Center

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RoGfc»l«N«r Plaza
NawYtorKNY 10020
Ptwrw (212) 561-3040

Mail this ad for SfMcial
SludMil/TaaclMr Tariff.

a MENTAL a LXAK D rUNCNAW
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

r

W^H- THE PEANUT
BUTftR. IS Ru\MtD.'

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

lOU-RL SUPPOStO TO SCDOP
OKt HA.LF STUW&m DOWM
AUD T^EK OlCS OUT THE
OTHER S\DE n^OlA tUE BOTTOK,

SO ?kiX Oi; TMt TOP REvyklHS

UKD\STURBED UNTIL TME
VEtM END.'

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By GARY LARSON

By JIM
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
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By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Tapeworms on vacation

By CARRY TRUDEAU

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliot

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean

Production Supervisor jim Ganley

Production Amanda Mead
Sean Ramsey

J2;Msn£hl.SMM^A^^^ in the oarocJy issue

Men u
LUNCH DINNER
Tacos Baked Ziti

BBQ Rib Sandwich 1/4 lb Burger

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Vegy Taco Baked Ziti

Faiafel Sandwich Roman Rice & Beans |

Quote of the Day
"It's a journalist's job to sell everybody

out"

-Brent Staples

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March J 1 -April I'd:

C()mplele()ldl>usirK>!>>>lii-l(xe starling

rn-w projtt Is. A tclc()hon(' c all is i-n-

lighlcning; lolltiw up on a sirring

hunrh. Tho alnv)splH-ri> miprosfs at

IxMh hcinie arjcl work.

TAUKL/SlAjXil JO-Mjy 201: Tend
to roulirH- tasks [Honiptly. You ( an
UxA lorward to making ioi|xMlanl

new lontacis on a iHJsmt-ss trip. O-
voli- more tiim- to otispring Listen to

a teen-ager's viewpoint.

GEMINI (May 1 1 -June iO): (:he< k

your tacts and tiguies Ix-lorc signing a

binding contract. He prepari-dlolH-lp

with an older (x-rson's nH-dic al ex-

penses. Romanc e improves wlx-n yi ki

give loved one the tx-neiii r)i ihc-

doubt

CANCER (|unf Jl-luly 22': You
exucJe a quiet roniiderMe today.

Whether yoo apfjroat li othc-rs lor la-

vors through a Iwr k cJ<ior or the Irimt

o«lice. act sfli-assuri-ci. Cood luck

hel|>syoulxing family DK'mlxfsclusiY

together.

LE(J ((uly 2J-Aug.22l: Money
matters claim your attention tixl.iy

Tr) gel what yrxi wanl. deal with

(X-ople Ix'hind the v c-nes. Tlv >se w ilh

an Itch to enter a lottery slv>uld do so

Buy only one ti< ket!

VIRGCJ (Aug.2»-S<-pt.J.Jl: You
should Ix- in your elemenl tcxlay

Imjuire alxiut vinxiirK- v\^lo has Ix-r-n

missing lor a while. Rev ise yoiir vaca-

tion [iJans to ,K c omnwxJate tlx- needs
ot a new relationship.

LIBRA iSep«.2J-f>( I 22): Curli a

terxkix yloart impulsivt-ly. Yixj want
everything real cjiniM now to prepare
l<x the g<xxl things < oming yrnir way.
Cio (Xit tonight and play the mm lal

IxJtterlly.

SrORPK}(Oi|.21-N«.v.21 1: NU-
jor linarxial nx)ves are Ix-st ()ost-

|)oned. Seek a loan ixily it really hard
jxessecJ. Controversial lo()i< s are Ix-sl

avoidi-d at s<k lal gatherings. Loves
(xies share a happy set ret. Avoid
mud.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
Dec.2ll: Small l>usinesses enjoy
tavoralile inilueni es Remind
someone- who has owed you nviney
lor J long time Attending and
hosting s<x lal events < an help your
career

CAPRICORN (|)e« 22|an I'M:

Now you must Ix' a master planner.

Systems you think are in pl.x e < ould
easily break down. Words, tigures.

tasks - all rec(utre < .irelul < al< ulatHMi.

AQUARIUS (|an 2ll-Fel).IHl:

Whether you are at work or hoox-
today, you will generate a lol 01 en-

ergy. The work pa( i- M i eli-rates -

move right along with il. A i hikl

keeps you <hi your Ux-s.

I'ISCES iFeb l'»-Mar(h 2(>i: Ar-

gunx-nts could eru(>l over minor is-

sues. Of) not Ih' so quic k lo |um)} to

( one lusMxis. Seek a quiel aln)os|)lx>re

II working on a c omples pro)e(l.

Slaying hoiiX' Ivilds sfxt lal a|>|X'al

l4inii;hl

The opinions expressed on tliis p.ige are those 01 the cirioonists and do not necessarily retletl the views ot the Ct>//c-/,'/a/i or the University.

Acnoss
1 Pio —
5 Oil cenl»r

9 Wid« op«n
14 Chemical

endings
1

5

Ibsen heroine
16 Unsallslactory

product
I J Wile of Esau
18 Turnpike fee
19 Port, lake and

tribe

?0 Lose inhibitions

?3 Sauce for sole

2* Droopy-eared
dOQ

?8 Yoko
?9 Juan 1 auni*
3? Crat load in

33 Bnu<iiifl5

35 Br«ad spread
Abhf

36 A qno'J fiQht.

with "a"

ii\ Pail ol OED
4? Otiain

polaloe?

43 Oulli-t

46 I iidwiq or

J.lnnings

4 7 Blue
SO rials

5? The populace
54 On the double
57 — Rouge. La
60 Theaters ol

ancieni Greece
61 Busier Browns

dog
62 Overhead
63 Ripening ageni
64 Rural stopovers
65 No! anonymous
66 Deal in money
67 "— la vie"

DOWN
1 thealei dislricl

? Like vtrunas
and Mamas

3 Milano s I a
Scala e g

4 •
in Ihe dark"

5 Silualed in Ihe
Ironl of

6 Author Anita

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

7 Heraldic

pattern

8 Grows dull

9 Sour drink

10 Paratroopari'

cries

1

1

French friend

1? Parlof EAP
13 USNAgrad
?1 Sodium

Comb form

22 "The Conning
Tower"
monogram

25 "Lite

incurable

disease":

Cowley
26 To be Fr

27 Sluqqinh

30 Mine, in MpI/
31 Famous (ockey.

Earle ~
33 Why am I

ciying --7":

teaidale
34 Tailors line

36 Clarinet, e g,

37 Inner drive

38 Gov agent

39 Boat building

site

40 Shrews
couslni

44 Netted fish

45 Part of a min.
47 Thin wood

used in

construction

48 Arrangaa In a

row

49 Abominate
51 A toast. In

Denmark
S3 Ralating lo tha

•y«
55 Advantage
50 Minor
57 Prohibit

58 Burnoota-typa
garb

59 Turkey or cat

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

4/1/t3

«"'l»».1 !.•< Aairlti llmM S;ii4lrtlr 4/1/93
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sprii)J finjg h^i
Brought To You By Registered Student Organizations

through The Division of Student Activities
The DiT^sion of Student Activities has taken out this ad in support of our student programs on campus. It is our hope that by publicizing students will take

.

advantage of the change m seasons and support and enjoy these activities. We wish all sponsoring organizations success in all their endeavors
The hst includes events finalized as ofMarch 29. 1993 through the Student Activities Office. Read your Collegian for additional announcements of activities

MILTIPU: I)ATK ACTI\niKS FOR APRII tS: MA^
Gay, Lesbian, BLsexuai Awareness Week: Monday, 3/29 - Saturday, 4/3
Rental Fair: Monday, 4/12 - Wednesday, 4/14

"Babies Making Mothers": (art exhibit) Sunday, 4/18 - Friday, 4/23
Holocaust Memorial Week: Wednesday, 4/21 - Tuesday, 4/27

Student Dance Concert: Thursday, 4/22 - Saturday, 4/24

Southwest Week: Monday, 4/26 - Thursday, 4/29

"Bedroom Farce": (play) Wednesday, 4/28 - Saturday, 5/1

See Detailed Calendar Below For Details About Each Event

THIRSDAY APRII. I

COM t:RT: MIGHTMIGHTY
BOSSTOSES
5/»witi'i I iiii'ii Piii'inim Coiimil
Lhiiiiivi SiihUiii I 'iii.ii Bollimini
Tiim: 7:M)PM l,\M
AJmiwiim: SKI I'M.XSS: Sl.i Genenil PulUU

MAGIC TRI.\SGI£ JAZZ CONCERT
SiH>ii\,'i: WML \

LiHiiiiim: IIuiiiihUii Tlu-iilrc

rum :i'M-IPM
Xtlmiwiiiii: t'KF.E

THE VMASS COWECTIOS: THE
SAMES QIILT ARCHI \ E
S/hiiimt: luxhiwi. Oii\. Biwuial .Mlimiie
Ltviiim: CC Vf>5

Timr: SPM-IIPM
Atlitiiwii'ii: FREE

LECTCRE WITH CLEA \E JONES
Sp<iii\4ii: Ij-\Jhiiii. ItiuMHil. Ca} Allium I-

IjHiiliiHi: CC 174-76

TiiHr. SPM/IPM

LBGA A WARENESS WEEK: FILM
SERIES
Sfi'ii\4<i ljc\hiiiii. Bi\r\mil. Cti\ Mliumr
LiHuiifii: CC tdf-llV

Timr: -IPM-TtPM
AJmissiim: EKEE

DISCLSSIOS. ISSTITITE FOR THE
HEALING OF RACISM
SpiniMir: Buluii Cliih

htiiliim: CC VD.^-IN

Timr 7PM.v.ttiPM
.XJmiwii'ii: FREE

LBG QVILT DISPI^Y
S/tt»i\i'i: lj-\lmiii. Bi\t\mil. Guv Allinmr
Uhiiiii'ii: GLB C«mrni\ Olfitr. Cnmmum
Hull

Timr: 2PMVP.M
Ailmiwitm: FREE

FILM SERIES
S/xxiv'/

. Simleiii I 'iiiim An Gallery
lj>iiiiiim:CCV(U(KS
Timr: 7P.MI l:MtP,M
^ihniwioii: FREE

LECTURE: KAREN DOHERTY
SptiiiMir: Sliulrill I'liimi Ari Gullri-v

Lhuiioii: Sliulrill L'liiim An Gtilirn
Timr: 6PM- lOPM
AiliniwiiHi: FREE

FRIDAY. APRII 2
CONTRA I) \.\CE
SpoiiMir: Oiiliiit; Cliih

Ij'iiiliim: Griimrll Arcim
Timr: SPM-Miiliiiiilil

Ailiiiiwit'ii: FREE

BEACH PARTY
SpiiiiMn: Delia Si\;iiiii Tlicia Smoin liii:

Lnolioii: Soiilli.siilr Room
Timr: ll)PM-2.\M
Ailmiwiim: SJ

PERSIAN NEW YEARAEAR OF THE
SCN
Spoinor: SETA
Ij'calion: Bliwwall
Timr: 7:M>PM-IAM
Ailmiwioii: 5/5; SlOrliililrrii iiiiilrr 12

LBG QVILT DISPI^Y
Sponsor: U'shiaii. Bisexual. Gay Allitime

LiHulion: GLB Coiurni Offirr. Cnmiploii Hall
Timr: :P\I-</PM
.\ilmi.\sii<ii: FREE

EUROHOUSE DANCE
Sponsor: European Club
Ijxalion: CC l<M)9

Timr: VPM-I.XM
Admission: SJ hrforr 10PM ami in uilvaine: S4
(iflrr lOPM

AWARENESS WEEK DANCE
Sponsor: Lrshian. Bisexual. Gay Allianee
Loealion: Campus Center Aiitlitorium

Time: VPM-^AM
Ailnii\sion: S4

COFFEE SOCIAL
Sponsor: h\hiiin. Iii\e\ual. Ga\ .Mliamr
h'laiion: Thompson Ijiimiir

Timr: .ipM-6PM
Atlmiwinn: FREE

SATURDAY. APRII .1

CONCERT: -5 ALIVE'
Sponsor: Liiioii Proitnnn Council
IjHUlion: ninrwiill

Timr: SPM-IAM
Ailmis.xiiHi: 5.* sliulriils: 55 urn. piihlie

AWARENESS WEEK: LECTURE ON
MIUTARY
SpiuiM>r: lj'\hian. Bi\r\mil. Gay Alliamr
IjHulioii: Simihsitir Rotmi
Timr: nS,>im-4PM
Ailmiwiim: FREE

LBG QUILTDISPLAY
Spoii\or: Lesbian. Bisexual. Gas Alliamr
IjHUlion: GLB Comenis (Mire. Crunipltm
Hall

Timr: 2PM-VPM
.\iliiii.%.\iim: FREE

SPEAKER: PAUL TIGHE
S/tonsor: Le\bian. Bi\r\iuil. Ga\ AlliaiHe
Lot alum: CC Wf-OV
Time: 2:.WPM-4:M)PM
Atliiiiwitm: FREE

SUND.AY. APRII 4
FREE MOVIE M.ARATHON
Spimtar: Srience Fieiiim StHien
LHUlioii: Campus Ceiiirr AuJitorium
Timr: l2Nitm-l2Mitlniiilil

,\dinis\ion: FREE

LBG QUILTDISPLAY
Sponsor: Lesbian. Bi.\rximl. Gay .MUancr
LiHuliim: GLB Conrenu Offiit. Crumnum
Hall

Time: 2PMVPM
Ailnii\sioii: FREE

LBGA AWARENESS WEEK
Sponsor: Lrshian. Bifexmil. Gay Allianee
IjHation: CC 905-09
Time: l2N,nmSPM
AilmixsiiHi: S/A

WEDNESDAY APRII 7
MULTICULTURAL SEDER
Sponsor: llillel

Ijtalion: CC 174-76

Time: 7:iOPM
Ailmissioii: FREE

THURSDAY. APRILS
"PASSION MISTICA " PARTY
Sponsor: AHORA
IjKiiiiim: CC 1009
Tune: 9PM IAM
Ailniission: S2 uibanee: S.' al ihe door

FRIDAY. APRIL 9
MARY DALY LECTURE ON
"OUTERCOURSE"
Sponsor: Volley Womens Voice
LiHiilion: Sliulrill Union Ballroom
Time: 7PM- 1AM
.Admission: FREE

COFFEE SOCIAL
.S/unisor: l^sJnaii. Biyxiial. Gay Alliance
Lorutiou: TBA call 545-0154
Timr: 3PM-6:.iOPM
Admission: FREE

SATURDAY. APRIL 10
NEW YEARS CELEBRATION: YEAR
OF THE ROOSTER
Sponsor: Camlxitlian Suideiits A.vfocialion
Loealion: Campus Criiler Aiidiloriiim

Time: l2SoonlAM

FILMS: CAMBODIAN NEW YEAR
Sponsor: Canibiulian Sliideiils As.tociaiion
IjHUlion: CC 101

Time: l:30PM-6PM
.Admission: FREE

MONDAY. APRIL 12.

WEDNESDA Y. APRIL 14
LECTURE AND MOVIE: MALCOLM
X THE MOVIE
Sponsor: Black Siiidenl Union. Pan Hellenic
Council. UMa.ss Pan Hellenic Council
Loealion: Campus Center Aiidilorium

Time: Uciure: 7PM-7:iOPM Movie: 7:)0PM-
IIPM
Admissimi: Si/person

MONDAY. APRIL 12
RENTAL RESOURCE FAIR
Sponsor: Off-Cumpii.s HousiiiK Office
Loealion: Sliideni Union Ballroom
Time: I0AM-4PM
Admission: FREE

TUESDAY. APRIL 1.^

RENTAL RESOURCE FAIR
Sponsor: Off-Campus Honsiiif; Office

IjHUlion: Sludeiil Union Ballroom
Time: I0AM-4PM
Admission: FREE

DISCUSSIONAND VIDEO:
"DAMNED IN THE USA "

.'ipoii.sor: Cimiinuler ,\rea Governiiieni

Lticalion: Sliidrni Union Ballroom

Time: 7:J0PM
Admission: FREE

WEDNESDA Y. APRIL 14
RENTAL RESOURCE FAIR
Sptviwr: Off-Campus Housiai; Office
LiKViioii: Slmleni Uiiiim Ballroom
Time: I0AM-4PM
.Adinissiim: FREE

SPEAKER: PROFESSOR DRAKE
Sptmsor: Asian .American Slitdent Assinialiim
LtH-alioa: CC 162-75

Time: 7PM- 10PM
Admission: FREE

AN EVENING WITH JIMMY
TANGI^
Sptm.sor: Coinmuler Area Goveniineni
IjHaiiim: Sliidem L'nioii Ballroom
Time:l<PM-IIPM
Admission: S.*

THURSDAY. APRII I >;

DISCUSSION: INSTITUTE FOR THE
HEAUNG OF RACISM
Sptmsor: Bahai Club
Lnalion: CC 905-09
Time: 7PM-9:.iOPM
Adminsion: FREE

PANEL DISCUSSION: TOURING
EUROPE
Spimsor: Eurnpeai Club
Loealion: CC l6.iC

Time: 7:J0PM-I0:JI0PM

FRIDAY. APRIL 16
COFFEE SOCIAL
Sptm.sor: lesbian. Bise.suaL Gas- Alliance
Location: TBA - call 545-0154
Time: .<PM-f>:iOPM
Admission: FREE

SUNDAY. APRIL IS
ART EXHIBIT: "BABIES MAKING
MOTHERS"
Sponsor: Sludeiil Union An Gallery
LiH-alimi: Sludeiil Union An Gallery
Time: 9AM-4PM

FOUNDERS DA Y SUDE SHOW
Sponsor: Sigma Sifima Simula
Location: CC I6JC
Time: 9AM-3PM
Admission: FREE

MONDAY. APRII 19
ART EXHIBIT: "BABIES MAKING
MOTHERS"
Sptm.sor: Siiulent Union An Gallery
LiHotion: Sludeiil Uiiimi An Gallery
Time: 9AM-4PM

WEDNESDAY. APRIL 21
ART EXHIBIT: "BABIES MAKING
MOTHERS"
Sponsttr: Sludeiil Union An Gallery
Location: Student Union An Gallery
Time: 9AM-4PM

THURSDAY. APRII 22
EARTH DAY
Sptm.sor: Mass Pirg

location: SUB
Time: TBA
Admission: FRR. More info call MussPirg

ART EXHIBIT: "BABIES MAKING
MOTHERS"
Sptmsor: Sludeiil Union An Gallery
Location: Siiitleni Union An Gallery
Time: 9AM-4PM

STUDENTDANCE CONCERT
Sponsor: Alive wiih Dance
Location: Bowker Aiidilorium
Time:HPM-IOPM
Admission: $3 students 7 Seniors: $5 gen.
public

SPEAKER: HETTY ROSE,
HOLOCA USTSURVIVOR
Spim.sitr: Hillel

Ijication: CC 917
Time: 7:.10PM
Admis.sion: FREE

FRIDAY. APRII ? 1

STUDENT DANCE CONCERT
Sponsor: Alive Willi Dance
IjHOlion: Bowker Ainliiorium
Time: KPM-IOPM
Admission: S3 siiidenis & sriiiois: S5 \trn
public

FUNK-O-THON
Sponsor: BMCP
IjKUlion: Student Union Ballroom
Time: lOPM

Admission: Ads-aiwe tickets are $6 on sale ai
the Fine Ans Center Box Office. I0AM-4PM.
M-F. tiimiof6prrperson. SHfnm 4PM-HPM
on evening ofperformance ai TIX. SO tickets

wil be sold afler 8P.M on 4/23/93.

ART EXHIBIT: "BABIES MAKING
MOTHERS"
Sptmsor: Simlent Union An Gallery
Ij'catiim: Student Union An Gallery
Time: 9AM-4PM

HOLOCAUSTMEMORIAL
Sptmsor: Hillel

Lnation: Cape Ctnl Ltmn^e
Timr: I l:30AM-2:30PM
Admission: FREE

COFFEE SOCIAL
Sponsor: Lesbian. Bisexual. Gav Alliance
Location: TBA - call 545-0154
Time: 3PM-f>:30PM
Admissimi: FREE

SATURDAY. APRII 24
STUDENTDANCE CONCERT
Spemsor: Alise With Dance
IjKatiim: Btnsker Auditorium
Time: SPM-IOPM
Admission: i3 students A seniors: iS general
public

MONDAY. APRIL 26
LECTURE: BRUCE STERUNG
Sponsor: Distingiii.shed Visitors Program
Location: Btnvker Auditorium
Time: SPMIOPM
Admissiim: FREE

TUESDAY. APRIL 27
PANEL DISCUSSION: "POST
HOLOCA UST RESPONSIBIUTIES
FOR THE JEWISH COMMUNIS"
Sptm.sor: Hillel

Location: CC 174-76
Time: 4:30PM-6:30PM
Admission: FREE

WEDNESDAY APRII 2^
RALPH NADER
Sponsor: Crmtmuter Area Goveniment
IjH-atimi: Btncker Auditorium
Time: 7 30PM- 1 1PM
Admission: FREE

LECTURE: AUCE SHALVl
Sptmsor: Hillel

Locatitm: CC917
Time: HPM
Admission: FREE

BEDROOM FARCE
Sponsor: Theatre Guild
Location: Student Union Ballroom
Time: HPM
Admissiim: TBA

THURSDAY APRfl 20
MAGIC TRIANGLE JAZZ CONCERT
Sponsor: WMUA
Locatitm: Hampden Theatre
Time: HPM- 1AM
Ailniission: S5 students: 57 general public

BEDROOM FARCE
Sptm.sor: Theatre Guild
Location: Siiulent Union Ballroom
Time: HPM
Admission: TBA

FRIDAY. APRII

^

(f

BEDROOM FARCE
Sponsor: Theatre Guild
IjHalion: Student Union Ballroom
Time: HPM
Admission: TBA

MAYl
GREEK WEEK BARBECUE WITH

Sponsor: Greek Area Gmenimem
Uicatiim: In the rear ofthe "Pike" fruteniin-
Tune: IIAM-5PM

NA TIONAL PEN HELI^NIC STEP
OMM%y wV

Sptmsor: National Pen Hellenic
Ltcatitm: Tentaiivelv the Cage
Timr: 6PM-9PM
Ailniission: $12 in adnmce and $15 at door

MAYS
LECTURE: JOHN STOTTENBERG
Sponsor: DVP
Ij'caiioii: Campus Center Auditorium
Timr: HPM-IIIPM
Admission: FREE

LECTURE/SLIDE PRESENTA TION

ON BUDDHISM
Sptmsor: Chinese Student Asstnialiim
LiH-atimi: CC 174-176
Timr: 4PM- 1 1PM
Atlmissitm: FREE

MAY6
INSTITUTE FOR THE HEAUNG OF
RACISM: DISCUSSION
Sponsor: Bahai Club
Licatitm: CC 9l)5-9l>9

Time: 7PM-9:.<OPM
.Admissiim: FREE

MAY 7
COFFEE SOCIAL
Sptmstir: LBGA
Lnalion: CC 903
Time: 3PM-6:30PM
.Admissiim: FREE

MAYS
INTERNATIONAL FAIR
Sptm.sor Inienialional Student A.xsociation
Lh alion: Metawainpee Uiwnlruin location:
Campus Center Ijtwer Lr\ el)

Time: IIAM-5PM
Admissiim: FREE

IOTA PHI THETA CULTURAL
NIGHT
Sptmsor: lota Phi Thela
L/Kation: Fine Ans Center
Time: 7PM- 1 1PM
Admission: $7

MALCOLM X PICNIC
Sptm.sor: Malcolm ,\ Cultural Center
Locatitm: Simihwest Horseshoe
Time: l2Notm-^PM
Admission: FREE

Mi\ Y9
SPRING CONCERT
.Sptmsor: University Prottuclions aiut Concens
LHaiion: Campus Pond Lawn
Time: l2Noon-6PM
Admission: FREE to UMms stiHleiUs wA-alid
ID. $10 to general

MAY 17-IS
STUDY BREAK: REFUEL A T THE
CAPE COD LOUNGE FREE FOOD,
REFRESHMENTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
Sptm.sor Division of Student Activities

Location: Cape Cod Lniinge
Time: lOAMIPM
Admission: FREE

Be sure to lake odvaiiiage ofthe
other offerings of the Division of
Student Activities:

• Take a break and create at the

Student Union Craft Center
• Have a snack at any ofthe

following student businesses -

People's Marker Earthfoods

Restaurant, Greenottgh Snack Bar,

Sylvan Snack Bar. Sweets and More
Snack Bar and the SOM Coffee Shop
• get that old bike out and visit the

Bike Co-opfor a tune-up

• smile at the TIX Unlimited staffas
you buy your ticketsfor the many
listed events

• spruce up your resume at campus
design and copy

• Put yourfeet up, relax and listen to

the mu.\ic ofWMUA or watch Union
Video Center's Channel 19

• Keep up to date with all the news
and read The Collepinn and Vallex

Women's Voirf
,

• Stop by the Student Activities

Officefor the latest info on events

This ad was brought to you by

the Student Activities Office of

the Division ofStudent Activities

name game
continued from page 12

'

Jack Song "Ue Me Kangaroo Down Sport" and Kirshner's
paratroop training were two pretty sad WWF features.

• Joel Youngblood, the only baseball player ever to
play for two teams on one day?

• Dave Seiger, the mad bomber for Oklahoma during
their nin in 88?

• Paul Splittorf, former Royals hurler who would be
perfect for the father's role in the nextRevengeoftheNerds?

• Johnny Quest, the most underrated cartoon in his-
tory? An attention checker.

• Chuck Muncie, the horned-rimmed glasses wearin',

coke-snortin'back in the Air Coryell system who fumbled
thrice every game?

• Fred Grandy, the classic© overachiever who played
CJopher on The Love Boat and is seriously a senator
somewhere in the United States? Are you still reading?

• David Thirdkill andRonny Grandison , the two most
nondescript forwards ever to don Celtic green?

• Tom Burgmeier, the most dependable reliever the
Sox had way back when? Pretty sad, huh?

• V/ayne Cashman, the old Bruin whojust looked like
my grandfather?

• GregLuzinski, the bispectacled slugger for the Phils
whojust looked like a garbage man?

• The BigRed Censor, the red x they used to put on the
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LIQUOR STORE r

American Beer case cans Z. $7.99 (+dep)

:

Budweiser Suitcase cans $1 2.99 (+ dep)

Schaefer Suitcase cans 12 0Z $9.99 i+dep)

Yuengling Premium Beer Sukcaseuoz cans $10.99 (+dep)

Maes Belgium Pilsner Style Beer

6 pk $4.69 (+ dep) Case .. $1 7.99 (+ dep)

Catamount Gold, Amber, Porter, Post Road • Mix 'n Match

6 pk $4.69 (+dep) Case..$17.99 (+dep)

Southern Comfort 750 ml $8.99
Poland Spring Vodka 1.75 l $9.99
Kahlua 1.0 L $17.99
Golden State Vineyard White Zin 750 mi . 3 for $9.99

i Beers from around the Worldl
\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrewcrics

\ Kess starting at $33.00
(ct>ecJ«/M«sterc«rd/Vi$a accepted fof Kcs Deposrts)

Malt Scotches • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champasnes

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mije East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

screen when Blackjack Mulligan would clamp on his
foes? Not a person, but great nonetheless.

• Howard Triche or Trisch, another mad bomber in
the collegian ranks, this time at Syracuse?

• Rick Longford, the early '80s workhorse for the A's
who pitched 28 complete games in one season?

• Billy Sims and William Andrews, two great running
backs until their knees bid them adieu?

• Len Barker, the walking definition ofuglywho hurled
a perfect game for the Indians?

• Jack Haley, backupjourneyman power forward who
found fame when he was seen dirty dancing with a
midget for Aerosmith's "Love In An Elevator" video?

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

with
D.]. Pete Free

$2.00 Menu Nachos
9:30 - 10:30
Eveiry Night

Open 9 am
• 11 pm

THE r2S\ PUB
CELEBRATES QEflfRS IN AMHERST

1968- 1993

15 EAST PLEASAriT STREET

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

10 point toss-up qusstlon:
Name an organization thai promotes
teamwork, sportsmanship, academic
excellence end wants interested stu
dents. The answer is College Bowl.
Interested ? Contact Chris at 546-7 1 83 or
Judy at 545 3600

ANNOUNCEMEiyrrS

CUBBY

Now that I have your attention
(because you know I wouldn't call you
by this name under regular circunr.

stances), h0F>e you have a preat day. And
be sure to watch out for those thumb
injuries'

Love,

Cristina

Bod and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. IdeM tor visiting

parents and friends. 549.0733

Orooks and Clubs raise a cool $1000
in just one week' Plus $1000 for the
nf>emt)er who calls' And a free Head-
phone Radio just for callingi 1 800 950-

1037, ext 25

Having problemswith yourroomate?
Contact OCHO, 428 Student Union or

call us at 545 0865. We can help.

Looking for a place to live off-cam
pus' Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union,
5450865

Summer Cash! Earn S2500S4500 this

summer working outdoors painting

houses with other students. Have fun,

get a tan, and earn lots of cash! Call

College Pro 18003464649

AUTO FOR SALE

Isuzu Imark 1982 only 70,000 miles

S600orb/o 546 4136

1983 Plymouth Turlsmo
only $400 lakes it

Call Tom 63873

FOR RENT

1985 Toyota Corolla, 4-door hatch

blue, air, stereo, no rust, 168 k miles,

S1500 firm contact Frank 5-4248 after-

noons, 247-5041 evenings

COLLEGE PIZZA

$PRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3.50
Lg. Cheese 35.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496073
5496098

Amherst Center- Take over our lease
1,2 tjedroom apartment above Anionios
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 t>edroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

26 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Cape Cod - Group Summer Rentals -

Waterfront Houses Falmouth Area
508 477 6000

Cape Cod Group Rentals in all areas
for summer season. Reasonably priced

!

Honey Sperco, Broker, 394-2857 days
398 9367 evenings

CHEAP! Take over our lease June 1st

Spacious2 bedroom apartment on Main
St. Sunny, quiet, hardwood floors, sl(y-

light, oil heat Call 256 6788

Puffton - 3 Bedroom take over our
lease 549 6087

South Daerfield Center
on bus route - new efficiency and
one bedroom apartments reasonable

moving in cost call 247 3259

Take over my lease one tjedroom apt

in Colonial VIg S400 253-2537 (508)757

9470

2 Bedroom Brandywino Apt
Starting in June
Furniture included

Call 549 7557

Very nice and very affordable 4 bed-
room apt on Main St. Available June
1st. Bus stop in front, parking, great

location' Call Soon! 256-6625

PORSAUE

Brand new. In bos IBM Compstable
386SX 33 40 MEGHO 1.44 Floppy
1 meg mem 14' VGA Color Monitor
Mouse Software S700

Bill 5460596

Computer - 388^33 80MB/4 M RAM,
free software, new, opt, of printer/mo-
dem $1.499/bo -666 2473

OJ Equipment
ATVS SM502 Mixer
Great condition

5466156

VCR, shortwave radio, typewriter
(elec), comp. Monitor & keyboard,
reasonabire price @ 546-5698

FOUND

Found In Bartlett:

Heart shaped, polished stone
Call 54& 1213

MAKE (MEMORIES ...

At our prestigious Pocono Mountain
Camp We have openings for general
counselors, art, ceramics; woodshop,
archery, WSI, tennis. Please contact
Trail's End Camp, 1714 Wantagh Av
enue, Wantagh, NY 11793, phone 516-

781 5200

LEADERS NEEDED: SummeT teen-
age bicycling trips. US. Canada, Eu
rope. Minimum 4-week commitment
Student Hosteling Program, Ashfield

Road. Conway, MA01341 (8001343 6132

Loekbig for responsible, loving per
son to provide child care in our home in

Leverelt for our 9 year old son. Must
have transportation and flexible sched
ule. Call 548 9057

Postal Jobs available! Many posi
lions. Great benefits. Call 1-800-436-

4366 ext. p 3306

Seeking two entreprenuars for

business expansion. Mr Richards 413
747 1500

HEALTH

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

HOUSE/APT WANTED

4 rosponsible, mature
upperclasspersons seek house/apt. near
campus or on bus line. 546 6321

Attention Students: Sales Repre-
sentatives needed on campus now. Hot
item, high pay. $150 for every 50 items
sold. Call 1 77^7632 COLLECT SOON!

Counselors: Camp Emerson, Coed,
Massachusetts Swimming, tennis, land/

water sports, arts/crafts, archery, the-

atre, woodworking, rocketry, computer,
yearbook, photography, administrative,

more! Super kids, great food, friendly,

fun' No general counselors. 800/955-

CAMP

Cruise Ships Now Hiring -Earn
S2000-^/monlh -. world traveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,

summer and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C5001

International Employment - Make
2,000+/month teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.
No previous training required. For em-
ploynwnt program call (206)632 1146
extJSOOl

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op-
tions Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

INSTRUCTION

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant

Call 256-0260

•LAST CHANCE*

•INTERNSHIPS*

April 2 is the last day to apply for Fall

1993 internships with the Legal Ser
vices Center. Get real experience work
ing with attorneys and clients' Earn
academic credit. Contact Legal Services

IQday at 545-1995, 922 Campus Center.

Don't wait!

LOST

Prescription Sunglasses
Frames Maroon Lenses v dark

Lost near Student Cir./Library/Newman
Ctr. Please call 1413)863 9885 or

1 800 24 V 1404 ask for Jodi

MOUNTAIN BIKES

Do you need cash? I'd like lo buy your
mountain bike for $$$! Bike should be
in good condition Make me an offer'

Call Cristina al 546 1938

PERSONALS

Attention Bauhaua/Love and Rock-
ets (ans send for a Iiee Oaniol Ash gift

Quantities are limited. Send a postcard
with your address to: Ash Giveaway oo
Beggars Banquet, 247 Madison Ave.
Suite 804, NYC, NY 10016

Chris^o
Maybe you'll get that beer I owe you al

the Senior Kickoff Party. Show up and
find out'

Tamster

Dear Doug and our novice men
good luck in our home crew race
Love Sue and the Possie

Julie
~

Campus Center 1009 tonight - if* the
Senior Kickoff Party' Meet me there or

be square'

Tom Tom

Suzanne Freeman - I am watching
out (or you ! Any guess? In Sigma Love,
your Guardian Angel

Tri Sigma Open Rush
Make your own Sundae
Campus Center 816 7.8 pm

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female housemate wanted. 4 bed
room apanmenl. Gel your own single'

Newly renovated. S250 inclusive. Call 6

0798

Housemates needed looking for 2

people to share room in house
S175/mo/person 253 0751

HOUSEMATES NEEDED! Looking for

2 people to share room in house
$175/mo/person 253 0751

Non-smoking i|uiet female wanted in

a 4 t>edroom house very close lo cam
pus. Call 549 067S or 549 7185

SERVICES

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during

flea market
Mountain Farms Mali

STD STUDY

Men diagnosed with genital wans
(HPV) wanted (or study. $$$ stipend
provided for 15 minutes of your time.
Confidentiality guaranteed. Call

Oebbie at 549 2671 ext. 181

SUMMER SUBLET

4 Openings In two bedroom
Brandywine for summer S175/month
each. Starting June 1st 549 7975

Summer Sublet -Let with Fall option
one bedroom apartn>ent in Puffton Vil

lage call anytime at 549 1954

TRAVEL

Quatemala: Study espaflol/cultura
Homestay612 690 9471

Scuba Diva for credit
At UMass, Hampshire, Amherst. Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Sexy, fast accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a snrule. Sl.SO/pg Call
Greg 6 5397

LOSE WEIGHT

Up to 30lbs. in 30 days for S30! 100%
Guaranteed Doctor recommended!
253 3816

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthnght of Amherst aroa for free

testing and confidential c.iring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume devpiopment Keith

Anderson, Ph D. 582 4037

WANTED

Hebia Espeftol?
Beginning and fluent Spanish speaicers
needed for language study
Earn money for participating!

Call 538 2035 lor more info

If you have a 4 bedroom house neer
campus we want your lease for next
year. Make my day call Elena 546-1i45

Looking to rent a house
~ ~~'

for one night for a party
close to campus
Fits 175 people

- will pay S150
5466156
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Sports
Women's gym heads to Regionals at Ohio St.
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

It all comes down to this.

This is the sentiment ofthe University
of Massachusetts women's gymnastics
team as it travels to Ohio State University
this weekend for the NCAA Regional
Championships.

The Minutewomen, seeded fifth in the
meet, are coming off one of their most
productive outings of the year at the At-
lantic 10 Championships, and head coach
Alfie Mitchell said he hopes the team will

continue to peak at the right time.

At the beginning of the season, UMass
set three goals, according to Mitchell.

"One goal was to finish higher in the A-
10s than we did in the pre\ious year. We
did that," said Mitchell. "The next was
return the team to Regionals. It estab-
lished the fact that we are a strong program
and we should be one of the top teams in

the Northeast year in and year out."

"I wanted us to finish as a team in the
top 20 in the country, which for us would
be a major move. The only way to do that
is to perform well in the Regionals."

The Minutewomen said they know the
impoi-tance ofthe Regionals, individually,

and as a team.

"It's [the Regional meet) the same type
of meet as A- 10s. but it's a lot more in-

tense," said senior Abby May.
"We've been working towards this meet

for the entire year, and Alfie keeps telling

us that we need to work harder for a
higher seed in Regionals," said freshman

Ruth Reeves.

"Regionals tells us how we're doing
nationally, and we'd like to be in the top 20
I in the nation], so it's the biggest meet
because it determines our spot," said jun-
ior Margaret Furtado, who is returning
from an ankle injury that kept her out of
the all around in the last few meets.

The meet itself presents the possibili-

ties ofeither the team or individuals mov-
ing on to the National Championships.
Members ofthe UMass squad have mixed
feelings about the pressure of this big

event.

"It's a big meet, but you try not to think
of it as a big meet. If you do, you might
mess up," said freshman Shaheda Keels.

"I think the whole team kind of feels

pressure because we know we could do
well, and we also know ifwe pull together
as a team, we're due for a good meet," said
freshman Leann Zavotka.

"I don't think it's pressure as far as
nervous, as far as 'Oh my gosh, I have to

perform'. I think it's pressure that we put
upon ourselves every meet, because we
want to do well," said senior Tammy
Marshall.

Marshall, May and senior Lisa-Beth
Cronen may be looked upon to keep the
freshmen involved in the meet.

"I think as upperclassmen we're going
to try to keep the freshmen focused, be-

cause we've all been through it before,"

said Marshall.

Mitchell said that he expects his top

all-arounders (Marshall. Furtado, and
Keels ) to challenge for spots in the Nation-

COURTESV ALFIE MCTCHELL

Junior Margaret Furtado is back healthy and ready to lead the University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team into the NCAA Regionals at Ohio State University this weekend.

als. Each gymnast had her own key to

possible success in the meet on the road to

Nationals.

"It all depends on how the day goes,"

said Furtado.

Keels, who has been sick recently, said

"I just have to push myself. I might be

tired, but it's going to come down to

whether I can push myself to do well."

"Stay solid, and take one event at a
time," said Marshall.

The field is comprised of Penn State,

host Ohio State, New Hampshire and
Pittsburgh.

Minutewomen set for return
Women's tennis ready for lift-off after a season off
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Back fix>m the dead.

No. that is not the title of a new horror movie, it is

instead a phrase which describes the upcoming 1993
campaign for the University of Massachusetts women's
tennis team.

After the 1991 season, women's tennis was cut at

UMass due to budgetary problems. Now the program is

back for a six match slate in 1993 due to Title IX of the

NCAA which protects gender equality ofcollegiate sports.

The season starts today with a road trip to Mt. Holyoke
College. Coaching for the Minutewomen is Judy Dixon.

Dixon has brought with her to UMass a treasure trobe

of both knowledge and experience on the teruiis courts.

After graduating from the University ofSouthern Califor-

nia. Dixon went on to compete on the professional circuit,

playing in such events as the U.S. Open and Wimbledon.
Dixon has also taught for the United States Tennis

Association and provided Emmy Award nominated color

commentary for PBS in 1975. Now Dixon says she is

looking forward to her latest challenge as coach of the
returning Minutewomen.

"It feels good to be part ofa newly organized team and
system," Dixon said. "It is excellent that the University is

doing much for the team."
The lineup for the Minutewomen will start off with

freshman Liesl Sitton manning the number one singles
slot. Dixon said that Sittons' play has been a pleasant
development.

"Liesl has been a real surprise for us," said Dixon. "She
is a a very aggressive lefty who likes to serve and volley."

Junior Stacey Scheckner will be playing at number
two singles while sophomore Lesley Watts checks in at

the third slot.

At number four singles for UMass will be the team's
captain, junior Pam Levine. Rounding out the singles for

the Minutewomen will be sophomore Alissa Cohen at No.
5 and senior Kelly Grim at number six.

The doubles squads for the Minutewomen will be
made up of Sitton and Watts at No. 1, Levine and
Scheckner at number two and sophomore Mary Edwards
and junior Alex Torres at No. 3.

According to Dixon the inclement weather has hurt
UMass in preparation for the spring campaign but also

said her squad is rearing for action.

"For all the I area | teams the weather has been terrible,"

said Dixon. "We've had to practice indoors either over at
Mt. Holyoke or in Sunderland.

"I think they (the teams) are incredibly excited," said
Dixon.

Dixon said that for the players the reinstatement
meant a lot.

"I think it (the return ofthe program) is a dream come
true for most of the team," said Dixon.

Boating tragedy shocks Indians
Athough no writer likes to begin a column on a somber

note, I feel this week's space must include a mention of

the worst baseball tragedy since the death in 1978 ofNew
York Yankees catcher Thurman Munson.
About a week ago, three pitchers from the Cleveland

Indians were boating on Lake
Little Nellie in Winter Haven,
Fla., after a family outing, and
collided with a dock. Steve Olin,

the team's ace reliever and Tim
Crews, a newcomer to the ball

club, were killed after their heads
were crushed against the dock.

Former Red Sox pitcher Bob
Ojeda was the only survivor.

Recently, it was discovered that the driver ofthe boat.

Crews, had a blood-alcohol level of . 14, which is above the

legal Fla. limit of .10. Many people might shake their

head and say, "I knew it."

I say, so what if these guys had a few drinks — that

still shouldn't obscure the fact that the two who died were
honest men (each with three children) who still had their

whole lives ahead of them. Although we, as fans, look

upon athletes such as Crews, Olin and Ojeda somewhat
as immortals, a tragic accident such as this reminds us all

that this is not the case.

Now that you're all feeling pretty depressed right

about now, let me try to perk things up a little by
announcing some good news. Matt Young is gone! Matt
Young is gone!

Yes, after three years of hearing that Mr. Young is

going to be the second coming ofCy Young but he's "in a
slump right now," the Boston Red Sox finally decided to

release him and eat his very fat, $6.35 million contract.
Wow, what an investment: the guy won three games in
three years — that's about $2 million per win.

Speaking of our beloved Red Flops. . . ahhh, Sox, good
old Butch (was he in the Dukes ofHazzard?) Hobson has
his troops playing absolutely splendid baseball this spring
at 9-18.

Yes, everyone loves to play for Butch but after the
front office traded away the likes of Ellis Burks and Wade
Boggs over the winter, the Sox were left with some big
shoes to fill.

Bob Zupcic and Scott Cooper are promising players,
but it remains to be seen if they can produce in the Big
Dance. Forget the Curse of the Bambino— we may have
to deal with the Curse of the Chicken Man from now on.

Mo Vaughn, however, is absolutely tearing the cover
off the ball down in Fort Myers. After his dismal 1992
season, Mo is batting .455 with six home runs and 23 runs
batted in, and showing the kind of power that many
scouts said he had.

Turn to HOME PLATE, page 8

Name game -

a huge success
for columnist

Since I had so much fun reminiscing last week
over classico sports characters, I've decided to do it

once again. Here it goes.

Remember:
• Sly Williams, the forward in the NBA who

reached for the Preparation H just as soon as he
became a C?

• Gary Hancock, the Sox outfielder who looked
looked and was supposed to be Greenwell before
Greenwell? Too bad he was a career .220 hitter.

Jeff

CRORS
• Mark McNamara , the former backup center

for the Lakers who was also another backup of a
different sort. He was the second string Chewbacca
on Return of the Jedi?

• Tim Fox, the Patriots DB who had a lion's

mane for hair?
• Swede Hansen, the rugged wrassler from the

Netherlands who was a classic mediocre grappler
in that he won against the scrubs but lost to the
superstars.

• Billy Jo Robidioux, probably the worst open-
ing day first baseman in Sox history?

• U.L. Wa.s/»>i^fon, the early eighties shortstop
for the Royals who used to chew on toothpicks
during games?

• Kurt Bevacqua, the Padre who had the best
last name and was featured as the Bubble Gum
Blowing Champ of the majors?

• Granville Waiters, the NBA journeyman cen-
ter who looked as though he was a prime candidate
for Hair Club For Men at the age of 24?

• S.D. Jones, the wrassler who changed from
being"Philadelphia's Favorite Son" to hailingfrom
Antigua in the West Indies?

• Rogie Vachon, old B's goalie who was older
than the game itself.

• Rafael Septien , the Cowboys kicker who had a
strange, demented fettish, young children?

• Joe Charbonneau, the Cleveland Indian who
was known as "Super" had one great year and
opened beer bottles with his eye?

• Swen Nater, eariy 'SOs NBA rebound king?
• Kevin Howard, the tomato can that knocked

Sugar Ray down during his first comeback at the
Centrum?

• Outback Jack and Corporal Kirshner. the sad,
pathetic wrasslers who were brought in by Vince
McMahon with much publicity only to be losers?The

Turn to NAME GAME, page 1
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Just go ahead now...
The Spin Doctors, currently on every station on

your radio, in every magazine, and on every television
show, are promoting their latest album. Pocket Full of
Kr/ptonite. They will perform In their only New En-
gland appearance at Amherst College In LeFrak Gym
this Saturday.

Widely known for their hits "Little Miss Can't Be
Wrong," ")immy Olsen's Blues" and 'Two Princes,"
the Spin Doctors have had high profile appearances
on MTV's New Year's Ball and Late Night with David
Letterman.

Spin Doctors were featured on the cover of "Roll-
ing Stone" magazine In January. As part of last

summer's H.O.R.D.E. Tour (Horizons of Rock Devel-
oping Everywhere) along with such college favorites
as Phlsh, Blues Traveler, Bela Fleck and the Flecktones,
Widespread Panic and Col. Bruce Hampton and the
Aquarium Rescue Unit, Spin DcKtors have emerged
as the most successful of the lot.

The sold out show begins this Saturday at 8 p.m.
— LISA CURTIS
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this weekend april 1st - 4th, 1 993

Take a bawdy look at gender on Coud 9 toniqht
Bv SHAWN McDONNFI I -ru^,^.. .^. . . _ .. ..v. .. ^. ..

page two
page three

By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Statf

There's been a great diversity of opin-
ion on how to describe Caryl Churchill's
Cloud Nine, the satire of sexual stereotyp-
ing which opened last night at the Curtain.
When it was first produced in New York,
the only thing critics could agree on was
it involved cross-dressing and time travel.

"CloudNine is a very playful and bawdy
look at sexuality and gender roles," ex-

There's something very universal and (Reckless),}enCosteUo {BuriedChild) Rob Present the show through the perspec-
human mall of us, "Tritto explains. "Our Corddry (Cat on a Hot Tin Roof), Micah "^^ ^^ ^ child.

sexual roles are all arbitrary, and it's the Hollingsworth and Katia Anderson. ^^^"'' ^'"^ P^''^^ tonight through Satur-
stereotypes that destroy us. Sex is very Among the distinguished production '^'^Y'^n^ April 6- 10, at8p.m., with a matinee

im are scenic designer Terry Beckett ^^t^^'^^ity at2p.m. Tickets are available fromnatural — when we repress it, that's team
when we get into trouble."

CloudNineopenson a Victorian family
in colonial Africa, struggling to maintain
the facades of theirexpected "roles" while
engaged in numerous clandestine (and
comical) deceits. The second act sees the
family transplanted to 1979 London,

designer Terry w^,.«vii • . , -.

and costume designer Ulises Alcala, who "'^ ^'"^ ^^ ^^^^^^ Office, S4S-2S11.

plams Michael Intto, choosing his words closer to revealing their true selves vet
with evident care, "through a Victorian still struggling with fears and stereotyr^s

h 1070 '^
^'^"^'^ forward in time to Reinforcing the arbitrary nature ofthese

the 1970s. characters' imposed identities is deliber-
Unusual as this premise may seem, it's atelv non-traditional casting, which in-

inkeepingwiththetheatredepartment's eludes cross-dressing and even a White
run ofcontemporary comedies. For Tritto, actor in the role of a Black servant
director of the UMass production. Cloud The student cast for this piece reads
is a chance to entertain and offer a view like a Who's Who of UMass Theatre-
on something we in the Valley have been Michael l.ombardi (Billand Karen), Uurie
a hearing a lot about — sexual identity. Ciarametaro (//; My Abyss). Tone Nunes COURTF^Y UMASS DEPARTMENT OF THEATER

Mt***************A****44AAAWA-r

April 12, 13, 14
9 - 5

Student Union Ballroom

Shop around for the right apartment complex for vou.

D.H. Jones, Puffton Village, Brandnvine and MOREI

sponsored k the OffCmpus Hoirntj Office

428Mmt Union

BROAD

i

l//.^.0,>
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uin Blossoms
IN CONCERT

V ^ '\ tl

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...

AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •

ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •

ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN

• Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language

• SU Cr«iit

• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars
• Internships

• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements

FINANCL\L ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472
f f f f f f f • **«*»t*ia«Mf ITllliaMB y-yJl

DISTINCTIVE SOUNDS
OF CLASSIC POP ROCK

ilfM "New Mherabfe
*^ CxperkncQ"RFCORDS

NO COVER CHARGE
THURSDAY, APRIL 1

2:30 PM

GROUIMD FLOOR STUDENT UNION

You Are Cordially Invited To Our 18th Annual

f/if(f/m/i(/ J((/e GelebiHition
Sunday, April 4, 12-5 p.m. - Amherst Gallery

Help us celebrate and take advantage of this once a
year opportunity to save on the ivorld'^ finest Lazare

diamonds. This event celebrates our exclusive
exhibit ofaward-winning designsfrom over

200 masterjewelers. Don't miss it!

c (firtf ^iantom/Jafe
All month at Silverscape Designs

^C^
Open Mon -Sat 10-6, Thurs 'til 9, Sun 12-5

silverscape designs
lO L DSMITHS.GFMr:;AiiPn)
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

THURSDAY
a^^M^^^.llS'' '^•K^'"

™="S'*J=" Concert Series presents the Sonny Fortune

gtnriV^birc^irs^-Sn '' ' '•" "^'^ "^ '' "" ^'""^"'^ -0 " "" "-^

„„'"*'^?f'''H
'^'°^^ '^'°"T - ^1^^' I^^PPens "tl™ dancers are given videocameras? hnd out tonight at Dancers Video Night in Herter 23 1 . A showinj o^new

toniS^U. rl^^'^lSV:^^^:^^:;^- '" "°'"'™'"°"

CONCERT- Andrew Rangell, piano, will perform at Bowker Auditorium tonight
at 8 p.m. Call the FAC at 545-3671 for details.

'""'8"i

SEMINAR - "A Viewer's Guide to Appreciation of Photographs," begins thisevening. Lecture, discussion and viewing led by Nancy Rich. Curator of EducationSC Museum of Art, 7-9 p.m.
u«^«iii«jii.

t«n^^^^5o^~ *^lf'''^^P'^S'"''"'^
'"^^ ^^"^ Afterimage will be playing the Hatch

on.ght at 9 p.m. No cover cover charge at this 18+ show which will include The
I ohce. Rush, Nirvana, Pearl Jam covers and more.

u^I?y u''.^'^^r <^P^"'"8 Reception: Greenfield Community College Art Faculty
exhibit their multi-media works. Hampden Gallery, 5-7 p.m. Free

I

I

^^^^n
1:^^''"'-'^^- '^^'°" ^"^ L°"'^ Doherty discuss their exhibit at the StudentUnion Gallery tonight at 7 p.m.

FRIDAY
£S5SL???''^^ ~ Sponsored by LGBA. Campus Center 903, 3-6. Free

w ^.'^CUSSION — Tim McCarthy of "Gay Cable News" addresses "Queers in the
Media: Depiction/Manipulation." Campus Center 917, 12-1-30
VISUAL ART— Gallery Talk: "Wyatt Eaton: An International Artist." By Ross Fox

Curator of European Art. Mead Art Museum. AC. 12:15 p m Free
DANCE PERFORMANCE— The Dance Department

of MHC presents Here or Elsewhere Fixed or Mobile, an
evening of original works by senior dance majors Dee
Yinn Leong and Jelena Petrovic. The seven choreo-
graphic works featured, created under the guidance of
dance professor Jim Coleman, are part of the two
students' Senior Honor Thesis. 8 p.m., Kendall Hall
Studio Theater, MHC. Also April 3 at 8 p.m., same
location. Call 538-2848 for details.

ART RECEPTION — "Our Goddess Ourselves: A
Celebration of Sacred Female Form" will be on exhibit
at the A.P.E. Gallery located in Thome's Market. 150
Main Street, Northampton, from today until April 30.
The show, an exhibit of body casts from the Sacred
Forms Workshops and a collection of mixed media by
sculptor and artist Sheila Richards of Stockbridge, will
begin with an opening reception tonight from 6-8-30
p.m. Call (413) 298-3313 for details.

BROWN BAG RECITAL— The program will feature
BBC recording artist and Performing Arts Division fac-
ulty guitarist Robert Scott, in a program of music for the
classical guitar. Seminar Room, Old Chapel, noon-1
p.m.

CONCERT — Max Cohen and leticia team up for a
night of highly original music at the Book Mill in
Montague. Experimental guitarand "Neo-Folk."8 p m
$4. Call 367-9206 for details.

CONCERT — Cop Shoot Cop will perform at Pearl Street tonight at 9 with
Dieselmeat and Rodan. 18^. Call 584-7771 for details.
CONCERT- Cheryl Wheeler plus Cosy Sheridan will perform at the Iron Horse

tonight at 7. Also April 3 at 7. Tix are $11. Call 584-0610 for details

Cop Shoot Cop IS at Pearl Street Friday

New World Theater presents Rever-ber-ber-rntions Saturday at 6 pm

SATURDAY
VISUAL ART- Video and Gallery Talk: Rufino Tamayo: The Sources of His Art

Followed by a tour of the exhibit by Linda Muehlig. Associate Curator of Painting and

J'uT^vVil^i^^"' A^
^' "'"y" ^"^ ^""^'"8' ^C' 2^ «^ P-m-. Museum of Art, SCAKI KLCEPTION— Opening reception for Alumni III. Multi-media works bv 1

1

UMass art department alumni. University Gallery, 4-6 p.m. Free.

MUSIC^HEATER - Gl.B Cafe Series presents
Jose I^ Pointe and Liz Deutsch in the play. Cashews ami
G-Strings. Local a capella singing group presents NICK
SH0F5. Hampden Theater, 8 p.m. $3 donation requested

PERFORMATHON - A walk-in program of mu-
sic and acting presentation by faculty, students, and
friends of the Performing Arts Division: Young People's
Singing Class, Chamber Music groups, Afro-Caribbean
drummers, woodwind, guitar, piano, and vocal music.
Jones Library, downtown Amherst, 10a.m.-2 p.m.

SING-A-LONGS — Joan Robb tells stories and
leads sing-a-longs for children today at the Book Mill in
Montague at 10 a.m. $3. Call 367-9206.

CONCERT — She's Busy, an acoustic trio, will
perform at the Book Mill in Montague tonight. Call
367-9206 for showtime and other details.

THEATER — New WORLD Theater will present
Reverb-lm-ber-rations tonight at 8 in Bowker Audito-
rium. Written and performed by Spiderwoman Theater,
the show is a theatrical ritual dramatizing the threads
that bind Native American elders, the ancestors, and
the tribes to present future generations, lickets are $3
for students and senior citizens, $5 for general oublic
Call 545-2511 for details.

CONCERT— The Avanti Woodwind Quintet jx-r-
form 19th and 20th century works tonight at 8 in

... „
Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC. The quintet includes loanne

I anner, flute; Fredric Cohen, oboe; Michael Sussman, clarinet; Laura Kl(Kk horn- and
Dennis Godburn, bassoon. Joining the quintet will be pianist and member of the SC
Music faculty, John Van Buskirk. Tickets are 55, $2.50 for students, senior citi/ens and
children, and are available at the l-AC Box Office (545-251

1 ) or at the door

Sonny Fortune Quartet will perform at the

Hampden Thcr^ter tonight at 8 pm.

SUNDAY
CONCERT —The Massachusetts Chamber Players

will give their annual spring performance today at 3 in
Bezanson Recital Hall. Tickets to the concert of 18th
and 19th century music are $5, $2.50 for students,
seniorcitizensand children. Fix areavailableat the FAC
Box Office (545-251 1) or at the door.
SOLAR OBSERVING— Check out the sun today at

the Amherst Town Common at 1. Free. All ages wel-
come. Call 256-6234 eves, for details
PLANETARIUM SHOW — Free Planetarium Show

today at the AC Bassett Planetarium. All ages welcome.
Call 256-6234 eves, for details.

CONCERT— Folk singer James Keelaghan will ap-
pear with special guest Kristina Olsen tonight at 8 at the
AC Frontroom. $8 public, $2 AC ID.

CONCERT — The Tony Williams Group will per-
form at the Iron Horse tonight at 7 & 10. Tix are $14 50
Call 584-0610 for details.

JAZZ BRUNCH — At the Franklin Dining Com-
mons, Central. Chill to sweet jazz sounds while you
eat.

Frederic Cohen, oboist, performs with the Avanti
Woodwind Quintet on Saturday, April 4 at 8 pm.

I
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Acclaimed comedienne to perform in valley
page four

BY MtLANM- Dl^ILVA
Collegian Staff

After 1 1 years of being on the fringe of "acceptable"
entertainment, Lea I)eLaria has finally made it into the
mainstream, and in the process, has made lesbian
history. Tuesday night, DeUria became the first openly
gay comic to perform on a late night talk show —
"Arsenio Hall."

And if you missed her like I did because the residence
hall cable system doesn't give us Arsenio, don't despair.

DeLaria, who says she became an "out" comedian in

order to "change the world and get laid," will grace the
stage with her hilarious, critically acclaimed show called
Muff Diva this Saturday and Sunday night at the
Northampton Center for the Performing Arts at 8 p.m.

"This is such a big thing for the community. We are

finally breaking into the mainstream," DeLaria said.

Citing the unusual amount of media attention being
payed to gay issues this year, such as the military ban,
and the Cnins^ Goim; Del-aria deemed 1 992 "the year of
the queer."

The Collegian
and the Arts -

two great tastes in

one very special

newspaper

Yet, although "Arsenio Hall" has provided Del-aria

with a national audience, other late night shows have
snubbed the comedian, claiming that she's just not
what their audiences want to hear.

"'The Arsenio Hall Show' is very cutting edge and
ground breaking," DeLaria said. "People at I.etterman

feel— they couch it in really friendly terms — but it's

basically homophobia."
As a young comedian in the early 1980s, Del-aria

faced dangerous, homophobic opposition to her "out"
style of comedy in mainstream establishments. "In the
beginning, if I went into a straight comedy club, they
would throw things at me, like knives and bullets. Now
it's different. The times are changing."

From predominantly straight college audiences, to

auditoriums packed with 2,000 people, DeUria is stun-

ning every one with her powerful singing voice and her

side-splitting comedy.
With dazzling reviews from the L.A. Times, The

Boston Globe, the Phihuielphia Enquirer, and the San
Francisco Chronicle, with an interview on "20/20," a

writing and acting position on the PBS comedy series

"The World According to Us," and with the debut of

her comedy and music album. Bull Dyke in u China
Sliop, DeLaria has put together an overwhelming port-

folio.

This week, ABC cameras and reporters followed
Del-aria as she toured Los Angeles, showering her with

star coverage. "I was Madonna," Del-aria said, com-
menting on ABC's tag-along cameras. "1 was Madonna
with clothes on and don't you forget it.

"

Lea DeLaria will beperforming in MuffDiva: An Evening

ofJokes and jazz, this Saturday and Sunday ni^ht at 8 p.m.
at the Northampton Center for the Performing Arts. Tickets

are available in advance for $10 at Prides in Northampton
and the Center box office. Tickets may be purchased at the

door for SI 2.

COUUTBYJM ILAHKRIT
Lea Del-aria will scare the laugh right out of you.

COMPETITIVE EDGE
M K I A B I K i
HOLYOKE & HADLEY
4 Northampton Hwy (Rt.5)

Hoyoke, MA 01040
(413)538-7662

Russell Road (Rt.9)

Hodl«y, MA 01035
(413) 565-8833

lAMZ$BKmOFUISTrEIUBHB/(TG»rM(E

1994 Bices iiStodt

Sale Prices

KHS, SfedaM Raicisli. Scftt. bN Hwsc

93 RALEIGH CHILL
Deore OX
Easton E9 Mainframe/Chromoly Stays

93 KHS SUMMIT
Deore LX/rhumb$hifter$
Full Chromoly

94 SPECIALIZED
HARDROCK SPORT
Shimano AltuscIO
Chromoly Frame

93 RALEIGH DASH PLUS Reg. $399...now $359
Shimano 100 GS

Reg. $850...now $619

Reg. $525...now $439

Reg. $399...now $359

SWIMWEAR
Jag

Ongil
Tvr

Brake & Gear

$19.95

SHOCKS
iVIai-iitoti

l^ook Sliox
Scott

'93 Scc:>tt Uniti-aek
S 1 39.S>S

REKINDLE
YOUR
PASSION
For Indisui
Food at

The Vmllejr'g OrigiatJ

INDIA
HOUSE

ON STATE STREET
Where ladism Pood is more

than Cunryl
For ExccUcoc Food and Hospitality

Come to Our Uouw...

45 Sute Street
Northampton, MA 586-6344

PUTUS
Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

' On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

n
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • ORE
PSYCH • GRE BIO * OAT • TOEEL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • EMGEMS •

FLEX . CGENS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.

Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one million student<; I et ii«; orovp it to vmi

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780
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MEDITATION

Thf tmntr flf aN ptKint -• tr> ht tmot

A SPECIAL WEEKEND PROGRAM
FOR PEOPLE 29 AND UNDER

FREE ADMISSION
Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced Techniques
Karma & Reincarnation Psychic Development
Auras Mantras, Yantras, and Chackras
Personal Happiness Wisdom, Power, & Humor

Thur April 1: 7pm & 9pin

Sat April 3: Uam&lpm
Sun April 4: 12:30pm

UMass Campus Center Rm 178

UMass Campus Center Rm 81

1

UMass Campus Center Rm 805

UMass Campus Center
Amherst, MA

Sponsored by the Boston Meditation Society

S«a/
SfRANei\ ITS^

[SENIOR KICKOFF PARTY!
CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 1009

FREE FOOD! FREE PRIZES! FREE SENIOR CUPS TO RRST 300!

DJ! CASH BAR!

1^1^ TONIGHT ^ik

APRIL 1 9PM-1AM

HE THOUGHT

IT WAS JUST A CRUSH.

HE WAS DEAD WRONG

THE

JAMES C, ROBINSON^ .MORGAN CREEK «.-«

"THE CRUSH" CARY ELWES ALICIA SILVERSTONE JENNIFER RUBIN KURTWOOD SMITH 'IfCRAEME REVEIL ,.,JAN CRAFFORD

8 -5EKBRUCESURTEESSSS MICHAEL BOLTON SCARY BARBER '^"n'JAMES G, ROBINSON

[R^^e. S^tALAN SHAPIRO oo^^ ^„^
OPENS APRIL 2

Round trips trom BOSTON

LONDON $391

PARIS $478

BANGKOK $889
Rouxi trips from NEWVORK

SAN JOSE C.R. $450

CANCUN $310
Taxes and surcharges not included

Fares subject to change.

79 So. Pleasant St. Amherst

fM-1M1

DON'T BE A FOOL AND MISS THESE GREAT SAVINGS!

Rolling

Rock
24- 1 2 oz. bottles

99
dep$12

Busch&
Busch Light

24-I2 0Z. conj

$099
dep.

Corona
Extra

1 2 pack bottles

99
•f dep$8

Sam Adams
Double Bock
6 pock bottles

99
dep.

^4

Southern
Comfort

750 ml

$349 $

Natural
Light
•A Kegs

31 N0P£RMIIN(ED10
JOPURCHASeKBGS

Busch
'h Kegs

$3399

Popov
Vodka

1.75 If

r

$10"

Keystone &
Keystone Light

12 pock cons

99
+ dep.

$4'

R.H. Phillips
Chordonnay &

Cabernet Souvignon

$i;49
750 nnl5

^'& WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
Tele-check for ^ University Drive

your persor\ai check. at Newmarket Center, Amtierst
We r)ow have all

Mass Lottery games!

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS t

AVAILABLE !! Jt
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Sounds of the Loud Music Festival
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the Inst in two port

profile of the LomI Music Festival.

Loud Music Festival

Pearl Street, Iron Horse, Hotel
Northampton
March 26 and 27

The Iron Horse had hung its official

Loud Music l-estival banner, and the floor

had been relieved of its tables. 8 p.m.
openers Morphine had cancelled so 9
p.m. band, Northampton's own
Gobblehoof, would be on stage with
time in hand, right? Well. . .

Gobblehoof showed up late, kicking
off festivities at 9:35 in front of a patient
crowd of about 80. The venue was already
behind Pearl Street and Hotel NoHo

SFTH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
Swirlies' vocalist performs with restraint

which had both begun on time.
So far, the Valley's been too deep for

Gobblehoof to climb out of, save for

short periods of time. Dinosaur Jr.'s close
friends fronted by Charlie Nakajima has
in the past featured drumming from
Dino's Murph, though he wasn't present
this Friday. While only producing two
complete albums, Gobblehoof's toiled

around Northampton for years.

Nakajima appeared in black pants and
a snug black T-shirt which subtly revealed
his girth. As he spewed rage, strands of his

mop of jet black locks concealed his fu-

manchu framed mug. The band looked
professional and comfortable, each sport-

ing a substantial amount of facial hair.

The sounds produced were fast, fierce

and a little hard to stomach for some of

the crowd. However, Dinosaur Jr.'s

frontmanJ.Mascis, seen slinking through
the concert-goers solemn as ever was no
doubt pleased with his friends' perfor-

mance. Gobblehoof has frequently
opened up for Dino.

While revealing traces of funk, the set

failed to venture far from some pretty
derivative metal hooks. Nakajima's voice
grew inaudible over the crunching bass
and thrashing clamor. A better mix would
have yielded a more effective set as the
tunes sound as though they'd appeal if

they could be deciphered.

The inclusion of Gobblehoof served
as almost a gift to the locals like one-man
moshpit John Gettier, a UMass BFA stu-

dent. "I know the singer. They're a good
time. They sing some weird (expletive],

but I'm a weird guy." remarked Gettier

with a grin and a newly sore neck.

In the NoHo streets, an even greater

cross-culture than usual was evident. The
impact of the Festival proved over-
whelming to some such as the visiting

groupof(apparently) high-schoolers with
the hand-held videocam who insisted I

looked like "that guy from Hoos/Vrv. What
the heck was his name?"

They eagerly inquired, "What's this

loud musicthing?There'sall these weirdos
everywhere." I responded while diverting

SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN
Swirlies plays Pearl St. in the Loud Music Festival

their attention to my black hi-top Chuck
Taylors which further convinced them of
my link to the film Hoosiers.

As Gettier staggered out, I retreated

back to the Iron Horse to catch
Hypnolovewheel. The New York City
foursome pulled off the most impressive

set of all those I saw. Opening with "Here
Comes a Headache" off their 1992 album
An^el Fooii, the band played with all the
appeal of one of their catchy hooks. Un-
fortunately by the conclusion of the set,

an exodus to see Cell at Pearl Street had
stripped theclubof all but about40 viewers.

By the time I'd finished a friendly chat
with Hypno's Dan Cuddy and Dave
Ramirez, rumor had begun to wear a face.

Rumor could hopped on stage and im-
pressed the record company execs with
its creativity. According to Rumor, Di-

nosaur Jr. may play the Iron Horse later

this evening. Kathy's Diner had free beer
(which turned out to be American, darn,
I missed it.) Rumor also told of fire in the

Hotel Northampton.
My evening ended at Pearl Street with

a disappointing set from Cambridge's
Swirlies. The Swirlies unabashedly go for

the dream guitar of My Bloody Valentine
though In a recent "Alternative Press"

they denied even owning a copy of MBV's
landmark musical cloud Loveless. Their

recording have blended such waves with
Boston aggression for an appealing prod-
uct.

Unfortunately, the Swirlies' Pearl

Street sound was a sloppy traffic jam of

distortion — too much bass, too little

harmony. Possibly, one too many
Americans. The "swirly" sound was
buried. MBV need not worry though the
Swirlies are capable of far better.

I spotted roving stage manager David
White wearing a "surely there must be
something else for me to do" look. White
appeared unquestionably exhausted.

"1 can't even speak right now. Actually
Turn to Laud Musi< page 7

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail,

Jonathan Reid

The Men's Store
Hampshire Mall

RUSSELL'S
.ut»^ LIQUORS

SILK SPECIAL
18 Main St. Oow^ntown Amherst 253-5441

Busch & Biisch Light
tK7«clS7 case cans

CATAMOUNT (YOUR CHOICE)

$8.99 12 pk bots

Party Beer!!
Hudepohl & Hudy Gold $a99 case cans

American Beer - $7^ case cans

New Low^Ke^ Prices
1/2 Keg Natural Light - $31.50
1/2 KegBuscH - $35.50

(Quantity Discounts Available)
Many More InStore Specials

Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits
All Beers plus Deposit (especially on wines) Delivery Available*

Op«n 7 Dtyt • TTiursday nttM In Northampton

23 MMonlc St
Northampton • S8»4a3e
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loud music
continued from page six

it went pretty well. We had a few problems at the Iron
Horse, but things around (Pearl Street] went smoothly."
I asked him he he was looking forward to what was now
later today. "Absolutely not! Tomorrow's gonna be even
worse." He wasn't too tired to smile.

Saturday was as expected, more of the same —
distortion, eccentricity, and a few gems. 1 got a chance
to see the Hotel Northampton.
Many concert-goers probably couldn't help but ask

"Why the Hotel Northampton?" Upon stepping into
the basement function room of the lush and historic
hotel, 1 too asked why. Something about Piss Factory
and the mirrored columns really clashed."

Piss 1-actory played a head banging set with lots of
leather, unwashed hair and throat. They were probably
quite satisfied playing the same gig as Gobblehoof and
Cell.

The Hotel NoHo did offer moshers a unique chance
to see how silly they looked (or how cool they looked
depending on how many Rolling Rocks they'd downed
at $2.60 a pop) on the mirrored backwallbehind the
band. Oh and did I mention the wall-to-wall carpeting
and chandelier?

During the set, a fuse would blow and suit wearing
attendees of an upstairs wedding reception would
mingle. One smartly clad fellow took kindly to what
these crazy kids were doing and playfully shoved a few
moshers. He then turned to the guy in the leather jacket
ne.xt to him as if to say, "Look, 1 can get away with this."

Meanwhile another suit was seen lost in the moshpit.
Strange.

Later that evening. Crack Sex would decorate the
function room with water, corn starch, and hormones,
their set was undoubtedly the most bizarre perfor-

Mart
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SLTH KAYE / COLLLGIAN
Gobblehoof plays the Iron Horse

continued from page 8

"We gave 28 single project grants through March to
date," Housner said, "Over $22,000 in funding in

addition to the block grants."

This amount, however, is dwarfed by the block
grant total, over $ 1 50,0(X) last year alone. Block grants
were awarded to 11 University organizations that
present on-going arts programming. Galleries such as

the Herter Art Galler>' receive this funding over the
year to enable them to continue to house various
forms of art.

As Housner flips through a large pile of dog-earred
posters, advertisements and old news clippings, she
plucks out a small pamphlet from the pile.

"The Arts Calendar," she explains, "is intended to
inform people of the (fine art] activities in the five

college area."

This free bi-weekly listing can be found in the
Campus Center and is also distributed through direct

mail to student residencies on all five campuses, to

mance I'd seen. Animal furs and lipstick

would also come into play.

1 was also treated to the appealing speed-country of
Killbilly and the driving grunge of a trio called Wombat.
By the late hours of Saturday, most were seated or rocking
back and forth uncomfortably. I saw David White and as
I was about to approach him, he was gone in a flash,

hauling a bass drum, running on his second wind.
The Loud Music Festival opens a gaping dcx)r of

possibilities for next year if Northampton can build on
its musical stature. With all the potential for discord, it

maintained a level of professionalism, organization
and quality far beyond what was expected — a haven
for "weirdos."

faculty and staff. In addition to the calendar, the
Council also puts out a monthly poster that highlights
some of the events in the area. Neil O'Brien, an
undergraduate staff member who is the calendar coor-
dinator, designed the poster to not only include events,
time and location, but also a map so there can be no
excuses for not going. Housner feels that this poster
will encourage people to get out and go see what the
fuss is about.

Besides these events, the Council also maintains
several public art sites around campus. Ihe Hampden
Court Sculpture Garden IcKated in Southwest along
with the Civility Mural located directly outside of
Campus Center are two of these such sites.

The five-college area is saturated with fine art oppor-
tunities for everybody. The Arts Council works hard in

their cramped office to bring all of this to the area, stop
and take notice of what's being offered.

DANCE CLUB
featuring The Aret 's Biggesi

Dmce Floor and Best L'^t S/x>w.'

Wednesday -

DANCING mH Of DENNIS H

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER DANCING

WITH Dl DENNIS R.

I
WHMP's Ann Spenner

Broacasting Live

Downstairs - April 1 18-t-

Dancehall Reggae with
Nubia Proauctions

Friday - College Night

DANCING WITH Dl PETE D.

Ftinng f/ie Bnt Currrnl Dince \kix

• Free Admission Before 10pm*
• •Free All Night With Coll(|e ID"

S.iturday -

THE AREAS BIGGEST & BEST

SA TURDA Y NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE

Pbyine the biggest hits of tod»y,

ana the best hits of the pjsf

—^^^^'^•»<

LIVE MUSIC
-J
--*-- -^ -'-*-*--'---•-- . . - -

f ri.. Apt. 2 'i:OU(Jin 1 ii*
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Where does UMass
art come from?
By GREG AYMIE
Collegian Staff

Located amidst the Bunsen burners and physics ex-
periments of Hasbrouck Hall, one would hardly expect to
find any fine art, let alone an entire office devoted to the
placement of art right here on campus, but that's exactly
what you'll find there. Behind door No. 203, a six-
member group including Felice Thoma, director of
publicity and outreach, and Marlene Housner, the pro-
gram coordinator, make up the Arts Council staff.

The Arts Council was founded in 1966 and originally
presented most of the fine art events at the University.
When the Fine Arts Center opened in 1975 and as-
sumed this role, the Council changed its focus towards
grant giving, arts education, public arts programming
and arts information services.

"We try to make art accessible for everybody," says
Housner.

One look around the tiny office and it is obvious that
Housner appreciates art herself. The room is covered by
a rainbow of posters from previous projects as well as
miniature scale models of current exhibits and Housner's
own personal art.

Housner's private office is located in the corner of
the room behind a divider. Reclining behind her clut-
tered desk, Housner explains the difference between
the two grants that the Council offers: single project
grants and block grants.

The single project grants are awarded on a one-time
basis to specific arts related events. Recipients last year
ranged from Chi Omega to the annual performance of
"Alive with Dance, ' a concert of original student cho-
reographed works.

I here are six cycles throughout the year in which to
apply for this grant. The next deadline is Friday, April
23. This deadline includes projects for next fall. To
apply for these grants, an application provided by the
council must be completed. This application is then
reviewed by the council and a vote is taken on whether
or not to accept it. The 18-member voting council
includes six undergraduate students, six faculty mem-
bers, three graduate students, two members of the staff
and one alumnus.

The council derives most of its funding from a
portion of the Arts Fee paid by all UMass students. This
money enables the council to give out the amount of
grants they do.

Turn to ART, page 7
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Room Choosing Instructions

Below are mstructions on how to use the Voice Response Room Choosing System to
reserve your current room for Fall, 1993. If you experience any difficulty using the
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4:45 on April 2.
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Rain, drizzle and fog with temps
in the 40's today and tomorrow.

-ocai News:
Students with MassPIRG are lobbying for the passage

of a biff to protect endangered species, and are
encouraging you to do the same. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
~1

The men's lacrosse team is off to Hofstra
University this weekend, while the baseball
team will face GW in Washington. Page 12
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Hard-liners in
Russia knock
U.S. aid policy
By DEBORAH SEWARD
Associated Press

MOSCOW— Hard-line Russian lawmakers are
criticizing President Boris Yeltsin's weekend
summit with President Clinton and warning that
Western aid is aimed at the wrong target.

"How will America help us?With more promises?
It is very sad President Clinton is trying to help our
president." said Gen. Anatoly Kortunov, a member
ofthe hard-line "Fatherland" faction in the Congress
of People's Deputies.

"He should help the Russian people," said
Kortunov. echoing a common criticism that U.S.
policy toward Moscow has been concentrated too
much on one person— first Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev and now Yeltsin.

This criticism comes at a time when Clinton and
his aids are stressing that key elements in his aid
package are designed to reach the Russian people
directly, not the Russian government. U.S. officials

Turn to RUSSIA, page 6

Biggest tax increase ever
Congress approves Clinton 's deficit-reduction plan

Doctors describe plight
of Palestinian women

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Democrats completed congres-
sional action today on the outlines of President Clinton's
$496 billion deficit-reduction plan, vowing to reverse
what they called "the most irresponsible fiscal policy" in
the nation's history.

The plan cleared the Senate on a 55-45 vote. The
House had passed it on a 240-184 roll call Wednesday
night. Not a single Republican voted for the measure in
either chamber.

Clinton, meeting with congressional leaders at the
White House yesterday morning, said he was pleased
with the Senate vote. Asked if he was worried about the
stimulus package that is still pending, he said, "I think
we can pass it. Well need to keep working on it."

Lawmakers will decide later this year whose taxes
will be raised and what spending programs will be
restrained to make the deficit cuts a reality. Clinton's
plan envisions hefty income tax increases on the well-off,
a m^or energy tax and deep reductions in military
spending.

"A vote against this president's package ... is simply
a vote for doing nothing . . . going down the same road we
have been going down for the past 12 years ... for

continuing economic stagnation ... for ever-escalating
deficits," said Sen. Janes Sasser, D-Tenn., chairman of
the Senate Budget Conunittee.

Clinton's plan, Sasser said, will turn around "12 years
ofthe most irresponsible fiscal policy ... in the history of
our country."

Sen. Pete Domenici ofNew Mexico, senior Republican
on the Budget Committee, labeled the plan the largest
tax increase in history. "Ifwe don't get the deficit under
control with $272 billion of new taxes, what's next?
Another round of taxes?"
The greatest of all April Fool's jokes is that this bill

will not create jobs . . . will not reduce the deficit,"
Domenici said.

Only two Democratic senators — Rickard Shelby of
Alabama and Bob Kruegger ofTexas— voted against the
plan. Twelve House Democrats opposed it.

It will take additional action in the House and Senate
later this year to actually raise any taxes, just as further
votes will be needed to implement the spending restraints
envisioned in the budget outline. This blueprint merely
sets targets for Congress to follow: it does not require the
president's signature.

The deficit-reduction plan is built into a proposed $1.5
trilhon budget for the 1994 fiscal year, which begins Oct.

Turn to DEFICIT, page 6

By FELICIA COUSINS
Collegian Correspondent

Palestininan and Israeli women's ac-
tivism was the focus ofthe lecture given by
Dr. Salwa Najjab-Kahtib and Dr. Ruchana
Marton in the Campus CenterAuditorium
Wednesday night.

Both speakers are from the Women's
Health Project which is a vehicle con-
necting Palestinan women with women
world-wide in search ofselfdetermination,
according to organizers. The objectives of
the project are to provide antenatal, post-
natal, family planning, gynecology and
cancer screening at an affordable cost for
Palestinian women and children.

The lecture "marks the day Israeli
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin ordered
the closing off of the Gaza Strip," said
Najjab-Kahtib.

Najjab-Kahtib said "ethnic cleansing"
has made adequate health care as a basic

human right to the Palestinian people,
especially women, virtually impossible.

N^ab-Kahtib's pamphlet described
Palestinian women as suffering from the
social, psychological and physical effects
ofconstant military surveillance, separa-
tion from family and friends, deportations
and imprisonment. In refugee camps,
living conditions are overcrowded and
unsanitary, she said.

The infant mortality rate in the occu-
pied territory is substantially higher than
that of Jordan, Israel and other neigh-
boring Arab states.

Dr. Ruchama Marton, an Israeli Jew
born in Palestine, is the founder of the
Association of Israel Palestinian Physi-
cians for Human Rights. The assocation is

struggling against the manifestations of
Israeli occupation in the West Bank and
Gaza Strip.

Marton deemed the current situation

Turn to WOMEN, page 6

DO YOU WANT HOMEFRIES WITH THAT?- A Hatch wor^JI^S^S^up a'^tarcJ:^
andgrease delicacy common to finer fast-food joints in the continental United States.

UMass grad raffles own house
Proceeds to benefit promising high school students
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

"Kids have no peer role models," Greenfield resi-
dent Joseph Pellegrino said. He said he believes this
is a cynical era, an era of non-heroes.

In order to change this, Pellegrino said he is going
to raffle off his house and use the proceeds to give
$1,000 scholarships to high school students who write
stories about personal successes they've had in their
communities.

Pellegrino is a former UMass School of Education
undergraduate who attended the University from
1984-1990. He left school and bicycled across Europe
with Sylvia Diaz, a former UMass communications
major from 1987-1990.

While bicycling across Europe, Pellegrino said he
and Diaz came up with the idea. He said their plan is

to give money to kids who are achieving their dreams.
"Kids don't have to not be powerful, they can make

a difference," Pellegfrino said.

Pellegrino said the stories will be published in
conjunction with the Folkite Magazine, the publica-
tion ofthe Pioneer Valley Folklore Society, the organi-
zation sponsoring Pellegrino and Diaz.

Pellegrino said he will run pilot editions in the fall

and spring. He said he hopes to be picked up by a
national sponsor, like Nike.

Diaz and Pellegrino became interested in teenagers
afterworkingwith theNew England Research Institute,
a group that researches high school students.

They originally applied for a grant from Ben and
Jerry's, but were turned down, according to Pellegrino.

Pellegrino said he wants to stress that kids can do
things for the community without sacrificing fun.

The idea is (for teenagers] to do good for the
community and themselves and be adventurous," he
said. "The end all is kid empowerment."

Pellegrino said the tickets for the house raffle are
$150 and only 1200 will be sold. He also said he will
receive the original investment for the house and the
rest of the money will go for the youth scholarships.

According to Pellegrino, the winner will get the
whole house "free and clear" with no costs, back taxes,
mortgages, liens, closing costs or lawyers fees. He said
he will assist in easing relations between the new
owner and the family that already lives in the house.

He said he "feels really good" about it and "knows
it will work." If it doesn't work, Pellegrino said he will
try something else.

The house, which is a two-family located in
Charlemont, will be raffled off April 10.

Alleged terrorists
arrested in Midwest
By ED SCHAFER
Associated Press

ST. LOUIS— Four alleged members ofthe Abu Nidal
terroristgroup have been charged in America's heartland
with plotting to kill Jews and blow up an Israeli embassy.
One ofthem fatally stabbed his daughter, shouting "Die,
my daughter, die!" so she wouldn't reveal his secret, the
FBI said.

That was a sharp difference from the motive offered by
state prosecutors who convicted the father in 1991. They
had said the killing resulted from a clash of cultures
between her fundamentalist Muslim parents and the
westernized girl, 16-year-old Palestine Tina" Isa.

The indictments unsealed Thursday are believed to be
the first of suspected Abu Nidal members in the United
States, FBI Agent James W. Nelson said.

The Abu Nidal organization was described by a State
Department report in 1989 as the world's most danger-
ous terrorist group. Abu Nidal was the name taken by the
group's leader, Sabbry al-Banna.
Among the group's acts, the report said, was the

killingof2 1 people in the bombingofan Istanbul, Turkey,
synagogue in 1986.

The stated purpose of Abu Nidal is to kill Jews
anywhere and everywhere," Nelson said.

The indictments accused the four of running a rack-

Turn to ARRESTS, page 2
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State Police Breakup Whitmore Sit-ki;

Carry off 34

Throucftout the irterooon th«
iroup preparad tor the •v«ain(
»lCll. A large supply of food was
purchased and Instructloos oo
i»urses of action vtiea the poUce
came were given at periodic in-
tervaU.

The protest afalost all recrult-
Ing twgan Mondar wtien the Com

-

mittee brought a demand to Oeaa
Field asking that a public debate
with the Dow Chemical recruiter
be held befjre be met with In-
tervlew«»es. One member of the
committee stated the debate would
MMtil* diose being Interviewed "to
vderstand what kind of companr
tber would be working for."

Dean Field told the grwp "ll Is
my attempt to dissuade you from
remaining.

Several minutes later (he stale
police , lo full riot equipment
entered the lobby and carried the
students out In a swift operation.
Each student was carried by two
policemen. In response to a man-
ner which some present believe
lo be overly forceful, several au-
thorized spectators and demon-
strators shouted at police to "take
It easy, lake II easy, they want to
go". A State PoUce officer su-
pervised the operation with the
same warning to "take It easy".

Reprinted from the Collegian,

Feb. 14, 1969

Friday, April 2
Contradance — Traditional New England line danc-

ing. Beginners encouraged to attend. Instructions will be
provided. It will be held at 8 p.m. at the Grinnell Arena,
$ 1.00. Sponsored by the OutingClub and partially funded
by SACEF.

Haigis Hoopla — The third annual Haigis Hoopla 3
on 3 basketball festival will be coming to the UMass
campus on the weekend ofApril 23-25. The event is open
to teams of 3-4 people of all ages and skill levels. The
early registration fee of $12.00 per person includes a t-

shirt, the Friday night shooting contests, and tournament
play on Saturday and Sunday. People may pick up
registration forms at Uptown Pizza, Rafters, and Ath-

Health officials

say smoking on
the rise in U.S.
By LAURAN NEERGAARD
Associated Press

ATLANTA — Just one year afler smoking reached a
record low, Americans stopped kicking the habit and
more Blacks and women started smoking, federal health
officials reported Thursday.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
blamed discount cigarettes and $3.9 billion in tobacco
advertising for the reversal, and called for cigarette tax
increases.

"We need to look at bold steps because we're not
making the progress we need to make," said Dr. Michael
Eriksen, director of the CDC's Office of Smoking and
Health.

The figures for 1991. the latest for which sUtistics are
available, mark the end of25 years ofsteady decreases in
smolcing. And they mean the United SUtes probably
won't meet a national health objective: only 15 percent of
Americans smoking by the year 2000.

"It's taken us off our year-2000 pace," Eriksen said.
"At the current rate, well only reach 19 percent."

Discount cigarettes, which can cost as much as $1 less
per pack than national brands, and promotions such as
free samples and $5-on'coupons for cartons make smoking
more affordable. Eriksen said.

"That is contributing to people continuing to smoke
who in the past otherwise would have quit," he said.

The CDC found that 25.7 percent ofAmericans— 46.3
million people — smoked in 1991. In 1990, 25.5 percent
smoked, the lowest level since theCDC began counting in
li/OO.

Because the difference between the two years is less
than half a percentage point, the CDC said the nation's
smoking habits leveled off in 1991.

But more blacks— 29.2 percent versus 26.2 percent in
1990 and more women — 23.5 percent versus 22.8 per-
cent — smoked in 1991, it said.

The CDC couldn't explain the increase among women
except to point to advertising targeting women's fears of
weight gain if they stop smoking.

letic Clubs ofAmerica or call the Haigis Hoopla office at
545-3971. Haigis Hoopla is a non-profit event organized
by the students and faculty of the Sport Management
department to raise money for the UMass scholarship
fund.

Fulbright Scholar — Application materials are now
available for the 1993-1994 Fulbright Scholar Program,
which offers some 1,000 grants for research and/or lec-

turing in nearly 135 countries. Virtually all disciplines
participate. Basic eligibility requirements are U.S. citi-

zenship and Ph.D. or comparable qualifications. Appli-
cation deadline for most awards is August 1, 1993.
Applications and information available from International
Programs Office, (5oodell Building. Ext 52710.

Blood Drive Schedule
The UMass Blood Drive Schedule is as follows.
March 24, 11:00-4:00, Campus Center 165

March 25, 11:00-4:00, CC 165
March 31, 11:00-4:00, CC 165
April 8. 10:00-4:00, CC 165
April 12, 10:00-4:00, CC 165
April 20, 10:00-4:00, CC 165
April 21, 10:00-4:00, CC 168
May 4, 10:00-4:00, CC 165
May 10. 10:00-4:00, CC 168

May 11, 10:00-4:00, Student Union Ballroom
May 17, 10:00-4:00, CC 166
June 2, 11:00-4:00, CC 101

I

arrests
continued from page I

eteering enterprise that included the 16-year-old girl's
death and conspiring to kill Jews, blow up the Israeli
Embasssy in Washington, and buy weapons and smuggle
money to other Abu Nidal members.

It said the four also planned to kill anyone within the
group or outside who could expose the plots. The girl's
death was the only slaying alleged to have been carried
out.

The indictment was issued Wednesday but remained
sealed until the defendants were in custody. They are
Tina Isa's father. Zein Isa. 61, who is on death row, Saif
Nijmeh, 32, arrested at his St. Louis County home, Luie
Nijmeh, 29, arrested at his Miamisburg, Ohio, home, and
Tawfig Musa, 43. arrested in Racine, Wis. All four are of
Palestinian descent.

Musa and the Nijmehs were being held without bond
pending hearings next week. They face life in prison and
fines if convicted.

FBI agents investigating whether Zein Isa was involved
in the PLO had bugged his family's St. Louis apartment
and captured on audiotape his daughter's killing there in
November 1988.

The chilling seven-minute tape and other testimony
indicated that the dispute focused on the girl taking ajob
and having a Black boyfriend.

The giri's mother, Maria Isa, who is Brazilian, alleg-
edly held the girl down while the father stabbed her.
Amid sounds of a struggle and Tina's screams, Zein Isa
could be heard shouting in Arabic to the girl, "Die' Die
quickly! Die, my daughter, die!"

MEDITATION
Do you...

...wHte? ...take photos? ...sell ads?
...fix computers?

If you do, why not do it at the Collegian?
'^'^^ Campus Center • 545-3500

A SPECIAL WEEKEND PROGRAM
FOR PEOPLE 29 AND UNDER

FREE ADMISSION
Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced Techniques
Karma & Reincarnation Psychic Development
Auras Mantras, Yantras, and Chackras
Personal Happiness

Thur April 1: 7pm & 9pin

Sat April 3: 11am & 1pm
Sun April 4: 12:30pm

Wisdom, Power, & Humor
UMass Campus Center Rm 178

UMass Campus Center Rm 81

1

UMass Campus Center Rm 805

UMass Campus Center
Amherst, MA

Spon.ored by th« Boston Meditation Soci.ty

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR SCERA DIRECTOR

The Search Committee for the Director of th<> c^, ^ . ^
and Advocacy (SCERA) cordiallyTnv^^^^^^^^

Student Center for Educational Research
open candidate forums At thrfLZltl^i^cIiH h'?''^.'^'!!"^"^^

*° participate in 6
to meet and speak with student sTaTf anJf-^-f' -^

^''^''^^ ^'" be available
Union Building on the following dtys' ^ '°'" ^'^ *° ^'^ ^^ »" ^^e Student

Segun Eubanks
Kevin Hughes
Elsa Elliot

Sheila Kloefkorn
Marc Kenan
Audrey Jaeger

Monday, March 29 174 Campus Center
Tuesday March 30 Cape Cod Lounge

Wph'^'^P"? Cape Cod Lounge
Wednesday April 7 Cape Cod Lounge
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Workout for Hope
On April 4, 1993, some of Northampton's top

physical fitness experts will team up with America
for the Fifth Annual Workout for Hope— Aerobics
Against AIDS, to be held in Northampton at the
Pearl Street Nightclub from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.

The event will be held to raise money for AIDS
research at the City of Hope National Medical
Center and Beckman Research Institute.

Teams from local fitness organizations will lead
participants through intervals of various styles of
aerobic exercise. Prior to the event, participants
get friends, family and co-workers to be sponsors
while they work out.

Scientists receive $210,000
from Johnson & Johnson

Johnson & Johnson has recently awarded a
three-year grant worth $210,000 to two scientists
at the University to study the applications of bio-

degradable plastics and rubber-like polymers called
elastomers.

The grant's recipients were biochemist R. Clinton
Fuller and polymer scientists Robert W. Lenz. The
two have worked together since 1985 making and
studying properties ofplastics and elastomers that
are both biocompatible and biodegradable in the
body.

UMass to host 1993
Foreign Language Day

The University will host the second annual 1993
Massachusetts Foreign Language Day for high
school and community college students on April 14,
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

The event is sponsored by the University and is

the only in the state. The event showcases the
opportunities for foreign language study at UMass.

Participating schools may send up to four stu-
dents, preferably sophomores and juniors, accom-
panied by one teacher.

German Films to be Screened
The Department of Germanic Languages and

Literature will present a series of films banned
from the former East Germany during the first

three Thursdays in April.

The film "Spur der Steine." or Traces of the
Stones," will be shown on April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in
Thompson 102. "Berlin um die Ecke," or "Berlin
Around the Corner," will be shown on April 13 at
7:30 p.m. in Thompson 106.

The final film, "Jahrgang '45," or "Bom in '45,"

will be shown on April 20 at 7:30 p.m.
All films are in German with English subtitles.

Death Camp Liberator to Speak
Paul Parks, who served with a segregated U.S.

Army unit that worked to liberate Nazi concentra-
tion camps, will be speaking about his experiences
Thursday, April 8 at 8 p.m. in 101 Campus Center.

Parks, former state secretary of education, will

discuss the service of African-Americans during
World War II and the long-standing relationship
between Blacks and Jewish-Americans.

Parks has lectured and written a number of
books about education and racial inequality. Cur-
rently a registered civil engineer, he holds a doc-
torate in education from the University.

Abortion Conference to be held

The seventh annual "Fight for Abortion Rights
and Reproductive Freedom" will be held on April 2-

4 at Hampshire College. The conference will focus

on women's health care issues, including abortion
and reproductive freedom both in the United States
and internationally.

The schedule includes a talk on "Breaking Si-

lences:An Abortion Speak-Out," at 7:30 p.m. Friday.

On Friday, April 3, from 9:30 am. to 12:30 p.m., there

will be an event focusing on "Speaking out for Re-
productive Freedom." There will also be workshops
on reproductive rights topics from 2 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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bPIT AND POLISH — Junior theater major Alan White shines shoes in front of the Fine Arts Center to promote the
theater department's production of "Cloud Nine."

MassPIRG lobbies for animals
Students campaign for bill to save endangered species
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

A four-week campaign organized by the Massachu-
setts Public Research Group is attempting to put pressure
on Congress to re-authorize the endangered species bill.

The bill protecting endangered species is one of the
oldest pieces ofenvironmental legislation in the United
States.

According to Julie Farb, the MassPIRG campus or-
ganizer, the goal of the campaign is to have Congress
reissue a stronger bill which will include seven new
aspects.

The seven new proposals include stronger efforts to
recover species from the brink of destruction, protect the
eco-systems on which the endangered species depend
and ensure funding for habitat conservation.

"We are advocating that these provisions become part
ofthe bill." Farb said.

The MassPIRG organization has been encouraging
students to participate in the campaign by setting up a
table in the Campus Center Concourse, where people
sign letters to Congress urging members to consider the
proposals.

A benefit concert was also held which included four
bands. The admission price included a letter to Congress
and the postage for one stamp.

So far 325 letters have been written, and the goal of
MassPIRG is to send at least 400 to the members who will

be voting, according to Farb.
"There are five to 10 million endangered species today,"

Farb said. "And at least one species becomes extinct
everyday. This is why the current bill is not enough."

To wrap up the campaign on April 7, MassPIRG will

join efforts with the Masssachusetts Audobon Society
and Greenpeace during a press conference to be held here
on campus.

Farb encouraged students to attend and listen to four
guest speakers who will explain the efforts ofthe cam-
paign.

"Private interest will always have the dollars to destroy
protective legislation like the Endangered Species Act,"
said Mitchell Blum, the co-ordinator for the endangered
species project.

"And we want students to realize that through direct
action bke writing a letter, they can influence political
and social change as well."

According to literature distributed by MassPIRG,
there are many myths about the Endangered Species Act
which need to be recognized.

Myths such as the act blocking economic development,
and not taking into account the human cost of species
protection, are all recognized and argued in the literature.

MassPIRG addresses these concerns by arguing that
fewer thanone percentofeconomic proposals have actually
been stopped because ofendangered species, and that the
human cost of business is higher than the protection ofa
species.

Ed Korza: a friend to the Greeks
By HOPE TAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

Ed Korza, director ofGreek Affairs and assistant dean
of students, said he has befriended over 1,200 students
and is a champion of students rights.

Korza said hisjob gives him a sense ofkinship toward
the Greek area and provides members with guidance and
support, although he is not a fraternity member.

He works closely virith chapter presidents, and through
a series of workshops, emphasizes goals in which each
chapter and member strives for academic, career and
personal development.

Korza said he feels he is the link between the Greek
area and the University.

"In an area where members and leaders are constantly
changing, our office is an oasis of stability and support,"
he said.

Korza said he also handles discipline problems that
arise in the Greek area. He said he believes there is

always room for improvement and the toughest problem
right now is the area's "obsession with alcohol."

He said he is trying to set up a seminar on drinking
responsibly.

"Stupid decisions end in stupid results," Korza said.
"But a Greek member is more likely to be careful because
it is notjust the person's reputation at stake. It's a whole
house's charter."

Earlier in Korza 's career as director ofthe Greek area,
two fraternities that had been sent offcampus, Theta Chi
and Alpha Tau Gamma, were reinstated.

Korza said he is no stranger to championing student
causes. A former public school teacher, Korza joined the
University staff in 1985 as the assistant director ofthe
Diversified Education Access and Outreach Program,
where he could set promising low income high school
students on the right track for success, he said.

Korza served as head ofthe Student Activities Office
for the 1991-1992 academic year, before resuming his
duties as director of Greek Affairs.

He said he enjoys seeing chapters excel. "Father
Quigley

I of the Newman Center! loves the Greeks," he
said. "They raise thousands of dollars for him every year
in his phone-a-thon."

Korza said the main issue the Greek area must face is

changing its image. He said the bad image of Greeks is

based on highly publicized antics people characterize as
the "norm" for the Greek area.

"The only way to improve the attitudes toward the
Greek area is to keep their names out ofthe papers for 20
years— a whole generation," he said.

Korza said the Greek area does have an "unsavory"
reputation, but he believes it is made up ofgood students.

"I wouldn't fight for a group that I thought was
inherently bad," he said. "From this Greek area is going
to arise some successful leaders."
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Low standards I

It's spring— time to play in the mud
With Chancellor Richard O'Brien going off to

pasture in a number of months, UMass has been
working (somewhat) diligently in finding a re-
placement. Which direction the University takes in
hiring a new chancellor will speak volumes about
what direction it takes in improving this declining
and depressed campus.

This makes the tour of the three finalists even
more distressing, especially that of Claudia
Mitchell-Kernan.

Mitchell-Kernan, who has had 20 years' expe-
rience, pledges to work on campus climate at UMass.
She duly noted that UCLA worked on a more
diverse student climate and now their freshman
class is half minority.

This is the issue many students should be most
concerned about. When I entered the University,
the campus was eight to 10 percent minority. At
this point, minorities make up 10 percent of the
school. By contrast, the United States is approxi-
mately 23 percent minority.

I have seen it for myself. It is a spring like no other.
This winter, Mother Nature gave us her worst; storm

afl«r storm blew through Massachusetts, piling up snow
to your knees and bringing temperatures cold enough to
keep it on the ground for weeks.

But what is often forgotten as folks long for lazy
summer afternoons is the fun and excitement of a real
spring.

Take a walk outside and find it for yourself.

Michael

MORRISSEY
The tnck will be to raise minority admissions

withoutloweringstandardsfortheschool.IfMitchell-
Kernan, or any other candidate can do this, it should
obviously be a strong reason for his or her hiring.

Many students are praying that UMass' accredi-
tation doesn't fall further than it already has. A
diploma from UMass is already best suited for a bird
cage liner or floormat on a car, and if admission
standards drop any lower, we might as well all
transfer to the New England Tractor Trailer School.

What is most distressing is the track record of
some of the "fringe applicants" who have already
been accepted in the past few years. In the last
year, two UMass students or former students were
involved in murder.

Obviously, not every minority is a criminal, and
not all crimes at UMass are committed by minorities.
The point is, if we lower our admission standards
further, we will allow students less serious about
academics. That is dangerous.

Last May, Alex Delgado was implicated in a
murder. Delgado was a student in continuing
education, and authorities stormed his residence
hall with guns the night they arrested him. Recently,
James C>t, Jr. was arrested in the death ofUMass
student Tara Hartnett. Cyr was a former student
at the University who dropped out.

The point is, both were questionable students
whoallegedly committed seriouscrimes. IfMitchell-
Kernan is thinking about lowering standards even
more, should we expect crime to soar even higher?
Should we expect to be raped, maimed or killed if
we stay at UMass?

Minority admissions at UMass should be equal
to the percentage of the country's. This is a trans-
gression which has been allowed to slide for too
long. Climate between races should also be im-
proved. But the way to do it is not to admitjust any
non-White person who wants to go here.

It is ironic that while University President Michael
Hooker looks at the university system of California
as the system to aspire to, Mitchell-Kernan has
almost two decades of experience at UCLA. That
makes her a front nmner in my mind. It also helps,
here at Berkeley-East, that she's a minority, a woman
and she kept her maiden name to boot.

Let us hope there is a way for the next chancellor
to get stronger, brighter and better students than
ever before, and notjust have a 50 percent minority
freshman class. Ifthey simply open the flood gates,
we all could drown.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.

Jeff

McKENZIE
Put on an old pair of shoes and wool socks and some

beat-up shorts and a sweatshirt. Go to a place where you
know there is a trickling stream that bounces through
the woods, over stones and under logs.

When you get there, it will not be the same giggling
brook that you remember from last summer. In fact, you
will hear it some ways off.

What you will find is a racing, wild torrent, running
hard and cold and clear. Ifyou could walk across it before,
now you'll have to jump. You may even have to get a
running start, but don't shp in the snow; its abdUt a foot
and a half deep in the woods. Don't forget those wool
socks, like my friend Ed did — his feet were cold.

Anything bigger than a summer's runningjump will
be raging Whitewater now, and you will need a bridge or
second pair ofwool socks. Fallen trees make nice bridges,
but watch out for the ones without bark, they're real
slippery. Ed and I found a tree that had fallen across into
another tree and allowed us to go hand over hand upside-
down and climb down the tree on the other side. That was
kind of scary, but fun.

Once you get across, continue through the snow to a

place where the tree cover thins out and lets the sun shine
through. Probably there will be some nice mud there.
Have a friend check it for hidden rocks or branches, take
a step back, and dive in. Make sure to get a lot on your face
and in your hair, that will be good.

Don't worry about cleaning off. Soon you will come to
another wild river that wasn't there before. Just walk
into it and submerge yourself into the icy rush. Let the
current strip the mud from your body, and don't forget
to dunk your face. You will emerge clean and invigo-
rated.

While you are doing all of this, make sure to look
around and Usten to birds and other animals. Smell the
forest at its peak of olfactory delight. Act like this is your
first day on Earth and say, "I never realized it was so
beautiful," or some other reasonable cliche.

Then cover yourself with fallen pine branches and
continue on* Pick a warm, sunny day, perhaps one this
weekend, so you can stay out for at least two hours. Ifyou
know of some mountainous terrain, perhaps in
Sunderland or Leverett or Shutesbury, go there. Trails
along the power lines are looking particularly tasty right
now. as they receive a healthy dose ofsun with intermittent
shade.

If possible, ride your bike there or just ride it the
whole way; you will be a better person for it, as well as
tired.

The final step in knowing the fun and excitement of
spring is riding back through campus, covered with mud
and snow and ice water. People will laugh at you and you
will think they are smiling because they are so happy.

Say "hello" to everyone you see, even ifthey don't look
at you first. This will make everyone smile and all can
ei\joy the pleasures of a true New England spring.

JeffMcKenzie is a Collegian columnist.

Fat is like another insulting 'f word
Please allow me to speak my mind about something

that has bothered me for awhile, something that has
caused me to question again and again — if even in my
own mind — what some of this country's values arie
stressing.

While entering my dormitory a few days ago, I saw a
simple advertisement that gained the attention of pass-
ersby vrith one bold-faced word: "FAT?" It went on to tell

people, after perhaps insulting those it was intended to
reach, how to remedy this "evil" in their lives.

Troy L.

MERRICK
Now, I consider myself to be in pretty good shape, I

guess, but I was still rather offended by this cruel play on
a person's mentality regarding their physical being. I

wonder if the author considered just how hurt, and
rightfully so, some people would be after such a comment.

Is everybody different? Does a bear. . .well. So yes, we
all carry our own unique traits around with us every
minute of every day, and it's about goddamned time
every soul on this seemingly hate-filled planet bought
into that.

Seem that even aft«r all the debates, articles, Oprah
episodes and public reminders there is still more than an
inkling of unacceptanoe of people with characteristics
other than our own. And this time, the category is the
overweight.

I personally apologize to all the overweight men and
women who may or may not have taken the flyer as
another jab at their physical makeup, and inevitably
their perhaps alreadyweak psyche when itcomes to their
bodies.

There is a distinct misconception that slim and sexy is
the onlyway to be, and to carry extra pounds or not fit into
a size 10 pair ofJordaches dooms one to hell. Fat is looked
upon as another T word, and one too often spoken
without regard to its connotations, which go far beyond

Marijuana users challenge stereotypes and stigmas

its denotational meaning.
Just about every female celebrity has her own "work-

out video" with images ofsweating heavies ( mostly women,
for some reason) and a message of"you don't want this to
happen to you." Thousands of products and commercials
depict sculpt«d, attractive models as ifthey are the finest
of the fine and ifyou can't be just like them, then you're
missing the good life.

I'm sick ofseeing people get paid more in one hourjust
for a pretty face and a hard body than I'll make in a year
scrubbing plates at the D.C.

I had a friend in high school who had a selfesteem that
hung to his feet. It wasn't because he was a jerk or that
he had gone out and earned his unpopularity in any way,
shape or form. The problem went no further than his
waistline.

But he was my friendjust the same. It never fazed me
that he was overweight. By the way. I used "was" because
just before we graduated, he killed himself I suppose it
was stuff from mere taunting and mere teasing to mali-
cious insults and actions against him that outweighed
the value of life. And a worthwhile life at that.

I don't know. I'm glad I looked past what others
couldn't and gave the guy a chance. But hey, I guess that
junk will never cease totally. Immaturity doesn't go down
without a fight.

There have never been discussions of racial distress,
sexual orientation issues, women's rights and what have
you on this campus. However, there are individuals in all
these categories with weight problems. And they know it-
they've Uved with it perhaps all their lives, and they don't
need to hear it from some heartless putz who claims to
have the "key to freeing them from the very prison oftheir
bodies."

So I ask whoever drew up that "oh-so-cutesy" ad to, if
he or she wants to help other people deal with their lives,
tojom the Peace Corps or something— someplace where
their opinion is needed and asked for.

Troy L. Merrick is a Collegian columnist.

This is in response to Steven L. Cohen's
column ICo/Ze^mn , March 29]. I have tried
to avoid responding to every attack and
libel about pot smokers that has been
printed in the Collegian this semester, but
Mr. Cohen brought up a point we have
been hearing a lot of lately . The argument
that the 2 to 1 victory ofthe Hemp Initiative
will hurt UMass' reputation is one I wish
to take issue with.

We in the Cannabis Reform Coalition
believe this statement of support for le-

galization of marijuana will be seen by
millions of Americans as a brave stand
against the forces of intolerance. If some
people chose to view this victory as
something to be ashamedofor angry about,
they must understand that their reaction
is due to personal prejudice against those
who alter their consciousness in noncon-
formist ways, rather than any scientific

fact.

Furthermore, Mr. Cohen implies that
the Hemp Initiative will make it more
difficult for all students to getjobs because
employers will not respect a school which
stands up for personal self-determination.
In response I give you a recent report from
a 10-year study by the National Bureau of
Economic Research in New York which
showed that young marijuana users earn
higher wages than non-users, that they
had more job satisfaction and were often
the most inquisitive and talented people
at the workplace.

Mr. Cohen is just the latest in a series
of ignorant and sanctimonious editorial-

ists who have used their poison pens to
hurl abuse at the most peaceful members
ofour community, not realizing that they
are acting as the government's stooges by
distracting people from the real causes of

America's problems with their prohibi-
tionist rhetoric.

Noted scholar Thomas Szaz, M.D.,
stated in his book. Ceremonial Chemistry,
"Dangerous drugs, users, and pushers are
the scapegoats of our modern, secular
therapeutically imbued societies; and.
the ritual persecution of these pharmaco-
logical and human agents must be seen
againstthe historical backdrop ofthe ritual
persecution of other scapegoats, such as
witches, Jews, and madmen."

Let it be known that such persecution
shall no longer go unchallenged. We, the
pot smokers ofUMass and our supporters

,

shall not allow those who would stigmatize
and stereotype us to go unanswered.

Aaron Wilson
Vice president

UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition
This letter was signed by 114 people.

We love you
Usually, weJustfiUoddspaces

tike thiswith a friendlyreminder
that we live for letters.

Today, there's more:
Thanks,
Our mailbox seems to be

breeding letters. It's really fun,
likeraisingSeaMonkeys—we're
never bored.

The letters are great, and
we're trying to cram as much
into a page as possible. It may
take us a few days to printyour
letter, but we're working on it.

Type it up, put your name,
phone number and address on
it, andbnng itdown to 113 Cam-
pus Center basement.
Show the worldyou care.

Moderate reform is necessary to end suffering in Russia
For over a year, there has been overt conflict in Russia

over the nature and pace of economic reforms. On one
side. President Boris Yeltsin and his supporters in the
Congress of People's Deputies (the Russian parHament)
advocate pervasive and immediate privatization ofnearly
all state-owned industry. Yeltsin's backers are signifi-
cantly less than a majority, but nevertheless constitute a
substantial voting bloc.

On the other side are two basic groups in Congress:
moderate reformers and conservatives. Moderates agree
that privatization and free markets are worthy goals, but
they believe change should come more slowly and in a
controlled manner. Conservatives oppose the scope of
Yeltsin's reforms, and some favor a return to central
planning of the economy, but by and large their agenda
mostly has been obstruction of Yelstin rather than es-
tablishment of any particular program.

There are good reasons why some state enterprises
should be privatized, but there remains the question of
how quickly to privatize, and what structure ofprivatized
industry to promote. Ifthe state abandons its enterprises
cold turkey to the unchecked free markets, there will be
many plant closures and widespread unemployment.
The reforms that have already occurred, both in Russia
and other countries, like Poland and Hungary, that have
moved to markets from centrally-pianned economies, are
testimony to the human suffering resulting from hurried
reform.

The important point to remember is that a majority of
Congress favors some form of economic liberalization.
Yeltsin has been unable to win a majority for his radical
proposals and as a result has accused the Congress ofbeing
reactionary and Communist. Two weeks ago, he declared
that he had signed a decree claiming emergency powers.
The Constitutional Court ruled the decree, which Yeltsin
had yet to release, unconstitutional, setting the stage for
impeachment in an emergency session of Congress.

Jonah

GELBACH
The decree Yeltsin issued was devoid of any claims to

extraconstitutional power. It appeared a compromise
would be reached on a referendum, the issue that had
touched off the crisis. In a surprise move, the Congress
attempted to unseat both Yeltsin and Ruslan Khasbulativ,
Congress chairman and Yeltsin's chief rival. In Yeltsin's
case, the Congress failed by just over 70 votes, and in

Khasbulatov's, by 178. The Congress approved a refer-
endum for April 25, and Yeltsin is threatening a rival
plebiscite for the same day. It is a common misconception
that the Congress is dominated by hard-line Communists.
That one third ofthe deputies voted to oust Khasbulatov
and Yeltsin's opponents failed to win a majority for his
removal show that notion to be unfounded.

More fundamentally, the U.S. media seem not to care

that Russia's constitution makes Yeltsin's power contin-
gent on congressional consent. Some argue that since it

dates to the Brezhnev days of the Soviet Union, the
constitution is illegitimate. Yet they apparently forget
the heady days ofAugust 1991, when Yeltsin reveled in
the support of these same deputies as they augmented
his power at theexpense ofthen-Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev. No one in the West yelped about the Con-
gress' illegitimacy, and Yeltsin hardly complained about
his new-found political authority.

What has happened in the last several months is that
Yeltsin's economic reforms, partly forced on him by aid
agencies like the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund, coupled with U.S. failure to provide
economic aid, and partly his own folly, have worsened
conditions in Russia.

The result has been widespread opposition to the pace
of reform, and his mis-playing of the political situation
hascaused greateropposition to reform in general. Yeltsin
made an unconstitutional grab at arbitrary authority
and pulled back when he saw he couldn't win the ensuing
fight. At the same time, conservative parliamentarians
lack the strength to drive him out, and the result has been
a stalemate. Unless both sides swallow their pride and
dictatorial instincts and choose to work with more mod-
erate reformers, the Russian people can only expect more
suffering.

Jonah Gelbach is a Collegian columnist.

Demonstration broke the silence

NOW practices genocide
Last Sunday, Patricia Ireland, the

president of the National Organization of
Women, spoke at UMass as part of her
tour across the state and nation. She was
sponsored by the NOWs Massachusetts
chapter and the Ever/woman's Center.

Cara Lee

BIRCH
Her main objective was to convince

women they had the right to have power
in the United States government and
that this would change the political cli-

mate and policies now being revised by
the Clinton administration. She argued
for a partnership with American men by
stating that she wanted "only half the
power in Congress." However, this is a
dubious reminder of the age old tradi-
tional chant of "change the face but not
the fortress."

The rhetoric of "women's rights" as
presented by NOW is only a cloak for
"women's right" to participate in a re-

pressive government that exploits, mur-
ders and rapes poor people here and more
specifically, the whole of Third World
nations. This assertion for women's power
in America is, in essence, an attempt to
have equal representation in a nation that
produces warfare abroad.
NOW states that they are "actively

involved in every issue relating to full

equality for women in our society." How-
ever, they clearly contradict themselves
by preaching one thing and practicing
another in three key areas.

First, they preach that "sisterhood is

global." If sisterhood is global, then why
do they define progress as getting a por-
celain toilet in the White House? Would
they define progress as Third World na-
tions having the right to arm themselves?
No. Patricia Ireland stated on Sunday
that NOW did not have a position on a
nation's right to defend themselves, nor

did NOW have a position on Palestinian
women being executed in the Gaza Strip.
In essence, she saw Western women shar-
inga toilet as "sisterhood,"butnever would
"sisterhood" include economic and military
support for Third World women who are
sacrificing their bodies, their children, and
their lives for national liberation. NOW
simply preaches sisterhood but practices
murder.

Second, NOW preaches for reproduc-
tive rights for the young and the poor. In
practice, however, they have not lifted a
finger against sterilization abuse on in-
digenous reservations and inner cities in
the United States. They have also never
organized to oppose government-spon-
sored tests which force women to have
Norplant and the AIDS virus injected into
them. Third World women have become
guinea pigs for Western women. Affluent
American women have reproductive rights
while poor women oft«n don't have the
right to have children, or even the right to
live. This time, they preach for rights but
practice repression.

They preach anti-racism. Along with
this concept, they argue for "colorful" seats
in Congress. However, this country is

founded on the annihilation ofindigenous
people, and the exploitation of African-
Americans. Since it also flourishes through
colonial warfare in Asia, Africa and Latin
America, NOW supports unjustified
murder. In wanting to wear their husbands
pants, white middle-class women and
NOW preach for "equality in Congress,"
and in this attempt for equality, they
practice genocide.

NOW is an organization that only wants
a piece of the American pie. For too long,
Americans have been brainwashed into
fighting for equality through such orga-
nizations. It is a disgrace that our campus
and our own Everywoman's Center would
sponsor such an insulting event.

Cara Lee Birch is a UMass student.

I am writing in response to an article
regarding Friday's demonstration by the
Women's Action Coalition {Collegian,
March 29|. In a society so often silent
about violence against women, WAC de-
serves credit for breaking that silence, if

only for two short hours, by handing out
articles to morning commuters about the
murder ofTara Hartnett and information
about where women can get help. It was a
basic action, as were its goals. We wanted
people to be aware of this most recent
murder, and for women to know there are
places to contact if they need help. If one
woman in need has the number to a crisis

hotline that she did not have before, that
is enough of an accomplishment.

That was not the only achievement of
this simple demonstration. Women also
began to know what it feels like to take
action about issues that affect their lives.

Without this first realization, how can we
move forward? I felt silenced after the
murder ofTara Hartnett, but planning and
attending this demonstration created space
for me to give expression to my fear and
rage. I believe other women had a similar
experience. It showed Friday morning
commuters we were aware of violence
against women in our own communities.

So often the women who plan demon-
strations like this are criticized for not
doing enough. In this case, the WAC dem-
onstration was called "*a typical liberal

response' to the problem ofviolence against
women." It is easy to judge at the time of
an action, and much harder to take the

responsibility to plan such an action. WAC
is an open forum for all women to propose
action ideas. I personally welcome con-
structive criticism. I do not support the
continued devaluing of women by other
women, as 1 felt was present in the Col-
legian article.

Organizers were also criticized for invit-

ingthe Men's Resource Center to the action.
The MRC was invited to this action to "run
interference" between the women present
and men who may have come to express
anger at women, or who wish to support
women, but do not know how. Rather than
women educating these men. it .seemed
more appropriate to have men in that role.

I firmly believe there should be actions for

women only, and I also believe women are
capable and plenty "good enough" to act
and live without the presence of a man.
This particular action drew men, and be-
cause men perpetrate the majority of vio-

lence against women, it seems fitting that
men should take responsibility to stop it.

Educational action is certainly not
enough. W^ile we spend decades trying to
undo sex role stereotyping and inherent
violence, we must also demand that this
violence stop. I have an investment in the
future, but I also have an investment in
making the survival of women possible
today. The demonstration was only one
example of the coalition's work. To find
out more about who we are and what we
do, come to a meeting.

Meg Kroeplin
Amherst

Housing Services poster is sexist
As a member of the housing staff I

have come in contact with a poster dis-
tributed by a faction of my department
that both perplexes and infuriates me.
The message on the poster instructs
tenants of residence halls when and
where not to wash their dishes. I have
no problem with that. It's the graphics
that are used that I find bothersome.

Depicted inthe upper and right-hand
corner is a man, seemingly white collar
and upper class with a clothespin on
his nose. His physical position on the
page suggests that he is superior and in
the right. His expression says that he
can't be bothered by the nuisance ofthe
other graphic, a woman, in the lower
left-hand corner. She is shown to be the
cause of the problem, with an appar-
ently rancid-smelling frying pan with
the fumes rising in one hand and a

broom in the other. There is a spilled
milk carton on the ground and a couple
ofrug rats with smudges on their faces
to boot. Her expression is dumbfounded.
The total graphical message seems to
be that this working woman had best
get her act together quickly so as not to
bother the important man.

Is this the same university that
preaches equality, the values of diver-
sity and a non-sexistenvironment? You
know, UMass, the school that insists
that its employees attend diversity and
sexual harassment workshops? So
Housing, what's going on? Why is this
poster in circulation? Doesn't it seem
somehow hypocritical? Come clean;
abolish this poster, don't printany more
and tear up the master.

Elisabeth Williams
Southwest Maintainer

Third World Affairs page is for First
Regardingthe Third Worid Affairs page

ICo//e^?a/i, March 301:

Congratulations. Following the expul-
sion of the Third Worid staff in Septem-
ber, 1992, the Third World Affairs page
has done a great job of avoiding the Third
World. The last page was the most suc-
cessful issue yet. Two large stories, both
under the Third Worid Affairs banner,
neither written by someone from the Third
World nor dealing with anything in the
Third Worid.

Having one American (a Puerto Rican)
writing abouta U.S. territory(Puerto Rico),
and anotherAmerican (a "Muslim-Ameri-

can," as she wrote) writing about Bosnia
(in Europe) avoids the Third World beau-
tifully.

This reminds one of the fact that this
page has devoted space to Northern Ireland
and even Russia, predicting that it would
soon become part of the Third World.

This is pathetic! Why doesn't the Colle-
gia niusihe honest and change the name to
what the page has become: the First Worid
Affairs page! Then you can keep the same
First Worid editor articles and First Worid
editor without all this tiresome hypocrisy.

Nancy Miranda
Sylvan
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1. The 1994 deficit would be about $250 billion.
But ifthe plan works, the red ink would be shrunk
by an average of $100 billion a vear below what it
would be otherwise, to $192 billion by the end of

The main ingredients: $273 billion in new taxes
over the next five years — one of the biggest tax
increases ever; defense reductions of $106 billion
below what President Bush had recommended;
and $117 billion in savings from non-defense pro-
grams, chiefly by cutting the size of government,
reducing Medicare reimbursements fordoctorsand
borrowing less money.

But even with the Democrats' idea of restraint.
Republicans were quick to point out that spending
on domestic programs would continue to rise.
Mandatory programs, not even counting Social
Security, would grow from about $471 billion this
year to $557 billion in 1998. Other domestic
spending would rise from about $250 billion this
year to $295 billion in 1998.

Spending for the miliUry would drop from $294
billion thisyear to about $253 bilUon in 1998; it still
would exceed $1.3 trillion over the five years.

The Democrats' plan is aimed as much at re-
versing Reagan-Bush policies as reducing the deficit
that built up during the 12 years the Republicans
were in the White House.

Thus, the deep defense cuts and an income tax
increase targeted on couples earning more than
about $180,000 and singles earning above $140,000— taxpayers who Democrats believe profited most
from Republican economic policies.

Russia
COLLEGIAN

continued from poge 1

have said hundreds ofAmericans with expertise in farm-
ing and business will be sent to Russia for up to two years
to help modernize farms and factories and transform
state industries into private enterprises.

The Russian president is taking a risk traveling to
Canada at a time of political upheaval, but he wants to
show his countrymen that Western democracies consider
him the legitimate leader of Russia and the guarantor of
poUtical and economic reform.

While hard-liners are downright hostile to Yeltsin's
pro-Western policies, moderates say the summit may
further weaken Yeltsin, whose powers were reduced
anew at a four-day emergency session of Congress that
ended Monday.

The Soviet-era Congress has emerged as the main
forum for criticism for Yeltsin's policies, which hard-line
and moderate lawmakers say have caused undue hard-
ship for the Russian people.

Moderate lawmakers urged U.S. leaders to support all
democratic forces in Russia and not just Yeltsin.

•Tactless, primitive help will weaken Yeltsin's posi-
tion," said moderate YevgenyAmbartsumov. "Americans
need to think about the consequences of their acts even
though they are well-intentioned.

The U.S. needs to think about how to help the demo-
cratic process and notjustone man. I have great sympathy
for Mr. Yeltsin, but tomorrow there may be someone else
in his place," said Amartsumov, chairman of the Com-
mittee on International Affairs.

Reformers in Congress are anxious for the United
States to do more than just make a symbolic gesture of
help at the summit.

women
continued from page 1

as "torture in Israel." The grave mamfestations of
human rights violations in the occupied territories
are inhumane, where medical care is the medium
used as a tool of punishment, Marton said.

She then told a story of a 44-year-old Palestin-
ian woman, Fatima, who was being denied a liver
transplant because the Israeli government did not
want to finance the surgery. All Israelis are guar-
anteed health care by the civil government, unlike
poor Palestinians who are left to die, she added.

"Israeli violence is overwhelming but Israelis
should not be viewed as one," Marton warned.

Shyamala Ivatury, a graduate student, asked
the two speakers to discuss the fact that moneUry
and military support for the "Zionist, settler-colo-
nial state of Israel" is provided by the United
States. Marton responded that it was up to con-
cerned American citizens to pressure their govern-
ment to stop aid to Israel since it was from the
taxpayers" pockets.

"Soldiers killing and shooting is what I see every
day," said Hala Salam, a worker of the Birziet
Univ«-sity health department in the occupied ter-
ritories. According to Ms. Salam thousands ofpeople
have been injured and killed, hundreds of them
children.

"Peace is something, we need to work for," said
Salam, "because 1 would like to see our people stop
being killed in cold blood. We have the right to hve
as human beings."

The lecture was sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program with additional support provided
by the Middle East Peace Coalition.
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When The Heat Is On
Head For Northeastern University.

If you need to catch up (or get ahead)

on coursework this summer, come to

Northeastern University. North-
eastern's part-time undergraduate
summer programs are designed so that

you don't have to give up your summer
to go back to school.

Classes are offered at six convenient

locations - Main Boston, Liberty Square,

Burlington, Dedham, Framingham, and

Weymouth - on 10-week, 5-week and
4-week schedules.

Fint Summer Sesaion atarta

June 21. Regiater June 7-10.

:
Ytt. he heat U on! Send me a FREE Information Packtt about part-time undergrad-

• "?i* 'ummer programs at Northeastern Univsraity. Call 617-437-2400 or TTY 617-
• f? ??^* °^ **"** '^'» coupon to Northeastern University, Umversity College, P O Box
: 154. Boston, MA 021 17-0154. np
: I am interested in:

°"

I
D Business Administration Q Engineering Technology n Criminal Justice

: D Liberal Arts Health Professions Q Science

• Name

: Addn

: City_ SUIe JiP.

/7/ Northeastern University# Parttime Uadertrmdumte Progrwang
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At the movies: flaky Yesterday, pathetic Evil
D.. T/-\XT T TTTV\By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Forget The Crying Game. The big sur-
prise ofBom Yesterday is that bad ac-
tress extraodinare Melanie Griffith is quite
effective as a blonde bimbo who wises up
to her boorish boyfriend (John Goodman)
and finds love and self-respect. In this
flaky re-tread ofthe near-classic that won
Judy Holliday an Oscar, Griffith and hubby
DonJohnson ( as the reporter/love interest

)

go through the motions of the 1940's ro-
mantic comedy without the charm, wit or
panache that made the original so ap-
pealing.

The stale and outdated political satire
(surprise! the town is full of liars and
people who don't know anything) collides
with the erratic one-liners in this passable
comedy that figures if it walks and talks
like a clever movie, it will be.

What keeps this from taking off is that
neither Griffith nor Johnson are up to
mimicking the lickety-split pacing or droll

physical comedy of those forties screwball
comedies. John Goodman is woefully mis-
cast in a role that requires him to be an ass
and still remain likable. He doesn't.

Griffith plays Billie Dawn, an ex-Las
Vegas showgirl, who has become the
beautiful ornament ofa Chicago business

Valley talent
at Five Alive
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

The UMass Spring Concert is quite possibly the most
eagerly-anticipated musical event in the Valley. There
can't be more than a handful of UMass students who
don't know ofthe concert's tradition of bringing bands of
international stature onto the stage in front oftheCampus
Pond.

There are also few local bands who wouldn't give their
left kneecaps to open the annual showcase. Our friends at
UPC may not have given the contest to determine this
opening act the best name, but a goofy title cannot detract
from the fact Five Alive is the unofficial Son of Spring
Concert— an exhibition ofour finest young local products.

This Saturday at 8 p.m., the Bluewall will host a five-
pack that should display an arrayofstyles. In alphabetical
order (so as not to show my preference), the bands are:
Canine Bastards, Frances Gumm, Hector, Monghani
and New Radiant Storm King.

Butterfield coffeehouse-goers and Collegian readers
will recognize the Canine Bastards. The Bastards defy
explanation as they emit a raucous musical amalgam
"with influences from Elvis to Elton." Attempts at defi-

nition oftheir style are futile, sojust go with their motto,
"naked and loud, vacant and proud," followed by a lot of
exclamation points.

FrancesGumm is a trio with roots in the Northampton
area, but their reach has spanned the country, having
played with the likes ofRoyal Trux, Ween and Pavement.
Their product is an appealingand sonic one which explores
a dynamic range. With a seven-inch EP to their credit,

Frances Gumm's first full-length release will be out next
year on Urge Records.

Hector established themselves on the Hampshire
campus before gaining recognition on the local circuit.

Originally called Calzone X, the name was changed to the
current title in 1992 after a number of changes. What
resulted was a sound which showed jazz and funk in-

fluences with a heavy backbeat. As they strive toward
signing a major record contract. Hector continues to
display its eclectic sounds in the Valley.

Borrowing theirname from Tarzan's gorilla , Monghani
makes music of vine-swinging energy. Also a frequent
draw on the local scene, Monghani have been witnessed
by scores of Hatchgoers. What the crowd hears is a fast-

paced, funky, bluesy display of originals and covers.

Monghani hopes to include Boston in its future touring
plans For now, Five Alive should do just fine.

New Radiant Storm King is the most accomplished
band in the contest. Already having released a full

album. My Little Bastard Son, Storm King has gained
critical acclaim. Seen frequently at local venues and the
Loud Music Festival, Storm King could have the added
advantage of experience.

With the lineup for Spring Concert still under wraps.
Five Alive's a chance to witness the unveiling ofthe first

act. Grab a cup of Joe, pick a good spot on the floor and
cheer on your favorite band. Youjust may see them again
opening for. . .

Five Alive rocks the Bluewall this Saturday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $3 with a UMass ID, $5 for the general public
and may be purchased at Tix Unlimited, For the Record
and Main St. Records.

tycoon (Goodman). The pair are in Wash-
ington D.C. to bribe some senators into
not closing a major military base which
will effect a new mall Goodman has built
nearby. Billie's glowing stupidity is mak-
ing it difficult to wine and dine the town,
so Goodman hires a political writer
(Johnson) to smarten her up.
Want to bet what happens next? Pre-

dictabihty is not much ofa problem here, as
part ofthe fun is waiting for Griffith to wise
up to Goodman's horrendous treatment
and tell him off. Unfortunately, there's a lot

of stilted, recycled comedy in between.
The dated poUtical commentary is also

washout, though Griffith and company
manage to keep the movie afloat— ifonly
killing screen time before the inevitable
conclusion. The romance between Griffith
and Johnson is unbelievable and some-
what boring to watch, mainly because
neither actor is very engaging. We're a far
cry from Gary Grant and Rosalind Russell
of His Girl Friday — heck, we're miles
away from Griffith and Harrison Ford of
Working Girl.

Goodman, saddled with an impossible
role, is way too likable to be playing this
brand of character — the script requires
him to boogie down with Griffith in one
scene and slap her around in another.
Yeah, that's really funny. And the fact that

Griffith only finds self-respect through
the love of a man is stupid and archaic.

As for Don Johnson, he plays it so low-
key it looks hkes he's on Valium. His
pretty-boy dimple acting is engaging to
watch, but you keep waiting for the spark
between him and Griffith. Their coupling
never seems to ignite.

Born Yesterday has its moments— the
comic high happens when Griffith leads a
group of senators in an impromptu reci-
tation of the Amendments to the Consti-
tution to the tune of "The Twelve Days of
Christmas." But there's nothing overly
interesting or fun about the film. It's try-
ing so hard to be the next Pretty Woman
cum Working Girl that it— like Griffith's
character — doesn't have a mind of its
own.

Griffith, arguably one of our
generation's worst actresses, was wise to
return to the clueless, airhead bimbo-type
role that earned her an Academy Award
nomination for Working Girl. But that film
at least was classy and amusing; Yester-
day isn't much of either. Griffith can't act
beyond this ditz persona — every other
movie she's done is a testament to this—
so she'd be wise to make Yesterday into a
TV show. There, she and Johnson could
grab a steady paycheck and Griffith could
pretend she's being an actress. Hey —

maybe even Tori Spelling could play her
daughter. Ah— the comic possibilites!

Born Yesterday is a renter ifever there
was one. At least for me, seeing Griffith on
the big screen is more torture than en-
tertainment. Yesterday isn't a total waste
of time but it's far from being as fimny or
clever as it thinks it is. C

Hear No Evil — Perennially over-
rated actress Marlee Matlin (Children of
A Lesser God) plays a deaf personal
trainer who unwittingly becomes the
target of a corrupt policeman (Martin
Sheen) who believes she has a priceless
coin that he stole.

Sound stupid? It is. With its slack, TV-
movie pacing and plot, and hole-ridden
script. Hear No Evil is a poorly acted
woman-in-jeopardy movie that gets points
for being amazingly thrill-less. The film
does the killer-in-the-dark thing early on
in the film, so we're left with Matlin
screaming a lot and a dim-witted love story
that is straight out of a bad soap opera.

The token love story has D.B. Sweeny
( The Cutting Edge ) as a man who wants to
be her "hero" but then allows her to be a
sitting duck in one unbelievable chase
scene aft«r another. This is as bad as
thrillers come, folks — it's more sad than
scary. D

Arresting Cop Shoot Cop
Smash your head to some glorious noise at Pearl St.
By IAN CANADINE
Collegian SUff

Cop Shoot Cop is one band whose name accurately
represents the thrust of its music — that being provo-
cation—and it will be bringing this provocation straight
to your face when it plays Pearl Street this Friday.

This four-piece band (Tod A.. Natz. Phil Puelo.
CrippleJim ) was originally formed in 1988 "in a roach-
ridden New York City basement," one member recalls.

After releasing two well-received EP's they unleashed
their debut album. Consumer Revolt, onto the world in
1990. Their intense mix of noise/poUtics/anger was a
welcome burst of inspiration on the moribund alter-
native scene of the time, which was apparently in
terminal decline in the wake ofthe renaissance ofthe
mid-to-late 1980's.

Despite beinggenerally more appreciated in Europe
than in its home country, the band forged ahead and
released White Noise, its second album, in the fall of
1991. significantly increasing its popularity.
Now signed to Interscope (also home to Marky

Mark and the Funky Bunch, bizarrely enough), the
band has just released a new album. Ask Questions
Later. They are currently embarking on a world tour,
which will take them to Canada, Europe, Japan and
Australia, as well as "the rock 'n' roll capital of the
universe," Northampton.

Cop Shoot Cop's music combines a burning sense of
anger at the state ofthe world wi th hardcore noise ofthe
type used by forefathers such as Big Black. What sets
them apart from the general mass of plodding indie
rock mediocrity is their willingness to experiment with
form and structure. They create their bloody noise with

the unusual line-up oftwo bass guitars, percussion and
samplers — no standard guitars in sight.

Their sound is also enhanced by bringing in other
disparateelements, forexample in the grandioseoperate
vocals of "Empires Collapse" on White Noise, or the
viohns and brass that crop up on Ask Questions Later.

It is because it has a different range ofweaponry in
its arsenal that Cop Shoot Cop attacks the listener in

a wholly different way to standard rock, which cur-
rently seems to be crushed beneath the weight of its

own formula.

The band's blistering sound is an extension of its

poUtical anger, black humor and deadly sarcasm —
the small man's defenses against power. On Ask
Questions Later, this kicks in straight away with the
simultaneously sardonic/outraged first track, "Sur-
prise, Surprise."when Tod growls: "Surprise, Surprise/
the government lies."

Their glare is also turned on the music scene itself, with
"Seattle." a tape loop of droning noise from which the
syllablesofthetitlegraduallybuildupintorturousrepetition.

A.sk Questions Later is actually a little disappoint-
ing compared to Cop Shoot Cop's previous output,
feeling a bit flat due to overproduction, which has
maybe worn away the band's rough edges.

However, tracks like "Surprise, Surprise" and
"Furnace" still go straight for thejugular, and indicate
that in the Uve context the band should be as forceful
as ever. By all reports their sonic insurrection is a live
experience not to be missed, so smash your head on
some glorious noise this weekend.

Cop Shoot Cop play Pearl Street in Northampton
tonight at 9p.m. supported by Dieselmeat and Rodan
Call 584-7771 for ticket info. Show is 18+.
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Raising Arizona: comedy with a visual kick
By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Staff

Raising Arizona is really funny in a sort of freaky,
hick, romantic sort of way. There is no other recent
comedy comparable to it. The key to truly enjoying the
film is to sit back, relax and let the Coen Brothers take
you away, because ifyou are looking for reaUty and logic,

this movie is not for you. But ifyou are the kind ofperson
who just goes with it, this movie is quite humorous.

The thing that really makes people love or hate this

movie is the way the characters speak in the film. It's a
cross between hick and Shakespeare. Lines like, "I'd

rather light a candle than curse the darkness" or "I do love

her so" are just some of the strange but engaging diction

spoken in this movie. I think in its own way it's kind ofcool.
Anyway, the story is about a convict, H.I. (Nicholas

Cage), who falls in love with a police officer named Edna
(Holly Hunter). When he is released from jail, they get
married and want to have kids. She can't get pregnant
due to medical reasons and they can't adopt because of
his criminal record, so they decide to steal a baby from a
family who had quintuplets.

As I said above, the film was done by the Coen brothers
in 1987. It was produced by Ethan, directed by Joel Coen
and vmtten by both of them. Their first movie. Blood
Simple, was a grim story of revenge. They followed
RaisingArizona with Miller's Crossing and Barton Fink,
both bold and expressive films that received critical but
not deserved audience acclaim.

Video Pick

of the Week
The dizzying camera work in this movie will keep you

on the edge ofyour seat. There must ofbeen a halfa dozen
times in the film where I was scratching my head and
wondering how they filmed a particular shot. A scene
with a bunch ofbabies in the beginning ofthe film shown
from the infants' perspective and an amazing fight scene

at the end are fresh and exciting to watch.
Nicolas Cage and Holly Hunter both do exceptional

work in this film. Arizona spring-boarded their careers to

other movies like Wild at Heart and Broadcast News,
respectively. Cage plays the easy going convict with a

flare. You can't help but like the guy. Hunter plays the
tough-as-nails mom with great conviction. It is a really

great match-up.
John Goodman and William Forsythe head a fine

supporting cast. Goodman and Forsythe play Gale and
Evelle, two friends ofH.I (Cage) while he was injail. Trey
Wilson also scores as Nathan Arizona, Sr., a bossy, hard-
working furniture store owner who H.I. steals the baby
from. He's especially entertaining in one scene where he
has to deal with the local police and the FBI. It's just
hilarious. Sam McMurray plays Glenn, a friend ofEdna's
(Hunter) who makes a wild suggestion that he probably
shouldn't have.

One ofthe strangest things about the movie is the final

supporting character, portrayed by Randall Tex" Cobb.
He plays the Lone Biker of the Apocalypse, the spirit of

vengeance that haunts H.I. for taking the baby. Cobb
looks like he hasn't taken a bath or shower in years— a
reflection of his demented personality. This bizarre

character pays offwith big laughs at the end ofthe movie.
Ifyou haven't seen Raising Arizona

. you really should.

Irmovative both visually and with the dialogue, it is one of

the funniest films I've seen. (Rated PG13. 101 minutes)
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& TOWNHOUSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 t$cirm ^"^tf^^O
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street 1

South Amherst |

2 Bdrm from ^-*^0
3 Bdrn-i ^e>^0
4 Bdrm ^.^^O

• Hot Water Inci. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Consider All Your Options

We Support Your Choice

Counseting. Housing, and Medical Assistance
Cail Toll Free and Ask for Carolyn

1 (800) 533-4346
Adoption Resources

Boston, MA
Confidentiality Respected

RELAX?
FORGET IT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD-
JOIN THE BEST

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
90 Gatehouse Road

256-6446

a Cuchin
Full Menu Available

Daily Specials Complete
Mon. Chicken Parmesan Dinner
Tue. Veal Parmesan
Wed. Spaghetti & Meatballs
Thur. Pasta Sausage
Fri. Pasta Marinara

Deli Qarden
Veggie Sand, w/special sauce $2.25
Sliced Deli Turkey $2.40

r-

mam
Mainline

New England Special
Beans & Franks Cole Slaw & Rolls $1 .95

i:>.

14TN ANNUAL
10 K / 6.2 MILE
ROAD RACE

Run J^ ^
Runaways

...or walk!

WHERE?
Boyden side of UMass
Alumni Stadium Track

WHEN?
Saturday. April 3, 1993
10 am, (or runners
9:30 am (or walkers

WHY?
To benefit

The Covenant House's work
with homeless and
abused children

HOW?
Registration tables at UMass
CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
March 22-26 and March 29 - April 3

For more in(ormation please contact:
Shawn Roohct (S49 4148) or Joe VojM (S49 6714)

Sponsored b|r TTKA » the Newman Student Assoc

Come learn about opportunities to ^
work in paying jobs in England, §
Ireland, France, Germany, New «•

Zealand, Costa Rica, & Jamaica. S
ASK THE PEOPLE WHO KNOW BEST! S
Working papers issued in just 3 weeks!

Information table in:

Campus Center, 10am - 2pm

PRESENTATION ON WORK ABROAD
When: Monday, April 5, 9:30pm

Where: Mather Career Center Satellite Office
16 Curry Hicks

COLTSCIL
79 So. Pleasant Street

256-1861

St«lcfits

a Travel Division of the Council on International Educational Exchanse

CALVIN AND HOBBES

SOMETWIHG'S

CRAVlllNG DOWN
(AH LEG'

SET IT OUT.'

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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..OH, ITS JUST A COUPLE
Of PtHHiEs. rvt C50r
k WOLE IN \K{ POCKET.

DOONESBURY

I

YOU KEVER KHOVnI

WUEHSDWtaMtO
R.ODEKT Wi™ COLD
FEET MISWT BE
RUNNIKG LOOSE
IH HOUR PAHTS

.

ANOTHER,

REASOK
NOT TO

WEAR EM,

By GARY LARSON

w\*»

yi^

St^xP^ i^.^

By GARRY TRUDEAU
1hR£5...

TW...ONB... marfm
OmHERB!
NotiUAyir...

\/T...

JIM'S JOURNAL

a^MAI. 00 P0N7)0UUmT
nt-s^im ToeousrmFCR

HON£y. new, \

By JIM

j«)ce4 «i^«ut hr>

jot -f^r cWrif-tM

M«^, se* you
br.'ef seconi X
ceuMvCt hrm«i«ibCr|
mIi* I'd bumped

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

01^^ OJ\lJUt TWtAV^r' i 'SONi.Mou GOT ^PUETKV^]
\MHfM~'D\0 /v\VJ < OFTirv\e "TOSPOJO. K

D^O TELL N\i I NiOOo GETHQU^ ELECUS
ixiHEtX XTt)LDV^\fV^ OFF-me-TTftBUE

o^^v\ MeA. _>'
^youeGfeigs

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
X6ah, Sutuhut'

^m TO suMi
MV HEAO.'?

I MEAN PC0PL6 \ myi SWE

OONT OOSaMtt^^lKJfe] THOUfeHT

UKE TMIS VJfflour/ \fto'0 6E

A REASON 'P^mi TO PICK (jP

MORE UOMtM UWClK,
Uk,t
-WW

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Michael Webber
Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

Photo Technician Josh Reynolds
Production Supervisor Mike CarvaJho
Production Tony Morse

Todd Elliott

J

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken Pucks The Dreaded Scrod
Hot Hero Chicken Burrito

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Chicken Pucks Spinach Noodles

Ratatouille Bean Burrito

Hey, who s ttiat? ... Oh — Mitch, the janitor. Well, our
first test run has just gotten a little more interesting."

Quote of the Day
"So long as I stand, I fight. So long as I fight,

no matter what the odds, I will prevail!"

- Rasputin

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Man h 2 1 -April 19): You
linally fjtt dnswiYS thai had bet-n

delayt'd. Do more sorializing lof

IjUMnt-ss purposes. Sla-ngthening your
lies wiih relatives will have many
IXTK-fllS.

TAURUS( April JO-May 20) YtHjr

al)(lily lo learn trtMn experierne gives

you a hig advantage oser tenain
people. Return inip<vlant phone I alls.

Be sure rKK to slip up wi>en making
lx?ls

GEMINI (May 2 1 -|une 20): Be ori

the IcxAfHil lor new linan< lal o()p<ir-

luniiic-s today. Keep personal spend-
ing lo a minimum and tell your mate
the whole story. A dynamit romantic
relationship moves intcj high gear.

CANCER Ijune 21 -luly 22): Agreat
day for getting tedious tasks r)ul ol the

way. You may reteive more help

than you want, but lx> gracious —
accept all oilers ol assistance Ro-
man* e operates under sunny skies.

LECJ ()uly 2>-Aug 22): Adopt a

low-key approai h at w<Kk today. The
employment pidure iRiomes nvire

pleasant, thanks to a < hange ol per-

srxinel. Base a career dc-cision on
your linancial rec^uirements.

VIRGO (Aug.2J-Sepl.22l: Ro-
mance liegins to heal up. Becoming
more sell-reliant will open doors
formerly closed to you. Feel free to

experiment. Get your financial orders
in Ix'tter order.

LIBRA(Sepl,23-Oct 22»:Berai^
lul not to take anyone for granted.

Loved orM>s will respond lavorahly il

you suggest a tair compromise. Make
the best possible use ot your time and
talent where higher-u|>s iw intond.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov 2 1 1: You
may have a heavier workload than
usual rKiw. Face yrnir responsibilities

head-on. ConlacI an influential per-

«>n who may Ix- willing lo oiler li-

nan< lal backing Hh a creative project.

SAGIT7ARIUS(NrA',22-Oe< ,211:

Gambling will not pay oil. Keep your
money in your wailet. Slay alert and
ol)ey all salcty regulations when
working with tools or mathinery.
Build savings.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-|an.l9):

Accompanying a lively Iriend to a

party could have interesting results.

The weekend is going to Ix- a s<k lal.

InturmaiKxi exchanged at a |>rivate

nx-eling < ould have long-term possi-

bilili(>s.

A(,?UARIUS i|an.2()-frf> 18): Re-
read a letter aliout finances: a new
interpretation is likely. Avoid making
any changes (xi the hcxix? Irtxit witlxxit

first consulting yrxir mate.

PISCES (Feb, 1 9-March 20): C<xi-

linue yesterday's efforts. This is no
lime to change course, luckily, yrxir

ideas are right cxi target. Your rela-

tionship with a loved one ccjuld l)e

improved. Patch up a quarrel.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I Nal I netwcKli

4 Healthy

B Love, in

Livorno

1 3 Worry
1 A Russian sea
15 Gave tour st^rs

16 The life of Riley

1 7 Quite

unlilteable

18 Cara of "Fame"
1

9

— rt made haste

21 Bewilchef

22 Implants

23 Deacon Frye's

show
25 Perplex

28 Posit rve cell

terminals

32 Arrange in folds

35 Butcher's offenng

37 Application

38 Trireme blade

39 Intervenes

42 Pnntemps
_< follower

, 43 Simple Simon's
sweet

44 Grumpy
goddess

45 Houston pro
47 Naval flag

50 Evil spirit

52 Court dividers

54 Open, as a dram

58 Bad mouth
6 1 Goes too far

64 A Bolivian

capital

65 Jenny, the

sweet -voiced
Swede

66 Blues »tnger

James
67 "Home — 2"

68 Mother of

Elijatieth I

69 Kind of verb
Abbr

70 Passover
repast

71 Raise

72 Down in the
mouth

DOtWN
1 Heap
2 Give a hard time

3 Increases

4 Safe places

5 Lil(e the Gobi
6 "Le Roi d'Ys'

composer
7 Actress

Verdugo
8 Out of bed
9 [dolphin Dan
to Completed
1

1

Director Clair

1

2

Genesis
location

13 Parker who
played Boone

20 Meerschaums
24 Niger neighbor

26 II at all

27 Lukewarm
29 Affair ot honor
30 Ferrara family

31 Tea leaves

reader

3? Knucklehead
33 Word with drop

or fall

34 Mythical hawk
36 S African foi

40 Mobile tiome,

of ••orl
4t High tMiiM

49 Shoe parts

48 Wild

49 Old timer

51 Lansbury's "—

,

She Wrote-

ANSWER TO

T

53 Kir>d of heating

55 Tropical fish

56 Mod* a choice
57 Student's exam
58 Low-aplrited

ramarti

59 Cotlcxi measura
60 Snake or eel

62 Ivy, for one
63 Sicilian spa

PUZZLE:

4/2/83

^Ht f r

1

4 1 J— 7—

1

r- • ii 11 "

11 14 II

11 17 II

11 n 1
14

21

n ^^H" jjJI^B
j^B n n T n ;i » >i

n » M It M

^
ir

II

lb
4«

I
41

<> U a 4*

41 'u «

u

M II

fll^g^
l^B JJ

1

M U M >r

M M M •1 II U

M M

1

N

• 1 H M

n " n ^m
The opinions (.'xpicssed on this pdge .ire tho.sc ol the ( atloonisls and do not necessdriiy relied the views ot the Collcfii.w or the Univeisily

MM1 Im Aairlei IImi V'kili 4/2/n
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'COLLEGIAN' TO PUBLISH DAILY;

BUDGET APPROVED BY SENATE
by JACK DEL4X
Manmciof Editor

IJNrass wUl have a daily news-
paper next year.

In a maratlion meetliii: which
ended early Thimday mominf,
the Student Senate unanimoua-
ly approved Collegian expansion
plans by passing Its $67,948
budget. This sum is the largest
appropriation to any Recognized
Student Organization.

The plan, according to Editor-
in-C3uef Chet Weinerman. will

provide the campus with fresh

neus each day. "Not only will we

be publishing daily", Weinerman
told the Senators, "we are also

planning for morning distribu-

tion."

Under this plan the Collegian
will publish eight pages per day.

Monday through Friday. An 8:30
campus delivery to the Dining

Conunons' and Union is planned.
Included in the budget is pro-

vision for an official Collegian

automobile. Weinerman pointed

out to the Senators that in one
year the car will more than pay
for itself.

At a general staff meeting last

night, Weinerman announced the

Senate action and expressed his

hope for cooperation from the

staff to make the "new" CoUe-
glan one of the finest collegiate

iailies.

Weinerman told the staff that

the psper \vlll publish each day
duruif the week of May 8-12 in

preparation for next Fall's dally

schedule.

Also at the meeting Bob Gor-
man announced his resignation

as News Editor to take the post

of South College Reporter.

Collegian to Publish Daily
(EiitoTt note: The joUowng edttonal appeared m the Greenrteld
Reconter <m May S.j

The GreenfieJd Recorder, one
of the oldest daily newspapers
in the United States, is happy
to note the impending birth o(

the daily .Massachusetts Coixc-
G1A.V at nearby Amherst.

This chan^ to daily publl-
csUoo reflects tlie growth of
the UnivenUty of .MaM^chu-
ictts and its IncruMne impor-
tajire in the lives Of Bay Stat*-

youtlL It also is an indiestktn
of the valur of a campus
ne\«p»per tiiat haa been
growinc in siae, scope and fre-

quency of iasuaace.

Some of The Recorders read-
ers would be regularly shaken
and shocked by the Couxcian
It IS sometimes impudent and
often brash. No sacred cow is

safe from its barbs and not
even ITMass Presklent John
Lederic is above cntjcism by
the student editors.

That is how the Couxcian
should be. It is published by.

of and for the student body at
the Universit)r*s Amherst
branch. Since both its staff and

readers are totally Involved in

the mstitution and student ac-
tivities, anything that bears up-
on them IS fair game. And when
the UMass world is not nght.
youth chooses its most e(fec*_ive

weapons to carry mto the fray.

There are Issues when our
student friends at the Code-
gian office are ajnost unbear-
ably stutty and righteous. Bat
their -tense of humor aiwajra
get.<> the upper hand again and
the next edition is sure to

have sumetlung that will de-
light—or enrage -the more el-

derly society of faculty and
paresis.

Publishing a newspaper daily

IS a demanding task. Now chat
the student body is larger than
many a city, however, there al-

most certainly is enough talent

available and eager to accept
the challenge. Thus we await
the new campus daily with keen
anticipation and the reaiuatjon
that the more sedate public
press must sharpen its own pro-
cedures to keep pace with our
new neighbors

The Massachusetts Collegian - Friday, April 28, 1967
This IS a reprint of an artkle from 1 967. The Collegian no longer receives any funding from the Student Senate or the University.

Friday, May 5, 1967

Celebrating 25 Years of Daily Publication • 1967 - 1992

&̂
SUMMER SCHOOL

1993

eorgetown
UNIVERSITY
\\\\ 24-Jl NK IN I'RK-SKSSION
jrNK7-Jli,Y9 FIRSTSKSSION
JINK 7-jri,V.V) KUaiT WKKk CROSS SFSSION
Jl I.V l2-ALI(iL'ST13 SKCONDSKSSION

During the summer months (Jcorgctown I'niver-

sity's .Sch(M)l for .Summer and Continuing Kdutation
iiffcrs more than MH) regular graduate and under-
graduate courses for all students. Visiting students
from other colleges and universities can earn credits

which are ordinarily transferrable to their own degree
programs. .Summer courses are taught by members of
Cieorgetown's distinguished faculty and other visiting

scholars.

Knrollment is open to all students in g(K)d standing
at CJeorgetown and ail other colleges and universities,

foreign students with a TOKFL score of .S.SO or al)ove

(MK) for linguistics courses) and individuals whose
educational background and experience (jualify them
for the courses they wish to take.

(latalogues along with the application form are avail-

able by phone retiuest 2()2-6H7-.S942. fax retpiest 202-
f)H7-Hy.S4 or mail re(|uest to: (Georgetown I'niversitv,

.SSCK/.W) ICC. Washington, D.C. 2(K).S7-I07,S.

Information for 7'Af EnnHs/i as a Foreign l/inguage
Program or n Utufi School Programs is available through
separate brochures, Please check the appropriate box
to receive information.

NAMI-.

\I)I)RKS.S.

(AW •SIM 1-. ZIP

l.riiiyrtintn i anrniix n iii rijuiil iififnirniiiii\ ntfiimiimi mimn iti\iiiiiiinn

in rmphi\mfn! iinil iiJmt^Mimy

.AD\OC.ATE

•BEST*
THEV.ALLEV

RLADERSPOLL

1992
1st Place

pEKiNfG Garden
A MAIVDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN HAT BUFFET $5 99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 U :30 3PM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
586-1202

'ISA FREE PARKING
0NRT9 MASTER

I

HADLEY CARD

Monday

ID

Q.

10c Mozzarella Sticks

APRIL DRINK SPECIALS

c

o
szO
o

CO

Happy

15th Birthday

Jim Beam and Coke

Coors Extra Gold

Bar Bottles $1.50
Plus Our Famous Food Giveavifay

c
CD
(fi

CD

Q.
O

D5

Wednesday - 250 Cheese Pizza Slices

ICQ
CO
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Zoo Disc spins into the spring season
By DAVID GLEESON ... , .

"*" ^By DAVID GLEESON
Collegian Correspondent

With the recent arrival of spring, the University of
Massachusetts ultimate frisbee team, Zoo Disc, has be-
gun its season.

While most people were shoveling away the snow from
the storm ofthe century, 13 Zoo Disc players made a road
tnp through the storm to play in a St. Patrick's Day
tournament in Greenville, N.C.

Zoo Disc, a spring-season collegiate team, had only
one week to practice before facing its opponents, many of
whom play year round. In North Carolina, Zoo Disc
played the University of Virginia, North Carolina State
University, the University ofVermont and East Carolina
University.

Zoo Disc played close, competitive games, with excep-

tional performances by its younger players, who com-
prise 90 percent of the team.

The lack of practice hurt them and they were unable
to win any of their games. With the few strong veterans
left, and promising first-year players, they look forward
to a successful season.

Regardless of the losses, the tournament was great
practice for the team, and with the weather finally
getting better Zoo Disc started up regular practice at
UMass this week and promises to have more than a
rebuilding year.

The season opener for Zoo Disc is this Saturday at
Amherst College from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., weather permit-
ting, when UMass will meet its rival Hampshire College,
and a host of other local teams.

Zoo Disc will host their own tournament at UMass on
the weekend of April 24. The tournament will consist of

YOUUHimiDElECmilMr!
... so we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with

^

heated basements at Gilreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

water for the next heating season

ir^Mjnit'K^iraV^
* *

Uiicotn R«al li

25 North Pleasant Ifreef
i53-7879

kate
CLINTON
Sunday, aprii 4 3pm

the academy of music
274 MAIN STRtEI, NORTHAMPTON

TICKETS $16 ADV/$18 DOOR
Available at the Northampton box office

413/586-8686, at Thomes Market Place, 150 Mam St

,

at Lunana, 413/586 7851, 90 King St and Prides

413/585 0683, 30 Crafts Ave
4i3n«d for the ^^

hearins impaired ^V

CHARGE 8r PHON£

413/586 8686

between six and 10 New England college teams.
The time and location will be announced at a later

date. This will be the one ofmany tournaments they will
play in this season.

Zoo Disc hopes to win some tournaments this year,
and make a strong showing in their section. In the mid-
80's. UMass won the Nationals, which is the ultimate
frisbee college championship.

With many young players. Zoo Disc hopes to return
as a dominant force in the Nationals in the next few
years.

The men's team is not the only "ultimate" team at
UMass, the women's ultimate frisbee team, Zulu, is in
the process of being reformed.

Although both teams are competitive, they are always
open to new players. Any men interested in playing for
the Zoo Disc team should contact Tim O'Leary.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
EALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Cannpus Center

PERS(

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS RNIREffT HEALTH
All S-Collaga students welcome to join

newly forming film society. Next meet-
ing .i/5 outside of Hertef Hall room 227
at 8 pm Call Joyce 665-32S1

Bed and Breafcfact
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549 0733

Coma to the Coffee House tonight at

First Baptist Church (434 N. Pleasant St.,

across from Newman Center) from 10
pm 12 am. Hear local talent, meet new
people. ASl.00 donation is requested at

the door. Everyone invited!

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only $169" Jet there anytime for only

S169withAIRHITCH! (Reported in Let's

Go! and NV Times) California - (129
each way. AIRHfTCH rJ^12^864 2(X)0

Summer CashI Earn S2500-S4SOO this

summer worlcing outdoors painting

houses with other students. Have fun,

get a tan, and earn lots of cashI Call

College Pro 18003464649

AUTO FOR SALE

Isuzu Imark 1982 only 70,000 miles

S600 or b/o 54^4136

1983 PlYmoutti Turfsmo
only $400 talces it

Call Tom 63873

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3.50

Lg. Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI
549 6073
549 6098

CONTRADANCE

Traditional New England line danc-

ing beginners encouraged to attend

Instruction will t>e provided

Tonight at Grinnell Arena 8 pm $1.00

Refreshments! Sponsored by the Out-

ing Club and in part by SACEF

AmhatMCamar- Take ovar our lease
1 .2 bedroom apanmem above Antonios
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat 8i hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Amharst Hadlay Belcliwtowtn four
five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amharst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St . 253-7879

CHEAP! Take over our lease June 1st.

Spacious 2 tiedroom apartment on Main
St. Sunny, quiet, hardwood floors, sky-

lightMiil heat Call 256-6788

Soutli Deorfiald Centar
on bus route • new efficierKy and
one bedroom apartments reasonable

moving in cost call 247-3259

Take over my lease one bedroom apt

in Colonial Vlg S400 253-2537 (5(M)757

9470

2 Badroom Brandywht* Apt
Starting in June
Furniture included

Call 549-7557

FOR SALE

Backpacks EKtsmai Frama
1-ALP 1 Academy S40 for both. Call Art

256-1723

Car Audio - Alpine Stereo w/cd con-
trol and Alpir>e CD changer (6 cds)

Both $699/BO or seperate. Call 665 2473

Computer - 386/33 80MB/4 M RAM.
free software, new. opt. of printer/mo

dem $1,499A>o 665-2473

Great comfy couch for salell

Seats six easily also t8l>le/amp

for sale call llene 256^3140

VCR, shortwave radto. typewriter

(elecl, comp. Monitor & keyboard,

reaso<iablre price@ 54&5698

I discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Oo you naod to work to get through
school? If so, you need to see South-
western. Students that worked in our
summer program averaged $5340 last

summer. Interviews will be held on
Monday, April 5th at 4 pm or 7 pm in

Campus Center Room 805.

Cruise Shipa Now Hiring -Earn
S2000*AT>onth * world traveKHawaii,

Mexico, the Caribt>ean, etc.) Holiday,

summer and career employment avail

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. CSOOl^

International Employment - Make
2,000*/month teaching basic conversa-
tional English abroad. Japan & Taiwan.
No previous training required. For em-
ployment program call (206)632-1146
ext^5001

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op-
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253-7747

Last Year, $17 million in profits went
to college students who participated in

our program. Last year, 90% of the
students using our placement office

found career jobs. It gets better! The
Southwestern Company is holding in-

terviews on Monday, April 5th at 4 pm
or 7 pm in CC Room 805.

IMAKE MEMORIEST^
At our prestigious Pocono Mountain
Camp. We have openings for general
counselors, art; ceramics; woodshop;
archery; WSI; tennis. Please contact:

Trail's End Camp. 1714 Wantagh Av
enue, Wantagh, NY 1 1793, phone 516-

781 5200

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen-

age bicycling trips. US, Canada, Eu-

rope. Minimum 4 week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program; Ashfield

Rosd;Conway,MA01341 (800)343 6132

lUMiking for responsible, loving per-

son to provide child care in our home in

Leverett for our 9 year old son. Must
have transportation and flexible sched-
ule. Call 548 9057

Run own house painting busirtessH!

Get Video and books!!

SASE 2942 Hubert
Lemay, MO 63125

Seeking two entrapronuors for

business expansion. Mr. Richards 413
747 1500

HOUSE/APT WANTED

4 nasponsibia, mature
upperclasspersons seek house/apt. near
campus or on bus line. 546-6321

INSTRUCTION

Physics and IMath Tutor
M.A. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant

Call 256-0260

•LAST CHANCE*

•INTERNSHIPS*

April 2 is the last day to apply for Fall

1993 internships with the Legal Ser-

vices Center. Get real experience work-

ing with attorneys and clients! Earn
academic credit. Contact Legal Services

lasiax. at 545-1995, 922 Campus Center.

Don't wait!

LOST

Prescription Sunglas
Frames Maroon Lenses v. dark

Lost near Student Ctr7Library/Newman
Ctr. Please call (413)863 9885 or

1 800-24 1 1 404 ask for Jodi

PERSONALS

Amy,
I heard that your aunt is getting married
during finals week.
Good thing you got that scfiedule!!!

Happy Birthday, Babel

Love,

Crystale

Cutaa
I've missed you ttie last few days
Even the dead couldn't keep you
out of my thoughts
Do you want to get together

After work? PWEAHSE!"
Always and Forever
Hugga Dugga

Tarot Readlnga
Call Chns at 253 7524

Dr*.
I thought you might like to have a per-

sonal today. Well, here it is.

f^ick

Greg, Happy Birthday - You're al-

most inyour mid twenties!! I can't wait

for tonight Love you, Beth

Happy Birthday Steven I

Have a great day'
Love always, Lori

Kim Habink is 22 todsyl
The last b day of 7000
Don't write any letters today!

Love. Your Roomies

INeMssa Adams
Happy 20th Birthdayl

xo

Love your Suitemates

To my Big Sis Jody
I couldn't be happier!

PHi love you.

Your Lil Sis Melissa

Tri Sigma Open Rush tonight!

Tumblertime! Campus Center 816
7-8 pm

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female housetnata wanted. 4 bed-
room apartHDent. Get your own single!

Newly renovated. S250 itKlusive. Call 6-

0798

HOUSEiWATES NEEDEDI Looking for

2 people to share room in house
$175/mo/person 253-0751

SERVICES

Pregnant? Naed Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1906

Resume l>reparation assistance with
complete resume development Keith

Anderson, Ph.D. 582 4037

SPORTS CARDS

SportStop Cards
Sports cards and
Starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5-8

Sunday during

flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

SUMMER SUBLET

4 Opanlnga in two bedroom
Brandywine for summer S175/monlh
each. Starting June 1$t 549-7975

Summer Sublet - Let with Fall option
one tjedroom apartment in Puffton Vil

lege call anytime at 549-1964

TRAVEL

Ouatamala: Study aapaAol/culture
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner. Advanced, Dive Travel

800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Sexy, faat accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile. S1.5(Vpg Call

Greg 6 5397

Typing, Cheap! QuaUtyl
Call 546 4782

WANTED

Habia EspaAol?
Beginning and fluent Spanish s|>eakert

needed for language study
Earn money for participating!

Call 538 2035 for more info

Old Geol 100 exams 2nd and final

Prof. Rhodes $ paid

Craig 256 0836
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Sports
Gorillas travel to Hofstra for two games

^. ,
, X ij

ANDREA MIGLIASSI/ COLLEGIAN
I he University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team travels to Hofstra University this

weekend to face the Hofstra Flying Dutchmen and the 1 1th-ranked Duke Blue Devils.

ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

The lOth-ranked University ofMassa-
chusetts men's lacrosse team will head
south this weekend to Hofstra University
for a pair of games against Hofstra and
No. 11 Duke.

A victory for the Gorillas woidd give

coach Ted Garber his 100th career victory

and distinguish the Garber father-son
coachingtandem as only the second father-

son duo to record 400 or more wins in

college lacrosse history.

On Saturday, UMass ( 1-1) will face off

against Hofstra (2-1) at 1:30 p.m. Last
year, the two teams met in Amherst with^
Massachusetts winning convincingly 17-

4. thanks to All American Mark Millon's
five goals. This year, the Gorillas may not
have as easy a time with the Flying
Dutchmen as they will have to contain the
likes of the team's two leading scorers,

Andrew Carlson and Kevin Jacobs.
Carlson, a 5-foot- 11 -inch, 175 pound

junior attacker, has had a great season so
far. tallying eight goals and four assists
for an average of four pts/game. Jacobs, a

5-foot-8-inch. 160 pound attacker, is aver-
aging three pts/game on six goals and
three assists. The Gorillas will also have
to deal with senior midfielder Kevin Moran
who has won 66 percent of his faceoffs.

Senior attacker Millon proves the
UMass team has a potent scoring threat.
Millon has eight goals and five assists and
has scored at least one goal in 27 straight
games. Teammate Greg Kline, a junior
midfielder, has six assists and attacker
Wes Depp has six goals thus far.

Sunday at 11 a.m., UMass plays the
Blue Devils. The Gorillas have faced the
Blue Devils only once: in 1960 at Durham,
N.C., where UMass won 9-5. This year's
game has USILA ranking implications: a
win for the Gorillas could mean ajump in

the polls. A win for the Blue Devils and
Duke could vault over UMass in the polls.

Lax NotesrMark Millon has scored two
or more goals in 17 straight regular sea-
son games. His five goals in the Gorilla's

25-4 win against St. John's marked the
eighth time he has scored five or more
goals in one game . Both games can be
heard on WMUA (91.1 FM) with Mike
Fagerson and Brett Morris.

Sox having problems
Injuries and errors are hurting club
By ROB GLOSTER
Associated FVess

PORT CHARLOTTE. Fla. — The
Red Sox. who have had serious defen-
sive problems on the left side of their
infield this spring, found out Thursday
that shortstop John Valentin has a
broken finger on his throwing hand.

Valentin, who has made 1 1 errors in
21 games this spring, broke the ring
finger on his right hand while fielding
a ground ball in Wednesday's loss to
the Chicago White Sox.

Red Sox officials said Valentin, who
did not play in Thursdays exhibition
game against the Texas Rangers, was
on a day-to-day basis.

Red Sox infielders have made 31
errors in 29 games during spring
training. Third baseman Scott Cooper
made a pair Thursday, giving him nine
during spring training.

Naehring on DL
The Red Sox placed infielder Tim

Naehring on the disabled list Thurs-
day. He is expected to be sidelined
eight to 12 weeks while recovering from
arthroscopic surgery on his right
shoulder. The operation was performed

last week at the University of Massa-
chusetts Medical Center in Worcester.

Angry Hesketh
Starting pitcher Joe Hesketh fired

his glove into the Red Sox dugout after
allowing Texas three runs in the third
inning, an inning in which an error by
third baseman Scott Cooper led to all

the runs.

"It was just a little steam that I had
to let off. We're getting close to April 5
and I have my game face on," said
Hesketh, who allowed five hits in the
irming. "It was just a snap, I was mad
at myself and other things."

Picked off
Two Red Sox were picked off first

base by Texas left-hander Charlie
Liebrandton Thursday, continuing the
baserunning problems Boston has had
this spring.

Mo Vaughn was picked off after
walking in the second inning and Mike
Greenwell was picked off in the third
inning.

The Red Sox did manage to bring
their stolen base percentage up to .500
on Thursday by swiping two bases
against the Rangers.

Baseball travels to D.C.
to face struggling GW
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

After another week ofpracticing within
the confines of Boyden Gym, the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts baseball team
travels to Washington for a three-game
series with Atlantic 10 rival George
Washington this weekend.

The Minutemen (5-5, 1-1 A-10) are
coming off a two-game split with St.

Joseph's last weekend. However, the
playing conditions ofthe two diamonds at
Holy Cross and here at Lorden Field forced
two more cancellations, bringing the sea-
son total to four.

George Washington (5-10, 0-3 A-10),
which has opened up its regular season
against some tough teams (Georgia, South
Carolina, Coastal Carolina, James Madi-
son and West Virginia), is on a skid, having
lost ten games in a row.

The Colonials' last win, a 5-3 decision
over Georgia, came on their spring trip to
the South. Left-hander Ryan Clark (1-1)

pitched four innings for the victory.

After the victory against the Bulldogs,
GWs pitching staff has fallen apart. In
their last outing, the Colonials yielded 17
hits en route to a 19-5 shellacking at the
hands ofA-10 foe West Virginia. The Colo-
nial pitching staff has a team earned run

average of 6.08, while the opponent has
held GW to just over four runs per game.

The bullpen for the Colonials is led by
left-handed closer Scott Linder. who is 1-

1 with a 1.61 earned run average. Linder
has also collected three saves and tallied

25 strikeouts in 22 and one-third innings
of action.

GWs offense is led by shortstop Greg
Fatten who is hitting .333 with five home
runs and 11 runs batted in. Outfielders
Bryan Urda ( .333. 1 HR, 6 RBI ) and Allen
Browning (.294, 3 HR. 8 RBI) are also
potent threats at the plate for the Colonials.

Offense may not be as big of a problem
as luck has been for GW thus far this
season. The Colonials have lost six one-
run games, and one other decided by two
runs.

Notes from the Dugout: After ten
games for the Minutemen, leftfielder

Justin Howard leads the team in batting
with a .450 average. In 40 at-bats, Howard
has four doubles, a triple, and nine RBI.

Second baseman Mark Pileski leads
UMass in RBIs with 10, hitting .429 in 35
AB.

On the mound, UMass redshirt fresh-
manJayMurphy has proven to be a stopper
out of the bullpen, collecting two saves in
four appearances. Murphy has only given
up two earned runs in 10 innings pitched.^^ -^ " "•" '-"• "^" "" uji twu euriiea runs in lu innings pitched

Braud and Christensen make it to gym regionals
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

It was about a week into the season, and the University
of Massachusetts men's gymnastics coach Roy Johnson
had set his team goals.

One of them is being fulfilled this weekend, as senior
Steve Christensen and junior Jason Braud will compete
in the Eastern Regionals on Saturday in Illinois.

Besides wanting his team to capture their fifth con-
secutive New England Open, which the Minutemen did,
and to finish in the top half of the Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Championships, which they also accomphshed,
Johnson said he hoped to have two or three guys in the
Regionals.

Both Christensen and Braud have been the stand-out

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts Softball team

and men's track team events for this weekend are
postponed due to inclement weather and sloppy
fields. Neitherthe softballteam nor the men's track
team will be able to compete because of the
melting snow, rain and unkempt condition of the
playing surface.

performers for the Minutemen all season, and both have
become UMass record holders in their best events.
Christensen qualified in the pommel horse, while Braud
will be competing in the floor exercises and the vault.

Christensen and Braud have made it to the Regionals
in previous years. Christensen made it during his
sophomore year in the pommel horse. Braud qualified in
his freshman year in the floor, and the vault his sopho-
more year. This big-meet experience can only help the
two gymnasts.

Christensen, a co-captain from East Brunswick, N.J.,
is ranked second in the nation in the pommel horse, his
highest national ranking of the season.

Having tied or broken his own UMass pommel horse
record five times, Christensen, with a high score of 9.85,
has received a sub-9.00 score only twice this season.

"I feel very confident going into this meet," said
Christensen. "I'm ready. I'm basically doing the same
thing I've done all season. I've added a little to my
dismount, but it should be easy."

Braud, an Attleboro, Mass., native, will be competing
in two events in Saturday's meet, though he has been
concentrating on his floor routine. Braud is ranked sev-
enth in the east in this event.

Braud shattered the UMass record in the floor exer-
cise with a high score of 9.70, set against Syracuse
University. He also became the first UMass gymnast to
win an event at the E.C.A.C. championships during

Johnson's 15-year run as head coach, as he won the the
floor with a record-tying 9.70.

Johnson had another goal besides the others — to
have one or two guys in the Nationals. The way
Christensen and Braud perform in the Regionals will
determine whether they will be heading to New Mexico
for the Nationals. Both are confident that they can excel
in Saturday's meet.

^..^} ^^^^ ^^^ ^^y ^^^ same. 111 do fine," said Christensen.
If I just hit my set. 111 be happy. Because I know if I hit

this, ni go on to the Nationals."
"This is more pressure than the Nationals," said

Braud. "The Nationals are like 'Hey, I'm already here
'

The Regionals are like 'If I screw up here, I'm done.*"
"This my first legitimate shot at Nationals, so there is

a httle bit of pressure. That's why I want to get it over
with. Im ready."

Christensen and Braud, according to Johnson, have
more than achieved his expectations, but have not peaked
yet He feels they can go to the Nationals and compete
with the best.

^
"Jason and Steve are each concentrating on one event

instead ofthe four events they usually do, " said Johnson^ this should help them to be even more consistent."
1 his IS the first time that we have had two gymnasts

going to the Regionals that have routines that can go all
the way to the NCAA finals. They can do it

"
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Sunny and warm.
Temps in the mid-50s.

Arts & Living:
Read Jon Lupo's reviews of three new, full length feature

films. The Crush. Jack the Bear, and Cop and a Half

attempt to entice viewers. Page 7.

The UMass women^s ^mrinastics team edges
out Rhocte i^nd and comes up fourth at 5ie

NCAA re^anals. Page 12.
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Rep. visits Amherst
Roosevelt meets with area students

I MCCrMiJik.irM u 1^
ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN

I Nttu WIND!— John Kimball, a legal studies senior, attempts to harness the great
winds which members of the UMass Hang Gliding Club have been doing for years.

Journalist discusses
role as GLB historian
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian StafT

Tim McCarthy, a self-described "queer
historian" and the first openly gay repre-
sentative of the media to obtain a con-
gressional credential press pass, spoke
last Friday at the Campus Center as part
ofthe Lesbian. Gayand Bisexual Alhance's
Brown Bag Lunch Series.

The lecture, which McCarthy video-
taped, coincided with the LGBA's annual
Awareness Week. McCarthy's interactive
style of speaking drew many questions
and comments from the approximately 20
people in attendance.

Seeking to "document the lives ofhomo-
sexuals" for futiu^ generations, McCarthy
said there is nothing extraordinary about

L.A. police officer
examines '92 riots,

media coverage
By BRIAN C. O'NEILL
Collegian Staff

Lt. Paul Kim, a native Korean who was in charge ofthe
Field Command during the riots said," Get ready for
round two."

In a speech at Amherst College on Thursday night,
Kim said he believed more riots are likely to come.

Kim blamed the riots on the bad conditions in parts of
Los Angeles. He said many people that live in the area
live below the poverty level and struggle to survive.

"Whatever caused the riots had little to do with Rodney
King," he said. "What caused the riots was the living
conditions."

He said the riots were destructive, but what happened
afterwards was very positive. Some 40,000 Asian-Ameri-
cans gathered in a park the next day, according to Kim.

"What I saw in the riots encouraged me. I saw lots of
energy," Kim said.

Kim said the media only covered the violence, with
little coverage of the aftermath. "In my opinion they
didn't carry a very balanced point of view," he said.

"People need to be more constructive, they get stuck in
this little Merry-Go-Round and just keep going around,"
he said.

Since the riots many people went out and legally
bought guns, according to Kim. He said this is going to
make the situation worse.

"Your going to see more citizens taking the law into
their own hands,"he said.

"The solution to this problem has to be more than just
law enforcing," said Kim. "People have to stop looking at
people as far as race, we have to look at them as far as how
they contribute to the common good."

us, except the desire to change" people's
perceptions about homosexuals.

McCarthy has "travelled the planet" to
record gay history. He said he aided in
repealing Russia's anti-sodomy laws and
in the release of men incarcerated for
violating them.

McCarthy said he "believes in God",
but he sees the Christian right-wing doc-
trine of 'condemning the sin, not the sin-
ner' as "a cover for prejudice." He also said
he acknowledges that "homophobia exists,
but I don't bother with it."

Homosexuals should stand up to vio-
lence said McCarthy, because people who
are not "easy targets" will be left alone. He
also said he deplored "political violence"
as a method ofcommunicating ideologies.

Turn to GLB, page 6

By STEVEN L. COHEN
Collegian StafT

State Rep. Mark Roosevelt came to
Amherst April 3 to meet with Democratic
students from the Five College Area to
find out what students want, to try to
understand their needs and to give them
an idea of what he stands for.

He spoke with over 30 students to dis-
cuss the potential future ofMassachusetts
and how it affects us.

Roosevelt, chairperson of the House
Committee on Education and Arts, spon-
sor ofa K-12 education reform bill, author
of the state's gay rights law, a proposal
requiring the use of recyclable packaging
and the Childhood Hunger Relief Act and
the great-grandson ofPresident Theodore
Roosevelt, is seeking the Democratic
nomination for Governor in 1994.

Roosevelt stressed that the budget is

an indicator of what is going on in the
state. The state has spent too much in the
past on the form of things hke debt and
pensions. Compared to nations like Ger-
many and Japan, the state does not spend
enough on the present, such as health care
and welfare, or on the future, such as
education, infrastructure, mass-transit,
Roosevelt said.

"In order for the government to solve
problems, instead ofsubsidizing them, we
must reverse these facts," Roosevelt told
the group of students.

Roosevelt credited Gov. Weld with
putting the states' finances in order, using
money that was voted on before his elec-
tion, and noted that he may be hard to
beat because ofhis 50 percent favorability
rate and percent negative rate.

Roosevelt attributed Weld's popularity
to his record of not doing anything.

"He has killed more wild boars on
hunting trips than he has brought busi-
nesses to Massachusetts." said Roosevelt.

Former UMass SGA President Jen
Wood said she was satisfied with

Roosevelt's plan to freeze tuition and fees
and raise the state's aid, which has been
drastically cut, to all state education in-
stitutions.

Increased state aid would decrease the
eclipse ofprivate colleges over public ones,
while at the same time make it more
accessible to students who are victims of
the economy.

The money would not come from new
Uxes, but from, for example, the im-
mensely expensive health costs of the
terminally ill elderly.

Current SGA President Dave Nunez
said he will stay open to new candidates,
but said he approved of Roosevelt's hon-
esty. Roosevelt told NuAez ofhis fights for
civil rights. He noted that this must
include a restructuring of our addictive
welfare system that discourages recipi-
ents from gettingjobs and becoming inde-
pendent.

The education system is another situa-
tion said Roosevelt, where there is indi-
rect discrimination against minorities,
especially Blacks and Latinos, because of
the current system of funding. He backs a
state foundation budget for education to
increase the funds of the school districts

that need them the most.
Roosevelt said he would even challenge

the state teacher's union if it would in-

crease the quantity of quality education.
Roosevelt said he would also like to see

less people entering the job market with-
out having the opportunity for the non-
college, post-high school training which
makes countries like Japan so much more
competitive.

On the issue ofabortion. Rep. Rf>osevelt

took a pro-choice stance. He said he favors
lessening restrictions and lessening the
need for the abortions in the first place.

Admitting he has voted to raise taxes
three times, he said it should not be done
again. The money taken in by the state
must not be wasted as it has been, said
Roosevelt.

Recycling program a success
Housing Services aims to clean up campus waste
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

The Housing Services Recycling Program does far
more than take out the trash, according to Program
Coordinator Roger Guzowski.

Education and the dissemination ofinformation are
crucial for the success of the program, Guzowski said.

"Massachusetts produced 10 million tons of trash
last year, which is 630 pounds per second," Guzowski
said.

The Massachusetts Department ofEnvironmental
Protection's recycling statutes were the catalyst for
the forming the program, as the new guidelines'
effects trickled down through the layers of local gov-
ernment to the institutions and individuals produc-
ing trash, like UMass.

The Town ofAmherst's Board ofHealth responded
to guidelines by adopting regulations along with a
fine system for noncompliance. According to Guzowski,
the landfill has only about "five years left" before
there is no more room for trash.

He said this resulted in the "strict" legislation,
which states that refuse dumped at the landfill can-
not contain more than 5 percent recyclable materials.

Karen Bouquillon, recycling coordinator for the
Amherst Department of Public Works, said "in the
past, there has not been rigorous enforcement of the
regulations fas far as fining violators 1. Instead of
acting as 'garbage police,' we are acting as more of as
an assistance program."

Bouquillon said beginning on April 1, new state
regulations concerning recyclables go into effect. The
regulations ban landfills from accepting glass and

metal food containers, along with yard wastes. These
are wastes such as brush clippings ( under one inch in

diameter), grass clippings and garden wastes.
The new regulations add to the current bans on

leaves, car batteries, tires and "white goods." The
term 'white goods' refers to large household appi iances,
such as refrigerators and stoves.

"I have a responsibility to the state to be watching
this material," Bouquillon said. "I am working with
the I trash 1 haulers and institutions to promote recy-
cling at the consumer level" of banned materials.

Noncompliance with Amherst's regulations could
result in fines of$50 per load in addition to the current
"tipping" fees of $65 per ton. Enforcement of these
fines would cost the University "lots of money," ac-
cording to Guzowski.

The cost of the recycling program is less than the
possible fines, and Guzowski said if the fines were
enforced, the student body would pay for them even-
tually, providing a further incentive to recycle.

One of Bouquillon's major tasks is "keeping the
University and other institutions well informed and
do work to improve compliance and education."

"TheTown and the University are moving ahead in
ways we never have before" on the recycling issues,
Bouquillon said.

According to Guzowski, the University recycled
15.5 percent, or 160 tons, of its waste last fiscal year,
and "depending upon how you look at it, it was either
very successful or not very successful at all."

The 15.5 percent figure does not meet the state's
compliance standards, but it demonstrates a strong
start for the program.

Turn to RECYCLING, page 6
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Live
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MOOSEHEAD BEER • $2 for noz. Bottles

TAKE INE KEYS.

CAU A CAB.

TAKE A SIAND.

FRIfNOS OOri Ifl FRIENOS ORl DRUNK ^

WHMP-FM

Free Pizza at i/z Time
T-Sliirts - Prizes

Win UMass BavRetball Tickets for 93/94

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549 4040

You Could Be President
Announcing Elections for
1993-1994 for all positions

• Commuter Area Govemment
• Southwest Area Govemment
• House Councils in Southwest

Nomination papers are available in the Commuter
Area Government office 434 Student Union; and
in the Southwest Area Government office located

in Hampden Center, from
Monday April 5*^ - Wednesday April 1 4'\

100 Signatures are required for Area Govern-
ment; 25 for House Council. Elections will be

held Thursday, April 22"^ 1993.
•^
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Amherst
Laundromat
Op«?n 7 Days
8am-9pm

Orop»-C>ff or
Service
ing Mcichino
rtinjjaf $1

ege St. (Rt. 9)
rst » 253-S072 >

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright
Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for
approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited
number of additional hours available.
UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine
Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.
Description and application available at
207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

1

UNFORTUNATEI^ TfflS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING

rOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS,

i

o

Every year, a lot of people make a money you don't send to Washington
huge mistake on their taxes. They works even harder for you. Down the

don't take advantage of tax deferral and road, that can make a dramatic difference
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they in your quality of life,

could be saving for retirement. What else makes SRAs so special?
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can A range of allocation choices—from the

easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs
SRAs not only ease your current tax-

bite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension system

guaranteed security of TIAA to the

diversified investment accounts of

CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement

and Social Security benefits may not

cover. Because your contributions are

made m before-tax dollars, you pay less

taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

Benefit turnfrom tax deferral. CaU our SRA hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAACREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

75 years ofensuring the future
for those who shape itt"

•'

CREF crrli/u-alfj are <)ulrihulf<> Ay TIAA-CREF Mnu>ua/ and IhjIiIuIwiuI Servutj Far moi • rompUtt mformalwn, mclu^uii) chan/ej ai>^ ejcptiutj, rail / S00-H2-2'iJ tJtl 90/6
for a pr»spteliu. RraJ ike prejpecluj carefully More ynu uiitjl or stni mtinty.

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner
Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality
Assured. Call 549-2671 x233 or 234. Cliriic IV

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call
549-2671 X233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia.
Chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30^:00 p ni
•^ampus Center Room Number posted by
elevator. No registration necessary
Confidentiality Assured

For more information on these programs or
other eating disorder concems. call 549-2671
x^dJ or 234. Confidentiality Assured

:r^.if.».-.TT.'»»--»-r>
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Cartoon character comes out and meets real-life prejudice
The coming of sorin? alw»vs maWoc m^ n^i „ u.* __r..-- _^ ... ^ ^ *^The coming of spring always makes me feel a bit

nostalgic. I remember the days ofmy childhood, getting off
the big yellow school bus, running up the hill to my house
throwing down my books, then taking offacross the street
to play with the neighbor children, cUmbing in the thick
oak tree in their back yard, collecting tiny purple forget-
me-nots from the grass. Certain symbols ofthat time— a
cai-toon show in the early afternoon, a pop song from the
early '80s— make me remember, and mean a lot to me.

I think that is why I've always held a place in my heart
for -For Better or For Worse," Lynn Johnston's comic
stnp about a family a lot like mine, growing up and Uving
real lives. I read it religiously as a child, and thecharacters,
who Johnston always gave flaws and problems, were so
real to me that I thought I knew them as human.
Now the characters who were running in the yard as

I was doing the same have, along with me, grown up as
well, to the point of falling in love. Last week, Lawrence,
best friend of Everyboy Michael Patterson, told Mike
that he had indeed fallen in love. . . with a man. Like
many real men and women, he is gay. And, in the real
world, he is met with prejudice.

Newspapers across the nation began to pull the comic.

refusing to run it until after the current story line, slated
to run for about four weeks, comes to an end. The
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette said homosexuality is not a
fit topic for a "family-oriented comic strip." I suppose the
editors think gays don't have families capable of loving
them. That paper has cancelled the strip altogether.
Score a point for hatred.

Peter J.
'

'

ORVETTI
Meanwhile, in the state to the north of us, thejournal-

istic perversion called the Manchester Union Leader has
also stopped publication for the time being. The Union
Leader, a right-wingmuckraker whose relentless support
was a key to homophobic Patrick J. Buchanan's fright-
eningly strong 37 percent showing in last year's New
Hampshire republican primary, is the child of a man
named William Loeb.

Loeb, now deceased, was quite possibly the worst
journahst in the history of the United States. His edito-
rials often used racist and anti-Semitic language to make
his bigoted points. It was Loeb who drove Sen. Edmund

Muskie out of the 1972 presidential race by terrifying
Muskie's wife with comments on her personal life; it was
Loeb who referred, in print, to former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger, who is Jewish, as "Kissinger the Kike."
The paper is now dominated by Loeb's widow, Nackey
Loeb, an equally hateful person.

There's a crusade going on right now, which is quite
obvious — to have the homosexual life style viewed as
acceptable and morally jusUfiable," said Nackey Loeb in
the Boston Globe (vfhkh, by the way, is not joining in the
hatefest and is continuing to print the comic). "And I am
darned if the Union Leader is going to be used as a pro-
paganda tool in the process."

I suppose I am a naive person. I was starting to believe
that people were finally coming to the realization that a
person is a person, and that condemnation of a person's
sexuality is as wrong and as indefensible as the condemna-
tion ofa person's race, gender or religion. Toure not gay."
Mike Patterson protests to Lawrence, whom he has grown
up with, climbed in trees with. Tou're just confused."

Lawrence disagrees. He simply replies, "It's every-
body else who's confused."

Peter J. Orvetti is a Collegian columnist.

She said yes,' but it was rape
'Have you ever participated in

statutory rape (i.e., lived in Massa-
chusetts)?"

What is the legal age of consent in

Massachusetts? I've been told it's 17 by
some. Others have said it's 18. Some say
it's 16 if both partners are under 18,
otherwise it's 18. When I was 17 and had
sex with a 21-year-old man, I was told it

was definitely 1 7. Almost twoyears later
I'm hearing more and more that it's 18.

Frankly. I'm no longer worried about
technicalities. I think it really isn't
worth it afler all this time. It wasn't
legally date rape: I said yes. Because of
that one word, I cannot charge him
with rape, although I must bear the
physical and emotional scars for the
rest of my life.

I doubt laws will be passed to pro-
tect people in my position because I

don't really have one. 1 said yes, end of
story. Courts don't care that I said yes
because he told me he loved me and
that if I didn't do it more than once
right away I'd get infected. The legal
world doesn't care that I said yes only
because I was afraid of being alone
again and because he lectured me for
half an hour afler I said no on how it

was the "right" thing to do.

I still blame myself for what hap-
pened. People go on and on about how
you shouldn't blame the victim, but
then I think, "What true victim ever
says yes?"

Katherine J. Witbeck
Orchard HiU

Spanish column a missed chance
I would like to comment on Charles

Venator's column in Spanish \Collegian,
March 31 j. Spanish is a beautiful language,
but to those who don't speak it, the piece
was just a jumble of letters. I have no
doubt that many people who would have
read this column and gotten something
out of it didn't because they couldn't.

Printing a lone article in Spanish in an
English-language newspaper only serves
to build more walls; a subtle message is

conveyed to the reader that if they don't
speak Spanish they are not to be bothered
with.

Another point is that ifsomeone wanted

to write a column in Japanese or Russian,
they could not be acconimodated because
of the diflTerent characters.

The Collegian offers an opportunity to
educate the ignorant. In order to be a
student at UMass, one must speak English.
Since we all know that we all understand
English, maybe we should try to educate
the general student population in that
language.

IfMr. Venator wished to speak only to

speakers or Spanish, he might consider
starting a Spanish-language newspaper.

Dina Gold
Sylvan

UM, Germany share problems
Dear Dr. Helmut Kohl:
We are American students in the Ger-

man department at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, Massachu-
setts, USA. We are writing to you, because
we needs your help in bringing about a
more humane world.

We understand the current problems
and the difliculties you are faced with in

handling cultural diversity. We too are
faced with these problems in our big cities

and on our university campuses. Here, in

the United States, the difficulties created
by rightist extremists (skinheads, etc.)

are not quite as prominent. This problem
has not surfaced with quite the same in-

tensity and harshness as in Germany. But
there are conflicts which, much like Ger-
many, are settled violently.

Here, at the University of Massachu-
setts campus, several violent acts against
foreigners were committed: this past fall,

a young man from Haiti who held the
position of"resident assistant" in a dormi-
tory was attacked by a young White man.
Because of the administration's inaction

in this matter, the students formed a

"Rainbow Patrol" coalition. This Rainbow
Patrol, consisting of students of different

cultural and ethnic backgrounds, has been

patrolling all dormitories on campus and
if they come across any racketeering and
brawis, they immediately report them to

the police. All students and all citizens of
Amherst can thereby see that they don't
have to rely on the police or the adminis-
tration. They can all help in actively
preventing such acts of violence.

This (German 425 class therefore would
like to express its solidarity with those
(GJerman citizens who actively fight for the
protection of all foreigners in Germany.
We believe, however, that such conflicts

mirror social problems. It is the task of
our governments to actively participate
in redressing such social problems. We
believe the current problems in Germany
(the resurfacing of fascism with all its

abhorrent excesses) to be of social nature
as well

.
We therefore ask you to help these

apparently misguided youths and assign
them a place in German society. In this
difficult situation, you could show lead-
ership not only for all Germans at home
and abroad, but also for politicians of
other nations such as the United States,
South Africa or Britain, where similar
problems abound!
We want to support you in your efforts,

so that the next generation will not have
to fight this battle.

Wendy Owanisian-Wagner, M.A.
Instructor

Thin letter was signed by 10 students in

German 425, and wasprinted in a German
newspaper.

The Bible honors women
The biggest biblical misconception that

I have come across thus far is the belief
that the Bible treats women as second
classcitizens.Nottrue. "In the beginning."
is a good place to start.

The Bible tells us why God created Eve:
"The Lord God said, 'It is not good for the
man to be alone. I will make a helper
suitable for him."* Psalm 46: 1 states. "God
is our refuge and strength . an ever-present
help in trouble." The Hebrew word used
for the word "help" in both verses is the
same— equal. Now. ifGod wanted women
to be inferior, why would the type of help
that woman is to man be placed on the
same level as the type of help that God is

to mankind?

Diana

D'AVANZO
However, because most people are not

aware ofthis, the argument usually starts
ofl'with. "The Bible says that women are
inferior and wicked. After all. Eve ate the
apple then tricked Adam into eating it too.

" Why not deal with the facts before
making such a ridiculous statement? Al-
low me.

What really happened? Scripture tells

us that Eve was deceived. "'You will not
surely die,' the serpent said to the woman.
'For God knows that when you eat of it

your eyes will be opened, and you will be
like (^d. . .(Gen 3:4 1." Eve ".

. . took some
and ate it. She also gave some to her
husband, who was with her, and he ate it

IGen3:6|."

Before going further, notice that Adam
is with Eve. This means one oftwo things:
Adam heard everything and so was equally
as deceived, or Adam had cotton in his
ears and willingly ate the fruit that God
just told him not to eat.

The exchange could have gone some-
thing like this. Eve: "Dear, eat this fruit."

Adam: "The one God told us not to eat?"
Eve: "Yes." Adam: "Duh. okay." (Boy, this
really sounds like women are inferior,
doesn't it?) There is no evidence ofAdam

using any cotton. Obviously. Adam was
equally as guilty.

Then why does Adam blame Eve? The
woman you put here with me — .she gave
me some fruit from the tree, and I ate it

[Gen 3:12 1." We have here a simple case or
passing the buck. Remember blamingthat
broken glass on your younger brother?
What makes you think Adam wouldn't try
to get out of having to answer fo God
almighty?

Adam, however, did notget out ofit. God
tells Adam, Eve and the serpent what will

happen as a result of their diwil)edience.
People seem to be familiar with what is

said to Eve: "I will greatly increase your
pains in childbearing; with pain you will

give birth to children. Your desire will be
foryour husband and he will ruleover you."

Notice that, just like what is said to
Adam, this isaresultoftheir disobedience.
In other words, because Adam and Eve
sinned in the eyes of God, they must now
face the consequence of their sin. Unfor-
tunately, not only did they screw it up for

themselves, but they did so for the rest of
the human race. History is the best illus-

tration ofthis. Women have been oppressed
by men and mankind has been taken ad-
vantage of This proves your point, right?
Wrong!

Remember that this is the result of
man's sin. God knew what would happen
ifAdam and Eve sinned. God did not want
this to happen — that is why he warned
them not to do it. Man disobeyed and, as a
result, paid.

Some may ask. "Why didn't God just
cancel out that consequence? Make it not
happen?" Simple: God is holy, perfect and
just. Unfortunately, to not have mankind
pay, would not be just.

The conclusion? The Bible does not
paint women as inferior, .second class
human beings. In fact, the Bible does the
opposite. Throughout scripture women are
shown to be strong and men are com-
manded to honor women.

Diana D'Auanzo is a Collegian colum-
nist.

Stolen flag more than just cloth
A week ago Saturday, the brothers

of Pi Kappa Alpha had something very
dear to them stolen and would like it

returned.

In 1989, when Shawn Rooker was
just 19 years old, he and the other U.S.
Army Rangers parachuted into
Panama. Jumping out of that plane
into unfriendly territory, at the shal-
low height of only 500 feet, along with
Shawn was his M16, one 9-millimeter
pistol, a rucksack, two changes of
clothes and his American flag.

In 1990,just two years aft«r serving
in Panama, Shawn and the other
Rangers in the First Battalion were
deployed to Saudi Arabia. Once again,
Shawn's American flag accompanied
him foreverylongandtoiLsome minute.

Last fall. U.S. ArmySergeantShawn

Rooker, two-time veteran at 23, became
a brother of the Pi Kappa Alpha fra-

ternity. As expected, his American flag
was by his side. However, instead of
being folded and kept in the side pocket
of a rucksack, Shawn graciously do-
nated it to his fraternity house so that
it could be proudly flown for all to see.

Unfortunately, Saturday night that
flag, along with the stains from
Panama, the sand from Saudi Arabia
and all ofShawn's pride and memories,
was stolen from 418 North Pleasant
Street. Shawn and his fraternity
brothers are now asking that it plea.se
be returned. No questions wi 11 be asked.
Please mail it to 428 No. Pleasant
Street, Amherst, or drop It by the house.

Christopher J. David
Amherst
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Sound trips rforfTBOSTON

LONDON $398
PARIS $478
BANGKOK $88f
Round trips from NEW YORK

SAN JOSE CIL $450
CANCUN $310

Taxes ana suchargcs not included

Fares subject to change

79 So Pleasant St Amherst
IM-1U1

Collegian
Advertising.

It works.
545-350O

notice
There will be a meeting for students inter- Office today at 2:30 p.m. A representative from

ested in working and traveling abroad in 16 the Work Abroad program will give an infor-

Curry Hicks, the Mather Career Center Satellite mational talk.

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail,

Jo(\othar\ Reid

The Men's Store

Hampshire Mall

yOOUII'liirrOIIDElKIIIKIIEH!

... so we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with

heated basements at Gilreath

Manor to gas heat and gas hot
'

er for the next heating season

Appteotioiis R<mMug aii|lteiat

Uacoln Real Istate
25 North Plensaiif Street

253-7879

EXPERIENCE

PAVSIII
EARN $5.25 hour plus BONUSES!

APPLY NOW:
UMass Telefund Office • Basement, Memorial Hall

or call 545-3509

• Flexible Evening Hours • Convenient Campus Location •

• Looks Great on your Resume •

^H«H (i^rc/cM ^ ^ 3J ^ ^

MANDARIIM/SZECHUAN CUISINE
Vv'E DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Deliver)' for orders $ 1 5 and o\ er: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^^
N^

BUFFET &. SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1 :50am-3pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50

Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 l:30-3pm - $3.25

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10BelchenownRd.atRt.9,Aniher$t 2564252

Red Sox V. Royals
2:30 pm

NCAA Basketball Championship

9:00 pm

Munchies available from 2 pm - 11 pm
Monday - Saturday

m.(^

Miller Genuine Draft

&
Sam Adams
On Draught

TOP
of the

CAMPUS

DID YOU TO SIGN UP

DID
USIN

OUNGE
nth Floor • Campus Center
UMass at Amherst

Hours: Monday - Saturday 2 pm - 12:30 am

LEMS
PONSE

1235
, APRIL
PPYTO
RENT

IFYOll WANT TO RESERVE A DIFFERENT ROOM IN YOUR BUILDING CONTACT YOUR
CLUSTER OFFICE WEDNESDAY. APRIL 14TH DURING ANNOUNCED HOURS. THANK

YOU.

COLLEGIAN
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
THE TV LlSTttAGS SM TWS MOSIt
U»S 'MXJLT S\TUM\OUS '. V^HW ARE.

NDOLT S\T\JM10HS'

PR.OBABV.^ THIH^S l\KE <io\H& TO
VttR<, ?^-<lH^ BILLS mo T^X£S,
TAKING ft£SPONS\SlL\T\tS„.

\

WOlrJ, THt^ OOKT

TWtH 5M "FOR
MATgftt ^yO\tKct.S'

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
KO -StHSt. WTT\HS \\ OfF. \TS
T\Mt FOR SPRlMG atAH\^^. TV4C i*WSr ? ,'

T\<t UOMSE'

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

if y«^ v^r« rr^Hi

DOONESBURY By CARRY TRUDEAU

HPi, evBfc/Booyi

ooMBOuiaoY.'m
c^p(0s deeN guRjEP
MI.IVB IN HIS CABIN
ffrANAVALAHOit.''

^^^r^^T^H

OFSNOUit

[^H dUNQuim

^^ HASN'T IT'

^

60F€tlf
INOiBP-
idcei

NO, NO,

CANTSES I WNK

SURV/V- HO

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

fwn» pnouatojaf ^^̂̂^^
,Ti«NVtHU«ES cffftPFIPESEr^ HrfnjckCOUKSE,TU|kT\F OL'

EM WMSnal^vt. ni/f 'pJp/

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

QtLrkfxlincxlOlEvnm:

ChooSz ike K-JO

c^i^h jdktL.Ds P.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sarah LeVesque

Copy Editor Tracy Monahan

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production )im Bruneau

Bol) Dobbs

Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Hot Turkey Sandwich Chicken Tenders

Reuben on Rye Beef & Broccoli

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Hot Turkey Sandwich Chicken Tenders

Caponata Curried Chick Peas-

Scene from "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Ed"

Quote of the Day
"Technology is a way of organizing the

universe so that nnan doesn't have to ex-

perience it."

- McLX Frisch

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIES IMarrh J I -April 19) |uM

by lx"ginning. you Mdrt winning! A
wori or domestic MJiuslnK-iil gcx-s

nxire snuxjlhly ihan vx\ki it-d. Y(Hit

loving intentions send the- roni.iniK

Ifmpefalufe viaring tonight

TAURUS (Afxil .>0-May JOl En-

rnuraging news is icalurcd today

Share the glad t idings with your l< ivrd

ones. Keep your una ni ul goals lirmly

in mirKi. Be prepared •<* relatives

vv+K> arrive earlK-r than exfxi led .

GEMINI (May Jl-lune J()l: Your

personal views regarding iIh- man-
agentent ol i ash and other assets are

«>ond fujmine any (Kohlenis in

depth to avoid arriving at quirk Ixit

ijully det isions.

CANCERfhmci I hflv 12) Reiiise

to Ik* thrown olt tr,M k hy c rili< isni il

you st-em to Ik- making Ix-.tdway

Keep adding to your assds. It nuy Ix-

a while longc-r belore tn overdue

letti-r shows up.

LEO iluly i»-Aug.22l: IX-sjJrte

sonx-ooe's assurances ,\ new invesl-

fiK-nti ooldliifiuipinltx-loss< olun\n

further research will yield liidilen

clangers. Learn Irom your mistakes

and apply those lesv>ns to thi- future.

VIKCX) (Aug.2VSe|)I.J.'l: I'rotil-

able dealings are [K>ssil>le it you
hargam today. (Jth<-rs will tollow your

lead w+ien you show tlx-m how to

make sorrx-thing work

LIBRA (Sept .! J-<X1.22H A luflK-

awailed agii-enx-nt may Ix' s<-aled

today; push h.)id tor results it you

v\,«rM to I lose the deal H<- lat llul

t( might It you sense- tensHNi in tlx- air

BeciMTx- a Ixiti-r listerx-r.

SCOKI'K) «)U 21-N.)v .'It: A
l)uvness«wcarwrerxJi'aviKin.iylallit

due to insutiK x-rM rese.U' li Li-arn to

s(<xelHg! A little tirH-sse will help you

get an im|j<irtaru |M>sipuiK-nN-n(.

S/\CITTARIUS(N<^-'.'-IXt.2ll:

Vou ( an junip-stan a stalled lin.iiM lal

proJMtljytonsultingesix-rtMW \'ll''s

I'ul llx' past to rest. An ele<lri<jl

ixoltkiiiat work.lxmxMirinthe.uitii

slvxild not Ik- ix-gkt le«J.

( AI'RICORN (l>et.::-|an.l'(i

End an .irrangemcnf that is< hittering

u|> vour lile. Your < oiivrwilive pr.K -

tK ality will imjxess V'll's Kit y» ling

old (Kojects IS .in evtelkiit way Io

ini|>ro\'e the liotlom line.

A(^UAKIUS(|an .'O-FH) IKt Ynu
m.»y have to weatlx-r a MKklen storm

on the ksork tront; .1 1 ikiI Im'.uI is your

iintlKell.i oliMolcr tiiHi Ciidsguenor

iuihK shari-d (ould luiklire; s,ive

them lor another day.

I'ISCES iMi l'».M.mh JOi He

alerl! Yihj nHikl Ix' urxk-r liri' |Xf-

s^mally rx |Nolessionally. Wive i au-

liously to win ix'w status fxiints. A
( (xiservalive a|>|XfM('h is ytxir strong

suit Kxlay

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opiniotis expressed on this page are those ot the cartoonists in6 do not necessarily reflect the views ot the CoZ/e^'/jo or the University.

ACROSS
1 Conceal
5 Jack of rhyme

10 Obstruct
14 — fixe

15 Dutcfi Leeward
island

16 Distinctive

atmosphere
1

7

Baseball's

Winlield

1

8

The overly

optimistic

20 007 for one
22 Whimsical

23 Single combat
24 S Nunn,

tor one
25 — rain

27 Crock
28 Sleek ship

30 Halts

34 Post -lunch

break 7

36 Ready lor

business
37 — culpa
38 Applaud
39 Emblem
41 Jamie of

WA-S^H
42 Expose
43 RBI or ERA
44 Roma's country

46 Snuggles
48 Rustic

49 Grease
50 Approximate

number
51 Marble
54 Prize

56 Wholly
57 Actor Kevin

59 Letter writer's

signoff

62 So be it

63 Stake
64 Nest

65 Peddle
66 Beggars-ticks

ag
67 Derides

68 Chichi

DOWN
1 Firtancial

ganius?

2 Old saw
3 — of

famine"

Genesis
4 Enthusiastic

5 Gullible one
6 Gam
7 (joverned

8 With

competence
9 Scottish

river

10 lllh cen king

11 "Clair de —

'

12 Spoken
13 Nonsense
19 Beautify

21 Desirable

quality

26 Article ol

property

27 Insurancp

payment
29 Viper

30 H^imic

31 Petty dealer

32 Garr of

"Tootste

33 Poet Teasdale
34 Scrutinize

35 Nastase of

tennis

36 Giant Hall ol

Famer
40 New World org

41 Pilots org

43 Loses weight

45 Jourrwy
47 Took a trip

48 Pitcher Fingers

50 Imbibe noisily

52 Regarding

53 Peter Pans pat

54 Corn bread

55 Bandore
56 Region

58 Molten material

59 Go off cours«
60 — Mahal

61 Affirmative

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE :

LJ:PPBS'M]r
EjrAiLBP; I iM
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1
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1
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M M 311 37

M It 41 41

41
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4( 47 "
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1
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GLB
continued from p>oge 1

When asked how he felt about false media portrayals
of'queers', McCarthy responded that it is "appropriate to
protest media images, but not to censor them." He went
on to state that gays should "produce our own images."

McCarthy is "pleased" with the fact that the main-
stream media does attempt to portray gays, and said this
"promotes the education ofthe media and thus the public"
concerning gay issues. He predicts lesbian/gay sitcoms
and talk shows being broadcast in the near future.

"Queers", whom McCarthy defined as all people of
non-traditional sexual preferences, "must take advantage
ofopportunities" concerning the usage ofcable television
public access channels to educate the public.

"I'd rather look like a fool than not to get our message
out."

"We are a people based not upon sex butupon sensuality
- personal relations without sexuality" said McCarthy.
He also said society has taught that the only distinction
between "straight" and "queer" is sexual preference.

"Emotions are what separate queer from straight, not
the actions."

COLLEGIAN

M recycling
continued from page 1

Guzowski citing the state's 23 percent recycling
goal, said "we should all be doing out part to recycle"
this percentage.

The physical removal ofthe trash and recyclables
containers is handled by housing services custodi-
ans and the Physical Plant provides the trucks and
personnel for the trucks, Guzowski said.

Want to helpus

serve 1,000,000 meals

to the hungry?

Sign here.

A new CD. Aii LSAT prep course. A pair of

running shoes.

It makes no difference what you buy.

Because as a Student Cardmember. each time

\x)u charge a purchase with the American

Express Card from March 15 to April 30, 1993, you help pay for

one meal for someone who's hungr):

The more purchases you make, no matter how big or small,

the more meals you help provide. Its that simple.

Our goal? lb help buy 1.000,000 meals* for Americas hun-

gry men, women and children.

Tb make it work, we've brought K^ether a powerful team—
you, our Student Cardmembers, and Share Our Strength.

SOS is a nationwide non-profit organization fighting to end

hunger. And they're doing it in some very resourceful ways.

For example, most restaurants have extra food at the end

Nowevery time

you use the Card to buy

anything at all, yoifre

helping provide a meal

for the hungry

of the night, but they don't always know

what to do with it. SOS does. They see to it

that the food is delivered to those who need

it. In fact, they've mobilized more than

5,000 restaurants to join the fight against

hunger, here in the U.S. and around the world.

So next time you reach in your wallet to pay for a purchase,

put it on the American Express Card. And help make a differ-

ence to someone who's hungry.

If you're not currently a Cardmember, but would like to

apply please call us at 1-800-365-AMEX.

The American Express* Card.

When you reach for it, you reach out to help others.

*Aiwrican Express will donate $ 09 per iransaction lo Share Our Strength up to
$90,000, Share Our Strength can provide one meaJ for ewrv $.09 recetwd Donation
Ls not deductible for iocoaie tax jwrposes

Tia3;^EOT

I^HMt fXatWHQI

Share Our Strength, ISII K Street NW
Wiishington. DC 20O0'> (800) 969-4767

© 109.^ American Express

Travel Related Services Company; Inc
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Three new films tell the same old story
^IZ""""^

^^''''''^^^ to flood market with formula flicks '—
Does anyone remember the last time I gols^nkeSsUrt's'S ' ^orae,she The relentlessly downbeTand crassly

reviewed a good movie? All of these C's fh! fS^c u u^'*""^^*"-^"^^ sentimental Bear at least startr««^
and Ds are starting to look like t^ytran- w^nd^Hi";vTk'''""'

r^!'^ 'j^ P'"'"'^'"^- Danny DeVit p a/s a 3^

after the big Christmas season and before
the big summer rush, but do the studios
have to release eveiy turkey they've got
at one time?
Let's get this over with. This week

three new films share a dubious similar-
ity: they're all high-concept, low-rent
movies that give new meaning to the word
cliche. Not that formula can't be fun, but
when the formulas are this tired and this
forced, one can't help but wish for the days
when going to the movies didn't feel like
watching bad television.

First up is a silly flick called The Crush
Ifyou've seen the ads for thisAmy Fisher-
esque tale ofa 14-year-old girl and her 28-
year-old object of obsession, you've seen
the movie.

Throughout this pulpy, trashy film
writer/director Alan Shapiro lays on the
visual and plot rip-ofTs (oh. excuse me
homages) to at least a dozen other movies
Look! There's the attic finale from Hand
that Rocks the Cradlel, the closet voyeur
from Blue Velvetl, the bee attack from The
Temp] and the most shameless — yet

'Th^Tht S^'^.r;^^iri!i!!:^--'
therapy inLe sitting

three-year-old Dylan (Miko Hughes) after
the death of their mother.

Bear is labeled as one of those movies
where "youll laugh, you'll cry." but be
prepared to hurl as well. Unlike other
(better) sentimental family dramas, like
Terms ofEndearment orMen Don 't Leave,
Bear tries so hard to be emotionally dev-
astating and then ties it up so neatly, it's
like having a nervous breakdown and

The character of Darien herself is a
direct descendent ofKubrick's Lolita . Alex
from Fatal Attraction, Peyton from Hand
that Rocks... and Sharon Stone from Basic
Instinct. The theme here is that every
intelligent, attractive woman must be a
psycho bitch from hell.

And despite the fact that Nick is clearly me tnree-vear-old. Bear is trying t« be a

('TnTtT T ^''""' '
n"

'^''"
f
""^^ ^^'"^ hard-egded but ultimately fuzTyle^s-hug^andtheaudtenceaswej .toogleDarien's film. However, the hysterical S^ Ing and

It's not a question of being a cynical,
cold-hearted film snob because of the al-
most sadistic lengths Bear goes to for
emotion. Whether it's almost gratuitous
scenes of the young boys crying, or a nasty
subplot about a neo-Nazi next-door neigh

W> PHOTO
Danny Devilo stars in "Jack the Bear

"

cop who is paired with an eight-year-old
kid (Norman D. Golden II), who witnessed
a crime and has effectively blackmailed

body and then fear her. This not-too-subtle
knock at female sexuality — especially
the myth that rape victims'faked it' isjust
plain reprehensible. A little bit of this
lame male paranoia goes far. Time for a
new trend. Hollywood.

By the time The Crush has set up its
ridiculous conclusion — Darien with a— ^a..c.. w,i,„ a cnaracters. ioo often the film fop^ fnr

attK while her fnend Cheyenne ,s bound like. "Who's the parent and whoTfhe

AP PHOTO
Burt Reynolds stars in 'Cop and a Half."

I ---«*.-. ..^ * ^ av-n. will VU^Il LIIC
attic while her friend Cheyenne is bound
and gagged to the miniature carousel
(shades of Hitchcock's equally gonzo fin-
ish ofStrangers on a Train )— you'll wish
D-FENSfromFo////j^Dou7ijustcameoyer
and blew everyone up. They deserve it,

anyway.

R.IlTt^'^"'T-'^^''flf';''"'T'^?*'*'*^
"''"^^" - d"-*^^ted this sloppv. bv-theBear but considenng the lengths this film numbers "comedy- that, for lack of a b^tgoes to be heart-tugging. I wouldn't be ter word sucks

surprised if director Marshall Herskovitz Burt Reynolds plays a curmudgeonly

If it isnt the crappy Home Alone-lypc
cartoon violence or the shoddy production
values that turn you off. try watching
Reynolds .say he "hates kids" at the begin-
lung and find out that he really— oh foi-get
it. I had to see it. you don't. The Cni.-</i D-
Jack the Bear: C Cop and a 1 12: F

MovieNotes— When 1 placed Qucnt in
Tarantino's explosively absorbing (and
funny) /feserroir Dogs on my top 10 list
last Oecemlwr, hardly anyone had heard
of it. But now it's been playing at Plea.sant
Street Theater for a few weeks so do trv to
catch this superbly acted and corrosively
entertaining film with lots of violence. It's
also coming out on video next week, along
with Woody Allen's woefully underrated

exploitive direction does not deliver.
Despite being exceedingly well-acted

(DeVito almost makes me forget Hoffa
and Steinmiller, Jr. has a few wonderful
scenes with my favoritechild actress./l Far
Off Place's Reese Witherspoon). Bear
doesn't have a lick of faith in any of its
characters. Too often the film goes for

child?" "I don't know" instead of reaching
inside and oh mygosh actually show some
depth. Audiences deserve more than cin-
ematic misery.

While we're on the subject. I also saw
r«««T.V7 f/o u Z i,

""*" ^"^ "'"^" ^"«dy Aliens woefullv underrate<Copanrfa//2.HenryWmkler-theFonz head-trip Husbands and Wives C,\^himself— directed this s oddv hv-thn. ,.o.-„ i..l. r-.^..: .- ^ ^*ves. y>m
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Classifieds

pare Judy Davis' Oscar-nominatod per-
formance with that of winner Marisa
Tomei's in My Cousin Vinny and tell me
what's wrong with this picture.

SALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
' - Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 1 3 Campus Center

PERSj

FOR SALE
> PERSONALS
' HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AW 5-Coll«g« students welcome lo join

newly forming film society. Next meet
ing .4/5 outside of Herter Hall room 227
•t 8 pm. Call Joyce 665 3251

B«d and Braakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

International Fair
Have a table or participate in

entertainment showing your culture at

Inlernational Fair on May 8th at the
SUB. Call Rachel at 5465587 or Jill at

5464909

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 Plymoutli Turiimo
only $400 takes il

Call Tom 63873

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3.50

Lg. Cheese 35.99

1 or 2 toppings add S1

5496073
549-6098

FOR RENT

AmhCfM Center - Take over our lease
1,2 bedroom apartment above Anionics
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2. & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heal & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amhw'BI Hadtoy Balchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
healed basements and efficiency gas
heat ar>d hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant Si. 253 7879

One Bedroom Puffton S434/month.
Take over our lease. Call Debbie and
Sharon at 549-4330

Take over my lease one bedroom apt
rn Colonial VIg S400 253 2537 (5081757
9470

T«vo females wanted to share bed-
room in Puffton. S177/month each
Beginning June 1 549-2919

2 Bedroom Brandywina Apt
Starting in June
Furniture included
Call 549 7557

Thrilling apartment on Main Street.
Across street from bus stop. Take over
our lease on June 1 st and start enjoying
it! Call 253 9175

FOR SALE

Backpacks External Frame
1 ALP 1 Academy S40 for both. Call Art
256 1723

Brown Birkenstocks $50
Size: Euro 37AJS 7 1/2-8 women's
Call 586 3599

Car Audio - Alpine Stereo w/cd con-
trol and Alpine CD changer (6 cds)
Both S699/BO or seperate Call 665 2473

Computer - 386/33 80MB/4 M RAM,
free software, new, opt. of printer/mo-

dem $1.499/bo 665 2473

Great comfy cewc^ for sale! I

Seats SIX easily also table/amp
for sale call llene 256-3140

VCB, atiortwave radio, typewriter

(elecl, comp. Monitor & keyboard,
reasonabire price @ 546-5698

FOUND

Key for steelcase file cabinet on 3/3 at

9:45 pm on the east side of Machmer
Hall. Returned to the Campus Center
info desk.

HEALTH

Condoms by mall discreel. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED
Do you need to work to gel through
school' If so, you need to see South
western. Students that worked in our
summer program averaged $5340 last

summer. Interviews will be held on
Monday, April 5th at 4 pm or 7 pm in

Campus Center Room 805

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000*/month world iraveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
summer and career employment avail

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1 206 634
0468ext C5001

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $ 1000
in just one weeH Plus SIOOO for the
member who callsi And a free Igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932-
0528. ext. 65

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op-
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

•-••t Year, $17 million in profits went
to college students who panicipated in

our program. Last year, 90% of the stu
dents using our placement office found
career jobs. It gets betteri The South-
western Company is holding interviews
on Monday, April 5th at 4 pm or 7 pm in
CC Room 805.

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen
age bicycling trips US. Canada, Eu
rope Minimum 4 week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program. Ashfield
Road;Conway,MA01341 (8001343 6132

Li>oking for student to publish the
Insider Magazine on campus and to
manage local concert series. We finance
start upcosts. Earn top income ($5-$30
f)er hour) and gain valuable experience.
Great for marketing or advertising ma-
jor. Call 18006CAMPUS.

MAKE IMEMORIES ...

At our prestigious Pocono Mountain
Camp. We have openings for general
counselors, art; ceramics; woodshop;
archery; WSI; tennis. Please contact:
Trails End Camp, 1714 Wantagh Av-
enue. Wantagh, NY 11793, phone 516
781-5200

INSTRUCTION

Physics and IMath Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant
Call 256 0260

LOSE WEIGHT!

Up to 30 lbs in 30 days for $30 1 100%
guaranteed. Doctor Recommended'
253 3816

MUSICIANS

Professional 8-track etudie
w/digital mixdown.'sequencing

downtown Northampton
S20/hour

Visa/MC
Hanging Fish Recording

(413)586 6495

PERSONALS

Franca,
This has been the greatest 6 months of
my life. You are truly my

'Love of a Lifetime"

Love,

Chris

ROOMMATES WANTED
HOUSEMATES NEEOEOI Looking (or

2 people to share room in house
$175/mo/pcrson 253 0751

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson, Ph D 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SUMMER SUBLET

4 Openings In two bedroom
Brandywine for summer S175/month
each. Starting June 1st 549 7975

Summer Sublet -Let with Fall option
one bedroom apartment in Puffton Vil

lage call anytime at 549 1954

TRAVEL

Ouatemata: Study espaAol/culture
Homestay612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire. Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Se«v, fast accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile S1.50^pg Call
Greg 6 5397

Typing, Cheap! Qualityi

Call 546 4 782

WANTED

Habia EspaAol?
Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed for language study
Earn money for participating i

Call 538 2035 for more info

Newport
3 seniors seek lively

house/housemates (or

summer
Leslie/Deanna 253 9743
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Sports
wins

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Heading into the NCAA Regionals. senior Tammy
Marshall of the University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team said she had to stay solid in order to
have a shot at the all-around championship.

Marshall accomplished what she set out to do on
Saturday as she captured the all-around title with a solid
score of 38.225. She edged out her closest competitor,
April Polito of Penn State, by .025 of a point.

The Minutewomen, who went in seeded fifth, finished
one slot better, edging out Atlantic 10 rival Rhode Island.
186.5750-186.3500. The WRams were seeded fourth, but

Tar Heels head to finals,
defeat Kansas in semis

swapped positions wath UMass, falling to theMinutewomen
for the third time in as many meets this season.

Penn State won the Northeast Regionals with a team
score of 190.5250, followed by host Ohio State ( 188. 1250)
and New Hampshire (187.8250). Kent State (184.4000)
and Pittsburgh ( 183.5000) rounded out the seven team
field in sixth and seventh respectively.

Marshall led UMass on the vault (9.55) and beam
(9.80), and was tied for the team high (9.55) on bars with
junior Margaret Furtado. Furtado. one ofthree all-around
threats for the Minutewomen, came into the meet nursing
a sprained ankle that had hampered her for several weeks.

Freshman Shaheda Keels finished in thirteenth place
in the all-around with a score of37.35, and Furtado ended

up sixteenth with a score of 36.85.

The highest team event for UMass was floor, topped
by Keels' performance that yielded a 9.775. Freshmen
Ruth Reeves (9.250) and Leann Zavotka (9.425), Furtado
(9.25), senior Lisa-Beth Cronen (8.825), and Marshall
(9.325) filled out the rest of the floor squad.
On beam, Zavotka scored her career best, a 9.50 to

help lead the team to a 46.775 total. Reeves (8.75), Keels
(8.775), Furtado (9.05), senior Abby May (9650), and
Marshall made up the rest of the beam team for the
Minutewomen.

UMass will compete in the National Invitational
Women's Championships, to be held at S.E. Missouri
State University, on April 12.

By STEVE WILSTEIN
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Eric Montross,
North Carolina's mountainous Mr. Inside,

and Donald Williams, the slick shooting
Mr. Outside, took turns pummeling Kan-
sas.

Montross dunked, Williams popped a
3-pointer. Montross flicked in a soft, short
hook. Williams tossed up another 3-

pointer.

They were like a quick jab and a
roundhouse right coming at Kansas all

Saturday night, and after a 78-68 victory

in the Final Four the Tar Heels are back in

the chasmpionship game in the same
Superdome where they last won theNCAA
title in 1982.

Clawed and bleeding, wrapped in tape
on his fingers and shin. Montross flexed
his muscles and shook ofl" pesky Kansas
from start to finish.

The 7-footer was unstoppable under
the backboards, scoring 23 points and
clogging the middle on defense, while
Williams surpassed him from the outside
with 25 aft«r hitting S-pointers in seven
attempts.

"We needed Donald Williams' outside
shooting and he really came through."
North Carolina coach Dean Smith said.
"And our big people did a greatjob on their
big people."

North Carolina led virtually from the
start, yetevery time the Tar Heels seemed
on the brink of breaking open the game,
Kansas shot its way back behind Adonis
Jordan and Rex Walters' 19 points apiece.
Kansas' starting front line accounted for a
total of only 15 points.

"Their whole team's a lot stronger,"
Walters said. "This is the second most
phyusical game we've played in all year. I

haven't seen that much strength in a team
since we played Michigan. Physically, they
put bodies on you. Not their big guys only,
but their guards, too.

"Whenever we'd make a run. whenever
me or Adonis would make a three, they'd
come right back and get it inside. They
just physically wore us down."

Kansas may have been worn down and
beaten up. but the Jayhawks never quit in
a game that was thrilling throughout.

Only in the final minute, when North
Carolina pulled away 75-65 and Kansas
was forced to foul, did the victory seem
certain for the Tar Heels.

This was a brilliant matchup of styles,
dictated more by the size and talents of
the players than the similarities between
Smith and his former assistant, Roy Wil-
liams of Kansas.

Montross inside and Williams outside
scoresd 29 ofNorth Carolina's 38 points in
the second half, and there was nothing
Kansas could do to contain them.

"Our oflense is basically go inside and
hopefully open up the outside stuff," said
forward George Lynch, who had 14 points
and 10 rebounds. "Eric did a great job of
taking it to them, so there was no reason
to go to any other option."

North Carolina (33-4) moved within a
victory of repeating its run to the cham-
pionship here. In Smith's 32 years guiding

the Tar Heels, they've reached the Final
Four nine times and the championship
game five times.

The victory evened Smith's friendly
rivalry with Williams, whose Jayhawks
beat the Tar Heels in the NCAA semifi-
nals in 1991 before falling to Duke in the
championship game.

"Two years ago, we made the plays
down the stretch and they didn't,"Wilhams
said. "This time, it was just reversed. But
besides the coaches and the players on
that stafl", there wouldn't be anybody
rooting harder for North Carolina Monday
night than I will be."

Kansas (29-7) last won the national
title in 1988. but then went on three years'
infractions before Williams took over the
followingseason. TheJayhawks'only other
NCAA championship in nine Final Four
appearances came in 1952.

The contrast this time couldn't have
been clearer on offense: North Carolina's
size and inside strength against Kansas'
outside shooting. The Tar Heels
outrebounded the Jayhawks 35-24.

From the start, when Montross opened
with a shortjumper andJordan responded
with a 3-pointer, the pattern was set.

Each team showed of its similar trap-
ping defenses. North Carolina more oft«n
pressing from backcourt to basket, but on
oflense the teams went separate ways.

Montross. who has quick, strong moves
and an eye for assists, helped North
Carolina to a 12-6 lead. But outside
shooting by Jordan and Walters, who had
13 points in the first half with three 3-

pointers in five attempts, closed the gap to

21-20.

The Tar Heels then went on a 9-0 run
for a 30-20 lead, keyed again by Montross
and Lynch, who had four of his 10 first-

half points during that span.
Both teams took aim from outside the

3-point line for the rest ofthe half, Williams
hitting for North Carolina, Walters for
Kansas, and theJayhawks cut their deficit
down to 40-36 with a long jumper at the
buzzer by Darrin Hancock.

"The first 14, 15 minutes ofthe game. I

didn't think our defensive intensity was
as good as it needed to be." Williams said.
"But when we got it back to four at half-
time. I felt real good because we hadn't
played our best game by any means and
we were only down by four."

But the pattern continued in the second
half, Montross tapping in an offensive
rebound in the opening seconds, Walters
hitting his fourth 3-pointer. Each time
Montross seemed to knock everyone away
and and put the Tar Heels in control— he
scored eight of North Carolina's first 10
points in the second half - the resilient
Jayhawks came back. Jordan hit a 3-

pointer, Scott a couple of rare Kansas
layups, and suddenly Kansas was down
only 48-46.

Montross did it again, hitting two a
short hook and a layup to help North
Carolina go ahead 54-46, but once more a
3-pointer by Jordan started the Jayhawks
back. The Jayhawks chased relentlessly,
yet each time they came close Montross
and Williams kept North Carolina out
front.

Michigan advances in OT,
tops Kentucky by three
By JIM O'CONNELL
Associated F*ress

NEWORLEANS— Michigan finally

played a game no one could criticize.

The Wolverines came up with the
effort everyone had been waiting for

since the NCAA tournament began,
ending Kentucky's impressive march
through March Madness to reach the
championship game for the second
straight year.

Their first full 40-minute effort in

five tournament games was actually 45
minutes. The 81-78 overtime victory

over the Wildcats on Saturday night
was as exciting as expected, but it was
played at a much slower pace. Instead
ofa wild up-and-down transition game,
it was one ofgreat defense, with no play
better than Chris Webber's with four
seconds left.

"What we've been trying to say all

year is that we're winners and winners
find a way to win," guard Jalen Rose
said. "They have to be probably the best
team we played all year, but we found a
way to win."

Entering the Final Four, the Wolver-
ines had been accused of sleepwalking
through a not-so-tough regional and
turning it on only when the game was
on the line.

They turned it on against Kentucky
at the opening tap and kept it up the full

game, playing tenacious man-to-man
defense and using their size advantage
to dominate the boards.

Webber, who had 27 points and 13
rebounds, gave the Wolverines (31-4)
the lead for good on a layup after a spin
move with 41 seconds left. Rose added
two free throws for Michigan 20 seconds
later.

Rodney Dent tried to inbound the
ball for Kentucky's last chance with
four seconds left. But Webber jumped
and deflected the ball in midair. After a
scramble, Kentucky's Tony Delkmissed
a desperation heave.
A 2-point basket wouldn't have

helped Kentucky so Webber had a dis-
tinct advantage.

"Ijust realized there weren't going to
be any inside passes to the basket so I

didn't have to protect the basket," he
said. "I like guarding a guy who has to
take the ball out because I can read his
eyes pretty well."

He read Dent's well enough so that
Michigan will meet North Carolina for
the title on Monday night. The Tar
Heels, who are trying to give coach
Dean Smith his second championship
in nine Final Fours, advanced Saturday
with 78-68 victory over Kansas.

The title game will be a rematch of
the semifinals ofthe Rainbow Classic in
December. Michigan beat North Caro-
lina 79-78 on an offensive rebound at
the buzzer.

Kentucky (30-4) was dealt a harsh
blow when Jamal Mashburn. who had
26 points, fouled out with 3:26 left in
overtime.

"We had an unbelievable lift and

they definitely had a letdown,"
Michigan's Ray Jackson said of
Mashbum's fifth foul. "When your cap-
tain goes out it's going to hurt and we
took advantage of it."

The Wolverines trailed by as many
as four points in the overtime, 76-72,
but then Kentucky lost Mashburn and
the Wildcats looked disoriented on of-

fense.

The refs got to call something,"
Mashburn said. "He called a foul."

Kentucky's final points ofthe game
were two free throws by Delk with 1 : 1

2

left that gave the Wildcats a 78-75
lead. Jackson scored on a drive 18
seconds later for Michigan, and then
Webber and Rose closed the game with
their four points and great defense.

Rose had 18 points and Juwan
Howard added 17 for Michigan. Travis
Ford had 12 points for Kentucky , all

aft«r halftime.

The Fab Five, who lost to Duke in the
titlegame last season as freshmen, have
a chance to win it again one year later.

"What people don't speak about this

team is defense," Howard said. "That's
what really keyed our victory tonight."

One of our labels is that we're not
disciplined," Webber said. "When you
go against Kentucky you have to be
disciplined. Coach did a good job say-
ing, 'It's not an ego thing but we have
to play our game.' We ran more set

plays than ever."

It is the second straight year
Kentucky's season has ended with an
overtime loss. Last season it was Chris-
tian Laettner's miracle shot that put
Duke in the Final Four. The Wildcats
made it this year to the national semi-
finals for the first time since 1978. but
Michigan ended it one game earlier
than Kentucky would have liked.

"It was a great game, but not so
great for us," Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino said. "We had to fight a lot of
adversity down the end. Michigan
made the plays. We're very disap-
pointed. We felt we had a victory and
we let it get away. They did excellent
job on the perimeter defense and we
talked about it all week. Their defense
was excellent in the second half

"It's the same emotion when you
end the season with a loss. Last year
we could have made the Final Four,
this year we could have won a national
championship."

Michigan advanced to the Final
Four vrith wins that weren't nearly as
impressive as Kentucky's four by an
average margin of 31 points.

"Kentucky was terrific tonight,"
Michigan coach Steve Fisher said. "We
had a little more down the stretch. We
played awfully well, made the impor-
tant plays when we needed to make
them. Good players do that."

Webber, a 54 percent free throw
shooter during the season, was 7 of 9
from the line and Michigan. 65 percent
shooting team, finished 23 for 30, none
bigger than Rose's two for the final
margin.
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Sunny, highs in the mid to upper
50s. Cloudy and cooler tonight.

Local News:
The Everywoman's Center's Resource/Referral Program
points women in the direction of much-needed services

arKi information. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts' baseball
team loses two of its three games versus

George Washington this weekend. Page 12.
J
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Jobs bill still stuck
in Senate stalemate
White House considering compromise

TUC Ul ICir> t«/^wco i-vi i-ro.r%.- r^
*REMY BHDTHBS / COLLEGIANTHE MUSIC MOVES OUTSIDE — Senior music major Michael Coogan takes his

homework outside the Fine Arts Center.

ByALANFRAM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The White House
signaled on Monday that it was prepared
to compromise on its jobs bill as Senate
Democrats and Republicans hunted for a
way to end their standoff over the 16.3
billion package.

Behind the scenes, the two sides
searched for a compromise over the jobs
bill, which is acentral ingredientofClinton's
prescription for economic recovery. Repub-
licans want to trim the measure and pay it

by cutting other programs.
Referring to Republicans, Clinton told

local reporters that, They may hit us a
little on this."

On the Senate floor. Democrats failed
for the third time to find enough votes to
halt a GOP filibuster that has stalled the
bill for over a week.

This time, the vote to halt the delays
was 49-29 — 11 votes short of the 60
needed to clear the way for a vote on final

passage.

Senate Majority Leader George

Mitchell. D-Maine. conceded that the
message was becoming clear, even before
he held a fniitless meeting with his GOP
counterpart, Sen. Bob Dole. R-Kan.

"If we can't get 60 votes, we can't pass
this bill its present form so well have to do
the best we can to get as close to that as
possible," he said.

On his way to an opening day baseball
game in Baltimore. Clinton jabbed at Re-
publicans for the stalemate.

"In a time when no new jobs are being
created, it means that for political pur-
poses, they are willing to deny jobs to
places like Baltimore, Dallas. Houston.
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and Cleve-
land and Seattle." he told reporters.

It's just real sad," he said.

White House spokesman George
Stephanopoulos suggested that a compro-
mise was possible. He said the White House
would follow Mitchell's lead.

"The Senate's in discussion right now
and we're prepared to listen ifSen. Mitchell
makes a recommendation, but we're still

pushing for the president's package,"
Stephanopoulos said.

AIDS quilt equated with death
Founder says memorial represents society's failure
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

AIDS memorial quilt founder. Cleave Jones, said
Thursday the quilt is a symbol of society's failure to stop
the disease because of its stupidity and hatred.

The entire quilt, made up of 23,000 individual quilts,
was last displayed in Washington D.C. in October. Pieces
of the 30-acre memorial are currently spread over the
United States, according to Jones.

He said the idea for the quilt began during a conver-
sation he had in 1985 about a local newspaper story on
the rising AIDS death toll.

"If this was a field with 1,000 corpses lying in it,

everyone would be able to see and understand the statis-
tic," Jones said.

After a march in Washington D.C. in 1986 in which
Jones told his idea to marchers, quilts began arriving

through the mail. It was then, Jones said, that he realized
the responsibility he was assuming.

"We were excited until we realized each one of these
packages was a person." Jones said. "These strangers
were putting their love into quilts, putting them in
packages and sending them to San Francisco."

Jones spoke about the importance of making a quilt
with family and friends.

"It is diflficult to describe someone you love verbally."
Jones said. "And a visual representation is very hard."

Jones said he wanted the quilts spread on the ground
instead ofhung vertically so people could not be separate
from it or view it as they would an art work.

"For me this quilt is a monstrous, hideous thing,"
Jones said. He said it affected him when he was in
Washington last October, "I started to feel sick, like I was
going to puke every time I walked a few feet through it,"

Turn to JONES, page 3

Programs export
students overseas
ByJOHNWINCHELL
Collegian Staff

A pair of programs, one offered by the Mather
Career Center and another by the Council on In-
ternational Exchange (CIEE), offer UMass students
employment programs with an international flavor.
Many people are unaware that 122 UMass

students have worked in foreign countries in the
two years in which the programs have been active.
Marion Mallen, coordinator ofthe Mather Career
Center's International Field Experience Program,
says there is a broad range ofemployment opportu-
nities to choose from.

"The jobs aren't all necessarily career-oriented,
but can be for international experience, as well,"

Turn to PROGRAM, page 3

Discharged lesbian colonel recounts life story

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Discharged lesbian soldier, Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer

spoke on campus ttiis weekend.

By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian Staff

The highest ranking military officer to be discharged
for being homosexual is taking the U.S. government to
court to get reinstated.

Col. Margarethe Cammermeyer, the head nurse in
the Washington State National Guard until June 11,
1992, when she was "formally separated" from the mili-
tary, told an audience of 25 at UMass Saturday that the
life she began was a traditional one.

Joining the military at age 19, she met her husband
while on a tour in Germany and gave birth to four sons,
all who are now college-aged.

She said her Scandinavian parents' attitude towards
homosexuality was the same as their attitude towards
anything they don't want to deal with: "if you knew
nothing about it, and said nothing about it, then it didn't
exist." Her mother thought homosexuality was a
"Freudian disorder."

Coming home from Vietnam, where she won a Bronze
Star forexcellent service. Cammermeyer and her husband
settled down; but in 1968 she was discharged from the
military when she had her first son, because ofa 196Haw
that barred women with dependents from serving.

Soon, however, she felt "a sense of tremendous frag-
mentation offeeling that wherever I was I wasn't a whole
person. . but I didn't know what it was."

During her tour in Vietnam she had noticed that some

"women looked rugged," and remembers thinking "these
are women that really want to be men."

She admitted to her husband that she was a lesbian,
and he told her she was "mentally deranged." had a
"gender-identity problem," or was in a "mid-life crisis."
She finally left him because she would "hate the thought
that my husband was always right."

Her ex-husband lined up her children when she came
to visit them, and forced them to watch as he called her
names like "faggot" and "queer," until she drove away
crying.

In 1989 under a new law, Cammermeyer again applied
to the military with aspirations of becoming a general,
but admitted being a lesbian on a form.

She didn't think she would have a problem because of
her service record, but she did have "a sinking feeling"
throughout the five hours of testimony.

No response came for many months, until a notifica-
tion that discharge hearings had been started. No one
knew this had happened at her Washington post, but still

she felt she led a "schizophrenic life," and that any day
she would receive a telegram saying "you're outta there."

Finally in early 1991, the National Guard finished
their investigation, having decided that she would be
honorably di.scharged for being a "security risk" and
"undermining morale."

NowCammermeyer is spending her time i n the capitol,
pursuing her case and petitioning the Senate Armed
Service Commitee to be a witness at their hearings.
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Sponsored by the Student Attorney
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the Fall 1993 semester.
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Attorney General's Office at

432 student Union and the Dean of
Student's office at 227 Whitmore.

Applications are due on Monday
April 19th at 5pm.
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the program, contact Paul Vasconcellos
Assistant Dean of Students, at 545-2684-
?^^'-!^^^^ Bannon, Coordinator of the

'

Judicial Advisors Program, at 545-1272
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TO MARKET, TO MARKET
Planning Your

Marketing Strategies

Tuesday, April 13, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Bartlett 206

• Who are my audiences and how
do I find them?

• How do I promote my work?

• Should I develop different

"lines?"

•Which comes first, my artwork

or my market?

• How do I price my work?

Presented by

the Arts Extension Service,

Division of Continuing Education,
University of l\«assachusetts at Amherst.

Funded by the UMass Arts Council.

FUNDING FOR ARTISTS

AND HOW TO GET IT

Tuesday, April 20, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Bartlett 206

• What sources of money exist

for artists?

• What are the ABC's of writing a
winning proposal for funds?

Seating is limited for

Oiis popular series!

To sign up and ensure

your seat, call AES,

545-2360.
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Amnesty Int'l

adds sexuality
to abuse-watch
By DARIENNE HOSLEY
Collegian Staff

Amnesty International is just beginning to address
persecution of gays and lesbians for their sexual orien-
tation in its mission to free prisoners of conscience,
according to a member of the group.

Paul Tighe, co-coordinator of the Amnesty Interna-
tional Members for Gay and Lesbian Concerns, spoke
Saturday afternoon in the Campus Center. A small group
attended the discussion, held as part ofLesbian/Bisexual/
Gay Awareness Week.

In 1991 .Amnesty International reviewed its mandate
and added persecution for sexual orientation to the list of
human rights abuses the organization fights against.

"It means we have a new ally in our fight for equality,"
Tighe said. -It essentially puts the world on notice that
the international community is not going to stand for
abuses against people for homosexuality."

Although Amnesty members cannot work in indi-
vidual cases in their own countries, Tighe said he is
involved in larger movements in the United States.
AIMGLC is planning efforts to repeal sodomy laws in a
number of states, and is participating in the GLB march
in Washington April 25.

The organization is also helping to organize a march
in Greenwich Village in June 1994, commemorating the
25th anniversary of the Stonewall riots.

In 1969, gay patrons of the Stonewall Bar resisted
police raiding the bar, and the homosexual community
realized their potential to be a political force.

Tim McCarthy, a self-described "queer videographer"
at the discussion, said Stonewall marked "the first time
we ever decided to fight before."

"We're no longer begging for tolerance, pleading for
help. We took the initiative," he said.

Tighe helped release Vladimir Mimov, a Russian
arrested forsodomy, and Demit Demir. arrested in Turkey.

According to Tighe. police questioned Demir because he
was a homosexual. Demir pointed out that homosexuality
is not against the law set down by Kemal Ataturk , and was
arrested for "insulting the memory" of Ataturk, founder
and first president of the Republic of Turkey.

Amnesty International has not begun to collect statis-

tics on human rights abuses against gays and lesbians, a
source of frustration to many in the community.

"A lot ofpeople are concerned with how slowlyAmnesty
International moves," Tighe said.

"Unfortunately, the process is slow. As slow as the
movement has been on this, however, this has become a
priority." he said.

U/UV CTlinv UJMCk^i x/i-kii i^A»i r-,,K, ^ ,
REBECCA PETERSON /COLLEGIANWHY STUDY WHEN YOU CAN SUN — Graduate student Kim Marcello takes advantage of springs arrival.

Women find direction at EWC
Everywoman i Center program doles out information
By NICOLE BURKE
Collegian Correspondent

Telling 5-College Area women where they can go for
help is the purpose of a program whose director calls it

the foundation of the Everywoman's Center.
The EWC's Resource/Referal Program has been di-

rectingwomen to local counselors and doctors and serving
as a source ofwomen's issues information since the EWC
was established in 1972, said Resourse/Refferal Program
Director and 10-year EWC employee Sandy Mandel.

She said the Resource/Referral Program provides
various information and resources to campus and com-
munity women in the Franklin, Hampshire and Hamden
counties.

"Staff members are trained to respond to someone in
crisis," Mandel said. "We want to get women to the
services that they need."

Mandel said the Resource/Referral Program involves
walk-ins, but more commonly call-ins ofapproximately 25
women a day. or 6,000 per year. She also said these calls
and walk-ins go through the receptionist and then often to
a staff member in the Resource/Referral Program.

"Ifthere is an appropriate internal resource that I can
refer the woman to, I will," Mandel said. "If not, outside
resources are suggested."

"We're generally the first place people get referred to."

said Astrid Meijer. "We answer general questions as well
as referwomen to outside hotlines, therapists or counsel-
ors."

Meijer said they do not just refer women to external
sources, because they have numerous internal sources as
well.

She said the internal resources include counseling
services, the Counselor/Advocate Program, and the
Educator/Advocate Program. Meijer said these programs
give support and information in areas such as rape,
sexual harassment, eating disorders and abuse.

The program provides a Legal Referral Book, a source

that contains local legal organizations, a Health Referral
Book, which includes various health-care information,
and aJob Bank Book, which gives notificationofnumerous
job openings in the area. Research files, a lending
library, and a wall-size bulletin board with a calendar of
events and workshops are also provided.

"We're not just for women in crisis or for women who
require counseling," Meijer said. "Students come in for

resources for their research papers or to browse in the
library. They're looking for information to help them-
selves."

Mandel said the program's library contains feminist
information and referral that is self-directed by women.
She said there are over 2.000 books in the lending library
with topics ranging from gender issues and health poli-

tics to violence against women and all books have been
donated.

"We try to make every book as accessible as possible,"

Mandel said. "This is great for someone in the women's
movement."

Meijer said the Resource/Referral Program is staffed
with a combination of work study students, volunteers
and interns. She said the stafforganizes and updates the
bulletin boards, files and library and they are also
available for direct servicing or "staffing" to walk-ins or
call-ins.

She said this semester's staff consists of six new
members and four previous, because it usually takes
about one year for the new members to get into the
routine.

Nancy Patteson. a volunteer from Amherst, and Anna
Bloomer, a volunteer from Northampton, havejoined the
Resource/Referral program this semester.

Patteson was UMass undergraduate and said she was
interested in coming back to school for her master's
degree and now volunteers at the EWC approximately
eight hours a week.

"I wanted to talk to someone in the Graduate Pro-
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Paul Tighe, co-coordinator of the Amnesty International

Members for Gay and Lesbian Concerns

Jones
continued from page 1

Jones said.

Jones said the idea of using quilts for the memorial
came from the memory ofhis grandmother comfortinghim
by putting the same quilt on him every time he was sick.

He said the subversive nature ofthe quilt is its ability

to bring the gay community into everyone's lives.

"You would have to be deaf, dumb, blind and wrapped
in gauze not to feel the power ofthe gay community when
you see and read the quilt," Jones said.

Jones said one ofthe successes ofthe quilt is its ability

to help the gay community to grieve openly and become
a part of the nation's consciousness.

"People write me and say 'you don't know how bad it

is in our town, can you come with the quilts?'" Jones said.

He added, "When we read the final chapter on this

disease we will see that HIV is a disease ofignorance and
poverty."

continued from pxage 1

she said.

The Work Abroad Program, sponsored by the CIEE, is

designed to simplify and speed up the paperwork in-

volved in allowing U.S. students to work in other coun-
tries. For a $100-125 fee, the exchange will complete your
working and visa papers, plan travel arrangements and
provide counseling and job placement services in the
country you want to work in.

Mallen stressed the difficulty involved in securing a
job overseas.

"It's hard to get ajob in another country because ofthe
complexity of the working papers," she said.

Work Abroad students are now employed in seven
different countries worldwide, including Germany,
France, Spain and Scotland.

The International Field Experience Program (IFEP)
is more of a self-help procedure for students looking into
international emplo3rment.

"It teaches students to use their own connections and
resources to find a job overseas," Mallen said.

Mallen said she guides each student step-by-step
through the process, from creating an international re-

sume to writing cover letters to using five-college career
center resources.

The program's goal is to have the employment anange-

ments already set up before the student goes to work in the
country, Mallen said. IFEP students have spent time in 12
different countries working at 30 professional internships
and co-ops. Some of the more exotic locations include
Singapore, Armenia, Switzerland and Ecuador.

"It really is a combination of the student doing all the
legwork, and me providing information and listings on
available jobs." she said.

One example of a student utilizing the program's re-
sources is a student who Mallen counseled on locating ajob
in France. The studentwas studying French and happened
to be an avid bicyclist. With Mallen's help, he combined
both interests to develop a job description for his resume.
They are currently working out the final details for a
recently located position which fits his interest.

Mallen's office, located in 16 Curry Hicks, is a satellite
of the Mather Career Center placed more centrally on
campus for student access. Not only does it serve as the
International Field Experience Office, but it also doubles
as an official branch ofthe Career Center, offering all the
same programs and services. She said she hopes
students will take advantage of the opportunities the
programs give them to live and work abroad.

"I want UMass students to know that other UMass
students are working in foreign countries, and they can
too."
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gram, so I came here," she said. The program has since

^^ moved from the EWC , but I'm a firm behever for bringing
^^ the program back."

Bloomer said she has lived in the area for four years
and often heard about theEWC and now volunteers eight
hours a week to the center.

"I wanted to connect in with a woman's group," she
said. Tm using skills to volunteer time and energy while
becoming active giving women information."

"The staff is really diverse," Bloomer said. "It's really
a great place to come for information and a wonderful
resource for women. Everyone should definitely come
and check it out."

You Could Be President
Announcing Elections for
1993-1994 for all positions

• Commuter Area Govemment
• Northeast Area Government
• Southwest Area Government
• House Councils in Southwest & Northeast

Nomination papers are available in the Commuter Area
Government office 434 Student Gnion; and in the

Southwest Area Government Office located in

Hampden Center, from Monday April 5th - Wednesday
April 14th. 100 Signatures are required for Area Gov-
ernment; 25 for House Council. Elections will be held

Thusday, April 22nd, 1993.
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Obstacles await chancellor
Any day now the University will an-

nounce with much pomp and circumstance
our new chancellor, the person who will
lead this campus into the 21st century.
They will tell us what a great guy (make
no mistake, it will be a guy) he is, and how
they have the utmost confidence in his
ability to lead UMass into a new era of
peace and prosperity.

Ted

CHAMBERS

Abusers control with fear
A harsh word. A slap. Kick. Punch. Slam

against the wall. Bruises, low self-esteem
and isolation. Apologies, presents and
compliments. Another slap, kick, punch.
A woman lies stabbed on her kitchen

floor. A mother lies strangled on her own
bed. A daughter lies shot in her living
room. The sisters lie dead from domestic
violence.

Stacy

MALONE
A woman is battered every 15 seconds.

That is four women a minute who are
battered and 240 women in an hour. As
you are reading this, a women is being
beaten.

Many of these women may be your
friends, family members or even your
partner. Ifyou feel helpless in aiding vic-

tims ofdomestic violence, imagine what it

would be like ifyou were the victim. Then
again, maybe you are the victim.

Women in violent relationships are not
alone. They never deserve to be hit,

threatened or beaten, but they are.

The power and control involved in do-
mestic violence subjects women to emo-
tional, psychological, physical, sexual and
economic abuse. Emotionally, women are
under constant manipulation. They are
criticized, insulted, given the silent treat-

ment, made to feel guilty and worthless.
Psychologically, they are intimidated,
threatened, harassed, isolated and in-

stilled with fear.

Physical abuse in domestic relation-

ships inflicts women with slapping, kick-

ing, punching, pinching, hair-pulling,

biting, shoving, grabbing and many dif-

ferent forms of physical injuries. The
forcing ofdrugs, withholding offood, sleep
and medication are also forms of physical
domestic abuse that women suffer con-

stantly as part of their violent relation-
ships with their partners.

Attempts to undermine a person's
sexuality is sexual abuse. Marital and
acquaintance rape, forced sex. prostitution
and pornography are all acts of sexual
abuse. Accusations of infidelity and criti-

cism ofsexual performance are very typical
in domestic violence that women undergo
as part of their daily routines.

The economic abuse in domestic vio-
lence attempts to make women financially
dependent on their partner. Maintaining
complete control of the money gives the
batterer power over the victim. With-
holding money, accounting for all money
spent, forbidding the victim from working
and going to school gives the batterer
power while weakening the victim.

The power and control that such has
over women in battering relationships is

intense abuse women feel every day. This
abuse leaves most women financially de-
pendent, ashamed that the marriage didn't
work out, afraid, embarrassed, guilty,
helpless, afraid of having no father for
their children or losing their children and
afraid of worse beatings and abuse.

It is the realistic fears and dependency
that keeps women with an abusive part-

The sad reality though is that our next
chancellor, just like our last two, will
probably be completely unprepared for
the harsh realities of UMass and the
bruising nature ofMassachusetts politics.
Initially he may show signs of vigor, but

I the Board of Trustees and the president's
ofTice will show him that when faced with
crisis, particularly a budget crisis, the
easiest thing to do is pass the buck to
students and their families in tuition and
fee increases.

There used to be a time when the ad-
ministration and the Board of Trustees
fought to preserve and protect UMass as a
public institution dedicated to providing
the best education possible to poor and
working class residents ofthe state. In the
1970s and early '80s administrators got
offtheir butts, went to Boston and worked
hard lobbying legislators and governors
so that UMass would be guaranteed the
kind of budget it needed to provide a
quality, aflfordable education to those of
us who cannot afford Boston College,
Boston University or Harvard.

But it was more than just hard work
that distinguished the administrators of
yesteryear from theircontemporaries. They
knew that "politics ain't a beanbag" and
werecapable ofgraspingone simple concept
few in the president's and chancellor's of-

fices now seem to understand, when you
depend on the state legislature for funding,
having influence with individual legisla-
tors is a good thing. This, of course, is so
obvious thatmy accusation probably seems
absurd. Call your state representative or
senatorand ask them the last time a UMass
administrator called them or came to see
them. Ask if they know the name of our
current president or chancellor. I can tell

you now most of them don't.

It was around 1988 when the budget
crisis began. That's when former Chan-
cellor Joe "I'm lookin" out for No. 1" DufTy

decided it was in everyone's best interest,
especially his, to not make waves about
cuts in the University budget. You see, Joe
didn't want to make Dukakis look bad
while running for president, and more
importantly, didn't want to do anything
that might jeopardize his chances of get-
ting a job in Washington had Dukakis
actually won.

So Joe decided it would be easier to
raise tuition and fees than it would be to
fight for more money, and just about ev-
erybody in the administration and the
Statehouse agreed. Toj ustify their position
they drew up a bunch ofcharts and plans
that allegedly proved students and their
families could afford to pay more to go
here, and the rest, as they say. is history.
Legislative and public support have eroded
drastically ever since, and as a result a
majority of the students of color at this
campus are from out of state, and the
average family income ofmost students is

over $50,000 annually. UMass is now one
ofthe most expensive public universities
in the country. So much for educating the
poor and working class residents of the
Commonwealth.

Our new chancellor isn't likely to re-
verse the trend for a number of reasons.
The first is that he will be from out ofstate
and not temperamentally suited to the
rigors of Massachusetts politics. In most
other states, legislative support for public
education is a foregone conclusion. States
like California. Michigan and Texas have
great public colleges and universities for
the simple reason that they have to because
in those states there are few real alter-
natives in the private sector. What makes
Massachusetts unique is that we are the
only state where private higher education
is a $14 billion a year industry.

But an even larger obstacle will be the
University president and the Board of
Trustees, who are still trying to -ustify
their failed policies and inaction during
the last five years. These admini.strators
believe the "budget crisis" is over, and
with good economic times ahead public
education will see increases in state
funding. They may be right for now. but
without a concerted effort by the admin-
istration to build and sustain legislative
support over the next few years, UMass
will be ill-prepared for future budget cri-

ses and history will unfortunately repeat
itself.

Ted Chambers is a UMass student.

ner.

Violence against women by their hus-
bands, boyfriends, lovers and relatives
happens every day to all types of women.
Domestic violence is not isolated to certain
types of victims and batterers.

Some women are battered and others
are raped, but all live with the daily fear of
attack. The violation of a woman's body
and her life happens all the time.

While you feel sorry for the thousands
and thousands of victims of domestic vio-
lence, look at yourself because you too
may be a victim of domestic violence.

Stacy Malone is a Collegian columnist.

Subtle racism is very dangerous

Open mind needed in struggle for equality

This is not another race-obsessive re-

sponse to a column containing the word
"minority." I didn't hke Michael Morrissey's
editorial [Collegian , April 2 1. At first I wasn't
quite sure why. On the surface Mr.
Morrissey's writing seems to make valid

pointsconcemingthe credibilityofa UMass
degree and personal safety on campus.

However, on a deeper level. Morrissey's
connection of violent crime and low stan-
dards with minority students should be
incredibly offensive to any thinking per-
son. Morrissey's column quietly cried
"there goes the neighborhood" to a student
population already inundated with racial

stereotypes. I would gladly sacrifice the
credibility of my degree if it meant that
more minorities could have the opportu-
nity to obtain higher education.

Michael Morrissey may have thought
his editorial to be a call for the maintenance
of excellence at UMass but in reality the
column was elitist, exclusionist and racist
(pardon the cliche). I understand that
Morrissey probably didn't intend any harm
in his editorial. The idea that this kind of
subtle, unintentional racism is harmless
is what makes it so very dangerous.

Will Dunning
Amherst

As a freshman at a university where there are suppos-
edly "educated, mature young adults," I figured I would
be just another guy living a normal college life.

I guess I was wrong about the educated, mature thing.
Is it just me or are there people out there who just want
to stir up trouble?

Reading Nathan Crick's editorial {Collegian, March
31], I laughed a little at the beginning. We've all been
through the annoying little things of which he wrote.

Then suddenly he jumps to a Rodney King critique.

Yeah, I think the cops were wrong, but that's not for me
or Nathan to decide. A jury was agreed upon, and even
though millions of people didn't like it, myself included,

that's what they found.

After Nathan's opinion he returned to his light-hearted

column on college life. But wait, he wasn't finished; he
had to pull out another racial comment. I'm sure he's got

plenty.

Let me tell you something, Nathan: if you think

anyone, including people wearing ally pins, only want to

be friends with someone because oftheir color, you better
give up the racial equality struggle, because you're not
helping anyone. The pins are there as a symbol, to show
our support for the cause, not to make friends.

This really confuses me: "Let me be your friend, even
though I'm White." What the hell does that mean? Rac-
ism goes both ways, and no matter what way you look at
it, that's an incredibly racist statement.

I'm a White guy from a town where Whites are a
minority. Less than halfmy friends are White. The rest
are Black, Hispanic. . . whatever you want, we got it. I

don't see myself being shut out by them.
I think it's you who needs to sit back with an open

mind and really think about it. With a mentality like
that, you're not going to get anywhere.

If you ever change your outlook and would like to
have a real friend who's White, give me a call. Maybe I'll

do it.

Craig Pomroy
Southwest

About letters
As you bask in the sun, thoughtfully com-

posing your letter to the Collegian and
duckingfrisbees,pleasekeep thefollowing in
mind:

• Type your letter — handwritten letters
hurt our eyes, and we avoid them.

• Keep your letter short — 50 lines is the
maximum. So you can write up a brief but
brilliant letter and still have time to play.

• Sign your name, address and phone
number. This is very, very important. If we
don't know who you are, you don't exist. If
you don't exist, you don't write. .

.

• Youcan mail your lettervia campus mail,
but you're welcome to drop it off in the edi-
torial box at the Collegian, 113 Campus Cen-
ter basement. You can't see the sun down
here, but it's still a nice place to visit
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Somalia's heg
doomed from

Since 1988, a bloody civil war has
devastated Somalia, which led to the
overthrow of President Mohamed Siad
Barre in late January 1991, and to the
disintegration of the state. Though the
three major rebel groups collaborated to
oust the 21-year authoritarian regime,
there is still tremendous distrust and in-

fighting. The failure of rebel groups to
share powerand form a viable government
fueled a new full-scale clan-based struggle
for power which has claimed lives of
thousands and sent hundreds ofthousands
of refugees to every corner of the globe.
Most of them sought safe haven in the
neighboring countries, but the number of
people displaced locally far out number
those who sought refugee abroad. Now,
drought, famine and starvation have
claimed hundreds of thousands more.

As3f

MOHAMED

emony
beginning

At this junction, it's necessary to look
at the root causes of the current disinte-
gration and destitution of Somalia.

Somalis form one of the largest single
ethnic group in Africa, yet they are divided
into two major lineage groupings: the
Samaale and the Sab. The Somali nation
is widely dispersed but live in a "continuous
occupation of a great expanse of territory
covering almost 40.000 square kilometers."
'I.M. Lewis, 1955:167) This territory ex-
tends from the northeastern tip of the
Horn of Africa below the Arabian Penin-
sula to the Aqash Valley in the north-
western ( now under Ethiopian Adminis-
tration), southward from Djibouti and
along the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean
coast down to the Tana River in northern
Kenya. Despite externally imposed divi-
sions aU the Somalis share a common
ethnic background and culture — one
language ( Somali ) and one religion (Islam

)

— as well as one socio-economic lifestyle
and values derived from pastoralism.

The root causes of the present crises
can be attributed to the inheritance of the
colonial legacy. Historically, for centu-
ries, before the arrival of European colo-
nial powers. Somalis lived under decen-
tralized, clan-based political systems
practicing what has been termed 'pastoral
-democracy." The unity of the Somali com-
munity or nation has been maintained by
the relative homogeneity of civil society
rather than by a centralized state. This
system had social, economic, and political
significance of the pastoral culture that
Somalis practice.

The Somalis' indigenous system became
tainted with new political and economic
structures brought in by external forces.

Colonial powers, and later the superpow-
ers, contended for the control of the area.
Though the Somali country is not gener-
ously endowed with riches and natural
resources, its strategic location in close
proximity to the Suez Canal, a vital route
to India and the Far East, attracted the
attention of world powers long before the
discovery of oil in the Middle East. The
Somali peninsula experienced intensive
colonial competition and partition between
Britain, Italy, France and imperial
Ethiopia. The indigenous economic, po-
litical and social systems of the Somali
nation have been replaced with alien co-
lonial models.

In July 1960, the newly independent
Somalian establis'-.ed a centralized gov-
ernment and a multi party political system
of representation. The constitution guar-
anteed political parties the freedom to

organize and compete for political office.

As years passed, nation-oriented political

parties degenerated into clan, sub-clan
and even one-man parties. These systems
ofgovernment have brought confusion and

chaos, because traditionally the Somali
person first reserves the greatest amount
of loyalty to his/her own kinship, after
that to his/her wider clan groupis), and
finally to the Somali nation.

On Oct. 21, 1969, the armed forces
successfully staged a bloodless coup d'etat
headed by Gen. Mohammed Siad Barre.
By the time of the coup Somalia was still

an extremely divided nation, with Pan-
Somalism remaining the most common
ideal behind which every Somali could
rally. Immediately, the coup d'etat was
received by Somalis with great excitement
and relief. The SRC, made up of miUtary
officers but also relying on a number of
civilians to hold ministerial portfolios, had
mobiUzed the people's support through
successive campaigns to investigate theft

perpetrated by formergovernment officials

and cabinet members. In a short period,
the revolutionary government achieved a
remarkable record of success.

While the above is to the credit of the
revolution, an ample amount of evidence
exists to indicate that, in reality, clan and
lineage ties still weighed heavily in Siad's
political decisions and appointments. The
previous regimes were able to deal with
danism through open multiparty parlia-
mentary representation. In contrast. Siad
resorted to favoritism, rewarding his
supporters with prestige and wealth. He
imposed a severe military dictatorship
and denied citizens a right to freedom of
expression as a means to quell dissidents.
A national security court, headed by
military officers, was created to suppress
opponents of the revolution.

In times of stress in any country's his-
tory, tensions and divisions widen. Sub-
sequent challenges to Barre's leadership
were almost invariably organizationally
clan-based. Trust became the bonding
factor rather than ideas. Barre had to rely
more on his wider family, including his
clansmen who were military men rather
than politicians. The enemies of Barre's
leadership and their home districts were
devastated. Among the first clan to chal-
lenge and suffer was the Mjyerteen, who
were prominant in the civilian govern-
ments of the '60s. The rebellion of Isaaks
in the North revealed the depths to which
Barre and his army were prepared to go to
exterminate any dissidence. A genocide
unprecedented in the history ofthe Somali
clan warfare occured in 1988. Isaaks,
pressed by Barre's truce with Mengistu of
Ethiopia, their principal supporter, at-
tacked major towns in the North. Barre
reacted without restraint, his army had
practically levelled Hargeisa, the nation's
second capital city, and other towns in the
North were rocketed and bombed.

By late 1990, Barre's secret politics of
divide and rule broke down. At home he
simply ran out of clans, as many deserted
him. Finally, his palace was overran in
early January 1991.

Unfortunately, the opposition groups,
instead of sharing the leadership, fought
over it, and sparked a clannish civil war.

Somalis had failed to achieve political

development and unity to build a strong
nation-state. Externally, Somalis are vic-
tim of colonial legacy and the Cold War.
Superpowers exploited the Somalis' desire
for unification by selling them arms in
exchange for their strategic interests. To-
day, unfortunately, the only things found
in abundance in Somalia are the weapons
thathave killed more than 100,000 Somalis.
The destruction and negligence of the in-

digenous political system has caused con-
fusion and chaos resulting in present tragic
situation. In the meantime, since the end of
the Cold War, thosewho contributed to this
tragic situation have turned backs on the
Somali people.

AsafMohamed is a UMass student.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Saturday, April 10

Cambodian New Year Celebration
— Art exhibition, traditional games,
video show, khmer costume shows, folk

dances, food. Info: Scott, 545-1822
Campus Center. 9 a.m.-l a.m.

Thnrsday, April 15
Images of Turkey — Audio-visual

journey to the land ofthe ancient civili-

zations and today's Turkish Republic.

(45 minutes) Free. Campus Center rm.
165-169. 6 p.m.

Teach-in on Bosnia Herecegovina—
With Feryal Ghararhi, vice-president

ofEquality Now, an attorney who went
to &)snia-Herecegoviria to document
the number ofrapes. She discusses her
tripand theimplicationsofher findings.
Free/Open. Smith CoUege, Wright Hall
Auditorium. 7-10:30 p.m.

Saturday, Aprill7
Z/_A. and the Valley one Year later—

A day long conference for students, fac-

ulty and staffofthe five colleges. Guest
Speakers include: Man J.Matsuda and
Crimbele Crenshaw. Free/Open.
Amherst College, Johnson Chapel. 10
a.m.-noon.

Ja2z with Hermrto Pascoal— Multi-

instrumentalist and composer from
Brazil with Jovina Santos, keyboard.

$5, $2 AC ID. AC Buckley Recital Hall
midnight.

Monday, April 19
Social Change and Women's Move-

ment in Chile — Patrida Chuchryk,
UniversityofLethbridge,Canada. FVee.

MHC Dickinson House Living Room
4:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 21
Movie — El Norte, starring 2^de

Silvia Gutierrez and David Villapando,
traces the perilous flight of illegal

Mexican emigres to the United States.

Free. SC McConnell Hall Auditorium 7
p.m.

Lecture — Cultural Feminist Prac-
tices in 'DemocraUc' Chile.

Free. MHC Dickinson House Living
Room 7:30 p.m.

Goodbye Columbus — TTw Carib-
bean as a State ofMind and a Metaphor
of Power, Sidney W. Mintz, Anthropol-
ogy, TheJohnHopkins University. F^iee.

UMass Location TBA 7:30 p.m.

Underground water found;
natural supply for desert
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) —

Saudi scientists have disputed claims by a
Boston Univeristy professor that a dry
river bed running through Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait could still hold precious un-
derground water.

Bakr A. Bakr, rector of King Fahd
University of Petroleum and Minerals,
said Sunday his researchers' report refuted
the analysis of Farouk El-Baz, director of
the Center for Remote Sensing at Boston
University.

Bakr told a news conference there was
nothing new about El-Baz's revelations on
March 25 that a river had flowed through
the kingdom and Kuwaitsome 1 1,000 years
ago.

El-Baz had suggested the river could be
tapped for agriculture in a region rich in oil

but heavily dependent on desalinated
seawater for drinking and irrigation.

Bakr said there are references to the
river in surveys dating back to 1606. He
said his university had carried out nu-
merous studies on the river bed in 1978,
1984 and 1990 and concluded there was
nothing to tap.

He railed against the Egyptian-born
scientist, saying: "It is not the first time
El-Baz made such big claims without
checking their accuracy and confirming
the authenticity of his discoveries."

El-Baz was out ofthe United States on
Monday and unavailable for comment.

But his research assistant in Boston,
Magaly Koch, said El-Baz had only sug-
gested there might be water. She said
extensive drilling or ground-penetrating
radar might settle the issue, but had not

been done yet.

The main point is, it's still not proven
if there's water, but there's the possibil-

ity," Koch said. "How can they be sure?"
El-Baz had said the river, which he

called the Kuwait River, was discovered
as he and a team of graduate students
examined the impact of sand and silt

stirred up by military vehicles during the
Gulf War.

Satellite images, he said, showed that
two separate dry valleys — the Wadi al
Batin and the Wadi al-Rimah — once
connected to form the peninsula's largest
river, flowing for 530 miles and up to three
miles wide.

The gravel was carried by rushing water
from the mountains and created two thirds
of the land mass of Kuwait.

El-Baz said it was not clear how much
waterremained underground but it would
have been replenished by occasional rain
draining from the mountains.

Before El-Baz's report, a professor at
the Bahrain-based Gulf beds in the pen-
insula, but that they had grown saline
with use through the centuries.

The professor, Shehta al-Khateeb,
warned against exaggerated reports on
water supplies in the region, saying these
would complicate water-sharing talks
launched as part of multilateral negotia-
tions complementingthe Arab-lsrali peace
process.

"Data on water must be practical and
must not be exaggerated because the
coming conflict in the region will be about
resources and water and not oil." al-
Khateeb said.

The Third World Affairs Page is

looking for new writers.

Any undergraduate or graduate students
Interested in wHting, please contact Ines

VIeIra at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.
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Unconventional Nine enlightens crowd
D.. OUATirXT \tr\T\r\l,.-n.rr^T -rBy SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Cloud Nine
The Curtain Theatre
Aprils

Even those who do not share my con-
viction that "Cloud Nine" is the finest

Theatre Department presentation since
"Tales of the Lost Formicans" 14 months
ago should feel obliged to cheer the show
for providing us with the first female
playwright and female leads of the se-

mester. After 10 weeks ofmale-dominated
theatre, it was both refreshing and re-

lieving to see female characters who acted
as more than complements to more-im-
portant male roles.

In a way. this is what Caryl Churchill's
play is all about: the development of self-

identity and the arbitrary nature of gen-
der roles. Everyone in this show has a
keenly different personality and. aside
from the vacant, grinning patriarch
(Michael Lomberdi ), everyone is impressed
with the importance of hiding behind the
accepted facades of wife, son, servant, etc.

This game ofdeception is presented, at

first, as a comic sex farce — a family of

buffoons in colonial Africa act out dreary
lives with dreary persistence while en-

gaged in countless deceits and affairs. Sex
and love are unifying factorsbetween these
characters since every one is transgress-

ing some unwritten law in search of hap-
piness. Adultery, homosexuality, lesbian-
ism, bi-racial sex and numerous combi-
nations thereof, all lurk beneath the sur-

face of Victorian tranquility.

Churchill , and UMass director Michael
Tritto, make the necessity of hiding
sexuality seem even more unreasonable

by casting a towering man (Micah
HollingBworth) as the submissive, cultured
wife, and a petite young woman (Laurie
Ciarametaro) as the butch, and secretly

gay, son.

But for all the farcical absurdity ofthis
first act, it is the dramatically simple
second act which does more to promote the
understanding of social and sexual dif-

Yet although a few

closed-minded people

clambered for exits, the

majority ofthe audience

remained with the

characters, and learned

not only to accept them
but to finally cheer for

their liberation.

- Shawn McDonnell

ferences. The stories ofact one are contin-
ued, transplanted tomodem-day England,
but the actors have all traded roles. The
gay son still performs love scenes with
men, but he is no longer played by a
woman — the heterosexuality safety net
is gone.

It was interesting to note the shock
that the audience (who cheered and hooted
at heterosexual oral sex in act one) ex-

pressed at something as simple as a kiss

between men. Yet although a few closed-

minded people clambered for exits, the
m^ority of the audience remained with
the characters, and learned not only to

accept them but to fiiudly cheer for their

$1,000 PER SEMESTER
"C QUALIFiED STUDENTS

S100 MONTHLY
TAX-FREE STIPEND

No specific academic major requlred--m!.nimum GPA anid

age requirements apply

—OFFER ENDS SOON—

Cal! Major Keren at 413-545-2451
or stop by Room 205 Dickinson Hall

AIM HIGH WITH AIR FORCE ROTC

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR THE
COORDINATOR OF THE

JOSEPHINE WHITE EAGLE CULTURAL CENTER

The Search Committee for the Coordinator of the

Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center cordially

invites the University community to participate in 6

open candidate forums. At these forums. At these

forums, candidates for the coordinator's position will

be available to meet and speak with students, faculty

and staff in the Cultural Center located in the lower

level of Chadbourne House.

CANDIDATES SCHEDULE THIS WEEK:
Ms. Sharon Smith Wednesday April 7th 2pm
Ms. Mary Elizabeth Lagoy Thursday April 8th 12noon

liberation.

In one particularly rueful scene of
memory, the newly-open gay man
(Hollingsworth ) is confronted by the image
ofhis first act self(Ciaramento) and by the
question ofwhether his lifestyle was worth
the sacrifice of safety and home. It is a
scene full of yearning and pain, and one
that is so beautifully played by the actors
that even the staunchest homophobe
cannot help but be moved.

Equally impressive is the thunderous
finale ( featuring a beautiful score by Peter
Fernandez) in which all pretensions are
finally dropped and the cast joins in a
weirdly cosmic song ofhope for the future
entiUed, "Ufe Will be FineWhenWe Reach
Cloud Nine." The sad poignancy of this

conclusion is that the eternally repressed
matron (Ciarametaro), left alone on-stage
after her only true moment of abandon,
can do nothing more than fastidiously

restore her hair and clothing. . . and hope
that nobody saw.

It is truly a shame that a show so
artfully understated in word and in

thought would resort to following this

finale with a manipulative and over-

wrought epilogue. Forcing happy endings
on the characters (most of which ring
false ) seems to undermine the verypurpose
of the play by saying, "hey, eveiything is

all right after all.

But this gem is only slightly less im-
pressive because of its flaws, and the
strengths of a brilliant cast and crew
outweigh any ofmy gnunbly complaints.
Particularly impressive is the work of
Ciarametaroand Hollingsworthwho share
the evening's two leads. Although physi-
cally dissimilar, the performers play off

each other so adroitly that when they
trade characters in act two, the transition
is nearly seamless.

Combining this ace cast (which also
inciudes the consistently excellent acting
of Lombardi, Jen Costello and Rob
Corddry) with the soft touch of director
Tritto and the whimsy ofdesigners Terry
Becket and Ulises Alcala, it is hard to

come up with an)rthing less than a win-
ner.

RemainingperformancesofCloudNine'
are April 610, 8 p.m. at the Curtain The-
atre. Tickets are available from the FAC
Box Office.

Todays Minutemen Know.
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Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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Probe Ranger Thunderbird

Mustang F-150 Festttn

Aerostar Tempo Explorer

Taurus Bronco Escort

Get $400 To Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment.
Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates.

You took endless tests and endured more all-

nighters than you can remember. It's time to receive

the credit you're due — savings on the Ford car or

truck of your choice.

And your Ford dealer can help. Right now, you can

receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993

Ford cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other in-

centives being offered. Qualified graduates could make

no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRP

You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days.

This offer is available to college grads, grad school

graduates and grad school students graduating

between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993.

So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up

some extra credit — big savings on a Ford car or

truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved

financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase

Program. FDr more infomiation call: 1-800-321-1536.

I^EWENGLANJ)
FORD

FORD DEALERS
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Jeff Crofts

Photo Technician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Michele Bakis

Greg Sukiennik

Menu
University of Massachusetts Food Services

has made available a 24-hour information

line which lists information about the

Dining Commons as well as the specific

items offered on the menu.

Call 545-2626 and ask for Fran.

Hot off the press, the very first edition of the Desert

Island Times caused the newspaper to quickly fold.

Quote of the Day
"Mom always said, 'don't play ball in

the house.'"

- Bobby Brady

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19); Cre-

dle a climale ot generosity luddy and
cKhers will volunteer to assist you. A
money tree could blossom il y<Hj nur-

ture It. Expect the unexpected In ro-

mance.

TAURUS (April 20-May 10). II

nrtay be besi to I'ly solo today. ( XM-oi-

town iMJsiness associates provide

helplul into-mation. Live in the mo-
ment arxi dro|) any Ixjllying tactics.

C.EMINI (May J I -June 201: Di--

cide what is really imporiant to you
and your future — then go after it!

Events at work could prove irritating.

Look tor tinancial aid from other

sources. Romance is illy.

CANCER I lune 2 1 -July 12): Guard
against "Ux>t-in-moulh" mistakes.

Greet and treat the highc-r-ups with

great rt>spect. You can relax your

delenses tonight with your family.

Have tun without wreckingyour bank

account.

LEO (|uly 2J-Aug. 221: Us«-lul

inlormation conx's (rom conlidenlial

sources loday. Trust your instincts:

you are right on target. Examine mer-

( handise carefully it Ixiying sales

Items.

VIRGO(Aug 21-Sepl. 11). Doing
«)mething out ol the ordinary < ould

lead to something extraordinary!

Follow your instincts il ,in irn i-stnx-nl

seems right. Returning to i s<'nsil)le

diet and exercising work woinJers

LIBRA iSepi 21-Ort. 221: Lurk
and love smile on you now. A guesi

may ignite romanlK' lireworks or re-

kindle old emlx-rs. The coniiorts (it

Ivinn- will soothe you tonight. Seeti

healthy, relaxing pastimes.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 1\):

Take the inlialive »»o matters di-ar lo

your iK'art; your enthusiasm will wm
support along the way. A iDyslery

may Ix- sjilved with pleasing results.

Someone who lives close lo >'ou es

.uling umharac teristically.

SAGITTARIUSINov. 22-Dc>i 21 1:

An unex(>e< ted breakthrough c an
make this a golden day. In donvslK
matters, your intuilion is right on
target. RomanlH bliss hinges on how
you handle a new relationship.

CAPRICORN MXi. 22-|an. II):

Stublxxn pe())>le are suddenly open
lo suggestions. New hap(>irH-ss re-

sults. Your ability to interprtH a k>ved

one's iKxly language is a big helft.

Stan a savings plan.

A(^UARIUS (Ian. 2<)-Feli. 181:

Recent IrilKilalions should Ik* Ix'liiiNJ

you. Moves, transtersand|)ronv)lior»s

are on the horizon. Have patience

Consider taking ,i Ixush-up course at

a local college

PISCES (Fc-b 19-March 201: AM
systems are "go" tcxiay. Pay close

altc-nlion to tk-l.iils and make sure

thai your work is Ic-lterfx-rfec t. Higher-

ups view ycHir criiMls with a|)proval.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 Funny —
Hepburn movie

5 Defrost

9 Geological

epoch
13 Papal vestment

15 Verdi f»efoine

16 Everglades'

denizen
1

7

Word Willi firma

or cotta

18 Memorable
newsman
Huntley

19 Fit inside

?0 Side trips

22 Water |ug

23 Dine
24 Xante's mate
26 Fragments of

pottery

30 The Danube, in

Deulschland

J2 Remote region

33 Impede
35 Story lines

39 Component
40 Juvenile

42 Like — out ol

hell

43 Second largest

state

45 - les-

MoulineauK
Pans suburb

46 Hepburn role in

"Green
Mansions"

4 7 Lorelei's river

49 Matrix

51 Enamoured
53 Cruise

54 First name in

spydom
55 Layer ol Earth s

environment

6? Man Irom

Oman
63 Eastern

chieftain

64 Handle
65 Chut/pah
66 Incline

67 Lyrical muse
68 Small land

mass

69 Cigar end
70 Singles

DOWN
1 Destiny

2 Wall Stre«l

acronym
3 Pub s concern
4 Tan shade
5 Implied

6 " — Silver,

away'"

7 Mideast port

8 Golfer Tom
9 Bird watchers'

need
10 "— lor Adano"
1

1

Thread lor sok

12 Nic(< spel
14 Dog —
21 Cocky
25 Pan backwards
26 Barbecue

device

27 Tabled —
28 Karras

29 Extraordinary

30 Wet
31 Has
34 Cut ol meat

36 News
r>otice

37 Domesticate
38 First rater

41 Scopes or

compasses
44 Rider Haggard

novel

48 Prisoner

50 Abundant
51 — Bulba"

52 By any
possibility

53 Rich cake
54 Wise men
56 Send out
57 River deposit

58 Leander's love

59 Writer Hunter

60 Anatomical
network

61 Cupid

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

m

The opinions expressed on this pdge .ue those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Co^mi) or the University.
<)!*«< I.n \ii(rlri Ham S>*dl»lr 4/e/ftil
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The Coordinating Dean of Ans and Sciences. Dr. Lee Edwards, and Nu Chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa are pleased to announce new memhers elected from the Junior and
Senior classes. Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest and most prestigious American honor society
in the Liberal Ans. It was founded at the College of William and Mary on December
5. 1776. Yale's chapter was formed in 1780. Harvard's in 1781. Dunng the next century
additional chapters of Phi Beta Kappa were added and in 1883 a national organization
called the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa was created. At present, only 237 liberal
ans colleges or universities have been accredited by the national organization and permitted
to form chapters. In New England only six public institutions are so recognized.

Candidates do not apply for membership nor is application made on their behalf.
They arc nominated by the chapter's faculty members on the basis of their academic records
as shown on their transcripts. Candidates most be majors in one of the three faculties
of the College of Arts and Sciences and must satisfy certain grade point, foreign language,
and distribution requirements set by the national organization. Approximately 3% of Seniors
with the strongest academic records are elected each year, one half of 1% of Juniors
are selected.

PHI BETA KAPPA

Nu Chapter of Massachusetts

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

For information on Phi Beta Kappa and its chapter at the University of Massachusetts-

Amherst, visit the Phi Beta Kappa display near the card catalog in the Tower Library.

CLASS OF 199A
Alsop, Pamela S.

Brandel, Jennifer S.

Butler, Donna M.

Daigre, Eric S.

Dorsey, Karen A.

Grady, Robert E.

Holmgren, Lisa M.

Mello, Brooke

Murray, Laura A.

O'Brien, Michael R.

Palazzolo, Vita A.

Roberts, Alison E.

Schnitzler, Micaela A.

Smith, Brian J.

Wagner, Stacy E.

Zervas, Sophia J.

CLASS OF 1993
Allegrezza, Thomas A.

Armstrong, Robert J., Jr.

Bastek, Jason

Benfield, Rodd J.

Bornemann, Eleanor A.

Brigham, Kevin A.

Cherry, Jennifer J.

Colica, Anthony J.

Conaghan, Kerry L.

Corbett, Max S.

Cote, Philip J.

Craven, Erica L.

Culiiton, Mary F.

Davis, David E.

Dietel, KimberlyA.

Maifii:

HISTORY
WOMEN'S ST
SOCIOLOGY

ENGLISH
MATH

HISTORY
MICROBIOLOGY

BIOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY

HISTORY
POLI SCI

PSYCH
BIOLOGY
HISTORY
PSYCH

BIOCHEM

Miific

ZOOLOGY
ECONOMICS
GEOLOGY

PSYCH
ZOOLOGY

PSYCH
PSYCH

ZOOLOGY
ENGLISH
BIOCHEM
CLASSICS

STPEC
PSYCH
BDIC

POLI SCI I

Dipierro, Debbie E.

Drake, Debra A.

Fabbri, Dana N.

Finnegan, Kevin L.

Flescher, Christopher B.

Fowler, Steven F.

Frado, Edward A.

Gaffney, Sharon M.

Gelbach, Jonah B.

Gies, Daryl F.

Graham, Amy C.

Graves, Peter F.

Guillemin, Julie M.

Helfand, Sacha D.

Hickey, Wendy D.

Ho, Hoi Hung
Hodgdon, Alice

Hohler, Daniel C.

James, Mary L.

Johnson, Rebecca A.

Jones, Christopher R.

Jurich, Joselyn S.

Kali, Melissa A.

Kirschner, Mia J.

Klein, llene F.

Krieger, Allyson M.

Kyros, Konstantine

Lanza, Teri L.

Leung, Ka C.

Lin, Chia-Ching A.

Long, Mickey

Macphee, Keelee J.

Manes, Keira

Manning. Brendon P.

• T •

MUFFLER/BRAKE

40.000 Mile Guarantee
All-Season Steel Belted Radial

GRENADIER
$2^795

IM »S0 95\0 P155/80 R13

Tough stMl ImH* for ttrongth A control.
Groat traction in any woatttar.

whitawall size list price our price 1

P165/80R13 53.95 41.95
PI 75/80 R13 55.95 41.95 j

P185/80R13 57.95 43.95
P185/75R14 58.95 45.95
P195/75 R14 61.95 47.95
P205/75R14 64.95 49.95
P215/75R14 68.95 53.95
P205/75R15 66.95 50.95
P215/75R15 69.95 54.95
P235/75 R15 76.95 59.95

ill:

ANTHRO
POLI SCI

MATH
ENGLISH
PSYSICS

BIOCHEM
LEGAL ST
ZOOLOGY

ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS

COMP LIT

MICROBIOLOGY
ENGLISH

CHINESE
POLI SCI

CHEMISTRY
SOCIOLOGY
LEGAL ST
ZOOLOGY

CHEMISTRY
HISTORY

SEESU
PSYCH
STPEC
PSYCH

POLI SCI

HISTORY

ENGLISH
COMPUTER SCI

MICROBIOLOGY
PHOLOSOPHY

BIOCHEM
BDIC

MICCROBIOLOGY

Mantz, Jeffrey W.
Martin, Genevieve H.

McCann, Heidi N.

Megna, Lisa A.

Mendonca, Rose M.

Meymaris, Gregory

Mildren, Reuben A.

Minkin, Elizabeth S.

Munroe, Heather A.

Pawlak, Sonia K.

Poster, Michael S.

Resnick, Rebekah E.

Resnick, Richard J.

Robbins, Barrett L.

Robblee, Patrick P.

Rudolph, Jennifer M.

Schwarz, Joshua P.

Shea, Heather A.

Skilling, Roger A.

Slate, Charles M.

Smith, James H.

Temesvari, Katharine M.
Tripp, Jennifer E.

Vautour, Donna M.

Walker, Suleyken D.

Wood, Jennifer R.

Yegerlehner, Josiah D.

£LASS_QF 1^182

Bernstein, Sandra J.

Conrad, Carolyn S.

Dacey, Ann E.

Doherty, Garrett J.

Dupont, Stefan A.

STPEC
FRENCH

JOURNALISM
PHYSICS

SPANISH
MATH

ANTHRO
PSYCH

ZOOLOGY
CHEMISTRY

POLI SCI

ANTHRO
ENGLISH
CLASSICS
ANTHRO

JUDAIC ST
PHYSICS

RUSSIAN
ENGLISH

ECONOMICS
STPEC

ZOOLOGY
ART HISTORY
SOCIOLOGY

BDIC

JAPANESE
POLI SCI

Major
PSYCH

ANTHRO
PSYCH

ENGLISH
BIOCHEM

Eichenbaum, Wendy F.

Englander, Beth S.

Fisher, David E.

Gentes, Eric A.

Hart, AjilaM.

Herlihy, Kerry A.

Hirsh, Sally R.

Holmquist, Kara L.

Johnson, Carin M.

Keeler, Kelly A.

Kupfer, Tamara A.

Loh, Eileen P.

McPhee, Deborah J.

Miller, Aretha A.

Moline, Sheryl L.

Moore, Chhristopher M.

Nalen, James E.

O'Rourke, Kelly A.

Pollner, Neil S.

Prentice, Beverly J.

Sarage, Christopher C.

Surabian, Robert P.

Susskind, Yifat

Szmyt, Eric T.

Wolf, Cara H.

Yacht, Andrew C.

ENGLISH
ECONOMICS

COINS
HISTORY

BDIC

ENGLISH
PSYCH

LEGAL ST
COMMUN

STPEC
WOMEN'S ST

ENGLISH
SOCIOLOGY

SPANISH
HISTORY

PHILOSOPHY
ANTHRO
PSYCH

ENGLISH
ENGLISH
SPANISH
HISTORY
STPEC

LINGUISTICS

STPEC
PHYCH

HONORARY MEMBER

John W. Olver

Congressman, First

District Massachusetts

Congratulations

IF IT AIN'T COUPON SPECIALS! —
MONRO MUfTLER/BRAHE

FREE!
Brake Inspection
A 10% off any brak« repair

Lifetime
guaranteed
braite stvoes

a pads!*
ONLY "OU CAW WKVtWT F0IK5T nwts '

W*1 iMpwtywmdn bnlH ^frtM for Iwtl If any Npito ae HMdMl iMl t*0 10% offow—rf-fa—t,«iii.^-^..p.i

—

m,^-^
.,,,111, T^lfcw^llnlnnlirt^lllml)^^^.

«M no oMfMta on yow p«t Not ««U «l» av ottHr ollw. *Sm iiMMw lor diWh.
Coupon vMd Itwu 5/39/93 3134

MOM/70 MUFFLER/BRAHE

Oil, Lube& Fitter

$4^88
U^^^m PhmTwt

Includes up to 5 quarts Kandal motor oi. I

hm undaicar Inmacttat AwaMMe for i

n
\

Coupon vatM thni 5/39/93

f Kendal oi mtar, duMtoUwA
t vaMdn. Plaaae cal for an

3135

MONRO MUFFLER/BRAHE

2-Wmi Alignment

$9^88*

News.

Arts.

Sports.

Ed/Op.

Lunch.

Cotnics.

The

Collegian.

*tate«Maaads«.Weai|urtca>tar, (

tapoct stMiIncA front^nd. AiaMile for r

PwaM cal for afipotntonont

Coupon vMd Itwu 5/39/93

.Atoe.

' coupon iwtkl Itwu 5/39/93 3136 I

MUFFLERS • BRAKES • SHOCKS • SPRINGS • ALIGNMENTS
• TIRES -FRONT WHEEL DRIVE EXPERTS

360 Russell St SoO'OSdS
NORTHAMPTON
326 King St _

' 461 Memorial Dr 594-9 161
WILBRAHAM fSVl O 0/>0-V
1971 Boston Road 04O-CS0Z7
W.SPRINGFIELD "70A ^€%^0%
777 Riverdale St / 09-000U

HOJRS Mon. Tue. Thu, Fr. 7 30 am • 8 00 pm. Wed 7 30 am 6 00 pm Sat 7 30 am - 4 00 pm

461 Memorial Dr 594*9 161
WILBRAHAM fSVl O 0/>0-V
1971 Boston Road O^O^CSOZf
W.SPRINGFIELD "70A ^€%^0%
777 Riverdale St / 09-000U

HOJRS Mon. Tue. Thu. Fr. 7 30 am • 8 00 pm. Wed 7 30 am 6 00 pm Sat 7 30 am - 4 00 pn

90 Days same as cashltrcizrsr.;.
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continued from poge 1

2

"

^^nK^^'^^'^^^^f
^^^"^^ Swoopes and her 47 points, theNCAA Division I record for most points in a champion-

ship game by either a man or a woman.
• Mark Price missing the free throw that would have

given him Calvin Murphy's record of 78 in a row.
• J.R_Rider's victory in the college slam-dunk contest

and the T-shirt he was wearing, depicting himself. Can't
he get in trouble with the NCAA for that? Oh, I forgot
Rider attends UNLV.

'

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist

Managemei
SOL THPOINT APARTMENTS

& TOVVNHOUSES
ONEMONTHFREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^Z^^O
2 Bdrm froim ^-^^30
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^.^.^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited
number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine
Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.
Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

LACROSSE NOTICE
The UMass lacrosse

team split two games over
the weekend, giving

Coach Ted Garber his

100th victory.

Read alt about that and
a preview of the Gorillas'

upcoming battle with
Providence in tomorrow's
Collegian.

roouN'imimNEin!
... SO we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

water for the next heating season

limoiB Uwl Estofe
25 North Pleosonf Street

253-7879

Monday - 1 Qc Mozzarella Sticks
in

0)

13

CO

o
OO

CO

to

APRIL DRINK SPECIALS

Happy Chu'

15th Birthday

Jim Beam and Coke

Coors Extra Gold

Bar Bottles $i.50

Plus Our Famous FcmmI Giveaifvay

CD
C/i

Q.

o

Q.
o

o
U3
c

o

CO

VVednesday 25cr: Cheese Pizza Slices
191 N. Ptcuant St
Amherst -253-201 3

Open 7 Days Thursday nites In Northampton

22 Masonic St
Northampton • 586-6036

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
kLE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days pnor to pubt.cation

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3.30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad and Braakfast
Downtown Amrierst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only $169 witfi AIRHfTCHi (Reported

in Lefs Go! and NY TimesI California

$129 each way. AIRHITCH r 212 864.

2000

International Fair

Have a table or participate In

entertainment showing your culture at

International f^air on May 8th at the

SUB. Call Rachel at 5465587 or Jill at

5464909

SPANISH SPEAKERS
Earn$$$
Need fluent Spanish speakers

INon native) for psychology reading

study.

Should have talien

Spanish 320 or above
Call Jovette 545 0693

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 SAAB 99 Maroon. 142K,

Sunroof, nice stereo, well maintained,

very good condition, see at Holdsworth

Hall, Call John, day 5 9100, night 259

1973. 3850.00

1983 Plymouth Turitmo
only $400 takes it

Call Tom 63873

COLLEGE PIZZA

FOR RENT

Amharst Center - Take overour lease

1 ,2 t)edroom apartment above Antonlos
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 tiedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amharst Hadley Balchartowm four

five six t)edroom homes 586-4270

Amharst - 3 bedrotun condos with

healed basements and efficiency gas

heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

One Bedroom Puffton S434/month.

Take over our lease. Call Debbie and

Sharon at 549 4330

Puffton - 3 Bedroom take over our

lease 549-6087

South DearfieM Cantw
On bus route new efficiency and one

bedroom apartment reasonable mov-
ing In cost call 247 3259 _^__
Take over my lease one bedroom apt

in Colonial VIg S400 253-2537 (508)757

9470^

Take over our lease starting June 1st

2 BOR Brandywine furniture incl.

Call Now 549 5193

Twro female* wanted to share bed

room in Puffton S177/month each
Beginning June 1 549 2919

2 Bedroom Brandywine Apt
Starting in June
Furniture included

Call 549 7557

Thrilling apartment on Main Street

Across street from bus stop. Take over
our lease on June 1 st and start enjoying
It! Call 253 9175

FOR SALE

Backpacks External Frama
1 ALP 1 -Academy S40 for twth. Call Art

256 1723

Brown BIrkenstocks $50
Size: Euro 37/US 7 1/2-8 women's
Call 586 3599

60 Meg HD Connors 21/2' almost new
S200. Mike 253 8175

Smith Corona Word
Call 546 5471

VCR, shortwrava radio, typewriter

(elec), comp. Monitor & keyboard,

ressonsbire price @ 546 5698

FOUND

HELP WANTED

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000'>/month > world travellHawaii.

Mexico, the Caribt>e8n. etc.) Holiday,

summer and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For

employment program call 1-20is-634-

0468ext. C5001

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

LEADERS NEEDED: Summer teen

age bicycling trips. US, Canada, Eu
rope Minimum 4 week commitment.
Student Hosteling Program, Ashdeld

Roadj^Conway,MA01341 (800)343 6132

Postal Jobs Available! Many posi

tions, great benefits. Call 1 -800-4364365

ext. p-3306

INSTRUCTION

Key for staelcasa file cabinet on 3/3 at

9:45 pm on the east side of Machmer
Hall. Returned to the Campus Center

info desk.

HEALTH

Physics and Math Tutor
MA. Physics

Experienced Teaching Assistant

Call 256 0260

LOSE WEIGHT!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30 ! 100%
guaranteed. Doctor Recommended!
253 3816

Happy Birthday Paul Love, Karen

Hey Tins Forrister

of 345 Puffton:!!

You are the sprinkles on the

Donut of life...

Need wc say more'
Love. All of us'

ROOMMATES WANTED

Help! We Need two female room
males to share a room off campus.
Please no smokers Call 546 2302

HOUSEMATES NEEOEOI Looking for

2 people to share room in house
$175/mo/person 253 0751

Puffton Village 2 roomates needed
SI 70 per month. Call Mike 549 9900

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with

complete resume developmenl. Keith

Anderson, Ph.D. 582 4037_

Tsrot Readings
Call Chris at 2S3-7S24

SUMMER SUBLET

Amherst Center
Unusual 2 tjedroom

Immaculate, sunlit

1 minute to town and bus
Parking S650 Heat incl.

253 9656

4 Openings in two bedroom
Brandywine for summer S175/month
each. Starting June Isl 549 7975

Summer Sublet - Let with Fall option

one bedroom apartment in Puffton Vil

lage call anytime at 549-1954

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study etpaAol/cullure

Homestav612 690 9471

Scuba Diva for credit

At; UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner. Advanced, Dive Travel

800 282 0977

WANTED

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810 PERSONALS

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese 83.50

Lg. Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496073
549 6098

Firefighter Jaff,

Vou seem to deserve the

l>est. I hope you find her!

Rach

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Spons cards and starting lineups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

Habia EspaAol?
Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed lor language study

Earn money for participating!

Call 538 2035 for more info

Newport
3 seniors seek lively

house/housemates for

summer
Leslte/Oeanna 253-9743
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Sports
Minutemen drop 2 of 3 to A- 1 foe G

W

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Like a boxer who has his opponent on the ropes but is
unable to register a knockout, the University ofMassachu-
setts baseball team had the George Washington Univer-
sity Colonials staggered, but was unable to drop them

The Minutemen (6-7, 2-3 A- 10) slaughtered the
Colonials 12-0 in the Atlantic 10 series opener, but were
unable to KO them for good. Instead, GW recovered
taking the next two 6-1 and 13-7.

George Washington (8-12, 3-4). which had lost 10 in a
row going into the series, rebounded with wins Sunday
and Monday. The series was pushed ahead one day due
to inclement weather.

The Minutemen, playing for the first time in one week,
showed no signs of lethargy in their 12-0 victory. The
team pounded out 14 hits, including four by left fielder
Justin Howard. Other offensive stars included catcher
Jeff January (2 home runs, 5 runs batted in), second
baseman Mark Pileski (3 for 4. 2 runs. 2 RBI) and third
baseman Jeff Creamer, who went 2 for 4.

The real star, however, was ace right-hander Jeff
Toothaker. who ( 3-2 ) allowed only six hits and two walks
in seven innings, and struck out five.

He had solid support in the field, as the UMass defense
committed only one error. Toothaker lowered his earned
run average to 3.60 on the year with the victory.

The Minutemen full intended to kick GW while they
were down. But the defendingA-10 champions regrouped,
thanks to right-hander Rich Rosenberg.

Rosenberg (2-0) threw a two-hitter, and the Minute-
men plated their only run in the fifth, when the outcome
was still in doubt. WhenAndy Pelis singled offRosenberg,
scoring Bill Knight. UMass was down 2-1.

The Colonials came back with one in the fifth and
three in the sixth to put things away. Jim Telgheder (2-
2) took the loss.

The Minutemen needed the victory Monday to stay
above .500, butGW scored in every inning but the second
in the 13-7 win.

Greg Patton, the Colonials' leading hitter, went 3-for-
5 with 4 RBI. His two-run homer in the first inning putGW up for good. Bryan Urda and Scott Sharp also hit
dingers for the Colonials.

The Minutemen collected 10 hits on offense, with
Howard, Greg LaRocca and Keith Richards combining
for 5 hits and 3 RBI, but they never had enough to
challenge the Colonials, who walked away with the
victory and the edge in the three-game series.

X)SH REYNOLDS/ COLLEGIAN
Steve Ck)rradi and the University of Massachusetts base-

ball team fell to George Washington yesterday.

Women's tennis returns
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team officially returned
to action splitting their first two matches
of the year. UMass made their 1993
debut a successful one last Thursday,
pounding Mt. Holyoke College 6-3. In
their second outing, the Minutewomen
suffered defeat at the hands of the Uni-
versity of Vermont, 6-3.

Against Holyoke, four of the six
UMass singles players were victorious.
The Minutewomen doubles tandems
did their job as well with two of the
three teams registering victories.

Freshman Liesl Sitton played first

singles for UMass and she showed why
as Sitton blasted Holyoke's Julia
Lenfers 6-0. 6-1. At second singles for
UMass. junior Stacey Scheckner fell to
Shelley Bogard in a tight match 7-6, 6-
4.

In a tough three set match,
Minutewoman Leslie Watts, a junior,
fought past Cathy Brennan in the third
singles match 6-4. 2-6, 7-6.

UMass captain, junior Pam Levine,
was unable to get past Jen Howe at
fourth singles and fell 6-0, 6-3. At the
fifth singles slot for the Minutewomen,
sophomore Alissa Cohen steadied her
way past Stacy Derderian 6-4, 6-2.

Rounding out the singles play, UMass'
number six singles player, senior Kelly
Grim breezed by Natalie Meyer 6-1,6-
1.

In doubles play, the first doubles
tandem for UMass, Sitton and Watts,

came from behind to defeat Cathy
Brennan and Shelley Bogard, 6-7, 6-4
6-4.

At second doubles, UMass' team of
Levine and Scheckner fell to Julia
Lenfers and Jen Howe 6-4, 6-2. Round-
ingout the doubles action, UMass' third
doubles team of Alex Torres and Mary
Edwards defeated Stacy Derderian and
Natalie Meyer 6-3, 6-3.

In Vermont, the Minutewomen split

their six singles matches but lost all

three doubles encounters. Sitton moved
to 2-0 on the season as she walloped
Tara Pepin 6-0, 6-0.

At the No. 2 single spot, UMass'
Scheckner was defeated by Cathy
Kuebler 6-1,6-1. Leslie Watts was un-
able to get byVermonts'Julia Renstrom
at third singles slot, as Watts fell 6- 1 .

6-

2.

UVM's Becky Sohn beat UMass'
Levine at fourth singles, 6-2, 6-2. At
both the No. 5 and 6 singles spots,
UMass players moved to 2-0 with victo-
ries at Vermont. Alissa Cohen rallied
past Lisa Johnson at the No. 5 spot in
three sets, 6-2, 2-6, 6-4. Kelly Grim, at
the No. 6 spot, blasted Sharon Eberhard
6-3. 6-0.

In doubles action. UMass' first tan-
dem of Sitton and Watts fell to Tara
Pepin and Lisa English in a three set
affair 1-6. 6-3, 6-4. At No. 2 doubles, the
Minutewomen pair of Levine and
Sheckner fell to Vermont's Lisa John-
son and Sharon Eberhard 7-6, 6-4.

In the third doubles encounter,
UMass' Cohen and Grim lost in a tight
three setter, 4-6, 6-2, 6-4.

Softball sweeps Bonnies
Minutewomen win pair, host BC today
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

Aft«r two weeks of being confined to
Totman Gym. the University ofMassachu-
setts Softball team successfully opened the
Atlantic 10 season by taking out its ag-
gression on a winless St. Bonaventure
squad, crushing the Lady Bonnies and
sweeping both ends of a double header
yesterday at the UniversityofRhode Island.

The Minutewomen cruised in the first

game, winning by a 10-0 score and only
needing five innings to hand St.
Bonaventure their seventh loss of the
season. The second game was much like
the first, with UMass again winning
handily, this time by a 9-0 count.

UMass (4-9 overall. 2-0 in the A-10)
proved the best defense is a good offense by
pounding out 27 hits in the two games.

In the firstgame, sophomore Kelly Daut
recorded her second win of the season,
while registering her first shutout of the
year. Daut struck out eight and walked
only one in five innings in upping her
record to to 2-5. Kelley McMordia suffered
the loss for St. Bonaventure.

After taking a 1-0 lead in the first
inning, the Minutewomen broke the game
wide open with seven runs in the third,
and iced it with two more in the fifth.

Senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas led
the 13-hit attack for coach Elaine Sortino's
squad by going 3-for-3 at the plate with a
double. Junior second baseman Tracey
DuEst (3-for-3) and sophomore center
fielder Heather Dorsey (2-for-2) also con-
tributed to the cause.

The nightcap was a game ofmilestones

for the Minutewomen, namely senior
righthander Darlene Claffey and
Kuchinskas. In earning her second victory
ofthe season and 43rd ofher career, Claffey
( 2-4

) moved into third place on the UMass
all-time wins list. Claffey struck out five
in four innings. Freshman Dana Colla
worked three innings of relief for Sortino
and struck out two.

Kuchinskas was again the key figure
offensively for UMass as she went 2-for-4
with a double and two runs scored. Her
double, the 3l8t of her career, moved her
into second place on the all-time doubles
list while also putting her third on the
UMass all-time extra base hit list with 47.

Kuchinskas did not do it alone though.
Freshman shortstop Amy Powell and se-
nior left fielder Stacey Nichols both went
2-for-2 with two runs scored apiece.

This time a five-run third inning and a
four-run fourth spelled defeat for the Lady
Bonnies (0-8 overall, 0-6 in the A-10) and
losing pitcher Sheila Maloney.

The layoff apparently did not hurt
UMass defensively, as the Minutewomen
committedjustoneerror in the two games.

Today, field conditions permitting, the
Minutewomen will host Big East member
Boston College at 3 p.m. at Totman Field.

The Eagles (7-5 overall, 3-3 in the Big
East) are bolstered by a strong pitching
staff with the likes of Tricia Murray and
Kelli Weaver. Murray is 5-1 with a 0.92
earned run average in 38 innings pitched
and Weaver is 2-4 with a 1.63 ERA in 38
and two-thirds innings. Shortstop Julie
Obear leads BC offensively with a .448
batting average, one home run, and five
runs batted in.

New York Knicks keep on winning, fighting on the courtOn the weekend of WrpRtlpmnnia fV.^ m^,., v—i, t j i.„ •• , ^ . ,
^"^

^ROJA^

^H^f^^^^

On the weekend of Wrestlemania, the New York
Knicks decided they would continue the tradition of the
wrasslers by engaging in yet another brawl. New York
clawed and elbowed its way, literally, to a 123-107 victory
over Miami last Friday, ending the Heat's 12-game home
winning streak.

I iHt WeJJ. Patrick Ewing threw a
— Greg 'The Hammer" Valentine-

like elbow to the jaw of Grant
iV'' ^\\ ^"&' creating a huge gash that

/ ?r ;^i^ \ needed four stitches. Later in the

I %on^^"^^' P'^y^'"s from both teams

h.x\ ^<*P*
started shoving each other on the

Z^* court.

In a scene similar to when
"Rowdy" Roddy Piper smashed a pineapple and a coconut
over the head of "Superfiy" Jimmy Snuka in Piper's Pit,
Miami police officers were called onto the scene to restore
order. Hey, I could've sworn that Tony Garea, Rene
Goulet, and Pat Patterson were dressed up as cops that
night, but I can't be sure.

Anyway, the Knicks keep on winning, along with their
rivals for the No. 1 spot in the Eastern Conference, the
Bulls. Chicago beat up on the Celtics on national televi-
sion on Sunday, led by a sparkling defensive effort bywho
else but Michael Jordan.

\>H

Jordan limited Reggie Lewis to 11 points on 4 for 18
shooting. Reggie had been averaging over 30 points in his
last two games.

In all fairness to Boston (I can't believe I just wrote
that), the C's have had a tough time against the three best
teams m the NBA. Three in a row against Phoenix (a loss
on F^day), Chicago, and an upcominggame tonight against
the Knicks will surely test everybody's favorite team

One thing I can't understand, getting back to
Basketbrawl, is why haven't the Celtics turned to the
fighting ways ofthe Knicks. Ust season, the roughhouse
tactics of the Knickerbockers were blamed on the pres-
ence of the X-Man. He is not there anymore, so everyone
should shut up and blame someone else. How about John
Starks and Greg Anthony? ( This is not supposed to relate
to the movie Singles at all. O.K., maybe it is).

Up-and-coming Nuggets?
Denver is a team raixly anybody cares about, but the

Nuggetsareonthewayup.WithChrisJackson,Dikembe
Mutombo, and LaPhonso Ellis leading the way theNuggets have won six oftheir last eight, including a 120-
94 drubbing of the Timberwolves, who are travelling inthe opposite direction. ^

All of this winning still leaves Denver 1 games under
.500, so It really doesn't look like Dan Issel's club willmake the dance. Ifthey did, the Nuggets would probably

get pounded by the Suns in the first round.
Even if Denver doesn't make the playoffs, it seems as

though It has the young talent base to stay on the rise.
These kids can flat-out play (My best Dick Vitale imita-
tion when I have nothing else more to say).

March Madness is history.

M/-A A^!*®
moment you are reading this column, the

INCAA tournament is over. Finito. Kaput. The next

Nmf!.°"i^^^'"'^'"^
^"""^^^ h^Ps is who will enter theNBA draft and who will stay in school. So far, studs such

as Anfernee Hardaway and Jamal Mashburn have said
adieu to Memphis State and Kentucky, respectively, and
have thrown their hats into the ring of the NBA

Appropriately, the first thing these guys will receive
in the league is a new hat of the team that drafts them.

It IS time to inform the readers that I will be leaving
the University to partake on a two-year mission, in order
to get in shape for the NBA. I figured ifShawn Bradley,
a guy who probably hasn't played the sport; for two years,
can leave school and try to join the NBA, I can too. Why
not? •'

I guess it has to do with the fact that he is 7-foot-7.
Did you see that?

• Joepumars scoring 73 points in his last two games,
against Portland and Sacramento.

Turn to HARDWOOD, page 1
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ANC violence
must cease,
says leader
By BARRY RENFREW
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG— Nelson Mandela pleaded with
his followers Tuesday to refrain from violence, admitting
that ANC members are partly responsible for bloody
Black factional fighting.

Mandela, president ofthe African National Congress,
urged his supporters to show tolerance for their political
opponents, such as the Inkatha Freedom Party.

The ANC often blamed the poHtical violence that has
killed thousands in recent years on its Black and White
opponents, repeatedly accusing government security
forces and Inkatha of instigating the fighting.

But Mandela conceded during a speech at a political
rally that the ANC is not blameless in its battles with
members of Inkatha, also known as the IFP.

"I'm not going to blame the IFP and the government
only. We must face the truth — our people are just as
involved in violence," he said.

Mandela's statement appeared aimed at restraining
his more radical supporters. He also wants to attract
support and votes from outside the ANC by projecting a
more moderate image as South Africa moves toward
multiracial democracy.

Back and White leaders are deeply concerned the
violence will make it difficult to hold elections and end
White-minority rule. Political parties agreed in resum-
ing constitutional talks last week that ending violence
was a top priority, but they could not agree on what
needed to be done.

SUNNY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN - N.col Thompson, a sophomore psychology ma^TT^^S^.'^'urr
mechamcal engineering major and Kathryn Lond and Ian Wall, both senor anthropology major, enjoy a beautiful springday on the Student Union steps.

-^ a

Mandela told 2,000 supporters in the Black township
ofMamelodi outside Pretoria to condemn ANC followers
responsible for violence. He said people involved in
senseless killings were "animals" and would not be tol-
erated in the ANC.

He made the remarks at a burial ceremony forSolomon
Mahlangu, a member of the ANC's military wing who
was executed in 1979 after being convicted in a double
killing.

Mahiangu, who had been buried in another township,
was reburied Tuesday with full ANC honors near his
home in Mamelodi.

Mandela warned that the ANC could lose elections
unless it organizes broad support. He said theorgamzation
could not afford to be complacent.

"You must not take for granted that we are going to
win. Ifyou relyon numbers onlyyou will be disappointed,"
he told the crowd.

The ANC the biggest Black political group, is widely
expected to win the first general elections in which
Blacks will vote for the first time.

The White minority government is negotiating with
the ANC and other political groups on a new constitu-
tion.

Honorary degrees given
Famous biologists to receive UM title
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Three of the world's leading evolu-
tionary biologists will attend a special
convocation at the University of Mas-
sachusetts to receive honorary degrees.

The convocation is titled "Celebrat-
ing Evolution — The Central Para-
digm of Science." Each professor will

deliver a brief lecture after which they
will be awarded their degrees.

ErnstMayr is the Alexander Agassiz
professorofzoologyemeritus at Harvard
University. G. Lebyard Stebbins is a
emeritus professor of genetics at the
University of California at Davis.

Edward O. Wilson is the Frank B.

COURTESY HARVARD UNrVERSITY

Science professor Edward O. Wilson

is one of three biologists being awarded
honorary degrees by the University. Wilson

teaches at Harvard and is a two-time win-

ner of the Pulitzer Prize.

Baird Jr. professor of science at
Harvard. He is a two time Pulitzer
prize-winning author ofInsect Societ-
ies, Socxfbiology: The New Synthesis
and On Human Nature, Genes. Minds,
and Cultures.

Between the three men they have
published over 1.200 scientific works
and over 30 books. They have all been
the recipients of the Medal ofScience,
which was estabhshed by an act of
Congress and is presented annually
by the president.

They are members of the United
States National Academy of Science
and are all foreign members of the
German Academy ofScience. They are
also past presidents of the Society for
the Study of Evolution and Fellows of
the American Academy of Science.

Wilson and Mayr are members of
the Royal Society of England and
Stebbins is a members of the Royal
Swedish Academy.

Mayrhas received honorary degrees
from Oxford University, Cambridge
University, Harvard University, Yale
University, the University of Munich
and other leading institutions across
the world. Stebbins founded the ge-
netics department at UC-Davis.

The convocation is sponsored by the
proposed new graduate program in
Organismic and Evolutionary Biology.

Mayr and Stebbins, at nearly 90
years old, are the only living founders
of the modern synthetic theory of
evolution known as Neo-Darwinism.

President Michael Hooker will be
on hand to award the degrees to the
biologists. Theceremony will take place
on April 14 at 4 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

The following day, Wilson wdll lec-

ture on "The diversity of life" which
deals with sociobiologyand biodiversity.

UMass to aid economy
with Springfield office
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
opened an office in the Bank of Boston
Building in Springfield on Monday, as
part of the University's efforts to help
boost the region's economy and to make
University programs more accessible to

people outside of Amherst.
Steve Demski, staff director of the

master of business administration and
professional programs at the School of
Management, said the office will make it

easier for people in the Springfield area to

learn more about what the University has
to offer.

"The office makes the offerings of the
University more accessible to that part of

the state," Demski said. "It allows many
individuals who are reluctant to travel all

the way to Amherst an opportunity to talk
with University representatives face to

face."

The Mather Career Center, Cepart-
mentofContinuing Education, Conference
Services, University Without Walls. School
of Management's professional programs
and the University relations unit, which
oversees the campus' ties to business, are
all programs planning to use the office

space.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said the
office's location, at 1350 Main Street, will

allow the University to work more closely
with the businesses in the Springfield
area.

Turn to BANK, page 8

War enters second year
Balkan conflict rages despite peace effort
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina —
The second year of ethnic war in Bosnia
began Tuesday with more bad news:
Military commanders of the warring fac-

tions could not arrange peace talks and
thousands of refugees were barred from
leaving a Serb-encircled town.

Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic
also lent defiant support to Bosnia's Serb
rebels in a rare news conference, warning
the West against any more sanctions
against Serbs.

Nine U.N. trucks brought food to

Srebrenica.

Local officials in the eastern Bosnia
town refused to let any women, children,

sick, wounded or elderly board the trucks
to leave. They argue that evacuation of
the weakest makes Srebrenica more vul-

nerable to capture by the Serbs.
In light ofTuesday's actions, the United

Nations postponed plans to get more food
past Serb lines Wednesday, said Lyndall
Sachs, a spokeswoman for the U.N. High
Commissioner for Refugees in Belgrade.

In Geneva, UNHCR spokeswoman
Sylvana Foa rejected suggestions that
evacuations would help Serbs consolidate
control of eastern Bosnia.

"These people are desperate, they need
help." Foa said.

The plight of Srebrenica prompted
Bosnian government forces to pull out of
U.N.-sponsored talks at Sarajevo's airport
with Serb and Croat commanders.

Gen. Sefer Hali'ovic, commander ofthe
mostly Slavic Muslim government forces,

sent two envoys who merely read a
statement explaining his stance, U.N. of-

ficials said.

Turn to BOSNIA, page 8
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Wednesday, April 7

Meeting — UMass Earthday Coalition for EarthDay
'93 will be meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge.

Thursday, April 8

Benefit Concert — To support the roommates ofTara
Hartnett, who lost everything in the fire that destroyed
their Sunderland home, three bands Monghani, Bongos
to Circus and Synaesthesia will be playing from 8 p.m. to
1 a.m. in the Bluewall.

Meeting— ACT-UP will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. at 16
Center Street, Room 311 in Northampton.

Lecture — School of Management Professor Mzamo
Mangaliso will be speaking on "Multinational Challenge
in South Africa: Apartheid" at 7:30 p.m. in Campus
Center room 917. This discussion will be the third of

UMqss Police Log

seminar series "Multinational Corporations & Their
Impact."

Lecture— Paul Parks, who fought in an all-Black army
unit in World War II, will discuss tonight at 8 p.m. in
CampusCenterRoom 101 hisexperiencesinliberatingthe
Nazi death camps. He will also speak ofthe long-standing
relationship between Black and Jewish Americans and
the war contributions of African-Americans.

Friday, April 9

Social— The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance will
host a coffee social at 3 p.m. on the sixth floorofThomoson
Hall.

Lecture— Victor D'Lugin, a political theory professor
at the University of Hartford, and Steve Gavron, an
engineer at Hamilton Standard, will discuss "Out at
work is working out" from 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the
Campus Center room 917.

Compiled by Brian Gormley
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Larceny

• Last Tuesday morning staffin the Lederle Research
Center reported a terminal stolen from the computer
room. The terminal was valued at $485.

• Last Tuesday night an individual in McNamara
reported his 2 1 -speed Trek bicycle was stolen from a fifth
floor lounge. The bicycle was valued at $1500.

• Last Tuesday night an individual in McNamara
reported his mountain bike stolen from a seventh floor
lounge. The bicycle was valued at $500.

• Last Wednesday night an individual in Coolidge
reported her bicycle was stolen from the 14th floor. The
bicycle was valued at $470.

• Last Wednesday aft«moon an individual reported
her bicycle stolen outside of Mahar Auditorium. The
bicycle was valued at $465.

Bursary/Breaking and Entering

• Last Wednesday afl^moon an individual reported
her vehicle was broken into and a stereo cassette was
stolen. The stereo was valued at $500.

• Friday afternoon an individual reported his vehicle
parked on University Drive was broken into by smashing
a window on the passenger side. A stereo system and
compact discs were stolen. Total value of the goods was
$1000.

Woman sues for prank

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7" Days
8fim-9pm

131-op-Off or
Sel£ Sei-vice

Washing Machine
Starting at $1

Attendiinl a\ .liMhlo a\\ drtv

BOSTON (AP) — A man says he was
exercising his right to free speech when he
pasted the picture ofa female colleague on
top of sexually explicit centerfolds.

But the woman says the prank, done in
the middle of a statewide union election,
represented sexual harassment.

The issue will be decided by Suffolk
SuperiorCourt Judge J. Harold Flannery,
who is hearing the unusual case this week.

In 1987, social worker David Heller
clipped the portrait of Sylvia Bowman
from her campaign postcard when she ran
for president of Local 509 of the Service
Employees International Union, the bar-
gaining agent for 9,000 human service
workers in the state.

Heller attached the portrait to photos
showing naked women and circulated
copies of his work in Worcester welfare
office where he and Bowman worked and
in other state welfare offices. He called his

actions political satire.

Bowman lost the union election by 400
votes. But she sued Heller, a union stew-
ard from Webster who supported her op-
ponent.

Heller's attorney, Dennis J. Kelly, ar-
gued in written pleadings that Bowman's
lawsuit has no merit because the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled in 1988 that pubUc
figures may not sue political satirists for
causing "emotional distress."

But Bowman's attorney. Nancy
Gertner, said her client enjoyed broader
protection.

There's a difference between political
satire, which is all about words, and the
kind of a satire in which a woman is
sexually degraded in the workplace,"
Gertner said.

Labor laws restrict the freedom of
speech to prevent the workplace from be-
comingan abrasive environment, she said.

Recycle this Collegian

Brandywine offers Country
Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.
' One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

' Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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Resident Assistants Honored

The University is recognizing its dormitory resi-
dent assistants for their service and leadership to
the campus during ResidentAssistantAppreciation
Week from April 4-10.

Resident assistants serve as live-in, part-time,
student-staff members who facilitate campus liv-
ing by providing services such as peer and referral
counseling, educational and recreational activity
planning and dormitory policy enforcement.

"The role ofan RA is one ofthe most demanding
positions in Student Affairs," Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs Thomas Robinson said.

As part of RA Appreciation Week, Robinson
thanked each RA with a letter of appreciation
citing their contributions to the University.

Writing Prize EstabUshed

A $250 annual prize for column writing in the
Massachusett Daily Collegian Ifas been estab-
lished to honor the memory of the late Robert F.
Crowley, a 1982 UMass graduate, and a front-page
columnist for the New Bedford Standard-Times.

Crowley, who was widely-known simply as "Rob,"
died two years ago in a traffic accident. He had been
a reporter and editor for the Collegian as an un-
dergraduate.

Thejudges for the prize will include Al Lupo, an
author and Boston Globe columnist, Meredith
O'Brien, reporter for the Springfield Union-News
and Kendra Pratt, an information specialist for the
U.S. Department ofAgriculture in Washington, all

University graduates, and ajudge to be designated
by the board of editors of the Collegian.

Applicants for the prize must be enrolled in a
degree program at the University. Submissions
must be copies of columns written during the
apphcant's academic career at the University.

The deadline for submissions this year is April
23, with the winner to be announced in early May.

Submissions may be sent to Crowley Prize
Committee, care of Professor Howard M. Ziff,

Journalism Department, Bartlett Hall, University
ofMassachusetts,Amherst, MA, 1003. They should
include the date on which they appeared. The
committee urges that photocopies, not originals, be
submitted and said it would not take responsibility
for returning the copies.

UMass Students Receive Career Expo
Awards

Two UMass undergraduates recently received
$1,000 scholarships at the twenty-first Annual
Career Expo Scholarship Conference.
Yem Lip and Farhad Ahad, who are affiliated

with the United Asia Learning Resource Center,
received two of the 10 scholarships awarded.

The Career Expo Planning Committee plans,
promotes and presents Career Expo, a job and
career fair, and provides financial assistance to
college students ofcolor. The organization is run by
volimteers, who represent colleges and universities,
business and industry, governmentand community
agencies, based in Boston.

The participatingcompanies make presentations
and interview students. The awards are based on
the student's academic performance, leadership
abilities, involvement with their community and
an interview. Applicants must have a 3.0 grade
point average to be eligible.

Research Office Celebrates Anniversary

The Student Affairs Research and Information
Systems (SARIS) has been polling and researching
and reporting student attitudes on everything from
AIDS awareness to Zen meditation.

SARIS began during the early 1970s because
administrators and faculty members wanted to

understand the views ofa student population which
was involved in unrest and activism. Administra-

tors felt at the time that there was no way of

scientifically tapping into student opinion, with

few students participating in student government
elections, and only a few people with specific agendas
attending community forums.
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Library tutoring center to open
Service to offer computer and personal assistance
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Providing professional assistance not already available
here at the University ofMassachusetts will be the goal
of a new learning center which will be located in the
Tower Library.

Next year, on the tenth Hoor of the library, students
who need additional help in specific areas of college
learning will have access to tutors and programs which
will enhance their studies.

According to Deputy Provost Norman Aitken, who
proposed this idea, most other universities of the same
size already have established learning centers.

"These centers combine computer-assisted learning
programs with tutoring by people," Aitken said, "and
UMass has never had a centralized support service for
the student body."

Predominate users of the center will most likely be
freshman and sophomore students who are enrolled in
large lectures and find themselves needing some indi-
vidual attention, Aitken said.

"Freshman are the ones who mostly need a center like
this, because they may lack skills such as time manage-
ment, and efficient study abilities," Atken said.

The center will focus on a broad range of subjects, but
Atken said, it will primarily offer assistance to students
with math, science, and writing skills.

"I think the response from the student body will be
overwhelming." Atken said.

After finding a director qualified to run a program like
this one. the center will also set up a course that will train
tutors to teach other students

As for funding for a project like this one, Atken said the
money has already been provided by the state, and there
will be no increase in student fees because ofthe program.

"One ofthe most important things for students to keep
in mind is that the learning center services will be
provided during the same hours that the library is open."
Atken said. "Which means help is available at reason-
able hours."

The center will not try to eliminate the tutoring
services already available, but instead expand upon the
existing services. Atken said.

Rolling the dice for big revenue
Casino Night profits will go to brain tumor research
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

Casino Night sponsors are putting their money behind
higher attendance and gambling on raising $16,000 this
year.

Achievable or not, that is the goal for this year's
Casino night, to be held April 22 in the Campus Center
Auditorium and sponsored by theCampus Center/Student
Union Board of Governors.

And it is an ambitious goal since reports in the Student
Activities Office show that last year's casino night raised
$8,677, and the year before, $6,408.

But Dan Gk)rdon, an at-large board member, and head
producer of this year's Casino Night, said 350 people
attended the event last year. If that number can be
doubled, he said, then so can the revenue.

Glen Johnson, the owner ofCasino Productions based
in Lynn, said the theory of doubling the revenues by
doubling the number of attendants is a valid one.

Casino Productions rents the gambling equipment
and trains between 80 and 100 volunteers. Two training
sessions will be held, the first to be two nights before
Casino Night, and the other two hours before.

Gordon also said that the goal of$16,000 is "not a set-

in-stone number, it'sjust a simple goal." He acknowledged
it was optimistic, but said "that's the point."

G. Bonnie Feldman, the president of the National
Brain Tumor Society headquartered in Boston, said most
of the money raised by the society gets put into research
grants. Last year, she said, the society awarded almost
$100,000 in grants.

"We're extremely grateful to the board of governors.

and to the students who participate, for giving us this
opportunity," she said.

Gordon said better publicity is the key to attendance.
New methods of publicizing it. he said, would be to
expand the use of advertising in the Collegian, a co-
sponsor ofthe event. He said the committee would include
a public service announcement ofCasino night onWHMP
radio.

Gordon said the housing office has a program to
distribute posters, which he said would be more efficient
in hanging posters in dormitpries. He said the committee
was also considering putting a notice in the bulletin
board for Amherst Community Television, the local
Amherst cable television statioru

Table tents, which are folded cards placed on the
tables at the Dining Commons and throughout the
Campus Center, have been used to advertise the event in
the past and will be distributed again, he said.

Casino Night has been budgeted at $5,000, but Gor-
don said the actual cost has not been determined yet.
Producing casino night last year cost about $3,000, ac-
cording to records in the Student Activities Office.

In addition to the uncertain cost of advertising, Gor-
don said, the number of police used and tuxedos rented
also factors into the cost. Four police officers worked
overtime last year for Casino night.

Another new feature will be expanding the soda bar to
a full non-alcoholic bar, which Gordon hopes will raise
more money by selling more drinks. Gordon said he was
not sure how much it would cost though, or how much it
would raise.

Bill Harris, the director of the Campus Center and
Turn to CASINO NIGHT, page 12
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Jurors are less willing
to accept insanity plea

COLLEGIAN

By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON— IfKenneth Seguin was not
mad, what other explanation could there
be?

This computer executive - home in the
suburbs, no apparent problems - suddenly
killed his wife and two children. But ajury
refused to find him innocent by reason of
insanity, and convicted him to second-
degree murder.

The presiding judge, Robert Barton,
was unsurprised: "I've sat on four highly
publicized cases over the years where the
defense in front of the jury was not guilty
by reason ofinsanity, and never has one of
them prevailed."

Jurors everywhere, fearful of rising
crime and worried that dangerous crimi-
nals will go free, are reluctant to find
defendants not guilty because of insanity
- even when the most bizarre crimes have
been committed, experts say.

"Finding someone not guilty because of
their mental state is being seen as akin to

getting ofT scot-free," said Abbe Smith,
deputy director of the Criminal Justice
Institute at Harvard University Law
School. "It's tied directly to the fear of
crime."

Some say a backlash against leniency
intensified when John Hinckley was ac-
quitted after pleading insanity in the 1981
shooting of President Reagan.
A study of 49 counties in eight states -

California, Georgia. Montana, NewJersey.
New York. Ohio. Washington and Wiscon-
sin - showed that between 1976 and 1987,
1 percent of the pleas in felony cases were
insanity defenses, according to the Ameri-
can Academy of Psychiatry & the Law.

Of those nearly 9.000 cases. 26 percent
of the defendants who entered such pleas
were acquitted, and only 7 percent ofthose
acquittals written by a jury, the study
found.

"It's a defense of desperation." said
Wilham Mofiitt, an attorney of Alexan-
dria. Va., known for his use ofthe insanity
defense. "It's not the defense offirst resort
. . . even if you have a person who you
really think is out of their mind."

The insanity defense dates to 1843 in
England, when Daniel M'Naghten was
accused of fatally shooting Edward
Drummond, the private secretary to Prime
Minister Robert Peel.

M'Naghten testified that he beUeved
Peel was the head of a conspiracy to kill

him. and that this delusion prompted him
to shoot Drummond. MT^aghten pleaded
not guilty by reason ofinsanity, and, in an
unpopular verdict, was acquitted.

The so-called M'Naghten rule, or
variations on it, is still the legal definition
of insanity in many courts. It says a de-
fendant is legally insane if. because of a
severe mental disease or defect, he cannot
appreciate the consequences of his acts or
tell right from wrong.

But after Hinckley was foimd not guilty
by reason of insanity in the assassination
attempt on Reagan. Congress resounded
in 1984 by passing the Insanity Defense
Reform Act, which place the burden of
proving insanity on the defense rather
than making the

prosecution prove sanity.

It also banned expert witnesses, such
as psychiatrists, from offering conclusions
about the sanity or insanity of the defen-
dant, allowing them to only describe a
condition and let jurors decide.

The act applied only to federal courts,
but many states followed suit and adopted
similar measures.

Some states created review boards,
much like parole boards, that take custody
ofpeople committed to institutions after a
successful insanity plea. The boards
oversee treatment provided and can set
conditions that must be met if a person is
to be released.

You Could Be President

Announcing Elections for
1993-1994 for all positions

• Commuter Area
Government

• Northeast Area
Government

• Southwest Area
Government

• House Councils in

Southwest & Northeast

Nomination papers are available in the

Commuter Area Government office 434
Student Gnion; and in the Southwest
Area Government Office located in

Hampden Center; in the Northeast Area
Government Office from Monday April

5th - Wednesday April 14th. 100
Signatures are required for Area

Government; 25 for House Council.

Elections will be held Thursday, April

22nd, 1993.

Recovering hidden works
Film details Nazi war on 'degenerate' art
By LYNN ELBER
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES— Shine a light on
yet another dark comer of Nazi Ger-
many and be reminded how many ways
a brutal society destroys the best of
itself and its people.

"Degenerate Art," a compelling new
PBS documentary, chronicles Adolf
Hitler's successful effort to crush
German's vibrant modern art move-
ment and replace it with the culture of
war.

The title ofthe film (premiering this

week: check local PBS listings) refers

to an infamous 1937 Nazi art exhibit of
the same name in German. "Entartete
Kunst."

It was a smirking. beUttling pre-

sentation of some of Germany and
Eurof)e's finest artists, including Max
Beckmann, Paul Klee and Wassily
Kandinsky.

Paintings were hung in crowded,
poorly lighted rooms. Some works were
crooked, some upside down. Derisive
graffiti was scrawled on the wall: "Crazy
at any price." "An insult to German
womanhood."

"The common person walked into
the Degenerate Art show ... as a horror
show, a side show. The stuffon the wall
was the work ofmadmen," says cultural
historian Sander Gilman in the docu-
mentary.

Seen by more than 3 million people
as it traveled Germany and Austria,
the Entartete Kunst show was part of
a full-scale attack on the modern
imagination, according to filmmaker
David Grubin.

Modernism sought to look beyond
the superficial, painting not the skin
but the "bones and the sinews," as
Gilman refers to it. It encouraged a
critical view that was clearly danger-
ous to a totalitarian system.

For Hitler, himself a failed painter,

the boundaries oftrue art were narrow
and classical: "bulls and Greeks and
naked broads." says Robert Hughes,
art critic for Time magazne.

It could also be militaristic, serving
Hitler's aim ofpreparing his nation for

battle.

Hitler's quest to destroy moderism
in painting, literature, music and film
was carried out by Hoseph Goebbels,
the Nazi propaganda minister.

"The Fuhrer loves art. because he
himself is an artist," a nearly evan-
gelical Goebbels tells a crowd in fasci-

natingarchival film. "Under his blessed
hand, a renaissance has begun. I cry
out, oh century, oh arts! What a joy to

be ahve!"

Ultimately, of course, millions of
people died in concentration camps.
Years before, writer Heinrich Heine
had warned

: "Where books are burned

,

people will be burned."

Grubin's film was made in associa-
tion with the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, which organized a
1991 exhibit on the Entartete Kunst
that included a partial reconstruction
of its displays.

Drawing on research by museum
curator Stephani Barron, the film
presents touching interviews with
German witnesses and relatives ofthe
artists. Hughes' pungent obervations
make the art, and the losses, vivid.

Experience.

Real-life working experience.
That's what really matters once you graduate.
Like the skills you learn working at the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian, the largest independently-run coUege daUv in New
England. ^

In fact, many of our current staffers spent their summers
^?c^*"lf, '**r^*'

"f>lyoke TranscHpt, The Middlesex News, WLVI
TV-56, T/je Boston Globe, WEEI, The Berkshire Eaele and the
Associated Press.

the^a^*^"*^
alumni? They hold jobs at almost every major paper in

At the Collegian, you learn the skills you'U really need - from
brainstormmg for news features to writing stories on tiaht
deadlines. **^

It's cool, casual and you can go at your own pace.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
News Desk •113 Campus Center • 545-0719

The News Desk is looking for new writers.

Celebrating 25 years • Daily since 1967
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Walking the tightrope of opinions over the land of Smurf
There's a timp whon vmi dt- rim,m « tu- *. • i_ ».t h >«. ... . _There's a time when you sit down at these terminals

and you just can't write. You sit here and stare at these
ancient monochrome screens and think that all you can
say IS "Spring is here!" or some complete nonsense like
that. I like spring. Everybody likes spring. Who cares?

So I started writing with the line, "So they're nominat-
mg another chancellor. Ho hum." It sat there for about half
an hour while I considered how to explain that I didn't care
who the chancellor was because they all have seemed to be
the same. Joe, Richard, Bob, Jimbo, Eugene and whoever
else decided to take the reigns and chant "diversity and
commitment to education" until they turned blue and
suddenly fell into a high-paying governmental office.

I didn't care about that enough. Nobody cares about
the chancellors because nobody thinks they really do
anything of worth anyway. There. One editorial down.

The htany of racial issues jogged around for about an
hour, too. Butyou know, I don't thinkanyone wants to hear
about it anymore. I have read so many happy feel-good
articles I'd think we were Uvingin the land ofSraurfs. The
only ones with bite seem to be the blind indictments by
people who want to jump on the activist bandwagon and
think they too can cure the world of racism.

Well, ni tell you what. Racism is not born from a
simple opinion that can be altered with raUies or pins or
lectures. They do nothing but make activist people feel
good. You can strut around and think you are clean of all
racism in its many forms, but until you are really tested
you don't know anything.

Nathan

CRICK
This society and all other societies have been built on

oppression for the causes ofeconomics, power and nation-
ahsm. It just so happens that here we have color to
separate us, which just makes things easier for identifi-
cation.

Pins are cute, but don't fool yourself.

Factions are a good issue too. 1 could take the harmless
route and beat the conservatives over the head and
shoulders for fun, but the only problem with that is that
the only visible conservatives are slobs like Young
Americans for Freedom.

All of the intelligent ones have either gone under-
ground or claim to be Libertarian, which is now socially

rm a romantic— sue me

acceptable. It would be difficult to try picking on liberal
groups, because then I'd automatically be sided with the
slobs from YAF and that would just ruin everything.

I'd rather not be associated with anybody, so I guess
my only option is to say nothing about anyone. YAF is an
exception. I don't think I have to explain why.

So there it is. I solved the race problem, belittled the
chancellorship and tried my best to criticize a couple of
groups all in 65 lines. All that a good columnist is

supposed to do. It took me five hours to do that, and I am
tired of this computer terminal and weary ofspewing my
opinion out to the whole campus community.

I suppose after a while you get sick of having to walk
a tightrope to make a good column without pissingoffany
popular and self-righteous people who are just waiting
with all the UMass catchwords to lay upon you. It is such
a popular game we all play, attacking and retaliating
with the goal of being the most heroic and noble. I can't
say I am innocent myself, but I can say I am sick of it.

I'd say we should all grow up, but I'm afraid that would
be useless. This is about as grown up as it gets, folks.

So there.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

I've got a pretty serious confession to

make here today.

In the turbulent wake of these annoy-
ing PC days I'm probably going to end up
catchingall kinds ofhell about this. Ill get
calls and letters assuring me that I'm a
maladjusted cretin, people will want me
fired from the paper and demand my en-
trails be served on a silver platter. It will

be Morrisseyesque. But there comes a time
in everyman's life when he must face the
music and admit to what he is.

I'm old-fashioned when it comes to girls
and romance.

Cutter

GARCIA
So there it is, my own personal dirty

laundry aired out before you all. I'm a
romantic, sue me.
Now I fully understand what I'm up

against here. The brooding, misdirected,
bountifully confused and extremely mili-

tant minority of the feminist cause will

berate me soundly for my use of the word
girls. They will say I'm the product of my
father's demon seed and that I'm helping
to reaffirm the long-established rites of
tyranny and domi nation over women. And
you know what I say to them?

Shut up, you're giving me a headache.
Go take over a building and let me get
back to my column. Thanks.
When I was a kid my grandfather Ray

and I used to take walks together where
he'd feed me little tidbits ofinformation on
how to succeed in life. And when the time
finally came when I might start having an
interest in girls, Ray gave me an earful.

He'd say things like, "1. Always make
sureyou have enough money in your wallet
before you go out on a date. 2. Hold doors
open for girls. 3. Be sure to walk on the
curb side when sharing a sidewalk so she
doesn't get hit with mud from passing
cars. 4. Make sure you walk them to their

door at the end of the evening and don't
leave until you've seen them get safely
inside. 5. Make certain to go out of your
way to ensure that it's the best time she's

ever had in her life, because if you don't,

some other fella is going to. And most
importantly, always be a gentleman —
because there's pride in that and a lady
will appreciate it."

And as we walked I guess I absorbed a
lot ofwhat Ray said because as I got older
and had the opportunities to use these

customs. I did. And they felt right. So right

that I'm still using them today and have
grown quite fond of them.

I like holding doors open. I always walk
on the curb side. 1 never leave until she's

safely inside. And I try to make damned
well sure it's the most unique evening
she's ever had — because I hate those
"other fellas' who might beat me to it if I

don't. Some might argue that these ancient
customs only serve to rob women of their

independence. A woman is capable of

opening her own doors, walking herself
home and paying her own way. And I

totally agree that women can do all of
these things and more.

In fact, I'm in total support of women
asking men out on dates and instigating

the rituals; God knows it would take a lot

ofpressure offus. But until they do I don't
see any harm in keeping the dance the
same. To tell you the truth, I don't think
women are thatopposed to the idea either.

One of the biggest complaints from
females today, concerning personal rela-

tionships, is that the romance is gone or

swiftly dying. During these days of self-

absorbance and selfishness, a small thing
like holding a door open takes on a whole
new meaning.
We are all looking for that special

someone to appear and make our lives

complete. Someone who has the power to

make our hearts flutter when they're near
or bring a smile to our face when we're
thinking of them. Somebody we desire to

share everything with and couldn't
imagine being without. If I have to live the
rest of my life being labelled "old-fash-

ioned" in order to find something like that,

then fine. Stitch together the letters 'O.F.'

and prynne them to my chest. It seems
like a small price to pay.

We shouldn't be in such a rush to abolish
all ofthe customs our society has created.
Sometimes we concentrate so much on the
negative asi>ects of our evolvement we
forget the positive ones which worked and
got us there.

Who knows? Maybe Ray was just a
crazy old man who really didn't know
anything about life. And maybe everything
he told me about romance was wrong. I'll

have to ask my grandmother Anne how
she feels about it in October, because that's

when she and Ray will be celebrating
their 49th wedding anniversary.

Cutter Garcia is a Collegian staff
member.

Old sexism myths refuse to die
Diana D'Avanzo's column [Collegian,

April 5 1 brought home to me how hard it is

for the old sexism m3i;hs which control our
lives to die. The Bible honors women about
as much as the university bureaucrat 1 ives

a free life or that UMass is a healthy and
beautiful architectural environment to be
surrounded by.

Diana needs to realize that in the Bibli-

cal scriptures there are not prophetesses

who equal in authority Moses or Jesus.

In the official Bible, men are the official

law makers and chief teachers. Wise
women are almost unknown in the Bibli-

cal tales of rape, war, murder and incest.

Christ himself was not conceived in love,

but was artificially inseminated by Mary's
faith in God the Father.

It would do Diana a world of good to

hear feminist theologian Mary Daly speak
this "Good Friday" evening at the Student
Union Ballroom.

Doctor Neutopia
Amherst

Misinterpretation creates evils
I would like to thank Diana D'Avanzo

{Collegian, April 5 1 for her enlightening
interpretation of scripture.

I have always found the interpretation

of the Bible a fascinating subject, particu-

larly when it has been used tocondemn and
vilify members of society. Ms. D'Avanzo
aptly demonstrates how previous genera-
tions' understanding can be harmful to

people and larger evil can result.

I feel this reasoning may be equally
applied to the passages often cited to

condemn homosexuality. How have the

phrasing and defi nitions changed over the
centuries of translation and dozens of re-

visions?

The word "homosexual" does not appear
in English until the 1800s. Is Leviticus

18:22, "Thou shalt not lie with mankind as

with womankind: it is an abomination,"
an admonishment for men not to be pas-
sive and submissive with their lover.s?

Could it have come out of the pressing
cultural need to rapidly increase popula-
tion?

Jesus does not preach against people of
the same gender loving each other in any
of the Gospels. Besides, Jesus liked to

hang out with prostitutes and apparently
had some sort of a hair/foot fetish — and
why was John his "favorite" apostle?

Again, 1 would like to thank Diana
D'Avanzo for helping me realize that
centuries ofsexist and homophobic Biblical

misinterpretation have created evils far
greater than the sins they would condemn.

Joseph MacDonough
Amherst

Greeks aren't alcohol-obsessed
1 read the article on Ed Korza, di-

rector ofGreek Affairs | Collegian , April

2 1 several times, and still could not
believe what I was reading.

Mr. Korza seems to think there is an
extreme problem with alcohol con-

sumption among Greeks. The Greek
Area is composed of a variety of indi-

viduals who, like myself, totally resent
the fact that he has labeled the entire

area as "obsessed with alcohol," because
some ofus choose not to drink and many
ofthose who dochoose toconsume alcohol

are extremely responsible.

Apparently, not being a Greek him-
self. Mr. Korza does not know first-

hand what the Greek Area does stand
for. Let me point out many of the rea-
sons we are all members offraternities
and sororities: leadership, philan-

thropy, scholastics, community service,

opportunity and friendship. (Notice:
alcohol obsession was not on the list.)

It totally amazes me that the direc-

tor ofGreek Affairs could neglect many
ofthese qualities but instead say, "The
only way to improve the attitude toward
the Greek Area is to keep their name
out ofthe paper for 20 years— a whole
generation."

Mr. Korza, let me give you a helpful
hint: a good way to start changing
people's views is to have those who
"work so closely" with the Greek Area
to stand up and support us instead of
feeding the public the same stereotypes
they already so wrongly associate with
Greek life.

Ann Marie Marcolina
Sigma Sigma Si^ma
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Court strikes down new bail law
Weld to refile the bill, which he says is constitutional

Women's ShcHJS, Clothing & Accessciries

Zanna • 187 North Pleasont Street • Amherst
413 253 2563

Open Thursdays til H p m

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state's highest court struck down
newly-created changes to the state's bail laws Monday
that allowed judges to weigh a defendant's danger to
society, saying they violate the U.S. Constitution.

Gov. William Weld, who has pushed for the changes,
said he will refile bail legislation he believes will meet the
constitutional test.

Prior to the changes, initiated by Weld and signed into
law last year, judges were only allowed to consider
whether a defendant was likely to flee when setting bail.

The ruling stemmed from a 1992 case where Boston
police found crack cocaine and about $44,350 in cash in
an apartment as they arrested CarUto Aime.

The prosecutor recommended setting bail at $10,000.
Aime's attorney recommended $200.

But Darrell Outlaw, the judge presiding in the
Dorchester District Court case, rejected both proposals,
citing 1992 changes to the state's bail statute signed into
law the day before, which allowed judges to determine
whether a person's release would pose a danger to the
safety of others.

The district court judge said Aime was a drug dealer,
and that "with this new bail statute, it's for keeping the
people like this individual in court."

The judge set bail at $100,000 cash or $1 million
surety. A single justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
later reduced Aime's bail to $10,000.

Aime's defense team argued that the changes in the
bail laws violated the due process clause of the 14th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, because they did
not require prosecutors to prove the dangerousness of a
defendant in determining whether a person should be

held before trial.

The Supreme Judicial Court agreed, saying the
amendments approved by the Legislature and signed
into law by Weld infringe on an individual's right to be
free from government detention.

"Historic liberties.. .include, ifanything the right to be
free from unjustified governmental intrusion on physical
liberty," the court said in its unanimous ruling.

The court also noted that a federal Bail Reform Act
enacted by Congress in 1984 included safeguards so the
changes would only apply to a narrow set of situations.
The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of
the federal bail changes.

The federal act requires that the government convince
a neutral decision maker by "clear and convincing evi-
dence" that no conditions ofrelease can assure the safety
of the community.

But the Supreme Judicial Court said the state's bail
reform act did not meet a similar test, and that it was too
broad.

"The Bail Reform Act applies only to individuals who
have been arrested for a specific category of serious
offenses," the court said. "In contrast, the amendments to
the state bail law apply to any arrestee."

Weld said Monday that if the legislation had been
approved as he submitted it, the measure would have
met the constitutional test because it allowed for a
hearing to determine dangerousness.

Weld added he would refile legislation, possibly as
soon as Tuesday, that would "fly under the standards
announced by the SJC."

Senate President William Bulger said he was not
surprised at the court's decision. "There is a presumption
of innocence in the land, and there's a question of just
exactly what we can do," he said.
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Remembering the night
James Brown saved Boston

XSSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN

A UMass student jams at the Black Mass (Communications Project Battle of the DJs
that was held in the Southside Room recently.

By ROBERT W. TROTTS
Associated Press

BOSTON — It is still remembered as
the night Boston was saved by Soul Brother
#1, the Hardest Working Man in Show
Business — Mr. -James Brown.

Twenty-five years ago, the night after
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. was mur-
dered in Memphis, Boston officials urged
the Godfather ofSoul to perform on televi-

sion.

Perhaps teen-agers would stay hqme
and watch instead of taking their anger
and frustration to the streets.

Brown agreed, Boston stayed quiet.

"It was very, very hard," Brown said in

a phone interview. "You'd lost one of the
family, a man that stood for good, a man
that was fighting evil."

"It was a decision to have the concert

because it allowed people to sort of let ofT

some steam but yet mourn at the same
time." said community activistSarah-Ann
Shaw.

"James Brown, ofcourse, was a person
who was speaking toyoung people in those
days," she said.

Meanwhile, othercities- Chicago, New
York, Baltimore. Detroit, Denver. Mem-
phis. San Francisco, Pittsburgh - burst
into riot.

Washington, D.C. suffered the most. In
four days ofrioting, more than 1 ,200 homes
and businesses were burned, with dam-
ages estimated at $24.7 million. More than
7.600 people were arrested. 12 people died,

and 1,200 were treated for injuries; more
than 11,500 federal troops were called in.

In Boston, violence on the night of the
shooting was limited to a few broken win-
dows and stoned cars.

City Hall and community leaders were
worried, though, that the uneasy peace
would collapse.

On April 5, about 5.000 people marched
in tribute from Boston Common to Post
Office Square in King's memory. At City
Hall, a black city coimcilor,ThomasAtkins,
convinced Mayor Kevin H. White to let

Brown's concert at Boston Garden pro-
ceed as scheduled.

"I wanted to cancel it." said White, who
had been in office for only a few weeks,
"But the idea of it going on television,

having it covered and giving a lot ofpeople
the opportunity to see it at home and not
go out, seemed to be an opportunity worth
gambling on."

"He realized that 1 had a lot ofinfluence

with the kids, that they listened to me,"
Brown said.

White asked public television station

WGBH to broadcast Brown's concert after

urging the city's youth to stay home.
The 2 1/2 hour show was a typical,

rousing performance. He ran through his

hits - "Try Me," "I Got a Feeling." and a
cover of "Kansas City" that segued in to

"Ain't That a Groove."

"Everybody was happy." Brown re-

called, "Kids were up on stage and they
wanted to get into it. so I let some ofthem
dance and I made then sit back down."

In actuality, there was only about 2,000
people who came to the sold-out show.
But, the cameras only showed the dancing
crowd on the ffoor in front of the stage.- r- ---• ^. — -.»• v^.. „•,, ••\n/i III I lull I, wi iii«r nuigc.

A look at the real truth behind the ignorance
Well, here we go again. It's amazing but, there are

actually still people out there that harbor many stereo-
typical, insulting and just plain misinformation about
the minority population in this country.

This past weekend. I took the time to think about what
was thrown my way from the conservative stuff'-shirts.

At first I was extremely angry and was ready to roll. But.
then I realized that it's that small sad population that
lives in their own little world that ultimately suffiers; not
the rest of us who are well-informed and open-minded.

Those wonderful people are now believing that if we
encourage minority enrollment at UMass, thus the value
ofour hard earned diploma will go down. How ridiculous.
Is that supposed to mean that minorities are basically not
worthy to go to college? That historically black colleges
aren't worth their accreditation?

I think not.

I believe that the reason there aren't more minorities
on this college campus lately could result in many other
reasons, not because we aren't "worthy" to grace oiu-

presence on UMass.
Have people realized that as far as recruitment, mi-

norities aren't really reached by many colleges? In my
high school, I was encouraged to go to UMass-Dartmouth
because that "was where all the black people are."No one

thought to tell me that UMass-Amherst was even an
option. If it wasn't for Nicholas McBride writing me and
sending information about Committee Collegiate Edu-
cation of Black and other Minority Students and other
programs, I may have gone to Dartmouth or just some
place else.

Kristin J.

ST. JOHN
What our administration has to realize is that this

state system is losing capable minority high school stu-
dents to the private colleges who are smart enough to give
these students the right financial aid. Many ofmy friends
who are still in high school are getting schmoozed by
private schools from all around the country. They have
yet to get anything from UMass. It's like these Ulented
kids just don't exist.

Also, how are these people going to explain why
historically black colleges have survived all these years?
Do they know how hard 1 1 is to get into Howard, Morehouse
or even Spelman?

I know many students who tried to get into these
colleges but couldn't get past the strict requirements.
But, these students did get into state universities —

these great white places of academia.
And whoever said that if minority recruitment into

UMass would make it a dangerous place to go should
check their crime statistics. Yes. we look at the Tara
Hartnett and Alex Delgado incidents, and they did not
need to happen at all. But. who's to say that every single
minority student is going to come here and committ
violent crimes. To think about it. the people involved,
except for Hartnett, weren't even students.

After the Washington Tower incident no one said all

the white males on this campus were racists and decided
that if we let more in our diploma is going to sink. What
I'm trying to say is that incidents like that are isolated
acts that, unfortunately, are twisted and used by those
who are ignorant.

Basically, when people are suggesting that we need to
get minority enrollment up, that doesn't mean our pre-
cious UMass is going to go down the tubes. It means that
our University is going to offer some really talented
students an opportunity to excel at a state university. By,
making this a priority our campus could possibly be on its

way into a new future of more understanding.

That is, if those stuffed shirts don't get into the way.
Kristin J. St. John i.s a Collegian .staffmember.

Community Calendar
Wednesday, April 7

MulticulturalSeder— sponsored by
UMass Hillel and Cape Verdean Alli-

ance. Free. Campus Center Room 174-

76, 6:30 p.m. Seating is limited, call

549-1710 for reservations.

Thursday, April 8
Human Relations Forum — Cam-

pus Responses to Relationship Violence.

12 - 1:30 p.m. Campus Center 904-08.

Speaker — Paul Parks, WWII Ub-

erator of concentration camp victims.

Sponsored by the Black Mass Com-

munications Projectand HiUel's Black/
Jewish Relations Committee. Campus
Center 101, 8 p.m.

Play — "Long Time Since Yester-
day," a bittersweet drama about five

women, formercollege classmates,who
are reunited at the funeral of a friend
who has recently killed herself. This
play, written by P.J. Gibson, addresses
many potentissuesfacingblack women
today. $4, $2 studenfsenior citizens.

Smith College Mendenhall Center for

the Performing Arts, Theatre 14, 8
p.m.

m
Especially For You
Haircare & Beauty Boutique

Now at
233 N. Pleasant St., Downtown Amherst Carriage Shops

li

Open 7 days

Write for Black Affairs
Comedown to the Collegian and ask for Kristin.

OPTIMUiN • MORNING MAGIC • LUSTER'S

BRAIDS & WEAVES HUMAN & SYNTHETIC & BEADS & MUCH MUCH MORE

Come Down & Browse Around or Coll 549-8316 To Place Your Order

FREE Delivery Within The Five-College Area

Especially For You
LMCm fr Milt}! kffl^ ifmlim^ in Hfrimkmm tiaitLm Prokts
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Bosnia
COLLEGIAN

continued from page 1

The meeting had been billed as a key
attempt to open besieged cities and get
U.N. peacekeepers into Srebrenica.

Lt. Gen. Lars-Eric Wahlgren, com-
mander ofthe U.N. peacekeepers, said the
only outcome was that all sides promised
to keep a shaky 10-day-old cease-fire in
place as long as they are not fired upon.

In Sarsyevo, the truce did nothing to
save the life of Igor Bojo. a 19-year-old
Bosnian soldier felled by a sniper's bullet
on a clear spring day.

Tell me he's not dead. Please tell me
he's alive," Igor's mother wailed after
identifying her son's body at the morgue.

Fighting began last April 6 when Serb
gunmen opened fire on demonstrators and
the European Community recognized
Bosnia's independence from Yugoslavia.

Bosnian Serbs rebelled, and now hold
70 percent of Bosnia-Herzogovina. More

than 134,000 people are dead or missing.
Two million have been driven from their
homes.

In the Serb and Yugoslav capital of
Belgrade, Milosevic reiterated his support
for Bosnia's Serbs.

"Sanctions and efforts to isolate Serbia
cannot contribute to the solution of the
problem," Milosevic said.

In an interview in Tuesday's Wash-
ington Post, Milosevic predicted that
Washington would avoid employing
forceful measures against the Serbs in

Bosnia.

President Clinton dismissed the com-
ments as "pure politics."

The U.N. Security Council has begun
discussions of tougher sanctions against
the remainingYugoslav republics ofSerbia
and Montenegro, which have weathered
an international trade embargo imposed
last May 30 for fomenting war in Bosnia.

bank
continued from poge 1

"(The office I will strengthen our in-

teractions with the metropolitan area,"
O'Brien said.

"By having a base in the region's

business center, the University believes
it will be better able to serve the area's

companies and so help spur the region's

economy."
Demski agreed with O'Brien that

the office's location will aid the
University's effort to interact more di-

rectly with the region's business head-
quarters.

"The location is very important," he
said. "The Chamber of Commerce has

given us an office right next to the
Springfield Economic Corporation, the
Massport office and the Hampden
County Private Industry Council. (The
office I gives us a very efficient way of
learning about the economic needs of
the Springfield area."

The office is being funded by the
SpringfieldChamberofCommerce and
the Western Massachusetts Electric

Company. The University formed a
partnership with the Western Massa-
chusetts Electric Company last fall in
an effort to encourage economic devel-
opment in the Western Massachusetts
region.

CELLOPHANE
You are invited to a cocktail party:

PI_ACE: Regency Hairstylists

1 89 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9526
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We are featuring a
Cellophane cocktail

conditioner with the benefits
of a reconstructing conditioner
and shine.for only $10.00.

(with a hair service) This

includes anentry in our
drawing to win a gift basket.
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g^ A lilm by Net) Jordan
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ANNOUNCING NOMINATIONS

FOR THE ELECTION OF THE 1993 - 1994

EXECUTIVE COMFTTEE OF THE
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

AVAILABLE POSITIONS

PRESIDENT - serves as Chief Administrative Officer of the Graduate Student Senate
Chair of the Senate Executive Committee, Chair of the Student Affairs Subcommittee'
of the Graduate Council, Speaker of the Senate, in addition to other duties.
Approximately 20 hours/week; June 1. 1993 - May 31, 1994; $8273, plus a full tuition
waiver during the academic year, and $2900 for the summer.

VICE-PRESIDENT - Chair of the Senate Elections Committee, Vice-Chair of the
Senate Finance Committee, in addition to serving on other committees, and other
duties in the Senate. Approximately 20 hours/week; September 1, 1993 - May 31,

1994; $8273, plus a full tuition waiver during the academic year.

TREASURER - Chief Financial Officer of the Senate, Overseer of Revenue Sharing
and Line Item funding grants. Manager of Graduate Senate Trust Fund, responsible
for budget development and accounting records, among other duties. Approximately 20
hours/week; June 1, 1993 - May 31, 1994; $8273, plus a full tuition waiver during the
academic year, and $2900 for the summer.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER - coordinates all GSS Committee appointment and acts as
liaison between University committees and the GSS Executive Committee, in addition
to serving on other committees and other duties in the Senate. Approximately 20
hours/week; S. ptember 1, 1993 - May 31, 1994; $8273, plus a full tuition waiver
during the acad !mic year.

ELIGIBIUT*.': Ail Graduaie Senile Uu-p«ying tludcnlt al Ihc Amheni campus of the Univenity of Masuchuiettt.

NOMINEES must submit their names to the Graduate Student Senate office

NO LATER THAN 5 PM TUESDAY. APRIL 20.

CANDIDATES' NIGIIT WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 7:15 PM,
IN CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 163.

Cindidtlei ine ;»pecled lo preteni a J-S minute talk and anawer questions. In addition, candidates may submit a written
statement of ap^ronmately 300 mrds to The Voice by the same evcnin|.

Ballolint besns at GSS OeBersI Meeiinf on Tuesday, Apnl 27, and continues on Wednesday i Thuitday April 28 A 29 from
10 AM to 6 'K in front of the Graduate Lounfe on the Campus Center Concourse

FOR MORE II»fFORMATION CONTACT THE GRAD STUDErfT SENATE OFFICE, 919 CAMPUS CEffTER. 545-096

Judicial Advisors
Program

Sponsored by the Student Attorney
General's Office and the Dean of
Students Office. Applications
are now being accepted for

the Fall 1993 semester.

Applications will be accepted at both the Student
Government Attorney General's Office at
432 Student Union and the Dean of
Student's office at 227 Whitmore.

Applications are due on Monday,
April 19th at 5pm.

If you would like more information about
the program, contact Paul Vasconcellos,
Assistant Dean of Students, at 545-2684-
or Deirdre Bannon, Coordinator of the

'

Judicial Advisors Program, at 545-1272

COLLEGIAN
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Acapella voices highlight of GLB cafe
^"Zl^^""""' *""^* '^'"'^ S*""

'

•"" """^ audience at Hampden TheatreBy JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

alternating down-home twang and full-bodied choruses.
Singing about her life in CaUfomia, friends and a

decidedly tongue-in-cheek ditty called **I Gk) Naked,"
Ferguson was simply charming. It's too easy to say that
she is an intriguing mixture of k.d. lang and Tracy
Chapman, because Ferguson is a true original. Someone

The seamlessly entertaining GLB Cafes have proven ^*%ie m7 ^H^JvnL C^W^^ f«r«;„;of n ^
position and ended up all going in different onesrshai

.^_ ^P'^*^^^- ^.^"^ coffeehouse, comedy club and powering tunes with -J'm Coming Out." This GLB cafe

GLB Cafe
Hampden Theatre
Apnl 3, 1993

intricate harmonies are their strongest points. It was
followed up by their best song, the Flirtations standard
"Everything is Possible" led by a show-stopping solo by
Anne DeAcetis.

The best thing about Nice Shoes is they know how to
play to their audience. When the women tried to get into
position and ended up all going in different ones, sharp-

intimate concert setting, the versatile performers and
artists come together to celebrate just being themselves.

Saturday evening's cafe was, for the most part, no
exception to this almost foolproof formula. A ponderously
dull opening act almost marred the evening, but the cafe
recovered with two stellar, blissfully entertaining acts.

Life, the Universe and Everything: A Fairytale (for
lesbians, too) and Anyone Else Who_Likes to Be Them-
selves, a. performance art piece by Chris Macek. has a
confusing title that is matched only by the utter point-
lessness of its existence. This is the kind ofout-there act
that is giving 'performance art' a bad name.

Candles were placed on the four corners of the stage
and it was announced that we were going to "summon a
wizard."We did indeed— or at least some guy wailing off
stage to the sounds of a wildlife tape. As Prospero. some
kind of wizard-type guy. Macek roared on stage like the
last train from Pretentiousville.

As he rambled on about a variety of seemingly dis-
connected subjects, from identity to the crucifixion. Macek
looked as though he was making it up as he was going
along. Interspersing leftover pseudo-Shakespeare with
anachronisms like "okay." Macek reminded me of Rich-
ard Dreyfuss and his woefully pathetic Richard III in Neil
Simon's The Goodbye Girl. The big difference is that
Dreyfuss was playing it for laughs. Unfortunately for all

concerned. Macek wasn't.

Much, much better was a capella soloist Carrie
Ferguson. Singingwhat she described as "walking songs,"
Ferguson lit up the stage with her crisp, full voice,

Travolta tries to dance
on HSCN this week

was their first off-campus appearance, and by the looks
of it, it will be far from their last.

Obviously having a great time — their spirit was
definitely catchy — Nice Shoes alternated songs and a
few scattershot comedy routines. A cover of the Annie
Lennox-Aretha Franklin "Sisters (Are Doing It For
Themselves)" was shaky and remarkably soul-less, but
ni chock it up to opening jitters.

Cariy Simon's "Let the River Run" from the film
Working Girl was next, and Nice Shoes proved that

Nice Shoes closed their set with a hilarious cover ofthe
Two Nice Giris' cult fave "Spent My Last $10 on Birth
Control and Beer" that playfully toyed with sexuality
without being overly silly or reactionary and a haunting,
stunningly beautiful versionofThe Beatles'"Something."
You've got to see it to believe it.

The evening proved itself more than worthy, even
with Macek's dreary monologue. Both Carrie Ferguson
and Nice Shoes deserve showcases of their own, and just
bySaturday evening's performances. I'm sure their bright
futures aren't that far off.

Chris Macek performs at the GLB cafe Saturday evening.
JESSICA TAVERNA / COCLEGIAN

By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Staff

Fresh from the star-studded hysterics
of last week's grand slam salute to the
Hollywood elite at the 64th annual Acad-
emy Awards. HCN serves up a slew of
films brimming with former Oscar con-
tenders. This week on HSCN. Gene
Hackman reprises his Oscar-winning role

as hard-boiled police detective Popeye
Doyle in the 70s crime drama The French
Connection II while Mercedes Ruehl plays
failed shock jock Jeff Bridges' long-suf
fering girlfriend in the film that earned
her a Best SupportingActress trophy. The
Fisher King.

Though these films have all received
considerable air time on HSCN in the past
two months, it'sworth givingsome a second
look and discovering some of the more
obscure titles like this week's magical
Cinema Paradiso. And have heart, for an
entirely new playlist offilms should arrive

at the end of April.

Silver Streak — Following their

AP PHOTO
John Travolta stars in "Staying Alive" on HSCN.

moderately funny prison comedy Stir
Crazy, Gene Wilder and Richard Pryor
appeared headed on the fast track toward
successful team comedies, a la Hope and
Crosby, but this comic ode to Hitchcock
suspense films set aboard a runaway train
quickly derails any such comic genius.
The problem is this film walks a tightrope,
trying desperately to blend comedy and
suspense genres, and in doing so hampers
both efforts. The thrills attempt to mock
Hitchcockian themes borrowing from the
master's Strangers on a Train but they fail

to achieve any suspense and the forced
tension restrains both Wilder and Pryor
from letting loose and steering this fiop
away from disaster on the rails. C-

Staying Alive — Director Sylvestor
Stallone tried to revive the disco phe-
nomena in the mid-80s with this sequel to
John Badham's 708 hit Saturday Night
Fever by reuniting audiences with former
Barbarino, John Travolta, but based on
box office returns, audiences had had "the
last dance." Perhaps this film's failure lies

in the fact that introducing a disco flick in
the breakdancing era was true cinematic
suicide. Stallone's focus is lost(somewhere
in the woods with Johnny Rambo) and the
love storybetween Travolta and newcomer
Cynthia Gibb is tepid and just plain bor-
ing. In this time ofTechno and RAVE, this
film plays even worse. D

Avalon — Director Barry Levinson
continues his semi-autobiographical tril-

ogy of life in hometwon Baltimore, begun
in 198rs Diner and continued in 1987's
Tin Men , in this affecting portrait of a
young immigrant's arrival in America and
the subsequent generations of family he
bears. Levinson, clearly modeling these
characters on his own relatives, creates a
melodramatic but very enchanting look at
family ties and the American Dream.
Annin Muehl-Stahler (Music Box) truly
captures the role of the hard-working
immigrant patriarch and the supporting
cast headlining Aidan Quinn is also very
good. It's worth viewing this visually rich

cinematic family album. B+
Cocoon

—

One ofthe better£. T. ripoffs

of the mid-SOs, this film centers on the
arrival of benevolent aliens to Ft. Lau-
derdale, Florida where they affect the

Cop Shoot Cop arrests crowd
By IAN CANADIENE
Collegian SUff

Cop Shoot Cop
Pearl Street
April 2, 1993

On Friday night at Pearl Street.
Cop Shoot Cop produced a performance
ofenergy and aggression which showed
that there is still something going on
out there after all.

Adherents of Techno, particularly
on the other side of the Atlantic, have
recently become rather fond ofgleefully

proclaiming the death of rock in the
face of more progressive and
experimintal movements in dance
music. While this may be a bit prema-
ture, it certainly seems that rock's op-

tions are running out with more and
more new bands simply retreading
ground that has been gone over many
times before. Dieselmeat and Rodan,
the supporting acts on Friday, were
good exapmles of this — playing their

trade at the ugly thrash end of the
genericgrunge scale. They made a good

noise, but nothing that thousands of
other bands aren't also currently doing.

The most interesting bands of the
moment are those that are trying to

find a way out of rock's impasse, either

by reinterpreting its lost origins in the
blues (P.J. Harvey. Come), or
untethering themselves from it com-
pletely and heading off into the strato-

sphere ( Mercury Rev. Bark Psychosis).
A third tactic, that which Cop Shoot
Cop opt for. is to confront dance music's
challenge head-on and reinvent rock.

To date, however, this is a project which
has mostly been the province of smug
charlatans like Jesus Jones, who talk
the right talk but fail dismally to come
up with the product to match it.

In live performance. Cop Shoot Cop's
unconventional set-up proved that they
have genuinely found some fresh pos-
sibilities. Where the eighties noise
avant-garde deconstructed rock and
reduced it to fragments. Cop Shoot
Cop took those fragments and
reassembled them into something new
— something big and vicious and

Turn to COP SHOOT COP, page 1

1

lives of a group of elderly folk who had
previously lost lust for life. Ron Howard
tries desperately to awe his audience, call

it Spielberg-Lite, and for the most part
succeeds thanks to lively performances by
a casting coup of Hollj^wood legends in-

cluding Don Ameche, Hume Cronyn,
Jessica Tandy and Quaker Oatmeal
huckster Wilford Brimley. Spectacular
Industrial Light and Magic effects domi-
nate the film's second halfbut fortunately
do not upstage the fine performances by
Hollywood's heyday actors. Brian Dennehy
and Steve Guttenberg round out the superb
cast. B-f

The Emerald Forest— Powers Booth
plays a fatherwho returns to the Brazillian
rain forest to relocate his son who was
kidnapped by an indigenous tribe years
before in director John Boorman's melo-
dramatic portrayal of redemption.
Boorman frcuses on the father's psyche
which has suffered years oftorment at the
hands of guilt and has reduced Booth's
character to a hollow soul determined to
recover his son. When he discovers that
his son has become integrated within the

tribe, his true pain comes to being.
Boorman's story of the love between fa-

ther and son is compelling arid the cin-
ematography of the jungle, similar to
Boorman's handling of the forests in De-
liverance, is at once very beautiful and
eerily haunting. B

The Great Gatsby— Robert Red ford
is in peak performance in this adaptation
ofthe F. Scott Fitzgerald Jazz Era classic
focusing on the trials and tribulations of
the wealthy upper-class denizens of Long
Island. Redford plays the title role, an
eccentric millionaire who's presence
greatly unnerves the families around him
whom are usually so guarded in their
wealth. Displaying the breakdown of the
bourgeois society of the 20s and the in-
creased arrival of dysfunctional house-
holds, this film reveals themes that aren't
quite abandoned in this day. Bruce Dem
gives a good performance as the patriarch
of his family struggling to maintain a
grasp on the two things he has ever held
sacred, his money and his wife. A-

Cool World — Animator/Director
Turn to HSCN, page 11
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Listen to This: alternatives to popular grunge
COLLEGIAN

By KEN MAIURI
Collegian Staff

Are you sick of hearing "Detachable
Penis" for the tenth time? Does grunge
make you cringe? Are you looking for
something new, truly out of the main-
stream? Something MTV ignores so they
can force-feed the world more "Buzz Clips?"
If so, then listen to this:

1985-1991
Sneetches
Alias Records

So you've never heard ofthe Sneetches:
join the club. Named after a Dr. Seuss
book, the Sneetches are four California
guys who play damn-catchy pop songs
that are hard to pigeonhole stylistically,

though they're reminiscent ofthe Zombies
and the Partridge Family.

1985-1991 is a compilation of early
demos, EPs and outtakes from their al-

bums, as well as four new songs. There
are highlights aplenty ( the chugging "He's
Frank." the spooky "Daisy" and the hi-

larious "In My Car") and more surprises
hiding between the near-perfect songs. Be
the first onyour block to love the Sneetches!

And then tell your friends what they're
missing. A

It's Low Beat Time!
Young Fresh Fellows
Frontier Records

These guys were from Seattle long be-
fore it was cool. Though not nearly as
goofy as they were when they started in
1985, YFF have plugged away, releasing
an album a year of tuneful, humorous
"college rock."Their last time out (Electric
Bird Digest) was a tired, rushed affair,

but thankfully the Fellows have pulled
themselves together to make one of their
catchiest discs yet.

"Mr. Anthony's Last." "Whatever You
Are," and "A Minor Bird" are great, and
"Green Green" features vocals from 75-

year-old blues legend Rufus Thomas over
a grungy slab of guitars. The album's
instrumental rave-up "Low Beat" is stiff

compared to past efforts, but it's good to
see the guys still around and unknown.
B-t-

Human Radio
Human Radio
Columbia

Too lyrically quirky to be mainstream,
too musically smooth to be ofany interest

to the average 120 Minutes viewer (espe-

cially in this Age of Nirvana), Human
Radio is truly alternative. Influenced by
everyone from Frank Zappa to Fishbone
to XTC to Stevie Wonder, these four guys
play super-melodic pop/rock with tons of

hooks and interesting shifts and breaks.
"Hole in My Head" is a Beatlesque gem,

"Harsh Light of Reality" is a violin-pro-

pelled Arabic pop song with a beautiful

chorus, and "Me and Elvis" is a should-
have-been hit with lines like "Me and
Elvis never worried about the cops/he
flashed that badge he got from Nixon
every time that we got stopped." Great
album. A

Escape From Noise
Negativland
SST Records

This album is a 42-minute soundscape
ofnoises strange and funny, arranged into

"accessible suggested cuts" that range from
one to five minutes. The noises include
Jerry Garcia and Bob Weir arguing, a guy
from Devo flushing a toilet, housewives
talking about guns, and a little girl with
hiccups singing"Over the Rainbow. "What
the hell is this, you may ask?

Well, Negativland is four guys from
California— one is a day care worker, one
writescomputer programs, etc. They aren't

musicians, and Escape From Noise has
no real songs (with one exception) but
there are shards of melody, synthesizer
riffs and drum machines creeping in and
out of the mix. "Yellow Black and Rect-

angular." "Car Bomb." and "The Playboy
Charmel" are highlights, not to mention
unexplainable. Weird and wonderful—try

it out. A
Turn to LISTEN TO THIS, page 1
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Coors Giveaway Night
at

TIA\E
Coors
Extra
Gold

1 2 oz. bottles

$1 50

OUT
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Tonite - Starting at 9
Free T-shirts, hats,

and other prizes

Coors
Light

1 2 oz. bottles

$1 50

Also . . . Free Pizza!

u^
<3AMygR VAX HgglTWOVKX

Camper Van Beethoven's latest release, "Camper Vantiquities

COURTEST CAWCR VAN QCERIHOVEN

WiU Tiiev Ut You In?

It takes a special kind of adult to get through to a troubled adolescent. If

you think you have what it takes, we'd like to talk with you. We're The

Key Program, Inc., the region's leader in residential and outreach ser-

vices for troubled and court-involved teens.

When you join our staff of caring, competent human service and crimi-

nal justice professionals, you'll call upon your insight, compassion and

listening skills to reach into these young lives and make a notable differ-

ence in their futures.

ka^A6ilH ctUm^S '/^

To join us in our work, you'll need a Bachelor's degree in a related

Human Services field, plus a car and a valid driver's license. You'll enjoy

our extensive training, a competitive salary of $18,000 per year and

comprehensive benefits in this unique, 14-month position. Relocation

assistance is available; positions are located throughout Massachusetts,

Rhode Island and Southern New Hampshire. Please send a resume to:

Personnel, The Key Program, Inc., 670 Old Connecticut Path,

Framingham, MA 01701. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

THE KEY PROGRAM, INC.

Attention Students:
Avanti Career Management

is proud to sponsor.

O Saturday, Aprill 7 2:30-5:00 PJUL
Careers with an International Focus
Inlermilionol Business, Banking, Trode and Comulling
Internofionol Medio and Nonprofit Organizotions

Come explore and *s(us$ career opportunilies in inlernolionol affairs
wlh established professionals in tlw field.

Moderated by John Buckner
School of International & Public Affairs, Columbia Univer»ify

O Saturday, April 10 2:30-5:00 P.M.
Career Planning for Foreign Students

c;n«-i.ii J.?''y
Registration strongly RecommendedSpecial oiscount ror stuuenls and advanced registration

Contact Avanti for more information.

Of |wl opkrm, pcvWt (««,,, ,omid« Avonli (orNf Mono|tfnml Wi pfi»?rKum

tWMith todiiiiK, ond mWlf o( ollwt sttykn

Avonh: (413)584 8409
1 7 New Soutfi Streat

Sullivan Sqi>or»
t^rthompten, MA 01060 C«re»r Mananmimt
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Campus Man on Spring
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Your eyes open slowly like a newborns.
Birds chirp as they sit helplessly on your
window sill. You then crunch up yo<ar pil-

low as your eyes slowly focus in on those
glowing green digital numbers from your
"Dream Machine" alarm clock. The time is

6:54 a.m. However, your body is tellingyou
that it is 5:54 a.m., but in reality, daylight
savings is in eflFect and you come to grips
with the fact that it is six minutes to seven.

Moments later you find yourselfrinsing
away that morning breath just as you
tighten them laces to your rurming shoes.
You do a few stretches. Lu'e/romAm/iersf
is Wednesday's Campus Man column. .

.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
Aside from that, it's (title up ) SPRING!!!

Welcome to UMass after the thaw and the
mud hardening. The green from Haigis
Mall is shadowed by the white morning
dew. Seldom cars pass you along Massa-
chusetts Avenue as you realize it's time to

put away the sweats and pull out the
shorts. Spring time is the time where
more and more people will be getting
outside and doing active things such as
walking, running, rollerblading, and bi-

cycling all in addition to that pre-summer
(yes, the D-word) diet.

Breathe that valley fresh air. Feed the
duckies at our Campus Pond. Admire the
Berkshire Range that nestles around the
Tower library in that cloudless sky.

Spring marks the beginning on may
things— a new solstice, warmth ( the other
pre-season to that ever-80-.s/ii'i72rng heat),

and finally that most annoying voice saying
"The section that you have requested is

overenrolled. Please enter a two digit ac-

tion code." I can't stand that two digit

action code shabang.
Ah yes, registration, a mind boggling

activity that springs (no pun intended?) on
us Minutemen folk is officially here. Insert

that creepy "Twilight 25one" music now!
Course catalogs will soon be flooding

MHSCN

the 2nd floor lobby ofWhitmore the same
way winter's snow blankets the campus.

UMass may be a tad large butyou love
it here in liberaland right? Either that or
you're planning on transferring? Well, if

your not one of those transfer-to-be stu-

dents (or even if you are) and you would
like to continue thejoys ofUMassteria but
want the feel for a smaller college and you
are in need ofa new scene then explore the
valley. Take 5-College classes at any ofour
private school counterparts: Amherst,
Smith (Smithie), Hampshire (Camp
Hamp), or Mt. Holyoke (Mt. H).

The 5-College Consortiimi is the oldest
and best of it's kind in the nation. You'll

earn extra credits (yongotta love that) and
you'll be allowed to explore beyond the
UMassteria for free (you definitely gotta
love that)!

This program is one of the best oppor-
tunities available to UMass students. Hey,
where else can you go to an eUte private

college and sit and learn with student's
paying double as much tuition as yourself
and get their high-quaUty private school,

small classes, top-notch education?
The 5-College Program offers a chance

to go outside the largeness of UMass. At
any ofthe other small schools you won't be
just another number and youll meet all

new people (and new gossip!).

You see. not only can you go to this large

institution butyoucan alsoget the personal
attention at a smaller school at the same
time. Transportation is convenient and
very, very cheap (free!). Ride that PVTA!

Rememberwhen opportunity knocks

—

by all means answer. Life is all about
opportunities and taking advantage of

them and learning to better enhance your
personal growth.

So, whi leyourbusy exercising, shedding
your clothes, catching some rays, plan to

break out ofyour shell and explore. It will

make that UMassteria a whole lot better.

Adam Scott Roberts, a 5-College stu-

dent at Amherst College, is a Collegian
columnist.

Listen to This
continued from page 10

Camper Vantiquities
Camper Van Beethoven
I.R.S. Records

Rip off! Capitalizing on their break-
up, I.R.S. has reissued the first three
Camper Van Beethoven CDs. Whereas
the original third CD (on Pitch-a-Tent)
included the EP Vampire Can Mat-
ing Oven, I.R.S. has deemed it neces-
sary to make a separate CD of the six

tracks along with ten unreleased things
and call it a "rarities" disc.

Ofthe ten "new" songs, only one is of

any interest ("Axe Murderer Song,"
which shows hints of the old Camper
wit). Otherwise, there are three
unimpressive covers, a mediocre song
("Crossing Over") and five

instrumentals that take a long time to

go nowhere. Meanwhile there are real

rarities like the hilarious "Lincoln
Shrine" and the AOR remix of "1 Was
Bom In a Laundromat" that are still

impossible to get. If you don't own
Vampire Can, B*. If you do, D-

Cop Shoot Cop

continued from page 9

Ralph Bakshi's rip-ofF of Who Framed
Roger Rabbit faded quickly from theaters
last summer and for good reason, its a
dreadfully unfunny mix of live action and
poor animation, further drained by
devastatingly bad performances by Gabriel
Byrne and Kim Basinger as the reani-

mated cartoon Holli Would. The plot is a

muddled mess centered around Holli

Would's quest to be real and free from the
animated dimension Cool World, which
can only be fulfilled through consummat-
ing her passions with a member ofthe real

world, Gabrile Byrne. Sound ridiculous?

It is! The ads for this film screamed "Holli

Would If She Could!" As for viewing this

movie, Don't!! F
The Adventures of Baron

Munchausen — This cinematic tall tale

from the hands of Monthy Python alum
Terry Gilliam is an ingeniously original

and visually appealing film. The story

concerns itself with the fantastic adven-
tures of the boastful title character as he
travels from the belly of a sea monster to

the craters ofthe moon in search of a host

of past acquaintances to help aid his

kingdom in a battle against an invading
army of Turks. Although the story is

slightly convoluted, this small problem is

alleviated by inventive special effects and
a cast ofcameos including UmaThurman,
Eric Idle and a manic Robin Williams as

the King of the Moon. A-

Also playing this week but not reviewed
are To Catch a Thief, Judgement in Ber-

lin, Alien 3, Beverly Hills Cop, Big Girls

Don't Cry, Die Hard and Extremities.

The 1st Annual Cambodian
New Year Celebration

Presented by

Cambodian Students

Association

FREE ADMISSION/FOOD
* Art Exhibition

* Video Shows
* Khmer Folk Dances
* Costume Show
* Dance

On Saturday, April 10, 1993

at the UMass Campus Center Auditorium

from 9:00am to 1:00am

continued from page 9

thirsty for blood.

This brings us to the other interesting
attribute of the band — they actually
manage to bring politics into their music
without sounding Hke crap. The problem
with most political rock these days is that
it couches its wish for a better world in the
musical context of gooey liberal niceness,
lackingany real intensity and so generally
leavingan impression ofbland worthiness.

Cop Shoot Cop take their cue from
Pubhc Enemy, about the only really decent
political band of the last decade, in real-

izing that political anger is most forceful

when combined with musical anger. Their
performance at Pearl Street made it very
clear that Cop Shoot Cop aren't a band
who sityou down and have a polite conver-
sation with you, they're a band who scream
in your face until you realize they mean it.

On stage they were a powerful unit and
you could feel a tangible sense of their

pent-up energy from the audience. Their
twin bass attack was backed up with the
innovative use of samplers and an im-
pressive array of metal objects which
virtually encased the percussionist in his
own instruments. These were used to good
effect in combination with raucous trum-
pet on the heavily rhythmic "$10 Bill," off

the new album.
As well as showcasing Ask Questions

Later, the band also played old favorites

like like "Burn Your Bridges" and "Shine
on Elizabeth," which caused delight down
in front and produced some very
entertainng violence in the moshpit. Their
set was a bit short, endingjust when I was
really getting my head into it, but it had
full impact — a great performance from a
potent live band.

WORK.
SWEAT.

TOIL.

STRETCH.
MAKE $5,643 FOR THE SUMMER.

TRAVEL.
PROFIT.

EXPERIENCE.
EXCITEMENT.
FRIENDSHIPS.

For more information call 1-800-862-2997

Housing available

May23-August 14

For more information

and an application,

call toll free

1-800-282-4NYU

ext. 776

New Yort Univf rsity Is «n arfirrutivc

KtiotVequtl opportunity institution

Will you be working, doing an internship, or

enjoying a summer in New York? You can

live in the heart of Greenwich Village as an

NYU Associate or take a course in our exciting

summer sessions if you wish.

• Minutes from New York's business and

cultural centers

• Apartment-style and traditional residences;

single and double occupancy

• Outstanding sports-recreation facility

• Includes the New York Experience, an

enjoyable noncredit program exploring

careers and culture in New York City

• Over 1,000 undergraduate, graduate, and

professional

courses offered f^A,
day and evening Cll.

New
York

University
NYU Summer Housing
14A Washington Place

Newyork,N.Y 10003
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M Casino Night
continued from page 3

advisor to the board, said the Brain Tumor society
receives the profits for the event because Jeff
Glassman, who coordinated the first casino night
in 1990. knew someone who died of a brain tumor.
The BrainTumorSociety linked Casino Productions
to the board four years ago after the company
helped another charity produce a casino night.

COLLEGIAN

Naked Boston man makes point

recycle recycle
recycle recycle
this collegian

PHILADELPHLA (AP) — A Boston man stripped
outside a University ofPennsylvania building Thursday
to demonstrate his belief in public nudity as a constitu-
tional right.

After a short speech espousing his rights, first-year
law student Shalom Nachman stripped to a bandana
around his waist as a crowd watched.

"In this country, as long as you're wearing a G-string,
you're OK. Because I feel comfortable being nude, I am
now going to remove the bandana," he said.

Afterward, Nachman, 26, went to class wearing the
bandana over his private parts.

He said state laws banning public nudity should be
rewritten to exclude bans on "people like myselfwho view
nudity in a positive way."

Nachman said his actions were sparked by a discus-
sion in his constitutional law class on a 1991 Supreme
Court decision that prohibits individual states from le-

galizing public nudity.

The Boston native had originally planned to attend
class in the nude.

"My professor told me that I needed the consent ofthe
entire class first," Nachman said. "Two percent of the
students were opposed."

Associate law professor Seth Kreimer said he praised
his student's convictions.

"It's not something I would have done," Kreimer said.

Last year the University of California rewrote its

dress code, requiringclothes and expelled student Andrew
Martinez after he insisted on strutting naked.

Recycle this Collegian in the blue bin.
They are located all around campus.

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR SCERA DIRECTOR

The Search Committee for the Director of the Student Center for Educational Research I
and Advocacy (SCERA) cordiaUy invites the University community to participate m 6 I
open candidate forums. At the forums, the candidates for the Director wiU be avaUable
to meet and speak with students, staff, and faculty from 2:30 to 330 PM in the Student
Union Building on the following days:

fiepun Eubanks
Kevin Hughes
Elsa ElUot

Sheila Kloefkorn

Marc Kenan
Audre\' Jaeger

Monday, March 29
Tuesday, March 30
Friday, April 2

Wednesday April 7

Thursday, April 8

Monday, April 12

174 Campus Center

Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cape Cod Lounge
Cap>e Cod Lounge
Cap>e Cod Lounge

All stiidents are urged to meet with these candidates in order to give feedback to the
Search Committee.

An Evening with

PAUL FAire^
An American Liberator

Paul Parks will reflect on his experiences

as a member of an all-Black army unit in WWII
which participated in the liberation

of Nazi death camps.

Thursday, April 8, 8:00pm
Campus Center 101

Free

Sponsored by

UMASS Uillel's Black/Jewish Relations Committee,
Office of Third World Affairs,

The Black Mass Communication Project

THURSDAY NIGHT
Oo

DRANK IT
$1.00 22 oz. Drafts Group Therapy Spec

TONIGHT: SENIOR COUNTDOWN PARTY
50 Daze to Graduation

Guest Bartender Monday Nights: Michelle Finnegan

ATE IT
Attitude Adjustment Hour

9^^ ^petker Specials Daily ^90
Burgers, Sandwiches, Awesome Appetizers

DANCED IT
DISCO HELL Thurs/Fri

Is C00I8 Night '^1^: ,^

Wednesday Night is Guest Bartender's Niglit
This week's bartender is

*l(psseCC gates

COORS Bottles

$1.25 .y

Always

Something

For Everyone!

i/bdka T[)^lcs^

$1.50

SANQ IT
TUESDAY

SETTIE,

WEDNESDA.

[Road to
I

Colin

THURSDAY

|OpenMic
7-9

FREE LOVE FOR STUDENTS

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR THE
COORDINATOR OF THE

JOSEPHINE WHITE EAGLE CULTURAL CENTER

The Search Committee for the Coordinator of the
Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center cordially
invites the University community to participate in 6
open candidate forums. At these forums. At these
forums, candidates for the coordinator's position will
be available to meet and speak with students, faculty
and staff in the Cultural Center located in the lower
level of Chadbourne House.

CANDIDATES SCHEDULE THIS WEEK:
Ms. Sharon Smith Wednesday April 7th 2pm
Ms. Mary Elizabeth Lagoy Thursday April 8th 12noon

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

MISS

\

YES.

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
\m GtNtRATlON DOESNT ABSORB
INFORMMION THIS WM. COULD^ REDUCE EXER^HH46 TO

FACTOIDS ?

JIM'S JOURNAL

AT LEAST OOR TH.E.>J\SIONS

UNOtRSTAMO US.

I
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By GARY LARSON

By JIM

Xf l««)t«a Met If
MU^iit b« kir\A of

PRICE

PJ^iCE CAN MOO BLOO
^bOBBLE UVTHTWVT
fWf£ ^NfS> OK MOOR
f^^CE ORLoiu-rrBE i

First fAVBeAED tslSEAL

Nolo Big?

/

By PRICE VAN RAY

VlEU. B»GGEe THAN
[MoucA>N^ \m\a^£ '^

B^6 \r<\A6lWA.riON

~^

Sj) /

Quote of the Day
"I'm beginning to think it's just all maze

and no cheese."

- Emily Stewart

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CUTTER'S WORLD

TVwt Aoicr ort.i.

Came >n>4e. ^tc U»Ke

One vo«s t>»en -ItKen

So &c;( tk^itrtk^ VmI ^
bed, \)or<*»i or i\u\. Ifio

Ca.cS WV-- So«t of H*e.i«^

By CUTTER

On •m« CcP cars a Sijjn

\ *^irToH«rr.is'f,f o,.^*

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

kCNOW -WIS, glJrWHfMf.M fORSIte

Bookc IN \t^e»v'S ST€\p, n wW
^ REfElijNCE It) KtY MOHEMT IN

fOKTtC'; BOOK, "HOW^eOS END."

VjHfeN oN€ OP -m£ cwKKTter

IS KlUtD BV A gODKCWE FllLEC
\.ii"ni RcokT '

iGOOOLORPflSTHf/^ENmH]
IWECANSAY, /PMf^O^Wif/lB

IMTHAs ommam
MEAN/NQ?f

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

\^\-^{ BcokTli

CALLTHPff
CALiytR

Nou DonT SupfCGF

"WEEE ACeANXoF

fUOSf S\J?LIMINAL

MAM/ ^-^'"-A Mc^Afafr IN

I» VIH'

NAW

U»«ff'

ARIES(March2t-Apfil 19) Cook-
111 grips wilh an imporljnl crealivt-

pfojttl early in (he day. Inlluenli.il

people are in y«iuf cofntf . Be prejwrc-c)

lolake()nnewlamilyresp(>nsil>il)lie>.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Ca-
reer mailers Ixing Ixjth new imarn lal

rewards and a lot ol perv>nal salis-

lactKXi. Keep up wilh new develiip-

menls. Take rare l<> i lean your honn-
lx?lofe relalives arrive lor a visii

CtMINI (May 2 1 -June 2()i: /\ii

excellent day lo locus on long-ranije

goals. Discuss Imam es vk ilh youi
partner and set a deadlirK- lor saving

a certain amount ol money
. Be a giKid

Iriend lo a neighlxir.

CANC ER (|une 21 -July 221: Extra

career or lamily oliligatioos are lea-

lured today. Higher-u|)sa|)|Naiv your
(x-riormanr e, you pass with llying

colors! Separate lantasy Irom tad
when selling goals.

LEO(|uly2i-Aug. 22) Today you
will Ix- seen as a rising star — or

luckily lindextra money in theccMikie

jar. In public placets, you win people
over wilh ycxir sot lal grac es. I'c >st|)one

making crucial decisiiMis.

VIRGO (Aug. 2!-Sept 22): You
have a knack lor saying and doing the

right thing! Nothing venturc-d. noth-

ing gained. Roll the di( e in romanc e
— someone ( lose l)> may Ik' wailing

lor a charKe. Be open-minded.

llBRA(Sc-pt 21-C)(| 22) A |Ki-

vale Of luckslage nK-eting leatis to a

\ jiuahle ex< hange and m,ikc~. a g<«xl

ini()fess»onon intluenlial (xxiple Take-

a sibling honx- with yiiu arxl pay .in>

outstanding delxs.

SCORPK)(CXl.2«-Nov.2ll:Yoo
may have lo say or ck) sonx-lhing

dillK ult IcxJay . Hunxx m.ikes it c-asx-r!

Having a partner by your side will

make a big dittcferxe in stxking lo

yout dK-l-exerc ise revtiulions.

SACinARIUSdSkw 22-(Xs.21l:
Y«Mi may n<H Ix- sure what to do nc-xl.

Talk lo creative thinkers, esjx-c lally

those wivi care ckxi)ly alxHit your
lulure UncJerstanding an employei s

unspi )ken dc-sires is the- key lo sue ( i-ss.

C ACKICORN (I),, 22-Un 191:

\our triiiidships are is^k-c lally re-

vs arding now. Vou I an w in llx- assis-

lance you cJesire sim|)ly Ik- asking.

Maintain a lining bean ii dcMiX'stH

cliallengc-s arise.

A(,^UAKIUS I Ian 2()-Eel) 1 8): The
|)ace ai < C'leratc-s at iHHh work aixl

honxv Take a prac li< al ap|Koa( h lo

gcllhings(k>n('wilhease S|X'akg(iitlv

lo llios<- wImi Cfueslion your nxlhixls
— all resistance will melt away

PISCES (Feb I '(-March 201: A
day I') |XfKec-d caretully, not lever-

ishlv Trim ex|x-nses and redui e yiKii

debts. Love places its own (Jemands
on your lime.

SKATE BOY AND RURU By PITT

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Dana Dorman

Theresa Giammattei

Menu
University of Massachusetts Food Services
has made available a 24-hour information

line which lists information about the
Dining Commons as well as the specific

items offered on the menu.
Call 545-2626 and ask for Fran.

The opinions expressed on this page .ire those of llie orloonists ancl do not neressjrily reflect the views oi the CdIIc^uv} or the University

ACROSS
1 Against

5 Cease
9 Babies'

bugqies
14 Whos —

Sleeping in my
(>ed7"

15 Columnist
Bombeck

16 Antique
1

7

Israeli

statesman
Abba

18 Restrain

19 Minneapolis
suburb

?0 Johnny\ — "

?3 Dandelion
?4 — day al » time

?5 Bils ol clolti

?8 Word with cat

or ch,ince

30 Pail ol a

cloverleal

34 Beach in

Barcelona

35 Herrules

c.iplive

36 Sfxiils qp
3^ Wfiler Flprninq

38 Milan opera
house

41 Grundy or

Miniver lille

4? Descendant
44 Pair

hrKnophone
4ri (lil)lic.il verb
4/ Jleatiird

48 Part ol Ar&I
49 I ike mellinq

snow
50 C omic Shfiner

5? Oiiarrel

53 Oalloii Trumbo
novel

61 Spinnmq
6? I and unit

63 Division word
64 Pool shot
65 Heavenly body
66 Part music
6 7 I oud sound
68 Clintons

birthplace

6"J B-ting

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

DOWN
1 I inr oin el a)

? Moses' mount
3 Shade ol blue
4 — IS it

possible

ho(jeless

5 Soil fabrics

6 Step on
7 Overlook
8 Become
exhausted

9 Groom
10 "Where the —

Grows" Wilson
Rawll story

1

1

Inter —
I? Skirt stylo

13 Cicatrix

?1 Asian country

?? "Monopoly"
purchase

?5 Mace
26 Debussy's

— de lune

"

?7 Chattered
?6 — point center

ol attention

?9 Wmqed
31 Summits
32 Fen

33 1 Ike douqh
35 Words ol

understanding

39 Skilllully

40 A Stevenson
43 Originality

46 Al fresco

49 Arena

51 Cove
52 Sandal lealure

53 Door part

54 Spoken
55 "For — lolly

56 Groove
57 Eight

Comb lorm
58 African

antelopes
59 Western

Indians

60 Part ol

a chord

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

4/7/93

1 ; ] 4

1

S 1 r 1

1
77

« 1* II 17 ti-

11 IS 1*

i; II tl

?i 71

I^H?] 7« I^M
}i ?t 71 . 71 71

1
M 31 17 ll

M
I n M

17

lv.
It " 41

«; o

1
M

I n 4*
~

ti <i 4«

H^^^H^ 51 jjjH Im BiM^
»J S4 n M SI M H M
i1 17

i

•1

M %i M
1/ N n
< I**! 1 •» A*trlr< 1 imr< Sjmllfllr 4/7/»3
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Kelly Cheng
Mary Dorsey

Stacey Hanlon

Jennifer Hunady
Dara McGonagle
Angle Bonilla

Marsha Elliston

Erica Friedman

Hillary Goldthwait

Terri Pearson

Erin Riley

Laura Soares

Jason Amiss

Paula Boguszewski

Jason Chaleauneuf

Tom Daniell

Elissa Epstein

Mark Fortune

Jennifer Hill

Jennifer Juneau

Larry Laurent

Joe Laventure

Chris McClure
Jill Moscicki

Julie Nowlan
Tina Nyman
Jake Orville

Tom Robertson

Joe Roman
Alisha Starkis

Jennifer Tanner

Roger Cummings
Gene Daniell

Farah Khan
Richard Kolbusz

Yuri Kumagi
Mariana Lajmanovich

Karthikeyan Sankaran

Sanjog Surve

Cesar Alegre

Katherine Brannum
Rachel Eisenman

Jeremy Pacht

Sami Tabari

Yvette Baez

Dorothy Bennett

Nicole Berard

Jennifer Kent

Lucia Lucas

Njoki Mwangi
Amanda Tate

Jean Delbrune

Matt Depiero

Samantha Eustace

Alexander Lcmer
Naomi Seligman

Patrick Browne
Michelle Cannon
Patricia Diorio

Carol Gustowski

Courtney Heffeman
Christine Jackson

Cidalia Mendes

Benjamin Ostiguy

Amos Pike

Arvino Saraogi

Diane Tharp

Brian Weiland

Susan Bellantuoni

Heather Bergman
Nona Chiang

Jason Fox

Stacey Gour
Barry Hill

Sandra Holmes

Jean Joassainte

Maureen Lane

Ricardo Marrero

Jennifer Moreau

Usha Pitts

Ed Aycock

Benjamin Baum
Cristina Blanco

Peter Bowes

Rachel Castriotta

Jennifer Emrich

Linda Forbes

Eli Gelasco

Joanne Gervais

Deborah Lamb
Joseph Swales

Collin Tobin

Francois Vo
Banita Butcher

Jody Teece

Robin Wurtzel

Michael Aleo

Kristin Gerber

Michael Greco

Jennifer Hunt
Paul Joyce

Atif Khan
Amy Tefft

Carrie Walker
Lynn Weis

Maureen Wood
Vicky Wu
Marc Bacon

Andrew Fleming

Thomas Fuller

Rafael Garcia

Michael Janes

Eileen Knight

Aerin Kwait

Jennifer Metevia

Jennifer Oday
Lionel Pasquis

Thomas Racette

Gary Raymond
Maimouna Sam
Peter Snow
Rachael Splaine

Shawn St Jean

Stephen Walsh

Cheryl White

Lyonel Benjamin

Jennifer Griffith

Cary Mandeville

Gonzalo Mendez
Lynn Podosek

Samantha Wachsberger
Hillary Wishnick

Lise Worthen

Lisa Burzenski

Min Young Cha
Jill Dailey

Travis Marshall

Aaron Osborne
Frederick Smallwood

Demitris Charalambous

Sarah Henderson

Sarah Baackes

Adrian Heng
Alison Hurwitch

Sameer Sain

Sean Cloherty

Jose Corporan

John Micalizzi

Sheila Murigo

Moise Tirado

Elizabeth Welch
Michelle Jorge

Debbie Speicher

Steven Daniels

Allen Kam
James Rose

Stacey Marriott

Rene Fantasia

Deborah Lardner

Wendi Troupe

Laura Connelly

Mark Benek
Joseph Bessette

Christopher Collins

Ibrahime Elnashar

Michelle Deveau
Scott Mambro
Iris Wong
Brendan Carroll

Donna Butler

Caryn Peralta

David Sloat

Yashodhan Athawale

Lakeisha Criswell

Mark Todtenkopf

Tana Henderson

Bob Dennis

Michael Correa

Joseph Dolat

Lisa Laramee
Mary Lim
Randy Babson

Jeremy Doran

Christine Earley

Christine Burke
Colinda Choquette

Carlos Concepcion
David £>emerjian

Savas Gunduz

Gabrielle Kamm
Emily Kozodoy
Maria Kubik

Joanne Land

Tomoko Masuyama
Eric McLaughlin
Cheri Ruane
Justine Bramble
Todd Dreyfus

Sara Gray

Renauta Harrison

Dan Benson

Tim Gloster

David Green

Dwight Henry

Kendra Montanari

Melina Sammy
Andrew Slap

Jennifer Stetson

Jessica Stevenson

James Wilson

Arthur Dexter

Kevin Elmer

Steven Klain

Nhung T. Lc
Karen Mark
Alison Roberts

Naomi Souza

Keith Burgoyne

Lee Dagle

Michele Monteiro

Karen Rothstein

Ema Bart)osa

Diana D'Avanzo
Emily Kaufman
Zephreny Parmenter

Alan Davies

Gregory Dorgan
Laurie Murch
Reginald Pickett

Christopher Brauer

Garrett Cohen
Colleen Coleman
Amanda Collings

Stephen Fernandez

Herman Hampton
Vijay Kuntamukkala

Jennifer Ward
Angela Hunt

Matt Kaplan

Yamile Lama
David Sjostedt

Christine Tighe

Michael Waite

Sharon White

Brian Deoliveira

Deana Dohman
Melissa Gelley

Amy Hinc

Steven Kenyon
Hau Keung
Jeffrey Martinous

Gloriann Moroney

Matthew Pavesi

Ana Lisa Silva

Jennifer Thompson
David Trant

Donna Walsh

Sean Case

Patricia Cusimano

Kathryn Day

Michael Gillespie

Kevin Irvine

Amy Jagenow

Bryan Leake

Farhad Ahad
Olufemi Awosika

Michelle Baxter

Alicia Duff

Sandra Dunny
George Hardy

Jason Hogue
Aaron Lenburg

Yem Lip

Laura Murray

Heather Odom
Brian Sampson
Michael Baker

Vasudev Gupta

Kristine Koczajowski

Jonathan Koop
Laurie Magnuson
Angelia Onuoha
Geraldine Phillip

Jeffrey Roderick

Sandra Rose

Jennifer Sabbagh

Susan Casey

Patrick Connors

Anthony Devoe
Kevin Goodwin
Laura Hancock
Anne Marie Neal

Carolyn Rago
Elissa Bongiomo
Robert Creamer
Virgil Hickmon
Jason Lindman
Jason McDonald
Richard Rigney

Stacy Wagner
Claudel Francouer

Rachel Dardinski

Robert Shapiro

Giancarlo Tosi

Karen Warren
Teresa Winters

Terry Stead

HOUSING SERVICES AND RESIDENCE EDUCATION WISHES TO THANK YOUFOR YOUR EFFORT, DEDICATIONAND COMMITMENT.
RESIDENT ASSISTANTS: MAKING A DIFFERENCE AT UMASS
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Rangers and Isles clash,
NHL awards prediction
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It has become the battle of the Empire
State for the final playoffspot in the Patrick
division. This battle features the young
and talented New York Islanders, and the
underachieving New York Rangers.

Perhaps underachieving is an under-
statement. The Rangers need the Heimlich
manuever because this team is choking
badly. Last week, the Islanders won an
important head-to-head battle to move
into fourth place.

After the Canadians bested the Is-

landers, the Rangers blew a chance to
retake fourth by losing to the lowlyWhalers
Monday night. Mark Messier promised to
lead the Rangers to the Stanley Cup.
There's always next year Mark.

Matt

VAUTOUR
With only three points separating the

first-place Canadians and the third place
Nordiques, home ice advantage in the
Adams division is far from decided. The
upcoming home-and-home series between
the Bruins and Nordiques will go a long
way in determining the winner.

With the 1992-93 regular season a week
away from over, now is a good time to

speculate on the winners of this year's
post-season awards.

Hart Trophy (MVP): Mario Lemieux,
Pittsburgh. In any other year this award
goes to Toronto's Doug Gilmour. He's
brought a winning attitude, and the
leadership that was so desperately needed
in Toronto. The Leafs have leapfrogged
past Chicago into second place. But in the
1992-93 campaign, nobody comes even
close to Super Mario.

Despite missing twenty-four games,
Lemieux still leads the NHL in scoring.

During his absence, the Penguins were
just an average team. With Mario I>emieux
in the line up. the Penguins are the most
dominant force in the NHL. During the
1992-93 season. Mario Lemieux was the
definition of Most Valuable Player.

Art Ross Trophy (NHL's Leading
Scorer): This award will come down lo

Lemieux ( 150 points) and Pat LaFontaine
(143), with Lemieux pulling away. If

Lemieux hadn't been sidelined during the
season, he may have gone on to break
Gretzky's all-time record for points in a
season. Some sports enthusiasts say no-

body dominates a game the way Michael
Jordan does. They haven't been to Pitts-
burgh lately.

Vezina Trophy (NHL's top goalie):
Felix Potvin. Toronto. In only his rookie
season, the Maple Leaf netminder has
been a wall between the posts, leading the
NHL in goals against average.

Black Hawk goalie Ed Belfour will
probably win the award, but his perfor-
mance has been enhanced by Chicago's
excellent defensive corps. Potvin has been
superb and surprisingly consistent for a
rookie, despite Toronto's inexperienced
defense.

Norris Trophy (NHL's top
defensemen): Chris Chelios, Chicago.
The Black Hawks have allowed the fewest
goals ofany team in the NHL. A lot of the
credit for this statistic has to go to the
Chicago defense.

Since Chelios was acquired, the Black
Hawk defense has risen to the top of the
league. Chelios. who is having a career
year has been the leader of this team on
and off the ice. If it wasn't for the incred-
ible year of Lemieux, Chelios would be a
Hart Trophy contender.

CalderTrophy (Rookie ofthe Year):
Teemu Selanne, Winnipeg. The pre-season
hype all surrounded Eric Lindros, but
Selanne has emerged to lock up the award.
As only the eighth seventy-goal scorer in
NHL history, Selanne will become the
second straight European to be named the
league's top rookie. Selanne has eclipsed
all rookie scoring records, and it may not
be long before Teemu skates off with the
Hart Trophy a.s well.

NHL All-Stars 1992-1993
First Team
Center: Mario lemieux, Pittsburgh
Wings: Teemu Selanne, Winnipeg,
Alexander Mogilny. Buffalo
Defense: Chris Chelios Chicago. Phil
Housley, Winnipeg
Goahe: Felix Potvin, Toronto

Second Team
Center Pat LaFontaine. Buffalo
Wings Mark Recchi, Philidelphia, Luc
Robitaille. Los Angelas
Defense Steve Duchesne. Quebec.
Raymond Bourque, Boston
Goalie Ed Belfour, Chicago
Coming Next Week: Playoff Previews!
Matt Vautour is a Collegian columnist.

Scotfs Shots
continued from page 16

and play like Vlade Divac" Engin
was too busy stud)dng.

• Shawn Bradley is coming out
early? I thought Mormons didn't
care about material wealth.

• With Haigis Hooplajust around
the comer, my team may soon being
throwing its hat into the ring. And if

Matt Tryder "I hardly even know
her," Bill "Cupcakes" Messina.
Michael "Legal Eagle" Alyward,
Dave "Not the Wendy's guy"Thomas
and Dan "I can't tan" McOsker come
under contract, all should look out.
We are not actively pursuing the

talents of Water Polo Co-Captain
Jeremy "Pretty Boy" Alters.

• Women'ssoccer coachJim Rudy
fooled no one with his April Fools'
joke about coaching the Brazilian
National Team.

Although, at post-game press
conferences the press in Brazil
would most likely understand Rudy,
despite the language barrier, better
than the American press. "Salad" is

truly an international language.
Keep your feet in bounds and

your eyes on Milt Cole.

Dan Wetzel is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Please,
please,
pi

recycle
this

paper!

TRAVEL SMART
THIS SPRING!

FROM NEW YORK
flounmrip Oi» Way

London
$305 $155

Paris
$398 $219

rOUUIIItflOIIDElKIIIKU

... SO we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with

heated basements at Gilreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

r for the next heatinQ season

Applications now being accepted at

Lincoln Real Estate
25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR SALE

BATTLE OF THE BANOSI
Everyone invrted

Sat, April 17 in NE Quad
Free food and drink $100 cash pri/e

register your band call 546 2616
By Fri. April 9,

Sponsored by NEAG
Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst Ideal for visiting

parents and friends 549 0733

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $1000
in just one week' Plus S1000 for the
member who calls! And a FREE HEAD
PHONE RADIO just forcaliingl

1800 950 1037, ext. 25

Having problams with yourroomate?
Contact OCHO. 428 Student Union or

call us at 5450865. We can i>e<p<

bitemational Fair

Have a table or participate in

entertainment showing your culture at

International Fair on May 8th at the
SUB. Call Rachel at 5465587 or Jill at

5464909

Looking for a place to live offcampus?
Questions atx>ut your commuter living

situation? Subletting in May? Come to

OCHO, 428 Student Union, 545 0865.

SPANISH SPEAKERS
EarnSSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Non native) for psychology reading
study.

Should have taken
Spanish 320 of above
Call Jovette 545-069

The UMass Theatre Guild will

be voting on next semester's

play tonight at 7 pm in CC91

1

New Members welcome
???545 041S

1983 Plymouth Turismo
only t400 lakes it

Call Tom 63873

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3 50
Lg. Cheese 35.99

1 or 2 loppings add SI
5496073
549-6098

Take ovar my lease one bedroom apt
In Colonial VIg S400 253 2537 (508)757
9470

Take evar our lease starting June 1st

2 BDR Brandywine furniture inci

Call Now 549 5193

2 Bedroom Brandywine Apt
Starting in June
Furniture included

Call 549 7557

Thrilling apartment on Main Street.

Across street from bus stop Take over
our lease on June 1 st and start enjoying
it) Call 253-9175

HELP WANTED PERSONALS

FOR RENT FOR SALE

Amharst Canter - Take over our lease
1,2 bedroom apartment above Anionios

'' Call 253 3187

Amharst Cantar - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Balchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586 4270

Amharst — 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Modomlzad Townhousa
3 bdrms loft

Must See!

Perfect for five!

Call 549 5587

One Bedroom Pufften S434/month.
Take over our lease. Call Debbie and
Sharon at 549 4330

South Oeerfleld Center
On bus route new efficiency and one
bedroom apartment reasonable mov
ing in cost call 247-3259

Brown Birkenstocks $50
Si/e: Euro 37/US 7 1/2-8 women'*
Call 586-3599

Oultar. Black Epiphone offset V
S250/bo Johnny 5466706

New Computer in box
IBM compatable 386s x 33
40meg HD 1.44 Floppy 1 meg mem
U- VGA Software 3725

Bill 5460596

Nintendo with Mario 123 also five

other ganras S80 Tracy 256 0750

60 Meg HO Connors 2 1/2* almost new
3200. Mike 253 8175

Smith Corona Word Processor
Call 5465471

10-Spaad bicycia Call weekdays
5460465 (10:30 12:30 pm), or weekends
Leave tel. «.

FOUND

Key for stoelcase file cabinet on 3/3 at

9:45 pm on the east side of Machmer
Hall. Returned to the Campus Center
info desk.

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshires. MA sum
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,

seniors, and grads Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,

newspaper Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer'
Salary plus room and board
Call 800 762 2820

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000*/month . world iraveKHawaii.
Mexico, the Caribt)ean, etc ) Holiday,

summer and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1 206 634
0468ext. C5001

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $ 1000
in just one week' Plus 31000 for the

member who calls' And a free Igloo

cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932
0528, ext 65

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

LOSE WEIGHTI

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30 ' 100*i>

guaranteed Doctor Recommended'
253 3816

LOST

Lost Black Leather Jacket at LBGA
Dance on 4/2. If found call Damn at 5-

4824 or bring jacket lo Program for GLB
Concerns.

Lost - North Adams Sweatshirt
at SigEpon 4 1 93
REWARD
Call 5465756

REWARD '
~

Any information regarding a green
Specialized Rockhopper bike missing
from Brown house Saturday night.

Please call 549-8341.

No Questions asked.

Branfrom Belchertown - 1 had a great
time w/you that Thurs night Was hop
ing to heat from you again You have
my number. Chris

DIRTY DISHESI!
Where is Bill 'I AM" Murray? Last seen
Saturday night incognito in Escort van .

Bernie and 49 curious faces are worried
sick Jay IS no longer smiling

Happy Birthday
To the ,'uture Mrs Barrow
From Your girls DSC.

ROOMMATES WANTED

HOUSEMATES NEEDED! Looking for

2 people 10 share room in house
$175/mo/person 2530751

Puffton Village 2 roomates needed
S170 per month. Call Mike 549 9900

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with

complete resume development Keith

Anderson, PhD. 582 4037

Scholarships Guarenteed
1-800-«66-2137

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

$490 $245
Guatemala City
$470 $235
Mexico City
$360 $180

•tocldiolni

$458 $229
Athens/istanlMil
$630 $315

Sofne tickets valid to ofie year

Most tickets allow ctiafiges

Fares froftt over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia

Eurailpasses Available
Cjstomi Immigijiion I departuittact appv

I

(in lutiect lo chjng« wthout noiicf

RISM TRAVEL
342MadisonA»e

, NY,NY 10173

800-272-9676 I

212-986-8420*
•in NYC '

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

SUMMER SUBLET

Amharst Center
Unusual 2 txjdroom
Immaculate, sunlit

1 minule to town and bus
Parking 3650 Heat incl.

2539656

4 Openings in two bedroom
Brandywine lor summer 3175/monih
each Staning June 1st 549 7975

Summer Sublet -Let with Fall option
one bedroom apartment in Puffton Vil

lage call anytime at 549 1954

TRAVEL

Guatemala; Study espaAol/culturc
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Diva for credit
At: UMass. Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel

800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

TYPING GREAT PRICE
LASERWRITER QUALITY
CALL 546 4782

WANTED

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Sports cards and staning lineups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

Habia EspaAol?
Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed for language study
Earn money for participating!

Call 538 2035 for more info

Newport
3 seniors seek lively

house/housemates for

summer
Leslie/Deanna 253 9743
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Sports
Softball sweeps doubleheader from B.C.
By JASON NASH
Collegian Suff

After sweeping Monday's doubleheader over St.
Bonaventure, the University of Massachusetts Softball
team picked up where they left off yesterday at Totman
Field, sweeping Boston College, 9-3. 6-2. in their season
home opener.

The Minutewomen (6-9 overall, 2-0 in the A-10), were
led with great starting pitching and third inning raUies
in both games to increase their win streak to four in a row.
Remarkably, this was just their second day of "outdoor
bair in two weeks.

"I was very pleased with everyone's performance,
considering we've been in a gymnasium for a while." said
UMass Softball Head Coach Elaine Sortino. "It's tough to

come out here, but we took it to them."
UMass was led by sophomore Kelly Daut (3-5 ) in game

one. Daut gave up just two hits and two runs (none
earned) over five innings work. While Daut impressed
many with her performance, she said she felt that today's
game was not her best.

"My arm felt good and it was great to be out there,"
Daut said. "I really think I didn't pitch all that well and
I'm expecting better outings as the season goes on."

On the offensive side it was senior catcher Sherri
Kuchinskas ( 3-for-4 with a double, a run scored and three

Up and down weekend,
as lax wins and loses

runs batted in) and senior leftfielder Stacey Nichols (2-

for-4 with a double, two runs scored and two RBI) who
provided all the punch UMass would need.

The bottom ofthe third, saw Kuchinskas, Nichols and
company break open for seven runs, led by five hits for a
rally through the heart of the Minutewomen's order.

In Game Two senior hurler Darlene Claffey (3-4)

turned in a stellar performance on the mound, grabbing
a complete game, scattering seven hits, and collecting
her 44th career win as a Minutewomen.

"I tell you, through the third and fourth innings Darlene
kept saying 'I'm not comfortable out there,"" Sortino said.

"Mentally, she did a greatjob recovering to get the victory."

Indeed, Claffey took a page out ofa late-August Roger
Clemens and just seemed to get stronger as the game
went on, breezing through the sixth and seventh innings.

Towards the end, I just started to get into the rhythm,"
Claffey said, "and I felt really strong by final out."

At the plate, Nicols continued her feast on opposing
B.C. pitchers, finding her way to another 2-for-4 game,
including three runs scored.

"She hit the life out ofthe ball ," Sortino said. "And, you
know, we needed that."

As always, after a spring full of precipitation, the
opening day field condition is always a question.

"The grounds crew did a fabulous job," Sortino said.

"The fields in perfect shape."

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Sherri Kuchinskas of the University of Massachusetts

Softball team helped the Minutewomen sweep a doubleheader
against Boston College.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

HEMPSTEAD. N.Y. — Since the 60s.

the University of Massachusetts men's
lacrosse team has been known as the Go-
rillas. But two sets of Gorillas showed up
at the Hofstra Spring Shootout: imposters
in Gorilla suits who suffered a 16-8 upset
loss to unrankeds Hofstra on Saturday,
and real live animals who defeated Duke
12-11 on Sunday.

UMass, now 2-2. fell victim to a slug-
gish performance on Saturday against
Hofstra. then regained their intensity to

defeat the llth-ranked Blue Devils. The
win gave UMass coach Ted Garber his

100th career victory.

"We played with determination today,
we played with pride today and we played
as a team today. . that wasn't there Ivs.

Hofstra I." said Garber. whose Gorillas fell

•from 10th to 15th in this week's United
States Intercollegiaite Lacrosse poll.

The Gorillas trailed early in both games.
But the added effort which, by the admis-
sion of coaches and players alike, was
missing against Hofstra helped put UMass
over the top on Sunday.

Bolstered by a five-goal performance
from Mark Millon and clutch defense,
UMass erased a 6-2 deficit to take a 9-7

lead and in the third quarter, holding
Duke scoreless in the third. They then
held off a Blue Devil comeback in the
fourth quarter for the win - their first

against a ranked opponent this year.
"After the Hofstra loss we didn't want

to let ourselves down," said Millon, who
collected his second five-goal game of the
year. "Ifyou're on a bad team and you lose

you learn to accept it. But when you're on

a good team you can never accept it."

The UMass turnaround began in the
second, when Mike Valente (2 goals, three
assists) and Millon heated up. The Gorillas
scored two man-up goalsand got two Millon
scores, closing the gap to 7-6 at halftime.

The Gorillas picked up where they left

off in the third quarter, outscoring Duke
3-0. Millon, Bill Edell and Matt Bailey all

converted for UMass.
But the biggest reason for UMass' third

quarter performance was the play oftheir
defense and the play of goaltender Rip
Correnti. The Gorillas, who were missing
their defensive slides in the first half,

adjusted their defense and played, as co-

captain Jim Panetta put it, "with our sticks

on their gloves."

The Blue Devils took an 11-10 lead in

the fourth before Depp tied the game with
a great move to the cage. But Bailey and
Matt Triolo put UMass up for good on a
textbook give-and-go and the UMass de-
fense held through the final five minutes.

Chris Nentwich, who came up with a
crucial poke check that thwarted Duke's
last scoringchance with under a minute to

go. Correnti alsocame up bigin the clutch,
making a game-saving stop on a shot with
just over two minutes to go.

UMass was not as fortunate against
the Flying Dutchmen of Hofstra. Again,
the Gorillas were down early, but due to
Hofstra's dominance oftime of possession
and aggressive, scrappy play, UMass could
never get back into the game.

Tellingly, the Flying Dutchmen won 49
ground balls to UMass' 28 and dominated
face-offs throughout. A six-goal run in the
third quarter and 8 goals by attacker Dave
Donatello wrapped up the win for Hofstra,
who improved to 3-1.

Gorillas face PC Friars
Soggy conditions will make play difficult
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

The recent wet weather has left la-

crosse fields a soggy mess and has
played havoc on collegiate schedules
throughout theNew England area. The
University of Massachusetts and
Providence College are no exception.

But the teams will try to play through
the mud today as the Minutemen travel

to Providence, R.I. to take on the Friars
at 3 p.m. Providence has already can-
celled two home games because of poor
playing conditions so UMass coach Ted
Garber has his doubts about how the
conditions have improved.

"A couple days ago, the field was
under water," said Garber. "If it's not
rolled by game time, it's going to be
tough to play."

But Garber also thinks that regard-
less of playing conditions, his squad is

indeed the better of the two teams and
that ifthe Gorillas play tough defense,
make crisp passes and hit all their
shots, they should have no problem
earning a victory.

"I think we're ready to play tomor-
row," he said. "Tomorrow's game is a
chance for us to get a lot of different
combinations in there if we play disci-

plined and work hard.
"And of course, any time a team

plays you tough in the last contest,"
Garber said, referring to last season's
come-from-behind 11-9 UMass victory
over P.C. "there's that incentive to go
out and take it to these guys."

But first, the Gorillas will have to

contend with the likes ofleading scorer
Bill Pymm, who has tallied five goals
in the first two games. Also posing
some potential problems could be team
leader in points Dan Bianco (eight)

and Stephen Kelley, who has seven
points on the season.

"They're not a real finesse team,"
said Garber. "They have real good size

defensemen whoTl come out and try to

whack us around."
For UMass, All-American Mark

Millon just keeps piling up the points

as he has 23, including 16 goals and
seven assists. Teammate Wes Depp
also had a good weekend against
Hofstra and Duke and now has 10
goals and two assists. Anchoring the
defense tomorrow will be goalies Rip
Correnti and Tom LoPresti.

"They (Providence) will try to stall

and not really play lacrosse," said
Garber. "What we have to do is not get
impatient and commit any stupid pen-
alties. If we do that and hit all our
shots, we should do fine."

Lax NotesrMark Millon scored his
1 13th goal against Duke, placing him
fourth on the career goals list . . .

UMass and Providence have a com-
mon opponent in Hofstra: both lost to
the Flying Dutchmen, 16-8 and 19-6
respectively ... the Gorillas dropped to

15th (from 10th) in the USILA poll

after their loss to Hofstra but the poll

was conducted before they defeated
#11 Duke (now ninth)on Sunday. Wins
tomorrow and Saturday against Yale
could result in a seven or eight place
jump in the poll next week.

with
With this space's founder and author, David Scott,

home to celebrate Passover with The Shirl, the job of
writing "Scott Shots" has fallen to me. Although I ini-

tially refused David's request that I guest-write the
column, I finally agreed to, realizing this may be the
greatest honor 1 ever receive as a writer.

Of course, following a legend is never easy. Guest-
writing "Scott Shots" is comparable to following Bear
Bryant on the Alabama sidelines, Adrian Cronaeur on
Vietnam radio and John Wooden as UCLA basketball
coach. I will obviously be overshadowed bymy predecessor.

On top of all that, I do not own a dog, my visits to
Montague, Mass. are infrequent and although my tie

collection does contain a few heavy hitters, I am by no
means, nor wish to be. the cravat king of UMass.

This said, I humbly tackle my difficult task.
• The biggest sports news ofthe week fyou know David

is not writing this because I just mentioned sports) did
not come from the Final Four or even major league
baseball but from the antics of Wrestlemania IX (then

again, maybe I didn't mention sports).

The obvious headline grabber was the thrilling way
the Hulkster recaptured the WWF title, by ducking the

salt thrown from the crafty Mr. Fuji and delivering a big
leg drop on two-ton Yakasuma. It was Hogan's greatest
performance since his role as Thunderlips — The Ulti-
mate Male in "Rocky III."

In other wrestling news, rumor has it Chancellor Rich-
ard O'Brien is standing in theway ofbringing the wrestlers
to the Mullins Center. Apparently he is still angry the
British Bulldogs lost the tag team title. Hopefully our new
chancellor will see things the other way.

Dan

WETZEL
• Chris "Time-out" Webber will be in the NBA next

season.

• Even though the UMass lacrosse team is on the road
for awhile, Minuteman fans can still be close to action
courtesy ofWMUA (91.1 FM) and "The Voice of UMass
Lacrosse,"MikeFagerson.Afleronlyafew"MaarrkMIL-
lon to the net, SCOOORE!" you'll think you're on The
Hill. Ifyou suck down a couple ofcold ones while listening
the effect is even better.

Fagerson also must gain acclaim for his work with

Daily Hampshire Gazette sports editor Jim "I can't touch
the rim" Degnim on Amherst Community Cable for their
work covering the Amherst Regional Girl's Basketball
team.

It's unfortunate "Jam-EE-La WIDE-man" is graduat-
ing.

• While this space regulariy bashes the NHL, this
week will be its reprieve.

The B's look good and will likely claim anotherAdams
title, sweep through the divisional playoffs and hopefully
let Cam get seven games to return the favor to Ulfie.

• At this point Rocket looks like the easy favorite for
the Cy Young award and Greenwell should be battling for
the RBI title by September.

Hobson's boys should go toe-to-toe with the Florida
Marlins in October, proving this really is THE year.

• IfClemens is the best pitcher in the Commonwealth,
then firebalhng Minutewomen Dariene Claffey must be
second.

• Overiooked in March Madness was the intramural
play of I-ive Angry Clingons, who fell one game short of
the 1-inal Four only because the big Turk, Tsan "I look
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Clear and mild today, temps in

the 60s. Bring your sun block.

This Weekend:
Directed by a former UMass student, the d<x;umentary

Brother's Keeper is sure to bring the lives of three troubled

brothers from up-state New York to downtown Amherst.

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts men's

baseball team loses their first home game to

UConn Huskies. 12-2. Page 12.
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Tuition, fees to rise
by 4 percent in fall
By KENDRA WILLETT I 7^—TTS ii—T

Mif<U COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
JUST IN CASE — Graduate student Roger Strimatter will be the first one out of

danger in case of fire at South College.

By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts Board
of Trustees yesterday voted to raise both
tuition and fees at the University by 4
percent for the next academic year.

Fees, such as student activities, ath-

letic, authority. Fine Arts Center and
student health fees, are all mandatory
and included in the increase.

The tuition and fee hike is slated to

begin next semester and will bring the
total cost of attendance up by $864 for a
full year.

According to Chancellor Richard
O'Brien, this increase is both necessary
and in line with inflation and increases in

the cost of living.

O'Brien said he recommended the in-

crea.se because he foresees many more
expenses in the years ahead. He added
that a gradual increase will be better for

students, allowing them to plan ahead.
"Without the increase, the University

would suffer from a $5 million shortfall

next year," O'Brien said. "And even with

the increase, UMass will still be $2 million

short."

O'Brien said that for every $3 collected

Tuition Rates
Tuition 1992-93 1993-94

Undergraduate (restderti)

$2,134 $2,220
Undergraduate (non-resident)

$8,237 $8,566
Graduate (resident)

$2,671 $2,778
Graduate (non-residem)

$8,237 $8,566

FEES
Athletic Fee
AuttwHty Fee
Fine Arts Ctr

Activities

Health

1992-93

$182.00

$306 00
$60.50

$11250
$395.00

1993-94

$199.00

$406 00
$62,00

$11700
$441 00

CHANGE

$86

$329

$107

$329

CHANGE
$17.00

$100 00

$1 50
$4 50
$46 00

—Compded from information provided by the Board
of Trustees

from the 4 percent rise in tuition and fees.

.$2 will be set aside for financial aid.

Approximately 20 trustees voted on
the increase, according to Student Trustee
Kevin Newnan, with only three opposing

the hike, hi m.'^elf included.

"We suffer from substantially outra-

geous fees already." Newnan .said. "And
now we have been blown off our cour.se

towards lowering expenses."

-Newnan said the trustees wanted an

Turn toTUITION page 6

Nuclear explosion mars Russia
Radioactive cloud threatens river, 1 1 Siberian villages
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press

MOSCOW— A radioactive cloud moved across Sibe-

ria on Wednesday after a tank of radioactive waste
exploded in what the government called the worst nuclear
accident since Chernobyl.

Russian and foreign experts said Tuesday's explosion

at the Tomsk-7 nuclear weapons complex was far less

severe than the 1986 Chernobyl disaster. But a spokes-
man for the environmental group Greenpeace said sev-

eral villages were at risk from windborne fallout.

No deaths were rejx)rted and no one was evacuated
from the contaminated region, about 1,700 miles east of

Moscow. Only one fireman received a high dose of radia-

tion, said Georgy Kaurov, head of the Nuclear Energy
Ministry's information department.

The State Emergency Committee said radiation levels

around Tomsk-7 were .03 roentgens per hour Wednesday.
Northeast of the plant, levels were .04 roentgens.

The average acceptable dose for nuclear workers is 2

roentgens per year, according to the International Com-

mission on Radiological Protection. A roentgen is mea-
sure of the human body's exposure to radiation.

Russian authorities said the wind blew the radiation

away from Tomsk-7, a secret military city built by the

Soviets, and the much larger nearby city ofTomsk, whiih
has about 500,000 inhabitants.

Tomsk-7 does not appear on ordinary maps, and its

exact population is unknown.
Commonwealth television said the Russian Air De-

fense Command was monitoring the radioactive cloud,

which was moving northeast toward less densely popu-
lated areas at a height of 1.2 miles and a speed of22 niph.

Late Wednesday, the cloud passed north of Ashino. a

town ofabout 30,000 people 7.5 miles northea.st ofTomsk,
according to Dmitry Tolkatsky of Greenpeace's Moscow
office.

Tolkatsky said the cloud was heading toward the

Yenisei River in the general direction of 11 Siberian

villages, each with a few thousand inhabitants.

They keep saying there's no danger and no evacua-

tion is planned, but the situation in those villages is

unpredictable," Tolkatsky said.

L.A. ready for 2nd King verdict
By DEBORAH HASTING
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Armored personnel carriers have
moved in. Police are packing rubber bullets and tear gas.

Korean-American merchants have stocked up on guns.

Even churches are ready, making plans to stay open as

long as necessary and patrol neighborhoods.

The city is nervous as the second Rodney King beating

trial draws to a close, but determined to avoid a repeat of

the devastating riots that followed acquittals in the first

trial last spring.

Jury deliberation in the federal trial are expected to

begin on Good Friday and could continue through Easter.

Almost every resident prays violence will be avoided.

Police Chief Willie Williams and Mayor Tom Bradley

promised this week to send 6,500 uniformed officers into

the streets as soon as deliberations begin. Those officers

will carry special riot-control gear and a serious attitude.

"We're not going to fail you this time," Williams told

Los Angeles.

His predecessor, Daryl F. Gates, was accused of not

caring and not acting quickly enough last spring when
the state jury acquitted four WTiite officers of most

charges in the March 3, 1993, beating of the Black

motorist.

What followed were three days ofwanton lawlessness

in which 54 people died and 10,000 businesses were
destroyed. Damage estimates reached $1 billion.

"People cannot afford to lose anymore or have any
more damage done to their communities," said Tony
Salazar, co-chair of Rebuild L.A., a private group of

business and community leaders formed after the riots.

"People in Los Angeles are generally tired of it and
want to put the riots behind them."

On Wednesday, a trial was postponed until July for

three Black defendants charged with attacking White
trucker Reginald Denny at the start of the riots.

Police officers carry rubber bullets and tear gas. The
National Guard has moved in armored personnel carri-

ers. Churches throughout South Central will open as

soon as the verdicts are read and remain open as long as

they are needed.

The First AME Church held a meeting Wedne.sday

night to review church leaders' strategies for patrolling

their neighborhoods, staffing a rumor-control station

and caring for their youngsters.

"We need to have a voice ofreason," church spokesman
Mark Whitlock said. "We need to have a calm, analytic

Turn to VERDICT page 8

Student gov't

lobbies state

for litigation
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

A few undergraduate student .senators travelled

to Beacon Hill yesterday to lobby for the rein-

statement of litigation rights for University I^egal

Services.

"We gained support of some (state) senators

there,".said Senator Emily Rose, duringthe Senate's

meeting last night. "A lot of the representatives

asked for letters ofsupport from President Hooker."

said Rose, who traveled to Boston with Student
Government President David Nunez and Student

Registrar Ellen Grossman.
Senate Speaker Matthew Pavesi said that state

Sen. Stan Rosenburg and state Rep. Ellen Story

are currently working on amending the General

Laws to make it legal for University l^egal Services

to assist students in suing the University.

The amendment will be presented to the .State

Committee on Arts, Humanities and Education for

further consideration, Pavesi said.

'This is a step in the right direction." Pavesi

said, noting that the Senate has failed many times

in its attempts to get litigation reinstated by the
Board of Trustees.

Pavesi said as long as Gordon Oakes chairs the
Board of Tru.stees the reinstatement of litigation

rights for I^egal Services will never happen.
If the state passes the reinstatement of Legal

Services' right to litigate, it will override the Board
of Trustees' position, Pavesi .said.

Several Senate members met with Chancellor
.Search Committee members Saturday, urgingthem
to reopen the .search for chancellor of the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts' Amherst campus.

"I All ofthe Senate members present
I
shared the

opinion ofwhat qualities the new chancellor should
have," Senator Mike Poster said.

Speaker Matthew Pavesi said, although the
reopening of the .search was favored by all .Senate

members pre.sent at the meeting, some felt that not
all the chancellor candidates were unqualified for

the job.

Pavesi said the Senate members who met with
the Chancellor Search Committee agreed that

Turn to SGA page 6
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American
Red Cross

We know how to
reach you...

Do you know how
to find us?

MARK CURRY
APR 17

BOB NELSON
APR 24

CARROT TOP
MAY 1

CALL413»593*5222
m

m

k

WORK.
SWEAT.

TOIL.

STRETCH.
MAKE $5,643 FOR THE SUMMER.

TRAVEL.
PROFIT.

EXPERIENCE.
EXCITEMENT.
FRIENDSHIPS.

For more information call 1-800-862-2997
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Open 7
days a ^veek
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SOUTH TOWIUE
COMIVIOiyS LAUiyOROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

HUNAN GOURMET
t CHINESE RESTAURANT I

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

Tile aroma, sound A taste of
anthentic Chinese cuisine
prepared Hunan, Szechnan*

Maaderine cmt Cantonese style -

••peciaUy for youl

I** 4*4*4*4 AAA nrrrcn

Syracuse Abroad h

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...

AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •

ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •

ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN

• Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language

• SU Credit

• Field Trips/Traveling Seminars
• Internships

• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

^

1-800-235-3472
It' » f » » » f • • • • A 1 M M II , , , a a , , M

I NI I 'l,l< t

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE t
261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parking

Open 7 Days A Weeli

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

m^
Brandywine offers Country
Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated
on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully
equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive
management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer
• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office Open Daily 10-4
Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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Cannabis on Campus
It seems that UMass isn't the only campus

interested in the legalization ofmarijuana. Various
organizations at the University ofMichigan held a
Hash Bash. According to The State News, the in-

dependent voice of the University of Michigan, it

was billed as "part political rally, part party." The
bash had representatives from all walks of life.

University police made numerous arrests for
smokingmarijuana on university property. Almost
3,000 people showed up for the event, which Ann
Arbor police described as "laid back." Maybe they'll

be the next school to pass a hemp initiative. The
UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition is already
sending flyers.

Flashers Beware

A man at the University of Pittsburgh was
arrested after a two-month investigation sur-
rounding a series of flashings. The 19-year-old
male student was identified after a victim recognized
his photograph, according to The Pitt Neics.

Police said they believe he is responsible for

more than a dozen incidents reported since last fall.

The suspect did his "exposing" in classroom windows
during afternoon classes.

Well, that's one way to perk up that 2:30 p.m.
class in Bartlett Hall.

Or Your Money Back

The University ofCincinnati said it may refund
money to students who have missed classes because
of a professors strike. Students are angry because
their classes have not met and the administration
is doing little to resolve the strike.

Tim Schorr, a graduate music student, said the
university should offer a 1 percent refund for each
week of the strike.

UMass undergraduates should keep that in mind
the next time the Graduate Employee Organiza-
tion is millingabout the Student Union steps during
the noontime hour.

Bungee Jumping
Chancellors?

Students at the University ofTexaswere shocked
to read The Daily Texan and find out that their

beloved chancellor, William Cunningham, had been
bungee jumping when his cord broke, propelling

him one half mile into a Douglas fir tree. Rescue
efforts involved a tow truck, students and the local

Teamsters.

The story was part of the paper's April Fool's

Day parody issue. If they decide to reopen the
UMass chancellor's search committee, maybe they
.should start contacting bungee jumping clubs.

Is there a penalty for early

withdrawn

A sperm bank located near Purdue University is

holding an open house, said The Purdue Exponent.

The facility will be open to all interested and
curious individuals in order to gain more infor-

mation and have a better understanding ofhow the

facility will work.

The bank is a medical institution and has
strenuous qualifications for potential donors. Do-

nors can receive $50 for their "contributions."

Maybe plastic research isn't all they'll be doing
in Polymer Research Center.

Queen ofthe Pits

Also at Purdue University, which is in Indiana,

they choose a Grand Prix Queen. The women are

kidnapped, asked to reveal their most embarrass-

ing moments and also take a quiz about the Grand
Prix. Sounds like great fun, eh?

'. « !>* »»< * -*r TT-rr-

Center searches for coordinator
First applicant speaks at Josephine White Eagle Center
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

"Serious community building" is necessary to increase
student involvement in the Josephine White Eagle Cul-
tural Center, said Sharon Smith, a candidate for pro-
gram coordinator.

Six people attended Wednesday's open forum at the
Center in Chadbourne House to hear the program coor-
dinator candidate's ideas. Smith said her primary re-
sponsibility would be to provide a "support network" for
Native American students.

This support network would include assisting with
"culture shock" and providing academic and personal
counseling. Smith said. She added that the center itself
provides "a haven" for Native American students where
they can gather together and support one another.

Smith said she has been involved with the center since
the early '80s, when as an undergraduate she was involved
in the formation of the beginnings of the cultural center.
She cited an extensive background in "all aspects of
program planning and management with and for college
students."

The center has been without a coordinator for some
time, and Smith said ifshe was chosen, she would design
a program only after "assessing student needs" through

questionnaires and direct contact with the Native Ameri-
can student body. This, in addition to promoting "serious
community building," would provide a "support network
for students."

Smith said she saw the position ofcenter coordinator as
being "community liason," and she also said that "once
Native students put things together," then the possibiHty
exists for joint functions with other cultural Residential
Student Organizations.

A "series of seminars" was also offered by Smith,
which would be "taught by people expert in their field,

but not necessarily Ph.D. types," as the "cross-cultural
understanding" of the varied backgrounds of Native
American students were not always understood by them.

When asked how she would deal with an incident of a
racial attack, she said that her response would be depen-
dent upon the circumstances, but she would "ask Uni-
versity officials to address the problem" and to take
appropriate legal steps.

Smith said that "local non-student Native Americans
are encouraged to participate" in the center's programs
and in the "haven" provided by the center itself

Mary Elizabeth Lagoy, also a candidate for Josephine
White Eagle Cultural Center program coordinator, will

be present at an open forum today at noon in Chadbourne
House. There are a total ofsix candidates for this postion.

ANYONE OUT THERE SEE "ROGER AND ME"? - Calvin and Babs. who are pets and no/meS resTup 'fo°a busy
Easter weekend.

Student input
bounces back
after no-show
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Although not a single student showed up at the first

Housing Review forum, eight days later. Housing Review
Committee Chairperson Mary Ellen Sailer is looking
through reams of housing recommendations made by
students, faculty and staff.

Since early February, Sailer and 16 other committee
members have been evaluating Housing Services in how
they serve students' needs. They will forward their rec-

ommendations to the Dean of Students Office at the
semester's end.

There was greater attendance at the next two meet-
ings held last Tuesday in the WorchesterDiningCommons
and then on Thurdsday in the Campus Center, Sailer
said. She said there were 30 people attending the second
meeting and 40 to 50 people at the third. To encourage
greater response. Sailer distributed comment sheets
around the campus in which she got over 40 responses.

"It has been very good. I really appreciated the out-

pouring of response, whether in writing, in forums or

calling me, which I appreciate," Sailer said. "People can
continue to give comments to us."

There have been many questions raised about disci-

pline procedures in the dorms, said Sailer. The commit-
tee does not have the authority to change the discipline

procedures. Sailer said, and can only review them.
Sailer said she promised that the committee's evalu-

ations on how discipline procedures affect residential life

will be passed on to the Dean of Students.

"(Discipline procedures are I important to review,"

Sailer said. "Some people think the policies are too strict

Turn to Input page 6

MassPIRG hopes
to bolster ESA
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Wrapping up a campaign encouragingCongress
to reauthorize and strengthen the Endangered
Species Act, MassPIRG hosted a conference which
involved four guest speakers yesterday.

Members ofMassPlRG have been working hard
trying to get students involved by writing letters to

Congress insisting that certain changes be made.
These changes include appropriate funding for

the act, and better protection of the ecosystems in

which these species are found.

The reauthorization of the Endangered Species
Act is one ofthe most critical environmental issues
ofthe 1990s, said Donald Arganbright, head of the
University's department of forestry.

"The ESA is a critical piece of legislation,"

Arganbright said, "And 1 stress the importance of
protecting ecosystems that the species live in."

Jessica Jackson, a .student at Smith college who
works with the UMass chapter of M:..ssPIRG,
commented on the overbearing power of humans.

"Never before has one species exercised such
control over all the others," Jackson said. "Now,
Homo sapiens have become the dominant life form

."

Also speaking on behalf of adjustments being
made to the ESA bill was Tom Tyning. a repre-
-sentative from the Massachusetts Audubon Soci-
ety.

Tyning stressed the importance of preserving
ecological diversity and also provided argument
against common myths about the ESA.

Acknowledging that the extinction of species is

a natural process, Tyning also told the audience
that the rate of which some extinctions were tak-

« » •
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is subject to verification.

Anonymous letters will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters should be no longer than 50 typed, double-spaced lines.
Columns should not exceed 70 typed, double-spaced lines. Untyped
submissions will not be considered for publication.

Responses to or criticism ofcolumns, cartoons, articles or letters
are limited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns responding to
previously published material will not be printed.
Responses to or criticism of letters that themselves have re-

sponded to a letter, column or article will not be printed. Collegian
staffmembers are restricted from writing letters, but may write
columns. Any exceptions will be determined solely by the editors.
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted mate-

rial. Submissions become the property ofthe Co/Zc^mn and will not
be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual
writer and do not represent the views of the Collegian.
The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-men-

tioned policies in order to provide a forum for community discus-
sion of issues.

Divorced parents' kids
aren't doomed to misery

O.K., so I've cut a few classes and passed
in a few late papers. I really shouldn't
smoke ever or frequent the local pubs as
often. And golly, my language and table
manners can be down right appalling if

I'm upset or hungry. But I never consid-
ered myself one of "many of our most
vexing social problems."

That is, until I heard about Barbra
Dafoe Whitehead.
A card-carrying member of Amherst's

Ph.D. Patrol (1 think they have a soRball
team called the Ivory Towers and play in

the Wine and Cheeze Circuit League),
Whitehead believes, "It is not an exag-
geration to characterize [family disrup-
tion! as a central cause of many of our
most vexing social problems."

Marc

ELLIOTT

Graphic Spanish film in poor taste
This past week, students of Spanish

240 were required to \iew La Historia
Officiole during their spare time. At a
later date, they are to write a composition
about the film, get grades and. for the
most part, that will be it. For many who
saw this film, unfortunatelv. that mav not
be it.

This film contai ns a rather graphic and
disturbingwife-beatingepisodeinthelast
few minutes of the story. This scene lin-

gered in my mind as I left the viewing
room and went on my way to study. I

really wasn't in any mood after that,
however. It would have been easy to dis-
miss that film as a piece of fiction. It
wasn't that simple.

With the rising rate of domestic abuse
in this countr>', as well as the recent Tara
Hartnett case in nearby Sunderland,
showing this film was in rather poor
judgment.

Didn't anyone in the Spanish depart-

ment realize that this is a difllcult issue?
Did anyone bother viewing the film be-
forehand, or was itjust deemed acceptable
because it was a foreign language film?
What if students watching this were
dealing with the issue at the time, or have
in the past?

Of course I realize that the purpose of
the Spanish department is not to act as a
political forum and delve into social issues.
This is precisely why this film was not
entirely appropriate. There are no trained
advocates to discuss the films afterward,
and classroom discussion of the films,
should they occur, tend to focus on gram-
mar and pronunciation rather than con-
tent.

While this may be seen as only a slight
error in judgment by the department,
precautions should be taken in the future
to ensure a more acceptable Spanish movie.

Ed Ayeock
Orchard Hill

Whoa, she's talking about divorced
parents, single moms, their children, me.
When was it decided that / was a vexing
social problem?

"Family diversity in the form of in-

creasing numbers of single parent and
stepparent families does not strengthen
the social fabric," Whitehead writes. "It

dramatically weakens and undermines
society, placing new burdens on schools,
courts, prisons and the welfare system."
Imagine my surprise to find out I'm such
a troublemaker. 1 had no idea I was being
such a bother, really.

I reallyoughtto thank "Dr." Whitehead
for warning me about all these future
problems I'm going to face. I suppose I've
already been a real pain-in-the-ass for my
school ( there's a slew ofUniversity admin-
istrators that will attest to this), but now
ni be prepared for all that court, prison
and welfare stuff. Oh boy. Judge Wapner,
three free square meals and roof, and free
checks from the government (just hope
there isn't a line).

"Contrary to popular belief, many
children do not 'bounce back' after di-
vorce or remarriage," she says. "Children
who grow up in single parent or step-
parent families are less successful as
adults, particularly in the two domains of
life — love and work — that are most
essential to happiness."

And here I might have gone on to live a
happy and successful life without ever
knowing I was destined to fail. Gosh.
My parents' divorce and my father's

marriage to another woman wasn't fun to
grow up with. It was often painful and
confusing. It oft«n left my younger sister
and I to fend for ourselves and face the
trials of life without the parental shield.
The ordeal went on for five years; five
years from separation to the signing ofthe
final papers. But then it was over.

No, I suppose I didn't "bounce back"
from my parents' divorce. Yes, I probably
don't have the financial backing I would
have ifmom and dad had stayed together.
I do not remain unafiected by those years.
They will stay with me for the rest of my
life and helped form much of the person I

am today. But I don't consider that bad.
Most have heard the saying, "That

which does not kill me makes me stron-
ger." Well, hardship builds character and,
if anything, my upbringing left me with
the will to succeed. Hardship and difficult

circumstances may create barriers for
people, but hey, "no pain, no gain." You've
got to learn sometime.
Mom got a divorce and raised her kids

alone. Her son will graduate from a fairly
decent university this spring and her
daughter will enter college next year in
the fall. Both know it is wrong to lie, cheat
and steal. Both will stand up for them-
selves if they believe their position is the
most honorable. Both did a little more
housework than other kids. Both learned
to deal with responsibility and bill collec-

tors at an early age.

Both know how to survive in the world
on their own.

And both know there is an aging, strong
and caring woman, and an aging, strong
and caringman for that matter, who would
both do anything for their children if they
needed it. Neither children have, nor plan
to, rob any liquor stores.

Sure mom had to go to work. She had to
leave her kids at home alone now and
again. The kids had to pick up some sur-
vival skills like how to do laundry, scare
up a meal and do some minor mainte-
nance around the house.

She didn't have the money to hire ille-

gal aliens to babysit like rich and powerful
lawyers like Zoe Baird. She doesn't have
prominent, wealthy lobbyists like Patrica
Ireland to defend her.

What she does have are two children
who love her dearly and an Amherst in-
tellectual who says she failed her kids.

Marc Elliott is a vexing social ill as well
as a Collegian columnist.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
You're in for a real treat today. Those benevolent

goddesses in Ed/Op have granted me a final wish for
graduation—one more shot at messingupNo/e.s. Bless
me. Father, for I have sinned. . .

So yeah, here I am four years later and most ofmy
attempts at a social life have been a comedy of errors.
Or should I say a comedy ofterrors. Those in the know
will either laugh or break out the .357 and gun me
down.

But my best-ever night out? Oh, it was a doozy. We
ate. We laughed. We made fun of fire fighters. Indeed,
my evening with my friends Robin and Rebecca, the
Peterson sisters, was a night to remember. Like me,
they're from the Berkshires and as we all know, people
from the Berkshires arejust too cool. And modest, too.

I saw a sign proclaiming "The Radical Student
Union is reforming." If they reformed they wouldn't
be very radical, would they? "Sorry, folks, we're
mainstream now." How sorry we would be. A UMass
without a "day of political action" would be like
Jonestown Kool-Aid without the cyanide — tasty,
but a real letdown if that's what you expected.

President Clinton's programs stalled in Congress?
Coach Cal gets a pay raise? All three candidates for
chancellor reek of mediocrity? They're letting me
graduate? Amy Fisher writes a book? Governor
Carvalho? Who knew?

Covering the men's lacrosse team has it's perks —
namely the chance to travel to other college towns. So
far I've been to Charlottesville, Va., and Hempstead,

NY. Considering the latter is on Long Island and the
former is not, you've probably figured out by now that I
liked Virginia better. Aft«r all, Virginia is for lovers. Long
Island IS for hairspray and make-up jobs that look like
they were applied with the Wagner Power Painter

Yes, I survived Planet Long Island, where the scenery
goes "expressway, suburb, suburb, mall, suburb, college
club (It's not a "bar"), expressway, mall, suburb." Vive la
difference. What's more amazing is that I survived without
being able to speak the language. "Eye do nawt tawlk
funnv.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
What Hempstead did have, however, was an invasion

Not by armed cultists or guilt-ridden liberal morons but
by Jerij s Kids. That's right, we shared our hotel with
fans ofthe Grateful Dead, who were playing next door atNassau Coliseum. Words do not begin to describe what
the parking lot ofa Dead show is like- vou'll have to .see
for yourself But bring extra tickets, because 50 people
wi I come up to you and say, "Cash or trade for your extra
ticket. I need a miracle."

Speaking of deadheads, it's getting warm outsideand before you know it, the "crunch steps" ofthe Student
Union will be crunchy once more. Say what you want butyouve gotta love these Earthfoods-eatin', Doc Martin-
wearin

,
hacky sack-playin', tie-dye-sportin' folks who

turn a sunny day into a counter-culture seminar by the

pond.

1 never thought I'd get into "Dead" culture four
years ago, but that shows you how much things can
change. I don't own any tie-dyed items, and 1 wear
docksiders, not Doc Martins. But I'm learning the
chords to "Sugar Magnolia."The bent notes are tricky.

As for the Student Union, ifthe University had any
clue what the front steps were going to be used for

^J!f"i^^^
building was designed, they would have

added a drawbridge and a moat filled with hungry
alligators. I'd pay to see it.

The Overheard Department: Sometimes, vou
can t help but hear tidbits ofconversation that sound
really funny out of context. Consider the following:

I think it was Tequila."
"And then our two bodies melded into one."
"But It was high-impact plastic!"
^I don't know, I think it's a hernia."
"This french fry tastes just like a potato."
Truth in advertising alert: Peoples' Market now

lists the ingredients of everyone's favorite bagel top-
ping Pub Cheese. That's not cause for alarm — it's
totally wholesome. But I had more fun trying to figure
out what the heck it was. Think about it. "Pubcheese."
Hmmmmm.

One more thing. For the last time, it's S-u-k-i-e-n-
n-i-k.

Until next time, remember: "It's electric. Boogie
woogie woogie!"

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.
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insecurities are partners in a dance of abuseMy best friend was once in a relationshio with ..nrr,.- r.i.H..cK;. k-.^ .fT. .„„.„..._:„ ....... ..
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one?he^carlddelo"v about 'h.ft ''^^''T^'^

^'^ some- relationship. Free ^Jill in a lover is viewed as a threat,

r"ght.
^^ • ^ '"'"^thing wasn't quite because the will to make minor decisions implies the will

her^si7HeratedallS';'friPn'5^''%'''' fi ^^
'^"' ^^

^^oZl^uInlT^lLes of independence and self

commentsatut th
^^ *^«^7 ^T "^
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'".^".'*«*vercnancehegot. Hehated simple nicknames like "Dum Dum" to boldly sneeredher mother, and wasn't above letting her know it Deep
down, she knew that he wasjealous of her need for other
people in her life, but nevertheless, he made her second
pess many of the relationships that meant so much to
her. _

He told her that in comparison to her muscular legs, O'CHMMODher slight upper body made her look deformed, and he
^^*^ l^\Jn

offered to start her on a weight training regimen to
correct the fiaw. She felt like a freak. Why hadn't anyone
ever told her before that she was deformed?

Mortified, she accepted his offer, and within months,
her arms grew to the size of small saplings. He was
incredibly proud, but she wasn't. They were not her arms.
They were his. Everything was his: her taste in art, her
small group of friends, her ability to make decisions
everything. So little by little, she let him take the reigns
to her life. It was easier that way.

Emotional battering. It's an insidious form of abuse
that wreaks havoc on the mind of the victim. All about
control, it stems from the insecurities ofthe giver and his
or her need to be the superior, powerful entity in the

comnients like, "Do you really think you should be eating
that?" accompanied by a cruel and insinuating pat on the
rump.

Lori

Mental abuse is an easy trap to fall into, because
whether we like to admit it or not, we're all insecure to
some degree. When someone comes along under the guise
of caring and begins treating you like the helpless child
that you may secretly suspect yourself to be, an endless
struggle for approval and acceptance ensues. It is not a
blatant form of abuse, because unlike a punch or a slap,
it often takes time to realize what is happening. / am
rothing becomes the victim's twisted mantra. No one else
will ever want me, she convinces herself And this is the
exact response the abuser intended. And so the relation-
ship continues on in a crazy dark dance of self hate and
quiet suffering.

Breaking this cycle is the hardest part. One day, that

middle of the night reality check phone call rings in the
pit ofyour stomach, and you realize that there is someone
out there who is your absolute ideal compatibility-wise.
Someone who will recognize that you need the compan-
ionship ofothers as much as you need thei r own. Someone
who will admire your strength instead ofcrushing it out.
Someone who will allow you to pursue your dreams, yet
will remain a presence in the background, gently holding
your hand and whispering words ofencouragement. This
realization that you are a worthy individual with a lot to
offer the right person is the crucial first step in healing
the invisible scars that emotional battering induces.
My best friend came to this realization slowly, but

today, she's thriving. No longer a quasi-codependent
wretch, she has learned to love herself in all her faulty
human splendor. She now understands that life is all

about constant growth, and that personal perfection will
never be the harbinger of romantic bliss. Though her
imposing pecs have long since atrophied, her inner
strength has only continued ta flourish in a hard won
atmosphere of self acceptance and contentment.

1 am my best friend. We are one and the same, and it

was my realization of this fact that freed me fiom the
psychological fetters ofa wrecking ball relationship, and
transformed the once terrifying concept of being alone
into a noble, empowering adventure.

Lori O'Connor is a Collegian columni.st.
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Mental spring cleaning
Now that the snow has disappeared

•and the sun has shown its face, I can
finally begin my spring cleaning of the
mind.

Spring cleaning is the time every year
when I search through my proverbial closet

and air out or get rid of all the things that
have puzzled, bothered orjust plain ticked

me off over the previous winter. Let's see
what I find.

HSCN — Our wonderful cable pack-
age. . . Would someone please explain to

me the advantage of this setup?

Matt

VAUTOUR
Other than the movies and the oh-so

ever popular WOCH, there is very little

that separates this "cable" network from
regular television.

A normal cable package (i.e. the one
that the Bluewall has) includes basic fa-

vorites such as MTV. Nickelodeon ("Ren
and Stimpy") and ESPN (which televises

several UMass hoop games).
Students, for the most part, would be

willing to pay more to get more. Many
other schools offer a normal cable pack-

age, why not us?

I'm genuinely curious: is there a notice-

able difference between the dining com-
mons' "Chopped Sirloin Special" and the

"quarter pound burger?"

Men Bashing — 1 believe strongly in

equal rights between the sexes, but some-

times women hinder their own cause.

Gloria Steinem has inspired women all

over the country. In her speech at UMass,
she was quoted as saying, "Ifonly men had
real lives. .

."

This brought a cheer from the crowd,

but what does saying that really accom-

plish? Unfair images and stereotypes breed

the ills of sexism and racism, and created
the inequality to begin with.

Stereotyping men isn't going to do any-
thing to really help their cause.

Exactly what is that crunchy stuff that
the (lining commons' "Southern Fried
Steak" is cooked in?

Health Services — I went in with flu

symptoms and the doctor is in my face

offering me free condoms. I agree it's good
to promote safe sex, but with a fever, a
runny nose and a constant cough, sex is an
unlikely prospect.

People whofind entertainment value in

"Jim's Journal"— Today I got up. I had
breakfast. It tasted lousy. Then I wrote
this editorial . That's it! This is not a funny
comic strip!

But yet I see people buying "Jim's Jour-
nal" books and wearing Jim T-shirts. If

you really have nothing better to spend
your money on. the Matt Vautour College
Fund and the AdoplaCollegian Columnist
Program is accepting donations now. Op-
erators are standing by.

The dining commons has had Greek
Night, Asian Night and Italian Night.
How about "Food that Tastes Good
Night?"

St. Bonaventure's uniforms — Who
were the marketing geniuses that came
up with these beauties? Yellow and
brown?! Here is a school that must not
relyon revenue from selling merchandise
in the school's colors. Just what is a
Bonnie anyway?
WOCH— I'm soiTy but you have to be

sayin' .some pretty vulgar and graphic
things to get a cable radio station shut
down. Particularly on a campus called

UMa.s-.s.

People who have nothing better to do
than use the Collegian as gripe space.

Matt Vautour is a CoUegian columnist.

In defense of the Garden State
It was a sunny Monday morning and 1

was on the South Amherst bus, headed for

my first class of the week. I happened to
overhear a young man pontificating loudly
about a job interview he had over the
weekend in New Jersey, "the armpit ofthe
nation." These five words had scarcely
crossed his lip when dark clouds blocked
the sun and the floor of the bus engulfed
this poor, ignorant soul, much to the horror
of his fellow PVTA passengers. Well, that
part did not actually happen, but I have a
very active imagination.

I would like to set the record straight
regarding New Jersey for this individual
as well as for the rest ofthe inhabitants of
the other 49 states. New Jersey is not the
smelly, slimy, industrial wasteland it has
come to be recognized as. Severe miscon-
ceptions have developed due to the fact

that the New Jersey Turnpike, one of the
most heavily traveled toll roads in the
nation, goes through the industrial sector
of the state. While New Jersey does have
the second largest chemical industry in

the United States, this by no means en-
compasses the entire state.

The state is really beautiful, in fact.

There are coastal plains, rolling hills and
stretches ofmountains. Almost two-thirds
of the state's land is in farms and wood-
lands. The farms have the highest gross
average income in the nation, hence the

"Garden State." The state is the most
densely populated, yet it has the largest
wilderness area east ofthe Missi.ssippi . It

is one of only four states where it is

possible to see 200 species of birds in one
day.

There are numerous historical sites in

New Jersey, including the United States'
first historical park. The telephone, tele-

graph, motion picture and electric light

were all invented in New Jersey, and
there are historical .sites for each one.

Believe it or not. tourism is New Jersey s

second largest industry. It generates alH)ut

$11 billion a year. three-fourth.>^ of which
• omes from the shore. New Jersey has tht-

distinction of being the fifth most popuhir
.state among tourists.

You have probably gues.sed by now t hat
I am an enraged New Jersey resident.

There is a fairly large number of New
Jersey residents who attend .sch<K>ls out-
side our state. 1 am fairly confident in

assuming that they too are sick of the
stigma unfairly attached to our state. My
desire is to chip away at this stigma, to

make New Jersey residents proud of their
state, and to make people more cautious
about casually throwing derogatory re-

marks. You never know who may Ix' silting
near you in a crowded bus

Trista E. (ialvin

Amherst

Marginalization is never justified
Congress shall make no law.

abridging the freedom of speech," or so
claimed the First Amendment of the
Angloamerikkkan

I sic I Constitution of
179L

It is dully noted that this claim to

freedom, which given the conditions of
Africans and other slaves at the time of

inception, is one of the grounds on
which contemporary liberals attempt
to make a claim to an objective neu-
trality ofprocedure. In other words our
current apologists and confused de-

fenders of the rights of the people,
which until recently were Euro-
Amerikkkans I sic I, seek to justify the
marginalization, stigmatization and
oppression ofthe traditionally enslaved
"minorities."

Thus, any printing that contributes
to the stereotyping and oppression of

"people ofcolor" which is legitimized by
these liberal claims to an objective pro-

cedural neutrality are in fact legiti-

mizing and protecting the 200-plus
years of constitutional illegitimacy. In

this manner, the Ma.s.sachusetts Daily
Collegian is guilty as charged for pub-
lishing racist propaganda, such as
Michael Morrissey's column

I Co//e^/a/j,

April 21, "Low Standards."
First of all, UMass claims to be a

public in.stitution ofthe Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, not of Anglo-
Amerikkka |sic|. Thus any national
pseudo-statistics are not necessarily
reflective ofthe conditions and popula-
tion of the state.

As for the quality ofthis institution,

I do believe that some staff, faculty and
other members of this community ac-

tually contribute to accredit this insti-

tution. Thus it should be clear that by
increasing the enrollment and reten-
tion of the traditionally underserved
and marginalized "minorities," UMass
may actually be improving its ratings
as a diverse, concerned and committed
public agency. Public institutions
should be bastions of learning and
education for the public, and not neo-
feudal factories of an elite class of
people.

Moreover. Euro-Amerikkkan Isicl

high school grades don't necessarily re-

flect the potential intellect of
underserved and marginalized students
who have been denied the resources to a
better and more inclusive curriculum.

As for Mr. Morrissey's paranoia re-

garding Alex Delga.so and James Cyr. I

would like to remind him that Mr.
Delga.so, having served in the U.S.
Army, and Mr. Cyr. being a "good"
brother ofPhi Sigma Kappa Fraternity,
have yet to be proven guilty in a court
of law. Furthermore, to even suggest
that "minorities" are potential "rapi.sts

and/or killers" would force us to consider
the Black/African-American athletes
in

the basketball team, and for that matter
all "minorities" on the UMass basket-
ball team, to be potentially healthy,
conditioned criminals oflow standards.

Finally, given Mr. Morrissey's argu-
ments I would much rather recruit an
Al Lizana or a David Nunez than a
potential David Koresh. Jim Jones,
Charles Manson or Jeffrey Dahmer.

Charles R. Venator Santiago
Amherst
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Hatch upgrade in the works
Manager says pizza, orange juice to improve soon

COLLEGIAN

By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

Changes at the Hatch have already resulted from
ongoing meetings between the Board of Governors' Food
Serxices Committee, Hatch management and the Cam-
pus Center Food Services to consider ways of improving
products and ser\ices oflFered by the Hatch.

Some of the committee's opinions, expressed in an
initial report, were that the orange juice was too warm
and the pepperoni pizza too greasy. The report also said,
however, that the chicken parmesan dinner was ""excel-
lent."

Ron Perrault, the manager of the Hatch, said a re-
pairman had been in twice to fix the thermostat, but a
taste test revealed the orange juice was still not cold.
Perrault said after a phone call to the Kjaft Foods Inc..
the manufacturer of the machine, a new orange juice
dispenser would be installed at no cost to the Hatch.

PeiTault said he agreed the pepperoni pizza was too
greasy, and said the Hatch would begin using another
company's pepperoni "probably starting in the next day

or two." The change, he said, would not affect the price of
the pizza.

Perrault said customer input was needed to make
changes in the Hatch.

"We react to feedback." Perrault said. For example, he
said, he heard no complaints about the orangejuice being
too warm, so he said he assumed it was fine. He never
drinks orange juice himself, he said.

The report also asked for non-carbonated lemonade to
be sold in the Hatch as well as carbonated. Perrault said
the Hatch would begin selling both carbonated lemonade
at the pizza and deli places, and non-carbonated lemonade
at the main line even perhaps as soon as today.

"Everybody has their individual opinion." Perrault
said, but the challenge "is trying to hit the nonn."

The report also praised the calzones, but the Hatch
discontinued selling them because of low sales. Perrault
said 6,000 pizza slices were sold each month, compared
25 calzones at the most.

The Hatch now sells two once garlic breadsticks at the
price of $1.25 for three, and Perrault said 164 orders of
breadsticks were sold in the last three weeks.

SGA
continued from page 1

David Scott and Luis Proenza were not acceptable
choices, but Nunez and Student Trustee-elect Al
Lizana said they liked Claudia Mitchell-Kernan.

The Senate voted unanimously last week to

emphatically encourage the University to reopen
the search for chancellor of the UMass campus.

Vice ChancellorTom Robinson briefly addressed
the Senate, regarding the on-going federal trial of
the four Los Angeles police officers involved in the
beating of Rodney King.

"I am convinced as a campus community that
we need to talk about the implications of this
particular case and what we should do in terms of
this institution," Robinson said.

Tm really hoping to express my concerns as
this comes into the fold, and ask for your help on
these particular issues so we can help guide and
lead the institution," Robinson said.

Tutition

Take the Keys. Call a Cab. Take a Stand.

Friends don't let Friends Drive Drunk,

What do you use When it^

s 'ti your interview and 2 y
ince you tiled on your suit?

VISA
"^6^ a :.zr

With Visa' you're accepted at more than 10 million places
around the world, nearly three times more than American Express.

Just in case you ever come up a litde short.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Bef

continued from page 1

increase because the LJniversity needed to gener-
ate revenue and keep up with inflation.

Former Student Government President Jen
Wood said she was disappointed by the increase.

"This is not a "small' increase at all," Wood said.
"For most students that $432 a semester means
botiks or two months rent."

Tuition and fees over the past five years have
risen 47 percent. Wood said.

"Students just can't afford to pay increases like
this." Wood said. "And soon enough a middle-class
student will not be able to attend this University."

Provost Glen Gordon said he understands the
reasons for the increase.

"This is a very modest increase compared to
other years." Gorden said. "And although I expect
students to be upset. I see no reason for them to be
outraged."

Matt Pavesi, speaker of the Undergraduate
Student Senate, said he disagrees with Gordon.

"Once again this shows that the trustees are not
willing to provide low cost to students," Pavesi
said. "And the cost of education is riding on the
backs of the students who attend this University.

MassPIRG
continued from page 3

ing place were being accelerated unnaturally be-
cause of humans.

Representing Greenpeace, Greg Whritenour
said the ESA was a challenge well within our
human capacity.

"Saving the endangered species is not an option
when It comes to protecting our own future wel-
fare," Whritenour said.

According to Whritenour, there will be more
dedication towards the ESA bill now that Clinton
IS president. The old administration failed to rec-
ognize its needs.

"L^t us rise to the challenge ofsaving the endan-
gered species so that we don't have to apologize for
what we should have done in a hundred years

"

Whritenour said.

flMt & J(ou>tr Essences Used in -EivrySemce

Full Service Holistic Salon
is having a

WAITING FOR SPRING
MADNESS - SALE

Bring a friend
* 2 for $25 & Bliss Out

Full service haircuts
Save $11.00!

* Every Aromatherapy Perm
boobed in April gets a FREE manicure

a (a $15.00 value!)

1

I * Bring ad in for 6% off any products

C5

Aveda, Matrix & more

2S3-2322

VrsaUSA Inc 1993

1 1 6 So. Amherst - Across from Dairy Mart
1^1^

On UMass / Hampshire bus line Jf
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By RON FOUNIER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Mario Cuomo for-
mally withdrew Wednesday from consid-
eration for the upcoming Supreme Court
vacancy before President Clinton had
narrowed his list of prospects.

In a letter to Clinton, Cuomo said he
wanted to remain as governor to help New
York's economic recovery. He said staying
in the political world would allow him to
"continue to serve as a vigorous supporter
ofthe good work you are doing for America
and the world."

The letter was sent to confirm an ear-
lier telephone conversation with Clinton.

Clinton refused earlier in the day to
confirm reports of the withdrawal, but
said, "I think he's terrific."

Cuomo's decision, which Newsdav said
was forwarded to Clinton last Thursday,
was unknown to some of Clinton's closest
advisors until now.
Among the candidates being mentioned

by administration officials are Judge
Judith Kaye, chief judge of New York's
highest state court; Judge Patricia Wald,
who sits on the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington; and Judge Richard Arnold of
Little Rock, who sits on the 8th U.S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals.
Clinton has by no means limited his

choices to those three people. White House
officials say.

Cuomo had emerged as a th(> liberal
wing's sentimental choice, though the
Clinton inner circle had never tipped its
hand about Cuomo's chances.

The loss of a celebrity candidate in
Cuomo could rob Clinton of one of the
qualities he is seeking in a nominee. An-
other White House official familiar with
the search process said Clinton wanted
"someone who will make people say 'Wow'
whether they agree with the person or
not."

Clinton has said only that he wants a
justice who will respect the right to privacy,
and argument that is the underpinning
for a woman's right to an abortion. Clinton
said he would not directly ask any potential
nominee his or her position on abortion.

White House officials said Clinton may
be trying to make history with hi& first

choice to the Supreme Court. That could
help the chances ofAmalyaKearse, a New
York federal judge who is Black.

She believes in abortion rights, but is

considered a moderate-to-conservative.
Sen. Arien Spector, R-Penn, has already
said her confirmation would be easy.

"Area Government To Cut
Pig Out, Saving Funds for
Bee Gees Reunion Concert

in the Quad!!!!"
This could be the headline of the Collegian one day

unless we have good people In our student government'

Get involved!
Have a say in what goes on! Find out

what's rea//y happening at our University.
Run for a position in your House Council or

in the Northeast Area Government.

Nomination papers can be picked up at the Northeast Area
Government (NEAG) office- 15 Dwight. located in the
basement, starting Tuesday, April 6th until Wednesday.
April 14th. All nomination papers must be returned by
Weidnesday, April 14th at8:00pm!l

For More Information Call 6-5200 or 5-2770!

LIQUOR STORE r

For the connoisseur, we have over 400 beers from around the world, over

1,000 fine wines, 35 single malt scotches and many corxlials & brandies

Now that spring is here, sample some very special micro

breweries from the US of A or a special world renowned brew

New Arrivals inclucie:

I

Frank Jones from Portsmouth, New Hampshire

i

Wurzburger May Bok from Germany

i

MacQueens, Nessie Red Ale from Austria

I

Cells. White, Golden and Grand Cru from Austin, Texas
Rhino Chasers Lager from Chatsworth, California

Stegmaier Porter and Lager from Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania

Maes Pils from Belgium 6 pk....$4.69 (+ dep) Case$17.99 (+ dep)

Anchor Steam, Porter, Liberty Ale 6 pk $7.69 (+ dep)

For Volume Purchases:

Miller "Highlife" 1 2 oz. cans suitcase only ...$9.99 (+dep)

. Beers from around the Worid!
\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrcweries

\ Kess startins at $33.00
(chedo/Mastercard/Visa accepted for Kes Deposits)

MaltScotcties • Cosnacs • Brandies • Champagnes

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

JOIN Be FIT
HAMPSHIRE^ FOR

Shape Up
For Summer

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green •

• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• niassage • sauna • l>ikes • tennis •

• rowers • Jacuzzi • treadmills •

• stairmaster • free weights •

Student Discounts

**»%»<mi 256-644«

MEBITATION

A SPECIAL WEEKEND PROGRAM
FOR PEOPLE 2» AND UNDER

FREE ADMISSION
Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced Techniques
Karma & Reincarnation Psychic Development
Auras Mantras, Yantras, and Chackras
Personal Happiness Wisdom, Power, & Humor

'"J^^««>AV. APRIL «. 7 & VPMROOM 169 CAMPUS CKNTFRSATUROAY, APR 1 1, |« . at 12 * 1ROOM 81 I CAMPUS CKnA^
UMass Campus Center

Amherst, MA
Sponsored by the Boston Meditation Society

.1
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT » ORE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEEL • NMB •

NDB * NCLEX-RN • MSKP • EMGEMS •

FLEX • CGENS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.

Our students get the highest scores. We've proven It to over
one million students; I et us orovp It to vwi

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780
i > »

•

»»•»»?/» ^
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TRAVEL SMART
THIS SPRING!

FROM NEW YORK
Roundtrip One Way

London
$305 $155

Paris
$398 $219

Verdict

$490 $245
Guatemala City
$470 $235
Mexico City
$360 $180

Osio/Stockhoim
$458 $229

Athens/lstanlMd
$630 $315

Some tickets valtd to one year.

Most tickets allow changes.

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia.

Eurailpasses Available.

Cuitom«-linmignt>on I dcpaitiut lam apply

FiTM wbiKt to chmgt Mkout nohc*

f/S/W TRAVEL
342MadisonA»8 . NY.NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

•in NYC

continued frorp page 1

response."

Gun sales in Los Angeles increased sharply as jury
deliberations neared. Targeted by looters and arsonists
during the riots, many Korean-American merchants have
vowed to fight fire with gunfire.

In San Francisco, workers at the First Step athletic
shoes store will do everything to protect their wares
except arm themselves, assistant manager Edgar San
Gabriel said. The first thing we want to avoid in a
confi-ontation." he said.

The store was looted last year. San Gabriel said
workers have boarded up the windows every night this
week. He and many other San Francisco merchants they
would close when the verdicts are announced.

input

R& P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

fouuiiiirroKEiiaiiKHEui

... SO we're converting our 3
bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot

" T the nexHieating sei

LiiKoin Real Estate
25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

AMHERST
!

CHINESE FOOD W
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

|

'

• MANDARIN « SZECHUAN CUISINE '

• HOME STYLE COOKING
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM CXJR FARM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEW.Y REU0OEl£0

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

62 MAIN STREET. AMHERSTyy

Rich's Continues With Great Prices!
I

• Colored Jordache

• Baggy Jean Shorts

•German Moleskin]
Shorts

• Gap Jeans

All Just $19.99
RICH'S ARMY/NAVY
& CASUAL CLOTHES
24 Center St., Northampton

586-0275

continued from page 3

others, think they are too lenient."

Graduate students in the Prince/

Crampton complex said they should
not have to adhere to the same policies

as undergraduates.
And, a resident in living in UMass

family housing wrote to Sailer saying
there should be tennis courts and a
swimming |K)o1 for families.

Yet, there was much support for the
academic floors and the Two in TSventy

Special Interest Residential Program
floor.

Freshman pre-med major Irene
Mahoney said she enjoyed living on a
Washington Tower floor with all biol-

ogy-related majors as part of the Bio-

logical Sciences Advancement Pro-
gram. And, K.C. Laxton, a freshmen
majoring in pre-med and psychology,
said it was great in having 49 residents
in all the same major.

"It helps quiet a bit. If you don't

understand something, there is always
someone around in some class to ex-

plain it to you," Laxton said.

Sonia Paz, a junior pre-joumalism
major, living in Mary Lyon said she
likes living on her floor, where homo-
sexuals live in a safeenvironmentwhere
most of the residents are heterosexual

allies. There are many misplaced ste-

reotypes about the floor, Paz said.

"People would ask, 'Where do you
live?' I would say, 'Mary Lyon.' They
would say, 'What floor?' And I would
say, 'Fourth.' And they would say, 'Un
huh,*" Paz said. "What I have have
heard on this floor so much is not
moving in with your partner, but rather

a safe place to be."

Another student, Ehzabeth Waller,

said she was pleased with living on the
floor, but wishes for volume control on
the student call boxes at the building's

entrance.

"When the voice ofthe other person
comes through |the call box|. Even
when we shut our window, we can hear
that little voice coming through,"
Waller said.

< in- ol" llif ;ir«'a's

hirp-.si >i-|««-li<Mi-.

«>r liii|»<triiil,

iii«l«'|K-ii<i;uil '

Ak hoiiii->li«- |{«-<'or<K.

(!;i»r|lr-

aiiti <!uin|»:ii-| l>i.s«->

586 5726

213 MAIN ST
NORTHAMPTON

m\\ OF

I <-ii» til riii>iis:iiii|>

t ill! «>lll'^

«K rullft-liMr

lti-i-i»|-il-.

586 1707

21 STATE ST

JUDICIAL ADVISOR'S PROGRAM

Feel

Surprisingly enougl you are not alone.

If you have any questions concerning a
pre-hearing or hearing; or if you are unsure of
any UMass judicj|l proceedings, then please

and talk to us.

Don't let ignorance become an excuse.
Get informed, take control, and make the

system work for you.

432 STUDENT UNION BUILDING 545-1272
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PRICE

XTM0O6HT GPoiomfc
A Be/N^^ UOOULP EHDouo
/V\£ UO\-VH INTELLECT,
CARNN- WMOl>0LeD&£

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

AFTER GGTnNG Bj^B-P
(Sum IK f^o^ PA^ 65^eD WHS\CAL AW^i^^NCe5.

weuLo PRICE. Nomc^
FA\:^ STUFF R:)^ m^.

Hev qou »g\Jouj IF

f^M SC£Eue IT uoouLO
Lool^ UP^A SVGJ—
rN\utxiLe^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliot

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean
Production Supervisor |im Ganley

Production Sean Ramsey

Lisa jezowski, Mike Carvalho

Menu
The University of Massachusetts Food Services

provides 24 hour menu information via the touch

tone phone system. This system can be reached

by dialing 545-2626 from a touch tone phone.

Till- ()|jini()ns cxprossocl on tins jj.iijf .ire those ol llie t .irtoonists and do not ncccssdrily retlcct the views ot the Collc^um or the Universily

ACROSS
1 Cul short

5 Twins, lor one
9 Served

perlerlly

1 -l Mit.Tn money
14 .\(ilo style

'6 M.nior —
1 7 Ciiirier's

partner

18 Relating to

tieanng

19 Hainbow
20 Teactier

?? Diilikes

24 With "The.'

Hi'iqwaW
Fslpve/ lilir

ol t9RS
?7 Di^Klnrl hv n

If »iMtlf .1fl#?

?a Gre»>k letle-

31 Swedish rocK

group
3*i Narrow inlel

31") R.>verie

38 Simpson o'

Sl.irr

39 Carav.nnsary

4? The Clintons

aima male'
43 Spy
45 Large cask
46 Garden site

ol note
4 7 Weddell o'

Ross
4R Maliqi'

S? Bairymoie^
Harlow film

of 1933
58 Gun sheath
60 More bohemian
61 Janninqs or

I udwiq
6? Necktie

65 Wither

66 Actress Foch
67 fjrench

68 O'Neills
•'-- Christie

69 Stalk

70 Loch —
71 Copy, ol a sort

DOWN
I Ascend
? Chopped —

3 Caslle of

Dunne
4 Lmguini. e g
5 Whaling boat
workers

6 Marker, lor

short

7 Prickly seed
case Var

8 Lacedaemon.
to some

9 Toulouse lata

10 Baked meal
Item

1

1

Give oil

1? Cheap lodging

house, in Soho
1 5 Choose
?' Approves

fof short

?3 Winlnr

tianspoil.ntion

r"i " baked in — '

?6 Track meet
oflicial

?9 He.iilhy

30 Premonition
31 I undamentals
3? Naked
33 Food queue of

a sad sort

34 Consumed
37 Type ol bread
40 Pervasive

giiality

41 Begins
44 Breathe heavily

49 Golfing

legend
60 Individual

51 Always.

poetically

bj Muslim
religion

54 "— |ust one ol

those "

55 Immense
56 Hair dye
57 Handle
58 Coop residents
59 Leave out
63 Suggestion
64 CIA fore< inner
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M Gorillas
Continued from page 1

2

""
"

' ~~
better-than-average day is the quality ofshots they had. Massachsuetts converted on 1 of 7 extra-man advan-
Providence had 23 saves on the day, vnth Rich Dunphy tages, while the Friars made good on 1 of 5.

picking up 17 and Bill Duffm stoppings. Since 18 UMass Ken Ward scored twice for UMass, rounding out their
shots went in, 41 of50 UMass shots were on goal— which multiple-goal scorers for the game. Attackers Andy Fish
suggests the offense ran exrtemely well for the Gorillas, and Mike Valente and midfielders Chris Nentwich, Sam

COLLEGIAN

Joseph, Greg Kline and Bill Edell all scored a goal for

UMass. Eric Triolo and Ernie Faulkner added an assist

each.

UMass next travels to New Haven, Conn, to face Yale
on Saturday in a contest pittingtwoNew England powers.

t'^^f^ -M

MANOARIN/SZECHUAIM CUISINE
WE CELIVE.R IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Deliven for orders $ 1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $15

# BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet sen'ed 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch sened Sunday 1 l:50am-5pni

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

^^^ Luncheon Specials served 1 l:30-5pm - $3.25
^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 256-0252

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR THE
COORDINATOR OF THE

JOSEPHINE WHITE EAGLE CULTURAL CENTER

The Search Committee for the Coordinator of the

Josephine Wliite Eagle Cultural Center cordially

invites the University community to participate in 6
open candidate forums. At these forums. At these

forums, candidates for the coordinator's position will

be available to meet and speak with students, faculty

and staff in the Cultural Center located in the lower
level of Chadbourne House.

CANDIDATES SCHEDULE THIS WEEK:
Ms. Sharon Smith Wednesday April 7th 2pm
Ms. Mary Elizabeth Lagoy Thursday April 8lh 12noon

Special Champion Offe r

!

REKINDLE
YOUR
PASSION
For Indisui
Food at

Tbe Vmlley'M OrigJoMl

INDIA
HOUSE

ON STATE STREET
Where ladism Pood is more

ttun Cunyf
For Excellent Food and Hospitality

Come to Our Uouac...

45 Sute Street
Northampton, MA 586-6344

Free Gift

Buy $50 OF Champion

Champion^: Authentic athletic apparel that's touqh—

MERCHANDISE AND RECEIVE

conifortahic—classic. The same top quality garmentss worn

THIS SPECIAL Champion gift

hy professional ana college teams—available with your school logo.

\\

6{mn(_^(^
,1

FREE' (While supplies last i

In sports, in life and in our clothes, it takes a little more to make a Champion.

USTORE^ ™''"'
9-5 Women's Shoes, Clothing; & Accessories

Zanna • 1K7 North Pleasant Street • Amherst
413.253.2563

Open Thursdays 'til 8 p m
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USEAUTTIE
RESTRAINT WITH

YDURKIDS.

ra

Liniinp^^ /I/I

BUSCH&

WINi

Don't Drink
and Drive

$Q99 ^^.
BUSCH LIGHT ^.oEpVvf'l

CASE OF 24-12 OZ CANS /* -^/

COORS $/\49 AFTER REBATE
REG, UGHT H

& EXTRA GOLD ^^ DEP CASE OF 2
12 PK.SALE 12.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3 00 BOTTLES

OLD
iA/AUF

REG. & UGHT

$099
MILWAUKEE O dep

CASE OF
24 12 0Z CANS

14LABATTS $
BEER & ALE

CASeOF212PK BOTTLES

49
OEP

Round trips from BOSTON

LONDON $398
PARIS $478
BANGKOK $889
Rard trips from NEW YORK

SAN JOSE C.R. $450
CANCUN $310

Tdxes and surcharges not included
Fares subject to changf

79 So. Pleasant St Amherst
I tS^.Hil

ROLUNG

; !•'

ROLLING ROCK

6
REG. ALIGHT $^49
12 PK BOTTLES

DEP

BLOSSOM HILL <^,^QQ
CABERNET SAUVIGNON ^h

ACHARDONNAY ^^ 15L

MERLOT $|-qq
& WHITE ZINFANDELO

LIQUORS

GALLO $fi49\J aoL

SMIRNOFF $-1 Q99
VODKA IO,,5L

SEAGRAM'S 7 ^Q.?!
SALE 12.99 MAIL IN REBATE 3 00

1 75L

AFTER REBATE

CHABUS. RHINE. BumUNDt, RED ROSE "^ • ' 'J^*M
PINK CHABL IS FRENCH COLUUBARD BLUSH t^' 1

^wrg GREMCHE. CHENIN BLANC
'" ' '

BERJNGER $099
WHITE ZINFANDEL O 750 ML

CHATEAU ST. <g-^.Q

MICHELLE ^^
CHARDONNAY

750 ML

SHARPS $C49*DEP
NON-ALCOHOLIC O

BACARDI $>I29
BREEZERS ^ 4PK

I

not responsible for ^ i

typographical errors fcldlSj

OPEN' f?"^ '° ^^P'"v/rtiv. Monday thru Saturday

J.J. VINCENT $799
POUILLYFUISSE

7S0ML

RENEJUNOT$i|99
RED i WHITE

5499
1 5L

MARTINI & ROSSI $Q49
ASTI SPUMANTE

7bOML

JIM $-1 049
BEAM 10^^^^

CLUNY $-H99
SCOTCH I I wsL

SALE I 3. 9 MAIL IN REBATE 2 00 AFTERREBATE

SEAGRAM'S $Q49 after

^ GIN V7,75L "EBATE

SALE 12 49 MAIL IN REBATE 3 00

f\ KAHLUA $Q49

MAIL IN REBATE 3 00 AFTERREBATE

849 BACARDI RUM $-1/199
LIGHT & DARK ^

I 75L

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
^ HADLEY HOLYOKE
Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THUR841MTHRU
WED8.4/14/n

I

Full Redemption Center
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTLE OF THE BANDS!
Everyone invited

Sat. April 17 in NE Quad
Free food and drink $100 cash prue
register your band call S46 2616
By Fri. April 9,

Sponsored by NEAG
B«d and Breakfast
Downtown Amfierst. Ideal tor vfsltfng

parents and friends. 549 0733

Experiencing Harrasmant or intimi

dation' For more information about yoiir

rights and options, call PAIR H (Peer
Assistance. Information and Retferal

Hotline) at 545 1272 from 5 pm to 9 pm
Sunday through Thursday.

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $1000
in (ust one woelci Plus SI 000 for the
member who calls' And a FREE HEAD
PHONE RADIO just for callingi

1-800 950 1037, ext 25

Having problems with yourroomate?
Contact OCHO. 428 Student Union or

call us at 545 0865. We can help'

International Fair
Have a table or participate in

entertainment showing your culture at

International Fair on May 8th at the

SUB. Call Rachel at 5465587 or Jill at

5464909

International Fair Meeting
Mandatory meeting for participants and
those interested on Monday, April 12th

at 7 pm Campus Center Room 903

Looking for a place to live offcampus?
Questions about your commuter living

situation' Subletting in May' Come to

OCHO, 428 Student Union, 545 0865.

Martha's Vineyard
Big House

Oak Bluffs, S500 each
Housemates Wanted
To drink kegs daily

Beach
Kurt, Chris, 549 0129

SPANISH SPEAKERS
Eam$$$
Need fluent Spanish speaken
INon native) for psychology reading
study.

Should have taken

Spanish 320 or above
Call Jovetle 545 069

UMass Blood Drive
Today 10 am 4 pm
Campus Center Rm 165

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 Saab 99 - Nice car. Reliable

S850 00 5 9100 nights 259 1973

1983 Plymouth Turismo
only $400 lakes it

Call Tom 63873

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3.50
Lg. Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496073
549-6098

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Take over our lease
1,2 bedroom apartment at>ove Antonios
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 tiedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four

five six bedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Cape Cod - Group Rentals in all areas
for summer season Reasonably priced

!

Honey Sperco, Broker 394 2857 days
398 9367 evenings

Cheap
2 Bdrm close to campus
June 1st after 5 549 7758

Modernized Townhouse
3 bdrms • loft

Must See*

Perfect for five'

Call 549 5587

One Bedroom Puffton S434/month
Take over our lease. Call Debbie and
Sharon at 549 4330

South DeerfieW Center
On bus route new efficiency and one
bedroom apartment reasonabia mov
ing in cost call 247 3259

Take over my lease one bedroom apt
in Colonial VIg S400 253-2537 (508)757
9470

Take over our lease starling June 1st

2 BDR Brandywine furniture incl.

Call Now 549 5193

Thrilling apartment on Main Street
Across street from bus stop. Take over
our lease on June 1st and start en/oying
it' Call 253 9175

FOUND

Pair of multicolored sunglasses in

parking lot near Boyden on March 31

For info, call 549 9906

FOR SALE

Guitar. Black Epiphone offset V
S250/bo Johnny 5466706

New Computer in box
IBM compatable 386sx 33
40meg HO 1.44 Floppy 1 meg mem
14" VGA Software S725

Bill 5460596

Smith Corona Word Pi

Call 546 5471

10-Speed bicycle Call weekdays
5460465 ( 10:30 12:30 pml, or weekends
Leave tel. U.

HELP WANTED

COUNSELORS
Prestigious CO ed Berkshires, MA sum
mer camp seeks skilled college luniors
seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming
water sports, theatre, silver lewelry
newspaper Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer'
Salary plus room and board
Call 800 762 2820

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000wmonth . world traveKHawan.
Mexico, the Caribt>ean, etc I Holiday,

summer and career employment avail

able No experience necessary For
employment program call 1206 634
0468 ext C5001

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $ 1 GOO
in |usl one week' Plus S1000 for the
member who calls' And a free Igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932
0528, ext 65

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op
lions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

Postal Jobs Available! Many posi
lions, great benefits Call 1 800 436 4365
Ext p 3306

SUMMER ON CAPE COD
Housecleaners wanted Good pay and
flexible hours for time for a second |ob
or go to Nausel Beach Housing avail

able Kate (508)255 6322

Willing to train full/part time rental

agent for busy summer season to list

and rent quality properties in Amherst
area. Reliable car a must. High com
mission potential send resume to Sage
& Seaver 79 South Pleasant Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

IMUSICIANS

FROGGY

Happy Birthday Bear!!!
Impossible to say how much I love you
but I think you probably have a pretty
good idea.

Forever,

Me

HEALTH

LOST

Lost Black Leather Jacket at LBGA
Dance on 4/2. If found call Damn at 5

4824 or bring jacket to Program for GLB
Concerns

Lost - North Adams Sweatshirt
at Sig Ep on 4-1-93

REWARD
Call 546 5756

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

Professional 8-lrach studio
w. digital mi xdown sequencing

downtown Noahampton
SJOIiour

Visa/MC
Hanging Fish Recording

(413(586 6495

PERSONALS

Angelic V. Happy 22nd Birthday' Love,
Melissa

Brett from Belchertown - 1 had agreat
time wyou that Thurs night Was hop
ing to hear from you again You have
my number Chris

Chris, Cory, Dee, Jason. Jerome, Keith,

Kelley, Matt, Sontra, Sleph, Sue of one
North Patterson Thanx lor your appre
ciation Love you all.

Nick

Hey Big J,B.

Your birthday snuck up quicker than a
t)eefcube' I love you
Mightymole

MacOoughailmuffin -

Happy Birthday Sweetheart
Have a safe and happy one
Love Lisa and Holly

TOTHE BEST BIG SIS IN THE WORLD
Happy Birthday Hollie'

Phi love. Your Ltl Sis Leann

ROOIVIMATES WANTED

Puffton Village 2 roomates needed
SI 70 per month Call Mike 549 9900

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development Keith
Anderson, Ph D 682 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Sports cards and starting lineups
Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

SUMMER SUBLET

Amherst Center
Unusual 2 bedroom
Immaculate, sunhi

1 minute to town and bui
Parking $650 Heat inci

253 9656

Summer Sublet - Let with Fall option
one tjedrooni apartment in Puffton Vil

lage call anytime at 549 1954

Sunset Ave walk to Uniass Basemt
apt avail May 1 549 H284

2 Rooms Available Phillips Si
In Spacious 6 Bedroom House
100 ft from campus S255 320
549 2813

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espariol culture
Honiestay 612 690 94/1

Scuba Dive for credit
Ai UMass. Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 097/

TYPING/WORD PROC.

TYPING GREAT PRICE
LASERWRITER QUALITY
CALL 546 4782

WANTED

Comedians/Theater Majors
Get experience be on TV show
Are You Funny'
Amanda 585 8653
Deadline April 16

HabIa Espartol7
Beginning and fluent Spanish speakers
needed lor language study
Earn money for participating'

Call 538 2035 for more info

Newport
3 seniors seek lively

househousemates for

summer
Leslie/Deanna 253 9743
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Sports
Baseball bombs in home opener, 12-2
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian SUff

In its first contest ofthe year at Earl Lorden Field, the
University of Massachusetts baseball team proved that
one bad inning can truly lose a game by dropping a 12-2

decision to the University of Connecticut.
UMass (6-8) headed into the top of the fourth inning

tied 1-1 with the Huskies (10-6). but an 8-run offensive
burst by UConn left the Minutemen trailing 9- 1 when the
inning ended.

Right-hander Lome Levy started the contest forUMass
coach Mike Stone's team, but was only able to get one out
in the fourth before the barrage began.

After Levy retired UConn first baseman Jim Tonelli.

the tandem ofthird baseman Chris Bisson and shortstop
Paul Funk slapped back-to-back singles, which brought
up left fielder Michael Guilbeault.

Guilbeault promptly singled up the middle, plating
Bisson and giving the Huskies a 2-1 lead. This run
finished off Le\'y, who pitched just three and one third
innings, yielding five hits.

The scoring continued as UMass right-hander Peter
Ferrari, one of five pitchers on the day for the Minute-
men, came out of the bullpen and replaced Levy. Ferrari

fell victim to a passed ball which allowed Funk to score,

increasing the lead to 3-1 in favor of UConn.
After UConn designated hitter Kyle Cooney drove in

another run with a base hit, Ferrari walked the bases
loaded, which brought up center fielder Bryan Majeski.

Majeski broke the game open with a two-run single,

knocking out Ferrari and giving the Huskies a command-
ing 6-1 advantage.

Stone then summoned on closerJay Murphy, who had
as little success as his predecessors, but was able to get

out of the inning with a double play. As a whole, the

UMass pitching staff was roughed up for 14 hits, and is

a problem according to Stone.

Telgheder and Toothaker IJim and Jeff, two starting

pitchers I
— and that's it. And that's how bad it is with the

pitching stafi". We obviously couldn't get anybody out. .

.

it's a struggle right now," said Stone.

On the offensive end, the Minutemen were able to

muster just one run on nine hits against UConn starter

John Fisher, who recorded his first victory of the season.

Fisher came into the game with a 9.31 earned run
average and an 0- 1 record.

According to Stone, UMass was unable to get any
clutch performances at the plate.

"We are looking for somebody to come through in the
clutch situation and it hasn't happened," said Stone.

"I think the hitters had a lack of concentration," said

UMass left fielder and leading hitter Justin Howard. "It

seemed like we were all just a little off."

UMass' next game is today at Amherst College at 3
p.m. against the rival Lord Jeffs. Freshman left-hander

David Dart will get the start for the Minutemen, and the
offense will look to produce more run support.

"We have to come out swinging, and be aggressive, and
let our talent do the work," said Howard.

AK-'.' "J£AN 'COLLEGIAN

Starter Lome Levy and the UMass Daseoall team fell to

UConn yesterday 1 2-2 in the home opener at Lorden Field.

The Minutemen will look to get back on track as they travel to

crosstown rival Amherst College today at 3 p.m.

Mass ready to resume
rivalry with UConn
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

Today, at 3 p.m., the biggest rivalry in

New England softball picks up where it

left off in last year's regional finals as the
University ofMassachusetts softball team
travels to the University of Connecticut
for a doubleheader against the Huskies.

UMass (6-9 overall. 2-0 in the Atlantic

10). who eliminated UConn (20-7 overall.

8-0 at home) on their way to last year's
final four, is looking forward to rekindling
the old flame.

"This is one ofthe healthiest and stron-

gest rivalries in the country." said head
coach Elaine Sortino. "These teams have
tremendous respect for each other."

While the competition will be there.

UConn has the advantage over the
Minutewomen. playing almost twice as
'many games this year. Because of the
recent inclement weather. UMass has been
forced into a gymnasium for the last two
weeks.

"Tou know, they've had a big jump on
us. while we've been sitting on our hands,"
said Sortino. "They've played 14 games
since their West Coast trip. We've played
four."

The Huskies come at you in every area
of the game, batting a team .307 at the
plate while hurling a 1.22 earned run
average.

"They're a great team," said UMass
leftfielder Stacey Nichols. "Everyone needs
to be working together perfectly."

Andrea D'Innocenzo, one of UConn's
six regulars hitting above .300, heads into

the doubleheader at a scorching .381 clip,

with 6 homeruns and 21 runs batted in.

From the mound, Huskie ace Pat
Conlan, who is expected to go today, is 10-

3 with a staggering 0.33 earned run av-

erage.

"She's got pretty good speed and great
control," said UMass righthander Darlene
Claffey, "but I think we can hit her."

The Minutewomen will attempt to con-

tain UConn's version of"murderers row,"

most likely, by sending Claffey (3-4) and
sophomore Kelly Daut (3-5) to the mound.
Both picked up victories in Tuesday's
sweep of Boston College and felt fine

physically aft^r the twin-bill.

"My arm feels really good," said Claffey.

"We'll have to keep the ball low against
their offense."

Offensively, UMass is batting .244 as a
team, however senior catcher Sherri
Kuchinskas has been snacking on oppos-
ing pitchers to a tune of .395, with an on-
base percentage of .467.

Remarkably, yesterday was the team's
first practice outdoors all year long.

"It's tough to come out here from a
gymnasium," said Sortino. "And it's great
just to work on the little things like

watching the ball come off the bat."

While UConn seems to have the ad-
vantage, simply because of playing time,
Sortino remained extremely positive.

"Hey, the odds are stacked against us,

but that'sjust the way we like it," she said.

Women set to hit courts
Minutewomen facing Hartford today
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

It will be back to the battlefield for

the University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team today as the
Minutewomen (1-1 ) will be hosting the
University of Hartford Hawks (0-0) at

nearby Mt. Holyoke College (3 p.m.).

The Hawks lineup, which will be
making its 1993 spring debut, will be a
young one. Of the squad's six members
only two them are upperclassmen with
just one of them a senior.

Coaching Hartford is J.B. Nickles,
who compiled a 8-12 record in his one
season at the helm of the Hawks.

The lone senior on the Hartford
squad is Jessica Sklar while the junior
is Sarah McShane. There are two
sophomore Hawks, Lori Frisher and
Hilary Linder.

Rounding out the Hawks are two
freshmen, Julie Merrill and Massachu-
setts native Amy Saviano.

On the UMass side of the net, in

singles competition the Minutewomen
have done better than their two oppo-
nents, Mt. Holyoke and Vermont, post-

ing a 7-5 mark in one-on-one play.

It is in doubles competition where
UMass has had its problems, with a 2-

4 mark.
According to UMass captain and No.

4 smgles player Pam Levine, the

Minutewomen doubles tandems have
the ability to play with their oppo-

nents, it is just a matter of doing it.

"I think that we can compete with

anyone (in doubles)," Levine said. "We
just have got to put it together on the
court."

The Minutewomen have used two
different combinations at third
doubles and today it will be sopho-
more Alissa Cohen teaming up with
senior Kelly Grim. Cohen and Grim
were the third doubles team used
against Vermont.

The Minutewomen, they will have a
freshman of their own entrenched in

the No. 1 singles slot, Liesl Sitton.

Sitton has dominated her first two
opponents this season winning 24
games to her foe's one.

Levine said that Sitton has proved
to be a force.

"She's (Sitton) been doing really

good, she has a lot of tournament ex-

perience," said Levine. "Liesl has a lot

of mental toughness."

The horrendous weather that came
with this winter has hurt the
Minutewomen, but Levine said that
the team has done well and that Coach
Judy Dixon has helped tremendously.

"I think under the conditions, we've
done the bestwe could," she said. "She's
' Dixon ) has been incredible, she knows
what we need and she is so smart."

Gorillas romp over Providence

ANDREA MIGLIASSI / COLLEGIAN

The Gorillas defeated Providence College yesterday in a

rout, 18-3, making it two wins in a row heading into this

weekend's battle with New England rival Yale University.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

John Cavalerio and Wes Depp led a balanced scoring
effort, scoring four goals apiece as the University of
Massachusetts men's lacrosse team rolled over Provi-
dence College 18-3 yesterday afternoon in Providence
R.I.

UMass players and coaches admitted after last
Saturday's Hofstra game, a 16-8 loss, that they had
looked past the Flying Dutchmen, a team most thought
the Gorillas would beat handily. But there was no let-
down against the Friars.

Cavalerio outscored the Friars ( 1-2) all by himself. He
tallied seven points on the day, scoring twice in both
halves and assisting three other goals in his best UMass
career performance to date.

Depp, who enjoyed his second big scoring day of the
season (his first being a five-goal game at St. John's),
scored twice in the first, with both assists coming from
Cavalerio. He also assisted Cavalerio in the first quarter.

The Gorillas, 3-2, held Providence scoreless through
the second and third periods, scoring 10 goals in that time
span to put the game away. Tom LoPresti. sUrting his
second game of the year in goal, made nine saves.

UMass coach Ted Garber substituted freely, as 12
Gorillas broke into the scoring column and freshman
goaltender Morgan Stanford got some valuable playing
time, stopping two shots.

The Friars' Alex Vetter, who led his team with two
first-quarter goals, opened the scoring 16 seconds into
the game. Providence then proceeded to disappear under
a maroon wave of UMass scores and never seriously
threatened again.

Massachusetts controlled most facets of the game,
dominating face-offs and outshooting PC by nearly a two
to one margin. UMass won 18 of 23 face-ofTs and racked
up 50 shots to the Friars' 3 1 . Ground balls, however, were
even as the Gorillas collected 52 to PC's 38.

The third quarter has belonged to UMass all season,
and yesterday was no exception. Includingyesterday's 6-
third, the Gorillas have shut out four opponents in that

t,inie frame, the other three being Duke, Virginia and St.
John's.

UMass scored four times in the first five minutesofthe

STi^'
^^^^ "^^**^ ^^" ^^^^^ *"^ Cavalerio and Mark

Millon (2 goals, 1 assist) added one apiece, denying any
thoughts of a comeback the Friars may have had.

Another statistic which suggests the Gorillas had a

Turn to Gorillas poge 10
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Former UMass student
searches for the 'truth'
in new documentary
By Jon Lupo / Collegian Staff

Filmmaker Bruce Sinofsky remembers the
first day of his sophomore year here at
UMqss vivi(ily. On that cool September
evening in 1975, Sinofsky went to a
meeting in Northeast to discuss plans for
a practical film course, but it was an-
nounced that the proposed instructor
had bailed out.

That same night, Sinofsky wrote a letter to
the New York University film school requesting
an application. Later that year, Sinofsky left the
University for the bright lights of the City,
leaving behind fond memories of shooting
hoops in Orchard Hill and the night that Carlton
Fisk hit a home run that sent fans from all over
the Hill pouring into the bowl.

"It was a very exciting period in my life,"
Sinofsky said in a recent telephone interview

(left to right) Co-filmmaker Bruce Sinofsky, murder defendant Delbert Ward cin'^mTtZTph;?Douglas Cooper and co-filmmaker Joe Berlinger of "Brother's Keeper."
cmematographer

with the Collegian. "I remember bringing my
suntan lotion and hanging out on the area
between Sylvan and Totman . I had a very aood
time."

^
Sinofsky said he was sad to leave the Valley

he had called home for two years. "The Univer-
sity simply did not have the practical, hands-
on courses I wanted," he says. "They had
theoretical courses on things like gangster films,
but nothing about how to put a movie to-
gether."

Three years later, in 1978, Sinofsky gradu-
ated with honors from NYU Film School and
began his professional filmmaking career as
an editor with Maysles Films, Inc., a highly
acclaimed, New York-based nonfiction film
studio.

Sinofsky worked on a number of projects at
Maysles including a "Nova" special, "Change

of Heart" and "Sports Illustrated: The Making
of the Swimsuit Issue." Outside Maysles,
Sinofsky worked on various films, most nota-
bly he edited Joe Berlinger's Outrageous Taxi
Stories.

In 1991, both Sinofsky and Berlinger (who,
coincidentaly, has Amherst resident relafives)
left Maysles and formed their won company.
Creative Thinking International. Their first

production, the highly acclaimed documen-
tary Brother's Keeper [see review below], has
made them both hot properties in the film
world.

Brof/)er'5 deepercaptures the real-life story of
60-year'Old Delbert Ward, a poor, nearly-illit-
erate farmer accused of suffocating his brother,
Bill. The pair shared a bed in a run-down

Turn to SINOFSKY, page 7

FILM REVIEW

This 'Brother's' a Keeper
By Jon Lupo / Collegian Staff

.. , , , ,
COURTESY DEREK BERG

Murder defendant Delbert WardawaJtsthe verdict in "Brother's Keeper."

In any murder mvstery, the search for

the truth fuels the action, and only
until the revelation of truth will justice

be done. In Bruce Sinofsky and |oe
Berlinger's absorbing and haunting
documentary, Brother's Keeper, open-
ing tomorrow at Amherst Cinema, these
questions of truth and justice are ex-
plored to almost dizzying detail. In the
end, a version ofthe truth and a version
of justice are indeed revealed — but
then it becomes a question of finding
the real truth.

My confusing introduction aside,
Brother's Keeper isn't your typical docu-
mentary. Like all popular fiction films,

Keeper focuses on a sympathetic char-
acter, casts a few villains and lets the
story tell itself. Like Paris Is Burning and
Roger and Me, two recent popular
documentaries. Brother's Keeper is

keenly aware of audience response,
and delivers in kind.

Brother's Keeper tells the story of 60-
year-old Delbert Ward, who lives in

squaloratadilapidatedfarm in upstate
New York with his four elderly broth-
ers. When Bill dies under mysterious
circumstances, Delbert is arrested. Af-
ter signing an alleged confession, he
recants and his elder brother Lyman
corroborates his story.

/deeper follows Delbert from the ini-

tial arrest through the trial, keeping
questions of his guilt or Innocence in
the audience's hands. The town rallies

around the remaining Ward brothers

inagroundswellofsupportofthesame
people usually shunned by the com-
munity.

But more is at stake here, it seems.
The ensuing media sharks have de-
scended on the town with a vengeance,
playing up the Ward brother's lives as
archetypal American gothic. Indeed,
the brothers seem to have stepped out
of another century, so it becomes a
battle to preserve a rural way of life in

the face of increasing urbanization.
The death is first seen as a mercy

killing, but later lurid questions of in-

cest— Delbert and Bill shared a bed —
and sexual violence creeped up during
pre-trial investigations. The trial itself

is edited well, both Sinofsky and
Berlinger know what moments to leave
in, when to linger, when to cut. In this
way we move considerably out of the
realm of objective documentary, but
the filmmakers never hide the fact that
this is a controlled vision and unlike
other documentarians, don't deny it.

Keeper makes good use of neighbor's
reflections on the Ward brothers. Early
on, a couple who raised the initial

$1,000 of Delbert's $10,000 bond say
that Delbert "looked just like Jesus
Christ" when he came into his ar-
raignment. The filmmakers follow this
up when, ot the trial, Delbert is seen
leaning against the window shade as
bright light shines around him. You
can't get any more pronounced than

Turn to KEEPER, page 7
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Performance marred by salesman-like antics
By MlCHl-Ll- BAKIS
Collegian Staff

Black Uhuru
Pearl Street

March 30

Veteran reggae group Black Uhuru had everyone
staying irie last Tuesday night at Pearl Street. Combining
old favorites with many songs from their new album
Mystical Truth, Black Uhuru's performance was incred-

ible. Black Uhuru had their act together as soon as they

walked on stage. Their experience was obvious as they

quickly found a groove and brought energ>' to the

audience.

Andrew Tosh opened the evening's show and was an
immediate crowd pleaser. His intensity and happiness

were quickly transferred to the audience.

Ne.vt, l.ouie Rankin performed but not quite up to

par with the other groups. Energy levels were brought

back up when Black Uhuru hit the stage.

They entertained the crowd with familiar tunes

"Army Band," "Heathen" and "Peace and love" from

the Now album. Black Uhuru also performed an intense

version of "Breakout" from their album Iron Stomi.

New material from their latest recording Mystical Truth

included "Mercy Street," "Give My Love" and "Living

in the City." Louie Rankin came back on stage accom-

panying Black Uhuru for "One Love," the same song

they performed together on Mystical Truth.

the audience seemed disappointed by Louie Rankin's

constant salesman antics. He really took away from

Black Uhuru's performance by trying to sell his T-shirts.

He continued in his persistence for the remainder of his

time on the stage. This was not only unnecessary but

annoying.
Overall, Tuesday night's show was high quality. A

strong back up band tied all the performances to-

gether. The surprisingly powerful opening by Andrew

Tosh as well as the e.xpected high quality from Black

Uhuru compensated for Louie Rankin's average per-

formance.

COURTESY NATH,

Black Uhuru

HFY

PATTERSON/MACKIMMIE RA'S

We appreciate you and think

that you are the best!

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine

Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

Nicholas Keung
Patti Cusimano
Deana Dohman
Michael Gillespie
Amy Hinc
Sean Case
Jeff Martinous
Kevin Irvine
Glo Moroney
Amy Jagenow

Donna Walsh
Ana Lisa Silva

Kathy Day
Steve Kenyon

Jennifer Thompson
Bryan Leake
Matt Favesi

Brian DeOliviera
Dave Trant

Melissa Gelley

YDU COULD LEARN A LOT

FROMADUNM^C

BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELL

ACADEMYrMUSIC
NORTHAMPTON 5«4-84.V«;

"SOME THINGS JUST
DON'T GET ANY BETTER"

From,
the Residents of:

PATT/MACK

•teVveLpswe^

1-80O-H88-8887.
Earth Shares.

RESUMES THURSDAY. Apr. 8 YOUR LAST
WEEKEND TO SEE IT - Daily 645 & 9:00
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Black Uhuru
COURTESY NATHANIEl WELCH

Terminate your
relationship with
the right tunes
By BRIAN BABINEAU
Collegian Correspondent

Yes, it is now officially springtime, that time
when, supposedly, all thoughts turn to warm
weather, summer and love. However, spring is

not always a season when love blooms. Sometimes,
it is a season when love has been torn up by its

roots and tossed in the wheelbarrow, only to be
dumped in a compost pile to rot away to nothing.

With that in mind, I present something that may
help anyone who is presently embarking on that

long journey to the compost pile.

People do different things when a relationship

ends. I listen to music. Certain songs can make
you feel better, help you wallow in misery, or

make you realize that there are truly people out
there with lives more screwed up than yours.

'I"here are someguidelines to followwhen choosing
music to listen to at the end of a relationship. Be
careful of listening to too much Cure— you may
find yourself dressed in black wearing makeup.
Otis Redding can make even the most macho
man breakdown into tears. I inally, listening to

"Freebird" by I.ynyrd Skynyrd is strictly forbidden.
Having said the "don'ts," I will now present

the "dos" — the 10 best songs to listen to after a

shattered, ugly, horrible, twisted (you get the
idea) end of a relationship. Here they are, in

order, from 10 to one.

10. "So Cruel "— U2 It's certainly not the best
song on Achtung Baby, but lines like "I'm only
hanging on to watch you godown," can do justice
for anyone feeling unhappv.

9. "\ Don't Care Anymore" — Phil Collins
Now, I really have no affection for Phil and his
music, but this song with vicious drum beats and
very blatant lyrics definitely gets the blood pump-
ing. (Perfect for those still in the denial stage of

Turn to MUSIC, page seven

Management
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS

& TOWNHOUSES
ONE MONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^^^O
2 Bdrm from .^-=3^:30
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^.^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

An Invitation to Oulercourse .^
with Radical Feminist Philosopher J^MARYDALY ««,,^

Celebrating the release of ^^SKil rV*
her new book

Oulercourse: The Be-Dazziing Voyage

Friday, April 9th ^

7:30 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom ' ,^
UMass - Amherst "^ na,f^.\^

•Wlvpolchair Accessible • free of Charge • I'ublic Cordially InvitedM^ Sponsored by Lunaria — A Feminist Bookstore
PKj»^ and The Valley Women's Voice
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Calendar of events
in the S College Area

MUSIC — The Augusta Sav-
age Gallery presents a Latin
American music demonstra-
tion by drummer and percus-
sionist Bobby Sanabria tonight
at 7 at the Gallery. Sanabria
will lecture and demonstrate
music styles from North, South,
and Central America. The Gal-
lery is located in theNew Africa
House in Central. Free. Call 545-
5177 for details.

CONCERT— The Radiators
will perform at Pearl Street in
Northampton tonight. Tickets
are $10 in advance, $12 at the
door. 18+. Call 584-7771 for
showtime and ticket informa-
tion.

BENEFIT CONCERT— Bon-
gos to Circus, Monghani, and
Synaesthesia will play a benefit
concert to help support the
roommates ofTara Hartnettwho
lost everything in a fire in
Sunderland. Come enjoy the
bands and support your fellow
students. Free food. 8 p.m.- 1a.m.
in Butterfield Basement. Dona-
tions will be taken at the door.
CONCERT — "Music in the

Noon Hour" series continues
today with Philipp Naegele,
Kathryn Quigley, violins;
Barbera Wright, viola;Ju-Hyun
Lim, cello. They will perform
excerpts from Haydn's The
Seven Last Words of Christ.

THURSDAY

Chaka Khan
COURTESY WARNER BROS

SATURDAY
CONCERT—The California Centerfolds

will perform at Pearl Street tonight at 7. $5
in advance, $6 at the door. Downstairs,
Hippopotamus takes the stage. $5 at the
door. Call 584-7771 for details.

CONCERT— Annie Wenz Gypsy Moon
plus Wildest Dreams will perform at the
Iron Horse tonight at 7. $6.50 in advance.
Call 584-0610 for details.

CONCERT — The Pioneer Valley Folk-
lore Society presents Leon Russelson,
consistently touted as "Britain's finest

songwriter" and described as a musical
mix of Tom Lehrer, Bertold Brecht, and
Gary Larson, tonight at the Book Mill in

Montague at 9.

CONCERT — Jac Verones will perform
at the Coolidge Park Cafe at the Hotel
Northampton tonight from 8:30-12:30.

Call 584-3100 for details.

CONCERT— Dave Brunelle will perform
tonight at Wiggin's Tavern at the Hotel

Northampton from 6:30-10:30 p.m. Call

584-3100 for details.

CONCERT — Yep!, one of the Pioneer

Valley's hottest new bands, will play to-

night at the Hadley Pub at 9. Tickets are $2.

OBSERVATORY OBSERVING — Ob-
serve space tonight at 9 at the AC Wilder

Observatory. All ages welcome. Free.

ART EXHIBIT — An art exhibition

sponsored by the Cambodian Students

Association will take place at the Campus
Center from 9 a.m. -3 p.m. in celebration

of the New Year. Call 545-1822 for details.

SweeneyConcert Hall, SC, 12:30
p.m. Free.

CONCERT—Joshua Redman
will perform at the Iron Horse
in Northampton tonight at 7.

Tickets are $8.50 in advance.
Call 584-0610 for details.

BALLET — The Royal New
Zealand Ballet, under the artis-

tic direction of Ashley Killar,

will perform the ballet classic

Coppelia tonight at 8 in the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall. Fix

start at $18, 1/2 price for Five
College students. There are also

discounts for children and se-

nior citizens. Call the Fine Arts

Center Box Office at 545-251

1

or 1-800-999-UMAS for tickets
THEATRE— Long Time Since

Yesterday, by P.J. Gibson, di-
rected by Lisa Inman, SC '94. A
bittersweet drama. Five women,
former college classmates, are
reunited at the funeral of a
friend who has recently killed

herself. The play addresses
many potent issues facing Black
women today. Four dollars, $2
for students and senior citizens.

SC Mendenhall Center for the
Performing Arts Theatre 14, 8
p.m. Also April 9 & 10, 14- 17 at
8 p.m.

FRIDAY
LECTURE — Lesbian Bi-

sexual Gay Studies Brown Bag
Luncheon Series— Oz/h/f Work
is Working Out. Presented by
Victor d'Lugin and Steve
Gavron. Campus Center Room
917, noon-l:30p.m.
CONCERT — John Sheldon

and Blue Streak will perform at

Pearl Street tonight.

CONCERT — Chaka Khan
will perform at Springfield
Symphony Hall tonight at 7:30.
CONCERT — Red Door Stu-

dios presents a new multi-media
performance titled ".

. .Of the
Ruined City." The performance
will take place at the
Northampton Center for the
Arts at 8:30.

CONCERT— Tom Kovar will

perform at the Coolidge Park
Cafe tonight at the Hotel
Northampton from 5-8 p.m.
Hal Benoit will perform from
8:30-12:30.

CONCERT—The Dana Kurtz
Band will play their intense
brand of soul jazz tonight at

the Book Mill in Montague at 8
CONCERT— The Toni Lynn

Washington Band will perform
at the Iron Horse tonight at 7.

Tickets are $6 at the door.
FILM— My Life as a Dog will

be shown at the AC Cainpus
Center Theater at 7:30 ii 10.

$1.75.

The Royal New Zealand Ballet

SUNDAY
CONCERT— "Music for an Easter Sun- at the SC Museum of Art in Noho SC

day Afternoon" will include works by Museum of Art, 2 p.m.
Ludwig van Beethoven, performed byjane CONCERT— Sax playerJohnny Griffin
Bryden (soprano), Philipp Naegele (violin), will perform at the Iron Horse tonight at 7
Matthias Naegele (cello), and Jon Van & 10 p.m. $14.50 in advance
Buskirk (piano). Free, but reservations It's Easter! There's not a hell of a lot
strongly recommended. Pick up a free ticket going on!
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Boys in plaid invigorate S.U.B. crowd
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

Visions of three piece suits, platform shoes, and
lots of plaid mixed with the sound of Ska/Funk/
Metal and an invigorating horn section remedied
the post-winter blues with heavy doses of a mighty,
mighty performance.

With limber bodies wriggling about, the pit raged
on like a sweaty, pulsating beast at the mercy of the
Mighty Mighty Bosstones.

Before their April first performance at the Student
Union Ballroom, 1 was able to share words with the
tenor saxophone player, Tim Burton. He spoke about
their current agenda, which included a leg of their

tour spent in Europe and the band's attendance at

VVFNX's music awards.
When asked about Tim's opinion of the band's

growth over the years, he offered some valuable
input on the history and future goals of this ingenu-
ous enterprise.

The Bosstones were originally a Boston based
band formed by a few high school/college kids for

fun. Ihey eventually got to a point where growth
was essential and the maturity level had brought the
process to a halt. The music wasn't that great, but
we'd get gigs cause we wore that suits and were just,

basically, entertaining."

After pursuing different projects (A.K.A Gang
Green, etc., etc.) for a tew years, the band reformed
and solidified. Tim feels that, since their "reforma-
tion, " they've grown substantially. They play to-

gether all the time, so they've become really "tight."

When they were putting things back together,
lim says that they "had a crazy hair across their

lexpletive) to play Ska." With this interesting blend
ot heavy metal guitar chords, sped up reggae rhythm,
and a funky horn line up, the Bosstones have been
able to effectively achieve a genuine sound with no
boundaries.

Tim expressed his delight with the band's writ-

ing technique, because he feels that it prohibits

them from becoming sluggish and rewriting the

same songs over and over. "We're meticulous about
arrangement. We don't just find a chord and write

it out, or play the same power chords over and
over."

The growth of this ensemble has caught the

attention of the public and is providing them with
more and more recognition as they go along. They
started at clubs like the Ratt, the Channel, and the

Paradise and have now managed to tour America
twice and venture onto Europe and England.

Tim used a baseball analogy which explained this

phenomena accurately. "In baseball, there are dif-

ferent levels: little league, college ball, pro. Well, it's

the same with music; there are small clubs and
managers and you climb up the ladder. They don't
have the kind of bands in Europe that we do in the

States. Their bands wouldn't even be able to carry

our jock straps — and I don't say that to sound
conceited; they just don't have access to the kind of

management we do. You have to give people a

chance to grow. American rock is great because we
have all those little promoters that give us the
chance to grow."

Well, needless to say, the Bosstones have really

surpassed adolescence as a band and hold a bright

future in hand. With their more commercial-type
tune, "Where Did You Go," the Bosstones have
managed to creep into the mainstream by means of

an exceptionally unique style of their own.
While 2 1 -year-old drummer, Joe Sirois, the young-

est of the group, pumped out a reggae-type rhythm,
BIG Dennis B. wailed away on the trumpet, and Dicky
Barret and Ben Carr belted out difficult-to-decipher

lyrics to songs like "Devil's Night Out," "Dr. D," "He's
Back, " and "Guns and the Young, " the rest of the band
tried to avoid over enthusiastic fans jumping around
and diving off stage. Altogether, proving to be a high
scale success for both the UPC and the Bosstones, and
a sweaty good time for their fans.

Huck Finn's

adventure is

no vacation
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Huckleberry Finn, that wild, untamed cherub, is

back on the screen for yet another incarnation. The
Adventures ofHuck Finn, released by Walt Disney, em-
bodies every child's dream of liberation from their

parents. Director Stephen Sommers' Huck Finn is

doubly wonderful in that it's every politically correct

parent's dream. Huck Finn trumpets messages such as,

"Just because everyone believes an idea, doesn't make
it right."

Disney's version is a gorgeous recreation of Ameri-
cana that makes you yearn for the good ol' days of rafts

down the Mississippi river, maidens in distress and lush

landscapes.

But don't let yourself believe that this is a corny, soft

version of Mark Twain's novel. There is just as much
violence here as in . . . well, as in the average American
high school.

Elijah Wood plays the role of Huck with just the right

mix of mischievous glee and big-eyed innocence. He is

convincingly reduced to teeth-chattering terror when
his crazed Pap (Ron Perlman) comes after him. This
may be a little hard-hitting for the little ones, but it is

entertaining, edge-of-your-seat material for the 18 and
older crowd.

Other violent scenes and general scariness run a
[pervasive thread through Huck Finn. Such scenes in-

clude the down and dirty fist fight a la Rocky where
Huck defends himself against a tow headed instigator,

Pap knocking two old ladies around and Huck killing a

wild boar only to smear its blood all over the inside of
a log cabin.

Jim (Courtney B. Vance) is a runaway slave and Huck's
Turn to HUCK FINN, page seven

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

I

I

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail.

Jo(\athar\ Reid

n'

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
/^,

with
D.]. Pete Free

$2.00 Menu Nachos
^\ 9:30 - 10:30

Evei^r Night

CELEBRATES QEl^P^ INAMHERST
1968- 1993

15 EAST PLEASAriT STREET

The Men's Store
Hampshire Mall

ExcitingNews!

Sounds Easy Video
Amherst and Northampton

are now the
area's exclusive

Outlet

Now you can buy your tickets herefor events at the
Mullins Center, Springfield Civic Center, Worcester

Centrum, Hartford Civic Center, Springfield
Symphony Hall, Boston and New York Shows

P/ws concerts and special event tickets.
Sealing diarts, full schedules of upcoming events

Plenty of Free Parking - Open Every Day lOam-IOpm

SOUNDS EASY
i =3f

Ticketmaster at these locations IRF

•a-Amherst
Newmarket Ctr

549^5200

Son-Thurs 10-10

Fri& Sal 10-11

w Northampton
Hamp Plaza, King Street

586 7260
Sun-Thurs 10-10

Fri&SatiaiO30

Greenfield
20 Mohawk Trail

772 21441
SunSat 10-10
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Words with Hypnolovewheel
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By ADAM GOUI^TON
Collegian Staff

One of the most pleasant surprises of last week's Loud
Music Festival was the fact that New York City's
Hypnolovewheel pulled off a tight set, laden with
catchy hooks and sharp harmonies despite an exodus
from the Iron Horse which left the group with roughly
half the audience they began with.

Gauging the reactions of viewers of the Cell set, they
would have been better off hanging around for the rest
of Hypno's set. They would have been treated to many
of the foursome's finest tunes such as the driving
opener, "(Here Comes a) Headache" off 1992's An^ei
Food, and the more sobering "Watermelon Song" off
the upcoming Altered States on Alias Records; a song I

couldn't help but inquire about.

1 had the opportunity to chat with upbeat vocalist/
bassist Dan Cuddy and guitarist/vocalist Dave Ramirez
about the band's present and future.

Adam Goulston: You guys put on a great set tonight.
How do you think it went?
Dan Cuddy: It went really well other than the fact the
sound guy cut us off. 1 know he doesn't like us. I don't
think we'll be playing here again.

AG: Were you discouraged by the exodus [to see Cell
play Pearl Street] that took place during your set?
E)C: No, we've had bigger exodus playing in New York
in small clubs. ITiose guys in Cell are just swell.

AG: How will your upcoming album differ from
Angel Food?
DC: Hopefully it'll sell more copies. It's got more
ferocious guitars.

AG: What's the "Watermelon Song " about?
DC: [smiling] It's about watermelon, really.

AG: No symbolism?
DC: 1 guess you'd have to ask Dave (Ramirez) about
that. Dave, what's the "Watermelon Song" about?
Dave Ramirez: [also smiling] Watermelon. It's about
watermelons growing.
DC: Well, 1 guess you can infer your own symbols.
AG: So most of your songs are real life stories, like

'(Here Comes a) Headache? "

DC: Yeah, 1 had a really bad migraine and that's what
I was thinking.

AG: Mymy-mymymymy? [Please note 1 was quoting
sound lyrics, not stuttering]

DC: Right.

AG: Who are your influences?
DC: Just about everyone — Velvet Underground, the
Sex Pistols. Oh yeah and the Monkees.
AG: Will you be playing around here again anytime
soon?
DC: No, I don't think so. We won't be playing [at the
Iron Horse) again. We're actually opening up for Belly

in Hoboken. We won't leave our outfits at home for

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Dan Cuddy from Hypnolovewheel entertains crowd.

that one. We'll have our matching white suits on. We're
going more Hollywood.
AG: Oh yeah, I just remembered my last question.
Your music is pretty listener friendly. Do you ever
write stuff just to please yourself?
DC: I write a lot of things to please myself. On nights
like tonight, we basically just please ourselves. Yeah, I'd

say we always please ourselves.

AG: That v/as a pretty impressive feedback session
you did there.

DR: (smiling bashfully] Yeah, well, hey. .

.

As 1 thanked them and departed without the free 1
-

shirt I'd been secretively campaigning for, Cuddy called,

"Give us lots of good press." I hope that's what I'm
doing. Hypnolovewheel are a tight and talented band
who'll soon have five albums. If you buy one, go for

Angel Foodand catch the guys next time they're around.
It just won't be at Iron Horse, the sound guy hates thcni

.

RUSHn
The

Collegian
113 Campus

Center

545-3500

Featuring The Atea's Biggest

Dance floor and Best Lighl S/wtv.'

Wednesday -

DANCINCWITHDIDESNISR.

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER DANCING

WITH 01 DENNIS R.

WHMP's Ann Spenner
Broacasting Live

Friday - Ladies flight

DANCING WITH Of PETE D.

Pbying^ Best Cmrrt Dance Music

• free Admission for Women Only*

• • Free All Nij^i With College ID* •

Saturday -

THE AREAS BIGGEST & BEST
SATURDA Y NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE
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THE RADIATORS
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fOHN SHELDON &
BLUE STREAK
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CALIFORNIA PLAYGIRL

CENTERFOLDS
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RIPPOPOTAMUS
Monghani

If this sounds like you,
dont ignore it.

Because your doctor can help*

Collegian

Advertising-

Reach 19,000

students

daily.

Get them

to buy

your stuff.

Only in

New England's

Largest College

Daily.

545-3500.
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or irntability

LOSS of interest or

pleasure in activities

once enjoyed

Changes in weight

or appetite

Changes in
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Led Zeppelin Tribute

FHYSKM GRAFFITI
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I n.. Apr. I()-H.()0|)

U2 Tribute

RATTLE & HUM

If the symptoms on this

list sound familiar, tell a

doctor. Because if you

have several of these

symptoms for two weeks

or more, you could have

clinical depression. Its

a medical illness that

can be effectively treated

in four out of five people

who seek help. For a

free booklet about

clinical depression, call

us at 1-800-228-1114.

National
Mental Health
Association .V
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AC/DC Tribute

BACK IN BLACK
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Paid for by an educational grant

from Eli Lilly and Company
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JOE ELY
LUCINDA WILLIAMS

Tickets available at Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Tix

Unlimited, Northampton Box
Office, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro

(800) 828-7080
10 Pearl Street Northampton

>84-777;
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Tastes from Asia come to downtown Amherst
Lai Lai usiiers in new era for Asian cuisine

p. , u u L >H REYNOLDS /COiLEGlAN
Pish, on the right, brings a new kind of cuisine to Amherst.

By KKNNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

There's a new kid in town. Fish, as he
is called (Yu Fing-Ping), has come to the
Amherst area with a new style of food.

He's the proud owner and proprietor of

the Lai Lai (Chinese for "come, come")
Restaurant located in downtown Am-
herst which has ushered in a unique,
varied cuisine.

The food has its roots in traditional

Mandarin, Catonese and Schezuan spe-

cialties.

Yu is Tawianese and migrated to the
United States when he was 1 1 years old.

His father immediately opened a small
restaurant in New York City, which pro-

vided this same cultural taste and intro-

duced dishes not commonly available to

Asian/Asian-Americans. At the age of 21,
Yu stepped into his father shoes and
opened up his own business in the more
noticeable upper Manhattan section of
New York. Yu (Fish) says he believes that
he wanted to continue the tradition by
offering the most tasteful and unique
blend of dishes.

"Instead of copying what is in main-
stream menus, 1 wanted to introduced a

variety of dishes that reflect our rich

cultural heritage," Fish said.

The Lai Lai restuarant opened on
March 18, which is a significant day in

the Chinese calendar year. Fhe Year of
the Rooster holds a special meaning and
plays a role in how successful your
business will be according to Chinese
tradition. The 18th symbolizes the
moon's positioning and its alignment in

the stellar system and directly impacts
thedecision making for those embarking
on a new venture.

"Our spiritual and cultural history
indicates this was to be a day of good
fortune and prosperity," said Fish.

Valley Bicycles, Ltd. 319 Main St., Amherst 256-0880

^
^SAVE M0'°^

Ample Frre

Parking VISA

FREE
BIKE RENTAL

Rent One
Get One FREE
1 Day Rental

Valley Bicycles. Hd.

'20% OFF
Any Tire
OR Tube
Purchased with a

Tune-Up or Overhaul

Valley Bicycles, Ltd

Safety Package
Htadlighi • Rear Flashtr

Reflecliye Triangle

Total Retail '40**

Package Price '30f

Valley Bicycles, Ltd. L

'v off'
ANY

Gretzky
Ultra Wheels

Inline Skates

Valley Bicycles, Ltd.

PUUS^
HAIR, NAILS, TANNING AND SO MUCH MORE

(Spring (Special:

(Shampoo, cut, Blow Dry. . .$12

Located Next To Super Stop & Shop

Phone: 253-3334

Through April 30, 1993

Open Evenings until 8PM

Sebastian, Hexxus, KMS, Paul Mitchell, Redkin

lish has also travelled across the
country sampling various dishes, and
says he believes that cooking is a very
creative and one must be in tuned with
its origin.

"I've selected the best dishes based
upon my exp>erience being a connoisseur
of fine traditional dishes and I wanted to

share these tastes with the Amherst
community and offer the customer a
more distinct menu," Fish said.

Fish has employed three chefs whose
specialty reflect the diversity of dishes
served. All members are considered a
family and all shared the same vision

when relocating to the Amherst area

from New York.

"We've been in the business of pre-

paring and serving the our food in the
most traditional way all of our lives,"

Fish said.

The more notable dishes are the sau-
ted sliced conch and the Sha Sha seafood
casserole which is cooked in a bean curd
base and served to the customer still

cooking in a porcelain bowl. One might
find even the most discriminating food
lover appreciating the variety, tastes and
smells offered by lai Lai's e.xperienced
chefs.

As you walk by the restaurant you'll

notice a bright yellow canopy and watch
from the outside the window a chef
engrossed in cooking and preparing
dishes.

Fish says that coming to the Amherst
area along with his family and staff was
a compliment which is largely due to the
great diversity he found.

"The climate along with the seasons
made our job more challenging because
the menu took a substantial amount of

timetoensurefreshnessandthequalityof
food offered to our customers," Fish said.

"Freshness is utmost important in

providing great tasting dishes."

April 12, 13, 14
9 - 5

Student Union Ballroom

Sliop around for the riglit apartment complex for \'ou.

D.H. Jones, Puffton Village, Brandnvine and MOREI

spmrd h tk OffCmipus Housing Office

42S Studmt Union

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR SCERA DIRECTOR

Lh ?h T<?no!
°' '^' ^"'''°' °^ ^' S^'*^"^ C^"»^^ ^°^ Educational Researchand Advocacy (SCERA) cordially invites the University community to participate in 6open candidate forums. At the forums, the candidates for the Director will be available

InTnn r'^m'^"
With Students, staff, and faculty from 2:30 to 3:30 PM in the StudentUnion Building on the following days:

Segun Eubanks
Ke\in Hughes
Elsa Elliot

Sheila Kloefkorn

Marc Kenan
Audrey Jaeger

Monday, March 29 174 Campus Center
Tuesday, March 30 Cape Cod Lounge
Friday, April 2 Cape Cod Lounge
Wednesday April 7 Cape Cod Lounge
Thursday, April 8 Cape Cod Lounge
Monday, April 12 Cape Cod Lounge
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U Sinofsky
continued from the cover

'

dairy farm in an upstate New York town
called Munnsville, along with their two
elderly brothers, Lyman and Roscoe
Ward.

The mystery revolves around Delbert's
signed confession, even though he claims
his innocence, and the eventual trial.

Played out in a community that initially

shunned the brothers but now embraces
them. Brother's /Ctrptr tells this engrossing
story from the inside, resulting in an film
that has well-earned its praise— winning
Best Documentary from the National So-
ciety of Review, New York Film Critics

Circle and Boston Society of Film Critics.

Sinofsky says it was both the Ward
brothers' story and the filmmaker's idea
of documentary that drew him to this

subject.

"I've always been interested in present-
tense filmmaking, the antithesis of the
cinema-verite, talking-head type docu-
mentary," Sinofsky recalls. Both he and
Berlinger have stated in other interviews

that they question both classic documen-
tary and its resistance to narrative structure
as well as what Sinofsky and Berlinger

believe to be its false sense of objectivity.

Sinofsky and Berlinger have admitted
that despite the tag 'documentary,'
Hrotlicr's Keeper is as m uch a construction
of reality as a fiction film . In an interview
with the Huston Globe, Berlinger said, "We
are storytellers and not journalists," and
that they "openly admit that this is our
subjective impression of what hap-
pened."

With credit card debts mounting and a
second mortgage taken out, Sinofsky and
lierlinger continued their 50-60-hour-a-
week jobs in New York at first, travelling

april 8th -1 1 th, 1 993 this weekend

up to Munnsville every weekend.
"We spent the first three to four week-

ends just getting to know them, gaining
their trust," Sinofsky says, "We chewed
tobacco, cleaned out the barn." It evi-
dently worked, because by the end of the
filmmaker's nine-month shoot, the
brothers have named two turkeys after
them.

Brother's Keeper follows the Ward
brothers' story from Delbert's arrest to
the ensuing media frenzy and tense trial.

Along the way, the filmmakers capture
essential conflicts over class structure
and the justice system, all while providing
intimate looks into the Ward brothers'
lives. Even after the verdict is announced,
questions linger. The film does not pro-
fess to have the final say on what hap-
pened in the case, and it may well bring
up more questions that it answers. The
success of Brother's Keeper, rather, lies in
this absorbing, tightly woven narrative.

"The story is what guides the film,"

Sinofsky says. "It's about a different kind
of family values, a story of an era gone by
— a place where the clocks have stopped,
of neighbors and of solidarity."

With the across the board acclaim the
film received, Sinofsky and Berlinger have
snagged a William Morris agent and are
expected to have their next film in pro-
duction by summer.

Sinofsky asserts his overnight success
— 16yearsinthe making— has not gone
to his head. "I've had the same confidence
in me now as when I was at UMass,"
Sinofsky says.

BroUter's Keeper opens tomorrow at the
Amherst Cinema in downtwon Amherst. Joe
Berlinger will be at the Friday ami Saturday
evening shows and available for ipiestions.

M Huck Finn
continued from page four

raft-mate who is subjected to a
shocking whipping and hanging.
Welcome to adult Disney, boys and
girls.

If you can bear the simplistic,

oft-repeated morals of the movie,
(Lying is bad. Racial tolerance is

good.) there is a lot to be reaped
from this version of Huck Finn. The
friendship between Jim and Huck
is a heartwarming big brother/little

brother relationship which is

careful to recreate the slavery sys-
tem of the time without making
Huck a "master" over Jim.

Other impressive performances
were turned out by Robbie
Coltrane and Jason Robards play-
ing the "royalty" in the stor>' who
attempt to impersonate two
brothers, a British priest and his
mute brother, in order to inherit a

fortune — at the expense of three
beautiful, unbelievably decked-out
heiresses. The littlest heiress is a
bigger threat than Sherlock Holmes
ever was.

Maybe Huck saves the day —
maybe not. I won't give "it" away,
and I'll encourage you to see this

stunning performance by Wood
who effectively renders the com-
plexities of both thetransition from
childhood to manhood and
friendship. To blatantly steal from
the movie poster, The Adventures of
Huck Finn is for "anyone who has
ever dreamed of running awav from
itall."B+

Keeper
continued from the cover

that.

The media is also skewed in the midst
of the mystery. Keeper cuts somewhat
frequently to taped news reports and
often shows the television reporters
practicing their spots, rehearsing every
line. Connie Chung even gets into the
act, anchoring a televised stcwy on the
Ward brothers that slides quickly into
condescension as the brothers watch
Chung's report. More than just media
bashing, Sinofsky and Berlinger seem to
be saying 'don't believe everything you
see' — including their version.

The filmmakers invariably capture
memorable characters and scenes along

the way. There is Harry Thurston, a fam-
ily friend who is the brothers' most vocal
ally and a ridiculously anal medical ex-

aminer named Humphrey Don
Germaniuk, both of whom deserve
documentaries of their own.

Fhere is a party scene, where Delbert,

Lyman and Roscoe Ward dance for the
first time, and an ending that recalls

more than one conclusion to a fiction

film.

Throughout the film, Sinofsky and
Berlinger refrain from outright comment
on Delbert's guilt or innocence, though
they certainly make him out to be both
a victim of an urban society and a hero of

a simpler, more honest time-gone-by.

Sequences where Delbert says he farms
because he "likes the smell of the hay"
seem to epitomize the aw-shucks inno-
cence country life. But they are mirrored
with very real images of true farm exist-

ence. Fhe most disturbing scene for mc
comes when a farm hand kills a pig and
thenbeginsdismemberingandcuttingit
open. "Green Acres," this ain't.

After the verdict is announced, a se-

cret which the filmmakers don't want
critics to reveal, questions linger. Justice
may be done or not and truth is in the
eye of the beholder. Brother's Keeper
proves once again that truth is stranger
than fiction — and ultimately more
interesting. A-

COURTESY DEREK BERG

Lyman Ward on the Ward farm, contemplating his brother Delbert's predicament, in a scene from "Brother's

Keeper." Delbert is accused of murdering their older brother, Bill. The police claim that Lyman implicated Delbert
in the alleged murder.

m music
continued from page two
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the breakup. . .)

8. "Play With Fire"— Rolling Stones
You know that Mick and the boys have
an idea or two about relationships. A
quiet song but also very evil sounding.

7. "Go YourOwn Way"— Fleetwood
Mac This classic rock anthem is another
great song for those stuck in denial. Su-

per to sing to while driving very fast on
twisted roads.

6. "Love Will Tear Us Apart" —Joy
Division Joy Division can ijiake anyone
feel better, because you realize that no
one is as depressed as them. Fxtra angst
is added to the song when you know that

lead singer Ian Curtis hung himself after

he recorded it. Ouch.
5. "'Last Day of Our Acquaintance"

— Sinead O'Connor She has more an-
ger in that small, bald, Irish body of hers
than anyone in music. If you have a live

version of this song, where she swears as

much as jx)ssible throughout, it makes
you feel even better.

4. "Used to Love Her" — Guns n'

Roses Any song about Axl killing his

girlfriendand burying herinhisbackyard
has got to help you put things in |)er-

sf>ective. ("Heck, at least I'm not homi-
cidal. . .")

3. "Love Stinks " —J. Geils Band 1

think everyone, at some point in their
lives, has been intoxicated with a group
of friends and sang this song at the top of
their lungs. Feels pretty goo<.1, doesn't it?

Such true lyrics, too.

2. "Add It Up" — Violent Femmes
Most people cannot sing, but neither can
the lead singer of this band, so you feel

okay screeching and yelping your way
through every word of this twisted, angst-
ridden alternative classic. Ask vourself,

"Why can't I get just one. .
." Well, you

know the words.

1 ."Something I Can Never Have" —
Nine Inch Nails Any song by this group
would Ix- appropriate. Vt)u may not know
this song, but you'll have to trust nie

when I tell you that it is the most evil,

dark, and just plain screwed up song that

I have ever heard. I've heard it a million
times, and it still gives me shivers, es}>e-

cially when lead singer/sicko I rent Ren/or
sings lines like, "Grey would be the color
if I had a heart. .

." Whew. A must tor

anyone feeling bitter about a relationship.

That is it. 1 feel better even hasing
written about them. Hopefully tlun can
help you through a tough time, too, on
your way to that compost pile this s|)ring.

Special thanks to my roomate, who
helped compile this list, and to whom
the Nine Inch Nails song is kncnvn sim-
ply as "number five."

GRANT DEADLINE

FRIDAY, APR. 23

yiiigL' Projc.-I/Exfettt Grants

/or •.niiiic. theater, visual art

and design, performance

art, literature, film and video,

Lixd other arts related events.

PROPOSALS ENCOURAGED
FROM

STUDENT GROUPS

APPUCATION5
GUIDANCE/INFORMATION

STOP AT
STUDENT ACTTVTTIES
OFFICl OR UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL
i03 HASBROUCK
OR CALL 54^202
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You Could Be President

Announcing Elections for
1993-1994 for all positions

• Commuter Area
Government

• Northeast Area
Government

• Southwest Area
Government

• House Councils in

Southwest & Northeast

Nomination papers are available in the

Commuter Area Government office 434
Student Union; and in the Southwest
Area Government Office located in

Hampden Center; in the Northeast Area
Government Office from Monday April

5th - Wednesday April 14th. 100
Signatures are required for Area

Government; 25 for House Council.

Elections will be held Thursday, April

22nd, 1993.
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UMass Hoops
Continues, »,

>^'s the ^H

This Thil

Fun!

pglstratldn lartB
[infPTTf^BWTfSlh 7-12 PM at:

;w^
SPORTS tm
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Prizes!
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Just for Coming

Free Food!!!

Pre-reglater for a $3 savings
A Chance to Meet Some UMass
Basketball Players ;^

Schedule of Events

7 PM All Ages Welcome Tip Off
....Mingle wiih members of the

UMa.ss Ba.skelball Team
....Free Food!

8.-.4J Pop-a-Shol contest begins
...Raffle Prizes

9 21 and Over Only!!!!!

....More Prizes

11 Pop-a-Shot winner announced
12..., It's all over

You could Win

An Athletic Club Membership
Free Registration

Movie passes
Halgis Hoopla Hats & T-shirts

,And Much More

hajgls Hoopla is a 3x3 outdoor basketball festival held on ttie Haigis Mall, April 23,24,25

Call 545-3971 for more information

IWarcf* may have Madness, but only Halgis has Hoopla
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Sunny and in the 60s today,

possible showers tomorrow.

Local News:
A new group has been forn^ed for men interested in trying
to stop some of the problems they've been causing, and

talk about some of the problems they face. Page 3.

Arts & Living:
Jon Lupo speaks his mind on 'Indecent

Proposal,
' white Kristin St. John critiques

Eddie Murphy's new album. Page 7.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily Newspaper in New England • Founded in 1890

State cuts funding
from rain research
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The state recently cut funding from
the Acid Rain Monitoring project, a Uni-
versity of Massachusetts based research
group that was started in 1983 and has
surveyed 81 percent ofthe state's surface
water.

The project, which is under the direc-
tion of the University of Massachusetts
Water Resources Center, was started in
1985 as a 10-year program to study the
changes in acidity in 750 ofMassachusetts'
lakes and streams four times a year.

Director Paul Godfrey said the pro-
gram is unique because it relies on vol-

unteers to gather water samples. He said
the use of volunteers allows research to
be done at a fraction of what it would
otherwise cost.

Godfrey said in the second year of the
program, the volunteers collected data
from 2.500 lakes and streams, twice, at a
cost of$330,000 while the Environmental
Protection Agency spent $12 million to
survey 2,000 lakes in eastern Massachu-
setts.

To get accurate statistics the program
must run for ten years, Godfrey said. He
said the lack of state funding will cause
the program to be shut down two years
from completion, making the previous
years a waste of time and money.

"Unless we are able to complete the last

two years, the work of hundreds of vol-

unteers over the past eight years will have
been for naught," Godfrey said.

The Division of Fisheries and Wildlife
funded the program at one time, but in

1988 the Inland Fish and Game Division
took on the expenses.

The Inland Fish and Game Division is

supported by revenue collected from the
sale of hunting and fishing licenses. Due
to an increase in state health benefits and
salaries, they no longer have the budget to

support the project.

Godfrey said the most feasible option
would be to return to the original manner
of funding the program. He said the pro-
gram will help in finding statistics for the
federal government's $5 billion Clean Air
Act.

A year's operating costs are about
$700,000, of which the University con-
tributes $500,000. Godfrey said. He said
the University will continue to fund the
program.

The project is trying to get the $240,000
usually contributed by the state govern-
ment. Godfrey said he hopes the state
will set aside appropriations for the pro-
gram.

There is a long process before the state
budget is signed, sealed and delivered,"
Godfrey said. "There are hopeful signs,
but we still have a long way to go."

State Senator Stanley Rosenberg said
he has asked for a meeting with the new
secretary to discuss the program's fate.

"It has been a continuous battle to keep
that program afloat," Rosenberg said. "We
are going to do what we can to keep this
program going."

Rosenberg said as a representative he
fought to maintain funding for the pro-
gram, and that it is hard to predict whether
the program will receive funds from the
state.

lAIUAT'C I in nf\/^^ T JESSICA TAVERNA ijju
WMAI b UP. DOC? — This bunny prepares for Easter, a Christian festival

memorating the resurrection of Christ.
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Lawyers give
last remarks
in King trial
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOSANGELES— Rodney King was beaten and
kicked by police officers who wanted to teach him a
lesson even though he posed no threat as he lay
helplessly on the ground, a prosecutor said today in
closing arguments.

"Is this the way you want police officers to
behave? Is this the way you want police officers to
treat citizens in this country?" Assistant U.S. At-
torney Steven Clymer asked thejury in the highly
charged civil rights case.

Clymer, summing up the government's case
against four policemen, showed the jury the infa-
mous video ofpolicemen beating King and asserted
the last 50 seconds shows the defendants violating
King's civil rights.

He said defendants Laurence Powell and
Timothy Wind clubbed King while he was de-
fenseless, that Theodore Briseno stomped on King
while he tried to comply with officers' orders and
that Stacey Koon, the sergeant in charge at the
scene, did nothing to stop the abuse.

The prosecutor acknowledged that before the
March 3, 1991, beating King had been drunk and
disrespectful and initially resisted being handcuffed.
But Clymer said King didn't deserve the beating.

'These defendants taught Rodney King a les-

son," said Clymer. "They went far beyond what
was. . . necessary to arrest Rodney King.

He said that after the beating, instead of col-

lecting eyewitness accounts or other evidence, the
defendants "stood around with other police officers

who were looking and laughing."

He called the defense case an "exaggeration that

Turn to TRIAL, page 4

Commemorative march planned
Rally to celebrate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. i work
By JONATHAN MOORE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Calling for a renewed commitment
to end the "violence ofracism and poverty," Coretta Scott
King and fellow civil rights leaders announced plans
Thursday for a 30th anniversary March on Washington.

"The critical issues that faced us in 1963 are unfor-
tunately still with us today," said Mrs. King, the widow
ofMartin Luther King Jr. "^e cannot give up. or give out.
ifwe are to fulfill Dr. King's dream, and our dream, of a
better America."

The march would commemorate the historic rally led
by Dr. King that concluded with his "I have a dream"
speech before about 250,000 demonstrators at the Lincoln

Memorial.
Mrs. King said "hundreds of thousands" are expected

at the Washington Monument on Aug. 28. The twentieth
anniversary of the 1963 march drew 300,000.

Joseph L. Lowery, president of the Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference, the group founded by King,
said the theme of the 1993 march is "jobs and justice."

"The violence ofjoblessness is a contributing factor to
the despair and desperation that ofl^n leads to violent
responses," Lowery said.

Lowery credited the civil rights movement with many
achievements, but said serious inequalities still remain
for Blacks and other minorities.

March organizers said their coalition includes over

Turn to MARCH, page 2

University holds forum on abuse
By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Staff

The Office ofHuman Relations held a forum yesterday
in the wake of the death of Tara Harnett to address
questions from students, faculty and staff about what
constitutes relationship violence, how the campus re-
sponds to it and what resources are available.

The forum was attended by representatives of key
University offices and agencies, as well as by Sandra
Staub, the Assistant District Attorney.

According to Bob Thrasher, Director of Public Safety,
the legal definition of abuse is causing, threatening or
putting someone else in fear of abuse. Thrasher said it

becomes domestic or relationship abuse when a person
abuses someone who is a part of their family, a friend, a
household member or someone with whom they have a
relationship.

"For anyone being abu.sed by someone else, 'domestic'
includes the residence halls," Thrasher said. "So if any-
one, whether it be a student or anyone else, needed a
restraining order for domestic abuse, they could obtain
one."

Staub said she gets many calls about people having

"bad feelings" toward another person that has not yet
reached the stage of bodily harm. In this case, she said,
the person cannot get a restraining order, but she refers
them to other resources that will help that person.

"Abuse doesn't just have to be in the physical sense."
said Carol Wallace, a representative from the
Everywoman's Center. "It can include emotional or psy-
chological."

Turn to FORUM, page 6

Correction
The Student Government Association amend-

ment described in Thursday's issue of the Collegian
was incorrectly stated. The article said the amend-
ment would make it legal for students to sue the
University. This is incorrect. The amendment will not
allow students to sue the University. The Collegian
regrets the error.

The tuition hike of $864 a year which was printed
in Thursday's issue of the Collegian was also incor-
rectly stated. The actual figure will be $432 a year.
The Collegian regrets the error.
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Funk-o-thon tickets now on sale
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By DENISE TRUCHLY
Special to the CoUegrian

The Black Mass Communication Project will be
sponsoring its 14th annual Funk-o-thon Saturday, April
2C. at 10:30 p.m.

The dance party will be held at the Student Union
oiillroom. with tickets to go on sale April o at the Fine
Arts Center Ticket Office. Tickets bought in advance lor
$6 can be charged or payed by check or cash. There will
also be tickets sold for $8 the day ofthe event, until 8:00
Dm.

rhe BMCPAll-Stars, which includes P-zo Pete. 0-B 1

.•:)iector and "Jon Jack." will be spinning at this years
event.

Due to the problems experienced last year. BMCP has
made plans to alleviate crowd problems. Organizers said
they hope early ticket sales will cut down on the size oCthe
crowd waiting to buy tickets. There will a six-ticket limit

per person and a valid college ID is required. Also, if b\
any reason the party should be stopped, there will be no
refunds.

As always, BMCPis stressing the import^nceof|>eople
coming to parly peacefully.

"We want people to have fun and aln. . lk .-«.<_ . l a jjiai i a-u
Jonathan Jackson, business manager of BMCP "Wf
want to initially make ii sjafe for our patrons."

Jack.son added that there have been plans .set up wiii.

University police and heads of the Campus Center.
The BMCP is asking for willing male and female

students to be security at the Funk-o-thon. If the quoUi
for security is not reached, the dance parly will nol be
held. For students interested, please call the BMCP office
form<" '''"V26.

Ks: MC Pis one ofthe oldest and
largest organizations at the University. BMCP was or-
ganized to give people practit .

'

ience in diversified
communications, radio and v i

Marky settles suit out of court

Address all correspondence to:

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

"BLASPHEMOUS AND
OBSECENE."

'*W4N«d DdrtM Wadnr UEMCM ^«MIT /ISSOOXTION

IH THE USA
AfllMfiYPAULYULE

NOW UNCKNSORfeD

I ilm and Panel Discussion
I c.iliiriMK prtHfiucr Jonalli,in Stack, Professor Slcphcii Arims

iif tlie I cg.il Studies Di-p.irtment, I'mfcssors Pal Lisch and

SiiMn jalKxIa of llie Art [Vparlnicnt. Moderator, Bill

Newman, president of the Western Mass ACI.U.

Tuesday April 13th 8:00 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom

FREE ADMISSION

BOSTON iAPi — Music star Marky Mark, who was
charged with kicking a man in the face and breaking his
jaw, avoided a criminal trial Monday when he settled a
civil suit with his accuser.
Amy Machtum, a Suffolk County assistant district

attorney, asked that the assault charges be dismissed
because the victim didn't want to pursue the case any
further.

Judge Robert Ziemian agreed to dismiss the charges
after the victim. Robert D. Crehan, said he was satisfied
with the outcome.

Marky Mark, the stage name for Mark Wahlberg, was
to face a criminal trial Monday. He arrived in court,
where some ofhis fans were waiting, but Crehan's attorney
announced the settlement before the proceedings began.

Crehan claimed that Wahlberg kicked him while an-
other man held him down last Aug. 30.

The other man, Derek McCall, was also charged, but
the case against him was dismissed Monday as part ofthe
settlement.

Marc Breakstone, the victim's lawyer, said his client
received a financial settlement, but declined to specify
how much money was involved.

"We are satisfied that Mr. Crehan has been compen-
sated fairly and therefore we have decided to drop the
civil matter." Breakstone said.

Wahlberg made no comment when he appeared in
court. His attorney. Oliver Mitchell, insisted the fight
began when another person who was with Mr. Crehan
directed a racial slur at McCall. who is black.

"Mark absolutely maintains that he was not respon-
sible for the incident," Mitchell said.

Explaining the reason for settling the case, Mitchell
said: "Mark made a business decision given the risks
associated with any litigation."

Crehan stood by his original claims, according to
Breakstone, who added that "criminal charges should
have been pursued but were not because the issue was
resolved for Mr. Crehan."

Crehan said he was happy with the settlement but
wouldn't discuss its terms.

Wahlberg. who is popular with young music fans, has
received further exposure modeling Calvin Klein un-
derwear in advertisements. He is the brother of Donnie
Wahlberg ofNew Kids on the Block.

Mark Wahlberg. however, also has been the source of
other controversy. Earlier this year, activist groups criti-
cized him. saying he has demonstrated bigoted behavior.

Wahlberg apologized, admitting he used racist lan-
guage when he harassed a group of black students in 1986
and when he assaulted two Vietnamese men in 1988.

march
continued from page 1

200 civil rights, women's, labor and other groups.
In the past, the event has included a speech at the
Washington Monument, then a march to the Capitol

,

than down Constitution Avenue to the Lincoln
Memorial.

Mrs. King said this year's event could include
entertainment in addition to the usual speeches.
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^CTTiKi^ rti^ixki-r/^ ni •<<•.. r-f.^ ^ JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIANGETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS— Sophomores Mike Blasi and Keith Prodgers catch some rays while attending to
their scholastic duties.

Board of Governors elects chairs
Incumbent Gordon withdraws nomination for top post
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors last night elected Jermifer
GrifTith as vice-chair, and voted George Fitzgerald
unanimously to the position of chair after Fitzgerald's
opponent for the position, Dan Gordon, withdrew his
nomination.

Fitzgerald said he hoped to use his "extensive contacts"
with registered student organizations such as the Board
ofGovernors, the University Democrats, the Republican
Club and MassPIRG.

Fitzgerald was president ofthe University Democrats,
but said he would give up his position to become the
board's chair.

"We're here to serve the students," said Fitzgerald.
Dan Gordon told the board he decided to relax his

commitments to the board and "enjoy my last year at
UMass."

"I'm really sorry he dropped out of contention," said ^.„,

Men's group is formed
Violence and other issues are targeted

Fitzgerald, and said he would have been a good chair.
Citing Gordon's position as chair of the Food Service
committee, he confirmed Gordon had an extensive com-
mitment to the board.

Jen Griffith said she wanted to make the board known
for more than passing out office space and assigning
places for tables on the concourse. She also said she
wanted tomake the board less isolated from other student
organizations.

Griffith also said, outside the meeting, she would like
to reinstate comedy nights, but nothing has been settled
upon yet.

Bill Harris, the director ofthe Campus Center, said
the comedy nights cost the Hatch between $600 and $800
a night, and between 300 and 400 students usually
attended them.

Harris said the comedy nights were discontinued
because a student in charge ofthe programming council
left the job last semester for personal reasons and no one
was available to replace her.

Multicultural
Seder elicits

understanding
By LISA GREENFIELD
Collegian Correspondent

Approximately 60 people joined together to celebrate
freedom and remember the pain ofoppression, during the
Multicultural Passover Seder on Wednesday night in
room 174 ofthe Campus Center.

The Seder was funded by the Student Government
and organized by the Cape Verdean Student Alliance and
the Black-Jewish Relations Committee with help from
the Chabbad House.

Mingled with the usual Passover customs, people read
poems about the afflictions of different cultures in rela-
tion to the meaning of Passover.
A woman, who wished to remain unidentified, made a

speech that many said was eloquent and touching. She
said she was gratified by the enthusiastic turnout at the
Seder.

"If any one of us is not free, than none of us are free.

.

If we do not stand up for one another, we will be forced
to walk down the same painful road together." she said.

Marci Melzer, a sophomore, said she was touched by
the woman's sentiments.

"That woman's speech really made me feel good. It
made me smile because she made me feel closer to other
people," Melzer said.

Recurrent themes of the night were unity and un-
derstanding. Steve Sparling and Dan Henderson from
the Black-Jewish Relations Committee and two of the
leaders ofthe Seder, emphasized the enthusiasm ofthe
participants.

The groups, "are allowed to disagree, but have great
similarities. . .When asked to share their cultures, ev-
eryone is enthusiastic to be involved." said Sparling.

Henderson talked about the conscious effort of indi-
viduals to reach out, and how important that is in
creating an understanding of cultures different from
one's own.

The president ofthe Cape Verdean Student Alliance,
Adonis, helped to select poems from the anthology of
Cape Verdean artists, "Across the Atlantic."

He said he found it encouraging that his group was
able to share in this experience and considered it a
"breakthrough, as a way to bring out Ihisj group and
share the meaning of Passover and educate others about
Cape Verdean culture."

Also, he said he was touched by the fact that Rabbi
Turn to SEDER page 4

By JOY COLLINS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
campus lacks a place for men to talk with
other men about their personal issues or
issues such as violence against women,
sexism, racism or homophobia, said the
organizer ofa new men's group on campus
called "Men Acting for Change."

Brian Oats, a Bachelor's Degree with
Individual Concentration in gender studies
major, had done an internship at the Men's
Resource Center, an Amherst men's orga-
nization dedicated to stopping violence

against women and encouraging discus-

sion among men about issues that affect

them, and decided to organize a similar
progi-am at UMass.

Oats said men need somewhere to talk

about their issues and he feels it is im-
portant for men to work not only on per-

sonal issues, but on women's issues as
well.

"Men need to take the initiative to fight

issues like violence against women," he
said. "Men need to get involved too."

John Hipsher, a Social Thought and
Political Economy major, said the group
gives him an opportunity to create bonds
and to share his experiences and simi-

larities with other men.
"There's a lot of pressure in society to

be a certain way. We were not born this

way; we were conditioned to be the way we
are," Hipsher said. "I think we are here to

try to break down some of those barriers,

just to be human."
Danny Jokelson, a recent University

graduate, said he felt that the majority of

men are ignorant about their role in the

system ofoppression and are caught up in

the mainstream.
He also said even when men do find out

they are part ofthe system ofoppression,
they don't have anywhere to talk about it

and tend to feel very guilty.

"I think it is important for men to have
a place they can come to if they feel dif-

ferently from their friends or do not have
the support of those around them,"
Jokelson said.

Russ Gees, a BDIC major, said he had
been in a similar group in Cambridge.
Mass. , and that "he really missed it" when
he moved to this area.

"It was a really good group. We got to

know each other really well and always
looked forward to our meeting each week,"
Gees said. "I vowed that I would get in-

volved in a men's group here."

Jokelson said the group spends time
talking about their individual or political

issues and how they are affected by them
personally, as well as focusingon activism.

"I would like us to be some kind of force
in this university toward social change,
but not in any kind of way that is domi-
nating," he said. "We just want to be an
assisting force, to be supportive and po-

litical."

Oats said the group would like to or-

ganize a men's rally protesting violence
against women and to campaign against
rape, racism and homophobia.

"We are a group that does not dis-

criminate on the basis of race, gender or
sex, but we are targeting men," Hipsher
said.

Oats said although the group so far is

primarily White, they are very open to

anyone who subscribes to the group's goals
and would very much like to have people
of other races.

"It is a necessity if you are tr3nng to

attack issues that have so many sides,"

Jokelson said. "You need to get everybody's

Turn to MEN'S GROUP, page 4

Prof, tells of apartheid
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

South African native and Univer-
sity of Massachusetts School of Man-
agement Professor Mzamo Mangaliso
spoke to a group ofstudents and profes-

sors about his experiences with apart-

heid in South Africa last night.

Mangaliso, who received his masters
degree at Cornell University and his

doctorate at UMass, said when he came
to America he sought to learn about the
history of South Africa and how the
apartheid government has been able to

stay in power.

"When I was growing up in South
Africa there were several things I didn't

hear. I was always taught the White
history ofSouth Africa." Mangaliso said.

"When 1 came to the United States I

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Professor Mzamo Mangaliso

researched why things are the way
they are in South Africa — how 25
million can control five million, why we
can't vote, why we have to pay for

school."

Mangaliso said he has been asked
repeatedly how the apartheid govern-
ment is able to dominate 25 million

people. He said historically one of the
reasons Whites have remained in con-
trol is their use of trickery.

Mangaliso then told the story of

British missionary Sir George Grey.
Grey studied the ancestor worship of

the South African ethnic group Xhosa.
In 1857. he was able to convince a
young girl to tell her father that if all of
the group's crops were burned and its

cattle slaughtered, their ancestors
would ri.se from the dead in three days.
After the Xhosa did as they were ad-
vised, they suffered from starvation
and were reduced to begging from the
White farmers.

Mangaliso then discussed the role of
multinational corporations in South
Africa. He said companies such as
General Motors and F'ord have been in

South Africa since 1908 and since then
6.000 United States companies have
been in South Africa. Mangaliso said
by 1975, United States direct invest-
ments in South Africa had risen to $2
billion.

Mangaliso said because ofthe "slave
wages" paid to workers in South Africa,
corporations are able to receive as
much as an 1 1 percent higher rate of
return on their investments than they
could achieve anywhere else in the
world.

"In 1970 I worked in a gold mine in
the Orange Free State." he said. "A

Turn to MANGALISO, page 6
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Saul Perlmutter commented to him about the selection of
poetry, because it indicated to him an open-minded
appreciation of his culture.
Two officers of the Asian American Student Associa-

tion, Wilhe Tang and Paul Gee, said they were very
impressed with their first Seder.

Gee said, "It felt good to hear other voices chanting in
umty." Tang pointed out the importance of everyone
coming together.

In addition to the groups present, it was acknowl-
edged that many others also suffer oppression from
homophobia, sexism, addiction and other personal and
economic problems.

"Everyone must, at some point overcome the oppres-
sion of their souls and spirits in the struggle for hope,"
one woman said.

Another said there is a need to not "look at the
oppression ofthe others as abstract, but to internalize the
pain, whether we are personally afflicted or not."

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter asked, "Why is this night
different from any other night?" He answered, "...because
all of us have come to see how intertwined we all are. We
see a reflection of each other in each other's eyes."

He told a story about the wise child, a symbolic part of
the Passover Seder. He said questions lead to wisdom
and on the night of the Seder all were wise children.

The multicultural Seder was aimed at bringing the
message of unity and understanding towards others,
fostering cooperation in the face ofoppression and bring-
ing hope in times of suffering.

COLLEGIAN
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GETTING THEIR KICKS — Air Tehrani and Kirstin Cloninger spar at a Shotokan Karate Club^mSg* in^ Totm^

men's group
continued from poge 3

input."

Oats said the group's objectives include raising con-
sciousness about gender issues and creating a positive
environment for men to discuss issues related to their
gender roles.

He said their goals are also to question and challenge
traditional, confining gender roles, to Uke action against
c ppression and to educate campus men on the various
forms of oppression.

"I think there is going to be some sensitivity to the fact
that we are a men's group working on our issues, talking
about violence against women, homophobia, racism and
sexism." Oats said.

WORK.
SWEAT.

TOIL.

STRETCH.
MAKE $5,643 FOR THE SUMMER.

TRAVEL.
PROFIT.

EXPERIENCE.
EXCITEMENT.
FRIENDSHIPS.

For more information call 1 800-862-2997

Come see the hard-hitting satire and
comedy of Boston's own

Jimmy Tingle

Wednesday April 14, 1993
Student Union Ballroom

8:00 pm
$3.00 admission

All proceeds will go to campus Child Care and
Human Services Programs

Sponsored by the Commuter Area Government

"It is possible that [criticism] is going to be directed at
us. People will ask why we are doing this, why are we
here, and the reason is that if men do not do anything
then we are not going to get anywhere with these issues."

trial
continued from page 1

Rodney King is the most dangerous person on the planet
Earth." Clymer said. ".

. . He's no angel. He's a human
bemg. He wasn't a monster. He wasn't a Tasmanian
devil. He wasn't the Incredible Hulk. He was a human
being."

The closing arguments began a day aOer a court
session in which jury instructions on the meaning of
unreasonable force and intent were thrashed out by the
judge and lawyers.

U.S. District Judge John G. Davies said he expects
closing arguments to last all day and go into Friday, when
he hopes to instruct thejury and give the case to the panel.

EUROPE' CAR
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EUROPE BY CAR
0n« Rocfc8fe«tar Pl&za
Nwr» York. NY 10020
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Counseling. Housing, and Medical Assistance
Calf Toll Free and Ask for Carolyn

1 (800) 533-4346
Adoption Resources

Boston, MA
Confidentiality Respected

roguN'MmEiEoiiKiiEJin

... SO we're converting our 3
bedroom condominiums witli

heated basements at Gllreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot
water for the next heatinq season

limoiit fteai IsfuH
25 Norfb Plensaiif Street

253*7079
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Uptown bars drunken patrons disturb elderly residents
On some beautiful spring day. when you blow ofTyour

classes to visit the Emily Dickinson Homestead on Main
Street, there'll be a beautiful yellow house about a mile
up on the left that you may want to stop at.

It has as much historical significance, if not more,
than the Dickinson House. You may know it as Twisters
Tavern.

This establishment is a popular bar for college-aged
kids. It is popular despite the fact that the business is

bankrupt, and is responsible for literally tearing the
town of Amherst apart.

It is popular despite the fact that it is about 200 feet
from an elderly apartment complex. It is popular despite
the fact that time and time again, its patrons have acted
somewhat foolis after an evening of adult beverages at
Twisters.

The general path ofdestruction usually starts behind
Twisters, in the bushes, where patrons use the shrubbery
as a backup toilet. Aft«r all. it was smart planning to
install bathrooms outside because there sure aren't
enough inside.

On a typical night, most in a drunken stupor do not
walk up Main Street because the police station is prac-
tically across from Twisters. Instead, the inebriated
individuals head to Antonio's Pizza for a brief respite
before walking down North Pleasant Street screaming.
"Hey baby, my jimmy runs deee!" After unsuccessfully
attempting to drink at other uptown bars, these young
people stagger home.

And that's just on Tuesday nights.

Luckily, there are some people who are not afraid of
the owners and supporters of Twisters. They are the
elderly who live in Clark House Apartments. Most of
these i>eople are wise beyond their years, and one oftheir
biggest concerns at this stage of their lives is getting a
quiet, peaceful night of sleep. For years now. Twisters
has prevented that.

"Don't run a picture ofme," Margot Parrot tells us over
the phone. "I've been threatened, people have called me."

Michael

MORRISSEY
Ms. Parrot is a dangerous person. She has fought

against a popular hangout, its owner, its supporters
(including UMass coach John Calipari. who sends his
team to eat there before games) and its sale. She is

dangerous because she is winning the fight, and she's not
about to stop now.

"I don't blame Mark Fors\th
I Twisters'owner 1," Parrot

said. "I don't think any new management can control
some of the things that go on on the premises, because
they don't have the power to arrest people."

Isn't that thejob ofthe police department, which rests
about 400 feet away?

Twisters shares the house with Pinocchio's restaurant,
and there's a different clientele there. They have differ-

ent hours, and stop serving drinks earlier. I don't think
there have ever been any problems; I have not observed
it."

Why are the steps so quiet?

Although the law has been broken by overcrowding
the tavern on two occasions. Twisters continues to oper-
ate. Although it is a source of noise pollution in the town,
the police let the good times roll.

The Amherst Zoning Board is one of the only groups
to stand up to Twisters. The board will not allow the
license to be transferred to a new owner, and they will
not increase the capacity either. Instead, Parrot t^aid

she thinks the capacity will be shrunk in the near
future.

"My gut feeling is that they won't be allowed 120
[person capacity!." she said. "The only reason they have
now is because of a temp>orary restraining order."

"Actually, what the town needs most is a grocery
store," she answered when asked what she would turn
Twisters into. "There used to be one in Boltwood Walk
that many people frequented."

The house that holds Twisters looks more like a tea
house than a tavern, but it will probably never be turned
into a grocery store, a bingo hall or a place for fortune
telling. It will not because there are too many college
drunks ready to throw a cinder block through Clark
House Apartments, threaten the elderly, and raise a riot

if their playpen is closed.

They ask the elderly ifthey have anything better to do
besides spy in bushes. We ask them ifthey have anything
better to do than get drunk in Twisters, urinate in a bush
and pass out.

No? Didn't think so.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.

I sat on the Student Union Steps one of
these past sunny days and listened. . . and
just heard the sound of feet and bike
wheels. It was alarmingly quiet.

The PC police have blasted through
and left a smooth residue in the con-
sciousness of everyone who ever began a
sentence with, "I think. .

." Believe it.

Chancellor O'Brien and the adminis-
tration have repeatedly acted too damn
slow at responding to racial hostility on
campus.

Gary

DEANE
I'm sitting here wondering what it is

that makes UMass a "liberal" school.

Hmmm. When I was a freshman I thought
it was cool that there was a Gay Pride Day,
only to be followed by a Straight Pride
Day. So long as nobody is bothering any-
one else, I thought it was a great idea that
these people were marching around and
speakingout. I didn't stop to partici pate in

either, but at leasteveryone was discussing
campus issues. Before you knew it, that
was all banned by the administration.

The officers in the Rodney King beating
trial are getting tried twice for the same
crime.

There was a time when students
gathered together to protest the rising

cost of higher education. They petitioned

and protested and wrote letters every-

where and even stamped on some flowers.

I think that did a great deal of good.

It was much better than the second-

rate takeover of Memorial Hall to protest

the celebration of Columbus Day.
The Mullins Center is a huge flop, and

I miss the barns.

In some of the dorms recently I've no-

ticed huge murals expounding the results

ofa survey. Ninety percent ofthe residents

felt safe in their dorm. Eighty-three per-

cent are happy with the alcohol policy. I

bet 85 percent think it's fair to get written
up for carrying a glass of milk out of their

rooms, too.

A great many of the people who hang
out at the S.U.B. steps are a bunch of
phoneys and posers.

It doesn't take a degree to figure out
the people most dissatisfied with the
dorms don't show for the floor meetings
or fill out questionnaires. Maybe they
should, and drive those statistics down to

25 percent. The alcohol policy is a joke,

the heating system is outdated, the
kitchens are locked away, but we'd be
pleased to fix your window at say, 8 a.m.
We'll knock first.

At least people are beginning to attend
the Housing review forums, after abso-
lutely no one showed for the first one. I left

the dorms long ago, so you are on your
own.

The library should be open 24 hours a
day before we get a skating rink, before we
plant more trees and before we offer cable
TV in the dorms.

We voted on the "Hemp Initiative" this

semester. Those in favor of it had tables
and rallies and informational talks. Those
against it were too scared to speak up,
afraid to look like an outcast at such a
liberal, doped up school. Pot 1977, no pot
893. Nobody was brave enough to hold an
"anti-pot" rally so we get the press we
deserve. Now people complain they've been
asked about this at job interviews.

Maybe it's just been the cold winter,

but now that the warm weather is here,

feel free to go out and make some noise.

Gary Deane is a Collegian columnist.
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Columnist wrongly accused YAF

Illogical racism, 'low standards'
Michael Morrissey's "Low Stan-

dards" (pardon the pun) points to the

fact that racism is alive, well and
breeding on this campus [Collegian,

April 2 1. Morrissey's incredible con-

nection ofminority admission issues to

rape, maiming and killing is an excel-

lent piece of racist sophistry.

According to Morrissey, lowering

admission standards (or allowing more
people ofcolor on campus ) would mean
an increase in murder and rape.

Q.E.D.: All people of color are dan-

gerous. This would lead me to believe

that Jeffrey Dahmer, in fact, painted

himself white or that all White people

on campus are secretly growing wings

and halos.

I do hope we get "brighter and bet-

ter" students than Michael Morrissey
who, incidentally, should really spend
more time learning how to write. I

would like to point out that the follow-

ing sentence — "It is ironic that while

University President Michael Hooker
looks at the university system of Cali-

fornia as the system to aspire to,

Mitchell-Kernan has almost two de-

cades of experience at UCLA"— bears
witness to an illogical mind.

Michael, in the future, please make
sure you are more careful about the

logical progression of ideas in your
writing.

Goldie Osuri
Amherst

This letter was also signed by four

people.

I am writing in response to Nathan
Crick'sarticle|Co//e^/a«, April 7|. First of

all I would like to make it clear that I am
the chairman of those "slobs" from Young
Americans for Freedom. I have been the

president of YAF since the fall and have
never before known Mr. Crick but I find

his comments rude and totally misplaced.

I find it even more disturbing that Mr.
Crick dispenses with any explanation of
his verbal assault by saying, "I don't think
I have to explain why." Well, Mr. Crick. I

think you do need to explain why. I chal-

lenge you or anyone with the same opin-

ions to stop by the YAF office at 308
Student Union so we can address your
grievances in a intelligent dialogue.

As for your charges of racism, I would
like to make it clear that YAF in no way
attempts to expound racist ideology. How-
ever, I and the YAF membership have had
to suffer through both physical and verbal

assaults.

I constantly receive harassing, vulgar

and physically threatening mail and phone
calls at both my home and office. I have
had rocks, snowballs and even a burning
cigarette thrown at me when I was only
walking across campus.

I have had people vandalize my car,

steal and deface my personal property,
and make me afraid to walk across cam-
pus alone. The bulletin board in front of

our office is constantly trashed, ripped
down and defaced. On one occasion we had
someone even dump urine under our office

door.

Yet do you know what I do, Mr. Crick,

every time someone threatens my life or
trashes my stuff? I pray for them. My God
tells me that I am supposed to love everyone
and I try hard to do that. I'm not perfect,

no one is, but I am trying. It is not easy to
turn the other cheek and I wish I could do
a better job, but I have never committed
nor advocated an act of violence against
anyone because oftheir race or beliefs. I've

volunteered at soup kitchens, shelters for

homeless and abused women and I've

sponsored poor children in Africa.

I may not agree with the liberal ideas
about how to solve racism but I do agree
that it is a major problem. 1 would remind
you that my ideas are very .similar to such
prominent African-Americans as Clarence
Thomas and Alan Keyes.

So I would suggest, Mr. Crick, that in
the future if you want to criticize an or-

ganization for standing up for what they
believe in, you first at least find out what
they really believe. On a personal note. I

do look forward to meeting you and please
know that I am praying for you.

Philip Brunault
Chairman

Young Americans for Freedom

i
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The gifts Greeks bear:
no cause for a scare

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

By ROBERT FITZGERALD
Collegian Correspondent

The members of the Greek Area would
like to welcome interested people to the
area.

The Greek Area is the largest Regis-
tered Student Organization on campus,
with approximately 1200 men and women
actively involved.

Where are the 1200 people? They are
evervwhere. They are in classes, dorms
and the DC. There are 24 recognized
fraternity and sorority chapters on cam-
pus. Ofthose 24 chapters, nine ofthem are
sororities and 15 of them are fraternities.

Each of those 1200 people has chosen to

become affiliated with one of these chap-
ters.

Every chapter is different and has its

own beliefs and standards that each mem-
ber strives to live by. Being in the Greek
Area is like being in any on-campus area.
Looking from afar, the area appears to be
homogenous, but on closer inspection the

diversity of the group becomes apparent.
"What do you do?" is probably the most

commonly asked question to someone in-

volved in the Greek Area. Each chapter is

involved with projects throughout theyear
to help better the local community.

Something else Greeks concentrate on
is academics. As a group, Greeks are
"planners" and "future lookers."Members
plan on being the future leaders of the
American and world communities. There
is a strong need for strong educational
backgrounds, and the main reason to be in

college is to get that.

What about parties? Yes, the Greek
Area does have parties. They are just like

any other off-campus party, except that

there might be more people. There is more
space than at most parties and there might
be more people, but there are 1 200 Greeks.

Sigma Phi Epsilon is having a Battle of
the Bands. A part ofthe proceeds from the
tickets that are sold will go to benefit a
local charity. Greek Week starts Sunday,
April 25.

Researchers find gene
Breakthrough in 'bubble boy' disease
By DANIEL HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON — Genetic material from a
boy who died after spending his entire life

in a protective bubble has helped scientists

find the gene that caused his rare disease
which robs the body of all defenses.

Researchers estimate that this gene
accounts for about half of all cases of
severe combined immune deficiency dis-

ease, or SCID. which occurs in about one
in every 100.000 births.

The discovery is the latest in a rapid
series of breakthroughs into the genetic
underpinnings of illnesses. Scientists in
recent weeks have reported pinpointing
the genes that cause as diverse ailments
as Huntington's disease and attention
deficit disorder.

Experts believe many common disor-

ders, such as heart disease and cancer,
result from a complex interplay between
several inherited genes and outside in-

fluences, such as diet and other exposures.
However, other, usually much rarer,

disorders apparently stem from a single
miscue in just one gene.

This was the case in X-linked SCID, a
form of the immune deficiency that is

passed from mothers to sons. Researchers
from the National Heart, Lung and Blood

Institute in Bethseda, Md., reported their

discovery in the latest issue of thejournal
Cell, published in Cambridge. Mass.

The scientists based their work on ge-

netic material taken from three SCID
patients. One ofthem was David, the best-

known victim of the disease.

The youngster, whose last name was
never revealed, lived in plastic bubbles to

protect him from germs. Like other vic-

tims, his body lacked the key disease-

fighting blood cells called T cells, and he
was defenseless againstcommon microbes.

The only cure for SCID is bone marrow
transplant, which can furnish the body
with normal blood. David died in Houston
in 1984 at age 12 ofblood cancer resulting
from a virus he caught when he received
marrow from his sister.

Like the other recent genetic discover-

ies, this one offers no immediate prospect
of curing the underlying disease.

"The key is we are now pointed in the
clear direction of how to achieve that,"

said Dr. Warren Leonard, senior author of
the report.

In this case, it may be possible to

someday cure SCID with gene therapy.
The strategy would be to remove blood-

forming tissue called stem cells, insert
good copies of the defective gene and then
put them back into the victims' bodies.

DA\^ID

CALL 41 3*593*5222

JEREMY BROTHERS / COLLEGIAN
SPRING HATH SPRUNG — Freshmen Nancy Norgaard, Adrienne Hartkins and

Michelle Clement smile at the birdie down in Southwest.

Mangaliso
continued from (Xjge 3

digger would work eight hours and get
paid 30 cents a day. This is when the price
of gold was $300 an ounce."

Mangaliso said although multinational
corporations provide needed jobs, the

South African government has passed laws
prohibiting Blacks from attaining man-
agement positions and skilled labor jobs.

In this way, Mangaliso, said, the corpo-

rations are exploiting Blacks rather than
helping them.

forum
continued from page 1

According to Wallace, intervention
must take place before the violence hap-
pens with resources such as the ones of-

fered by the Everywoman's Center.
Wallace said the center cannot keep up
with the calls or the requests for work-
shops. The center is run by volunteers so
they are not always as quick as a profes-
sional organization, but they do offer a 24-
hour hot line, short-term counseling and
legal and medical advocacy.

"The law is narrower than the abuse,"
she said. "The victim must know that it is

not acceptable, that it is abuse, and once
they recognize that, we must help them

deal with it and not internalize it."

According to Thrasher, most of the vic-

tims are women, but there are male victims

and neither of these are exclusively in

heterosexual relationships. Thrasher said

he deals with this kind of violence more
regularly than the public is aware of —
almost on a nightly basis.

Representatives from other campus
organizations also presented the resources
they offer for domestic violence. Univer-
sity Health Services offers referrals and
short-term counseling. Other departments
where victims can obtain help and support
include the Employee Assistance Program,
Residential Life and the Dean's Office.

"Area Government To Cut
Pig Out, Saving Funds for
Bee Gees Reunion Concert

in the Quad!!!!"
This could be the headline of the Collegian one day,

unless we have good people In our student government!

Get involved!
Have a say in what goes on! Find out

what's really happening at our University.

Run for a position in your House Council or
in the Northeast Area Government.

Nomination papers can be picked up at the Northeast Area
Government (NEAG) office- 15 Dwight. located in the

basement, starting Tuesday, April 6th until Wednesday,
April 1 4th. All nomination papers must be returned by

Wednesday, April 14th at 8:00pml!

For More Information Call 6-5200 or 5-2770!

Alts & living
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Silly Indecent Proposal: don't even ask
Lame script, dumb plot make film one of the year's worst
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

There is truly somethingindecent about
Adrian LynesIndecentProposal, but its
not the subject matter — a billionaire
offers a couple $1 milHon for one night
with the wife — but how jaw droppingly
silly it is. This is the kind ofmovie where
costumes are more detailed than the script
and the production design more three di-

mensional than the characters. Proposal
doesn't even have actors, really, more like
star auras posturing in expensive outfits.
This is high-concept melodrama that turns
quickly to camp.

Everything about Proposal is arty and
conspicuously fake. The ridiculous story
starts off intriguing enough — a lurid
morality tale — but ends up a gushy,
romantic fable. The film is so shaky and
outlandish that it can't even defend itself;

it becomes a big joke long before it makes
its dim-witted point, if indeed it has a
point at all.

Lyne. who concocted everybody's fa-

vorite soft pom fest. 91/2 Weeks and in-

vented the 'from hell' genre with Fatal
Attraction has taken another hot button
topic and. for the first time, has run it into
the ground with seemingly relentless stu-
pidity.

David (Woody Harrelson) and Diana
(Demi Moore) are a couple who go to Las
Vegas in a last ditch effort to gamble their
way out of their financial woes. They lose
their money, but gain the attention of
billionaire businessman John Gage (Rob-
ert Redford). Gage proposes the deal —
one million bucks forone night with Diana.

She eventually agrees (she soul searches
for over a night's sleep at ic^st), uttering
one of the film's many stupid lines: "It's

just my body, David. Not my mind, my
heart." Oh, okay.

After the deed is done, the couple return
home. David's jealousy and guilt, not to
mention Diana's claim that sex with John
was "very good," lead to a breakup. This is

where the film goes bonkers. As fast as
you can shakeyourhead in disbelief. John's
back in the picture again and wooing the
receptive Diana. It all ends on a decidedly
lame twist, the nail in the coffin as it were
to the film's beUevability.

The biggest, but certainly not the only
problem with Proposal, revolves around
the clueless screenplay by Amy Holden
Jones (who also penned Slumber Party
Massacre— and it sAou's) scripts the film
like the bad soap opera it becomes, espe-
cially lame voice-overs that haunt the
movie. Lines like The weeks without
David felt like months" and "I decided to
teach citizenship to keep myselfbusy" are
said with such an earnest shallowness
that it's hard not to laugh.

The characters themselves seem to exist
only in some sort of glossy movie world.
This is a problem both with character
credibility and sympathy. Here are these
three people — a man who offers money
for sex, a wife who agrees and a husband
who allows but then gets jealous — and
director Lyne manages to make their
motivations so achmgly trite so that by
the end of the movie, all three are re-

deemed. The husband is now repentant,
the wife sure about who she loves, the
billionaire a tragic anti-hero. For all of

Lyne's talk of exploring adult and contro-
versial themes, the transparent charac-
ters and unbelievable twists left me
struggling to find a point in a film that
didn't really say anything beyond, "you
can't buy love." In Honeymoon in Vegas,
with which Proposal shares more than one
similarity, it did the same thing but at
least that was entertaining.

Proposal is one ofthose serious movies
that has a sense ofhumor, but throws it at
us at the strangest times. This could make
a funny movie — and it did with Honey-
moon in Vegas — but the comedy is way
out of place in a movie that pretends to be
about something.

As for the performances, Demi Moore
was engaging, but then again so were her
breasts. They should be nominated for
Best Supporting Performance. Her role is

probably the toughest, because she's being
bought and sold and must still hold on to
her dignity. She does, but it's more of her
desperate attempt to gain some footage in
the sinking ship that is Proposal and less
a declaration of independence. At least
Sharon Stone in Basic Instinct provided a
solid, no, immovable center to the film.

Moore's too busy posing in straw hats and
skimpy dresses, revealing her breasts as if

to say, "I'm getting my money's worth."
Woody Harrelson is much better. As an

idealistic architect, he gets to say a neat
speech about aspiring bricks (you heard
me right) but doesn't get to do much else.

I felt the most sympathy for him, mainly
because he seemed to walk around mop-
ing. I'm not sure if it was about his pre-
dicament or his lack of character, but it

was effective.

AP PHOTO
Demi Moore stars in "Indecent Proposal."

Robert Redford gets the rawest deal.
The script paints him as a lonely. Gatsby-
esque billionaire who just wants to be
loved, damn it, but it clearly doesn't fit the
type of man who buys women.

This is an all-around terrible movie.
Though it was written and produced by
women, it's surprisingly misogynous. It

crosses the stiff, expensive melodrama of
"Dynasty" with the brain-dead plotting
and depth of The Bodyguard to come up
with one ofthe worst movies ofthe year—
it's not even worth seeing for the sex
scenes— so you know it's really poor. The
only indecent proposal in this movie is

asking someone to go see it with you. D+

Run away: Eddie
tries to sing again

Canine Bastards win Five Alive

COURTESY MOTOWN
Singer? Eddie Murphy.

By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

Love's Alright
Eddie Murphy
Motown

Well, another album wasted due to a superstar's

big ego— and I mean BIG ego. The wonder bunny
I'm writing about is Eddie Murphy. His new album
entitled Love's Alright is, in plain truth, awful.
Who told this man to let this album go out in the
stores? I literally thought that my ears were going
to bleed while listening to him sing.

I even made people on my floor come in and
listen to this album. Now I have a price on my head.

Now, don't get me wrong, I still have Murphy's
first album with "Party All the Time," and "How
Could It Be," and I actually liked those. But. I don't

know what happened to this one. I can't actually

say that it's Eddie's voice that ruined it, because
you can't even hear it most of the time.

The sound production, music and lyrics are just

horrendous. My friend Kevin's band makes better

tapes, without the multi-million dollar budget.

Well, let's get to the bottom of this problem: the

songs.

Turn to EDDIE, page 8

By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

Five Alive
Bluewall
April 3, 1993

In stark contrast to the unpleasant fruit juice concoc-
tion filled with little bits which stick to the roof of your
mouth. FiveAlive left no unpleasant aftertaste and proved
quite enjoyable. Enjoyable, that is, until the winner was
announced, but I'll reserve personal opinion for a while.

Five Alive was the battle ofthe bands to determine the
opening act for this year's much anticipated Spring
Concert. Featuringfiveofour finestlocal bands— Canine
Bastards, Frances Gumm. Hector. Monghani and New
Radiant Storm King — it promised to be a heated com-
petition in which the competitors would expel their
highest energy performances. Indeed it was.

Frances Gumm kicked off the evening with what I

heard was a high-powered set which went over quite well

with the crowd. General response was along the lines of,

"yeah, they were pretty good." Unfortunately. I missed
the best part of the set.

Next up was Hector, a Hampshire College product.
Hector combined funky grooves with brass and out-
standing drumwork for the best set ofthe evening. Three
or four songs into the set. representatives of the moshpit
were chanting "Hector, Hector" in unison. Were I not so
choked up thinking of the vile juice after which the show
was named. I too would have chanted.

After a set of tight hooks and pleasing rhythms by
Monghani, New Radiant Storm King confidently took the
stage. Perhaps expectations were too lofty for the only of
the five bands with a full-length release. Storm King
never acheived much of a crowd response with their
powerful, driving tunes. Hector was still looking like a
runaway victor.

But up stepped the consummate showmen, the Ca-
nine Bastards. Complete with matching shades and
sUck moves, the Bastards owned the Bluewall crowd for

Turn to BASTARDS, page 8

Revisiting sly Roger and Me
Satirical documentary chronicles GM plant closing
By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Staff

Roger and Me is simply put, the best documentary
I've ever seen. I know what you're thinking, so what,
documentaries are boring - maybe so, but not in this case.
Roger and Me manages to take a dreary subject, the
closing ofautomotive factories, and turn it into a satirical
piece that is informative and interesting. Roger and Me
takes a close look at corporate greed, and how profit is

much more important than the factory worker.

Video Pick

of the

Week

The movie was written, directed, and produced by
Michael Moore, the only one in his family not to work for
an automotive company. Basically, the premise of the
movie is to take a look at what happens when General
Motors pulls out of its birthplace Flint, Michigan.

The name of the movie derives from how Moore at-
tempts to get an interview with Roger Smith, thechairman
of GM. He follows him to various meetings in Detroit,
New York, and Washington. It turns into a wild goose
chase, but does give us some humorous scenes as Moore
tries to deal with security and spokesmen.

Moore also does a beautiful job of cutting through the
baloney. In the day and age where publicity departments
can make a company look as though the factory worker
and their jobs are the number one priority, Moore digs
deeper into the hypocrisy of what upper management is

saying.

For instance, Roger Smith in a Christmas Special
telecast to all the GM workers around the world, reads a
few lines from Charies Dickens' "A Christmas Carol,"
while, the same day (Christmas Eve), due to the ripple
effect of the factory shutdowns, a lady and her kids are
being thrown out of her house — Christmas tree and all.
Moore intercuts these two conflicting scenes and makes
you realize what scum Smith really is.

Moore even interviews a few celebrities along the way.
Bob Eubanks tells a couple of jokes that should have
ruined hisflounderingcareer(somehowitdoesn't because
he's hosted a couple of parades since). Anita Bryant, Pat
Boone, Rev. Robert Schuller and Miss America are all
perfect foils for driving home the point that they really
have no concept ofwhat is happening in Flint, yet they're
there to inspire people's hope.

The movie is surrounded by quite a bit ofcontroversy.
In one of the stupidest moves the Academy has ever
made, Roger and Me was not even nominated for an
Academy Award. The reasons why it was ignored are
probably due to both the Academy's unwillingness to
nominate successful documentaries and the nature ofthe

Turn to ROGER AND ME, page 8
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Eddie
continued from page 7

The first song on this album is entitled

"Yeah," an example of pumping a quick
song out while having breakfast. Before I

go on, let's have a little discussion about
the lyrics. They're just one word - "yeah."
Who's the genius who came up with this

one? Can I slap them? Ten bucks Eddie
wrote this one.

And, can you believe who contributed
to this song? People like Bon Jovi. Garth
Brooks, En Vogue, the Jackson's,
Emmanuel Lewis (didn't he make you
want to puke as Webster?) and others.

Where are these peoples' managers?What
is this world coming to? I'm scared.

"I WasA King" is the first, and hopefully

last, release from Love's Alright. In this

song Eddiejumps on the "to get a hit have
Shabba Ranks on your song" bandwagon.
There's only one way I can explain this

song to those who haven't heard it. You
know when you're singing a song and
there's a part you don't know, so you
mumble through it? Well, all I can say is,

Eddie must have forgotten the lyrics - all

of them. End of discussion.

The song that basically did this album
in for me is a cover of the Beatles' "Good
Day Sunshine." I'm weeping right now for

all those people who are avid Beatles fans.

There are no printable words that 1 can

use to describe this version. Are Paul.
Ringoand George that strapped for money .'

I wouldn't be surprised ifafter the release
ofthis song there aren't bounties on Eddie's

head for this. I seriously wish 1 could
explain this song - but, for once, I'm at a
loss for words.

Being the fair person I am, I forced
myself to find a mediocre song that I

could pump up. Well, "Don't Give Up On
Love," is that song. It's a sappy, teary-

eyed love song about how he was all

heartbroken and felt used until he met
his new wife. Nicole. After listening to

that song, I felt just refreshed and ready
for spring love - NOT! I had to chug some
Pepto to make sure I didn't hurl on my
poor roommate.

Yeah, I know that I said I would pump
this song up, but it's hurting me to do so.

I have to be honest tomy reading audience.
As one can tell. Love's Alright is no

Grammy nominee, nor is it a cassette,

record. 8-track or compact disc to waste
your money on. This album shouldn't have
even been considered for release. Some-
one really needs to write or tell Eddie to

please STOP!
In conclusion. I have a little tidbit to

share with you. On the back cover there is

a big smiley face with "Thanks, you know
what you did" written under it. Yeah, for

those who buy this disc, they just made
Eddie's wallet a little fatter.

Bastards
continued from page 7

these forty some-odd mmutes on Sat-

urday night. The dancing and strip-

ping far overshadowed the convoluted

concoction ofrhythms and yelps which
the Bastards pride themselves on. This

display, combined with the crowd re-

sponse, caught the eyes of the judging

panel.

When the Canine Bastards were an-

Roger and Me

nounced as this year's Spring Concert
opener, there were a few grumbles, but
these were faroutweighed by the cheers
and hoots ofthe Bastards' devotees old
and new. While some felt Hector's and
Monghani's performances were win-
ners, they could only bite their tongues
and keep grumbling. It'sofftothegreen

grass in front ofthe pond for the Canine
Bastards.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

continued from page 7

film. It is quite deliberately persuasive.

and only loosely tries to be objective.

Under the standard definition of

what a documentary should be, Roger
andMe doesn't really fit, and because it

was new and different, of course, no
Oscar. The Academy again proves that

anything different doesn't stand a

chance against conservative (boring)

works that aren't controversial.

Moore even admits, "I'm a person
who doesn't like most documentaries.

I'd rather see Robocop or The Termi-

nator.'' He does do what he set out to.

though, which is, "I wanted the ugly

underpinnings ofour economic system
exposed. And I wanted to tell a some-
what oflbeat, funny story about what
the richest company in the world has
done to its hometown." Moore creates a
documentary that, once seen, will not

be easy to forget. If you haven't seen

Roji^er and Me, do yourself a favor and
check out this documentary — it's a

real eye opener.

YDU COUIO LEARN A LOT FROH A DUMMY
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETYBEU

La Fuente Restaurant
& Cultural Center

41 Boitwood Walk
(Down the Alley)

Downtown Amherst

Saturday Night • Starts at 10:00

$5 to join • $3 to watch

$2 Pitchers • 45c Drafts

\\ You Could Be President

Announcing Elections for
1993-1994 for all positions

• Commuter Area

Government

• Southwest Area
Government

• House Councils in

Southwest & Northeast

Nomination papers are available in the

Commuter Area Government office 434
Student Union; and in the Southwest
Area Government Office located in

Hampden Center; in the Northeast Area
Government Office from Monday April

5th - Wednesday April 14th. 100
Signatures are required for Area

Government; 25 for House Council.

Elections will be held Thursday, April

22nd, 1993.
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This space
for rent.

Collegian advertising.

545-3500

It works.

ADVOCATE
• BEST*
THE VALLEY

READERS POLL

1992
1st Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. - Thurs. .\LL YOU CAN KAT BUFFET S5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU C\N HAT S6.99 11:30 - SPM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
586-1202

VISA FREE PARKING

0NRT9 MASTER
HADLEY CARD

MEDITATION

A SPECIAL WEEKElVfD PROGRAM
FOR PEOPLE 29 AND UNDER

FREE ADMISSION
Beginning, Intermediate, and Advanced Techniques
Karma & Reincarnation Psychic Development
Auras Mantras, Yantras, and Chackras
Personal Happiness Wisdom, Power, &. Humor

THLJRSnAY, APRII. 8 - 7 & qpviROOM 169 CAMpOs CfStf^
SATURDAY, APRII. lo - at 12 & 1ROOM 811 CAMPUS CENTER

UMass Campus Center
Amherst, MA

sponsored by th« Boeton Meditation Society
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Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

Photo Technician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Tony Morse

Todd Elliott

Menu
Monday's edition of the Collegian will contain the

menu for the University Food Service Dining

Commons. Until then, we invite you to call the

Food Service information line at 5-2626 using

your touch tone phone.

We apologize for the inconvenience

The opinions expressed on this page .ire those ot the tartooniits and do not neces.sdrily reflect the views utilhe Cullegi^n or the University.

"One more time: You were at the park, enjoying the
afternoon, when you distinctly heard the defendant
turn to his dog and say: Look, boy! A stickman!"

"

By JIM Quote of the Day
"And if you can't drop your drawers for

fun / You know you're too uptight"

- \eP!

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April I'd: A
residential or liriarK u! \nn\vi i pri).

ceedi rapidly once yixi make ihe

net essary c alls and Inps Heed your
hunt hes, ihey will lell iIh- true slriry.

O) nol let uutsKkfs wreak havix
wilh your love lile.

TAUKUS (April 20-May .>((!:

Takini;( .irt'olhusincssnij) Ic.idyou
lo nej;le( I srwrni )oe'sen«)(M»nal needs
today Atler your work i> iimshed.

lom h kise with a lovt-d one wlwi

ikix-ods on you
. Keep your rool wU-n

dealing; with irustralinH (l)v^orker^

CEMIM (\\.iy 2 1 -June 2(» Vour
sfx-cial talents will i-ain widif reto^-

nition now it you apjily theni lo an
impon.inl pro|e<i S(M-ndlhee\eninK
with MMm-one who siLired your opli-

mislir outlook.

CANC EK i|une 21-|uly 221: Yihj

may have lo di-al with son>e<Mic s

shorn rimings todiy. It you do ivii

have the answer, si-ek ev(X'rl help.

Let the <reative, lun-lovinn side ol

y<»ur nalur«" take over toniRhl

LEO duly 2J-AUI' 22i: Wait a

while hetore stanin^a ma|or projert

Prf)gress will Ix- swifter il you hold oil

lor several wi-eks. Competing with .in

old irietxl -.fHjrs you Ixjih on lo a'

lx>tter (K-rliKHwrKe.

VIKCO(Aug. 2}-Se()l. 221: Take
the lead in Ixjsiness today. Cont.K i

overseas clients al)out luting old re-

strictions. t)elay key signings until

next wei-k. Friends are more sym^M-
ihetic and tolerant

IIBKA (V-pl 2l-Oct 221: Finan-

cial M{uali<>les( an m<ir domestic l>(iss.

When authorizing expenditures,
cht-ck even s«H-niingly minor diiails

|X-rsonally. Trust the ev()frls wtx-n a
|X-rvinnel ntatter is < onterned.

MOKCK^IOt 2i-N<iv. 211: A
roadhiiN k is pri.-senl n>i ,i re.ison

Hei'd a warning to go nIiuv." Vou
gam neuinsights trom talking to well-

inlormed|M-ople. Hold oil on making
any .ik uvitions; further intomWIlMin

IS nec-di-d.

SAGinARIUSlNov 22-IX-r 211:

Stud>' nK-ss,iges ,ind i onufsitions
UH hints Vou gel the • gie«-n light" im
anof)()ortunitvtodis|>lay\iiurs|N.( i.ij

talenfv En>))h.isi/e >i»ur i reativily.

( .\l'KK(Jk'\ i|)it. ::.\.m. I'll:

An urge to lake risks grows stronger.

EveriiM' selt-disi ipline lo avoid
making .i ( ostly mistake. Se< fet

iransar lions liiok es(M-< lally i h,>n< y.

Sl«'er < leai ol Ir.iding lavors.

AC^^UAKIUS ijan. 2()-Fel). I Hi

What l(K>ks like a setliark «ould
work in your lavor. A partner wito

d<x-s nol apprer late your leedliai k

will let you know it Sli(k up lor

your rights and you will impress
s<»nieone inlluenlial.

PISCES (Pel) l'l-N»arrh 201:

Ciettingyour pers<inal lite innirk-r is

the first step toward a more re-

warding career (tear Ihe clerks

iH'tore getting down lo husiness.

Concentrate on linding a way lo

earn cvlra inr onie

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 Compis paths
S Sfitpboard mop
9 Ted or Connie

1 3 Strtnged

instruments

15 Woody 5 t>oy

16 Industrial safety

acronym
1

7

Success
18 Hayworth
19 A hill in

J'?nisalem

?0 Onp way to say
"choese'"

2? Defeats

23 — ffonzon":

1937 movie
2*1 tfntversily

rjffrr.i.ll'.

?ri SouMffPd

SOnOfOunly

30 An.iqr.ifn of

rats

31 Sky beat

32 Shopper s

deltqht

3& M.ihe merry

39 Claims aq.iinsl

properties

41 Successor lo

OSS
42 Work hard
43 Make into law
44 Flat lop hill

46 "The — m
Winter"

1966 movie
4 7 Away 'rom Ihe

wind
49 Stretched Ihe

neck
51 Fiery crime

53 Deadly poison
55 Ancient

Fgyplian deity

5(5 See 20 Across
62 localities

63 Arab chieftain

64 More (rigid

65 Lulu
66 Green Gables'

girl

67 Double bass
cousin

68 Existed

69 Disencumtmrs
70 Discerns

DOWN
1 Declare

2 Pilal base
3 Chilly

4 Cabbage dish

5 Gamsfones
6 Place for a
watch

7 Choir voice

8 Tread Ihe —
9 See 20 Across
to Cambodian.
eg

1

1

Butcher
purchase

12 Ne»l lo Colo
14 Fence steps
21 Indicates

assent

25 Soinethinqs to

lend

26 Wlitmpnr

2/ fjreen l.ind

28 ContiiSPd

29 See 20 Acoss
10 Adernnon

recepiions

33 Summit
34 Fib

36 Conceited
37Cryo(

Bacchanals

38 -- leaje Act
40 Ca<»n s

neighbor

45 Teenage
scourge

48 Captivate

50 Artifact

51 H^ake

amends
52 A J Foyt. e g
53 Venetian,

for one

54 lands
55 Cultivate

57 ffome
of Ihe

Hawks
58 High

caids
59 Mah jongg

piece
60 Distant

Comb form
61 Cupid

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ISi'iBlSjiBA.'CiE'O]
CjOjUlPiTBDjOMiO
aiu;r!ailmi R. I s

RlilR eTe N

4/9/93

I \n0IO llmlV*M«lr»» •
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Erickson gives view on the majors behind home plate
Friday, April 9, 1993 / Page 11

• Derek Bell, et al goes to San Diego for

Darrin Jackson. Yes, Virginia, lookinggood
isn't as important as playing good.

• Roger Clemens
complains about Sox
defense, blames
Gorman for failing to

make the Jackson
trade. What's the
matter. Rocket? You
mean you can't win 20
2-1 games?

• Fernando Valenzuela makes the Bal-
timore club, projected as the number-five
starter, long man from the bullpen. Even
ifhe's only halfthe pitcher he used to be—
he'll be the difference come September.

• Oops Dept. Philadelphia releases Dale
Murphy from a minor league contract.

Murphy immediately signs with Colorado.
• Atlanta sends down western Mass

native Mark Wohlers for the second con-
secutive spring. I guess 20.2 scoreless re-

liefinnings last September weren'tenough
— sad when the waiver rules dictate who
makes the club, not performance.

• You-sneaky-guy quote: Florida
pitcher Charlie Hoogh, when asked what
he would throw for the first pitch of the
Marhns home opener, "A strike."

• .Darryl Irvine for Jeff "Whitey"
Richardson. Please don't sueme Domino's,
but isn't that "somethin' for nothin?"

• The Olin/Crews tragedy is a not-so-

L

SPORTS MR
& RfSTAURAHT

FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR
4-6

Free Pizza Slices
&

Register to Win
Tickets to Opening Day

RED SOX
Monday, April 1

2

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040

ft
ft

^ one of New England's most popular programs

L< a distinguished faculty and fine facilities

CO
CO

<^ morning, midday, afternoon, and evening

classes—over 400 course sections

^ sessions starting June 1, July 6. & July 19

M affordable costs

Name

.

Street address

i

City, state, zip

Send or fax to: UMass Boston Summer Sessions

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

Fax 617 287-7922

Appears at no cost to the Commonwealtti.

subtle reminder that baseball players are

indeed human. Contrary to some people

who think it will galvanize the team, it

won't — it's gonna weigh upon their

shoulders. A baseball season is 162 games
over six months. It takes more than inspi-

ration to sustain a pennant drive.

• Oops Dept., part two: Toronto re-

leases journeyman David Wells, citing a
poor spring. Three days later, Dave
Stewart goes down with an injury. Hey, he
may be fat, in the body and in the head,
but he's left-handed and he throws strikes.

• Yankees open the season with a 9-1

purameling of Cleveland. Sorry, Red Sox
fans, this summer could be an awful long

one. They are for real.

• Twenty years of the DH? Nineteen
years too many, if you ask me. Sure it's

extended a couple of great careers but it's

also allowed one-dimensional players into
the game. Where are you now, Sam Horn?

• Matt Young signs a minor league
contract with Cleveland — Hmmm, I

thought the "Mistake by the Lake" tag
was history.

• The Ryan Express: Keep this in mind
folks, this man is old enough to be the
father of half of his teammates.

• Wally Backman — bought by the
Seattle Mariners from the Atlanta Braves:

can you say . . . journeyman?
• "All I wanted to do was pitch well in

my first start" — Chicago Cubs' Jose
Guzman after losing a no-hitter in the
ninth inning of a 1-0 victory.

• Trivia Question: Who was on deck
when Mookie Wilson's grounder went by
Bill Buckner in 1986 (Answer next time).

Luke Erickson is a Collegian columnist

Men's track faces URI
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

Keep your fingers crossed, track fans.

With rain in the forecast for the weekend,
the University of Massachusetts men's
outdoor track squad still hopes to get its

1993 season underway.
After last Saturday's match up with

Maine and Vermont was washed out, the
Minutemen are scheduled to face Rhode
Island at the Llewelyn Derby Track Sat-
urday at noon.

The postponement was a mixed bless-

ing. The team gained an extra week of
practice time (in good weather no less) to

prepare, after the abundance of snow had
limited the pre-season training.

"We're in good shape for the home
opener," said coach Ken O'Brien. "We've
had some 50 and 60 degree weather which
was really a plus."

On the other side of the coin, UMass
finds itselfstaring at a very tough opening
day opponent in Rhode Island.

"We don't shirk away from strong
teams. But they will be a diflicult opening
day opponent," O'Brien said.

TTie Rams finished fourth in the New
England championships during the in-

door season, and are expected to place in

the top five of the New England Outdoor
Championships as well.

They ( UMass ] know they have to gear
up their game," said O'Brien. "There will

be some difficult individual battles."

One individual who is sure to give
UMass some battles is Dave Frederico.

The multi-talented Frederico frequently
gets 24 feet in the longjump, a 47-second
400 meters, and a 6'8" in the high jump.
He is also Rhode Island's top sprinter. It is

not out of the ordinary for him to pull

down 30 points in a meet on his own.
Frederico is by no means a one-man

show for Rhode Island. They boast top
performers across the board in every event.

"We don't have any place we can count
on scoringa bunch ofpoints," said O'Brien,
referring to the depth of this year's Rhode
Island team.

The yearly match up between UMass
and URI, competing in both indoor and
outdoor, has become a heated rivalry, as
the competitors have gotten to know each
other.

Last week's postponed meet against
Maine and Vermont has been rescheduled
for this Wednesday at 3 p.m. at Llewelyn
Derby Track.

UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT VOLUNTEERS

All employees are invited to serve as Marshals and in other volunteer
capacities at Undergraduate Commencement on May 23, 1993, at the
Stadium. (This is noi Memorial Day weekend.)

A minimum of 50 individuals are needed.

Marshals assist in preparing degree candidates for the Processional, while
other volunteers distribute programs and provide general information and
assistance to guests and the Commencement Planning Committee.

The time commitment is not demanding. Marshals need to attend a pre-

Commenceinent brieHng on Thursday, May 13; a rehearsal at the Stadium on
Friday, May 21; and provide service at the ceremony on May 23 from 9:00
am-noon. Others need only be at the Stadium on the day of Commencement.

In recognition of the importance of such service and as a thank you, the
University will host a luncheon for all volunteers immediately after the
ceremony. Each volunteer will also be eligible to participate in a drawing for

tickets to selected Mullins Center events. The tickets were graciously provided
by the Mullins Center management.

If interested, please contact the Visitors Center, 5-0306, by Friday, April 23.
A form with further information and instructions will be sent to volunteers.

Thank you for your anticipated cooperation.

Robert N. Brooks, Director

Student Affairs Special Services

Undergraduate Commencement Coordinator

-^ T t ;
^i
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Friday, April 9,Women s track to host BU tomorrow

By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track and
field team has gotten the spring season ofi'to a good sUrt.
This past Saturday, the Minut«women performed well at
the Yale Invitational.

The meet was an exhibition, with no team scores kept,
but there were several outstanding performances. Coach
Julie LaFrenniere said she was. -ver\- happv with the
performances, considering the bad weather and subse-
quent lack of practice."

In the best peribiTnance of the meet, Nau,,<- ridi i

smashed the UMass discus record with a throw of 147 feet
6 iiiche.s. She bested the previous record by almost 20 feet.

Dianne Ozzolek placed thud in the hammer, qualify-
ing for the New England Championships at the end ofthe
season along with Hart, who also qualified for the ECACs

lacrosse

in Fairfax, \a.

The results from the field events are astonishing con-
sidering there are no rings on the UMass outdoor track,
limiting throwing events to minimal indoor practice.

In the L500-meier, Becky Johnson was the winner in
4 :4 1 ,

a persona! record. Janey Meeks placed second in the
400-meter in 59.7 seconds.

Both Johnson and Meeks qualified for .... ..ew
Englands in their individual events as well as the 400-
meter relay. They teamed with Kern- Aker and Lynnice
John.son to win at Yale.

Coach LaFrenniere held Meeks. a tremendous triple-
jumper, back from her best event because it was too cold
and she hadn't been able to practice outdoors.

UMass was finally able to participate in a meet after
having their first two home meets canceled due to the
inclement weather.

On Saturday. April 10. UMass hosts rivals Boston

University and the University ofRhode Island at Llewelyn
Derby Track. BU is a strong opponent, and the
Minutewomen beat Rhode Island by one point during the
indoor seasoi.

UUtQOOrs. \» t; .-^inlLllli in.- til lie Lu ut'it'at txn il It'Hflls, bul
it'll be real tight." said LaFrenniere.

Havingjust tied the WRams at the Atlantic 10 indoor
finals, UMass should be ready for the team's first home
meet. BU i.s one ofthe tougher opponents UMass will face
in the beginning ofthe season, although not as strong a
team outdoors.

The team looks to start off with a winning record on
Saturday, then build on it in the Worcester Invitational
April ]' '."

Softball

continued from page 12

the Bulldogs lost to No. 6 Brown on Wednesday and a loss
to the Minutemen tomorrow could mean a huge drop in
the polls. But the Gorillas, who beat No. 9 Duke la.st

Sunday, could vault a few spaces in the polls with a
victory in New Haven.

They're
I Yale] going to come out with a lot of fire

because we only beat them by a goal last year," said
Garber. "But if we come out and execute allour shots,
don't commit any stupid penalties and play hard, we'll be
all right."

Lax Notes: Millon has scored a goal in 30 straight
games and a goal or an assist in 32 consecutive games .

. Yale won only three of 18 faceoffs against Brown, a stat
which UMass hopes to see again tomorrow ... the game
can be heard on WMUA (91.1 fm.) with Mike Fagerson
doing the play-by-play.

Brand
continued from page 1

2

meet, which will take place April 16-17. Brand will
finally get a crack at the best competitors.

"If I can hit (my set). I can win." Braud said. "It's

weird, just thinking about it. 1 didn't start g>'m-
nastics until eighth grade, while most others have
been doing it since they were very young. It's

amazing for me to think that I'm in the nationals,
and I've been doing it for only eight years."

"I think Jay will do very well," said Johnson.
"I Jay I is psyched about being there. I think the
main thing he has to be able to do is stay focused
once he steps onto the floor.

"I think he'll have another great routine. He can
qualify for the final round. At finals, I think he'll

have one ofthe best routines in the countrv."

New Management
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS

& TOWNHOUSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrmi ^^3^30
2 Bdrm firom ^-4^:30
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Peti

Call 1-413-253-4055

ACADEMYmMUSIC
NORTHAMPTON H4-S4.V

ssunzmer
NO DEPOSIT

iJSMrT Se»ta^ ^tnue .

495 Shrewsbury St

Worcester MA
752-7006

lU-HAUL^

.-ESUMES THURSDAY. Apr. 8 YOUR LAST
WEEKEND TO SEE IT - Daily 645 & 9:(K)

ITIIEYIAR'S MOST LdRAORDINARY MOTION' I'lClURl
III! iiiM .^^^^RUH ^^I^M^B^Aai^B^^h^^^lB

Vl'IIITTHS blllU or AMtmCt NOMINEt

6 BRITISH ACAMtMV Ol fUM \.M>
TtLE«ISIUN AMIS MtMI.NAIIONS

cm «il<»>.nMI|N IU.^

VI INNER

continued from page 1
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niuunt a rally in the top ofthe seventh.
Senior righthander Darlene ClalTey started the second

game for Sortino. but was only able to go two innings,
allowing two hits and no runs.

-Her rhythm was off. and you could just tell." Sortino
said ofher ace. "Her pitches were up and we tried to have
her work it out on t he sideline, but it wasn't working out."

While Claffey was in there, she received some huge
defensive support that came in the fonn ofMinutewoman
left fielder Stacey Nichols. Nichols gunned down a run-
ner tagging from third base with a picture perfect throw
to catcher Sherri Kuchinskas. who applied the tag for the
double play to end the second inning.

UConn got one run in the fourth off freshman Dana
Colla (0-1) who took the loss in relief of ClafTey. CoUa
surrendered a leadoff double to sUrt the fourth and was
pulled in favor ofgame one starter Daut. who then gave
up a single and a fielder's choice to plate the Huskies' first

run ofthe game.
UConn struck forone more in the fiah when Blackman

and lea fielder Andrea D'Innocenzo hit identical doubles
to the left field gap.

UMass was unable to get anything going against the
crafty Venice, who retired the last 1 1 Minutewomen she
faced.

!

AJJlJLQilCE RQTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY

NOT!

ifljla udenls
See

National sor.icrt or riLV (Rirics
lirM Vin* Vrphro %n

Nf« tCIHK IIIM rMIIICS riMdl

llosTON socirrt or film ckiiics

rmioKiNs i.i'iio Ol AMrmcA

THE CRYING GAME "T^STlltSl^''-
AlilmbyNeilJodlBn «Mt«^

''lt\\\^n,

Starts April 16. Academy Award Winner

AT THK GATKSOF .S.M ITI I C:0LLK(;E

«)

Dont i)eliev<!'evcrylhing you hear, "th
Force coniiruica to seek outslaji

'^

to fill fiiturd'ofhcer.reqiiifbmtftlt^ ^^^
IvoiirseK bBconiiiig a loadbr^lfadiiating from
collrgr as nn Air F^OfcP Of Mdftf Willi fully
dovclopod riualillRn ot.Chardcler and inaiia-
jycrial ability. No»jce.'|o6, the opportunities
Likf! eligibility for Scholarjjhip programs that
|caii pay tuition; i^^ihooHa' fees. ..even $100
jin tax-U«*o Income each jHademic month.

IViauali^e ii crisp unlforiA that reflects
Ipridn In ydurfjolf aild\yotir ability to accept
clallengQ Get the plclul^7'Now make a calll

I

'
»

*

j
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Classifieds
ANNOUIMCEIMENTS

Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal (or visiting

parents and friends. 549 0733

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only $169 " Jet there anytime for only
$1 69 with AIRHrrCH ! (Reponed in Let's

Go and NY Times) California $129 each
way . AIRHITCH r 212 864-2000

International Fair

Have a table or participate In

entertainment showing your culture at

International Fair on May 8th at the
SUB. Call Rachel at 5465687 or Jill at

5464909

International Fair IMeeting
Mandatory meeting for participants and
those interested on Monday. April 12th

at 7 pm Campus Center Room 903

Martha'* Vinayard
Big House

Oak Bluffs, S500 each

Housemates Wanted
To drink kegs daily

Beach
Kurt, Chris. 5490129

SPAIWSH SPEAKERS
Earn>««
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Non native! for psychology reading
study.

Should have taken

Spanish 320 or above
Call Jovette 545 069

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3 50
Lg. Cheese S5.99

1 or 2 toppings add SI

5496073
5496098

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 Saab 99 - Nice car. Reliable

S850.00 5 9100. nights 259 1973

Amherst Center - Take over our lease
1 .2 bedroom apartment above Antonios
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belcliertown four

five six t>edroom homes 586-4270

Antherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
iieat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. f»leasant St. 253 7879

One Bedroom Puffton S434/month.
Take over our lease. Call Oebt>ie and
Sharon at 549-4330

South Deerfleld Center
On bus route new efficiency and one
t)edroom apartment reasonable mov-
ing in cost call 247 3259

Take over my lease one bedroom apt
in Colonial VIg S400 253 2537 (508)757
9470

Take over our lease starting June 1st

2 BDR Brandywine furniture incl.

Call Now 549 5193

Thrilling apartment on Main Street.

Across street from bus stop. Take over
our lease on June 1 st and start enjoying
it! Call 253 9175

FOR SALE - AUDIO

Stereo Components: Used/Recondi
lioned. Area's largest selection. We buy
sell/lrade/broker everything from basic
to audiophile/professional equipment
Stereo/Video Exchange 266 0941

FOUND

Pair of multicolored sunglasses in

parking lot near Boyden on March 31.

For info, call 549-9906

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $1000
in )ust one week' Plus S1000 for the
member who calls! And a free Igloo
cooler if you qualify Call 1 800 932
0528. ext 65

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

Run Own Housepainting Business!!
Get videos and books'!

SASE 2942 Hubert
Lemay, MO 63125

Liza and Hoilie

Happy Binhday
I Love You Guys

Love, Erika

Sara.

Happy B Day to my favorite lax woman.
I hope we spend many more together.

I love you,

Dtnis

FOR SALE LOST

RIDE WANTED

TO PROVIDENCE TODAY
Please call Sergei at 545 3268
Leave a message

New Computer in box
IBM compatable 386sx-33
40meg HD 1.44 Floppy 1 meg mem
14- VGA Software S725

Bill 5460596

HEALTH

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berlcshires, MA sum-
nrier camp seeks skilled college juniors,

seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,

newspaper. Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer'
Salary plus room and board.
Call 800 762 2820

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000+/month world traveKHawaii,

Mexico, the Caribt^ean, etc.) Holiday,

summer and career employment avail

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1 20&634
0468 ext. CS001

Brown Appt. Book
Very Important.

Reward! No Questions asked
2568893

Gold Wire-Rimmed glasses with red
trim in black case If found 253 5136

Lost Black Leather Jacket at LBGA
Dance on 4/2. If found call Darrin at 5
4824 or bring jacket to Program for GLB
Concerns.

Lost - North Adams Sweatshirt
atSigEpon 4 1 93
REWARD
Call 546^5756

PERSONALS

Kriston 'Marci* Marshal is 21!
Happy B day Marce" Finally you are
really legaMi! Remember all the fun
times your b day will be a blast'You
ARE doing shots and consuming large

amounts of been !!

Kftotn

Larry C.

Happy Binhday"
Bean

P.S. You're not that old. yet.

ROOMMATES WANTED
Puffton Village 2 roomates needed
S170 per month Call Mike 549 9900

2 Single Bedrooms avail staning June
1 beautKul condo/walk to campus.
Wash/Dryer S220/S240/month
Call 549 1552

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright o( Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith
Anderson. Ph.D. 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Spons cards and starling lineups
Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

SUMMER SUBLET

Sunset Ave walk to Umass Basemt
apt a^^ail May 1 549 8284

2 Rooms Available Phillips St.

In Spacious 6 Bedroom House
100 f1 from campus S255/320
549 2813

6 Openings in Spacious Belchenown
house on 40 acre wooded lot S208 •

each per month: June 1 Aug 31 323-

6799

Summer Sublet - Real Cheap I

4 5 Bedrooms S875/month
One mile from campus
Near Puffers pond and Mike's

GOING FASTiCall 549 5181

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espaAol/culture
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire. Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 097 7

TYPING/WORD PROC.

WANTED

Comedians/Theater Majors
Get experience be on TV show
Are )CiUi Funnyi
Amanda 585 8653
Deadline: April 16

Newport
3 seniors seek lively

house/housemates for

summer
Leslie/Deanna 253 9743

r
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Dart pitches past Jeffs
Starter helps men in win over Amherst
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Young baseball teams which have not
had a lot ofexperience in the field tend to be
inconsistent. The University ofMassachu-
setts baseball team tends to be one ofthem.

TTiursday, the team was inconsistent in

a good way. shaking offthe 12-2 loss UConn
handed it the day before and pounding
cross-town rival Ainherst College 10-1.

Freshman David Dart (1-1 1 picked up
his first \ictory of the year, baffling the

Lord Jeffs in five innings ofwork by allow-

ing only five hits while his teammates were
providing him with nine runs of support.

The 9-0 lead after four allowed head
coach Mike Stone a good deal of leeway in

deciding how long he would keep Dart in.

Dart whiffed five in five innings, but Stone
said he thought he was tired.

"I thought Da\id pitched fairly well."

said Stone. "I would like him to get a little

more velocity on the fastball, and to get

ahead of the hitters a little more, though,
but it was nice to bounce back."

"He didn't say I'd be the third starter if

I pitched well, hejust said to go out and do
well." said Dart. "I just came out to win."

"IVe been pitching a lot lately, and I

started on two days' rest. That might have
been whv I tired in the fifth."

The Minutemen (7-8) almost put the

game away in the first inning when they
scored four runs at Memorial Field off

Lord Jeffs starterAdam Slocum. With two
outs, shortstop Greg LaRocca. first

baseman Bill Knight and designated hit-

ter Keith Richards all drove in runs.

The second and third innings provided

much of the same, as left fielder Justin

Howard hit a two-run home run putting

UMass up 6-0. Knight's blast in the third

made it 7-0.

"I thought we'd be all right (after the
loss to UConnI," said Knight, who was 4-

for-5 with 3 runs and 2 RBIs. "We've been
putting too much pressure on ourselves
lately, because we're expecting a lot."

"We kind of put yesterday behind us,"

said freshman second baseman Mark
Pileski. "The coaches told us this game
was for the bragging rights ofthe town, so

it was a matter of pride for us."

Indeed, Amherst (8-2) was ranked No.

25 in Division III and is always a tough
opponent for the Minutemen, although
UMass has now won three of the last four

years.

The Minutemen host their first Atlantic

10 series ofthe year as the Rutgers Scarlet

Knights come to Lorden Field on Saturday
and Sunday. UMass is looking to improve
on it.s 2-3 A- 10 record.

Minutewomen shut
out by UConn 4-0, 2-0
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Conn.—After dominating

and out-pla3ring its last two opponents,

the University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team had the tables turned yes-

terday when it was swept by the Uni-

versity ofConnecticut in a doubleheader

by the scores of 4-0 and 2-0.

The Minutewomen, now 6-11 over-

all and 2-0 in the Atlantic- 10, could

manage only five hits in the two games
against the tough Husky pitching of

game one starter Pat Conlan andJarma
Venice, who pitched in the nightcap.

"I thought their pitchers did a good
job keeping usoffljalance," UMass head
coach Elaine Sortino said. "I think we
could have hit the ball a little bit better,

but I don't want to take anything away
from Janna or from Patty. They kept us
off stride."

The first game saw UMass sopho-

more Kelly Daut (3-6) hooked up in a
classic pitcher's duel with Conlan (11-

3). At one p>oint, Daut had retired 13
Huskies in a row. while Conlan was
equally impressive, setting down 10

consecutive Minutewomen.
Things went awry for Daut in the

sixth inning, however. After retiring

the leadoffbatter, Daut walked Venice.

Husky second baseman Shari
Blackman followed that up with a single

to left that sent Venice to second. Things
looked okay for Daut when Venice was
ruled out on a runner's interference

call for crashing into UMass shortstop

Amy Powell, who was attempting to

field a ground ball hit to her.

The situation soon took a turn for

the worse when UConn third baseman
Chris Woodman hit a slow roller in the
gap between third base and shortstop.

UMass third baseman Laurie
Dondarski made a nice play in diving to
her left to stab the ball, but she was
unable to make a play, loading the
bases with two outs.

After Daut walked in a run. UConn
outfielder Kim Staehle hit what ap-

peared to be a routine fly ball to right,

but Jenn Salisbury was unable to come
up with the basket catch. That cleared

the bases and set up the final score as
the Minutewomen were unable to

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 1
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Gorillas head to Yale, take on No. 16 Bulldogs

_, , , . ^^, ^ JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team heads to Yale to face the No. 16 Bulldogs in what promises to be a rough

game. Last year's contest in Amherst ended in a brawl at midfield.

ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

There's something about those New England collegiate

rivalries that always gets the competi" i\ e uices flowing.

The University of Massachusetts' and Yale University's
men's lacrosse squads are no exception.

Last year's battle, a close game in which UMass won
8-7, ended in a brawl in the middle of Garber Field. This
year, coach Ted Oarber thinks there will be a lot of

tension left over from last year when the two teams face

off in New Haven, Conn., tomorrow at 1 p.m.
Each team is going to be out there just waiting for the

other to push a little too far," said Garber. "But it's still

going to be a tough game — a lot tougher than the
Providence game ( 18-3 W)."

The Bulldogs (4-3 overall) boast three of the best
attackmen in the country in sophomore Tony Rousou,
senior Rocky Mould and junior Simon Duxbury. Rousou
is the team leader in assists with 16 and also has tallied

nine goals in the first seven games. Mould has 15 points
on the season, on 1 1 goals and four assists, and Duxbury
has nine goals. The defense has been anchored so far this

year by Rich Dressier, who boasts an impressive 0.66
save percentage.

UMass is led by Ail-American Mark Millon. who has
compiled a whopping 18 goals to go with eight assists.

Attackman Wes Depp has also had a good year with 15
goals and Greg Kline has seven assists.

Going into the game, Yale is ranked 16th in the
country, right behind UMass, which is ranked 15th. But

Turn to LACROSSE, page 1
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Men's gymnast Braud qualifies for Nationals
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

Jason Braud has kept his 1992-1993
season alive by qualifying for the National
Collegiate Men's Gymnastics Champion-
ships, which will be held at the University
of New Mexico's University Arena in Al-

buquerque, N.M., this weekend.
The University ofMassachusetts men's

gymnast scored a 9.625 in the floor exer-

cise at the NCAA Eastern Regional meet,
good enough for fourth place and a shot at

the national championship.
Braud, a junior, became the highest

qualifying UMass gymnast ever on the
floor exercise as he garnered the fourth
place finish. He finished behind Kerry
Houston of Minnesota, who won the event
with a 9.700, Chad Babcock of Western
Michigan (9.765), andJohn Roethlisberger
of Minnesota (9.650).

"It was a good routine, not one of my
greatest routines," said Braud. "I washappy
with it, though. 1 had no major breaks. The
only break I had was on the dismount.
Other than that. I felt pretty good. I felt like

it was enough to do it," he said.

Co-captain Steve Christensen competed
in the last gymnastics meet ofhis collegiate
career as he fell short of making the na-
tional meet in the pommel horse.
Christensen, who entered the Regional
meet second in the nation on the pommel,
scored a 9.350, well behind Roethlisberger
of Minnesota (9.725).

"Steve got off to a good start," said
UMass head coach Roy Johnson. "He was
swinging well on his first skill, and as he
was coming out of his first skill, I think he
was leaning forward too much. He piked
right up, and I think he separated his legs

a little bit too much."
"I thought it was a small deduction, but

unfortunately, thejudges must have taken
a bigger deduction than I did," he said.

While Johnson was disappointed by
Christensen's misfortune, he said he was
very pleased with Braud's performance.

"Jay's routine wasjust about perfect up
until his dismount. He had about two or
three tenths (taken off) his dismount. His
routine was obviously one of the best in

the country," Johnson said.

Braud is excited about the national

Turn to BRAUD, page 1
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Clouciy with a chance of

showers, highs in the upper 40s.

Local News:
All are invited to a reception honoring the UMass men's
basketball teann, sponsored in part by Friends of the

Library in hopes of raising much needed funds. Page 3.

Sporte:
UMass women's gymnastics heads into the

National Invitational Tournament with high

hopes and the will to win. Page 12.
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Jury in deliberation
of Rodney King case
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOSANGELES— It's a different court
in a different town, but the key question is

the same: Did the four officers who beat
Rodney King abide by police rules in
subduing him or did they beat him to do
harm'.''

Lawyers pulled out all the stops in a
two-month trial in which prosecutors
maintained that the white officers not
only used excessive force in the beating of
King, a Black motorist, but did so inten-
tionally.

Nearly a year aft«r a state jury in

suburban Simi Valley acquitted the offic-

ers on most of the charges, setting off an
explosion ofrioting in Los Angeles, the hot
potato that has left^ a city unnerved is in

the hands of a federal jury deciding
whether King's civil rights were violated.

Before the case went to the jury Sat-
urday afternoon, the panel was warned by
U.S. District Judge John G. Davies to

ignore "any external consequences ofyour
verdict."

Deliberations, which lasted about two
and a halfhours Saturday, didn't resume
until noon Sunday to allowjurors to attend
Easter services.

The defense introduced new techno-
logical evidence and offered colorful
courtroom demonstrations. Prosecutors
were no less dramatic in calling civihan
witnesses who gave emotional accounts of
the beating to remind jurors how horrible
the scene appeared on March 3. 1991.

If convicted, the officers face up to 10
years in prison and $250,000 in fines.

The opponents in this civil rights trial

essentially put on two cases: the emotional
case and the factual one.

On the emotional angle, the govern-

ment called King to the stand for the first

time to tell of his pain as officers beat and
shocked him with an electronic stun gun.
**! was just trying to stay alive," he said.

In final arguments. Justice Department
attorney Barry Kowalski acknowledged
that King has little to add factually.

The government called Rodney King
to testify not because he has a perfect
recollection of this incident," he said.

"... We called him to show you the one
thing that the defense doesn't want to
admit, that Rodney King is not some PCP-
crazed maniac."

In the factual arguments, prosecutors
showed the videotape ofKing's beatingand
had a Los Angeles Police Department use-
of-force expert analyze the officers' actions.

Sgt. Mark Conta, head of physical
training and self-defense at the city Police
Academy, said Powell should have stopped
beating King after his baton blows knocked
King to the ground.

"An officer should only use the force

that is reasonable and necessary to over-
come a suspect's resistance," Conta said.

"Officer Powell was completely outside of
the LAPD policy."

About 32 seconds into the videotaped
beating, Conta said all blows and kicks by
the defendants were unreasonable.

The defense's emotional case hinged on
courtroom demonstrationfl — two police-
men rolling around on the floor to show
how King could have grabbed an officer's

gun, an attorney swinging a baton and
Koon taking the stand to accept
responsibilty for his officers' actions.

Koon, a 14-year police veteran, cast
himself as the consummate cop, a cool,

forthright leader who knew better than
anyone else what should be done. He said
he was sure King was under the influence
ofPCPand had the strength of"The Hulk."

CTCAOV CTCArkX/
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STEADY, STEADY— Ben Barnhart of University photo services aims his camera at
the view across the campus pond, resisting the urge to snap the charming moment of
Crystal Perkins, age two. and her baby sitter, Sunny Miller of South Deerfield, feeding
the ducks.

^. ,
, r, COURTESY UMASS SPORTS INFORMATION

Men s gymnast Jason Braud qualified for the NCAA Nationals in New Mexico. Braud has
what UMass coach Roy Johnson says is "one of the best routines in the country."

WWII veteran
offers vision
of equality
By JENNIFER L. PRESS
Collegian Correspondent

American Liberator Paul Parks said at a lecture
Thursday night in the Campus Center that unless
we learn that all people are human and deserve to
be treated equally in society, we will revisit all of
the Holocausts of the past.

Parks, a former Massachusetts Secretary of
Education and currently president of his own engi-
neering firm in Boston, reflected on his experiences
as a member of an all-Black army unit in World
War II, which participated in the liberation ofNazi
death camps.

"Everybody in this nation truly has the same
rights as everyone else because we all exist," Parks
said. "No one has the right to make a decision about
my acceptability. I am acceptable to me."

Parks's emotional pleas for equality and an end
to racism come from a lifetime of living with
segregation and bigotry because ofthe color ofhis
skin.

Parks grew up in a completely African-American
environment where he learned of three groups of
people— "Blacks, Whites, and Jews". It was not
until he enrolled in Purdue University in Indiana
that he became aware of racial prejudice, because
he was one of the seven blacks on a campus of
12,000 students.

Calling his years at Purdue his "most awesome
experience". Parks said it was almost impossible
for an African-American engineering student to

Turn to PARKS, page 4

Chancellor search not reopened
Committee narrows choice down to two finalists
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Two candidates' names for the University of Massa-
chusetts chancellorship were forwarded Friday by the
fifteen-member Chancellor Search Committee to Uni-
versity President Michael K. Hooker, who will make the
final decision.

The finalists are Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, vice
chancellor and dean of graduate programs at the Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles, and David Scott,
distinguished professor in Learning, Science and Society
at Michigan State University. Both candidates met with
students, faculty and staff a few weeks ago during their
two day University visit.

Before reaching their decision, the Search Committee
deliberated whether to reopen the search, said Vice-
President for Academic Affairs Ron Story.

"The search committee decided that we would not
reopen the search," said committee member Abel Ponce
de Leon, who is an associate professor in the Department
of Veterinary and Animal Sciences. "Both have been
recommended. We are in the process of writing a report
and we will give it to President Hooker next week."

Committee member Jane Giacobbe, who is an assis-
tant Management professor, said they came up with
their two choices outofthe positive response from student,
faculty, staff and, non-campus and campus groups.

"We had staff, faculty and students calling their
Turn to CHANCELLOR SEARCH, page 4

Violence erupts in South Africa
By TINA SUSMAN
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa— Two Whites were
burned to death by a Black crowd and a third had part of
his tongue cut out despite appeals for calm Sunday, a day
after a popular African National Congress official was
assassinated.

The ANC said the slaying of the Black activist, Chris
Hani, would not derail negotiations with the government
on ending apartheid.

In a separate incident, police fired on a crowd in the
Black township of Soweto, killing one Black.

The ANC, the nation's largest Black group, also ac-
cused security officials of ignoring requests for special
protection for Hani, who witnesses said was gunned
down by a White.

Police reported they found a "hit list" containing
names ofANC and ruling National Party officials in the

home ofthe White man arrested in the assassination, but
refused to reveal the names on the list.

President F. W. de Klerk, with the backing of his
National Party, has been dismantling apartheid and
holding talks with Black groups on ending White minor-
ity rule.

De Klerk and ANC President Nelson Mandela ap-
pealed for calm in televised addresses, but at least two
attacks occurred Sunday.

The ANC accused police of firing on a small memorial
service for Hani in Soweto, near Johannesburg, killing
one person. Police Maj. Henriette Bester denied it was a
memorial service and said officers fired on the crowd
after people began throwing stones and shooting at them

.

The three White men had driven into Lwandli Black
township outside Cape Town to buy beer when their two
vehicles were stoned and set afire by a crowd, police said.
Police said two were killed and one injured. A fourth man

Turn to HANI, page 2
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Monday, April 12
Film — Malcolm X will be shown today through

Wednesday. April 14 at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 and are available at Tix
Unlimited and at the door. The showing's sponsors are
the Black Student Union Pan-hellenic Council and UMass
Pan-hellenic Council.

Tuesday, April 13
Meeting — The Amherst Community Circle for the

Healing of Racism meets on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Bangs Community Center in Amherst. Mr. Frederick
Swann, M.A., proprietor of an Afro-American bookstore
in Springfield will speak on "Institutionalized Racism."
All are welcome.

Meeting— The Italian-American Students Union will
be meeting on Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the Italian lounge
located on the third floor of Herter Hall. Organizational
committees will be forming for the Italian-American
Writers' Semirmr and the first newsletter. All members

must attend and any new members are welcome. For more
information, contact Marc J. Randazza at 585-0823.

Thursday, April 15
Presentation —A slide presentation on Alaska will be

held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room
811B. Summer tours to Alaska will be discussed.

Lecture — Professor A. Hoffman will give a lecture
titled "Soap Films and Bubbles in the Computer: The
Hunt for Minimal Surfaces" on Thurday at 4 p.m. in
Memorial Hall.

Conference — Conversations in the Community: The
Second Annual UMass Graduate English Conference
will be held 9:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. on April 15 and 16 on
the ninth floor of the Campus Center. Current literary
research will be presented in moderated panels of three,
and poets and fiction writers will read from new works in
twenty minute sessions. Robert King, a professional
storyteller from Northampton, will perform on Thursday
at 9:30 a.m. to open the conference.

Vanna changing her old image

Address all correspondence to:

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

BOSTON (AP)— Vanna White, star oftelevision's top-
rated syndicated show, says she's no bimbo.

White, in town to tape several "WTieel of Fortune-
shows, acknowledged that some people perceive her as an
empty-headed letter-turner. But, she added, that per-
ception doesn't bother her and it's not true.

"No, that doesn't make me angry. I feel everyone is
entitled to their opinion. If that's what they think, it's

OK," she told the Boston Sunday Herald.
"If I was sitting there watching TV and saw this

woman turning letters for 10 years, I would probably
think the same thing."

White has started her own enterprise, "Vanna White
Inc.," to sell her nationally recognized image, and has
other business interests.

Hani

"I think I've branched out from 'Wheel of Fortune,'
gotten a better business sense," White said. "I'm not
patting myself on the back. I've worked very hard for a
very, very long time."

A naUve ofNorth Myrtle Beach, S.C, White beat out
200 other hopefuls to win the "Wheel" letter-turningjob
in 1982.

Two years ago, she married restaurant chain owner
George Santo Pietro, and her much heralded pregnancy
ended in miscarriage in September.

^••It's was God's will; that's the way I'm going to look at
it," she said. She hopes to have another child within the
next two years, and said fans won't have to discover it in
the tabloids. "If I get pregnant again, definitely we're
going to show it on TV." White said.

contmued from page 1

escaped.

Police did not know whether the attack
was in response to Hani's assassination
Saturday. But mob attacks on Whites are
rare.

At a news conference Sunday, theANC
said Hani's death should inspire political
parties to work more fervently for a peace-
ful end to apartheid.

Negotiations between Black and White
groups resumed this month after having
collapsed in May amid political violence.

"Any suggestion ofcallingoff the nego-

tiations process is to play into the hands of
the murderers. This is their purpose, and
we must defeat that purpose." said Joe
Slovo, a top ANC official.

Police arrested Januzu Jakub Wallus,
40, hours after Hani's killing and on Sun-
day said a pistol found in Wallus' car was
the murder weapon. Police said the pistol
had been stolen from an air force weapons
depot in Pretoria in 1990.

The same weapons depot was broken
into that year by a White extremist, but it

was not immediately clear if the pistol
was stolen then.

A 4-YEAR DEGREE PROGRAM FOR CARFFRq
IN THE BUILDING MATERlSls INDUSW^^

youcmiirroiiDiiKiiiKJiEffi

... SO we're converting our 3
bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreoth
Manor to gas heat and gas hot
water for the next heating season

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7 Days
8am-9pi-n

C>i-oj>-CDff or
Self S^j-vice

Washing Machine
Starting at $1

Aftfnc!.<nt a\ ailablo all day

•Are you interested in Marketing and Sales'^
•Are you interested in Construclion & Design'?
•Are you interested in Business Managemenf?
• Do you wont to get a job when you graduate'?

You might like to know. ...

•Our program is small and lighlknif
• Wo have excellent job placement
• mere is no language requirement

I'V o course ttiis tail:

'v^RIL^IJ ?.^\
Inl'o^uction to Wood Science

•WDTECH 21 I Energy Efficient Housing
•WUIECf^ 313- Principles of Light-frame Stiucfuie Technology

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL PAUL FISETTE AT 545-1771
IN HOLDSWORTH HALL ROOM 126

326 College St. (Rt. 9) .,

I^mherst » 253-5072^

Uiicoltt ITeoi istaf•
2S Nortk PiMsaiit Street

253*7879
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OPEN SUN - THURS.

6AM - 3AM FRI & SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS.

NEXT TO

SUPER STOP & SHOP

RTE.9

HADLEY/AMHERST

256-6889

Buy any one item
from our menu, & \

receive the second ori
free! Minimum .

purchase of $3.55
required. Higher price
prevails, daily specials
excluded, no other '

discounts or promos '

apply- Excludes I

Scallop R, Rtppk
I

Dinners . |

exp. 5/30/93

'

Rourxi trips trcm BOSTON
LONDON $398
PARIS $478
BANGKOK $889
Rand trips from NEWVORK
SAN JOSE CR. $450
CANCUN $3t0

iax€s and surcharges not included
Fares subject to change.

79 So. Pleasant St. Amherst
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A WINDOW VIEW— Freshman Kathy Palm, an uncJeclared major, is captured in this moment of contemplation, as she
stares out of the window of the southwest munchie bar.

Grant awarded to UM students
Project tackles issue of breast cancer through art
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

One in eight women born in the United States will

develop breast cancer in her lifetime, up from one in 20 in
1961 according to Joyce Sacco.

Because of statistics like this, students at the Univer-
sity ofMassachusetts have been awarded a grant to place
issues regarding breast cancer in an artful context.

Sacco, a coordinator for the project said a temporary
installation will be set up and a performance is scheduled
for Tuesday, May 4th.

On the south terrace ofthe Fine Arts Center, students
will present a combination of widely diverse text, clay,
movement and sound to provoke reflection on these
issues, according to information released about the project.

Sunny Miller, also a coordinator ofthe project, became
involved in dealing with the issue of breast cancer when
she noticed the increase of women with the disease.

The installation and performance will give more
information than just setting up a table in the campus
center," Miller said.

The main component of the installation will be two
Turn to GRANT, pxage 4

Library fund
to be supported
by reception
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian SUff

The Friends of the Library and the faculty senate
committee plan to hold a reception for UMass men's
basketball coach John CaUpari and his Atlantic 10
championship team.

Calipari has made a substantially donation to the
library fund and has expressed interest in bettering
conditions at the library.

"We have a basketball team in the A.P. top 20. let's put
our library in the top 20 of the [Association of Research
Libraries I. " Calipari said.

Daniel Martin, chair of the faculty senate library
committee, said UMass is one of the only public institu-
tions in the state with a research library.

The reception will be on April 22 in Memorial Hall
from 4-6 p.m. All faculty, stafTand students are welcome.

Martin said there will be free food, sofl drinks and a
cash bar. Students from the HRTA department will be on
hand to assist with the catering.

Martin also said there will be a cardboard box with a
basketball hoop on top for people to "dunk" their dona-
tions.

The committee is also having a color poster printed up
that will be sold for five dollars. Coach Calipari will be
available to sign posters. A few team members will also
be present.

Five students from the music department will be
playing jazz in a special "rhythm section."

Martin said the event is being held to "drum up"
support for the library fund. Donations will be used to
purchase books for the library.

According to Martin, other areas to be looked at
include library security, study areas and updating the
supply of reference materials.

Martin said the committee also plans to have a "book
display." Faculty are encouraged to lend their published
works to be displayed on the steps of the State House.

The centerpiece will be the Geographical Atlas of
Massachusetts which was the collaborative work of
several UMass professors and was given to all of the
state's legislators.

Zen and the art of repairing Amherst's potholes
By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian SUff

Editor's note: This is the first in a series of
articles on Signs ofSpring here at UMass

With the melting ofwinter's last snow,
drivers can breathe a final sigh of relief

and expect relatively safe road conditions,

right?

Not exactly.

Signs ofSpring

The recent change ofseason also marks
the beginning ofprobably the worst times
of year for commuters—springtime pot-

hole repair. Where the roadways were icy

and snow-covered for the last several

months during what has been called the
worst winter in memory, they are now
littered with hundreds of potholes, rang-

ing in size from small to downright cav-

ernous.

"The roads have taken a real beating

over the winter because of all the plowing

and sanding from the snow," said Marc
Fournier, Solid Waste Manager at the

University of Massachusetts Physical

Plant.

Physical plant road crews have been
busy street-sweeping and coal-patching

potholes to compensate for the deterio-

rated road conditions. Coal-patching
serves as a temporary fix to fill in and
cover a pothole until it can be perma-
nently hot-patched.

"Coal-patching is very temporary; it

gets washed away with rain and gets loos-

ened up by cars driving over it," Fournier

said.

The procedure is simple: coal is poured
into the hole, and then packed down to

level the road surface until a hot-patch

can be done.

Physical Plant crew member Tony

Kozcur said, "It usually takes about a

minute or so to fill in a coal -patch. It

depends on the size."

On a warm Friday afternoon, a crew
worked on patching some potholes on a
road parallel to University Drive.

Wet coal overflowed in several holes
afler being dumped by a backhoe. The
mounds of glistening black coal were
plowed over again by the backhoe to level

them out to the road's surface. The work-
ers then shoveled the patches once more to

assure their uniformity.

"Ifthe traffic is speeding like it usually
is, they (coal-patches) don't last long at
all." said James Hendricks, another crew
member.
A few minutes after the patches are

done, the sound of loose coal granules
striking the inside of wheel wells was
heard as cars and trucks sped over the

patches.

Crew foreman Donald Stefanik esti-

mated that crews have been filling about
150 potholes a day since repairs began.

"We usually just concentrate it in one
area at a time," he said.

On heavy days, crews can use between
10 and 12 tons of coal just for patching.

The worst areas to be repaired so far are,

according to Kozcur, Eastman Lane and
around the Engineering Complex.

"They should just repave the road,

overlay it, and not have

to pay so much money everyyear," he said.

Commenting on the current state of

campus roadways, Fournier said, "Every-

where there are roads around here, they're

in bad condition."

After today, crews will begin hot-

patching all the potholes with concrete

from the Warner Bros. Concrete Plant in

Sunderland. The plant opens this morn-

ing, providing asphalt for the more per-

manent hot-patch method.

"We will dig out the holes out (of the

coal), and fill them with hot-patch," said

Fournier.

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
One of the many potholes Amherst Road Crews have fixed this Spring.

Best-selling author lectures
about 'quality management'
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

Philip Crosby spoke about quality
management last Thursday at a lecture
hosted by the School of Management.
Crosby is the author of seven best-sellers
on the subject of quality.

Quahty, according to Crosby, is not
"goodness" because it must be a measur-
able quantity of a company's revenue.

Crosby defined quality as "conformist
requirements" that a company must meet
in order to satisfy its customers in both the
service and manufacturing businesses.

"Better requirements lead to improve-
ments," he said.

The price of non-conformism is high.
Crosby said the losses a manufacturing
company endures because ofdefects in its

Oroduct is ahnnt 9.'S'5^ nfita rovoTinoc

"Quality is where the profit can come
from," he explained.

Crosby said he developed the concept
he calls "zero defects." He said it is nec-
essary to "do it right the first time" in
providing a good or service.

In the 21th Century, Crosby said he
forecasts a world economy. Quality will be
an important factor for companies to
compete in the new economy.

"The system of quality is prevention,"
he said. Companies need to find out where
the problem is and fix it. However, it is

also necessary to make the problems not
happen again. "Fix it forever," Crosby
said.

"Allowable defect rates destroy the in-
tegrity of a company," he said.

It is necessary for management to form
a standard of production which clearly
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author
continued from page 3

defines its expectations from the workers.
Each managing team should maintain a
philosophy about quality and business,
according to Crosby.

"Developyouown personal philosophy,"
he said to managers, "but make sure it

makes sense."

Education, Crosby said, is also impor-
tant in quality management. Workers
should know the goals ofthe company and
perform up to the standard.

The three main concerns management
should have are: making the employees.
the suppliers and the customers success-
ful, according to Crosby.

chancellor search

The purpose of a company is to make
lives," he said. People work for money but
Crosby believes the main goal of workers
is "appreciation."

Management should train good, dedi-
cated people and hold on to them. Crosby
said it takes about a year to train an
employee fully so companies need to have
*Veteran" workers and slow the turnover
rate of hiring new jjeople.

In his discussion ofmaking a company
successful , Crosby addressed the workers.
There needs to be communication between
the management and the workers.

"Treat your people right," Crosby told

managers.

continued from page 1

counterparts
I from the candidates' school |

and reporting it back," Giacobbe said. "We
continue to gatherextraordinary amounts
of information, because we have not put
together written recommendations."

Furthermore. Committee member
Esther Terry, who is an Associate Profes-

sor and Chair at the W.E.B. DuBois De-
partment of Afro-American Studies De-
partment, added "what obviously set 1 the
candidates! apart was campus response."

But Speaker of the Student Senate
Matt Pavesi said he did not think any of
the candidates were qualified. Mentioning
that Mitchell-Keman and Scott come from
strongly state supported public schools.

Pavesi said they would not know how to
fight for higher education in the Massa-
chusetts legislature.

"We do need a chancellor who is going
to get in there and lobby," Pavesi said. "It

is ridiculous that my tuition has gone up
four hundred dollars."

Last week the Student Senate voted
unanimously to ask the Search Commit-
tee to reopen their search. Pavesi said the
action they voted on included the
candidate'scharacter.understandingand
reception of students, and vision for the
University.

"I don't have confidence in any ofthem.
We should not settle for second best,"

Pavesi said. "This person could be inofTice

for the next 16 years."

Yet Student Government President
David Nuftez said that although he feels

Mitchell-Keman is the right person for

the chancellorship, he would not mind
seeing the search opened.

Nufiez said Mitchell's enthusiasm, in

addition to being from a strong school
system, attracted him to this candidate.

"It seemed like she had the willingness
and desire to make the changes at UMass,"
Nuiiez said. "I thought that ifshe becomes
chancellor, it wouldn't be a bad thing."

grant
continued from page 3

large circles representing breast
forms, and an imagery of mother
earth at the center. Miller said.

The performances will include
students from a peer health class,

and will deal mostly with the emo-
tional aspects of having breast can-
cer. Miller said.

Participatingstudents will be able
to seek advice from survivorsofbreast

cancer throughout the preparation.

They will also research connections
between breast cancer and environ-
mental toxins, pesticides, x-rays, diet,

the pill and hereditary factors.

"We need to make this informa-
tion available to college women who
may know someone with the disease,
or may one day have it themselves,"
said Sacco. "and men also need to be
aware of the issue."

According to Sacco. there will be
5.500 new cases ofbreast cancer and
1,400 deaths reported this year in

Massachusetts.
Miller said it is time to start

looking at why the incidents of the
disease are on the rise, and making
college students aware of the issue
is a step in the right direction.
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Campus
Center
Hotel

Summer Help Wanted
The Campus Center Hotel is currently accepting

applications for Summer help. Applicants should be
available to work from Mid-May through Labor Day
Weekend. Employment at the Hotel provides work

experience in the Hotel Industry as well as an
opportunity to earn cash.

Positions Available
Include:

Hotel Front Desk Clerks
Hotel Night Auditors
Laundry Attendants
Area Supervisors
Housekeepers

Sa/,

''''ie%Sl'^9e:

! Applications ^ ^

land Information

available at the Campus
'Center Hotel Desk, 3rd Floor, Campus Center.
Please apply in person by April 23rd.

DEB CELCRIER / COLLEGIAN
SURFIN' AMHERST STYLE— Crew Coach Greg Siemankowski demonstrates his

outstanding ice surfing abilities on the Connecticut River.

Parks
cor>tlnued fronn page 1

succeed. He was frequently reprimanded
by the Dean for his attempts to desegre-

gate Purdue's dormitories and dining halls.

In 1942, Parks was drafted by the
Army to fight in World War II, partly
because ofhis beliefs that everyone should
have equal rights. Purdue urged him to

enlist because they felt he needed to learn
discipline.

After many altercations with white
soldiers and officers. Parks was sent to

Europe as part ofan all-Black unit. All of
his officers were white.

"We were called the bad seed." he said.

"We were all unhappy about our roles as
soldiers of war."

Parks's unit was sent to Germany
where he saw something that truly hor-
rified him.

"We saw long barracks and emaciated
bodies dressed in prisoner's clothes. We
didn't know what we were looking at,'

Parks said of his first experience at a Nazi
concentration camp. "We asked why they
were being killed and they answered 'be-

cause we're Jews'. It made no sense."
Parks said it did make sense as he

remembered how his ancestors had lived

and died in slavery. Calling Hitler a "stu-

dent ofAmerican slavery", he said the two
Holocausts were "very very similar".

Parks said he believes his unit learned
a valuable lesson that day.

"There is no way to reach a level of
intelligence when dealing with bigotry
towards another human. You can't
graduate from an institute of higher
learning and be smart if you can look at

someone and say you are less than me," he
said, adding"Accidental birth doesn'tmake
you any better."

Parks said it was this lesson and the
segregation that he endured while at

Purdue that led him to finish school and
work for equal rights and privileges in the
educational system.

"I don't expect an ideal world. I expect
a world where well-educated people won't
walk around like idiots harboring bigotry."
he said.

The lecture was sponsored by the Black
Mass Communication Project and Hillel's

Black/Jewish Relations Committee with
funding by the Chancellor's Commission
for Civility and Human Relations.
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Irish question: no answer
In 1921, the island of Ireland was di-

vided between an Irish Free State in the
south ( almost entirely Catholic ) and a six-

county enclave with a Protestant majority
in the North that remained, and remains,
governed from London. Since 1969 the
Irish Republican Army has pursued a
terrorist war to end British rule in
Northern Ireland, and loyalist paramili-
Ury groups have killed to intimidate
Northern Catholics and destroy the na-
tionalist movement.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG

'Racial prejudism' must be analyzed
People have a difficult time differenti-

ating between racial prejudism and racism.
They naively equate the two terms and
thus equate the status between Whites
and non-Whites in this country.

Racial prejudism is the unfavorable or
stereotypical opinions or feelings about
people ofone racial group held by another.
This is exercised through acts ofdiscrimi-
nation, treating someone differently sim-
ply because that person belongs to a cer-
tain group. Most acts of prejudism are
highly visible, like derogatory labeling.

However, racism is a political term
which defines a power relationship be-
tween groups and aids in identifying which
group possesses the ability to exercise
their prejudices to successfully gain ad-
vantages over other groups. Here in the
United States, it is Whites who yield f>ower
over non-Whites through financial and
political means. Thus, racism is specifically

defined as the systematic oppression of
people of color by Whites.

Racism is more dangerous than racial

prejudism because it is camoufiaged and
thus difficult to pinpoint. Unlike the old

Man. today's White prejudism has been
successfully institutionalized through the
media, education, capital punishment, real

estate, etc. Whites control more than a
considerable part of all these institutions

which they tend to abuse and manipulate
in their favor. In this manner, Whites
reap the benefits of the system at the
expense of non-Whites.

White prejudism exercised through
these types of channels is much more

devasUting to people's lives than some-
one practicing reverse discrimination.
Even in cases of reverse discrimination.
Black prejudism cannot be equated with
White prejudism. Whites denigrate Blacks
because of their appearance, while Black
hostility is rooted in their historical op-
pression by Whites. Nonetheless, racial

prejudism still appears a two-way street
by many.

Contrastly, there is clearly no equality
in enmity when concerning the issue of
racism. To use racial prejudism and rac-
ism interchangeably is denying a large
portion of reality. Such usage repudiates
the fact that Whites, due to past and
present racist policies, are considerably
better offeconomically than people ofcolor.
Also ofimportance is to realize that people
of color are not concerned with overt
prejudism as much as covert racism. It is

the latter which creates the large income
inequality between Whites and non-
Whites and thus unequal standard of liv-

ing. Being called a "spic" or a "nigger" has
never affected me as much as watching
my people live in poverty.

Thus if we are ever to progress. White
people in this country must begin to accept
the existence ofa racist system which their
forefathers designed and which many of
them today, knowingly or not, help to sus-
tain. It is only through this realization that
steps can be made to transform the system
and state apparatus into something it

proclaims to already be, a land of equality.

Kaisar Khatak
Amherst

Last month, 3-year-old Jonathan Ball
and Tim Parry, 12, were killed by an IRA
bomb planted on a shopping street of the
English town of Warrington. The killings
prompted a spontaneous demonstration
for peace in Dublin led by Susan McHugh,
an Irish mother with no previous involve-
ment in public politics. "Loyalist"gunmen
in Northern Ireland made their own re-

sponse to the killings by murdering six

Catholics over the course ofthe next seven
days.

In Northern Ireland (as in Bosnia and
Israel ), the question is: are we prisoners of
history, or can a cycle of violence be bro-
ken?

"The IRA did not kill Jonathan Ball in
my name or in your name. I want to tell

the world tonight they did not kill him in

the name ofIreland. There's nothingwrong
with being emotional about a little boy's
death. 1 feel horror, revulsion and sadness.
But that's not enough. Tonight I feel an-
ger.

"I feel angry and frustrated because
the political will is not there to end the
violence. . . Maybe it's time it was looked
at from a different angle. Maybe it's time
we asked for UN troops and independent
arbitrators from Europe or the outside
world." — Susan McHugh, speaking at
the rally she organized.

"I can remember 20 years ago a doctor
whose daughter was killed in a bombing

making a statement saying he hoped some
good would come of his daughter's death.
The horrible reality is that these deaths
are wasted, a complete waste of human
life."— a lawyer in Northern Ireland.

"The only soldiers who can act in my
name are the peacekeepers we send to the
Lebanon. Anyone else is a murderer as far
as I'm concerned." — woman signing the
"book ofcondolence" in Dublin.

"The outrage at the children being killed
only reminds us here ofthe number ofour
children that have been killed, with no
outrage in England for them. We have a
surfeit of killing— you either topple over
with emotion or you block it out. . .

"What's happening in Dublin is the
distancing of southern Ireland from
Northern Ireland. . . They almost view all
of us in Northern Ireland now as savages,
uncivilized. They don't react to deaths
here now. They feel that England doesn't
deserve it — but in a sense they feel that
we deserve it." — Catholic community
worker in Northern Ireland.

"The first thing I thought of doing was
moving out ofhere, but after seeing all the
people and support you've got here, it's

just incredible really, there's that many
good people here in Northern Ireland."—
Joe Dairymple, whose father was killed by
Protestant loyalist gunmen.

"Too long a sacrifice can make a stone
of the heart." — W.B. Yeates in "Easter
1916."

"War is war and these things are going
to happen in war."

—

caller to Irish phone-
in radio show, regarding the Warrington
bombing.

"The sympathy for the Warrington
parents is very good and warming and I

share it. But this could have an adverse
effect. The politics of this last atrocity is a
very bad basis for a peace movement. Next
week there could be Catholic children
burnt in their beds in Belfast. . . Will there
be flowers for them?"

—

FatherDenis Faul,
Northern Irish priest.

Jesse Armstrong, an exchange student
from England, is a Collegian columnist.

Song of violence just isn't funny
Brian Babineau's Hsting of songs that

might ease the angst of failed romance
{Collegian, April 8| was amusing except
for one glaring inclusion: Guns n' Roses'
"Used to Love Her (but I had to kill her)."

Axl Rose's spew is trendy and hateful, but
there's yet another reason to condemn it

— it enhances a misogynist, violent male
subculture.

Why is this song considered humor-
ous? According to FBI statistics, 30 percent
of female homicides are allegedly com-
mitted by their male partners; four
American women are killed every day and
their murders are attributed to their
boyfriends or husbands. In Massachusetts,

every eight days a woman has been mur-
dered, allegedly by her male partner.
UMass student Tara Hartnett was killed
last month, allegedly by her estranged
boyfriend, James Cyr.

Men (and women) who singalong with
Axl should get together and visit a local
courthouse or a battered women's shelter.
If we lived in a society where homicidal
boyfriends and husbands were unknown,
and restraining orders were needless,
Axl Rose wouldn't be such a repugnant
figure.

Meaghan Connors
Northampton

This letter was signed by 8 people.

Tenants trying to get rid of bugs evict themselves instead
Probably for the first time in my life, I'm not

orgasmically delirious that April has arrived. April is

the month that brings both spring and rain in on its

coattails, and usually I adore them both — spring for

obvious reasons, and rain because it melts away the
piles of ugly white stuff spewed from the sky during the
winter months. But this year, these little gems ofnature
are causing me more problems than I ever dreamed they
were capable of.

Before I delve into the horrific details ofmy plight, let

me provide some background information. My roommate
and I live in a cottage built in the spacious backyard of

a house rented out by its owner. We were attracted to

this bungalow-style apartment a year ago primarily for

its surprisingly low rent, but since then we have learned

things about it that greatly erase that element of sur-

prise.

For example, this winter we discovered that despite

the high bills we paid for the electric heat, this structure

is not capable of retaining heat. In addition, our storm

door was literally peeled off its frame like a banana by

high winds shortly before Christmas. Not to mention the

fact that nothing in the place works, or that the water

heater is only capable of supplying enough hot water ''or

three-fourths of a shower per two-hour time frame. But

we became accustomed to these quaint inconveniences

after a while, so we stayed.

Then came the heavy rains that melted all the snow.
Normally, I think this ritual spring phenomenon is glo-
rious. The problem is that when the accumulation of all

that rain plus hoards of liquified snow banks have no
place to drain, baby flash floods and tiny oceans are given
birth to. Usually, this would be no big deal. The yard
would be aquatic for a while and then the sun would dry
it up.

Amy

SCOTT
This year 1 have the dumb luck ofliving in a structure

that was not built to withstand human habitation stan-
dards. Now our apartment is flooded to such a degree that
the floor is beginning to smell like a decomposing junk
yard in June, and every insect known by science is being
washed in by this flood. I burn incense every waking
moment I spend at home, wear an old pair of shoes at all

times, and kill free time by flicking water beetles off the
bed. Going home has become a truly nauseating experi-
ence lately.

Do any of you know what it's like to feel repulsed by
your own home? Ifyou don't, let me describe the feeling:
it's like staying in a cheesy motel room where the bath-
room has chippable layers of mildew on the walls, the
dust balls are like tumbleweed, and the sheets are rancid

with the lingering odor of"fertile" bodily fluids and Ultra
Tide. And even though we don't quite have problems of
this nature, being clean people and all, we could swear we
were sta3ang in a motel.

We called the health inspector and housing bureau,
and they claim not only that our humble abode is unfit to
live in, but that it is illegal to live in such a place. This
made us reasonably happy, because our landlord must,
by law, pay for us to move and finance our first month's
rent in the new place. We wanted to move soon, anyway.

Then the housing bureau told us they were coming by
within three days to condemn the apartment, to prevent
the landlord from ever renting it out again. But wait,
there's a big problem here: How are we going to find a
place to live and move in that quickly? The answer is
simple: we can't. We thought that by solving this problem
by manipulating the legal bylaws, we'd be using the
system to make life a bit easier (and cheaper). Instead, we
went and evicted ourselves and proved what ravi ng idiots
we really are.

Now that I am nearly homeless and up to my eyeballs
in problems, I have but one question to ask: why is it that
other people can walk around in a neck brace and whine
about a phantom case of whiplash, and get thousands of
dollars in compensation through sleazy litigation, but all
I get are bugs?
Amy Scott is a UMass student.
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A quarter ofa dollar A quarter ofa century

Just a reminder that the COLLEGIAN
has been publishing dailyfor 25 years.

ThcM Daily

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
Tljc Largest College Daily Newspaper in New England • Founded in 1890
113 Campus Center • University ofMassachusetts • Amherst, MA 01003

phone: (413) 545-3500 •fax: (413) 545-1592

"Many health problems have
psychological or behavioral causes."

My approach to medicine includes biofeedback,
clinical hypnosis, behavioral counseling and nutritional

guidance Please call for more information

David Alpem, M.D.
PRIMARY CARE INTERNAL MEDICINE

& BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE

16 Center Street, Suite 323

Northampton, MA 01 060

(413) 582-1847

Q
Panhellenic Council, UMass Pan-Hellenic Council,

and the UMass Black Student Union

presents

DRNZEI. mSHINOTON

UMass Campus Center Auditorium

April 12, 13, and 14 at 7 pm.

Tickets $3.00. Available at TIX (5-0412)

Faculty panel discussion to precedefilm.

Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot
water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

YDU COULD L£ARN A Urr FROM A DUMM\:
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETYBEU

1^ nwremloiTmon. call the ArtagiChikl Safety Hotline 800-424-9393
US Deoartmaoi
& T'tnftporisbon
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Sonic brilliance detonates on CD racks
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

Does being a critic mean I have to hate
something every now and then? Does it

mean that I can't listen to a bunch ofnew
releases and find something redeeming in
every single one ofthem? Can I not renew
five albums and not like every single one
of them? Well call me swell, because it

happened.

& other delights
Whipped Cream
Dali Records

Whipped Cream may be one ofSweden's
best exports since the Swedish supergroup
Abba. The quartet has a pretty ample
fascination with the later, druggy Beatles.
It takes a certain amount of chutzpah to
cover "Come Together," but the conclud-
ing track of& other delights. Whipped
Cream's debut release, is pulled off
adroitly.

The other 10 tracks comprise a sonic
trip of smooth production highlighted by
"Let Us Try It Out," an extravaganza of
mystical imagery. Only towards the end
does the Whipped Cream formula wear a
little thin as the crazy kids can't seem to

lay off the effects pedals. Call up a few of
your best Blue Meanie pals, drop a tab and
get out the Whipped Cream. B

Puddin' EP
Bestkissersintheworld
MCA

These guys so underwhelmed me when
I saw them open for Social Distortion last

year that I used their set to beat the
bathroom rush. Puddin ' however is such
a blazing five-pack that had I been wear-
ing socks first time I listened to it. they not

Swedish dreamers Whipped Cream.
COURTESY LOUtS£ STORM

only would have smelled bad, they would
have been knocked off.

BKITW employ a pretty simple for-

mula of chord and tempo changes for an
aural fiesta. If I could tell you what "Pickin*

Flowers For" does formy adrenaline, you'd
be pretty psyched for me.

Thanks to "Melanie," we have one of
the year's best lyrics. "Melanie. if I had a
dime for every time I said something stu-

pid. I'd have sixty-three dollars to spend
how I please." You can stop doing the
math, it's 630 stupid things said. Your
welcome. A-

Glazed
Mystery Machine
Nettwerk

I searched for a reason behind my in-

fatuation with this stupendous debut.
Afler all, I played the tape in my car for

two weeks straight, delaying my review
because it never left my tapedeck. The
answer is Chilliwack, a city in British
Columbia which, with all due respect, has
the added appeal ofsoundi nglike a cartoon
character or something obscene.

Apparently there isn't much to do in

Chilliwack other than get
high, get drunk, have sex and write really
cool songs about it. Glazed is a flowing
soundwave ofan aesthetic pleasure which
grunge has a tendency to trample. So rare
is it these days that a new band can
achieve such identity that it fits into the
alternative niche so snugly while not
emulating its predecessors, only calling
upon them.

There is a healthy portion of Sonic
Youth seen in the band's warblingguitars.
Yet the Mystery Machine guitar sound is

a truly unique twin guitar attack for a
sound which they can truly call their own— sorta dreamy, sorta grungy, quite a
mystery. "Everyone's Alright" is an as-
tronomical triumph beginning in a faint
Al Jourgenson growl before transforming
into a distorted undulation of a chorus.

Luke Rogalsky's vocal restraint is a
charm that never loses control. Something
in that brisk Chilliwack air has bred one of
the year's best new bands.

On the Cross ofCommerce
Low Pop Suicide
Capitol Records

Low Pop Suicide's Rick Boston coughs
out lyrics as if he were on the verge of
death. "Oh the poor lad!" as my English
mum would say. His effusion is a highly
credible form of vehemence quite remi-
niscent of the Cult's Ian Anderson. Low
Pop seeks to claim a spot in the rage field

just without all the toys and fancy effects
— straight bass, guitarand drums. Tracks
like "Ride" wreak ofReznor-esque torment.

Meanwhile, Low Pop exhibits an eclectic

voice on "Gimme, gimme," employing a
strong and funky bassline while mocking
greed. Others utilize power chords with a
heavy backbeat to complement's Boston's

Turn to REVIEWS, page 8

A classic Coppelia
provides audience
a welcome escape
By KRISTEN ROUNTREE
Collegian Correspondent

New Zealand Ballet
Fine Arts Center
April 8, 1993

With the pressure and stress that so often
accompanies the last month of the academic se-

mester, a journey into the world of enchantment
and fantasy may be just what some of us need to

take our minds off of things. Few forms of enter-
tainment can satisfy this need like that of the
Romantic Ballet. The Royal New Zealand Bal-
letCompany's presentation ofthe classic Coppelia
last Thursday night at the Fine Arts Center did an
exceptional job of achieving this.

Set in nineteenth century Poland, Coppelia
tells the tale ofDr. Coppelius, a strange newcomer
in town who devotes his life to creating life-life

dolls. His favorite of these, Coppelia, is displayed
on the balcony of his house, although passerbys
mistake her for a real human.

One ofthese is a youngwoman named Swanilda

,

who is betrothed to a young man named Franz.
Franz is mystified by the presence of this "woman"
who rests on the balcony. Dr. Coppelius magically
activates the doll's body parts to trick Franz into

thinking that "she" is responding to his flirtation.

Swanilda, although jealous, nonetheless invites

Coppelia tojoin her and the other women, but soon
comes to the realization that Coppelia is merely a
doll.

That is, until Dr. Coppelius drugs Franz's drink,

forcing him into a coma. He then transfers the

young man's life force into the doll. Franz eventu-

ally awakens and reconciles with Swanilda, who
pretends to "come to life" afler having exchanged
places with Coppelia. The ballet concludes in a

celebration finale of the young couple's reconcilia-

tion.

The dancing, needless to say, was superb, com-
bining good humor with traditional ballet form.

The dancers' movements were playful and ener-

getic yet they were also extremely light on their

feet, making the ballet look effortless to perform.

In a particular scene in Act One. the dancers—
Turn to COPPELIA, page 8

New Album offers 'history lesson'
By J. AUSTIN RUTLEDGE
Collegian Correspondent

Everything Falls Apart and More
Hiisker Dii

Rhino

Ifyou're talking about punk rock and the quintessential
bands who helped to shape and chisel it. Hiisker Du, the
power trio from Minneapolis, absolutely must be men-
tioned. Hiisker Dii, whose name is pronounced "Who-
sker ( rhymes with 'blur') -Doo", took their namesake from
the German language and its expression 'Do you re-
member?' And with their records and their live perfor-
mances, Husker Du have left behind a legacy hard to
forget.

The band existed from 1979, at the dawning age ofthe
American punk rock scene, until 1987, when their
drummer, Grant Hart, became so strung out on heroin
that he couldn't be on time to a show if it was to save his
life.

Alas, the band crumbled beneath rumors of Hart's
drug addiction and lead singer and guitar player. Bob
Mould's growing enthusiasm for a solo career. Sadly,
Husker Du, who afler nine years seemed at the height of
their popularity - poised for national attention, suddenly
collapsed at the starting gate.

Fortunately, during the time period in which Husker
Du did exist, they successfully recorded and released
some classic albums which have garnered much praise in
the underground-alternative rock scene. Clearly, much
of their material has had a dramatic influence on many
of today's alternative bands.

Husker Du did it first; their albums say it all. If you
enjoyyourguitargrunge with a tortured flair.Metal Circus
is for you. If you'd like for your hardcore to be 'listener-

friendly', Warehouse: Songs and Stories will surely meet
your pop-rock needs.

But ifyou want to relive the terrifying topics ofyouth,
like dating and rejection, thoughts of suicide, and high
schools on fire then Zen Arcade is the masterpiece you
need to pick up right away. It's the band's crowning
achievement and there's not a bad song on it.

If you appreciate the energy and raw sound of a live
show. Land Speed Record has ^ot it. It's an on-stage
recording ofa 40 mi.iute set ofthe band's original material
which drills away like a mad dentist, never letting up for
a second. It's the best live show ever to be captured on
tape. With rebellious abandon. Husker Du strikes back
hard at American institution and industry with songs
like "Guns at my School" and "Push the Button".

To its listener, I^nrf Speed Record force feeds a horse-
pill manifesto, attacking everything that's wrong about
America. It delivers a heavy message, but before Husker

Dii allow themselves to become too preachy, they skill-

fully laugh it all off with a cover version of the GiHigan's
Island theme song, complete with the immortal chorus "I

wanna
I expletive I Ginger."

Along with their records, Hiisker Dii built a strong
reputation on their gutsy and energetic live performances,
which were always sure to include a lot of slam-dancing
adolescents. Hiisker Du's tightness as a band and fresh-
ness of sound (Oh the volume!) brought them heaps of
praise both from their critics and their fans. It was
always fun to watch the veins bulge on singer-guitarist
Bob Mould's forehead when he played, and it is said that
drummer Grant Hart would unintentionally break drum
heads just from hitting them too hard. Indeed, Husker
Dii had the intensity.

Okay, okay, so exactly what is the point ofthis history
lesson? The point of all of this history about the now
defunct Hiisker Du is to call attention to a recent re-
release of some hard to find, early career recordings by
this highly original and talented punk rock trio.

The new issue ofthese remastered and remixed songs

Turn to HUSKER DU, page 8

See MalcolmX
Unforgiven may still be playing around town,

soaking in its extra box-office after the Academy
Awards, but there's a golden opportunity to catch
the best film of 1992 in my opinion. Spike Lee's
masterful Malcolm X.

The film, a chronicle of the late Black leader's
life and times, will be shown tonight through
Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Au-
ditorium.

The screeningsare sponsored by the Panhellenic
Council, the UMass Pan-Hellenic Council and the
UMass Black Student Union. Before each showing,
there will be a faculty discussion.

Lee's best film to date is a superb exploration
intothe lifeofoneman throughout his ever-evolving
consciousness. Lee and longtime cinematographer
Ernest Dickerson chose to shoot the movie in four
different film styles, each adding a telling canvas
for each period in Malcolm's life.

Denael Washington was nominated for an Os-
car for his work in the title role. He rounds out an
excellent cast which includes Al Freeman, Jr.,

Angela Bassett, Delroy Undo and Albert Hall.
Don't miss this chance to catch one of the 90's

finest films on the big screen. Tickets are $3 and
are available at TIX or at the door.

-JONLUPO
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reviews
continued from page 7

angst. Unfortunately, the album fails to

cross a threshold of torment and rip into

that wasteland of miserable release be-

yond. A near miss, but damn I'm pissed!

purplemetalflakemusic
The Fluid
Hollywood Records

Ifa group's been doing what they do for

quite some time, it's seldom a valid excuse
for an uninspiring new release. But in the
case ofa band like The Fluid, an exception

Coppelia
continued from poge 7

male as well as female— performed a
•*sociar-type dance with all the com-
edy and heartiness of a folk dance all

the grace and "style" of a traditional
ballet. Tlie men in particular were a
delight, their gymnastic movements
strong yet graceful. Gone were any
traces of effeminacy that sometimes
characterize the movements of male
dancers.

The entire ballet was enthusiasti-
cally taken in by the nearly sold-out

audience, but the rousing ending, the

"Festival ofthe Bell" was the highHght
for both the audience and the dancers.
Comprised of five pieces, or "dances of

the hours," it was met with almost
continuous applause by the audience.

Coppelia was a wonderful breath of

fresh air in the midst of the abstract,

less structured modern dance revival

that seems to be taking the dance world
by storm. All in all, the ballet's true

delight was in allowing its viewers to

forget reality for a couple of hours and
slip back to a period when it was okay
to believe in the unreal.

Take the Keys. Call a Cab. Take a Stand.

Friends don't let Friends Drive Drunk.

Smith College Recreation Council
Presents

Jesus Jofies
with Specieil Guests

SfffM Me's
Tuesday, April 20, 1993

John M, GreemJrt^. Smilh CpiJ^ge,

$10 with Smith College ID. 2 per ID. available at Sniitli College,
call (413) 585-4950 for times and locations

$12.50 for all others, available at Smith College and
Main Street Records. Northampton. Cash Onlv.

call (413) 586-5726 for more information

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
I Summer Session

- Missed a course? Make it up!
- Advance in next semester's work

- Fnlfill a requirement
- E^Joy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:

First session: June 2-JuIy 9
Second session: July 13-August 18

REGXSTXSR NOmr!
Catalog;s available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing; Education,
eth floor Goodell Building;, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

can be made. Their latest,

purplemetalflakemusic, coalates one
great track, three or four good ones and
the rest are okay.

"7/14" employs a Mudhoney-esque
superfuzz bass and buzzing feedback for a
scorching product. The track is simply one
of the coolest things the band's ever done.

"Mister Blameshifter" plays some neat

tricks with call and response and rocks a bit

more than the others. To their credit, The
Fluid is a classically tight unit with a hint

ofMudhoney and more than a hint ofolder

influencessuchas the Buzzcocks. The Fluid

has influenced a good deal ofwhat we hear

today. B/C

Hiisker Dii
continued from page 7

is entitled Everything FallsApart and
More and it incl udes the obscure "Statues"

single, the "In a Free Land" single and the

12 song EP Everything Falls Apart. All of

its tracks were recorded before 1983, so

you get the band in their rawest, most
personable form.

EverythingFallsApartandMorehegins
with the crack ofa military drum roll and
immediately we're swept into the spastic

anthem "From the Gut", the album's first

track. It surges at us, powered by bassist,

Greg Norton's jerky bass line. With the

second track we become witnesses to early

eighties' punk rock, Minneapolis style, as

Bob Mould screams "I can see your lips

move but all I hear is blah-blah-blah."

"Punch Drunk" is a 30 second song that

moves faster than a flaming shot and by
the time it gn^nds to a halt, the room is

spinning. Similarly, the fast and explosive

"Bricklayer" hits you over the head and
takes your wallet. You get the idea. It's

only by the album's sixth track, a joke
cover of the hippy Donovan's "Sunshine
Superman," that the album's pace slows
down enough to begin to see the variety

that Hiisker Dii can achieve.

Hiisker Du are not a band who always
take themselves seriously. "Sunshine Su-
perman" is Hiisker Dii's gastric belch at
the sixties era. It comes at one like a

dancing drunken bum whose most recent

claim to fame is a successful soiling of his

pants.

On the subsequent track, the choppy
and poppy "Everything Falls Apart," we
get an early sense ofthe kind of true song-

writing skill Hiisker Dii possesses and
stand poised to demonstrate on all oftheir

later albums. Slacker (before it was cool to

be) Bob Mould laconically sings the lyric "I

got nothing to do/ I got nothing to say/

Everything is so [expletive! up I guess we
like it that way."

You want personable? On "What Do I

Want?" we're invited for a minute and a
half inside a Grant Hart mental therapy
session, as he torturously asks over and
over "What'll make me happy?" Even the

song "Amusement" which was recorded in

1980, with its fuzzy sound and its badly
mixed instrumentation, conveys more 'raw

feeling' than gets expressed by the meyority
ofmodem music today.

Hiisker Du's music was powered by its

authenticity. They were a garage band
from Minneapolis who never forgot their

middle-class upbri nging. They wrote songs
about their neighborhood, their girlfriends

and getting drunk. The 19 song "Every-
thing Falls Apart and More"as testament
that Hiisker Dii were more than just con-

tributors to the punk rock movement, they
were its pioneers.

The Massachusetts Daily ColIcj»ian offers you real experience.
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EXPERIENCE

PAYSIII
EARN $5.25 hour plus BONUSES!

APPLY NOW:
UMass Telefund Office • Basement, Memorial Hall

or call 545-3509

• Flexible Evening Hours • Convenient Campus Location •

• Looks Great on your Resume •

'\mmMisL
CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR SCERA DIRECTOR

The Search Committee for the Director of the Student Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy (SCERA) cordially invites the University community to participate in 6
open candidate forums. At the forums, the candidates for the Director wiU be available
to meet and speak with students, staff, and faculty from 2:30 to 3:30 PM in the Student
Union Building on the following days:

5^gun Eubanks
Ke\ in Hughes
Elsa Elliot

Sheila Kloefkorn

Marc Kenan
Audrey Jaeger

Monday, March 29 174 Campus Center
Tuesday, March 30 Cape Cod Lounge
Friday, April 2 Cape Cod Lounge
Wednesday April 7 Cape Cod Lounge
Thursday, April 8 Cape Cod Lounge
Monday, April 12 Cape Cod Lounge

All students are urged to meet with these candidates in order to give feedback to the
Search Committee.

CALVIN AND HOBBES
IT'S ^ FUMN^ WORLD,

WOBBES.

•^^ (true.

DOONESBURY

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Sarah LeVesque
Copy Editor Tracy Monahan
Photo Technician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Jim Bruneau

Lisa jezowski, Cathy Chaput

Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Tri-County Fairwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Black-Eyed Peas

DINNER
jChicken Fajitas!

Meatloaf

BASICS DINNER
jChicken Fajitas!

Garbanzo Stew

Quote of the Day
"Old men with broken teeth, stranded

without love."

- Bob Dylan

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIES (March 2 1 -April 191: Firv

ish a long-ovt-rdue assignnieni liclore

slaning someihinj; r»ew. If you art-

luminn^l lhisw(fi.dor»olpartakeul

sixteen stvMs-il ctxjid be a l>ad idi-a.

You will Ix" in lh<' company ol Iricnds

and yfxi will like it. TrusI your male's

judgmeni.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20t:

Backing lor a iMJSincss project is

ivailahk-, l)ut there coutd Ix? snags
when dealing with a government ot-

lice. Check out the details. Socializ-

ing is good (or- you.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): A good
day to Ixjild the foundation lor a

bright financial future. Protect your
repulaimn as a person who kxAs
ahead. Spend more f inn- on your own
dfjing creative w<Kk.

CANCER dune 21-luly 221: Your
iHisiness and financial successes re-

sult in favoral)le refererKes. A new
source of irKcxne rc-quires careful

scrutiny. Review recent expenditures.

LEOduly 21-Aug. 221: You man-
age any now wt)rk deadlines and
demands beautilully. Experts recom-
mend a different investment plan; do
what makes you feel most secure
financ iaily. Emphasize your leader-

ship credcNifials.

VIRGO (Aug. 21-Sept. 22»: A
dr)meslic problem may have you
let-ling a little resentful. A younger
member of the family tries to alleviate

(he tension. Sharing the credit at your
place of employment encourages
teamwork.

LIBRA (Sept. 21-(Jct 221: A
problem from the past crops up ooce
again. Opinions vary as to what you
should do. Take time out to smooth
your mates ruffled leathers. People
at a distance otter encouraging ad-
vice.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2VNOV 211:

Today starts out with a bang. Your
Ixisiness and finances enjoy iavoral)<e

influences. Avoid involving pronii-

r»ent people in your personal affairs.

Any arguments that arise can lie easily

settled.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21 1: You are pulling out of a difficult

phase. If others canrH)t help you,
rodoo/)le yrjor own efforts.' The fu-

ture l(K)ks brighter than ever. Keep
your cool if a romance begins to

heal up.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. I9>:

The employment scer>e is hectic now.
Stay calm and resist airing yrxir fruv

iraiKMis. You win new prestige l>y

expressing gcxxJ will toward your co-

workers.

AQUARIUS ()an. 20-Feb. I8t:

Einaniial marK-uvers require very

careful handling. Impulse purchases
could wreck your budget. Exercise

greater self-c<xitrol. What you desire

can be olitained later.

PISCES (Feb. l9.March 20):

Greater persona I efloft is necessary to

get your ideas across. Peoplecloselo
you will Ix- of little help; do nrH

expect too mur h and you will not lie

disap|X)inted. Persevere'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The <)|)ini()ns oxprfssocl on this |wgf .iiv those ot the (.trtoonists .iiul do not iK-rvss.uily rutled the vicw^ ot ijic ColU-^un oi the Un ivtTsily.

ACROSS
1 Thick sitce

5 Region
9 Biclier

13 Window
division

(4 Appeli/ing

store

15 Dishonor
16 The Thin

Man's dog
1 7 Type of exam
18 Port in a

sandstorm
19 Diamond trio

22 Slammer
23 — whizi

24 System ol

social

stratification

28 Blemish
31 Told all

35 Mountainous
37 Actress

Penman
39 PeKoe. i e.

40 Hard worl<ir>g

trio

43 Nipper
44 Card game
45 Lay aside

46 Ogled
48 Brainstorm
50 French females
51 "— a Camera"
53 Actor Chaney
55 Words of

warning

63 Florida city

64 Knight's sciil

65 Garfield's

friend

67 Swords
68 Suit to —
69 Brooches
70 Get well

71 Memorable
Foxx

72 Dele's

opposite

DOWN
1 Farm tor

firming (lab

2 Fasten

3 Not In favor

4 Overcome
5 Venerate

6 Summer TV
fare

7 Piztazz

8 Bottlers

9 Stock units

10 El—, Texas
1

1

Moslem prince

12 Hardy heroine

1 5 Kind of loser

20 Consumes
21 Herons
24 Wire

25 Quench
26 Fine English

china
27 Juan's uncle
29 Greek island

in the

Mediterranean
30 Exclamation ol

surprise

32 Anyhow
33 Backbone
34 Neon ef al

36 Alaskan native

38 Acropolis

location

4

1

Paper money
roll

42 Sushi fish

47 fmmarsed
49 United

52 Word of woe
54 Greased
55 Goblet

part

56 Cassette

57 Foretoken
58 General

Bradley

59 Jackson
olTV

60 The b«sl
61 Check cc^y
62 Numbr r of

Muses
66 NYC lime

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

M •t •? IH M

N

n
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Red Sox off to a fresh start
New players, winning record set the mood for 1993
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

BOSTON - The Boston Red Sox, who open their

home season today against the Cleveland Indians,
have a new look. Fourteen oftheir players didn't start
last season with the team.

Far from coincidentally, there's another drastic

difference. For the first time since 1982, the Red Sox
are coming off the road for their home opener with a
winning record.

That was assured Saturday when they trampled
the Texas Rangers 10-2. Improving their record to 4-

1, best in the AL East just six months after they
finished last in the division. Six ofBoston's eight RBIs
in that game were by players who were elsewhere in

1992's opening day.

Frank Viola wouldn't mind continuing the changes.
He didn't get past the fourth inning in last season's
home opening 8-6 loss to Baltimore, although reliever

Tony Fossas was the loser.

"You'll see a lot of good games from me, trust me,"
Viola said after the game. "I'm not going to worr\'

about when I did it. I just don't want to see it happen
again soon."

He already is 1-0 this year and, on Monday, he gets
his second opening start in two seasons with Boston,
which has lost eight of its last 12 home openers.

"I'd like to show people what kind of pitcher I am
and having been through it already is going to make it

easier." said Viola, who allowed eight hits and five

earned run averages at home last season.
Viola was outstanding in Boston's second game of

the season, part ofa three-game sweep in Kansas City
that could take pressure off manager Butch Hobson.
The Red Sox lost three of their first four games last

seaon. all on the road.

"The positiveness has already been set," Viola said.

The key was to get out quick. That was our goal. ...

There's a longway to go, but at least we showed we can
do it."

This is the third straight year the Red Sox started

on the road. They came home with a 2-3 mark in 1992.
1-2 in 1991 and 1-4 in 1989. They were 3-0 in 1990, the
last time they began the season in Fenway Park.

It has been 11 years since Boston started with a
winning road record. Against Baltimore, Dennis
Eckerslay won the opener 2-0 and John Tudor won the

third game 6-0. Despite the 2-1 start, they returned to

their own ballpark and dropped their first four games.
The Red Sox have lost their last two home openers

but won their second home game each year. They had
won four of their previous five Fenway debuts.

In homeopeners, they are 51-41, 42-39 since they
moved to Fenway, with three shutouts. Bruce Hurst
has the last one in 1987.

Crowds have flocked for their first chance to see the

home club. The smallest attendance in home openers
since the Red Sox won the 1975 pennant was the very

next season when they drew 32,127.

Another full house is expected Monday despite a
forecast of intermittent rain under cloudy skies with
a high temperature of 50.

Boston has opened its home season seven times
against Cleveland, all since 1962, going 3-4.

This time, the Indians are trying to reconstruct a
pitching staff in the wake of the deaths of Steve Olin
and Tim Crews and the serious injury to former
Boston pitcher Bob Ojeda. all in a spring training
boating accident.

Cleveland signed lefty Matt Young, who was re-

leased in the spring after two poor seasons with
Boston. He is working at the team's minor-leagfue
field. In Boston's fourth game lastyear, at Cleveland,
Young pitched eight hitless innings but didn't get
credit for a no-hitter in the Indians 2-1 win because
Cleveland didn't have to bat in the bottom of the
ninth.

His departure was part of the massive overhaul on
the Red Sox. The only current players who were on the

roster at the start of last season are Viola, Clemens,
Danny Darwin,Joe Hesketh , GregHarris, Fossas,Tony
Pena, Mo Vaughn, Luis Rivera, Scott Cooper and
Mike Greenwall.

Brown leads the way
to Red Sox loss, 4-

1

By ARNIE STAPLETON
Associated Press

ARLINGTON. Texas - Kevin Brown came off the

disabled list Sunday and held the Red Sox to five hits over

seven 2-3 innings as Texas beat Boston 4-1.

Brown walked one and struck out four in his first

appearance since March 16. Mo Vaughn's fourth-inning

homer was the only run off the Rangers' ace.

Brown, who tied Toronto's Jack Morris for the m^or
league lead with 21 victories last season, missed his

opening day start with a rib fracture. He went on the DL
for the first time in his career and was activated just

before the game.

He was sharp Sunday, getting 16 groundball outs

before Tom Henke replaced him with two on and two out
in the eighth. Henke finished for his third save.

Ivan Rodriguez broke a 1-1 tieinthesi.xth withabloop
single that scored Julio Franco, who led off with a double
off Danny Darwin, who gave up five hits in six innings.

Texas, which stranded eight runners, got its first run
when Dean Palmer doubled off the wall in right-center

leading off the second inning, advanced on a single by
Rodriguez and scored on Doug Strange's sacrifice fly.

Vaughn tied it in the fourth when he hit a balljust over
the 330-foot sign in left field.

A diving Benji Gil got Brown out of a first-and-third

jam in the fifth when he grabbed Mike Greenwall's hard
grounder up the middle and flipped to second for the
force.

Brown got two quick outs in the eighth inning before

he hit Billy Hatcher with a fastball and gave up an infield

single to Mike Greenwall. After Henke relieved, Andre
Dawson grounded out to Palmer.

Palmer hit a two-run homer in the eighth off Greg
Harris.
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Reach 1 9,000 students
every day.

Advertise in the Collegian.

)|V "^^^ F'VE COLLEGE PROGRflM INl

' ^PEflCE & WORLD SECaRTY STODIESl

Presents:

A lecture by:

JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH
Professor of Economics, Harvard University

Monday, April 1 2th

7:30 PM
School of Business Administration

Rm. 1 20

The University of Massachusetts

This event is free, open to the public, and wheel-
chair accessible. Sign interpreting is available

with two weeks notice. For more information,
call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519

APARTMENT COMPLEX RENTAL FAIR

April 12, 13, 14 !

i

9-4
I Student Union Ballroom

Shop around for the right apartment complex for you. ?

J D.H, Jones, Townhouse, Brandywine and MORE! 1

sponsord kj the Off Cmpus Housing Office

'm Student Union

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR THE
COORDINATOR OF THE

JOSEPHINE WHITE EAGLE CULTURAL CENTER

The Search Committee for the Coordinator of the

Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center cordially

invites the University community to participate in 4
open candidate forums. At these forums, candidates
for the coordinator's position vs^ill be available to meet
and speak w^ith students, faculty and staff in the

Cultural Center located in the lov^er level of

Chadbourne House.

CANDIDATES SCHEDULE THIS WEEK:
Ms. Joyce Whitedeer Vincent Monday April 12th 12 noon-lpm

Wednesday AprU 14th l pm-2pm
Thursday April 15th 2pm-3pm
Thursday April 22nd 2pm-3pm

Ms. Michelle Youngblood

Ms. Susan Sunter

Ms. Kathleen O'Connor

Mariners find success in R.I.
Providence Bruins tackle Springfield in AHL play-offs
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PROVIDENCE. R.I. (AP) - A year ago, owner Ed
Anderson and his Maine Mariners were packing their
bags after a miserable American Hockey League season
that left them out of the play-offs and out of favor with
their fans.

Today, after a move south, Anderson and his Provi-
dence Bruins are ready to face the Springfield Indians in
a best-of-seven play-off series after finishing first in the
AHL's North Division with a league-leading 9.000-plus
fans a game.

'•You couldn't write a better script," Anderson said of
the Bruins' inaugural season.

"We take great pride in what's happened here, in
terms of both hockey and being part of the city's renais-
sance." said Anderson. "I've been saying all along that it's

a gi-eat hockey town."
The play-offs begin Monday at the Providence Civic

Center. The Bruins are among the contenders for the
AHL's Calder Cup. which has not been in Rhode Island
since the Providence Reds won the league championship
in 1956.

As ofThursday, 7,000 tickets had been sold for each of
the first and second games of the diWsion semifinals in
Providence.

"When we opened up the box office for play-offtickets,
there were six lines of people waiting," said Anderson
"We sold 400 in the first hour."

The Bruins took 10 of 14 games from the fourth place
Indians this season. But the seven played at the Civic
Center were each decided by a single goal.

Springfield's team also will be bolstered bv players
who will be sent down from theirNHL affiliate, Hartford,
which did not qualify for post-season play.

The added firepower of the NHL-caliber players has
the Bruins concerned.

"That's a third of their team," said Providence coach

Mike O'Connell. "I've told the guys. I think the first series
will be the toughest. We're not taking anyone lightly."

The Bruins have played well in big games, but
O'Connell warned the play-offs oft«n produce surprises.

"You never have an indication of how a team is going
to come out," he said. "Play-offs are a whole different ball
game with a whole differendt intensity level."

O'Connell said that, while defense is oft^n paramount
in the post-season, he won't hold the Bruins back from
their freewheeling style.

"We're an offensive team," he said of his squad which
averaged neariy five goals per game. "Ifyou play that way.
the right way, you can be successful. We've proven that."

The Bruins' offense may be hindered by the absence of
the high-scoreers Andrew McKim, Tim Sweeney and
Serpei Zholtok. who were all called up to Boston to help
the NHL club in their play-offs.

Providnce team officials said late last week that it was
uncertain whether any would return.

Anderson said that, from a business standpoint, the
Bruins first season in Providence was a success, no
matter what the outcome of the play-offs.

iNovena to St. Judc
Ma) the Sacred Hoart of Jesus bf
adored, glorifitxl, loveil, and
pri-si-a i>d throughout the world
now and fores er. C>h, Sacreti

Heart of jesus, pray for us. St.

Judc, worker of iTuracl«s. pray for
us. St. Jude. helper of the

homeless, pray for us. Say thLs

prayer nine times » day; by the
eighth day your prayer will be
answereil. It has ner\ er been
known to fail, ne\ er Publicahon
jmu.sf be promised. Thanks to St
|jude for prayers arLswen.>d

M.B.D

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-80C-45-TEACH.

"BLASPHEMOUS AND
OBSECENE."

f«>«'e"(! Oo-id w 'e~i- I'/tn :iN nyt* asscc'atot

SEMESTER SPECIAL

llliiSMSsIll
^fitness center!*W MMIISr, MAV
The Villey's Leading Weight Training Facility

1 75 Univefsity Dnve . Amherst • 253-3539

2 FOR $69.00

IN ¥fH]E IQSi^
AniMBvoAl'lvuiE

NOW UNCENSORtD

Film and Panel Discussion
Icilunng prixlutw Jonatiian Slack, f'rolessor Slopiifii Arons
of ll»c Legal Sludies Dejiartmenl, Protessots Pal Lasch and

Susan Jaiioda of the Art Department Moderator, Dill

Newimn, presidenl of the Western Mass ACLU.

Tuesday April 13th 8:00 P.M.

Student Union Ballroom

FREE ADMISSION

llwiAL RetreadSaleI*^^^
Same Tread Depth, Width and Design

las New Tires"

As Low as $19.95
P155/80R-13

&

ffiallreCMfer

439 Russell St.

Hadley, MA 01035
2»-9911 -or- 253-9054

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
>ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
' - Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
B«d and Brealcfast

OoMvntown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

Intereatad in Performing at the
Central Area Coffeehouse on Thursdaay,
4/15? We want bands, musicians, poets,
you! Call Carolyn at 256 4253 or Greeno
Snacit Bar at 5-2380 for info twfore
Tuesday.

bitemational Fair

Have a table or participate in

entertainment showing your culture at

International Fair on May 8th at the
SUB. Call Rachel at 5465587 or Jill at
5464909

International Fair Meeting
Mandatory meeting for participants and
those interested on Monday, April 12th
at 7 pm Campus Center Room 903

UMass Blood Drive
Today 10 am to 4 pm
Campus Center 165

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 Chev $1 100 or BO Low mileage
call 253 9415

4 bdrm houa*. large kitchen, base-
ment, dining, living rooms.
Near bus route.

253 3553

HEALTH

FOR RENT

Graduate Student to rent large room
in Belchertown quiet country home.
Access to all home facilities. Available
June 1. No Smoking. S276* Call 323-

8230

Puffton Village Large room seperate
bath take over lease 1st Jurte.

Female Preferred.

Meenal 5 1943 549 0304

Take over our lease 6 1-93

Couches and carpets included

2 tiedroom S475/month
C8II2533403

Take over our lease starting Jurw 1st

2 BOR Brandywine furniture incl.

Call Now 5495193

Thrilling apartment on Main Street.

Across street from bus stop. Talce over
our lease on June 1 st and start enjoying
it! Call 253 9175

FOR SALE - AUDIO

Stereo Components: Used/Recondi-
tioned. Area's largest selection. We buy/
sellArade/broker everything from basic
to audiophile/professional equipment.
Stereo/Video Exchange 256-0941

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

INSTRUCTION

Ouitar iessone ell levels $10/hour
549-4792

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Sigma Kappa
Spring's here w/only
22 class days left I

Keep up the great work)

TO SUBLET

Sublet Jun-Aug

Thanh You St. Judel
CCO

Att: Exceiient Income for

home assembly work. Info

J-504-646^1700 Dept. MA 1307

Amherst Center - Take over our lease
1 ,2 bedroom apartment above Antonios
Call 253 3187

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 t)€droom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No, Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadiey Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

FOR SALE

Amiga 500 Computer for sale

3 megs RAM purchased new 1/92 400.00
or best offer. Chris 527 9467

Buy iWy Skis!

Dynastar Course 170s
Great skis, good condition

Call Julie 549-2771

Computer - IBM Compatible 286 w/
1 meg RAM 40 meg SVGA Card and
monitor S500 Call 546 0899

Men's leather Jacket, large, nice, S75
and men's blue sports jacket si;e 42 S45
5494792

Sega Genesis w/2 controllers

sonic and hockey
Call 549 3839

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshires. MA sum
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,
seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,

newspaper. Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer!
Salary plus room and board.
Call 800-762 2820

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000</month * world traveKHawaii.
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
summer and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206 634-
0468 ext. C5001

Greeks and Clubs raise a cooi $1000
in just one week! Plus S1000 for the
member who calls! And a free Igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call 1-800-932

0528, ext 65

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op-
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253-7747

Looking for student to pub. the In-

sider Magazine on campus and to
manage local concart series. We finance
start up costs. Earn top income ($S-$30
per hour) and gain valuable exp. Great
for marketing or advertising major.
Call 1 800 6CAMPUS

S200 Daily mailing circulars for ma
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77805

Do you have questions about your
rights? Do you think your civil rights

have tjeen violated? Find out! Contact
The Legal Services Center 922 Campus
Center 545 1995

LOSE WEIGHT NOWl

ROOMMATES WANTED
Seml-gulet female nonsmoker lo
share large room in Amherst Center
175/month including heat call 546 5716
or 549 5401

Mill Valley Apt S Amherst
2 t)ed., 2 bath, modern kitchen
utilities included
on bus route
Rent negotist>le

Call soon 253 3220

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espaAol/culturs
Homestay 612 690 9471

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 263-3816

LOST

SERVICES

•rown Appt. Book
Very Important.

Reward! No Questions asiced

256 8893

Gold WIre-Rbnmod glasses with red
trim in black case. If found 253-5136

PERSONALS

Chocolate Eyes-
Yes I do want to hold your hand.
If we can watch the sunset I promise not
to let go.

Your funny

Valentine

Emily
The WHATS overdone?
YIKESi

Happy 4th birthday.

you excited little kid

I love you!

CARRIE

Little CH Squered
Keep up the good work

Have fun
I and

Keep a day open for me!
Love Your Big C!

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistance with
complete resume development. Keith

Anderson, Ph.D. 582-4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Scuba Dhre for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner. Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282-0977

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Sports cards and starting lineups
Thurs Sat 5-8

Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

SUMMER SUBLET

Sunset Ave walk to Umass Basemi
apt avail May 1 549 8284

6 Openings in Spacious Belchertown
house on 40 acre wooded lot S208
each per month: June 1 Aug. 31 323
6799

Summer Sublet with fall option.
Great 1 bdrm apt. uptown 253 5763

Summer Sublet - Real Cheapl
4-5 Bedrooms S875/month
One mile from campus
Near Puffers pond and Mike's
GOING FAST!Call 549 5181

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Typing. Laser. Speiicheck. Gram
mar S1.50/pg. 5 5823

WANTED

Comediana/Theater Majors
Get experience be on TV show
Are YSUi Funnyi

Amanda 585 8663
Deadline: April 16

Housesitting/petsitting position
wanted 30 year old female MIT
fundraising professional with brand new
MBA and two cats wants to take a year
off to write. Responsible, can provide
references. (617)242 0828 or e mail
(rjanice@mit.edu)

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.
to take over June 1 or July 1.

Please call Sharon or Debbie at

549 4330 r,f Kathy at 253 3956

Wanted Summer Sublet
2 Bdrm. Preferably furnished
Call Daron 546 7629 or Sue 546 0919
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Sports
Baseball loses three straight to Rutgers
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Good Friday wasn't very good for the University of
Massachusetts baseball team, and Saturday was mostly
unholy.

The Minutemen went into the Friday-Saturday series

with Atlantic 10 rival Rutgers University hoping for the
best, but the Scarlet Knights swept the Minutemen 8-6.

12-3 and 10-6 in the three game set.

Saturday's game could be described as a pitching duel
turned slugfest. UMass freshman Peter Lucido and Phil

Schneider of Rutgers both sat down the first nine men
they faced. Schneider had four strikeouts through three,

with Lucido whiffing four through three and one third. It

was in the fourth that Lucido lost his mastery of the
opposing hitters and the Minutemen fell apart.

Mike Higgins. Mike Winchock and Scott Kassan hit

three singles in a row before desigpnated hitter Mike
Lukacs belted a grand slam off Lucido to put Rutgers up
4-0.

Bill Knight countered in the bottom of the inning for

UMass. slugging a three-run dinger to cut the lead to one.

When Rutgers put another four runs on the board in the
sixth, the Minutemen came back with three more again.

Greg LaRocca's first homer ofthe year, a two-run shot,

capped the UMass offense for the day and brought UMass
within two, 8-6. Rutgers added a run in the eighth and
one more in the ninth to close the books.

"It's very frustrating for me and it's definitely frus-

trating for the team," said catcher Jeff January. "It's

always one inning that kills us. We're not that far away,
it's not that we can't hit. things just aren't clicking, we
just have to keep plugging."

UMass' number one and number two starters, Jeff

Toothaker and Jim Telgheder, were both ineffectual on
Friday, and Mike Barckley (3-3) and Neil lovero (3-1)

picked up the wins for the Scarlet Knights in the

doubleheader.

In the first game, Rutgers right fielder Doug Alongi

went 4-for-4 with four runs scored, an RBI, a double and
a triple. The Minutemen hit the ball well but could not

come back from a big deficit.

Left fielder Justin Howard hit two home runs and had
3 RBI, but it wasn't enough. At one point, Rutgers led 8-

2 and Toothaker (3-3) was still in the ballgame, as Stone

wanted to conserve his young bullpen.

Friday's second game was over pretty quick, although
UMass led 2-0 after one on a JeffJanuary two-run dinger.

Rutgers tied it with two in the third and blew UMass out
with 10 in the fourth.

All 10 runs were unearned, although Rutgers had
eight hits to go along with Minuteman miscues. Scott

Kassan and Mike Lukacs both hit smashes in the inning,

accounting for five of the 10 runs.

lovero allowed only two runs on three hits, and struck

out nine in the complete game. UMass head coach Mike
Stone said he thought his team did not play hard at the
end of the blowout, and said he was displeased.

"I thought we died a little at the end ofthe game, which
we didn't do I Saturday!," said Stone. "We just have to

stick together and hang with it."

"Rutgers is a tough team, a big rival, so it's tough
losing to them here at home," said Howard. "A base hit

here and a base hit there, we could have taken the lead

this weekend. We have three or four more weekends, so

we have to come up with some wins against Temple and
URI.

"It's not as fun as last year," said Howard. "Usually it's

fun when you win. Right now, it's just frustrating."

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts baseball team had a rough

weekend on the mound, as they allowed a combined 30 runs

in three games.

BASEBALL BOX SCORES

Ganfie 1 — Rutgers 8, Massachusetts 6

Rutgers 10 1114 0—8 10 1

Massachusetts 2 0000 1 3—6 122

RO — Barckley. Simpson (7) and Mike Higgins; UM —
Toothaker and January

WP— Barckiey (3-3); LP— Toothaker (3-3); Save— Simpson
HR— UM Justin Howard 2
Rutgers 14-0, 4-2 tn A-10; UMass 7-9, 2-4 in A- 10.

Ganrie 2— Rutgers 1 2, Massachusetts 3

Rutgers 2 10 0—12 11 1

Massachusetts 2 00 100 0—3 33
RU— lovJero and Higgins; UM— Telgheder, Jay Murphy (4),

Rich Johnson (7) and Mike Kersten, Andy Pelis (6).

WP— loviero (3-1); LP— Telgheder (2-3)

HR— RU Doug Ak>ngi, Scott Kassan, Mike Lukacs; UM Jeff

January

Rutgers 15-9, 5-2 in A-10; UMass 7-10, 2-5 in A-10.

Game 3— Rutgers 10, Massachusetts 6

Rutgers 4 4 1 1—10 12 1

Massachusetts 0003003 — 6 71

RU— Schneider, Simpson (7) and Higgins; UM — Luddo,
Dowd (6), Murphy (7), Levy (9) and Pelis, Kersten (7), Kiah (9).

WP— Schneider (1-2); LP— Lucido (0-1).

HR— RU Lukacs. UM Knight. LaRocca
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The Minutemen s bats were alive in the series, but it was not enough to win a game. Justin Howard had two home runs in

Friday's first game.

Women's gym heads to NIT for season finale
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

After travelling the long and winding road ofan entire

collegiate season, the University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team takes to the mat for the final

time tonight at Southeast Missouri State University for

the National Invitational Tournament For Women's
Gymnastics.

Heading into the NIT. the Minutewomen are going to

try to represent gymnastics in the Northeast, according
to head coach Alfie Mitchell. Mitchell said he would like

nothing more than to prove that the teams in the North-
east are underscored compared to those in other parts of
the country.

''What makes the NIT so interesting is the teams that
are going to be in it, most ofwhich we've never seen," said

Mitchell. "We'll see howwe compare to other squads across

the country, and if these teams are getting overscored."

The eight-team field, along with UMass, contains
three teams that wrill be represented at the NCAA Na-
tionals. Auburn University, No. 6 in the country, will

bring its entire team to the Nationals.

Boise State, Michigan State, Illinois State, University
of Iowa, University of New Hampshire and host South-
east Missouri State fill out the rest of the meet.

UMass is entering the meet relaxed and seems to be
ready to go, according to Mitchell. However, he said he
hopes it is not the calm before the storm.

"We're going into this thing with the right attitude,

because you've got to be very relaxed," said Mitchell. "If

you haven't done it up until now, it's not going to miracu-
lously show up.

"Right now, one would say they're too relaxed. But
when meet time comes around, tension always filters in,
so we'll probably come out just right."

The UMass gymnasts have realized that it is the last
meet of their long season, and they have come to the end
of the road. For two of the seniors, Abby May and Lisa-
Beth Cronen, tonight's meet means the end of a career.

"I just want to do well so I can go out on a good note,"
said Cronen. "I'm sure 111 probably be a little sad after-
wards, but right now I'm excited. It is a big meet and it

should be fun."

Tammy Marshall, the other member of Mitchell's
terrific trio of seniors, will compete in the Nationals this
upcoming weekend. As individuals and as a team, the
Minutewomen had theirown way oflooking at the season
finale.

"Hopefully we can pull together as a team, because
everyone's excited. You get tired as the season goes on,
but because it's our last meet, I think everyone will get up
for it," said sophomore Erica Baum.

"I want us to have a good showing so in the future they
can get invited back to the NIT because it is an honor,"
said May.

"This last meet makes me realize how much I'm going
to miss Abby. She's my mentor and I look up to her, and
I'm gonna miss her," said freshman Leann Zavotka.

"The most important thing is having a good time [at
the NIT], pulling together, and doing the best we can.
Whatever happens, happens," said Marshall.

T .1 i_
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lammy Marshall and the University of Massachusetts
women's gymnastics team heads to the NIT in Southeast
Missouri State.
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Chance of showers.
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.oca! News:
Radical lesbian feminist Mary Daly spoke about her new

book and her attempts to redefine the way people consider
the English language. Page 3.

Sports:
The UMass men's lacrosse team proved its

mettle with a 14-13 victory over No. 16 Yale

on Saturday. Page 16.
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enjoy the spnng weather recently.

NATO planes
patrol airspace
above Bosnia
By JOHN DANISZEWSM
Associated Press

SARAJEVO — NATO warplanes patrolled above an
overcast Bosnia on Monday to begin enforcing a U.N. no-
fly zone in the first flexing of the alliance's military
muscle outside its territory.

Among the planes was a French Mirage 2000 that
went down in the Adriatic Sea, Pentagon sources said.
The USS Roosevelt aircraft carrier launched a search
mission for the pilot, said the sources, speaking on the
condition of anonymity.

The flights were meant to impress Bosnian Serbs of
new resolve to enforce U.N. resolutions meant to end
Bosnia's civil war.

Operation Deny Flight had more political than mili-
tary significance. The year-long war has primarily been
fought with artillery, tanks and infantry. NATO pilots
were under strict orders to shoot only as a last resort.

Bosnian Serbs bombarded the besieged eastern town
of Srebrenica with renewed ferocity Monday. U.N. offi-

cials said at least 56 people died in an hour-long barrage.
Turn to BOSNIA, poge 7

Government scientists
ordered to cease study
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

Twogovernment scientists who accused
a biographer of Abraham Lincoln of pla-
giarism were ordered to drop their work
because it overstepped their department's
duties, an official said Monday.

The move against Dr. Ned Feder and
Walter Stewart, two scientists at the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, followed their
accusations ofplagiarism against Stephen
B. Oates, a University of Massachusetts
historian who wrote With Malice Toward
None, a one-volume biography ofAbraham
Lincoln.

Oates vigorously denied the charges.
Feder and Stewart were assigned to

new duties at their unit, the National
Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and
Kidney Diseases, beginning May 1, ac-
cording to that department's spokes-

woman, Betsy Singer.

"The work they've been doing over the
last several years. . . including their pla-
giarism analysis, has progressively moved
outside of the mission, responsibility and
authority" of their unit. Singer said from
the Institutes' headquarters in Bethesda,
Md.

The two scientists, who learned of the
transfers Friday, protested Monday in an
agency memo. "We have no prior experi-
ence, competence or interest in the jobs to
which we have been assigned." they wrote.

The two scientists, whose investiga-
tions have probed federally funded re-
search, said they believe their transfers
violate federal law protectingworkers who
expose waste of public money. Feder said
they hope to reverse the transfers without
resorting to a formal appeal.

Over the last 10 years, Feder, a physi-
Tum to GOVERNMEfiT. poge 8

S. Africa torn by strife
Opposition calls for demonstrations
By TOM COHEN
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa—
Opposition groups called for widespread
demonstrations and a one-day strike in

Johannesburg over the assassination
ofpopular black leader Chris Hani, but
leaders also urged calm Monday.

Police, meanwhile, said they found
a suspected "hit list" of politicians and
several guns in the home of the white
man suspected in the slaying.

In the Katlehong black township
outside Johannesburg, protesting
youths burned a house and several
vehicles and shots were fired at police
and joumahsts.

Police Warrant Officer Andy Pieke
said officers fired rubber bullets to

disperse a crowd. No injuries were re-

ported and most of the shooting, in-

cluding bursts of automatic gunfire,
appeared to be in the air.

Protests occurred in a few other ar-
eas, but most parts ofSouth Africa had
little reaction to Saturday's killing of
Hani, the Communist Party leader
whose militant opposition to white
minority rule won him wide respect
from blacks.

Hani, 50, was perhaps the most
popular leader of the African National
Congress after its president. Nelson
Mandela. His killing triggered fears of
an angry backlash that could threaten
talks between black and white leaders
on ending apartheid, but government
and ANC leaders said they were de-
termined to press ahead with talks.

TheANC, the white-led government
and other groups appealed for protest-
ers to remain peaceful.

Turn to S. AFRICA, poge 6

Economist calls for U.S. to help other nations
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

The United States has failed to provide adequate
support to the former Soviet Union anddeveloping nations
in their transition to a market economy, according to
reknowned economist John Kenneth Galbraith.

Galbraith, professor emeritus ofeconomics at Harvard
University, spoke a group ofapproximately 200 University
of Massachusetts students about the role of the United
States in the global economy last night.

Galbraith, who served as ambassador to India under
John F. Kennedy from 1961 to 1963 and as deputy
administrator in the Office of Price Administration un-
der Franklin D. Roosevelt in the early 1940s, said eco-
nomically, the world is divided into three parts. These
parts are the developing nations, the slightly more ad-
vanced nations and the Western, industrialized countries.

Galbraith said many of the poor countries were set
free from their colonial rulers after World War II when
they became less economically attractive to the European
nations.

"These countries were left with the most demanding
task of our time," Galbraith said. "To establish a stable,

efficient, democracy that can promote economic devel-
opment. Nothing destroys economic progress more than
a corrupt, totalitarian government."

Galbraith said in these underdeveloped countries, too

much money has been spent on industrialization and not
enough moneyon education and "personal development."

"Education is the first priority for economic progress,"
Galbraith said. "No literate population is poor, and no
illiterate population is anything but poor."

Galbraith said in the poor countries of the world,
agricultural prices have been kept low to satisfy the
"urban proletariat." He said this lack of a stable agri-
cultural policy has resulted in the discouragement of
agriculture, underproduction and hunger.

Galbraith then turned his attention to the former
Soviet Union's transition from "comprehensive socialism"
to a market economy.

"(The former Soviet Union's) change to a market
economy is the most dangerous and misguided transition
in history," Galbraith said. "The Soviet Union has gone
from a poorly working economic system to no system at
all."

Galbraith said the former Soviet Union has plunged
into a market economy when it should have been enter-
ing gradually. The result, he said, has been deprivation
and hardship.

Galbraith also criticized the United States and Japan
for not aiding the Republic sufficiently. He suggested the
United States could use the money it spends on "exotic"
weapons to buy food and medicine for the Russian people.

Galbraith blamed the current economic problems in

Turn to ECONOMIST, page 6 REBECCA PETERSON / COLLEGIAN
Economist John Kenneth Galbraith
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Tuesday, April 13
Donald Wert. M.S. will present "Hot and Healthy

Relationships," a workshop exploring ways lesbians,
gays and bisexuals can create and maintain fulfillingand
fun relationships. 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 904.

Wednesday, April 14
Kinsey l-5ers, a bisexual rap group, meets from 7-9

p.m. m the LBGA office, 413B Student Union Building.

Thursday, April 15
"Once a Sin, Now What? Changing rehgious per-

spectives on homosexuality." A panel of clergy people
present their viewpoints on religion and gay issues. 8
p.m.. Campus Center. Sponsored by the ¥^ogram for

UMass Police Log

The GLB Forum consists at event listings ut interest to the Gay. Lesbian and
Bisexualcommunity. The GLB Forum is compiledby the CLB Issues Editor who
can be contaaed do the Collegian or by catling 545-071 9.

GLB Concerns and Hillel.

Friday, April 16
Helan Page, a professor of anthropology at UMass,

will speak as part ofthe LBG Studies Brown Bag Series.
Noon- 1:30 p.m.. Campus Center room 917.

The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay Alliance will host a
coffee social at 3 p.m., Thompson Hall 6th Floor.

Sunday, April 18
Folksinger Jamie Anderson and comedy duo Dos

Fallopia perform in the GLB Cafe Series. Eight p.m., the
Hatch in theStudent Union Building. Tickets: $3 students,
$5 general admission. Sponsored by the Program for
GLB Concerns and the Every Woman's Center.

Compiled by Brian Gormley
Kecent iru wienfs recordfd try the University's Depanmeni oi Public Safety

.

Larceny

• Last Friday morning an individual reported some-
one cut through her convertible top on her vehicle and
entered that way. The car was parked on Sylvan Dr.A car
telephone was stolen from the vehicle. Total damage and
loss was $750.

• Last Thursday night an individual reported his
bicycle stolen from the School ofManagement. The bicycle
was valued at over $600.

Address all correspondence to:
113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592

• Last Friday afternoon and individual reported
someone entered her room in McNamara and a diamond
ring and her check book was stolen. Total value of the
goods was over $800.

Accident-Property Damage

• Last Thursday afternoon a vehicle backing out of
mud on the east side ofThe School ofManagement struck
a light pole and caused $1000 worth of damage.

CELLOPHANE
You are Invited to a cocktail party:

PLACE: Regency Hairstylists

1 89 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9526

\

TIME:AprlMst-30tti.

G>

(»th9ur«.

We are featuring a
Cellophane cocktail

conditioner with the benefits
of a reconstructing conditioner
and shine,for only $10.00.
(with a hair service) This

Includes an entry In our
drawing to win a gift basket.

^ I Ml f „

^ [ ^ H \

Summer on
Long Island

at the
University at

Stony Brook

More than 200 courses from
40 departments
Day and evening classes
Low New York State tuition
Register by mail or in person
Live on campus or commute

Campus
Center
Hotel

For free

course bulietin,

call 24 hours

(516) 632-7070 StonyBrook
STATE UNIVERSITY Of NEW YORK

Two terms:

June 1 - July 9
July 12 -August 20

I The University at Stony
I BrocA is an AMO
I

educator and etnployef.

Summer Session Office, University at Stony
Brook, Stony Brook, NY 1 1794-3730

Mease send Slony Brook's 1993 Summer Session Buttefin to:

Cky A<" 7ipCoS,

VMO/ttMM

S<*M«CumM^,M!Mdth(

Attention
1994 Graduates!

The Campus Center Hotel has a limited number of
rooms available for

Graduation Weekend of May 1994

fcn7^"r' '^" ^^ '^^""" ^^^°^gh a random draw-ing of written requests. Interested persons should
pick up a request form from the Campus Center

C K ^f
^^^"^'^ Office before April 30th. Letters

iwiii be drawn at random on May 1st 1993 No re-

tef' "^"k^^
^'^'^^P^"^ ^^^^ ^^ phone. All respon-

fer/ 'nT^'^'^.
^^ "^^^^ °^ y^^ ^^y contact the

jReseivation Office after May 1st at 549-6000.

Please send your request forms to:

The Campus Center Hotel
Reservations Office

Graduation '94

Amherst. MA 01003
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NEWS
BRIEFS

compiled by
Tracy Monahan

Roadwork beginning
at UMass

UMass is planning to fund an $800,000 project
to improve the road conditions down near Eastman
Lane, the road running east and west between
North Pleasant and East Pleasant streets.

The entire street will be resurfaced and rebanked
in several areas. A new right-hand turning lane
will be installed going into Eastman Lane and
several intersections will be straightened or rede-
signed. Parking lot 43 will be enlarged by 50 spaces.

Also, the Totman building and the sidewalk
leading to the Sylvan living complex will be made
handicapped accessible.

The project will begin April 15 and will run until
mid-August. The construction will be undertaken
by Aquadro & Cerruti contractors ofNorthampton.

Professor honored for
nature writing

Vincent G. Dethier. Gilbert Woodside Professor
of Biology at UMass, has received the John
Burroughs Medal for Distinguished Nature Writ-
ing for his book Crickets and Katydids, Concerts
and Solos.

The John Burroughs Association is headquar-
tered at the American Museum ofNatural History
and gives out the award for scientific accuracy,
firsthand fieldwork and creative natural history
writing.

Dethier is primarily a neurophysiologist but has
also worked in the fields of entomology, ecology,
behavior and biochemistry.

He has been a faculty member since 1975 and is

a member of the National Academy of Science, the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the
American Philosophical Society.

Art History symposium
scheduled

There will be a symposium on art history held on
April 16 and 1 7 at UMass. Alumni from the master's
program in art history will be on hand to discuss
current issues in their work. The Friday session
will feature museum and gallery curators and will
be followed by a reception in the University Gallery
titled "Alumni III ." The Saturday program features
panelists working in academia. The symposium is
free and open to the public.

UMass Mathematicians
in Germany

Mathematics and statistics professors Melvin
F. Janowitz and Mary K Bennett gave presenta-
tions at a conference at the Technisch Hochschule
in Darmstadt, Germany. The conference, titled

"Similarity, Clusters and Concepts" focused on
data analysis.

Bennett spoke on orthoalgebras and Janowitz
spoke on the compatability ofcluster methods with
isotone mappings. UMass senior mathematics ma-
jor Dana Fabri attended the conference. Bennett
also gave a colloquium at the University of Bern,
Switzerland on tensor products of orthoalgebras.

Profs in ethnic
population conference

Sociology professors Gordon F. Sutton and
Roland Chilton will speak on "Minority Counts and
Minority Preferences" at the Census Bureau's Re-
search Conference on Undercounted
Ethnic Populations. The conference will be held in

Virginia in May.
Sutton has been a faculty member since 1969.

He received his bachelor's and master's degrees

from Wayne State University and his doctoral from
the University of Michigan.

Chilton received his bachelor's from Monmouth
College, his master's from the University of Wis-

consin and his doctoral degree from Indiana Uni-

versity. He has been a faculty member since 1970.

Feminist redefines language
Daly calls for women to revolt against patriarchy

Radical feminist Mary Daly
KAHN I COOEGIAN

By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

Giving a humorous, yet philosophical lecture and
reading from her latest book, Outercourse, radical femi-
nist lesbian philosopher Mary Daly called for women to
••sin against the biggest religion in the universe— patri-
archy."

Some of Daly's statements included. "Anita Hill was
the victim of a high-tech lynching.'" "the father, son and
holy ghost are f g and raping women and they won't
win." and There's no other place logical to be other than
radical feminism."

Daly, a radical feminist lesbian philosopher with a
Ph.D. in theology and philosophy from a Switzerland
university, sent a powerful and booming message Friday
night to approximately 350 people in the Student Union
Ballroom.

A professor of feminist ethics at Boston College. Daly
has contributed to the field of gynocentric philosophy
with a myriad of past publications, such as The Church
and the Second Sex, Beyond God the Father, Gyn IEcol-
ogy, Pure Lust and Webster's First New Intergallactic

Health Services
review makes
slow progress
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

ReviewingthepulseoftheUniversityofMassachusetts
Health Services has been taking months, according to
several outside consultants who have undertaken this
project for the University.

Just ask Stephen Beckley and Stephen Blom ofBeckley
Associates, who fiew in from Colorado last, to meet for the
third time with students, faculty and staff at the Uni-
versity as part oftheir Health Services review, which will
be coming out by the semester's end.

"We have not put a single pen to paper yet, but I have
strong feelings about the review." Beckley said Friday
while taking time out for a brief interview during their
busy schedule. "I'd say we have met 200 to 250 students
total."

Last week. Beckley and Blom went on three campus
tours, in addition to meeting with students in George
Washington Tower and John Quincy Adams Tower last
Thursday night.

"We started at 21 floor and worked down and talked
with over 100 students," Beckley said.

In addition to examining the basic and supplemental
student health insurance, Beckley said they have been
reviewing the health situation off campus; Beckley As-
sociates have been evaluating what is going on he'alth-
wise in Massachusetts and on college campuses across
the nation.

Beckley Associates, a private consulting firm, have
also reviewed the health services of University of New

Turn to SERVICES, page 8

Wickedary ofthe English Language.
According to Daly, most women are constrained to the

"foreground" of life, which acts as a facade and barrier to
rediscovering their power and autonomy as women.

"The foreground is a film over everything which must
be dispelled." Daly said.

Women must fight against this "gynocidal" foreground,
and leap into a "background" of self consciousness, and
resistance, according to Daly,

Daly called herself and other women who are strug-
gling against men to reach the background, pirates. With
her writings and teachings, Daly said she has "plundered
away from the phallocentric thieves."

She also said al 1 women pirates "steal back righteously
what belong to us."

Yet, despite the philosophical seriousness of the pre-
sentation, Daly sparkled with humor, reading from
Webster's New Intergallactic Wickedary of the English
Language to initially spark the audience's attention

Daly read mainstream, stufTy dictionary definitions of
words like dyke, wild, dick, broom and fundamentalist,
clapping her hands above her head and making seal

Turn to DALY, poge 7

Group examines
assault dangers
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Because ofthe potential dangers ofsexual assault
faced by women, a Canadian group has taken
action which may provide an example forAmericans,
according to a speaker yesterday.

Connie Guberman, a women's studies professor
at the University of Toronto, was invited to the
University of Massachusetts by Robert
Schwartzwald, the Canadian Studies program di-
rector for the Five College area.

Schartzwald stressed to an audience of ap-
proximately 19 men and women the importance of
bringing Canadians and Americans together, es-
pecially on issues like sexual assault towards
women.

Due to an increase ofrapes and murders during
the 1980's the Metro Council in Canada decided it
was time for a change.

The Metro Action Committee on Public Violence
against Women and Children (METRAC) formed
in 1984, promotes the rights ofwomen and children
to hve free from violence and threats of violence.

"A common thread among women is the expe-
rience of fear," Guberman said. "Parking lots
parking garages, streets and elevators are all com-
mon areas of concern."

According to Guberman,METRAC has designed
a way of using women's experience to assess safety
and security concerns in a specific area — through
a women's safety audit.

During an audit of a particular area, five or six
people walk around areas such as a building
parking lot, or a park, and questions are asked such

Turn to ASSAULT, page 10
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Yeltsin seeks national support
as referendum date draws near

COLLEGIAN COLLEGIAN

By SERGEI SHARGORDSKY
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Hitting the campaign trail two weeks
before the referendum on his leadership, President Boris
Yeltsin urged his countrymen on Monday to support him
and endorse the "new Russia" and its post-Communist
reforms.

Yeltsin's speech to Moscow students was part of a
campaign swing this week to rally popular support before
the referendum. The April 25 vote is aimed at resolving
the power struggle between the president and the hard-
line Congress.

"We must defend the course for reforms together
"

Yeltsin told about 1.500 people at the Moscow Aviation
Institute. "1 hope you have made your choice to support
a new Russia."

"In order to act more decisively. I must have support
ofthe electorate in this critical moment. All together, we
must make this decisive choice," Yeltsin said describing
the referendum as his "last reserve."
On Tuesday. Yeltsin plans to take his campaign to the

Kuznetsk Basin. Russia's largest coal deposit and the

center ofstrikes that shook the Soviet Union in 1989 and
1991.

The referendum, approved last month by the Congress
of People's Deputies, will ask Russians whether they
have confidence in Yeltsin and ifthey support his painful
economic reforms. It also asks if they favor early presi-
dential and parliamentary elections.

The communist-dominated Congress elected before
the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991 opposes Yeltsin's free
market drives and has been steadily eroding his powers.

Yeltsin said the real choice faced by Russians was not
^between the Congress and the president" but whether to
"surrender to those who want to roll back, who are ready
to put an end to reforms and therefore to Russia."

Yeltsin said the reforms have prevented an agricultural
collapse brought consumer goods to once barren shelves
and created hundreds ofthousands of private farms and
more than 60,000 private enterprises.

"The fight against inflation is our main task now. We
know how to solve this problem," he said.

Yeltsin claimed the monthly inflation rate dropped to
17 percent in March from 27 percent in January. He also
said the fall in industrial output was slowing.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian-
The Largest College Daily In New England
To find out how to get involved stop by 113 Campus Center
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Poet talks on
peace images
DIANA D'AVANZO
Collegian Staff

"Peace cannot easily be dealt with except in
contrast with war," said a noted poet at a reading
Thursday in the Converse Assembly Room at
Amherst College.

Anthony Hecht's readings were broken into two
parts. The first halfofthe night dealt with war, the
second half with peace.

The first piece of work he recited was "More
Light. More Light" which. Hecht explained, "en-
capsulates a story taken from a book by a concen-
tration camp survivor."

Hecht's next poem "The Room," was "a prayer"
that looked back on 20 years since che concentra-
tion camps.

The poem "The Room" begins with what is the
beginningofaprayer— "Millions, Father, milliuns
have come to this great path," and goes on to
describe the horror ofthe gas chamber, "We start to
panic, to claw at each other. .

."

Hecht went on to read other war poems incl uding
"Persistences" and "Venetian Vespers." Hecht ex-
plained he did not write in protest about the war.

"I believe when you're writing a poem of that
kind you attract attention to yourselfandyour high
moral standards." Hecht said.

The next part of Hecht's readings dealt with
peace. "Praise for Colonus," "Apprehensions" and
"The Lull" were three ofthe poems included in this
section. Hecht explained that "the lull spoken of is
the lull before a storm."

Over 150 people gathered for Hecht's reading,
which was part of the series titled "Imaging Peace'
The Coriiss Lamont Arts Project." The project is a
year-longAmherst College series supported by the
Corliss Lamont Lectureship for a Peaceful World

Hecht received the Pulitzer Prize in 1968 for his
collection "The Hard Hours." Hecht is a professor
in the Graduate School ofGeorgetown University.

STUDEMT TRA\/Fl

STA TRAVEL 1-800-777-0112
the world's largest student & youth travel orgar)ization.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited
number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine
Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.
Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

SEMESTER SPECIAL!

2 FOR $69.00

ViSA

With Visa" you're accepted at more than 10 million places
around the world, nearly three times more dian American Express.

Just in case you ever come up a Irtde short.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be?

t Visa USA Ine 1993.
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.
so we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreoth
Manor to gas heat ond gas hot

water for the next heating season
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.^.L^'Sl'^iZould approve: taking a self-defense classI confess. I m a karate disaster. I pity my instructors
because they have to put up with me three times a week
I signed up for karate with high hopes, behaving that by
the erid ofthe semester. I too would be a karate kid At the
rate I m going. Ill be lucky if I finish the class with some
ofmy dignity still intact. Unfortunately, that's not looking
very likely at this point in time.

While Mr. Miyaghi won't be taking me on as his next
protege. I am Uking karate for a reason: women need to
learn self-defense. In this violent day and age. women
must learn how to protect themselves. Since violent
cnme is on the rise, then defense mechanisms must be
too.

Even as a httle girl, I was taught that nice girls don't
fight. And until I left my peaceful Long Island suburb to

While all are good ideas, and possibly could help in a
dangerous situation, this semester the lock on my door is
a combination lock, eliminating the need for me to carry
a key. At this point I realized that I needed to know a little
self defense — hence my bouts with karate.

I was tired of feeling helpless and defenseless, and I

realized that I was the only one who could change that. I

was scared and I really wasn't sure what I could do to
change that .

Stephanie

EISENBERG
Karate was the perfect solution. I am not a violent

come to UMass I mpvaV 'f hnV.^M
7"'" -"*••".""""' " "^ person; violence terrifies me, otherwise I would have put

how^'itSvkS '°^ Vr," i"^^^^
maceon my ,h^„KaraU is a peaceful spo« .Lhow. But reality kicked in. and I reahzed that I knew

absolutely nothing about protecting mvself— and then I
was scared.

My dorm friends may remember my first attempt to
protect myself: a plastic whiflleball bat. While this tool
helped me to successfully drive pestering friends from my
room. I now have serious doubts as to its effectiveness in
a real situation. I then decided to go with the old keychain
approach. So, I loaded onto my keychain a flashlight a
pocket knife and a whistle.

trains you to attack only if attacked. It trains you to be
prepared for an attack, how to look out for one, and how
to counterattack. It is also a beautiful sport with many
graceful movements (hence my recurring trouble with
it!).

Violent crime is definitely on the rise, even here at
UMass. There have been more senseless attacks, more
date rapes and more assaults on women than there have
been in years past. Yet as a society at large, we choose to
Ignore it. again taking the old "it can't happen to me"

approach. Maybe it won't, hopefully it won't, but it can
and It might— so why not be a little prepared? I may be
a karate failure, but there are some people in my class
who after one semester are ready to train for their green
belt, and can definitely protect themselves in some situ-
ations.

UMass offers a variety of classes in self-defense,
ranging fix)m karate to tai kwon do, to a self-defense class
for women. Each teaches a different style ofdefense, and
each is an art form in itself.

These classes offer something to everyone, male or
female. They teach a certain sense of self-discipline, as
well as offer defense and fighting techniques. The most
important thing is that they all teach basically the same
approach: neverattack unless first attacked. This reigning
principle is the guiding force within karate.

It is so important in this day and age for women to
learn how to protect themselves. Self-defense is becom-
ing an important survival tool, especially for women.
Karate is the perfect way forwoman to protect themselves
without the use of violence. Women need to know what to
do in case ofan attack; before this class. I had absolutely
no idea. I encourage all women to take at least one
martial arts class at UMass before they graduate from
this "safe" haven and move on to the "real world."

Stephanie Eisenberg is a Collegian columnist.

Silence won't end harassment

Clinton s jobs bill is just real sad'
This opinion is from the pol itically right

and regards the Associated Press article.

"Jobs bill still stuck in Senate stalemate"
[Co//e^/a/j,April6j.

The article, with great thoroughness,
described the jobs bill standoff and GOP
fihbustering. However, it gave little to no
insight to the reasons for the standoff.

The article quoted President Clinton
as saying, "In a time when no new jobs
are being created. . . it means that for

political purposes, [the Republicans] are
willing to deny jobs to places like Balti-
more. Dallas. Houston, Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia and Cleveland and Seattle.
It's just real sad."

Here's what is real sad: during a na-
tional press conference March 23. CUnton
was asked about the alleged needless
spending (pork) that was part of the jobs
bill. He responded, "You will read those
bills for years in vain and not find those
projects." He continued to say he would
not let absurd spending happen.

It's real sad that President Clinton,

lacking all integrity, has lied to the
American public for political reasons, liv-

ing up to his nickname, "SHck."

Here are just a few examples of what
the Emergency Stimulus Jobs Package
contains:

• $1 million for a cemetery in Puerto
Rico.

• $5 million for a sports recreation

complex in Puerto Rico.

• $3.5 million to preserve a theatre in
Phoenix.

• $3.2 million to renovate a swimming
pool in Spokane. Washington. Democratic
Speaker of the House TTiomas Foley lives
in Spokane. Coincidence? I don't think so.

• $28 million to forgive the District of
Columbia's debt.

• $3.2 million for compiling fish atlases.
What is a fish atlas?

• $47 million for Human Reliability
Assessment and Enhancement.

• $500,000 for a golfcourse in Florida.
• $19 miUion to be given to an agency

fbr overseas vaccinations.
• $500,000 for replacing circuit break-

ers in the rest rooms.
• $4 billion for extending unemploy-

ment benefits. This pays people not to
work.

It has been estimated that this jobs
package will create 219,000 jobs. Divide
this by the cost, $16.3 billion, and it will
costAmerica $75,000 for eachjob created.
This is not efficient.

It's real sad that our illustrious caring
leader believes this is the way to create
jobs. It is real sad that the Republicans
don't want hard-earned tax dollars spent
on such frivolous projects as studyingriver
populations of the sickle fin chub.

Doug Bailey
Sunderland

1 have heard tons ofstories about sexual
harassment of women. Though I am not
the one who gets hurt. I am angered by
these stories. There are two parts to my
anger. One. it is anger with those who
harass, for their cruelty to the feelings of
another human. Two. I am angry because
these cases ofsexual harassment can only
be heard among intimate friends, not in
front of police officers or the public.

I can guess why these cases are not
reported. Maybe it hurts so much that
survivors just want to erase it from their
memories, or they blame themselves for
bringing about the incident. The police
would not believe them or it is too minor
and no one would care. I understand the
pain sexual harassment causes, but I ask
you two questions: Does anyone have a
right to hurt you? Why does sexual ha-
rassment exist?

From my own point of view, to a large
extent it is because of the silence of the
survivors. Your silence extends your suf-
fering to the generations after you. hold-
ing back the voices of people who suffer
the same predicament as you, as they all

think they are alone and weak, and that
no one cares. At thesame time, your silence
strengthens the beliefs and confidence of
those who harass you. So for these cruel
beasts, "no" means "yes" and they think.
"No one would report me to the police, not

even the one I harass. Just do it." Ifwe go
on in silence, one day there would be no
more voices for justice to be heard in this
worid as we might think that sexual ha-
rassment of women was a routine of life.

Maybe you are not sure about the out-
come of speaking up, but to change the
current status, we must at least talk about
it instead of participating in the con-
struction of myths by being silent and
leading our offspring to live in a more and
more unequal and threatening world.
Everyone should have the right to feel
very comfortable and safe togoeverywhere
in this world. However, in the present
situation, this right is not given and it is
something to struggle for.

To those homy attackers: imagine how
you would feel if your mom, sister or
girlfriend were harassed or raped by
someone. What would you feel? Would you
just take it for granted? Ifyour answer is
"yes," you are doomed. Does a female be-
ing flirtatious mean that you can harass
her? No, you don't have such a right— no
one does.

Guys, don't feel offended by me. I do not
generalize that "all guys harass women."
Let's endorse our female counterparts in
getting rid of the "bad ones" in our family
and combat the issue together.

Nicholas Keung
Southwest

I can't see Cyr as the good guy
I don't know ifanyone else has heard of

the press conference about James Cyr
being a good guy, good father and sweet
person. It may be true that he hasn't been
found guilty as ofyet. but everything pretty
much points to him as being the murderer.
That's not the point. The point is a woman,
a 21-year-old woman, has been stabbed
and her house has been burned down —
she has been murdered.

I have heard this public announcement
twice and after hearing it both times I

have felt enraged because everyone is al-
ways trying to protect the perpetrator
who more often than not is a man. A life

has been Uken away and all these people
can think or talk about is how good James
Cyr is. Where is the justice in this? I'm
sure that if a man had been murdered by
a woman, the woman wouldn't be held in
such a positive light. She would be seen as
a psychopath.

To the people who are praising James
Cyron that announcement, and wherever,
I think you need to think about what
you're saying. This shows insensitivity
and disgust and plain ignorance on your
behalf

Brian Oats
Northampton

Can a planet be destroyed, please?

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and cartoons
from UMass and the entire College Community,

The Editorial staffreserves the right to edit letters and columns for
grammar, clarity and length.

I remember waking up at six in the
morning on Saturdays in 1983 to catch
"Force Five" on charmel 25. Like it was
yesterday, I can see the credits at the
beginning and the short scene clips and
trying to figure out if I had seen a particu-
lar one. I remember watching "Star
Blazers," "SuperFriends,""Spiderman and
his Amazing Friends," "Force Five" and
"The Incredible Hulk." Then there were
"Kung Fu Theater" and "Creature Double
Feature." These were the programs that
kept me in the house even if my friends
went to play ball in the park or to tell jokes
on the porch or to spend a week at
Disneyland.

Where did all these quality programs
go? Nowadays we are stuck with the likes
of "Widget the World Watcher," "Captain
Planet"and"G.I.Joe."Theseshowsare.in

a word. weak. There is always someone
trying to save the world from evil (O.K. I
can understand that) while not hurting
anyone else (???). How is it that no one in
"G.I. Joe" ever gets hurt or killed? They
always manage to ejectjust seconds before
the missile hits the plane?
On all these shows disaster is averted

in the nick of time. Can I see a planet
destroyed for no other reason but sheer
malice once? I don't advocate unnecessary
violence (too much), but damn, enough is
enough.

I beseech you, the public, bring back
the Electron Chain and Grandizer Gooo!
Godzilla and the Shaolin Temple Monks.'
Bring back what made cartoons worth
watching for a change.

Marc Cousins
Amherst
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Economist
continued from page I

the United States partly on the specu-
lation and mergers of the 1980s and
the Savings and Loan debacle.

He said in order for the economy to
improve, the new administration must
move agressively to reduce unemploy-
ment, promote economic growth and

cut military spending.
Galbraith said the American people

should not worry that government ex-
penditure will create a short run in-
crease in the public debt.

"When prosperity returns, the defi-
cit needs to be lowered." he said.

COLLEGIAN

S. Africa

"BLASPHEMOUS AND
OBSCENE"
- Reverend Donald Wildmon. AMERICAN FAMILY ASSOCIATION

1

continued from page 1

Two whites were burned to death Sun-
day in a black township near Cape Town
and another white injured in the attack
died in a hospital Monday. But police said
both those killings appeared related to

violence over control of area bars.

An ANC statement on Monday con-
demned revenge violence against whites
and called for residents ofblack townships
to allow journalists to work freely. It said
a committee with representatives of the

ANC, its allies, police and a peace group
had been set up to monitor violence in the
Johannesburg area.

The ANC and its aUies outlined plans
for demonstration Tuesday, urged blacks
to stay away from work in Johannesburg
on Wednesday and set protest marches
Saturday in the Johannesburg area. Me-
morial services were also scheduled for
Wednesday in cities and towns through-
out the country.

I i I .1

IN THE USA
A FILM BY PAUL YULE

Now Uncensored

Film & Panel Discussion
Featuring producer Jonathan Stack, Professor Stephen Arons
of the Legal Studies Department, Professor Pat Lasch, and

Susan Jahoda of the Art Department.
Moderator, Bill Newman, president of
The Western Massachusetts ACLU.

TViescl£Ly, April 13 • 8:OOPIWI

V.
Sponsored e)yCo<nmui«f Are. Govemmeni, The UMass Legal Stud«s Oepanmeni and

Ihe Western Man Chajxef of the Amafican CJvif(Jbartiea Uown J

SSAT • F>SAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEFL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • FMGEMS •

FLEX . CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.

Our students get the highest scores WeVe proven It to over
one million student*; I et ii<; orovp it to vmi

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UnSass
Summer Session

j-^^-^fcv.- Ja*\.

\ <4 one of New England's most popular programs

^^ a distinguished faculty and fine facilities

- Missed a coarse? Make it np!
- Advance in next semester's work

" Falfill a requirement
- EuJoy a course

Over 200 credit conrses offered.

Two, siz-week sessions:
First session: Jane 2-Jaly 9

Second session: July 13-August 18

REGISTER MOIV!
Catalog^s available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
eth floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

&0

CO

< morning, midday, afternoon, and evening

classes—over 400 course sections

^ sessions starting June IJnly 6. &Jttly 19

< affordable costs

Name

Street address

City, state, zip

Send or fax to: UMass Boston Summer Sessions

100 Momssey Blvd.

Boston. MA 02125-3393

Fax 617 287-7922

Appears at no cost to die Commonwealth.
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' '

.. ^"!k ''iT'
^'^ P*''^""^ ^««»ia from bases in Italyacross the Adriatic. Two U.S. Air Force f-15 jet r^gh^rstwo French Mirage 2000s and two Dutch F- 6s fllw thefirst mission AWACs surveillance planes mann^ bymultinational crews and Navy jets on the Roosevelt are

participating.

NATO officials declined to discuss specifically how
jaolators would be dealt with. They said previously thatNATO pilots would try to order violators back home or
orce them to land. Shooting down violators would be the
last resort.

There w-ere no reports oftheNATO planes confronting
any aircraft on Monday.

One of the Pentagon sources said the French planewent down about 15 miles ofTthe coast of former Yugo-

^T ^"If"''^*'^''
^^^ *^here was no hostile action

involved. The French Defense Ministry in Paris had no

immediate comment.
The show of international will to end the war took a

step back Mondaywhen the U.N. Security Council decided
to postpone a vote on tightening economic sanctions on
berb-dommated Yugoslavia.
A Western diplomat at U.N. headquarters in New

York said Russia asked that the vote be held after
Russians vote in an April 25 referendum on President
Boris Yeltsin's leadership.

The sanctions are to be tightened to force Serbia to
pressure its Bosnian Serb allies to accept a peace plan
already signed by their Muslim and Croat rivals.

Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozvrey said the
delay would give the Serbs a "last chance" to agree to
peace. He also said that if the two-week-old Bosnian
cease-fire did not generally hold, the Security Council
would have to resort to "most decisive measures."

Daly
continued from poge 3

noises when she approved of them.
In the Wickedary, she redefined or supple-

mented the dictionary definitions of particular
words, making the words fit more accurately with
the reality of radical feminist philosophy.

The seal of approval went to the dictionary
definition of wild as "not living near man; savage-
not accounted by any known theories" and a dyke
as -a barrier preventing passage of something
undesirable."

Discovering that the word fundamentalistmeant
rear end. or to sit on one's behind, Daly's Wickedary
definition of a fundamentalist became "one who
sermonizes from the fundamist."

mi ike
THE DIVKSION mt STUDENT

BNIVEBSITY OF MASSACHlJSETI^

COMMBMORATES THE LIFE AIW WORK OE

DR. MARUN LUTH£R KI]¥G jb

THURSDAY, APRIL 1 5.
0:00 PM

CAPE COD LOIJZirCiE

FREE

\

PERFORMEVCI:
VMASS BSr Gospel Choir
Amherst College Go«rpel Choii-
Holy Temple Church of God Choir

%

REFRESHMENTS WILL
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cian, and Stewart, an organic chemist,
have worked on several highly publicized
cases of alleged plagiarism or other
wrongdoing by scientists.

The two used computer software they
developed, dubbed the "plagiarism ma-
chine." to uncover hundreds of instances
of alleged theft of phrases from previous
sources in Gates' biographies of Lincoln,
Martin Luther King and writer William
Faulkner.

Stewart said they intended the study
to be a test of their software, but they
submitted their findings in February to
the American Historical Association.

Gates complained to the Institutes'

deputy inspector general and several con-
gressman about the agency's support of
research by scientists on a historian's
writings.

Gates applauded the transfers of the
two men. "They've gotten away with mur-
der for a long time, and itjust boggles my
mind." Gates said.

Feder and Stewart said they had re-

peatedly received permission forand praise
of their investigations from supervisors.

However, their unit was eliminated
with the transfers. "At a time when our
personnel resources are limited... work
has got to focus on those disease areas
that has responsibility for," Singer said.

Services
continued from page 3

Hampshire, Georgetown University
and Ghio State University.

But there are many students, who
feel uneasy in just going to Health Ser-

vices due to the stories they have heard.

Although Nathan Guerrero, chair-

man of the Undergraduate Student
Senate's budget committee, has had no

bad Health Service experiences, he said
stories he has heard from fellow stu-

dents have made him wary ofthe place.

Student Government President
David Nuiiez said he met with the
David Kraft, executive director of Uni-
versity Health Services, to advocate for

better health services for students.

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ I 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
'<;f^'

Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.
Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
^

1

Children under 10 - $3.50
-^""^ ^ Luncheon Specials served ll:30-3pm - $3.25~ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

^ TAKE OUT SERVICE -FUU COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherrt 25M252

APARTMENT COMPLEX RENTAL FAIR

;
April 12, 13, 14

:

9-4
Student Union Ballroom

Shop around for the right apartment complex for you.

D.H. Jones, Townhouse, Brandywine and MORE!

s/)o/;sod 1)1/ [k OfCmpits Housing Office

'mSiiihit Union

J

Feeling

TRAPPED?
Free yourself by
wrilif)j; loi ihc

C ollc^i.uv

Takea coursein
peitumanceamivalue.

New Management
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS

«& TOWNHOLSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdirm ^^^O
2 Bdrm from ^-^130
3 Bdrm .^^^O
4 Bdrm ^^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1.413-253-.40SS

$199/monthPonUac 3-VbarSMAHTOfuyE

It doesn't take en eccounting degree to understand the
value of this Brand Am SE Coupe. In addition to an
iM/FM stereo cassette with auto reverse, automatic
transmission. Tilt-Wheel " adjustable steering, a rear
defogger and air conditioning. Brand Am' comes with
the worry-free ownership of Pontiac Cares. All lor a
low Pontiac SmartOrive* payment of only $199 a month*
for only 3 years. Pontiac Brand Am. Its performance
and value made easy. For more product information

and dealership locations, call 1-B00-7S2-4900.

^ff^f^CMRES. ..wfthan oxtonslw 3-marl36.Q00-mlla,
oofmSc ''''^'''"''tllile UmHtd ¥IKanan^ 24-liour IhadsUe MssManct

c^t^ andCourlesyrransportallon. See your dealer for details.

{^.^U,ttp.tmtnc»ltm3UlCm$.UritUtn$tnH.

The New GrandAm
Vpontiac.
f. WE ARE DRIVHMG EXCITEMENT

NOT READY
FOR BEDTIME PLAYERS

Spring 1993 Performance Schedule
All Performances Begin: 8:00 P.M.

^P"' 14 MeMlle/Thoreau at
Thoreau Main Lounge

^P^'' 21 Pierpont/Moore at

Pierpont Main Lounge

AP"'28 Cashin Main Lounge

"^ayS Orchard Hill

In the Bowl 6 PM

Come see the hard-hitting satire and
comedy of Boston's own

Jimmy Tingle

Wednesday April 14, 1993
Student Union Ballroom

8:oo pm
$3.00 admission

All proceeds will go to campus Child Care and
Human Services Programs

Sponsored by the Commuter Area Government
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Rejoice — hardcore's alive
Up and coming Quicksand expounds on their music
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

The soul of hardcore emanates through the pores of
modem day alternative music. Few probably thought, as
they relished the underground punk scene into the eighties
(a scene which maintained its subterranean status), that
bands like Agnostic Front and Minor Threat would be
such a subsUntial influence on the bands that the next
pack of rebellious youth would be listening to.

Countless bands today cannot and do not deny the
influence that hardcore has had on them. Nirvana (and
for that matter the whole grunge scene) would be non-
existent without punk. Superchunk. whose elevated
status stems from the fact that they are not a sellout and
remain original, extract their sounds from the very roots
of hardcore.

Among the special few bands who derive the brunt of
their musical impact from hardcore while successfully
updating it with a nineties polish and fuller sound is New
York's Quicksand.

With the recent release oftheir first full-length album
Slip, the foursome has developed a sound reminiscent of
the last decade's hardcore but with a melodv and preci-
sion of today.

1 met lead singer/guitarist Walter Schreifelsand bassist
Sergio Vega at a recent industry schmooze in Boston.
Later 1 would also meet guitaristTom Capone. Quicksand
could never develop a supersUr mentality, they're just
too human.
Adam Goulston: How long has the band been to-
gether?
Walter Schreifels and 55ergio Vega: Three years.
AG: I asked because I was reading an ad in I think
Nerve magazine which said you "survived the mid-
eighties punk scene"
WS: Yeah, all those biography and promo things are kind
of cheesy. It makes it sound like there was some big
hardcore holocaust with people being killed and slaugh-
tered.

AG: But you survived.
WS: We're from the heart. That's the scene we came out
of Some kid was like a metalhead and you wouldn't say
he's a "metalhead survivor" you know?
AG: How did bands like Fugazi influence your
sound?
WS: We kind ofcome from the same kind of place. When
I was listening to hardcore 1 liked DC. band like Minor
Threat. I like Negative Approach. I likeNew York hardcore
bands as well. I think Fugazi are kind ofcomingfrom that
place. But I'm not interested in chasing Fugazi's Uil or
being influenced by them in that way. We don't want to
be Robin, we want to be Batman.
AG: What do you think are the strongest influences
on Slip?
WS: I think they're real eclectic influences. People say it

sounds like Helmet or it sounds like Fugazi. Well say,
"that's not us or we want to do this this way." People want
to interpret a new band in terms of what they already
know, ni hear a hip-hop song that's got a really cool
drumbeat to it and think what if we put some heavy
guitar over that and kind ofin ourway make it something
different.It's totally eclectic. Ill be listening to some pop
song or I'll be listening to some Slayer song and say like
That's cool."

SV: Everyone in the band has their own influences and
brings them in and we just kind of layer them on top of

each other.

AG:How wouldyou describe Slip to someone who's
never heard it?

WS: I'd say it's definitely high energy. I think it's real
emoted kind of music. It's not like "pop" songs. I'm
screaming my head off through most ofthe record. I like
to think that it's kind of cerebral.

AG: Like "Dine Alone," that's my favorite track on
the album.
WS: Oh cool.

AG: Did something inspire that?
WS: My lyrics, its like HI often write part of a song one
week and then come back like three weeks laterand write
something on the same subject. 0fl«n there's not one big
general that I'm trying to get across like, "the message of
this song is this." Although in "Dine Alone" there is a real
feeUng to that song. What mspired it is we needed the
lyrics to a song that we had laid down and I was trying to
write lyrics and sitting by myself in this restaurant. I'm
like. "Okay, let me just think of something right here."
AG: And there you go.
WS: And there I went with it. It's not so much about
eating by yourself as it is about feeling loneliness or
ahenation.

AG: I noticed on the lyric sheet, everything is in
small letter and they're all just pieced out with no
punctuation or anything. Is that representative of
the style?

WS: I think to a degree yeah. When they were going about
doing the lyric sheet, I sUrted stressing; how am I gonna
punctuate this? Am I gonna write it like prose? How am
I gonna do this? The guy who was laying out the record
came out with that and I was like you know, it's kind of
hard to read.

AG: Do you ever have a problem maintaining this
level of intensity and just want to do a nice power
ballad or something, a slow song?
SV: Not yet. We've actually tried to do that, you know
lighten ourselves a little. Because of the music that we
liked at the time, it's just in our heart. You can't really
escape what you are and who you are.
WS: I think the record is actually very much toned down
from the sound that we initially came out with. First it

was complete over the top. 1 would compare us to total
metal bands or like Rage Against the Machine or some-
thing like that — like total high-powered hardcore. By
the time we got around to recording the record, we were
trying to get more mellow, trying to groove out. I still just
don't think we can get away from the fact that we like
powerful kinds of music.
SV: You just are what you are.

AG: Will you be out near UMass any time soon?
WS: We're in Boston in two weeks. We don't have any
plans right now.
AG: Is there a favorite place you like to play?
WS: I like playing pretty much anywhere the kids are
into it and even sometimes when the kids aren '/ into it it's

fun too. We like playing near home too. because that's
where we're most popular. The Northeast, like Boston,
we like playing.

SV: That's a common sound in this area.
AG: Will hardcore ever die?
WS: Never. Itll never die. It will last forever.
SV: They're still trying to kill punk. Itll be a long time
before they get hardcore.
WS: Til they get around to hardcore, forget it, we'll be old
men.

Diner has taste to entice senses
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Simply Delicious, the "diner of the 21st century," is

the perfect rest stop from the orbiting traffic on route 9
in Hadley. Its clean, bright atmosphere provided a
refuge from yesterday's gray rain.

The diner's huge windows, which comprise halfofthe
wall space, bring back memories ofthe observation deck
on the Starship Enterprise.

Colorful, vibrant drawings of the diner's specials are
the artistic creation of the third shift; cook Dann Merritt.
These pictures line the top of the other halfof the walls.

Restaurant

Review

Incredible special deals include two hot dogs and a 16
ounce Coke for $3 and a bowl of Stick in the Mud Fries

(gravy and mozzarella over crinkle cut fries) for $1.75.

Students get a 15*^ discount (but make sure you remem-
ber to point it out to your server when you get the bill!)

Coffee is only 50 cents which is a huge plus for a diner

open 24 hours.

1 began my meal with a delicous Super Float, root beer

with three scoops of vanilla ice cream. Served in a

transparent plastic beer mug with a handle, this bever-

age screamed DINER.
As I sucked up the ice cream through the straw (until

my face turned blue), I took in my surroundings. Thejuke
box plays everything from classic rock to top 40 hits.
Candy machines and a palm reading machine stand as
sentries by the front door.

The owner Bill Zagorski and his son Dave work side by
side at the long red counter which runs down the middle
of the diner. This father and son duo look startlingly
similar and work well together. Dave takes the orders
and Bill works his way through the days' managerial
concerns.

Simply Delicious began as a hot dog cart in
Easthampton. It then moved to Northampton, where
Zagorski hired a young woman just to entice the traffic to
stop. Zagorski told the Hampshire Gazette that this hal-
ter top clad woman was the "attractor."

Now, Simply Delicious is located between the Hamp-
shire and Mountain Farm Malls, next to the Automatic
Teller Machine.

You may need to run over to the ATM, when you hear
the dessert menu, which has daily specials also. Simply
Delicious offers apple pie and cheese cake every day. The
apple pie's heavy cinnamon flavor mixes smoothly with
the french vanilla ice cream that runs down over its sides
in sticky, tasty pools.

Simply Delicious is definately worth the stop for a
lightning quick, economical meal that is simply out of
this world.

Playboy special
pictures women,
college hot-spots
By KAREN KOVATCH
Generation X-Press

(GXP) Ask most men on the nation's college cam-
puses what April brings, and they probably won't
say rain showers or May flowers. They're more
likely to tell you it marks the release of Playbov
magazine's college women issue.

Each year. Playboy photographers hop across
country visiting various colleges and universities
in search of women to be included in biannual
theme issues published in October and April.

Beginning in October, photographers launched
a month-long search at 10 universities in nine
states to find 24 women for the "Student Body"
issue, which hit the stands March 16.

This year, photography crews combed the
campuses of Central Michigan, the University of
Vermont, Ball State University in Indiana, the
University ofGeorgia. Southern Illinois University,
California State University at Chico. the Univer-
sity ofTexas atAustin, San Diego State University,
the University of Colorado and Arizona State
University.

"We wanted a nice cross-section ofgirls, and we
thought we'd have them with these schools." says
Playboy publicist Karen Ring. Despite protests from
various campus groups. Ring says between 200
and 300 women came out to be photographed at
each location. "Ifwe get a town where there are a
lot of protests, we get a better turnout, so we don't
mind it at all."

Moore agrees. "Every time (we visit a campus to
photograph giris) we have that problem (with
proteste), and it's such a big problem it swells the
pool of women that show up."

Moore says prior to arriving at a campus. Play-
boy typically places an ad in the student newspa-
per listing the address and the phone number of
the hotel suite near campus in which auditions will
be held. "As soon as that ad hits the stand, that's
when the protests get organized."

Interested women can call to set up a photo
shoot in which they pose nude or semi-nude for
polaroids. Women must provide two forms of iden-
tification prior to being photographed, one which
must verify they are a student at the university.
They are also asked to furnish information about
themselves, such as their majors.

Though photographers spend approximately
three to four hours with each woman in these initial

sessions, Moore says they are simply designed "to
get an idea ofhow people respond to the camera."

Photographers review all ofthe polaroids before
narrowing the field and making their final selec-
tions. Moore says contrary to popular myth, pho-
tographers don't usually look for professional
model-types or glamour goddesses when selecting
finalists, but women who represent the image of
the "girl next door."

"There's nothing more like the girl next door
than a college undergraduate," he says. "A college
undergraduate woman is a woman you can respect— it's a woman you can meet."

The magazine gives readers a chance to meet
thisyear's college models. They include University
of Colorado senior Judy Hernandez who tells the
magazine that she "loves spending time with (her)
husband" and San Diego State University sopho-
more Sherry Norton who says that "to be in Play-
boy is just a dream."

Ring says that when considering finalist, pho-
tographers look for women who are not only attrac-
tive and well-proportioned, but interesting to us,"
she says. But there's more to the college women
issues than pictures. After the pictorial is complete,
Moore faces the task of producing stories to ruri
with it. "It's usually an essay discussing the state
ofwhatever conference we happen to be covering at
the time," he says.

In this year's issue, the magazine highlights
"campus bests" that include the best professors
(among them Fanny Howe, whose poetry class at
the University ofCalifornia at San Diego features
works by rappers Queen Latifah and Arrested
Development); the best radio stations, the most
notorious make-out spots (at Central Michigan it's

in the satellite dishes by the football field); and
oddest campus parties among other things.

The college women issues have been well-re-
ceived by readers each year since Playbov began
doing them in 1977. Moore believes this is due to
the memories college women can spark among
men of all ages. "They recall happy times in many
of our readers' lives."

Ring says as a result of this. Playboy will con-
tinue with its college women issues protests or not.
The readers love it. That's why well keep doing it."
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TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

OmW*v RwM«rlp

LOMDOM
$209 $389
PARIS

$225 $450
MOSCOW/

ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690
GREECE/
LARMACA
$359 $718

TOKYO
BANGKOK

$789
$889

Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets allow changes
Fares from over 75 US cibes

to aH major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin Amenca and Australia

Eurialpasses Avariat)le

f»imu>t<d 10 clangt mOdui amk*

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave.. NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676

212-986-8420*
•in NYC

CONTACT
LENS CARE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY

HEALTH
SERVICES

We take great

pride in being able

to fit many people
who have had

difficulty in the

past wearing

contact lenses

• • •

Offering a broad
array of contact

lenses with a large

in house

inventory.

• ••

The new daily

wear disposable

and frequent

replacement

contact lenses are

now available

• ••
All fittings are

done by our eye

doctors with

experience in

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems

• • •

Emphasis is

placed on your

ocular health and

professional

service.

IlilS
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and convenient on
campus location.

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671

Salamanders
hitting the road
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

Bestirred by warm rains andguarded by soggy humans,
scores ofspotted salamanders wasted no time this spring
heading mto custom designed tunnels that lead them
under a road to their breeding pools.
They waited so long and the conditions were so

perfect that they all ran through." Tom Tyning. a natu-
ralist with the Massachusetts Audubon Society, said
Monday. "It was the best year in the past 20."

In cooler springs, the salamanders have slowly eased
into the 19 inch high passageways. They needed en-
couragement by volunteers lighting theends ofthe tunnels
with shielded flashlights.

The annual emergence of the navy blue amphibians
with yellow polka dots has become a rite ofspring in this
college town, which installed the tunnels topped with
grates six years ago.

The salamanders, which are six to eight inches long,
winter in burrows on a hillside.

About 150 salamanders traipsed down the wooded hill
in a drenching rain Saturday, while about that many
humans kept count and watched for traffic.

For 1 Syears before the town built the tunnels, residents
gathered to stop traffic on Henry Street while the
salamanders crossed.

"A lot of people slept through Easter dinner." Tyning
said. He said it was so exciting he stayed out until 3 a.m.

"With all the great snow and rain we've had, all the
wetlands are at their peak this spring." he said. "It's the
perfect time to figure out where not to build buildings or
parking lots."

Many species of amphibians, including the spotted
salamander that can live for up to 20 years, need at least
periodic wet years to ensure their survival! Tyning said.
Too often, he said the snow fed pools in which they breed
dry up before theiryoung can hatch and grow to the point
where they can live on land.
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THESE GUYS REALLY WANTED TO BE IN THE COLLEGIAN - Junior marketing

majors IVlark Yacker (left) and Jay Stohl ham it up for the cameras.

assault
continued from page 3

as: Do I feel comfortable here?. What is the
lighting hke? and What changes would
make me feel safer?

"It is my beliefthat women do not have
access to safe public facilities,"Guberman
said. "And women have to spend an enor-
mous amount of energy protecting them-
selves."

Since 1989. the process ofauditing has
worked and made progress towards
changing the desing of over 64 Metro
stations in Canada, Guberman said.

Information was also distributed at the
lecture through a video which focused on
Queens University, located in Kingston
Canada.

The video showed students auditing
buildings on their campus, and women

speaking out about their concerns.
"I refuse to hold office hours afler 5 p.m.,

due to a fearofha\nnga male student argue
with me about changing a grade." a female
professor at Queens said on the video. "I

only feel safe standing my ground when I

know there are other people around."
Making the environment safer for

women will make it safer for everyone,
including the elderly, gays and lesbians,
and the disabled. Guberman said afler the
video.

An informal question and answer pe-
riod followed the lecture, and many of the
people who attended expressed concern for
the issue, and asked Guberman for advice
on how to start a program similar to
METRAC here at UMass.

IF IT AIN'T

FIX IT. SM

MUFFLER/BRAKE

Mile Guarantee
All-Season Steel Belted Radial

GRENADIER

I
COUPON SPECIALS!

' MONRO MUfTLER/BRAHE kK \ k A I

FREE!
Brake Inspection

Lifetime
guaranteed
brake shoes
Apadsl*

A 10% off any brake refialr

wn><wlowfafc».Mtenrti»« y. p..,i
""--yirritmilirtwliHilt tw.

<M» no oMKMonM ynr pirt. NotwU «!» av («w ollw. •$« nHn«« forMir
3134

Coupon vaM thru 5/»/93

MONRO MUFFLER/BRAKE

Oil, Lube& niter

Indudes up to 5 quartsKaraM motor oM. I

(tm undeicar InapocMuii. nii^^u for

ippoeitmsfiL

Coupon valM thni 5/29/93

'KmmWI oM fNtar,

^lONRO MUFFLER/BRAKE

2-Wlieel Alignment

\88*

^tB•*VaMiaAWeMfMt c«lar, enter,A to*.
Impwrt tlMrfe«A k«it«nd /iMritaM formoMmMgIh.
ftMN al for appoMnrnt
Coupon vMd ttwu 5/29/93 31 36

37lit: $50.9S ^1^ PlSS/SO R13

1 Tough %t—t belts for strsngtlt A control.
1 Grsat tradton in any weathar.

whitawall/siz« list price ourprtca

P165/80R13 53.95 41.95
PI 75/80 R13 55.95 41.95
P185/80 R13 57.95 43.95
P185/75 R14 58.95 45.95 1
P195/75 R14 61.95 47.95 1
P205/75 R14 64.95 49.95 1
P215/75R14 68.95 53.95 1

P205/75 R15 66.95 50.95 \

P215/75 R15 69.95 54.95
P235/75R15 76.95 59.95

586-0892

MUFFLERS
• TIRES • FRONT WHEEL DRIVE eVpeRTS

360 Russell St wBO"Of
NORTHAMPTON
326 King St

461 Memorial Dr 594-9 '

WILBRAHAM ^ jm ^^ ^^ m
1971 Boston Road w40"0C
W.SPRINGFIELD ^^0% ^^
777 Riverdale St. 739-f<l

461 Memorial Dr 594-9161
WILBRAHAM Ol ^ #%^^»
1971 Boston Road 543-8027
W.SPRINGFIELD ^^0%. ^^^^
777 Riverdale St 739-3860

HOURS MO. Tue, Thu Fr, 7 30 am • 8 00 p.. Wed 7 30 3. - 6 00 p.. Sa, 7:30 am • 4 00 pn

510 Days same as cash!,'"""? '"»""«•'^ •^*' ^•^" 'or complete detail*.
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Probe
Hanger

Thunderbird

Mustang
F150

Feslifa

Aerostar
Tempo

Eipiorer

Taurus
Bronco

Escort

Get $400 To Use As Cash .

Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For
You took endless tests and endured more all-

nighters than you can remember. It's time to receive

the credit you're due — savings on the Raitl car or
truck of your choice.

And your R)rd dealer can help. Right now, you can
receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993
ford cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other in-

centives being offered. Qualified graduates could make
no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRP

Back Or A Down Payment.
Qualified College Graduates.
You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days.
This offer is available to college grads, grad school

graduates and grad school students graduating
between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993
So hurry down to your Fond dealer and pick up

some extra credit — big savings on a R)itl car or
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved
financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase
Program. Rjr more inibmiation call: 1-800-321-1536.

ISfEWENGLANTI
FORD

FORD DEALERS
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Masterson hopes
for more 'wild' roles
LOS ANGELES (AP) - It's not

that Mary Stuart Masterson is tired of
playing sensitive, troubled young
women. But the star of "Fried Green
Tomatoes" and "Benny and Joon"
would like something with more of a
kick.

"When do I get to have fun in a
movie?" the 26-year-old asked. "I'd like
to very much play a flamboyant, out-
there wild-and-crazy character.

"I'd love it. It's a side of me that no
one gets to see except my poor friends."

Still, she's not complaining about
her current role asJoon, ayoung woman

emotionally traumatized by the death
of her parents. She falls for Benny, an
equally dysfunctional outsider played
by Johnny Depp.

The bittersweet romantic comedy
was challenging because much of the
humor came from the characters' pain,
Masterson said in Saturday's Daily
News of Los Angeles.

"So when you act it, you act the
reality of it, not thejoke, not the punch
lines," she said.

Masterson played the rebellious
Idgie in last year's hit "Fried Green
Tomatoes."

'^OLLEGIAK

A quarter ofa dollar. A quarter ofa century.

THE BROOK

Just a reminder that the COLLEGIAN has
been publishing dailyfor 25 years.

lUih The Massachusetts Daih' Collegian
He Largest College Daily Newspaper in Nem England
113 Campus Center • University ofMassachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003 • (413) 545-3500

Smith College Recreation Council

f

Presents

Je$u$ Jones
with Special Guests

Tliesday, April 20. 1993
John M Green© Hall, Smith Colleg©.

$10 with
^^^^il^J^^^tf^l^Jpe^ ID, available at SniiUi Colleije.
call (413) 585-4950 for times and locations

SI 2.50 for all others, available at Smith College andMam Street Records. Northampton. Cash Only.
call (413) 586-5726 for more informaiion

umass
Community
Service Day

May 1, 1993

Have you heard about it? Interested in joining students, faculty, staff and the members of campus service
organizations donating time and talent to help the Town ofAmherst?

400-500 student volunteers are needed for a variety of important projects, including:

• treework and gardening . building a playground
• clearing nature trails . painting town swimming pools

• restoring public areas and much, much morel

Free food, hats and festivities! The fun begins at 9 a.m., Saturday, May 1

Working together, UMass tnakes a difference! Be apart of a campus that serves!

For more information, visit our sign-up table on the Campus Center Concourse or
call D.ane H„ebner-Dillon at the Community Service Program' E25 Machmer. 545-3327Residence hall. club, sports team, academic majors groups welcome!

Into Amherst is sponsored by the University Service Council. Commuter Area Government the MassachiK^tt^ n=;i.
Collegian, the TEAMS Project, Community Service Program. Bridging Worlds MassPIRG AmhTfrn f ?^^
Residential Education Alcohol Program. Pan Hellenic Council. lntlrf'ate°r^^%ounXm^^^^^^ '^"'l?^"^'Program. SCALE. School ol Nursing. United Way ol Hampshire County Fi'rst Call lor Help Circl^7!ndm^^^J^TrZ'
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM^S JOURNAL

box erf Rice Kr;spie5.

By JIM

exc»t€^ bytKo5«|
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

As witnesses later recalled, two small dogs Just
waltzed into ttie place. grabt>ed the cat,

and waltzed out

OU ISOPWSE Xou'OUfEMt
TO PCoMKt NevM TO wEAU
l^M IN SviCH IV POgUt*

'1^"'"
t?""'^''i Quote of the Day

PRICE

lUi'O LIKE TO

T^OSE COLDg

Combinations

ARE SiH
FA8ULOU5

^OUALI Km

D/PNTYOO?'

"You can't judge a t>cx)k by its cover, but you
can tell how much it costs."

—From the tiiovie

_____^ Some Kind of Wotiderfui

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

P^»C£ 400R ALU
MUDIX^. ^O TAIC£ A
N»ce- Hot bath.

BOT /V\OM
.
XFXt>0

I

TMRANT GlXjG WILL
I
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PRICE

FOJZ. THE LjAST Tt /v\£
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By PRICE VAN RAY
Rots ^^cM
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5cr>ne FLOUR A*©
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HOUJ HOu \;e /v\ADe
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KITCHEN
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By PRICE VAN RAY
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ARIK (March 2 1 -April 19): An
out oi (own business mjiter re<)uires

special dlleniion. Be willing ro travel
to handle the situation personally.
The attemoon lavors negotiations

TAURUS ( April 20-May 20): Sink
yourself into your worV today; steady
eWort will spawn a big success. If

domestic affairs are touchy tonight,

subordinate yourego to nwte's needs.
Try our new recipes on the family.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): A real

powerhouse of a day tor Iwainstornv
ing. You and your asso< lates cfxjlc up
a plan that will whet the public's
appetite. A business triumph or ex-
( iiing romantic interlude brings de-
light.

CANCER ()une 21 -)uly 22): What
you learn about love today will open
your eyes. A timely trip could have a
big payoff. You see the Ijeauly of a
long-range plan. Implement it as
quickly as possible.

lEO duly 23-Aug.22): You and a
close friend consicier joining forces in

a creative venture. Any pannerships
formed at this time should turn out
quite well. Put everything in writing
to avoid future misunderstandings.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sep«.22): Con-
sult an expert ifstumped by a personal
or prolessKxial problem. Sales mer-
chandise must be examined with
special care. Overseas contacts offer
profitable ideas. Romance tums seri-

ous.

USRA(Sepl23-Oct 22): Begood
nalured What appears to be a failure
IS nothing more than a temporary
delay. When you smile, everyone
around you gels a lift.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov.2l): A
change in personnel may lead to old
methods being discarded. Stick to a
strict schedule to accomplish more.
Higher-ups may lie evaluating your
job performance l>j not underesti-
mate your value.

SACITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dei .21):

A plan may l)e altered or temporarily
delayed. Those close to you express
contrary views. Getting advK e from a
professional will be worth the cost.
Avoid rocking the boat in romance
lonighl.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-|an. 19): A
joint bank account could cause a
disagreement now. Be cautious, avoid
making ra' ' sions. Evening hours
favors ere. rsuit at home Ois-
cussfamily privately with ytxK
mate.

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb.l8):
When you reach out to others, they
respond in kind. Your can do attitude
wins new attention for your creative
efforts.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Your
self discipline and attention to detail
will produce great results today A
frierxi has news you will like. Your
charm and warmth attract a new ad-
mirer. Hoed your intuition in romance.

CUTTERS JOURNAL

.4m
v^\c^
By CUTTER
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Today's Staff
Night Ecditor Jason George
Copy Editor Christine Rothwell
PhotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Sandy Bogage
Production Michele Bakis

Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Hot Beef Sandwich Ravioli

Chicken Pucks Quarter Pounder
BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Grilled Cheese Ravioli

Chicken Pucks Vegetable Gumbo
The opinions expa-sscKJ on this p.ige ore those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Co%m« or the University

ACROSS
1 Ships tiller

5 Fraudulent

scheme
9 Rule the —

14 Solo
' S Cod. for one
16 As -;

generally
' AquB —

:

scuba gear
1

8

Greek god
19 Panama lal<e

?0 Kind ot case
?.T Linkletler

24 Pamphlets
25 Mountain lake
27 AllempI
.''8 Military units

3? Thick soup
35 Make well

36 Comic Sahl
17 Yoko
38 — of the

House
41 Land of the

free: Abbr
4? Prank
44 Livorno

money
45 Fall bloom
47 The Sin EST
49 First lady?

50 Riallo sign

51 Nightmares
54 Append
56 Kind of story

60 One over par
62 Tardy
63 Wings
64 Aufoist's

no no
65 Pub brews
66 Summoned,

with "for"

67 Belief

68 Fog
69 Fast jets

DOWN
1 Nimbiis

2 Burst forth

3 Cruise ship

4 Tycoon
5 Meager

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

6 Aces and
eights

7 Tartan's

friends

8 Coordinate
9 Unkempt
10 "— pro nobis"
1

1

Kind of lie

12 Affront

13 Pup or circus

21 Land units

22 Useful

26 Lamb's sire

28 Goatee, for

example
29 Garden tool

30 Gaelic
31 Headliner

32 Groups of seals

33 Element
34 Kind of club

35 Inheritor

39 City north of

Dallas

40 Ranted
43 Small bill

46 Marine food
fish

48 Lecturer

49 Flemingway
51 Oasis fruits

52 Stubborn
quadripeds

53 Slope

54 Adfoin
55 Adore witti

"upon*
57 Bivalve

58 Hindu

goddess
59 Allows
61 Anger

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
$1

«>l»»l t.n A«trlr< I Ian Sysaicafr 4/13/S3
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Want to helpus

serve 1,000,000 meals

to thehungry?

Sign here.

A new CD. An LSAT prep course. A pair of

running shoes.

It makes no difference what you buy.

Because as a Student Cardmente, eadi tjim

you charge a purchase with die Anterican

Express Card from March 15 to April 30, 1993, you help pay for

one meal for someone who's hungry

Tttt more purchases you make, no matter how big or small,

the more meals you help provide. It's that simple.

Our ^1? lb l^p buy 1,000,000 meals* for America's hun-

gry men, women and djildfen.

lb make \X work, we've broi^t together a powerful team—
you, our Student Cardmembers, and Share Our Strength.

SOS is a nationwide non-profit oi^ization fighting to end

hunget And they're doing it in some very resourceful ways.

Far example, most restaurants have extra food at the end

Nowevery time

you use tjK Card to buy

anything at all, yoifre

helping provide a meal

fwtfie hungry

of the night, but the>' don't alwa^-s know

what to do with it. SOS does. They see to it

that the food is delivered to thase who need

it. In fact, they've mobilized more than

5,000 restaurants to join the fight against

hunger, here in the U.S. and around the worid.

So next lime you reach in your wallet to pay for a purchase,
put it on the American Express Ca«J. And }^^) make a differ-

ence to someone who's hungry

If y-ou're not currently a Cardmember, but wouW like to

apply, please call us at 1-800-365-AMEX.

The American Express* Card.
When you reach for it, you reach out to help others.

m,00a Sha«<te stwagth am pwvlde ooe meal for e^ry tm recdwd DonaLn

*•**» ' » Triifi-, <-')

Share Our Strength, l5H.KStK!et NW
^iashington, DC 20005 («») 969-4767

® 1993 American Express

t^n^ Related Servjcesikjmpany Inc
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tJarkley spells superstar for the Phoenix Suns: MVP

«g
l̂\

'It is so choice^ Ifyou have the means, I highly suggest
you pick one up.

bg^^^

edition oiNotes from the Hardwood. The theme today is
high profile players, and the
most valuable player in theNBA
this season is Charles Beirkley.
The Suns had Thunder" Dan

Majerle. Kevin Johnson. Tom
Chambers. Cedric Ceballos.

i^%kn These guys are profile players

^J MI^H^^ j
'^^"' ^^ ^^^^ Majerle and KJ

*'»
\

are). But Phoenix lacked some-
thing.

Something like Lord Charles.
In the world ofsports merchandise, for a team to hit it

big with the youth oftoday, it must have cool colors or an
awesome logo.

But the biggest way to become a huge seller is by
getting a prime time player, Uke Jordan. Barkley or Karl

\

Malone. The Suns not only have talent now but a follow-
ing to boot. Only time will tell until they win a ring that
Salem Screen can put on a T-shirt for the public to buy at
twenty bucks a pop.

Playoffs mean the X-Man is back.
Last season, Xavier McDaniel finally reached his

expectations for the New York Knicks in the seven-game
war with Chicago. X truly is a star when the playoff
curtain drops. On Sunday, McDaniel tried to single-
handedly lead his team over his former mates.

Despite scoring 24 points and snagging nine boards
the X-Man was still on the losing end in the C's fiRh lossm a row. However, in three weeks that famed Ught goes
on, and McDaniel will once again be ready to shine.
Dumars, Isiah make Pistons playoff contenders.
Two years ago, there would be no argument that the

best backcourt in the NBA was in Detroit. However the
Motown Maulers have seen Chuck Daly retire, Dennis
Rodman flirt with the wild side, and Bill Laimbeerjust do
what he always did: nothing.

lacrosse

But one thing that stayed consistent for Detroit was
the tandem ofJoe Dumars and Isiah Thomas. Recently,
these two have been on a mission night in and night out
leading the Pistons on their ascension fi-om the ashes in
the East.

Maybe Dumars is the second-best two guard in the
NBA. Maybe Isiah does have a few highlights left on the
reel. Either way, you are forgetting that if Michael
Jordan matches up against the Pistons, it is bye-bye Bad
Boys.

Did you see that?
• Doc Rivers hit the floor playing that aggressive

Knickerbocker brand of basketball and lost two teeth in
the process. How many teeth would he lose in a brawl?

• How many games the New Jersey Nets have to lose
in order to make the lottery and have a shot at "Penny"
Hardaway?

• Xoors" Cutter Garcia and his strip Cutter's World
on the comics page.

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist.

continued from page 16

quarter, LoPresti was saving every-
thing."

Attackman Wes Depp was also im-
pressive for UMass as he compiled two
goals, including one to tie the game at
12 late in the fourth quarter, and
teammate Bill Edell had a goal and two
assists. For Yale, the big guns did not
disappoint, as junior Simon Duxbury
led the way with two goals and two
assists followed by sophomore Rocky

Softball

Mould, who also had a pair of dingers.
Despite outshooting the Bulldogs in

the first half(40-29 game), the Gorillas
still trailed 5-4 at the half. In the third
quarter, Yale scored three unanswered
goals before UMass scored again, and
then ran off four straight to up their
lead to 12-5.

Lax note.-The Gorillas jumped five
spaces in the USILA division 1 poll to
10th, one behind Duke, who they beat
last Sunday.

Track season has begun

continued from fxjge 16

WRams are currently undefeated in
the A- 10, sporting a 2-0 record. Rhode
Island heads into the contest having
lost their last two games while the
Minutewomen aren't much hotter.

losing three of their last four.

A Minutewomen sweep of the Lady
WRams would put UMass back on the
winning track and vault them past
URI and into first place in the A- 10
standings.

^s\f<^^

Unt\9wr.

By MATT VAUTOUR
CoU^an Stafl"

The University ofMassachusetts men's
track team opened their 1993 season
against the University of Rhode Island
and Amherst College on Saturday. Al-
though URI was victorious, the Minute-
men were very impressive in their first
outing.

Saturday's contest went down to the
wire, with the final score being Rhode
Island 89, UMass 82. Amherst managed
only 13. Both UMass and URI carried
eight of the sixteen events. The lead
changed hands several times before URI
came away with the victory.

"I expected a close meet. Around the
ten point area." said coach Ken O'Brien.
"It was a little closer than I expected."

Balance was a key to how well UMass
did, as all of the event groups were rep-
resented in the scoring.

UMass was led by Paul Doyle, who
earned thirty points himself, placing first
in the 120 and 400 meter hurdles, and the
pole vault. Bob Dalton, (discus) Joe
Kourafas (long jump), Tom Galligani
(triplejump), Bouillard (5000 meters) and
Jim Avery (800 meters) were also winners
for UMass.

The biggest surprise was Bob Dalton
winning the discus," O'Brien said.

Freshman Marc LeFebvre continued
his impressive rookie season, placing sec-
ond in shot put and third in discus. Jumper
Chris DiMatio also placed in two events
with a third in the longjump, and a second
in the triple jump.

Despite the forecast ofrain, the weather
conditions did not prove to be a problem.
They were not diflicult conditions,"

O'Brien said. "It bothered the vaulters the
most."

Tomorrow afternoon at 3 p.m.. the
Minutemen will try to continue their suc-
cess when the University ofVermont visits
to make up the meet that was postponed
last Saturday. Due to the postponement,
the University of Maine, which was
originally scheduled, will not be compet-
ing. UMass edged UVM in a close meet
during the indoor season, which will leave
Vermont thirsty for revenge. The Min-
utemen have become stronger for the
outdoorcampaign and are optimistic about
Wednesday's competition.

Vermont has some very talented indi-
vidual performers, but O'Brien predicted
a victory. He said he feels UMass' depth
UMass should counterbalance Vermont's
strength.
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Classifieds
Sale

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20t per word per day for students

,

- Cash in advance
- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Men. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS RMRENT FOR SALE

Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only $1691 Jet there anytime for only
t169 with AHtHITCHt (Reported in

Let's Go! and NY Times) California
•129 each way. AiRHrrCH r 212-864-
2000

NtteraetMl In Performing at the Cen-
tral Area Coffeehouse on Thursdaay. «/
IB? We want bands, musicians, poets,
you' Call Carolyn at 256 4253 or Greeno
Snack Bar at 5-2380 for info before
TuMday.

Intomatlonal Fair
Have a taljle or participate in

entertainment showing your culture at
International Fair on May 8th at the
SUB. Call Rachel at 5466S87 or Jill at

5464909

Spaniah Spaahac*
Earn$«S
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Non Native) for psychology reading
study.

Should have taken Spanish 320 or
above. Call Jovette 545-0693

Thanks to •uttarnoM, Synsesthesia,
Monghani, Bongos to Circus and all

who enjoyed Thursday's benefit con-
cert. It's amazing what can happen when
we all work together) Love. BOG

AUTO FOR SALE

AmlMratCantar- Fined selection of

1. 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heal & hot water. No Feet.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four
five six tjedroom homes 586 4270

Amharat - 3 badrooin condos wWh
heated basements and efficiency gas
f>eat arKl hot water systerris.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

CHEAP
2 bdrm. close to campus
June 1st After 5 549 7758

Amiga 900 Computer for sale

3 megs RAM purchased new 1/92 400.00
or best offer. Chris 627-9467

•uyMySktei
'

Dynastar Course 170s
Great skis, good condition
CallJulie 549 2771

4 bdrm houae, large kitchen,

ment, dinirtg, living rooms.
Near bus route.

253 3553

base-

OraAmto Student to rent large room
in Belchertown quiet country home.
Access to all home facilities. Available
June 1. No Smoking. S275+ Call 323-

8230

Take over our lease 6-1-93

Couches and carpets included
2 bedroom S475Anonth
Call 253 3403

Computer - ISM CompatMa 286 w/
1 meg RAM 40 meg SVGA Card and
monitor S500 Call 546-0899

4S- Color TV
$275 Neg.
Call Eric

549 3831

Ford aroneo XLT 4x4 1990 every op^
tion mint condition $9000 549-829S

Men's loathoriachat, large, nice, S75
and men's blue sports jacket sin 42 S45
549-4792

Sega Genesis w/2 controllers
sonic and hockey
Call 549-3839

OCUVBIV PBISONS
Need own car

2 shiftsAveek

Apply at DP Dough
Downtown Amherst

Orooks and Ckibs ralao acod $ 1GOO
in just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free Igloo
cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932
0S28,ext66

Job Oponings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op-
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

P«atal Jobs AvallaMa. Many posi'
tions, great benefits. Call 1 800 438-4366
Ext. P-3306

$200 Daily mailing circulars for ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing. Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203. Bryan. TX 77806

INSTRUCTION

ROOMMATES WANTED
Somi-i|ulat famale nonsmoker to
share large room In Amherst Center
1 76/n>on»h including heal call 546-5716
or 549-5401

WAMTED: 2 Housomatoa to share
large room $175/mo/person 253-0751

— ' RealChea. I

4 5 Bedrooms S875/monlh
One mile from campus
Near Puffers pond and Mike's
GOING FASTICall 549 5181

Threo $odreein Puffton Apt.
$708 per month or t>esl offer

Call Brian a« 549 4706

SERVICES TO SUBLET

^roSMM? MMd Ha(p7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 649 1906

Wosiime Prepi aUuti asatstance with
complete resume deveiopmont. Keith
Ar»derson. Ph.D. 582-4037

Tarot lUadktgs
Call Chris at 253 7524

„ in four
bedroom North Amherst House.
Graduatirfg seniors are leaving a legacy

Big yard, nearby Puffers Pond bus
stop right next to Mike's Westview
S231.25 per month all single bed
rooms Call 549 6797. Don't miss it.

Available from May 1 through August
with option to continue lease - call and
check it out today*

SPORTS CARDS

HEALTH

Quitarlo
549 4792

I all levels $10/hour

Take over our Townhouaa lease.
Starting June 1st

2 Bedroom, 2 Batfi 549-8455

la

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Sports cards and starting lineups
Thurs-Sai 5-8

Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

TRAVEL

Ouatomala: Study a«paAol/aill(irr
Homestay 612-690 9471

Up to M lbs. in 30 days for $301 All
natural. Doctor recommandad. 100%
guaranteeed. 253-3816

SPRING JAM

Scuba Ohro for credit
At: UMass. Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800-282-0977

1979 Ford Custom Vart 60,000 origi
nal miles. Few bumps and bruises but
excellent running condition. B.O. 648-
9243

19S0 Chev $1 100 or BO Low mileage
call 253 9415

8S Ford Escort
Excellent Condition
New Tires, Battery

585-8612

Take over laaae. Clean, cheap two
bedroom dose to campus 549- 1482

Thrilling apartment on Main Street.

Across street from bus stop. Take over
our lease on June 1st and start enjoyirm
iti Cal l 253-9175

Quiet, private studio apartment
Walk or bus to campus
no smokers or pets

$350 inclusive.

Kalhryn 549 4796

FOR SALE - AUDIO

COLLEGE PIZZA

Sm. Cheese $3.50
L«. Chaesa$6.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
54fr«073

I ComponanU : Used/Recondi-
tioned. Area's largest selection. We buy/
sellArade/broker everything from basic
to audiophile/professional equipment.
Stereo/Video Exchange 256-0941

Att: Exeoilont Incomo for
homo assembly work. Info

1 504 64^1700 Dept . MA 1307

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshlres, MA sum-
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,
seniors, and grads. Generals and spe-
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,
newspaper. Have a rewarding and en-
joyable summerl
Salary plus room and board.
Call 800 762-2820

Cruise Ships Now Hirlng^Earn
S2000»/month world traveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
summer and career employment avail-
able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634-
0468ext.C5001

LOST

Brown Appt. Soak
Very Important.

Reward I No Questions asked
256-8893

SPfUNGJAM
The Jammster
Jammin
Jammerooni
The Jammeister
Watch for more
Info on the outdoor
Spring concert you
Will not want to miss

WANTID

PERSONALS
SUMMER SUBLET

The WHATS overdone?
YIKESI

Happy 4th birthday.

you excited little kid

I love youl
CARRIE

Sunaot Ave walk to Umass Basemt
apt avail May 1 549-8284

Thank You St.

ceo
If

. I in 3 bedroom apt. uptown
$175ATK)nth each call 253-9743

6 Oponings In Specious Belchertown
house on 40 acre wooded lot $208
••ch per month: June i-Aug. 31 323-
6799

ComodlanVrhaator Mlalors
Gel experience be on TV show
Are iflu Funny!
Amanda 585-8653
Deadline: April 16

Rigid Orthodic Waarars needed for
research study. Shoe size: Women's 9
11 or nnen's 8 9 1/2. Theresa, 545 4421
or 323 8241

Subiocta - males with either high
arched or flat feet. Must wear size 8.5^
9.5 shoe. Takes less than l hour Call
Sharon 545-4421

WANTED TO RENT

What's up girlfriend?

Still want ro spaaii to y«>u.

SaaOuantln.

t with fall option.
Great 1 bdrm apt uptown 253 5763

taakkig for a 3 bedroom Puffton Apt
to take over June 1 or July 1.

PlMso call Sharon or Debbie «
649-4330 or Kathy at 253 3966

I Summer Sublot
2 Bdrm. Preferably furnished
Call Oaron 546 7629 or Sua 646^19
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Sports
UMass Softball splits
twinbill with Rutgers
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

Fresh offa weekend split with Atlan-
tic 10 foe Rutgers, the University of

Massachusetts softball team heads
south today to do battle with the Uni-
versity ofRhode Island in a match-up of
the top two teams in theA-10 standings.

In the Rutgers doubleheader, the
Minutewomen dropped the first contest
6-5. but came back strong in the
nightcap, posting an 8-4 victory.

Rutgers scored often and early in

the first game in posting their six run
total in the first two innings. UMass
got back into the game thanks to a
third-inning two-run home run from
senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas and
a fourth-inning sacrifice fly from senior

leftfielder Stacey Nichols.

Sophomore Kelly Daut suffered her
seventh loss against three victories,

pitching six innings and allowing eight
hits.

Nichols started things off with a

bang in the second game by belting her
second home run of the year, but the

majority of the Minutewomen offense

was provided byjunior second baseman
Tracey DuEst.

DuEst had a run-scoring single in

the first, a run-scoring double in the
third, and a two-run single in the fourth
when the Minutewomen took the lead
for good.

DuEst's punch at the plate helped
senior rigthhander Darlene Claffey up
her season record to 4-4. Claffey went
the distance and allowed nine hits.

Against URI, UMass will be led by
Kuchinskas. who just picked up the A-
10 Player of the Week honors for the
week of April 11th.

Kuchinskas batted .522 ( 12-for-23 ),

with eight runs batted in, one home
run, and seven runs scored. Kuchinskas
is currently third in the A-10 in bat-

ting, hitting at a .396 clip.

UMass has a chance to put a dent in

Rhody's conference record as the Lady
Turn to SOFTBALL, page 15

Lax comes back, 14-13
Millon scores game-winner for Gorillas
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian SUff

The University ofMassachusetts men's
lacrosse team proved to the college lacrosse

world Saturday that they are a team to be
reckoned with by defeating No. 16 Yale in

New Haven Conn, 14-13, thanks to two
unassisted goals in the final seconds by
Mark Millon.

With 26 seconds left, Sam Joseph won
the faceoffand dished to a streaking Greg
Kline (two assists) who bolted to the net
and fired a hard shot offthe slick turf. Yale
goalie Rich Kessler made the initial save
but the rebound bounced right into the
stick of Millon, who fired it home to knot
the score at 13.

On Yale's ensuing possession, UMass
knocked the ball out of bounds to regain
possession and then inbounded to Millon.
As the clock ticked down, he took the ball

at midfield. stepped left and spun around
his defender - with four seconds left, the
1992 first team All-America then fired a
shot from 15 yards out past Kessler for the
win. The Gorilla bench erupted.

"On the first goal he said it (the ball)

looked like a beach ball because it popped

right into his stick," said assistant coach
Greg Cannella. "With the second goal,

Mark showed why he's one of the best

players in the country."

With 4:16 remaining in the third

quarter, UMass trailed 12-5 and things

looked bleak. But whatever Coach Ted
Garber said to them must have worked
because seven unanswered goals were
scored from that point (five by Millon) to

tie the game at 12 with 3:33 left in the

game. The Bulldogs Chris Disimile scored
withjust 37 seconds left to give Yale a one
point lead but then Millon pulled his he-

roics.

"I Just told them that they didn't have
to get it all back in one play." said coach
Ted Garber. "They showed a lot ofpatience
and poise out there and had a lot of good
reads on the defense so a lot of scoring

opportunities were created."

The defense, led by the tag-team goalie

duo of Tom LoPresti (six saves) and Rip
Correnti (five saves), should also be com-
mended for holding the Bulldogs to one
goal in the last quarter.

"The two ofthem played an absolutely
great game." said Garber. "But in that last

Turn to LACROSSE, page 15

Minutemen host Vermont in doubleheader today
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

When it rains it pours, and neither the weather nor
the schedule ofthe University ofMassachusetts baseball
team appears to be letting up.

The Minutemen (7-11 ) will take on the University of
Vermont today at 1 p.m. in a doubleheader. weather
permitting. The Catamounts are coming into the contest
with a 12-7 record and are 8-4 in the North Atlantic
Conference. UMass head coach Mike Stone, who is in his
sixth year here, coached two years at Vermont.

Stone has enough to worry about with his current
squad, without won^-ing about a team he used to coach.
The Minutemen are reeling, having lost six of their last
seven. In that span, they have given up 62 runs and have
committed 16 errors.

The team is outhitting its opponents ( .296 to .291 ), but
has had trouble getting base hits in the clutch. Junior left

fielder Justin Howard leads everyday players with a .452
batting average. Howard also has three home runs, 17
runs batted in, and five stolen bases.

Freshman second baseman Mark Pileski is also tearing
the cover off the ball with a .391 average and 15 RBI.
Pileski leads the team with eight doubles and has provided
steady defense in replacing John Carelli at second base.

First baseman Bill Knight and catcher Jeff January
have provided the power for the Minutemen. as they lead
the team with four homers each. January has knocked in

17 runs, to lead the team, while Knight has 12 RBI.
Senior right fielder Steve Corradi and sophomore

shortstop Greg LaRocca have joined the offensive mix by
scoring 15 and 13 runs, respectively. Corradi leads UMass
with six steals.

The pitching is the problem for this squad, as only
Greg Dowd (2.57 earned run average) has an ERA under
3.00. Number one starter JeffToothaker has a 4.78 ERA.
Number two starter Jim Telgheder has a 4.73 ERA.
Stone has said he has little pitching aft«r these two. He's
right.

A staff lined with freshman (John Alves, Rich John-
son, Peter Lucido and Jay Murphy) has for the most part

on {hCrsdry^'^*"^
°' Massachusetts baseball team (7-11) has a big week ahead at home as they host Vel'onU^ayan?S

failed to produce. Left-hander Scott Meaney is on the
shelf with back problems, and no one has stepped up.

It does not get any easier for the Minutemen aft^r
Vermont. On Thursday, the University of Maine comes
into town for a 3 p.m. contest. The Black Bears have been

the largest New England baseball powerhouse, sending
players like Mike Bordick and Bill Swift to the major
leagues. This weekend, UMass heads to West Virginia
for a three-game set at a crucial point in the A-10
schedule.

Minutewomen beat Hartford, improve to 2-

1

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Heading into last Thursday's match against the
University of Hartford, University of Massachusetts
captain Pam Levine said she knew UMass' struggling
doubles teams were more than capable of winning.

Levine told the truth.

UMass' three doubles teams swept Hartford's three
tandems, paving the way for the Minutewomen's 7-2
victory. All three of the UMass (2-1) doubles squads
neededjust two sets to polish offtheir Hartford (0-1 ) foes.

At first doubles. UMass' LiesI Sitton and Lesley Watts
fought past Hartford's Jessica Sklar and Sarah McShane
6-4. 6-4. In a close match at second doubles, Minutewomen
Levine and Stacey Schecknersqueaked pastAmy Saviano
and Lori Fisher 6-4. 7-6.

In the last doubles encounter. Alissa Cohen and Kelly
Grim ofUMass demolished Hartford's Julie Merrill and
Hilary Linder 6-1,6-1.

The singles department for UMass held their own as
well. The Minutewomen posted a 4-2 mark in singles
competition.

LiesI Sitton continued her torrid play at the No. 1
singles spot as Sitton vvriped out Jessica Sklar 6-1, 6-2.
UMass coach Judy Dixon shook things up in the middle
singles spots as she moved Pam Levine up to No. 2 from
No. 4. Levine almost made that move look masterful as
she fell in a long three setter to Amy Saviano, 6-4 2-6 6-
0.

At No. 3 singles, Hartford's Sarah McShane slid past
UMass' Lesley Watts 6-2, 6-2. Stacey Scheckner, playing
in her new role at No. 4 singles, beat Lori Fisher 6-2, 6-

UMass' No. 5 and No. 6 singles players. Alissa Cohen
and Kelly Grim respectively, showed that they are big
part of the Minutewomen's success as they swept their
Hartford foes. Both Cohen and Grim are undefeated in
singles play (3-0) on the year.

Dixon said that she was more than happy with the way

her team played.

"I am very pleased with the victory," Dixon said. "I
really didn't know what to expect from Hartford, but I

thought they would be tough.
"Our doubles teams really played well to get the

sweep," Dixon said. "It showed that it really helps when
you have extra time on the court together (the doubles
teams)."

Court notes: Yesterday's match at the University of
Connecticut was postponed due to the poor weather condi-
tions. The new date for that match at UConn is April 21.
Up next for the Minutewomen is a battle with Springfield
College on the UMass home courts at Mt. Holyoke College.
Dixon said she thinks her squad will be ready for Springfield

"We should do well, if we play the way we've been
playing. Dixon said. "The Springfield coach called and
said that they are a very young team.

'^e are a team right now that has good depth." Dixon
said. Our No. 5 and No. 6 singles players are undefeated
so far.
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Cold tonight in the 30s with

clouds and rain tomorrow.

Local News:
Student poets seeking a comfortable place to showcase

their work find a new program in which they can get

together and critique their art. Page 3.

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts' mens

baseball team meets defeat, twice, at the

hands of the University of Vermont. Page 16.
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LABEL IT OR LOSE IT— Daniel Lyons of the Alpha Ph. Omega service fraternity engraves a bicycle with identifying
numbers so police can return it to its rightful owner in case of theft. This is part of APO's annual bicycle registration drive
done in conjunction with the Department of Public Safety. APO will be engraving bicycles for free today and tomorrow
in front of the Student Union steps.

Prison siege
into 3rd day;
tear gas used
By SONIA BARISIC
Associated Press

LUCASVILLE, Ohio— The inmate death toll rose to
seven Tuesday at a maximum-security prison where
eight guards were held hostage, and rebellious convicts
yelled to other prisoners tojoin them in the siege. Guards
fired tear gas to restore order.

The prisoners barricaded inside the Southern Ohio
Correctional Faci lity also rigged a loudspeaker to complain
about negotiations. Negotiators said they too were not
encouraged by the progress of the talks.

The prisoners have been denied food, heat, electricity
and water since the riot Sunday.
A guard on patrol at the prison found the seventh body

in a cell ofthe K cellblock. The unit is linked by a corridor
to the cellblock, where 450 prisoners have been barricaded,
since a scuffle among a few prisoners escalated into a riot.

Investigators didn't know if the inmate. Dennis
Weaver. 43, was killed or committed suicide, said Tessa
Unwin, a spokeswoman for the Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation and Correction. She said he was not alone
in the cell, but would not say how many other prisoners
were inside at the time.

She wouldn't say what caused Weaver's death, but
said "it wasn't a natural death,' and he hadn't been dead
long.

Turn to RIOT, page 6

Advertising manipulates women, says lecturer
By DARIENNE HOSLEY
Collegian Staff

Addictions are a profitable business, and the $130
billion a year advertising industry is targeting women
with powerful — and dangerous — images, said Jean
Kilbourne last night at Amherst College.

"Advertising shames women and sets us up for ad-
diction," she said.

Over 200 people filled the auditorium for Kilbourne's
slide presentation and lecture, titled "Marketing Misery:
Selling Addictions to Women."

Kilbourne, who holds a doctoral degree in education, is

a frequent speaker on alcohol and cigarette advertising
and images ofwomen in marketing. She has filmed three
ofher lectures, "Killing Us Softly." "Calling the Shots" and
"Pack of Lies," and twice received the Lecturer ofthe Year

Barriers block
court entrance
as L.A. waits
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Barricades went up around the
courthouse and Marines practiced storming a town
Tuesday, the fourth day of jury deliberations in the
Rodney King beating case.

Sketch artists were admonished by the U.S. District
Judge John Davies, who said they wrere "too accurate for

comfort" in their portrayals oftheanonymousjury deciding
the fate of four poHce of!icers accused ofviolating King's
civil rights.

"Any drawings of jurors or alternates must contain
minimal detail and must not render them recognizable,"
the judge wrote in a court order posted in the courthouse
press room.

A crane lowered 3-foot-high concrete barriers into
place outside the federal building, blocking the entrance
to crowds and vehicles, and a chainlink fence went up
around a parking lot across the street. Police said it

would be used as a staging area.

"This is part of our preparedness program," said Lt.

John Dunkin.
About 600 National Guard troops trained at armories

in Inglewood, Burbark, Glendale, Los Alamitos, Van
Turn to KING, p>age 6

award by the National Association for Campus Activities.
The lecture was part ofWomenSpeak 1993. a month-

long series of events focusing on pursuits and issues
concerning women and was cosponsored by the Amherst
College Drug and Alcohol Program and the Five College
Alcohol Commission.

Advertisers promote and use women's feehngs of in-
adequacy to pitch their product as the solution to their
problems, Kilbourne said, when the product itselfis often
the problem.

"At the core ofevery addiction is isolation, loneliness,"
she said. The cigarette smoker feels the cigarette is her
best friend when, in reality, the cigarette is the assassin."

By using computer-enhanced images of thin, attrac-
tive women, Kilbourne said advertisers create an ideal
image of beauty women cannot achieve and then offer a
product that supposedly will make up for this shortcom-

ing. "The ideal is based on absolute fiawlessness. She I the
model] never has any scars or blemishes; indeed she has
no pores," Kilbourne said.

Since the female figure advertisers prefer— tall, thin,
narrow-hipped and approximately 23 pounds lighter
than the average female — is nearly impossible to find,
she said, most advertisements show "dismembered" parts
of many different women.

This objectification. Kilbourne said, does not directly
cause acts of violence against women, but creates the
climateforthem by dehumanizingwomen. "It's very easy
to abuse a thing," she said.

Kilbourne stressed sharing resources and working to
end manipulative advertising by writing to media outlets
and advertisers, running counter-ad programs that
ridicule major ad campaigns and supporting national
organizations that challenge major advertisers.

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE IS A SYMPTOM OF STRESS YOU KNOW- Continuing EdSonTtLdlntVSS h1^
and Tim Temington study anatomy with freshman prenursing major Meghan Solo.
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A rally will be held the day after the LA. police

brutality case verdict at City Hall, Springfield, from 3-6

p.m.

There will be a group going to Springfield City Hall, to

talk about the verdict of the Rodney King federal trail,

the next day after the verdict. For more infomation. call

Brian CNeil at 546-0353. Transportation hasn't been
worked out yet.

Wednesday, April 14
T.E.A.M.S.—A tutoring project dedicated to equity in

education, is seeking tutors for next semester. Please
come to our informational meeting at 7 p.m. in the Cape
Cod lounge in the Student Union.

Reading—Jyl Lynn Feldman, giving dramatic reading
from her book Hot Chicken Wings, from the book Navi-
gating Multiple Identities; what makes me a Jewish,

lesbian, vegetarian writer? At 7:30 p.m. in Amherst
College Octagon.

Friday, April 16
Meeting — Muslim Students Association is holding

Jumaa Salat at 1 p.m., in Campus Center. Check infor-

mation desk for room number.
Dance— From 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the UMass Campus

Center Auditorium. Necessities/Necesidades will host
the dance. They are an organization that provides
counseling, information, shelter and a 24-hour hotline
for women who are experiencing abuse and battering.

Weekend of April 23-25
HaigisHoopla—The event is ojjen to people ofall ages

and skill levels. People may pick up registration forms at
Uptown Pizza, Rafters and Athletic Clubs of America of
call the Haigis Hoopla office at 545-3971.

Three held in school stabbing

News.

Sports.

Ed/Op.

Lunch.

Classifieds.

Everyone Reads Us,

The Collegian

545-3500

By JOSE MARTINEZ
Associated Press

DARTMOUTH — Three teenagers were ordered
Tuesday to undergo psychiatric evaluation after being
charged with fatally stabbing a high school classmate
and then laughing about it.

Prosecutors said the alleged killers were looking to

settle a score with a friend of the victim after an earlier

fight.

Jason Robinson, 16, a Dartmouth High School fresh-

man, was attacked with a baseball bat, then stabbed to

death in a social studies class on Monday.
"What are these kids, sick?" Gov. William Weld said

Tuesday. "They came in armed with baseball bats and
knives — it's mind boggling."

Karter Reed and Gator Collet, both 16, and 15-year-
old Nigel Thomas were arraigned Tuesday in juvenile
deliquescing by reason of murder, carrying a dangerous
weapon, assault and battery with a dangerous weapon
and disturbing the peace. Reed, a student atNew Bedford
Vocational High School, was also charged with tres-
passing.

Judge Ronald Harper ordered they be held without
bail by the state Department of Youth Services and
undergo psychiatric evaluations. A hearing is scheduled
for May 11.

A bail hearing was scheduled for Thomas on April 20
because of questions about his legal guardianship.

"It is our contention that all three were involved in the
assault," said Gilbert Nadeau, assistant district attorney.

Prosecutors said they would seek to have the youths
tried as adults.

Assistant District Attorney Thomas Quinn said the
three allegedly burst into the classroom, demanding to
know the whereabouts of one of Robinson's friends.

Because their alleged intended target wasn't there,
Quinn said, one of the youths charged Robinson and hit
him with a baseball bat. Reed allegedly stabbed him in
the stomach, and Robinson stumbled to the hallway and
collapsed. He was pronounced dead form a single stab
wound at St. Luke's Hospital in New Bedford.

Outside the school, the flag flew at halfmast Tuesday

while a stafTof25 counselors met inside with students in

groups and individually.

The mood was somber. Principal Donald King said.

"The students are filled with griefand anger," he said.

"Most of the anger being expressed now by the student
body is that they want the press out of here."

Students gave the principal a letter signed by many of
their peers asking that he bar reporters form the school
begirming Wednesday. Some hollered at television crews
as they left the building.

"Don't you people have feelings?" yelled one girl.

Another cried, "It's pretty obvious how we feel."

But Aaron Cormier, one of Robinson's best friends,
said he wanted to set the record straight.

Cormier, 15, sat in front of Robinson in their first-

period social studies class and witnessed his friend's
death.

"It's crazy," he said. "I didn't realize he had a knife. It

must have been in his sleeve. I thought he was just
punching Jason. I didn't realize it was a knife until it was
in Jason."

Cormier said the attack was one ofseveral fights that
had erupted in the last week since a keg party turned into
a rumble fight last week in Dartmouth.

He said another teenager, Sean Pina, may have
punched a friend of one of the three defendants.

"Nigel Thomas told Pina he wanted to fight one-on-
one," Cormier said.

The two apparently squared offon the third floor ofthe
high school at about 7:30 a.m. the day of the killing,
prosecutors said. Reed,Thomas and Collet fled the school]
while Pina and another youth, Wayne Silva, were hauled
to the principal's office and suspended for fighting.

Meanwhile, the three other youths charged Tuesday
reentered the school, apparently looking for Pina. Mo-
ments later, Robinson was stabbed.

"When they stabbed that kid, they were looking for
me," said Pina. "I couldn't understand why they went
after him. He had nothing to do with it."

Cormier said Reed and Collet "high-fived" and laughed,
then turned and challenged the two dozen students in the
classroom: "Tell all his boys, you're all dead," they said ,

according to Cormier.

Immkration Law 1 TOU UII'Imil IlECTIIKU

Hans& Curran, p. c.
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)0 CongrcM Sl

Boiton, MA
781-6370 584-3232 (617)722-0043
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heated basements at Gilreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot
water for the next heating season
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SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine

Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

Smith College Recreation Council
Presents

Jestt$ Jones
with Special Guests

Stem MC'S
Tuesday, April 20. 1993

John M. Greene Hall, Smith College,
NoithanijptQn

7:00pm, doors

$10 with SmiUi College ID. 2 per ID, available at Smith College,
call (413) 585-4950 for times and locations

$12.50 for all others, available at Smith College and
Main Street Records. Northampton. Cash Only,

call (413) 586-5726 for more informal ion
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Shy poets seek refuge
in anonymous program

CI IKI Di r\r^ui ../^n.- ^. ... ». ^>. -"OSH REYNOLDS / CCXLEGIANSUN BLOCK! MORE SUN BLOCK! —Jim Leger, a Universrty Without Walls student,
like many students on campus, sits out in the sun, risking sunburn and skin cancer, and
reads.

By TROY L. MERRICK
Collegian Staff

The Poet's Anonymous Program,
started last December at the University of
Massachusetts, will help individuals uti-
lize their creativity in poetry writings and
ease the anxiety felt by some aspiring
poets when making their work public,
said program organizers.

"We started the program to encourage
writers to do something with their po-
etry." said the program's founder. Dianne
Bilyak said.

"We want them to share it rather than
get a creative urge, put their expression
and ideas on paper, and put it in a folder
never to be seen again."

The group was started through the
Residential Arts Galleries Outreach Pro-
gram, and Bilyak. who has a master's
degree in creativity from the University of
Massachusetts School ofEducation. Bilyak
now heads the program.

She has been hard at work promoting
the writers program since the end of last
semester.

The group is essentially for those who
are afraid to call themselves poets, al-
though they've written poetic work." Bilyak
said.

"It's also an alternative to writing
classes, of which there aren't many here
with which to use this type of script."

The group has approximately 20
members, and many say they enjoy the
group for what it offers in terms of en-
hancing their artistic abihties.

These things are great. They're laid

back, relaxing and invaluable sources of
inspiration," said Katherine Karcz. a
sophomore double m^jor in art and psy-
chology.

"It doesn't matterwhat people say about
reclusive writers. You need exposure and
criticism to progress."

"I want to show the Valley that UMass
is more than just basketball and
multicultural whining," said Dan Shea, a
junior English major.

"It's about poetry and the new young
poets who are leading the way."

PoAnon, as Bilyak calls the group for

short, conducts meetings where members
congregate to share ideas, do creative spur-
of-the-moment writing, and read some of
their verse aloud.

This gives a sense ofthe ideas the other
poets have in mind and feel for ways to
better their own work.

Most of the meetings are held in the
Hampden Gallery in Southwest and on
the eighth floor of the Campus Center on
Mondays and Thursdays.

The group plans to compile a book of
the members' work sometime in May.

"I hope to get a lot done with the group
this semester and possibly get more people
to come out for it next year as well ." Bilyak
said.

"I know that many people of all inter-
ests have or do write peotry, and I'd like
them to share it."

Bilyak asks that anyone interested in
the program call her at 545-2804 or con-
tact her through Residential Arts. located
on the fifth floor of John Quincy Adams
Residence Hall.

Film, profs depict Malcolm X
Organizers cite importance ofBlack nationalist
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Staff

Tonight is the final campus showingofthe filmMa/co/m
X, based on the life of the slain Black nationalist. The
film, running three and a halfhours, has been aired once
each night since Monday in a series sponsored by the
Panhellenic Council, the UMass Pan-Hellenic council
and the Black Student Union.

Monique Nash, president of the Panhellenic Council
governing board of the campus sororities said that her
group, along vinth the UMass Pan-Hellenic Council and
the Black Student Union were asked by the Student
Activities Office to sponsor the film after it became
available for campus release. According to Nash, the
three groups were seen as the best sponsors of the film
and intended for the showing to help educate the campus
on racial issues.

Three faculty members were invited to speak each
night prior to the film. On Monday, professor John
Bracey of the Afro-American studies department gave a
brief lecture regarding the quality of the film and the
significance of Malcolm's life. Bracey called the film "an
amazing piece of work," and cited Malcolm X's rise from
"the bottom of society to end up having a tremendous
impact on the world."

Professor David G. DuBois of the journalism depart-
ment, who worked with Spike Lee on the film, told about
his role as a historical consultant on the depiction of
Malcolm X's 1964 trip to Egypt. DuBois had interviewed
Malcolm X that year when he attended the Organization
of African Unity's annual conference in Cairo.

Douglas Greer, president of the UMass Pan-Hellenic
Council, a body that represents the Black fraternities
and sororities, called Malcolm X "the last great leader
who wasn't afraid to speak out on behalfofBlack people."

Today's Black leaders are more interested in their
pohtical careers," Greer said. "That's the biggest differ-
ence between him and the leaders of today."

Fabiola Nardsse. presidentofthe Black Student Union,
said she hopes the film will raise awareness over the
racial issues surrounding the federal trial ofthe four Los
Angeles police officers charged with violating Black
motorist Rodney King's civil rights. Footage of the vid-
eotaped beating of King by the L.A. pohce is featured in
the opening credits of the film.

"The footage shown within the film shows that a lot of
the violence from back then remains to this day," Narcisse
said. "Violence against Black people is a continuing
problem."

Early in the film, the lynching of Malcolm's father by
the Ku Klux Klan sets the stage for the Black leader's
fiery rhetoric which called for Blacks to defend themselves
"byany means necessary."The movie ends with Malcolm's
own assassination as he speaks at a rally for his newly
formed Black nationalist group, the Organization of
Afro-American Unity.

Also featured at the end of the film is the South
African leader of the Afritan National Congress. Nelson
Mandela, who compares the struggle led by Malcolm X in
the '608 to present-day problems in South Africa.

Tonight's film will begin at 7 p.m. and tickets are $3.
The faculty speaker will be Helan Page ofthe anthropology
department.

Math skills add up to big bucks
Competition winners to take home large cash prizes
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts department of
mathematics and statistics recently announced the
winners of its eighth annual math competition.

The competition, supported by United Technologies
and held March 30, was open to University freshman and
sophomores.

The competition consisted of a 10-question, two-hour
exam. Fifty-one students took the exam, which tested

their knowledge of mathematics from pre-calculus

through second-semeater level calculus.

Matthew Tagliani, a freshman mathematics major,

took first place, along with $1,600 from the University.

Michael Ebert, a freshman engineering m^jor, placed

second and will receive $1 .000 from United Technologies.

The third place winner, sophomore computer science
major Kwan Liu, will be awarded $400 from the depart-
ment of mathematics and statistics.

There were two honorable mentions, freshman math
major Pavel Groisman and freshman electrical engineer-
ing mjyor Esther Wung. Groisman and Wung will re-
ceive $50 each for their efforts.

The awards ceremony is scheduled for April 28 at 7:30
p.m., in the physics lounge, which is located in 1033
Graduate Research Center.

Dean Frederick Byron of the College of Math and
Natural Sciences will officiate and present Tagliani with
the first place award.
A representative from United Technologies will present

second prize, and David Hayes, head of the department
of mathematics and statistics, will present the third
place award as well as the honorable mentions.

Student gov't
finishes count
of March vote
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

After originally deciding not to count absentee
ballots, the student government tallied up the 607
votes cast by voters not in their precincts, said
student government officials.

Election officials said there were not enough
absentee ballots to warrant counting them.

Jon Aronson, the former chair ofgovernmental
affairs, said even if one person received all the
votes, nothing would have changed.

"Nothing could be affected — that's why it took
so long to count them," Aronson said.

The UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition was
especially insistent on getting the votes counted.
Aaron Wilson, the vice-president of the coalition,
said he felt the 607 votes should not go uncounted.

"More importantly, it's the principle. You don't
throw people's votes away — it sets a dangerous
precedent." Wilson said. "It's really good that the
student government is willing to make the effort."

The coalition was also disappointed that the
hemp initiative received less than 2,000 votes.
Wilson said the group was interested in knowing
the true numbers, including the absentee ballots.

With the absentee ballots, the initiative received
2,331 votes to ratify and 1,202 not to ratify.

"You're not looking at a small number of votes— it was 600 votes," Wilson said.

Aronson said thisyear was the first time anyone
had asked him to count absentee ballots.

"There were huge numbers of absentee ballots
though, there has never been this many before,"
Aronson said.

The final counting of the absentee ballots did
not affect the Board of Governors elections. BOG
Chair George Fitzgerald said the BOG counted the
absentee ballots with the rest the day after the
election.

Al Lizana trounced his opponents in the contest
for student trustee in the March election with
1.878 votes, not counting the absentee ballots. Jeff
Turco brought in 630 votes and Kevin Jourdain
only 193.

David Nunez, Lizana's running mate, became
the new student government president last month
after defeating Jennifer Fazzi in a 1,907 to 509
vote.
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Father battles bureaucracy to save dying son
Bv SANDRA HFRMAMnpy _, .

^ •/ WBy SANDRA HERNANDEZ
Associated Press

BOSTON — Justo Ascarza has crossed borders, lan-
guage barriers and poverty in the battle for his son's life.

But nearly four months after persuading U.S. doctors
hospitals and the maker of the world's costliest drug to
help. Ascarza says his son's life is once again endangered.

"I understand there are laws that institutions and
individuals must follow." Justo said during an interview
this week in the lobby ofMassachusetts General Hospital.
"But as a father my responsibility is to a son whose Ufe is
withering and I must put aside protocol."

The Ascarzas arrived in Washington, D.C. last De-
cember after doctors in Lima suggested Ascarza's son,
Amaru, might be sufferingfrom Gaucher's disease, a rare
metabolic disorder that causes anemia and enlargement
of the hver and spleen.

Doctors at the National Institute ofHealth confirmed
the diagnosis and Amaru was hospitalized for a brief
time, said Ascarza, who understands little English. But
when doctors discharged Amaru, Justo Ascarza said he
"felt as if all our hopes had gone up in smoke. It was as if
we had to start all over again."

At 13 years old, Amaru is about 4 feet tall, his stomach
is swollen and he walks slowly. The doctors have told

Justo Ascarza these are symptoms of the disease.
The 48-year-old grade school principal contacted

Genzyme in a final attempt to get help. Based in Cam-
bridge, the company manufacturers Ceredase, a drug
used to treat the disease.

Currently, the average patient spends about$140,000
a year on medication according to the company. One unit
of the drug costs $3.50. Doctors at the NIH recommend
that people receive 60 units ofthe drug for every kilogram
that they weigh.

Genzyme arranged to admit Amaru into a free drug
program, according to company spokewoman Donna
LaVoie.

Teenage drug use on rise
ByAMYYUHN
Associated Press

DETROIT - More children say they are
doing drugs before reaching high school
age and LSD is on the rise among 10th-
graders, according to a study released
Tuesday that showed both gains and losses
in the war on drugs.

Marijuana use jumped a full percent-
age point among eighth-graders in 1992,
but the most popular drugs among pre-
high schoolers were so-called inhalants,
potent chemicals fumes sniffed like glue,
the survey found.

"It's the most widely used class ofdrug
among eighth-graders," University of
Michigan researcher Lloyd Johnston said.

"I think they really don't have an under-
standing ofthe dangers of inhalants yet."

Johnston blamed complacency for the
rise, which was accompanied by a drop in
disapproval of drug use among the same
age group.

The nation's attention to the subject
has slacked off." Johnston said.

Drug use among high school seniors
dropped in every category but LSD, as did
approval ofdrug use, the survey ofeighth-
, 10th-, and 12th-graders found.

For the 18th year, Johnston and col-

leagues Patrick M. O'Malley and Jerald
G. Bachman surveyed high school seniors.
About 17,000 seniors in 135 public and
private schools nationwide filled out
questionnaires in their classrooms.

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR THE
COORDINATOR OF THE

[JOSEPHINE WHITE EAGLE CULTURAL CENTER

The Search Committee for the Coordinator of the
Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center cordially
invites the University community to participate in 4
open candidate forums. At these forums, candidates
for the coordinator's position will be available to meet
and speak with students, faculty and staff in the
Cultural Center located in the lower level of
Chadbourne House.

CANDIDATES SCHEDULE THIS WEEK:
Ms. Joyce Whitedeer Vincent Monday April 12th 12 noon-lpm
Ms.MicheUeYoungblood Wednesday April 14th lpm-2pm
Ms. Susan Sunter Thureday April 15th 2 pm-3pm
Ms. Kathleen O'Connor Thursday April 22nd 2 pm-3pm

^TAIPQ CTAIDC Cl/CDVn*>i_ir-n.- .>.,^ ..^. ADAM SILVERMAN / COLLEGIANSTAIRS, STAIRS EVERYWHERE AND NOT A PLACE TO STEP— Dont aet dizzvwalking down these Tower Library stairs. That could be dangerous.

Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

^ Q ' e School of Medici n e

Join the best
MINDS IN MEDICINE.

Emplo\fmenl opportunities at Yale University, a leader in
biomedical and oilier scientific research, offer a wide range of
laboratory research opportunities. Here, recent graduates can

increase their knowledge, deivlop their talents, and enrich their
experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art research

environment. We haw immediate openings for:

Research Assistants
Research Associates

A bachelor's in biological or physical sciences
IS required; laboratory experience is a plus.

Fn addition to many on-campus cultural and
athletic facilities such as our fully equipped gym

31 tennis courts, and a regulation golf course, Yale
University provides competitive salaries and out-

standing benefits, including: 22 vacation days, 4 per-
sonal days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days^ll

paid^luition reimbursement at graduate programs in
the area and audit opportunities at Yale also exist.

For immediate consideration, send your resume in
confidence to: Ms. C. Mason, Dept. of Human

Resources, Yale School of Medicine P O
Bc,x 9168MR, New Haven, CT 06532-0168; Fax
(203) 785-3165. Employment office located at

153 College Street in New Haven.

te) Yale University
^^^ I'l!

JJ"''""'«y,l» «n »ffimiailve action.
equal opportunity employer.
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In America s neighborhood

TKe\^st

proud -traditaom c£ welfareloof^^
, welfare w^rnm

and vjaltare rjndning cor^tinue to t>vis very day.

Five o'clock. As the sun sets in the
background, a group of teenagers shoot
hoops on a neighborhood playground. The
intensity of their physical strength is

mirrored in the eyes of the children, who
look on with intense dreams of someday
growing up to be that big, to jump that
high. On the sidewalk are some girls
singing as they jump rope and lovers
holding hands as they take an evening
stroll.

E.G.

THOMAS

Article's thoughts misrepresented
u

I read Marc Elliott's recent column on
Barbara Whitehead [Collegian, April 8)
with disgust, and feel obliged to respond,
ni avoid making the sort of"ad hominum"
attack he makes on Ms. Whitehead and
stick to a critique of his logic.

I'm surprised he read so poorly that he
saw her article as nothing more than a
personal attack on him and his family.
Perhaps he didn't notice that Ms.
Whitehead never claimed that "all" single
parent families suffer social, emotional
and economic strain. His defensive, per-
sonalized response is worse than a mis-
representation of her thinking; it's irrel-

evant.

I myself question a number of Ms.

Whitehead's conclusions, but I appreciate
her thoughtful investigation of a complex
issue. Mr. Elliott's poor reading, poor
analysis, personalization and cheap at-

tacks on Ms. Whitehead are a sad substi-
tute for intellectual discourse. I'd recom-
mend that people interested in the issues
Mr. Elliott so ineptly raises, pick up this

month's Atlantic and judge for them-
selves.

Lest Mr. Elliott dismiss me, too, as a
"member ofthe Ph.D. patrol," I'm not even
a member of his academic community —
just someone who values careful reading
and intellectual rigor.

Kate McCune
Amherst

From the windows of the buildings,
mothers take a moment away from dinner
to gossip with one another. They stop as
"Joe," the police officer, walks by, greeting
him with a "hello" and. "How are the
kids?" On the stoops of the brownstones
sit the parents, watching their childhood
be replayed for them. In their tired eyes
and wrinkled skin are the stories of gen-
erations come and generations gone. The
American neighborhood.

The neighborhood used to be the center
of daily Ufe, but the 5 p.m. neighborhood
assembly has disappeared. The cheerful
cries of children playing in the street and
the buzz of mothers chatting, has been
replaced by police sirens, gunfire and
anxious stares for the first sign ofchildren
coming safely home. Somewhere between
needles, handguns — and a videotape —
that center was unraveled.

Last year's Rodney King verdict wasn't
the cause of the destruction of Los Ange-
les* South Central neighborhood; it was
the result of years of American neglect.
America abandoned its cities and moved
to the suburbs, leaving behind a breeding
ground for poverty. The verdict didn't
shape the American reality of our neigh-
borhoods burning to the ground; it only
made us turn around and smell the smoke

LBGA suspends activities, pushes involvement
T<u;„ i »u T , . w,. . _

and ashes of what we left behind.
There have always been Rodney Kings

and the racism they represent, in every
city, in every state; our eyes just looked
the other way. Neighborhoods have been
slowly burning to the ground for years,
but it took a videotape, a verdict and one
large, fast flame to grab our attention —
at least only until the dust cleared.

Now South Central LA. lies like an
open wound in the heart of America, a
wound that no one surgeon — no one
verdict— could repair. And yet, America
now anxiously sits in anticipation for the
verdict to come down. The verdict to heal
all wounds from the past and justify all

the blood shed that opened it up.
A "guilty" verdict won't make every-

thing okay, but it's the doorway to a
thousand more days of repairing the
American neighborhood, so long as
America doesn't forget that smell ofburnt
history and dusty dreams as soon as the
media extinguishes its spotlight.

Police officers used to walk the city
block where they knew all of its families
and the kids' names. Children used to look
upon "Joe" coming around the corner, like
they would Michael Jordan, with respect
and admiration. These days kids look at
police officers and run the other way.
Parents look at them with the fear and
distrust.

A "guilty" verdict of justice has been
molded into a wand glazed with pixie dust
that will touch the neighborhood and
magically make everything all right. And
yet, no magic wisp of a wand will ever
make the gangs, the guns, the drugs and
all ofthe violence vanish into thin air, nor
will any life that has been taken by them
be replaced. America needs only to open
its disillusioned eyes and look upon a now
childless mother's face to see the Ameri-
can reality in her withdrawn stare.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

This past year the campus Lesbian Bisexual Gay
Alliance community voted to adopt as the official motto of
the LBGA: "For over 20 years working for the day when
everyone is free."

This is a fitting motto because it accurately displays
our community's commitment to social justice, and to
meeting the needs of gay, lesbian, bisexual people at
UMass.

Time and again, our community has met the challenge
of justice, both politically and inter-personality. This
past "awareness week" we celebrated the diversity ofour
community, and our belief that our collective energy and
determination can meet any challenge.

For several months, the LBGA has been facing a
growing twofold crisis.

First, community involvement at every level and ac-
tivity has steadily declined. The 12 seat steering com-
mittee has. for nearly a year, had a core membership of
four people. These four individuals cannot represent the
diversity or our entire community, and our present
mechanism for outreach has failed repeatedly.

Secondly, this steady decline in community involve-
ment has resulted in a severe financial crisis and impeded
our ability to function, both socially and politically. It has
become painfully apparent that unless our community

acts now to confront this crisis, then the continued
existence of the LBGA is in peril.

This week, the steering committee of the LBGA acted
to meet this crisis with the following initial steps:

First, the steering committee requested that all ac-
tivities; dances, coffee socials, subgroup meetings and
daily operations, be suspended.

The sole exemption to this request is the 1993 March
on Washington. Bus tickets are still valid and available
at the program for GLB Concerns and Food for Thought
Books. This activity will in no way be disrupted by these
events.

Second, the steering committee has asked for a com-
munity caucus to take place on Saturday, May 1, 1993
from 2-4 p.m. in the Campus Center. It is our hope that
this forum will serve to empower our community, meet
this crisis and re-define the mission of the LBGA.

The steering committee regrets that these painful
measures have become necessary, but acts in the belief
that our community will once again summon the courage
and energy to meet a crisis, and this period ofchange will
ensure the future success of our organization in repre-
senting gay, lesbian, bisexual undergraduates at the
University of Massachusetts.

The LBGA Steering Committee

Columnist hypocritical in Twisters bar debate
For no other reason than to expose the hypocrisy of

Michael Morrissey to the campus, do I write this letter.

Mr. Morrissey used his space to blast the patrons and
management ofTwisters Tavern [Collegian , April 9). This
is not written to defend either one, but to give an account
of what led Mr. Morrissey to write what he did.

It was around midnight on Sunday, April 4, when I

was picking up some friends from a private party at

Twisters. What I saw when leaving the bar was Michael

Morrissey acting exactly like these people he wrote about

in his column.
Mr. Morrissey had apparently been kicked out. Asked

to leave, he started to rant and rave at the bouncer. The
argument was taken outside, where he continued to very

loudly barrage the bouncer with profanities. Aft«r finally

leaving the premises, he proceeded to walk up and down
Main Street, exposing his views on Twisters.

We drove to Antonio's; Mr. Morrissey also decided to

go to Antonio's and educate everyone as to who he was

and his views on the management of Twisters. His

tantrum was reminiscent of my 2-year-old cousin

screaming for attention.

If I may quote directly from Mr. Morrissey's column,

we can see the hypocrisy involved: "(Twisters I is popular

despite the fact that time and time again, its patrons
have acted somewhat foolish after an evening of adult
beverages at Twisters." I am sure many have, Mr.
Morrissey, but don't exclude yourselffrom this group and
present yourself as a "student advocate" for the elderly.
This night, you were no more civil, than the worst of
Twisters' patrons.

The most appalling part of his column is when he
brings the elderly into it. Mr. Morrissey tries to gain
sympathy for his argument by vmting ".

. . one of (the
elderly's] biggest concerns at this stage of their lives is

getting a quiet, peaceful night of sleep. For years now.
Twisters has prevented that." I don't dispute the validity
of this statement, but I can't believe Morrissey had the
audacity to write it after his 12:30 a.m. tirade undoubt-
edly prevented these people from getting a "peaceful
night of sleep."

The fact that this column was written represents a
gross misuse of your power. I ask you, Mr. Morrissey,
don't you have anything better to write about in your
columns than the hypocritical garbage of April 9? No?
Didn't think so.

Brian Hajjar
Amherst

Writer uninformed
I'm absolutely amazed at the lack of under-

standing and distortions with respect to an opinion
by a Mr. Ted Chambers, who is identified as a
UMass student [Collegian, April 6j.

The author demonstrates that he knows little or
nothing about the University's relationship with
the legislature.

If he had made an effijrt in calling the office of
the president or even the UMass Amherst campus
office of state relations, he would have easily de-
termined that each of the five campuses in the
system has hosted a meetingofarea legislators and
that University ofMassachusetts President Michael
K. Hooker together with members of his staff and
representatives of each of the campuses have met
with virtually all of the members of the Massa-
chusetts legislature, who are graduates of one of
the UMass campuses.

He would also have been informed that the same
staff people are in constant contact with both
members and staff of the House and Senate Com-
mittees on Ways and Means; the Joint Committees
on Education, Arts and Humanities; Health Care,
Public Service, Insurance and others.

He might have also discovered that there are a
number of people on the campuses who deal in
campus-specific issues and several people in the
office of the president who deal in sy.stem-issues
with a host ofagencies in the executive branch that
have an enormous impact on UMass, including but
not limited to funding.

Mr. Chambers would do well in emulatingother
students on all ofthe UMass campuses in doing his
homework rather than "shooting from the hip."

Albert Sherman
Vice Chancellor

University Relations
University of Massachusetts Medical

Center

Greetings once again
Since it's not exactly springing spring all over, we'd

like to take this chance to offer you the warm glowing
feeling of seeing your thoughts in print!

No, this doesn't mean that your thoughts must be
happy, happy, joy, joy — they just need to be under 50
lines, typed, double-spaced, with your name and phone
number, whatever you want thoughts.

[Note: warm glow is not artificial, it is made of 100
percent natural, pure, raw ego-boosting emotion.!
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Prison oflicials said the six other in-

mates killed has been severely beaten and
slain by fellow convicts.

Late in the day Tuesday, prisoners in
the L cellblock yelled to inmate in the K
cellblock to join the standoff, Unwin said.

Guards fired one tear gas canister into the
corridor connecting the cellblocks and re-

gained order, she said. No injuries were
reported.

Talks about the inmates' list of 19 de-
mands were "at a lull," Unwin said.

She also said little was known about
the welfare ofthe eight guards being held
hostage in the prison about 70 miles south
of Columbus.

Officials believe the rebeUing inmates
have been monitoring broadcasts about
the siege with battery-powered radios. On
Tuesday, the inmates rigged a loudspeaker
and announced from a cellblock window

King

that they weren't satisfied with the nego-
tiations.

"I'm tellingyou that you got problems,'
a voice over the loudspeaker said. "They
can give us what we ask for. It's well
within our rights. Then you will have
someone back. Why don't they want to do
this?"

The voice continued, but was drowned
out by police helicopters overhead.

Corrections spokeswoman Sharron
Komegay said she have not heard the
statement and could not comment.
Unwin said inmate tried another

broadcast during the afternoon, but she
could not hear what they said. Reporters
were too far away to hear.

Ms. Komegay would not rule out the
possibility that federal agents may be
asked to help negotiate or that force may
be necessary to end the standoff.

continued from page 1

Nuys and Arcadia.

"California guardsmen have been in-
structed that they are to use any means at
their disposal to protect themselves or any
other citizen ifthey are in threat ofhuman
death," said Mty. Gen. Tandy Bozeman.

Another military contingent was
training 80 miles to the south. About 1 ,000
Marines at Camp Pendleton stormed a
mock town as part ofa "just in case" urban
assault exercise.

"The 3rd Battahon. 9th Marine Regi-
ment is on standby for any problem up
there and this is a state-of-the-art train-
ing facility for them," said Cpl. Rick Rick
Laemmle, a base spokesperson.

Hours after Sgt. Stacey Koon, Officers
Laurence Powell and Theodore Briseno
and former Officer Timothy Wind were
acquitted of most charges in a state trial
last April

, the city erupted in violence that
left 54 people dead and caused $1 billion
damage.

Police under the leadership of former
Chief Daryl F. Gates were criticized for
their delayed response to the unrest, but
new Chief Willie Williams promised pro-

tection for the city's 3.6 million residents.
"People need to be calm rather than

seeing pictures ofmen crawlingover tanks
and armored vehicles," defendant Powell
said. Some activists condemned the mili-
tary and police buildup.

"We think that it's important that
people have a continued opportunity to
voice opposition," said activist lawyer B.
Kwaku Duren.

In South Central Los Angeles, U.S.
Rep. Maxine Waters handed out letters in
her district saying, "It's Urae to chill."

"Ifyou take to the streets with a Molotov
cocktail in your hand, a gun in your belt or
a brick ready to throw, you give the police
legal right to kill you," the letters read.

Nearby, a man with "Peace" written on
his T-shirt walked through his South
Central neighborhood carrying a 10-foot-
tall wooden cross.

"Justice, equality, human rights —
that's what we don't have in this country.
I'm trying to bringa message to the people:
Let's not fight injury with injury, ignorance
with ignorance. I'm urging peace," said
49-year-oId Charles Verdun.
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United States on the rampage: Iraq down, Iran to go
Again a war is brewing in the Middle East as the

United States looks increasingly ready to attack Iran. At
a time when the United States is trying to impose a pax-
Americana on the Middle East, words ofhate for Iran are
spewing out of Washington. Secretary of State Warren
Christopher has branded Iran an "outlaw nation" for its
continued independence, determination to defend itself,
and its insistence on democratic politics in the Middle
East.

Iranian-U.S. relations can be described as an endless
cycle ofdistrust and antipathy. Americans generally feel
violated by Iran as if Iran had somehow "oppressed" the
United States. And the truth is that the United SUtes
has been severely humiliated by the Iranian Revolution
and by ongoing Iranian independence. The tension and
conflict that exists between the two nations is clearly
caused by U.S. hegemony in the Middle East and its
continuous efforts to control Iran.

America's wanton attempts to subjugate the Iranian
people began in the eariy '50s when the CLA overthrew
Iranian democracy and installed the Shah as absolute
monarch. The need to replace democratically-elected
Prime Minister Mossadegh was extremely urgent after
the Iranian leader led a movement to nationalize the
British-owned Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, sole owner of
Iranian oil. The British did not take the nationalization
gracefully, regardless of the fact that the majority of the
Iranian people supported Mossadegh's decision for eco-
nomic reasons and national pride. However, the British
would have none of it. "What they wanted was their oil

company back. And they wanted Mossadegh's head."And
so did the United States.

"So this is how we get rid ofthat madman Mossadegh,"
announced John Foster Dulles to a group of top Wash-
ington policy makers. A $1 million plan was created to
overthrow Mossadegh . i mplemented by Kermit Roosevelt
of the CIA. Roosevelt's plan was to replace Mossadegh
with the U.S.-controlled Shah who would become one of
the most terrible dictators in history.

The Shah's secret police,SAVAK, remains synonymous
with brutaUty and torture around the world to this day.
It was set up, trained, and organized primarily by the
CIA and the Israeli MOSSAD (the Israeli intelligence
group) to oppress and control the Iranian people while
the West plundered their resources. For example, the
destroyer of Iranian democracy, the CIA's Kermit
Roosevelt, became vice president of Gulf Oil, a major
controller of Iranian oil, under the Shah.

In the callous hands ofthe Shah, throughout the '50s,
'60s, and '70s, Iran was used as a strategic base for the
United States to continue its surveillance of the Soviet
Union. Iran, South Korea and the Philipines became
important political links in the chain forged by the
United States to "contain" the Soviet Union.

Imperial concessions, known as capitulations, gave
extra-territoral economic, diplomatic and juridical
privileges to all Americans in Iran, as ifthey belonged to

a group ofpeople who owned Iran. Many Americans acted
as ifthey didown it, and so did the Shah. Imam Khomeini
was able to say in 1964, "If the Shah should run over an
American dog, he would be called to account, but if an
American cook should run over the Shah ... no one has
any claim against him."

It was during the long, brutal, proxy rule by the Shah
and Americans that Imam Khomeini spoke out on behalf
of the Iranian people: "Are we to be trampled underfoot
by the boots ofAmericans simply because we are a weak
nation and have no dollars? America is worse than
Britain, Britain worse than America . . . but it is America
that we are concerned with. Let the American president
know that in the eyes ofthe Iranian people, he is the most
repulsive member ofthe human race today because ofthe
injustice he has imposed on our Muslim nation."

Sandra

ROSE
The 1978-79 Iranian Revolution freed Iran from U.S.

hegemony. It was during this time that patriotic students
occupied the American embassy in Teheran, holding its
staff prisoners. Eventually all Americans were released
unharmed.

For most Americans this was the defining moment in
the relationship between the two countries, but Iranians
might have a different interpretation. As Imam Khomeini
pointed out when the Pope wanted to mediate for the
embassy staff:

The ears of 35 million Iranians who suffered for 50
years beneath the yoke of imperialism and repression —
particularly American imperialism— as well as the ears
ofmillions ofoppressed people throughout the world, have
constantly been straining to hear expression ofsympathy
on the part of the Pope, or at least some indication of
paternal concern for the state of the oppressed, coupled
with an admonishment ofthe tyrants and oppressors, or a
desire to mediate between the oppressed peoples and those
superpowers that profess to be Christian. But our ears
have never heard any such expression of sympathy or
concern. Ouir people were massacred for 50 years, and the
best sons and daughters of our nation were thrown into
inhuman prisons where they died under brutal tortures.
Yet the question of mediation never arose, nor did it ever
occur to His Eminence, the Pope, to show any concern for
our oppressed people or even to mediate with the plea that
oppression cease."

Since then, the United States has continued a hostile
attitude towards Iran. For example, in the mid-'80s, an
American warship shot down an Iranian civilian airbus
without warning or mercy. Hundreds ofpassengers were
brutally slaughtered by the U.S. navy in this cowardly
terrorist act — innocents plunging to their doom in the
Persian Gulf

Iran has joined the ranks of smaller nations despised
in America for having defeated it, like North Korea, Cuba

and Vietnam. Beyond that, Iran serves as an example to
other smaller states of the possibihty of independence.

Since the Iranian Revolution a new kind of Muslim
pontics has been growing throughout the Arab world
such as Hamas in Palestine, FIS in Algeria. Hisbullah in
Lebannon, and various Muslim groups in Egypt. It is
these groups that threaten widespread anti-imperial
revolution in the Middle East and constitute the national
liberation movements of Islam comparable to Latin
American liberation theology.

The future of the Middle East is being contested from
two local centers, Cairo and Teheran. The Egyptian
vision accepts pax-Americana, sees it coming from a
Cairo/Ryadh axis, and emphasizes stability and the status
quo. This is also the American vision. A different vision
emerges from Teheran , i ncl uding thedominance ofIslamic
politics, full regional control of resources, no U.S. hege-
mony and a new status quo.

Although not directly the same as the Iranian Revolu-
tion. Arab Muslim politics finds itself in large agreement
with Iran on many points. As Imam Khomeini stated, "If
the Muslim states and people relied on Islam instead of
relying on the Eastern or Western bloc — had placed
before their eyes the luminous and liberating teachings
of the Noble Quran, and then practiced those teachings— they would not be enslaved by the Zionist aggressors,
terrorized by American Phantoms and at the mercy ofthe
Satanic cunning of the Soviet Union."

The fundamental difference between these visions
can be gauged from the simple fact that while the
American vision is anti-democratic. The strongest regional
proponent of democracy in the Middle East is Iran. This
fact (uncomfortable for those who imagine the United
States favoring democracy and Iran favoring Muslim
tyranny! has been openly acknowledged by many im-
portant U.S. analysists. For example. ex-CIA chief and
Secretary of Defense James Slesinger has recently ad-
mitted that "Indeed, in the Middle East the Islamic state
that has most successfullyembraced democratic processes
is none other than Iran."

These two visions, the democratic verses the imperial-
ist, are toUlly incompatible. It seems clear that the
greatest threat to "regional stability" comes from Muslim
politics. For this reason it seems quite likely that the
United States will feel the need to atUck Iran as it had
attacked Iraq. The lessons are the same — no indepen-
dent regional power can be tolerated in the Middle East
by the Americans.

It seems clear that out ofimperiaUstic aggression and
the desire for bitter revenge, the temptation to attack
Iran may prove too great for the United States to resist.
Excuses for attacking Iran may involve Iranian defense
programs, territorial disputes in the Persian Gulfor any
number of manufactured incidents. But it seems clear
that no matter the excuse, the drive towards war with
Iran is reaching the point of no return.

Sandra Rose is a Collegian staff member.

South Africa, apartheid and the murder of a statesman
A football stadium is filled with thou-

sands of men, women and children. They
had been marching all day carrying signs
that read, "Stop Apartheid Now," singing
songs offreedom, each step drawing them
closer to the day South Africa would be
theirs once again. As hero after hero s{>eaks

from the rostrum in the center, their
passions rise as visions of smiling Black
children not ravaged by apartheid crys-

tallize in the mind.
Agate leftopen leads into the Bantustan

of Ciscie. Surging forward with pride and
nationalism, the crowd marches through
the gate into a part of their nation that
would keep them out. In the long grass
the troops wait, crouched like big cats. As
the singing patriots march forward, the

White officers give the signal, "Open Fire!"

In a hail of bullets, hundreds fall bleeding

to the ground.

Another massacre in the history of

atrocities that make up the past and
present of South Africa.

Swanieville '92: 28 dead, more than
100 wounded.

Boipathong June, '92: 42 killed.

Alexandria March, '91: 13 killed, 17

wounded.
SebokongJanuary, '91

: 38 people dead.

Jeppe Station Massacre September, '90:

32 shot to death.

Since September 1990: 7,000 people

dead.

Apartheid, by far the most barbaric

and brutal system of institutionalized

racism (surpas.sed only by the state of

Israel ). is alive and functioning in the so-

called "Republic ofSouth Africa." Twenty
eight million children, women and men

are bereft ofpolitical and economic rights,
while the "powers that be" in the inter-

national community mouth platitudes,
condoning it all the way.

Shyamala

IVATURY
Millions ofAfricans have been uprooted

from their homelands with little or no
compensation and relocated to one of 10
isolated Bantustans, which are mostly
infertile and barren lands (The conditions
ofBlack South Africans are similar to that
of the Palestinians in the occupied terri-

tories).

The White ruling regime owns 87 per-
cent of the land, including the commer-
cial, manufacturing and agricultural ar-

eas in South Africa. Black Africans are
only allowed into the White "nation" as
laborers. Homelessness, hunger, disease
and high unemployment are rampant in

the among the Black majority. Laws are
applied selectively in a land wherejustice
has no meaning.

In townships like Soweto, Sharpville,
and Maokeng, poorly constructed dingy
shacks with barely any water, electricity,

or sewage house Black South Africans.
These residents are subjected to frequents
raids by death squads, the Askaris, and
other units from the South African police
and the South African Defesne Force. Fire
bombs, lootings, and mysterious disap-
pearances are commonplace. In contrast,
the adjacent White cities ofJohannesburg,
Pretoria and Durban are filled with pa-
latial houses, complete with swimming
pools, three car garages and lush gardens.

Israel-South Africa: the unholy
alliance

Apartheid continues in South Africa in

part because of the hypocrisy of the West.
The United States and its allies oppose it

with nothing butempty rhetoric. Although
the White South African leadership was
sympathetic to Nazi Germany and har-
bors ex-Nazis, the alliance between South
Africa and Israel has been cemented. Both
settler colonial states were created to serve
"Western interests." In the words of an
African National Congress member. "The
steel is from South Africa, but the bullets
are from Tel Aviv."

Israel imports goods worth almost $200
million per year from South Africa. Israeli

Ribbutzim and the General Labor Union,
the Histadrut. have substantial invest-
ments in South Africa. South Africa re-

ciprocates by holding an estimated 35
percent of all non-U.S. investment in the
Israeli economy. Through joint ventures
and middlemen. Israel is the major sup-
plier for military technology and weapons
to South Africa. In 1962 Israel received 10
tons of uranium from South Africa and by
the 1970s both countries were collaborat-
ing in the development of their nuclear
program. Both radical racist states have
manufactured large numbers of nuclear
weapons in collaboration. Washington has
predictably chosen to ignore the Israel/

South African nuclear connection.
The alliance between Tel Aviv and

Pretoria is sanctioned by the U.S. gov-
ernment. The U.S. has provided Israel
with aid amounting to $36 billion since
1973 in American taxpayers' money. It is

clear that the United States has used

Israel to enabilize apartheid to survive in
South Africa by covert means.

De Klerk's Regime
F.W. De Klerk came to power at a time

when the countries economy was spiralling
downward, under the impact ofsanctions.
Local governments had collapsed and a
state of emergency had been declared.
Furthermore, in the mid-'808 Black re-

sistance was unprecedented. The
Inkathagak scandal revealed that the
government was funding the leader ofthe
Zulu's Chief Mango.su thu Gatsha
Buthelezi and his Inkatha Freedom Party
(IFP) in an effort to split the Blacks by
fomenting violence. The Bush adminis-
tration sent over $2 million in U.S. tax
dollars to fund IFP.

The De Klerk government was forced
to further unfold the process of reform.

The ANC, the South African Commu-
nist Party (SACP) and the Pan-African
Congress (PAC

)
were legalized after almost

30 years of having been underground.
Nelson Mandela was released from Robin
Island after 27 years.

Apart from making a few cosmetic
changes in the laws, the White ruling
regime has done nothing to dismantle the
core socio-economic structures of apart-
heid.

A framework for negotiations conven-
tion for a democratic South Africa
(CODESA) was set up in December 1991
to discuss the dismantling of apartheid
and the setting up of an interim govern-
ment, non-racial elections and so on. The
multiparty talks atCODESA are attended

Turn to SOUTH AFRICA, page 10
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• According to FBI statistics, a woman is battered by a husband, partner, or loved one very 15 sec-

onds; over 3 million women are battered each year.

• In 1992 in Massachusetts, hotlines answered over 80,000 calls for emergency help and over
50,000 restraining orders were issued.

• January 12: Sherry Morton, 23, of Northampton was allegedly stabbed to death by her
boyfriend, ending years of violent abuse. Also killed: Cedric Seabrooks, her 18-month-old son,
allegedly stabbed to death by his father. She had petitioned for restraining orders in the past.
None was in effect at the time ofher death.
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The Cycle of Violence

Battered women are not constantly being abused nor does battering

occur at totally random times. Abuse is inflicted in a recurring batter-

ing cycle that is comprised of three distinct phases:

Phase I: Tension-Building. Gradual increase in name calUng, criti-

cism, verbal harassment, psychological humiliation, pushing, hitting

and sexual abuse. The batterer appears to have some control over his

actions in these incidents.

Phase II: Acute Battering Incident A sudden outbreak of more
severe, uncontrollable violence. The woman sustains more severe
physical injuries in this phase. This phase is shorter in duration than
Pha.se I or III, usually lasting from 2-24 hours.

Pha.se III: Loving-Contrite Period. The batterer is remorseful and
may shower the woman with gifts, apologies, and promises never to

hurt her again. The loving behavior can reinfwce a wwnan's hope that

the batterer will change. In some relationships there are no loving

behaviors, but only an absence of violence.

In time. Phase III gives way to the incidents of Phase I. The cycle

begins again and over time will increase in frequency and intensity.

From: Walker, Unore. The Battered Woman. New York: Harper
Colophon Books, 1979.

^t^oUix...

What Is Abuse?

ABUSE is slapping, kicking, hitting, shoving, using any instrument as a
weapon. ABUSE is any physical violation, including sex, against your will.

ABUSE is a verbal threat and/or physical attempts to hurt. ABUSE IS

BEING IN SO MUCH FEAR, YOU IT^ZL INCAPABLE TO CHANGE.
ABUSE can be physical and/or emotional. If you are constantly in fear, jxit

down, called names, tokl you are tTa/y, incompetent and/or stupid, you are

emotionally abused. If you have not been able to leave the abusive situation

because of txonomic reasons, you are not alone.

Obstacles to Leaving an Abusive Partner or
Why a Woman is Not to Blame for Staying in a

Dangerous Relationship

DANGER:
" Increase in violence, or threats of escalated violence or death.

- Abuser's threats of suicide, withdrawal of child-support violence against

children or others.

-- Threats from abuser that she will lose custody of the children; accusations
that she is an unfit partner.

-- The possibUity/fear of losing custody of children may be greater due to het-

erosexism, racism, and/or classism.

-- Fear that public knowledge of abuse will reinforce racist, classist and/or
hetero.sexist stereotypes.

PRESSURE
" Social, religious or family pressure to keep a family, marriage w relation-

ship together, resulting in guilt, blame, judgment.
" Embarrassment and shame; not wanting to be judged by others.

" Pressure to put up with abuse - minimizing the abuse, lack of emotional
support pressure to protect abuser from public accountability.

MANIPULATION
" Low self-esteem resulting from emotional, sexual and/or physical abuse.
- Feelings of helplessness, lack of control over own Ufe.

" Forced social isolation or fear of being lonely or undesirable.
-- Self-blame or guilt; belief that she may deserve abuse.
" Possible history of abuse as a child, leading to expectaUon or acceptance of

abu.se in relationships.

-- Influence of a cycle of violence; the hope that the abuser will change based
on a pattern of abuse followed by false promises and apologies. In this

cycle the abuse absaxs continues and generally gets worse as long as the
relationship remains intact

LACK OF RESOURCES
" Financial dependence on abuser and/or limited job skills or personal flnan-

cial resources.

" Lack of culturally appropriate and/or accessible support services for
women of color and/or women who are disabled and/or lesbian.

" Lack of sufflcient physical strength to escape danger as a result of repeated
injury or illness from abuse.

- Failure of adequate police and court intervention.

Take, l^ack Oar

Rights!

fight far Oar

Lives!

Thursday, April 22, 1993

FIRST RALLY: Unitarian Universalist Church
lawn, Northampton, 6:30 p.m. Wheelchair
accessible, women only.

CANDLE LIGHT MARCH: Through
Northampton, ending at Smith College, 7:30
p.m. Please bring candles, women only.

SECOND RALLY: Chapin Lawn. Smith

College. Wheelchair accessible, women and
men welcome.

CELEBRATION: Davis Student Center, Smith
College, 9:00 p.m. Wheelchair accessible,

women and men welcome.
**** For further information, please contact the

Everywoman's Center Educator/Advocate
Program at 545-5833.

***

I

* For information about men's action/support

activities during the first rally and march,
please contact Donald Shelton, Men's
Resource Center, 585-0491

.

STRATEGIES FOR A SAFE AND FUN SOCIAL LIFE

IZrZ p
*^^^^^^ ""'^'^''^^ ^''"'^^^ ^^ ^°" ^^^ ^'^^^°"^' ^" y«- «- ^^ -^ ^ y-- way. No one has the right

L^nTfe !r.l'L?' ^! V""''*''"
^^^' '° feel uncomfortable or unsafe to you in any way, you have a right to act in the interest of your safety. No effort toremamsafe is exaggerated or unnecessaiy, even if ,t feels awkward. Many women who have been assaulted reported having a "bad filing" before an attack

Note your feelings as indications of what you are comfortable with. Watch out for statements that minimize your feelings ie "whv are vou/am I makinesuch a big deal out of this (being so upUght/paranoid/moody/etc.)?" And remember, being assertive does not mean you are 'aSng Sy"^^e^"Umeans you respect your feelings and expect that others will do so as well.

«*reacung Ditcny or mean, it

Be a good friend to yourself. The more you treat yourself with respect on a daily basis, even in what might seem like litUe wavs the more nrenared vou will

ToTCZT^^'
or potentially dangerous situations. A self^lefense class designed for women can increase your ..^i^s^^Z^^^ltZTyou If you are confronted with danger. This expenence can also help you regain a sense of control and self esteem if you have been victimized in the past

^"f^.Ill^lr/r^Z'fn'*""**?
''"'r """ '?T ^"""^ """^ ^^"^^ *" "^y ^'y'

'" ""y ''''"''•^" ^^ y™' ^" " ''^^^ ^" '^' it ^^ yo^ fault. Rape is
the failure of the rapist to respect another person's human right Nobody asks or deserves to be raped.

TTf^I^^^!!^^ *^ movement to end violence against women. Use your individual skiUs and talents to help end forais of violence which degradeus all. hor more informaUon on how to get involved, call your local women's center, rape crisis or battered women's program.

• FBI data indicates that 30% of female homicide victims were killed by their male partner;
across the country four women die each day.

• 1 out of 2 women will be a victim of domestic abuse in her lifetime, and 1 out of 3 families will
experience episodes of domestic violence.

A/«?

with no immediate cause

every 3 minutes a woman is beaten every

five minutes a woman is raped/every ten

minutes a lit girl is molested

yet I rode the subway today

i sat next to an old man who
may have beaten his old wife

3 minutes ago or 3 days/30 years ago he
might have sodomized his

daughter but i sat there

cuz the young men on the train

might heat some young women
later in the day or tomorrow

I might not shut my doorfast
enuf/push hard enuf
every 3 minutes it happens

some woman 's innocence

rushes to her cheeks/poursfrom her

mouth

like the betsy wetsy dolls have been torn

apartAheir mouths

mensis red A split/every

three minutes a shoulder

isjammed through plaster & the oven

door/

chairs push thru the rib cage/hot water

or

boiling sperm decorate her body
i rode the subway today

& bought a paperfrom a

man who might

have held his old lady onto

a hot pressing iron/i don 't know
maybe he catches HI girls in the

park A rips open their behinds

with steel rodsA can l decide

what he might have done i only

know every 3 minutes

every 5 minutes every JO minutes/so

I bought the paper

lookingfor the announcement

the discovery/of the dismembered
woman 's bodyAhe

victims have not all been

identifiedAoday they are

naked & dead/refuse to

testify/one girl out of lO's not

coherent/i took the coffee

A spit it upAfound an
announcementMol the woman 's

bloated body in the river/floating

not the child bleeding in the

59th street corridor/not the baby

broken on thefloor/

"there is some concern

that alleged battered women
might start to murder their

husbands A lovers with

no immediate cause
"

I spit up i vomit i am screaming

we an have immediate cause

every 3 minutes

every 5 minutes

every 10 minutes

everyday

women 's bodies arefound
in alleys A bedrooms/at the top ofthe

stairs

before i ride the subway/buy a

paper/drink

coffeeA must know/

have you hurl

a woman today

did you beat a woman today

throw a child cross a room
are the HI girl 's panties

in yr pocket

did you hurt a woman today

I have to ask these obscene questions

the authorities require me to

establish

immediate cause

every three minutes

everyfive minutes

every day

Ntozake Shange

Myths and Facts

MYTH: Most incidents of battering are not much more than a push or
slap; the wcxnan is rarely hurt.

FACT: Battering is a leading cause of injury to women. Attacks on
women have included pushing, shoving, hitting, punching, kicking,

choking, strangulation, biting, scalding, raping, attacks and threats to

harm with guns, knives, household objects and cars.

MYTH: Battering most conmionly occurs among minority groups and
lower income people.

FACT: Battering cuts across both class and racial lines. The statistics

can be misleading since poor women are more Ukely to seek emer-
gency shelter while middle and upper class women may have access to

other resources.

MYTH: A woman who is beaten must have provoked the violence.

FACT: No woman asks or deserves to be beaten. Men who batter use
physical violence as a way of gaining control and power over others.

The responsibiUty for violence does not Ue in the woman's behavior.

MYTH: Battered women are masochistic or else they would leave.

FACT: No woman enjoys being beaten. Many women stay because

the batterer threatens worse harm to her or her children or threatens

suicide if she tries to leave. Sometimes women stay because they are

financially dependent on dieir partner. In addition, the emotional abuse
inflicted with battering may convince a woman that she doesn't have
the ability to care of herself and her children outside the relationship.

Finally, she may stay because she cares for her partner, believes his

promises to change and doesn't want to break up the family.

J>l^XlU%,.

Resources

Campus
Dean of Students OfTice 545-2684
Kveiywoman's Center 545-0883
Hmployee Assistance Program 545-0350
Mental Health Services 545-2337
Health Hducalion OfTice 549-2671 xl81
University Health Services 549-2671*

University Police 545-31 1

1

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 545-2333

Everywoman's Center
Programs Against Violence

Against Women
Counselor/Adv(K:ates

24 hour free, confidential hotline 545-08(X)*

Educator/Advocates

Educational programs and resources on
relationship violence and related issues of sexual

abuse offered free of charge 545-3474

Shelter and Counseling
Necessities/NecesidacJes,

Northampton 586-5066*

NELCWIT (New England learning Center

for Women in Transition), Greenfield.772 -0806*

Womansheller/Conipafleras, Holyoke.536- 1628*

ARCH (Abuse & Rape Crisis HoUine)

Springfield 733-7100*

New Beginnings, Weslfleld 562-1920*

1-800-479-6245

Men's Resource Center. Amherst 253-9887

Court Information/Advocacy
Victim/Witness Assistance Unit

Hampshire County Officp-s

Northampton 586-5780
Ware 967-3711

Franklin County OfTiccs:

Greenfield 772-6944

Orange (508)544-7376

Western Massachusetts Legal Services

Northampton 584-4034

Greenfield 774-3747

Help for Batterers
Men Overcoming Violence Effectively (MOVE)
Amherst 253-9887

The Domestic Violence Program, Beacon Clinic

Greenfield 772-6388

Human Resource Center for Rural Communities
Athol (508)249-9926

24 Hours

Brought to you by:

University Health Services, Health
Education Division and the

Educator/Advocate Program of the

Everywoman's Center
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South Africa
continued from page 7

by 19 parties, 17 of which are tied with the ruHng
class.

A stumbling block in CODESA has been the
National Party's stance on "power-sharing." The
White minority is demanding equal partnership
with the ANC. This concept is being sold by De
Klerk's National Party as the "protection ofminor-
ity right within South Africa." Absurd, but none-
theless true.

Above all De Klerk is ensuring that the eco-
nomic control remains in the hands of the White
minority. The economy is being privatized and
austerity measures have been imposed even before
structural adjustment. Slowly but steadily South
Africa is being pushed into the clutches ofthe IMF
and World Bank.

Despite the signing of the National Peace Ac-
cord in 1991, violence is unabated. Low intensity
warfare continues. Last week's assassination of
Chris Hani former Chief of Staff"of the Umkhonto
we Sizwe, the military wing of the ANC, and
Secretary General ofthe SACP is a grim reminder
ofthe situation in South Africa. The assassination
of one of the most popular and militant young
leaders seems like yet another attempt to forestall

CODESA and escalate violence by "selective assas-
sination of the enemies of apartheid."

Moderate Whites in South Africa seem prepared
to shed their atavistic racism as long as they can
maintain economic control. There seems to be a
concerted effort on part of the National Party and
De Klerk to stretch negotiations as long as possible.

The alternate scenario of a generalized civil war
with the centers breaking down is neither in the
interest of the ANC nor the National Party.

It is only a matter oftime before this irrational,

inhumane system of apartheid will crumble and
the hopes and dreams ofthe Blacks in South Africa
will be realized.

*We are still at war with you ..."— Chris Hani.
S/iyamala Jvoturyis a UMassgraduate student.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Career opportunities in a rapidly expanding Bedford based
leading provider of internationally known high quality
personal computer hardware. We are a high growth, fast
paced, technologically driven national direct marketer of
PC hardware and service parts, as well as a national
computer repair depot

COMPUTER SALES
Enjoy the high earnings potential of an inside sales
person. It is the philosophy of this high performance
company to encourage its employees to develop profes-
sionally in a dynamic environment using state-of-the-
art computer technology to enhance their sales and
product skills. You will help our customers meet current
needs for computer hardware and their electronic sub
assemblies and will develop prospects in business to
business relationships. You must have a strong desire to
grow, be motivated and have a capacity for hard work.
The rewards reflect your success.

Technical hardware competency and hardware technical
knowledge at the familiarity level or greater of our
product line are required. Our PC hardware product line
consists of systems, CPU's, monitors, keyboards.
printers and sub assemblies such as logic boards, disk

drives, power supplies, etc.

Sales or customer service experience in any industry
is a major plus.

MBA
INVENTORY/MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
This is a senior level opportunity for an operations
experienced MBA.

You will create, develop and execute materials require-
ments planning and inventory management programs and
procedures to meet corporate goals.

You must be a hands-on, computer literate, working
professional with extensive experience in sophisti-
cated computer inventory management, demand fore-
casting and material planning skills. Strong creative
abilities in materials requirements planning and pro-
duction planning are major requirements. You must be
technically knowledgeable about computer hardware
and their electronic components and be able to evaluate
purchasing opportunities in a deal making environment.

Our environment is challenging and positive within an
exciting growth industry.

i f you are a career achiever and can make a contribution
to this dynamic entrepreneurial company, please send
resume and details of your hardware technical knowledge to:

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc.

205 Burlington Road
Bedford, MA 01730
Attn: Linda Gagnon ,

Mass. writer draws acclaim
Martha's Vineyard resident receives Pulitzer Prize

COLLEGIAN

WEST TISBURY (AP) - David McCullough joined
the ranks Tuesday of the writers he said were his role

models as an author.

McCollough won the 1993 Pulitzer Prize for the bi-

ography of Truman."
"I don't think there's any more important tribute that

a writer can receive," said McCullough, a year-round
resident of Martha's Vineyard.

The award came on the anniversary of his subject's
first day in office: April 13, 1945.

Tnunan became a mainstay of last summer's presi-
dential campaign; both candidates. Democrat Bill Clinton
and Republican George Bush, had read McCullough's
book.

"It was the first time ever in the history ofour politics

that both candidates of both parties had resorted to the
same book," he said.

McCollough, 59, said the Pulitzer announcement was
"the best news I ever received in my writing hfe. It was

right out of the blue. I'm just thrilled."

"Truman" also was nominated for the National Book
and Critics Circle awards.

"I've hadmy fingers crossed and everybody kept telling

me this book should win the Pulitzer Prize," he said. "I

didn't want them to be saying that, because I'm super-
stitious.

McCullough also is host ofthe public television series
"American Experience," narrated the series "The Civil
War' and host of "Smithsonian World."

He said his role models were historians and biographers
and fellow Pulitzer Prize winners, such as Barbara
Tuchman and Wallace Stegner.

He also is the author of "The Johnstown Flood," for

which he won the National Book Award in 1978; The
Path Between the Seas," about the creation ofthe Panama
Canal; The Great Bridge," the story ofthe building ofthe
Brooklyn Bridge; and "Mornings on Horseback," a biog-
raphy of the young Theodore Roosevelt.

Justice pledges hold on closure
WARE (AP) — The head of the state's district courts

said Tuesday he has suspended a plan to end operations
in Ware and pledged to keep all other courthouses staffed
for now.

However, Chief Justice Samuel E. Zoll also held out
the prospect ofconsolidating some functions in the future.

Local leaders and activists, who have been battling to

save Ware District Court, cheered his decision.

"It's our only lifehne in the whole of western Massa-
chusetts," said Gerard Mallet, chiefselectman. "We have
a very big drug problem and a very big criminal problem
that's coming to a head now, and our only outlet is the
court."

Arrests for violent crimes in this old mill town ofabout
10,000 residents shot up from 43 in 1991 to 83 last year,
according to Police Chief Stanley Mettig.

Yet Zoll announced the plan in September to transfer
all workers from Ware to Palmer District Court. He said
an administrative hiring freeze had left state staffing at
80 percent, and workers were swamped by a swelling
case load at the new court in Palmer, eight miles from
Ware.

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY

NOT!
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Only the state legislature can formally close a district

court, but Zoll's move would have, in effect, shutdown the
court in Ware.

Zoll said Tuesday that the hiring freeze had left state
staffmg at 80 percent, and workers were swamped by a
swelling case load at the new court in Palmer, eight miles
from Ware.

Only the state legislature had reasserted its desire to

keep courthouses open for now in court reform legislation

this year.

"At the current moment, I am not contemplating
making a recommendation that there be a resumption of
the consolidation talk," he said of Ware District Court.
"The plan is in suspension."

He said he had been considering similar ideas for

other courthouses, though no specific plans were an-
nounced. Those proposals have also been shelved, he
said.

Despite that decision, Zoll said that the district court
network, where defendants first enter the criminal jus-
tice system, is still hard pressed by growing case loads
after years of tight funding. He said 19 of 166 poste for

judges are now vacant, and about 600 of 2.800 sUfT
positions are empty. There are 68 district courts across
the state.

"We may have to substantially cut down sessions in a
number ofplaces, and the places we don't have the luxury
of cutting down sessions are in major urban areas," he
said.

But Stephen E. Grandlund, a Ware resident who has
campaigned to keep the court, said the suspension means
easier access to help for the town's neediest people. The
protective services of the court, which protects the needs
of battered women, abused and neglected children, and
the elderly, are as important and, in some cases, more
important than the criminal justice mechanism in the
court building," he said.

cl allend^ . Geft the pIcIufi^N
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AIM HIGH—AIR FORCE

LTVDERGRADUATE SUMMER
RESE/VRCH INTERNSHIPS

available at

THK LM\ ERSriT OF CONNECTICUT
HEALTH CENTER

for

RESEARCH IN THE BIOLOGICAL AND
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

STIPEND: $2,500

I'ho Inivcrsity of Connecticut Health ("enter in-

vites applications for a limited number of summer
research internships from highly qualified and
motivated students who have completed at least

their sophomore year and have an interest in ob-
taining a F'h.D. in biological and biomedical sci-

ences. The University ofConnecticut Health Center
houses a division of the (Jraduate School, the School
of Medicine, the School of Dental Medicine and is

located in Farminjjton Connecticut, just West of
Hartford, midway between Itoston and New York.
Positions are available in a variety of laboratories
encompassin^j research in molecular, cell and de-
velopmental biolo>j>. immunolog>, neuroscience,
oral biolog> and pharmacologx*. The program pays
a stipend of ,S2..")()0 for the ten week research expe-
rience. Deadline for applying is Friday, April ,30,

199.S.

For Further Information Please Contact:
DK. JOEL PACHER

Department of Physi<)log>. MC .J505

Iniversity pf Connecticut Health Center
Farmintfton. (T OCO.tO

Amherst
Lal\drom.at
Open 7 Days
8am-9p>m

Orop-Off or
Self Service

Washiing Machine
Startinjjat $1

Attendi»nt axailnblo all dav

. 326 College St. (Rt. 9) ,,
^mherst « 253-5072 yJ

ALL BEEF

^aARTBR
I/MPER"*'

BURGIRS- HOT DOGS
FRIES •ONION RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES"FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL
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Poetic gangsters, ice-pick killers on HSCN
By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Staff

It's the big screen extravaganzas of
years past that dominate HSCN this
coming week. Sequels rule the airwaves
as roman numeral installments continu-
ing the adventures of Eddie Murphy's
Beverly Hills cop Axel Foley and Bruce
WiHis' terrorist tackier John McClane bid
to up the ante with greater explosions and
stratospheric levels of carnage.

Squeezed in among these blockbuster
behemoths, smaller films like Garry
Marshall's The FlamingoKid and the Max
von Sydow (The Seventh Seal) showcase
Pelle the Conquerer vie for recognition, and
deservedly so. And for those who like their
thrillsdumband uninspired, Sm^/e VV/i/7e

Female Jennifer Jason Leigh does the
"roomate from hell" thing while Godzilla
1985 chomps scenery like so many model
bullet trains. It's quite a mixed bag on
HSCN this week.

Love Crimes — Not worth seeing —
barely worth reviewing, this is a dreadful
piece of trash masquerading as a taut
psychological thriller that only succeeds
in showingjust how far star Sean Young's
career has fallen. Focusingon the perverse
relationship that develops between re-
porter Young and a sUlker-cum-photog-
rapher played by Sleeping with the
Enemys Patrick Bergin, this film lays out
all the slasher movie conventions but
nothing else. The main surprise in this
film is not Young's horrible performance,
but actually how misogynistic this film
comes across seeing that it is helmed by
female director Lizzie Borden. D-

Milter'a Crossing — Directors Joel
and Ethan Coen have fashioned an in-

credibly stylish film that focuses on the
Irish and Italian mobs and the interactions
between the many diverse characters that
embody each group. Gabriel Byrne plays
Tommy, an honest guy "who just doesn't
bumpother guys," involved with the wrong
woman and the wrong people while trying
to maintain his innocence in a world where
everything isn't what it seems. Brimming

with irony, this Coen brothers film is a
lyrical and poetic take on the mobster
genre, featuringinspired cinematography
by Barry Sonnenfield and engaging sup-
porting performances by John Polito,
Albert Firmey and John Turturro. One of
the best and most creative gangland dra-
mas ever. A-
Awakenings— The courageous work

of physician Oliver Saks provides the ba-
sis for this 1990 Penny Marshall film, that
focuses on Saks' miraculous awakening of
people afflicted with "sleeping sickness"
through the use of the experimental drug
L-Dopa.

Marshall directs with a nostalgic eye to
the details of the mid-'60s and presents a
cliched but heart-tugging tale. Stand out
performances by Robert DeNiro and a
low-key, but affecting Robin WiHiams as
the doctor steer, this film away from a
standard "disease ofthe week" T.V. movie
route. B-f

Busic Instinct — O.K. this movie is

trash, but it's vastly entertaining trash
that's pumped up with impressive visuals
and incredibly over-the-top sex scenes.
It's habitually watchable (at least when
viewed in my stereotypical "dumb guy"
phase). Though I may sound very un-PC
the incredibly ravenous Sharon Stone
presides over this movie with an ice pick.
She easily steals scenes from co-star
Michael Douglas and turns in one of the
strongest female characters of last year,
clearly establishing herself as the reign-
ing actress in Hollywood.

Director Paul Verhoeven clearly knows
that sex and violence (and lots of it) sell in
America. He lays it on with a vengeance in
this tale of a murder investigation cen-
tering on Stone's bisexual novelist
Catherine Trammell. Though it deserves
no awards, this film remains an enter-
taining guilty

pleasure. B
Ci(y S/ic*er8— Buddies Billy Crystal.

Daniel Stern and Bruno Kirby hit the
trails ofthe west in an old fashioned cattle
drive in this comedic exploration ofmiddle-
age angst. Crystal, Stem and Kirby each

<^,u •
, D n\ j»i ^ COURTESY TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

Gabriel Byrne (I.) and Marcia Gay Harden star in 'Miller's Crossing."

earn their share of laughs in Ron
Underwood's male bonding extravaganza.
However, it's veteran Old West fixture
Jack Palance who truly steals the show as
the sullen trail boss Curly who teaches
Crystal to look into himself to find his
happiness. B-f

DieHard11— With its absurd premise
aside, this sequel to the 1988 surprises
smash Die Hard actually spins a good
adventure yam with a decent amount of
plot twists thrown in for good measure.
Director Renny Harlin ups the ante by
stranding displaced New York cop John
McClane in Washington's Dulles Inter-
national Airport, coincidentally as a dis-
gruntled Army colonel (William Sadler)
awaits the unauthorized extradition ofan
incoming drug kingpin. With greater py-
rotechnics and a delightfully villainous
turn by Sadler (Bill and Ted's Bogus
Journey), this film is an action packed
second installment that enhances the ex-
citement of the original. B+

Frankie and Johnny — Though its

hard to take Michelle Pheiffer as a down-
trodden frumpy New York waitress, her
radiance consistently defies this descrip-

tion, overall she gives a wonderful perfor-
mance as a woman weary of love in the
hectic ways ofthe '90s. Al Pacino, showing
glimmers ofhisboisterousattitudeinSc*'/!/

of a Woman, is good as Pheiffer's ex-con
suitor Johnny who works hard to win her
affection in Garry Marshall's modem fairy
tale based on the play of the same name.
Boasting a supporting cast featuring
Hector Elizondo. Frances Sternhagen and
Nathan Lane ( who held the title role in the
Broadway play). Marshall's treatment is
a charming N.Y. love story that takes its

time at love and succeeds. B
The Hunt for Red October— Faced

with the impossible task ofcraainga mid-
80s Cold War thriller just as the Berlin
War began to fall. Director John
McTiernan has avoided translating this
Tom Clancy bestselling thriller into an
action genre antiquity thanks to good
performances by Alec Baldwin as CIA
analyst Jack Ryan and Sean Conneiy as
the Soviet sub captain Marko Ramius,
who's defection kicks off a worldwide
search and destroy mission and fuels the
rising tensions between the Soviet and

Turn to HSCN. poge 12

Eric Morrell; shattering the Greek mythology^^^^^^^^^~'^^~ Student speaks out about fraternity life, stereotypes

Eric Morrell

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN

Editor's Note: This is a profile ofEric Morrell, former
head of the Inter-Fraternity Council at UMass. The
Collegian spoke with Eric about being a brother and
Greek life on campus.

By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

ASR: Wliat was the initial force that pushed you
in the direction to seek out joining a fraternity
here at UMass?

Eric Morrell: I came to the University of Massa-
chusetts not knowing what I was going to get involved
with. Was I gonna go Greek? Was I gonna be involved in
this group? And I decided that the Greek system was an
interesting place to be involved in, a lot of things were
going on. I saw parties. I saw what they did during Greek
Week. And I really wanted to see what it was all about
and get involved and get something that would bring me
a tight group of friends and a good bond.
ASR: So, this wasn't something premeditated,

you realized this at school?
EM: It definitely wa.sn't a premeditated thing. I was

really impressed by going around to all the different
houses during formal rush and seeing what they had to
offer. I wasn't thinking of going Greek and they kind of
convinced me to. I really, really liked what they had to
offer and I thought I could add something to the Greek
area and the fraternity that I pledged.

ASR: Did you wait a semester before rushing or
did you rush during your first semester?

EM: The first semester I got here I was a little more
apprehensive and I wanted to get a feel for the University
and see what it was all about. I really didn't want to just
jump right in on the Greek scene so I waited a semester
and went through formal rush. I narrowed it down to two
and then decided on Sigma Alpha Mu.

ASR: Eric, could you please describe what it

means to be a brother and then could you describe
the concept of brotherhood to me?

EM: O.K. Well, a brother in a fraternity is someone
that you feel close with, someone you are attached too.

You've done certain things together to create this bond
and it's someone that you canJust spend time with. You
get that close bond in all different aspects. And that is

brotherhood.

ASR: How does this differ from the close bond
that you may have with a floormate or your friend,
let's say from the football team?
EM: It's a different kind ofbond because you all know

thatyou worked to be in a fraternity. You've gone through
a pledge program and worked tojoin the brotherhood and
to earn the respect of the brothers and it just makes you
feel closer. It's a tighter feeling.

ASR: What do you mean that you worked at this
tighter bond?
EM: Basically a pledge program is a microcosm of the

fraternity. It is comprised of 10 to 15 guys in a pledge
class and each person has a position. Someone will be in
charge of a philanthropy chair, social chair, historian
chair, fund-raising and someone will be the treasurer.
These are the examples: philanthropy: they raise money
for the American Heart Association; fund-raising: they'll
raise money so we can have the pledge party for the
brotherhood. They all work together to a common bond so
someday they can eventually be involved in the fraternity
and be a brother.

ASR: So, pledging gets the pledges closer to one
another so once they're activated, they already
have a bond and therefore they're more comfort-
able within the infrastructure?

EM: Right. Once they go through pledging they're
very close with their pledge class. After they become a
brother, the pledge class starts bonding with the rest of
the fraternity and then we become a big brotherhood.

ASR: What was the most important thing that
you have gained from being a brother?

EM: One thing? I think I've learned a lot about being
responsible and that you should take an active voice in
the things that you do. If there is something that's going
on that you want to be involved in. basically, you address
that and get involved in it. I've learned to speak very well
like at a Inter-Fraternity Council meeting. I've learned a
lot of that spontaneous-type of interaction with other
people in meetings and groups.

ASR: This past year you served as head of the
IFC for men's fraternity rush. What exactly did you
do for the Greek community in that position?

EM: I organized two semesters offormal rush. I made
Turn to GREEK, pKage 12
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Digable Planets are Reachin
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

Reachin' (a new refutation of time
and space)
Digable Planets
Pendulum Records

Ifyou want documented proofofjust
how diverse the genre ofrap music has
become, you need look no further than
the new group Digable Planets and
their debut album. Reachin* (a new
refutation oftime and space).

The album is a refreshing sample of
pleasant and soothing hip-hop sounds.
Culturally aware and musically en-
trancing. Reachin' is a brilliantly
original collection.

"Where I'm From" was the first song
I ever heard from the Planets ( on "David
Letterman'a while back ) and it remains
my favorite. Lyrics flow naturally and
skillfully from the mouths of Butterfly.
Doodle Bug and Ladybug on this en-
joyable tune which is representative of
the group's feel-good sound and phi-
losophy.

"What Cool Breezes Do" is a peace-
ful plea to listeners to "Do what you
feel." As are many songs on Reachin',
this tune is relaxing, inspirational and
thought-provoking all at once.

One track which may be familiar to
readers is "Rebirth of Slick (Cool Like
Dat)."

"The song parallels the jazz and hip-
hop cultures," says Butterfly, founder of
Digable Planets. "In its heyday

,jazz had
its vernacular and clothes; similarly, we

have ourown styles, art, attitude, plus a
language that's almost incomprehen-
sible if you're not part of it."

"Jimmi Diggin' Cats" refers to, as
the title would suggest, Jimi Hendrix.
"Jimi Hendrix is always a reminder to
me that art has no math or science,"
says Butterfly. "Here's a cat who was
reaching all the time— that was cool to

us. Art is whatever an artist says it is.

Jimi, if he was around today, he would
dig rap." The tune includes some hu-
morous lyrics, including a reference to
"S-track Walkmans. "It's yet another of
the very original and enjoyable tunes
on the album.
A man's view of an abortion situa-

tion is discussed in "La Femme Fatal."
The stor>' within the song is sure to
provoke thought and debate. "It's not a
pro-abortion song, because we celebrate
life every day we live," Butterfly says.
"But the key line is, 'life doesn't stop
after birth.*"

The album is chock-full of brilliant

songs. Others include "Escapism
(Gettin' Free)," "Appointment at the
Fat Chnic," and "Time & Space (a new
refutation of)."

"We try to make sounds that are nice
to listen to," says Butterfly. With
Reachin', Digable Planets have cer-
tainly accomplished that goal. If Ar-
rested Development was the best new
rap group of 1992, Digable Planets has
got to be the early favorite for that
award in 1993. Creative and refresh-
ingly different, /?^ac/ii/j' will have you
humming the sweet sounds of Digable
Planets long after the music is over.

Greek
CALVIN AND HOBBES

HSCN
continued from poge 1
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U.S. militaries that add the backbone to
this espionage action piece. Clancy fans
will be pleased with the film's faithfulness
to the novel and those unfamiliar will

enjoy this undersea chase saga, further
enhanced by McTiernan's claustrophobic

atmosphere of suspense. B+
Also playing this week but not reviewed

are Neighbors, Big Top Pee Wee, Beverly
Hills Cop II, Eddie and the Cruisers. La-
dybugs. Misery, My Bodyguard and An
Officer and a Gentleman.

continued from poge 1
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sure rush rules were followed correctly.

We do not have any alcohol at any rush
event. I was in charge of advertising and
printing up a rush booklet where each
house had articles.

ASR: How has being a fraternity
brother changed your life?

EM: Well, I think that most of my
closest friends in this school are my fra-

ternity brothers and I know they'll always
be there in the future for me. Basically, I

also learned a lot about myself by living

with 50 people that are a lot like me. I also
know that a lot ofthe guys in my fraternity
ni be friends with or close friends with for

the rest of my life. I mean your pledge
brothers, most of them, you're close with
for the rest ofyour life. I know my pledge
brother will be at my wedding.

ASR: Name two misconceptions
about being a fraternity man that you
would like to dispel?

EM: First ofall a lot ofpeople think that
fraternities are a bunch of beer-drinking,
loud, obnoxious people. The fraternities

of the Greek Area are very responsible
people. Another myth is that fraternities

are buying groups of friends; it's basically
not that. You go to a fraternity and you see
what these different fraternities have to
offer and you find a fraternity that is like
you and you say that you want to be
involved in that. It has nothing to do with
buying a group offriends; they are like you
and you want to enjoy what they're en-
joying now and get involved with what
they're involved with now.

ASR: So, it's no different than a
summer camp or a teen toiu-, where
you pay a membership or participa-
tion fee.

EM: No. It's very different than that
because you aren't paying for your friends
at all. There is a fee to take part in the
active events that go on like different day
to day things. Also, the fees help keep the
house afloat.

ASR: It is tomy understandingthat
your fraternity was the first house to
implement a designated driver pro-
gram. What made the brothers ofyour
house decide this was something that
you needed to address?

EM: Well, the impetus was from a
brother in the fraternity that had a little

drunk driving experience and he came to
the fraternity and said he wanted to start
a designated driver program, and we
thought it was an excellent idea. It was
brought up to the executive board of the
fraternity and with the help of the rest of
the exec-board instituted a designated
driver program. One brother is responsible
one night a year for driving people home
from wherever they are. a friend's house,
ifthere at a bar, at the fraternity. . . It has
been going very successfully and 1 served
on it last weekend and drove 10 people
home and I feel it's a great thing and it's a
really helpful program for the fraternity.

ASR: Why do you think there are
stereotypes about Greeks? Is it the
media?

EM: I think a lot of the stigmas about
fraternities are what people see on the
outside. They see a movie like. Animal
House and Revenge ofthe Nerds and they
see a bunch of parting crazy kids. But,
once you're involved in it and realize all

the aspects that aren't seen from the
outside: all the positive and excellent op-
portunities a fraternity offers. The stigma
is definitely a superficial surface. It's what
people see on the outside. You really have
to be in it to understand.

ASR: What is GreekWeekand when
does it happen?

EM: Greek Week is when all the frater-

nitiesand sororities get together. It's a fun
time, everyone gets close; there is a lot of
bonding. We play games, and it lasts for a
week in the spring, this year it is April 26
to May 2.

ASR: If you could tell non-greeks
one reason why they should consider
joining a fraternity or sorority what
would you tell them?

EM: I told my sister and all ofmy friends
from home the Greek Area has a lot to offer.

It has friendship. Ithas places tobe involved
in leadership abilities, it has a chance to

give something back to your school and
your community. It has an excellent social

life. I think every one should check frater-

nities out and see what they have to offer
and see what they are all about.

DEPARTMENT OF QERMANIC LANQUAQES AND LITERATURES

510 HerterHall 545-2350

QERMAN STUDIES

Courses for Fall 1993

Qcrman 190A Witches: Myth and Reality

MWF 2:30

Qcrman 197A Literature of the Crusades
MWF 9:05

Qerman 365 Scandinavian Mythology

TuTh 4:00

Qcrman 390D Fascism and Film

TuTh 4:00

All Courses TAUQHT IN ENQLISH

:

APARTMENT COMPLEX RENTAL FAIR

April 12, 13, 14
'

9-4
Student Union Ballroom

SHop around for the right apartment complex for you.

D.H. Jones, Townhouse, Brandywine and MORE!

sponsored I)i/ the Off Campus Eousm Office

m student Union

INSTITUTE
for the

HEALING of RACISM

Panhellenic Council, UMass Pan-Hellenic Council,

and the UMass Black Student Union

presents

Thursday, April 15 7:00 p.m.
Campus Center: Room 905

WhatlstheConnecth)n ?

DFNZEI. WASHINGTON
Ma.

UMass Campus Center Auditorium

Aprill2,13,andl4at7pm.

Tickets $3.00. Available at TK (5-0412)

Faculty panel discussion to precede film.

ITS mcE -nri

CLEARtO VIP.

ACCEPTS IT,

SERtUt TOO.
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

"Am I glad you boys came along! ...

My horse seems to have come up lame.

PRICE

XDO»^TVk)AMTTO-[W^

By PRICE VAN RAY

x\mokTBe eatew
\MitVKx;rr A R6HT
TH\S \S fo^ TV£ LCX/G

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"That was the ultimate heckle."

- Presidential candidate Albert Gore,

responding to a student who yelled Gore
would make a good vice president in I9HH.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

I 5H0UDNT'VE TAVCeN
A r-JATH . TYRANT GUJ6 NN HE'LL GDO»^fY\E UP

i\^ h 3HavBE^^\.

OK AAANX^^.' eo
THIS IS u^e^
Tv{R^,HT GLUG
L\MCS."

By PRICE VAN RAY

e

PRICE

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARIES(March2I-Apfil l9):Sh«nv
ytHjr arteciKxi icx somecNH- l»y k-nd-

ing a helping hand. C^pptxtunitin i«x

working more dusrly with your
business asstKiaies abcHjnd Be (ipen

to suggestions.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20»: The
wori atmosphere should Ik- aired and
agreements reached. Creative veti-

luresandromanlK pursuitst an prove
lucky You and a IriecKJ should tind a

secluded place to Ik- alone.

GEMINI (May Jl -|une 201: Your
gift lor gab is a big plus now. Use it to

persuade otl>crpi-oplet< I do their lair

share. When you turn on the i harm,
resistance melts away, \take a

dfKtors afipointinent.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 221: Chats
with your km i an unearth new ti-

narK lal resources. A misunderstand-
ing will l)equK kly cleared up by your
honesty

. Teamwork speeds (wogress

LEO(|uly2 5-Aug.22) Higher ups
will eventually favor your ick-as it ycni

,ire IxMb (K-rsislenl dnd (onsislenl

Financial problems prove e.iMer to

solve. Romanc e takes on a new glow.

VIRC{J(Aug.2J-Sept.22):Donol
Ik> shy alxxit asking tor help in righting

a wrong. Telling the whole story will

prcxJuce the l>est results. Creditors

may l)e helptui it you intorm them
how things really stand.

LIBRA (Sepl.2J-CJci.22l. CoiWi-
denlial inlormation received from a
triend should lie ( arelully evaluated
lx-l<xe It IS used. A happy nxnaiKe
Ixings you true < (xitenlment A new
career or business vc>niure will thrive.

SCORPKJ (C)ct.2»-Nov 211:
Travel is tine but make sure you have
a specili( plan. Rejjair rv>isy luiniiurc.

Voor cash tk)w could Ix- reduced.
Provide a worker with |ol> k-ads.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-t)ec .21 1:

Keep a IcAv prolile tockiy arul tr> not to
argue wilh peo|>k' wlx) irritate you
lust |>ull in your hcxns Vour kindix-ss

to your kived ones will Ik- repaid .

C AI'KK (JKN (Dec 22-;an l'»l:

Travel, c realive pro|ii ts and (xiiple

at a distanc e all c ontrilHitc to higlx-r

prolils now You thrive during this

expansive- |XTi<id I'lan to lun< h at a

restaurant oil the Ix-atc-n tr.ii k.

A(,JUARIUS (Ian 2()-Ecl) IHl: It

asked lor advice, share y<Kir own
expc-rienc es. A tew < ixislrui live sug-

gestions will cki more than ,i kxig

windedlecture. Akivedone saclKxis

will surprise and ck-lighl you.

PISCES IFH).19-March 201: An
incrxne lxx)sl is likely il you slic k to

your true talents Reiuse to take sides

wlien quarrels arise- Ix-lween your c c>-

workt-rs Open new channels ot

( (MiHnunic atHXiwithlamiiynK-mlx'rs

CUTTER'S WORLD By CUTTER

droit l<*Sf >J<.t.Ken<J

I
X. Wooj ooh M.Hs rv^s| *<,«jr>Js

. K . k^^ , 3«^ ,
*"»J ••; ««it^»«L, «.,Cfc,

M«jon, S-iAone ond Tracery.
pUc€. becAviSf^

r «difs"k *uear"«"n0

r<i.<irsf K«Me an^^ 3^^/

r <i ^\c^^cr b«on -fojAiL,

X d.«lr> I- \r\a\it a beeper,
o«. a porl-a l»l€. pl-\on C

And E WASio't C^rf^'*^^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Dana Dorman

Theresa Giammattei

LUNCH
BLT Sandwich

Fishburger

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Fishburger

Menu
DINNER

Baked Chicken

Beef Bourguignon

BASICS DINNER
Korean BBQ Tofu

Baked Chicken

The opinions c.xprcssi-d on this ij.ij-i- .ire those ot the c.irtoonists .\nd do not necessarily retiec I tiie views ot the Collcfii.m or the University

ACROSS
1 Telegram
5 Sort of salami

10 Took a dip

14 A k a Lamb
1

5

Not hidden
16 Bear ill will

1 7 Scotlisti

regiment
19 King to

67 Down
20 Horse

measurements
?1 Indian sailor of

yore

23 Attend one o(

the bees
26 Pawnee's

cousin

2/ Decimals
2B Armed, like

cats

30 Ml Ts group
31 Take steps

32 Wood holder

34 -Do - say

not "

37 "Casablanca"
hero

38 Heaths
39 Rainy day

problem
40 Anglo-Saxon

letter

41 Talkative

42 Witch's work
43 Selassie of

Ethiopia

45 Overdo a diet

46 Pestle's partner

47 Junkyard dog
46 Singing the

blues

49 Woos
50 "Network"

director

52 Stem sub(ecl

53 Weather worry

58 Pub orders

59 Like Gothic
novels

60 Hawaiian isle

61 Sail supporl
62 Passover meal
63 Fast trip

DOWN
1 "Charlotte's —

"

2 Off one's feed

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

3 Creek
4 Individually

5 Dressed for

the ball

6 Sidestep
7 Chuck Daly's
five

8 Grampus
9 Sports
10 Cascade range

peak
1

1

Horologists
12 Cartographer's

work
13 Golda
18 Actress Black
22 Once again

23 Kind of tactic

24 Hoston role of

1961

25 Guard stations

27 Hang around
29 Oriental vessel

32 Doubly piqued
33 Beantown fish

35 Colombian
poet, Antonio
Jos* da —

36 Wasted time

38 Symbol of

slowness

39 Vacation

location

4

1

Skating queen
Katarina

42 Scatter

44 Blotter entry

45 Hot time
46 Cabbage,

dough
47 Two time

chemistry
Nobelist

49 Overload
50 British

title

51 New Memco
art colony

54 Links

location

55 Apt anagram
56 "The Windy

City."

for short

57 Barbarian

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Glen Goland
COLLEGIAN

Summer on
Long Island

at the

University at

Stony Brook

continued from page 16

salary cap to seriously challenge the big
money Green Bay offered.

White said he wanted to play for a
team committed to winning, a team that
could go to the Super Bowl, The Niners
and Skins have combined for seven Super
Bowl victories in the last twelve years.
Over the same twelve years, either
Washington or San Fran has participated
in the NFC championship game eleven
times.

The Packers rarely make the playoffs,

but White felt they had a better chance to

win than the two teams that have domi-
nated the NFL since 1980? Money talks,
Reggie, forget about "commitment to win-
ning."

Today's players are bigger, smarter,
and faster than their predecessors, unfor-
tunately there is something missing. They
just don't make them Uke they used to. It

is a sad day for the NFL: the spirit of the
word "teamwork" has left the league, with
players signing elsewhere for more money
over more years.

Glen Goland is a Collegian staffmem-
ber

More than 200 courses from
40 departments
Day and evening classes

Low New York State tuition

Register by mail or in person

Live on campus or commute

For free

course bulletin,

call 24 hours

(516) 632-7070 StonyBrook
STATE UNIVEKSITV OF N£W YORK

Two terms:

)une 1 - July 9

July 12- August 20

The UnJvpfsiry dt Stony

Bfix)k IS »ri A/\fO
pilucalor and employer.

Summer Session Office, University at Stony
Brook, Stony Brook, NY 1 1 794-3730

Pteme lend Stony Brook's 1997 Summer Session BuHetin to:

Cf Suu i^Ca4f

feltpi%€0t* Antodnuna

Sthool CwnniV Attmi^mf

THE ^^ PUB
CHLIUJI^ATllS UE(t!R5 INAIVlHEKSr

1 968 • 1 993

15 EAST PLEASAPiT STREET

ANNOUNCING NOMINATIONS

FOR THE ELECTION OF THE 1993 - 1994

EXECUTIVE COMTTTEE OF THE
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

AVAILABLE POSITIONS

PRESIDENT - serves as Chief Administrative Officer of the Graduate Student Senate,
Chair of the Senate Executive Committee, Chair of the Student Affairs Subcommittee'
of the Graduate Council, Speaker of the Senate, in addition to other duties.
Approximately 20 hours/week; June 1. 1993 - May 31. 1994; $8273, plus a full tuition
waiver during the academic year, and $2900 for the summer.

VICE-PRESIDENT - Chair of the Senate Elections Committee, Vice-Chair of the
Senate Finance Committee, in addition to serving on other committees, and other
duties in the Senate. Approximately 20 hours/week; September 1, 1993 - May 31,

1994; $8273, plus a full tuition waiver during the academic year.

TREASURER - Chief Financial Officer of the Senate, Overseer of Revenue Sharing
and Line Item funding grants, Manager of Graduate Senate Trust Fund, responsible
for budget development and accounting records, among other duties. Approximately 20
hours/week; June 1, 1993 - May 31, 1994; $8273, plus a fiill tuition waiver during the
academic year, and $2900 for the summer.

EXECUTIVE OFFICER - coordinates all GSS Committee appointment and acts as
liaison between University committees and the GSS Executive Committee, in addition
to serving on other committees and other duties in the Senate. Approximately 20
hours/week; S' otember 1, 1993 - May 31, 1994; $8273, plus a full tuition waiver
during the acad :mic year.

ri Killlll rr.' ah Or«tlu*lc Scmle Ui pii)r*n| iludcnli il IM AmlMiU cimpui o( Iht UnKxnlty el MMMdivwili.

NOMINEES must submit tticir names to the Graduate Student Senate office

NO LATER THAN 5 PM TtJESOAY. APRIL 20.

CANDIDATES' NIGHT WILL BE HELD ON TtJESDAY. APRIL 20, 7:15 PM,
IN CAMPUS CENTER ROOM lU.

rjnclidiies i. « -.rptati to prescni J-S minute Klk and infwcr qiicdiom. In idditiofl, candidtlu may tubmil • wrlllcn
iiaiemtnt ol ap ^ronnutcly 300 oords to Th« Vokt by the umc evcninf.

(lalloiinf bn n< at GSS General Meetin| on Tueuiay. April 27, and nmlinuet on Wedneaday A Th«reday April 2S A 29, from
10 AM to 6 '^ in Imnt of (he Gnduaie Lounic on Ihe Campua Center Coneoune

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE GRAD mJDENT SENATE OmCE, 9l» CAMPUS CENTER. )45-289«

«^~A^

HEY KIDS AGE 18-35!

It's Time to go Home!
Your Mother-Land Wants to See You!

You can Visit for the Summer
or Stay up to a Year!

"Visits" to Israel include: Kibbutz Experience, Archeology,

Hebrew and/or Jewish Studies, Volunteer or Professional

Work Experience at the Following Programs:

-WUJS INSTITUTE
-SHERUT LA'AM
-PROJECT OPEN
-PARDES INSTITUTE
-LIVNOT ULEHIBANOT

For more information contact:

Jody Comins at (617) 353-7210

Joint Israel Programs Project

233 Bay State Rd., Boston, MA 02215
FAX (617) 353-7214

JIPP is a joint marketing venture of long term programs in Israel
funded by the CRB Foundation and co-sponsored by the

Hillel Council and CJP of Greater Boston.
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Despite spending most of the season in
second and third place, the Bruins have
peaked at the right time to surge past
Montreal and Quebec to move into first

place. They clinched the division by beat-
ing Montreal handily in the Forum on
Saturday.

The key to the Bruins surge? Defense
and the stellar goal tending ofAndy Moog.
Ray Bourque has played like the Ray
Bourque ofold, while Don Sweeney, David
Shaw and Gord Roberts have been huge
contributers. The combination has been
effective in shutting down some of the
NHL's premier oflFenses.

A word of warning to the NHL: Slow
down expansion. Back in the seventies,
franchises like the Cleveland Barons,
California Golden Seals, and Colorado
Rockies began playing. These franchises
were utter disasters. The NHL which is

trying to improve its image and expand its

fan base would be dealt a huge blow ifany
of these franchises fail.

Things are looking up ifyou're a Whaler
fan, andjudging from their attendance at
home games, I'm speaking to a limited
audience here. Although some hockey
insiders had speculated that the Whalers
might relocate to Houston or Minnesota,
it looks like NHL hockey will remain in
"insurance land" after all. Connecticut
Gov. Lowell Weiker has proposed that
the state purchase the Hartford Civic
Center in order to keep the Whalers in
Hartford.

I'd like to tip my hat to the North Stars
fan who dumped beer on owner Norm
Green during a recent North Stars game.
Green is ditching the Twin Cities area and
bringing the Stars to Dallas.

The Miami expansion team is likely
going to be called the Panthers. A $50
wager says that their uniforms will be
teal, black or both, just like just about
every other new uniform in sports today.
Lose a little marketing revenue and gain
some originality, please.

Matt Vautour is a Collegian columnist

.

baseball
continued from page 16

fence in right center field, near the 370
foot mark, drivinginUbaldoand pulling
the Minutemen within four, 8-4. The
next batter, Justin Howard, grounded
out to first, but closed the gap to 8-5.

However, the UMass rally was
squelched when first baseman Bill
Knight grounded out to short to end the
game.

The Minutemen take to the field

next on Thursday as they entertain
New England powerhouse Maine.
Stone said that changes in the lineup
will and have be made, but the real
change has to come ft-om the players.
The changes that we make aren't

so significant that they're going to
change the whole way we play. It's a
situation where we just gotta feel good
about ourselves, win a couple games in
a row, and get on a roll," said Stone.

Join a team... without flipping burgers.

Can you write a
news story, shoot o
great feature photo

or write better ad
copy than this? if

you answered "sort

of" to any of these
questions, or if you
have any interest in

working for a
newspaper, come

on down to the
Collegian and get

involved.

The Collegian. No embarassing Initiation procedures and
you'll never, ever have to flip any burgers.

1 13 Campus Center Basement • UMass/Amherst • 545-3500
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^fitness center!*
The Valley's Leading Weight Training Facility

175 Unwersity Dnve.. Amherst • 253-3S39

2 FOR $69.00
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FROM NEW YORK

LOMDOM
$209 $389
PARIS

$225 $450
MOSCOW/

ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690
GREECE/
LARMACA
$359 $718

R«NM»if

TOKYO $789
BANGKOK $889

Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets allow changes
Fares from over 75 US cities

to all mi|or destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia

Eurialpasses Available

ICiataffli Immigrahon I dtpartun taut apply
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800-272-9676
'

212-986-8420*
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CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSi

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMEArrS

•d and Breakfast
Oowniown Amherst. Ideal lor visiting

parents and friends 549 0733

Intamatienal Fair

Have a table or participate in

entertainrr>enl shomng your culture at

International Fair on May 8lh at the
SUB Call Rachel at 5465587 or Jill at

5464909

Racism. Saxiam.
What's the connection?
Tomorrow CC 905 7 pm
Institute for the Healing of Racism
ALL WELCOME!

Brandywin* Aftt. Two bedroom
Sublet in Jur>e or lease in September.
Call 549-3755 now for details.

ComfortaMa and convenient one-
bedroom apartnnent. $400/month.Talie
over lease June 1. Move in after exams.
3 month or IS month lease available.
Call David 253 0759

Fearing St. 3 spaces onty. Females
preferred, lease begins June 1 . Call 549-

4518

4 bdrm house, large kitchen, base-
ment, dining, living rooms.
Near bus route.

253 3553

HELP WANTED

Spanish Spealcers
EarnSSS
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Non Native) for psychology reading
study.

Should have taken Spanish 320 or

above. Call Jovette 54S 0693

Student Film
Seeking Actresses

Auditions 549 1065

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Ford Custom Van 60,000 origi-

nal miles. Few bumps and bruises but

excellent running condition. B.O. 648
9243

1 980 Chev $1 100 or 80 Low mileage
call 253 9415

83 Ford Escort
Excellent Condition
New Tires, Battery

585 8612

Graduate Student to rent large room
in Belchertown quiet country home.
Access to all home facilities. Available

June 1. No Smoking. S275+ Call 323
8230

Talie over our lease 6-1-93

Couches and carpets included

2 bedroom S475/rrx>nth

Call 253 34^
Take over our Townhouse lease.

Starting June 1st

2 Bedroom. 2 Bath 549 8455

Take over lease. Clean, cheap two
bedroom close to campus 549-1482

3 bdrm Townhouse. Very nice. 1 1/2

baths, on bus route. Take over lease
starting June 1st $800/month.
Call fast 549 6262

Att: Excellent income for

home assembly work. Info

1 504 646^ 1700 Dept MA 1307

COUNSELORS: Friendly, coed camp
in Berkshires. Openings: lemale bunk
counselors, head volleyball, head bas
ketball, head street hockey, head gym
nasties, head softball, dance/aerobics,
video, computers, radio, and asst. riding.

100 staff from US and abroad. 220
campers. Contact Bill at 253 0868

COUNSELORS
Prestigious coed Berkshires, MA sum-
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,

seniors, and grads. Generals and spe-

cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,

newspaper. Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer!
Salary plus room and board.

Call 800 7622820

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
S2000t/month world traveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,

*

summer and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C5001

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 Ibe. in 30 days for $30i All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253-3816

PERSONALS

Aladdin,
Happy Birthday!

This Summer?!?
143 you'll see!

_}M_
AmySnow- Happy 2 1 st Birthday this

is the only time you'll be half as old as
your old man! Love ya Dad and all ol us

CHILL
Happy 21st

Hope you're ready lor tonight

From your 'nnain' woman
Faiex

Happy Birthday

Best wishes, my hairy Armenian bvd.
Good luck at your track meet.
Enjoy being 20'

B

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Scholarships Guaranteed
1-800-666-2137

Tarot Readings
Call Chns at 253 7524

Summer Sublet with Fall option 2
bedroom Brandywine, some furniture
price negotiable 549 1 749

3 Bedroom Main Street Apt.

Washer/Oryer/Dishwasher on bus route
Call 256 3470

lliree Bedroom Puffton Apt.
$708 per month or t)est offer

Call Brian at 549-4706

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Sports cards and starling lineups
Thurs Sat5 8
Sunday during flea market

Mountain Farms Mall

TO SUBLET

SPRING JAM

you

FOR SALE - AUDIO

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese S3. 50

Lg. Cheese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
6496073
5496098

FOR RENT

Stereo Components: Used/Recondl
tioned. Area's largest selection. We buy/
sellArade/broker everything from basic

to audiophile/professional equipment.
Stereo/Video Exchange 256-0941

FOR SALE

Amiga 500 Computer for sale

3 megs RAM purchased new 1/92 400.00
or best offer. Chris 527 9467

BANJO FOR SALE
$70! 586 5539

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadiey Belchertown four

five six bedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St. 253 7879

Available June 1 Quiet 1 bedroom
downtown Amherst $350 month 256
0876

Mt Bike for Sale
Cannondale Hybrid

18", brand new, $450 or BO.
256 8069

Pool Table, good condition, includes
balls and que sticks. $150 call

584-0707

10 speed bicycle. Call 546-0465. Leave
lei. number.

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

DEUVERY PERSONS
Need own car

2 shifts/week

Apply at DP Dough
Downtown Amherst

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op-
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

Looking for student to pub, the In-

sider Magazine on campus and to

manage local concert series. We finance
start-up costs . Earn top income ($S-$30
per hour) and gain valuable exp. Great
for mktng or advertising major. Call 1-

800 6-CAMPUS

Run Own Housepainting Business!
Get videos and books!

SASE 2942 Hubert

Lemay, MO 63125

Summer jobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi-

tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stopoff shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and DC, campus intrvws: 4/14

and 4/15. Call Jamie toll free: 1-800-75-
EARTH

$200 Daily melUng circulars for ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad

dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing. Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77805

Kathy Here's the personal
wanted. You Absolut ly must
Save this drowning man
EIroy

TrlSlgma^
Through all, the laughter and all the
tears, here's to another 30 years ! ! I

Tri Sigma
Get ready for the ride of your life!

fl^iver^de Saturday nite

Valentine -

You've got to be kidding?

How can you do what you do and say
What you say? You're not burnirtg me
again.

Chocolate Eyes

ROOMMATES WANTED

Semi-quiet female nonsmoker to

share large room in Amherst Center

175/month including heat call 546-5716
or 549 5^01

Share quiet West Hatfield apartment
$260 * call for info 247 5031

WANTED: 2 Housemates to share

large room $175/mo/person 253 0751

Saturday April 24
Get ready lor an all day concert bash
5 bands 5 hours outside at UMass

Food served by Taco Bell

Alcohol by Oelanos tickets only $5
For full details visit our CC table

Next week or call 549 1586
Only 1500 tickets don't miss out

SUMMER SUBLET

Cape Cod, 2-room garage apartment
May-Sept. Quiet area. pond, beach, near
Rte. 6, exit 10. 2 4 females only.

$750.00 Box 5195. Hanwich. MA 02645
508 432 9014

4 Bedroom
One minute from Amherst center
Rent $900 or B.O,

Call 549 4580

Three Bedrooms Available in four
bedroom North Amherst House.
Graduating seniors are leaving a legacy

Big yard, nearby Puffers Pond bus
stop right next to Mike's Westview
S231.25 per month all single bed
rooms Call 549 6797 Don't miss it.

Available from May 1 through August
with option to continue lease - call arKl
check it out todayl

SERVICES

Interior and Exterior Auto detailing

Wash
Wax
Shampoo
Vacuum
Vinyl/leather treatment

Engine cleaning

Call Jen at 256-1668

Sunset Ave walk to Umass Basemt
apt avail Mas 1 549-8284

5 openings in 3 bedroom apt. uptown
$175/month each call 253 9743

6 Openings in Spacious Belchertown
house on 40 acre wooded lot S208 •

each per month: June lAug. 31 323
6799

Summer Sublet - furnished one bed
room in Colonial Village for one female
or two people. May take over lease
Mary Ann 253 3224

Summer Sublet with fall option.

Great 1 bdrm apt. uptown 253 5763

Summer Sublet - Real Cheapl
4 5 Bedrooms S875/month
One mile from campus
Near Puffers pond and Mike's

GOING FASTiCall 549 5181

Summer Sublet with fall option
Exc 2 bdrm. 3 person apart.

Southeast St. Call 253 9729

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espaAol/culture
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass. Hampshire. Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Sexy, fast, accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile. $1.50/pg call

Greg 6 5397

Typing. Laser. Spellcheck. Grammar.
$1.50/pg. 5 5823

WANTED

Comedians/Theater IMaHwa
Get experience be on TV show
Are "iau Funny!
Amanda 585 8653
Deadline: April 16

Rigid Orthodic Wearers needed for
research study Shoe size: Women's 9-

11 or men's 8-9 1/2. Theresa, 545-4421
or 323 8241

Sublects - males with either high
arched or flat feet Must wear size 8.5-

9.5 shoe. Takes less than 1 hour. Call
Sharon 545 4421

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 3 bedroom Putfton Apt.
to take over June 1 or July 1

.

Please call Sharon or Debbie at

549 4330 or Kathy at 253 3966

Wanted Summer Sublet
2 Bdrm Preferably furnished
Call Daron 546 7629 or Sue 546 0919

WANTED: Summer Sublet in Amherst/
Springfield area Call John 1617)352
7U9
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Sports
struggling Minutemen swept by UVM

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Pitcher Lome Levy and the University of Massachusetts

baseball team dropped a doubleheader to the University of

Vermont. UMass lost lost both games yesterday, with scores
of 7-3 and 8-5

Isles, Rangers stall for time
while Mario, B s stay hot

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
and ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

So close, and yet so far.

The 1993 University of Massachusetts baseball team
is finding this cliche to be true as it finds itselfstruggling
through a prolonged slump, including two losses at the
hands of the University of Vermont yesterday at Earl
Lorden Field. 7-3 and 8-5.

Head coach Mike Stone said his team must play
through this slump in order to finally find success.

"We're struggling getting people out, we're not mak-
ing the pitch when we have to, [we're] not making the
play defensively when we have to. we're not getting a hit

when we have to," said Stone.
"It's a slump, a team slump. I still believe in these

guys, and I think that we're gonna be allright ifwe could
get through this. We just have to stay with it."

The Minutemen dropped the first game 7-3 as Cata-
mount senior right-hander Brady Frost went the distance
for the win. Frost limited UMass to six hits and seven
innings and he whiffed five batters, including two in the
final inning.

JeffToothaker (2-4 ) struggled in his sixth start ofthe
season, allowing Vermont to score in each ofthe first four
innings. The Minutemen also committed four errors,
three by third baseman Jeff Creamer.

The team led 3-2 afler two innings, but Sean Benoit's
two-out RBI single plated Ethan Barlow to tie the game
in the third. In the fourth. Barlow drove in Matt Henry
for the 4-3 edge.

Freshman Jay Murphy relieved Toothaker in the

fifth, and was greeted very rudely. Sean Starr hit Murphy's
first pitch for a two-run single that upped the score to 6-

3. The Catamounts scored a final nm in the seventh.
The second game proved to be just as fruitless as the

first for the Minutemen as they dropped an 8-5 decision
to Catamount ace left bander Matt Murphy (4-1), who
took over for starter Mike Mora in the third and pitched
four and two thirds for the win.

Mora, despite leaving the mound with a strained
muscle in his throwing arm, was able to keep his hot
hitting in the Vermont lineup as the designated hitter.
He went 3 for 4 in the second game, continuing his tear
on UMass pitching. On the day, in eight at-bats. Mora
banged out six hits, collecting two RBI and scoring three
runs, while also swiping two bases.

UMass starter Greg Dowd suffered the loss, pitching
two innings in which he gave up four earned runs on six
hits. Lefl-hander David Dart succeeded Dowd, and found
the same misfortune.

Afler scoring four runs in the first two innings, the
Vermont offense greeted Dart in the third with a double
by Mora and a single by Benoit. A groundout by right
fielder Damon Brink plated the Catamounts' fifth run,
and with two outs, left fielder Matt Henry lined a single
to left, knocking in Benoit and increasing the Vermont
lead to 6-0.

The only UMass threat came in the seventh, when,
trailing 8-3, center fielder Nelson Ubaldo walked with
one out, setting up third baseman Steve Corradi. Corradi
promptly hit a liner to center, and Ubaldo was able to
reach third on an error.

Second baseman Joe Mattivello hit a rocket off the
Turn to BASEBALL, page 15

I know I promised a playoff preview
this week, but the races are too close in the
Norris and Patrick Divisions to know the
playoffpairings yet. So youll have to wait
another week.

The Pittsburgh Penguins set an NHL
record this week, completing a seventeen
game win streak. The Penguins' leader
during this fantastic run was none other
than Super Mario.

Matt

VAUTOUR
Throughout those seventeen games

(and the entire season) Mario Lemieux
has been absolutely unstoppable. During
a weekend game against the New York
Rangers. Lemieux lit the goal light five

times,just one short ofthe NHL record. In
a season where Lemieux has played in

only 59 games, he's scored 67 goals.

As they enter the playoffs, with home
ice advantage assured throughout, the
Penguins seem like a pretty good bet to

win their third Stanley Cup.
The battle for the final playoff spot in

the Patrick Division (i.e. the battle to see
who gets destroyed by Pittsburgh) was
finalized this week, with the New York
Islanders edging out the New York
Rangers.

Neither team played well during their
drive for the playoffs. Instead of picking

their play up a notch, both teams seemed
to fall a few. The Rangers, who lost five

straight, find themselves more concerned
about not finishing in the cellar (they are
currently tied for last with the Flyers)
than making the playoffs.

The Islanders got a wake up call, as
they dropped a home game to the lowly
Ottawa Senators. Unless Al Arbour
refocuses his troops, the playoffs don't
look too promising on Long Island.

Ottawa's victory over the Islanders at
Nassau Coliseum Saturday was the
Senators first ever road victory. With only
two road contests remaining, the Senators
escaped the dubious distinction of be-
coming the only team ever to go winless on
the road (at least until the Mighty Ducks
start having road trips. . .). Laurie
Boschman registered a hat trick in the
Senators victory.

With the season drawing to a close, the
Adams Division lead did a complete shake-
up. The Montreal Canadians, who held
the top spot for most of the 1992-1993
season began slumping and fell to third
place. The Quebec Nordiques remained
steady, moving briefly into first before
leveling off in second place. These two
teams will meet in the first round of the
playoffs.

The surprise of the division has been
the Boston Bruins.

Turn to HOCKEY, page 15

NFL free agency takes
away player-team loyalty

As the NFL off-season progresses, I

find myself paying more attention to

the Bruinslate season surge than to

gridiron transactions. Free agency has
turned pigskin superstars into money
hungry mercenaries. Football loyalists,

follow me to the ice, because hockey is

the only team sport left. Can you
imagine Cam Neely skating alongside
Ulf, because Pittsburgh was paying
him eight million over three years? No
way.

Glen

GOLAND
A collection of NFL talent has de-

cided they want a change in scenery,
and in salary. Rormie Lott, Gary Clark,
and Leonard Marshall each have at
least two Super Bowl rings. Lott and
Marshall both signed with the Jets,
and Clark with Phoenix, two teams
that don't have a pair of Super Bowl
rings between them.

Former Sup)er Bowl MVPs, Marcus
Allen and Joe Montana, are both
looking for one way tickets out ofsunny
California. Allen wants to leave LA.
because the Raiders won't feature him
at running back, and with Steve Young
and Steve Bono around, there is not
enough room in San Francisco for Su-

perJoe. What's Montana done for them
anyway?

Montana isjust one big name quar-
terback looking to start a second career
in a new city. Boomer Esiason, Jeff

Hostetler, Vinnie Testaverde, and Jim
McMahon are on the move as well.

Boomer signed with the Jets, Hoss is a
Raider, Testaverde will back up Kosar
as a Cleveland Clown, and The punky
QB known as McMahon" hopes to

"Superbowl ShufTle" with the Vikings.
Do not underestimate McMahon, the
guy is a warrior, he knows what it

takes to win.

Lott and Marshall aren't the only
defenders changing uniforms.
Washington'sJumpy Geathersand San
Fran's Pierce Holt will team up with
"Sander Clause" to try to lead the
Falcons back to the playoffs. Then
there's Reggie. . .

The biggest winner in this year's
free agency bidding game is defensive
end Reggie White. The Minister of
Defense signed with Green Bay, and
will make $17 milhon over the next
four years.

The Packers beat out front runners
San Francisco and Washington to sign
the All-Pro defender. The Redskins
and the 49ers were too close to the

Turn to GLEN GOLAND, page 14

Red Sox win home opener against Cleveland
By ROB GLOSTER
Associated Press

BOSTON — Scott Fletcher hit a two-run homer and
Mike Greenwell had a two-run triple as the Boston Red
Sox, whose weak offense dismayed Fenway Park fans
last year, defeated the Cleveland Indians 6-2 in Tuesday's
home opener.

Fletcher homered over the left-field wall in the fourth
inningoffstarter JeffMutis (0-1). Greenwell hithistriple

in a three-run third and Mo Vaughn added an RBI single.

Vaughn also singled in a run in the seventh.
Greenwell, sidelined most of last season following

elbow surgery, leads the Red Sox wnth eight RBI. Five of

his seven hits have been for extra bases.

Winner Frank Viola (2-0) gave up one run and seven
hits in seven innings. The Indians scored in the second on
Felix Fermin's RBI single and Albert Belle's third homer
in the eighth off Paul Quantrill. Ken Ryan finished.

The Red Sox batted .246 and hit only 84 homers in

1992, the first time they've had fewer than 100 homers in

a full season since World War II. They were the lowest-

scoring team in the AL last season with 599 runs.

The game was attended by 29,606 fans on a blustery

day. The temperature was 48 degrees but a 15 mph wind

made it feel much cooler. It was the smallest crowd for a
home opener at Fenway Park since 1974 when 23,441
showed.

Though a morning drizzle stopped right before the
game, the outfield was sloshy aft«r heavy rains that
washed out the home opener on Monday. Boston has won
five of its first seven games.

In the National League, the Atlanta Braves defeated
the Chicago Cubs 3-2 as Tom Glavine and the rest of the
fabulous Braves starters continued their mastery of
opposing teams.

Glavine (2-0) has given up two earned runs in 13
innings for a 1.38 ERA. The staff scattered seven hits.

In the NBA, Robert Parish's go-ahead tip with 1:10
left, and strong team defense in the final minute gave
Boston a 96-90 victory over the Indiana Pacers after the
Celtics blew a 19-point lead Tuesday night.

Getting 19 points from Reggie I^wis, the Celtics broke
a five-game losing streak and a four-game home slide—
their longest in 14 seasons. They moved one game ahead
of idle New Jersey for the fourth playoff spot in the
Eastern Conference.

The Pacers, led by Reggie Miller's 24 points, dropped
into a tie with idle Detroit for eighth and final Eastern
berth.

The Pacers, who trailed 39-20 early in the second
quarter, took their first lead at 74-73 on Miller's baseline
jumper with 10:18 left. With the score 90-90, Parish
tipped in Kevin McHale's miss.

Pooh Richardson's shot with 47 seconds remaining
was blocked by McHale. But Boston's Dee Brown, who
had all 12 of his points in the fourth quarter, missed a 3-
pointer with 25 seconds to go.

Dale Davis rebounded for Indiana, but Xavier
McDaniel stole the ball. Brown was fouled and made
both shots with 17 seconds left. Miller then missed a 3-
pomter, and Brown sank the last two points on free
throws with eight seconds to go.

Reggie Lewis led Boston despite missing all eight of
his shots in the second half. Sherman Douglas and
Parish had 16 points each, and Parish added 17 re-
bounds.

Miller, scoreless as Boston moved into a 19-point
ead, also was shut out after giving Indiana a 74-73
lead. Rik Smits added 17 points, and Davis had 16
rebounds.

After Miller's last basket, the lead changed hands five
times before consecutive baskets by McHale and Brown
put Boston ahead 86-81 with 4:52 remaining. But Detlef
Schrempf got the next five points, tying the game.
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Wet tonight with temps in 40s.

Wetter tomitwrrow, 60s.

This Weekend:
A trio of gospel mu»c choirs gather in the Cape Coed
Lounge tonight at 8 to sing in remembrance of slsun civil

rights leader Martin Luther King Jr,

Local News:
After years in the courts fighting censorship

attempts an alumnus' film on censorship is

viewed in the Student Union. Page 3.
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Acclaimed biologists honored
Profs receive science doctorates, discuss evolution

UMass President Michael K. Hooker, right, stands with retired zoology professor Ernst M^tSm^and^^^
University of California genetics professor Ledyard Stebbins, left, after he presented them with honorary degrees
yesterday in the Campus Center.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Auditorium flowed with stu-
dents and faculty yesterday afternoon, as three world-
famous evolution biologists received University of
Massachusetts honorary doctorates of science.

Emeritus professor of zoology Ernst Mayr, G.
Ledyard Stebbins emeritus professor of genetics at
the University of California at Davis, and Harvard
University professor of science Edward O. Wilson
have all been former presidents ofthe Society for the
Study of Evolution. They have written, in total, more
than 30 books and over 1,200 articles. Chancellor
Richard O'Brien said.

It was not until the Middle Ages that people
thought about their origins at all, Mayr said.

Then with the publication of Charles Robert
Darwin's The Origin ofSpecies by Means ofNatural
Selection in 1859, Mayr said, ^he first full fledged
theory of evolution came out."

When the theory was published, Mayr said it was
"bitterly resisted by scientists and philosophers."
Darwinism is the beliefthat humans and animals are

derived from a single animal and all plants originally
came from one plant. Even the molecular structure
found in humans greatly resembles those found in
apes, Mayr said.

"(It] showed that man was inseparable with the
great stream of life." Mayr said. "Man is clearly a
product of evolution.

But although Darwinism says humans and animals
come from one life form, Mayr said Darwinist believes
there is much variation in nature.

"No two individuals in any species is the same,"
Mayr said. "Each generation is a new genetic [se-

quence]."

Another evolution theory that evolved was trans-
mutation which the Greeks favored in the 18th cen-
tury. Focusing on the slow change of life from a lower
to a higher state, scientists use it to explain the rise
and decay ofstars and the movement ofthe plates. But
it fails to explain the "force that moves evolution,"
Mayr said, and Darwinism eventually replaced it.

"All humans continue to evolve," Mayr said, "so
does human language, as with ideas."

Turn to BIOLOGISTS poge 2

Future of LBGA uncertain pending May 1 forum
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The door is open at the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Alliance,
but nobody's home.
A banner reading "By any means necessary," display-

ing the lesbian insignia is draped face down on a sofa.

Stray pieces oftape and a couple ofpushpins on a barren
bulletin board are all that remains of the posters and
notices that once decorated the office walls.

A letter addressed "to the campus community," blown
up to poster-size, stands out in stark contrast to the bare
walls.

".
.
.community development at every level and activity

has steadily declined," the letter, signed by the LBGA
Steering Committee, reads. "This steady decline in

community involvement has resulted in a severe finan-

cial crisis and impeded our ability to function, both
socially and politically."

The letter goes on to state that the LBGA's existence
is "in peril" and outlines the steps being taken to deal
with the crisis, which include suspension of all LBGA-
sponsored activities, except for the trip to the 1993 March
on Washington.

Further, the Steering Committee has asked for a
community caucus to take place on May 1 to discuss the

future of the LBGA
The letter ends by stating the Steering Committee's

regret at the measures taken. But the committee writes
it "acts in the belief that our community will once again
summon the courage and energy to meet a crisis, and this
period of change will ensure future success of our orga-
nization."

The LBGA. over 20 years old, usually sponsors dances,
coffee socials, lectures and various support services
throughout the year, as well as providing a lecture series
of its own.
LBGA members refused comment Wednesday,

pointing to the upcoming forum as the time for public
discussion of the dramatic action and the future of the
advocacy organization.

Wendy Mataya and Felice Yeskel, Program for Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Concerns staff members, also refused
to comment. They said the LBGA had asked them to not
speak to the press about the matter, and to instead refer
them to the letter.

"We're only respecting their wishes." Yeskel said.
Margaret Arsenault, the Student Activities Office's

organizational advisor to the LBGA, could only say,
"Their hope is that there will be a full and vibrant LBGA
started afler the forum."

Turn to LBGA page 2

Men's tennis
resurrected
for next year
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts athletic department
will reinstate its men's varsity tennis program for the
1993-94 season, said University ofTicials.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien made the announcement
Saturday night at the basketball banquet, and will make
a formal announcement in the next 72 hours, said the
chancellor's office.

"1 think it was three years too long," said former tennis
coach David Rivera, now editor in chief of the Collegian.
"I'm happy the administration and the athletic depart-
ment have realized that cutting sports affects the entire
student body."

The tennis program was cut afler the spring of 1991
due to state-wide budget cuts which also eliminated the
women's tennis, women's lacrosse and women's volleyball
teams. Men's soccer was also cut, only to be brought back
due to private contributions.

The team funded itself through the 1991-92 season,
then became a club sport. The team has not played at all

this year.

For the past two years, the men's tennis team had
been fighting vigorously for the reinstatement, but ten-
nis captain Bill Bochnak said the administration would
not hsten. This fall, the administration settled with the
three women "s sports under the spectre of a Title IX
lawsuit.

"I'm really excited. I'm so happy," said Bochnak. "I

would like to know what the reasons were for why it

Turn to TENNIS poge 2

Industrial nations
debate Russian aid
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

TOKYO — The seven strongest industrial nations
opened an emergency meeting on Russian aid with a U.S.
proposal Wednesday to spend $4 billion on converting
state run factories to private ownership.

Japan also detailed its first major aid package for

Moscow $1.8 billion in loans and grants to bolster
President Boris Yeltsin. TheJapanese hope that ifYeltsin
wins an April 25 referendum on his leadership, he will

come to Tokyo in May and arrange the return of four
islands seized at the close of World War II.

Other parts of an overall $30 billion aid package are
expected to fall in place during the two day meeting of
foreign and finance ministers from the United States,
Japan. Germany, Britain. France. Italy and Canada.

A senior Italian foreign ministry official, who spoke

Turn to AID page 10
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The Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance office stands empty

after Steering Committee members ordered all activities

stopped until a May 1 forum.
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continued from page 1

happened. I hope I played a role in it."

Among other things, Bochnak went to Boston to
talk to the Board ofTrustees, complained to O'Brien.
Athletic Director Bob Marcum and former ADs
Glenn Wong and Frank Mclnerney.

"At times it looked real bad for us getting the
team back, and at other times it looked real good."
said Bochnak. "Taking it step by step, going through
the proper channels, helped us.

"I think I'm glad it worked out the way it did. It

shows that with hard work and determination, a
student can get something done."
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73 Market SLSpringaeld
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Easter Su&day & Mofiier*$ Days

For Your
Informatioii
A rally will be held the day after the Los Angeles police

brutahty case verdict at City Hall, Springfield from 4-7
p.m.

There will be a group going to Springfield City Hall, to
talk about the verdict ofthe Rodney King federal trial, the
next day afler the verdict. For more information call
Brain O'Neil at 546-0353. Transportation has not been
worked out yet.

Thursday. April 15
Lecture — Ehstinguished faculty lecture series pre-

sents: David Hoffman of the mathematics and statistics
department, on "Soap Bubbles in the Computer: The
Hunt for Minimal Surfaces." Free and open to the public
at 4 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

Friday, April 16

FYls are public service announcements that run each Monday Wednesday
and Friday for campus and local non-profit organizations. Due to space
constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYls submitted and no announcement
can be repeated.

To submit an FYl. please send a press release with all pertinent information to
the Collegian c/o the News Editor FYls cannot be taken over the phone.

Auditorium. Necessities/Necesidades will host the dance.
They are an organization that provides counseling, infor-
mation, shelter and a 24-hour hotline for women who are
experiencing abuse and battering.

Meeting — Muslim Students Association is holding
Jumaa Salat at 1 p.m. in the Campus Center. Check
information desk for room number.

Sunday, April 18
Meeting — There will be a Black Student Union

general assembly meeting, at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Room to be announced. For more information call

546-1688.

Weekend of April 23-25
HaigisHoopla— The event is open to people ofall ages

and skill levels. People may pick up registration forms at
Uptown Pizza, Rafters, and Athletic Clubs ofAmerica or

Dance — From 9 p.m.-l a.m. in the Campus Center call the Haigis Hoopla office at 545-3971.

I Biologists
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When Stebbins was a Havard graduate student in
1928, he was told by a professor that evolution was not a
science. Stebbins remembers his professor saying, Tou
can't experiment writh two million years." But 65 years
later, he does. By using a controlled environment, Stebbins
looks at the evolution in plants. The greater the change
the plants must make to adapt, the greater the evolution,
Stebbins said. There are mollusk in the deep ocean that
have not changed at all, Stebbins said. Yet no new species
ofhumans can be produced, instead evolution comes with
gradual mutations. Stebbins said.

"You can't take a fly or a mouse, snip off its leg and
make a new fly or mouse," Stebbins said. "But you can
take a plant and put it in hormone solution."

MLBGA

Liking gene reproduction to copjnng a paper on a
typewriter, Stebbins said, a new species sometimes grows
out of genetic impurities. Migration to a new area also
causes plants and animals to adapt, Stebbins said.

Wilson, who has won two Pulitzer Prizes for his
nonfiction books, said that when he was a freshman in
college, he was fascinated by social evolution. And in the
1960s, when molecular biology was in its heyday, Wilson
recalls, "It wasn't easy being a behavior biologist."

But with the rise of the environmental movement,
Wilson said his field is on the rise. A behavior biologist
examines the customs and social patterns ofhumans and
animals.

"In some way we must learn how culture evolution is

linked by biological evolution," Wilson said.

continued from page 1

If the LBGA should disband, the money allocated for
their programs would return to the Student Activities
Trust Fund and the Board of Grovernors would reassign
their oflice space, Arsenault said.

A student once an active ally to the organization said
he was surprised the Steering Committee members took
the action they did.

"In terms ofthe people who were a part of it, it seemed
to be a very important part of their lives," said Matt
Mynttinen, a junior sociology m^or.

Mynttinen said he spent time with the LBGA during
his freshman and sophomore years, having participated
in on-campus lectures deahng with gay, lesbian and
bisexual matters, attended some LBGA programming
and spent time at the LBGA office.

He said during his involvement there was a core of
about 50 people in the LBGA who "really knew what was
going on."

"That core may have broken up," said Mynttinen,
speculating on events leading to the suspension.

Mynttinen said he feels the LBGA served several
purposes.

"The most important thing is to have the community
to be part of," said Mynttinen. noting he has several gay
friends who 'oenefited from their association with the
LBGA.

He said that, as a straight man, he too, learned from
the LBGA.

"Even though I wasn't coming out, I was able to
explore who I am politically and sexually." he said.

Mynttinen said if the LBGA did disband it would be a
great loss to the University.

"It would give a person coming to this University a
much harder experience, if they are gay or bisexual," he
said. "Also, people will remain ignorant that there are
gay people out there. The LBGA makes people reaUze
that gay people exist and have to be treated fairly."

Looking around the now barren office, Mynttenen
said, "It was really an active place. It's really a shame to
come in and see everything is gone. It's dead."
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Film by University alumnus blasts censorship
By MIKE CARVALHO
Collegian Staff

Attempts by a conservative Christian group to block
the showing of the new film Damned in the USA dem-
onstrate the ongoing conflict between free speech and
censorship, said the film's producer.

Producer Jonathan Stack, a University ofMassachu-
setts graduate, spoke Tuesday night on his documenUry
about censorship and the First Amendment, which he
said provided an ironic example ofhow American society
is struggling with issues of free speech and cultural
diversity.

Approximately 400 people crowded into the Student
Union Ballroom fortheNew England premiere ofDamned,
an award-winning film which attempts to examine both
sides ofthe censorship debate in relation to pornography,
homophobia and conflicting definitions of "art."

Prior to the screening, Stack described the legal
troubles the film had encountered in the United States.
Upon the release ofDamned inNew York, Stack, director
Paul Yule and Charmel Four, the British television
network for which the documentary was produced, met
with considerable opposition from one of the subjects of
the film. Rev. Donald Wildmon.

Wildmon, head of the American Family Association
which lobbies against pornography and obscenity in
media, filed an $8 milUonr lawsuit against the film's
producers, calhngthe movie "blasphemous and obscene."

Afler 15 months of legal battles in New York, New
Orleans and Mississippi, the case was eventually re-

solved in favor of the filmmakers.

During the film's screening, most of the audience
found pro-censorship tirades by Sen. Jesse Helms, Sen.
Alphonse D'Amato and Rev. Wildmon amusing.

Helms' reaction to Andre Serrano's "Piss Christ," a
crucifix submerged in urine, ehcited laughter from the
crowd. But some of Robert Mapplethorpe's controversial
photographs, including his "Self Portrait" in which the
artist is shown with a buUwhip in his rectum, caused
nervous chuckles and some gasps.

Afler the screening, a panel discussion was held to
discuss the issues raised in the film.

Stack, who graduated from the University in 1979 as
a bilingual education major, said Damned raises some
serious concerns about the condition ofFirstAmendment
rights in the United States today.

He told the audience that Wildmon is not alone, that
his organization boasts 700,000 members and that see-
ing Pat Buchanan speaking at the Republican National
Convention demonstrates that conservative fundamen-
talists make up "a large chunk ofthe political spectrum."

Pat Lasch and Susan Jahoda, professors in the UMass
art department, both said censorship of the arts is in-

compatible with the ideals of a democratic society.

Jahoda said she believes censorship produces condi-
tions that create "a kind of pornography." which she
defined as a violation of someone's rights against their
will.

"I believe that most artists' work is autobiographical,"
agreed Lasch. She said the real obscenities are the
conditions that inspired their work — poverty, violent
crimes and a poor education system.

Bill Newman, director ofthe western Massachusetts

chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union, praised
the film but expressed his fear that viewers might not
realize that censorship in the United States is not
limited to the isolated incidents depicted in the docu-
mentary.

He noted that many protestors had been arrested in
Amherst during the Gulf War, and that attempts were
made to block performance artist Annie Sprinkle from
appearing in Northampton this year.

Legal Studies professor Stephen Arons said Wildmon
represents a greater threat to American society than any
of the things he and the American Family Association
railed against in the film.

"Wildmon is trying to magnify his own political power
by exploiting both the fears and ambivalences of the
American public," said Arons, adding that racial and
homophobic harassment areexamples ofexpression which
have caused some to consider limiting the absolute pro-
tections afforded under the First Amendment.

"Deep down, we all want to censorsomething."Newman
said, but warned that once the government begins to chip
away at the FirstAmendment, the basic freedoms citizens
take for granted may be jeopardized.

Former speaker of the Undergraduate Student Sen-
ate Mike Poster offered his view ol how individuals can
have an effect on the music censorship movement.

"Patronize stores that do not support censorship,"
Poster said, adding that most major record store chains
have policies which restrict or ban the sale of albums
bearing "parental advisory" stickers.

Collegian staff member Michael Morrissey contrib-
uted to this article.

Speakers to cite

illegal activities

practiced by FBI
By JULIE OLSON
Collegian Correspondent

You can count on the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation to keep tabs on your personal life, but if

the FBI is watching America, who is watching the
FBI?

This Saturday begins the first of a two-part
lecture series entitled "Crimes in the FBI," which
will focus on a wide range of illegal activities

perpetrated by the FBI, from job discrimination to
associations with Latin American death squads.

The first speaker for this Saturday will be at-

torney Antonio Silva, from El Paso, Texas. In 1989-

90, Silva represented over 300 Hispanic FBI agents
in a successful job discrimination suit against the
federal agency. The court ruled that the FBI was in
violation ofequal employment opportunity laws in

the landmark case, Perez v. FBI.
Turn to FBI page 8

UMass hosts 2nd language day
High school students tour language facilities, classes
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts hosted its second
annual Foreign Language Day Wednesday to help ac-

quaint high school students and faculty with the campus'
language resources. High schools from all over the state

sent participants from their junior and senior classes.

Teachers and students were allowed to explore the
many facilities at UMass and also attended a class to see
how foreign languages are taught at the University.

French Professor Donald Maddox said Foreign Lan-
guage Day is a good way for teachers to see methodology
used in teaching at UMass. He also said it was also a good
opportunity for students to see the facilities.

UMass offers a wide variety oflanguages, including as
Italian, German and Slavic languages.

"It's one ofthe best labs in the country," Maddox said.

While at the foreign language resource center, students
saw facihties ranging from audio machines to computers.

Mike Johnston, a graduate student who works at the
resource center, demonstated the new program he is

developing to help students learn their way around the
center and to pKJtentially help them to prepare a presen-

tation for classes once at the University.

"The classes were good to go to." said Torrey Rideout
ofDanvers High School. "We can see where we are at with
our learning."

Andrea Bell, a senior from Danvers, said she under-
stood most of the Spanish class she attended.

"I can understand basic conversations." she said.

Lisa Brown, also senior from Danvers, said the pro-

gram was "good." However, she said that because she.
Bell and Rideout were seniors, instead ofjuniors like the
rest of the participants, the day was not as valuable.

"We're seniors," Rideout said. "We already know what
school we want to go to." None of the three said UMass
was among their choices.

Michelle Edelsburg. an upper level teacher from
Wachusetts Regional High School said the program w as
"great." She said the foreign language center was very
interesting and she learned a lot as far as technology in

teaching.

"A lot ofstudents come here from my school ." Edelsburg
said. "So now I have a sense ofwhat UMass' expectations
are for students."

Both in a technological and professional aspect,
Edelsburg said the program helped her to learn a lot.

Janitors urge students to keep campus clean
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
maintenance staff has rebounded time

after time in an effort to provide and give

students a more comfortable environment
within the Student Union building and
the Campus Center.

The maintenance staff" runs on a 24-

hour shift, with three cleanup crews as-

signed to do upkeep ofthe facilities, which
range from sweeping and unclogging toi-

lets to beinginformation guides to students

and strangers often at loss with their

surroundings.

In recognizing the workers who labor

vigorously throughout the day, there's a

team approach on tackling even the most

trivial tasks before them.

John Steiner. a University employee

who for the past five years has held the

position as Maintainor 1, is oflen seen in

the campus center attending his chores.

"I do the very best I can do, I see

students come and go.

It's great to see such great diversity of

students at this University." Steiner said.

Steiner. who has recently become a

grandfather, said he believes educating

the young is very important.

"I urge all students to take every ad-

vantage of the education provided and do

something positive to reflect the future,"

Steiner said.

He also pointed out that he has seen a

great deal at UMass. especially in re-

garding the effect of racial issues on stu-

dents on this campus.
"We need to get them to come together

more often, there should be more cultural

activities." Steiner said.

Leo Cuervas, a Cuban immigrant and
employee, said students are in a unique
free system as opposed to Cuba's situation,

which forced a mass exodus from the
country due to the communist regime
under Fidel Castro.

"It's comforting to the students pursu-
ing their education, in my country there

are so many limitations," Cuervas said.

Cuervas can be seen chatting and giv-

ing guidance to students in the Hatch,
where he is on duty, and keeping a check
on students.

"Students need to be a little more con-

scientious in regards to cleaning up after

themselves, they too must be role models
for others," Cuervas said.

Mike Desmond, an Amherst native and
senior member of the maintenance team,
said he sees his role as one who can learn

continuously because ofhis daily exposure

to the students at UMass.
"I've been here 14 years and the dif-

ferent types of ethnic and cultural back-

grounds have been nothing less than an
educational experience for me," Desmond
said.

The 11-7 a.m. shift does the major
portion of cleaning in order to prepare for

the follovring morning.
Industrial cleaning, vacuuming, we do

Turn to JANITORS page 10
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UMass janitors John Steiner, left, and Lucas Cote, right, pose in the Student Union as two

of the many who l<eep our campus clean.
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What if all UMass students decided to go on sabbatical?

The opinions expressed on this page are those of Ihe Individual writers or cartoonists ond do not necessarily reHect those of the Collegian unless otherwise noted.
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The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted
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L.A. prepares too much

Sports coverage found insulting
We were amazed to read page 12 in the

Monday Collegian. Were we shocked the
baseball team lost three straight to Rutgers.
as stated in the top headline? No. Were we
astounded to read the women's gymnastics
team is going to NIT for its season finale?
No. the women's gymnastics team hasbeen
performing well all season.

What was amazing was the obvious
disparity in coverage for the two teams.
Why was the baseball team given two
thirds of the page? It lost three straight
games, over one weekend! Why was the
women's gymnastics team given only one
third of a page? The team was asked to
participate in the National Invitational
Tournament! Even more insulting, the
baseball article was placed at the top of
the page, relegating the article on the
gymnastics team to the bottom.

Are three losses more important than a
national competition in which our team is

going to "represent gymnastics in the
Northeast?" One can only surmise, by both
the prominent placement as well as the 100
percent greater amount of space, that the
men's team and one weekend's losses are
twice as important as the women's gym-
nastics team and their season-finale ac-

complishment. By giving it half the space
and placingan articleon thewomen's team's
accomplishment below an article about

three losses by a men's team, it minimizes
the women's team's accomplishment.
We acknowledge coverage should not

be limited to winning teams. And it is

possible more people wish to read about
baseball than gymnastics. But if the
women's soflball team lost three games,
and the men's gymnastics team was going
to a national competition, would the situ-
ation be reversed?

The Collegian should consider in the
future the overall importance of the ac-
complishments being reported. The next
time the baseball team loses, we hope to
read about it in a more reasonably sized
and located article. If they win. or play
exceptionally well, we wouldwelcome them
to the top of the page and to more column
inches.

We know the Collegian reporters are
students and are learning. But reporters
are also educators. In their role as
gatekeepers, reporters can decide what
the pubhc should, and even define the
agenda for society. Women and their ac-
complishments have been held to be un-
important and inferior long enough. Don't
make them and their achievements infe-
rior in the Collegian as well.

Beth Safi-anski Derrick
GoodeU

This letter was signed by nine people

"Dateline L.A. — The city of Los Ange-
les awaits the King verdict prepared."

"Our top story tonight — L.A. is now
awaiting the verdict for the King case.

National Guard troops are now on call."

For the past five nights I have been
tuning in to the national news, like I always
do, to see a citycome under siege; a city that

is about to explode with the pressure that

has been thrown at it; a city that is still

hurting from the last time four pwlice officers
were put on trial after a senseless beating;

a city that no one has faith in anymore.

Kristin

ST. JOHN
While watching the news, I realized

something that has woken me up— people
are scared; scared of the truths of this

glorious nation of ours; mostly scared of
these truths surfacing.

Last year, after the innocent verdict
was handed down, people took the streets,

mad. Granted the destruction done was
unnecessary and hurtful to thecommunity.
But, when, as a people, you are constantly
belittled and the little faith in the judicial
system you have is crushed, of course
you're going to be enraged.

Now, while people are waiting for the
next verdict, the city of Los Angeles is

"preparing" for the worst. I can understand
the city trying to ensure safety for its citi-

zens, but this preparedness is ridiculous.

There is no need for concrete barriers
in front of the federal building, tanks
roaming the streets and thousands of
National Guardsmen on call. There's a
line between preparedness and mass hys-
teria, and that line has been crossed.

How are people supposed to feel when
theywatch the news reports ofthe National
Guard practicing on how to rush a town?
What type of message does that send to
the people they are "practicing" for?

When a city comes under this kind of
siege there's bound to be trouble. In so

many words, California Gov. Pete Wilson
is telling African-Americans in the L.A.
area they are not to be tnisted, that they
need to have their feelings oppressed.

As Ron Brown, the secretary of com-
merce, explained. Gov. Wilson is setting
his own citizens up for a big explosion. In
so many words, Wilson is telling African-
Americans in the L.A. area that they are
not to be trusted to act responsibly, that,
in fact, their feehngs and problems with
the police really don't matter.

The media should also be put on the
line for its coverage of the military build-
up this past week. It's really not necessary
for the news to keep repeating the same
story everyday, to rehash last years events.
Granted last years riots shouldn't be for-

gotten, but I doubt that wound has healed
yet. The more the press rubs that wound,
the less likely it will heal.

The media's presence in this city is prob-
ably hard for its citizens to handle. How
would you like it if you were constantly
misrepresented and the focus on you was
always negative, if every time you turned
on the news, you saw the place you live

being torn apart in the press? Oops! I forgot
this is UMass. it happens all the time here.

Instead of scare tactics, we must focus
on why the riots happened and how to
prevent them again. It's obvious the Af-
rican-American community knows what
it's doing. I've read reports of churches
and other public facilities making plans to
stay open as long as possible after the
verdict is read. Gov. Wilson should have
taken notes, instead ofacting irrationally.

Right now, I'm praying that the four
officers that unjustly beat Rodney King
are found guilty. But, given the judicial
system's recent track record, I just pray
that citizens don't get hurt just because
they wanted to express their anger.

Well, I guess it's going to be another
long, hot summer.

Kristen St. John is a Collegian staff
member.

Students can help to fight cancer
Last week I was told that my grandfa

ther has only three months left to live.

Cancer kills over 1,266 Americans every
single day as the second highest cause of
death.

While he celebrated his 74th birthday
from his hospital bed, he did not know that
within the next two days he would be
diagnosed with cancer of the pancreas.
Five percent ofthe death rate is created by
patients in my grandfather's condition.
His fight is tragic for all of us who love
him, and although he is a war veteran,
this will be his most difficult battle. We
can hope to slow his cancer with radiation,
but it will not cure it.

The point ofthis editorial is not foryour
sympathy. Sympathy does not fight can-
cer, but your support will. The American
Cancer Society reports that over 71 mil-
lion Americans now living will be diag-

nosed with cancer in their lifetime. Can-
cer research funding is in desperate need
ofyour help, and now is the time to sup-
port its progressive research— before it's

too late for another loved one.
The Board of Governors have planned

a "Casino Night" fundraiser for the Brain
Tumor Society to fight cancer. There is a
$5 donation for admission to a night oflive
entertainment, drinks and prizes. Get to-

gether a group offriends and have a great
time while supporting a great cause.

Attend Casino Night to help fight can-
cer on Thursday, April 22.

Before deciding if this fundraiser is

something you should participate in,

consider this final statistic: one in three
Americans will develop cancer, and one in
five will die from it.

Heidi Ecker
Northeast

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
: USUallv thp nlflP«> tr> ronnrf fa/>fo tarsA ^ff *U„ I - jjiColumns aren't usually the place to report facts,

but here's a bit of Amherst trivia. At some point!
everyone has probably seen the graffiti on the side of
the building that houses Amherst Cinema that reads
"Save the Drake! For Willy, for humanity!" and won-
dered what it meant.

Well, "The Drake" used to be a bar not far from the
Jones library.A professor in thejournalism department
said it was the wildest place in Amherst— drugs, beer
flovnng across the floor and all sorts of indecent
behavior. Willy was a man who used to spend all ofhis
time there. D.H. Jones realtors bought the place a few
years back and turned it into housing.

Apparently the townspeople were happy to see it

go, but it was a terrible loss to the college community.
May ZooMass rest in peace.

With the coming of spring, a young duck's fancy
turns to thoughts of love. Well, maybe not love in the
purest sense, but keep your eyes open for wild acts of
passion around the Campus Pond.

It seems that the flames of desire burn only in the
boy ducks, since they are always chasing the trau-
matized girl ducks in rapacious packs. Over the years
people have been been crying "Rape!" and trying to

fend off- the horny waddlers. but with Uttle success
Ducks will be ducks . . .

Speaking of spring, all of this rain has been turning
the campus a brilliant green. Make sure you enjoy the
grass next to the campus pond while you can — after the
Spring Concert it will be a swamp useful only for
intercollegiate mud-wrestling tournaments. Maybe we
could get the five colleges to sponsor something like that.

Mike

WEBBER
Housing has begun installing peepholes in dorm room

doors, presumably to make us all safer from the thues
that roam the halls. This should be almost as eff^ective asthe ALLY buttons.

Preregistration is going full force. Now is the time to be
ambitious, optimistic and hopelessly naive. Look through
the course catalog at all the great classes there are to takeGet excited that next semester is going to be different- nomore drudgeiy for you. Try to sign up for some really good
courses. Tit not to think about the fact that you probSywon t get into them, and even ifyou do theyll only turn ou^
to be boring and full of idiots, just like last time PrSend

that by the end of next semester you won't be cursing
yourself for taking them. Hope springs eternal.

To those of you graduating in May. congratula-
tions You've managed to come to the end of a stage in
your life when you could just sit around reading a
book and not feel like you're being lazy.

No more ice cream at the Bluewall, no more par-
ties, no more getting up at 11 every morning. You get
to go look for a job. That will probably mean working
the graveyard shift at Dunkin' Donuts, but maybe
you 11 get lucky and find a job sorting paper clips in a
stagnant office building with no windows. No more
Collegian, either. At least there's that.
A lot of people are planning to "travel" for a while

after graduation. Well, travel is more expensive and
less fun than you imagine. It will, however, make
settling down and getting into the vicious house-car-
job cycle all the more excruciating. And don't think
you can avoid this, by the way. The Brady Bunch and
Dan Quayle have brainwashed you.

The last day of classes is May 12 — less than a
month away. I hope you're all ready for it. Finals are
going to suck.

Mike Webber is a Collegian staffmember.

Do you feel taken for granted as a student at UMass''
You have good reason to feel that you are. You pay
roughly $10,000 a year (plus a projected tuition increase
for next semester) to be treated in what can best be
descnbed as a discourteous manner by this institution.
Our 10,000 and some odd dollar fee buys us the foUowins
rights:

^

The right to wait in line and be scoffed and snapped at
by incompetent secretaries and clerks working for vari-
ous departments. The right to be billed the exorbitant
costs of maintaining and financing our institution's in-
frastructure as evidenced by our newly opened Mullins
sport complex.

The right to park where it is not convenient (E lot for
most of us) or risk being fined for parking in an "illegal"
area by bureaucrats who work in an aluminum shack.
The right to be told how you may conduct yourself in a
space that you pay rent for (roughly $300 a month) and
to have your activities monitored by resident assistants
( student police ) and other building sUff". The right to pay
dubious fees and not really know where these monies are
going.

The right to have your academic needs catered to by
underpaid and under-motivatedTAs in oversized classes.
The right to have your choice ofclasses cut by nearly one
halfevery semester by an institution that is willing to pay
$20 million for a new Ericsson phone system (while the
previous phone system did the job) and $52 million for a

Morrison is our saviour

sports complex that would serve to generate yet more
revenue for the University at our expense.

On top of this we have the right to deal with the lovely
people who care so much about us at Health Services when
we are sick or injured ( by the way this costs all ofus roughly
$300 per semester ). And lastly, the right forwomen towalk
safely and without resctiction around campus at night. In
other words, what exactly are we paying for?

Christopher

WELCH
"What iftwo nations had a war and no one showed up

to fight it?" somebody once asked. What would happen if

we, as students, decided to go on sabbatical for a semester?
This would certainly make Chancellor O'Brien and the
other bureaucrats sit up and take notice by hitting them in

the place where it would hurts them most, their wallets.

Let the administrators in Whitmore (a.k.a Whitless)
ponder the state of aff"airs on this campus while they are
two payments behind on their European luxury sedans
and we are guaranteed to see a change in their collective

attitude towards us. Then they would listen to the de-
mands ofa student coalition that was well organized and
articulate.

Surely, there are plenty of motivated individuals on
this campus. However, these groups are fragmented,
self-interested and mildly effectual at best. Now more

than ever, UMeiss students need to organize such a group
that represents all the constituent groups on campus to

mediate our ongoing conflicts ofinterest with Whitmore.
And ifWhitmore refuses to respect the legitimacy ofsuch
an organization, we remind them that we pay the bills.

Ifwe took a semester off" to protest unjust policies, we
would strip these bureaucrats of the capital they need to
nm their institution. It might sound like an inconvenience
to take a semester off", but this strategy is simple to
implement, sends a strong message, and would benefit
all UMass students in the long run. The critical factor lies

in the cohesion ofsuch a group. Time is a luxury- students
have and the administration does not. Students can
always find new schools. Can administrators find new
jobs in the current economic environment?

We might as well face the fact that this institution's

current interests are in conflict with ours. This is apparent
when the University is willing to shell out $22 million for

a new communications network and $52 million for an
arena while departments and student resources are
shrinking. Last year the Parking Ticket Office made
$600,000 in ticket revenue paid by impoverished students.
We have to stand together to fight these administrators
and pool our economic might. If we do not they will

continue to use the age old strategy ofdivide and conquer.
Christopher Welch, a graduate of UMass, lives in

Worcester.

In the course of the last three years semi-automatic assault rifles and nuclear
here at UMass, I have taken out several blasts of at least 100 megatons are par-
Collegian classifieds appearing under the ticularly eff'ective in this capacity. Again.

' " '
"

" "
'

this is not a joke. We will annihilate the
evil Anti-Jim at all costs and we will not be

headline: Morrison Is God. Each of these
essentially contained some teaching of
our lord, god, and saviour, James
Douglass Morrison, as ascertained
through his music and poetry, sometimes
one and the same.

Patrick P.

ROBBLEE
This is not a joke. I write you as the

head prophet ofthe official Church ofJim,
a serious religious movement dedicated to

the proposition not that Jim Morrison is a
divinity of the highest order responsible
not only for the creation of the universe
and tectonic plate movements but life as
we know it.

These are not the words of a blasphe-
mous false prophet. When I officially ac-

cepted Jim's call to preach his holy truths
I surrendered to him my free will. All my
actions are therefore controlled completely
by the savior. I am a direct link between
Jim and the people. I also claim to be a
direct descendent of our savior, Jim
Morrison, because my mother's maiden
name is in fact, Morrison. Although she
consistently denies the connection, I at-

tribute this to the influence of the evil

Anti-Jim, Morrison's nemesis.
Al I Morrisonists believe fundamental ly

in the supremacy of our lord, god and
saviour. Currently we are embarked on a
holy crusade to destroy all vestiges of the
evil Anti-Jim, and bring the teachings of

Jim to the people. Because the evil Anti-

Jim wears many masks and knows many
faces, the most effective means of elimi-

nation are random acts of violence and
terrorism. Aluminum bats, high powered

stopped.

Skeptics beware, for we have many
allies. Although most ofyou may believe
the A-Team is a fictional television pro-
gram for example, in fact it is a documen-
tary capturing the exploits of true
Morrison warriors. "Absurd," you might
say. "Those are just characters on the
T.V. B.A. Barracus is just a character
played by Mr. T."

But alas, Mr. T is actually a stage name
for B.A. In fact, all the members of the A-
Team have assumed stage name in order
to pick up extra actingjobs when they are
not directly involved in the holy crusade
against the evil Anti-Jim.

Likewise, Star Trek: The Next Genera-
tion is a documentary about Morrison
warriors, albeit in a slightly diff"erent ca-

pacity. The characters on the program are

actors. The writers, however, are psychics

interpreting the exploits of a futuristic

army ofJim Morrison.
All supporters of the evil anti-Jim ul-

timately await the same fate of Dylan's
dad on Beverly Hills 90210: a torturous
and brutal death. Although you may find

our methods barbaric and even cruel and
unusual, I assure you, in my official ca-

pacity as head prophet of the Church of

Jim, that our actions are justified and the
only acceptable way to deal with the evil

Anti-Jim. Furthermore, we find them quite

amusing.
And to set the record straight, Jim

never died. He merely ascended body and
soul into his divine and holy kingdom.

Patrick P. Robblee is a Collegian staff

member.

UMass police foster stereotype

Hungry, homeless need your help
When you think of the hungry and

homeless on the news, what images come
to mind? Third world children? Elderly?

Insane, irrational men? Urban area?These
common perceptions are all gross miscon-

ceptions.

Hunger and homelessness is a na-

tional problem that does not discrimi-

nate against who it touches. It can directly

effect any one of us.

The sad reality is that people are

hungry and homeless all over our coun-

try, simply because, as a society, we don't

care.

Local statistics are shocking.

Three people died of starvation in

Springfield last year. Jesse's House, the

local shelter for homeless families, is al-

ways full— that's nine adult beds and five

family rooms.

Grove Street, the Northampton single

adult shelter, usually fills 20 beds every

night.

In addition, the Amherst Youth Shel-

ter serves practically nine youths each

night.

Then, of course, there are those chil-

dren and adults going without steady

nutrition so they can have a home. Local

soup kitchens operate at capacity every

week. Don't forget that one third ofall jobs

created since 1980 have salaries below

poverty level.

While allowing the homeless to vote,

increasing funds for affordable housing,
improving public education, and starting

more job training programs are probably
the most concrete ways to alleviate hun-
ger and homelessness, there are other
things we can do on a more immediate
level.

The Ninth Annual Hunger Clean Up,
a work-a-thon held at local community
service centers to benefit relief efforts,

will be held on Saturday, April 17. It is

the largest student volunteer day in the

nation and has raised nearly $1 million

to date.

Sponsored students will work for three
hours at local hunger and homelessness
aid organizations, painting, cleaningand
providing other needed services.

Four hundred students have already
signed up in the Five College Consor-
tium. We have a national goal of raising

$180,000.

You can eitherjoin these volunteers or

sponsor someone yourself. For more in-

formation call MASSpirg at 545-0199.

The more help, the more people we can

help. Let's cleanup hunger in the Pioneer

Valley.

Kristen LaFIamme
Phaedra Pezzullo

Coordinators, MASSpirg
Hunger and Homeless Project

I'm writing to inform the campus com-
munity of continued infringement by the
University's police on our constitutionally

protected rights. The incident in question
was one I was willing to forget. But after

talking with a close friend who is a cop and
reading a chapter on police for my crimi-
nology class, I felt compelled to share with
you one officer's behavior.

On Saturday, March 27, at about 1 1 :20

p.m., myself and a group of friends were
driving to Southwest. I slowed down at the
intersection of Fearing Street and North
Pleasant Street. While waiting for the
light to turn green I saw a UMass cruiser

turning right from Fearing onto North
Pleasant.

Because of several previous and unre-
lated experiences I've had with campus
police, and because I've witnessed their

gruff authoritarian personalities, I

thumbed my nose at the officer driving as
the cruiser turned past my stopped car.

1 realize that this behavior is more
characteristic of grade .school than col-

lege, and I'll still be the first to admit it is

immature and silly. But that doesn't jus-
tify the treatment I received by the offi-

cer.

I perceive my "nose thumbing" as an
innocent and harmless statement con-
cerning how 1 feel about the UMass
police's attitudes. And the cop only con-
firmed my negative view of this police
force.

Immediately the officer slammed on
the cruiser's brakes, bounded out of his

car toward mine ( still waiting for the light),

and opened my door. He proceeded to show
his disgust at my disrespect.

Police patrols should only detain some-
one if a violation occurs or if a problem
exists. Over Easter weekend I asked a

friend, an officer in my hometown, about
the problem in this situation, and the only
problem he saw was me exercising what's
known as "symbolic speech."

The Constitution's First Amendment
protects "symbolic speech," which differs

from "fighting words, which can result in

detainment and/or arrest.

As crude, childish and disrespectful as
it is, we all share the same privilege to flip

a cop off" or thumb our nose at them. This
is completely legal. I was unfairly and
unnecessarily held up for no apparent
violation, had my license checked and was
given a paternal-sounding lecture before
he let me go.

So the next time the UMass police

consider why they have such bad public
relations with students, when they won-
der why they're disliked and people thumb
noses at them, I offer this advice: consider
your personalities, behavior and actions.

But most important, even ifyour feelings
have been hurt, consider acting within the
law and not above it.

John C. Lovering
Amherst

Greetings once again VMassae!
This isjusta reminderforallofyou who misaedyesterday '« wonderfully

brilliant, for lack ofa better word^ blurb.
Seeing that today is sunny and warm and bright, and we know you are

feeling the same way inside, wouldn't you like to share your happy
thoughts with the rest ofthe campus?

For those ofyou who are still feeling the winter blahs— don't feel left
out! We welcome you to share your morbid and miserable thoughts with
the campus, as well. Hey, somepeople arejust too dam happy anyway.

So grab a pen, grab a thought (50 lines or less, typed, double-spaced)
and send it to the Collegian (113 Campus Center basement). Please
remember to include your name and number— Cutter needs a date.
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President-elect aims to improve Hillel House
Editor'sNote: This isa studentprofile ofAlan Weinfeld,

president-elect of the Hillel House who will be taking
office next semester. The Collegian spoke with this 18-
year-old politician about his "new Millerphilosophy and
improvement plans for next year.

By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Staff

Mimi Fellner: What drove you to seek out the
position of president at Hillel?

Alan Weinfeld: I feel the Jewish community on this
campus really needs to be involved in what goes on on
campus. I feel Jewish students are not being represented,
are being taken advantage of in many areas, and anti-
Semitism is rising rapidly. Twenty percent of this cam-
pus is comprised of Jewish students and no one really
cares about them. I think Hillel is the place that has to.

Hillel is the only Jewish registered organization on
campus and I feel I can make a difference in the lives of
Jewish students through this position. I was interna-
tional officer in B'nai Brith Youth Organization and I

always liked being a leader. I represented 8.660 people
across the world and did programs with students in one
ofthe things I care most about and that's my community.
But I took this position because I want tomake a difference
for Jewish students on this campus.

MF: Being only a first year student, do you feel
that you have limitations on what you can do, or
higher-ups that you might have to please?
AW: People realize I'm young, yes, I am one of the

youngest freshmen on campus. I was born Dec. 21, 1974.
But. I feel that my experience working with Jewish
activities as regional, council and chapter officer of my
youth group makes me able to lead Hillel. get more
Jewish students involved and represented in the Colle-
gian . WMUA. the Undergraduate Student Senate and
other activities in which they don't really have a say in.

I think that with this position I will be able to achieve my
ideas without many limitations.

MF: Do you find many first year students or
students in general of the Jewish community to be
too apathetic?
AW: It's not that they're apathetic. I don't think, it's

just that most Jewish students don't know how to get
involved. I knew Hillel was there and thought it would be
something interesting and fun. It surprised me because
it wasn't as I expected. But I think there are other things
we could do besides watch Israeli dancers or listen to

lectures onmodemJewish Hebrew, which are good, don't
get me wrong, but there should be more activities geared
toward students' real interests.

MF: What are your specific strategies in dealing
with current or existing problems of the Jewish
community on campus and overall issues?
AW: I want to get Jewish students more involved by

recruiting them into the (student government], getting
more people in the Collegian and eventually get a Jewish
Affairs page, like there should be, and get more programs
on the radio. I think the campus really isn't educated too
much on Jewish culture and maybe that's a reason that
anti-Semitism exists. We can't fault people for not know-
ing if we don't do something about it. We need more
programs to educate people ( not only Jewish students) on
campus about Jewish culture. It's our organization and
our money. There should be more programs for us. such
as fundraisers, like bringing Jerry Seinfeld or Dr. Ruth,
having dances etc.

MF: How do you plan on bringing the adminis-
tration to awareness ofthe various problemsJewish
students face and get them to act on these problems?
AW: The first thing I'm doing is getting Yom Kippur

(holiest Jewish holiday) set as an official Jewish holiday
during which Jewish students get off from school. The
motion is coming before the Senate on April 21 at 7 p.m..
so if you're a Jewish student out there that thinks this

How^s your First Aid? + American
Red Cross

Takeacourse in
perfbnnanceandvalue.

$199/monthPonOac3-YearSMmOim

issue represents your rights come down to the Senate and
this issue will be on the table. This might also show those
professors of the administration that still fail Jewish
students for not taking exams or coming to class on
holidays, that we won't sit back and take it.

I want toget the administration to make a commitment
to some kind ofblockends for anti-Semitic programming.
There's a lot ofprogrammingon racism through

I resident
assistants) and [resident directors], but there is no pro-
gramming for anti-Semitism anywhere even though it is

just as rampant. I want to get the message out that
Jewish students cannot be harassed. That these type of
things will not be acceptable and we're going to do
everything we can to stop it. I want to work with the
administration to first of all, make people aware anti-

Semitism does exist and secondly, make programming to
educate people on Jewish culture. I'm not afraid to do
what I have to to get respect for Jewish students on
campus.

MF: How do you plan to raise money for these
events and for the Hillel and Jewish community as
a whole?
AW: I've helped Hillel receive a budget from the

[student government] for the first time in 70 years, since
1923 when Hillel began. I want to raise money through
fundraisers, dues, programs and events. The question is

can we use the money to put on proper programming and
I think we can.

MF: Do you feel that by taking on this position
you are accurately representing theJewish student
body and their interests?
AW: I feel that I represent the 3,400 Jewish students

on campus. I feel that I can represent their ideas and
make the changes we need. I see Jewish' students a lot

and speak to many on campus, but I still think Hillel does
not have enough publicity.

MF: A lot of students feel discouraged about
Turn to HILLEL page 7

New Management
SOUTHPOINT APARTMExNTS

& TOWNHOLSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^^^O
2 Bdrm frorri ^-^^O
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^.^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Peti

Call 1-4 13-253-4055

noiTonT^

It doesn't take an accounting degree to understand the
value ot this Brand Am S£ Coupe. In addition to an
AM/FM stereo cassette with auto reverse, automatic
transmission. TiH-Wheel" adjustable steering, a rear
defogger and air conditioning. Grand Am ' comes with
the worry-free ownership of Pontiac Cares. All for a
low Pontiac SmartOrive^ payment of only $199 a month*
for only 3 years. Pontiac Brand Am. It's performance
and value made easy. For more product information

and dealership locations, call 1-BOO-7S2-4900.

PO
PONTIAC CARES. ..with an extensfm 3-mr/36,000-mlh,

,f^^ Mo-deiMictMe Umtted Wamnty, 24-tnur ifoadsUe MssMance
-_^ agrf Courtesy Transportation. See your dealer for details.

The New GramIAm
VPONTIAC.
f. WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMEIMT

Act* Up. timktl 'c nusm Cmf.U rtiUs rutmA

SCHODl

Of nmcRicn

If you are over 18, and would like to earn
Full Time Incom^A^orking Part Time

^*^«3

It]

• Oay/Ev^b^{
• Local/r „^^^

,

• Limrted OpeiTOs R«(ltkltti I

March and ApnT Cjas$^^
• Make Vlill^ikci^ijnd Receive

*« lUrtion FeesAdditiohof

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield „.
V,C/VISA/A£

on 'r.tnm flhiclt ullmt KKt
pifci mtf bt iiKtrenl

REKINDLE
YOUR
PASSION
For Indian
Food at

The VmUcj'm Origlaml

INDIA
HOUSE

ON STATE STREET
Where ladism Food is more

thsui Cutryf
For Bzccllcait Food and Hospitality

Come to Our Uouac...

45 SUte Street
Nofthampton, MA 586-6344

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
* Expert in Custom Storage
* Custom Designed Boxes
& Paclcing Supplies

* 24-Hour On Call Emergency
Service

• Secured, itemized Storage
ie Personaiized Inventory
•k Insurance Included

SUMMER STQRACF
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call ('413) 585-5999

Hillel
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conrinued from page 6
their Judaism especially students
that have been attacked anti-
Semitically and have had the admin-
istration teU them they'U take care of
everythingand then do nothing. What
can you say to encourage or inspire
them?
AW: The first thing I can say is I know

how they feel. I've been attacked anti-

Semitically. If there's an incident on cam-
pus it's usually printed in the police log
and forgotten. Well, there is a new hotline
created by the vice-president of Hillel,
Steve Sparling, for anti-Semitically at-
tacked students. But the main thing is
education. That's why it is so important to
get involved because if we don't speak up
and don't do anything about this, the
problems will only continue.

^^gg
Brandywine offers Country
Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

M********4*****AWIAAHiIAiAIAr

CThe Commuter, Southwest, and Orchard Hill^
nT Area Governments present ^

spring Comedy
Night

Featuring:

b

I

I

§

%

3\\\s/ Martin
Saturda

)Narrer\

iv Nl^ht Live'6 I
nutchcrsom

with Special Guest ^
fTo Be Announced in Tomorrow's Collegian!^

Tuesday, April 20, 1 993
Fine Arts Center

8:00 pm
$5.00 Admission

All proceeds will go to Commuter
Human Services

r Tickets available ct the Fine Arts Center Box Office 3

I

I
^

SYRACUSE ABROAD

•n

Attention All Grad Students!

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...

AFRICA • AUSTRALIA • CZECH REPUBLIC •

ENGLAND • FRANCE • GERMANY • HUNGARY •

ISRAEL • ITALY • POLAND • SPAIN

• Courses Taught in English and Host Country
Language

•SU Credit

• Field Trifjs/Traveling Seminars
• Internships

• Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
• Home Or Apartment Placements

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE

Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472

f f f f f f ff « * «

CANDIDATES' NIGHT
Tuesday. April 20

7:15 pm, CO 163

\Meet the candidates tor the GSS officer positions

Ask about your favorite issues:

\uition Ilealth care harassment
budget cuts chancellors geo
housing childcare research
discrimination state politics
''economic development'' gss
multiculturalism employment

All candidates will deliver remarks

Election dates: April 27 at GSS meeting
April 28 & 29, 10-6 pm, Grad Lounge

Jor more Inlormatlon contact GSS at 545-2896
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FBI
continued from page 3

Sil va's continued contact with FBI agents has kept him
informed ofthe FBI's attempts at diversification as well as
the recent controversy surrounding Director William
Sessions, who claims credit for "integrating" the FBI.

Accompanying Attorney Silva will be lobbyist Lloyd
Fillion, of the National Committee Against Repressive
Legislation (NCARL). Since 1975. NCAEL has focused
on regulating both the FBI and the CIA. Recent efforts
have concentrated on pushing for legislative guidelines

for the FBI to prevent \iolations of citizens' constitu-

tional rights and to establish a system where the public

can file complaints against the Bureau.
The second halfof the series will take place on Thurs-

day, April 29, and will feature authors Sigmund Dia-

mond and Ross Gelbspan.
Diamond is the author of Compromised Campus, an

in-depth look at the FBI's subversive use of college

faculty and students in monitoring "dissent" on the
campuses ofHarvard and Yale during the McCarthy era.

Pulitzer Prize winner and former reporter for the
Boston Globe Ross Gelbspan is the author of Break-ins.
Death Threats and the FBI. His investigative research
exposes how the FBI has targeted various organizations
because of their political associations with Latin Ameri-
can countries.

Saturday, April 17's lectures will be held in the Cam-
pus Center, Rooms 174-176 at 6:30 p.m. On Thursday,
April 29, the lectures will be held in the Student Union
Commonwealth Room (Earthfoods) at 7 p.m.

WARM UP WITH THESE SPRING SPECIALS!

I iniinoc AA
X^itKt I ir\iir\D^

PETE'S %A
WICKED ALE H99 +DEP.

6 PK. BOTTLES

AMERICAN BEER $729
(REG. & LIGHT) I *dep

CASE OF 24-12 OZ CANS pK h

BUD $---6-^^
REG., UGHT
&DRY

CARLO $/;99
ROSSI O,^
ALL FLAVORS

12''P|4
CASE 2- 1 2 PK. BOTTLES **^

r jW^

FOSTER'S
LAGER $7997 DEP

1 2 PK. BOTTLES

49MICHAEL SHEA $
IRISH AMBER BEER

CASE 24.)20ZBOTTLES 'DEP.

13

CHATEAU ST *..o
MICHELLE *4
DRY RIESLING 750 ML

CONCHA YTORO$/i 99
CABERNET/MERLOT,

SEMILLON/SAUVIGNON BLANC

ROBERT s#%99
MONDAVI O
WHITE ZINFANDEL 750 ML

COSSACK $749 AFTER

^ VODKA ' ^ 75L "EBATE

Z^ SALE 9.49 MAIL IN REBATE 200

If^ SOUTHERN COMFORT
LAJOeACX LEMONADE. COCKTAILS $^99

BIG
EJAJSBE.
EASfPUtPUNCH 4PK. 41

BLACK $iQ49
i/ELVET 10,„,

CAPTAIN $4049 „tS-MORGAN "^ >75L

SALE1S.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3.00

PASSPORT $1C99
SCOTCH *

"^
1.75L

FLEISCHMANN'S
GIN 175L jy^pTER

SALE 11.49 MAIL IN REBATE 200 REBATE

News.

Arts.

Ed /Op.

Sports.

Comics.

Lunch.

Whatever

you want,

we've got it.

The Collegian

545-3500.

not responsible for

typographical errors

Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS415 93THRU

WEDS. 4,21 93

Full Redemption Center

SUMMER WORK-STUDY
EMPLOYMENT

Do you want a resume builder?
Do you want to improve your

conununication skills this sununer?

Financial Aid Services has Staff
Assistant/Office Representative positions
available beginning in Summer 1993

Apply in person by April 23 at
255 Whitmore Administration Building

RUSH

m^
The

Collegian
113 Campus

Center

545-3500

X J!

'•*ii<>^

<'
>*<rhe Attorneys at your Legal Services Center «*.

\hm answer fee-paying UMass student '.s quesUo'iis;- ^;

\^ on a wide variety of legal problems, including: v'"^""^

Housing, Criminal. University-related, Civil Rights,

Consumer, Labor, Family, Personal Injwy, and more.

LEGAL SERVICES -545- 1995
The LSC is your first source of law-related

assistance. Located in room 922 of the Campus
jr^Center, the LSC is open Monday through Friday ^
"Wi^wft. from 9am to 5pm. Please call or drop by y*%l **

^J i to make an appointment , .:^:j ii!^;'

/
©^^••f o

,..1 rfc ::

©PRING
®RTIST

®ROGRAM
April 13 and 20
4 to 6:30 p.m.

Presented by

the Arts Extension Service,

Division of Continuing Education,

University of {Massachusetts at Amherst.

Funded by the UMass Arts Council.

TO MARKET, TO MARKET
Planning Your

Marlteting Strategies

Tuesday, April 13, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Barllett206

• Who are my audiences and how
do I find them?

• How do I promote my worli?

• Should I develop different

"lines?"

•Which comes first, my artwori(

or my market?

• How do I price my work?

LESSON
FUNDING FOR ARTISTS

AND HOW TO GET IT

Tuesday, April 20, 4 to 6:30 p.m.

Bartlett 206

• What sources of money exist

for artists?

• What are the ABC's of writing a
winning proposal for funds?

Seating is limited for

this popular series!

To sign up and ensure

your seat, call AES,

545-2360.

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

m\, spRif^s/

r

VV-4^

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

I 5AS LETS KOME
ON TO SgWMER.

,/>^:2L

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By GARY LARSON

$o«4 or «v«^^Kii%^

By JIM

WWtK it wn$ oy«n
X S^t ar«u»\a «i%4

CM\4wt tK(Kk of

A
4»5

PRICE

CX GilX^ 56MD /V\£

HOME AFTER. PU_
Vajhenx u;ftf)TT^^c£lHG

^%m\ MOO Socked
ME Dot^JN THE DRAIN
Pl^E. Uj ITU THE
MTEKT\Ot\ OFEAUNG
ME to?. 5oP?eR'

ByPRICE VAN RAY

sou N€Ahi TW/\-T^ ML
OR. SOU OOOt-D
ToLLOLo T^ MELia^J
Br\cx ^^o^T>

PRICE

"Heyl You're not lookln" to buy anything, are you?
I think you best just keep movin , buddy."

Quote of the Day
"Anna-Louise, wake up. Wake up— the

world is alive."

— the character Tyler Johnson in Douglas
Coupland's book Shampoo Planet

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

^ B>/^TH UNTIL TV\E

SUOCO Me"DOU:**
TVC DFAlN IKTO VM5

DONT EAT ^^E RR

^NSTH\N&AtaJ' '^
^]^^Ae ir.

By PRICE VAN RAY

\AiElJ_ P^lCE XlUCE
OW^Tf^riDTiLTW to
DC^^TCL£^H40UP.
poorA. ^N~ r^i^a:.

VOUSE ^NO FHJuoAHS

S^X^CCSTTI^^H

\aj^VW X-DO

Qox ^ T)e?KL.

-?^nn ®^

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARIES IKUrrh 2 1 April I «*), Whi will

have H) make Ihp firsi movt- il you hoiie
III land Ihji 4p«ijl ,<J) TjkinR ih«- .nilij.

live also wofki lo yoof j<lvjn|j(,f In

roounce. A (Mrcol child reljliooihip

inifjfoves jller rounM-lin)<.

TAURUS (Ajxil 20 Mjy 201 Britjhl

lA'as and a litjhtheaned.
\tf> jjel-t-ni jiii.

lutfc- mal«' ytxi J leatier friftnK it-jfn

Ihal. in ycHif ((unjMny. iheHinianshirH-
even on a dark djy. Devise a healthtrr

diel.

GEMINI (May 21 lune 2()l: A wim-
dcftul day kk jiiairs i* the hejn Tjlk lo

a loved one jjiool a mutual ()(>|eclive —
II is atlainal)lf. The key is lo mjkt- im|K»
lant decisions loRrthef . Speak irom rhc

heart.

CANCER ilune 2 1 -My 221: YourhiRh
<Jandards sot j (;<K>d examjile Kk olh»-rs

Believe in viiur ideas and you will vxjn
have lo*s oi su|)fioriers Buyinj; some
nevs clothes l)oos(s yoof spirits and coo-
lidence.

LEO duly 23-AuR,22) A strenuous
txercise vsodoul lires up your Ixjln, You
express your ihrxiKhts with style and wit

Seek assistance ironi ex|>erls Ix-tore pro-

ceedinR with risky inveslmenis.

VIRGO (AuR 23-Se(H.22): Business
activity could reach a new hijjh Kulay,

IKodw inR Ixiler jxoiits. The su(>|iorl oi

<l<>se allies will help you iinjlm- an
agreement. Avoid a direct conirontatinn.

LIBRA iSepl.2J (M 221 fXitslaml-
ing results will stem irom j iin.incial

aRreen>ent n«-),'oiiatitl t<xla> . A inp ma>
l)einvfJMHl >t>u(»«e\iiorsiK c ess|>artlv

to a lov«-d t)n«'s Mp RoniaiNe will

bloom with tender Irninj; < are

SCORPIO (O, I.2J-NOV 2Ii; fun
awaits v«jo in rooms with ihii k walk
Asoid (kunj; Ihinijs on imitulx'. Serious
upsets ( .in Ih- ( aus<'<l ii iwn- iiartner acts
without lirsi consultini; the <i(Iht.

SAGITTARIUS lNov.22 r)<T 21 1:

Iniluenlial |>eo()le will Ik- enrooraKinj-
with regard to a laiul deal list,^ jiien-
tiwiy, th«-n ask t(u«-siions Guard against

marital disi rxd Ihis evenmK.
CAPRICORNKM .22 Ian. I Mi. Close

associates will cooperate with >-ooreiHifls

to increase (woiits Cooierenci-s sh«iuld

IKrKlwe excHleni rcs«ilis TrK-nds (no.
Iinue lo Ik- helpiul with ev«-nts lakmu
plaieai a disiame.

At^JARIUS i|an 2n-reli.lai: li yrMi

leel rea<ly to make a l)ij; ( hanye, Ixeak
asvay irom oljj liahiis. Imjxiriant |H-ople
will Ik- impressed with your |N-rs<-ver-

an< e Av rxd an urjje lo sjjIurRe <x jjamWe
Ihis alterrvHin or evi-nins.

PISCES iMi.m-March 201 An mti.
matechal wiih a key (Kfvm Ik infjs hajij^y

accord. Your line lex inlellectual (Kjr-

suits helps y<nj nuti a nwi- (hallen),>e.

Avoid trying lo rush ihinjjs in romance,
(•lay it cool.

CUTTER'S WORLD By CUTTER
Tod«>^ X Mas hanj.o^

* k>^ jrBxjp of j.rls .

>->p anJ t^e/ej'«aloo5.

fjir\ of «/\t

So r btoftrs fo cru ftA\\\l ^

lood ar\I slic.tfc I ,'K-t a

So Hse t»sjjl,-jv>s|S lef f
»^« a.\<ir\t, <^\r\^ .n |4st "n'^^lt

o<^ Hut flow, ay^i. Hi« j.rls

Il«« nof afrafd h) crv|.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliot

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins
PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean
Production Supervisor Jim Ganley
Production Sean Ramsey

Lisa Jezowski, Mike Carvalho

LUNCH
Macaroni & Cheese

Italian Sausage Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Macaroni & Cheese

Caponata

Menu
DINNER

Steak & Salad Night

Chicken Breast Steaks

BASICS DINNER
Mushroom Newburg
Chicken Breast Steak

The (.piniooN fxprcbsc-d on this p.igc .uc tlitisc ot tlu- < .)rt(H)nisrs oncl do not iK'tess.irily ri-tlwJ the vk-ws ..t tho Colk'^i^m or the University

ACROSS
• Pog material
• Ti ly —
8 Necessary

13 Shaft

14 Skin opening
15 Foolish

16 Ananias
1 7 Algerian port

18 Sire

19 -Big Apple-
attraction

22 Rita or Grande
23 Salad item
27 Halloween

figure

30 Dray
32 Semana

segment
33 Dr .Jekyll s

servant

34 Uiq Apple"
attraction

36 King of the
Huns

37 Loudness units

38 Table d -
complete meal

39 "Big Apple"
allrartion

41 Prepares
potatoes

42 Cravat
43 Allot

44 Nymph chaser
45 Predicament
4 7 Highland

headwear
48 Big Apple"

attraction

54 "- Dad"
57 Nature walk, for

one
58 Majority

60 Love, to Luigi

61 Detail

62 Robert —
63 Omens
64 Palindromic

nickname
65 Adolescent

DOWN
1 Chum
2 Stage direction

3 Jai —
4 Session

5 Trunk

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

6 Saddam's
domain

7 Carle du |our

8 Violinist's

concern

9 "— Your Love
Tonighf.Elvis

tune
10 Label
1

1

Actress Sue —
Langdon

1 2 Service call

1 4 Place

20 Gaelic

21 Gallicos

"Mrs — Goes
lo Pans"

24 Folly

25 Grandma, often

26 Helen of

theater lame
2/ Architecture

style

28 "— than thou"
29 See 59 Down
.30 ' — find such

a one
Gen 41 38

31 Yemeni port

33 Treaties

34 Cheer
35 lOU
37 Dutch painter

Jan
40 Electrical units
41 Moist
44 Hawthorne's

birthplace

46 Future oak
47 Occupied
49 Slender

50 Actress

Tushingham
51 Aid a felon

52 Law
53 Swiss artist Paul
54 Kettle and Bell

55 Pierre's pal

56 Emulate Clinton
59 WHh 29 Dovwi.

star of "Th«ty-

aomethng*

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Irtj

4/15/93

'MM.t I.e. Aa^ctri I Iwi S)ii4l«alr

11 u ti

M H

•r

u

4/15/93
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Gorillas
continued from poge 1

2

reach.

Also playing well for UMass yesterday were Bill

Edell and Wes Depp, who each had a goal and an
assist. Eric Triolo (one goal ) and Andy Fish helped
round out the scoring for the Gorillas.

Lax Notes: Some telling statistics from yesterday's
game:

UMass won 18 of 25 faceoffs, UNH 7-25.

UMass had 63 shots, UNH 26.

UNH had 13 penalties for 10 minutes and
UMass only five for four minutes.

With 16 goals (14 last two games) and six assists

in his last three games Millon needs only seven
goals to break Scott Hillers all-time UMass record
of 135 career goals and 1 1 to break Brooks Sweet
career record of 172 career assists.

The victory over UNH yesterday must have
been sweet for UMass head coach Ted Garber, as
New Hampshire is his alma mater.

The Gorillas will play their home opener Satur-
day at 1:00 p.m. against the Blue Hens of Dela-
ware.

Janitors
continued from poge 3

the prep and set-ups for the afternoon and evening events
and activities. This enables both students and faculty to

request and make arrangements on how they would like

rooms set up.

Desmond said he believes the second shift is the best

shift.

"It's the best we got, I work with a great bunch ofguys,

its all teamwork," Desmond said.

Lucas Cote, an employee who at times finds himself
handling emergency spills, also agrees that teamwork is

the key to getting the job done.

"I've been with the team four years and what we do as
a team does count. There are those who do not respect the
work we do for them, I wish they would put on the other's

shoe once in awhile," Cote said.

Cote says he values greatly the need to be educated in

whatever field a person chooses.

"Student must really study hard and achieve good
grades, it makes ourjobs stand out when they eventually
graduate," Cote said.

Dan Buckley, a member ofthe maintenance crew has
quite a different history. He's been at UMass for 10 years
and is also a 1990 gn^aduate of the University. As a
student, he had the opportunity to balance his "economic
needsand academic goals at the University," said Buckley.

"There's so much life at this campus, students seems
to be involved and ifthey really want to achieve something
they must work hard at it," Buckley said.

Pete Keegan, the maintenance supervisor, is viewed
by his co-workers as a valued ally and leader. He's been
described a person who knows how to pull the team
together.

"We're one great big family, it couldn't get any better

than this and students can play a part by joining us in

keeping UMass clean and in top shape," said Keegan.

Aid

Come say "Hello" to Rich!
with UMass I.D. 10% off

Pro Baseball Hats

$7.99

(Rich)

Bajas

$12.99

German Moleskin

Shorts -$19.99

Rich's Army/Navy
24 Center St., Northampton

586-0275

continued from page 1

on condition of anonymity, said the Group of Seven's
program would include a $500 million fund to help
promote small and mid size businesses in Russia. The
fund would be put together with the European Bank for

Minister Andrei V. Kozyrey, who is in Tokyo to keep an
eye on the deliberations, held out hope for Japan it

would recover the four sparsely populated islands in the
Kuril chmn.

Making preliminary arrangements for Yeltsin's visit,

he told TBS television network. The subject of the

territorial problem will naturally be on the agenda."
The islands are a lingering symbol ofJapanese nation-

alism and the dispute has kept Japan and Russia from
signing a peace treaty. But at the urging of its Western
partners the government of Prime Minister Kiichi

Miyazawa put the issue aside to play a prominent role in

the Yeltsin bailout effort.

Germany, which already has provided about $39 bil-

lion in aid to Russia on its own has been pushing all its

Group ofSeven partners to do more to prop up the former
Soviet republic.

Open 7
«lays a iiveek

7ain - lOpm

SOUTH TOWIUE
COMMOniS LAUIUDROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

rfum OF ^

,

.MfiV^o^,M^in2f
C4?i0R^^ (/{iToR"^

OiM' «f iIm- arru'> 'i*«-ii.s i»r'i'ii«Mi.«iiiiMi>

liir^f>l >cliM-lioii> oIImmI,
(>r liii|NM-lr«l, (lltl Olll<«

Iiuif|M-ii4l;iiil X ( mII.i liMr
X I>i»ni4-slir Iti-coriU, lii'<'«t|-«l»

<!:i.<^»clli-> ami
uiul Coiiiparl OiM-x C.-w^svllv^

586 5726 586 1707
213 MAIN ST 21 STATE ST

[ NORTHAMPTON |

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Snmmer Session

I I

- Missed a course? Make it np!
- Advance in next semester's work

' Fnlfill a requirement
Ei^oy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:
First session: June 2-Jnl7 9

Second session: July IS-Aug^ust 18

REGISTXSIt NOIRT!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
eth floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

DRANK IT
EVERY WEDNESDAY: SENIOR COUNTDOWN RUHY

40 Daze to Graduation
Saturday—Post-game lacrosse Party 5-7 RH.

ATE IT
Attitude Adjustment Hour

9^^ ^petizer Specials Daily %0
Buirgerst Sandwiches, Awesome Appetizers

The Terrace is OPEN

DANCED IT
DISCO HELL Thurs/Fii

SANG IT
MONDAY

The
Crossing

lUESDAY ^wEDNESDA,
^adtol

5£TTIEi Colin

THURSDAY^MSATURDAY
Open Mic

7-9

FREE LOVE FOR STUDENTS

COLLEGIAN

Sox off to best start since 1955
Will the real Red Sox please step forward? After an

abyssmal 11-20 spring training, the 6-2 Sox are off to
their best start since 1955 and are a starting to look like
the dream team of 1967: an unsung group ofoverachiev-
ers who actually think they are a good baseball team—
and they just may be.

Opening day. even though it was postponed for the
first time since April 11. 1976. came and went with all the
fanfare that it should have on Tuesday, and in the process
the box beat the Indians 5-2 thanks to a triple by Mike
"comeback player ofthe year" GreenweU. a couple ofruns
batted in by Mo Vaughn, and a home run by little Scott
Hetcher. Fletcher, with his gritty, "Pete Rosesque" style
of play, could prove to be one of the best off-season
acquisitions by Lou -the walking heart attack" Gorman

Yesterday, the home town boys did it again, beating
the Indians by a 12-7 margin. Mo continued his hot
hitting by going 4-4 with four RBI. Third baseman Scott
Cooper has also been playing well of late and also went 4-

4 with a couple of RBI.
But how about that one-two

punch of Roger Clemens and
Frank Viola? With both off to a 2-

0. 1.20 ERA start. I'd pit the Sox
pitching staffagainst the Atlanta
Braves staff, with the likesoftwo-
timeCyYoungaward winnerTom
Glavine. Steve Avery and John

Smoltz, anytime.
Old friend Lee Smith, now with the Cardinals, made

history yesterday when he picked up the 358th save ofhis
career, surpassing another ex-Sox closer. Jeff Reardon
for first place on the all-time career save list. Reardon. if
you recall, garnered first place on the list last year when
he was playing with the Sox. As Bob Lobel says, why can't
we get players like that?

The Pittsburgh Pirates cut loose former startingcatcher
Mike LaValliere. swallowing his $4.05 million contract in
the process. The Pirates have lost 12 of25 players through
trade, free agency, or release from last year's National
League East championship team. Still, something tells me
that manager Jim Leyland will have his troops ready for
the pennant chase at the end of the season.

The Yankees (Art SUpleton's favorite team: hate mail

can be sent directly to Stapleton at the sports desk) I

begrudgingly admit, have looked impressive so far with
a 4-3 record. However. Wade "I won't miss the Green
Monster" Boggs is falling flat on his face so far, hitting a
Bob Ueckeresque .200. Many people are saying he's
washed up but for the sake of baseball and Boggs career
I sure hope not.

Ageless Dave Winfield ofthe Minnesota Twins is offto
a fast start with a league-leading nine ribbies. Winfield
also tied some guy named Babe Ruth for 29th place on the
career hit list Monday night with his 2,873rd hit.
On a historical note. Sherry Davis debuted as the first

full-time female pubUc address announcer at the San
Francisco Giant's home opener on Monday.

JeffHojlo is a Collegian staffmember.
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^26WAYS
•tehetpSAVeivie

€Afti^cAU.

THE
COLLEGIAN.
545-3500

Call Us.

We like that.

iEHIND/ SQUIRE VILLAGE APIS.

Sunderland, MA
665-2203

Renting Now for June 1 St & Sept 1st

Beautiful spacious apartments in different stiapes and sizes from 1

to 5 bedrooms, Spacious yards, swimming pool, distiwaslier, A/C,

garbage disposals • wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,

walk-in closets J mucti more. On bus route.

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

Cm Way RMMk^

LONDOM
$209 $389
PARIS

$225 $450
MOSCOW/

ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690

LARMACA
$359 $718

TOKYO $789
BANGKOK $889

Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets allow changes
Fares from over 75 US cities

to all mi)or destinations in

Europe, Asu, AfriLa,

Latin Amenca and Australia

Eurialpasses Availat)le

m \mm^m»* t dttrtiitfw i»»l»
FM( M*|KI• ctaM|i MttM netict

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison A»8., NY, NY 10173

800-272-9676

212-986-8420*
i

'In NYC

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Ma ;sachusetts/Ar7iherst
"New England's Largest Colle?e Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cast! in advance
Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSj

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•raakfMt
AmherW. Ideal for visiting

and friends 549 0733

lnt«matio«al Fair
Have a tatile or panicipaie in

antertaiiunerx sl>owlng your culture ai
International Fair on May 8th at the
SUB Call Rachel at S466S87 or Jill at
S464909

toctom. Sastam.
"

What's the connection?
Tomorrow CC 906 7 pm
Institute for t>>e Healing of Racism
ALL WELCOMEI

Awnrt ia Jmm 1 Quial 1 bedroom
downtown Amherst OSO month 25fr
0876

Brandywine Apt. T«w) bedroom
Sublet in June or lease in Seplambar.
Call S49-37S6 now for <

Spaniah Speaker*
Earn$$$
Need fluent Spanish speakers
(Non Native) for psychology reading
study.

Should have taken Spanish 320 or
above. Call Jovette S4S-0693

Student Film
Seeking Actresses

Auditions S49- 1066

Cape Cod - Group Itowtala in all ar
eas for summer season. Reasonably
priced

Honey Sperco. Broker 394 2867 days
398-9367 evenings

Comfortable and cen»anle»it ona-
bedroom apartmer^. S40(Mnonlti. Take
over lease June 1

.
Move in aftar exams.

3 month or 15 month I

Can David 253 075S

Cozy, convoniont 3hadleuiii apart
ment on N. Pleasant St t>etween cam-
pus and alt the uptown bars. S850
heated, furniture available. Starts G/l

Call 25&6347

Doubtei/Singia rooms in howe
Summer Sublet/Fall optioit.

LUXURIESIII 54»7138

Mt Bike for Sale
Cannondale Hybrid

18*. brand new, S450 or B.O.

2S68069

^ool TaMa, good condition, include*
balls and que sticks. t150 call

584-0707

lOapaodbtevclo.CaU54»«466.Laava
tel. number.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 Iba. in 30 days for $30* All

natural. Doctor recommandad. 100%
guarantaeod. 253-3816

LOST

Roomata Wanted
for 2 bedroom Puffton apt.

Call 549 1979

Share quiet West NatfloM apartment
$260 • call for info. 247 5031

WANTED: 2 Howaamataa to share
large room Sl75/mo/person 253 0751

HEALTH

Lost wedding ring three colors gold.
Near Boyden or Tolman. 666-7172 TIrrV
Beth

SERVICES

Condoma by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELPWrANTEO

Gold/Silver link pulsar
very sentimental
If found pieace call 546.0136

MUSICIANS

Interior and Exterior Auto detatling
Wash
Wax
Shampoo
Vacuum
Vinyl/leather treatment

Engine cleaning

Call Jen at 256 1668

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Ford Custom Van 60.000 origi

nal miles. Few tMimps and tKuises but
excellent running condition. B.C. 648-
9243

Fearing St. 3 spaces only. Females
preferred, lease begins June 1 . Call 549
45^8^

4 bdrm heuao. large Mctian, basa^
ment, dining, living rtxtms.
Near bus route.

253 3553

1980 Ctiev $1100 or BO Low mileage
call 253 9415

88 Ford Escort
Excellent Condition
New Tires, Battery

585-8612

BURN CANDLES

If ro« «H8 candlaa come to the Cam-
pus Center Cor«course today and to-

morrow!

Orathiate StudentM rant large room
in Belchertown quiet country home.
Access to all home facilities. Available
June 1. No Smoking. S27S* Cali 323-

^0
Tafca i»var our one bedroom Puffton
Brand new carpet

Choose from three txjs stops
Heat included.

Call 549 4951

Att: Excelletrt Income for

home assembly work. Info

1504 646 1700 Dept. MA 1307

COUNSELOK8: Friendly, coed camp
in Berkshires Openings: female bunk
counselors, head volleyball, head bas-
ketball, head street hockey, head gym
nasties, head Softball, dance/aerobics,
video, computers, radio, and asst. riding.

100 staff from US and abroad. 220
campers. Contact Bill at 253-0868

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshires, MA sum-
mer camp seeks skilled college luniors,
seniors, and grads. Generals and spe-
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,
newspaper. Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer!
Salary plus room and board.
Call 800 762 2820

Bass player neeitod now
Meiallica, Pearl Jam, etc.

Senous7 Call Dave 253 2601

PERSONALS

Amy Maria -
The light of your eyes shines, you shine
like an angel...

I can't read the future, but no matter
what it brings, there will always be a
place In my fieart for you.

Love. JMM
AmySnow-Happy 21st Birthday this
is the only tinr»e you'll be half as old as
your old mani Love ya Dad and all of us

Athol Fball playar - I met you in
Baybank line'! Reply if single.

arry - It's Claddagh time! Luv St.

Psddyl

Pregnant? Need Holp7
Call Birthright ol Amhersi area for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Development Design print
ing reasonable rates diic w/ad 259 1790

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Sports cards and starting lirteups

Thurs Sat 5 8
Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

SPRING JAM

Summer Sublet a great
2 bedroom apl right in town
stumble honr>e from the bars like we do
it IS Cheap and going Fast

Call us at 253 3567
Ask for Luscious Batws

Summer Sublet - furnished one bed
room in Colonial Village lor one female
or h»o people May take over lease
Mary Ann 253 3224

Summer Sublet with fall option.
Great 1 bdrm apt uptown 253 5763

Summer Sublet - Real Cheap)
4 5 Bedrooms S875/month
Orie mile from campus
Near Puffers pond and Mike's
GOING FAST'Call 549 5181

Summer Sublet with fall option
Exc. 2 bdrm 3 person apart

Southeast Si. Call 253 9729

Summer Sublet with Fall option 2
t)edroom Brandywine, sor»>e furniture
price negotiable 549 1 749

3 Bedroom Main Street Apt.

Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher on bus route
Call 256 3470

Three Bedroom, hardwood floors,
partially furnished, in town, minutes
walk to campus, don't worry about
summer bus schedule! Must see' 256-
0273

Three Bedroom Puffton Apt.
~

S708 per month or t)esl offer

Call Brian at 549 4706

TRAVEL

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRMG SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3,50
Lg. Cheese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
549 6098

RMtRENT

Take over our lease 6-1-93

Couches and carpets indudad
2 bedroom S475Anonth
Cair253 3403

Tafca om» our To
Starting June 1st

2 Bedroom. 2 Bath 549-8456

Amherst Cantar - Finest selection of

1. 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadlay Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 58&4270

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

26 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Taha over laaaa. Clean, cheap two
bedroom dose to campus 549-1482

FOR SALE - AUDIO

Stereo Components; Used/Recondi-
tioned. Area's largest seleaion.We buy/
sell/trade/broker everything from basic
10 audiophile/professional equipment.
Stereo/Video Excftanga 256-0941

RNISALE

BANJO FOR SALE
$70' 586 5539

Brand new Machttosh Powerbook
145, cenfris 610 computer, txrth still in

box. Must sell immediately. 1/2 price or
best offer. Call 549^5959

Large glass top dining room table for

sale. $150 or B.O. Call Jay at 549-7949

Cruise Ships Now Hiring -Earn
S2000>/month world traveKHawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,
sumrrter and career employment avail

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634-

0468ext^C5001

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253-7747

Postal Joba Available Many posi-
tions, great benefits. CalM 800 436^4365
ext. p 3306

SUMMER ON CAPE COO
Housecleaners wanted. Good pay and
flexible hours for time a second job or to
go to Nauset Beach.

Housing available Kate (508)255-6322

Summer jobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi-
tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop offshore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and D.C.. campus intrvws: 4/14
and 4/15. Call Jamietoll free: 1-800-75-
EAmw
$200 Dally mailing circulars for ma
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77806

Chi Omegas
Have a great formal!
Only 2 days!
Let's rock the Yankee Pedlerl

^•Pan - Happy Blrthdayl Tonight I'll

buj^ you a "real" beer! Denise

FSCPres.
TQ, Jerome and Ms. America
Say Happy 20th
Boggle 4 me

-Vinglfl

Happy 2l8t
Rosemarie Muise!
Sorry you won't be coming out with us
anymore
Love.T.S.&A

Hey Big D
Have an amazing twenty first

the other D

Saturday April 24
Get ready for an all day concert bash
5 bands 5 hours outside at UMass

Food served by Taco Bell

Alcohol by Oelanos tickets only $5
For full details visit our CC table

Next week or call 549-1586
Only 1500 tickets don't miss out

Ouatamala: Study aspaWo l/cuftura
Homestay 612 690 9471

Scuba Ohre for credit
At: UMass. Hampshire. Amherst, Smith
Beginner. Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 0977

SUMMER SUBLET

Capa Cod. 2-room garage apartn>ent
May Sept Quiet area, pond, beach, near
Rte. 6, exit 10. 2 4 females only.

$750.00 Box 5195, Harwich, MA 02645
508432 9014

4 Bedroom
One minute from Amherst center
Rent $900 or 8.0.

Call 549 4580

Mark M. -

Told you I'd send one. Thanks for being
the best big brother!

Love,

Your little sister

To BambI and Candl
Will you spend Casino Night
with me ?

A Night of XTC
Richard III

ROOMMATES WANTED

513 Main St. Second Floor
$180 (May Free')

Call Rob 253-2601
Also see ad under musicians

5 openings In 3 bedroom apt. uptown
$175/month each call 253-9743

Sublot Jun-Aug.
Mill Valley Apt. S. Amherst
2 bed. 2 bath modern kitcfien

Utilities included

On bus route

rent negotiable

Call soon 253-3220

WANTED
French Language Studenn
Beginning and fluent French speakers
Needed for language study
Earn money for participating!
Call Robert at 538 2035 for info.

Rigid Orthodic Wearers needed for
research study. Shoe size: Women's 9
11 or men's 8 9 1/2. Theresa. 545 4421
or 323 8241

Sublects - males with either high
arched or flat feet. Must wear size 8.5
9.5 shoe. Takes less than 1 hour. Call
Sharon 545 4421

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.
to take over June 1 or July 1

Please call Sharon or Debbie at

649 4330 or Kathy at 253 3956

WANTCD: Summer Sublet in Amherst/
Springfield area. Call John (617)352-
7539

Female Roomata Needed
$195 a month in Brandywine Apt.
For more info, call

549 8219 ask lor Christina
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Sports
ilarshall returns to the NCAA Nations

Women's gymnastics led by Abby May and Shaheda Keels finishes sixth at NIT
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

SeniorAbby May and freshman Shaheda Keels scored
their career high on beam and floor, respectively, leading
the University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics
team to a score of 189.60 at the National Invitational
Tournament last Monday night.

May, competing in the last meet of her career, said
going into the meet that she wanted to stay on the beam
and hit, and possibly get a 9.80. She achieved her goal,
nailing her routine and scoring her career high in her last
career outing.

May said that she was shocked at first, but then she
attributed her high score to that of junior Margaret
Furtado. who received a 9.75.

This whole year I've wanted to [get a 9.80], but I didn't
think it was possible. Actually, it really helped that
Margaret got a 9.75 before me." said May. "If the person
in front ofyou does well, and then you hit, it helps your
score.

-I still didn't think I'd get a 9.80. (When they put the
score up 1 1 was kind of in shock. I was psyched, and that
was all I really wanted to do." said May.

Keels, one of three UMass all-arounders. had added
more difficulty into her floor routine heading into the

finale, and it paid off. She attained her career best 9.80
on the floor, and she said it was because she didn't make
a big deal of the meet in general.

"I think I had such a good meet because I didn't make
a big deal about it. It was the last meet, so I just went out
and did my best," said Keels.

Taking its "nothing to lose" attitude into the meet,
UMass was able to put some ofits best routines together,
including a school record 47.900 on the beam, en route to
a sixth place finish. The archrivals ofthe Minutewomen,
the Wildcats ofNew Hampshire, finished just .20 ahead
in fifl,h place.

Assistant coach Sue Allen said the entire team was
pleased with the way the season ended.

"It was a great way to end the season, and we're all

happy about how everybody performed," said Allen.
Senior Lisa-Beth Cronen also finished out her college

career in style as she lefl; the Minutewomen with a soHd
performance. Cronen scored a 9.050 on vault, a 9.60 on
ijars, and a 9.35 on floor.

Tammy Marshall, UMass' top gymnast, had another
fantastic meet as well, as she used the NIT as a tune-up
for the NCAA National Championships, which start this
evening at Gill Coliseum at Oregon State University.

Marshall scored a 9.80 on beam, and a 9.85 on both
floor and vault, which won her the latter event. The

senior is the defending champion on the vault, but she
said that she will try not to think about defending her
title.

"I've never hit at a National competition. I've always
had one flaw somewhere. I really just want to go in there
and end on a reallygood meet." said Marshall. "No matter
what the score is, no matter where I place, just going in
and doing the best I can.

"Ofcourse, it's a goal ofmine to go out and make finals.

I'd love to go out there and be defending champion on
vaulting, and possibly do something on floor, but I'm
superstitious. I don't like to jinx myself."

Marshall will be one ofthe 1 2 best collegiate gymnasts
competing for the title of NCAA all-around champion.
West Virginia's Lajuanda Moody is favored to win the
title, having scored a 39.05 in her regional event.

Moody and Marshall went head-to-head at the Atlan-
tic 10 Championships, with Moody winning the all-

around by only .05 ofa point over Marshall, 39.20-39.15.
The first round of the Nationals is tonight, with the

finals on Saturday. Mitchell said he thinks his gymnast
has a shot.

"I think her chances are really good. If she hits her
stuff, she should finish in the top six. Because she's going
in with the right attitude. I think she'll do well," said
Mitchell.

Eastern powers clash as softhall hosts Hofstra
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

"Stalled, frustration, frustration."

These were the first words that came to
mind when University of Massachusetts
Softball coach Elaine Sortino tried to de-
scribe this year's season so far. And
rightfully so.

After Tuesday's rain postponement at
the University of Rhode Island, (bringing
the number of UMass cancellations this
spring to 13 games ), Sortino and company
have yet to get their season started, hav-
ing 33 games (almost all doubleheaders)
in the next three-and-a-half weeks.

"In the last three weeks and four days,
we've only played eight games and prac-
ticed outdoors three times." said Sortino.
"It's like being stuck in the mud."

Tomorrow, the Minutewomen (7-12
overall, 3-1 in theA-10)will try and unstick
themselves at 3 p.m. as they host the No.
1 ranked team in the region, Hofstra
University (13-8 overall) for a double-
header at Totman Field.

"They'rea very good team," said Sortino,
"and we're ready for them despite the fact

that we clearly have had less ofan oppor-
tunity to play. I told the kids that tomor-
row is the start of our season."

Hofstra boasts some of the best talent
in the nation, including two .400 hitters in
Crystal Boyd (.422) and Megan Scharf
(.418). However, UMass did play Hofstra

last fall, splitting two games and giving
the Minutewomen some bearing of how
good this team is.

"They're a heads-up team with solid

pitchingand sound defense," said Sortino.
"If anything. I think you're going to see
some high-cahber pitchingand greatduel's
from the mound."

UMass is led by smoking-hot senior
catcher Sherri Kuchinskas, who is batting
.396 which won her last week's Atlantic
10 player of the week honors and senior
Stacey Nicolas, who comes in at a .293
clip.

While Sortino was originally
dissappointed by Tuesday's cancellation,
she said the postponement proved useful
for her club, calling it "the best practice of
the year."

"We got to work on a lot ofthings," said
Sortino. "There was good production from
the infield and outfield defensively and
the kids got a look at some live pitching.

"Even little things like standing on the
field and creating a situation; watching a
bunt come off the bat in a g3rmnasium is

completely different than one on a real

field."

When asked about a final outlook on
tomorrow's battle, Sortino remained up-
beat and said it will be an intense contest.

"Well have to play well and keep them
off balance," Sortino said. "But I promise
you, I won't need to give a motivational
speech to get our kids ready."

Davis resigns as SID
Sports information director moves on

Tu I I -^ . .

.

. , MATT KAHN / COUEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts softball team looks to start its 'regular season" according

to head coach Elaine Sortino. as it entertains Hoftra University today at Totman Field.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Howard M. Davis, sports information
director at the University ofMassachusetts
since 1980, resigned to accept a position

within the University's department of
sport management.

Davis, a SID since 1966, is a past presi-

dent of the College Sports Information
Directors of America and is a member of
the CoSIDA Hall of Fame.

"I'm very happy to be moving into a
different direction, and I'm ready to begin
teaching," said Davis. "I feel it will be
challenging for me, and I'm proud to be a
part of a department which is considered
one of the best in the country."

A 1966 UMass graduate. Davis was an
SID at Kenyon College in Ohio and
Springfield College before returning to

the University. His wife Rae and daugh-
ter Jeri are also UMass graduates and his

son Steve plans to graduate from the Uni-
versity next month.

Last Spring, Davis was honored by the
University with its Distinguished Alum-
nus Award. He sat on the Board of Direc-
tors ofCoSIDA for 1 1 years and has been
the recipientofseveral professional awards

in recent years.

He is the only SID to write a manual
pertaining to the profession of sports in-

formation, "Basic Concepts of Sports In-

formation," published in 1978.
"Speaking for the sport management

faculty, we are delightedthatan individual
with Howie Davis' experience and contacts
has decided to join our department," said
Glenn Wong, dean ofthe School ofPhysical
Education. Wongwas formerly the interim
athletic director.

"With Howie joining our staff we now
have an opportunity to further expand
and allow our program to strengthen its

position as one ofthe most respected in the
nation. It is great for our department to
count an individual who is recognized as a
national leader in his field among us,"

Wong said.

In the department of sport manage-
ment, Davis, 49, will be the assistant
department head for external affairs and
director of internships. He will be respon-
sible for undergraduate and graduate in-

ternships, publications, fund raising and
the organization of panels, ssnmposiums
and other activities. He will teach a class
on the undergraduate level.

UM Gorillas roll over
UNH Wildcats, 14-7
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After defeating No. 5 Brown Uni-
versity at its home field on Tuesday,
the University of New Hampshire la-
crosse team looked like a bunch of
world beaters.

But the University of Massachu-
setts (5-2) was not phased by the upset
win as it brought the Wildcats down to
earth yesterday afternoon with a 14-7
drubbing in Durham, N.H.

The game started out like it would
be nip-and-tuck throughout as UNH
(2-4) led 4-3 at the half and was tied
with UMass at the end of the third
penod, 6-6. But the Gorillas dispelled
this notion in the fourth quarter by
running off eight unanswered goals
mcluding three by Mark Millon and
two by Greg Kline.

The fourth-quarter run marks the
second game in a row that UMass has
won thegame in the last frame. Against
Yale on Saturday, the Gorillas trailed

12-7 after three quarters and won 14-
13.

UMass scored the only goal of the
first quarterwhenJohn Cavalerio (two
goals, two assists) took a Ken Ward
feed and beatUNH goalie Chris Smith
(22 saves). The second quarter be-
longed to UNH though, as Jim Palmer
(two goals, two assists) scored at the
1:04 mark to get things rolling.

After Millon (seven for the game)
added a pair of goals for a 3-1 Mas-
sachusetts lead, the Wildcats scored
two goals 35 seconds apart to tie the
game and then Chris Grier (two goals)
added his second goal of the quarter
for a 4-3 lead.

UMass came out ofthe locker room
on a mission, scoring three quick goals
(two by Millon) to take a 6-4 lead. New
Hampshire fought back, though,
scoring two goals ofits own to knot the
game at six by the end of the third
quarter. But the Gorillas' decisive run
in the fourth put the game out of

Turn to GORILLAS page 10

WEEKEND
Gospel rs remember Martin luther King,

"We have a lot of fun with it. It's a good way to release tension
"

explained Fabiola Narclsse. president of the UMass Black Studerit
Union and a mennber of the BSU's gospel choir

Area gospel groups plan to commemorate
the life and work of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

tonight at 8 p.m. in the Cape

Ruth Adusei,
a nnember of the

Block Student Union
Gospel Choir, during

recent reheorsol
for tonighit's

performance in the
Cope Cod Lounge.

Cod Lounge in the Student
Union in a program sponsored
by the University's Division of
Student Activities and featuring
the Amherst College Gospel Choir, the Holy

/ Temple Church of God Choir and the BSUy^ Gospel Choir.

^m Originally just on idea last semester, the
^^ BSU Gospel Choir was formed under the-^ direction of Natasha Springer and now
boasts about 15 to 20 members. All are

encouraged to join — even those who can't
sing.

According to Penny Cameron, the group is

open and needs people, especially those who
would faithfully attend the important rehearsals
before F>erformances.

The group plans to sing
"Can't Nobody Do Me Like
Jesus' and the BeBe and
CeCe Winans hit. "Love Said
Not So.'

Besides tonight's perfor-
mance, the BSU Gospel Choir
also plans to perform with

; the Gospel Choir of Vossar
X College, April 1 7, and at the
BSU's Community Awards
Banquet, May 8.

The Amherst Gospel Choir,
under the direction of

By Kristin St. John
Collegian Staff

George Williams, has a Five College Area mem-
bership and has been singing for over two de-

cades.
Asked about their particip>ation in

tonight's performance, Williams
said. "CThe group) just likes to
perform. We just did our Easter

Concert and wanted to keep the momentum
going.'

Professor Joy James of the University's women's
studies department will speak at the performance
on King's teachings, his civil rights work and the
recent assasination of African National Congress
leader Chris Hani.

The Black Student Union Gospel Ct)oir is a
student offliated group and those interested in
joining the choir may contact Natasha Springer at
546-5733 or for engagements. Penny Cameron at
546-0)42

Natasha Springer.
director of the Black Student
Union Gospel Choir, will be

conducting tonight's

performance which will

commemorate the life and
work of Martin Luther King, Jr.
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What ever happened to those Wild Boys?
By GINA LARSON
Collegian Correspondent

You collected the albums, the posters and maybe
even had the pillowcases when the '80s pop-culture
fads ruled our top 40 radio airwaves. Now the Fab-five
are back with their new album simply entitled Duran
Diimn. They're back on stage, on MTV and here in an
interview with the Collegian. Bassist John Taylor —
(Come on, of course you remember John) took on the
task of answering the question that has been on so
many of our minds— Where the hell have they l)een?

Collegian: So, where the hell have you been?
John Taylor Well the last time we were on the road

was in '89. Since then we have released a couple of

albums— in 1990we released L/Zvrty, which really didn't

get much commercialism or press, so the band decided
not to tour the album. We felt that the band was going
the wrong way, but we've been busying ourselves. We
are always working and writing. We started the new
album in January of '91 and finished about June of '92.

We began touring thealbum during Christmas. We also

got a new manager who wanted us to hold the album
until the new year.

C: Is Duran Duran going to be an ongoing project

— can we expect to see albums on a regular basis?

JT: Business isn't tuned to that type of regularity. The
music industry wants the artist to turn over a new
album once every year or two. We also don't want to

burn out again and make people sick and tired of

hearing us and seeing our face. So yeah, Duran Duran
is an ongoing project, I don't see why I would stop

making music with these guys.

C: How exactly do you feel about the music
industry?

JT: The music industry e.xists to make money, it's

that's simple. It will support an artist only while he's

making money. If you [the artist] want to go out there

and make a statement with your music, that's fine as long

as you continue to make money while your doing so.

C: You once said when you first started out that

you didn't know where you next meal was coming
from. How did you know when you finally made it?

JT: It was during our first tour and our first show in

Brighton, England for the album "Girls on Film." We
had just done tons of pictures and photos for teen
magazines, but we really didn't know the impact it had
made. When we walked on stage there were just a
bunch of screaming girls and we were just looking
around saying 'What's going on?' But then we just said

'Let's jump around and do something.' There was just

so much energy from that crowd that we kind of knew
we were on to something.

C: When you were popular It was hard to pick up
a copy of Teen Beat without seeing the faces of the
Fab-five plastered on the front cover. Was that
frustrating to you or the band?

JT: No, you want to communicate your music and

What's
New?

image with anyone that will listen. You're just ecstatic

that you're getting the coverage. Even the Beatles were

on the cover of Teen Beat.

C: Your audience that were once pre-teens has
now grown up. How are they reacting to you now
that you've made a comeback?

JT: The first concert, as I said earlier, was just before

Christmas and in between that show and our last show
in '89. Since then, there have been just so many changes.

I have a kid, I'm married, I was dealing with an alcohol

problem — and I didn't know how the audience, espe-

cially in America, would react to us after the changes. But

then when I got out there on the stage I felt that others

have been going through the same stuff we were and
they were growing up. In the '80s it was different. We'd
walk out there there on stage and there would be
hundreds of screaming faces that only had really one
thing on their mind. But now I feel that they've grown
up and we've grown up so in a way we changed together.

C: How do you view this album in comparison to

your popular albums of the '80s?

JT: This album probably couldn't have been made in

the '80s, just because of the attitudes that were present.

In the '80s, everything was 'yeah, party!.' There's more
sincerity and humanity in this album. Even the whole
idea behind the song "Ordinary World" is to tell us that

we have to deal with responsibility. As we get older

there is more responsibility— there are kids, marriage,

divorces, and breakups— and we just get bogged down
and think 'Jesus, 1 wish life was simpler. 1 wish I could
just go back to being a child.' And 1 think that everyone
feels this way at one point in their lives and has wanted
to unravel the knots of adulthood.

C: There seems to be a lot of rebellion in this new
album— songs like "The Drowning Man " and "Too
Much Info" — what is this attack rooted in.

JT: During the time we were making this album the
Gulf War was going on, and the government seemed to
be aware that they didn't want to treat the Gulf War
like Vietnam. In Vietnam we saw the men getting shot
in front of us on theT. V. and it made people back home
want to stop the war. The Gulf War however, was
presented to the public as a videogame or a mini-series.

Turn to WILD BOYS, page eight

Mon-Fri. 3-6pm« Fri. &Sai. 9-npm -

HALF PRICE MUNCHIES!
Shrimp tempura, pizza tarts, nachos, potato skins, munchie
dinner deluxe, fried chieese and onion rings, tex mex fried
ravioli nachos. and more, , . ^ . .

Mimtes fromMks

San.-Jhm. ) 1:30am- JOpm • fn. & Sat. til Itpm

^U5

How's
your

First

Aid?

1

+
American
Red Cram

Smith College Recreation Council
Presents

Jesus Jones
5;^?^j^^*?-

Suit Yourself

Our Spring

Collection of

suits and sportcoats

is in full bloom.

Northampton

f ^:OORM.,(

with Speciai Quests

Stereo MC's
Tickets:

General Admission

$10 with Smith College ID, 2 per ID, available at Smith College,

call (41 3) 585-4950 for times and locations

$1 2.50 for all others, available at Smith College and

Main Street Records, Northampton, Cash only,

call (41 3) 586-5726 for more information

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
191 N Pleasant St

, AmhiTst • Z^X2im
22 Masonic St, Northampton • .SH6-6136

Open 7 days • Thursday n.gh.s ,n Northampto,
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Calendar of events
Ip in the 5 College Area

THURSDAY SATURDAY
LECTURE—The Distinguished Faculty LectureSeriespresents David Hoffman, SPECIAL EVENT — Ninth Annual Hunger Clean-Up. A one-day

a professor of mathematics and statistics at the University, who will speak on "workathon" to raise money for programs that address the issues of hunger
"Soap Films and Bubbles in the Computer: The Hunt for Minimal Surfaces." Free ^^^ homelessness. Members of the Five College community are invited to
and open to the public. Memorial Hall, main room, 4 p.m. work for three hours at a local community service program while raising
LECTURE— "The Work and Legacy of Raoul Wallenberg. "Jacob Wallenberg, money through sponsorships. Fifty percent of all money raised benefits

cousin of heroic Raoul Wallenberg, discusses his efforts in ascertaining Raoul's programs in the Five College area. The other 50 percent benefits the sponsor
fate and shares his brave story. Free. SCNeilson Library Browsing Room. 4:15

~' ^'" '" " " - -
p.m.

FILM

—

Incidenti]t Ovinia: TheLeoniml
Pettier Story: Sponsored by the SC Mu-
seum of Art. Free, SC Hillyer Hall 117,
7:30 p.m.

TRAVEL TIPS — "Touring Europe."
Editors of the "Let's Go" publications
give hints on touring Europe. Open
discussion and reception. Sponsored by
the Five College European Club. Free.

Campus Center 163C. 7:30 p.m.
MUSIC — 24th Annual Concert of

Music for Percussion. University Per-

cussion Ensemble — Peter Tanner,
Director. Guest Artists: The University
Saxophone Quartet. $6; $3. Bowker
Auditoriumn 8 p.m.

THEATER— ///nff/j Rartscli. byJudy
Cohen, HC F'89. Inspired by the writ-

ings of Alice Miller, directed by Gre-
gory Berger, performed by Malcolm
Nicholls. $3; $2.50 for students. Reser-

vations: 549-4600, ext. 351. Info: 549-

7446. HC Emily Dickinson Hall, Stu-

dio Theatre, 8 p.m.
CONCERT—The Bhundu Boys will

perform their infectious Afro-pop from
Zimbabwe tonight at the Iron Horse in

Northampton at 7. Tix: S8.50 in advance. Call 584-0610.
CONCERT — Led Zeppelin tribute band Physical Graffiti will perform at

Pearl Street in Northampton tonight at 8:30. 18+. Call 584-7771 for details.

THEATRE — Residential Arts presents "Offerings," a new work by Tony
Silva and Friends tonight at 8 in Hampden Theater $3 students/seniors, $5
general public. Call 545-2511 for tickets. 545-4198 for info.

Residential Arts presents "Offerings"

of the event, the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness. Info: Hiedi Hill (545-0199 or 256-6434) at AC or UM; Nora

Block (585-2700) at SC; Claudia
Scholz (538-3621) at MHC.

LECTURE— "Writing a Biog-

raphy of Vance Packard: Social Critic

and Philo-Semite." Presented by Daniel

Horowitz, director of American Stud-

ies Program, SC. Free. SC Wright Hall

Common Room, 2:30 p.m.

MUSIC — Praise Night. Cor-
nerstone presents an event with the
Rev. Brian Kim. Free. MHC Hooker
Auditorium 7 p.m.

FILM— Unfor^iven. Picture of
the Year! Starring Clint Eastwood and
Gene Hackman. MHC Gamble Audi-
torium 7 & 9:30 p.m. $2.50.

CONCERT — Leah Kunkel
and Friends- folk music. $8, $2 AC
ID. Info: 542-5773. AC Campus Cen-
ter Frontroom 8 p.m.

MUSIC — Jazz with Hermeto
Pascoal. Multi-instrumentalist and
composer from Brazil; with Jovina
Santos, keyboard. $5, $2 AC ID. AC
Buckley Recital Hall midnight.

CONCERT — Puddy Wad,
original post-grunge thrash-pop

rockers will perform at the Hadley Pub tonight at 9 p.m. $2.

CONCERT -Northern Lights, New England's award winning bluegrass
band will perform at the Iron Horse tonight. 7 p.m. $8.50 in advance. Call 584-
0610.
CONCERT— Maxi Priest will perform at Pearl Street tonight at 7. Call 584-

7771 for details.

FRIDAY
LECTURE— Lesbian Bisexual Gay Studies Brown

Bag Luncheon Series presents Helen Page, a UMass
professor of Anthropology. Campus Center 917,
noon- 1:30. Call 545-4824 for details.

FILM— GoltWi^^em, directed by Sally Potter. $1, HC
Franklin Patterson Hall, Main Lecture Hall 7 & 9 p.m.

FILM — River's Edge, directed by Tim Hunter.
Based on a real-life incident. Teenagers respond to

the fact that one of their group has been murdered
by another member of the group. $1.75 AC Cam-
pus Center Theater, 7:30 & 10 p.m.
READING — Glascock Intercollegiate Poetry

Contest. Students from Bates College, Hampshire
College, St. Michael's College, UPenn, Wesleyan
and Mount Holyoke read their submissions. Free.

MHC Gamble Auditorium, 8 p.m.

MUSIC — POPS! Concert: There's No Business

Like Show Business. Annual concert of the SC Glee

Club and college choirs Alpha and Omega. Appear-
ances by the SC Noteables, Smiffenpoofs,

Smithereens, Dayspring and Handbell Choir. Ad-

vance tickets on sale at the Gamut, Mendenhall
CPA. $4, $5 in advance, $5, $6 at the door. SCJohn
M. Greene Hall, 8:30 p.m.
COMMUNITY — Dance-a-Thon Fundraiser for

Necessities/Necesidades, an organization provid-

ing shelter and services to battered women and
their children. DJ dance, door prizes, prizes for the
most money won by individuals and groups. Re-

freshments. Info and pledge sheets: 586-1 125. Ad-
mission $4 or Free with $10 worth of pledges.

Campus Center Auditorium, 9 p.m.-l a.m.
DANCE— "Last Chance Dance." Dance 'til you

drop from finals. $3-$5 slidingscale. SC Mendenhall
CPA, Gamut 9 p.m.
CONCERT— Martin Carthy and Dave Swarbrick,

one of Celtic music's most venerable duos will

perform at the Iron Horse tonight at 7. Tix are

$12.50 in advance. Call 584-0610 for details.

CONCERT— U2 tribute band Rattle & Hum will

perform at Pearl Street tonight at 9. Call 584-7771
for details. Physical Graffiti plays at Pearl Street Friday.

Puddy Wad plays in Hadley Sunday.

SUNDAY
• PATRIOT'S DAY CELEBRATION— At Historic Deerfield, all day. Special

tours of the museum village's 1 3 historic houses, a Patriot's wal king tour of the
village, hearth cooking, wagon rides and activities for the whole family. Info:

774-5581. Historic Deerfield (off Route 5 and 10, north of Sunderland).
SPECIAL EVENT— Earth Week at MHC. Members of the community are

encouraged to join the Mount Holyoke community in honoring of our Earth.
Call (413) 538-3565 for an update of specific events.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER — Solar observing at the Amherst Town
Common 1-2 p.m. Be there or be square. Free. All ages.

MUSIC— Prism Concert, Wind Ensemble. Malcolm Greenebaum, conduc-
tor. Music by Britten, Walton, Schwantner and others. $8; $4. Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall, 3 p.m.

SPACE, PART II — Planetarium Show, AC Bassett Planetarium, Morgan
Hall, 3 p.m. Call 256-6234 for details. Free. All ages.

MUSIC — Gay Lesbian Bisexual Cafe Night Concert. Jamie Anderson and
Dos Fallopia. $3. Info: 545-4824. The Hatch, 7:30 p.m.
CONCERT— Margie Adam, a pioneer in the women's music movement of

the 70's will perform at the Iron Horse tonight. 7 5t 9:30 p.m. Tix: $12.50 in
advance. Call 584-0610 for details.
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Classic closet tunes
Albums that deserve another listen

page four

By BRIAN BABINKAU
Collegian Correspondent

hvery college paper, college oriented
magazine and college publication dedi-
cates space to record reviews. As college
students, we consume music with vorac-
ity, and are many times influenced by
the record reviews we read (or that's

what we writers like to think). Most of
these reviews are dedicated to new albums
— and rightly so. But all great music is

not brand new, nor is it all well known.
Thus, 1 am going to exercise my influence
to review a few favorite albums, neither
new nor well known. Consider this an
offer for you to consume some of my
favorite music meals.

The first album is Only Life by the
leelies. I'he Feelies were once called "the

best underground band in the world,"
and this album is a testament to that

statement. The guitar based album opens
with the Velvet Underground-like title

track which builds to a quiet crescendo
with stuttering and strumming guitars.

The album manages to be eclectic,

while keeping the very distinct Feelies

sound. Vocalist Bill Millon's monotonic
baritone complements the dark dirge of
"Higher Ground," which is propelled by
minor piano chords. Great name, great

band, plus an appearance in the movie
SoiiHthin\i W;7(/ playing at a class reunion,

what more do you want?
The next snack in my cabinet is The

Chameleons. These Brits produced a

number of incredible albums in the
eighties, but the best way to experience
the Chameleons is by purchasing lite Peel

Sessions. This contains a cross-section of
all of the band's music from their five

albums. Iheir sound is based on their

two guitarists, who rely on echo effects

and delays to create a completely unique
musical texture. SingerMark Burgess sings
songs of both emotional and political

angst with sometimes p>oetic lyrics that

underpin the group's sound.
"Intrigue in Tangiers" is a gorgeous

song that changes tempo from slow and
acoustic to fast and plugged in with
amazing tightness and effect. "Nostalgia"

is existentially anxious, and lush key-

boards soften the guitars' hard edge. My
personal favorif, "Second Skin (Films),"

contains beautiful rephrasing of the ex-

pression "don't know what you've got
'til it's gone," as Burgess sings: "When
you fail to make the connection, you
know how vital it is/ And when some-
thing slips through your fingers, you
know how precious it is." Whew. Prett)'

deep stuff, but well worth it.

The final member of my three course
musical menagerie here is The Blue Nile.

Their second album Hats, is perhaps the

most mellow and beautiful (am 1 over-

using that word?) album 1 have heard.

The songs are lush, keyboard filled affairs,

that are as moody as film music and are

reminiscent of Fjiya and Roxy Music sort

of rolled into one big ball.

Songs like "Over the Hillside" and
"Saturday Night" are long, but not drawn
out, and singer Paul Moore sings about
relationships with little-boy-like angst.

"From A Late Night Train" is, un-
equivocally, the saddest and prettiest

song I think exists (and believe me, I

have heard a lot). Just piano and trum-
pet, as Moore sings "It's over now, I know
it's over/ But I can't let it go." In the right

mood, this album can be breathtaking.

Spring record releases
Albums fail to germinate good tunes

The coming of spring has brought a

whole slew ofnew m usic with it. For the

three bands flREHOSE, Gumball, and

Suede, however, perhaps hibernation

would have been a better alternative.

Gumball's new album is Super Tasty.

A better title would have been Super

Drab or Super Cheese. The album is ut-

terly disappointing throughout, with

mediocre instrumental performances

coupled with very weak vocals.

Caleb

COCHRAN
The first single, "Accelerator," in-

cludes some worthy guitar and percus-

sion performances, but there needs to

be some power behind the vocals here.

ITiere is none to be found. The fact that

this is the first single off the album
should tell you something right away.

A gratuitous guitar solo at the end of the

song only makes matters worse.

Super Tiwh'only goes downhill from
there. "Hellof a Message," "Here it

Comes Again," "Marilyn" and "Real

Gone Deal" are just a few of the weak
efforts included on this collection. If

you want super tasty, you'd better head
to Pizza Hut. There's nothing even
remotely appetizing here.

Next up is the latest effort from
flREHOSE, Mr. Machinery Operator. The
album's first single, "Blaze," is a furi-

ous rocker which includes decent
singing and rip-roaring riffs on the
guitar and bass. Another good find is

"Rocket Sled/Fuel Tank." This tune
has a hard, dangerous feel to it, again

coupling the ferocious vocals of Ed
Crawford with equally powerful in-

strumental performances.

Aside from these two tunes, Mr.

Machinery Operator is basically a bust.

"Formal introduction," "Herded into

Pools," and "Quicksand" are a few of

the bloody casualties that should have
been left off the album. But without
all the junkon Mr. Machinery' Operator,

there wouldn't be enough songs to

make an album at all.

While the new releases from
Gumball and flREHOSE are pretty bad,

Suede has released something much,
much worse.

Thei r self-titled collection Suede is an
absolute mess from start to finish. Ap-
parently the band is a big hit in the

U.K., but 1 have a feeling Americans
will be less cordial in their reception.

"So Young" sounds like a bad
Morrissey imitation, "Animal Nitrate"

is emotional but awful, and "Moving"
tries to rock out but just ends up sound-
ing foolish. Some other gems include

"Metal Mickey" (I'll let you imagine it),

and "Sleeping Pills." Let me put this as

delicately as I can: I'd rather drink a

gallon of latex house paint than have
to listen to this album again.

So, there you have it — an update
of spring's latest sounds. After this

listening session, I had no choice but
to cleanse my ears with R.E.M.'s Life's

Rich Pageant. If you want my advice,

skip the new releases from Gumball,
flREHOSE and Suede and dust off an
old favorite instead.

Caleb Cochran is a Collegian cohtmnist.

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

I

t

I

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924^^ Sushi Bar Closed on Mondays

CURRY

Several

audience

willbeselectedto

'Hang With Mr. Cooper"

after tite show!

comedy
CON N E C T I Q N

SCHlOOl

CALL 413*i

mi "w^^^m
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A tourist's Etruscan discovery
Have you ever noticed that the lens throueh whirh n i ^ j- ^ ^ .

weviewtheworldandtherolewep aythat^^^^^^^^ h&' h ""^'fTh'^ ^''^!.^°"^"u^'
°^ '^^'''' ^"

with the lens constantly changes? I had finallydSed ^^ """^fr *^V m "'^'*^!1'
T^'^'t'

^'"^ '^^ *^'°"8^

that my experience here in Siena is more Mke regular iffe 'TV n ^w"^
^'"^''.^'?f^y '^^ ^«""d ^^ ^ "^^^^y

thanthatofameretouristwhenaZrdaytr X^^ T^u^^'^l
"""'" "'"^ ''"^ ^^^

f '"^''^l^ r^"=^°^^
threw a wrench into the works.

^y^^'^^oKomt thmugh an eene cave, seemmgly mto the bowels of

wit^hCrgfar6"4?:^m^^^^^^^^^^^ d^tp^e^eTrXC^^^^^^^^^

to the capital, opting instead to dwell on our desire to
return to bed

Emily

MARINO

bottomless bottles ofwine. Stuffed to the gills, in between
wine refills, we sang every song from Simon and
Garfunkel's "Cecilia" to the Brady Bunch theme song.
We danced, laughed and joked with the owners of the^ restaurant as well as the dozen or so other patrons.

.^7^ ^ ,, . . .,. By the end of the evening we were glowing (with the

of th/.t-.^ntfrm^'uM'*'''"'^'"''"'^^^ help Of the wine, I'm surl) with happinel hav ng

n« T^r^h^ f iT ^ H " P"?^^""' '""^ ''" "^^'^ enjoyedaperfectlylighthear^ed,liveIyfiestainasetting

^^^^ RnT. I h
^""^'"""y ^.^8^^ .^^7^^)' ^5 that felt as warm and welcomir^g as home.

^
arnved in Rome, a huge aty of ancient rums, fast food On the way back to Siena on Sundav I thought nf
'^'^-^^^':^-^^-^^^^^^ how hap^yTLs to ^ 'Z^r^^X^l'

'

H.?n c^H^ H r?L?"',l^^^'''?''"'"'r'' ' also smiled more than once remembering the

^i/hnS?, r.*; .
^omioxiahW. me meals served m previous night, and realizing that sometimes you findthe hotel s restaurant were four course feasts, leaving ^

^/v/uhmu

me full and in need of a nap shortly afterwards
In four days, we visited Vatican City (a full day in

itself), the Forum, the Colosseum, Subiaco (the first

monastery established in Italy by St. Benedict), Adrian's
Villa and enough stores to make even the most die-hard
shopper cringe.

By the end of the weekend, after having been shuffled
through all of these (magnificent and breathtaking)
tourist magnets, I was ready to go home to my own
niche, friends and routine in Siena, where people don't
immediately identify me as an American. In Rome,
shop owners and random others spoke to me in tn-
glish, assuming that I had no knowledge of the Italian

language.

I suppose that with my camera practically glued to

my eyeball and UMass backpack firmly in place it was
relatively easy to deduct that I was a tourist. Nonetheless,
negative comments and rude treatment from Italians

sick of dealing with tourists (and justly so, in light of

some of the ones I encountered) do get discouraging.
And then Saturday night came.
I guess all the praying that I did at the Vatican the

previous day must have paid off, because somebody
was smiling down on our group when we boarded the
magic bus to a surprise destination.

An architecture professor from the Universita di

Siena who was travelling with us told us that he had a

wonderful surprise planned for dinner, and left us in

the dark. After an hour of driving, we were beginning to
doubt the good professor.

We arrived 15 minutes later to what looked like the
middle of nowhere, the point past which the bus could
not physically travel. We were then taken in shifts by
three cars (all 25 of us) to what turned out to be paradise.

We stepped out of the cars into an ancient Etruscan

home in some pretty unexpected places.
Emily Marino is a Collegian columnist on exchange in

Siena, Italy.

Collegian

Advertising.

Reach 19,000

students

every day.

Contact one
of our

Advertising

Account
Executives for

more
information.

545-3500.
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DANCE CLUB
Feiturin^ The Arei's Bifjgeit

Dance floormd Best Light Show!

Wednesday -

DANCING WITH Dj DENNIS R.

Thursday - WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER DANCING

WITH DI DENNIS K.

WHMP's Kid Mclntyre
Broadcasting Live

ffnftfifti .ijt.piji. ij ij .J.J ij ijijii

VDumnl iiel bimed mr these deals.
1

N's emt III Ir 2 nil hr4 s|inng

• VsMn imm9mmKi»t,'i» Siclith.nl i'4K.

\Ks.Mi!.'.<(.s.»«ithimTr.ix \T\slhridcti \iiiirM.iii

ll'imti Kin.inrp'>)ri»«T*»i(i

• Firr*«irt*"i«ihrw»STIininH(r4»
NiCliili:r«l ( Jliif \k:2'<ll. lUmic >"•»"«new I

• »m<mlrr iMifnllM aari ippnlMl III V'Hii

rtliMM hlli'li\ Momlj w<fi iiik-.

• Frrr Mrtr^ llMMbkM.'
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rnilliiiiilalir tiiiiitiiriKl
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Hatch Bar Entertainmmt
Thursday, April 1 5 - 4-7pm

Jeff Le>k
Acoustic Guitar & Song
Playing All Your Favorites

Thursday, April 15-9pm
Come Rock

with

THE DIVERSONS
FULL BAR<

Natural Lite Pitchers $3.1

[ichelob 12oz. Bottles $1.2
Drink Specials

Pizza's and More

Michelob 12 oz. bottles
$1.25

onsz

Honda Red Hot Deal Days End April 30.

VrlleyMotorspori\

216 N. King Si.

Nonhampion. MA 01060 (Jofne ritir uitfi ta.
584-7303 GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Warm Weather Savings at Scotts!

sasc/fj Busch &
""'

Busch Light
24-1 2 pz. cans

$Q99
X * dep.

Rolling

Rock
Regular &
Lighf 12 pk.

bottles

$Z99
^J * dep

MONT-PELLIER
Cfiardonnay,

Cabernet Sauvignon
& Zinfandei

$-^99
750 ml

Zhenka
Vodka

1.75 Itr

$399

Keystone
Regular &
Light 12 pk.

cans

$499
^T* dep

Molson
Golden & Light

1 2 pk. bottles

$799
# + dep.

Natural
Light
'/2 kegs

$3199
NO PERMITS NEEDED
rOPimCHASE KEGS

Jack Daniels
Whiskey

750 ml

$]]99

Pete's Wicked Ale
6pk

49
'dep.^5;

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for ^ University Drive

your personal check. at Newmarl(et Center, Amherst
We now have all

Mass Lottery gorriesi

QUANTITY -
DISCOUNTS :

AVAILABLE!! J

LIVE MUSIC

Friday - Ladies Night

DANCING WITH 01 PETE D
PMng the Best CurrtntDanct Music

Wofiwn OH in fret Ail Night

'Frn AJI Night With CoU<gt ID

tair

Saturday -

THE AKEAS BIGGEST A BEST
SATURDA Y NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH DI DAVE

niwv.Afjr. 15-8:J(l|jrrV1»+/

Ktxi 102

Led Zt|]pc4in JrA%ito

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI

Fri.. Apr. !(> • '):(K)|)iii

VI Tribute

RATTLE AHUM
S.it., Apr. 1 7 - 7:(»()fjm

MAXI PRIEST

I
I

l^ownstiiirs - '):CM)|»iii

THE EQUALITES
Free with Maxi Priest ticket

Jrlnir.. A(jr. .'J H: i{)(>iii,''IH + '

f

AC/DC Tribute

BACK IN BLACK
Mostly Holy

i^.L.^.^.<..<-.<-tA.t.t.L.i..<..i-.«..T;

S.it., Apr J ? '(llOpni

POP BLACK
wif/i Michael Cref;ory

'
-*

Sat., Apr. J4 4;l)()pni

THE SIGHS
The Fresh Kills

I . I. U I. « I. 1. 1. U 1. I. I. I. I. I. I. 1.^

!Tucs., Apr. 27-8:()Opm/18+/ <

ITHEY MIGHT BE GIANTSl

Brijm Dewinn
I - - . -- -- -- — ,, .. ..

.

Thur., Apr. 29-8:30pni/18+/

BIM SKALA BIM
W^'"

aas
fii., Apr. 5()-8:H()piii/IK+/

Ca. BRUa HAMPTON &
THE AQUARIUM mCUE UNIT. t. ..'.. I. I.'. •

Sun., May 2-9:(K)pm/l H+

DIGABLE PLANETS

JOE ELY
LUCINDA WILLIAMS

Sun., )une 6 - 7:(K)pmAVKSI/

I.J. CALE
Loudon Wainwright III

Tickrh .Tfailablr ,it Pcul
Siren Mr.)« berries, Tix

( nlimilcd Sorlh.impirm Box
OlfKi- (i,r The Record in

Amhrrvl: Tukd Pro
(00(1 a .'8 -080

lOPe.irl Street \orth.miplon
">84— 71
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Summer on
Long Island

at the

University at

Stony Brook

More than 200 courses from
40 departments
Day and evening classes

Low New York State tuition

Register by mail or in person
Live on campus or commute

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail.
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The Men's Store
Hampshire Mall

For free

course bulletin,

call 24 hours

(516) 632-7070 StonyBrook
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YOU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMMY
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELL

Have You Noticed What The Arts Council l-las Done Now?

We're Flying New Monthly Gallery Posters In Your Dorms and DCs

ART NOTICE: NOTICE ART! ^'^"}.
Deadhne
April 23

This Could Be The One

To Provide Funds For

Your Fall "93 Project

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL * We Continue To Support The Arts On Campus * 203 HASBROUCK 545-0202
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OPEN 24 HOURS.
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free! Minimum
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SUPER STOP & SHOP prevails, daily specials
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"

'
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Dinners .
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Montague Mini Mart
12 to 6 in Montague Ctr.

from Amherst: 10 miles North on Rle. 63 to Rte. 47N
from Northampton: 14 miles 91 North to 116 to 47N

• Follow sit^ns to Montague Center •

12 pk Bud cans $7.99 + dep.
12 pk Bud bottles warm $6.99 + dep.
Case Bud bottles warm $12.99 + dep.
Case Bud cans $13.99 + dep.
12 pk Busch cans $5.75 + dep.
Case Busch cans $1 1.30 + dep.
12-pack All Coors $7.59 + dep.

• Reasonable cigarette prices •

A wonderful selection ofAustralian & Chilean wines as well as the
French & domestic classics ^.-"-"'^S I

367-aS51 ^cf^^n
Proper ID. Required o^^S--
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Tanning
HAIR, NAILS, TANNING AND SO MUCH MORE

(Spring (Special:

(Shampoo, cut. Blow Dry. . .$12

Located Next To Super Stop & Shop

Phone: 253-3334

Through April 30, 1993

Open Evenings until 8PM

Sebastian, riexxus, KMS, Paul Mitchell, Redkin

Festival celebrates cannabis
Extrava-Canja promises to be a weedy good time
By MIKE CARVALHO
Collegian Staff

Pot is hot. Marijuana legalization was a hot political
issue on campus this semester, and the organizers of
the "Extrava-Ganja" rally this Saturday are hoping
that the intensity will carry over to this weekend's
events.

The event, sponsored by the UMass Cannabis
Reform Coalition, promises to be a sort of marijuana
Lollapalooza— there will be four live bands, several
speakers from area organizations, vendors selling
food as well as hemp-related merchandise, and all

sorts of other activities.

According to Coalition vice president Aaron
Wilson, there will be tarot card readings courtesy of
the Pagan Students Association, face painting, and a
large drum circle. In addition, some political orga-
nizations will be distributing information.

The impetus for the rally is undeniably political,
but the event is intended to be a party. "The most
important thing," said Wilson, "is for people to get
out and have a good time."

One of the area's hottest new bands, yeP!, will

play their unique style of alternative music remi-
niscent of Phish and the Grateful Dead. Borderland,
another valley band with a sizeable following, are
slated to play blues rock at the hemp festival.

Synesthesia, a band which followed up a recent

performance at the Hatch by taking some of their
fans and forming a small drum circle of their own in
the Campus Center Basement, should fit in well
with the rest of the day's events. The group Harp &
Friends & Heartsong will share folk music with the
crowd.

The "Extrava-Ganja" will be thebigger-and-better
sequel to last year's "End the War on Drugs" rally
which was co-sponsored by the statewide marijuana
reform organization, MASS-CANN. The UMass CRC
is the sole sponsor of this year's festival, a project
which the organization is able to afford due to an
increased budget.

"Our membership is double what it was last
year," according to Wilson, who said an influx of
membership dues coupled with several profitable
money-making events has made this year's "Extrava-
Ganja" possible.

Speakers at the rally will include representatives
from the UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition, MASS-
CANN, Families Against Mandatory Minimums and
CRC rally favorite Steven Levine from the Massachu-
setts Libertarian Party.

The Extrava-Ganja Rally will takeplace this Saturday
on the Amherst Town Common beginning at 1 1 a.m.
with live music starting at noon and continuing until 5
p.m. In case of rain, the e\ent will be moved to the
Student Union Ballroom on the UMass campus. For
more infonnation, call 546-3413.

april 1 5th - 1 8th, 1 993 this weekend

A songwriter
that exposes
raw emotion
By IAN CANADINE
Collegian Staff

American Music Club
Mercury
Reprise Records

The singer/songwriter genre is one which has by
now become largely redundant due to its own limita-
tions and cliches, but there is always an exception that
proves the rule, and American Music Club are that
exception. On incontrovertibly classic albums like

California and United Kingdom, their songwriter, Mark
Eitzel, took the form to its limits, creating a music of
almost disturbing emotional exposure.

In some of the most poignant and beautiful songs
that you're ever likely to hear, Eitzel documents the
little emotional tragedies of life that we've all lived
through. These songs exist in a world of love and hate,
broken relationships and broken hearts, late nights and
drowned sorrows. It's a sad world, but somehow there's
always a kind ofquixotichopethatgives it an undeniable
beauty, and that's the key to the doomed romance of
American Music Club.

By this point in the proceedings it must be apparent
that I am an unredeemable fan of the band. This might
put my critical distance into some sort of doubt, but I

Turn to American Music Club, page eight

Taking the LSAT?
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American Music Club
continued from page seven

111 list confess that I was kind of suspicious about how
their new album, Mercury, was going to sound. These
suspicions stemmed from the slight AOR leanings of
EwrcU'iir, their last LP, and are unfortunately con-
firmed by Kkniin: Somewhere along the line Eitzel's
songs seem to have lost their impact, that indefin-
able quality that made them so captivating.

The main problem with the album is overproduc-
tion, a sense the songs are just too cluttered, and, in
"Challenger" and "Apology For an Accident,"
drowning in ham-fisted guitar. Ihe best example of
these flaws is the enigmatically titled "What Godzilla
Said to God When His Name Wasn't Found In the
Book of Life," which die hard fans might be more
familiar with as "Nothing Can Bring Me Down"
(From Eitzel's solo live LP Songs Of Love). The
delicate melody and haunting chorus of the latter
version are all but lost beneath the extraneous effects
of the former, but you know that somewhere inside
there is a good song struggling to get out.

What made such classics as "Kathleen " and "Ust
Harbour" effective, was the fact the ravaged emotion
of their lyrics was matched by the minimalism of
their music. This minimalism is largely lost on
Mercury, in favor of a more listener-friendly gloss.

But there are still some impressive tracks here, and
these are the ones which retain some sparsity, as on
"Gratitude Walks" and "Will You Find Me?" Best,
though, is "I've Been A Mess," which starts with
solitary acoustic guitar, and gradually builds into
irresistable drunken sway of the chorus— "I couldn't
begin to tell you/ Just how pale I get with out you/ I've
been a mess since you've been gone." Phis isEitzel in
more characteristic form, his world weary voice just
an inch away from breakdown, but always aware of
the absurd humor of the whole thing.

I suppose its unfair to expect any artist to con-
stantly live up to the standard of their best material,
but it's frustrating when a band that means so much
to you looses touch with whatever it was that made
them so special. If you're just curious then you might
treat it as a point of entry, but try to hear CalifomUi
or United Kingdom for a drop of the real strong stuff.

wild boys
continued from page two
We didn't see the blood that we saw in Vietnam. One
of the news stations was showing the war as an op-
portunity to say 'Look at all these neat weapons we have
to protect us. Aren't you glad we didn't cut the military
budget?' This part of the military disgusted us and we
wanted to attack that aspect of the media.

C: If you had to pick one emotion to associate the
new album with, which emotion would you choose
and why?

JT: Hmmm . . . Anger. This album was born out of a lot
of anger. It's been a struggle for the band tocome to terms
that we were, well, basically dismissed and ignored. On
one hand we were very lucky and extremely grateful for
the success that we did have, but on the other hand there
was a lot of frustration in just losing that, and there is, I

suppose, an underlying nastiness to a lot of the songs.
C: What do you find different about the '90s

music scene, style or attitudes, that is different from
the music scene of the '80s?

JT: Styles have really changed. For a while I really got
into rap music — Cypress Hill and such. It really
impresses me how it has become such a big part of the
musical language. Rap was practically non-existant 10
years ago. Then you had the whole Seattle grunge scene
move that pushed local artists into the Music Industry,
it kind of reminded me of the way kids reacted to the
English punk scene.

C: Was there a particular style you were trying to
go for on the new album?

JT: There is a dance type feeling to some of the songs.
In another song you'll find a Utino feeling. We're not
like The Cure where you know what kind of music your
going to find. We get bored playing the same stuff. I

personally was into Acid type music and started to get
really into that when we were making the album, so
that really affected me and we tried to throw in a song
with those influences. You can find a lot of acoustic on
the album.

RE LAX?
FORGET JT!

PLAY HARD to STAY HARD -
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HAMPSHIRE FITNESS
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Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
ainician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.

Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality

Assured. Call 549 2671 x233 or 234. Clinic IV.

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549-2671 x233 or 234, Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating.
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30-6:00 p.m.
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator. No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.
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easons
Rte. 9 • Hadley • 584-81 74
Between Burger King & Dunkin Oonuls
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For more information on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671
x233 or 234. Confidentiality Assured.
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TIRED OF STORES WITH
ADAHITUDES???...
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YOU'LL BE TREATED
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HADLEY
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Windy and wet with possible

thunderstorms. Highs in the 60s.

LTOalNe^s:
The good news is, there will be no more lab fees next

semester. The bad news is» the curriculum fee
is being increased to compensate. Page 3.

Sports:
The Uniwrsity of Massachusetts women's

tennis team 'bageled' Springfield College in a
9-0 victory Wednesday. Page 12.
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Weld reverses I
Protests persist in S. Africa

decision to HanVs assassination sparks nationwide wave ofviolence

close hospital
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

WESTFIELD— Battered by a wave of protest.
Gov. William Weld reversed himselfand announced
Thursday he will keep open state-run Western
Massachusetts Hospital.

The move marks a rare about-face for Weld,
who has turned the privatization of many state
services into a centerpiece of his Republican ad-
ministration.

"I think it shows that we mean what we say
when we say we're not going to close institutions
unless there's equal or superior care available for
every single patient there." Weld said.

"It shows that we're not closing institutionsjust
for the sake of closing them."

His reversal saves a 104-bed chronic care hos
Turn to REVERSAL, page 4

Housing Services plans
installation of peepholes

By BARRY RENFREW
Associated Press

PRETORIA, South Africa— The goveriunent threat-
ened a security crackdown and urged swifter progress
toward ending apartheid Thursday after nationwide vio-
lence during memorials for slain black leader Chris Hani.

Senior government ministers said multiparty talks on
sharing power with the Black majority must proceed as
quickly as possible.

But they said further unrest would not be tolerated.
"The current wave ofviolence . . . should immediately

come to a stop," said Constitutional Affairs Minister
Roelf Meyer. "Violence can make no contribution to the
achievement of solutions."

Government oflRcials said extra troops would be de-
ployed and police would be given expanded powers of
detention in areas hit by violent protests Wednesday. At
least seven people died and hundreds were wounded,
many by poHce gunfire.

Further violence is feared during weekend protests
and at Hani's funeral in Johannesburg on Monday.

The African National Congress condemned the loot-
ing and violence, blaming it on "unruly elements."

"No region had actually anticipated the massive turn-
out and in many instances our preparations were inad-
equate," said ANC spokesman Pallo Jordan.

Black and White leaders are struggling to prevent
anger over Hani's killing from derailing the talks to end
apartheid.

The talks have been suspended for a week until the
ANC copes with the killing of Hani, one of its top leaders
and head of the Communist Party. But the government
and the ANC have said they will press ahead with the
power-sharing negotiations.

Meyer urged all poUtical parties to Uckle the talks
with renewed zeal.

"It is the government's serious intention that a suc-
cessful outcome to the negotiations should be made as
soon as possible," he said.

A White right-wing extremist has been charged with
killing Hani last Saturday in the driveway of his subur-
ban home.

The violence hit five cities, with some protesters
attacking and looting businesses and shops. But many
protesters were peaceful and the violence was relatively
modest in a country where dozens ofpeople die weekly in
political and criminal violence.

By MICHAEL WEBBER
Collegian Staff

In an effort to make the residence halls
safer places to live. Housing Services has
begun equipping dormitory doors with
peepholes and plans to have them installed
in all rooms by the end of the summer, a
housing official said.

Assistant Director forMaintenance and
Operations John Findley said the idea to
install peepholes arose from requests by
students and resident assistants for in-

creased security measures in the dorms.
Work has already begun in the Orchard

Hill residential area, where residents of
the Dickinson and Webster dorms began
getting the fire-safe "door viewers" about
a week ago.

Although most ofthe installations will

be done over the summer, Ted Mone, op-
erations manager for Orchard Hill and
Central, said they were "getting an early
start" in his area.

He said residents there receive a notice
48 hours in advance of the installation,
and that to avoid disturbing students'
studjnng, no installations will be done
during finals.

He said peepholes had been installed
in all RA's doors last fall, and that any new
doors put in also had peepholes in place.
For example, John Adams tower in
Southwest, which is presently closed for

renovations, is getting all new doors, he
said.

Housing bought 6,000 ofthe peepholes
at $4.09 apiece, and with labor costs, the
total cost for the project will come to

$31,740, Findley said. All labor will be
performed by Housing Servicesemployees
and paid for out of housing trust funds.

He said work might have begun sooner,
but it took several months to find suitable
peepholes. The peepholes being used are
of a special design that does not degrade
the integrity ofthe door in case ofa fire, he
said.

ni AN^r^ <«..»-......... .^ X)SH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
BLOOD. SWEAT AND TEARS — The University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse

team will play its first home game against the University of Delaware tomorrow.

Quigley ends
30-year tenure
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian StaflF

After a 30-year tenure at the Newman Center,
Father Joseph Quigley announced his resignation
this week.

Quigley has been with the Newman Center
since its founding in 1963. Before the present center
was built, he ran the Newman Club as a parish
priest at St. Brigid's in Amherst.

Quigley was ordained at age 33, aft«r serving in
World War II. He received a marketing degree from
Fordham University and trained to be a parish
priest.

He first served as a parish priest at St. Mary's
Parish in Westfield. The late Bishop Christopher J.

Weldon called upon Quigley in 1960 to serve at
UMass.

Quigley said he went reluctantly into the job,

because Weldon had originally asked for volun-
teers. He has been on the UMass campus since
that time.

"Father Quigley is one ofthe best loved and most
respected members ofthe campus community. His
presence at any events he attends brightens all

Turn to QUIGLEY, page 6

Experts debate Bosnian crisis
Panelist expresses fears of U.S. military intervention
By BRIAN C. O'NEILL
Collegian Staff

As part ofa lecture series, "Bosnia Under Siege," three
experts gave different views on the Bosnian crisis
Wednesday night at Moimt Holyoke College. The series
is being put on by the five-college Friends of Bosnia
group.

The three speakers were Sean Gervasi, an economist
and writer, Susannah Sirkin, the deputy director of
Physicians for Human Rights and Randolf Ryan, an
editor and columnist for the Boston Globe.

Gervasi said he feared the United States could be
usingmihtary intervention as early as this spring, leading
to the same kind of mass hysteria that was going on
during the Vietnam War.

"A war on the edge of Europe at this time, with this
kind of economic crisis going on . . . would be extremely
dangerous to all the people in the world," Gervasi said.

Gervasi described the history leading up to the crisis,

and how Yugoslavia has been closely linked to the West
economically. He also showed some evidence of a secret
initiative that Reagan signed to undermine the Soviet
bloc countries. The western European countries, especially
Germany, by using their intelligence agencies, have
helped to undermine Yugoslavia, Gervasi said. This
scheme was later criticized by Ryan as being "looney."

"In my opinion the major powers are not trjring to stop
the conflict— they are trying to prolong it," Gervasi said.

Sirkin's group. Physicians for Human Rights, docu-
ments cases of abuse with professional skills.

"The aim of the group is to hold those responsible for
the atrocities accountable," Sirkin said.

Sirkin told of some of the abuses committed by all

sides in the conflict. She showed slides of a trip to
Bokavar where Physicians for Human Rights were in-
vestigating a mass execution. There were reports of 200
hospital patients taken out to a barren area and shot.
Although the forensic team has found some bodies, they
have not yet been completely uncovered.

"Some grave breeches of the Geneva convention have
occurred from all sides in this conflict," Sirkin said.

Approximatly 810.000 have been displaced, there are
10,000 detainees and between 20,000 and 50,000 rapes.
Sirkin said.

"Thousands if not tens of thousands have been sys-
tematically executed, and there have been 109,000 deaths
since the war began," Sirkin said.

Ryan then discussed media distortions of the crisis.
Admitting that when he was first asked about media
interpretations, Ryan said he did not consider it to
pertain to the Bosnian War.

Ryan then asked audience members how they felt
about aspects of the media coverage surrounding the
war. There were mixed reactions from the audience.

"The Serbs have been getting away with murder, not
because the U.S. public doesn't understand what is going

Turn to BOSNIA, poge 6
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Saturday, April 17
Benefit— Ninth Annual Hunger Clean Up, a work-a-

thon at local community service centers to benefit relief

efforts, will be held on Saturday, April 17. Sponsored
students will work three hours at local himger and
homelessness aid organizations by painting, cleaning and
providingother needed services. National goal is $ 180,000.
Those interested can either volunteer or sponsor someone
else. For more information, call MassPIRG at 545-0199.

Clean-up — ARISE for Social Justice will be opening
up the SelfReliance Center, a community center for low-
income people in the Springfield area, on May 1, 1993.

UMass Police Log

On Saturday, April 17, there will be a kickoffclean-up of
the space for the center at 501 Worthington Street in

Springfield. The doors will be open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
everyone is welcome to stop in.

Basketball festival— Haigis Hoopla 3-on-3 basketball
festival will be held at UMass April 23-25. The event is

open to people of all ages and skill levels. The early
registration fee of$ 12 includes a t-shirt, the Friday, April
23, shooting contests and tournament play on April 24-

25. Registration forms are available at Uptown Pizza,
Rafters and Athletic Clubs ofAmerica or call the Haigis
Hoopla office at 545-3971.

Compiled by Brian Gormley
Recent iw idenis recorded by the University's IX^panntenl of Public Safety.

Burglary/Breaking and Entering
• Monday morning stafTin the Fine Arts Center reported
a locked area assigned to Production Services was entered.
A Fax-Phone, a copier and a Desk Jet Printer were stolen.

The total value of the goods was reported at $4,200.

Larceny
• Monday aflemoon an individual reported her coat
stolen from the sixth floor of the University Library
where she was studjnng. The coat was valued at $100.
• Monday evening an individual in Field reported her

bicycle stolen from the seventh floor where it was locked
and secured. The bicycle was valued at $400.

Accident-Property Damage
• Monday night two vehicles on Massachusetts Ave. col-

Uded when one ofthe vehicles attempted to change lanes.

There were no injuries. Damage was estimated at $5,500.
• Tuesday morning a vehicle moving through the park-
ing lot on University Drive failed to observe a second
vehicle exiting a lane and colHded. The damage was
estimated at $2,000.

Correction
In the Friday, April 8 issue of the Collegian it was reported that George Fitzgerald is resigning as president

of the University Democrats. Fitzgerald is giving up his signature power, not resigning as president.
Also, in the Thursday, April 14 Collegian, it was incorrectly reported that the Pagan Student's Association

would provide tarot card readings Saturday. Members ofthe Pagan Student's Association will be on the Campus
Center Concourse next Tuesday to provide readings.

The Collegian regrets the errors.

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Consider All Your Options

We Support Your Choice

Counsefirtg, Housing, and Medical Assistance
Catf Toll Free and Ask for Carolyn

1 (800) 533-4346

Managei
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS

& TOWNHOUSES
ONEMONTHFREE RENT

Bdrm ^:B^0Bdrm frorri .^-^^OBdrm ^^^OBdrm ^.^^O
• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted

Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-4 13-253-4055

rOU UII'I UFOtD ElECniK JiUT!

... SO we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at GUreath
Manor t6 gas heat and gas hot

^
r the next h^

Applicotbiis now being accepted at

UiKoin Real istufe
25 North PlensQiif Street

253-7879

Network Plus is Coming to

Western Mass!!!
Network Plus, Inc

, a leoder in the long distance telecommunications
industry is expanding its sales force Opportunity and growtti awoit
you at our new office in Eosttwrnpton Our continued growtti offers an
opportunity where your dedication and hard wor1< will translate into

earnings ond professional growth

Inside Sales/TeleiiiarketiiN|
Experience helpful but not required Desire and hard work sells our
discounted phone services Realistic first year earnings $35 to $40k,
base and commission

Outsidf Sqles
Polished outside sales experience needed to sell our discounted long
distance products Telecommunications experience helpftjl but not
required Averoge eomings $40k to $50k, base and commissions

Networ1( Plus offers a competitive benefits pockage including heolth,

dental and poid vocations Please send your resume to Jim Fflrroro,

Network Plus, 300 Crown Cokxiy Drive Quincy I^A 02 1 69
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Minority engineering
director hired

The University has named Juhus T. Randall as
associate director of the Minority Engineering
Program in the University's College ofEngineering.

The Minority Engineering Program provides
academic support for minority students enrolled in
engineeringand also conducts a six-week pre-coUege
program. Minority Engineering Freshman Orien-
tation, forfreshmenandcommunity college students.

Randall, who will replace Dwight Tavada, was
the academic coordinator at William Paterson Col-
lege in New Jersey for the past four years. Tavada
now recruits and retains minority engineering
graduate students at the General Motors Institute
in Michigan.

Randall holds a bachelor's degree in computer
science from the New York Institute ofTechnology
and a master's degree from the Pratt Institute in
New York.

Health Services
accredited

University health services has received a three-
year Certificate of Accreditation by the Accredita-
tion Association for Ambulatory Health Care, Inc.

Three years is the longest term of accreditation
ofTered by the AAAH. In order to receive accredi-
tation. Health Services underwent an extensive
on-site survey of its facilities.

Amherst president
to step down

Amherst College President Peter R. Pouncey
announced earlier this month that he will resign as
president of Amherst College on June 30, 1994.

Pouncey was formerly a professor of classics at
Columbia University when he was elected by the
Amherst trustees as Amherst's 16th president in
July, 1983.

Pouncey said he will take a sabbatical leave for
the 1994-95 academic year and then rejoin the
college's faculty as a professor of classics.

University to sponsor
Russian filmmaker

Russian filmmaker and journalist Marina
Goldovskaya will give a showing ofher most recent
documentary', "Shattered Mirror," at 7:30 p.m. on
Monday, April 19 in Merrill III atAmherst College.

Goldovskaya is currently the Distinguished Vis-
iting Luce Professor at Vassar College. She has
made more than 50 films and received 24 film
awards.

Goldovskaya's visit is sponsored by the
University's Interdepartmental Program in Film
Studies, Amherst College's Russian department
and the Five College Peace and World Security
Studies Progn'am.

Professors receive

awards
• Associate Professor ofHistory David Glassberg

has been awarded a fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.

Glasseberg, who heads the history department's
public history program, will use the' fellowship to

research the role of historical images in American
culture.

Glassberg has taught at the University since

1986. He received his bachelor's degree from the

University ofChicago and his masters and doctoral

degrees from Johns Hopkins University.

• University of Massachusetts forestry Profes-

sor David B. Kittredge Jr. has received the James
W. Toumey Award from the New England Society

ofAmerican Foresters. The award recognizes out-

standing service to the Society.

Kittredge, who has taught at the University

since 1987, received his bachelor's degree from the

University of Vermont, and his master's and doc-

toral degrees from Yale.

elegantly in the University Gallery. Dobbs' work is part of the "Alumni III" show.
^

TOC's board has open positions
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

Any students who are over the age of 21 and want to
have a voice in the operations ofthe Campus Center bar
facilities can attend the Top of the Campus Board of
Directors' annual meeting on May 13, the director of the
Campus Center told the Board of Governors last night.

Students who attend the annual meeting can nm for
one ofthe 12 available seats on the TOC directors' board,
said Bill Harris, director of the Campus Center.

Harris said students used to sit on all 12 directors'
seats, but students' interest in the board has declined
since the drinking age was raised to 21 in the mid-
19808.

Harris also said administrators have taken a bigger
interest in the past few years. There are presently six

I

students and six administrators on the TOC board.

I

The Board of Governors last night also postponed

Lab fees to be
replaced by
curriculum fees
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff"

Effective next semester, the University will eliminate
lab fees and replace them with a $75 annual increase in
the curriculum fee, according to a University official.

Speaking before 48 faculty senators last week, Provost
Glen Gordon said the increasingtendency ofdepartments
to charge lab fees necessitated the change.

"For those of us who have been here a while, you
remember that lab fees used to be a relatively rare
activity which was applied to courses that actually had
labs," he said. "But with the decline in our state budget,
it became necessary for departments, in order to offer
courses and support instructional activities, to start
adding lab fees."

Gordon said all undergraduates paid lab fees this
year, and departmental fiscal year 1994 plans called for
an additional 20 percent increase. He said the request
could not be honored due to widespread displeasure with
current levels.

"The whole damn fee thing is increasingly looked upon
by students and parents as a problem of truth in adver-
tising," he said. "We have told our students in our catalog
what they are paying when they get here. They get here,
they finally pay their tuition and fees, and then about
three weeks later they get hit with another batch offees.
They don't like it, and they've let us know they don't like
it.

Gordon tried to assuage senators' fears that new fee
money would be allocated differently by saying there will

be no noticeable distribution change. Proffessors must
submit budget plans to department chairs, who then
submit departmental budget requests to the provost's
office.

Turn to FEES, page 6

elections for treasurer until April 29 because one of the
board's candidates failed to attend the meeting.

The board required any candidates running for trea-
surer to attend training sessions before the election with
current treasurer Mylie Needle to make the transition
smoother.

The board also appointed members to the board's six
committees.

The executive committee prepares the board's agenda
each week and acts as the board's "steering body." The
building operations committee deals with internal con-
structions for the Campus Center. The budgets commit-
tee reviews the board's budget, and the program council
helps produce programs in the Campus Center and
Student Union.

The vending committee helps to register vendors on
the Campus Center Concourse, and the food service
committee is an ad hoc committee that evaluates the
Hatch, the Bluewall and the TOC restaurant.

„. ^ CHRISTOPHER EVANS / CaLEGIAN
BLOSSOMING YOUTH— Smith Academy school-

mates Jason Ponti, 1 5, and Aaron Goby, 1 5, rest under
a blooming Magnolia tree. They were participating in a
UMass-sponsored language program.
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pital in Westfield with social units for victims of coma,
AIDS, multiple sclerosis, cancer, Alzheimer's and other
diseases.

"Our patients are going to be allowed to keep their
home. Our families can begin to let all this anxiety and
stress of three months rise up and go away," exulted
Jackie SuHivan, the hospital's director of quality man-
agement. The employees have their jobs."

It was the second time in 10 years that the hospital has
escaped death. Gov. Edward King also talked ofclosing it

and then did a turnaround.

MARK
CURRYi

Several

audience

wiilbeselectedto

Hang With Mr. Cooper"

after flie s/iow/

comedii
CONNECTION

In their latest rescue operation, hospital workers and
supporters contended that their patients could not find
equal treatment elsewhere in the region. "A very impor-
tant part of the overall medical delivery system in the
greater Springfield area has not been exercised," said
hospital director Blake Molleur.

"It's like a happy party," declared Dexter Chicklis of
Chelmsford, a wheelchair-bound patient with multiple
sclerosis. "We didn't want to be wandering around look-

ing for a hospital."

More than 40,000 people signed petitions protesting
the closing of the 83-year-old hospital. The state legisla-

ture was about to take final action Thursday on a bill

aimed at stalling the closure.

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
• Expert in Custom Storage
• Custom-Designed Boxes
& Packing Supplies

• 24-Hour On Call Emergency
Service

it Secured, Itemized Storage
-* Personalized Inventory
it Insurance Included

SUMMER STORAGE
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (413) SSS-S999
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CALL 413^593^5222

SUMMER WORK-STUDY
EMPLOYMENT

Do you ^vant a resume builder?
Do you want to improve your

communication skills this summer?

Financial Aid Services has Staff
Assistant/Offtce Representative positions
available beginning in Summer 1993

Apply in person by April 23 at
255 IVhitmore Administration Building

L.A. AND THE Valley One Year Later:

Asian-Americans,

African-Americans, and Latinos

A day-long colloquium for

five college students, staff& faculty

Saturday, April 17th

Morning Session 10:00 am to Noon
Johnson Chapel, Amherst College

Speakers will be legal studies scholars:

Mori Matsuda, UCLA
Kimberle Crenshaw, UCLA

Moderator:

Velma Garcia,

Smith College; Dept. of Government

Afternoon Session 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm
Front Room, Campus Center,

Amherst College

Open Discussion With Speakers

Sponsored by a five college committee of faculty and staff.

LL ^ J^\.X r\ \ f.A /H^-i... 4^

%

The Commuter, Southwest & Orchard Hill
Area Governments present

spring Comedy
Night
Starring:

3illy Martin, Warren Hutchcrson
and Special Gueet:

^
\

/

<,
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K

Jeff Altman
Tuesday, April 20, 1 993

Fine Arts Center
8:00 pm

$5.00 Admission
All proceeds will go to Commuter

Human Services
Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center Box Office ^^
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Men and women might as well live on different planets

Imnot a sexist, Ijustdon 't like women. '-Anonymous
Walkingdown to the Collegian without a hard topic to

write about is sometimes a very dangerous experience
You never know what the focus ofyour editorial will be

Whoever decided that men and women should have to
share the Earth really wanted to roll the dice. It's a flawed
concept, really, to put the two genders on the same planet.

God IS a smart guy; he could have put women on Venus
and left men on Earth, or vice versa. When it was time to
procreate, we would travel by spaceship for a weekend
then return after the deeds were done. Things would
probably be simpler.
My perceptive readers will say, "What about family

values? You want these families to be splintered? You
don't want men to raise their children?"

That problem is already taken care of Men and
women would have to apply for a marriage license just
like they were interviewing for a job. Those accepted
would be placed on yet another planet, so as not to ruin
it for the rest of us single folk.

I guess my problem with women lies in that they are
different from men. When was the last time you said

something to your friend/girlfriend/fiance/wife, only to
have her say, "I don't understand?" If your answer is,
"Five minutes ago," we're in the same boat.
Womenconsume and distribute information differently

than men, which is the reason for most of the communi-
cation disorders in our society. Men are like dogs, and
women more like cats, so whatyou have are a lot ofpeople
fighting like cats and dogs.

Michael

MORRISSEY

L.A. from the eyes of a native

Walking around campus will allow you to see men and
women of all races, religions and creeds bickering in-
cessantly. Once in a while you may see a happy couple, so
bring a camera with you if want a rare snapshot.

There are those who think that I want to blame
everything on women, but thatjust isn't true. I have quit
trying to figure them out after years of unsuccessful
attempts. They can be as mysterious as they want when
they're around me.
Women are exotic, beautiful, intelligent, loving crea-

tures who at times drive men crazy. Men do the same
thing to women, I'm sure someone will say. They're right.

College is a particularly interesting time for man-
woman relationships because everyone thinks they're
ten times smarter than they are, everyone gets drunk on
weekends, everyone has a bed nearby, and everyone has
the library to hide in for the next two weeks. Hence the
dating ritual.

Maybe life was betterwhen marriages were arranged.
There were no foolish rituals involving dating, there were
few unwanted pregnancies and hardly any deadbeat
fathers.

There wasn't a whole lot of love between strangers
who met for the first time at the aisle, but there doesn't
seem to be much love today either. Instead there are
assaults and restraining orders.

As with most things, there are no easy answers.
Women will always be opposite to men, but the two
genders must find a better way to resolve differences
before we kill each other. Women are different. That's
what makes life so great — and so frustrating.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.

I will never forget the day 1 turned on
my television and saw rioting in the streets
ofLos Angeles. But what I will never, ever
forget is the moment when I called my
house in Long Beach, a suburb ofL.A. , and
I got a recording that stated: "Due to

problems in your area, your call cannot be
connected."

It took me 24 hours to reach my mother,
and they were 24 hours of unadulterated
hell as I wondered whether my house was
still standing, and if the hfe ofmy mother
was safe. Nothing was more sad than
watching the city that I call home stand in

a state of anarchy.

Catherine B.

PULLEY
In May, I stepped off the plane and my

friends drove me home to Long Beach. As
we arrived my friends asked me if I wanted
a guided tour of the riots. My "tour" in-

cluded a view of the mall that was looted

and destroyed, a Department ofMotor Ve-
hicles that was burned to the ground, and
small stores that were destroyed. 1 was told

of the firemen who were shot and killed in

cold blood as they were trying to put out the
fires, and how the National Guard roamed
the streets. Korean business owners stood
on the roofs of their businesses with shot-

guns, and people set fire to their businesses
to collect the insurance money.

One year, over 60 lives and miUions of

wasted dollars later, L.A. is a time bomb
that is ready to explode. People are afraid

and they have good cause to be. I sit

helpless in Amherst while my 64-year-old

mother is a hostage in her own home, and
now she is informed by the police of the

extremist groups that are threatening to

torch all the nice neighborhoods in L.A.,

Orange County and my home, Belmont
Shore in Long Beach. My mother has been
told thatwhen the verdict comes out she is

to lower her shades, stay away from the

windows, lock the doors, bring the cars in

and be aware of snipers and possible
drive-by shootings.

L.A. does not prepare too much. It is

simply a city that is 1 1 months pregnant.
It is a city that lies on a fault line that is

full ofunexpressed anger and rage. And if

it is necessary to put up concrete barri-

cades in front of the federal building and
call out the National Guard to protect
innocent people like my mother, so be it.

Police brutality is a problem that we
all need to face and deal with. Racism,
anti-Semitism and sexism are also things
we need to fight in our society. But vio-

lence is never an answer. If we followed

the teachings of Dr. King and Gandhi, we
would learn that violence is never the
answer to our problems and causes more
pain and anger in the end.

But one thing to remember: no one in

L.A. and the surrounding cities started to

riot until the mayor of Los Angeles, our
wonderful Tom Bradley, declared anar-
chy in the streets of Los Angeles and to

express their anger in rage.

Well, Tom, tell that to the families of
the innocent victims, the business own-
ers who have lost everything, the people
of Watts who have not had their neigh-
borhoods touched since the Watts riots in

the 1970s and to the many people who
were left without homes in South Central

.

I'm not saying that Bradley is the cause of
the strife in Los Angeles, but it is only to

prove the point that we need to think
before we act — and it doesn't matter if

you're in L.A., Boston, New York, Spring-
field or Amherst.
Now as I await the verdict, I pray for a

jury that finds the officers guilty — not
only for the sake of justice, but for the
sake of my friends that serve in the Na-
tional Guard Reserve, my friends and
family, the innocent victims and for the
city that I love.

CatherineB. Pulleyisa UMass student.

Watch out for critical thinking
I, too, am struck dumb by the insen-

sitivity of our Spanish department
("Graphic Spanish film in poor taste"
[Co//g;^a/i. Aprils)).

How could we dare show a film
(Spanish 240 ) that lefta student with an
afterimage "lingering in his mind" long
afl^r leaving the class? Deplorable. This,
inan institution that makes every effort

to insure we serve only McKnowledge,
boneless, cut up foryou, pre-chewed and
pre-digested. Who authorized Ungering
thoughts? I want a full investigation.

How could we dare show a film that
shocks, that reflects a grim, unsavory
reahty? Abominable. Critical thinking,
or worse, can only come of this. And

from there — freedom, that bastard
child of anarchy.

So I say: stamp out the Spanish
department.

No: stamp out Spanish filmmakers.
And Spanish TAs, Spanish rice. Spanish
Harlem, the Spanish Armada and the
Spanish fly. Better: stamp out UMass.
Andyour neighbor.And con frontations.
And re-evaluation ofviolence, fear and
hate as solutions.

Stamp out art. Stamp out truth.
Stamp out reality.

Kelly Washbourne
Teaching assistant

Department of Spanish and
Portuguese

Dancers share life's music
And they danced. There was no music,

so he sang to her. She gripped his hand
tightly as they swayed back and forth in
the long shadows ofiate afternoon.

She did not look at him; she was
embarassed, but he kept right on singing.
He could see the smile growing out of the
comer ofher mouth and he knew that she
felt the same thrill, the same excitement
of a new romance.

Jeff

MCKENZIE

Violence in film teaches reality
I feel compelled to comment on a

letter concerning the film The Official

Story {Collegian, April 8). The author
argues that the film was in poor taste

because it contains "a rather graphic

and disturbing wife-beating episode"

which lingered in his mind and appar-

ently made it difficult for him to study.

He argues that "with the rising rate of

domestic abuse in this country. . .

showing the film was in rather poor

judgment."
The Department of Spanish and

Portuguese does review the films it

allows students to see beforehand and
chooses those which are appropriate in

terms oftheir use oflanguage and their

general educational relevance.

The Official Story was a critically

acclaimed film shown around the world.

It was one of the first which explored
the disappearances that occurred dur-
ing a period oftyrannical rule in Argen-
tina. The wife-beatingscene was crucial

to the story and to the explanation of
life in Argentina at that time. Surely
one must ask whether we have a better
chance ofdealing vdth domestic violence
by showing it in a realistic context than
we would if we shut our eyes to it.

Violence against women will not

cease to exist if we don't show it. The
film succeeded ifit lingered in the mind
and made it difficult to dismiss as a
piece of fiction. Even if the student
found it difficult to study, he may have
learned something.

Nelly Gordon
Course Coordinator
Spanish 110, 120,240

They had met only a little earlier that
same afternoon, introduced by a mutual
friend. As far as he knew, he had come
along only to observe, to see his friend
work with these special people, but now,
he was, well, dancing.

"You dance very well," he said as they
turned slowly across the empty parking
lot, "You must do a lot of dancing."

She looked up a little, and her smile
grew.

"Have you been dancing for long?" he
continued.

"Since. . . since I was a young girl," she
returned, still looking at the ground.

"A young girl? Well, how old are you
now? You certainly couldn't be a day over
18."

"Eighteen? No— I'm 69 years old; I was
born in July."

"July of what year, 1970? You're no
more than 20, I'm sure!"

"No, I was born in July, in. . . 1910. I'm
69 years old."

"1910?That would makeyou more than
69; no, I'm sure you're 21."

She looked up, enough this time to
catch his eye. He was smiling at her, and
he squeezed her hand.

"You're funny. You make me laugh,"
she said.

I make her laugh, he thought. He had
never felt better about making someone
laugh.

They danced a few more turns until the
first cool breezes of dusk swirled around
them.

"Time to go in, everyone!" called some-

one from across the lot. "Yvonne, don't you
try to keep John out there dancing all

night!"

Yvonne chuckled, and led him by the
hand towards the buildingwhere theother
were filing in. The woman in blue at the
door was asking people if they enjoyed
their time outside.

"Dot, you played wonderfully in volley-

ball tonight," she said as Dot's wheelchair
rattled over the doorstep. Dot slowly smi led

and lifted her hand.
"We had a great time," said the tall

young man pushing her chair, "but now
we're hungry!"

"Well, there's plenty of food. . . and you
two—" she turned to John and Yvonne, "1

thought we'd have to carry you both in."

She smiled at John as Yvonne pulled him
by.

They sat watchingTV and talking while
they ate.

She told him that she was bom in
Canada and moved to Lynn to work when
she was young. He told her that he was
going to work after he graduated, but he
wasn't sure what he was going to do. She
said that that was O.K., and that she
worked at a shoe factory in Lynn. She told
him that when she was young, she loved
chocolate, and that she ate so much, it

made all of her teeth fall out. She even
showed him that it had. He laughed.

"You're funny," he said to her, and they
both laughed. They laughed and talked
until it was time for Yvonne and the oth-
ers to go upstairs.

"May I have one more dance before we
part?" John asked in a funny accent.

She looked down at the floorand smiled,
then took his hand.

So they danced. She was old and her
body was tired; he was young and strong,
but they tumed graceful circles on the
floor, moving as one to the music that they
both heard.

It was the music ofspirits beingjoined,
ifonly for a short time, the music oflaugh-
ter, the music of friendship, the music of
life.

And they danced.
JeffMcKemie is a CoWegian columnist.
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around him, and there are many such events," Chancel-
lor Richard O'Brien said in a statement. "We shall all

miss him terribly."

Quigley has been the the director of the Newman
Center for 15 years and a chaplain for 18 years in

Amherst. While under his direction, the center estabhshed
annual benefit fundraisers and a development office.

"Father Quigley has been an enormous resource to the
community. He's always willing to help whenever called
upon, even though there is no official connection between
theNewman Center and the University,"Jo-Anne Vanin,
dean of students, said.

Vanin said Quigley was willing to talk to students and
their famiUes. She also said he discussed quality of life

^
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issues with University administrators.

"Hell be sorely missed. I speak for many when I

express my gratitude to him," Vanin said.

Quigley announced his resignation in the Newman
Center bulletin, "Communitas." According to the bulle-
tin, he submitted his resignation to Springfield Arch-
diocese Bishop John A. Marshall April 6, effective Aug. 1.

TheArchdiocese hasyet to name a successor, according
to Quigley, but he said he plans to stay on at the Newman
Center for another year.

Quigley said the Archdiocese decided to name a new
director for the 30th anniversary ofthe Newman Center.

The Newman Centers are named after the late Car-
dinal John Henry Newman. They were conceived to give
the CathoUc Church a presence on secular campuses.
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The money will come in accordance with registration
data, and the amounts collected will be sent to the
departments just the same way as when the fees were
individualized," he said. "What that means is, if you
miscalculate and have fewer students than you thought
in your plan, youll get less money. If you get more
students than you thought, then youll get more money."

Senator Martha L. Olney, associate professor of eco-
nomics, suggested the plan might encourage departments
to "pad their requests for lab fees," but Gordon disagreed.

"The fiscal year '94 plan represents what the various
faculty think they needed for lab fees ~ it's 20 percent
over lastyear," he said. "We got that plan approved by the
Trustees. That's it. Next year, you can't request new lab
fees. What you get is in that plan. We will not approve
more money than the '94 plan. Ever."

Gordon said the new arrangement will benefit students
and staff by reducing paperwork and lines in Whitmore,
and also by increasing financial aid eligibility.

"Since the lab fees were not "mandatory fees'— they
were designated on a course-by-course basis— students
who appUed for financial aid could not ask them to pay
lab fees," he said. "But now that the fees are part of the
curriculum fee, they can qualify."

Bosnia
continued from poge 1

on, but because the leaders have not had the courage
to be straightforward about it," Ryan said. "This is

not hke manifest destiny, this is a war deeply rooted
in historical vendettas."

"I think that some of the actions of the Bosnian
Serbs have been unspeakably grotesque. Their basic
strategies have been to depopulate the areas that
they want to annex," he said.

Ryan said he felt the solution to the conflict needs
to include limited military intervention.

TheM
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CamfuUei^ H^aUut Gcutce^

Thursday, April 22, 1993

8:00 PM-1:00 AM
Campus Center Auditorium

$5.00 Admission - Does not
include individual wagers at
betting tables.

GAMES: Black Jack
Roulette

Wheel of Fortune
Craps

Dinner for Two
Hotel Stay for One Night

PRIZES:

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

REFRESHMENTS & HORS D'OEUVRES
WILL BE SERVED

WINNINGS AWARDED
IN CASH

PROPER DRESS REQUESTED

— CO-SPONSORED BY-

COLLEGIAN CAMPUS
CENTER
HOTEL
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New magazine tries to be 'cutting edge'
ByADAMGOULSTON ^^^.ru...^ ,.._._.., ... O OBy ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

It sure took a lot oiNerve to print this
magazine! Haw, haw. Well. . . of all the
Nervel Chuckle, chuckle. Oh I've got more.
I'm sure the staffofthe upstart new "mag"
Nerve would be glad to hear them. After
all, their intent is to shock the public.

Nerves press releases proudly boast of
the release party for the first issue in
which a giant cake was slashed with a
chainsaw. Wow, these guys really are se-
rious. They're cutting edge. Designed to
appeal to that oft neglected yet highly
influential crowd of 16 to 30-year-old8,
Nerve is centered loosely around the al-
ternative scene while still keeping abreast
of pohtics and pop culture interspersed
with a few cartoons and humor clips. Well
hit me with a Rolling Stone until my head
Spins.

Editor-in-Chief Legs McNeil has an
impressive resume dating back to the mid-
seventies and Punk magazine. Collabo-
rating with a talented and experienced
staff. McNeil's justification for writing
another rock magazine was that he "was

tired of buying rock'n'roll magazines and
finding that when I got them home, there
was absolutely nothing inside to read."

Well, luckily Mr. McNeil has saved this
insubstantial industry by providing us
with a publication which so proudly touts
as its first headline, "Exclusive: My Dad is

Charlie Manson!" True, tongue is im-
planted firmly in cheek. So firmly im-
planted, it leaves an impression.

MAGAZINE
REVIEW

Sinead O'Connor herself is A^erre's first

coverperson accompanying the byline, "Is

Sinead Nuts? On the Couch with Rock's
Bad Bald Giri." IfNerve indeed backed its

hip sarcasm with substance in the form of
well reported and skillfully written ar-
ticles, it could have an appeal in a
treacherous sort of way. Unfortunately,
not only does Nerve look like a rag, it is

one.

Issue #1 ofThe Renegade Rock 'n' Roll
Magazine" is splattered with ads for all

the latest mainstream alternative releases
and some lesser known labels such as

Cargo and Rhino. These ads are perhaps
all that's worth reading.

King Missile's Trick Dick purports to
be a profile of the popular New York
songsters, but the writing is worthy of a
high school paper; strewn with gratuitous
vulgarity and ultra-hip slang, ".

. .when-
ever [Missile singerJohn S. ] Hall stumbles
on a clue he steps on his dick." Nice work,
guys.

"Bono Vox Meets Wilham Burroughs"
has the potential for an intriguing inter-
lude but ends up leaving all the impact of
the local college DJ saying, "William
Burroughs is so cooll'

Lenny Kaye, the former editor ofRock
Scene magazine lends his typewriting to
the article, "The History ofGrunge." Now
let's stop for a moment. What do we expect
and want to hear? I'd like to hear tales
about struggling bands who gained little

respect only to find themselves the initia-
tors of perhaps this decade's greatest
musical movement as of yet, bands like
the Melvins and Husker Du.

Instead the message becomes so convo-
luted beneath Kaye's loquacious verbos-
ity (and what other kind is there? ) that all

we learn is that Al Capp was a cooi car-
toonist and the Sonics were a cool band.
Thanks Lenny, you've been a big help.

Interspersed with the "Wilson Phillips
Graffiti Contest!" (a chance to soil the
mugs ofthose repulsive songstresses) and
a blurb about homophobic performers are
some Intimately serious poUtical articles.

There's one about "The New Urban Out-
laws" in New Jersey and one about serial
killer Charles Manson's son. However,
being documented in the same forum as
the previously mentioned fluff is only de-
meaning to these subjects.

To their credit, Nerve does include a
decent profile on Dinosaur Jr., more spe-
cifically singer J. Mascis. It's quite legiti-

mate in portraying Mascis' morose eeri-
ness.

Please note the coverperson of the
second issue was Motorhead's wart-faced
Lemmie Killmister. . .big improvement.
How rebellious! With a cover price of$2.95,
your money's betterspenton RollingStone,
Spin or even People. Any ofthese provide
a world ofentertainment in comparison to
Nerve. Nerve is the Teen Beat of the
twenty-something generation.^^^ ^ - —- — w.w.,^.

,
wiaiaii iwcuty-sjomeimng generation.

Comedy benefit promises to make you chuckle
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

In the mood for some laughs? School, work, significant
other got you down? On Tuesday, three comics will make
you laugh— guaranteed— when Commuter, Southwest
and Orchard Hil 1 Area Governments present thei r annual
Spring Comedy Night.

This year's hne-up includes a side-splitting trio of
some of the funniest men to grace the Fine Arts Center
stage in quite a while. But the roof isn't the only thing
these comics plan to raise. All proceeds from the show will
go to Commuter Human Services.

First up is funnyman Billy Martin, who has appeared
on MTVs "Half Hour Comedy Hour" and A&E's "An
Evening at the Improv," among others. Dean Johnson of
The Boston Herald called Martin "witty, often unpre-
dictable, and with no lulls, it was a pleasure to hear."

Martin's hip style has made him a favorite with the
college circuit and clubs nationwide. Always witty and
keenly clever, Martin promises to deliver a set that will
medce you roar.

The name Warren Hutcherson made not be familiar.

Turn to BENEFIT, page 8

and Warren Hutcherson. All proceeds from the show will go to Commutef Human Services

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On« RocfccMlsr Ptua
Naw York. NY 10020
Phor»(212)581-3aW

Mail this ad for SpwHal
Sliid«ni/T«ach«r Tarift.

G RENTAL a LEASE Q mnCHASE

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7 Days
8am-9pm

Self Ser^^ice
Washing M,ichino

Starting at $1
Attendant .i\\iil;iblo a\\ day

Collegian

Advertising
S4S-3500
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thousands of

Visit Amherst's
New Bead store

Free Classes Jewelry
Supplies Finished

Jewelry Beads

OPEN 7 DAYS
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44 Main Street Amherst

256-0276
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benefit
continued from page 7

but his brand of humor is unforgettable. You may have
seen him on Showtime's "Showtime at the Apollo" and
Fox's "Comic Strip Live" as well as VH-l's "Stand Up
Spotlight" and A&E's "Caroline's Comedy Hour." Now
you can see him live in person. Baltimore Magazine
reviewed his act as "just as good, if not better than the
headliners." You can see for yourself this Tuesday as
Hutcherson brings his sharp wit to the Valley.

Then there's Jeff Altman. Hard to categorize, but not
hard to laugh at, Altman has had an extensive career in

film television and the comedy club circuit. His hilarious

impressions, one-liners and silly views on life have kept
audiences laughing for years.

Don't let the last month ofclasses get you down. Take
a break and be prepared to yuk it up as Spring Comedy
Night takes aim at your funnybone.

The Spring Comedy Night with Billy Martin, Warren
Hutcherson and JeffAltman will be presented on Tues-

day, April 20 at 8p.m. in the Fine Arts Center. Ticketsare

$5 and available at the FAC Box Office.

Mindless thrills in futuristic action film

Correction
In the Weekend Happenings section yesterday,

the Collegian misdated a concert performance of

Puddy Wad in the caption for the photo. The correct

playdate is Saturday, April 15 at the Hadley Pub at

9 p.m. Tickets are $2. The Collegian regrets the error.

n

By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Staff

Here's one for anybody who doesn't like their movies
too deep. Escape From New York is a futuristic ac-

tion movie that takes a cool idea (New York as a

prison), and does itself one better by having the ulti-

mate bad-ass hero go into an urban hell to save the

president.

Video Pick

of the

The year is 1997, America is at war with the USSR,
the crime rate has risen 400 percent. Manhattan
Island has been turned into a maximum security

prison. Once you go in, you don't come out. Due to a
terrorist hijacking. Air Force One, the president's

plane, crashes inside the prison. He is also carrying

vital documents that will end the war. They need
someone to covertly go in and save the president —
enter one Snake Plissken, a decorated hero who, upon
returning from the war, was caught trying to rob the

Federal Reserve Depository.

Plissken is played by Kurt Russell in a performance
that didn't win any Academy Awards, but like Jack
Nicholson's Joker, isn't easily forgettable. He doesn't

say that much in the movie, but when he does speak he
uses a venomous whisper that's twice as effective as if

he were yelling, which is typical ofmost action movies.

It's kind of creepy watching Russell utter lines like,

"When I get back, I'm going to kill you." or better yet,

"The name's Snake."
Donald Pleasance (the old dude inHalloween ) plays

the president as pathetically as the part needs to be.

Throughout most of the movie he is traumatized by

the gang that holds him hostage. This sets up a couple

of interesting surprises at the end of the movie.

Plissken also hooks up with a few other characters

along the way. Harry Dean Stanton plays Brain, a

supposed genius who works for the Duke (the bad

guy) by fueling the gang's cars. Adrienne Barbeau
plays Brain's squeeze, Maggie. Finally, Ernest

Borgnine plays Cabbie, basically a weird old guy who
drives cabs. All three ofthem put in solid performances,

but it's Russell's show.

Isaac Hayes (from '70s soul fame) plays the Duke
ofNew York. He's the brutal leader of the gang that

holds the President. It's not really that important of

a role though, because Plissken has plenty of other

stuff to deal with along the way.

The movie has all the things that make action

pictures fun to watch. You've got the big gun that

shoots 80,000 rounds a second. You've got crazies

running around so Plissken can have something to

shoot at. You've got a bunch of cool gadgetry that is

sure to be handy just in the nick oftime. Finally, and
most importantly, you've got a lot of explosions. You
couldn't ask for more.

The movie was directed by John Carpenter who
back in the '80s was one of the "hot" directors. His

work includes Halloween, The Thing, Christine and
the stylish BigTrouble in Little China . He does a good

job here by not letting things get too silly nor too

serious. Considering the movie came out in 1981, the

special effects are pretty cool too.

If you're looking for a deep profound movie that

will change your life, this isn't it, but ifyou're looking

for an exciting action flick that has just the right mix
offirepower and plot, check outEscapefromNew York.

Smith College Recreation Council
Presents

Jesus Jofies
wiCh Special Guests

Sferea MC'S
Tuesday, April 20. 1993

John M. Greene Hall, Smith College.
Northampton

7;00 pm> dooi'S €^e:

b^Ji llAVi i 1 1IK*] I iili
j£r;j»^^*g.

eile^e ID. 2 per ID, available at Sniith College.
call (413) 585-4950 for Umes and locations

$12.50 for all others, available at Smith College and
Main Street Records. Northampton. Cash Only.

call (413) 586-5726 for more information

nnio\

Summer on
Long Island

at the

University at

Stony Brook

More than 200 courses from

40 departments

Day and evening classes

Low New York State tuition

Register by mail or in person

Live on campus or commute

For free

course bulletin,

call 24 hours

(516) 632-7070
StonyBrook
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Two terms:

June 1 - July 9

July 1 2 - August 20

The University at Stony

Bfook is an AVEO
educator and employer.

Summer Session Office, University at Stony

Brook, Stony Brook, NY 1 1 794-3730

Please send Stony Brook's 1993 Summer Session Bulletin to:

Ntmt

AMtmt

ay Stjif /ipCtxh

Tekphone Am oflnltml
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ADVOCATE
•BEST*
THE VALLEY

RLADERSPOLL

1992
1st Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

iVIon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET S5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU C\N EAT S6.99 11:30 - 3PM

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

586-1202

VISA FREEPARKIN'G

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRT9 MASTER
HADLPi' CARD
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Mike Webber

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Tony Morse

Sean Ramsey

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Rotini Turkey Divan

Chicken Sandwich Southern Fried Steak

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Rotini Turkey Divan

Chicken Sandwich Split Pea-Veggie Stew

He had seen Taruania, and most of Mozambique was
already behind him. There was no mistake. Chippy had

done what most chimps oniy dream about:

He had caught the Perfect Vine.

Quote of the Day
"Shut up or ril put leeches on you."

- Hunter S. Thompson

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Mjfch 21 -April 14): As
yoo reach out !»> |>cople M a diUaiKe,

your opiimivn atxHJl iht- luture in-

creases. A finarxrial siluaiKin shows
improvefnent. Oo no! waste lime

reveling in your good lortone. Re-

double your ertorts!

TAURUS (April 20-May 2()t:

Someone may beexpect ing toomuch
c)l yrxj. Speak up' Protc-ct your posi-

I ion and reputatHjn. F inisb old projects

rather than launching new ones. A
change ot ri-siderKe sour»ds alluring.

Check It out.

GEMINKVtay 2 1 -June 20»: Quick
ihink ing arni a good head lor business

serve you well t(Kiay. Record yrxjr

creative Kieas on paper and write

important letters without lurther de-

lay. Take a long t<K>k at your nioli-

vatMms.

CANCER (June 2l-|uly 221:

SortK'thing that slarled out as oppo-

sition could iKiomerang in ymir tavor.

Be practical. (Xercome .i lencJency

to speak your mind without regard lor

the consequences.

LEO (iuly 2 1-Aug. 22): Give your

male or partner more than orn- option

cK you could lose out irimplelely.

Prolils com« Irom utilizing skills you

learned while motxilighling. Search

lor a misf)ldced item.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): News
ol a raise or promotion gives you

cause lor celetxalion. Adopt a posi-

tive attitude toward a dilticult prol)-

lem.

LIBRA (Sept. 2i-Ocl. 221: A cer-

tain anMHint r>l contusion is Ukely.

Postpone making major decisions

until up-to-date iniurmaiion is avail-

able. Mend any dillcrrcHKes you may
ha^t* with your co-wcxkers.

SCORPIO lOcl. 2 3-Nov. 2 1 ): (Xj

not let sentiment < loud yiHir good
jucigmenl. Someone wtio (<xmerty

sympathized with you rrtay cio a

complete turn-around. Go alxHil your

work as It nothing has happerH'd. Eat

sensibly and exercise

SAGITTARIUSlNov 22-IX-c. 21 »:

Your standing at work imprrjves,

thanks to increased interaction with

higher-ups. (Jul-of-town business

events also assist you. Yoursoi lallile

slips into high gear.

CAPRICORN (IX-c. 22-lan. 19):

A partner's hasty det ision could cause

prol>lc'ms. Curl) sfx-nding. Anexer< ise

workout will get the |uices Mowing

tonight. It can Ix; tun to pal ariHind

with co-wurkers ii you avoid talking

shop.

AQUARIUS (|an 2n-Feb 18):

Opportunity is still knrKking. A
irierxJ'soherolhelpgivesyrxi a much-
needed lNx>st. Mastering new skills

will move you closer to a business

goal. There is nrrthing to wcxry .ilxjut.

PISCES (Fe(>. 19-March 20): Ful-

till an obligation and you will ihc-n Ik.'

Ireeloplay.EnjoytlH'positivechanges

stirring wilhin you. Improved heath

and work h.ibits will give you new
energy

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Thf opinions expressed on this p.ige .ire those (jI the ( .irtoontsls .uicl clo not ne< essarily retle< I the view| ol the Collfiii.in or the University.

ACROSS
I Meal |«lly

6 Cupid
10 Leg part

1 4 Noisy good
time, in Bristol

t S Asian desert

16 Bread spread
1

7

Insincere

19 Jay of late

night TV
20 Suffix denolirtg

origin

21 Wiesal and
Abel

22 Supplicate

23 Apathetic

25 Spanish
missionBrY

Junipero

27 Omani, eg
29 Some pilots

33 Open
38 Namesakes ol

a Norse god
39 Scottish uncle

40 Sutxvdinated
sound effects

44 Illuminated

45 Medieval violin

46 Soho informer

4 7 Dinsmore and
Jania

49Jal —
52 Keep from

doing

55 Houston
players

59 Shun
6? Gel to

64 Son ol Bela

65 Note
66 One wrt>o

t>ecomes less

virtuous

68 Bit ol gof/Sip

69 Italian wine
growing area

70 Water plants

71 Puts on
72 Broadway light

73 Ot>oe and
clarinet

DOWN
1 Monastery
head

2 Former inti

pact

3 Morse ol a

certain gatt

4 Writing fluid

5 Jo*nt legatee

6 Hindu lire god
7 Stylos

8 More than

pleasirtgly

plump
9 OiserKumber
10 Eton or

Peter Pan
1

1

Nautical shelter

12 Laptev Sea

41 Avarice

42 flemainder

43 Monad
48 Dialects

50 Sources ol

shellac

51 Building

stone
53 Expunge
54 Right-hand

page

56 Crest

57 Mountain
nymph

58 Begets
59 .Surroui>ded by
60 President's

refusal

61 Portent

63 Related
66 Prohibit

67 Seine sight

ANSWER TO PBEVIOUS PUZZLE:

rn
1 3 Aliment
1 8 Robert or Alan

22 Light refractor

24 Urban oasis

26 Writer Ayn
28 Simpleton
30 Arizona city

31 Eastern bigwig

32 Isthmus

33 CkHnpeleni
34 Place of

detention

35 Goes on stage
37 Owing
38 Certain

Peruvian
4/1«/t3
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DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

Closing Recefrttoit April 16

STUDENT UNION ART GALLERY
Open M-F 11-4

This exhibition is sponsored in part by

the UMASS Arts Council

- Missed a coarse? Make it up!
" Advance in next semester's work

* Fnlfill a requirement
- Enjoy a coarse

Over 200 credit coarses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:
First session: Jane 2-Jaly 9

Second session: Jnly IS-Aagast 18

ItZSCHSTER NCW!
Catalog^s available all over campas or

at the Division of Continaing Edacation,
6th floor Goodell Bailding, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITY or MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

UMass
Community
Service Day

May 1 1993

Over twenty groups have already signed up for the largest off-campus community service event ever

7 think it is important that the town and the
University work together to promote mutual
understanding in place of opposition

'

Karen Pudeiko

Alpha Phi Omega

'For three and a half years, Amherst has been
my home for ten months of the year. There 's no
better way for me to show appreciation than to work
toward its improvement. "

Joanne E. Gervais

SCALE

Individual and group sign-ups are still being accepted for a variety of important projects. Residence hallclub, sports team, academic majors groups welcome! Projects Include:
• treework and gardening • building a playground . restoring public areas
• clearing nature trails • painting town swimming pools • much more!

Free food, hats and music by Bongos To arcus! For more information, visit our sign-up table on the CamnusCenter Concourse or caU Diane Huebner-DiUon at the Community Service Program, E25 Machmer, 545^27
Be a part of a campus that serves!

Into Amherst is sponsored by the University Community Service Council: Commuter Area Government the TEAMS P„>i.., r ,
Bridging Worlds, MassPIRG, Amherst Chamber of Commerce, Residential Education Alcohol Progra^ Pan Heltente CouS' .^, Tr*^ *t""^°

'^'^"'"•
Phi omega, VIBES, the Honors Program, SCALE, School o. Nurs,ng, United Way o, Hampshire Co..;,'n":^,oTZ!'^TK'^::t^Z!i^
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M equestrian
continued from poge 1
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fair,"said Kelly Monahan.ajuniorrider.
"At that moment you need the skill to
read the horse correctly in order to

compete well."

Tlie riders run in different classes that
range from beginning to novice jumping,
intermediate jumping, walk, trot and
canter, open equestrion on flat and ad-
vanced walk, trot and canter. Theirskills

rangefromjumpingthe horse, to"showing'
it by walking and trotting.

"Our coach has pulled us together
and given us lots of spirit," says
Fandreyer. "Our team is finallycoming
together and it shows," Monahan said.

Cucciu said she is just as proud of
her team as they are of her. "The team
has the mental ability and skill to go on
to nationals," said Cucciu. "They have
the attitudes to read a horse correctly

and look like they have been riding
them for their entire lives."

Although a club sport, the team is

competitive with 100 people trying out
for approximately 20 spots every year.

They practice once a week forfourhours,
besides meeting in the riding class and
grueling competitions lasting from 6
a.m. to 5 p.m.

The team placed third overall at

regionals with Susan Shallcross plac-

ing second in the region after a ride-off

due to a tie for first place. Ramona
Petrullo. Susan Shallcross, Andrea
Wagner, Betty Adams and Kristy
Matisko qualified for zones and will be
competing in Greenfield at Stoneleigh
Bumham on April 17 against Yale,

Harvard and Cornell. After the zones
competition, the team may go to na-

tionals at Lake Erie College in Ohio.

Softball
continued from poge 12

again, and unfortunately she was in the num-
ber two spot in the orderand it was too late for

me to do anything about it."

The Fl3dng Dutchwomen jumped out to

an early 1-0 lead in the nightcap as leadoff

batter Boyd took UMass starter Darlene
Claffe/s first offering and deposited it over
the fence in left-centerfield. Boyd scored
Hofstra'sother runas well when she doubled
to center in the third inning and scored on
a single by Valerie Monaco.

The Minutewomen knockedon the door

in the third inning, but had it shut by

Hofstra starter Erin Phillips. Third
baseman Laurie Dondarski lined a single

to right to start the threat. After a sacri-

fice bunt by Dorsey that moved Dondarski
to second, left fielder Stacey Nichols

walked and Salisbury (replacing Powell)

was hit in the foot to load the bases.

Claffey (4-5) pitched well enough for a
win, scattering five hits over seven in-

nings. Phillips (7-5) went the distance,

surrendering four hits while striking out
two.

track
continued from page 1

2

men in this victory. Sprinters Lyonel Ben-
jamin and John Johnson had big days
winning the 100 and 200 meters respec-

tively. Johnson also captured first place in

the long jump, vnth a leap of 22 feet.

Scott Smith registered his most im-
pressive performance to date placing first

in both the discus and hammer throw.

"Scott Smith is a very hard working
thrower," said O'Brien. "That was a very
satisf3ring victory."

Tom Galligani and Paul Doyle kept their

individual undefeated streaks in the tnple

jump and 120 meter hi^ hurdles alive.

Other winners for UMass included
Steve Paris (800 meters). Jim Avery (400)

and Rick Copley ( 1500).

The team travels to Worcester this

weekend to participate in the Holy Cross
Classic invitational meet. Paul Doyle and
Joe Kourafas will represent UMass in the

decathlon during the first two days while

the rest ofthe team will compete on Satur-

day.

"They've been amongstNew England's
leading decathletes," said O'Brien. He said

he sees a top five finish for both ofthem as

a real p>ossibility.

At the Holy Cross Classic, athletes

compete individualy as opposed to being
scored as a team. Coach O'Brien's goal for

the meet is to have as many as 10 indi-

viduals turn in performances that would
qualify them for later championship
meets.

^H.H (^.rd.n ^ ^ HJ ^ J^

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WT DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^^
.^

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8pni Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 l:50-3pm - $3.25

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers. 2 Chiclten Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10BeichertownRd.atRt.9,Amher$t 256^252
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Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

B«d and Breakfast
Oowniown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549 0733

EapariancMi haraaamant or imimi-

dation? For information about your

rights and options, call PAIR H (Peer

Assistance, Information and Referal

Hotline) al 545 1272 from 5 pm to 9 pm
Sunday through Thursday

Heading for Europe this Suinn>ar7
Only $169' Jet there anytime for only

$169 with AIRHfTCH' (Reported in Let's

Go' and Ny Times.) California $129
each way AIRHITCH r 212 864 2000

Intamationai Fair

Have a table or participate in

entertainment showing your culture al

International Fair on May 8th at the

SUB. Call Rachel at 5465587 or Jill at

6464909

Student Film
Seeking Actresses

Auditions 549 1065

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Ford Custom Van 60,000 ongi

nal miles. Few bumps and bruises but

excellent running condition. B.O. 648

9243

88 Ford Escort
Excellent Condition

New Tires. Battery

585 8612

BURN CANDLES

If you dig candles, come to the

Campus Center Concourse today. Cool

rainbow candles.

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm Cheese $3.50

Lg. Cheese $5.99

1 or 2 loppings add $1
5496073
B49-6098

Available Juna 1 Quiel 1 bedroom
downtown Amherst $350 month 258-

0876

Brandywlna Apt. Two bedroom
Sublet in June or lease in September.
Call 549 3755 now for details.

Comfortable and conveniant one-

bedroom apartment. $400/month. Take
over lease June 1 . Move in after exams.
3 month or 15 month lease available.

Call David 253 0759

Coxy, convenient 3-bedroom apart

ment on N. Pleasant St Ijetween cam
pus and all the uptown bars. $850
heated, furniture available. Starts 6/1.

Call 256 6347

Oon't get left out in the cold this falll

Gel your apt now. Sunny 3rd floor apt.,

in 8randywir>e. Furniture Inc. On bus rt.,

gas/heat inc.

549 7919

Double/Single rooms in house
Summer Sublet/Fall option.

LUXURIESIII 549^7138

Fearing St. 3 spaces only. Females
preferred, lease t>egins June 1 . Call 549-

4518

4 bdrm house, large kitchen, base-

ment, dining, living rooms.

Near bus route.

253 3S53

Graduate Student to rent large room
in Belchertown quiel country home.
Access to all home facilities. Available

June 1. No Smoking. S275* Call 323

8230

Talce over our 2 bedroom lease in

Puffton Village.

649 7472

Take over our lease Brandywine Apts.

2 bedroom 3rd floor. Call 549 7868.

Take over our one bedroom Puffton

Brand new carpet

Choose from three bus stops

Heat included.

Call 549 4951

TypMvrlter/Brand n««s/ Xmas gift/

many features. Priced for quick sale

$99 95 6 5245

LOST

FOUND

Camara outside Morrill Science
Building Sping Breaii Call Ubby 263-

9448

LoM wwdding ring three colors gold.

Near Boyden or Totman. 665 7 1 72 Tim/

Beth/

Lost My Kay* on Monday 4/12/93 if

found please call Marie at 8-5197

ROOMMATES WANTED

Famale Roomate Naaded
$195 a month in Brandywine Apt.

For more info, call

549 8219 ask for Christina

Salem Place conda
2 Bdr . 2 1/2 bath

Main St Amherst
256 3088

HEALTH

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELPWANTCO

Gold/Silver link pulsar

very sentimental

If found plesse call 546-0136

MUSICIANS

Take over our lease 6-1-93

Couches and carpets included

2 bedroom S475/month
Call 253 3403

DEATH NOTICE

Bryan Bonvden of Riverdaie, NY,

UMass a great brother and friend dead

at a tender young age. His last words;

Beautiful Stacey K, I love you. May his

spirit and soul live on forever in every

one he has touched. May God rest his

soul. Good by my friend and brother

J.c. Your Long Island Brotfier

FOR RENT

Amherst Cantar - Finest selection of

1, 2. & 3 bedroom apartments. Most

with gas heat 8i hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St^ 253 7879

Amherst Hadlay Bolchartown four

five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst. 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on busline, $1300/

mo., (508)597-8^73

Amharat - 3 badroom condos with

heated basenr>ents and efficiency gas

heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Take over our Toiwnhouse tease.

Starting June 1st

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath 549-8455

3 bdrm tovvnhouao, very nice, 1 1/2

t>aths, on bus route, furniture included,

take over our lease starting June 1st

800/month. Call fast 5496262

WANTED: 2 Housemates to share large

room $17S/mo/person 253-0751

FOR SALE

BANJO FOR 8ALE
$701 586 5539^

Dr. Martens for sale

Excellent condition - worn only 3 hours!

Men's 9 Women's 11

Call 546-3150

Large glass top dining room table for

sale. $150 or BO. Call Jay at 649-7949

Mt Bike for Sale

Cannondale Hybrid

18", brand new, $450 or B.O.

256-8069

Att: Excellent income for

home assembly work. Info

1 504 646 1700 Dept. MA 1307

COUNSELORS: Friendly, coed camp
in Berkshires. Openings: female bunk
counselors, head volleyball, head bas

ketball, head street hockey, head gym
nasties, head Softball, dance/aerobics,

video, computers, radio, and asst. riding.

100 staff from US and abroad. 220
campers Contact Bill at 253 0868

COUNSELORS
Prestigious CO ed Berkshires. MA sum
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,

seniors, and grads. Generals and spe

cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver lewelry.

newspaper Have a rewarding and en-

joyable summer!
Salary plus room and board.

Call 800 762 2820

Cruise Ships Now Hiring -Earn

S2000*/month + world traveKHawaii,

Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday,

summer and career employment avail

able. No experience necessary. For

employment program call 1-206-634-

0468ext. C5001

Job Openings: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op
tions. Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

Looking for student to publish tfie

Insider Magazine on campus and to

manage local concert series. We finance

start up costs Earn top income ($5 -$30
per hour ) and gain valuable exp. Great

for mkting or advertising ma|or.

Call 18006CAMPUS

Run own house painting business!!

Get videos and books!!

SASE 2942 Hubert

Lemay, MO 63125

Summer jobs to save the environ-

ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi-

tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22

states and DC, campus inirvws: 4/14

and 4/15. Call Jamietoll free: 1-800-75-

EARTH

$2(X> Dally mailing circulars for ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad-

dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Oepl. , P.O. Box
4203. Bryan, TX 77805

LOSE WEIGHT NOWI

Baas player needed now
Metallica, Pearl Jam. etc

Serious? Call Dave 253 2601

S Quiet fun loving students

Seek 6th for condo call 546 6690

Roomate Wanted
for 2 bedroom Puffton apt.

Call 549 1979

Share quiet West Hatfield apartment

$260 « call for info 247 5031

Wanted Female RcKMnata to share
bedroom in our Main Street apartrrwnt

good location cheap rent nice

housemates call Alex 256-3140

Pool TaMa, good condition, includes

balls and que sticks. $150 call

584-0707

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253-3816

PERSONALS

And now for something completely
different

If you like camping, hiking, biking, and
want to see the USA. I want to meet
you. I'm a '92 Ithaca College grad embark
month excursion around the USA this

summer (I've got excellent transporta

tion) and I'm looking for a traveling

partner. Send a reply to: USA, P.O. Box
35, Cross River. NY 10S18

Courtney
Happy B Day to the best big sisl

I love you!

xoxo
Jenn

Debbie Gibsondi will be 21 on
Sundayl Have a great birthday a few
more months and we'll be at Alex's.

You are a King canned corn chowder
head and I like you that way. Stop
thinking so much and keep smiling.

Love Always, Sharon!

Happy 21st Birthday
To Panda East's #1 fan

Enjoy Monday Lisa

Love ya
Both

Debbie
Happy Birthday to my friend and my
twin sister! I can't wait till it's my turn.

Hope your 21st year is erotic.

Love. Kay

Hey Sigma Kappa
It's Friday! Get
psyched for the long

weekend!

Hey - You Sheryl L. You finally got a

personal. Happy B-Oay on this date

Sheryl you are great! 1 1 Love ya Kart

Jen
Happy Birthday

Friends forever

No matter what

Love
Julie

Laurie, My Big Sis

Happy Birthday!

Love,

Rache l Your Little Sis

Scotty
Here's the personal you waited your

whole life for! Oh and I think it's your
week-

Lynnie

To the Perfect Human Spaciman:
Yes, you very well might be the sexiest

man in the worldl Did I ever tell you I

loved you? Oooops...! forgot my Mr>e.

Happy Birthday Bsbyl

Move you.

Your Woman
S * J 8-28-91

SERVICES

Interior and Exterior Auto detailing

Wash
Wax
Shampoo
Vacuum
Vinyl/leather treatment

Engine cleaning

Call Jon at 256 1668

Legal Questions? The Legal Services

Center oMers free legal assistance to

fee paying students. Contact us at 922

Campus Center. 545-1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Development Design print

ing reasonable rales disc w/ad 259 1 790

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Sports cards and starting lineups

Thurs Sal5 8
Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farnns Mall

TRAVEL

Guatemala: Study espaflol/cultura

Homestay612 690-9471

Scuba Diva for credit
At: UMass. Hampshire. Amherst. Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel

800 282 0977

SPRING JAM

Saturday April 24
Get ready for an all day concert bash
5 bands 5 hours outside at UMass

Food served by Taco Bell

Alcohol by Oelanos tickets only $5
For full details visit our CC table

Next week or call 549 1586
Only 1500 tickets don't miss out

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Typing. Laser. Spellcheck. Grammar.
$1 50/pg5 5823

WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET

A raally big four bedroom apartment
awaits you this summer, only six min
utes from campus. Spacious living room
and kitchen, 1 1/2 baths, wall-to-wall

carpeting, a huge yard and a swimming
pool. Dishwasher, disposal, air condi-

tioning, cheap utilities (hot water iru:l.l

And, if you really like it. you can stay

there in tha fall, loo! 685-7544,

Beautiful 1 Bedroom townhouse apt,

uptown, spiral staircase. High ceiling

Price nego. 25^4659

513 Main St. Second Floor

$180IMayFreel)
Call Rob 253 2601

Also see ad under musicians

French Language Students
Beginning and fluent French speakers
Needed for language study
Earn money for participating!

Call Robert at 538 2035 for info.

Rigid Orthodic Wearers needed for

research study Shoe size: Women's 9-

11 or men's 8-9 1/2. Theresa, 545-4421
or 323 8241

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a 3 bedroom Puffton Apt.
to take over June 1 or July 1.

Please call Sharon or Debbie at

549 4330 or Kathy at 253-3956

WANTED: Summer Sublet in Amherst/
Springfield area. Call John (617)352-
7539

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

Summer Sublet a great
2 bedroom apt right in town
stumble home from the bars like we do
It is Cheap and going Fast

Call us at 253 3567

Ask for Luscious Bat>es

Summer Sublet - furnished one t>ed

room in Colonial Village for one female
or hwo people. May lake over lease

Mary Ann 253 3224

Summer Sublet with fall option

2 bedroom apt. on Amherst Belcf>ertown

line Call Holly 256 0383

Summer Sublet with fall option.

Great 1 bdrm apt uptown 253 5763

Sumn>er Sublet with fall option

Exc 2 bdrm. 3 person apart

Southeast St Call 253 9729

Summer Sublet with Fall option 2
bedroom Brandywine. some furniture

price negotiable 549 1 749

Sunset Ave next to campus and up
town 6 1 -93 option for (ail Call Marian
549-7803

3 Bedroom Main Street Apt.

WasheriDryerUishwasher on bus route

Call 256 3470

Three Bedroom, hardwood floors.

partially furnished, in town, minutes
walk to campus, don't worry about
summer bus schedule! Must see' 256
0273

Three Bedroom Puffton Apt.
$708 per month or best offer

Call Brian at 549 4706
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Sports
Men's lacrosse opens
with Delaware at home
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After spending the first half of the
season on the road, the University of
Massachusetts men's lacrosse team will

play its first home game of the season
tomorrow at 1 p.m. against the Uni-
versity of Delaware.

As a result of poor field conditions
at Garber Field so far this season,
their initial home opener against
Brown was cancelled (rescheduled for

May 5) so they have played their first

seven games on the road. Undoubtedly,
home has never looked so good to the
Gorillas.

"It's nice to come home finally," said
coach Ted Garber. The guys have been
on the road for seven games and are
ready to play on their home field."

When the Gorillas face ofFtomorrow
at Garber field, the No. 19 Blue Hens
(3-5) will be looking to avenge last

season's 18-11 loss, in which All-

American Mark Millon scored five goals.

To do this, Delaware's top gunsAnthony
DiMarzo and John Wunder will have to

have big days.

DiMarzo has compiled 30 assists on
the year thus far, to go along with 14
goals. Wunder. with 28 goals, is the top
goal scorer on the Blue Hen squad.
Attackman Brad Glowaki has 17 points
on the season, including 12 goals.

For UMass. Millon (33 goals, 13 as-

sists) and Wes Depp ( 17 and 4) will lead
the way on offense followed by Greg
Kline (6 and 10), John Cavalerio (8 and
5) and Bill Ekiell (6 and 7). The defense
will beanchored by goaliesTom LoPresti

and Rip Correnti and face-off speciahst
Sam Joseph will be a key player as well.

"IThe UMass/Delaware game I is a
big rivalry," said Garber. "I'm looking
forward to a very tough game. Hope-
fully well get a big crowd there to

support us."

Lax Notes: A few errors which the
Collegian regrets:

UNH did not beat Brown and will

play them next Wednesday.
Mark Millon is currently fourth on

the UMass career goals list with 130.

Jim Weller holds the record with 162.

In the career points category, Millon
has 178 total points (7th place)— Jeff
Spooner in in first place with 275.

Women's lacrosse ready
for RU in home opener
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team will play on its

home field for the first time in three years
as it hosts Rutgers on Saturday at 1 1 a.m.

and Villanova on Sunday at 1 p.m., both at

the lower Boyden fields.

The Minutewomen, 0-2 on the season,

are playing in their first season since

1990. The team is in a rebuilding process
as they are competing for the first time
since the spring of 1990.

The Minutewomen have been defeated in

their first two games, one at Boston Col-

lege and the other at Dartmouth. However,
despite the 0-2 record, interim coaches
Bob Little and Karen Marley remain op-

timistic.

"By playing against teams like

Dartmouth (ranked fourth in the nation),

we are able to see where we need to get

to," said Little. "Afler all, we're notjudging
ourselves on our success against these
teams. We just want to improve each
day."

Of the 26 women on the women's lax

team, only three of them have previously
competed on the collegiate level. Experi-
ence-wise, this means that they have three row morning.

second-year players and twenty-three
first-year players.

Little and Marley said they are pleased
with the Minutewomen's progress so far

this season, especially the individual play
from the women that have never played
on this level. They noted individual efforts

from senior captain Racheal Splaine, de-

fender Diana Clemente and senior Nancy
Kane.

Goalie Donna Adametz has also re-

ceived praise from the coaching staff. She
is currently working with Ricky Mullins,

co-captain ofthe men's lax team, to improve
her skills.

"(Adametz 1 has a lot of goals scored on
her, but she has played well," said Little.

"She's been working hard and is learning

fast."

To celebrate the return of women's la-

crosse to the University, Saturday's game
will feature pre-game festivities starting

fifleen minutes before game time. Food
and beverages will be available to all

spectators.

Michael Hooker, president of the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, Chancellor Ri-

chard O'Brien and athletic director Bob
Marcum will be among those in attendance
for the return of women's lacrosse tomor-

UMass swept by Dutchwomen
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts soflball team contin-
ued its struggles yesterday when it dropped two straight

games to Hofstra Umversity s Flying Dutchwomen.
The Minutewomen, who lost the firstgame 3-0 and the

second 2-0. fall to 7-14 for the year. Hofstra. the No. 1

ranked team in the region, upped its record to 15-8.

Offense was again the missingingredient in the UMass
arsenal as the Minutewomen couldn't cash in on their

scoring opportunities.

In the first game. UMass looked like it was going to

jump out to an early lead. They had runners at the comers
in both the first and second innings, but were unable to

push a run across Hofstra starter Stacy Jackson.
The Flying Dutchwomen got all the offense they would

need in the fifth inning. Right fielder Kim Willard singled
offofUMass starter Kelly Daut to lead offthe inning, and
eventually scored the game's first run on first baseman

Melissa Bacigalupo's double. Bacigalupo was chased
home by a Crystal Boyd single. Boyd tallied Hofstra's
final run on a nicely executed double steal.

Daut (now 3-8 on the year) was impressive except for

the rocky fifth inning. The sophomore gave up only four
hits while striking out eight in her distance-going per-
formance. Jackson upped her record to 7-3 with her
complete game five-hit shutout.

Iryury wasadded to insult for head coach Elaine Sortino.
who saw two key contributors go down with injuries.

Senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas was forced to leave the
game with what was thought to be a fractured middle
finger on her throwing hand. The finger wasn't broken,
however, and Kuchinskas later returned to action.

Freshman shortstop/right fielderAmy Powell also fell

victim to the mjury bug as she had to take a seat early in
the second game due to an extremely sore left knee.
Powell is exjjected to play this weekend.

"Amy had to oome out," Sortino said. "Her leg swelled up
Turn to SOFTBALL page 1 ]

Women's tennis team victorious
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's tennis team
pitched a 9-0 shutout Wednesday afternoon against
Springfield College. The Minutewomen were able to use
1 1 players in the victory against the outmanned SC squad.

UMass coach Judy Dixon said that she saw some
positives in the victory against the Springfield team.

"One good thing was that [the UMass players] were
not sloppy." said Dixon. "It was wonderful to see different

players at the doubles spots come through and win."

In singles competition, the Minutewomen breezed by
Springfield without dropping a set. Liesl Sitton continued
her fine play at No. 1 singles by blasting Sarah Roberts 6-

0, 6-1. Sitton is now 4-0 on the season at the No. 1 slot.

At No. 2 singles UMass' Stacey Scheckner did not
encounter much difficulty either as she overwhelmed
Shannon Smith 6-1, 6-0.

Pam Levine fought her way past Pam Smith at No. 3
singles. 7-6, 7-5. Dixon said Levine's victory was an
important one.

"I think the big wrin was Pam's win," Dixon said. "She
was down 4-0 in the second set, but her heart pulled her
through. It was a psychological win, which are often the
hardest ones to get."

At singles spots No. 4 - No. 6, the Minutewomen barely
broke a sweat, losing only one game. At No. 4, Lesley
Watts beat Carin MoUone 6-1, 6-0.

No. 5, Alissa Cohen, and No. 6, Kelly Grim, bageled
their opponents 6-0, 6-0. Cohen and Grim remain
undefeated on the year in singles play.

Dixon was able to experiment in the doubles section of
play with three new combinations. At No. 1 doubles. Liesl
Sitton teamed up with Mary Edwards defeat Springfield's
Sarah Roberts and Shannon Smith 6-1, 4-6, 6-1.

Monika Schmidt and Amy Finn were victorious at No.
2 doubles as they pounced on Jen Oakes and Carin
Mollone 6-1, 6-3. Rounding out the action at No. 3 doubles
for the Minutewomen were Kathy Schmidt and Sherry
Smith. Schmidtand Smith beat Springfield'sAmyVenerus
and Nicolle Galliete 6-2, 6-1.

"I think that they are up and are confident," said Dixon.
"They are starting to feel like a team."

Baseball looks
to break out of
one year slump
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts baseball
team heads to Morgantown, W. Va., for a three-

game set with Atlantic 10 rival West Virginia, it

will look to snap out of a five-game losing streak.

The Minutemen (7-13, 2-6 A-10) have had
problems this season putting every facet of their

game together. Whether it is pitching, hitting or
fielding, head coach Mike Stone's team hasn't been
able to get things going. Ifthey do. it seems that the
other team always shuts the door on any opportu-
nity that UMass creates.

Earlier this season on March 19. UMass defeated
the Mountaineers 5-4 in a closely-contested battle.
The pitching staffofthe Minutemen scattered five

hits, allowing freshman left-hander David Dart to
pick up the win.

West Virginia, despite beingshutdowTi byUMass
at the plate in the last meeting, possesses heavy-
weights with the lumber, including the A-10 Player
of the Week for April 6, shortstop Gerry Slavin.

Slavin, who is hitting .325, has seven doubles,
two home runs and 14 RBIs. First baseman Mark
Landers leads West Virginia in four areas: average
(.424), doubles (11), HRs (five) and RBIs (34).

The Mountaineers are also loaded on the mound,
despite losing Joe Hudson, who was drafted by the
Boston Red Sox.

Senior left-hander Dan Barry (2-1 . 3.50 earned
run average) and junior left-hander Steve Kline
(3-3, 2.61 ERA) are the key players for West
Virginia, which is giving up just under five runs
per game.

Kline was named A-10 Pitcher ofthe Week this
past Monday for his four-hit masterpiece in a 3-0
shutout of Temple University.

Men's track defeats Vermont
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
men's track team kicked it into high
gearWednesday afternoon as they rolled
over the University of Vermont 89-60.

"The margin ofvictory surprised me,"
said coach Ken O'Brien. "I expected a 10

or 15-point win. This doubles that."

Twenty-three team members figured

in the scoring for UMass. as the team
captured first place in 10 ofthe 16events.

"This was a pretty good illustration

ofour depth and balance," said a pleased
O'Brien. "We're scoring points in al-

most equal bunches across the board."
This win, especially by such a a

large margin ofvictory
, goes a longway

in boosting the confidence ofthe squad,
O'Brien said.

"We gained momentum at the end of
the indoor season. This win proves the
maturity gained at the end of the in-

door season wasn't lost," said O'Brien.
The top performers really stepped

forward to contribute for the Minute-
Turn to TRACK page 1
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Equestrian moves to regionals
By CATHERINE PULLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Great horses, new facilities and fresh
coaching are only a few reasons why the
University of Massachusetts Equestrian
team has had a great season. Led by
Wendy Cicciu as the new coach and Kelly
Monahan, Heidi Seabeck and Susan
Shellerosi as the captains, the team moved
onto regionals with 11 qualifying riders.

Four riders have moved onto "zones," a
highly competitive stage for the riders, by
completing 35 points or more in a certain
division.

Although unknown by most of the

UMass campus, horseback riding is a very
competitive and difiicult sport. Mentally,
in most sports, you need to get through to
your coaches or teammates. But in the
case of the Equestrian team, you need to

mentally communicate with a horse.
"You can't force the horse to do any-

thing," Felicitas Fandreyer, a senior rider,
said. "Getting the communication down is

a difficult process. Another thing that
makes it harder, is that you don't practice
with the same horse."

"When you go to a show at Mount
Holyoke or Smith, you pick the horse you
are going to ride out of a hat to make it

Turn to EQUESTRIAN page 1
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Fire destroys
cult complex,
few survive
By LAURA TOLLEY
Associated Press

WACO, Texas — Doomsday cult leader David
Koresh's apocalyptic prediction for his followers
came true Monday when a raging fire destroyed
the compound where he had held federal agents at
bay for 51 days.

As many as 87 members ofthe Branch Davidian
religious sect, including Koresh and 25 children,
are believed to have died in the flames, which raced
through the wooden buildings in half an hour.
Authorities said cult members set the fire them-
selves.

The blaze erupted about 12:05 p.m., just six

hours afler FBI agents began using armored ve-

hicles to pound holes in the complex of buildings
and spray them with tear gas in a bid to force an
end to the standoff.

Eight cult members who escaped the flames are
believed by federal officials to be the only survivors,
but authorities said they would not know the
precise death toll until they could search an un-
derground maze of passageways.

Justice Department spokesman Carl Stem said
two survivors were injured critically, one had a
serious injury and three have minor injuries, all

including bums. One person taken into custody
told authorities that people inside the compound
had set the blaze. Stem said.

•^e can only assume it was a massive loss of
life," FBI spokesman Bob Ricks said in a solemn
afternoon news conference.

Ricks said multiple witnesses spotted cult
members setting several fires.

One person. Ricks said, "was knelt down with
his hands cupped, from which a fire erupted."

FBI agents reported seeing a man wearing a gas
mask and black uniform throw something inside,
following a fireball. Additionally. Ricks said, a
man found Monday afternoon in a bunker on the
grounds said lantern fuel had been spread
throughout the wooden complex and that the fire

was started simultaneously in several places.

Koresh had warned the FBI in a letter last week
that agents would be "devoured by fire" if they
tried to harm him.

A maze oftunnels was believed to run under the
complex, but Jack Killorin, a spokesman in
Washington for the Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco
and Firearms, said the agency believed no tunnel
system would have allowed people to survive the
fire.

"It's a bad end and one of the ends we feared
from the beginning," Killorin said. "Obviously,
suicide was a concern all along, but the method
was different, unexpected."

Police cut back presence
The reaction to king verdict in L.A. a peaceful one
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOSANGELES (AP) - Police scaled back a heightened
street presence Monday and Rodney King's lawyer said
his faith in the justice system was renewed after two
poUcemen were convicted of violating King's civil rights.

Major crime was down about 25 percent during the
weekend police alert.

"Los Angeles is not a war zone ... not a city with people
fighting each other and afraid ofeach other," Police Chief
Willie Williams said in a television interview Monday.

"What the community found was that the additional
officers were not a threat and we were able to build some
relationships," he said later at pohce headquarters.

The 7,700-ofBcer police department went on tactical
alert Friday afternoon, putting thousands of additional
officers on 12-hour shifts, when it was learnedjurors had
reached verdicts. Full deployment was ordered at dawn
Saturday, shortly before the verdict, to avert possible
rioting.

Last April, the acquittals of four white policemen on
nearly all state assault charges in the videotaped beating
of King, a black motorist, set off three days of rioting in

which 54 people were killed.

There was no verdict-related crime over the weekend,
said Lt. John Dunkin. and police canceled the emergency
deployment. About 200 extra officers were to be on the
streets for the next week, Williams said.

Hundreds of National Guard troops sent to armories
began pulling out Sunday, and the Sheriffs Department
went off 12-hour shifts and resumed normal operations.

The black community savored the convictions of Sgt.
SUcey Koon and Officer Laurence Powell, said King's
attorney, Milton Grimes.

"It does something to make one believe that the courts
will deliver justice to African American people," Grimes
said. "There is a renewed hope that justice will prevail in
the courtroom."

The federal jury acquitted Officer Theodore Briseno and
former rookie Officer Timothy Wind.

King was stopped in a Lx)8 Angeles suburb on March
3, 1991, after a high-speed chase, and a resident in a
nearby apartment videotaped him being clubbed, kicked
and shocked with a stun gun by police.

The beating raised a furor about police mistreatment
of minorities.

King hasn't spoken publicly about the verdicts, but
Grimes said he was gratified for the convictions and
disappointed about the acquittals.

Marshall ends season perfectly
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Perfect is defined as "flawless; lacking nothing essen-
Ual."

No one was more perfect than Tammy Marshall last

Saturday, as the seniorended her gymnastics career at the
University ofMassachusetts by scoring a perfect 10.00 on
the floor exercise at the NCAA Nationals held at Oregon
State University to capture the national championship.

To top off her championship weekend, Marshall re-

ceived what she called "one of the biggest honors in

women's collegiate gymnastics" when she was awarded
the AAI-American Award, given to the top senior in the
country. It was based on academics, athletics and com-
munity service, and was voted on by coaches across the
country.

UMass head coach Alfie Mitchell said he nominated
Marshall because of what she has done for the sport of
gymnastics and for the University. He said the award
was especially sweet because everyone always had tried
to stack the odds against her. unsuccessfully.

"Initially, people said that Tammy wasn't going to be
good anymore after she hurt her knee in high school . That
was one strike against her." said Mitchell. "And then they
said that she was never going to do what she really wants
to do going to a school like Massachusetts.

"One thing about Tammy is that when she says she is

going to do something, she is going to do it. One way or
another, shell get the job done."

When it came to the finals on Saturday, Marshall was
the darling of the fans, according to Mitchell, as she won

Turn to MARSHALL, page 14
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Tammy Marshall ended her gymnastics career at the Uni-

versity when she scored a perfect 10 on floor exercises in the

NCAA National Championships on Saturday.

A historical look at beginning of the University
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COURTESY AMHERST HISTORICAL COMMISSION
General view of the Massachusetts Agricultural College, before 1 885. In this view of a major

part of the campus, three buildings dominate the scene.

By PATRICK BROWNE
Special to the Collegian

Editor's note: Thefollowing is the first in

a four-part series of articles commemorat-
ing the 130th anniversary ofthe University.

On April 29, 1863 the Massachusetts
Agricultural College, eventually to become
UMass, was signed into existence. A cer-

tain congressman named Marshall P.

Wilder had been fighting to make this

happen for nearly 20 years.

Since 1845 he and his followers had
been wrestling with the lazy state legis-

lature, insisting that the only way Mas-
sachusetts agriculture could ever hope to

compete with the massive plains of the
West was through applied education, re-

search and experimentation.
Countless Agricultural Institute com-

mittees had been formed and had collapsed
without accomplishing anything. It prob-
ably never would have happened if not for

a gift from the federal Congress.

In 1862. the Morrill Land Grant Act
was signed by President Lincoln, setting

aside land in each state for agricultural
and mechanical institutes.

With the promise offree land, the state
legislature no longer had any reason to

delay. The land was divided between the
young Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and the new Massachusetts Agri-
cultural College.

For the next fouryears, the college would
only exist on paper. The first board of
trustees, with Wilder as chairman, selected

Henry Flagg French as the first president.

Together they all had the task of .select-

ing a site for the college. About a dozen
towns across Massachusetts were vying
for the college's attention.

Wilder wanted the college to be located
in Westboro. French insisted on Lexington.
GovernorAndrew Demanded that it should
be a division of Harvard University,

The city of Springfield raised the nec-

Turnto HISTORY, page 2
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Tuesday, April 20
Storyteller— "What mother never told me." Reminis-

cences of a child of a Holocaust Survivor at 8 p.m. in the
Hillel House.

Wheeler Beat Night — An evening of entertainment
and refreshments featuring a "beatnik/cofTeehouse"
theme. Held in Wheeler Gallery at 7 p.m.. and admission
is free.

Spring Comedy Night — 8 p.m., at the UMass Fine
Arts Center. Featuring names such as Jeff Altman,
Warren Hutcherson and Billy Martin to benefitcommuter
student services.

Wednesday, April 21
^cture — Sidney W. Mintz. WilUam L. Strauss Jr.

Professor ofAnthropology at Johns Hopkins University,
will deliver lectiares in a series of Five College presen-
tations in the theme "500 Years of Constructing the
Caribbean," in Memorial Hall at 7:30 p.m.

history

Thursday, April 22
Casino night — Board of Governors have planned a

'casino night' fundraiser for the Brain Tumor Society to
fight cancer, at 8 p.m. - 1a.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Donation of $5 for admission to a night of
live entertainment, drinks and prizes.

Friday, April 23
Funk-othon — The Black Mass Communications

Project proudly presents the 14th annual FUNK-O-
THON!! At the UMass Amherst Student Ballroom, starts
at 10 p.m. Tickets on sale at the FAC or call 545-251 1.

Haigis Hoopla—The event is open to people ofall ages
and skill levels. The early registration fee of $12. per
person includes a t-shirt. the Friday night shooting
contests, and tournament play on Saturday and Sunday.
People may pick up registration forms at Uptown Pizza!
Rafters and Athletic Clubs of America or call Haigis
Hoopla office at 545-397 1

.

Address all correspondence to:
1 1 3 Campus Center
University of MassachusetU phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592
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SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright
Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited
number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine
Ans Center is an AA/EO employer.
Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

continued from page 1

essary $75,000 for construction and the college was very
nearly born there.

The first person to suggest Amherst was Levi
Stockbridge. a Hadley farmer and former statesman He
wasjoined by WiUiam Smith Clark, a botany professor at
Amherst College.

Together they vehemently petitioned in favor of
Amherst as the ideal site. The decision was made in May
of 1864. and a reluctant President French travelled to
Amherst to meet with Clark and purchase the land.

The land was nothing but field and farmland. Five
farmhouses were scattered across the original 310 acres
purchase, two of which, the Stockbridge House and the
relocated "Homestead" still exist as today's Faculty Club.

The original land that French and Clark purchased
comprises what is now the central part ofcampus, stretch-
ing from Baker dormitory all the way to Route 1 16.
Now that a site had been chosen the trustees grappled

with the task ofconstruction. President French hired the
famed architect Frederick Uw Olmstead (who had de-
signedNew York's Central Park and the Boston Common )

Olmstead and French wanted to model the college
after a little country town with the students living in
little cottages and the academic buildings resembling a
town hall, church and library.

This little village would have been centered on the site
oftoday s Franklin Dining Conunons. The idea didn't fiy
with the trustees. Fed up with being rejected French
resigned in 1866.

He was replaced by Paul Chadboume who worked with
Stockbridge and Clark to come up with a more practical
design for the college. Chadboume's plan called for five
buildings which were constructed in the summer of 1867

Unfortunately none ofthe five original buildings exists
today, although one ofthem nearly lasted into the 1970s

The first was Old South College, a dormitory for 46
students, which was burned down in 1885 and was
replaced by the existing South College.

Second was College Hall, a combined chapel, chemistry
lab and drill hall

. which was burned down in 1922. Its site
is now occupied by Machmer Hall.

Third was the Boarding Club, a simple house where
the students ate. located where today's Stockbridge Hall
stands. It was torn apart and sold as lumber in 1906 soon
aft«r the construction of Draper Dining Commons.

Fourth came the Durfee Plant House, designed by
William S. Clark and financed wealthy trustee Nathaniel
Durfee. It lasted until 1953 when it was torn down and
replaced by today's Durfee Conservatory.

Last of the original five was the Botanic Museum it
housed the Presidents office, labs, a classroom and the
botany collection. It burned in 1969 and is now a parking
lot near Stockbridge road and Chancellor's drive.

During the construction, Chadboume was forced to
resign due to ill health. Clark succeeded him and would
be the first President to see students.

As the summer of 1867 waned and opening day ad-
vanced. Clark was hard pressed to come up with faculty
Clark himself would teach botany.

He chose Levi Stockbridge as instructor ofagriculture
A CO league of Clark's from Amherst College. Ebenezer
Snell agreed to teach mathematics for one year.

The final faculty member was young Henry Hill
Goodell. a former student of Clark's who had graduated
from Amherst in 1862. Goodell was a man of many
talents and would teach English. French. German and
the mandatory military drill courses.

With a toUl of five buildings and four faculty, the
Massachusetts Agricultural College opened it doors on
Uct. 2. 1867 to a class of about 50 male students.
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Campus
Center
Hotel

PEER HEALTH
EDUCATION

Interactive

Summer Help Wanted
The Campus Center Hotel is currently accepting

applications for Summer help. Applicants should be
available to work from Mid-May through Labor Day
Weekend. Employment at the Hotel provides work

expenence in the Hotel Industry as well as an
opportunity to earn cash.

Positions Available
Include:

Hotel >=^ront Desk Clerks
Hotel Night Auditors
Laundry Attendants
Area Supervisors
Housekeepers

What students have said about
Peer Health Education:

"I liked being able to teach other students
about sexuality, stress, alcohol and eating
disorders in the residence hall workshops '

S SCHOLARSHIPS $

GUARANTEED AlVARDS '

Evnry student qualifies for

'Xholarstiips rpo.irdless ot

gradns or income. Over $6
billion in aid has gone
unclaimed We locate non
qov't scholarships for you
CiH (800)753-4899.
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Peer Health Educators
Are students tielping students.

Challenging

'"«(,«

Applications
and Information

available at the Campus
Center Hotel Desk, 3rd Floor, Campus Center,
Please apply in person by April 23rd.

The best course I've ever taken at UMass!"

"It changed my life -
1 learned about things

that affect me."

Public Health 213/Educatlon 4-213
6 credit program. 2 semester commitment

Thursdays 4:00-6:30 p.m.
Permission of instructor required

If you're interested, call

Health Education 549-2671 X 181

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK
Om Way Roim«rlp

LOMDOM
$209 $389
PARIS

$225 $450
MOSCOW/

ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690
GREECE/
LARIUACA
$359 $718

......,,, Houn^fcip

TOKYO $789
BANGKOK $889

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow ctianges.

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia.

Eurialpasses Available.

I CinlofiH-lmmigfifion t departure taxn apply
Firet <ub|«t to change without notice

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave

, NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676

212-986-8420*
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elii^w^.^y^'^^^J^' ligl^ts up crowd despite rainfall
By KENDRA WILLETT the event «t th. .nH .f .K. n.e. ^...;„ . * ^By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Even a heavy downpour during the
"Extrava-Ganja" Saturday failed to

the event, at the end of the first music set
on theAmherstCommon, the clouds rolled
in, and a heavy downpour began. Most
people attending "Extrava-Ganja" ran for

^o^ *u J "
. ^,

7"-' "" cover, and the bands began packing up fordanipen the day-long celebration on the the Student Union where "ExtravaGania"Amherst Town Common which almost 400 had planned for the rain.
people attended

The event, which was aimed at pro-
moting the legalization ofmarijuana, was
scheduled to include four live bands, sev-
eral speakers from area organizations and
vendors selling hemp-related and various
other goods.

The rain forced the speakers to be
cancelled, and the rest of the event was
moved to the Student Union Ballroom.

Scheduled to speak during the event,
Steven Levine. a member of the board of
directors from MASS-CANN. a pro-le-
galization group, said he feels the United
States is becoming less and less free.

"I'm not here today to be celebrating."
Levine said. "I'm here to complain."

Approximately an hour and a halfafter

UMass junior Aaron Wilson, vice-
president of the Cannabis Reform Coali-
tion and one of the event's planners, said
he was discouraged by the weather, but
realized the mud on the common required
the bands be moved to the Student Union.

"We were doing really great until the
rains came," Wilson said. "But the damage
that could have been done to the common
from all of the people and the mud would
not have been worth it."

Kevin Simes, a UMass freshman who
attended "Extrava-Ganja" while it was
goingon at thecommon said he was having
a really good time until the rain started.

"It was really cool to be hanging out
with people who shared the same views

Turn to GANJA. page 6
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Students gather and beat drums during the "Extrava-ganja," a rally aimed at raising

awareness of the pro-legalization of marijuana movement.

Panel explores church views
Religious leaders discuss
By JULIE OLSON
Collegian Staff

Religious perspectives on gay issues are struggling
to move towards tolerance and acceptance, according
to a panel discussion on Thursday night in the Cam-
pus Center.

The speakers were representatives from four dif-

ferent Amherst religious groups, who met to discuss
"Once A Sin. Now What?", a panel on religion and gay
issues.

Rabbi Sheila Weinberg of the Jewish Community
ofAmherst opened the discussion by saying that she
felt the Jewish community was moving towards an
attitude of acceptance and inclusion in regards to
homosexuality.

Weinberg said that merely quoting scripture as a
means to argue against homosexuality was ineffective.

"Torah and Jewish law is not stagnant, but alive,
compassionate, and challenged to reinterpretation all

the time." she said, adding that the Bible needed to be
read in context and with a knowledge of the cultural
audience to whom it was written.

"People have to understand that there will be a
finite number ofgays no matter what," said Weinberg.

She concluded her opening remarks by saying.
"Who are we to declare what God has made an
abomination?," adding that it was her desire to es-
tablish a Jewish community where everyone is welcome
and respected.

Also on the panel was Rev. Bonnie Devlin, of the
Unitarian Universalist Society of Amherst. Devlin
discussed some of the attitudes she was trying to
estabUsh within her church, and talked about her
experiences as a lesbian minister.

According to Devlin, Universal Unitarianism is

founded on a combination oflove, acceptance, and the
worth and dignity of all people. The church has been
active in promoting acceptance of homosexuality and

gay issues in their faiths
has had an office for Gay and Lesbian Concerns since
1973.

Devlin outlined the church's history of anti-dis-
crimination efforts over the past 20 years, which has
included such actions as recognizing homosexual
unions, calling for an end to anti-sodomy laws and
formal withdrawal of support from any known dis-
criminatory organizations.

"Talk is cheap," said Devlin. "The 'white male with
a family' idea is hard to break."

She repeated the Unitarian Universalist's funda-
mental beliefin the worth and dignity ofthe individual,
and said that it is the knowledge that she would die for
this belief that keeps her going.

Reverend J. Joseph Quigley, the soon-to-retire di-
rector of the Newman Center was on hand to present
the Catholic perspective.

Quigley said that the Catholic Church views life on
two levels, spiritual and physical. He added that the
physical world is transitory and "luring" for human-
ity, who are "pilgrims" striving to get to heaven.

"Any appetite can get out of control," said Quigley.
"I personally believe thatman is omnisexual by nature.
Humans can be aroused by either sex, or even by
bestiality, but these appetites must be controlled by
moral constraints."

Quigley said these moral constraints are formed by
the estabhshment of social taboos, which provide
guidelines for personal conduct.

"If there were no taboos, we could all be gay," said
Quigley.

On the subject of homophobia within the Catholic
Church, Quigley said, "We try to tackle it but we
probably haven't done a good job yet. There are a lot
ofrednecks and blue collars who have fixed prejudices."

Rev. Quigley quoted Saint Thomas
Aquinas, who wrote that the individual conscience
must be respected above all. Quigley said the individual

Turn to RELIGION, page 6
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Fr. J. Joseph Quigley and Rev. Bonnie Devlin discuss their churches' views toward gay issues.

Holocaust is

remembered
in many ways
By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Staff

This year's annual Holocaust Memorial Events at the
University of Massachusetts will commemorate the
suffering ofJews during the Holocaust and the plight of
other oppressed groups of today's society.

These events take place within the last two weeks of
April and are sponsored by Hillel Foundation in coop-
eration with the University and other campus groups.

The first ofthese host ofevents stretches from April 14
through the 23 and is called "About Face Forward." an
exhibit of photographs and interviews with Holocaust
survivors. UMass senior Seth Kaye presents his collec-
tion ofphotographs oflife after the Holocaust in the Hillel
House lounge.

On April 20 at 8 p.m. in the Hillel House lounge Lisa
Lipkin will perform her personal stories ofgrowing up as
the daughter of a Holocaust survivor in "What Mother
Never Told Me," reminiscences of a child of a Holocaust
survivor.

Lipkin has taken her theatrical stories across the
country and has appeared on numerous radio and T.V.
shows, including CBS evening news in New York.
On April 21 at 1 1 : 15 a.m. in the Hillel conference room

Poetry ofthe Holocaust will take place. The Hillel course
on Israeli poetry will hold a special open-door public
session on the poetry written about or during the Holo-

Turn to HOLOCAUST, page 6

Students awarded
annual scholarship
By ANN MARIE NEAL
Collegian Staff

Two students received the second annual Josephine
White Eagle Scholarship Saturday. The two scholarship
awards were presented to Kirsten Baldrige, a graduate
student studying mental health counciling/education.
and Sheena Brown, a sophomore education major, at the
Josephine White Eagle Center which is located in
Chadboume Hall.

Baldrige and Brown were each presented with a $500
award because of their outstanding academic perfor-
mances and community services.

"It was a hard decision to make. There were four
deserving candidates but Kirsten and Sheena were both
chosen because they were the reflections of Josephine
and what she attempted to do." said Deirdre Almeita, the
second Native American faculty member in the school of
education. The first was Dr. Josephine White Eagle, who
taught for one year at UMass before dying of cancer.

About 20 family and friends sat proudly as Baldrige
and Brown each expressed their feelings about winning
the award and what it felt like to becompared toJosephine
White Eagle.

"I'm proud to be associated with having some of
Josephine White Eagle's vision. I am also very honored to
be sharing this award with Sheena," Baldrige said.

Brown wasjoined by herJamaican mother and Native
American father, who arrived from Rhode Island. Brown
said, "I'm proud to receive this award and to have my
parents here. I hope I can continue to serve the commu-
nity."

Baldrige and Brown both expres.sed their thanks to

Turn to AWARDS, page 4
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the community and CCEBMS for being supportive
and for taking the time to properly interview and
evaluate them. They also expressed the need for
more active student participation and involvementmthm the community, as well as the need to give
many ofthe students the recognition they deserve

Soma Nieto. a faculty member in the school of
education and chair ofthe Scholarship Committee
made the closing remarks.

"I hope this scholarship will continue to exist
because it is very important. I also hope that more
students will apply. It is open to everyone " Nieto
said.

According to department members, the schol-
arship is based on donations and fund raising
Nieto urged people to make small or large appeals
and donations to the scholarship.

COLLEGIAN

Conflict in Yugoslavia examined
Horrors ofwar-torn Bosnia are a topic for experts
Pw DDT AM /~i /-k.»T^.x w
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By BRIAN C. O'NEILL
Collegian Staff

Three experts on the former Yugoslavia gave their
accounts of current atrocities in the region and told of
possible solutions to the war. during the second part of
the teach-in series "Bosnia Under Siege" last week.
The White House decided we weren't going to get

involved because we didn't want kids in body bags," said
George Kenney

. the traveling consultant for the Carnegie
Endowment for IntemaUonal Peace and a former United
States-Yugoslavian policy expert for the State Depart-
ment.

Kenney felt that the United States government ruled
out intervention without thinking about the whole crisis
in terms of policy.

Feryal Gharahi. vice president of Equality N.O.W
and Katerina Dervisevic. a photo-joumaHst who has
been on assignment in Yugoslavia for the Christian
bcience Monitor, also spoke at the teach-in.

Kenney said the problem in Yugoslavia does not involve

intrinsically evil people, but people respondingto different
social incentives that the Yugoslavian government has
created. He said he blames the leader, Slobodan Milosevic
for the changes.

"With good social conditionsyou getgood behavior and
the reverse," Kenney said.

Kenney said the United States does have social and
strategic stakes in Yugoslavia. However, he said, inter-
vention is necessary.

"The United States needs to stop Serbia from carving
out a war of agression on its neighbors," Kenney said.

Gharahi spoke about her trip to Bosnia last February,
when she met with several victims ofthe rape camps. She
told stories ofwomen being raped, men being raped and
forced incest.

"In 1938 the war's reaction was apathy and silence; in
1993 it is the same," Gharahi said.

Dervisevic gave a sUde show ofsome ofthe sights she
saw in Bosnia. She showed photos of central European
villages that have been destroyed, echoing the horrors of
World War II.
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dir^Sn Bu/ZJr^ ^1? and it's only a small step in the right

Deating o! Rodney King is a victory, nonetheless.
It was armounced Saturday morning that thejury in the King civilrights case had found officers Stacey Koon and Lai2encePowe"fusIdundue force a^mst King and were guilty ofviolating Ws d

""
TTie four officers who are White, were videotaj^d by a wiSbeating King who is Black, with police clubs in 1991^hecaLTuSbecame one of tiie most controversial in American histoiyfSS yafter the acquittals last May resulted in riots.

especially

The other two officers in the case were acquitted Saturday How-ever, while they share the guilt in the beating of King the evidences^ested Powell and Koon bore much of the respons Wht^^eyused the most force. They were the senior officers Resent
^

-nie Massachusetts Daily Collegian is glad that some measure ofjustice was finally served in this tragic case. Still, it is alarming that
It took a year, two trials and the frightening images of Los Angeles
engulfed in flamesforthejudicial system to fi|ure outthatKin^sdWl
rights were violated.

More importantly, this story isn't over yet. PoweU and Koon stillawait sentencing. Los Angeles still hasn't recovered from last May's
nots. Amenca is stiU a sodety where sodal and economic justice issomething to be hoped for, not guaranteed.
As events on this campus during the past year have plainly and

painfully showed our society has a long way to go before its racial
divisions are healed and sodal justice is something we can take for
granted. These latest convictions are only a start.

Saturday's King dedsion. while welcome, is no cause for us to pat
ourselves on the back. The riots forced America to look at itself v^th
a critical eye and realize its shortcomings. We would be foolish to
toilet about them just because two police officers were convicted

UnsignededitorialsrvflectamajorityopinionoftheConegianBoard
of JbdUors.

not necessarily renect those of the Lolleqian unless othenvise nnfPH

Verdict a small victory I

Racism goes beyond L.A.
The verdict: guilty. America can breathe

again — or can it? If any good can come
from the King case, I would hope that this
country would look at the larger problem
that tears at society every day.

Racism, like that used against Rodney
King, is inherent in all parts ofour society.
Ifyou don't beUeve me, just ask Amherst
resident Doris Cruz.

David

RIVERA

* *

The Collegian encourages the campus community to share their
reactions to the verdict. Please send your letters to the Collegian, 113Campus Center Ba^ment. Letters must be typed, under 50 lines in
length, and must include the author's name, phone number and
actaress.

As a young girl she had moved to the
United States from Corozal, Puerto Rico.
She just wanted a better life, and she
knew the States could offer that. What she
didn't know was the hate it also offered
•^e lived in the Bronx," Cruz said. Those
were the worst two years ofmy life but my
school was great, so I looked forward every
day to just going to school and learning."

Cruz would use that ideal to further her
education. She got her bachelor of arts
degree from UMass, and hermastersdegree
in education from Smith College. She had
come a long way with a lot of hard work.

In 1988 she was elected to the Amherst
school committee. She thought she was
more than quahfied; so did the voters.
Like many people she thought Amherst
was different, special. This year she
learned otherwise.

This past December Cruz decided to
run for the Select Board. She wanted to
take some of her positive ideas that won
her praise on the school committee and try
to do some good for the town.

"The campaign started out normal,"
Cruz said. "My campaign wasn't that dif-
ferent from my opponents, but then as
( the campaign

1 went on then— it started."
Racial slurs were painted on her cam-

paign posters. She didn't think much ofit.

but then it happened again and again. "No
other candidate had their signs destroyed,"
Cruz said. "Mine were selected because
I'm Hispanic."

The signs weren't knocked over — if

Graphic Spanish film is a necessary reminder

they were they wouldn't be able to carry
their hateful messages. They were cov-
ered with words Uke "spic" and some were
slashed with a razor. Doris had grown up
living with this kind of ignorance, she
went on with her campaign.

"People not of color don't undersUnd
the acts of racism that people of color go
through daily," Cruz said. "It's something
you deal with constantly."

But then the letter came. "We do not
support spies or niggers," it read. It even
had a swastika on it.

Unlike her opponents, Cruz had to deal
with running a campaign and worry about
her safety. She filed a report with the
district attorney, but they couldn't do
much. It was an anonymous letter.

At the end of the campaign, though
expected to do well, Cruz didn't get a seat
on the board. She may have even been
glad; she wouldn't have to deal with more
attacks.

But then the phone call came.
"Ifyou like your family, you won't seek

chairmanship of the school committee,"
the voice said.

"Ijust lost control ,"Cruz said. "I couldn't
function, I cried for four days."

Now her family was being threatened.
Cruz, with the support of her friends,
family and fellow school committee mem-
bers, sought the chairmanship nonethe-
less and won.

She thought she had done everything
right. She went to school, started a career,
raised a family and helped her commu-
nity. But in the end none of this mattered.
All that mattered was her race, not her
character.

Doris Cruz's case isjust one example of
all the unrecorded injustices that take
place everyday in this country. Most are
made up of people engaged in the silent
struggle for acceptance as an equal, and
that silent struggle —just to simply live.

Amherst isn't that far from Los Ange-
les after all.

David Rivera is a CoWegian columnist.

The movies required for Intermediate Spanish II in
keeping with the goal ofthe course to explore "cultural and
literary themes stressing modem Spanish and Spanish
Amencan avilization," portray aspects of life that might
not be familiar to all Americans. While that's a good thing,
the downside is that so far the movies have been so
depressing that not even those cheerful people from the
language tapes could maintain a positive outlook on life.
Still, for all the death and abuse, they are good movies.

The latest one. La HLitona Officiate or The Offical
Story, is about a woman in Argentina discovering the
horrors of a military dictatorship which, until then, she

It s time to talk
I was pleased to hear the verdict in the federal

trial ofthe police officers accused ofbeating Rodney
King. Although we will now wait for the sentencing
in August, it is a reliefto know that long and careful
jury deliberations substantiate some ofwhat I feel
every time I see the videotape.

While we wait and hope for fair and just sen-
tences, we can focus on our own campus with
renewed energy. As a community we will take the
time to talk through some ofthe issues and concerns,
such as those about the integrity of the judicial
system and the increasing violence in our society,
raised by this trial and other events.

Thomas Robinson
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

had been able to ignore. None ofthe main characters die in
this film. It is still disturbing, however, because the film's
climax is a graphic scene ofa husband abusing his wife If
you make out all the words, you will realize that this man
who works for the government, is not just terrorizing his
wife but torturing her with whatever home fixtures he has
at hand to make her tell him where their daughter is.

Ifthe gasps ofthe audience woke you up, you might not
catch this commentary on the brutal extremes of political
power, seeing only a graphic display ofdomestic violence
Even so, with the University's current sensitivity to do-
mestic violence because ofthe senseless killing ofa UMass
student this semester, the film seems more important
more relevant to our hves. By touching on an issue made
too real by recent tragedy, the film might dig too deep
especially for those who knew Tara Hartnett. But it is an
issue that needs to be dug at; we need to better understand
the reality of domestic violence and its presence in our
culture. The discussion in class regarding the film may
have lackedm structure, but the professor made an effort
to ensure the students did understand its relevance, going
so far as to bnng in a recent article from a local newspaper.

To make a sweeping generalization, we as a culture
seem to need graphic reminders of those problems that
aren t suited for "polite conversation. "We seem to need to
pick off scabs to realize the spreading infection under-
neath. Perhaps this is why the Spanish department has
chosen films with such graphic violence and depressing
endings. Perhaps not, but either way the messages are
valuable.

Carlos B. Radovsky
Hadley

Thief spoils Durfee Conservatory for everyone
There is a treasure on campus called Durfee

Convervatory. Beloved by many, it contains a remarkable
collection ofbeautiful and exotic tropical plants. For over
126 years it has enriched UMass history.

In the past, Durfee was a place ofgreat interest to the
student body. Now many students pass the greenhouse
by the Health Services, never taking the time to enter.
Some students have found our treasure. Unfortunately,
some have been thieves and vandals. GrafTiti has crept
onto our walls, the creative inspirations of student
"taggers." Butmuch worse are //je/i and rfes^rur//ow . Rocks
thrown through our windows not only cause broken glass
damage, but heat escapes from the greenhouse killing

plants that cannot be replaced.

Recently four Bonsai plants ofgreat val ue were stolen.
The beauty they gave to visitors is irreplaceable. Durfee
IS one of a kind with its rare and aged plants and is open
and free to the public. When a thiefsteals from Durfee, he
steals from all of us.

Durfee is your place, a place of unquestionable
beauty, a place to relax. UMass students should not
behave in any way to desecrate this defenseless sanc-
tuary. Please help protect Durfee. Visit the Durfee
Conservatory 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday and Friday. See
for yourself

Michael Stern
Student volunteer worker

Durfee Conservatory

O'Brien s thoughts
on L.A., campus

It was with a sense of relief that I heard the
verdict in the federal trial ofthe ofTlcers charged in
the beating of Rodney King. It was agonizing to
relive the details of the beating and agonizing to
wait for the jury's decision. This verdict stands in
contrast to that of last year's and will help to
restore faith that the judicial system can support
the constitutional rights ofcitizens of this country.
While I know many had hoped for a unanimous
guilty verdict I hope that we can all respect this
verdict and share my renewed confidence in the
judicial system.

The streets in LA. are quiet, but people are
gathering to talk about the trial, its impact on them,
their concerns about the sentencing in August and
their hopes and needs for the future. On this campus
too, we need to reflect on these issues and concerns.
Opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to
discuss these and many related topics will be an-
nounced throughout the next several weeks.

Far away events such as these make us pause to
consider the climate on our own campus and to
make sure we are moving toward our goal of being
a socially just and multicultural campus. I have
endeavored this year to provide regular updates on
actions taken by the administration.

One piece of good news that has not yet been
announced is the fact that eight new faculty ofcolor
have signed contracts to teach at this campus
These commitments put us well ahead of schedule
in meeting the promise made a year ago to hire ten
additional faculty ofcolor by 1995. We may, in fact
do even better this year as three other contracts
have been offered, but not yet accepted.

I have been heartened by the fact that students
faculty and administrators have been talking se-
riously about issues and addressing concerns before
they reach crisis proportions. 1 believe this is a
positive step that contributes significantly to im-
proving our campus cHmate. I appreciate the time
and effort many of you have put toward resolving
issues and look forward to continuing the good
work we have begun together.

Richard D. O'Brien
Chancellor
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conscience of the informed, responsible person is "su-preme.

Reverend Bob Livingston, from the First Congrega-
tional Church. United Church of Christ in AmheSexplamed how his church operates on a democratic sys-
teni m wh.ch the local church is the highest authorityMe said that although there was a call in 1985 for the
various branches ofthe United Church ofChrist to accept
gays and lesbian, "very few did."

Livingston reinforced what Rabbi Weinberg and RevDevim said about the need to read scripture intelligently
before using it as a way to condemn homosexuality
saying, "scripture is inconsistent."

He closed his comments for the evening by quoting
Karen Lebacqz. a United Church of Christ theologian
saying. "What God does regard as a sin is oppression'
injustice, persecution, disrespect for persons. This sin
then is homophobia, gay-bashing, discriminatory legis-

COLLEGIAN

ganja
continued from page 3

~

about how unfair it is that pot isn't legal." Simes
said.

Three bands played at the Student Union, -yeP'
"

-Borderiand," and "Harp and friends."
The speakers who had been scheduled to speak

during the event were cancelled due to lost time
during the relocation.

UMass student Lance Brown, president of the
Cannabis Reform Coalition here at UMass, said
things held together amazingly well.
Brown said there were no problems at all. and
everything was very quiet and peaceful."

People spread out between the Student Union
Ballroom and the area outside the entrance. A large
group of people played drums towards the end of
the event, in which many people participated.

According to WUson. "Extrava-Ganja" will be
held around the same time next year, but it will be
scheduled to take place on the UMass campus

Holocaust
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caust, led by Yehudit Heller.
UMass professor Ervin Staub and ambassador

Mohammad Sacirbey of Bosnia-Herzegovina will speak
at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium. Ervin
Staub is a psychology professor and Holocaust survivor
Mohammad Sacirbey is the United Nations Represen-
tative of Bosnia-Herzegovina. They will discuss The
Holocaust, Bosnia-Hercegovina, and the Creation of a
Caring World."

Hedy Rose, former professor in the Five College sys-
tem and currently the personnel Director ofEducational
Studies and adjunct faculty at Wesleyan University will
present, "In Hiding in Amsterdam — Childhood Memo-
nes, a reflecUon of her personal experiences as a Holo-
caust survivor. This will take place on April 22 at 730
p.m. in the Hillel House lounge.
A Commemoration Service will be held on April 23 at

12: 15 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union
It will be a campus-wide commemoration including
lightingofmemorial candles, readings and briefaddresses
by students, faculty and staff.

On April 27 from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center Rooms 174-176. a panel/discussion on "Post-
Holocaust Responsibilities for the Jewish Community"
will take place.

Warren Blumenfeld, Jewish poet and gay acUvist will
discuss -Nazi Persecution ofGays During the Holocaust "

on April 29 from 4 to 5:30 p.m. in the Campus Cente'r
Room 162. Blumenfeld is the author oiLooking at Les-
bian and Gay Life and editor ofHomophobia:How We are

?Tw .• V^^ ^^^"' ''^ co-sponsored by Hillel and the
UMass Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance.

The Hillel House is located at 388 North Pleasant
btreet. Amherst. All Holocaust Memorial events are free
and open to the public.
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Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - April 28

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder,

can I be sure? What should I do?

How

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?
Who should I suggcst...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm
really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or
^^

suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to

this informal workshop to explore how you can help
and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.
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Uiey provide disaster reWw mftfary i^iport and yw MuH be one nf them

...A Good Deal for College
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An alternative to the rule
In today's world, countries are

grouped into three categories: modem-
industrial nations, pre-industrial na-
tions, or Third World nations, far from
achieving economic and political pros-
perity.

One of the most important ques-
tions facing our world today, in this so-
called "post-cold war," is how a Third
World nation turns into an industrially
and politically sound country, able to
support its citizens with a good job,
effective educational system, and a
comfortable standard of hving ?

The United States, a defender of
free-market economies, and supposed
winner of the ideological battle waged
between Capitalism and Marxism,
advocates laissez-faire economics and
democratically elected governments for
the former Communist countries, as
well as the Third World nations ofLatin
America and Africa so that they too can
achieve the American way of life. Why
not? What nation wouldn't love to have
a McDonald's or Taco Bell at every
comer and a television set that can
pick up some fifty or more channels?
Come on, that's the American way.

Christopher

ROGERS
I propose that the Third World

countries with a predominantly Catho-
lic population should not turn to the
United States as the "only" solution to
their problems, from escaping triple-

digit inflation, government corruption,
and a society of haves and have-nots,
but rather, should try to improve
themselves from within.

One way this can happen is through
the local Churches of the poorest coun-
tries, and even those making progress,
such as Chile, which is adopting the
theories of Gustavo Gutierrez and
Liberation Theology.

Liberation Theology is an interpre-
tation of Christian faith, based on the
experience ofthe poor and concentrates
on hfting those less fortunate out of
poverty by looking to the Catholic
Church not as a hierarchical organiza-
tion, but as an entity willing to aid its

followers in improving the local schools,
medical facilities, and making political

participation more open and equal for
everyone.

Afler all, in most of the Western
hemisphere the Catholic Chiutih is
one ofthe most powerful and wealthier
oi^nizations in existence today. Lib-
eration Theology proposes that the
Church's power and wealth be used to
aid the proletariat in making a better
life for themselves, by learning how to
read and write, eventually improving
the quality of life.

Unfortunately, the Vatican under
John Paul II, Pope since 1978. has not
been very conducive to Gutierrez's
ideologies and prefers to have the
church remain quite authoritarian in
its deahng with Bishops and Cardinals
around the world, andwhom itappoints
for those lofty positions.

The main reason why the Vatican,
under the present Pope, has tried to
limit the practice of Liberation Theol-
ogy, its power and message, is easy to
understand. Many see the Peruvian
Gutierrez and his beliefs as having
more in common with Marxism/
Leninism than any other ideology. And
the Pope, being PoHsh and a fervent
opponent of the former Soviet Com-
munism which occupied his country
for fifty years, won't easily allow Lib-
eration Theology to proliferate too
much, regardless of the positive out-
come if adopted enthusiastically by
the Vatican.

Unfortunately, this is another ex-
ample ofhow the cold war, supposedly
pitting the United States versus the
former Soviet Union, somehow inter-
fered and negatively affected
other parts of the world.

Now that the Cold War is over, and
the former Soviet Union no longer oc-
cupies Poland, some hope emerges that
John Paul II embraces Liberation
Theology, and that in a fewgenerations,
some ofthe Third World countries can
enjoy the same kind ofprosperity that
the U.S. does, but achieve it through
different means. Perhaps the sooner
these developing countries become
economically more stable, the sooner
they too will be able to watch "Cheers"
re-runs five times a day.

Christopher Rogers is a UMass
student.

Armenia hopes for peace
Think back for a moment, and remem

ber the latest snow storm that "crippled"
the Northeast, and how it stripped the
streets of people or activity of any kind.
Then, consider how it might have been, if

the scene had lasted all winter. Then
imagine what it might be like ifyou turned
off" the heat and electricity in your house
for a while, say a month or two, and
stopped shopping for the duration. Add a
half dozen starving people living in your
apartment, and you might begin to un-
derstand how it feels to live in Armenia
today.

As the world sits by, time is running
out for Armenia. The ongoing blockade
imposed by the neighboring republic of
Azerbaijan, has left the streets of the
capital city of Yerevan nearly barren, a
result of the near total absence of fuel of
and the consequential lack of heat or
electricity throughout the republic.

Peter H.

NERSESIAN
Even worse, however, is the resulting

food shortage, leaving the great majority
ofthe populaticHi subsistingon sub-human
rations. At current rates, which are
steadily on the rise, the winter is expected
to leave 30,000 dead of malnutrition and
disease. This small nation of 3.5 million,
which was only a few years ago known for
one of the highest standards of living in
the former Soviet Union, now stands at
the brink of catastrophe.

The crisis in Armenia stems out of its

five-year-old conflict with the Azerbaijan
over the territory ofNagomo-Karabagh. a
region mainly populated by Armenians,
yet still held within the borders of
Azerbaijan. Last year, the region declared
its independence from Azerbaijan, result-
ing in the latest round of fighting which
culminated in January's destruction of
the last natural gas pipeline intoArmenia.

Since then, the country has been in a
state of emergency. Schools have been
closed until spring. All but six out of 400
manufacturing plants stand idle, and
employment rates arejust over ten percent.

The landscape stands ravaged as trees
are stripped of their limbs to provide
firewood, leaving bare stalks reaching
toward the sky as eerie reminders of the
constant ordeal. Streets are roamed by
packs of abandoned dogs, themselves
crazed with hunger, that harass pass

ersby in hopes of a meal.
And morgues are hterallyoverflowingwith
the dead whose relatives cannot afford to
give them a proper burial.

Even as the situation worsens, how-
ever, response from the world community
has been sporadic at best. In a time when
international attention is focused on con-
flict elsewhere in the world, the plight of
Armenia has claimed little of the public
eye. The focus of the U.S. and the United
Nations actions has been mainly centered
on Somalia and the Balkans, while some
aide has been attempted, much of it has,
again, been stopped by the blockade.

"The entire world is watching with its

arms folded," said parliamentary deputy
Khachik Stambultsyan in a recent Time
magazine interview, "while we die of cold
and hunger."

A recent U.S. House ofRepresentatives
resolution was introduced to condemn the
blockade by Azerbaijan and actions sup-
porting it by the republic of Turkey, in
addition to providing humanitarian relief
to the beleaguered Armenian republic,
but action has been slow.

Russia has been reluctant to involve
itself over fears of aUenating its own mi-
nority ofpeople who, like the Azerbaijanis,
are Muslim. And without the weight of a
major ouUide power, the odds appear to
disadvantage Armenia, whose people are
outnumbered by two to one by those of
Azerbaijan.

The Armenian people are no stranger
to prolonged

adversity. The attempted genocide by
Turkey during the first world war left over
a mi IlionoftheArmenian population dead,
while scattering most of the survivors.
Only approximately four years ago, much
of the country was devastated due to an
earthquake which killed over 25,000, and
whose damage lies largely unrepaired
today as a result of the blockade.

But at the moment, hope seems to be
ticking away for the Armenian people as
they search for their historic will to survive.
"At this point we arejust living to keep our
pulses going," says Armenian physician
Ara Asoyan. In the words of the former
Armenian foreign minister Raffi
Hovannisian, as quoted in Time, "This is

not the first difficult, cold winter for Ar-
menians, but there is an unfortunate sense
among the people that they have been
abandoned to their fate."

Peter H. Nerse.sian is a UMass student.-,
—»^" '""•' •"•""o paoo- rtriiff n. jyersesian isa UMassstuden

Ah-ican-Americans' role in the Third World Revolution
Of the nearly one billion Black people living in this

world, over ninety-five percent live in the Third Worid.
The Third World is defined as developing nations that
have been exploited by Europeans during colonial rule to
provide the resources for the development of the West.

Today Africa has become the last great bastion of
colonial rule. The continent was first carved up by the
European nations during the Berlin Conference of 1884.
This political landscape was radically transformed in
1957 when Kwame Nkruma of the British Colony Gold
Coast led his country in a revolution to become the first

Black Nation in Africa to liberate itselffrom colonial rule.
During the next two decades, one colony afler another
gained i ts independence ending with the independence of
Zimbabwe from Britain in 1980.

Martin

JONES
Today, Africa's independence is being blocked by the

White minority government of the Republic of South
Africa. South Africa is not considered a Third World
Nation by economic or technological standards. It has
become developed because the wealth of the nation was
retained for its own internal development. The gold and
diamond resources have turned South Africa into a major
economic honey pot, attracting U.S. and foreign investors

like bees to set up commercial enterprise there. The
favorable climate and rich farmland has also attracted a
j)ermanent European settlement. The colonizerand colony

exist on the same land, separated by a political system
called apartheid.

This is why Chris Hani, head of the South African

Communist Party was killed. This is why economic sanc-

tions against South Africa were lifted despite the absence
oftrue democratic reforms. This is the latest battle in the

500 year war between the colonial governments of the

West, and the people of color living in the Third World. It

is an economic war over resources and ';apital, with racial
politics being utilized as a primary weapon.
And what about the remaining 5 percent of Blacks

who are fortunate enough to live in the worid's sole
remaing economic and military superpower? What do
you have to say about Haiti, Somalia, and South Africa?

Malcolm X realized the power of Black Americans
making a connection with the Third Worid. During his
last years on this earth he began to build coalitions with
African heads of state to use their power with the United

Nations fight for justice for the Africans trapped in
America. And most recently, the second Rodney King
trial has been used to falsely propagate that the system
actually works in our favor.

Our struggle is a global struggle for survival. It goes
far beyond South Central L.A. Blacks in America must
never cease to utilize their power to liberate their "broth-
ers and sisters" in Africa and Latin America. Until then,
there will be neither "justice" nor "peace."

Martin Jones is a Collegian columnist.

Third World Community Calendar
Tuesday, April 20

Lecture — Social and Ideological Functions of the
Girls* Institutes in the Early Period of the Turkish
Republic, Fatma Gok, Bogadzi, Turkey (Education).
Five College Women's Studies Research Center Re-
search Associates 1992-93 Spring Colloquium Series.
Free. MHC Dickinson House Living Room. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 21
Film—Bl Norte, (1983, dir. Gregory Nava) Starring

Zaide Silvia Gutierrez and David Villapando. This film
traces the plight ofillegal Mexican emigres to the U.S.
Open class showing for HST 273 students and guests
from the five colleges. Free. SC McConnell HaU Audi-
torium. 7 p.m.

Sunday, April 25
Community —Afirican Day Program. Sporisored by

the SC African Student Association, SASA. For info
call 685-7747, Tabdine Njobe. 10 a.m. - midnight

Monday, April 26
Workshop — Writing Workshop with Chicana au-

thorand poetAna Castil 1o. authoroftheMix*?uioZ/juo/«
Letters, Women areNotRoses.My Father Was a Toltec,
and a new novel titled, So FarFrom God. Presented by
the Chicano Caucus. Free, info: 542-3041. AC Con-
verse, Porter Lounge. 2:30-4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 27
Film — Harvest 3,000 years, (Ethiopia) dir. Haile

Gerima. A peasant family caught in Ethiopia's feudal
system struggles to survive. Free. MHC Dwight Hall
Room 101, 7:30 p.m.

'

Thursday, April 29
Lecture — Topics of Tibetan Buddhism: Living

Beings and the Environment, Geshe LobsangTsetan.
Sponsor: SC East Asian Studies Program and theAda
Howe Kent Fund. Free. SC Wright Hall Common
Room. 7 p.m.
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ka^AOti^ dlcv^UfS- V^/ Wheelchair division records set

Exchange
Condoms, Novelties, T-Shirts

Hours: lOam-llpm Mon.-Sat. •Sun. 12-6
178 North Pleasant Street* Amherst, MA01002

(413)256-0771

By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON - Jim Knaub won the Boston Marathon
wheelchair division for the nah time Monday, shattering
the course record and world-best time by more than four
minutes.

It was the sixth consecutive year that a new world best-
time has been set by wheelchair competitions in Boston.

There's nothing like the crowd of people in Boston,"
Knaub saidafter finishing the 26.2milecoursein 1:22:17.
well under his previous mark set last year, 1:26:26.
"You'rejust floating on this wave ofapplause and people
screaming and yelling."

Three-time defending champion Jean Driscoll won
the women's wheelchair division in 1:34:50, topping the
previous world best of 1:36:52 set by her last year.

"I can't believe I did it again," Driscoll said. "It gets
better every year."

The top six men and first- and second-place women all
broke the previous world best times in their divisions.
They credited a tail wind and advances in wheelchair
technology.

Knaub hit a top speed Monday of38 mph in his chair,
which he started usingjust a week ago. Driscoll topped 34
mph.

Knaub. 37, of Long Beach, Calif., said he was accus-
tomed to the heat that slowed some able-bodied racers
Monday.

"The heat and the tail winds were much better for the
wheelchairs than for the runners," he said.
A former nationally ranked pole vault competitor who

was disabled in an accident, Knaub also won the Boston
race in 1982, 1983 and 1991. Along with Boston, he also
won at Long Beach. San Francisco and Los Angeles
marathons last year.

Driscoll. 26. ofChampaign. 111., won the Boston Mara-
thon in 1990. her first attempt. She broke her own worid
best last year by almost six minutes, finishing just 10
minutes behind Knaub.

Knaub was chased by a field of73 other men and eight
women wheelchair competitors race organizers called
the strongest ever. Among the entrants were four other
former winners.

"I kept looking to see if I could see anybody," Knaub
said. "The hardest thing was to keep focused."

CONTACT
LENS CARE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

AlgOSttte
~^

First

, has
thousands of

BEADS
Visit Amherst's
New Bend store

CELLOPHANE
You are invited to o cocktail party:

PLACE: Regency Hairstylists

189 N. Pleasant St.

Amhierst, MA
253-9526TIME: April lst-30tti.

We take great

pride in being at)le

to fit many people
who have liad

difficulty in the

past wearing

contact lenses

• • •

Offering a broad
array of contact

lenses with a large

in liouse

inventory.

• ••
The new daily

wear disposable

and frequent

replacement

contact lenses are

now available

• • •

All fittings are

done by our eye
doctors with

experiefjce in

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems.

• • •

Emphasis is

placed on your
ocular health and
professional

service.

\k
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Free Classes « Jewelry
Supplies Finished
Jewelry Beads

OPEN 7 DAYS
from 10ain-6pin, Sun. 12-5pin

44 Main Street Amherst

256-0276

(b

IF IT AIN'T

We are featuring a
Cellophane cocktail

conditioner with the benefits
of a reconstructing conditioner
and shine,for only $10.00.
(with a hair service) This

includes an entry in our
drawing to win a gift basket.

P COUPON SPECIALS!
MONRO MUFFIER/BRAHE

» !•

Brake Inspection
A 10% off any brake repair

Llfetim«
guaranteed
brake shoes
&pads!*

1 tor feMi V aqr N^ita •• DMdHl,ml triw 10% ofow

FIX IT.

«Mi no oMfMon on yaw p«t Not \

Coupon MM thni 5/29/93
lanyc .*Sooi

3134

SM

MONRO MUFFLER/BRAKE

Oil, Lube& niter

MUFFLER/BRAKE
55s5"^!3r

PIimTwi

n<MundM«r bwpectlon. Avalable for moat vMctos. PIm
ppoimiiwnL
Coupon t«M thru 5/29/93

cal for M

3135

MONRO MUFFLER/BRAKE

2-Wheel /Uignment

\88*

40.000 Mile Guarantee
All-Season Steel Belted Radial

GRENADIER

U.t; (50 95 %# «>155/80 RU
Tough *te«l belt* for strength & control.
Great traction in any weattter.

$^Q88* i!yctrtw»n&froin.end. k<Mih fcrmootwhtetoo.

Coupon valid thru 5/29/93 3136 I

L WfoM^Htcaotor, canbor,A toe.

t-end.

PlMM ai for annMnHnL

Convenient hours
and convenient on
campus location.

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671

whiiewall/oize list price our price

piesaoRis 53.95 41.95
PI 75/80 R13 55.95 41.95
P185/80R13 57.95 43.95
P185/75 R14 58.95 45.95
P195/75 R14 61.95 47.95
P205/75 R14 64.95 49.95
P215/75R14 68.95 53.95
P205/75R15 66.95 50.95
P215/75R15 69.95 54.95
P235/75 R15 76.95 59.95

L MUFFLERS • BRAKES • SHOCKS • SPRINGS • ALIGNMENTS
• TIRES . FRONT WHEEL DRIVE EXPERTS

' 360 Russell St 586-0892
, NORTHAMPTON

326 King St

' 461 Memorial Dr 594-9161
WILBRAHAM
1 971 Boston Road
W.SPRINGFIELD "^Of^ ^^^^%777 Riverdale St # 09-0000

HOURS Mon Tue, Thu Fn 7 30 am • 8 00 pm Wed 7 30 am 6 00 pm Sal 7 30 am 4 00 pm

90 Days same as casM^.\T;,z-::s;„

543-8027
739-3860
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Boiling Point fizzles
Sandlot steals home
By JON LUPO
<^ollegian Staff

It's never a surprisewhen a film doesn't
perform to expectations and always a treat
when a movie exceeds anticipations. Such
18 the case with this week's new releases,
a mixed bag where proven talent falls flat
and a seemingly tired storyline gets a
fresh treatment.

First, the bad news. Wesley Snipes
walks throughBot/in^Poin/ with a dazed
expression on his face. I shared his ap-
parent puzzlement. With a title likeBoiling
Point, you'd think it would be an action-
packed cop thriller, with big explosions
and unrelentingfire power. Unfortunately,
Point sputters until it comes to a dead halt
. .

.
about five minutes into the film. Point

plays like an updated "Dragnet" episode;
bonng beyond belief and almost as excit-
ing as a piece of cardboard.

Let's hope Boiling Point
goes straight to video
oblivion where it can act as
a sedative for video-renting

insomniacs.

Boiling Point is adapted from Gerald
Petievich's novel Money Men and involves
itself with a federal agent (Snipes) whose
partner is killed by two thugs (Dennis
Hopperand ViggoMoretensen). Naturally,
Snipes vows vengeance ( I'ery original ) and
has a week to do it.

What follows is tedious double-crossing
and cop movie cliches, all involving coun-
terfeit money. Whew, hold on toyour seats,
folks. Snipes has the appropriate emotional
baggage (ex-wife and son) and is now
dating a hooker played by Lolita
Davidovich (Raising Cain). Zzzzzz. Boil-
mg Point is both confusing and uninter-
esting, traits that don't sit well with au-
diences or critics.

The actors, specifically Snipes and
Hopper, are surprisingly dull. Snipes, who
dazzled us in Jungle Fever, recites the
processed dialogue like he's reading the
menu at Friendly's. Hopper talks with his
hands a lot in this movie, but it's all in

vain, he's just plain booooring. There's
nothing sadder than watchinggood actors
trapped in subpar material.

If you're awake by the end of Boiling
Point, you mayjust give a care about what
happens. Let's hope for all concerned, Point
goes straight to video oblivion where it can
fulfill it's only purpose— as a sedative for
video-renting insomniacs.

And now the good news: Sandlot is a
charming kid's movie that for once didn't
seem like it was made for idiots Although
It brought back painful childhood baseball
memories for me (I was so bad, I missed
baseballs off the tee), it kept me blissfully
entertained for a few hours and after
sIudgingthroughfio//i/jgPo//i/,Ineededit.

There's nothing new in Sandlot, it's
coming ofage story is hardly original, but
It's the way that it repackages its cliches
into a pleasing and watchable confection.

Sandlot tells ofthe new kid in a typical
60s town, Scotty Smalls (Tom Guiry ) whose
stepdad (played by Denis Leary) doesn't
have time to show him how to play base-
ball. He runs into a local gang ofboys who
play ball in the sandlot. Scotty has a
disastrous first day, but after the group
leader Benny Rodriguez ( Mike Vitar) gives
him some pointers and he catches a fly
ball, he's welcomed in the gang.

But when Scotty's prized autographed
Babe Ruth baseball gets hit over the fence
into the yard of a big, fearsome dog nick-
named the "beast," the group has to work
together (as a team, get it?) and retrieve
the ball.

Sandlot has a breezy, easygoing pace
that is amusing for both kids and adults,
capturing a time period that is pure in-
nocence. There are, thank God, no Big
Questions to figure out because Sandlot
cleverly works its 'teamwork' messages in
between the fun.

There were some scenes that sent me
groaning— one where the kids play ball
while fireworks burst in the background
screamed cliche. However, the engaging
and believable acting made up for occa-
sional lapses into corny territory, proving
that Macaulay Culkin should start to
worry. Eryoy this fun movie before the
summer blockbusters Uke over the mul-
tiplex. Boiling Point: D- Sandlot: B

SQUIRE VILLAGE APIS.

Sunderland, MA
665-2203

Renting Now For June lsf& Sept Isf

Beautiful spacious apartments in different stiapes and sizes from 1

to 5 bedrooms. Spacious yards, swimming pool, disfiwasher, A/C,

garbage disposals • wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,

walk-in closets & mucti more. On bus route.

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
4r Expert in Custom Storage
* Custom-Oesigned Boxes
k Packing Supplies

* 24-Hour On Call Emergency
Service

• Secured, Itemized Storage
It Personalized Inventory
lr Insurance Included

SUMMER STORAGE
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (413) SSS-S999

Choirs inspire crowd
King's work celebrated with song
By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

Black Student Union Gospel Choir
Holy Temple Church of God Mass
Choir
Amherst College Choir
Student Union Ballroom
April 15

"It's Mighty Nice to be on the Lord's
Side" sang the Holy Temple Church of
God Mass Choir to a packed Student
Umon Ballroom this past Thursday
night. While commemorating Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.'s life and work,
people ofall walks oflife came together,
cheered, sang and danced to three area
gospel choirs.

To start off the program, UMass
student, Pascale Martineau gave a
tremendous a cappella version of "Lift
Every Voice and Sing," the black na-
tional anthem. If this was any indica-
tion of what the rest of the night was
going to be like, the audience was going
to be in for an evening of beautiful
music and faces.

The BSU gospel choir, directed by
Natasha Springer, warmed up the
crowd with singing, "Can't Nobody Do
Me Like Jesus" and "Love Said Not So,"
a BeBe and CeCe Winans hit. Springer
and the choir surprised many with their
impressive voices.

Martineau and Michelle Scott's duet
of Winans song was very moving. At
one point people were cheering
Martineau on when she took the song
over with her strong voice.

By the time the Holy Temple Choir
reached the stage, and filled it to capac-

ity
,
thecrowd was ready for some more.

This choir brought the ballroom to it's

feet vrith their beautiful voices and
great music.

What topped this groups perfor-
mance were two httle fireballs in the
front row. For those who missed the
performance, the choir ranged from
small children to adults. But, what
caught a lot ofattention were two little
girls, who couldn't have been more
than four, singing and praising God
just like everyone else.

TheAmherst College Choir, directed
by George Williams, had a tough act to
follow. Coming on after the Temple
Choir, Amherst held their own singing
a powerful rendition of "When the
Saints Come Marching In."

In between the musical groups.
Professors Joy James, of the Women
Studies Department, and Helene Page,
of the Anthropolog> Department, dis-
cussed the life and works of King.

Page pointed out that King and
Malcolm X had an i ntimate connection,
but the media painted them at odds
with each other, she said.

These people represented what
W.E.B. DuBois called a 'double con-
science,*" explained Page, "Being an
American and being an African."

James discussed the fact that its
"easier to remember the man as a
symbol than what he stood for and his
brutal death."

For thosewho didn't have the chance
to go to this performance, you missed a
powerful evening of seeing people
coming together, clapping, si ngingand
rejoicing while helping to remember
one of the great leaders of our time.

Hatch Bar Enl«rlainment
Tuesday, April 20 -9PM
Rock the Night with

ROCK^i^TOWNSHIP
Wednesday, April 2 1 -9pm

Studio Guam Presents

DISCO MAGIC
with

D.J. Billy Arnonld III

The Concert Music Sound, Lights and all

the Excitement ofNew York and London
Style Dance Party

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION
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The 1994 /ND£X Yearbook staff
is looking for people interested
in:

• Photography

• Layout

•Copy

Marketing

Business Manager

If interested, please stop by our
office at 304 Student Union to fill

out an application!

^

Hurry, deadline is this

Friday, April 26!!!

Attention All Gracf Students!

CANDIDATES' NIGHT
Tuesday, April 20

7:15 pm, CC 163

Meet the candidates tor the GSS ollicer positions

Ask about your favorite issues:

iuiUoTi health care harassment
budget cuts chancellors aeo
housing childcare research
discrimination state politics
economic development" gss
multiculturalism employment

All candidates will deliver remarks

Election dates: April 27 at GSS meetlna
April 28 & 29. 10 - 6 pm. Grad Lounge

«or more Jnlormotlon conlaci GSS at 545-2896

COLLEGIAN

April Spring Food Sale
From liAM -Close

Lg. Cheese Slice
Lg. Peeperoni Slice

_.990
$1.25

'Si^;
New Turkey Club Sandwich

w/Chip & Pickles
$2.25

Speedy Burger, Sm. Fries
& a 12oz. Coke

$1.49 • w/cheese $1.59

Lg. Slice of Cheese Pizza... .790
Lg. Slice of Pepperoni Pizza... .990

Speedy Burger, Sm. Fries and a
12oz. Coke... .990
w/cheese... $1.09

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

$59perroom
Escape from the stress of final

exams & term papers. Enjoy
our indoor tropical pool area
with hot tub & just relax. We're
just a few miles away but you'll
think your in paradise!

Quality
Hotel

Northampton
One Atwood Drive
Jet. 1-91 & Rt. 5

Northampton, MA 01060

^ (413)586-1211 >

^S^mJ^.

- a V. n

f* ^
t-N-
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B tennis
continued from poge 16

'
~ ~

—

Sitton. Dixon said that Sitton has the proper attitude to
play high-level tennis.

-Liesl is always hustling and her quickness and work
ethic IS great." Dixon said. "She is good and a big thing is

that she wants to get better."
Rounding out the singles mix for UMass is captain Pam

Levine. who battled for her first singles victory in her last

'^i^?i'^-^/"[¥^^^'^''^^^y^«"«^dStaceyScheckner
UMass doubles department has been a department ofmarked improvement as the season has moved on InUMass last two matches its doubles teams have gone

Tuesday, April 20, 1993 / Page 11

undefeated at 6-0.

Coming into the year, Dixon and her team had a goal:
to go 3-3 in their initial season back. Dixon said that she
hopes her team can improve on that.

"Right now we are 3-1. 1 would Uke for us to get better
than 3-3." Dixon said. "I hope we can pull out at lease one
of these two matches."

Probe
Ranger

ThuTukrbird

Mustang
F-150

Festtta

i

Aerostar
Tempo

Explorer

Taurus
Bronco

Escort

Get $400 To Use As Cash
Plus, Pre-Approved Credit For

You took endless tests and endured more all-

nighters than you can remember It's time to receive

the credit you're due — savings on the Pond car or

truck of your choice.

And your Ford dealer can help. Right now, you can

receive a $400 cash rebate on most new 1992 or 1993

Fond cars or trucks in stock, in addition to other in-

centives being offered. Qualified graduates could make
no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRP

Back Or A Down Payment.
Qualified College Graduates.
You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days.

This offer is available to college grads, grad school

graduates and grad school students graduating
between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993.

So hurry down to your Ford dealer and pick up
some extra credit — big savings on a Fbixl car or
truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved
financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase
Program. R)r more inibrmation call; 1-800-321-1536.

]\rEWENGLANn
FORD

FORD DEALERS

>rfk.4kii^M&.
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M Softball
continued from page 16

'

prox-ided all the offense UMass would need, with a fifth
inning two-run homer.
Game two, witnessed more drooling from UMass'

-Murderer's Row" as the Minutewomen got bat action
from Jennifer Raworth (2-for-4, with one run scored).
Kuchuiskas (3-for-4, with two runs scored) and Rachel
Lawson (4-for-4, two runs scored, and two RBI). Mean-
while, Claffey picked up where Daut left off, giving up
just three hits on seven innings work, while giving up no
earned runs.

COLLEGIAN

Overall, to pick one star ofthe weekend one would have
to look at Kuchinskas who batted 10-15 in the four game
streteh and improved her average to a whopping .451.

"I've been seeing the ball extremely well," said the
semor catcher. "I think being here for four years has
helped me out a lot."

When asked about todays matchup with Central Con-
necticut, the Minutewomen remained confident, but al-
ways precautious.

•^e'll have to play well against them," said Claffey,
"and good for the rest of the season."

U Mallen
continued from page 16

University at the American Hockey Coaches Con-
vention next week in Naples, Fla., after which
point he will begin to hire a staff.

"We need what I'd like to call a two-pronged
approach." he said. "We have to have a team ready
to play next year, and we have to go after the top
players in the country for two years down the
road, players who are high school juniors right
now."

PUTUS

.1
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS * ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • ORE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEEL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • FMGEMS •

FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first

Our students get the highest scores Weve proven it to over
one million student*; I et ii«; orovp it to vmi

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780

YOlKIIII'rilFFOIIDEnHEilll

... SO we're converting our 3

bedroom condominiums with
heated basements at Gilreath
Manor to gas heat and gas hot
water for the next heating season

iJmiritt Uma Estate
25 Nortii PkNisaiit Street

253-7879

Amhkrsi
Railway
SOCIKTY

April Meeting
at Amherst Jr. High

Tuesday, April 20

Featuring UMass Grad
JR. Greene

- on ~

•Dissapearance of

Quabbin Reservoir

•Vanished Stations

& Locomotives
• Lost Towns

I

Smith College Recreation Council
Presents

Jesus Jonts
with Special Guests

SHt%^ He's

yM ' ^ -^ - ^

.$10 with Siiiith College ID. 2 per ID. available at SriiiUi Caller
call (413) 585 4950 for times and locations

SI 2.50 for all others, available at Smith Collesje andMain Street Records. Northampton. Cash Onlv
call (413) 586-5726 for more information "

'

,^) //
I
—^^ 1 .' -!

-•

Ji.The Commuter, Southwest & Orchard Hill Area

Spring Comedy Night

C

"A

Starring:

Billy
Mar-tin

Warren
Hu"tch^reon

and Special Ou^et:
Jeff Altman

Tuesday, April 20, 1 993 • Fine Arts Center • 8:00 pm
$5.00 Admission

All proceeds will go to Commuter Human Services
Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center Box OfficeT E V ^

COLLEGIAN

CALVIN AND HOBBES

I THINK TIGEBS ^Rt
ACTOWiy CUSSiriED

AS UOUIDS.

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By GARY LARSON
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Only Bernard, in the front row,
had the nerve to laugh at Death.

DOONESBURY
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/
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nfofjiYTmy
PKOWTOe^T
THaR-OUN
A6em

CUTTER'S WORLD

Quote of the Day
"People call me a feminist whenever I

express sentiments that differentiate me
from a doormat or a prostitute."

— Rebecca West

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

for one. M«.C|c lat.f
HvCS

By CUTTER
''"^ job » ocKAi k«C««>SC.

H»*. Wviv M«jr«. es.vV panics

So E «o» f.

3>^ *»!<- Hxt. job.

J^<^ pz-tH^ Fonrjw.
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

IMGM^ VJHPfr?feMPTK>YouTo
SPREAD mis cMTiet TU«t of

Hovj KAu (nv It-
QELFPltNO") SHftVEO

MV HEAD SECAUIt

SHE WAS h\m.H
At Mt FOR DISSlKJt

WEtJ W«En I W^NT

to TO SIHRVJITH

AND NOD k:NCVJ HOW
SINCE THEM I'VE

I
6EEN THE OWLV

I BALD PEE5CM IN

T^E Comic StriP

T
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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PRICE

ARIES (March 21-V' '91: Tike a
long-fange vit^vwhendec tding w+ieie
to (orus your eftons next. Your rcpu-
lalion precedes you. To get the besi
results, avoid shoficuts. Lisien care-
lully lo what a triend says tonight.

TAURUS (April 20-May 201: Let
this day go by without saying -yes' ix
•no" to any binding suggestKHis Vou
need nw>rc iirne lo talk things o«f

.

Buy with greater tautujo when at-

tending store sales.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -lune 20): Goon
the ollensive it you know that yrxj
h.ivc strong support from all sides.
Token opposition gives way Do n<rt

let a^w(KkaholK streak snull out your
chances lor domestn happiriess.

CANCER (lone Jl-)iily 22): An
unexpet u-d loss nr>ay run in the highct
ligures It would be wise lo follow the
ollicial line right now The love lx)ai

docks tor repairs tonight. Let diplo-
macy reign!

LEO (July 2 }-Aug.22): Remain in

conlatt with those who know ih«-

score. Key assoc iates are st i II de^x-nd-
able. Reject an offer that sounds kki
lemptirig. Reluse lo succumb lo ihe
pressure applied l)y a last talker

VIRCXJ (Aug.23-Sepl 221 The fi-

nancial oulbok is favwable. Talks
and travel link ytju lo good Ixiys. Be
satisfied with knowing your true
worth. A new romance could receive
a big boost tonight. Go skjw.

LIBRA(Sept.230ct 221: Business
dealings are lavored. A linancial part-
nership could tall neatly inio place
today. You lorge a strong IxmxJ ImiiIi

on ideas and trust Call a family nn-m-
ber and say "I love you."

SC:ORPIO (Ocl21-Nov21l /\n
assertive posh will n&^an^ e yoor pl.vis

quile nicely R« erwly at quired inl< »-

mation gives yoo new (jower .ind
linarx lal leverage.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-f>ec.2l):
Listen attentively to what evfrynne
has lo say. later, yoo can make ii()

your own mind Ignrxing a wrxk ruk-
or li-gal regulation C(hjW cost ycni
dearly.

CAPRICORN (Oec.22.|an.l<»l:
Swapping ideas will Ix- Ixwiicial to
l>oth sides. There may Ix- sorrx- la< Is

y<Hj would |xeler to keep lo yourstll
Show y(Hjr usual gixxi judgnx-nt A
Irtend is inslrunx-nlal in guiding yrxjr
i<x)tsteps.

AQUARIUSdan 20-fH).l81 The
etnphasis now is <wi lx?c oming nxxe
elliCK-nt. Businessdemands gr<Av. I Hit

your are up lo ihe t hallenge. A( licxis

Sfx'ak louder ihan wixds when trying
to repair a rocky romance.

PISCES (Feb.t9-March 20>: A
Ixisiness IS not all that its sponsors
claim. Read IxMween the lines ol a
contract. High energy lets you deal
handily with any proljlems that c ome
your way.

HEM LUGUor TVVvS

D^M v-b G^^-^. TV\e
\AEM r'LU^f /^ HOLE
ON ^ rAOspuiTos

3oTX'

By PRICE VAN RAY

hOPEFoLLV TV\\S
5v\KOEOF Q,''ii£e.H

SPRfx^ fwNr la3\i-l_

^A^TCH THE RESTOf
Tv^e &^'X>. OTvieR--

^vc^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan
Copy Editor |eff Crofts

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn
Production Supervisor Sandy Bogage
Production Michele Bakis

Mike Carvalho

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Chicken Pucks

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Chicken Pucks

Menu
DINNER

Roast Turkey

B.B.Q. Spareribs

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey

Black-Eyed Peas

Th,. .,,„n,o„s c.x,xc.sH-(l on this p.t«c- .irc th^sv .,t the c .,rto„„ists ,,.kI cl<',i..t nc(vss,,r,ly r,.tk., , ,hc- v,cw. „t the Culk-^umor the U.tivcTsity

ACROSS
1 S<ame9«
5 Odds' partner

9 Outwit
14 HalchMl
15 — yaar
16 SlMsr fatxk:

1 7 Like — out
of tiell

18 S^•lter

19 Thick

?0 OcFoe novel
23 Willy remark
24 Goddess ol

healing

25 Willing to lertd

a hand
30 Rols
35 Altimnus.

lor short

36 "Ihe Last ol

Ihe Mohicans"
heioine

38 Abraham's wile

39 Buddhist
pnesl

40 Tolerate

47 Apple
43 Related on Ihe

mother's side

45 Italian wine city

46 Words ol

understanding
4 7 Creek
49 Contrite

51 Tear

53 Alrican

antelope
54 Stevenson

novel

62 Abraham's
son

63 Exhaust
64 Busy as —
65 Fen
66 Throw
67 Colorful duck
68 Gab
69 Lei it standi

70 Kitchen
add on

DOWN
1 Ski lilt

2 Knight ol Ihe
road

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

3 Omani
4 Daunt

5nubt)er
bands

6 Biblical

mountain
7 Mend
so«

8 Pungency
9 Lasts

1 Competes
1

1

— Domini
12 Measured

amount
13 Wind dir

21 Egg drink

22 Free

25 Stares

26 Black necked
goose

27 Truman's
tMrthplace

28 - bene
29 Comprehend
31 Surrender
32 Came

about

33 Headquarters,
in Peking

34 Covering

37 Feed the kitty

4t Most
grimy

44 OUsyngologisl's

concern
48 Behave lead in

50 liKumbents
52 Strokes on

the green

54 Oictator

55 — avis

56 Orient

57 Run
amok

56 Gaelic

59 Aid

60 Orderly
61 Erase
62 Rascal

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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U Marshall
continued from page 1

them over as soon as the music ofher floor exercise began.
The crowd there was amazing," said Marshall. The

athletic director from Oregon State came over to me and
asked well, how does it feel being an outsider and
somehow getting all of the fans to support you?'

"As soon as my music started, they were clapping the
whole time. It was so exciting I wanted to jump up and
down and stop [the routine]."

Marshall's championship routine ended with the fans
holding "10" signs in unison. When the score went up,
Marshall said she burst into tears. Georgia's Heather

Stepp and Oregon State's Amy Durham shared the title
by scoring a 10.00 as well.

The entire meet began last Thursday night with the
preliminary competition, which is used to determine
both the finalists for each individual event and the all-

around championship.
Marshall finished sixth in the all-aroimd with a school

record of 39.250, her best performance at any national
meet. She received a 9.675 on beam and a 9.925 on floor.

On vault, she received a 9.85. but was one ofthe eleven
alternates that were unable to reach the finals. Accord-
ing to both Marshall and Mitchell, it was expected that
the University of Alabama would scratch former U.S.
Olympian Kim Kelly from the finals, allowing all eleven
alternates to compete.

COLLEGIAN
However. Kelly was not scratched until five minutes

before vaultingbegan
.
leaving both Marshall and Kristen

Kenoyer of Utah, who shared last year's vault champi-
onship, out of the finals.

Marshall's productive weekend alsoyielded her career
best on bars, 9.80. She said that it meant a lot to her
because she hit the more difiicult tricks that were added
to the routine for national competition.

For her efforts this past weekend, Marshall was named
first team All-American (edl-around and floor) and was
invited to the tryouts for the World University Games.

The meet marked the first and last time that Marshall
and her sister Wendy, a freshman at the University of
Michigan, will compete together. The younger Marshall
scored a 9.80 on vault as well.

Want to helpus

serve 1,000,000 meals

to thehungry?

Sign here.

A new C0. An ISK[ prep counie. A pair of

running shoes.

It makes no difference what you buy.

Because as a Student Cardmember, each time

you charge a purchase with the Anttrican

Express Card from March 15 to April 30, 1993, you he^) pay for

one meal for someone who's hungry.

The more purchases you make, no matter how big or small,

the more meals you help provide. It's that simple.

Our goal? Tb help buy 1,000,000 meals* for America's hun-

gry men, women and children.

lb make it work, we've brought U^ether a powerful team—
you, our Student Cardmembers, and Share Our Strength.

SOS is a nationwide non-profit organization fighting to end

hunger. And they're doing it in some very resourceful ways.

For example, most restaurants have extra food at the end

Nowevery time

you use the Card to buy

anything at all, yoifre

helping provide a meal

for the hungry

of the night, but they dont always know
what to do with it. SOS does. They see to it

tliat the food is delivered to those who need

it. In fact. tlieyVe mobilized more than

5,000 restaurants to join the fight against

hunger, here in the U.S. and around the world.

So next time you reach in your waUet to pay for a purchase,
put it on the American Express Card. And help make a differ-

ence to someone who's hungry

If you're not currently a Cardmember, but would like to
apply, please call us at 1-800-365-AMEX.

The American Express* Card.
When pu reach for it, you reach out to help others.

mm.Simt Our Strength can provide one meal for ev^ry $.(W received Donwion
femit deductible for income tax pmp««es

receiveaDonation

Share Our Strength, 151! K StreetW
Washington, DC Z0005 (800)96^4767

© Wi American Express

Uravd Rdaed Services Company Inc

t c
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m Minutewomen
continued from page 16

6-2, before UMass freshman Sara
Deraenkoffscored at the 7:08 mark. The
Lady Knights added anothergoal before
thehalffora7-3 lead.

Minutewoman Heather Burgett
scored the first goal in the second half
with 25:28 left in the game. Rutgers
then answered with two goals before
UMass could score again for a 9-5 final.

Coaches Bob Little and Karen

Marley said they had nothingbut praise
for the defense despite the nine goals
given up. According to the Little and
Marley, Nancy Kane did an outstand-
ing job in shutting down the Lady
Knights' leading scorer Heather Jones,
who did not score a goal and ended up
with three assists.

Julie Midhk was a standout on of-
fense for UMass yesterday as she scored
two goals, as was Keri Brooks. Racheal
Splaine scored another goal to add to
her team-high toUl of 1 1 goals.

baseball

Gorillas
continued from page 16

Shillinglaw. whose Blue Hens have never
beaten UMass in seven tries.

Meanwhile, Depp, whoscored fourgoalsm a game for the third time this season,
and Triolo, a freshman midfielder who is
now third on the team in goals with 9
stepped up theirgame and took advantage
ofthe scoring opportunities offered them.

Did Depp and Triolo think the atten-
tion the Blue Hens paid Millon had any-
thing to do with their success on offense?

"Definitely," said Depp, whose hard
line-dnve shots belied the fact he has a
sore shoulder. They tried to shutofTMark
and that left me open."

"I was always open when he had the
ball." Triolo said.

Although Shillinglaw downplayed his
team s defensive preparation afterwards,
the Blue Hens attempted the same de-
fensive scheme Hofstra did two weeks ago— play zone when Millon has the ball,
man-to-man when he does not. They
abandoned this tactic when the Gorillas'
zone offense found Depp wide-open for a
couple ofuncontested 15-yard cranks that
found the back of the net.
When Depp wasn't scoring. Triolo was.

He notched three of his four scores in the
first half, when Delaware was still
controling pos.session and capitalizing on a
slow start by the UMass close defense. He
made some impressive efforts on those

scores, particularly for his third goal.
With the game tied 4-4 and the Blue

Hens still very much in the hunt, Triolo
picked up a ground ball, lost his defender
on a shoulder fake, came around the back
of the crease and stuffed the ball home.
UMass did not trail again.

From there, the Gorillas, wearing their
home uniforms for the first time this sea-
son, picked up their defensive intensity a
notch and found their shots reaching the
back of the Delaware net more often.

UMass goalie Tom LoPresti. starting
in his fourth game, also played better as
the game went on, stopping eight shots
and fueling the Gorilla transition game,
both from inside and outside the goal
crease. Assistant coach Mario Lopez
complimented LoPresti on his effort.

"(LoPresti
I was under control with the

ball today." said Lopez. "We've been
working on that with him and he's doing a
better job."

In the eariy going, the Gorillas got off
good shots but found themselves stymied
by the play of Delaware goalie Jamie
Blalock. who made most of his 1 1 saves in
the first half.

UMass also fell prey to first-half de-
fensive lapses, as Mike Miner and Thad
Boyce both scored unassisted to give Dela-
ware its 2-0 first quarter lead.

But the Gorillas shrugged off their
early-game lapses and held an opponent
under 10 goals for the fourth time this
season in an ail-around solid showing.

continued from page 16

"We felt thatJay pitched fairly well and
has control ofthree pitches, and we wanted
to start the series with someone who did

"

said head coach Mike Stone. "He's got a
strong arm and we werejust glad he could
get them out for seven innings.'

Right-hander Jeff Toothaker had no
run support in Saturday's second game a
4-0 Minutemen loss. Toothaker gave up
single runs in the first and third innings
and a pair in the fifth. First baseman Dan
Vasalani was the main culprit, taking
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Toothaker deep for a home run.
Steve Khne (4-3) picked up the win,

pitching a complete game two-hit shutout
while striking out seven. Howard and cen-
ter fielder Nelson Ubaldo were the only
UMass players to get hits.

The rubbergame on Sunday turned out
to be a blowout in West Virginia's favor, as
the Moimtaineers were down 4-3 in the
fourth but scored eight runs in the last
three innings.

Jim Telgheder (2-4) took the I .ss as
WVUwent 16-for-40attheplate. Allina!',
it was anotherweekend where UMass went
down in the A-10 standings.

G raduation Special
Avoid the common mistakes o^ inexperienced job huntere
and the overburdened career services of your college. Start an

effective and individuaiized

Job Search with Avanti Career Manc^ement

Graduation Special Package
Resume and Cover letter Advising

This indivkfualized service includes assisting inten^ew, consul-^.on drafting, review by a professional career counselor and
printed copies of resume, biographical briefs or cover lettersResume enhancement is also available individually.

Computerized Job Bank
Includes up to date domestic and inlemational careers and

one of the folbwing:
Personalized |ob Search Report (for private sector careers)

or

Nonprofit organization search (over 3,000 national and
inlemational organizatiom)

Using our state of the art research facilities and career resource
library, which are unparalleled in the Valley.

Contact Av»^ in downto»wi Northampton (or more Infermalfon-
(4I3)5«4»409
1 7 New Somh Sircvl ^^S^^^^^^^r
Sulltvan Squ*re •^=\ :^
North«t^jton,MA01060 ^AVANTI^

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Mjisachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Casti in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSt

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Accounting Association
Wed Apfil 21st Room 917
Speaker: Prof. Ron Mannino
Dress Casual/Refreshments
New and old members welcome I

Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting
parents and friends 549 0733

Heading for Europa tl<is Sumin«r7
Only $169' Jet there anytime for only
$169 with AIRHrrCHMReported in Let's
Go' and NY Times.) California $129
each way. AIRHITCH r 212 864 2000

Student Film
Seeking Aaresses
Auditions 549 1065

UMass Blood Drtv*
Today 10 4 pm
Campus Center Rm. 165

AUTO FOR SALE

1979 Ford Custom Van 60,000 origi
nal miles. Few bumps and bruises but
excellent running condition. B.O. 648-
9243

Comfortable and convenient one-
bedroom apartment. $400/monthTaka
over lease June 1

. Move in after exams.
3 month or 15 month lease available
Call David 253 0759

Oon't get left out in the cold this fall I

Get your apt. now. Sunny 3rd floor apt.,
in Brandywine. Furniture Inc On bus rt.,

gas/heat inc.

549-7919

Double/Single rooms in house
Summer SubletyFall option
LUXURIES!!! 549 7138

Near l>uffers Pond
3 bedroom house
Summer St.

Take over our lease 6/1

5499915

Summer Subleasel Big 2 BOR
Townhosue avail. NOW. 550 month
great for 4i Call 6 6948 or 6 5891

Take over our lease 6/1/93
Brandywir>e Apt. 6E
Good Location access to 2 bus stops
Call 549 1479

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
S49-6098

Talce over our 2-bedroom lease in
Puffton Village.

549 7472

Take over our lease Brandywine Apts.
2 bedroom 3rd floor. Call 549 7868.

Take over our one bedroom Puffton
Brand new carpet

Choose from three bus stops
Heat included.

Call 549 4951

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of
1, 2. 8i 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heal & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Amiiarst Hadley Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst, 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on busline, $1 300/
mo., (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Available June 1 Quiet 1 bedroom
downtown Amherst $350 month 256
0876

BRANDYWINE
Takeover/sublet June

Free Furniture. New Kitchen.

_ New Bathroom 549 7183

Brandywine Apt. Two bedroom
Sublet in June or lease in September.
Call 549 3755 now for details.

2 bodroom Brandywine
Take over our lease June 1 . Heat and hot
water included. Call 549-7973

Uptown, across from Pub, co^y, cheap
2 bedroom apt. 2 3 people heat inc.

Call soon 253-9316

WANTED: 2 Housemates to share large
room $175/mo/person 253-0751

FOR SALE

HEALTH

Condoota by maH discreet. BNK Box
11S1 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOVMEIVT
Fisheries Earn $600-'week in can
neries or $4000*/monlh on fishing
boats. Free transportation! Room 8i

Board' Male or Female For employ
ment program call 1 206 545 4155 ext
ASOOl

COUNSELORS: Friendly, coed camp
in Berkshires. Openings: female bunk
counselors, head volleyball, head bas
ketball, head street hockey, head gym
nasties, head Softball, dance/aerobics,
video, computers, radio, and asst . riding.

100 staff from US and abroad. 220
campers. Contaa Bill at 253-0868

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshires, MA sum-
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,
seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver iewelry,
newspaper. Have a rewarding and en-
joyable summer!
Salary plus room and t>oard.

Call 800 762 2820

Easy Work ! Excellent Pay!
Assemble products at home.
Call toll free

1 800 467 5566 Ext. 596

GUAREIWTEED $400
Two siudnet clubs needed for fall

projectourgroupGUARENTEED at least
$4O0.00. Last call BEFORE END OF
TERIVI 1 800932^528 EXT 99

Job Openlnga: Religious school
teachers Sunday and Wednesday op-
tions Jewish Community of Amherst
Contact Susan 253 7747

$200 Daily mailing circulars lor ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketir)g, Personnel Oopt. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77805

LOANSII

Loansll
Graduating SeniorsI 90 day deferred
car loans available now at your student
credit union. Come visit our loan dept
314 Student Union BIdg.or call at 545
2800

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

S QHtot fun levhig students
Seek 6lh for condo call 546 6690

Roomata Wanted
'or 2 bedroom Puffton apt.
Can 549 1979

Wanted Female Roomate to share
bedroom in our Mam Street apartment
good location cheap rent nice
housemates call Alex 256 3140

SERVICES

Up to 30 Ibe. in 30 days for $30' All
natural Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed 253 3816

LOST

Lost: One Carl Elder
Was on his way to

Casino Night

Has tendency to wander
Please show him to

The CCA at 8:00

Comfy Couch!! Seats six easily.

« table/lamp call llene 256-3140

Dr. Martens for sale
Excellent condition -worn only 3 hours!
Mens 9 Women's 11

Call 546 3150

Large glass top dining room fable for
sale $150 or BO Call Jay at 549 7949

Pool Table, good condition, includes
balls and que sticks. $150 call

5840707

Typewriter/Brand new/ Xmas gift/
many features. Priced for quick sale
$99.95 6 5245

Wetsuit WM$ 10 376 call Karen 584
9543

FOUND

Camere outside Morrill Science
Building Sping Break Call Libbv 253
9448

Looking for student to publish the
Insider Magazine on campus and to
manage local concert series . We fi nance
Stan up costs Earn top income ($5 -$30
per hour I and gain valuable exp. Great
for mkting or advertising major.
Call 18006CAMPUS

Postal Jobs Available! Many posi
tions, great t>enefils. Call 1-800 436-4365
ext^ p 3306

Run own house painting business!!
Get videos and books'!
SASE 2942 Hubert
Lemay, MO 63125

Summer fobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi
tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and D.C., campus intrvws: 4/14
and 4/15 Call Jamietoll free: 1-B00-7S-
EARTH

PERSONALS

And nowfor something completely
different
II you like camping, hiking, biking, and
want to see the USA, I want to meet
you. I'm a '92 Ithaca College grad em
bark month excursion around the USA
this summer (I've got excellent trans
portation) and I'm looking for a travel-
ing partner. Send a reply to: USA, P.O.
Box 35. Cross River, NV 10518

Chocolate Eyes
Don't fold, hold your ground
Have strength.

Archangel

Heppy Birthday to Rhonda Garber the
Sex Goddess Hope it's awesome! Love
Va Batie, Seana , Queen of the Amazons
Jeffrey Michael - Thank You' I can't
read the future either, but you too will

always hold a very special place in my
heart. Always, Amy
Richard III

Well see you on the 22nd at Casino
Night.

Kisses

Bambi and Candi

ROOMMATES WANTED

Interior and Exterior Auto detsllirta
Wash
Wax
Shampoo
Vacuum
Vinyl/leather treatment
Engine cleaning
Call Jon at 256 1668

Legal Questions^ The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to
Fee paying students. Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst ares for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549- 1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPORTS CARDS

Sportstop Cards
Sports cards and starting lineups
Thurs Sat 5 8

Sunday during flea market
Mountain Farms Mall

SUMMER SUBLET

Ore« locatlen \m Nelio: One block
from Academy of music. Big rooms
hardwood floors. One BR available in 2
BR apt Move in June 1 , move out when
ever (Its month to month) Rent is S250
but I'll talk about it. 584 7128

Nuttktg Ave next to campus & up
town avail June 1 cheap' Call Marian
549 7803

One room in 2 bedroom apt. «
Squire Village S20Q/month . elect.
rent negotiable. Call 665 2227 ask for
Jenn or Maria after 7 pm Available end
of May thru end of Aug

Salem Place condo
2 Bdr , 2 1/2 bath
Main St Amitersl
256 3088

Sublet or lease
5 BDRM House Amherst
256 1121

Subletting Awesome Apartment
734 Main St in Amherst
Call 253 4242 ask for Torsten
or leave message

Summer Sublet - furnisfied one bed
room in Colonial Village for one female
or two people May take over lease
Mary Ann 253 3224

Summer Sublet with fall option
2 bedroom apt. on Amherst Belchertown
line Call Holly 256 0383

Summer Sublet with Fall option 2
bedroom Brandywine. some furniture
price negotiable 549 1749

Sunset Ave next to campus and up
town 6- 1 93 option for iail Gail I

5497803

Female Roomate rteededlf
Brandywine Apt w/3 females CHEAP
RENT FULLY FURNISHED to start in

September Call nights 253 0441
(Summer Sublet available for 3 or 4 in
June)

Female Roomate Needed
$195 a month in Brandywine Apt.
For more info, call

549-8219 ask for Christina

A realty big four bedroom apartment
awaits you this summer, only six min
utes from campus Spacious living room
and kitchen, 1 1/2 baths, wall to wall
carpeting, a huge yard and a swimming
pool. Dishwasher, disposal, air condi
tioning, cfieap utilities (hot water incl.)

And, if you really like it. you can stay
there in the fall, too' 665 7544

Apartment In Downtown Amherst •

- Both clean and new. Spiral staircase
leads to second floor. Quiet neightKjrs,
all the perks. Located on all summer bus
lines. S450.00 or best offer. Call Shana
or Suz at 2530653. Great Summer loca
tion in the Perry Apartments, more se-
cure, more t>eautiful. and more fun than
the others. Two people m/f lake a look
l)efore it goes"

April Free 2 bedroom at Mill Hollow
Apt (S460)

Sublet through Aug. Call 549-5658

Beautiful 1 Bedroom townhouse apt,
uptown, spiral staircase High ceiling
Price nego. 256 4659

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route. Call now 546 0345

3 Bedroom Main Street Apt.

W8sher/Dryer/Dishw8Sf>er on bus route
Call 256 3470

Three Bedroom, hardwood floors.
panially furnished, in town, minutes
walk to campus, don't worry about
summer bus schedule! Must seel 256-
0273

TRAVEL

Scube Dhre for credit
At UMass. Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel
800282 0977

WANTED

French Language Students
Beginning and fluent French speakers
Needed for language study
Earn money lor participating!

Call Robert at 538 2035 for info.

Rigid Orthodic Wearers needed for
research study Shoe size Women's 9-

11 or men's 8^9 1/2. Theresa, 545-4421
or 323 8241

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED: Summer Sublet in ArriherH/
Springfield area. Call John (617)352
7539
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Sports
Lacrosse forges ahead
12-8 in home opener

Midfielder Chris Nentwich and the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts lacrosse team
handled the Delaware Blue Hens 12-8 Sat-
urday IP their home opener.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

It has become common strategy for

opponents ofthe University ofMassachu-
setts men's lacrosse team to concentrate
their efforts on slowing down Ail-Ameri-
can attacker Mark Millon. The prevailing
logic is that ifyou slow down Millon, you
slow down UMass.

Eric Triolo and Wes Depp proved that
theory wrong Saturday at Garber Field.
While Millon was limited to one goal and
one assist, Triolo and Depp scored four
goals and assisted one each, leading the
Gorillas to a 12-8 home-opening victory
over Delaware.

UMass improved to 6-2 and remained
ranked 10th in the United States
Intercollegiate Lacrosse Poll. They face
state arch-rival Harvard tomorrow at 3
p.m. in Cambridge.

The Blue Hens ( 3-6
»
played a physical,

scrappy game and never let UMass get
comfortable. They took an early 2-0 lead
•and stayed within 3 goals throughout the
muddy, rainy contest. But they could not
overcome their own mistakes, nor could
they counter the depth and strength ofthe
Gorillas' bench.

"Credit UMass for capitalizing on our
mistakes," said Delaware coach Jim

Turn to GORILLAS, page 15

Women lose at home
to Villanova, Rutgers
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team played their
first two home games in three years
this weekend, bowing to Villanova 11-

8 on Sunday and losing to Rutgers 9-5
on Monday.

The first six minutes of the game
against Villanova was all UMass as the
Minutewomenjumped out to a 3-0 lead
in the first 6:08 ofthe first halfon three
goals scored by senior co-captain
Racheal Splaine.

UMass was then outscored 5-2 for

the remainder ofthe first half making
it a 5-5 tie at halflime.

In the second half Villanova (2-11

)

scored six unanswered goals, including
four by Leigh Ann Leone, to take an 1 1-

5 lead with 1 1 :08 lefl in the game. UMass'
Splainemade the score more respectable
as she scored three goals in the final

3:38 for the 11-8 Villanova win.
In yesterday's game, Splaine opened

up against Rutgers with a goal 44 sec-

onds into the game, but the Lady
Knights stormed back to take a 3-2 lead
on three goals by Jennifer Durant.

Rutgers then increased their lead to

Turn to MINUTEWOMEN. page 15
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The University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team lost its first two
home games of the season to Villanova and
Rutgers this past weekend.

Baseball loses a pair,
wins one on the road
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
baseball team struggled along last
weekend at West Virginia, losing two
games by 11-4 and 4-0 counts and win-
ning one, a 5-4 squeaker. The Minute-
men (8-15. 3-8 in the Atlantic 10) could
not stop the potent Moimtaineer offense,
surrendering 19 runs in the series.

Freshman Jay Murphy, who nor-
mally sees action out of the bullpen.

started his second game of the year in
the series opener, pitching a complete
game and holding on for the 5-4 win.

Murphy allowed only six hits and
three walks while inducing West Vir-
ginia into hitting ground ball outs.
Murphy picked up his first win of the
year with the help of third baseman
Steve Corradi (3-for-3) and right fielder
Justin Howard (2-for-3 with a double
and 2 RBI). Ryan Williams (3-3) was
tagged with the loss.

Turn to BASEBALL, page 15

Minutewomen travel
to Providence today
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team will kick off their
last and biggest week of the short spring
season today as the Minutewomen travel
to Providence to meet the Lady Friars.
Following today's match , UMass wi 11 travel
to Storrs, Connecticut to take on the
University ofConnecticut on Wednesday.

UMass (3-1) head coach Judy Dixon
said that these two matches are ones which
the team has geared towards.

"UConn and Providence are the two
biggest matches for this season," said
Dixon. -I like the fact that the matches are
back-to-back, it gives us a chance to come
right back and play again."

During this short spring season the
strength of the Minutewomen has been
their depth. Both their No. 5 and No. 6
singles players, sophomore Alyssa Cohen
and senior Kelly Grim, respectively, are 4-

on the year.

The other undefeated singles player for
UMass has been freshman No. 1 Liesl

Turn to TENNIS, page 1
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Sottball sweeps A- 10 foes St. Joseph's, Temple
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

After beginning their season with a tough schedule
and an even tougher record (7-14). the University of
Massachusetts women's soRball faces Central Connecticut
today at Totman Field today in a 3 p.m. start with some
renewed confidence after a 4-0 weekend.

The Minutewomen picked up four wins in doubleheader
contests over Atlantic 10 rivals St. Joseph's (9-2, 10-0)on
Saturday and Temple (3-0. 7-lj on Sunday, bringing
theirseasonrecordtoll-14overalland7-lintheAtlantic
10.

This was a great win for us." said starting pitching
Darlene Claffey. "The whole team got in a great rhythm
all weekend and it helped tremendously."

Indeed, UMass had more rhythm than "Soul Train",
as the Minutewomen pumped out 50 hits, 29 runs and hit
.427 as a team all weekend. Meanwhile, the UMass
pitching was that much better allowing just four rims,

none of them earned.
"We played more to our potential," said Minutewomen

third baseman Laurie Dondarski. "This is a definite
turning point, I think we found ourselves."
Game one against St. Joseph's found UMass sophomore

Kelly Daut give upjust two hits over seven innings, while
senior Sherri Kuchinskas started her weekend assualt
on opposing pitchers going 2-for-3 with three runs batted
in.

The back end ofthe doubleheader saw Darlene Claffey
pitch five stellar innings for a complete game, as UMass
put the 10-run rule in effect, scoring their tenth by the
fifth inning. At the plate, Stacy Nichols (3-for-4)
Kuchinskas (4-for-4, four R.B.I.) and Heather Dorsey (3-
for-3) all were exceptional.

Sunday's saw the Minutewomen travel to Temple, in
which they dominated another A- 10 foe. Daut was again
stellar, throwing more goose eggs and scattering four hits
for a complete game shutout. Meanwhile, Kuchinskas

Turn to SOFTBALL, poge 12
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Right-hander Kelly Daut pitched exceptionally well as the
University of Massachusetts softball team took four straiqht
over St. Joe's and Temple

Ex-BC assistant Mallen named UMass head hockev coachBy MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

They have the building, they have a conference, and
finally they have hired a head coach, one who is hungry
for the restart of UMass hockey.

Former Boston College assistant hockey coach Joe
Mallen was named head hockey coach at the University
of Massachusetts last Saturday in a press conference at
the William D. Mullins Memorial Center.

"It may be an understatement, but this is a dream
come true for me." said Mallen. "The program at the
University ofMassachusetts isgoing to be an exciting one
and one that in due time will be a force in Hockey East.

"I am excited about the opportunity and challenge. I

am anxious to begin the development of a top-notch
program in what has to be considered a sleeping giant in

hockey land."

Mallen was named head coach by athletic director Bob
Marcum, who concluded a national search for a coach to
lead the rebirth of the UMass program which was sus-
pended at the conclusion of the 1978-79 season.

"Of all the candidates who wanted this position
I Mallen] was the one who wanted it most. He was the one
who was most persistent." said Marcum. "Ifhe approaches
recruiting as persistently as he approached this job, I
think without a doubt our hockey program's in ereat
hands."

A 1977 graduate of Michigan State, the 37-year-old
Mallen was the head coach at UMass-Boston from 1979-
85, where he guided the Beacons from a club team to a
Division II varsity program with a 86-48-2 record. He
spent a year as an assistant at U.S. International before
moving onto BC.

Mallen has been the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts Director for USA Hockey's National Coaching
^^^^'^^^^^^ Program since 1984. He has directed theUSA Hockey Satellite Camp in Boston for the past foursummers where he trained players in 16 to 18 age
bracket. During the summer of 1991 , he was the Eastern

team*"^
'^"^ '"' ^^"^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^-^^ Olympic Hockey

"Our goal here is to put UMass hockey on the nationalmap as soon as possible." Mallen said. "I remember
reading m my history books that the Minutemen were
defined as a group which could assemble in a short period

doin""-'
^^^^^'* '^^'''"' ^^^^ ^" ^^^^ ^«'" be

^..^A^^^^V'^^i^
four-year contract, which began lastbunday, for undisclosed terms. He will represent the

Turn to MALLEN. page 12
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Hazy and overcast, but highs wJH
be in the mid to upper 60s.

Local
Two UMass studer^ts have started a dme to raise money to
plant trees in Israel for the purpose of spreading a spirit of

peace and curbing violence in the world. Page 3.
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Sports:
The UMass men's lacrosse team, ranked 10th
in the nation, travel to Cambridge to face the
Harvard Crimson this afternoon. Page 12.
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Graffofp^^n? r ^°"°" ^'' ^^'-' ^^- -"-^ «-« Sherman, sophomore Pau'a^'Sd'j^nSr'SGrader of Ph. Mu Delta fraternrty engage m some "trivial pursurts" outSKte their h^se.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the first ofa two-part senes on the
chancellorship finalists.

Although University ofMassachusetts chancellorship
final ist David K. Scott is among the finalists for Michigan
State University presidency, opinions about Scott on the
Michigan campus vary.
Scott was Michigan State University's provost from
1986 to 1992, before going on sabbatical to teach at
Oxford University in England.

Noting that Scott seemed interested in the lives ofthe
Michigan State students, StudentAssembly Chairperson
Aron Mefibrd said Scott and Former Michigan State

poll

finalist S

POWER to hold concert
to help women's shelter

PresidentJohn DiBiaggio had open forums with students
three to four times a year. DiBiaggio will be inaugurated
on April 25 as president of Tuft's University.

"Ifyou want someone in, who will hsten to people, he
is the person," Mefibrd said. "I have not heard anything
negative about him. He is very frank and open to the
students."

Although Scott was interested in the land-grant
mission of Michigan State, Mefford said this created a
conflict with the Board of Trustees, who were more
commercially-geared toward research and athletics. But
despite the underlying tension, Mefford said Scott's re-
lationship with the Board ofTrustees stayed professional

.

Describing Michigan State as having "severe financial

Turn to SEARCH, pxage 2

FBI blames
cult leader
in Waco fire
By KELLEY SHANNON
Associated Press

WACO, Texas — Some doomsday cultists may have
been shot trying to flee "Ranch Apocalypse" before others
sUrted the inferno that left scores dead, investigators
searching the still-smoldenng ruins said Tuesday.

Whatever happened in the final hours at the Branch
Davidian compound Monday, federal agents said re-
sponsibility for the carnage rests solely with the group's
leader, David Koresh.

"He killed those he controlled," President Clinton said
at the White Hose.

Koresh and 85 others were believed to have died in the
fire that ended the cult's 51 -day sUndoff with federal
agents: there were nine survivors, four ofwhom remained
hospitalized Tuesday.

Investigators began pulling bodies out of the rubble,
but were slow because "ammunition wasstillcookmgand
exploding" in the wreckage, said FBI agent Jeff Jamar.
Officials said it could Uke two weeks to gather all the
evidence.

The Clinton administration's handling ofthe case was
sharply questioned by victims' relatives and attorneys,
politicians and observers worldwide. Clinton defended
Attorney General Janet Reno, who approved the FBI
effort to use a tank to knock holes in the compound walls•J teargafl the cult members out, but said. "I signed off
on this."

" •*"-•»''—— •^c<-...ia
, ,,, .

Five cult members who survived the blaze appeared in
federal court, wearing orange jail suits and shackled by
the ankle. One of them, Remos Avrram, told reporters
that an FBI tank spraying tear gas into the compound
had knocked over a lantern and sUrted the fire, and that
the cult had "no plan for suicide."

The FBI said its snipers saw cultists setting blazes
and that a survivor told investigators that lantern fluid
had been poured throughout the wooden complex.

Texas Rangers at the compound began investigating
the deadly shootouts that erupted at the beginning ofthe
siege, during raids Feb. 28 by federal Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms agents. Four agents were killed and 16
were wounded while trying to execute search warrants
for alleged firearms violations.

By SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

The Hatch Bar will be rocking with the
sounds of four local bands performing a
benefit concert for a battered women's
shelter on Thursday at 8 p.m.

The bands are Onion Bob, Foo, Canine
Bastards and Manghani, said organizer
Christin Lee.

The Progressive Organization for
Women's Rights is sponsoring the concert
vdth the additional support from WMUA
and the Hatch Bar in an effort to raise
money for Necessities and Necessidades,
a women's crisis center in Northampton.

Necessities and Necessidades provides
an immediate crisis shelter for women
and their children leaving their batterers,
a 24-hour hotline, peer support and
counseling, legal advocacy and is part of
the Massachusetts Coalition of Battered
Women, explained Lee, who is also trea-
surer of POWER.

The concert is one of several plans for
POWER in their attempts to do coalition-

building and outreach within the five-

college community, said Lee. POWER or-
ganized bus trips for the annual pro-choice
rally in Washington D.C. in conjunction
vifith the National Organization forWomen
and does networking with the Women's
Action Committee.
POWER was first organize at UMass in

1982 as a chapter ofNOW, but changed its

name for legal reasons.

^e are now a registered student orga-
nization, but we're still in the process of
building our memebership and identity,"
Lee said.

Besides the concert, the group is talking
about organizing a women's health confer-
ence for nest semester, developing a pro-
posal to include a mandatory rape and
sexual assault awareness class for all new
students, and looking into complaints
against University Health Services.

Lee said the membership of the group
consists of UMass women, but they en-
courage all women tojoin and participate.
POWER meets every Wednesday at 7:30
in 306 Student Union, has funding from
the Student Government Association and
a pro-active membership, according to Lee.
"We are a political group," said

LaRouchelle, "who wants to get the Uni-
versity involved and educated about
various issues."

Members of POWER expressed their
concern that the concert was to be held on
the same night as the annual Take Back
the Night March, but supported the event,
and encouraged people to came to the
concert aft«r the rally.

"The concert doesn't end until midnight,
and so it's an ideal event to come to if

you're planning on going to the rally first,"

Lee said.

UM to host conference
Puerto Rican issues to be addressed
By KENNETH MAISONET
Collegian Staff

On April 22-23 a Symposium on
Puerto Rican Migration and Education
will be hosted University of Massa-
chusetts Campus Center.

The first part ofthe sjTnposium was
held at the University ofPuerto Rico in

November 1992. The symposium is

sponsored by Consejo de Education
Superior de Puerto Rico (UPR), the
Cultural Diversity and Curriculum Re-
form Project atUMass and the Mauricio
Gaston institute at UMass/ Boston in

collaboration with the Latin American
Studies Program and AHORA.

The conference fulfills the need to
create a connection, providing the
mechanism students need to under-
stand the socio-political and educa-
tional obstacles facing Puerto Rican
immigrants, according to Jalil
Mendoza, president of AHORA, a
UMass Spanish-speakingorganization.

"We need to establish a connection
and raise the awareness of issues af-

fecting Puerto Ricans," Mendoza said.
"We want to create a permanent re-
search arm between Puerto Rico and
the United States in hopes of develop-
ing a dialogue in which Puerto Rico is

the focus this year, and next year pro-

gramming will center on the Domini-
can Republic and Mexico."
The Conference will offer workshops
which will discuss topics such as BiUn-
gual Education and Puerto Rican Stu-
dents, Higher Education: Recruitment
and Retention, Collaboration Research
between Puerto Rico and the United
States, Critical Pedagogyand Language
Acquisition for Puerto Rican Students.

Manuel Frau, adjunct education
professor at UMass, noted the sympo-
sium is intended to "bring together"
educators from Puerto Rico and the
Massachusetts Public School System.

"In the long term we need to build a
connection between the Puerto Rico's
department of education and the
Massachusetts Department of Educa-
tion, in an effort to put together infor-

mation and resources to establish
communication on dealing with the
problems of the Puerto Rican commu-
nity," Frau said.

Former U.S senator and presiden-
tial candidate Walter Mondale, was
aware of the discontinuity within the
Puerto Rican community, Frau said.

"I used to think that a fast way of
emptying a hearing room was to an-
nounce a hearing on the Mexican-
American problems within the educa-

Tum to CONFERENCE, page 3
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problems," Mefibrd said the University had an 1 1 percent
increase in tuition and fees last year.

"David is a person more committed toeducation, rather
than a corporate [agenda]." Mefibrd said.

But Jason Richards, chairperson of the Alliance of
Lesbian-Bi-Gay Students, said Scott did not attend stu-
dent meetings out of his own will nor did he truly listen to
students. Richards said he found Scott verycontrollingand

aloof when he worked with him on an academic council.
"You could talk to him. But if it didn't go according to

his agenda, he would go along his merry way," Richards
said. "He never seemed hands-on, very aloof."

When Scott spoke at the UMass student forum, he
mentioned that he got a task force together to examine
lesbian, bisexual and gay issues. But Richards said the
task force was mainly faculty, who did not make their
recommendations according to what the students wanted.

Address all correspondence to:

1 1 3 Campus Center
University of MassachusetU phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fax: (413) 545-1592

All Menu Nachos
Only $2

9:30 PM- 10:30 PM

.i:i.i:»l<ATI-S UEfJFl5 IN AMHEKST
1968 • 1993

1_5E A ST PLEASAPiT STREET

Sunderland, MA
665-2203

RentingNowForJunelst&Septlst

Beautiful spacious apartments in different stiapes and sizes from 1

to 5 bedrooms. Spacious yards, swimming pool, distiwasher, A/C,

garbage disposals • wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,

walk-in closets & much more. On bus route.

CAMPUS WIDE OPEN FORUMS FOR THE
COORDINATOR OF THE

JOSEPHINE WHITE EAGLE CULTURAL CENTER

The Search Committee for the Coordinator of the
Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center cordially
invites the University community to participate in 4
open candidate forums. At these forums, candidates
for the coordinator's position will be available to meet
and speak with students, faculty and staff in the
Cultural Center located in the lower level of
Chadbourne House.

CANDIDATES SCHEDULE THIS WEEK:
Ms. Joyce Whitedeer Vincent Monday April 12th 12 noon-lpm
Ms.MicheUeYoungblood Wednesday April 14th lpm-2pm
^^"!^^'^!^ TTiuisday April 15th 2pm.3pm
Ms. Kathleen O'Connor Thureday April 22nd 2pm-3pm

ot>owcase

• EYEGLASSES •

• CONTACT LENSES •

• EYE EXAMINATION •
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^^'^ Examination performed by

t_r u • A >r n T T n ^^' Robert E. Delaney
1-lampsllire Mall, Hadley independent Doctor of Optometry

^a^m t: ]^m ^^^^ C^)u\kk
Price includes

i Frames from our special selection, 1st & 2nd division clear single
vision uncoated plastic lenses, and, a standard Eye Examination,

Please present this coupon at time of purchase.
Offer expires 3/31/93 & precludes previous offers. College F.D. required.

G raduation Special
Avoid the common mistakes of inexperienced job huntersand the overburdened career services of your college. Start an

effective and individualized
Job Search with Avanti Career Management

Graduation Special Package
Resume and Cover Letter Advising

This individualized service includes assisting interview consul-

o!^J':^-!:r'" ^y a professional career counsel ndpnnted copies of resume, biographical briefs or cover lettersResume enhancement is also available individually

Computerized Job Bank
Includes up to date domestic and international careers and

one of the following-
Personalized |ob Search Report (for private sector career.)

Nonprofit organization search (over 3,000 national and
international organizations)

1 7 New South Street ^^^^^^=—/%-
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Northampton, MA 01 060 ^AVANTI
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Women need
to set norms,
states official

MAn KAHN / COLLEGJAN
Barbara Montgomery

By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

Barbara Montgomery was told to sign her
memos "Mrs. Charles Montgomery" in 1973.

Now, as the associate vice president of aca-
demic affairs at the University ofNew Hampshire.
Montgomery said Friday women need to establish
some norms for the University to follow.

Montgomery addressed the issue of imple-
menting an agenda for women at the University of
Massachusetts as part of the University's second
annual reception to honor the women who work
here.

"In 1973 women in higher education were taken
for granted under the going norms — the norms
established by men," Montgomery said. "We need
to get back to being taken for granted, but under
a different set of norms."

Carol Wallace, co-chairperson ofthe Council on
the Status of Women at UMass, said an agenda
has been drafted and will be given to the adminis-
tration, afler feedback from campus organizations
and unions is reviewed . The agenda was written to
address issues ofconcern to students, faculty and
staff.

Wallace said the council worked earlir this year
to make the University comply writh Title IX ofthe
Education Amendments, which prohibits sex dis-
crimination at institutions receiving federal aid.
Title IX was violated in the University's athletic
program, Wallace said.

"Women's lacrosse, tennis and volleyball were
reinstated as a result of a lawsuit the women
brought against the University." Wallace said.
"Men's soccer and tennis were also reinstated, but
without the necessity of a lawsuit."

An agenda is necessary to insure the University
will act on the behalf of all women, students as
well as staff, Montgomery said.

"Sanctions for those who do not conform to

policies carries a message better than anything
does," Montgomery said.

Students look for road to peace
Establish drive to plant trees in Israel's Negev Desert
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Although many of the violent conflicts occurring
throughout the world may often seem beyond the scope of
mdividuals, two UMass students are doing their parts to
spread a message of peace and hope.

Greg Reitman, a senior history m^or, and junior art
m^jor John Bela have organized a tree drive, titled "The
Giving Tree: Rooted in Peace," which will be held from
April 21 through the 30.

People can donate either $5 or $10 for trees to be
planted in Israel's Negev Desert, a region in the southern
part ofof Israel. Reitman stressed that the region is not
one of the areas which is contested among Israelis and
Palestinians.

'It is important for us to begin taking responsibility
for the world environment, " Bela said.

The money from the drive will go to the Jewish
National Fund, which began reforestation of land in
Israel in 1901. Other groups have already created the
John F. Kennedy Freedom Forest and the Martin Luther
King Forest through the JNF, to revitalize barren lands
and use the land to provide reminders of freedom and
renewal.

Reitman and Bela said the trees should serve to help
to revitalize the region's arid land and are symbolic of
planting seeds of peace in a region historically torn by
strife.

The purpose of the drive, according to Reitman and
Bela, is to help send a message of hope to people and to
bring various campus groups together.

"By bringing all types of people together. . . you have

to think of the impact it would have throughout the
nation," Reitman said.

Reitman said he feels the violence occurring through-
out the world indicates that people have become too
accustomed to conflict.

"The cycle of violence has been going on for so long,
people forget to break it." Reitman said. "Why is it that
no one is trying to do something for the good?"

Reitman said he began to realize the "value ofUfe and
the environment we live in" while he was in Israel during
the Persian Gulf War in 1990.

Reitman added that when he attended a policy con-
ference in Washington last March, he said he spoke to
politicians who he felt were focusing on the wrong issues.

"Everyone talks about legislation." Reitman said.
"What is important is the grass roots, which starts from
our own ethnic parts - it all starts from the same things."

Reitman and Bela have put together a pamphlet
describing the reasons behind their effort, and Reitman
said he has had over 10.000 copies made.

"UMass demonstrates, on a small scale, the same kind
of divisions that act as obstacles to peace in the Middle
East," the pamphlet states. "If we can't overcome them
here, how can we expect other people in other parts ofthe
world to settle their differences?"

Reitman said many campus groups have been sup-
portive of his efforts, including MassPIRG. the Under-
graduate Student Senate, four area governments, Hillel
and a number of the fraternites and sororities at the
University.

Donations to the tree drive can be sent to Hillel House,
388 N. Pleasant Street, #15, Amherst, with checks pay-
able to UMass Hillel.

Filmmaker seeks out positives
Russian shows new 'challenges and opportunities'
By NICOLE DUMAS
Collegian StafT

By presenting the hopes and fears of the common
people struggling with the harsh realities of the fall of
communism, Russian filmmaker Marina Goldovskaya
reaffirms her belief that the media needs to portray a
more positive outlook on life.

Goldovskaya started filming "The Shattered Mirror:
A Diary of a Time of Trouble" the day after the death of
her mother, whom she mentions in the film. The film was
shown Monday night at Amherst College.

Goldovskaya's family members and friends were
subjects in her film, which gave her something personal
to study, as she searched for a central focus.

"I had no idea what the subject would be. There was
trouble in my heart and trouble in my country,"
Goldovskaya said. "This is my diary. It is a very personal
film."

Goldovskaya set out to the streets ofMoscow with her
Super VHS, a camera flexible enough to allow her to
travel lightly and get close to her subjects.

"I wanted to be alone with my characters," she said, as
she attempted to capture a glimpse ofthe citizens coping
with the changes that resulted from new reforms in the
country.

According to Goldovskaya, "The Shattered Mirror" is

a documentary "about the new life, challenges and op-
portunities facingthe people ofRussia in their day-to-day
struggle for survival."

Olver critical of television's role

"^e are making a film about ourselves, our lives,
about our hopes and fears," she said.

One character in the film bought a one-way ticket to
America in search of a better life. It was all he could
afford. He left his wife behind, hoping some day to be with
her again.

"Here we are going through a period ofanxiety. There
must be radical changes," he said.

Asked whether Goldovskaya thought her film would
create any social problems in Russia, she replied that is
was not her country she was concerned about.

"In Russia it's OK. Documentary films are very
popular," she said. "I wanted it to be shown in the United
States. I think it is important to be shown here."

"The Shattered Mirror"ends on a positive note, showing
a man and woman who werejust married. The couple was
optimistic, saying that they could survive any changes
simply because they were in love.

Goldovskaya stressed that the media is giving out too
much negative information, and that positive messages,
like the married couple, are needed to give people hope in
times of confusion and struggle.

"There must be balance on the amounts of negative
information poured on the heads ofthe poor people," she
said. Otherwise, people will start believing their condi-
tions are the only way possible for them to live and that
there is no alternative way of life, she said.

"It doesn't mean that we should lie," she said. "You
must look at the sun and say it is still shining. In spite of
it all, the sun is still shining."

By ADAM RATTINER
Collegian Staff

The role of television in political campaigns causes
voters to focus on the wrong issues, U.S. Rep. John Olver
(D-Amherst) told a group of local college Democrats
Friday night at Amherst College.

Olver held a discussion with Democratic students
from the Five College area and addressed topics ranging
from the role ofthe media in politics to the conflict in the
Balkans.

Noting the House ofRepresentatives passed a bill last

year on voluntary limits for elections, Olver said Former
President George Bush vetoed the bill.

"Bush used the most financing of any president in

history for his election," Olver said.

Because television focuses on a candidate's brief

message and image. Olver said it tends to distort. Adding
that he disliked the political dialogue, coming from the

television campaign, Olver said he prefers the print

medium.
"Television is such a powerful tool. It swamps out all

that you can do in any other way. You have to be very

stark and to the point," Olver said. "I would rather put out

paper."

Clinton has taken a more active stance on issues like

education than Bush did. Olver said. Furthermore Clinton

gives less lip service and has a better education record,
Olver said.

But there is still a long way to go, Olver said.
Controlling the cost of health care delivery services

and cutting agriculture is a must, Olver said, or the
deficit will rise.

"When Reagan and Bush were in power, expenditures
went up and revenue went down," Olver said. "Bush left
us virtually on our knees economically."

YetClinton must notonly improve his domestic policies,
Olver said, but foreign policies as well. It is up to the
United States to take a more active the Bosnian War.
Olver said.

"I The Serbs) will "cleanse" until the Western countries
stop it. The U.N. is holding the Bosnians for the Serbs,"
Olver said. "Bosnians are landlocked. They can't get
weapons."

Over, who ison the House's Appropriations Committee,
was elected in June 1991 to fill the seat vacated by the
death offormer U.S. Rep. Silvio Conte. Olver has been in
politics for over 25 years, having served in the state
senate for 22 years.

Explaining his current position on the powerful Ap-
propriations Committee, Olver said he has little influence
in the committee.

"I have zero seniority on appropriations right now,"
Olver said.

conference
continued from page 1

tional system," Mondale said in 1970. "But I have
now found that to clear a hearing even faster was
to discuss the Puerto Rican educational problem."

The symposium will be a stepping stone in
developing a collaborative relationship, said Uni-
versity Professor Emeritus Luis Fuentes, who will
be a keynote speaker at the symposium.

"The symposium is an effort to discuss mutual
concerns affecting Puerto Ricans in the U.S.,"
Fuentes said.

Sonia Nieto, adjunct professor in the Cultural
Diversity and Curriculum Reform Project Program
at the University, said she believes the symposium
will the first step in creating a dialogue between
various sectors of the community at large.

"We are bringing people together who will dis-
cuss issues in regards to educational excellence for
Puerto Rican students," Nieto said. "And teachers,
administrators, policy-makers and students will
have the opportiuiity to discusssome ofthese issues."

Admission to the conference is $34 for UMass
students with a valid ID. and $55 for non-stu-
dents. Scholarships are available but limited. For
further information contact Manuel Frau at 545-
1551 or Jahl Mendoza 545-2479.
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U oppression
continued from page 6

As for people of African descent, let's learn how to
spend more energy loving Blackness, and not only when
we are victimized. We must learn how to articulate our
experiences. In so doing we can learn how to separate the
important issues from from the unimportant.

This will allow us move on to higher planes ofcommu-
nication. There is a systematic way to decolonize our
minds and it starts with that selflove so many of us lack.
Do away with your own internalized oppression. Materi-

COLLEGIAN

abstic importance is also one ofour boundaries, because
the problem does not disappear when we overcome our
economic limitations.

We must learn that it is important to build coahtions
based on political ideology, common goals, rather than
solely on race. Our racialization a sign that we have not
decolonized our minds. "We do not need to eradicate
difference to feel solidarity. We do not need to share
common oppression to fight equally to end oppression."

Felicia Cousins is a Collegian staffmember.

m women
continued from page 6

the respect we deserve by playing into the hands of
Black men — but isn't that true of us as Black
people? There were some differences in opinion
concerning this — how do you make someone re-
spectyou? This is what separates girls from women.

Yatisha Bothwell is a UMass student.

Multi-Media Presentation - Lecture & Slide Show
EUROPE & the WORLD on 840 a DAY
With GIL WHITE "Traveling Abroad with a Limited Budget"

Gil White, author ot Europe on 84c a Pay
i» North Amenca s number one authontv
on low budget traveling. Over the past

eleven years and tiftv-tive countnes. Gil
has gathered 28 imaginative and fun cost-

saving methods tor obtaining tree

transportation, lb for free accommodation,
3 for tree food, and 4 for saving on the

foreign monev exchange. The methods
provide an educational experience and are
the highlights for any traveler.

Gil's formula tor reducing the major
expenses is simple: the traveler should
possess enthusiasm, an interest in meeting
the people, and more importantiv, be
willing to return the hospitality and
generosity by performing simple chores,

such as, washing dishes or bv offering a

small gift. This trade-off allows the

traveler not oniv to reduce the costs, but

more importantly, obtain a greater insight

and understanding of the country and its

people without sacnficing his or her health,

enjoyment and integrity.

TRAVEL ... An Invaluable Education and Adventure
... Win Foreign Friends for Life

... Learn About the People and their Cultures

... Bnng Home Priceless Memones and Expenences

... .\ll Students can Afford to Travel

... Save Thousands of Dollars
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AprU 21 • 4:30PM

101 Campus Center

Admission FREE

Food and Drinks served

Disting^tiished Visitors Program

=m
Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Wednesday
April 21

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Campus Center
Concourse

• Info on HIV/AIDS
• Condoms & Spermicides
• Red ribbon pins

• Gold circle coin condom earrings
• Matchbook condoms

CD

^a/^ia/7Y\

^ ^ LITTLE CHINATOWN
NOODLE & RICE SHOP

13 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
TEL. 413-253-9990

SPECIALIZING IN MADARIN, CATONESE
AND SCHEZUAN DISHES.

CELEBRATING THE YEAR OF THE ROOSTER
HOURS:

MON.-THURS. 11 A.M. TO 10:30 P.M.
FRI..-SAT. 1 1 A.M. TO 1 1 P.M.

SUNDAYS 12-10 P.M.

"WH]/ GO TO CHINA TOWN WHEN yOU CAN COME HERE"-FISH. OWNER

Suit Yourself

Our Spring

Collection of

suits and sportcoats

is in full bloom.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

l"*! N Pleasant St , AmhtrM • 25.V2()1.T

22 Masonic St
, Northampton • 5H6-6336

Open 7 day, • Thursday nights ,n Northampton
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In the prison of our minds
I missed the stars.

Tonight the black patches of darkness
appear and fade with the passing clouds
that drift by overhead. Everything seems
so much clearer under the blanket of
darkness with only the echoes of civiliza-
tion below as a reminder that you aren't
alone in the night. I regret the moon is
hidden beyond the wall ofcinderthat makes
up my dorm. Her face would be very at-
tractive behind the veils of thin haze that
hnger past the distant stars this evening.

Nathan

CRICK

Bosnia must be shrunk to save it
As we enter Holocaust Memorial Week,

we are reminded of the greatest crime
humans ever inflicted on fellow humans.
The memorial is a forum for reflection.

Many questions will be asked: "How did it

happen?" "Why did it happen?" These
questions are interesting, but are purely
academic. I am more concerned in making
sure it never happens again. One does not
need to look far to see tragedy in the making.
I am reluctant to use the term "holocaust,"
because there has been only one holocaust.
To compare it with other massacres and
systems of discrimination is to deny the
magnitude of the crime. I am referring to
the raging war in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Since Yugoslavia began breaking apart
nearly two years ago, I have had ambiva-
lent feelings toward the event. Yugoslavia
was created by Marshal Tito in such a way
the Serbs would not be incorporated into
one republic, but divided among several.
When Croatia declared independence, I

understood the fear and anxiety the
Serbian minority felt. Croatia had been a
Nazi puppet state that gleefully deported
Jews to Auschwitz, as well as carrying on
itsown extermination ofSerbs on the side.

My fears were confirmed when Croatian
President France Tudjman proudly de-
clared that neither he nor his wife had any
"Serb or Jewish blood." I was angry at the
way the Serbs began treating the innocent
Croats, but I was repulsed to find out that
the newly-formed Croatian Army was
wearing the same skull and bones badge
worn under the Nazi regime. It was not

until the war spread to Bosnia that my
feelings began to change.

The Muslims are also not entirely
guiltless. The Bosnian Muslims formed
the only Islamic SS unit during World
War 1 1 . and specialized in executing Serbs.
But it was the extreme brutality and
genocidal designs, as well as the repulsive
"ethnic cleansing" that made me turn my
back on the Serbs. It was impossible to
condone their actions; not even recent
history could. Usually refugees are the
result of war; this is the first time a mili-
tary conflict has sought to make refugees
the a//n ofthe war. Cease fires were estab-
lished and ignored. It became a vicious
cycle of violence.

The world has now generally coalesced
around the Vance-Owen proposal. It is an
absolutely ridiculous proposal. It calls for

the creation of 10 autonomous provinces
within Bosnia, essentially "ethnic en-
claves." It is preposterous to assume that
Moslems, Croats and Serbs can live to-

gether again this century, let alone this
month. Separation of the peoples is the
ideal solution. Bosnia must be shrunk to
save it. Three separate, ethnically-based
independent states, must be created. I am
not happy with this proposal, but the
world took too long to react to save the
situation on the ground. An international
tribunal must be setup to try the criminals.
In the memory of the six million dead it is

our duty, our obligation, to act now.
Josh Slomich

Amherst

These balconies offer such a peaceful
view of this campus, and listening to the
sounds ofthe nightly basketball game and
people walking below almost make me
want to write something. Some nights are
funny that way.
A friend of mine came out here while I

was watching a couple people play frisbee
under the lamplight. He wondered if we
all ended up believing in some kind ofGod.
or any equivalent manifestation. That it

was natural. No one can accept they are
nothing but dust. Nobody wants to be dust.
The people just kept on playing frisbee.

I missed the stars because I couldn't
get away and watch them anymore in the
cold of winter. It keeps you inside and
confines your reality to cement walls and
bad TV. You can see the sky and the
ground outside through a window, but it is

white and sterile and simply reflects ev-
erything back at you. It's like being in a
hall ofmirrors where everything is merely
a reflection of yourself It is suffocating,
because your actions all seem to hold such
incredibly important and self-centered
implications soyoujust don't do anything.

There was a car that pulled up and
stopped in front ofChadboume. Somebody
got out, waved goodbye, andjogged into the
entrance of the building. The car sped off,

took a left and disappeared. Under the

expanse of darkness and the distance of
lights those people seemed so small. There
are times when you stand out here and
realize things like that, and it makes you
feel like you are wasting time being just
another piece of dust in a big ball of lint.

It's funny. Last year I saw that movie
with Billy Crystal where three guys go out
to the West to find the meaning of their
lives by herding cattle across Colorado. I

was so mad when all they had to do was
find one thing they loved and stick to it.

What happened to trying change the
world? Fighting against the system?
Where's Big Brother, dammit?
My older brother is currently way out

in Minnesota. I went to visit him when he
had first lived in Colorado, and while I

was there I got lost wandering around a
park near Boulder. My feet hurt and I was
thirsty and the sun was going down, but
when I finally got into town and to a
McDonalds I felt a little depressed. There
were no groundhogs in the middle oftown,
and without them I could feel those walls
closing around me again. I wanted to go
back out and get lost under the open sky.
I felt more human among the rodents.

But I'm not under the shadow of the
Rockies anymore, and neither is my
brother. I'm sitting seven floors up from
the ground of Amherst, and he's moving
off to Illinois.

I'm not sure just what it is about it up
here, but for the first time in a while I don't
feel confined. You can make a sort of
prison for yourself sometimes when you
can't imagine anything outside of your
own little worid. Where the sky belongs
only toyou and nobody else can behold the
stars on which you wonder at. After a
while they get to you. though. Especially
when people are playing basketball IxjIow
them, making echoes off the hill.

It's kind of pleasant. Maybe I'U go lie

naked in a field somewhere. Htil. the
stars won't care. Dust will be dust.

Nathan Crick is a CoUegiancolumni.st.

Romantic gestures show respect
Cutter Garcia, amen and good for you!

Writing your column {Collegian . April 7|
about being a romantic took guts; kudos
for having the courage to write on what
can be a sensitive subject.

And you're right— there are plenty of
us (namely women) out here who know
we're perfectly capable of opening a door
for ourselves, but still very much prefer
having a gentleman (they're a vanishing
breed, frightened out ofexistence) open it

for us.

The issue isn't who does and doesn't
open the door. The issue is respect. Now,
I'm sure we all know how to spell that, but
do we know what it means— let alone how
to demonstrate it? That (to me, anyway,

though I do know I'm not alone on this) is

what opening a door, waiting until I get
inside, along with various other romantic
gestures communicate: respect. It means
that he, whoever he may be, has enough
respect for me, as a woman, to actually go
out of his way to demonstrate it. And that
means a lot to me.

Which is why I'm not going to fall for

any run of the mill Joe who thinks he's
modern because he lets me walk myself
home, thank you very much; but I'll wait
for someone who respects me a bit more,
someone more old fashioned I

Again, Cutter, good for you!
Tracy A. O'Connell

Smith College

The Happy Valley lends deaf ear to Bosnia's cries for help
Our Happy Valley is currently hosting a Five College

Conference on the situation in former Yugoslavia and its

worldwide implications. In this principled, liberal valley,

we pride ourselves on strong social and public awareness,
radical thinking and active re-examining of all forms of
oppression.

Yet the outcries from those suffering one of the worst
genocides in human history are barely heard. People,

professors and students alike, are turning a deafear and
there is next to no attendance to the Conference, titled

"Bosnia Under Siege," in spite of its wide pubhcity and
excellent speakers.

Organizers have brought political analysts, ambas-
sadors,journalists and representatives ofvarious human
rights organizations to inform the public about the real

situation and options of the forsaken victims of the

communist neo-Nazi Serbian Nationalistic Army and
Militiamen. They are also here to outline things the

general public can do as an alternative to the current

appalling inaction.

Economi.st and writer Sean Gervasi voiced the official

version that military involvement is the only way to help

and this threatens to become another Vietnam for the

United States. George Kenney, at the Carnegie Endow-
ment for International Peace, recently resigned from the

U.S. State Department to protest U.S. policy toward the

Yusio.slav crisis, offered overwhelming counter-evidence,

questioning the real motives behind this official version.

Kenney pointed out that the U.S. government is

gutlessly parroting public indifference in calling the
situation in Yugoslavia "a civil war" instead ofrecognizing
it as a war ofSerbian aggression and acknowledging that
it threatens to spark neo-Nazi nationalist passions and
lead to a Third World War. Minds are being put to sleep
with the lullaby of "national sovereigntv and non-inter-
vention."

Elena

MUSTAKOVA
So when those close to the situation are here to tell us

there are alternative ways to help and not only moral but
also national and international reasons to get involved,
we are not even there to hear what they have to say.

The Five College Conference has underscored an ir-

reconcilable contradiction. What has happened to all

those who profess, and even teach, progressive ideological
values? People who have committed themselves to the
empowerment of women and minorities and to working
for social justice? So shocking is the compartmentaliza-
tion of values taking place that no connection is being
made between racism, sexism and anti-Semitism in the
United States and the racist policy of ethnic cleansing
targeted at Moslems in the center of Europe.

When 10-year-old Moslem girls are gang-raped and
tossed back bloody into the hands of their mothers, who
themselves are awaiting their turn, and this is done by
Orthodox Christians in an outburst of violent contempt

for other faiths and cultures, why are anti-racism activ-
ists not calling on their ranks? When the last bastion of
communist totalitarianism in the face of Milosevic is

wielding its power over the heads of poverty-stricken
powerless minorities, why are activists against classism
and social injustice silent?

Where are the representatives of the femimst move-
ment in this valley when their sisters in Bosnia are being
raped and mutilated in the thousands? Why are we not
responding to letters directed to women's organizations
both by the women in Bosnia themselves and by helping
organizations in the valley, as Francis Crowe from
American Friends Service Committee attests? Where
are all those women who gathered ' vo months ago to
discuss the future of the worldwide femini.st movement"^
We listened to Angela Davis remind us of the past

parochialism ofthe feminism in the U.S. and ofthe need
to redefine what global femini.sm stands for, yet how are
we making our meaning now? How shall we look at each
other's eyes at the next feminist conference when we
gather once again to affirm our commitment to cut
through existing power relations and make a difference
for women around the world?

If we truly hold those high principles of respect for
human rights and dignity, recognition of our common
humanity and commitment to justice, we cannot afford
such parochial attitudes when the worid needs us to take
a firm stand.

Elena Mustakora is a UMass graduate student.
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Blacks need to find ways
to diminish self-hatred

^It is well-known that the Black race
is the most oppressedand most exploited
ofthe human family." — Ho Chi Minh

As Black people living in a White
supremacist society we often fall vic-
tims of internalized oppression. In our
journeys we encounter the "you are
inferior" message in the mass media,
academia. and from a slew of other
sectors. Yet because none of us are
passive victims ofoppression,we should
no longer believe that it is solely "the
Whiteman'sfault.'Ourcolonized minds
(due to our history as a people) have
allowed us to manifest a great deal of
our aggression and provoked anger
against our own.

Felicia

COUSINS
We are a part of a system that fos-

ters the internalization ofour inferiority
complex. This inferiority complex is

perpetuated in our relations with each
other.

ON LOVING BLACKNESS
Due to our racist institutions such

as education and media. Black Ameri-
cans are convinced "that our lives are
not complex and is therefore unworthy
of sophisticated analysis and reflec-
tion." which in fact prevents an inte-
grated analysis of race, class, gender
and sexual orientation in the develop-
ment of loving our Blackness.

It pains me to see the leaders of our
"Black community," who are righ-
teously committed to Black liberation
struggle, adhere to the ideologies
brainwashed into our colonized minds.
Bell Hooks makes the point that
"deoolonized progressive Black indi-
vidi als are amazed by the extent to
which masses of Blacks (all of whom
would identify as anti-prejudice) hold
to the dominant oppressive ways of
thinking, allowing these perspectives
to determine how we see ourselves and
other Black people."
Wc internalize ideas of White su-

premacist values when we make "good
and bad hair" discussions a factor in our
lives. We internalize these values when
we utter comments like "she is pretty
for a dark skin sister." We must realize
this is self-hatred. Destruction of
"Whiteness, as a source of human mis-
ery in the world" must be embraced not
through Afro-centrism, but conquered
with a premise that has nothing to do
with the values of supremacy.

The systematic nature ofU.S. impe-
rialism maintains White supremacist
beliefs on a national level and mani-
fests itself onto a global agenda. Com-
ing to this realization is not extremely
difficult. The difficulty lies in the steps
we take to move past our racialization.

We must develop an integrated analy-
sis in our struggle to eradicate the
oppressive system that keeps us down.
The fact that we are now able to sit in
a classroom with our White counter-
parts or become SGA president does
not mean racism has vanished or that
we should become complacent.

WHITENESS LOVING
BLACKNESS

Here in the HappyValley and across
the country Whiteness accepting
Blackness is only to be accomplished if

we don't mind being exploited, dehu-
manized or misrepresented. There are
stereotypes of blackness that cause
our self- destruction. As Hooks points
out, "now we are bombarded by Black
folks creating and marketing similar
stereotypical images." If we need spe-
cifics, then take a look at our popular
music that Americans want to hear.
Take a look at Rex-in-Eflfect s "Rump
Shakin" exploitating and dehumaniz-
ingofBlack women [in the music video j

and the sexism that is manifested.
An even more disturbing factor is

the images of"Black beauty" that these
videos perpetuate where the "Black"
women are only a shade away from
achieving "Whiteness." again promot-
ing a severe amount of self hatred for
those who do not fit into this category.

When we embark upon the issue of
White/Black relationships both on a
surface and intimate level, this analy-
sis is brought forth: "Many of these
women land men I announce their
break from White supremacist ideas
and see themselves as non-racist, be-
cause they have transgressed racial
boundaries by "f—ing the other."

By engaging in sexual practices with
the "dark other," they feel they have
separated themselves from their supe-
riority complex and would like to be-
lieve sexual desire without real dia-
logue represents a progressive atti-
tude. However this isjust another dis-
guised perpetuation of racism.

Therefore I suggest to all ofyou who
have consumed, appropriated and ex-
ploited Black culture and representa-
tion, in an attempt to enhance the
blank landscape of "Whiteness," you
have to be willing to give up your
"White cushy world." If you really in-
tend to aid in the struggle to eradicate
race and class differences, you must
engage in meaningful dialogue and be
willing to read about our real history.
You must get over the guilt because
then and only then can you begin to
take the appropriate steps to trans-
gress the boundaries ofyourown supe-
riority complex. F—ing, as you must
have learned by now, does not begin to
embark on the problem.

Turn to OPPRESSION, page 4

YEAR END EVENTS
Friday, April 23

Funk-o-thon—BMCP presents the 14th
annual Funk-o-thon dance party. Student
Union Ballroom, 10:30 p.m. Tickets $6, $8
at thedoor, availableattheFine Arts Center
Box Office.

Saturday, April 24
Delta Dollar Jam — Delta Sigma Theta

Sorority, Inc. wi I sponsor its annual party
at the Southside .loom, 10:30 p.m., $1.00 at
the door.

Thursday, April 29
Southwest Week — DJ P-zo Pete of the

BlackMass Communications Project will be
playing music from 1:00-3:00 p.m. on the
Southwest Horseshoe.

Saturday, May 1

Concert— "Nothing But a G-Thang"—
Chubb Rock, Stepshow. Curry HicksGym. 5
p m. Tickets $10, $15 at the door, available
at the Fine Art Center Box OflRce

Monday, May 3
Candidates Night— UMass Black Stu-

dent Union will have candidates night.
Malcolm X Cultural Center, 7 p.m.

Tuesday, May 4
Elections—UMass BlackStudentUnion.

Voting on the Campus Center Concourse. 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Thursday, May 6
Celebration — 25th Anniversary of the

Committee for the Collegiate Education of
Blackand OtherMinorityStudents. Shirley
DuBois Library, New Africa House. BSU
Gospel Choir performing.

Saturday, May 8
The Malcolm X Picnic— The Malcolm X

CulturalCenter will sponsor itsannual picnic
on the Southwest Horseshoe. Food, enter-
tainment will be provided, free of cost. Ev-
eryone welcome.

Banquet — Black Student Union will

sponsor the 1st Annual BSU Community
Awards Banquet. 11th floor Campus Cen-
ter, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. BSU Gospel Choir
performing.

King verdict discussed
I don't know about you, but I feel like a

baby does when it cries and cries and
someone sticks a pacifier in its mouthjust
to keep it quiet. Sound familiar to anyone?

They let those two officers go.

It really shouldn't come as any surprise
though. I mean, the jury was under a lot

ofpressure, what with all the hype in the
media, that ifthey found all ofthe officers

not guilty, once again, there would be
riots. So I guess it was decided they would
satisfy everyone and make everyone
happy. "We'll convict two ofthem, and let

the other two walk. That's fair right?"
I don't think so.

Denise

HENRY
Yet people seem to be content. On TV

and in the paper most people seem to be
really excited about the verdict. And oth-
ers don't seem to give a damn.

The other day on the bus, I overheard
someone say, "My friend asked me if I had
seen the verdict, and I said, "you mean the
movie with Robert Redford?" And then
she laughed.

Hello?Why would she want to pass that
information on to anyone? I would feel

ashamed if I were her. I know humans
have short memories, but this is ridiculous.

Does anyone remember last year? The
riots, the videotape? All of the fliers on
campus? Protests on the Student Union
steps — "No Justice No Peace?"

Does any of this ring a bell to anyone?
What happened?

Either people shrug offthis verdict and
say justice is being served. Or ask, "what
verdict?"— with a straight face.

Is this all that the system has to do?
Drag this case out for so long that after a
while people just don't care? I'm not say-
ing that everyone should be out rioting
and protesting, but is this all it takes?
Give them what they want so theyll be
quiet and we can go on with our lives.

It shouldn't be that easy.

They let those two officers go.

I'm not just referring to the two that
were found not guilty. But, also the two
who were convicted. They just released
them from custody pending sentencing.
That's it. This system is such a joke. I feel
that all they did was say, "We are sorry
you had to go through this ordeal. It must
have been stressful for you. Go home and
relax." And with that they probably gave
them a slap on the hand and a ride home.
Maybe even a free dinner.

Yet President Clinton says that the
verdict "is a reminder that our courts are
the proper forum for the resolution ofeven
our deepest legal disputes."

I hate to be the one to burst your little

bubble Bill, but there has been no resolu-
tion — or justice. If those officers were
Black... well I think we know what would
have happened. I wouldn't be writing this
article on my reaction to this latest trial.

Probably because there wouldn't have been
a second trial — or a first. The decision
would have been handed down right after
the videotape was shown on March 4 , 199

1

GUILTY, GUILTY GUILTY.
Earlier I mentioned that everyone

seemed to have forgotten about the tape.
But, I think that what people have really
forgotten is what the beating of Rodney
King means. The verdict this past week-
end told me exactly what it means. Abso-
lutely nothing!

But, according to Police Commissioner
Francis Roache. this verdict shows that
the country has taken a quantum leap
forward in terms ofjustice."

I don't know what country he's talking
about, but it's not the same one I've been
living in. A country that, for over two years,
would debate on whether or not officers
stepped out of bounds when they stopped
Rodney Kingand nearly beat him to death.
And still question the videotaped evidence
that was presented right in front of them.

This only proves to me that this coun-
try has taken a quantum leap backwards.
Denise Henry is a UMass student.

Black women speak out
Presenting — Brotha Righteous and

•^omen Who Got It Going On!" No, this is
not an In Living Color skit, it was a show
on the UMass cable network to voice the
opinions ofa group ofBlack women on this
campus. The show featured Yatisha
Bothwell

, Rachael Splaine, DesireeJoseph
and Ann Lima, discussing issues that af-
fect us as Black people and as women.

Yatisha

BOTHWELL
Everything you wanted to know from

race relations, womanhood, and dealing
with the opposite sex. . . The first question
asked of the panel was what makes us the
women we are today, and how we apply
that to our lifestyle. Answers ranged from
everythingfrom familyand ftiends, to one's
goals, dreams and personal accomplish-

ments. Splaine attributed her success to
herconstantstriving to reach hergoals and
the things she does in the community for
the betterment of herself and others.

Concerning ways of uplifting and bet-
tering the community, the women recog-
nized the lack of Black communalism and
camaraderie due to a lack of mutual re-
spect. With the help of communication
and understanding the panel agreed that
this could be rectified on the part of both
men and women on this campus. Prob-
lem being, as recognized by many people,
dissention among us for reasons ofcompel
tition among Black women on thiscampus
for Black men, and competition with White
women for these same Black men.

The reason why we have to compete so
fiercely, as brought out by Ann Uma, is
because we as Black women do not demand

Turn to WOMEN, page 4
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Photo exhibit commemorates Holocaust
UMass student links past and present with images
By ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

About Feme Forward
Photographs by Seth Kaye
HiUel House

To help commemorate the beginning of Holocaust
Memorial "^eeV., About Face Forward, a photographic
exhibition by UMass Fine Arts student Seth Kaye is now
•on display at the Hillel House through April 23.

The exhibit is set up like a long wall with large wood
boards. On each partition of wood, a 90-degree angle is
formed so at one angle the stories of the survivors is the
only thing seen, and on the other side is a photographic
representation where past meets present.

"I wanted the side panel and the main panels to be 90
degrees so you could look at it one way and see nothing
but the interviews, nothing but the stories the people
have and the other way you look at it, another 90 degrees
you see nothing but the people," Kaye said.

The black and white photos are modem, but because
they are done in black and white film, they give the
impression of vintage images.

The titles "about face" and "face forward" were joined
together to suggest a feeling of looking back at history
while acknowledging the present. The idea that the past
affects the present, and the future, is key to understand-
ing the relationship between the interviews.

Kaye explains that the subject matter was something
he felt strongly about dealing with.

"I had a hard time initially dealing with this project
using traditional photography, and 1 was really into Mike
and Doug Stam, brother photographers that use materi-
als not traditionally associated with photography," Kaye
said. "I was interested in the idea of using actual objects to
add to the photography like the wood and the barbed wire."

Each wooden board which is uniquely arranged with

barbed wire strips, metal pieces and a photo of the
survivor as they look today. At the bottom ofeach wooden
slate is a picture taken of original pictures from the
Holocaust years. Specific quotes from the survivors have
been burned into the wood to create an eerie effect. The
bums in the wood panels correlate with the permanent
Holocaust numbers that had been marked and tattooed
on all people in the camps. One board reads "The fact
remains it happened and it was allowed to go on, and no
one blinked an eye.

. to change it, and when they wanted
to change it, when they wanted to blink an eye about it,

it was too late."

Each survivor's story is emotionally moving by the
concrete descriptions of the horrid living conditions and
treatments that they had to endure as children and
young adults. Hedy Rose of Northampton is a survivor
and her story entai Is many experiences she lived through

.

"They take small, like shot glasses, actually maybe a
little larger, light a flame under them which creates a
vacuum inside and they plunk it on your back, and
because it's created a vacuum it sort ofsucks up as much
of your skin, up in the cup. They put rows and rows of
these all over your back and then yank them off. The
effect of that is creating these huge welts on your back
and terrible pain," she said. "I think they figured was that
if they gave you a lot of pain someplace else you'd forget
how miserable you were."

Yehudit Heller, assistant program director of Hillel,
called the exhibit "wonderful."

"It's a student project, it is very striking because it

takes your attention in many ways and many senses and
the nsual aspect of it is very very striking," Heller said.

"This is a living document. Part of these people in the
exhibit were actually here at this campus talking, some
of them will come and talk this Holocaust Memorial
Week and I think this is ver>' unique to see this part of
history, at the same time it's walking and breathing
around you," Heller said.

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Photographer Seth Kaye with his BFA degree project,

"About Face Forward."

See Harry meet Sally
this week on HSCN
By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Staff

Well, this week marks the last week
for the ciu-rent playlist of movies on
HSCN. Beginning next Wednesday,
April 28, a new list ofmovies will begin
a long run through May and June.
Although most of the UMASS commu-
nity will have left this campus and any
vagrant thoughts of the Housing Ser-
vices Cable Network far behind, those
willing to put off finals preparation
until roughly May 15 will be able to

thrill to some of the films forecast for

future weeks. Among the coming at-

tractions is RobertAltman's voyeuristic

view of Hollywood's underbelly in his

masterful The Player. Until then,
HSCN allows its current slate of mov-
ies to embark with a few new entries
including Universal Soldier and a
David Lynch double-feature.

When Harry Met Sally — It's the
classic story ofboy meets girl, girl avoids
boy, boy falls for girl, girl gets maximum
satisfaction out of a deli sandwich; all

set to a great Harry Connick Jr.

soundtrack and guided by the capable
hands of director Rob Reiner, striving

for his place in the Woody Allen sun
(without the accompanying lawsuits).

Leads Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan are
great comic foils for each other and the
chemistry between the two translates

wonderfully on film. Among the scenic
NY locales, Reiner creates a wonderful
romantic fable culminating in a great
New Year's Eve kiss. B+

Universal Soldier— Jean-Claude
van Damme attempts to muscle into

Arnold territory in this testosterone-

infused tale of action, explosions and
terminators on the lam. The story be-

gins promisingly, with soldiers who
killed in the Vietnam conflict are then
re-animated by a shadowy US agency
to fight terrorism in the near future,

but essentially boils down into one long
chase flick with evil-Unisol Dolph
Lundgrcn in pursuit of the renegade
Van Damme, whose memories of his

past life cause him to flee captivity.

Still, this is a wide leap for Van Damme
from the low-budget kickboxing ex-

ploits he has languished in, and it

features some spectacular action pieces
(especially notable is an opening battle
set at Hoover Dam) and a surprise in

the casting of exceptional character
actor Jerry Orbach. C-f

M*A*S*H — Riding the razor's
edge ofstrong anti-war statement and
screwball comedy, this dark comedy
following the exploits of the Mobile
Army Surgical Hospital 4077th medi-
cal personnel remains as funny and
biting as it was 23 years ago. Donald
Sutherland, as Hawkeye Pierce and
Elliot Gould as the infamous Trapper
John, endure the horrors ofthe Korean
war and the stupidity of the US mili-
tary elite with an increasing series of
fratboy pranks and pratfalls. Director
Robert Altman displays a good ear for
the rigors ofmilitary rhetoric and revels
in his satirical attitude. Also featuring
Robert Duvall, Sally Kellerman and
Tom Skerrit, this is a true comedy
classic. A

Incidentat Oglala— Focusing on
a murder investigation on Indian res-

ervation land and the corrupt politics

between US officials and militant
American Indian groups, this docu-
mentary produced and narrated by
Robert Redford and directed by British
filmmaker Michael Apted is an in-

sightful investigation into the injus-
tices carried out on government allot-

ted reservation land and the subse-
quent neglect these sparse lands have
experienced. Apted focuses on the
frustrations held by residents of the
reservation and members ofthe Native
American extremist groupAIM ( whose
members come under fire in this in-

vestigation) and has fashioned an in-

credibly thought provoking documen-
tation of a national tragedy. A-

Twin Peaks: Fire Walk With Me
— David Lynch has always had a sense
of the bizarre and in efforts like his

Turn to HSCN, page 8

Tuneful melodies await you
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

Every now and then, one's palate be-
comesalittlesoiled by grunge. Admittedly
grimge has its appeal — it vents rage, its

crunching and simple hooks satisfy that
pressing need for intense musical therapy.
However, the needs of many transcend
those which grunge can appease. For this
growingcrowd comes the staid melodies of
the Netherlands' own Bettie Serveert.

Rolling Stone has billed the Dutch
quartet as "a sweeter kind ofgrunge," but
this is highly misleading. Bettie Serveert
is to grunge what 10,000 Maniacs is to
hardcore. Bettie Serveert is such a welcome
sound in today's distorted market that
Northampton's Iron Horse seized the op-
portunity to present the band at the first

date they had available, that being this

evening.

With tickets still available, this is an
opportunity to view an upcoming talent in

the intimate atmosphere ofthe Iron Horse,
a perfect setting.

No, Bettie Serveert is not a singer. The
name defined means, "Bettie served" taken

from the title of a Dutch tennis instruc-
tional book. At the time of the name's
inception, it seemed humorous, but while
the band now at times regrets their deci-
sion to use this name, they have achieved
a status far beyond their expectations and
have no choice but to keep it.

With their debut release, Palomine
(Matador Records), Bettie Serveert con-
structs sober, appealing melodies for a
wispy yet assertive backdrop. Carol van
Dijk's composed and passionate vocais
complement the formula perfectly. Her
lyrics and intonation permeate soul while
remaining intimate. The culmination of
van Dijk and the melodies is truly sooth-
ing.

If you didn't catch the foursome in

Boston recently with indie favorites
Superchunk, you have a shot at redemp-
tion thanks to this opportunistic staging
by the Iron Horse. Bettie Serveert prom-
ises an evening of aural appeasement.

Amsterdam's Bettie Serveert take the
stage at Iron Horse tonight at 10:00 p.m.
Doors open at 9:30 p.m. with tickets

available for $6 at the Northampton Box
Office or at the door.

Campus Man goes green
Isn't it funny the way things work in

this world? We are constantly placing
importance on stupid days like in the
Midwest where they have a Sweethearts
day; which in reality is just another way
for the card companies that invented it to

make some more profits. Woman. Ofcourse
they deserve a lot and even the past elec-

tions made use ofthe Tear ofthe Woman'
hype.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
The Oscars celebrated women in film

even though this was the worst year for

women in film. Go figure. Earth. This is

my personal favorite. Every spring we
have an earth day.Dow '<ya ^/jm;5; the earth
deserves a little more than a day. Come on,
it's a big place and we should spend more
time protecting it. because after all it is

our home.
Granola-Crunchies think wearingtheir

Birkenstocks are doing the world a favor
and they all think that Marijuana should

be legalized when in reality they are the
one's pol 1 utingand destructingour world's
rain forests to get their specially grown
treat. Fine. The elite upperclass aren't
helping by strutting around Manhattan
and Seattle in their furs but, hey, at least
they donate to the World Wildlife Fund.
Whatever it is. no one's perfect.

People are hypocrites. One day a year
they decide to recycle or walk to celebrate
earth which is great. However, it can bo
made part of one's daily routine easily.

Ju.st enter any classroom here at UMass
and you'll find those green and blue
(earthy-colored) recycling bins. Even in
the dorms their are bins for yesterdays's
Cosmo or Sports Illustrated to be re-
cycled. There's even a bin to recycle your
empty laundry detergent or those empty
bottles of Snapple.

Look on the bottom of your shampoo
bottle — I can almost guarantee it's re-
cyclable just like those empty tuna cans.
I can't remember where I heard what I'm
going to mention next but I know it's part

Turn to CAMPUS MAN. page 8
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masterful Blue Velvet he has managed to pull the
viewer into a taut web of life's grotesques, but this
prequel to collaborators Mark Frost and Lynch's in-
triguing television series ofthesame name only reveals
that Lynch has lost track of his darker image of
Americana and has resorted to his flashes of the
macarbe just to bewilder the viewer. Telling the story
of Twin Peak's prom queen Laura Palmer's descent
into hell via her last seven days alive, Lynch trots out
the the usual rogue's gallery of eccentricities and
quasi-symbolic devices leaving the film teeming with
red herrings. This is not the film that one would expect
as a fitting precuisor to a truly innovative series. D-

The Big Chill — Writer/Director Lawerence

Kasdan (Grand Canyon ) focuses on the intersecting
lives of the baby boom generation in this small film

about an unorthodox reunion among friends who
meet to reminisce about past experiences following
the suicide oftheir mutual friend. What follows is an
often funny and poignant exhibition of the bonds
between friends. Kasdan regular Kevin Kline leads
the ensemble cast, which also includes JefFGoldblum
and Glenn Close. Definitely worth seeing twice. B+

Also playing this week but not reviewed are Pre-

lude to a Kiss, Pygmalion, Afraid of the Dark. Black
Moon Rising, Compromising Positions, Crazy People,

Deep Star Six, Elephant Man, Ghostbusters,A League
of their Own, Little Darlings, Modern Girls. Ferris
Bueller's Day Offand The Naked Gun 2 1 12.

Campus Man
continued from page 7

ofpopular culture. The Three R's. Reduce. Reuse. Reycle.

So as the so-called environmentalists start to make
themselves present by preaching at the Campus Center
steps, remember every day is Earth Day. One day a year
by far is by no means enough, but I guess it's a start.

However, I do remember ironically that in Boston last

year a celebration for Earth Day was clouded by the
aftermath of plenty of rubbish left; along Boston's Es-
planade. Isn't is funny that the same people preaching
the earth-first philosophy are also the same people
making a mess on the day they called Earth Day. As the
song supposedly goes "^e got the whole world in our
hands. .

." We just have to make sure we don't let it slip

out of our hands.

Adam Scott Roberts, the non-granola crunchy, is a
Collegian columnist.

UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER
RESEARCH INTERNSHIPS

available at

THE LMV1«:RSITY of CONNECTICUT
HEALTH CENTER

for

RESEARCH IN THE BIOLOGICAL ANT)
BIOMEDICAI. SCIENCES

STIPEND: $2,500

The L'niversity of Connecticut Health Center in-

vites applicatiuDH for a limited numlxT of summer
research internships from highly qualified and
motivated students who have completed at least
their sophomore year and have an interest in ob-
taining a Ph.D. in biological and biomedical sci-
ences. The L'niversity of Connecticut Health Center
houses a division of the (;raduate School, the School
of .Medicine, the School of Dental .Medicine and is

located in Farmington Connecticut, just West of
Hartford, midway between Boston and .New York.
Positions are available in a variety of lal)oratories
encompassing research in molecular, cell and de-
velopmental biology, immunology, neuroscience.
oral biology and pharmacology. The program pays
a stipend of S2.;>()<) for the ten week research expe-
rience. Deadline for applving is Fridav. .April ."JO

199.3.

For Further Information Please ( ontact:
DR. JOEL PACKER

Department of Physiology. MC .l.^d.-.

University of Connecticut Health Center
Farmington, CT 060.'{0

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family y

Wednesday - April 28

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She

.says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm

really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or '

suspect is .struggling with an eating disorder, come to

this informal workshop to explore how you can help

and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

5492671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine

Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

Undergraduate Teaching
Assistantships Available

Department of
Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours
a week.

Further information and application
forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederle GTWR

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

COME 0«T /«*«> «•"*

I I

- Missed a coarse? Make it up!
- Advance in next semester's work

- Fnlfill a reqnirement
" E^Joy a conrse

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, siaE-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July 13-Aagust 18

RECS^ZSTER 2T01lir!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
6th floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

EARTH DAY

APRIL 22
UMA$S CAMPUS POND lAWN, 10ain-4|>in

^
^VitJ»«

$UDE SHOlf

Also, JOIN US FOR THE

EARTH ifnmmM EXCmNG ENVIRONMENTAL TALXSHOW
STYJPENT UNION BAllPOOM; 4^m and on.

Co Sponsored by MASSPIRG and the
Housing Seivlces Recycling Program
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By GARY LARSON

,"j«$t doiCt tell

Mt any of "tKt •H 9« ^H A croo

By JIM

Sit ^»^ ^c^ #(Ki
Kot sm^f HM'ftU'iM^

DOONESBURY

Oh, God! Here comes Finchley! ... He's out of the
closet, you know— says he kills only for food,

not pleasure."

YOW/^RSP- ojKa.
RBSBKTINO PUKB,
TmuBsajB hCTTO
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George
Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas
Production Dana Dorman

Theresa Giammattei

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

Hot Corned Beef

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Cavatelli Supreme

BASICS DINNER
Vege and Tofu Stir Fry

East West Lasagna

The opinions oxpressod on this pjgc .ire those ot the r.irtoonists one! clo not necessarily rctlect the views of the Colk'fii.in or the University

Quote of the Day
"Change starts when someone sees the

next step."

- William Drayton

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By PRICE VAN RAY

ARIESiMarch 21 -April 14I Mjke
Ihf riKJs) ol rweni iindmi,il Rams.
Shrt-wd inveslmonls v\ ill JKing Listing

rclurns. A rrealive pron-*! gets ihi>

green lijjhi. Pressure mtionK when
career demands f onllicl.

TAURUS lApril JO-May 201: Vrni

have lot lo say today. Steer t tear oi

di« ussing polilirs in the workplat c
It would lie good to find employnieni
soon so you can purchaw- an aulo-

mohik- tor itx- warm rmwiihs.

GEMINI (May 2l-)unc 201; You
have a great deal to lie proud ol > our
high ideals win rxjt even when they

compile ale your lite Let others krKiw
how Hnponani ielt-retpect is lorpeace
of mind

CANCER (June 2 1 -My 22): You
ls,now what a rare talent you have. Let

your work speak ibr itsell. You are

hiessed with a great deal oi cfMnmoo
sense. A< I contideni ol success and
your reputatK>n will grow.

lEO (|uly 2 J-Aug.22): Take steps

to prevent iuture mishaps around the

house. Your Ideas regarding the

younger generation are right on tar-

get. Be patient. Better communication
is the key.

VIRCO(Aug.23-Sepl.22):Usethe
phone and mail lo introduce yourseli

to people. Linking up with an old

friend or lormer c olleague could lead

toa lu<'ky newallianc e. Re diplomatic
when making suggestions.

LWRA (Sept 21-00.221: Long,
term alharKts and agreenx-nts enjoy
tavorahle aus()ices now Look lo tin-

tuture with hojx- A |Kivatf nn'riing

with x>nKH>ne intluenlial may Ik-

rxti-svjry.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov.21): A
giKxl diy lo stay on the vsvll-trodderi

tra» k. ( areer su< ci-ss stems Ironi sore

mr>ves and reliable inlormatuNi Ko-
marve or a special esx-nt denunds
you l<H>k your Ix-st tiinight.

SACITTARIUS(Nov.22-IX-< 21):

VIPs will ace ept your viewpoint and
authori7cexpensestoday. Thenvmey
picture I ontinues to improve. Events

at » duunL e solidify yuur<ravc|plar«.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-lan III:

()o rvjt Imray your ideals in the mad
dash lor iinan< tal gain Link up with

partners whose talents or interests

complement your own. Lessons
learned in iIk- (M St still ( ome in Ivtndy.

AQUARIU$(|.in.2()-Fel).I8l:You

may teel irritable and disinclined to

lake any nonsense at lujme. Br- la< llul

l)ut lirm when dealing with relatives.

S<x:iali2ing with inlelk>(tually|jes may
lie more lun than anticipated.

PISCES (Fel>.l*)-March 201: Ki>-

mance crmies into play today. You
seem lo know all the right wrwds to

say! A iHainslixming session helps

you v)lve a recurring prol>lem. Your
loyalty and sense ol lair play arc

widely admired.

ACROSS
1 Clinton org
4 Near or Far

follower

8 City S of

Gainesville

t3 Swain
1

5

Ceremony
16 Anguish
1

7

Wliatever

stratagflfn one
can use

20 Milkers' seats

21 Truncate

22 Fr holy

women Abl)r

23 Lena ol song
24 Slalins

predecessor

26 US Can canals

28 Re lease

33 Poet Teasdale

3/ Served well

40 Pine Tree Stale

41 Commit oneself

44 Bikini event
46 Btshops'

c ffices

46 I lardy heroine

4/1 ounged
49 PGAs Snead
51 - ones way
54 Van Gogh

painted here

59 Church recess
63 Follows avril

64 Addison's
partner

65 Leave It alone!

68 Typo type

69 Ally Gen.
.lanet

70 O'NeiH's •-
Christie"

71 Well known
72 Punta del —
73 Hoosier

humorist

George

DOWN
1 DIsconcen
2 Tooth

Comb form
3 New Yortt's

Dinkins

4 Acts like a
human

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

5 Small river

island

6 A way over a

fer>ce

7 Mortise's

companion
S WWII Gl s outfit

9 Camp beds
10 Thanks —
1

1

Folk knowledge
12 Branches
14 Atop
1 B Sounds from a

Sevilla arena
19 Sacred t>ull

24 Highland lakes

25 Unfeeling

27 Dobbin's

choice morsel
29 Angler's need
30 Heels

31 Eve's grandson
32 Decimal bases
33 Isolated rock
34 Commedia

deir —
35 Shad treats

36 Helper Abbr
38 Shoe width

39 Shift

42 Fret

43 NATO member
48 Car salesman's

car

50 Last play In

chess
52 Mother-of-pearl

53 River

embankments
55 Singer

McEntire
56 A Helmsley

57 African

•nialop*
58 BhsIlM
59 Yemen seaport

60 Kind of shirt

61 Irritated state

62 Cigar end
64 Pump
66 Cardinal
67 Explosive,

for short

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU2ZLE:

4/21/t3

C»**i iM Aagdn TIam S]ra«cMr 4/3«/t3
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Scott's Shots
continued from poge 12

• Can Frank Viola and Roger Clemens
share the Cy Young award? Can Mike

Greenwell and Mo Vaughn share the bat-

ting title? Can anyone get me World Series
tickets?

Sign a

Donor Card

.

SAVE
A
LIFE!

Don'tforget
Fill Out a

Health Care
Proxj Form to PROTECT YOUR WISIIES

Sure, it might be a temporary thing,

but we must live for today and enjoy what
we have, for soon it may all be gone. It's

spring and the Red Sox have sprung into

first. The Best in Baseball.
• In the same week the UMass media

corps had to say goodbye to Milt Cole, who
retired from the Daily Hampshire Ga-
zette, and Sports Information Director

Howard Davis, who is moving over to the
Spjort Management school. One's older

than the other, but they're both cut from
the same mold. They treat people equally,

fairly and with respect. Thanks for the
memories gentlemen. Best of luck.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyes on Hoopla.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

S SCHOLARSHIPS S

Li- AiVAHOii '

Every sludnn! Qualifies for

'^'"oiarships regardless of

aradfS or income Oi'er S5
I'lOri in aid has gone

unclaimed We locale non-

"!07t, scholarships for you.

Ja'l (800)753-4899.

Amherst
Laundromat

Collegian

Advertising
545-3500

Machine

College
mherst • 253-5072,

National Organ and Tissue
Donor Awareness Week 1993

Come visit us on the

Campus Center Concourse
April 22

sponsored by the University Health Services
Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)

l^TBBFO^
BURGIRS- HOT DOGS
FRIRS-OMON RINGS
PHILLY CHEESE STKS
SHAKES•FLOATS

ROUTE 9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

Dm Way Rtwi«rip

LONDON
$209 $389

PARIS
$225 $450
MOSCOW/

ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690
GREECE/
LARNACA
$359 $718

TOKYO
BANGKOK

$789
$889

We Want You...

The 1994 /ND£^ Yearbook staff

is looking for people interested

in:

• Photography

Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets aHow changes

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all mijor destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin Amenca and Australia.

Eunalpasses Availat)(e.

CuMsnalmnuBcasn t dtpMuii Uan mfHf
Ftm tutiKt » chngt aitfml aoM*

RISM TRAVEL
342M3dison Ave .NY.NY 10173

800-272-9676

212-986-8420-
•in NYC

• Layout

•Copy

Marketing

Business Manager

If interested, please stop by our
office at 304 Student Union to fill

out an application!

Hurry, deadline is this

Monday, April 26!!!

Board of Governors-

PRESENTS

CASINO NIGHT
TO BENEFIT

THEERAIN1LJMQR>3CIFTY
(Sampiuie^ Hfoutit Cancel

DATE: Thursday. April 22, 1993

TIME: 8:00 PM-1 :00 AM
PLACE: Campus Center Auditorium

COST: $5.00 Admission - Does not
include individual wagers at
betting tables.

GAMES: Black Jack
Roulette

Wheel of Fortune
Craps

Dinner for Two
Hotel Stay for One Night

PRIZES:

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

REFRESHMENTS & MORS D'OEUVRES
WILL BE SERVED

WINNINGS AWARDED
IN CASH

PROPER DRESS REQUESTED

CO-SPONSORED BY-

n« i>4ASSACHuisrTre 0Ai.v

COLLEGIAN <=^^'*"S

CENTER
HOTEL

TOPofthd
CAMPUS

Reftaurant

COLLEGIAN

M track
continued from page 12

' '
"

O'Brien. "We probably met every one ofthe objectives we
set out to meet."

The team travels to Hanover. New Hampshire this
weekend Ui compete in the Dartmouth Invitational meet
After last weekend success, the Minutemen look to be
successful.

"The faces and uniforms will be different, but the level
of competition will be the same," O'Brien said.

O'Brien plans to move people around in different
events to "develop strengths." His goals also include
polishing the relay and getting the "competitive routine
worked out."
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Immigration Law
...so WE RE CONVERTING OUR 3

BEDROOM CONDOMINIUMS WITH

HEATED BEASEMENTS AT CILREATH

MANOR HAS TO.CAS HEAT AND CAS HOT WATER

tcatioiis now being accqrtitf

Lincoln Real Estote

25 North Pleascmt Street

253-7879

Hans & Curran, P.C.
30 Tears ofExperience in Immijjration Law

1163 Man Street

SpHngtioki, VIA

7816370

13 (^ South St

.SortKimpt<Mi.MA

5843232

SO GmgrcM St

B<»tun. M\
(617)722 0(M3

Fnt Consultnhoii for

Fivt-Coilcil( Studems/FacHlty

,X4-H4.^5

now - Only area Showing DAILY 6:4.5

ACADEMY AWARD WinMER - BEST rOREIGM EILM

INDOCHINE
A FILM BY REGIS WAKGNIER

CATHERINE DENLUVE

ityyrm mm! mww-YTv

m

IF ONLY
THEY CAME

WITH
INSTRUCnONa

American
Red Cross

.1

DAILY 9:55 - 14th Week - Ends Apr. 29

SIX. MURDER. BETRAYAL
NOTHING IS WHAT IT SEEMS TO BE
'^A Riveting Ro.U4.mic Thkillek!"

t ilMM i Urral. >E1 >Ullk DAIH M;t>

''A.\ELEG.iNTNE1lFlLMr

-h W4. Nri toiik ptKT

ITHE CRYING GAME
A film bv Neil Jordan

$59per

'Oi

room

ATTHK(;ATKS()F.SMmiC <)I.I.K(;i.

i<

Escape from the stress of final

exams & term papers. Enjoy

our indoor tropical pool area

with hot tub & just relax. We're

just a few miles away but you'll

think your in paradise!

Quality
Hot^l

Northampton

One Atwood Dnvc
Jet. 1-91 & Rt. 5

Northampton. MA 01060

^ (413(586-1211

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Accounting Associatkm
Wed April 21st Room 917
Speaker: Prof. Ron Mannino
Dress Casual/Refreshments
New and old memtiers welcomel

•d and Braakfact
Downtown Amtierst. Ideal (or visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

Student Film
Seeking Actresses
Auditions 549 1065

UMas* Blood Drive
Today 10 4 pm
Campus Center Rm. 168

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3 50
Lg. Ctieese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
549 6073
549 6098

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2. & 3 t)edroom apartments. Most
witti gas heal & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherat Hadley Belchertown four

five six tiedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst, 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on txjsline, $1300/
mo., (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Available June 1 Quiet 1 bedroom
downtown Amherst $350 month 256-

0876

Near Puffers Pond
3 l)edroom house
Summer St.

Take over our lease 6/1

5499915

Summer Sublease! Big 2 80R
Townhosue avail. NOW 550 month
great for 4! Call 6 6948 or 6 5891

Take over our lease 6/1M
Brandywine Apt. 6C
Good Location access to 2 bus stops
Call 549 1479

Take over our 2-t>edroom lease in

Puffton Village.

549 7472

Take over our lease Brandywine Apts.
2 bedroom 3rd floor Call 549-7868

3 BORM Townhouse Apartment
1 1/2 Baths Minute walk to bus, fur-

niture available Lease starting June 1

800/month Call 549-7247

2 bedroom Brandywine
Take over our lease June 1 . Heat and hot
water included. Call 549 7973

Uptown, acrossfrom Pub, cozy, cheap
2 bedroom apt. 2-3 people - heat inc.

Cjll soon 253-9316 __^
WANTED: 2 Housemates to share large

room $175/mo/person 253-0751

FOR SALE

Epson IBM PC/XT
640 K 20MB
Color monitor
Free Printer and Software
S800 Ellen 6-6244

Gameboy w/2 gantas S60
Aiwa Walkman S30
Busch Beer light S50
Color TV S45
546-7234

BRANDYWINE
Takeover/sublet June

Free Furniture. New Kitchen.

New Bathroom 545 2462

Brandywine Apt. Two bedroom
Sublet in June or lease in September.
Call 549-3755 now for details.

Don't get left out in the cold this falM

Get your apt. now. Sunny 3rd floor apt.,

in Brandywine. Furniture Inc. On bus rt.,

gas/heat inc.

549 7919

4 Bed House in Northampton for now-
June and Sept 3800 584 3428

5 Bed House, Hadley S950 SIcibiski

Realtors, 584 3428

Large 4 Bdrm convenient location,

heat, hot water included, laundry. S980/
month 256 3018

FREE RENTAL - FREE ROOMS at

Campus Center Hotel!m Get lucky at

Casino NightM!

Motorcycle Helmet Shoeirf - 108V
New S200 asking S50 6 6934

Pool Table, good condition, includes
balls and que sticks. $150 call

584^707

Wetault WMS 10 S75 call Karen 584-

9543

HEALTH

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshire*. MA sum-
met camp seeks skilled college juniors,

seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,
newspaper Have a rewarding and en
joyable sumn>ar!
Salary plus room and t>oard.

Call 800 762 2820

Greeks and Clubs raIse a cool $ 1000
in just one week! Plus SIOOO for the
memlier who calls' And a Free Igloo
Cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932
0528, ext 65

GUAREMTEED $400
Two Student clubs needed for fall

proiectourgroupGUARENTEED at least

$400.0O. Last call BEFORE END OF
TERM 1800932 0528 EXT 99

Looking for student to put>lish the
Insider Magazine on campus and to

manage local concert series. We finance
start up costs Earn top income ($5 -$30
per hour ) and gain valuable exp. Great
for mkting or advertising major.
Call 18006CAMPUS

Marketing Rep - Part time, high po-
tential earnings. For more information,
pick up job description and require-

ments at Copycat Print Shop. 228 Tri-

angle Street, Amherst

Run own house painting business!!
Get videos and books"
SASE 2942 Huben
Lemay, MO 63125

Summer |obs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi
lions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and D.C., campus intrvws: 4/14

and 4/15. Call Jsmietoll free: 1-B00-75-
EARTH

$200 Daily mailing circulars for ma
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad-

dressed stamped envelo|}e to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203. Bryan, TX 77805

LOST

Lost: One Carl Elder
Was on his way to

Casino Night

Has tendency to wander
Please show him to

The CCA at 8.-00

PERSONALS

A"s Deep Thought: I must have that

Swede man in my Econ 105 . If he'd
only show up.

And now for something completely
different
If you like camping, hiking, biking, and
want to see the USA, I want to meet
you. I'm a '92 Ithaca College grad em
barking on a 2 month excursion around
the USA this summer (I've got excel lent

transportation) and I'm looking for a
traveling partner. Send a reply to: USA.
P.O. Box 35. Cross River, NY 10618

Baybank Girt
I'm flattered and single!

Neil Smith

Aka: Athol FBall player

JENLOCKETTis21!!
Have a good one, and try to

Keep it under control this timel

Love, Your Spastic.

Metalhead Roomate

SERVICES

Interior and Exterior Auto detaiting
Wash
Wax
Shampoo
Vacuum
Vinyl leather treatment
Engine cleaning

Call Jon at 256 1668

Hermonica Player
546 0880

Pregnant? IMeed Helpf
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carnage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preperation assistancewith
complete resume development Keith
Anderson PhD 582 4037

SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED
1 800-666-2 137

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPRING JAM

LOANSII

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries - Earn $600«/week in can-

neries or $4000./month on fishing

boats. Free transportation' Room &
Board* Male or Female. For employ
ment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.

A5001

Loansll
Graduating Seniors' 90 day deferred
car loans available now at your student
credit union. Come visit our loan dept.
314 Student Union BIdg.or call at 545-

2800

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Richard III

Well see you on the 22nd at Casino
Night.

Kisses

Bambi and Candi

To My Main Woman
Thanks for a great night

Hope for many more
Love Chill

RENTAL PROBLEMS?

Questlont about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases? Questions
8t>out the condition of your new house
or apartment? Contact Legal Services,

922 Campus Center, 545 199S

ROOMMATES WANTED

Saturday April 24th
Get ready for the all day concert bash

5 t>ands 5 hours 5 bucks
Missing this is like missing college

Alcohol by Delanos
Food by Taco Bell

Stop by our CC table today
or call 549 1586

Only 1500 tickets will be soM

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Storage - Professional pick

up and delivery, insurance; boxes in

eluded. Call now to reserve your space
Collegiate Storage Service

413585 5999

SUMMER SUBLET

Nutting Ave ne«t to campus & up
town avail June 1 cheap' Call Marian
549 7803

One room In 7 twdroom apt at

Squire Village S200/month . elect,

rent negotiable Call 665 2227 ask for

Jenn or Maria after 7 pm Available end
of May thru end of Aug

Salem Place condo
2 Bdr , 2 1/2 bath

Main St Amherst
256 3088

Specious 5 BORM apt on Mam St. for
more info call 546 2684

Subletting Awesome Apartment
734 Main St. in Amherst
Call 253 4242 ask lor Torsten
or leave message

Summer Sublet - 1 room avail. ,

NOHO, near bus. 200* 8/1 8/31 call

Rachel 253 0782

Summer Sublet with fall option
2 tjedroom apt on Amtierst Belchertown
line Call Holly 256 0383

Summer Sublet with Fall option 2
tjedroom Brandywine, some furniture
price negotiable 549 1 749

Sunset Ave next to campus and up-
town 6 1 93 option for fall Call Marian
549 7803

3 Bedroom Main Street Apt.

Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher on bus route
Call 256 3470

Three Bedroom, hardwood floors.
partially furnished, in town, minutes
walk to campus, don't worry about
summer bus schedule! Must see! 256-
0273

TRAVEL

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30' All

natural Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253 3816

COUNSELORS: Friendly, coed camp
in Berkshires. Openings: female bunk
counselors, head volleyball, head bas-

ketball, head street hockey, head gym-
nastics, head Softball, dance/aerobics,
video, computers, radio, artd asst. riding.

100 staff from US and abroad. 220
campers. Contact Bill at 253-(

Female Roomate Needed
$195 a month in Brandywine Apt.
For more info, call

549-8219 ask for Christina

Roomate Wanted
for 2 tiedroom Puffton apt.

Call 549 1979

Wanted Female Roomate to share
bedroom in our Main Street apartment
good location cheap rent nice
housemates call Alex 256 3140

April Free 2 bedroom at Mill Hollow
Apt. (S460)

Sublet through Aug. Call 549 5658

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Great location in Noho: One block
from Academy of music. Big rooms
hardwood floors. One BR available in 2
BR apt Move in June 1 , move out when
ever (Its month to month) Rent is S250
but I'll talk about it. 584 7128

WANTED
French Language Students
Beginning and fluent French speakers
Needed for language study
Earn money for participating!

Call Robert at 538 2035 for info,

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED: Summer Sublet in Amherst/
Springfield area. Call John (617)352
7539
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Sports
Gorillas set to face off against Crimson
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Few 1-6 men's lacrosse teams play as well as the
Harvard Crimson do — especially when they face the
University of Massachusetts.

Case in point: last season the unranked and
unrespected Crimson came to Garber Field and nearly
walked away with an upset victory. Had it not been for a
game-tying goal by Mark Millon with 35 seconds left, the
Gorillas wouldn't have pulled out the 8-7 overtime victory.

Which bri ngs us to this afternoon'sgame in Carabridgie,
where the 6-2. lOth-ranked Gorillas will face off against
their preppier neighbors from the east, continuing what
has become one of UMass' most spirited rivalries.

"We're second in New England and they're not ranked,
but when UMass and Harvard play you can throw out the
rankings and the freakin' record books," UMass coach
Ted Garber said. "It's a great rivalry."

The Crimson's 1-6 record is not a fair indication ofhow
well they can play. They were down 6-4 at the halfagainst
second-ranked Princeton before being blown out 16-5.
They also played Duke closely at the Hofstra Spring
Shootout, where LTMass players and coaches were able to
get a first-hand look at the Crimson's physical, deliberate
style of play.

To put it mildly. Harvard lacrosse ain't pretty. The
Crimson check hard and often and play a deliberate slow-
down offense when possible. But they have good athletes
at the skill positions, such as Mike Eckert (9 goals, 9

Baseball
explodes
for big win
By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian Staff

Talk about fireworks!

The University ofMassachusetts base-
ball team exploded against Central Con-
necticut State yesterday for a 32-11 vic-
tory. The demolition broke the all-time
UMass record for runs scored and upped
UMass' record to 9-15.

Third baseman Steve Corradi led the
onslaught by going six for six with four
singles, a double, a triple and four runs
batted in.

Shortstop Greg LaRocca went four for
five and made several outstanding plays
in the field, turning two double plays and
ranging deep in the hole several times.

Designated hitter Justin Kelly, previ-
ously hitless on the season, had three
RBI's, including a mammoth home run in
the sixth inning. Right Fielder Justin
Howard had four RBI's with a couple of
doubles.

The leading RBI man was Bill Knight,
the first baseman, with six, while going
three for four. Josh Tobin made his debut
with a bullet to the centerfield wall, scor-
ing two.

The cause ofall the Minuteman offense
was the awful pitching of the Blue Devils.
It wasn't all the fault of the pitchers, as
the Blue Devils set their own school record
by commiting nine errors.

The starter for Central was Jerry
Hasler, who got bombed for nine runs on
eight hits in one and a third innings,
taking the loss.

Todd Salois relieved and gave up 12
runs in three innings pitched. None of the
other relievers fared any better.

The UMass pitchers did not fare well
either. John Alves, making his starting
debut, got rocked for three runs on nine
hits in two and a third innings.

Reliever Lome Levy picked up the win
pitching four and a third innings giving up
six runs. Greg Dowd mopped up for the
Minutemen.

Fiery George Redman, the head coach
for Central Connecticut State, asked
UMass head coach Mike Stone to end the
torture after seven innings and mercifully
the three-hour game was over.

UMass had batted around in three dif-

ferentinnings.takingadvantage ofsloppy
Blue Devil defense and wild pitching.

The Minutemen hope they saved some
offense as they next travel down to Hart-
ford tomorrow, and then host Atlantic 10
rival St. Bonaventure for a three-game
series Saturday and Sunday.

assists), Steve Gaffney (9-8) and James Ames, who has
only 8 scores but is a physical presence around the crease.

Harvard also benefits from the goaltending of Matt
Camp, who has a 3 save-per-game average.

They're an opportunistic team," Garber said. "Theyll
take whatever you give 'em. They slow it down and work
the ball around and try to take what they give you."

However, Camp also allows 13 goals per start, and the
Gorillas have yet to lose a game in which they scored 10 or
more goals. It would behoove UMass to get on the board
early and often to keep Harvard from dragging the game
into a slow, sloppy, physical contest, according to Garber.

"Any goals we get early would be a big help," Garber
said. "We've gotta start putting the ball in the net when
we get opportunities in the first half so we don't put so
much pressure on our defense."

For the Gorillas. Mark Millon looks to bounce back
from an atypical 1-goal, 1-assist performance against
Delaware. The senior leads UMass with 34 goals and 14
assists (48 points). Wes Depp, who has become a serious
goal-scoring threat (21 goals, three games with four or
more) has been nursing a sore shoulder but should start.

In goal, Tom LoPresti has emerged as the hot
goaltender of late, starting both games after last
Saturday's stellar second-halfperformance against Yale.
But Garber said he hasn't decided to name one starter.

"It depends on the situation," he said. "Rip Correnti
was hot early in the season and LoPresti got hot later.
Our other goalie, Morgan Stanford, he's right up there,
too— he could go in," he said.

Men off and running
Minutemen perform well in Classic
By MATTHEW VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

Strong performances and good
weather were the order ofthe day for the
UniversityofMassachusetts men's track
team last weekend at the annual Holy
Cross Classic invitational track meet.

The three-day meet started with two
days of decathlon and finishes with
regular competition on the final day.

The performance ofdecathletes Paul
Doyle and Joe Kourafas set the tone for
the entire weekend for UMass. Despite
having what he described as a "disap-
pointing first day," Doyle completed
the decathlon with his best-ever second
day of competition to place third over-
all with a score of 6174.

Kourafas, who finished first last
year, finished in the top five for the
second straight year, placing fifth with
a score of 5811. The performance of
both decathletes qualified them for the
New England Championships.

The first event on Saturday was the
10.000 meters. In their first time com-
peting in the event, Ted Towse and Tim
Boilard finished first and second.

•We continued the start that Paul
I Doyle] and Joe [Kourafas] provided,"
coach Ken O'Brien said.

Lyonel Benjamin took first place in

a tight race in the 100 meter finals
with a time of 11.0 seconds, while
sophomore sensation Tom Galligani
continued his dominance in the triple

jump taking first place as well.

The steeplechase is considered by
many to be track and field's most diffi-

cult event. Rick Copley, in his first-

ever steeplechase, finished third over-
all. He bested the top time by a first

time steeplechaser by twenty seconds.
Despite not having all the top

sprinters in the event, the 4x 100 meter
relay team improved their season best
time by two seconds and finished fourth

Also contributing strong perfor-
mances for the Minutemen, were John
Johnson (2nd in Long Jump), Kevin
Greenhalgh (3rd in 5000 meters). Marc
LeFebvre ( 3rd Shot put), and freshmen
Rich Dupuis and Mike Masone (5th
and 6th in Javelin).

O'Brien's goal going into the meet
was to have 10 individuals quahfy for

the New England Championships.
Seven Minutemen qualified for the first

time, joining the three who already
had.

"We had strong representation
across the board," said a pleased

Turn to TRACK, page 1
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Softball sweeps twinbill
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

Hank Aaron; 755 home runs. Babe
Ruth; 714 home runs, and University of
Massachusetts senior catcher Sherri
Kuchinskas; 11.

Though Kuchinskas trails a great deal
in numbers, she joined the ranks of the
immortals yesterday, blasting her third
home run of the year in the bottom of the
first inning ofgame one, moving her into
first place on the all-time UMass list and
helping the Minutewomen to a sweep of
Central Connecticut doubleheader (10-0-

8-0) at Totman field.

"Someone told me I was only one (home
run ) away this morning," said a modest
Kuchinskas. "As soon as I hit it I knew it

was out. The pitch was right down the
middle and that sucker wasjust asking for
it."

Overall, UMass, coming offa perfect 4-

weekend, continued their high level of
play in every phase of the game, proving
Central Connecticut to be nothing but a
crumblingbuildingfortheMinutewomen's

"wrecking ball" tactics.

"Today was good in all aspects," head
coach Elaine Sortino said. "Offensively,
we put it together and hit when we had to
and, again the pitching was solid."

After Kuchinskas' (2-for-3 with 2 runs
batted in) home run in the first-inning
with one man on, giving UMass a 2-0 lead,
her teammates followed the example and
ran off eight runs on eight hits.

Aside from Kuchinskas record-breaking
game, UMass sported their usual well-
rounded box score, which found Heather
Dorsey (3-for-4), Michelle Shaw (3-for-4
with one RBI), Jenn Salisbury (2-for-4
with four RBI) all throwing in stellar
performances.

Game Two saw the same from UMass
at the plate, including a seven run second-
inning, backed by two-run single from
Salsibury ( l-for-2) and more heroics from
Kuchinskas (l-for-2) with a three run
double.

From the mound, itwas Darlene Claffey
picking up her sixth win in seven starts,
with Dana Colla pitching four near-perfect
innings in relief

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team travels to

Cambridge today to take on Harvard.

Scott's shots
Bring on the Braves. Call the White

House, the Sox will be visiting in October.
Roll out the barrel, we're having a barrel
of fun.

• Welcome to Amherst. Joe Mallen,
and allow me to be the first to call your
new home, the "Mallen's Center."

However, we're a bit curious why your
introductory press conference as the
UMass hockey coach was held on a Sat-
urday afternoon during one ofthe busiest
weekends in Boston sports.

David

SCOTT
Starting a new program would seem to

require the utmost in visibility. Naming
your coach on the weekend of the Boston
Marathon, the Bruins first playoff game
and in the midst ofthe hysteria ofthe Red
Sox first homestand may have been an
error in judgment. Don't let this be a sign
of things to come.

• (Three paragraphs on hockey? Scott
must have sun poisoning.)

• The Fenway opener is arguably the
greatest day of the year. With some hesi-
tationm admit that Boston Garden must
come down, but to destroy Fenway would
be mistake of enormous proportion.

They've already erred in replacingmost
of the bathtub urinals in the men's room
with the individual models. Let the trag-
edy stop there.

• GiveJohn Calipari and his staffcredit
for their recruiting. Gale Catlett, the
amiable (to his mother perhaps) coach at
West Virginia has just signed only its
second recruit for the upcoming season (a
6-foot-4, 205-pound! guard!). Maybe a bit
late. Gale?We've alreadybeen talkingabout
Camby, Weeks, Travieso and Padilla for
months. The early bird catches the worm.

• A round of applause for Tammy
Marshall please.

• Despite dropping two of three in
Morgantown this past weekend. The
UMass baseball team showed glimpses of
brilliance. Steve "The" Corradi "Kid"
showed some impressive pop in his bat
including, a two-run dinger to deep center
on Sunday. Jay Murphy pitched well and
despite the loss, so did Jeff Toothaker.
(bullet] If ever in Morgantown, avoid
Rugby parties on muddy hills, eat at
Shoney's and when the guy next to you
tells a giri she's wearing a beautiful smock— exit the bar.

• Earl Lorden Field is in remarkably
good shape and the grounds crew deserves
a serious pat on the back. Joe Mooney eat
your heart out.

• How about the pinch hitting job of
"Wetzels" Pretzels" in this space a couple
of weeks back. The kid could have future
if only he lived in the 'Gue and had a dog
named Bo.

Turn to SCOH'S SHOTS, page 10
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Wet later today. Still wet Friday

with temps in the mid-50s.

This Weekend:
Don't spend your summer eating popcorn, staring at a little

television screen. Spend your summer eating popcorn,
staring at a Ng movie screen watching the Ng, big movies.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Local News:
spring has sprung and so has the flora. Stop
and smell the flowers. They haven't been
around long so they're still fresh. Page 3.
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UMass, students clash over chalk graffiti
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UCLA praises candidate
Mitchell-Keman lauded as approachable

By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

Late Tuesday night into Wednesday morning, several
gay, lesbian and bisexual students, heterosexual allies
and campus visitors, were confronted by Campus Center
staff. Public Safety and University Police for chalking the
front of the Student Union with slogans, svmbols and
passionate calls for equal rights.

According to Woolwich, the chalking was meant to
serve an educational and supportive role, publicizing the
National March on Washington for GLB righUs happen-
ing this Sunday, and letting closeted students know that
there IS a strong community base to help them come out.

"It's time for our invisibility to end." activist Ali
Woolwich told the Collegian reporter present. -Visibility
action lets people know that we're here and that we
deserve respect and equal rights like all other American
citizens."

On their hands and knees in cool, windy night air,
participants drew lesbian and gay symbols, triangles'
and phrases such as "Homophobia Sucks," "We are ev-
erywhere." "One in 10 are gay. Deal with it." and "Love is
love is love."

Nearly all the chalk marks were washed away almost
immediately by campus personnel.

Dean of Students Joanne Vanin said chalkings, re-
gardless of their intentions, are still a violation of the
University's anti-grafliti policy.

"It falls under defacing of property. It's a violation of
University policy," said Vanin. who has yet to see the
police report on the incident.

The chalking was disrupted when Charles Lehane,
the Campus Center night manager, confronted partici-

turn to GgAFFfTl. page 9

Editor's note: This is the second of a
two-part series on the chancellorship fi-
nalists.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Claudia I. Mitchell-Keman, one of the
two University ofMassachusetts chancel-
lorship finalists, welcomes suggestions and
gives initial attention to what she thinks
are good ideas, say those who work with
her at the University of California at Los
Angeles.

Describing Mitchell-Kernan as "defi-
nitely approachable," Peary Brug, inter-
nal vice-president ofthe graduate student
government, said Mitchell-Kernan makes
sure to attend the Graduate Student As-
sociation forum once a year and the stu-
dent affairs breakfast seven to nine times
a year.

Mitchell-Kernan, the dean and vice

chancellor ofgraduate programs at UCLA
since 1989, is responsible for enacting
policies created by the UCLA Graduate
Council

, a body of 1 8 faculty and students.
"I like her. Personally, she is a nice

person," said Brug, who praised Mitchell-
Kernan's support for student power in
campus affairs.

In UCLA's current search for a School
of Mathematics and Physical Sciences
dean, Brug said Mitchell-Keman backed
student representatives who wanted to
screen the dean candidates themselves.

Brug also credited Mitchell-Kernan
with being calm under pressure, describ-
ing her efforts to ease tensions afler an
article in Nommo News, UCLA's African-
American magazine, was found by some to
be anti-Semetic.

Mitchell-Kernan didn't have to inter-
cede the situation falling under the vice-
chancellor for student affai rs'j urisdiction

,

turn to FINALIST, page 4

Trust fund shake-up set up
to increase student control

Editor's note: This is the first of a
two-part series on the reorganization of
the University's Division of Student
Activities.

By ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Staff

The Student Activities Trust Fund,
currently used to pay for the Student
Activities Office's operating costs, will
be used solely to fund student pro-
grams, agencies and businesses fol-

lowing Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Tom Robinson's reorganization
of the University's Divison of Student
Activities.

The SAO, primarily an
adminstrative office, serves in an ad-
visory capacity to student organiza-

tions as well as providing student
groups with a structural base, accord-
ing to SAO Business Manager Alan
Bainerd

Undergraduate Student Senate of-

ficials, who have worked with the SAO
dividingtrust fund money among cam-
pus organizations, have widely em-
braced Robinson's decision for the re-

organization.

"I see this as an ushering in ofa new
era for student government and stu-
dent empowerment on campus," said
former speaker Mike Poster.

Poster said the reorganization will
bring financial benefits and more au-
tonomy to student government and
other activities at the University.

turn to SHARKE UP, page 1
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Child of Holocaust survivor shares self-discovervBy LISA GREENFIELD
t^'^^A ^^M.^^^^^ W K^l, JfBy LISA GREENFIELD

Collegian Staff

Storyteller Lisa Lipkin shared her candid, and
sometimes humorous, reflections of growing up as the
child of a Holocaust survivor with an audience in Hillel
House Tuesday night as part ofthe University's Holocaust
Memorial Week.

Lipkin studied at the American Academy ofDramatic
Arts in New York City, as well as at the Royal Acadamy
ofDramatic Arts in London. She said her acting has been
primarily character portrayals and. "It's not a coi ncidence
playingother parts and not myself Now this performance
has become cathartic."

Three years ago, she said she joined a therapy group
for children ofHolocaust survivors in what she described
as her way effacing the feelings she had about being a
survivor. She said it was this experience of sharing with
this group that inspired her to go into theater because,
Theatre would be a great place to express it."

She told mostly about her mother, who was from
Czechoslovakia and was reluctant to talk about the
Holocaust. Lipkin said when she would ask her mother
about being a survivor her mother would "turn away and
say something about anything else."
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Thursday, April 22
Casino Night — Board of Governors has planned a

"casino night" fundraiser for the Brain Tumor Society to
fight cancer, at 8 p.m.- 1a.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Donation of $5 for admission to a night of
live entertainment, drinks and prizes.
GLB Forum — Western Massachusetts Women's Ac-

tion Coalition is participating with other WAC groups in
the March on Washington (April 25). For more informa-
tion, call 1-800-497-0693 x3488 or 586-0216.

Elections— Elections for positions in CommuterArea
Government, SouthwestArea Governmentand Northeast
Area Government, as well as House Council elections,
will take place during lunch and dinner in the dining
commons and at the Hatch.

Lecture— Hedy Rose, a Holocaust survivor, will speak

on "In Hiding in Amsterdam: Childhood Memories" at
7:30 pm. in Hillel House Lounge. Rose is the director of
educational studies and an adjunct faculty member at
Wesleyan University.

Friday, April 23
Commemorative service—A campus-wide commemo-

rative service of the Holocaust will include lighting of
memorial candles, reading and brief addresses by stu-
dents, faculty and staff at 12:15 p.m., Cape Cod Loimge/
Student Union.

Funkothon — The Black Mass Communications
Project proudly presents the 14th annual FUNK-O-
THON!

!
At the UMass Amherst Student Union Ballroom

at 10 p.m. Tickets are on sale at the FAC or call 545-
2511.

Inmates give up prison uprising
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By JERI WATERS
Associated Press

LUCASVILLE, Ohio—All fiveguards sUll held hostage
during a state prison siege were released Wednesday
night as scores of inmates surrendered and the 11-day
standofT neared an end.

Seven inmates and one hostage died in the uprising at
the Southern Ohio Correctional Facility.

The five guards were released shortly before 10:30
p.m.. said Jim Mayers of the state Department of Reha-
bilitation and Correction.

Roughly seven hours earlier, the first of450 barricaded
inmates began giving up. Late Wednesday night inmates
were coming out of their cellblock in groups of 60 to 80.

The inmates had taken eight guards hostage. One
guard was strangled and two were freed unharmed last
week.

About 185 inmates had surrendered by about 9:30
p.m., roughly six hours after the first prisoners gave up.
Bom said about five inmates apparently were supervising
the others in the maximum-security Southern Ohio
Correctional Facility.

In exchange for peaceful surrender, state officials
promised to review the inmates' complaints, including
religious objections to tuberculosis testing and a federal
law that requires integration of prison cells.

Three of the prisoners were carried out of barricaded
Cellblock L on stretchers; three used crutches.

Some of the others were handcuffed, other carried
large bags with their belongings as they walked through
a courtyard guarded by a line of armed officers. The
inmates were taken to a gymnasium in an adjacent
cellblock where they were identified, searched and given
a new set of clothes. Born said.

By late afternoon. 30 inmates had been escorted out of
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Cellblock L. They were led out one at a time and some
were carried out on stretchers.

In exchange for the peaceful surrender, state officials
promised to review the inmates' complaints, including
religious objections to tuberculosis testing and a federal
law that requires integration of prison cells.

The surrender was witnessed by religious leaders and
the news media. Throughout the standoff, inmates de-
manded that the media witness a surrender in an attempt
to discourage authorities from retalitating.

This entire ordeal has been an incredible experience
for us all," Warden Arthur Tate said. "Nevertheless, I am
extremely proud thus far at the manner in which everyone
has joined together in an attempt to bring this tragic
ordeal to a successful conclusion."

On Tuesday, three inmates and state negotiators met
face-to-face for the first time, Ulking for two hours from
opposite sides of a chain-link fence. Niki Schwartz, an
inmate-rights lawyer who was brought to the prison
Sunday by state officials, also took part.

•^e are thrilled to announce the peaceful resolution of
this crisis," Schwartz said.

The Cleveland lawyer gave out a list of 21 terms of
surrender that had been signed by the warden. The terms
included a promise ofno retaliation against inmates, but
Tate did not rule out prosecution or discipline.

"The inmates understand that when a guard has been
murdered, no one is going to promise them no prosecution
or discipline," he said.

Other terms included a promise to consult with pris-
oners on tuberculosis testing, which some Muslim pris-
oners had objected to on religious grounds; and review of
some other prison rules, such as forced racial integration
of cells.

Prisoners had originally demanded other steps, in-
cluding Tate's removal as warden.
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Red (Sox) Faced
As long as the first place Boston Red Sox are

rolling along, proving the skeptics wrong, all fans of
the Olde Towne Team should take time to ridicule
those experts who doubted Mssrs. Clemens, et al.

Today, we shine the light on The Pitt News'
Editor in ChiefJason Hillman, who, in his infinite
wisdom, predicted Hobson's Boys would finish in
the cellar of the American League East. Here is
Hillman's take on the Sox:

"A once-proud organization, the Boston Red Sox
is probably the only team that can be completely
counted out of the pennant race. They have Roger
Clemens and very little else. . . Frank Viola is still

a good pitcher, but otherwise this team is really not
worth talking about."

Not worth talking about? Very little else? Try
11-3

Hillman will believe when Mo Vaughn takes the
triple crown thisyear and John Dopson finishes 21-
4 with 13 shutouts.

Pennant fever has already struck.

Shoe-in
The bizarre crime of the week comes from the

Arizona Daily Wildcat, the student newspaper of
the University of Arizona.

Apparently a female UA student was studying
in the library on a Thursday afternoon, when she
decided to take off her shoes. Afler about an hour,
a man sitting from her at a table asked her
"Where's your other shoe? You had two of them a
short while ago."

The woman inspected under the table and dis-

covered that, indeed one of her shoes was now
missing. A little spooked, the woman began to
gather her things to leave, but the man asked. "Do
you have far to go? I can carry you on my back."

The woman did not reply so the man offered her
his shoes but said. "I think they're too big anyway."

The woman then departed the area and found a
librarian in the lobby, who contacted the local

authorities. The police said the man is the chief
suspect in the case.

Now, this is either a cheezy way of picking up
women or this man masterminds an intense, one-
shoe thieving, crime ring. Either way, the moral of
the story is, stay out of the library at all costs.

Drugged out
A study by Michigan State University found

that drug and alcohol use amongjunior high school
and high school students continues to drop.

The study polled over 50,000 eighth, 10th and
12th graders from throughout the country and
found that while today's eighth graders are ex-

perimenting more with drugs than in 1991, drug
use among older students is down.

Nearly 22 percentofhigh school seniors reported
to using marijuana, down two percent from 1991.

More than 7 percent of eighth graders smoked
dope, up one percent from 1991.

Alcohol consumption is also down. Only 27.9
percent ofseniors reported consuming five or more
drinks a week, down from 29.9 percent in 1991.

However, LSD use is up slightly among young
people. Five and a half percent of the seniors and
2.1 percent of the eighth graders have tried the
drug, up from 5.2 percent and 1.7 percent respec-

tively in 1991.

Llyod Johnson, the study's principal investiga-

tor, said the news is encouraging but the nation can
not afford to relax its war on drugs.

'The country has sort ofgone into cruise control

in dealing with drug issues," Johnson said. "We
can't take these improvements for granted."

Don't mess with Texas
Residents of the Lone Star State have always

taken heart in the fact that their state, Texas, is the

only state in the United States, which can legally

secede from the union.

Evan Fitzmaurice, a columnist for The Daily

Texan, the student newspaper at the University of

Texas, claimsTexans should consider actually using

their right to leave the country.

Fitzmaurice claims that Texas, "With it's re-

markable defense, energy, mineral, agricultural,

coastal and industrial assets could be a formidable

power without membership in the union."

LikewiseTexas supplies"Meat, cotton, rice, power.

football, guns and butter to the rest ofthe country."

The only thing Texas needs in order to secede.

according to Fitzmaurice, is to remove Gov. Ann
Richards and put George Bush in as president.

Spring brings more than exams
as campus blooms in full color

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Greenhouse manager Tom Beauchese and assistant

manager Cindy Rumgdom work outside a greenhouse near
the Franklin Dining Commons.

Editor's note: This is the second in a series ofarticles on
Signs ofSpring here at UMass

By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Staff

A soft breeze blows through the garden, gently swaying
a collection of brightly colored daffodils. The warmth of
the spring sun brings with it the promise of a new
awakening. The landscape erupts into a canvas of bril-

liant colors, showcasing all of nature's beauty in one
gigantic sideshow: the Spring Bloom.

Here at the University of Massachusetts, we have the
privilege of living and working on a campus which is

oflRcially classified as an arboretum, a place for the study
and exhibition of trees.

According to John Tristan, director of the Durfee
Conservatory, the Conservatory was the original site of
the center of the arboretum.

"This is a unique area ofcampus," Tristan said. Most
of the exotic and foreign tree species are located in and
around the Conser\'ator>'. It was one of the first four
original structures built on the UMass campus in 1867.
Its greenhou.se contains five rooms, each filled with
different plant varieties.

But trees aren't the only things budding this time of
year. There are a myriad ofsmaller flowering bushes and
plants to see on campus. Susan Mulgrew. a professor in
the department of plant and soil sciences, described one
of the more common species, the rhododendron.

Turn to SPRING, poge 8

Diapers decorate Student Union
Children, motherhood subjects ofweek-long exhibit
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Staff

Kids, toys, quilts and diapers are on the scene at the
Student Union Gallery this week as a part of Kathleen
Anderson's Thesis Show titled "Babies Making Mothers."

"She made me into a mother," said Anderson about the
title. "Her life hadjust started so it didn't change her. But
she redefined who I am."

Anderson, a 42-year-old graduate student at the
University and her daughter Jayme. 8. are at the gallery
from 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. each day.

Anderson has invited student and faculty mothers to
leave their children at the gallery while they attend
classes.

"Women have said to me that this is the first time in
their professional life when it's been appropriate to have
their child with them." Anderson said.

Anderson said splits occur in what her professional
life demands of her and what her life as a mother
demands of her.

"A woman is automatically divided into two people by
her professional life and motherhood."

Anderson said she wanted to live in the gallery 24
hours a day with her daughter during the exhibit but was
denied by the UMass Arts Council who was sponsoring
the exhibit. She said because she needed the money from
the Arts Council she did not contest their restriction.

They would let me stay here but it is Jayme they
objected to," Anderson said. "There is no separation
between where my art happens and where by life hap-

pens.

She said she wanted Jayme's presence in the exhibit
and scheduled it during a week that Jayme is on school
vacation.

According to Anderson they currently live on welfare
but that it is a step above the five weeks that she and
Jayme were homeless last year.

"We are poor in terms of money." Anderson said. "But
in terms of education we are wealthy and that is not an
option that a lot of people have."

Anderson said art is a racist, classist and elite occu-
pation and she is trying to transmit a different message
by her exhibit.

"Art when it is just on the walls in a gallery is not OK
to me," Anderson said. "It should not be individual."

She arranged for the public to be involved in discus-
sions held every noon in the gallery. Speakers are also
scheduled every evening at 7 p.m. At Wednesdays noon
discussion,"Not Eating", Anderson invited women to
speak and perform their feelings about food.

"Women medicate their feelings away with food,"

Anderson said. "We try to get our bodies ready for people
to be in love with us and eating messes that up."

Anderson said food affects all women in a strong way
and it begins at a young age. She said Jayme and her
friends in second grade already talk about dieting.

Anderson said she has had mixed reaction from classes
which come to look at her art. Some students have told her
that toys are not art and kids don't belong in the exhibit.

"Lots of boys have real problems that kids are here,"
Anderson said. "The exhibit is a mother's experience."

Irish journalists claim change
needed for Ireland to compete
By BRL\N GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Two Irish journalists said Ireland needs to reform
both economically and socially ifit is to become part ofthe
"new European Community" in a speech at Memorial
Hall Tuesday night.

The two speakers were Brendan Keenan, the finan-
cial editor for the Irish Independent, and Nuala
O'Faolian, a columnist for the Irish Times. Keenan said
Ireland must develop new industry and attract foreign
technical expertise if it is to compete in the "new Eu-
ropean market."

Keenan said in order for Ireland to be competitive in
European single market, Ireland needs to create indus-
tries that produce specific products for larger companies,
such as machine parts or special plastics. He also said
Irish companies need to find ways to improve their
technology relative to their competitors.

"Irish companies typically make standard, low tech-

nology products," Keenan said. "While we cannot
manufacture (personal computers!, I see no reason why
we can't produce systems for PCs."

Keenan said many students leave for the United
States because they cannot get the training they need for

technical careers. He said Ireland must encourage its

students to stay home, and entice foreigners with techni-
cal experience to work in Ireland.

Columnist O'Faolain has been called the "voice of
Irish women." She said the status of Irish women has not
improved much in the past 20 years.

"The feminist movement in America has focused on
individual and civil rights," she said. "In Ireland we have
a weak notion of that. Women in Ireland have been
satisfied with sorrow and self-pity."

O'Faolain said only recently has the Irish government
allowed women to legally obtain information about con-
traception and allowed teenage girls to go to England to
receive abortions. She also said despite recent accom-
plishments, such as Mary Robinson being elected to the
symbolic position of Irish President, overall conditions
for women have not greatly improved.
"We are no closer to being able to walk down the

street at night without being afraid of the footsteps
behind us," she said. "I have my job at the whim of a
man."

O'Faolain also said the advances women have won
have been the result of the Irish judicial system rather
than the efforts of male politicians.

"You would be hard pressed to find anything llrishl
men have done in the past 20 years that resembles social
progress," she said.
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Student gov't deadlocks
over Yom Kippur issue

COLLEGIAN

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

A bid to promote a proposal to close the
University during Yom Kippur with a
motion by the Undergraduate Student
Senate will have to wait another week,
after the Senate deadlocked over the issue
last night.

Following a heated debate, the Senate
vote on the motion was 21 for and 13
against, with nine abstentions.

Proponents ofthe motion were initially

victorious, until it was discovered that
more people had voted "not for" the motion,
negatively or abstaining, than had voted
in favor of it. The motion was, subse-
quently, not passed.

A motion to reconsider the issue next
week passed, but reconsideration was
postponed because of a lack of senators.

Sen. Alan Weinfeld. who introduced
the Yom Kippur motion, argued vehe-
mently for the motion's passage. He cited

failure of faculty and administration to

respect students' religious observance of
Yom Kippur as a key reason for the change.

"Jewish students have failed exams
{given on Yom Kippur) for not showing up
and have been harassed by professors,"

said Weinfeld, notmg that the University
has a policy which excuses students from
class for religious obser\ation.

Weinfeld said the policy has been widely
ignored, and claimed one professor called
it "silly."

Over 3,400 ofthe University's students
are Jewish, he said.

To close the University on Yom Kippur
would send a message to faculty and ad-
ministration to respect the right for reli-

gious observation, Weinfeld said.

Senators engaged in debate on the is-

sue, some saying that its passage would
only result in an outcry for the University's
closing on other religious holidays.

Enforcement ofthe University's current
pohcy should be sought instead, argued
some Senate members.

The Senate voted to accept Chancellor
Richard O'Brien's proposal for making the
University a smoke-free campus 32 for

and 12 against, with smokingbeingbanned
in all public and individual work areas.

Smoking would only be allowed in cer-

tain Campus Center Hotel rooms, areas
within the dormitories and "the outdoors."
said Sen. Erin Jackson, chair of the
Senate's public policy committee.

The Senate's acceptance ofthe proposal,
backed by President David Nuiiez, follows
votes on the issue by the Faculty Senate,
which accepted it, and the Graduate Stu-
dent Senate, which rejected it.

O'Brien will make the final decision,

Jackson said.
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Earthday events scheduled
for today at Campus Pond
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

The Earthday Coalition, in con-

junction with the Housing Services

Recycling Program and MassPIRG,
will celebrate Earth Day 1993 with a
series of events and activities today
from 10 a m. to 7 p.m. on the Campus
Pond lawn.

The main event will be a pubhc
forum entitled The Earth Day Affair,

The Exciting Environmental Talk
Show," held from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom. Panelists will

discuss the pending Endangered Spe-
cies Act and the issues surrounding
the disposal oflow-level nuclear waste,
according to Earthday Coalition Co-
ordinator Robin Purnell.

Wildlife biology professor, Curtice
Griffin, and resource economics pro-

fessor, Thomas Stevens, will discuss

the Endangered Species Act and the

conflictbetween wildlife protection and
economic interests. Professor Gerald
Peterson, from the department of
physics and astronomy, and Dale
MacLeod, from the Citizen's Aware-
ness Network will discuss the disposal
of low-level nuclear waste.

Scheduled events include informa-
tion tables from over 25 organizations,

including Project Learning Tree, the
Hitchcock Center forthe Environment,
the Arcadia Wildlife Sanctary, and the
Community Service Council.

The UMass Parachuting Club will

also drop by at noon, weather permit-
ting. Other activities will include face

painting, T-shirt tie-dying. Earth
Volleyball and a raflle. The grand prize
is a 10-speed bicycle donated by Valley
Bicycle.

Purnell said that in case of rain, all

events will take place in the Student
Union Ballroom and the parachute
jump will be cancelled.

finalist
continued from page 1

but Brug said Mitchell-Kernan was will-

ing to talk to students regardless.

Adding that Mitchell-Kernan has been
interested in multicultural affairs, Brug
said she has tried to diversify the faculty

by working with departments to hire more
minority professors.

But Brugcharged that Mitchell-Kernan
may not have been aggressive enough in

pursuing graduate issues, preferring in-

stead to go with the administrative status
quo.

-"We feel she is not aggressive enough.
. . S?»e tends to go with the flow of things.
She is not a mover or shaker." Brug said.

"She says really good things, but I am
curious if she is going to deliver."

Holly Brewer, a student representative
to the Graduate Council, said Mitchell-
Kernan tends to support practices already
in place. But that may be a good thing, she

said.

"Ifyou present it clearly enough, it will

get through," said Brewer, a history
graduate student. "She listens to positive
proposals. . . with solutions."

Emil Volcheck, GSA's commissioner of
academic affairs, said Mitchell-Kernan
failed to follow through on a project meant
to gather data on graduate enrollment
after she promised last year the work
would be done through the graduate di-

vision. Volcheck, a mathematics graduate
student, said Mitchell-Kernan did not
follow through, and very little data has
been gathered.

But Volcheck said Mitchell-Kernan
helped teaching assistants get halfoftheir
fees paid for by either the U.S. government
or UCLA's Graduate Division Trust Fund.
And according to Brewer, UCLA now pays
forgraduate students' medical care, thanks
to Mitchell-Kernan.
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Lipkin said she reahzed later that her mother 'Must
couldn't talk about it."

Although Lipkin remembers talking about her hopes
and dreams as a child, she said she always acted Uke her
mother had taught her.

"Don't dream, dreams will be shattered. . . evil lurks
around every comer," Lipkin said.

Lipkin said the Holocaust made her family fearful of
future persecution, causing them to attempt to lit in
with otherAmericans" and avoid being seen as Jewish by
naming their daughter Lisa, a common American name,
keeping all charitable donations anonymous, keeping all
of their political affiliations secret.

Dreams came up again when Lipkin explained she
was "different from all the other kids."

"They were all dreaming of the future and 1 was
dreamingofthe past, the past ofother people and the past
ofmy mother," she said.

After class, Lipkin would imagine an invasion of the
Nazis and how she would "act around the Nazis. 1 would
practice outwitting them."

At some point in her childhood Lipkin said she thought
her parents weren't normal. She thought her mother was
obsessed with food. Her mother would "freeze more food
that we could ever eat." After she had thrown away a
frozen chicken that had green mold in its head, Lipkin
said she found out later that her mother had actually
stored money in the head, because, "You never know
when it can all be taken away."

"Everything was a metaphor for survival, even in
suburban New Jersey," Lipkin said.

Everyday things, Lipkin said, would emerge as horror
on her mother's face. New Jersey's ugly, grey smoke

stacks reminded her ofthe smoke rising from the crema-
toriums. A leftover half of a sandwich in a restaurant
reminded her of a incident in the labor
camp where she had been given a halfofa sandwich from
a laborer and ate it all before realizing she should share
it with her sisters.

She said, once stories would slip out by accident, "they
would never be mentioned again."

"Part ofme wanted to protect her from the pain, but a
larger part wanted to hear the stories that were never
told to me," Lipkin said.

Lipkin said that a need to find her roots was the
motivator for her facing her experiences as a survivor.
After her father's mother had died, she said that he gave
her a cameo pin that she said she cherished as tangible
evidence of her roots.

"Roots were something that connected me. From my
mother I could have no objects because everything had
been stolen, or so I thought," Lipkin said.
A few years later she was directed to a government

warehouse full of possessions recovered and donated by
Holocaust survivors. There she found a sweater and
kerchiefofher aunt's. Upon seeing a tiny child's sweater
she said, "I realized my aunt was 12 and my mother was
10" when they were in the camp.

"These objects were larger than life, but on the other
hand, they were smaller than I ever imagined," Lipkin
said.

After her performance, she encouraged any children of
survivors to speak about similarities and differences in
their experiences. The audience responded with many
personal reflections, prompted by Lipkin's questions. She
answered some questions directed to her, butseemed more
interested in hearing others share their experiences.

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
HAVE HORSE. WILL TRAVEL— One of the sights,

but no sounds, from Sunday's equestrian event.
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From Ford Motor Company
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fourteen
to go

(not that we're
counting...)

The Collegian.
We've got as many
seniors, per capita,

as a M^hoie lot of
other RSO's.

And some of ours
graduate, too.

Included In the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:

1. Pre-approved credit

2. Deferred first payment

3. $400 cash incentive

4. Down payment

[correct answers!
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__^^^js^«SS2v^^^^We made this exam easy to oass because getting a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury College
^^L^^^^^^ii^ Graduate Purchase Program, there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and—

:
finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (in states where allowed).

• You'll also get a S400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it toward your
-•'» purchase or lease, or keep the cash.

You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1 . 1993 and December 31

.

1993, or are a graduate student enrolled during the same penod.

FORD'

Simply visit your locaJ Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1-800-321-1536 for more information.
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Did it have to end this way?
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Did it have to end this way?
When I was 8 I recall seeing television

news footage of hundreds of coffins arriv-
ing from Jonestown, Guyana. It was hard
to fathom why these people had all per-
ished, why they had all followed Rev. Jim
Jones' order to commit mass-suicide by
drinking poisoned Kool-Aid. Death isn't a
concept most elementary school kids, or
adults for that matter,can comprehend on
a personal level.

Greg

SUKIENNIK

Racist assertions go unchallenged
How is it that not a single voice from

the administration or the faculty ofUMass
was raised publicly to protest the outra-
geous, racist and sexist attack against the
Black woman finalist for chancellor,
Claudia Mitchell-Kernan

I Collefirian.ADrii
21?

Student columnist Michael Morrissey
asserted in his column that a Mitchell-
Kernan chancellorship would lead to an
influx of unqualified "minority" students,
a lowering ofstandards for the University
and an increase in crime. Consequently,
since Mitchell-Kernan is thought to be
favored, the search for a new Chancellor
should be reopened.

Is there a question that these assertions
are both racist and sexist? Do you, who
read this, believe that to significantly in-
crease the number of students of color on
this campus, it would be necessary to
lower the University's standards?

Do you believe that such an increase
would also increase the incidence ofcrime?
Do you assume that all young people of
color are intellectually inferior to you;
that all young people of color are more
prone to criminal behavior than you? Do
you assume because she is Black and a
woman that Claudia Mitchell-Kernan
would Hood the campus with unqualified
"minority" freshmen ofcriminal character?

It is because too many of the adminis-
tration and faculty of this university be-
lieve these assertions that Morrissey's

columnhasgoneunchallengedbythem.Is
it any wonder that Black students and
other students on this campus boil with a
controlled rage that from time to time
breaks out of control? They would be less
than human were it not so.

But, they are very human. Despite the
"adult'exampleofthe administration and
faculty, the m^ority of students on this
campus. Black and White, want to live the
spirit of sisterhood (and brotherhood) so
eloquently captured on the New York
Times Sunday Magazine cover of Jenny
and Jamila,co-captainsofthe Hurricanes,
the Amherst Regional High School girls'

basketball team.
Members of the Black community,

faculty, staff and students, are not the
perpetrators of color racism on this cam-
pus. We are its objects and its targets. Our
actions and our deeds, however rash, are
in response to an atmosphere that makes
it possible for a student to publicly trash a
fine role model, candidate for chancellor of
this university, without a hint of protest
from her future peers. With civility, di-

versity, multiculturalism and a healthy
respect for ethnicity as our goal, the ad-
ministration and the faculty have a re-

sponsibility to our students, to our uni-
versity, to our community and to our na-
tion to set an example in the fight against
racism and sexism.

David G. DuBois
Journalism/Aft-o-Am Department

That was one ofthe first things that came
to my mind when I saw the charred ruins
of what was the Branch Davidians' com-
pound on the outskirts of Waco, Texas.
Commentators mentioned it had gone up
in flames in 30 minutes and I knew there
was no way any ofthem could haveescaped.

Did it have to end this way?
The sight of tanks armed with batter-

ing rams tearing holes in a yellow house
seemed other-worldly and unreal. Then
came thick white smoke and flames,
pouring out the windows ofthe compound

.

Nobody ran out. Either they couldn't es-
cape fast enough or they were prevented
from leaving, but the sight of no one es-
caping was unnerving and unsettling.

Did they kill themselves? We may
never know for sure, but they would have
needed a lot oflantern fuel or lighter fluid
to set a whole house on fire, even a wooden
frame house, and get it to burn so fast.

Agents said they saw cult members
spreading lantern fuel around the
campground, but who's left to say that's
true? Is it really just a coincidence that
fire trucks didn't arrive until there was
nothing left to burn?

The explanations seem too pat, the
excuses too easy. "They were a bunch of

wackos." A cult. Crazy people. Who would
you trust, the FBI or some royally screwed-
up pseudo-religionnm by a megalomaniac
who had dissenters beaten and coerced
female followers into having his babies? I

don't believe the FBI burned the place
down, but the way things are just falling
into place is too strange.

Did it have to end this way?
The FBI. believe it or not, is not stupid.

They know how cults work and in what
patterns they think and operate. Conflicts
between good and evil are a built-in feature
ofmost religions but cults exploit this age-
old tradition to the fullest. Jim Jones did.
So did David Koresh.

If David Koresh was bent on apocalyp-
tic destruction, why did the FBI risk the
lives of24 children and scores offollowers
who didn't know better anymore? No one
was expecting them to wait until Koresh
was good and ready, but armored person-
nel carriers and tear gas^ The FBI was
asking for the worst and sure enough they
got it. Remember Johnny Rambo, the
slightly unsUble Vietnam War veteran
played by Sylvester Stallone inFirst Bloods
He was fine until people started pushing
him. Then he pushed back.

Jonestown happened much the same
way. Troops piled in. the followers shot
back, then did themselves in at Jones'
command. Weren't 915 deaths enough of
an example?

Say what you want about the Branch
Davidians. They were sick, demented,
misled. But look past the numbers and the
generalizations. These were real people
with real families, living the way they had
chosen to. for better or for worse. They
didn't deserve to burn and choke to death
simply because a government agency had
lost patience with a madman.

It shouldn't have ended this way.
Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist.

One is innocent until proven suiltv
In the last couple of weeks we have all

heard a lot about the tragic and senseless
death of Tara Hartnett. I did not know
Tara Hartnett. nor James Cyr, her ex-
boyfriend and alleged murderer. But the
emotional wound of her death cuts more
than just her friends and family; in one
way or another it afl"ects us all. I think we

my knowledge) was there to actually wit-
ness the crime.

When the case goes to trial and the
evidence is examined then we can try to put
the pieces together. But for the campus and
the valley to engage in self-righteous pon-
tificating and pointless speculation solves
nothing. Tara Hartnett'smurder was tragic.can all agree that her death was nothing and//James Cyr is found guilty //,e« wecanless than crpniiinoltr Kr.r^;kKr^ „„ J «.!-_.. iU- 11 • • > . . . ". -^

>-»-"•.
less than genuinely horrible, and that the
killer should be painfully punished.

Unfortunately, many people in the
Happy Valley seem to want to forget one
tiny detail: that in this country a suspect
is innocent until proven guilty. It seems
that many people have already tried and
convicted the suspect, James Cyr, and are
all set for a lynching. The fact is no one (to

all join hands and damn him to hell and
back again twice. But not before. Until then
he is innocent.

The concept of irmocent until proven
guilty is one that we had all better come to
terms with; otherwise, each and every one
of us is screwed.

Dan Shea
Central

Notes From the Campus Center Basement
''Ills, potentially my last Notes from Sitms aHvprticincr tKo .t^»,„ r>„i; :e t, i .

WARNING: This, potentially my last Notes from
the Campus Center Basement column, because of its
high sarcasm content, should be kept away from pets
and small children. If swallowed, contact your local
poison control center immediately.

Outstanding career opportunity! Be a UMass
chancellor! Competitive salary, comprehensive benefits
package, free house and nicely carpeted office. Must
enjoy large crowds and not mind these large crowds
dropping in every now and then to make large, ex-
pensive and many times unreasonable demands. Pa-
tience with rhetoric and hypocritical symbolism a
must. At least two years working in fast food preferred,
but will consider those with legislative contacts.

O.K.
.
let me see ifI've got this right. The University

is going to eliminate the lab fees and then raise the
curriculum fee by $75. Why? Because the administra-
tion has noticed that lab fees are often charged in
classes which do not include labs, they're trying to sort
of trim back the tuition and fees name game created
for this campus during the "big bad budget bummer."
But. ironically, while the University eliminates one
Newspeak situation, they're contributing to another,
the curriculum fee. What is a curriculum fee? It's tu-
ition! The curriculum fee and tuition pay for exactly
the same things. But they're listed twice on our bills.

Obviously there has been some mistake, so next se-
mester just ask the bursar to remove one of these
charges because you've been asked to pay twice for the
same thing. I'm sure theyll appreciate your pointing
out their error.

Marc

ELLIOTT

tionships, according to the policy's authors, are rela-
tionships ofpower. Thus far, the only people backing it
are the people on the committee that devised it And
although he has refused to comment on the potential
anti-pubic policy, this writer guesses it won't find much
support in the umversity's president, John T. Casteen
Before becoming Mrs. Casteen. his wife was a graduate
student in a class he taught at the University of
California at Berkeley during the 70s.

This just in: it has been discovered that the fire
which razed the David Koresh Your Life My Camaro
Complex was caused accidentally by an Alcohol To-
bacco and Firearms agent. Special AgentGus Kidding

Typos are an editor's nightmare. Little typing errors
sprinkled randomly through an entire edition's worth of
text have ofl^n threatened to rob many a night editor of
his or her sanity. I've had more than my share of em-
barrassing typo-induced spelling gaffes. From last
semester's banner headline with siege spelled "seige "

to
last week's "Cape Coed Lounge," it has been enough to

^fv:.ratt'frhetefet^d'M^^^^^^ —- firearms agent. Special AgentGus Kidding
check more often.

. . 'Course it's not'^as bad as th s^y^^?" rcf/a^eTrnd'^H 'T^'^•''"^'^^^°'"P°""^^™«'^'^
faculty phone book where the Organic and Evolutionar^ hisK.^ n 7k -^"f^^" ^''°^°' ^^^'^ ^'^^"^"g
Biology Program is listed as the Orgasmic and Evol^ OuoteTnS."' l^"^

'"^"^ 7?^^^ «"^-
"

"

tionary Biology Program. Hn v fi, [ T.
^^n^versity of Florida official: "We

Possibly overheard at Saturday's "Extrava-ganja " * °"-.- -" "^ '^^"^'ssionsl in terms of revenue. We
also know as the big stink in the Student Union: "Honest
officer, it's tobacco. See, Marlboro?" Or, "Hey. anvbodv
got a light?" ^ ^

The only really outstanding advantage to being a
senior is the ability to frequent the local taverns thus
making you frequently broke.

Heads up UMass! Your professors' love lives may be in

*u I r" •

'"—"^oiuiiai HI Lerms 01 revenue. We
think of It in terms of access. We only raise what weneed to provide access to students." Note: the Uni-
versity of Florida, a state school, only accepts the top

''Tn^An^
applicants and still manages to pack

over 100.000 students into its nine campuses.
Uon t eat the green ones. They're not ripe yet.

unv°'''
" '"^" '° *^ "* ^'"''"^'' Collegian col-
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Ah. Sorineha.s finallvclanno^ fu^ i a i . .
^""^Ah. Spring has finally slapped the make on Amherst

Twelve-year-old skateboarders are once again endanger-
ing lives by the Fine Arts Center. The pond duckies are
being brought back from their winter state of semi-
starvation. Vegetarians everywhere have dusted offtheir
leather sandals. And that familiar anarchy of student
common sense is underway.

All of us experience this to some degree. Afternoon
class amnesia sends you scuttling to a grassy knoll
clutching the latest issue ofPeople magazine. Everyone
seems wonderfully attractive, and the Close Up com-
mercials playing in a continuous mental loop thwart
any attempts at serious studying. This sweet idiocy of
skipped classes and surging hormone levels is detri-
mental only to grade point averages, and is relatively
harmless.

Yet some people insist on bypassing this innocent
temporary state of spring fever, and instead become
infected with a raging case of Spring Rabies. This con-
dition IS characterized by a frenzied disregard foreveryone
in sight. A mad grin plastered upon their sunburnt faces,
those suffering from spring rabies will do anything for
attention. They are the tank-topped brainchildren who
drive around campus aimlessly in what is more of a
speaker on wheels than a car. Look at me! It's spring!
Look at me! I'm happy!

I met some ofthese wonderkind personally on Sunday
afternoon, but this time, they were armed. I was jogging
down University Drive when I noticed a car full of
collegiate men slowing as it approached. Assuming that
they wanted to ask me the location of the nearest Taco
Bell, I stopped running and waited. How nice of me.
Within seconds, the passenger whipped out a neon green
and yellow submachine squirt gun and blasted me right
in the face. They then sped away cackling and hi-fiving
the same way that lobotomized chimpanzees do when
they think they've pulled a good one.

Lori

O'CONNOR

Learning from El Salvador

Honestly. I may have accompanied my heartfelt de-
parting hand gesture towards them with a wry smile if it

hadn't been for one thing; they shot one of my contact
lenses straight into Never Never Land.

DeUghtful. While they were back at some dining
commons playing table hockey with their tater tots and
making anatomically correct mashed potato figurines, I

was lurching back to my apartment like a homing pigeon
on a bad acid trip. With one contact in. spacial relations
become a nightmare. During my arduous journey up
Main Street, I wondered about thejunior high mentality

I'd just encountered. I decided that they had chosen a
neon squirt gun for two reasons:

1) To be sure that no one mistook them for members of
the dread UMass mafioso

2) Like drooling babies and Cocker Spaniel puppies,
tank-topped brain children are excited by bright, shiny
objects.

Since that day, I've talked to several women who were
victimized by the same men. Same car. Same squirt gun.
Same baseball caps cutting short oxygen to the brain.
From a feminist perspective, this whole scenario is out-
rageous. Go out alone, assert yourself as a strong, brave
woman, and be symbollically executed.

Women ofAmherst, beware. This marauding band of
fools with a fluorescent firearm take no prisoners. Ifyou
find yourselfhankering for a bit ofsolitary exercise, take
precautions. Wear a raincoat. Keep your eyes clenched
shut. Carry paintbombs.
Hmmm. Think about it: a group of men speeding

around in a big car and squirting lone females with a big
water pistol. It positively reeks of Freud. Come on guys,
grow up. There's always 1-900 naughty numbers or the
Advocate Entre Nous section. A cure for those crazy
spring rabies is just a touch tone away.

And just imagine all the gas youll save.
Lori O'Connor is a Collegian columnist.

For 12 years, the Reagan and Bush
Administrations did everythingthey could
think of to prop up the government of El
Salvador. All told, they poured $6 billion
(far more ifyou adjust for inflation) ofU.S.
taxpayers' money into the hands of the
Salvadoran military.

In 1981. when four U.S. nuns were
murdered in cold blood by paramilitary
death squads, the Reagan Administration
assured Congress that the military had
nothing to do with it. Then-Secretary of
State Al Haig had the gall to accuse the
nuns of possessing automatic weapons
and running a roadblock, a claim that was
entirclv fabricated.

Jonah

GELBACH
A year later, when as many as 700

Salvadoran peasants were slaughtered by
the army and buried in mass graves. Elliott

Abrams. then assistant secretar\- of state
for inter-American afliairs ( now a convicted,
but pardoned, liar for Iran-Contra ) assured
Congress that no such massacre had oc-
curred. He had e\'idence from the U.S.
ambassador and two U.S. journalists that
it had in fact happened.

In 1989. at the height of the rebel at-
tack on San Salvador, the nation's capital,
officers at the highest level of the Salva-
doran military planned and ordered the
murder of six Jesuit priests they viewed
as being intellectual supporters of the
rebels. One of the ofTicers. Gen. Ponce,
who went on to become minister ofdefense,
ordered that no witnesses be left alive;

this order led to the murder ofthe Jesuits'
housekeeper and her daughter.

The military and its backers in the Bush
Administration initially claimed that the
rebels had ki I led the Jesuits. After itbecame
clear that the murderers had actually been
part ofa crack Salvadoran batallion trained
by U.S. "advisers." a tip-of-the-iceberg in-

vestigation ended with the convictions of

two minor players in the murders.
We know many details of these and

other human rights violations by the
Salvadoran government, thanks to the
recent report of the Truth Commission,
which was set up as part of the treaty
ending the civil war to chronicle rights
abuses by both sides.

It appears that Abrams consistently,
knowingly and willingly lied to Congress
about the Salvadoran government's in-

volvement in countless atrocities. He is

joined in this distinction by former U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations and
prominent closet fascist Jeanne
Kirkpatrick. Whether they and other U.S.
oflicials will be tried for perjury and other
related crimes will depend on the depth of
the Clinton Administration's investigation
into their actions.

In the meantime, the right wing domi-
nated Salvadoran Congress rushed general
amnesty legislation to the desk of fellow
extreme rightist President Cristiani im-
mediately following the release oftheTruth
Commission's report. TTie law bars pros-
ecution of top players in the military's
murder machine, as well as giving immu-
nity to the rebel leader who ordered the
killings ofa number ofSalvadoran mayors.

In a more ironic twist of the amnesty,
the two officers convicted in the Jesuits'
killing will be released from prison and
pardoned, while several rebels jailed for
killing U.S. "advisers" who helped train
those same officers will remain imprisoned.
It seems the murder ofclergy is legitimate
conduct in war, while killing integral
members of an army's war effort is some-
thing entirely different.

What we should learn from the tragedy
ofU.S. involvement in El Salvador is that
covert action must be curtailed, and that
public scrutiny ofgovernments we finance
is essential. Otherwise, we can only ex-
pect our taxes to fund more murders, mas-
sacres and torture.

Jonah Gelbach is a Collegian columnist.

Seeking the full truth about Tara
I hate to use the terra "victiin'' when

referring to Tara Hartnett because it

minimizes her— it fails to express the
21 years of life and love and joy which
we shared. Yes, Tara was a victim of
her murderer, but she was also somuch
more than that.

I cannot reverse time to shield Tara
from that final violence against her
physical being, but I find that I can no
longer remain mute against the con-
tinued violence being inflicted upon
Tara, her daughter, and upon all of us
who love them both.

I have recently acquired and read
copies of articles pubhshed in the me-
dia whichgive a distorted viewofTara's
relationships with her daughter and
with James Cyr.

I had ample opportunity to witness
the interaction between Tara and
Meghan. I saw the light in her eyes as
she gently sang and rocked her baby to
sleep. I watched Tara crawJ around my
living room floor with Meghan. I wit-

nessed her joy as Meghan reached for

her and called her "mama." I felt her
anguish when she was forcefully sepa-

rated from and denied access to her
own daughter.

Someone was quoted as saying that
Cyr was both mother and father to
Meghan. This individual knows not of
what she speaks. It is frighteningly
cruel to me that anyone would seek to
perpetuate Cyr's obsessive desire to

deny Meghan her mother's love.

Someone else has volunteered that
Cyr first issued a restraining order
against Tara. The glaring omission
from this statement is that Cyr did not
perceive Tara as a physical threat to
him— hejust wanted to keep her from
her baby. Tara's restraining order
against Cjt was accompanied by a
doctor's report ofinjury, and an assault
and battery complaint.

In closing, to those ofyou who loudly
ask that we allow a jury to determine
C)t's guilt, I quietly ask that you too
seek the full truth, no matter where it

may take you.

Michelle Pyne
South Boston

Editor's note: the author of this let-

ter is Tara Hartnett's aunt.

And SO UMass searches

Escape from the 'temple of doom'
I. along with half of this campus, en

counter a somewhat life-threatening feat

about twice a day. I enter the "temple of
doom" (a.k.a. the dining commons).

This has to be the single worst experi-

ence one has to go through just to eat.

Until last night 1 used to feel sorry for the
people that actually work there.

As 1 entered, almost excited for "steak

night." the card lady wasn't even there ( no
big deal). Then I proceeded to get the

fattiest and toughest piece of meat along
with a scoop of dry, grainy potatoes that

came from a box.

Then the agony of actually getting a

glass with ice was upon me. Once again,

no clean glasses and no ice to fill the six

paper cups I am now forced to use.

Finally I attempt to finish this vicious

cycle and go for the silverware. Not only

are there no forks but we are also napkin-

less.

About five minutes later the girl comes
with the distorted silverware form hell,

and proceeds to send the airborn forks

into the pail making the loudest noise

possible.

Now. more angry then words can possi-

bly describe. I sit and try to cut my steak.

I find it's impossible, and there are now
permanent dents in my fingers caused by
the extreme force I had to exert, for I was
only given a butter knife.

And this was only one night. This is

nothing new. My self being a freshman, I

feel sorry for those who have endured this
habitual hell for as long as they have, and
I must commend them. . . those ofyou who
haven't died, who haven't cried, or haven't
spent a ludicrous amount of time in the
room with a view (Wheeler jive for the
bathroom), you deserve a medal.

I haven't gone through the efforts of
actually figuring out how much money we
spend on the meal plan, but I can guarantee
it's not worth it.

I just don't understand what we did to
deserve this "mystery meat" with gravy
(which, by the way. is always gooped on
top of the meat to hide the actual taste. .

.

see any horses lately?).

There would be nothing more pleasing
than to have a nice dinner in a peaceful

ambiance and actually eating something
edible aft^r a long day trudging through
the mud.

Kris Parker
Central

As I endure here on the 7th floor bal-

cony of Grayson, reflecting upon life and
gazing at the bowl, an overwhelming force

inches me closer to the edge. Seemingly, it

wants to push me over into an abyss oflost
hope, a black hole of reason, a pit of dark
despair. . .

Recently, Housing Services, a well
known breeding ground ofadministrative
hardship, held a campus-wide search for

next year's resident assistants. Seeking
only the best and brightest for this highly
visible position of leadership, supervision
and responsibility, they turned down many
of the applicants.

Steven L.

COHEN
In fact, so many were disqualified or

rejected due to inadequate ability and
experience that many ofthe housing clus-

ters are currently left with unfilled ros-

ters for next year's staff. That's right, they
are going to have to reopen the RA search,
in one form or another, because the mass
of the original applicant pool just wasn't
competent enough to cut it.

Balanced on tiptoes, hands reaching
for the heavens, connected to this world
only by the balcony rail on which I perch.
I resist. The pale blue silhouette of the
stranger in my soul glows with the steel-
gray of the sinking sun in the east.

The force converges on the upper left of
my back, as if to force my heart from me.
Aloft. I cry out the silence of a lonely
victim. My body arches; instinctively it

assumes the position. The apex ofmy force
reached, I. . .

The end of my first year of college will
also bring to a close the term of Chancel-
lor-ad-nominal Richard O'Brien. A search
committee is vigorously involved in a na-
tionwide search to fill this highly visible

position of leadership, supervision and
leadership. They chose four candidates to
display before the student body and fac-

ulty as the best and brightest ofthe appli-
cant pool.

After all four spoke, the Student Gov-
ernment Association, the elected voice of
over 16.000 undergraduates, overwhelm-
ingly voted to formally request that the
search be reopened due to the mediocrity
and inexperience of the finalists.

Ignoring this plea from students who
have been overpaying for underworking
administration-over-easy for too long, the
committee forwarded two names, Caudia
Mitchell-Kernan and David Scott, to Uni-
versity President Michael Hooker, who
will make the final decision. This is typi-
cal ofthe lack of respect that the adminis-
tration fosters as its policy toward the
students who pay their salaries.

. .
.
Freeze frame. Breaking the tension

surface ofthe black, or is it white, nothing
below me, I wonder why this force is mov-
ing me so much. Originally it approached
me, promisingly, as the wind beneath my
wings; now I surge submissively into an
ocean ofquestioning,toimminently drown
in doubt.

I pass no judgements on the two candi-
dates; one of them will be chosen and may
be qualified. I realize that the RA situation
is not exactly parallel to the chancellor
search, but there is a principle here that
grossly insults my moral fibers. I was going
to protest by burning the words "hope" and
"new chancellor" on the Student Union
steps, but you know what they say about
things that fit on the S.U. steps.

Burningin an intense void ofunknown,
the bright blinding darkness burns into
the pores of my mind like leprosy. Won't
someone catch me. please. . .

Steven L. Cohen is a Collegian colum-
nist and too young to be this cynical.
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spring
continued from poge 3

"The flower colors will vary from white to a dark,
almost lavender color; there are tons of rhododendrons
growing north of the campus pond. . . right next to the
Student Union."

The forsythia is another frequent find, blooming with
small yellow flowers. It can be found in the smaller
gardens on the grounds of the Durfee Conservatory.
Probably the most common flower on campus is the
daffodil. ProfessorJack O'Hearn ofthe Stockbridge School
recalled the planting project in the fall of 1988 that
established the flower's enormous population.

"A few years ago. we planted 100,000 (daffodil) bulbs
on the grounds. There were six different types," he said.

"We may have about halfa million by now," O'Hearn said.

Tou may see them all over campus; they're in full bloom

right now."

All ofthe blooming flowers come from buds pre-formed
the previous fall.

O'Hearn wants the campus community to know about
the arboretum and its important scientific and aesthetic

contribution to the University.

*We appreciate that we have such a large and diverse
collection of plants on the campus," he said.

Because ofthe long, harsh winter, this spring's bloom
is happening much more gradually than in the past.

"Around here, if you have a hard winter, these buds
aren't very hardy," said Mulgrew.
A particularly beautiful tree, the Saucer Magnolia, is

found outside ofFemald Hall, near the Franklin Dining
Commons. It is currently in bloom and will peak at the
end of this week.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian offers you real experience.
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STYLIN' WITH THE DOG — Hotel restaurant

travel administration major Dawn Tosca and her pooch
brave the winds on Boyden Field.

Radial Retread Sale!
"^'^"'^

&

Brake (Mer

Same Tread Depth, Width and^sign
as New Tires"

As Low as $19.95
P 1 55/80 R- 13

439 Ri»sefI Si.

Hadi^, MA OIOSS
253-9911 -or- 253-9054

Undergraduate Teaching
Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours
a week.

Further information and application
forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederle GTWR

Find out why

Community Health Plan

(CHP) was the *1 choice

for University of

Massachusetts employees

changing their health

benefit plans in '91 &'92.

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Snmmer Session

I I

Come to an Open House:

CHP Kasthampton Health (enter CHP Pioneer Health Center

1 79 NorthampJon Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday, 5/6

(HP Hadley Health Center

8 River Drive

5:.M)-7 p.m. Thursdays: 4/22 & 5/6

63 French King Highway. Greenfield

5:30-7 p.m. Wednesday, 5/5

CHP South Deerfield Health Center

Route 5/10

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday 5/6

413/774-6352 Franklin County
413/584-0600 Hampshire County

Community
Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership

- Missed a coarse? Make it ap!
- Advance in next semester's work

" Fulfill a requirement
" EuJoy a coarse

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, siz-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July 13-Aue:ust 18

RECS^ISTER M'O'W!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing^ Education,
Gth floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.
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continued from page 1

pants and asked thera to halt their activity.

After a few moments of silence, Lehane said, "It's just
not appropriate on this campus. Ifwe let you do this, we'd
have to let all groups do it." Lehane, who refused to
identify himselfat the time, then quickly retreated from
a Collegian photographer.

Minutes later, Lehane returned in a University ve-
hicle with a security advisor who confiscated students
identification cards and driver's licenses until the Uni-
versity police arrived.

Neither the security officer, nor the Department of
Public Safety would release the advisor's name.

As three University police officers arrived, a verbal
confrontation ensued.

"What you're doing is inappropriate. This could be
offensive to some people," Sgt. Mark T. Labranche ofthe
UMass poUce told the group.

"Anything written by anybody could be offensive to
somebody." Labranche added.

Participants argued they had the right to utilize state
property to exercise their freedom of expression without
permanently defacing the Student Union.

News

Sports
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Comics

Crosswords

Horoscope

Opinion

Lunch

Everybody reads us.

"Chalk is not going to hurt any one," Woolwich said, as
another student added The KKK has the right to speak.
I should have the right to speak."

Labranche expressed concern over who would wash
away the potentially offensive chalkings. "If it doesn't
rain in the next couple of days, someone is going to have
to come out here and wash it off," Labranche said. "Why
don't you just pass out leaflets to people walking by?" he
asked.

"We can't be here 24 hours a day, but a message that
washes away eventually can," Woolwich asserted.

"How would you feel ifa heterosexual male wrote that
all women should be raped?" Labranche asked the par-
ticipants who counter that their slogans promoted accep-
tance, not violence.

Singling out a chalked phrase that stated, "Lick me.
I'm a Dyke," Labranche told the chalkers that many
people would be offended by it.

"What about the Fort Lauderdale heterosexual boys
'show us your tits? It's in our face. I don't get it. We're
being as radical as they are," one of the chalkers said.

When asked, a woman police officer who had been
quiet during the confrontation called the chalkings "free-

Managemei
SOLTHPOIXT APARTMENTS

& TOVV^NHOLSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^:3^0
2 Bdrm from ^-^t^O
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Peti

Call 1-413-253-4055

dom of expression."

Student reaction to the incident had been mixed. One
male student, walking by the chalkers Tuesday night,

loudly proclaimed his heterosexuality.

The studentyelled, "this is reverse racism," and added,
"I'm heterosexual and it's OK." All the participants were
White.

In response to Tuesday night's chalking, another
chalking appeared yesterday morning which said "To
the LBGA and Allys. Please do not deface UMass. r'rom
the Jerky Brothers."

Other students supported the GLB community's effort.

Sittingon the Student Union steps yesterday morning
amidst remnants of chalk, undergraduate Julie
Benbeneck questioned why the chalkings had to be de-

stroyed.

"Give me a break. Why are people afraid ofsomething
written on the sidewalk? Is it actually going to make
them think? It's fear. That's what it is," Benbeneck said.

"For too long, too many decades, we've accepted bigots'

uncomfortability with our lives and our loving each other
and it's time for the invisibihty and the intolerance to

stop," Woolwich concluded.

Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
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j^AppIkations now being accept^ at

Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

if you are over 18, and would like to earn
Full rime Income Working Part Time

Be a Bartender

• Day/lyening 1 Week
• Locol/Notbnai Pkicement

• Limited Openings Remain For
March and Apnl Classes

• Make Your A^ove Ibday and Receive
Addftionol Savings on Tuition Fe^s

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield „^MC/VISA/AE
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Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

LIQUOR STORE r

Schafer Cans uoz.case $9.99 (+dep)

Miller Lite 1 2 pk bottles Only $6.99 (+dep)

Miller Reserve Barley Drafts Draft Light

6 pk $4.20 (+ dep) Case $1 5.99 (+ dep)

Pilsner Urquell The original from Czechoslovakia-6pk$5.69 (+ciep)

Kahlua 750 mi ..$14.99-$3.00=$1 1 .99 (After $3.00 mail-in rebate)

Seagrams Gin 1 75 l $13.99

Gordons Pepper Vodka 1 l bottle $6.99

Luksusowa Vodka 750 ml $9.99

Jack Daniels 750 mi $1 2.99

. Beers from around the World!
\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrcweries

\ Kess startins at $33.00
(cheds/MBStercard/Visa accepted for Kes Deposits)

Malt Scotches • Cognacs • Brandies • Champagnes

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9
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-^Attention

Springfield College

^ University of Mass

V AIC

1^ Mt. Holyoke College

"^OPENED FOR
GRADUATION DAY

Court battle begins for papers
of civil rights leader King Jr.

Sunday May 23rd

11:00am to 10:00pin

^ MM
Dutch i Indonetian Cuitine

73 Mazicet St Springfield

(behiod Johnson's Bootetore)

Reservation Required

737-7978
OTHER SnSCIAL SUNDAYS OPENED

E«lcr Sunday & Mother's Days

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The emotion-laden trial over ownership
of a large portion of personal papers of slain civil rights
leader Martin Luther King opened Wednesday in a
Massachusetts court.

King's widow, Coretta Scott King, sued Boston Uni-
versity in Suffolk County Superior Court, asking that
papers King deposited with BU in 1964 and 1965 be
returned so she could put them at the Martin Luther
King Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social Change in At-
lanta.

But Lawrence Elswit, a lawyer for Boston University,
said King donated the papers to the university where he
received his doctor of philosophy degree in 1955 and
never changed his mind.

It was Mrs. King, not the Rev. Dr. King, who has
sought the return of the papers, he said.

The trial is expected to last as long as three weeks with
Mrs. King, King's son and close advisers and BU F*resi-

dent John Silber expected to testify.

Both sides acknowledge King signed a letter on July
16, 1964, naming the BU library as the repository of his
papers and saymg he intended to give some ofthem each

year as an outright gift to the university.

"In the event ofmy death, all such materials deposited
with the university shall become from that date the
absolute property of Boston University," the letter said.

King was fatally shot in 1968 and died without a will.

But Rudolph Pierce, chiefattorney for Mrs. King, said
King wanted his papers at a black college, but none in

Atlanta had the facilities in 1964 to care for them while
BU was building a new library.

Pierce said King feared for the safety of the papers
because of threats against him and firebombings in the
south.

But Pierce said, "In 1968, with the encouragement of
his wife, Dr. King changed his mind."

Pierce said in 1967 Kingand his wife set up a committee
that included friends, advisers and King's father to

decide on a permanent home for his papers.

"Dr. Martin Luther King changed his mind and BU
was well aware of it," Pierce said in opening arguments
to thejury. "He wanted his papers returned to the South."

But Elswit said King never personally asked for the
papers to be returned and BU never offered to give them
back.

"Dr. King never told anyone at Boston University . .

.

that he changed his mind," Elswit said.
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PEER HEALTH
EDUCATION

• Interactive

What students have said about
Peer Health Education:

I liked being able to teach other students
about sexuality, stress, alcohol and eating
disorders in the residence hall workshops."

• Dynamic

Peer Health Educators
Are students helping students.

Challenging

The best course I've ever taken at UMass!"

"It changed my life - I learned about things
that affect me."

Public Health 213/Educatlon 4-213
6 credit program. 2 semester commitment

Thursdays 4:00-6:30 p.m.
Permission of instructor required

If you're Interested, call

Health Education 549-2671 X 181

AMHERST
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• HOMESTYLE COOKING
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MOLSON
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Round trips from BOSTON
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PARIS $478
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Round trips from NEW YORK
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CANCUN $310

Taxes and surcharges not included

Fares subject to change.

79 So. Pleasant St. Amherst
154.1111

CATAMOUNT
M^BER • PORTER • GOLD

24-12 OZ. BOTTLES
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The plan
Robinson's plan to reorganize the trust fund would

reduce the student activities fee by $33 and raise the
curriculum by the same amount to absorb the cost ofthe
Student Activities Office its workers' salaries.

The rest of the student activities fee, totalling $84
after a $4.50 increase for fiscal year 1994, will remain in
the trust fund to support student programs, agencies and
businesses.

The trust fund commonly supports events such as
Asian Night. Lesbian Gay Bisexual AlHance dances, the
annual Ski Sale, lectures for the Distinguished Visitor's
Program and the Spring Concert, as well as providing
regular funding for student organizations.

Financial freedom
Student organizations will benefit financially by hav-

ing full use ofthe trust fund, said Robinson. This way the
trust fiind will not be tapped by the SAO to absorb rising
operational costs, as had been the case in the past,
Robinson said.

The dollars students paid into the trust fund that
were being used for student activities were declining and

dollars for support staffwere increasing," Robinson said.
The situation grew worse recently after the state

legislature mandated a 13 percent increase for 50,000
unionized state employees, including SAO employees, to
be implemented in fiscal year 1993-94.
A motion to increase the student activities fee to help

pay raise was met writh animosity in the Student Senate,
said Nathan Guerrero, chair of the Senate's budget
committee.

The feeling was 'Why should we pay a fee increase if
it's being used to pay professional employees?'" Guerrero
said.

The purpose was to change funding for employees of
the SAO from student-funded to state-funded," said Stu-
dent Trustee Kevin Newnan said. Newnan said that with
Robinson's proposed changes, future pay increases for
SAO workers will be footed by the state.
The SAO has maintained has maintained a parasitic

relationship on our trust fund. It focused more on the
Student Activities Office and not on student activities,
per se," Newnan said.

Newnan praised Robinson's reorganizaton, saying it
will result in greater financial control for student orga-
nizations.

Proposed Organization of Student Activities

Atsociote \flce ChcmceHor
for Student Affairs

Director of Student ActlvWes

Personnel Coorcfinator Budget Officer

Adminisfrative Services 1

ProgramfT»rs

Student Government Association
(SGA)

Student Initicrted

Programs
Student
Agencies

I

Student
Businesses

Funded by
Curriculum Fee / State

Funded by Student
Activities Trust Fund

SCERA

OTW

LSC

OCHO

Center for Student
Businesses

COUEGIAN

WMUA

Union Video

Craft Center
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Crew club off to tremendous start this season
By CATHERINE B. PULLEY
Collegian Correspondent

In the sport of crew, it is a tradition for the winning
boat to throw its coxswain into the water as a celebration
of victory.

The coxswains for the University of Massachusetts
crew team, especially Jen Bragg and Jessica Fountas,
have been meeting the water a lot lately thanks to the
success of the men's varsity lightweight boat and the

^^f Rte. 9

> Kniptxmk fmmlly

easonsM
> • Hadley • 584-81 74 SFrnUI
n Burger King & Dunk-n Donuls yrkfr

hceIDISCOUNT LIQUORS * BEER » WINE* KEGS

women's varsity heavyweight boat, which is undefeated
so far this season.

The varsity heavyweight men were also undefeated,
beating such schools as Harvard, Boston College, Trinity,
and Holy Cross, until a disappointing loss to Coast Guard
this weekend by a length.

The loss will actually increase their confidence," said
coach Gregg Siemenkowski, who is the first year UMass
coach. He brings with him experience as an assistant
varsity coach at Harvard and an Olympic Training Camp
coach as well as havingworked with eastern sprint schools.

^J\Xt "^"^ coach has an incredible authority on and off the
r^ NO^^ water,' says Rob Melionek, President-Elect ofthe UMass
> ..o '«M/r ^ Crew Club, and member of the varsity lightweight boat.

The men's varsity heavyweight brings with it a wealth
ofexperience, with all ofthe rowers returning, plus Thor
Runeman, a new varsity stroke who came up from nov-
ices last year. Runeman, along with Brian Chewitt,
trained in an Olympic Development camp where he was

COORSGOLD
24borboH $10*«

• dap

ROLLING ROCK
I4bor $19f«
borti*! §Jt . d«p

M.G.D. &M.G.O. LT
12 pk bott c ^ M.m*0 «1»P

24- 12 Of. cont
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BUSCH & LT.
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k -k -k

BUD DRY 24boibon

«10" ..

KNICKERBOCKER
14 01 boc boft CI $©••

•dap

AMERICAN
24l2ot. cant $V29
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GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
»o/ ba.bott CI *3**»<J»P

SERVING THE AREA
FOR OVER 30 YEARS.

AND

M.G.D.
&

M.G.D. LT.

&
LITE 'k BBLS.

'd*p.

coached by Siemenkowski.
The women's heavyweight boat is also rich in experi-

ence, and can add to their record a first time victory
against Navy, the national champion last year. They also
defeated Boston College, Mount Holyoke, Worchester
Polytechnical Institute and Trinity. They boast a boat
with four Olympic Development trainees.

The men's varsity lightweight boat is also undefeated,
with victories against the University ofNew Hampshire,
Coast Guard, Williams, Trinity and the Harvard fresh-
man lightweight crew.

"We're the fastest crew in New England," said Steve
Casco, a member of the lightweight boat.

There is more to crew than just waking up in the
morningand pullingan oar, accordingto Heather Witalisz,
the stroke for the women's team, who described it as "the
toughest sport both physically and mentally."

UMass crew is in a position to place in the top three at
New Englands, and place high at Nationals.

BUSCH! NATURAL LTI

MILW. BEST! •'•tn.i
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University of Hartford (12-18) for a 3 p.m. battle.

The Hawks had better luck against UConn earlier this
season 8-6 by pounding out 15 hits in the victory. Mike
Morhardt picked up the wrin for Hartford.

Diamond Notes: Outfielder Justin Howard is not
only at the top of the UMass batting charts but the
nation's as well. Howard is eighth in the country with a
.452 average. The junior continued his hot hitting in the
contest with UConn going 2 for 4.

Ace starter JeffToothaker came out of the bullpen in

yesterday's game, giving up zeroes across the board in 1.2

IP.

SQMOF

0RP5
^

German Moleskin

Shorts $19.99

Rich's Army/Navy
24 Center St., Northampton
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JEFF LEA
Accoustic guitar and song melodies

All your favorite requests

Special Benefit Concert for Necessities/Necesidades

Battered Women's Center
Featuring

4 Great Bands

M0N6HANI
FOO

UMass
POWER

CANINE BASTARDS
ONION BOB

&
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Your presence will make a difference
$3.00 Cover
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GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Delta Upsilon
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"He kids me ... he kids me not. ... He kids me ...

he kids me not. ..."

Quote of the Day
"A gentleman will walk but never run."

— Sting

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
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more lime wilh your loved ixies. A
phofie call iHings welcome linancidl

news.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Todays oversights <k d»-lays may
cause you to Ihrovs up your har^ds in

dismay. II you do not like vs-hal you
see happening, renxwe yoursell Ircxn

Ihe scene Yixir f.SP is filton right!

GEMINIiMay 21-|uneJ()»;Aday
to listen, learn and clearly spell oul

important directives. Be on lime lor

appointments and meetings. You are
alxxjt lo gam ru-w prixninerKe.

CANCER Dune 2 1 -July 22): Bud-
getary mailers nK-ril your (xompt al-

lenlion. Sonx-one intluenlial is im-

pressed liy practicality, not lavish div
play. You rediscover you arc neeck-d
l)y people who truly treasure you.

LEO (|uly 2»-Aug. 221: You are
now in a Ixiter posiliixi lo solidity

your l)usiness and linancial plans.

Turn lo professionals for advice on a

mailer thai contuses you. A relation-

ship IS strengthened by considerate

gestures.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Issue

an ultimatum if there is no alterna-

tive. Others should not he spending
your money. Traveling may be as

frustrating as it is enlightening. Ride
with the tide.

LIBRA (Sept. 21-Ocl 22>: An idea

thai will earn you extra mornry c iimes
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help you devise a workable plan

Higher -u|)s ( oold In- in liable Clulk
It up lo work pressures.
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Take a neighbors financial tips with
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esting trip.
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Solve a knotty problem by ciMtsullmg

experts. Il higher-u|)s ask pointed
questions, lie ( arnlid IhjI do not Ix--

Iray your sourtt-s Salespeople twve
tremendous luck today

AQUARIUS I Jan. 20-Feb. 18): All

the signs point lo rising hopes CM)
df)ings prove stimulating wiih intel-

let lual (x-ople Singles could meet a

potential spouse Be carelul not to

come fxi Icx) strong!

PISCES (Pel). l'»-Marih20):Give

whatever you are doing all you have.

An enthusiastic associate will pave
Ihe way lo success. The emphasis
tonight isr>ncombiningl>usinesswilh

pleasure. You shine as a host.
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Totday's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliot

Copy Editor Marc Elliot

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean

Production Supervisor Jim Canley

Production Sean Ramsey

Michele Bakis, Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH

Hamburger on a Roll

Broccoli Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Broccoli Casserole

Oat Burgers

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Fisherman's Plate

BASICS DINNER
Lentil Chili

Fisherman's Plate

ACROSS
1 Knifa'a

companion
5 Pains

9 Zano follower
14 SpHlane's- Jury-
15 Mouthed
16 Spanish poet

Federico
Garcia

1 f Anima
18 Wilh -The."

G Wilder fHm
of 1984

?0 Medicated pad
?2 — Locka

Florida city

23 Vestment
24 Poetic

preposition

25 Charms
29 Smallest

amount
31 Plumbing

problem
32 Spigot

33 Ecologisl's

concern
36 Partner

of hue
37 1972 movie

musical starring

2 Down
41 Brooch
42 Endings
43 Take steps
44 Salinger girl

45 Coveted fur

49 Patterned
fabric

5 1 Beloved US
ballet CO

53 "— for

Apple ."

54 Excuse
55 — Creed
57 1972 Sidney

Lumel film

61 Adjective with

"Shoppe"
62 Birchbark

63 Capri, for one
64 "Ive — to

London ."

65 Easel

66 Active one
67 To Ije, in the

Bois

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited bv TRUDE MICHEL lAFFE

oovim
1 Of the treasury
2 Actor Peter

3 Latin American
dar>ca

4 Iodine source
5 Cringe

6 Came up
TLos Angeles
ptayers

8 Guidonian note
9 Error

10 Of sound
11 Bobby of

hockey
1 2 Stolen gems
13 Bounder
19 Trifling

21 Rocket lead-in

25 Bouquet
26 Emulate Ourer
27 Scarlett's home
28 Double agent
30 Washington VIP
31 Keatonof

Hollywood
34 Counter

balances
35 Full of muck
37 lsir>glass

38 Oppositionist

39 Co?y spots

40 Civil War
initials

4

1

Baby food
44 Got away from
46 -Swan Lake.'

for one
4 7 German songs
48 Ascetic, of yore
50 Athenian

lanvmaker
51 Peck movie:

"BehoM —
Horse"

52 ChariM OI

-GaaHghl*
55 In addmon
56 Start of a

famous
soliloquy

57 Mint

staff

56 Fedora
59 One —

million

60 Poke
occupant
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Zoo Disc finds sweet success in New York
COLLEGIAN

By DAVID GLEESON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts ultimate frisbee
team. Zoo Disc, made an excellent showing of its team-
work and force as a New England team this past weekend
at a small tournament in New Paltz, N.Y.

The tournament was held at State University ofNew
York, on a rain drenched field. The mud did not stop Zoo
Disc however. They played with skill and confidence
runmng through the competition, and making the finals.
Although they lost the championship final to club team
Beemuts, the tournament was a success for the intense
TjOO Disc team.

The team opened up the tournament against Connecti-
cut College and dominated every aspect of the game.

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

Om Wiv RMM«rlp

LOMDOM
$209 $389
PARIS

$225 $450
MOSCOW/

ST. PETERSBURG
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GREECE/
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TOKYO $789
BANGKOK $889

Some tickets valid to one year

Most tickets allow changes

Fares from over 75 US cities

to all mijor destinations in

Europe Asia, Africa

Latin Amenca and Australia

Eurialpasses Available

Ctatenn Immigraan I dfparliirt isn apply

hrn lutiKt to chMigt mOait nebc*

. .ISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Am, NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676

212-986-8420*
•in NYC

controlling their opponent with precise passing, and in-
timidatmg defense. Zoo Disc ran the score to 8- 1 at the half
and finished with a final of 15-2. The game ended with Zoo
Disc forcing a turnover setting up a pass into the endzone
to T. Christian Zimirowski, ending the game at 15.

While many aspects ofthegame and tournament were
important according to team leader Tim O'Leary, The
most important was definitely our patience." This patience
was very apparent in their passing, excellent handhng,
and was the key to their victories.

Zoo Disc's next game, against Central Park Ultimate
gave UMass another victory, but proved to be costly. The
muddy conditions ofthis particular contest helped the Zoo
Disc team which is accustomed to wet conditions, but at
the same time took a lot ofthe stamina out ofit. The contest
lasted three hours, with Zoo Disc running the score to 14-

track

9 before CPU made a small rally to 14-13. Zoo Disc
controlled most of the game with spectacular defense,
particularly by Phil Muller, who ended the contest by
receiving a pass ft^m another key player, Jamie Mathey.

With this win. Zoo Disc entered the final contest against
Beemuts, who had three hours of rest before the cham-
pionship, while the UMass squad was playing trying to
gain its way into the final. Despite being tired. Zoo Disc
managed to keep up with Beernuts during the beginning
ofthe contest and it looked like it was going to make a run.

However, Beemuts gained the momentum on its sev-
enth goal, making it 8-7. Things abruptly tumed around
and the long day took it's toll on Zoo Disc as it could no
longerran with the rested and speedy opponent. Beemuts
quickly ran the game out to 15-7 before Zoo Disc could
manage another score.

continued from page 16

yesterday. Overall. I am very pleased with this team's
season", said LaFreniere.

The Penn Relays are broken into championship and
college divisions. Hart (discus) and Ozzolek (hammer)
have qualified for the championship dis-ision, which
features the top ten athletes in the nation.

The 4x800m relay team featuring Aker, Becky and

Lennice Johnson, and Liljeblad will also be in the top
division. Meeks will compete in the triple jump in the
college section.

After Penn the team will head to the Dartmouth
Invitational on Sunday. The Minutewomen then hope to
compete in the season ending New England Champion-
ships and the ECAC's in Fairfax, Virginia. Meeks, Hart,
and Ozzolek have qualified for the prestigious event.

$59p^
Escape from the stress of final

exams & term papers. Enjoy
our indoor tropical pool area

with hot tub & just relax. We're
just a few miles away but you'll

think your in paradise!

Quality
HoU>r

Northampton

OneAtwoodDnve
Jet 1-91 & Rt 5

Northampton. MA 01060

. (4131586-1211

REKINDLE
YOUR
PASSION
For Indian
Food sit

Tbc VmUcj'b OrigioMl

INDIA
HOUSE

ON STATE STREET
Where ladism Food is more

thsui Cunyf
For Excellent Food and Hospitality

Come to Our Uouie...

45 Sute Street
Northsunpton, MA 586-6344

The Provost of the University of Massachusetts. Dr. Glen Cordon, and the Phi Kappa Phi Chapter of this Universilv are proud
to announce the following list of new members invited from the Junior and Senior classes as well as the Graduate School and
Faculty, and approved by the Chapter in accordance with the bylaws of the National Society

Phi Kappa Phi was originally founded in 1897 at the University of Maine and was subsequently named the Morrill Society in
honor of the sponsor of the Congressional Act which provided for land-grant colleges and universities. In 1900 it was transformed
intoa national society by the Presidents of the University of Maine, the University ofTennessee, and Pennsylvania State University
The next chapter to join was the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, which remains the fourth-oldest chapter in the United
States. The Societ>' was renamed Phi Kappa Phi in 1900, from the initial letters of the Greek words forming its adopted motto-
Philosophia Krateito Photon. "Let the love of learning rule mankind."

To be eligible for membership. Juniors must have a GPA of 3.85 and Seniors a GPA of 3.7. Only two Graduate students per
program are nominated by their Graduate Directors. In addition, two faculty are chosen for membership each year based on
recommendations from their respective Deans.

The Phi Kappa Phi Initiation Ceremony will be held in the University Rhododendron Garden, below the Chancellor's Residence
at ] 1:00 PM on Sunday. May 16. 1993. Initiates are invited to bring family members or friends.

U ndc rg rati ua Ic .S l udc n t s

Sl^e lUimir ftomty of

Abrams, Nicole
Alsop, Pamela
Bertrand, Rosanna
Brooksbank, Larry
Brosnihan, Kristin
Buehler, Victoria
Carey, Shannon
Cohen, Galois
Corrlgan, Kevin
Cote, Philip
Cozza, Lisa
Croteau, Brian
Daniels, Stephen
DeSllva, Melanle

Dowling, Paul
Duncan, Samantha
Eshghipour, Maryann
Finnegan, Kevin
Gelbach, Jonah
Gordon, Wendy
Jodoin, Julie
Johnson, Rebecca
Johnson, Vanessa
Jubinvllle, Jennifer
Keung, Haulok
Konrad, Moira
Lane, Stephen
Langford, CHristlne
Lazilli, Paula
L'Heureaux, Nicole
Mangan, Douglas
Massey, Frank
McCann, Heidi
McGarvey, Gillian
McQuaide, John
Mello, Brooke
Meredith, Richard

Morltz, Andrea
Murphy , Tlmothy
Muse, Elizabeth
Napoll, Michelle
O'Brien. Michael
O'Donald, Arthur

Art History
History
Education
Accounting
Communications
WOST
Accounting/SOM
Dance
Accounting
Classics
Education
Accounting
Forestry
Communications & Social
fought & Political Economy
Classics
Communication Disorders
Civil Engineering
English
Economics
Communication
Communication Disorders
Chemistry
Environ. Sciences
Comparative Literature
Communication/Psychology
Dance
Blochem & Molecular Biology
Plant Soil Science
Communication
Anthropology
Exercise Science
English
Journalism
Political Science
Art
Biology
BDIC (Health Care & Human

Science Adm.

)

Soviet Studies
Psychology
Psychology & Human Services
Journalism
History
Political Science

Ortiz, Hilda
Popson, Glenn
Prestifillppo, Rosemary
Prokopy, Joshua
Radford, Amy
Robblns, Barrett
Robblee, Patrick
Roberts, Alison
Hothlein, Lisa
Saronson, Matthew
Schnltzler, Micaela
Selvageio, Laurie
Shmulsky, Solvegi
Stanford, Emily
Temesvari, Katharine
Tomoda, Saorl
Trombley, Alejandra
Weinstein, Eric

Westort, Thomas

Marketing

Graduate .Sludcnl^

Benneyan, James
Berger, Elizabeth
Caslelles, Eugenia
Cherlan, George
Difini, John
Gosavi , Hemant
Hicks, Kimberly
Loomis, Amy
McEnroe , Rebecca
Mir, All
Montgomery, Geraloine
Pandolf. lira
Reardon, Alice
Riggs, Sandra
Schlechtweg, Harold
Swinand. Gregory

BDIC
English
Music Education
BDIC
Afro-Am. Studies
Classics
Anthropology
BDIC
Sport Management
Political Science
Biology
SOM
Education
Communication Disorders
Zoology
Sociology
Political Science
Compuicr Science
SOM

Industrial Engineering
English
Spanish
Food Science
Civil Engineerine
IE/OR **

English
Communication
Enrlvonmental Engineering

French
Food Science
Consumer Studies
Nursing
Communication
Resource Economics

Ronald J. Kanen
Stanley Leme.show

School of Management
Public Health
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to coyer everything as in-depth as possible, but, ofcoursepeople complain. To use a Collegian cliche I'mTu
learning. Yeah, right.

On To The Hoop

I'm co^^^^^'^^"""'
^""^ ^^^^ ^^^" «"« *^k away, and

I m saddened to report that the New Jersey Nets will be

Ihnnf .K^ mT- ^l ^^' '^'^ *=«>"•»"« have forgotten

wo hI^""^ 't ^''^- ^"' ^^"^"^ D^'y'« bunch probablywould have been bettor ofTin the lottery, getting a shot at

Cheane^
"'^ Hardaway. George L^ch ^cXrt

,hZf\ °J«ybe not. I thought they would just give up. letthe rest of the teams in the East pass them, Ld gatherup the ping-pong balls. But no. The Nets have pride
Chicago BiUls, 60607.

fK ^"f'-
Aaron Spellingand his writerscame up withthe Idea that a character would hit a shot from halfcourt

at a Lakers game. If he made it. he would win $10,000
Coca-Cola and Lettuce Entertain You, a restaurant

chain in the Chicago area, came up with the idea that

fo^ hlTt ^?"
"'"'^

^f '^^ ^^^"^^ ^ «hoot from the
touJ hne to the opposite hoop for $1 million

Steve Sanders hit the shot, made a cool G, and left theForum with for him. pocket change. Don Calhoun went to

Coincidence? I think not.
Best of Buddies: Bill Walton and Chris Webber
After NBA Outsider Bill Walton decided that Michi-gan was a bunch of underachievers." the brainiacs who

t1,^f^1 1 ^^ ^f^"" ^"^ ^^"^ ^^bber on the same
fixruu^'***'^^"

^'^^''^^ banquet blew it. You can't
expect Webber to even speak to that goof He has pride

Did you see that?

nin*
|*™™y i^arshall winmng the first national cham-pionship for this school since . . . Tammy Marshall, whenshe won last year.

•Cooooool Colt 45. Swill this 40 oz. and there is noneed for mouthwash before a party.
Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist

SPORTS NOTICE:

Today, at Memorial Hall, from 4-6 p.m.. the Friends
of the Library plan to hold a reception to honor UMass
men's basketball coach John Calipan for his support
and contributions for the University Library.

Some of Calipari's players are expected to be on
hand, and food and beverages will be provided free of
charge. Anyone is invited to attend.

Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE

^ worn geiiiumedtiy these deals.
Ilk »uf^a !..»_. Ik. . .. _ _

• Expert in Custom Storage
k Custom-Dcslgned Boxes

ft Packing Supplies
• 24-Hour On Call Emergency

Service

•k Secured, Itemized Storage
• Personalized Inventory
* Insurance Included

SUMMER STQRAr.F
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

Forfurther information call (413) SSS^S999

K ^ pwie In hi' ,1 nil h* s|rag

\l'^ \k-' Jls iii.U,.Hlr.ix \r\Mlif.iiie(, Wm.i
ll'inilitiii.mivijiq,.f-Ki,ai

'ffrrtnmtHr"niitM n,-% s"Tll(ii\f(,;vit

• »rr»iimtrrtai»rrttai«K.p,„lM|.< ,.,K
cilrtirill,i|i,|,i ll,m|.ii«,,t,.||„. ^

•»rfr«il»rr»oli|w.i,.i>i.,< l'|Kirisn(p-wi«,

*^^''<ifM<»<^mt*xm*.M»,.,\t,t,l,-M,n»rr,\Mutlk»tA,

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

' n II li IL

VBLLEYMOTORSPORT^
I 216 N. Kins Si. .^w-^^,
[N«lhamp,.x,. MA 01060 TT^S^S^ 584-7303

^E
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students
- Cash in advance

Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSI

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

UMASS MASCOT TRYOUT8
If interested, come to 253 Boyden
7:00 tonight'

UPC Spring Concert MeMlng:
Tonight, 4/27 at 6 pm in EARTHfOOOS
•t the Student Union Help us bring you
Spring Concert. Everyone is welcorr>e

AMAZING SUBLET

Green pastures, mountain views
1.5 miles from campus. 5 min. from bus
A North Amherst Shangri las

4 bedrooms two singles, two doubles
take one room, several, all of it!

Puffers Pond Hilling Trails
A Beautiful Spot
5496797
Option to lalie over lease for falM

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting
oarents and friends. 549 0733

Expariancing harassment or intimi-
dation? For more information about your
rights and options, call PAIR H (Peer
Assistance, Information and Referral
Hotline) at 545 1272 from 5 pm to 9 pm
Sunday through Thursday

B Bedroom Housa. 2 full baths,
washer dryer and furniture svailabte.'
Beautiful ysrd w/deck and volleyball.
Starting June 1 549-0920

5 Bad Ho«ise. Hadley S950 SitibiSk)
Realtors, 584 3428

4 Bodroom Cap* on bus NfW
Call 786 3522 or 253 5671

HEALTH

4 Bad Housa in Northampton for now-
June and Sept S800 584 3428

Great House Cheap Rent
Take our lease June 1st

3 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, woodslove. wshr/
dry, huge kitchen Close to caftH>us and
town. CALL SOON 549 6892

Large 4 Bdrm convenient location,
heat, hot water included, laundry, SS8(V
month 256 3018

tt»mr Puffers Pond
~~

3 Ijedroom house
Summer St.

Take over our lease 6/1

549 9915

H. Amherst - Above Daisy's Rest
1 Mile past GRC
Up to 4 people $700 . util.

5495054

Room for rent for summer ««<fh faH
option. Cheap Northampton
586 6830 Glenn

Condoms by mail discreet BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries tarn »600.'week in can-
neries or $4000. month on fishing
boats Free transportation! Room &
Boardi Male or Female For employ
mem program call 1 206-545-4155 ext
A5001

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Oak Bluffs - Looking for 5 6 fun
people to share large house. Minutes
from the beach and town Call Dana
253-3466 or Chris 549 1 29

MUSICIANS-

To My Handsome Teddy Bear
No maner what. Ill always be here and
I'll always love you.
Happy s» months'

I love you.

Looking to start bantf
Guitarist, bassist, drummer needed
Lots of original material
Call Eric 546-1378

To tite Sweet smelling senior I met at
the Pub III be wailing for you by the
roulette wheels at Casino Night' !>

- Your Lucky Lady

RIDE WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

Take over our lease 6/1/93

Brandywine Apt. 6£
Good Location access to 2 bus stops
Call 549 1479

1983 Audi 4000 5speed many new
pans great condition $1 150/bo call 256
0171

1989 Nissan Sentra Excellent con
dilion standard/a c/stereo w/tape
If interested, please call 549 1816

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
5496098

Take onttit our leeae Brandywine Aptt.
2 bedroom 3rd floor. Call 549 786a

3 Bedroom Main St. Apt. vtashetl
dryer/dishwasher on bus route call 256-
3470

3 BDRM Townhouse Apartment
1 1/2 Baths Minute walk to bus, fur
niture available - Lease starting June 1

800/montti Call 549 7247

2 bedroom Brandywine
Take over our leaseJune 1. Heat and hot
water included. Call 549^7973

Uptown, across from Pub, cozy, cheap
2 bedroom apt. 2 3 people heat inc

Call soon 253 9316

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshires. MA sum-
mer camp seeks skilled college luniors.
seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialJsts in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver /ewelry.
newspaper. Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer!
Salary plus room and t>oard.
Call 800 762 2820

OUARENTEEO $400
~

Two student clubs needed for fall

projectour group GUARENTEED at least
$4O0.00. Last call BEFORE END OF
TERM 1800932 0528 EXT 99

Landscape/Horticulture
Ouality Oriented Weston based co
looking (or full or part time people
Equal opportunity employer except

for losers or wimps
7.50 Hr. and up

Soger 617 894 1331

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four
five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst, 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on busline, $1 300/
mo., (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Available June 1 Quiet 1 t)edroom
downtown Amherst $350 month 256
0876

FOR SALE

Cannondale RoacBiike
18" Aluminum frame
NEED MONEY FAST
$125
Adam 546-6282

Epson kX80 Printer Excellent condi-
tion $50.00 Call 585-0127 Patricia

Epson IBM PC/XT
640 K 20MB
Color monitor
Free Printer and Software
S800 Ellen 6 6244

Gameboy w/2 games 360
Aiwa Walkman S30
Busch Beer light 350
Color TV S45
5467234

Looking for student to publish the
Insider Maga/me on campus and to
manage local concert series. We finance
Stan up costs Earn top income ( $5 -$30
per hour ) and gain valuable exp. Great
for mkting or advenising major.
Call 18006CAMPUS

Marketing Rep - Pan time, high pxj

tential earnings. For more information,
pick up job description and require
ments at Copycat Print Shop, 228 Tn
angle Street, Amherst

Postal Jobs available! ManTposi
tions, great benefits. Call 1 800-43fr4365
ext. p 3306

Summer jobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi-
tions to renew the Clean Water Act,
promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
slates and D.C., campus inlrvws: 4/14
and 4/1 5. Call Jamie toll free: 1-B00-75-
EARTH

PERSONALS

And nowfor something completely
different
If you like camping, hiking, biking, and
want to see the USA. I want to meet
you. I'm a '92 Ithaca College grad em
barking on a 2 month excursion around
the USA this summer (I've got excellent
transponation) and Im looking for a
traveling panner. Send a reply to: USA.
P.O. Box 35, Cross River, NY 10518

Delta Chi and OelU Upsllon
Hey Greek Week partners'
It's almost here, get psyched
for the swim a thoni We're
gonna do awesome'

Love the

Sisters of Sigma Kappa

Greeks!
Having trouble getting to
Sleep? Need some stress
relief Let Sigma Kappa
TUCK YOU INii

$200 Dally mailing circulars for ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing. Personnel Oept. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan. TX 77805

Happy Birthday Matt-MTV
May you get even more hockey Shirts
and baseball hats' Keg

KEC (Levatoes)
Searching for words
they flee from sight
Into my memory's
eternal dark night

Feelings we share,

how deeply we care
lose hold on the moment
When words find air

Poetry of heart from
Still-point of soul
Let express from within
how two become whole.
On rivers of time past
eternal oceans we'll roam
together forever side by side
inside our hearts we are home.
Unfinished this poem
will forever be
For each day with you
is a new verse to me.

HAPPY TWO YEAR ANNIVERSARY"!
Love more than always
CEK (CGI ^^^
Kristin,

WHndsor Court Hotel
(Trek Convenlioni

April 24 or 25
5464095

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female Roomata Needed
$195 a month in Brandywine Apt.
For more info, call

549 8219 ask for Christina

Mill Valley Apartments
Looking (or female roomate
for a 4 twdroom townhouse
Heat and hot water included
on bus roi'te call 256 6633

Need Female Roomate
4 Bedroom newly renovated Alpine
Commons Apt. Call 546-0657 Slaru June
1 Summer sublet Jun Aug 3 4

Roomate Wanted
for 2 bedroom Puffton apt
Call 549 1979

SERVICES

Interior and Exterior Auto detailing
Wash
Wax
Shampoo
Vacuum
Vinyl/leather treatment
Engine cleaning
Call Jon at 256 1668

Harmonica Player
5460880

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistancewith
complete resume development Keith
Anderson PhD 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Nutting Ave neat to campus & up
town avail Juno 1 cheap' Call Marian
549 7803

1 bedroom mostly (urnished aiMrt
ment yard, near hiking river 10 mm
utes 10 UMass start May 1 or after finals
$257 665 3615

One room in 2 bedroom apt ai
Squire Village. S200/month . elect
rent negotiable Call 665 2227 ask (or
Jenn or Maria after 7 pm Available end
of May thru end of Aug

Salem Place condo
2 Bdr . 2 1/2 bath
Mam St Amherst
256 3088

Spacious 4 bdrm close to uptown and
bus route 546 2158

Spacious 5 BDRM apt on Mam St for
more info call 546 2681

Subletting Awesome Apartment
734 Mam Si m Amherst
Call 253 4242 ask (or Torsten
or leave message

Sublet or leese
5 liedroom house Amherst
256 1121

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village

549 7472

Summer Sublet
6 t)edroom house
Close to campus
spacious yard

977 Pleasant St.

Rent negotiable

Call Tina 546 3786

Summer Sublet
NOHO, near bus,
Rachel 253 0782

Summer Sublet with (all option
2 bedroom apt on Amherst Belchertown
line Call Holly 256 0383

Sunset Ave next to campus and up
town 6 1 93 option (or fall Call Marian
549 7803

3 Bedroom Main Street Apt.

Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher on bus route
Call 256 3470

Take over our lease starting June 1st
2 BR Brandywine Apt. 549 7867

Three Bedroom, hardwood doors,
partially furnished, in town, minutes
walk to campus, don't worry about
summer bus schedule' Must see' 256
0273

- 1

200.
room tvaiT. .

61 831 call

TRAVEL

SPRING JAM

LOANS! I

BRANDYWINE
Takeover/sublet June

Free Furniture. New Kitchen.
New Bathroom 545 2462

Brandywine Apt. Two bedroom
Sublet in June or lease in September.
Call 549 3755 now (or details.

Cape Cod - Group rentals in all areas
for summer season. Iteasonattiy priced

!

Honey Sperco, Broker 394 2857 days
398 9367 evenings

Don't get left out in the cold this fall!

Get your apt. now. Sunny 3rd floor apt.,
in Brandywine. Furniture Inc. On bus rt.,

gas/heat inc.

549 7919

Motorcycle Helmet Shoelrf 108V
New S200 asking 350 6 6334

Must Sell

Bar and 2 stools

$75 or bo
256 3041

Pool Table, good condition, includes
balls and que sticks. $150 call

584 0707

Wetsuit WMS 10 375 call Karen 584
9543

FOUND

Loans! I

Graduating Seniors' 90 day deferred
car loans available now at your student
credit union. Come visit our loan dept.
314 Student Union BIdg.or call at 545-
2800

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30' All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253-3816

LOST

Watch in library

5495054

Lost: One Carl Elder
Was on his way to

Casino Night

Has tendency to wander
Please show him to

The CCA at 8:00

The past six months have been the best
of my li(e, how about another six. an
other six, another ....

Love Always,
Kevin

Lewoy I love you tons and tons and
tons and tons. Thats 4 tons. Elephant
love. Krissy

Neii

Congratulations getting into

Westpoint. I knew I could gel you into
shape Love
Boogerbreath

SBC
Thanks for listening

Keep cold chillin'

Love,

WLF

Terrl. Happy Birthday Sorry its late.
Love. C!

Saturday April 24th
Get ready for the all day concert bash

5 bands 5 hours 5 bucks
Missing this is like missing college

Alcohol by Oelanos
Food by Taco Bell

Slop by our CC table today
or call 549 1586

Only 1500 tickets will be sold

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced, Dive Travel
800 282 0977

SUMMER SUBLET

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route. Call now 546 0345

Great location in Noho: One block
from Academy of music Big rooms
hardwood floors. One BR available in 2
BR apt Move in June 1 , move out when
ever (Its month to month) Rent is S250
but III talk about it. 584-7128

WANTED
French Language Students
Beginning and fluent French speakers
Needed for language study
Earn money for participating'
Call Robert at 538 2035 for into

WANTED TO RENT

We want to take over your lease, 2
bedroom apt. in Pu(fton Village starl-
ing Sep '93, wiil reward and help to
sublet (or the summer. Please call Omar
31546 2474
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Sports
Gorillas overcome Crimson with 13-8 win
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Cambridge. Mass.— The last two years, the Harvard
men's lacrosse team has played the University of Mas-
sachusetts very close, only to lose both games in overtime.
Going into yesterday's game at Ohin field, UMass had to
be wondering if the same type of game was in its fate.

Fortunately for the Gorillas, fate went a little easier
on them in 1993, as they fought and clawed their way to
a 13-8 victory, thanks to five goals by Wes Depp and
some clutch saves by goalie Tom LoPresti. The win ups
10th ranked UMass' record to 7-2 and drops Harvard to
1-7.

"We won the game but we can't be satisfied with a four
or five goal advantage." said coach Ted Garber. referring
to the team's sloppy play at the end of the game. "When
we played well out there, we were patient, we didn't force
anvthmg and we got the ball to the open man."

In the early going the Crimson were tough, gaining a
3-2 edge at the end of one quarter, thanks to two goals
during the stretch by attackman Mike Porter. But the
Gorillas fought back, scoring six goals in the second
frame, two during a crucial man-up on a Harvard illegal
stick penalty. LoPresti was a wall during the period, not
allowing any goals.

The prettiest goal ofthe gamecamewhen Mark Millon
(three goals) scooped up a ground ball with one hand,
streaked around the Harvard defender and passed over
to Eric Bailey (two goals) who faked the goalie right and
fired into the left comer. From this point, UMass never
relinquished the lead.

They were a 1-6 team going into the game but they've
played a lot of | top 25) teams tough." said Depp, who also
had an assist to go along with his five goals. "But we knew
if we got a big lead and kept playing hard, wed have a
good chance to win."

Harvard came out of the blocks in the third ready to
play, scoring a goal 3:20 into the second half when Dan
Nicklas took a pass from teammate Ed Sim and made no
mistake about it. But UMass' Chris Nentwich increased
the Gorilla lead back up to five when he took a feed from

C u Ki w , _ L . .
MATT KAHN ' COaEGtAN

bophomore Mike Valente and the University of Massachusetts lacrosse team defeated Harvard 1 3-8 yesterday. The Gorillas
come home to Garber Field to play Rutgers Saturday at 1 p.m.

Depp, faked left and fired home a sidearm shot into the
top-left corner.

The fourth quarter was chippy, to say the least, with
UMass and Harvard committing a number of penalties.
It seemed as though the Gorillas were letting the Crimson
back in the games at times, but the Big Red could get no
closer than 13-8.

"We lost our heads a little at the end," said UMass
middie Bill Edell. "They're a tough team — luckily we
were able to pull out a win."

Also adding goals for the Gorillas were Greg Kline and
Ken Ward, who also added an assist. Ken Rendazzo also

UMass, UConn to collide again

added one assist.

The UMass win seemed to have a demoralizing effect

on the Crimson players.

"We played physically out there today and played
solidly, except for one lull in the second quarter," said a
dejected Robb Hirsch. "Our problem is we weren't able to
finish today.

"But you have to give UMass credit— they're a good,
all-around team."

Lax Notes: The Gorillas will begin a three-game
homestand this Saturday, when they face off against
Rutgers at 1 p.m.

By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Suff

Big.

That's the only word capable of de-
scribing today's matchup between the
University ofMassachusetts Softball team
and its long-time rival, the University of
Connecticut.

How else could you describe a game
between the No. 2 and 3 ranked teams in

the Northeast region, a game that pits two
teams against each other that are currently
riding six-game winning streaks, and a
game between the two biggest rivals in
New England?

"I think the games will be extremely
intense and very, very competitive." says
UMass head coach Elaine Sortino. "Both
teams are capable of exploding."

Indeed both teams are capable of ex-
ploding. In their last six games, the
Minutewomen have outscored their op-
ponents 47-3 while the Huskies have
bested their last six victims by a 54-2
margin. Both teams have banged out an
identical 75 hits in that span.

Leading the attack against the UConn
pitching corps wi 1 1 be senior catcher Sherri
Kuchinskas. who not only broke the UMass
all-time home run record on Tuesday, but
also picked up her second A- 10 Player of
the Week award in as many weeks.

Kuchinskas leads UMass in all major
offensive categories, except runs scored.
Entering today's game, the co-captain is

batting .461 with 35 hits. 10 doubles, 16
runs scored, four home runs, and 24 runs
batted in.

Center fielder Heather Dorsey (.338),

left fielder Stacey Nichols (.330 with 10
RBI and 28 runs scored), shortstop Jen-
nifer Raworth (.328), and first baseman
Rachel Lawson (.309 and 15 RBI) have
also been major contributors to the recent
UMass offensive outburst.

Offense alone does not win games, how-
ever, and Sortino is well aware of that.

"Defensively, we're a much stronger
team than two weeks ago," Sortino said.
"Our pitchers have turned in some great
performances and they'll be coming off a
couple of days rest, so that will be good."
Two weeks ago, the Minutewomen

dropped a doubleheader to this same
Husky squad by a 4-0 and 2-0 count, but
that is ancient history according to Sortino.

"We're looking to it." Sortino said. "And
we're looking to get done what we need to
get done — a couple of wins."

Baseball falls short in ninth against UConn 7-6
By ARTHUR STAPLETON nfTpnsP ^ . . • 7 ** ^
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

A late ninth inning rally by the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts baseball team
fell short yesterday in Storrs. Conn., as
the Minutemen dropped a 7-6 decision to

the University of Connecticut.
The Minutemen (9-16) were looking to

win their second straight over a Con-
necticut opponent after drubbing Central
Connecticut University 32- 11 on Tuesday.
But the Huskies had other ideas, and
handed UMass a loss for the second time
this season. The earlier contest was a 12-

2 blowout at Earl Lorden Field on April 7

in which the Minutemen could find no

offense.

After only mustering three runs in the
first six innings against UConn starter
and eventual winner Aaron Quinn, the
Minutemen touched up relieverJohn Kelly
for one run on two hits in the eighth
inning. Kelly took over for Quinn in the
seventh, but didn't face trouble until the
eighth.

UConn closer Kevin Strollo, who
pitched the ninth, was greeted with the
same tenacity by the Minutemen that
Kelly faced.

UMass was able to scratch out two
runs on two hits in the ninth, before Strollo

shut the door on the Minutemen by getting
clean-up hitter first baseman Bill Knight

to pop out, preserving the UConn victory
and picking up the save in the process.

Rich Johnson started the game for
UMass and picked up the loss, allowing
six runs on eight hits in three and two
thirds innings of action.

The offense was able to tally 13 hits
against the Huskies, with the bottom of
the order having the most success. Center
fielder Nelson Ubaldo (3 for 4, one run
scored), catcher Andy Pelis (2 for 4, two
runs batted in), and left fielder Justin
Kelly (2 for 3, 2 RBI, one run scored) did
most ofthe damage for UMass on the day.

The Minutemen stay in the Constitu-
tion State today as they travel to the

Turn to BASEBALL, page 12

Front page,
gymnastics
and hype

Hey, this is another edition of
Notes from the Hardwood. That's
right. Notes from the Hardwood.

But before I

coOW^^^^ hit the

NOT|?2SioO0 courts. I

UMcvV^-^v have decided

x>i

i
space for

M^**^
I

Other than
basketball.
While some

ofyou are sayingthat I do thisevery
week, read, grin and bear it.

For the readers of this column,
you probably know that I have cov-
ered women's gymnastics forthe past
... oh, I don't know, say three and a
halfmonths. I take pride in the sports
that I cover, ifyou can't tell.

Friends of mine can attest to the
fact that I would have gymnastics at
the top of the page every day. Actu-
ally, ifyou really know me, you'd say
I would put the Minutewomen on the
front page of the Collegian. This is

how important I think this or any
other sports team is.

However, in this world called
UMass, sufficient has different
meanings for different people. I try

Turn to HARDWOOD, page 15

Hart sets two school records for women's track
By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's track and
field team has completed its dual meet season with a
perfect 4-0 record. The Minutewomen trounced the Uni-
versity of Vermont and Springfield College in their last

dual meet.
UMass finished with 75.5 points. Vermont had 67, and

Springfield College had 38.5.

UMass' Natalie Hart set two school records. She set
the discus record winning the event at 152'2" and the
shot put record at 43'0

", remarkably not enough to win

the event, losing to Jen Isham of Vermont by half an
inch.

Janey Meeks easily won the triplejump at 39'0 " with
almost a three foot margin of victory. UMass placed one-
two in the longjump with Meeks edging Sherry Booker
16'5" to 16'0".

Booker went on to win the 1 00 meters and 200 meters,
nipping Jess Lovejoy of Springfield in both races. Diane
Ozzolek finished second in the hammer throw and third
in the discus.

Lennice Johnson won the 400m with a time of 58.6
seconds as well as the 400m hurdles, with a time of 66.1
seconds. She combined with Booker, Becky Johnson, and

Kerry Aker to win the 4x400m relay in 4:01.1 over
Spnngfield by eight seconds.

Becky Johnson won the 1500m at 4:38.6, with team-
mate Kelly Liljeblad taking second. Becky Johnson and
Aker placed second and third in the 800m

I -i-lf^^
^°^^"'' "^^^ss Hnished second and third as

Liljeblad and Julie Moreau ran strong races. The
Minutewoman had strong showings in nearly every event.Mow the best athletes on the team look forward to the
Jj-enn Relays tomorrow through Saturday. Head coach

-^ . T*"^
said she believes her team is ready.

1 he team looked good, we had a high quality workout
Turn to TRACK, page 14
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lEKEND
With new releases from
Schwarzenegger to Cruise,
Singleton to Spielberg,
THE theaters ARE HEATING

UP...
Sylvester Stallone

climbs to new
heights in

"Cliffhanger."

UMMER MOVI
F» R VIEW

By JON LUPO / COLLEGIAN STAFF

t

The
summer movie season is just abou

upon us -roaring in like a hon- with

promises of big-budget action

extravaganzas, sly comedies heartfelt

romances, tense dramas and art house

hopefuls. As a rule, no summer ever lives up to

its incessant hype and even the most

seemingly foolproof movie can fa«» to deliver.

But there are always surprises, and this

vears list of releases lives up to that edict

So hold on to your wallet and check out

what the players have lined-up for eager

summer audiences.

Action-adventure

The big news here is that there

isnt a sequel in the bunch.

HollyvN'ood is still resting on Its

laurels, however, conjuring up

new packages for some of action s

biggest stars.

First up is Arnold

Schwarzenegger in the

action/fantasy /"/le I^s^

ylcrton //«">. Coupled with

crackeriack action director John

M T^rian iDie Hard), Hero ^s all abou a

pre-teen -viejan who steps m^ v-
^^^^^ .^

production of Michael Crichton s o^*^"'
^. . Auenborough are among

cmm,er. Northern Exposure s>.^<:l^^^^^

^TnfSJSCa secret service agent in pursuit of
^

Western
=^f^^'«"^;/^"',;^^„is is a detective teamed with a new

along for the ride. Bruce wuus ib c
^^^^^ ^^

partner played
^f^^^rO^^'Zi^-^:.'.^ Lee (no

l?ior.r:ir;ro "Titetime in O,.^.:m Br.ce Ue

Story. Comedy
,

„Hi,h bod, counts and pu..ra,.ngi..JVOur^^^^^^^^^

'riXrsr« an°oS^ guy rirui.ed by the ,^i.e House to

s,an7i'n for *e president in "«««- t[,'S'„ MOVES, page seven

§f

I »

/

(clockwise from top)

iMeg H>..i. Ross Maling, i and Tom Hanks star
in "Sleepless in Seattle." Janet Jackson stars in
John Singleton's "Poetic Justice" and Arnold
Schwarzenegger is "The Last Action Hero." all
coming this summer to a theater near you.
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Go out on a limb & Listen to This

page two

By ki:n maiuri
Collegian Staff

I went out on a limb last week and
bought some discs 1 didn't know much
about, thereby saving you, the beautiful
readers of this column, the agony of
buying a disap^xainting disc. The results

were pleasantly surprising, so prick up
your ears and, well, you know.

Mouth By Mouth
His Name Is Alive
4 A.D.

Caution: this album contains the
coolest song of the year so far — "Baby
I ish Mouth." It's hypnotically beautiful,
shifting between ambient keyboards, raw
drums and layers of both acoustic and
churning electric guitars, while the an-
gelic voice of Karin Oliver sings, "Uven
Adam in the garden/ breathe the air and
walk around. " It's elusive and buries it-

self in your mind. And that's just the first

song!

His Name Is .Alive, a three-person en-
semble, has made a most interesting and
unexplainable smorgasbord ofsong types
and structures; each of the 16 tracks
sound completely different, from the
Unrest-ish "lip" to the sampled-violins-
and-voice "Cornfield" to the "you find
the melody" warbled guitar overdrive of
"Drink, Dress and Ink." Just when you
think you can follow where the song is

going, it swerves around a corner and
smacks you into a wall. K.xtremely at-

mospheric, it sounds like nothing else.

Buy it, bring it home, turn out the lights

and listi'ii. A-

Story of My Life

Pere Ubu
Imago Records

For a band that was once defiantly
odd, almost unsettling to listen to, Pere
Ubu has jettisoned virtually all of the
computer blip effects and atonal, disso-
nant guitar, leaving some downright
boring songs to be released on their
eleventh album. Beginning with 1989's
Cloiiiiliiiul, (a quirky masterpiece — get
it now!) each successive disc has be-
come milder, derivative and yawn-in-
ducing.

Luckily lead yelper David Thomas is

still an ultra-weird guy (he yells things
and makes gestures at invisible people
and wanders the stage during their live

performances) and a bit of that manages
to surface on the albums best tracks
{"Wasted," "Louisiana Train Wreck"and
"Story of My Life").

The title track in particular shows
how far the band has come: it begins
with a funk beat, adding a layer of boom-
ing guitars and synths and jiist when you
expect the big verse, the song breaks
down to a bouncy bass-and-drums riff

that could serve well as a Saturday
morning cartoon theme song, while
Thomas narrates a humorous and sur-

prisingly normal tale about growing up
(well, e.xcept for the part about discover-
ing the secret of anti-gravity: "It's such a
simple trick; I hope I can remember it").

It's a pleasant album, but Cloiuiliuui isXhe
one to get if you're Ubu-curious. B

Copacetic
Velocity Girl

Sub Pop Records

I bought this thing the second it came
out because I had heard one Velocity Girl

song that I loved; I didn't know the name
of it but it had impressive vocals, great
guitars and a catchy melody. I assumed
the song would be on the debut album,

What's
New?
Mon.-Fri. 3-6pm • Fri. & Sot. 9-11pm

HALF PRICE MUNCHIES!
Shrimp tempura, pizza tarts, nachos, potato skins, munchie
dinner deluxe, fried cheese and onion rings, tex mex fried
ravioli nachos .. and more. -

HimesfromMulI'm ^

51 IK. Pleasant Si, Merst • 253-m ^
Sun.-Jhm. UMam-Wpm • h. i Sal til tipm

P75

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

with
D.|. Pet« Free

$2.00 Menu Nachos
9:30 - 10:30
Evei^y Night

THE r29\ PUB
CELEBI^.V111S UEd[R3 IN AMHERST

1968 • 1993

15 EAST PLEASAFiT STREET

but alas — "My Forgotten Favorite" is

just that.

The songs that do appear aren't as

wonderful as the one mentioned above,
but "Pop Loser," "Pretty Sister" and
"Audrey's Eyes" come close. Velocity Girl

walk the line between My Bloody Val-

entine-noise and Smiths-jangle with
enough balance that they could be the

next Big Alternative Thing. Not a great

album by any means, but the potential is

certainly there. B-

Westing (By Musket and Sextant)
Pavement
Drag City Records

It's the Pavement noise-fest litmus
test. At first listen, this collection of

early singles seems unlistenable. It's even
lower-fi than their Slanted ami En-
chanted disc (Riiy It.) and is noticeably
noisier than their Watery, Domestic \'V

(get that too, if your wallet has anything
left in it). But give it a couple listens and
the melodies and riffs suddenly leap
out. Simply put, this album will jfroiv on
you.

Yes, there is some crud on the disc

(good luck sitting through either version
of "Recorder Grot"), but most tracks are

perfect examples of how Pavement
works. For instance, "Debris Slide"
sounds identical to the Pixies' "Debaser"
(and Sugar's "A Good Idea," for that
matter) and the lyrics are, "Maybe she
is/ maybe she's not/ maybe we is/ wheeze
and cough/ wheeze and cough/ ba ba ba
da ba — debris slide!" But the song
works. As do other fragmentary tunes
like "Box Elder," "Forklift," "Angel
Carver Blues/ Mellow Jazz Docent" and
"My First Mine." Trust me: stick with it

and you'll even be humming "Heckler
Spray" for weeks. A-

Spring Jam
promises
cool tunes

Looking for some tunes, food
and great times? Sigma Phi
Epsilon's Spring Jam is just the
ticket on Saturday as the fraternity

hosts what promises to be the big-

gest and best party next to Spring
Concert.

From 12:30 to 5:30 p.m., Sig-

Ep'sSpringJam will be the place to
be. Falcetti Music Centers sponsors
a Battle of the Bands, featuring

local faves Borderline,
Thunderbox, Granmothers Gar-
den, Burnt Toast andCruel Spoons.
All will vie for equipment from
Falcetti, so expect each band to be
in top form.

Grandmothers Garden hails
from Westfield, Mass. and has been
together for four years. Self-de-

scribing their original songs as
"emotive expression," the band
plans to give it their best shot.

You may have seen Borderland,
the five-piece unit that plays "funk
for all times," around the Valley,

but it's always great to see them
again.

Ihunderbox's unique sound
comes from infulences ranging from
"Metallica, to Kiss, to the Beatles,"

while Burnt Toast plays covers of
classic party rock sounds from the
last three decades. Also playing will

be big surprise Cruel Spoons.
You'll get a chance to catch this

entertaining line-up on a huge out-

Turn to SPRING JAM page eight

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

HAMPDEN MUNCHIES & MORE
, SNACKBAR

Celebrates

HMMH^MMial
with:' WBP^ T^s •

* ice Cream

and
more!!!

9:30 am - 2:00 am everyday
at the top of the horseshoe!
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

THURSDAY
EARTH DAY — Live music, envi-

ronmentaily conscious vendors,
raffles, T-shirts and more! Free. Stu-
dent Union Lawn and Ballroom all

day. Call 256-0978 for details.

MUSIC — Lecture: The Chamber
hienl in Concerted Music. Henry G.
Mishkin, Music, AC. Free. AC Music
Center Room 3, 12:15p.m.

FILM — Countdown, a 1991 Ger-
man film directed by Ulrike Ottinger,
will be shown at the AC Campus
Center Theater at 4 & 7:30. Free
COMMUNITY — Take Back Our

Rights March. Begins at 6:30 p.m. at
the Unitarian Universalist Church,
Northampton. The march will go
through Northampton to SC.
COMMUNITY — Holocaust Me-

morial Event. Hetty Rose, Holocaust
survivor. Info: 549-1 710. Hillel House,
388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 7:30
p.m.

CASINO NIGHT— Gambling ca-

sino, keep your cash winnings. Music,
refreshments. Benefits Brain Tumor
Society. $5 cover charge, proper attire

requested. Info: 545-0198. Campus
Center Auditorium 8 p.m.-l a.m.
DANCE CONCERT - SC Dance

Department Spring Concert. $5, $3
for students. Reservations: Theatre
Box Office, 585-3220, Mon-Fri, 1-4

p.m. SC Hallie Flanagan Studio The-
atre, Mendenhall CPA, 8 p.m.
CONCERT— Preservation Hall Jazz

Band. Showcases the last of the old-
time musicians playing traditional New
Orleans jazz, high-spirited, simple,
dignified, and sometimes ragged. $22,
$20, $18; half price for Five College
students; $8 for those 1 6 & under. FAC
Box Office: 545-25 1 1 . Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall 8 p.m.

CONCERT— AC/DC tribute band
Back in Black will rock out at Pearl
Street tonight at 8:30. Tix: $5 in ad-
vance, $6 at the door. 18+. Call 584-
7771 for details.

CONCERT— Ad VielleQue Pourra
will bring their Francophone tradi-

tional music to the Iron Horse in

Northampton tonight at 7. Tickets
are $8.50 in advance.

Preservation Hall Jazz Band will play ThursdayTtheFineArt?Center

FRIDAY

Don't miss The Sighs' free performance at Pearl Street Friday night at 7p.m

SATURDAY

HAIGIS HOOPLA - UMass' An-
nual 3-on-3 basketball tourney begins
tonight with a registration party, dunk
contest and shooting contests at the
Curry Hicks Cage. Games will be
played Saturday and Sunday all day.
Call 545-3971 for details. Registration
is $15 per person.

THEATRE— Tokyo Bound, a comic
and touching journey ofself-discovery
written and performed by Amy Hill,

takes place tonight and April 24 at
Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. Tix: $3
students, senior citizens, $5 general
public. Call 545-251 1 for tickets.

FILM — My Name is Ivan (USSR,
1962). Directed by Andrei Tarkovsky.
SC Wright Hall Auditorium, 7 & 9
p.m. Free.

READING — Live Literature
Reading Series. Frank Johnson, Eric

LECTURE — Third annual Phyllis Williams
Lehmann Lecture: Hadrian and the Greeks. William
L. MacDonald. Free. For info, call Caroline Houser
at 585-3132. SC Stoddard Hall Auditorium, noon.
FILM FESTIVAL— Asian Heritage Film Festival.

At 1 p.m.: Aparajito (in Bangali w/ subtitles). Second
film of the Apu Trilogy. At 9:30: The World ofApu (in

Bengali w/ subtitles). Third film of the Apu trilogy.

$1, AC Mead, Stern Auditorium, 1 & 3:30 p.m.
VILM—Aladdin, the Disney favorite, will beshown

at MHC Hooker Auditorium at 7 & 9 p.m. $2.50.
CONCERT — Symphony Band/Youth Wind

Ensemble. Malcolm W. Rowell, Jr., conductor; Neil
Freebern, Conductor. $8, $4. Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

CONCERT — AC Glee Club Senior Concert.
Jonathan Hirsh, conductor. Free; info: 542-2484.
AC Buckley Recital Hall 8 p.m.
SPACE, THE GREAT UNKNOWN — Observa-

tory observingthroughthegigantictelescope. Free.

All ages welcome. Call 256-6234 evenings for de-
tails. AC Wilder Observatory, Snell St., 9 p.m.
COMMUNITY— March on Washington for Gay,

Lesbian, and Bisexual rights. Buses leave Amherst at

midnight and leave Washington on Monday, April
26 at 1 a.m. Cost for bus, under $25. Info: 545-0154.
CONCERT — The Sighs will perform at Pearl

Street tonight at 9. $5 at the door. Call 584-7771.
CONCERT — The Roches return to the Iron

Horse tonight at 7 & 10 p.m. $17.50 in advance.
Call 584-0610 for details.

Forst, Richard Kolbusz. Poetry, Fic-

tion, Music, Video. Free. Wootton's
Books, 19 N. Pleasant St., Amherst,
7:30 p.m. Call 253-2722 for details.

CONCERT- The Roches will per-
form at the Iron Horse tonight at 7 &
10 p.m. $ 1 7.50 in advance. Call 584-
0610 for details.

CONCERT — Smith College Stu-
dent Orchestra Concert. Program in-

cludes Delius, On Hearing tlie First

Cuckoo in Spring; Hayden Symphony
#99; Reinecke, Prehule from King
Manfred, and Respighi, AncientAirs and
Dances for the Lute, Suite #2. Con-
ducted byjessel Murray. Free, open to
the public. SC Sage Hall, Sweeney
Concert Hall 8 p.m.

CONCERT — Zumbyes Spring
Concert. AC men's a capella group.
AC Buckley Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

SUNDAY

Amy Hill will perform Tokyo Bound at Hampden Theater.

INTERFAITH FAIR -Performances,
music, food, games and readings. All
are welcome. Free. SC Chapin lawn
(rain site: Davis Center Ballroom) 1-3
p.m.

MARCH — The Lesbian/Bisexual/
Gay march on Washington, D.C. There
will be events all day which will cul-
minate in a march for Lesbian/ Bisexual/
Gay rights.

SPACE — Solar Observing. Free. All
ages. Amherst Town Common, l-2p.m.
Call 256-6234 eves, for details.

MUSIC — Concert Band, George
Parks, Director. $8, $4. Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall, 2:30 p.m.

SPACE, THE FINAL FRONTIER —
Planetarium show. Realistic showing of
the night sky for the coming week. Free.
All ages. Call 256-6234 eves, for details.
AC Bassett Planetarium, Morgan Hall, 3
p.m.

MUSIC — SC Student Composers
concert. Annual concert of new music
by student performers. Free. SC Saee
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
CONCERT — David Wilcox and

Deborah Levoy will be performing at
the Iron Horse tonight at 7. Tix: $ 1 4.50
in advance. Call 584-0610 for details.
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Car care tips for the mechanically impaired
By AMY RKYNOI.DS
Generation X Press

Attention car illiterates: You say you
know nothing about automobiles, how
to fix them, maintain them and take care
of them?

Now you will.

IXivici Arnold, a recent graduate with
an associate degree in diesel technology
and an employee at Caterpillar Heavy
Equipment Co. has has some helpful tips

tliat can saveyou money and aggravation
in several areas of basic automobile
maintenance.

Tires

"When you put gas in your car, get in
the habit of going around and looking
at the tires," Arnold says. "You can get
used to what thev're supposed to look
like."

He suggests checking the air in your
tires about once every two weeks. If vou

need to add air to your tires and aren't
sure how much, check the side of the tire— manufacturers print the amount of air

a tire needs, usually between 32 and 35
psi, on the smooth surface between the
tread and where the tire fits onto the rim.

If a tire is low on air, it can affect your
car's fuel efficiency and it can cause the
tires to wear unevenly and more quickly.

Oil
Oil is perhaps the single most impor-

tant aspect to maintaining your car or
truck.

Basically, oil is responsible for lubri-

cating engine parts and creating viscos-

ity, which refers to the degree to which
a fluid (in this case oil) resists flow under
an applied force (the engine parts).

When dirt and other particles, some
smaller than the eye can detect, get into
the oil, it breaks down, allowing for a
lower level of viscosity, Arnold says.

"If you don't change your oil, it will

SAXURDAY3
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break down and be less efficient. It won't

keep the internal parts of the engine

from rubbing together," he says.

Oil also helps cool the engine, the

bearings, the rods and the valve stem,

Arnold says.

Arnold says you should change your
oil and oil filter, which helps keep dirt

and other particles out of your oil, every

3,(XX) miles.

He suggests that you use the typeof oil

recommended by your car's manufac-
turer. That information is in your owner's
manual.

Oils vary by weight, among other

things, and Arnold says that generally

speaking cars e.xposed to colder climates

require a lower weight oil while cars

exposed to warmer climates year-round
usually call for a higher weight oil.

Someneweroil products, like Slick 50,

contain teflon that will coat the engine
parts, Arnold says.

The products with teflon can help
your car avoid damage when you start it

since oil sits in the car's oil pan for about
three or four seconds before it gets to the

engine.

Arnold adds that you should alsocheck
your car or truck's air filter every four to

six months because it also helps filter out
dirt, dust, etc.

If you live in an area where your car

may be filtering more
particles, such as off a dusty road, you
should check your air filter more fre-

quently.

Transmission
"Automatic transmission is easy to

check. All you do is open the hood of
your car and look to the back of the
motor near the firewall," Arnold says.

"Keep your car running, in neutral. If

you notice a burning smell, have the
transmission checked."

He also suggest checking for oil leaks.

"A good thing to try to do is park in

the same place all the time. Look for oil

or other fluids left on the pavement to
detect a problem with leaking," he says.

Ifyour car has a standard transmission
you can ask a mechanic to check it for

you.

Brakes
Generally speaking, cars need new

brake pads every 30,(XX) miles.

"But," Arnold says, "it really depends
on the driver. You're supposed to slow
down gradually to stop your car rather
than just quickly hitting the brakes. If

you do hit the brakes quickly, the pads
will wear more quickly."

If brake pads are not checked and
allowed to wear thin, they can make
grooves in the rotor.

The rotor works with the brake pads to
stop a car. An easy way to picture the
setup of the brakes is as a sandwich— the
brake pads are the bread while the rotor

is the meat in-between. To stop a car, the
brake pads clamp down on both sides of
the rotor, which has a smooth surfay;.

If the brake pads wear through and
make grooves on the rotor, then your
brakes will not be as effective— they will

not be able to use the entire surface of the
rotor to create friction to stop, but rather

will only be able to use the grooves that
have formed, Arnold says.

Arnold says dirt and other particles

can get into the brakes and sometimes
cause some squeaking.

"When you wash your car, get into
the habit of spraying the brake pads to
get some of the dirt out of there, " he says.

The brake pads are positioned behind
your car's tires. Arnold says if the
squeaking continues, get your brakes

checked because it is a sign that your
brakes may need adjusting," he says.

Gasoline
Arnold says that the quality of gaso-

line you use can contribute to the lon-

gevity of your car if you have a fuel

injection system.

The fuel injection does exactly what it

implies— it injects fuel directly into the
car's combustion system.

Cheaper fuels have deposits that can
clog a fuel injection system and can
cause a carbon buildup.

Arnold suggests using the highest
octane gasoline for fuel injected cars. He
also says that you should use a fuel in-

jector cleaner, available at most gas sta-

tions and auto parts stores, to clean your
system every 12,000 to 15,0(X) miles.

"Stick to the bigger-name gasolines
(like Speedway, Texaco or Mobil, for

example) because they're less likely to
contain deposits," he says.

"You should get at least two estimates
on your car if it needs to be repaired,"

Arnold says.

He suggests getting one estimate from
a national, established shop like Midas,
for example, and one form a smaller,

local, "side of the road" place and com-
pare the two.

Usually, Arnold says, the established,

professional automobile repair shops will

not try to rip you off.

He also suggests staying away from
dealers' service departments because
they're usually much more expensive
(unless, obviously, your car is still under
warranty).

If you are mechanically inclined and
want to try to repair

Turn to CAR CARE page eight
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a $500 Surfboard
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Open 7
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SOUTH TOWIUE
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Open 24 Hours
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Another fine effort from Blues Traveler

this weekend april 25th - 28th, 1993

By ADAM GOUI^TON
Collegian Staff

Save His Soul
Blues Traveler
A&M Records

John Popper is one of the single great-

est talents in music today. Unfortunately,
there may be something more expansive
than Popper's musical abilities — his

ego. On this, the Blues Traveler's third

mance, Popper had to be wheeled onto
the stage and propped up on a stool upon
which he went about his harmonious
business.

A Blues Traveler song, structurally at

least, can be a bit predictable — a beau-
tifully written harmony (sometimes ag-

gressive, sometimes soulful) accompa-
nying Popper's sometimes irritating but
nonetheless sweet and soulful voice.

The concoction then builds towards a

precise and astounding harmonica solo
release. Popper again is the possessor of which once again establishes Popper as
the one weak link, the one obstructions
that keeps the band from superstardom
— his voice.

SaveHis Soul has been anticipated for

quite some time, especially by the Blues

Traveler's continually growing number
of truly devoted followers. The album is

certainly worth the wait as the quartet

utilizes their formula of blue-eyed soul

with melodic and stylish hooks capped
by harmonica wizardry and takes it a step

farther. The group adds more guitar, a

little humor and more polish, all the

while making Popper's voice less of a

liability.

With their self-titled 1990 debut,
199 1's Travelers aiui Thieves and now Save

His Soul, Blues Traveler has amassed a

following reserved only for those special

few bands who can produce an entirely

unique performance each and every night

depending on the chemistry and inspi-

ration of the musicians. Groups like

Phish, the Grateful Dead, Widespread
Panic and the Allman Brothers are pretty

elite company for a band with a mere
four years of performing.

The fact Save His Soul even came into

being may be something of a miracle.

Twelve days into the recording of the

album, lead singer/harmonica virtuoso

John Popper collided his motorcycle with

a car at about 70 m.p.h. The accident

delayed recording for a month and put

Popper temporarily in the wheelchair he

still operates. At a recent Boston perfor-

probably the best harpist around and
clearly displays the benefits of a Julliard

schooling.

This formula was repeated time and
again on the first twoalbums but explores
new territory on Save His Soul. "Love of

my Life" even shows Popper yielding to

a guitar solo. The experiment is only
successful in-part.

When the Blues Traveler returns to its

older strategy ofthe harmonica crescendo
as the song's centerpiece is when the

band cannot be equalled. "Conquer Me"
is melodic and passionate, one of the

handful of songs which actually benefits

completely from Popper's vocals. "NY
Prophesie" and "Love and Greed" exhibit

the band's rawer edge and aggressive

licks that are more reminiscent of the

previous two albums.

The highlight of Save His Soul is two-

fold. "Trina Magna" and "Manhattan
Bridge" are a pair of crowning achieve-

ments which no other band can touch.

"Trina Magna" is a simply perfect com-
bination of acoustic and electric guitars,

precise harmonica complement and raw

passion. The juxtaposition of these ele-

ments capped with a full vocal chorus is

striking.

"Manhattan Bridge" proves two
things. One, when John Popper arranges

a song to the best of his ability, it is a

masterpiece. Two, said masterpiece is

better off without Popper's vocals. The
Turn to BLUES page eight
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Women's Sluies, Clothing k Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst
41.^253 2563

Open Thursdays 'lil 8 p.m

The Specials Are Heating Up at Scotts!

Miller

High Life

24-1202. cons

$Q99
# •» dep

Koch's
Golden Anniversary

24-16 02. bottles

99
dep

Rolling

Rock
Regulars Light

2 pk. bottles

99
dep^6

^8

Keystone
Regulor &
Light 12plc.

cans

99
depM

Natural
Light

24-12 02. cons

$379

Gordon's
Vodka
750 ml

$549

Cavit
PinotGriglo

750 ml

$ii994

Natural
Light
'A kegs

$3^9
NO PERMITS NEEDED
TO PURCHASE KEGS

Canadian
Club Whiskey

750 ml

$399

Tele-check for

your personal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STOREI
6 University Drive

\

I
We now have oil

ai Newmarket Center. Amherst \
moss Lottery games!

DANCE CLUB
featuring The Arti's Biggest

DarKe floor and Best Ligttt S/joh.'

Wednesday -

DANCING WITH Dl DENNIS £

Tea Dance After The

Pride Mardi on May 8th

Thursdav-WMMP
[ICHTE£N & OVEK DANCING

WITH Dl DENNIS K.

WHMPs Kid Mdntyre R

Broadcasting Live \

Friday-Ladies Night

DANCING WITH Dl PETE D.

fliwg tfir BtH Currtnt Dance Music

• Women Get in Free All Night •

•• Free Ail Night With Collfp I0« •

Saturday-

THE AREAS BIGGEST & BEST
SAWROA Y NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE

Sunday-

Coming May 9
TIME ARTS CAFE

LIVE MUSIC
.1.^^-^^.^.^.^.^.A .. -. -. -. ^.^, .| ,

.
, ,

.
^^

Thur., Apr. 22-8; >()})in'IH+

AC/DC Tribute

BACK IN BLACK
Mostly Holy

.,^.K.K.K.^.\.K.K.KAAa..K.KA.K.^.,

I., Apr. J! •<:(K)pin

POP BLACK
wilh Michael Gregory

^.lM\lM^^w^1^v^.^.

Sjt., Apr. 24 - 4:(X)pin

THE SIGHS
The Fresh Kills

Hydrox

Tutv, Apr. 27-8:()OpoV18+/WKSI

THfy^/CHrBfCM/vrsj

inan Dfwjnn

Thur., Apr. 29-8: J()pnV18-t-/

BIM SKALA BIM

frogboy

Fn., Apr. »)-H: U)pin/1 H-t-/

COL. BRUa HAMPTON &
THE AQUARIUM RESCUE UNIT

YeP!
ace

S.it., M.iy 1 - 9:(K)pm

M.iy D.iy Colchr.itioti

THE BIG BAD BOLLOCKS a
'-- .....{

Sun,, M.iy 2-9:()()p^v'lf^^/

DIGABLE PLANETS
O-Influence

Tucs., May 4 - 9:00pm/18-t-/

Free Show!

INCLINED

Thur., May 6 - fl: J0pm/I8-^/

CHUCKLEHEAD
Sat., M.iy 8 - 9;0()piii

THE FOOLS
Fui-s., May II -8:00pm/ 18+AVKSI

THEJUDYBATS
rhur.. May IJ - 7:()0pni

MIGHTY MIGHTY
g055rO/Vf.S

rri.VMay V-i-T'ocJpnvVvk'^irt

JOE ELY
LUCINDA WILLIAMS

i?iji.-i.-i,fijijijijijij»»ij.j.j„.,^

Fn., M.iy 21 - 7:()()p(n

ROCK BOTTOM
REMAINDERS

Featuring Best Selling Authors

including Dave Barry,

Steven King, Amy Tan

& Matt Croening

Tickets avalLiblp at Pearl

Street, Strav\brrries, Tix

Unlimited, Northampton Box
Office, For Tho Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro
(8001 82H.-(mo

10 Pearl Str.-ci \or|h,imnlon

>«4-"-l
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Despite weak crowd. Comedy Night entertains
page six

page seven

By KRISTIN ST. JOHN
Collegian Staff

Spring Comedy Night
Fine Arts Center
April 20, 1993

"Thank God we didn't get the Mullins Center for
this. We'd be really lonely," cried Kevin Newman
about last night's poorly attended Spring Comedy
Night. Out of about 2,000 available seats at the Fine
Arts Center, only around 200 people came for an
evening of laughs.

The night's first comedian was Billy Martin. Martin
came out working the crowd — and he got the re-

sponses he wanted. At one point, Martin was talking
about Boston and picked someone out of the crowd
who had clapped.

"What part of Boston are you from?"
"Dorchester."

"Oh, tlhit's a great neighborhood— I live in Revere
now, but I'm looking to move to Chelsea."

Martin also pointed out a sign for Mount Tom he saw
on his way from Boston — "all I can think is 'before he

mounts you.'" After sharing that with the audience,
Martin let us know that now nobody there can pass that
sign without thinking that from now on.

From there Martin was on a roll sharing stories about
his grandmother and her weird words. The story that
got the most laughs took place when he was in his car
with his grandmother and there was a skunk in the
road.

Because Warren Hutcherson had not shown up yet
due to transportation problems, headliner Jeff Altman
took to the stage. Running around talking about college,
sex and calculus, Altman was a real crowdpleaser.

Altman brought tears to the audience's eyes when he
talked about his calculus class. He confessed that he
didn't do any work until mid-terms and then got a tutor
to help him cram — a too true story for most college
students.

"And do you know what I got on that mid-term? an
eight — no curve in the world could help a grade like

that."

Altman then turned to losing his virginity. Ques-
tioning who has the most pressure on them when it

comes to the first time, he pointed out that women just
have to be there.

Altman was a real sport at the concert, because, even
after running out of material, he kept entertaining the
crowd while waiting for Hutcherson to arrive.

It was worth the wait for Hutcherson. After apologiz-
ing for being late, he took control of the whole show.
His first target was the police.

Saying that he was stopped by state police coming
here, Hutcherson asked why it takes them so long to
actually give you the ticket.

"I tapped on the window and said, 'it's obvious that
1 was in a hurry.'"

He also wondered why the temporary insanity plea
can't be used for other offences and excuses. He won-
dered why students couldn't call their professor and say
they couldn't come to class that day because of insanity.

Hutcherson also talked about his father, who hap-
pens to be a member of the Nation of Islam.

"My dad would see the tiniest plot against the Black
man. We'd be in the store and he'd say: 'Go coocoo for

Coacoa Puffs, so if you eat a colored cereal you're crazy?
How about that Brown Rice? They call it wild rice. And
why do they put black olives in a can, but green olives
are in a jar? The Man is telling you that your crazy, wild
and should be locked up."

ACADEMY.MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON (^iaji§m 5S4-S4.^>

MOW - Only area Showing DAILY 6:45
ACADEMY AWARD WlhriER - BEST FOREIGM FILM

INDOCHINE
A FILM BY KEGIS WARGNIER

CATHERINE DHNEUVE

I MMWWW»»»»l»»BKB»»»»W-rm

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst • 253-2013

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN 22 Masonic St.

Northampton • 586-6336
OPEN 7 DAYS

DAILY 9:35 - 14th Week - Ends Apr. 29

SEX. MURDER BETRAYAL.
NOTHING IS WHAT IT SEEMS TO BE

'A Riveting Romantic Thriller!*'
Uml. MH >OIK DAILY M:i>

"ANELEGAvrNEi For
- Vaml Cah). THE NHI )0«k TmO

iTHTCflYINGGAME
A film bv Neil Jordan

\l I IIK (;AI K.SOK SNH I II ( ()LLL(;i

Golden Key

Honor Society

General Meeting

for all

Golden Key

Members.
The meeting will

take place in

rm 911, Campus Center

on Tuesday, April 27th

at 7:00pm.

Pnc^
-*^

dprin^ Concert!
Anyone Can WorkI
YOU can be a part of the fun I

Help in:

*STAGE CREW*
HOSPITALITY*
SECURITY*
PROMOTIONS*

Come To Oup Mcttlngs. Tucs. at Gpm.
or our Promo Tabic thurs, Apri feth to find out moreabout the biggest all student concert production event of
the year! O

UPC
PRCXXXTTIOJS

summer movies
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continued from cover

Ivan Reitman is behind the camera and
Sigourney Weaver (with hair) co-stars.
Michael J. Fox plays a wily concierge at a
posh New York hotel, who schemes to
raise cash for his own dream hotel in For
Love or Money. If it tlops, Fox has an-
other comedy up his sleeve: Life With
Mikey. In it, Fox plays a former child star
who runs a cheesy talent agency.

In Hocus Pocus. Bette Midler, Sarah
Jessica Parker and Sister Act alumnus
Kathy Najimy play 1 7th century witches
who return from the dead to eat all the
children in a '90s New England town.
This is supposed to be funny? Whoopi
Goldberg stars in Made In America as a
mom who discovers the sperm donor
father of her kid is . . . Ted Danson.

Oscar-winner Mercedes Ruhel leads
Neil Simon's coming of age film, Lost In
Yonkers with Richard Dreyfuss along for
the ride. \\\iym-'s World creator Mike
Meyers returns to the big screen with So
I Married an Axe Murderer, where he
plays a guy who can't commit, finds the
perfect woman and then thinks she might
be a notorious serial killer.

Kathleen Turner and Dennis Quaid
team up as husband and wife spies who
try to juggle career and family in Un-
dercover Blues. Jason Priestly shaves his

sideburns for his role as a '50s teen on the
verge of adulthood who travels to Cali-
fornia with his buddies to meet Marilyn
Monroe in Calendar Girl.

As for sequels, get ready for Charlie
Sheen in Hot Shots! Part Deux, Blake
Kdwards' Son of Pink Panther, and
Weekend at Bernies 2 (really).

Drama
Want something heavy in between the

barbeques and the beach? Try out Tom
Cruise as a lawyer (hmmm, sounds famil-
iar) in the film version ofJohn Grisham's
powerhouse bestseller. The Finn, with
Sydney Pollack (Tuotsie) directing.

Also up is the eagerly awaiting follow-
up to Royz N the Hood, }o\m Singleton's
second feature. Poetic Justice. None
otherthanjanetjacksonstarsin this love
stor^ jet in South Central Los Angeles.

Kathleen Turner gets serious in House
ofCards, a family drama dealing with a

young girl's autism, which also stars

Tommy Lee Jones.

Sharon Stone tries for more basic in-

stincts (acting wise, that is) in the high-
rise sex thriller Sliver. This adaptation of
Ira Levin's novel co-stars hunks William
Baldwin and Tom Berenger.

Lvil nanny Rebecca De Mornay turns
lawyer in Guilty its Sin. This courtroom
potboiler directed by, yikes, A Stranger

Anions Us' Sidney Lumet has Don John-
son mugging it up as a defendant who
may or may not be a serial killer.

With the success of The Crying Game
and Howards End. the art house circuit is

flourishing. Coming up on the indepen-
dent track this summer is British director
Kenneth Branagh's (DeadAsain) big-saeen
take on Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing. Branagh also stars, along with
Emma Thompson, Denzel Washington,
Michael Keaton and unfortunately, Keanu
Reeves ("to be or not to be, dude") playing
the robust characters in a classic tale of
love and mistaken identity.

Also on tap is Vincent Ward's sweep-
ing romantic drama Map ofthe Human
Heart, with Patrick Bergin, Anne Parillaud
and Jason Scott Lee. Rachel Ward and
Michael York co-star in Wide Sargasso
Sea, a NC-17 rated film about a mad-
woman in 1840s Jamaica. Sofie stars
Karen-Lise Mynster in the two-decade
spanning tale of a young woman in late
19th century Copenhagen.

Romance/relationships
If you're in the mood for love (c'mon,

who isn't?), there are a handful of main-
stream Hollywood confections aiming
straight for your heart. Tom Hanks and
Meg Ryan play a man and a woman who
live at opposite ends of the coast and
who have never met but try to fall in love
anyway in Nora Ephron's Sleepless In
Seattle.

Brad Pitt, Christian Slater and Patricia
Arquette star in the comedy True Ro-
mance, which tells about a couple who
flee Detroit with a suitcase of mob con-
traband, determined to start a new life.

Bridget Fonda and Eric Stoltz play a
pair of twentysomethings lookin' for love
in the low-budget ensemble piece, Bodies,
Rest&Motion. Matthew Broderick, Kevin
Anderson and Annabella Sciorra star as
three singles who share a New York
apartment but never seem to get to know
each other in Tlie Night We Never Met.

Lena Olin (Havana) plays a psychiatrist

who falls for her manic-depressive patient
(Richard Gere) in Mr. Jones. There's a

different kind of love triangle in TItree of
Hearts as Kelly Lynch (Drugstore Cowlwy)
and William Baldwin both vie for the love
of Twin Peaks' Sherilvii Fenn.

Kids
No summer could be complete with-

out plenty of kid's fare. Disney is re-

releasing the grandaddy of animated
flicks, Snow Whiteand theSeven Dwarfs,
while Home Alone writer/director John
Hughes concocts a big-screen treatment
of Dennis the Menace with Walter
Matthau as the cranky Mr. Wilson.

, COURUSr' U, ilARfiaURti
Jonathan Silverman and Andrew McCarthy reprise their roles as two

hapless insurance company go-getters who still can't seem to rid themselves
of their very dead boss, Bernie (Terry Kiser) in "Weekend At Bernies 2,"
coming this summer.

MacaulayCulkin, thank goodness, hnot
co-starring.

Also up is Super Mario Bros., a live-

action version of the videogame with Bob
Hoskinsasoneofthebrothersand Dennis
Hopper as the villain. C/7>'S//t/;t'rs' co-star

Daniel Stern makes his directorial debut
with Rookie of the Year In this baseball
fantasy, a 12-year-old little leaguer joins
the majors when an accident leaves him

with a magical pitching arm.

1 here aren't any big stars in Free Willy,

except if you count the big whale that is

the centerpiece of this Flipper-esque tale

of a boy and well, his whale.
Phew. ITie jury's still out on whether

any of the films are actuaUygood, but that

never stopped Hollywood before. With
something for everyone, the summer of
'9.3 may just prove the hottest vet.

COURTESY TRI STAR PICTURES

Mike Meyers stars asa bachelor afraid of commitment who thinks he's met the perfect woman in Harriet (Nancy Travis), until he suspects her to be a serial

killer in the comedy "So I Married An Axe Murderer," coming this summer.
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spring jam
continued from page two

door stand that's under construction as
we speak. Taco Bell will be supplying the
scrumptious eats and Delano's will pro-
vide an array of spirits for those over 21.

So what's holding you back? With a
low admission price and plenty of free

sunshine, Sig-Ep's Springjam is the place

to be this weekend.
Sig-Ep's Spring Jam will be held Satur-

day, April 24 from 12:30 to 5:30 p.m. at

Fraternity/Sorority Park near Mather Career
Center. Tickets are $5 and are available at

the Spring Jam table on the Campus Center
Concourse. Call 549-1586.

—JONLUPO

blues
continued from page five

velvety soft acoustic guitar/harmonica
lead-in is a sonorous beginning to a
stunning instrumental. It's brief and
sublime.

John Popper's voice is one of the most
identifiable of today. Unfortunately, it

can hinder some of his songs. If Popper
could swallow a little pride and yield

vocal duties on at least half the tracks to

a more capable singer, the Blues Traveler
would be an unstoppable unit. The fact

remains, they're still musically better than
99.5 percent of the stuff out there. A-

Here's an idea. Write for Arts & Living.
Contact Ion or Lisa at 545-3500

car care ^^
continued from page four

"""

your car yourself, Arnold says, for about $5 you can buy a Chilton Manual,
"which will tell you how to fix everything," he says. The Chilton Manuals are
available at auto parts stores.

Arnold warns both women and men to be wary of all estimates because
myths about the car repair industry are basically true — "They will take
advantage of anyone who doesn't have a clue," he says.

Body
"You should wash your car once a week," Arnold says. "You should wax it once

a month. When you do wash your car, spray underneath it to get rid of the dirt."

It's especially important to clean your car if you live in a location where the
weather is cold and salt or other products that can be harmful to a car's body
can be accumulated from road travel.

He adds that it's a good idea to clean car windows with products like Windex,
but if your car has tinted windows only use soap and water because "Windex
will make the tint bubble. It breaks down the glue."

Arnold says that maintaining your car in accordance with your owner's
manual and with the suggestions above will help prolong the life of your car.

He adds, "If you drive a car conservatively, it will last a lot longer. The more
miles you put on it, the harder you drive it, the more you're going to wear it

down."

^H.H (^.rde. ^ ^ lU ^ j^kicdtaurant -^ '^ ws t« >m

MANDARIIM/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Deliver> lor orders $ I 5 and Q\er: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^<^

ey>

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet seiA'ed 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:50am-5pm
ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50

Children under 10 - $3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 1:30-3pm - $3.25
All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Beichenown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 25M252

We Want You %%%

The 1994 /NDfA: Yearbook staff

is looking for people interested
in:

• Photography

Layout

•Copy

Marketing

Business Manager

If interested, please stop by our
office at 304 Student Union to fill

out an application!

Hurry, deadline is this

Monday, April 26! !

!

SQUIRE VILUGE APIS.

Sunderland, MA
665-2203

RenfingNowFofJunelsti Sept 1st

Beautiful spacious apartments in different stiapes and sizes from 1

to 5 bedrooms. Spacious yards, swimming pool, distiwasfier, A/C

garbage disposals • wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,

walk-in closets & mucti more. On bus route.

^
Be

PART ^
the •

BICCEST EVENT tl
of the YEAR!

Come to ONE of THREE meetings!:

of

JtrMEETING II:
Tues.,APRIL 27
Earthfoods 7pni

MEETING I: MEETING HI:
Thurs.,APRIL 22 Thurs.,APRIL 29

Campus Center 168c
7:00pm

Hasbrouck 126
7:00pm

(BLOW OFF YOUR WORK)
RND OUT MORE BY CALLING 545-2892. or COME TO OUR OFRCE. 406
STUDENT UNION-We arc the 2nd largest ALL student concert production Co. in
tlie U.S.A.-and We are UMASS!)

Friday April 23, 1993

VOLUME Gil ISSUE 119

Clearing this afternoon. Sunny on
Saturday, with highs in the 70s.

Arts & Living:
In case of boredom this weekend, the Collegian

recommends a trip to the video store for the Oscar-winning
film, Ratoon, a winner any way you slice it. Page 7.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
The Gorillas, UMass' men's lacrosse team,
hope to extend their winning streak Saturday

against 15th-ranked Rutgers. Page 12
J
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7"/ie largest College Daily Newspaper in New England • Founded in 1 890

March draws 200 to take back the night
Bv STACY MALONF «t_ .!..•__«,..,_. ^^By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - "Women united,
take back the night" echoed through the
streets last night as approximately 200
women participated in the "Take Back
Our Rights, Fight for Our Uves" rally and
march.

After a rally at the Unitarian Univer-
salist Church, the crowd moved in a
candlelight procession to Smith College
and rallied again. The event was sponsored
by the Everywoman's Center and other
UMass women's organizations. Mount
Holyoke College and Smith College.

Mary Pfister, a staff member of
Womanshelter/Companeras in Holyoke,
told the crowd domestic violence has be-
come a true epidemic that is "killing all of
us."

"Look around at your sisters," Pfister
said. "Three out of four of you will be a
victim of some form of violence in your
lifetime and one in every eight women will
be raped in their lifetime."

Pfister said one out ofevery 15 women
will get a sexually transmitted disease
from their rapists and one out of 15 rapes
end in pregnancies.

"Women are victims ofabusive people,"
Pfister said. "There is a system out there
that is trying to make us victims and keep
us victims.

"In this affluentcountry wehavewomen
living in poverty. Women don't want to
live in poverty and women don't want to
live off welfare," Pfister said. "Welfare
sucks. You don't make any money off
welfare."

Pfister said women want to work and
be able to support themselves. She said
that women have a lot of power in this
country, but they need to realize they have
power and learn how to use it.

Tricia Burrows, a sophomore at Smith
College and a co-chair ofRape Awareness,
said rape and the emotional turmoil that
follows rape are unexplainable.

"How do people expect rape survivors
to explain what happened when we had no
control over the rape. I am tired ofwomen
being the victim, and I am tired ofbeing a
victim," Burrows said.

"Sex is suppose to be a beautiful thing,
but rape is a violent act— not sex," Bur-
rows said. "Most of all. rape is hell."

Karen Harrison, a member ofWomen's
Alliance Against Pornography, said por-
nography is the lowest blow to women and
there is definitely a correlation between
violence against women and pornography.

"Pornography gives men ideas. It

teaches them how to rape and abuse
women," Harrison said. "Pornography says
women can't be pregnant, women can be
raped, women must be thin and men have

Turn to WOMEN, page 2

Stockbridge plan sparked
UMass' first growth spurt
By PATRICK BROWNE
Special to the Collegian

Editor's note: This is the second in a
four-part series about the University's
130th anniversary.

The "Pioneer Class" of the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural College entered
in the fall of 1867. Their daily routine
and student life by today's standards,
are unthinkable.

Every student lived in Old South
College and was woken up for break-
fast and mandatory prayers at 6 a.m.
Having been founded during the Civil
War, the college had an extremely
militaristic environment. Students
marched as a group from class to class,

saluted the four professors and attended
military drill instruction every day.

In the afternoons, students were

required to work in the college fields,

which are now the athletic fields, the
residential areas and the engineering
quad, putting in at least three hours of
labor a week.

However, no matter how disciplined
the routine was, college students were
still college students. Rowdiness always
broke out and increased in frequency
and severity as the years went by.

President William Clark had a great
deal of difficulty in keeping the infant
college open, as the college received no
funding from the state. Looking down
from his house atop Orchard Hill, which
is now marked by a memorial near
Butterfield. It was more than apparent
to him that the college would soon be
too cramped.

Clark organized the construction of

Turn to STOCKBRIDGE, page 8
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Smith College to protest violence against women and rally for equality.

Soccer donation falls

short; program to stay
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Before the 1992 season, the University
of Massachusetts men's soccer team was
resurrected by aliminus Jeffrey Ryan,
presidentoftheWorid Class Soccer Camp,
who pledged to donate over a halfa million
dollars over five years so the University
wouldn't have to cut the program.

Now, after a successful season in which
the Minutemen fell one penalty kick short
from their first trip to the NCAAs, Univer-
sity officials have announced Ryan has
only been able to come up with $2,500 of
the original $780,000 he promised.

Refusing to say how much he planned
to donate or whether the amount would
cover the costs of the program, Ryan said
he still plans to work with the University
and continue backing the team.

"The only thing I am going to say is that

Rainy Earth Day called success

we are going to continue to contribute to
the soccer program at the University,"
said Ryan. "The terms of the agreement
are between the University and myself"

Associate Athletic Director Aloysi us N.
Rufe said despite the difference between
what Ryan has given and what he origi-
nally promised, the men's soccer program
is secure.

"It's in place and permanent," said Rufe.
According to Rufe, Chancellor Richard

O'Brien had shifted funds from the
University's general budget into the ath-
letic department to cover the costs of the
soccer team.

UMass head coach Sam Koch said his
job is to keep his team focused on what it

is doing this spring in preparing for the
upcoming fall season. Koch said he is

grateful for all that Ryan has done for the
team.

Turn to SOCCER, page 6
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People attending yesterday's Earth Day celebration in the

Student Union Ballroom could chose their favorite pro-envi-

ronment slogans, like the ones displayed on these
bumperstickers.

By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

Rain hampered UMass Earth Day festivities for the
second year in a row yesterday, forcing organizers to
move the celebration indoors to the Student Union
Ballroom— not that it deterred participants from having
some good, clean fun.

Earthday Coalition Coordinator Robin Purnell called
the events ofthe day "a big success,"judging on the basis
of the number of people they were able to draw in and
educate on environmental issues.

Purnell said that she received "a lot of support and
positive feedback" fi-om attendees.

Purnell estimated over 1,000 people attended, and
added that approximately $700 was raised, and is to be
divided between the Hitchcock Center for the Environ-
ment and the Arcadia Wildlife Sanctuary.

Education was the major concern of most participat-
ing organizations. MassPIRG had the most pronounced
presence, with several tables distributing information
concerning over-packaging, promotion ofthe use ofpublic
transportation and a letter-writing campaign for the
Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Congress will decide
on whether or not to re-authorize the ESA this year.

Earth Day lecture
a raucous debate
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian Staff

Hopes of a "shiny, happy" Earth Day were
crushed yesterday as well as hopes of regaining
peace and order at "The Earthday Affair — The
Exciting Environmental Talk Show" held in the
Student Union Ballroom.

Two different topics were covered amid raucous
debate and loud verbal confrontations: the first on
the Endangered Species Act and the second on the
disposal of low-level nuclear waste.

Curtice Griffin, a professor of forestry and
wildhfe biology and Thomas Stevens, a professor
ofresource economics discussed the problems that
Congress will need to address when considering
re-authorizing the Federal Endangered Species
Act.

Griffin spoke ofthe "listing process," and how it

fails to protect the groups that fall under the genre
of"candidate species," the "recovery process," and

Turn to EARTH DAY, page 2
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Friday, April 23
Livestock show— Students ofthe Department ofVet-

erinary and Animal Sciences will be hosting the 58th
Annual Livestock Classic show at the Hadley Farm. Beef
cattle, deiiry cows, sheeps, swines. goats, and horses will

been show in addition to a sheep dog demonstration, and
a mounted police demonstration. There will be an animal
parade from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Commemoration service — A campus-wide com-
memoration, including the lighting ofmemorial candles,

readings and brief speeches by students, faculty and
staff, will occur at 12:15 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

Southivest week — Bands will play from 2 p.m. to 8
p.m. in Southwest.

Dance — The Black Mass Communications Project's

14th annual Funk-0-Thon will begin at 10 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are on sale from 4 p.m.

to 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. There is a six

ticket limit per a person, and a college id is required.

women

Saturday, April 24
Tree Celebration — Sirius's second annual Celebra-

tion ofthe Trees will take place from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. on
Baker Road in Shutesbury.

Openinggame— Zoo Disk, the UMass ultimate frisbee

team, will be opening the season from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at

the field next to the football stadium on the south side.

Protest — Buses will be leaving at midnight for the

march on Washington for gay, lesbian and bisexual

rights and liberation. The $20 bus tickets are available

through the Program for GLB Concerns. The bus will

leave Washington on Sunday at midnight.

Sunday, April 25
Speaker — Earthlands International is sponsoring

Eliot Coleman, author of the best-selling Four Season
Harvest: Gardening Year Round, to speak on how to grow
fresh produce year round at 4 p.m. in the Petersham
Town Hall.

continued from poge 1

a certain hold over women. Pornography says women are

too stupid not to notice, and they want it anyway.
"Pornography is not harmless, and I am the evidence

that makes pornography nervous," Harrison said. "We
are here to take back the night. I will take back the night,

but I will take back much more."

Gail Kielson, a staff member of Necessities/
Necesidades, listed the names and stories of local women

who have died from domestic violece and expressed her

disgust for the common characterization of abusers as

"nice guys who could never do such horrifiic things."

"Women are being killed in greater numbers," Kielson

said. "Women are being killed in a context, the context of

a society that devalues women and kills us for our
independence.

"Unfortunately sisters, we cannot close our eyes to the

violence around us — we must act."

Earth Day
continued from page 1

a lack ofmoney needed to put it into action. He added that

there should be more emphasis put on the habitats which
need to be preserved in order to ensure the longevity of

the very species we aim to protect.

Stevens spoke of the economic benefits and draw-
backs of the Endangered Species Act. He offered his

observations on "values" that sell in the marketplace
when it comes to endangered species, such as recreational

value, altruism, the value of "option" and mere "exist-

ence."

After a short recess. Dale MacLeud, from the Citizen's

Awareness Network, and Gerald Peterson, a nuclear
physicist and professor of physics and astronomy, began
discussing issues surrounding the disposal of low-level

European Adventures!

nuclear waste. The discussion deteriorated into a heated
debate crossing several topics.

MacLeud addressed the long-term health effects of

low-level waste, and said there should be greater focus on
"waste reduction" and less on "waste management" and
the manner in which crucial information concerning
nuclear waste and its effects are witheld from the public.

"Anytime anyone in the nuclear industry comes forward
and says, 'Hey, there's a problem here,' they get fired,

blacklisted, or discredited."

Gerald Peterson confronted the idea that anything
with the word "nuclear" in it is bad, and stressed the
necessity of nuclear power in our everyday lives. He
urged the audience to view the issue as a question of
"benefit versus risk."
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Correction

In the Thursday, April 22 Collegian a photo on
the top of page one was misattributed. The photo
was taken by Mathew Simoneau.

In the same issue. Student Government Presi-

dent David Nunez's position on the proposal to ban
smokingon the University campus was misreported

.

Nunez does not support the proposed ban.
The Collegian regrets the errors.
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Local News
Symposium covers variety of bilingual issues
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The second part of the Symposium on
Puerto Rican Migration and Education
was held yesterday in the Campus Center.

The first part was held at the Univer-
sity of Puerto Rico in November. The
conference is sponsored by El Consejo de
Educacion Superior de Puerto Rico ( UPR ),

the Cultural Diversity and Curriculum
Reform Project at UMass and the Mauricio

Gaston Institute at UMass/Boston in col-

laboration with the Latin American Stud-

ies Program and AHORA.
Yesterday's symposium began with

opening remarks from education profes-

sor Sonia Nieto. the conference co-direc-

tor. Provost Glen Gordon and Bailey Jack-
son, the dean of the School of Education.

The inaugural address was delivered by

UMass education professor Luis Fuentes.

The topic was "Educating Puerto Ricans in

the U.S.: The Struggle for Equity."

Panel workshops were held all day and
covered a variety of topics. Discussions

mainly focused on the education of bilin-

gual students.

Jalil Mendoza, president ofAHORA, a

Spanish-speaking student organization,

said the educational system at UMass has
very few benefits for students from Puerto

Rico for whom English is their second

language.

AHORA sponsored a Puerto Rican
buffet held at the Top of the Campus
restaurant for lunch. The buffet included

spicy, roasted chicken, rice with pigeon

peas, roast pork and sweet plantains.

Mendoza said the organization hoped

to create an awareness of Puerto Rican

and Latin American culture.

There needs to be ijermanent research

to see what we can do for bilingual stu-

dents," Mendoza said.

Next year's conference will include the

Dominican Republic, Central America and
Turn to SYMPOSIUM, page 6
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Omar Silva and other AHORA members eat from a Puerto Rican buffet during yesterday's

Puerto Rican Symposium.

Experts discuss Balkan conflict
Panelists decry Western inaction, warn ofprecedent
By BRLAN C. O'NEILL
Collegian Staff

Three panelists compared the fate ofBosnian-Muslims

and to that of the millions of victims of the Holocaust

during World War II. They called for the people to help

end the war of aggression against the Bosnian-Muslims
not only for the moral implications, but because of the

precedent inaction could set.

Panelists Philip J. Cohen, M.D., who has given up his

career at the National Cancer Institute to devote his

attention to the Bosnian War; University Professor Dr.

Erwin Staub. a Holocaust survivor; and Foreign Fellow

at Mount Holyoke College Alma Musanovic, who came
over from Sarajevo last November, spoke at the last part

ofthe teach-in, "Bosnia Under Siege." The discussion was
to remember the 50th anniversary ofthe Warsaw Ghetto

uprising.

The Holocaust Museum hasjust opened this week in

Washington, to commemorate the victims, but we are

ignoring the simulation in 1991,1992 and 1993," Cohen
said.

Staub spoke about the history ofthe region prior to the

war and the financial troubles leading up to the war.

Since the break up of Yugoslavia, the Yugoslavian army
has been used by the Serbians to push the Bosnian-

Muslims out of Bosnia-Herzegovina.

According to Cohen, two-thirds ofthe Serbian Nation-

alists in Bosnia are from either Serbia or Montenegro.

"Eighty-five percent of the victims of this war are

civilians . . . women, elderly, and children," Cohen said.

The United States has strategic military interests in

the region, Cohen said. The area of the Balkans is very

important to Russia from the economic standpoint, be-

cause it has warm water ports, something that Russia

needs badly, Cohen said.

"Russia has a historic search for ports ... 1 see the future

and it is not good, the precedent we are setting in Bosnia

is a bad one, we need to do something," Cohen said.

The biggest problem is apathy, the speakers said.

They all said the inaction in America on the part of

activists, is, in a way, action because it says they don't

care.

Cohen noted various texts from Serbian culture, hav-

ing many current Nazi ideas about ethnic cleansing and
having a homogeneous state.

"One ofthe texts was called The Outline, published in

1844, it is a blueprint for Greater Serbia, it describes how
lands currently owned by Bulgaria, Hungary, Croatia

and Bosnians all would be incorporated into one Serbian

state," Cohen said.

Cohen, correcting Staub's allegations that the

Croatians recently took Ustasa's flag, a Croatian fascist

Turn to PANEL, page 6
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From left to right, Ervin Staub, Alma Musanovic and Philip Cohen discuss parallels between present-day "ethnic cleansing"

and the Jewish Holocaust in a panel discussion yesterday.

Holocaust service scheduled for today
By MIMI FELLNER
Collegian Staff

Symbolic speeches from students and faculty and the

lighting of memorial candles, remembering the six mil-

lion Jews and other peoples that perished in the Holo-

caust, will be the focus ofthe Holocaust commemoration

service scheduled for today at 12:15 p.m. in the Cape

Cod Lounge.
"Our focus is on educating, commemoratmg, and

creating a conscience on campus," said Hillel Assistant

Director Yehudit Heller.

Heller stressed the importance of today's event, and

Holocaust Memorial Week in general, saying, "The

lessons of the Holocaust are not taught regularly so we

feel obligated to get some of these lessons out there

through a variety of events like arts and drama, de-

bates, panel discussions or personal stories ofHolocaust

survivors."

But today's service is exceptionally important she said

because, "It's a way to bring the campus together."

Organizers said the campus-wide service is meant to

teach people what led to the Holocaust and why it must
never be allowed to happen again.

Following the service at 1:15 p.m. there will be a

moment of silence throughout campus during which the

Old Chapel bells will ring for a full minute. Organizers

hope students across campus will take this minute to

remember the Holocaust and the lessons to be learned

from it.

There is no way to compare pain but there are

thousands of ways to express it," Heller said.

Social worker:
Why do men
abuse women?
By NICOLE BURKE
Collegian Correspondent

In 1985, one woman died at the hands of her

batterer every 22 days, today the rate is one every

eight days, said a spokesperson from Necessities/

Necesidades, a women's center in Northampton.

"We are seeing the horrifying fact that the

number ofwomen killed by their batterers is on the

increase," said Gail Kielson, a Necessities/

Necesidades staff member. The lecture. The
Feminist Perspective of Battering" was held

Wednesday night in the Student Union Gallery as

part of the "Mother Issues/Womyn Issues" series.

"Our society is an increasingly violent society,"

Kielson said. "Abuse happens in context ofintimate

relationships, but also happens because of our

values in society."

Kielson said that our society sees violence as

"commonplace" and she believes our country un-

derstands battery to be normal. According to the

American Medical Association, Kielson said that

one out of every two women will be in a violent

relationship.

"In any relationship there's conflict," she said,

"but in an abusive relationship the abuser will

always find some reason to continue abusing no

matter what the woman does to prevent it."

Abuse occurs in a cycle with three phases, Kielson

said. There is the Honeymoon Phase, where the

relationship begins, the Tension Building Phase,

Turn to ABUSE, page 8

Haigis Hoopla
to grace court
this weekend
By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Staff

Start dribbling those basketballs and get ready to

shoot some three pointers. The third annual Haigis

Hoopla Basketball Tournament hits the courts today.

Haigis Hoopla is a 3-on-3 tournament and festival

that will take place April 23-25 at Haigis Mall in front of

the UMass Fine Arts Center.

According to Dan Margulis, a member of the event's

pubUc relations staff, this year is the biggest yet, with 210
registered participants.

"We had somany people sign-up," Margulis said, "that

this year we had to cut off entries."

Sources said past and present UMass basketball

players are expected to participate. Margulis hopes to

have Anton Brown and Kennard Robinson play in the

tournament, but only seniors and past players are allowed
to enter.

"We're also hoping that Coach Cal will make an
appearance," Margulis said.

Organizers will begin the fun with a pre-tournament
party on Friday night. The party, which was supposed to

be in the Curry Hicks Cage, has been moved to Boyden
Gym. According to sources, the party is open to anyone

Turn to HOOPLA, page 4
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Caribbean history said pivotal
Prof, attributes world modernization to the islands
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Because it is looked upon today as a mystical paradise,

many people fail to recognize the significant role that the
Caribbean has played in the modernization of the world,

said a noted anthropology professor Wednesday night.

Sidney W. Mintz, professor of anthropology at Johns
Hopkins University, delivered the concluding lecture of

a series of five on the 500 Years of Constructing the

Caribbean, in Memorial Hall.

According to Mintz, the discovery of the Indies by
Columbus made these tiny islands become of g^eat sig-

nificance to what would soon be the New World.

"The Caribbean islands are where Columbus cel-

ebrated new land," Mintz said, "and the terms East and
West took on an entirely new meaning."

Among the areas of modernizing the Caribbean, the

slave trade became the pillar of support for the islands,

and due to the forced industrialization because of the

sugar plantations, the Indies became known as the Sugar
Islands, Mintz said.

The Haitian Revolution symbolically freed Haiti, which

was the only island to challenge Spanish power, and
served as a perfect example ofmodernization techniques,

according to Mintz.

"Caribbean societies developed in parallel ways, which

more than ever made them the first modernized people in

world history," Mintz said. "Slavery, gender roles and
oppression were all among areas of concern which made
up their culture."

Mintz asked the audience what other region of such a

small population and poor living conditions has ever

contributed to the world society in a bigger way. Mintz
pointed to examples like this to show the massive impact

the islands have had on the Western development.
"The messages that the islands send us of palm trees,

rum and coke, the sun and the ocean, are not all there is to

the Caribbean," Mintz said. "As far as I'm concerned, the

islands do not represent the Third World's Third World."

According to Mintz, the vision that some people have of

the Caribbean as a state ofmind is wrong. The people who
make up the Caribbean, whose poverty we mistake as a

sign of underdevelopment, are not given enough credit for

their influence on countries such as the United States.

Amy Schaffa, a sophomore human services major,

said although Mintz's terminology was a little hard to

understand, she agreed that there are strengths of the

Caribbean that people are not aware of.

UMass anthropology professor Oriol Pi-Sunyer said

the turnout of the audience consisted mostly of under-

graduates, faculty and graduate students.

The series of lectures was sponsored by a faculty

committee representing the Five College Area, Latin

American Studies and Modern European Studies at the

University.

Hoopla
continued from page 3

with a $2 fee for non-participants. Registrants will have
the opportunity to participate in a 3-point shooting con-

test and a slam dunk contest. Organizers said there will

be food and other games and competitions.

The actual tournament begins this Saturday at 9 a.m.

and continues through Sunday. Included in the festival is

food, fun and entertainment for the whole family, orga-

nizers said. According to Margulis, UMass basketball

players will be there to sign autographs. In case of bad
weather the tournament will be moved indoors to Boyden
Gym, Margulis said.

Margulis said the tournament is double elimination.

so each team has at least two chances to play.

"We have lots of prizes to give out to winners and
participants," said Tommy Pace, another staff member.

According to Pace, prizes include hats, T-shirts, movie

passes, ski-lift tickets, memberships to the former Ath-

letic Clubs of America, and a complimentary entry into

the Gus Maker Basketball Tournament.
Organizers said the cost of registration is $12 per

person for each team that registers. According to

Margulis, the proceeds go to the UMass Scholarship

Fund. Organizers are in the process of trying to change
the fund to be applied to a sport management major,

Margulis said.
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Vandals paint

temple, graves
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

PEIABODY — A rabbi's plan to educate people

about anti-Semitism by leaving graffiti on the wall

ofhis temple for a few days was thwarted Thursday
when someone painted over the swastikas and
slurs during morning services.

The efforts to cover the graffiti at Temple Ner
Tamid was discovered the same day the U.S. Holo-

caust Memorial Museum was dedicated in Wash-
ington.

The graffiti was found Wednesday morning. The
same day, police in Everett discovered vandals had
desecrated a Jewish cemetery. More than 100 tomb
stones were toppled and others were spray-painted

with swastikas. Everett officials also reported

Thursday that anti-Semitic spray painting had
occurred at a hospital in the city.

Peabody Police Capt. Jerry Bellew said the only

similarity between the two incidents was the swas-

tikas.

Everett Police Sgt. Patrick lacono said the in-

vestigation has uncovered several suspects "of the

younger generation." Not all of the suspects are

from Everett, lacono said.

Everett police were working with the FBI and
state law enforcement officials.

Rabbi Abraham Morhaim had told reporters

Wednesday he planned to leave the graffiti on Temple
Ner Tamid for a few days and it was still there when
he arrived for morning services Thursday.

But by 9 a.m., someone had applied a coat of

paint over the swastikas and slurs. However, they

were still visible.

Morhaim said the effort to cover up the graffiti

could have been done by the peri)etrators or by
people horrified by the reminders of Nazi extermi-

nation of six million Jews.

"I can tell you it's not kids," Morhaim said. "On
one of the panels was 'Jude,' the German word for

Jew. Kids would not be conversant with this Nazi
terminology."

Morhaim said he was gratified by the calls from
non-Jews expressing their sorrow and outrage.

"Most of the people are good people out there.

There are a few crazies out there," Morhaim said.

Cardinal Bernard Law, the Roman Catholic

archbishop of Boston, condemned the anti-Semitic

acts.

"The Holocaust began with individual acts of

violence. We must be vigilant in our communities to

stand in solidarity againstany and all acts ofviolence

and hatred, be they against a Jew, Christian, Mus-
lim or members of any racial minority," Law said.
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Hungry media clamps its jaws on a tiny Waco tidbit
We watched the placebum to nothingon everychannel.
Boom.
We read all about the Branch Davidian compound,

complete with color diagrams ofthe observation tower, the
cult's sleeping arrangements and a full explanation ofthe
M5 gas disperser mounted on federal CEV assault tanks.
We haven't been so well informed about the latest

assault technology since the Gulf War.
The "Pyro-nightmare," the "Apocalyptic End" and the

"Fiery Conclusion" have been on the front pages all week.
We know exactly when the fire started, how many were
killed and the long puzzling history ofthe Branch Davidian
cult.

The press was disappointed with the outcome of the

Rodney King trial. They had spent loads of money and
time preparing to capture the apocalyptic end of Los
Angeles at the hands of crazed gun-wielding rioters.

They quietly packed their cameras into their vans when
nothing newsworthy exploded for them and began
searching for something to fill the news gap.

Boom.
It was too sensational to be true! An immense, terrify-

ing finale to the standoff stalemate, caught before the

camera's eye! Everything the media wanted to happen in

L_A.. but less complicated! No grey areas, it's so easy here!

So we witnessed the climax of the 51 -day drama, all

done in time to be edited for the nightly news.

Interview Koresh's mother and neighbors! Paste to-

gether a recap piece, documenting the standoff from the

exciting beginning! Koresh's $2.5 million contract for a
book and film rights is null and void! Sell the rights! Sell

compound souvenirs! "Waco" brand lighter fluid! Sell

everything!

Gary

DEANE
O.K.. O.K.. fu^t things first. Get Koppel on the TV! Get

him an interview with that new girl. Reno! Grill her. Ted,

get to the bottom ofthis! Expose the scandal ! Probe deeply!

Look serious! It's an hour-long special, now fix your tie!

"Attorney General Reno, it is my understanding that

the compound has yet to be examined for remains of the

cult members. Tell me. why hasn't this been done yet?"

"First of all. there may be undetonated munitions and
explosives in the compound area, and second. Mr. Koppel,

it'sjust too damn hot right now. It will be done first thing

in the morning."

"So you have no gory skulls to show us. no secret

underground bunkers, no strange religious ritualistic

artifacts we can analyze?"

"We are in no hurry to further endanger the lives ofthe

federal agents working the case by hastily examining the
site."

"Well it is my understanding that you gave orders that
overstepped those of President Clinton. I've had reports

that President Clinton gave you an embarrassing verbal

lashing. You must feel that you've set a dangerous pre-

cedent in breaking the chain ofcommand and do you feel

every member of the government can walk all over the
president Uke that?"

"I take full responsibility for my decisions and gave
the president full details ofmy plans each step ofthe way.
He gave me full power to make myown orders and backed
me every step of the way. Expecting the president to be

an expert on siege mentality is ludicrous. The president

is busy dealing with far greater concerns such as Bosnia,

the jobs bill, a national health care plan, the Soviet

Republics, feeding Socks the. .

."

Hold the presses! I heard Koresh is still alive in New
Jersey, buying real estate with his new lover. Amy
Fisher! Get the crews out there! Ted, sign off for crying

out loud! This is important, now fix your tie!

Boom.
Gary Deane is a Collegian columnist.

Just what's on my mind
You get two for the price of one this

week, folks. That's right, this space is

devoted to spreading itself thin for the

benefit of yourselves. The first issue in-

volves something very personal, and the

other involves a mass tragedy.

There are people who say the friends

you make in college are the ones you keep

for a lifetime. I sure hope not.

Michael

MORRISSEY
In the course of college life, beginning

with freshman orientation and ending with
commencement, you probably meet 5.000

people. You may be acquaintances with

up to 100 and have maybe even hung out

with that many. Then there are your
friends. Maybe you think you have 25.

maybe 40. After all , you make more friends

as you near graduation. Good friends,

right? The ones who'll back you in a fight?

No. Most of your "friends" are the "see

ya. wouldn't wanna be ya" kind. You know
who they are, they're the ones who say,

"Hey, it's okay if I take your ex-girlfriend

out tonight, right?" They are the suckers.

In high school, everyone has had a

friend who left one day out of the blue,

never to talk to you again. Everyone has

lost a friend over something stupid like a

girlfriend. And everyone has had a friend

who has played them out.

It's no different in college, except that

people pretend to be more mature and

they have refined the art ofback-stabbing.

Some weekend, if you want to know your

real friends, pick a fight with someone

twice your size and see how many ofthem

stay with you and how many run like

cowards. I'll tell you right now, the num-
ber won't be 40.

The Branch Davidian conflict has fi-

nally ended, and there is a large outcry

about how the FBI mishandled the whole

standoff. Many of those concerned worry

about the 24 children, some ofwhom were
allegedly abused. As far as I'm concerned,

the fire basically served as a mass death
penalty for the lawless cult.

When the government takes pains to

control the behaviorofindividual citizens,

theACLU never fails to go ballistic. From
protecting the unborn to restructuring

welfare, the public shrieks in opposition to

government interference with their pri-

vate affairs.

But what about Waco? The govern-

ment is supposed to regulate the behav-

ior of a religious organization, but also

bend over backwards to make sure nobody
is killed. Sorry, folks, you can't have it

both ways.
The Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

branch of the FBI spent 50 days and 50

nights trying to negotiate with madman
David Koresh, even after he ordered fol-

lowers to shoot down ATF personnel who
had warrants.

The truth is the group did not really

care whether they died or not. Cult

members who left the compound before its

destruction indicated a strong desire to

return. Ted Koppel asked a woman on

Nightline whether she wished she was in

the compound when it exploded, and she

said, "I don't know."

The only mistake thatJanet Reno made
was not sending the forces in sooner. They
should not have allowed the ordeal to drag

on forseven days, nevermind seven weeks.
With the amount ofmilitary expertise and
firepower available in this country, surely

a plan could have been drawn up to spare

all women and children but get Koresh

and his crew.

By waiting as long as they did, the FBI
increased the death toll. Either way. we
don't have to hear about David Koresh
anymore. Good riddance.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Civilians are in charge
"The necessary and wise subordina-

tion of the military to the civil power
must be sustained." — Dwight D.

Eisenhower.

Many members of the military are

constantly complaining about Clinton

and his lack of "service." These people

did not complain about Reagan and his

lack of "service" because Reagan both

doubled the military budget and didn't

offend the powers that be by making
any changes.

Fjeii

CARPENTER
However, what those who are carp-

ing in the military don't seem to un-

derstand is what GJen. Eisenhower said

so well— the military is run for and by

the civilian goverrunent, not the other

way around.

Military values are meant to be sub-

ordinate to civilian goals and values.

We have a military to protect those

values because we hold them so dear.

To allow or ask those who must fight for

American values to violate them would

be the worst form of hypocrisy this

country could engage in.

Ironically, it's the soldiers who pay

the largest price when the way we
govern our military runs apart from

American values. Witness Vietnam, a

clear case of when American idealist

ends were fought for with immoral

means. The severe consequences af-

fected more than America's image in

the world. America also felt poorly

about itself and the reason was not

just the napalming 6f kids, it was that

we lost.

Instead ofblaming ourselves, many
people at the time blamed the members
of the military because the public was
holding the military up to an ideal that

was and is unmatched by reality.

The military is composed of real

people, who can be overwhelmed like

the rest of us. If we build them up too

high, their hard landing is our fault.

Granted, the military cannot be run

like the rest of the federal government
because the military has special needs

and we in turn need a special kind of

loyalty in return. Yet, the bottom line is

that they are employees of we Ihe

people, and we the people just elected

Bill Clinton as CEO.
Bill Clinton was elected because the

electorate desired change above all else,

and there was no concept he mentioned
more than change. So it is no great

surprise when the president brought

change to both the economic and social

realms of his administration. The
military is like any other institution

and its inherent nature is to be resistant

to change — and that's not new.

Maybe the president doesn't like the

military culture but he doesn't have to.

Bill Clinton spent the last two years of

his life talking to and meeting with

thousands ofAmericans in an attempt

to gain their good opinions and their

votes. No one could go through this

process of shaking hands and town

meetings and not know what America

stands for.

Neil Carpenter is a UMass student.

Senseless beatings go on daily

Housing must realize its vanity
On the afternoon ofApril 13 a Housing

Services van, with three police cruisers,

parked outside the Butterfield dormitory.

A group of people exited the vehicles and

entered the building in search of a person

who, according to a person in a nearby

dorm, was walking on the building's roof

This search party was comprised of at

least three police officers and the Housing

Services' administrator. The search party's

motives are suspicious when its actions

are seen in the light of Butterfield's his-

torv and heritage.

The administrator reportedly pushed

his way into a student's room, telling him

to shut up and ask no questions. There

was no search warrant, no suspicious be-

havior occurring in or around the room,

and the administrator was not granted

admittance by the resident, since the resi-

dent was asleep. Did the administrator

use his intimidating rank to i^imply gain a

more convenient view of the situation?

While the search party was on the roof,

it seized advantage of an opportunity to

confiscate the decades-old flag/emblem of

Butterfield: a "Jolly Roger" pirate flag.

But the search party didn't stop here.

These people seemed to have \>een waiting

a long time for an excuse to enter the dorm
and hassle its occupants. This is seen by

the fact that instead of actually catching

whoever was on the roof, the search party

immersed itself in games of "tag"— so to

speak — which were games of trying to

twist any action or word of a Butterfield

resident into an arrestable offense.

This business about the Jolly Roger

symbol happened last semester, and I am
sickened to find the deranged bureaucracy

of the University of Massachusetts play-

ing "catch the will o'the wisp" a second

time. No one can catch a will o'the wisp, so

why doesn't Housing realize its vanity?

Francis Tokarski
Southampton

I followed Doris Cruz's agonizing or-

deal when she was campaigning for the

Amherst Select Board [Collegian , April 20 1.

It appeared almost daily in the Union

News. At the same time, I was experiencing

racism and prejudice here at the Univer-

sity for the first time in my 37 years.

I had just arrived from Puerto Rico to

pursue a second master's degree. I had

won an award that translated into money
for this university. I brought some of my
own money and received financial aid

through loans. In general, I am contrib-

uting to this university and state ( without

counting the money spent by my family

when they visit the state). Racists do not

see this; their ignorance blinds them.

When I engaged in the "silent struggle"

encountered by so many minorities, I al-

most decided to take my business some-

where else, some place where my money
and efforts would be appreciated. The di-

rector ofthe program I belong to and some
friends had to spend some of their energy

undoing the mess those raci.sts did. It was

a painful experience. I thank all those who
helped me through that process.

It was also a learning experience to go

through what Puerto Ricans, some born

and raised here in the United States, go
through "to just simply live." I have the

advantage ofhaving a job, home and a life

on the island. Now, I have a challenge: to

contribute to make Puerto Rico a place

where people like Doris Cruz can share

their talents with the dignity they are

entitled to and deserve. My struggle is to

make the island a place that attracts such
human resources.

Racists prefer to get caught up in their

ignorance. They do not want to see the

dimensions of their ac.ions. Just watch
the Scola news being transmitted from
different countries. Ifyou do not have the

advantage of knowing other languages,

get someone to translate. The L.A. trial

circled the globe. The media behaves al-

most the same way everywhere. The harm
that was inflicted on Mr. King and is being

inflicted daily on million of minorities is

also inflicted on the prestige and the
economy of this nation.

My heart goes out to those serious, hu-
manAmericans who are striving to improve
their country . Racism does not have to part

of the culture of any nation, or does it?

Jorge Matos
Southwest
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gioup, said he has frequently encountered exaggera-
tions of the facts.

The roots of the problem is the ideology ofantago-
nism, philosophy that it is happening to them not us,"
Staub said.

Musanovic. calling for an end to the arms embargo
so the Bosnian people can protect themselves, asked

the audience to write to Congress and demand action.
Musanovic also recounted her experiences living in
Sarajevo during the fighting.

The shelling started very suddenly, then the
obituaries started taking up half the paper ... the
international community did nothing to help. They
sent us cans offish but that wasn't going to protect us
from the mortars," Musanovic said.

symposititn

The Collegian.
Our advertisments reach

over 19,000 students every day.
Whatever you have to offer,

your best bet is to use us.

continued from page 3

Mexico, according to Mendoza.
"Every year we're going to add something," Mendoza

said.

The conference was made possible through the efforts

of Nieto and Professor Manuel Frau-Ramos. Mendoza
said, "I am very grateful to Dr. Frau."

The symposium brought educators from both the
Massachusetts public school system and Puerto Rico
together to discuss the education of bilingual students.

Yesterday's workshops included Bilingual Education
and Puerto Rican Students, Creating Alternatives for

Puerto Rican Students, Collaborative Research between
Puerto Rico and the United States and a group of Puerto
Rican students from Holyoke High School.

Today's conference begins at 8: 15 a.m. and will include
panel discussions on gender, multiculturalism and mi-
gration.

Latin American Week starts Monday, April 26 and
runs through to May 1.
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"I Ryan I went out on a limb and backed the pix)ffram
with a pledge of an amount of dollars, which got us back
on board," said Koch. "I was never in on any of the
negotiations. All I know is that he was part of the reason
that we have a new life."

"I think the budget has been trimmed a little bit from
the original plan, but for the most part, we are in very
good standing, and the athletic department has sup-
ported us very wel"

"

A film by Neil Jofdan
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Stirring Oscar winner not to
Oliver Stone's remarkable Platoon is a modem day classic
By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Staff

Rejoice. Oyoung man, in thy youth . .

.'

— Ecclesiastes

This warning begins the haunting
Vietnam war movie Platoon. It sets the
tone for the complete loss of innocence
that Chris < Charlie Sheen) experiences
during his tour in hell.

Chris enlists in the military because
his father and grandfather enlisted in
World War I and II. He wants to stop being
a "fake" person and he thinks maybe he
can find himself in Vietnam.

He arrives looking clean, healthy and
professional. Within a week he is run
down from lack of sleep, exhaustion, ants,
fatigue and lack ofattention. Nobody wants
to talk to him because he is "fresh meat."
They say it is better to die right after you
get there, because at least you don't have
too much pain.

During Chris's first reconnaissance
mission, we meet the two leaders of the
platoon. It is not the officer, but two of the
sergeants who run the show. The higher

rankingone is StaffSergeant Barnes (Tom
Berenger). who beUeves in doing what it

takes to win the war, whatever the cost.

The other is Sergeant Elias (Willem Dafoe ).

who is serving his third term and realizes
that the US is going to lose this war. These
two battle for Chris's soul.

Video Pick

of the

Week
All three actors. Sheen. Dafoe and

Berenger do some of their best work.
Before they started filming, the platoon
was put through a rigorous training
maneuver to learn how to fight and sur-
vive, and it shows. All three look strung
out from exhaustion, especially Dafoe.
He is simply unforgettable as the caring
moral sergeant who can't get the system
to go with him.

The movie also examines periphery
aspects ofthe war— why the poor are the
only ones fighting for America, what it

takes to survive in a war, why racial

tensions and the drug problem were so

prevalent, and how something like the
My Lai massacre (a whole village mur-
dered by U.S. soldiers) could have hap-
pened.

The movie was vmtten and directed by
Oliver Stone. He does a brilliant job tak-
ing a vast subject and bringing it together
to make a concise memorable vision ofhfe
as a "grunt." The main character and
narrator ofthe story Chris is loosely based
on his experiences of being in the infantry
during the Vietnam War.

In a surprise move by the Academy,
Platoon won four Oscars, garnering statu-
ettes for Best Picture. Best Director. Best
Sound and Best Editing. This is a true
accomplishment for Stone, because the
subject is such a sore spot in America's
consciousness. The Academy has been
notorious for overlooking "hot" issues like
this (remember Do the Right Thing).

War is hell. After the victory in Desert
Storm, that statement may seem far-

fetched. Ifyou think so, you need only take
one look at Platoon. It is the closest ex-
ample ofwhat life was like for a soldier in

Vietnam. It is an important movie that

ASSOCIATED PRESS
Director Oliver Stone

pulls no punches, but then that's whatyou
expect from Oliver Stone. ( 1986. Rated R.
119 minutes)

Insider's view reveals Rave-new atmosphere
By CHRISTIAN PERRY
Generation XPress

Rave?
The $5 bill slipped easily from my fifth scale.

They always do.

The man with the backwards Bulls cap lolling on his
skull snatched the bill from my split tongue and shoved
it carelessly into the electronic vulva.

From behind, the egg-bearing (hair) Temple Queens
shoved me. not a Bill, brutally.

To the cruel orgy I slunk.

Ceilings boasting plunging, colored lights like room-
sized hawks grasping cheerful entrails beneath them
sneered at my arrival.

Perhaps it was the army of strobes, though I think
instead the leg-consuming floor steam screamed at my
eyes and soul.

Ha! But I haven't a soul, nor a religion, nor a desire to
seek either, so I danced.

(Unscrew your legs and set them aside, and you'd
Floor Slither pathetically.)

I. yes I, Floor Slithered majestically.

Strange it was how my presence stirred no shock.
Tonight, I was told today, all here were ofthe Reptilian

Clique.

Tell me it wasn't the phenomenon above that ever
surged from the dozens of looming speakers that en-
tranced me so.

Oh, but so deliciously pounding.
Still, I needed to leave the trance floorand find the bar.

the black bar, everything was black here, and coil on a
stool. I did.

"Bud bottle," I shouted.
You're . .

."

You serve standing and sitting Dead lively drinks, I

thought.

I'd swallow you and get sinfully high on your hair.
".

. .a snake."

"Python, really. Beer?"
So I sipped (licked at) my $7.50 Bud while Czarina

Mane looked on, curious and aroused.
Her eyes were open. Dance patrons?A few. And those

that were, were focused on one ofthe three: cleavage. Levi
Lucifer Lay Lumps, or pretty, pretty lights above (they
were ratherbeauteous—Chemlawn works hallucinogenic

wonders on my prey meat).
As the Industrial Auditory Beating hammered on. my

slit-eye stare snagged the set of hanging cages, those
enticing abodes I thought decoration, being occupied.

Up to the prisons crawled (quite primitively so) two
sunglassed. black-clad sex paramours.

Once in. the two romped violently in each rigid realm,
grasping the bars around them as i fthey were surrounded
by. well, snakes.

So when I ascended one ofthe lust fortresses, naturally
I was seized by a Hellcat Harriet like a lasso subsequently
swung around in a fury.

I wanted to watch (consume) the Rave Chics.
But I giggled with gay mind caterpillars while the

crowd watched my head pelt the prison bars.
"Good Morning." was the vexing group chuckle of

street kid losers above me.
Breakfast was Street Kid Loser Leg Flesh.
The night was worth this morning misery. Thememory

of the music's tumbling Lordliness remains (hallucino-
genic nothing).

I am slave to the newfound Brain Anesthesia Brother-
Sisterhood.
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S SCHOLARSHIPS S

GUARANTEED AiVARDS '

Every student qualifies for

-.cholar-^tiips regardless of

rades or tncome. Over $6
billion in aid has gone
unclaimed We locate non-
gov't. scholarships for you
Call (800)753-4899.

COURTESY TIMOTHY WHITE
THE ROCHES— Terre, Maggie and Suzzy Roche make up the popular folk singing group who will make their way

to the Iron Horse in Northampton tonight and Saturday at 7 and 10 p.m. Call 584-0610 for ticket information. Don't miss
this F>opular trio who opened up for Indigo Girls last fall at the Fine Arts Center.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian offers you real experience.
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We reach students.

19,()00 copies, every day!
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continued from page 1

North College in 1869 to accommodate
new. incoming classes. North College
would continue as a dormitory and then a
classroom building until 1955. standing
between Machmer and South College.

The 1870s were extremely hard on Mass
Aggie, and many statesmen in Boston
demanded the college be closed. Despite
severe difficulties, Clark managed to keep
enrollment steady at about 100 male stu-

dents.

A student's ultimate loyalty was to his

graduating class. During the course ofthe
day. classes went everj'where together,

sharing the exact same schedule. Occa-
sionally, on theway from lecture to lecture,

two classes would meet head on. In a
situation like this, the two classes would
charge and whichever had the most left

standingat the end won. This event, feared

by professors, was called "rushing."

President Clark retired in 1879. having
guided the college through a treacherous
childhood. He left a legacy both here and in

Japan, where he founded the Sapporo Ag-
ricultural College, now Hokkaido Univer-
sity (UMass's sister school). Clark was re-

placed by Charles Flint, the state's Secre-

tar>' ofAgriculture. Flint's presidency lasted

only one year, and he rarely even saw the

college, choosing instead to remain at his

office in Boston.

In 1880, Levi Stockbridge became
president. Stockbridge was the classic

Yankee farmer, a practical man who taught
his classes in the fields with a shovel in

hand, never at the {K>dium.

As president of the college, he had the

same no-nonsense approach. Stockbridge

initiated a building program which later

presidents would complete. The first of
these new buildings was a Drill Hall con-
structed in 1882, located near present-

day Bartlett Hall.

Stockbridge retired in 1882, at which
point Paul Chadbourne returned for a
second presidency. However, his health
was still poor, and he died in office in 1883.

Stockbridge's successor, James
Greenough, worked to complete
Stockbridge's building plan. In 1885, the
OldChapel was constructed and Old South
College replaced by the larger New South
College. In 1886 the West Experiment
Station was constructed to house state of

the art chemical laboratories. It was fol-

lowed in 1889 by the East Experiment
Station for botany experiments. These
buildings are located next to Northeast
Residential Area.

Old Mass Aggie had experienced its

very first growth spurt. In 1886. during an
era filled with optimism, Henry Hill Goodell

became president, guiding the campus into

the twentieth century and leaving it a

radically changed place. The 1890s were a

rebellious age, when incoming students

wanted to break with the conservative tra-

ditions of the 1870s and 80s.

Many extreme changes took place, in-

cluding the advent of elective classes and
the arrival of the first female student in

1892. The student opinion was voiced for

the first time in newspaper called Aggie
Life, which became the Collegian in 1915.

In the last years of his administration,

Goodell pushed a construction bill through
the state legislature, creating a building
boom which marked the birth of Mass
Aggie. Munson Hall was constructed in

1898 for the vetrinary department, Draper

COURTESY AMHERST HISTORICAL COMMISSION
North College shortly after its construction in 1869.

Hall in 1902 as a dining commons. Wilder
Hall in 1905 for horticulture, Clark Hall

in 1907 for botany. French Hall in 1909
for floriculture, Fernald Hall in 1910 for

entomology. Flint Hall in 1911 for dairy

science and finally Stockbridge Hall in

1915 for agfriculture.

He was succeeded by Kenyon
Butterfield. former president of Rhode Is-

land Aggie, and the last ofthe agricultural

presidents. When Butterfield took office in

1905. the building plan was well underway
and Mass Aggie was experiencing its first

population explosion, with enrollment
surging to 600 students by 1915.

As Butterfield came into office, the tide

of liberal arts in education was rolling in.

The older agricultural professors were

abuse

still the most influential, but the new
liberal arts professors were best liked by
the students. Beginning with George Mills,

the first dean of the new division of hu-

manities in 1905. a new type ofinstructor

began to infiltrate Mass Aggie.

During the 1910s, students took En-
glish with Edward Lewis and Helena
Goessman, the first female faculty mem-
ber. Frank Rand instructed the students in

drama. Charles Patterson in poetry,

Anderson MacKimmie in French, Phillip

Hasbrouck in physics and Curry Hicks in

athletics.

Unwittingly, in attempting to compro-
mise with the liberal arts. Butterfield had
begun the transition to a broad-based
University.

continued from poge 3

where the woman senses something wrong, and finally

the Violence Phase, or the abusive incident.

The abuser in a purposeful way will do things to

isolate the woman from her support system." Kielson
said. "He goes for her strength center vulnerabilities so
over the course of time the woman doesn't have the
energy to leave."

Kielson said that the longer a woman is in a relation-

ship, the harder it is for her to leave. But, if the woman
does leave. Kielson added, the abuser may try to persuade
her to come back or he may try to threaten and abuse her
again.

"Women don't get themselves into abusive relation-

ships," Kielson said. "It happens and it's hard to get out."

Kielson said she believes that emotional abuse gener-
ally starts before physical abuse. But if physical abuse
happens early on in the relationship, then it will most
likely be a violent relationship and the hitting will keep
happening.

The fact is that there is such a disparity," Kielson
said, "the attitude that is inherent in our society about
who we are as women and who men are as men are not
equal at all."

Asked by an audience member as to why men batter.

Kielson responded that authorities do not usually ask

this question but instead focus on questions aimed at the
woman.

"Authorities often ask the woman why she didn't leave

or why she stayed or went back with her abuser." Kielson
said. "The que.stion. 'why do men batter?' is rarely asked."

Previously a high school social worker. Kielson said
she has worked at the center for eight years. "All women
have experienced harassment and victimization and it's

hard to fight back," she said.

There is a lot of support we can give each other,"

Kielson concluded. "In spite of it all, I see hope. I see more
men addressing the issue. Women are inspiring, I have to

believe that we as a society will change."
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THE PROGRAM FOR

POLITICS
" GOVERNMENT

a one-year, part-time graduate certificate

program at UMass Boston

awarding fifteen graduate credits in

American Civilization

offering public policy internships

affiliated with the John W. McCormack

Institute of Public Affairs

Find out why
Community Health Plan

(CHP) was the *1 choice

for University of

Massachusetts employees

changing their health

benefit plans in '91 &'92.

Come to an Open House:

UMass i*]Q s 1 n

CHP Ea.sthampton Health Center CHP Pioneer Health Center
1 79 Northampton Street 6.1 French King Highway. Greenfield
5:30-7 p.m. Thursday. 5/6 5:30-7 p.m. Wednesday, 5/5

CHP Hadley Health Center CHP South Deerfietd Health Center
8 River Drive Route 5/10
5:.l()-7 p.m. Thursdays: 4/22 & 5/6 5:30-7 p.m. Tliursday .5/6

413/774-6352 Franklin County
413/584-0600 Hampshire County

Community
Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

PhotoTechnlcian Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Lisa jezowski

Production Todd Elliott

Tony Morse

Men u
LUNCH DINNER
Pizza Beef & Broccoli

Grilled Chicken Veggie Lasagna

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Tri-Bean Casserole Tot'u & Broccoli

Grilled Chicken Veggie Lasagna

'Man, these pups today with ail their fancy bails and
whatnot. ... Why, back in our day, we had

to play with a plain old cat's head.

"

Quote of the Day
"Throw me the idol, I throw you the whip."

liulianu Jones' soon-to-he-deceased lackey in

Raiders of the Lost Ark

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (NUrth 2I-A|)fil 19); You
arc jble l<> dis( uss viUil issues t(Kj,iy

and win j ki-y (xfvm's approval. A
mcssjpc IS exactly wliai you nttxJed

In hear Buy sale itcois only il you ( an

allord lliem.

TAURUSI April J(>-May 2U): Solid

understandings will help shape the

luture. > ou are very nuic h altuiH-d to

(XH)f»le who share your ^oals. Agree-

nxMits are reached with those at a

distance

GEA4INI (\Uy 21 -June 20): Fi-

nancial specul.ttion is templing Ixjl

unliniely. Vou c an slop nfislakes Ix--

lore they happen by ronsulling with

your allies. With egos set aside, miixJs

will nieel. Put lamily (Kiorilies lirst.

CANCER dune 21-luly 22): A li-

narKial agreement c an help solve a

secret wcnry. Do ncjt shun lacc-lo-

tace RKHHings; getting together with

(x)iential allies works worxlers. Rely

on the tarts.

lEO <|uly 2 t-Aug. 22): Be mcxe
aware <il your resp«>nsil>ilitii-s ixi the

home tronl. Creater (>arlic ipalion is

essential. A budget revision will Ik-

helptui only it it is practical.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. Z2): Now
is a lianner tinx" tor you creative

people, especially writers. Continue

to polish your skills. A sfx-c iai talent

can l)e one's most prized |)ossc^sion.

The evening hours are Ih-sI lor ro-

mance.

LIBRA (Sept. 2i-Ocl. 22): You
receis'e vital inlormation irom a myv
tericMJsvHJrce. By tonight, everything

will be clearixJ up. Entc-naining Ixisj-

r>ess c lients al honx- is a smart move.

Keep llie guc-sl list short and sek-cl.

SCORPIO ((XI 2 t-Nov. 21):

Now is not the right nK>nx-nt to tore c
anything to a ci>rK Iuskxi. It (iiuki

(Nove to Im' a k)ng-lasiir>g and lN>r>-

c*ticial arrangeiiK'nt. An in-deplh irv

vestigJtK)n will provide the aninni-

nition you iH-ed to make a pel project

SlKCC^Slul

SAGITTARIUSfNov 22-f>ec.2n:

Vou may turn out your l)est wiwk
duiingearly moming. Takingtimeoli

this allernoonisa tine icJea.fXovicling

higher-ups apfxcve. Accept a last-

minule invitation.

CAPRICORN (Oec 22-Jan 19):

A Injsiness deaJ negotiated in haste

could bring kisses. Eccentric tric-nds

must l>e(iealt with dipkMiMlically. He
able lo laugh at yoursell il you make
mistakc-s. Then start atresh.

AQUARIUS(|an.2()-Fel). IH):Nol

a gocxJ day lor making investment

c hanges. A t<K>-g<xxi-io-l)e-true otter

should arrxjse susj)icicKi. Clieer up a

kjved one by planning a special treat

lor an okter jx-rson.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Col-

ialxxalive ventures are tavofed. Avoid

giving snappy answers today lesl ycju

alienate potential allies.

The ()|jini()ns c,\|jrc»fcl on this pago <ia' thosf ot thi- ( .irI(M)nists .md do not ncccssorily relied the views ot the Collci^i.in or the University.

ACROSS
I CalK by the

ump
S Env«lop
9 Ticket tear oft

1

3

Equestrian

accessory
14 Deceive
16 Loathing

1 7 Pari ol A D
1

8

Sinus cavities

19 Beasts of

burden
20 Creator of

Babbitt and
Oantry

23 — Funny
Thai Way-

24 Actress Myrna
25 One who

weeps
27 Town in

Normandy
29 Pres ftom

Lamar. Mo
32 Bread spreads
33 Brewing

gram
34 Farm shelter

35 Possible Iheme
song lor

baseball's

Cardinals?

38 Part ol a
camera

39 Heating

chamt>er

40 Is enlilled to

41 Explorer

Johnson
42 Skin problem
43 Dispatch boat
44 Thespian

Joanne
45 Kind ol school

Abbr
46 Famous frontier

explorers

52 Opera star

53 Wheal Sp
54 Lacking

experience

56 VIP In Kuwait
57 French

governing body
58 Mah longg

piece

59 Money
60 Put in order

61 Snaillike

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

DOWN
1 Wood sorrel

2 Vessels on
pedestals

3 Tennllle ol song
4 Formal pledges
5 The Pequod,
eg

6 Jalle and
Barren

7 Stan ol a

drama
8 Conlantad
sound

9 Flashy
10 Pul)lic vehicle

1

1

Amerinds
12 Actor Cross
IS Light helmets.

ol yore
21 Storage

container

22 Many years

25 Contemporary
arlisl

Oldenburg
26 Spanish

queen
27 Motive

28 Came lo earth

29 "The Dance ol

the — Delities

30 Oflice worker

32 Chrisliania

today
33 Complain
34 They demand

their rights

36 Biblical plague
37 Edge on a

mirror

42 "Exodus" hero

43 Author of "LHtl*

Women'
44 One of a

Disney savon

45 — Rice

Burrougha
46 Ingredient In

rickey

47 Nemesis' realm
48 God of war
49 Young boy of

Grenada
50 Marsh Mrd
51 TiKMisand,

lor thcxt

52 Skip a slorw
55 Limllsd numl>er

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

31 Hardy heroine

l.
n"

HI"
u '.1

w
" 51Wsi T| M M

*
ei|»»1 l.<n Anfrlra Tlawi S^a^kiW 4/J3r»3
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Women's tennis closes season with potential
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Despite finishing out its season with
consecutive losses to New England rivals

Providence College and the University of
Connecticut, the University ofMassachu-
setts women's tennis team showed a great
deal of potential in its first season since a
budget cut-induced one-year hiatus.

UMass finished out the year at 3-3, the
record head coach Judy Dixon said she
had predicted for the season's end.

"In the beginning ofthe year I looked at

our schedule and I thought that we would

finish at 3-3," Dixon said. "Near the end I

thought we even had a shot at 4-2, but we
didn't make it."

The Minutewomen did not make it to 4-

2 because of this week's losses to Provi-

dence and UConn. The losses notwith-
standing, Dixon said that her team has
shown promise.

"I think our future looks very positive,"

Dixon said. "I think that we are one or two
players short at the top from being an
excellent Division I program.'

Against Providence on Tuesday, the
Minutewomen fell 8-1. The lone bright

spot was No. 1 singles and freshman

SATURDAYS!
Spring Blovs/ Out!

wiMj^jaa;- rTTTWT^
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BOB NELSON CARROT TOP
APR 24 MAY 1

CONNECTION Si

Exit 5 Mass Pike

Only a few minutes from the U. Mass Campus!

CALL 41 3*593*5222

We Want You.,.

The 1994 INDEX Yearbook staff

is looking for people interested
in:

• Photography

• Layout

•Copy

Marketing

Business Manager

If interested, please stop by our
office at 304 Student Union to fill

out an application!

Hurry, deadline is this

Monday, April 26! !

!

phenom Lies! Sitton who polished off

Kristen Brooks 6-2, 6-1.

Down at Storrs, Conn. Wednesday, the
Minutewomen had their chances but were
unable to come away with a victory against

the experienced laden Huskies. Dixon said

she was not pleased with her team's 7-2

defeat.

"I am a bit disappointed in (UMass')
performances in certain instances," Dixon
said. "We need to have more confidence

coming in and we have got to play more
aggressively."

Sitton suffered her first and only de-

feat of the year when she fell to UConn's

No. 1 , wily veteran Ellen Barrett. Barrett,

who won the New England Championship
m the fall, made few mistakes and came
out on top 6-4, 7-5.

Thetwo winning points for UMass came
in singles competition. Minutewomen
Stacey Scheduler beat UConn's No. 4
Maude Bing, 6-3, 6-3. The other winner for

UMass was No. 6 Kelly Grim. Grim, a
senior, made herswan song a wirming tune
as she blasted UConn's Kristen Prioa 6-1,

6-3.

In doublescompetitionUMasswas swept
away by UConn 3-0. Sitton and her partner
at No. 1 doubles, Lesley Watts, fell in a close
match to Ellen Barrett and Chur Sharnia,
6-4, 7-5. At No. 2 doubles UMass' Scheckner
and Pam Levine fell in straight sets.

UMass' No. 3 doubles team, Alyssa
Cohen and Kelly Grim, were down a set but
rallying when Grim injured her ankle
chasing down a ball, forcing a UMass for-

feit.
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Mercantile
NORTHAMPTON AMHERST
18 Center St Carnage Shops
584 1205 549 1396

Mon Sal 10-6 Sun 12-5 MC-VISA-OISCl
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DIVISION OF CONTIKUING EDUCATION

mnass
i Summer Session

I I

- Missed a coarse? Make it up!
- Advance in next semester's work

Fulfill a requirement
- Ei^oy a conrse

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, siz-week sessions:
First session: June 2-Jnly 9

Second session: Jnly 13-Aaffast 18

REGXSTER NOlXr!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
eth floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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Around the big leagues: Burks, Sparky & Jose
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.320 as a team

No, kids, that was not a misprint. Jose Canseco really
did pitch an inning in an exhibition game against triple-
A-afTiliate Oklahoma City last week, strikingout one and
getting two flyouts.

Congratulations, Sparky Anderson, on victory num-
ber 2,000. Now, if you only owned the
Tigers, and keep at it another 25 years,
you might catch Connie Mack.
A home run in his first at-bat against
the Red Sox — you think Ellis Burks
was trying to say something?
The Cleveland Indians are hitting over
- jeez, AL East opponents better hope

their bats cool down once their pitching comes around.
San Francisco fans shower the field with souvenir

baseballs from the new left field bleachers. Now fans in
Chicago can breathe easier, knowing that stupidity has
hit California, too.

Wow, just imagine: if mediocre teams like Montreal
can score in double-digits out in Colorado— what would
Detroit do?
Memo to Butch: Hey, Double-D has three of the four

Boston losses — maybe it's time to move Bankhead into
the rotation. Just a thought.

Not tojinx the guy, but Milwaukee's Darryl Hamilton
could break the ML record for most error-less chances
that has stood for 20 years, a record set by Curt Flood.

Can Steve Howe be any more ineffective?

UMass alumnus Gary DiSarcina is doingjust fine for
the Angels, hitting .263 without an error in the field.

Hey, didn't you used to be Kevin McReynolds?
Aft^r losing last Saturday, the A's fell under .500 for

the first time since Sept. 29, 1987. Can you say the end of
an era. boys and girls?

Would you believe Johnny Gates ordered an inten-
tional walk to Omar Vizquel? Thus endeth a streak of

1,747 plate appearances without one.
How much is good pitching worth? The Braves' 2.16

ERA can sure help cover up a .203 average. When you hit
that bad, you should be thankful to break even.
How bad is Cincinnati's season-opening slump? So

bad that a message from team mascot Schottzie 02 read,
"It's DOGgone time we start winning. No bones about it."

That's okay, you can vomit now.
Yes, for those ofyou who were wondering, the Red Sox

sweep at Kansas City was the first ever since the Royals
came into the American League in 1969.

What is it about San Diego that makes crybabies like
Derek Bell, hitting .308 since being traded, so damn
happy?
Hmmm, Tim Wakefield, Pittsburgh's knuckleball

sensation last year, is 1-2 with a 5.85 ERA. Is it the
lousy ofTense to support him or the lousy defense
behind him?

Trivia Answer: Lee MazziUi, who had pinch hit for
Darryl Strawberry, was on deck when Mookie Wilson's
groundball trickled through Bill Buckner's legs in Game
Six of the 1986 Worid Series.

Luke Erickson is a Collegian columnist.
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BREAKING AWAY— Steve Rosko (right) and Mike

Horner pedal last weekend at the UMass cycling meet.
The team has a home meet this Saturday.

SPORTS NOTICE
• Zoo Disc, the ultimate fristjee team, will host its

home opener Saturday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. next to

McGuirk Stadium on the south side.

•Dana Farber Cancer Institute and the Jimmy Furwd

are teaming up with Delta Upsilon for a chariot pull

leaving Boston today and entering Amherst Saturday. A
celebration party Saturday night is open to all.

•The UMass cycling team also hosts a meet this

Saturday. Last weekend the team placed its top five

cyclists in the tc^ 1 0.

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7 Days
8am-9pm

t>rc»j>-0££ or

W<».>ihin); Machino
Startinj; i«l $1

Alti-ml.int .i\ .liUhlf all i1,>\

326 College St. (Rt. 9)

\mherst » 253-S072 >
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Classifieds
{ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8.30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

UPC Spring Concert Maating:
Tonight. 4/27 ai 6 pm in EARTHFOODS
at the Student Union. Help us bring you
Spring Concert Everyone is welcome

AMAZING SUBLET

Green pactures, mountain views
1 .5 miles from campus. 5 min. from bus
A North Amherst Shangri las

4 bedrooms - two singles, two doubles
take one room, several, all of it!

Puffers Pond Hiking Trails

A Beautiful Spot
5496797
Option to take over lease for fall!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad and Brealcfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

Having Problems with your roomate?
Contact OCHO. 428 Student Union or

call us at 545 0865 We can help'

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only $169" Jet there anytime for only

$169withAIRHITCHi(ReponedinLets
GoandNYTimes) Califomia$129each
way AIRHITCH r 212 864 2000

Looking for a place to live off cam
pus? Questions about your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO, 428 Student Union,

545 0865

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 Audi 4000 5speed many new
parts great condition $1 1 50/bo call 256-

0171

1989 Nissan Santra Excellent con
dilion standard/a c/slereo w/lape
If interested, please call 549-1816

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRIIVG SPECIAL
Sm Cheese $3 50

Lg. Cheese $5.99

1 or 2 toppings add $1
549-6073

5496098

Ooubia In house, need 2 people $175
mo/person 253 0751

Fearing St one lg room available in

house double or single starts Jurra 1

549 4518

5 Bedroom House. 2 full baths,
washer dryer and furniture available.

Beautiful yard w/deck and volleyball.

Starting June 1 549 0920

5 Bad House. Hadley S9S0 SUbitki
Realtors, 584 3428

4 Bedroom Cape on bus line

Call 786 3522 or 253 5671

4 Bed House in Northampton for now-
June and Sept S800 584 3428

Great House Cheap Rent
Take our lease June 1st

3 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, woodstove. wshr/
dry, huge kitchen. Close to campus and
town. CALL SOON 549 6892

Large 4 Bdrm convenient location,

heat, hot water included, laundry. S98(V
month 256 3018

Must Sell

Bar and 2 stools

$75 or bo
256 3041

Pool Table, good condition, includes
balls and que sticks. $150 call

584-0707

Sony DIscman CO portable
w/remole $75

Also: 250,000 candlepower spotlight

w/car cigarette plug $10
Chrom auto tachometer $10

Call John at 546 5179

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30> All

natural Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranieeed. 253 3816

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Oak Bluffs - Looking for 5 6 fun
people to share large house. Minutes
from the t>each and town Call Dana
253 3406 or Chris 549 0129

SBC
Sorry no cook>es*

But I kept a seaw!
Love

WLF

RIDE WANTED

Wetsult WINS 10 S75 call Karen 584
9543

FOUND

Watch In library

5495054

HEALTH

Near Puffers Pond
3 bedroom house
Summer St.

Take over our lease 6/1

5499915

N- Amherst - Above Daisy's Rest
1 Mile past GRC
Up to 4 people $700 * util-

549 5054

Room for rent for summer with fall

option. Cheap Northampton
586 6830 Glenn

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchenown
625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

2530876

3 bedroom townhouse
800/month, on bus route.

Available June 1

Call 549 4663

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1. 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four

five six bedroom homes 586-4270

Amherst. 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on busline, $1300/
mo., (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

BRANDYWINE
Takeover/sublet June

Free Furniture. New Kitchen.

New Bathroom 545 2462

Brandywine Apt. Two bedroom
Sublet in June or lease in September.
Call 549 3755 now for details.

3 Bedroom Main St. Apt. washer/
dryer/dishwasher on bus route call 256-
3470

3 BDRM Townhouse Apartment
1 1/2 Baths Minute walk to bus, fur-

niture available - Lease starting June 1

800/month Call 549 7247

2 bedroom Brandywine
Take over our lease J une 1 . Heat and hot
water included. Call 549 7973

Uptown, across from Pub, cozy, cheap
2 bedroom apt. 2 3 people heat inc.

Call soon 253 9316

FOR SALE

Don't get left out in the cold this fall!

Get your apt. now. Sunny 3rd floor apt.,

in Brandywine. Furniture Inc. On bus rt..

gas/heat inc.

549 7919

Cannondale Roadbike
18" Aluminum frame
NEED MONEY FAST
$125
Adam 546 6282

Epson LX80 Printer Excellent condi-
tion $50 00 Call 585 0127 Patricia

Gameboy w/2 games S60
Aiwa Walkman S30
Busch Beer light S50
Color TV S45
546-7234 ^^^

Mountain Bike for Sale
1984 Mongoose 19" Chromly frame,
Suntour 18 spd. drivetrain, control

stix bar ends, Panaracer/specialized

tires, cateye cyclocomputer, Mt. Zefal

pump.
OWN THE MOTHER OF ALL

MOUTAIN BIKES!!

$285/b 0. Call John at 546 5179

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUIMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries Earn $600«/week in can
neries or $4000-»/month on fishing

boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board' Male or Female For employ
ment program call 1-206 545 4155 ext.

A5001

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co-ed Berkshires. MA sum-
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,

seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,

newspaper. Have a rewarding and en
ioyable summer'
Salary plus room and board.

Gail 800-762-2820

Landscapa/Hortlcultura
Quality Onenied Weston based co
looking for full or part time people
Equal opportunity employer except

for losers or wimps
7.50 Hr. and up

Roger617 894 1331

Marketing Rep - Part time, high po
tential earnings. For more information,
pick up job description and require-

ments at Copycat Print Shop, 228 Tri-

angle Street, Amherst

Postal Jobs available! Many posi-

tions, great benefits. Call 1 800 436-4365
ext. p 3306

Run Own House Painting businessll
Get videos and books!!

SASE 2942 Huben
Lemay, MO 63125

Summer |obs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi-

tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and D.C., campus intrvws: 4/14

and 4/15. Call Jamie toll free: 1 -SOO-7S-
EARTH

Truck Drivers Wanted for part time
summer work. 10 days mid June and 10

days mid August. $1 10/Day. Must have
standard, willing to work long hours,
and have driving experience with trucks

of at least 18 feet. Call 508 653 7422.

$200 Daily mailing circulars for ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77805

PERSONALS

And now for something completely
different
If you like camping, hiking, biking, and
want to see the USA, I want to meet
you. I'm a '92 Ithaca College grad em
barking on a 2 month excursion around
the USA this summer (I've got excellent

transportation) and I'm looking for a

traveling partner. Send a reply to: USA,
PC Box 35. Cross River. NY 10518

BIG HEAD ALAN,
Happy Birthday, whenever ft is!

- Daisy

Delta Zeta
Wises Everyone
Good Luck

Through out

Greek Week

ELLEN
You're doing great

Have a blast at formal!

Sigma Love
Your Big Sis

Lisa

Windsor Court Hotel
(Trek Convention)

April 24 or 25
546 4096

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female Roomate Wanted have your
own single in a 3 bedroom Puffton apt.

Call 546 5107

Female Roomate Needed
$195 a month in Brandywine Apt
For more info, call

649 8219 ask for Christina

Mill Valley Apartments
Looking lor female roomate
for a 4 bedroom townhouse
Heat and hot water included
on bus route call 256 6633

Roomate Wanted
for 2 l)edroom Puffton apt.

Call 549 1979

2 Roomatas Needed Puffton Village

Apt. $170/mo Call Mike 549 9900

Two Females Wanted
to share tiedroom in Puffton

$177/month each
Begins June 1

Gail 549 2919

Greet location In Noho: One block
from Academy of music Big rooms
hardwood floors. One BR available in 2
BR apt Move in June 1 . move out when
ever (Its month to month) Rent is S250
but I'll talk about it. 584 7128

Nutting Ave nest to campus & up-
town avail June 1 cheap! Call Marian
549 7803

Greeksl
Having trouble getting to

Sleep? Need some stress

relief? Let Sigma Kappa
TUCK YOU INI!

Greg Larocca
We chose YOU
Good luck this weekend
Your fan club

Hey Sigma Kappa

Get psyched for FORMAL!

Tomorrow night will be awesome!

And associate members, be nice, it's

my Birthday - And REMEMBER
not guaranteed!!

Kim Miller

Enjoy your formal

Hope it's more memorable
Than the Dale Party

Jill

It's

SERVICES

Apple Polish Detailing
Professional Auto Cleaning

Since 1985

Certified Machine Polisher

549 1016

Harmonica Player
5460880

Pregnant7 Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistancewith
complete resume development Keith
Anderson PhD 582-4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SPRING JAM

1 bedroom iiioetly furnished apart

men! yard, near hiking/river 10 mm
uies to UMass start May 1 of after finalt.

$257 665 3615

One room In 2 bedroom apt at

Squire Village S200/month • elect,

rent negotiable Call 665 2227 ask for

Jenn or Maria after 7 pm Available end
of May thru end of Aug

Salem Place condo
2 Bdr , 2 1/2 bath

Mam St. Amherst
256 3088

Spacious 4 bdrm close to uptown and
bus route 546 2158

Spacious 5 BORM apt on Main St. for

more info call 54&2684

Sublet or leaae
5 twdroom house Amherst
256 1121

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village

549 7472

Summer Sublet
6 bedroom house
Close to campus
spacious yard

977 Pleasant St.

Rent negotiable

Call Tina 546 3786
'

Summer Sublet
NOHO, near bus,

Rachel 253 0782

Sunset Ave next to campus and up
town 6 1-93 option for fall Call Marian
5497803

Take ovar our lease starting June 1st

2 BR Brandywine Apt, 549 7867

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

253 0876

- 1 room avail. ,

200. 6/1 8/31 call

TRAVEL

'Let's go to that place where one heart

is made from two."

I love you Andrea
Luis

MARIE KALLINEYI
Start counting down to the end! You're
almost there! Live it up at your first

Sigma Kappa formal!

In Sigma Love
Your Big Sister

Jessie

MEREDITH
Happy 22 to you
YEEOWW!
See you at the O's, Darlin

All my love,

Owight

MITCH - I hope you enjoyed your 21st
birthday, you drunken fool! Stay out of

my personal space! Love you, your
roomie (will you buy for me?)

Saturday April 24th
Get ready for the all day concert bash

5 bands 5 hours 5 bucks
Missing this is like missing college

Alcohol by Delanos
Food by Taco Bell

Stop by our CC table today
or call 549 1586

Only 1500 tickets will be sold

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Storage - Professional pick

up and delivery; insurance; boxes in

eluded Call Now to reserve your space
Collegiate Storage Service

4135855999

Scuba Dive for credit
At: UMass, Hampshire, Amherst, Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel

800282 0977

UPTOWN APARTMENT

2 roomatas wanted for uptown apt.

Cheap rent. 253-3406

WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route. Call now 546 0345

French Language Students
Beginning and fluent French speakers
Needed for language study
Earn money for participating'

Call Robert at 538 2035 for info.

WENDY GORDON

Geez Wend, I go to Jamaice once m
my life and you go and have a birthday.
I'm sorry I couldn't be here
To the Friend who has taeen my every-
thing through fights, trips, loves, and
drunken phone calls ...

Happy 22nd I love you always.
Adam

Ti,".- •»-4' c- 'aV .\»4Vi' VkVeVA VikV
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Sports
Crucial A- 1 weekend
as men host Bonnies
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

When you peruse the University of
Massachusetts baseball team's sched-

ule, and stare at this weekend's series

with Saint Bonaventure University, the
word "crucial" immediately pops into

your head.

The three-game series is crucial be-

cause the Minutemen (8-15. 3-8 in the

Atlantic 10 Conference) are mired in

seventh place in the A- 10. right below
the Bonnies (13-14, 4-6). It is crucial

because there are only three A-10
weekends left. Crucial because time is

running out. and this is the team's best

chance to rebound.

"This weekend is very important,
because they're right in the pack with
us." said UMass head coach Mike Stone.

'*Well. yah |the series is crucial], we
have to start winning. We have to take
it one game at a time, but we have to go
with the idea |of a sweep)."

Saint Bonaventure is not unlike the

Minutemen. They have a high team
batting average (.293, with Mike
Bennett leading the team at .389), and
a higher earned run average (4.90).

Luckily, the Bonnies average over seven

runs per game.
Brian Titus (4-3) is one of the top

starters on St. Bonnies, as he averages
over seven inningsperappearance. Titus
has a 2.77 ERA, and has struck out 41
while walking only 35.

The main focus of the Bonnies is hit-

ting. Bennett is also leading the team
with 5 HR, and after that they have Mike
Simmons, who checks in with a .371

average, and a league-leading 18doubles.
John Phillips (.301) leads the A-10 in

triples with 3.

The Minutemen must be more con-

cerned with their pitching than the
Bonnies' bats. Stone said he will go with
freshman Jay Murphy, Jeff Toothaker
and Jim Telgheder, presumably in that

order. Murphy pitched well last weekend,
picking up his first shutout ofthe season.

Hot bats include left fielder Justin
Howard, who is second in the A-10 with
a .422 average, 3 HR and a team-leading
25 RBI. Mark Pileski (.379) is out with
strained thumb ligaments, but Joe
Mattivello has filled in well at the plate

with a .367 average. Senior Steve Corradi
has a .360 average, 20 walks and seven
stolen bases. The team has scored 38
runs in its last two games, but has al-

lowed 17.

Gorillas to host Knights
UMass prepared for No. 15 Rutgers

Brand finishes
men's gym year
placing 16th
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian StafT

University of Massachusetts men's gymnast Jason
Braud ended his season last weekend, as he finished 16th
on the floor exercise in the 51st Annual NCAA Men's
Gymnastics Championship.

Braud. a junior, scored a 9.550, just .125 short of

qualifying for the finals. With the difficulty of Braud's
routine prepared for the final round, had he made it,

Johnson felt, he could have won the national champion-
ship on the floor.

"If (Jason) quahfied for the finals, he had one of the
hardest routines that would have made it. This (routine)

would have made it easy to win the event," said Johnson.
Braud. who was competing in his first national cham-

pionship ofhis collegiate career, said that his routine was
good, but a bit sloppy.

"I'm happy, yet not ecstatic." said Braud. "All this is

going to do is make me work harder. If I got into the finals.

I would have had the highest starting score going into

(the final round). Making the finals was the tough part."

Now. Braud is looking ahead to the 1993-1994 season,

where he will work hard to improve on his routines.

Braud. who qualified for the Eastern Regional Meet in

both the floor exercise and the vault, has expectations of

heading to the NCAA championship in both events.

"Next season, I'm going to work so hard," said Braud.
"Now I have a taste of what (the national meet) is like. I

want to go to Nebraska (where the 1994 national cham-
pionship will be held ) to compete in both the floor exercise
and the vault."

Johnson has loftier expectations for the stand-out
gymnast.

"With some good spring training and good work over
the summer and fall, I think he could qualify for the

Regional meet in all four events that he competes in (floor,

vault, still rings, and parallel bars) and possibly two or

three of those in the NCAA championships next year."

Men's gym notes: UMass head coach Roy Johnson
was presented with a service award at the National
Association for College Gymnastics Coaches banquet.

Johnson received this honor in recognition for the work
he has done for the award over the past few years.

Johnson received a plaque shortly after presenting the

Senior Athlete of the Year award, called the Nissan
Award. Johnson also was elected the president of the
NACGC for a two-year term.

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Some teams that win six games in a
row might tend to get a little laid back and
cocky, thinking they can defeat anyone.

But the University of Massachusetts
men's lacrosse team, despite their six-

game win streak, knows they cannot have
this attitude when they face ofTat 1 p.m.
tomorrow on Richard F. Garber field

against the 15th ranked team in the na-

tion. Rutgers University.

"Rutgers ( 7-3 ) is a team that can really

take it at you." said coach Ted Garber.
"They're a solid team and are very potent
offensively."

Potent indeed as the Scarlet Knights
boast seven players who have scored in

double figures. Ryan O'Shea is the Knights
"big gun." He's compiled 35 goals, and 12
assists as well. Teammate C. Lamanna is

not far behind O'Shea, with 40 points in-

cluding 20 goals and 20 assists. Chris Prat
will also be a force to deal with tomorrow—
he has 13 goals and 15 assists. Between the

pipes, goalie John Kidon has had a solid

year, earning a 0.58 save percentage.

With this many players scoring in

double figures, the Scarlet Knights are. no
doubt, a run-and-gun team. Ifthe Gorillas

can play tough defense and make crisp

passes, they could very well have a num-

ber of fast breaks.

Leading the way for UMass on the

break will be All-American Mark Millon,

who has a whopping 56 points on the

season (37 goals and 19 assists), despite

the fact that teams focus their defense on
him. Wes Depp, who has scored nine goals
in his last two games, has 26 goals on the

season and seems to be benefitting from
the focus on Millon.

Mike Valente (eight goals, nine assists)

and Greg Kline (7 goals. 10 assists) will

also be counted on for biggames tomorrow

.

Of late, goalie Tom LoPresti has stepped

up his game and will have to be a wall

against the high-powered Rutgers offense.

Yesterday, while most teams took cover

from the inclement weather, the Gorillas

were out in the rain practicing, realizing

the importance ofpreparing for Saturday's

game.
"It's going to be a tough game tomor-

row." said senior midfielder Bill Edell.

"We have to be ready to play these guys
because if we're not. it'll be a long day."

Lax Notes: Common UMass/Rutgers
opponents: Rutgers beat St. John's 17-7,

UMass beat St. John's 25-4. Rutgers beat
Delaware 14-8, UMass beat them 12-8.

Tomorrow's game can be heard on 91.1

FM WMUA with the voice of Gorilla la-

crosse, Mike Fagerson, doing the play-by-

play.

The '93 NHL playoffs commence;
can the Bruins make a comeback?

Upsets, octopi, and overtime . . . It's playoff*time in

the NHL and some interesting series have emerged in

round one.

Smythe Division
Vancouver versus Winnipeg: Canucks 2-0. Two

words: Kirk McLean. He dominated game one as
Vancouver came away victorious 4-2 and matched the
performance in game two, leading the Canucks to a 3-

2 victory. If he continues his inspired performance,
the Canucks may make a
run a the Campbell Con-
ference title.

This series features the
NHL's two most explo-

sive wingers in Pavel
Bare and rookie phenom
Teemu Selanne. Unfor-

tunately for the Jets though, after Selanne, they are
an inexperienced, relatively weak team. The series
moves to Winnipeg where the Jets will try to avoid a
sweep.

Calgary versus Los Angeles: Series tied at 1-1.

This may be the last time the playoff's come to Wayne's
World, and Gretzky wants it to be memorable. In
Calgary on Sunday, the King offense exploded for six

goals to upset Calgary. The loss served as a wake-up
call for the Flames, who stormed back in game two with
a scoring fi-enzy en route to a 9-4 victory. The series now
heads to Los Angeles for games three and four.

Norris Division
Chicago versus St. Louis: St. Louis 2-0. St. Louis

shocked theNHL by beating the top-rated Blackhawks
in game one. A fluke, said many hockey experts. Well,
the Blues proved that they were for real by shutting
out the vaunted Blackhawks 2-0 in game two.

This series was supposed to highlight Chicago goalie
Ed Belfour. Instead, the spotlight has shifted to Blues
netminder Curtis Joseph, who turned back 47 shots in
game two. The Blackhawks are in for quite a battle if

they're going to rebound from two games dovim.

Detroit versus Toronto: Detroit 2-0. The octo-
puses (octopi?) are flying in the motor city. The tradi

Adams Division
Boston versus Buffalo: Shocking upset. BufTalo

2-0. The Buffalo Sabres acquired Grant Fuhr for one
very important reason, to beat the Bruins in the
playoff's, and so far it has been a successful plan. Game
one was a heartbreaker for Boston fans as former
Bruin Bob Sweeney beat them in OT.

Hockey doesn't get much sloppier than what the
Bruins played in game two. Andy Moog played like he
needed a trip to Pearle Vision. The Bruins once-
dominant defense did not come to play. Unless the B's

refocus, it's going to be an early exit.

Montreal versus Quebec: Quebec 2-0. It's hard
to believe that it was only a year ago that Quebec
finished behind the Hartford Whalers and out of the
playoffs while Eric Lindros held out. Thanks to the
Lindros trade, the Nordiques are in the playoff's with
home ice advantage, while Lindros stays at home.
Happy golfing. Eric!

The Canadiens recent tailspin continues into the
playoff's and the young Nordiques are taking advan-
tage of it.

Patrick Division
Pittsburgh versus New Jersey: Pittsburgh 2-0.

There are two events in hockey history that my dad
loves to talk about: Bobby Orr's immortal game win-
ner in the 1970 Stanley Cup, and the Herb Brooks-
coached U.S. Olympic team upsetting the Russians.
Unless Mario Lemieux gets seriously injured, these
Herb Brooks-coached Devils aren't going to be advanc-
ing, because it would take more than a miracle to stop
the Penguins.

The Penguins are riding an 18-game undefeated
streak into the playoff's. It could be 22 very quickly.

Washington versusNewYork Islanders: Series
tied at 1-1. Dale Hunter was the story in game one,
scoring two goals in the third period to help the Caps
earn a 3-1 victory. Washington's defense did an excep-
tional job limiting Islander scoring machine Pierre
Turgeon to only one shot.

^ ^_ ^.wg... w.^..i„.A.. wii, iiietr-
Game two ofthis series was the most excitinggame

tion~offlTnSgthVteitecled'^rcrertur^^^^^
''*'

^"^r
^^^^ever the Islanders make the playoff's,

when the Red Wings win continues
overtime seems to be commonplace. With the score

This was supposed to be the marquee series in the !' , t""^'
^"'^'^^" ^^^^^ ""^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^P^^^^ Centre. It

first round, but so far it has been all Red Wings. Aided
by two short-handed goals, Detroitoverwhelmed Maple
Leaf goalie Felix Potvin for a 6-3 victory in game one.
Game two was more of the same as the high-

powered Wings, led by two goals and an assist from
Steve Yzerman, powered its way to a 6-2 victory. The
series continues north of the border tonight.

took two extra periods before Brian Mullen became
the hero, beating Rick Tabbaracci to give the Island-
ers a 5-4 victory.

Ironically, if the NHL had changed their playoff
format this year to the plan to be implemented next
year, the same teams would have made the playoff's.
Ah, progress . . .

Matt Vautour is a Collegian columnist.
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100 percent chance of rain.

Highs in the 50s.

Arts & Uving:
For all of you who have lost sleep waiting to find out who is

playing the Spring Concert this year, the suspense is over.

Prepare yourselves. Page 7.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
I

The UMass men's lacrosse team beat Rutgers
10-7 this weekend, vaulting the Gorillas to

number seven in the nation. Page 12.
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UMass recalls Holocaust
|
Educators seek

Service provides opportunity to reflect on oppression
\ to alter School
minority policy

From left. Chns Adanalian, president of the Armenian Club, graduate student Tom Ba.les. Jeff Bergman of theTeGACommun.cat.ons Professor Hannah Kle.ger. Student Trustee elect Al L.zana, Delph.ne Quartos of the Student Act.v.t,es OffK^eand Father Joseph Qu.gley of the Newman Center participate in Fr.day's Holocaust Memonal Week CommemoratK)n ServK^e

By JENNIFER L. PRESS
Collegian StafT

Students, faculty and community leaders of difTerent
backgrounds came together to remember not only the six
million Jews who perished during World War II. but also
the many other cultures that have been oppressed
throughout the century at a Holocaust Commemoration
Service Friday aflemoon in the Cape Cod Lounge.

"Each person has a connection to the Holocaust."
UMass student Rachel Simon said in an introduction.
"We are here to remember and acknowledge discrimina-
tion and oppression."

The speakers at the service, many of whom are chil-
dren of Holocaust survivors, read poems and talked
about their family's experiences.
Tom Bailes, a UMass graduate student and son oftwo

Holocaust survivors, said even after 50 years, his parents
are still in hiding from the Nazis. He said their experi-
ence has manifested itself in him.

They told me the world is a scary place and I should
hide my Judaism, which I did until recently." Bailes said,
calling himselfa member ofa "generation that was never
supposed to be."

StudentActivitiesAdvisorDelphineQuarles compared
the discrimination she endured growing up as an African-
American to the discrimination Jews have faced.

"Ignorance and intolerance is our greatest oppressor.
Unless we are all free, no one is free." Quarles said.

Student Trustee elect Al Lizana discussed a recent
study which reported that 20 percent ofAmericans believe
the Holocaust was a hoax fabricated by the Jews in order
to gain status and sympathy by the rest of the woHd.

"In 50 years people may believe the Holocaust and
slavery never happened." he said. "We can't afTord to
forget because history can and will repeat itself"

Six Yartzeit candles, which Jews light in memory of
those who have passed away, were lit for each of the six
million Jews who died during the Holocaust. Rabbi Saul

Turn to HOLOCAUST SERVICE, page 6

By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian StafT

There is a need to change elementary and sec-
ondary school policy and attitudes concerning the
education of Puerto Rican students a.s well as for all

minorities, according to members of a symposium
held at UMass last Thursday and Friday.

The Symposium on Puerto Rican Migration and
Education was held to confront the need to under-
stand the socio-political and educational obstacles
facing Puerto Rican students, according to oi-ganiz-
ers.

The first part of the symposium was held at the
University of Puerto Rico in November 1992.

The symposium was sponsored by the Consejo
de Education Superior de Puerto Rico, the Cultural
Diversity and Curriculum Reform Projectat U.Mass
and the Mauricio Gaston Institute at UMass/Bos-
ton in collaboration with the I^tin American Stud-
ies Program and AHORA. a UMass Spanish-
speaking organization.

Puerto Rican students are not being fairly rep-
resented Oil American school boards, according to
Betty Medina Lichtcnstein. the only Puerto Rican
member ofthe Holyoke School Committee, and the
first minority elected to a school board in the .state.

"Puerto Rican students aiming to the mainland
have a very difficult time due to language barriers
and difTenng school structures." Lichtenstein said.

She added that she saw a "discrepancy" in
attitudes toward and treatment of Puerto Rican
students in the high school and the vocational
school in Holyoke.

Lichtenstein said she believed this discrepancy
was chiefly due to the differing attitudes of the
administrators toward Puerto Rican students in

their respective .schools. She pointed U> the high
school principal's stricter disciplinary policies which
had a discouraging effect on minority .students, as
opposed to the vocational principal's more en-
couraging attitude.

The main difficulties Puerto Rican parents face
when dealing with American school systems are
the different roles schools and teachers play in the
two societies, said associate professor Sonia Nieto
of the UMa.ss School of Education.

Nieto said in Puerto Rico, "schools are exten-

Turn to POLICY, page 2

UM student dies in crash
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts stu-

dent died in a one-car accident on
Swamp Road in Whately Saturday af-

ternoon, according to state police.

Police said Maria lakovidou, 22, was

COURTESY DIMOS SILVESTRIADES

Maria lakovidou

ajunior transfer student originally from
Veria. Greece. She transferred to UMass
last year from Thessaloniki. Greece.

State police Sergeant John Heally
said the accident occurred when the
car lost control and collided with a
utility pole shortly after 2 p.m.

The car crashed as it was heading
southbound and lost control, smashing
into the pole. The crash caused the car
and the pole to catch fire, Heally said.

Heally said the cause ofthe accident
is still under investigation.

According to the Springfteld Union
News, Kirk Brogg ofSwamp Road wit-
nessed the accident."

"It was going around the curve on
two wheels," he said. "It was completely
out of control."

Firefighters were not able to get at
the car for 20 to 30 minutes because of
live wires that fell from the pole on to

the car. said Whately Fire Lt. Alan
Sanderson. Sanderson said it took the
firfighters that long to cut the power
out of the wires.

There will be a memorial service
tonight at 7 p.m. at the Holy Trinity
Greek Orthodox Church in Holyoke.
Anyone wishing directions to the ser-

vice can call 546-3727.

Turn to ACCIDENT, page 6

Benefit held for library
Coach Cal recognized for donations
By MIKE CARVALHO
Collegian Staff

John Calipari, whose coaching skills

have propelled the University of Massa-
chusetts basketball team into the national

spotlight, was recognized last Thursday
for working to bring the same recognition

to the UMass library.

The men's basketball coach was named
Outstanding Library Benefactor for 1993
at a reception in Memorial Hall which was
attended by 100 faculty, students and fans.

Calipari was recognized for using his

influence to draw attention to the impor-
tance of the library, and for donating up-
wards of $10,000 to the library, a combi-
nation of fees from speaking engagements
and personal monetary donations.

Provost Glen Gordon, who presented
the award to Calipari, called Calipari "the
library's best spokesman," stressing the
coach's commitment to the University as a
whole.

"When interviewers want to talk about
athletics, he wants to talk academics,"
Gordon said.

Calipari pledged to continue working
on behalfof the library to show his appre-
ciation for the support he receives from
the UMass community.

Comparing the library's current situa-
tion to that ofthe men's basketball program
in the '80s, Calipari reminded tho.se as-
sembled that the Minutemen had been at
the bottom of the rankings when he took
the reins in 1988.

While the team finished the 1992-93
season ranked 14th in the Associated Press

Turn to LIBRARY BENEFIT, page 6
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Monday, April 26
Discussion — At Hampshire College, a "work-event"

will be held to discuss Resistance to state violence.
Speakers include Ada Sanchez, Pat Levasseur and Jen-
nifer Griffiths. It will begin at 6:30 p.m. at Frankhn
Patterson Hall, West Lecture Room.

Tuesday, April 27
Lecture— Ambassador Kamwal Sibal from India will

be speaking in Campus Center 176 at UMass. The Am-
bassador will address the issue ofethnic violence and the
crisis ofcommunalism in India. The lecture is sponsored
by the Forum on Developing Nations and the Anti

Racism Coalition. Everyone is encouraged to attend.
Seminar — The Social and Demographic Research

Institute will present a Research in Progress seminar at
3:50 p.m. in W32 Machmer. The topic is "Environmental
Racism? The TSDF Project," presented by John-Michael
Oaks and Michael Fraser.

Lecture — Jan D. Dizard. co-author of The Minimal
Family, will speak at the third annual Consumer Lecture
at 7:00 p.m. in Skinner Hall, room 18. She will address
The Family in Transition: Changing Family Values or a
Reflection ofSocial Change?" The lecture is free and open
to the public. For more information, call 545-2391.

Fraternity pulls chariot for charity
n.r DDT A\T /~</-M5«»I I7.1J-
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By BRL\N GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Members of the Delta Upsilon Fraternity pulled a
chariot from Boston to Amherst last weekend in a fund-
raising event that netted approximately $7,000 for the
Jimmy Fund, a foundation that sponsors research for
children with cancer.

Delta Upsilon Brothers began pulling the chariot
along the 110-mile route Friday morning from the Dana
Farber Cancer Institute in Boston, and finished Satur-
day afternoon when the chariot arrived at the Chapter
House on 778 North Pleasant St.

Along the route, two brothers at a time pulled the
chariot while a van followed behind. Each person would
run from five to 10 miles before being relieved by someone
in the van.

U policy
continued from poge 1

sions ofthe community and the home," and "teachers are
seen as 'second parents*" to the students. She added there
is greater parental involvement with education in Puerto
Rico, and that once in the United States, "the reality is
quite different."

"Too often there are low expectations of | Puerto Rican |

students because they don't fit into the traditional mold."
Nieto said.

She described five points schools need to address in
order to better serve the Puerto Rican student body.
Tracking ofstudents through the educational process, the
reasons for "retention," or keeping back' students from
advancing to the next grade also needs to be addressed.

She said the "feeling that foreign languages are not

'We each ran a few shifts, and you run until you drop,"
said Delta Upsilon memberNick Dicaprio. "When you get
tired you yell for help, then you catch your breath in the
van and hop right back out."

Philanthropy Chair Scott Stover said money for the
event was raised by sponsorships from local businesses,
raffle ticket money and donations made by residents of
the cities and towns the chariot passed through.

Stover said the chariot pull was originally a "keg roll"
from Boston to Amherst, but was changed to a chariot
pull seven years ago at the insistence ofthe Jimmy Fund.

Member Larry Ross said residents of the towns along
the route were very willing to donate money for the cause.

"The response we got was unbelievable," he said.
"People were so happy to help out. It was tough pulling
that chariot 110 miles to Amherst, but it makes you
realize how valuable life is."

worthwhile" needs to be changed, and "parents, teachers
and students all need to be involved in education."

Nieto also sees a need to "change the way we teach" as
well as "what we teach."

Nieto concurred with Maddie Marquez from the
Presidents Office of Mount Holyoke College, who said
the "educational bureauracracy does not move quickly

"

Nieto added that the educational system needs "to be
pushed along" towards the implementation of these
changes.

The Conference also offered workshops on Bilingual
Education and Puerto Rican Students, Higher Education-
Recruitment and Retention, Collaboration Research be-
tween Puerto Rico and the United States. Critical Peda-
gogyand Language Acquisition for Puerto Rican Students.
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Casino Night a success
Students rake in cash for cancer research
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

The wheel of fortune, and sometimes
misfortune, spun for gamblers at the fourth
annual Casino night last Thursday.

At press time, the number of people
who attended and revenues raised were
unavailable. All profits raised by the
charity event, which was sponsored by the
Campus Center/Student Union Board of
Governors, will be forwarded to the Na-
tional Brain Tumor Society.

The night went smoothly and everyone
seemed to have a good time, although the
winners, ofcourse, might have had a little

more fun than the losers.

Jeffrey Gottlieb, a UMass student, had
a good night. Gottliebwon $54 at blackjack.

"I love Casino night." Gottlieb said. "It
should be every single night, and then my
tuition would be free. Casino Night is the
night for me."

Gottlieb ended the interview quickly,
saying he felt like he had to leave before he
pushed his luck too far.

Angel Zucker. who said she lost $2
between the wheel offortune and roulette,
but won $3 at craps, praised the idea of

Casino night because "it's something dif-
ferent to do."

Joe Emerson said he lost $20, but did
not mind because "it's for a good cause."
He said he does not gamble much, but
went because one ofhis friends won $80 at
last year's Casino night.

Sean Linane, a representative from
the Brain Tumor society, addressed the
crowd during the night and thanked ev-
eryone who attended. Most people seemed
to be more interested in gambling than in
listening to him, but he received an en-
thusiastic cheer from those who did listen.

Linane is also a former member of the
Board of Governors. He helped produce
the Board's first Casino night under Jeff
Glassman. and was chief producer in the
second. Linane said a friend ofboth he and
Glassman died of a brain tumor, which is

why the Board started the night for the
benefit of the Brain Tumor society.

Ellen Story, the state representative
from the Amherst-Pelham district, also
visited Casino night for a few minutes.
She said she did not bet any money, but
did say she had paid the $5 door fee, even
though she had to leave for another ap-
pointment.

Haigis Hoopla creates
action-filled weekend

Exhibit, lecture provide
outlooks on child abuse

By VANESSA ADELMAN
Collegian Staff

The sound of dribbling basketballs
and cheering crowds filled the beautiful
spring weekend at the third annual
Haigis Hoopla Basketball Festival.

The festival began Friday with a pre-
tournament party in Boyden Gym, con-
tinued all day Saturday and ended on
Sunday with the championship games.

Organizers broke up the 210 teams
into four divisions based on ability —
the divisions, from best to worst, were
Top Gun. Hot Stuff, Weekend Warriors
and Couch Potatoes. These were then
divided into age categories of master's.
High School.junior for 13-years-old and
under and a category for those between
18 and 30 years old.

Most of the crowd had their eyes on
the Top Gun championship. UMass
Minuteman basketball players Kennard
Robinson, Anton Brown, Assistant
Coach Jimmy "Bruiser" Flint and
Fitzhugh Tarry were the best ofthe best

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Kathleen Anderson said she was being
"facetious" when she chose the title "All
Mothers Hurt All Children" for a lecture
in conjunction with her art exhibit. "Babies
Making Mothers."

Anderson said it was meant as a joke
and she doesn't really believe it, during a
lecture on Thursday in the Student Union
Gallery.

But lecture speaker Carolyn Golstein,
a physician from University Health Ser-
vices, said she agrees with the statement.

"In my opinion, child abuse is a whole
spectrum of things," Goldstein said. "I

think we all do it. We all overpower our
children a little."

Anderson said she knows she says
things that hurt her daughter sometimes.

"I do a good job most of the time,"

Anderson said. "But I've said more hurtful
things to my child than to anyone I've had
a relationship with. . . except maybe my

mother."

Anderson is a 42-year-old Master of
Fine Arts graduate student at the Uni-
versity.

"Babies Making Mothers," Anderson's
Master of Fine Arts thesis show, was a
chaotic display oftoys,paintingsand quilts
depicting mothers and children. It was
shown at the Student Union Gallery last

week.

Goldstein read from a paper on child
abuse during part of the lecture, which
took place amid Anderson's art work.

"The abused child is isolated by the
abuser." Goldstein said. "Often there is

collusion within the family."

This kind of treatment is very fright-

ening for children, who may become dis-

trustful and withdrawn as a result, she
said.

Goldstein said abuse may be avoided
and mothering made easier ifmothers are
not afraid to ask for help.

"It's scary to admit you're having hav-
ing a hard time," Anderson said.

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN
Players compete during this weekend's

Haigis Hoopla Basketball Festival.

as "Bruise's Boys."

Bruise's Boys beat out Tracy's II in
a hard-fought 21-19 game.

The other favored team. Freak
Show, with UMass players Harper
Williams, Francois Firmin, Tony
Barbee and his brother Chris, lost

Sunday morning. All teams played full

throttle, with players even falling into
the Fine Arts fountain when going
affer the ball.

Organizers said they were encour-
aged that 15 percent of this year's
participants were women.

The teams had names which ranged
from the Dyslexic Speedreaders to the
Fab 4. At least some teams appeared to
know that they were doomed from the
outset, with suggestive names like the
"New England Brickmasters: but at
least we look good." "The Hackers."
and "Under the Influence." Other in-

teresting team names included "Four
Hung Men" and "Family Jewels."

According to Jesse Wilde, a sport
management professor, the event is

organized by members of a 500-level
sport management class. Wilde said
he believes it is a great way to educate
people with hands-on experience.

Organizers said this year was dif-

ferent than the past two. because the
tournament expanded to a festival.

"We wanted to link together exter-
nally in the community and internally
on campus."Ted Fay, executive director
ofthe event and Ph.D. candidate ofthe
sport management program, .said.

"Next year we want to expand even
more by having a co-ed division, and
broaden our relationship with the Fine
Arts Department, who was very help-
ful this year." Fay said.

Sources .said this year they added
venders, bands, a juggler and even a
hot air balloon, toattract more students
and more people in the community.

The event was spon.sored by many
local and national companies such as
US Air. Spalding. Coca-Cola. Uptown
Pizza. Rafters. The Pub and others. It

was broadcast on the radio by 93.3
WHMP-FM.

According to Burke Magnus, a sport
management graduate student, this
year not only had a big draw of teams,
which entries had to be cut off, and the
community, but they also had a big
turnout of volunteers.

Holocaust survivor speaks on past experiences
By ERICA MOSS
Collegian Correspondent

There is a need for Holocaust survivors to tell about
their experiences to make up for the six million people
who died, a Holocaust survivor said Thursday.

Hedy Rose, a former professor in the Five College
system and currently adjunct faculty and director of

Hedy Rose
SETH KAYE / COLLEGIAN

Educational Studies at Wesleyan University, Rose lec-

tured Thursday night at Hillel House.
Rose gave a personal account of her experiences as a

young child, growing up in Southern Amsterdam, Holland
during World War II.

Rose compared herself to Anne Frank as she began
her story "In Hiding in Amsterdam — Childhood
Memories." She said they both underwent very similar
experiences during the Holocaust.

Rose described Amsterdam during the early twenti-
eth century where she grew up with her family. She said
she first experienced hateful prejudice at the early age of
six.

"I had not a clue as to what was going on," Rose said.

She said all she felt was an immense hatred exhibited
towards her by a friend. Rose said this was only the
beginning.

Rose said beginning school was something she looked
enthusiastically towards as a time to learn and make new
friends.

She said when she was targeted and branded as a
"Jew" this enthusiasm was slowly demolished. All Jew-
ish school children were forced to wear a jacket with a
large felt yellow Jewish star that had large letters spelling
out the word "Jew."

According to Rose, the yellow star was the Nazis' way
of labeling off the Jews. She said this "gave license to

supposedly law abiding citizens to poke fun at, throw
stones and bully the Jews."

Rose .said these incidents worked themselves into a
long cycle of oppression. She said Jews were not allowed
in the schools, parks, libraries or on public transporta-
tion.

She said they also had a strict curfew. Rose referred to
this cycle as "upping the ante."

Rose said this cycle gives note to the "incredible minds

of evil it took to somehow always graze the level of
oppression."

She said Nazi soldiers and Gestapo officials would
often pay visits to their home, eventually takingaway her
father. Rose said her mother was told that she was to be
taken at a later time.

Rose said this left no time for her sister, her mother or
herself to remain at home — they had to escape at once.
She said her mother took the children and fled their
home.

Rose said she could recall how she "feared the sounds
oftheir footsteps on the cobble stone street as they echoed
all around."

She said the family eventually reached the Western
part ofAmsterdam, where they lived with a host family
who had apparently made previous arrangements with
her mother.

Rose said they lived in very cramped quarters with
this family in hiding. She said this left little room for
confrontation, privacy or space.

She said one time the family was eating smoked eel
and she had to eat the head of the eel, consequently
getting the fish hook which was embedded in the head
stuck in her tongue. Rose said she could not scream or
carry on for fear of being heard by outsiders, regardless
of the immense pain.

According to Rose, food was often scarce and des-
peration drove. people to eating any pet or animal that
was available. She said all food was shared between the
six members of the household, even at times when there
was only enough for three.

Rose said the Nazis managed to wipe out all existing
family members on Rose's fathers side during a period of
ethnic cleansing. She said her grandmother, who was in
an old age home, was "tossed like a chicken on a truck to

Turn to HOLOCAUST LECTURE, page 6
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I thmk we fool ourselves if we think that

Timor. In a sense our^^ for Se usT ofhTstorv arf^ ""T'Z f '"'\"
^V""''

^^" P*-^'"^^ '^^ reoccurrence,

wayoftempering^urdesp'^fr at the trag^^^^^^^^ m%^'^"'^''.^'^\J^'^''' ^^ of Emperor Napoleon
ity. The hope that w.sdom canTeS S frorth" l"... "I'T^^^ ^^^ ^e mistakes ofthe past how to make

time we attempt to decide future actions using "lessons" of
history. Ofcourse we must know history to understand the
present in. say. the Balkans, but as far as decisions go we
must leap in the dark, with morality as our only guide.

In ex-Yugoslavia we can say how grimly fascinating it
IS that we seem to have reverted to a pre- 1919 situation
with the Balkans as the perpetual trouble spot We can
also rnaybe compare the differing views of Baroness
I hatcher (out of power, but very influential) and Presi-
dent Clinton on Bosnian intervention to the famous

Hani will not be forgotten

new ones.- This is what we ar. in dange% of doing rei; „ a C^Ue'^rS,^

the superpower of that era. should do about Turkish
atrocities against Bulgarian Christians in the 1870s We
can even fear that by some occultish twist of fate Serbian
nationalism will, as in 1914. be the trigger for world war

Nevertheless, essentially all the above parallels are
but tnvia; history has made this conflict, but it offers us
nothing but shrieks of warning regarding anv solution.

Jesse Armstrong, an exchange student from England.

April 10. 1993. News of the assassina
tion ofChris Hani spreads across the world
as shock and anger increases throughout
South Africa, especiallyamong black South
Africans. As Hani got out of his car. Janus
Waluz. a Polish immigrant walked into his
driveway and at point blank range, fired
four bullets into Chris Hani's body, leaving
him bleeding and lifeless on the ground.

Waluz. of the right wing neo-Nazi
Afrikaaner Resistance Movement (AWB).
was arrested for executing a well- or-
chestrated plan oftheAWE to assassinate
the leadership ofthe liberation movement.
Evidence of this is the "hit list" found in
Waluz' possession. However, the implica-
tions of Chris Hani's assassination are
more than a "mission accomplished" for
the vast majority of South Africans.

Gabi

GUMBI
Hani was not only secretary general of

the South African Communist Party but
one of the most respected leaders in the
African National Congress, as well as
commander-in-chief of Umkhonto We
Sizwe (the military wing of the ANC) and
the most popular leader with youth. Re-
cently. Hani was credited as one of the
most acclaimed leaders in South Africa,
second only to Nelson Mandela.

In light ofhis unwaveringcommitment
and dedication to the people of South Af-
rica. Hani's death is of great significance.
Thousands ofangered South Africans took
to the streets in spontaneous demonstra-
tions to protest his assassination and ex-
press the great sense of loss the country
felt. South Africa experienced one of the
most successful work stayaways. which
cost the White minority regime an esti-

mated $4 million.

At the age of 50. Hani's tragic and
untimely death will have great impact,
especially in the Black townships and rural
areas. One is left wondering what effect

this will have on present negotiations and
the future of South Africa.

Like many other South Africans. Hani
joined the ANC youth in 1957 and the

military wing in 1962. In 1963. Hani left

the country to undergo military training.
In 1967. as commissar of the Lutheli regi-
ment, Hani fought with the Zimbabwe Af-
rica Peoples Union in their struggle against
the minority white regime in Rhodesia
(now Zimbabwe). By the age of 32. Hani
became the youngest-ever member of the
African National Congress in 1972.

That same year he was stationed in
Lesotho to organize the ANC political in-
frastructure in South Africa. In 1981. he
escaped one of many assassination at-
tempts when the South African Defense
Force illegally crossed the border to
Lesotho and killed many iruiocent civilians
From 1987 to 1992 he held the number
two position of chief of staff and deputy
commander of Umkhonto We Sizwe in
Lusaka. Zambia. Ironically. Hani returned
toSouth Africa in 1991 to promote peaceful
negotiations and transition of power, and
was one of the chief advocates of nonvio-
lent change.

Hani's assassination jeopardizes the
negotiation process, and once again raises
serious questions about the sincerity and
legitimacy ofthe National Party on issues
ofpeace, change and restructuring in South
Africa. The resulting vacuum in South
African leadership is also felt by the South
African struggle. Likeall our martyrs who
gave their lives for the struggle against
apartheid. Hani's death serves to
strengthen our resolve and motivation to
keep fighting until the South African
people are truly liberated.

It is therefore imperative to ensure
that Hani's death was not in vain, and
that the struggle for liberation in South
Africa is intensified. Certainly Hani's ab-
sence will be sorely felt, and he will be
missed by the whole country.

To commemorate the life ofa true hero
of our people and his contribution to the
struggle, a service and meeting will be
held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 917.

Gabi Gumbi is president of the South
African lAzanian StudentMovement. This
column was signed by the group's execu-
tive committee.

Lower standards, lower credibility
A few days ago, I learned that at the

last Faculty Senate meeting a few
changes in the academic standards at
UMass were passed, effective fall 1993.

The first was a provision stating
that students who fail a course may
take it up to two more times to pass,
with only the passing grade, not the V.
appearingon the transcript and figured
it into the G.P.A. Secondly, students
will have until after midterm exams to
drop a course with a "W."

To many students this may sound
great. What these students fail to realize
is by lowering academic standards, the

Faculty Senate has also lowered the
credibility of a diploma from UMass. I

personally came to UMass to work hard
to get a degree that would carry pres-
tige, pride and credibility, not one rep-
resenting lower academic sUndards.

The Faculty Senate will meet again
April 29. 1 urge all administrators,
professors, students and faculty sen-
ate members to withdraw their sup-
port and overturn these standards, to
retain the high standing of a UMass
degree.

Heidi Fagan
Amherst

Same call, 30 years later
I have a dream that one day this na-

tion will rise up and live out the true
meaning ofits creed: 'We hold these truths
to be self-evident, that all men are created
equal."

Three decades ago. in the city of
Washington, a minister stood before a
collection of citizens who believed in jus-
tice and freedom for an oppressed minor-
ity of our population.

Hundreds of thousands gathered in
our capital city to protest the glaringindif-
ference ofthe government and the nation
as a whole to the plight for freedom of this
mass ofmen and women, who were treated
as anything but equal. They were cast
aside, thrown away, reviled, hated and
spat upon for their simple desire to live a
free and fair life as members of our
American society.

Peter J.

ORVETTI

Spanish column is an opportunity
I thought ofstarting this letter with

a cheap joke about Dina Gold's letter

[Collegian, April 51 concerning a col-

umn written in another language in

March. I've decided that isn't the pur-

pose of this letter, though, and she has
embarrassed herself, as well as this

University, enough.
Dina. the purpose ofa university is to

expand your mind to new ideas. UMass'
call is for diversity, and this column
written in Spanish is an example of

that, but there's more. This column was
written in a section dedicated to diver-

sity. Your article goes against everything

we are here for— you propose to put up
a wall and keep different ideas out and
yourself trapped in.

"Did you know?" By the year 2000.

more than 10 percent of the U.S. popu-

lation will speak Spanish.

"Did you know?" In other places such
as Africa and Europe, knowing more
than one language is very common.

I have struggled through two years
of Spanish. I am nowhere near fluent,
and I know the frustrations oflearning
a language. But it gives you knowledge
and awareness of other cultures; this
column made me even more aware.
My point is not to attack you. but to

wake you up. That column can "educate
the ignorant." by saying there are dif-

ferent languages, right on our own
campus. Use chances like this column
to better yourself— ask someone who
speaks Spanish what the heck it said.

Maybe you'll meet someone new who's
all right, you'll learn something new
and you'll help tear down that wall.

Creston Patterson
Amherst

Three decades ago. these words were
said by that minister, in that city, in the
pursuit of freedom.

But there is still oppression, and there
is still suppression, ofa group much ofour
society would rather ignore. They fight
back, but not with violence; that same
minister once said:

"I say to myself hate is too great a
burden to bear. Somehow we must be able
to stand up before our most bitter oppo-
nents and say: 'We shall match your ca-
pacity to inflict suffering by our capacity
to endure suffering. We will meet your
physical force with soul force. Do to us
what you will and we still love you.

'"We cannot in all good conscience obey
your unjust laws and abide by the unjust
.system, becau.se noncooperation with evil
is as much a moral obligation as is coop-
eration with good, and so throw us in the
jail and we will still love you. Bomb our
homes and threaten our children, and. as
difficult as it is. we will still love you.

'"Send your hooded perpetrators of
violence into our communities in the
midnight hour and drag us out on some
wayside road and leave us half-dead as
you beat us, and we will still love you.
Send your propaganda agents around the
country and make it appear that we are
not fit, culturally and otherwise, for inte-
gration, but we'll still love you.

"'But be assured that we'll wear you
down by our capacity to suffer, and one

day we will win our freedom. We will not
only win freedom for ourselves, we will so
appeal to your heart and conscience that
we will win you in the process, and our
victory will be a double victory.'"

Martin Luther King. Jr.. was shot down
25 years ago this month because of his
passionate beliefinequality for all people,
freedom for all people, and that no hard-
won victory is so great as that which is

won with non-violence in the face of
overwhelming hatred and assault.

As Dr. King led the nation to Wash-
ington in 1963, he had a hope in mind —
that the nation would look at their fellow
Americans and see that these people in
Washington, just like they, watching on
their televisions in New York. Virginia.
Ohio. California. Idaho and Mississippi,
were exactly that —just like they.

Now it is our time to make the great
realization that the oppressed minority is
just like us. Now. .30 years later, again in
our capital city, again a great mass of
Americans will congiegate to make their
call for freedom, equality, and under-
standing, for their basic civil rights.

The 1993 March on Washington for
Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Equal Rights
and Liberation took place Sunday. April
25. A million demonstrators were expected
to participate.

Peter J. Orvetti, a student at Hampshire
College student, is a Collegian columnist.

Broken window
and lost lemons

Since the last letter went to print
I Collegian , April 20 1, another Durfee
Conservatory window was broken,
and through this window were sto-
len our two prized Ponderosa
"Wonder" lemons.

These enormous lemons were a
main attraction to visitors, being
the largest variety of lemon in the
world. It will be more than a year
before new lemons mature. The
presence of these lemons will be
missed by all.

Durfee Conservatory is open to
visitors Monday through Friday. 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Michael Stern
Student volunteer workerlent volunteer worker

Durfee Conservatory
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continued from page 1

lakovidou's mother, fatherand older
sister will fly to the United States to

attend the memorial service. Her re-
mains will sent to Greece after the
service for burial.

library benefit

Holocaust service

continued from page 1

poll, the UMass library is currently ranked
90th out of 106 libraries in the Association
of Research Libraries.

"We've got to attack that problem just
like we atUcked the basketball problem,"
said Calipari. who then repeated his goal
that the library be in the top 20 by the year
2000.

"That's an ambitious goal ," Gordon said.
"But Coach Cal knows about goals— and
he knows about rankings. With John in-
volved, nothing's impossible."

"We all want to have a world-class
campus." Calipari said. "But you can't do
that without a world-class library."

Professor Daniel Martin, chair of the
Faculty Senate Library Committee which

Holocaust lecture

co-sponsored the event with Friends ofthe
Library, said the event was held to rec-
ognize Calipari's contributions as well as
to draw attention to the work being done
by Friends of the Library.

"We wanted to honor the coach, and we
also wanted to get more people involved in
this respectable and honorable association
of professors and alumni," Martin said.

Also attending the reception were state
Sen. Stan Rosenberg and former Minute-
men Anton Brown and Tommy Pace.

The event was held during National
Research Library Week, April 18-24, in
honor of which proclamations from Gov.
Weld and both houses of the state legisla-
ture commending the library were on dis-
play.

continued from page 1

Perlmutter of Hillel recited a mourner's
prayer which was followed by a minute of
silence throughout campus.

Father Joseph Quigley ofthe Newman
Center said of all of the Holocaust events
he has attended at the University, Friday's

was the "most touching".

Quigley also said students must all

stand up for decency and human rights
and to be proud of who they are.

"I hope the one thing you get out of
college is respect for yourself and where
you come from." he said.

continued from page 3

holding camps."
According to Rose, posters were posted

up foi- anyone to earn money by turning in
Jews and many did. She said eventually
the only survivors besides herself were
her sister and one cousin.

She said she awoke one morning when
she was eight to find her mother dead
from a stroke.

Rose said she and her sister remained
in the care of their host family and after
the war was over they came to the United
States to stay with their uncle.

She said they were extremely fortunate
to survive. Rose also said although there
were many who were willing to make
money by turning in Jews, there were
others who did not.

There were many who saved lives such
as their host family who had no blood
relation to them at all. Rose said.

Rose said three crucial years of her life

were spent in constant fear of being cap-
tured. She said unannounced searches

engraved a never-ending terror of being
caught as an escaped Jew.

Rose said she is fortunate enough to
live and tell her story. She said she tells
her story with the hope that she can "make
up for those six million who can not speak,
plead, or bring themselves to bare witness
because they are no longer in existence."

Rose said she wishes to educate, reach
out and "give strength ofconviction" to the
fact that these things really happened.
She said what is written in the history
books are things that happened to real
people.

She said the Holocaust is not made up
or "Hollywood make believe" because "it is

not something we'd choose to experience."
She said she feels the prejudices, hatred
and stereotypes need to stop and not be
glazed over.

Rose said she was taking a trip when
she spotted a billboard which said "though
we are many we are one."

"This is what we all need to turn to-

wards," Rose said.

DIVISION or CONTINUIKG EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

I I

- Missed a conrse? Make it np!
- Advance in next semester's work

- Fulfill a requirement
" Ei^oy a conrse

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, siz-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July 13-Anffust 18

RECa^XSTER M'O'W!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing: Education,
6tli floor Goodell Buildins;, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITY or MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

YDU COULD LEARN A LOT FROM A DUMm:
BUCKLE YOUR SAFETY BELI

fawairtomvinn.cattieA»t)ag&CNk3S3tetyHciO>ne 900-424-9393

Hurricane Island
College of the Outdoors,

Send for free descriptive cotalog or call toll-free 1-800-341-1744 for more infonnaCJonJ

Find out why

Community Health Plan

(CHP) was the *1 choice

for University of

IVIassachusetts employees

changing their health

benefit plans in '91 &'92.

Come to an Open House:

CHP hLasthampfon Health Center CHP Pioneer Health Center
1 79 Norlhamplon Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday. .V6

CHP Hadley Health Center

8 River Drive

5:M)-7 p.m. Tliursday.s: 4/22 & 5/6

63 French King Highway. Greenfield

5:.3()-7 p.m. Wednesday, 5/5

CHP South Deerneld Health Center

Route 5/10

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday 5/6

413/774-6352 Franklin County
413/584-0600 Hampshire County

Community
Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership
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Two musical Giants
set to invade Noho
By DARIENNE HOSLEY
Collegian Staff

They Might Be Giants accordionist John Unnell
fondly remembers his one year at UMass, as part of
the 1977-78 freshman class — playing piano at
night in the Fine Arts department, living in
Southwest, taking over Whitmore

There was one main protest, over housing and
Southwest, where I lived," Unnell said. There was
rain coming in the top. It was like living in a ghetto."

"So some thousands of irate students marched
into the administration buildingand took it over for
a day. It was really fun — 1 spent the night."
When Linnell returns to the valley Tuesday, it

won't be as an activist but as one halfofThey Might
Be Giants, the eccentric pop group he formed with
guitarist John Flansburgh 10 years ago.

The Johns are on a two-week mini-tour of the
northeast, leading to a May 1 show at their Massa-
chusetts alma mater, Lincoln-Sudbury Regional
High School, to benefit the Martin Luther King
Action Project.

UMass didn't help Linnell's musical career; a
brief stint playing tenor sax with the marching
band left him bruised.

"It was kind of an unpleasant experience. Par-
ticularly because the marching was this kind of
mihtaristic trap — the people they had hired to
train

|
us I how to march were really into the humor

of intimidating people." Linnell said.

Linnell found freedom with the accordion, de-
scribing it as his "perfect instrument," and
Flansburgh as a bandmate. They are known for
melodies and word games: "I met someone at the dog
show/she was holdingmy left arm/ but everyone was
acting normal so I tried to look nonchalant."

Such lyrics lead many regard the band as silly—
entertaining, but fluffy. Linnell said that hurts.

"We like being taken seriously, particulariy per-
sonally. Often we get the feeling that we're con-
sidered a little bit foolish, and that isn't the way we
think of ourselves," he said.

In fact, many oftheir songs are downright dark:
"Every jumbled pile of person has a thinking part
that wonders what the part that isn't thinking isn't
thinkingofshould you worry when the skullhead is
in front of you or is it worse because it's always
waiting where your eyes don't go?"

"It's generally more interesting to write sort ofa
black song. Ifit'sjust strictly beat, there's not much
tension," Linnell said. "But we don't think of our-
selves as depressing; we think about this as pop
music."

77/t?v Might Be Giants will be performing with
Brian Dewan at Pearl Street on Tuesday. April 27.
at 8 p.m.

Spring Concert revealed
Hey, ho, Naughty By Nature headlines annual event
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

All those rumors you've heard. . . they're vm)ng' Well
most of them were wrong. The 1993 Spring Concert
promises a diverse array oftalent from "all major genres
of music," according to UPC's Jennifer Jubinville.

First, let's dispel the rumors. The list of five bands
announced on Friday does not include Primus 10 000
Mamacs or Porno For Pyros, nor does it include Arrested
Development, Black Crowes or Living Colour. Citing
excuses from Mother's Day commitments to Lollapalooza
many bands declined UPC's invitation. Luckily, the re-
sult was an eclectic and balanced mix.

The lineup will, however, be highlighted bv local/
international favorites Dinosaur Jr. J Mascis' renowned
band is currently touring in support oftheir latest album
Where Ya Been Seeing that the closest the band has been
to Amherst since the tour's beginning has been Boston,
this is the first and maybe sole opportunity to Noho's own
fossils anytime soon.

Also featured will be those "O.P. P." guys. Naughty By
Nature. The hip-hop group fronted by leadman/sometimes
actor Trech, are one of the most prominent and recog-
nizable acts of their type. Every song seems to contain a
catch phrase. "O.P.P."spumed clothing emblazoned with
the song title. Being "down wit' O.P.P." became a way of
life. With the next anthemic hit, "hey, ho" could be found
resonating throughout the parties of America.

The Waiters (sans Bob Mariey) still exist as the spirit
of their late singer lives on. Producing some of the finest
reggae around, all that's missing is the legendary Mariey s
dreadlocks.

Also featured will be renowned guitarist/vocalist Richie
Havens and opening acVFire Alwe champions Canine
Bastards. Havens continues to produce tasteful music
after a long and accomplished career. The Bastards,
established on the local scene, were awarded the position
of opener after beating out four other bands eariier this
month in Five Alive.

"(We) hope people take advantage of the opportunity
to see stuff they wouldn't usually see," Jubinville said.

The 1993 edition of the annual Mother's Day weekend
event in front of the campus pond attempts to tackle a
wider scope ofmusic compared to the more "alternative"
focii of the past.

In the past, the concert has featured such performers
as Ziggy Mariey, Phish and the Beastie Boys and usually
proves Itself to be UPC's grandest production.

Once again, that's Naughty By Nature, Dinosaur Jr.
The Wallers, Richie Havens and the Canine Bastards So
lose your rumors, let the truth be known. Happv Spring'

Richie Havens
COURTESY VARIETY ARTISTS

r SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright
Moments Festival on July 15, 22, 29 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited
number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only. Fine
Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.
Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 3.

r^' ni . ,

:22

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Spring 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.
Mondays or Wednesdays - ConfkJentialily
Assured. Call 549 2671 x233 or 234, Clinic IV

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549-2671 X233 or 2v34, Clinic IV.

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating.
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30-6.00 p.m.
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator. No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

For more information on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549 2671

LX233
or 234. Confidentiality Assured.

_™™™„__ J

^*|iplications now being accepted al

Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

Understanding Eating Disorders:

Strategies for Friends and Family

Tuesday - March 9

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

* I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

I think my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?

Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She^
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm
really afraid...What can I do to help?

If you're concerned about someone who you know or
suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to
this informal workshop to explore how you can help
and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

549-2671, Clinic IV . ext. 233 or 234.
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CELLOPHANE
You are invited to a cocktail party:

PLACE: Regency Hairstylists

189 N. Pleasant St.

Annherst, MA
253-9526

SUMMER IN ISRAEL!
Spend three weebs as a student volunteer

worbing and living at army base.

Six month open return ticket!

TIME: April 1st -30th.

r
fe

)

We are featuring a
Cellophane cocktail

conditioner with the benefits
of a reconstructing conditioner
and shine ,for only $10.00.

(with a hair service) This

includes an entry in our
drawing to win a gift basket.

LOW PRICES
lNCluo^sw^HJM)I»l(>Alw^A»^. wxxM
KOSHI M m)AM) & KMJUS

FROM

^799
^REG. FEE

Option USD Lt:adership Program

• Departing from New Yorb
begining 5.23. 5.29. 5.30. 5.31. 6.2. 6.5. 1993

Call tor »ilu-r Udlct «nU iiiio

Contact:

Naliondl Sludcni

Coordinator

Hope to see you soon.

O^cJsra&C

ISRAEL ^^^ ^f^^^y^. ny ioo36 6902

i AX 212 bl3-4B55

IJJI>f.1.i»JJ.iMJ.»idj;iiJii.i<.wj-.juj.iijjnij<i.ii.mj.,jL^j.i.ijjmj ii .fiurij.wiMjyn?inyj|.g.vri^:<iKHJAIJJill;^<I.W.WJ:.JMJ.»,ljJHlJ.1l.fJ,WJ-.;Ud.>.IJ?H

flL^^,//? A
PROGRESS REPORT OF MULTICULTURAL ACTIVITIES. Reports, issued from the Chancellors

office^ Will be wntten each month. The intent of the reports, and the essays, by different faculty or staff

Trffu '* 2^ ,*"' ? '? ^'*"*''^ agreements reached between the administration and ALANA students, but also
to list the efforts of the community at large in working towards a truly multicultural campus.

loward Achie\'ing a Multicultural Campiis

Joyce A\Tech Bcrkman, Professor of HLstorv

I would like to ti'll you alx)iit an
(.•\|X'riciKi- 1 h.id in M.inh. I was the Rucst in
the fourth ot the series of Conversations with
Women .Vuthors lield at a distnifjuished
institution in New ^ tirk. I he H-ries inchided
li\e author.. Iriea Jonn. I arohiic lleilhrun.
I Men Chesler, .\iulrea l^workin. and me. all of
us white aiu) middle ilass. Our riventlv
l>ul>lishet) hio>'raphies taat the li\ es of white
women, e.)-. Ileillmins work on CJIoria
Steiiiem. Chesler s on Margaret San);er and
mine on Oliw .Vhreiner. hw sizcahle
.ludieiuv was preilominaiith white and
teinale. At the end of the ewninjj, ni\ host
lamented tlie |Mueit\ ot men |)reseiit and of
women of color in the audience. This
comment came after her description tner
dinner with me of her course on feminist
writers, almt>st all white. She is a hrij-ht,

scnsitixe, and \er> well meaniii); teacher, hut
clearls lier consciousness on multiculturalisni
still needs raisinx. I felt a rush of divcn*-
emotions. I wanted to thank her for };i\ ing me
the opportunity to s|)eak alvuit race issues in
m\ remarks on l>live Schreiner. I wanted to
em|)athi/e xvith her desire for a more mixed
audiences and with the difficulties of
attractinj; diwrse audienci-s in the era of more
separatist jxilitics mm.\ intellcvtual frameworks.

I repressed all these emotions, muttered
v)me appreciative words, asked alviut mv
moilest honorarium, and said ntxHlhve,
returninj: to Amherst at 2AM the following
morninu. hut |>oiulerinj;, now and then
ilurinj; my riile home, how Ix-st to facilitate
ui\ hosts multicultural eilucatioii. a ipiestion
that has haunted me as an educator for vears.
I keep askinj; m\ self what is the educator's
role in chanj-iii}; the \ alues o( her students.' If

one decides that we have a res|V)Hsiliilitv to
carr\- forth the multicultural mission of this
l'ni\ersit\ . how ilo we nvoncile our identitv
as missionaries with the projtressive
padaj;oj;ical traditions of o|X'n inquin and
student ownership of the nature and process
ol their self-development? Sureh . lamhastiii};
my host or my students aiidcofie.ijiiies will

"

not further our mission; thev ma\ censor their
words arouiul me. Inif their thoughts and
values will not alter words Ix-cause I tell them
I find them narrow or oflensiw. .\iul if thev
don't feel free to explore their was s of seeinj;

and experieiuiii};, their hiases and tastes, in a
sate setting, then the possihilitv of self-

controntation and change cannot take place:

they will Ix'ciime su|KTficially multicultural,
simpiv parrots ol my Ix-liefs. Such ruminations
crowdcxl into my tired hrain on the wav home.

.So here I am home: .\nd ves. I am proud
that this University is dominated bv a
ccmimitment to multiculturalisni iii lx)th
thct>r\ and practice, hut m> pride quicklv ebbs
when I reflect on the gap, though shrinking,
Ix'tween commitment and reality. This shadow
falling Ix'tween the ideal and the actual, of
course, is a national phenomenon. And in mv
remarks I want to address this gap bv
examining its nxits in our Uxallv and
nationally confuH-d sense of multicultural
vision itself.

What do we mean when u-c say a
multicultural campus? Mow do wc define
multicultural? Are women and men cultures?
I")«x's multicultural include gavs? The
economicallv disadvantaged? Are the |XK)r a
culture? The workingclass? The learning
impaired, those who are blind or deaf or
wheelchairlxiund? In sum, can all human
differences, except those that are unquestion-
ably idiosyncratic, Ix" termed culturaf
differences? Because wc have not answered this
question clearly, we find campuses across the
nation excluding or marginalising certain
groups at the vers- time they are flaunting their
denuxratic inclusiveness. a contradiction that
exacerbates tensions.

c:om|X)unding this confusion over what
constitutes the cultural of multicultural is the
often seething diversity within each of the
broad s<Kial categories I have identified. I can
underscore the issue this |X)ses for us bv asking:
Who represents the interests of women of
lampus? of African Americans? of lesbians? of
I atinas? of jews? of Asian Americans? ad
infinitum. The C:hancellor's Commission on
Civility and Human Kelations has held
hearings for various student communities on
campus to learn what are negativ e and txisitive

exix-rienccs and their recommendations for
change. Well, who gets invited to apjvar
Ix'fore the ("ommission? This pivotal jx)licv
question corresponds to curricular dilemmas.
In dev ising my curriculum in women's histor\',

I introduce students to the historical experi-
ence of all kinds of women, bu\ within ev erv
group certain voices are included, other voices
are omitted, e.g. in my syllabus C^herokcc
women receive far mcire attention than
N.ivaho wom«n: the voices of African
.American female jxilitical leaders and enslaved
women get more airplay than the voices of
.•\fricaii .American missionarv women. Though
1 discuss the main pitLills Ix-setting terms such

as "a representative person" of a sjxvific time or
community, the uuandar\- n>mains, as it d<x's at
the University (Xilicy making lesel. For example,
the Civility Commission has had trouble H-tting
up a hearing with Hispanic students lxH:ause the
Hispanic community here, as m the countrs- at
large, is divided by different vxial class, regional,
religious, and generational interests and
affiliations, [wlitical differences, and diverse
|X)ints of origin and language, la be sure, for
most grou|)s internal unity is im(x>ssible, given
the stark reality that evers individual is an
ensemble of identities, with each of our identities
and their affinitv' grou|)s clamoring for attention,
for emiity. for freedom of expression.

That's not the end of our confusion over
this vision called multiculturalisni. Is cultural
identitv something solid, relatively unchanging?
Or is It historically constructed and constantly
shifting? Young jx-ople at Universities across this
countrs' are wrestling with identity questions in a
new way. In the past they were handed fairlv
definite ideas of what vime of their identities
meant, such as male or female, Jewish or Moslem,
African American or Irish American, but all tlu-se
designations are now generally |XTceived as
historically contingent, in flu.x. No wonder
young iXHjple acrms the country feel sti much
frustration and helplessness.

And thus, my final question —given the
rapidly proliferating classifications of identity
and the inevitable identity (xilitics these vielil,

what particular identity is or at least a cotisensus
that the University is tiie place vsherc cultural
identity is a problematic and explored, how do
wc decide which cultural difference matters? And
are all grou|) differences tolerable? Wc currently
approach this question of which differences
matter and how much by simply leaving it up to
the sjx'cific group to demand their right to join
others at the bull's eye of academic discourse and
|X)licy making. That path leads to comix'titive
and increasingly separatist organization and
ideologies that foment distrust and alienation
and undermine whatever chance for community
a University might mcxlel. Is there any alterna-

'

five? Campuses throughout the country are
l<x)king for leadership out of this frozen wa: Can
our University be a flagship?

I want to offer three suggestions. Neither of
them without problems, but worth pursuing as
we grope toward a more |H'rfect community on
our campus and beyond. ( 1 ) Let us subordinate
the nebulous concept of multiculturalisni to
another nebulous concept—a socially just
community. I am willing to deploy the term
nuilticulturalism until a letter one arises, but I

would have the University consider advancing

lieyond toleration and celebrafion ot

indis idual and group differences to address-
ing ill our curriculum, programs, and (X)licies
the origins and nature of inequalities in the
opjx)rtunities different groups of jxiiple
experience at this |iarticular time and place in
history and how those inequalities |X'rmeatc
eveiy institution in our nation, including the
University, and, further, liow this external
iwlitical and cultural reality sha(X>s the daily
life, including the subjectivities, of students,
and faculty and staff. (2) If this campus is to
H-rve as a site where jxnver relations as well as
identities are «)[x-nly examined, defined and
redefinixl, then civility, that is. an attitude or
a-sjK-ct for the inquirer, whatever the nature
of the inquirs', a sinsitivitv to the (xtssibilitv
ol each individual to change their feelings
and views, must guide all inter]x-rv)nal and
intergroup communication. The national
alarm over indcxtrination, i.e. the charge that
multiculturallsts seek to im)X>se (xilitical

correctness, as you know is reallv a

smokescreen ft)r the unwillingness of those-
with less inclusive notions of s<xial justice
and community to defend their intolerance.
This in not to deiiv that demagtiguers and
bigotrs- can apjx'ar on the left bands of the
jxilitical Sjx-ctrum as well as on the right, but
to argue that by and large those seeking a
more inclusive and just campus are relatively
ojx'ii to controversy and have Ix-come
sca|X'goats for the unself-critical projections
of those unable to face their fear of change to
their familiar wavs of thinking and doing. (A)
let us Ix'gin to build bridges that will bring
diverse groujis of campus memlx-rs together
in common endeavors so that sfereotv jxs can
lx> shed and friendships formed across
individual and group differences. Happily,
such efforts have begun on campus, but thev
are dtximed unless those involvi'd hold
informed ideas alxiut social and cultural
privilege, vulnerability, marginalitv, and
oppression. So our students must take courses
that don't merely ex|x>se them to cultures
other than their own: If the bridge is to be
more than a rickety span over a gaping
chasm, these courses must also address power
and equity issues, l-urther, our campus must
assume moral leadership in promoting ethic
of caring and responsibility for others. How
do we foster a spirit of empathy and vxial
compassion? Ah, the premier challenge, but
without such a spirit, the bridges will
collapse. It's springtime, howc-ver. Hillarv and Rill
are in the white hoiisi-. so let's be optimistic.

PROGRESS REPORT REGARDING THE MULTICULTURAL CAMPUS
In keeping with the 11 7/92 ALANA agreements

2/12/93 The teaching Assistant was hired for the Office of Third World Affairs.

4/1 7/93 It was announced that eight new faculty of color have signed contracts to begin

teaching for the Fall semester.

Other initiatives taken

3/18/93

3/23/93

3/23/93

3/23/93

3/24/93

3/29/93

Provost Gordon wrote to the Deans. Directors, and Department Chairs and requested

that they summarize multicultuaral activities that occured in their areas since the

November Deans and Cnair Conference, and what may be planned for the coming
year.

An associate director of the Minority Engineering Program was named. The Program
provides academic support for minority students enrolled in engineering.

The Chancellor provided funding to the Neuroscience and Behavior Program for a

grant that would provide outreach to minority high school juniors to expose them to the

sciences, and to encourage them to attend college.

The Campus celebrated Cape Verdean Awareness Week.

On January 11 and 12 the entire staff of the Division of Continuing Education

participated in a 3 1/2 hour workshop on social justice and diversity awareness which

was conducted by the Social Issues Training Project of the School of Education.

A multicultural seder was held on April 7 in the Campus Center. The event was hosted

by Hillel House, the Third World Caucus, and Residential Education.

3/29/93

3/30/93

3/31/93

4/2/93

4/7 8,8/93

4/9/93

4/14-23^3

4/15/93

4/17/93

4/27/93

Guest lecturer, iVlargarethe Cammermeyer. presented a talk entitled. "Serving in Silence-
Descnmination Against Gays and Lesbians in the iVIilitary."

The Asian American Association hosted the 10th Annual Asian Night celebration
The campus celebrated GLB Awareness Week 1993,

The new special assistant for minority recruitment and retention in the School of
Education is working to establish a transfer program between the school and various
junior colleges in an effort to increase minority enrollment.

Applicants for the position of coordinator of the Jesephine White Eagle Center
presented their ideas for the Center during open forums held in the Chadbourne House
Chancellor O'Brien, Provost Gordon, and Vice Chancellor Robinson wrote to the campus
community to find ways to understand the impact of the L.A. Police Officers' trial and to
solicit ways of dealing with the issue on campus.
The campus remembered the Holocaust through a senes of events, culminating in a
special Commemorative Service on April 23.

The Division of Student Activities presented a commemoration of the life and work of Dr
Manm Luther King. The UMASS BSU Choir, Amherst College Gospel Choir, and the Holy
Temple Church of God Choir performed at the event.

The Five Colleges sponsored a day long colloquium entitled. "L.A. and the Valley One
Year Later: Asian-Americans, African-Amencans, and Latinos."

In an open letter to the campus community, Chancellor O'Brien responded to the verdicts
reached regarding the officers charged with the beating of Rodney King
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1
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THE PROGRAM FOR

POUTICS
GOVERNMINT
a one-year, part-time graduate certificate

program at UMass Boston

awarding fifteen graduate credits in

American Civilization

offering public policy internships

affiliated witfi the John W. McCormack
Institute of Public Affairs

WEEK
1993

• Live Bands Daily, 2 - 5
• Vendors, BBQ !!

• Evening Events all week

Get your tan

at the

Shoe!
^

* TODAY THRU THURSDAY *

April 26 - 29

April Spring Food Sale
From 11AM -Close

Lg. Cheese Slice
Lg. Peeperoni Slice

990
$1.25

New Turkey Club Sandwich
w/Chip & Pickles

$2.25

Mainline
Speedy Burger, Sm. Fries

& a 12oz. Coke
$1.49 • w/cheese $1.59
Friday Super Special

Lg. Slice of Cheese Pizza... .790
Lg. Slice of Pepperoni Pizza... .990

Speedy Burger, Sm. Fries and a
12oz. Coke... .990
w/cheese... $1.09

ty^ April zb • 8:30

The Big Band Sound of

JEFF HOLMES
&His 16 Piece Blend of Jazzy Swing

BlaMBSday^ April a? • 9:o<

3 BANDS
Come Rock the Night Away

with

THE VERONICA CARTWRCGHTS
LUMBER

SWEET SPOT
Inesday, April z8 * 9:00
Studio Guam presents

DISCO mac
with

,

DJ. BILLy ARNOLD!!!
'

concert music sound, lights and all the excitementot^fewYork and London Style Dance Party

UIMIOIM
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lacrosse
continued from page 1

2

'

'

narrow. "A halfan inch blew their season
That s why I tell our guys it's not worth it
[to play with illegal sticks)."

Millon and LoPresti asserted them-
selves m the fourth quarter, providing
outstanding individual efforts which
sealed the win for the Gorillas.

Millon, who leads the nation in goals
and points per game, reached two career
milestones with a behind-the-head score
halfway through the fourth quarter
Rutgers goalie John Kidon made a save of
a Wes Depp shot, but Millon scooped up
the rebound and flicked it into the goal as
he was being checked to the ground.

Millon passed Jeflf Spooner and Scott
Hiller to become the second all-time goal
scorer in UMass history (136) and moved
into fifth in points scored, also ahead of
Hiller (191).

The second-half play of LoPresti made
sure that any remaining Rutgers mo-
mentum was crushed. He made a number
ofpoint-blank, "how'd he do that" stops in
the fourth quarter, including four on
Rutgers' top attackman Ryan O'Shea.

Defensively, Chris Nentwich and Den-
nis Kelly, who let O'Shea have nothing in 6-
on-6 situations, shined for UMass. Garber
praised both, saying Nentwich is "the best
defensive midfielder in the nation."
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baseball
continued from page 1

2

However, the early Bonnie lead would
vanish in the second inning, as UbaJdo
stroked a triple to drive in Pelis, giving
the Minutemen a 4-3 lead. Third
baseman Steve Corradi, whowould later
homer, capped the scoring in the second
by driving in Ubaldo with a single.

Greg Dowd picked up the win for
UMass, pitching five innings in reliefof
Telgheder, giving up six runs on nine
hits.

"We're still alive in the conference,
and we're still aUveheadingintotheA-
10 tournament," Stone said. "We just

have to keep winning."
From the Press Box: Offensive

stars on the weekend for the Minute-
men included Corradi (3 for 4, HR, 4
RBI, 2 runs scored on Sunday), LaRocca
(2-4, 1 RBI. 2 runs scored on Sunday)
and Pelis (5-9. 2 RBI. 4 runs scored on
the weekend).

Designated hitter Jeff January (3
for 5. 4 RBI. 1 run scored on Sunday)
returned from a hand injur>' that had
kept him out for the last week.

UMass faces the University ofNew
Hampshire at Lorden Field tomorrow
at 3 p.m.

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detai

Joftothart f^eid

The Men's Store
Hampsiiire Mall

"Many health problems have
psychological or behavioral causes."

My approach to medicine includes biofeedback,
clinical hypnosis, behavioral counseling and nutritional

guidance. Please call for more information.

David Alpem, M.D.
PRIMARY CARH INTERNAL MEDICINF

& BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE
16 Center Street, Suite 323

Northampton, MA 01060

(413) 582-1847

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amhe
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
ACTIVITIES

U^C Spring Concsrt Meeting:
Toniohl. 4,77 al 6 pm rn EARTHFQODS
at the SliMtom Union. Kelp us Uring you
Spring Concert Everyone is welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal tor v<sAing
parents and friends. 549 0733

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 Audi 4000 5speed many new
parts great condrtion $1 ISO'bo call 256
0171

1989 Nissan Sentra Excellent con
dition standard a c/stereo wAape
If interested, please call 549 1816

Toyota Suriet 83, 1 1 2000m, new parts
for 450$ (bralies. etc.), no rust, good
condition 1100/bo 253 0805

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
~

Sm. Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5.99

1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
S49 6098

Larga 4 Bdrm convenient location.
I.eal hot water included, laundry. S980
month 256 3018

Main Streat
3 bedroom house
Summer with Fall option
2566878

Near Puffers Pond
3 tMdroom house
Sunwner St.

Taite over our iaasa fi^l

5499915

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, 8( 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heal & hot water No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

26 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst Hadley Belchertown four

five six (jedroom homes 586 4270

Amherst, 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on busline, $1300/
mo., (608)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

BRANDYWINE
Take over our lease'Sublet June

2 bedroom. 3rd floor, heat.tiot water

incl. 549 6027

Double in house, need 2 people $175
mo/person 263 0751

Fearing St one lg room available in

house double or single starts June 1

549 4518

For Rent
2 Bdrm
Colonial Village

Cheap!
2533403

5 Bedroom House 2 full baths,

washer dryer and furniture available.

Beautiful yard w/dectt and volleyball

Starting June 1 549 0920

5 Bed House, Hadley 5950 Skibiski

Realtors, 584 3428

4 Bed House in Northampton for now
June and Sept S800 584 3428

Great House, Cheap Rent

4 large bedrooms perfect lor 4 6

People on bus route directly behind

Cumberland Farms 266 4270

Great House Cheap Rent

Take our lease June 1st

3 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, woodstove, wshr/

dry, huge kitchen. Close to campus and
town. CALL SOON 549 6892

N. Amham - Above Daisy's Rest
1 Mile past GRC
Up to 4 peopla $700 * ulil.

549 5064

Room for rant for summer with fall

option Cheap Northampton
586 6830 Glenn

Bpacious 6-bedroom house in quiet
Amtierst location. Furnished living room
2 full baths, rent negotiable, plus Fall

option. A must see' 253 0805

Take Over our 2 bdrm lease in

Colonial Village, Cheap 253 2477

Taka Over our lease'

Excellent location, price

3br Townhouse
$725
Call 549 0023

Take Over our lease

Brandywine Apts.

Starts June 1st

Call John 549-8192

Take over our lease June 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549 5224

3 Bedroom Apt. in big farmhouse
across from UMass Farm. Oil heat car-

pel new paint 695 * utilities 349-01 34

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown
625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

2530876

3 bedroom townhouse
800/month, on bus route.

Available June 1

Call 549 4663

3 Bedroom Main St. Apt. washei/
dryer/dishwasher on bus route call 256
3470

3 BDRM Townhouse Apartment
1 1/2 Baths Minute walk to bus, fur-

niture available Lease starting June 1

800/month Call 549 7247

Time Out, Barsies, Delano's

3 Bedroom Apt. above Cafe DiCarlo
Excellent uptown location

Available June 1st

Call Paul or Brian 256 4662

(2) 3 bedroom apartments in houses,
convenient location $600/mo includes
hoi water /Farmhouse close to UMass,
Puffers Pond $690/mo 586 0746

2 bedroom Brandywine
Take over ourleaseJune 1 Heat and hot
water included Call 549 7973

Cannondala Roadbika
'8' Alu.-ninum frame
NEED MONEY FAST
$125
Adam 546 6282

Epson LX80 Printar Excellent condi
Hon $50 00 Call 585-0127 Palncia

Must Sell

Bar and 2 stools

$75 or bo
256 3041

Pool Tabia, good condition, includes
balls and que sticks. $150 call

584 0707

Sony Discman CD portable
w/remote $75

Also: 2S0.000 candlepower spotlight

w/car cigarette plug $10
Chrom auto tachometer $10

Call John at 546 5179

Tandy Computer, Royal typewriter,
and sun tanning machine. All three are
new Also, 12: BW TV, large dorm
refridgerator. 80 for any item 256 6278

10 Speed Shogun 200good shape $75
256 1228

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

HEALTH

FOR SALE

Acoustic Guitar
Leather Jacket perfect conditions
B/0 256 4601

Are you moving offcampus next year'
Six seniors graduating with bedroom
furniture, washer and dryer, barbecue
and other necessities Reasonable
prices Call Adam or Jon at 549 4914

As System: JVC CD Player. 2 Fisher

speakers. Fisher double cassette,
compatable 6 3675 $250

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries Earn $600»/week in can
neries or $4000»/month on fishing

boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board' Male or Female. For employ
ment program call 1 206 545-4155 ext
A5001

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co-ed Berkshires. MA sum
mer camp seeks skilled college juniors,

seniors, and grads. Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,

newspaper Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer'
Salary plus room and board.
Call 800 762 2820

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $ 1000
in just one week' Plus $1000 (or the
member who calls' And a free Igloo

Cooler if you qualify Call 1 800 932
0528 ext 65

International Employment Make
$2000 > per month teaching basic con-

versational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits. No previous train

ing or teaching certificate required For

programcain 206 632 1146ext J5001

Landscape/Horticulture
Quality Oriented Weston based co
looking for full or part lime people
Equal opportunity employer except

for losers or wimps
7 50 Hr. and up

Roger 617 894 1331

Marketing Rep - Part time, high po
tential earnings. For more inlormation,
pick up job description and require
ments at Copycat Print Shop, 228 Tri

angle Street, Amherst

Seeking two entrepreneurs lor

business expansion Ms Weber
413 747 1500

Summer jobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn S2500-3500 and make a
differancal National campaign posi
tions to renew the Clean Water Act
promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Availat^ in 22
states and DC. campus intrvws 4 14
8nd4'l5 CallJamietollfree 1-800-75-
EARTH

Truck Drivers Wanted for part lime
summer work 10 days mid June and 10
days mid August $1 IIVDay Must have
standard, willing to work long hours,
and have driving experience with trucks
of at least 18 feet Call 508 653 7422

$200 Dally mailing circulars for ma
|or corp Free supplies Rush sell ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing. Personnel Dept. , P Box
4203. Bryan. TX 77805

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30' All

natural Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed 253 3816

MARTHAS VINEYARD

Oak Bluffs - Looking for 5 6 fun
people to share large house. Minutes
from the beach and town. Call Dana
253 3406 or Chris 549 0129

To the Sammy Pladgaa:
Thanks lor all your help last

Monday' We really appreciate it'

Phi Love,

The Zela Pledge Class

To the Group ki XIan
Hang in there'

You'll be home soon

ROOMMATES WANTED
Female Roomata Wanted have your
own single in a 3 bedroom Puffton apt
Call 546 5107

Female Roomate Needed
$195 a month in Brandywine Apt
For more info call

549 8219 ask lor Christina

Roomate Wanted
for 2 bedroom Puffton apt.

Call 549 1979

2 Roomates Needed Puffton Village
Apt $170 mo Call Mike 549 9900

PERSONALS

Adeline
Hope you had a great weekend
Love
Nick

GuilaL.
Cloths of Heaven
Had I the Heaven's embroided cloths
Enwrought with golden and silver light

The blue and the dim and the dark
cloths

Of night and light and half light

1 would spread the cloths under your
feet

But I being poor only have my dreams
I have spread them under your feet

Tread softly because you tread on my
dreams.

Yeats.

P.

Happy Birthday Sean!
Be all you can be
We love you'

Hey Alpha Chis. bigs and littles this

is your day' Celebrate' Love. Your
Comm, Chair. Nicole

Michelle P. Happy Big Little Day' Get
ready to party al the Marriol' AXO, your
Big Big, Nicole

Mira Greg Aymiefl Your incestuous
sister wants to wish you a wonderful
birthday' Now I owe you
21 Spankings!'

Ode to Cars
Your birthday week was fun for all

It started Wednesday ai last call

We drank every night at a fast pace
Til you could stand no more and you

fell on your face

We hope you enioyed your cards and
your cake

But we're sorry to say the autograph
is a fake

Rick
The past year has been interesting
Here is to another one

Love Ya
Beth

SERVICES

Apple Polish Detailing
Professional Auto Cleaning
Since 1985

Certified Machine Polisher

549 1016

Harmonica Player
546 0880

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistancewith
complete resume development Keith
Anderson PhD 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SUMMER SUBLET

AmherstCenter,lurnished apartment
two large bedrooms 256 0452

Amherst Summer Sublet
1 BR in 2 BR apt

Room enough for 2 on busline

Price negotiable 256 6258

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Bast apartment ever!
Amherst Center, 2 bedroom, unique
sunny 1 minute to town
Fall option call 253 9656

Best Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt 1 Best price you'll
find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great for the
summer'lLooking for 4 renters
Call Rachael home 546 3755

Duplex in W. Yarmouth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

Micah 256 1375

4 Spaces Available in 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt partially furnished
$175 each 549 7975

Great location in Noho: One block
from Academy of music. Big rooms
hardwood doors One BR available in 2
BR apt Move in June 1 , move out when
ever (Its month to month) Rent is S250
but III talk about it 584 7128

Nutting Ave next to campus & up
town avail June 1 cheap' Call Marian
649 7803

1 badroom mostly furnished apart
ment yard, near hiking river 10 min-
utes to UMass Stan May 1 or after finals
$257 665 3615\

Single room in downtown Amherst
house June 1 Sept 1 250'mo includes
Oil utilities call ASAP 546 6315

Spacious 4 bdrm close to uptown and
l>u"., route 546 2158

Spacious S BDRM apt on Main St lor
more info call 546 2684

Sublet Jun-Aug.
Mill Valley Apt S Amherst
2 tied. 2 bath modern kitchen
Utilities included
on bus route

Rent negotiable
Call soon' 253 3220

Sublet our 2 bedroom Siandywine
Apt 253 5763

Subletting Awesome Apartment
724 Main St in Amherst
Call 253 4242 ask foi Torslen
or leave message

Summer Sublet our 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt.

Rent negotiable 549 3937

Summer Sublet with Fall option Two
bedroom in Brandywine 549 3382

Summer Sublet 2 twdroom in Pulfton
Village

549 7472

Taka over our lease starting June Isl

2 BR Brandywine Apt 549 7867

3 spaces in Alpine Commons on bus
route 200 month incl utilities

Newly remodled
Call 6 4421

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown
625/monlh
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area yaid
253 0876

What are you doing?Call 549 6797
NOW' You're just sitting there while the
greatest summer sublet is being
grabbed by someone else Stop scan
ning the paper and get moving. Like
cows' We got em. Like beer? Its right
next door Like a big grassy yard, a
nearby bus stop, an invisible landlord'
We got that too Plant a garden out back.
Only a 6 minute bike ride to campus. 4
bedrooms.

TRAVEL

Scuba Dive for credit
At UMass, Hampshire. Amherst. Smith
Beginner, Advanced. Dive Travel
800 282 0977

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Typing. Laser. Spelicheck. Grammar
$1 50/pg. 5 5823

UPTOWN APARTMENT

2 roomates wanted for uptown apt
Cheap rent 253 3406

WANTED TO RENT

Help! We need your Puffton lease Call
546 64 72

Small professional family desires
sabbatical/temporary house Fxcellent
TLC and references. 6/1 256 OOJC

Wa want to take over your lease. 2
bedroom apt. in Puffton Village, start
ing Sep '93: will reward and help to
sublet for the summer Please call Omar
at 546 2474
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Sports
Seventh-ranked Gorillas beat Rutgers

TU^II .- <»i L ^ ,
MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN

I he University of Massachusetts lacrosse team, now ranked No. 7 in the country, came from a 4-0 deficit to defeat the Rutgers
Scarlet Knights Saturday at Garber Field.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's lacrosse team,
bolstered by a 19-save effort by goaltenderTom LoPresti,
balanced scoringand a 3-for-3 extra man attack, outscored
the Rutgers Scarlet Knights 5-1 in the second half en
route to a 10-7 win at Richard F. Garber Field.

The win helped UMass, 8-2 and winners of seven
straight, move up three notches to seventh place in the
United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association poll— their highest national ranking since 1981, when the
Gorillas were fourth.

Coach Ted Garber. who wasn't expecting such a climb
up the rankings in a week, was happy his team was ranked
seventh, but downplayed the rarJdngs' importance.

"Right now the rankings are for people to argue over,"

Garber said. They don't matter until May 9th. when they
pick the tournament seedings, and we've got four games
left."

UMass followed true to recent form Saturday, start-
ing slowly and spotting the Scarlet Knights a 4-0 first

quarter lead before outscoring them 10-3 the rest of the
way. Four UMass players scored 2 goals apiece and the
Gorillas capitalized on Rutgers' second-half mistakes,
most notably a three-minute illegal stick penalty on
Christian Lamanna.

That really took the wind out of Iheir sails," said
UMass attacker Mark Millon (2 goals. 1 assist). They
were still playing well and all of a sudden, we took over."
That killed them." Garber said ofthe Rutgers penalty,

given because the pocket of Lamana's stick was illegaly

Turn to LACROSSE, page 1
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Baseball captures three from St. Bonaventure
Bv ARTHUR .STA PI RTON r»„.i .-j .• j , . ,By .ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Strong pitching perfonnances by Jay Murphy and Jeff
Toothaker and gieat days at the plate by Steve Corradi
and Jeff January led the University of Massachusetts
baseball team to a three-game sweep ofAtlantic 10 rival
Saint Bonaventure University this weekend at Earl
Lorden Field.

The Minutemen ( 12-16. 6-8 A-10 » won three games in
a row for the first time all season, winning both games in
the doubleheader on Saturday by the scores of 3-1 and 6-

1 and the series finale 16-10 on Sunday.
In the first game of the doubleheader. redshirt

sophomore Murphy ( 2-0 ) pitched the first oftwo complete
games on the day for the Minutemen, scattering seven
hits and striking out seven.

He won his second straight decision, and according to
head coach Mike Stone, has solidified his place in the
starting rotation, pitching in front of Toothaker.

"We just felt we needed to have some contrast before
Jeff Toothaker threw to make him more effective. Well
keep the rotation this way," Stone said.

"1 think the coaches are doing a real good job calling
the pitches, and I'm setting up the hitters really well,"
Murphy said. "I've been able to keep them off balance
with a lot of off-speed pitches. Control is the key for me."

After falling behind 1-0 in the top of the second, the
Minutemen battled back to score three in the home half
of the inning.

With shortstop Greg LaRocca and second baseman
Joe Mattivello on second and third, catcher Andv Pelis

perfectly executed a suicide squeeze, laying one down the
third base line and catching the Bennies' infield off
guard.

The Pelis bunt plated LaRocca, and tied the game at
1 - 1

. A single by center fielderNelson Ubaldo and a double
by designated hitter Justin Kelly drove in the other two
runs for UMass.

This two-run cushion would be all Murphy needed, as
he retired 15 of the last 20 batters, including striking out
the side in the fourth inning.

"I haven't done anything different." Pelis said about
the success he has found recently. "When the team comes
together, it makes it a lot easier on everyone."

The nightcap on Saturday was as successful for the
Minutemen on the mound as Toothaker hurled a com-
plete-game, four-hit masterpiece, striking out seven and
only walking three.

Toothaker would get all of the support he needed in
the fifth off the bat of right fielder Justin Howard, who
teed off on a 2-2 delivery from reliever William Harris
and deposited it over the left field fence for a grand slam,
giving the Minutemen a commanding 6-0 lead.

The Bennies would scratch across a run in the sixth,

making it a 6-1 game, but Toothaker closed the door in

the seventh, picking up his fourth win on the season.
The series finale was the complete opposite of

Saturday's pitching gems, as the Bennies jumped on
starter Jim Telgheder early in the first inning. First
baseman Mike Simmons blasted an offering from
Telgheder over the left field fence for a three-run dinger,
giving St. Bonaventure a 3-0 lead.

Turn to BASEBALL, page 1
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ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts baseball team was led by

solid pitching on Saturday and big bats on Sunday in their

three-game sweep of Saint Bonaventure University.

Sortino wins 400th, softball takes three of four

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts softball team won three out of four games against Princeton

and Adelphi this weekend. The team next plays at URI on Tuesday.

By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

In sports, as in life, you have to take the
good with the bad. The good for the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts softball team
was that its 2-1, nine-inning marathon
victory over Princeton University on Sat-
urday enabled UMass head coach Elaine
Sortino to garner her 400th career victory.

The bad news was that the Tigers 1-0
victory in the nightcap put an end to
UMass' seven game winning streak.

UMass bounced back on Sunday,
however, sweeping a doubleheader from
Adelphi University. 6-0 and 4-0. Sunday's
victories enabled the Minutewomen to
break the .500 mark for the first time this
year, leaving them with a 16-15 overall
record.

The Minutewomen, who were leap-
frogged by Princeton in the latest North-
east Region poll, earned the victory over
the No. 3 team when sophomore center
fielder Heather Dorsey singled home the
winning run with one out in the top of the
ninth. The hit made a winner out of
sophomore right-hander Kelly Daut ( 7-8

),who went the distance, giving up six hits
and striking out six.

UMass senior ace Darlene Claffev and

Princeton's Kristi Jelinek hooked up in a
wicked pitcher's duel in the second game.
Both pitchers were throwing goose eggs
at the opposition until the Tigers were
able to push a run across in the bottom of
the seventh, making a winner out of
Jelinek. who yielded just one hit to the
previously red-hot UMass offense.
Claffey's record fell to 7-6 for the season.

The UMass bats broke out of their
one-day lull on Sunday at Adelphi. led by
senior third baseman Laurie Dondarski,
who went a combined 4-6 in the two
games.

Daut was the game one victor, giving
up two hits and evening her record at 8-8.

Senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas added
to her all-time home run record at UMass
when she belted a solo shot in the first

inning. Left fielder Stacey Nichols did her
one better in the sixth with a two-run
round tripper.

Claffey picked up her eighth win ofthe
year as well in the nightcap, going the
distance and surrenderingonly three hits.

"Both pitchers gave us real solid per-
formances," Sortino said.

Offensively against the Panthers, the
Minutewomen were sparked by Dorsey,
freshman shortstop Amy Powell and
sophomore outfielder Jenn Salisbury.
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Local News:
Fun and games for the kids of the homeles. Area activists
and college students organize a carnival to cheer children

living in local homeless shelters. Page 3.
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Sports:
The UMass-Amherst men's baseball team
hopes to capitalize on a recent rebound

against the UNH Wildcats today. Page 12.
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New policy:
weight room
varsity only
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Students will soon be rescheduling their workout
time, say Intramural officials.

Franklin C. Wright, the director ofrecreational sports,
said students will no longer be able to use weight room 1
in Boyden. He said the larger, better-equipped weight
room will be used solely by varsity athletes.

Currently, weight room 1 is closed off fi-om 2:15 p.m.
to 6:15 p.m. for the use of varsity athletes only.

The students no longer able to use weight room 1 must
use the smaller weight room two and the universals at
Totman Gym and Curry Hicks Cage, said Wright.

Weight room one currently accommodates 55 people
at a time and weight room 2 can hold 35. According to
Kristie Delbruge, an assistant coordinator of
Intramurals, there is oft«n a line to get into the weight
rooms at night.

Zulma C. Garcia, the associate coordinator of the
Intramural Program, said there is a plan in the works to
revamp the equipment at Totman and Curry Hicks.

Garcia .said this plan has not received much feedback
from the students it will affect. She also said the women's
lacrosse field has been placed in the middle of the in-
tramural fields.

Jessica L. Gould, a senior journalism m^jor. said
closing the weight room 1 to the UMass public is incon-
venient because the other weight rooms are not equipped
to handle the overflow of students she forsees.

"I just don't understand why (the varsity athletes

|

need their own weight room in Boyden when they have
two in the MulHns Center." Gould said.

She said weight room 1 has squatting platforms, free
weights and more room to work out. Classes will also
have to be moved to other weight rooms, further cutting
into students' free time, according to Gould.

Gould said varsity athletes already take time away
from other students, and now they are planning to take
away everthing.

"Are they going to lift 24 hours a day?" Gould said. "I
don't think so."

Garcia said the resurrection of three women's teams,
the men's tennis team and the addition of hockey has
further cut into the Intramural Program.

"Athletic space is at a premium on campus," Garcia
said. "I don't know what else is going to happen."

"Are we going to continue to have things taken away
from our program by the varsity athletics?" Garcia said.

Aloysius N. Rufe Jr., associate athletic director, said
they are hoping to upgrade equipment in other weight
rooms in order to "better serve individuals and general
physical education classes."

"It's a good investment, I hope everyone can benefit
from better equipment," Rufe said.

Athletic Director Robert Marcum said the recom-
mendation to close weight room 1 was made by the weight
and strength staffand some administrators.

"Wejust don't have enough time to get all ofour people
in," Marcum said.

Marcum said there are over 600 athletes trying to
work out in the weight room. He said the recommenda-
tion will most likely be implemented in the fall.

sor^^-rjin^a^rrr^'''"^'--'-^----^

Who controls your trust fund?
Trust fund reform supposed to give Senate more power

Editor's note: This is the second ofa two-part series on
the reorganization ofthe University's Division ofStudent
Activities.

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will bypass the
Student Activities Office and work directly with his office
in the administration of the Student Activities Trust
Fund, said Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Thomas B.
Robinson about the impending reorganization ofthe SATF.

"Student activities need to be student-organized," he
said. "I'm interested in working directly with the (Stu-
dent Senate)."

This will help alleviate past ill will students have felt
regarding the SAO's "interference" in student activities,
said Michael S. Poster, former speaker of the Senate.

"A lot ofaccusations have been thrown around." Poster
said. "Students have accused the SAO of screwing with
numbers and undermining what we've worked for."

Through the reorganization initiated by Robinson,
the SAO's operating costs will no longer be paved for by
the Student Activities Trust Fund.

The trust fund reform involves removing $33 from the
student activities fee annually, the amount used to support
the SAO and its employees' salaries, and raising the
curriculum fee by the same amount.

Students will continue support the SAO budget on the
Turn to SENATE, page 8

Indian ambassador set to speak
By SANDRA ROSE
Collegian Staff

India's ambassador to the United States, Kanwal
Sibal, is scheduled to visit the UMass-Amherst campus
today and lecture in room 176 of the Campus Center
tonight at 7:30.

there was a temple dedicated to the birth place of Lord
Rama at the site of the mosque.

Officials cite more than 1 .500 deaths due to subsequent
religious violence erupting in the cities of Calcutta,
Bombay and New Delhi.

Last December. Prime Minister Narasimha Rao
banned three Hindu organizations and two Muslim or-*" K i (J? u 1 • , ,T.,
"«""eu tnree ninou organizations and two Muslim or-Ambassador Sibal was invited to UMass by the Forum ganizations. A week later, Rao dismissed the Bharatiyaon Developing Nations and the Anti-racism Coalition to

address growing concerns of "ethnic violence and the
crisis ofcommunalism in India," said Shyamala Ivatury,
organizer for the event.

Analysts have stated that Hindu extremism will likely
dominate Indian politics in the last decade of the 20th
century.

Tension has been mounting in India after last year's
destruction ofa 463-year-old mosque by Hindu extremist
members of the Rastriya Sewak Sangh (RSS) who claim

Janata Party (BJP) provincial government in the states
of Uttar Pradesh and dissolved the governments in the
states of Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan.

BJPleaders such as L.K. Advani, M.M. Joshi and Uma
Bharati were among several arrested and charged for
destroying the mosque, said official reports.

Reports indicate that 3,000 Muslim mosques and
shrines have been identified for future "action."

Turn to INDIA, page 6- gt, •' o ' • lurn TO INDIA, pag

At turn ot century, first women arrive at UMass

COURTESY UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES
Memorial Hall, shortly after its construction in 1921.

Editor's note: The following is the third
of a four-part series commemorating the
130th anniversary of the University.

By PATRICK BROWNE
Special to the Collegian

Kenyon Butterfield, ninth president of
the Massachusetts Agricultural College,
left office in 1924. With him left the last
traces of conservative agriculturalism.

The most noticable difference was the
presence of women at the college, as the
first female student attended Ma.ss Aggie
in 1892. Resistance to co-education was so
harsh that she left aft«r just one trimes-
ter.

About half a dozen "coeds," as they

were called, trickled in after the turn of
the century, and the firstwomen graduated
in 1905. In 1917, Mass Aggie literally
emptied as men went off to war, and the
door was left open to females.

Co-education was officially established
in 1919 with the construction of the first
female dorm. The Abigail Adams House
stood on the site oftoday's Graduate Tower
low rise, and burned down in 1962.

The war had a profound effect on Aggie,
and student life would never be the .same.
The establishment of an Reserve Officers
Training Corps on campus aft,er the war
.satisfied the federal requirement for
military training, and mandatory drill for
all students became a thing of the past.

Turn to HISTORY, poge 2
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UMqss Police Log
Larceny

• Wednesday morning an individual reported his
bicycle was stolen near Thatcher Residence Hall where it

was secured. The lock was found in a trash can. The
bicycle was valued at $480.

• Wednesday morning an individual reported the
thefl of his bicycle from a 7th floor suite in Cashin
Residence Hall. The bicycle was valued at $480.

• Wednesday morningan individual reported her wallet
stolen from a cabinet in her ofBce in Arnold Residence
Hall. Two hundred fifty dollars were reported stolen.

• Wednesday aflernoon an individual reported some-
one entered his room and stole a Kenwood receiver,

M History

Compiled by Brian Gormley
Recent incick-nis rt^ardcd by the Uni^tfsily's Department oi Public SjlHy.

COLLEGIAN

Compact Disc changer and 12 compact discs. The goods
were valued at over $1,000.

• Thursday aflernoon an individual reported his bi-
cycle stolen from outside ofBoyden Gym. The bicycle was
valued at $420.

• Friday morning an individual reported her bicycle
stolen from the bike rack outside of Thoreau Residence
Hall. The bicycle was valued at $800.

Accident-Property Damage

• Friday aflernoon an individual reported her parked
vehicle was struck by an unknown vehicle. The damage
was estimated at $1,000.

STA TRAVEL

STUDENT TRAVEL

1-800-777-01121

continued from poge 1

Prayer services were no longer mandatory, and the Old
Chapel stopped being used for worship in 1915.

Increasing class size gradually destroyed the old class
rivalries, and traditions such as the Sophomore/Freshman
rope pull across the pond died out. Following the war,
students turned to fraternities and the single sorority
(Delta Phi Gamma) to express their loyalties.

After Butterfield's departure in 1924. Edward Lewis
became president of the college. He had been teaching
English at Aggie for more than 15 years, and would lead
the college in a new direction. Under Lewis's leadership
female faculty began to expand and more liberal arts
majors were introduced. Lewis' successor. Roscoe
Thatcher faced the challenge of carrying Mass Aggie
through the Great Depression.

Through the late '20s and early '30s. Aggie's popula-
tion was rising, but no new buildings were being con-
structed, due to the budgetary cuts of the Depression.

The housing situation, above all, was desperate. The
two original dormitories. North and South Colleges, were
only capable of housing 8 percent of the student body by
1930. The majority of students lived in fraternity houses
or boarded with families in the center of town.

Despite severe lack offunding, Thatcher miraculously
managed to push three construction bills through the
state legislature during the heart of the Depression, and
three buildings the college desperately needed were
constructed. Curry Hicks Gymnasium went up in 1931.
the Goodell Library in 1933, and at long last a new men's
dorm, Thatcher dormitory, was constructed alone at the
>ack of a huge field in 1934.

Ultimately, the Depression caused agriculture to all

but vanish. Farming was hardest hit during the Depres-
sion, and few students wanted agricultural degrees any
longer. To acknowledge the fact that the curriculum was
now broadly based, the college's name was changed to the
Massachusetts State College in 1931.

Hugh Potter Baker succeeded Thatcher as president
in 1933. The 1930s were a stagnant period for Mass
State. The Depression lingered, and no new construction
was taking place. The small college, which was now
professed to be a liberals arts institution, still subsisted
on agricultural academic buildings. Space for liberal arts
classes was hard to find. The Old Chapel was renovated
in 1936, becoming the only exclusively liberal arts
classroom building on campus.

President Baker did manage to push through the
construction of two new dormitories. Lewis dormitory
was constructed next to Thatcher as a men's dorm in

1940. The second women's dormitory, Butterfield, was
built in 1941.

Baker led the college through World War II, and
struggled to compensate for the changes war brought.
Men again vanished from the campus. The college would
have closed, except for female students who began at-
tending in record numbers.

With the close of World War II came the single most
imjwrtant event in the history of this University. The "GI
Bill" went into effect, and veterans were fold that they
could attend college for free. Thousands flocked to the tiny
Mass State College. To compensate for the population
explosion. Baker realized that massivegrowth was crucial.

A tiny sleepy town college was about to be transformed
into a massive University.
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Afternoon donated to children
'Kid's Carnival' set up to help troubled youngsters

T . u L I, ^ .
JESSICA TAVERNA ; COLLEGIAN

I Wins race to shave balloons at Sunday s "Kid's Carnival," an effort by students and local activists to brighten the lives
of children living in area homeless shelters.

By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian StafT

Time, friendship and enthusiasm were donated by
college students and local businesses Sunday afternoon
to provide a day filled with activity and fun for children
living in local homeless shelters.

Organized by Laura Rosenbaum, a senior marketing
major, and Debbie James, a senior human resources
major, and sponsored by Volunteer Initiative Blend-
ing Education and Service, a "Kid's Carnival" gave
troubled chidren ages 2 to 17 a briefrespite from their
troubled lives.

Rosenbaum said bringing col lege students together
with underpriviledged children from shelters, was
meant to make a connection between the two lifestyles

and was a huge success.

Members of fraternities, sororities, the UMass
football team and cheerleaders dedicated their time
and skills for the day to entertain the children.

Jill Perry, a junior marketing major, became a "big
sister" for the day to Justin, age 6. Together they
visited booths, played games, ate food and shared each
other's company.

Beth Fabricant, a member ofChi Omega, worked at
the "Thank You" booth, where the children signed
their names in appreciation for the donations.

"The children really deserve opportunities like

this," Fabricant said. "And I think there should be
more days like this available to them."

Craig Indek and Scott Ingulli, both members of
Alpha Delta Phi, worked security at the event, said they
decided to volunteer their time because they enjoyed
kids and wanted to be able to spend the day with them.

Peter Pan Bus Company donated transportation

for the children from Holyoke and Amherst. The
company also provided a remote control mini-sized
bus which was a hit for the younger children.

Andy Spear, a senior finance major, and Danny
Krosin, a senior accounting major, both members of
Sigma Alpha Mu, organized a pitching booth for the
kids to practice their skills.

Both Spear and Krosin agreed that the activities

were an important way for kids to get involved, and
provided loUipops as prizes for each child to show that
everyone of them was a winner.

Assistant football coach Jerry Gordon was in charge
of distributing out over 150 games donated by Milton
Bradley for each child who participated in throwing a
football through a tire hanging from a tree.

"We told the guys on the football team about this

event and then left it up to them ifthey wanted to help
out," Gordon said. "It's great to have so many ofthem
here to hang out with the kids and throw the football

around."

"Playing catch with the football players has been my
favorite event so far," Aaron, 7, from Sunderland said.

UMass police officers also volunteered their time so
the children would have the chance to ask questions
about theirjob. The officers allowed the children to sit

on the police horses, and Officers Joe Mieczkowski
and David Hastings told children what it

was like to be police on bikes.

The carnival for children will now become an annual
event, according to both Britt Ruhe, the coordinator of
VIBES and Tom O'Brien, the dean of the School of
Management, who started the program five years ago.

Rosenbaum said she was thankful to all of the
businesses and college students who made the event
possible.

Diversity of language
looked at by professor

Health service
offers students
bodily answers

Editor's note: This is the first in a two-part series on
peer health educators.

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The peer health education program began in the early
1970s to answer growing concerns over student's health
decisions, according to Pam Gonyer , the director ofhealth
education at the University.

The program was originally divided into two parts.
There were two year-long courses, one dealing solely with
drugs and alcohol and the other with sexually transmitted
diseases and issues of sexuality.

Gonyer said the program offers a great deal to students
who take the course.

"It is a two-semester course with a strong academic
proponent that explores good health decisions and con-
temporary health issues." Gonyer said.

Gretchen Krull, a former peer health education pro-
fessor, was with the program for over 20 years. She ^aid
she became affiliated with the program while a giaduate
student at the University.

Krull directed the peer sexuality program until last
May. She also created the Not Ready for Becitime Play-
ers, a group which performs skits to raise students'
awareness about sexual issues.

Krull said during an HIV/AIDS faculty and sUfT
committee meeting she suggested using theater skills to
reach the campus community.

She said in 1987, Al Winder, a faculty member in the
theater department, offered a one-semester class that
wrote a script for the Bedtime Players.

According to Krull, some of the original script is still

being used.

Krull said the class only performed once, at a School of
Public Health banquet. The class was not offered again
and the script was put away.

The peer sex educators resurrected the script during
the spring semester in 1988, said Krull. She said she had
her students work on it as part oftheir outreach program

.

Krull said the program became an extra credit project
that a few of the original players joined. The Not Ready
for Bedtime Players is still in existence and is under the
direction ofteaching assistant Nancy Raymond. Auditions
are held every semester to recruit new players.

The peer health educators also reach the campus
community through other methods. Tables on the Cam-
pus Center Concourse and workshops are some of the
ways the group uses to reach out to students.

Gonyer said since July of 1979. over 1,300 peer edu-
cators have been trained. She said these educators have
led more than 3,500 programs which have reached over
43,250 students.

"Students reach other students better or in difTerent
ways," Gonyer said.

Myra Edelstein, a health educator at University Health
Services and the new director ofthe program, said this is

one of the benefits of the program. She said she believes
students remember the things that other students tell

them.
Gonyer said the program also gives students a chance

to facilitate workshops and learn how to be educators.

By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

The United States may not have an
official language, but that does not mean
the nation agrees on the use of English or

another languages in the country's daily

life, said a Harvard University professor.

Marc Shell, professor of comparative

literature at Harvard University, ques-

tioned which language should predominate

in America.
Shell explained that language diversity

has been part of the North American
landscape since the beginning of U.S.

history, first because ofNative Americans,

and then because European settlers.

"What is the link between the oppres-

sive and the oppressed?" Shell said. "How
could people with one language get along

with the other?

Shell cited one argument in favor ofthe

use ofEnglish, saying, "The United States
should have one language, as one flag, and
it should be English."

He also talked about the case ofQuebec,
in which there is both an English-speaking
and French-speaking population.

"American culture is just starting to

know its multihngualism," Shell said.

Shell, who said he favored neither bi-

lingualism or unilinguhsm, said there are
problems with having no official language.

"In January of this year, the governor
of Puerto Rico signed an amendment
making English one of the official lan-

guages along with Spanish," Shell said.

"Now we have two languages, two
hymns and two flags," Shell quoted the

governor as saying.

Concerning this case. Shell asked if

Spanish would be a breach ofthe linguistic

melting pot in the United States.

Turn to LANGUAGE, poge 10

SHOCKING, ISN'T IT?—
to demonstrate Colombs law

REBECCA PETERSON / COUEGIAN
Professor Michael N. Kreisler uses student Victoria Bate
in his Physics 100 class.
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Strategies for Friends and Family

Wednesday - April 28

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

UHS - Room 304

I think my roommate has an eating disorder. How
can I be sure? What should I do?

I thmk my sister is anorexic and she isn't getting any
help. How can I convince her to see a professional?
Who should I suggest...Where should she go?

I'm concerned about my friend who has bulimia. She
says it's under control, but I don't think it is. I'm
really afraid...What can I do to help?

A If you're concerned about someone who you know or /
/ suspect is struggling with an eating disorder, come to

this informal workshop to explore how you can help
and cope with these issues.

For more information, please call

5492671, Clinic IV - ext. 233 or 234.
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jP^ ^^^^^^^--^ ^^ Fascism hits Waco, Texas
For weeksAmericans across the nation

were tuned into the events in Waco, Texas
by a blitzkrieg of media attention. We
listened to various opinions about David
Koresh and I know that many Americans
wanted him dead.

Fascism exists in America. We just
witnessed it in Texas. A man there picked
up a copy of the Bible and decided what it

could mean to him. He searched for what
this book, sacred to so many, could tell him
about life. He looked at the world around
him through those words. Those words
became a source ofstrength to him. And so
he spoke those words to others. He told
them what he saw and they began to look
at their own worlds through those words.
Then the man gathered his listeners to-

gether and formed a community. And for
that we killed him.

Romin

THOMSON

Reading, writing & artilleiy
In a social studies class, two weeks ago

in Dartmouth Mass., a boy was stabbed to

death by one of his peers. I can't begin to

fathom being stabbed in a classroom, my
social studies world always seemed so
safe. . .

Social studies class, 8th grade— I had
Mr. Fiore, "a cool teacher." I sat in the
fourth row, right behind Tommy Bizarro.
Tommy was a troublemaker, always doing
something hilarious, making Mr. F mad,
and eamingTommy the title ofclass clown.
Maybe sitting behind Tommy wasn't all

that safe. . .

Stephanie

EISENBERG
Three weeks ago. teachers caught two

fifth graders smoking pot in an Ohio el-

ementary school. The kids were getting
high under the slide in the playground.
When this issue was brought up for dis-

cussion, it became apparent that others in

the class had also tried it.

My fifth grade class was pretty exciting
too; 1 had Mrs. Rocchio, the loudest teacher
in Cantiague Elementary School. I was
quite a little chatterbox back then, and
Mrs. Rocchio used to scream in that loud
shrill voice of hers, "Missy Eisenberg, are

youtalkingagain?''andIwouldjustgiggle,
secretly loving the attention.

In New York City, a recent study con-

firmed that 85 percent of all city ninth
graders carry some sort of a weapon to

school. When asked why it is necessary to

carry artillery to school, some ofthe teens
replied that it's better to attack before
being attacked.

I guess there was some violence in my
ninth grade study hall. There was a group
of about six of us who hated study hall

because we had to be quiet, so we sought
revenge on poor, unsuspecting, deaf Mrs.
Kupfelberg. There was this one time when
good ol' Tommy B tore ofFthe top ofa desk
(the kind v*rith the metal bars underneath

the wooden top to hold your books) and
declared it a barbeque. We tried to stick
one ofmy friends to it with chewing gum,
so she could be "barbequed." The whole
thingended with Mrs. Kcrying,Tommy in

the vice principal's office, and me and my
friend tangled in the vertical Winds —
that was a pretty violent day.

All across the United States many
teachers and students notice the decline
in class size between the tenth and 11th
grade. Lately, many teens after their 16th
birthday are opting to drop out of school
and enter the work force rather than fur-

ther their education. They enter the job
place without so much as a high school
diploma.

I can't fathom not attending 11th grade.
My favorite class was Mrs. Antonucci's
English class. Mrs. A let us read
Shakespeare out loud, and I was Lady
Macbeth. I still remembermy dying scene:
I stood on Mrs. A's desk and crooned "out
damn spot, out 1 say..."as Mrs. A sat there
not knowing whether or not to laugh or to

yell. 1 was quite a ham in those days, but
I still can't imagine missing 11th grade.
My schooling experiences while comi-

cal, all have one thing in common: they
were safe and happy. My experiences don't
differ much from those of friends I've met
at UMass. But it's been eight years since
I've attended the fifth grade, and so on,
and the world has changed since then.

We used to be able to justify violence,

drugs and illiteracy by attributing them
as problems of inner city schools, but we
can't do that any more. The world has
changed too much in the past couple of
years and the children today are facing

problems we as a generation never had to

deal with. Ifthe world keeps changing the
way it has been, 111 be able to say with
much displeasure I was a part of the last

generation to have a safe and happy
childhood.

Stephanie Eisenberg is a Collegian
columnist.

I say we killed him knowing that
whether the final end came in the form of
murder or suicide is still unknown. I feel

we killed them long before they burned.
The men, women and children in Waco
were given two options. The first was to

leave the compound and surrender
themselves to federal authorities. They
would then be forced to spend their lives in

a prison, separated and stripped of their

ability to practice their way of life.

The second option was to stay in the
compound until death.

The founding citizens ofour nation used
to rally in the streets of colonial America
and shout the words, "live free or die."They
didn't see death as an irrational option
when compromised of their rights — and
neither did the people in Waco. Whether
the decision to die was forced or voluntary
is no issue. We killed those people.

Some say they deserved to die. They
call the residents of the compound luna-
tics. They say the Branch Davidians were
crazy and deserved to die. Believe it or
not, that is what the Germans said so
many years ago. It is said all over the
world by groups who feel right. This is

the right way. Hitler said, it is our way
and it is they who live the wrong way and
for that he killed Jews.
We killed Americans. Why did we kill

Americans? I can't sleep with this. The
question is floating around my mind. It is

an unwanted pest and an undue burden.
Why did we care?

Janet Reno said she "did it for the
children." The FBI told her the children
were beingabused physically and perhaps
sexually. But there was no proof No per-
son could prove that Koresh, who admit-
ted spanking the children as punishment,
was illegally abusing them. Has society
become so suspect that we need to hold our
kids up in front ofour neighbors and say,
"Look! No bruises! I don't beat mine!"

In 1985 the Philadelphia Police De-
partment was involved in a standoff with
another cult-style group called MOVE.
The government showed little restraint
there. After bombing the home they had
surrounded. 11 were lea (iead and 60
neighboring houses burned to the ground.

This is fascism. It's when a society
spreads propaganda calling a group guilty
until they can prove their innocence. If it is

not stopped it will happen again. Within
the next decade we will watch another
group of "lunatics" bum to death on our
television and maybe someday this coun-
try will have a holocaust ofitsown and well
bum up millions of"lunatics." Or maybe we
can all think about the words "live free or
die" and avoid the next invasion.

Romin Thomson is a Collegian coiurn-

nist.

Pagans desire mutual respect

Watergate? Or just immaturity?
As residents of Orchard Hill we would

like to comment on the sad state of affairs

during the campaign for Orchard Hill Area
Government president. Both sides were
responsible for slanderand making several

unsupported and/or false accusations to-

ward their opponents, causing the whole
affair to become nothing more than a

mudslinging contest.

Carry ing this even further,James Tay-
lor and his campaign manager devoted a

portion of a WOCH radio show to calling

David Krendel offensive names with no

other purpose than to insult his character.

However, these incidents are minor in

comparison to the harassment ofanOHAG
member accused by James Taylor and his

aides of defacing his campaign posters.

This OHAG member was sent offensive

phone messages and constantly watched

on his floor by people representing James
Taylor. These activities were continued to

such an extent that police intervention
was necessary.

We believe that these actions were inap-

propriate and immature, and to use a public
forum, such as a campaign, for personal
attacks is unwarranted and unethical.

College students are supposedly adults,

yet this behavior was frighteningly remi-

niscent of grade school. Through their ac-

tions, the candidates made a mockery of

OHAG, the elections and themselves.

Michelle Dubrule
Joshua Churchill
MaryAnne Morris

Orchard Hill

Editor's note: Michelle Dubrule is

president of Field House Council in Or-

chard Hill.

On Tuesday, the UMass Pagan Stu-
dents had a table in the Campus Center
Concourse, where we distribute informa-
tion about neo-paganism for people who
are interested, and we do tarot readings
and rune readings as a fundraiser. Unfor-
tunately, our day was marred by a pathetic
individual who purported to be a "true
Christian" and was utterly bigoted and
hostile toward any faith not his own.

He told us we were devil worshippers,
that Christ was the One True Way and
moaned aloud for the demons to be cast
out. Finding that our reaction was to ask
him to leave and finally flick water at him,
he left, only to return and distribute tracts

which explained that not only was Jesus
the only way, but the Jews had killed

Jesus. (Ah, an equal opportunity bigot.

How ironic someone was distributing this

choice piece ofliterature during Holocaust
Memorial Week.)

This person then harassed and berated
the people waiting in line to have their

cards read. For this, the UMass Pagan
Students are heartily sorry. While we do
not often experience individuals of this

sort, we realize there will always be people
who are threatened by different belief

systems.

When we set out a public information

table, we are always well aware that some-
one of this sort may stop by. However, we
feel we must apologize to the people wait-

ing in line. You didn't ask for this, you just

wanted a reading and you had to deal with
this person's ignorance and hatred.

After a call to campus security, this

person left. Neo-pagans strongly believe

that everyone has a right to religious ex-

pression and freedom. We have no quarrel
with any other belief system, including
Christianity, becau.se we believe each in-

dividual must come to the religion right
for them.

Our respect for members of the Chris-
tian faith comes from having talked with
many people who often held beliefs very
different from our own. yet who were open-
minded and willing to listen toothers. Such
Christians can only haveour highest regard,
and their faith commands our respect.

To the individual who stopped by our
table: ifyou wish your faith to be respected
by us, belittling ours is not the answer. If

you wish to win converts, bigotry is not
going to interest us or any other moral
person. Ifyou were trying to hold yourself
up as a shining example of the Christian
faith, well, we're not impressed.

If you want to find out what we're
about, if you're willing to listen rather
than lecture, come to one ofour meetings,
held every Saturday at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center, and we would be more
than willing to explain how neo-paganism
is a collection of earth-centered religions
interested in worshipping the pre-Chris-
tian gods and goddesses. Ifyou're unwilling
to come with an open mind and prefer to
soapbox and perpetrate the type of reli-

gious hate responsible for so many wars
and deaths, then stay at home.

Janna S. Pereii a, co-president
David Carron, librarian
UMass Pagan Students

To the UMass community:
The goddesses of Ed/Op would Uke to take a moment to remind you we are

heading into the last two weeks of publication. Now is the time to figure out what
your life, in and out ofclass, wall be like without your daily crossword puzzle. More
importantly, now is the time to get those thoughts, the ones that have been brewing
so long that they are now fermented, typed, double spaced and sent to us— ASAP!

All we ask is for you to keep in mind (try to leave us a little bit of space) that
sincewe do have a lot ofmaterial, please keep your thoughts shortand to the poi nt— this way we can get as many as possible off the desk and into the paper for all
of the wonderkind at UMass to read.

Have a great day, and ask yourself, "Ls there Ufe without the Ed/Op page?"
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Ivatury explained that during British colonialism in
India, the methods of divide and conquer were used to
create ill feelings between the Hindu and Muslim com-
munities who, for the most part, had lived together in
harmony. This divide and conquer tactic ultimately led to
the creation of two countries from the Indian sub-conti-
nent— Pakistan and India.

"It is clear that the BJP is the political arm of the
right-wing Hindu organization RSS. The BJP relies pri-
marily on the religious nature of the majority Hindu
voters. Their representation in the Indian Parhament
grew from five to 85 to 118 in a matter of five years,
becoming the major opposition group in the (the lower
house of the Indian parliament)," read pamphlet pre-
pared by organizers.

Support for the BJP has increased because of the
deteriorating economic situation in India. The platforms
for BJP and RSS are appealing to a number ofyouths who
support the idea of Hindutva or a Hindu Nation.
The BJP is also using the blatantly false notion that

affirmative action for lower-caste Hindus, Muslims and
other minority groups has disadvantaged the majority
Hindu community to garner support." said Prasad
Venugopal, one of the organizers.
The BJP version of Hindutva will effectively mean

the massacre or uprootment of milUons of Indian Mus-
lims. In India, as in other parts of the world, people will
have to devise better means to secure the rights and
safety of minorities," Venugopal said.

Organizers are caUing upon Ambassador Sibal to find

out what steps the Indian government is taking to pre-
vent ethnic violence and communahsm in a land inhab-
ited by approximately 130 million Muslims, total popula-
tion of 900 million.

Grant Ingle, director of Human Relations, helped in
guiding student organizers to different offices for funding.
Heencouraged students to attend and stressed the "oppor-
tunity to meet a representative from another country."

The lecture is only the beginning of what organizers
said they hope will be a continuing dialogue concerning
the events that are unfolding in India.

After Ambassador Sibal's lecture, an open reception
will be held in room 1101 in the Campus Center.
A follow-up panel discussion is scheduled for Thurs-

day in room 176 Campus Center.

SQUIRE VILUGE APIS.

Sunderland, MA
665-2203

Renting Now ForJunelsti Sept 1st

Beautiful spacious apartments in different stiapes and sizes from 1

to 5 bedrooms. Spacious yards, swimming pool, distiwaslier, A/C,

garbage disposals • wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,

walk-in closets & mucli more, On bus route,

^uHaH (garden ^^ v*%'A%^ >^

7^ Se4t C^M€4^ ^cti^
MAIMDARIIM/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Deliver> for orders $ I 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $ I 5

A^^
•N^

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet sen'ed 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 l:50am-5pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

;-4>;~~Z ^, Luncheon Specials served 1 1 :30-5pm - $3.25^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fi ngers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belchertown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 2564252

Find out why
Community Health Plan

(CHP) was the *1 choice

for University of

IVIassachusetts employees

changing their health

benefit plans in '91 &'92.

DIVISION OP CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

I I

Come to an Open House:

CHP Easthampton Health Center CHP Pioneer Health Center
1 79 Northampton Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday, 5/6

CHP Hadley Health Center

K River Drive

5:30-7 p.m. Tliursdays: 4/22 & 5/6

63 French King Highway, Greenfield

5:30-7 p.m. Wednesday, 5/5

CHP South Deerfleld Health Center

Route 5/10

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday 5/6

413/774-6352 Franklin County
413/584-0600 Hampshire County

Community
Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership

- Missed a course? Make it up!
- Advance in next semester's work

- Fnlfill a requirement
- Ei^oy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July 13-Anffust 18

RECrXSTER Momr!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
eth floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITY or MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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Marion Ross
talks about
TV, theater
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Marion Ross, who stars as Sophie Berger in CBS'
Brooklyn Bridge and as "Mrs.C in the syndicatedHappy
Days, will perform tonight through May 2 at StageWest
in Springfield as Melissa in the theater production Love
Letters.

How has the network television industry changedfrom
(Happy Days) 1973 to (Brooklyn Bridge) 1993?

Oh, it's very difierent because there's so much com-
petition, we did not have cable at that point ( 1973). Ifyou
had a nice Tuesday night spot people would stay home.
They had a much more orderly life. Now it's very hard to
get people's attention. They've got videos. They run out
and rent movies. This is all new stuff. It's a very different
world. It's very difficult to get a series that would last that
long or become a part of people's hves. Happy Davs runs
twice a day in some areas.

Do you anticipate staying with Brooklyn Bridge?

Well, to tell you the truth, the business changes. You
know, you think you'd like to stay with something and
nothing lasts very long. We don't have to worry about it.

Although we did say that about Happy Days, and look!
We stayed for 11 seasons — 11 seasons!

I wasjust in New York talking about Broo/t/vn Bridge.
Did you know CBS got 25.000 letters, about Brooklyn
Bridge being taken off? And now, low and behold, we're
back now every Saturday at 9:30 for the next six weeks on
CBS. These are shows nobody has seen. They are brand
new ones but we're finished shooting them. Now I'm free
to go off" and do Love Letters.

Where doyou find the time topursue so manyprojects?

I have a lot of help to tell you the truth. I don't have to
attend to all the details anymore. I hardly do anything
any more. I have a lady, like a housekeeper and then I

have a secretary, then I have a manager, then I have a
press agent and then I have an agent, then I have an
attorney and then I have an accountant and then I have
a gardener. Who else do we have around here? Oh we
have two gardeners and then we have various workmen
who come every day to fix things. We say, "A day without
a workman is a day without sunshine." We have to make
A LOT OF MONEY to keep everybody working, and we
buy things everyday.

On the set of Brooklyn Bridge do you feet younger
actors and actresses look to you for as a source ofexperi-
ence?

I do. I do very much. I'm a very easy going person, and
I like to set a tone at work where you all get along. And
I don't get

annoyed with little things that happen. And I think that
you can set the tone, and that's the style. Then everybody
tries to act nice. And tries to get the job done, whereas if

you've got someone at the top who's a little bit tempera-
mental and crabby, that'll sift down to everybody and
they think that's the way to be.

Do you prefer working in the theater or for television ?

I don't really think of it as preferring one or the other.

What I'm finding is that you should train in the theater
because you're out there alone and you've got to carry
this. You really learn your instrument.

But once you know how to act, then it's intriguing to

see ifyou can handle the complicated technical commands
of a one camera, for instance. Three camera is another
thing. It's continuously stopping, continuously starting
over. To do 30 takes is quite common because you have to

shoot the same scene from another angle. Stop now. Over
the shoulder. Now close up. Now master shot, now.
YTcnow? The skill.

You have to have so much technique to concentrate, to

be able to pretend this has never happened to you before,

to remember you picked up the fork with this hand at this

word. Wow. Your mind has got to be in 20 places at the
same time. And you can do it. You can cry. Your emotions
are on one plane. Your other part ofyour brain is noticing

that you lifted your hand and scratched your head here.

And you've got to hit this mark. Have an accent. Wow. It's

intriguing.

Tell us about Love Letters.

'Mrs. C takes to the stage
Happy Days mom stars as Melissa in Love Letters
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff"

She was mother to Richie and Joanie, "Marion" to
Howard and "Mrs. C" to Fonzie. Marion Ross, star of
the immensely popular Happy Days and Brooklyn
Bridge on CBS, will perform tonight in the theater
production. Love Letters, at StageWest in Springfield.

Letters is a love story that chronicles the lives of
Andrew Makepeace Ladd III and Melissa Gardner,
two privileged New Englanders, through the letters
they wrote to each other from childhood until the later
years of their lives.

There is a shred of truth to these letters. The
actors get to keep their script on stage. It feels as ifyou
are listening into someone's journal," says Rebecca
Strang, director of public relations for StageWest.

Marion Ross plays the role of Melissa and Paul
Michael plays Andrew tonight through Sunday, May

Paul Michael's first major role was with Judy
Holliday in Bells are Ringing. He is a veteran ofdozens
of Broadway shows including: Whoopup, Thirteen
Daughters, Bajour, Do Re Mi, Tovarich, Breakfast at
Tiffanys,Zorba the Greek andMan ofLa Mancha . While
performing on New York stages, he also starred in the
TV series Muggsy and played a running role in the
soap Dark Shadows. He also recently completed work
in the film Mask ofRed Death starring Patrick McNee.
He recently co-starred with Marion Ross in the pre-
miere of the Hindi Brooks comedy. The Whole Half

Ross can currently be seen as Sophie Berger in
Brookl>Ti Bridge. Ross is well known for her portrayal
ofMrs. Cunningham for 1 1 years on Happy Days. She
won critical raves for her portrayal ofAmanda in The
Glass Menagerie at La Jolla Playhouse and for her one
woman showA LovelyNight for the National Women's
Theatre project at Los Angeles' UCLA. On Broadway
she starred opposite Jean Stapleton inArsenicand Old
Lace. Other theatre credits include the national tour

COURTESY OCO PUBLIC RELATIONS
Marion Ross

ofSteel Magnolias with Barbara Rush. Independence,
and a Long Days Journey into Night.

StageWest is located at One Columbus Center in
downtown Springfield. Take the Springfield Center
exits offRoute 91 exit 6 iftravelling north and exit 7 if
travelling south. Parking is available in the Columbus
Center garage above the theatre.

Performances ofLove Letters are Tuesday, Wednes-
day and Sunday at 7:30p.m. Friday and Saturday at
8:(X) p.m. Matinees at 2 p.m. For more information
(413) 781 2340.
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IS going to be a vacation for Paul Michael and me. then you make this wonderful product. That's nice

Explain the challenges involved in metamorphosing
between the different ages?

That's easy. When you're an actor, that's the magic.
That's what I love about acting. I have very easy access
to all my feelings because I act so much. My feelings are
right up there where I can get a hold of them. I love to be
different people. I love to be different ages. It would be
hard for me at this point to have to do the same thing too
much because I'm not geared for it. It would make me
goofy. I like tojump around, like the way Robin Williams
is. The way hejumps in and out ofdifferent personas. We
like to do that. It's fun for us. My son does a lot ofimprov
and my daughter does also. Even when they were children
at home we were very playful in that way.

That's surprising because audiences often read about
celebrities discouraging theirchildrenfrom actingbecause
it's such a difficult industry to break into.

Well, I didn't really tell them to do it. But we did it

around the house so much. It is a terrible business. You
wouldn't tell your children to do this, but if they want to
do it, it's their choice. You wouldn't discourage them.

Have you had your driving determination from the
very beginning?

I guess it does come from a lot of energy. Kind of a
work-a-hohc. An overachiever. Whatever creates that
kind of desire to overachieve— the need to overachieve.
But you'll find most people that are overproductive— it's

because they work harder. And I'm not trying to put a
value on that. I don't say it's any better. We're all going
to die and what's the difference? But it's fun. I like the
rush of adrenaline every day— to get up and I have a lot

of plans every day, a lot of stuff" I want to do. And I also
feel capable of making the world to be the way I want it

to be. I don't wait around a lot. It's an awful feeling to feel

impotent and frustrated and to wait for something
wonderful to happen. You have to make something
happen. And even if it doesn't work out quite right you're
doing something.

How do you choose your roles?

Now, I'm coming to a lovely place where I can't really
take some of these roles. They're not good enough. Even
if I'd like to play them, they're not good enough. They're
not good career moves. So you have to say. "No. I won't do
it." Then part of you wants to do it anyway. But your
agents advise you. Most of the time I do it anyway.

What constitutes a bad career move?

You might want to be in a film, but the part isn't big
enough. Or they're not paying enough money. It's a step
backward. (Voice is soft.) So even if you might love it —
"I want to be in that film" — it's not a good move so you
say, "No. I can't." Then, you wait for the next one.
Sometimes you have to be more selective than other
times. If you just want to get the rent paid, then you'll
have diff'erent career moves. I always say I love Michael
Caine's career. I always feel as if he must say, "Really?
Where's it shooting? What country is it shooting in? OK,
111 go. It's on location?And where is it? You're gonna send
me the script? Oh, never mind. 111 be there."

May I ask you how old you are?

Yes, I'm getting very old. I'm actually so cute when you
see me. I'm 64— a thousand years old. I am. So there you
are — which is very good news for everybody. I have a
wonderful boyfriend— very handsome — and he'll be in
Love Letters with me, Paul Michael. We're really cute
together.

What do you consider your career triumph to be thus

These two people (Melissa and Andrew) have this

relationship all their lives. It starts with the love letters

they write each other in the third grade and the little

notes, "Don't pull my hair the next time you see me." Then
you get to know these two people and the story of their

lives. It's very funny. It's very true and ultimately very

Ilikeyourword choice: "overachiever"insteadof"work-
a-holic."

And you know I don't think there'sanythingwrong with
the word "work-a-holic." Or you know, people say you're a
"people pleaser." You know what happens to people
pleasers? They please an awful lot of people, so what's so
terrible? I really want everything to work well and ev-

erybody to have a good time and get the thing done. And

far;

I really do consider Brooklyn Bridge to be, because it
was so unexpected. And the response to the show was so
unexpected. We made Brooklyn Bridge without a pilot.
They (critics

j really couldn't write anything about it. And
when that one hour show hit the airwaves, the writers
and Gary Goldberg and everybody would come down to
the set. And everybody worked so hard, they had dark
circles under their eyes. And they would be holding
handfuls of faxes that were coming in. Never in the
annals of television — raving, raving, raving. It was like
all work stopped while more handfuls of these came in.
People had a showing on the lot at Paramount and we
couldn't go because we were still shooting. But people
were coming out of that thing with tears in their eyes
saying, "Oh, my God. I didn't know television could be
this good." That was our first two-parter. They're just
superb shows and 111 always be proud of them.
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level set by the fiscal year '93 budget
through the curriculum fee. while any
budget increases are footed by the state,
say Senate ofilcials. They said the SAO
had projected an increase of $67,025 for

next year and reported the SAO's operat-
ing budget at $523,000 for fiscal year '93.

The SATF fee is currently $112.50 a
year for full-time undergraduates.

The rest ofthe student activities fee, $84
a year after a $4.50 increase for fiscal year
*94, will remain in the trust fund forstudent
programs, agencies and businesses.

Poster said the average student can
expect a more customer-friendly and effi-

cient SAO in the coming year.
He said Robinson's plan will bring

greater autonomy to the Senate in making
decisions about student activities.

"Students will have more control,"
Poster said. "And we will no longer have to

report to SAO."
Robinson said while the relationship

between the Senate and the SAO will

change, the SAO will continue to be an
ad\isory body and both will continue work
together in day-to-day operations.

"There will not be the reporting line for

the I Senate I to SAO." Robinson said. "I

hoj>e it will be viewed as more ofa partner-
ship."

Tense relations between the Senate and
the SAO have been building for years,
partly because of a failure to specify the
roles ofboth organizations, said SAO orga-
nizational advisor Margaret Arsenault.

"It was never spelled out, so it got to a
point of crisis," she said.

Robinson said he first heard about the
Senate's dissatisfaction with SAO when
he usited the University last spring.

"A number of students told me about
campus issues and problems," Robinson
said. "A ver\- prominent one dealt with the
DiN-ision of Student Activities."

Soon after becoming vice chancellor,
Robinson met with students. SAO em-
ployees and administrators.

Robinson said he heard reports of in-

fighting, issues over the management of

the trust fund, disagreement over what
Registered Student Organizations are for
and who has control over what.

"Maintaining the status quo was not
good," he said.

At that time, Robinson got the idea for
the reorganization.

"My conclusion was that, while people
have attempted with much dedication to
resolve relational problems, there was a
more fundamental piece that was a prob-
lem— the trust fund itself," Robinson said.

"I decided that what was really needed
was to break up the trust fund and get SAO
out fi-om under the trust fund," he said.

In that way, the SAO would be better
able perform an administrative role that
is more advisory than "telling what to do,"
Robinson said.

Robinson's reorganizational plan was
quickly brought before the Board of
Trustees, which passed the plan eariier
this semester.

Robinson said even though the plan to

reorganize has passed, there are many
details that must be worked out and it will

take time to adapt to the new system.
"This doesn't solve anything, but this is

the first piece in place which will allow us
to move forward," Robinson said.

Although the roles of the Senate and
the SAO will be altered, it is unclear in

what way they will relate, said Peter W.
Roaf, the Senate's treasurer.

"It's still a little sketchy," Roaf said.

"We're looking for future autonomy, but
exactly what that will mean is yet to be
determined."

The whole question of the Senate's
autonomy will have to be examined in the
future, Brainerd said.

"You hear students say they'd get total

autonomy over the trust fund. I don't think
that's the reality," Brainerd said. They'll
have more responsibility, but we're still

part of the administration."

Robinson said the new director for the
SAO, who will probably be hired over the
summer, will help develop the specific

relationships of the Senate and the SAO.

ATTENTION
GRAB STUDENTS!
ELECTIONS FOR
GSS OFFICERS

for 1993-94
Grad Senate Taxpayers are

eligible to vote
(Bring valid Student ID and/or Bursar's receipt)

CAST YOUR VOTE
WHEN: WHERE:
TUES., April 27 Campus Ctr. 917

(during General Meeting, beginning at 7:15 pm)

WED., April 28 CC Concourse

THURS., April 29 Outside the

10 am-6 pm Grad Lounge
For more Inlormallon. conlact GSS al 645-2696
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Quote of the Day
'You can do it Richie!"

— Mrs. Cimnm^ham jrom "Happy Days

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

DOONESBURY
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'HONPfS STORY"6Cr
The HIGH£Sr RATINGS
OFANYSHOUJSINCa
TMS SUP&iBOUL'

By GARRY TRUDEAU
NOT ONLY THAT, BUT DtSNeYS
TURNING ITISTTO A M(y//£
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ARItS(M.m h J 1 -,\|xil I '»i: Whtii
It ccmx's Id lucning .i pfolii. you jri- in

>tHJf fU-nn-nl Evi-n il y«HJ <Hx-tl«i«)t

sooKlhinj; lodjy. it will Ih- (XovkJcO
By l.iu- .iitcrrKiun, yiju will Ik- wjII,-

inj; (Ml jir'

TAUKUS (/Nfwil J()-\».iy JOI A
good djy l(x proiit Is yoo < jn hdndlc
.iliKHv Youf (Kain, like your Ixidy.

cH-ock A risl orx c in a while. Whi-n
wofVing on ( omplic jct-d ijNis. lake a

Ucak rvm and Iht-n.

C".EN«NI (May J I -lune JO) ThoM-
who awake iwling fetri-<JH-d tan give

a RcxxiM 1 iHinI ol ih«^i>cKt-^ al wori
Coniaci a hanker <» at couniaru alxxii

a monclary queslinn. Complelt-
(K-nding assignmertb iKHore !>larling

a new «xie.

CANCER ()une 2l-|uly 22): C^>-

ing Itx) lar I<m> lasl (ould k'.td lo

irouhle. Although yeslifday's event*

have w«io you new sufipfMl. you are

not immune IromrritKivn. Romanre
iiilensilK's.

LEO (|uly 2?-Aug 22): With (w-

lience, even ihe impossible lan
sometimes Ik- at ( omplished. Ad-
vance planning is t>ssfnlMl. Diplo-

mat y and con>(K< >mise ran nip mania I

tills in the Ixid.

VIRGO lAug.23-Sepl.22»: Keep
the sarcasm out ol ytxjrronvefsalions

with a partner or rival You nxist train

yourself lo Ik' more lolerant and less

willful. A calm, take charge altitude

(fees w»)rKk-rs al work

LIHKAiy-jjl 2 UXl 2J) Tln-lirsl

idtJ IS not always the Ik-sI one. The
s*t<Hxl suggeslMtn nwy als4i Ik- .i

lailuie (•ersesere' AlletiVMNi tiHjId

Ixing tlv right .tnswt-r. ()r>re you
change viHjr thinking, the worldseems
gl<l(HHIN.

SCORPIO (Ocl.2»-Nov 211:

Wh.ily<iuhasc»iHkiill(>r is yours liy

right It iH-ed nol Ik- siiarttl with idlers

LH yotir past f\|H-rK-rKe gunk- you in

making key linarn lal iJet ismns. It

nttfssjry. consult julo ifp.iiriiK>n.

SAC:iTTARIUS(Nov.22-IXt .21):

The evira push provided l)y a ti>-

worker or key associate shoultl

guarantee evcelk-nt returns lor .ill

t i>nt eriK-d. Use you sjxt lal siills In

Iheir lullesi advantage.

CAPRICORN l|>< 2 J. |.»n. 14): A
set ret wish m.iy l)e granted des|)ite

the lat t that t ertain allies are skeiXi-

tal It coukJ mean cxtr.i tash ot a

promolion! C.ti ready lo end a rela-

tionship that IS going nov^^Hre.

AQUARIUS l|an.2()-Fel) l«)

St)mething thai irans|>ires today is the

result ol hrillunl and imaginative

planning. Ytui sImhjIcI tonx' <»ul all

the ritlier iVtr it. Group projerls aiuJ

team spcxis are lavtjred.

PISCES(EtH). 1 9-March 20); When
It KxiH-s lo turning a priXit. ytju have
a ret (xdlhat otlxtsenvy. Acrxupiiiitw

may Iry ic change the rules this

mtxning. By Ix-ing (xej)ared, you i an
win Build savings.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

TOUCHED WAS THE

xvv Plant. -X. g^t,
STOP 3JCiAiK6.(^

ARE WOO SAM'H^THffr

^^^^;N "m^^i^rs colo.

I y / x"d\oxst\llI

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor )ett Crotts

PhotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Sandy Bogage

Production Mike Carvalho

Michele Bakis

Menu
LUNCH

B.L.T. Sandwich

French Dip Sandwich?

BASICS LUNCH
Cheese L.T. Sandwich

Sesame Noodles

DINNER
Mexican Niglit

Nacho Cheese Chips

Chicken Fajitas

Tacos

Vegetable Taco (Basics)

Tlu' opiiiitMis c.\presMtl on this p.igc- .iiv those ol the t .irloooists .iiul do not ))ft cssiirily rctli't t the views ol the C'(»//ty,'».i/i or the University.

ACROSS
1 Wsamer
loracasi

S Wi«*f:raclti

10 AgraaiTMnt

14 Lily plant

15 Enuit's

craft

1 6 Run in natjtral

1 7 Pungar>cy
18 Viaw
19 Central

20 Appraiser

22 Untlenaking
24 Decade
25 Prepare

for a date
26 Huriger

30 Prevents
34 Peruse
35 Sass
36 New
37 Reply Abtx
38 Assistants

41 Pierre's

friend

42 Low-voiced
singer

44 Poetic

t>efore

45 Ready for

publication

46 Rests

48 Small curls

50 Insignificant

52 Lemtxi.

of a son
53 Bullfighter

56 Powell or

Patlon. eg
60 Exam style

61 Tracking

device

63 Sub — : in

secret

64 Monster
65 Author Zola

66 Roman 57
6 7 Prince in

disguise?

68 Race
69 Time period

DOWN
1 Pro-
apportion

2 Word of woe
3 Electrified

particles

4 Annulled

5 Youthful

6 AratMan
ruler

7 Family

member.
fCK short

8 Turkic

language
9 Took lo the ice

1 Olive stuffer

1

1

— Bede"
12 Cut short

13 Canvas shelter

21 Until now
23 Adolescents
25 Spicy

26 Kuwaitis

27 Type of code
28 Out of date
29 Sesame
31 Sidestep

32 It4ake

payment
33 Narrow

openings

38 Aspired

39 Silkworm
40 Pertormed
43 Havmg flower

parts

45 Antique
4 7 Mall units

49 Firearm

51 Hobo
53 Debatable

54 Jastxi's ship

55 The O'Hara
mansion

56 Strix>g

wind
57 Wander
58 Continent

59 Den
62 Machine

pattern

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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lAKE IHE KEYS.

CAll A CAB.

TAKE A SIANO.

fBiENOs oori i[i ffiiENos DRiyf Mm

Language
continued from page 3

He talked about controversies about language in

the workplace and how the U.S. Supreme Court
certified the right to have unilingual rights.

On the other hand, he said, the Court has given
permission to citizens to depose in Spanish. He said

it depended on the audience, thejury and thejudge.

Shell's lecture was sponsored by the Institute for

Advanced Study in the Humanities.

Softball
continued from page 12

because of a soaked spring. Add a rash of

injuries and you will find that this team is

quite happy where they are considering
their setbacks.

"I tell you," said Sortino, "this is a team
that has hit every wall and are still here.
These kids have a lot ofcharacter and they
are going to do something before this

season's over.

A Discussion on
"Community Service"

with

<«nVjm.jj^.u.i.u-oi. H.mimui iiii iii

RALPH
NADER

•v<»*='

>S

\

Bowker Auditorium
Wednesday, April 28, 1993

7:00 pm
Free Admission

Sponsored by the Commuter Area Government, the Graduatestudent Senate, the Student Government Association, and the
University Community Service Council

Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

• Live Bands Daily, 2-5

• Vendors, BBCI!

• Evening Events All Week

Get your tan

at the

Shoe!

*TODAY THRU THURSDAY*

April 26-29

niii: iJiMTii:» statls
MARINli: CORPS

Officer Selection Office of Western New England
sends its

COIUGRATULATIOMS to

ED GIARDINO Class of '93

Who will be commissioned as a Second
Lieutenant in the U.S. Marine Corps this

June 1st

Your hard work paid off...

Good luck as a leader of
Marines!

If you want to know what it takes to earn
the title Officer of Marines

See Capt. Blazis at the Newman Center
Cafeteria between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. on
April 28th or call Capt. Blazis at 1-800-

255-USMC

Hardwood
continued from page 1

2

ics; East: Chicago Bulls.

Collegian sportswriterSean P. Hayden:
West: Houston Rockets; East: New York
Knicks.

Collegian sportswriterJeffCrofts: West:
Seattle Supersonics; East: Cleveland
Cavaliers.

Collegian columnist I sportswriterMike
Morrissey: West: Houston Rockets; East:
Chicago Bulls.

Collegian sportswriterGreg Sukiennik:
West: Phoenix Suns; East: Cleveland
Cavaliers.

Sunday Sports Live's Jim Cline: West:
Phoenix Suns; East: New York Knicks.

On to the real predictions.
Here are my picks for the NBA Finals,

along with the best match-up of the first
round.

Seattle vs. Utah: This first rounder

should be a battle, despite Utah's slump as
of late. For a No. 6 seed, Utah could prove
to be dangerous. Karl Malone and Shawn
Kemp should go at it inside, providing one
of the more competitive shows all year.
My picks: Seattle and Chicago. Why? I

really don't want to pick New York or
Phoenix,just because I went with the obvi-
ous in the NCAAs. Kemp and Jordan are
the two most exciting players in the NBA,
and going head-to-head would be amazing.

Did you see that?
• Rodney Rogers and his declaration of

independence from Wake Forest.
• Shaq taking down the backboard in

Brendan Byrne Arena.
• That great sports-talk show on

WMUA on Thursday nights from 6-7 p.m.,
SportsUne. I know you can't see it. but
listen to it. Who said 'MUA doesn't have
anything worth hearing?

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian col-
umnist.
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Collegian
Advertising.

It works.
545-3500

Read
all

about
it

Don't miss
a beat.
Be in the
know.

Collegian.

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

One Way Roundtnp

LONDON
$209 $389

PARIS
$225 $450

MOSCOW/
ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690

GREECE/LARNACA
$359 $718

- Rouodinp

$789

$889

PI/71/5

1

TOKYO
BANGKOK

ications now being accepted at

Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes.
Fares from over 75 U.S. cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin

America and Australia.

Eurailpasses Available.

|Cuitoms ImmijEnijon i dep^nure uues applv-l
Fjm subieci lo chingt wiihoui noucf

,
RISM TRAVEL

342 Madison Ave
, NY. NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE
PSYCH • GRE BIO * OAT • TOEFL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • EMGEMS *

PLEX • CGFNS • CPA * BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.

Our students get the highest scores We've proven It to over
one million student*; I et ii«; orovp it to vmi

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Looking for torn* laughs in the bed-
room'

UPC Spring Concert Meeting:
Tonight. 4/27 at 6 pm in EARTHFOODS
at the Student Union. Help us bring you
Spring Concert Everyone is welcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and Breakfast
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549-0733

Heading for Euro(>e this summer'
Only $169' Jet there anytime for only
$169 with Airfiitch! Reponed in Let's

Go! and NY Tinnes California $129
each way! AIHHITCH r 212 864 2000

Spanisti Speakers
Earn $$$
Need fluent Spanish Speakers (Non
native) for psychology readings
Should have taken Spanish 320 or

above. Call Jovene 545 0693/546 5471

AUTO FOR SALE

1968 Rambler American S/W
Excellent condition High mileage but

runs great $800 Dan 256 1931

1983 Audi 4000 5speed many new
pans great condition $1 150/bo call 256
0171

Toyota Starlet 83, 1 1 2000m. new parts

for 460$ (brakes, etc.), no rust, good
condition 1100/bo 253 0805

Triumph, TR7, convertible. 1980

47,000 ofi'j nal miles, never used in

winter, fabulous condition $4000.
Firm 549-4510

Don't get left out m the cold this fall I

Get your apt. now Sunny 3rd floor apt.

in Brandywine Furniture inc. on but
route, gas/heat inc.

Take over/Sublet in June
5497919

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3 50

Lg. Cheese $5 99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
5496098

Double In house, need 2 people $175
mo/person 253 0751

Fearing St one lg room available in

house double or single starts June 1

549 4518

For Rent
2 Bdrm
Colonial Village

Cheap!
253 3403

5 Bedroom House. 2 full baths,
washer dryer and furniture available.

Beautiful yard w/deck and volleyball

Starting June 1 . 549-0920

Great House, Cheap Rent
4 large tiedrooms perfect for 4-6

People on bus route directly behind
Cumt>erland Farms 256 4270

Great House Cheap Rent
Take our lease June Isl

3 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, woodstove, wshr/
dry, huge kitchen. Close to campus and
town CALL SOON 549 6892

Main Street
3 liedroom house
Summer with Fall option

256 6878

Near Puffers Pond
3 t>edroom house
Summer St.

Take over our lease 6/1

5499915

N. Amherst - Above Daisy's Rest
1 Mile past GRC
Up to 4 people $700 * util.

5495054

Take over our lease June 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549 5224

The Best 3 bedroom Townhouse!
1 min to bus, newly renovated, 1 1/2

baths, must see' Call 549 4445 or 549-

2947 lease starts June 1 HUHRYI

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

2530876

3 bedroom townhouse
800/month, on bus route.

Available June 1

Call 549 4663

3 Bedroom Main St. Apt. washer/
dryer/dishwasfwr on bus route call 256-
3470

(2) 3 bedroom apartments in houses:
convenient location $600/mo includes
hot water /Farmhouse close to UMass,
Puffers Pond $690/mo 586 0746

FOR SALE

Acoustic Guitar
Leather Jacket perfect conditions
B/0 256 4601

Room for rent for summer with fall

option. Cheap Northampton
586 6830 Glenn

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No Pleasant St. 253 7879

Amherst, 5 bedroom house. 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on busline, $1 300/
mo., (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with

heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

BRANDYWINE
Take over our lease/Sublet June

2 bedroom, 3rd floor, heat/hot water

incl. 549 6027

Spacious 6-bedroom house in quiet

Amherst location. Furnished living room
2 full baths, rent negotiable, plus Fall

option. A must see! 253 0805

Sublet w/Fall Option
2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt.

3rd floor

new everything

549 3872

Take over our lease starting June 1st

2 BR Brandywine Apt. 549 7867

Take (Her our 2 bdrm lease in

Colonial Village. Cheap 253 2477

Take Over our lease'

Excellent location, price

3br Townhouse
$725
Call 549-0023 _ _^___
Take Over our lease

Brandywine Apis.

Starts June 1st

Call John 549 8192

Are you moving offcampus r>e)rt year?
Six seniors graduating with bedroom
furniture, washer and dryer, bart>ecue
and other necessities. Reasonable
prices. Call Adam or Jon at 549 4914

As System: JVC CD Player, 2 Fisher

speakers, Fisher double cassette,
compatable 6 3675 $250

Cannondale Roadbike
18" Aluminum frame
NEED MONEY FAST
$125
Adam 546 6282

Epson LX80 Printer Excellent condi
tion $50.00 Call 585 012 7 Patricia

Must Sell

Bar and 2 stools

$75 or bo
256 3041

Mountain Bike. Giant Sedona. 19 inch,

good condition; $200.00
(subject to negotiation)

562 2492

Pool Table, good condition, includes
balls and que sticks. $150 call

584 0707

10SpeedShogim200goodshape$75
256-1228

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries Earn $600*/week in can
neries or $4000+/month on fishing

boats. Free transportation! Room &
Board! Male or Female. For employ-
ment program call 1 206-545 4155 ext.

A5001

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co ed Berkshires. MA sum-
rr>er camp seeks skilled college luniort,
seniors, and grads Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver lewelry.
newspaper Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer!
Salary plus room and t>oard.

Call 800 762 2820

International Employment Make
$2000 • per month teaching basic con
versational English abroad Japan and
Taiwan Many provide room and board
and other Ijenefits. No previous train-

ing or teaching certificate required. For
program call 1 206 632 1 1 46 exi. J5001

Landscape/Horticulture
Quality Oriented Weston based co.

looking for full or part time people
Equal opportunity employer except

for losers or wimps
7.50 Hr and up

Roger617 894 1331

Marketing Rep - Pari time, high po-
tential earnings. For more information,

pick up job description and require

ments at Copycat Print Shop. 228 Tri-

angle Street, Amherst

Postal Jobs Available' Many posi
tions. great benefits Cain 800 436 4365
ext p 3306

Seeking two entrepreneurs for

business expansion. Ms. Weber
413 747 1500

Summer jobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi
tions to renew the Clean Water Act.

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling Available in 22
states and DC, campus intrvws: 4/14

and 4/15. Call Jamietoll free: 1-800-75-
EARTH

Truck Drivers Wanted for part time
summer work. 10 days mid June and 10
days mid August. $1 10/Day. Must have
standard, willing to work long hours,

and have driving experience with trucks

of at least 18 feet. Call 508 653 7422.

$200 Daily mailing circulars for ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad-
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77805

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30' All

natural Doctor recommended 100°^

guaranleeed 253 3816

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Oak Bluffs - Looking for 5 6 fun
people 10 share large house Minutes
from the beach and town Call Dana
253 3406 or Chris 549 1 29

PERSONALS

Lmira
Happy 21st Birthday
Sorry it's late

Love.

Sport
PS Hows Little Sport?

Little Duckling:
Thanks lor everything on Friday .

how atraut another dale sometime?
Lov«.JLT

ROOMMATES WANTED

Amherst Single In 2 tjedroom apM non
smoking female at bus stop partly fur

nished $285 inclusive 9/1 256 0832

2 Roomates Needed Puffton Village

Apt. $170/mo Call Mike 549 9900

SERVICES

HemHMiica Player
546 0880

Legal Questions? The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to fee

paying students Contact us at 922
Campus Center, 545 1995

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549 1906

Resume Preparation assistancewiih
complete resume development Keith

Anderson PhD 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Storage - Professional pick

up and delivery: insurance: boxes in

eluded Call now to reserve your space
Collegiate Storage Service

413585 5999

SUMMER SUBLET

Amherst Center, furnished apartment
two large bedrooms 256 0452

Amherst Single in 2 bdrm apt. fur

nished main room and kitchen free cable
no smokers at bus walk to town. $230
inclusive 256 0832

Amherst Summer Sublet
1 BR in 2 BR apt

Room enough for 2 on busline
Price negotiable 256 6258

BELCHERTOWN - 4 tiedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Best apartment ever!
Amherst Center, 2 tjedroom, unique
sunny 1 minute to town
Fall option call 253 9656

Best Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt. 1 Best price youll
find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great for the
summer')Looking for 4 renters

Call Rachael: home 546 3755

Big 2 BOR Townhouse avail now' iiO-
mo Great for 4' A must see' Call 6 5891
or 6 6948

Duplex In W. Yarmouth
3 people 2.800 inclusive

Micah256 1375

4 Spaces Available in 7 bettroom
Brandywine Apt partially furnished
$175 each 549 7975

Near Puffers Pond 2 bedroom in

house Conservation land scenic bacli-

yard available June 1st 549 8752

1 bedroom mostly furmsfied apart-

ment yard, near hiking/river 10 min
utes to UMass start May 1 or after finals.

$257 665 3615

Phillips St. 2 singles 160 per/room
1 double 130 per person call Jay 549
4123

Quiet four room apt.
Only $200 a month'
Call Art of Mel at 323 8561

Single room In downtown Amherst
house June 1 Sept 1 250 mo includes
oil utilities call ASAP 546 6315

Spacious 4 bdrm close to uptown and
bus route 546 2158

Spacious 5 BDRM apt on Mam St. for

more info call 546 2684

Sublet our 2 bedroom Brandywine
Apt 253 5763

Summer Sublet our 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt.

Rent negotiable 549 3937

Summer Sublet with Fall option Two
bedroom in Brandywine 549 8382

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village

549 7472

3 spaces in Alpine Commons on bus
route 200/month incl. utilities.

Newly remodled
Call 6 4421

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown
625/month

Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

2530876

Uptown Summer Sublet
Huge double room available

Low rent. We pay utilities

Fully furnished Apartment
Call Today! 253 2369

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Sexy, fast accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile $1.50/pg call

Greg 65397

UPTOWN APARTMENT

2 roomates wanted for uptown apt.

Cheap rem 253 3406

WANTED TO RENT

Help! We need your Puffton lease. Call
5466472

Small professional family desires
sabbatical/temporary house Excellent
TLC and references. 6/1 256 0036
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Sports
Softball to face URI
Team hopes to find victory on the road
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

Four-hundred and two and counting.

After winning her 400th career victory

on Saturday and then winning the next
two out of three for the weekend. Uni-
versity of Massachusetts softball head
coach Elaine Sortino looks to tack on two
more wins today at 3 p.m. with a double-
header in Kingston. Rhode Island against
the University of Rhode Island Rams (9-

25 overall, 2-6 for fifth place in the A-10).
"1 tell you it wasn't any different than

number 398 or 399." said Sortino, about
number 400. That was the furthest thing
from mind during that game on Saturday."

Sortino remained serious when asked
to look back at her career and said simply
that she felt like she had won a lot of
games.

"All we were thinking about on Satur-

day was beating Princeton. And I'll re-

member this especially only because this

team is special to me and we've all been
through a lot together."

From the three of four UMass won this

weekend, the Minutewomen are now over
the elusive .500 hump for the first time in

a month.
"I can't say how much this means."

exulted Sortino. "We've been trying to

climb out of that hole for a while now.
Mentally, it meant a lot to all ofus. because
it tells us that this team is going some-
where."

As for today's contest, the

Minutewomen (16-15 voerall, 7-1 for first

in the A-10) head to Rhode Island at a time
when the UMass pitchng seems to be on
it's best run of the season. Sophomore
Kelly Daut was named Atlantic 10 Player
of the Week yesterday aft«r running up a
record of 3-0 with one run allowed in 19
innings work. Throw in senior ace Darlene
Claffey who's sporting a 2. 13 ERA and the
Minutwomen become near untouchable
from the hill.

"1 was happy for Kelly, she deserved
that award" said Sortino, "and Darlene
has been throwing as hard as I've ever
seen Darlene Claffey throw. 1 think this is

the best staff on the east coast."

As for URI, they remain a young ball

club, as eight of their top 10 hitters are
either freshmen or sophomores. Rhody
comes in batting a meager .230 from the
plate, while opponents are snacking on
Ram pitching to the tune of .310.

Sortino, who usually lives by the motto
of "never take anyone lightly", remained
very cautious about today's matchup, de-

spite URl's poor statistics.

"Rhode Island is always a tough place

to play for us." Sortino said. "Well need to

get on the scoreboard early and establish

ourselves as the aggressor."

With 31 games in their back p>ocket

Sortino spoke with a certain pride about
this team. After starting their season with
a poor record from a tough west coast trip.

UMass came back east only to find

themselves confined to gymnasium ball.

Turn to SOFTBALL, page 10

Men's track hits stride
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
men's track team headed north this

weekend to participate in the annual
Dartmouth Invitational Meet.

It is always a good sign when your
top athletes are competing at champi-
onship levels. With the Eastern Con-
ference Championships only two weeks
away, the men's track team is starting

to hit their stride as they posted some
pretty impressive performances at

Dartmouth.
"We had a good afternoon," said

Coach Ken O'Brien. "We placed in just

about all of the event groups."

Undefeated is a word seldom heard
in college sports, but sophomore Tom
Galligani has earned this impressive
distinction winning the triple jump at

all four meets he's participated in so

far. Hisjump of46 feet 9 3/4 inches was
the best at Dartmouth.

Joe tCourafas was impressive in his

first injury free meet of the season. He
earned second place in both the high
jump ;6'4) and the long jump (20'11).

The sprinters faced a pretty fierce

head wind on Sunday, but it didn't

keep Lyonel Benjamin and John
Johnson from continuing their im-
pressive junior seasons. The speedy
duo placed second and third in the 100
meters and second and sixth in the 200.
Johnson continued his mastery of the
longjump with a wind hindered 22 feet

seven inches.

Paul Doyle finished 2nd in the 110
meter high hurdles and 3rd in the jav-

elin while Marc LeFebvre continued
his impressive freshman campaign by
placing in both the discus and shot put.

Other top performances included
Rick Copley and Kevin Greenhalgh (2nd
and 4th in the steeplechase), Pat Reed
(4th in the 1500 meters), and Jim Avery
(800 meters).

Coach O'Brien described the meet
as similar to last week's Holy Cross
Classic. He went on to praise the top

performers and mentioned the team
refining their events as a positive from
this weekend's performance.

"I thought the kids responded very

well to the overall challenge," said

O'Brien.

This meet was a good indication of

how far we've come," O'Brien said. I'm

real pleased with the progress of the

team up to this point."

The team hopes to continue their

impressive performances this weekend
at the Brown Invitational. O'Brien has
been using the invitational meets,
where only individual scores are
counted, to experiment moving people
into different events to try to form a
strategy for the upcoming conference

meet.

Ifconditions are ideal, at Brown this

weekend. O'Brien plans to put his blue

chippers in their best events in hopes of
qualifying them for the IC4A Champi-
onships in Williamsburg.

Baseball set to host New Hampshire at Lorden
Scorching Minutemen hope to continue winning ways

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN

Outfielder Justin Howard and the rest of the Minuteman
baseball team puts its three-game winning streak on the line

against the University of New Hampshire today at 3 p.m. at

Lorden Field. Howard is among the nation's leaders in batting.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

It may not be time to celebrate just yet, but the new-
look University ofMassachusetts baseball team is starting
to surge at exactly the right moment.

The University ofNew Hampshire Wildcats come into

Amherst today at 3 p.m. to take on the Minutemen. who
have won four out of their last five games and have
turned their luck around.

With a new one-two pitching combination, its desig-

nated hitter and second baseman back from injury, and
the team fresh off a three-game sweep, things are looking
drastically better for UMass than they were a week ago.

The Minutemen (12-16) are still fighting to get over
the .500 hump, but by winning three in a row against St.

Bonaventure University in conference play, the team has
moved from seventh place up to a tie for fifth.

With a 6-8 conference record, the team is one game out
offourth place with two A-10 weekends to go. The top four
teams make the A-10 Tournament, which UMass hasn't
missed since 1989. The team is tied with St. Joe's, whom
they split with in the regular season, and a game behind
George Washington, who has a 7-7 record.

Redshirt sophomore Jay Murphy has been implanted
as the new number one starter by head coach Mike Stone,
and senior JeffToothaker moves to the number two slot

in the rotation. The hard-throwing Murphy, who has
pitched solidly in back-to-back starts, will be able to

complement the sidearming Toothaker, who uses a vari-

ety of speeds and release points.

The big key is injury. Both Jeff January and Mark
Pileski have recovered or are rapidly recovering from
injuries which have sidelined them. January was plagued
with hand problems, while Pileski was nursing a thumb
injury. In addition. Peter Ferrari, today's starter, is also
back after spending some time on the shelf

Ferrari, a junior right-hander, has only appeared in
four games thus far. He has an 0-1 record but has only
pitched seven innings. Needless to say, a strong return
against the Wildcats tomorrow would go a great way in
fortifying the team's starting pitching.

Hitting has carried the team all year, and last week
was no different. Senior Steve Corradi is scorching hot
and was named A-10 Player of the Week. Corradi raised
his average up to .376 with a stellar ll-for-17 week,
including a perfect 6-for-6 performance against Centrzil
Connecticut on Tuesday.

After moving from right field to third base, Corradi
has the look ofa slugger, as he belted his second home run
of the season over the deepest part of the ballpark
Sunday.

The best offensive player remains Justin Howard. The
junior outfielder leads the team with a .420 average, 4 HR
and 30 RBI. Howard also leads the team with 10 doubles
and has shown no letdown in moving from left field to
right field.

Between the Lines: Former St. Louis Cardinal Mike
Laga was seen in the UMass dugout on Saturday. Laga
was a member of the 1985 and 1987 National League
Champion Cardinals, and grew up in the New England
area.

Artie looks at the playoffs with help from a guest panel

fRO«J»]S^

"Charlotte will upset the Celtics in the first round."—
Bill Walton

Now that Mr. Walton has picked the Hornets, 111 take
the C's.

Welcome to the Notes from the Hardwood playoff

forecast, and yes, the previous pick is true: I like Boston
over the Hornets. And no, be-

ing in the Gaah-den last Tues-

day night for the Bruins game
has nothing to do with it. Al-

though I sat behind a pole, I

did get a chance to see the

banners hanging from the

rafters.

Even though they won't be
adding another one, the Celtics

will use then experience, and a last hurrah by both the
Spleef and Kevin McHale to get by Charlotte.

Williams' record a blast from the past.
It is nice to see UMass' Mike Williams playing for the

Timberwolves in the off-season. How about that? 84
consecutive free throws in a row. That broken hand must

\>i
MStop

,\e\pn

be healing well . . . what? It isn't that Mike Williams. Oh,
the Mike Williams who used to be on the Indiana Pacers.
My bad.

Anyway, enough on the sarcasm. Williams put Calvin
Murphy's record to rest with his swish, and helped the
fans realize that there is still something exciting about a
foul shot. Speaking of foul shots, why does the crowd at
a game make noise when a player is at the stripe?

Didn't you see the Happy Days episode when Richie
Cunningham misses the easy one to win the game for

Jefferson High? The gym was silent. Let's try that one
sometime, but forget Mrs. C's cheer of "You can do it

Richie!"

Three cheers for the Mavericks.
Led by Jimmy Jackson's career high 32 points, the

hapless Mavs beat Minnesota last Friday to avoid the
worst record in NBA history. If this was another column.
I'd probably pick Dallas to win it all. But. as we all know,
the Cowboys had more wins that their basketball coun-
terpart.

Barkley bumps KJ out for two.
Didn't someone on this page yesterday write "some-

tinies you have to take the good with the bad" ? Well, the
Phoenix Suns found this good-ole cliche true when, after
Charles Barkley hit the hoop at the buzzer to beat Portland
115-114, he and KJ in a celebratory hug bumped knees,
knocking Johnson out for two games against the Lakers.

The Suns proved why they can be beaten in the
playoffs. I've heard of taking risks, but calling an out-of-
bounds alley-oop to Cedric Ceballos to win the game is
absurd. I know the Suns had already clinched home
court, and 1 know that the game really meant nothing,
but that is ridiculous.

Who goes to the NBA Finals?
I know my column in the fall is devoted to predictions,

but 1 figured since everyone else would be picking teams
to go to the NBA Finals, I'd let some guests get in on the
action, and give the reader their choices for the NBA
Championship. Here they are, on a roll:

UMassassistantbaskethallcoachJames"Bruiser''Flint-
Out of the West: Phoenix Suns; Out of the East: Chicago
Bulls.

UMass guard Derek Kellogg: West: Seattle Supcrson-
Turn to HARDWOOD, poge 1
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Today, sunny, highs in the 60s.

Thursday, sunny, 60s to low 70s.

Local News:
Students work to educate other students on health issues
ranging from safe sex to skin cancer through the Peer

Health Education Program. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts baseball

team won its fourth straight game at home, a

10-5 win over UNH. Page 12.
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Twisters buys
insurance, set
for reopening
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Twisters Tavern, a popular downtown nightspot
for area college students, will be open for business
on Thursday, a week after the United States
Trustees Office forced the owner to close due to
lack of adequate insurance.

The U.S. Trustees office, notably David Noonan
of Springfield, has been working with Twisters in
it's financial restructure.

"We have to follow guidelines set by the Trustees
Office, and they said it was in the best interest to
have full liability insurance coverage, before re-

opening," said Twisters' Owner Mark Forsythe.
The decision to close Twisters came on Friday at

3 p.m., a few hours before it was set to open for the
busy weekend.
The decision to close Twisters came out of lefl

field, I didn't expect it to happen," said Forsythe,
who was out oftown at the time. "It was impossible
to get it together in time to open for the weekend."

Forsythe said it takes a few days for the insur-
ance to begin coverage. Twisters had basic liabil-

ity, meaning it was covered by any accidents or
injuries, occurring to patron or employees, while
on the premises.

The new insurance gives Twisters liquor li-

ability, protecting them, if a patron was to leave
intoxicated and cause an accident.

"It seems to keep Twisters open is a win-win
situation for everyone involved," said Forsythe,
alluding to the college students and the staff.

Twisters currently employs about 25 students,
who attend either the UMass or Amherst College.

Forsythe said he is still negotiating the sale of
Twisters to the Apache River Corporation, which

Turn to TWISTERS, page 2

Official outlines problems
Ambassador urges India to remain a secular state
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

The Indian Ambassador to the United States said
India must remain a secular state if it is to cope with the
sectarian strife between members of the nation's Hindu
and Muslim religions, at the Campus Center last night.

Ambassador Kanwal Sibal said because Indians are
all ofthe same race, "ethnic strife" does not exist in India.
He said Americans have confused ethnic strife with
communal strife.

"There is currently sectarian strife in India," he said.
"But there is no ethnic strife because the reasons for the
tensions between Hindus and Muslims have nothing to
do with radial identity."

Sibal traced the history of the partition between
Muslims and Hindus in India back to England's policy of
divide and conquer. He said partitioning was an expedient
way of establishing separate identities for Hindus and
Muslims and to prevent any type ofcoalition from forming.

Sibal said the partitioning of India, which has lefl

India with a population 120 million Muslims in a country
made up mostly of Hindus has created a unique problem
for India.

"There is no other case where such a sizable Muslim
community exists in a secular state," Sibal said. "And
there is no other case where the Muslims are not govern-
ing themselves. This has made the cohabitation with
Hindus difTicult."

Sibal said the Indian government has made an effort
to help theMusUm population participate in government.

"The Indian government has made a conscious attempt
to accomodate minority leaders," he said. "We have had
twoMusHm presidents. I think by any yardstick this is an
accomplishment. Some people try to put this off as win-
dow dressmg, but name one state in the world that has
made a minority its president."

Sibal also discussed the significance ofthe Babri Masjid,
a Muslim mosque that was destroyed by Hindu extremists
who claimed the mosque was built on the site ofan ancient
Hindu temple. The Muslims reacted by destroying several
Hindu temples. He said the Indian government reacted by
taking steps against both Hindus and Muslims

Ralph Nader, the well-known consumer
advocate and political activist, will be
speaking on community service, specifi-

cally as it relates to President CUnton's
proposed national service program, tonight
at 7 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium at the
University of Massachusetts.

Nader plans to discuss the current de-
bate over community service and offer

suggestions for the future.

Author ofnumerous books and articles,

Nader's credits include Who's Poisoning
America?, Unsafe at Any Speed and
Canada First.

In his appearance at the University

last year, Nader addressed "Electoral
Empowerment," and his candidacy in the
Massachusetts Presidential primary.

Nadar also mentioned his ariticle he
wrote last year, "The Concord Principles:
An Agenda for a New Initiated
Deamocracy," which outlined a plan he
said would "return the American political

system to its democratic roots."

The event is sponsored by the Com-
muter Area Government, the Student
Graduate Association, UMass Community
Service Program and the Graduate Stu-
dent Senate.

—ALYSSA M. OWENS

ANDREA MIGLIASSI I COLLEGIAN
Ambassador Kanwal Sibal

"The Indian government reacted by banning five orga-
nizations, three Hindu and two Muslim," Sibal said. "The
Indian government will go to any length to protect its

secular status."

Sibal said neither India's sectarian strife nor its eco-

nomic problems will be solved unless the entire country
agrees about the importance of a secular state.

"Everyone must be committed to maintaingour secular
pohcy, the problem cannot be solved by isolating specific
groups," he said. "Right now India's number one problem
is its economy. Once its economic problems are solved,
many ofits other problems will become more manageable."

Nader will speak to UM
I Activist to visit students
Kochiyama working for civil liberties

UMass student dies
A University ofMassachusetts student

was killed in a motorcycle accident Friday
night, according to police.

COURTESY THE KNIGHT FAMILY

Stephen Michael Knight

Stephen Michael Knight, 23, a senior
School of Management major, was a life-

long resident of Belchertown. At the time
of his death, he was working as an intern
at Westfield Airport.

Knight was a graduate of Belchertown
High School, where he was a member of
the yearbook staff, the camera club and
the golf team.

He graduated from Holyoke Commu-
nity College in 1990.

Knight was former treasurer of the
Western Massachusetts Aviation Asso-
ciation and a member of the Western
Massachusetts Rifle Association and the
Leyden Rifie Club.

He served in the National Guard, and
was also a former member of the Junior
Volunteers of the Belchertown Fire De-
partment.

Born in Springfield Nov. 3, 1969, he
was the son ofRichard and Barbara ( Trent)
Knight of Belchertown.

Besides his parents, he leaves a brother,

Turn to ACCIDENT, page 4

By CARA LEE BIRCH
Collegian Staff

Yuri Kochiyama, an Asian-American
political activist, who has worked with
great leaders such as Malcolm X, will

be speaking at the University of Mas-
sachusetts on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Students will have
the honor of hearing her give a lecture

titled. "The Road to Unity: Learning
About Ourselves, LearningAbout 0th-
ers. Learning About History."

NEWS ANALYSIS
In 1941. at the yoimg age of 20,

Kochiyama spent two and one-half
years in the Japanese-American con-
centration camps, in which her father

died. Several years later, in 1944, she
met Bill Kochiyama. a member of the
All-Japanese American 442nd Regi-
mental Combat Team who "distin-

guished themselves fighting in Europe."
Resisting the inequities of a country
embedded with racism, they have
shared a life with six children and
continue to dedicate themselves to their

extended family and friends, based in

Harlem.
In 1946, Kochiyama became heavily

involved with the local community.
Later, when Kochiyama, her husband,
and their children moved to Harlem,
she found herself at a turning point.

She began her political work in

1963 by joining the Harlem Parents
Committee, and enrolling the whole
family in the Harlem Freedom School.
Later, as her daughter Aichi describes.

"In 1963. beginning with an extraordi-

nary meeting with Malcolm X in a
Brooklyn courtroom, a profound trans-
formation began to take shape. She
steadily attended Malcolm's lectures

at the Audubon ballroom, bringing
along herthreeoldestchildren, ages 11

to 16. Through his teaching and
analysis, her own view of the world
became sharpened into a political,

revolutionary perspective."

Yuri, influenced by Malcolm, tells of
the connections between peoples:

"In June of 1964. Malcolm came to
our apartment to meet with some
Hibakusha (survivors of the United
States atomic bombing of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki ) writers ofthe Hiroshima/
Nagasaki World Peace Study Mission.
. . On learning that the Hibakushas
had just gone to the World's Worst Fair
in Harlem, Malcolm thanked them for
choosing to come to the real-life fair,

instead of the well-publicized, com-
mercial World's Fair in Flushing
Meadow. The Hibakushas saw what
life in some parts of Harlem is like:

garbage piled up. because the city was
not picking it up regularly; windows
and stairwells broken and unrepaired;
toilets that would not flush; bathtubs
that were clogged. He told the
Hibakushas: Tou were bombed and
have physical scars. We also have been
bombed and you saw some of the scars
in our neighborhood. We are constantly
hit by the bombs of racism— which are
just as devastating.'"

Aichi goes on to elaborate
Turn to ACTIVIST, page 4
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Twisters
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is made up of two former Steiger's executives. John
Oakland of Wilbraham and William Miller of Holyoke.
A lawsuit is pending against the town for failure to

increase the capacity of Twisters to 199 occupants,
Forsythe said. The current capacity is listed at 120.
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Town residents
may decrease
PVTA funding
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The 234th Annual Town Meeting began Monday in
Amherst, with two warrants on the agenda which could
greatly impact University of Massachusetts students.

Article 14 asks the town, if it should continue paying
a share of the free bus system in Amherst.

The routes, which would be affected, ifTown Meeting
decides to reject further financial support are Orchard
Valley and Bay Road, Cushman and Echo Hill.

This article may come up for vote tonight as the Town
Meeting resumes at the Amherst Regional Junior High
School Auditorium.

The bus system consists of 40 buses and transports
approximately three million passengers every year. The
operating cost to run the bus system is $2 million a year.

Forty-eight percent of the system is subsidized by a
$15 per year fee charged to UMass students, plus Uni-
versity parking fees.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts contributes
approximately 33 percent in aid, and federal grants
amount to 17 percent.

The town ofAmherst and a local realtor contribute the
other two percent ofthe UMass transit's operatingbudget.
A report made available by the Public Transportation

Committee to residents ofAmherst said, the town pays
48 percent of the two percent and the remaining 52
percent of the joint contribution is a donation by local
realtor D.H. Jones."
The annual cost of the bus system for the town is

estimated at between approximately $60 and $70,000 a
year," Select Board Member Carolyn Holstein said.

The Public Transportation Committee recommended
that the Town Meeting members continue to support the
bus system, hoping to alleviate traffic congestion and
keep the outlving real estate economically viable to
prospective buyers and renters.

"For some using the bus is not a matter of choice,"
stated the report. "Among those who use the system are
the elderly, international students, low income residents
in outlying areas and Amherst public school children."

The committee also said. "If the town now withdraws
support it will be impossible for the town to recover the
state and federal aid, when a decision is made to reinstate
the service."

Amherst Town Meeting consists of approximately 250
elected members. While only members may make motions
and vote at the meetings, all ofAmherst's registered voters
may participate in debate and address the meeting.

Article 28, petitioned by Amherst resident and Town
Meeti ng member Larry Kelley, proposes the town pursue
$203,000 he says UMass owes the town in traffic fines.

Kelley said he believed the State's Chief Justice had
decided "any motc/r vehicle offense charged as a violation
ofstate or municipal law on university that is within the
boundaries ofthe Town ofAmherst," and should result in
"all assessments for violations of civil motor vehicle
infractions must being paid over to the treasury of the
city or town wherein the offense was committed.""

Kelley said he would like to hire legal counsel to
resolve this matter as soon as possible.

"To aliow the Attorney General to decide this case
could take six months to one year," he said. He concluded,
"Time is money and we need that money now!"

Article 28 will not come to vote until sometime next
week. Town Meeting is scheduled to continue tomorrow
nightand then will resume onMonday night with meetings
next Wednesday and Thursday.

CTCDDIU< rkl rr a uu x SETH KArE / COLLEGIANb I bHPiN OUT— A Child pauses for an introspective moment near sundown on the steps behind the Student Unwn
ballroom. Apparently she is beginning her undergraduate career early.

Stretching to soothe the mind
Gym uses yoga and Pilates to strengthen muscles
By TROY L. MERRICK
Collegian Staff

Above the hustle and bustle in the shops ofThome's
Market in Northampton is a place to do something college
students here at UMass don't always get to do — relax.

Almost hidden behind the quaint scenery ofthe rest of
the top floor ofThornes is a quiet, peaceful serene room.

This haven is called Your Own Gym, and its goal is to

enable people to freshen their minds and bodies together
with a series of special workouts.

Yoiu- Own Gym concentrates on stretching exercises
easing tension, purifing the mind, and giving more en-
ergy and grace to the way people move.

"When I came here. I had to what was known as 'frozen
shoulders," said Marty Benjamin, an instructor at the
gym since 1985. "I couldn't lift my arms because of the
work I was doing as a mechanic. After a month of doing
the routines here, I noticed a full 360-degree change, and
not only were my arms and shoulders better, but so was
my entire body."

The exercises at Your Own Gym are based on the
Pilates Method, started by Joseph Pilates. who came to

the United States from Germany in the 1920s. His work
was designed to integrate the regions ofthe body, concen-
trating most on the spine, to make movements more
centered, and thus more powerful and smooth.

"Pilates is an exercise system that strengthens the
inner pelvic, abdominal and thoracic muscles," Benjamin
said.

The gym has a variety of stations, simple machines
that might make the layperson confused as to what they
are intended for.

The exercises are renowned for producing lean, lithe

physiques and is used heavily by dancers, skaters, sports
figures like the Cincinnati Bengals professional football

team, and assorted actors and actresses such as Louis
Gossett Jr.. Gregory Peck. Sigourney Weaver and
Katherine Hepburn.

"I found I didn't need the muscle that I got from
regular weight training," said Bob Hannun, a former
teacher at the gym. "This place builds your body by
reaching into a deeper set of muscles, lengthening and
stretchingyour body but still keeping it strong and in fact

making it stronger."

The gym helps people suffering from aches and pains
from the sedentary, "desk job" life that not only can lead
to heart disease, but is detrimental to bones, muscles and
joints.

"People are in such pain that they needed the gym,
which makes it possible for them to just walk around,"
said Joan Cocks, a professor at Mt. Holyoke College.

She said she came to Your Own Gym with a back
injury from karate and of too many hours of sitting
behind a desk.

The motions of the gym incorporate yoga and stress
the need for movements to be performed as precisely as
possible. They can be used as a safeguard against injury,

and is versatile from person to person so exercises are not
boring and repetitive. Most of all. they give vigor to every
movement a person makes, whether in exercise or during
daily activities.

"This is the first way I have found ofstrengthening and
exercisingmybody. ..that has not felt abusive or relentless,"

said El Lash, a Smith College sophomore. "Pilates helps
me reclaim my body and feel good about it.'

Students teach health issues to campus peers
Editor's note: This is the second in a

tivo-pari series on thepeerhealth educators.

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The peer health education program has
undergone major changes in structure in

the past year, according to Pam Gonyer,
the director of health education.

Instead ofhaving two separate classes,

the program has been combined to give

students training in all areas of health

awareness including, alcohol and drug
abuse, sexually transmitted diseases. HIV/
AIDS awareness, stress management and
eating disorders.

"The reason we changed the organiza-

tion is because we strongly believe health

issues are integrated," Gonyer said. "We
need to think ofall the issues together and
bring them together."

Myra Edelstein, a health educator at

University Health Services and the new
director ofthe program, said the program
is a year-long course for undergraduate
students.

Edelstein said the first semester focuses
on learning and studying the issues per-
tinent to college students. She said the
second semester trains the students in

small group communication, facilitation

skills and health education methodologies.
"The students put theory into prac-

tice," Edelstein said.

Edelstein said students reach the
campus in a variety of ways. Peer educa-
tors deliver workshops, coordinate campus
center tabfes and create a variety ofprinted
materials to distribute to the campus.

"The primary focus ofpeer education is

to deliver health education information to

our student community," Edelstein said.

Presently the peer health education

workshops include "How to Be a Better

Lover: a workshop discussing sexuality and

contraception," "Bedspins: a discussion of

alcohol and sex," and "Stress: a relaxation

and time management workshop."
Students in the second semester of the

course are hard at work with projects to

reach out to the campus community.
Projects include Campus Center tables,

the designing of new workshop protocols

and development of signs and bulletin

board kits.

Tables on the concourse involve free

"stuff for students. A recent HIV/AIDS
awareness table gave away red ribbons,
condoms and Gold Circle Coin condom
earrings. Other tables have been set up to

raise awareness about seatbelt use, skin
cancer and safer sex practices.

"The people who come into this class
change dramatically, their attitudes are
totally different," Deirdre Scott, one ofthe
teachers of the course, said.

"Students have time to focus with re-

flection and self-examination on theirown

personal health decisions and concerns,"
Scott said.

Thecourse teaches students facilitation

skills, and is a recommended course for
education majors, according toJane Sibley,
curriculum coordinator for the School of
Education.

"The class refines skills as educators,"
Gonyer said. "Students practice by doing

Gretchen Krull, former director of the
peer sex educators, said the course is
unique to the University and draws stu-
dents in even aft^r their year-long class is
over. She said many ofher students stayed
on in independent studies for extra se-
mesters.

Krull said the students she worked
with were committed, and she developed
many close working relationships.

To become involved in the program,
students can call University Health Ser-
vices.

» « »
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activist

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

One Way Roundlrip

LONDON
$209 $389

PARIS
$225 $450

MOSCOW/
ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690

GREECE/LARNACA
$359 $718

Roundtnp

TOKYO $789
BANGKOK $889

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes.

Fares from over 75 U.S. cities

to all major destinations in

Europe. Asia, Africa. Latin

America and Australia.

Eurailpasses Available.

Cusiomt Immiftrauon A (tepinure axti ipply

fim submi 10 ctuniec wiiAout nobcc

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave NY, NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

continued from poge 1

Kochiyama's "own experience ofbeing put
into an American concentration camp
during World War II, (which! took on a
new meaning. In 1964. she joined the
Organization ofAfro American Unity. She
recognized New Afrikan peoples to be the
vanguard for all oppressed peoples in the
struggle for justice and human rights in

America. And when she witnessed
Malcolm's assassination, deeply moved,
her commitment was sealed."

In 1969. Kochiyama became a citizen of
the Republic of New Afrika, and in 1970
she joined the National Committee for the
Defense of Political FVisoners. She has
worked closely with Assata Shakur, is now
doing support work for David Wong (a

Chinese national falsely convicted ofmur-
der), investigatinghuman rights violations

in Peru, and documentingJapanese crimes
against the Korean "comfort women" dur-
ing World War II. Yuri Kochiyama is truly

a great leader and indeed precisely de-

scribed as "indefatigable."

"In 1963, 1 Yuri Kochiyama] joined the
Harlem Parents Committee and enrolled

the whole family in the Harlem Freedom
School," said Aichi Kochiyama, Yuri's

daughter. "In 1963, beginning with an ex-

traordinary meeting with Malcolm X in a
Brooklyn courtroom, a profound transfor-

mation began to take shape. She steadily

attended Malcolm's lectures attheAudubon
ballroom, bringing along her three oldest

children, ages 1 1 to 16.Throu^ his teaching

and analysis, her own view of the world
became sharpened into a political, revolu-

tionary perspective. Her own experience of

being put into an American concentration

camp during World War II took on a new
meaning. In 1964, she joined the Organi-

zation ofAfro-American Unity. She recog-

nized New Afrikan peoples to be the van-

guard for all oppressed peoples in the

struggle for justice and human rights in

America. And when she witnessed
Malcolm's assassination, deeply moved, her
commitment was sealed."

"In 1969, Kochiyauna became a citizen

ofthe Republic ofNew Afrika and in 1970
shejoined the National Committee for the
Defense of Political Prisoners."

"To this day, Kochiyama lives her phi-

losophy and her politics. With her
boundless energy, determination and love

- she continues to be an inspiration to

those who know her!"

Hurricane Island
College of the Outdoors
• Winter Florida Keys
• Spring White Mtns.. NM.
• Summer Maine Coastal Islands
•FaU Maine Coast/Mtns.

COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
ATTHE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We offer...

...quality,

comprehensive

vision care at a

reasonable cost.

...courteous,

friendly,

professional staff.

...reduced rates

on eye glasses at

participating

opticians with a

complete

optomelric

examination at the

University Health

Services for

Student Plan

members.

...a

comprehensive

contact lens

service.

accident
continued from page 1

Edward T.. and a sister, Laura A., both of Belchertown.
A funeral was held yesterday at the Beers and Story

Funeral Home in Belchertown. The burial will be in

Quabbin Park Cemetery in Ware.
Memorial contributions may be sent to the Belchertown

Firefighters Association, Belchertown. 01007.

-JASON GEORGE

Applications now being accepted at

Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

Send for free descriptive catalog or call toll-tree l-SOO-341-1744 for more information

A Discussion on
"Community Service

"

with

i

Rf^LPH

Nf)D£R

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Hiring Now For Evening and
Weekend Hours

No Selling Involved

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to

collect data on a variety of research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Computer/
typing skills required. Flexible hours, Monday-
Friday 5pm-10pm, Saturday llam-5pm and
Sunday 3pm-9pm. Must work a minimum of
20 hours per week. Start at $5.00/hour with
paid training and earn up to $6.25/hour.

Were in the Mountain Farms Mall, which is a

stop on the free bus line. Call
between 9am - 7pm, Monday-
Friday, (413) 586-8635

Abt Associates Inc.
Telephone Research Center
Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9
Hadley, MA 01035

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and on campus
location.

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671

Bowker Auditorium

Wednesday, April 28, 1993

7:00 pm

Free Admission
Sponsored by the Commuter Area Government, the Graduate
Student Senate, the Student Government Association, and the

University Community Service Council
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Tearing the rusty hinges off the door to the dark closet
They came by the thousands: men, women, children,

parents, students, friends— straight and gay alike. They
marched proudlyamong pink triangles, red AIDS ribbons
and rainbow banners— and they marched together. This
is our day!" And so, on Sunday, April 25, 1993, the closet
door opened, writh a long awaited loud and exhilarating
crash against the fortress walls of American society.

"It's the end of 12 years of darkness," remarked a gay
White House official. Indeed, this demonstration didn't
only give gay Americans a progressive political soapbox,
it gave them public legitimacy — it gave them a face.

"Hey, hey! Ho, ho! Jesse Helms has got to go!"
The radical religious right will tell you this face is a

reflection of the devil and fags will burn in hell. As seen
in Colorado, gays don't deserve protection of the rights
guaranteed them as citizens of the United States of
America. These groups have been using the homosexu-
ality issue as a means for furthering their agenda. Ameri-
can society is famous for turning the "abnormal" into the
evil. In God's eyes, those that stray will pay. Thus the
religious right are gaining a fast-growing support, by
spreading their ignorance and feeding America's fear.

"Act up! Fight back! Fight AIDS!'
Most disturbing is their claim, "Fags equal AIDS." If

that in itself doesn't prove their ignorance, I'm not sure
what will. What they and their followers forget is that we
are talking about normal, everyday people. And normal,
everyday people are contracting AIDS. Losing sight of
this unquestionable fact is not only dangerous, it is
simply terrifying. FVojecting a nation's health crisis onto
one group of people is by no means a solution.

THOMAS
"Ho, ho! Hey, hey! We are on the P.T.A.r
Opening the closet door doesn't always mean seeing

the light, nor does it mean the days will be brighter than
those spent alone, locked behind a facade. Acceptance
from family and friends is not always included in the
travel package. But on Sunday, parents and friends
appeared with smiles ofpride— pride in what their sons,
daughters, friends were. Eager to stand beside them in
their fight against discrimination and for acceptance.

Happy that walking a few miles could represent years of
unequivocal love and joy.

"We're here! We're queer! We won't go away!"
Being gay doesn't make you less of a child, of a friend,

of a co-worker — less of a person. Trying to wipe out an
identity through legislation, speeches or hate crimes won't
make them go away, and it won't cure AIDS. These people
are just that — people, with real faces, real feelings and
real voices that deserve to be heard. No longer should they
be forced to silently scream through a steel door.

"Hey, hey! Ho, ho! Homophobia 's got to go!"
Disagreeing with someone's lifestyle because it's dif-

ferent from yours doesn't warrant persecution of that
person. You may not agree with their choice, which is fine
and doesn't necessarily mean you're ignorant; but ifyou
can't respect that choice, then you're playing into the
hands of ignorance.

If the march on Washington does nothing less than
show America that gays exist as ordinary human beings,
than it hasn't just accomplished opening the closet — it

has oF>ened a doorway and a window.
B.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Dropping off the world

King trial: time for changes
The recemconviction oftwo ofthe four

police officers charged with violating the
civil rights of Rodney King should not be
seen as an indictment of all who wear the
badge. Yet neither does it mean that the
savagery of police brutality has finally

been revealed and can now join the ash
heap of history. Two concrete steps could

First, consider as economist Sean
Gervasi recently pointed out. Blacks earn
on average only 60 percent ofwhat Whites
earn. Other minorities labor under similar
inequities. Add to this injustice the fact

that federal support for cities (housing aid.

employment and training and revenue-
sharing) has dropped $48 billion to $23

dramatically improve the deteriorating billion in 1993. Here we glimpse the statis-
quality oflife in our cities where 58 percent
ofall African-Americans and 25 percent of
all Hispanics reside. But both changes
must contend with long-standing forces.

Library shuttle

helps the Hill
Many a night I have been in the

Tower Library and called the escort

service for a ride, only to be told that

there is a very long wait. The options

then were to wait or to walk up to

Orchard Hill alone and in the dark.

Now that problem is in the past,

because of the new library shuttle.

The shuttle stops at the library

twice every hour, Sunday through
Thursday nights, and follows the

Orchard Hill Loop One bus route. It

is not only for library users, but also

Orchard Hill bus users along the

route. You can take the shuttle from

your dorm to the library. Now the*

escort service can r»duce its number
of trips to the library, so that there

are more vans available for other

destinations, and library users do

not have to worry about waiting for

an escort. Shuttle schedules are

available in the library.

Stephanie Follick

Orchard Hill

tical contours ofunaddressed human mis-
ery; and Gervasi argues that a serious

commitment to our cities would cost $100
billion. Today we spend close to three times
that on the military. Thus our cities are
condemned to totter on the edge of cata-
clysm. Yet where is the groundswell that
cries out as the Senate cannot even ap-
prove a $14 billion economic stimulus bill?

Second, until our cities widely adopt
civilian review boards to investigate alle-

gations of police brutality — rather than
allowing the police to review their own, as
is now the case — the victim of excessive
force faces a steep slope in securingjustice
and damages. We should not tolerate one
set ofstandards for police wrongdoing and
a far harsher one for civilians who misbe-
have. To allow such blatant unfairness is

to make a mockery ofour solemn pledge of
"liberty and justice for all."

An aroused citizenry should push for

these changes while the issues are fresh.

Federal outlays to our cities and the adop-
tion ofcivilian review boards for our police

departments could begin providing much-
needed hope. Until then, the haunting
words of Frederick Douglass, an ex-slave

speaking in 1852, will remain as relevant

today: "The rich inheritance of justice,

liberty, prosperity and independence, be-

queathed by your fathers, is shared by
you, not by me."And our cities will remain
tinder boxes facing the fire this time.

R. Jay Allain
Springfield

"That looks so cool ," said Eustacia Fields
from her reclining position in a wicker
chair. The music continued to pour from
the speakers in the smoke-filled and dimly
lit room as people milled around randomly.

"What the hell are you talking about?"
shouted Kent O'Brien stumbling over,
holding a beer. "That's nothin' but a damn
candle."

Nathan

CRICK
"I know man, isn't it awesome?" she

smiled as a grin crept over her face. "Just
look at it for a second there Kent my boy.
It's all there."

"Aw hell, you're all screwed up," he
shouted, taking a sip from his bottle. "Like
a damn. . . well a damn somethin'. You
know, that thing that people are called.

.

it starts with some kind of letter. .
."

"Yeah, have another drink Kent buddy,"
Eustacia giggled wildly. "Aw man, I need
some popcorn."

"Popcorn! We need some damn popcorn
over here!" burst out Kent while waving
his beer around in the air. "Communists,"
he cursed when nobody listened to him.

"You know Kent buddy. I think if they
were. . .um .

." she driOed off while glanc-
ing at the candle across the room.

Kent looked down at her. "Communists."
"Yeah. . .Communists. That they

would've given you some of that popcorn.
You know, as communal property and
stuff. Like stamps."

"Communists Shmommunists."
mumbled Kent taking a drink. "And what
does stamps have to do with anything?" he
demanded suddenly.

Eustacia doubled over laughing. "You
know. . .stamps. Everybody owns stamps.
.. like the post office and stuff. .

."

"What are you talking about?" Kent
laughed. "Communism isjust a front for a
dictatorship in the name of the people!
There's no popcorn in communism, there's

not even butter! No butter, no corn, no
popcorn! Just Stalin and that bald dude.
Buried us. That guy."

Eustacia managed to catch her breath.
"But Kent, that's not real communism.
That was just distorted stuff with lots of
tanks."she paused. "You'd look funny bald."

"You have too much faith in the people
Eustacia. Communism didn't work be-
cause people stink. We all stink." he
scowled, taking a drink. "And I'm not
going bald."

"Oh don't get all upset Kent buddy, this

is a party! You always get all upset about
things. Just roll witli it man. .

." she said,

holding her arms out and pretending she
was riding a motorcycle. "Pick up a com-
munist and roll."

"Only if you pick up a fascist."

"Fascist Shmasfismm....whatever,"she
giggled. "Who cares."

"I'd just run 'em over. They both cause
the same problems anyway. I'd just take
'em to Tallahasse bridge and put 'em in a
bag and dump 'em all."

"You'd be dumping half Congress."
"I'd be dumping everyone," he .said,

taking another drink. "You know, that's
how I think the world was formed. The
god.s .stuck the Earth under the Tallahasse
bridge and dumped over all the commu-
nists and fascists onto it. And now we're
stuck with no more bridges left. No bridges
dammit!" he shouted and drained his beer.

"Just a lotofpeople thinking they're smart.
Well. I'll tell ya. They're ALL fascists.

They're ALL communists. All of em."
"Man. you gotta get drunk more, Kent.

You make a lot more sense when you slur
everything."

"Sense is relative." he paused. "I need
another beer."

"Just watch the candle, Kent. The
truth's all there."

"Yeah. I suppose," he chuckled. "Too
bad we can't see through the haze. I can
hardly even focus anymore."

Nathan Crick is a CoWegian columnist.

T-shirts insult Calvin's freedom
I have seen T-shirts on the UMass and

other college campuses featuring Calvin
and Hobbesand beer. Hobbes holds a funnel
with Calvin under the plea, "I've funneled
and I can't get up!" Calvin and Hobbes tap
a keg beneath a caption admonishing,
"Friends don't let friends beer goggle."

An inebriated 6-year-old and his stuffed

tiger is disgraceful, but a minor issue.

Associating Calvin's character with being
drunk is more disturbing.

Calvin's appeal stems from his fabu-
lous imagination. He confects worlds and
characters at whim, and authority figures
are pieces for his game. He is indifferent,

not disrespectful, to authority, and so^s
particularly frustrating to those who would
control him. Calvin has endless power,
and thus limitless freedom. Imagine turn-
ing the viscous university administration
to slime beings, and frying them at will
from Spiffs spaceship. Take that, finan-
cial aid! What pleasure. What power. What
freedom! Wearers associate drunkenness
with Calvin's creativity: "Look at how wild

and crazy we are, just like Calvin and
Hobbes." I don't think I'm reading too
much into this; 1 have yet to see Archie too
drunk to stand.

Calvin has worlds at his disposal. Why
would he resort to so pedestrian an activity
as getting drunk? The parody on the shirts
is a gross perversion of Kis freedom. Com-
paring Calvin's sort of pure imagination
with being drunk for a good time (or not
needingtobutdoingitanyway)isamockery.
Lining up at another keg at another party
lacks imagination and resource, and seems
regimented and strict compared to Calvin's
constant war on the mundSne.

I hypothesize that Calvin will drink
beer in college, if he gets that far. Who
knows, maybe hell seduce Susie (or she'll
seduce him) over a few rounds, but then
he'll lose much of his charm. Calvin's
boundless freedom is insulted by compari-
son with the rituals of drinking and being
drunk.

Michael Gerber
Amherst
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Wacko Yankeeland: Koresh, Clinton, and Culture
Editors Note: This article is a collective

contribution from various members ofthe
Multicultural Affairs staff.

As springtime approaches and the
revelry begins in the Yankeeland, we sit

back and admire the procession of wanna-
be chancellors parading through our
crvunbling campus. Time once again to

reflect on America.
Twenty minutes drive from campus,

one finds in the center of "historic

Deerfield" a small dirt mound on which is

perched a monument. Etched in stone at

its base are the words, "This monument
stands upon the old meetinghouse hill and
is within the limits ofthe old fort, builtAD
1689 and which remained until AD 1758
and was one of the chief defenses of the

early settlers against the attacks of the
savage Indians. With pious affection and
gratitude their decedents would hereby
associate the .sacrifices and sufferings of
the fathers ofthe town in establishing our
institutions, with those of their children

defending them. Aye, call it holy ground
the spot where first they trod! They have
left unstained what here they found,
Freedom to worship God."

Savagery indeed. The Pioneer Valley
revelled in sending Mount Holyoke Pro-
fessor Anthony Lake to Washington as
National Security Advisor to follow the
great tradition of slaughter and genocide
commemorated on that mound. The only
"savage Indians" to be seen in the Valley
since those days of glory (Jeff Amherst
and his smallpox blankets, etc.) are on
logos for Shawmut Bank and, disgrace-
fully. UMass itself Savagery indeed.

Not that the Valley Yankeeland is the
exception in America. It is typical. It is the
most typical in its gushing hN^xKrisy of
"liberalism" and "multiculturalism." Wit-
ness, for example the spectacle in Wash-
ington of the dedication of a national Ho-
locaust Museum in the capital of a state
that, because of deep-seated American
anti-Semitism, turned away countless
thousands of European Jews fleeing for

their lives from the most evil oppression.
America stood idly by as millions of

Jews, Gypsies and others were ruthlessly
slaughtered. And then "liberated" the
camps only as something of an after-

thought in the process of conquering
Germany. No amount of pious pjosturing
and posing can alleviate all centers of
western culture, including the United
States, from their tremendous burden of
guilt for such barbarity.

IfAmerica were sincere in its desire to
confix)nt the dark side of its civilization

and culture, it would not stop at or focus
on crimes whose guilt resides primarily in

Germany, Poland and other Christian
European nations. Rather, it would con-
tinue the enterprise, examining its own
appalling history of racism, genocide and
crimes against humanity.

For example, the seat of American ar-

rogance, the White House, should be
turned into a national museum ofslavery,
segregation, and other forms of racism
directed against African-Americans.

The Capitol building, currently housing
the U.S. Congress, should be at once turned
into a national museum chronicling the
numerous atrocities committed by U.S.

troops in East Asia, particularly in Viet-

nam, Laos, Cambodia and Korea. We can
suggest the "Mai Lai Museum" as a fitting

new title for that white-domed edifice.

Further, the central office of the U.S.
Treasury Department would be appro-
priately converted into a "Hiroshima Me-
morial," commemorating the incineration

of hundreds of thousands of Japanese ci-

vilians in American nuclear assault. Also,

all its assets should be sold to Japan in a
desperate effort to reduce the budget defi-

cit.

Justice demands that the World Trade
Center be turned into a museum dedicated
to the victims of American terrorism
in the Middle East. How appropriate it

would be for the U.S. financial center to be
dedicated to those who died as a result of
American lust for oil and money, such as
the hundredsoflranian airline passengers
shot out of the sky by a U.S. warship, or
the hundreds oflraqi women and children
roasted alive by U.S. cruise missiles delib-

erately targeted on their air raid shelter

during the Gulf War.
Finally, the smug and sneering visages

carved into the rockface of Mount
Rushmore are in dire need of a Beverly
Hills style facelift. This monumental
plastic surgery should leave us with the

faces of those who are more deserving of

respect in international eyes: Ayatollah
Khomeini, Saddam Hussein, Fidel Castro,

and Muamar Qaddafi. Now that's a monu-
ment worth seeing.

Having made these multicultural sug-

gestions for improving some important
American landmarks, wecan think ofmore
U.S. icons and symbols that would have to

be re-interpreted in a spirit of true intro-

spection and repentance. Bearing in the

mind the callous and anti-Semitic rejection

ofEuropean Jewish refugees in the 1930s,

the promises on the Statue of Liberty ring

so hollow that they demand a metamor-
phosis of the statue itself

This towering hypocrisy is most bla-

tantly revealed in the "inclusive" Clinton
regime's outrageous attempts to stop

Haitians from enteringthe Uruted States,

going so far as to send an armada of

warships to cage Haitians in their island,

and create a leper colony/concentration

camps in Guantanamo Bay. So much for

"Give me your poor, tired, hungry," etc.

The invitation ofthe rusty green lady is as
hollow as the promises of equality in the
Declaration of Independence.

Clearly, the flag ofthe United SUtes of

America also cries out for modernization.
Fast food culture demands fast food im-
agery. The "Stars and Stripes" must be-

come, with slight modification, the
"Burgers and Fries." The stars will each
be replaced with a juicy burger (with
special sauce) on a sesame seed bun. The
stripes will consist of french fries laced

with streaks ofketchup. In a similar vein,

the national anthem should now begin
"Oh say can you see, through your night
vision goggles." and end with "O'er the
land of the free-falling dollar, and the
home of the burger. "( Readers are encour-
aged to also work on revising the rest of

the text along similar multicultural li nes.

)

Indeed, this new MacAnthem must be

called "the Star-Spangled Burger."

As school children in Yankeeland enjoy
the Disney-produced racist and anti-

Semitic attack on Arabs called "Aladdin,"

we offer a few constructive and truly

educational multicultural nursery rhymes
for children to recite. For example:
Bubba white sheep.

Have you any cash?

No sir, no sir

Our banks have crashed.

Some went to China,

Some went to Japan,
and some went to the little guy sitting in

Baghdad.
or

Georgie Bushi, pudding and pie.

Bombed Iraqis and made them die.

When the Serbs came out to play,

Georgie Bushi ran away.
But Yankeeland is not all such Sesame

Street fun. The spirit of the fanatical,

fundamentalist, Puritan Christian con-

quistadors lingers on, as demonstrated so

graphically by the American intra-ethnic

religious warfare in Waco, Texas.

This conflict, between the Reverend
David Koresh and lay preacher Bill, as
forces on one Christian sect stormed its

rival's stronghold with tanks. The Clinton
crusade against Koresh's rival Christian
group calls to mind nothing less than the
incinerations of the Inquisition, all in the
name of "Jesus H. Christ."

As a tolerant and multicultural alter-

native to this kind of fundamentalist, to-

talitarianism, we offer a vehicle ofhealing.

Let us come together and join hands for a
candlelight vigil. Let us together, in har-

mony, recite this, the multicultural prayer:

Ourfather Biliary, whoaren'tin Washing-
ton,

Hollow be thy brain.

The Japanese come.
Thy -Bill' be done.

In Waco, as in the World Trade Center.

Give us this day our daily crack,

And forgive our debts,

before Asians buy our houses.

Lead us not into Bo.snia,

But deliver us from Saddam.
Omen.

Attica prison
remembered
through film

Earlier this month, 450 prisoners in the maxi-
mum security prison at Lucasville seized control of
cellblock L to protest their living conditions. The
Ohio prisoners believed that taking hostages and
seizing the prison was the only way that their
demands would be listened to.

The prison rebellion in Ohio ended after 10
days, without the bloody massacre that ended the
Attica prison rebellion in 1971. Twenty years ago,

inmates at Attica prison took hostages, seized the
central yard in the prison, and made a series of
demands for better conditions. After five days, the
state police mowed them down, murdering 32
prisoners and killing ten hostages in the process.

The prisoners at Attica demanded and received

media coverage for their demonstration. They won
the battle for public opinion, but lost militarily.

The lessons of Attica were not lost, however, on
either the Ohio prisoners or their captors outside
the prison. Access to the media became a principal
demand of the Ohio inmates so that they could air

their demands to the public and to insure that they
would not be massacred like the inmates at Attica.

To comme itorate the Attica prison uprising and
to educate the UMass community about prisons, the
Maoist Internationalist Movement and the Office of
Third World Affairs will be showing the film A«/co
on Thursday. April 29 at 7 p.m. in Thompson 106.

The film will also be shown at Hampshire College
tonight at 7 p.m. in ASH lecture hall.

Following each showing ofthe film there will be
a short discussion on ,prison conditions and the
recent prison rebellion in Ohio.

Diversity staff endorses GSS slate
Editor's note: Shyamala Ivatury is a frequent con-

tributor to the Collegian. She is not a staffmember, as the

Collegian constitution does not allow for graduate stu-

dents or officers in governmental bodies to hold staff

status.

While some ofus in theALANA and allied communites
are celebrating the election of Dave Nunez as Student
Government President and AlLizana as Student Trustee,
we cannot forget that the real task offighting tuition and
fee increases, ensuring a safe educational enviornment,
and creating a governing body that is representative of
all students on campus is still ahead for our student
leaders.

We are certain that Al and Dave will do their best to

improve conditions for the students at UMass and work
on behalf of the interests of undergraduates.

The Graduate Student Senate is the twin sister orga-

nization to the SGA. The GSS represents the interests of

graduate students and work around similar issues. In

recent years, the bond between graduate and under-
graduate students have grown weaker and dimmer. But
with the election ofAl Lizana as student trustee, gradu-
ate students came out in full force to endorse a candidate
committed to minority rights and representation and
multiculturalism.

This bold statement made by graduate students has
had a great impact on the undergraduate community and
says to us: We have a common bond and share a common
struggle. This is why we, the staff of the Multicultural

Affairs Page, have chosen to endorse the woman of color
running for GSS president, Shyamala Ivatury. We feel

that as a staffcommitted to representing the interests of

students of color and being one of the most persistent

advocators for diversity, it is important to support
another individual committed to the same principles.

Shyamala Ivatury is running for president on a slate

with Julia Mahoney, Julia Johnson, and Darren Schaffer.
After speaking with Ms. Ivatury about her campaign, we
feel Shyamala and her running mates are honestly com-
mitted to the well-being of all the 25,000 students on this

campus. These graduate students, with the leadership of
Ms. Ivatury, plan to work hard for child care, litigation

powers in legal services, improvement in health care, and
fight against tuition and housing fee increases.

Ms. Ivatury is currently serving as the GSS treasurer,
which has provided her with the necessary knowledge of
UMass administrative bureaucracy. She has served on
various committees including the Council on the Status
ofMinorities, Status ofWomen's Council, and the GLBC
task force. Shyamala has been an ardent advocator for
scholarships for low-income women and more graduate
represenatation on departmental committees to get fac-
ulty. Shyamala is also a strong supporter ofthe Graduate
Employees Organization and sat on the coordinating
committee last summer.

Often as undergraduates we overlook the importance
of graduate students, but without them, the individual
attention, patience and education we deserve would be
lacking, especially in classes wdth over 50 students. As
the number of students increase in each class, teaching
assistants are crucial in our educational development.
However, when TAs are overworked, underpaid and
neglected, theirjob performance naturally declines. It is

important for undergraduates to pay close attention to
the issues concerning graduate students.

Understanding the important relationship between
graduate and undergraduate students, the staff the
Multicultural Affairs Page wholeheardtly supports
Shyamala Ivatury and her running mates in their cam-
paign to win the GSS elections. We feel that, given the
pool of candidates, Shyamala is the most qualified and
will provide this institution with what it needs: new
alternatives for a flourishing university.
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Alts & living
A solid, stirring

This Boy's Life
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Hollywood, in its infinite wisdom, has trouble
adapting foreign films (Point of No Return, The
Vanishing^ and even their own {Night & the City,
Born Yesterday), so it's always a prickly situation
when an acclaimed novel makes its way to the big
screen. Can you say Bonfire of the Vanities?

The above logic doesn't hold true for the most
partwith ThisBoy'sLife, a soUd and affectingscreen
adaptation ofTobias Wolffs superb memoir. British
director Michael Caton-Jones {Memphis Belle, Doc
Hollywood) takes a few liberties here and there, but
ultimately it shows that both he and screenwriter
Robert Getchell {Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore)
have a deep respect for their source material.

Life tells the story of a young teen, Toby
(Leonardo DiCaprio), whose free-wheeUng mother
( Ellen Barkin ) marries a bully ofmany sortsnamed
Dwight ( Robert DeNiro) in late '50s Washington.
In a PacificNorthwest town called Concrete, Dwight
and Toby go toe-to-toe in a struggle for the boy's
identity, his very spirit. Dwight makes Toby join

the Scouts, start a paper route (but Dwight keeps
the money), play basketball in dress shoes and
generally thrusts his face into Toby's life.

Yet Toby is resilient, for as much as he despises
Dwight, he loves his mother and does want to make
something out of himself He is a juvenile delin-

quent mainly, because there's nothing else to do in

Concrete, and Toby wants out. And whatever he
strives for, Dwight is there to knock him down
(figuratively and literally).

DiCaprio, whose biggest credit was a one-season
stint on "Growing Pains" as a homeless boy whom
the Seavers "adopt," turns in a brave and wonder-
fully sublime performance. Full of hope and angst,
DiCaprio eschews all the fake and modulated
marmerisms teen actors usually fall into. DiCaprio
makes Toby a haunting, complex ( and faulted ) hero.

DiCaprio holds his own against DeNiro, who
like his character, must be in command of every
scene. Dwight is a control freak and overgrown kid
with a buzz cut, mercilessly trying to break Toby
with every snide comment, yelling with bratty glee
"shut your goddamn pie hole" to every objection.

Ellen Barkin, as Toby's mom Caroline, turns in

a sound performance in a tough role. It's easy to see
why she's attracted to Dwight in the beginning. It's

not his forced, cartoonish charm, but his stability

that Caroline is taken in by. Barkin's best in the
later scenes, when she realizes she'smade a terrible

mistake, but she stays with Dwight, telling Toby to

focus on the good and not the bad.

Yet despite the presence of DeNiro and Barkin,
it remains DiCaprio's film. He excels in a handful
of scenes with a gay friend named Arthur (Jonah
Blechman, in a marvelous performance), who has
a crush on Toby, there's a charged glow between
the two actors that's beautifully resonant.

Wolff purists and die-hard fans of the book will

no doubt be disappointed hy Life. The film is more
ofan excerpt from the memoir than an adaptation,
as sequences are added (there's an uncomfortable
honeymoon sex scene between DeNiro and Barkin
that isn't in the book) and deleted to fit the director's

vision. Yet, it's one of the better adaptations from

Turn to THIS BOY'S LIFE, page 8

Thrillers reign on HSCN
By EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Staff

Well as the old saying goes: April showers bring May
flowers and never more so than in the coming weeks on
HSCN. Although the HSCN stratosphere seems steeped
in dowrnpours of B movies this week, better cinema is in
bloom for next week with a slew of critical favorites,
including the Civil War drama Glory and the classic
analysis of suspense Marathon Man. However, not ev-
erything harbors severe storm warnings. This week with
several engaging films like the little-seen Gas, Food,
Lodging (starring lone Skye and Fairuza Balk) deftly
avoidingMan rrou6/e (the ads screamed "Jack is back!"...

Yeah, in the wrong damn movie).
April Fools Day — Schlock horror-meister Sean

Cunninghamjust never seems to get it right. His attempt
at milking the Halloween cash cow with the abysmal
Friday the 13th only resulted in numerous gore-splat-
tered sequels. His efforts in the underwater monster
movie tank with Deep Star Six left him grasping for air.

And now, this move into horror comedy just reinforces
the expression "don't quit your day job." This movie is a
monstrous mess, involvinga group offriends who as.semble
on a secluded island only to find themselves stalked by a
mysterious slasher. Cunningham's attempts at horror
parody suffer from lack ofone main necessity, there isn't

a witty or funny bone in this entire cinematic corpse. F
The Hitcher — Rutger Hauer has always seemed

menacingeven in his rare stints as a good guy (BlindFury

)

and he exploits this characteristic to the fullest in this
suspense-rigged tale of a lone driver's run-in vrith a
psychopath on a desolate expanse of desert highway.
Hauer does the psycho role dutifully and inspires some
real white-knuckle thrills despite the abundance of plot-
holes. Credible performances by Hauer. Jennifer Jason
Leigh and C. Thomas Howell as the beleaguered traveler
elevate this film above the standard slasher trappings
and leave it playing like a mixed marriage of Steven
Spielberg's Duel and a nightmarish version of "The Fu-
gitive." C-f

Highlander— Having inspired a syndicated televi-

sion show and a ridiculous sequel owing nothing to the

original, this action "sleeper" from 1986 has become sort
ofa cult classic, but I really don't see what there is here
to lose one's head over. Director Russell MucCahy
(Ricochet) fuses action and fantasy genres with mixed
results, telling a sometimes cliched yet for the most part
engaging tale of immortal warriors locked in centuries-
spanning combat. Lead Christopher Lambert leaves his
Greystoke roots behind and makes a suitable action hero
(though the antiquities dealer subplot strains belief) and
Sean Connery turns in a good supporting role. C+

Sleeping with the Enemy — Though often running
the women in jeopardy road, this Joseph Ruben (The
Stepfather) film manages to keep the audience enter-
tained. Bad hubby Patrick Bergin loves his wife (Juha
Roberts) — to death. When she flees his abuses, he
quickly strikes up a search for the object of his twisted
desire. Soon Julia finds her way into a nice suburban
neighborhood and meets a love interest who makes her
happy, but dark clouds loom on the horizon. Until the
ending, which lays out a top ten list of studio heads'
favorite horror Hick conventions (the slightly ajar cellar
door, the villain that won't die), Roberts succeeds in
making the audience like her character, and the movie
follows an enjoyable course. Ifyou can forgive the last 15
minutes, you'll find this film entertaining and a bit
thrilling. B-

Mortal Thoughts — Bruce Willis travels the
sleezeball route as an adulterous acquaintance, who
implicates real-life spouse Demi Moore, implicated in a
whirlwind murder investigation via hisown death. Moore,
playing a harried hairstylist, sports a bad New York
accent ("yeah, dat's wicked orr-some"). She becomes the
target ofthe murder probe, when all evidence points that
she may have killed her friend's hubby (Willis) while
fending off his advances in the back of a van. Director
Alan J. Pakula utilizes numerous flashbacks to answer
the question "What happened in the back of that van?"
My question is "Do we care?" Despite good performances
by Harvey Keitel and Glenne Headly (Dick Tracy ) this film
plays like a slower-paced "Law and Order" rerun. C+
Pump up the Volume— Christian Slater continues

his "I wish I was Jack Nicholson," stance, by playing
T^"p to HSCN pages
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This Boy's Life
continued from page 7

novels, I've seen. The film isn't as detailed as the book, yet
there are the same quiet moments of realization.

The ending of the film is achy and woefully melodra-
matic, but keep in mindhow bad it could've been. Anchored
by a more than capable cast. Life gets points for avoiding
easy cliches (at least part of the time). And it does do
something the book never did, which is let us know what
happened to the characters. One could see it as ruining the
ambiguity and selling out, but I say get over it. These days,
when movies like Indecent Proposal are considered quality

adult fare, I can forgive Lifes user-friendly ending.
Credit director Caton-Jones' intriguing camera work

for delivering a freshly unsentimental view of 'SOs fife, a
time when father was suppjosed to know best and where
people were defined by hopelessly rigid roles. Caton-
Jones shoots the town of Concrete unsympathetically,
letting its oppressively flat atmosphere contradict most
Hollywood recreations of lively and vivid '50s life.

With superb performances (DiCaprio and Blechman
especially ) and an inteUigent script. This Boy's Life turns
out to be a good version of a great book. B-t-

HSCN
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continued from p>age 7

another rebel with a cause in suburban California.

Here he drops the homicidal instincts, established

in Heathers, and settles in, as a shy high school

student by day, who rules the pirate radio airwaves
at night, urging his peers to seize the day. Directed

by Alan Moyle, this is a fresh, original film, rising

above standard after school special dribble due to a
crisp script, a pumping soimdtrack and good per-

formances by Slater and newcomer Samantha
Mathis. B-t-

Stephen King's SilverBullet— Bearing little

resemblance to the Stephen King novella. Cycle of
the Werewolf, this is run-of-the-mill horror shock
that as with most King translations, suffers mis-
erably on screen and fails to evoke the primal
horror inherent to his novels. Perennial Teen Beat
cover-boyCorey Haim stars as the wheelchairbound
lead, trying to warn his unsuspecting town of the
presence of a werewolf masquerading within the
local clergy. Only drunkard Gary Busey believes

him, and the two set out to rid the town of this dark
menace (ultra PC buddie movie concept: "One's
vertically challenged, the other's a recovering al-

coholic. Together they have a stake in hunting the
undead.") Though there are a few scares, overall

this film is quite forgettable. C-
Nuns on the Run — Playing like a retro Sister

Act, two men married to the English mob decide to

heist a cache of cash and make a break from their
unsavory pursuers by dofling habits and hiding out
in an all-girls parochial school. Monthy Python
alum Eric Idle and British comedian Robbie
Coltrane have a good time in drag (a la Billy

Wilder's Some Like It Hot ), but the humor waxes
sophomoric and often doesn't rise above men in

women's locker room stabs. Though very unoriginal,
this is still a fun little diversion. B
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ACROSS
1 Health resorts

6 Crones
10 Capture
1

3

Consent
14 Molding
1

5

Subiect for

Gore Vidal

16 "Please t>e

patient"

18 Saint ol

sailors

19Uh-huh
20 Regions
?1 Seine sights

?? Exam
?3 Certain

zealots

?S Leaps
?n Key
,30 Actress

Archer

31 Seasons
3? Place lor roses
35 Upper

troposphere
39 180 from NNW
40 Should
41 facililate

4? n,i|p

44 Check
casher

46 Touch
lovingly

48 Sum of money
49 Gpneral

Bindley
*>0 '^jive way
')? Health

resorl

O*) Court attire

56 tmpty barrel

feature

58 "— well that "

59 Isr airline

60 Moby Dick, lor

one
61 Civil War

general

6? Desires

63 Attack

DOWN
1 Newborn
? Author James
3 Snare
4 Part ol M R II

5 I incolns Sect
ol Stale

6 Inn

7 — Khan
8 Precious

stones
9 Discern
10 Beastly

synit)ols on
Wall Street

1

1

Medieval
helmet

12 Partof ONP
15 Ian
1 7 Savings accis
22 Washington's

bills

23 Wagers
24 Exam carefiilty

25 Eish with a big

mouth
26 Burden
27 lnloler,it)le

28 Pledges
29 Conspire
31 Droops
33 Gaelic

34 Bamt)i,

lor one

36 Heave
37 Regrets

38 - over heels
43 Withers

44 Plant root

45 Provides

lunds
46 Reel makeup
4/ Soap

subslitula

48 Senses
50 Ell

51 Turkey s

neighbor
52 Make copy
53 Marco
54 So be 111

56 Turkish

governor
57 — End!
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finished seventh. The weather forced

LaFrenniere to hold the 4x400 m relay

team back from their race.

In the field events, Dianne Ozzolek
was the standout, placing sixth overall

in the hammer with a throw of 152'9".

Natalie Hart placed eighth in the dis-

cus. They both competed in the
Championship division, featuring the

top ten athletes in the nation.

Sunday went much better for the

Minutewomen at Dartmouth. Hart set

a new school discus record with a 152'8",

winning the event. Hart came in sec-

ond in the shot put with a 42'9.5" with

Ozzolek taking third.

Julie Moreau was second in the

5000 m in 18:15.96. Becky Johnson
placed third in the 1500 m, with
Liljeblad fifth. "Both runners wentout
too fast and it cost them in the end,"

LaFrenniere said.

Dartmouth was a meet for strength

and conditioning, no team scores were
counted. The New England Champi-
onships are the ultimate goal for this

team.

**A strong showing (at the New
Englands) would make our season, it

is by far are most important meet",

LaFrenniere said.

What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex

brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.

Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to

colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, in

determining how much they will pay a student for a book

they must consider the demand for that book as well as

the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and

reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed

change frequently. Generally only current editions have

value.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.

At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for

a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-

ing semester and we need to purchase copies. If we do

not, the wholesaler may make you an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the

buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy

to answer your questions and give you any tips that may
be applicable to your situation.

*A Picture ID is Required

for all Buyback Transactions.

When is the

next Textbook
Buyback?

The end of the semester

Textbook Buyback is:

MAY 1 3 - MAY 26

Call 545-3570

For Locations

and Times

Zoo Disc ready for road
after doing well at home

COLLEGIAN

By DAVID GLEESON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts ulti-

mate frisbee team. Zoo Disc, hosted a

successful tournament this past Saturday,

its first home appearance of the season.

Although much of the Hoopla on cam-

pus surrounded Haigas Mall for the three-

on-three basketball tournament. Zoo Disc

needed only their own intensity for an

exciting day.

The tournament,which consistedofeight
teams, pitted Zoo Disc against Middlebury

m the opening round. Although Middlebury

took a quick 2-0 lead, the home team soon

settled down and took charge of the game
with their conUx>lled playingstyle,running

the score to 8-4 at half

The entire team performed exception-

ally well, using individual performances

and skills to work together as a unit.

Teamwork made their defense unbeatable

in the second half, with everyone con-

tributing and no one letting up.

Zoo Disc's defense caused turnovers in

the second half, and the offense ran up the

score until they ended the game 15-4, with
apasstothedivingChri8"Beano"Candiello.

This brought the team face-to-face with
Harvard in the second round, and it was a

battle from the onset. Harvard got mo-
mentum and put Zoo Disc in the hole 8-3

at halflime.

Zoo Disc came back with a vengeance

Turn to DISC, pcige 1

1
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while building an Eastern power under some adverse
conditions. Bravo.

•The Celtics and the Hornets and the Gk-een are not a
lock to win it. Red Auerbach must wonder what's going on.

• The Gorillas face the Orangemen this weekend. As
a reminder of UMass' dominance let's have Harper Wil-
liams sing the National Anthem AND throw out the first

ball. Hey Mike Fagerson, do they throw out a first ball at
lax games? Turn down the volume on your TV set (okay,
just bring a radio to the Hill) and turn up Fagerson for
Saturday's game - he'll be in rare form for sure.

• This time of year loses something without Larry
Bird. You always knew he was going to step up and win
a couple of playoff affairs on sheer determination.

• The Patriots should give Don Caparotti a chance. It's

a natural - Don CaPatriotti. Works for me.
• Eddie Andelman is going to be made an honorary

UMass alumnus at the UMass Basketball dinner in
Boston on May 6. Isn't this the same guy that was making
fun of UMass last year? What is an honorary alumnus?
A guy who couldn't get into UMass in the first place?

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on Reggie
Lewis.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

disc
continued from page 10

in the second halfand made it a contest. Both teams
were passing well but Zoo Disc had a defensive edge
highUghted by great blocks by the team, particu-
larly some end zone stops by Paul Freddella.

Zoo Disc's offense quickly caught up and eventu-
ally tied the score at 13-13. The game went to
overtime with Harvard managing to put it away in
the end with a final of 16-14.

Immigration Law

Management
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS

& TOWNHOUSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^^^O
2 Bdrm from ^-4^^0
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^^.^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

Hans & Curran, P.C.
30 Tears ofExperience in Immigration Law

1163 Mjin Street 13 0ldS<iuthSt -lOCungrasSt
Springlicld. SW N«)rtluniPt<>n,i\t\ Bosmn. MA
7816370 5«432S2 |617»722 004.?

Fnc Consiiltntion for

Firc-CollmStiidcins/Fnciilty

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/'Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
^LE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for studetits

- Cash in advance
. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. -Thurs. 8:30-3;30

Fri. 8:30-2.30

113 Campus Center

PERS(

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• FTC.

ACTIVITIES

Looking for soma laughs in the t>e<l

room' Then come see Bedroom Farce
presented by the UMass Theatre Guild.
April 28. 29 and 30 in the SUB at 8 pm.
Tickets @ Ti« Unlimited.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•Ml and Breakfast
Downlown Amherst. Ideal for visiting

parents and friends. 549^733

Having probiatns witti your roomate?
Contact OCHO, 428 Student Union or
call us at S45 086» We can help!

Looking for a place to live off-cam
pus' Questions atx>ut your commuter
living situation? Subletting in May?
Come to OCHO. 428 Student Union
545 0865 ^
Spanish Speakers
EarnSt$
Need fluent Spanish Speaiiers (Non
native) for psychology readings

Should have taken Spanish 320 or
above Call Jovene 545 0693/S46 5471

Win t2S design a T shirt for UMass
Crew Submit to Mailtmx #97 SAO incl.

name and phone • deadline 5/10

AUTO FOR SALE

1968 Rambler American S/W
Excellent condition High mileage but
runs great. $800. Dan 256 1931

1M3 Volvo 240OL Great shape runs
strong 4spdw'overdrive blue$1400
Lv Msg 549 2932

1984 Dodge Omni runs well needs a

clutch $200*0 256 0318

Toyota Starlet 83. 1 1 2000m, new pans
for 450$ (brakes, etc.). no rust, good
condition 1100/t>o 2530805

Triumph, TR7, convertible. 1980
47,000 original miles, never used in

winter, fabulous condition $4000
Firm 549 4510

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fearing St one Ig room availat>le in

house doutjie or sir>gle staas June 1

5494518

Five Badroom House Amherst
Sutjiet or lease

256 1121

For Rant
2 Bdrm
Colonial Village

Cheap!

253 3403

9 Badroom Houaa. 2 full baths.
wasfter dryer and furniture available.

Beautiful yard w/deck and volleyball.

Starting June 1 549 0920

Great House. Cheap Rent
4 large t>edrooms perfect for 46
People on txiS route directly behind
Cumt>erland Farms 256 4270

Puffton. Sunny furnished mid room
235*/electricity. Quiet, dota to bus
stops. 5490304

Room for rant for sumrrwr with fall

option Cheap Northampton
586 6830 Glenn

Sublet Mi^ail OptiON
2 liedroom

Brandywine Apt.

3rd floor

r>ew everything

5493872

Take Our Laaao
3 BR. 1 1/2 bath

Huge den, w/furnttura

Call 549 3523

Must Sail

Bar and 2 stools

$75 or bo
256 3041

Mountain BIka. Giant Sedona: 19 irKh;

good condition, $200.00
Isubiect to negotiation)

562 2492

HEALTH

Comloms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

PBOnCT YOOWSeiF from
HIV/AIDS

Join New England Responsible
Dating

1800 232 6373

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries Earn $600»ft«eek in can
neries or $40O0«/month on fishing

t>oats. Free transportation' Room &
Board' Male or Female For employ
ment program call 1 206 545 4155 ext.

A5001

MANNEQUIN HANDS
Wa'ra glad you cams, iwe ware pretty
drunk, good music and all, but plaasa
we need our Mannequin's hands back
She doesn't belong to us and they are
expensive end almost impossible to

replace Do the right thing and drop
them off at the Collegian Offices so that

we can have fond, blurry memories too
The Sunderland Party Craw

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Oak Bluffs - Looking for 5 6 fun
people to share large house. Minutes
from the beach and town. Call Dana
253 3406 or Chris 549 0129

2RoomatesNaedod Puffton Village
Apt. $170/mo Call Mike 549 9900

SERVICES

Harmonica Player
546 0880

.

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Bmhright ol Amfierst area for free

testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carnage Shops 549 1906

Itasuma Preparation assistancawilh
complete lesume development Keith
Anderson PhD 582 4037

Seliolarshlps Guaranteed
1-800-668-2137

Take Over our 2 t>drm lease in

Colonial Village. Cheap 253-2477

Take Over our lease
Brandywir>e Apis.

Starts June Isl

Call John 549 8192

Take over our lease Jurw 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549 5224

COUNSELORS
Prestigious co-ed Bertshires, MA sum
mer camp seeks skilled college luniors,

seniors, and grads Generals and spe
cialists in tennis, athletics, swimming,
water sports, theatre, silver jewelry,

newspaper. Have a rewarding and en
joyable summer'
Salary plus room and board.
Call 800 762 2820

Greeks and Clubs raise a cool $1,000
in just one week' Plus $1000 lor the
memtier who calls' And a free Igloo

Cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800-932
0528, ext. 65

MUSICIANS

•ass Player Wanted to compleie •
blues band. Act Fast Call Derek at 549
2914

ONE BEDROOM APT.!

Pick up our leaaa in June' All new
appliances On Bus route. Within walk
ing distance of Dairy Mart and Package
Store! Lots of windows Forsythia tree

outside iMdroom window' Come see it'

Call Shelly and Lisa for more informa
tion! 549 5167 390 Puffton Village

PERSONALS

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3 50

Lg. Cheese $5 99
1 or 2 loppings add $1
5496073
5496098

The Bast 3 badroom Townftouse!
1 min to l)us. newly renovated, 1 1/2

baths, must see' Call 549-4445 or 549-

2947 lease st./rts June 1 HURRY!

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

2530876

3 bedroom townhousa
800/month, on bus route.

Available June 1

Call 549 4663

FOR RENT

Amherst Center - Finest selection of

1. 2. 8i 3 t>edroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St 253 7879

Amherst, 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, new carpeting, on busline, $1300/
mo., (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedrotMn condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.

Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253 7879

Beautiful Amherst Center
Apartment for Rent

2 rooms, kitchen, bath

Starts June 1st

Call Dave or Erik

253 0937

Big 4 badroom housa
Oil heat, CHEAP'
On bus route, Amherst
Call Soon 256-1270

BRANDYWINE
Take over our lease/Sublet June

2 t>edroom, 3rd floor, heat/hot water
incl. 549 6027

Don't get left out in the cold this fall!

Get your apt. now. Sunny 3rd floor apt.

in Brandywine. Furniture inc. on bus
route, gas/heat inc.

Take over/sublet in June
5497919

3 Bedroom Main St. Apt, washer/
dryer/dishwasher on bus route call 256-

3470

(2) 3 bedroom apartments in houses;
convenient location $600/mo includes
hot water /Farmhouse close to UMass,
Puffers Pond $690/mo 586 0746

Uptown Apartment 3 Bedroom
Available 6/1

Call 549-5882

FOR SALE

Intemattonal Emplaymant - Make
$2000 • per month teaching basic con
versational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room and tioard

and other benefits. No previous train

ing or teaching certificate required. For
program call 1 206 632 1 1 46ext. J5001

Landsi:apeMorticuIture
Duality Oriented Weston based co.

looking for full or part time people
Equal opportunity employer except

for losers or wimps
7.50 Hr. and up

Roger617 894 1331

Alex Sorry I missedyour b dayonthe
14th. You were all over me last Thurs-
day. It was GREAT' Happy Belated 20th >

XOXO Shelly

Badroom Farce Cast
Good luck tonight.

Hope to see you face to face.

Stuff this.

Benjamin

Blueberry
Today makes three weeks.
Has it been that short o( a time?
Thank you for a sweet weekend
I'll be sticking around
The Goof

for

Are you moving offcampus next year?
Six seniors graduating with bedroom
furniture, washer and dryer, bartiecue
and other necessities. Reasonable
prices. Call Adam or Jon at 549-4914

CAIVNONDALE HYBfnO
Brand new 18" $450 oi BO

Call25fr8069

Cannondale Roadbfka
18" Aluminum frame
NEED MONEY FAST
$125
Adam 546-6282

Seeking two entrepreneurs
business expansion. Ms. Weber
413 747 1500

Summer Jobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
differencel National campaign posi
tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and D.C, campus intrvws: 4/14
and 4/1 5. Call Jamie toll free: 1-800-7B-
EARTTt

Truck Drivers Wanted for part time
summer work. lOdaysmid Juneand 10
days mid August. $1 lO/Day. Must have
standard, willing to work long hours,
and have driving experience with trucks

of at least 18 feet. Call 508 653 7422.

$200 Dally mailing circulars for ma
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203, Bryan, TX 77805

Chi Omega Pledges
Keep it up! We hope
That you are having a

Great pledge period!

You are all fantastic!

Love, The Sisters of Chi Omega

Hey Alpha Chls, Bigs and Littles - This

is your day! Celebrate! Love, Your
Comm. Chair, Nicole

Michelle P. - Happy Big Little Day! Get
ready to party at the Marriot! AXO, Your
Big Big, Nicole

P. Duncan
Ever since last night

I can't walk properly

The doctor says I need stitches.

Please Call.

Augustine

To the Best Lil Sis

SARAH
Have a great day

Love Your Big Sis

Dana

To the Best Big Sis

WENDY
I love you I

Today you'll get your present

Love Your Lil Sis

Dana

ROOMMATES WANTED

Tarot llo4Klings

Call Chris at 253 7524

SUMMER SUBLET

Amherst Center, furnished apartment
two large l>edrooms 256 0452

Amherst Single in 2 bdrm apt fur

nished mam room and kitchen free catile

no smokers at bus walk to town. $230
inclusive 256 0832

Amherst Summer Sublet
1 BR in 2 BR apt.

Room enough for 2 on busline

Price negotiable 256 6258

Beautiful Sunny Sundarland
3 Bedroom Apartment ' Bus slop at from
door. Clean spacious and private Next
to Post Office 5 minute walk to Con
necticut River and Mount Sugarloaf
Leave Message 665 2542

BELCHERTOWN - 4 t>edroom, newly
renovaled, close to all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Best apartment ever!
Amherst Center, 2 tjedroom, unique
sunny 1 minute to town
Fall option call 253 9656

Best Location in town
33 Phillips St. Apt 1 Best price you'll

find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great lor the
summer' ILooking for 4 renters

Call flachael: honve 546-3755

Big 2 BDR Townhouse avail now! 550<
mo. Great for 4! A must see! Call 6 5891
or 6-6948

BRANDYWINE
Sublet our beautiful, furnished, top
floor. Brand New, one bedroom
apartment with option to take over

September lease. One or two mature,
responsible individuals desired.

Summer rent negotiable 549 1953

Cheapest Summer Sublet in Am
herst single room In Puffton, call Marc
at 549 1 244 Did I mention it was cheap?

Duplex In W. Yarmouth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

Micah 256 1375

4 Spaces Available in 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt. partially furnished
$175 each 549 7975

June-August Spacious Townhouse
1/2 mile from campus
On Bus line

Call 6 0055

Phillips St. 2 singles 160 per/room
1 double 130 per person call Jay 549
4123

Room * Shared bath in private house
for 5 hrs'week Mass Drivir>g license
required for driving my car call Vickery
Hubbard (Retired UMass Facultyl 549
0480

Single room in downlown Amherst
house June 1 Sept 1 2S0i'rT)o includes
oil utilities call ASAP 546-631S

Spacious 4 bdrms in 6 bdrm house
close to uptown and bus route 546
2158

Spacious 6 bedroom house in quiul

Amherst location Furnished living

room, kilcfien, 2 lull baths. Rent very
rtegotiable plus fall option A must see
Tel 253 0805

SuMot our 2 bedroom Brandywine
Apt 253 5763

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village

549 7472

3 spaces In Alptne Commons on bus
route 200/month incl. utilities.

Newly remodled
Call 6 4421

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belct>ertown

625/month
Bus lirte right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

253 0876

2 Badroom Apartment in

Mill Valley Estates

On bus route, laundry room in complex
Call 256 6766

2 Females Wanted
Brand rtew apt on Main St.

Only 150 • utilities.

Call now 253 9267

Uptown Summer Sublet
Huge double room available

Low rent, We pay utililies

Fully furnished Apartment
Call Today' 253 2369

SUBLET OR TAKE

Two Bedroom Colonial Village Apt
Available June 1st

Sublet or take over lease

Superb for two or three people
The rent is a paltry $475
Call 256 3468

Do not miss this tremendous opportu-
nity. That's 256 3468 Act Now'"

TRAVEL

KNOW YOUR RIGHTSI

Epson LX80 Printer Excellent condi-

tion $50 00 Call 585 0127 Patricia

Guns N Roses Tickets - 2 floor seats

5/6Mullins 546 4910

I buy and Sell CO'a
for $5 each
Call Jay@ 253 4091

Do you have questions about your
rights? Do you think your civil rights

have been violated? Find out! Contact
the Legal Services Center, 922 Campus
Center 545 1995

JVC SW-7 Speakers. Great shape and
sound. $2(X) or tx>. Minolta 5000Lcamera
w/200 m lens and 3500 flash. Nice $750
or bo. Call FMI 546-6762

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253 3816

Double in hiMisa, need 2 people $175
mo/person 253 0751

Amherst Single In 2 bedroom apt. non-
smoking female at bus stop partly fur

nished $285 inclusive 9/1 256-0832

Fantastic West Hatfield Apartment
t260* Call for more info. 247-5031

One Male Roomate needed
To share a 2 tiedroom apartment in Mill

Valley Estates. With 3 other males $220
including heat and hot water.

Contact Mark at 256 6766

Responsible female to share two
bedroom apt in N. Amherst. Near Puff
ers, wash/dry, yard, serene setting start

June 1 or Sept. 1 549 1210

2 Female Nonsmkrs for Ig. room $1 75/
mo. 10 mins to campus Sept. 1 Donna
549 4732

KILLER SUBLET If you don't call me.
you'll die. Colonial Village — 1 bdrm.
available in 2 bdrm apartment (fur

nished). I'm a harmless roommate.
Smack on bus route, 10 min. to campus,
5 to town, quiet, clean, nice size. Fall

option. Rent negotiable. Call before this

beauty slips quietly away. Brooke or
Tami 253 5831. (Brooke also cooks.)

Large room In Amherst House.
Washer/dryer, large porch, parking,

spacious kitchen, etc. $175 month
available 5/23. John 253-3876

Minutes from Campus and town
Call Shelley 546 2439

Near Puffers Pond 2 bedroom in

house. Conservation land scenic back-
yard available June 1st 549 8752

1 bedroom mostly furnished apart
ment yard, near hiking./river. 10 min-
utes to UMass start May 1 or alter finals.

$257 665 3615

Colorado
Looking for 12 people
To share driving • expenses
Amherst to Boulder Area
Leaving May 21st

Call 253 0532 ask for Kristen or
Lesley

Mexico-US-Canada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where! Rea
sonably priced. Eric (607)723 1403

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Sexy, fast accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a sriile. $1.50/pg call

Greg 6 5397

UPTOWWN APARTMENT

2 roomates wanted for uptown apt.

Cheap rent 253 3406

WANTED

Wanted
Rollerbladas (size 10 mens)
VCR, CO Player, and L.L Bean backpack
call Joe @ 256 0108

WANTED TO RENT

Help! Wa need your Puffton Isase. Call

5466472

Small professional family desires
sabbaticalitemporary house Excellent
TLC and references 6/1 256 0036

WORK STUDY JOBS

Peer housing counselors are needed
to start in September. Apply at OCHO.
428 Student Union, 545 0865
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return
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian StafT

Led by the timely return ofright-handed pitcher Peter
Ferrari and the consistently hot Minutemen bats, the
University of Massachusetts baseball team silenced the
University of New Hampshire Wildcats 10-5 Tuesday.

Ferrari, who had been on the disabled list with rotator
cuff problems and shoulder tendinitis, came back mag-
nificently for five-and-two-thirds innings ofone-hit ball.

Ferrari left the game with a 3-2 lead and watched as
It quickly turned into a 5-4 deficit. Luckily, the big bats
of UMass bailed out reliever Jay Murphy, who did get
credit for the victor>', and the Minutemen won their
fourth straight game.

-I'm not disappointed I didn't get a W. I'm just happy

I could help the team out." said Ferrari. "I didn't really
know about the no-hitter until the fifth inning and I

didn't let it bother me."
The fifth inning not only saw the end of Ferrari's no-

hitter, it also saw the end of Ferrari. Right fielder Jon
Batchelder doubled down the line to finish Ferrari's bid,
and three key miscues, two errors and a wild pitch, got
the starter in trouble and cut the UMass lead to 3-2.

A Joe Mattivello sacrifice fly RBI scored Greg LaRocca
in the bottom of the sixth to put UMass up 4-2, New
Hampshire struck back in the seventh with three runs.
The last came on Brett Elmore's sacrifice fly, which put
UNH up 6-5. their first lead of the day.

Both Steve Corradi and Justin Howard atoned for
earlier errors with crucial at-bats in the bottom of the
seventh. Corradi's bunt hit put Nelson Ubaldo. who led

offwith a walk, on third with nobody out, and after Justin
Kelly's ground out tied the score at 5-5, Howard stepped
up with one out.

The team's leading hitter lofted pitch to center which
seemed too shallow to score the speedy Corradi from
third. Corradi tagged up, and in the game's most costly
mistake. UNH third baseman Alex Watson cut off a
perfect throw and threw home too late. UMass had a 6-5
lead which they built on with four in the eighth, two on
reserve Shaun Berryman's two-run double.

Jeff Toothaker picked up the save. UNH head coach
Dave Bettencourt forfeited the game with no outs in the
ninth when he was ejected by the first base umpire,
whom Bettencourt thought should not have been umpir-
ing. Six years ago, the man was an assistant baseball
coach position at UMass for two months.

Gorillas look to extend win streak against BC
ByJEFFHOJLO ^^au^. ;i„^ io „„_:_._ r._ ,_ •

. .., .

^By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's lacrosse team
continues their four-game homestand today when they
face off at 3 p.m. against Boston College at Richard F.
Garber field.

The Gorillas are riding a seven-game win streak and
have vaulted to No. 7 ( from 10th ) in the USILA polls after
defeating the No. 15 team in the nation, Rutgers, on
Saturday. Although unranked. the Eagles have a re-
spectable 7-5 record and boast three players with thirty
points or more on the season.

BC's Laurens Goff has the team lead in goals with 30

and has compiled 13 assists for an impressive 43 points.
The team lead in assists belongs to Bill Ochmler with 27— he also has chipped in with 12 goals. Other hangnails
for UMass will be Jason Silkey. who has 26 goals on the
year (seven assists) and Rich Merklinger, who has 23
goals to go along with six assists.

The Eagles have certainly had their hands full with
the Gorillas over the years as UMass leads the series 19-
and has averaged a whopping 17.5 goals per game. Last

year, BC played with UMass for a quarter and then were
blown out 18-8 thanks to five goals from Wes Depp and
three from Mark Millon.

Depp and Millon, the Gorillas' top two scorers with
28 and 39 goals, respectively, will be the focus of the

Eagles' defense tomorrow, so teammates Mike Valente
(10 goals, nine assists), Greg Kline (seven goals, 11
assists) and Eric Triolo ( 10 goals) will have to pick up
the slack. Goalie Tom LoPresti, who had a season-high
19 saves against Rutgers, will probably be in goal again
for UMass.

Gorilla Grumblings: With the win against Rutgers,
UMass has now won eight straight at home.
The Gorillas present No. 7 ranking is the highest since

the end of the 1989 season, when they were ranked sixth
in the nation.

Today's game can be heard on 91. 1 F.M. WMUA with
the voice of Gorilla Lacrosse, Mike Fagerson, doing the
play-by-play and Jason Nash on color.

Softball on tap for two
Team faces PC; Kuchinskas a leader
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

Ask any softball or baseball coach
what they typically expect out of any
ordinary catcher and they will prob-
ably tell you great defense, with any-
thing else in the form of good hitting
being considered a fringe benefit.

However, taking a look at the mas-
terpiece hitting (along with great de-
fense) University of Massachusetts
Softball catcher Sherri Kuchinskas has
performed this Spring proves her to be
anything but an ordinary catcher.

Heading into today's doubleheader
at Providence (3 p.m.), UMass' (16-15
overall, 7-1 in the A-10) Kuchinskas is

one of the top hitters in the East.
Even those teams that have not faced

the senior Kuchinskas should shiver in
the dugout after just looking at her
staggering statistics, where she leads
UMass in 14 out of 18 major offensive
categories, including batting average
(.455), home runs (5), runs batted in
(26), slugging percentage (.739).

"I know I'm hitting well," said

Kuchinskas. "But we never see our
stats, and all I know is that we've been
winning."

On top of her offense, Kuchinskas
also has played near perfect defense,
being behind the plate for all 31 games
and anchoring what might be the best
pitching staff in the region, a staff
which has boasted a 2.22 earned run
average as a team this year.

"Sherri has been an integral part of
the pitching staff," said head coach
Elaine Sortino. "She's taken the time
to know the pitchers and she's been
their best coach."

"When we're on the field, Sherri's
the one who tells us what to do and we
all listen to her," said outfielder SUcy
Nichols. "She's not afraid sayanything
needed to keep this team in shape."

One more area Kuchinskas espe-
cially excels in is game-winning RBI,
where she leads the team with seven,
quickly changing her name from
"Kuchinskas" to "CLUTCHinskas"

"I like the pressure," said
Kuchinskas. "When the game's on the
line I want to be the one up at the plate."

Women's lax on road trip
to face Wildcats of UNH
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team continued their
rebuilding season as they were defeated
twice last weekend, on Saturday at Ver-
mont and on Sunday in a home game
played at the Lower Boyden Fields against
Temple.

Coaches Bob Little and Karen Marley
said they did not expect the Minutewomen
to defeat the two nationally-ranked teams.
After all, their main goals this season do
not include winning games, but to im-
prove each game.

On Saturday, the Catamounts of Ver-
montjumped out to a quick 5-0 lead in the
first 7:39 of the first half UMass senior
Rachael Splaine scored the first ofher five
goals with 16:48 left in the first half to put
the Minutewomen on the board.

Vermont then outscored UMass, 5-1, in
the final thirteen minutes for a 10-2
halftime lead. In the second half, Splaine
scored the first goal 51 seconds into the
last period, but the Catamounts answered
with eight consecutive goals to take an 18-
3 lead before defeating UMass, 20-8.

Rachael Splaine finished with five
goals, junior Keri Brooks scored two, and
Sam Eustace chip[>ed into the scoring ef-
fort with a goal. Eustace and Brooks also
contributed an assist apiece for the
Minutewomen.

Next up for the Minutewomen was
Temple, ranked eighth in the nation. The
Owls proved to be too powerful for the
inexperienced Minutewomen as they
scored their first goal 19 seconds into the
first half and had a 12-0 lead at halftime.

The second half was almost the same,
as Temple scored eleven goals to UMass'
four as the Owls trounced the
Minutewomen. 21-4. Splaine was the
leading scorer for UMass once again as
she scored four goals. Brooks added an
assist.

The Minutewomen (0-6) go head to
head against yet another nationally-
ranked team as they travel to Durham,
NH for today's 3 p.m. game against New
Hampshire (8-4).

"(UNH) is ranked in the nation." said
coach Marley. "We are going to give it our
all. We are not going for the win. Ifwe can
do the things we set out to do, well be all
right."

Scott's shots: hockey again?
Did anyone think of telling the Bruins that the play-

offs had actually begun?
Friends who can define icing tell me, in terms I can

relate to, that the Bruins being swept is equivalent to the
Knicks dropping three straight to Indiana. Wowza.

(Two consecutive weeks with hockey at the forefront?
Scott's been sniffing model glue again.)

David

SCOTT
• Coach Cal got the coveted OLB (Outstanding Li-

brary Benefactor) Award for the 1993 season. We're told
previous winners iclude John Woooden, Ray Meyer and
Al Maguire. He said he wants the library in the Top 20 by
2000. Is that USA Today's or AP's? With a good recruit-
ing class, perhaps some oversized books up front and
some pocket-sized tomes to bring up the ball , Cal can turn
it around. Refuse to Lose. Reading is Fun, Cal's Your Pal.

• The Patriots selected former UMass standoutJerome
Bledsoe with the first pick in the NFL draft. Good pick.
What? Drew Bledsoe. Who the heck's he? Okay, sounds
all right.

• Last week Steve Corradi appeared in this very
space, this week the guy's named Atlantic 10 Player-of-
the Week — coincidence? Now we ask How-Ard thou?
Justin fine, thanks.

Not only is it worth a trip to Lorden Field to see some
great hitting, but assistant coach John Carelli provides
some Vaudeville-like entertainment as first-base coach.

This past weekend's series saw Carelli talking with
the Bonnie's first basemen, the umpire, selected fans and
press box occupants. All the while coaching a flawless
game at first. He's a sitcom waiting to happen. "Seinfeld"
watch out. Perhaps Tom Clark can be Carelli's Kramer.

• Don't lose faith in the Red Sox, plans are underway
for the remainder of the season to be played at Fenway
Lou's Plan.

I would have bet my roommate's life that Roger would
have won Sunday's nationally televised game to end a
four-game skid.

• Our illustrious bartender at the Montague Inn,
Tina, has gone too far this time. I warned her if she beat
me one more time in pool, I would never return. She must
not have heard me.

You've got one more chance Tina. One. Uno. That's it.

• Worst to first for Hugh Millen. He could be quite a
capable back-up to Troy Aikman.

• Suffolk beat Wentworth in men's tennis on Monday.
Listen tough guy, I'm silly with sports news. Silly, I tell ya.

• Let's notoverlook Elaine Sortino's accomplishments
in 14 years at UMass. She's racked up 402 wins against
183 losses and one tie (a tribute to hockey we assume)

Turn to SCOTT'S SHOTS, page 1
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Track team
finish Relays,
head to N.E.s
By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's track
and field team competed in the Penn Relays and
the Dartmouth invitational with mixed results
1 he Minutemen now are gearing up for the New
tingland Championships May 7-8.

The Penn Relays were miserable this season
Conditions were horrible as it was extremely cold
and windy. The performances ofeveryone suffered

"Our athletes would warm up, then be forced to
strip down to their uniforms for a half an hour
their muscles would cramp after half of the race

''

said coach Julie LaFrenniere.

TJe vaunted UMass 4x800 m relay team, featur-
ing Becky Johnson. Kerry Aker, Lennice Johnson
and Kim Liljeblad suffered in these conditions and

Turn to TRACK, page 10

Cloudy in the 40s tonight

Sunny tomorrow.

This Weekend:
The all gay male musical group the Flirtations, straight from
their performance at the March for Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
and Transgender civil rights in D.C., come to UMass.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
Boston College gets buried by the UMass
Gorillas 17-7, stretching the men's lacrosse
team's win streak to eight games. Page 16.
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Female pilots to fly
in combat missions
By SUSANNE M. SCHAFER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a revolutionary
change for the U.S military. Defense
Secretary Les Aspin ordered the service
chiefs Wednesday to drop restrictions on
women flying combat missions and serv-
ing aboard most navy warships.

"The steps we are taking today are
historic." Aspin said at a news conference
attended by the chiefs of the Air Force,
Army, Navy and Marine Corps.

The policy change means that within a
year, dozens of women could be flying
Navy and Air Force fighterjets and pilot-
ing the Army's most lethal attack chop-
pers.

Permitting women to serve aboard
warships will require congressional action.
Aspin said he had instructed Adm. Frank
Kelso, the chief of naval operations, to
prepare the ground work for a legislative

proposal to end this prohibition.
"The Navy is ready to go," Kelso said.
The defense secretary also told the

services to provide justification if they
want to put any battlefield role off limits
to women.

Aspin said he also asked the Marine
Corps and the Army to study ways of
finding jobs for women in field artillery
and air defense combat units. Infantry,
armor and cavalry would remain offlimits
to women, the officials said.

"Direct combat. . . is a role we should
(limit) to men." said Gen. Carl Mundy, the
Marine Corps commandant.

Gen. Gordon Sullivan, the Army chief
of stafT, said women woulri begin training
for combat missions in Apache and Cobra
attack helicopters "almost immediately."

The changes mean thousands of jobs
and prestige positions once open only to
men will now be open to women.

Turn to PILOTS, page 2

DANCINGFR0M(ANDFOR)THEHEART-Over200peopirXcrryi;S^^^^^
last night paid to "dance for heart" and benefit the American Heart Association Organizer^
sad they ra«ed $650. $150 beyond their goal. Several area businesses sponsored th^
event and some UMass athletic teams volunteered to help organizers set up These dances
are held at clubs, colleges and universities across the country all year long.

'93 class gift given
to women's center
By NICOLE BURKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts senior class
will leave this May with more than just their
diploma, they will be leave knowing they have
helped a part of the college community.

This year, the Class of 1993 will present its
senior class gift to the Everywoman's Center. Op-
erating out of Wilder Hall, the EWC provides
workshops, counseling programs and support
services specifically for women.

"The Senior Campaign Committee decided to
support the Everywoman's Center this year," said
Theresa Forte, a senior English major and chair-
person ofthis year's senior campaign. "The EWC is
a good place for the money to go because they have
had so many budget cuts."

Forte said members ofthe seniorcommittee have
been contactinggraduatingseniors throughout April
with letters and phone calls informing students
about the senior class gift and asking for donations.

"It's really hard," Forte said. "Most seniors don't
have jobs but we explain that they can pay in
August. Most are hesitant at first, but when they
realize what it's all about, they help."

$25,531 has been pledged so far. halfway to
reaching the campaign goal of$42,000, said Forte.

Turn to GIFT, poge 2

Nader: fight corporate influence
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

People need to fight corporate influence and partici-
pate, instead, in community service and advocacy, sa d
noted consumer advocate political activist Ralph Nader,
in a lecture last night at Bowker Auditorium.

"There's very little awareness as to what community
service is all about," Nader said, noting that this ignorance
is propagated by today's corporations.

On the consumer/taxpayer side there is very little

information," he said.

Nader said sellers spend all their time touting their
wares and ignore important economic issues. He asked
the audience to imagine an announcement in their local
supermarket saying, "Attention shoppers! We'd like you
to know that American farmers earn about as much as
this country spends on excess food packaging."

"Are we going to be part of the civil culture or are we
going to be part ofthe commercial culture?" Nader asked

.

"When thinking about what our civil role should be,
the first thing to consider is time," he said. "Do we want
to allocate our time to civil pursuits? People spent little

time monitoring government. Most people don't think
they count."

Nader said our time is often shaped by corporate
policy, forexample the growing need for multiple incomes
in families.

"Before you know it, they've got us so busy making
ends meet, they can rule us forever more," he said.

Nader said television has a tremendous influence on
Turn to NADER, page 2 Ralph Nader
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UMass skirted state ban for '60s building boom
Editor's note: The following is the last

of a four-part series commemorating the
University's 130th anniversary.

By PATRICK BROWNE
Special to the Collegian

Immediately following the close of
World Warll, the "GI Bill" wasestablished,
allowing war veterans to attend college
for free. Enrollment figures at tiny Mass
State College began to skyrocket. A radi-

cal transformation would have to take
place if the college was to accommodate
this influx of students.

Hugh Baker was president ofthe college
at the time. His housing plan called for

two groups ofdorms. The first group would
be constructed around Thatcher and Lewis
to create a "Women's Quad" (now North-
east Area). And a "Men's Quad" would be
constructed on the Hill ( now Central Area ).

Unfortunately, money was scarce. The
initial construction could only be made
possible through alumni funding orga-

nized by Alden Brett, class of 1912. Brett's
Alumni Building Authority was respon-
sible for the construction of all the build-
ings in the Men's and Women's Quads and
alsoa great deal ofour academic buildings.

On April 20, 1947, acknowledging the
growing population of the college, legis-
lature agreed to change its name to the
University of Massachusetts. In the same
year, President Baker left office.

Ralph VanMeter succeeded him. Only
two buildings of Baker's dormitory plan,
Greenough and Chadbourne, were built by
1947. Over the course of his term in office.

VanMeter worked to finish off the Men's
and Women's Quad. Hamlin, Knowlton,
Brooks and Mills dormitories went up in
1 949. Crabtree and Leach followed in 1953

.

Now that the emergency of housing
students had been temporarily settled,

VanMeter concentrated on constructing
new academic buildings. In the early 1950s
the University of Massachusetts was still

cramped into agricultural buildings that
had been a part of Butterfield's construc-

tion plan ofthe 1910s. The original dormi-
tory. Old South College, was being used as
the Administration Building, and North
College as the School of Management.
Humanities classes were held in the Old
Chapel

, the natural sciences were cramped
into the old Botanic Museum.

VanMeter remedied this situation by
constructing Hasbrouck Hall for physics
and Gunness Lab for engineering in 1949.
Marston Hall and Paige Lab followed in

1950 for engineering and Animal Science
respectively.

Van Meter's successor, Jean Paul
Mather, took office in 1954. President
Mather is arguably the most important
figure in the history ofthe University due
to the building explosion which he pushed
through. The enrollment ofthe University
was approaching 5,000 in 1955 and was
expected to double by 1965. With this in
mind. Mather drew up a building plan
which called for more than thirty build-
ings. Mather's goal was to create a boom-
ing, modern University which could com-

pete with the sprawling state institutions
of the Midwest. Mather's primary focus
was liberal arts. In 1955 North College
was torn down to make room for the first
liberal arts classroom building, Machmer
Hall. More than 15 buildings went up
duringMather's administration including
Worcester Dining Commons in 1954, the
Student Union in 1956, the Morrill Science
Center in 1957 and Bartlett Hall in 1959.

With his construction plan only half
completed, Mather pa.ssed the baton to
John Lederle in 1960. Not only would
Lederle complete the building explosion,
but he would add elements to it that
Mather never could have imagined.
Mather's original plan for Southwest Area
was comprised solely of low rise buildings
and would have sprawled across an in-
credible area. Lederle shrunk it down by
coming up with the idea ofsix towers (only
five of which were constructed in 1965).
Orchard Hill, an experimental residential
area where classes would be taught, was

Turn to BAN. page 8
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HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE

The aroma, soand 4k taste of
aothentic Chinese cuisiac
prepared Htman, Szechnan^

Maodcrine or Cantonese style •

especiatiy for youl
I ^t I'lilC (

i
i FULL LIQUOR UCENSE

261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parking

Open 7 Days A Week

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE |

Lection to
Meditate
Mcdttntiim is a I'cautifnl and perfect state

in which there is tremendous lijjht,

cnerjjy, and humor.

Meditation issilencinjf the mind, makiujj the mind still.

Tour thoujjhts are like a curtain that
separate you front reality.

When thoujjhts stop, suddenly you can see eternity.
The lou/jeryou can stop your thoujjhts

the deeper is your vision

and
your mystical experience.

A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR PEOPLE 29AND UNDER
F R E K ADMISSION

8:00pm Thurs.. April 29 Zen Meditalion
UMASS Campus Center Rm. 902. Amherst. MA

10:00am Sal.. May I Zen Meditalion
UMASS Campus Cenier Rm. 91 1. Amherst. MA

8:(X)pm Tues., May 4 Karma & Reincarnation
UMASS Campus Center Rm. 805. Amherst. MA

i 1 :(X)pm Sat., May 8 Karma & Reincarnation
Location to be announced. Northampton. MA

Sponsored bv the Boston Meditation Society
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Informatioii
Sou^/ia;es/ Wee*—Southwest Week 1993! Daily bands,

basketball and sun! Come and enjoy the day and evening
events which start at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. respectively.

Wednesday, April 28
Lecture—TheChabad House at Amherst will sponsor

a lecture about the Jewish concept ofthe Messiah and the
Messianic era. Rabbi Heschel Greenberg, an acclaimed
international lecturer, will discuss this pertinent topic,

which has received much publicity recently. The lecture
will be held in the Campus Center 905 at 8 p.m. The
lecture is free andopen to the public. Formore information,
please call 549-4094.

Speaker — Alice Shalvi, noted Israeli educator,
feminist and social activist, will be speaking on "Women
in Israel and Judaism." It will be held in the Campus
Center 917 at 8 p.m.

Thursday, April 29
Memorial Service — A memorial service and meeting

will be held to commemorate the life and contributions of
two of South Africa's greatest sons. Chris Hani was the
secretary general ofthe South African Communist Party
and one of the most popular members of the African
National Congress. Oliver Tambo was the leader of the
African National Congress in exile. He is credited with
leading Africa's oldest liberation movement through its

most difficult period in the struggle to liberate the South
African people. The event will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center 917. The event is sponsored by South
African/Azanian Student Movement. For more informa-
tion, please contact Gabi Gumbi at 546-3085.

Film — The film, Attica, about the 1971 New York
prison rebeUion and subsequent massacre ofthe prisoners
by the police will be shown at 7 p.m. in Thompson 106.
Following the film, there will be a discussion about
prisons, prisoners and the Ohio Prison rebellion. The
event is sponsored by the Maost Internationalist Move-
ment and the Office of Third World Affairs.

Poet—Warren Blumenfeld, poet, will be at the Campus
Center 162 from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. for "Nazi Persecution
ofGays During the Holocaust." The event is sponsored by
Hillel and the LTMass Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance. For
more information, please call 549-1710.

Lifeguard Testing— Lifeguard testing for Fall 1993.
The test includes timed 500-yard swim and lifeguard and
CPR skills. You must have current certification in Life-
guard Training, CPR and Standard First Aid. The event
will be held in the Hoyden Pool from 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Reading — Valerie Martin, novelist and short story
writer, will read from her work at 8 p.m. in Memorial
Hall. Martin has published four novels and two collections
of short fiction. She will read from a recently completed
novel. The Visiting Writers Series and the Enghsh De-
partment invite all to attend.

Study Abroad — Information meeting for the 1994
UMass program in Siena, Italy will be held at 730 p m
in Herter Hall 301.

Saturday, May 1

Environment— Calling all volunteers with a concern
for the environment. Come to the Hitchcock Center for
the Environment at

10 a.m. for a spring clean up. Help the staffofThe Center
paint, garden, cut brush and do trail maintenance. Meet
others wou share an interest, famihes and groups welcome
Call 256-6006 for info.

Supper— There will be a Committee for Northampton
community potluck supper at 6 p.m. in the Jackson
School Cafeteria followed by a speaker and informal
discussion. For more information, call Peter Ives at 584-
9392.

Community Senice— Volunteers are needed to build
a school playground, paint cahool rooms and the town's
swimming pools, spruce up nature trails, prepare planters
for summer bulbs and annual flowering plants, and clean
up trash around Amherst. Be at the Haigis Mall at 9 a.m.
For more information, call 545-3327.

Lecture to discuss FBI tonight
Tonight, as the second half of the "Crimes of the FBI

lecture series, two authors plan to discuss their research
into a number of the allegedly illegal FBI activities.

Sigmund Diamond, author of Compromised Campus,
will talk about his 10 years of research into the FBI's
involvement with professors and students at Harvard
and Yale during the McCarthy era. Diamond, a graduate
of Harvard, saw first hand the involvement of the FBI on
campus meant to monitor alleged "communist" activities.

The second speaker will be Pulitzer Prize-winner Ross

pilots

Gelbspan. As a reporter for the Boston Globe, Gelbspan's
research into the Iran-Contra affair led him to write the
book Break-ins, Death Threats, and the FBI

Gelbspan will discuss the FBI's alleged harassment of
political groups affiliated with Latin American countries
as well as a wide range of FBI activities during the 1 980s.

The event will take place at 7 p.m. in the Common-
wealth Room of the Student Union, better known as
Earthfoods.

— JASON TODD

continued from page 1

In the coming weeks, the Air Force is prepared to put
its first female pilot into training to fly its F-15 Eagle
fighter-bomber. Air Force officials said Tuesday.

Female Navy instructors who fly the EA-6 Prowler
electronic warfare jets could be among the first to be
deployed aboard aircraft carriers. Navy officials said,
while others will enter specialized courses to command

F-A-18 Hornet strike-fighters or F-14 Tomcats.
About one-third of the Army's 300 female helicopter

pilots are expected to volunteer for attack pilot training
in the service's most lethal chopper, the Apache. Army
officials said Wednesday.

Gen. Sullivan said the new policy will open more than
6.000 additional ofiicer, warrant officer and enlisted
positions to women.

gift
continued from page 1

The money will be added to the senior class endowment
and the interest from the endowment then goes to the
EWC.

"There are 4.000 graduating seniors, but we only have
2.100 names on our updated list." Forte said. "But we've
still gotten pledges ranging from $10 to the symbolic gift
of $93. and we've even had some pledges of $250."

Forte said that by calling the Senior Campaign
Committee at Memorial Hall at 545-3509. the seniors
who have not been included on the list can still contribute
to the senior class gift, and support the EWC.

"I was thrilled," said Carol Wallace, director of theEWC. "It's really wonderful to know that students rec-
ognize the critical services that we provide."

Wallace said two-thirds ofEWC's funding comes from
the Umversity while the remainingone-third comes from

Nader

external sources.

"The external sources, like the senior class gift, pay for
100 percent of the costs of our counseling services,"
Wallace said. "But we still need additional resources for
the future, and this depends a lot on our external fund-
ing.

Heather Roche, a communications major, made a $35
pledge Im a senior." she said, "and I want to give
something back to the school."

fK ^cf7 ^^"'^' ^ ^^^^^ English m^or and president of
tne t5tudent Alumni Association, pledged $50 to the
semor class gift. She said she also feels contributing is
important.

"By working in the Alumni office, I've come to realize
tne importance of support; for UMass whether flnancial
or not she said. "I plan on contributing a little each year
and 1 look forward to becoming an active alumni."

Call l-80C'45-TEACH,

continued from page 1

people's views and activities.

"We grow up corporate when we nag our parents tobuy food we see on TV - food that's not nutritious "
he

said^ Taking hot dogs as an example. "I saw it in theStudent Umon today— one deadly pink missile
"We slither 15 billion of them down our throats everv

year and never asked what's in it," Nader said "Ifwe didwe wouldn't eat them unless we were masochists "

Television has a numbing affect on people which
results in a fundamental loss of self-determination andcommunity building, he said.

"We are reduced in our sensory responses and inter-
action with human beings as we stare more and more atthe screen. .

.
and it leaves the streets empty," Nader said

f^diT"^
^'"^ ^'"''""'^ ^^^ "''""^''^ volunteer groups are

To reverse this growing trend, brought on by the

corporate influence, we must return to our roots of civic
activity, Nader said.

"Corporations didn't give women the right to vote.
Corporations didn't defend Rosa Parks after she was
tnrown offthe bus. Corporations didn't give us farmer co-
ops^

1 his was done by civic activity." he said.

«Aif r^A
^" ^^^'^^ ^'^^ '^'^ requires a certain level of

seii-conhdence. commitment and determination, since

saiT
^^^ "° ^'^^'^•ng sessions to be "skilled citizens." he

M^^c^ptpV'"'!'^
^'^ approval of the activities of

r«m ^^^ Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy
dmpaign. a group which advocates banning private

campaign contributions from use in state and federal
elections.

The best way to reduce one's prescription level of
auum is to be civically active," Nader said. "Through

tnat, we can truly build a formula for human happiness."
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New face for SW courts
unveiled by Coach Cal
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

In a joint effort between the Southwest
Area Government and Housing Services
here at the University of Massachusetts,
the Southwest basketball courts received a
$3,000overhaul, includingnew backboards,
breakaway rims, and a paint job.

UMass basketball head coach John
Calipari was on hand at the request of
SWAG Vice-president Michelle Williams
to christen the new courts in an informal
ribbon-cutting ceremony. Calipari said he
felt that his responsibility as a basketball
coach was not only to take care of his
players, but the campus community as
well.

"I think I have more ofa responsibility
to the campus than just basketball
coaching. Ifthere is any way I can help out
the campus, I will," said Calipari.

Williams, who asked Calipari to come
to the courts, said she felt that he is one
person who could get everyone in South-
west interested in the new courts.

"He is the man of basketball. Almost
everyone in Southwest goes to the games

at Mullins Center," said WiUiams. "This is

a predominately athletic area, and 1 knew
by mentioning his name it would draw a
crowd. It is really something to be excited
about."

The idea ofthe refurbishing the courts
first came about last year, according to
WiUiams, when she, Jody Weinberg, and
Eric Wheeler, who ran for office in SWAG
on a ticket together, promised during the
campaign to get the detiorating courts
refurbished.

WiUiams worked together with Linda
Keith, the area coordinator for Southwest-
South, and Marcia Armstrong, the op-
erations manager for Southwest-South,
to figure out what the project would cost.
Keith said the money would be taken from
the fund used for maintenance.

Some students who play on the courts
said they like the improvements.

"I think it will be good as long as the
nets stay up and the rims don't bend. I

thought it was fine the other way. but it's

better," said sophomore Kerri Murphy.
"(By fixing the courts] at least they put

the money to good use," said sophomore
Steve Richards.

DO THEY ALWAYS LAND ON THEIR FEET? - I don'T^nn^'' AS^u'^e'KIe
Kardasis ollies out of the Franklin Dining Commons, hoping not to break his board on
touch down.

No stopping her at 79
Grad student still going for the gold
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When 79-year-old Phyllis Rodin
asked her friend's next-door-neighbor
to be quiet two years ago. Rodin said
she was thrown to the ground. She was
kicked in the head and had her collar-

bone injured.

"I heard crack, crack and that is all

I remember." Rodin .said. After the in-

cident. Rod in said she kept dreamingof
a boot going toward her. Because she
was having trouble concentrating,
Rodin said her doctoral studies in
education at the University of Massa-
chusetts were suffering.

"1 could not read. 1 could not write,"
Rodin said. "So 1 had to start from the
beginning."

After Rodin was evaluated by Dr.
Patricia Mercaitis, a clinic coordinator
in the Speech Language Pathology
Clinic located in Arnold House, she
requested a video copyofherevaluation

.

All services at the Communication
Disorders Clinic are provided in a
confidential manner, Mercaitis said.

By reviewing the video, Rodin said
it helped her better remember the inci-

dent and freed her to work toward a full

recovery, Rodin said.

"I saw a tape of myselfand I knew I

would get better," Rodin said. "That is

the thing that saved my life."

With her confidence back and the
resolution to conquer her back pain.

Rodin started swimming, first at the
Hampshire Fitness Club at Echo Hill

JOSH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

Graduate student Phyllis Rodin 79, will

travel to Baton Rogue, La. to swim in the

National Senior Olympics after winning four

medals at the New England Senior Olym-

pics.

and then at the Totman Physical Edu-
cation Building.

A friend suggested la.st summer that
she sign up for the New England Senior
Olympics. She won four medals.

'7 want to live till at least

220.

"

- Phyllis Rodin

Now Rodin is going for a week this
summer to Baton Rouge. La. for the
National Senior Olympics. To train for

the competition. Rodin swims every-
day at 8 a.m. in Totman. Rodin can do
a halfa mile, which i.': 136 lengths, in 45
minutes, she said proudly.

"It has been absolutely marvelous. 1

jump into the water and I go cluck,
cluck," Rodin said. "Say a big 'hello" for

physical ed. For three semesters. 1 have
depended on on them."

Rodin said spending many years in

Italy. India and Japan, has kept her
mentally young. In Europe age does not
make a difference; Rodin said she has a
96-year-old friend, who recently climbed
an Alpine peak in Italy. He was part of
the British forces that crossed the
Alpines during World War II.

"Here you are old when you are 35,"

Rodin said. "I know when I am 84 I am
going to get a black belt and at 96 I am
going to drop out. I want to live till at
least 220."

Rodin, who wears an "I am an outra-
geous older women" button, said she
has experienced ageism and sexism at
some ofthe University facilities. When
Rodin was given a fellowship to work at
the Institute for Secunty and Coop-
eration in Outer Space in Washington,
DC, she refused. And when she got
her master's in education psychology,
she said she fought with the Wisconsin
Board of Trustees to change the word-
ing from master's to a mistress.

'They wanted to give me a fellowship,

but I wouldn't take it. I didn't want to

be a fellow. I didn't want a master's. I

wanted to be a mistress. They do that in

England, you know," Rodin said. "I kept
telling them that I could not have a
masters. How could a women go for a
bachelors? Do you know what that
means?"

Rodin said she plans to do her dis-

sertation, "Education for a Space Age,"
on video. She wants to work with chil-

dren, using video as a teaching tool.

"The kids relate to me as a friend. 1

get a great deal of .satisfaction with
these things," Rodin said. "I better get
going, before they land on Mars."

Senate wants campus
closed on Yom Kippur
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian SUff

The Unergraduate Student Senate
passed a motion last night suggesting to

Chancellor Richard O'Brien that the
University be closed on theJewish holiday
ofYom Kippur.

The motion, which was defeated in the
Senate last week by one vote, was recon-
sidered and passed by a margin of24 to 13.

Sen. Alan H. Weinfeld said the issue is not
about religion but of respect.

"This issue is very important to the
Jewish community," Weinfeld said. "This
is not a religious issue. It has to do with
respect for the 20 percent of the student
population that is Jewish."

Weinfeld said many Jewish students
consider University policies towards
Jewish holidays when they are deciding
upon which college to attend.

"Many Jews look at what holidays the

University observes and what Jewish life

is like in general heavily when they are
deciding ifthey are going to come here," he
said. 'This holiday would make a state-

ment to people on campus and to those
who are considering coming here."

Student Trustee-elect Arnold J. Lizana
said he supported the motion because
Jewish students often expenencedifficulty
convincing their professors to let them
have the day off.

"This is a simple issue of respect,"
Lizana said. "If the current policy were
working, we wouldn't be having a problem
of getting out of classes and rearranging
our exam schedules. When one

I religious
group! IS respected we're all respected."

The Senate also discus.sed Provost Glen
Gordon's plan to simplify the University's
general education diversity requirements.

Currently, students must take any two
diversity courses. Gordon told the Senate

Turn to SENATE, pioge 4

Pending financial aid reform
sends students to Congress
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

Students from the University of Mas-
sachusetts took their own personal expe-
riences along with those ofothers down to

Washington D.C. last week to try to make
changes in the financial aid system.

Approximately 40 membersofStudents
Advocating Financial Aid (SAFA) rai.sed

money, and used some oftheir own. to pay
for transportation and a three-day .<(ay in

Washington D.C.

According to SAFA President Anne-
Marie Cervini, the students had sched-
uled appointments with congressmen and
representatives so they could talk to them
about supporting the concerns ofstudents
who are in need of financial aid.

"Our main function is to fight for greater
accessibility for people interested in higher
education," Cervini .said.

SAFA members asked congressmen
what they were doing to make changes
regarding financial aid.

"The people that we talked to stressed
how wonderful it was to hear about the
concerns ofcollege students," Cervini said.

"The response was positive, because we
were organized and advocated in a profes-
sional way."

There were three m^or issues of con-
cern which the students from UMass dis-
cussed with the legislators, said Cervini.

The first issue had to do with the Pell

Grant Program, the backbone of financial

aid, which awards students federal grants
to finance their educations.

A shortfall of funds for Pell Grants has
accumulated because of the federal budget
deficit, and SAFA members asked that
changes be made to revitalize the program.
SAFA members also lobbied the fed-

eral government to lend money directly to

.students, rather than through banks, as is

currently the case.

There are over 80 banks in Massachu-
setts which issue student loans once a
person has qualified for financial aid. Ac-
cording to Cervini, having a middleman
like a bank creates extra costs in transac-
tion fees, and SAFA asked for a new. more
efficient method.

"There have been some cases that stu-
dents have been academically withdrawn
from the University becau.se loans from
the banks have not been processed in
time," Cervini said. "We weren't asking
for immediate change, but for at least
some type of program to be started."
SAFA also championed the National

Student's Program, being pushed by the
White House as part of President Bill
Clinton's stimulus package.

This program would enable graduate
students to participate in community ser-
vice jobs and waive payments on their
loans for up to three or four years,

Cervini said she felt the outcome ofthe
trip was very successful and SAFA's ideas
were heard by many people who supported
the main issues.
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senate
continued from page 3

last night he would like to require next

year's freshman to take one course in

global diversity and one course in con-

temporary American diversity issues.

Gordon said it is important that students

have an understanding ofthe racial issues

in the United States.

"Whites are the majority in the United

States but they are the minority in the

world," Gordon said. "It is important that

we teach students their place in the world.

Theymust understand how to get along in

the diverse world we live in in order to

compete in the global economy."
Gordon announced that the University

will hire 11 new minority professors by
September.

"The candidates are among the best I

have ever seen come through," he said.

It was also announced at that Budget
Chair Nathan Guerero was impeached by
committee members three weeks beforie

the election was scheduled. Sen. Emily
Rose, who was elected to replace Guerero,
said although Guerero worked hard, he no
longer represented the views ofthe student
budget committee.
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Town, 1

By MICHAEL ALCOCK
Collegian Correspondent
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«9n^^i'iS^
^^^ petitioned for the town to pursue the

$203,000 as part of this year's Town Meeting which is
occumngthis week and next. Kelley's petition, article 28on the Town Meeting Agenda, should come up some time
next week.

Kelley maintains that the town should hire leeal

Threats ofa $203,000 lawsuit over disputed speeding

an1nrrf^K""%'r"
'^^ ^"^ $100.00o'in amb^ancf

unin 'Hn?'
^^ ^^'^^^''''-^^"^^^^^'•^tofficialscaughtup m fmger-pointing' as to who gives who more morSy

defied h^''"'fr^^^'"P^ ^ '°^^'" ^ ^2 million budget

u^.:Sfrs^eia^^- =j:^=--:r^rE^£E^ ;^=^c^;s^rs-rs
Yes, there is increased tension, because since 1988

. ., ^^. —^.

"-^ -""^^i CO 41UC1UV MS possiDie,
noting that time is money and we need that money now '

Town officials note that the University benefits private

been a mutually beneficial relationship between the
University and the town.

ChernofT pointed to land donations and road repairs
as pastexamples ofUniversity cooperation withAmherst

"We have donated the sewage plant in Hadley the
land for the fire house on East Pleasant Street, and the
Mark s Meadow school building." ChernofT said.

Chernoffsaid the University has also paid $500,000 to

the town and us have been strapped fo^funds " Dh-^,^ h^n^'tf" '^^.^^"^f
"ts in Amherst which do not directly

ofUniversity Relations Jamie Chmioffsa"d
helpthemumcipal government.

The $203,000 in speeding tickets were ^ven on Uni th.7^ .
""^^ ^o

^^^'^^ '" ''^" ^^ ^axes from
versity roads by the Universitv'r^hce fo^ls U^s ^^^^'^^^''{^^^'^''^1^^'''^' ^^^^^''^''^^^^^
apparently unclear, however, where tCf^dsThouldU IsT Of)i of^K r

^ '"°'^'
u"' " ^"^'" "^° "^ ^^^^ ^^^

The collected ticket money was sent to thpHFSl' ^^Il^f "^ ^^^^jno"ey. this year there was nothing."
magistrates office in Northampton for arbLt^on J '^^i" T^ '^'"^ "^ approximately 130 Amherst

-M„..K„.r.u
ampion for arbitration. pubhc school students whose parents are University-Maybe ifthe magistrate office had kept better records

this dispute might not have been necessary." ChernofT
SdlQ.

-We are now waiting for an opinion from the attorney
genera

. but should he decide against the town we would
not be legally bound by that decision. A lawsuit would
have to be the next step," Amherst Town Manager Barry
Del Castilho said.

Town meetingmember Larry Kelley was quoted in the
Union-New: -

students and do not pay local taxes.
These University students need to live in UMass

dormitories, Lincoln or North Village residencies to be
tax exempt, and the town ofAmherst pavs about $780 000
to educate these children.

-You should not bite the hand that feeds you there
IS so much that the University does for the town "

Select
Board Member Dave Keenan said.

Keenan said he felt the budget problems should not beas supporting a awsuit to extr«7t f nH« n '""""f"
'^.'^ "t'^'^f^e ^"^g^t problems should not be'^'^ ^ '^"^^""^ ^ ^"tract funds allowed to ruin what he described as what has generally

- - - . I — -^ v^.wi hct;uc:u hi UI UCF lO
comply with Massachusetts disability act requirements

Besides the $203,000 in contested speeding ticket
money, ambulance and fire department fees for the
Umversity totaling $100,000 are suggested as possible
sources ofrevenue on a list submitted to the Select Board
by Del Castilho.

Chernoff noted that the University does it fair share
regarding fires and that an excessive ambulance fee may
force the University to attempt to maintain its own
ambulance force.

"1 would point out that most of the volunteer force for
the fire house are UMass students. . . the University has
Its own on-call fire force and has reduced its false alarms
by 40 percent this year," ChernofT said. "And if the
ambulance fees propo.sed are too high, it might be cheaper
for us to maintain our own ambulance force."

"In essence, what it boils down to is give and take,"
said School Board Chairperson Doris Cruz "Fiehtine
won't help."

Another
satisfied

customer...

I was riding

along on my
cool

PDountain
bike, when I

suddenly
decided that
I didn't really

want to ride

a bike any
more and

that I would
really like a
guitar. I put
an ad in the
Collegian,

and
someone
called the
first day to

buy my bike.
And, when I

was looking
through the
Collegian
classifieds,

I saw the
guitar of my
dreams.

I sold my
bike and

went to buy
the guitar.

Thank you
Collegian!

Collegian
classifieds

1 13 Campus
Center

545-3500

A
I

From Ford Motor Company
lanswer true or false)

a . A(k). c K

Included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:

1. Pre-approved credit

2. Deferred first payment

3. $400 cash Incentive

4. Down payment
/

(correct answers)

3S|Bjfr anji'g dmiz anJii

^^*^^*t,
'f

''^^^"^ -'''^ ^^'^'^^ easv to pass because gettma a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury College
-

^.-^S^^
Graduate Purchase-' Program, there s no do.\ n payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and

*. ^^ finance through Feci Crpdit You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment iin states where allowed)
W You II a!so ge; a S400 cash m-entive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it toward your

pmchase or lease or keep the cash.

You ma. aualif, for the piogiam if ,ou earn a bachelor or advanced degree between Januan,' 1. 1993 and December 31
1 993 or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period.

FORD

Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1-800-321-1536 for more information.
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A revelation of evolution
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I 111"" —'

Minorities develop own elitism
The University of Massachusetts bills

itself as a multicultural community. De-
spite the time, attention and money spent
to foster this image, the University re-
mains racially and culturally divided. Not
only do the cultural values of White soci-
ety dominate the academic and social life

of this campus, but within the minority
community, division and internecine strife

abound.
UMass has fallen victim to the forms of

ethnic, cultural and racial divisions that
threaten the lives of Bosnians. Palestin-
ians and Kurds. Yet we should not be
surprised that racism and ethnocentrism
continue to flourish i n our community; the
world is a violent place, and is filled with
hatred. What is surprising is the collabo-
ration of the minorities on this campus
with the divisive tactics of the majority/
White community. Not only have minor-
ity organizations bought the message that
Blacks and other minorities are inferior,
they have fallen for this lie so wholeheart-
edly that they have developed their own
elitism. Somehow not content with being
excluded from the power and social
structures of White society, certain mi-
nority organizations have turned to ex-
cluding other minority groups from what
little power non-Whites have on this cam-
pus.

This behavior directly contributes to
the disempowerment and diminishment
ofthe rights and status ofall minorities at
our university and in our nation. The kind
of elitism and exclusionary tactics that

prevail at UMass are reminiscent of the
Black-on-Black violence that character-
izes the United States. South Africa or the
participation of the Arab states in the
slaughter of hundreds of thousands of
Iraqis in the neocolonialist Gulf War.

Rather than permit ourselves to be
divided and to engage in infighting, we
should take as our motto the slogan of the
Pan-African Congress: "None of us are
free until all of us are free." Rather than
quibble over who is more truly a person of
color. African-Americans. Africans. Latino/
as. Asians or Native Americans, we should
recognize and be proud that people ofcolor
are the majority in this world.

White oppression created the label of
difference. The White power structure is

so dependent upon exclusion that even
within White society groups are the vic-

tims ofdeathly discrimination. Every day,
Irish Catholics die for their right to be free
in a so-called democratic nation. Great
Britain. When we focus on the difference
between blue and gold, brown and gold,
purple and gold, pink and green, black
and gold, blue and white or crimson and
cream, we buy the line that exclusion on
the basis of color is acceptable. No exclu-
sion is acceptable, and until the minority
organizations are included in all so-called
minority community events, the order of
the day will be divide and rule, rather
than our ideal which is UMOJA.

Brett Andrews
Rho Omega Graduate Chapter
Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc.

Well, well, well. Less than a month to

go and I'm through with this place. Out of
here. Who knew.

So what has changed? Change is some-
thing you have in your pocket. Evolution,

however, is a process that slowly but surely

affects the way we adapt to our sur-

roundings. UMass will never change. But
it will continue to evolve. Its students will

evolve as well — 1 certainly have.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
Take the administration — please.

Believe it or not. kids, the current crop at

Whitmore is far and away an improve-
ment over the bureaucrats of four years
ago. Student-friendly types like Tom
Robinson were nowhere to be found. In-

deed, students faced the likes of Dennis
"Denny" Madson, who avoided talking to

student leaders like they were the plague
and slashed the budget of the
Everywoman's Center into teeny bits. His
departure was mourned by few.

It took four years, but the University
is finally starting to get the message that
it is here to serve m.s. The combative at-

titudes that used to lord over Housing
and Student Activities, for example, have
been ushered out and replaced with those
far more sympathetic to students' needs.
This, four years afler Housing proposed a
police substation in Washington Tower
and a chain link fence surrounding
Southwest.

However, there's one thing about top
administrators at this school that every
student should remember. They are ac-
countable to the Board ofTrustees, not us.

There are still officials at this school who
believe the following quote, as taken from
one of them: "Remember, the University
signs my paycheck."

Look at the chancellor selection pro-
cess. Do you think the trustees want

someone with a spine who's going to stick
up for us? No way. They want a "yes"
person, as in "Yes, I'll let you raise tuition
and fees" or "Yes. I'll do what I can to
make sure the Legal Services Office never
gets litigation back." Hate to burst your
bubble, and I sincerely hope I'm wrong,
but that's the way it goes when a pack of
"private citizens" with no accountability
to anyone but themselves is allowed to
run things.

Good luck. Dave 'n' Al. You've got your
work cut out for you.

As UMass has evolved, so have I. Four
years ago the powers that be stuck me in
James Residence Hall — the armpit of
UMass before it was condemned and con-
verted from all-male to all-female hous-
ing.

The day I moved in. it still reeked of
beer and urine. No lie. The guys on the
other side of the hall threw their garbage
into the hallway once and made their own
10 pin set with Knickerbocker bottles and
a lacrosse ball. Then they pennied their
resident assistant in his room and set the
door on fire. That was just first semester.
My second year I thought about trans-

ferring, especially if the Citizens for
Limited Taxation rollback passed. But as
much as I love chicken wings and the
Bills. SUNY-Buffalo just wouldn't have
been the same. And I would've never seen
the Minutemen return to the NCAA
tournament. What a shame that would've
been.

So yeah. I stayed. And I'm glad I did.
I've gotten a lot ofstrange looks for the fact
that I've lived in Southwe.st all four years
of my college career. Sure, if the circum-
stances had been different I would've
moved off. But if I had it to do all over
again I still would've done things exactly
the same way. No regrets.

Hmm. That's a good thought to end on.
Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-

nist.

We should not pay for the perks
Athletic Director Robert Marcum has

decided to ban non-varsity students from
Boyden Gymnasium's weight room 1.
commonly known as the "new weight
room." Marcum has perhaps forgotten that
he works for all University students at a
public institution where elitism is not ac-
ceptable.

The new weight room is the only facil-
ity on campus with modern, well-main-
Uined equipment. Four hours a day are
currently set aside there for varsity ath-
letes only. Remaining time is spht be-
tween gym classes and free periods for all
students, including varsity athletes. In
fact, so many students utilize these free
periods that the dilapidated "old weight
room" is opened to absorb the overflow.

Furthermore, the new weight room daily
serves more non-varsity students than
varsity athletes.

Athletic fees are steep enough without
the added insult of varsity programs
squirrelingaway utilities which rightfully
belong to all University students. Varsity
athletes comprise a small portion of the
University population, and it is simply
unfair for them to receive perks directly at
other students' expense.

With enough protest from concerned
students and support from University of-
ficials, this breach in ethics can be re-
versed before it is implemented next se-
mester.

Samuel E. Kennedy
Amherst

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
lesters wntincr nntoc if'c fimof.-. nn^^ 1 1 li. . 1 . . .After three semesters writing notes, it's time to pass

the throne, (or stool) on to someone else. I figured my
final entry would be a good place to explain a little about
the column, myself and the oneness we have become.

"Notes from the Campus Center Basement" has
been a fixture of the Collegian editorial page since the
"80s. The format, disjointed musings on student life in
Amherst, stuck and has been passed on through a
succession ofwriters, some more twisted and successful
than others. During my tenure, I've attempted to add
acidityand a bitofconsistency to the somewhat irregular
column. Just what this constipated institution needs.

Two weeks ago, an uninitiated writer asked why the
column was always so cynical. For me, it's a relief in an
environment where a dark sense of humor and an
appreciation for the absurd are valuable survival tools.
I know I'm not the only one who appreciates ironies,
such as that earlier this semester, a student in a
wheelchair was hitby a Occupational Safety and Health
Administration car. or that a Vermont Ben and Jerry's
facility was fined for illegal waste disposal.

UMass. replete with such embarrassing crises, has
provided an excellent target: big and slow moving.

Imagine the chancellor on the bridge of the (old)
Enterprise, relying on spin doctor Ric Townes and
damage control artist Grant Ingle to hold it all to-
gether. Smoke billows, the bridge rocks. At the helm,
Jo-Anne Vanin and Joseph Zanini maintain course

unchanged. It's not a bad analogy, they're all poor actors
The University is a victim of institutional momentum

and "solves" problems by forming committees, getting
feedback, and, on occasion, printing "ally" buttons. You
can promise students anything in five years, knowing that
by that time, few will care or remember. Tell them anything— as long as you get the building back.

Josh

REYNOLDS
Contradicting its rhetoric about tolerance and flexibil-

ity, the University found chalk, scrawled on the Student
Umon steps April 20. so threatening that Campus Center
staffwashed it away, rather than waiting for the following
day^s rain. I wonder if they wore their "ally" pins. Why
don't they concentrate on more costly computer thieves or
lemon snatchers?

'

The Legal Services Center once represented students
in court. Free. Students, offen unaware of their rights
transient and at an economic disadvantage, were able to
take action against better established parties, such as
landlords, and the University. After losing several cases
the trustees, rather than change the policies that kept
getting them sued, de-fanged the office by removing its
powers of litigation.

Today if you take your case to the Legal Services
Center, you can talk to one ofthe student-funded lawyers

rin'^i •Ir''^'
V^^'^ "^^^y'" ««y. Tou're right, you've

been stiffed. You should hire a lawyer "

Unfortunately, students are just as self-defeating.
Student government at UMass, once at the head ofthe

f«rW "in^T'^''^?^
movement, was razed by the

fi/nfvn
?"y/'^«' Ted Maravelious, and other

t7Jf ^^ ^^^'^''"' ^'^^^'' ^'^h^ ^«g«" Revolution,

KVrmw u'^/"'^ ^' '^^^^^ Rabinowitz (who

conltnlr^ ^' ^^^ '^"S^t »^""'' precluding any

fralwor^ T"^'^' ""^ ^«""g down much ?f the

ZlduZ r^ ^^^''"^ ^^'^ ^he.r interests, under-

Self fron.I'h' r"""'"""^ '^ J"«' starting to pull

\mHT ^ff' ^'^"^ ^ •"^^'^i'" the powersWlutmore usurped during their incompetence

histon>/r ^\ 7 PT^"^ ^ b't "^«'-« ^^"'or and
historical context to this sometimes dry, high fiber

ZoZ'^Zt "'"";^r appreciation for ihe Valley's

the Tho^LfK
"^"'"'^^ ^^^^ y°" ^«">dn't get rehashing

eenertni K^""^''
^"'^^^'^ ^' Clinton's attorney

cTass(Wh'^
m your ob,,g3t„,y interdisciplinary

S nip M In^
^^' ^ ^^^ ^^' "indoctrination"?^

from^hl '
K '"''^r.""^

' ^«d"«t^ i" May. flushed

bev^d .nT '" ''^^'^^'' '^^'•"'"g '"to the sewer

notes oAth. nTu'u^
newcomer will leave their

hands on^h
''^"

•
^^" ^^'^ ""y ^'"^ <^«" do is wash ournanas on the way out

Jo.sh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.
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G^^dlHtoiti ŝ are easily marred by depiorabkmethods'
_ Alotofthingsonlylastfouryears:mostores,d.n.... ...... ^.. ,.. .

^ '^'^Pl'^l ClUIC IIIC^008
^ ^o!^'^'^^!r^^^^^^ llvoc_atecensor3^.pandtheoverthrowofthedemi^^^^
physics exam-induced headaches and the stav ofTheaverage student at UMass-Amherst^' Frommulticulturahsm to massive bureaucracy, in their fouryears students learn lessons from many texts - bu[mostly from the age-old text of life experience

^arfrombeinganivory tower, UMassandAmherst willsend graduates home with many "real life" experiencesNow I know when people talk about "public instiTuUons "

they mean that institution is owned and run by the state

St"^¥h'^ V T" "^.^^^ P"^"*^ ^^"^•der "public univer^
sity ). Ihe Valley isn t an escape from the real world. It's

system, presumably by violent means, for the benefit of
the people.

Marc

ELLIOTT

they have a point. I know of an anthropology class in
which students can get extra credit bv writing to state
legislators in support of a certain bill (Yes, I'm going to
take the extra credit, but at least I'm being honest) The
professor calls this "applied anthropology." No matter
how great this bill is. students are still being bribed for
their political support. How long until their votes are
graded?

Then there are those marvelous anti-United States
(colomalism). pro-Third Worid (militarv dictatorships)
revolutionaries. You know, the ones who advocate build-
ing monuments togenocide-practitionerSaddam Hussein.

Now which people are they talking about? All people
or just the people that agree with them? Surelv thev
would be upset if people opposing them tried to silence
them and shut down their printing presses Why else

j^^r:si-s:s^-X^ iSiSS^HF^f^ =-s^=^;rs^^^!lTS^^

The campus multiculturalists aren't much better
Consider the recent "Multicultural Musings" advertise-
ment (paid by the University/you) published in the Mon-

e
.-,--•""•" '^"^" H« oLuws ana even more critical

of radicals^Perhaps it's because I'd like my team to take
the moral high ground and shun the methods practiced
by demagogues and reactionaries

I'd hope my readers would lose'some of thp f«ith th«„
™e"^<Pfi<l.'>y the University/you) published in the Mon-

.e in me, iff tried to ^^r^:'J^!^[^l'^^''l^^^ 1^^5'fe'!: ^^^^^^.^ '^^ r"^»^ --s from Joycehave in /,,*•. ifj tried to boster the political career ofone of
dnnkingbuddies by prostitutingmy position as a Collegian
columnist. Ethics and class aren't just for other people

Let s take the Maoists for starters (or let's not) They
advocate theehmination ofsexism, racism and homopho-
bia, a respectable and noble goal. But to this end, they

Avrech Berkman, a history professor. She has lote' of
questions about her role in the multicultural community
but knows for certain that those afraid of multicultural
education turning into multicultural indoctrination
merely have "less inclusive notions of social justice" and
want to defend their "intolerance." Maybe. But maybe

-100,000 Iraqis dead." Defacing memorials is a practice
usually more common among skinheads during Holo-
caust Memorial Week than anti-war champions of the
Third World. Some activity is deplorable no matter who
does It. or the intention behind it.

Maybe we could all learn a few of the lessons around
us and make that "no peace, nojustice." After all. how can
there be justice without first having peace? Remember
hypocnsy is hypocrisy no matter what the ideology ( try it
in a smg-song voice, it sort of rhymes).

Fighting fire with fire just "gets everyone burned
Imagine if the fire department tried it.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.

Candidate responds to criticism I

^^^IP^S man and divorce
Ir> h^rkt «rc ;l.. T ¥ . ... WKon I fi—a* U„ J l-__- 1 . .In light ofEmily J. Isaac's article on

the Op/Ed page of the April 1993 issue
ofthe Graduate Voice, I feel somewhat
compelled to explain myself First and
foremost, it has never been my con-
tention that last year's budgetary in-
crease was anything less than a col-
lective effort involving undergrads,
grads. administrators, facultyand staff!

1 was but a single player on the team.
Secondly. I am fully aware that all

achievements and inroads I personally
may have made in the political process
were but for the strength of the organi-
zation behind me. But the fact remains
that I was the sole consistent advocate
fiom the Graduate Employees' Organi-
zation. I tried to choose my words care-
fully for my flyer; I was an "instrumen-

tal" player because I was the conduit
through which the power of the GEO,
UnitedAuto Workersand UMass flowed.

I hope Ms. Isaacs can forgive this
unintentional offense. She does. 1 think,
recognize that my efforts on behalf of
the GEO were very successful; in fact,
she worked very closely with me to-

ward the end of the budget season as
she led the negotiations that landed a
$1,000 raise. Furthermore, she argues
that I am "hard-working, talented and.
. both committed and finds personal
value in the work" I am doing. All of
these qualities, it seems to me, make
for an excellent Graduate Student Sen-
ate president.

Tristram Carpenter
Sunderland

March a capitalist s dream
The March on Washington for Gay,

Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Civil
Rights was a capitalist's dream. People
selling T-shirts, pins, posters, flags, free-
dom rings, hot dogs, and soda were ev-
erywhere, raking in the cash. Walking
down the mall. I accumulated flyers and
order forms. One asked me- to remember
the march by purchasing an official com-
memorative video. Another said to "come
to AT&T" because they were donating
money to gay and lesbian organizations.

Melanie

DESILVA
For big business and individual entre-

preneurs, the march was not as much
about human rights as it was about in-
creasing profits. Washington DC. made a
lot of money last weekend. From restau-
rants to hotels, from the park and ride to
the Smithsonian, somebody was getting
rich, and it wasn't the man who took my $5
at the cash register in the Aerospace
museum restaurant.

Whether a rainy uneventful afternoon,
ora sunny, profitable march day. the people
who tucked the green away in a metal box
for their bosses still took home the same
miserable minimum wage. Thousands of
low wage workers in D.C. last Sunday were
forced to bust their butts just to make
everybody else but themselves rich.

With the '80s proving beyond a reason-
able doubt that trickle down economics
generates poverty, the argument that an
increase in the city's profits for one
weekend will benefit all workers across
the board is capitalist hogwash in its most
blatant form. Certainly some individual

poor people made more money Sunday,
like waitresses or the homeless man 1

gave a dollar to. but in the aggregate the

event just made the rich richer.

Yet the event was not as one dimen-
sional as I have made it sound. It was also

a race issue. I was very conscious of the

fact that the majority ofpeople who served

me. a White person, in D.C. were people of

color. The woman at the Chinese restau-

rant, the man driving the bus. the woman
who put cream cheese on my bagel, the

Asian woman I bought my flag from that

was made in Taiwan, added a little inter-

national exploitation.

There was very little talk about class
issues at the march. Neither was there an
acknowledgment that amidst the
liberatory atmosphere of the march,
working class people and people of color
were being exploited. Speakers addressed
race.ethnicityandgender.neglectingclass
— an equally important type ofoppression.

Maybe class oppression was overlooked
or ignored because most of the people in

attendance were middle to upper class
themselves. ( I'm just speculating.

)

I watched well-dressed men and women
wearing pink triangles buy and buy and
buy. Poor people do not have the freedom to
do that. I glanced at the weekend's sched-
ule ofevents to find that celebration dinners
were planned for Saturday and Sunday
evenings in downtown Washington. How
much were the tickets? $250-.$400.

It was a wonderful weekend, don't get
me wrong. It was one of the most liberat-
ing experiences ofmy life. But I was there
because 1 had class privilege. I had access
to transportation. I could afford to take
time offfrom work. 1 had enough money to
pay for cheap food. gas. a token pin and
flag and tolls. All together, my partner
and I paid $80 in gas and tolls alone.
My partner is working class. He sur-

vives on temp work and food stamps. He
was one of the lucky working class sup-
porters ofgay rights. When we stopped at
a small market in Maryland for lunch, my
partner was told, "I'm sorry, but we don't
take food stamps." We had to search for a
larger supermarket.

The thousands of poor lesbians, gays
and bisexuals who could not go because
they had to feed themselves and their
families; who don't own cars; who had to
work the weekend shift to pay medical
bills, should have been addressed.

Although the march was wonderful and
liberating for people in the gay. lesbian,
and bisexual community who were privi-
leged enough to be able to scrape together
the money to attend, the fact class issues
were not addressed, and the fact working
class and people of color were being op-
pressed last weekend because ofthe nature
of capitalism, shouldn't be ignored.

Melanie DeSilva is a Collegian colum-
nist.

When I first heard my friend sav it. I

was shocked. I was angered that someone
could be so naive about such a subject and
voice their opinion about it. Being told
that you are from a "broken" home is the
stupidest thing someone can ever say to a
person whose parents are divorced.

A<dam Scott

ROBERTS
By no means was my home slashed in

two and "broken" into pieces. A divorce
can be said to be a life lesson. No one.
absolutely no one knows what it is like or
can understand what transpires during
and after a divorce but the people in-
volved. Unless you experience it in your
own familyyou will never understand how
much one's life changes because of a di-
vorce.

1 always tell people that a divorce is a
never-ending nightmare. A divorce is never
final; the battles continue with child
support payments, medical payments,
alimony, college tuition and the list goes
on.

I remember being in eighth grade and
thinking that everyone in the world drove
a Porsche and a Mercedes, that everyone
had a summer house on the Cape and
that everyone wintered in Florida sub-
urbs. I enjoyed living in that sheltered
world. But now that things have changed.
I know the reality of life and the value of
a dollar. The divorce opened my eyes to
the real world and I learned to get out of
that sheltered suburban world that I knew
so well.

As my old self 1 was "just living the
life." as they say in Hollywood. However,
the divorce changed me for the better. I

became driven and ambitious and I swore
that nothing was ever going to get in my

way. What I want, is what I will get.
Power. Aggranduements. Opulence.

I became more outspoken and blunt,
never afraid to voice my opinion. I became
a new person each day and had to remain
strong. I remember my mother saying to
my brother and sister and myself "United
we stand, divided we fall." By no means
were we a broken family. My mother kept
us together and strong for survival. That
is what life is about. Suirival.

The divorce was a low in my life. If I

could sur\'ive that experience I can handle
anything. I know many of the people that
I comein contact with havesimilar feelings
about divorce and they too have become
more self-sufficient and driven and suc-
cessful.

I believe many children of divorced
parents take on outspoken, somewhat
overwhelming personalities. It is that
feeling of invincibility, of survival. The
"this isn't going to stop me in my tracks"
philosophy. Nothing can harm you. You
can take away all those material objects
and have nothing but I say, "No one can
ever take away your dignity." Ifyou've got
your dignity, you've got it all.

Family unity is very important in the
survival of a divorce. I always get stopped
in my tracks when I hear Bette Midler,
from Beaches, singing "You've got to give
a little, take a little, and then the whole
worid takes a little, that's the gloiy. that's
the glory of love." This song represents
family love to me.
My parents' divorce scarred me for life.

It is like burning your hand: at first it

hurts, but slowly the pain goes away.
However, you will always have that scar
to remind you of that pain. Remember the
past. Live the present. Trust the future.
Adam Scott Roberts is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Sexual harassment is no joke
It's funny I'm writing this letter be-

cause I just did a paper on this subject
in women's studies. This incident I am
about to tell you is true. It is not to
meant to insult any men. only make
those to whom it applies be aware.

Friday night. April 23, I went to the
Funkothon with a few friends. Outside
the Student Union Ballroom I was prac-
tically the only Caucasian woman in
the crowd of people waiting to get into
the dance. Everyone knows how crowds
are. You are pushed and shoved while
you stand in line. Well, as I was walking
out, I had to stop and wait for some
other students to go by. While I was
standing there, an African-American
man walked by me. stopped, looked me
up and down and reached his hand
down to my crotch and grabbed me.
This all happened so quickly! The other
students in the crowd who saw this may
have thought that this man's actions
did not bother me because I kept walk-
ing. In reality. I tried to turn around
and hit him. I also used .some foul lan-
guage, the kind that cannot be printed.

To top this off. a group of women
laughed at his repulsive actions. They
laughed! Why? Have they bought into
the system? This system in which

women must laugh at these kinds of
actions instead of rebelling"' What if it

were one of them? It would have been
real funny then, huh? I was mortified,
confused and angry all at once. I did not
know what to do. I ended up running
back to my dorm. As soon as I saw a
friend 1 burst into tears. I felt so dirty.
Why out of all the women there did

he choose me? Was it because 1 was one
ofthe few White women in the crowd of
people? Whether or not this attack was
racial or not, the fact is he did it and got
away with it. This is just a minor inci-
dent. 1 do not know the statistics, but I

do know that a high percentage ofrapes
and sexual harassment on this campus
are not even reported. Many times
women do not even know that they are
a victim of some sort of sexual harass-
ment or abuse.

Please, to all the women who can
relate, speak out\ 1 should have fol-
lowed that sad case of a man. but 1 was
too scared. And one more thing, to the
man who did this to me: quit using
women as .scapegoats for your male
repressed desires. Ifyou want to get off.
go in a corner and use the hand you
write with!

Name withheld at author's request.
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Earth Share

continued from page 1

constructed in 1963.

While attempting to complete his construction plan,
Lederle encountered a difficult obstacle. The state Leg-
islature, concerned the University was becoming too big
for its own good, levied a building ban in the late-'60s
stating that no new buildings could be constructed.

Lederle and his architects found a way around this
barrier by redesigning their buildings as additions to

existing structures. Herter Hall (connected to Bartlett by
an underground tunnel ) was referred to as Bartlett East
after its construction in 1968. Marcus Lab was attached to
Marston, Hasbrouck, Chenoweth, Gfoodell, and Goessman
additions were constructed instead of separate buildings.
The Campus Center was attached to the Student Union in
1969. Whitmore and the Fine Arts Center were joined to
Herter Hall by service tunnels in 1969 and 1971 respec-

tively. And probably the most profound example of this
practice is the addition to Old South College in 1972, which
we now call the Tower Library.

Lederle was the last UMass president to hold office
here at the UMass campus. After the construction of
UMass-Boston in 1970, the president's office was moved
there to demonstrate support and impartiality.

Enrollment during the 70s leveled off", and it has
remained about the same ever since. With the exception of
SylvanArea in the mid 70s. essentially nonew construction
would occur during the next two decades.

On Thursday April 29. UMass celebrates its 130th
anniversary. Looking forward from here, it would seem
that the University is on the brink ofa new era. The large
scale construction that has taken place recently ( Knowles
Engineering, the MulHns Arena, and the Polymer Re-
search Center) is in radical contrast to the calm ofthe '808.

What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbool< Annex
brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.
Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to
colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, in
determining how much they will pay a student for a book
they must consider the demand for that book as well as
the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and
reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed
change frequently. Generally only current editions have
value.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.
At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for
a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-
ing semester and we need to purchase copies. If we do
not, the wholesaler may make you an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the
buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy
to answer your questions and give you any tips that may
be applicable to your situation.

*A Picture ID is Required

V for all Buyback Transactions.

n
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS * ACT
• LSAT • GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • ORE
PSYCH • GRE BIO • OAT • TOEFL • NMB •

NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • EMGEMS •

FLEX . CGFNS • CPA BAR EXAM • NTE

If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first.

Our students get the highest scores We've proven It to over
one million student*; I et ij<; orovp it to V"H

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question

New Location: 150 Fearing Street

549-5780

When is the

next Textbook
Buyback?

The end of the semester

Textbook Buyback is:

MAY 13 MAY 26

Call 545-3570

For Locations

and Times
iiimiiEiiiiiwi-iii

til "?UX.%fii

ISf^ It

iJ!i

mn witi'inimn
OWNS rWDAT. APMl 30th AT * tH«.». u», ^.
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First of Framingham 8
freed by Gov. Council
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By JOSE MARTINES
Associated Press

BOSTON — The Governor's Council
voted to free convicted murderer Eugenia
Moore on Wednesday, the first of the so-
called Framingham Eight to be freed.

Moore, 34, and the seven other women
were convicted ofslayingmates they claim
were abusive. However, the women were
not allowed to use battered women's syn-
drome as a defense at their trials.

The council voted 6-3 to commute the
life sentence Moore began serving at MCI
Framingham in February 1986 following
her second-degree murder conviction in
the death of Alfred Phillips. She was
transferred to a minimum security prison
in Lancaster last fall.

Thank you. Jesus," said Johnny Mae
Calhoun, Moore's cousin, as they left the
council's chamber. "I'm delighted. I prayed
for this so long that I don't know what to
say."

Moore, a former bus driver for the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Au-
thority, said her ex-boyfriend stalked and
abused her. Moore's attorney, Susan
Howards, said the mother of three could
be freed within six to eight weeks.

•Xi^rtainly we have sympathy for the
Phillips family, there was a loss there,"
Howards said outside the statehouse. "But
for Eugeina Moorejustice has finally been
served.

The three council members who voted
against commutation said they did not
believe Moore's story.

"I don't think Eugeina Moore fits the
mold of battered women's syndrome,"
Counsilor David F. Constantine said prior
to the vote. "I don't feel everytime some-
one spits in your face, that everytime
someone threatens to kill you that it gives
you the right to go out and kill that per-
son.

However, the msyority disag^reed.

"She was hunted down and attacked at
her job at the MBTA. The MBTA police
refused to arrest Phillips because it was

—

quote — a domestic dispute," said Coun-
cilor Dorothy A. Kelly Gay.

She said that Moore was victimized by
a legal system that failed to protect her
and then failed to accept her defense at
trial as a battered woman.

"She was not afforded protections that
are now mandated by law," Gay said.

Moore said Philhps began harassing
her hours before she fatally stabbed him
on June 6, 1985.

According to Moore's testimony,
Phillips was unhappy when she ordered
him to remove his belongings from her
apartment in February 1985. She said
Phillips had been leavingclothes and other
items at her apartment as a gradual at-

tempt to move in.

Moore said PhiUips accosted her at
work aboard a bus she was driving, spat in
her fa<», punched her in the stomach and
ripped her shirt. MBTA police responded
to the call, but Phillips was not arrested.

Moore took a break at home, she said,
putting a knife in her pocket before going
grocery shopping. Phillips surprised her
at her car, Moore said, and pressed some-
thing against her back.

Moore said she must have stabbed him
then, although she doesn't remember.

Councilor Robert B. Kennedy opposed
commuting Moore's sentence. He said he
would have voted differently had the gov-
ernor asked for a reduction in Moore's
sentence to make her eligible for parole.

Had she been convicted ofvoluntary man-
slaughter, she would have been eligible

for parole by now, he said.

But Kennedy said he did not believe
Moore should be freed outright because
she has refused to enroll in any programs
aimed at helping battered women and has
demonstrated no remorse over the stab-
bing.

Montague Mini Mart
12 to 6 in Monlatiuc Clr.

from Amherst: 10 miles \orth on Rle. 63 lo r^tc.'47\'
from Northampton: 14 miles 91 North lo 1 16 (o 47X

• Follow simis to MorHaCue Center •

Sold On SUNDAYS
12 pk Bud cans $7.99 + dep.
12 pk Bud bottles warm $6.99 + dep.
Case Bud bottles warm $12.99 + dep.
Case Bud cans $13.99 + dep.
12 pk Busch cans $5.75 + dep.
Case Busch cans $1 1.30 + dep.
12-pack All Coors $7.59 + dep.

• Reasonable cigarette prices •

A wonderful selection ofAustralian & Chilean wines as well as the
French & domestic classics ^."-"^X

367-9551 ^^^h"'
Proper I.D. Required o^^Si- ^

^^m^ -/^i/^'.

^ THEATRES
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY 533-2663

AN NC-17
EXPERIENCE FOR
THE DARING!"

TOUGH GUY
OF THE YEAR!"

Sua'i Friday -I/.IO K 6:30 4 IO:.WSat & Sun ai 630. 8:.V). 10:.W Mon-TTiuR n «:45 onlv

THE ADVENTURES OF

Suns Friday 4/10 at 4,6l* lOpm/Sat

& Sun aj 1 4.
6.'

« & l(yMon-tfK«ai749pm

HUCK FINN
* Friday ai4:2(VSai& Sum 2: 10 & 4:20

Mon-lhinsaifrJOoaiy

CAT LJAI c lA/c n JESSICA TAVERNA / COtLEGIAN
EAT HALF VvEAR THE REST - Quasim finds great enjoyment at the 'make your own

cupcake" table as she eats hopefully most of her treat at Sunday's carnival for homeless
children.

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

I I

" Missed a course? Make it np!
Advance in next semester's work

" Fulfill a requirement
- EuJoy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, siz-week sessions:

First session: June 2-July 9
Second session: July 13-Ans^ust 18

RECS^XSTER KTO^WZ
Cataloi^s available all ever campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
Oth floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHSRST
//\^9Jt^j^m*44,>^

f «•• je^m. m m m r <r ^
%'/^/J^A'!f.^*3fJt^y^/:%^

' - - • • *•-- • ^-». • «'•*,• ^^
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We've all signed up to go ...

Fort Riv«r Clean Up
Ann Graan (Leader)

Karen Bryant

Girl Scout Troops 299 & 31

1

Irene Starr

Jordan Pollwger

Christina Burke
Lisa Russo
Julie Blankstein

Julie BronsteJn

Nature Trail Blazers

Joanna Schimmel (Co-Leader)
Howie Wizwer (Co-Leader)
Amy Berganzi

Sarah Marsh
Douglas Riseberg

Monica Yu
Julie Blankstein

Alii Aiello

Laura Gunn
Kurt Cressotti

Jenny Speck
Kelsey Sullivan

Melanie Westfield
Lori Murphy
Day Decou
Diena Nickerson
Lisa Carparslli

Carole Wiycik
Jack Coolay
Jill Roberts

Mary Schmidt
Nicholas Ye
Michelle Levy
Jeff McKenzie
Stephen Lindell

Courtney Shannon
David Kittredge

Donna Johnson
Heather Drees
Beth Barry

Aimee Schwartz

Survival Canter

RoseAnna Cohen (Leader)

Elena Rozzi

Penny Pekow
Girl Scout Troop 549
Armend Provencal

Joyce Merriam
Karen Thornberg
Amy Herper

Pat Pastidis

Art Allen

Joyce Berkman
Anne Stoddard
Melissa Warriner

Meiinda Naal

Darcie Bishop

/ntoU

Tree Pruning

Devid Anderson (Leader)

James Ryan
Mark Muniz

Community Garden Starter

David Kinsey

Carole Pope
Dianne Brooks
Ashia Barton

Amende White
Robin Lynch
John Hunt

Nature Trail Blazers

Matt Grader (Team Leader)

Luke Simpson
Doug Mazza
Andy Malafey
Pat Flynn

Bart Gobeil

Brian Sheehan
Chuck Miller

John Butterworth

Paul Yates

Joe Kourapas
Rob Lowell

Pat McCaffrey
Howard Keylin

Matt Evans
Sean Dever
Shawn Allen

Bryan Jelloa

Alex Mousassian
Shawn Meahan
Pat Klupa

Jay Webb
Chris McKay
Dan Maher
Kari Myhre
Bob McCoy

Neil Hornstein

Shawn McCauliffe

Cdby Woodard
Mark Barman
Dave Richter

Mike Proie

Keith Darois

Will Hawthorne
Rich Shawley
Rick Dupuis

John Edwards
Kris Szelechoizt

Mike Jelloe

Chris Shapazian

Swimming Pool Painters

Stephenie Guila (Co-Laeder)
Angela Ernenwein (Co-Leeder)
Kristen McNamara
Melissa Castonquay
David Allhouse

Denise Johnson
Michell Crouse
Betsy Cross

Katie Lynch
Jenet Hughes
Fsisal Noon
Nilda Ortiz

Andrea Thibeault

Siobhan Walsh
Terri Secremore
David Hajjar

Emily Duff

Lauren Pressler

Earl Martin

Sharon Ornstein

Maria Sanchez
Don Surrette

Lisa Scheffris

Lauren Murphy

Hitchcock Center
Sherry Costa (Co-Leader)

Tom Keegan (Co-Leader)

Steve Koldis

Jigna Parekh

David Pietrewski

Bill Puishys

Elizabeth Dayton
Margaret Frenkel

Amy Poveymirou
Maura Lout

Eileen Monaghan
Kim Freedman
Trina Sysc
Beth Houme
Tracy Alsheskie

Tanya Hannor
Nancy Kane
Susan Krasker

Denise Tauro

I Mass Coinnumitv
Mav 1. V^}\\

Wendy Beck
Stacey Kramer
Jen Lewis
Aruiy Forbes

Georgia Willmont

Anne-Marie Cervini

Steve Baer

Rebecca Laverdure

Emily Gold

Scon Wadland
Kristen Miner

John Weiss
Adrienne Fleming

Ed Stanek

Rita Kolchinsky

Dwayne Bregor

Katey Falvey

Inning Hsu
Susan Casey
Ellen Bloch

Amiee Cohen
Justin Peavey
Lisa Megna
Eric Nixon

April Kershaw
Tim Peters

Scott Stathis

Michelle Williams

Dana Parker

Michelle Doschar
Christine Paroyan
Erica DePiero

Michael Herris

Tony Ong
Shennon Lenders
Holly Hilton

John Silvestri

James Moulton

Crocker Farm Playground
Michael O'Hearn (Co-Leader)

Karen Pudeiko (Co-Leader)

Patti Cusimano (Co-Leader)

Dan Lyons (Co-Leader)

Jana Sorgo

Lisa Cecala

Diane Fong
Kara Arruda

Gary Gengo
Karen Pudeiko

Dan Lyons
Smiti Anand
Brian Boulay

Lyonel Benjemin

Dawn Tounsenol
Elaine Flynn

Mia Cucirwtti

Emily Lamstein

First Aid

Lisa Smith
Jennifer Moulton
Jodi Osterhout

Kerry Harris

CaHeen McQuaid
Genevieve Conlin

Meredith Morgan
Karen McKee
Denielie Pierotti

Leda McKenty
Cheryl Smith
Ketie Lord

Stacey Cordwell

Michelle Bernardin

Nancy Reynolds
Debra Toran
Christine Joyce
Sue Lefebvre

Catherine McGarty
Liz Welch
Jon MacNeal
Jen McKenzie
Christine Despres
Kim Totman
Kelly O'Connor

Picnic

Margot Parrot

Ken Mosakowski
Lynn Arkie

Giri Scout Troop 365
ABC Students

Tina Acker
Giri Scout Troops 394 & 517
Noel Yu

Downtown
Ellie Woolf (Co-Leader)

Marni Silvestro (Co-Leader)

Joanne Gervais (Co-Leader)

Ryan O'Shea

Ellen Hoffman
Nathan Balk

Julia Rosenblatt

Adina Epstein

Barbara Canrvstraro

Johanne Rodriguez

Jennifer Doton
Georgia Willmont

Jenna Allen

Cristin Mertineeu

Nariy Badoya
Robbie Lauter

Nathan Lauter

Jen Perry

Tanya Milosh

Heather Odom
Karen Thornberg

Kerry Lynch
Neil Ryan
Bev Wolf

Ron Coutu
Jenna Allen

Joe Emmerson
Lee Brown (Co-Leader)

Kate Quigley

Duarji M. Rives

Der>i8 Tippo

Mark McDonald
Dolores Shapiro

Michelle Barnes
Satya Sastry

Shelley Hogan
Tanya Kewabia
Tammy West
Lynne Kelliher

Holly DorKthue

Laurie Gellent

Jenn Chretien

Karolyn McNeil
Kim Seppet

Kevin Morehouse
Allison Rudolph
Karen Hogan
Sarah Buckwalter

Tare Hajen

Valerie Sales

Laura Molta (Co-Leader)

Michelle Monteith
Rachel Israel

Wendi Morner
Randi Asher
Heether Balduzzi

Tracy Bellor

Michelle Barber

Heather Cockroft

Dena Miller

Amy Hudon
Aerin Kwait
Jodi Malamut
Melissa Meyers
Hollie Schnirman
Erika Unger

Liza Zaretsky

Karen Chmielnicki

Lesley Dean
Jen Kowalsky
Ruthelyn Goldstein

Laurie Dingley

Lynne Fussteig

Karen Weiner
Jen Juneau
Michele Kearns
Emma Roberts

Jody King

Allison Lewenberg
Amy Schulman
Amy Liebermen
Emily Seltzman
Tricia Baggie

Melisss Holloran

Melissa Lichter

Rachel Louzin

Merisa McMahon
Leann O'Brien

Jennifer O'Neill

Jennifer Picarelli

Tiffani Soasei

Wendy Greene (Co-Leader)

Jennifer Johnson
Melanie Block

Ken Sylvia

Dene Zerfin

Allison Bloom
Jill Moscicki

Lera Belle

Stephanie Weiss
Jill Brass

Rachel Rabiner

Shari Diamond
Amy Bowman
Emily Weishauer
Max Souda
Brien DeLuca
Mike Pelmer

Kevin Crowell

Henry Urfoaine

Dana Abizaid

Mike Hoffman
Brian Torisi

Timmy McGinley
Kenny Holmes
Mike Lombard
Rick Medeiros

John Brown
Alex Kasserxlorf

Kent Sehin

Ttm Moloney
Stephenie Randazzo
Maureen Hill

Kristin Keefa
Tine Damech
Tina Leperi

Robin Anapd
Kim McCarthy
Allison Baker

Robin Fabiano

Barbara Loewenthel
Rebecca Souza
Rori Weinstein

Jen D'Errico

Shannon King
Gayle Dragoon
Debbie Magalnick
Julie Lichtanstein

Liz Minkin

Jen Szekeiy

Alison Moore
Michelle Morrisson
Toph Foley (Leader)

Scott Swenson
Chris Johnson
Jeff Turco

Steve Green
Steve Dozois

Aaron Kusmeskos
Osve Chu

Matt Ledoux
Peter Dean
Hani Mardini

Joe Girard

Raki Hansi

Sean McElhinney
Jim Altobello

Doug Poull

Tom Darby

Lulu Mechins
Mustafa Mnstafa
Keen Foo

Mike Poch
Ed Fong

Todd Shew
John Vigliotti

John Barry

Donald Roy
Bill Seery

Ed Moran
Gregg Haase

Jeff Roth

John MaJlin

Joe Vozza (Leeder)

Peter Dunn
John DiLibrio

Siriniras Gienidy

Brian Gormly
Patrick Sullivan

Ted Marvell

George McKren
Bob Creatu

Chris Andrade

Sean Rooker

Doug Byron

Neil Crespi

Dennis Sullivan

Tak YarT>emoto

Jason Perry

Steve Altoco

Dave Marietta

Chris Cebulo

Chris BIske

Brian Poitras

Sean Slavin

Chris David

Jim Crocker

Adam Horn
Chris Davidson

Russ Gentile

Greg Roman
Keith Krismanis

Frank Gallo

Sander Casino

Mark Weis
Eric Korins

Steve Abbott

Craig Rnk
Paul Silvi

Derek Emery
Jon Miller

Daniel Mayer
Shene Burek

Micheel Perks

Kevin WNtcher
Jay Webster

Aleo....

Boothroyd family

Ken Langley

Britt Ruhe
Diane Norman-Lentz
Robbie Lauter

Heather Lind

Jessica Taverne
Anne Tailefer

Lee Esckilsen

Frank Lapstey

Ray Sciola

Tony Malagnino
Tom Conroy
Ed Murphy
Kim Addassa
Mike Steele

Jennifer Cantazarita

David Fontaine

Pat Crossan
Kourosh Danai

Martha OIney
Ruth Levine

Beverly Nuckles
Lyn Frazier

Julie Lansner

Randall Stokes
Kathye Castaneda
Jeanette Scala

Renaido Garcia

Shiriey Torres

Tracy Sanville

Sharon O'Grady
Hillary Karyanis

Tare Palanzi

Danielle Woodyshek
Stefanie Botko
Chandra Diegoli

Melissa Baran
Tracey Cotton
Jennifer Colon
Maura McLaughlin
Elena Castrucci

Marissa Barr

Jennifer Dulka
Devra DiDomenico
Tara Wolfson
Jen Abati

Erica Colantonio

Lori Goodman
Barry BoutNlatta

c

Sponsored by: The Community Sarvtee Program, Commuter Area Government, TEAMS, Bridging WorWs, MassPIRG, Amherst Chamber of Commerce ResMenti.l Ed.«..fL,„ au k-. b^Council. Interfrrtemlty CouncH, Alpha Phi Omega, VIBES, the Honor. Program, SCALE, School of Nursing, Unit^l Way of Hampshire CoCmr^ti ^Jl. f^liJlp S^te J tlS'J^^w^^^^
Made possible through the generous support of the Chance/Zor's Office, the Vice CharKellor for Studer^t Affairs. Stop & Shop Supermarket Comoar^v the CnU^m.^

and area restaurants ar^d merchants
f^ y-umgian
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draft
continued from page 16

' '

Cards fourth mK and thousand-yard man Johnny
Johnson. The Cardinals drafted Garrison Hearst
Georgia s outstanding running back, while the Jets goJohnson, and picked hnebacker Marvin Jones, who thevwere going to pick with the third selection anyway

Phoenix 18 not stupid, though. Apparently thev wanted
to get nd ofJohnson s contract, and who can ar'gue withan offense of Steve Beurlein. Gary Clark, and now Gar-
rison Hearst? Phoenix also drafted Earnest Dye in the
Hrst round, the 330-pound offensive lineman from South
Carohna. who will pave the way for Hearst on his touch-down scampers.

The University ofNotre Dame was the leading college
having seven players taken in the first four rounds Rick
Mirer was the second overall pick, and v^ill play quarter-
back for the Seahawks. Fullback Jerome Bettis went tenth
to the L.A Rams. Washington selected comerback Tom
Carter with the seventeenth pick, and Irv Smith went to

Softball
continued from page 1

6

'
'—

highlighted by Nichols' two-out. two-run double
The offense was not at a loss for production as Nichols

(2-lor-5. 2 RBI .. jumor first baseman Rachel Lawson (3-
for-4. 2 runs scored). Dondarski (2-for-4), freshman des-
ignated player Michelle Shaw (3-for-4 2 RBI) and
sophomore right fielder Jenn Salisbury (2-for-4' run
scored) were all key contributors.

The offense wasn't the only thing that sUrted out hot
for Sort) no, though

, as senior righthander Darlene Claffey
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the Samts, as the twentieth pick in the opening round
Alabama, which fielded the top defense in the country

last year, had three defensive players selected in the first
round, and five taken in the first four rounds

The Jets-Phoenix trade was not the only deal this
weekend. Last Saturday night. New Orleans traded All-Wor d linebacker Pat Swilling to Detroit for first and
fourth round picks. Swilling should sure up a Uons'
defense that just lost Jerry Ball to Cleveland

The Minnesota Vikings have not had a first round pick
since the Reagan Administration was in power, courtesy
of Herschel Walker, and they seem a bit rusty. The
Purple People used the 21st pick to select Ohio State
running back Robert Smith. Smith quit football after his
freshman year to concentrate on his medical studies

He decided to play again, after sitUng out his sopho-
more season. After a good fall. Smith gave up his final
year ofeligibility for the NFL. He quit football for schoolnow he IS quitting school for football. Can you say hypo^

In the second round, the Vikes selected wide receiver
Quadry Ismail. "The Missle" was a projected second or
third rounder, and was selected 52nd, while projected
first round receiver Andre Hastings was still on the
board.

Speaking of receivers, the Miami Dolphins pulled a
big surpnse by selecting Penn State's O.J. McDuffie in
the first round. McDuffie joins the Marks brothers
(Clayton, Duper. and Ingram). Irving Fryar. and seven
other wideouts on the Miami roster. It looks like the Fish
are eliminating the running back, and instalhng a five
receiver, throw and shoot" offense. This offense is ex-
pected to throw more passes than Sam Malone.

The NFL pre-season is right around the comer, plus
free agency and the draft have shaken up lineups like
never before. Phoenix and New York are vastly improved,
the Dolphins finally have a quality receiver, and most
importanUy

,
New England is layingdown the cornerstones

lor future success.

Glen Goiand is a Collegian staffmember.

retired the first 11 Udy Friars she faced. Claffey im-
proved her record to 9-6 for the season by scattering five
hits issuing one walk, and striking out four- including
the last two to end the ballgame.

The Minutewomen travel to the University of Hart-
ford today to take on the Udy Hawks m a doubleheader
UMass will next be home this weekend when Florida St..
South Florida, and the University of Connecticut head
north to participate in the Diamond Classic, being held
Saturday and Sunday at Totman Field.

Another
satisfied

customer...

I was riding

along on my
cool

mountain
bike, when I

suddenly
decided that
I didn't really

want to ride

a bike any
nnore and

that I would
really like a
guitar. I put
on ad in the
Collegian,

and
someone
called the
first day to

buy my bike.

And, when I

was looking
through the
Collegian
classifieds,

I saw the
guitar of my
dreams.

I sold my
bike and

went to buy
the guitar.

Thank you
Collegian!

99

Collegian
classifieds

1 13 Campus I

Center

545-3500

Taking the LSAT?

your way
to the right
answer.

THINKING
VS.

CRACKING
Other companies say
that you can ace the
LSAT with gimmicks
and short cuts— and a
trick called "cracking."
They're wrong. On the
LSAT, you will not be re-

warded for cracking.
You will be rewarded
for thinking.

To gel yimvhi^r/irsipos.sihlc LSA Tscore, you musl:

Discern tli(> point ainl lo^ic of ar^'iimcril.s.

Kxplain vvlicil you wm\. Undcrsland liovv rules

can onlcrand liniil llic universe. Corislrucl a
vvrillen posilion.

These are llie thinking .skills re(|uire(J of a legal

mind. Skills lesled hy die I.SAT Skills lauglil

l)y Kaplan. Andordy Kaplan.

(^irr us (I call i„ sign up for inlclligcnl LSA T Prep

1-800-KAP-TEST

549-5780

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
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Skis •Coucti'Books'Winlef Clothes •Pesk'Computef'Ruq'Chair'Lamp'Pnntef

•Safe
• Insured

Why drag your belongings
horr^ every Summer? /'"pITn

Convenient ^,,, '^^ (WPan;

•Great Prices VVVS-Stoft )
^""^

• Guaranteed ^ ^

Call for estimates and information 253"224-7
Pick-up and delivery to your door.

We store your belongings for the summer.
At the end of the summer, call with your

new address to have your belongings returned.
Two box sizes (23 5-«19 SM/ 5' or ITxl 11(1 5") & tape delivered.

RefriQefator'Bike'Mattress'Notebooks'Shelves'SpeaKers'Dishware'Btke

RUSHn
The

Collegian
113 Campus

Center

545-3500

Rkh's Confinues With Great Prkea

Tie Die T-Shirts

$6.99

Umbro Shorts

$16.99

RICH'S ARMY/NAVY
& CASUAL CLOTHES
24 Center St., Northampton

586-0275
Next to the Iron Horsa)

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West Street
South Amherst

SQHQF

KiC
One of llip arca'.<i

largr^t sclrrtion.t

oriiii|K)rlr<l,

In(ir|>cndant

/I Domestic Records,
Ca5»etlr«

and Compart Discs

586 5726
213 MAIN ST

o«p^
Tens of Tliousamls

of Used,
Cut outs

& CoUerUble
Records
and

Cassettes

586 1707
21 STATE ST

NORTHAMPTON

Bound trips from BOSTON

LONDON $398
FAKIS $478
BANGKOK $889
Rcxnd trips from NEWVOftK

SAN JOSE CK. $450
CANCUN $310

Taxes and surcfwges no( included
Fares subject to cfangt

79 So. Pteasant St. Amherst
IW-IMI

April Spring Food Sale
From liAM -Close

Lg. Cheese Slice

ly^ April an

Lg. Peeperoni Slice
990

$1.25

New Turkey Club Sandwich
w/Chip & Pickles

$2.25

Mainline
Speedy Burger, Sm. Fries

& a 12oz. Coke
$1.49 • w/cheese $1.59
Friday Super Special

Lg. Slice of Cheese Pizza... .790
Lg. Slice of Pepperoni Pizza... .990

JEFF LEA
Acoustic Guitar & Song

Playing All Your Favorites

iy» April Z8^^M
From N.Y. City - The Concentrated Energy

ofKoKopop Recording Artist

THE HOUHING GLOniES
and Special Guest

The Diverse Sounds of

LINDA'S ATTIC
FULL BAR

CALVIN AND HOBBES
MOW SUGGESTED TW£
SLOGAK, BtPORE ^U CROSS
LOOtC £K.^ WA."^ ., AND YOJU'

(SET WOME
SAFE EACH CA1.

r^ATs kind] seah, but I
OF CATCW>( / L\<t MY "BE C^REFUL,0^^

BE RO^0K\LL.'"

.
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By BILL WAFTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

I SUPPost THM LENDS
\rSELF MOftt TO ^OUR
PARTICULAR BR^NO OF
ILLUSTRATION

1 HOPE I

HAVE ENOUGH
CADMIUM RED

Todo'^ we dr«ye
By JIM

Wt J^OfpeJ JO

flu-^K couW +aV« K«rt.

Back in his college days, Igor was considered
to be the HBOC.

DOONESBURY

cms FKCm/^MUHEf^- TV,
BOOKS', NBMSmPSXS, PBSON-
ALBXPSHSNOS..

By GARRY TRUDEAU

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"Some people say the glass is halfempty

.

Some say the glass is half full. I say the

glass is too damn big."

^^^^^ — George Carlin

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

PRICE, WUW/^K <pj

?
—

By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED

{TO CoivrraST THE VlC(iNr12'M£ Cf

pes"Tti?w: CArmow. v^e um
PECioEO ID Show Vou ?EKiPj^
SCfNCS of NffTUac IWiKiauiLiTV

[

"TO Socr^i >(0u([ Soul:'

^£f^ ' BoT r ace -r^

heA«. ,-v>e o^*jeM ,

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

TOO NICE.'.'
I

ARIES iMjrrh 21 -AjkiI I9I: A low
reljliooihip regains its lofmef luslef. A
t>u»ine44planhj4Rrejl(KUenlijl Tjkinn
d look lu< k will help you M-e jhtjd (»<•

J lower ot rjrengih lo j (riend m f>ct^

TAURUS(Apri'^0-Mjy20). Ac(e(H
J reward tjracioosly fjol rememJior ihji

inner salisl'aclKMi meMti morv ihjn pob-
Ik reroRnition. Aj rhe warm wealhor
Approaches, yoo will be able lo spend
more lime cxiidoors with iVierxis.

GEMINI (May 2Mune 201: Com-
munifalioo or transportalicm viaf^ are
likely. Allow for delays and clarity yoor
posilioo lo Ihose awaiting word. Show
the deserving you are willing to help
ihem.

CANCeH Dune 21 luly 22): The ke>
lo career progress is showing initiative.

Slop irying to unload your dutit-s onto
others vhoulders. A financial e<<|M-rl

makes hclpiul suggestions

lEO i|uly 2J-Aug 22': Set (wiorilics

and refuse lo let minor interruptions
throw yoo offslride. An older relative is

demanding. CJffer to help uulsicie of
otfire hours. A s(><t lal friendship c ould
lead lo h.i)>()y romanc e.

VlllGOiAug.2 » Sep«.22l;rinancial
iransac lions should go « ell today. Team
effort helps impro\e the l)ottom Imp. ,\

stranger j|)fiears. Romanc e cs in the jir

You can make a hugi' difference m j

loved one's liie

lIBRAiSept 2J-Ocl.22l:Ca«»f and
borne di-mjnck could come inio tno-
flK t ixjw. It yttui feelings confuse you.
try lo go Ijy the fac Is and figurr-s. Stand
ajjjn from a lense situation; tilings will

imfxove h\' nightiall.

SCORWO i(Xt.21Nov.21 1: A new
outl'it will atlrac t acimiring >;lan( «-s. Yoor
asscxiate sees you m a diilefeni light.

diy ligln and s/he Hki-s that i<k>, A« t

coniidenl Nothing will stand in the w ay
oi success It yoo lx-liev« in yoursell

SACITTAKIUS (Nov.22 D<?t 21):

Obers share yrjor need for aitw lioo and
appre< lalion. Thank someorH' who has
dorH- you lavors in the )>asl. Make jnv-nds
lo a loved otk- yoo may have neglc-< Ic-d

while pursuir>g yrjur career.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an.l<»):
Lucky tactors are at w<Kk wJK-re vooi
c areer isc oncerned. Any extra Mlofl yoo
make on the (i»b vsill U- rewarded.
Soox*one in aulhorii> dec idc-s lo Ije-

c onie your mentrH

AQUARIUS i|jn.2l)-rel).l«): CcMid
nc-ws conx's your way in an unusual
nunnvr. Share tly glad iKlings sv iili los i^
ooos. Hard wiwk wins yoo praise and
success. Do iv)l U- a (lusltover for love.

PISCES 1 ret). nMarch 2()i:turlia
l<-ndi'n< y lo overreac t ck ac I on impulse,
rmamial sfxtulalion is nsky aix) ri>

mark e < (jold (>rove elu»ive. When < ool
and < ollc-cted. yoor timing im|Kinfs

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Speedy Burger, Sm. Fries and a
12oz. Coke... .990
w/cheese... $1.09

Bud Natural Pitchers... $3.50
Michelob 12oz. Bottles... $1.25

-DRINK SPECIALS'^
Pizza's and More

CUTTER'S WORLD

l^l.t-CtS Uvin iojS (in

By CUTTER

AMD i: s«^

^^^^\- oJooJt H^af

J^

Hti\, We-kj l'\el-i.

UIMIOIM

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliot

Copy Editor Michelle Robbins

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean
Production Supervisor Jim Ganley

Production Sean Ramsey
Mike Carvalho, Lisa jezowski

LUNCH
Hot Pastrami

Tri-County Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

Curried Chick Peas

Menu
DINNER

Turkey Fillet

Cavatelli Supreme
BASICS DINNER
Turkey Fillet

Roman Rice and Beans

ACROSS
t Jo'^ sister

5 Not Ihis

9 Ctiurr.h part

13 hfOKolulu's

is'ai 1

14 M in.]. dyed
(i >r c

16 Prococi of

Afipalachia

17 1986 British

Operi winner
19 Wnc* into niigs

?0 JFK arrival

21 Stake
22 Wagner heroine
24 Jessica's mate
26 Long time

27 Banal

29 Woorfy Allen

film

34 Earl or Jerome
35 Cuts
36 Place lo fly to

37 1 OS Anqples
tenin

38 Orchestra

sec I ion

39 Forrl lolo

40 Acl'nss Haqon
41 ThP Wreck of

the Mary
4? Move

mijsicaK Alice

anrl oihpf.;

43 Sp.iiiisli

scarves

45 Dodge
46 Delia's creator

4 7 Zwei follower

48 Islaml near

Sumatra
51 Poet leasdale
53 New Zealand

parrot

56 Incursion

57 Miller >,

salesn'ai

60 'Vissi (I

" rosea ; na
61 Oslo toast

62 Conde or

Thomas
63 Nicholas II was

the last

64 CountiTi )ij|

word
65 Small tjills

DOWN
1 Peaty places
2 Corn holders

3 Late Show dim
4 Word after bear
5 Popular entree

6 Moss or Loren?
7 "Don't throw
bouquets — "

8 Pedro's aunt
9 Confront boldly

10 Pocket billiards

1

1

Pronounced
12 Fashion

magazine
1 5 Chess pieces
18 Tom. Dick and

Harry

?3 Red and Dead
25 Native

Americans ot

pu?;le lame
26 Christmas

cookio
flavor iriqs

?/ (iuitar sound
28 Gaucho s ropo
?9 Mental

condition

30 Soprano Lucine
3' Quarterback

of note

32 Languisf>ed

33 Lasso loop

38 Fire starting aid

39 Feed the IRA
4 1 Desperate
42 Not

domeslicaled
44 Soft

47 In a straight-

faced manner
48 Josephine

Teys "—
Farrnr"

49 Sculler s

implements
50 Julie Wallers

role

51 Kind of gin

52 Alda or Arkm
54 Facility

55 Picnic

nuisarK:es

58 Mamie's
man

59 Lennon's
lady

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
IAItlHl$H»

lilt

4729/93

The opinions c^prc'ssct] on tins p.ii;c .iro those ot ihc cartoonists antj do not necessarily rf>flect ihc views of the Culk^ian or the University •)iWJ I.M A.irtrt TIam Sy«4k.i«

U M 51

M

U

H

4/M/93
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TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

One Way Roundtrip

LONDON
$209 $389

PARIS
$225 $450

MOSCOW/
ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690

GREECE/LARNACA
$359 $718

TOKYO $789
BANGKOK $889

COLLEGIAN

Crew club heads to New Englands
with women's squads on a roll

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allow changes.

Fares from over 75 U.S. cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin

America and Australia.

Eurailpasses Available.

Cutloms Immifinuon i dfpanure axn ipply

FiPts iubiect lo cfun(t« without noun

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison Ave . NY NY 10173

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

By HARRY HOROWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

Once again, this weekend, the Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts crew club proved
itself a force to be reckoned with as it

claimed victory over Williams and Ithaca
Colleges in Pittsfield. Mass. With im-
pressive showings from all squads, UMas.s
crew will be the team to watch next week
at the New England Championships.

The comeback of the week goes to the
varsity heavyweight men, who bounced
back after being defeated by Coast Guard
Academy last week to beat Williams by
eight seconds. The varsity lightweight boat
didn't fare as well, as it was beaten by both
Ithaca and Williams, after leading the
race for the first half

The UMass women's squads are
undefeated and have proven to be the
most successful this season. The varsity
andjunior varsity women rowed to victory
yet again, and are highly ranked in next
week's competition. They both managed
to win by over eight seconds, which is

above the normal average in crew com-
petition.

For the second straight season, the
coach ofthe novice women, Mary Lockyer,
produced a winning team. Lockyer's team
last year captured a gold at the New En-
gland Championships.

At the rate the boat is going now,
Lockyer said she is confident that her
team will make her proud next week. Last
week, the first novice eight swept Coast
Guard, proving its dominance was no fluke,

according to Lockyer.

"The novice are happy to end their

season on a winning note." Lockyer said.

They are looking forward to the New
Englands."

Under the leadership of John Jones,
the novice men finally came into their own
on Saturday by beating both Williams and
Ithaca in heavyweight and lightweight
races. Jones has been successful in creating
a winning team out ofwhat was once very
raw talent.

With little funding from the Univer-
sity, UMass crew has beaten the odds and
come out winners. The team will competing
at the New Englands next week in

Worcester, and the members said they
hope when the smoke rises, they'll be
wearing the gold.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
545-3500

Everybody reads us.

you won't gel duroed inr these deals.
|tv^*„- ..iM^- lllfKil \|ir*f){;

>i

Open 7
days a -weeK
7ain • lopm

\K> Vk'.' 0> wlhuKtr.n \T\>llKiiiiCh \ii»tii ii

• »nT«r«»rt<r"t«iihi nr« ST!MliMn;«
\iiliih.i»k TJIin Xt.'MN lllrmcv'Kii imnii-wi

• IrrmmlrrlBfmlMiHi^ippratiiliii I'Mi

itiiiiin l«l> til lluwl.iiwh.inii^

•rt<T IMrIM HMrfilW
• IrrraMIWftti I {iiriiiM •{ i>fuii\n

lr.>ll.4iiLilll Imil.fiHt

RilMi ifii Rill- nc < ti« • .mt .1 (I'll IT* <li-jl >'i i nil hi< n t Itumki zazs
"l..r ..|»i*t-lH ^ ««4 •*« tl fMb NMM4a LW

Applications now being accqited at

Lincoln Real Estate

25 North Pleasant Street

253-7879

SOUTH TOWIUE
COMMOIUS LAUIUDROMAT
479 West St., South Amherst

aiviii^iifjiiimi.miimiwTTrF;
VnUEYMOTORSPOR1\

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

216 N. King Si. i^HOlWDA
Ncxthampjon. MA 01060 (JtMnerkk- unlh us.

584-7303

VISA.

14.9%!

NCUA
NilKinal (icdit Uuhni AitiiiuiisUjtioii

New Management
SOLJTHPOINT APART>11:NTS

& TOWNHOUSES
ONE MONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^I3<30
2 Bdrm from ^-0^130
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^.^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

I Call 1-413-253-4055

A.P.R.
(Annual Percentage Rate)

NOW andfor a limited time we are WAIVING thefirstyear
$15.00 ANNUAL FEE on NEW VISA accounts ifyou:

1) transfer a debtfrom another card,

2) open a checking account or IRA with us,

or get an A TM card, or buy a CDfrom us, or

3) are approvedfor another loan with us.

Low Rate - Local Service - Member Owned
Interest Returned to Members as Dividends
Your Credit Union does morefor YOU!

Please stop in or call the loan department
(549-4722) for more information.

AS
Thank you Ur your Palronag»^'^^^'i3

Tho Kruptzmk fmmlly :^*fc ^r»n„/^
--4'f«a/;,r;

^ easonSiMHn
Rfe. 9 • Hadley • 584-81 74 fllTf//B»»wn Burgvr King & Dunkin Donol*^///'

DISCOUNT LIQUORS » BEER * WINE* KEGS
COORSGOLD&

COORS GOLD EXTRA
24 bar bott. $ 10•*

«d«p

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

Your Credit Union

U-Mass/Five College Federal
Credit Union

24 bat bott

PABST

« d*p.

ROLLING ROCK
24 bar $1«199
bottles liC Tdep

24-12ot com

BUSCH & LT.

$Q99
^^ »d«p

* • •
BUD DRY 24 bo, bolt

$|Q99
• dep.

M.G.D. &M.G.D. LT
I2pli boll. SJt^p

^M 4dep

6 Universii^' Dhive

Amherst, MA.ssA(mi.sETT.s 01002
E.i>bii.kedi«i7 Telephone (413) 549-7400; Loan (413) 549-4722

MA WATS (800) 852-5886; Facsimhe (413) 549-6766

^J«//.5^rv,c. ^o/./or-/>ro/7/ Financial InsliMion serving the employees and ,he,r famii.es of Amhers,. Ham,nhire Mount

Clarke School Jor the Deaf. Katser Hermanente in Frankhn and Hampshire Counties, the United Suurs Department of th.Intenor Hsh and W.dkfe Ser.ire. Hadley Office, and persons .ork,n, on the campuses of the l-n. cl.e^jorothrremployers. ( red,, uni,ms are ovMU-d In and n/,rn,lrd/or ihr m, mh.-rs ofthe rredil union

AMERICAN
24 l2or cans $V29

THURSDAY 4/29
'ABBLS*

M.G.D.
M.G.D. LT.

LITE

$0099
«d»p.38

MATADOR TEQUILA
$599

1 01

• clep

FRIDAY 4/30
'/iBBLSAA

COORS GOLD
COORS LT.

$3399
dep.

M/D 20-20
ALWAYS ^ B 99

KNICKERBOCKER
l4oz. baibott. cs $0"W "dep

SERVING THE AREA
FOR OVER 30 YEARS.

AND

7 so ml

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
1«o2 borbolt cs. S^99*d»p

SATURDAY 5/1
</>BBLS*AA

^ ,
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU 5/5/93

Not responsible for typographical errors

MOflKCJI^ito

f

Save a tree.

i Recycle this

Collegian.

COLLEGIAN
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continued from page 16
'

' •

winner of the Detroit/Toronto series

.

Toronto leads Detroit 3-2. This is the marouee sp-nes of the playoffs. Detroit took games one and"wotcommanding fashion, but Toronto stormed back for vie

^hTiCu^r^ '^:^' '"°"'' ^"^ ^^^^- ^^th the folding ofthe Blackhawks the winner of this series will make astrong run for the Campbell conference titleamythe Division

Vancouver leads Winnipeg 3-2. The Pavel BurP
versus T^mu Selanne battle looks like it will go to theRussian Rocket. The Canucks have played superblyanchored by the stellar goal tending ofKrkMcS^";'
Canucks appear ready to wrap this one up to move on toplay the winner of the Kings and Flames

h.cb '^?Pt^*^*^^^*^*'^ 3-2. Goalie RobbStauberhas kept the Kings alive through the scoring drought ofGretzky and Robataille. The big guns found their scor^^

The Massachusetts OaHy Col^eg^^^^^^ . u.Versity of ^.s^cU^^e^^JZ;;;^New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds

touches in game five as the Kings overwhelmed Calgaiy
y-4. Ihe Kings hope to earn a trip to play the winner of
Vancouver and Winnipeg.

Call it the year ofthe overtime. Thirteen games have
already gone to sudden death. The record is 16 ( 1982)
and the first round isn't even completed. The Islanders
and Sabres will need to see this one broken in order to
survive.

Matt Vautour is a Collegian columnist.

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT

ACTIVITIES

L«ofcin9 for som* lauglit in ttw bed
room? Ttien come see BEOnoOM
FARCE by Alan Ayckbourn. presented
by tt>e UlWass Ttieatre Guild In ttie SUB
Apf il 28. 29 and 30 at 8pm Tickets ©TIX
Unlimiied

ETC.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

••d and Braatifast
Downtown Amherst Ideal lor visiting
parents and friends 549 0733

Etipcrlancing harassment or intiirt
daiion 7 For information about your right
t and options Call PAIR h
(Peer Assistance information and Re
lerral Hotlinel at M5 1272 from 5 pm to
9 pm Sunday through Thursday.

Having problama wttti your roorrtale?
Contact OCHO. «28 Student Union or
call us at 545 0865. We can helpi

Looliing for a place to live off cam
pus' Questions about your commuter
living situation' Subletting in (Vlay?
Come to OCHO. 428 Student Union
545 0865

" 19« l«ft out in the cotd this fall I

Get your apt now Sunny 3rd floor aptm Brandywine Furniture inc. on bus
route, gas/heat irK.

Take over/sublet in June
549 7919

•>•«*»• »n housa. need 2 people tl 75
mo/person 2S3-07S1

Spanish Speakara
Earn$S$
Need fluent Spanish Speakers (Non
native* for psychology readings
Should have taken Spanish 320 or
above Call Jovene 545 0693/546 5471

»''in S2S design a T shirt for UMass
Crew. Submit to Mailbox #97 SAO ind.
name and phone » deadline 5/10

For Rant
5 rm furnished Cape
Lake Aracadia B'town
5 tenants

ph 323 6202

For Rant ~ ~
2 Bdrm
Colonial Villaga

Cl>eap'

253 3403

S Bedroom Howaa. 7 full baths!
washer dryer and furniture available
Beautiful yard w/deck and volleyball
Starting June 1. 549 0920

"•o™ *or rant for summer with fall

option Cheap Northampton
586 6830 Glenn

629 Main St. 2 bdrm fireplace take
over our lease June 1 Gfeal spot 253
9206

Sublet w/Fall Option
2 t>edroom
Brandywine Apt.

3rd floor

new everythirig

5493872

If MTN Mka (or sale'
Used only 4 montfis
Moving and can't take tjike

S200 inc Krypio Lock
Call 549^6195

PHISH TICKETS: One pair for S/8 at
UNH best offer Lisa 546-2902

12" Conga Drum
~

Great condition $150 or bo
Howard 54^3881

Want A Bar?
~ ~~

Hardwood, sturdy, slatefront. 9.5 ft long
built lor a restaurant storage space keg
room. Must See. 549 8142

FOUND

MANNEQUIN HANDS
tWe're glad you came, we were pretty
drunk, good music and all. but plaaaa
we need our Mannequin's hands back.
She doesn't belong to us and they are
expensive and alnK)St impossible to
replace Do the right thing and drop
them off at the Collegian Offices so that
we can have fond, blurry memories too
The Sunderland Party Crow

ARTHAS VINEYARD

SERVICES

FoundlFoundlFouodl
One pair of glasses
Lor>ely, sad and confused
Left heartlessly outside
Tfie Grad Tower near bus slop
If you'd like to reclaim
These homeless specs
Call 54& 1029
Ask for Matt

Bluffs - Looking lor 5 6 fun
people 10 share large house Minutes
from the beach and town. Call Dana
253 3406 or Chris 549 0129

MUSICIANS

Bass Player Wanted to complete a
blues band. Act Fait. Call Oerek at 549
2914

AUTO FOR SALE

Honda Civic 1989
Hatch Back. Standard shift.

Stereo AM.fM Tape
63000 Miles, excellent condition
5000 Call Constantine 508 753 7387

1983 Volvo 240Ot Great shape runs
strong 4spdw/overdrive--blue$1400
Lv Msg 549 2932

^•S* Dodge Omni runs w«U needs a
clutch S200/bo 256 0318

1985 Renault Alllanca
"

Recent work, good car
750 or bo call 665 7174

Take Our
3 BR, 1 1/2 bath
Huge den, w/furniture
Call 549 3523

HEALTH

Condoms by maU discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover MA 01810

PROTHCT YOURSELF from
HIV/AIDS

Join New England Responsible
Dating

1 800232 6373

ONE BEDROOM APT.I

WcJc up our laaaa in June' All new
appliances On Bus route. Within walk
ing distance of Dairy Maa and Package
Store" Lots of windows Forsythia tree
outside bedroom window < Come see it

'

Call Shelly and Lisa for more informs
tion! 549-6167 390 Puffton Villaga

PERSONALS

Hannonica Player
546 0880

Have you bean ripped off by a retailer?
Contact The Legal Services Center re
garding your rights as a consumer
922 Campus Center 545 1996

Pregnant? Naad He^?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carnage Shops 549 1906

H«»ume Preparation assistancawith
complete resume development Keith
Anderson PhD 582 4037

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253-7524

STORAGE SERVICE

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
We store will deliver boxes, store lor the
summer, and return in AugusL'Sep
lemt)er to your new address All from
your door. Insured, easy, safe, great
prices. Call for information 253-2247

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Sloraga - Professional pick
up and delivery, insurance, boxes m
eluded Call now to reserve your space
Collegiate Storage Service
413 585 5999

1985 Ford Escort S699/bo
67000m needs clutch soon
runs great call 256 6347

Triumph. TR7, convertible, 1980
47,000 original miles, never used in
winter, fabulous condition S4000.
Firm 549 4510

CAPE COD
Cape Cod - Dennis
Great location right off Rt 28 on Bass
River. Need 2 more roomatesiii (Male
or female) Want to have an awesome
summer'i Call Carrie 549 6277 ASAP
(leave message)

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5 99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
649-6098

Take Over our 2 bdrm leata In
Colonial Village. Cheap 253 2477

Take Over our lease
Brandywir>e Apts
Starts June 1st

Call John 549 8192

Take over our lease June 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549 5224

"•••••over loasa. Clean 2 bedroom $565
549 1482

Take over our lease starting June 1st
2 BR Brandywine apt. 549 7867

The Bast 3 bedroom Townhouse!
1 mm to bus. newly renovated, 1 1/2
baths, must see! Call 549 4445 or 549
2947 lease starts Jjjne 1 HURRYI
3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/monlh
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard
253 0876

FORRENT

Amharst Canter - Finest selection of
1. 2, 8i 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate
25 N^. Pleasant St 253 7879

Amiiarst, 5 bedroom house, 2 full

baths, newcarpeting, on busline. $1300/
mo^, (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Beautiful Amharst Canter
Apartment for Rent

2 rooms, kitchen, bath
Starts June 1st

Call Dave or Erik

253 0937

3 bedroom townhouaa
800'month, on bus route.
Available June 1

Call 549 4663

3 Bedroom Main St. Apt. washer/
dryer/dishwasher on bus route call 256-
3470

2 Bedroom Apartmant in Amherst
Center across from the bars 500/month
Util^Call^256 1763

12) 3 badroom apartments in houses;
convenient location $600/mo includes
hot water /Farmhouse close to UMass,
Puffers Pond $690/mo 586 0746

Uptown Apartment 3 Badroom
Available 6/1

Call 549 5882

HELP WANTED
ALASICA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries Earn $600. week in can
nenes or $40O0./month on fishing
boats Free transportation' Room &
Board! Male or Female For employ
ment program call 1 206 545 4155 ext
A6001

Graduate Deans Office seeks stu
dent to be assistant coordinator lor
Distinguished Teaching Awards Pro
gram. Pays $6 7.50/hour, depending on
experience. Work 10 12 hours/week.
Office experience is helpful. Resume
deadline is May 12th Please contact
Niger Kman or Marty Martin at 514
Goodell 545 5270

International Empleymant Make
$2000 . per month teaching basic con
versational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits No previous train-
ing or teaching certificate required. For
program cam 206 632 1146ext. J5001

Landscape/Horticulture
Quality Oriented Weston based co
looking for full or part time people
Equal opportunity employer except

for losers or wimps
7.50 Hr. and up

Roger617 894 1331

Have I ever told you that I loved you? I

do. Always.
In case you forgot your lines
You: No You: Still?

Elephant Shoes!

J^

Changeling •

I'm melting - a lot!

- Ice Princess

Congratulations Wendy Nims, Dan
Chgnon, Melissa Lichier on winning
Alpha Epsilon Phi's raffle!

Orag Larocca
I have something of yours

FOR SALE

Are you moving offcampus next year?
Six seniors graduating with bedroom
furniture, washer and dryer, barbecue
and other necessities. Reasonable
priras. Call Adam or Jon at 549-4914

Baur Rollerbladas women's size 8
Excellent cond. Erin 253 4207 Leave
message

CANNOfVOALE MT. BIKE
Brand new 18" $450 or BO

Call 256 8069

Postal Jobs Available! Many posi
lions. Great tienefils Call 1 800 436
4365 Ext. p 3306

Summer fobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi
lions to renew the Clean Water Act,
promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and D.C., campus intrwvs: 4/14
and 4/15. Call Jamietoll free: 1-S00-75-
EARTH
Truck Drivers Wanted for part time
summerwork. lOdaysmid Juneand 10
days mid August. $1 IIVDay . Must have
standard, willing to work long hours,
and have driving experience with trucks
of at least 18 feet Call 508 653 7422.

$200 Daily mailing circulars for ma
|or Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad-
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , PO Box
4203. Bryan, TX 77805

Look for me at the URI game
I'll be wearing it.

Hay Karen -
~

Happy Anniversary
And I hope you now
Know why I couldn't show
You that "Reminder.-
Forgive me? Hope so.

Love
Your Secret

Admirer

Ramona.
Good luck at Nationals in Ohio this
weekend. I know you'll do well.
Remember back straight, elbows in,

and smile I'll miss you.

Love ya,

Mikey

Sigma Phi Epsilon and Alpha Tau
Gamma get psyched for Greek Week
The sisters of Alpha Epsilon Phi.

Whitney Happy Anniversary do you
want to check our compatibility? HB

ROOMMATES WANTED
Amherst Single in 2 bedroom apt!non-
smoking female at bus stop partly fur
nished $285 inclusive 9/1 256 0832

Cheap!! Fully Furnished!!
1 or 2 roomates needed for 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt. Free heal and water.
Grea[ furniture. Call 253 0441

Fantastic Wast Hatfield Apartment
$260< Call for more info. 247-5031

Looking for 2 roomatas
to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area
for the summer
Call Julie 549 8219

SUMMER SUBLET

Amharst Center furnished apartment
two large bedrooms 256 0452

Amharst SIngIa in 2 txlrm apt. fur
nished mam room and kitchen free cable
no smokers at bus walk to town. $230
inclusive 256 0832

Amharst Summer Sublet
1 BR in 2 BR apt

Room enough for 2 on busline
Price negotiable 256 6258

Beautiful Sunny Sunderland
3 Bedroom Apartment ' Bus stop at front
door. Clean spacious and private Next
to Post Office 5 minute walk to Con
neclicut River and Mount Sugarloaf
Leave Message 665 2542

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close lo all the amenities, on
bus route. Call now 546 0345

Best apartment ever!
Amherst Center, 2 bedroom, unique
sunny 1 minute to town
Fall option call 753 9656

Bast Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt. 1 Best price you'll
find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv
ing room, front porch (great for the
summer' iCallRachael home 546 3755

BRANDYWINE
Sublet our beautilul, lurmshed, top
floor. Brand New, one bedroom
apartment with option to lake over

September lease. One or two mature,
responsible individuals desired.

Summer rent negotiable. 649 1953

Brown House
Brown House
Brown House
Behind VanMeier
Space Avail. Cheap
546 1359, 546 3369

Large room In Amherst House
Washer/dryer, large porch, parking
spacious kitchen, etc. $175 montfi
available 5/23 John 253 3876

Minutas from Campus and town
Call Shelley 546 2439

Near PuHars Pond 2 bedroom in
house. Conservation land scenic back
yard available June Isl 549 8752

' badroom mostly furnist>ed apart-
ment yard, near hikin9,river 10 min
utes to UMass start May 1 or after finals
$257 665 3615

Phillips St. 2 singles 160 per/room
1 double 130 per person call Jay 54*
4123

SIngIa room in downtown Amherst
house June 1 Sept 1 250/mo includes
oil utilities call ASAP 546 6315

Spacious 4 bdrms in 6 bdrm house
close to uptown and bus route 546
2158

Sublet. Amharst $200/mo
Michelle 256 0750

Sublet our 2 bedroom Brandywine
Apt 253 5763

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom m Puffton
Village

549 7472

Summer Sublet/Fall Option beautiful,
clean 2 bedroom 2 bathroom apt avail
able May 30 Rent Negotiable
Call 256 1341

Take over our lease or sublet Puffton
Village Apis Call 549 6861
1 bedroom apt

Take oyt our 2 bdrm lease in Puffton.
New Carpet, freshi y painted with middle
closet moved Starts June 1 st Option to
buy restaurant style bar
Call 549 8142

3 Bedroom, sunny, hartlwood floors.
in town, partially furnished, minutes
walk to campus, summer discount w/
fall option 256 0273

3 spaces in Alpine Convnons on bus
route 200/month inci utilities

Newly remedied
Call 6 4421

Three Badroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard
253 0876

2 Bedroom Apartment in
Mill Valley Estates
On bus route, laundry room in complex
Call 256 6766

2 Females Wanted
Brand new apt on Main St
Only 150 - utilities

Call now 253 9267

Uptown Summer Sublet
Huge double room available
Low rem. We pay utilities

Fully furnished Apartment
Call Today! 263 2369

LEASE THIS OR DIE
Cannondala Roadbike
18" Aluminum frame
NEED MONEY FAST
$125
Adam 546^6282

Big 4 badroom house
Oil heat, CHEAP'
On bus route, Amherst
Call Soon 256-1270

BRANDYWINE
Take over our lease/Sublet June

2 tiedroom, 3rd floor, heat/hot water
incl. 549-6027

Cape Cod - Group rentals in all areas
for summer season. Reasonably priced!
Honey Sperco Broker 394 2857 days
398 9367 evenings

Epson IJ(80 Printer Excellent condi
tion $50.00 Call 585 0127 Patricia

JVC SW-7 Speakers. Great shape and
sound. $200 or bo Minolta 5000Lcamera
w/200 m lens and 3500 flash. Nice $750
or bo. Call FMI 546 6762

Must Sell

Bar and 2 stools

$76 or bo
256 3041

Mountain Bike. Giani Sedona; 19inch;

good condition; $200.00

(subject to negotiation)

562 2492

Summer Sublet -
A great 4 tiedroom house, big enough
for 6 people. 2 baths, GREAT BACK
YARD! (It's really big)

Located on bus route on Main Street.
GREAT PRICE - Low utilities!!

Call Adam at 253 2922

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All
natural. Doctor recommended 100%
guaranteeed. 253 3816

LOST

lost Gold Chain behind campus pond
Call Donald 546 2639

One Female Roomata needed to share
large bedroom in Puffton \/illage apt.
$196/mocall Heather or Marie 549 4442

One Male Roomate needed
To share a 2 bedroom apartment in Mill
Valley Estates. With 3 other males $220
including heat and hot water.
Contact Mark at 256 6766

1 Roomate Wanted: Singleon
N. Pleasant St. $200 heat . hot water
incl. Call Chris 6 6864

Responsible female to share two
bedroom apt. m N. Amherst. Near Puff
ers, wash/dry, yard, serene setting stan
June 1 or Sept. 1 549 1210

2 Female Nonsmkrs for lg. room $1 75/
mo. 10 mins to campus Sept. 1 Donna
549^4732

2 Roomatas Naadad - Puffton Village
Apt. $170/mo Call Mike 549 9900

Cheap!! Fully Furnished!!
Summer sublet in Brandywine
available starting June 1

Call 253 0441

Cheapest Summer Sublet in Am
hersi single room m Puffton, call Marc
at 549 1244. Old I mention it wascheap?
Duplex in W. Yarmouth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

Micah 256 1375

4 Spaces Available in 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt partially furnished
$175 each 549 7975

June-August Spacious Townhouse
1/2 mile from campus
On Bus line

Call 6 0055

Have two need two for Brandywine
Apartment June August. Roompartially
furnished. Call Jen or Sue 549 8248
Hugo 2 BDR Townhouaa
Partially furnished
Big yard/on bus line

Great for 2 4

Only 450/mo
Call 549 6662 or 545 1937 (Joel)

KILLER SUBLET If you don't call me
you'll die Colonial Village — 1 bdrm.
available in 2 bdrm. apartment (fur-
nished). I'm a harmless roommate.
Smack on bus route, 10 min tocampus.
5 to town, quiet, clean, nice si^e Fall
option Rent negotiable Call beforethis
beauty slips quietly away. Brooke or
Tami 253 5831. (Brooke also cooks I

TRAVEL

Colorado
Looking for 1 2 people
To share driving • expenses
Amherst lo Boulder Area
Leaving May 21st
Call 253 0632 ask for Kristen or
Lesley

Mexico-US-Canada
Recent Grad with molorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where' Rea
sonably priced Eric (607)723 1403

TYPING/WORD PROC.-s

SaMy, fast accurate typing w/
spellcheck and a smile. $1.50/pg call
Greg 6 6397

UPTOWN APARTMENT

2 roomates wanted for uptown apt
Cheap rem 253 3406

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for three bedroom apt in
Puffton. Desperate! Please call 546 3685

NEED CASH?
Make $75 just by letting us take over
your three tiedroom Puffton Apartment
lease Call 549 7287 and ask for Sleph
Julie or Lisa

Small professional family desires
sabbatical/temporary house Excellent
TLC and references. 6/1 256 0036

WORK STUDY JOBS

Peer housing counselors are needed
to start in Septemt)er. Apply at OCHO,
428 Student Union, 545 0865
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Sports
Millon scores seven as Gorillas romp
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse attacker
Mark Millon enjoyed his third se\en-goal game ofthe 1993
season, propellmg the Gorillas to a 17-7 romp over Boston
College yesterday afternoon at Richard F. Garber Field.

Millon. who also notched seven goals against New
Hampshire and Yale, collected six in the first half, then
added a goal and an assist in the second as the Gorillas
pulled away from the overmatched Eagles. UMass
outscored BC 6-2 in the second quarter and 5- 1 in the third,
ensunngan eight-game win streak coming into Saturday's
collision on the Hill with fourth-ranked Svracuse.

"If Mark Millon isn't (United States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association

1 player oftheyear there's something
wTong," said UMass coach Ted Garber.

Millon was by no means the only stor>- for the Gorillas,
who broke from recent form by not spotting BC a lead.
Mike Valente assisted four scores and Wes Depp and Bill

Edell added hat tncks for the Gorillas, who made BC
goalies Victor lanno (18 saves > and Keith Lillis (9) feel
like they were on the wrong end of a game oWuck Hunt.
The Gorillas put 44 of 53 shots on net.

Head Gorilla Ted Garber was pleased that Valente
and Edell both figured in on the scoring for UMass.

"Its great that Billy Edell scored three for us today,"
Garber said. "And Mike Valente is a big part ofthis team.
At first he was hot. then he went down and John Cavalerio
got hot. Now Mikes back — they're a good duo out there
for us."

In a break from what has become a familiar pattern of
slow starts the last two weeks, the Gorillas scored early
and often, with Millon setting the tone by scoring a hat
trick in the first quarter. Boston College could not stop
UMass in its set offense or its fast-break attack, giving up
wide-open, easy scores. BC countered with a slow-down
offense and physical defensive play, but to no avail.

Millon. who leads the nation in goals and points per
game, then scored three consecutive goals in the second
quarter — two assisted by Valente and one from Buddy
Hoffman ( 1 goal. 1 assist), capping a 6-2 second quarter
that put UMass up 11-4 and effectively ended the game.

On the other side of the field, the BC offense could not
solve the solid play ofthe Gorilla close defense. The Eagles

The UMass men's lacrosse team faces off against Boston College yesterday on the Richard F^crrSTReS^defea^rthe
overmatched Eagles 17-7. The Gorillas, on an eight game winning streak, will play against the Syracuse Orangemen this

only scored offUMass defensive lapses, and when they did
get off quahty shots UMass goaltenders Tom LoPresti (7
saves, 4 goals ). Rip Correnti ( 5 saves ) and Morgan Stanford
( 1 save) were up to the challenge. LoPresti played the first

half and Correnti and Stanford split the second.
The Gorillas left no doubt about the eventual outcome

in the third quarter, outscoring BC 5-1. Edell and Depp
found the back of the net twice, completing their hat
tricks and allowing Garber to play his bench most of the
third and all of the fourth.

But the story of the game was Millon. who continued
his assault on the UMass record books. Millon's eight
points gave him 199 for his career, placing him fourth on
the all-time points list ahead of Lee Vosburgh. Millon
also established a personal career high for points in a

season, breaking last year's record of 46.
"The individual things don't mean much to me," Millon

said. "I wasn't thinking about getting the eighth goal
(Millon has scored seven four times, but never eight). It

would've been nice."

Garber was pleased that the Gorillas came out fired up
for Boston College, a team who has never beaten UMass
in 20 tries. For example, UMass won 53 ground balls to
BC's 39. But Garber also added that motivation shouldn't
be a factor for his team.

"At this level the players have the responsibility to get
themselves fired up to play," Garber said. "The great
players get themselves ready to play."

For Boston College, who dropped to 7-6. Bill Oehmler
and Laurens Goff both scored twice.

Softball sweeps PC, prepares for Hartford

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Sophomore Kelly Daut, the Atlantic 10 pitcher of the week.

By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

If Providence College had any grand delusions of
beating the University of Massachusetts softball team
yesterday, the Minutewomen wasted little time in showing
their hosts how wrong they were.

UMass (18-15 overall, 9-1 in the Atlantic 10) scored
five runs in the top ofthe first inninginGame 1 and seven
runs in the first in the nightcap, and rode these outbursts
to a 8-0. 8-2 sweep of the Lady Friars.

"We played really well." said UMass head coach Elaine
Sortino. "Our pitchers gave us strong performances, our
defense was soUd, and we hit the ball well."

The pitching was highlighted by sophomore Kelly
Daut's two-hit shutout in the first game. Daut. who

Overtime dominates NHL playoffs

proved that her A- 10 Pitcher of the Week award was no
fluke, improved her record to 9-8 for the season by
walkingjust one and striking out three in seven innings
of work.

Daut was given all the runs she would need in the first

as the Minutewomen took advantage of three PC errors
to stake Daut to a five run lead. Senior third baseman
Laurie Dondarski went 2-for-3 with three runs batted in
to pace the torrid UMass offense.

Senior left fielder Stacey Nichols and catcher Sherri
Kuchinskas also had multiple hit games as UMass
pounded out 12 hits.

Game 2 was deja vu all over again as theMinutewomen
wasted little time in attacking Lady Friar pitching. UMass
banged outeight hits in the seven-run first-inningbarrage.

Turn to SOFTBALL, poge 1

1'

CKS

Sweeps. Sudden Death, and Ray Ferraro. Little has
gone according to the script or ended in regulation in the
NHL's first round.

Patrick Division
Islanders lead Washington 3-2. When they get past

regulation, the Islanders are unbeatable, and the biggest
hero in the extra period has been Ray "Sudden Death"
Ferraro.

Ferraro leads the
NHL with eight goals so

far in the post season, but
his real claim to fame has
been in the extra periods.

All three of the Islanders
wins have come on over-

time goals, and all three
of those goals have had

Ferraro's signature on it.

When Brian Mullen scored the winner in game two, it

came off of a Ray Ferraro pass. Ferraro scored the
winners himself in games three and four. Even in the
losing effort ofgame five, Ferraro managed to score four
more. If the Islanders advance deep into the playoffs
(unlikely if they make it to Pittsburgh), Ray Ferraro
could walk off with the Conn Smythe Trophy (playoff
MVP).

This year's Isles-Caps match-up has convinced me
that no matter what their records are. these two teams
should be paired offin the first round ofthe playoffs every
year. No other series provides as much excitement.

Pittsburgh eliminates New Jersey 4-1. Chris
Terreri figured out a way to stop Pittsburgh in game four,

but it proved to be too little, too late.

The Penguins, except for a temporary let down in
game four dominated this series. The high powered
offense and steady play ofTom Barrasso was toomuch for
the Devils. The Penguins will take on the winner of the
Islanders/Capitals series.

Adams Division
Buffalo sweeps Boston 4-0. Another team that has

been loving OT is the Buffalo Sabres. Three of their four
wins in the first round came in sudden death.

The Sabres finally broke their pattern of folding in
April, and are peaking at the right time. Their once
questionable defense completely shut down the Bruins,
while their vaunted offense found the spark they were
missing at the end of the season.

Maybe the Bruins were thinking prematurely about
Pittsburgh. Anyway. Buffalo meets the winner of the
Montreal/Quebec series.

Montreal leads Quebec 3-2. After dropping the first
two games in Quebec, the Canadians took over. The
turning point came in (you guessed it) overtime in game
three when the Habs beat Ron Hextall for the victory.
The winner will take on Buffalo next week.

Norris Division
St.Louis sweeps Chicago 4-0. Nobody could ever

have predicted this one. The Blues barely even made the
playoffs, and they always choke when they do get there.
Craig Janney hasn't scored a clutch goal since youth
hockey. So with recent history against them, a sweep of
the defending champion Chicago Blackhawks seemed
the furthest thing from reality.

Well, Craig Janney scored unassisted in overtime of
game four to complete the sweep. The Blues will face the

Turn to HOCKEY, page 15

New QB, fans
for new Patriots
TheNew England Patriots select Drew Bledsoe,

quarterback, from Washington State."
When NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue made

his announcement Sunday, football fans all over
New England did something we haven't done since
1986: jumped on the Patriots' bandwagon.

Glen

GOLAND
Not since John Hannah and Craig James pow-

ered the Pats offense has there been this much
excitement in Foxborough. New uniforms, new
coach, new quarterback, new attitude. The Patri-
ots are on the right track, if they continue to
improve over the next few years, they could go from
being the team nobody respected to the team no-
body could stop (i.e. Dallas Cowboys).

The Patriots sold 100 new season tickets on
Sunday injust two hours. Get ready New England,
the Bledsoe Bandwagon is here.

The Patriots got their man in Bledsoe, but the
biggest winners in last weekend's draft were the
Phoemx Cardinals and the J-E-T-S, Jets. This
year s draft was filled with picks, trades, rumors,
and plenty of surprises.

The New York Jets made the trade of the day
Turn to FANS, page 13

WEEKEND
a ca

Straight from D.C. to the S.U.B,, this
^peiia group has come a long way, baby

'The Flirtations. " from left: Cliff Townsend, Jimmy Rutland, Aurelio Font and Jon Arterton

f you missed them at the March
on Washington for Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, and Transgender civil

rights, the Flirtations, an all-gay-
male a capella group, will be
performing this Sunday in the Student
Union Ballroom.

"We love UMass," said member Jon
Arterton. "We always get a wonderful
reception there."

Together for five years, the Flirtations

have captured gay and straight

audiences with their comedy and
passion, singing everything from doo-
wop to Peter Gabriel.

Representing different cross-sections
of the gay population through the
diverse backgrounds of group
members, the Flirtations attract a broad
audience and help to dispel

stereotypes.

One came out when he was 37, one
took his boyfriend to the high school
prom, and one of the current members
has AIDS.

With the recent success of openly
lesbian entertainer Lea DeLaria, and the
recent deluge of media attention being
paid to gay issues, the Flirtations could
potentially break into the mainstream.
But is that one of their goals as

performers? Not necessarily; not if it

. by Ifldanle DeSil^a
Colle^^an Staff

means they would have to alter their
style for heterosexual audiences,
Arterton said.

"It's not a particular goal of ours.
We're not about to adapt what we do
to fit any kind of parameter. But
people have told us that of all the gay
and lesbian performers they've seen,
we have the most potential for crossing
over," he said.

So what is their goal as entertainers?
"If we empower our own people we

will have done plenty. We could play
for 1,000 straight people and sure they
may be influenced somewhat, but if we
sing for 1,000 gay people we will

empower them to feel good about
themselves and take action in our
lives," Arterton said.

As they perform on Sunday, the
Flirtations \n'\\\ unfortunately harmonize
without their highest soprano, Michael
Callen. Battling Karposi's Sarcoma,
Callen graced the stage for the last

time with his four friends at the March
on Washington, stirring the crowd with
a passionate solo.

This is the second time the Flirtations

have had to face the potential death of
a group member from AIDS. Soon after
the release of their first album, group

member T.J. Myers died of AIDS.
"We've been through this before and

it's affecting us in all kinds of complex
ways. To be losing Michael is very
difficult. We're handling his illness in

about as functional a way as possible,"
Arterton said. "In the time that he has
had, he's forged on with his life, and
has taken on all these challenges that
he's always wanted to do."
Currently, Flirtation members are

gathering film footage for a
documentary film about the group
entitled. The Fabulous Flirtations.

"[The documentary] is kind of in flux
right now. Because of Michael's illness

we've been more concerned with just
getting things on tape. We have some
wonderful footage," Arterton said.

Since 1989, the Flirtations. Arterton,
Callen, Myers, Cliff Townsend, Aurelio
Font, and Jimmy Rutland, have produced
two albums. Imaginatively Enough: the
Flirtations and Out on the Road.
The Flirtations will perform on May 2

at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom. Tickets are available in

advance from the Program for Gay
Lesbian Bisexual Concerns for $9 for
students, $12 for non-students. "^

^

the door for
"^

' 1 for students and , ,4
for non-students

m m u* m
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H you are over 18, aedi would like to earn
Full Time IncomeWonoa^ Part Time

SeaBarfetKler

•Doy/EvenifiglWbek
• Local/Notionaf f^«mem
• Limited Openings Remain For
May Ckttses

• Moke Your Mow^lbdoy and Receive
Additional Saving on Tuition Fees

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield
MC/VISA/A£

REKINDLE
YOUR
PASSION
For Indian
Food at

Tbe VmUefg Origitud

INDIA
HOUSE

ON STATE STREET
Where ladism Food is mote

than Curryt
For Ezcellcoc Food and Hospitality

Come to Our Uouac...

45 SUte Street
Noithsunpton, MA 586-6344

(QLL£CTivt (bms
phone 256*6425/fax 253*7475

Dissertation SaleT
5< overnight per copy rate

7< same day per copy rate
On UMass approved Howards Permalife

Women s bhoes. Clothing & Accessories
Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413 253 2563
Open Thursdays til 8 p m

^ -Machln* coOatabto
-Machlna iMdabte

MasterCard & Visa accepted
Sale prices are good through May 31st

Bedroom Farce
explodes with
humor, insight
By SHAW^N MCDONNELL
Collegian Staff

If someone ottier than Alan Ayckbourn had written
Beiiroom Farce, this semester's final Theatre Guild of-

fering, which opened last evening in theStudent Union
Ballroom, it might have been set in a living room, or
kitchen. "But," explains director Benjamin Ware, "the
bedroom is the place people go to break down barriers.

It is where relationships are built."

It is also the place where relationships are placed
under the greatest strain, as we are shown in Ayckbourn's
Tony-nominated comedy.

"On a fundamental level," says Ware, "the play is

about three bedrooms and four couples." Occupying
the bedrooms in Craig Doescher's "suggestive" set are
Delia and Ernest (Nicole Higgins and Benjamin
Courtney) the long-lived elderly couple, Jan and Nick
(Liana Reda and Chad Marshall) the middle-agers, and
newlyweds Kate and Malcolm (Laurie Beland and
Patrick Browne). All are awash in seas of contentment,
as the play opens— until the Nightmare Couple blows
in.

Played by UMass undergraduates Janna Kovolcin
and Raphie Aronwitz, Susannah and Trevor are co-
founders of the Little Marriage That Shouldn't Have
Been: selfish, uncommunicative, bristling with scorn
and contempt. The failings of their marriage seem to
high-light the insecurities of everyone around them.
When their malice breaks up a housewarming, it

Turn to BEDROOM FARCE page four

ACADEMYrMUSIC
NOHTHAMPTON 5S4-X4.<5

Fri. thru Thurs.. Apr. 30 thru May 6
2 Major Films - Separate Admission

3rd fie Final Week - CURTAIM DAILY 7PM
A mother & adopted daughter during the
French colonization of Indochina - 1930

-IIVDOCHINE' SPRAWIS AND EMTHRALIS.
'^tCATHERI.VE DEN'EUVF THE FILM HAS A

II
STAR OF EPIt GLAiMOUR AND GRAVITY "

ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST FILMS"
- Richard Corii**. TIME MAGAZINE

INDOCHINE
A FILM BY REGIS WARGMER -

fpgTjj CATHERINE DE.\EUVE Academy *;^°„

"" J.

"
2nd Major Feature - AT 9:40 DAILY!

A RAVISmnQ ROMAMCEin

fu'k

tK>^

SommersbY
RICHARD GERE
JODIE FOSTER

ArTIIK(;ATF.S()FSMrniCOI.LK(;K

WHATS ORANCE AND FUNNY?

CARROT TOPTHIS SATUROAYr
THE HOTTEST
COMICINTHE
COUNTRY! ,

ONLY
$12.OO
<J3)

comedii
CONNECTION

B^"5^°sme All A<iC$ AIL SHOWS
Onlyafevi ivnuias from the U. Mass Campus!

iCALL 413-593-52^^

Brandywine offers Country
Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated
on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully
equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting

' Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive
management.

Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer
Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot
water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental OITice Open Daily 10-4
L'"^'tgtl Time Offer - 549-0600
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Calendar of events
in the 5 College Area

THURSDAY
LECTURE —"Gays in the Holocaust."

Speaker- Warren Blumenfeld. Free. Info:
545-4824. Campus Center Room 162 4-
5:30 p.m.

READING — Contemporary British
Poetry Reading Series with Jo Shapcott.
The author of Electroplating the Baby and
Phrase Book reads from her work. Free AC
Johnson Chapel 20. 4:30 p.m.
THEATRE— Tell It Like It Is. An evening

of dance, theatre, and performance, di-
rected and choreographed by Wendy
Woodson, Theater and Dance, AC. Free,
but reservations are suggested. Call 542-
2277 weekday afternoons. AC Kirby The-
ater 8 p.m.
CONCERT — The Cleveland Quartet,

one of the premier string quartets in the
country, will perform tonight at Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m. $22, $20, half price
for Five College students, $8 for those 16
and under. Call the FAC Box Office at 545-
25 1 1 for details.

CONCERT— The Magic Triangle Series
concludes its fourth season tonight with a
performance by the Lester Bowie Quintet
at Hampden Theatre. Showtime is 8 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students and $7 for the
general public.

THEATRE — Jay, written and directed

Tell It Like It Is

by Tony Giardina, will be performed to-
night at the MHC Lab Theater at 8 p.m.
Tix: $4, $2 students and senior citizens.
CONCERT — Bim Skala Bim will play

Pearl Street in Northampton tonight at
8:30. Tix: $6 in advance, $7 at the door
Call 584-7771 for details. 18+.
CONCERT — Robert Earl Keen and

Michael Smith will perform at the Iron
Horse in Northampton tonight at 7. Tickets
are $8.50 in advance. Call 584-0610 for
details.

CONCERT— yeP! will play two sets at
the Northstar Bar in Northampton. Call
549-3832 for more information. 21+.

Lester Bowie

FRIDAY
LECTURE — Lesbian Bisexual Gay

Studies Brown Bag Luncheon Series- The
Search forPassion. Speaker: Ron Gould. Free.
Campus CenterRoom 9 1 7. Noon- 1 :30 p.m.
READING — Live Literature Reading Se-

ries. Paul Dickinson,John Rose, Greg Bachar
Free. Info: 253-2722. Wootton's Books, 19th
N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 7:30 p.m.
THEATRE— Fallen Angels, a comedy by

Noel Coward, directed bv Yana Bgnyumov
will be performed at the HC Red Barn at 8
p.m. $2, $1 for students.
CONCERT - AC Women's Chorus

Sprmg Concert. Jonathan Hirsh, conduc-
tor. Free. Info: 542-2484. AC Bucklev Re-
cital Hall 8 p.m.
PARTY — Brigham-Mead-Wilder Halls

ofMount Holyoke present BMW Weekend,
a spring party. MHC Chapin Auditorium,'
10 p.m.
CONCERT— Adrian Legg will perform at

the Iron Horsetonight at 7. $8.50 in advance.
CONCERT— Col. Bnice Hampton & the

Rescue Unitandopening act yeP! will perfonn
at Pearl Street in Northampton tonight at 9.

$6 in advance, $8 at the door. 18+.

COMEDY — Local comedy group
IMPROVable will perform a free show to-
night at 8 in room 174 of the Campus
Center.

SATURDAY
MAYDAY — An outdoor rave extrava-

ganza bringing your mind, your bodv and
your soul closer to nature. Dj Reeds, j'aybiz
and KoolAssAl will be DJs for the day.
From sunset into the night between Cen-
tral and Orchard Hill.

CONCERT — Requiem, by Berloiz, per-
formed by various groups. FAC Concert
Hall, 8 p.m.
CONCERT— Big Bad Bullocks will per-

form at Pearl Street in Noho tonight at 9.
Tix are $5 at the door.

CONCERT — Christine Lavin will per-
form at the Iron Horse in Northampton
tonight at 7 & 10. Tickets are $8.50 in
advance. Call 584-0610 for details.

CONCERT— Hal Benoit will perform at
the Coolidge Park Cafe at the Hotel
Northampton tonight from 8:30-12:30.
CONCERT — Dave Brunelle will per-

form at Wiggin's Tavern at the Hotel
Northampton from 6:30-10:30.
OBSERVATORY OBSERVING — Ob-

serve space through a giant telescope. AC
Wilder Observatory, 9 p.m. Free. All ages

SUNDAY
CONCERT — Rap's coolest new act

Digable Planets will kick their funky rhvm»^s
at Pearl Street tonight at 9. $ 1 in advance
$13 at the door. Check out what promises
to be a fabulous show. 18+. Call 584-7771

.

CONCERT— Tom Rush will perform at
the Iron Horse tonight at 7. Tickets are
$16.50 in advance.
LOST IN SPACE - Solar observing

through the special telescope. Free. All
ages. Amherst town common, 1-2 p.m.

mm^4'JSliSf**<fJLSJJMJlL^;^tlt^Jlf^,'*/.\*^Jt^/Kt^^
^^ * % » V
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Suit Yourself

Our Spring

Collection of

suits and sportcoats

is in full bloom.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

l"*! N PIraunt St . Amhif>t • 233-21113

22 M4M>nic St , Northamptim • S»«f.-6336

Open 7 day* • ThurKlay nights in Northamptim

THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

"RADICAL IDEAS IN THE REAL WORLD"

STPEC
DATE: SATURDAY, MAY 1, 1993

TIME: 10:30 AM
LOCATION: MEMORIAL HALL

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

SOCIAL THOUGHT & POLITICAL ECONOMY

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

STPEC'S 20th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Brian Duplisea, class of 1986

Arlene Lieberman, doss of 1977

Jim iVIurphy, class of 1985

Alesia Wanza, class of 1986

Freeman Woodson, class of 1984

Field Organizer
United Electrical Workers

Attorney

Highier Education Law Firm

Highi Sctiool Social Studies Teactier
Hampstiire Regional High School

MSW-Counselor & Assistant to Director
Opportunities industrialization Center

f?epresentative

Working Assets Social Invesfnnent Fund

M bedroom farce
continued from page two
inspires our three previously happy
couples to retreat to the bedrooms,
and re-evaluate their own marriages.

The results are both funny and disas-

trous.

"It's all about the building of rela-

tionships," says Ware, "and you can
identify with the problems and inse-

curities."

The eight student cast-members
have brought their own feeling and
experience into the play tnrough ex-

tensive use of improvisation in the
rehearsals, and the creative team

(which includes set designer Craig
Doescherand costume designer Rachel
Reinheimer) have worked closely un-
der the leadership of production
manager Christianna Pearce. ITie re-

sult is what Ware describes as "col-

laborative" and "natural."

"It was my job to make everything
as normal as possible," says Ware.
"The cast is very funny . . . and the
humor is already there. But it's very
realistic. You're going to recognize
the relationships up there."

"Bedroom Fane" will be perfonned
through March 30 at 8 p.m. m the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom. Tickets are avail-

able at TIX, or at the door.

TIMES are TOUGH!
Have you been

getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
money?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Buroer King
Sananniches

2''medium ^
fries 9
and

drink starting e
The Burger King Value Meal Deals

ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
** Fridays & Saturdays -

Now open until 1:00TVM
Come take a study break in Hadley

' Open 24 hours May 13 through 21
(Exam Week)

" Additional hours only at the Hadlcv location

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY

Friday,

April 30

, 8-12

Papas Fr^g frim Boston

Saturday. May 1. 8-1
Phat Fwductlone presents a

For more information, please contact
Social Thought and Political Economy

545-0043

COMPLIMENTARY THAI LUNCH WILL FOLLOW FORUM

Both outdoors at the Uan Meter

Basketball Courts in upper Central

Both completely FREE!!
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Anger motivates Tool, Mind Bomb
Do AI"* A\/ ^^/-\i II rT/-vvT
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By ADAM GOUI^TON
Collegian Staff

"Angermakes dull men witty, but it keeps
them poor. "~ Queen Elizabeth I

Rage has become a powerful motiva-
tor in today's music. For some, it's the
only way to write songs. The surfacing of
grunge and industrial as reputable forms
of music has built upon the premise
which metal and hardcore introduced—
rage being as much of a principle charac-
teristic as love and happiness.

Would Trent Reznor be the musical
idol he is if he insistently crooned about
his sweetie and how his heart gets all

aflutter every time he looks into her baby
blues?

The combustible engine of modern
music features yelling, screaming, vocal
therapy for the listenerand the performer.
While Husker Du's Bob Mould may have
perfected this strategy in the form as we
know it today, his extensive list of suc-
cessors is doing a decent job of filling the
void with decibels.

So come on. . . let it out.

1 here. . . now don't you fell better. If

not, maybe a couple of these new re-

leases can help.

Undertow
Tool
Zoo

If Tool had their way, 1-achrymology
would regain its sizeable cult of follow-
ers. The popular scientific study cum
philosophy cum religion of the mid 20th
century ceases to exist in widespread
worship but lives on in the hearts of
Tool. Ronald P. Vincent's theory of feed-
ing off of pain laid out in A Joyful Guide
to Lachrymolosy isthe guideline for Tool's
clenched teeth approach to songwriting.

Undertow may prove cathartic to
some. Tool deviates between metal power
chords and slower monotonous licks.

Vocalist Maynard James Keenan then
coats the backdrop with a voice ofcanned
heat. The formula works for most of the
album, but thelool of choice transforms
from a hammer into a pair of needle nose
pliers, poking away rather than hitting
with a full brunt.

The band's first full-length release
peaks on "Swamp Song" and "Under-
tow." Unfortunately the "dancing on
quicksand" Tool sings of becomes true
for themselves. The members of Tool
find themselves slipping into a cesspool
of driving and sluggish Sabbath-esque
progressions but with little of the melody.

Keenan's Morrisey-on-steroids de-
meanor is best suited for a musical ac-

companiment which plays off his lead,

which happens on Undertow only part of
the time. Undertow just doesn't yield
enough material for a full album. C

P.S. On the CD version, hold on for the
69th track at least once, it's not really

worth the wait, but it is part of the album.

Scenes From The Second Storey
The God Machine
Fiction

magnitude.
Granted, the tunes are expansive and

booming. Most intriguing is the band's
insistent abandonment of standard song
struaure. The music is impulsive and
yes, quite angry. Unfortunately, instead
of creating the intended thunder of
shock/confusion, all that The God Ma-
chine induces is a sedating wave of highly
metallic sleet.

The grunts and wails of Robin Proper-
Sheppard are no small feat, but the mu-
sic, while being unique, is not justified.

"Seven" is a 16 minute, 38 second foray
into excess. Just getting through the ad-
mirable venture unfortunately requires
two cups of coffee.

Scenes is most successful when it keeps
the songs short, which by The God
Machine's standards is five minutes. But
even then, most of the songs are medi-
tative experiments with no focus. C
Mind Bomb
Mind Bomb
Mercury

I don't like metal. Mind Bomb are
metal. Therefore, the rest doesn't follow
because 1 found myself kind of liking this.

MindBomb is a neat collection of not-so-
conventional metal tunes. The band's first

effort combines slick production, some-
times with an enjoyably funky backbeat,
other times with a more traditional tone.

The apparent first single, "Do You
Want Some?" refreshingly combines a
synth in organ mode and female backups
with the customary power chords and
yells. The vocal style and many of the
chords are rather derivative, but none-
theless are thankfully disrupted by the
less ordinary progressions and touches
of whimsey. Mind Bomb don't deviate
too far from the usual metal scheme, just

far enough to differentiate themselves
from the pack. B-

Each Finger
Insane Jane
SKY Records

DANCE CLUB
Ftilurmg The Arti's Kggest

Dancf Fhof »nd Best Li^ Stow!

Wednesday -

DANCING WITH Dl DENNIS R.

COURTESY ROSfMARIE MATTEY
Tool members, left to right, include Paul D'Amour,

bass; Maynard James Keenan, vocals; Adam Jones]
guitar; and Danny Carey, standing, drums.

SPOPTS IJflR

& RESTAimANT

Sunday-
Coming May 9
TIME ARTS CAFE

Dance Music, Live Music,
Periornutnce Artist's

Tea Dance After The Pride

March on May 8tii 4M pm

Thursday-WHMP
tlCHTEEN i OVER DANCING

WITH Dl DENNIS R.

WHMPs Kid Mclntyre
Broadcasting Live

Friday-Ladies Night
DANCING WITH Dl PFTE D.

\(^V^ the Ben Currenf Omcr Music
" Women 0« in frw AJI NlijhJ

••

Saturday-

THt AREAS BIGGEST S BEST
SA TURDA Y NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE

LIVE MUSIC
Thur., Apr. J9-8. }OpnvlH + '

i

i BIMSKALABIM

fmtbof

\ hi., Apr. iO a:l()pin.|K-i-
'

!

COL BRUa HAMFTON &
\

\ THE AQUARIUM I^SCliI UNIT I

The God Machine could be accused of
trying to chop down a giant spruce with
a smoked mackerel. Sure, it's a valiant

attempt, but in the end, ail that's pro-
duced is a big stink. Scenes From The
Second Storey might not be such a bad
idea if it didn't purport to be of such

And now the continuing story of
Yellow; one crazy chick with a heck of a
voice who would be better off with a
different band. Each Finger picks up
where 199l's .4 Green Little Pill left off;

with Yellow screaming her lungs out like

few other rock divas can — with com-
posure, strength and (for lack of a better
term) balls. On the new album, we also
see a more mellow Yellow.

While Pill featured one of the more
scathing of rock commentaries as it

stomped on Sinead O'Connor's whiney
demeanor in "Empress of Pop," Each
Finger is quite an improvement over the
rough-edged yet promising 1991 debut.
Yellow's voice shows a surprising increase
in maturity. Whereas she vocally retched
on Pill, she explores the virtue of restraint
on Finger. "Hate" and "Sister Sue" lay
testimony to what Yellow can do by
exercising control. Her vocal and stylis-

tic range is vast.

"Anymore" is strong evidence that
Yellow can do better than this hard-rock
format she's a part of. The song is an
upbeat and funky tune on eliminating
regret. When Yellow sinks her teeth into
this style, she fully excels. Each Finger is a
great step up for the band, an even greater
one for Yellow. Insane Jane's newfound,
angry, yet more harmonious approach is

well appreciated.

TQNIGIiT
Bacardi & Lemonade

BACARDI ^

[[fioyit

T-Shirts • Prizes

$2.50 Drinks all week

Register to win
a $500 Surfboard

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

Sat., M.iy 1 - 9:(H)pm

M.1V ll.n ("ck'hraliDii

THE BIG BAD BOLLOCKS

Sun ,M,iv .' '»DOpni I.".*

DIGABLE PLANETS
D-lntluence

**"*'"''''*'''-'
"~''-''-''-'^'-''-'*-f*-''*-^-y\i

\\^ €^R+« CM4-
uM •8887. Earth V»f».

lu's. \l,u4 '*:()()pni Ui> {

Free Show!

INCLINED

Borderland

• Thur., M.n (, - H: JOpin, 1H»

CHUCKLEHEAD

Duck Duck
il .1 .I'.I'.» .1 IIHMM .IM-.l-.l..T-T-^

Fn., Mav 7 ');()() pin

RIPPOPOTAMUS
Sat., Mav 8 - 4:()()piii

THE FOOLS

LIQUORS

',J,.;f.A..Uf.J.J..:.:f.J.J.j.j.t.:r^

Tucs., May 1 1 -8:00piii/18+/ i

I

THEfUDYBATS
The S}*ansons/Roiemarv Caine

As the Semester Winds Down, So Do the Prices at Scott's!!

Natural NaturalMiller

High Life
24-12 oz. cons

$Q99
X dep

Michelob&
Michelob Light

12 Dk. bottles

99
dep

^6

Popov
Vodka

1 75 IT

$1099

Sutter

Home
White Zintonaei

3 for no
750 ml

Knickerbocker
12pk cans

49
dep

$4

Bass Ale
6 pk, Dcrties

$^495 dec

Mont Pellier
coDernef sauvigncn.

ctiardonnay & zmtonael

$^99W 750 ml

Light
<egs

$^19931
NC PEmV-S NEtOED
TQ P'jt?C-ASE .fGS

Gordon's
Ginsae:>:e

Coit 10
WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for 6 University Drive
your personal check. at Newmarket Center. Amtierst

We now nave an
Moss Lottery games!

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE I! ^

Thur., May 1 \ - 7:()()|)ni

Early Show
MIGHTY MIGHTY

BOSSTONES
Downstairs - 8:00 pm/18+/

Local Band Show< ast-,

NEW RADIANT STORM KING
DIESELMEA T/HOOLAPOPPER

OUT OUT/WOMBAT

Fn., Mav U-7:{)()pm/\VKSI,/

JOE ELY
LUCINDA WILLIAMS

'^ 'LI I.I -lU.HH^W

Thur., May _'() - 8:5()pm/18+/

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
Fri., May 21 • 7:(K)(>m

ROCK BOTTOM
REMAINDERS

featuring Best Selling Authors

including Djve Barry,

Steven King, Amy Tan

& Matt Groenine
..M'.IMM'.i^iM-.lMM.Ai..|..

Sun., lune f) - 7:(1() pniAVKSI;

JJ. CALE
loudon Wainwrieht III

Tickets available at Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Ti\

Unlimited, Northampton Box
Offite, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro
(800) 828-7080

HI Pearl Street Northampton
'>84-7771
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RUSSEUL'S
„.,eoo»* LIQUORS '>«o„„

18 Maiii St. I>owntown Aiiiherst 253-5441

]VnUer 'Lite" Beer
tpll.S7y case cans (Lowest Price)

(Qnantit\' Discoiuits Available)

BUSCH& BUSCHUGHT
$9.99 case cans (everyday!)

American Jt5eOT
$7.29 case

$6.99 (10 cases or more) WOW!!
New Ix>-w Kfig Pricc^s
1^2K^Natural Li^t - $31.50

1/2K^Busch - $35.50

All Berrs plus Deposit

Visa^Vlastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials
especially on wines i

Orlivrn- Available
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The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

I

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail.
Vk,

Joftothart feid

The Men's Store
Hampshire Mall

Find out why
Community Health Plan

(CHP) was the *1 choice

for University of

Massachusetts employees

changing their health

benefit plans in '91 &'92.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
is now taking orders for

summer session and fall semester.

1 We research the availability of your books and locate the
amount you need.

Come to an Open House:

CHP Kasthainpton Health Cenler CHP Pioneer Health Center
179 Nortiianipion Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday. 5/6

(HP Hadley Health ( enter

S River Drive

63 French King Highway. Crreenndd

5:.M)-7 p.m. Wednesday. 5/5

CHP South Deerfield Health (enter

Route 5/10

5:30-7 p.m. Thursdays: 4/22 & .5/6 .S:3()-7 p.m. Hiursday .5/6

413/774-6352 Franl^lin County
413/584-0600 Hampshire County

(jO/f Jfat
loiss:

We try to locate used copies
to help keep the cost to your
students to a minimum.

3. We buy back books from
students several times each
semester.

4. We are able to accommo-
date late orders when
necessary.

Community
Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership

Course packet: A collection of works
from different sources or your own
material for the total instruction
of your students.

1 We take care of the time
consuming work of trying to

secure copyright permissions.

2. We design your course packet to

individual specifications.

2.<^C

3. We sell your course packet at the Textbook Annex along with
any books you might order so your students can obtain all
materials at one location.

For further information, please call 545-3570.
If you need Information regarding course packets

please ask for Katera.

april 29th - may 2nd, 1993 this weekend

Halloween's beasts, goblins arrive eariv
By SHAWN MCDONNELL r..H ^„. ^By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Director Sabrina Hamilton describes
her upcoming production of Sevmty
Scenes of Halloween, which opened last
evening, as "comic relief and gothic hor-
ror." Odd as this sounds, it isn't far from
the mark. The play, by dramatist Jeffrey
Jones, is a generous collection of darl;
humor, broad drama, and unlikely social
comment masked behindagrinningjack-
O-I^ntern.

"Halloween," explains Hamilton, "is
the night where the things you are most
afraid of come out."

This is precisely what happens to Jeff
and Joan, the quintessential yuppie-
couple whose quiet night at home is

disturbed by the arrival of scheming
beasts, shrieking witches, and ghostswho
haven't eaten anything all day. Jones'
play is divided into 70 short scenes, which
are called off by a stagehand ("Scene
seven — go!") and can be played in

random order.

For the current Theatre Department
production (which runs through May 8
in the Curtain Theatre), Hamilton has
left the scenes as playwright Jones theo-
retically placed them, believingthat there
is a clear design behind his intentional
disorder— what she calls an "emotional
logic."

Like many of the other plays pre-
sented this semester, Halloween is about
contemporary relationships. The be-
fuddled couple who sit quietly behind
the TV are plagued by ghosts of previous
relationships, and the intimidating t>east
of society's conditioning, but as the
evening progresses, Jeff and Joan be-
come increasingly active and aware.

"This is a call for waking up and t>eing
conscious," says Hamilton.

Breathing meaning into an absurd,
non-linear script has required the full

cooperation of Hamilton, her cast and
produaion team, who collected an "im-
age bank" of ideas, emotions, or stories

that might apply to the blank-slate
yuppies which Jones has given them.

"There was a lot of brainstorming,"
says Hamilton. "A lot of working off one
another."

The beauty of the messages in "Hal-
loween" is that they are sensed or im-
plied rather than presented, and the play
allows the audience to draw its own
meanings. Not that they will need emo-
tional weight to appreciate this show.
Jones' script is what Hamilton refers to
as "funny," though a more apt descrip-
tion might be "hysterical" or "side-
splitting."

Jeff and Joan are straight-edged
straight-guys, adroitly overlooking or
misunderstanding ghosts, goblins,
frights, snakes in the hall closet or corpses
by the couch in a breakneck comic tour-
de-force. What's more, the cast includes
at least two outstandingcomedy actresses
in Lynda Newton (the unflappable cen-
ter of "Noises Off" and "Reckless") and
Michelle C. Hendrick (also of "Reckless"

and the sad-funny "Mothers and Oth-
ers").

The Curtain production has been
theatrically staged within the very rec-
ognizable context of UMass alumnus
John McDermott's set, where a large
television set broadcasts "Plan Nine
From Outer Space," and trees scrape
ominously at the window. Touches of
Halloween sound effects and the
"Psycho" soundtrack (courtesy of sound
designer Lori Dawson) play off images
of what Hamilton terms "contemporary
pop America."

This is an aspect which Jones and
costume designer Rose Brown are quick
to exploit: the hellions and gargoyles
which plaguej and J are dressed in tie-on
masks and plastic ponchos.

'Seventy Scenes of Halloween' will be
presented April 28-May 1 ami May 4-8 at 8
p.m. in the Curtain Theatre, with a matinee
perfbmnmceon May 1 at 2 p.m. Tickets are
available from the Fine Arts Center box
office, 545-2511.

A macabre comedy takes place on Halloween night when yuppies Joan artd Jeff (Lynda Newton and Edgar Mcintosh, center) examinTt^hSr'TeratiomhiDm the University of Massachusetts Department of Theater's Seventy Scenes of Halloween by Jeffrey Jones. Also pictured, left to riqht Michelle C T hendrick
Star L. Barry, and Andrew W. Alabran. ^ '

More than 400 Musicians perform the

BERLIOZ REQUIEM
Nathan Gottschalk, conductor

Saturday, May, 8:15 p.m.

Fine Arts Center, Amherst
Jon Humphrey, tenor soloist

with the Pioneer Valley Symphony & Chorus
UMass Chamber Choir, Chorale
Orchestra. Brass & Percussion

Westfield State Chorale &
Festival Chorus of Westfield

Tickets. $1 2. $6 seniors/students at FAC Box Office (545-251
1

)

Symphony concerts made possible with support from the

Business Fund for the Arts in Franklin County, the Amherst Arts

Counal and the Massachusetts Cultural Council, a state agency.

SQUIRE VILLAGE APIS.

Sunderland, MA
665-2203

Renting Now Fof June Isf 4 Sept Is!

Beautiful spacious apartments in different shapes and sizes from 1

to 5 bedrooms. Spacious yards, swimming pool, dishwastier, A/C,

garbage disposals • wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,

walk-in closets & mucti more. On bus route.
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ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff
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Mary Stuart Masterson

We're almost there, folks. Just a couple
of more weeks until we leave this dull
spring movie season and move onto
summer. With huUxcnt Proposal still riding
high at the bo.x office (a lot of masochists
out there, perhaps?), mediocritv- seems
to rule the day. There's a diamond in the
rough in this week's releases, if only by
default.

Benny & Joon — Screenwriter Barry
Berman and director Jerimiah Chechic'k
lay on the sugary charm in this relent-
lessly whimsical romance-comedv, the
kind of movie where all the characters
wear their hopelessly cute hearts on their
sleeves. This is for those who thought
Prctt}- Wonnin was too hard-hitting.

Benny (Aidan Quinn) isoverprotective
of his schizophrenic sister, Joon (Mary
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Stuart Masterson) and is wary of her
involvement with a goofy simpleton
named Sam (Johnny Depp), a pseudo-
mimewho likes to recreate classic routines
by Buster Keaton and Charlie Chaplin.
Benny likes Ruthie Gulianne Moore), but
he's too concerned with Joon to notice.

Benny Si Joon is played out in broad,
cutesy moments. Your enjoyment of the
film depends on your willingness to go
along with it on its own terms or start

retching uncontrollably. 1 did the latter,

but even after squirming through 1(X)

minutes of processed whimsy, 1 found
myself rooting for them anyway.

The big problem in the film centers
around Joon's schizophrenia and the
movie's annoying efforts to peddle off
her mental illness as just another of the
character's cute eccentricities. Report-
edly, the producers edited out any ref-

erences to schizophrenia, so Joon's ill-

ness becomes an artsy fashion statement,
something to go along with her bohe-
mian abstract artwork she creates.

Masterson and Quinn manage to poke
through the sticky, in-your-face charm
every so often and actually act, giving
the movie some semblance of a true
heart beneath its artificial glaze. As for
Depp, he's still stuck in his Eiimmi
Scissorlumds/tortuTed soul routine, except
he doesn't have Tim Burton and his sly
vision propping him up. However, he is

still miles better than his dimwit con-
temporary Keanu Reeves. In fact, it's

Reeves who should be doing dopey stuff
like this instead of Depp.

In the end, Bf»;;>'& /ooM rang too false
for n»e— I like my romances to shape up
a little less like Very Special Hpisodes of
"Full House." If you like your love stories
sickly sweet and impossibly upbeat, Bennv
& Joon is right up your alley. C+

The Dark Half— George A. Romero
takes Stephen King's novel and makes it

a terribly boring thriller that rehashes
old King plots and slasher movie cliches.
Romero (who did the Nisht of the Living
Demi remake) isn't very successful in
transferring King's scares to screen and at
over two hours, takes a heck of a long
time proving it.

Timothy Hutton of all people plays a
writer who also pens graphic, violent
novels under a pen name, George Stark.

good

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Aidan Quinn

When a blackmailer threatens to expose
him, Hutton decides to come clean and
stop writing the Stark novels. Soon,
though, the supposedly fictional Stark
(Hutton again ) turns up and starts offing
people toget Hutton to revive his charac-
ter.

With allusions to a similar predica-
ment Stephen King was in. The Dark Half
turns out to be a thrill-less hvbrid of
A//.sf/}'and Hitchcock's TheBinls.'l'he film
is well made, with smooth visuals cour-
tesy of Oscar-nominated cinematogra-
pherTony Pierce-Roberts (Howants EnJ).
but the performances are all second-rate.
Put The Dark Halfup on the ever-grovvi ng
list of stillborn King flicks. D+

Indian Summer — What a concept:
Bis (^I'ill nieets Meatballs. What a bad
movie. Good actors (Elizabeth Perkins,
Bill Paxton, Diane Une, Vincent Spano,
et al) get stuck in mindlessly stale material
at)out seven thirtysomethings who return
to theirchildhood summer haven. Camp
Tamakwa, and learn about Life, Love and
Each Other.

Evil Dead and Darkntan fans might
want to check out director Sam Raimi in
a small role as an uncoordinated
handyman. If it looks like a stupid sitcom
and is written like one, it probably is.
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Partly sunny and in the 70s
today and tomorrow.

Arts & Living:
David Lynch's gory, sexy 'Wild at Heart' is the video pick of

the week, but not for the timid or the weak of stomach.
Read all about it. Page 11.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
The Softball team will be hosting the Diamond
Classic Tournament this weekend, facing

UConn and two Florida teams. Page 16.
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Gorillas to battle SU
Lacrosse challenge unfolds tomorrow

Structure
could face changes

Tu„ .
I . / ^ X)SH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN

F he men s lacrosse team faces Syracuse University tomorrow at 1 p m on the Hill
which IS down near the Curry Hicks Cage.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Is this the year the University of
Massachusetts men's lacrosse team
beats Syracuse?

To find out, get yourself over to
Garber Field tomorrow at 1 p.m., when
the third-ranked Orangemen visit the
Hill for the first time since 1985 to take
on the seventh-ranked Gorillas, 9-2 and
winners of eight straight games.

The Gorillas haven't defeated the
Orangemen since 1981, when the Jim
Weller-led Gorillas prevailed on the
Hill, 12-8. UMass was ranked fourth in

1981; their current number seven
ranking is the highest the team has
climbed since then.

"When my dad (the legendary Dick
Garber* was coaching he had a saying
for big games, and that was 'go out
there and let the fur fly.' We're not
going to choreograph anything special
for Syracuse," said UMass coach Ted
Garber.

Syracuse vs. UMass is always a big
game. But this year, the fact that both
teams are ranked in the United States
Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association top
10 could go a long way toward securing

Turn to GORILLAS, page 8

Student group
holds service
for ANC leader
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Members of the Student Azanian Movement held a
memorial service last night for Chris Hani and Oliver
Tambo, the two leaders ofthe African National Congress
that were assassinated earlier this month.

School of Management Professor Mzamo Mangaliso,
who helped organize the event, said memorial services in
South Africa are much more spontaneous than American
services, which run according to a set agenda.

"In Africa, the service would lastall night," Mangaliso
said. "We would sing until the sun rises at daybreak, and
we would speak when we feel like speaking. The pressure
of time would be off. It is a very exhilarating healing
process for the family of the deceased."

The service began with a song called "Senzenina,"
which was sung in the languages of Zulu and Xhosa.
Student Azanian Movement Executive Committee mem-
ber Anil Kanjee told those present the song says three
things.

"The first part of the song asks what have we done to
deserve this hardship," Kanjee said. "The second part
says our only sin is that we are Black, and the third part
says that the struggle will go on."

Student Azanian Movement President Gabi and
Kanjee gave eulogies to Hani and Tambo, respectively.
Gabi said Hani, who at the age of 32 was the youngest
man ever to become a national executive committee
member of the ANC, knew he was in danger in South
Africa.

"In his final interview with the press a few weeks
before his untimely death, Hani made these comments,"
Gabi said. "*I am convinced that in the security forces,
there exists an element that has singled me out as

Turn to HANI, poge 4

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Suff

A proposal by Provost Glen Gordon to
restructure the University's academic
framework received a boost when the Fac-
ulty Senate voted yesterday to pass the
plan.

The Faculty Senate debated and passed
six motions, most of which involved mea-
sures to combine and consc»lidate a num-
ber ofthe main academic units on campus.

The plan will go U) the Board ofTrustees
in early June for approval.

The first motion aims to reorganize the
College ofArts ofSciences by changing the
names of the three "faculties" of Hu-
manities and Fine Arts, Natural Sciences
and Mathematics and Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences to "Colleges," to be sepa-
rately administered by Deans.

Gordon said the three units of the
College of Arts and Sciences have grown
apart, and the College's organization
should reflect that.

"The lack of coordination (among the
three faculties 1 is a reflection ofthe amount
the three units have moved apart," Gordon
said. "The time has come to bring a little

reality around the way CAS is run."
The second part of the proposal would

transfer the Center for Counseling and
Academic Development and the Bachelor's
Degree with Individual Concentration to
the Provost's Office.

He said these programs serve the whole
University, and would receive better re-
sources under the Provost's o/Tice.

The third motion endorsed dividing the
College of Food and Natural Resources
into a Faculty of Fot)d and Natural Re-
sources and a Faculty ofHuman Resources.

The fourth motion endorsed eliminat-

ing the School of Physical Education, with
the department ofExercise Sciences being
transferrtHi to the School ofPublic Health,
the department of Sport Studies trans-
ferred to the College of Food and Natural
Resources and the department of Profes-
sional Preparation to the School ofEduca-
tion.

Gordon noted that UMass is one ofthe
few schools in the country with a school of
Physical Education. The School of Physi-
cal Education hasexi.sted largely because
of its ties to the Athletic Department.
Gordon said.

The one-credit physical education
courses offered by the School of Physical
Education will be administered through
the School of Professional Preparation if

the proposal passes.

The fifth motion endorsed revamping
the School of Education to have a depart-
mental structure, with departments of
Teacher Education and Curriculum Stud-
ies; Education, Policy, Res<'arch and Ad-
mini.stration; and Student Development.

"We want this to be the School of Edu-
cation you want at a flagship university."
Gordon said. This will be a way to focus
attention on where resources will be best
used."

The final motion endorsed expanding
the duties of the vice chancellor for Re-
search and Graduate Studies to include
responsibilities foreconomic development
and creating the positions of associate
vice chancellor for Economic Development
as well as a Graduate Dean.

Gordon said UMass President Michael
Hooker's focus on economic de%'elopment
as part of the University's mission will
force this campus to "pay more attention
to economic development than it has in
the past."

Uncle Sam can pay for school
Clinton plan offers tuition aid for national service
By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Students who perform com-
munity service could work off$13,000 in college tuition,
get a modest stipend and qualify for health care and
day care benefits under President Clinton's national
service program.

According to a White House outline ofthe program
obtained by The Associated Press, the plan to be

COURTESY WHITE HOUSE
Bill Clinton recently outlined his plan to let students pay

for college through national service.

unveiled Friday also includes a more controversial
component to make higher education affordable: a $25
billion federal government takeoverofthe college loan
program.

Clinton .said during the campaign he would like to
have the IRS collect loan monoy from .students, but
Deputy Education Secretary Madeline Kunin suid
Thursday that the Department of Education will hire
private contractors to collect debts for now.

Neither the community service program nor the
loan overhaul would be fully in place before 1997, but
Clinton promised last month that the program even-
tually will "change America foreverand lor the better."

Clinton sketched the broad outlines ofthis program
March 1; he scheduled a speech Friday to students at
the University ofNew Orleans to promote it now that
draft legislation is ready to send to Congress.

Some 150,000 students would join the National
Service Corps by 1997, when the program is fully
phased in. Students could work full-time for up to two
years, earning $6,500 a year in tuition credits. Pay-
ments would be made directly to schools.

The $13,000 is substantially less than the average
cost of tuition but equals the average debt among
graduating students.

Students, age 16 or older, could serve after high
school and before, during or after they attend a col lege,
university or vocational school.

The White House outline also says participants
"without access to health insurance will receive health
coverage." Federal money would pay up to 85 percent
of these costs.

Participants also could get "child care assistance, if
needed," the document says.

The total cost of the health care and day care
benefits was not specified in the outline.

The federal government would pay a portion of the
Turn to SERVICE, page 2
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students' stipends. The outline says the govern-
ment would pay no more than 85 percent of the
annual stipend now given to Volunteers in Service
To America, or VISTA, workers. In Washington,
that would amount to less than $600 a month,
although the figure would vary from city to city.

Community service programs would be allowed
to double that amount using their own money.

To administer the National Service Trust Pro-
gram, Clinton wants to merge two existing federal
agencies, the Commission on National and Com-
munity Service and ACTION, which runs VISTA
and other domestic volunteer programs.

The new entity would be called the Corporation
for National Service. The corporation would have
an 11-member board of directors appointed by
Clinton and confirmed by the Senate.
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Southwest WeeA— SouthwestWeek 1993! Dailybands,
basketball and sun! Come and enjoy the day and evening
events which start at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. respectively.

Satui-day, May 1

Environment — Calling all volunteers with a concern
for the environment. Come to the Hitchcock Center for
the Environment at 10 a.m. for a spring clean up. Help
the staff of The Center paint, garden, cut brush and do
trail maintenance. Meet others who share an interest,
families and groups welcome. Call 256-6006 for info.

Supper— There will be a Committee for Northampton
community potluck supper at 6 p.m. in theJackson School
Cafeteria followed by a speaker and informal discussion.
For more information, call Peter Ives at 584-9392.

Community Senice— Volunteers are needed to build
a school playground, paint school rooms and the town's
swimming pools, spruce up nature trails, prepare plant-

ers for summer bulbs and annual flowering plants, and
clean up trash around Amherst. Be at the Haigis Mall at
9 a.m. For more information, call 545-3327.

Haitian Cultural Night — Come dance to the sounds
of the Islands! Free food and live entertainment. In the
Campus Center Bluewall from 6:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. Pre-
sented by the Haitian American Students Association.

Program — A six week program (June 7 - July 16) in
sustainable agriculture, held at Hampshire College. A
variety of topics will be discussed through seminars,
independent research, field trips and hands-on experi-
ence. All levels/backgrounds encouraged to apply

. College
credit available. Tuition $300. Call 549-4600 ext. 348 for

more information.

GLB Community Caucus— Help decide why we need
an LBGA. All students encouraged lo attend. The event
will be held in the Campus Center 804 from 2 to 4 p.m.

Mrs. King sues BU for papers
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON— A lawyer for Martin Luther King Jr. says
a Boston University archivist promised right afler King's
assassination to return the civil rights leader's papers to
the South once a suitable home was established for them.

Testimony from Harry Wachtel, who represented King
and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, was
introduced Thursday in a Suffolk Superior Court trial

over the ownership of the King collection at BU.
King's widow. Coretta Scott King, has sued BU over

the papers. She wants them returned to Atlanta, where
King lived, to be placed in the Martin Luther King Center
for Nonviolent Social Change, the home ofthe other King
papers.

BU has countered that it owns the papers under the
terms ofa 1964 letter King signed making the papers the
"absolute property" of the university upon his death.

But Wachtel, in a sworn statement taken in 1989, said
Howard Gotheb. BU's director of special collections,
promised to return the papers duringa phone call Wachtel
placed to him a day or two afler King was fatally shot on
April 4. 1968.

Gotlieb denied on the witness stand at the current
trial that he had ever made such a pledge.

There was also a question whether Gotlieb, who is not
an officer of the university, would have had the right to
transfer control of the papers.

Wachtel was not required to testify in person because
of his age and health.

Wachtel , who said King told him personally he wanted
the papers returned to the South, met with Gotlieb in
November 1967.

At that time, Wachtel said, GoUieb was very reluctant
to consider giving up the collection, calling it "thejewel in
the crown" of BU's special collections.

(]k)tlieb, Wachtel said, also argued that it would be too
expensive for the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference to develop the type ofarchive needed to preserve
the King papers.

"He didn't have to argue too hard because we didn't
have a facility at that time," Wachtel said.
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But Wachtel said when he called Gotlieb afler the
assassination, he was willing to return the papers once a
proper home for them had been prepared in the South.

There was no evidence, however, that either Wachtel
or Gotlieb had followed up the conversation with anything
in writing.

Earlier this week, Mrs. King testified she did not know
until a 1985 meeting with Boston University President
John Silber that BU was claiming ownership of the
papers.

BU attorneys presented evidence showing she was
aware no later than 1966 of the letter King had signed
giving the university ownership on his death and that a
1 98 1 letter from Silber, askingthat she send the remaining
King papers to BU, also indicated the university felt it

owned them.
Silber suggested in that letter the original King papers

be kept at BU and copies be kept at the King center.
The case went to trial afler attempts to settle it out of

court failed.

The trial is expected to last at least another week.

MIT to extend
benefits to gay
workers' families
CAMBRIDGE(AP)— The Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology announced Thursday that it

would offer medical and dental benefits to the
partners of its homosexual employees.

The benefits will be the same as those already
provided to the wives, husbands and dependents of
MITs faculty and staff. But unmarried heterosexual
partners will remain ineligible for coverage.

"Because most opposite-sex couples have the
option to marry, the issue of access is less compel-
ling," said MIT Vice President Constantine B.
Simonides.

Simonides said the policy toward homosexuals
was changed "to address a recognized inequity in
access to benefits by gay and lesbian employees."

It was not known how many MIT employees
might be eligible for the extended benefits. A spe-
aal enrollment period was scheduled for next month.
The coverage will take efTect June 1.

Simonides said the cost of the program was
expected to be "very minimal."
MITs decision to grant the benefits to same-sex

partners follows similar moves by the city ofCam-
bridge, Boston Children's Hospital, the University
of Chicago and Stanford University.

Harvard University also is considering provid-
ing benefits for same-sex partners. Provost Jerry
Green said Thursday that a recommendation is
expected to be made by June
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Boston Globe
columnist
visits UMass
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Suff

Coming up with topics to write on is not a problem for
Boston Globe columnist Alan Lupo. If anything, the
problem is choosing a topic that will lend itself to a short
attention span, Lupo said during a visit to the University
yesterday.

"Given that we live on a fairly large planet, there's no
lack of subjects," Lupo said, his ruddy, cherubic cheeks
bursting into an infectious grin.

But being a columnist is no cakewalk for Lupo, whose
two weekly editorial/opinion columns and one city col-
umn are known for their frequent satire, sharp wit, and
ideas, ideas, ideas. . .

You have to get off your butt, go down the street and
talk to people." said Lupo. "I do a lot of reading, talking,
checking out sources."

"It's a fair amount of reporting, but not as much as
investigative reporting," Lupo said.

He said ofhimselfand other columnists, "Some people
think we know a lot (about issues). But I don't know half
of what the people know that are covering them."

Lupo said he sometimes pokes fun at himself, as in his
column appearing this Saturday, and also writes about
personal things others may identify with.

He earned a bachelor's degree in English/journalism
from UMass in 1959 and attended Columbia University.
He has worked at the Baltimore Evening Sun. where lie

covered such historic events as John F. Kennedy's funeral
and Lyndon Johnson's presidential race, Boston Maga-
zine and the Boston Phoenix, besides dabblingin television
and public relations.

His wife. Caryl Rivers, is a journalist, novelist and
Boston University professor, with whom he co-authored a
book. He also has two children — Steve, 26, who earned
degrees from UMass and Northeastern and now resides in
Texas, and Alyssa, 23. whoearned a degree from New York
University's school of performing arts and is currently
acting in "Twelfth Night" with Shakespeare and Co.

Street crime, organized crime, politics, social issues
and humorous and light pieces are some themes Lupo
said he uses in columns.
When Lupo talks to people in his course of work, he

tries to establish a connection with them.
"I give people my home phone number. I want them to

know I'm part of the community." Lupo said, noting that
the huge Globe office, with its big fiags fiying. looks like
a fortress to many.

"In journalism you are the conduit between the public
and the private sector," he said. "You have to understand

Turn to LUPO, page 4
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Writer says the KGB will not die
Documentary portrays the power of the secret police
By KELLY SPANG
Collegian Staff

Yevgenia Albats, a Russian writer, spoke Wednesday
at Amherst College about the function ofthe Soviet secret
police and intelligence agency, the KGB. in present-dav
society, which she believes is no different than its role
during Communist rule.

To illustrate and support her opinion. Albats presented
a 30-minute documentary film prior to her talk.

"Our purpose for making the documentary was to
present evidence— live witnesses who prove that nothing
has happened to the KGB," Albats said.

The film portrays a wide variety of people, ranging
from clergy to the former chairman ofthe KGB. testifying
to recent violations of privacy ranging from tapping
phones to trailing an individual.

People in the film spoke of the fear of always being
watched. A woman who advises President Yeltsin on
ethnic problems explained the KGB was like something
breathing down one's neck. "It is something we live with
all our lives," she said.

In her presentation. Albats asked many probing
questions of her government and Russian society. She
inquired as to whether the KGB functions under some
guidance or if it acts on its own initiative. Further, she
appealed for a democratic society in Russia that would
not have any need for the KGB.

An important feature of the film was its time setting:
afler August 1991. Albats wanted to show Russians and
the world that although there are changes in the political
structure of Russia, the KGB is still verv- prominent

"There is a great assumption around the world that
the KGB is closed down," she explained. "The politicians
still rely on KGB."

Albats believes that theKGB isan independent political
force which gives its own orders.

"The point is, the KGB is a strong, well-equipped
political force," she said. "It can create many difficulties
for Russia."

Albats went on to question who runs the KGB. She
does not believe the head of the KGB has much control
over its activities. Instead, the colonels have most of the
power.

"You never knows what orders are given or fulfilled."
said Albats.

The goal was to broadcast the film on Russian central
televi.sion in August 1992 to commemorate the 1991
power take-over by Gorbachev. However, the piece was
never allowed to reach the people. Albats was prohibited
from airing the film.

The documentary did air in Germany and German-
speaking countries, according to Albats.

Before the making of this film. Albats received the
Soviet Unions' highest honor in journalism, the "Golden
Pen." in 1989.

Authors accuse FBI
of unjust operations

Expert examines Israel
Speaker debunks gender equality myth

By TROY L. MERRICK
Collegian Staff

As the second half of the "Crimes by
the FBI" lecture series, two writers
accused the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation ofviolating the civil liberties of
those they investigated.

Dr. Sigmund Diamond, author of

"Compromised Campus" and Ross
Gelbspan. Pulitzer Prize winner and
author of "Break-ins. Death Threats,

and the FBI" spoke to approximately 25
people last night in the Commonwealth
Room, where Earthfoods is located.

"The FBI denied participation in

various activities such as taking of files
from databases, surveillance, harass-
ment, and propaganda during the
Reagan administration, yet wouldn't
investigate the possible sources,"
Gelbspan said.

He said other government agencies

^ " ' FBI. page 6
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Sigmund Diamond displays censored documents he obtained through the Freedom

of Information Act.

By LISA GREENFIELD
Collegian Staff

Dr. Alice Shalvi discussed the current
status of women in Israel Wednesday
night. She attacked what she said were
misconceptions and ignorance about the
status of Israeli women, both outside and
within Israel.

She said it was a common misconcep-
tion that Israeli women had acheived a
level of equality comparable to that of
other nations.

The first ofthe reasons she gave for the
misconception was the generalization that
\*'omen have equality on the Kibbutz, the
self-sufficient communities in Israel.

This myth was dispelled with Shalvi's
example of the Yom Kippur War, which
she said took the men away from the
Kibbutz for a year. "Women had been
relegated to service activities; kitchen,
laundry, and child care," said Shalvi, and
the Kibbutz was unable to bring in the
harvest.

Shalvi said this experience lead women
to realize they were not as equal as they
had previously thought.

The second example of the equality
myth that Shalvi gave was the Compulsory
National Service Act, which required both
men and women to do military service.

Once again, this myth ofgender equality
was dispelled by what Shalvi called the
"centrality ofmilitary consideration." She
explained this as the marginality of
women's importance to the military.
Women are easily excused from service
because the need forwomen in the military
is less than the number available.

Shalvi also said no women have ever
served in the front line, or in direct com-
bat.

Ifa woman marries, she is immediately
discharged, because there is a prejudice.
"Once she is married, she belongs at home,"
Shalvi said.

"The inequality of military service has
a profound influenceon selfimage,"Shalvi
noted. She said that the ideal of a man is

"to be macho" while a woman sees her
prime role as "support."

"Good men go to be pilots and good
women go to the pilots," is what Shalvi
says is the perception of the roles of men
and women in Israel.

Shalvi discussed the political conse-
Turn to SHALVI, page 4
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someone not to be trusted. The police see me as the brain
and the key strategist. I have given up trying to prove
that I am campaigning for peace. I fear that there are
people who have the capacity to eliminate me. I am
frightened about what they are planning.*"

Kanjee said Tambo, who was president of the ANC
from 1967 to 1991, was a soft-spoken person who's lead-
ership helped organize and strengthen the ANC.

Tombal committed his life not only to South Africa
and Afnca, but to the liberation movement all over the

world," Kanjee said. "He led the ANC from an organiza-
tion of different exiles into one of Africa's strongest
organizations. Ifwe were to follow half of his example it
would only benefit our people."

Kanjee said Tombal worked to fight racism all over the
world, not just in South Africa.

Tombal created one of the most powerful liberation
nriovements in Africa out of basically nothing," he said
"He was notjust committed to fighting the White minority
regime, he wascommitted to the anti-imperialist struggle
all over the worid."

Lupo
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how people think, feel and talk."

Lupo cited some motivations for entering the
field ofjournalism.

"One of the reasons you go into journalism is to
raise hell," Lupo said. "Another is to comfort the
afflicted."

"You must be able to put things in words that
people will read and hear and see and understand,"
he said.

Lupo, on a final note, shared his owti definition
of news, saying, "News is an issue awaiting the
arrival of a reporter."
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quence perpetuated by the military inequality. A career
in the military is influential as "not only an entry into
civihan life, lit isj the main way to enter into Israeli
political life." she said. There is not the same option for
women."

The last contributing factor to the equality myth
Shalvi said, was Golda Meir. Shalvi described Meir as
one of the first women Prime ministers and. "a strong
woman in a time of great need."

Nevertheless, Shalvi discredited her as a support to
womens' equality, because, "a woman as the head ofstate
does not mean all women have equality."

Shalvi said that Israeli women did not feel that they
needed liberation due to the fact that thev felt they were
liberated becau.se they had fair maternity leave as well as
excellent federally subsidized child care.

The event that had opened their eyes to their lack of
equality was the Yom Kippur War, said Shalvi.

"With so many men away, the economy began to grind
to a standstill."

She explained this standstill in terms ofthe exclusion
of women as bus drivers, engineers and harvesters thus
closing down public transportation. Factories were un-
able to repair broken machinery, and the Kibbutzim
crops could not be harvested.

Speaking on political improvements. Shairi said that
Prime Minister Yitzak Rabin was influenced to establish
a commission to,"investigate the status of women "

The commission lasted two years rather than the one
year that was expected. By this time, there was a new
Prime Minister, Menachem Begin, that Shalvi said was
not enthusiastic about the commission's research As a
result. Shalvi said that only 40 out ofthe 241 recommen-
dations made were actually taken.
The myth was a myth and too little has been done in

the time elapsed." Shalvi said.
She explained that Israel is a Jewish state and the

other m^or religion is that of the Muslims. Shalvi drew
a compansion between these two groups' sense of awoman s role.

She said that a woman is expected to be a homemaker
wife and mother and "has no role in public life

"

The reasoning she gave for this predjudice, is that
Orthodox is the only "officially recognized" form ofJuda-
ism and their power is carried over to politics

bhalvi explained that even non-orthodox members ofthe government, "have internalized the principles of the
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Shalvi claimed that the consequences ofthe 1991 GulfWar were another awakening for Israeli women.
bhe explained how the women had prepared the

sealed rooms in which the Israelis had to stay. She
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The naked boy runs amok
Yesterday, I went to school in the nude.

I knew it would be sunny and warm, so I

figured it would be as good a day as any.
I decided to go to school without any

clothes on because I am a senior. I

graduated mentally about two weeks ago
and now I'm just trying to hang on until
the end. Classes do not excite me anymore,
and my professors all look like huge po-
tatoes to me now. I knew that if I didn't
take some drastic action, I would skip yet
another day and ultimately fail my final
year at UMass.

Jeff

McKENZIE
Yawning loudly as I scratched my ex-

posed bottom. I headed for the bus stop.
The chill of the spring air was giving

me goose bumps on my back as I strode
down Old Sunderland Road. The tem-
perature, being somewhat colder than my
naked flesh was used to. was causing a
bodily syndrome known in some cultures
as "turtling." something I had not counted
on. The fine hairs ofmy bum. though, were
doing a decent job of insulation. As I

walked. I had to sidestep several broken
bottles on the sidewalk.

I arrived at the bus stop, where a few
people stood waiting for the bus. It seemed
as though the bus was late.

"Do you have the time?" asked a young
woman, tapping her foot on the ground.

"I'm not wearing a watch," I replied.

"Great," she muttered, turning back to

look at the corner that the bus would come
around. Hmmm. Maybe she didn't notice

that I was stark naked, I thought.

The bus was crowded from the many
people who were trying to get to class at
the last possible minute, but very quiet.

"Excuse me!" I heard as a sharp finger

poked my ribs, "Excuse me!"
I craned my neck around to see a white-

haired woman, still poking me.
Tou're standing on my foot, young

man." she scolded. "Can you please move."
She began to kick me with her other

foot and kept poking my ribs.

"Get out! Get. get. get -" she yelled. The
bus was pulling to a stop, so I jumped out
the opening door. falUng into a crowd of
waiting bus riders.

"Hey, take it easy there, buddy," some-
body said before the crowd trampled me
boarding the bus.

This isn't as funny as I thought it would
be. Nobody even notices I'm not wearing
anything. This is rotten.

I walked over to the Bluewall for a
cookie, hoping that one of those people-
watchers in there would notice and at
least be offended. I stood at the counter
waiting for my peanut-butter chocolate
chunk, scratching myself to add to the
effect.

"Are you a student?" the guy asked,
handing me the cookie.

"I'm naked," I returned.
"Student?" he inquired again.
"I'm not wearing any clothes," I per-

sisted.

"Hey. you're holding up the line,"
someone called from behind me.

"Yeah, I'm a student," I finally said.

"Sixty cents," he resounded, "And hev-"
"What." I muttered.
"Nobody likes a wise guy."
Disheartened, I returned home,

knowing that the mental graduation was
complete. I was in the real world now, and
nobody cared if I was naked or not. The
party was over.

I sat down in ray room and began to
write my resume.

JeffMcKenzie is a Collegian columnist.

Clinton s 1 00 days in limbo
America held hostage: day 100.
Thank you very much, comrade Rush

Limbaugh for the only accurate assess-
ment of William Jefferson Clinton's first

100 days at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue.
Let me explain: in case you didn't read the
news, or even if you did, Clinton is the
President of the United States.

You may not know this because CUnton
is doing his best InvisibleMan impression.
I was willing to give him a chance, but his
list of non-accomplishments runs wide
and deep. Clinton's administration so far
is not unlike the Grand Canyon: large, a
sight to behold, and barren.

Michael

MORRISSEY
The man has done virtually nothing in

his first hundred days and Americans are
finally getting antsy. Clinton's approval
rating is at an all-time low .53 percent.
Here are some ofhis embarrassing policies:

Nannygate. Clinton makes it known
that he wants a woman in as attorney
general. Ofthe first two choices. Zoe Baird
and Kimba Wood, one is a lawbreaker and
the other a liar, hiring illegal aliens as
nannies. That Clinton would even want
an attorney general like these people of-

fends me.
Not only do these "career women" not

have the time to raise their own children,
but they hire illegal aliens, those who
broke into our country illegally and have
no understanding ofAmerican culture. In
other words, they are perfect people to
raise the next generation of liberals.

Goodchoice. Bill. His third choice. Janet
Reno, is under intense scrutiny for her
mishandling of the Waco incident. Like a
weak president. Clinton has vaguely said
that he is responsible for the massive loss
of fife, all the while allowing Reno to twist
in the wind.

Gays in the military. Clinton has yet
to force through this edict to allow homo-

sexuals and lesbians to publicly serve in
the military. Controversial or not. Clinton
does not even have the support of the
country's leadingcommander. Joint Chiefs
of Staff Chairman Colin Powell.

Say what you want about this contro-
versial issue, but a leader who does not
even have his country's military behind
him isn't too secure in his job.

Women flying planes. Hip hip hooray.
President Clinton hasjust solved one ofthe
most pressing issues of the 20th century.
After years and years of heated debate,
protest and many needless deaths over this
issue, yes boys and giris. women can now
fly combat missions in jet airplanes.

While important for the issue of civil

rights, this "accomplishment" is the sort
ofuseless garbage that passes for news. In
other words, it is exactly like Clinton's
successful placation ofthe tree-huggers at
the environmental summit out west.

Clinton's economic package. With
fewer Republicans in the United States
Senate thisyear than in decades, it seemed
a sure thing that Clinton would at least
get some bills passed. Wrong!

Forty-three true Americans stood up
valiantly fortherightsoftheirconstituents
and told Clinton to take his pork-barrelling
bill and shove it. When the Democrats
attempted to stop the filibuster by a vote,
the 43 Republicans held firm, and CliiiU>n's
first package went down the drain like
raw .sewage.

The man's hard-headedness and in-
ability to compromise by removing some
ofthe pork barrel parts led to his downfall.
It also shows that Clinton is a poor excuse
for a president, and things can only get
worse.

"I promise to faithfully execute. . . the
laws of the United States. .

." Clinton
hasn't executed jack so far. a violation of
the oath he took 100 days ago. Do you
think we could impeach him?

Michael Murrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Dorm closing, last final conflict
Why is it that Housing Services in-

sists on ignoring the needs ofstudents?
It seems that once again. Housing Ser-
vices has decided to close all dorms at
the same time that the final day of the
semester begins. What does this mean?
It means that, for the third semester in
a row, I must have all ofmy possessions
out of my dorm room before 1 have
finished my exams. And this means I

must take time away from my studying
to pack up, unlike most of my peers,
who will have plenty oftime to pack up
their possessions after their exams
finish. Why is this? Because 1 chose a
class that has a final during the last

period.

I understand why Housing Services
want students out ofthe dorms as soon
as possible. It's because it saves the
University money, of course, because
the dorms won't be inhabited. This also
saves Housing officials the hassle of

dealing with all of the parties that
would be going on after the finals are
done. Yes, it is true that there certainly
are parties going on after students fin-

ish their finals. However, the.sc parties
are generally more towards the middle
of the finals period, not at the end. By
the end of the finals period, students
are .so dead tired they are in no mood to
party. All of the other parties will have
ceased, hecau.se all of the other .stu-

dents will have left for home.
Basically, the dorms closing at the

same time the last final starts is com-
pletely ridiculous. Housingshould keep
the dorms open one additional night, or
at least until 6 p.m. so individuals like

myself, who have finals in that last
period, are given a little time to relax
and pack, instead ofhaving to pack and
study for finals at the same time.

Dan Wolman
Orchard Hill

Varsity perks at students' expense
About the so-called weight rooms in

Boyden:
First of all, there should be bigger

and better facilities that everyone can
use. Weight room two is pathetic.

And now they're going to close weight

room one to everyone except varsity

athletes! This is absurd. My high school

weight room was better equipped than
weight room two is. Furthermore, you
didn't have to worry about halfbroken
dumbbells falling on your head or

rickety, shaky benches that feel like

they're going to collapse from under-

neath you!

Hey. who cares if we don't have

good facilities or enough room to lift? 1

mean, we're not varsity athletes,
right?!

There are over 20,000 people at the
University. Not everyone lifts, but
enough do that they should be compen-
sated for on campus. There may be over
600 varsity athletes at this school, but
they are a minority.

There are a lot more of us students
who lift because we love it, not because
we have to. Students get something out
of it more than just a check in the
attendance book from some coach.

Tom McNamara
Southwest

The story behind Spring Concert

Have something you'd like to share with the rest ofus? Submitting a letter

to the editor is fun and easy.

Make sure it\s under 50 lines, typed and double-spaced, and include your
name and phone number. The address is 113 Campus Center. Thanks!

Did you like the Beastie Boys or
Fishbone at last year's Spring Concert?
Do you like any of the bands on the list for

Spring Concert this year? Whether you
like any ofthe bands or not it is important
for the student body to know what Uni-
versity Productions and Concerts does to

bring you the best concert it can.
First, UPC wants to get an under-

standing of what bands you want. UPC
does this by questionnaires and group
response from general committee meetings
that are welcome to anyone. UPC wants
your input.

After getting a general opinion ofwhat
bands you want, UPC tries to get them.
With money UPC is allocated from sources
like the Student Activities Trust ^und,
UPC puts bids into agencies representing
these bands. Hopefully the agency and
bands will be receptive, but UPC is con-
strained by the amount offunds it has and

the bands touring at the time. Not every
band you want is touring or is in UPC's
price range, like R.E.M. or Pearl Jam.
UPC then must coordinate the concert

with Amherst and UMass police, UMass
lawyers, Physical Plant and the Environ-
mental Health and Safety Board. Also,
aspects of the concert must be checked by
the associate vice chancellor of student
affairs, and the business manager for
student activities.

UPC itselfmust have enough people to
work hospitality, security, promotions and
stage crew. UPC needs people to put on
the best concert it can.

Everyone at UPC is also a student, with
finalsjust around I

i t irner. All this work
is to brin.fl' vou s f t Spring Concert. If

you have- queslira - vant to help come to
the UPC office at 4U6 Student Union.

Daniel Fulton
UPC Genera] Committee Member
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BREAK THE SILENCE
THE Violence

THANK5 TO:
Onion Bob, Monghani, Bongos to Circus. Foo, all
the bands tttat were willing to do it. The Match.
Central Area Government. WMUA. Judy from
SAO. the Necessary fducators, Ulen Story.
Sondra from the Collegian, and larry Berger
for beautiful sound And our Women Andrea.
Beth, Melissa. Kristin, fvc. Karen. Meredith.
I isa. Jennifer. Jessica. Kirsten, Jennie. Dan
and everyone who came!

pywer

FBI

ADVOCATE
• BEST*
THE VALLEY

READERS POLL

1992
1st like

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Moil. - niiirs. ALL YOU CAN FAT BUFFET S5.99

SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT S6.99 11 :30 - 31^1

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

M.
-'^^^

0«N 4 7 DAYS A WEEK ,^^^ ^^^^^
MSA f KLL- PARKl.VG JKS T IfJ HAPLCY CARD

continued from page 3

were also involved, including the Central
IntelligenceAgency, the Internal Revenue
Service, andthe National Security Council,
but the FBI was primarily responsible for

the secrecy of the whole process.

The emphasis of the pair's discussion
was the restriction ofinformation by these
intelligence agencies and the political

persuasion and pack of lies they say has
evolved.

There was a concentration on the in-

vestigating done of various groups and
individuals thought by the FBI to be
heavily opposed to the Reagan/Bush ad-
ministration and its policies towards
Central America.

"•In 1981. there was FBI
counterterrorism, as there were many
Salvadorans coming to the United States,
and the borders had to be watched for

guerrillas," Gelbspan said. There were
many terrorism investigations and
transporting of data bases form Salva-
doran intelligence in order to put a good
face on what the government was doing.
It's difllcult to say to what extent the FBI
has blood on their hands concerning this."

He described how the FBI responded to

an advertisement in the New York Times
by a group supporting a cap on weapons
during the nuclear freeze movement,
saying the FBI wanted the group and

anyone who responded to the ad put on
terrorist files.

He also said the IRS audited this group
and others "extensively and ridiculously,"

and that one El Salvadoran woman was
tortured and had her child abducted and
eventually murdered.

While Gelbspan elaborated on the
Bureau's targeting ofgroups and its links

to El Salvador and other Latin American
countries. Diamond spoke ofthe difficulty

in interpretingits "Freedom ofInformation
Act," describing how difficult it is to get
files on oneself and how unduly long the
process is.

"People think that all you have to do is

ask for it and they send it to you. Nothing
could be further from the truth." Diamond
said. "They classify everything, and what
they say has been de-classified they still

send to you blacked out. and you have to
take their word for it."

They said the media and the public
need to act on the injustices done by these
agencies, particularly the FBI.

"The FBI won't permit policies for so-
cial change to get off the ground, and they
have no right,"Gelbspan said. "The public's

indifference to these violations will cause
problems like those in the 1980s."

"There is no reason to suspect that
these black box jobs aren't still going on,
because they are." Diamond said.

^®^'
Arts

Cr,

^^ Do you kno^w
I your LEGAL
Protections ??

°^^^orcis
Opinion

Comics ^^.oscope
^^^^^

Everybody reads us.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
545-3500

Tlie LEGAL SERVICES CESniR at UMass offers free,

professional legal help to fee-paying students!

We can advise in most matters affecting students,
including consumer, criminal, housing, family,

employment, military, civil rights, and other matters.

9XZ Campus Center • 545-1995

TIIVIES are TOUGH!
Have you been

getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
money?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Buroer King
Sanaififiches

The Burger King Value Meal Deals

ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
^ F; !da\'5; & vSaturdays -

Nov Viv until l.-OCAM
Come tak( xu^.^ '.reak in Da^dley

* Open 24 h^urs May 13 through 21
(Exam V\/eek)

" Additional iv>t' rs onl\ at the Hadle^ location

with
medium
fries
and

drinic starting ®

Find out why
Community Health Plan

(CHP) was the *1 choice

for University of

Massachusetts employees
changing their health

benefit plans in '91 &'92.

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY

Come to an Open House:

CHP Kasthampton Health Center CHP Pioneer Health Center
1 79 Notlhaniplon Street

5:30-7 p.m. lliursday, 5/6

CHP Hadley Health Center

8 River Drive

5:30-7 p.m. Thursdays: 4/22 & 5/6

63 French King Highway, Greenfield

5:30-7 p.m. Wednesday, 5/5

CHP South Deerfield Health Center
Route 5/10

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday 5/6

413/774-6352 Franklin County
413/584-0600 Hampshire County

^Community
^Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership

COLLEGIAN
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San Francisco

Los Angeles

Boston

FLY NORTHWEST NONSTOP TO LA. OR SAN FRANCISCO FOR JUST $119/
Northwest is offering special fares to students and staff on nonstop flights from Boston to Los Angeles or San Francisco. Just buy

your ticket before May 20, 1993, and youll pay only $119 each way for roundtrip travel starUng May 1 through May 31, 1993. (Fares

are slightly higher for travel beginning June 1 through June 26, 1993.) No advance purchase is necessary, but you must complete all

travel by June 30, 1993. As a bonus, you'll receive 1500 extra WorldPerks^^' miles each way. (Call Northwest for free member
enrollment.)** To take advantage of our special rates, you must present a valid university or college II) when you buy your ticket and

when you check-in at the airport. Call your travel agent, visit your Northwest City ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Ticket Office, or call Northwest at 1 -800-225-2525. And fly Northwest - W^M f ^i^It

J

;< M S IVi M^i! i^l^tll^,^

the *1 on-time airline three years in a row.*** Now offering more nonstop

flights from Boston to more West Coast destinations than any other airline.

When making reservations refer agent U) Pnimotion Code PD268. Fares are each way based on roundtrip coach class travel and are available only on nonstop Northwest Airlines' fliirhts

between Boston and b)s Angeles or San Francisco. Tickets must be issued within 48 hours of res«'rvation but no later than 5/20/93. 'Roundtrip fares for travel commencinR (i/1 throuRh iSmm-An-
$129 each way. A valid university/college ID must be presented at time of ticketing and again at airjjort check in. There is no advance purchase required, but you must stay over a Saturday night All
travel must be booked in "K" class. No refunds or reissues are allowed Revalidations are allowed. Seating is limited. Special fare is not valid with any
certificate/coupon/discount/bonus/upgrade or promotional offer. Pass<-nger Facility Charges of $1 to $3 per airport may apply; up to $12 roundtrip. **1,50() mile WorldPerks Bonus is valid
WorldlVrks m«-mbers flying Northwest on a nonstop flight b<>tween Boston and I-os Angeles or San Francisco on a qualifying purchased ticket from 5/1 through 10/,31/93. Please allow 2 to

'

after your travel is complete for Bonus Miles to be credited to your WorldPerks account. ***Based on D.O.T. consumer reports for the seven largest U.S. airlines for the years 1990 1991 and

other
for all

{ days
years 1990, 1991 and 1992.
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAfM CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $1 5 and over: $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

^^
.<ri BUFFET c^- SUNDAY BRUNCH

Buffet sen'ed 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 - $3.50

__ ^Luncheon Specials sened 1 1:30 5pm - $ v25
'^"'^

All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken
Fingers. 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

TAKE OUT SERVICE -FULL COCKTAIL MENU
10 Belcheitown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 2564252

fit
TKINS
Farms Fruit Bowl

Just a short drive to freshness & nutrition
CORNER OF RTE. 1 16 & BAY ROAC

SOUTH AMHERST MA
253-9528

Where yoii will find the freshest
and best quality for vour
GRADUATION PARTY

SUPPLIES

ATKINS '

PARTY PLATTERS
Meat Platters

Cheese Platters

Salad Bar Platter

Vegetable Platters

Fruit Platters
Barbeque Combo Platter

Cream Puff & Finger Sandwich
Platter

Deviled Egg «& Celery Tray
Pastry Platters

Also Hors de Oeuvres, Pate
and Condiment Platters

PREPARED HOT FOODS.
SALADS, VEGETABLE

DISHES, Etc.

Decorated
CAKES
For All
Occasions!!

ATKINS will
decorate a cake for you in any number of
entertaining sizes, shapes, and designs,
helping your party to be a festive event!!

MAY WE SUGGEST:

Portrait Cakes
Come in and talk alx>ut this ven' special cake.

Number Cakes
'

Birthday & Anniversar\' cakes.
GRADUATION CAKES

All Occasion Cakes

Stop in to see us with your ideas!

ATKINS cakes are made from scratch using
only fresh, natural ingrvilients. Our moist

delicious cakes arv decorated with
handmade flowers made with our special

butterca'am fn>sting.

SOME SAMPLE PRICES:
8 Inch, Round, Two Layers S10.50
10 Inch, Round, Two Liivers 512.75
1 /4 Sheet Cake .'. $1 2.00
1 /2 Sheet Cake S24.00
Full Sheet Cake 538.00

Special
CARE PACKAGES
for STUDENTS
Just tell

Mom or Dad
to call us

and order a
caring

package for

you...

SNACK PACK
LUNCH TOTE BAGS
GET WELL PACK
Mix 'n Match

BIRTHDAY CAKES

Please Call Ahead to Order • 253-9528 or 256-6038

^
-̂-"j^

^ The TOC Lounge

|On Campus Sports Bar
serving munchies

til 11:00 every night

Weekly drink specials
Weekdays: 2pin - 12:30am
Sa,turdays: 2pm - 12:30am

Closed Sundays

\^^^%
1 month
SPECIAL
expires 5/10

r—AEROB!GS
Step
Hi/Low
Funk
Boxercise

STAIRMASTERS
Gauntlet
UfeCycles
LifeStep

1 month
SPECIAL
expires 5/10

r-5TRENGTH-i
KEISER
NAUTILUS
STONE

I

Olympic Weights

AMHERST
ATHLETIC
CLUB

460 So.
West Amherst

St. »s*^56-0080

The Bud Light New England Volleyball Series
Present* the

Mt. Holyoke College Tournament
Kendall Field, Mt. Holyoke College

May 8 & 9, 1993

Over $2000 in Cash & Prizes
Saturday. May »

Mens & Women's Doubles ()pen. A. BB. B. Novice
Coed 6 Player Recreational

Post-Event Party at: Cozy Oaks (Mmw 21

)

Sunday. May 9
Reverse Coed Doubles A. B. Novice

4 Player A, B

Call the Bud Light Hotline for more information

S 617-455-1928 8

>. 4 h\ -t V->ll»y».»ir
Skin ft. Sun Care

diiniLiL^i wmm oiFiF wfis ©i^s^id:
continued from page 1

a home-field playofT game or a first-round bye for the
winner.

Additionally, with sixth-ranked Hofstra losing to fourth-
ranked Johns Hopkins 11-5 Wednesday, a win for UMass
could conceivably propel the Gorillas into the top five.

The third-ranked Orangemen started their season much
as UMass did. dropping two of their first three games before
embarking on a long winning streak. Both beat common
opponent Rutgers, as UMass won 10-7 and Syracuse rolled
21-7.

As always, Syracuse is deep, talented and athletic
Witness last season's 25-12 SU win at the Carrier Dome in
which the Orange ran off a number of transition goals,
breaking an otherwise close game wide open.

"I watched the videotape of that game," Garber said "We
had four penalties to their 10. We beat them in ground balls
NVe beat them in face offs. We had the same number of
shots.

"But they put 48 of 49 shots on cage. We had 28 of 49 on
cage," he said. "That and the fact that they hurt us in
unsettled situations cost us that game."

Coaches and players alike have pointed to tomorrow's
game, along with Wednesday's New England title game
against Brown, as their game of the year. Both would like
to see a huge throng of fans on the Hill tomorrow
afternoon.

"We had 12,14,3 fans for the 10-9 ISyracu.sel game at the
Stadium in '89," said Millon, referring to the epic contest that
many consider among the greatest games UMass has ever
played. "Saturday we'd like to see a huge crowd."

Syracuse, for their part, are used to being everyone's
"game of the year." Despite that, the Orange have more than
enough weapons to put any team away quickly. Matt Riter,

CHRISTOPHER EVANS / COUEGIAN
University of Massachusetts All-American attacker Mark

Millon, who leads the nation in goals and points per game
IS looking to lead the Gorillas to their first victory over
Syracuse since 1981 The game starts at 1 p m

Jamie Archer, Charlie Lockwood. Matt Bettinger, ChaHie
Lockwood and Dom Fin are all legitimate scoring threats
Kiter leads the team in scoring with 32 goals on 73 shots —
an impressive ratio — while Archer has fed a team-high 29
assists to teammates.

For the Gorillas to stay with the potent Orange, they
must get hot goalt«nding and solid defense, especially at the
start. Syracuse has outscored opponents 44-23 in the first
quarter and holds a downright scary 54-12 advantage in the
second quarter.

"If we start out slow against Syracuse, we'll be down 9-0
instead of 2-0 or 4-0." said Mark Millon, UMass' leading
scorer.

*"

Goaltending will be another big concern for both teams
In a big game — and this is the biggest game of the week in
college lacrosse, save Johns Hopkins vs. Towson St. — a hot
goahe can carry a defense. UMass' Tom LoPresti and SU's
Chris Surran are both capable of a great day in net.

Surran, who is approaching 400 saves for his career, has a
67 percent save average. LoPresti compares well to Surran
however, with a 59 percent save average. Furthermore]
IvoPresti only allows 6.4 goals per game, while Surran allows
8.9 through the net per outing.

Another area in which UMass must convert is its extra
man attack. Syracuse has been penalized 69 times for 53
minutes, far more than UMass' 51 penalties. Both teams kill
penalties extremely well — 23 percent for UMass, 20
percent for SU — but the Gorillas must capitalize on man-
up opportunities to win.

Are the Gorillas optimistic? Indeed they are.
"We can beat these guys," Millon said.

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31

34
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
43

liSilS^IilSiSCT @W M^gg^gffllBJilTfS
Nam*

Morgan Stanford
Dennis Kelly

Mark Millon
Mike Valente
Bob Lukacz
Eric Bailey

Wes Depp
Brian Lynch
Tom Healy
Pete Cuda
Dave Murphy
Jon Riber

Chris Mensoian
Ken Rendazzo
Tom LoPresti

Chris Nentwich
Matt Noone
Greg Kline

Buddy Hoffman
Bill Edeli

Jeremy Murphy
Sam Joseph
Jim Panetta
Adam Kohart
Brian Turk
Joe Loiacono
Mike McGovern
Jim Bernstein
Ernie Faulkner
Eric Triolo

Jim Byrns
John Cavalerio
Brant Werth
Andy Fish

Scott Serpico
Anthony DeLucia
Dan Collins

John Kelly

Phil Fierro

Rip Correnti
Brian Burrill

Ken Ward

G
D
A
A
M
A
A
M
D
M
D
M
M
D
G
M
D
M
A
M
M
M
D
D
A
M
D
D
M
M
M
A
G
A
D
D
D
M
M
G
D
M

Yr.

Fr.

So.

Sr.

So.

Fr.

Fr.

Jr.

Fr.

So.

Jr.

Fr.

Jr.

Fr.

Fr.

So.

Jr.

Jr.

Jr.

Fr.

Sr.

Jr.

Jr.

Sr.

Jr.

Fr.

So.

So.

Sr.

So.

Sr.

Jr.

Jr.

Fr.

Sr.

Fr.

Jr.

So.

Fr.

Fr.

Jr.

Fr.

Jr.

HometoMn

Centerport, NY
Farmingdale, NY
Huntington, NY
Hicksville, NY
Acton, MA
Cheshire, CT
Garden City, NY
Merrick, NY
Malverne, NY
Vestal, NY
Coram, NY
Huntington, NY
Newton, MA
Levittown, NY
West Islip, NY
Holbrook, NY
Levittown, NY
Huntington, NY
Long Beach, NY
Croton, NY
Marceilus, NY
Long Beach, NY
Glen Cove, NY
Garden City, NY
Fallston, MD
Ridge, NY
West Islip, NY
Fairfield, CT
Bevedy, MA
Huntington Sta., NY
Massapequa, NY
Holtsville, NY
Longmeadow, MA
Fayetteville, NY
Massapequa, NY
South Setauket, NY
Peabody, MA
East Islip, NY
Plainville, NY
Miami, FL
Madison, CT
Medfield, MA

Head Coach: Ted Garber
Assistants: Greg Cannella, Mario Lopez Pat Lorian
Captains: Mark Millon, Rick Mullins. Jirn Panetta

No. Name

1 Casey Donegan A
2 Chris Surran G
3 Roy Cosley M
4 Matthew Riter A
5 Andy Puccia M
6 Toby Price M
8 Jim Morrisey A
9 Mark Fietta M
10 Regy Thorpe D
1

1

Jamie Archer A
12 Steve Bettinger A
13 Brad LeBaron G
14 Jeff Schussler M
1

5

Fred Amaya M
16 Rorke Denver A
17 Zach Fisher D
18 Pat Cougevan D
19 Alex Pouteau M
21 Paul Sullivan M
22 Charlie Lockwood M
23 Mike Doyle D
24 George Clements A
25 Steve Aherns M
26 Dom Fin M
27 Kristian Photopoulos D
28 Pete Lyngklip D
29 Matt Doyle A
30 John Barr M
31 Kip Hoag D
32 Bob Basom M
33 Garret Esposito G
34 Erik Knaus A
35 Bob Feisee M
36 Mike Smiley D
37 Nick Licameli M
38 Gary Jones A
39 George Needham M
40 Andy Joyce A
43 Chad Smith D
44 Hans Schmid D
45 Mike Witek M
46 Jamie LeMessurier A
47 Ric Beardsley D
48 Scott Clarke M

IBJillWlIgiB'ff'^
Yr.

Jr.

Sr.

So.

Sr.

Sr.

Fr.

Fr

So.

Sr.

Sr.

Sr.

Fr.

Jr.

Jr.

Fr.

So.

Sr.

Sr.

So.

Jr.

Sr.

Sr.

Fr.

Jr.

Fr.

Sr.

Fr.

Sr.

Fr.

So.

Jr.

Sr.

Sr.

Fr.

Jr.

Jr.

Fr.

So.

So.

So.

So.

Fr.

So.

Jr.

Corning, NY
Wilton, CT
Yorktown Heights, NY
Homer, NY
Tully, NY
Barrington, Rl

Skaneatlas, NY
Elbridge, NY
Elbridge, NY
Syracuse, NY
Hewlett, NY
Corning, NY
Mohegan Lake NY,
Hicksville, NY
Los Altos, CA
Bloomfield Hills, Ml
Penn Yan, NY
Great Neck, NY
Scarsdale, NY
Syracuse, NY
Camillus, NY
Greenwich, NY
Fairport, NY
Yorktown Heights, NY
East Greenich, Rl

Farmington Hills, Ml
Camillus, NY
Fairport, NY
Liverpool, NY
Worthington, OH
Manlius, NY
Hunting Valley, OH
Fairfax Station, VA
Syracuse, NY
Camillus, NY
Syracuse, NY
Hamilton, CT
Syracuse, NY
Baldwin, NY
Ithaca, NY
Wilton, CT
Syracuse, NY
Cape Coral, FL

Darien, CT
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Leaving school
has never been

so easy.
,r..'u

"1" ^"fp"^'"8 »'«' » many sfixlents move ^^^fh Ryder. We've got sturdy, dependabk

automatic Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand tmcks, even movine tins
And vve re ea'.y on the wallet, too.

CALL YOUR LOCAL RYDER DEALER AT:

78 Sunderland Road, North Amheret 549.0010
312 College Street, Amherst 256-8430
443 Elm Street, Northampton 586-6364
480 Pleasant Street. Northampton 586-9365

So, call us. Because while college may not a/m^-s be a bneze, getting out cat\ be.

RYDER.
B'-'-g fi ihts coupon lof Ine rental o< 1 d/ Mov.ng Blankets 0«er E^res 8 31 93

Head Coach: Roy Simmons, Jr.

Assistants: John Desko, Kevin Donahue, Laddie Horyl
Captains: Matt Riter, Chris Surran, Regy Thorpe

M.25
per <

Washload

Enjoy Coffee... (^\
Soda... Snacks...

andT.V.... While You

Do Your Laundry!

Large Capacity '

washing'
machines
12-20-30 lbs.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY • 7 DAYS A WEEK
11 Pray Street 'Amherst 549-1665

South Town CommonsLAUNDROMA
Enjoy the Convenience of c

State-of-the-Art Washers &
Dryers in our Pleasant ^

Atmosphere.

OPENyAM-^lOPM

J DAYS A WEEK

479 West Street • South Amherst

](m^^i^^^^c^Cim

OPEN SUN - ThURS.

6AM - 3AM F.^: i SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS.

NEXT TO

SUPER STOP & SHOP

RTE. 9

HADLEY/AMHERST

256-6889

Buy any one item
from our menu, &
receive the second or
free! Minimum
purchase of $3.55
required. Higher price
prevails, daily specials
excluded, no other
discounts or promos
apply. Excludes
Scallop & Steak
Dinners .

exp. 5/30/93

The Concessions Dept.

We're there for you!

At all home
LAX games

and now at the
Flagstone Cafe

(on the Campus Center Deck) ^
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Sox taker after hot start, Bonds tearing up league
COLLEGIAN

BEHIND/

Its kind of funny how pennant fever suddenly disap-
pears when the Red Sox lose six in a row. Afterjumping out
to first place in the American League East and one of the
best records in baseball, our beloved Red Sox have dropped
to fourth place and a very mediocre record of 12-9.

The question is, is this team for
real? Was the fast start a fluke or can
Mr. "fourth-and-one" himself, Butch
Hobson, motivate his troops to play
at a high level for the full season?
Come to think of it: ex-Sox manager
Joe Morgan had that ridiculous 6-2-
and-even sajnng and the Sox were

successful— Butch has this fourth-and-one thing and .

.

. we could very well be on to something.
But the Sox, led by big Mo Vaughn, have looked good

so far both at the plate and on the rubber. Vaughn is
hitting an even .400 with 16 runs batted in, four home
runs, .677 slugging percentage and only nine strikeouts.
The low strikeout total is a vast improvement from last
season and much of the thanks should go to new hitting
coach Mike Easier, who has molded Mo into a patient,
confident hitter who can hit to all fields. The real Mo has
definitely arrived.

Mo is also fast becoming a favorite among Sox fans,
especially after last week's storybook episode when Mo
promised a nine-year old little boy with cancer that he
would hit a home ryn for him that night against the
Cahfornia Angels. A nice gesture to begin with but an
even better one after Mo came through on his promise by
stroking a 400-plus foot shot over the center field fence.
Luck? Maybe, but still, you have to love this guy.
A few other Red Sox players deserve mention in this

space. Mike Greenwell has made a miraculous comeback
after elbow surgery last year. With a .305 average and 18
RBI, he's (you heard it here first) well on his way to
winning the comeback player ofthe year award. Catcher
Tony Pena has been maligned of late because of his
woeful .180 average but he is still an indispensable
defensive catcher and leader on the field. Roger Clemens
(3-1, 1.64 earned run average) and Frank Viola (4-1, 1.47
ERA— best start since 1990) have also been impressive.

Around the rest of the league, pitcher Tim Wakefield
of the Pittsburgh Pirates gets the bionic player of the
week award. Wakefield, a knuckleball pitcher, threw a
whopping 171 pitches in a 6-2 victory over the Atlanta
Braves. To put that into perspective, most pitchers are
taken out ofthe game after about 100 pitches. Wakefield

has also walked at least nine batters in three of his last
five starts — and still won.

Do you think Barry Bonds is happy in San Francisco?
Wearing his father Bobby's old number 25, Bonds is

playing like a man possessed as he leads the National
League in hitting with a .397 average. Bonds is also first
in RBIs with 20, first in slugging percentage (.825), first
in on-base percentage (.524). first in runs (21) and third
in home runs with five. Wow.

One of the most interesting players in the major
leagues is Philadelphia's John Kruk, who plays like Pete
Rose did but looks hke Perry Mason. As a fan. you wonder
how a guy with a gut that big who looks like he has salsa
and Twinkies three meals a day can be successful in the
big leagues. But somehow, day in and day out. he does the
job— this season to a tune of .348, 5 home runs. 14 RBIs— all among the league leaders. While most players in
this day and age are concerned with proper diet, exercise,
etc., Kruk probably goes back to the locker room during
the seventh inning stretch and pops a few cold ones.
Gotta love this guy.

Jeff Hojlo is a Collegian columnist who desperatelv
hopes the Gorillas crush the Orangemen tomorrow on the
Hill.

Put your BayBank account on hold
for the summer and save!

SUMMER

SAVE MONEY.
Your account will be free of all

service charges during the summer, as long as
you're not using your account.

SAVE TIME.
To reactivate your account, just use your BayBank Card

or write a check. There's no paperwork
and no need to order new checks.

IT'S EASY!
Just call 788-5000 anytime or stop by your

nearest BayBank office.

BayBank^

Member FDIC

COLLEGIAN
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Digable Planets are Reachin ' to NorthamDtonUpstart rap erouv challen^P^ U.t.»...
UlcUHpiOn

By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

Do you like rap music? If you had a
chance to check out one of the grooviest
and most original rap groups in the country
today, would you go? Well, you'll have
your chance on Sunday when the hip-hop
tno Digable Planets comes to Pearl Street
in Northampton.

With the release oftheir hit single The
Rebirth of Slick (Cool Like Dat)," the
Planets have found stardom in the com-
mercial rap world. "Cool Like Dat," how-
ever, isjust a small taste ofthe refreshing
and innovative sounds you can expect to
hear Sunday night.

The group's debut album, Reachin' (A
New Refutation ofTimeand Space ) isjam-
packed with upbeat songs marked by re-
laxingrhymes and thoughtful lyrics. While
''Cool Like Dat" is the only tune to hit the
airwaves so far, tracks such as "Where I'm
From." "Swoon Units" and "Examination
ofWhat" arejust as original and enjoyable
as the debut single.

"Jimmi Diggin Cats" is an interesting
retrospective tune, and "La Femme Fatel"
gives a male viewpoint of a friend's po-
tential abortion situation.

All three members of the Planets
(frontman Butterfly, Ladybug and
Doodlebug), were exposed to wide variet-
ies of music while growing up, and this
definitely comes through in the group'.s
music. Jazz is the most obvious influence,
as Butterfly is quick to point out.

"I grew up on traditional early jazz,
Blue Note and Prestige artists." he says. "1

like music that takesyou places you might
not usually go."

Ladybug cites BraziHanjazz and samba
as two major influences.

"My parents are from Brazil," she ex-
plains. That music really broadened mv
outlook."

Much ofthe group's appeal stems from
the happy and uplifting feel that their
music provides. You won't hearany violent,
angry tracks about how terrible life is
from these guys. What you will hear are
relaxing, thought-provoking tunes that
challenge the listener to think about rap
in a new and original way.

If you dig rap. youll definitely dig the
sounds of Digable Planets. Check 'em out.

Digable Planets willplay at PearlStreet
Sunday night at 9. Tickets are $11 in
advance and $13 at the door. Call 584-
7771 for ticket info. The show is 18+. From left, Doodlebug ^^ . . -, „ COURTESY GUZMAN

Laaybug and Butterfly make up Digable Planets.—^ • 1 -w - "^'"""y- ^"^y^^y <*r'a Dunemy make up Digable Planets

David Lynch is a director who is Wild at Heart
By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Stafl"

Director David Lynch is a really weird guy For those
who are into this .sort of thing (count me in), his movies
are a fascinating look at absurd and freak behavior
Sometimes this gets the best ofhim, such as the confusing
Dune, but overall, 1 think Lynch is one ofAmerica's most
talented directors

Video Pick

of the Week

For instance, in Wild at Heart, Lynch takes two
caricatures (the super tough, super cool felon and the
southern belle) and totally puts them through a cross-
country nightmare. It is more than simply an outlaw road
movie. Wild at Heart is an indulgence into the grotesque
that is meant to disturb you.

Sailor Ripley, the lead character played cooly by Nick
Cage, is a throwback to Elvis Presley (or as stated in the
movie, simply "E"). Cage does a wonderful job imper-
sonating The King" with such lines as. This herejacket
is a symbol of my individuality and belief in personal
freedom" or "Are you giving me a chance to prove my love
to my darling?" Hey, what more can you ask from a
movie?

Laura Dern of "Wild at Heart.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Laura Dern plays Lula Pace Fortune, Cage's girl-
friend, who IS along for the ride. She plays the southern
belle with a nice flare that adds a touch of inn<xcMce to a
quite strange movie. However, some ofthe lines Dern has
to act do make you wonder if Lynch has any idea of how
t« handle female characters. Ifyou look at Lula's character
there certainly is a case that he doesn't. In the scheme of
the movie though, a few odd lines may not be such a bad
thing.

The movie begins with one of the most violent scenes
ever. When Sailor and Lula are leaving a dance, a killer
hired by Lula's mother ( for various reasons ) attacks them
with a switch-blade. Sailor not only stops it. but brutallv
kills him by pounding his head into the pavement. 1 tell
you this as a warning not to rent the movie ifyou dislike
gory scenes. This movie has plenty of them.

The movie also contains many graphic sexual scenes
I think It IS handled quite adeptly and maturely but
again, if you don't like this kind of stuff, rent Pretty
Woman.

Mr^'^'^
"' ^*'°''' ^'^° ^^^ ^" excellent supporting cast

Willem Dafoe plays Bobby Peru, an ex-Marine that has
turned criminal with a haunting abnormal disposition

Isabella Rossellini, of French runway fame does her
second work with Lynch (Blue Velvet was her first), play-
ingthe femme-fatale Perdita Durango with quiet precision
that does make you wonder why she isn't in more movies

Turn to WILD AT HEART, page 12

Experience three chances to catch yePIness

and'^F°ed Haze^to'^n'"'^'^

^'^' °^^^^'
"
clockwise from top: John Greene, Raul Goodness. Shawn GunSreMacTcTson

ByMIKECARVALHO
Collegian Staff

The dictionary definition of "yep" is "a po.sitivc
response." and that's just the kind of reaction local
concertgoens are having to this up-and-coming band

Ifyou haven't seen yeP! yet. this weekend is your
chance to catch one ofthe hottest bands in the area as
they play three different spots around the valley over
the next two days.

yeP! has entered two battle-of-the-band contests—
and won them both. The first, held in Southwest la.st
semester, landed them a gig during Southwest Week
yesterday. Winningthe battle in Northeast this month
led to a spot on the lineup at the Northeast Area Pig
Out this Saturday afternoon (for Northeast residents
only).

The bandyeP! started as an idea in the fall of 1991
when Shawn Gundersen (guitar/vocals) put up some
posters that attracted the attention of Jack Carson
(guitar/you-name-it).JackbroughtinkeyboardistJohn
Greene, and bassist Raul Goodness joined soon after
Drummer Fred Hazelton replaced a part-time drum-
mer in September 1992, and the group has been
playing together ever since.

,.J^^"^ ^^ define the music that yeP! plays is a
difficult task. Their influences show the diversity of
their musical tastes - from David Gilmour to Jimi
Hendnx, Tangerine Dream to the Grateful Dead and
even Animal (from the Muppet show) — this is not a

Turn to YEP!, page 12

J
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group with a single musical focus.
This variety adds an interesting dimension to yeP!'s

repertoire — in one set they might plav some reggae
some blues, a little jazz and even throw in something
hardcore.

And while many local bands play a lot ofcovers, yeP!
concentrates on theirown songs. "We play some covers

"

said keyboardist Greene, "but we like to focus on origi-
nals."

The result is something the band calls >eP!nes8." a
high-energy brand of music that turns all their gigs into

Wild at Heart

parties. The band encourages people to bring drums or
"percussion toys" to their shows so that everyone can get
involved in the music.

Comparisons to Phish are somewhat accurate— both
bands spend as much time practicing as possible, play an
eclectic blend ofmusic and put on amazing Uve shows—
but the band's originality really doesn't lend itself to
comparisons.

A Crack in the Jamb, yePI's studio tape which is now
available at local record stores, gives the listener a
glimpse into "yeP.'ness" — including a great reggae ver-
sion ofthe Mario Bros, theme— but the best wav to listen

to yeP! is Hve and in person.
yeP! will be playing three more shows this weekend,

starting tonight when they open for the Aquarium Res-
cue Unit at Peari St., starting at 9 p.m.

This Saturday, yeP! is scheduled to play at the Or-
chard Hill Bowl Day at noon. Northeast residents will be
treated to their musical stylings at 3 p.m.

Next Saturday, May 8. at 2 p.m., yeP! will play the
Spring Blast benefit for MassPIRG at 366 Allan Rd. in
Belchertown.

For information on these dates or upcoming events
call the yeP.'line at 549-3832.

continued fronn page 1
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Lula's mom, Mariette, is ingeniously played by Diane
Ladd, in a role that is on the one hand very loving, while
on the other being a cold hearted murderess. One scenem particular comes to mind, in which she goes to work on
herself with lipstick. Not only is the shot mesmerizing,
but extremely disturbing.

The dependable Harr>' Dean Stanton has a small part
as Johnie Farragut, a detective that is assigned by Lula
(whom he loves), to track down Sailor and Lula. He and
Ladd work together very well (even though he works off
anyone nicely) to create a source of sanity in Mariette's

world.

Lynch draws the film into a loose paralell of The
WuardofOz and other fairy tales. Mariette is the wicked
witch that haunts them on their journey on a kind of
yellow-brick road. Lynch stretches this theme to an
absolutely absurd ending. Intentional or not. it turns out
to be quite funny.

Lynch does some incredible camera work in the film
too. Instead of having normal sex scenes. Lynch shades
the shot with a pink that adds nice dimension to a cliched
scene. He also uses a pounding heavy metal soundtrack
to these sequences, which fans the intense chemistry

between Cage and Dern.
Lynch also has the recurring motifof fire. Lulas's dad

and uncle are killed in "accidents" involving fire. This is
offset by close-ups of the flame in Sailor's and Lula's
cigarettes. It is one interesting effect among many that is
standard to Lynch's bizarre world.

Wild at Heart is definitely not for everyone. Ifyou like
movies that don't strive to be politically correct, this
movie is right up your alley. It is a grotesque, strange and
violent movie that takes a cliche genre— the road movie— and warps it into something new. What that it is. III
leave up to you.

. I

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
It Exoert in Custom Storage
-t^ Custom-Designed Boxes

k Packing Supplies
* 24-Hour On Call Emergency

Service

« Secured, Itemized Storage
•* Personalized Inventory
it Insurance Included

SUMMER STORAGE
PROFESSIONAL PICK UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (^13) SSS-S999

EUROPE -CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* Hockmimm Plua
New Yorli MY 10020
Phon» (212) Ml 3040

Mail ttiia ad for Special
SliidMil/Teacher Tariff.

a NCNTAL a IXASC O ^UNCHASK

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7 Days
8c»m-9pm

Orop-Off or

Wa.shinj; Machine
Startinj; M $1

AlliMidrfnt .1% .liltiblo rill il.<\

. 326 College St. (Rt. 9)

^^^\mherst « 253-.S072 ^

RUSH

Qlitt 2^t6r ^0rk QTlnusi

STUDENT DENIED SECURITY
DEPOSIT BY LANDLORD!

DON'T MAKE
THIS MISTAKE!

Is your aporfment or house In

need of repair or cleaning?
Remennber that "Condition Audit"
that was done when you moved
in. Is it in the same condition?
If not, your landlord may keep
your money, and in some cases

go after you for more $$$.

For information on our
free inspection, and cleaning

services call 268-3662.

Or, to recieve a copy of an audit
check list and helpful tips, send

$5.00 and a self-addressed
envelope to:

Dawn Cormely of Gormely Cleanning
P.O. Box 125, Haydenville, MA 01039

The
Collegian
113 Campus

Center

545-3500

Fri. thru Thurs.. Apr. 30 thru May 6
2 Major Films - Separate Admission

3rd &C Final Week - CURTAin DAILY 7PM
A mother & adopted daughter during the
French colonization of Indochina • 1930

"'IIVDOCHINE' SPRAWIS AMD E\THRA11SJ:
FN CATHERINE DEVEUVE THE FILM HAS A I
STAR OF EPIC GLAMOUR AND (.RAVirV " l

0\E OF THE YEARS BEST FILMS" [
- RUhmrd CotIIm TIME MAGAZI.VE

INDOCHINE
A FILM BY RFt;iS VVARGNIER Vwo^W^n*" •

Downtown Amherst
17 Kellogg Ave., Amherst

^ 256-8705

liMiMmmiiiii
2nd Major Feature - AT 9:40 DAILY!

A RAVISHIMG ROMAPICE!!!

SommersbY
RICHARD GERK
JODIE FOSTER

AT TIIK (;ATESok SMITH COLLKGH

ismm
LIQUOR STORE

Heineken 12 pk bottles $10.39 (+dep)

BuSCh, Busch Light suitcase cans $9.99 (+dep)

Miller Genuine Draft, C. D. Light 12 oz Suitcase cans$1 2.49 (+ dep)

Fosters Lager 12 pk bottles $8.99 {+ dep)

We have - Mini Kegs:
Bitburger, Warsteimer, DInkel Acker, DAB Dortmund

like a Lap Top Computer, they go anywhere! .$1 3.99-$1 5.99 (plus 5^ dep)

Drakes 80 proof Vodka 1.75 L $9.99
Yukon Jack 1 75 l $13.99
Seagrams Gin 1 751 $13.99

A full selection of Bock Beers as well as our usual
selection of 400 brews from around the world.

(And the only store Brett Weir shops at!)

^ra
dquartei

i BeefS from around the Wort
\ Imports • Gourmet • Microbrcweries

\ Kess startins at $33.00
(chcds/Mastercard/Visa accepted for Keg Deposits)

MaltScotcties • Cosnacs • Brandies • Ctiampasnes

Open 9 am
- 11 pm

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
338 College Street/253-5384

One mile East of Amherst Ctr. on Rte. 9

WHATS ORANCE AND FUNNY?

CARROT TOPTHIS SATUROAY!
THEHOTPEST
COMICINTHE
COUNTRY! /

TICKETS
OrMLY
$12.OO

comedq
CONNECTION

Exits MasfRke ^^^ ^^^^ All- SHOWS
Only a few minutes from the U. Mass Campus'

CALL 413-593 5:^>:>
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

WIFH m GR£A>T SLOGAH
AHD yoVjR QREAT ARTWOR<
r^lS TRAFFIC 5AFCTN
0O5TER 15 A SHOE-iN

FOR F,RST PRizc

A SOLID
FOUNOATIOM
OF ANA^o^lc^L

!

STUD^ IS

ESSENriAL
FOR THE

ARTIST.

WWAT SHOJLD

WE SPEND
TME PRIZE

OF COURSE, I TMlN< lU
TECHNICAL BLOW ,T All OK

I

SKILL ALOKE
| JAW B^EXKERS

llSNT ENOOGH
;
AND COMIC

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON
ILL m'K SaWF.

i
WHEH ^'Ou VE I

5T-AfcS TO SWOW jGOT TAlE\t!
PA;M m KUMAH

J
LIKE OOtS, i

TUE WORLD
I

IS yojR
I

DOONESBURY

NOTB5UBVa THIS, BUT
DRI\/IN6ACA&HA5ITS,
OUIN SaTOF ROMRPS

By CARRY TRUDEAU

"And so. the interviewer asited, Do you ever have
trouble coming up with ideas? Well, sometimes.

"

the cartoonist replied.

JIM'S JOURNAL

NtK %^\A, "Let»j

Stof «|v\4 (e*Vc

By JIM

5o we f^W^A off

p«irkea, aK4
jacVet ov\4 S^*i^»

(ftoKiK) jaclttt/

Quote of the Day
'Keep breathing... the semester will end."

- .v/>// outsUlc Annie s

Garden Shop on route 116

CALVIN AND HOBBES

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By BILL WATTERSON

,i^i

^^^c^^

L(>o»c M ims Gooswy,

\>mi. snwy. \mx.
Htr MUC<.'

BLECCUH
ULV: A90UT
ICID MAGNET)

PRICE
By PRICE VAN RAY

t^^C£ HOj UJAN5T A
SLICE Of SOAaE
GOOD UMj^f\ii AM

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19): A
S<iod wrwkinR ri-Ulif>ndii() wjlh a >u-
(X-rviMX will enhanicyour rolt- in iht-

St hemt (It ihiiiRs Be Kjx-n lo rhanj-e
and cxpcrinHTitdiion. Vouf skills c an
Ix- usfd in prolilal)li> m-w w.iys.

TAURUS (April 2()-May lU) You
and sfMiH-oiM' rl<>si- to you ri-vt-jl

your plans or a (h.inyi- oi addri-ss.

Hon»e lili- IS m«Hf rewarding ihan in

ihf rw i-nl pasl. Be lari-lul — il is nol
yil sumnx-r arxJ ihf ground may slill

Ix- wet.

(iEMINI iMay Jl.|un<- 201: Fanv
ily (Kidc lfad> you to m.ike a dillic ult

dc* ision Yoo wilt ntt-d lo lijvf ltn-

lull suppon ol your p.utiH-r or males.
IJo no! Ik- alraid lo .isk lor sjx^ial
lavtjrs.

CANCER (June Jl-)uly 22): The
emphasisroday isonsli.iring. Arel.)\-

ing lamily gcl-logelh»r shows you (he
meaning ol lru<' love Roman<e is

high on your lis! ol prioriiies Make
plans lor a lun dinner.

LEO duly 2 J-Aug 221: S|X'ak up il

highcr-ups iry lo heap lixi many re-

sponsihililies on your shoulders. Ro-
mance will l)l(x>n) It you want i( lo.

Seek anoiher Mxjrre <>i inconif to

meei rising costs.

VIRGO <Aug.21-Sepl.22l: An
enthusiastic colleague nwy Ix- all trx)

willing lo spend your money. Take
extra precautions to protei I your in-

terests. Slate your views, hut show
that you arc alvj willm}; lo listen.

LIBRA <Sep<2J-Oi.22»: Re.K h
out to ix'wjxM iple and your s<M lal lite

w ill ae ( elerale. Vou lind a way lo use
your funds more |)f()ii|,i|)|yf,w(ioie.

you aixl yiKir mati- are in |X-rle« I

at cord.

SCORPIO ((J«t 2«-Nov2n A
|)lan IK (Kojeti is hlossoming in an
une\(KH ted way T.ike .uK ant.ige oi .i

iHJrsI f >l energy arxl tin.ili/i your plans.

Make hig tinanc lal titt isions iwiw.

SA(;iTTARIUS(Nov.J2-IX( 211:

Health ihanges in llx- hoiiX' vtix-
will pleax-youi male lou' M-emslo
siirriHirHl you v\h<'rever you go' Yo«i

return to .) work pro|e< t with Iresli

enlhusi.ism. I'rollls v>ar.

CAPRICORN l|)et 22 Ian I'll

Your s)>irits((Hild plunge monieni.irily

itanasMM lalesayssiHix-llungc rilii at

Try lo overliHik this |Krson s (xlty

(omnu-nts Purchases l<w the honx-
are line it you need — and c an allixd
— iheni.

AQUARIUS (|an.20-Fcb l«l;

Certain limitations are liitetl. Love
is yours in abundant e You will

enjoy sharing the go<Kl things m lile

with triendsand tamily A r;>nianli<

lonnection grows deeper ,\m\
stronger.

PISCESIFel) I<)-Marth20) Ahusy
day lies ahead. (ontenlrale on your
res}>onsil)ilities iK-tore lurning your
attention lo rcMiiant e or ret realion. A
carefully planned trip will IcH yoo
rel.n

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
HElU). I'M SALL\STT3l'T>^£C \0U
PKogA«a WRVEn'T EVtgftuwD
VOuESaF IN A SlTuATOM UKE
TUlIaNE, an-l^KE ACEM^NV

HELP NOW

'

,"FOE AMEe? 7= < PEe day, ^ou
CAM SPowSot jnE 3P "WEJE On«*
TJNiATE ?^Ol\E mcXCWAMGPftt
THE MoNiEV Vcu SEnO R«-(}^Eli^

T?tATMEMr^ Vou WILLeECEWE
PHCrcS 5F Vwe HAaCHlSURNO

LSTTSe: EXPeE:J:tvJG,-WEeTHI>M?<:

IF ^DOLllCE, ^'C'v O^ tVtN

MASocHiSr IK. f> cser/^iN crrv

'

And theee ace -^^NDeEi?: op

'£i.Ege(Ti£I

CALL ,-sc:-'iOHrr ?^£'' tuat:
i

^ 'frrmJtm>(»\sT' i

* ccc '-s-\6ac:'Only25-,^
\ p^mo" DoN'TE/ENuicsrj

Today's Staff
Night Editor Mike Webber
Copy Editor Lisa Curtis

Photo Technician josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho
Production Tony Morse

Todd Elliott

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Pucks

Hot Hero Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Ratatouille

DINNER
Southern Fried Steak

Savory Baked Chicken

BASICS DINNER
Spinach Noodle

Garbanzo Veggie Stew

The opinions (A|,ivssfcl on this p.iKi' .iiv those of the Cciiloo.iists .md do not ncccss.uily retk-d the viev%> ot the Co//cp..„ or the UtiivcTsily

ACROSS
I t hp l«>q.il

(KOlPSSlOfl

< World boarer

9 Silvers or

Harris

1

3

BlacK cuckoo
14 Coronet
1

5

Places
16 The prodigal

refurnelh?

19 So tie cl

?0 like a le;

71 Name
?3 — in Itie

Saddle'
74 Colorado ski

reson
75 Residue ot

combustion
78 Craving
30 Tee

33 Beaches
3S Swabs
37 Hawaiian

musical inst

38 Scots' c;ips

39 llomp
4 I Schemr?
4? Uncle, in

Scotland
43 Kind ot

machine
44 As?;embfes

46 Confute
48 One ol the

sevpn
50 Miss (Jinsmore

ol fiction

51 Doulile

curves
.S3 Resound
bb Purist

S7 NASA
hangout ''

61 Related
fi? Goal nl Ihe

Sooner s

64 Progeny
65 fSood nighi girl

of song
66 Gun the motor,

with "up"
67 " pile — on

Pelion " Viigil

68 Cerl.iin

students

69 6th sense

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

OOIWN
1 fli.lil.»nd money
7 (JtHquitoos OK
3 Borders
4 Coral reef

5 Opportune
6 - up
7 Son of Prince
Valiant

8 Legends
9 Rflcognires

1 f fiend of Snow
While?

1

1

Tro/en

desserts

1? Something to

toe

17 Acid alcohol

compounds
18 Desist s partner

7? Fig persons
74 Soon
75 Fall bloomer
76 Ignominy
77 Couch

potatoes'
79 Mam it up
31 Gii.ille rel.itiv*

3? Taut

34 Gal of song
36 Identity

40 Deprivation

4 1 f,anv.i^s

respondent
43 Bren km
45 Respond
47 Kampala's

country
49 mtfach

57 Body of moral
principles

54 Allays

55 El -.
Tenas

56 Su|)(>lr>rnenls.

with "out"
57 f4ook s

male
S« Stark

59 lemon aiKJ

lime additives

60 Letters on most
Invitations

63 — y Plata
motto of

Montana

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

4/30/93
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a 45-5 overall record and their second straight Atlantic
Coast Conference championship in hand.

Runs won't come easy against the Lady Seminole
pitching staff, which features three pitchers all ranked in
the top 10 in the countr>- in earned run average. Maria
Looper ( 16-0. 0.29 ERAi. Rebecca Aase ( 14-1. 0.52 ERA)
and Toni Gutierrez ( 15-4. 0.39 ERA) combine for a nifty
0.39 ERA. tops in the nation for a pitching staff.

FSU boasts six All-ACC performers on their squad.
Besides the three pitchers, the Lady Seminoles placed
center fielder Leslie Barton, right fielder Susan Buttery,
and second baseman Lisa Daudson on the all-conference
team.

FSU has the ACC Rookie of the Year in left fielder
Shamalene Wilson and the league's Coach of the Year.
Dr. JoAnne Graf, who is in her 15th season at FSU.

P^lorida St. could be looking for some redemption as

the Minutewomen, on theirway to the Final Four, knocked
FSU out of the tournament via 4-2 victory.

While the Lady Seminoles may be foreign to UMass,
the Huskies are all too familiar. UCorm has already
beaten the Minutewomen this year in a doubleheader by
scores of 4-0 and 2-0, plus the Huskies will be back here
on Monday for another doubleheader with UMass head
coach Elaine Sortino's squad.

Not to be outdone by the Lady Seminoles, the Huskies
placed seven players on the All Big East team, led by
repeat conference Player of the Year Janna Venice and
Pitcher ofthe Year Pat Conlan. And while FSU has three
pitchers in the top ten nationally in ERA. UConn has
Conlan. who is No. 1. sporting a 6.20 ERA.

Head coach Karen MuJlins. in her 10th year at UConn,
was named Big East Coach of the Year for the second
year in a row after guiding the Huskies to their fourth
straight Big East title.

game
continued from page 16

right field line that Salisbury dove for, but missed.
The ball kept rolling and Early was rounding third
when the umpire sent her back to second, claiming
that Salisbury never touched the ball before it went
out of play.

UMass' Kuchinskas sent one out of play as well
in the top of the sixth inning. It came in the form of
a deep fly ball deposited over the right field fence.
The home run. her sixth of the year, provided
ClafTey with all the run support she would need.

"I felt good about coming through when we
needed it." Kuchinskas said. "I did struggle a little

so it was a big hit."

Daut pitched the entire seven innings. She gave
up only three hits (two ofthem to Early), and struck
out six. raising her record to 10-6.

Hurricane Island
College of the Outdoors
• Winler
• Spring
• Summer
•FaU

Florida Keys
While Mtns., N.H.
Maine Coastal Islands

Maine Coast/Mtns.

D.R Douqh
DeUvers CaLzones
caU 296-1616
Now Open at 11:30 A.M.

-J J-. ,

$100 OFF 1 1*100 OFF

Send for free descriptive catalog or call toll-free 1-800-341-1744 for more information

I
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The COLLEGIAN Needs

CIRCULATION

DRIVERS!
You must have mornings free

until 11:00am &
you must have a reliable car.

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

I I

i
I I

Come down to the COLLEGIAN
business office to get priority on

the higher paying routes.

The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

- Missed a course? Make it np!
- Advance in next semester's work

- Fulfill a requirement
- Ei^oy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July 13-August 18

RESCSrlSTER NOINT!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
eth floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

AMHERST

COLLEGIAN

Valvano
continued from page 1

6

'
'

touched everyone. He was as captivating as ever
At the ESPY award show on March 4 Valvano took thes^ge forone last stirring time. JimmyVwas the definition

of inspiring that night as he spoke. He said that cancer
could take his body, but it could not take his mind heartand soul. Jimmy V was and will always be a profile of
courage. c •»; u.

"Don't give up. Don't ever give up."
Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts ultimate frisbee team

Zoo Disc, is heading to Hampshire College Saturday for a
meet that will start at 10 a.m. and go all day.

The UMass rugby team will have a match Saturday at
12:30 p.m. at North Adams State.

The UMass cycling team heads to State College
Pennsylvania to compete in the Eastern Collegiate Cy-
ding Federation championships at Penn State University
The team will compete with 90 other schools, with cyclist
Dan Goldsmith predicting UMass in the top 3
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Classifieds
»ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20c per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
• Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon. - Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSt

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Looklnfl for (oma laughs in the bed
room' Then come see BEDROOM
FARCE by Alan Ayckbourn. presented
by the UMass Theatre Guild. In the SUB
April 28, 29 and 30 at 8 pm. Tickets @TIX
Unlimited.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Don't get laTt oul in itie COM this faN!
Get your apt now Sunny 3rd floor apt.
in Brandywtne. Furniture iixu on (mjs
route, gas/heat inc.

Take over/sublet in Juna
549 7919

Bed and Breakfaat
Downtown Amherst Ideal (or visiting
parents and friends. 549 0733

Haading for Europa this summer'
Only $169'i Jet there anytime for only
$169with AIRHffCH' (Reportedin Let s
Go' and NY Times) California $129
each way AIRHITCH r 212 864 2000

SpanMi SfMakors
Earn$$$
Need fluent Spanish Speakers (Non
nalivel for psychology readings
Should have taken Spanish 320 or
above Call Jovene 545 0693/546 5471

Wfln $25 design a T-shirt lor UMass
Crew Submit to Mailbox #97 SAO incl.

name and phone f deadline 5/10

AUTO FOR SALE

Dowblo in heusa. need 2 people $175
mo/person 253 0751

For Rant
5 rm furnished Cape
Lake Aracadia B'town
5 tenants

ph 323 6202

miSH TICKETt: Ona pair for MB «
UNH best offer . Usa 546-2902

12* Cooaa Ontm
~~~~

Great condition $150 Of bo
Howard 549 3881

Want A Bar?
Hardwood, sturdy, slatefronu 9.5 ft long
built for a restaurant storage space, keg
room. Must See 549 8142

FOUND

Honda Civic 1989
Hatch Back. Standard shift.

Stereo AM/FM Tape
63000 Miles, excellent condition
$5000 Call Constantine 508 753 7387

1983 Volvo 240OL Great shape runs
Strong.- 4 spdw'overdrive blue $1400
Lv Msg 549 2932

1984 Oodge Omni runs well needs a
clutch $200/t>o 256 0318

1985 Renault Alltanca
Recent work, good car
750 or bo call 665 7174

Triumph. TR7, convertible. 1980
47.000 original miles, never used in
winter. latMjIous condition $4000.
Firm 549 4510

For Rant
2Bdrm
Colonial Villaga

Cheap!

253 3403

4-5 Bedroom, 2 bath house inAmhem
Call 253 9715

Oraat Location - Downtown Amheri*
apt across from Bertuccis Free heat
water, cheap too' Call Jeanetle or Kalte
253 2940

Magnificent Main St. Apartment
3 bedrooms, bus line.

Sublet or take over lease
Call 256 8181

•29 Main St. 2 bdrm fireplace talie
over our Vntm Junt 1 Graai aoM 2S3-
9206

Sublat or laaaa
5 bedroom house Amherst
256 1121

FoundfFotind IFound I

Or>e pair of glasses
Lonely, sad and confused
Left heartlessly outside
The Grad Tower near bus stop
If you'd like to reclaim
These homeless specs
Call 54& 1029

Ask for Man

HEALTH

Condoms by maH discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

PROTECT YOURSCLF from
HIV/AN>S

Join New England Responsible
Dating

1800 232 6373

CaroNna.
I love you Please marry me? Oan

ONE BEDROOM APT.!

PIch up our laaaa in Junei All new
appliances. On Bus route Within walk
ing distance of Dairy Man and Package
Storei Lots of windows Forsythiatree
outside bedroom window' Come see it

'

Call Shelly and Lisa for more informa
tioni 549 5167 390 Pufflon ViHast

PERSONALS

Carolina Naeaon
Happy 21st to my linle sister, who now
has the legal ability to booje with me
think you can keep up? Prove it tonight.
Love. Lauren

DaltaZau
Friday is the Spring Formal
Get psyched 'cause its

going to be amazing

D.M.,
"~

Can I quote you?

testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carnage Shops 549 1906

••••«••»»• Preparation asaistancawith
complete resume development Keith
Anderson PhD 582 4037

Tarot Raadinga
Call Chris at 253 7524

STORAGE SERVICE

SUMMCR STORAGE SERVICE
We store will deliver boxes, store for the
summer, and return in August/Septem
ber to your new address All from your
door Insured, easy, safe, great prices
Can lor information 253 2247

Taka ovar omt Brandywine 1

5494817

CAPE COD

Talce Our I

3 BR, 1 1/2 bath

Huge den, w/Turniture
Call 549 3523

Talia Ovar our 2 bdrm lease in

Colonial Village. Cheap 253-2477

Tal«a over our lease June 1

3 bedroom Pufflon 549-5224

Talieovar laaaa. aeanZbadroom$666
549 1482

Cape Cod - Dennis
Great location right off Rt. 28 on Bass
River Need 2 more roomatesM' (Male
or female) Want to have an awesome
summer'! Call Carrie 549 6277 ASAP
(leave message)

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRIAKj SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3 50
Lg. Cheese $5 99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
549-6098

FOR RENT

Talie ovar our lease starling June Isi

2 BR Brandywine apt. 549-7867

The Bast 3 bedroom Townhouse'
1 mm to bus, r>ewly renovated, 1 1/2

baths, must seel Call 549^4445 or 549
2947 lease starts June 1 HURRY!

Three Bedroom Condo on
Main Si w/dryer. patio

Call 253 9278

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchenown
625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

2530876

HELP WANTED
AtABKA SUMIMER EMPLOVIMCMf
Fisheries Earn $600./week in can
neries or $4000»/month on fishing
boats Free transportation! Room &
Board' Male or Female. For employ
merit program call 1 20&545 4155 ew
A5001

CHILOCARE: Tuesdays 2.30 7:30 pm
$5/hr car necessary. Joan 584 8086

586 6542

Iwtamatlonal Bmployinatit Make
$2000 . per month teaching basic con
versalional English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan Many provide room and board
and other benefits. No previous train
ing or teaching certificate required. For
program cam 206 632 1146exl J5001

Summer )ob« to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and malce a
diffarencal National campaign posi
tions to renew tf>e Oean Water Act,
promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling Available in 22
states and D.C.. campus intrvws: 4/14
and 4/15. Call Jamietoll free: 1-800-7S-
EARTH

From, the future Mrs DM.
Hey Chuciiiebutt

Happy Birthday

Let's have another 3 months ol fun

Lova, Oodles

Hay Bigma's lefa have an ama/ing
lirrw at formal this weekend!

Sigma Love.
Kay

Steph and Kim --

1

reallyafT) thanicfui

Laura B.

Happy Birthday
I Love Vou.

-Paul

Amhem Canter - Finest selection of
1. 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. Most
with gas heat & hot water. No Fees.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 263 7879

Amharst 5 bedroom house on bus
route. Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis-

posal. Nicely wooded. Perfect for six.

June 1, $1250/mo. Call Joe 617 935-
8231^

Amharst, 5 bedroom house. 2 full

baths, newcarpeting. on busline, $1300/
mo., (508)597 8773

Amherst - 3 bedroom condos with
heated basements and efficiency gas
heat and hot water systems.
Lincoln Real Estate

25 No. Pleasant St. 253-7879

Awesome House - Amherst
3 - 4 bedrooms. 2 car garage
2 full baths

on bus route

Tennis Court, pool
Only $825/month 6/1

266-8814

Beautiful Amherst Center
Apartment for Rent

2 rooms, kitchen, bath
Starts June 1st

Call Dave or Erik

253-0937

3 bedroom townhouaa
800/month. on bus route.

Available June 1

Call 549 4663

2 Bedroom Apartmant in Amherst
Center across from the bars SOO/ynonth
UtjL Call 25& 1763

(21 3 badriMMn apartments in houses;
convenient location $600/mo includes
hot water /Farmhouse close to UMass.
Puffers Pond $690/mo 586 0746

Uptonvn Apartment 3 Bedroom
Available 6/1

Call 549 5882

Tnicii Drivers Wanted for part time
summerwork lOdaysmid Juneand 10
days mid August. $1 lOrtJay. Must have
standard, willing to work long hours,
and have driving experience with trucks
of at least 18 feet. Call 508 653 7422.

$200 Daily mailing circulars for ma
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self-ad-
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing. Personnel Dept, . P.O. Box
4203^^rYan, TX 77806

Work Study Jobs Peer housing coun
selors are needed to start in September
Apply al OCHO. 428 Student Union,
545-0865

We've been wandering through the
fields of joy for one year'

Always, L

Nicola - Your Special - Nicola

1 IWay
SAM
Happy Birthday, Babe'
I hope you have a great day.
Kick ass in the Crew Championships'
I want you to try something this

weekend Ihals 100% pure adrenaline.
Lots of love, Chet

Varsity Woman's Crew
Saturday, the Fat

Lady Will Sing
LET'S HUMILIATE

SUMMER SUBLET

^•'•'••rat Center, furnished apartment
two large t>edrooms 256 0452

Amharst Singta in 2 bdrm apt fur
nished main room and kitchen freecable
no smokers at bus walk to town $230
inclusive 256 0832

BCLCHCRTOWN - A tiedroom. newly
renovaicd close lo all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Bast apartmant everl
Amherst Center. 2 bedroom, unique
sunny 1 minute lo town
Fall option call 253 9656

Beat Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt 1 Best price you'll
find 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great lor the
summer 'ICsll Rachael: home 546 3755

BRANDYWINE
Sublet our l>eauliful, furnished, top
floor. Brand New, one bedroom
apartment with option to take over

Septemtjer lease One or two mature,
responsible individuals desired

Summer rent negotiable 549 1953

Brown House
Brown House
Brown House
Behind VanMeter
Space Avail Cheap
546 1359, 546 3369

Cheap Summer Sublat
Take our 3 (jedroom
Townhouse Easily fits 5i

A/C, dishwasher. & more
On bus route $700/month
w/fall rent option
Call 549 6481

CHEAP! 3 bedroom puffton apt
Call 549 0079

Uptown Apt. 3 badroom pullout
couch included 1 minute from bars/tHJs

7 minute walk to campus 549 7281

Uptown Apartment Amherst
1 Bedroom Gas heat

Great location

253 7354

LEASE THIS OR DIE

Summer Sublet -
A great 4 bedroom house, big enough
for 6 people 2 baths, GREAT BACK
YARD! (It's really big)

Located on bus route on Main Street.
GREAT PRICE Low utilities!!

Call Adam at 253 2922

ROOM WANTED
Room Wanted $150 inclusive June-
Sept 323 8627. Call noon-4 iaave mes-
sage.

ROOMMATES WANTED
Amharst Single in 2 bedroom apt. non
smoking female at bus slop partly fur
nished $285 inclusive 9/1 256 0832

Fanustic West Hatfield Apartment
$260 > Call for more info 247 5031

h) Spacious House close to
bus route, preferably male
Oil heat

Call ASAP 546 0939

Cheap 2 Badroom
Uptown free parking
Call before it's too late 549 4381

Chaapfl Fully Furnished!!
Summer sublet in Brandywine
available starting June 1

Call 253 0441 __^^
Cheapest Summar Sublat in Am
herst single room in Puffton, call Marc
al 549 1 244 Did I mention it was cheap'

Duplex in W. Yarmouth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

Micah 256 1375

Htr Offers Pond 7 bedroom in
house. Conservation land scenic back-
yard available June 1st 549 8752

One Great bedroom in a huge 3 bed
room house available for summer sub
let CALL TODAV 665 7153 Located in
Sunderland. Only 5 miles from campus

1 or 2 parson m Amherst on bus route
Call 546 2414

0"« badroom, large, private bath
room. deck, wash/dry. ifl mile from
campus $240/month. FALL OPTION
549 1652

1 badroom mostly furnished apart
mem yard, near hikmg/nver 10 min
utes to UMass start May 1 or alter finals
$257 665 3615

Single room in downtown Amherst
house June 1 Sept 1 2S0/mo includes
oil utilities call ASAP 546 6315

6 Bedroom Beautiful House
Belchenown
40 acre yard/woods
3 full baths
2 decks

$1250/monlh CHEAPi
323 6799

Sublat our Brandywine apt 2 BR
furnished Starts June 1 Call 549 8382

Sublat. Amharst $200/mo
Michelle 256 0750

Sublat our 2 badroom Brandyv^
Apt 253 5763

Summar Sublat room m apartment.
Includes heal, water, and garage Block
from Amherst center $250 month.
Call Adam @ 256 8330

$unMnar $ublat 2 bedroom m Puffton
Village

549 7472

Summar Sublet^all Option beautiful.
clean 2 bedroom 2 bathroom apt avail
able May 30 Rent Negotiable
Call 256 1341

Take ovar our lease June 1

Spacious 2 bedroom apt on Main St

Washer/dryer/dishwasher/gas heal
Only $450"
Call 256 3580 ask for Colleen or Kim

Take ovar our lease or sublet PuHlon
Village Apts Call 549 6861
1 bedroom apt

Take ovar our 2 bdrm lease in Puffton
New Carpet, freshlypainted with middle
closet moved Starts June 1 si Option to
buy restaurant style bar.
Call 549 8142

3 Bedroom, sunny, hardwood floors,
in town, partially furnished, minutes
walk lo campus, summer discount w/
fall option 256 0273

3 spaces In Alpine Commons on bus
route 200/month incI utilities

Newly remodled
Call 6 4421

Three Badroom Apt.
Belchcrtown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard
2530876

FOR SALE

Big 4 badroom house
Oil heat, CHEAP!
On bus route, Amherst
Call Soon 256- 1270

Ara you moving offcampus next year?
Six seniors graduating with bedroom
furniture, washer and dryer, barliecue
and other necessities. Reasonable
prices^Call Adam or Jon at 549-4914

Baur Rollarbladas women's size 8
Excellent cond. Erin 253-4207 Leave
message

CANNONOALE MT. BIKE
Brand new IS^ $450 or BO

Call 256-8069

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30' All
natural. Doctor recomnwnded. 100%
guaranteeed. 253 3816

Looking for 2 roomatas
to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area
for the summer
Call Julie 549 8219

Mill Valley Apartments
Single Available

Female. Heat and hot water
included on bus route.

256 6633

LOST

L*MGold Chain behindcampus pond
Call Donald 54^2639

BRANDYWINE
Take over our lease/Sublet June

2 bedroom, 3rd floor, heat/hot water
incl. 549 6027

GunsN Rosas
Great seats on floor

Mullins 5/6

Call Glenn 533 3329

JVC SW-7 Spaakara. Great shape and
sound. $2(X) or bo. Minolta 5000Lcamera
w/200 m lens and 3500 flash. Nice $750
or bo. Call FMI 546 6762

MANNEQUIN HANDS

We're glad you came, we were pretty
drunk, good music and all, but pleasa
we need our Mannequin's hands back.
She doesn't belong to us and they are
expensive and almost impossible to
replace. Do the right thing and drop
them off at the Collegian Offices so that
we can have fond, blurry memories too
The Sunderland Party Crew

One er two people to share beautiful
apartment 665 7604

1 Roomate Wantad: Single on
N. Pleasant St $200 heat * hot water
incl. Call Chris 6-6869

RasponsiMa famala to share two
bedroom apt. in N Amherst. Near Puff
ers, wash/dry, yard, serene setting start
June 1 or Sept. 1 549-1210

ROOMATES
~

For 1 bedroom In 2 bedroom apt.
In Min Valley

Cal 549 5231

2 Female Nonsmkrs for lg. room $1 75/
mo. 10 mins to campus Sept. 1 Donna
549-4732

SERVICES

Four Bedrooms
2 full balhs

Washer/dryer
Right on bus route

Huge yard

220* 256 0034

4 Spaces Available In 2 bedroom
Brandywine Apt partially furnished
$175 each 549 7975

Fumlshad room in nice apartment. In

Colonial Village Great place. Must see
Call 256^0225 after 7 pm
June-August Spacious Townhouse
1/2 mile from campus
On Bus line

Call6-005S

2 Bdrm Brandywine Apt.
Furnished

Rent Negotiable
5490931

Harmonica Playar
546-M80

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

Have two noad h«o for Brandywine
Apartment June August. Room partially
furnished. Call Jen or Sue 549 8248

Huge 2 BDR Townhouaa
Partially furnished
Big yard/on bus line

Great for 2-4

Only 450/mo
Call 549 6662 or 545 1937 (Joel)

KILLER SUBLET If you don't call me,
you'll die. Colonial Village — 1 bdrm,
available in 2 bdrm. apartment (fur

nished). I'm a harmless roommate.
Smack on bus route. lOmin. to campus,
5 to town, quiet, clean, nice size Fall
option. Rent negotiable Call before this
beauty slips quietly away. Brooke or
Tami 253-5831 (Brooke also cooks,)

Large Houaa In Sunderiand
5 room summer sublet bright & sunny
huge deck and yard
Close to bus route.

Contact Sam: 665 0265

TRAVEL

Maxlco-US-Canada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel males You decide where' Rea
sonably priced Eric (607)723 1403

Naw York City - Furnished rooms
and apanments for summer and short
stays. Near Columbia Univ Reasonable
rates. 212 662 1358 SAVE THIS ADI

WANTED
I need a Japanese-English word pro
cessor • good condition ASAP. Call
Tom 253 9946 Leave message.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for three bedroom apt in
Puffton. Desperate^Please call 546 3685

NEED CASH?
Make $75 just by letting us lake over
your three bedroom Puffton Apartment
lease. Call 549-7287 and ask for Steph.
Julie or Lisa

Small professional family desires
sabbalical/lemporary house Excellent
TLC ana references 6/1 256 0036
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Sports
Daut, Claffey lead Softball past Hartford
UMass ekes out 2 I

' M 11^ rm 1 Softball Classic
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian StafT

HARTFORD, Conn. — Who needs hit-

ting, anyway?
The University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team certainly did not need it yes-
terday. UMass. buoyed by the strong
pitching performances of senior Darlene
Claffey and sophomore Kelly Daut, took
both ends of a doubleheader from the
University of Hartford by the scores of 2-

and 1-0.

"Kelly and Darlene I felt both pitched
outstandinggames." said UMass head coach
Elaine Sortino. "They pitched out of some
tough spots when we needed them to."

There weren't that many tough spots
in the game for either team however, as
neither offense could get on track until the
later innings. The Lady Hawks (8-22) re-

fused to just roll over and let the
Minutewoman wrecking ball go right
through them.

The sweep gets UMass to the 20-win
plateau, as they are now 20-15 for the
season. 9-1 in the Atlantic 10.

In Game one. both Daut and Hartford
starter Kathleen Baughn threw Cheerios
at the opposition until the Minutewomen
were finally able to push two runs across
m the top ofthe seventh to secure victory.

The rally started when right fielder

Jenn Salisbury doubled to the right-cen-

ter gap with one out. Senior left fielder

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts softbail team, fresh off a road game against the University

of Hartford, hosts the Diamond Classic thisweekend at Totman Field. Saturday, the Minutewomen
play South Florida and UConn, and Sunday they host Florida State.

Stacey Nichols followed that up with a
double down the left field line, scoring
Salisbun.'.

With Nichols on second, shortstopAmy
Powell beat out an errant throw to first,

leaving runners at first and second with
one out. After senior catcher Sherri
Kuchinskas popped out. junior first

baseman Rachel Lawson singled home
Nichols with a line shot to center.

Daut. who got out ofa second and third,

no outsjam in the fifth, went the distance,

scattering five hits and strikingout three.

raising her record to 10-8.

The nightcap was as much of a nail-

biter as the first game. UMass threatened
to score in the second inning with runners
on first and third and one out, but a
ground out and a pop-up took care of that
rally.

The Lady Hawks weren't any better as
they never got a runner past second base,

thanks to a close call by the umpire. With
two outs in the home half of the third,

shortstop Kim Early lined a shot down the
Turn to GAME, page 14

By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

It may not be Abdow's Hall of Fame,
but it is still a Classic.

Starting tomorrow morning at 10 a.m.,

the University of Massachusetts softbail

team will host the third annual Diamond
Classic, a tournament whose field will

include the Minutewomen, Florida State

University, the University ofSouth Florida

and the University of Connecticut.

The Minutewomen will have their

hands full with two marquee teams like

FSU and UConn. Heading into the tour-

ney, the Lady Seminoles are ranked sixth

in the nation while the Huskies are at No.

23, second in the Northeast region.

Saturday's schedule sees FSU up
against UConn in the first game, followed

by a UMass— South Florida contest. The
Minutewomen don't get a break as they
have to come right back in the next game
against their longtime rival UConn. The
day is capped off with a Sunshine State
showdown between South Florida and the

Lady Seminoles.

There are only two games on tap for

Sunday. The action gets underway at noon
when SFU takes on the Huskies, followed

by the weekend-capping Florida St. —
UMass game.

The Lady Seminoles. ranked first in

the South region, come into the game with
Turn to CLASSIC, page 14

Red-hot baseball hosts Maine, heads to URI
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Can it get any better than this? The University of
Massachusetts baseball team sure hopes so.

With a 9-1 drubbing of Siena Wednesday, the Min-
utemen (14-16) are riding a five-game winning streak
going into today's home game against the University of
Maine (3 p.m.).

"We want to continue to play well." said head coach
Mike Stone. "This game has no bearing on our league
standings, but we want to keep going."

Junior right-hander Greg Dowd, who pitched five

mnings of relief Sunday for his first victory, will start

today for the Minutemen, who look at this non-conference
jjame as important.

"Maine's a big New England rival, and we're playing
well." said right fielder Justin Howard. "It will be a good
tune-up before URI."

League games are what matter at this point, though,
and UMass' biggest series ofthe year is this weekend's A-
10 showdown with the University of Rhode Island. The
.Minutemen are currently tied for fifth place in the A- 10
with a 6-8 mark. To go to the A- 10 tourney, they need to

finish in the top four. In other words, they need to keep
winning.

Rhode Island (9-20, 3-10) is the doormat of the league
this season. Only two pitchers have more than one win for

the Rams, junior Derek Leahy (3-4) and freshman Steve
Cote (2-5 ). Leahy has three complete games and leads the
team with 30 strikeouts, while Cote has started six

games in his first collegiate season.

They always play us tough," said Stone, scoffmg at
the standings. "We have to be ready to play. We can't

assume that they're going to lay down for us because
they're not. We'll have to come ready."

The Rams are batting a collective .238, with only two
players hitting over .300. Outfielders Hiram Barber
(.356) and Jim Sauro (.323) provide a good proportion of

the offense.

The Minutemen. on the other hand, are hitting over
.300 as a team. Howard is leading the team in hitting,

batting .403. He also leads the team in home runs (tied

with Bill Knight and Jeff Januarv with 4) and doubles
(10).

Other hot hitters include second baseman Joe
Mattivello (.366 in 11 starts) and third baseman Steve
Corradi, who has a .363 average while leading the team
with 33 runs and 26 walks.

The UMass pitching is the key ingredient, and it

seems to finally be coming around. On Tuesday, Peter
Ferrari came back from tendonitis and threw five innings,
allowing one hit. On Wednesday, freshman David Dart
pitched six and one-third innings and picked up his third
win of the year.

"The pitching sure has come around." Howard said.
"We had two gi-eat performances during the week and
over the past weekend. We can't think we'll walk on the
field, throw our gloves out there and win, so we've got to
treat URI like they're in first place."

Jay Murphy (3-0) has jumped in as the number one
starter, and JeffToothaker (4-5) has been the consistent
senior of the staff. Both will start Saturday, and Jim
Telgheder will pitch Sunday. Things may finally be
gelling.

We feel a lot better now. everybody's more relaxed
and we aren't pressing." said Howard. "Baseball's a lot
more fun when you're winning."

o«^u..u ud5,em<in >v.drK riiesK. ana me Minutemen nost games m his first collegiate season. "We feel a lot better now evervhorlv'.,Maine today at 3 p.m. before heading to Rhode Island for a "They always play us tough," said Stone, scoffmg at and we aren't pressing." said HowaVd "B.crucial A-10 matchup this weekend. the standings. "We have to be ready to play. We can't more fun when you're winning."

Valvano s life affected many, in and out of sport
"Don't give up. Don't ever give up^" through my high school years. The book "Personal Fouls" Springfield Civic Center in December Dai
After I heard Jim Valvano had died Wednesday was released and I read it my senior year. Valvano at the press buffet table and '
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'Don't give up. Don't ever give up.

After I heard Jim Valvano had died Wednesday
morning from cancer, I was shocked even though I knew
it was coming eventually. I knew that Jimmy V had been
battling cancer since 1992 and that his body would quit

on him sometime. Still . for some reason his death came as
a surprise to me because ofthe way Valvano lived his life

and fought his disease.

I'll always remember watching the 1983 NCAA
Championship between the Houston Cougars and the
North Carolina State Wolfpack. Going into the game I

was a fan of the high fiyin' boys of Phi Slamma Jamma,
but eventually the emotion and passion of Valvano and
his team of overachievers grew on me.
When Lorenzo Charles dunked Derrick Whitenburg's

heave to give NC State the miraculous win. the camera
switched to Jimmy V and his frantic search for someone
to hug. You couldjust see the happiness and jubilation in

Valvano as he ran around the court. It was an unforget-

table scene.

That championship game marked a beginni ng for me,
I was then hooked on college basketball and still am
today. I began to follow Jimmy V and his Wolfpack teams

through my high school years. The book "Personal Fouls"
was released and I read it my senior year.

While the book, among other things, forced Valvano
out at NC State, it did not stop me from being his fan.

Valvano's character was one thing that the book did not
make me question.

Jeff

CROFTS
Watching Valvano switch over to television was a

thing to behold. He knew basketball, ofcourse, but on top
of that he was funny and entertaining. Through his
commentating, Valvano made it crystal clear he loved the
game of basketball and he loved the kids playing it.

Then came the announcement last year that Valvano
had spinal cancer. Sadly, it was through his battle with
cancer in which most ofus truly got to know what a great
person Valvano was. He was always positive, always
joking, even though he knew he had probably less than
one year to live.

My friend Dan told me about how he had met Valvano
during the UMass-Cincinnati basketball game at the

Springfield Civic Center in December. Dan said he saw
Valvano at the press buffet table and when he ap-
proached Valvano, Jimmy V joked about 'how anv team
with a coach with the last name Calipari couldn't have
pasta at the buffet is crazy.' That was Valvano, he made
other people laugh, he made other people smile even
though he was fighting a terminal disease. Georgia Tech
coach Bobby Cremins said. "Nobody could make you
laugh like Jimmy V."

As this college hoop season wore on, less and less was
seen ofValvano, he was battling hard against his horrible
disease. He was determined to beat cancer, just like he
had beaten Houston a decade ago.

Valvano's colleagues rallied around him, showing to
the worid their love, respect and admiration for the V.
Fans around the nation showered Valvano with their
thoughts and prayers. Everyone loved Jimmy V.

When Valvano did make a few public appearances
they were special, very special. At a Duke-NC State
game, Valvano and his fabled Wolfpack team from 1983
were honored for their achievement. After Valvano made
a speech, there was not a dry eye in the house, he had

Turn to VALVANO. page 15
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Koresh's body found
with bullet to head

beautiful weather this weekend to do some yard work.

By JEAN PAGEL
Associated Press

WACO. Texas — Cult leader David
Koresh died from a gunshot to the head
before a fire destroyed the cult'scompound

.

authorities said Sunday.
His skull had been broken into pieces,

said David Pareya. a county justice of the
peace.

Authorities would not say if Koresh.
33. had been killed or if he committed
suicide. The bullet wound was in the center
of his forehead, authorities said.

His body was found alone, near the
kitchen and communications area of the
structure. Pareya said.

His body was pulled from the compound
on April 22. but it took several days to piece
his broken skull together. Pareya said.

"The condition of the body was about
the condition of the rest of the bodies that
were there; extensive burning." he said.

His body was identified through X-rays
and dental molds. Pareya said.

Fire destoyed the Branch Davidian
compound on April 19, aft«r a 5 1 -day siege
with federal agents. The fire began several
hours after authorities used tanks to batter
compound walls and dispense tear gas.

Investigators said cult members lit the^^^•m ^
" ' invesugatorssaidcul

Clinton supports tax increases
Proposed bill to rollback Reagan's '86 Tax Reform Act
BvJIM F.IITHF.R ..

'

fire, although some of the nine survivors
said agents started it when a tank knocked
over a lantern.

Koresh's body was the sixth to be
publicly identified by investigators. All
showed evidence of being shot.

He was among those wounded in the
February 28 gun battle that started the
standoft" when federal agents raided the
compound because of alleged firearms
violations. The battle left four agents from
the Bureau of Alcohol. Tobacco and Fire-
arms and an unknown number of Branch
Davidians dead.

Koresh had .said 95 people were inside,
making the death toll 86. Investigators
have pulled only 72 bodies from the rubble.
OlTlcials .said its possible some bodies were
incinerated and will never be recovered.

The bodies of 17 children have been
recovered, saidJames Collier, a McLennan
County justice of the peace. Koresh had
said 17 children were in the compound,
and that he fathered many of them.

President Clinton has ordered an in-
quiry into the February raid as well as the
FBI's attempt to end the standoff.

Koresh, also known as Vernon Howell,
often identified himself as the Lamb of
God and many of his followers considered
him Jesus Christ.

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Thwarted in his efforts to pass a
relatively insignificant spending bill. President Clinton
now faces a major-league test of his clout: persuading
Congress to approve the biggest tax increase in history

This time, the Senate rules are in his favor. Republicans
cannot block a vote on his top-priority $265 billion five-
year tax plan as they did on his mainly symbolic measure
to spend $16 billion for emergency job creation.
On the other hand. Clinton's two most important

allies on taxes — the chairman of the House Wavs and
Means and Senate Finance committees— are committed
to preserving a major legacy of the Reagan administra-
tion: the 1986 Tax Reform Act. Clinton wants to roll back
several of its provisions.

The Ways and Means Committee, chaired by Rep Dan
Rostankowski. D-Ill., and controlled 24-14 by Demo-
crats, begins writing its version ofClintonVbillTnP^^T f^^u''^''^

those tax breaks: a $28 billion tax credi

Those w^o watch tL panTJ^v mio^el m "Tr^^^^^^^^^ K^^ L.^"!!."!?^!^^"^ .^^-P™-^ and machineryThose who watch the panel say major elements of the
president's tax increase are likely to survive, with little
or no GOP support, and pass the Democratic-controlled
House as well.

That would toss the hot potato to the Finance Com-
mittee, chaired by Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan D-
N.Y.. where Democrats control by an 11-9 margin 'Re-

publicans are preparing several amendments, and a
defection by only one Democrat could force major chances
in Clinton's bill.

The bill's explosive potential was evident when
Moymhan remarked at a committee session last week
that enactment could hand control of the Senate back to
Republicans.

Nevertheless, ifthe measure clears finance, it is likely
to become law.

The tax increase would provide most of the deficit
reduction that Congress agreed to in concept when it
approved the outlines of Clinton's budget April 1. The
same "reconciliation" bill will include numerous spend-mg cuts and restraints.

It also carries more than $85 billion worth oftargeted
tax breaks to stimulate selected activities, and spending
increases that Clinton calls investment in the future.

Rostenkowski and Moynihan are decidedly unexcited
about one of those tax breaks: a $28 billion tax credit to

broader version of this investment tax credit was one of
dozen special provisions wiped out by the 1986 tax
overhaul in exchange for lower rates for individuals and
corporations. The two chairmen were proud supporters
of the overhaul.

"We are not going to start moving the tax code back in
the direction we tried to change," Moynihan says.

Birds chirping
make campus
a concert hall
By JOHN WINCHELL
Collegian Staff

The suns rays began to peek over the horizon
hintingthe beginning ofa beautiful latespringday
As I walked along the beaten path. I sensed that
something missing, but I couldn't place what it
was. Then I suddenly realized: the environment
around me was silent; completely devoid of the all
too familiarsoundsofhuman activity. As the bright
globe slowly rose, the landscape was bathed in its
reassuring light.

Then, in the quiet, I heard a single bird song in
the distance. Then another, a third and soon I was
in the midst ofa chorus of nature's finest musical
performers. With me on this early morning walk
was Dr. Donald Kroodsma, professor oforthinology
at the University of Massachusetts and an avid
bird listener. Now. you may wonder why I didn't
call him a birdwatcher. The answer is quite simple:
Kroodsma identifies different bird species by their

Turn to CHIRPING, page 4- ^ ^
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Activist discusses Nazi persecution of eavs
By ERICA MOSS win. nnf h.^.e....... . .. .. ._ O J^By ERICA MOSS
Collegian Staff

Warren Blumenfeld. author ofLooking
at Lesbian and Gay Life and editor of
Homophobia: How We Are All Hurt, came
to speak in the Campus Center Thursday.

Blumenfeld, a Jewish poet and gay
activist spoke on Nazi persecution ofgays
during the Holocaust.

He focused his discussion on the "sys-
tematic extermination" of Jews and gays
in the Holocaust. Blumenfeld made a
comparison between the extermination of
Jews and gays.

He quoted from John Boswell who said,
"the fate ofJews and gay people has been
almost identical throughout European
history. The same laws which oppressed
Jews oppressed gay people; the same
groups bent on eliminating Jews tried to

wipe out homosexuality; and even the
same methods of propaganda were used
against Jews and gay people, picturing
them as animals bent on the destruction
of children of the majority".

Both Jews and gays alike were accused
of "working in the league with the devil."
Blumenfeld said. These two groups were
also viewed as "racially inferior beings."
Gay men were believed to be the cause of
famines, earthquakes and pestilence, he
said.

In Germany, during the twentieth
century, homophobia was persistent. Ho-
mosexuality in particular was viewed as
an "intermediate stage between the sexes
referred to as middlesex and as a soul of
one sex combined in another," Blumenfeld
said.

It was also thought that homosexuality
was also a "result of Jewish blood which

corrupted men." Germany was afraid that
the gays, Jews and other minority groups
were going to "corrupt the nation and its
moral fiber" and therefore lead the coun-
try into desolation said the activist.

"It was these views which lead up to the
massive genocide of millions of people.
Primarily Jews and gays were targeted as
the scapegoats for all of Germany's po-
litical, economic and social problems,"
Blumenfeld said.

The Nazis used "contragenics," said
Blumenfeld to describe the tactics by which
the Nazis ruthlessly eliminated gays and
Jews. This method is the manner in which
the Nazis maintained the purity of the
race, he said.

Jews, gays, handicapped and the elderly
were all rounded up and taken to con-
centration camps, said Blumenfeld. In the
concentration camps Jews and Homo-

sexuals were treated in the most brutal
manner— "they were at the mercy of the
Nazis."

Blumenfeld quoted from an anonymous
gay Holocaust survivor to describe how
gays were treated in the camps. He re-
counted this survivor's story. Gay men
were continuously tortured and often
taken outside in freezing weather having
several bowls of water thrown at their
naked bodies. Gay men were also com-
monly used by "doctors" for medical ex-
periments and often castrated in the
process. Hormone experiments were done
usually resulting in death. These experi-
ments had little if any scientific value to
them, Blumenfeld said. He also mentioned
how men were routinely killed by hydro-
gen or oxygen injections, whippings,
hangings, testicle scoldings, brooni

Turn to BLUMENFELD, poge 4
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Monday, May 3
Recycling—The Housing Services Recycling Program

is sponsoring the annual on-campus Food, Clothing and
Furniture Drive. The drive runs through finals week.
Collection bins for food and clothes will be located in the
lobby ofevery Residence Hall on campus. The food will be
donated to the Western Mass. Food Bank and the clothes
to the salvation army. Furniture and household items
may be placed in the lobby of every Residence Hall and
the HSRP will pick them up. For more information,
please contact the Housing Services Recycling Program
at 545-1153.

Tuesday, May 4
Conservation Land Walk — "Amherst Conservation

Land Walks" is offered with the Hitchcock Center from
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. This walk through plum Brook
Conservation Area in South Amherst will explore a
variety of wetland habitats in search of reptiles, am-
phibians, birds and plants. Carpooling from the Center.
The walk is free and open to all interested. Pre-registration
is required, please call 256-6006.

Meeting — There wrill be a meeting of the UMass
Italian-American Student Union at 6:00 p.m . in the third
floor lounge of Herter Hall. The agenda will include
distnbution and review of the I.A.S.U. newsletter.
Risorgimento. elections for all officer positions will be
held, and planning for theMay 6 Italian-American Writers
PresenUtion will take place. All members must attend
and any new members are welcome. For more informa-
tion, please call Marc J. Randazza at 585-0823.

Forum — Open Forum held by the Chancellor's Task
Force on Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Matters. Noon to 2 p.m.
in the Campus Center. This provides the Task Force with
an opportunity to receive input and feedback from the
community. Written testimony is also welcome.

Wednesday, May 5
Speaker — How does the concept of masculinity pro-

mote sexism? Why do gender roles exist? Pro-feminist
men's activist and author John Stoltenberg will discuss

these and other questions in the Campus Center Audito-
rium at 8:00 p.m. The topic will be "Gender and Justice:
What Makes Inequality Sexy?" Admission is free, and the
lecture will be sign language interpreted. There will be
an open reception following the lecture. For more infor-
mation, please call Aaron Pearlman at 545-0920.

Lecture — Mohegan tribal historian. Melissa Fawcett
Sayet, will be speaking in the Josephine White Eagle
Cultural Center at UMass (B3 Chadboume.) She will
address The Lasting of the Mohegans: the Story Holly-
wood Didn't Tell." The lecture will begin at 7:00 p.m. and
is sponsored bytheJosephine White Eagle Cultural Center.
The event is free and all are encouraged to attend.

Meeting — There will be a general Armenian Club
Meeting at 7:00 p.m. inCampus Center80 1

.
All interested

are welcome to attend.

Thursday, May 6
Lecture — Massachusetts Italian-American Student

Union presents Professor Marissa Labozzetta in a dis-
cussion of the Italian-American author. The lecture will
be held in room 162-75 of the Campus Center. There will
be a reception following with lots of refreshments. The
event is free of charge and open to the public.

Seminars — "Monarch Butterfly Seminars" are pre-
sented by UMass and the Hitchcock Center, with Lincoln
Brower ofthe Department ofZoolog>' from the University
of Florida. On Thursday, beginning at 3:30 p.m. —
Migration and Overwintering Biology. On Friday, May 7— Dynamic Aspects ofChemical Defense. The seminars
are free and open to all. Call 256-6006 for pre-registration
and seminar location.

Friday, May 7
Discussion — Gretchen Stiers. a Ph.D. candidate in

Sociology at UMass. will discuss "Lavender Weddings."
from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center 917.

Saturday, May 8
Pride March — Northampton Lesbian. Gay, Bisexual

and Transgender Pride March.

BE A TEACHER.
BE A HERO.
CaU 1-800-45-TEACH

.
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compiled by
Jason George

UMASS TO HOST
EDUCATION
CONFERENCE

The School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts will be hosting a day-long educa-
tion conference on the issue of school choice on
Friday, May 7.

The conference, titled "School Choice in Massa-
chusetts: Intentionand Impact," will feature morning
presentations by State Senate President William
Bulger, D-Boston, state Sen. Arthur Chase, R-
Worcester, a memberofthe SenateWays andMeans
Committee and Roseanne Bacon,an executive board
member of the National Educational Association.

The conference's afternoon session will feature
Education Commissioner Robert Antonucci, Carl
Petersen, president-elect of the Massachusetts
Association of School Committees, state Sen.
Stanley Rosenberg, D-Amherst, and state Rep.
Ellen Story, D-Amherst. a member of the
legislature's Education Committee.
Among those scheduled to give welcoming re-

marks are University President Michael Hooker,
state Secretary of Education Piedad Robertson,
Chancellor Richard O'Brien and Dean Bailey
Jackson of the School of Education.

PROFESSOR TO
PARTICIPATE IN

NATIONAL WORKSHOP
A University of Massachusetts professor is the

only representative from an academic institution
asked to help review legislation drafted by U.S.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Massachusetts, on coastal
erosion management.

Rutherford Piatt, professor of geography and
planning law, will attend a special workshop spon-
sored by the Federal Insurance Administration on
May 4 in Orlando, Fla., to help review draft amend-
ments to the National Flood Insurance Program.

Last year, Kerry introduced similar amend-
ments that sought to establish minimum national
setbacks for new and rebuilt construction along
eroding shorelines, all ofwhich died in the Senate.

Most of the provisions were based on recom-
mendations of the National Research Council
Committee on Coastal Erosion Zone Management,
which Piatt had served on.

UNB^RSITY
ANNOUNCES LILLY
TEACHING FELLOWS
The University ofMassachusetts has announced

the Lilly Teaching Fellows for the coming academic
year.

The Lilly Program helps establish the teaching
careers of junior faculty by giving them time to
design or revise a course and to bviild their teaching
skills under the supervision of the University's

Center for Teaching.

The new Lilly Fellows for 1993-94 are: Mary
Anne Bright, nursing; Henry Geddes, communica-
tion;James Kurose,computer science; Patricia Lasch,
art; Mzamo Mangaliso, management; Lisa Pike,

sportstudies; Randall Pike, biology; and Linda Shea,
hotel, restaurant, and travel administration.

In addition to the Lilly Program, to underscore
the importance of undergraduate teaching, the
University presents annual Distinguished Teach-
ing Awards and Faculty Grants for Teaching. For
the first time this year, a new set ofteaching awards
in each school of the Univerisity will be given.

UMASS TO HOST
"COLOR IN THE CAGE"
The University of Massachusetts Minuteman

Marching Band Color Guard will host the seventh
annual "Color in the Cage" indoor color guard show
May 7 at 7 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

LOOKING FOR CHARLOTTE— Two cuddly pigs, perhaps related to betoved Wilbur, await their feeSTg ti^at^
Hadley farm. "

Casino Night profits slightly
Increased participation did little to boost revenues
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

Even though the number of people attending the
Board of Governors' Casino night this year increased
sharply over last year's attendance, the amount of rev-

enues taken in rose only slightly.

Still, the event made a profit of a little over $4,200.
which will be handed over to the National Brain Tumor
Society.

Records provided by Dan Gordon, the chief organizer
of the event, show that Casino night raised $8,879 from
ticket sales, gambling and the non-alcoholic bar. Partici-

pants also donated an additional $90. Last year, the
event raised $8,677.

Casino night attracted about 550 people this year, as
opposed to last year, when Gordon said 350 people at-

tended the event.

Expenses for Casino night were about $4,748. Last
year, the event cost between $3,000 and $3,100.

Gordon said the organizers donated about $800 more
this year to the UMASS music department for the jazz
band, and spent about $240 more this year for tuxedos.
The non-alcoholic bar cost $170, said Gordon, but made
$495.

Gordon also said the board spent more for advertising
and food, because there were more people.

Gordon added he was careful to save the receipts of
purchases to make sure the board was not charged for

anything, and said he thought that might alsobe a reason
for the appearance of increased expenses.

Casino night revenues cover the cost for the event's
production. Otherwise, the board, which gets its money

from the Student Activities Trust Fund, would effec-

tively make a donation to the Brain Tumor society.

"It would be inappropriate," for the board to donate
money, said Gordon, "because it's public money."

Katja Hahn d'Errico, the coordinator of student busi-
nesses and an employee of Tix, told the board at their
weekly meeting, "I liked how hard you all worked." but
added "I think you could have made much more money."

Gordon said he wished the event had made more
money too.

Hahn d'Errico suggested more extensive training of
volunteers and closer work with Tix and the board's
Student Activities advisor, Judy Gagnon.

Gordon said at the beginning ofApril that he hoped to

raise $16,000, but acknowledged atthe time the goal was
optimistic.

However, George Fitzgerald, the chairperson of the
Board ofGovernors, said one ofthe event's purposes was
to entertain students as well.

Even Hahn d'Errico, referring to the wheel offortune,
said "I had fun, and I loved the wheel."

Also during the Board meeting. Bill Harris, the direc-

tor of the Campus Center, said work was scheduled to

begin next week to build a new concrete steam trench
next to the Campus Center and between Hasbrouck and
Goessman.

Harris said the work had to begin next week, rather
than after the end of school, because the workers had a
120-day period in which it had to be finished.

Dan Lizana, appointed by SGA president Dave NuAez
to the Board, also said the bathroom off the Campus
Center concourse, plus the one outside the Student Union
Ballroom, had to be improved.

AIDS Quilt comes to UMass
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The AIDS Memorial quilt represents over 23,000
people who have died from the HIV virus, according to
Cleve Jones, the founder of the Names Project.

The quilt is made up of 12 by 12 panels that are divided
into eight squares. Four ofthese panels will be brought to
the University and displayed tomorrow.

Peer health educator Sharon Gavini, a senior human
services msyor, is coordinating the event. She said she
plans to have a table promoting AIDS awareness with
information about HIV/AIDS and condoms.

Gavini said the reason she is coordinating the event is

because she wants her peers to see the quilt and realize
they are not invincible.

"I see my peers engaged in dangerous behavior,"
Gavini said. "With workshops, they just don't get it. I

think it's important to the college community that they
see it."

The quilt has panels representing people in all 50
states and 29 countries. It was recently shown at the

March on Washington last weekend.
Organizers said the Names Project goals are to illus-

trate the enormity of the AIDS epidemic by showing the
humanity behind the statistics. They also hope to provide
a positive and creative means of expression for those
whose Hves have been touched by the epidemic and to
support the raising of vital funds and encourage support
for people living with HIV infection, ARC (AIDS related
complex) and AIDS.

According to Jones, the quilt is the largest piece of
evidence ofour failure to fight the epidemic and he said
he does not understand why it is not enough to have the
leaders of our country do an3rthing.

The Names Project has headquarters in every major
city across the country and each group has quilting bees.
The quilting bees are considered therapeutic, giving
family and friends a chance to talk and occupying their
minds and their hands as they put together quilt panels.

The quilt will be shown tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. The event is being
sponsored by the Names Project. University Health Ser-
vices and the Peer Health Education program.
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B chirping
continued from page 1

distinct songs, not their appearance.
He can pick out the song of a Redwing

Blackbird from a chorus of different calls

all happening at once.

**We (his orthinology class) focus on
identifying birds by ear. They all have
very distinguishable voices," he said.

According to him, listening is the best
way to identify birds. As we walked along
the equestrian trails between Orchard
Hill and Sylvan, Kroodsma stopped often
to listen and then call to elicit a response
from a certain breed. Once he recognized
a bird and located its proximity to our
position, it was time to break out the
binoculars for the traditional watch to

confirm the I.D. by its plumage.
"In the spring they're so pretty because

they have their spring breeding plum-
ages," he said.

For all you campus bird aficionados.
Kroodsma says there aren't many differ-

ent species at UMass. Most are migrating
birds whojust stay for the spring and then
continue along their migratory routes. The
major migrators are the warblers. They
appear in the greatest numbers in the
spring every year. For the next two weeks,
look for Warblers to frequent many cam-
pus roosts, including trees by the campus
pond, up Chancellor's Drive, on the

COLLEGIAN

grounds of the Durfee Conservatory, in
the marsh near the stadium and along the
equestrian trails.

Only a few birds stay in the valley year
round, such as Northern Mockingbirds,
which we observed several of during our
outing. We also saw other common spring
birds including Cowbirds, Sparrows, Rob-
ins, Goldfinches and Brown Thrashers.

Kroodsma noted a noticeable absence
ofcertain bird species usually sighted this
time of the year in the valley.

There is not much ofa variety yet this
year." he mused. "We're missing a few of
the key birds."

There are even some birds of prey who
stop for a respite in the area briefly during
the spring. We were lucky enough to see
an American Kestrel, the smallest species
of Falcon, in our travels that morning.
Sometimes. Kroodsma says, one can see
an Osprey Eagle around the campus pond.

As the landscape turns the color of 1ush
green, the sunbathers return to campus
lawns for another season of worship, the
sounds of evening crickets surround you,
the smell of barbecue permeates the air

and the crack of a bat hitting a baseball
echoes in the distance, we are reminded of
the season ofrenewal and rejuvenation at
hand and that all these sights and sounds
are. in one way or another, signs ofspring.

Blutnenfeld
continued from poge 1

handles lunged up their anus or sent to

the crematoriums.

As for the treatment of lesbians, there
were only six documented cases. It is re-

ally not known how many were affected,

said Blumenfeld. Lesbians were perceived
as a threat by not conforming to the role of
the typical woman. They refused to marry
and become wives and they smoked in

public which was viewed as an act of non-
conformity, he said.

According to Blumenfeld, Western
government was aware of the slaughter
going on in Europe, but by the time they
were ready to do anything it was too late.

Blumenfeld makes a parallel ofthe events
which occurred during the Holocaust to

current issues, like the situation between

Bosnia and the Muslims. He said "at least
there is still a chance to prevent such a
genocidal slaughter from reoccurring."

The "Holocaust of Aids," said
Blumenfeld "is themodem day Holocaust."

"The dehumanization of people did not
end with the death of Hitler", said
Blumenfeld, "it is still on the rise." We
must "heed the call and attain the goal of
never again," the activist told the audi-
ence.

Ben Zeman, a Graduate student worker
with the program for GLB concerns said
he was "very pleased Blumenfeld could
make it, and that he took the time to come
here. I am happy to work with Hillel and
the Holocaust committee. I hope it is be-
ginning of a relationship between Jews
and gays."

Wondering how to sell

that old computer, lose

weight fast, rent an
apartment, find

something lost, recover
stolen mannequin
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SCENES FROM SOUTHWEST WEEK

ADAM SILVERMAN / COLLEGIAN
ROOMS WITH A VIEW— The open windows of a Southwest tower let in the sunshine

and music that highlighted Southwest Week, an annual event sponsored by the area
government.

lOT LJ
Sl£.^y\ KAYE / COLLEGIAN

JUST HANGING OUT— Chris Freeman, a senior HRTA major, Scott Smith, a junior
civil engineering major, and Steve Brenner, a senior HRTA, enjoy the sights and sounds
of Southwest Week Wednesday.

MeS'sl'pIlloT^LT'-^J?^^"^"^^^^^Melissa Pallotta. a sophomore education major, and Karmin Porter a freshmaneducation major, wouldn't rather be anywhere else but at Southwest week
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100 Days"— foolish standard has serious consequences
In the media pirrlfa urKiir>K Kair<> r.« D_4.i It. : .1 . . ..

-In the media circles which have ap-
pointed themselves as the judges of our
government and the arbiters ofthe success
ofan administration, the mark of 100 days
of presidency has been adopted as the
hour of decision. A quantitative figure of
no real political value or importance, 100
days —just over three months— are used
to determine whether an entire four-year
presidency will be a success or a failure.

Peter J.

ORVETTI
It is a period far too short for any

lasting policy decisions to have been
implemented, and any "quick-fix solutions"
in the earliest days of an administration
are bound to be simply smoke and mirror
public relations, no more than an attempt
by a new president to look bold and dy-
namic. Witness the early decisions of the
Reagan presidency, which rolled back fed-
eral spending and cut back taxes. While
these actions created a false economic
burst in the early part of the 1980s, they
also created a massive polarization of so-
ciety and a veritable economic collapse
that, coinci dentally enough, took place
shortly after Reagan's tenure of office ex-
pired in 1989.

The mark of a truly great presidency,
then, is not in fast, glamorous action.

Rather, it is in vision anc long-terra plan
ning, in moderation and commitment. The
Clinton administration can arguably be
criticized as offto a slow start, but it is the
strength, and not the speed, of that start
that is of the most importance. Already,
poUcy direction and precedent have been
laid down for growth in the future. Issues
of civil rights, economic parity, health
care and world policy in the aftermath of
the Cold War have been dealt with.

While not all ofthese have been handled
in the best possible manner, each has been
met with consideration and care rather
than bold, rash choice. To call a presidency
failed because there is no massive change
in society aft«r only three months is fool-

ish. The economy is slowly but surely
recovering. Equal rights issues, not only
for women and minorities but also forgays
and lesbians, are being brought to the
agenda without the condescending over-
tones ofthe previous 12years. The Clinton
administration is offto a very strong start,
but there is no rush to judge.

It is a major faifing of our electoral
system that no president. Democrat or
Republican, is given a fair chance to effect

change and achieve his or her goals before
those same goals are obliterated by opp<>
sition politicians seeking to meet their
own selfish goals. A particular example of
this failing ofthe system is the Machiavel-

lian self-interest of Dole, who wielded his
Senate power to stop a much-needed relief

program, creating a major defeat for the
president and making Dole himself look
good on the evening news.

Just a few weeks ago, $16 billion in
spending was blocked by the Senate's
Republican minority, stopping needed aid
from reaching the stricken cities and dy-
ing industrial towns across the country.
Bear in mind that $16 billion is only a
small fraction of any of a number of
wasteful Reagan/Bush defense budgets;
bear in mind that, via a minor
Senate rules technicality, the rehefbudget
was defeated even though a m^ority of

senators voted for it. Because ofthe rush to

judge the Clinton presidency, and because
of the selfish personal agendas of career
poUtidans, needed aid to ourown people is

not forthcoming. Why is there no relief?

Because it would stimulate the nation, and
satisfy the population. In short, it would
help make Bill Clinton a more successful
president, one who might be re-elected.

And because of party politics, there is

no money for those who need it, no aid for
those who suffer for it, no security for
those who helped to create it.

Sleep well tonight. Senator Dole.
PeterJ. Orvetti, a student at Hampshire

College, is a Collegian columnist.

Investigation falls short
It's one thing to be emotional over death

from natural causes, and totally another
to be emotional over murder. Upward
Bound was murdered, and not by Bush!
The way the chancellor and his entourage
covered everything up and manipulated
the media to make us believe Washington
was at fault is a damn shame. It reminds
me of the first Rodney King verdict. They
may have fooled some people, but those
close to the program know the real deal
behind the covcrup.

Malkes

GOMES
I must commend the University for

such a laudable act of kindness in re-

viewing the grant proposal, but I'm still

waiting for the answers to mismanaged
funds, withholding of federal mail, harsh
treatment of employees — all questions
which have been eschewed. The chancel-
lor promised on three occasions to inves-

tigate the issues in fi^ntofmany witnesses,

but has neglected his duty. If you get a
chance, read the July 20 Valley Advocate,
featuring the Upward Bound Program,
the sordid dealings regarding funds,
treatment of employees and the grant
proposal. 1 forgot, most students were
away when the article came out, just like

they were when the school made the loss of
the program public.

The problem I have with Elaine
Anderson's review ofthe grant proposal is

that, through the grapevine, allegedly she
is associated with Amherst, UMass and
the chancellor. It is very pecuUar that she
has not spoken to three key Upward Bound
case workers to this very day. She said she
didn't know how to reach them, so I of-

fered to get their numbers. One would
think if the University was really com-

mitted they would put some effort in con-
tacting the ex-employees they treated so
kindly; they sure made an effort to keep
them out of the picture while they were
performing sabotage. When I called with
the numbers, she said her review was
almost done but she would try to reach
them. The funny thing is. three days later,

and article in the March 12 Gazette came
out blaming Washington in her report,
which leads me to believe she was just
pacifying me by saying she would check
into it.

If the University has nothing to hide
they need to investigate the original
charges. But ifyou committed a crime are
you going to hire someone to tell the world
about it or would you cover up to uphold
your image? Students need to know that
the federal government has up to seven
years in which they can come to investi-
gate. If there is nothing to hide let them
comeon down. Write letters, send petitions
and call the Department of Education's
Upward Bound office.

When the new chancellor arrives we
need to educate him or her quickly about
campus politics, so that a distingiiished
few in Whitmore don't play the new kid on
the block game. Remember that when
President Hookercame, they didn't inform
him about anything, another disgrace in
itself I will be back in September of 1994
to make sure the school hires competent
people to write the new grant proposal
and that the program is reinstated.

The power is in the hands of the stu-
dents. As Malcolm X said, "Power doesn't
back up in the face ofa smile, or in the face
of a threat, or some kind of nonviolent
loving action. It is not the nature ofpower
to back up in the face ofanything but some
more power."

Malkes Gomes is a Collegian columnist.

TKe (irst 100 daze

Change the system: it's up to you
If there is one thing we can learn from

last year's riots in Los Angeles, it is that
many Americans are fed up with the
"system." The gap between rich and poor
is striking and without action, more vio-

lence will be the consequence.
To point fingers and lay blame is the

wrong approach to achieving peace, for it

is a moot point. What matters today is

restoration of equality, opportunity and
justice for all.

For this to happen, all citizens of the
United States must acquire an atmosphere
of cooperation. To accomplish our goals,

we must unite and work with each other.

There is not place for anger, aggression or
racism. We must unite as Americans with
a common goal : to create a perfect society.

This may be impossible, but we must die
trying.

The American government is out of
touch with its citizens, and the American
people have lost control of their govern-
ment. Ageiin we could point fingers, but
what would that accomplish? We need to

spend our time targeting the problems to

create solutions, not arguing and wasting
time.

Every American should have equal
access to education. For too long the edu-
cational system has benefited the rich and

neglected the poor. It must be restruc-

tured to benefit those citizens who show
the most promise and potential.

Every American should be afforded the
opportunity to possess a steady job. Not
welfare, not unemployment, but real work
for decent wages. Jobs must be created,
not tanks and missiles. Every American
should have equal access to professional
and affordable health care, regardless of
race, gender, religion, sexual preference,
income or whatever other categories ig-

norant people discriminate against.
These are just a few of the countless,

complex issues that face contemporary
American society. Today, America stands
on shaky ground. With tension mounting
daily, we must learn to use the system, not
abuse it. If the system that governs
America is ineffective, we must change it.

These changes must be on a level of in-

tellect, not aggression. For how can unity
be created from the seeds of hatred?

It is your country, your life. Ifyou are
dissatisfied with the "system," it is up to
you to initiate changes beneficial to us all.

Aiier all, waiting for someone else to solve
your problems is just as bad as causing
them yourself

Jay Renfr
Southwef t

A letter of love
Like the sands through the hourglass, so are the

issues of the Collegian . . .

Just seven more issues, and the Collegian goes

into hibernation. You never know how much you
love something until it goes away. And that's the

kind of love that hurts most. We don't want to see

you in pain, so we're going to make the most ofthese

last moments together.

Don't leave without saying goodbye.

But we're not up to a long, tension-filled goodbye.

So keep the letters short, please — absolutely no

more than 50 lines. And type Ihem. so we don't get

eyestrain. And always sign your name, address and

phone number, so wc know who we're missing when
these day.s are long past. We love you.

U.S. didn't play the part of fascists in Waco
I would like to respond tothe column byRomin Thomson

{Collegian, April 27) titled, "Fascism hits Waco, Texas."
The column portrays cult leader David Koresh as a poor

innocent man persecuted for his beliefs. Thomson, in
describing the cult's formation, states, "Then the man
gathered in liis listeners together and formed a commu-
nity. And for this we killed him." He then goes on tt) try to
tell us that Koresh in the same class as the "founding
citizens ofour nation."This is not true. When our founding
fathers said, "live free or die," they were not saying
brainwash anyone you can and rape them oftheir personal
freedom. There is an enormou.s difference between the
right to religious freedom and what happened in Waco.

Now I would like to address the idea that this whole
situation was created by fascism on the part of the
American government or media. [ have just as much ofa
problem with our government as the next guy but we
cannot go around gi vintr blame where it does not belong.
In doing so the real problem is avoided. It is time we

started solving problems, not creating them by constant
and malicious complaining.

Fascism is defined in my dictionarj' as "a system of
government characterized by dictatorship, belligerent
nationalism and racism, militarism, etc." To some extent
many of these characteristics may be present within our
society. But 1 would really like to know how calling us
fascists and saying we killed the Branch Davidians is
going to prevent this from happening in the future? It is
sick individuals out to gain power and get attention who
commit such acts. Koresh killed himself and most of his
follows because he was so afraid to be proven wrong. He
got so caught up in his own preachings that he did
everything possible to make it look likr there was some
truth to what he was saying. We are not the fascists, we
did not kill anyone, wc were not the ones who made the
decision to burn innocent people; Koresh and Hitler w ere

Michael Greene
Central
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Director, cast elevate 'Bedroom Farce'
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Bedroom Farce
Student Union Ballroom
April 30, 1993

Ttiere is a basic credibilitygap inBedroomForce the
Alan Ayckboum play which concluded the Theatre Guild
season this weekend.

Bedroom is the story of three happy couples, living
happy and ordinary lives. It is also the story ofSusannah
and Trevor, an oh-so-unhappily married pair who would
like nothing better than a good divorce. The premise is
simple enough: Susannah and Trevor act miserable and
bitter, and their behavior highlights the insecurities of
the other couples, who begin to worry about their own
marriages. In the hands of a great playwright, the un-
necessary re-examination of all these marriages could
have been hilarious, or tragic, or both.

The problem is also simple: Ayckboum is not that
playwright. After quickly establishing that Susannah
and Trevor are unhappy, he allows their unhappiness to
evaporate. The couple have no connection to one another,
no connection to the other couples, and their bothersome
behavior seems at best innocuous. To make this venture
pay off. the pair would have to be bristlingly hostile or
insanely irriUting. but Ayckboum gives us neither of
those things. This couple is only irritating in their un-
remitting dullness.

But that's the bad news. The good news is that director

Three ofHearts plays
hand with loopv charm

Benjamin Ware and the rest ofthe Guild production crew
have overcome a spotty script to present a story sur-
prisingly rich in humor and feeling. Ware is the original
Renaissance man, a set designer for shows like Aloises Offand a production manager for Sweeney Todd, an actor in
i^airandA Midsummer Night's Dream. One might think
he was tempting God to try directing as well, but it is his
directorial style which makes this entire production such
a success.

By grounding Ayckboura's script, he downplays the
comedy (most of which isn't very funny, anyway) and
focuses instead on the relationships in the three bedrooms
which set designer Craig Doescher presents to us.

The result is a series of carefully and richly drawn
character sketches, encompassing every phase ofmarried
life. In bedroom one, we have Kate and Malcom (Laurie
J. Beland and Patrick Browne) the newlywed couple who
are still high on the concept ofliving together, and engage
in such absurd games as hiding each others footwear.
They are the most insUntly likable ofthe couples, ifonly
because of Beland and Browne's wonderfully appealing
performances. Cast as a pair ofporcelain dolls, they play
their parts with deceptive ease. The other couples get to
do more emoting, but none ofthem seem more natural in
their parts.

The second bedroom is the most tempestuous of the
three, containing the middle-aged and bed-bound Nick
(Chad Marshall), whose wife Jan (Liana Maria Reda)
harbors a not-so-secret love for Trevor. Everything about
this relationship is grating and unpleasant, from
Marshall's consUnt whining to Reda's cold contempt.

They possess, in fact, the exact sort of antipathy that
Susannah and Trevor do not. Their relationship is the
center, both physically and emotionally, of the play.
Marshall and Reda are talented actors in what might be
unwelcome roles, but they make their characters likable
and understandable despite of— or perhaps because of— their flaws.

In the final bedroom are the elderly Ernest and Delia
(Beiyamin Courtney and Nicole Higgins). an imperfect but
happy pair ofarchetypal grandparents. Courtney has the
play's most rewarding role, as a man more concerned with
gutteringand Tom Brown's SchoolDays than with his 35th
anniversary, and he plays it charmingly. Looking out from
behind smudged spectacles and a wooly beard, his very
appearance is enough to eUcit cheers from the audience.

Already a stand-out designer (her costume work on
American Buffalo is the best ofthe semester), Ms. Higgins
also proves herselfa capable actress. As the only character
who seems entirely in control of their fate, Ms. Higgins
overcomes both the challenge ofplaying a character three
times her age. and the trial of enduring an "old woman"
makeupjob that would make the designers ofFor t/ie Boys
blush with shame (the wrinkles of age were evoked by
bold black lines from nose to chin, which left the actress
looking eerily like a ventriloquist dummy).

Although Janna Kovalcin and Raphie Aronwitz (as
Susannah and Trevor) checked their charisma at the
door. Ware's consistently understated direction elevated
what began as a pedestrian comedy script into an effec-
Uve examination of love and boredom in the nineties. It
was more than Ayckboum deserved.

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

The problem with love triangles is, no
matter howyou do the math, the end result
isn't going to please everyone. In Yurek
Bogayevicz's(Anna) new romanticcomedy/
drama Three ofHearts, the story is con-
ventional, but the characters are not.

This breezy, enjoyable love letter of a
movie doesn't break any new dramatic
ground, but its themes and execution are
profound— its matter-of-fact depiction of
homosexuality as worthy ofromantic gaze
is refreshingly fun to watch. By the end,
mostofTh ree ofHeaiis'effervescentcharm
has petered out into melodrama, yet it

isn't devastating to the movie's airy tone.
(Donnie, a twentysomething nurse ( Kelly

Lynch), has just been dumped by her bi-

sexual girlfriend. Ellen (Sherilyn Fenn) in
the middle of Washington Square. Natu-
rally, this throws Connie for a loop. She
was planning to bring Ellen to her sister's

Polish weddingand come out to her parents.
She reluctantly hires studly male es-

cortJoe ( William Baldwin ), to the wedding
and then strikes up the idea to have Joe
woo Ellen and then dump her, sending her
back into Connie's arms. The best laid
plans, as they say, go awry when Joe falls

for Ellen (you knew that one was coming)
and Connie is, well, upset.

What's good about Hearts is the first

half, especially the scenesbetween lovesick
lesbian Connie and hooker-with-a-heart-
of-gold Joe. Lynch and Baldwin share the

film's best chemistry, and it's almost a
shame that they're both enamored with
Ellen. As played by skin deep Fenn, she's
seems vacuous and curiously dumb.

There is an underdeveloped (and to-

tally unnecessary) subplot with dis-
griuitled thugs chasing after Joe, that
nags at the film's loopy feel. Yet for every
dive into "Three's Company" mentality.
Hearts does have its, eh-hem, heart and
mind in the right places.

Connie herself is something of a mar-
vel. Here's a bright, attractive, mentally
stable career-woman who is also a lesbian.
Lynch (so good in Drugstore Cowboy and
so bad in Curly Sue) turns in the film's
best performance, even though she's
sidelined by the hetero love affair lietween
Baldwin and Fenn. Whether she's
matching wits with Baldwin or pining for
Ellen from afar. Lynch is wonderfully di-
mensional and also very funny.

Baldwin does his best work since In-
ternal Affairs, and he's better in the
lighter, more comedic moments than the
melodrama. It's a nice change of pace to
have a guy be the bimbo and Baldwin uses
his alluring eyes to maximiun effect. Fenn
is the only dim bulb in the group, as her
hair proves more versatile than her acting.

Three ofHearts isn't a groundbreaking
movie, nor even a particularly great one,
but it is happily romantic and more fun
than the drippy Benny & Joan. Hearts
doesn't play its hand perfectly, but any
movie thatcanmakejokes aboutPat Nixon
and scrubbingclams fly is worth a look. B^

Inclined to play free show
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

For those ofyou dissatisfied with the
state ofnew music, dissatisfied with its

tendency to call upon simple riffs, three
chords and banal lyrics. For those of
you craving a greater musical ethic
comes Inclined. For those ofyou with a
light wallet and a bus schedule also
comes Inclined.

From the smog infested air of Los
Angeles comes a crystalline and pol-

ished musical sound of a trio of23 year
olds. Theirs is a surprisingly mature
and refined sound for a band whose
debut album has only recently hit the
shelves.

Bright New Day (Chaos / Columbia
Records) is the first release from In-

clined, a clever marriage of rock, jazz
and a touch offunk. The debut album is

a clean and cohesive collection of com-
positions which seldom fail to foray into

the musical limits of the band. From
the first track, the sizzlingTwo Minds"
with its funky ambling guitar and pre-

cise lyrics. BrightNew Day resembles a
talented crop ofbands from the Grate-
ful Dead to the Police.

Inclined's musical skills do not end
howeveratquality musicianship. Singer
Miles Tackett's lyrics are insightful and
inspiring, such as on "Leading to Light,"

"you got to know the sun to know the

rain / you got to have love to know
there's pain." Tackett's style is in per-

fect harmony with his musical backup,
not to mention the fact he's a fine

cellist. That's right cello, that same
lovely instrumentyou would never hear
on a Sub Pop album.

After listening to the band's debut, it

should come as little surprise that In-

clined sUge show is one of little more
than a skeleton ofsong upon which the
band can branch out into a display of
their musical talents and jamming
abilities. Now comes the good part.

On Tuesday at Pearl Street, the
band will be playing a FREE show.
That's free as in don't bother descend-
ing the Campus Center elevator to
frequent the cash machine of your
preference. The fact that the show is at
Pearl Street is an added bonus as you
can hop on the PVTA and be dropped
off practically at the front door.

As Tackett puts it. Inclined is al-

ways "looking to reach the next pla-

teau. To create music that's always
fresh and progressing in new direc-

tions." If Bright New Day is any indi-

cation of this prophecy. Inclined will

be around for quite some time. What
better to way to spend a Tuesday night
without spending a cent.

Inclined play a free show at Pearl
Street with guest Borderline on Tues-
day May 4. Showtime is 9 p.m.

Mediocre thrills from They Might Be Giants
Bv DARIKNNR HO.SI.RY „.:^__ i. , ...... .

^By DARIENNE HOSLEY
Collegian Staff

They Might Be Giants
Pearl Street
March 27,1993

They Might Be Giants' two-week mini-tour seemed to
be a great opportunity; the band stopped in at small clubs
and colleges away from the big cities— like in Maine. One
of the drawbacks of such a tour, however, is that it is

hastily planned and hastily rehearsed, and that seemed
to be the problem at Pearl Street last Tuesday.

Brian Dewan, opening for TMBG, should have stayed
home. His voice isn't bad, but his "music" should be
buried. His songs were sometimes amusing, like one
about those letters that threaten you with disaster ifyou
break the chain.

But the vocals were undermined by discordant,
crashing noises Dewan banged out on his lap-top slide

guitar. It was hard not to feel sorry for him. The crowd
responded with humiliating enthusiasm when Dewan
introduced his last song. No one paid much attention
when he finally snuck offstage.
On their 1992 tour TMBG introduced a live — and

talented— backup band , and the chemistry was fantastic.
They pulled together very tight and surprisingly hard-
hitting, performances. The band, slightly modified, took
the stage with Giants John Flansburgh and John Linnell
Tuesday. Despite some fine playing by Linnell on accor-
dion, Flansburgh on guitarand Pere IJbu's Tony Maimone
on bass, they just didn't have it together.

The band trudged off with "Don't Let's Start" at a
dragging tempo, perked up a little with a new song(sorry,
title unknown), then a laid-back, lackluster "Ana Ng."
The early songs were marred by noise— moments when
music suddenly disintegrated into squawking. Trumpet
player Frank London, introduced as soloist in more songs
than I can remember, seemed to be the major perpetra-
tor: his style of improv is to play lots and lots of notes.

really fast.

They swung into gear with their "World Famous
Polka," an inspired pop-polka romp and one of the many
shining moments of the performance. Accordions just
don't look the same after you've seen Linnell play the hell
out of one.

The bouncing crowd gained at least a foot and a halfin
height for^"Birdhouse in Your Soul," and the pop gem
"Twisting" helped jack up the energy. A few new songs
were introduced: "Spy," which can be heard on TMBG's
Dial-a-Song, and "Thermometer," neither of which was
quite as good as the anonymous song mentioned earlier.

Flansburgh apologi zed for his restrained performance-
he was suffering from the flu. so the band dropped a few
songs from the set list and passed on the second encore.

They closed on a good note: a riotous cover of "The
Frankenstein." a hit on last year's tour. Despite frequent
dips into mediocrity, TMBG's charm kept the show afloat
It wasn't worth a $15.50 ticket, but it was worth sitting
through Dewan's painful set.
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The COLLEGIAN Needs

CIRCULATION

DRIVERS!
You must have mornings free

until 11:00am &
you must have a reliable car.

Y

Come down to the COLLEGIAN
business office to get priority on

the higher paying routes.

The Colle£iian is an equal
opportunity employer

Gay Bashings are increasing nationwide.

GLB Studies is becoming a viable academic subject.

Homophobic graffiti is continually discovered on campus.

Homophobic harassment occurs on a daily basis.

GLB issues are often not included in the "multi-cultural agenda."

How is the University responding to these issues?

How would you hke the University to respond?

What other issues would you like the University to address?

OPEN FORUM
sponsoied hy the

Chancellor's Task Force on GayA-esbian/Bisexual Matters

Tuesday, May 4

Noon - 2 p.m.

UMass Campus Center mi 917

llie lask Force's Open Forum Is a chance for you to share your concerns

ami your ideas. The Task Force wanis your input and feedback lo tvller represent

and address tlic needs and issues of the GLB coniinuniiy at-large.

If you would like lo sut)niit written lesliinony. please contact Dr. Pal Griffin

at 545-t)2l 1 or campus mail lo her office at the Sch(K)l of Education. Tcsiiinony

must tie received by .Spm Monday May 3.

Students, Faculty, and Staff are Invited tu attend.

RefrMhmenB will be served.

Hatch Food Specials

Fg^m Til® ©rSBfl
Grilled Cheese Sanwich

Cup of Soup
12 oz. Soda

$2.50 • w/chowder $2.65

IFlM)CT! 'Lffie^

Roast Beef Sandwich
side of Chips, Pickles, 12 oz Soda

Your Choice of Bread
$2.50

From The Visxm Area
Pasta, your choice w/ Ragu

Spaghetti Sauce $.99

Exam Week Special Coining

Hatch Bar Entertainment
Tuesday, May 4*9 pm
THE HEALERS

Original and Cover
Rock Blues

Wednesday, May S * 9 pm
The Valley's Best Reggae

with

NEW HORIZONS
Thursday, May 6*9 pm

The Very best in Alternative Rock Blues
with

STONE LILY
Friday, May 7 • Z pm

DO A HAPPY AFTERNOON
Watch for our Special Ad
FULL BAR

Bud Lite Pitchers... $3.50
Michelob 12oz. Bottles... $1.25
-SPRING DRINK SPECIALS-^

Pizza's and More

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UlMIOlM

CALVIN AND HOBBES

SURE NOO D\D.

T^E WINNIHS
ENTR1 IS RlGMT

PR\"LE \S ^S
QOOO ^S MIKE

- BE CAREFOL
OR BE RD^0K\LL.''

THATs Really

Dl5G0ST\MG.

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

TWAHK

NCW.

WWAT IS THAT J CMUNW
All OVER IKE

I SPNGHETTI

JIM'S JOURNAL

7i< gv/fk fcU,
'Pi' J y#^ C^€r

By JIM

"OK, time for lunch. ... And Dwayne here will

be dismissing you by row number,
since he's alpha wolf today."

DOONESBURY

I

'MORNINO, M/55
rMRAyriddieR
FROMlheHOMB
SHOPPtNO -

aw..

"C

NOKjV-

TMAN

imVER'

LecwpwrprouR.

HOmSHOmiSHStr

By GARRY TRUDEAU
THATSRI6HTI0NC51H-

ICAN 5TAUW.iOUCAHSX-
ROHS 0UH.COM>UWR.-
SeteHAm^ SHOPPING
BNyiRONkie^rr turn
OV5P.Z79.000exaT-
IN6 NBU PROPUCIB
TDCHOOSeFf^DM' ^

SHOP
arm
THIS

/

MY60P

.

LONeOtSAMT
OFSUOiA
pevice.1

yes. me
JHUKUe
Hft^AlUIN-

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"Life is a chemical reaction.'

- Brian Cox

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

:< sou? IN4R>?MAT1CN

Cuts uIttlc tjC6S'

HEM AHNt DGMT )

Outfit Logics coTE'^

By PRICE VAN RAY

IS (XT c- Tv^?r

^ QuE-S^'^^ ^^^>^

1

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
LOOK' JU5r0?AWLI|^fe.0UT6^KD'
IT'S ASufc' :"r':THEC*r: r':
THM SAKOv^ICk from LASTWEEf'

ITS fRoCRftHlNWlflMMMJ'

THfcN g£EC geEATWi Ag'.E TO
PUT THINGS ore Rx?£v£e' rfj

f^ftKj'

ARIES (March 21 -April l'»l; Tht-

emphasis Uxiay is <)n rompk-ling un-
iinished wiwi. Pay kcx-n allenli<xi lo

l«lefs arid ri'pt)fis. Flaws art- noi
readily perrcplihlc Komancc ccMjId

find yiHj on llx- relx>uiKi. Bt- 1 arelul.

TAUKUSlAfKil 20-\tjy JO). Cit-

operation is lh<- key word ItxJay Many
black aulomol>ik>s pass your way I«j-

day — il IS a siRn ol Rood Iik k. Select

the best ideas and avoid day-dreanv
mg.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Draw
up a list o< your oi>iectives and do the
groundwork as s<K>n as possible.

Unlikely alliancescould work l<x you.
Gel agreements in writing to avoid
prolilems

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 221: Ad-
justment and compromise are the
order oi the day when you em ounler
Iwsic differences ol opinion. Move
lorward in gradual steps. Be a<( urate
when writing important letters.

LEOduly 2 )-Aug. 22): Strive IoIk'

more decisive; uncertainty (ould
offset the results of your (most efforts,

Tliere isexc elleni emii()meni designed
especially lor your needs.

LIBRA (Sepl2.1-Oct.22): A loved
one makes new demands. Avoid
promising the moon. You need to

locus on your own well-lK'ing and
Roalsnow. Spend money wisely, save
It lor a rainy day.

VIRC.C) (Aug.21-Sepl22): You
shixjid haveeasier sleddinR lli.)n nwiiy
ol vour colliagues now Be pnimpi
and handle .ill matters logKall> liv
lening lo musK will help you relax

tonight.

SCORPIO (Oct 2I-NOV.2!): A
good day to linish a research prnjec t.

Behind closed diMxs, you tonduci
Inisiness etlK lently (itier lo shop or
run (>r rands t<K someone confined In

a hospital.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-I)ec.21):
A Rtxid day to shop for clothes or
anything thai says -you." It m.iy Ik-

difficult lo ch<x>se tin- right track lo

lake at work. A Ixisk walk helps clear

the col)wel)s away.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an.I9):

Unexpected ch.inges in j iHJsiness

arrangenn-nl (ould leave you angry.

However, a i he< k will Ixing a smile
lo your late. Lovr-d one gives you an
overdue pal on ihc- back.

AQUARIUS (|an.20-Feb.l8):
Follow through on a hunch. You have
J r,ireof)(xirtunily locorrer I a mistake
and recoup a loss. Needed iniorma-
lion t omes from new sources; use il

elleclively.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): The
emfihasis today IS on show( asing your
creativity. Elements of good luck and
liming are present — you Kxild hit

the jackpot!

DAYDREAM

10 Peso m. btiHS.

By JOE ANDERSON

Au)#tH?
If"

Today's Staff
Night Editor Sarah LeVesque
Copy Editor Tracy Monahan
Photo Technician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Jim Bruneau

Cathy Chaput

LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Rueben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Caponata w/Pocket

Menu
DINNER

Chicken Cacciatore

Szechuan Beef'/Broccoli

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Cacciatore

Curried Chick Peas

TJK' opinions c-,\pivssixl on this pj};i' mv ihosi- ol ll»c c .irloonists .ind do not iKxcss.inly ictlfc t the views ol the C(ilk\KU)iU}\ ilu' Univcisiiy

ACROSS
1 Boiilique

5 Livtng

substance
Comb lorm

to City of

37 Down
14 V;igabotid

1

5

Relinpmeni
16 Operatic

higlilight

1 7 Allege

IB Arjcient Roman
garments

19 Lillle —
Oickens
(leroine

?0 Irtles

?? Sicbstilute

?4 Mii';iral

(filfofltjction*;

?6 Tot^yo. formefly

?r Spcfs

29 Spp.ik <;lowly

33 Bf.infly

36 Intpiirt

38 No, irj Ayr

39 P.ii.ir hule

';iir)ply

41 finhs
•14 ;'iini Ml f)i(i

Homo
45 Bro
47 Molhes
48 five Comb

frurn

il Sit!

S3 Columnist
(liir.hwald

")S Srriallpst

59 St,1t.3 birr) ol

3' Down
63 Up
64 Oarn'

6^ Slow Mtis

6? A.r

68 City on
thp Oka

69 Saudis
/() Am lent (itpt^k

lltealers

7 I Dunrted
7? Rented again
73 Fit

DOWN
1 Keen

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

2 Har>g around
.'J Mixe than
plump

4 City ol

37 Down
5 %
6 linbind

7 Capital ol

37 Down
8 Play the lead

9 "Ovef —

"

10 City ol

37 Down
11 Surface
12 Tip

13 Summon
?1 Sweeten
?3 Uneven
?5 Part ol a

stage set

?8 Fam member
30 "Strong as — '

31 China
add on

32 Fewer
33 Lodge

tempor.irily

31 Alas of old

35 Smile broadly

37 rt>e Pine Tree

Stale

40 Church seating
4? One o( the

Masseys
43 City ol

37 Down
46 Exact
49 Gear
50 Noah's vessel

5? Necessity

54 Turkic language
56 Musical study
57 Force, fwwer
58 Pick up the tab
59 Grub
60 Protagonist

61 Chiller

62 Venture
66 Fast, in Berlin

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.
5

5/3/93

t > 3 4

1

i 1 ; 1 «

1

Tt~ 11 17 1]

14 15 1«

U 11 n

?g " I 77 7]

74 75
1" kMMi

,

71 7» )< It J7

J) it JS

t-
" ^^^H 11

j« 17 4J" 4r

41 57 IB
I H^^HSJ 55 5« il 5t

S« «• tt «?

m"t4

1

>5 M • 7

• M 'I

M >J 11
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lacrosse
continued from page 12

minutes, the Gorillas got unassisted scores from Mike
Valente and Mark Millon, bringing the crowd on the Hill

into the game and prompting SU to call time-out.

UMass tied the score again, this time at 4-4, in the
second. Chris Nentwich. who played an immensegame at
defensive midfield. scooped up a ground ball, sprinted the
length of the field and scored, bringing the Hill to its

collective feet.

But Syracuse, demonstrating the athleticismand skills

that come from being the best-funded, best-recruiting lax
program in the nation, capitalized on seemingly every
UMass turnover ormiscue in the third quarter,expanding
a 7-4 halftime lead out to 12-6 third quarter cushion.
Syracuse midfielder Steve Bettinger keyed the SU third
quarter surge, figuring in on four of five scores with two
goals and two assists.

The Orange lead grew to 16-8 midway through the
fourth quarter when reserve attacker Jim Morrissey
pumped in an unassisted score. That's when Mark Millon
took over, and when he was through, there was no doubt
in anyone's mind who the 1993 USILA player ofthe year
should be.

"I looked up at the scoreboard and thought, 'No way
are we losing to them 16-8,"" Millon said afterwards.

Millon took matters into his own hands, scoring four

goals and assisting another in a five-minute span that
saw UMass close the gap from 16-8 to 16-13 with 56
seconds left. The loud, orange-clad pack ofSU fans who
made the trip from Central New York were suddenly
quiet and those UMass fans who stayed were on their

feet.

However, Syracuse won their next-face-off and long

stick defenseman Chad Smith cashed in for his second
goal of the day — a true rarity for a long stick — and
Millon's final score, an over the cage feed from Valente
(two goals, four assists) ended the afternoon at 17-14.

"The way we didn't give up was pheonomenal ," Garber
said. "Ifwe had 10 more minutes we would've beaten "em.

Now we have to beat Brown on Wednesday for the New
England championship."

Syracuse coach Simmons Jr., whose Orange have
defeated UMass 12 years in a row, said the UMass rush
was partly his fault for pulUng his starters too early.

"We let IWesI Depp and Millon score a couple goals

that, who knows, with our main horses in there, they

might not have," Simmons Jr. said.

"At the end of the game we were overconfident," said

Syracuse attackerCharlie Lockwood. "Give credit to UMass,
they're a great team and they kept their heads up."

lacrosse
continued from page )2

unassisted goals five minutes apart and teammate
Dom Fin added another to up the 'CuSe lead to 7-4

at the half.

Syracuse came out ofthe locker room and scored

three more to up the lead to 10-4. The Orangemen
never looked back.

"We played a good first halfand were only down
7-4," said senior All-Araerican Mark Millon. "But

the two quick goals they scored at the beginning of

the second half were tough."

It would have been easy for the Gorillas to roll

over and give up when they trailed 16-7 in the

fourth quarter. But, much to their credit, they did

not and when Wes Depp scored with just under a

minute remaining in the game, UMass only trailed

16-13. When Millon (six goals) scored with 13

seconds left. Massachusets players had to be say-

ing to themselves, "if only we had more time."

"Coach (Ted Garber ) already talked about keep-

ing our heads up and concentrating on the rest of

the regxilar season," said Millon. "But we'd love

another crack a Syracuse in the tournament - I

think we could beat them."

Put your BayBank account on hold
for the summer and save!

SUMMER

SAVE MONEY.
Your account will be free of all

service charges during the summer, as long as
you're not using your account.

SAVE TIME.
To reactivate your account, just use your BayBank Card

or write a check. There's no paperwork
and no need to order new checks.

IT'S EASY!
Just call 788-5000 anytime or stop by your

nearest BayBank office.

Ba/Bank^

Member FDIC

Another
satisfied

customer...

66
I was riding

along on my
cool

mountain
bike, when I

suddenly
decided that

I didn't really

want to ride

a bike any
more and

that I would
really like a
guitar. I put
an ad in the
Collegian,

and
someone
called the
first day to

buy my bike.

And, when I

was looking
through the
Collegian
classifieds,

I saw the
guitar of my
dreams.

I sold my
bike and

went to buy
the guitar.

Thank you
Collegian!

Collegian
classifieds

1 13 Campus
Center

545-3500

,V,f%̂ jfU'^*^}

i V I / \ ^

K*Jyf'mr^ "* ^•*' ***^ ^'*'

^./.-.- .,\

COLLEGIAN

Diamond Classic
continued from page 12

~

barmanChrisWadjaand thirdbasemanChrisWoodman
bophomore Hurler Kelly Daut took the loss for UMass

her ninth of the year. Daut gave up two runs on five hit^
and walked one. UConn starter Pat Conlan, who also
pitched the entire Florida State game two hours earUer
picked up her second win ofthe day and 21st of the year'

Flonda State handed the Bulls their second 1-0 loss of
the day m the next game behind the pitching of junior
nght-hander Rebecca Aase, who increased her record to

15-1.

The Huskies sealed the championship on Sunday with
a 2-1 victory over USF. Senior Janna Venice did it all for
UConn as she pitched a complete game two-hitter and
scored the game's winningrun in the bottom ofthe eighth
on a suicide squeeze by junior second baseman Shari
Blackman.

UMass-FSU was the last game on tap for the Classic,
and the Lady Seminoles took it to the Minutewomen'
defeating them 5-0.
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MARSHALL QUAUFIES FOR
WORLD UNfVBt^TY QAft^S:

Senior gymnast Tammy M»sh^ finished tfwd in the a»-
around a! theWww IMivereJty GiKnes frjate at Salt Lake aty,
1^1, late Sa»«day n^ trnm^ fm a place amof\g tt»m
NX

MwshaB tpfl«»ed*or the Qames two yea3 ago when they
wereWd m Bigland, but an iqpiry kept her from competmg.
This y©«-,hov»ever,Mar^iaaepei*«iQ«*erighttime, coming
c* erf her perfert ten on «» floor roi*ne which win her the
national chanpion^i^

( Can You Afford $100/month* For Rent
only 8 minutes from campus at

LANTERN COURT
now taking applications for summer 8c fall

cauKAMINS 253-2515
* rate based on 4 poeple per 2BDR

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
• Expert in Custom Storage
• Custom Designed Boxes

ft Packing Supplies
• 24-Hour On Call Emergency

I Service '

• Secured, Itemized Storage
• Personalized Inventory
• Insurance Included

SUMMER STORAr.P
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDId

For further information call (413) SB5-S999

rst

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Maisachusetts/Amhe
"New England's Largest Colle,-e Daily

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

AcnvmES

PWOTSCT VOURSELf fram
WV/AIDS

Join New England Responsibl*
Dating

1800^ 232 6373

Don't 9«t l«ft ool In th« cold thii falli

Get your apt now Sonny 3fd Ooor apt
in Brandywine Furniture inc. on bus
route. gas/Tieat irK.

Take ovef/tublet in June
549-7919

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ACCOUNTIMG ASSOCIATION
Presentation lues May «th

Campus Center #803 at 7 pm
Dress For Success^ (Men & WomenI
Now and old members welcome
Refretttments Servad

• wi liMMO, need 2 people
SuiTwner aiKVor Fall 175»/pefson
253^751

For Rent
5 rm furnished Cape
l.ake Aracadia B'town
S tenants

ph 323-8202

4

I PW1 286 2MB HAM, 30 MB Hard
Includes. VGA Color nwnilor, lteytx>ard.

mouse, software, and 24 pin do* malriji
printer $900 or B/0 Call 549 9390

JVC 8IW-7 Speakora Great shape and
sound t200 or bo Minolta SOOOIxamera
w/200 m lens and 3S0O flaah, Nicw $760
or bo Call FMI 646 6762

PHISH nCKETS: One pair for S/B at
UNH best offer Lisa &46-2902

MOTORCYCLES

HEALTH

V«. mMwcydMlll Because itwy-re
mean and natty We got so many of
tfiem we dont know what to do Buy
orte from us. No. in fact, you can have
one on us. Go ahead, treat yourself
They build self confidence Sometimes
I iust Ilka to sit on mir>e and scream. I'll

bring it to your house, dorm, or frat for
you. I'll even wrap itt

Call Steve and Thor at 6-0964. Call soon.

Roeiww Pieni aUu ii eaelefloamHh
complete resume developmant Keith
Anderson PhO 682 4037

Terot Woedlnga
Call Chris at 2S3 7S24

-J lliMreM. BNK Box
11S1 Andovar. MA 01810

ONE BEDROOM APT.I

SUMMER STORAGE

Summor Storage - Professional pick
up . delivery; insurance, boxes included.
Call now to reserve your space.
Collegiate Storage Service
413^86 5*99

1 bedroom uptown VERY CHEAPI
2 mln. to bars. 5 min. to campus
Caiman or Erik 266^4920

1 or 2 bedrooms in a spacious
Hadley House 5 minutes from
campus, huge yard
549 7461

MMat Maliee btoquallty Soxy'
a lecture on Gender and Justic by

John Stoltenburg
autbor of Refusing lo be a Man

Wednesday, May 5, 1993
8 pm. Campus Center Auditorium

Free Admission
Open reception to follow

Noritiampton, ru-
'•I setting, but near shops stores. Jur>e
occ. SKIBISKI. Reallors 584 3428. Easy

Rt.9

HELPWVAMTED

Willie Tang
Turned 21 Sunday

Everybody wish a happy one
Give him an aspirin and a cana

AUTO FOR SALE

u 2 iMth house in AmharM
Call 2S3-9716

Oroat Location - Downtown Amherst
apt across from Bertucci's. Free heat
water, cheap tool Call Jeanette or Katie
253-2940

Magnificent IMaIn St. Apartmonr
3 bedrooms, t>us line.

Sublet or take over lease
Call 256^8181

629 Main St. 2 bdrm fireplace lake
over our lease June 1 Great spot 253
9206

CMHJJCARS: Tuesdeys 2 30 7:30 pm
$6/hr car necessary Joan 584-8086

6884M2

Earn
•2000*/mo««h . world travel IHawaii.
Mexico, the Carribaan, etc.) Holidey.
summer, and career employment
available. No experience rwcessary. For
employment program can 1-206-834-
0468 ext. CS001

I in Junol Ail new
applierKes On Bus route. Wilhin walk
ing distance of Dairy Mart and Package
Store' Lett of windows Forsythia tree
outside bedroom wirMlowi Come see it I

Call Shelly and Lisa for mom informa-
tion! 549 5167 390 Puffton Village

PERSONALS

SUMMER SUBLET

Honda Civic 1888
Hatch Back, Standard shift.

Stereo AM/FM Tape
63000 Miles, excellent condition

$5000 Call Constantine 508-763-7387

1M3 Honda Cl»le
VGC 5 speed asking $860
Call Josh 549 7712

Taka Over Our
2 Bedroom Apt.

Puffton Village

Call 549-2645

1983 Volvo 240OI. Great shape runs
strong 4 spdw/overdrive -t}tue$1400
Lv. Msg. 549 2932

1986 Mercury Lyna 4 door. 6 speed
Reliable transportation! 253 0920

1986 Honda 350X
3 Wheeler Must Sell

$700 or BO 549 7679

Perfect x-country Van 1973 Ford
Many new parts S1500/bo Call 665 7932

triumph, TR7, convertible. 1980
47,000 original miles, never used in

winter, fabulous condition $4000.
Firm 549-4510

Take Ow»r our lease/Sublet June 1st

3 bdrm lownhouse
Recently renovated, partially furnished
on bus route

Call 549^0407^

Take Over our 2 bdrm lease in

Colonial Village, Cheap 253 2477

Take over our lease June 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549-5224

Take over our lease starting June 1st
2 BR Brandywine apt. 549 7867

The Bast 3 bodroom Townhouse!
1 min to bus, newly renovated, 1 1/2

baths, must see! Call 549 4445 or 549-
2947 lease starts June 1 HURRY!

Three Bedroom Condo on
Main St. w/dryer. patio
Call 253-9278

CAPE COO '93

Live Bands, Hot Legs Contest, 1 stDance
Party, Weekly Drink Specials at

FIDDLEBEE'S Cape Cods hottest nite

club 72 Nortti St. Hyannis

COLLEGE PIZZA

3 Bodroom Apt.
Belchertown

626/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

253 0876

2 Bodroom Apartment in Amherst
Center across from the bars 500/month
* Util. Call 25fr 1763

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
6496098

Uptown Apartment 3 Befboom
Available 6/1

Call 549-5882

FOR RENT

Amherst 5 bodroom house on bus
route. Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis-

posal. Nicely wooded. Perfect for six.

June 1. $1250/mo. Call Joe 617-935-
8231

Awesome House - Amherst
3 4 bedrooms, 2 car garage
2 full baths
on bus route
Tennis Court, pool
Only $825/month 6/1

256 8814

Uptown Apt. 3 bodroom pullout
couch included 1 minute from bars/bus
7 minute walk to campus 549-7281

Uptown Apartment Amherst
1 Bedroom Gas heat

Great location

2537364

FOR SALE

t and duits raise a cool $1000
in (usl one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free Igloo
Cooler if you qualify. Call 1 800 932
0528, ext. 68

GUARANTEED $4100
Two Student clubs needed for

fall protect Your group
GUARANTEED at least $400.00
Must call BEFORE END OF TERM!
1-800 932 0528, exl 99

Intematkmal Emptoymawt Make
$2000 per month teaching basic con-
versational English abroad Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits. No previous train-
ing or teaching certificate required. For
program call 1 206-632 11 46 ext. J5001

NOW HIRING
Full time summer work
Outdoor residential painting
Call COLLEGE PRO 800 346 4649

Summer lobe to save tiie environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi
tions to renew the Clean Water /Vet
promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drillir>g. Available in 22
states and DC, campus intrvws: 4/14
and 4/l5.CallJamietoil free: 1-800-7S-
BARTH
Track Drivers Wanted for pert time
summer work. lOdaysmid Juneand 10
days mid August. $1 IQ^Day. Mustfiave
standard, willing to work long t)ours,

and have driving experience with trucks
of at least 18 feet. Call 508-663 7422.

$200 Daily mallins circulars for ma-
jor Corp. Free supplies. Rush self ad-
dressed stamped envelope to: USTB
Marketing, Personnel Dept. , P.O. Box
4203. Bryan, TX 77805

Work $tudy Jobs Peer housing coun-
selors are needed to start in September.
Apply at OCHO. 428 Student Union,
545 0865

LEASE THIS OR DIE

Carolina Nasson
Happy 21jt to my little sister, who now
has the legal ability to boo;e with me
think you can keep up? Prove it tonighi.
Love, La<iren

Happy Birthday
~

To the guy who Is so full of ... wHI
Love, Jan

To know you is to

love you, and after

one year, boy do I

know you!

Always.

Traci

ROOMMATES WANTED

_ J In 2 bdrm apt. non-
smoking female at bus stop partly fur

nished $28S inclusive 9/1 256-0832

Condo-Mate
$225 * 2 floors

private bedroom
pets allowed

Caren6 7144

Femaio to share large bedroom in Mill
Valley. Bus route. Begin Sept. 1st. $200/
month heat, hot water included. Call

256 1727

In Spacious Howaa ck>se to
bus route, preferably male
Oil heat

Call ASAP 546 0939

Looking for 2 roomataa
to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area
for tfie summer
Call Julie 549 8219

Amherst 4 BR and 2 bath. 5 min walk
to town and campus on busline. Call
TODAY 253 21 78 Jill

Amherat - BaautHul 8 bedroom
house on busline. 2 full baths, furnished
kitchen ar>d living room, washer/dryer
oil fteal-»immer rent very negotiat>le
Fall optKm. Call 256 0805

Amherst sfaiglo in 2 bdrm apt fur
nishedmain room arKl kitchen free catile
no smokers at bus Walk to town $230
inclusive 256-0832

Amherst Summer Sublet
in house June-August w/option to lease.
Only $150/month. 5 min walking dis
tance 10 Amherst Center Call Noah 253
9746

Air Condlttonad
Summer Sublets in luxury - roomates
needed - Call Mill Valley Estates
253 7377

BELCHER ruWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route. Call now 546 0345

Best Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt 1 Best price you'll
find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv-

ing room, front porch (great for the
summer'iCall Rachael: home 546 3765

Big room available. Mill valley one/
two people. Fall option $200 each
NEGOTIABLE!' ! Call 256-1727

Brown House
Brown House
Brown House
Behind VanMeter
Space Avail. Cheap.
546 1959, 546 3369

Cheap Summer Sublet
Take our 3 l)edroom
Townhouse. Easily fits 5!

A/C, dishwasher. & more
On busreute $700/lmomh
w/fall rent option
Call 549 6481

One Great bedreein !n a huge 3 bed
room house available for summer sub
let. CALL TODAY 665 7153 Located in

Sunderland Only 5 miles from campus.

1 or2paraen in Amherst on bus route
Call 546 2414

One bedroom, large, private bath
room, deck, wash/dry, 1/8 mile from
campus $240/month. FALL OPTION
549 1552

8 Badraeiii Boautlful Houaa
Bek:hertown

40 acre yard/woods
3 full baths

2 decks

$1250/month CHEAPI
3236799

SUBLET
Sunny beautiful room for rent 6/1-8/31
pool, tennis courts, washer/dryer
on bus line $250/month
Call Lauren 253 3905

Sublet June-Aug
Mill Valley Apt. S Amherst
2 bed 2 bath modern kitchen
Utilities included
On bus route
Rent negotiable
Call Soon 253 3220

Sublet our Brandywbie apt 2 BR fur-
nished Starts June 1 Call 549 8382

Sublet. Amherst $200/mo
~~

Michelle 25fr0750

$ummer Sublet Apt.
Uptown 2 bedrooms
253 3620 Dan or Alex

Summer Sublet room in apartment.
Includes heat, water, and garage. Block
from Amherst center. $250/month.
Call Adam @ 256 8330

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village

549 7472

Summer Sublet/Fall Option beautiful,
clean 2 bedroom 2 bathroom apt avail-
able May 30 Rent Negotiable
Call 25& 1341

CHEAPI 3 - bedroom puffton apt
Call 549 0079

Mill Valley Apartments
Single Available

Female. Heat and hot water
included on bus route.

256-6633

1 rm In 3bdrm house quiet residential
Big yard and Basement
283* Amherst 256 0802

1 Roomate Wanted: Single on
N. Pleasant St $200 heat hot water
incl. Call Chris 6-6869

Brother AX-SSO
Word Proc/Typewriter

Per. Cond. $125 Orig. $300
546-4030

Beautiful Amherst Center
Apartment for Rent

2 rooms, kitchen, bath

Starts June 1st

Call Dave or Erik

253 0937

DJ Equipment
$200 Nikko Alpha 400 Power Amp.
120 Watts/Channel 80 hms
Much power! Must Hear!

$130 Two Yamaha Speakers
140 Watts 80 hms. Big!

$65 Toshiba p321 Printer. Call 546-6156

GNR Tickets face value

586 1690 Evenirigs

Guns N Roses
Great seats on flooi

Mullins 5/6

Call Glenn 533 3329

Summer Sublet -
A great 4 bedroom house, big enough
for 6 people. 2 baths, GREAT BACK-
YARD! (It's really big)

Located on bus route on Main Street.
GREAT PRICE -- Low utilities!!

Call Adam at 253-2922

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All
natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranleeed 253-3816

LOST

Brown Ray Ban Sunglasses with gold
rim lost in Hampshire DC. If found,
please return! Call Jordan 546 2137
P.S. If you choose to be dishonest and
keep them, I'd advise you not to wear
them around.

Responsible female to share two
bedroom apt. in N. Amherst. Near Puff
ers, wash/dry, yard, serene setting start

June 1 or Sept. 1 549-121

ROOMATES
For 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt.
In Mill Valley

Cal 549 5231

Roomates wanted for summer sub-
let with fall option Central Amherst $250
a month call 256-8567

2 Female Nonsmkrs for lg. room $ 1 75/
mo. 10 mins lo campus Sept. 1 Donna
649 4732

2 roomatas needed Puffton Village
Apt. $170/month Call Mike 549 9900

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1906

Cheap 2 Bedroom
Uptown free parking
Call before it's too late 549 4381

Cheapest Summer Sublet in Am-
herst single room in Puffton, call Marc
at 549-1244. Did I mention it was cheap?
Duplex in W. Yarmouth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

Micah 256 1375

Four Bedrooma
2 full baths

Washer/dryer
Right on bus route
Huge yard

220+ 256-0034

Furnished room In nice apartment. In

Colonial Village. Great place. Must see
Call 256 0225 after 7 pm
Huge 2 BOR Townhouse
Partially furnished
Big yard/on bus line

Great for 2 4

Only 450/mo
Call 549 6662 or 545 1937 (Joel)

KILLER SUBLET If you don't call me.
you'll die. Colonial Village — 1 bdrm.
available in 2 bdrm. apartment (fur

nishedl. I'm a harmless roommate
Smack on bus route, 1 min. to campus,
5 tr town, quiet, clean, nice size. Fall

option. Rent negotiable. Call before this
beauty slips quietly away. Brooke or
Tami 253 5831. (Brooke also cooks.)

Large House In Sunderiand
5 room summer sublet bright & sunny
huge deck and yard
Close to bus route.

Contact Sam: 666 0265

1 BDRM Salem Place $356 per month
256 3088

Take over our lease June 1

Spacious 2 bedroom apt on Main St.

Wasfier/dryer/dishwasher/gas heat
Only $450! I

Call 256 3580 ask for Colleen or Kim

3 Bedroom, sunny, hardwood floors.
in town, partially furnished, minutes
walk to campus, summer discount w/
fall option 256-0273

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard
253-0876

2 Bdrm Brandywine Apt.
Furnished

Rent Negotiable
5490931

Walk to UMass DBL room private bath
avail. May 1 Call 549 1408

TRAVEL

Mexico-US-Canada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where! Rea
sonably priced Eric (607)723 1403

New York City - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and short
stays. Near Columbia Univ Reasonable
rates. 212 662 1358 SAVE THIS ADI

WANTED

Ineoda Japanese English word pro
cessor good condition ASAP. Call
Tom 253 9946 Leave message.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for three bedroom apt in
Puffton. Desperate' Please call 546 3685

Small professional family desires
sabbatical temporary house Excellent
TLC and references 6/1 256 0036
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Sports
Orangemen defeat Gorillas

.

MATT KAHN , COLLEGIAN
Eric Triolo is shown in Saturday's lacrosse game against

Syracuse. The Gorillas scored eight goals in the final period
against Syracuse University, but still lost 17-14.

Syracuse over UM, 17-14
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian St^fT

The University ofMassachusetts men's lacrosse team
gave Syracuse all it could handle Saturday afternoon, but
the Orangemen converted on UMass' mistakes and
weathered a fierce fourth-quarter rally to walk away
from Garber Field with a hard-fought 17-14 win.

The loss dropped UMass to 9-3. but did not hurt them
in the polls. They dropped only one slot in the latest

USILA rankings, from seventh to a tie for eighth with
Loyola (Md.), and are now ahead of Hofstra (who beat
UMasf inearly April) and Army, whom they will face this
Saturday at West Point.

UMasscoach Ted Garber said he is certain the Gorillas
must win at least one of their remaining two games
(Brown and Army) to guarantee a spot in the NCAA
tournament. He also believes two wins would fetch UMass
a first-round home game.

UMass, playing before 4,089 sunburnt fans — the
biggest home lacrosse crowd on campus since their '91

match with SV at Alumni Stadium — went toe-to-toe
with the third-ranked Orange in the first half Two
t.vpically quick Syracuse scores in the last minute of the
half made the halftime count 7-4 instead of 5-4. but
UMass was still very much in it.

UMass mightVe been more than "in it" had it not been
for the outstanding play ofSyracuse goalie Chris Surran.
Surran. who collected his 4()0th career save yesterday,
.stoned the Gorillas on a number of shots in the first half
and watched three or four others hit the crossbar.

"When Chris has a big day like that he can really carry
us," said SU coach Roy Simmons, Jr. "But we let him
down at the end."

After spotting the Orange a 2-0 lead in the first three
Turn to LACROSSE, page 10

again
Surge comes too
late for UMass
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

Prior to Saturday's game, many people said this

was the year the University ofMassachusetts men's
lacrosse team would beat Syracuse University for

the first time since 1981, when UMass won 12-8.

After all. the Gorillas were the seventh ranked
team in the nation, they were playing in the friendly

confines ofthe Hill for the first time since 1985 and
there was no Gait ( Gary and Paul t factor to contend
with. Just the same, the third-ranked Orangemen
proved to be too much for the Gorillas, as their high-

powered offense scored 17 goals and their defense
held off a late surge by UMass en-route to a 17-14

victory.

"We're happy we won but it's disappointing that
we were up eight goals and ended up winning by
only three," said SvTacuse's All-American attacker
Charlie Lockwood. They (UMass) made a great
run at the end ofthe game ( six goals in four minutes

)

and you have to give them credit because they
really held their heads up even though they were
losing 16-7."

UMass stayed with Syracuse for much of the
first half, but at 9:46 of the second, the Orangemen
began a 6-0 run which took the wind out of the
Minutemen's sails and quieted the partisan Mas-
sachusetts crowd at Richard F. Garber field. With
the score tied 4-4. Syracuse's Roy Colsey scored two

Turn to SURGE, page 10

UConn Huskies shine in Classic, UMass goes 1 -2
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Sioff

The University of Connecticut softball

team, displaying some clutch hitting and
superb pitching, swept through the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts. Florida State
University, and the University of South-
em Florida en route winning the Diamond
Classic Championship this weekend at
Totman Field.

Florida State finished second with a 2-1

record, followed by host UMass at 1-2, with
South Florida bringing up the rear, going
winless for their northern trip at 0-3.

UConn set the tone for the tourney the
ven. first game on Saturday when they
upset No. 6 ranked Florida State 4-1,

handingtheSeminoles their first-ever loss

in the Diamond Classic and tarnishing
the perfect record of Florida State starter
Maria Looper who entered the contest
wdth a 16-0 record.

The Minutewomen picked up their only
win in the second game ofthe day, defeat-
ing the Bulls ofSouth Florida 1-0 in eight

innings. UMass scored the game's only
run in the bottom ofthe eighth when, with
one out, senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas
singled to center and was chased home by
a double to left field byjunior first baseman
Rachel Lawson.

Senior Darlene Claffey registered the
win. upping her record to 11-6. Claffey
pitched eight innings of shutout ball,

strikingout two while scattering five hits.

UConn was up next for UMass as the
two schools renewed their long rivalry

with the Huskies prevailing by a 2-0 score.
UConn got one run in the third when
sophomore left fielderAndrea D'Innocenzo
lofted a fly ball to center field with pinch
runner KathyFlorestaggingat third base.

Minutewoman center fielder Heather
Dorsey caught the ball and threw to

Kuchinskas, who was doing her best to

block the plate. The ball and Flores arrived
simultaneously with the call going in

UConn's favor. The Huskies added an in-

surance run in the sixth with back-to-back
doubles to the left-center gap by first

Turn to DIAMOND CLASSIC, page 1

1

o . . T ^ ^ ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Second baseman Tracey DuEst and the UMass softball team dropped two games at the

Diamond Classic. The Minutewomen defeated South Florida and fell to UConn and Florida State.

Baseball stays in A- 1 hunt, wins two at URI

MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN
The University of Massachusetts baseball team continued

to feast at the plate, scoring 34 runs and winning two out of

three games against URI last weekend.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

With its back to the wall in the race for the Atlantic 10
tournament, the University of Massachusetts baseball
team traveled to Kingston, R.I. this weekend and swept
two ofthree games against the University ofRhode Island.

The Minutemen (16-18, 8-9 A-10) used tremendous
pitchingby the one-two right-handed punch ofJayMurphy
and JeffToothaker to drub URI on Saturday, 10-4 and 18-
1. However, UMass fell short in the series finale to the
Rams on Sunday by the score of 1 1-6.

Murphy, a redshirt sophomore, pitched his third
complete game in a row in the early contest on Saturday,
allowing only two hits, and giving up no earned rvms.
Murphy walked three while striking out four, raising his
record to 4-0.

UMass jumped on Rhody starter Steve Cote early,
lighting him up for three runs in the first inning, four in
the second, and two more in the third. First baseman Bill
Knight put the Minutemen ahead 3-0 with his fifth
dinger of the season, and left fielder Justin Howard
added insult later in the game with his fifth homer ofthe
season as well.

In the second game, the first frame would prove deadly
for Rhody as well, with starter Brian Page and reliever
Everett Jackson getting touched up for seven runs by the
Minutemen.

Knight was the offensive star ofthe weekend, going 7-

for-10, driving in and scoring five runs. The tandem of
Howard and Knight struck again with the same scenario

as in the firstgame. After Howard doubled. Knight hi t his
second home run of the day, giving Toothaker all of the
support he would need.

The senior hurled his second consecutive complete
game, a three-hit masterpiece, giving up one unearned
run while striking out two. Toothaker (5-5) had a no-
hitter through four innings, until third baseman Ralph
Cerrato singled to left, breaking up the right-hander's
quest for perfection.

"I Murphy and Toothaker] both did a great job," said
head coach Mike Stone. "They threw strikes, got ahead of
the hitters, and kept the balls down."

Whatever pitching the Minutemen had on Saturday
was lacking in the fi nale, as starter Jim Telgheder picked
up his fifth loss of the season. Stone had to use four
pitchers on the day including Telgheder, and the staff
was roughed up for 11 runs on 12 hits.

URI made the first inning exciting once again for both
clubs, as the Rams scored three runs on center fielder
Hiram Barber's fourth HR on the season.

The closest the Minutemen would get was 4-3 in the
third inning after shortstop Greg LaRocca hit a three-run
blast, his fourth of the season.

However, Rhody starter Derek Leahy would get all of
the run support he needed, going the distance for his
fourth win of the season.

UMass was tied for fourth in the A-10 with two other
teams aft«r Saturday's action. The Minutemen host
Temple for three crucial games next weekend, but first
entertain Northeastern University tomorrow at 3 p.m. at
Earl Lorden Field.

Tuesday May 4, 1993
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Cloudy In tow 50s tonight. Partly

cloudy tomorrow in tow 70s.

Local News:
Shyamala Ivatury wins the electton for Graduate Student
Senate president with just three votes over her opponent

Tris Carpenter. Recount in the works. Page 3.

Sports:
The UConn Huskies roll over UMass softball,

winning both ends of yesterday's double-

header, 1 -0 and 2-1 . Page 1 2.
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Allies balk
at U.S. plan
to use force

Lamba Uhi Alpha as they raise money for chanty.

Updike to address '93 graduates
World renown author to be commencement speaker
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

World renown authorJohn H. Updike, pop/jazz singer
Natalie Cole, and President and Chief Executive Officer
of General Motors John F. Smith Jr. will receive honor-
ary degrees May 23 at the University of Massachusetts'
undergraduate commencement.

Updike, who will receive an honorary doctor ofhumane
letters and be the keynote speaker, won the Pulitzer
Prize, National Book Critics, and the American Book
Award in 1982 for his novel. Rabbit is Rich.

For the short story. The Centaur, Updike received the
O.HenryAward for fiction in 1966. Other awards Updike
has received have been PEN/Malamud Memorial Prize.
PEN/FaulknerAward Foundation, National Book Award
and the Medal of Honor in Literature. Updike has pub-
lished over 10 compilations of his essays, written over 12
novels, 15 poetry books, and over 20 short stories.

"Updike has earned an. . . imposing stance on the
literary landscape, earning virtually every American
literary award, repeated best-sellerdom and the near-
royal status ofthe American author-celebrity," wrote Los
Angeles Times contributor Katherine Stephen.

The 1987 movie, "Witehes of Eastwick" was broadly
based on Updike's book Witches ofEastwick. His book,
Rabbit, Run. was made into a movie by Warner Bros, in
1970, and Bech: A Book was made into the play, "Bech
Takes Pot Luck", in 1979. Updike's book. Two Far to Go
His, was made in 1979 by the National Broadcasting
Company to be a television movie. Three years later, it
was release for the theater by Sea Cliff Productions.

"There is a great deal to be said about anything.
Everything can be as interesting as every other thing. An
old milk carton is worth a rose The idea of a hero is
aristocratic. Now either nobody is a hero or everyone is.

I vote for everyone," said Updike to Jane Howard ofL//e
magazine during an interview.

Natelie Cole, who graduated from the University in
1972 with a bachelor of arts degree in psychology, will
receive an honorary doctorate of fine arts. Her recent
songs, both remakes, "Pink Cadillac" and "Unforgettable"
were top 10 hits. Her 1977 platinum album. Unpredict-
able, had a number of hits such as "I've Got Love on My
Mind" and "Party Lights." That year she was nominated
for a Grammy, and in 1978 she was awarded Female
Vocahst of the Year at the Eleventh Annual Image
Awards. She received her star on the Hollywood Walk of
Fame in February 1979.

Her junior year she went on exchange to the Univer-
sity of Southern California. Between the summer of her
junior and senior year. Cole filled in for a singer with
strep throat in the group Black Magic. But at the time.
Cole thought of singing as a hobby.

Smith, who will receive an honorary doctorate of law,
graduated in 1960 with a bachelor's in business admin-
istration. Luis Fuentes, the director of the University's
Bilingual-Multicultural Education Program for 16years,
will receive an honorary doctorate of public service.

Joan Wallace-Benjamin, presidentand chiefexecutive
officer of the Urban League of Eastern Massachusetts,
will also receive an honorary doctorate of public service.
She is a former deputy director of Boston's Head Start
program.

By BARRY SCHEID
Associated Press

PARIS— Hesitant European allies withheld approval
of President Clinton's strategy to use force m Bosnia on
Monday, pushing in the meantime for peacekeeping
troops to oversee the agreement signed Sunday by Bosnian
Serbs.

Secretary of State Warren Christopher said he was
skeptical that the peace agreement would hold up. A
senior U.S. official on the trip said the United States
would support the plan if the Serbs did follow through.

The United State might commit about 2.000 troops as
part of a first phase, diplomatic sources said.

His Usk was shaping up as a test of the Clinton
admmistration's powers of persuasion as well as of the
strength of the transatlantic alliance.

Christopher left Britain without specific endorsement
of either air strikes against Serb artillery sites or the
liaing of a weapons embargo that has hampered
outgunned Muslims in Bosnis-Herzegovina. Prime
Minister John Major is concerned that the war could be
expanded if more weapon reach Bosnia.

And, arriving in Paris. Christopher found the French
government in a dis.sonant mo<xI Foreign Muuster Alain
Juppe has described the division of tasks in the U.S.
strategy as unacceptable.

Juppe said that the planned U.S. air role would mean
"having some flying in planes and dropping bombs and
others, the Europeans," searching for cover on the
ground.

France, with 5.000 troops in Bosnia and Croatia on
humanitarian missions, isconcernedthatanallied assault
on the Serbs could expose them to new dangers.

The British and French prefer putting the emphasis
on such measures as protecting civilians in Bosnian cities
and villages with "safe havens." The job could require up
to 50,000 troops, including thousands of Americans.

Christopher, expressing doubt that the Bosnian Serbs
intend to adhere to the peace agreement signed Sunday
in Athens, said in Undon: "We're all quite skeptical and
we're not going to be deterred. We are not going to be
thrown off stride."

Other Bosnian Serb leaders have questioned the plan,
which calls for a cease-fire, and interim government in
Sarajevo and establishment of 10 canton along ethnic
lines. They are also hinting the Bosnian Serb assembly
would reject the plan on Wednesday, as it has rejected
settlements twice before.

Karadzic told Belgrade's Politick radio: "Clinton is in
a difficult situation, but I hope he's not going to shoot,
because a new process has been opened for a peaceful
solution of the Bosnian crisis."

Clinton said Christopher's meetings with the allies
were "going great." He said in Washington, "We have
agreed that we're gong to keep the pressure up and have
a united front and move forward, and we're developing
our policy now."

Yeltsin backs police in May Day march melee
Bv THOMAS GIN.SRRPn ,..;*u * u ...,j , „ . *^ . .

*^By THOMAS GINSBERG
Associated Press

MOSCOW — President Boris Yeltsin
saidMondaythat police acted legallywhen
they blocked a MayDay march that turned
into Moscow's bloodiest confrontation since
the 1991 coup.

A hard-line leader blamed the govern-
ment for the violence, and said protesters
would march again Sunday, this time to

the city center "no matter what." The
government has not said whether it will

block the march.
Saturday's street melee erupted dur-

ing a march by Russian nationalists and
pro-Communists. When police blocked
marchers from leaving their authorized
route, protestors hurled bricks, .sticks

and flag poles at police, who fought back

with truncheons, shields and water can-
nons.

The Interior Ministry said 205 police
were injured writh 27 hospitalized, the
Interfax news agency said.

Officials have estimated that at least
70 protesters were hurt. At least 20 people
were arrested, fined and released reports
said.

Rally organizers said marchers were
unarmed and had the right to rally any-
where they wanted. They said Yeltsin's
side started the unrest as a pretext for a
general crackdown.

Yeltsin's aides and police claimed some
protesters had iron rods and marched
head-on into police to provoke a fight that
could be used against Yeltsin politically.

"I've seen film and it was dreadful,"
Yeltsin told residents in suburban

Zelonograd, shown by Russian television.

"The mihtia was acting clearly in accor-
dance writh instructions. . . . They were
actingclearly in accordance with the law."

"We will not allow ourselves

to be shamed.

"

anti-Yeltsin marcher,

Ivan Ivanov
Russia's prosecutor has begun an in-

vestigation. Parliament speaker Ruslan
Khasbulatov has announced a separate
investigation to be headed by a hard-line
parliament member.

The president's office said Yeltsin was
considering a third investigation, Interfax
reported.

Hundreds ofanti-Yeltsin protester ral-

lied laterMonday at the parliament build-
ing, the ITAR-Tass news agency reported.

Speakers called on protesters to main-
tain their vigil at the 19-story white marble
building until Sunday.

"We're going to have to fight, fight,
fight!" declared a 43-year-old man who
gave his name as Ivan Ivanov. "We will
not allow ourselves to be shamed."

Viktor Anpilov, a hard-line organizer,
said protesters would march to the city
center Sunday "no matter what," ITAR-
Tass reported.

The most seriously hurt policeman from
Saturday's march remained in extremely
critical condition Monday, a spokeswoman
for Clinical Hospital No. 1 said. The
Interfax news agency said his skull had
been broken and chest crushed between
two trucks.
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Tuesday, May 4
Election — UMass Black Student Union, executive

elections at 9-5 p.m. on the Campus Center Concourse.
Nomination papers available in the Office ofThird World
Affairs.

Wednesday, May 5
Lecture — "What makes inequality sexy?" John

Stoltenberg to speak in the Campus Center Auditorium
at 8 p.m.

Lecture— Mohegans tribal historian, Melissa Fawcett
Sayet, will be speaking in the UMass Josephine White
Eagle Cultural Center (B3 Chadbourne House) at 7 p.m.

Meeting — There will be a general Armenian Club
meeting in Campus Center room 801 at 7 p.m. All
interested are welcome to attend.

Thursday, May 6
Lecture— Italian-American Students Union presents

Professor Marissa Labozzetta in a discussion of the
Italian-American author. Held in Campus Center room
162-75 at 7 p.m. Reception following; free.

Speaker — Reproductive issues of Latina women.
Speaker is Luz Pina-Till from the Plaiining Council of
Western Massachusetts.

Also the film La Operacion. This will be held at
Campus Center in room 1 74-176 fi-om 7-9 p.m. Admission
is Free.

Saturday, May 8
Awards — Black Student Union community awards

brunch from 11 a.m.-l p.m. at the Top of the Campus
Restaurant 1 1th floor Campus Center.

Drinking good for your heart?

This space
for rent.

Collegian advertising.

545-3500

It works.

By PAUL RECER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—A drink or two, oreven three, every
day can help keep your heart healthy by increasing the
amount of "good" cholesterol in the blood, a researcher
reports.

In a study of 680 people. Dr. J. Michael Gizano of
Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston said he found
that those who consumed up to three alcoholic drinks
daily were less apt to suffer from myocardial infarctions,

a type of heart attack.

But he warned that this does not mean it is healthy to

get drunk. The healthy heart benefit comes only from
what he called "drinking in moderation."

Gizano presented his study at the national Clinical
Research Meeting over the weekend.

Gizano interviewed people about their drinking hab-
its and then compared their blood levels of high-density
lipoproteins (HDL), the so-called "good" cholesterol.
Earher studies have shown that people with normal
levels of HDL have a reduces risk of heart disease.

Gizano said he talked to 340 patients who had suffered
myocardial infarctions and 340 patients who had no
history ofsuch heart attacks. He adjusted the date for the
statistical effects of risk factors such as age and smoking.

The result, he said, shows that those who drank daily
in moderation had fewer heart attacks.

"We find that in the subjects that consumed the higher

level of alcohol (at least three drinks daily) the risk of
cardiovascular disease went down," he said.

For people who did not drink or did not drink every
day, there was no statistical reduction in heart attack
risk, he said.

People who drank one to three drinks daily had a 45
percent reduction in heart attack rate, and those who
took three or more drinks daily had a 50 percent reduc-
tion in heart attack rate.

Gizano said there were not enough data to reflect the
health eflects of excessive drinking, but he noted that
there are a number of studies that show drinking to
inebriation is unhealthy.

In blood tests on the patients, Gizano said there was
a direct link between drinking and an increase in the
good cholesterol.

"It seems clear from our date that alcohol is protective
(against heart disease) in moderation,": he said. "One or
more drinks a day seems to confer a protective effect."

In counting the number of drinks consumed, Gizano
said the study considered 13 grams of alcohol to be one
drink. This, he said, is the amount in a typical American
beer or in a glass of wine.

The Clinical Research Meeting, where the study was
presented, is a joint national convention ofthe American
Federation of Clinical Research, the American Society
for Clinical Investigation and the Association of Ameri-
can Physicians. About 3,600 medical researchers attended
the four-day pathcring.

Correction
Due to a reporting error, the April 3 issue ofthe

Collegian misreported the name ofone ofthe Lilly
Teaching Fellows. Randall PhiUis of the biology
department was one ofthe eightaward recipients.

The Collegian regrets the error.
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Ivatury wins presidency
in Graduate Senate race
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The recent Graduate Student Senate
elections gave the organization a new set
of ofllcers for next year.

The results of the election have not
been formerly ratified according to the
office manager of the Graduate Student
Senate, David J. Lafond. They will be
ratified at tonight's meeting, which Lafond
said will be the last of the semester.

The tentative election results showed
Shyamala Ivatury winning the presiden-
tial election with 167 votes over Tris
Carpenter with 164 votes. Juiia Mahoney
took the vice-presidential race uncontested
with 254 votes.

Julia Johnson won the race for trea-
surer with 178 votes over Kathleen
Fitzgerald. The bid for executive officer
went to Darrin Shaffer with 188 votes

over Kimberly Pedigo with 112 votes.
There has been a call for a recount, said

Lafond. Because Ivatury won by only three
votes, the results for the presidential race
will be recounted by the Senate Elections
Committee.

Lafond said the recount will probably
not result in a new election, but that
decision is up to the Elections Committee,
chaired by Karen Adkins.

The Elections Committee will recount
the votes, review the results and make a
recommendation to the general meeting.

Newly elected officials will not be po-
sitioned in the Graduate Student Senate
office until they have been ratified by the
general meeting.

Only two of the officers, the president
and the treasurer, will be on duty for the
summer session.

The new officers will begin their terms
on June 1.

1^^1 1^^ ¥ g\#] Compiled by Brian Gormley
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Larceny

• Tuesday morning an individual re-

ported a case containing a compact disc
player and 20 discs stolen from the Earth
Foods Store. The goods were valued at
$515.

• Tuesday afternoon an individual in
Washington Tower reported $ 1 ,000 worth
ofjewlry stolen.

• Tuesday night an individual reported
her mountain bike stolen from a railing

outside of Boyden Gym. The bicycle was
valued at $450.

• Tuesday night an individual reported
his mountain bike stolen from the base-
ment of Leach Hall. The bicycle was val-

ued at $700.
• Wednesday afternoon an individual

reported his bicycle stolen from outside
Worcester Dining Commons. The bicycle

was valued at $500.
• Wednesday afternoon an individual

reported her bicycle stolen from outside
Washington Tower. The bicycle was val-

ued at $420.
• Wednesday night an individual in

Patterson Hall reported the thefl of a
video game and cartridges from his room.

The goods were valued at $250.
• Wednesday night an individual re-

ported her vehicle was stolen from D lot in
Southwest. Police discovered the vehicle
"stripped" in Holyoke. The car was valued
at $3,000.

• Sunday morning an employee from a
sound equipment company on Hicks Way
reported a dolly missing from an area
where equipment was being loaded. The
goods were valued at $150.

Vandalism

• Tuesday morning staff at the Durfee
Conservatory reported a window broken.
The damage was estimated at $100.

• Tuesday morning staff in the Hills
House reported a window broken in an
office. The damage was estimated at $75.

• Wednesday morning Tower Library
staff reported graffiti written on a wall in

the second floor stairwell.

• Friday morning staff in Dwight Hall
reported someone broke a basement win-
dow and gained entry to the building. A
section of copper tubing on an inside wall
was broken. The damage was estimated
at $350.

Students give Amherst
day-long rejuvenation
By ANDREW LUMB
Collegian Staff

A line of about 400 students stretched
nearly the length ofa football field, four or
five deep, as an army of volunteers
marched from the University of Massa-
chusetts "Into Amherst," intent on mak-
ing the town shine.

Pool painting, planting flowers, clean-
ing up the Amherst Town common and
various bike trails, building a playground
and painting benches were some of the
projects planned.

Saturdaymorning University students,
faculty and employees rallied with
townspeople and five-college students to
hear praise from state Rep. Ellen Story,
who lauded the event as a good way to
"bridge the town and the University;" state
Sen. Stanley Rosenberg; University of
Massachusetts Chancellor Richard
O'Brien and Town Manager Barry Del
Castilho.

Present were representatives from the
three fraternity organizations who to-
gether comprised over 100 of the volun-
teers, the IFC, Panhel and PanHellenic;
SCALE, Student Coalition for Action in
Literacy Education; the Mullin's Center,
and Leisure Services, the town's recreation
department.

The students spread out from Amherst
Common to cover the entire town: Crocker

Farms, the Amherst Survival Center, the
Regional High School, the Hitchcock
Center, Puffer's Pond, andAmethyst trails,

among others.

It was ground-breaking day for a
playground-building project spanning
three to five years at Crocker Farms el-

ementary school. University students
worked alongside a bulldozer and a crane
to build a slide, monkey bars and a two-
tier sandbox.

The project was developed by students
at the Conway School ofLandscape Design
and supported in part by Cantone's Pizza
Company, which donated half of all its
orders. The monkey bars are certain to be
safe, as an expert in building suspension
bridges in the rainforest lent his experi-
ence.

It seemed there was not a bench left to
sit on or fence to lean on in the entire town
after the project, as volunteers managed
to hunt down and paint almost every bench
and fence.

A mountain of bags of garbage were
piled up in trucks to be hauled down to the
dump, the work of the army of people
picking up and sweeping around the town.

At the Mill River recreational center,
students had their hands full stenciling
the water depth markers by the side ofthe
swimming pool. The pool would have been
painted, but Leisure Services deemed it

Turn to AMHERST, PAGE 6

Sex roles said unjust
Mate supremacy a topic for author

COURTESY DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PNUUHAM
Author John Stoltenberg.

By AARON PEARLMAN
Collegian Correspondent

How does the concept of masculin-
ity promote sexism? Does gender exist?
How many sexes are there?

AuthorJohn Stoltenberg. scheduled
to speak in the Campus Center Audi-
torilun tomorrow night, argues gender
roles are a social construct that must
be left behind to achieve justice.

The lecture, entitled Gender and
Justice: WhatMakes Inequality Sexy?,"
is sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitor's Program.

"John Stoltenberg is the kind of
speaker the members of DVP love,"
said Scott Kaufman, DVP co-facilitator.

"He is encouraging students to get in-
volved in change; he is challenging
men to evaluate their lives."

Stoltenberg is the author of Refus-
ing to be a Man: Essays on Sex and
Justice, a novel examination of male
sexual identity.

Stoltenberg writes to men, provid-
ing a way to overcome what he sees as
the male-supremist views that foster
rape, violence against women, pornog-
raphy and war.

"I've come to realize that those of us
who are penised humans need to learn
the importance of loving justice more
than we learn the importance ofloving
justice more than we love manhood."
Stoltenberg said in a recent phone iri-

terview. "The sooner we do, and the
more of us who do, the better all of our
relationships and the better our world
will be."

Brian Oats, a founding member of
the UMass student group Men Acting
for Change, said, "We are looking for-
ward to this opportunity to get more
men involved in our group. It will be
exciting to see how many different types
of men show up to listen and question
John Stoltenberg."

Stoltenberg is co-founder of Men
Turn to GENDER ROLES page 6
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Sailor admits to murder
Claims death ofgay man unintentional

RACING. RACING. RACING - UMass cycl.sts Steve Rosz^or^hTSlKe SirnT
eft. compete .n the "A-race" at Williams College. UMass won overall with Minutemen
taking first, fourth, sixth, seventh and tenth.

By DAVID THURBER
Associated Press

YOKOSUKA. Japan — An American
sailor confessed Monday that he stomped
a homosexual shipmate to death last fall,

but said he was drunk and did not plan the
killing.

Airman Apprentice Terry M. Helvey.
21. of Westland. Mich., sought to avoid a
premeditated murder charge. The judge
at his court martial did not immediately
accept the plea.

At the pretrial hearing. Helvey admit-
ted kicking Allen Schindler repeatedly in
the head and stomach, even after Schindler
fell unconscious.

"I remember hitting him in the face
and stomping on his neck and kicking him
in the groin." Helvey testified at Yokosuka
Naval Base, headquarters of the U.S. 7th
Fleet, southwest of Tokyo.

Schindler, 22. was found dead in Oc-
tober in a public restroom in Sasebo in
southwestern Japan, where their ship,
the amphibious assault ship USS Belleau
Wood is based.

Schindler's mother, who identified the
body

.

said his head was caved in. hisgenitals
mutilated and all but two ribs broken.

Gay-rights activists say the killing il-

lustrated a pervasive animosity toward

homosexuals in the U.S. military.
Helvey, who said he did not remember

everything about the incident because he
was drunk, testified he lied in previous
statements when he claimed Schindler
made sexual advances just before the kill-

ing, but he gave no reason for the attack.
Schindler had told the Navy of his ho-

mosexuality in September and was
awaiting mandatory discharge when he
was killed.

Helveywas charged with premeditated
murder, which carries a maximum pen-
alty of death. He entered a guilty plea to
murder with intent to inflict great bodily
harm, which carries a maximum sentence
of life of prison.

The judge, Cmdr. David P. Holcombe.
did not indicate whether the plea would be
accepted at the next pretrial hearings, set
for May 14.

Schindler's mother. Dorothy Hajdys of
Chicago Heights. 111., said she would be
satisfied ifHelvey was sentenced to life in
prison.

"I'm glad he finally admitted to what he
did. which was to kill my son," she said in
a telephone interview from her home.

Helvey, wearing a white uniform with
no insignia, showed no emotion and an-
swered the judge's questions with a clear
voice punctuated by "yes, sir" and no, sir."
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Looking back at four years
A professor once remarked to her class

that in the course of a college career it's
the things that happen outside the class-
room that end up being the most memo-
rable. I keep thinking about that because
my four-year term at the University of
Massachusetts is just about to expire.

"GraduaUon: you hear about it, butyou
never think it'll happen to you."

Luke

ERICKSON

Ht fM(K A CJtW exPKiiOlM
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Women guns owners not
necessarily safe or secure
My father has one, my brother has one,

my mother refuses to have one, and I'm
not sure if I want to have one. It's a gun,
and it's something I have to think about
seriously.

Ever since I can remember, my father
has been an owner of guns and most re-
cently, my brother has joined the growing
population of gun owners. And now with
the concern of violence in every aspect of
society, I've begun to think that maybe
learning how to properly use a gun should
be part ofmy lifestyle too.

Nicole

BURKE
My dad was actually the one to spark

my interest in owning a gun. He said he
would take me to the proper classes, help
with all the financial costs, and finally
guide me in the purchase ofmy very own
gun. According to a recent article in
Glamour, 15 million women own fire-
arms. So what about me? Should I join
the ranks?

Guns do give a sense of security to

women; if a woman owns one then she
thinks that she is automatically safe.

This can be true only ifthe woman has
been properly trained to handle a gun, has
the mental attitude that the shooting she
does will be in self-defense, and keeps the
gun close by. If I were attacked in my
bedroom and my gun was hidden in my
closet, I would not even be able to get near

it.

And of course there are the situations
when someone other than the properly
trained person might find the gun, like
young children, and there could be an
accidental shooting.

Another situation could be the time
when an attacker might turn around and
use the gun against the woman. If this
occurs, the woman is completely helpless
and more often times than not— dead.

Buyingagun is a decision that a woman
should think about carefully and wisely.
The gun should notjust be the only source
of a woman's security; she should use the
gun as part of her whole safety strategy.

Her other safety measures should in-
clude not walking alone at night, parking
in well-lit areas, installing secure locks on
doors, being aware ofone's surroundings,
buying a whistle, mace, the handle of a
hairbrush — anything. The safety pre-
cautions are endless. Women must learn
how to be safe anywhere, at anytime, gun
or no gun.

I still do not know whether or not I will
buy a gun. All those action adventure
movies make it seem like it's the "in" thing
to do, but I need to be able to feel within
myself that if it came down to saving my
life and using a gun, I would be strong
enough and comfortable enough to make
that choice as my personal right to defend
myself

Nicole Burke is a Collegian staffmem-
ber.

My friend John "Sarge" Borgeson.
UMass '91, put that on his message board
during his final semester here to remind
himself about the inevitable — the real
world.

Chances are I'll remember more of
things I wrote and saw on dorm message
boards than anything I read on the class-
room blackboards.

UMass no longer has a physical edu-
cation requirement, but for anyone over
six feet tall who can dribble a basketball,
an evening on the courts of Boyden gym-
nasium seems to be a must.

Humihation was the name ofthe game
when myself and three fellow freshman
took it upon ourselves on a Saturday
evening to play a little pickup basketball
at Boyden. Though I was the tallest man
on the court, all five ofmy opponents could
(and did) outmuscle and outweigh me. as
well as my fellow teammates. We lost 22-
0, shooting about seven times from the
Hoor. I have yet to play there again.

But not all my basketball memories are
so horrible —just the ones in which I was
a player. As a spectator, it turns out I

came here at just the right time to see the
rebirth of UMass basketball.

Most people talk about beating Syra-
cuse last year to go the NCAATournament
Sweet Sixteen, but for me the sweetest
moment was Tony Barbee's 20-footer at
the buzzer to force an overtime against
Siena in 1991.

It also meant another long bus ride.
Three times I shelled out for eight-hour-
plus rides, twice to Philadelphia ("Hey. Ed— check out the name ofthat liquor store.
Booze City!"). But who can forget all the
sports talk on the way up and all the. well,
liquid consumption on the way back. Un-
fortunately, UMass lost on all three trips
I took.

*^

Ofcourse, after all the classes, lectures,
discussion sections, there has been the
UMass cuhnary experience. To the dining
commons or not to the dining commons
was the question. Lately, I've been forgo-
ing the former in favor ofgoing out to eat.
Not particularly good on the wallet, but
better on the palate. After all, who can
stand fajitas 17 times a month?

Finally, living in the donns for four
years has been an undergoing unto itself
the front lines for the administration's in-
doctrination attempts, an assault of post-
ers, bulletin boards and meaningless house
councils, soldiered by the thought police:
residential assistants and directors, most
ofwhom either care too much, or not at all.

Seriously, it's also been my true home
since high school, since my parents moved
away from my hometown once I graduated.
Watching movies on the VCR, partaking of
the finer refreshments available at the
local establishments (Look. guys, once I

run the Boston Marathon I'll have a beer
withyou!)andhangingaroundwithasmall
group offriends, an "odd little family" as we
call it. has been quite rewarding.

I think the tour guide from (at-the-
time) ULowell said it best— to a group of
parents: "College is a period of life where
you spend the most amount of time with
people your own age: you go to class to-

gether, you eat together, you sleep (long
nervous pause] at the same time. .

."

I never said it was the smoothest way
to say it.

Luke Erickson is a CoUegian columnist
who refuses to quote a certain Grateful
Dead song when waxing nostalgic.

Wake up and smell the moment
What an opportumty, breathing and

walking, seeing and hearing, touching and
being. We spend our lives as if in a dream.
Living on roadways of the mind, we are
constantly going around in a circle. Creat-
ing goals, creating dreams, creating good
and evil, creating black and white, creating
life and death. All are ofno substance. Just
more highways runningthrough our minds.

Try to find their reaUty and they will
escape you. Where are they?We have beer
fooled from the start. On we go riding the
highways to nowhere.

Pick any random moment of the day
and ask yourself, "Where am I?" No, not
location wise (i.e. next to the library), but
truly where are you? Are you reliving the
fight with your roommate over and over?
Are you dreaming of the summer, or of
next year, or the year aft^r? Are you ago-

Ill-informed columnist should be impeached

nizing over a lost chance, or a mistake?
What a shame to come to the end of

your days and realize that you were never
really here; feeling the texture of this
paper, smelling the smells around you,
being with whatever it is you are doing.
For in the end these are the only things we
can truly own.
We can own this moment, right now, no

matter what it is. We never reach those
goals or those idealized times or states of
being. Because even ifwe do, we probably
won't realize it. Chances are we will be on
another highway, dreaming our moments
away. Wake up! Feel this paper, .see the
person next to you. taste your food. Don't
think you will ever be anywhere else. You
are only here, right now.

Peter Capraro
Amherst

To Michael Morrissey: I find every column you write to
be filled with ignorance and poor writing. I think you
should quit the paper or rethiruc the way you write. Your
criticism of President Clinton [Collegian, April 29 1 illus-

trates my point.

You say you are offended that Clinton would hire
people who would hire illegal aliens. This is a fair attack,
as it is against the law. but then you attack the women for
raising their children and for allowing those said children
to be raised by people who are illegal afiens and have "no
understanding of American culture."

First, hiring a babysitteror nanny is not a classification

for neglect. Secondly, saying that an illegal alien knows
nothing about American culture is classifying all illegal

aliens into a group of ignorant people, which is ethno-
centric.

Presuming that you have never met the said illegal

aliens, the statement has no validity and is only a slur
that you used to give the outside appearance of
strengthening your view.

You state that Clinton does not have Joint Chiefs of
Staff Chairman Colin Powell's support on allowing gays
into the military. You conclude that this means Clinton

does not have the military behind him. For the president
to have a different opinion than the leading commander
of the military does not mean that he doesn't have the

military as a force behind him.
You state that the "accomplishment" ofwomen being

able to fly combat missions in jet airplanes is "useless
garbage that passes for news." You as well, however,
state that there have been "years and years of heated
debate, protest and many needless deaths over this
issue" and that it is "important for the issue of civil
rights."

It seems that not only are there a good amount of
people that find this an extremely important issue but
you as well find it "important for civil rights." This
contradicts your sUtement that this "accomplishment"
is "useless garbage."

•^I promise to faithfully execute. . . the laws of the
United States. . . Clinton hasn't executed jack so far, a
violation of the oath he took 100 days ago. Do you think
we should impeach him?" This statement is an outright
he. Asyou mentioned yourself, women will now be allowed
to fly airplanes in combat missions. It seems more likely
that Clinton has not executed anything that you find
important.

It is not your opinion that I disagree with, I just feel
that your writing is ignorant, illogical and has at times
been hurtful, racist and sexist.

Christopher John Baldwin
Central

Ex-coaches hang on
at students' expense

"Former head coach Bob Pickett was named
associate athletic director for external affairs at
(UMass

I
yesterday," reported in the Springfield

Union News April 28, 1993. If I were still a .student
at UMass I would be outraged by this announce-
ment. I would be especially angry if I were paying
an exorbitant athletic fee, in additon to an astro-
nomical tuition bill.

These ex-coaches don't disappear, they are able
to to stay on the state payroll performing tasks as
useful as those ofthe doorkeepers at the Statehouse
I suppose that there is precedent, Matt Zunic and Vic
Fusia hung around after they quit coaching.

Pickett's is not an i.solated case, there are hun-
dreds of stafl"people at various locations in the state
umversity system waitingfortheir pension. There is
no need to wonder why tuition rises every year

The next time the student body decides to raise
hell over the high cost of a state education, send
them over to your new athletic director and ask him
to justify the bloated staff he has assembled.

Arthur Stevens
East Longmeadow

»- c k w - »i. •- \.
J
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gender roles
continued from poge 3

Against Pornography, a group based in

New York City which conducts experi-

mental workshops to help men under-
stand how pornography subordinates
women. He has been a featured speaker
at nearly a dozen national Men and
Masculinity conferences and at many
universities, including UMass and
Hampshire College.

Stoltenberg holds a master's from
both the Union Theological Seminary
and Columbia University, where he
specialized in playwriting and theater.

After being influenced by many of
his feminist friends, Stoltenberg began
to write speeches challenging men to

question their role in supporting male
supremacy.

"Ultimately it is not possible to sup-
port one's belief in gender polarity (or

'sex difference') without maintaining
gender hierarchy (which in our culture
is male supremacy). Chnging to 'sex
difference* is clinging to male su-
premacy." Stoltenberg wrote in Refus-
ing to be a Man.

Stoltenberg said he believes activ-

ism is a necessary part of working to-

ward social change.

"Ifyour stniggle is to know who you
are and why are here, you can't really

find an answer without actively en-
gaging in making the world a morejust
and humane place," Stoltenberg said.

"Personal growth without active com-
mitment to social change isn't real

personal growth."

Soldiers wear dresses
in West Bank conflict

r Graduation Special
Avoid the common mistake of inexj^erienced job hunters
and the overburdened career services of your college.
Start an effective and individualized job search with
Avanti Career Management

Resume and Cover Letter Advising
Computerized |ob Bank
Personalized fob Search Report
(for private sector careers)

Nonprofit Organization search
(over 3000 nat'l and Intemat'l org.)

Specialized Career Planning for Foreign Students
j

=A VANTI=
C'nni-r Mnnnftt-tncnl

(413) SB-I 8409
1/ New South Street
Sullivan Squarp
Northampton, MA 01060

By KARIN LAUB
Associated F*ress

JERUSALEM — "Can I help you, la-

dies?" Mansour Shawa asked the Pales-

tinian women waiting outside his home.
In response, one of them lifted her skirt,

pulled out a pistol and pointed it at Shawa.
The others stormed into Shawa's West

Bank house and arrested five suspected

Palestinian militants.

The women, it turned out, were male
Israeli soldiers, takingadvantage ofsocial
mores in which women are not seen as

combatants and can move around freely.

"Women are out of the game and both

sides don't mess with them," said Yoram
Binur, an Israelijournalist who covers the

occupied territories.

Cloak and dagger tactics have taken a
new twist in the Israeli-Arab conflict. Is-

raelis sometimes use female dress to stalk

Palestinians, and Palestiniems do thesame
to elude roadblocks or approach assassi-

nation targets.

The traditional Arab women's dress is

an ideal costume. The long, loose dress
can hide hefty men and heavy weapons,
while a head scarf covers the hair and
much of the face.

In the raid on Shawa's house, seven of

the soldiers wore gray robes and white
scarves. TTie eighth wore lipstick, makeup

and a short shirt to make it easier to get

his gun.
Shawa, mayor ofthe West Bank village

of Bir 2Jeit, had a tjrpical Palestinian re-

action. "If one hadn't pulled a gun. I

wouldn't have known they were men," he
said.

Palestinian lore has it that shortly af-

ter the West Bank and Gaza Strip were
captured in the 1967 Mideast war, PLO
chief Yasser Arafat slipped away in a
dress moments ahead of Israeli troops.

In April 1973, a young Israeh officer

named Ehud Barak pulled a blond wig
over his black, curly hair and applied

lipstick and mascara. His mission; a

commando raid in downtown Beirut to

assassinate three PLO leaders.

"I remember the strange feeling I had
dressed up as a woman, with heavy
makeup." Barak, now the army's chief of

staff, wrote in a recent newspaper article.

The five year Palestiiuan uprising has
spawned army undercover squads
codenamed "Samson" and "Cherry." Is-

raelis got a look at them in a June 1991
Israel TV broadcast that showed soldiers

appl}dng lipstick and mascara.
"You enter an image that is not yours.

You have to improvise, you have to know
how to walk, how to talk and all those little

things that are suddenly not natural," one
soldier in drag said at the time.

Amherst

SmartDrive.
YtJu bet the Grand Am' is a smart drive. Because along witli a powerful

:\'JL engine that gives you an EPA estimated MPB 22 City/35 Highway

you get the convenience of an automatic transmission, the safety of

standard anti-lock brakes and the sound of an Ali/I/FM stereo cassette with

auto reverse. Plus you get Tilt-Wheel " adjustable steering, automatic

power door locks and air conditioning.

SmarterDriue.
GrandAm gives you worry-free ownership with Pontiac Cares-a comprehensive

3-year/36.000-mile IHo-deductible Limited Warranty* that includes 24-hour

Roadside Assistance. Courtesy Transportation and a toll-free customer

assistance hotline.

SmartestDrive!
So what's the bottom line? This hot new GrandAm has a super low

Pontiac 3-year SmartDrive' payment of only $199 a montfi!**

You get the low price of a lease, but you own the car. And you simply

can't get any smarter than that.

neNew Pontiac GrandAm. $199lm
for more product information and dealership locations, call 1-800-762-4900.

[«]' Buctkllt iavricf" ItUSmClf Unthbrmrmt
rPONTIAC
'. we ARE taraVMG BXICn^NVENTiian mmmn ims tm mumu mimiUKL m ouun fon ontns

continued from poge 3

too wet.

The Amherst Survival Center, which provides clothes
to the needy, was helped to to move everything in its

basement location across the street.

An Amherst resident selling at the Farmer's Market
in town said the organizers of the project "should have
done it 25 years ago."

Another resident, who said he was originally from
New York, agreed and added that he thought Amherst
was "nice enough," because of resident's and student's
responsible attitude, caused for the most part by the
small size of the tovvTi, which makes people conscious
about their actions, and stores to care about their com-
munity.

The day ended festively with free pizza provided by
the local shops, live music and a "thanks to all of you"
from University of Massachusetts President Michael
Hooker.

Did you get your
Collegian today?

(Well, yeah, you're reading one so you found it somewhere...)

Look for our convenient
distribution boxes,

located in Amherst and
Northampton.
The Collegian.

We're everywhere.
still lookinq? Call 545-3500 or come to 113
Campus Center and we'll help you out.
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Arts & living
Weird Halloween spooks Curtain crowd
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

Seventy Scenes of Halloween
Curtain Theater
April 28, 1993

There is something hugely entertaining about Sev-
enty Scenes of Halloween, the new Theatre Depart-
ment production which opened Wednesday in the Curtain.

Perhaps it is the knowledge that scores oftheatre pros
like director Sabrina Hamilton and stars Lynda Newton
and Edgar Mcintosh have labored for months to create
something which could not accurately be accused of
making rational sense. Perhaps it is just that in a world
of sitcom banality and weary self-control, rationality is

overrated.

Halloween is the story of Joan and Jeff (Newton and
Mcintosh); tired, boring yuppies who sit in their sparse
showroom apartment with approximately the same
amount ofstimulation as the two goldfish that sit in their
sparse, boring fishtank. They are vain, beautiful people
whose quiet Halloween night-at-home involves semi-
formal dress and separate chairs.

As played by Newton and Mcintosh, Joan and Jeffare
ghouls in their own right — mirthlessly shurming both
the holiday festivities and each other.But when the
beasts arrive, everything starts looking up.

Written by dramatist Jeffrey Jones, Halloween is an
unusual play, combining elements of absurdity and
farce into the funniest evening oftheatre this semester,
if not this year. Arranged into seventy short scenes ( the
longest runs about three minutes), the play pits our
chronically dull duo against leering wolves, cackling
witches and hungry ghosts in an increasingly unlikely
series of events.

Mcintosh guides a gamey chicken in dance, he and
Newton pass around a mysterious cardboard box ( which
reappears with insane regularity), and two wolves in red
plastic ponchos and yellow rubber gloves perform a
pantless male bonding dance.

All ofthis comic business is twice as funny as it should
be: you laugh at the play for being so ridiculous, and you
laugh at yourself for laughing in the first place. If there
is no logical connection between one scene and another,
it hardly matters— the audience doesn't stop chuckling
long enough to worry about plot.

Those on a quest for substance may find themselves
disappointed, but that is not to say that the production
defies reason.

Both the direction and the text of the play seem to

suggest deeper meanings to its insanity — a meaning
which is found not in coherent plot, but in a series of
suggestions about Joan and Jeffs relationship.

lUUSTRAHON BY SHAWN MCOONNEU / COLUGIAN
The cast of Seventy Scenes of Halloween and "friends."

The skeletons in their closet (if you count that as a bust ofMozart and a statue ofan elephant riding a bike,
pun, it's yours, not mine) are symbols of past relation- Lighting designer Matthew Richards casts shadows of
ships and present infidelities which the couple tries to

ignore. There is even an atypically serious scene in which
Mcintosh reminisces about an old love, while Michelle
C.T. Hendrick gazes at him from the opposite side of a
window.

This is all interesting enough for someone writing a
paper, but the real fun of Halloween lies in those mo-
ments when the play defies meaning, such as when
Newton opens the freezer door
and discovers. . . well, youll have to see for yourself.

Sabrina Hamilton has staged the play with energy
and wit, and is given sterling support by her cast and
designers. John McDermott's set design is simple but

vines and cobwebs across the stage, and Lori Dawson's
sound effects give the proceedings the deliciously over-

wrought feeling of a B-movie.

Among an outstanding ensemble ( which also includes
Michelle C.T. Hendrick and Star Barry as the beasts),
Newrton and Mcintosh shine. Both perform with great
energy and spirit, and it is wonderful to watch their

essentially dislikable characters.

Ifyou're a linear thinker you'd better stay home. But
anyone looking for pure entertainment can't do any
better than this show.

'Seventy Scenes ofHalloween "can be still be seen May
48 at 8 p.m. in the Curtain Theatre. Tickets may be

expressive, with such touches ofyuppie style as a chintzy purchased at the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

Flirtations update the classic sounds of the '50s
Singing quartet introduces new themes to some traditional tunes at the SUB
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

The Flirtations

Student Union Ballroom
May 2, 1993

Fresh from dates on "The Arsenio Hall

Show," The Tonight Show" and most
importantly, the recent gay, lesbian and
bisexual march on Washington D.C., The
Flirtations wowed an appreciative audi-

ence Sunday with their passionate and
funny songs about love and gay life.

Roaring on stage to rousing applause,

the four-member singing group made up
of crooners Cliff Townsend, Jimmy
Rutland, Aurelio Font and Jon Areton,

opened with a clever doo-wop ditty that

immediately showcased their intricate

harmonies and stellar voices.

With tongue firmlyimplanted in cheek,

the Flirtations grooved into "Twistin'," a

fun tune that wouldn't seem out ofplace at

a '50s sock hop were it not for lines like,

"even the straights are feelin' gay."

Smoothing into a seamless rendition of

"Mr. Sandman," the Flirtations nearly put

the Andrews sisters to shame. Next up
was a soulful version of"Time After Time."
The Flirts infused this Cindy Lauper hit

with a kind ofsimple yet layered emotion.

The Flirts closed the first set with an
altered version of Madonna's "Hanky
Panky," leaving the phrase "nothin' like a

good spanky'" firmly entrenched in Flir-

tations lore and "Dolores," a Puerto Rican
song about lesbian love that had the au-

dience singing and clapping as the group
left for intermission.

The group returned to the stage with a

hilarious medley of Beach Boys tunes re-

worked into a coming out song. After, the

group performed a skit called "One of Us,"
where each member would tell something
about one of the group; a dialogue also

knovm by diehard Flirtations fans as "Flirt-

dirt." The funniest comment came when
one said that he had a sex dream about
Bill Clinton.

"After he left town for the march, I just

fantasized about Stephanopoulos," he said,

referring to the twentysomething Clinton
administration press secretary.

The concert took a serious turn when
the group discussed Michael Callen, the
absent fifth Flirt, who is battling Karposi's

Sarcoma and too ill to tour. In recognition,

the group sang a stunning version of
"Living in Wartime," a rallying call about
living in the war zone ofAIDS, written by
Callen himself

The group followed up with a haunting
cover of"Stand by Me," virith member Cliff

Townsend'sboomingvoicefillingtheSUB.
Fellow FlirtJimmy Rutland told about his

life growing up in small-town Georgia and
punctuated it with the ultimate high school

revenge song, "Homecoming Queen Has
Got a Gun." Despite the fact that the

microphone kept falling on the stand ("in

case my crotch has ani^thing to say," he
quipped), Rutland's razor sharp delivery

made the number the comic high point.

Arguably the group's signature song,

The Flirtations then performed a sweet,

hopeful lullaby called "Everything Is

Possible." With its gentle swing, the song

aptly describes what the group is all about:

you can do any thing you want to do.

The Flirts closed the show with
"Something Inside So Strong," a marvel-

ously empowering South African song of

freedom. The audiencejoined in with claps

and voices, setting the ballroom ablaze

with spirit.

Two standing ovations led the group
back on stage for dual encores, proving
that you can't have too much of a good
thing. Afterwards, the Flirts signed au-
tographs and greeted the audience, as

down to earth in person as they seemed
on stage. With their wide range of voices

and songs. The Flirtations turned in a
truly funny and moving evening of en-

tertainment.

TIIVIES are TOUGH!
Have you been

getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
money?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Burger King
Sanamfiches

299
with

medium ^
fries ^
and

drinic starting e
The Burger King Value Meal Deals

ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
* Fridays & Saturdays -

Now open until 1:00 AM
Come take a study break in Hadley

* Open 24 hours May 13 through 21
(Exam Week)

" Additional hours only at the Hadley location

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY
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Correction
Due to an editorial error, yesterday's Collegian
hsted the wrong date for the weekend concert by
They Might Be Giants. The actual day ofthe concert
was April 27.

Emily rediscovers meaning of freedom
By EMILY MARINO v,o„„ k^«„ *„i^ ..Tt:.„j .u. j._.By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

\W*ihir you want to Ighten >w class load lor next
semester, acceieri^e j«)uf <^m fXQ^m^. ^rn
tr»isfcr crafts, or graduate on tine. Ulwtess Lo*m is

ttie place to do it ttiis summer.

have been told around the dining room tables of these
grown men, still mentally 21 years old.

K, .
I have always marvelled at the strong ties between mv£.ver smce I can remember, my father has had the father and his cronies, and at the fact that most aresame group of die-hard childhood friends. Through the immigrants, Uke my dad, who have claimed their piecesyears, stones of wild Friday nights at the track or at the of"Americana" over time but never forgotten each otherdnve-m (with at least three guys hidden in the trunk) or where they came from.

Emily

MARINO

• Omt S06 courses to choose finmi

•VeryaflonlaMetultiQii
• RexiMe day and e¥ening scheduling
• Smafl classes

We're convenientty located near Routes 3. 93, 495
and 128 For mo»e mtofmation and a Sunmer Course
Buletin.CaR

(508)934-2480.

4 Reasons To Make Things Go Your Way This Summer

Summer Session I: May 24 - July 1

Summer Session II: July 12 - August 21

Univei^irfMasgachusettsLowdl
Dtvfcion of&mimilng RJiraf^

I found myself thinking of my father in a train to
Popoli, a tiny mountain town in the Itahan region of
Abruzzo where he was born and lived with my grand-
parents until his early teens before coming to America.

From the moment I stepped off of the train (and
practically into my aunt's arms) I was welcomed and
accepted as part of the family. Somehow I felt as though
I had known these people for years and that I was
returning home after perhaps a two-week absence.

The list of relatives that I met within nine days goes
on for miles. The vacation seems like a whirlwind of
tearful introductions and warm embraces, authentic
home-cooked meals, stories ofmy grandparents' courting
and tales ofmy father as a mischievous, out-spoken child.

Strolls around this sunny, peaceful town where ev-
eryone knows each other and the streets are filled with
handshakes, kisses and enthusiastic "ciao's" revealed an
easy-going, happy-go-lucky atmosphere.

The Popolese don't seem to need all that much in
terms of material goods, knowing that the kindness
generosity and sincere best wishes of the same loyal,'
stable friends and family will never let them be lacking.'

Knowing that this kind of safe, happy tranquil life
exists brings with it a kind of success at the thought of
what could have been in my own Hfe had my grandpar-
ents remained in Italy.

Yet while it seems that everything one would ever
want and need is at one's fingertips in Popoli, this satiety
is stagnant because it does not allow for change or for
challenge.

I have the knowledge that home, while not always
sunny, means freedom. For I have the freedom to come
and go, to explore what is out there and know that I will
always have a place to return to.

While each man holds onto memories, traditions and
relationships from his past, he does so in America; a land
which allows him to choose his path and know that in the
end, home is where the heart is.

The Top of the Campus Restaurant

presents

featuring

Standing Steamship Round Baked Ham Seafood Newburg
Broccoli Spears Patty Shells & Rice Sweet Potatoes

Bread Basket Special Salad Bar Fruit Basket

Assorted Desserts

Complimeniarv jXawer for (\(om

DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Snmmer Session

II

Sunday, May 9, 1993
12:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

$12.95 adults

$6.^0 children under 10

Call today to reserve

a table for your family.

549-6000 ext. 7639
or 545-3216

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
1 hh Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Tickets gladly validated for parking in attached Campus Garage.

- Missed a course? Make it np!
- Advance In next semester's work

- Fulfill a requirement
- Ei^oy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July 13-Auffust 18

R'EGXSTER SrOlV!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education
6tli floor Goodell Building, 646-3663 '

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITTOr MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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By GARY LARSON
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What the stranger didn t know, of course,
was that Sam always kept a dobie in his tjoot.
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Quote of the Day
"We're on a mission from God."

— The Blues Brothers

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

J
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By CHRIS SHADOIAN
CD ^OUR BEST, NOO SKtr.TWI-rrEO
MftNlAC 1 1 VJILl NEVER GRAOuAlE
DO V(W WEAR HE '< NtVEf

BUTiHEeru BE lots or

B|iR At tme CC»?ErwiE3'

ARIES (March 2 I -April I4i
Mfdildlion will Mp yt>u JKfonx' d
dyndinii dndposilive ihmUf I'dliOi

vouf U'.Kj<-rNhipaills AKjinRlhediv
.id\, jnidgi-d will (wve ih*- way lo new
lullllllTKTIt.

TAUKUS (April 20-Mdy 201: Pay
rrwre atlenlion lo insuranre oiallcrt
.ind tax payments. A liusirn-ss d«al
prospers Coslpum- travel until you
< an see more people Rcxnam e goes
on the back iKirner.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 2(J»: Ke-
lurning tavors will win yrnj rfsjuxt
Enticing i arctt and l)u>(ne\s <)p(),,r.

(unities attra< i your .iiicntion Work-
ing at d delilH-rate pa< e In-lps you
avr»id costly mistakes.

CANCER (June 2l-)uly 22): A
surprising nxjve l)y another pery«
puis you in a unique (xjsilion In tinK-,

yr»u will tind ihc right solution. Bud-
get your en«-rgies arid mor>ey more
carefully.

LEO (|uly 2 i-Aug.22): Original-
ity and independerne n<>t you new
husiness— perhapseven a pronvjtion
By Ix-ingiandid with higher-ups, you
gam a sympa(hi(i( ear Kee)) sjx-nd-
ing and eating under moderation.

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept. 22»: You
reap new rewards Irom (wst efforts

Continued striving for heller methods
and im()roved tactics will hrmg ad-
ditional gains. Give your whole
headed support lo lo vet) ones m ne<-<J

LIBRA (Sept 2 J-Oci.22): II is im-
|>erati«- that you ihink and funcii.io

competently righl Ironi the start today

.

Otherwise, you tould wirnJ up in the
red on your lialann- sJH?rt. Find nvire
time lor exi-rcise.

SCCiRI'K ) (CJcl. 23.NOV. 2 1 1, h is

imperative that you think andlun< tion
completely right troni the start liKJay.

Otherwise, you t ould wiikJ u() in the
red on you halanc «• sJuii M<Me en-
joyable pursuits nuicrialize in the
i'\'ening.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-(Ji>« .21 »:

An extelk-nl lime to sl)ake hands and
sign <in the doited Iiikv To kwp y.^ir

i-nergy high, eat right, do not try to
run hard all day on "empty " Enjoy an
evening al horne.

CACRICORN (l>ef.22-|an IM):

Get bar k into shape cm aphysii ,il and
nienial level. Ciroop sjxirts and vig-

(Kousexerc iser an In' lherapc-uti< Be
nv>re outspoken when di-lending your
principles,

AQUARIUS (|an.20-Feb.l«):
W()nderful opprwiuniliescall you lo
day. Use the phone j,nd a (Wrtnc-rship
will blossom. Al both bu^ness
OH-etings and «k iai gatherings, yoo
will shine.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March 201 Ol
fxganized in the lujnie tronI , St<H k up
on grcxeries and consider a new
decorating s<hen»e. Nurturing im-
IKoves a parent child relationship.

PRICE

fpRlOE.ICOlT WCUJ

By PRICE VAN RAY

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Jeff Crofts

PhotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Production Supervisor Sandy Bogage
Production Michele Bakis

Mike Carvalho

TIh-
J

LUNCH
Pizza

Jalapeno Shrimp

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Jalapeno Shrimp

DINNER
Fancy Roast Beef

Chicken Tenders!!

BASICS DINNER
Stuffed Pepas

Chicken Tenders!!

<)|Jini<ms expressctl on this page art' iIk«k.- oi the cjiKx.iiiMs and <l<, not nw t^sariiy rff1« t tlu- views of thf Collvnum or iIk Uiiiwrsily

ACROSS
1 Ptatleis

6 Savoir laire

10 Gossip
1

4

Hold in awe
15 Scent
16 Huron's

neighbor
1 7 Casaba
18 Darling

dog
19 Bounding qait

?0I L G WU
devices

23 Ouaid Ryan
film 1988

24 Kind o( Gothic

25 Anglers ploy
28 Sunder
31 Child s horse
36 Ball or Man
38 lar/an

transporter

40 "Reutwn,

Reul>en' star

41 IL G WU
supplies

44 Batlleground

45 Ananais
46 Mane site

4 7 Fietdworks
49 Merganser
51 Alte

Adenauer
52 Swatihy s

"Siirpi"

54 Air quality

56 Amuse.
I L G W U style

64 Church section
65 Cornelia —

Skinner

66 Islamic holy

book
68 Currier s

companion
69 Elizabeth of the

American
Red Cross

70 — nous
71 Camp quarters
72 Graf -
73 Slender

DOWN
1 Hoover,

lor one
2 March lime

3 Cot>bler's

concern

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

4 Three makes
one

5 Campus "king"

6 Chinese society

7 'Giselle'

composer
8 Schwarzeneg-
ger role

9 Bounty hunter.

eg
10 Snack stop
1

1

Domestic
tool

12 Edible truil, eg
13 "Time-oul"

signs

21 Unsophisticated

77 Bathtub
gin

25 Iraqi com
26 Val d -
27 Printers

"runover"

29 Liquid holder

30 Capital of

County Clare

32 Cereal

grain

33 Work, bakery
style

34 Storage
building

35 BiK attachment
37 Actress —

May Oliver

39 Choice cheese
42 Hawaiian

veranda
43 "Last Case'

sleuth

48 Church
conventions

50 Chair material

53 Hall, legally

55 Ring

56 Bind together

57 Roof repair site

58 Roulette

play

59 Unwetcome
company

60 Floor piece
61 Words ol

recognition

62 Art Deco
designer

63 Reddish
chalcedony

67 Napoleonic
officer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

•)l»».« \»% Aatrin Hum S^BAralt
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Find out why
Community Health Plan

(CHP) was the *1 choice

for University of

Massachusetts employees

changing their health

benefit plans in '91 &'92.

Come to an Open House:

CHP F4isthampton Health (enter CHP Pioneer Health Center
1 79 Nurthampion Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday, 5/6

(HP Hadlev Health Center
S River Drive

5:30-7 p.m. Tliursday.s: 4/22 & 5/6

63 French King Highway. Greenfield

5:30-7 p.m. Wednesday, 5/5

CHP .South Deerfleld Health Center
Route 5/10

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday 5/6

413/774-6352 Franklin County
413/584-0600 Hampshire County

Community
Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership

The COLLEGIAN Needs

CIRCULATION

DRIVERS!
You must have mornings free

until 11:00am &
you must have a reliable car.

^i

Come down to the COLLEGIAN
>usiness office to get priority on

the higher paying routes.

The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

Hardwood
continued from page 12

three steals.

For the Blazers to knock offSan Anto-
nio, they must have their superstar.
Ron Harper of the Los Angeles

Clippers. Harper roared back from a knee
injury in Game 2 against the Rockets with
a vengeance, scoring 29 points in retaha-
tion to Bill Walton's statement that the
Paper Clips were "stuck in mediocrity".

"Once I saw the halftime piece with
Walton, it ticked me off," said Harper.
"After I heard what he said, I knew I was
going to play through the pain."

Wow, what a shock? Someone else
disliking Bill Walton.

Kevin McHale ofthe Boston Celtics.
Ever since he appearedon Cheers, McHale
has been one ofray favorites. It is tough for
me to say that, considering I loathe almost
anything that has to do with the Celtics.
But, McHale was in vintage form Satur-
day as he scored 30 points and grabbed 10
boards by dominating one of the future's
best, Larry Johnson.

With everything that went on with the
C's this past weekend, McHale*s perfor-

mance almost overshadowed the loss of
Reggie Lewis.

Did you see that?
• Charlotte winning the first playoff

game for any ofthe four expansion teams.
• Shaquille OT^eal and his Pepsi/

Reebok commercial. Talk about a joint
venture, and it doesn't have anything to
do with the Chief

• That kid Gino who calls himself the
best-looking man on campus. Yeah, right— he's afraid to even stick a jump shot at
the Horseshoe.

• Dominique and his 13-for-31 shooting
from the floor against the Bulls in Game 2.

• David "I'm not the Chancellor yet"
Scott and his job on the public address
system at both the lacrosse and baseball
games. Only thing better than a Dave
Scott "Now batting. Nelson
Uuuubaaaaldo!" is a Mike Fagerson
"Saaave, LoPresti!"

• An event at Mullins Center since the
A- 10 basketball championship. That's
funny, neither have I.

Arthur Stapieton is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Lewis
continued from poge 1

2

pin down what the problem is and get him
well."

He said he was surprised Lewis, who
collapsed during a game last Thursday
night, left New England Baptist, the
Celtics' primary hospital for examination
and treatment of players.
The Celtics are very concerned about

Reggie. There was a lot of concern about

him leaving here," said Rattray, who had
said Sunday that Lewis would not play
again this season. He did not say if Lewis'
condition was career-threatening.

Lewis left New England Baptist with
his wife, an unidentified friend and a
representative of Brigham and Women's,
Rattray said. The Globe identified him as
George Kaye, the vice president ofhuman
resources.

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
* Expert in Custom Storage
• Custom-Dcsigned Boxes
6 Packing Supplies

* 24-Hour On Call
Service

Emergency

• Secured, Itemized Storage
k Personalized Inventory
* Insurance Included

SUMMER STORACC
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (413) 585-5999

Gay Bashings are increasing nationwide.

GLB Studies is becoming a viable academic subject.

Homophobic graffiti is continually discovered on campus.
Homophobic harassment occurs on a daily basis.

GLB issues are often not included in the "multi-cultural agenda."

How is the University responding to these issues?
How would you hke the University to respond?

What other issues would you like the University to address?

OPEN FORUM
sponsored hy the

Chancellor's Task Force on Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Matters

Tuesday, May 4

Noon - 2 p.m.

UMass Campus Center rm 9 1

7

1 he Task Force s Open Forum is a chance for you to share your concernsand your u ea.s. The Task Force wants your input and feedback o be.te r ^r sen.and address the needs and issues of the GLB community a.-Iarge.

If you would like to submit written testimony, plea.se contact Dr Pa. Griffinat 545-02 1

1
or campus n..| .o her off.ce a. the School of Education. Testinly

must be received by 5pm Monday May 3.

Students, Faculty, and Staff are invited to attend.
Refreshment."! will be served.

COLLEGIAN

baseball
Tuesday, May 4, 1993 / Page 1

1

continued from page 12 ~ '

-That was probably the most fun I've ever had in mvcareer, the two years in Japan." he said. "Not to discount
the pennant races or anything, but seeing a foreigncountry and living over there was something else

"

Laga came home to the United States in 1992 and thisspnng decided to give the major leagues one last shot
this time with the Atlanta Braves in spring traimng

7^^t '^^^ ^""" ^ """^"^^ '"«"^- who hooked us upand he had been working as a volunteer coach over the

winter," said UMass head coach Mike Stone. "He went toAtlanta with the understanding that if things didn'twork out, he'd be back to help us out.
-He's a good guy, he's been helping our hitters outworking with the first basemen and the outfielders Hekeeps everybody jovial."

. ^/! bit over 175 minor league homers, but only a
handful in the big leagues. Still, a man who did most of
his damage in the bush leagues is anything but that to the
Minutemen he now instructs.

"Mike's a pro, he's very professional about the way he
conducts business," said UMass right-hander JefT

Toothaker. "He's helped us out just with his presence."
In moving to the Amherst area with his wife Robyn

and family. Laga had hoped to finish ofTa degree in sport
management at UMass. Playing ball now will take a
backseat to coaching and studying, as Laga said he will
start school next year and be back to help out as a coach
for the Minutemen.

"The thing I like most about this team is that they keep
fighting back. They're not quitters." said Uga. "Ifthey're
down 10 runs, they're still trying. That helps everyone
the pitchers, the hitters, to know that they're not gonna
give up."

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Maisachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students
- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSt

' FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

PROTICT VOURSELF from
HIV/AIOS

Join New England Responsible
Dating

1 800 232 6373

VrC Q— irl Commltt— M—tlw
Tonlghi S/4 a« 6 fxn in

EABTHFOOOS at rhe Student You
H«tp us bring you Spnng Concert
Everyone is Weicome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ACCOUNnNG ASSOCIATION
Presentation; Tues.. May 4th
Campus Center #803 at 7 pm
Dress For Soccessi (Men & Women)
New and old members welcome
Refreshments Served

Heading for Europe this sunw>««r7
Only $169 1

1 Jet there anytime (or only
•leSwithAJUHrrCM! (Reported in Lets
Go' and N Y Times) CAUFOIIWU tl29
each way. AIRHITCH r 212 864-2000

UMASS Blood Driv*
Today 10-4

Campus Center Rm. 165

WWiat Make* Inequality S«>v7
8 lecture on Gender and Justic by

Jolm StoltantHirg
author o( Refusing to be a Man

Wednesday. May 5. 1993
8 pen. Campus Center Auditorium

Free Admission
Open reception to follow

Mutlful Amherst Cmnxm
Apartment for Rent

2 rooms, kitchen, bath
Starts June 1st

Call Dave or Erik

253^)937

Double Iw liotwa. nm^ 2 peopla
Summer and/or FaH 175*/befson
253«751

JVC 8W-7 Spaehars Great shape and
sound $200 Of bo Minolta SOOOLcamera
w/200 m lens and 3500 flash. Nice $750
or bo. Call FMI 546 6762

M*I$H TICKETS: One pair for 5/8 at
UNH t>esl offer Lisa 546-2902

MUSICIANS

Guitarist, tkassist wanted
Lots of original matenal
Call Eric 546-1378

HEALTH

For Rent
5 rm furnisfted CefM
Lake Aracadia B'town
5 tenants

ph 323 6202

4 Redroom Houee, Northampton, ru-
ral setting, but near shops stores. June
occ SKIBISKI. Realtors 584 3428. Easy
access Ri 9

I by meN discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

4-S Redroom. 2 bath house inAmhara
Call 253 9715

Megnlflcent Ntoin St. Apartment
3 bedrooms. ()os line.

Sublet or take over I

Call 256-8181

NEW CARE
5 large bedrooms
3 miles to campus
2563138

CIRtOCARE: Tuesdays 2:30 7:30 pm
$5^r car necessary Joan 584 8086

586 6542

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
$2000'>/month world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribean, etc ) Holiday,
summer, and career employment avail-
able. No experience necessary For
employment program call 1 206-634-
0468eKt C5001

OUARANTEEO $400
Two student clubs needed for
fall project Your group
GUARANTEED at least $400 00
Must call BEFORE END OF TERM!
1 800 932 0528, 6X1.99

ONE BEDROOM AFT.I

«ck up our lease in Junef All new
•PpUanoet. On Bus route Within walk
ing distance of Dairy Mart and Package
Storei Lots of windows Forsythia tree
Outside bedroom window ' Come see it

"

Call Shelly and Lisa for more informa
tioni 549 5167 390 Puffton Village

PERSONALS

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Storage- Professional pick
up . delivery, insurance, boxes included
Call now to reserve your space.
CoHegiate Storage Service
413585 5999

SUMMER SUBLET

1 bedroom uptown VERY CHEAPI
2 min to t>ars, 5 mm. to campus
Call Matt or Erik 256 4920

1 or 2 person in Amherst on bus route
Call 546 2414

One bedroom, large, private bath-
room, deck, wash/dry. 1/8 mile from
campus $240/month. FALL OPTION
549 1552

Flattered by your toast
But I think we should
Start with a dale
Sam

Matt
Thank you so much for planning a spciai
weekend tor us. You are one in a million
and I love you.

Jenn

Aboee Bnmfu en Main Si 2 bed
rooms available Brand new apt Price
negot Call for more details Kim 253
4276

Ambewt 4 RR and 2 bath. 5 min walk
to town and campus on busline. Call
TODAY 253 2178 Jill

Amherst - Reautlful e bedroom
house on busline. 2 lull baths, furnished
kitchen and living room, washer/dryer
oil fieat sunvner rem very negotiable
Fall option Call 256 0805

Amherst single in 2 bdrm apt fur
nished main room and kitchen free cable
no smokers at bus Walk to town $230
inclusive 256 0832

AUTO FOR SALE

"•ow large, guiet, comfortable.
furnished, walk lo UMass
Male grsd student, professional
6/^ 549 1578

Takeover lease Oean 2 bedroom
Close to campus $565 549 1482

Take Over Our Lease
2 Bedroom Apt.

Puffton Village

Call 549 2645

TBCamera, V-0 engine, bike rack, new
banery, alt. exhaust As is $600.
736 2107 after 5 pm
1983 Honda CIvk:
VGC 5 speed asking $850
Call Josh 549 7712

Take Over our lease/sublet June 1st
3 bdrm townhouse
Recently renovated, partially furnished
on bus route
Call 549 0407

19«3 Vohro 240OL Great shape runs
strong 4 spdw/overdrive blue $1400
Lv Msg 549 2932

1986 Mercury Lyna 4 door. 5 speed
Reliable transportation* 253 0920

1986 Honda 350X
3 Wheeler Must Sell

$700 or BO 549 7679

Perfect >-country Van 1973 Ford
Many new parts SI 500/bo Call 665-793?

Triumph. TR7, convertible, 1980
47.000 original miles, never used in

winter, fabulous condition $4000.
Firm 549 4510

CAPE COD '93

UveRanils. Hot Legs Contest. 1 St Dance
Party, Weekly Drink Specials at

FIODLfREE'S Cape Cods honest nite

club 72 North St. Hyannis

CARPET STORAGE

Storeyour carpetforlhesummer. $14.
Call K 1 Moving 549 7251

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5 99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
549 6098

FOR RENT

Take Over our 2 bdrm leaca in
Colonial Village, Cheap 253-2477

Take oyr our lease June 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549 5224

Take over our lease starting June 1st

2 BR Brandywine apt. 549-7867

The Rest 3 bedroom Townhouse!
1 min to bus, newly renovated. 1 1/2

baths, must seel Call 549 4445 or 549-
2947 lease starts June 1 HURRYI

3 bedroom apartment in Townhouse
one minute from bus stop Parking right

outside some furniture available start-

ing June 1 $800 Call 549 7247

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

253-0876

2 btbm Rreftdywhte Apt.
Lease: June 1 to May 31/$182.50/mo/4
people. 3rd floor pond view - BIdgll
(The one the cops cant find) - furniture
inc. 549 7960

2 Bedroom Apartment in Amherst
Center across from the bars 500/month
• Util. Call 256-1763

Uptown Apartment 3 Reiiroom
Available 6/1

Call 549 5882

Uptown Apt. 3 bedroom pullout
couch included 1 minute from bars/bus
7 minute walk to campus 549-7281

Uptown Apartment Amherst
1 Bedroom Gas heat

Great location

2537354

Intametional Empleymemt Make
$2000 ' per month teaching basic con
versational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits. No previous train
ing or teaching certificate required. For
program call 1 206 632 1146 ext.JSOOl

NOW HIRING
Full time summer work
Outdoor residential painting
Call COLLEGE PRO 800 346^4649

Postal Jobs Avalleblel Many posi
tion Great benefits. Call 1 800 436 4365
ext p 3306

Rental Agent for apartment compfex.
Should be comfortable with numbers,
good organizational skills PutMic rela
tions and secretarial abilities must be
willing to work 40 hours including
weekends 549D600

Summer fobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi
tions to renew the Clean Water Act,
promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and DC, campus intrvws: 4/14
and 4/15. Call Jamietoll free: 1-e00-7S-
EARTH

Work Study Jobs Peer housing coun
selors are needed to start in September
Apply at OCHO, 428 Student Union.
5450665

Shelly Lawler is 20 todarlll
Happy Birthday Hope you have
Oiaitdayi
Love,

Staoiv

Sulliven
Hey youl One year baby who knew?
To a hjture filled with Spring Breaks.

I Love Youl

Thank you St. Jude RP

LEASE THIS OR DIE

Summer Sublet -
A great 4 bedroom house, big enough
for 6 people. 2 baths, GREAT BACK-
YARDi (Ifs really big)

Located on bus route on Main Street.
GREAT PRICE - Low utilities!!

Call Adam at 253 2922

Tiera Glenn Happy Birthday!
We love you. Emily and LoraOa

ROOMMATES WANTED
Amherst Single In 2 bdrm apt. non
smoking female at bus stop partly fur
nished $285 inclusive 9/1 256^832

Condo-iMete
$225 • 2 floors

private bedroom
pets allowed
Caren6 7144

Female to shsre large bedroom in Mill
Valley. Bus route. Begin Sept. 1st. $200/
rTHMith heat, hot water included. Call
256 1727

Looking for 2 roomates
~

to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area
for the summer
Call Julie 549 8219

Mill Valley Apartmentt
Single Available

Female. Heat and hot water
included on bus route.
256-6633

Amherst Summer Sublet
in house June August w/option to lease
Only $150/month 5 mm walking dis
tsnce to Amherst Center. Call Noah 253
9746

Air Conditioned
Summer Sublets in luxury - roomates
needed Call Mill Valley Estates
253 7377

RCLCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated close to all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Rest Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt 1 Best price you'll
find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great for the
summeniCall Rachael home 546 3755

Rig room available Mill Valley one/
two people Fall option $200 each
NEGOTIABLE!" Call 256 1727

Rrown House
Brown House
Brown House
Behind VanMeter
Space Avail Cheap
546 1359. 546 3369

6 Redroom Beautiful House
Belcf>ertown

40 acre yard/woods
3 full baths

2 decks

$1250/month CHEAP!
323 6799

SURLET ~

Sunny twautiful room for rent 6^1 8/31
pool, tennis courts, washer./dryer
on bus line $250/month
Call Lauren 253 3905

Sublet, Amherst $200/mo
Michelle 256 075O

Summer Sublet w^all Option
3 bdrm 253 9729

Summer Sublet Apt.
Uptown 2 bedrooms
253 3620 Dan or Alex

CellNowl
3 people to share 4 Mr house
on campus. Rent Negotiable, leave
message 546 2822

Cheap Summer Sublet
Take our 3 bedroom
Townhouse. Easily fits 51

A/C, dishwasher. & more
On bus route $700/month
w/fall rent option

CaljJ496481

CHEAP! 3 - bedroom puffton apt
Call 549 0079

Summor Sublet room In apartment
Includes heat, water, and garage Block
from Amherst center. $250/monlh
Call Adam 256 8330

$ummer$ublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village

549 7472

Summer Sublet/Fall Option beautiful,
clean 2 bedroom 2 bathroom apt avail-
8t)le May 30 Rent Negotiable
Call 256 1341

Sunny Room
2 non smoking vegetarian, grad
housemates Hardwood study Fall op
tion $210 256 0342

Teke over our lease June 1

Spacious 2 bedroom apt on Main St.

Washer/dryer/dishwasher 'gas heat
Only $45011

Call 256 3580 ask for Colleen or Kim

This is the 1 you've been waiting fori

This summer sublet our spacious 3-

bedroom Puffton Apt. with fabulous
rooftop sunning! Close to campus, on
the bus line, and FULLY FURNISHED'
Pool, tennis courts, and A/C"! No rea-
sonable offer refused.
Call 549 7287 HURRY!

THREE GIRLS WMIT YOU
To take over their 2 tiedroom Puffton
Apartment starting June Isi Saloon
doors, easy access to laundry facilities,

and the annoying closet has been moved
to the side. Cheap rent too! Call us 549
7287

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30' All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253 3816

LOST

Seiko Wetch lost 4/26 between library
and Bartlen. Sentimental value.
Please call Julie 253-0445

Amherst 5 bedroom house on bus
route. Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis-

posal. Nicely wooded. Perfect for six.

June 1. t125Q/mo. Call Joe 617 935
tB31.

Awesome House - Amherst
3 - 4 tjedrooms, 2 car garage
2 full baths
on bus route
Tennis Court, pool
Only $825/month 6/1

256 8814

FOR SALE
MOTORCYCLES

Rrother AX-550
Word ProcTTypewriter
Per. Cond. $125 Grig. $300
5464030

GNR TickeM face value
586-1690 Evenings

IRM P8/1 286 2MB RAM. 30 MB Hard
Includes: VGA Color monitor, keyboard,
mouse, software, and 24 pin dot matrix
printer $900 or B/O Call 549 9390

Yeeterday we offered to give our vast
motorcycle collection away for abso
lutely nothing. Well instead of this offer
you can call up and leave your name
with us. We'll put all the names into a
bigt hat and the winner will receive a
case of 9 lives cat food. You're probably
wondering how I can offer motorcycles
for free one day and then take it back the
next. Well you let me worry about that.

1 rm in 3bdrm house quiet residential
Big yard and Basement
283 . Amherst 256-0802

1 Roomate Wanted: Single on
N. Pleasant St $200 heat hot water
incL Call Chris 6 6869

POFFTON. RESPONSIBLE FEMALE
for sunny furnished room. Bus stops 1

minute 549 0304

ROOMATES
For 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt.
In Mill Valley

Cal 549 5231

Roomates wanted for summer sub
let with fall option Central Amherst $250
a month call 256 8567

2 Female Nonsmkrs for lg. room $1 75/
mo. 10 mins to campus Sept. 1 Donna
549-4732

2 roometes needed Puffton Village
Apt. $170/month Call Mike 549 9900

SERVICES

Pregnant? Need Help7
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help.
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1906

Resume Preparation assistancewith
complete resume development Keith
Ariderson PhD 582-4037

Tarot Reedings
Call Chris at 253 7524

Cheap 2 Bedroom
Uptown free parking
Call before its too late 549 4381

Cheepest Summer Sublet in Am-
herst single room in Puffton, call Marc
at 549 1 244. Did I n>ention it was cheap?

Crastvlew 2 bdrm
Sublet with fall option
Starting June 1

5492855

Duplex in W. Yarmouth
3 people 2.800 inclusive

Micah 256 1375

Four Bedrooms
2 full baths

Washer/dryer
Right on bus route
Huge yard
220. 256 0034

Furnished room In nice apartment. In

Colonial Village. Great place. Must see
Call 256 0225 after 7 pm
It's the BEST! ! f Looking for 1 2 people
to sublet a partially furnished apart-
ment close to campus and uptown. Rent
negotiable, June- August. Call 546 6622
fot^more information.

1 or2openlngs Uptown apt. $175/mo
each call 253 9743

Large House in Sunderiafid~
5 room summer sublet bright & sunny
huge deck and yard
Close to bus route.

Contact Sam: 665 0265

3 BDR close to
EVERYTHING $500/mo
256 4668

3 Bedroom, sunny, hardwood floors,
in town, partially furnished, minutes
walk 10 campus, summer discount w/
fall option 256 0273

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown
625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

253 0876

2 Bdrm Brandywine Apt,
Furnished

Rent Negotiable

549 0931

Walk to UMass DBL room private bath
avail. May 1 Call 549 1408

TRAVEL

MexIce-US-Cenada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where! Rea
sonably priced. Eric (607)723 1403

New York City - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and short
stays. Near Columbia Univ Reasonable
rates. 212 662 1358. SAVE THIS AO!

1 BDRM Salem Place $355 per month
256 3088

WANTED
I need a Japanese English word pro
cessor - good condition ASAP. Call
Tom 253 9946 Leave message

WANTED TO RENT
Small professional family desires
sabbaticalAemporary house Excellent
TLC and references. 6/1 256 0036
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Sports
Minutewomen no-hit, swept by UConn
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

The UniversityofMassachusetts continued its struggles
against the University ofConnecticut yesterday, dropping
both ends of a doubleheader to the Huskies, 1-0 and 2-1.

The losses leave the Minutewomen with an 0-5 record
for the season against UConn. The run scored by the
Minutewomen in the second game was also the first run
they had been able to score against UConn in those five
contests.

Finally, to make matters worse, UConn starter Pat
Conlan threw a no-hitter at the Minutewomen in the first

game, running her season record against UMass to 3-0.

The Huskies got their only run of the ball game in the
first inning offtough-luck loser Kelly Daut when lead-off
hitter Janna Venice singled, stole second, was sacrificed
over to third, and scored on a single to center by Husky
left fielder Andrea DTnnocenzo.

Every time that UMass threatened to score (Conlan
walked three batters ). either the UConn pitchingor defense
slammed the door in the faces of the Minutewomen.

Case in point was the fourth inning when UMass had
runners at first and second thanks to walks to shortstop
Amy Powell and first baseman Rachel Lawson. Conlan
squashed the rally by fanningright fielderJenn Salisbury.

The Minutewomen also threatened in the fifth when
center fielder Heather Dorsey led off with a walk and
advanced to third behind a sacrifice bunt and a fielder's

choice. Conlan then struck out second baseman Tracey
DuEst to end the inning and also the next six
Minutewomen to end the contest.

Daut (10-11) went the distance, giving up the one run
on three hits. She struck out three and walked none.
A lineup change in the second game by head coach

Elaine Sortino ended the goose egg parade by the Husk%
pitchers against the UMass offense. Sortino flip-flopped
the top two spots in the lineup by making Powell the
leadoff batter and dropping left fielder Stacey Nichols
down one spot to second.

The move paid offas Powell led offthe home halfofthe
first with a triple to right and scored on a Nichols sacrifice
fly to deep left field.

The lead held up until the sixth when things unrav-
eled for the Minutewomen and starting pitcher Darlene
Claffey. UConn catcher Khristen Andrade led off with a
single, but was wiped out on a fielder's choice by Venice.
Venice then stole second and advanced to third on a
single to left by second baseman Shari Blackman.
A single by D'Innocenzo chased Venice home, leaving

runners at first and second with one out. After another
fielder's choice, third baseman Chris Woodman singled
to center, but Dorsey got a good jump on the ball, pre-
venting a Husky run, but leaving the bases loaded.

Minutewomen third baseman Laurie Dondarski came
up with another one of her spectacular defensive efforts
when she dove to her left to stab a screamer off the bat of
UConn right fielder Kim Staehle, but her lunging effort
to tagout the runner heading to third came up empty and
the Huskies scored the go-ahead run.

Claffey, who was named the Atlantic 10 Pitcher ofthe
Week yesterday, worked all seven innings, allowing two
runs on seven hits while striking out one and hitting a
batt«r. Her record falls to 11-7.

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Jenn Salisbury slides into home against the University of

Connecticut. The University of Massachusetts softball team
fell twice to the Huskies over the weekend.

Ex-major leaguer Laga a hit in UMass dugout

-r. ,,., .
, ,, .

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
I he UMass baseball team, who won two of three against the University of Rhode Island over

the weekend, host Northeastern today at 3 p.m. at Lorden Field.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

If experience is the wealth of life.

University of Massachusetts volunteer
baseball assistant Mike Laga must be a
rich man.
When the Minutemen (16-18) host

Northeastern University (10-16) at 3 p.m.
today, they will have the services of the
seasoned ex-major leaguer Laga in the
dugout.

Mike Laga, volunteer assistant for

UMass baseball, used to be Mike Laga,
rising star, a member of both the 1984
World Series champion Detroit Tigers and
1987 National League champion St. Louis
Cardinals. Laga has played everywhere
from Evansville, Ind. to Louisville, Ky, all

the way to Japan, and almost everywhere
in between.

The 32-year-old I^aga was known as a
power hitter, and with his talent there was
once great promise. Take the home run he
hit off Hall of Famer Jim Palmer for in-

stance, the one that bounced off the facing
of the third deck of Tiger Stadium . .

.

... Or the club record 34 HR he hit in
444 appearances at Evansville in 1982,
which averages out to a dinger every 13 at
bats. Throw in his first hit as a Cardinal in

Busch Stadium, a two-run blast, and his
first major leagueHR— a mere three days
into his career.

"Mike Laga will make you forget about
Mickey Mantle," Tigers manager Sparky
Anderson once said. Allovring Anderson
his customary exaggeration. Laga was the
17th pick overall in the 1980 January
draft, and for a time, it looked like he
would be a superstar. It never happened.

••Sparky would say stuff like that that
would make it tough on a guy coming up,"
Laga said. "He was afraid to play young
guys I think, and that made it tougher."

From 1980, when Laga first came up,
to 1986, when the Cardinals traded for
him mid-season, he played for the black
and white of Detroit. In 1987, through
1990, he switched to the National League,
with St. Louis and the San Francisco Gi-
ants before heading overseas to Japan in
1991 and 1992.

"Whitey Herzog |of the Cardinals], of
the three managers in the States I've

played for, was probably my favorite,"
Laga said. "He was a super person, and
one ofthe smartest managers in the game."

Laga's career flourished with the two
years in Japan, and he said it was an
experience of a lifetime.

Turn to BASEBALL, page 1
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Stars shine in NBA playoff action
"If we're going to die, we're going to die fighting.

"

— Derrick Coleman.
Because the end of spring semester is approaching

fast, this column will probably only appear once more.
For the rest of the semester, this space is dedicated to
Reggie Lewis. Let's all pray for his safe and healthy

return. Here are the Shining
Stars of the Playoffs, on a

yiJI^OViJ^^^ Derrick Coleman of the"^ aT^X NewJersey Nets. One ofthe
most talented players finally

used the spotlight to shine.

^SSSc^

bV

lo\brV
" spotlight to shine.

^rt S^^^ Coleman carried the Nets to
^* an upset of the Cavs, 101-99

at Richfield Coliseum, by
playing all 48 minutes, scoring 27 points, collecting 14
rebounds, and dishing out four assists.

DC needs to let his team ride his back if the Nets
even have a shot to hold home-court advantage.

Sedale Threatt of the LA Lakers. This guard
single-handedly beat Phoenix in Game 1, scoring 35
points en route to the biggest upset so far. Everyone
doubted the Lakers' replacement for Magic.

Hey, even I doubted the threat of Threatt. But,
after leading the Fakers to a 39-43 regular-season
record, this floor general paired with Byron Scott on
the way to a two-game lead.

Malik Sealy of the Indiana Pacers. Sealy

somehow left the Pacers' playbook in an airport near
New York City, and it ended up in the hands of
WFAN's morning DJ Don Imus, who promptly read it

over the air of the radio station with the largest
listening audience. Wasn't it a coincidence thatWFAN
is the flagship station of the Knickerbockers?

Maybe it was a false playbook?
Hmmm ... a playbook ending up in the hands ofthe

opposition. Sounds like thatepisodeoftheBradyjBuoc/i
when Marcia's boyfriend, Jerry Rogers, stole Greg's
playbook for the big football game.

Yes, I did watch too much television when I was
younger.

John Starks of the New York Knicks. No
matter how much I hammer Mr. Cheap Shot, I have to
give credit where credit is due. With Patrick Ewing on
the bench with foul trouble, Starks led the New York
comeback with 12 of his playoff-high 29 points in the
fourth quarter.

Starks also split time at the point and gathered 1

1

assists. However, I wouldjust like to add that ifKenny
Anderson was in the playoffs, he would be even more
impressive. Enough said.

Clyde Drexler of the Trail Blazers. Drexler
returned and sparked a victory for Portland, tying the
series at 1-1. After missing eleven out of the last 12
games in the regular season and Game 1, Clyde the
Glide had 21 points, five rebounds, five assists, and

Turn to HARDWOOD, page 10

Celts' Lewis
moves to new
area hospital
By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Reggie Lewis, his season over and his
career hanging in the balance, switched hospitals against
the Boston Celtics' wishes after being diagnosed with
heart problems.

Tests begun Monday at Brigham and Women's Hos-
pital "will continue over the next several days. Lewis is
comfortable, in stable condition and in good spirits,"
Peter Roisman, his agent, said in a prepared statement.

The Celtics captain and leading scorer left New En-
gland Baptist Hospital at about 1 1 :30 p.m. Sundav. Tests
there had uncovered "cardiac abnormalities"Jim Rattray,
a spokesman for the hospital, said Sunday.

Calls to Lewis at Brigham and Women's were not
forwarded.

"I'm just leaving to get some fresh air," Lewis said as
he was leaving New England Baptist, the Boston Globe
reported. "The treatment's great. The treatment's just
tremendous."

Celtics senior executive vice president Dave Gavitt,
who spoke with Lewis by telephone shortly before Lewis
left New England Baptist, said, "the big thing is to really

Turn to LEWIS, poge 10
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Cloudy. Temps 60-70.

Tomorrow clearing, highs m 70sl

Local News:
Outstandirig HofKws Program students were rewarded for
their hard work and academic excellence at a banquet on
Saturday ntght in the Campus Center Auditorium. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
The UMass softbafl team's Darlene Claffey

threw a perfect game in the second game of a
double header against UVM. Page 12.
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CHALK IT UP TO A SUNNY DAY - A University teacher takes advantage of the n^ we::;hTan'drkes hS da^
outside the Totman mobile homes.

Task force reviews the campus
Group listens to students' account ofGLB concerns
D.. T^D A/~'V lkir/-\XT A II A XT . - .By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The Chancellor's Task Force for Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Matters met yesterday to listen to testimony
and gather information in order to make recommenda-
tions to the administration.

Chaired by Professor Pat Griffin, from the School of
Education, the task force is representative of all aspects
of campus Ufe.

Griffin read a statement from Vice-Chancellor for
Student Affairs Thomas Robinson saying that he "pub-
licly affirms his intention to make the campus a place
where GLB students, faculty and staff live comfortably."

Robinson also said he supports the recommendations
and will work to see them implemented.

Dean ofStudentsJo-Anne Vanin said she hopes people
will look to the office with their concerns. She said she
expressed her personal commitment to the issues and

needs of the community.
Junior history major Matt Malone, a member of the

task force, said he had experienced and could appreciate
the agony of the coming-out process.

"We want to be in the business of creating spaces and
atmospheres, but so much of that is reactive and crisis-

oriented," Malone said. "It's like living in one giant
dysfunctional family."

Malone said he beUeves it is important to reach GLB
people of color. He said he believes they are "virtually
invisible."

Deven DeMarco, a freshman communications major,
said the "Two in Twenty" floor should be advertised to all

incoming freshman. He also said he would like to see
more courses involving GLB studies.

The word diversity is used and not really applied,"
DeMarco said.

Paul Vasconcellos, a vice-chancellor in the Dean of

Turn to GLB TASK FORCE, page 6

Senate to allocate money
from student trust fund

Deadly fire

devastates
Muslim town
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press

SARAJEVO — Bosnian Serbs backed by artillery and
armored units set the Muslim town ofZepa ablaze Tues-
day. Bosnia's Muslim leadership said up to 100 people
were believed killed or wounded.

The attack came a day before the Bosnian Serb assem-
bly reconsiders a U.N. peace plan that it rejected earlier
to the consternation of the international community and
its Serbian backers in Yugoslavia.

The Bosnian government appealed for U.N. soldiers to
protect the 40,000 people who have sought protection in
Zepa from advancing Serbian rebels.

Zepa has swollen nearly five times in size since the
Bosnian war broke out in April 1992.

Bosnia's envoy at the United Nations in New York,
Mohammed Sacirbey, said his Foreign Ministry had
intercepted orders from a local Bosnian Serb commander
"to bum down Zepa, to kill all alive, and regardless of
losses, take over Zepa."

He cited a letter from Bosnian President Alija
Izetbegovic to the U.N. Security Council for the casualty
figure in Zepa estimating dozens, probably as many as
100, dead and injured.

Zepa "is burning. It has been atUcked by artillery."
said Zeljko Grubesik, a staffmember ofthe Bosnian army
operations center.

The Bosnian Foreign Ministry quoted an unidentified
Serb commander as saying: "The infantry must break
through into Zepa. This must be completed before I U.N.
peacekeepers! arrive and the world public hears about
it."

The Security Council convened Tuesday afternoon to
hear form Cyrus Vance, the former U.S. secretary ofstate
who along with Lord Owen of Britain devised the peace
plan for Bosnia-Herzegovina.

Council members who recently returned to Bosnia
have proposed setting up safe havens.

There was no report of an assault on Zepa from
Bosnian Serb rebels.

The Foreign Ministry appealed for help to the United
Nations and the United States.

President Clinton has threatened Bosnian Serb rebels
with military air strikes on Serbian artillery positions
unless the fighting ceases in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Approximately $1.8 million from the
Students Activities Trust Fund was pro-

posed on Monday by the Undergraduate
Student Senate's Budget Committee to be
allocated to over 50 University Registered
Student Organizations, agencies and
businesses.

The p J >osal, which is to be voted on by
the Senate tonight, is the product of nine
months of budgetary scrutiny, scores of
meetings with student organizations and
many late nights. Emily Rose, Budget
Committee chairperson, said this will al-

low for more funding for RSOs.
"I think the RSOs will be satisfied.

Most students on this campus aren't aware
ofwhat the trust fund is," Rose said. "But
every single student is affected by student
activities."

It was difficult in working on the bud-
get process. Rose said. The cost of living

for paid professionals increased by 13 per-

cent, along with the graduate stipend.

The Committee also tried to getan increase

of $4.50 over the last academic year.

"We had to take all those things we had
into account, thatwe normally didn't have

to," Rose said. "With all the increases, it

was surprising we could get money for

RSOs."
While the Budget Committee was

working on the budget, they wondered if

the separation from the Student Activities
Office from the Trust Fund, would be
approved by the Board of Trustees. Be-
cause paid professionals working in the
Student Activities Office would now be
paid by the curriculum fee, their benefits
would now be paid by the state. Many of
the paid staff, who were moved, are advi-
sors to RSOs and accounts payables.

"Out ofthe entire University, theSATF
is one of the most complex and diverse
funds, and students are responsible for

it," Rose said. "It's really a challenge on
our part."

The undergraduate students activities

fee, which will be $84 for the next academic
year, funds the trust fund.

The PVTA, Off-Campus Student
Housing, ethnic organizations and sports
clubs are just a few things the trust fund
supports. Rose said.

"The annual Spring Concert, an event
widely-attended by students, is funded by
a flat-fee of $50,000 drawn from the trust

Turn to SATF, poge 6
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MATTHEW J SIMONEAU/ COLLEGIANUANUN FOOLS— Students enjoy a night of debauchery at Saturday night's Rave

on the baskettwil court between Central and Orchard Hill.
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For Your
Information

FYls are public service announcements that run each Monday, Wednesday
and Friday tor campus and local non-prot:t organizations. Due to space
constraints, f/ie Collegian cannot print all FYls submitted and no announcement
can be repeated.

To submit an FYl, please send a press release with all pertinent information to
the Collegian c/o the News Editor FYls cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, May 5
Lecture — "What makes inequality sexy?" John

Stoltenberg to speak at the Campus Center Auditorium
at 8 p.m.

Lecture— Mohegan tribal historian, Melissa Fawcett
Sayet. will be speaking in the Josephine White Eagle
Cultural Center at UMass (B3 Chadboume) starting at
7 p.m. She will address The Lasting of the Mohegans:
the story Hollywood didn't tell." It is free and open to all.

Thursday, May 6
Party— The Committee ForThe Collegiate Education

of Black and other Minority Students, invites you to the
25th anniversary celebration reception from 4 p.m. to 7
p.m., at the New African House, 2nd floor.

Art installation exhibit — The Pink Women's Bath-

room" can be seen in the basement level of Bartlett Hall.
Opening from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. all welcome.

Speaker— Reproductive issues ofLatina Women. The
speaker is Luz Pina-Till from the Planning Council of
Western Mass. It will be held in the Campus Center 174-
76 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Friday, May 7
Book Sale— The League ofWomen Voters ofAmherst

will be holding its 45th giant Book Sale on the Town
Common through Sunday, May 9th. The hours are 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m.

Saturday, May 7
Aivards — Black Student Union presents a commu-

nity awards brunch from 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Top of
the Campus Restaurant.

FROM NEW YORK
Om Way RMMdtrlp

LOMDOIU
$209 $389
PARIS

$225 $450
MOSCOW/

ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690
GREECE/
LARMACA
$359 $718

TRAVEL SMART! UMass Police Log
Compiled by Michael Day
fc'ci ttn m Hkfits m I tifk-il in ittf

Address all correspondence to:

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fax: (413) 545-1592

YDU COULD LEARN A LOT

FROM A DUMMY

BUCKLE YOUR SAFETYBELL

TOKYO
BANGKOK

$789
$889

Some fickefs valid to one year

Most tickets allow changes
Fares from over 75 US cities

to all major destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa,

Latin America and Australia

Eunalpasses Availat)le

C««lomilmm(gf«K)n I Otpanurt tsn i»ply
fill ii*|«cl ID chtflgt «il»wui now*

RISM TRAVEL
342 Madison A»e

. NY. HY 10173

800-272-9676

212-986-8420*
•in NYC

New Management
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS

& TOWNHOUSES
ONE MONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^:3^0
2 Bdrm frorri ^-4r^O
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^.^.^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

Open 7 Days
8am-9pnn

Sel£ Serv^ice
Washing Machine

Startin>> at $1
Attendant available all day

. 326 College St. (Rt. 9) ,

^sJ\mhe^st « 253-5072 >0

Yale School of Medici n

Join the best
minds in medicine.

Emphifmenl opportimilics at Ynle University, a lender in
biomedical and other scientific research, offer a wide ranf^c of
laboratory research opportunities. Here, recent graduates can

increase their knoivled^c, develop their talents, and enrich llirir

experience m a stiiuiilatinf^, slaleof-llic-art research

environment. Wr have immediate openings for:

Research Assistants
Research Associates

A bachelor's in biological or physical sciences
is required; laboratory experience is a plus

In addition to many on-campus culfurni .nut

athletic facilities such as our fullv equipped g\ in,

31 tennis courts, and a regul,iti(»n polf course. > .ijv'

University prov ides competitive salaries and out-
standing benefits, including: 22 vacation days, 4 per-

sonal days, 13 holiday /recess days, and 12 sick days, all

paid. Tuition reimbursement at graduate programs in

the area and audit opportunities at Yale also exist.

For immediate consideration, send your resume in

confidence to: Ms. C. Mason, Dcpt. of Human
Resources, Yale School of Medicine, P.O.

Box 9168MR, New Haven, CT 06532-0168; Fax
(203) 785-3165. Employment office located at

153 College Street in New Haven.

Yale University
\a\t University is jn affinnalivr action,
rqual opportunity rmployrr

Vandalism
• Monday morning an individual in John
QuincyAdams reported her telephone and
radio were smashed during a previous
encounter with a male subject. A show
cause hearing will be applied for with the
court.

• Monday afternoon an individual reported
damage to the headlights on his vehicle
parked on Infirmary Way. The damage

was estimated at $120.
• Monday night an individual reported
his vehicle parked in Lot 44 on Sylvan
Drive had been "keyed" on the driver's
side and on the hood. The damage was
estimated at $500.
• Tuesday morning staff in Patterson re-

ported a broken window in the lobby ofthe
building. The damage was estimated at
$100.

^®^'
Arts

SpOrts

Cn
^^^^oras Opinion

Comics ^^.oscope
^^^^^

Everybody reads us.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
545-3500

EUROPE^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
1-|ati;Miiiin:i^'lJfltl!IJ;L'^

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RoclMMlar Plau
Naw YorV. NY 10020
Ptwrw (212) 561-3040

Mail Vito ad for SfMctal
Sludmt/TcaclMr Tarlft.

a RCNTAL a L£ASf D MNCNASC 55

• Colonial Village

• Presidential

• Lantern Court
• College Inn

Specializing in House & Apartment Rentals

253-2515
South Pleasant St., Amherst, MA.

Brandywine offers Country
Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated
on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.
• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot
water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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HOZ SEXY, AND SAFER
TOUR COMES TO UMASS
Suzi Landolphi. a comedienne with a message

will bring her provocative, outrageous performance
Hot. Sexy, and Safer to UMass on May 13. Landolphi
will offer two shows at 7 and 9 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium.

Landolphi's performances aim at encouraging
people to accept and negotiate safer sex practices,
raising consciousness regarding HIV and other
sexually transmitted diseases and educating for
the prevention of these diseases.

Landolphi has been nominated for the Harry
Chapin Humanitarian Award and as "Lecturer of
the Year" by the National Association of Campus
Activities.

She also hosts her own weekly TV show for
teenagers called Raparound on WBZ in Boston and
was Celebrity Spokesperson for the First National
Children with HIV/AIDS Awareness Day in June
1991 in Washington D.C.

Her performances will by filmed by Jonathan
Stack, the producer of the documentary film
"Damned in the USA." and will be used for an
educational documentary to be shown on various
national television stations.

The program is sponsored by the Commuter
Area Government, the UMass Program for Gay.
Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns. AHORA. the Of-
fice of Greek Affairs, the Office of Third WoHd
Affairs, the Office of Human Relations, the Bilin-
gual Collegiate Program. CCEMBS and the UMass
Health Education Project.

DISTINGUISHED
TEACHING AWARDS

Vice Chancellor for Research and Dean of the
Graduate School Samuel F. Conti recently an-
nounced the winner of the Distinguished Teacher
Awards and the 1993 Faculty Fellowship Awards.

Three UMass professors won Distinguished
Teacher Awards. They are Professor Roberts W.
Frenchofthe English Department; Professor Karen
K. Listofthejournalism department; and T. Michael
Peters of the entomology department.

Three students also received Distinguished
Teaching Awards: Marissa M. Damon, classics;
Amy M. Lee. English and Writing Program; and
Patricia A. Mangan, anthropology department.

Faculty Fellowship awards were given to Com-
puter Science Professor Lori A. Clarke. English
Professor Peter Elbow, Linguistics Professor Lyn
Frazier. Physics and Astronomy Robert B. Hallock
and Education Professor Allen E. Ivey.

PROFESSOR NAMED
GUGGENHEIM FELLOW

University of Massachusetts Professor Emeri-
tus of Soil Physics Daniel Hillel has recieved a
Guggenheim Fellowship worth $28,000 to aid the
completion of a book on possible solutions to the
water shortage in the Middle East.

Hillel will travel to Israel. Egypt. Jordan and
Turkey this summer for his book, The Rivers ofEden:
Water for Peace in the Middle East, which is

scheduled for publication by Oxford University
Press in early 1994.

Hillel's area ofresearch centers on hydrology—
water supply, water quality and water-use effi-

ciency. He said he believes policy makers and
politicians are often unaware of the technical op-
tions for solving water resource problems.

In the Middle East, Hillel said, nations must
develop water resources cooperatively because they
run across national boundaries so no one country
can do it alone without conflict with its neighbors.

"I want to show that the water issue on its own
merits can be a reason for peace in the region,"

Hillel said. "Technical people — hydrologists,

agronomists, engineers, water conservationists —
can come together and deal with the problem,
because they share a common language and are
less polemical than politicians. Technical people

deal with facts and are dedicated to solving prob-

lems in a practical way."

Students endeavors rewarded
30 seniors receive awards for academic excellence
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

More than 350 students, parents and faculty attended
the University of Massachusetts Honors Program's
awards banquet on Saturday evening in the Campus
CenterAuditorium. University President Michael Hooker
was the main speaker at the event.

Thirty awards were given to University seniors. Some
students had to apply for the awards by writing an essay
and getting recommendations from teachers. Meredith
Lind, the assistant to the director ofthe Honors Program,
said the selection committee gotanoverwhelmingamount
of applicants.

"We had almost 40 appUcants for the 10 Director's
Awards," Und said. "All of |the applicants! were really
outstanding."

AdrienneFlemingreceivedtheRobertG.CookeAward
with $250 by Dr. Annaliese Bischoff. the associate direc-
tor of the Honors Program. The award is in memory of
Robert Cooke, who was from the class of 1925.

Fleming distributed food to the homeless and worked
to improve conditions in a primary school in Ireland, in
addition to volunteering at a center for abused women in
the United States. She also arranged speakers for the
April 1990 Take Back the Night march. And despite all
her activities. Lind said Fleming has three children and

is planning to graduate from the nursing program with
summa cumulate.

"She has years of working as a volunteer." Lind said.
Chris A. Flood and Kimberiey L. Rayner received the

Class of 1941 Humanitarian Awards with $1,040 for
academic excellence and community service. The Honors
newsletter. High Points, will publish their essays.

History Department Chair Dr. RobertJones presented
Jason George, a senior history major, with the Howard H.
Quint Memorial Prize in Honors with $300 foroutstanding
scholarship. Quint founded the Honors Program and was
a University history professor.

Honors Director Linda Nolan gave 10 students the
Honors Director's Award with $500 for excellent Honors
theses. Kerri L. Beal, microbiology; Amy Feinstein. po-
etry; Joshua R. Gold, comparative literature; Rebecca A.
Johnson, chemistry; Elizabeth A. Long, finance; Kelly A
Michaelian, psychology; James H. Smith, interdiscipli-
nary in anthropology and social thought and political
economy; Wiley J. Smith, psychology/neuroscience; Scott
L. Whitmore. economics; and Susan E. Ziegler. environ-
mental science, received the Director's Award.

"Probably one of the most important attributes of the
[Honors

I
Program is the mentoring relationship that

evolves between the faculty and students through the
process of entering into a project or thesis endeavor."
Nolan said.
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Students learn about recycling
By SUSAN SULLFVAN
Collegian Correspondent

It is necessary to continue educating students and
disseminating information about recycling, according to
the Coordinator of the Housing Services Recycling Pro-
grsun.

When the University's recycling program started, the
program had only two months to put 4 1 residence halls on
Hne. Roger Guzowski said. Amherst had just enacted a
law. requiring UMass to recycle 25 percent of its waste.

Because ofthe forced implementation ofthe recycling
program

. Guzowski said students were not as fully aware
about recycling issues as he would have liked.

"With such a rush, students weren't as educated about
recycling as we would have liked them to be." Guzowski
said. "Today, a lot of students are still adjusting to
dormitory recycling because their hometown recycling
programs are different or. in many cases, students have
never recycled before coming to UMass."

The program distributes recycling packets and sells

recycled products each semester on the Campus Center
Concourse and in the dormitories. Guzowski said. The
program also holds recycling information sessions in
residence halls at the resident assistants' request. Edu-
cation about recycling has been somewhat effective, but
that more work has to be done. Guzowski said.
The education has been effective to an extent, but

some of the recycling problems in the dorms occurred
first with the blue recycling containers themselves and
then with the red recycling bins where students deposit
their glass, plastic, metal and newspaper." Guzowski
said.

"We discovered thatwhen we first issued the blue bins
for students' dorm rooms a lot ofstudents weren't utilizing
them for recycling but instead for end tables, laundry
baskets and storage."

To make sure students are using the bins for recycling,
the Recycling Program will be reordering bins, that are
changed to less "useful" shapes, such as small garbage
cans, Guzowski said.

Turn to RECYCLING, page 6

Counselor to discuss Latina sterilization
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

Is the over-population ofPuerto Rico economically bad
for Puerto Rico and the United States? Is the solution the
sterilization of Latina women?

Luz Pina-Till, the director of counseling and testing
program for HIV at the Family Planning Council of
Western Massachusetts, will speak on the topic of "Re-
productive Issues of Latina Women" Thursday in Cam-
pus Center Room 174-176 at 7 p.m.

"Luz Pina-Till goes into the Latina community to
educate women of color on their reproductive options,"
Marisol Rosario, a coordinator of the event said. "She
educates women of their reproduction options as a whole
and informs them where reproductive services are
available for low income women."

Rosario said she is one of four students coordinating
the event as a project for the class "Struggles ofIndigenous

Women" taught by Professor Almeita in the Women's
Studies department.

"I chose this topic, because as a Latina women it was
always an issue of concern to me and I wanted more
education on the issue of reproductive health for women
ofcolor and specifically for Latina women," Rosario said
"I want to bring out that abuses do occur and they can be
addressed rather than ignored."

Rosario said the discussion will open with the showing
of La Operacion (The Operation)," a film which focuses
on the sterilization of women, the effects and various
measures of population control in Puerix) Rico taken by
the Umted States in the past. Following will be Pina-
lill s presentation on the issues of Latinas concerning
their health and reproduction in the United States

The event is sponsored by the Josephine White Eagle
Cultural Center, the American Indian Association SGA
Finance Committee, OTWA and AHORA and admission
is free.
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Join Suzi Landolphi
in her performance of

Hot Sexy, and Safer
with Dr. Abel

Thursday, May 13

Bowker Auditorium
2 Free Performances at 7 and 9 pm
Advance tickets at FAC Box Office

Suzi has started the sexual evolutioni

To be filmed for Nationally

Syndicated Television!

Join Suzi and get on TV!
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The COLLEGIAN Needs

CIRCULATION

DRIVERS!
You must have mornings free

until 11:00am &
you must have a reliable car.

TEXTBOdk ANNEX
is now taking orders for

summer session and fall semester.

1 We research the availability of your books and locate the
amount you need.

We try to locate used copies
to help keep the cost to your
students to a minimum.

i
I I

can

We buy back books from
students several times each
semester.

4. We are able to accommo-
date late orders when
necessary.

Course packet: A collection of works
from different sources or your own
material for the total instruction
of your students.

Come down to the COLLEGIAN
business office to get priority on

the higher paying routes.

The Collegian is an equal
opportunity employer

1 We take care of the time
consuming work of trying to
secure copyright permissions.

2. We design your course packet to
individual specifications.

^'
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For further Information, please call 545-3570
If you need .nformation regarding course packets

please ask for Katera.
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I'm sick of the PC twerps

J
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A whisper to a scream

There was this short swing-out door
behind the register that made this awful
high-pitched squeak every timeyou opened
it. So one day I decided to get to three in
one oil from the drug store shelfand oil the
hinges.

"Hey. how'd you fix that door? That's
annoyed me for months."

I grew up in a little town in western
Massachusetts which is the home of the
now weed-overgrown Congamond lakes
as well as a national Motocross track.
Every year we hold a firemen's carnival
where you can buy a hot dog and throw
rings around the necks ofglass bottles. We
recently had a McDonald's built, which
has taken over the position of Nightly
Hangout Place from the Summer House
restaurant at which I happen to work,
cooking hamburgers and scooping ice
cream for people with wild senses of hu-
mor.

Nathan

CRICK
"Hot enough for ya?"
No, it isn't. If it were, all you people

would stay home and we could sit on the
counter and drink free soda all day in-

stead of having to answer to comedians
like yourself.

But, alas, comedians abound. One of
my friends who works there took the trash
out back afler closing one night, and the
echo of "Hey dork!" came from a group of
regulars sitting on top of their cars in the
parking lot. Needless to say it was a blow
to his self respect.

This was pre-McDonalds, of course.
Now those voices of our generation spend
their time trying to defend their new res-

taurant base from the invading hordes of
kids from the next town over. They had
planned a big "turT battle there a couple
times, but everyone kept showing up at
the wrong time and eventually they all

lost interest. Then the skaters moved in

and the whole place just turned into a

Start a new dream
In the May 1993 issue of U. The National College

Magazine, there is an article on the identity crisis of the
the "generation X." It states that students are now so

fragmented into subcultures that they have no rallying

point to start a mass movement. One student even said

that baby boomers had allowed the American dream to

die for them because home payments had become impos-

sible to make for unemployed college graduates.

Let it die so we can begin constructing ecocities ofour
most noble dreams! Students, your mission is to become
the End Generation which stops the insanity and unhap-
piness of living in a sexist, racist and classist world!

Without an end, there is no beginning. Without death, we
cannot find the way to revitalize the generation of true

love.

Libby Hubbard
Amherst

police state. Go figure. The place doesn't
even sell pastries.

And now I'm going back. I kind of
think of it as a pilgrimage now, like the
American version of a trip to Mecca. You
see, there is an atmosphere that pervades
one's hometown, and it has this voice
that whispers in the back of your mind,
and sometimes shouts at you while you
are emptying trash after work. It is old
and tired and holds the dying wisdom of
the thousands who have come and gone
in its boundaries.

I started hearing it when I was in high
school. It murmured to me when one ofmy
best friends in 7th grade dropped out as a
junior and moved in with a girl with two
children. It talked to me when I cursed at
my basketball coach whose name still hung
inthegym after hisglory years. Itscreamed
to me when I saw the men in the Camaros
pull up every day to pick up the freshmen
girls afler school.

"Get the hell out of here!"

Voices can be subtle that way.
Unfortunately, though, the voices can

do nothing about the present. You are
stuck in the sometimes deadening experi-
ence of being home, where it seems a
constant battle against becoming routine.
Against symptoms like watching A Cur-
rentAffair, and enjoying it. It is a struggle,
and most ofyour comfort comes mainly in
the fact that it is all temporary.

So you finally depart in the fall and
return to the land of freedom and crazy
fun we call college. And soon you might get
to feeling strange, looking around and
seeing Camaros around the corner and
hearing jokes about the weather as you
walk out of a restaurant. And it is then
that the whispers come back. They make
you look around at what you are doing
here, and keep reminding you that there
is a future waiting for you ifyou give it up.
It's waiting with a spot open in the park-
ing lot, hailing you with the mating call to
entice you into oblivion.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

AAARRGGHHH!!! I have absolutely
had it, patience has hit an all-time low.
People are so absolutely stupid it numbs
the mind. You might be wondering, "Does
he mean anybody in particular?" And yes,
yes, I most definitely do. Two groups oi
people, in fact.

The first is everybody's favorite sacred
cow and/or target (depending upon which
side of the poHtical fence one sits), the
Politically Correct. But before I begin my
explanation/attack, I want to make one
thing absolutely clear: I am. and have
been for a very long time, a liberal. I

believe with every fiber of my being in
freedom and equality for every single liv-

ing person on the planet. I virtually, maybe
even violently (if necessary), oppose rac-
ism, sexism, homophobia, imperiahsm etc.

Everyone should have equal access to ev-
erything, be it health care, freedom of
speech, political office, whatever.

Michael

PAGE
I agree with the essence of just about

everythingthat is Pohtically Correct. Their
goals match mine pretty well. But they
still annoy me. The methods ofthe PC are,
in a word or two, pathetic, futile and self-

defeating. I don't know, maybe it's the
feeling I get that a lot of these incredibly
enlightened people just aren't sure what
the hell they're talking about. I'm not
saying anybody's faking itj ust because it's

popular and cool to be PC, but they don't
have very strong feeling about these is-

sues, ideas and concepts when it comes
right down to it.

Another aspect of these PC idiots that
makes me nauseous is the attitude ofmoral
superiority, as if you're automatically no-
where near as cool as them because you
don't have your little Ally pin on. I'm taking
Anthropology 106, and the basic thrust of
the class seems to be ifyou're white, male
and heterosexual, you are Guilty.

Which brings me to the other group of
people I'm particularily disgusted with.
There isn't really an easy label to use to

identify them. I mean people like
Farrakhan, Al Sharpton. . . now, the type
of people I'm talking about will read this
far and think, "Aha! He means minori-
ties," or maybe "mouthy minorities," and
call me a bigot. Wrong!

That's part of my point. I mean hypo-
crites. People who accuse all white people
of being racist, but also claim only whites
are racists. Huh? So, letme get this straight:
if a black or Hispanic person assumes I'm
racist, and treats me as less of a person
because of it, that's not racism? Bull.

Yes, admittedly, whites have caused a
lot of problems. But there's a couple of
points to keep in mind. 1 ) White people are
not wholly responsible for everything that
has gone wrong in history. And 2) Even
those things an individual or even large
groups of whites are responsible for, not
all whites are responsible for. Don't call

me a racist. Don't expect me to feel guilty
for discrimination. Yes, I do feel strongly
about racism, yes I want to put an end to
it, but blaming an entire race for the
actions ofa part ofthat race is not going to
do it. I read something the other day in
which, for roughly half a page of newspa-
per, white people were accused of being
racist as a whole, blamed whites for every-
thing, and at the end said, "Let us show
you tolerance and multiculturalism."

Between the PC and whoever these
people are, I almost wish I didn't have
such liberal views. We've got a mixture of
sniveling twerps going around saying,
"Come on everybody, just be nice (or we'll

whine really loud)," and a bunch ofpeople
blaming others for things they haven't
personally done. Don't everybody think
for a second that I mean all minorities
think like this, or that all nouveau hippy
types are mindless boobs. The trick is to
deal with people as people. As ifeach and
every person were separate from the oth-
ers that look kind of like them, because
they are. In the words of Big Black (two
words synonymous with power*. "Treat
everybody with the respect that they de-
serve. No more, no less."

Michael Page is a UMass student.

Assault letter is racially motivated
Fueled by my intense anger, I am writ-

ing about the anonymous letter by a white
woman who was allegedly assaulted
sexually by an African-American man
ICo/Ze^/a/j, April 29 1.

I did not witness the alleged incident,
thus I cannot deny or acknowledge the
event. I can, however, contribute my im-
pressions of the letter. I do not believe a
word written by this woman, for I am
absolutely convinced that she is racially-

motivated on her own part to act as an
agent provacateur in an environment such
as this one. Note that she made it crystal
clear that "she was practically the only
Caucasian woman in the crowd," and she
was quick to point out that the assailant
was an "African-American man."

I would like to ask this woman why on
earth, out of all the sexual harassments
and assaults she might have received in
her lifetime from Euro-American men,
she would bother to write about this inci-

dent so the entire racially-divided com-
munity could agonize over it. It was inter-
esting to note that while this woman is

cognizant that "a high percentage ofrapes
and sexual harassment on this campus
are not even reported," she undoubtedly
chose this alleged incident to demonstrate
the pervasive malady.

There is something extraordinarily in-

comprehensible about a Euro-American
woman who accuses a non-Euro-Ameri-
can man of sexual misconduct. Her mode
ofaccusation was the prime choice ofcata-
lyst in initiating lynching of African-
American men not so long ago. This is not
to say I in any way condone sexual ha-
rassment or assaults.

One more thing to the anonymous white
woman who submitted this letter: quit
using African-American men as scape-
goats for your racial superiority complex
and repressed desires. I wish I could be a
white woman like you so that afler read-
ing your article, I would have a more
legitimate reason not to associate with all

African-American men. This ought to bring
you happiness.

Pierce Parker
Sylvan

Vandalism infringes on rights of others
Early Saturday morning, around 3 a.m., a cran

berryjuicejugcame crashing through our window into
our house. It shattered two storm windows and a
regular vkdndow, decapitatedmy pet mouse and covered
our room with shards of glass. Yes, it was a typical
weekend in Crestview Apartments.

We have the honor of living between UMass and
Hobart Lane. Police told us they had broken up a party
of about 400 people on Hobart earlier, and that it was
likely one of those drunken party-goers threw the jar.

May I address a few issues here? My husband and
I are full time UMass students, we are 21 and we both
work. We also have two small children, which the
person who threw the jar must have noticed, because
he or she threw thejar through a "TOT" sticker the fire

department put on the window. So beyond the stress of

finals, money and children we had to deal with this
senseless vandalism. Have you ever had to pull glass
out a two-year-old's face? They tend to make a distinct,
high-pitched scream as each shard of glass is pulled
out — did you stay around to listen?

I reahze part of college is having a good time with
your fi-iends and that the end ofthe semester is stress-
ful and a time to party, but why must your good time
infringe on the rights of others? Are you so selfish that
you have no consideration for others? I'm filled with a
deep sorrow every time I look at my child's face and
realize that he was an innocent victim ofyour cruelty.

So whoeveryou are, I'd like to nominateyou forjerk
of the year. Thank you for making our stay at UMass
so pleasant.

Name withheld at author's request.
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fund, she said.

Any organizations, that have been allocated money
from the trust fund have the opportunity to amend their
budget at tonight's Senate meeting. However, they must
be represented by a senator.

Ch hstina Rothwell contributed material to this report.

This space for rent
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545-3500

recycling
continued from poge 3

Guzowski said the red recycling bins on campus
also caused a lot of problems.

"In the beginning ofthe program, a lot ofstudents
were throwing anything into these bins including
condoms, watermelons, and other types ofgarbage,"
Guzowski said.

Mary Lyon Residence Hall in Northeast currently
has the highest rate ofrecycling, with an average of
25 pounds ofrecyclables per student gathered each
week. The average amount of weekly recyclables
collected per student is 10-15 pounds, Guzowski
said, noting that some ofthe large residential areas
like Southwest and Sylvan have problems, because
the buildings are not well-designed to accommodate
the red recycUng bins.

The University currently generatesenough trash
to fill 12 PVTA buses each day, and the University
has reached its preliminarygoal ofrecyclingbetween
20 and 25 percent of its waste, Guzowski said.

GLB Task Force

.. REWARD YOURSELF!
^v£<X^ Graduates Get $500 Off From GM!
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/ graduate student, you may quality! You can receive d
$500 certificate toward any new Ctievrolel Chevy Truck
eo or GMC Truck purchased or leased from a

parttc»pating dealer, if you quality and finance through your
GM dealer and GMAC See your participating dealer fo(

qualification details
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1993 Geo Prizm;
Safer, roomier, and quieter

than ever before

continued from poge 1

Student's office, said the University's harassment policy
in the Code of Student Conduct only covers undergradu-
ates right now. He said all aspects ofthe University must
come under the same understanding.

Members said they feel they have already achieved a
number of accomplishments.

Members note that a GLB representative has been
placed on the Multicultural Advisory Board. They have
arranged monthly meetings of Student Activities sub-
group with Robinson.

The task force has requested the Chancellor's office

continue to financially support the brown bag lunches
and guarantee the existence ofthe "Two in Twenty" GLB
floor in Mary Lyons. They appropriated space to be
allocated for a proposed GLB center.

They have also gathered information regarding GLB
studies nationwide. In accordance with this, the task
force is also trying to design courses primarily concerned
with GLB studies that would carry a diversity designa-
tion. These courses could possibly be implemented into
the education and psychology departments, according to
task force members.

Griffin said the vision of the task force is to create a
campus in which gay, lesbian and bisexual people feel
safe and affirmed in all forms of campus life.

Senior BDIC major Ali Woolwich said she believes the
campus is not the safe place everyone claims it is.

"Most people are scared to death, the only safe places
are cloistered away," Woolwich said. "We're not making
the grade."
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Genital Warts/HPV

What? Why? How? What Now?

Come to this informational session and
get your questions answered.
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DIVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

Collegian
Advertising.

It works.
5453500

Wednesday, May 12
6-8 p.m.

University Health Center

Room 304

For more information, call the office of
Health Education at 549-2671 ext. 181
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COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
• Expert in Custom Storage
• Custom-Designed Boxes
b Packing Suppiies

• 24-Hour On Call Emergency
Service

• Secured, Itemized Storage
• Personalized inventory
• Insurance Included

SUMMER STOPAr.F
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (413) SHS-S999

- Missed a conrse? Make it up!
- Advance in next semester's work

" Fulfill a requirement
- Ei^oy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July IS-Aug^ust 18

REGISTER Nomr:
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
6th floor Goodell Building, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

THE^SVPUB
c:i:Li:i^<Anis UEf^lR" INAMHUHSl
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Altman's sly Player premieres on HSCN
RvRnWARnu/ triTikifDiJDTcioBy EDWARD W. HUMPHRIES
Collegian Staff

There's something to whet everyone's appetites this
week as HSCN comes fully loaded with a ballistic volley
of cinematic treasures aimed at all the primal emotions.

The Accused — Jodie Foster ranks as one of
Hollywood's most commanding actresses and this gutsy
role as a rape survivor who goes to trial to see her
attackers facejustice, clearly outlines this fact, as Foster
portrays an affecting and anguished performance that
really grabs a hold ofthe viewer. Based upon the Big Dan
rape trial that stemmed from a New Bedford, Mass.
incident, director Jonathan Kaplan avoids the heavy-
hittingsympathies and instead focuses on the ugly reality
of the crime and the judicial system's adverse effect on
the victim, thus imbedding a very powerful image on the
viewer's mind, aided by intense performances by Foster
and her lawyer. Kelly McGillis. They are two performances
that highlight a movie you aren't hkely to forget. A-

AngelHeart— DirectorAlan Parker's film is a strange
lot. mixing crime noir and occult genres, that succeeds
due to that director's capable handling of tricky material
that could have become mired in the surreal. Mickey
Rourke plays NYC detective Johnny Angel hired by the
sinister Lou Cypher (Lou Cypher/Lucifer . . . could there
be a connection?) played with low-key menace by a
ballooned Robert DeNiro. This leads him down South,
where ex-Cosby daughter Lisa Bonet figures into Angel's
investigation and his private descent into hell. Parker
keeps the plot movie and hurtles some mind-blowing
twists, creating a thoroughly haunting film. B

Glory — Next to Ken Burns' master documentary
series on the Civil War, this film creates one of the most
indelible portrayals of that costly conflict to ever grace
the screen. Edward Zwick directs the proceedings with
meticulous care to detail in this story of the reality-
steeped heroics of the Massachusetts Battalion manned
by a regiment of courageous black soldiers. Denzel
Washington received the Best Supporting Actor Oscar
nod and deservedly so. although the entire cast earns
great merit especially Morgan Freeman, Matthew
Broderick and Cary Elwes. This is a dynamic represen-
tation ofan important facet to the Great War that moves
beyond history book rhetoric to truly establish a momen-

New and old acts for Woods

tous period of American history. A-
House Party — Like a smarter, hip-hop version of

FerrisBueller'sDay Off, this Warrenand Reginald Hudling
(Boomerang) film entertains due to spirited performances
and a generous servingoflaughs. Chirstopher Reid has the
hapless role as Kid (also his Kid n' Play moniker), who
early in the film becomes marked for death by the local
toughs after a mishap in the high school cafeteria. But
that's the least ofhis worries for his father (the late comic
Robin Harris) stands in the way of Kid's destiny to attend
the tjam to end all jams,' the mythical house party. Some
of the biggest laughs come in Hudlin's clever mockery of
pohce mannerisms when encountering suburbia's racial
divisions. Overall, a very fresh, entertaining comedy. B+

License to Drive—Oh such vast stomping material,
so little space. Starring the two Coreys (jail bait Feldman
and dork Haim), this is high concept, teenage-girl hormone
stimuli and nothing more. The major fault you ask? Well,
for starters the plot involving Haim's quest for a license
to impress town beauty HeatherGraham makes the most
mediocre of "Growing Pains" episodes seem like high
society. With this film and the abysmal Dream a Little
Dream, I can see why Haim relegated himselfto numerous
Roger Corman Watchers flicks— staying virtually out of
sight in Hollywood is a wise career move. Only for those
who found Ernest Scared Stupid pure poetry. D-

The Player— This scathing indictment of the Holly-
wood film industry is perhaps the premier film of 1992
and boasts the greatest comeback of the year in Holly-
wood circles with the return ofRobertAltman (MM*S*//).
How fitting that he should be so commended for a film
that mocks even the most idle chatter in Hollywood.
Though much ballyhooed for its impressive cast of cam-
eos, its Altman's malicious hand for dark comedy that
truly grabs the viewer, further enhanced by Tim Bobbins
virtuoso performance and Thoman Newman's haunting
and celebratory crescendo pumping over the film's
soundtrack. Screenwriter Michael Tolkin and Altman
have a wise ear to the ground for Hollywood and amaz-
ingly cater the most obscure in-jokes to the audience's
benefit. Both wickedly funny and shrewdly smart, this is

a modern film masterpiece crafted by a master. A
Starmtm — Though it appears to capitalize on the

E.T. craze of the mid-'SOs, John Carpenter's melding of
action, sci-fi and romance actually captures its own quiet

brilliance, thanks to Jin understated performance by Jeff
Bridges as an alien entity which adopts the persona of
widower Karen Allen's late husband. What follows is a
standard chase melodrama involving the aforementioned
pair and sinister government agents led by character
actor Richard Fox, this is richened by the interactions
between Allen and Bridges as she attempts to deal with
the memory of her lost love. Charles Marin Smith is

especially notable as a government employee who des-
peratelyclashes with Fox overthegovernment's insistence
on capturing the alien. Pointing to the Voyager 10 space
probes pre-recorded welcome messaged, Martin cautions,
"We invited him here." B+

COURTES'« OR LYLt CRAKER
HERBFEST '93 — Kari Umphrey. freshman plant

and soil science major holds a basil plant in anticipation

of Herbfest '93, an herb festtval where you can learn all

about herbs, taste herbal teas, breads and spices as
well as sample natural perfumes and cosmetics. The
festival will be held on May 6 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
1 05 French Hall and it is free.

By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

Summer in New England means
barbeques, mosquitoes and concerts at the
Great Woods Center for the Performing
Arts in Mansfield. Mass. The 1993 summer
line-up has something for everyone.

Three of this summer's hottest tours
will stop at the Woods. Van Halen has
already sold out their July 9 show and
only lawn seats remain for their July 10
show and Sting's performance on June 4.

Aerosmith, who is touring for the first

time since their Pump album, will be com-
ing to Mansfield on August 26 and 27.

Rumor has it Boston's bad boys will be
doinga Mullins Centershow in September.

Many ofthe popular favorites, who have
become fixtures in the Great Woods line-

up, are returning again this summer.
Jimmy Buffet's "Chameleon Caravan" tour
will be at the Woods for three sold-out

shows on September 2-4. The Steve Miller
Band (June 24) and the Beach Boys (Au-
gust 24 ) have alsoannounced performances.

James Taylor, another Great Woods regu-
lar, has yet to announce a 1993 show.

Notably absent from the line-up, is the
Lollapalooza tour. Despite the huge suc-
cess that Lol lapalooza has had in the past,

the vandalism and damage created by last

year's show caused Great Woods officials

not to book the show for this year.

Despite the abscence of Lollapalooza.

Turn to GREAT WOODS, page 8

9
UPC
puooucnoNS

NAUGHTY<"SS
by NATURE

^

%"""
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f: « 8] * *

^4e Seat ^^Mteae Sei^^
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30 EVERYDAY

Free Delivery for orders $ 1 5 and over; $2 charge for orders under $ 1

5

Nominated for Best Rap Performance, Duo or Group at the 1992
grammv awards a won the american music award in '92 for best

" DINOSAUR Jr
Fresh off the monster truck circuit * UMA THURMAN's Amherst
HIOH school crush, THEV ARE ALREADY INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS.
Featured in SPIN and ROLLING STONE, a Matt Dillon's favorite
BANDl They are appearing on Letterman May 7II

^^
cAV BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH

Buffet served 5-8pm Sun-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 l:30am-3pm

ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.50
Children under 10 -$3.50

Luncheon Specials served 1 l:30-3pm - $3.25

^^ All luncheon specials come with rice & your choice of 2 Chicken

Fingers, 2 Chicken Wings, or Hot & Sour Soup

*

TAKE OUT SERVICE - FULL COCKTAIL MENU

10 B«lchenown Rd. at Rt. 9, Amherst 2564252

THE W/^ILE-nS
roRMALLV WITH REGGAE LEGEND BOB MARLEY, ft RECEIVED A GRAMMY
nomination for their new RELEASE "I.D."

RICHIE HAVENS
WOODSTOCK OPENER AND FOLK LEGEND, HE PLAYED UMASS's 1st
Sprino Concert, and is a hell of a nice auY.

QUICKSAND
Featured on MTV's "Head Banoers Ball" a on "120 minutes ', they
are a mix of Hard, Rock, and Alternative.

CANINE BASTARDS
Five ALive wiNNCH Si Local favokite, naked and loud, vacant and
PltOUO:SELF-PKOCLAiMeD KIN6C OF CIIAZEl ^^

* MAY % 1 993 * *
UMASS Campus Pond, 12 noon

*FREE WITH UMASS VALID
UNDERGRADUATE ID

*TIX<;iO All, OTHERS

Available ai: Tix Unlimited
f'or 1 he Record
MAIN Si Records

(PRE snow SALE ONLY)
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Great Woods
continued from page 7

there still will be shows for alternative

fans. The tri-bill of the Spin Doctors. Soul
Asylum and Screaming Trees (July 14)

and Phish (July 24) will all make their

Woods debuts this summer.
Whitney Houston, touring in support

of her successful Bodyguard Soundtrack,
heads up an impressive list ofmainstream
and pop stars at this year's summer series.

Houston will j)erform two shows on July

14 and 15. Duran Duran (July 26), Tina
Turner (July 29) and Sade (Sept. 1 ) will all

be at the Woods this summer.
Classic rock has always been featured

at Great Woods and 1993 is no different.

In addition to Steve Miller, there will be
six nights of classic rock. Former Eagles
Glen Frey and Joe Walsh team up for a

June 6 show. A tri-bill ofLynard Skynard,
BadCompany and Drivin'and Cryin' (June

18), the Moody Blues (July 18), the Allman

Brothers (August 1), Steely Dan (August

20) and Jethro Tull (August 28) will all

perform at Great Woods this summer.
Hard rock bands arejoining forces this

summer to try to combat the lack of suc-

cess their tours have had in recent years.

Poison, Damn Yankees and Firehouse will

be at the Woods on June 12. Bon Jovi and
local favorites Extreme come August 3,

followed three dates later by Def Leppard
and Ugly Kid Joe.

The recent increase in popularity of

country music hasearned Clint Black (July

19) and Dwight Yoakam (July 31) their

first headlining shows at Great Woods.

Other shows include: Kenny G (June

13), Lyle Lovett (June 17), 10,000 Mani-
acs and World Party (July 7), the annual

Reggae Sunsplash (July 8), the ever

popular Barry Manilow (July 16), Yanni
(July 25), UB40 (August 2 ) and an Evening
of Blues featuring B.B. King (August 8).

^m

1 ca^pm J

1V-

4

<^» mt mi »imM.'

%.^i^

V\ft«ther you warn to igNen your dass load torns)^

semester, »x<^erate yoi.H^ dsf^ee program, earn
trans^ credb^ or gadualB on ttim UMbbs lOKWBl is

the place todo ^ ttte summer.

* Ovir 900 coniK Ib gIioo86 fron

* WBry aiorasM nsoR
* RtdMe day and tvening s^iaditfng

* Smal dasses

We're conveniertty located near Routes 3. 93, 495
and 128. For more ir^omriatton arxj a Surrimer Course
Btietin, Cal

(508)934-2480.

4 Reasons To Make Things Go Your Way This Summer

Immigration Law

Hans & Curran, P.C.
30 Years ofExperience in Immigration Law

1 163 Main Street 1 3 Old South St 50 Congre» St

Springiield, MA N()rtlumpton,M\ Bustun, MA
78T-6370 584.1232 (617)7220(M3

Fnc Consultation for

five-Collcqc Studcnts/Facidty

Summer Session I: May 24- July 1

Summer Session II: July 12 - August 21

UMass Students!!
"Avoid stuffy, overcrowded

weight rooms"
Workout for the mphtJvff

May for only^
at $19

at mountain farms mall

Rt. 9/Russell St. • Hacdley

584-2175

International Students Association

presents

15^^ Annual
International Fair

^s
c It rrcn tly accep ting
applications for the
foliow i o g po s i t ion s

:

Idllor in ( hief
Miuuis;hvi IAlitor ^^
1/'/^ Ldlior
Hiihk Affaiis luJldii

i-iJfi(^rhi! lilitor --.

Icwlsh Aihi'irs f'd'ilor

lUs IsMies !:m

lidikjiitariii \ffuirs I Jitor
\i U S i-(fhi)i

At lower level of the Campus Center

Saturday, May 8lh 11 a^. to 5pm.

Danee will be held later

FREEADMISSION!

'sports iuiitiw

fhhii IVotiii -Ifliurs ldlior

;5. s<Mtu iHtsilinns ars;

Tor inlortn.ttion on the eleclioa
proics^, oi to till out an
appnc-<!li(>n, cofne to I

I I

{ anipu^ ( AMitvr or c<\n S-IS-^^SOO

/7?,- ? Vs/^^',,!; ?
- '-

^ f
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

V€LL HOBBES, ML WE
MfrVt TO DO NOW IS WAIT
FOR. TVIE JVjOSES

TO AWARD OUR
PDSTtR FIRST

PR\IE, AND WtlL

BE RoLimG m
MOOLAU AKO
PRESTIGE,

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
t>J KmW, VJE REAliy OOSWT
TQ EHTER MORE CONTESTS
I NE^ER REALIZED HO^

WOCH TUN IT

I'b TO W>N .'
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By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURV
HOLYOOU/LOOKATAU THIS
QUAUn, ATTFACnrny-PRiCW
MBiCHAWtSei HOUJPOI

BUY 50M£7HING'

By GARRY TRUDEAU
me COMPUTER AUTOMATI-
CALli BtUS'KXflPUKHflGe
TO'KKjn.CFBPTTCARI?.

He dressed to the twos!

'

Quote of the Day
"Funny thing about weekends when

you're unemployed, theydon't mean quite
so much, except you get to hang out with
your working friends."

- Primus

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

PRICE

Hen APPiL lENT od
6/EH CMS PONT
LrSTEHTO ^Ae Ot
So NAM NA/V^E \t>

By PRICE VAN RAY

.. ^HDXW&veA
VOG 5o\TCooLD X . "DOG'S LiFEOlLB^D.

D \T A\NT-rv\E

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

AND NCVI.

TUE FURTHER ACVBNTUKS OP

pRa»mm
^Nt \Vi lOHOKCW FOR

ANOwte ExciTiNJG fmooe of

ARIES (March .MA|)fil 19): A
(onhdcnlul nHflitiR could jccoid-

fjlisli two |Hjrp<>M-s: It ( ould .kIvjihc
yiiuf rotnaniK .iims while jImi pro-

moling your worldly ambilions.
tdu< die yourself! Reading; will expand
your horizons.

TAURUS (April 20-May 201:

Teamwork may noe Ix' as salis/ying as

working on your own now. Check
details and irus) your judgment. Gi\-e

more tl>ought to those who are (ess

fortunate.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): You
< an get an early start this morning.
The success of an exc iting new ven-
ture will deperxl on the |xe|)arations

you make Be careful not to put all

your eggs into one basket.

CANCER (|une 21 -luly 221: Yixk
ideas aixxjt travel involve k)ve and a

romantic image. Cultivate stable,

mature (x-ople as Iriends You profit

from Ix-ing open to new experiences.

LE()(|uly 2 i-Aug.22): Househ<)ld

se< urily and a reorganization (k f upy
your thoughts. Be sensible when
planning your financial future.

Someone'schoicescouki mystify you;
do not overreact.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22):Ago(xi

day to put things right with sonx'one
who works for you. Exjwessing yewr
talents in an unusual way Ixxjsls yc lur

spirits. Try not to keep late hours, gcM

your rest.

IIBRA (Sept.2J-Oct22>: A nt-w

decisiveness lels you make great

strides in your field. f>) ni>t Ix' insen-

sitive to other |x-ople's feelings.

SomeoiH' yoo love cixild use your
help and >u(jjxxt at this tinx-.

SCORPKJ ({)ct.2J-Nov 211: A
casual conversation turns to serious

tof)i< s. Be willing to go out of yixir

way to h<lp sonH-u(X> in nc«J. /\n

evening f)l musir and dance litis yrxjr

spirits. Have tuni

SAGITTARIUS(Nf)v 22-fX'c 21):

A perirxi ol meditation settles your

mind. Giw lunher thought to inn«>

vative ideas. Your hopes are iclcaliv

\K, loving. Family or (ommunity lite

otters new rewards.

CAPRICORN (IJec,22-|an.l9h

Lively, aware ptH)ple are yixir Ix-sl

allx-s. A recently fixgedpjrinei ship IS

stimulating.Conlinue to h.ive faith and
roman< e will work out.

AQUARIUS (|an.20-Feb. 18):

Oeep thinking < an Ix- iruiflul evx-n if

answers sc-em blocked You arc
known as a whiz in your (xofession.

A new ac(|uaintan( e inleresis y(xi

dfsj)ite your different values.

PISCES (Feb. I '(-Man h 20): You
have nvxe authrxity al work now,
Orw e you understand fix- emotional
drama going ixi Ixhirxl the scenes,
you will find a new financial angle. A
talk with the nyjix-y expi-rts revives

your hopes.

CUTTER'S WORLD By CUTTER

31 Koo^'C<l viP t^^ +*»0 M-enf ov>f or) TVn f-KeN| »o€nf Imc*:

N) den's roovn-

jl HtM,M,i^tU'

Today's Staff
Night Editor Tami Monahan
Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Theresa Ciammattei

Dana Dorman

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Hamburger Mandarin Chicken
Tuna Melt Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER j

Oatburger Mandarin Chicken

Tuna Melt Shells in Cheese Sauce

The opinions exprt'iscci on this p.ij^c .irc those ot iho ctrtoonists .ind do not nccess.irily ri'tlec t tin' views ot tlu' C<>lk\i;u)n or the Univcrsiiy

ACHOSS
1 Stall or spice

5 Punctuation

1 C'vervyhefmed

t4 Gafway Bay
islands

15 DiS(>nti h fjoal

16 "Aulrf Lang ~"
1 7 Legendary

outlaw

1

9

Gorge
20 For anagram
21 flmall fodeni

22 Olui- penciled

24 Scoundrel
26 Jud.je in

arn enl Greece
28 Poi-ms by

t>eHts

30 Spelling tiee.

(of nxaniple

33 type ol tea

36 Rocket stage
38 Curkoo
39 Nelanoijs

40 Musical

rjimction

1 1 ).linf>'. H,iy

fPSident

4? Obtained
43 Carved stone

slab

•11 lir.ili'-.p

45 Circle p.ifts

47 FOR pl.in and
powerful lobby

49 f^edieval

fielmets

5t Noahs landfall

55 River

57 Socks and
Sandy, for

example
59 Palindromic

name
1,0 Af Irns', Rr)nc'l

6' "Wild" lawrr)an

64 Ifiariks —
Ti'i ConlfacI

66 Wilhered
67 Decimal bases
68 Fragrant

rornf)oijnd

69 tliirsl

quenchers

DOWN
' TVs ' Dad

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL lAFFE

? Roman
Colosseum,
tor one

3 Jurist s jobs

4 USNA grad

5 Wheedle
6 Egg shaped
7 Treated the

lawn
8 Sugar Suffix

9 Missile

component
10 Help
1

1

I egendary
lawman

12 Duck, in

Dortmund
13 Legal

document
18 Get around
23 Comedian

C.wey
25 Placid

27 Black Hawks
and Red Wmqs

29 Most
reasonable

31 Snicker

3? Row
33 Fasteners

34 Bacchanalian
cry

3^1 ( .lined

tronfiersm,3n

37 Dodgers'
Hodges

40 Quivering

41 Hombre's
home

4.3 Organism's
t)ody

44 Some Persians
today

46 Picks up the

tab

48 f:ionkile

successor
50 Chair bacli

52 Performed a tall

chore
53 Revere
54 Apprehends
55 Blind part

56 Floor covering
58 Other
6? Plural endings
63 Johnny

Reb's gp

ANSWER TO^PREVIOUS PUZZLE
fHlA

5/5/93

1 7 J 4

1
S i I 1 1

1

TT" II 1? 13

14 15 II

n

ti

II II

?• ?1

n

I

hi
77 73

?«

34

77 M
n M 31 37

31 14

1
I >l

]«

1
41

4i

I 41

47 4]

51

T7~

«r
I
4t

44

P
15 «

lii"" 51 ^ M
55 5« 51

H

•it

M — -- —
ri-

17 — --

1
«4

1
ts H,

11 •1 M
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M Scott's Shots
continued from poge 1

2

Laimbeer is a villain. At least Barkley is interesting and
amusing.

• Once Cheers closes down and you're looking for a
place to watch the game, hop on over to the Montague
Inn. Everybody knows your name.

• Sources close to the foul line have confirmed that
prior toeach free throw, Utah's Karl Malone says, "Foi^ve
me Lord. I have faked the funk on a nasty dunk."

• There's no reason not to venture down to Lorden
Field for this weekend's series between UMass and
Temple. It should have Tournament implications and the
Minutemen are playing some solid ball.

• Kareem's old Diving Goggles are to Worthy's new
Oakley Goggles what "Dick Van Dyke" is to -Seinfeld."

• The Shirl's a grandmother now and rumor has it that
she may step down as Bill Parcells' chief scout/personal
baker to concentrate fully on young Jacob.

COLLEGIAN

The Shirl, developing the youth of today for a better
tomorrow.

• Aconcerned reader phonedThe Scott'sShots Reader
Information Line" last week worried that rumors of
Eddie Andelman being named an Honorary Alumnus of
this institution were true. Julie (who wouldn't leave her
last name in fear of friends discovering she reads this

space) could not believe the University would honor the
very guy who degraded UMass all through last year's
NCAA Tournament.

In what some may consider my firstjournalistic move,
I called UMass' Director ofAlumni Relations,John Feudo.
for the facts. Lo and behold. Andelman will be named an
Honorary Alumnus, as decided by the Alumni Associa-
tion, according to Feudo.

"It's done to recognize someone who doesn't have a
diploma from the University." Feudo said. "But who has
made certain commitments or donations."

Feudo explained that although Andelman "raked
UMass across the coals" with numerous slights, he did it

to incite callers and illicit a response.

"He's getting people to call which is great for us

because it gets alums excited. " Feudo said.

"The public relations value he has provided makes it

well worth our while to honor him." Feudo said.

It basically means that The Mouth will get on the

alumni mailing list and for one shining moment he'll feel

as ifactually had what it takes to graduate from this fine

institution. Dream on Eddie.
• Imagine ifthe NBA had goons hke Dale Hunter? The

Celtics could send Lorenzo Williams at Michael Jordan or

Larry Johnson. Good thing hockey's cleaning up its image.
• Resident tennis expert Dave Rivera tells us that

Monica Seles has a slicing backhand to match her sliced

back. Even in the darkest ofepisodes we must find humor.
• Cherish Kevin McHale's final days, youll tell your

children about him.
• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on Mo.
David Scott is a Collegian columnist and an uncle to

boot.

TIMES are TOUGH!
Have you been

getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
money?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Burger King
SanaiAfiches

Mrith
medium ^
fries
and

drink starting 6299

OPEN 24 HOURS

MAY 13 TOMMY 21

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY

l!JGffl3(3fflME@
Dominate ANBC Natural Eastern New
York Bodybuilding Championships

James Carron

Grag Alexander

1st Mens Collegiate Short

Mens Collegiate Overall

Mens Collegiate Bestposer

1st Mens Collegiate Tall

Saphire Wins ANPPC Drug Free

Massachusetts Bench Press Contest

Jon Saphire 1 72 lb bodyweight t)enched 405

1993 Mens Overall
]

FLEX

|nTNE!

CONGRATULATIONS!
^fitness centerM^

^Pl M N I I 1 T , m k ^p

Cash Paid for Books
Bring your books to TEXTBOOK ANNEX
y^'^- May 13-14: 9 am-4 pm

May 15: 11 am-4 pm
May 17-18: 9 am-4 pm
May 19-20: 9 am-8 pm

May 21 : 9 am-6 pm
May 24-26: 9 am-4 pm

HAMPDEN
COMMONS
May 19-20: 10 am-7 pm

May 21: 10 am-6 pm

WORCESTER
COMMONS (

May 19-20: 10 am-6 pni

May 21: 10 am-6 pm

NORTH 1
entrance!

COLLEGIAN

M lacrosse
continued from page 1 2

"""^
'

teams— at 6-foot-4. he is an imposing face-off specialist
who can also score.

Garber also pointed to Rob Gutheil, ajunior midfielder
with five goals and 17 assists, and to the Brown defense.

"You don't get to be the fifth-ranked team in the nation
without a strong defense," Garber said of Brown.

But the Gorillas didn't get to eighth in the USILA poll
without an outstanding defense that has stepped up to every
diallenge throvm it this season. If Garber sticks with his
current game plan erf" Jim Panetta and Chris Nentwich at

defensive midfield, it's likely that Dennis Kelly, who has shut
down Rutgers' Ryan Q-Shea and Syracuse attacker Matt
Kiter, wiUcovereitherMarti orTowers. withKennyRandazzo
JunBymesandMattNoone pickingpickingupthe remaining
Brown scoring threats.

Brown, for their part, will be faced with the daunting
challenge of trying to slow down Mark Millon. Millon
now third in scoring and second in points per game
behind Derek Uub ofColgate, had a huge game against
Syracuse and has said throughout the season that he's
looking forward to today's game.
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ATTENTION SPORTS STAFF:
Collegian elections are next Tuesday, May 1 1 , and all

sports staff members (6 stories) are eligible to vote for

the editor of the SPORTS page. Come down and fill out
a ballot any time on Tuesday.

Also, the entire Collegian staff is eligible to vote for

EDITOR IN CHIEF, MANAGING EDITOR, as well as
the EDITORIAL EDITOR. On Monday, May 10, there
will be candidate's night, a chance for each candidate to
speak to the staff. Any questions, see Mike, Jeff, or Art.

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Consider All Your Options

Wa Support Your Choice

Counsafmg, Housing, and Medical Assistance
Call Toll Free and Ask for Carolyn

1 (800) 533-4346
Adoption Resources

Boston, MA
Confidentiality Respected

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Ma ;sachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest Colle -e Daily"

Classifieds
• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
•ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Amherst KIcl-TV Is taping th« Valley
Variety hour Friday. May 7th, 7:30 pm in

Mark's Meadow Auditorium (r>ext lo

school of education). Free Admission.

PROTECT YOURSELF from
HIV/AIOS

Join New England Responsible
Dating

1 800 232 6373

ANNOUNCEMENTS

What Mshes liwciuallty S«ay7
a lecture on Gender and Justic by

John Stoltenburg
author of Refusing to be a Man

Wednesday. May 5. 1993
8 pm. Campus Center Auditorium

Free Admission
Open reception to follow

AUTO FOR SALE

For Rant
S rm furnist>ed Cap*
Lake Aracadia B'town
5 tenants

ph 323 6202

4 Badroom HouM large bMCfnenl
kitchen dining living rooms. Near bus
route. Aml>erst 2S3 3S53

*-5 B^lroom, 2 bath house inAmherst
Call 263 9715

Maflfllficont Main St. Apartment
3 bedrooms, bus line.

Sublet or take over lease

Call 256 8181

Mabi Straat Apartmant
3 bedroom in house
Summer with fall option

256 6878

LAX Sticks for Sale
Great Condition $50 or B.O.
Call Ed 253 3231

LOST

76 OLDS CUTLASS
Reliable Transponalion

$200 best offer! As is.

Karen 253 7150

1983 Honda Civic
~~

VGC 5 speed asking $8S0
CallJosh 549 7712

NEW CAPE
5 large bedrooms
3 miles to campus
2563138

Sublet w/Fall Option
Uptown Apt Will not last*

600* Utilities

1 single 1 double
Bars Food Bars

5 9 pm 549 2810
Jarid. Jen, Pete

Quoon sua Watartiad
$150 or BO
Afryn 253 6729

Rountftrip Bus to Boston! From
Amherst to Boston good until May 8 -

only $251 Contact Diana at 546-7332.

2 Roundtrip Ttchots from
any maior city to Freeport
BAHAMAS Good for 16 months
$500 B.O

CaU Cratg 666-0993

HEALTH

CoiNlema by maH discreet. BNIC Box
11S1 Andovor, IMA 01810

NYU Purpia and Whita kaychain imWi
jUeyt Please Call S46-5219

$*tko Watch lovt 4/26 between library

and Banlert Sentimemal value.

Please call Julie 253 0445

Two Car Rays Sun. Afternoon may
have Mue Wkch kaycha^ mass forr JJ
266-8302 HELPI

PERSONALS

1986 Mercury Lynx 4 door, 5 spaad
Reliable transportation* 253-0920

1986 Honda 3S0X
3 Wheeler Must Sell

$700 or BO 549-7679

1986 VW Jatta brown. 5 spd. Sony
cass, runs good. $1 600/bo Call 253-2427

Perfect x-country Van 1973 Ford
Many new parts SI 500/bo Call 665-7932

Triumph, TR7. convertible, 1980
47,000 original miles, never used in

winter, fabulous Condition $4000.
Firm 549-4510

Talia over our Puffton lease starting

June 1st 1 BR apartment. 549 6817

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
2 BDRM Puffton Cheap
Start 6/1

549-1979

TakaOvar laata Clean 2 bedroom
Close to campus $565 549 1482

Taica Over Our l.aasa

2 Bedroom Apt.

Puffton Village

Call 549 2645

CAPE COD

Duplex in W. Yarmouth single avail-

able cheap call 549 8374 SOON

Taka Over our lease/sublet - Jur<e 1st

3 bdrm townhouse
Recently renovated, partially furnished

on bus route

Call 549 0407

Taka Ovar our 2 bdrm lease in

Colonial Village. Cheap 253-2477

Taka ovor our lease June 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549-5224

CAPE COD '93

Uva Bands, Hot Legs Contest, 1 st Dance
Party, Weekly Drink Specials at

FIDDLEBEE'S Cape Cods hottest nite

club 72 North St. Hyannis

CARPET STORAGE

Storeyour carpet for tfie summer. $1 4.

CallK-1 Moving 549-7251

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5.99

1 or 2 toppings add $1
549-6073

5496098

Take over our lease starting June 1st

2 BR Brandywine apt. 549-7867

The Best 3 bedroom Townhouse!
1 min to bus. newly renovated, 1 1/2

baths, must see! Call 549 4445 or 649-

2947 lease starts June 1 HURRY!

THREE GIRLS WANT YOU
To take over their 2-bedroom Puffton

Apartment starting June 1st. Saloon
doors, easy access to laundry facilities,

and the annoying closet has been moved
side. Cheap rent tool Call us 549-7287

3 BDRM Apt.
$825 per month

1 1/2 baths

on bus route

Call 549 3523 soon

FOR RENT

Amherst 3 Bedroom house, on bus
line, $775/month 253 0751

Amherst 5 bedroom house on bus
route. Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis

posal. Nicely wooded. Perfect for six,

June 1, $1250/mo. Call Joe 617-935-

8231.

3 bodroom apartment in Townhouse
one minute from bus stop. Parking right

outside some furniture available start-

ing June 1 $800 Call 549-7247

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown
625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

263-0876

2 Bedroom Apartment in Amherst
Center across from the bars 500/month

+ Ufil. Call 256-1763

HELP WANTED

CHILOCARE: Tuesdays 2:30 7:30 pm
$5/hr car necessary Joan 684 8086

5866542

Crulaa $hlps Now Hiring Earn
$2000«/month > world travel (Hawaii,

Mexico, the Carribesn, etc.) Holiday,

summer, and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C5001

GUARAIVTEED $400^
Two student clubs needed for

fall proiect Your group
GUARANTEED at least $400 00
Must call BEFORE END OF TERMI
1 800 932 0628, ext 99

Housacioanar part-time permanent
experienced responsible efficient

References Bus $6 hourly 649-0413

Intamational Employment Make
$2000 * per month teaching basic con
versational English abroad Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room and board
and other benefits. No previous train

ing or teaching certificate required. For

program call 1 206-632 1 146ext.J5001

NOW HIRING
Full time summer work
Outdoor residential painting

Call COLLEGE PRO 800 346-4649

Postal Jobs Avaiiablel Many posi-

tion. Great benefits. Call 1 800-436-4365

extj) 3306

Rental Agent for apartment complex.
Should be comfortable with numbers,
good organizational skills. Public rela

tions and secretarial abilities must be
willing to work 40 hours including

weekends. 549-0600

Summar Jobs to save the onviron-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi

tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and
Slop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22

states and O.C, campus intrvws: 4/14

and 4/15. Call Jamietoll free: 1-800-75-

EARTH __^
Work Study Jobs Peer housir>g coun-
selors are needed to start in September.
Apply at OCHO, 428 Student Union,

545-086B

JEN BLUNT

RabaccaZ

Man V

MaHard,
Happy Graduation!
How am I going to survive without you.
I love youl

Ducky

MalissaT
You're doing great

Har>g in there, kid

Cut I cam wait!

Phi Love.

Jody

Thank you St. Judo RP

ROOMMATES WANTED

Amherst Single in 2 bdrm apt. r>on-

smoking female at bus stop partly fur-

nished $285 inclusive 9/1 256 0832

Conito-Mate
$226 • 2 floors

private tiedroom

pets allowed

Caren 6-7144

Female to share large bedroom in Mill

Valley. Bus route. Begin Sept. 1st. $200/
month heat, hot water included. Call

256 1727

Hadlay acroes from Horse Farm $80
549 5989

Looking for 2 reentatas
to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area

for the summer
Call Julie 549-8219

Amherst's Hippest Flat
Sublet June 1st. 45 seconds to campus
5493528

Amharst single In 2 t>drm apt fur

mshed mam room and kitchen tree cat>le
no smokers at bus. Walk to town $230
inclusive 256-0832

Amharst Summer Sublet
in house June August kv/opilon to lease
Only $150/month. 5 mm walking dis

tance to Amherst Center. Call Noah 253-
9746

Ak CondKlonad
Summer Sublets in luxury • roomstes
needed - Call Mill Valley Estates

263 7377

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newiy
renovated, close to all tfte amenities, on
bus route. Call now 546^0345

BEST LOCATION
One double $300 or best offer

Two singles $200 or best offer

2 mm to town 3 min to campus
Front porch, garage, back yard, quiet
Call Susanna 546 5888

Bast Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt. 1 Best price you'll

find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen arK) liv

ing room, front porch (great lor the
summer! (Call Rachael: home 546-3755

Big Room Colonial Villaga
In 2 BR Apt on busline

rent negotiable

or take over lease 6.1. 9.1

Sven 25&0e}3

Big room available Mill Valley one/
two people Fall option $200 each
NEGOTIABLE! 1

1 Call 266-1 727

6 Bedroom Beautiful House
Belchertown

40 acre yard/woods
3 full baths

2 decks

$125amonth CHEAPI
323 6799

SUBLET
~~

Sunny beautiful room for rent ^1-8/31
pool, tennis courts, washer/dryer
on bus line $2S0/month
Call Lauren 253 3905

$ublet Amharst $200/mo
Michelle 256^750

Summar SuWat w^all Option
3 bdrm 253 9729

1 rm in 3bdrm house quiet residential

Big yard and Basement
283* Amherst 256 0802

1 Roomate Wanted: Single on
N. Pleasant St. $200 heat * hot water
incl. Call Chris 6 6869

ROOMATES
For 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt.

In Mill Valley

Cal 549 5231

Roomates wanted for summer sub
let with fall option Central Amherst $250
a month call 256 8676

2 Female Nonsmkrs for lg. room $175/
mo. 10 mins to campus Sept. 1 Donna
549-4^7X?_

2 roomates needed Puffton Village

Apt. $170/month Call Mike 549-9900

SERVICES

Brown House
Brown House
Behind VanMeter
Space Avail Cheap
546 1359. 54^3369

Call Now!
3 people to share 4 bdr house
on campus. Rent Negotiable, leave
message 546-2822

CHEAPI 3 bedroom Puffton Apt Call

Mario 549 4336

Cheap Summar Sublet
4 5 BR huge house
Main St.

Call 253 3560

Cheap Summer Sublet
Take our 3 bedroom
Townhouse. Easily fits 5!

A/C. dishwasher. & more
On bus route $700/month
w/fall rent option

Call 549 6481

Crestview 2 bdrm
Sublet with fall option

Starting June 1

5492855

Summar Sublet Apt.
Uptown 2 bedrooms
253 3620 Dan or Alex

Summar Sublet room in apartment.
Includes hear, water, and garage. Block
from Amherst center $250/month.
Call Adam @ 256-8330

Summar SuMat 2 bedroom in Puftlon
Village

649 7472

Summer Sublat 2 bedroom 5 min.
from campus 549 5552 Stanmg June 1

Summer Sublet/Fall Option beautiful,

clean 2 bedroom 2 bathroom apt avail

able May 30 Rertt Negotiable
Call 256 1341

Sunny Room
2 non-smoking vegetarian, grad
housemates Hardwood floor in study.
Fall option $210 256 0342

Taka over our laasa for the summar
fall option. Spacious, tKighi apt. up-
town. Perfect for two 256-3430

Take over our Brandywine lease $1
2nd floor good location 549 1479

Take over our lease June 1

Spacious 2 tiedroom apt on Main St.

Washer/dryer/disliwasher/gas heat

Only$450M
Call 256 3580 ask for Colleen or Kim

3 rooma In 4 bedroom apt.
$225/room utilities includedi

253 7150 neg. Fall option

3 BDR close to
EVERYTHING $500/mo
256 4668

3 Bedroom, sunny, hardwood floors.

in town, partially furnished, minutes
walk to campus, summer discount w/
fall option 256 0273

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

626/month

Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

1530876

Duplex in W. Yarmouth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

MIcah 256-1375

2 Bdrm Brandywine Apt.
Furnished

Rent Negotiable

549-0931

Amity Place 3 Females Quiet Non
smoking 3 BR. All appliances Sept-May
$975* 549 1379

Awesome House - Amherst
3 - 4 bedrooms, 2 car garage
2 full baths

on bus route

Tennis Court, pool
Only $825/monthm
256-8814

FOR SALE

18-spead Cro-Molly race bike excel-

lent condl $170 080 Dominic 546-5298

5.2 CU Refrtdgarator

Excellent Cond
$80.00

546-0568

TO BE BLUNT - JEN
Our mouths are watering with antici-

pation.

We'll eat your lasagna anytime.

Salami is good for you.

He'll help you find your little bundle of

love.

We must be blunt. We love you JEN!
LOVE. Your Roomie Rob. Salami Matt &
Cajun Boy Evan.

LEASE THIS OR DIE

l.agal Questions? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to

fee-paying students. Contact us at 922
Campus Center 545 1996

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1906

Scholarships Guaranteed
1-800-666-2137

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 263 7524

Double in house, need 2 people
Summer and/or Fall 175-f/person

253-0751

QNR TIckats face value

586-1690 Evenings

IBMXT-ACAD, Lotus, Ouattro, worlts,

& more'! $35080 Call 253-2427

Iguana for Sale
Including supplies

$40.00 Must Sell!

584 2025

Summer Sublat -

A great 4 bedroom house, big enough
for 6 people. 2 baths, GREAT BACK
YARDI (It's really big)

Located on bus route on Main Street.

GREAT PRICE - Low utilities!!

Call Adam at 253 2922

SUMMER STORAGE

Summar Staraga- Professional pick-

up * delivery; insurance, boxes included.

Call now to reserve your space.

Collegiate Storage Service
413585-5999

LOSE WEIGHT NOWI

Up to 30 lb*, in 30 days for $301 All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253-3816

SUMMER SUBLET

Above Bruno's on Main St. 2 bed-
rooms available. BrarHJ r>ew apt. Price

negol. Call for more details Kim 253-

4276

Four BadrcKNns
2 full baths

Washer/dryer

Right on bus route

Huge yard

220* 2560034

It's the BEST! ! ! Looking for 1 2 people
to sublet one bedroom in a partially

furnished apartment close to campus
and uptown. Rent negotiable, June-
August. Call 546-6622 for more infor-

mation. Move in during finals!

1 or2openings Uptown apt. $175/mo
each call 253 9743

Large House in Sunderland
5 room summer sublet - bright & sunny
huge deck and yard

Close to bus route.

Contact Sam: 665-0265

Main Straat. 180$4, Fall option
Looking for nice, responsible housemate
Gregor 253 9759

1 BDRM Salem Place $355 per month
256-30m

1 bedroom uptown VERY CHEAPI
2 nrtin. lo bars, S min. to campus
Call Matt or Erik 256-4920

Room In Townhouse
Big for two 100$ Vmonth
5492635

Uptown Apartmant
3 bedroom $225 negotiable

Minute walk to campus and
bars Call 549 7991 Christine

Walk to UMass DBL room private bath
avail. May 1 Call 549 1408

TRAVEL

Me XIco-US-Canada
Recent Grad with molorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where' Rea-
sonably priced. Eric (607)723 1403

New York City - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and short
stays. Near Columbia Univ. Reasonable
rates. 212 662 1358 SAVE THIS ADI

TYPING/WORD PROC.

Saay, faat, aeeurata typing w/
spellcheck and a smile. $1.50/pg call

Greg 6 5397

WANTED

I naad a Japanese English word pro-
cassor - good condition ASAP. Can
Tom 253 9946. Leave massage.

WANTED TO RENT

Small professional family desires
sabbaticalAemporary house. Excellent
TLC and references. 6/1 256-0036
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Sports
Baseball commits seven errors in loss

ARAM i^uWjtAN COLLEGIAN
Justin Kelly and the University of Massachusetts baseball

team dropped a 13-8 decision to Northeastern University
yesterday at Earl Lorden Field.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team
struggled in the field yesterday at Lorden Field, com-
mitting seven errors and losing to Northeastern Uni-
versity 13-10.

In what could only be described as the worst loss ofthe
year, the Minutemen ( 16-19) blew an 8-6 seventh inning
lead by allowingseven unanswered runs. A ninth-inning,
two-out rally fell short as Andy Pelis flied out with the
bases loaded to end the game.

Mike Glavine and Peter Schulz were the stars of the
game for the Huskies (11-16). Glavine. the NU first

baseman, hit a grounder with a runner on third in the
eighth that UMass third baseman Steve Corradi threw
away to tie the game at 8-8.

In the top of the ninth, after two were out. second
baseman Andy Kiah booted what was an easy grounder
by leadofTman Mark Hopkins. Schulz then drove in the
game-winning RBI when his two-strike double sailed
over left fielder Justin Howard's head.

The Huskies took a 9-8 lead that became 12-8 when it

was Glavine's turn for heroics. Glavine hit a two-strike,
three-run dinger over the left field fence off reliever Jeff
Toothaker's change up after Toothaker had blown two
fastballs by Glavine earlier in the count.

"I was looking for the change up and I got it," said
Glavine. "I was struggling (0 for 5 before the HR) and I

didn't hit the ball well earUer, but I got a hold of it."

The four-error ninth inning in the field for UMass
certainly didn't help its chances at the plate in the bottom
of the ninth. Nevertheless, the Minutemen refused to

quit and scored two two-out runs, one on a Greg LaRocca
RBI single, the other when Justin Kelly was hit by a pitch
with the bases loaded. Bill Knight scored the last run to

cut the lead to 13-10. The team came up just short, and
fielding, not hitting, was the difference.

"I have nothing to say. you guys make up your own
stories," head coach Mike Stone said to reporters. "It's

obvious; the game speaks for itself. How many errors did
we have? Seven?"

To its defense, the team was swinging the bats well,

hitting four home runs, all in the first half of the ball

game. Three solo shots in the second, third, and fourth
innings by Bill Knight. Steve Corradi and Andy Pelis,

respectively, kept UMass in the game while Northeast-
ern plated five runs in the third of their own.

Knight's three-run shot, his second of the day, was the
big hit, as it gave UMass the lead, at least for a little while.

UMass' defense was making routine plays look impos-
sible, as Corradi dropped a pop-up to the right of the
mound in the ninth and the catcher Pelis threw the ball
into center field on a steal attempt.

"We make the plays, but a couple of errors here and
there and they made a couple ofbig hits," said Knight. "It
makes it much tougher when it happens in the late
innings with our backs against the wall and it's frustrating
because we showed we could've won. ifwe had more than
three or six outs left."

Claffey's perfect game leads softball to sweep
By JASON NASH
Collegian Staff

There is perfect and then there isperfect.

Darlene Claffey followed the lines of
perfection yesterday throwing a perfect
game in game two of the double header,
helping her University of Massachusetts
Minutewoman (23-19 overall. 7-1 in the
Atlantic 10 1 softball team to complete a
sweep of the University of Vermont
Catamounts (6-1. 10-0) at Totman Field.

Claffey, who is now 12-7, cruised
through five flawless innings, facing the
minimum 15 batters. Of those fifteen,
Claffey fanned eight.

"1 could tell from the beginningofwarm-
ups that she was throwing well," said
senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas. "They
lUVMI helped Darlene out by chasing
some balls. Her rise in her pitch was
working well."

The Minutewomen jumped out to a 4-0
lead after two innings. In the fifth inning,
the Minutewomen pounded out seven hits
for five runs, ending the game at 10-0.

ClafTey's only threat to her perfectgame
came in the top of the fifth when a Cata-

mount hitter hit a fly ball to left field that
was caught by Stacey Nichols.

Game one saw more of the same from
the Minutewomen. who managed six runs
on eight hits on offense. UMass was led by
stellar pitching from UMass hurler Kelly
Daut and reliever Dana Colla. Daut scat-
tered three hits over five innings, giving
up no earned runs and improving her
record to 11-11.

From the plate. UMass was solid,
scoring four runs in the first thanks a to a
two-run single provided byJenn Salisbury,
driving in Kuchinskas and Rachel Lawson.

"It took us a little while for us to get
going," said Kuchinskas. "We all seemed
to hit the ball well today and get into
groove."

Today, the Minutewomen travel to
Kingston, R.I . for a make-up doubleheader
with the University of Rhode Island
WRams. A win would vault the
Minutewomen to another A- 10 regular
season championship and lock-up the No.
1 seed in the A-10 tournament.

"We're ready to wrap it up," said
Kuchinskas. "I hope we play well. We need
to get prepared for the post-season.'

Gorillas face Brown for NE title

o__^„j . T _ _ ANDREA MIGLIASSI / COLLEGIANSecond baseman Tracey DuEst and the rest of the UMass softball team swept adoubleheader from Vermont yesterday at Totman Field by scores of 6- 1 and 1 0-0.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

One might think bouncing back from a tough loss is

difficult. Not when your next game determines both an
NCAA seeding and local bragging rights for the next year.

That's the situation which will be resolved this after-
noon at 3 p.m. at Richard F. Garber Field, when the

I It J -.X- ._, r-
MATTKAHN/COaEGIAN

UMass midfielder Eric Triolo and the rest of the Gorillas go
toe-to-toe with Brown University for the New England cham-
pionship today at 3 p.m. at Gart)er Field.

University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse team, three
days after falling just short against Syracuse, faces the
fifth-ranked Brown Bruins for the New England Cham-
pionship. Unless UMass draws a home game in the
playoffs, this will be lax fans' last chance to see the
eighth-ranked Gorillas in action.

"We have to play smart and not make mistakes," said
UMass coach Ted Garber, whose Gorillas were victimized
by an opportunistic Syracuse team that pounced on
neariy every UMass mistake. "We have to make them
earn their goals."

The past three years, UMass vs. Brown has determined
the New England title. Brown has won the last three,
including an NCAA quarterfinal in a downpour in 1990.
a sudden-death overtime thriller on the Hill in '91, and
lastyear's 22- 13 debacle at Stevenson Field in Providence.

That game sticks in the mind of UMass players. The
Bruins ran off 11 consecutive goals in the first half of a
game that saw a lot of penalties, trash-talking and rude-
ness from student fans sitting behind the UMass bench.

But coach Ted Garber downplayed the rivalry and the
revenge factor in this afternoon's contest, showing more
concern about shutting dovm the potent Bruin attack.

"You can't play sports succesfully out of revenge,"
Garber said. "Your emotions get the best ofyou and you
take bad penalties. You've gotta play out of pride— and
we're playing for the New England Championship on our
home field."

Garber said the Bruins are a "legitimate fifth" in the
USILA polls. Their only losses have come at the hands of
Syracuse (16-11 in the Dome ) and defendingNCAA cham-
pions Princeton (9-7 in Jersey). Most recently. Brown held
off a challenge from Ivy League rivals Cornell, 12-11.

The players to watch for the Bruins are Oliver Marti
(40-14-54, fourth nationally) and Andy Towers (42-18-
60, seventh). Towers creates some concern for opposing

Turn to LACROSSE, page 1
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Scott's shots
Boston Red Sox General Manager Lou Gorman

announced today the signing ofJacob Scott Dennis
a seven pound, six ounce southpaw from Sharon,'
Mass. The lifetime contract guarantees Dennis a
position in the pitching rotation as the Red Sox
make their pennant drive of 2017.

"He's a great talent who's already showing
tendencies to suck his left thumb," said (^rman ofmy one week-old nephew. "He's developing a nasty
spitter and the fork ball's coming along. He'll bring
the pennant to Boston."

David

SCOTT

.u 'J^I o®^^^^ ^°'"^ ^ ^^ « season of streaks for
the Red Sox, culminating in October with a four-
game winning streak against the Phillies. Spring
has certainly sprung.

• Sports means absolutely nothing when put in
the perspective of what is happening to Reggie
Lewis. Absolutely nothing.

-You don't have to be a Ucrossehead to un-
derstand that Mark Millon is something special

• Ihe Payola scandal between this space and
the voice of UMass lacrosse. Mike Fagerson. con-
tinues as I urge all three of my readers to hear
Fagerson scream, "He CRANKS it," at least once.

• Guess the Turner's Falls Lacrosse Pep Bandhad another g,g on Saturday when they left thegame early with UMass trailing. The get up and
pepjustgotupandleft. ^

• Charles Berkley is not a villain the way Bill
Laimbeer is a villain. Barkley is interesting and

Turn to SCOTTS SHOTS, page 10

Thursday Mays. 1993

VOLUME Cll ISSUE 127

Cloudy eariy, but clearing later,
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THIS LAND IS OUR LAND.
ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN— A Sunderland farmer levels the soil in preparation for spring planting.

Three recognized for diversity
O'Brien rewards contributions to multiculturalism
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian StafT

The University of Massachusetts recognized three
members of the campus community for their efforts at
promoting diversity with the presentation of the first

annual Chancellor's Awards for Multiculturalism last
night.

Ketu Katrak, associate professor ofEnglish; Madeline
Peters, assistant director of Disability Services; and
Sabuur Abdul-Kareem, a doctoral student and teaching
assistant in Education, were presented the newly-cre-
ated awards which were initiated by Chancellor Richard
O'Brien.

Recognized for efforts in promoting multiculturalism
on campus, the three honorees were awarded with a
certificate of appreciation and a $1,000 cash award.

Last night's dinner celebration marked the first an-
nual awards progpram recognizing individuals whose

Speaker says inequality
due to masculine 'myth'

By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Masculinity is a "myth" and is the big-

gest cause of sexual inequality in the
United States today, a well-known pro-

feminist men's activist told students at
the Campus CenterAuditorium last night.

John Stoltenberg, author of/?e/izsm^ to
be a Man: Essays on Sex and Justice, said

growing up he constantly felt insecure
because his "manliness" was always being
measured against other men.

"Growing up I was always terrified

because the stakes were so high,"
Stoltenberg said. "The punishment for not
being manly enough seemed so utterly

severe.

"One of the things the feminist move-
ment of the '70s did for me is that it

liberated me from the hold masculinity
had on me." Stoltenberg said.

Stoltenberg said men who strive to

become more masculine are frustrated

because there is always someone more
manly than themselves.

"The dirty little secret about masculin-
ity is that for it to be demonstrated and

Turn to SPEAKER, page 3

efiForts go beyond the expectations of their positions.
O'Brien said two months ago he came up with the idea

for the awards to prove to the campus that the adminis-
tration is serious about recognizing and achieving efforts
toward multiculturalism.

According to O'Brien, the idea for these awards came
primarily from the administration's desire to recognize
specific individuals for their contributions to promoting
multiculturaUsm, and to force the community to ask
themselves who is making special contributions and to

raise their consciousness.

"This wasone idea which my fellow colleagues strongly
supported me on," O'Brien said.

Each year an award will be given to one member of
the university's staff, a member of the faculty and a
student of the University, either undergraduate or
graduate.

Turn to DIVERSITY, page 3

By DUSAN STOJANOVIC
Associate Press

MOUNT JAHORINA, Bosnia-Herzegovina — The
Bosnian Serbs' self-proclaimed parliament effectively

rejected a U.N. peace plan to end the war in Bosnia early
Thursday by voting instead for a referendum on the plan.

The vote defied pressure from the Serbs' backers in

Yugoslavia and abroad, and heightened prospects of
military intervention to end Europe's bloodiest conflict
since World War II.

The parliament's deputies voted 51-2 for a May 15-16
referendum on the peace plan. Twelve deputies abstained
and 10 deputies present earlier in the day left before the
vote.

After the vote, the president of Serb-dominated Yu-
goslavia Dobrica Cosic said. The [Bosnian) parliament
took the worst decision, and I don't know what the next
night will bring."

U.N mediator Cyrus Vance said on Cable News
Network that, "This is something that would obviously
have to go to the Security Council. . . They will l)e under.
. . extremely heavy pressure" to change their minds.

The vote past midnightcame after leaders from Greece
and Serb-dominated Yugoslaviajoined the Bosnian Serbs'
leader in pleading with the lawmakers to accept the plan
to avert military intervention.

Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic, who accepted
the plan Sunday at a peace conference in Greece, said,

"Either we accept this plan, or we can expect fierce

attacks by NATO forces."

President Clinton has called for military measures,
including air strikes against Serb artillery, if the Serbs
back away from a settlement.

European allies and Russia have not directly endorsed
his calls, however, despite overtures this week by Sec-
retary of State Warren Christopher.

As Karadzic spoke, armed Serb militiamen in cam-
ouflage milled about the "Heavenly Valley" hotel where
the parliament was meeting, 20 miles southeast of
Sarajevo.

Despite such pressure, a hard-line mood prevailed.
Many deputies feel that they would be giving up hard-
fought gains if they accept the peace plan.

Bosnia's Croats and Muslims have already signed the
plan, which gives the Serbs 43 percent of Bosnia in three
non-contiguous provinces, but denies them land links to

Turn to BOSNIA, page 3

Dems, GOP get compromise
on motor voter bill in House

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN

John Stoltenberg

By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
Associate Press

WASHINGTON — The House on
Wednesday approved a scaled-back
"motor voter" registration bill that

Democratic supporters said would "give

a political voice to miUions of Ameri-
cans."

The vote was 259-164.

Republicans fought the measure,
sayingit would give orders to the states

on how to register voters without pro-

viding the money needed to pay for the
changes.

Democrats suggested the GOP
simply didn't want more people to

register.

The Senate is expected to approve
the compromise reached by House-
Senate negotiators and send the bill to

the White House later in the week for

President Clinton's signature.

"Here's another example of Presi-

dent Clinton moving on a campaign
commitment and delivering," said Rep.
Bill Richardson, D-N.M. "It will give a

political voice to millions of Ameri-
cans."

"It wall widen the circle of democ-
racy even more," said House Majority
Leader Richard A. Gephardt. D-Mo.
"It makes the voter registration process

user-friendly."

The measure permits voter regis-

tration by mail or at motor vehicle

offices and a wide range of other
agencies, including public assistance
and disability offices.

Under the compromise insisted on
by Senate Republicans, states are re-

quired to offer voter registration at
welfare offices under a set of rules
designed to prevent coercion by offi-

cials favoring one party over another.
States would be permitted, but not

required to allow people to register to
vote at unemployment offices.

And voter registration also would
be offered to people seeking to enlist in

the armed forces.

"It mandates pushing new costs on
the states," said Rep. Porter Goss, R-
Fla. "It takes away the right of local

voting officials to fully purge the vot-

ing roles, opening the doors to fraud."
"It should be called the auto-fraudo

bill," said Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La.
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Thursday, May 6
Party— The Committee for the Collegiate EducaUon

of Black and Other Minority Students, invites you to the
25th anniversary celebration reception from 4 p.m. to 7
p.m.. at the New African House, 2nd floor.

Art installation exhibit — "The Pink Women's Bath-
room" can be seen in the basement level of Bartlett Hall.
Opening from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. All welcome.

Speaker — "Reproductive Issues of Latina Women."
The speaker is Luz Pina-Till of the Planning Council of
Western Mass. It will be held in the Campus Center room
174-76 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Discussion — The Italian-American Students Union
presents Professor Marissa Bozzetta in a discussion of
the Italian-American author. The lecture will be held in
room 262-75 of the Campus Center. There will be a
reception following with lots of refreshments. Free of

charge and open to the public.

Friday, May 7
Book Sale— The League ofWomen Voters ofAmherst

will hold its 45th Giant Book Sale on the Town Common
through Sunday, May 9. The hours are 9 a.m. to 6 p m

Discussion — Gretchen Stiers. a Ph.D. candidate in
sociology at UMass, will discuss "Lavender Weddings "

The event will take place from noon to 1:30 p.m in
Campus Center room 917.

Saturday, May 8
Awards — Black Student Union presents a commu-

mty awards brunch from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Top of
the Campus Restaurant.

Pride March — Northampton Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
and Transgender Pride March.

speaker

IM

Address all correspondence to:
113 Campus Center
University' of Massachusetts phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fox: (413) 545-1592
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proved, it has to assert itself in a hierarchy," he said
This is so someone else can have enough, except, there's
never enough."

Masculinity, Stoltenberg said, has forced men to rel-
ish inequality.

"In order to buy into the myth ofmasculinity, inequal-
ity is supposed to turn you on, and equality is supposed
to make you feel cold," he said. "Male supremacy is the
pohtical paradigm of social inequality."

Stoltenberg said sexual gentrification, homophobia
male bonding and pornography are the agents by which
men have asserted their dominance over women. He said
sexual gentrification has promoted the idea that women
are objects to be owned and used.

"Sexual gentrification is the 'thingification' of a hu-
man being, turning people into things to be possessed and
used according to your own will," Stoltenberg said "It
jBaves men unable to be aroused without pictures or toysWe need to reclaim a time when sex was not linked to
objectification."

Stoltenberg said the practice of male bonding pre-
vents men from ever completely bonding with women in
a relationship.

-Male bonding is the way that men act together to
prove to other men that they are callous, not empathic
and powerful, not insigmficant, which makes them men "

Stoltenberg said.

"Men in a male bond swear loyalty to male supremacy "

he said. -It IS a test to show that a mans lovaltv to anotheVman is greater than any loyalty he could "have for awoman.
-The woman notices there has been a split in yourself

and maybe she becomes invisible." Stoltenberg said'This is the texture of relationships for most men in

Just 4 more issues of
the Collegian to go
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Senate votes
allocation of
RSO money
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Approximately $149,000 was allocated to Regis-
tered Student Organizations at last night's Under-
graduate Student Senate meeting.

The money allocated to RSOs was part of an
approximately $1.8 million budget, mainly drawn
from the Student Activities Trust Fund, which was
brought up to a vote by the Senate. Due to the
length of debate, the meeting was adjourned and
the budget will be finalized at next week's meeting.

The Student Activities Trust Fund is primarily
supported by the student activities fee. which will
be $84 per student in the next academic year. The
fee is currently $112.50 per year, but has been
reduced as a result of the recent reorganization of
the trust fund.

The original budget proposal for Registered Stu-
dent Organizations totaled approximately $ 153.000.
which exceeds last year's budget by $20,000. said
Sen. Jeremy Hathaway, a member of the Senate's
budget committee.

The proposed budget also included allocations of
$783,748 for University agencies; $51,330 for the
Student Government Association; $43,501 for the
Five College Bus; $50,000 for the Spring Concert
Fund and $50,000 for short-term reserves.

The budget also covered mandated costs and
enrollment-based line items totalling $655,297.
which include area governments, PVTA and the
Board of Governors.

Student government members were given the
opportunity to amend the proposed budget before
its passage on behalf of the organizations repre-
sented in the budget or at their own discretion.

Greek Area Senator Jeff Turco said he would
push to amend the budget of all student organiza-
tions having student payrolls, moving to cut those
costs from the budget.

Students should not need financial compensa-
tion for their involvement in student activities and
too much of the trust fund is paying for students'
salaries. Turco said.

The proposed amendments at the meeting in-
cluded:

•A move to cut student payroll for the Black
Mass Communications Project, totalling $7,269.
The move, proposed by Sen. Turco. was defeated.

• A move to reverse an allocation of $100 from
the European Club to the Debate Union. The move,
made by Sen. Paul Gleason. was defeated 19-18.
with two abstentions.

•A move to cut funding of NOMMO News by
$1000. to be transferred to the Haitian American
Student Association, vfith a clause that NOMMO
News. HASA and the Black Student Union will co-
sponsor events to which HASA and BSU will each
contribute $500. The move, proposed by Sen. Ricardo
Neal, was passed.

• A move to cut student payroll for NOMMO
News, totalling $4,151. The move, made by Sen.
Turco. was passed.

•A move to cut the Republican Club's budget by
$750 for the following items: subscriptions, bottled
water, books and periodicals, energy costs and
speakers. The move, made by Sen. Rafail
Maryakhin, was defeated.

• A separate move to cut the Republican Club's
budget by $50 for funding of bottled water. The
move was passed.

• A move to loan $9,000 to the Ski Club for their

annual Ski sale. The move, made by Sen. Anthony
Ong. was defeated.

Motions to reconsider the amendments regard-
ing the student payroll for NOMMO News and the
Ski Club were passed. The amendments will be
debated at next week's meeting.

The budget ofthe Lesbian Gay Bisexual Alliance,
totalling $6,914, was passed by the Senate.

The LBGA, which suspended its office operations
in mid-April because of a low rate of student par-

ticipation in activities, has been re-opened.

Bosnia
continued from poge )

Serbia and Serb-held areas of Croatia. The Serbs have
captured 70 percent of Bosnia since the war began.

The rejection came after a long, tense debate on
conditionally accepting the plan. The conditions made
demands that had already been repeatedly rejected by
Bosnian Muslims and Croats duringarduous negotiations.

Brothers are 'lazy for a cause'
Couch potatoes bring needed cash to Tower Library

Four brothers from S.gma Ph. Eps.lon fraternity appear comfortable as they participate in the secon?amuaTcouch°Po2to
Marathon to raise money for the University library.

By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

"Study guilt free, knowing that you helped save the
library."

Chances are if you've walked by the plaza of the
library any time since noon on Tuesday, you've heard this
or one of a number of other slogans coming from the
second annual Coach Potato Marathon.

For the second straight year, the brothers of Sigma
Phi Epsilon have camped out for 48 hours to raise money
for the badly underfunded library.

"We raised $500 for the library last year." said Ron
Bums, Sigma Phi Epsilon president and creator of the
event. "The project was an attempt to bring attention to
the library's urgent fiscal needs, and it worked."

"We lay around the house all day anyway. We thought
we'd be lazy for a cause," said fraternity member Bryan
Fuller. "We're doing nothing. . . for you."

Even the rain didn't hinder the marathon. When the
downpour began yesterday afternoon, the fraternity's TV
was covered with a tarp, and the brothers received an
unexpected shower.

The entire house, which has approximately 50 mem-

bers, is participating in the event. Brothers take turns on
24-hour shifts. They are equipped with a TV, a VCR and
a cellular phone. Pop Tarts have been the food of choice
during the day (provided by Kappa Kappa Gamma),
while pizza dominates the evening hours.

Fuller said his goals for this year's event were to
"watch as many movies as possible and do better than
last year."

"We always appreciate any interest," said Betty Brace,
head of Circulation and Access Services at the Tower
Library. "The library is grateful for the support. They
recognized the library's financial woes and wanted to
help out."

Brace said she believed this was the first time an event
like this has been entirely organized and run by a student
organization.

Response to the event has been mixed from the passers-
by.

"Most people duck and throw a quarter," said Fuller.
"They look at us and laugh," freshman brother Sanjy

Patel said.

Some people have brought them food, and for the
most part, people seem pretty amused by the whole
idea.

Two scientists injured in blast
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

A chemical flask exploded early yesterday morning in
the Lederle Graduate Research Tower, causing minor
injuries to two post-doctoral scientists conducting an
experiment.

Andreas Kucht, of North Village, and Juan Carios
Flores of 710 North Pleasant St.. were treated and
released from Cooley Dickinson Hospital.

The explosion occurred at the end of a 12-hour-long
research project early yesterday at 1:03 a.m. on the 13th
floor of Lederle Graduate Research Tower.

Kucht was injured in the neck and forearms and
Flores sustained injuries to his left forearm.

Marvin Rausch. chemistry professor and head of the

M diversity
continued from page 1

The awards were based on nominations from the
University community. An awards committee, whose
members are drawn from the Multicultural Advisory
Board, then recommended the recipients to O'Brien.

Vice Chancellor for Equal Opportunity and Affirma-
tive Action Fred Tillis, chairperson of the Multicultural
Advisory Board, said this is not the first time the campus
has been interested in multiculturalism, and concerns
will continue throughout the years.

The Multicultural Advisory Board consists of28 mem-
bers from diverse backgrounds. The Board received 32
nominations and recommended the top nine to O'Brien,
who then chose the three winners.

Katrak, who teaches several courses using a
multicultural approach to literature, said society needs
to question how different cultures interact and remind
itself of the goal of building a diverse social community.

"We need to promote multiculturalism in our curricu-
lum, and have equal representation ofall students within
the program." Abdul-Kareem said, a doctoral student in
Education.

Peters, who said she was inspired by working with

lab, said the lacerations were caused by flying glass and
both men are fine.

Rausch said the experiment has been done previously
a half dozen times at the University with no problems.

Rausch also said the experiment was done according
to standard operating procedures, including the use of a
fume hood, so damage was minimal.

Rausch said no dangerous or unusual materials were
involved. He said experiments are always done in pairs,
so in case one person is injured, another is always there.

"In research, you never really know, which is why we
require everyone to work in pairs," Rau.sch said.

The chemistry department i.s investigating thcincident
to determine the cause of the explosion.

The victims were treated by Amherst Ambulance
personnel.

disabled students, said she feels multiculturalism is

about teaching people about other people.
"It is time to really get to know the people that you are

working with, and take advantage of all opportunities,"
Peters said.

University President Michael Hooker said the world
economy is becoming more and more global, as opposed to
being dominated by competition between nations, and it

is time to erase competitiveness.
"It is time to recognize that multiculturalism is the

wave ofthe future, and it needs to be acknowledged ifthis
University is going to have a future." Hooker said.

Allen L. Sessoms, former deputy chief of Missions for
the U.S. Embassy in Mexico, and now executive vice
president under Hooker, said the awards are symbolic
and bring about awareness of the importance of
multiculturalism.

"Hooker asked me to help him match visions with
reality in helping UMass become the very best." Sessoms
said. "UMass has tremendous potential and everything
from now on will pull towards greatness."

"Tonight we have resolved nothing— we have started
something." O'Brien said in his closing remarks.

.»»»». 'A 'A -A 'A
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The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual writers or cartoonists and do not necessarily retlect those of the Collegian unless othenvise noted.

Editorial Policy
The EditoriaiyOpinion page welcomes columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College community.
The Editorial staffreserves the right to edit letters and columns

for grammar, clarity and length.
Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone

number in order to be considered for publication. This information
is subject to verification.

Anonymous letters will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters should be no longer than 50 typed, double-spaced lines.
Columns should notexceed 70 typed, double-spaced lines. Untyped
submissions will not be considered for publication.

Responses to or criticism of columns, cartoons, articles or
letters are limited to letter form (under 50 lines). Columns
responding to previously published material will not be printed.

Responses to or criticism of letters that themselves have re-
sponded to a letter, column or article will not be printed. Collegian
staff are restricted from writing letters, but may write columns.
Any exceptions will be determined solely by the editors.
The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted mate-

rial. Submissions become the property of the Collegian and will
not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual
writer and do not represent the views of the Collegian.
The Editorial staff is committed to honoring the above-men-

tioned policies in order to provide a forum forcommunitydiscussion
of issues.

The sights and sounds
of four UMass years

Reflections on EarthDay 1 993
It has been a few weeks now since

Earth Day 1993. the weather has im-
proved and Mother Earth is in full bloom.
It is good to see people out and about,
embracing the gifts of spring. I hope
amidst the gleeful activities of spring
that people do not forget about the sig-
nificance of this event. Earth Day is

commonly criticized as a day for everyone
to feel good about being environmentally
conscious. I do not think that is a criticism
but an asset to the concept of Earth Day.
It is a day for all of us to reflect and
reassess our responsibility to the state of
the environment. The challenge is to
burrow our thoughts from the day into
our natural mode ofthinking. A few weeks
since Earth Day 1993, I wonder what
people are thinking.

Bosnia. Haiti, civil rights, human
rights, economy, jobs, health care. . . As I

reflect on this past Earth Day it occurs to
me that Earth Day is not just about
sound ecological information. Inherent
in the environmental movement are so-
cial, political and economic issues, issues
whose inter-relatedness are yearning to
be discovered. Environmental racism is a
classic example of the connected nature

of environmental and social issues. Al-
though the injustice of siting toxic waste
dumps in minority communities is not
new, the call for environmental justice is

relatively recent. This movement en-
courages a collaboration of efforts by
environmentalists and civil rights activ-
ists. I hope future Earth Days will be
rooted and secure enough in our annual
celebration calendar to support pressing
social issues such as racism. It is the
responsibility of environmentalists to
engage other social issues in the call for a
sound environmental ethical standard
because the environmental movement
speaks to need for a change in our moral
foundation.

I support a collaborative effort of all

groups to bring to this community a new
kind of Earth Day, redefined to reflect the
complexity ofissues we face in our society.
I hope people apply the concept of Earth
Day to their hfe and in so doing think
about their responsibility to the afore-
mentioned issues. Good luck with UMass
Earth Day 1994!

Robin Purnell
Coordinator

UMass Earth Day 1993

It has been said that quotation is the
last refuge of the scoundrel. Weil here I

am in my last refuge— my last Collegian
column — and I certainly feel like a
scoundrel.

"I'd love to stick around, but I'm runnin'
behind"— Jackson Browne.

Four years was more than enough
UMass for me. I don't mean to bust on five-

year students who genuinely need the
extra time. I probably would have enjoyed
an extra year myself.

Greg

SUKIENNIK
But the money's all gone and I'm get-

ting restless. Furthermore, too many
people know who I am as it is— a sure sign
that it's time to leave. I came to this school
to be a student, not a celebrity. Some
campus celebrities posing as students
would do well to reassess their priorities.

"Some'll call your bluff, some'll call

themselves friends, some who don 't need
you nevercallyou again

"—Danny O'Keefe.
Moving on means leaving people be-

hind, for better or for worse. We've all

been through this before in high school.
You say you're not going to forget each
other but two years and no phone calls or
letters later you're left wondering what
the hell happened. It's unfortunate but
inevitable.

There are quite a few people I don't
want to lose track of Some I've already
lost.

Ever have someone come up to you in a
bar and say they hate you? Four years ago
that would've sent me packing for the
Coolidge Bridge. Four years later I've

learned to deal with it. Acceptance is nice,
but you can't get it from everyone. Those
are the rules.

"There is no bloody revolution "— The
Police.

I've seen the rallies on the Student
Union steps. I've read the placards and
heard the speeches. I've grown sick of

"hey-hey, ho-ho." You wonder why I'm
ready to leave?

There are some extremely worthy
causes on this campus, and some very
admirable people who have dedicated
themselves to furthering them. But there
are also the self-proclaimed, self-promot-
ing "revolutionaries" who hold the
bullhorns and hope you'll follow them
blindly. Don't.

"/ am the morning DJ at WOLD"
Harry Chapin.

Actually, that quote has no significance
to anything I want to say here, except that
I enjoyed my stint doing the 9 a.m. news at
WMUA. I just always loved that line.

Well, wait a minute. Like the narrator
in that song, I do feel o-l-d. That's yet
another reason why I feel compelled to get
out of this place. I'm 23. Running around
uptown and staying up 'till 3 every morning
has become pretty mundane.

That's enough song quotes. The rest is

from the heart.

When I came to this newspaper four
years ago I had lots of potential, but not
much else. But I knew one thing — I

wanted to write or edit. Luckily I got the
chance to do both, and have some fun with
it, too.

Aft«r the ugliness went down last year
( "You label me, I label you, and I dub thee
Unforgiven "— Metallica ) I thought about
leaving this place for good. But deep down
I knew better. I could never leave this
place. The friends I have made here and
the common bonds I've shared are dear to
me. dearer than I thought I'd ever admit
in a Collegian column.

When that last issue is put it's yellow
print box and driven off to press, well. I

don't know what my reaction will be.

But I'll never feel anything but pride
for being a part of the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian and I'm not ashamed to
say I've loved every minute of it.

Take care. 111 see you around.
Greg Sukiennik was a Collegian col-

umnist.

Students turn stealing into game
Isn't a shame that four to five people

have to rip offthe Munchy Store for candy
bars, M&Ms and, like on Saturday, April
24. AA batteries.

And then these people gi ve the manager
or person in charge a hard time with
vulgar language, and pretend they are in
the right.

If they have nothing else to do, then
they should act like college students and

not hoodlums, who make a game out of
ripping ofFitems that they have no inten-
tion of paying for. Be on the alert and
watch for them.

As an institution of education, are we
not teaching values of trust, honesty and
responsibility?

Karla Bordeaux
Manager

Franklin Munchy Store

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
a* "Rir»V» KfkCtAr r«-«*rk«i-i* ** T-\ _Repeat after me: "Rich, beefy gravy.

Where is the logic in promoting diversityby speaking
in a language most people can't understand? That is,

unless you don't want most people to understand.
The Union Program Council's little secret, the

Spring Concert bands, often ends up like this: lots of
great rumors of great bands circulate greatly while
UPC, thinking it's so great, makes like it's some great
secret but ends up being a great disappointment.
'Course even though the bands aren't that great,
students will drink great quantities ofalcohol and still
have a great time.

What do you add to instant water?
Things I won't get around to doing before I graduate,

become unemployed and lose my health insurance:
• insert the word "eclectic" randomly throughout

the Arts & Living section. No one would notice.
• insert sets of numbers in parentheses (example:

(21-3)1 randomly throughout the Sports section. Again,
no one would notice.

• publish a list ofadministrators who wear toupees,
and another of those who should (really, it's OK, just
look at Sen. Joe Biden these days).

• make some really atrocious and obvious editing
mistakes (oops! I've done that already).

• get the word
I expletive I past the editorial editor.

• attend a really good Spring Concert.
• use "Who is the Collegian?" as the Quote of the

Day.

Experiments in stupidity: using a match to test a gas
leak. People actually do this.

Dr. Neutopia. You can't make this stuff up.
"All right son, just answer me this. How do you feel

about long hours and low pay?" The correct answer to this
would be: "I love long hours and low pay."
How many students out there have actually seen a

dean? How do we know they really exist?

Marc

ELLIOTT
I ve taken a lot of crap from people over the years forworking at a newspaper that makes as many spelling

editmg, reporting and taste errors as the Collegian Butlookmg at some of the other Happy Valley publications
floating around the UMass campus, I've go? say that ifhey didnt carry News ofthe Weird, they'd be worth even

r'm^Tl ^""
l^"u '^'V'"''

'""^^'- E'^cept, ofcoursetheMIM Notes which is a laugh riot from cover to cover'C mon guys, admit it. You're not revolutionaries at all'You re comedians.
How much to schedule a "hit" on the Jerky Bros "?

How long until the University has more vice chancel
lors than students?

cnancel-

How come no one reacts to this stuff?
How many stupid questions can one man ask?

And to think I almost made it through two years of
writing editorial columns without once using the
term politically correct." There, once is enough I

guess.

Paying tuition for a year at UMass is sort of like
buying a coupon for the $f fill in the blank 'cause we're
not done payin' yet I million Mullins Arena.

bo how many mindless suckers out there actually
bought Cahpari's white and then maroon T-shirts?
^ mon, just admit it. This is sort of like asking your
parents ifthey voted for Nixon. (Wow, my last chance
to get people to see Coach Cal is actually the merchan-
dising pirate he is supposed to be.)

Ack. Ack. Ack. Hold on. OK. That's "eh."
Before I go Ijust want to be straight with all ofmy

wonderful readers out there whom I love so dearly
and

1 trust would give me a job if they could: I have
never, ever, in my life, slept with or had sex with Joey
Buttafuoco. Really.

Anyone who says they're graduating with "no re-
grets IS lying, to you and to themselves. Personally,
i regret never telling them this. Wait a minute, I
guess I just did.

Marc Elliott is a former Collegian columnist. The
views and opinions expressed in this article do repre-
sent those held by the Collegian and the University
ana President Jack Kennedy (but he's dead so that
aoesn t really matter), whether they'll admit it or not.

Today will soon be a part of tomorrow s musty memories
Graduation. Sigh. It seems hke just yesterday that I

was suffocating up in Northeast during the summer of
'89 freshman orientation program. I met so many people
in those three days. Each person was unique, but they
all had one thing in common: a sense ofalmost unbearable
excitement about the adventure we were about to em-
bark upon. We knew that the college experience would
comprise a major portion of the memories we would
cherish into old age, and we each had our own set of
expectations.

The quiet woman next door longed to be a sorority
sister. My roommate hoped to become a member of the
honor society. The crazy guy who almost convinced me
that his first name really was Elvis wanted to party as
much as possible yet remain on the dean's list. On and on,
their faces flash in my memory, smiling, heat-flushed
and eager. Lately, when I recognize one of them on
campus, I wonder, Didyou do it?Didyou make it?Doyou
have regrets?

I could've. I should've. I would've. I might have. Regrets.
Yeah, I've got a few.

I should've driven PVTA because the drivers' seats
look like thrones and they excite me.

I shouldn't have begun every COINS assignment by
perusing the highly distracting, now defunct Sex file.

I shouldn't have apologized to Ted Marvelious when I

gave him a flat on the Concourse two years ago and sent
him sprawling. I might have seen him first and done it on
purpose.

I wouldn't have eaten the tuna fish.

Lori

O'CONNOR
The PVTA, sex, Ted and tuna. Not a bad record for four

years. Know why? Because long ago 1 realized that the
only way to avoid having a long scroll of regrets once I

slipped out of these academic handcuffs was to listen to
the words of author Emile Zola:

Ifyou ask me what Icame to this world to do, I will tell

you. I came to live out loud.

The other day, it showered and the worms began
beaching themselves on the sidewalk. I spent 10 minutes
kicking them back into the grass before the sun could pan
fry them. Then I sat down on a bench and had a con-
versation about artificial insemination with two old men.
A weird afternoon? Maybe. Was it interesting? You bet.

Vitality. Zest. Falling offto sleep at night knowing that
you spread your arms wide and embraced every moment
of the day. That's what it's all about.

Too often we get so caught up in realizing our dreams
that we start treating life like a paint by numbers project.

When everything doesn't follow our mental blueprint,
our spirits break. We let the daily grind chew us up. We
have regrets.

It's such an abbreviated ride. Don't spend it making
hospital comers and replacing the box of baking soda in

the refrigerator. Don't stick living, truly living, up on the
bedpost and assume that it will still have some flavor
whenyou get around to chewing it again. Try to remember
a time when wearing shoes was a hindrance, when you
weren't afraid of bees, when the chirping of the crickets
was not an annoyance but a wondrous thing because it

meant that you were up past your bedtime.
Go ahead. Flush propriety and script. Puddlejump in

white pants. Play with a stranger's baby. Blow the
dandelion fluff. Eat the garnish. Jog braless. Read the
graffiti. Embrace the unexpected, because before long,
today will be
nothing more than a section of some musty old photo
album that you'll drag out of the closet on the holidays to

show your kids. College. Youth. Life. All wrapped up in a
neat package and stored beneath the linens. What areyou
waiting for? Put down the camera and get in the picture.

Savor every second.

Live each one out loud.

Lori O'Connor is a puddle-Jumping Collegian colum-
nist.

White society is falsely accused
Throughout my years as a UMass stu-

dent I have found myself rarely offended
by articles printed in the Collegian , how-
ever after reading Brett Andrews' letter

IApril 291, I felt compelled to respond. I

was truly saddened that someone with
good intentions could be so hypocritical

and misinformed. In Mr. Andrews' letter

he makes several accusations about "WTiite

society" both on and off campus that are
simply not true.

I find it difficult to believe that a stu-

dent who has been as UMass for at least a
semester can think that the social life at
this university is strictly dominated by
the "White majority." If you open your
eyes you will discover that nearly every-

day on campus organizations represent-

ing Asians, Latin Americans, African-

Americans and homosexuals, are offering

some type of alternative venue. UMass,
believe it or not. is not the enemy of di-

versity that a very vocal element of our
campus claims. It has gained a reputation
around the country as being a highly
progressive and racially aware institu-

tion.

I cannot dispute the fact that there are

disagreements between campus groups,

but it upsets me to think how much time
and energy is being wasted on on-campus
witchhunts, instead ofspent on educating
those who preach true hatred and intol-

erance off campus.
In his article, Mr. Andrews also calls

for a unification of all minority students

against the forces of "White society," not

realizing that by saying this he is contrib-

uting to the prejudiced "elitism and ex-

clusionary tactics" he professes to abhor.

The struggle for unification is a human

struggle, not a factional one. The slogan,

"None ofus are free until all ofus are free,"

applies to everyone.

What distressed me most about Mr.
Andrews' letter, however, was his misin-

formed statement pertaining once again
to "White society." He claimed, "Everyday
Irish Catholics die for their right to be free

in a so-called democratic nation — Great
Britain." Contrary to popular American
mythology, England did not decide one
afternoon to roll its tanks into Belfast and
seize control of Northern Ireland.

The confiict between Protestant and
Catholic is well over 300 years old and
highly complicated. Irish Catholics invited
the British army to protect them during
Ulster's civil war, which continues today
because of (Mlitical factionalism. The de-

sire for "freedom" isn't an issue in this

situation. And to set the record straight,

the Irish Catholics aren't the only ones
taking losses. The IRA, a radical terrorist

faction, and asm uch ofa group of"freedom
fighters"asthe PLO, have taken hundreds
of innocent lives since 1969 in a pointless

campaign of never ending bloodshed and
retaliation, funded largely by American
money.

Hatred, oppression and "the label of

difference", are not inventions of "White
society" but ofthe human race as a whole.
Every society, in every era, in every country
has participated in discrimination at one
point or another. It's time to get beyond
factionalism and finger pointing and to

observe the big picture. As for you Mr.
Andrews, it's timeyou enrolled in a history

class.

H^ George
Amherst

I VJONT ACCtPT"
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A/OTWIN6 you

Equal opportunity for sexual assault

Musicians are teachers of struggle

J

The Wailers are coming to campus,
along with Naughty by Nature and Dino-

saur Jr. for Spring Concert this coming
Sunday.

Bob Marley used to be in the main
spotlight for the Wailers until his death in

1980. Many people are familiar with

Marley and his songs. "The guy was awe-

some," is a response you normally get

when you mention his name. Why was he

awesome? "Dude, because he smoked a lot

of pot." Not quite. He was truly a genius

and an awesome guy, not because he took

a lot of hits from the bong, but because he

took a lot of hits.

The words he sang are of pain, anger

and suffering in his Jamaican homeland,

and other places where his people were

being oppressed.

In his song "I Shot the Sheriff," he is

telling how this authority figure is keep-

ing him down, along with everyone in his

community, so he has to do something

about it— he shoots him. He's not being a

rebel pot smoker who decides to kill a cop,

but a victim uprising, trying to free him-

self.

"Burnin' and Lootin'," on the Wailers'

Burnin ' LP that came out in the early '70s

is reminiscent of what happened in L.A.

last year. The song tells of how the poor,

Jamaican majority uprises aft«r the gov-

ernment does not acknowledge the fact

that they are not being treated equally,

and are dying in violent scrimmages with

the police. Though many people are listen-

ing to Bob Marley and enjoying his songs,
too many people don't hear what he is

saying.

Nowadays groups like Public Enemy,
Ice-T and Naughty by Nature are speak-
ing and people are buying their words. If

most ofthe people paid a little attention to

what these groups are saying than they
might understand why there are so many
angry Black people.

I'm going to Spring Concert to see
Naughty by Nature, along with most of

this campus. I'll probably see tons of

people "Hey'n and Hoin" with highs and
buzzes on, but not knowing there was a
struggle for these men to get here. And
they're still struggling because the faces

in the crowd are looking at entertainers
and not seeing teachers. They teach about
the struggles of the ghetto and say, "If

you've never been to the ghetto, don't

ever come to the ghetto; you won't un-
derstand the ghetto."

Understanding what these people are
sa)dng could have a major affect in this

society because it reaches out to so many
people.

So listen to what these groups have to

say, you might learn a lot; and if you
haven't, then instead of reaching for your
"Hip Hop Hooray," grab your Joey
Lawrence, Snow or Vanilla Ice.

Eamon R. Weinheimer
Amherst

I am writing to respond to two recent

letters. The first was submitted by an
anonymous woman who recounted being
sexually harassed at the Funk-o-Thon
[Collegian, April 29 1. The second letter

was a response to the first, written in a
spirit of ignorance, racism and misogyny
by a Pierce Parker \Collegian, May 51.

To the woman who was harassed: I

would like to thank you. The day before

your letter was printed, I was groped,

fondled and frightened by a very drunk
man on the bus. Somehow, I had the

courage to yell at him and threaten him
with arrest before he finally stumbled off

the bus. Not many women find themselves
in situations of harassment where they
can scare the man, but I did and I was
lucky. I was scared, angry and shaking,
but proud ofmyself for standing up. Later
on, though, I began to question whether or

not my actions'were called for, whether I

had overreacted or was just being hyper-

sensitive.

Your letter helped me to understand
thatn2 reaction is an overreaction when it

comes to a woman's body. If I don't want to

be touched, that's it. I don't need to justify

it or explain it to anyone. My body is mine,
and I am the only one who decides who
touches me. I am sorry for what happened
to you, and I know well the feelings ofguilt

and anger that accompany .something like

that.

To Pierce Parker: How dare you? How
dare you minimize this woman's experi-

ence by sayingyou "don't believe a word of

it" because you feel her motivations are
racial in nature? You minimize her reac-

tions when you question why she would
even consider writingabout "f/»s incident,"

as though it were no more than someone
accidentally bumping into her. Whatever
her motivation, this happened to her and
she has absolutely no reason to lie about
it. You are the perfect example of the
blame-the-victim mentality that allows
women to be raped and killed every day.

Addressing your obvious racism would
take more than this letter, but I would like

to know why it is "extraordinarily incom-
prehensible" that a White woman could

accuse a Black man of"sexual misconduct."

I understand that false accusations like

these led to lynchings, but are you saying
all accusations are unfounded? You seem
not to be able to believe that things like

this can be perpetrated by Black men, due
only to the fact that Whites are always
looking for "scapegoats for lour I

racial

superiority complex and depressed de-

sires." Yes, Whites can be blamed for be-

ing racist, but so can everyone else, and
don't you dare accuse this woman of lying

to prove your point.

One more thing, Mr. Parker, in case

you don't believe me: I have been molested

by White men, and I have been raped by a

Black man. Equal opportunity assault.

Are you going to tell me I was overreacting

to that? Can you tell me it didn't happen,
because he was Black and I'm White and
I was just looking for a scapegoat? Try it.

You have every right to your opinions,

even when they trivialize women and their

experiences, but please don't burden the
campus community with your ignorance.
We don't need any more.

Name withheld at author's request.

Howdy, buckaroos!
We at the Ed/Op desk knowyou

allare behaving likegood, happily
studyingcampers— and we, being
the Goddessae that we are, would
like to humbly reward you.

Unfortunately we can't afford
togiveyou each a 40oz., so instead
you are the lucky recipient ofEd/
Op page space! (Please try and
contain yourselves). Keep your
thoughts short, and soon (within
oneweek)you will see them appear
in a sptice not unlike this one!

Until we meet again. . . our love
is with you.
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Help us

in our PIGHT
AGAINST RACISM

UMASS HOOPS AGAINST RACISM - A public service of the Minutemen and the Collegian

COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
AT THE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

Here's the next best thing:

No money down, deferred first payment and $400 cash back

from Ford Motor Company
^ Let s face it, not many students can count on a new car for a qraduation present But vou can rnnnt on th^ c. ^ ^..^ College Graduate Purchase Program for some help. With ,t, there's no down payment in eqSeewod ^^^^ M

' ^'^'7
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I allowed). You'll also get a $400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy o lease yE in to

^^''
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Jlify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January
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.
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Papers' fate goes to jury
Struggle between Mrs. King, BU nears end
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By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Lawyers for Boston Uni-
versity and the estate of Martin Luther
King Jr. presented jurors with sharply
differing interpretations Wednesday as
the trial over the fate of the slain civil
rights leader's papers drew to a close.

Coretta Scott King, Martin Luther
King's widow, sued the university in Suf-
folk Superior Court seeking the return of
about 83.000 documents King deposited
at BU in 1964 and 1965.

Earle Cooley. a BU trustee and the
university's lead attorney, asked the jury
to find that BU owns the papers and that
they should remain available to scholars
at its Mugar Memorial Library.

But Rudolph Pierce, representing Mrs.
King, asked thejury to conclude that King
had changed his mind before his April 4,
1968. assassination and wanted the papers
returned to the South as soon as a suitable
home for them was found.

Mrs. King testified during the trial,

which began April 21, that her husband
had changed his mind before his death but
Boston University President John Silber
testified King had never told BU about
that.

This case is not about anybody lying.
This case is aboutsomethingboth beautiful
and preserving the human condition,"
Cooley said. Cooley said Mrs. King was
rememberingevents that took place nearly
30 years ago.

"How easy it is to believe with your
heart and soul that something is the truth
because it is your desire." Cooley said.

But Pierce said Mrs. King's testimony
was supported by Harry Wachtel. who
represented the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference in the 1960s.

In sworn written testimony, Wachtel. a
New York attorney, said he asked King
specifically before approachingBU in 1967
if the civil rights leader had changed his
mind, and King told him that he had.

Pierce said it also was virtually im-

possible that the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference would have set up
a committee in 1966 to deal with the issue
of King's papers without King knowing
about it and approving it.

There is plenty of evidence in this
record that Mrs. King is telling the truth.
It follows inextricably that Dr. King had
changed his mind," Pierce said.

Cooley argued that a July 16, 1964
letter King signed saying the papers would
become BU's "absolute property" upon
King's death was a legally binding contract.

Pierce, however, said the letter was
simply a declaration of King's intentions,
not a contract. Pierce also argued that
King had to give the papers to BU while he
was alive or will them to the university.
King died without a will and there was no
evidence that he ever turned over owner-
ship ofthe papers to the university during
his lifetime. Pierce said.

When King deposited the papers within
the university the letter made clear that
he retained ownership of them. But the
letter also expressed his intention to give
them as gifts as well the sentence about
BU's ownership until his death.

Cooley also argued that Mrs. King
waited too long to file her
suit seeking the return ofthe papers. The
suit was filed in 1987 and Cooley said it

should have been filed years earlier.

The result, Cooley said, was that wit-
nesses who could have been helpful to BU
were either dead or had cloudy recollec-

tions of events that had happened more
than 25 years earlier.

But Pierce said Mrs. King didn't know
for sure until a December 1985 meeting
with Silber that Boston University
wouldn't return the papers.

Mrs. King wants to unite all ofher late
husband's papers at the Martin Luther
King Jr. Center For Non-Violent Social
Change in Atlanta. The King Center now
has most ofthe King papers from 1961 on.

Mrs. King, who testified last week, flew
in from Atlanta to be in the courtroom for

the closing arguments.
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:>MlLt - Having a photo shoot from a passing car was probably the last thing this cyclist
expected.

The semester will soon be over and many of you will leave for

parts unknown, wondering how you will survive without your

daUy Collegian. Have faith though, for the Collegian will be here

to welcome you back in the fall.

New Management
SOUTHPOIiXT APARTMENTS

^& TOWNHOLSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^^B^O
2 Bdr-m from ^-4t:30
3 Bdr-m ^^^O
4 Bdr-m ^^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Pets

Call 1-413-253-4055

DONTWORRY ... BE HAPPYAND SAVE!!

1 1/51/noc /f/f

Amherst
Laundromat
Open 7 Days
oam-9pm

Oroiy-Off or
Self Sei-vice

Washing Machine
Starting at $1

Attendant ^ivailablo all day

MMfikl

326 College St. (Rt. 9) I

' mherst * 253-5072 >^
Il32(

1^

SATURDAY!
GEORGE
WALLACE
"Yo Mamma is so fat...

she's on both sides

of the family!"

comedi]

•^CmCOPEF
Exit 5 Mass Piko

593-5222

KNICKERBOCKER $Q49
CASE OF 24-12 02 CANS

BUSCH & SQ99
BUSCH >* -W DEP

LIGHT CASE OF 24-12 02 CANS \ V>^^iif/
^/ '»/ /_

SAM ADAMS S-l C99~
LAGER ID. DEP

CASE OF 24-12 OZ LOOSE BOTTLES

DEER VALLEY ?
CALIFORNIA VARIETAL

CHARDONNAY & CABERNET
SAUVIGNOti 349

750 ML

BERINGER $Q99
WHITE ZINFANDEL 3

GORDON'S VODKA $Q99^ SAL£ 11.99 %/l5L
MAIL IN REBATE 2 00 AFTER REBATE

750 ML

BECK'S BEER $Q49
12 PK BOTTLES 8 DEf

LITE $1 2'^^

CASE OF 24-12 OZ CANS

jm PETE'S WICKED
^^*^ LAGER & ALE $^99

Hr+DE6 PK, BOTTLES

PAUL MASSON WINES
79

BLUSH. BURGUNDY. CHABLIS RHINE C
ROSE WHITE GRENACHE V6 30L

CONCHA YTORO $yi49
CABERNET/MERLOT *+

SAUVIGNON/SEMILLON 1 5 L

PURPLE $Q49
'^''*~~

PASSION 0,j

SEAGRAM'S $Q49
"^J GIN ^175L
i-J^ »; AFTER REBATE

7^ SALE 12.49 MAIL IN REBATE 3 00

SEAGRAM'S VO. $

1 75L
SALE 16.99

MAIL IN REBATE 4 00

12 99

AFTER REBATE

TOTT'S $
BLANC ae NOIR

BACARDI RUM $
LIGHTS DARK 1499

1 75L

TEN HIGH SALE 11 49 cn49
BOURBON reSoo y 1 75L

AFTER REBATE

JUAREZ GOLD $C99
TEQUILA D ,0L

not responsible for

typographical errors

I

vrclM. Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
^ HADUEY HOLYOKE
Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Uncoln St

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 5/6/93 THRU

WEDS. 5/12/83

Full Redemption Center
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TIIVIES are TOUGH!
Have you been
getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
money?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Burger King
Sanawiches
wKh

medium ^
fries ^
and

drink starting 6299

OPEN 24 HOURS

MAY 13 10 MAY 21

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY

M basketball
continued from poge 1

2

their final results, and have scored as high
as 660 on previous tests.

"I think they will both make it. because
they are smart kids," Calipari said. "I care
more for them making it for themselves
than for the team. We are going to be good
next season, not very experienced, but
will do fine with the players we have."

Even so. Weeks, a 6-6 power forward,
would be a major help next season.

• ABC College Basketball Analyst Dick
Vitale said if Weeks and Padilla pass the
SAT, he will place UMass in his pre-

season top 10, without them, the Minute-
men are top 20.

• Philadelphia's Rasheed Wallace, a 6-

1 1 center, shunned Temple and commit-
ted to North Carohna last month. Wallace,
considered to be the nation's top recruit,

also passed his SAT, and will join two
other McDonald's Ail-Americans, forward
Jerry Stackhouse and guard JeffMcI nnis,
in Dean Smith's freshman class next sea-
son.

• Calip?-i will tour Europe for a spell
this summer coaching a Nike All-Star
team.

gorillas
continued from poge 12

spectacular variety.

"We went down to Brown last year and
came out slow — I think I let in the first

nine goals in about 12 shots," said a
grinning LoPresti. "Today 1 came out here
to gain a little ofthe pride 1 lost last year."

For Brown, all-time leading goal scorer
Andrew Towers was impressive with three
goals and one assist and Oliver Marti, the
other big gun for the Bruins, added a goal
and an assist.

Much credit goes to the UMass defense,
led by Matt Noone and Dennis Kelley,

which shut down the high-scoring Brown
offense after the Bruins took an early 4-1
lead in the first half

After Millon scored 5:43 into the first

quarter for a 1-0 Gorilla lead. Brown took
advantage ofsome sloppy play by Massa-
chusetts and jumped to a three-goal lead.
But it wasn't meant to be for Brown, as the
Gorillas allowed only two goals the rest of
the way.

After a brief celebration, UMass will
travel to West Point, N.Y., Saturday at 1

p.m. to take on Army, the No. 1 1 team in
the nation.

UMass Students!!
"Avoid stiiffy, overcrowded

zveignt roojns"

Workout for the month of
May for onlyV^^ q

8l mounlnin (arms mall

Rt. 9/Russell St. • Hadley

584-2175

[nidi's Continues Witii Great Priwi

Sunglasses

$3.99
Converse Sneakers

$19.99
(Limited sizes available i

Tie Dye T-shirts

$6.99
RICH'S ARIVIY/IMAVY
& CASUAL CLOTHES
24 Center St., Northampton

586-0275
lext to the Iron Hors<

rjmp^cMi
SQWQF

y^i^coKPS U<{fTo«»*
One of the area's Tens of Thoiisando
larpe.st seleetions of Used,

oriiii|>orte<l, Cut outs
ln«le|>endant & CoUerUble

& Doiiiestir Rerordn, Records
CaMiellcfl and

and Compaet Discs Cassettes

586 5726 586 1707
213 MAIN ST 21 STATE ST 1

NORTHAMPTON

I lie collegian is currently accepting applications from
fiill4:irne undergraduate students for the following positions:

iiditor in Chiv
M(UUiS^

^ Black Affairs lidit

^ lulitorial Editor
^ IV wish Affairs Edi

* Multicidtaral Affairs
Editor

^ News Editor
ogr ')hv

rts Edilor

^ i.e hexuai
airs

f:.n

ics

\M n'.viti,.,,a;v y^<in\, !
lu> ^i;.<.^aUiii^cli^ Duiiy < ^MK;>ian is an uridtM-radualc ilSO ai IXJ.iss.

Jon, some positions are availtible for
ion drivers, day graphics >i?ul '

'

ran

iiHCHinaiion oi

111 ih

cctioo

i ' g \ rti i i io ttie l.oliegian orfices i..

)us Center or call 545-;iS00

i f!( ( oUf.-ian is alvvax s iookin,^ lor iU'u u rikrs ui -aW
dri^uhiicni^. (t \<n\ are ifitc-restod in wriHug for Uie Coiio^^ian
n^•\\ scnustcr, ^ct it^loudi wiili oiu: o\ tfie riJitors \n tin-
oitkcs <iu\vn in She (^aaipus ( cnier iJaseou'tst. All arc irn itc<i
aou Cfu ()Ufa;;e(l fo <c>nu: (hnxn and uv! imvcdved!

The Collegian
is an E/O/F

<
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

tKVN«^
?os-\t^ I 1

LOCAL PARADE FOR
POSTER WINNER
Qhin Prms
Fire Engine.

Few Injured

sffi^tei incredible

%^6^'^^%int

JIM'S JOURNAL

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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/SIS h'^

0» 0«V1 Ml
»1_. Boy Tells

12rjit"S»« Secret Of
Greatr«s^

By GARY LARSON

1

\¥. fr^nt of tK«

kit "tK* b*-i^k««, but

By JIM

+0 f«l( o«<«r.

Tke»* jk« sf-irieJ

DOONESBURY

Bored dogs are o«en subject to the phenomenon of
cat mirages.

lUOUi. THArsUMTYamfiL
imt RiAmis.¥ie6-A
UK&TM OOMfVTEJi-eeNataTEP
INA AmiFfCJALiMOSaiPB
UHOf m-rmcAse.n
NEUl imumMfiJB.

tJORLP! SHOPPING

SOHOUOO THATUOULDBBIN
IFINP SRXJSMOK UCR^
SOU^THINe* AFS-yOUHOU*
UK£A pcscnaeuHAT
BIKINI, KXJSS. ^

By GARRY TRUDEAU

PRICE

Quote of the Day
"Gimme three steps. Gimme three steps

baby. Gimme three steps toward the door.
Gimme three steps. Gimme three steps baby,
and you'll never see me no more."

— LvnarJ SkYnarJ

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

QIC APSiLXTOLD
^OU TD GET OUT
OFMV DQ6 MOUSE
MOU) MOU(<^MG
TO SET IT X AA

. CO^A|N \N

By PRICE VAN RAY

^PftL "me CAT BEPT^

^^T -nv\r x)e^^ftND5

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
IwrU L00k:&E mi' A SuPEC-

LA'2>' ' THE CWkWOK: OP

P^OCRASHNPTION riAM'

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

fJ(JDCJ^Ptn»NM(^'yw^PP£KC TC
SUPECMAK'

DO NCV''

ARIES (Mjffh 21-Ajifil Mil: Both
ycKir mjle jrxl J c Iom- Jsvk iJli-itu ixif-

JKt >«o If) uU- (HI nvv, ( hjlkiij!«-s.

ScJlinji nnjiH ijl qut-MHMK w ill miuiri' .1

< arrtui inwiliRjiMMv S,nf>k-\ liix/ mcwi-
rcxnarxe.

TAURUS lA|xil 2(l-Mjy JO): An
€-m})hjM^ on j<iion nvitivjIeN you Io

jssen yoorsfll. O^jnizin^your Iwxnp i>

also rc-v%jrdinf>. S<Kin you will k-el in

Kood hejilh jnd Ix- jbk- Io uke j lri)i

sfjmcwixff ij« injiin^;.

GEMINI iMjy _'l |un«- 201: Any im-
lalion you or your |ijrliN-r itfl ran Ik-

handled M.-nsil)ly. Ihii it would Ih-I|i iI

you IcxjI iIh- inilijlixf . The (untfuny ol

^omeorH- you respeii lejik lo j new
spiritual awarene>s.

CANCER fjune Jljuiy 2JI: SjK-ak
your mind lo the one you love. AxokI
rrukin^ accusations II you want a sym-
palhelic lu-arinfj. Those los ers wlw> hast-
a private lan){uaKe lind ihal it l)rin>>s

Ihem ( los<'r lr)};ether.

LEO <|uly 2 ?-AuK.22i: Tin- (Jovver lo

do a ureal |ol> is yours. You will enjoy
( iK>|H'raiinK on an imjiorlanl |>ro|ctl.

Someoiie esprc-ssc-s alieclKHi Iik you
()uhlif ly. You may not Ik- ready lor a
(ommiiment, though.

VIKGO iAuK.2VSe|il.22i: An
noun< inn llw results 01 recent researc h
leads 10 success. You Ihink 01 laraway
places. Have a serious 0x1017 '•'I'' ""h
Ihe powers that Ix?. Em|)liasi2e learn
work.

LIBRA iV-,)(.2U)ct.22l: Evtra.xdi-
nary nxt>lal (fH-rn> nukc-s this a >;reat

day l<x studying ainl liMrnin^. Yixi may
cJec ich- to travel. Es|Kessinj; ri-scfiliixfX

over okl Kncvaiu i-s < iHild < aux- .1 iliar

cxx- [Win. fofj-ive and nxivf ixi.

SC(>RI'KJi(Xi.2» N.1V.2II: A sK^l

irxixi IS K'alctul uk rc-«eiit ()am)xfin>;

aixJ lx>|K-s lo rec i|KiK ale mkmi alter re-

c over)'. Try lo remain ( aim in the ia< e rx

a challiiint-. lnMuin.ilion is mori- in)|MX-

lant than nvMX-y wIhii t hoosmn ,1 f^m.
Eind out what your |MrliH-r needs .iixldo

ycxir Ix-st losu|i)ily 11.

SAC.ITTAKIUS INov.22.De<.21(:
Taking c are ol Ihishx-ss |xon<|illy hnntjs

ix-ace 01 miiHl. Vou letl in)(xll<xl lo

lac l> le iH-vv tasks. Tr> lo I K' nv «• rea lisiK

alxHil .1 rcwnanlii relalKHislup.

CAPRICORN lOec.JJIan.I'd:
Greater juthority will mmmi Ik- yours.
Use It wisely. Your ellorls III hel|ijiri(.iHl

• CKiltl le.icl IO( haryesoi lavoriiisni. keep
all liusinc-ss arranfjemenls strictly

alH>veho.ird.

A(.?UARIl)S ilan.JOf,!, IHi: A |„|

ol c onllic I in llx' wmk alnvisphcre ixn-cl

not spark aniiiKisily, Oiht your sc-rvices

as .1 iiH-dialor. A iHiduel reusion Im-I|)s

relieve stress.

I'ISCES lr<ll.l•(-^^ar<ll JOI: Hrxise-
liold or < fHiiiDunily ailairs i .ipuire your
alleotion. As Iom (^rims siroiim-r. s<miX'

01 y<Mi ihink ahoiil iii.ikini; ,1 (MrnuiX'nl
((xnmilnxnl. ramilv nx-nilMfs uill ap-
lil.iiicl ,1 (111 isMin

(

^ u

CUTTER'S WORLD
1^.

(HOivl 0540 oo(- of 'fht «oooiiS«Kd +"<<J

fob.r« Den.'i-

^D«n,i ran. .

CAil« a,'^ i W* Coo(in'l-j« <"

qvaAsj bo Kt ha i ^ nanj
.fOjM a ftnit for * 'It. hovJf

t-iV^d and ''<xr\ aajasj

I
Mow^; al"ioi'" 2.0 ytarSiqp:';

^^t I, It* rt) SntaK !ni-0 K^ 5

By CUTTER

•^oisei
jOOIHl,

<;«--'

P^trtsj f^«ns( btt««jit i«*-*o

t can ivsBtt f>JO o ^

h,^ for Mt>J>nj

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott, Jason George
Copy Editor Darianne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Aram Comjean
Production Supervisor Jim Ganley
Production Sean Ramsey

Lisa Jezowski, Mike Carvalho

I
I.

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Rotini

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet

Rotini

Menu
DINNER

The Infamous Scrod

Beef Strips & Snow Peas
BASICS DINNER

Lentil Spinach Stew
The Horrihie Scrod

J

ACROSS
1 Wile ol Zeus
5 Pale

10 Shape
11 Satanic

1 f) Pnrl of

Mispaniola
16 "I cannot

tell — •'

1 7 Pancake
topping

19 Meadows
?0 Up
?1 Smoothing

tool

?? These draw
?'i Western

flirk

26 Inlerno

?T Town Sol
Chicago

31 Conforms
3J Errct

34 Fruit stone
35 This puzzle's

category

3' Conrad's
l ord -

lU Pro'.pero's

servant
i? Precipitate

flight

45 "Nightmare

'

movie locale
49 Govt

department
50 Subject for

Robert Burns
5t Encircling

jI TV oldie

Gieen --
"

fi'l M.indnll

56 Aggiieve

5 7 Oesdemona s

melodic
utterance

61 C.mcel the dele
6? Type of

35 Across
63 Opera highlight

64 Shocking
swimmers

65 Fmiilale

Henie
66 Canine cry

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

DOWN
1 Partner of haw
2 A Gabor
3 Actor Torn
4 Eased
5 Bret ll.nrle

charartei

6 Avers
7 Take on
8 Vingi- —
Twenty one

9 Pinch

10 Wild duck
1

1

Fatty ester

1? Climbing plants
13 Abandon
18 Jagged
?1 Combine
?? Fellow

?3 Physics

Nobelisl of

1944

24 Miner s way in

28 See 6? Across
29 I elter before ar

30 Use rod

and reel

32 Cooking
direction

16 Ankara
37 Agr»>e

38 Use a mangle
39 Fmporium
40 Nods
4

1

M.ip abtjrs

43 Jostle

44 Deny
45 Go by
46 Pinpoint

4 7 Author Spark
48 Pill

5? Actor Roger
54 Cheat
55 "The Four

Seasons" star

57 Emsted
58 Galena
59 Zero
60 Hiatus

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZIF
M'htIflCO L NBA WiETDl
A R A
J E S §|E

A V 1

JAM
.sols Y
E SMS A

N E

f F
N E V OLE IE 1 T F n

^Lk W^
1 C A S t

C N t E! S T
P E K OnHAG E N AHa N 1

t V 1 jJlA^N 1 M eMc R F F
U U I Is

T

RM

T EiL EMP A P1"
I A

R %m
E fjS

N]R A $a r aTr ff
S T R E A mHp E T S||a n A
L t S aMIb 1 L L H TJc (( n K
A L t|l E A s eMs E R F
1 t NisMl s t E RMAlO E S

5/6/93

The oiJiiiions cxixc-sst-cl on this |w«o mv those ot the ( .trtoonists .iiicl cit) not ne(ess.irily rotlcrt the vicw.s ot the Collegium or the University • t«l I o. \ii|!rlr< limn Stii4|r«fr 5/6/93
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Men's track does well at Brown Invite
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's track team
continued their success in invitational meets with some
impressive performances at last weekend's Brown Invi-
tational Meet.

Leading the way for UMass as he has done many time
beforewas Lyonel Benjamin, said head coach Ken O'Brien.

"Lyonel Benjamin had a terrific day," said O'Brien.
"His performances were the best of his career."

Benjamin placed first in the 100 meters with a time of
10.99 seconds, and second in the 200 meters, at 22.49. He
also ran the anchor leg of the 4x100 relay team joining
John Johnson. Dave Miller and Tony Rachupka to finish
second.

playoffs

This was a real good performance team wise," said
O'Brien.

Twelve Minutemen qualified for this weekend's East-
ern Conference Meet, as the lineup was narrowed as the
team heads into the crunch time of the season.

The first two invitational meets at Holy Cross and
Dartmouth were "experimental in nature." according to

O'Brien. Different athletes were competing in different

events to try to find strengths and where each athlete
could help the team the most in conference competition.

With the favorable weather conditions of last week-
end, the game plan was to get everybody into their best
event. O'Brien described this meet as a "dress rehearsal
for this weekend and next."

Once again the athletes who have been the top per-
formers for UMass came through. Tom Galligani lost his

undefeated streak in the triplejump, but finished second
with a jump of 44 feet, four inches. Javelin continued to

be a strength as Rich DuPuis (3rd), Paul Doyl (5th) and
Mike Masone (6th) all threw well.

The middle and long distances brought success as
well, with Jim Avery (5th in 800 meters), Pat Reed (6th
1500) and Kevin Greenhalgh (2nd in the 5000) all ran
well.

The only thing clouding the Minutemen's successful
weekend was a hamstring injury to sprinter/jumperJohn
Johnson. He finished third in the longjump and ran the
lead leg in the 4x100 meters, before goingdown in the 100
meters. Johnson is considered doubtful for next week-
end.

The team will compete at the Eastern Conference
Championships in Worcester this weekend.

continued from page 12

1, while his counterpart Kirk McLean played brilliantly

in the Vancouver net.

Unless the Los Angeles goal-tending situation im-
proves, Gretzky and Co. are going to have to play incred-
ibly for L.A. to stand a chance.

Norris Division

Toronto leads St.Louis 1-0. Doug Gilmour is begin-
ning to draw some consideration for the Conn Smythe
Trophy, as his goal in the second overtime gave Toronto
the series lead.

Gilmour has brought a winning attitude and work
ethic to the Maple Leafs. Coach Pat Burns has openly
praised Gilmour's play and leadership, touting him as

the NHL's MVP.
Rookie goalie Felix Potvin was also very impressive,

giving up only one goal in four plus periods.

Stay tuned, hockey fans, it's been an unpredictable
post season so far and the second round promises to be
interesting.

Matt Vautour is a Collegian columnist.

Join Suzi Landolphi
in her performance of

Hot* Sexy* and Safer
As seen on Geraldo, Maury Povich, Montel Williamsjenny Jones and Vicky

Thursday, May 13
Bovrker Auditorium

2 Free Performances at 7 and 9 pm
Advance tickets at FAC Box Office

Suzi has started the sexual evolutioni
To be filmed for Nationally Syndicated Television

by the makers of "Damned in the USA"
Join Suzi and get on TV!

Free tour t-shirts to first 100 ticket-holders at each Performance
Bring your ticket stub to the Bluewall, Grad Lounge, Hatch, or TOC for a 25%discount on food and drink (not including alcohol) on the night of the oerformancp

Courtesy of UMass Food Services.
""iiance.

SPONSORED BY:
The Commuter Area Govermnent, the Office of Greek Affairs, AHORA, CCEBMS, the Office of Human Relations the He.Hh Rpl.Hnn ,u u uu
Education Project, the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns, the Bilingual Collegiate ProgrM^e^^^^^^^^^^ ThiS^^^^^^

The program is being filmed for television e>diibilion and exploitation in other media. Accordingly please be ^c\^M>..r^ ih . k .

thereby granting the producers, without the need for any other action and without any payment to you (heS To m ^y ^"le"**"?? this area you are
portray you in connection with the program and for other commercial purposes in any and all media througho T [h '"^^kl

^°" ^"^ otherwise

COLLEGIAN

RUSHn
The

Collegian
113 Campus

Center

545-3500

Tired of Roommates?
Come live by yourself for as little as

*320.««/month
College Inn Apts.

mgmt. by Kamins Real Estate

253-2515

Thursday, May 6, 1993 / Page 1

1

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
• Expert in Custom Storage
k Custom-Designed Boxes

ft Packing Supplies
• 24-Hour On Call E

Service
Emergency

• Secured, Itemized Storage
• Personalized Inventory
• Insurance Included

SUMMER STORAr.F
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

Forfurther information call (-413) SSS-'S999

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Ma;sachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest Colle -e Daily"

Classifieds
»ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST& FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

Amharst KM-TV I* taping the Valley
Vaflety hour Friday. May 7th, 7:30pm in
Mark's Meadow Auditorium (next to
school of education) Free Admission.

PROTSCT YOURSELF from
HIV/AIDS

Join New England Responsible
Daiirtg

_ 1800 232 6373

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Experiencing herassment or intimi-

dation? For information at>out your
rights and options call PAIR H (Peer
AssistarKe. Information and Referral
Hotline) at 545 1272 from 5 pm to 9 pm
Sunday through Thursday

FILED LOST: FRC Passport Lost 4/1

5

in Amherst Wang. Echo Jmg

Institute foe the Healing of lUciam
Tonight Campus Center RM 905 7 pm

AUTO FOR SALE

76 OLDS CUTLASS
Reliable Transportation

$200 best offer' As is.

Karen 253 7150

1983 Honda Civic
VGC 5 speed aslcing S850
CallJosh549 7712

1986 Mercury Lyna 4 door. 5 speed
Reliable transportation' 253 0920

1986 Honda 3SOX
3 Wheeler Must Sell

$700 or BO 549 7679

1986 VW Jetta bfown, 5 spd. Sony
cass. runs good. $1 500/bo Call 253 2427

Perfect i-country Van 1973 Ford
Many new parts 51500,150 Call 665 7932

Triumph, TR7. convertible, 1980
47.000 original miles, never used in
winter, fabulous condition $4000.
Firm 549 4510

VWCamperVan. 1968 2nd owner from
CA. Needs some work. Runs well. Pop
top, good heat $1400 OBO Call Scon 6
2178

I StTMt I

3 bodroom in house
Summer with faU ophon
256-6878

NEWCAPE
5 large bedrooms
3 miles to campus
2563138

Roomates Weeded
Mam Stieei House
Across from bus stop
for fall. arour>d 1S0$
Call Ted 546 2867

SubiM va^all OptioM
'

Uptown Apt Will not lastl

600' Utilities

1 single 1 doubia
Bars Food Bars
5 9 pm 549 2810
Jarid. Jen. Pete

Take over our Puffton lease startino
June 1st 1 BR apanment 549-6817

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
2 BDRM Putfton Cheap
Start 6/y

549 1979

Super Nintendo Came*
System SI 00
Slarfox $45
Street Fighter II $45
Super Mario Kan $35
NCAA Basketball $35
Super Mario World $30
Game Genie $40
Call 5465245

24- Shogun Touring Biha for i

Chromoly double buned lubes
Alloy rims. 18 speed
Excelleni Condition

$2C0 Includes pump
Call 549 6195

PERSONALS

2 Reundtilp Tickets from
any maior city to Freepon
BAHAMAS Good for 16 months
$500080
Call aaig 665 0993

Takeover laaea Clean 2 bedroom
Close to campus $666 549-1482

Take Over Our Laaae
2 Bedroom Apt.

Puffton Village

Call 549 2645

Take Over our leasaAuUal June 1st

3 bdrm tOMmhouse
Recently renovated, partiatty fumohed
on bus route

Call 549 0407

Take Over our 2 bdrm I

Colonial Village, Cheap 253 2477

Take ovt our lease June 1

3 bedroom Puffton 549 5224

Take over our lease starting June 1st

2 BR Brandywine apt. 5497867

The Best 3 bodrootw TownfKMnei
1 mm to l)us. newly renovated. 1 1/2

baths, must see' Call 5494445 or 549
2947 lease starts June 1 HURRY'

3 Apartments: 38R m Farmhouse, RT
63 near Puffers Pood. $6eiMno<; 3 BR
walk to campus $600 includes HW: Ef
ficiency $350 includes heal andHW 586
0746

CAPE COD

Dupleii in W. Yarmouth single avail

able cheap call 549 8374 SOON

CAPE COD '93

Live Bands. Hot Legs Contest. 1 st Dance
Pany. Weekly Drink Specials at

FIOOLEBEE'S Cape Cods hottest nite

club 72 Nonh St. Hyannis

COLLEGE PIZZA

THREE GIRLS WANT YOU
To lake over their 2 bedroom Puffton
Apartrrient starting June 1st. Saloon
doors, easy access to laundry faoMies.
and the annoyingdosel has beanmowed
side. Cheap rem tool Call us 549-7287

SPRING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3.50
Lg. Cheese $5.99
1 or 2 toppings add $1
5496073
5496098

FOR RENT

Amharst 3 Bedroom house, on bus
line, $775/month 253-0751

Amherst 5 bedroom house on bus
route Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis

posal. Nicely wooded. Perfect for six.

June 1. $1250/mo. Call Joe 617-935-
8231.

Amity Place 3 Females Quiet Non
smoking 3 BR. All appliances Sept-May
$975* 5491379

Awesome House - Amherst
3 • 4 bedrooms, 2 car garage
2 full baths

on bus route

Tennis Court, pool
Only $825/month 6/1

256 8814

Double in house, need 2 people
Summer and/or Fall 175-»/person

253-0751

For Rent
5 rm furnished Cape
Lake Aracadia B'town
5 tenants

ph 323 6202

4 Bedroom Cape on bus line. $1000 call

786 3522 or 253 5671

4 Bedroom House- large basement
kitchen dining living rooms. Near bus
route. Amherst 253 3553

4-5 Bedroom, 2 bath house in Amherst
Call 253-9715

Hadley - Route 9 4 Bd. 2 bath on bus
route and bike path. Pets OK $950
Available Sept. 1 Sandy 586 9191

Magnificent Main St. Apartment
3 bedrooms, bus line.

Sublet or take over lease
Call 256 8181

380iaMA»t.
$825 per month

1 1/2 baths
on tHiS route

Call 549 3523 soon

3 bedroom apartment in Townhouse
one minute from txis stop. Parking right

outside some furnrture available start

ing June 1 $800 Call 5497247

3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

253-0876

2 Bedroom Apartment in Amharst
Center across from the bars SOOMnonth
tUtil. Call 256-1763

2 BR Brandywine Apt. 2nd floor
utilities included starts June 1. Call 549
7947

AOAMIALIAOMH
I can't believe we're
actually going to Europe together
Get psyched'! Iknowlamll

I Love You!!

Jules

AMkarsfs HIppost Flat
SubM June 1st 45 seconds to campus
549^3628

Amharst Sumnter Sublet
inhouseJune August w option to lease
Only $150/momh. 5 mm walking dis

tanceto Amherst Center Call Noah 253
9746

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreel. BNK Box
1151 Andover MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
$2000*/month world travel (Hawaii.
Mexico, the Carrit>ean. etc.) Holiday.
summer, and career employrT>ent avail-

•Wo. No experierKe necessary. For
employmeni program call 1 206 634
0468ext C5001

GUARANTEED $400
Two student clubs needed for

fall proiecl Your group
GUARANTEED at least $400.00
Must call BEFORE EftfD OF TERM!
1 800 932 0528. ext 99

Houooelaanor part-tinto permanent
experienced responsible efficient

References Bus $6 hourly 549 0413

Intemational Employment Make
$2000 • per month teaching basic con
versational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan Many provide room and board
and other benefits. No previous train

ing or teaching cenificate required For
program call 1 206 632 1146ext. J5001

NOW HIRmG
full tinrie summer work
Outdoor residential painting
Call COLLEGE PRO 800 346 4649

Postal Jobs Avaiiablel Many posi
tion Great benefits. Call 1 800 436 4365
ext p 3306

Rental Agent for apartment complex

.

Should be comfortable with numbers,
good organisational skills. Public rela-

tions and secretarial abilities must be
willing to work 40 hours including
weekends 549 0600

Summer fobs to save the environ-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
difference! National campaign posi
tions to renew the Clean Water Act.

prorrKite comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling Available in 22
states and D.C.. campus mtrvws: 4/14
and 4/1 5. Call Jamie toll free: 1-800-75-
EARTH

.

Work Stuily Jobs Peer housing coun-
selors are needed to start in Sep'ember.
Apply at OCHO, 428 Student Union,
545-0865

Chrte-
You can graie in my
Pasture anytime, baby)
Happy Anniversary Gorgeous*

Love Ya
Moo

Happy 19th Sua Murphy
I think you're really nest
Will you pick my feet?

Love Shats

Jen Anderson Happy Birthday!
Just two more years of being 'Stacy"
and memori/ing information
Love.

Nittle, Stevie, Machine and your roomie

Michelle MCL
Thanks for being there for me
And tieing a great listener

MTV

Sig Baotars:
T Week IS goir>g great'

Let's keep up the good wort!

Thank you St. Louis
RMM

Thank you St. Jude - B.D.

Thank you St Jude RP

RIDER WANTED
RItler needM for drive to

MinneapoliC Leaving May 19th
Call Anr>e 253 0751

ROOMMATES WANTED

Hadley across from Horse Farm $90
549 6989

Lookhig for 2 roomates
to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area
for the sumrr>er

Call Julie 549 8219

One or two people to share beautiful
apartment 666 7604

1 rm in 3bdrm house quiet residential
Big yard and Basement
283 » Amherst 2560802

1 Reomate Wantod: Single on
N Pleasant Si $200 heat » hot water
incl. Call Chns6l

Ak Conditional
Summer Sut>lets in luxury -• roomates
needed Call Mill Valley Estates
253 7377

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
tHis route Call now 546 0346

Bast Locatkm In town
33 Phillips St Apt 1 Best price you'll
find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ir>g room, front porch (great for the
summer'ICall Rachael: home 546 3755

Big Single In 6 t)edroom house. Two
big closets, w/d. $200/mo. A must see'
Call 253 0805

Big Room Colonial Village
In 2 BR Apt on busline
rent negotiable

or take over lease 6.1 9.1

Sven 256 0633

Brown House
Brown House
Brown House
Behind VanMeter
Space Avail Cheap
546 1359 5463369

CHEAP! 3 bedroom Puffton Apt Call
Mario 649 4336

Cheap Summer Sublet
4 5 BR huge house
Main St

Call 253 3560

Cheap Sumnter Sublet
Take our 3 bedroom
Townhouse. Easily fits 5!

A/C, dishwasher. & more
On bus route $700/monlh
w/fall rent option
Call 549 6481

Crsstvlew 2 bdrm
Sublet with fall option
Starting June 1

5492855

1 BDRM Salem Place $355 per month
266 3088

1 bedroom uptown VERY CHEAP!
2 min to bars, 5 min. to campus
Call Man or Erik 256 4920

QUIETII 1 l>r in house on tMJS route
200/mo Call Jon 2560771

Roomatos Needed
Main Street House
Across from Bus Slop
rent negotiable
Call Ted 5462857

Room in Townhouse
Big lor hivo 100$ Vmonih
549 2636

ROOMATES
For 1 t>edroom in 2 bedroom apl.
In Mill Valley

Cal 649 5231

Roomates wanted for summer sub
let with fail option Central /kmherst $250
a month call 256 8576

2 Female Nonsmkrs for lg . room $ 1 75/
mo. 10 mms to campus Sept. 1 Donna
5494732

2 roomates needed Puffton Village

Apt.$170/month Call Mike 549^9900

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253-3816

FOR SALE LOST
18-speed Cro-Molly race bike excel
lent cond! $1 70 OBO Dominic 5465298

4 wood chairs painted It. gray,
dresser, small desk. For more info call

549 6389

5.2 CU RefrMgerator
Excellent Cond

$80.00

546^)688

IBMXT-ACAD, Lotus, Qualtro. works.
& morel! $350BO Call 253 2427

Iguana for Sale
Including supplies

$40.00 Must Sell!

584 2025

Emerald Earrings at Mike's Fri 4/23
annivesary gift reward 545 2378

I am lost at sea; floating without a
paddle. My sunburn won't go away and
all I have to eat is floating debris. All I

have to drink is my urine and sweat.
They never trained me for this in high
school.

NYU Purple and White keychain with
3 keys Please Call 546 5219

Two Car Keys Sun Afternoon may
have blue Witch keychain mess forr JJ
256 6302 HELP!

LAX Sticks for !

Great Condition $50 or B.C.
Call Ed 253 3231

Queen Size Watertood
$150 or BO.
Arryn 253 5729

Roundtrip Bus to Boston! From
Amherst to Boston good until May 8 -

only $25' Contact Diana at 5467332.

Stereo Equipment
JVC TOW 108 Double Cassette Deck
Got for X-mas still in box $100
Call 546 5245

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

4-5 People Needed
to share 3 bedroom house
in back of A* pi

Hope 253 0475

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLE - Honda CHI 50
Motorscoofer 1987 3500 miles excellent
running condition $895 or best offer 253
3183

Suzuki 81 QS650G fully functioning,
fairing, valve tools $500 Mike 665 7518

SERVICES

JOBS! Let me help w/your resume
Reasonable rates 269-1790

Legal Questions? The Legal Services
Center offers free legal assistance to
fee paying students. Contact us at 922
Campus Center 545-1995

Pregnant? Need Holp?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free
testing and confidential caring help
Amherst Carriage Shops 649-1906

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Storage- Professional pick
up delivery; insurance, boxes included.
Call now to reserve your space.
Collegiate Storage Service
413586 5999

SUMMER SUBLET

Above Bruno's on Main Si. 2 bed
rooms available. Brand new apt. Price
negot Call for more details Kim 253
4276

Alpine Commons 3 Bedroom
Newly remedied bus route utilities

Incl. $200.00 each negotiable
546 4241

Amherst - Beautiful 6 bedroom house
on busline. 2 full baths, furnished kitchen
and living room, washer/dryer, oil heat
summer rent very negotiable.
Fall Option Call 263 0805

Amharst - Two Spacious beautiful
rooms in a 6 bedroom availat>le On
busline. Both partially furnished. Spa
cious enough to accomodate two $210/
bo Fall Option 253-0805

Duplex in W. Yarmouth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

Micah 266 1376

1 1 Hobart fits 6 ask $600/monlh
Spacious great location

Going fast' Call Nia 60160

4 BD Amherst
6 mm walk to campus and town
$175/month
Call Brian or Mike @ 546 1850

Four Bedrooms
2 full baths

Washer/dryer
Right on bus route

Huge yard
220. 2660034

Great Location
1 block uptown
Inexpensive rent

4 bedroom house
Call 256 1119

It's the BEST! 1 1 Looking for 1 2 people
to sublet one bedroom in a partially

furnished apartment close to campus
and uptown. Rent negotiable. June-
August Call 546 6622 for more infor

mation. Move in during finals'

1 or2 openings Uptown apt $175/mo
each call 253 9743

Large House in Sunderland
5 room summer sublet bright 4 sunny
huge deck and yard
Close to bus route

Contact Sam: 665 0265

Main Street. 180$<f. Fall option
Looking for nice, responsible housemate
Gregor 253 9759

May Free 2 bed room /$460
Mill Hollow Apis. Call 549 5658
Stone's Throw from Puffer's Pond

Mill Valley EsUtes
Summer Sublet with fall option
1 month free

256 3039

Mill Valley Apt. S Amherst Jun Aug
2 bed 2 bath modern kitchen
Utilities included

On Bus Route
Great Price

Call Soon 253 3220

Mill Valley
3 spaces Avail.

AC/2 fuM balhs
Call 253 9714

Nice 2 BR Apt 2 4 people take. Take
lease or sublet $475/month 2563468

$150plus/person
3 spacious bedrooms
Next to Townhouses
Willing to negotiate
5462568

6 Bedroom Beautiful House
BelchenowM
40 acre yard/woods
3 full baths

2 decks

$1250/month CHEAP'
323 6799

South Amharst 3 rooms available m
great house Call Mike 546 3314

$U«LET
Singles/double Fall option
Large house, txg yard.

AWESOME Housemates. Pels Wei
come' Call 549 7138

SUBLET
Sunny t>eautiful room for rent &1 8/31
pool, tennis couns. washer/dryer
on bus line $250/monlh
Call Lauren 253 3905

Summer Sublet •w/Fall Option
2 bdrm 253 9729

Summer Sublet Apt.
Uptown 2 l)edrooms
253 3620 Dan or Alex

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village.

5497472

Sunny Room
2 non smoking vegetarian, grad
housemates. Hardwood floor, study. Fall

option $210 256 0342

Super Summer Sublet
Space Available m Townhouse
June to Aug
Partly furnished
On bus route

Call 6 0055

Take over our lease for the summer:
fall option Spacious, bright apl up
town Perfect for two 266 3430

Take over our Brandywine lease 6 1

2nd floor good location 549 1479

3 rooms in 4 bedroom apt.
$225/room utilities included'

253 7160 neg. Fall option

3 BDR close to
EVERVTHING $500/mo
266 4668

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown

625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

263 0876

2 Bedrooms In house near Puffer's

Pond. By Conservation land. Beautiful
back yard. Rental option for fall. Avail,
June 1549 8752

Uptown Apartment
3 t>edroom $225 negotiable
Minute walk to campus and
bars Call 549 7991 Christine

Walk to UMass DBL room private bath
avail May l Call 549 1408

With Fall Option
2 BRM Brandywine apt
New appliances, new carpeting
New kitchen floor

Available 6 1 93 Rent. Neg
5495383

TRAVEL

MexIco-US-Canada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where' Rea
sonably priced Eric (607)723 1403

New York City - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and short
stays. Near Columbia Univ. Reasonable
rates 212 662 1358 SAVE THIS AD!

1 €K 2 poraons in Amherst, on but route
Mill Valley Apart UtI. Incl. 546 2414

WANTED
I need a Japanese English word pro
cessor good condition ASAP Call
Tom 253 9946. Leave message.

WANTED TO RENT

Small professional family desires
sabbatical/temporary house Excellent
TLC and references 6/1 256 0036
Will Reward
Want your 2 BDR Apt
Puff'.on. Presidential

Call Omar 54ly 2474
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Sports
Gorillas capture N.E. Championship
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts la-

crosse team went into Wednesday's game
at Richard F. Garber field against Brown
University hoping to accomplish three
things: avenge, ifyou will, last year's 22-

13 romp by Brown, clinch a playoff spot,

and win the New England Championship.
Much to the delight of the Gorillas and

their adoring fans, they accomplished all

three by scoring seven of the last nine
goals, including three late goals to break a
5-5 tie and vault UMass to an 8-6 victory,

a game which the Massachusetts players
dedicated to Coach Ted Garber's aihng
father, Dick.

"The kids want to donate the game ball

to my dad." said an emotional Ted Garber.
"We were really up for this game and well
bring it over to him at the hospital tonight."

For UMass junior midfielder Greg
Kline, the victory was equally emotional.

"This is definitely a huge win for us."

said an elated Kline. "We wanted to bring

back theNew England Championship after

a couple years (Brown has won the last

three). It's good to get it back."

For the m^ority of this game. UMass
and Brown were neck-and-neck but at

8:04 of the fourth quarter, the Gorillas

took control of the game when freshman
Eric Bailey took a great feed from Mike
Valente near the crease and fired it home
for a 6-5 UMass lead. But UMass was not

done.

Just 20 seconds later, senior middie
Bill Edell took a feed from Kline left ofthe

crease and Edell did the rest, firing it

home for a two goal lead. Two minutes
later. Mark Millon (two goals) set up an-

other frosh. Eric Triolo for an 8-5 lead.

Brown fought back three minutes later

with a goal by David Evans but it was too

little too late.

"They really beat us up last year and
we knew we had to do it today." said Edell,

who had two goals. "After a team beats

you up like Brown did last year, you know
you have to come back at 'em.

Despite the fact that yesterday was a
team victory, much of the credit has to go
to sophomore goalie Tom LoPresti. who
had a whopping 20 saves, many of the

Turn to GORILLAS, page 8

Basketball schedule
in 1994 toughest ever
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

When you look at the University of

Massachusetts basketball schedule for

next season, you may think coach John
Calipari has a death wish. Calipari,

who in the past has said he tries to

imitate Temple, is doingjust that, as he
puts the finishing touches on a brutal.

Owl-like, non-conference schedule.

The latest addition to the schedule is

the finalization of a Feb. 6 date against

Final Four participant Kentucky, to be

played at the Meadowlands in East
Rutherford. N.J. . and aired, most likely,

on ABC.
"It's a good game for us. especially

because it will probably be on national

television." Calipari said.

The game, a one-year contest, will be
played at a neutral site because neither

Kentucky coach Rick Pitino nor Calipari
wanted to play on the road.

"He ( Pitino ) didn't want to come here
and I didn't want to go to Rupp (Arena,

the Wildcats' 24,000-seat home court ),"

Calipari said.

Calipari said he hopes to get 5.000

UMass fans to make the trip to New
Jersey, which will be one of at least six

nationally televised UMass games next
season.

Also on the schedule is the Pre-season
NIT. one of the nation's most competi-
tive in-season tournaments, a late No-
vember road date at Oklahoma and

January road games at Cincinnati and
DePaul. All three games will be shown
on ESPN.

UMass will host Florida State on
Feb. 13 and will also play a midnight
game in January, both to be aired on
ESPN.

The Abdow's Hall of Fame Classic

will feature Hartford, Hofstra and
Maryland, which will allow UMass
sophomore Donta Bright to play against

his cousin and former Baltimore Dunbar
teammate Keith Booth, who recently

committed to the Maryland.
Calipari is also trjnng to arrange for

the Boston University game, scheduled
for Saturday, Dec. 4, to be played in the

Boston Garden. The Holy Cross game,
scheduled for Dec. 11, will be played in

the Worcester Centrum. Home dates

against Buffalo and Central Connecti-

cut round out the schedule.

In 1994-95, Calipari is hoping to

play Central Connecticut in the Hart-

ford Civic Center, in an effort to provide

a home game for Hartford natives

Marcus Camby and Mike Williams. If

that game comes off, it should please

Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun to no
end.

• Neither Philadelphia forward
Tyrone Weeks nor Springfield guard
Edgar Padilla have scored above the

NCAA-mandated minimum of 700 on
the SAT, to make them eligible for play

next season. Both are awaiting their

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 8

Mark Millon dished out key assists down the stretch Wednesday as

Massachusetts lacrosse team defeated Brown 8-5. The Gorillas play Army

^ •N

the University of

on Saturday.

Teams fall by wayside
as playoffs continue on

"Great pass. Very good. I score. Big

goal. Big for team. Happy," said Maple
Leaf forward Nikolai Borshcevsky after

scoring the game winner in overtime to

defeat the Red Wings and move the Leafs

into the second round ofthe 1993 playoffs.

Six ofthe eight series in the first round
of the 1993 NHL playoffs went to the
underdogs. There are a lot of unfamiliar

faces in the second round.

Patrick Division
Islanders and Pittsburgh are tied

1-1. The Is-

CROtSCIircKS
By
Matt

:ro^ckeck:

yiatt X
landersjumped
out to a one-

game lead in

game one. After

losing Mario
Lemieux to

back spasms
after his first

shift, the Penguins were not the same.
Ray Ferraro and Benoit Hogue each scored

a short-handed goal en route to a 3-2

Islander victory.

The win is particularly impressive for

the Islanders, who are without top gun
Pierre Turgeon. Turgeon is sidelined with
a separated shoulder, courtesy of a Dale
Hunter cheap shot. Turgeon was cel-

ebrating a goal when he was blind-sided

by an angry Hunter. He is expected to

miss at least all of the Patrick Division
finals. If a cheap shot hall of fame was
established. Dale Hunter would be a
founding member.

The Penguins rebounded in game 2 as
they rode the hot hand ofTom Barasso to

a 3-0 win. Rick Tocchet, Ron Francis, and
Joe Mullen all scored for the Pens. The

series moves to New York for games three

and four.

Adams Division
Montreal leads Buffalo 2-0. Patrick

Roy has returned to the brilliance that

earned him the nickname St. Patrick,

turning back 35 Buffalo shots to seal the

Canadians 4-3 victory.

The Canadians 4-3 win in game two in

overtime tied an NHL record as 16 games
this year went to the extra period. Guy
Carbonneau scored the winner.

The Habs, who struggled toward the
end of the season and in the first two
playoff games against Quebec, have been
flying high lately. Vincent Damphouse,
Brian Bellows and Kirk Muller all seem to

have found their scoring touches.

If the Habs offense stays productive

and Roy plays up to form, the Canadians
could be poised for a run for the cup. If

LaFontaine and Mogilny start to heat up,

and Grant Fuhr plays as well as he did
against Boston, the Sabres are far from
out of it.

Smythe Division
Vancouver leads Los Angeles 1-0.

With the toppling of the Red Wings and
Blackhawks, the Vancouver Canucks find

themselves the favorites to win the
Campbell Conference and go to the Stanley
Cup finals.

In the 5-2 win over the Kings in game
one, the Canucks had their game in high
gear, putting the game out ofreach with a
three goal first period outburst.

Los Angeles goalie Robb Stauber, who
was very impressive in the first round
series win over Calgary, was weak in game

Turn to PLAYOFFS, page 10

Underdogs in first? Wait till Independence Day
Grow up. Deion Sanders.

Pittsburgh's Tim Wakefield throws 35 BBs in 39 IP -

hey that's already as much last year. I smell a fish (fluke)

about last season.

Detroit, Philadelphia, San Francisco and California

are still in the first division? Hate to use the cliche, but

check the standings on July 4, then start talking pennant
- until then, enjoy the ride - and that includes Boston.

Luke

ERICKSON
Frank Viola sprains his ankle on Monday, but vows

hell start on Saturday. Viola has NEVER missed a start

in his career - researchers are working on whether he's

got the record for pitchers.

Word is around the league that Jack Morris has been
tipping his pitches. Well, it's either that or the overrated

tag he's had since last season is proving its worth.

Understatement Dept.: Chicago's Jack McDowell, 5-0

in the month of April with a 4.33 ERA. says "I'm getting

some help." Hey, when your teammates can score close to

7 runs when you pitch, who needs to careful?

Best Quote: David Cone, after Kansas City Royals
manager Hal McRae throws a tantrum: "Thank you all

for making me feel completely at home."
This reporter couldn't verify rumors that Danny Dar-

win has been kidnapped and replaced by the BoSox BP
pitcher.

How much of a sports whore am I? I bag on Kirk
Gibson both for the Collegian and for the Ware River
News, and then I take him for my rotisserie league team.

George Brett says he's considering retiring at the end
ofthe season ? Hitting .222 wouldn't have anything to do
with that decision, would it?

Jose Canseco, hitting .297 with 5 HRs and 26 RBIs,
claims he's not really hitting the ball all that well yet. Is

it conceit? or does Jose know something we don't?

Bobby Kelly or Roberto Kelly? Only hismommy knows
for sure.

Watchout tradehawks, Bruce Hurst is on rehab as-

signment.

Well, that's all for this week - and for my career here
at the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Both Jeff Hojlo
and I are graduating.
Luke Erickson is a Collegian columnist

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts softball results

were not available at deadline. The Minutewomen
host Drexel tomorrow at 3 p.m.

The University of Massachusetts baseball team's
game against Central Connecticut State University
was rained out.

The UMass cyclists claimed first place in the
Eastern Collegiate Cycling Federation champion-
ship. By winning its fifth ever cup, UMass has ac-
cumulated more championshipsthan any otherschool
in the east, and is the most winningest school in

ECCF history.
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Digable Planets perform a jazzy, diverse show
By CALtB COCHKAN
Collegian Staff

Digable Planets
Pearl Street

May 2, 1993

It was coming up on 11:30 Sunday night, and the
crowd at I'earl Street was getting irritated. After stand-
ing through a long and mediocre set from D-Influence
the tans were now being treated to an incredibly long
mtermission during which the temperature soared to
nearly intolerable heights. There was only one cure for
the blues of this antsy crowd, and rap trio Digable
Planets knew exactly what it was.

After coming on stage to a roaring ovation, the
Planets broke into "It's Good to be Here," the first song
from their debut album, Reuchm' (a new rcfutution of
tum'6t spihi'i It was clear from the start of the show that
the 1 lanets had no intention of rapping in the mellow
and relaxing formula that characterizes their album

Instead, the group went full-throttle from the very
begmning, rhyming with intensity reminiscent of the
Beastie Boys and 3rd Bass. This style worked very well
for the Planets, who showed a great deal of stage savvy
for such an inexperienced group.

After the opening tune, the two-man, one-woman
trio pumped the crowd into a frenzy with tracks such as
"lime and Space (a new refutation oO," and "Jimmi
Diggin'Cats."Groupfounderand lead vocalist Butterfly
performed a stirring, jazz-backed rendition of "La Femme
Fetal, " a story about a friend's abortion situation which
got a raging response from the pro-choicers in the
audience. The group's taste for jazz was evident
throughout the show, especially in performing the
tune "Nickel Bags." In the original version, the chorus
speaks of "nickel bags of funk." In their live version,
however, the line was amended to "nickel bags of jazz."
Some of the more mellow tunes from Reudiht' were

rapped with extra enthusiasm, especially "Swoon Units
"

"Escapism' (Gettin' Free)," and "What Cool Breezes
Do," which encouraged the crowd to "Do what you

feel." All of these songs seemed even better and more
passionate live than they do on the Planets exceptional
debut album.

The evening came to a close with the group's first hit
single, "Rebirth of Slick (Cool Like Dat)," after which
the Planets tossed buckets of water on the overheated
crowd. Fhe Planets rapped "Cool Like Dat" in the same
skillful and powerful manner that characterized their
evening at Pearl Street. The exhausted crowd mustered
up enough energy to jump around. House of Pain style
in appreciation of this instant classic.

Going into Sunday night's show, I expected a skillful
yet mellow demonstration of careful rap executed in
the same laid-back manner which prevails on Rettchin'.
The concert turned out to be much more than that
Digable Planets pulled out all the stops, rhyming hard
rhyming slow, rhyming to jazz accompaniment, and
just plain rappin', in, as Butterfly put it, "the old school
way." In winning over the crowd with their delightful
mix of hip-hop and jazz, Digable Planets proved that
they are more than "Cool Like Dat." They are for real

I
i

i!

I
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Genital Warts/HPV

What? Why? How? What Now?

Come to this informational session and
get your questions answered.

Wednesday, May 12
6-8 p.m.

University Health Center

Room 304

For more information, call the office of

Health Education at 549-2671 ext. 181
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If you are over IS^qgd would like to earn
Fun Time IncoflSiraillQnd Part Tune

8*oBorfe»Kter

•Day/Eveni«g1Wte«k
• Local/Ncrtionof Plocemef«
• Limited Openings Remain For
MayCkases

• Make Your Move Ixfay and Receive
AdditwfKil Savinlj^ on Tuitmn Fees

Call Today! • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 . Springfield ^^^^^^
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CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES

In a few days, school will end
and so will these great prices!

21131 Lolus LATER

$99

$99
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Improv for Windows
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Save a tree.

Recycle this

Collegian.
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Ami Pro for Windows
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wxd pnxKsinij • hue

WYSIWYG WP.Mony new
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\(llilYii ondOiopediliiij, Smofltons
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Norton Utilities
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dngiKKlKs $17900

International Students Association

presents

15^" Annual
International Fair

Norton Desktop for Windows

• Auloinihi Onto Swowsiy
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ten) nnd iKtoie DOS 6

Bockiips

$17900
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At lower level of the Campus Center

Saturday, May 8th llAAi. to 5pm.
Dance will be held later
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Calendar of events
in the S College Area

THURSDAY
CONCERT — Bob Mintzer, New York City

saxophonist and composer/arranger, will be the
guest artist at the Chapel Jazz Ensemble concert
tonight at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Tickets
are $6 for the public and $3 for students, elders
and children, and are available at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office (545-251 1) or at the door.
CONCERT— Chucklehead will perform at Pearl

Street in Northampton tonight with Duck Duck
The show starts at 8:30 and is 18+. Call 584-7771
for info.

CONCERT— The Bobs will perform at the Iron
Horse in Northampton tonight at 7. Tix are $ 1 3 50
in advance. Call 584-0610 for details.

LECTURE— "The Chamber Ideal in Concerted
Music." Henry G. Mishkin, Music, AC. Free. AC
Music Center Room 3. 12:15 p.m.
LECTURE — "Migration and Overwintering

BiologyoftheMonarch Butterfly." Lincoln Brower,
Zoology, University of Florida. Refreshments pre-
cede the seminar. Fernald Hall, 2nd Floor,
Alexander Conference Room, 3:30 p.m. Be there
or be square.

LECTURE — "TRH Localization in the Skin of
Adult and Larval Stages of Ranpipiens." Deborah
Fiore, 1p.m., in room 120 Clapp Hall Mount
Holyoke College. Refreshments preceding the
lecture. Free.

PtNINCS

LGBA LECTURE — Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual Studies Brownbag Luncheon
Series. "Lavender Weddings."
Gretchen Stiers, Ph.D candidate in

sociology at UMass. Info: 545-4824.
Campus Center 91 7. Noon- 1 :30 p.m.
PERFORMANCE ART— Christine

Paquette will perform her BFA degree
project titled "1 Don't Perform Gyn-
astics Anymore," a multi-media ex-
ploration of personal experience with
rape and karate as a source of em-
powerment. Reception to follow. At
Hampden Theatre at 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— Gallery Talk: Federico
Barocci's "Head of a Woman." Craig

FRIDAY
The Bobs

Felton, Art, SC. Free. SC Museum of
Art, 12:15 p.m.

FILM — The Graduate, the Dustin
Hoffman classic, will be shown at the
AC Campus Center Theater at 7:30 &
10 p.m. $1.75.

DANCE —"Q Dance," sponsored
by the LBGA. $4. Info: 545-0154.
Bluewall, 9 p.m.- 2 a.m.
CONCERT — The Bobs will be at

the Iron Horse again tonight at 7.

513.50 in advance. Call 584-0610 for
details.

CONCERT — Rippopotamus will

play at Pearl Street tonight at 9. Call
584-7771 for ticket information.

Ml r . . COURTESY scon O MALLEY « ASSOCIATES
be performing at the Iron Horse in Northampton tonight

SATURDAY SUNDAY
SPRING CONCERl — Naughty By

Nature, Dinosaur Jr., the Wallers,
Richie Havens, Quicksand
and the Canine Bastards
will be playing the an-

MUSIC — Borderland cordially
invites one and all to attend their
celebration of soul tonight at 9 at the
Hadley Pub.

COMMUNITY — Pride March
Members of lesbian, gay and bisexual nual Sprfng Concert on
student organizations on campuses the Campus Pond
are joined by community members lawn all day Sunday
and friends from far afield in a pride For more in forma
march through Northampton. Info:
545-4824.

FUN, FUN, FUN! — 15th Annual
International Fair and Dance. Booths
and entertainment. Representatives
ofo 'r SOcountries. Fair is free. Dance

tion, see the several ar-

ticles elsewhere in this This Weekend
section. Admission is free with a valid
UMass I.D.

ADVENTURES IN SPACE— Solar
observing. Through special solar tele-

is $3. Info: Jill — 546-4909, or Rachel scopes. Free. Info: 256-6234 evenings.— 546-5587. Student Union Ballroom Amherst town common, 1 -2 p m All
Fair: 1 1 a.m.-5 p.m. ages invited.
International dance 9 p.m. PLANETARIUM SHOW — Realis-
BENEFITCONCERT— Come join tic showing of the night sky for the

the fun with Sigma Alpha Mu coming week. Free. Info: 256-6234
Fraternity's "Sammyfest" to benefit
the Pediatric AIDS Foundation. Live
bands include Room to Move, Voice
of Reason, and Mark and Joe. Con-
cessions

evenings. AC Bassett Auditorium,
Morgan Hall, 3 p.m. All ages.

RECEPTION— Opening reception
for MFA thesis exhibition by Michael

and alcohol hosted by Tong. Hampden Gallery 5-7 p.m.

COURTESY JODIE SINCLAIRCUUKTESY JODIE SI

Chucklehead will make you shake your butt at Pearl Street tonight

Delano's. At 395 N. Pleasant St. from
12:30 to 8 p.m. Tickets $3/adv; $5 at

the door. Call Dave at 549-4848 for

more info.

MUSIC— WCFR Broadcasts Balti-

more Symphony
Orchestra's "Casual
Concerts" series. Today's
concert showcases
Rachmaninoff's Sym-
phony No. 2 and the ways
that the work has been
appropriated for Holly-
wood and pop music
repertoire. WFCR 88.5
FM noon.
SPACE—Observatory

Observing. Through a

really big telescope. Free.

All ages welcome. AC
Wilder Observatory,
SnellSt. 9 p.m. Call 256-
6234 evenings for details.

CONCERT— Daniel
Lanois will perform at the
Iron Horse tonight at 10.

Tickets: $14.50 in ad-
vance. Call 584-0610 for

details.

CONCERT — The
Fools will play at Pearl

Street tonight at 9. Call

584-7771 for ticket info.

CONCERT — Ron Carter, Cedar
Walton and Billy Higgins will play at
the Iron Horse tonight at 7. Tickets:
$16.50 in advance. Call 584-0610 for
details.

COURTESYDiGITALMUsicPRODUan!?
Bob Mintzer will perform with the Chapel Jazz

Ensemble this evening in Bowker Auditorium.
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Well-acted Heits proves banal
page four

By 1:DWARD W. HUMPHRll-:S
Collegian Staff

British comedies have always been a
strange lot in the United States. In a
country where few international films
ever truly gel with the movie-going
populace (Witness the struggle for a film
like the French import Imiodiinc to hold
water against an abysmal liuh-u'nt Pro-
posul), it's surprising that the dry Knglish
humor-driven vehicles have had the
success they've had in the dominating
American market. The Monty I^ython
films have certainly garnered their mas-
sive cu'* followings here in the New
World and the insanely funny A Fish
CiUU'ii WiuhUi has earned its fair share of
laughs. And that's the precise reason
win Python vet Hric Idle's new film
Si)littiii\i Heirs is such a curious arrival.

Idle has certainly labored over this
disappointingly mediocre comedy,
grabbing the reins as executive producer,
screenwriter and lead actor. The problem
is he and director Robert Young opt for
the more obvious sophomoric stab and
lea\e the more sophisticated comedic
attempts under-e.xploited.

Idle even attempts to further enamor
the surprisingly big audiences garnered
by 1989's Wamin by pulling the same

Barbara Hershey
Associated Press

trick out of his sleeve as that far superior
comedy, assembling a mixed cast of
British and American personalities in-
cluding Rick Moranis, Barbara Hershey
and l»ython god John Cleese (who's hu-
morously listed in the credits as "and
introducingjohn Cleese.") But its "much
ado about nothing " if thecomedy doesn't
excel and in this case, as the redneck
expression goes, "this dog don't hunt."

The story itself has an interesting
premise, rich with comedic potential.
Lost at birth by a '60s-saturated Duke
and Duchess of Bornmouth, the infant
heir to the dukedom throne is soon re-
turned to the Duke and Duchess. Thirty-
odd years later, Rick Moranis appears as
Henry, the supposed heir to the crown
whose American heritage is explained by
having spent his youth in New York
boarding schools. But it's Tim Patel (Idle)
who realizes that he may be the true heir
to the crown due to a similar childhood
incident, and after a run-in with gleefully
sadistic lawyer Raoul P. Shadgrind (John
Cleese) he comes to realize that he is the
true Bornmouth baby. What follows is a
variation on the Lawrence Kasdan com-
edy / Low Yon to DfiUh and the myth of
Rasputin, with Idle desperately trying to
off the resilient Moranis so as to achieve
his proper heirs.

The problem therefore lies in the script.

Idle seems to know the inroads to dark
comedy well and he lays them out duti-
fully, but more often he allows the sexual
innuendos and dumb double entendres
to stand in the way of the true comic
situations. Whenever he feels the com-
edy is bogging down (which must be a
lot), he resorts to trotting out Barbara
Hershey in American sex-kitten mode or
British Sadie Irost (Dracula) to vamp her
way out, thus aiming for the more obvi-
ous jokes and unfortunately allowing
clever situations to subside.

Young's direction is capable and can't
be faulted, and the talented cast certainly
labors through the material hoping for a
diamond in the rough. What's unearthed

John Cleese

DIVISION or CONTIKUIKG EDUCATION

UMass
Summer Session

I I

- Missed a course? Make it up!
- Advance in next semester's work

" Fulfill a requirement
" Enjoy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:
First session: June 2-July 9

Second session: July 13-August 18

RECStZSTER NOINT!
Catalog:s available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,
6th floor Goodell Building, 546-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

are brief glimmering specks of comic
brilliance that unfortunately lose their

luster. Lven Cleese can't command the
audience's attention, though he tries his

damnedest. He's obviously modeled
loosely on the maniacal Kevin Kline
character in A Fish Called VViunhi and is

given the best material as a quasi-stalker
aimed at trying to land Idle the throne
through various assassination attempts
on Moranis' life. Unfortunately this
quickly runs tiresome and a quick bit

involving Cleese's failed attempt to blow
up a baby is just plain disturbing, eking
out few laughs.

To the film's credit, it is a gorgeously
filmed comedy, with Oscar nominated
cinematographer Tony Pierce-Roberts
(Howimh End) capturing the lush greens
oftheLnglish countryside and the grainy
grandeur of the local castles with great
finesse. Most of the comedies today skimp
on the inherent essence of fihii, the
photography, but Roberts has clearly
proven his hand at orchestrating the
camera's eye and makes this a wonderful
film to look at. . . if onlv the comedy had
been equally as marvelous. Idles's film is

a mixed bag boasting exuberant perfor-
mances, but ultimately it fails (and I'd

hate to seem like I'm pulling hairs) due to
a script mired in the obvious.

Campus Man
goes Hollywood

As soon as the phone call came
1 grabbed all my things and had a
friend drive me to Bradley Interna-
tional Airport in Connecticut, the
ilrive-thronsh state. Being told by my
agent less than an hour after lunch
that I got a lead part in a major film
starring Tori Spelling and Robert
DeNiro made me start to sinitz.

Adam Scott

ROBERTS
Warner Brothers had booked me

a round-trip ticket to lAX in first

class. Immediately, 1 became de-
manding of the stewardess and told
her that I asked for a San Peligrino,
not an Hvian, and that she best
rectify the situation immediately!
Couldn't she tell that she was
dealingwith Adam Scott RolkTts,a\so

known as ASR?
Anyhow, I was really excited

about this trip. I was told not to tell

my friends or fraternit>' brothers
until after I had signed the contract.
Since my film credits only include
bit parts in Housesittcr and A Leasiiie

of their Own and a guest spot on
Fox's Classof96. 1 wouldn 't get paid
an astronomical sum bntluy, look at

Sharon Stone. She starred in Basic
Instinct for bubkus and now she's the
hottest actress in Corruptown, I

mean Tinseltown, and making as

much as $9 million per film.

Only in Hollywood can you be a
nobody on Friday and comes Satur-
day everyone knows your name. I'll

admit that havinggood connections
had a lot to do with me getting the
part. My friend from Beverly Hills,

who works at Warners, pitched my
name todirector Oliver .Stone. Then
Tori met with my agent Michael
Ovitz and decided to sign on.

The second 1 met fori, 1 was
Turn to CAMPUS MAN, page twelve

SQUIRE VILLAGE APIS.

Sunderland, MA
665-2203

Renting Now Fof June 1st & Sept 1st

Beautiful spacious apartments in different sliapes and sizes from 1

to 5 bedrooms. Spacious yards, swimming pool, disliwaslier, A/C,

garbage disposals wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,

walk-in closets & mucli more, On bus route.

Sunday, May 9, 1993^;^
starts at noon '^^ 'c^ ^

NO:

V
ALCOHOL, BOHLES, CANS
CAMERAS, TAPE RECORDERS VIDEOCAMERAS, COOLERS, FOOD DRIN?s
THERMOSES, PETS, SPORTING' '

GOODS, SWIMMING, UNAUTHORI7Fn
VENDING ABSOLUTELY NOPEFORGET IT. PLEASE BE COrS)FRATFOF THE WILDLIFE AT THE POND tSo

\

•UMA5S S,.,nFN„, vA,,n ONoeROBAO ID rOR EN, BY.
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By Kl-N MAIURI
Collegian Staff

The weather is getting better, so if you
want some great pop music to play out
your dorm window, in your car, or on
your Walkman really loud, give the fol-
lowing a try!

Frosting On the Beater
The Posies

DGC

Buy this. It's the Posies' third disc
(second for a major label) and they've
dropped the dated '6()s motifs (flanged
voices, everything draped in echo, etc.)

and defined their sound. And it's damn
good. Guitars roar and squeal while

heard. What are you waiting for? A+

New Wave
The Auteurs
Caroline Records

On first listen, this debut disc from
the three-member Auteurs sounds, well,

boring. The songs blend together into a
drab wash of acoustic guitars, bass, piano
and drums. Given a chance, though, the
songs begin to differentiate themselves
and grow on you. Of the 12 relaxed pop
songs, -Bailed Out," "Don't Trust the „„^ ..^..„..^ „.„...«« v^^u.^
Stars" and "Early Years" stand out from An enjoyable album from a great local
the rest. band. See them live! B

Theonly real drawback for the Auteurs

— they were loud, powerful and they
"rocked," if 1 may use such a term. Then
I bought their first album and was dis-

appointed in the lazy acoustic sound of
the disc. Where was the uptempo stuff?

Fortunately their new disc. Ruby
Ranch, comes roaring out of the starting
gate with its loud, catchy opening track,
"3 Kings." Unfortunately, the rest of the
album doesn't keep up the same energy
level. Regardless the disc holds up well;
songs like "Oldsmobile," "Box of Pic-
tures" and "Backyard" are enjoyable,
despite the occasionally weak lead vocals.

is the voice of l.uke Haines, the lead
singer. It's a breathy, whispered English

steering clear of grunge, punk and any sneer, too high pitched and nasal to be
other musical category— it's simply loud
pop music with a vengeance.

Ken StringfellowandJonAuer's voices
blend and harmonize over the churning
guitars in great songs like "Solar Sister,"

"llavorof the Month" and "When Mute
Tongues Can Speak"; these are just ran-
dom exam pies— not one of the disc's 1

2

tracks is filler A definite improvement
on their previous sound. Frosting On the
Beater is a great disc that deserves to be

enjoyable for an entire album at one
sitting. More often than not, the songs
overpower the dull vocals. It's worth a
listen. B+

Plants and Birds and Rocks and Things
The Loud Family
Alias Records

This is a great disc. Nineteen pop
songs that range from arty experiments
to straightforward rock, with a couple
short tracks that are a little of both— like

"The Ballad of How You Can All Shut
Up," for example. It begins with a loud
synthesizer hum, which is broken off by
a distorted, backwards voice that en-

I saw these guys open up for Robyn gages in a call-and-response dialogue with
Hitchcock at the Bluewall back in 1989 Turn to LISTEN TO THIS, page twelve

Ruby Ranch
The Vestrymen
Vertebrae Records

inspired new
Lenny Kravitz
a sweet treat
By CALEB COCHRAN
Collegian Staff

Are You Gonna Go My Way
Lenny Kravitz

Virgin

We've all heard the cliche, "The third time's a
charm." I'or Lenny Kravitz, this phrase could not
be more true. With his third release. Are You
Gonna Go My Way. Kravitz has finally hit paydirt.

The album begins with the title track, a hard
and fast rock 'n' roller which is both powerful and
irresistibly catchy. Skillful guitar work and a

splendid chorus make this tune a great opener. A
fantastic instrumental about two thirds of the
way through adds to the song's intensity.

The album's second tune is "Believe," adreamy
and inspirational selection with a soft and de-
lightful chorus which encourages listeners to
"Believe in yourself. " Portions of the song vividly
recall the Beatles' "Heyjude."

Another worthy cut is the album's third song,
"Come on and Love Me." The gentle vocals of
Kravitz contrast nicely against a strong drum beat
throughout the tune.

Ihe album's second hard rocker, "Is There Any
Love in Your Heart," begins with a yell from
Kravitz which is sure to remind listeners of '70s
rock icon Robert Plant in his Led Zeppelin days.
Ihe song soon progresses into a scathing attack
on a would-be lover which includes some colorful

lyrics about the woman's infidelity.

A pair of slow and mellow tunes which showcase
the creative diversity of Kravitz are "Heaven Help"
and "Sugar." "Heaven Help" is a smooth and
relaxing track which highlights the vocal skill of

Turn to KRAVITZ, page twelve
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Genuine Draft

24-I2CZ tjcr co-':es

99

APRIL SHOWERS BRING MAY SPECIALS!

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

175 LT w/Free 2 Ltr Co<e

$1 C99

Purple
Passion

99

Busch

$^799^ ' h Kegs

NO ?nMi'5 NEEDED S
ro P'jrJCMASf KEG3

Natural
Light

31
99

Keystone Absolut
VodkaRegular & Light ^f^

i2 D< cans \^^.

M'L mm''
WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for

your personal check.

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amtierst
,'/e "Owv ncve Cii

Mcis Lottery games'

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE!!

Featuring The Area s Biggest

Dance floor and Beit Light 5/ioh.'

Wednesday -

DANCING WITH Dj DENNIS R.

Tea Dance After The Pride

March on May 8th 4:00 pm

Thursday-WHMP
EIGHTEEN & OVER DANCING

WITH Of DENNIS R.

WHMPs Kid Mclntvre
Broadcasting Live

; Friday-

DANCINC WITH Dl PFTl D.

Pla\ing the Best Curmrf Dance Music

Saturday-

THE AREAS BIGGEST & BEST
SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE t

Sunday-
Coming M.iy 9
TIME ARTS CAFE

Dance Music, Live Music,
Performance Artist's

LIVE MUSIC
J'
* *-" '- -'--'-'- .----.- -- .-- --.,- ,-..-..- .Tl

Tliiii W.K (. • H:i()|)in IHi-

Two Day Funk-A-Thon

CHUCKLEHEAD

Duck Duck

Funk-A-Thon Day Two
RIPPOPOTAMUS

S.il., M.iv K - '»:()(l()ni

THE FOOLS

Hum.. \Uy I »-7:()()piii/lH+/

End of Classes Blowout
Early Show

THE MIGHTY,
MIGHTY BOSSTONES

DovvnsMiis - H:()0|jin/IH+

lot .)l H.iiul Sh<)vv(,isf.

NEW RADIANT STORM KING
DIESELMEAT/WOMBAT

] HOLLAPOPPER/OVT OUT
' Free admission with

Bosstoncs litket stub

I M.. M.iv 14-r;(HpniAVkSI

JOE ELY
LUCINDA WILLIAMS
. -» -. _« -. -. . .. _. _

S.it., M.iy 1 "i - '):()()|jni

;]
THE BOMBASTICS.. .1

j
1

1
Kir., M.iy JO - H:i()|;nvlH+/

Last bay of Exams!

Led Zc(>(X'lin Trihuto,

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI
"Ti(kcK()nly S4 in Adv.iiKc

.\ iih UM,\SS I.U. ji Ti\ Unlimited

in the C.impus Ccnkr Only*

'

*''*'"***"'-'*-**-''-'*-

I M., M.IV J I - 7:l)()|)ni

ROCK BOTTOM
REMAINDERS

Featuring Best Selling Authors

including Dai'e Barry,

Steven King, Amv Tan

& Matt Groening

Dounst.iirs- '):()()|jni

LOBSTERZ FROM MARS

I Sun., luiK'f)- 7:00 pniM'KSI

/./. CALE
Loudon Wainwrieht III [

. '.. ' '.« '..'.* ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
1

'

? I III*''

Mon., luMc I 4-Ji:i)()|)m;Ui +

4 NON BLONDES^
Tt\ I', I * I > F'.r-.-r

Tickets available at Peart

Street, Strawberries, Tlx

Unlimited, Northampton Box
Office, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro

(800) 828-7080
10 Pearl Street Northampton

584-7771
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Spring Concert '93

Hip-hop hooray for NBN, rap's bad boys

Naughty by Nature
COURTESY ICRISTINE LAKSEN

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

UMass, let's give it up for Naughty by
Nature!

The 1993 Spring Concert will prove
to be naughty, indeed, as the hip hop
bad boys from East Orange, N.J., plan to

entertain the University of Massachu-
setts.

Naughty by Nature, made up of mem-
bers Treach (Anthony Criss, 22), Vinnie
(Vincent Brown, 22), and 1)J KG (Kier

Gist, 23) are fresh off the release of their

second album titled 19 Naughty 111. 1 he
disc has already yielded "Hip Hop Hoo-
ray," a Top Ten pop hit on the HillhoarJ

Hot 100, which has become synony-
mous across these United States with
partying.

The group seems to have a knack for

recording party anthems for the youth of

today. In the summer of 1991, the group
released their first single which has sold

over one million copies, "O.P.P." The
song was an instant hit and laid the
groundwork foi the following these
rappers now have.

"Hip Hop Hooray" is now as popular
as "O.P.P." ever was, and Treach, who is

known for carrying his trademark ma-
chete or chainsaw, said the song is sup-
posed to give back to the rappers who
inspired Naughty by Nature.

"Hip Hop Hooray' is about givin'

props to the rappers who came before
us, who inspired us," he said. "It's

thankin' them for the hard work they've
done, carving ways and paths for us that
make it easier for us to enjoy our success
now."

Naughty by Nature originally released
a song entitled "Ghetto Bastard" after

"O.P.P." hit it big, but the group felt that
the title was "a little too hard for radio."

So, the same song was renamed
"Everything's Gonna Be Alright," and
found as much success as their first hit.

"O.P.P.' was a party song.
Everything's Gonna Be Alright' is what
happened before O.P.P.' — what made
us what we are now and what we had to

go through," Treach said.

"Everything's Gonna Be Alright" de-
tails what Treach, Vinnie and KG went
through growing up in the hood. The
song also describes some of the prob-
lems both Treach and Vinnie faced be-

cause they came from single-parent
homes.

"Two parents is definitely how a child

should be raised," said Treach. "If they're

not together, they at least should make
time for the kid."

The movie soundtrack from fiiicc

produced the group's next anthem, ap-
propriately titled "Uptown Anthem." For

all of their trademark fight songs.
Naughty by Nature has some great songs
that never really hit it big, but are just as

good, and some are even better than the
group's hits.

"Thankx for Sleepwalking" has to be
the best song on the first disc, with the
typical Naughty by Nature exchange in

the beginning between Vinnie and
Treach, then a kickin' beat that is just

made for crankin' the stereo.

Naughty by Nature is touring nation-
ally already, and their stop in Amherst
should be as loud and naughty as ever.

"We're more spontaneous now," said

Vinnie. "We want to make sure our fans
get what they want. They know they're
comin' for a show and they know they're

definitely gonna get a show."

Woodstock legend
an acoustic master
ByGREGSUKlENNIK
Collegian Staff

It is altogether fitting that folk singer Richie
Havens is playing the 1993 Spring Concert. First

of all Mavens graced UMass with his presence at
the • St ever UMass Spring Concert. His inclusion
on the bill makes for a nice historical link.

Second, consider the similarities between
Spring Co icert and another show Havens played
some 24 years ago, one that made him famous: an
outdoor festival on a temporary stage, in the
middle of a muddy field filled with college-aged
youth — the 1969 Woodstock Music and Arts
Festival, which gave birth to great quotes like
" Ihe New State Thruway's closed, man" and
made folks like Wavy Graxy inexplicably famous.

Havens will always be identified with the three-
day counterculture fest that is still considered the
defining moment of the late '60s. His stirring

performance is considered a Woodstock highlight,
along with Joe Cocker, Jimi Hendrix and Sly and
the Family Stone. But unlike those '60s icons.

Havens was a relative unknown before he went
Turn to HAVENS, page twelve

Energetic Bastards open show

Canine Bastards
COURTESY CANINE BASTARDS

By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

COURTESY ELO PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Richie Havens

They've established themselves in the Valley, gained
the affection of UMass coffeehouse-goers and beat out
four other bands in the Five AHvc contest to win their
opening band status. Not bad for a bunch of Bastards.

The Canine Bastards, despite their success of late,

have chosen to keep their identities and backgrounds
pretty much under wraps. Thanks to a Colkgian in-
terview with the fivesome this winter, at least a little

information could be found about the band.
"We all went to St. John's Prep together in Boston,

except for (bassist Peter) Bones. Bones went to Andover
High," the Bastards told the Collegian's Cutter Garcia.
Technically that would make the Bastards a Boston
band. Nevertheless, with three of its members attend-
ing UMass, this Boston band has gained prominence as
Valley artists.

The Canine Bastards describe themselves as "going
for that 'gimmicky' thing" and rightfully so. Replete
with matching shades and outfits at last month's Five
Alive show, the Bastards gained the ire of a few but the
affection of far more.

I'heirs was a set of slick dance moves and pure

energy which perhaps purposefully served as an enter-
tammg mask for the band's occasionally dissonant
musical stylings. But it is this dissonance and how it

complements the stage show which gives the Bastards
such widespread appeal.

Lead vocalist Butterfly Styles (yes, it's a stage name)
Has a whining and sometimes grating tone which
nonetheless enhances the Bastards' stage presence.
Styles' singing style is quite representative of the entire
Bastards sound. They live by the motto, "Naked and
loud, vacant and proud," and make no excuses for their
playful tunes.

"VVe like to entertain," the Bastards told theCollesian.We like to make sure that people are enjoying them-
selves when they come and see us."

En joyingoneself is almost a given at a Bastards show,
lor even if their musical style may come into question,
tliere is little doubt the Canine Bastards are first-rate
entertainers. I heir dance moves are slick and precise,
outfits often absurd (they played a Butterfield coffee-
house in only their briefs) and characters strong.

I he Campus Pond stage will no doubt be the biggest
arena the band has played of yet. But fear not and show
upon time. Ihe Bastards are sure to put on their greatest
production yet.

page seven
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Sneai< Preview
Dinosaur Jr. are definitive Valley sound
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

If ever a band should be a mainstay in
the Spring Concert lineup, it'd have to be
Dinosaur Jr. It's a fair assumption that
Dino is the most successful band to ever
emerge from the now dense Valley music
scene. Granted, the Pixies achieved in-
ternational status, but you'd be hard-
pressed to get them to admit they're a
Valley band. When one thinks Amherst/
NoHo music, one thinks Dinosaur Jr.

Dino vocalist/guitarist/frontman
J.

Mascis has been one of the more talked
about personalities in music as of late.

Some writers act as if they're only discov-
ering his eccentricities and propensity for
unusual behavior. Valley mainstays know
better.Theformerdmm staroftheAmherst
Regional youth orchestra is now consid-
ered by many a "guitar god."

Mascis' ties to UMass also run deep.
When offered a spot in the UMass drum
corps, Mascis declined. "Ihe hats may be
nice, " said Mascis. "But there was no way
I was gonna sit on the sidelines, freezing
myassoffat a bunch of stupid ballgames."

Mascis instead elected to participate
in a number of bands such as Deep
Wound before forming Dinosaur Jr. The
impact of Dino has been felt worldwide.

While it has existed more as an un-
derground success than anything else for

years, only of late has Dino been as-

similated into the mainstream along with
countless other "indie" bands. Albums
and singles to their credit are extensive,
with their latest. Where You Been, already
proving to be the most successful thanks
in part to MTV and mega-publicity.

Thankfully this flood of promotion
has caused Mascis and Dinosaur Jr. to

sacrifice little if none of the sonic disar-
ray which gained them critical and un-
derground attention.

While the formula may have been
polished and smoothed since the days of
Dino's early singles and seven-inches,
Mascis continues to coat Dino's grungy
yet melodic backdrop with whiney tor-

mented vocals.

Mascis possesses one ofthe most inimi-
table styles in the industry. No one, and I

mean no one, can wail about about grief

and rejection with the pathetic vigor of
Mascis. This particular style of miserable
warbling has alone been what attracted
the band such a devoted following.

One of Dino's biggest fans is noted
actor Matt Dillon. Dillon even went so far

as to direct the band's "Get Me" video in
an effort to just be a part of the whole Dino
thing. "We're his favorite band, man,"
says Mascis. "He just wanted to make
contact." Ironically enough, the video
depicts a funner Dino as the band is pelted
by leaf-throwing juvenile delinquents.

Mascis, traveling unintentionally in-

cognito as always, is a frequent viewer at

Valley area shows of such bands as buddy
Charlie Nakajima's Gobblehoof and ex-
Dino member Lou Barlow's Sebadoh. He
assimilates his six-fcx)t plus frame with his
surroundings easily. That's just the type of
guy Mascis is — tall, weird and solemn.

So why does Dino Jr. have such a big
and booming approach to music? This
mystery need not be uncovered. Rather
one should just appreciate J Mascis' tor-

mented soul and its conversion to sound.
Note to the audience: All good Dinosaur

Jr. sets include their riotous cover of the
Cure's "Just Like Heaven." If it doesn't
show up in their regular set, demand it In

the encore.

COURTESY FRANK OOCENfELS
Dinosaur Jr. band members from left to right include Murph, J. Mascis and

Mike Johnson.

Marley's rich legacy lives on

The Wallers
COURTESY ABC BOOKING CORP.

By BRIAN BABINEAU
Collegian Correspondent

If questioned about the reggae group the Wallers,

the response most people would give would be, "Oh,
Bob Marley's old band, right?" Although the group
reached its highest popularity during the '70s with

the late Marley, the reggae demi-god, at the helm,

there is much more to this eight-person group than

just the reputation of their former leader.

The Wallers began back in 1967, when Marley,

Peter losh and Bunny Waller decided to form a vocal

group modeled after U.S. doo-wop groups popular at

this time. They recruited one ofJamaica's best known
reggae bands, then known as the Upsetters, to play

backup for them.

Later, in the '70s, several members of the group
left and new members joined. This group, headed by
Bob Marley, became known as Bob Marley and the
Wallers. During this decade, the band thrust itself

into the mainstream music circuit, creating timeless
reggae hits while changing the face of popular music
forever.

Marley, unfortunately, passed away in 1981. Be-
fore he death, however, he took aside two of the
oldest and present members of the Wallers, Junior
Marvin and Aston "Family Man" Barrett, and asked
them to make a promise. As Marvin recalled, "Right
before Bob died, he said 'Please keep the band
together and concentrate on the quality of the
songs.' So we began on the foundations we set up to

Turn to WAILERS, page twelve

Rageful tunes,

ferocious fire

from Quiciisand
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

The sixth and final addition to the Spring Concert
lineup quite by accident has become the frequent focus
of this writer. New York modern-day hardcore quartet
Quicksand has made the East Coast their stomping
ground as of late and rightfully so.

The Quicksand formula of frustration, power chords,
intense screaming and overall rage is highly compatible
with the F:ast Coast way of life. Their latest Polygram
release Slip has been a frequent passenger in my Civic's
tape deck as 1 irritably make my way through the
congested streets of Boston.

"I'd say it's definitely high energy," said lead singer/
guitarist Walter Schreifels beneath his mom-style bowl-
cut in a recent interview. "I think [Slip is] real emoted
kind of music. I'm screaming my head off through most
of the record."

Schreifels, a veteran of NYC hardcore mongers. Go-
rilla Biscuits, is in actuality a peaceful young man. He
speaks with a certain animated vigor but reflects in
.speech little of the vocal fire he and his bandmates emit
on stage.

With the release of their self-titled 1991 EP, Quick-
sand accrued a substantial following in various U.S. and
European areas while selling 20,000 copies. After touring
with fellow ragers Helmet, the band finished up Slip.

The hectic and intense release features a collage of
Turn to QUICKSAND, page eleven

.
COURTESY MICHELE TAYLOR

Quicksand members, from left include Walter
Schreifels, Alan Cage, Tom Capone and Sergio Vega.
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A historical perspective on the Spring Concert
By BRIAN BABINKAU
Collegian Staff

While most of us are concerned with the Spring
Concert present, there is time one must set aside to
thinkabout Spring Concerts past. This looking back not
only gives us a historical viewpoint of the event which
we are preparing to partake, but may give us a thought
or two to help us enjoy the annual May musical me-
nagerie all that much more. 1 hen again, maybe you
might just get a kick out of it.

I or all of you who are concerned with the lack of
headlining talent here this year, and are wondering
where the Black Crowes or Pearl Jam are, this historical
piece begins by presenting a few concert lineups that
should make you feel much better about our present
presentation.

In 1987, the stellar semblance of talent began with
I.onnie Mack, continued with thejon Butcher Axis, and
culminated with the incredible Cabo I rio. (Yes, they
really played here. Wow.) Or how about the 1984
gathering of groups that was rivaled only by Live Aid.

Spring Concert
Preview

That tuneful troop included such international biggies

as The Persuasions (they're huge in Belgium), Michael
Gregory, Utopia (they sell out in Turkey consistently)

and the headliner Spiro Gyra. Or is that Spyro Gira?
In 1983, the concert seemed to be themed "Musicans

with Really Cool Names," as Melba Moore, Hdgar Winter,
Nona Hendryx and Gary U.S. Bonds graced the grass

next to the pond. Now, if those line-ups don't make you
see this Sunday's event differently, then 1 don't know
what will. (No disrespect intended to all of you Cabo
Frio fans out there.)

Of course, we should just hope that all of our acts

make it here. In 1990, Queen Latifah was accidentally

taken to Amherst, New York, rather than our little

village in the Valley. She eventually made it here, and
fortunately performed, unlike when concertgoers were
cheated out of a chance to see De I^ Soul in 1991, when
some state troopers decided to detain them in Con-
necticut for an undue amount of time.

Of course, you never really know when one of the

relatively unknown acts that participate is going to hit it

big in a few years, and become someone you can say,

"Yeah, I saw them back in the day" about, as you pop
Turn to HISTORY, page eleven
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In your interest:
A list of items
needed for show
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian Staff

Hopefully you've had a chance to peruse the
stringent list of rules and restrictions for this
year's Spring Concert. After perusing the guide-
lines, you may have come to the conclusion that
you will have no fun. Despite the fact you cannot
bring yourown food and beverages, do not let this
detract from your fun.

Here's a list of some of items you can bring
And remember: while anything can double as a
'• .ying projectile," only you can can regulate its

1
)
Towel(s)— This is mandatory. It's just not as

fun to plonk your buttocks on the naked earth A
towel can not only keep your pupa clean, but can
also make a fashion statement. I'd suggest a full-
size beach towel depicting either Punchy the
Hawaiian Punch guy or your favorite Looney
I unes character (I've always been a fan of Woody
Woodpecker).

2) Earplugs — Just in case one of the bands
doesn't capture your fancy.

3) Pen and Paper— You never know what fa-
mous faces are going to show up for the annual
event. With Mr. Bic and a pad of paper you'll be
ready toget autographs ofyour favorite performers.
Also great for getting phone numbers of your
friends and interests for the summer months
ahead.

4) Your valid student ID — This is your admis-
sion ticket. Won't you feel silly if you have to re-
climb Orchard or Sylvan hill to retrieve that ugly
picture while your friends are bopping along to
the Canine Bastards.

5) Sunslasses/sliades — Whatever your prefer-
ence, be it Oakleys, Ray Bans or those little round
John Lennon shades with the funky colors. Sun-
glasses are stylish (usually), functional and prevent
harmful ultraviolet rays from burning out your
corneas and bringing about the need for costly
surgery or even loss of sight.

6) Suntan lotion/Sunscreen — There should be
sun. Pray for it. When there's sun, you need to
protect yourself from harmful rays which can
burn you and ultimately lead to skin cancer and
costly surgery. An SPl- of at least 15 is recom-
mended.

7) Allurins Y^-'t functional clothing — If you've
been working on increasingthosepecsand firming
those buttocks, now's the time to show 'em. Just
remember, you are not on stage and are expected
to applaud politely even if you envision yourself
as more important than the performers.

And finally. .

.

8) Your undying enthusiasm— Keep in mind the
Valley's biggest yearly concert is freeior all UMass
students. By staying moderately sober and be-
having ourselves, we can have a world of fun.

may 6th - 9th, 1 993 this weekend

Behind the scenes with UPC
/on Lupo interviews the Spring Concert's organizer
ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

When most people think of Spring Concert, they
think of the bands and the afternoon of entertainment
and music. What people may not think of is how Spring
Concert is put together. 1 spoke with Jen Jubenville
promotions director for Union Program Council, about
how this mammoth production is planned and ex-
ecuted.

When does planning begin for Spring Concert?

Planning is basically always in the works — even
from the beginning of the year. That's because every-
thing we do throughout the year is practice for Spring
Concert, since it's such a large event. It's hard to say
when planning begins exactly because it depends on
when we get the bands confirmed. A lot of it comes off
the [bands'] contracts, like for hospitality, what they
need in terms of food and dressing rooms, stage equip-
ment.

O ' M K

Spring Concert
Preview
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How many people work uu uu dl, ..utji joi Hu ,o>uv,l
and how many volunteers do you have?

There are 12 members of staff, but we have four staff
members returning next year and eight new members,
so we have 20 staff members working all together. We
need about 100 security volunteers alone and then
between stage crew and hospitality, there's probably
2(X) people.

It's easier to get hospitality and stage crew set up, but
we have a lot of problems finding people for security
because there's a stigma attached to it — people think
'oh, that means I'm going to have to be an authority
and I can't have fun' — but that's not what it is about
at all.

Without security, the show can't go on. In fact,
we've been advised by University adminstration that
without more security, Spring Concert will be cancelled.
We need about 1 (X) more people, so go to the UPC office
in the Student Union or call 545-2892 by Inday at the
latest. Besides, you get a free lunch and T-shirt.

How do bands get chosen and when do you start the
process?

We start, ideally, a month or a month and a half
before a date, but it's not always that easy. For example,
last year the Beastie Boys were not confirmed until two
weeks before the show. Band choosing depends on a lot
of factors. We do polling — surveys within our own
general community and surveys within the campus
Finding out who's popular through rumors, Hilllward,
who's getting a lot of airplay on local radio, etc. So, of
course, a band like Pearl Jam we could never get now
because they're so expensive. It depends on popularity
in the area and availability.

That's really important. It's what happened with
Living Colour— we were thinking of having them for

a headliner— but they were In Arizona on May 8 and
feasibly we could've flown them in that night for the
show on Sunday, but we would've had to have flown
them out that night to the next place on their tour.

It also depends on how much the band costs. We also
have a multicultural requirement in our constitution
that's very important to us. There's about 20,000 people
on our campus and everybody has different tastes.

This year's concert line-up seems to be more diverse
where in the past the focus has been mainly on alternative
music. Was this a conscious decision?

For some it was real conscious, but for others it
wasn't that conscious because it's what the community
wants. It wasn't like 'oh, we have to change.' The whole
thing was a large conflict
among us. We are a college production company and
shouldn't we play college music — but what is college
music? Is It necessarily alternative or rock or anything
else? We get money from everybody, from the student
activities fee and we get a portion of it. The money
doesn't have personal taste.

Was there any talk ofscrapping the multi-actformatand
just going for one big headliner?

No. We like the multi-act format. It's just such a large
event that I think it would be a shame to do that, to
reduce it something we do throughout the year anyway.
It also doesn't represent everybody. I'm sure we could
get a "better" headliner, but still, the headliners we
have now— Dinosaur Jr. and Naughty By Nature— are
still good. Spring Concert goes under festival billing, so
technically there is no headliner, just one band who
happens to play last, who would be a good Hnisher.

You mentioned Living Colouras a bandyou werepursuin<i
for the concert. What other bands didyou put out offers for?

We probably put out about 20 bids for headliners
alone. Black Crowes— we tried so hard. Others include
Nine Inch Nails, I.enny Kravitz, 10,(XX) Maniacs, Sugar
and a bunch of others. We don't want the University to
think that these arc the bands we had in mind the
whole time and that this is what we ended up' with. I

feel that's what a lot of people think— 'why can't it be
like last year,' but I think that's what people will he
saying next year. In the wake of all the rumors and talk,
this line-up seemed relatively minor, but it isn't. All of
the acts are truly extraordinary.

r
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This Melon is definitely ripe for the listening
page ten

page eleven

By ADAM GOUl^TON
Collegian Staff

With only one album in hand. Blind Melon have
drawn comparisons to a broad array of acts, from the
Allman Brothers to Jane's Addiction.

The music of Bhnd Melon is an uncanny amalgam
of classic rock and harmony with a modern "alterna-
tive" twist. In concert the band exhibits the talent to
break into prolonged jams or merely end the song as on
thealbum, whatever the musicians please. Blind Melon's
almost a throwback, in quite stark contrast to Guns n'
Roses whom the band is opening for on the current link
of their tour (which unfortunately passed over Amherst
once again).

1 recently chatted with Blind Melon lead singer
Shannon Hoon (a.k.a. the guv in the "Don't Cry"
video) on the album, the tour and yes, even Axl
himself.

How woiilii yon deicnlx' Blind Melon the nlbian to
sonii'oih' who's newr heard it?

It's a collage of moods. We try to make songs that
enhance different moods different people have.

Do you try to tell stories with the son^s?

A few of the songs are like that. But most of the songs
are ambiguous to leave the listeners to have their part
in the song. The meanings of the songs kind of change
to me night after night. It gets monotonous to do the
same story.

Like 'Dearor Diut" for example. The consetisiis among
my frieiuls seems to be that it's alwiit incest. Am I reaiiinv
too much into it?

There's parts of it that are dealing with incest and
religion. Like 1 said, it's a collage of different moods.
"Holy Man" bases itself around one certain thing but
it's written in a way you can get a feel for a lot of
different (moods).

lV'/7/; all these sreat tracks, how itul you tleciilc on "I
Wonder" and -Tones ofHome" as singles?

That was a difficult thing. I can't pick my favorite
song off the record. If I had my way about it, I would like
to release every one of them. "Tones of Home" was a
song that would appeal to a majority of the population
listening to new music because it deals with peer
pressure and change and when you leave your home
and find out what people's points of view may turn
into. A lot of people have to deal with leaving the nest
and coming back to show what you've accomplished.
It's what's best for you as the individual and everybody
has to deal with that.

So is there a certain amount ofpersonal experience here?

There's personal experiences in all the songs. Some
songs are taken from other people's points of view I

like putting myself in other people's shoes and seeing
what they're view's all about. If they've got a valid
point of view and it's looked at with conviction then
you have to place yourself in their position to under-
stand more. Brad (Smith, bassist) writes a lot of the
lyrics, so him and I work together in a lot of them.

Without setting into the question of influences too
deeply, I think if I were to compare you to anv band it'd be
the Allmans.

You know I never really was a big Allman Brothers a. . i, .
listening to guy, but obviously I've been engulfed with '/|M»lxlfiB>^^rt'
the Allman Brothers from a few of the guys. Everybody \'^^'^l^r9fiS
likes to jam. I imagine if I listened to the Allman
Brothers, I would like them because I know that the
guys in our band go off on just jams. In the middle of
the song all the time, they just go off and it's fun
because they kind of create this little sandbox for me to
get down and play in. And it's a good thing, it doesn't
make it monotonous for anybody who does know the
record. They get to hear different versions of different
songs on any given night. We record every show so that
we can hear what we did cos' sometimes we don't do
the same things twice and sometimes the jams are fun
to go back and listen to.

What's the mood of the band on stage?

It changes with the moods of the songs. You can tell
ifthejam is turning intoa very moody thing. Sometimes
it gets so moody that I don't even like to try to
participate in it. I just like to sit down right in the
middle of the stage and just think. You just let yourself
go and let your mind take a walk.

Your music seems to walk a much higher road than a lot
of the grunge and pop today. Where do you think it fits in
today's alternative market?

I don't. We're not trying to conform to any kind of
certain market. In the business world it may be killing
us. We never got into a band to appeal to a business as
opposed to just feeling good. And feeling good is what
we try to maintain. I think there's a lot of people out
there who want to listen. The mood and the impact of
what a mood can create is a lot higher to me than
appealing to a mass majority or a big market.

Do you think it's possible for today's public to appreciate
the kind ofmusicianship that you do or is it more a trait of
times gone by?

Br!!;rj.''Z7>::'^M:Z
'^'^ *° '"'' '"''''' '''""°" ^°°"' '"'^'°''^' ^^ornl^^'^'^Z^.

Some people are just into Ivrics, some people are just
into musicianship. I think that good musicians can
appreciate the musicianship in our band. It's funny cos'
you get the big mix at our shows. You have the groovers,
the people who love to find the groove and just move
their body to the groove. And we have the slam dancers.

You get those at any show.

Yeah, it's funny to see people nioshing to "No Rain,"
that really lets me know they're listening. It's all right
if it's done because the music's taking vou away. But
when I see people slamming to "No Rain," it just lets me
know. There are parts of songs when it's appropriate,
but it's not appropriate the whole show. That 's honestly
when those people I just wish would leave. Because it's
making it hell for everybody else who's wanting to
listen. When the venue's big enough that when [>eople
want to just groove can move to the song and still see
the show and enjoy the show, that's all right.
We just played the Wetlands in New York and the

place was just packed elbow to elbow. They oversold the
club and everybody started moshing and it just made it

miserable for the people. People who come on the road
with us and travel hours and hours and they come to
the show and I see them one by one some of them get
taken out because they get kicked in the head.

/ read in your bio that you do things like somersault off
the stage. Do you think that encourages thecrowd to be more
restless?

Ihe only time I participate is when there's room for
everybody to be comfortable. Everybody has their zone
and they can do their own thing. I don't want to try to
limit anybody in any manner at all. When I find the
time and the place, I love to mix it up.

Tell me about your affiliation with Guns N' Roses.

I'm from the same hometown as Axl (Rose, lead
singer of Guns). We've been friends for a while. There
was this open mike night when they did the record and
I was down there with him. He invited me to sing on
some songs.

What did you learn by touring with bands like
Soundgarden and Ozzy Osborne?

Soundgarden, every night we'd get done and go out
and watch the show. They're one of my favorite bands.
They don't surround themselves a lot with the big rock
and roll lifestyle. Ihat was great for me. Sure, there's a
lot of things that come part and parcel with what wedo.
After shows, there was just lots of cool conversation
opposed to a lot of the other things that go on. They're
definitely one of the best bands around.

Do you think the GNR tour is agood way for a lot ofnew
people to get exposed to you?

Yeah, it's a sellout tour. If we play to 18,000 people
and 100 of them get it, then that's great, it was worth
It. I'm not going to underestimate anybody's fans,
anybody's taste in music. At least give them the chance!
If they don't like it then that's fine but you have to taste
something before you can say it isn't good.

What aresomeoftoday'sgroups thatyou like to listen to?

I like to listen to Alice Donut. I like Nine Inch Nails,
I like the new Ministry album, I.enny Kravitz. It's hard
cos' I don't have the money to go out and buy any of it.

You don't? Not e\'en with all this touring you've been
doing?

Turn to MELON, page eleven

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN ft SZECHUAN CUISINE
• HOMESTYLE COOKING
• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
• OPEN 7 DAYS • NEWLY REMOOELED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACXIEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

62 MAIN STREET, AMHERSTV

$100 Holds an

Apartment until

August or September

Round trips from BOSTON

LONDON $398
PARIS $478
BANGKOK $889
Round trips from NEW YORK

SAN JOSE C.R. $450
CANCUN $3tO

Taxes and surcharges not included
Fares subject to change

79 So. Pleasant St. Amherst

Brandywine offers Country
Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated
on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully
equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive
management.

• Slop and we'll show you what we have to offer
• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Dir-RilAKI I ITTl r /-I 1 in -.-L ..
JESSICA TAVtRNA/COUEGlAN

BIG MAN. LITTLE CLUB — The Native American bass player from the
band Edan wailed it out Tuesday night at the Vertex as the headliners
tor the Triple Threat Tour.

history
continued from page eight

another Geritol.

In 1973, a little-known singer from
New Jersey was brought on to open the
festivities for the co-headlining Cold
Blood and It's A Beautiful Day. (Is that a
'70s name for a band or what?) That
scruffy, working class opening act became
the Boss, and all who flocked to the
stadium that day can say they saw Bruce
Springsteen in his raw, unpolished days
before he was a mega-superstar.

The concert was held in the stadium
until the late '70s, when the powers that
be decided too many people were falling
off the high concrete constructions that
are the stadium and breaking some of the
more important bones in their bodies.
And the three police troopers that Hadley
could offer to control the mass of colle-

Quicksand

giate humanity that descended upon
them just wasn't quite enough.

Of course, if you were to make a list of
the bandsand musicianswho have played
here, it would be impressive in many
ways. From Springsteen to Dylan, from
the Violent Femmes to Naughty by Na-
ture to Richie Havens — who played
Woodstock (yes, that Woodstock), played
the first spring special, joined us again in
1977, and is returning again this year—
there has been a lot of excellent music
made here for the masses.

So come out and enjoy the pond,
hope that you are seeing the next Bruce
Springsteen, and bask in the sunshine
and some good music knowing that
somehow, whether in the Collegian, the
Index or at least in your own mind, you
are part of history.

continued from page seven

powerful, fast and ferocious tunes fronted
by Schreifels' wails. Quicksand proved it

possible to take a sound as classic as

hardcore and transform it into a form of
the '90s.

Schreifels quickly discards compari-
sons to Helmet and Fugazi, "People want
to interpret a new band in terms of what
they already know." As for the band's
influences, "Everyone brings them in

and we just kind of layer them on top of
each other." And the influences are lay-

ered like bricks as Quicksand builds a

wall of ire and vigor.

Quicksand knows no other way to go
about music. Toning down the sound
just wouldn't work. "We've actually tried

todo that, " said soft-spoken bassist Sergio
Vega. "You can't really escape what you

are and who you are."

At a recent show in the spacious
downstairs of Cambridge's Middle East
Restaurant, Quicksand packed the facili-

ties with a mobile and vibrant crowd
who gratefully screamed along with
Schreifels and/or contributing to the
moshing frenzy. "I like playing pretty
much anywhere the kids are into it," said
the boyish singer. Upon completion of
the somewhat brief set, much of the
crowd and floor were saturated.

UMass' outdoor stage should yield
an arena finally large enough to contain
Quicksand's huge sound. Fortunately
the earth in front of the Campus Pond
will prove much more capable of ab-
sorbing the sweat which a renovated
bowling alley like the Middle East just
can't.

Waiting till the
last minute to

sublet that apart-

ment? Sell that
dorni fridge?

Place an ad in

the Collegian
Classifieds

QUICK!!
1 1 3 Campus Center

may 6th - 9th, 1 993 this weekend

Concise outline of show info
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOWABOUT SPRING CONCERT
<^^ "ndergraduate UMass students will be admitted free with a validbpnng 93 I.D.

\^^.^';^^'^00 *«:kets available at $!Oeach.Pre^show ticket sales on/j/
at Tix Unlimited, For the Record and Main St Records.

Alcohcrf Policy: If students 2 1 or over are caught with akihohol their^leswiH be taken by the police and fon^^arded to the Dean of Students

WW te^ISd '^'^^"^^ ^^ underage students caughtwith alcohol

• The fbUowing will not be allowed on the site:

No alcohol or drugs
No irwbriated persons

No coolers
No food {there will be vendors selling food)

No open containers
No g lass containers

No cameras
No recording devices
No pets of any kind

No frisbees or flying projectiles

No bicycles

f^*^ '!!">.n?^V"""*y P^^«5""el to work the Concert. Sign up at UPC
offices at 406-C Student Union or call 525-2892.

Have fun!

1

M Melon
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No, someone's making money but it

sure as hell isn't me. I'm poor. Everybody
thinks that once you get signed, you're
just rich, but you're not. You get paid $20
adayperdiemandthat'saboutit. Butit's
not about the money that we're doing it.

I figure the therapy that being in a

band has done for me as far as being able
to figure out how to release and thera-
peutically bleed myself, the money that
it would have cost to get a doctor to do
this for me would have probably cost just
as much as what I'll probably make. I

think I'm breaking even. I've just been
paying my own doctor bill internally.

'^-^-Nied a Breal^

from Finals?
Stop by and recharge your

batteries in less than an hour.

Meditate to music for free

,

with the Boston Meditation
Society. No experience

necessary. Music tapes given away free.

UMass Campus Center, Mondays and Thursdays:
Hourly sessions 7-8-9 pm May 6. Rm. 801
May 10, Rm. 803 May 13, Rm. 805
May 1 7, Rm. 905 May 20, Rm. 81 1

The Child Care Tuition
Assistance Program

is accepting applications for the FALL 1993
semester from all undergraduate parents who

are financial aid recipients and need
money for child care expenses.

Applications are available in the
Off Campus Housing Office

428 Student Union
545-0865

Deadline is Friday, May 28.
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Listen to This
continued from page five

a woman who states things like, "Here comes
everybody" and "Sell me something I haven't
already got." This eventually slides to the right

speaker while an acoustic song plays simulta-
neously on the lett. What does it all mean? You
decide.

rhe straighttorward songs, though vaguely
reminiscent of early dB's, are e.xtremely original,

with great hooks and obtuse lyrics. "Spot the
Setup" is excellent, with lines like, '1 used to go
out with supermodels, but it didn't make my life

OK," "rhe Second Grade Applauds" is entertain-

ing, and "Slit My Wrists" is almost hypnotic. It

takes some getting used to, but The Loud lamily's
disc will intrigue you. A-

Sport Fishiii'!

Shadowy Men On a Shadowy Planet
Cargo Records

It's the third CD for this three-piece instru-

mental surf band from Canada. (They do the
music between sketches on the TV show "Kids In

the Hall. ") 1 hough their sound is cool, a little goes
a long way; it's hard to listen to a whole disc at

once, i his time around, SMOASP asked "guitar

weenie" Steve Albini to produce. Because of his

past history with loud, abrasive, in-your-face acts

like the Pi.xies, Jesus lizard. Poster Childen, and of

course hisown Big Black, you'dthink5/>orff«/iim'
would be more exciting. Not so.

Ihe drums do pack more punch than usual,

but overall it sounds just like their first two CDs,
which isn't bad, you understand. "Unwatchable,"
"Three Piece Suit" and "Fortune Tellin' Chicken"
are good songs. Sadly their goof> song titles end
up being more interesting than the songs them-
selves (e.x: "Plastics for 5(X), Bob, "and "Spy School
Graduation Theme"). Good in small doses. B+

t

!_

Save a tree.

) Recycle this

Collegian.

The

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

Finally
Spring

SALE!
20% off
STOREWIDE
5 DAYS ONLY

Wednesday thi-ough Sunday
May 5-9

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St. 22 Masonic St.

Amherst • 253-2013 NoHhampton • 586-6336
Open 7 Days • Thursday nites in Northampton

U Campus Man
continued from page four

mesmerized. That face. TImthaii. r/h?fbody. Two snaps
up in the air to me! She leaned forward and kissed my
lips as she said, "I'm so glad we will be working together
this summer." The limo driver then drove Tori and me
from the airport to the Warners lot. Tori told me not to

be nervous around Ollie, since he's known as a director

who comes off very stern. 1 thought 1 was going to keel.

All of a sudden people surrounded the limo and Tori

told me it was a media blitz because she had just broken
up with boyfriend Ryan Ozar. Great! I'm not even a

household name and my face was about to be splashed
across every tabloid newspaper in America. 1 pondered
the thought, "Should 1 have my agent book Oprah now
or later?" Rumors in Hollywood linked Tori with 90210
co-star Brian Austin Green and now we were about to be
eaten alive by photographers.

It was the feeling that I have always desired: fame is

all about being yourself and playing up to the cameras.
1 loved it! I finally understood how it must feel to be
Madonna.

After our meeting with Ollie, the contract was signed
by all at a celebration dinner at Mortons. In the corner
of my eye I caught a glimpse of Winona Ryder. Her face

glowed as she looked over in my direction. She came
over to my table and told me how much she loved the
Winona filmography that 1 had written. Somehow, she
had gotten a hold of the CollegUw after she declined an

Havens

ASR exclusive interview 1 had tried so hard to get last

semester.

After dinner Tori and I drove in herBMW to Shannen
Doherty's house! I lost it. My Joseph Abboud silk shirt

and Gianni Versace jeans weren't good enough to meet
Shannen. 1 needed something from Gaultier and a pair

of dark glasses. MyJOOP! was emanating from my body
the way the sun shines over earth. The door opened and
there she was. I said, "It's so nice to meet you Brenda.

I've. .
." She retorted "Funny. My name is Shannen."

I've never felt so embarrassed in my life. Well, actually

I have. It was when 1 met Mel Gibson in the men's room
and thought he was one of the crew of the film being

shot. Anyhow, Shannen, Tori, Brian Austin Green and
I decided to go clubbing.

Forget American Express; being famous and having

famous friends gives new meaning to membership has its

privileges. We didn't wait in line and we were out having

a blast. It was odd that only days ago I was in Amherst at

school. The hardest decision about this new opportunity

was deciding to leave school. I'll return in the future but

right now I must concentrate on my career. Hey, things

like this don't come around often. You gotta go with the

flow. I leave you for Hollywood with what my mother
told me "Sometimes you gotta put your best foot forward,

and don't look back."

Ailam Scott Roberts has a very creative imagination and
he still is a GoUegian columnist.

continued from page six

on stage. When he came off stage, he had become a star,

a cultural icon.

The Woodstock legend tells us a happy accident of

fate put Havens on stage first, as the chaos that can only
ensue from 4(X),(XX) people converging on a farm in the

middleof nowhere left organizersand promoters straining

for an availableact. Havens started strumming, made the

words up as he went along and came up with " Freedom.

"

Drop the needle on your parents' beat-up copy of

Wooilstock or rent the movie on video. You will find

Havens' call to arms still packs visceral power and
conviction that transcends explanation. When he sings

"Sometimes, Ifeel, Like a motherless child," one senses

he truly means it. Or for another, more tender side of

Havens, give a listen to his interpretation ofThe Beatles'

"Here Comes the Sun," which cracked the Top 20 in

1971.

A quarter of a century later. Havens can still move an
audience. At the 30th anniversary bash thrown for

fellow cultural icon Bob Dylan last year. Havens held
his own on a bill oozing with star power (Fric Clapton
— need I say more?). His version of "Just Like a

Woman" intensified the tenderness and bitterness in

the words of one of Dylan's best compositions.
But as good as the original is. Havens' version had an

advantage because of his uniquely throaty, yet tender
singing voice. Indeed, Havens was blessed with amaz-
ing pipes and a richly textured baritone voice capable
of wide dynamic range. He can evoke emotion not only
with what he sings, but how, and that is truly a gift.

Wallers

Include Havens' percussive style of acoustic guitar

playing, which he uses to highlight the moreemotional
moments of songs, and you have a performer who can
command a stage and an audience by himself, without
smoke and mirrors.

Havens' influences are as rich and varied as the

neighborhood he grew up in: Bedford-Stuy\'esant,

Brooklyn. Havens says he grew up there "at a special time
— a time when the world lived in Brooklyn." The

melange of different cultures gave Havens a global per-

spective while he pursued his first love— rock and roll.

"I sang street corner doo-wop until 1 was 20 years

old," Havens recollects in his press biography. But

street corners couldn't hold a talent like Havens, and
soon he was strumming in coffee houses in Greenwich
Village— which, when he moved there in 1961, were
the center of the poetry and folk music universe.

Havens' first album, Mixeil Hug, was released on the
Verve/Folkways label in 1967. It won a gold record and
established Havens as a new and vital voice in folk

music — a voice which cried out, literally and figura-

tively, for "freedom" two years later. Later releases,

including Something Else Again and Richard P. Havens,
also went gold.

Those in the know will definitely be there when
Havens goes on stage, because if past performances are

indication, those on the pond lawn are in for a real

treat. But even if you have no notion of late '6()s culture
and history and have never heard the man sing, make
sure you're inside the orange snow fence when Havens
starts strumming. You won't be disappointed.

continued from page seven

live up to his musical standards."

The Wallers certainly have survived without Marley.
In 1989, they received a Grammy nomination for their

release I.D., an album that tried to further bridge the
gap between reggae and other forms of popular music.
Their latest effort, Majestic_Warriors, promises a return
to more rock-solid reggae roots. This album even in-

cludes a cover of Marley's own "Could You Be Loved,"
whilebeing spiced with somedance hall rap byjamaican
mainstay DJ Tiger.

The band still includes Junior Marvin and Aston
Barrett, the two who promised Marley they would
uphold his standards. They are joined, more than
capably, by bandmates Earl Lindo, Alvin Patterson,
Irvin Jarrett, Michael Richards, Earl Fitzsimmonds and
Andrew Mclntyre.

The Wai lers have now turned to the road to hone their
live show and sharpen their slick reggae rhythms. They
perform mostly their own music, but promise a few
covers and, with luck, a few Bob Marley tunes in homage
to their late leader. The group has survived Marley's
death with triumphant spirit and is re-establishing itself

as a premier force in both world and popular music.
The Wallers bring their pieces of musical history and

their glimpses of the musical future to UMass for this

year's Spring Concert, promising to move us all to their

island rhythms.

Kravltz
continued from page five

Kravitz. The soothing piano and vocal combination
create a tender and soulful selection.

"Sugar" is perhaps the brightest of the gems in this

jewel-laden collection. Bolstered by Kravitz's mild yet
inspiring vocals, "Sugar" is the best of the softer tunes.

A few tracks which miss the mark are "Just Be a
Woman," which drags a bit, "My Love," which grates
on the ears, and "Black Girl," which is a little too laid
back for its own good.

These few exceptions aside, however. Are You Gonna
Go My Way is a brilliant and diverse collection which
showcases Kravitz's talents as a full-fledged rocker and
as a tender balladeer. From the blazing riffs of "Are You
Gonna Go My Way" to the magical vocals of "Sugar,"
the album is filled with wonderful and creative rock 'n'

roll. Paying homage to past masters and facing the
future head on. Are You Gonna Go My Way presents
listeners with the best of both worlds.

The Area's BEST CHINESE
FOOD & SUSHI BAR

Enjoy the finest, freshest sushi, sashimi, tempura
teriyaki and more at Panda East's new Sushi Bar. Also

enjoy the finest Chinese Cuisine - Fresh, local

specialties, low-priced luncheon specials and
banquet facilities for your group or large party.

r

PANDA EAST
103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

256-8923 • 256-8924

I

Graduation Special
Avoid the common mistake of inexperienced job hunters
and the overburdened career services of your college.
Start an effective and indlvlduAllzecl job search with
Avanti Career Management r^
Resume and Cover Letter Advbing
Computerized |ob Bank
Personalized fob Search Report
(for private sector careens)

Nonprofit Orgnnlzatlon search
(».« 3000 «.•. «,d In..™--, „,., SI^'IISIITmA 0,060

Specialized Career Pian./ng for foreign Students

Cnn'fT Mnnnftcnii-fil

(413) SR'l 8409
I / Now South Street
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Sunny today with highs in the

upper 60s to low 70s.

Local News:
There's a new registered student organization

on campus which knows not only farm animals,

but a bit about humans, too. Page 3.

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts Softball team,

already Atlantic 10 champions, boldly slew the

Dragons of Drexler yesterday. Page 1 2.
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David Scott chosen as new chancellor
Unanimous vote seals arduous five-month search

X)SH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
David Scott, a native of the Orkney Islands, which are

located off the coast of Northern Scotland.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The Board of Trustees unanimously voted David K.
Scott, 53, to be the next chancellor at the University of
Massachusetts yesterday. Scott will take office July I.

Scott served as provost at Michigan State University
from 1986 to 1992. As part of receiving that university's

John A. Hannah Distinguished Professor of Learning,
Science and Society Award, Scott was on sabbatical at
Oxford University, where he examined European edu-
cational systems last year.

Scott and Claudia Mitchell-Keman, the dean and vice

chancellor of graduate programs at the University of
California at Los Angeles, were the fmahsts for the
chancellorship out of 70 applicants.

Although Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he only
met Scott briefly, he said he feels Scott's qualifications

look very respectable on paper.
"I think my first suggestion would be that he has an

outstanding faculty to work with and a very lively group
of students. He better get well acquainted with both."
said O'Brien, who will be ending his two-year tenure as
interim chancellor at the semester's end.

Scott's salary as chancellor, $ 150,000, wrill be38 percent
more than that of Joseph Duffey, the University's last

permanent chancellor.

Scott visited the campus and attended four forums at

the end of March. During a student forum held in the
Cape Cod Lounge, Scott discussed how he would work for

greater admissions of minority students.

At Michigan State, Scott said he helped to implement
recruitment offreshmen according to the racial diversity

Amherst to sue UMass
Town votes to pursue $203,000 in fines

ofgraduating high school students across the state. Scott
also mentioned that he would want students to be oriented
on diversity during their first year.

To encourage a more diverse faculty, Scott said he
would offer scholarships to women and minorities, and
pressure departments to hire them.

Instead ofraising tuition during a budget crisis, Scott

Turn to SCOTT, page 3

Scott appointment sparks
mixed campus reaction
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Students and administrators offered mixed reactions
to the appointment of David Scott as chancellor of the
University of Massachusetts yesterday.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said he believes Scott
was "a good find." Newnan said he supports President
Michael Hooker's decision.

"He's an interestingguy with a vision for the University
and, I believe, the skills to pull it off," Newnan said.

Matt Pavesi, Undergraduate Student Senate speaker,
said the Senate had no confidence in either candidate and
had asked that the chancellor's search be reopened.

"We'll just lick our wounds and move on," Pavesi said,

•^ell work with the new chancellor and hell listen to our
needs because he doesn't have the full support of the
students."

Provost Glen Gordon said he believes Scott has a good
Turn to REACTION, page 3

By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

The town ofAmherst voted Wednesday
to sue the University for $203,000 in what
it claims were misdirected traffic ticket

fines, according to Amherst Select Board
members.

For several years in the late 1980s,
fines for traffic violations on University
roads were sent to the University instead
oftoAmherst, which insists itshould have
received the money.

Jayme Chemoff, University Relations
director, said the University wanted to

have the matter settled by the state at-

torney general because it "would be faster

and cheaper" than deciding the issue
through Utigation.

She added the University"understands
why the town is taking this action," and
"we hope the town understands why we
could not take any action that is appealing

to them."

Amherst Select Board Member Brenna
Kucinsky said the issue, while not
"adversarial," needs to be arbitrated by
the courts. She said the town feared the
attorney general's office would be biased
in favor of the University since it is a
fellow state agency.

Kucinski said the town hopes to "main-
tain a good relationship" with the Univer-
sity. She said that because the issue is

beingdecided bya neutral party, "hopefully

there will not be any bad feeling^s."

The money has been an issue since

1987, when Amherst Police Chief Donald
Maia noticed the Northampton District

Court was routingmoney from traffic fines

issued on campus to the University. He
considered this a misdirection ofthe funds.
A 1962 state act provides that the Uni-

versity trustees shall make rules and
regulations for the "control, movement

Turn to FINES, page 3

CCEBMS celebrates
25 years at University

X)SH REYNOLDS / COLLEGIAN
Ruth Weeks-Washington, a researcher at the career center, Alicia Smith, director of

the University Child Care Office and Benjamin Rodriguez, director of the Bilingual

Collegiate Program, confer.

Court decides BU can keep
King papers, widow to appeal
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated FVess

BOSTON — A Superior Court on
Thursday rejected claims by the widow of

Martin Luther King Jr. to the papers the

dvil rights leader had given to Boston
University.

The jury, ruling in a suit by Coretta

Scott King, found that a July 16, 1964

letter that King signed constituted a bind-

ing charitable pledge to the school where
he obtained his doctorate in theology.

The Suffolk Superior Court jury delib-

erated about seven hours over two days.

King's widow, Coretta Scott King, filed

suit in December 1987, seeking return of

83,000 letters,documentsand manuscripts

that her husband had deposited with BU
in 1964 and 1965.

Mrs. King argued King sent the papers

to Boston University for safekeeping, but

changed his mind before his April 4, 1968,
assassination about giving them to the
university.

Mrs. King's attorneys, who spoke with
her by telephone, said she was disap-
pointed the papers would not be sent to

Atlanta and join the rest of his personal
writings at the Martin Luther King Jr.

Center for Nonviolent Social Change.
"There was ample evidence in the trial

that Dr. King had changed his mind. In
my mind there was no question there,"

said James O'Brien, a Boston attorney
representing Mrs. King.

Archer Smith, an Atlanta attorney for

Mrs. King, said the family was consider-

ing an appeal.

Earle Cooley, a Boston University
trustee and its lead attorney in the case,

said thejury simply found according to the
law rather than emotion.

Turn to KING, page 6

By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts or-

ganization which seeks to provide
support for students ofcolor celebrated

its 25th anniversary last night.

The Committee for the Collegiate

Education ofBlack and other Minority
Students (CCEBMS), founded in 1967,
was developed to facilitate the admis-
sion, development and graduation rates
of minority students.

The anniversary celebration was
held at the New Africa House and
consisted ofan informal dinner, a choir

performance and several speakers.

CCEBMS seeks to serve as an advo-
cate for its students and works to ensure
that the University and its components
respond appropriately to their needs.

Mary Custard, the organization's

tutorial program coordinator, planned
for the event so that students who are
currently involved would have a chance
to celebrate the 25 years.

"I have arranged for the alumni of
the organization to get together during
July." Custard said. "But I didn't want
current members to miss out on cel-

ebrating."

Custard said CCEBMS provides
counseUng and fi-ee tutorials for their

members. There is alsoa program which
matches first year students with jun-
iors and seniors for peer counseling.

"We have also set up a multi-pur-
pose lounge which will gradually be-

come a library, and a computer center
for students to take advantage of,"

Custard said.

According to Floyd Martin, the di-

rector of the program, the primary
function of CCEBMS is to provide an
understanding environment and sup-
port to students of all races.

"There are currently 560 students
enrolled in the program, and we have
assisted over 1,700 through the years,"
Martin said.

Vice Chancellor for Equal Opportu-
nity and Affirmative Action Fredrick C.
Tillis, one of the founders ofCCEBMS,
addressed gatherers to remind them
that the organization consists of high
energy and ideas which makes it one of
the most important bodies on campus.

"This celebration tonight is a great
thing where we can gather and ex-
change cultures," Tillis said. "And we
must work together to achieve goals for
the best interest of the University."
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ALANA Floor—Attention students! TheAsian, LatirKt,

African, Native American floor in Grayson is seeking
residents. If you are interested in living with culturally
diverse people, then theALANA floor is right for you. For
more information, contact the Housing Assignment Of-
fice.

Mediation Team — Announcing the creation of a
multicultural student mediation team. We seek interested
students from all backgrounds tojoin a team to be trained
in conflict resolution techniques. The mediation team
will be called upon to mediate disputes with multicultural
dimensions on the UMass campus beginning in the 1993-
94 academic year. Training will take place the week of
August 23, 1993. For more information, contact the
Ombuds office, 545-0867.

FViday, May 7
Book Sale— The League ofWomen Voters ofAmherst

will hold its 45th Giant Book Sale on the Town Common
through Sunday, May 9. The hours are 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Discussion — Gretchen Stiers, a Ph.D. candidate in

sociology at UMass, will discuss "Lavender Weddings."

The event will take place from noon to 1:30 p.m. in

Campus Center room 917.

Party— The Black Mass Communications Project in

conjunction with the Malcolm X Cultural Center will be

holding a roUerskating party. All proceeds for the event
will be donated to a worthy cause. The event will take
place from 11:30 p.m. to 3:30 a.m. at the Interstate 91
roUerskating rink at the Hampshire Mall. Buses will be
leaving for the mall from Southwest, Central and Syl-

van residential areas at 11 p.m. and returning to cam-
pus at 3:30 a.m. from the mall. The price is $3 including

skates. For more information, pleae call 545-2426 or
545-0428.

Saturday, May 8
Aivards — Black Student Union presents a commu-

nity awards brunch from 1 1 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Top of

the Campus Restaurant.

Pride March — Northampton Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual

and Transgender Pride March.
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Local News
4-H group celebrates
RSO status on campus

Sterilization and Latinas
Women not aware ofbirth control options

ARAM COMJEAN / COUEGIAN
Junior psychology mapr Jennifer Whitmore and freshman HRTA major Rachel Leduc

enjoy the company of OIlie, the Mojave burro.

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

UMass Collegiate 4-H, a newly rec-

ognized registered student organiza-

tion, presented itself to the campus
yesterday afternoon on Metawampe
Lawn with information, free food and
animals.

The organization, which currently
includes 20 students and hopes to

double its membership next semester,
has been in existence on campus for

two years and was recently granted
RSO status from the Student Activities

Oflice.

The event attracted students and
small children, who appreciated the

chance to drink free lemonade and play
with animals.

Jenn Whitmore, ajunior psychology
m^jor, brought most of the animals
from her family's farm in Orange. She
has been a 4-H member for 13 years.

"The little kids were thrilled," she
said. Theyjust flock to [ the animals |. .

.

a lot ofthem are Amherst kids. They've
never seen animals."

But despite the presence of Ollie, a
Mojave burro, Nanny, a Nabian goat

and a number of lambs, bunnies and
piglets, UMass Collegiate 4-H members
were quick to point out that their

organization's aims lie in community
service well beyond the public percep-

tionof4-H as being solely farm-oriented.
"We're not just cows, cookin* and

crafts," said Katie Flynn, a sophomore
animal science and pre-veterinary
major. Flynn, who is chairing the
group's effort to host the Collegiate 4-H
regional conference at UMass this Oc-
tober, said community service and
teaching leadership skills to members
are Collegiate 4-H's biggest benefits.

This semester, UMass Collegiate 4-

H traveled to Philadephia, where they

co-hosted the 4-H regional collegiate

conference. There, they met student
groups from around the nation in such
locales as Louisiana and Montana, that

they hope to travel to and visit.

Among community service projects

the group has recently undertaken is a

program that allows them to work with
"at-risk" high school-aged victims of

physical abuse.

"The kids are excited to see us all the

time," said Debbie Fatacanti, who has
been a 4-H member since high school.

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

Sterihzation is readily used by Latina
women asa method ofbirUi control because
they are not properly informed of all the
available birth control options, according
to a family planner educator oflocal Latino
communities.

"Who has to be pregnant? Who should
have the right to choose?" Luz Pina-Till,

the director of the counseling and testing
program for HIV at the Family Planning
Council ofWestern Massachusetts, asked
during her discussion of "Reproductive
Issues of Latina Women" last night in the
Campus Center.

The talk was sponsored by the
Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center,
theAmerican Indian Student Association,
theSGA Finance Committee andAHORA.

"Underdeveloped countries are being
used as guinea pigs for birth control,"

Pina-Till said. "Many women are not in-

formed that sterilization is a permanent
method of birth control, are never told of

other options and make uninformed
choices."

Pina-Till said educatingwomen ofcolor
and the Latina conmiunities in various
birth control methods is important so

women understand sterilization is not
their only choice. She said it is vital for

people not only to advocate choice, but to

advocate informed choice.

According to Pina-Till there are now
many methods men and women can use
for birth control, but women are still

choosingsterilization. She said the reasons

for this are a lack ofinformation, religion,

access to health care, lack of parental
involvement and the focusing of birth

control only toward women.

"Machismo still exists. Men are macho
and being a macho man is a man who is

behind a women's decisions and is per-

ceived as strong," Pina-Till said. "Men
often feel they need to show they are

macho by having sex. In some countries

macho is the number of kids a man has,

but a macho man is a man who can have
all those children and actually support
them."

Pina-Till said she has worked in Puerto
Rican communities for many years and
although she is Colombian she said, "we
are all different, but we are all the same,
especially with sex, by keeping it all hush
hush. You do it, but you don't talk about
it."

"We need to start making cultural

changes, because how we approach sex is

engraved in our heads. It is controversial,

but we need to do it," Pina-Till said. "We
are dying ofAIDS, we are d)dng ofpoverty
so we definitely need to make some
changes."

AJiAh: ^OMJEAN / COLLEGIAN

Luz Pina-Till, a native of Colombia, speaks

about sterilization in Latina communities.

Sexual graffiti and thievery
keep University police busy

Vandalism
• Tuesday mormng janitorial staff in the
University Library reported sexual graf-

fiti on the stalls in the men's bathroom on
the 23rd floor.

Larceny
• Tuesday afternoon two individuals in

John Quincy Adams reported their room
was entered and their color television

and a stereo system were stolen,

goods were valued at over $350.

The

Burglary/Breaking and Entering
• Tuesday afternoon an individual re-

ported someone has been entering his

apartment at Lincoln Apartments since

mid-April. More secure locking devices

have been recommended.
— Compiled by BRIAN GORMLEY

Scott
continued from page 1

said he would prefer to see an increase in state taxes to

fund higher education.

The 15-member chancellor search committee began
reviewing applicants for the chancellor position in late

January. By mid-March the committee had narrowed the
candidates to four; Luis Proenza, from the University of

Alaska; Diether H. Haenicke, from Wester Michigan
University; Michell-Kernan; and Scott.

During the last two weeks of March, each of the

chancellorship finalists, except Haenicke, who vrithdrew

his candidacy on March 23 due to pressing problems on

fines
continued from page 1

and parking ofvehicles on the campus ofthe University,"

and that ". . . all fines and penalties recovered for violation

of rules and regulations... shall be forwarded to the

trustees of the University to be deposited in the scholar-

ship trust fund." "

But Kucinsky said, "Our attorneys believe the rule

[that allowed the money to be sent to UMass J was not

properly included" in the University charter.

On March 13, 1992, ChiefJustice ofthe Northampton
District Court Samuel Zoll agreed, sajang any money
collected by the court for these violations of state and
municipal law was to be given to the town in which the

violations occurred, the town of Amherst.

Matthew Pavesi, Speaker for the UMass Undergradu-

ate Senate, said that the largest concern for students and

the University was where the money would come from if

Amherst was successful in court.

Pavesi said the town "can't balance the budget on the

student's backs." and hoped the state would pay for the

settlement if Amherst was successful in its suit.

Both the town ofAmherstand the University agree that

the decision is based upon a point of law, so "only a legal

authority can issue a binding decision," Chemoffsaid.

his campus, toured the campus and attended four open
forums for two days.

At the end of each forum, the audience could fill out
evaluation forms, which would aid the committee in

choosing a candidate . Although the Student Senate voted

unanimously on April 7 to ask the committee to reopen its

search, the committee forwarded the names of Mitchell-

Keman and Scott to University President Michael K.

Hooker April 9.

"The deliberations and hard work that committee
members contributed during the search speak highly of

the campus as a whole. The final selections reflect the

committee's assessment ofthe type ofindividual who will

meet the needs of UMass Amherst in today's environ-

ment," said Rina K. Spence, chair of the committee.
Scott, who was born on the Orkney Islands located off

the coast of northern Scotland, earned a bachelor's in

physics in 1962 and a doctorate in physics in 1976 at

Oxford University.

Acclaimed for his work on nuclear collisions, Scott is

an American Physical Society fellow and has given lec-

tures on this topic all over the world. Scott has written
over 100 papers on nuclear collisions.

As a researcher at the University of California at

Berkeley, Scott was the scientific director at the Cyclo-

tron Laboratory.

Peter H. Cressy, who is president ofthe Massachusetts
Maritime Academy, was chosen to be the new chancellor

at UMass-Dartmouth. Cressy was a rear admiral in the

U.S. Navy.
"Both of these individuals are outstanding academic

leaders and I am confident in their abilities to move their

respective campuses into the 21st century with vision

and dynamism," Hooker said.

The campus community will be able to meet with Scott

at an open reception today at 2:15 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

— Materialfrom the Associated Press ivas used in this

report.

reaction
continued from page 1

understanding of the mission of a land grant uni-

versity because Michigan State is a land grant
university.

A land grant university, such as UMass. is one
established under the Morrill Land Grant Act of

1863, which provided land for the construction of

public universities dedicated to serving their sur-

rounding communities.
"He's into the same issues we're concerned with—

multiculturalism, economic development," Gordon
said. "All the things we are now involved with."

SGA President David Nuiiez said he is very

eager to work with Scott.

"I'm eager to find out what is in his plan and how
students are going to fit in," Nuiiez said.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Thomas
Robinson said Scott made an excellent statement to

the Board of Trustees after being appointed.
"He put his finger on a number ofissues that are

critical to the University," Robinson said. "I look
forward to working with him."

Student-trustee elect Al Lizana said he will try
his best to build an honest and productive working
relationship with Scott.

"I respect the president's decision and if he's
viTong about this guy, there's going to be hell to
pay," Lizana said. "For his sake and for Scott's sake
I pray that he's not wrong."

Former Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker
Mike Poster was one of the student leaders who
called for a reopening of the chancellor's search
after meeting the three final candidates.

"Scott knows that students and I student I gov-
ernment are opposed to him as a candidate and he
has something to prove," Poster said. "He'll have
more of a willingness to work with the students."
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Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

' On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
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Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).
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Anarchy at commencement: Updike usurped by Deane
We interrupt the column normally occupying this

space for a startling announcement. Graduating senior
Gary Deane has somehow seized control of the public
address system during graduaUon commencement cer-
emonies and is addressing the crowd from an unknown
location as we sp)eak.

Authorities are working furiously with local engineers,
attempting to subdue Deane's booming tirade. Confusion
reigns as the commotion created is quickly inspiring the
crowd to near-riot conditions.
We bringyou now to McGuirk Stadium, where what is

simply known to the crowd as The Voice" continues to
echo to the stunned masses.

"...And furthermore, none of my professors knew
diddley about using VCRs. These folks have doctorates
don't they?"

"We've supposedly completed our higher education,
but how many of oiu- graduates still don't know who was
the killer in Basic Instinct? And I still don't know why
women move the rear-view mirror to look at themselves,
while men crane their heads in front ofthe mirror to look
at themselves."

"But seriously, let me speak for all students when I say
good riddance to the people of Amherst. With all yoiu-
constant complaining about UMass students, you've for-

gotten a major point in finance. The students here are
paying your way through college! Student fees pay for

much of the PVTA you ride, so we can get to your stores
in town and keep you in business."

"The concerts you enjoy, from Mullins to Bright Mo-
ments to the Pond Concert, are paid for by students, and
they attract yet more consumers of pizza and earrings
and shoes through towm. And I hope you all have enjoyed
the FAC — you're sure there enough. So UMass owes
Amherst $200,000? I suggest a countersuit, or we're
moving the franchise to Boston and changing the color of
our uniforms!"

Gary

DEANE
The bars in Amherst are abhorrent. They are all small

and smoky, and unless you like standing and people-
watching for hours, there's absolutely nothing to do there.
The cheap owners wouldn't spend money to keep even
themselves in business, since they spend so much cash
playing golfwith the police department. Then they tried to
persuade us to feel bad for them. We didn't buy it."

"Back to the Mullins Center: we paid a chunk of
change for this place, and Mullins just released a news-
letter explaining that spring is usually a 'quiet time' for
large venues. 'Quiet' must mean 'lights out for six months
unless Slash plays in a cast.' I guess in the fall it will
continue to attract top-rate entertainment (in the form of

magicians), but basically I spent a week's rent to see the
basketball team play in a quieter place. Don't be sur-
prised to see it crash down and become a McDonald's,
because the contractors broke more codes than Sherlock
Holmes."

"I, like the students here today, have been taught at
this University. I was taught that America was a pristine
heaven-on-earth until Columbus arrived. Native
Americans never had brutal wars or methods of torture
in their Utopia."

Fortunately, I refused to learn the lessons I was
taught. Whichever race and gender has the upper hand
in terms ofpower will pounce on any other. You might call
it human nature, but it is human history. I refuse to

celebrate Indigenous People's Day' as much as Colum-
bus Day. They are equal in ignorance."

"I myself know of many other better reasons to hate
people besides resorting to race differences, which brings
me to ..."

Your attention please, if everyone will please find
their seats, thanks to the efforts of the National Guard,
The Voice' has been found cowering with a portable
microphone in the 17th row of the stands, and has been
given 40 lashes. We will now continue where we left, off . .

.

May the College of Arts and Sciences please stand..."
Gary Deane is a Collegian columnist and a graduat-

ing, jobless cynic.

Simply Homo in Extremis
There's a closet that we all live in at one

time or another. It's filled with photo al-

bums, letters, our old teddy bear, some
harsh words, a broken promise, a broken
heart, a broken dream. Twisted among
the often grueling darkness is the anxiety
and fear of never being able to open the
door.

E.G.

THOIMAS
And there you sit, knees drawn up to

your chest, a candle burning fiercely at

both ends, while your mind tosses and
turns like the memories in your head,
trying to figure out just who locked the

door, and who walked away with the key.

The never-ending question of responsibil-
ity and never-ending feeling of conse-
quence.

I used to think my parents were the

roots of all my troubles — and I was the

start of all theirs. How many times have
you heard someone say, "My parents
screwed me up"? Or "If it weren't for me
my parents wouldn't have to work so hard
— they'd be happier"?

It's so easy to escape that way. Put the

problems onto someone else, lock them in

their own closet and walk away with the

key to your happiness. Well, a temporary
happiness. Until the next problem comes
up and we need to search for a new closet

to escape from our own. Taking responsi-

bility for your own actions — a scary

endeavor.

It's all just too convenient. I mean who
wants to sit among tormenting thoughts?
Who wants to be alone with the face of

responsibility staring down upon you,

with its glaring eyes of judgement:
"GUILTY."

Yes, you accept. Guilty, guilty, guilty.

There's actually an official term for

this process ofturmoil: Homo in Extremis
— man being pushed to the limits from

extreme circumstances. My housemate
explained it better as "man spending a lot

oftime alone, thinking too much, making
his plaguing thoughts the actual reality."

Being alone can do that to a person.
Thinking too much is self-destructive.

Thinking too little is dangerous.
There's no winning, is there? The closet

of retreat always looks better.

The Closet: a protective door with a
keyhole of responsibility and a deadbolt
of judgement mounted on hinges of re-

gret.

The eroded sands of time, or the ones
washed out to sea. The regrets of not
waking up alone— or waking up with no
one. The regrets ofdrinking that 40 oz. in

under 30 minutes — or staying sober to

actually think during them. The regrets

of hello, the ones ofgood-bye. The regrets

of taking the risk, the ones of walking
away.

Regrets always seem to pile high at the
end of a semester. But you have a choice:

leave them behind, or take them along
during your summer travels. Most likely

the baggage will weigh you down until

eventually you're part of it. Welcome to

the closet.

I knocked on someone's closet door a
few days ago. I knocked for awhile without
any answer. Upset and frustrated that I

had left, my own closet to come to his, I

pounded— loudly. He slowly and timidly

cracked the door open. Before me sat the
physical example of Homo in Extremis.
He'd been in there so long that his with-
drawn face was ghost white and his eyes a
burning red.

We talked for a while; he seemed
healthier and happier with each passing
word. But somewhere along the way re-

sponsibility and regretwhispered its sweet
nothings in his ear, and now his door is

closing.

I'd grab a doorstop or a crow bar to stop
it, but it would only work for a short time,
most likely slamming in my face and then
I'd be left; alone — in open vulnerable
space. And then what? Run back to my
own closet?

Ah, yes — the never-ending cycle. Re-
sponsibility. Consequence. Regret. Alone.

The gavel falls... guilty, guilty, guilty.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Reno is not to blame for Waco
In his coliunn [Collegian, April 30|,

Michael Morrissey states that Attorney
General Janet Reno is under scrutiny
for mishandling the Waco incident. I

would like to make a few things clear.

First, Reno is by no means on trial to

defend her actions, she is simply stating
what, in her views, occurred in Waco,
why it occurred and what, if anything
could have been different. Reno is not
beingjudged, nor are her actions. To my
knowledge, nobody has said that Reno's
actions were wrong. Reno made a very
difficult decision over a period of time.

She has openly stated that she did give
careful consideration to other means of

ending the standoff, but came to the
conclusion that using tear gas would be
safest for all those involved. Reno would
not have acted on that decision had she
not thought it was in her bestjudgment
to do so.

Secondly, President Clinton is not
leaving Reno to twist in the wind like

somebody's clothes hung out to dry.

Clinton has stated several times, in no
uncertain terms, that he supports
Reno's decision 100 percent. In fact,

both Clinton and Reno did meet to-

gether to discuss the idea of the tear

gas invasion before it was carried out.

Thirdly, Reno did not mishandle the
Waco incident. The cult members killed

themselves. The whole basis of using
tear gas was to get the cult members to

leave the compound alive. Ifanybody is

to be blamed for mishandling the Waco
incident, it should be the Bureau of
Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms. The
head of the ATF. Paul Higgins. has
been asked to step down from his po-

sition at the end of the hearings.

Reno wanted the Waco incident to

end without tragedy. During one ofthe
hearings, Reno was asked by a con-

gressman how she could rationalize

the death ofalmost two dozen children.

Reno's response was that she wasn't
rationalizing the death of the children

or the fourATF men killed on February
28 when the Waco incident began.

As she was saying that, her voice

cracked and a tear ran down her cheek.
She brushed it away, and said to the

congressman, "I feel more strongly about
the incident than you or anybody else

will ever know." Attorney General Reno
is not to be blamed for the Waco incident.

Victoria H. Griffin

Sylvan

Students treated poorly at TOC
Last Friday night my three friends and

I decided to take a break from the dining
commons and head up to the Top of the
Campus Restaurant. We had been there
before and thought it was just "okay," but
since we were shorton cash it was otu* only
option. We were definitely attracted by
the five dollar discount they offer students
on the meal plan. The money we had was
just enough to cover dinner.

At the end of dinner the waitress took
our ID'S to run them trough the machine
so the meal could be deducted from our
account. Fifteen minutes later the waitress
came back sajdng two of our ID's didn't
run through the machine, meaning we
had no meals left, for that week.

Ailer trying to explain, we summoned
the manager. He took our ID's back to the

Whose land is it? US role in the Arab-Israeli conflict
There are a lot of things to be learned

here at UMass, from professors as well as

students. Lately I've been learning dis-

turbing things that make me sit back and

wonder about our government.

I want to point out two instances that

perhaps don't go hand in hand with the

image of democracy and justice that the

USA stands for: 1 ) the land ofAmerica—
who does it belong to? and 2 ) the Arab-

Israeli conflict in the Middle East —
whose land is it?

After the Holocaust, the surviving Eu-

ropean Jewish people began emigrating

to Palestine, claiming it was theirs by

biblical rights; it was the land God had
promised them thousands of years be-

fore. "A land without a people for a people
without a land," was one ofthe commonly
used phrases at the time. However, ifyou
look closer, you would see that there were
people living there. The state of Israel

was founded in a series of wars and
treaties. The U.S. government was in-

strumental in helping Israel obtain these

lands. Sure, the U.S. has a history ofthis

very action.

When Europeans began to emigrate to

America, the government went in and
cleaned out Native Americans to make

room for the new European settlers. How is

that fair? The only finger I am pointing is at
the U.S. government. Haven't they done
enough damage here without having to add
wood to the inferno that the Middle East
has become? You could say these two
events are past history and there's no use
talking about them, but is it really fair to
leave it like that? Ill bet ifyou ever took the
time to go to Israel or visit an American
Indian reservation you might ask yourself
the question I ask myselfevery day: Whose
land is it?

Amelia Rufleth
Orchard HiU

machine to try them again, but with no
success. Even aft«r a thorough explana-
tion that we were 100 percent sure we had
meals left., he insisted that we didn't be-

cause they had used the machine earlier

in the night with no problems, he was
telling us. Go figure.

He then suggested we pay without the
student discount, then later we were sup-
posed to go somewhere else and geta refund.
I don't think so. First of all, we didn't have
the money to pay an)rway. Second, why
should we be inconvenienced — it wasn't
our fault. He made other demands like

holding our ID's until the next day, but we
didn't lethim do that (how werewe supposed
to get past security in the dorm, or eat?).

Finally he wanted us to go into his office

down the hall. We reluctantly followed,
and once there we "had" to give him our
social security number, phone number and
room number. If we were adults, would he
make us go into his office? Better yet, ifwe
were with our parents would he make us go
into his office? I don't think so.

The manager ofthe TOC was rude and
obnoxious. He treated us like we were five
years old and he was our dictator. Being
an HRTA major I am outraged. How can
the TOC survive in an industry whose
motto is "the customer is always right?"
Never in my life have I experienced
something like this, and it just shows how
the TOC really feels about their primary
customers, the students.

Peter WoUy
Northeast
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King
continued from poge 1

The case centered on the 1964 letter, in which King
had agreed to deposit his papers with the university. But
the letter spelled out that King retained ownership ofthe
papers until he either designated them as gifts to BU or

• Colonial Village

• Presidential

• Lantern Court
• College Inn

Specializing in House & Apartment Rentals

253-2515

55 South Pleasant St., Amherst, MA.

until his death.

Mrs. King's lawyers argued the letter was neither a
contract nor a pledge, but simply a statement ofintention
that King could change at any time.

The letter was signed at the same time Boston Univer-

sity Professor Harold DeWolf, a friend and mentor of

King's, packed up the first batch of papers in 1964.

UMass Students!!
"Avoid stuffy, overcrowded

weight rooms"
Workout for the month of

s3^

May for only'

at jw
at mountain farms mall

Rt. 9 /Russell St. • Hadley

584-2175

REWARD YOURSELF!
Graduates Get $500 Oft From GM!

If you are about to graduate, have recently

^X graduated from a two- or four-year college, or are a

graduate student, you nnay qualify! You can receive a

certificate toward any new Cfievrolet, Ctievy Truck,

Geo or GMC Truck purchiased or leased from a

partictpating dealer, if you qualify and finance tfirough your

GM dealer and GMAC See your participating dealer lor

qualification details.
(. f. I

King sent another batch of papers to BU in 1965, but

then didn't send any more.

BU argued at the trial that King got too busy. Mrs.

King argued that her husband had decided against de-

positing additional papers.

Another key issue was over the length of time it took

Mrs. King to make a claim.

BU argued Mrs. King should have known no later

than the fall of 1984, when Boston University President

John Silber spoke to an archivist at the King center in

Atlanta, that BU was claiming ownership of the papers.

1993 Geo Prizm;
Safer, roomier, and quieter

than ever before

GMAC
flNANCIAl- StHV ESmlierst:

DICKINSON ST • BETWEEN RT 9 & MAIN ST • 253-3444

Managemei
SOUTHPOINT APARTiMENTS

& TOWNHOLSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrm ^:3^0
2 Bdrm from ^-4rI30
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^i^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Peti

Call 1-413-253-4055

North Shore Students
Are you going home for

the summer?

Check out summer classes at

North Shore
Community College

Credit courses at $81 .75 per credit.

Campuses in Beverly and Lynn.

Call for information or a course

schedule:

(508)762-4000 X 5485

Skis'Couch'Books'Win le f Ctolhes'OsK'C<ynpotef'Rt^'Chaif'Lamp'Pnnt»f

• oj,r Why drag your belongings

• Insured home every Summer? /'^^
' Convenient |^ . > . ^ . . \ \J^;|^^^
' Great rVires \}PlB'd>iQ(H J
' Giiaianlrrd

Coll for estimates and infofmation ^Ov3~^^^/
fick up and delivery to your door.

We store your Ijelonglngs for the summer.
At the end of the summer, call with your

new address to have your belongings returned.

Two t>o» sizes (?3 5"»19 5"xi7 5" of irxiTxlS") S tape deirvered

RelTiqe' aior 'Btke 'MaHrass •Notebooks*Sh«tv«'SpeaK>fs'Dishware'Bifc*

ZVISION or CONTINUING EDUCATION

UMass
Snmmer Session

I I

- Missed a course? Make it up!
- Advance in next semester's work

" Fulfill a requirement
- E^joy a course

Over 200 credit courses offered.

Two, six-week sessions:

First session: June 2-July 9
Second session: July 13-Au8:ust 18

REGISTER VTOmr!
Catalogs available all over campus or

at the Division of Continuing Education,

eth floor Goodell Buildine;, 646-3663.

A quality education
at affordable prices.

UNIVERSITTOFMASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Taking the

WE TEACH YOU TO

YOUR WAY TO THE
RIGHT ANSWER
"Cracking" is not what it's cracked up to be.

1-800-KAP-TEST
Give us a call to sign upfor intelligent LSAT Prep.

KAPLAM
The answer to the test question

549-5780
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The endless party
Wild movie does anything for a laugh
By MARTIN BROWN
Collegian Staff

Here's another one for people who
don't like their movies too deep. I figure
with the end of the semester drawing
near, the last thingyou want to see is a
depressing movie. If you want to be
depressed, just think about finals for

about ten minutes. So I guess I'll serve
up a movie with no redeeming social

value, a movie that will do just about
anything to get a laugh, a movie that
will make the politically correct go into

convulsions — Bachelor Party.

Video Pick

of the

Week

Bachelor Party belongs in a small
gioup offilms that never really attempt
to be profound, basically theyjust want
to show nothing but a good time. Some
other classics are National Lampoon's
Animal House (of course). Stripes and
Risky Business.

Tom Hanks plays Rick, basically a

good guy who decides he is going to

marry Debbie (Tawny Kitaen). After

he announces the decision to his friends,

they decide to throw him a bachelor

party. Hence the name.
The movie is a steady stream of

laughs mostly due to Hanks' perfor-

mance. He is able to look good while

still being a total wise-ass. For instance,

in one unforgettable scene. Rick is

playing tennis with Debbie's parents.

Every time the ball comes to him he

hits it as hard as he can, knocking it

clear over the fence. Then he drops his

racket and pretends like he has hit a
home run, much to the chagrin of
Debbie's father. After a few times, the
parents just give up and quit.

Kitaen also does a fine job as Rick's

girlfriend. You may remember her fi-om

the Whitesnake videos "Here I Go
Again" and "In the Still of the Night"
from a few years ago. She works with
Hanks perfectly, allowing him to cut

loose to a great extent. They come ofFas

the perfect couple, and make you un-
derstand why Rick is willing to give up
his "amateur status" of being single,

and "go pro" (get married).

Like I said earlier. Bachelor Party
isn't very poUtically correct (but hey, it

does have a song by REM in it). It does
glorify sex, drugs and rock-n-roU, but
then again is thatreally such a bad thing.

Here's something you heard from
me first. I think Neil Jordan got the

idea for the relationship in The Crying
Game from Bachelor Party. The Jaye
Davidson role has been done before.

Well maybe not exactly, but it certainly

is food for thought. Check it out.

The story and directing were done
by Neal Israel. Who's thaf^ Beats me, I

don't think he has done anything big

since. For this kind of movie though,

does it matter?
So, if you're looking for an escape

from end of the semester blues or if

you're taking yourself a little too seri-

ously, go rent Bachelor Party. It's a

classic party movie that has a lot ofbig

payofls in laughs (is that line cHche or

what?). What more can you ask from a

movie with a title like Bachelor Party?
< Rated R. 92 minutes)

(\t the Spring Concert...

^ <^ Take in the Tunes...

Q^^T Soak UP the Sun...

f ]
^ and Stay Cool...

with a fresh fruit salad,

fresh lemonade,
popcorn, cotton candy,

and more!

And, if you need a break,

The Hatch is the place to go!

(Sam - 1 Ipm)
Grinders, pizza, chicken...

(10:30am)

The Hatch Bar
(open at 1 1 :30am)

Or, the Bluewall Coffee House
(5pm - Midnight)

Critical fave Inclined
execute riveting show
ByADAMGOULSTON
Collegian Staff

Inclined
Pearl Street
May 4, 1993

Two words capture the fancy of every
concert-goer. Ifyou said "Axl Rose," flip to

the comics. The words I speak of are "free

show." Granted, every free show isn't

necessarily worthy ofyour attention. But
when one has a chance to catch a band
with the capabihties of IncUned, this op-

portunity is not to be missed.

The upstart trio ofLos Angeles 23-year-

olds known as Inclined modestly pulled off

a 90-minute set which could be described

as nothingless than radiant. Unfortunately

a crowd of only about 50 appreciative pa-

trons (fronted by Bobby the drurik guy
whose random yells of "I gotta tell you,

you're the chief," earned him the affections

ofInchned drummer Steve Smart) enjoyed
the Tuesday performance.

Sunk in the Funk, a decent trio with a

bad name, opened the show with a set of

bass-driven rockers reminiscent of Les
Claypool's Primus. While some ofthe songs
stumbled thanks to mediocre drumming
and bad arrangement, some were quite

palatable. The band closed with a half-

decent cover of Primus* "Jerry WasA Race
Car Driver."

Inclined's first album. Bright New Day
(Chaos/Columbia) has slipped into the

market receiving critical praise but little

other recognition. Meanwhile the band,
fronted by highly talented vocalisfgui-

tarist^cellist Miles Tackett (son of Little

Feat's Fred Tackett), has embarked on a

small-scale mostly East Coast tour.

From the oj>ening song, the riveting

"How Deep is This Well?" the Inclined

meshed as a tight and synchronized unit.

While the trio still appears understandably
a bit stiff on-stage, these youthful nerves
in no way affect their musical freedom.

This first song surprisingly kept the
jamming to a minimum. Based on the
musical expansion of Bright New Day,
intuition told me this conservative ap-

proach would not last.

For the duration of the next few songs,

Tackett's guitar resonated masterfully

throughout the sparsely-filled Pearl Street

basement. Backed by the solid bass work
and backup vocals of Gene Perry and the
impeccable timing of Smart, Inclined

maintain the crowd's interest while ex-

panding upon their jams.

Tackett and company's tunes included

the funky and driven "The Atom," and a
slightly overblown and disappointing
version of"Two Minds," both offBrightNew
Day. Also of note was the passionate
"Somewhere in the Middle" capped by
Tackett's blazing and emotional guitar

work and an unexpected mid-song speed-

riff. TTien came the intermission.

You heard me correctly. Inclined actu-

ally had to have a five minute intermission

while Tackett set up his cello and Perry
strapped on a "self-taught" twelve-string

guitar-like instrument known as the
Chapman stick.

The music to follow would truly be a

delight. Tackett's cello and the warbling
of the Chapman stick project a unique
blend of mystical refrains.

"She Won't Go," the best track off the
debut album was pulled off to perfection

as Tackettcombined restrained vocals with

Turn to INCLINED, page 8

=^

Microfridge
All in One Compact Refrigerator,

Freezer & Microwave Oven

Rent One Now^ Pay For It

During The Summer

You've probably seen one already, sleek, streamlined,

matching top to bottom. You've probably used someones

already, and maybe made floormates shut their doors

when they see you and your popcorn coming. You may

have wished you had rented one before the supply dwindled

away to nothing NOW YOU CAN HAVE ONE FOR
YOUR VERY OWN.

In an effort to meet the needs of our residents who would

like to rent a Microfridge but can't afford it right now,

Housing Services will allow you to rent a Microfridge

- and ask you to pay for it, NOT NOW, but during THE
SUMMER.

If you would like to take advantage of this offer, stop

by the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore and

sign a contract.

P.S. I would hurry. Remember, it's first come, first served.

^
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the deep reverberations of the cello. Backed by acoustic
guitar and drums, the tune was quite engaging.

"Might Not Know It Now" proved a bold venture into
the benefits of gifted musicians. Cello played lead into
Tackett's solo, a captivating blend of strumming and
plucking. This was followed by a precise Chapman stick
solo by Perry — a fantastic combination.

Closing the set was a tune entitled "A Frightening
Day."The title wasjust a formality as it became apparent

COLLEGIAN

10 minutes into the song that this was a free-formjam, no
holds barred. A good 20 minutes must have passed before
the crowd grew a little fidgety. And the band played on.
For how long they played. I know not, I lost track. But
Bobby liked it as did the rest ofthe crowd which was now
down to about 35.

Nonetheless, Inclined played a brief encore before
departing. Watch out for these guys, they could be around
for quite some time. And ifTuesday's free show was any
indication, you'll be inchned to like them.

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY
Consider All Your Options

We support Your Choice

Counseling, Housing, and Medical Assistance
Call Toll Free and Ask for Carolyn

1 (800) 533-4346
Adoption Resources

Boston, MA
Confidentially Respected

• Expert in Custom Storage
k Custom Designed Boxes

ft Packing Supplies
I Call Emergency* 24-Hour On

Service

* Secured, Itemized Storage
* Personalized Inventory
* Insurance included

SUMMER STQPAr.F
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (413) 5SS-S999

TIMES are TOUGH!

AD\OCATE
• BEST*
THE VALLEY

READERS POLL

1992
1st Place

Peking Garden
A MANDARIN & SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Mon. - Thurs. ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET $5 99
SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN EAT $6.99 11 30 - m\

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

Have you been
getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
money?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Burger King
SanaiMfiches

586-1202

VISA FREE PARKING

OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK
0NRT9 MASTER
HADLPi' CARD-

with

fries ^
and

drink starting e299

OPEN 24 HOURS

MAY 13 TO MAY 21

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY

Hatch Food Specials

Grilled Cheese Sanwich
Cup of Soup
12 oz. Soda

$2.50 • w/chowder $2.65

WliT'

Roast Beef Sandwich
side of Chips, Pickles, 12 oz Soda

Your Choice of Bread
$2.50

From The Whm^ Area
Pasta, your choice w/ Ragu

Spaghetti Sauce $.99

Exam Week Special Coming

Hatch Bar Entertainment
Friday, May 7 • X pm

DO A HAPPY AFTERNOON
With

2 Bands
Come Listen to the Original
Post-Grunge Pop Thrash

of

PGDDY WAD
and

the New Funky Sound of

ROCKAW/V TOWNSHIP
FREE PRIZES

Hatch Rat T-shirts—Large Pizzas

FULL BAR
Bud Lite Pitchers... $3.50

Michelob 12oz. Bottles... $1.25
-SPRING DRINK SPECIALS-

Pizza's and More

UIMIOIM
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WAFTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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i
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JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM
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CUTTER'S WORLD By CUTTER
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^<4or.f«. . . .

^
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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By GARY LARSON

1

By PRICE VAN RAY

"Professor LaVonne had many enemies in the

entomological world, detective, but if you examine that

data label, you'll find exactly when and where
he was — shall we say— collected.'

'

Quote of the Day
"A lie makes it halfway around the world

before the truth gets its shoes on."

- Mark Twain

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 - April 19)

Helpiul andenlertaining inlormalHm
comes from the media. Use your ex-

traordinary menial energy to learn

more about a special subjetft Travel

helps you combine business with

pleasure

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The
g(xx) limes keej) rolling. Align yvwir-

self with people who challenge you
to do new skills. Work proceieds

peacelully. To help a teen-ager, do
more listening than lecturing.

GEMINI (May 2l-|une 20): Ex-

press your views charmingly and
people you like will respond (av<w-

ably. Although there is some reluc-

tance to be away trom home, travel

will be good tor business.

CANCER (June 21-)uly 22): Sen-

sil iviiy to a partner's needs and desires

IS connected with travel or learning.

You are pleased with an irKrease in

income, even it you must work extra

hard. Build a nest egg,

LEO (July 23-Aug.22): Good
people otter to help you in your work.
A new partnership can lie thrilling,

opening previously closed doors. Do
not shy away from using your social

contacts.

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept.22): The
choices you make now should help

you maintain equililxium in your lite.

Showcase your special talents to catch

the eye of someone influential.

LIBRA (Sept.23-On. 22): Riinain

steadfast; higher-ups will lx> impressed

by your integrity. Th<)se with gener-

ous motives are ri-warded. A teen-

ager gfli great news involving sum-
mer employment.

SCORPIO (Ocl.23-Nov.21):
Travel plans can Ix- realized now.
You wekrome overtures from an at-

tractive newcomer. Give more
thought to the future. By paying at-

tention to warning signs, you could
avert a major health problem.

SACinARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21):
Plan a special Ixjt inexpensive outing

lor loved ones . tven smi 1 1 r hanges in

your lifestyle will lead to greater

happin(>ss. IXHneslic adjustments are

desirable.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-|an.l9);

Focus on your work early in the day.

Do not let confusion over funds get

the Ix-st of you. Experts t an help you
find a solution. Stop second-guessing

your d« isK)ns.

AQUARIUS (|an.20-Feb. 1 8): Get
down to ihe nitty-gritty and you will

come up with a workable - if not

especially palatable -plan Monetary
dealings may not go snvKrthly.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March 20): A
message or phone call urges you to

join forces with others. Let someone
else carry the ball for a change. Your
outside interests l)enefil from your
ability to tly solo today.

"CLASSIC" FRED CHRIS SHADOIAN

•Z SUR£ AH^jcotH)
^9»'' ST«Tif^Kiy .

fIWT XEAReF
C(Xl£C£f

IT'i f, WH«£ MEW WORU) O?

BRKMP NEW people/

Today's Staff
Night Editor Michael Webber

Copy Editor Ion Lupo

Photo Technician josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Tony Morse

Todd Elliott

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Grilled Cheese Stir Fry Pork Ginger
Clam Roll Roast Turkey w/Fixins

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Grilled Cheese Stir Fry Veggies n' Tot'u

Clam Roll Roast Turkey w/Fixins

The opinions cxpressc-d on this pa};c jrc those ot the cartoonists oncl do not nccessiirily refloi t the views ot tlie Colk'f-ijn or the University

ACROSS
1 Pamlef Chagall

S Racps Itie

engine
9 Choir member

1

3

Celebes o«
14 Revise
15 Vanzelli's

partner

16 type type

Abbr
1 / — Han
18 Flower oil

19 One short ol a

dozen
22 Cornmunica

lions org

?3 " gold in Ihom
- hills'

?4 Space
mpasiiremonK

i'8 Innpinl
');' A( Iress

Ci.irrtner

I.) Alice lollowed
t»im

36 Rorqe or

Marlins

38 Droop
39 Ol Ihe dawn
40 I ong pared

Itclional

character
45 Tropical tree

46 Owl IS her

symbol
4 7 AMernoon naps
49 Cdible pari

51 Clark or WesI
5? Rabbit

ol song
60 Culling down
61 Phoned
6? Melody
63 Political group
64 Align

65 Ciipid

66 Iowa city

67 Tennis

divisions

6fl Carry on

DOWN
1 ln|ure

? F ormer NY
theater org

3 Tobacco

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

4 F rench

seaport

5 Relufn pairing

6 Cheese tray

Item

7 -la Dolce -"

8 Outset

9 Alter shower
need

10 Ollinal records
1

1

Cicatrix

12 Achy
15 Arid area

20 Mulligan, e g
21 Fng

housemaid
24 Home ol

Shakespeare's
shrew

?5 garde
?R lyfie ol

dressing

2f Assent, lo

FVdio
?9 WWII menace
;T0 Venrvuelan

river

3 1 t ab vessels

34 I D device

35 Breaklast lare

37 Argon, ttlamuin

and txHom
41 7esl

42 WWII service

group
43 China Irom

France
44 Bring lorth a

lamb
48 Irish or Gordon
50 WrongtuI acts

y^ M»>mingway,
lo Friends

53 College chore
54 Enn«rvate
55 Biblical vetch

56 T ool chest rtem
57 Pervasive

emanation
58 Privy to

59 " — we
forget "

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

5/7/93

1 ? 1 4

1

s • t i

1

—
II 11 1?

u 14 u

1« IF II

It n Jl

IHI 77 fi BiHi
r< n M 7^^^

ri 71 n 11

1?

I " ]4 IS

M 17
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«t 41 » 41 <4 I <S
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V
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W
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H
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Cash Paid for Books
Bring your books to TEXTBOOK ANNEX

May 13-14: 9 am-4 pm
May 15: 11 am-4 pm

May 17-18: 9 am-4 pm
May 19-20: 9 am-8 pm

May 21 : 9 am-6 pm
May 24-26: 9 am-4 pm

HAMPDEN
COMMONS
May 19-20: 10 am-7 pm

May 21: 10 am-6 pm

WORCESTER
COMMONS (EN'V°R"A;rcE)

May 19-20: 10 am-6 pm
May 21: 10 am-6 pm

Join Suzi Landolphi
in her performance of

Hot, Sexy* and Safer
As seen on Geraldo, Maury Povich, Montel Williams, Jenny Jones and Vicky

Thursday, May 13

Bowker Auditorium
2 Free Performances at 7 and 9 pm
Advance tickets at FAC Box Office

Suzi has started the sexual evolution!

To be filmed for Nationally

Syndicated Television by the
makers of "Damned in the USA**

Join Suzi and get on TV!

Free tour t-shirts to first 100 ticket-holders at each performance
Bring your ticket stub to the BluewaH Giad Lounge, Hatch, or TOO for a 25% discount on food and drink (not

inchiding alcohol) on the ni^t of the performance. Courtesy of Campus Center Food Services.

SPONSORED BY:
The Commuter Area Government, the Office of Greek Affairs, AHORA, CCEBMS, the Office of Human Relations, the Health Relations the Health
Education Project, the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns, the Bilingual Collegiate Program, and the Office of Third World Affairs

The program is being filmed for television exhibition and exploitation in other media. Accordingly, please be advised that by entering this area vou are
thereby granting the producers, without the need for any other action and without any payment to you. the right to film and record you and otherwise

portray you in connection with the program and for other commercial purposes in any and all media throughout the world in peroetuitv

men's track
continued from page 1

2

triplejump. Twenty athletes in all will becompeting
for UMass at the meet.

Also competing will be Maine and Vermont, who
UMass has had success against, Springfield and
UNH.

women's track

Friday, May 7, 1993 / Page 1

1

continued from page 1

2

top eight would be likely," said coach Julie LaFrenniere,
who has had to juggle her line-up. LaFrenniere sdao has
done a wonderful job organizing the entire meet.

UMass has two strong athletes in the throwing events.
Dianne Ozzolek is ranked 5th in a competitive field in the
hammer. Natalie Hart is ranked right behind Roy in the

shot put.

The impressive Minutewoman 800-meter relay team
is ranked third, recently setting a school record at
9:00.71.

Women's track reaches its pinnacle this weekend,
with a year's worth of work coming down to just two
days.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Ma isachusetts/Amherst

"New England's Largest College Daily"

Classifieds
CLASSIFIEDS

- 20« per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publicaUon

Mon.-Thurs. 8.30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERSC

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACnVfTIES

AmMnt KW-TV Is taping the Valtey
V«fi«»v hour Frid»v. May 7th. 7 30pm in

Mark's Meadow Auditorium inext to
ttftool ot education), free Admission.

PMOTCCT VOUMSCLF from
HIV/AIOS

Join New England Responsit>le

Dating

1 800 232 6373

AimOUNCEMENTS

nLH>UMT: F.R.C Ns*p0(t.La«t4/1B
in Amherst Wang, Ectw Jing

Heading for Europe ttiis Summer?
Only t169M Jet there anytime
foronly$169 with Alrhttcli (Reported in

Let's Go> and NY Times) CaUfomta
t129 each way with AIRHITCH r 212
864 2000

AUTO FOR SALC

71 VW Poptop Camper $1 500 Cart S86-
8998

7«OLOSCUnAM
Reliable Transportation

t200 tMSl offer < As it.

Karen 253 7150

1M3 Honda Civic

VGC 5 spaed asking $850
Call Josh 549 7712

1M4 Cttrysler Conquest TurtM
Black, sunroof, lechinca package
Excellent condition Very last

$2500 firm 259- 1884

1986 Mercury Lyna 4 door. 5 speed
Reliable lransponation> 253 0920

19Se HoTMla 3S0X
3 Wheeler Musi Sell

$700 or BO 549 7679

1916 VW Jetta brown, 5 spd. Sony
cass. runs good. $1500/bo Call 253-2427

1990 Ford Bronco XLT 4x4 every
option $9000 Jon 549 8295

Perfect a-country Van 1973 Ford
Many new parts 51500/1x5 Call 665 7932

Triumph. TII7. convortHMe. 1980
47.000 original miles, never used in

winter, fatxilous condition $4000
Firm 549 4510

Ultimate Cross-Countiy Van. Kind
interior with many extras. DOOGE 1961

Musi see 256 1987

VWCamper Van. 1 968 2nd owner from
CA. Needs some work Runs well. Pop
top, good heal. $1400 OBO Call Scott S-

2178

CAPE COD '93

Live Bands. Hot Legs Contest, 1 st Darwe
Party. Weekly Drink Specials at

FIOOLEBCE'$ Cape Cod's hottest nite

Club 72 Nonh St. Hyannis

COUEGE PIZZA

$f>RING SPECIAL
Sm. Cheese $3 50

Lg. Cheese $6 99

1 or 2 toppings add $1

5496073
549 6098

FOR RENT

Amherst 3 BedrocHn house, on bus
line, $775/month 253 0751

Amherst S bedroom house on bus
route. Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis

posal Nicely wooded. Perfect for six.

June 1. $1250/mo. Call Joe 617 935-

8231.

OouMe in houee, need 2 people

Summer and/or Fall 175*/person

253 0751

For Rent
5 rm furnished Cape
Lake Aracadia B'town

S tenants

ph 323 6202

4 I ' Norttiamptoa

June and Sept. $800 plus. NO FEES
Skibiski. Realtors 584-3428

4Bedroom Cafie on bus line. $1000call

786-3522 or 253 567J

4 Bedroom House large basenrtent

kitchen dining living rooms. Near bus
route Amherst 253-3553

4-5 Bedroom, 2 bath house in Amherst
Call 253 9715

Itadley - Route 9 4 Bd. 2 bath on bus

routs and bike path. Pets OK $950
Available Sept. 1 Sandy 586^9191 __
Magnificent Main St. Apartment
3 bedrooms, bus line.

Sublet or take over lease

Call 256-8181

Main Street Apartment
3 bedroom in house

Summer with fall option

2566878

Roomatas Needed
Main Street House
Across from bus stop

for fall, around 150$
Call Ted 546 2857

Sublet w/Fall Option
Uptown Apt -' Will not lastl

600^ Utilities

1 single 1 double

Bars Food Bars

5-9 pm 549 2810

Jarid, Jen. Pete

One room avaU-
abie In spacious, furnished 2 bedroom
panmeni Safe, upscais Cambridge
rteighborhood near Harvard. 20 min-
utes from downtown Boston on direct

sut>way line. June-mid September.
$450/month includes utilities, w/d.

Oates/pricas negotiable. Non-tmoiUng
women only. (617)492 2762

Talie Over our lease stanirtg June Isl

2 BR Brandywine Apt. 549 7867 _
Tahe over la sea in Brandywine
Call 549 8192

Tahe Over Our Leaaa
2 txlrm Brarulywine

Startir>g Jur>e 1 w/Fall option

549 7919

Take over mm Pufhon lease starting

Jurte 1st 1 BR aparimem. 549-6B17

TAICE OVER OUR LEASE
2 BORM Puffton Qieap
Stan 6^1

549 1979

Talw OvsT ew lease^SuMet - June 1st

3 bdrm townhouse
Recently renovated, partially furnished

on txis ro«4e

Call 549 0407

Take Over ovr 2 txlrm lease in

Colonial Village, Cheap 253 2477

The Best 3 l>edroom Townhouse!
1 min 10 tyuy newly renovated 1 1/2

baths, must seel Call 549 4445 or S4S-

2947 lease starts June 1 HURRVI

3 Apertments; 3BR in Farmhouse. RT
63 near Puffers Pond. $660/mo», 3 BR
walk to campus $600 includes HW, Ef-

ficiency $350 includes heat andHW 566-

0746

SBOMNA^t.
$825 per month

1 1/2 baths
on bus route

Call 54^3523 soon

3 bedroom apartment in Townhouse
one minute from bus slop. Parking right

outside some furniture availat>la start-

ing June 1 $800 Call 549J247
3 Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown
625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area^ard .p«^b»<»»

253 0876

2 BR Brandywine Apt. 2nd floor

utilities included starts June 1 . Call 549-

7947

FOR SALE

Dorm Fridge $35 o.b.o. 9*xir Carpet

$30o.bo Call 546 1281

18-apaad Cro-Molly race bike excel

lent cond< $170 OBO Dominic 546-5298

4 wood chairs painted It. gray,

dresser, small desk. For more into cell

5496389

5.2 CU Refridgerator
Excellent Cond.

$80.00

546 0568

Hurry! These Kents are now on salel

Double Bed (mattress and box spring)

Only $50
Twin futon (Mattress and box spring)

Only $50
Both are in great conditions. We must
sell them tiecause we are moving.

CALL NOW:
Pat or Judy 253 0860

IBMXT-ACAD. Lotus. Quattro, works,

& morel! $350BO Call 253 2427

Iguana for Sale
Including supplies

$40.00 Must Sell!

5842025

LAX Sticks for Seie
Great Condition $50 or B.C.

Call Ed 253 3231

Ukanew Sony Dtecman. Portable$60
John 549 8295

Queen Size Watarbod
$150 or BO.
Arryn 253 5729

Btoreo Equipment
JVC TDW 108 Double Cassene Dock
Got for X-mas still in box $100
Call 54&524S

Super Nintendo Oames
System S100
Starfox $45
Street Fighter II $45
Super Mario Kart $35
NCAA Basketball $35
Super Mario World $30
Game Genie $40
Call 546 5245

25' Emerson TV
A must see

$275 Neg.

Serious Inquires Only

Call Eric 549 3831

I want to sell this

Before I graduate

2 Roundtrip Tickets from
any major city to Freeport

BAHAMAS Good for 16 months
$600 0.8.0.

Call Craig 665-0993

HEALTH

HBJRWUkMTWD

HotMOPtoi

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

sxperlencad iMponeMe efKcient

References Bus $6 hourly 549-0413

I JOBS
For the

EnvironfT>ent

$2600 $350Q/summer
- Work for recycling

- Learn Campaign Skills

- Make a Difference

Work w/Masspirg. the states

leading environmental group
to pass strong recycling laws.

Call Jen at 256-6434

vummer fobe to seve the envvrof^
mant. Earn S250O-35O0 and make B
differancal National campaign posi

tions to renew the Qean Water Act,

promote comprefiensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22

slates and DC. campus intrvws: 4/14

and4/15 Call JamiatoU free: l-BOO-TS-
EARTM

TRUCK DRIVERS WANTED for part

time summer work. 10 days mid June
and 10 days mid August SIIIWDay
Must drive standard, willing to work
long tKMift. and have drfvirtg experi-

ence with trucks of st lease 18 feel. Call

508 653 7422

Work Study Jobs Peer housing coun
selors are needed to start in September.
Apply at OCHO. 428 Student Union,

545-0865

KATHLEEN O'BRIEN

Happy Birthday Babyl
We love youl Alex, Kelli, Qilpen and
Annie Banani

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $301 All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guarsnteeed. 253-3816

LOST

Emerald Earrings at Mike's Fri 4/23

annivesary gift reward 545 2378

NYU Purple and White keychain with

3 keys Please Can 546 5219 _
Two Car Keys Sun. Afternoon may
have blue Witch keychain ntess for JJ

256^302 HELP!

MARY AND JEN

Happy Birthday and Happy Gradua-
tion. I'll miss you, Jan.

Love, Jeanine

INOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLE - Honda CHI SO
Motorscooter 1987 3500 miles excellent

running condition $895 or best offer 253-

3183

$uzukl B1 GS650G fully functioning,

fairing, valve tools $500 Mike 665 7518

MUSICIANS

BASS PLAYER WANTED: for area

professional party band. Good back

grounds, attitude, fast learner needed.

Local gigs and retieartal, academic 93-

94. Call Andrew Olson (914)738-7044

PERSONALS

Aflam
Your place in my heart

Is irreplacatjie and 'Unforegattable'

Always,
Little Mary Sunshine

CAl.
I hope you are enjoying Alpha Chi

Senior Week!
I'm going to miss you!

Love,

Your Senior Buddy

Cniiee BtMpe Plow Hiring — Earn
$2000«/nK>nth > world travel (Hawaii,

Mexico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday,

sumrtter, and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
empioyment program can 1-206-634-

0468 ext. C5001

If I could have one wish.

It would be to spend
The rest of my life

With you.

-Adam

permanent

$2000 » per nnonth teaching basic con
versational English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Many provide room and board
and otf>er t>enefits No previous train

if>g or teaching certificate required. For

prograrncall 1 206<a-1146eict.J6001

KItGhenHeip
in exchange for

Meal Plan

Contact Jkn at

5494919
496 N Pleasant St

NOWHHUNO
Full lime summer work
Outdoor residential painting

Call COLLfGE PRO aoa346^4C48

This Is what you've tjeen waiting for!

I'm glad I could make your dream come
true' Too bad we just met. You seem to

be a great and beautiful person.

Your New Friend, Rich

Daniel Mogolesko
Hope you have a great birthday

Tell me more/Tell me more
Love, Nicole and And!

P.S. Congrats bebe Pass ol 93

Ellen O'Rourfce
Vou said you wanted to see your name
In the paper Well here it is

Go Sylvan Trojans

MattV.

No Pink Gorillas

Just this personal

Happy Birthday'

Love Always, Liz

iW.
You wen
Don't Worry I wont tell Mike
Please come peel your underwear
on my ceilirtg and pick up your
K Y Jolly

Love, Ryan

Thank you $t. Jutfs - BJO.

Trad
Surprise Happy B-Oay

Bet you thought we forgot

We'H celebrate this weekertd
Love Ya
Heather, Amy, Kathleen, Julie ft Andrea

RENTAL PROBLEMS?

Oueetleiis about your lease/security

deposit deductions? Questions about
subletting/assigning leases? Questions

atMut tfw condition of your r>ew house
or apartment? Contact Legal Services,

822 Campus Center, 545 1996

MOER WANTED

I for drive to

Minneapolis. Leavir>g May 19th

Call Anne 253 0751

ROOMMATES WANTED

I from Horse Farm $90
649 5969

Looking fwt 2 reemei
to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area

for the summer
Call Julie 549 8219

One or two people to share beautiful

apanment 666-7604

1 rm In 3bdrm house quiet residantiat

Big yard and Basement
283 . Amherst 256 0802

1 Roomate Wanted: Single on
N. Pleasant St. $200 heat * hot

ind. Call Chris 6-6868

ROOMATES
For 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt

In Mill Valley

Cal 549 5231

Roomatas wanted for sumrrter sub-

let with fall option Central Amherst $250
a month call 256-8576

2 Female Nonsmkrsfor lg. room $1 75/

mo. 10 mms to campus Sept. 1 Donna
5494732

2 roomatae wssdad Puffton Village

Apt.$170/month Call Mike 549^9900

SERVICES

II Let mo help w/your resums
Reasonable rates 259-1790

Pregnant? Need Help?
Call Birthright of Amherst area for free

testing and confidential caring help.

Amherst Carriage Shops 549-1906

Tart Reedings
Call Chris st 253-7524

SUMMBI STORAOC

SummerStorage- Professional pick

up » delivery; insurar>ce, boxes included.

Call now to reserve your space.

Collegiate Storage Service

413-6855999

SUMMER SUBLET

A Stoal: 2 BDR Townhouse fits 41 SSOt

Call Now or you'll miss out! 6-6948 or 6-

5891!

AlKwe Bruno's on Main St. 2 bed-

rooms available. Brand new apt. Price

negot. Call for more details Kim 253-

4276

Alpine Commons 3 Bedroom
Newly remedied bus route utilities

Incl. $200.00 each negotiable

S46-4241

Jon Eric's Uver
Happy Birthday! Next bottle of Mad
Dog is on us!! Love, Sue end Jess

1 yr CHI Love you
Batjy. Forever Yours -

Nicole

MCOLE.
OUR FIRST YEAR - WHAT AM
/UMAZING ONEI We've done so much
and been so many places. The nwre I

ki>ow your, the rTX)re I love you. You are

truly ttte fir>d of a lifetime.

Amherst Center
Attractive two bedroom in a great lo

cation Thirty seconds walk to buses,

bars and Bart's.

Call 549 4727

Amherst - Tuvo Spacious beautiful

rooms in a 6 ()edroom availat>le. On
busline. Both pariially furnished. Spa
cious enough to accomodate two $2 10/

bo Fall Option 253 0805

Amherst's Hippest Flat

Sublet June 1st. 45 seconds to campus
549 3528

Amherst Summer Sublet
in house J une August w/option to lease.

Only $150/month. 5 min walking dis

tanceto Amherst Center. Call Noah 253-

9746

Brown House
Brown House
Behind VanMeler
Space Avail. Cheap
546 1359,546^3369

CHEAPI 3 bedroom Pufflon ApL Ca«
Mario 54^4336

Cheep $umnMr Suitiet

4 5 BR huge house

Main St.

Call 263 3560

Take our 3 bedroom
Townhouse Easily fits SI

A/C, dishwasher, & mors
On bus route $70(Vmonth
w/fsll rent option

Call 549^6481

Dupies in W. YarmMMrth
3 people 2,800 inclusive

Micah 256-1375

11 Hobart fits 6 ask $600MtoMh
Spadous great location

Going fast' Call Nia 60iaO

4 BO Amherst
5 min walk to campus and town
$175/month
Call Brian or Mike « 546^1860

2liiilbaihs

WasherAkyer
Right on bus route

Huge ysrd

220* 2560034

Oreet Location
1 block uptown
Inexpensive rent

4 bedroom hotisa

Csll 256^1119

It'stfwBESTIII Looking for 1 2 people

to suWel one bedroom in a partially

furnished apartment close to campus
and uptown Rent negotiable. June
August Call 546 6672 for more infor

mation. Move in during finals!

1 or 2 openinge Uptown apt. $1 76/mo
each call 253 9743

Large Houee In Sunderland
5 room summer sublet txight & sunny

huge deck and yard

Close to bus route

Contact Sam : 665-0265

llllffllfllllllllf

Main St.

4 bedroom, sleeps 5

Clean, quiet and sunny
Recently renovated

Low utilities

Across the street

from the PVTA
Call ASAP 253 5196

May Free 2-bed room /$460
Mill Hollow Apts. Call 549 5658
Stone's Throw from Puffer's Pond

Mill Valley Sublet
Three Bedrooms
Two Full Baths

Free heat and hot water

Furnished, air conditioned

Peace and quiet near nature preserve

Call Carolyn 5462526

Mill VaUey Eatates
Summer Sublet with fall option

1 mortth free

256^3039

New 2 BDRM Brandywine Apt.

Furnished, cheap
549 4036

Nice 2 BR Apt. 2 4 people take. Take
lease or sublet $475/month 2563468

1 liedroom apt. in Puffton Village

available May 21, with Fall Option.

Call Chris 549-4850

$ 1 50plua/k>erson

3 spacious tiedrooms

Next to Townhouses
Willing to negotiate

546-2568

1 or 2 peraone in Amherst, on but route

Mill Valley Apart. UtI. Incl. 546-2414

1 BDRM Salem Place $355 per month
256 3088

1 bedroom uptown VERY CI«AP!
2 min. to bars, 5 min. to campus
Call Matt or Erik 25&4920

Pets Welcome Summer Sublet 2

rms. in house in Hadley 1 large with

walk in closet on bus route, near bike

path, cool people ALL PETS WELCOME!
Call 586^5128. $175

QUiETII 1 br in house on bus route.

200/mo. Cal! Jon 256^0771

Roomates Needed
Main Street House
Across from Bus Stop
rent negotiable

Call Tod 546 2867

Room In Townhouae
Big for two 100$ ./month

5492635

Summer Sublets in luxury roomates
needed - Call Mill Valley Estates

253 7377

4 betlroom. newly
renovated, dose to all the amenities, on
bus routs. Call now 546-0345

Belcrtertown

40 acre yard/woods
3 full baths

2dscks
$l2Samionih - CHEAP!
323^799

Beet location in sewn
33 Phillips St Apt. 1 Best price ytMH
find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch i great for ttte

summer! (Call Rachaal^home 5463755

Big Binile bi 6-bedroom house. T«vo
big dosets. w/d. $2O0fmo. A must seel
Call 253 0805

Big Reem Colonial VIBaga
In 2 BR Apt on busline

rent negotiable

or take over lease 6. 1 9 1

Sven 256^0633

Sowtti Amherst. 3 rooms avaaabie in

great house Call Mike 5463314

SUBLET
Sir>gles/dout>le - Fall option

Large house, big yerd,

AWESOME Housemstas. Pets Wel-
come! Call54»7138

SUBLET
Sunny beautiful room for rent tfX-tai
pool, tennis courts, washer/dryer

on bus line $250/manih
Call Lauren 253 3905

SunMner Sublet room inaparnnaiM.
Indudes heat, water, and garage. Block
from Amherst center. $2S0/nM>nlh
Call Adam 9 25frB330

aummor Subtat
10 rooms available

Full KHchen facilities, storage, and
parkirtg! 20(Vmnth single. 125/rrKinth

double INCLUSIVE' 549 4492 ask for

Mike or Jason 778 N Pleasant St.

1 or 2 twdrooms
Spaaous House
Wasf>ar/dryer/dishwasfier

5 mm from campus
Call 549 7461

$unHner Sublet w^ail Opdon
2 bdrm 253 9729

Summer Sublet Apt.
Uptown 2 t>edrooms

253 3620 Dan or Alex

SunMner Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton

Village

549 7472

Sunny Roeni
2 non smoking vegetarian, grad
housemates Hardwoodflooi. study. Fall

option $210 266-0342

Space AvailatM in Townhouse
June to Aug
Partly furnished

OnlHis route

Call 6 0065

Take over our lease for (he summer:
fall option Spacious, bright apt. up-

town. Perfect lor two 256 34»

Take over our Brandywine lease 6-1

2nd floor good location 549 1479

THIS IS THE OVIEII

That you've been waiting for This

summer sublei our spacious 3 bedroom
Puffton Aparimem with fabulous roof-

top sunning' Close to campus, on bus
one. and FULLY FURNISHED" Pool,

tennis and /VC No reasonable offer

refused Call 549 7287 HURRY"

3 Sublets w/fall option, efficiency to 3

BR's. great summer locations $350 lo

$600 negotiable 586 0746

3 r«>oms In 4 bedroom apt.

$225/room utilities IrKluded'

253 7150 neg Fall optioji

3 BDR ciosa to

EVERYTHING $500/lmo

256 4668

Three Bedroom Apt.
Belchertown
625/month
Bus line right outside house
Beautiful area/yard

2530876

2 Bedrooma In house near Puffer's

Pond. By Conservation land Beautiful

back yard Rental option for fall Avail.

June 1.549 8752

Uptown Apartment
3 bedroom $225 negotiable

Minute walk to campus and
bars Call 549 7991 Christine

Walk to UMass OBL room privste bath
avail May 1 Call 549-1408

WHh Fall Option
2 8RM Brandywine apt.

New appNaiKes, new carpeting

New kitcfwn floor

Availalile 6- 1 93 Rant. Neg.

5495383

TRAVEL

Meake-US-Canada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide wf>ere! Rea-
sonably priced. Eric (607)723 1403

New York Oty - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and short

stays. Near Columljia Univ. Reasonable
rates. 212 662 1358. $AVE THIS AOI

TYPINQ/WORD PROC.

Fast. Professional, Cheap
Resumes, Papers, anything!

2563158

WANTED

I Japanese-English word pro-
cessor - good condition ASAP Call

Tom 253 9946. Leave message

WANTED TO RENT

Small professional family desires
sabbaticalAemporary house. Excelleni

TLC and references. 6/1 256 0036

Will Reward
Want your 2 BDR Apt.

Puffton, Presidential

Call Omar 5462474
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Home field at stake for Gorillas tomorrow
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

Although the University of Massachusetts mens la-

crosse team clinched a sjKit in this years USILA tour-

nament with Wednesday's win against Brown, tomorrow's
1:00 p.m. game againstArmy still has huge imphcations.

With a win against the Cadets tomorrow at West
Point, N.Y., the Gorillas could gamer not only the fourth

or fifth seed in the country but also a first-round playoff
game at Garber Field.

Winning tomorrow's game will not be an easy task for

UMass, as No. 11 Army ( 10-3) has players who are fast

and can score quickly as well as players who play solid in-

your-face defense.

Baseball faces Temple,
post-season on the line

**They are have a legitimate lacrosse program," said

UMass goahe Tom LoPresti. "If we beat them, I think

well get the number five seed in the nation and that's

what we want.

LoPresti, as well as his teammates, would also love

home field advantage in the playoffs.

"We definitely want the home field advantage," he said.

"Ifwe win the first game, well go to the second round and
win that one and then we're going to the final four!"

But UMass will first have to contend with the likes of

Steve Heller, the Cadets leading scorer with 34 goals and
15 assists and Phil Mandry, who is not far behind with 31

goals and 13 assists. Chad Allen is also a player to watch
as he has 15 assists to go along with 13 goals. The UMass
offense will have to be sharp against goalie Rick Aguilar,

who has turned away an impressive 75 percent of the

shots he has faced this season.

Massachusetts attacker Mark Millon will no doubt be
the focus of the Army D so Wes Depp (35 goals), Mike
Valente ( 14 goals, 14 assists), and Bill Edell will have to

play well. But the UMass players know their abilities and
appear confident going into tomorrow's game.

"When we're on fire," said Edell, "we can play with

anyone."

Lax Notes: All the action can be heard on 91.1 F.M.
WMUA with lacrosse guru Mike Fagerson doing the

play-by-play. Fagerson, who has announced UMass games
for the past decade, will be broadcasting his last regular

season game as he is taking a job in Maine— tune in and
hear history being made.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts base-

ball team hosts Atlantic 10 rival Temple
this weekend for a three-game series,

looking to win at all costs and better its

chances of making the post-season.

Even if UMass sweeps the Owls, the

Minutemen (16-19. 8-9 in the A-10) still

must hope for some help from their other

rivals in order to receive an invitation to

the A-10 Tournament, which is comprised
of the top four teams.

Heading into the weekend of action,

UMass head coach Mike Stone's crew is

tied for fifth place with St. Joseph's. The
Hawks have a three-game set at the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island. George Washing-
ton, which is tied for fourth with Temple,
travels to St. Bonaventure for the weekend.

In other words, the Minutemen do not

control their own destiny, and in addition

to performing on the field, they have to do
some rooting off of the field.

Stone said that his team must focus on
winning one game at a time.

"We can't take these games as normal
games; we need to play the best we have so

far this year," said Stone. "This group has
to start concentrating on that right now.

because we just can't show up and expect
to win."

Temple (15-18, 9-8 in the A- 10) has two
hurlers who are strong, and should start

on Saturday against the Minutemen.
Sophomore Stephen Hoppel (5-3) is the
ace of the staff, with an earned run aver-

age of 2.79. Hard-throwing left-hander

Rob Kell is 4-6 with a 4.43 ERA.
UMass will counter with its two aces,

redshirt sophomore Jay Murphy (4-0) and
senior JeffToothaker (5-6) on Saturday.

The players said they realize the sig-

nificance ofthis weekend, and hope to pull

out the sweep.

"It comes down to this three-game se-

ries. I guess that's what it's all about: win
three games and turn our season around,"
said Toothaker, who has not missed an A-
10 tournament in his career.

"We have to win all three, but we have
to take one game at a time," said catcher
Andy Pelis. "We can't win all three if we
don't win the first."

"I think ifone person steps it up, we all

will," said shortstop Greg LaRocca. "Itll

be a chain reaction, hopefully, and well
take all three."

The first game between the two clubs

starts at 12 p.m. on Saturday at Earl Lorden
Field. The game on Sunday is at noon.

A-10 champs UMass
sweep Lady Dragons
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

After sweeping the University of

Rhode Island yesterday to clinch the

regular season Atlantic 10 title, the

University of Massachusetts Softball

team returned home yesterday, trying

to avoid a letdown against the Drexel

University Lady Dragons.

The Minutewomen, playing their

eleventh game in six days, swept the
Lady Dragons by identical 3-0 scores to

up their season record to 27-19.

In the first game, the Minutewomen
tallied hits in every inning except the

third, but were unable to score until

the sixth.

Senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas
(2-for-3, 2 doubles, one run scored)

started the winning rally with a double
to right-center field. Kuchinskas ad-

vanced to third on a sacrifice bunt by
junior first baseman Rachel Lawson
and scored the go-ahead run on a
scorching double down the left field

line by senior third baseman Laurie
Dondarski.

UMass scored its other two runs on

a throwing error by the catcher and a
passed ball.

Sophomore Kelly Daut (13-11) went
the distance, allowing no runs on three

hits with one strikeout.

Kuchinskas scored the
Minutewomen's first run in the night-

cap when she walked in the third and
was again advanced into scoring posi-

tion by a Lawson sacrifice. She scored

one out later when sophomore center

fielder Heather Dorsey singled to left.

UMass added two insurance runs in

the fifth when, with Dorsey on third

and junior second baseman Tracey
DuEst on first, freshman designated
hitter Michelle Shaw drove one to the

left field fence for a double-bagger,

plating both runners.

Senior hurler Darlene Claffey regis-

tered the win in the second game, al-

lowing four Drexel hits over seven in-

nings. She struck out four and walked
one, while increasing her season record

to 14-7.

The Minutewomen host Canisius
on Saturday and Adelphi on Sunday
with both doubleheaders starting at 1

p.m.

Zoo Disc makes a bid for the NE Sectionals
By DAVID GLEESON
Collegian Corresjjondent

Aft«r moderate success at a Hampshire College tour-

nament this past weekend, the University of Massachu-
setts ultimate frisbee team. Zoo Disc, is looking for a
better performance this weekend at the Western New
England sectionals. Zoo Disc will compete at Williams
College in an attempt to win a bid to the New England
sectionals, and then to the collegiate Nationals

Last weekend. Zoo Disc lost two games at the
Hampshire tournament, balanced by one victory over
their long-time rival Hampshire. After trading scores in

the first half. Zoo gradually began to pull away, and after

a 9-9 tie, shut down Hampshire's offense for the remain-
der of the game, ending it at 15-9.

Their good performance was due largely to their control

and organization. They were working well together and
setting the pace of the match. Everyone was giving
excellent performances, highlighted by timely scoring by
Tom Bolan and solid defense and disc handling by Chris
Winkler and Bill McDonald.

Atthe onset oftheir secondgame against the University
ofVermont, Zoo seemed a little unorganized and allowed
UVM to get a big lead early. Although UMass staged a
small rally in the second half, they could not penetrate
their opponent's strong defense, andUVM was victorious

and eventually won the tournament.
The next game against Boston College had Zoo Disc

playing some of its worst disc, followed by some of its

best play ofthe year. After letting poor play put them in

the hole 8-1, they pulled together for the second half

rally and made it a contest. Time ran out before they
could create enough turnovers for a second half upset,

though. Though they outscored their opponent 12-7 in

the second half, BC took the contest with a final of 15-

13.

With Zoo Disc being largely a young team, its ac-

complishments thus far have been commendable, and
this weekend at sectionals could be the beginning ofmore
good things to come.

There will be some teams there we've beaten, but
sectionals are going to be tough. It will be good experience
for myself and the younger players though." said team
member Chris "Lippy" Hyndes.

With the top four teams going on to the sectionals. Zoo
looks good after beating three of the teams already
during the regular season.

Men's track team heads
to Worcester for ECC's
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

This weekend the University of Mas-
sachusetts men's track team heads to

Worcester for the Eastern Conference
Championship.

After three straight weekends of suc-

cessful invitational meets, where points
are scored for the individuals only, the
Minutemen will compete as a team in the
first conference meet of the year.

The University of Southern Connecti-
cut and the Univesity of Rhode Island are
projected as early favorites. Southern Conn
completely dominated the Connecticut
State Championships while URI has been
impressive as well, but UMass looks to

give both schools a run for it.

"A lofty goal would be first," said coach
Ken O'Brien. "Second or third would be a
realistic shot."

The key for UMass to be successful is a

combination ofstrength and balance. The
Minutemen will need their top flight

performers to gain first or second places,

but equally important to the team's success
will be people stepping up to place in the
third, fourth and fifth spots.

UMass will likely be without the ser-

vices of sprinter/jumper John Johnson.
Johnson suffered a hamstring injury
during the 100 meters last weekend.
UMass will look for Chris DiMatio to step
up in the longjump, while Paul Doyle will

probably replaceJohnson in the first leg of
the 400-meter relay.

Fortunately for O'Brien, other than
Johnson, the team is healthy.

Lyonel Benjamin, coming off his best

meet ofthe year will be a strong contender
in both the 100 and 200. He will also

anchor the 400 relay team.
Tom Galligani will look to avenge his

first loss ofthe season this weekend in the
Turn to MEN'S TRACK, page 1
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Women's track hosts
N.E. Championships
By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
will host the biggest event of the
women's track and field season this
weekend. Today and tomorrow
Llewelyn Derby track is the site of the
New England Championships.

There are five eventswhich highlight
the two day meet:

The 400-meter hurdles, featuring
Allison Poulin ofthe University ofNew
Hampshire, who has put up Olympic
Trial-type numbers at 58.71.

The hepthathalon has Terry Roy of
the University of Connecticut ranked
second in the country in the event.

The 800-meter will match Kathleen
Stewart from Boston University against
a strong field which includes UMass'

Kerry Aker.

Minutewoman Becky Johnson will

be in strong contention in the 1500 m,
battling Christine Steif of BU.

In the triple jump, BU's Ail-Ameri-
can Karen Phillips is top ranked.
UMass' Janey Meeks is a distant sec-

ond.

Overall, UConn is the dominant fa-

vorite. Only a msgor upset would keep
the Huskies from the team title. BU
and Boston College pose the strongest
challenges.

The outlook isn't quite so bright for

UMass. Without the Liljeblad twins,
Kelly (defending 5000-meter champ)
has red-shirted this season and Kim
(versatile relay and distance runner),
the team is in disarray.

"Fifth overall would be a miracle.

Turn to WOMEN'S TRACK, page 1
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65 to 70 tomorrow with variable

clouds. No really great tans.

Local News:
David Scott, UMass-Amhersfs next chancellor, pledges to

keep tuition low and open the lines of communication
between his office and the student body. Page 3.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Sports:
The University of Massachusetts men's

baseball team ends its season by losing hvice

to Temple University. Page 16.
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Pond Concert draws big crowd
Man injured in fall from railing, few otherproblems

MATT KAHN / COaEGIAN

, n ri^
"^^^^ converge on the Campus Pond for fun and sun at this year's Spring Concert, which drew an estimated

lO.CXX) concert-goers to see and hear five live musical acts.

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian StafT

Gorgeous, sunny. 80-degree weatheryesterday sent
an estimated 10,000 concert-goers home from the
Campus Pond with sunburns and hangovers, follow-
ing the University of Massachusetts' annual Spring
Concert.

See related story, page 7

A 20-year-old non-student was injured during the
festival when he reportedly fell 12 feet from a Morrill
Science Center railing. At press time, Christopher
O'Neill of Rhode Island v^as still being operated on at
the Bay State Medical Center in Springfield.

Witnesses say O'Neill climbed over a railing be-
tween sections ofthe building, according to University
Spokesperson Karin Sherbin. Apparently, O'Neill at-
tempted to jump to the sidewalk below, but lost his
balance and fell to the ground, she said.

EMTs arrived at the scene at about 4 p.m. and
treated him at the scene and brought him to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, Sherbin said. He

was then transferred to the Bay State Medical Center.
Otherwise concert-goers survived the day with

few real problems. From 12:30 to 7:30 p.m. the
sometimes raucous, sometimes sedate audience
members were entertained by the following musical
acts, in this order: the Valley native group Canine
Bastards, the hard-core quartet Quicksand, Richie
Havens who played the very first Spring Concert as
well as the legendary Woodstock of 1969, the Wailers
of the former Bob Marley and the Wailers, UMass
alumni Dinosaur Jr., and the New Jersey rap trio
Naughty by Nature.

Sherbin reported a few other more minor medical
problems due to the sun and temperature, such at
heat exhaustion, which were treated on the spot. She
said there were no arrests or major problems.

The annual Spring Concert, organized by the
student-run Union Program Council and partially
paid for by student fees, was held in the Warren P.
McGuirk Alumni Stadium until the early '70s, when
officials changed its location to the lawn in front ofthe
Campus Pond.

Collegian staff member Tracy Monahan contrib-
uted material for this article.

Flynn pleads for peace;
school to reopen today

State at odds
over school
choice issue
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Staff

A state-wide conference ofsecondary school educators
offered varying views on the issue of school choice at the
University of Massachusetts Friday.

The day-long conference featured presentations by
state Sen. Arthur Chase, a member of the Senate Ways
and Means Committee, Secretary of Education Piedad
Robertson, state Sen. Stanley Rosenberg and state Rep.
Ellen Story.

William M. Bulger, president ofthe state Senate, who
was scheduled to attend the conference, was unable to
attend due to recent racial problems in one of the Boston
public high schools.

A school choice policy already exists in the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts, which allows allows students
to attend schools outside oftheir district based on available
space.

The debate over whether or not families should have
the right to choose which school their children will attend
was the major concern of the conference.

According to information released at the conference,
supporters of school choice assert it will improve the
quality of education, while opposition express serious
concern about the overall effects of choice, mcluding
transportation and funding.

Bailey W. Jackson, dean of the School of Education,
addressed school administratorsattending^the conference.'
saying that the school choice issue was the right topic at
the right time.

"The quality of education is declining at the time that
it is needed most," UMass President Michael Hooker
said.

According to Hooker, school choice is exactly the kind
ofissue the University should be looking at, and supports
any kind of movement which will increase competition.

"I want to be convinced by a specific proposal so that
costs are equitable, and injustice is not created for stu-
dents that school choice is not an option for." Hooker said.

Secretary of Education Robertson said she believed a
middle ground could be found between supporting school
choice and finding the funds.

"I am not against the philosophy of school choice, but
a lack of transportation, lack of equity and lack of in-
formation for parents about the program needs to be
considered," Robertson said.

Speaking on behalf of Bulger. Hooker read from a
prepared speech that Bulger had presented to the Harvard
Club in February.

Bulger said he supports the school choice proposal
because it offers the best means of salvaging failing
schools, and improving public education.

"I support it because it will empower parents to exercise

Turn to SCHOOL CHOICE, page 4

By KEN GUGGENHEIM
Associated Press

BOSTON — As South Boston High
School prepared to reopen Monday follow-

inglast week's racial clash.MayorRaymond
Flynn appealed for "no more hate."

Flynn met for two hours Sunday with a
multiracial group of about 25 South Bos-
ton High School students to try to ease the
tensions that led to rock-throwing, fist

fights and race-baiting Thursday. Flynn
was among five people injured in the brief

disturbance.

"We're depending on the young people
to help us bring unity and peace to South
Boston High School and to the city," Flynn
said ata news conference followingSunday's
two-hour, closed-door meeti ng. "Tragical ly,

there are a number of adults who don't

contribute to solving the problem."

On Sunday morning, there was fresh

evidence of the difficulty of trying to heal

long-standing racial divisions: racial slurs
were spray-painted on the front and side
of the brick school building.

Turn to SOUTH BOSTON, page 4

Brawl finds history
in '74 busing crisis
By JON MARCUS
and JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — When Mayor Raymond
Flynn announced at an impromptu news
conference last week that a rock-throwing
brawl at South Boston High School wasn't
racially motivated, bystanders laughed.

Indeed, the roots of conflict in Flynn's
old neighborhood seem to have outlasted
nearly 20 years of forced busing.

WhiteSouth Boston residents say they're

Turn to BUSING, page 15

3,000 march in NoHo
Participants seek gay-rights, visibility
By MELANIE DESILVA
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON — Organizers
and police estimated 3,000 people and
their allies gathered Saturday after-

noon to celebrate their identity and
diversity for the 12th Annual Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Pride
March.

Demanding equal rights, a record
number of people marched through
Northhampton, converging on Pulaski
Park for a liberating post-march rally,

which included a myriad ofperformers
and speakers from all facets of the
community.

"I felt like I could relax, that I was
around my own people," Ben Zeman, a
bisexual UMass graduate student said.

"Visibility is really important so
people don't forget that queer people

are still here and still working for their
rights," said Meeghan Ziolkowski, who
asked to be identified as a queer educa-
tor advocate for the Everywomen's
Center.

Among the speakers and performers
were Toni Brown, an African-American
writer, Carrie Ferguson, an a capella
singer, Tina D'Elia, a Latina artist and
poet, Dave Stevens, a gay man, Laura
Goodwin, a sadomasochist and leather
advocate, and Mary L. Ford, mayor of
Northampton.

"I really appreciated the job the
Steering Committee did in getting a
wide variety of speakers and perform-
ers," Ziolkowski said.

"They really included I transgender
I

more. They had a few people in drag
performing," said Chris Savastano. a
gay UMass undergraduate.

Turn to MARCH, page 6
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Committee focuses on women
Group formed to review University Health Services

Address all correspondence to:

1 1 3 Campus Center
University of MassochusetU phone: (4 1 3) 545-3500
Amherst, MA 01003 fax: (413) 545-1592

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian StafT

In response to growing concern over women's health
care at University Health Services, a special committee
has been formed to investigate.

Chaired by Pamela Gonyer, the director of Health
Education at UMass, the women's health committee has
been establishing methods of collecting and processing
data in order to make recommendations to Health Ser-
vices.

"[The committee] was formed to study woman's ex-
periences and perceptions of using University Health
Services for gynecological care and other forms ofwomen's
health services," Gonyer said.

The idea for the committee began in the fall when
several graduate and undergraduate students interested
in women's health issues contacted Health Services.
Gonyer said at that time she was appointed to be the staff
member in charge of the committee.

"We want to gather information about women's ex-
periences, look it over carefully, and make possible rec-
ommendations for changes in the handling of women's
health care, particularly gynecology." Gonyer said.

Vice-Chancellor for Student AffairsThomas Robinson
mandated the committee and charge letters were sent
out to prospective committee members. According to
Gonyer, Robinson approved the appointees and the group
first met last December.

Gonyer said a Project Pulse survey was conducted in
early December about gynecological services and an-
other was done in the early spring for contraception, in
order to get background information for the committee.

The group meets once a month and have had five
meetings this semester, the most recent being last
Thursday, according to Gonyer.

"A full review ofwomen's health services has not been
done for many years and we felt it was about time,"
Gonyer said.

She said three subcommittees have already been
formed out ofthe original committee. The subcommittees
will be working through the summer and fall to look more
in-depth and make further recommendations.

The Consumer Feedback Subcommittee is charged
with the task of looking at the ways in which feedback is

gathered and used. Because the information is confi-

dential, Gonyer said the group will be looking at sum-
maries of the information to gain ideas about how to
redesign the system.

The second subcommittee is developing a comprehen-
sive mail-out survey that will be given to a sample of
women who have used the health services in the last year.
The survey is being drawn up with help from Student
Affairs Research, Information and Systems |SARIS I and
will be mailed out in late October, according to Gonyer.

The third subcommittee will be holding focus groups
throughout the summer. These groups will be made up of
eight to 12 people gathered for a structured discussion
about health services.

Gonyer said there will hopefully be about six groups
that meet in the summer and they will be made up of
different types of women. She said they are trying to
contact committee leaders to set this program up.

The original mandate recommended that the com-
mittee be finished by May. but Gonyer said they have
recommended that they need more time.

The committee also wishes to have students send in
information about their health care experiences. This
information can be sent to Pam Gonyer in the health
education division at University Health Services, Mirran
Raphaely in the student government office and Sarah
Boy in the Student Affairs office in Whitmore.

Sign up Now
for the

Multicultural Student
Mediation Team
Starts August23, 1993
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for more information
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COMMIHEE ON WOMEN'S HEALTH CARE SERVICES
University Health Services

University of Massachusetts

Membership List

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE

f amela Gonyer. Chair

Director of Health Education
University Health Services

Karen Adkins. Vice President
Graduate Student Senate
Graduate Student

Jodi Bornstein

Undergraduate Student
Member at Large

Sarah Boy, Associate to
Vice Chancellor

Student Affairs

Daniel Clapp, M.D.
University Health Services
Women's Health Care Coordinator

Fluth Fessenden. Assistant Director
Everywoman's Center

Elaine Fraser, MEd, CCSW
University Health Services
Mental Health Counselor

Sheila Hayes. N.P.

University Health Services
Nurse Practitioner

Leslie Laurie

Kaiser Permanente
Member at Large

Debra Miller

Graduate Student Senate
Graduate Student

Ken Peterson

Member at Large

Mirran Raphaely
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Prof, reviews
bill restricting
shoreline use
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts geology profes-
sor said if the United States does not legislate

against new construction too close to its shorelines,
the price of flood insurance and coastal relief pro-
grams will continue to rise.

Professor of Geography and Planning Law
Rutherford Piatt was the only acadeniic represen-
tative at a 25-member conference held in Orlando,
Fla. last week to review legislation drafted by Sen.
John Kerry, D-Mass.

Piatt said the new bill would establish limits on
how close to the water's edge new or rebuilt
structures may be placed. It appears to be weaker
than a similar bill that Kerry had introduced pre-
viously, Piatt said.

"In May of 1991 the bill passed by a huge
majority in the House, but was killed in the Senate
by property owner's interests," Piatt said. "It's

rather discouraging that we are behind where we
were three years ago."

Piatt said the new version of the bill is weaker
because of the power of the property owners.

"At the meeting, property owners declared that
everyone who supported the bill is an environ-
mentalistwho wants to confiscate private property,"

Piatt said. "I responded that it is widely said that
those who oppose the bill are wealthy property

owners trying to protect their interests."

Piatt said property owners have based their

argument against minimum national setbacks of

construction on the "taking issue." The taking issue
is the Constitutional provision that prevents the
federal government from taking property without
compensation.

Turn to SHORELINES, page 1
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New chancellor greets UMass
Scott promises low tuition, high communication
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

David K Scott, the University of Massachusetts
chancellor-elect, said at a press conference Friday he
would try to keep tuition low and communication with
students high.

Scott said after he and his family watched the video
tape of an open forum he spoke at in late March, Scott
said his son said he seemed aloof with the students.
Scott's three children, Wendelin, Kelvin and Jeremy, are
college students.

"I could see I didn't connect, and I can improve," Scott
said. "We want to invite lots of students into the
chancellor's house," Scott said of he and his wife.

When Scott was Michigan State's provost from 1986 to

1992, Scott held office hours from 1 :30 to 5:30 on Thursday
afternoons for two years. Scott said he will have office

hours. Reahzing that students might be intimidated by
Whitmore, Scott said he plans to walk around campus to

meet students.

"There is more morale and enthusiasm here, than I

found in many universities," Scott said. "I really like the
campus and the people. All together it is ver>' exciting."

There are still barriers to access, Scott said. To achieve
multiculturalism, Scott said the University must not
only aggressively recruit students and staff, but must
also work harder to retain.

"People should feel comfortable with different groups
on campus," Scott said.

The University must be pro-active with incidents on
campus. The unrest from the Rodney King verdict should
have been anticipated and prepared for by having forums
on the unfairness of the justice system, Scott said.

"Incidents (like Rodney King's] are happening every
day to people," Scott said.

Furthermore, there will be open forums for students
to discuss racism. Admitting that he has biases, Scott
said it is important for people to realize their prejudices

and work on them. It wHl be painful in the beginning for

people to discuss their biases, but it must be done before
more painful incidents occur, Scott said.

"We must remember that racism is alive and thriving,"

Scott said.

In addition to having freshmen take a year-long diver-
sity class, at one to two credits, throughout the four years
students would take diversity courses related to their
major, Scott said.

Since high tuition hurts accessibility, Scott said the
University must gain economic support through alumni
and businesses. Even during good economic times, the
University must cut back on some programs and add
others.

But through planning ahead for bad economic times,
Scott said the University can avoid freezing salaries and
hiring.

Hooker said he visited the campuses of University of
California at Los Angeles and Michigan State for two
days, where he met with students and faculty.

"When I left the Michigan State campus, I felt we got
a special candidate," Hooker said.

Scott's deep understanding of the changes in educa-
tion and how quickly he understood UMass' problems,
was what Hooker said attracted him to this candidate.
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Chancellor-elect David K. Scott

International Fair offers taste of diverse cultures
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center was filled with
smells, sights and sounds from over 30
different countries duringthe 15th annual
International Fair yesterday.

The day-long fair featured tables with
food, products from each nation repre-

sented, as well as informational brochures

from many of the representatives.

The fair also featured a series ofevents
from different nations, including a Nepal
Dance, the breaking of a Pinjata, Hatian
Folk Dancing and a fashion show by the
Bangladesh Friends Association.

Peter Choo, a junior chemical engi-

neering major from Singapore, helped sell

various dishes normallymade in Singapore
and distribute brochures provided by the

Singapore Tourist Promotion Board.

"I like to introduce Singapore to people,"

Choo said. "Those who have gone there

have quite positive impressions impres-

sions, and those who haven't gone believe

it is a clean and safe place."

Choo said the food, which included fried

noodles and satay, was prepared by a
group of about six or seven students from
Singapore.

Alma Musanovic, a Foreign Fellow at

Mt. Holyoke College, was one of the rep-

resentatives at a table sponsored by the

Friends of Bosnia.

"We are trying to raise people's
awareness of what can be done to stop

genocide in Bosnia," Musanovic said. "I

think people in the Five College Area are
very concerned about Bosnia — the re-

sponse has been excellent."

The Bosnian table also featured a va-

riety of traditional Bosnian foods, includ-

ing spinach pie, rice dishes and baklava.
Nigar Khatak of the Western Massa-

chusetts Muslim Association in West
Springfield prepared much of the food at
the Bosnian table.

"(The fair] is a chance for people to

learn aboutMuslim culture," Khatak said.

Donna Butler, a junior sociology major
who attended the fair, said she was im-

Tum to FAIR, page 6
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Bank left in shadows
Few take advantage of Credit Union
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Thousands of people walk through
the Student Union every day but the

majority ofthem still do notknow about
the services that the University of

Massachusetts Student Federal Credit
Union provides.

Or, worse yet, many don't even know
the Credit Union exists.

Members of the student run Credit

Union hope to change this, however,

saying that the services they provide

are geared toward students and there

is not the hassle or red tape that most
banks gfive a customer.

"People think we're like any other

bank but we're not," said Director of

Marketing Mara Eldridge. "We have a

$5 one-time fee for members to have
an account here, we're students so we
understand what students needs are,

we offer low rates and we're located

right in the center of campus.
"Also, after you graduate from

UMass, you can still have an account
here," she said.

Despite all the time some of the
students put into the Credit Union,
they still do not get paid for their

efforts. But that doesn't seem to phase
these volunteers.

"We all wish we had more time (to

work at the Credit Union), said
Eldridge. "It's a great job— we have a

lot of decision making power to deter-

mine how we can best serve students.

The best part is that we see the results

Turn to BANK, page ) 1

Students enjoy international cuisine at the 15th annual International Fair Sunday.

Bathrooms to be fixed
By DANIEL BOUCHER
Collegian Staff

Maintenance administrators of the

Campus Center/Student Union complex
said the bathrooms offthe Campus Center
concourse will be overhauled over the

summer.
The Board of Governors, which serves

as a student advisory body to the admin-
istration of the building, has complained
that the bathrooms are often messy and
smell bad.

William Harris, the director of the
Campus Center, said the bathrooms are
cleaned every night between 11 p.m. and
7 a.m.

He said they cannot be cleaned thor-

oughly during the day because they are
used so often. Over the summer, said
Harris, the ventilation will be checked, "to

clear the foul air."

The bathrooms have also been van-
dalized. Toilet tissue disi>ensers have been

ripped off some of the stalls, and some of
the stalls' doors have been broken and
cannot be securely locked. In the men's
room, one of the faucets does not work.

Forrest Davies, the director ofBuilding
Services, which administrates mainte-
nance ofthe Campus Center, said repairs

will cost about $30 for each door catch and
$50 to replace each dispenser. The money
for these items will be budgeted by Aux-
ihary Services.

More expensive damage gets caused
when someone crushes soda cans andjams
them into the toilets, clogging them up.
Harris and Davies said it costs about $100
to fix it each time, becau.se the toilet has to
be taken off the wall.

The Board ofGovernors, at their weekly
meeting last Thursday, also voted to ex-
pand the functions of the Food Service
Committee.

The committee's chairperson Dan Gor-
don said the committee's function can be

Turn to BATHROOM, page 1
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their natural right to guard the wel-
fare of their children," Bulger's state-
ment read.

Chase, a leading opponent of the
current school choice program, said
school choice is an abuse ofpower and
has created chaos.

"A 40-hour conference session held
in June started the program, whereas
in Minnesota it took many years for it
to be successful." Chase said. "In order
for It to be a helpful program in Mas-
sachusetts, it will take many vears

"

Already affected by the school choice
program. Susan Szachowicz, chair of
the sociology department at Brockton
High, said the school has lost students
and funding through the program.

"One of the major issues being
avoided here today is racial prob-
lems." Szachowicz said. "Parents are

sending their children toAvon because
there is a high percentage of minority
students in our high school."

Another concern presented by
Bulger is that students are choosing
the program for schools that are more
convenient to attend, sports programs
and social reasons.

Lenonard Lubinsky, superinten-
dent of the Erving school union, said
he has not chosen the program, and
does not support efforts to make it

mandatory throughout the
Commenwealth of Massachusetts.

"I believe the program is a distrac-
tion from the efforts to make better
school systems," Lubinsky said.

The forum continued into the af-
ternoon as roundtable dicussions were
held, and education administrators
were able to ask questions of the
speakers.
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South Boston
continued from poge 1

"

The slurs, directed at Blacks, were
quickly covered by a coat ofbeige paint. No
arrests had been made.
Tm very disturbed about it." Flynn

widely held view by parents. . . that there's
an avalanche of weapons in the school."

Flynn and school officials have insisted
the weapons problem has been exagger-
ated. Nonetheless, when nearly 1.000 stu-said ofthe grafitti. "Obviouslv that's whv Z:* ^°"^^^f

^««- ^hen nearly 1.000 stu-

slurs or insults directed at any group of
people is unacceptable and it hurts."

Flynn said some ofthe students he met
with don't reahze the offensiveness of ra-
cial epithets and. "don't mean it in their
heart." He said he told them that "racial
slurs of any kind cannot be tolerated."

The mayor also said he corrected "a

Only the school's seniors are to return
Monday. Juniors will return Tuesday and
the rest of the school on Wednesday.

Tensions had been building for days
with residentscomplainingatacommunity
meeting about vandalism and a fight at a
subway station in which one youth was
arrested for carrying a machete.

Massage eases tension
Students earning 'hands-on ' credits
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You can have them both!
Now you can Qgo to the beach

D study

H^th
Now you can D finish your degree
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Now you can do it all at
Western New England College
Now its possible to complete your .summer .study
agenda wifh(,ut sacrificing your summer. WesternNew Kngland College has over 100 courses listed in
Its flexible summer schedule. This schedule is
designed to help you find the easiest way to hit the
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For more information and a FREE summer session
catalog contact.

The Division of Continuing Education

Feeling

TRAPPED?
Free yourself by
wrilifif" for the

Collcgicin.

By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

Students have the opportunity to earn
credit for learning massage techniques,
healing, and for searchingyour inner self.
Interested students should see Janet
Murphy at Amherst's Shiatsu Studio

Murphy, who said she "teaches because
It pleases me," strives to "show people that
there are other ways of seeing reality

"

Murphy has been practicing Shiatsu
lor 20 years, and has operated the Shiatsu
btudio on Main Street in Amherst for the
past SIX. She said she sees the technique
as a "great window to look into Hfe."

Shiatsu massage is part of an entire
healing process, said Murphy.

"A person needs to take time out of
every day to do nothingand relax,"Murphy
said. This alleviates stress as well as al-
lowing the body time to heal itself, she
said.

Murphy treats "structural injuries" to
the body, as well as providing the tradi-
tional massage therapy.
'^ere is great healing power in the

simplicity of the human touch," Murphv
said. "Shiatsu takes this profound
awareness and codifies it with the un-
derstanding of the natural energy of thehuman body."

The program Murphy teaches is a se-
quential three-year course of study she
said. This allows her to tailor the pro-am
to the needs of the students.

Murphy said she "improves as she goes

j^^^ 1215 Wilbraham Road, Springfield^QI
1 19

along." and the learning process is a mu-
tual one between Murphy and her stu-
dents.

It is possible to attend the Shiatsu
Studio s program and earn credit through
an independent study, according to Albey
Reiner, director of the Bachelor's Degree
with Individual Concentration Program
at the University.

An interested student needs to discuss
their intentions with their advisor first
said Reiner. Ifa student is interested in a
BDIC major, they should visit the office in
Bartlett Hall.

Murphy said her program is open to
anyone who is interested, not only to
students. Shiatsu provides her students
with a "more complete view ofthemselves
and the way that they live," she added

Hayley Mermelstein. a UMass alumnus
and a student of Murphy's, said she first
learned of Murphy's program when
Murphy guest lectured at a class she was
taking.

Mermelstein said she found Murphy's
class demanding." adding that there was
an extensive time requirement outside of
the weekly classes. She now has her own
practice, but keeps in close contact withMurphy, mainly to keep up a sense of
community between local practitioners.
Murphy s brochure for her studio says

Shiatsu can also be used as a conscious-
ness tool, a way to uncover a deeper
awareness ofone's self, emotional life, andone 8 place in Creation. Studying Shiatsu
IS a study of oneself."

Round trips from BOSTON
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BANGKOK $889
RouTd trips from NEW yOftK

SAN JOSE CR. $450
CANCON $310

I axes and surcharges not included
Fares subject to change.

79 So. Pleasant St. Amherst
t5i-«41
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The first time I heard that, I thought I understood it It
was obviously just drug humor, picking on people who've
done a wee bit too much acid. I have to admit, lately I've
come to see that htUe joke in a wholly different light

We're in college now, presumably expecting to gradu-
ate within a few years. We are. ifyour lives are anything
like mine, having a slew of new. different, exciting expe-
nences. Things at UMass get pretty weird, if not down-
right surreal. We have our little experiences, be they with
drugs, sex. romance, friendships or whatever. I have had
a number of days that have ended in ways I never
imagined on waking that morning. This is our world-
sometimes it seems like this way of living is all we'll ever
know. The late-night discussions when we solve the
world s problems, the parties, the occasional personal
disasters— these are the things that make up our lives
Classes seem like an incidental inconvenience much of
the time; we're here for the life. But we keep getting
reminded, by our advisors, our parents and each other
that this is not the Real World.
Ah yes, the Real World. That specter that looms over

us all, whether we face it with dread or joy. Sooner or
later, we have te finish up with whatever degrees we get

and then get not a job but a Career. FVom thence to find
a wife or husband, and more tlian likely settle down to
raising a little Family . How nice.

Michael

PAGE

Chancellor has work cut out

I have a few problems with this line of thought Who
the Hell decides what is Real? Obviously, high school is
not the Real World. High school is what you do to get
ready for college. College, in turn, is what you do to get
ready for a career. You have a career so you can support
your family and have all the nice things you want, so you
can do other things when you grow too old to work. Does
it strike anyone besides me as somewhat odd that ac-
cording to the model we're shown from childhood, each
stage of life is geared to make the next stage of getting
ready (for something else) easier?

What exactly is it that makes one perception of reality
more or less valid than another? To many people, the life
ofa musician, for example, isn't "real." It's irresponsible
a waste, ete. Why? What is it about being a middle-level
personnel manager that is so much more worthy? They're
both chasing some kind of dream, even if they are very

different visions ofwhat they want. Maybe one just more
honestly realizes that there is a vision there.

What about relationships? Everyone talks about emo-
tional growth, how the things they felt "back then"
weren't actually real at all. OK, maybe they weren't, and
maybe the things people feel now aren't either. But they
defimtely feel real at the time. Ifyou hurt you hurt, and
ifyou're happy you're happy. It's not like you hit a certain
age and suddenly things become real. I know people 50
years old engaged in relaUonships they know probably
won't work. I know others who still don't know who they
are orwhat they want, be it fit)m a relationship or life itself

Then there's drugs, being an escape, a waste. Maybe. I
don't advocate anybody doing anything because I say so.
But what sounds like a greater appreciation of the world
IS going on: laying under a tree, with a head full of love for
beauty, being amazed at all the things you find yourself
thinking; or working like a slave at a job you can barely
tolerate, because you're looking for that next big promo-
tion, with the added stress and tension that goes with it?

Take advantage of what you're doing. Take seriously
what you will. Enjoy yourself, make the most of vour life.
Because the real world is wherever you are.

Michael Page is a UMass student.

The new chancellor has been hired and
many have gotten what they wanted.
Basically the University, which is like a
little United States, complete with political
and bureaucratic backtrack, was simply
not ready for a female chancellor, and
surely wasn't ready for an African-
American woman at that.

For many it is simply a matter of fear.

Many didn't believe she would make it as
far as she did in the selection process. So
many people, including the Undergradu-
ate Student Senate, were so threatened by
another human being that they wanted to
reopen the search. I don't know what gave
them the idea we all wanted it to be
reopened because I sure didn't.

Malkes

GOMES
Several newspaper articles furtively

tried to make Claudia Mitehell-Keman
look incompetent, but then again this is

nothing new in America over the last 500
years, after the so-called discovery. I hope
one day those who have created this fear
and feel threatened by having people of
color in positions of power are able to
overcome the barrier which they them-
selves have created. One must carry a lot

ofpower for another to feel threatened by
the color of skin.

The way I see it as a person of African
ancestry. I can deal with my community
because that is where I came fi-om, but I

can also deal with the European commu-
nity because like most Asian, Latin, Afri-
can-American and NativeAmerican people
living in America I have learned about
Europeans. On the other hand, most Euro-
peans can deal with their own community,
but many cannot deal with the minority
community because they don't know how
and have not been dominated for 500 years.

Well, the crime is done, so we must live

with it and move on. We all know the new
chancellor has his work cut out for him.

He is like Clinton because he has inher-
ited a mess from his predecessors and we
shall see how he handles it. Many of us
will be watehing very carefully. We as
students must give our input and our
criticism. I believe we can talk to the
administrators, but we must remember
that many in Whitmore are skilled in the
art of politics and look out for their own
welfare. We can attend meetings with
them, but our duty as students should
remain with fellow students, although
some students do not always have the best
interest of all the students, but would fit

in well in Whitmore.
I hope before September arrives the

University looks into ways to increase
funds for the Collegiate Committee for
Education of Black and other Minority
Students and the Bilingual Collegiate
Program, which are in desperate need of
more funds and I don't mean an extra
$5,000 every three years. I know there is a
gradeA staff in the CCEBMS program but
they don't have gradeA backing. The staffs
of these operations are some of the lowest-
paid and the facilities are some ofthe worst
on campus. A perfect example is the falling
ceiling in the Cape Verdean Student Alli-
ance office in New Africa House.

I also hope the University locates a
bigger space for New World Theater, now
residing in two small offices smaller than a
double single. New World Theater has been
asking for a larger space since 1987.

In a sense, UMass has neglected its
children. Whitmore sits like a big house
while these programs sit like shacks. In
modern times, Whitmore resembles the
suburbs and these programs resemble the
ghettos. Ifthe University were committed
to multiculturalism these programs would
be better taken care of.

September brings a whole new year
with a whole new road and I hope a few
people are going to work hard in building
this road because the students will be back.

Malkes Gomes isa CoUegiancolumnist.

Skin cancer can happen to you
UMass is gorgeous in spring. I love

being outside, but 111 enjoy the warmth
covered with sunscreen and clothes.
Cancer does happen and sooner than
we may think.

I had a mole removed over winter
break and foimd it was a malignant
melanoma, a form ofskin cancer. I was
lucky because it was removed in the
early stages. Early detection greatly
increases survival rate. Not all moles
are cancerous, but those of irregular
shape, large sizeorchangingcolors may
have potential to become cancerous.

There are free screening sessions

involving quick visual examination by
a dermatologist. Avoiding ultra violet
ray contact is the best for prevention.
Areyou light-skinned, blond and freck-
led? Think twice about getting bum
after burn. Ifyou have darker skin,you
are not immune. Men are just as sus-
ceptible as women. Do you or a friend
have a suspicious-looking mole? Take
the time to get it checked. For more
information, contact the Massachusetts
chapter of the American Cancer Soci-
ety.

Joy Belanger
Orchard Hill

Deja vu at UPenn paper
Last month The Daily Pennsylvanian

,

the student newspaper at the University
of Pennsylvania, met an all too familiar
fate when a group ofstudents stole 14,000
copies of the paper to protest the paper's
alleged racism.

Following the theft, a group claiming
to represent The Black Community" left

behind a sign indicating it is unwilling to
accept "the blatont and voluntary percep-
tion of institutionalized racism against
the Black Community by the DP (Daily
Penn ) and by the University."

Dan

WETZEL

A 700 on SATs isn't asking much
Thank you John Calipari for the com

pliment you gave me and probably 95
percent of the University [Collegian, May
6 1. By saying Tyrone Weeks and Edgar
Padilla are "smart kids," you called me
(and again about 95 percent of UMass)
geniuses. Weeks and Padilla failed to get

over a 700 on the SATs. Yet the coach ofour
basketball team still thinks they are "smart
kids." By this standard, I am a genius.

Coach, could you write a recommenda-
tion for me when I apply for a job after I

graduate? I can picture it now. I would be

finishingan interview and the interviewer

would say, "Thank you, Mr. Keefner, we
need to check your references and then

you will hear from us." Here I jump up
excitedly and say, "Did I mention that

John Calipari. head coach of the UMass
Minutemen, thinks I'm a genius?!"

Better yet. coach, could you tell

Whitmore to change all my grades to As,

as a genius deserves nothing less than As?

Obviously, these two requests were
sarcastic. But what is not so funny is that,
to my knowledge, there are at least three
UMass athletes (either here now or com-
ing next semester) who didn't get over a
700 on the SATs. I imagine that these
"students" are also on scholarship. Is this
the right message that we want to send to
high school kids: "Don't worry about
learning anything; just be really good at a
sport and you will easily get into a first-

class school. You probably won't even have
to pay for it."

A 700 is not asking a great amount
from someone who went through high
school. I thought people were accepted or
rejected by this University on the basis of
their education. I guess not.

Whitmore. please send my revised
grades as soon as possible so I can post
them on the refrigerator!

Wayne Keefner
Southwest

Apparently the community was fed up
with DP columnist Gregory Pavlik. who
(gasp) is a conservative and has been
critical of affirmative action and Martin
Luther King Jr. Because these students
disagreed with Pavlik, they took it upon
themselves to stop the flow ofinformation
between the DP and its readers. The DP,
like the Collegian, is independent from
the university financially and editorially.

While the national media has focused
on the lukewarm response of Penn Presi-
dent Sheldon Hackney, a CUnton nominee
for the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities, the deplorable actions of the
students themselves deserve examination
and condemnation.

Penn students are adults and their
actions cannot just be shrugged off as
childish pranks. This is an Ivy League
school, rumored to educate our nation's
most intelligent and hard-working stu-
dents. Those who have enrolled have
climbed high up the social and educational
ladder in our country.

Yet instead of using their skills, intel-
ligence and energy to debate Pavlik or to
work at the DP, they engaged in mindless,
immatureandillegal behavior. They brok^
laws instead of using reason. They used
force instead of thought.

Even more compelling is that the ac-
tions came from Black students, who
should have full appreciation for freedom
of the press. The abolitionist newspapers
ofthe 1800s paved the way for unpopular,
and at the time politically incorrect, no-

tions, such as the inhumanity ofthe slave
system. But instead of recognizing the
validity of the free marketplace of ideas
and the ability of individuals to decide for
themselves what is ignorance and what is

truth, the students chose to enforce their
own censorship policy.

"If I agree with an opinion then it de-
serves to be heard, if not it should be
muffled," appears to be their reasoning.
Maybe I thought too highly of Penn stu-
dents to think they could understand
simple logic and fairness. If these are our
nation's finest students, we are in trouble.

President Hackney proved to be the
stereotypical, weak-spined administrator,
all toocommon on campuses today. Fearful
of being branded a racist by condemning
"The Black Community," Hackney origi-
nally cowered and defended the thieves by
claiming the papers "were free." A few
days later hecame to his senses and offered
the hmp response that "taking newspapers
is wrong," but that the concerns of Penn's
minority community were "serious and
legitimate."

No concerns legitimize shutting down
the press. No one person should be allowed
to decide what should or should not be
read. It is particularly disheartening that
this would occur at a university, whose
mission is a commitment to open dialogue.
To retreat from his principles is a disgrace
and certoinly not an action ofaman worthy
of federal appointment.

Ofcourse, while Hackney's behavior is
a disgrace at Penn, it would have been a
dream come true on this campus. As weak-
minded and two-faced as Hackney was, he
did show the ability to, eventually, stand
up for a group decried as "politically incor-
rect." At the University of Massachusetts
we are not blessed with such mediocrity.

At UMass, the law of the land is never
enforced equally upon all students. Even
the most obvious and occasionally violent
crimes, if done for political reasons, are
not condemned. For the all-encompassing
politically correct movement, anything
goes, no matter who gets hurt.

Of course, there is possibly no place on
earth where cowardice is more at home
than the third floor of Whitmore.
Dan Wetzel is a Collegian columnist.
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continued from page 1

feel," Savastano said, stressing that some marchers re-
mained at the rally until 8 p.m.
A topic of contention for some and celebration for

others was the inclusion of the term transgender to the
March title. According to Zeman, some community
members were angered that the Steering Committee
made the change without holding an open forum to
discuss the issue.

"A lot ofpeople were pissed that they didn't put it to an
open forum," Zeman said.

Others, however, including Zeman, appreciated the
Steering Committee's efforts in recognizing diversity in
the community, while also avoiding confrontation and
disunity similar to the dispute which occurred two years
ago over whether to include bisexuals in the march.
The most important thing to me that happened was

that the word transgender was added. I'm very pleased
that the Steering Committee took the initiative to add it

because if we had put it to an open forum, transgender
people would have been on trial," Zeman said.

"I think it was a bold step that I really appreciated,"
Ziolkowski added.

According to several march participants, the number
of anti-march protestors gets smaller every year. This
year there were three.

Waving signs splashed with biblical passages, they
stood on the steps of city hall, outshouted and outnum-
bered by men and women who countered with biblical
quotes of their own. and public displays of affection.

Fair

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

Your Credit Union

U-Mass/Five College Federal
Credit Union

6 Universitv Drive

Amherst, Massachlsetts 01002

, Telephone (4 13) 549-7400; Loan (413) 549-4722
MA WATS (800) 852-5886; Facsimile (413) 549-6766

continuecJ from poge 3
pressed by the attendance.

"I think it's really fantastic so many people came,"
Butler said. There are not only students, but a lot of
people from Amherst as well."

"It was really great to be exposed to so many different
cultures," Parisi said.

The fair was sponsored by the International Students
Association, the Student Activities Cultural Enrichment
Fund, the Chancellor's Commission on Civility and the
Chancellor's Multicultural Fund.

iAFull-S^ceNoi./or.Profu Financial Institution serving the employees and their families of Amherst. Hampshire MounX
yiolyoke. and Smah Colleges. The University of Massachusetts at Amherst Boston. Dartmouth. Lowell and Worcester Thel
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l/nterwr Fish and midlife Service. Hadley Office, and persons working on the campuses of the Five Colleges for other\
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To be filmed for Nationally
Syndicated Television by the
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Spring Concert '93: a scorching success
By ADAM GOULSTON
Collegian StafT

Moshpits? Sure. Expensive food? You bet. Sunburn?
Unfortunately. A bunch of songs you've never heard
before? Well, that's a given. Come on kids, this is Spring
Concert 1993— a well-balanced combination ofbeautiful
weather and great music. What more could a UMass
student ask for? From noon to 7:30, the Campus Pond
provided backdrop for the best way to spend a Mother's
Day without dear old mom at your side.

UMass' favorite illegitimate sons, the Canine Bastards
opened the show to a small yet rapidly increasing crowd
just after the clock struck noon. Not surprisingly, the
Bastards proved that it is indeed possible for any band to
sound impressive ifthey're wired into a bigenough sound
system. Despite their surprising lack ofmatching outfits,

the dance moves and charm made the Canine Bastards
an entertaining presence as always.

As the folks by the Polygram van continued to draw a
mob to their mounds and mounds offree stuff, one oftheir
bands. New York City's Quicksand turned the voltage up.
The hardcore quartet wasted no time in tearing into a
loud and powerful set of songs off their first full-length
album. Slip.

"It was a bit hard to hear up there," said lead singer
Walter Schreifels. "but we had a good time." Indeed the
sound was a bit offas Schreifels self-described "screaming
at the top ofmy lungs" lost a bit in the translation to an
outdoor arena. The band appeared slightly off but
nonetheless blazed through their songs with reckless
abandon, the only way they know how.

Quicksand giving the stage to Richie Havens is

something akin to the Reverend Al Sharpton passing the
altar to the Pope. It was storytime at UMass as Mr.
Havens exuded a presence of magnificent proportions.

Sitting on stage in his stool, guitar in hand, black robe
gracing his shoulders. Havens kind voice and features
gave the Pond a retro feel. It was Woodstock again. The
crowd hushed as Havens recited his various tales and
followed them with songs which held a certain eeriness in

their serenity.

In one set of actions. Havens seemed to enrapture his

audience all the while existing in his own dream world.
Highlighting the longest set oi the afternoon was the

The Waiters engaged in a mighty groove at the Spring Concert yesterday.

MATT KAHN , C0U.EG1AN

captivating, "Just Like A Woman." In Havens' words, "in

the nineties, we're right back to the fiflies." For the time
Havens graced the stage, nothing could have been truer.

The mood swung from Woodstockian to Jamaican as
the late Bob Marley's backup band. The Wailers moved
the crowd to some classic reggae tunes, providing the best
opportunity for dancing. As the scent ofmarijuana became
all the more pervasive. The Wailers grooved and satisfied

the now substantial crowd.

Gaining national acclaim and a sjwt on this summer's
Lollapalooza lineup may be too much of a burden for

Amherst's Dinosaur Jr. to bear. One may have expected
an enthusiastic and inspired set from a band which has
seen more Spring Concerts than most of the crowd for

which they performed. In that sense, the set was a
disappointment. But with reclusive J Mascis at the helm,

anything can happen.
Dino covered some favorites including "Freak Scene"

and "Start Choppin*" but for the most part showed little

energy or character as they went about their business.
This did not prevent multiple moshpits, crowd surfers
and a generally appeased crowd.

Thankfully, Naughty By Nature more than compen-
sated for Dinosaur Jr.'s lack of character. Lead hip-
hopper Trech was nothing short of obscene and he prob-
ably wouldn't have it any other way. Multiple turntables,
profuse obcenity and a driving bassline capped a thor-
oughly appealing set.

As Trech mformed the crowd, "ifyou feel that (exple-

tive) vibe, that [expletive] is in the heart." Indeed the
[expletive! was in the hearts of many this Mother's Day
afternoon. Spring Concert 1993 did not disappoint.

Triple Threat scores a grand slam
By JESSICA TAVERNA
Collegian StafT

Triple Threat Tour
The Vertex
May 4, 1993

It was a triple threat, being trapped in

a lost city with no morals, dumbfounded
in a tainted Garden of Eden. The Vertex

supplied the ammunition for this

mindscape last Tuesday night by featur-

ing the Triple Threat Tour comprised of

three bands: No Morals, Lost City and
Edan.

Dreading, yet, another onslaught of

cliche cheese metal treachery, the scarce

audience that did brave the threat were
granted a rewarding performance by
bands that classify themselves under a

more prestigious genre.

With Edan's frontman Edan Everly,

son of Don Everly from the Everly Broth-
ers and drummer Frank Avalon Jr. and
Lost City's diverse line-up consisting of

Brits and Canadians, both bands proved
to have unplaceable sounds attributed to

a variety of influences.

Lost City sounded somewhat like a
cross between Kansas, Triumph, the
Scorpions. Joan Baez and Pink Floyd.

While sporting bell bottoms and '70s-type

prints, the Gothic keyboard linescombined
with finger pickingofaplugged-in acoustic,

an explosive drum solo, impeccable vocal

harmonies and the wrap-up with a cover
of "Thirty Days in the Hole." Lost City
found themselves providing Edan an en-
ticing atmospheric mode to begin their set

with.

Edan, a struggling band of aspiring
musicians influenced by everything from
Motown and hardcore to Lawerence Welk,
is being managed by Richard Cole, who at

one time had worked with Led Zeppelin.
The band lit up the stage with their self-

enveloping analogous lyrical patterns,
heavy distortion guitar solos and funky
bass lines.

Singer Edan Everly swallowed up the
stage with his raspy vocals that swarmed
around the melodies like a batch ofbumble
bees on a garden of daisies.

While attempting to classify the band's

sound into a confined agenda, frustration

and difficulty arose. With a honky tonk.

punk-funk, soul stirring sound as such.

the possibilities seemed endless.

Two thumbs up for these two new bands
on the horizon that value individuality,

originality and self-fulfillment but are

unfortunately, clustered in with a plethora

of bands geared towards user-friendly

lyrics and onstage poseur-dom in search

of recognition for a style they weren't the

first to fabricate.

Attention
Collegian

Arts U Living Staff

Candidate's night is

today, at 7 p.m. in the
Business Office of the
Collegian. All staff is

encouraged to attend.

Remember to vote for
Arts h Living Editor on
Tuesday.

Elections will be held in
the Collegian, 9-5 p.m.
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What? Why? How? What Now?

Come to this informational session and
get your questions answered.

Wednesday, May 12

6-8 p.m.

University Health Center

Room 304

Health Education at 549-2671 ext. 181
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For more information, call the office of
\

North Shore Students
Are you going home for

the summer?

Check out summer classes at

North Shore
Community College

Credit courses at $81.75 per credit.

Campuses in Beverly and Lynn.

Call for information or a course

schedule:

(508)762-4000 X 5485

#1 RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS
Hiring Now For Evening and
Weekend Hours

No Selling Involved

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments
to collect data on a variety of research topics.

Absolutely no selling involved. Computer/typ-
ing skills required. Flexible hours, Monday-
Friday 5pm-10pm, Saturday 1 1am-5pm and
Sunday 3pm-9pm. Must work a minimum of

20 hours per week. Start at $5.00/hour with
paid training and earn up to $6.25/hour.

We're in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a
stop on the free bus line. Call
between 9am-7pm, Monday-
Friday. (413)586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.
Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley. MA 01035
An Equal Oppoflumly Employar
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When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail.

Joftothart l^eid

The Men's Store
Hampshire Mall

lacrosse
continued from page 16

who beat them in the regular season.
"I Think we match up pretty well

against both teams," Garber said. "We
played well against SU— we were tied 4-

4just before the half—and against Hofstra
we didn't shoot very well."

In the other halfofthe UMass bracket,

the United States Naval Academy will

face Loyola (Md.) in Baltimore, with the
winner facing Princeton, the defending
national champions. North CaroUna and
Johns Hopkins are the other two top seeds
in the tournament.

TO EASTERN MASS IN MAY?

Call K-1 Moving 549-7251
L

Collegian
Advertising
S4S-3S00
We reach students,

19,000 copies, every day!

Put your BayBank account on hold
for the summer and save!

SUMMER

SAVE MONEY.
Your account will be free of all

service charges during the summer, as long as
you're not using your account.

SAVE TIME.
To reactivate your account, just use your BayBank Card

or write a check. There's no paperwork
and no need to order new checks.

IT'S EASY!
Just call 788-5000 anytime or stop by your

nearest BayBank office.

BayBank^

Member FDIC
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Halloween, Buffalo lead best of theater awards
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

As another semester comes clattering to a halt, it is
time once again to celebrate the Theatre of Months Past
with the Sporadically Appropriate Bi-Annual Mac
Awards, aCoUegian tradition for what seems like months.

Following last semester's Mac Awards , certain among
you were kind enough to point out areas for possible
improvement, in simple, biologically specific messages,
frequently attached to rocks. In Hght of this response, I

have decided to significantly lengthen this semester's
"ceremony," leaving no category unaccounted for and no
one unsatisfied. Let us begin.

The Spring 1993 MacAward for Outstanding Costume
Designer goes to Nicole Higgins ofAmerican Buffalo, if

only for selecting the gloomy hanging raincoat sported by
weasel-like Mamet baddie Paul Anthony Spatarella. The
combination of Spatarella's performance and Higgins'
spot-on design made a disturbing figure disturbingly
real.

Outstanding Light Designer: Matthew Richards of 70
Scenes ofHalloween , whose moody bulbs transformed a
sterile yuppie apartment into a theatrical funhouse.
Particularly memorable: the shadows of hanging vines
which invaded "Joan and Jeffs" living room.

Outstanding Sound Designer: Lori Dawson of Hal-
loween. What can one say about a sound designer who
contrasts chirping birds with the Psycho soundtrack?

Outstanding Set Designer: I bow to no one in my
respect for whoever designed the enormous staircase in

American Buffalo, but this award must go to Larry
Novakov-Lawlor, for the brilliant urban panorama that

engulfed the Rand stage in Joe Turner's Come and Gone.
The production designs in UMass Theatre are rarely

better than those at the Rand, and never better than
Lawlor's work this semester.

Outstanding Musical Director: A shiny new trophy to

Peter Fernandez, the composing, orchestrating whiz
behind Cloud Nine's all-singing, all-dancing, all-alter-

native-lifestyles finale. A companion award for Out-

standing Choreographer to Kym Moore, who coached the

Cloud crowd's hoofing. The combination of their work
made for one of the semester's most memorable (and

hummable) moments.
While I'm on the subject, my award for Outstanding

Supporting Actress goes to Cloud's double-duty dame
Laurie Ciarametaro. Playing a homosexual man and his

mother, Ciarametaro turned in two sensational perfor-

mances— either one ofwhich would have netted her this

award.
Kudos also to Ciarametaro's right-hand man, Micah

HoUingsworth, but this semester's Outstanding Sup-
porting Actor award must go to Paul Anthony Spatarella

ofAfnerican Buffalo. As the center ofthis semester's most
gutsy and daring production, Spatarella managed to

make his hard-luck character more than an open wound.
Resisting the standard audience sympathy, Spatarella

was a complex bundle ofcontradictions: deceptively sofl-

sopken, fanatical, dislikable — but ultimately very real.

That's what great acting is all about.

Next up is my brand spanking new What The Hell,

Let's Give Her An Award award, which goes to the con-

sistently excellent Jennifer Costello (late ofCloud Nine,

Women ofTrachis and Buried Child). Costello has been

runner-up for Featured Actress three times now, and
frankly deserves some recognition — even if it is a

transparent, tailor-made prize such as this one. Con-

gratulations, Jen!

The award for Outstanding Female Star has been

deleted this semester, on the grounds that there was a

distinct lack of starring roles for women and I would

simply have given the award to last semester's winner,

Lynda Newton, for her spirited performance in 70 Scenes

ofHalloween. Since I always seem to be singling Newton
out for some sort of praise, I have decided to simply rule

her ineligible before she is set upon by jealous rivals.

My newly-established Award for Outstanding
Achievement in the Field ofActing Excellence (Non-male)

goes to Lynda Newton, for her spirited performance in 70

Scenes of Halloween.

Well, the competition was particularly fierce in our

next category, the award forMost Unnerving Clergyman

,

with no less than nine candidates battling and praying

for first place (I only report this stuff, kids). In the end I

was left with two coves in a dead heat. One: Patrick

Brennan , as the ever-so-slightly bonkers Rev. Crisparkle,

who killed at least one night in the choose-your-own-

killer musical The Mystery ofEdwin Drood. Two: David

Bedella as the bristlingly evil Caiaphas in Jesus Christ

Superstar, a man whose roaring voice could split stone

and part seas. In the spirit of Drood, you can pick your

own winner. I'm out of this one.

After discounting stage and screen legends Ted Neeley

and Carl Anderson of Jesus Christ Superstar (who are

not, strictly speaking, students), I was left with but one

choice for Outstanding Male Star: Timothy E. Blake of

Joe Turner's Come and Gone. As a released prisoner

trying to restart his life and find his "song," Blake walked

a tightrope between anger and hope and never fell.

Outstanding Theatre Without Words: Teach (Paul

Anthony Spatarella) trashing thejunk-shop inAmerican

Buffalo. Runner up: The Beast (Star L. Barry) rising

eerily from the ground in 70 Scenes ofHalloween.

Outstanding Booked-In Production: Jesus Christ Su-

perstar, Tony Christopher's lively new staging at the

MuUins Center, which included among its strengths the

perforn.ances of Ted Neeley and Carl Anderson (late of

the Broadway production and the film version).

Turn to AWARDS, page 10

SHAWN MCDONNaL / COLLEGIAN ILLUSTRATION
Distinguished performers from Spring 1993 include (l-r): Paul Anthony Spatarella ("American Buffalo"). Laurie Ciarametaro

("Cloud Nine"), Timothy E. Blake (center-top, "Joe Turner's Come and Gone"), Ted Neeley (center-bottom, "Jesus Christ
Superstar*), Lynda Newton ("70 Scenes of Haltoween") and Carl Anderson ("Jesus Chnst Superstar").
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Which brings us to the big three. My award for Out-
standing Comedy goes to Sabrina Hamilton's staging of
70 Scenes ofHalloween. While members of the company
may disagree with this classification, the truth is ines-
capable: this show, about a yuppie couple plagued by
eccentric demons, is downright hilarious. There may be
a "message" about relationships, but it was the insane
humor which brought me back to this a second time.
Where else can you see an actor throwing a dead chicken

COLLEGIAN

aroimd the stage?
Our remaining two "biggy" awards go to Nathan

Philhp Schechter, the Outstanding Director of the Out-
standing Drama, American Buffalo. Not only were
Schechter's production notes inspired and profound, but
his direction revealed brilliant attention to character and
detail. It would have been all too easy to turn this play
into a parable about greed or trust, but Schechter saw
more in David Mamet's text than a model for living.
Mamet once said that "one thing makes all the difference

in the world: knowing what the f—k you're talking
about." Few directors, I suspect, ever know anything as
well as Schechter knows this play.

Finally, this semester's "ceremony" could not be
complete without my award for Most Inexplicably
Amusing Non-human, which goes to the gruff, growly
Star L. Barry of 70 Scenes ofHalloween. There is some-
thing very entertaining about hearing an enormous wolf
inviting people to DairyQueen, and inmy book it deserves
an award.

Wwirwr you wart to Igrten your dass toad tornwt
semester, mx«ter&te ycwr degree pfogram. earn
translar credite. or graduate on time. UMass Lon««I is

the piace to do if thte summer,

• Over 500 courses to choose from
• Very affonfedle tuition

• Rexit)te day and evening schedulhig

•SfflaN classes

We're conveniently tocaStod ne» Routes 3. 93, 496
and 128 For more mtormation and a Summer Ckxrse
aietin.Call

(508)934-2480.

4 Reasons To Make Things Go Your Way This Summer

"Don't Look Like A Ghost,
Look Your Most!"

TANNING
at Carol's Headquarters
Intro Special: 8 Sessions for $29.95

115 Russell St. • Rt.9 Hadlev • 584-9948

Summer Session I: May 24 • July 1

Summer Session II: July 12 - August 21

Univtriity of Mm>chuttttt lowtB

r/A/vl \
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LIVE AT HOME IN FRANCE
Homestays of one to four weeks with a

local family offered to students genuinely

interested in non-tourist's view of daily life

in France. Homestays available in most
regions of France, regional preferences

considered. Four-week program fee: $8CX)*

in provinces, $1200* in Paris suburbs;

transportation not included. (* adjust^ for

current exchange rates.)

Nine other countries also available.

For information, contact:

INTERNATIONAL

FRIENDS PROGRAM

The Association to Promote

Intercultural Relations

P.O. Box 1225

Brattleboro, VT 05302

or call (802) 348-7662. prfffrablY

Thursday p.m. through Sunday a.m.

fSK
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Residential Forum
-for-

This is your chance to let us know what
you want to see in a Housing Director.

Give us your suggestions and feedback.
Voice your concerns and opinions and

be a part of the search process.

Monday, West-side Worcester Dining Commons (Barracks) 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Southeast Room Franklin Dining Commons 6:30 p.m.

Tuesday, Hampden (Southwest) 6:30 p.m.

We want to hear from you!
sponsored by: Search Comnnittee for Housing Director
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continued from page 3

(of our hard work) immediately - that can get pretty
addicting."

The Credit Union received its charter on March 11,
1975 through the efforts of students, an examiner from
the National Credit Union and an independent consult-
ant. When the Credit Union (insured by the National
Credit Union Association) opened its doors on March 31
ofthat year, there were doubts as to whether or not an all-

student, nine-member board of directors (elected annu-
ally) could successfully run a federal credit union. But 18
years later, the Credit Union continues to provide the
same services it did when its doors were first opened.

Some of these services include share (savings) and
share draft (checking) accounts as well as low-interest
loans for the purchase of school-related items, cars and
other things. The Credit Union also sponsors guaranteed
student loans through Chemical Bank.

"This has been a success for 18 years because of the
dedication of students." said Eldridge, a junior business
major. "It's a grass roots idea that really makes a difference

financially in students lives."

Recently, the Board of Directors, which was recently
elected on March 6, traveled to Washington, D.C. for the
National Credit Union Conference. Eldridge thinks that
not only was this a fun experience but also a very
informative one.

"It was very beneficial because we are a student credit

union and we were able to mingle with professionals," she
said. "Listening to what they had to say gave us a lot of

ideas forhow we can better run the UMass Credit Union."

Although there are some faculty advisors for the

Credit Union, Eldridge cautions that the supervisors are
used mostly as resource advisors which are called upon
when needed or when there is a problem. Being a student

nm organization, the Credit Union members are con-

stantly learning and they do have their occasional

problems.

"One problem is that we have no automatic teller

machines which is inconvenient to many students," she

said. "We're currently working on efforts to get ATMs but

it's not feasible now."

All Credit Union volunteers are members ofthe Credit

Union and all start as tellers, a position that requires five

to six hours per week. After this position, which they

must serve for one semester, volunteers may choose to

apply for managerial positions or choose to serve on one

ofseveral committees. They may also run for a position on

the Board of Directors, which requires up to a 20 hour/

week time commitment.
"Aft«r the initial training period ofthe teller position,

students are ready to join a committee, which requires a

greater time commitment," said Eldridge. "Some or the

committees we have include: loans, collections, market-

ing, accounting and human resources."

Although many people already volunteer for the Credit

Union, Eldridge encourages students to volunteer their

time not only for the experience but also for the inter-

personal skills you develop and the people you can meet.

"Volunteering at the Credit Union is a great experience

for anyone looking to go into banking or business after

graduation," she said. "But the best part about it is the

people you get to know - friends that you'll always keep

in touch with."

M bathroom
continued from page 3

expanded to inspect the service provided by the Campus
Center Hotel, as well as food outlets.

The Campus Center Hotel brings in revenues ofabout

$1.1 million. The hotel's expenses run about $700,000 per

year.

The profit generated by the hotel, along with the

arcade, vending machines and University Store, helps

meet the expenses of the Campus Center and Student

Union.

M shorelines
continued from page 3

Piatt also said, however, the United States Supreme

Court has already ruled that it is legal for the federal

government to "impose reasonable restrictions on the use

of private land in hazardous locations."

Piatt said many property owners are unaware that

houses built too close to the shoreline will inevitably

wash away in a storm.

"Many people do not understand the physical nature

of the coastal process," he said. "They blame their prob-

lems on a core of corporations or on government actions

or inactions."

Piatt said the rising sea level is a major contributor to

coastal erosion and that a law regulating construction

would help protect investors from the harmful effects of

erosion.

"Erosion is inevitable because the sea level contmues

to rise. Even a small rise in the sea level contributes

substantially to coastal erosion on many shorelines,"

Piatt said. "Right now we are seeing the phenomenon of

elevated houses standing in the water as the shoreline

erodes out from under them, stranding the house out in

the surf zone.

"A reasonable setback limitation would be beneficial

to anyone who is planning to invest in coastal property,"

Piatt said.

M THE KEYS.

CAll A CAB.

lAKE A SIAND.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
545-3500

TRAVEL SMART!
FROM NEW YORK

One Way Roondtrip

LONDON
$209 $389

PARIS
$225 $450

MOSCOW/
ST. PETERSBURG
$345 $690

GREECBLARNACA
$359 $718

TOKYO $789
BANGKOK $889

Some tickets valid to one year.

Most tickets allov/ changes.

Fares from over 75 U.S. cities

to all mafor destinations in

Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin

America and Australia.

Eurailpasses Available.

Cusums Immlgratfon t depwnirc oxn applY
Fam tuijtta to ctunft widMui nobcc

RISM TRAVEL
M.idiso" Avf fjy NV ICI'3

800-272-9676
212-986-8420*

Summer Health Coverage - /99S

f
x.

• " .' > ;', ' .

\ /

r

K

Coverage Period: June 1, 1993 - August 31, 1993
(if enrolled by 6/1/93)

BASIC HEALTH FEES:
$175.50

STUDENT FAMILY PLAN FEES:
$358.00

=%

J
(only UMass students with Basic and SHBP
are eligible for the Student Family Plan)

Visit the Member Services Department
located in the front lobby for enrollment -

549-2671, extension 192
Eligibility: Amherst, Hampshire. Mount Holyoke,

Smith and UMass Students

University Health Services / University of Massachusetts / Amherst

Disconnecting your phone service

has never been easier.

Now there's an easy way to tliscoiiiiect

your phone service. Its automated, and
you can do it from a touch-tone phone
anyw here in the New England leiephone

area. 16 place an order to disconnect

your service just call I 800 244-3737

7 a.m. to 8 p.m. weekdays, and 8 a.m. to

5 p.m. on Saturdays.

I Feres how it works. After you call, you'll

be asked to enter your telephone number
and customer cotfcThis code is the threesJigit

number that appears after your telephone

number on the Summary of Account page of

your bill. Without this code the transaction

cant be completed.

If you use this system, your final bill will

be sent to your existing billing address.

So remember to file a change of address card
w ith the post office.

Call I 800 244-3737. We'll be happy to

disconnect vou.

New EnglarxJ Telephone
A NVMBX.Company

C rr>.\ Sen \:>^.m\ lck|ilK>ni-
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viNtoo>ov»« The Distinguished Visitors Program ^s^-^^ri^

needs your help in choosing our speaker lineup

for Fall '93

The Distinguished Visitors Program (DVP) is a student run RSO which is funded by the Student Activities
Trust Fund (SATF). Our mission is to bring lecturers to the UMass campus from many different backgrounds in the
hope of encouraging critical thought. In past semesters we have sponsored lectures by John Updike; Chuck D; Angela
Davis; and Deborah Tannen to name a few. NOW, as we begin to choose for the fall semester we would welcolme
your comments on this survey.

Please take a moment to check any of the names below that you feel would be a good choice for our lineup.
Send or bring this survey to The Distinguished Visitors Program, Box 113, c/o The Student Activities OflTice, 416
Student Union Building. BEFORE Thursday May 13th. THANK YOU!!

1. Rick Morrow
"Sport Violence"

Robert Kennedy Jr.

"Environmental Lawyer"

3. Nadine Strossen

"First ACLU Women President"

Laura Peterson

5. David Gans

6.

"Host of Dead Radio Hour"

Paul Wagner

7. ,7

8.

Lou Camesecca
St. John's Basketball Coach"

Mario Cuomo
"Gov. New York State"

9.

10.

11.

Michael York
"Actor"

Sergia Grigoria

Amy Tan
"Chinese Author"

12.
Dr. Mae Jemison

13.

"African-American female astronaut"

Neil Sheehan

"Pulitzer Prize Author"

14. James B. Stewart
"Pulitzer Prize Author"

Gay Talese

15. "Eminent Journalist"

Dr. Leon Lederman

l^^ "Science and Society"

Victor Viilasenar

17/'Hispanic Writer"

18. Rigoberta Menchu
"Noble Peace Prize Winner"

19. Bob Cousy

"Celtics Basketball Plaver"

20. Scott Carpenter 37.

"Apollo Astronaut"
Juan Williams

21. Dave DeBusshere
Ken Bums

38. "Film Producer"
"All Star Basketball Player"

39.

22. Bill Walton
Airto Moreira

"Portland Trailblazers"

23. Sergei Kruschev

"Brazilian Jazz Percussionist"

^' Jeanne White
"AIDS Activitist"

"Expert on Russia"

24. ^Jesse Jackson Jr

"Rainbow Coalition"

^Jeremy Rifken
^^* "Social Critic, Environment"

41. Robert Ressler

42.

"FBVioIent Crime Unit"

Sonia Sanchez

"Author, Poet"

26.,,-
"Songs of My People'

43.
Donald Bogle

"Blacks in Film"

27.

Multi-Media presentation on

African-Americans"

Donna Farrato

Barry Commoner
^« "Environmental Issues'*

Author "Living with the Enemy"

28.

29.

30.

31.

Lynne Cheny

Jake Gam

Pete Amett

Tabitha Soren

"MTV News"

32. ^Judy Richardson

33.
Ray Bradbury

"Fiction Writer"

34. Art Spiegleman

Author "Mous"

35. Francis Moore Lappe

36.

Author "Diet for a Small Planet"

Dr. NoamChomsky
"US Foreign Policy Critic"

CALVIN AND HOBBES
;%^5S^

f I KNOW MORE A^OUT WL
PRWATt LWE5 O? CaiSR'n.n.
"WAN I Do ABOkiT AU>i

WILL ACTUALLY AFfECT ME

I'M INTtRtS^H) »K THINGS
-'..'J AR£ Na€ OF Wi
?c'.lHESS, AKD rv\ BORED
B^ TWINGS THM ARE

By BILL WATTERSON
TUE MEO^kT MAm JM£

THE FAR SIDE

TO mow

BE DISCUSSED
t^i CMEAP

MOTEL ROOMS.

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By GARY LARSON
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Tracy Monahan

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Tony Morse

Sorry,

no menu today.

The opinions oxpresscci on this p.igc arc those of the ( .irtoonists .inci do not nercssorily rcflerl the vit-ws ot the Gj/Zc-i,'/,)/) or the University

o

CJ
Sie

By GARRY TRUDEAU Collegian Staff:
Candidate's Night is today at 7 p.m. in the

Business Office. All staff is encouraged to

attend. Elections are Tuesday, 9-5 p.m.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIES (March J1 April HI An
exrplkfil Jjv l(Kl.ikin^( jrc(Hck-4JiK

and answoting ovfcdof (orii->|xin-

dtTHf Bf |)rimi))l to )<il) inlfr\H-ws.

KoniaiM (• will vMwk out line il you
s4jr>d >t)uf ground.

TAURUS lAfMil 2(>-Nt,iv 20i A
(>efHxJol soliiudi- sin-d^ Vjludhlo lighl

on your silualKm. Tht- sunny wimiIk-t

iKings ixjl iho Ik-s« in you. Ik- sure lo

spend lime cHJidoors. A pK-nn in iIh'

near luiure is a gtxxi kica.

GEMINI (May Jl-lunt- 201: Y.Hir

plans get a junip s4ari. thanks to in
intuitive de< ision or well lum-d
rorrwnunKalion. You and a triend

can liegin anew it you Ixjild on trust.

Say what you mean.

CANCER llunc Jl-iuly U): You
enjoy new iinant lal sttuniy, thanks

to someone s help. Oelegale routine

woric tasks in order lo devote nvire

lime lo your personal lite. Creativity

will help you gel what you want
LEO (luly 2J-Aug.2J): Friends

may l)e more helplul Ihan i.imily

memliers today F<illow an ex(x>ri\

advice where insurance nvilters are

concerned. Takea<onijxtilor'x laim
with a gram oi salt.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sepl.22l: A
project could hit a snag today. Yrxir

willingness to Ix- patient, supportive

and llexihle (hiIIs yini ihrrxjgh. Your
proiessional amixiions take center

stage.

LIBRAiSep«.2 MXt 221: 1'lanning

IS iIh- key lo greater sib i csn. An inv

|xjrtanl iHisiness ix (X'fMHi.il relalxxi-

sliip lakes on a nv\\ dinx-nsKxi. Be
(Xifwri-d itx sur|>risc-s Ixilh at wiwk
and at Ixxix-.

SCORPIO <(Jcl.2»-Nov.2l»; A
gixxJ day lor lying up l<x»sf etxK
Residential ix work enterprises can
Ix'jxjshed along Ha< klovxorklfxJay.

giKxJ ihing II w<«)i last niu< h Irxiger.

SAGITT\RIUSiNn\.22-IX>< 211:

An u|)ix-at iimmxJ nukes this i|ualily

lime t<x your lamily. A new |xoie«l

hasevt-ryixM-lulloienthusiasni. ( Jtln-r

)X-of)le jw drat\n hy your positive

allilude.

CAPRICORN HM J2-|an.1<n:

CixnmunK alions linked lo linancial

IX resKJentijI mailers aie lavixed.

People I x-conx- nvxe ret epi ive when
you talk lo iheni jxivately Six king lo

Iraditional nx-llxids helps you reach

yiHir go.ils.

AgUARIUS(|an.20-Fel).l8l:The
lavcxs or tunds you want Ix^txix'

availahle lixlay. You see cye-lo-cyc-

lo VIPs. New tinarx lal Ix-rH'tils are

(wn ot the luiure. Rixnam e deepens
wlien ymi and male sliare sot rets.

PISCES (Pel). 1 ')-Mar( h 201: Give
a business parlnership ,\ second
chance Time and p.itience svill put

you on lo() linanc iaily. Avoid acting

(Hishy with bank oiiicials.Aclealccxild

lall apart it you tr>' to rusii things.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
I f i.ndamentals

10 Money
14 Knowledge
15 Suit jadtel pari

l6Le«
la^ctviousiv

1 ' Verbally

18 f »co»e
19 Atiil>entic

?0 Deshrwd
?? Vour mother s

sister

?4 Sntggler s prey
?S Nerl Jordan
Wm 199?

29 Captured
30 Cheap
33 Over ?t

eslat>l<shers

36 Drinking toast
19" s Irish

Rose-
40 Imperials 1958

song hit

44 First lady ol

scn\

45 Prop for a

Clown
46 USNA qiari

4 7 Ch;lfacler

50 Proboscis
52 Osier km
58 Heallhlul

IPSOft

60 Dieadlul
61 Leio s

taunler

6? Smith or

Jackson
64 freight

67 Increased
loudness,

musically

Abbi
68 Chilln

69 Molalworkei's

block
70 Part o( M I t

7

1

r oolball (reld

cover

7? Frjudal lord

73 Gofling garlgels

4 ClKxne
5 GuHlo's high

note

6 4 qls

7 PertairHf>g lo

bees
8 nemove errors

from

9 Pitches
10 Barrack s bed
11 Good nalured
1 ? Swir>g around
13 Back ol

the tool

21 Trash

73 rtutaian

grandmaster
26 0no
?f tmagas Var

?S Repast
3t >4«in

Jerusalem
ol note

32 Certain

evergreens
3J Gossip column

bil

34 Prnolreader s

word
35 Brine

37 0ly
38 Prevartcalmg

41 Appra.se S6 More Ihan stout
4? rarm 57 6en|arT>in aryj

egiiipmenl Mae
43 - IbeBag- 58 Short play

1945 comedy 59 South
fikn American

48 Guided rodent
49 01 heroic note 63 Sixth sense
S 1 Oraw out (or short

65 Musician »
54 Audacity one night
55 Greene ol stand

'Bonanza' 66 Corrida shout

AWSWEW TO PWtVIOUt PUZZLE:

f 11'

S/t0/«3

DOWN
1 Overhead
? Idaho

isolationist

senator

3 Container

1 5 • 1 i I ' ^ «

1

w 1! 17 ir

II IS •
IT It n

71

1^1
77 71

1
74

n 7t !• 71 Mm n |M n " 17

M n I M )i It 1«

n 41 47 41

—« 4}

I N
«»

_ <• 44 Hi s* II BiMHh 57 H t4 M T i)

»»

1
H II

•f •1

1
llm

M •1 M

1
•1

H M 71
~

'7
"

1

• l«*l|« \,,,|,, r. S, •4lrilr H/llt/*1
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CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES

In a few days, school will end
and so will these great prices!

NOW Lotus
Improv for Windows

LATER

•PowloaMlKJtai^ain ^ M ^\ f00

Freelance GrapMcs forWindow*

$9900
SAVt

Ami Pro for Windows

$49500

^>\iWIIC

Norton Utilities

• Dm wm*) mi e«Miv»

taglOOStO*

Norton Desktop for Windows

iDKiO

$179

$17900

Special academic prices for students, faculty and staff!

Ca.n,H,sCcmc, ^> UNIVERSITY ,m, ., ,

EUROPE^* CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RocksMar Pteza

MbwYwK NY 10020
Phono (212) 581-3040

Mail Sits ad for Special
StudMl/ToadMr TarHf.

a RENTAL a L£ASC O (MNCHAM

This space
for rent.

Collegian advertising.

545-3500

It works.

« «»» .»..»,.. r ,u.«,^ 'tiv I

from Finals?
Stop by and recharge your

batteries in less than an hour.

Meditate to music for free

with the Boston Meditation
Society. No experience

necessary. Music tapes given away free.

UMass Campus Center, Mondays and Thursdays:
Hourly sessions 7-8-9 pm May 6, Rm. 801
May 10. Rm. 803 May 13, Rm. 805
May 17, Rm. 905 May 20, Rm. 811

I

•oô
o
3D
3D
3D:
3D.
30
3DI
3DI
30
3D
3D
3D;
3DI
3DI
3DI
3DI
3DI
3DI
3ni
HDI
Dl
JDI
3DI
3DI
^Dl
3D
3D
3D:
\noa
3D1
3D1

EDI
Dl
3DI
3D
3D
3D
3D:
3DI
3DI
3DI

EDIO
no
c

IMPORTANT NOnCE: Moving Out?

1993 Residence Hall
FOOD, CLOTHING

and FURNITURE DRIVE

u

T'ownehoiise

RJRNrTUA€mD
HouseKXD rreAS:

*an types of fmniUire
Clamps
^kitcEiAn utenoLi
^small appiliaiicM
*dean rogi
^ooodiM, chain, end taUea

YUkOt Au. nnHnusK and hotobbold
IN THB LOBBY OF TOUK BESmENCB HALL

FOOD:

cannedcanned soods
dnr flooaa

)N(LY UNOPEONLT UNOPENED,
NON-FERISHABLB
FOOD FTEMB PLEASE

Food

OOTHNG:

*an ^Vf^ ot cloihing^pee of
rootwear

Sposunred by Iha BbiMing ServkM RacTcUnff
^oMtloiM7 Hmm can 54S-I168

igSDDDDDDDDSDgnpgDDgDgSSggDgngnnngDpgggggngggnnSg^

50 Meadow Street

649-0839

UVIiraHOOM
WaM

DIMINO

' RrrcHiN

1;
UN f""

MASTIN
HONOOM
ItM lU

)g

MCONO
•lOMOOM
UH 111

TWO . BEDROOM UNITS

STILL AVAILABLE!

Easily Accomodates 4 Persons
SECURE YOUR TOWNEHOUSE CONDO FOR
SEPT. NOW & SAVE $600 OVER THE SUMMER

CALL AT ONCE!

• On Free Bus Route

Parking Sticker for each

Tenant Vehicle

• Bath & 1/2 LAV
• Dishwasher/AC

• Large Backyard

COLLEGIAN
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continued from page 1

taking to hold on to their sense ofneighbor-
hood. They say they're getting a bad rap
because the media are quicker to report
violence against Blacks by Whites than
those against Whites by Blacks.

Senate President William Bulger, who
lives in South Boston, was among those
saying poUce pay more attention to inci-
dents in which Whites attack Blacks than
those in which Whites are the victims. But
Fl3mn and other authorities insist poUce
investigate all civil-rights cases.

The outburst at the high school Thurs-
day capped nearly a week of heightening
racial tensions reminiscent of the early
days ofcourt-ordered desegregation, when
Black students who were bused to school
in South Boston were pelted by stones.

City officials met and held community
meetings with parents and students
throughout the city all weekend. The school,
closed Friday, will reopen to seniors on
Monday, with other students gradually
returning on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Officials said they would add security

officers inside the school, station Boston
pohce outside and use hand-held metal
detectors to screen students for weapons.

"South Boston has been going through
an era of change," said Martin Walsh,
director of the Boston office of the U.S.
Justice Department's Community Rela-
tions Service, and a veteran of the 1974
busing crisis. "The majority ofpeople have
been able to adjust and adapt. But in any
community,you have to worryabout those
whomaydisagree with what is happening."

South Boston residents blame outsid-
ers, including students bused to school
there, for recent" criminal incidents.

"The elderly are afraid," said Monica
Walsh, 5 1 , who works in an antique school
near the high school.

"This hasn't got anything to do with
race," she said. "We're not racist and never
were. I'm sure there are racists, but nobody
I know."

Boston City Councilor Albert "Dapper"
O'Neil blamed the conflict not on racism,
but on "social-planning, liberal do-gooders"
who uprooted children from their home

communities.
"In 1974, 1 was ri^t that forced busing

would never work in this city," O'Neil said.
John J. Kerrigan, who was chairman of

the Boston School Committee in 1974.
said the violence then and now stemmed
from "a social experiment that was wrong
and was pushed down the public's throat."

Anti-busing sentiments also remain
strong in the neighborhood.

"Next are they going to force White guys

to marry Blacks?" one White 17 year-old
South Boston High School student asked.

But Blacks responded that the prob-
lem isn't resistance to change. It's racism,
pure and simple.

"It's the whole South Boston, the entire
prejudiced South Boston, and they are
proud of it, too," said Kion Thomas, 15, a
freshman at South Boston High School
who is Black. "It's probably good that it

broke out so people can see."

f
Can You Afford $100/month* For Rent

only 8 minutes from campus at

LANTERN COURT
now taking applications for summer 8c fall

cauKAMINS 253-2515
* rate based on 4 poeple per 2BDR

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Ma ;sachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest Colleie Daily"

Classifieds
{ALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20« per word per day for students

- Cast! in advance

- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Men. -Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

1 13 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

PMOTCCT VOURSELF from
HIV/AIOS

Join New England Responsible
Deling

1 800 232 6373

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FILED LOST: F R C.Pa$spon.Lo«4/15
in Amherst. Wang. Echo Jing

UMan Hood Drive
Today 10 am to 4 pm
Campus Center Rm 168

Summer in Boston: Orw room avail-

able in spacious, furnished 2 bedroom
apartment Safe, upscale Cambridge
neighborhood near Harvard. 20 min
utes from downtown Boston on direct

subway line. June mid September.
k450/month includes utilities, w/d.
Dates/prices r>egotiable. Non smoking
women only. (6171492 2762

Take Over our lease starting June 1st

2 BR Brandywine Apt. 549 7867

Take ovor !•••• in Brandywine
Call S49 8192

AUTO FOR SALE

71 WVPoptopCamper$1500CarlSK-
8998

76 OLDS CUTLASS
Reliable Transportation

t200 best offer! As is.

Karen 253 7150

19S1 Corolla Homely, runs fine, new
parts. Basic Transpo! Asking $400
2S6 6310

1984 Chryeler Conquest Turbo
Black, sunroof, techinca package
Excellent condition. Very fast.

S2500 firm 2B9 1884

1990 Ford Bronco XLT 4x4 every
option $9000 Jon 549 8295

Triuntph, TR7, convertiblo. 1980
47,000 original miles, never used in

winter, faljulous condition $4000.
Firm 549-4510

Ultimate Cross-Country Van. Kind

interior with many extras. DODGE 1961

Must see 256 1987

Take Ovor Our Loaao
2 bdrm Brandywine
Starting June 1 w/Fall option
549-7919

3 Apartmomts: 3BR in Farmhouse, KT
63 near Puffers Pond, $660/mo.. 3 BR
walk to campus $600 includes HW; Ef

ficiency $350 includes heat andHW 586
0746

3 bedroom apartment in Townhouse
one minute from t>us stop. Parking right

outside some furniture available stan-
ing June 1 $800 Call 549 7247

2 BR Brandywine Apt. 2nd floor

utilities included starts June 1 . Call S49-
7947

FOR SALE

A CO and a tape Sony Player - A fridge

A bike a looka for smokers and
tobacco pharaonic ashtrays and stuff.

ALL NEW • t)est condition - best offer.

Call 546^7032

CAPE COD '93

Live Bands, Hot Legs Contest, 1 st Dance
Party. Weekly Drink Specials at

FIDDLEBEE'S Cape Cod's honest nite

club 72 North St. Hyannis

CARPET STORAGE

Storeyour carpot forthesummer. $14.

Call K-1 moving 549-7251

FOR RENT

Amherst 3 Bedroom house, on bus
line, $775/month 253 0751

Amharst 5 bedroom house on bus
route. Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis-

posal. Nicely wooded. Perfect for six.

June 1, $1250/mo. Call Joe 617 935
8231.

COUCH!
Fold out t>ed. Must sell (moving) $20
(Neg.l Includes cover. 549 4965

Dorm FrMga $39 o.b.o. 9'x12' Carpet
$30o.b.o. Call 546 1281

18-speed Cro-Molly race bike excel-

lent cond! $1 70 OBO Dominic 546-5298

EPSON IBIW PC
640 K 20 MB
Color monitor printer software

Ellen 6^6244

WOO

S.2 CU Refridgerator
Excellent Cond.

$80.00

546 0568

For Sale Mountain Bike 18 Speed ex-

cellent condition! MustSell'$100orBO
6 1171

Golf Clubs/Must Soil

Excellent condition

$275/bo
Call Jim 54&6082

HELP WANTED
Collaga Pro Paintara Hiring for sum
rrwr painting in the Newton. Needham.
and Boston areas. Be outside and earn
excelleni monay. Call Brenden at 549
8109

Cruise Ships Now Hiring Earn
$2000»/month world travel (Hawaii.

Mexico, the Carnbesn, etc.) Holiday,

summer, and career employment avail

able No experience necessary For
employment program call 1-20&634-
0468ext C5001

GRAPHICS IMTEIW
Learn and create in a dynamic publishing

environment Quark Xpress skills de
siraUe. Call Paul at Optimist Publica
tions 586^7070

Housecloanor part-tima permanent
experienced responsible efficient

References Bus $6 hourly 549-0413

KHchen Halp
in exchai^ge for

Maal Plan

Contact Jim at

549 4919
496 N. Pleasant St.

Ouark Xpraaa Wizard Wantad
for ad design and other production
needs. Call Paul at Optimist Publica
lions 586-7070

SUMMER JOSSI Fight pollution with
Clean Water Action, national environ-

mental lobby group. Earn money Save
the PUnet. 584 9830

BUMMER JOBS
For the

Environment
$2500 $3500/summer

- Work for recycling

- Learn Campaign Skills

- Make a Difference

Work w/Masspirg. the states

leading environmental group
to pass strong recycling laws.

Call Jen at 256 6434

Summer (obs to save the onviron-
ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a
diffarancal National campaign por.i

tions to renew the Oean Water Act.

promote comprehensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22
states and DC, campus intrvws: 4/14

and 4/1 5. Call Jamie toll free: 1-B00-75-
EARTH

PERSONALS

CM(
We will miss all of the laughter, fun ar>d
close friendships but don't forget Chi
Omega means forever' Have a great
summer and a great future'

Congratulations Dasirao
I'm proud of you. Don't forget llovayou.

GaHy and Taany
What would I ever do wittiout you?

Love Ya
LovaZ

Thanks for writing alt of our papers.
What are we going to do without you?

Good Luck

BELCHERTOWRI - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close to all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Boat Location in town
33 Phillips St Apt 1 Best price you'll

find. 4 tiedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great for the
summer'lCall Rachael; home 546 3755

CHEAP! 3 t>edroom Putfton Apt. Call
Mario 549 4336

Chaap Summor Sublet
Take our 3 bedroom
Townhouse. Easily fits 5!

A/C, dishwasher. A more
On bus route $700/month
w^stl rent option
Call 549^6481

To my heart sitter and savage!
Good luck in Washington. D.C.I

Love.

1 1 Hobart fits 6 ask $600/month
Spacious great location

Going fast' Call Nia 60160

Spaces Avaliabia In 4 bedroom house
across from Orchard Hill Partially fur-

nished including Washer and dryer 19(y
month per person Water included. Call

Doug at 546 0106 Check it out'

$UBLET
Singles/double Fall option
Large house, big yard.

AWESOME Housemates. Pets Wei
come' Call 549 7138

Bummar Sublet! Cheap!!
2 bedroom apt in Colonial Village Nice
place Bus stop right outside Availabia
June 1st 253 3602

Summer Sublet room m apartment

.

Includes heat, water, and garage Block
from Amherst center $250/monih
Call Adam O 256 8330

Twents, you pig'

Thanks for a fun semester.
Love,

Melissa

Here's your personal
Love ya

Tfianh ywi Bt. JMa IP

RIDER WANTED

Ridar needed for drive to

Minneapolis. Leaving May 19lh
Call Anne 2S3-07S1

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female Rootnate needed to share a
bedroom in a 2 bedroom Brandywir>e
Apt. Call 549 7845

IN CONDO
EVERY AMENITY 2294
Private bedroom pref. female
Enjoy this summerl
Call 296-6709

Looking for 2 roomatas
to live with in Hyannis
or the Cape Cod area
for the summer
Call Julie 549 8219

Amity Place Condo 3 females quiet

non smokers 3 BR All appliances Sept.-

May 975* 549 1379

For Rant
5 rm furnished Cape
Lake Aracadia B'town
5 tenants

ph 323 6202

4 Bedroom Houaa - Northampton,
June and Sept. $800 plus. NO FEES
Skibiski, Realtors 584 3428

4 Bedroom Cape on bus line. $1000 call

786 3522 or 253 567

1

4 Bedroom House large basement
kitchen dining living rooms. Near bus

route. Amherst 253-3553

Hadlay - Route 9 4 Bd. 2 bath on bus

route and bike path. Pets OK $950
Available Sept. 1 - Sandy 586-9191

New Four * Five ttedrooms oil heat

bus line 586 4270

1 Bedrf>om Puffton Village Apt.

Take over lease. June 1 Call S49-4370
or 549 0633 Ask for Scott

Hurry! These itams are now on salel

Double Bed (mattress and box spring)

Only $50-

Twin futon (Mattress and box spring)

Only $50
Both are in great conditions. We must
sell them because we are moving.

CALL NOW:
Pat^r Judy: 2530860

LAX Sticks for Sale
Great Condition $50 or BO.
Call Ed 253 3231

LikenewSony Olacman, Portable$50
John 549 8295

Naad Fumitura for next semester?

Senior selling many items. Call 549-

6870 for more info.

New Full size mattress and box spring

plus dresser and night table for $250. Call

Pam 549 5883

2 Roundtrip Tickats from
any major city to Freeport

BAHAMAS Good for 16 months
$500 0.8.0.

Call Craig 665 0993

TRUCK DRIVER$ WANTED for part

time summer work. 10 days mid June
and 10 days mid August. $110/Day
Must drive standard, willing to work
long hours, and have driving experi-

erKe with trucks of at lease 18 feet. Call

508-653-7422

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All

natural. Doctor recommended. 100%
guaranteeed. 253-3816

LOST

LOST
Black sunglasses at Baybanks Party

Saturday May 1. Say Sunset Beach
Sentimental value! Please return for

reward call 65620

Ona or two people to share beautiful

apartment 665 7604

Ri>oinates wanted for summer sub-
let with fall option Central Amherst $250
a month call 256 8576

2 Females for Lg. room $175/mo 10
mins. to campus 9/1 DONNA 549-4732

SERVICES

Oraat House w/sunny yard
4-5people 1 mi from campus, but route
CaU 649-0067

Have two noad one or two for
Brarvlywine June August. Call Jen or

Sua 649-8248

IfsttiaBESTIIILookingtorl 2people
to sublet one t>edroom in a partially

furnished apartment close to campus
and uptown Rent negotiable, June
August. Call 546 6622 for more infor

mation. Move in durir>g finals'

Largo House in Sunderiand
5 room surruner sublet txight & sunny
huge deck and yard
Close to bus route.

Contact Sam: 665 0265

Looking for a great place to live this

sumrner? Call 253 3757

lllllllll!!lll!lll

Main Si.

4 bedroom, sleeps 5

Clean, quiet and sunny
Recently renovated

Low utilities

Across the street

from the PVTA
Call ASAP 253 5196

MHI Vallav Sublat
Three Bedrooms
Two Full Baths

Free heat and hot water

Furnished, air conditioned

Peace and quiet near nature preserve
Call Carolyn 546 2526

Mill Valley Estates
Summer Sublet with fall option
1 month free

256 3039

New 2 BDRM Brandywine Apt,

Furnished, cheap
5494036

10 rooms available

Full Kitchen facilities, storage, and
parkingi 200/mnth single, 125.'month

-double INCLUSIVE' 549 4492 ask lor

Mike or Jason 778 N Pleasant St

Summer Sublet 1 or 2 bedrooms
Spacious House
Washer/dryer/disfwvasher
5 min from campus
Call 549 7461

Summer Sublat Apt.
Uptown 2 twdrooms
253 3620 Dan or Alex

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton

Village.

549 7472

Supar Summer Sublet
Space Available m Townhouse
June to Aug
Partly furnished

On bus route

Call 6 0055

THIS IS THE ONEM
"

That you've tieen waiting for This sum-
mer sublet our spacious 3 bedroom
Puffton Apartment with fabulous roof-

lop sunning! Close to campus, on bus
one, and FULLV FURNISHED" Pool,

tennis and A'C No reasonable offer

refused Call 549 7287 HURRY!!

3 Sublets w.lalloption, effiC'encyto3

BR's, great summer locations $350 lo

$600 negotiable 5860746

3 rooms in 4 bedroom apt.

$22S/room utilities included!

253 7150 neg Fall option

2 Bedrooms In house near Puffer's

Pond. By Conservation land Beautiful

back yard. Rental option for fall. Avail.

June 1.549 8752

2 room apartment
Bust stop right outside door

5 minute walk to campus
Call 549 7942

JOBS! Lat ma help w/your resume
Reasonable rates 259-1790

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

SUMMER STORAGE

SummerStorage- Professional pick

up * delivery; insurance, txixes included.

Call now to reserve your space.

Collegiate Storage Service

413 585 5999

Nice 2 BR Apt. 2-4 people take. Take
lease or sublet $475Mionth 2563468

1 bedroom apt. in Puffton Village

available May 21. with Fall Option.
Call Chris 549 4850

$ 10O/mo/person for Phillips St. Double
bedroom call Jay549-4123

$ 1SOplus/person
3 spacious bedrooms
Next to Townhouscs
Willing to negotiate

5462568

Roomatas Needed
Main Street House
Across from bus stop
for fall, around 150 $
Call Ted 546 2857

Six Grantwood 5/6 Bedrooms The

College House! 549 6665 Don't Miss

OutI

Sega Genesis w/2 controllers

and sonic $90
13" TV w/remote $100
Trek 330 12 speed bicycle

wAryptonite lock $250
Call Bill 549 3839

Emerald Earrings at Mike's Fri 4/23

annivesary gift reward 545-2378

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLE - Honda CHI SO
Motorscooter 1987 3500 mites excellent

running condition $895 or tiest offer 253
3183

SusuklSI QSeSOO fully functioning,

fairing, valve tools $500 Mike 665-7518

MUSICIANS

SUMMER SUBLET

A $taal: 2 BDR Townhouse fits 41 550*
Call Now or you'll miss out! 66948 or 6-

5891!

Small Frig/freezer for sale $50 or B/O
Call 549 4911

BASS PLAYER WANTED: for area

professional party band. Good back-

grounds, attitude, fast learner needed.
Local gigs and rehearsal, academic 93
94. Call Andrew Olson (914)738 7044

Alpine Commons 3 Bedroom
Newly remodled bus route utilities

Incl. $200.00 each negotiable
5464241

Amherst Cantor
Attractive hivo bedroom in a great lo-

cation. Thirty seconds walk to buses,
bars arfd Bart's.

Call 549 4727

HEALTH

Condoms by mail discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

Amherst's Hippest Flat
Sublet June fst. 45 seconds to campus
5493528 _
Air Conditioned
Summer Sublets in luxury -• roomates
needed Call Mill Valley Estates
2537377

Summer Sublet - 2
rms. in house in Hadley 1 large with
walk in closet on bus route, near bike

path, cool people ALL PETS WELCOME!
Call 586 5128. $175

Puffton Village 3 bedroom summer
sublet. Price negotiable.

C8[l Kevin 549^900

QUCTII 1 br in house on bus route.
200/mo^Call Jon 266 0771

Roomates Needed
Mam Street House
Across from Bus Slop
rent negotiable

Call Ted 546 2857

Room In Townhouse
B'g for hivo 100$ imonth
549263S

Uptown Apartment
3 bedroom $225 negotiable

Minute walk to campus and
bars Call 549 7991 Christine

Walk to UMass DBL room private bath
avail. May 1 Call 549 1408

With Fall Option
2 BRM Brandywine apt.

New appliances, new carpeting
New kitchen floor

Available 61-93 Rent. Neg.
549-5383

TRAVEL

MoxIco-US-Canada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where! Rea-
sonably priced. Eric (607)723-1403

New York City - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and short
slays Near Columbia Univ. Reasonable
rates 212 662 1358. SAVE THIS AOI

WANTED
I naad a Japanese-English word pro-
cessor - good condition ASAP. Call

Tom 253-9946. Leave message.

WANTED TO RENT
South Amherst. 3 rooms available In

great house, $150 Call Mike 546 3314
Will Reward
Want your 2 BDR. Apt.
Puffton, Presidential

Call Omar 546 2474
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Sports
UMass seeded 1 1th after loss at Army

MAn KAHN / COLLEGIAN
Attacker Mark Millon takes the ball upfield in recentgame play. The University of Massachusetts

men's lacrosse team dropped their final regular season game of the year to Army, 1 5-7 at West
Point. The Gorillas are the eleventh seed in the NCAA Division I lacrosse tournament.

By GREG SUKIE^fNIK
Collegian Staff

Saturday aflemoon, with a convincing

15-7 win over the University ofMassachu-
setts men's lacrosse team, the U.S. Mili-

tary Academy assured themselves ofa bid

in the NCAA Division I lacrosse tourna-

ment and left the Gorillas' seeding in the

12-team field hanging in mid-air.

When the Gorillas landed Sunday
evening, they found themselves the num-
ber 1 1 seed in the tournament. They will

get a re-match against the Hofstra Flying

Dutchmen this Saturday at Hofstra Sta-

dium in Hempstead, N.Y. Hofstra handed
UMass it's worst loss of the season, de-

feating the Gorillas 16-8 on April 3.

The winner of that quarterfinal will

travel to Syracuse, N.Y. to face the second-

seeded Orangemen of Syracuse Univer-

sity, who also defeated UMass this season.

The Gorillas had been assured by tour-

nament officials that a win over Army,
coupled with their 8-6triumph over Brown
last Wednesday for the New England
championship, would assure them the
number five seed and a homegame against

12th-8eeded Notre Dame.
But the Cadets, who were uncertain

about their tournament chances, reeled

off two long strings of unanswered scores

— 5-0 in the first quarter and 7-0 in the

third — to assure themselves a return to

the NCAAs for the first time since 1987.

The Cadets are seeded eighth and will

host ninth-seeded Maryland.
UMass, who closed their regular sea-

son at 10-4, scored offthe opening face-off

when Sam Joseph won the draw and fed

senior attacker Mark Millon. The Cadets,
however, allowed no more UMass scores

until there were five minutes remaining
in the first half

Army got two scores in under a minute
from Eric Waltz and Phil Mandry to take
the lead for good, 2-1, in the first. Three

more scores in the last three minutes of

the first quarter gave the Cadets a 5-1

lead.

"Army knew they had to win this game
to get in," Garber said. "They played with

a lot of heart and enthusiasm. We scored

first and then we relaxed, and they didn't."

After an imassisted score by Todd But-

ler putArmy up 6-1, the Gorillas regained

some important momentum in the second

quarter. Millon scored agam and Mike
Valente notched an unassisted goal with
five seconds left in the half to cut the lead

to 6-3.

"I remember thinking, "we're onlydown
6-3 and we didn't play great,"" Garber
recalled.

Then the roof fell in on UMass.
Army's advantage in ground balls (41

to 31) and offesnsive execution (35 of 41

Cadet shots were on net) caught up with

the Gorillas, and the result was a 7-0 third

quarter — by far, UMass' least inspiring

performance of the season. Steve Heller,

who led all scorers with five points (four

goals, one assist) scored twice in the third

and tucked in Army's eighth unanswered
goal early in the fourth, putting the game
on ice and prompting an "overrated"chant
from some of the 1,754 fans on hand.

UMass midfielder Bill Edell brought
the score closer with three goals in the

fourth quarter. Greg Kline added a goal to

finish the scoring for the Gorillas, who will

have a week tpo prepare for Hofstra. The
Dutchmen beat UMass 16-8 in Hempstead
early in the season and vaulted as high as
sixth in the polls before losing their final

four games.
Garber was surprised by some of the

tournament committee's decisions— most
notably the exclusion of Brown ( 10-3) and
the inclusion ofMaryland ( 6-5). But he was
pleased that UMass will have the opportu-

nity to redeem themselves against Syra-

cuse and Hofstra — two of the four teams
Turn to LACROSSE, poge 8

Minutewomen end regular season on high note
By SEAN P. HAYDEN
Collegian Staff

It was the "feel good weekend of the year" for the
University of Massachusetts softball team.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen ended the nation's
longest winning streak at 35 games when they defeated
Canisius University 9-0.

In the process, senior third baseman Laurie Dondarski
broke the all-time assist record for UMass softball when
she recorded her 355th career assist.

"It means a lot because I take pride in my defense,
Dondarski said. "Everyone knows I'm not playing because
I'm the best hitter in the world so it felt good."

To top it all off, Sunday was Senior Day for the
Minutewomen as the seven seniors on the UMass squad
were honored after the game against Adelphi University.

The Minutewomen won both games against Adelphi by
identical 1-0 scores because the Panthers were unable
to field a squad and were forced to forfeit, but made the
trip only to participate in an exhibition game for Senior
Day.
On Saturday, the Minutewomen and sophomore starter

Kelly Daut lost a heartbreaker in the first game, 6-5, in
eight innings, before coming back and beating Canisius
9-0 in the nightcap behind the strong outing of senior
hurler Darlene Claffey.

"It was nice beating them and the streak in my last

game," Claffey said. "I thought we could've beat them in

the first game, but there were too many bad breaks."
Sunday was both a high point and a lull for the

Minutewomen as the only real action came when UMass
held the ceremony honoring the seven seniors who will

depart after the Minutewomen participate in the Atlantic

10 tournament this weekend.
The honored seniors were Claffey, Dondarski, left

fielder Stacey Nichols, catcher Sherri Kuchinskas, out-
fielder Ainslee Press, infielder Lisa Melz, and infielder
Tabitha Williams.

"I better have done a hell of a job recruiting to replace
them." head coach Elaine Sortino said. "We're losing alot
and they've had outstanding years here."

"It's weird," Dondarski said. "I can't believe it's been
four years, they've gone by so fast."

"I thought the ceremony was good," Nichols said. "I

wish we would've had a real game because we were all

looking forward to today becausewe didn't know yesterday
was our last game."

The Minutewomen (30-20 overall, 9-1 in the A-10)
travel to Allentown, Pa. this weekend to defend their A-
10 regular season and tournament championships.

Baseball drops two to Temple, out of playoffs
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

From the beginning ofSeptember until the end ofMay,
and in many cold mornings in between, the University of
Massachusetts baseball team has worked towards one
maing:oal: make theAtlantic lOToumamentin Boyertown,
Pa., win, and advance to the NCAA Regionals.

Sunday, the goal ofthe Minutemen ( 17-21 ) fell by the
wayside, as the team dropped the second of three games
to Temple University 10-6.

With the loss, UMass will miss out on next weekend's
A-10 Tournament for the first time since 1989. The same
weaknesses which had plagued the team all year were in

attendance Sunday: poor pitching and fielding.

Although the team came back from a 5-1 deficit with
a four-run sixth inning. Temple scored five runs in the
last three innings as the Minutemen committed two
errors, two wild pitches and a passed ball.

"It's just frustrating, you work all season, you work all

fall and all off-season just for one thing, and that's to

make it down to Boyertown," said starter Peter Ferrari.

"Just to come one game short you think back, think back
over the season, where's that one game that you guys
could have had.

"Early in the season you don't think they're important
but they are. It's really frustrating to put all that work in

it . . . and have it not pay off."

"It's pretty frustrating because you look forward to

going to the postseason and hopefully get to a regional,

win theA- 10s, but it's kind ofdifferent," said first baseman
Bill Knight.

"It's a difficult thing thinking the last game is against
Harvard on Wednesday and you aren't trying to get
geared up for the postseason," Knight said.

Ferrari was knocked out of the game in the fourth by
a two-out, three-run Temple rally. Gaeton Lucibello,
Tom Whalen and John Bujnowski drove in the runs with
three hits in a row. John Alves came in as the first of five
relievers for UMass.

UMass batters saved Ferrari from a loss by knotting
the score at five in the sixth. Steve Corradi led off with a
double and scored on Justin Howard's ground out. With
two out. Knight singled, Greg LaRocca doubled, and Jeff
January hit a ground ball that scored the third UMass
run. January was safe on the second baseman's error.

Joe Mattivello walked, and pinch hitter Josh Tobin
lofted a fly ball in back of second which the right fielder

Lou Spadaccini dropped, scoring LaRocca and January to
make the game 5-5.

Greg Dowd, who worked out of a jam in the top of the
sixth by striking out two with the bases loaded, took the
loss by allowing two runs in the top of the seventh.

Temple scored two in the seventh, two in the eighth
and one in the ninth. UMass scored one run in the ninth
for the 10-6 final.

Aft«r dropping the opening game 9-6 on Saturday, the
Minutemen kept their playoff hopes alive by winning 1 1-

4 in the second game behind Jeff Toothaker's seven
innings of 10-hit ball.

. . ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
An unidentified player steps up to the plate in this weekend's

baseball game. Temple University took two of three games
from the University of Massachusetts baseball team, knocking
the Minutemen out of the Atlantic 10 Tournament.
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Concert mania isn't over yet (even if you v^rjsh

it were). See some of the sights you might
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Julius Eriving, or Dr. J, basketball superstar
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Springfield Basketball Hall of Fame. Page 16.
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Prof, weathers word war
Plagiarism charges dog author Stephen B. Oates

^,. t> ,^ n> y^
ARAM COMJEAN / COLLtGIAN

History professor Stephen B. Oates sits in his UMass office. Oates has made headline after headline in recent years
getting national attention he'd rather not have as charges of plagiarism plague his career.

By DARIENNE HOSLEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts history professor
Stephen B. Gales and his 1977 biography ofAbraham
Lincoln have received national attention over the past
two and a half years, but charges of plagiarism have
given him headlines he woidd rather do without.

In December 1990, Robert Bray, a professor at
Illinois-Wesleyan University accused Oates of lifting

material from Benjamin Thomas' 1952 biography,
Abraham Lincoln . and using it in his own With Malice
Toward None: The Life ofAbraham Lincoln, without
giving Thomas credit.

In the months since, Oates, a 1981 recipient of the
University's Distinguished Teacher Award who has
published 13 books, has lived a cycle of charges,
judgement and then new accusations.

"I've been cleared three different times by three
different panels of these same allegations," Oates
said. "And yet it goes on."

Most recently, two scientists at the National In-
stitutes ofHealth renewed the controversy last March.
They announced they had run a number of Oates'
works through their computerized "plagiarism ma-
chine" and found over 175 examples ofsimilar phrasing
in Oates' Lincoln biography and another 340 in his
biographies of Martin Luther King Jr. and author
William Faulkner.

They're not accusing me of lifting significant
passages out of one book; they're just talking about
overlapping phrases and little segments and snippets
of factual information," Oates said.

These two scienti.sts, without any training what-
soever, or any experience in the field of history and
biography, have concocted their own definition of
plagiarism, which is so hopelessly restrictive that
nothing could be written were that the standard."
An associate professor at Connecticut College.

Michael Burlingame, brought the Oates case to the
NIH scientists. Burlingame said he goes by the defi-

nition of plagiarism in Thomas Mallon's bwjk Stolen
Words: Forays into the Origins and Ravages of Pla-
giarism, which includes "theft of a vivid phrase."

Burlingame, who said he plans to publish a book on
Lincoln next year, was first drawn to the case because
of his interest in Lincoln but began looking into the
charges against Oates' other biographies.

Burlingame points to a passage in Oates' biography
ofMartin Luther King Jr. as an example. Oates wrote,
"Sometimes there was only the hawk of a throat, the
sound of spit against the receiver." He then notes the
phrasing in an article on King from Time magazine:
"Sometimes there was only the hawk of a throat and
the splash of spittle against the ear piece."

"If that's not theft of a vivid phrase, I don't know
what is," Burlingame said.

Turn to OATES, page 4

First birthday comes around
for the Black Student Union

Bosnian village
virtually empty
after Serb siege
By TERRY LEONARD
Associated Press

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina — U.N. officials
sought Monday to cope with what one called a "hu-
manitarian catastrophe" in Zepa and said 200 wounded
needed to be evacuated from the rugged mountain area
by helicopter^

On a separate front in Bosnia's civil war. the U.N.
commander in former Yugoslavia demanded to know
the whereabouts of hundreds of apparently Muslim
civilians expelled from Mostar by their one time Croat
allies.

U.N. military observers who reached Zepa for the first
time Sunday, said 30 of 200 wounded people needed
urgent treatment . according to a statement from the
Zagreb, Croatia, headquarters of the U.N. peacekeeping
force.

About 40,000 people lived in Zepa and surrounding
villages, including 6,000 in the town itself, before fleeing
last week's Serb siege. The seven U.N military ob.servers
reported that the town was nearly deserted and 10 bodies
in a mosque were among the corpses lying about U.N.
officials said.

"If the situation report in Zepa is correct, then it is a
humanitarian catastrophe of tremendous magnitude, if

there are 50 people wandering around a citv that was at
least 6,000 before the shelling." said John"McMillan. a
U.N. aid official in Sarajevo.

Zepa. 45 miles northeast of Sarajevo, is at the bottom
of a rugged mountain valley.

The U.N. observers said most residents had fled to the
hills and were living in huts and makeshifts tenLs or in
the open. Most had been surviving on food from the U.S.-
led airdrops, but they urgently needed basic foodstuffs,
blankets, tents, clothing and medicine, the U.N state-
ment said.

There have been signs of heavy shelling the past few
days, witnessed by bombed out and burned houses ev-
erj^where," said Cmdr. Barry Frewer, the peacekeeper
spokesman in Sarajevo, "they have found several bodies,
in particular 10 bodies in a mosque in the town."

Investigations of the outlying villages had not been
completed, he said.

2iepa was one ofsix "safe areas" declared by the United
Nations on Thursday after Bosnian Serbs once again
rejected an international plan to halt an ethnic war that
has left more than 134,000 people dead or missing in the
past 13 months.

About 100 U.N. peacekeepers arrived in Zepa Monday
afternoon to demilitarize the town under a cease fire

signed over the weekend by the Bosnia's Muslim-led
government and Serbs. The demilitarization accord also
covers Srebrenica and other embattled Muslim enclave
in the east.

Zepa was quiet Monday, Frewer said, through ob-

Turn to ZEPA, page 2

By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

The Black Student Union celebrated

its first anniversary with a community
awards brunch at the Top of the Campus
restaurant on Saturday morning.

The brunch opened with a presenta-

tion to all the members ofthe BSU Gospel
Choir. The choir then performed the Black

National Anthem to a silent, standing
crowd.

Fabiola Narcisse, president ofthe BSU,
welcomed the audience. She said the

banquet was coordinated to recognize the

sacrifices made by groups and individuals

that go unnoticed by the community.
Mary Custard, tutorial director for the

Collegiate Committee for Education of

Black and other Minority Students, read

the poem "If We Mu.st Die." She said she

was proud of the community.
"No matter what the odds we must

continue to fight the good fight. We must
be brave but we must be counted," Cus-
tard said. "It's been a difficult year, but
despite the odds you stood up, you voiced
our concerns."

The Community Service Awards, pre-
sented by UMass student Kevin Irvine,

were given to groups which included the
Black Mass Communications Project, the
Black Affairs Page in the Collegian,
NommoNews and the Malcolm X Cultural
Center for their work in the community.

Delphine Quarles, an organizational
advisor in the Student Activities Office,

handed out the Outstanding Community
Service Awards, presented to individuals

for their personal contributions.

This is the first time I've seen so much
color in this room and it's wonderful,"
Quarles said.

TheCommunity OutreachAwards were
presented by UMass student Penny

Turn to BIRTHDAY, page 6

Abortion foes stymied
High court turns away two appeals
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — A divided Supreme
Judicial Court rejected appealsMonday
by two abortion foes, including the head
of the state's chapter of Operation
Rescue, imprisoned for violating a court
order against blockading clinics.

William Cotter, arrested at a
Brookline clinic in connection with anti-

abortion demonstrations on Aug. 10
and Aug. 23, 1991 , rejected a probation
offer and was sentenced to two and a
half years in prison for violating a
Middlesex Superior Court injunction
against blocking clinics.

Judge Robert H. Bohn Jr. said he
would make Cotter serve one year in
prison and suspend the rest of the
sentence for three years, ifCotter would
not take part in any abortion clinic

blockades during that time.

Cotter rejected that offer and Bohn
handed down the longer prison term.

Cotter appealed saying Bohn was
punishing him for future behavior.

In rejecting Cotter's appeal on a 4-3

vote, the SJC ruled that since the pre-

liminary injunction already banned
clinic blockades. Bohn was asking
Cotteronly to obey the law as a condi tion
of the suspended sentence.

"It seems to have been a good deal
for the defendant, who would be
agreeing only to do what the law re-

quired ofhim anyway." Justice Herbert
Wilkins wrote in the decision. The
defendant, however, declined to enter
into the agreement, as was his right.

The offer was not accepted and the
judge was free to impose a different
sentence which he did."

Turn to ABORTION, page 2
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UMqss Police Log
Larceny

• An individual reported Wednesday morning the
theft of his bicycle, valued at $750, from the bike rack in

Washington Lot.

• An individual reported Wednesday morning the
theft of his bicycle, valued at $500, from the bike rack on
Washington Road.

• An individual in Van Meter Residence Hall reported
Wednesday afternoon that her bicycle, valued at $350,
was stolen.

• An individual from (jorman Residence Hall reported
Wednesday afternoon that his bicycle, valued at $440,

abortion

Compiled by Brian Cormley
Kctcnt incidcnis rccordtd by the Uniwrsity's Ovfurlnvnt ol Public .Sj/e»v.

was stolen from the bicycle rack.

• On Thursday night, an individual in Patterson
Residence Hall reported six dress shirts, valued at $160,
were stolen from the laundry room.

• An individual reported on Friday morning that a
shoulder bag and his telephone were stolen from his

room. The goods were valued at $300.

Accident-Property Damage

• A vehicle travelling south on Stockbridge Road was
struck by a vehicle pulling into traffic Sunday evening.

The damage was estimated at $4,000.

continued from page 1

The three who disagreed Justices Joseph Nolan. Neil
Lynch and Francis O'Connor said Bohn "retaliated"

against Cotter, sending him to prison because he would
not agree to avoid future blockades.

"Our law does not permit ajudge to punish a defendant
for not making a promise in open court. ... To obtain a
suspended sentence. Cotter was required to avow that
his attempts to "rescue' unborn children were 'unlawful
activities and that he will not participate in them further

regardless of the circumstances" Lynch wrote.

Voting with Wilkins were Chief Justice Paul Liacos

and Justices Ruth Abrams and John Greaney.
By the same vote, the court also rejected an appeal by

Sean Brogan, who blockaded the clinic in 1990 a Boston
clinic in 1991, in violation of the Middlesex injunction.

Brogari had argued that rather than be tried in

Middlesex County he should have been tried in Suflblk,

Norfolk and Bristol counties, where he demonstrated at

clinics.

Zepa
continued from page 1

servers reported sporadic shelling in the surrounding
mountains.

But in Mostar 80 miles to the southwest, fighting

between Croats and the mostly Muslim Bosnian army
supposed allies against the Serbs continued Monday
morning before ebbing, the United Nations said.

Similar to the Serb dream of a Greater Serbia, many
Bosnian Croats envision a Greater Croatia. Its eastern
border would be the Neretva River, which runs through
Mostar.

A cease fire was agreed to Monday between Bosnian
President Alija Izetbegovic and Mate Boban, leader of
Bosnia's Croats, said Dalgreed Bagga, a peacekeeping
official in Zagreb. It was to take effect at 6 p.m. ifsoldiers

could be promptly notified, he said.

Lt. Gen. Lars-Eric Wahlgren, commander of all U.N.
forces in ex-Yugoslavia, called for an investigation into

the fate of "hundreds of civilians" seen leaving Mostar
under armed Croat escort Sunday.

Observers "saw civilians on the buses making hand
gestures through the windows indicating they were be-

ing held captive," it added.

U.N. ofticials said Croat forces had so far prevented
them from entering Mostar and Wahlgrem asked the
International Red Cross to investigate.

"The safety ofcivilians, including refugees, caught up
in this fighting must be guaranteed," Wahlgren said.

The United Nations has said Croat forces attacked
first at dawn Sunday. The fighting was so heavy that the
Spanish U.N. peacekeepers based in Mostar were forced

to move to surrounding hills.

Bosnian Croats forced Muslim residents of Mostar to

identify themselves on Sunday by hanging white blankets
from their windows, U.N. officials said.

Bagga said the Spanish observers reported thatwomen
and children were taken out in one convoy and "male
prisoners" were taken to a factory in Mostar.

The war in Bosnia began when Bosnian Serbs-domi-
nated Yugoslavia.
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Tenant Vehicle

• Bath & 1/2 LAV
• Dishwasher/AC
• Large Backyard
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Camille Cosby donates $50,000
The National Coalition for Equality in Learn-

ing, based at the University of Massachusetts,
received a boost in ite efforts to help improve the
quality ofthe nation's schools, when Camille Cosby
recently donated $50,000 to aid coalition's efforts.

Cosby, who received a doctorate in education
from the University, is a member of the coalition's
advisory board.

The donation will help establish tutoring cen-
ters in Boulder, Colo., Montgomery, Ala., Spring,
Texas and San Fransisco. Cal., to help serve stu-
dents, who are falling behind in reading, writing
and math.

The centers seek to help teach parents how to
provide a home environment that supports their
children's education. The coalition will also use
Cosby's donation to set up health care centers and
provide scholarships to high school students, who
could not otherwise afford college.

The 'cool' dictionary
Two UMass seniors are compiling a dictionary

that will contain a lot of words you probably won't
find in American Heritage.

Dwayne Boyd of Leominster and Matthew
Woodbury of Marshfield, both English majors, are
working on creating a supplement to C.U.S.S., or
the College Undergraduate Slang Survey. The
Survey was a dictionary ofslang terminology written
by students at Brown University.

The new supplement will include up-to-date terms
such as "bogus." "cool." "bad" and "tweaked."

Admitting to a "passion for writing," Boyd sub-
mits poetry, essays, and short stories to his
hometown literary magazine, SLUGFEST, which
is published by the Society for Literary Umbrage
and Gratification.

The project was suggested by Audrey Duckert, a
linguist, lexicographer and English professor at
the University of Massachusetts.

ROTC to hold commissioning
The Reserve Oflicers Training Corps at the

University of Massachusetts will hold its joint
Army-Air Force commissioning on Sunday, May 23
at 8 a.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Four Air Force and 10 Army officer candidates
will be commissioned as second lieutenants at the
ceremony.

The keynote speaker is 1967 University alum-
nus Col. Theodore A. Monette Jr. Monette is cur-
rently the commander of U.S. Army Readiness
Group Devens, Fort Devens, Mass., and was the
outstanding cadet in his class at the University.

After graduation, Monette was stationed first at
Fort Wainwright and served in Vietnam in 1969-
1970. He was assistant professor of military sci-

ence at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine,
where he also earned a master of science degree in

education.

Monette graduated from the Naval War College
in 1992, after which he assumed his duties at Fort
Devens.

UMass open bank
The University of Massachusetts will hold an

open house at its new Springfield office on May 1

1

from 4 to 6 p.m.
The office, located in the Bank of Boston build-

ing at 1350 Main Street, opened on April 1 with the
support of Western Massachusetts Electric Com-
pany and the Greater Springfield Chamber of

Commerce in an effort to bring the University's

resources closer to the area's business and popu-
lation center.

"University faculty and staff have worked in

Springfield for years, with the local schools as well

as with economic development leaders, business

people and human service providers," said Chan-
cellor Richard O'Brien. "For more than 10 years,

the Small Business Development Center has
counseled businesses in the region from its office on
State Street, for instance."

Among the officials scheduled to attend the open

house are O'Brien, Springfield Mayor Robert

Markel. Gordon Oakes, chair of the UMass Board

of Trustees and Bob Abair, vice president of

WMECO.

Concert accident victim critical
Spring Concert but a memory; staffdismantles stage

Student Union Program Council workers dismantle the stage to this year's Spring Concert

OMJtAN / COLLIOJW

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Rhode Island man. who fell from a Morrill Science
Center Building during Sunday's Spring Concert, was
listed in critical condition yesterday by Bay State Medical
Center officials in Springfield.

Christopher O'Neill. 20. was diagnosed with internal
bleeding in his skull by Bay State personnel when he was
admitted Sunday evening, said a hospital spokesperson,
who refused to elaborate.

See Spring Concert
photo essay,

pages 9,10 and 11

Witnesses say O'Neill climbed over a railing between
sections of the building, said University spokesperson
Karin Sherbin on Sunday. OT*Jeill attempted to jump to

the sidewalk below, but lost his balance and fell to the
ground, Sherbin said.

After being treated at the scene by EMTs, O'Neill was
taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton and

then transferred to Springfield.

Sherbin reported no other major problems or arrests.

Meanwhile, all that should be left today of this year's
annual Spring Concert should be memories, aft^r stu-

dent Union Program Council workers were expected to

complete the dismantling of the stage last night.

UPC Stage Manager Ali-son Brennan said she expected
her crew of 23 stage hands to finish eliminating all trace
ofthe stage from the lawn in front ofthe Canipu.s Pond by
7 p.m. last night.

"It takes two and a half days to put it up." Brennan
said. "But it only takes one day to come down."

Brennan said Channel 40 News out of Springfield
yesterday interviewed University and UPC officials yes-

terday about O'Neill's fall. Brennan maintained that no
amount of UPC security could have prevented O'Neill's

injuries.

"The amount ofsecurity we had here was staggering,"
Brennan said. "We can't cover everyone."

Shannon Watson, UPC advertising director, said about
four or five students spent several nights sleeping on the
stage, protecting the equipment from vandals.

The stage and much of the stage equipment was
borrowed from Mountain Productions, she said.

Trees prepared for construction
By ANDREW BRYCE
Collegian Staff

Preparing for construction work that will take place
this summer in the area surrounding the Durfee Con-
servatory Center. 25 students of the Stockbridge
Arboriculture School volunteered time yesterday to help
prepare trees for the ordeal.

The students, who are in the utilities in municipal
arboriculture class, cleaned up the large area by pruning
the trees and injecting them with a type of fertilizer

called Mauget Tree Injection.

Some of the students climbed the tree to remove the
deadwood, while others injected the trees with the mi-
croinjection.

According to Dennis Ryan, professor of the class and
organizer of the volunteer work done yesterday, it is

important for the trees to be cleaned due to construction
that will take place this summer.

"We're fertilizing (the trees) and getting the danger-
ous deadwood out of them," Ryan said. "They are light

branches, nothing that's heavy duty."
Kyle Wells, a senior at the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture, stresses the importance of preparing the
trees for the summer.

"We're basically pruning the trees — thinning them
out, cleaning them," said Wells. "Usually, when there is

construction, it puts a negative effect on the trees — the
heavy machinery going around the root system and root

zone."

"What we want to do is try and pick the vigor up a little

bit so it can handle the construction."

This was volunteer work that the students did through
their utilities class. Ryan does this with many of his

classes so that the students in the major can receive the
needed experience in their field.

"Whenever we can fit |the volunteer work] into the
curriculum, we do," Ryan said. "We heard the construc-
tion was going on this summer, so we said we'd do it. We
were going to do the injection anyway."

Wells is pleased about what his class accomplished.
"I feel good about it not only because it is voluntary,

but also that since we are at school more than at home, it's

as if we are keeping our home clean. Wells said."

"We take a lot ofpride in participating in a project like

this. TTiis also allows us to get more experience with
practical hands-on training," Wells .said.

REBECCA PETERSON / COLLEGIAN
Stockbridge students prepare trees surrounding Durfee

Conservatory for summer construction.
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BUNNIES IN A BIN - Rabbits gather to one side of their cage at the 4-H exposition, seeking passer-bys willing to give

them free carrot juice.
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continued from page 1

Oates says that such similarities can be explained by

the fact that historians rely on the same sources, and that

as his book contains some similarities to Thomas' book,

passages from Thomas echo passages from earlier books.

Burlingame agrees that some similarities are inevi-

table, but that Oates has gone beyond reasonable ex-

pectations.

"You'll see that the only two that are nearly that close

are Oates and Thomas. Instead of addressing the issue

directly, [Oates I has gone around attacking the accusers,

and that's irrelevant," Burlingame said.

Robert E. Jones, chairman of the UMass history de-

partment, said he stands fully behind Oates, and said he
believes there is ""no substance" to the accusations against
him.

"This is much ado about nothing," Jones said. "Pla-

giarism is not doingthe work yourself, presentingsomeone
else's work as your own. Rather he's doing what lots of

people do: taking material from lots of different sources
and synthesizing them."

"It's sometimes said if you steal from one author it's

plagiarism; ifyou steal from 10 it's research," Jones said.

The charges against Oates were dismissed in May
1991 by a group of 23 Lincoln scholars and in November
1991 by the University of Massachusetts. In a public

statement with the UMass report. Chancellor Richard
O'Brien wrote, "I am delighted to state that the due
process which has now been followed has confirmed the
general opinion that Professor Oates, one of our most
distinguished faculty and a person of great national

distinction, enjoys a high reputation which his works
have earned him."

The American Historical Association, of which Oates
is not a member, looked into the charges and released
their decision in May 1992. The report did not use the
word plagiarism, but said Oates "failed to give Mr.
Thomas sufficient attribution for the material he used."

Patrick Mitchell, currently enrolled in Oates' Ameri-
can Biography class, is impressed with how Oates has
handled the accusations.

"Once a plagiarism charge has been levelled against
you,

there's very little you can do to defend yourself," he said.

"Most professors, because of their bookish nature, would
curl into a little ball and hide in their academic cave, but
he handled it head on. Sure, he must have been embar-
rassed, but he walked intoclass and said, 'We're discussing
plagiari.sm today.""

Mitchell, a history major who plans to graduate next
fall, thinks the charge of plagiarism is groundless.

"I'm reading
I Oates' V/ith Malice Toward None] right

now and damn, this is the finest biography ofLincoln I've

ever read," Mitchell said. "When it's a matter of three of
four words— if that's the definition of plagiarism, that's
very dangerous."

North Shore Students
Are you going home for

the summer?

Check out summer classes at

North Shore
Community College

Credit courses at $81 .75 per credit.

Campuses in Beverly and Lynn.

Call for information or a course

schedule:

(508) 762-4000 X 5485

"Don't Look Like A Ghost,
Look Your Most!"

TANNING
at Carol's Headquarters
Intro Special: 8 Sessions for $29.95

115 Russell St. • Rt.9 Hadlev • 584-9948
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Columnist goes undercover

Don't wait 'till senior year
Yesterday, somebody told me that

classes end on Wednesday. Funny, I

thought they ended right after Spring
Break — oops! Oh well! Regardless, an-
other year at UMass has come and gone,
and if all goes according to plan, HI be
awarded the titleofUMassJunior.'Pretty
impressive. For all the money my parents
spend here though, I should fiave the pick
of any title I choose. Hmm, what about
chancellor...

Stephanie

EISENBERG
Actually, I'm over-qualified for that

job. because according to Coach Cal and
my SAT scores. I'm quite brilliant. While
I thank him for the compliment, 1 wish
him much luck in conveying that to my
parents. So I guess I'll embrace my new
status with open arms.

Being a junior at UMass is going to be
kind of scary. I just got used to my un-
derclassman niche, only to have life pull

that rug out right underneath my feet. So
now, I'm on shaky footing, and I'm not
quite sure where I stand, or what I'm

doing.

Regardless, I'm enjoying the fact that
I'm not a graduating senior. As a freshman.
I really didn't comprehend the full extent

of what graduating meant, but now, as I

prepare to see so many friends leave, I

realize that graduation is the closing of

one door and the opening of another.

As we see the class of '93 leave, we can
do nothing but learn from them. As un-

dercla.ssmen, we have the power to view
their mistakes and profit from them. Al-

most every graduating senior has some
regrets. Listen to them, so in a few years
from now, it's not you quoting the same
lines.

Despite its flaws, UMass is a wondrous
place where almost anything can happen.
In high school and in the "real world," we
learn only what others choose for us to

learn. Here, we choose what we want to

know, and then it is slowly fed to us, in a
variety of different ways. Every opportu-
nity under the sun is available to us; as
students here we can experiment with
everything from theater to hang gliding.

There will never be another time in our
lives when we can be so carefree. The
stresses we have now are nothing com-
pared to the future. So take the time to

enjoy UMass to its fullest. Here we can be
anything we want and we can do anything
we want. Now is truly the time to seize the
day.

As underclassmen at this University,

we are the future. What we make of our-
selves now shapes us for tomorrow. We
have the power to make a better tomorrow.
So listen to the class of ninety three, hear
their regrets and their triumphs, and then
learn from them. We are the future!

To all my friends that are graduating,
I wish you all the best of luck. You will

truly make this world a better place to live

in. I will miss you. And to everyone, carpe
diem!

Stephanie Eisenberg is a Collegian
column i.ft.

I wasn't going to write a column this
week since I'm currently hard at work on
my first novel, The Eggplant Cometh, a
witty satireon the contemporary wholesale
carpet trade. However, I was so struck
with a discovery I made last week that I

decided to temporarily shelve my mas-
terpiece in order to issue this grave
warning.

There are dark forces at work on this

campus. Men and women who hold
prominent positions are conspiring to

overthrow the natural conservatism of
this country.

Jesse

ARMSTRONG
1 made this shocking discovery while

strolling around leafy Northampton on
Tuesday evening. Imagine my surprise
when I heard the dulcet tones of illustri-

ous Collegian editor David Rivera ringing
out from a porch in the shady lanes behind
Smith College.

As I approached I was able to make out
more figures at what was clearly a gath-
ering of the UMass cultural elite. Sitting
around a dinner table with Rivera were
the twin Goddesses of the Ed-Op page,
Darienne Hosley and EC. Thomas and a
group ofleading columnists including that
last bastion of conservatism, Michael
Morrissey.

It was with trepidation that I joined
this secretive group, but I consoled myself
that no great mischiefcould be perpetrated
with Mr. Morrissey present. How wrong I

was.

Initially, of course, the group tried to

keep up a facade of normality. "Would you
like a knife and fork for that steak Mike?"
our kind hostess asked.

"No, I'm fine with my hands," replied

the sober columnist.

"Or maybe I could cook it a little for

you?"

"No, no. raw is good..."

But they couldn't keep up their pre-

tence for long; 1 was midway through a
story when the group revealed all. 1 was
telling of how I was visiting Emily
Dickinson's house recently when it oc-

curred to me that it really wasn't all that
remarkable that the reclusive poet never
went out since all the bars in Amherst are
so crowded and unpleasant. "Of course I

suppose it is surprising that she never
went for a slice at Antonio's, but then
maybe they used to deliver. .."1 was about
to continue when E.C. Thomas broke in.

"Look, Jesse. I think you ought to know,
this isn't just a regular dinner party, we
are here to plot the downfall of the state,

by violent means if necessary."

Naturally I was shocked, but not as
shocked as when, with a sigh. Mike
Morrissey swapped his steak for a plate of
vegetable lasagna, and took a sip from a
previously concealed chilled bottle of

Chardonnay.
"I don't generally drink," the columnist

leaned over and confided, "but I've just

learned that my application for the posi-

tion ofdirector ofwomen's studies at Smith
has been rejected, and I'm feeling rather
despondent."

As the conversation continued it became
obvious that the reticentcolumnist Nathan
Crick was the self-styled leader of this

band of desperados. "A kind of wry Che
Guavara, a less po-faced Trotsky." he de-

scribed himself in a moment of openness.
The terrible climax ofthe eveningcame

when the group solemnly burnt that ulti-

mate symbol of liberty, the stars and
stripes. And as the last star di.sappeared

up into a could of dense black smoke, I

can't be sure, but I think I saw a tear of

regret well in the eye of Mike Morrissey.
Jesse Armstrong, on e.vchange student

from England, is a Collegian columnist.

Naughty by Nature a vulgarity
I was one of thousands at the Spring

Concert Sunday for the finale: Naughty by
Nature. However, I felt as if I were the
only one who wasn't cheering them on.

"How many of you ladies like a long,

wet tongue... in your ear... down your
neck... between your titties?"

"How many of you ladies have real

titties? Well, that's good because I don't
want a mouth full ofjelly."

"I don't care ifyou have fake titties. . . as
long as you have a real pussy cat."

"Happy Mother F kers Day."
"How many out there are motherP "-'ing

niggers?"

Behind this crudeness were anti-rac-

ism and safe sex comments, but their good
intentions were outweighed by their lewd
remarks. I expressed my discontent to an

African American friend ofmine who said,

"Yeah, they may say that, but they have
the utmost respect for women.'
When I argued about their unneces-

sary cursing and vulgarity, he said. "Well,

that's just their culture."

Their culture? I was too upset to argue
further, but I would still like to know what
this means. Who could he proud of that
way of life? Do they always talk like that?

It doesn't bother me that these tasteless

men were saying those things. They have
the right to be sexist. What unnerved me
were the men andwomen cheering for these
bigots. I am disappointed, discouraged and
disgusted that UMa.ss paid to allow stu-

dents to encourage these offensive swine.

Johannah Davies
Southwest

Afro-Am professor disheartened with columnist, editors
By experiences and inclination I tend to be supportive

ofstudent activism and very sympathetic to the issues of

responsibility, freedom and autonomy which surround
the student press. I am also extremely jealous of the

values and integrity of the mission and educational

principles of an institution to which I have, thus far,

devoted my professional career.

A column the editors saw fit to publish has brought

these issues together in sharp and disheartening focus

ICollegian, April 2|. The community was alerted to the

danger of selecting as chancellor a Black woman. For

which reason, we were warned, this appointment would

hasten the inevitable and irreversible decline of the

University by way of an erosion of standards, following

an influx of marginal Black students certain to be aca-

demically incompetent a/2rf disposed to criminal violence.

Does it really need to be explained to the editors why that

column is, on a number ofgi-ounds, an embarrassment to

the community?
First, it is a professional embarrassment to any news-

paper that intends itself to be taken seriously, because it

is badjournalism, stupid, biased and demonstrably false.

Twenty-five years ago as this campus prepared to receive

its first class of 250 Black students, that was the kind of

ignorance that may have been whispered in some circles.

But it was never dignified by publication in this newspa-

per. Since then the University has admitted 25 classes

with Blacks in them, and been governed by a Black

chancellor and provost. There has been no crime wave.

and the only erosion of standards that has been visible,

seems to be with the competence and judgment of our
student journalists.

Second, it is bad politicaljudgment and very poor taste
indeed. It is a political embarrassment to a community,
desperately in search ofinternal civility, public good will

and respect because it insults every student, adminis-
trator, faculty member, employee, parent, taxpayer and
citizen in this Commonwealth, who is not White. Which
principles — editorial, intellectual or political — are
served by publishing this?

Third, and perhaps worst: it is a rebuke to the teach-
ing vocation, an embarrassment to the notion of human
enlightenment, ofintellectual and moral progress through
education.

I have met the writer, or at least his spiritual and
intellectual ancestors. But I hardly expected to meet
their descendants again and in such a community, and
certainly not in the editorial pages of this newspapers.
Thirty years ago theycame toour demonstrations against
racial segregation in the nation's capitol. Then they
swaggered in the uniforms of Nazi storm troopers witJi

swastikas on their sleeves. The shortest of their number
always slouched around in a gorilla suit with a sign
around his neck which read "Martin Luther Coon."Among
them this was considered high wit. You can see why I

detect a kinship with your columnist. I met them again in

Mississippi. There they wore bed sheets, burned crosses,

churches and synagogues, and circulated their 1 1 "proofs"

that "the nigger is a beast." We knew that if enough of

them met few enough ofus in the dark they would kill us.

Which indeed happened.
But, we told ourselves, these are society's detritus.

Among people more economically and socially .secure,

and fortunate enough to be civilized by education, we will

not find these disabilities. That is why I am surprised to

meet their descendants on this campus. That kind of

behavior, and the attitudes which produce it, cannot
possibly survive in the community ofeducated people, or
so we thought.

If that is so, then we need to ask: to which of those
social deprivations is Mr. Morrissey the victim? How is

his ignorance and mean spirit to be explained? And what
is the excuse for the bad judgment of the Collegian
editors? Are these indeed the ethical and professional
standards taught by their mentors in the University's
journalism department Are these students the best, or
even representative products of a UMass education?

Were I persuaded that this were true, it would be past
time to reconsider my involvement here and in the entire
educational enterprise. But happily, it is more usual to
meet students who seem intelligent and decent, young
people fully worthy of respect and confidence. So one
takes heart and continues.

Ek^vu^me Michael Thelwell
W.E.B. DuBois Department
of Afro-American Studies
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Cameron to people who work to strengthen
and support their organizations through
community outreach.

"These people are the heart and back-
bone oftheir organizations."Cameron said.

"Without them the organization wouldn't
mean the sanx' as it does now."

Sidonio Ferreria, an academic advisor
at CCEBMS. presented the ACE Awards

COLLEGIAN

to one member of an organization who
remains committed to the original mis-
sion of the group.

The LeadershipAwards were presented
by David Nuftez. president of the Under-
graduate Student Senate, to leaders of
organizations who have secured an ongo-
ing position in the future for their groups.

"Being a leader means thatwhen things
go wrong, people are on your case and
when things go right people are on your
case," Nuftez said.

Summer Health Coverage - /99S

Associate Dean for Special Programs
Ricardo Townes repeated Custard's

opening remarks. He presented the Aca-

demic Awards.
The Academic Achievement awards

went to students who received a 3.0 G.P.A.

or better. Academic Excellence awards
were presented to students with 3 .5G . P.A.

or better. The Esteemed Scholars awards
went to Jelia Domingo and Nicole Sullivan,

who both received a 4.0 G.P.A. for the fall

semester.

The BSU Gospel Choir performed "Lx)ve

Said Not So." "Can't Nobody Do Me Like
Jesus" and "His Eyes on the Sparrow."

Custard presented the Ida B. Wells
Award to the student who best exempli-

fies the qualities of Wells' activist spirit.

"This person should be articulate in

both word and deed," Custard said.

The recipient ofthis award was Malkes
Gomes, a peer advisor for CCEBMS,
president of the Third World Caucus and
a performer in the New World theater in

addition to many other activities.

Narcisse made remarks about the first

year of the BSU.
"There have been a lot of changes. We

had a turbulent semester, but this spring
we're back on track," Narcisse said.

Student trustee-elect Al Lizana made
the final remarks. He said he hopes to

"funnel leadership up into a higher level of
the administration."

"Let's not have it be the last time we do
this," Lizana said.

TIMES are TOUGH!

Coverage Period: June 1, 1993 - August 31, 1993^ (if enrolled by 6/1/93)

BASIC HEALTH FEES:
$175.50

STUDENT FAMILY PLAN FEES:
$358.00 J

(only UMass students with Basic and SHBP
are eligible for the Student Family Plan)

Visit the Member Services Department
located in the front lobby for enrollment -

549-2671. extension 192
Eligibility; Amherst. Hampshire, Mount Holyoke.

Smith and UMass Students

University Health Services / University of Massachusetts / Amherst

Have you been
getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
mohev?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Burqer King
Sanamriches

with
medium ^
fries ^
and

drink starting e299

OPEN 24 HOURS

MAY 13 TO NIAY 21

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY

Join Suzi Landolphi
in her performance of

Hot« Sexy« and Safer
As seen at the Spring Concert

Thursday, May 13
Bowker Auditorium

2 Free Performances at 7 and 9 pm
Advance tickets at FAC Box Office

Suzi has started the sexual evolutioni

To be filmed for Nationally
Syndicated Television by the

maimers of "Damned in the USA"
Join Suzi and get on TV!

Free tour t-shirts to first 1 00 ticket-holders at each Performance
Bring your ticket stub to the BhiewalL Grad Lounge. Hatch, or TXX; for a 25% discount on fo^

including alcohol) on the night of the perfonnance. Courtesy of Campus Center Food Services.

SPONSORED BY:
The Commuter Area Government, the Office of Greek Affairs, AHORA, CCEBMS, the Office of Human Relations the Hp;,lth l^ol.h•,^„ .k u ut

Educatior 1 roject, the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns, the Bilingual Collegiate PrograChe Office of TOr^^^^^^ S
The program is being filiued for television exhibition and exploitation in other media. Accordingly please be ^Hvi<:pH iu t k
thereby granting the producers, without the need for any other action and without any payment to you the richtin fi

"^, """'^'^"J? ^his area you are
I)or(r.!- \ ou in rf,nr.cction with the program and for other commercial purposes in any and all media ihrn,,^u "! fu^

'^ford you and otherwise

1
'"cuid uirougnout the world in perpetuity

t »
> * -* > > *
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The Ombuds office is pleased to announce the
creation of a

MIJLTICIJLTIJIUL
STUDENT MEDIATION TEAM

Seeking interested students from all

backgrounds to join a team to be trained in

CONFLICT RESOLIJTIOJV
The mediation team will be called upon to

mediate disputes with multicultural dimensions
on the UMass campus beginning in the

1993-94 academic year.

^

KAMINS
RUl (STATE

PROPtRTY MANAGfM£NT
$INC{ 19S0

• Colonial Village

• Presidential

• Lantern Court
• College Inn

Specializing in House & Apartment Rentals

253-2515
55 South Pleasant St., Amherst, MA.
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Genital Warts/HPV

What? Why? How? What Now?

Come to this informational session and

get your questions answered.

Wednesday, May 12

6-8 p.m.

University Health Center

Room 304

For more information, call the office of

Health Education at 549-2671 ext. 181
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lacrosse
continued from page )6

Virginia, Loyola and UMass.
It's more difficult to make a case for ninth-

seeded Maryland. The Terps are a lowly 6-5. but
they, too, had a tough schedule, beat Nav\'. and
upset fifth-seeded Virginia in the Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament.

Furthermore, ifthe Terrapins can beat Army at
West Point and upset number one North Carolina,
who crunched them twice this season, they would
return to their home stadium in College Park, Md.
for the Final Four.

But Mike Preston, the lacrosse reporter at the
Baltimore Sun — which gives college lacrosse in-
depth coverage rivaled only by the Syracuse Post-
Standard and Herald-Tribune— thinks Maryland
is deserving of a bid.

"Maryland played Virginia twice and North
Carolina twice." Preston said. They beat Navy in
overtime and beat Towson. And. Towson's a tough
team. They're better than their record 16-5|. But
neither Army or Maryland will beat UNC."

Virginia's former Jiead coach Dom Starsia felt
the Bruins were victimized by a number of factors,
most notably their loss to UMass and what he
thought was a "down year" in the Ivy League.

"Wins over Yale. Cornell and Penn usually carry
more weight." Starsia said of Brown's schedule. "I

thought the Brown-UMass game was a playoff
game. . . one gets in, and the other's in deep
trouble."

"I talked to three coaches and all of them had
Brown in," Preston said. "But UMass' upset of
Brown knocked them out."

Starsia was not surprised by Hofstras number
six seeding, despite the Dutchmen's late-season
skid and early-season loss to 12th-seeded Notre
Dame.

"I had them up there," Starsia said of Hofstra.
"They beat four tournament teams. There's not a
lot of teams who can claim four tournament wins.
Those were big, strong wins."

Preston disagreed.

"I didn't think they were for real. They played a
lot of big games at home and they faded down the
stretch," he said of the Flying Dutchmen. "They
don't have a lot of depth."

Virginia received what appears to be an easy
draw in the tournament. They begin at home against
12th-seeded Notre Dame. Ifthe Cavaliers win. they
advance to face Johns Hopkins, the fourth seed.
Virginia lost to Hopkins earlier this year, 13-n.

"Loyola got the biggest break." Preston said,
explaining the lOth-seeded Greyhounds wanted no
part of Syracuse or North Carolina.

"Princeton is the most beatable of the top four
teams." Preston said.

\MTether you wgrrt to fcghten your class load tor next

semester, accelerate your degree program, earn
tr^ister crec»s, or graduate on time. UMass Lowe« is

the place to do it this sunmer.

• Over 500 courses to Choose from
• V^ affordable tuition

• Flexible day and evening scheduling
• Small classes

We're conveniently located near Routes 3, 93, 495
and 1 28. For more information and a Summer Course
Bulletin, Call

(508)934-2480.

4 Reasons To Make Things Go Your Way This Summer

izrr=Jf=Jf=ilr=Jf=Jr=^P=Jr=^f=Jr=Jr=^r==Jf=Jf=Jf=Jr=Jf=jp=J?=:̂ t

Earn Your Transfer Credits:

Summer Session I: May 24 • July 1

Summer Session II: July 12 - August 21

University of Massachusetts Lowell

IXvmcm dfGmtinuing EckKation
One IhiiveMity Ave., LmmI^MA 018S4

^^^^^^^^^^
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Super Summer Co-Ops & Internships

AT The iVLviHER Career Center
CO-OPS

Laserpoint Software

Frito Lay

Bristol Myers Squibb Co.

Makovsky & Company

Baystate Medical Center

Lockheed Sanders

Marshalis Corporate OfRce

Executive Office

of Economic Affairs

INTERNSHIPS

Attorney General's Office

National Organization

for Women

New England Patriots

MTV

The Children's Museum

Boston Business Journal

MCA - Univeral Pictures

NBC -TV

Its NOT too late!

Attend a planning session

Mondays... 12:20

Wednesdays...12:20

Thursdays...1:00

Room 16 • Curry Hicks

All Majors Are
Welcome To Apply

Hatch Food Specials

u.uw^ ^^aaaa
Grilled Cheese Sanwich

Cup of Soup
12 oz. Soda

$2.50 • w/chowder $2.65

Roast Beef Sandwich
side of Chips, Pickles, 12 oz Soda

Your Choice of Bread
$2.50

The PlaKRa Area
Pasta, your choice w/ Ragu

Spaghetti Sauce $.99

Exam Week Special Coming

ANNOUNCEMENT OF AWARD RECIPIENTS

The Chancellor's Cotiiinission in Civility in iiunian Relations is pleased to announce

recent Tundi'tg of five additional proposals in response to its Request for Pivposals

program this spring. A joint Keviev* Coniniittee of the Comniivsion and the

Chancellor's Mnllicultnral Advisory IJoard sek-cted these five from a total of seven

proposals which were resubniilled to In-tler conform to funding requirements. In all.

eleven proposals received funding this spring from the 38 originally submitted to the

Commission. Ilie five proposiils most recently funded include:

"Religion and Homosexuality Series," an educational series aimed at exploring

issues of homosexuality from personal, political, theological and historical

perspectives. This proposal was jointly submitted by the Program for Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns and llillei.

"1993 International Fair." an event aimed at promoting understanding and

friendly relations between international and American students on the campus anc

within the larger Five Campus conwnunity. lliis proposal was submitted by the

International Students Association.

"About Face Forward," a photographic exhibition of Jewish Holocaust survivors

incorporating which incorporated excerpts of survivor interviews which was part

of lioltK-anst Memorial \>eok events. Ihe proposal was submitted by Seth Kaye,

an undergraduate student, ami the Holocaust Memorial Week Committee.

"Bosnia Under Siege." a series of twelve lectures open to the Five-College

comnmnity examining the present conflict in the Balkans from a number of

|)ers|XTlives. Tliis proposal was submitted by the Muslim Students Association

and was co-sponsored by a large number of campus, Five College and connnunily

organizations.

"Women of Color Network", a program aimed at bringing together women of

color new to the campus to create an ongoing network for identifying mentors and

role models, familiarizing pailicipants with campus resources and encouraging

collaltorntion among diverse ronmuniities. This propos.*!! was submitted by the

Committee for the Collegiate F.iiucalion of Black and other Minority Students, the

Bilingu:il Collegiate Program, Kverywoman's Center, the Minority (>niduate

Student Recniitmenl Office, Minority Recruitment/Admissions, and United Asia

learning Resource Center.

Ihe Chancellor's Connnission on Civility in Human Relations wishes to thank all those
who nia<le submissions to Its Request for Pi-oposals initiative, and hopes to continue witi

n similar program in the 1993-94 academic year.

Tuesday, May xx-^ p.m.

Rock & Roll
with

CTRCJEL SROCDM3
IVednesday, May xx-^ p.m.

Kings of the Craze
Amherst's New Favorite

Cr>KMIlsJE B>\ST>\RPS
XHursday, May X3-x p.m.EMOQGH SAID

the Distinctive Vod^e of

THursday, May X3-8:30 P.M.
2 BandsCome and Listen and Dance To

SYNAESTHESIA
and

THE cliffduiellehs

FULL BAR
JNatura] Light Pitchers
Michelob 12 oz. Bottles

Cool Drink Specials

$3.50
$1.25

FLOOR STUDEIMT UIMIOIM
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ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
WE'RE QUICKSAND — Tom Capone, Sergio Vega and

Walter Schreifels of Quicksand pour it on for the fans at Spring
Concert. DICACCnACCTLJC nirno/MLi r^ r .^ .

MAH KAHN / COLLEGIAN
HLtAbt PA55 THE PERSON— One Of the many people who got passed around in the pit at this past weekend's Sprinq

Concert '

WHAT A CROWD — The Waiters get the reggae flowing this weekend at crowded Spring Concert
ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
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Spring Concert '93
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JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN

SPLASH — Concerl-goers enjoy a respite from the heat with the shower so thoughtfully supplied by the Union Program

Council pit crew.

JESSICA TAVERNA / COLLEGIAN

SING IT — The Canine Bastards' co-lead singer does
his thing for the crowd in his crushed velvet shorts SHADE — Quicksand plays it cool under the shade of the big stage awning

SETH KAVE / COLLEGIAN
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Looks like a
^ivarin night,

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals

all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire

.)^^^^^^^ \^ semester's worth of Philosophy into

one take-home exam, in one night.

But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive

with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,

Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.

So when you have pen in

hand, but sleep on the brain,

make it a Vivarin night!

VIVARIN '^
^: for fast pick up- safe as coffee

Revive with VIVARIN:

'C.'-J(.,V-!i-. '...WV. .•..
UMontyMC . Contains c > aquivalant to 2 cups of coHss. « 1993 SmtthKHns BsKham

iii
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ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
PRESENCE— Richie Havens and his presence awed the

audience at Spring Concert

kirk ciAiiKiKiLio TL MATT KAHN / COLLEGIANNU bWlMMlNCa — The campus pond ducks seem unaware of the concert as they swim along in the pond.

Dinosaur Jr.'s guitarist Mike Johnson
MATT KAHN / COLLEGIAN Richie Havens (right) and his back up guitarist.

SETH KAYE .' COLLEGIAN

$100 off i8K^ oni;y
$50offl4K $3900
$25 OFF lOK A MONTH

$100 Holds nn

Apartment until

August or September

^^iTw^
w

X-
V

JOSTENS
UNIVERSITY
STORED

May 12, 13, 14
$25 Deposit Required

lOain - 4pni
545-2619

Brandywine offers Country

Living with Convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully

equipped kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop and we'll show you what we have to offer.

• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot

water and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offci .'i49-()600
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Ygitgrdqy Todqy Mask

YESTERDflY a TODfJY MUSIC
Th« Carriage Shops 233N Pleasant St.

fimh«rst, Mff (413) S49-7S88

New & Used LP's, CD's & CASS
Posters • T-Shlrts • Stickers

Mags • Accessories

Coupon Good for $2
OFF used Lps over $5

$1 OFF UCD's

Open 7
days a vi^eek

7ain • lopm

SOUTH TOWIUE
COMMOIUS LAUIUDROIVIAT
479 West St., South Amherst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

Z.IIIIM 'IK? Norlh PIrusani Street • AiiiherM

413 25^ 2So1

ConcmSaigs

i^^
: ^??^ Jrmf Xijnffiif

CTTaix Jdu ^axLooj

239 Triangle St.,

Amherst
Open Tuesday-Saturday

9 am - 9 pm

Custom Hairstyling

SUB
now has

PIZZA &

WE DELIVER^

j^^ very slwciiil cLiywciir & slcc'lnvear

Mon - S:it I 0-6 • CarrinRC SliDps
2H N. Pleasant Sr., Amherst, MA OlOOZ

(4M) 549-691 S

^^f^j^S^

The SUB. Amherst's #1 Sub Shop Since 1977 now has
Pizza. Select from our wide variety ol Pizza Subs &
Calzones For delivery or take out orders. Call

549-5160

AMHERST, THE CENTER OF DISTINCTION DOES IT ONCE AGAIN!
TASTE OF AMHERST RETURNS WITH THE AMHERST COMMUNITY

FAIR, AND AMHERST SIDEWALK SALES ON MAY 13 - 15.

More than 80 Amherst restaurants and retailers will host the second
annual TASTE OF AMHERST, Community Fair and

Sidewalk Sales on Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
May 13 - 15. The hours are from 11 a.m. until 7 p.m.
This year's Taste will offer an international flavor,

bringing together more than 40 restaurants for

sidewalk dining and strolling. All food items
will be just for $2 or less, and the range of
selections is mouthwateringly extensive!

Sidewalk Sale Shoppers, while taking advan-
tage of the year's best bargains, will be able to

choose from grilled shitake mushrooms, shoes,
marinated steak kabobs, books, grilled sau-
sages, shirts, chicken tandoori, lingerie, choco-

late popovers, and take an afternoon ride on the
ferris wheel.

Among the many participating restaurants are:

Panda East, Judie's, Amherst Chinese Food, Classe Cafe,
Black Sheep Deli, La Fuente, Nancy Janes, Cafe DeCarlo,

Pinnochio's, Daisy's, Delano's The Pub, Seasons, Rafters, Bertucci's, Bart's, New
India Restaurant, Olympic Bakery, Buffalo Bills, Bananarama, Atkins Fruit Bowl, Mike's
Westview, D.P. Dough, Pioneer Valley Coffee, Cafe Mediterranean, Charlies, The Sub, and
others. The restaurants will be joining the more than 50 retailers who have made Amherst
Sidewalk Sales a popular May event along with the family fun found at the Community Fair.
For great dining, shopping and ferris-wheeling, don't miss this event.

Come N^Qt
Oar Chefs

Under our curbside tent,
In front of The Pub

fiEASoriS

Peter Swanson

SPORTS WTO
& RfSTflURflHT

Peter Langlois

•V
fiiti Shorts

Incense Earrinas^^ suii.12-5» m^^ Q^ii^ 10^^

THE 2S PUB

Keith Fowler

ERCHNTILE Haiii|i.Th.9PM
Aiiili.Tli.Fri.9PM

Mortliaiiipton-lS Center St.
Amherst-Carriage Shops ^

Serving
Chicken Satay Skewers
• Teriyoki Beef Skewers

• Fajitas

• Quesadillas

Buffalo Chicken Wings
• Onion Rings

Thursday-Friday-Saturday
-11 am til 7 pm-

Seating Available Under
Our Curbside Tent
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

1-HE BoH'-t RiM.

2 Toast CRvjmBs iW

M0R.M5 ON rME

5ktK o^^ puddiNG-

_^>^
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By GARY LARSON
HOW ^BOUT "tXCtSSWtU
NtGMlMt PEOPLE "^ __

1EAU, TUMS
A GOOD ONt

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

RotK^^a X K<\ve
I

—

+K«^t H w«5 ev«K

5»^ |»N i^t COiK

"Amazing! The mummified remains of a prehistoric

cave-painter — still clutching his brush! ...

Seems he made an enemy, though."

DOONESBURY

JCANIB
CAUCUS

1

^M
By GARRY TRUDEAU

3UT... BUT

A BABY!
I KMOUJ.

dUTlM
coMPOfams

Exercise your right!

Elections today for Collegian staff

members. Come down to our offices from
9 to 5 at 1 1 3 Campus Center and vote.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CUTTERS WORLD By CUTTER

AfRr *K*Conterf.

fl
glCK- Amo Sto|c«0 SiA><«J

ft»\4 e4<.r> pM<4 for a pWofo

fookt<i- kxkCW. go.

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

\Aifa

AND TM ALL PACKfP

1 u -.TUSUeftO

-lyo '•NT" TME^

—

6^5^^

ARIES iM.mh J I -April 19): The
i-ni|jhdsiN n<nv is on s|)i( ing u|> d

loiiS'ifX' '<>« ri'ljlK)«sl)i|), Sli.Kin};

now .i( livitics will ,»tld to y< KJf mulu.il

cndiaolnKTil ll linjiM i<il jJvkc i>

nfetktl, consult qujiiiicd (»i'<>(>k-.

TAURUS I April JO-May JO): Voo
know Inm ro get jIhmcJ in l)usin<.".s

willv)ul liHlin"; jnyonc know «h.il

vou .ire u|) lo ( onlinue lo oiun in-

lluenli.il|)e<>()le. Vour setretellorlslo

Ix'lp J Irientl pay oil.

GEMINI iMay -M-)une JO): A
private nieelinj; <<iuld lead lo a

wirKJIall. Vou are in an exiellenl po-

iilion lo ni'j;«»liale a niaj<H |MJrc liase.

A lotrel you learn may l)e a gold
mine. Keep ev erytiiint; legal.

CANCER i|une jl-|ulv 22): A
pressing (x-rsonal or lamily matter

may arise On your dul\. Remain
uplK-at this ailernoon lo avoid a ( lasli

with higher-ups The wrong ronv
|Mnions ( (Hild jeopardise your re|Hi-

lalion. Be disc riiH.

LE(; ilulv JI-Aug.J2l: Good
manners arc' an ii)i|)orlanl asset now.
Avoid trading insults with your com-
IK'titors. It you c an figure out a way to

distance yourselt troin ilie daily

huhhul). you will accomplish more.
VIRGO lAug.J!-Si-|)I.J2): A li-

nanc lal dream sliows signs ol c iiming

true. You c ans(x-ediipthcprcK esshy
mixing husiness with pleasure-. Ar-

guing with a Itiend is c ounlerpro-

ductive. Keep your own < ounsel.

LIBRA iSfj)(.2J-0«i.:2i: Guard
agamsi a|)|H'.)ring imixaciic al i ir Uissy

- your ideas are imagin.ilivc IhiI not

as lealislic as yoo ihink .\ iric-txl

iHlersdow-ntoearth advice Follow it

SC(.)KI'K) (OI..M-NOV.JII In-

lluenlial |X'of)le see yi )u in a ix-w light

vvlx-n ycHi diy uss viHir an^l)ilMMis. ,\

loan may U' autlx in/I'd. Vigorous

eniWc isf atxl a kivHig irK-rKl lx'l|» you
Ice! Ix^l^r.

SAGITTARIUStNov.J.'-IXf .Jl»:

A lavcxahle day lor exjiri-ssing yixw
lx)|x-s lo ,M\ aulhixily ligure. Sour

slow but steady advaiK c-iiK-nt is rec •

< »}>nwell and a|>plauded I )i > ii< >( enlc-r

into si-c rc-l riHnantic liaisiiMV

( AI'RK ()KN(lX-< .JJ-|an.l')l:,\n

assenivea|)p(oacl)vvill kMdl<iC|uic ier

carcvr (xogress. You are ahle to ol)-

tain an imiXKl.mt eiKior-<'iiH'nl ik

lavdral>le|HKe. Renc-vvyour hk usihi

diet and e\erc isi*.

A(.)UARIUS ilan.JO-feh.lHi:

With extra diplomac y and tac I, a

roadhliH k c an Ik- rc-nvivc-d AN Mt-

ihcxity ligure will help you ai hieve

tigure will help you a< hieve a goal.

YcHi will makeevi-n C|uicker Ix-adway

wilhaco-worker'si (i<i|x-ratii>n. Uury

the hatchet.

PISCES lFel).l')-\Ulrch J()»: Ini-

tiate triendly talks with haicl to win
overix-ople. AI>amerclis,i|)|H'arsoix e
they see how grac lous you < ,m\ Ikv

Ace entualegiNxIwill and laughter to

ward ott argunx-nls.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

PRICE

:^M^ TvrE CNic A^40
OKL^ TOCr-^ ?AlRM

^eE HO, \s,-s

>\c Such t--:nG

rr \^ =r' ^

By PRICE VAY RAY

CoiTA -"-l" 'c^N^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Christina Rothwell

PliotoTechnician Rebecca Peterson

Pioduction Supervisor Sandy Bogage

Production Mike Dobhs

Michele Bakis

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Call 5-2626 tor menu Call 5-2626 tor menu
probably Chicken Pucks probably Burgers

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Call 5-2626 for menu Call 5-2626 tor menu

probably Chicken Pucks probably not Burgers

ACROSS
1 Sluyvesdiil

of New
Amsterdam

6 On — equal

10 Ctiooses

14 Habituate

15 Store event

16 Legal

inslfumeni

W Kind of button

18 Italian cheese
20 Summer

in Nice

21 Construe led

2'i Preserve

24 Senate meeting
26 Breed
28 Actress Arden
29 Wrinkle

removers
3.3 Retjresston

3ft LupiftI

37 Spanker or

spinnakei

38 Odd Scot

39 Voung tiog

40 Kitctien or

maior addition

4^ Mighty fnite

42 Thoreau's

Walderi e g
43 Beliel

44 Evolves

46 Rent

4 7 Hiver at Municti

48 Having teeling

!>2 DDt s rival

b4 King Arthur s

court

bf Needlefish

58 Protocol

60 l^use of poetry

62 freland another

vvay

b3 Small liit ol

land

64 Rosters

65 Susan of "Love
and War" el al

t>b tydemoratjle

newsmar.
Huntley

67 Metric measure

2 Related on the

mother s side

3 Airs

4 Silkworm
5 Get
6 Colorado resort

7 Pans green
spot

8 Thanks —

'

9 Pious
to Pussycat s

seagoing
companion

1

1

Heproiluco

12 Singer Turner

13 British carbine

19 Lyric poems
22 fish eggs
25 East Indian

herbs
27 Postulates
29 Drudges
30 f*uruse

31 Ceremony
32 Luge
33 Laundry

quantity

34 Comic .lohnson

35 Conditional

36 Boutique

39 Infrequent

43 Cores
45 0»tord tie

46 Summer sign

48 Freezing ram
49 Type Si2e

50 Certain

Siberian

51 Irregular

52 Copied
53 Pennsylvania

port

55 Idilarod

command
56 First name in

mysteries

59 French
pronoun

61 Deteriorate

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

5/11/93

The i)()inie)iis L'\|jfC'ssc'cl ofi tliis p.ii^f .no those ol the e .irtoonists .iiul do not net oss.irily ti'tlcc I the views ot the Collviiutn or the University.

DOWN
1 - of Pan

1 7 1 4 s

1

t 1 I t

1
II 11 u 11

14 ts II

1) 1i H

n ?1 a
1"

1

t* IS 7i ?7 ^M
MIH It

k" 3> 11 37

13 14 li M

1
i;

M

1
41

41 47

1
41

<4 4S 41 ^PMi
Ibi

41
jjjjH 4i 41 M i1

it >3 I 14 lu M i>

it

1

H • 1

•t

1
•1 •4

H M •r

riM] l.«i A>|rlfi rinwi S)ii4tcal( S/11/93
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track
continued fronn page 16

steeplechase finishing second with a
time of 9:34.06 seconds.

Othertop performers included Kevin
Greenhalgh (third in 5000), and Jim
Avery (fiah in 800).

This weekend's New England
Championships will likely be the last

meet for several UMass seniors.

While Joe Kourafas and Pat Reed,

have gotten the most attention. Per-
haps the most irreplaceable will be Jim
Avery.

"From the beginning of fall to the
last day of spring, he's meant the most
to the team in terms of leadership and
positive influence." O'Brien said.

With the strength and depth of the
underclassmen, the future looks prom-
ising, but Avery will be hard to replace.

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
* Expert in Custom Storage
• Custom Designed Boxes

if Paclting Supplies
* 24-Hour On Call Emergency

Service

* Secured, Itemized Storage
• Personalized Inventory
k Insurance Included

SUMMER STORAGE
PROFESSIONAL PICK-UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (413) S^S-S999

COLLEGIAN
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BELOW IS A PROGRESS REPORT OF MULTICULTURAL ACTIVITIES. Reports, issuedfrom the Chancellor's
office, will be written each month. The intent of the reports, and the essays, by different faculty or staff
members, is not only to follow agreements reached between the administration and ALANA students, but also
to list the efforts of the community at large in working towards a truly multicultural campus.

MULTICULTURAL AND
INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION

by Barbara Bu~rn,

AsMKiatc Pri)\(>st k)r

Infern.itional I'mgram-.

In tlii;.(.ontnl''iitK>n to the oneoins dis-
cussion ot miilticulturalism in The Cam-
pus Chronicle and Collegian, 1 urge that
international education be a majorconcern
at the Lni\ ersily of Massachusetts and in

the nation as ue address the issues of
multiculfuralism and multicultural
learning The imperatives of international
txlucation parallel and underscore theneeil
for American schtx^ls and colleges to make
multicultural eilucation an impiirtant pri-

ori tv.

Exactly what is meant hv multicultural
and international education is often not
clear. To mea central figureof multicultural
education in learning ahtiut and \aluing
the differences we find in \arious ethnic
and other groups in American stKietv. A
central figureof international education is

learningabout and valuing the differences
we find in the peoples and cultures of
countries abroad. In btMh cases it mav
involve learning what makes people "tick'*'

in a different culture/countr)'. It may well
invoke learning their language, for ex-
ample, Spanish, to understand and bridge
cultural, linguistic, and other barriers to

interacting with Spanish-speaking pcrson.s,

whether ^uerto Rican or Mexican-Ameri-
can or Mexican, Ecuadorian or Spanish.

Multicultural and international edu-
cation thus have some commonalities and
can compliment and contribute to each
i>ther. At the same time, one should not
lose sight of the major differences between
multicultural and international education.
They have quite difi'erent definitions of
other cultures. While international educa-
tion involves foreign students at Ameri-
can campuses, senoing American students
abroad to strengthen their international
knowledge and skills, and curricular pn>-
grams in international and related studies,
multicultural education tends to fcKus on
domestic minorities and to encourage a
better understanding and betterment of
the ad verse stxicveconomic conditions that
many experience. Not uncommonly,
though this is changing, the persons at

colleges and universities in tne United
States who are concerned with
multicultural issues and international
education may be quite different sets of
people.

In discussing the shareil concerns and
common strategies of or available to multi-
cultural and international education, I draw-
on national and inlemational experience as
well as developments at UMass.

It may not pe fully appreciated how an
international perspective can sharpen our in-
sight into what it means that in the United
States we are a multicultural s«.Kietv. In a new
report, to be released later this rhonlh, the
United Nations Development Program
(UNDP), a UN agenc)' which supports eco-
nomic growth in the d'exeloping world, gives
a eraphic snapshot of multicultural America.
Tne report ranks countries on the basis of the
qualitv of their education and health provi-
sion. Tlie United States ranks number one IF
our African-American and Hispanic minori-
ties are excluded. If these groups are treated
as separate countries in the listing, thev rank
#30 and #31 respectively. If the entire Ameri-
can ptipulation is included in listing the United
States, Japan is in first place and the U.S.
around sixth place. That a leading interna-
tional agencv concerned with economic
growth and development deliberately pre-
sents our multicultural nation in this way
should starkly bring home the realities of
multiculfuralism in termsofour meetingbasic
human needs in this country.

Although multiculfuralism is often, even
emphatically, differenhated bv the advocates
of multicultural education from international
education, in some parts of the U.S., esp>ecially
in Hawaii, multicultural and international
concerns are not so different from each other.
Hawaii's domestic minorities — in fact the
majority of the population —are much more
international than are their multicultural
counterparts in the continental U.S. The most
recent wave of immigrants to Hawaii, to use
a Hawaii-like metapnor, constitutes its new-
est multicultural minority, namely Samoans.
Multicultural education in Hawaii blurs and
even blends with international education,
facilitating the accommodation of new Ha-
waiians to Hawaii's heavily international
multicultural environment.

As in Hawaii, multicultural and interna-
tional educational concerns and efforts seem
likely to merge and blend for the continental
United States in the future. The president of
the University of Michigan in a recent speech
pointed out that the United States is the
destination of one-half of the world's emi-
grants, making thiscountry what hecalled the
Foremost "global nation" \h the world. Under-
scoring the increasingly international charac-
ter of the U.S., President Duderstadt said that

the 21st century will be the first post-Euriv
pcan century for the U.S. becauseand absolute
majority of the children will have a non-Eu-
ropean background. Our multicultural people

will also be more and more international,
prompting a closer alliance between intema-
ncwialand multicultural education.

Already this is happening in public higher
education in Massachusetts as our increas-
ingly multicultural population has expanded
needs for professionals fluent in languages
other than English, especiallv but not onlv in
Spanish. The University of Massachusetts
Medical Schcx>l in Worcester is a gixni ex-
ample. Medical students thereare increasingly
spending several month segments in thefr
M.D. training working in hospitalsand clinics
in Latin American countries. The cri>ss<ul-
tural experience they gain is invaluable in
helping prepare therfi for their future career
work with Mime of the cultural minority
groups in the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts. It also aids greatly in improving their
fluency in Spanish.

A recent conference organized at Bristol
Community Collegeinvolved another unusual
example of accelerated coming tt)gether of
international and multicultural education.
Using a U.S. Department of Education Title

VI grant to encourage internatii>nalization of
curriculum, Bristol CC under the leadership
of Dean Charles Blank developed courses or
mixdules within them which Pinked interna-
tional and comparative content with
multicultural. Useful and relevant were the
heavily Portuguese/Cape Verdean back-
grounds of the local population of the Fall

River area. A Portuguese language teacher
traced the background of and changes in the
language as the Portuguese seafarers and
whalersofearlierdaysfound landfall in Cape
Verde and Massachiisetts/Rhtxle Island, and
brought their language with them. An Afri-

can-American stKioIogy professor in teaching
about the Black experience stresses the wide
diversity among African-Americans in their

cultural', national, and linguistic origins. At
the conference he strongly recommended that
ethnic studies courses oh African-American
diversity be offered, a view also put forward
by a major speaker from Washington who
urged that multicultural studies expand their

more typical focus, geared to the white/
minority dichotomy, to encompass
multicuftural studies 'which educate one
multicultural group about others. Multicul-
tural program fimding now supports pro-
grams for the HBCU^s (Historically Black
Colleges and Unix-ersities) to encourage their
students to learn about Asia, and there are
other examples.

As part of the coming together of
multicultural and international education the
globalization of the economy of the U.S., is

, of course, enormously important. The eco-
nomic competitiveness of the United States in
the global market place requires us to

strengthen our international knowledge
and skills. The internationalization of
American demographics, together with the
blurringofintemahonal and multicultural
education, could give an important impe-
tus to a strengthening alliance, not onlv
between the international and multicul-
tural but, as urged by jovce Berkman in

a recent Campus Chr'oncle, a\so between
different multicultural groups.

A major element in this alliance is the
increasing participation of multicultural
students in international programs and
activities. Already this participation is on
the rise. The International Programs Office
encourages this through special scholar-
ship funds. In the past several vears IPO
has sent African American, Hi.spanic, and
Asian-American students to studv abroad
in such places as St. Petersburg Technical
University in Russia, in France, Japan,
China, Taiwan, and Germany, and in the
Dominican Republic. At the national level
IPO collaborates with other colleges and
universities in support of mi>re minority
participation in international educationand
study abroad, for example, vvith funding
under the new National Security Educa-
tion Act which provides a $130 million
endowment for international education,
including study abroad.

At LiMass a new linkage between in-

ternational and multicultural education
should develop a connection with our new
student/ faculty exchange program with
the University'of Fort Hare in St)uth Af-
rica. To be launched, we hope, in Fall 1993,
the exchange will enable L/Mass and Five
College students to pursue degree studies
in Fort Hare, a dishnguishecTBlack Uni-
versity and the oldest of South Africa's
universities for African students. The
University of Fort Hare has been desig-
nated as fhe reptwitory of the archives of
the African National Congress which
should give study there a special appeal
to UMass students who are interested in
the liberation and anti-apartheid move-
ments in South Africa. In the context of
linking multicultural and international
education together, the exchange with the
University of Fort Hare will achieve suc-
cess if it sends not only African-American
students from UMass to studv in South
Africa but members of other multicultural
groups as well who also share a concern
tor issues of human equality and freedom.

PROGRESS REPORT REGARDING THE MULTICULTURAL CAMPUS

4/27/93

4/28/93

5/4/93

5/5/93

In keeping with the 11/7/92 ALANA agreements

The first complete police training has taken place. In the future, police training will be an on-going

process.

Other initiatives taken

4/6/93 The results of a conference of Deans and Chairs on undergraduate education teaching

and multiculturalism held last fall were presented to Provost Gordon. Among the

recommendations were to recruit more women and minority faculty, establish teaching

and advisory support structures to increase the level of undergraduate success for

students from diverse cultural and educational backgrounds, and improve awards for

teaching, advising, and research activities that advance the multicultural agenda of the

University

4/13/93 It was announced that professors Sutton and Chilton will speak on "Minority Counts and

Minority Preferences" at the Census Bureau's Research Conference on Undercounted

Ethnic Populations in May.

4/23/93 The second half of the Symposium on Puerto Rican Migration and Education was

sponsored by El Consejo de Educacion Supenor de Puerto Rico, the Cultural Diversity

and Curriculum Reform Project at UMass, and the Mauricio Gaston Institute at UMass/

Boston in collaboration with the Latin American Studies Program and AHORA.

Latin American Week was celebrated.

Asian-American political activist, Yuri Kochiyama, gave a lecture entitled, "The Road to

Unity: Learning About Ourselves, Learning About Others, Learning About History."

The Chancellor's Task Force on Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Matters held an open forum to

request input from the community regarding concerns and to hear testimony on GLB-
related issues.

The Chancellor's Awards for Multiculturalism were presented at a reception for this year's

winners, Sabuur Abdul-Kareem, a graduate student in the Education Department, was
the student recipient, Madeline Peters, Assistant Director of Disability Services, was the
staff recipient, and Professor Ketu Katrak, from the English Department, was the faculty

recipient.

- THIS ISA PAID ADVERTISEMENT -
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Hardwood
continued fronn page 16

State Warriors: Shawn Bradley; 3. Philadelphia Sixers:
Jamal Mashburn; 4. Minnesota Timberwolves: Anfernee
Hardaway; 5. Washington Bullets: Bobby Hurley; 6.

Sacramento Kings: Acie Earl; 7. Detroit Pistons (from
Miamil: J.R. Rider; 8. Milwaukee Bucks: CalbertCheaney;
9. Denver Nuggets: Terry Dehere; 10. Orlando Magic-
Rodney Rogers; 11. Detroit Pistons: Luther Wright.

Analysis: Golden State wins in my book if they luck
out and have a shot at Bradley. Even though he is

unproven, he is still a big man.
The Pistons will gamble on Wright because they need

help up front. If Detroit fears old age, Dehere could find
himself in Motown, instead of Rider.

A firontline ofShaq, Nick Anderson, and Rogers scares
me, if he falls that far. The big question: can Quinn

Buckner convince Webber to sign?
When Brent Price, who was shut down by Anton

Brown two seasons agowhen UMass destroyed Oklahoma,
is starting point guard for the Bullets, I have two words
for you: Bobby Hurley. Enough said.

Did you see them?
• Matt Puopolo and Chris St. Amand — If the NBA

ever decided to allow fighting, my advice to any general
manager is sign these two up. Ifthere's a fight, you'll find
Matt and Saint. I guess you can call them lucky.

• The Big O, OUver Miller, and his coming-of-age
party during overtime on Sunday in the win against the
Lakers.

• UBU Productions— Sit, UBU, sit. Good dog. (insert
barking noise here].

Arthur Stapleton is a Collegian columnist.
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Dr. J
continued from page 16

panying the ceremony.
Others enshrined included Bill Walton. Calvin

Murphy. Dick McGuire, Dan Issel, Ann Meyers,
Walt Bellamy, and Uljana Semjonova, who in 18
years of international competition for the Soviet
Union women's team, never lost a game.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Ma ;sachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest Collee Daily"

Classifieds
»kLE

CLASSIFIEDS
- 20* per word per day for students

- Cash in advance

. Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.-Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

FOR SALE

PERSONALS
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOR RENT
ETC.

ACTIVITIES

PROTECT YOURSELF from
HIV/AIDS

Jotn New England Responsible

Oaiing

1 800 232 6373

UPC GwMral CommtttM Meeting:
Our (inal meeting o( the semester'

Tonighl, 5/1 1 at 6 pm in EARTHFOOOS
at the Student Union. Spring Concert

Recap, plus food, prizes, and give

awayt. fun Everyone is welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FILED LOST: FRC Passport. Lost 4/1

S

in Amherst. Wang. Echo JIng

Fun Jobs
Make Big Money

Wherever You Live!

Free Mee«ir»g, Free Pi«a
Don't Miss Itl

Thurs. 5/13 7 pm SBA 105

Heading for Europe this summer?
Only $169>l Jet there anytime for only

$169 with AlfmrrCHI (Reported in NY
Times and Let 's Gqi I Callfamla - $129
each way AIRHITCH r 212 864-2000

UMasa Blood Orlvos
May 11 10 am to 4 pm
in tt>e Student Union Ballroom

ALSO
May 17 10 am to 4 pm
in Campus Center Rm 166

AUTO FOR SALE

forgt Europel Do the U.S. in a van .

Price Negotiable 665^ 7932

71 VWPoptop Camper $1500Carl 586-

8998

1981 Corolla Homely, runs fine, new
parts. Basic Transpo' Asking $400
256 6310

83 VW Rabbit 89000 Ml good cond.

New Clutch S500 call Doug 25fr4253_

1984 Chrysler Conquest Turbo
Black, sunroof, techinca package

Excellent condition. Very fast.

$2500 firm 259 1884

1987 Nisaan Sentra Very retiabte. Mus
sell fast. $900 or BO 549 4600 ext. 306

Ultimate Crose-Country Van. Kind

interior with many extras. DODGE 1981

Must see. 256-1987

CAPE COO '93

Uwo Bands, Hot Legs Contest. 1 st Dance
Party, Weekly Drink Specials at

FIOOLEBEE'S Cape Cod's honest nite

dub 72 North St. Hyannit

CARPET STORAGE

Storeyour carpet for the summer. $1 4.

Call K 1 moving 549 7251

FOR RENT

AMHBtST CENTER
Uptown pat. on N. Pleasant for 3-4

Good rent partly furnished

Call Quick 253 7553

Amherst 3 Bedroom house, on bus

line. $775/month 253 0751

Amherst 5 bedroom house on tHJS

route. Garage, deck, dishwasher, dis

posal. Nicely wooded. Perfect for six.

June 1, $1250/mo. Call Joe 617-935

8231 .

Amity Place Condo 3 females quiet

non smokers 3 BR All appliances Sept.-

May 975* 549J379
For Rent
5 rm furnished Cape
Lake Aracadia B'town

5 tenants
ph 323 6202

4 Bedroom House -- Northampton,

June and Sept. $800 plus. NO FEES
Skibiski, Realtors 584-3428

4 Bedroom House large basement
kitchen dining living rooms. Near bus

route. Amherst 253 3553

Great location in three bedroom
Puffton. Call Now! 549 6769

Hadley Route 9 4 Bd. 2 bath on bus
route and bike path Pels OK $950
Available Sept 1 Sandy 586-9191

Hobart Ln Housa
Sleeps 6

Huge Backyard
Take over lease in June
Call 549 5824

Last Good One Left

Lg House 5 bed
Bus rt 5 7 people
June 1st

5495789

New Four * Five bedrooms oil heat

bus line 586 4270

1 Bedroom Puffton Village Apt.

Take over lease. June 1 Call 549-4370

or 549 0633 Ask for Scott

One way ticket to Atlanta GA
from Hartford, Conn. May 31

John 546^6870

Oulet Room for summer and/or fall in

Puffton 2br Apt.

649 7857

Roomates Naadad
Mam Street House
Across from bus stop

for fall, around 150 $
Call Ted 5<6 2857

Six Grantwood 9/t Bedroonts - The
College House! 549 6665 Oont Miss
OutI

Summer Sublet with Fall option

Downtown Amherst, studio. $375 a

month Call 253-2050

Take ovt our 2bdrm lease in Colonial

Village, Cheap 253 2477

Take over lease in Brandywine
Call 549 8192

Take Over Our Lease
2 bdrm Brandywine
Starting June 1 w/Fall option

549 7919

3 Apartments: 3BR in Farmhouse. RT
63 near Puffers Pond, $660/mO'>; 3 BR
walk to campus $600 includes HW: Ef

ficiency $350 includes heat and HW586-
0746

2 BR Brandywine Apt. 2nd floor

utilities included starts June 1 . Call 549-

7947

FOR SALE

A CD and a tape Sony Player - A fridge

• A bike a looka for smokers and
tobacco pharaonic ashtrays and stuff.

ALL NEW -- best condition -• best offer.

Call 546-7032

COUCHI
Fold out bed. Must sell (moving) $20
(Neg.) Includes cover. 549-4965

Dorm Fridge $35 o.b.o. 9'x12' Carpet

$30^b^o. Call 546 1281

FOR SALE:
1. Whistler 200 RADAR DETECTOR

picks up X 8i k band $20

2. Uniden Radar Detector

also picks up X & k bands $20

Both units come w/car cigarettes

adaptors

Call John 6-5179

For Sale Mountain Bike 18 Speed ex

cellent condition! Must Sell! $100 or BO
6- 1 171

Golf Clubs/Must Sell

Excellent condition

$275/bo
Call Jim 546-6082

Hurry! These Items are now on sale!

Double Bed (mattress and box spring)

Only $50
Twin futon (Mattress and box spring)

Only $50-

Both are in great conditions. We must
sell them because we are moving.

CALL NOW:
Pat or Judy: 253-0860

Kitchen table and 4 chairs, $40
Loveseat, good cond. $40, 256-6347

LAX Sticks for Sale

Great Condition $50 or B.O.

Call Ed 253 3231

Need Furniture for next semester?

Senior selling many items. Call 549-

6870 for more info.

New Full size mattress and box spring

plus dresser and night table for $250. Call

Pam 549-5883

2 Roundtrip Tickets from
any maior city to Freepon
BAHAMAS Good for 16 months
$500 O BO
Call Craig 665 0993

Sega Genesis w/2 controllers

and sonic $90
ir TV w/remote $100
Trek 330 12 speed bicycle

w/kryptonite lock $250
Call Bill 549 3839

Small Frig/frewr for sale $50 or B/0
Call 549 4911

10 Speed Mountain Bike New con-

dition $90 obo Call 5460342
Free gloves, purrtp. air gauge.

Waaher and Dryer
Great Condition

Free Summer Storage

$250
Call Dan or Todd 253 0981

HEALTH

I by mall ditcroel. BNK Box
1151 Andover, MA 01810

HELP WANTED

College Pro Painters Hiring for sum
mer painting in the Newton, Needham,
and Boston areas. Be outside and earn

excellent money. Call Brenden at 549

8109 _^
Cnilsa Ships Now Hlrki« - Earn
$2000>/month > world travel (Hawaii,

Mexico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday,

sumn^er. and career employrr>ent avail

able. No experience necessary. For

employrrwnt program call 1 206-634-

0468 ext. C500^

GRAPHICS INTERN
Learn and create in a dynamic publish

ing environment. Quark Xpress skills

desirable. Call Paul at Optimist Pufiiica-

tions 586-7070

Housecleaiter part-time permanent
experierKed responsible efficient

References Bus $6 hourly 549 0413

Kitchen Help
in exchange for

Meal Plan

Contact Jim at

5494919
496 N. Pleasant St.

Postal Jobs available! Many posi-

tions, great benefits. Cain 800 43&4365
ext. p 3306

Quark Xpress Wizard Wanted
for ad design and other production

needs. Call Paul at Optimist Publica-

tions 5867070

Seekkig 1 or 2 AcCQunting studenns
for part time (leading to full time) work
in Western Massachusetts law firm.

Duties will be vaired and progressively

responsible. Prefer graduating senior

students whose bacitgrounds demon
strata a balance between academic
credentials and other activities/interests.

Send resume onlv to : RES&C, 5 East

Pleasant Street, Amherst, MA 01 002 (No

calls, please)

SUMMER JOBSI Fight pollution with

Clean Water Action, national environ

mental lobby group. Earn money. Save
the Planet. 5849830

SUMMER JOBS
For the

Environment

$2500 $3500/summer
-- Work for recycling

- Learn Campaign Skills

- Make a Difference

Work w/Masspirg, the states

leading environmental group
to pass strong recycling laws.

Call Jen at 256 6434

Summer jobs to save the environ-

ment. Earn $2500-3500 and make a

difference! National campaign posi-

tions to renew the Clean Water Act,

promote comprehensive recycling, and

stop off shore oil drilling. Available in 22

slates and DC, campus intrvws: 4/14

and 4/1 5. Call Jamie toll free: 1 -800-75-

EARTH

TRUCK DRIVERS WANTED for part

time summer work 10 days mid June
and 10 days mid August $110M>ay
Must drive standard, willing to work
long hours, and have driving experi-

ence with trucks of at lease IS feet. Call

508663 7422

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to 30 lbs. in 30 days for $30! All

natural. Doctor recommended 100%
guaranteeed. 253 3816

LOST

Emerald Earrtnga at Milte't Fri 4/?3

annivesary gift reward 545-2378

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki 81 GS6SOG fully functioning,

fairing, valve tools. $500 Mike 665 7518

MUSICIANS

BASS PLAYER WANTED: for

professional party band Good back
grounds, aaitude, fast learner r>eeded.

Local gigs and rehearsal, academic 93
94. Call Andrew Olson (914)738 7044

PERSONALS

Chi Omega
We will miss afl of ttie laugtitar, fun and
close friendships but don't forget Chi

Orr>ega means forever' Have a great

summer and a great future!

Chltra
No more CPA, UMSFCU, or school.

It's off to the real world<

So try to keep the celebration down to a

dull roar until wecan join you!

Say good-bye to UMass with us!

Love from the Household,
Nancy and Carol

Karl,

We made it

!

Keep the faith

Best friends, always'

Chrissy

Here Is your personal

Love that Boy
Love
Meredith

3 - East Webster
Good luck on FINALS'
Have a great summer
Veehah Yeehah
Love you all Melissa

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female Roomate needed to share a

bedroom in a 2 Ijedroom Brandywine
Apt. Call 549-7845

Help! Need 2 roomates to share lg

rom for fall Big closets, lOmin walkto
campus, quiet complex (Presidential)

Call Carta 549 4284 ($170 ea/moj

IN CONDO
EVERY AIMEMTY 225«
Private tiedroom pref. female

Enjoy this summer!
Call 256-6709

Looking for 2 roomates
to live with in Hyannis

or the Cape Cod area

for the sumrr>er

Call Julie 549-8219

One or two people to share beautiful

apartment 665-7604 _
Roomates wanted for summer sub-

let with fall option Central Amherst $250
a month call 256^8576

2 Females for Lg, room $175/hio 10

mins. to campus 9/1 DONNA 549-4732

SERVICES

JOBSI Let me help w/your resume
Reasonable rates 259 1790

Tarot Readings
Call Chris at 253 7524

••SUMMER SERVICE**

Legal Services is open this sum-
mer! We provide free Legal services to

most UMass students. Graduating/non

returning Studentseligible through June
30 . Call us at 545 1 995 or stop by room
922 of the Campus Center today for an
appointment.

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Storage ~ Professional pick

up • delivery: insurance, lx>xes irKluded
Call now to reserve your space
Collegiate Storage Service

413 585 5999

SUMMER SUBLET

A Steal: 2 BOR Townhouse fits 4 1 550 •

Call Now or ytMi'li miss out ' 6 6948 or 6
S89V

Alpine Commons 3 Bedroom
Newly remodled bus roule utilities

Incl. $200 00 each negotiable

546 4241

Amherst Center
Attractive two t>edroom in a great lo

canon Thirty seconds walk to buses,
bars and Ban's.

Call 549 4727

Amherst's Hippest Rat
SuCMet June 1st. 45 seconds to campus
549 3528

An<harst ~ 6 bedroom on busline

available Washer, dryer kitchen and
living room furnished. Rooms are very

spacious. Fall option 1050$ 253 0805

Amherst two bedroom lownhouse,
fully furnished, on BR. utilities included.

pool and air conditioned, call for details,

256 8469

Ah- Condltktned
Summer Sublets in luxury - roomates
needed Call Mill Valley Estates

253 7377

BELCHERTOWN - 4 bedroom, newly
renovated, close lo all the amenities, on
bus route Call now 546 0345

Best Location In town
33 Phillips St Apt 1 Best price you'll

find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great for the

summer'iCall Rachael: home 546 3755

CHEAP! 3 bedroom Puffton Apt. Call

Mario 549 4336

Cheap Summer Sublet
Puffton Village

Call 546 24 74

Cheap Summer Sublet
Take our 3 t>edroom

Townhouse. Easily fits 5!

A/C, dishwasher, 8i more
On bus route $700/month
w/Tall rent option

Call 549 6481

Great House w/sunny yard

4 5 people 1 mi from campus, bus route

Call 549 0057

Have two need one or two for

Brandywine June August, Call Jen or

Sue 549 8248

It's the BEST! ! I Looking for 1 2 people

to sublet one bedroom in a partially

furnished apartment close to campus
and uptown. Rent negotiable, June
August. Call 546 6622 for more infor

mation. Move in during finals'

Large House in Sunderland
5 room summer sublet bright & sunny
huge deck and yard

Close to bus route.

Contact Sanr 665 0265

Looking for a great place to live this

summer? Call 253-3757

lll!!l!!!lllilllll

Main St.

4 bedroom, sleeps 5

Clean, quiet and sunny
Recently renovated

Low utilities

Across the street

from the PVTA
Call ASAP 253 5196

Mill Valiey Sublet
Three Bedrooms
Two Full Baths

Free heat and hot water
Furnished, air conditioned

Peace and quiet near nature preserve
Call Carolyn 546 2526

Need 2 people to share large room
10 min walk to campus $170 ea/mo
Call Carta ASAP 549 4284

New 2 BDRM Brandywine Apt.

Furnished, cheap
549 4036

Nice 2 BR Apt, 2-4 people take. Take
lease or sublet $475/month 256 3468

1 bedroom apt. in Puffton Village

available May 21, with Fall Option.
Call Chris 549 4850

$10QAno^person for Phillips St Double
t>edroom call Jay549 4123

Puffton Village 3 bedroom summer
sutjiei Price negotiable.

Call Kevin 549 9900

OUNET! ! 1 t>r in house on bus route.

200/mo Call Jon 256
077J

Roomates Needed
Main Street House
Across from Bus Slop
rent negotiable

Call Ted 546 2857

Room in Townhouse
Big for two 100$ .,month

549 2635

Salem Place - Surmy, dean townhoute
female, non smoker to share large room
with bath 5/25 8/31 $175'mo 253 5643

South Amherst, 3 rooms available in

great house, $150 Call Mike 546 3314

Spaces Available in 4 bedroom house
across from Orrhard Hill Partially fur

nished including Washer and dryer 190/

month per person Water included Call

Doug at 546 0106 Check it out'

Summer Sublet! Cheep!!
2 bedroom apt in Colonial Village Nice

place Bus stop right outside Availat>ie

June Isl 253 3602

Summer Sublet room in apartment

.

Includes heat, water, and garage Block

from Amherst center $250/month
Call Adam @ 256 8330

Summer Sublet
10 rooms available

Full Kitchen facilities, storage, and
parkingi 200/mnth single, 125/month

double INCLUSIVE' 549 4492 ask for

Mike or Jason 778 N Pleasant St

Summer Sublet 1 or 2 twdrooms
Spacious House
Washer/dryer/dishwasher

5 mm. from campus
Call 549 7461 _^_
Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton

Village

549 7472

THIS IS THE ONEII
That you've been waiting for This sum
mer sublet our spacious 3 bedroom
Puffton Apartment with fabulous roof

lop sunning! Close to campus, on tx/s

one, and FULLY FURNISHED" Pool,

tennis and /V/C. No reasonable offer

refused. Call 549 7287 HURRYli

3 Sublets w/fall option, efficiency to 3

BR's, great summer locations $350 to

$600 negotiable 586 0746

2 Bedrooms in house near Puffer's

Pond By Conservation land Beautiful

back yard. Rental option for fall Avail.

June 1 549 8752

2 room apartment
Bust stop right outside door

5 minute walk to campus
Call 549 7942

Walk to UMass D8L room private bath

avail May 1 Call 549 1408

WOW! $565 3 Bdrms
Large apartment, large yard'

Call 256-0182 Now!

TRAVEL

Going West mid-June? I'mlookingfor

a rider or another car to share expenses

to San Fran Lynne 253 5643

Looking for people interested in

driving cross country on motorcycle,

end of May through July, 253 0805

Mexico-US-Canada
Recent Grad with motorhome seeks
travel mates. You decide where' Rea
sonably priced. Eric (607)723 1403

New York City - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and short

stays. Near Columbia Univ Reasonable
rates. 212 662 1358 SAVE THIS AD!

WANTED

I need a Japanese English word pro
cessor good condition ASAP, Call

Tom 253 9946. Leave message.

Selling a bed? I'm buying' Preferably

bunk beds. Please call 546 6622
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Sports
UMass to play Hofstra
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

A year after being left out of the big
show, the University ofMassachusetts
men's lacrosse team is back under the
big tent ofthe NCAA Division I lacrosse
tournament.

The Gorillas, who finished their
regular season at 10-4 and are seeded
11th. will begin the 12-team. a single
elimination tournament Saturday
night at 7:30 p.m. in Hempstead, N.Y.
against sixth-seeded Hofstra.

According to UMass coach Ted
Garber. there are no complimentary
tickets and Hofstra expects a sellout.

So. fans hoping to make the tnp should
contact the ticket office today.

UMass is competing in their 11th
NCAA tournament and their seventh
in eight years. They are 2-10 in NCAA
games, with their most recent win
coming in 1989 over Cornell.

Garber is optimistic about UMass"
chances to advance through their tour-

nament draw, including a possible sec-

ond-round contest at the Carrier Dome
versus Syracuse.

The great thing is anything can
happen, and if we put together three

solid games we could be national cham-
pions." Garber said. "I'm happy for the
players. They worked hard."

"We have to play disciplined, solid

fundamental lacrosse." Garber said of
the Gorillas'game plan against Hofstra.
"Last time la 16-8 loss] we hadn't
practiced outside. I think we're a Uttle

different lacrosse team than we were
last time."

Last season, the Gorillas found
themselves "on the bubble" for a variety
of reasons. This season, UMass is in,

and three other bubble teams whom
UMass beat— Brown , Dukeand Rutgers
— will only get into tournament games
if they pay the price of admission like

everyone else.

TheNCAA routinely "reshuffles" the
U.S. Intercollegiate Lacrosse Associa-
tion poll and bases its seeds on strength
ofschedule and victories against ranked
teams. This is part of the reason some
teams, in this case. Brown (10-4) and
Duke (9-5), were left out.

"1 think Duke and Brown would love
to be in our situation," Garber said.

With these criteria in mind, one can
see how Hofstra. despite losing their

last four games, was still awarded the
Turn to LACROSSE, page 7
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By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD — Twenty-five years
ago Monday, Julius Erving was finishing

his senior year of high school, preparing
for a fall trip to the Pioneer Valley and tht-

University of Massachusetts as an in-

coming freshman.

Twenty-five years later Monday night,

the man known around the world simply
as "Dr. J" returned to the Pioneer Valley to

be enshrined in the National Basketball
Hall of Fame in Springfield.

Erving, who broke many scoring and
rebounding records despite playing only
two varsity seasons at the University,
went on to become one of the game's
greatest players with the Virginia Squires
and New York Nets of the American
Basketball Association and the Philadel-
phia 76ers of the National Basketball
Association.

"When I began a long journey many
years ago in Hempstead. New York play-
ingin the Salvation Army armory. 1 wasn't
very good because I couldn't shoot," Erving
said at last night's enshrinement dinner.
"That was at the age of 8, and at the age of
37, when I retired, people said I still

couldn't shoot.

"I feel very proud standing here to-

night. This is a very momentous occasion,
a very special occasion. It occurs to me
that it wasn't just my professional career
which got me enshrined, it was the foun-
dation, the work ethic, the realization
that the game of basketball wasn't my
whole life, but just a part of it."

Erving entered the University in the
fall of 1968 and played freshman ball for

the 1968-69 season, averaging 18.2 points
and 14.2 rebounds on an undefeated 15-0
team.

Freshmen were not allowed to play
varsity back then, and fans awaited the
1969-70 season, Erving's first year of
varsity. Expectations abounded, and the
Collegian in Dec. 2 of that year assessed

ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Julius Erving at last night's ceremony.

the 6-foot-5. 185-pound Erving:

"With tremendous body control and
jumping ability, Erxing has that special

ability t«» excite crowds..."

In his first varsity game at UMass,
Erving broke the school record for re-

bounds by grabbing 28 boards. He also
scored 24 second-halfpoints that night. In
his collegiate career, Erving was one of
only seven players ever to average more
than 20 points (26.3) and rebounds (20.2)

per game.
Leaving UMass after his junior year,

Ervingplayed two years in Virginia before
moving on to the Nets, with whom he won
a ABA title, three MVP awards and the
first-ever slain dunk contest.

Erving played 11 seasons with the
76ers. from 1976 to 1987. He was named
to the All-Star team every year, and in

1980 was named to the NBA's 35th Anni-
versary All-Time Team. In 1983. Erving
led the 76ers to the NBA Championship.

"Dr. J. to me, was the greatest forward
ever to play the game," said Dominique
Wilkins on the video presentation accom-

TurntoDR. J. page 15

Minutewomen place seventh
By ANTHONY GUIDO
Collegian Stafi"

The University of Massachusetts played host to the
1993 women's track and field New England Champion-
ships. It was an exciting two-day event at Llewelyn
Derby track.

The University ofConnecticut ran away with the team
title, racking up an impressive 158 points. Boston Uni-
versity was second with 83 points, edging Northeastern
by one.

UMass had a good showing with 35 points, finishing
seventh. That was expected for a team far from full

strength.

"Fifth overall would have been astounding, but we
would have needed everyone to have a great day," UMass
Coach Julie LaFrenniere said.

One highlight for UMass was Diane Ozzolek's third
place performance in the hammer throw. She set the
school record with a throw of 49.18 meters.

Natalie Hart came in third in the discus. Hart battled
the fl u all weekend, keeping her out ofthe shot put as well
as hurting her discus throwing.

The 4x800 meter relay team came in second to BU,

narrowly missing the school record with a 9:06.91. The
team features Becky Johnson, Kerry Aker, Jen Melvin
and Lennice Johnson.

The 1500 meter may have been the most exciting event.
Johnson went out extremely fast going along with Chris-
tine Stief of BU, Amy Randolph and Natalie Davy of
Providence. Johnson ran out of gas in the last 100 meters
and finished ninth, with Rudolph winning in 4:20.71.

Julie Moreau came in fifth in the grueling 10,000
meter. Only later did Moreau disclose that she also had
been sick. Janey Meeks struggled a bit in the triplejump,
finishing second.

"I felt sluggish all day, I just couldn't get loose to
jump", Meeks said.

Another great event was the Heptathalon. UConn's
Terry Roy dominated the field, amassing a score of 5,312
points. Although UMass freshmen Megan O'Neill was at
her first big meet, O'Neill had a strong fifth place finish
with 3.938 points.

Now the 4x800 meter relay team, along with Hart,
Ozzolek, Moreau, and Meeks, travel to Fairfax, Virginia
for the ECAC Championships this weekend. Almost 80
schools will be represented on the campus of George
Mason University.
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Minutemen place third in ECCs
By MATT VAUTOUR
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's track team
continued their success this season, finishing third at
last weekend's Eastern Conference Championships at
Holy Cross.

Both Pat Reed and Ted Towse turned in their top
performances of the season, earning first place in their
respective events.

In the 1.500 meters Reed, stayed with the pack for

most of the race, before kicking in a 60 second final lap to
win going away with a time of 3:57.06 seconds.

Towse, on the other hand took the lead early and never
looked back. He blew out the rest of the field with a time
of32:26.23 seconds, beating the rest ofthe field by almost
30 seconds.

In their first conference meets, freshmen Mark
Lefebvre and Rich Dupuis turned in their personal best.

Lefebvre's shot put throw of48 feet 3 inches was good for
third place, beating his personal best by a foot.

Dupuis' 180 feet 5 inches javelin throw earned fourth
place, but more significantly, it was almost 10 feet fur-
ther than his previous best.

"The two championship performances by the two
freshmen was definitely one of the highlights of the
meet," said UMass Head Coach Ken O'Brien. "I'm very
pleased with that performance."
Tom Galligani, who has been one of UMass' most

consistent scorers all year, was the only Minuteman to
place in the top five in to events. His 46 feet 2 inches
placed third in the triple jump, and his 22 feet 2 inches,
earned him fourth, right behind teammate Joe Kourafas
(22 feet 7.5 inches)

In a hotly contested 100 meters, Lyonel Bonjamin,
finished second, to Troy Seville of Central Connecticut.

Rick Copley, continued his impressive year in the
Turn to TRACK, page 14

Mock draft puts
Webber in Dallas

There's not one guy who sets the tone on our
team... ifone guy did everything, u-e wouldn't be a
team. We'd be the Chicago Bulls." —John Sallev

As we've reached the end of yet another semes-
ter here at the University of Massachusetts, it is

time to reflect on what has really affected this
space's view on the campus sports world in general

.

Of course, before I focus on the hardwood.

^^ First of all, I have spent a
k »"- lot of time this semester

lasses and follow-

lass Softball team.
UMass Softball possesses a

lalbO
'^^'^'" spark that is unex-

>l©»r plainable, even for me. And
Ot '^".

I
even more impressive, are
the numerous cheers the

Minutewomen can rattle off at the crack of a bat.
So good luck to the Softball bunch, heading to

Allentown, Pa. Bring home another title.

Jordan reigns supreme
John Salley made the comments in my opening

during the 1990 Playoffs, when he was a member of
the Bad Boys. Chicago went on to win the next two
years. Whenever the chips are stacked against the
Bulls, it seems they want it more.

No matter how much he has done, Michael
Jordan will be seen as the underdog throughout the
rest ofthe playoffs. How do you think he feels?

Even though the Bulls have won two champion-
ships in a row, every expert likes the Knicks to
knock them off. Not I. After the first round ofaction,
my two finalists, Seattle and the Bulls, are still
alive.

I'm really happy that Reggie Lewis may play
again, but the Celtics must look to the future to
salvage the present.

NBA Draft preview
Here are my predictions for the lottery (this

order is how I think the lottery will plav out.
Remember, it is hard to predict luck j:

1. Dallas Mavericks: Chris Webber; 2. Golden
Turn to HARDWOOD, page 15
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possible thunderstorm.

Nude Photos:
Just kidding. We're wearing clothes, promise. Yes, I said
we. It's the Collegian staff in living black and white. Ever
wonder if we're ugly? Now's your chance. Pages 12.13.
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Local News:
Lecturer Suzi Landolphi will use humor to give
people about safe and healthy sex in Bowker

Auditorium Thursday. Page 3.
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Officer testifies military
no place for his gay son
By DONNA CASSATA
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A Marine colonel
told senators in riveting testimony Tues-
day that if the military ends its ban on
openly gay members he will tell his sons to
stay out especially the one who is homo-
sexual. He said he would fear for the
young man's life.

The senators also heard strong testi-
mony from Gulf War commander H.
Norman Schwarzkopf, who said lifting
the ban would deeply harm morale, leav-
ing listless troops like the Iraqis "who sat
in the deserts of Kuwait" as the allies
rolled through."

The testimony came before the Senate
Armed Services Committee, which is
holding extended hearings on President
Clinton's proposal to lift the ban.

Col. Fred Peck, familiar to many
Americans as the spokesman for U.S.
forces in Somalia, described his son. Scott,
as the military's ideal— a strappings foot

1, blond, blue-eyed senior at the Univer-
sity ofMaryland. But he is a homosexual,
the colonel said.

"I love him. I love him as much as I do
any ofmy sons but I don't think he should
serve in the military," he said.

Homosexuals, even those who hide their
sexuality, are disruptive to the service,
and they face the threat of death at the
hands of their comrades. Peck said.

The Campaign for Military Service, an
amalgam of groups opposed to the ban.
immediately issued a statement saying
that prejudice motivated Peck to "sell out
his own son to the ignorance and fear."

Two Democrats on the Senate panel,
chairman Sam Nunn of Georgia and J.

James Exon of Nebraska, have spoken of
a possible compromise; not questioning
recruits about their sexual orientation,
imposing a strict code of conduct and not
ferreting out homosexuals.

However, gays would not be allowed to
serve openly.

Turn to MIUTARY. page 10

O'Brien to depart
proud of finances

Clinton: not a Vietnam
May send U.S. peacekeepers to Balkans
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ARAM COMJEAN / COLLEGIAN
Uhancellor Richard O Brien does some last-minute work and reflects on the

highlights, and iowlights, of his two-year reign as chancellor.

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Clinton
said Tuesday he is considering sending
U.S. troops to the formerYugoslav republic
of Macedonia as part of a U.N. force to
keep the war in Bosnia from spreading.

The president discussed the possibility
of sending troops to Macedonia in a two-
hour meeting with senators after return-
ing from a trip to Illinois.

"It's certainly an option that is active
and being considered," Sen. Sam nunn,
the chariman ofthe SenateArmed Services
Committee, told reporters afterward.

Nunn said Clinton intended to pursue
the idea with European allies. Despite the
allies' hesitation, Nunn said. "I don't think
the president is backing off."

Questions about U.S. military in-
volvement in Bosnia confronted Clinton
during a visit to the Chicago suburb of
Bensenville. Challenged by a high school
student to square his call for military
action in Bosnia with his Vietnam oppo-
sition, Clinton said there is "much more
we can do" without getting mired in a
Vietnam-like conflict.

He said of the idea of peace-deeping

troops in Macedionia, "It's been discussed
but no final decision has been made," The
goal of such a deployment, said White
House press secretary Dee Dee Myers,
would be "to keep the war from spilling
over into other areas."

Clinton told a gymnasium audience at
Fenton High School in Bensenville: "We
want to try to confine that conflict so it

doesn't spread into other countries like
Albania, Greece and Turkery."

Clinton, shaking hands with a crowd in
Elk Grove, 111., before returning to
Washington, was asked several times
about Bosnia.

The United States cannot go in there
and get involved in the civil war," he told
one man. But he added that there were
other ways for the United States and its
allies to pressure the warring parties to
end the fighting.

Several people urged him not to send
U.S. troops and one asked Clinton ifsanc-
tions would be enough. He said, "They're
working, but not fast enough."

Sen. Joesph Biden, who supports U.S.
military force in Bosnia, unleashed a
scathing attack on European allies, call-
ing their lack of action to stop the killing
of Muslims there "moral rape.'

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When Richard D. O'Brien took ofTice

as interim chancellor two years ago in
the mist ofa $20 miUion dollar budget
shortfall, he said the University's fac-
ulty union proposed the "run out ofgas
approach."

"They believed we should make no
accommodations and proceed until
about February or March and watch
the budget come to an end. then send
the students home," O'Brien said. 'It

was a recipe for disaster. It wasn't fair
for the students."

In the first month of his term,
O'Brien said he was at the Statehouse
in Boston every week, working with
the legislature. Reproached by former
University President E. K. Fretwell and
the Board ofTrustees for not handling
matters centrally, O'Brien said he
"dealt less and less with the legislature
as the end ofmy term approached. I am
most pleased about the fact that we
have managed to weather some terrible

budget years."

Two years ago he assumed the helm
ofwhat would mainly be called a sinking
ship and has steered it into more stable
water— for that he has deserved some
credit," said Student Trustee Kevin
Newnan, who has worked very closely
with O'Brien and is graduatingin a few

weeks. "I took office the day he took
office and I will leave the day he will

leave office."

O'Brien said he is proud the Uni-
versity has managed to replace more
faculty each year. Every year 80 fac-

ulty members leave. I«ist year six
faculty were replaced. This year's plan
i» to replace 23, and next year the
University is seeking to replace 6.5,

O'Brien said.

The relationship between student
leaders and the administration has
gi-eatly improved in the last two years,
O'Brien said. Campus student leaders,
who O'Brien said he has worked with
closely, have done a good job.

"I think down deep he meant well,

but he didn't have enough skin for the
job. You had to push him to the wall to

have him do anything." said former
student government President Jen-
nifer Wood.

O'Brien has come far in dealing
with students and their concerns, said
student government President David
Nuftez, who took oftlce April 1.

"I think he is doing a good job right
now. He is leaving with grace," Nuiiez
said. "I wish him the best."

O'Brien said the "nicest" thing that
he has done for students is to invite
Thomas Robinson to be vice chancellor
for Student Affairs. O'Brien said

Turn to O'BRIEN, page 2

Drinking alcohol more dangerous for women
Editor's note: All names have hpi>ii rhnnaorl nt th^ ,4^„ fv.^;- i r .•Editor's note: All names have been changed at the

request ofparticipants.

By DONNA OILMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The later you stay at a frat party, the less women
there are," Jessica, a senior management major, said.
"It's scary. You're too drunk to worry about safety. You
have a sense that nothing can hurt you. You can take on
the world. You walk alone at night, something you
wouldn't normally do."

Many women at UMass report taking risks when they
drink that they would not nonnally take, such as walking
alone at night, hitching rides or going home with someone.

It is estimated that about 75 percent ofthe men and at
least 55 percent of the women involved in acquaintance
rapes or violence had been drinkingjust before the attack.

"We were not always 100 percent cautious when we
drank," Caroline said. "We would drive, or we would meet
up with a guy and sleep in his room. If one of our friends
went home with a guy, we would say 'She's fine' even
though we wouldn't have said that if we hadn't been
drinking at all."

This daredevil attitude leads many women to aban-

don their usual sense of caution, putting themselves in
positions that would otherwise strike them as dangerous.
A great deal of attention has been given to the subject

of alcohol awareness on college campuses across the
nation, but the drinking habits of women, in particular,
are only recently being studied. Issues of increased tol-
erance levels, possible damage to fertility and womens'
safety on campus are getting more publicity.

On the whole, women who drink consume less alcohol
than men, but among the heaviest drinkers, women
equal or surpass men in the number of problems related
to their drinking, according to the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcholism.

Studies suggest women may be more vulnerable than
men to the physiological consequences of drinking. The
Institute says drinking may be associated with increased
risk for breast cancer, menstrual disorders, decreased
fertility, cirrhosis ofthe liver and early menopause.
The first time I got drunk and threw up it was from two

glasses ofwine," said Julie, an art history graduate student.
"By senior year, I could drink a pitcher ofbeer by myself"
Women have a higher proportion of body fat and,

correspondingly, lower amounts of water in their bodies,
according to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism.

Therefore, a woman and a man drinking the same
amount of alcohol would have different blood alcohol
levels. Hers will be higher because she has less water in
which to dilute the alcohol.

The Residential Education Alcohol Program in John
Quincy Adams in the Southwest Residential Area at-
tempts to make both female and male students question
their reasons for drinking and compel them to take a
critical look at the drinking scene at UMass.

Students are referred to REAP if they violate the
alcohol policy in their residence halls, and about 20
percent ofthe referrals are women.

Many students see the program as a punishment
since the alternative to participating is losing their
housing assignment. But once they are enrolled in the
progi-am, many students come to praise REAP

"Before I was sent to REAP, I never thought anything
about my drinking," said Caroline, a graduate ofUMass
"REAP helped me sort my feelings out, made me think
that maybe I shouldn't be drinking so heavily."

Sandra Whitcomb, coordinator of REAP, said women
are at risk when their judgement is impaired.
The women started college drinking two or three

beers, but that frequently escalates over the course of
Turn to DRINKING page 17
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Three 8-year-oIds found dead
By JAMES JEFFERSON
Associated Press

WEST MEMPHIS. Ark.— Chris was a big talker with
a passion for cartwheels and watercolors. Steve was the
straight-A student who loved to read. Michael, thejester,
once showed up in class in his father s Navy uniform.

The three 8-year-olds were best friends who bicycled
everywhere in their leafy neighborhood in this blue-
collar Mississippi River town.
A week ago, they rode off on their bikes and never

came back.

Their bodies, bound at the hands and feet, were found
a mile away the next day in shallow creek running
through Robin Hood Hill, a wooded play area popular
with children but disliked by some parents.

Chris Byers, Steven Edward Branch and Michael
Moore all died of blows to the head, investigators say.

They refused to comment on reports that the boys were
sexually mutilated.

Residents are grief-stricken and jittery, willing to do
anything to help, wishing they had some answers.

They'remad and they're scared. Everyone's wracking
their brain to try to help the police." said James Presley,
a clerk atJ&B Grocery near where the bodies were found.

"Rumors are a dime a dozen, everything from gangs to
cults are floating around. We try not to pay any attention.
. . but we just don't know."

Police have gone door to door. Investigators are
checking hundreds oftelephone tips. The FBI is developing
a psychological profile. But so far. the search for suspects
appears to be fruitless

A third of the 70 poHce officers in West Memphis, a
town of 28,000 across the river from its glitzy Tennessee
neighbor, have been assigned to the case. Transients
have been rounded up and questioned.

O Brien

Address all correspondence to:

113 Campus Center
University of Massachusetts phone: (413) 545-3500
Amherst. MA 01003 fax: (413) 545-1592
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Robinson has "revolutionized the attitudes as well as
structures for student affairs."

O'Brien has been supportive ofmulticulturalism. and
has come to appreciate members of the campus commu-
nity, Robinson said.

"His commitment will have a long-lasting effect at this
University." Robinson said.

In response to the Oct. 3, 1992 racial attack on Arlens
Barosy. a resident assistant on the 17th floor of Wash-
ington Tower, students stormed Washington Tower on
Oct. 9 looking for the assaults' hosts.

O'Brien said he worked with minority students, ne-
gotiating the renaming of Columbus Day. and changing
the physical arrangements of the four cultural centers
and academic centers for minority students. Student
negotiators and O'Brien found ways for minority students
to get involved with hiring faculty and multicultural
updates. O'Brien said.

But Nufiez said he would liked to have seen some sort
of public announcement of what happened.

Another significant event during O'Brien's tenure was
theMay 1. 1992 rallyontheStudent Union steps, protesting
the verdict in the Rodney King beating trial, when about
250 students poured into the Collegian ofllces.

Over the course ofthe following week protestors made
several demands including that the women's issues page
be reinstated and a co-editor of color for the women's
issues page be added. The editors moved the paper ofT
campus temporarily and continued production from al-
ternative locations.

Although he acknowledged the University got bad
press. O'Brien blames the management of the Collegian
for not responding to minority students' needs. O'Brien
said he is glad he took a hands-offapproach to the incident.

"To be frank about it. I am still not entirely sure what
ought to have happened. I am very dismayed by the
principle features of the event — the seizing of newspa-
pers by one group, the breaking ofa window, the general
hubb," O'Brien said. "That was all dismal stuff. And I do
ask myself, 'should I have intruded in on the system?*"

"Should I'd have said, 'people this may be an RSO

I Registered Student Organization 1, but nevertheless you
will do X, y, z?' And I image by doing so, I could have
avoided that mess. I still think it would have been the
wrong thing to do. At the time I still felt, and I still do, that
I was going to take a basically hands-ofTapproach, unless
there was danger to life or limb involved."

By playing the part as "an honest broker" the situation
has resolved itself, O'Brien said.

"We now have a editor who is a minority, and I have
excellent relations with him as I never did with the group
that was involved at the time." O'Brien said.

At the same time as the Collegian takeover, about 350
students, from the Rodney King rally on the Student
Union steps, stormed into Whitmore demanding 10 new
faculty members of color, five women and five men. The
protesters staged a nine hour sit-in.

Calling the take-over, "a large scale \'isitation.'' O'Brien
said, the protestors "had a misunderstanding about the
rate at which we were hiring minority faculty. . . We were
already doing very well. In fact, in a single year we've
hired 11 faculty members."

But Nufiez said O'Brien engaged in a tug of war with
students causing the situation to get worse.

"He had no clue in dealing with students," Nuiiez said.
During his second year as chancellor. O'Brien said he

encouraged the Special Opportunity Fund, which has
brought 45 minority faculty to the campus.

When David K. Scott becomes the University's per-
manent chancellor on July 1, O'Brien said he is going on
a full-year sabbatical leave.

"I have an opportunity to write, and think about what I

want to do for a year. I am a tenured member of bio-
chemistry and molecular biology, so one of my options is
to come back and teach in that department," said O'Brien,
who has been the provost and the executive vice chancellor
during his nine-year stay at the University.

"But I think I might have another career in me. I have
had one career as a experimental scientist, and then
another career as a University administrator. I don't
know. A part of me would like to explore something
completely different, in the business or corporate world."
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O'Brien closer
to negotiating
smoking ban
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Afterconferring with several constituent groups about
a policy toestablish a smoke-free UMass-Amherstcampus.
Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he is almost ready to
negotiate.

"I must get the facts together and see ifwe can provide
adequate smoking areas for people which will not be
hazardous." O'Brien said.

O'Brien said he will then meet with the University
Staff Association, which is a union for the University's
classified employees, to discuss creating a policy.

•The U.S.A. Union members told me, 'If you want to
stop smoking (on the University campus), you've got to
negotiate with us,'" said O'Brien, noting that there is a
clause in their contract which says members must be
provided with a place to smoke.

The policy originally proposed by O'Brien would allow
smoking only in designated guest rooms at the Campus
Center hotel and certain LIniversity-owned and leased
individual roomii and apartments, including the resi-
dence halls in accordance with policy established by
Housing Services.

Various constituent groups at the University have
voted on O'Brien's proposal throughout the semester.

The Faculty .Senate voted Feb. 18; the policy was
approved.

The Graduate Student Senate voted Feb. 23; the
policy was not approved by a vote of 14-6.

The Undergiaduate Student Senate voted April 21;
the policy was approved by a vote of 32- 12. Senate
President David Nufiez opposed the policy, advocating
the rights of smokers, while Student Trustee-elect Al
Lizana favored the policy.

O'Brien said Senior Staff, a group composed ofUniver-
sity administrators, voted in favor of the policy and he is

still awaiting an opinion from the SEIU, the union
representing non-faculty professional staff workers.

O'Brien said he has conferred with Paul Page, vice
chancellor ofadministration and finance, on establishing
a way to provide smokers with an area which is entirely
separated from non-smokers, instead of implementing
the stricter policy he initially proposed.

"1 would prefer to provide an opportunity for people to
smoke if they could do it without passing it on to non-
smokers." O'Brien said

"The way we do it now is wrong," O'Brien said, citing
smoking within cafeterias as an example where proper
ventilation is not being provided.

THE WOMEN'S ROOM -- Two women take part in "The Pink Women's bathRoom." an art ins'lallXrexS'in'ihe
basement ot Bartlett Hall. Observers are encouraged to participate with graffitt. and storytelling.

Committee seeks student input
Students surveyed in search for Housing director
By TROY L. MERRICK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts' Housing Services
held a second student response forum for its director of
housing search last night in Franklin and Hampden
Dining Commons.

The director position is responsible for the management
of the sixth largest residence hall system in the country,
and Bob Campbell, administrator for Housing Services,
says he feels the process has been narrowed down to "an
excellent pool ofcandidates to represent the community.

•^We have seven finalists from approximately 34 na-
tionwide applicants, from Arizona, Georgia, and North
Carolina to name a few," he said. "They all have dem-
onstrated the characteristics and skills necessary to the
director position."

Surveys were passed out to students in the dining
halls asking them to note what they felt were the most
important qualities and areas that the director should
address. The concerns expressed at last night's forum,
held in the Worcester Dining Commons, were housing
assignments, residence hall progi-amming, and security.

"The search committee is comprised of people from
Housing Services here at the University, professors, and
those in the student population." Campbell said. "Of
course we want students involved in choosing someone
making these kinds of policies."

Committee members include Campbell; Esther Terry,
chair of the African American studies department;
MathewL.Ouellett. area director ofOrchard Hill-Central;
Melton Miller, dean of the College of Engineering; Jo-
Anne Vanin, dean of students; and others nidudnig
students Michelle Williams and Sandra Rose, and Urmi
Sen. graduate student.

The committee is seeking someone with a minimum of
seven years of progressively responsible experience in
housing and who possesses competence in aspects such
as residential education, housing assignments, telecom-
munications, maintenance/operations, budget and fi-

nance, and microfridge rentals.

The candidate also needs to have experience in han-
dling student topics like racial and ethnic groups, student
governments, alcohol and drugs, and gender roles.

"If two or three of the candidates are considered, well
forward their applications on to Vice Chancellor Thomas
Robinson," Campbell said. "From there we get the commu-
nity response, then interview them with a series of ques-
tions we've formulated from student and campus concerns."

"We're committed to bringing in candidates that re-
flect those concerns and those who will help make the
quality^of our own housing progiam number one ui the
nation." Ouellett said. "We wanted to be really aggressive
i n seeking out student voices and opi nions. as t he hardest
thing on this campus, because of the size, is the effort to
be heard."

Sex? What'd you like to know?
One-woman show sports education about copulation
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

With the approach of summer. Suzi Landolphi will
bring her one-woman show "Hot, Sexy and Safer" to turn
up the temperature even more in Bowker Auditorium
Thursday.

Landolphi, a self-described "comedienne with a mes-
sage" said her show is part theater, part stand-up and

part lecture with a large amount of audience participa-
tion.

In 1982, Landolphi became involved with the AIDS
Action Committee in Boston. She was a volunteer in the
program.

"At that time we didn't even know it was a virus,"
Landolphi said. "We knew it wasn't airborne and trans-
mission occurred in a difficult manner."

Turn to SEX, page 9

COURTESY SUZI LAMDOLPHI

Comedienne and lecturer Suzi Landolphi bnngs her "Hot, Sexy and Safer" show to Bowker Auditorium Thursday, May 13.

Thefts plague
UMass; pack
taken at pond
Compiled By Brian Gormley

Larceny

• Monday morning an individual reported her
backpack was stolen from the secure area at the
Pond Concert. The goods were valued at $200.

• Monday afternoon an individual in Moore
Residence Hall reported his bicycle and lock stolen
from the bicycle rack. The bicycle was valued at
$430.

• Monday afternoon staff in Skinner Hall re-
ported a "crib chair" was stolen which was being
held as evidence for a hearing on academic dis-
honesty.

• Monday night an employee in the Worcester
Dming Common reported $150 in cash was stolen
from his locker. No forced entry.

Vandalism

• Monday morning an individual reported a
window smashed on his vehicle parked in lot 71 on
Massachusetts Avenue.
A large piece of blacktop was found on the rear

floor of the vehicle. The damage was estimated at
$150.

• Monday night an individual reported damage
to his door and locking device from an attempted
break-in to his vehicle parked on Stadium Drive.
The damage was estimated at $300.
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Graduation: time to set aside the flimflam and say so long
When I started writing this column I set to change the

world. I've come somewhat short of that goal but I tried.
There was the Danny Colbert story. Danny was a one-

year-old boy with leukemia, and was in desperate need of
a bone marrow transplant. His brother, a UMass stu-
dent, sought help in the college community and thou-
sands of dollars were raised. Little Danny eventually
found a donor.

There was the story on Somalia and how thousands of
people were staving to death on a daily basis. Soon U.S.
forces intervened and presently relief has changed the
situation drastically. I felt proud of those soldiers who
were asked to do the near impossible.

I wrote on gays in the military and how it wasn't really
an issue, but more importantly it was a presidential
order. I'm still waiting for that outcome. I'm giving Bill a
few more weeks to do something about it.

Then there was Svetlana Speyer and her struggle to
keep herjob and raise her child her way and not by what
society says is the right way. Last 1 heard she's still trying
to balance both. Good luck. Svetlana.

I wrote about Arlens Barosy and racism on this cam-
pus. This story still has no end. though I hope some dav
soon it will

In November I caught Hell for endorsing Ross Perot
for president. And if I had the chance to do it again— Id
still endorse Ross, so there.

I supported Sinead O'Connor after she ripped a photo
of the Pope. She expressed herself courageously on na-
tional television. She was condemned by everyone who
considers the church untouchable, well it's not and she
did. I stand by her convictions.

David

RIVERA
I wrote about an evangelist preacher who came to

UMass to save our souls. I caught Hell from the pious
element on campus but. hey. I've got one name for them:
Koresh.

I wrote about Doris Cruz and her personal experiences
with racism in Amherst. Her attacks may have ended but
there are thousands of others that go on everyday. So it

really hasn't ended for anyone.
I wrote about marijuana and how evil and decadent it

is. I received tons of letters from spleefed-out flunkies
with too much time on there hands. Keep smoking, guys.

Much can happen to you in four years, and much has.

You learn and grow, you succeed and fail and succeed
again. You love, you hate and hopefully love again. You
experience life and death, and you go on.

I, like many students, lost a family member while I

was at college. It's with heavy heart that I remember my
grandmother. I wish she could have lived long enough to

see me graduate.

I want to thank my Collegian colleagues. They work
day in and day out for little or no reward. To say working
at the paper is thanklessjob would be a severe understate-
ment. They sacrifice too much and only those who know
the daily adventure ofnewspaper making can understand.
No flimflam, you guys are the best. I so young. .

.

Like many of you. I will leave UMass and never see
some ofmy friends ever again. Sure promises to keep in

touch are made but it's inevitable that time and distance
will end friendships. So I want to thank all my pals who
have, in their own ways, given me gieat memories and
events that will be with me forever.

"Graduation is more than getting a diploma," Reid
Russell, a friend of mine told me. "It's what you've
become." He was never more correct.

Be good, and goodbye.

David Ru'i'ra is a Collegian columnist.

The Turnpike of Time

Grater Serb'ia

What are you kids, stupid?

i

I

Summer's almost here. Yay. VVhoopie.
Cool. And while most ofyou will either be
out starting your new lives or home ex-
periencing really cool summer things /'//

be stuck in wonderful downtown Marlboro
and working as a god-damned clown at
the Ground Round.

Yeah, what can I say? Some people are
just blessed.

Cutter

GARCIA
For a little over a month now I've been

sharing parts ofmy pitiful existence with
you through a silly little thing on the
comics page. And I'vejust got to tell you—
your responses have been amazing.

I've been fortunate enough to meet so
many new people because of it and there's
no better feeling in the world than when
somebody tells you that you've made them
laugh.

It gives me a boner actuallv. Heh, heh.
heh.

But the one thing I've noticed the most
(besides the fact that there is most defi-

nitely a prurient interest to be fed on this
campus) is the stupidity of some of you
idiots. You ask me questions Benny on
"'Li.A. Law" would laugh at.

So here for you now is the list of, Stu-
pid Questions People Ask Me About
""Cutter's World." Hopefully it'll help to

clear some things up. especially down
Southwest way.

Docs it mean that you and Slakes are
gay becauseyouJumped out ofa closet and
did kinky things to him in a batman suit?

What are you — retarded? It's a comic
strip kids. Calvin ain't real, Hobbes doesn't

really talk and the only true Far Side is

the left half of Gary Larson's brain.
Plus, 1 ripped my batman suit last

summer and haven't been able to find a
tailor to fix it yet. Heh, heh, heh.

Is Melrose really full of tough-guys?
Is the circus filled with clowns? Is Waco

full ofashes? Is UMass full ofliberal hippy
freaks?

There's a sign when you drive into
Melrose that says. ''Welcome to Melrose—
But we're not responsible ifyou decide to

get out of the carr If you do decide to go
though, don't forget to pack your gun; all

the cool kids will be wearing one!
Why are you such a pig and why do all

the women have "Ws" on their chests?
A. I'm just trying to give the feminists

a reason to take over a building so that I

can get more material. And B. Because I

tried using a "Q" but it didn't look enough
like breasts.

Why do you make fun of the cops so
much?

Because Professor Karen List says in

her Journalism and Law class that it's my
responsibility as a good American to use
the Watch Dog Function and the First
Amendment.

And ,s7;e just won a Distinguished
Teacher Award, so that means my ass is

covered.

And finally: Do chicks really dig you?
Are you just using the strip for your own
sordid purposes? And how do you feel

about female fans approachingyou drunk
at parties?

1. Of course! 2. Wouldn't you? And 3.

Heh. heh, heh.

Cutter Garcia is an extremely confused
Collegian staff member.

In her rear view mirror she could see
the towers loom like skyscrapers and the
library caught in the setting sun's glow.
The playing fields illuminated in the hori-

zon and the flags from the mall danced in

the wind.

She drove away from that vast land,

kind of like a bird in flight only she didn't

know where she was headed, if the sun
would burn her wings to what storm would
come up through the clouds next, but she
knew she possessed a sort of freedom.

E.G.

THOMAS
She flicked her cigarette out the win-

dow. The passing breeze carried it to the
street, where it burst into a hundred
sparks, like an exploding firecracker. The
cigarette, the semester— the sparks, bits
and pieces of memories. The world, the
country, the school. Bits and pieces that
when put together make up the puzzle of
a collegiate year.

The World Trade Center, Waco. Rodney
King, a new chancellor, the Mullins Arena

,

the Blue Wall, dorms, kegs, frats, legal-
ization. PVTA, Amherst residents, the
Collegian, Spring Concert, add/drop, ex-
ams, papers— friends, graduation, a year
in the life?

Tou seem like you have a good grip on
where you're headed." and I thought bar-
tenders knew everything . . .1 thought the
world was within my reach, and my emo-
tions were in my back pocket. But on this
road to Somewhere — nothing is ever for
sure. Maybe that's what college is all about.

At the end ofeach year you reach a sort
of intersection: straight, left, right, back-
ward. Your friends go one way

, your lovers
another, and you, well, you go your own.
Goodbyes are sort of like stoplights.

After the summer, some roads come
together, some hit a dead end. and others,
you'll never drive down again. Where did

it all go? Where have they all gone? Where
will they be? Will thev be back? Where am
I?

Hearing the music from those restless

nights. Somewhere between the Chili
Peppers, the Dead and Ice-T lay the
prophesied words of what is inside us at
some point: anger, love, loneliness, con-
fusion, frustration, lust, hate and content.
They told us how we felt, they expressed
what we sometimes couldn't. . . and at
times they made it all make sense. The
music: a college life with harmony. Do you
ever wonder when you switch the tape to

Barry Manilow as you drive through the
cow fields, suburbs and cities?

Feeling the days and months of inse-

curity and confusion. Somehow between
letting go and getting attached, you cried
the tears, broke some hearts and laughed
with a sappy glee. You played the games,
and were a pawn in some. From friends to
strangers, seven kisses never seemed so
real; seven kisses never seemed so weird;
seven kisses never seemed so forgotten.
Do you ever wonder just who that lone
hitchiker really is, where he's going or
where he's been?

Seeing the weeks and months of frus-
tration. Sometime between coffee, beer
and vodka— you let your thoughts roll—
on whatever, wherever, whomever,
thoughts that eventually made up a year
in the life. Thoughts that like the dividing
yellow lines made up some sort ofdirection,
or disappeared at the edge ofan exit ramp.
Do you ever wonder when the road signs
will begin to make sense?

College: a chaotic cornucopia. College,
the rest stop along this turnpike of time.

"It seems like it was just such a waste."
she said, the sun giving her blonde hair an
angelic glow— and her face a withdrawn
stare. A waste of time that some might
like to forget— and a part ofyour life you
never will.

E.C. Thomas is a Collegian columnist.

Thoughts on a relationship s end
There is a time in everyone's life when

an event can radically change you. In
history, these events are revolutions and
they can often be violent. In an individual's
life, the violence of a personal revolution
occurs in the mind, and for the last five
weeks there have been a thousand battles
played out in what's left of mine.
When two lovers cast aside their strings

to regain their independence and them-
selves, little earthquakes ripple and run
from their being. I, personally, have been
searching for something to stop these
quakes.

The bottle was my first choice. Reading
and working were two other attempts, but
It wasn't until skinny dipping at Puffers
Pond that the cold reality ofeverything hit
me. The immenseness. All the stars and
all the fish, and me.

I no longer believe in true love, but that

isn't giving into pessimism. There is such
a thing as true happiness after we are
honest enough to accept it.

In Kundera's Unbearable Lightness of
Being, he writes of how one man's love of
his life could have just as easily been
someone else's, had one of them turned a
different corner. Instead of "it must be so"
as true love indicates, it's rather "it could
just as well be otherwi.so."

Night has finally fallen and the battles
in my brain are at rest knowing I didn't

just lose the great thing ir my life, but I've

only just taken a step to the next great
one.

I respect her, my ex-girlfriend, and
what we had. But most importantly 1

respect myself, and in the end, that is all

that really matters.

Dana Farrar
Amherst
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Off campus has
ups and downs

Here we are, our last issue for the spring se-
mester. It has undoubtedly been the proverbial
long, strange trip for most of us. But now that the
end IS here. I don't really want it to be over. Honest.
Well. OK, maybe some things, like studying, have
gotten old. And I am looking forward to a summer
job as a professional suntanner.

But the people who I see and spend time with
daym and day out are what has made this semester
the best in a long while. The traditional difficult
partmg at the end of the semester makes a person
reahze even more how tenuous relationships can
be.

So, the great Nathan sails to the UK

Is there a lesson in that? One of the drawbacks
to a college education is that a person starts to see
a lesson in everything, and who knows where that
will lead.

College, like anything, is what you make of it. If
you spend all of your time studying diligently,
working hard and being dedicated to your goals,
you will come out with a fine education, but with no
social skills.

Having lived offcampus for my entire collegiate
career, I didn't realize just how much of my edu-
cation I was missing until recently.

Living alone, and well off-campus. I don't have
to deal with a bad (or good) roommate, noisy
neighbors, or somebody puking on my doorstep
every weekend. I don't have to deal with dorm
security, the diningcommons or with the horrors of
Health Services.

But the down side is also that I don't have to
deal with that (okay, so I don't mind missing the
post-Twisters hurling contests). I haven't realized
just how anal I'd been getting until I started
attending a few "training" parties for the big end of
semester parties, and spending time with my
friends outside ofthe classrooms and the Collegian
office.

There is no dried toothpaste on my bathroom
mirror from a sleepy roommate, no beer can
pyramids in my windows, and no multi-colored,
mobile fungi growing in the back of my fridge
because it's not my turn to clean it out. I'd probably
flip if someone walked into my place with muddy
shoes or set their beer on the coffee table without
a coaster.

Living with another person forces you to deal
with someone who is not as organized as you are.
or who is an even bigger slob. ( Remember "The Odd
Couple"?) Sharinglivingspaces with another person
keeps things in perspective, and teaches (there's

that word again!) one a little diplomacy.
So before you begin to fill out those off-campus

housing request forms for next fall, think a minute
about what you'll be missing. How many dorm war
stories can you think of? How many people do you
consider to be good friends on your floor? Do you
want to start to worry about dusting? Stop the evil

before it starts.

Francis Zera is a Collegian .staff member.

Goodbye balconies. Goodbye ducks. Goodbye graffitti.
I must go back to the sea again, to the lonely sea and

the sky. Yes, the poetic appeals from high school gradu-
ation have kicked in and I know it is time to finally take
the road less travelled by. The yellow wood of England
hails me and I must leave this weary place and sail away
for a year so I can learn how to talk funny and be laughed
at for wearing plaid. So much to learn.

Nathan

CRICK
And yet with all the thrill offinally going on that great

journey into nowhere, I must consider the grim possibility
that I may never return. The IRA might mistake me for
one of their own and make me fall in love with a Black
woman who is actually a guy. I might get stuck in France
when Germany decides its time to kick their collective
ass all over Europe again. I might even find myself the
antagonist of a soccer riot by saying "Boy, those English
really stink don't they?"

So, to be safe, I am documenting my first Will and
Testament beforemy life is put in the hands ofa population
that consumes extraordinary amounts of marmalade.

To Housing Services I leave: Nothing.
To Chancellor O'Brien I leave: Nothing. .

To the crazy guy who submitted a column to me by
throwing it through the crack in my door and running
away I leave: Nothing.

To George Bush I leave: Nothing.
To all those who wish to highten their awareness of

tolerance and the aspects of a free society by playing the
I Am Going To Blatantly Condemn You with a VastArray
of Catchy Names in a Public Forum game I leave: This
newspaper. We are here to print any of your righteous
diatribes ifyou ever feel the need to think yourselfoh so

noble and respectable for your open-mindedness. We
even offer slots where we can be taken over for your
convenience.

To the Young Americans for Freedom: Bunny rabbits.
Lots and lots of bunny rabbits.

To the thieves who stolemy chemistry and math books
last spring I leave: My chemistry and math books.

To the girl who told me that "this is not a library" when
I was reading Time magazine in the Campus Store I

leave: The realization that there are many things in this
world with which you can trivialize your life and use to
make yourself believe that stuff like the unauthorized
reading of magazines really matters for a damn thing.

To the staff at the Collegian I leave: The remnants of
my soul which has not been warped by you, the best darn
groupofracist, bigoted, socialist, politically correct, fascist,

downright cultural elitist bunch of ignorant lesbians I

ever knew.
To Billy Joe Bob I leave: My fish and tackle set.

To my hometown I leave: All the sugar and plain cones
you can deal with. You can choose the kind yourself,
cause I sure as hell am not going to ask you again.

To the maker ofCombos I leave: The torilla and ranch
flavored crackers. I just can't deal with that white paste.

To Eustacia and Kent I leave: Your continued exist-
ence. As long as the patterns and habits ofpeople continue
to amaze me you will continue to mimic the incredible
range of opinions that we obliterate in our cute labels of
Liberal and Conservative.

To David Scott I leave: The foot worn jacket ofleaders
past that will be helpful ifyou choose to lie down and let

people walk all over you like a good chancellor.
To the students here at UMass I leave: My apologies.

I am sorry, but I am going to England, and I am taking my
angst with me.

Nathan Crick is a Collegian columnist.

Biase(J SATs are poor stanciarci of inteUigence
I wish to thank Mr. Wayne Keefe for proving one point:

that people should research a topic before they write
about that topic. In his letter [ Collegian . May 1 1, he says
he is a genius in comparison to "smart kids" who may
have problems achieving a score of 700 on their SATs.

What Mr. Keefner fails to take into account is that the
SATs are biased. This is not simply an observation from
myself, but rather proven in a study. The study in

question proved that the SATs are aimed at White,
suburban males, not inner-city students such as Weeks
or Padilla, let alone females. This is because most sub-
urban high schools offer SAT prep courses, some ofwhich
are mandatory. This is because higher education is the
"accepted path" of progression from high school.

In most cases, there is no question whether a student
will or will not pursue higher education. However, in
most inner-city schools, there is hardly any mention of
the SATs, if at all. Many inner-city athletes have been
quoted as saying that they were completely unaware of
the SATs, let alone have been able to do any preparatory
work for them. Are you aware that Princeton Review, an
SAT review course, costs $700? A "discount" rate from
Stanley Kaplan, another test prep program, is $595. This
is in the range of most suburbanites, but far out of most
inner-city students.

This is not the only level of bias that exists on the
SATs. I am sure Mr. Keefner can draw conclusions about
the relationship between a cup and a saucer, but not
everyone can, because not everyone is aware of what a
saucer is. This simple example may sound a little ri-

diculous to you, but imagine if you were from an inner-

city family on welfare. Would you understand that people
drink coffee or tea from a cup, which rests on top of a
saucer. I doubt it. Now imagine that the entire English
section of the SATs is set up in such a manner. It is the
combination of these factors that has prompted the
Educational Testing Service, the company that admin-
isters the SATs, to change the format from multiple
choice to an essay test. The new test will be administered
in two years.

Mr. Keefner, you also forget that SAT scores do not
determine a person's intelligence level. Just becau.se
someone does poorly on a standardized tost does not
necessarily mean a connection with a specific intelligence
level.

It could also mean that the person was nervous, hadn't
eaten in a few days— countless factors affect performance
on such a test. This is why colleges are looking away from
SAT scores and taking the entire person into account:
their grades, extra-curricular activities, etc. In a few
years, the NCAA is switching to a similar system — the
higher the grade point average of the athlete, the lower
SAT requirement, and vice versa.

As you can see, Mr. Keefiier, just because you score
above a 700 on your SATs, you are not a genius. You are
simply lucky enough to have had the factors working for
you, and not against you, such as Tyrone Weeks and
Edgar Padilla may have. Maybe you should simply be
happy about that, and forget your thoughts about being
a genius.

Dan Wolman
Orchard HilJ

Out into the world I go, some lessons I'll leave behind
The last two years of college, I lost the

ability to sit still in a classroom. I'd show
up at the beginning of a semester full of

confidence that I'd dutifully crawl out of

bed and lope down to class at 9:30 a.m. I'd

sit there admiring the syllabus, making
plans to get a jump on everyone, thinking

about how I could write the Great
American Novel and use it as a final pa-

per.

Then I'd get restless. The professor or

the teaching assistant would stop talking

and merely move his or her lips. It was like

the teacher was a demented mime, mim-
icking the very action he or she is not

allowed to do: speak. They looked asthough
they were saying something, but I couldn't

hear a damn thing.

So, just after I'd make plans to win a

Pulitzer Prize with a labor-intensive,

ground-breakingarticle with gobs and gobs

(we're talking big gobs here) of research

that would eventually destroy the career

of some elected official. I'd leave class

early.

I couldn't sit there anymore. I wasn't

learning anything.

Afternoon classes didn't fare much
better. Worse, actually. By then, I'd have

been long immersed in what I considered

education outside of the classroom.

Journalism majors, I thought, were

given a relatively easy lot in life for a

reason. Apparently, the faculty realize

the only way to pursue a career injournal-

ism is to actually pursue that career in

journalism. You gotta write, dammit. So,

that's what I did. I wrote. 1 wrote a lot and
I edited a lot.

But I learned more working in a base-
ment newsroom than how to write so-so

and edit passably. I learned something
about human nature. I learned something
about power and principle. Mainly that
many people, no matter how sweet and
nice and "sensitive" they are, care more
about power and privilege than they do
about principle.

Marc

ELLIOTT
But, instead merely launching right

into a tirade so full of bile and sarcastic,

dark thoughts that it burns out your
retinas, allow me to impart upon you some
of my wisdom with this warning: this is

not for the weak ofheart, this is life bucko.
Lesson one: Power corrupts. It's an oldie

and goodie, but is it true? You bet. State
Sen. Stan Rosenberg provides us with the
most recent example. Stan is from Amherst
and has backed every worthy, progressive,

underdog cause that ever had the misfor-

tune to wander into the Massachusetts
Statehouse. He recently introduced a bill

eliminating much of the law preventing

political hacks from using state employees
to pad and run their political efforts at re-

election.

Where's Dennis Kelley and his Democ-
racy Campaign when you need it?

Lesson two: Position, Ph.d and titles

mean nothingin the relm ofrespectablility.

I've, in my adventures as a Collegian editor,

had more professors, academics, people-

empowerment-type activists ( politicians ),

cheap political hacks (there are a lot of
them around here) lie to me, outright, not
a blink. It's quite a feat, and a shame it's

so common. But even worse than the mere
lies are the lies with just a touch of truth,

because you can't throw the whole thing
out.

It doesn't matter who's talking. People
with fantastic reputations and records for

truth-telling, honesty and scrupulous in-

tegrity. I've been lied to by the best of
them.

Lesson three: Multiculturalism equals
money. Journalism sucks. Everyone ends
up hating you for it. Multiculturalism, on
the other hand , at least the kind Whitmore
likes, attracts awards, awards with cash
prizes that is. Ifyou need proof, just try to

remember the last time the administra-
tion, not the student government and
student groups now, sponsored an event,

with any financial backing, without the
words multiculturalism or diversity in-

corporated in there somewhere.
Lesson four: Law isn't legal on campus.

Hey boys and girls! This is a university!

An3^hing goes here. Hell, we voted to

make smoking dope legal. So much for

'Just Say No.' Anyone stop to think about
the kind of example we're setting for the
children of this state? I didn't think so.

Les.son five: You can't pick your friends
either. These people will never please you
totally all the time. Deal with it, 'cuz yer
stuck with them.

Le.s.son .six: A camel is a horse put to-

gether by committee. We used to have
this thing called Collegian Committee in

which we would discuss problems of
multiculturalism in the paper. Basically,
the people who had problems never
showed up and the re.st of us were left to
be lectured by University officials who, I

suspect, thought we were mindless little

Satans for not printing "feel good" news
about this damn fine diver.se campus
where everything is beautiful and every-
one whistles Zippidee-doo-dah all the day
long. Which brings me to. . .

Les.son seven: Politics favor power, not
principle. When it looked like the Collegian
was defeated by yammering, threatening
and sometimes violent (although
Whitmore would insist I'm exaggerating
that point and that many of these people
were true community leaders) protesters,
the "hands ofl' administration suddenly
had their hands all over the Collegian's
reputation, accusing its staffof all sorts of
falacies.

I'll catch all you in the real worid. Eh.
Ma>c Elliott is no longer a Collegian

columnLst.
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Still under investigation

Just an animal at the Zoo
Not to sound like a deep profound

thinker or anything, but as I reflect back
on my year here at the Zoo (yeah. snifT. it's

almost gone), I have a mixed bag of feel-

ings. Yeah, I'm positive that my over-
riding emotion is elatedness that the col-

lege stress bus is at its last stop and the
summer fun months are waiting to debut
once again, but I don't exactly know
whether I want to leave just yet.

Lord knows I don't have trouble wav-
ing goodbye to getting up for classes,
downing Mylanta to soothe the dining
commons cramps, or dealing with the
bureaucratic demons at any of the offices
on campus. Yes. even though I wrote once
about how hospitable and friendly the
Valley was and how nice a break it was
from my former college. I knew there were
liabilities around here as well. It's become
inevitable.

Troy L.

MERRICK
However, life's not so cruel and inhu-

mane here as many would be led to believe.
While they may be a mile or so apart and
a pain in the gluteas maximus to get to if

you don't have a bike and the PVTA isn't

running and/or on schedule (tough call),

there are places to go here on campus to
have fun and hangout.
And at those places, meeting people

from the mini-melting pot or mini-salad
bowl ( whatever the politically correct term
is now) that is UMass is an experience in

itself. I think it's a shame that the different
ethnic groups don't interact more than
they already do. and please don't be naive
and condemn me when I recognize that
there is still segi-egation here as nearly
everywhere else. It's tough to admit that
perhaps it will never be eradicated totally.

But hey, I don't mean to go offon a tangent
and depress anybody. Where was I. . . oh
yeah, the end of the year speech!

There never seems to be enough time to
complete every little detail of the college
life. 1 try to catch up on current events,
keep my ever-slipping grade point aver-
age from reaching new depths by burying

'Smart' testing fails
To the Genius \Collegian, May 10|:

I am going to assume from reading your letter that you
are no genius. I consider myself to be a "smart kid" yet I

scored just above 800 on the SAT. Fortunately, I was able
to take an overpriced prep course. This course increased
my capacity to take the SAT by teachingme "tricks" ofthe
test; it did not increase my intelligence level. Because I

was able to shell out $500 1 got a more acceptable score on
a meaningless test.

It is a proven fact that the SAT is a culturally and
racially biased test. Just like other forms of racism,
people are too willing to blame the victim. Using the SAT
to measure someone's intelligence is completely absurd.
When looking at high school education in this country
there is a serious lack of equity. There seems to be a
correlation between socio-economic status and SAT scores.

Your ideas lead to increased oppression of minorities,
with no specific standard test geared toward them. I'm
sure that if Edgar Padilla or Tyrone Weeks saw your
letter they would be offended by your ignorant assump-
tions.

Daniel Akiba
Amherst

Twelve people signed this letter.

my nose in the books, and participate in
the plethora of performances, activities
and social functions that regularly pop up.

I know the purpose ofcollege is to learn
lots ofwonderful things about the diverse
world around us and become a better
person with a polysyllabic vocabulary, and
I've tried to be diligent. Really, I have.

But now that the sun has come out
from hiding, it's getting tougher and
tougher to make those appearances, pen
and pad in hand, to the last class sessions.

Not only that, but try draggingyourself
to shift after shift in the dining commons
where the temperature in the dishroom
only rarely hits 130 degrees. Yeah. I not
only have to eat there but I have the
"insider advantage" of toiling there too.

With this being myjunioryear. I've gone
into much of the core ofmy major curricu-
lum, and I'm glad to be away from all the
nebulous gen-eds. Finally I have some
leeway, and can experiment a little with
various classes without anyone telling me
I need this, that and the other thing.

Having a single has been cool, even
though it's in Sylvan and the closet in my
room at home is bigger. I can barely turn
around without knocking something over,
and a transistor radio would seem like
surround-sound, but it's home for the last
few months. Take whatcha can get.

One blessing I can look back on and
smile about is not having been too terribly
sick while here. My heart goes out to
anyone who had to sit for an hour and a
half in the "Health" Center waiting room,
puking up blood, only to have some near-
sighted woman waddle in and say some-
thing about taking aspirin and calling
them in the morning. Don't we pay
their salaries or something like that?

Anyhow, it's all said and done, no
questions asked. Everybody's going to be
headed somewhere to find a job, and life

will go on inevitably. But just think, no
matter where you are under the summer
sun — whether you're flipping burgers or
actually doing something halfway related
to your field of studies— you'll always be
an animal at the Zoo.

TroyL. Merrick isa Collegiancolumnist.

Fortunately or not, some things never
change.

Upon hearing his story, on March 13,

1

wrote an editorial about Jason Nietupski,
a young man beaten up for no apparent
reason. Nietupski was walking alone late

at night with his wallet in one hand and a
sundae he had just bought in the other.

Confused when a man struck him across
the face, he offered both money and food to

this group standing behind him, but they
did not want to eat or steal. They wanted
to beat the crap out of him.

Michael

MORRISSEY
Knowing he was defenseless in stop-

ping them, as they closed in for the kill,

who knows what went through Nietupski's
mind? Was he thinking, "What did I ever
do to deserve this?" Did he say, "I'm gonna
die without even graduating college?" or,

"I never had the chance to tell ( ) I loved
them!"

Yielding to blow aft«r blow, luckily
Jason Nietupski did not die that night; he
only suffered cuts, bruises and a concus-
sion. But nightmare Part 2 began the next
morning, when Nietupski looked for
someone to turn to.

Our administration was wary at first,

skeptical ofNietupski and the other people
who were assaulted by this same group.
Walking on eggshells, Whitmore would
not announce the attacks as racist when
race could have been the only possible
motive.

Unsurprisingly, the press, which in the
last year and a half has played up every
attack on a minority at this school, was
snail-like in covering the story.

An obvious page one story the following

Monday had the attackers and attackee's
races been switched, this story was cov-
ered five days later, on a Wednesday.

Belatedly, Channel 40 did a story four
nights after the beatings. They spent more
time interviewing a minority student not
involved with the incident than all four of
the beating victims combined.

Racist or not, the administration hasn't
addressed the attacks. What has happened
since then? Not much. Whitmore is keeping
the issue out of the press, and if they did
finally announce that the attack was racist,

I must not have received the fax.

"I'm pissed off," Nietupski said. They
haven't done anything. They just don't
give a I expletive I."

No admittance by the University has
been made. The University News Office
explains that the matter is still under
investigation. It has yet to admit the attack
is racist in nature.

Each day, Jason Nietupski stares
straight ahead, scanning the horizon for

someone from the University to say, "We're
here for you. we'll protect you." Nobody
appears.

The end of the semester always brings
a flood of sentimental columns from
graduating seniors. Sorrj-, members ofthe
PC fan club, but I still have one more year
to go. I Insert maniacal laughter here.

I

I just want to thank all you folks who
read the paper, you're the ones who make
it the rag it is. To the people who like my
editorials: Mom. Ill be home for supper;
guys. I'll bring your money to you tomor-
row.

To those opposed : "I toldya , ya should've
killed me last year."

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Weight room plan will benefit all
The front-page article regarding the

varsity weight room \Collegian, April 27

1

contained inaccurate information and
misrepresented the plan being imple-
mented by the athletic administration at
this University.

Varsity athletes at UMass are clearly
entitled to a venue that allows them to
develop strength and improve their
physical conditioning. For the past seven
years, the only space afforded them has
been weight room 1. That facility is not
only extremely small, in many cases not
able to physically accommodate our larger
varsity teams, but is also not available to
athletes on a consistent, timely basis.

Our student athletes need to be able to
train on a regular basis and with the
existing policy this room has only been
available forfour hours per day. There are
over GOO varsity athletes who represent this
institution— they alsopay a studen t fee
and fewer than 155 are on scholarship aid.
For years, the University has put these
student athletes in adverse situations such
as training at 6 a.m., attending classes all
day and then attending their specific sports
practices. The time, commitment and
dedication ofthese student athletes should
at least be rewarded with affording them
a conducive environment for their strength
and conditioning. Their schedules aca-
demically and athletically have rigorous
demands, and they deserve the opportu-
nity to train during the day, rather than
late evenings, early mornings and Sun-

days.

Over the years, the overuse of the fa-

cilities in weight room 1 have rendered it

in poor condition for all user groups. Set-
ting this room aside specifically for varsity
athletes will allow the room to finally be
properly maintained, and it will also pro-
vide our large student athlete population
access to a better training facility.

We believe the plan that will be
implemented by the athletic administra-
tion affords not only our student athletes
with a better situation, but the rest of our
student population as well. The plan is to
completely refurbish weight room 2 in
Boyden and have that facility available to
all students seven days per week.

Additionally, there will be a new weight
room in Totman, and the existing facility
in Curry Hicks will be upgraded. We be-
lieve this will increase access to better
strength training facilities for all. Three
sites will be available to all students seven
days per week. They will be better equipped
and maintained than anything available
right now.

Our proposal for the strength and
conditioning facilities on this campus has
been carefully thought out, with input
from all the constituencies it serves. We
believe strongly that this plan affords the
best use of the space with which we are
given access to, and will in the end give
everyone a better place to work out!

Bob Marcum
Director of Athletics

UPC works to ensure safety at Spring Concert
In response to coverage by the Collegian and

Channel 40 News of the accident during the Spring
Concert on Sunday in which Chris O'Neil of R'lode
Island fell from a walkway on Morrill Center, a few
points must be clarified.

The accident took place out of the concert venue.
Within the enclosed, secured pond area, a crowd of8,000
to 10,000 people enjoyed an accident-free show due in
large part to liigh levels of security. There were 100
student security workers (some of whom slept at the
stage for the weekend to ensure safety) and an ambu-
lance, six EMTs, 10 public safety officers, 15 uniformed
and five plain-clothed officers. This high integrity of
production by University Productions and Concerts is
the result of three months of planning in coordination
vrith Student Activities, Public Safety, the Fine Arts
Center. Environmental Health and Safety, the Amherst
Police Department and Mountain Staging.

UPC's experience has always been a progressive
one. It has brought together its 12-year experience in
producing Spring Concerts to coordinate a high secu-
rity oriented day. UPC took the initiative to install
additional fencing and security along the pond side of

the lawn as well as to place safety and regulatory signs
around the pond and lawn area.
UPC took all available precautions to avoid acci-

dents within the venue, and none took place. If an
accident occurs within Worcester Centrum, that is one
issue. However, no one could blame the managers of
the Centrum for an accident that occurred outside its
venue to a person that was listeningon the street to the
concert inside. This is the same case. And while Uni-
versity police routinely patrolled the area around the
concert, cases involving a lack of individual responsi-
bility cannot be checked all the time.

UPC's mission has been to put on safe events and
provide the community with quality recreational ac-

i'!l"
^^^ '^ students working for students. It

would be unfortunate and short-sighted to think Spring
(..oncerts should be ended because of accidents that
occur outside the venue by individuals perhaps not
maintaining their own safety. We would have hoped
that the Collegian, a student newspaper, would have
investigated and disclosed the above facts.

Catherine Bloch
UPC Production Manager
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Arts staff '93: some of our favorite things
CoSnsL'!?^^^^ We..:NUlesDavas,/^,Wo/-B/;..;Allman PLEASURE: chocolate chip cookies, DP wanna-be. writer MOVIR^.w/.
Compiled by JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

As the eclectic spring semester draws to
a close at the Collegian and since I'm say-
ing sayonara to being an eclectic editor. I

thought it would be interesting to round up
the vei7 eclectic staffofthe Arts and Living
page and find out everyone's favorites in
the eclectic field of entertainment.

Do you really care? Probably not. but
hey, it's the last day of the paper so get
over it. As an eclectic staff, we immerse
ourselves daily in the eclectic field of arts,
so I suppose we know what we're talking
about it. but don't count on it.

JON LUPO— Arts Editor, snobby film
critic, Kenneth Branagh wannabe.
MOVIE: Dangei-ousLiai.sons. DeadAgain,
North by Northwest, Cinema Paradisoand
Rebel Without A Cause. TV SHOW:
"Seinfeld," "The Simpsons," "Homefront"
and "Siskel & Ebert." BOOK: The Lost
Language of Crones by David Leavitt. A
Separate Peace byJohn Knowles. GUILTY
PLEASURE: Madonna's I'm Breathless.
fast forwarding through the Muppet
movies looking for homoerotic undercur-
rents, playing withmy Cry//i^Go/w action
figures in mv mother's bra.

LISA CURTIS — Arts Editor, Marion
Ross groupie, natural blond No.l, snazzy
dresser

.
MOVIE : Ow / o/"A/>7ra . TVSHOW:

"Saturday Night Uve." BOOK: The Stand
by Stephen King. GUILTY PLEASURE;
making up fake Marion Ross interviews
and passing them off as legit.

ADAM GOULSTON— Arts Associate,
music critic, natural blond No.2. cool shoes.
MOVIE: Mo' Better Blues. Harry and
Ton to. The Graduate. Monty Python & the
Holy Grail and Rebel Without a Cause. TV
SHOW: "Seinfeld," "Monty Pythons Fly-
ing Circus," "Northern Exposure" and "Get
a Life." DISC: My Bloody Valentine.

Loveless.Miles Davis.KindofBlue:Allman
Brothers. Live at Fillmore East. BOOK:
Letters to a Young Poet by Rainer Maria
Rilke. / Went to College and it was OK by
Jim. GUILTY PLEASURE: Nude hiking,
nice pupas. malt liquor.

CALEB COCHRAN — Arts Associate,
music critic, calendar stud. MOVIE: Big.
When Harry Met Sally, Dead Poets Soci-
ety, Back to the Future, Unforgiven. TV
SHOW:"Seinfeld,""UteNight,""TheNike
John Calipari Show." BOOK: Catcher in

the Rye by J.D. Salinger, The Essential
Calvin & Hobbes by Bill Watterson, Lord
of the Flies by William Golding. GUILTY

PLEASURE: chocolate chip cookies
Dough.

CUTTER GARCIA — Writer. 90210
Columnist.embittered short guy. MOVIE:
The Philadelphia Story, L.A. Story, Big,
Brian's Song; New Wave Hookers. TV
SHOW: -Quantum Leap." "Family Ties,"
-90210." -Bionic Man." BOOK: Illusions
by Richard Bach, The Stand by Stephen
King, Watchers by Dean R. Koontz
GUILTY PLEASURE: Trying to find new
and unique ways to harass the police and
my friends through 'Cutter's World.'
ADAM SCOTT ROBERTS— The like,

totally way cool Campus Man, frat boy

ASSOCIATED PRESS
British actor/director Kenneth Branagh

starred in one of Jon Lupo's favorite movies,
"Dead Again."

ASSOCIATED PRESS
Accent queen Meryl Streep starred in one

of Lisa Curtis' favorite flicks, "Out of Africa."

wanna-be, writer. MOVIE; Pretty
Woman, Basic Instinct, Blue Steel, Cape
Fear. TVSHOW: "902 10.""Melrose Place."

DISC: Madonna. You Can Dance.
COLONGE: Joop! BOOK: The Firm bv
John Grisham. GUILTY PLEASURE':
Buying munchies at CVS. calling up Ma-
donna and Tori Spelling and then hanging
up when thev answer.
SHAWN McDonnell — Theatre

critic. UMass Theatre Guild's favorite

person. MOVIES: Brazil, MASH.
Equus, Prelude to a Kiss. TV SHOW:
"MASH," "The Prisoner," "Quantum
Leap." BOOK: The Satanic Verses by
Salman Rushdie. GUILTY PLEASURE:
jeering Jake Leno. watching FOX.
MARTY BROWN — Video Pick of the

Week guru, crazed fan of Roger Ebert ("If

1 cant have you, nobody will!"). MOVIE:
Blade Runner, Excalibur, Miller's Cros.s-

ing. The Accidental Tourist. Reservoir
Dugs. TV SHOW: "Siskel & Ebert." "Ute
Night." "Northern Exposure." BOOK: The
Watchmen. Vfor Vendetta by Alan Moore
and Dave Gibbons. The Dark Night Re
turns by Frank Miller. GUILTY PLEA-
SURE: Spouting quotes from movies I've

seen too many times.

ED HUMPHRIES— HSCN CEO VIP.
Jon Lupo's heir apparent. MOVIE: Boyz 'N
the Hood, Terminator 2, OfMice and Men
( 199 1 version )TVSHOW: "The Simpsons."
"Cheers.""All in the Familv.""Twin Peaks"
(first season). GUILTY PLEASURE: do-
ing one-armed push-ups with my pal Jack
Palance. hanging with Ernest and getting
scared real stupid.

KEN MAIRUl — Listen to This! music
critic. MOVIE: Slacker, Taxi Driver.
Manchurian Candidate. Barton Fmk. TV
SHOW: old reruns of "Saturdav Night
Live,""WKRP.""Kids in the Hall." BOOK:
My Cousin. My Gastroenterologist by Mark

Turn to FAVORITES, page 8

Reflections of Siena leads Emily to examine UMass roots
This time of the semester always proves to be one of

the most stressful. Not only is the sun out. practically
calling me to come and play, but somehow my workload
actually gets heavier, not to mention the scheduling and
housing stuff that needs to be done for next fall. The fact

that I am in Siena. Italy has not changed any of this.

The weather has been absolutely gorgeous and sum-
mer-like for the past month, and the city's piazza fills

with students as soon as classes are let out. Although
these noble academics saunter into the sun filled piazza
with the best of intentions to study, it is definitely

difficult to absorb anything besides sleepy rays in the
midst of all the chatter, music, laughter and impressive
people-watching opportunities.

Despite the fact that the entire city is completely
stricken with spring-fever, my professors seem in denial,

assigning the first few weeks of school. Some things are
universal.

It also seems that no matter how far away I go,

Housing Services and that evil pre-registration process

follow. Not wanting to waste next semester's tuition

money on overseas telephone battles with Housing, I am
sometimes stricken with the fear of living in a lounge or,

worse yet. anywhere in close proximity to any given E lot.

Pre-registration is. at best, a fiy-by-the-seat-of-your-

pants operation from here, a scramble to schedule

somewhat interesting and useful courses with the use of
limited resources.

The real problem that I am experiencing now is coping
with the fact that I am leaving this incredible place that
has become home in a matter of weeks. I cannot com-
prehend now quickly my time here has passed. It seems
like just yesterday that I arrived in Italy, ridiculously
heavy baggage in hand (and strewn about the frozen
cobblestone street), completely lost expression fixed on
my face. I remember the uncontainable excitement that
charged every nerve ofmy body, driving me to believe in

myself enough to know that I could communicate, take
care of myself and survive here.

Emily

MARINO
Today, looking back on my experience in Siena, I

reahze that I have succeeded. I plunged into a culture in

which everything from the language to the way people
view the world is diverse. I learned the language well
enough to feed, clothe, entertain and keep myselfnot only
well, but happy and surrounded by people and things
that 1 will remember for a long time to come.

I kept my eyes and mind open, observing what it

means to be Italian, learning that the notable differences

between my culture and that ofthe Italians do not cancel
the common traits we share as human beings.

Italy is filled with individuals who act. dress, eat,

interact and speak differently that we do. But after many
conversations with some ofthese same people I have come
to reahze that we all aspire to more or less the same things.

Some of us want careers, some look forward to having
a family or to make a lot of money. Most of us eventually
want to make a lot of money. Most of us even.,ually want
to fall in love, to see other parts of world, to understand
ourselves and the people who surround us. We want to
achieve goals that we feel will result in self-fulfillment

and of course, happiness.

In the countless art, frescos, paintings, sculptures and
architectural masterpieces at which 1 have gazed in awe
I see that sameyearning for spiritual fulfillment expressed
by people thousands of years ago. The fact that these
works are able to move me and my contemporaries so
many years later speaks loudly for our band as humans,
and our common labor in life to keep doing, searching and
striving for that precious enlightenment and happiness.

I don't tlunk I realized just how much I would learn
about myself and about human nature before I came to
Italy. I came here with a curious desire to know more
about a culture that I had always felt somehow connected

Turn to EMILY MARINO, page 8

is Hiring For
Summer Positions
Call 545-3509 or stop
by Memorial Hall.

NIGHTCLUB

Thursday, May 1

3

7:00 P.M.

Early Show
18 +

iiMiiViWrfrt-.iV.i.

Tickets available at Pearl Street, Strawberries, Tix Unlimited,

Northampton Box Office, For The Record in Amherst:

Ticket Pro (800) 828-7080 10 Pearl Street Northampton 584-7771
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favorites
continued from page 7

Leyner. GUILTY PLEASURE: Procrastinating, or
"spanking." if you will.

ART STAPLETON— 90210 columnist. Sports (yuck!)
Associate. Emily Marino groupie. MOVIE: Boyz N' the
Hoixi. Officer and a Gentleman, Singles. TV SHOW:
"Sportscenter." "Happy Days," "Cheers," "Saved bv the
Bell." DISC: Billy Joel. Songs in the Attic; \J2,Achtung
Baby, L.L. Cool J. Mama Said Knock You Out. BOOK:
Animal Farm by George Orwell, Portrait ofan Artist As
A Young Man by James Joyce. GU1LT\' PLEASURE:
Sega Genesis - NHLPA Hockey "93. Bridget Fonda.
JEFF CROFTS — writer, wiseass. 'Spooky World'

correspondent. MOVIES: Kentucky Fried Movie. Say
Anything. National Lampoon's Vacation. Jaws. TV
SHOW: "Three's Company." "Brady Bunch." "Dukes of
Hazzard." BOOK: To Kill a Moikingbiixl by Harper Lee.
A Separate Peace by John Knowles. GUILTV' PLEA-
SURE: Wondering how Marcia Brady is like in bed.
playing my banjo — and I'm not talking music.

KRISTIN ST. JOHN — \vriter. Black Affairs Editor.

Marsha Warfield lookalike. MOVIE: New Jack Citv. Mo'
Better Blues. Boyz 'iVZ/jf/Zoof/. TV SHOW: "Martin." "The
Simpsons." "90210." DISC: Various. Bam Bam It's Mur-

der, Naughty By Nature, Naughty by Nature. BOOK:
Temple of My Familiar by Alice Walker. GUILTY
PLEASURE: making fun of people, "tapping the bottle

and twisting the cap."

GREG SUKIENNIK — writer, washed-up senior,

courtjester. MOWlE.High Plams Drifter. Wayne's World.

Boyz N' the Hood. TV SHOW: "BuUwinkle," "Seinfeld,"

"Star Trek." DISC: Soundgarden, Badmotorfinger; Dire

Straits,Loi'e Oi'^rGoW; Pearl Jam, Tf/j. BOOK: TheBest
&the Brightest by David Halberstam, Ca^'s Cradle by Kurt
Vonnegut. Jr. GUILTY PLEASURE: Singing along with
Gordon Lightfoot or old Carly Simon. "Sesame Street."

BRIAN BABINEAU — writer, music critic. Spring
Concert historian. MOVIE: Fandago. The Player, Sa\
Anything. Riskx Business.TVSHOW: "Cheers," "Seinfeld^"

"Twin Peaks." DISC: Husker Du, Candy Apple Grey;

English Beat, Wha'appen; New Order. Power. Corrup-
tion & Lies. BOOK: Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas by
Hunter S. Thompson. Electric Kool Aid Acid Test by Tom
Wolfe. GUILTY PLEASURE: hanging upside down from
a shower curtain rod with bowling balls suspended from
in my nipple rings.

Emily Marino
continued from poge 7

to, and after almost five months of absorbing,
processing and recording the things around me, I

understand why studjang abroad is so essential.

In the struggle to accept and understand the
differences in how we live, one is forced to take a

sidelong glance at his/her own lifestyle and assess,

appreciate and modify his/her role in that culture.

I encourage anyone who is even slightly inter-

ested in studying abroad to do so. The best way to

get a broader perspective on just about everything
is to take it all away and start over in a totally

foreign environment.

The fantastic thing about "your state university"

is that it offers each of you the opportunity and
resources to take a magic carpet ride to anywhere in

the world you desire to go and learn about.

And asmy roommate, Arielle will attest to study-

ing abroad will probably make you realize just how
much you love the old campus. By leaving that

music-blaring, student-laden, huge land ofacademic
wonder and iffy diiningcommons food, we have both

admitted that not only does Basics make a killer

hummus, but that parts of us never left UMass.
It is realizations like this thatwe will retain and

use to make the most of our remaining time as
undergrads, and to remember that with a little

know-how, some hard work, and a lot of guts, the
world is literally at our fingertips, and, that any-
thing is possible.

Emily Marino is saying ciao to Siena and re-

turning to the Happy Valley next semester and is

also a Collegian columnist.

COURTESY ROCK BOTTOM REMArNDERS
ROCK BOTTOM REMAINDERS— A group of best-selling authors have come together to form a rock group, the Rock

Bottom Remainders. Shown are (in back row, from left) Gerry Peterson, Dave Barry, Barbara Kingsolver, Matt Groeing,
Kathi Goldmark, A! Kooper, Tad Bartimus, Robert Fulghum, Michael Dorris, (front row, from left) Josh Kelly, Stephen King,'
Roy Blount, Jr., Joel Selvin, Ridley Pearson. Dave Marsh, Greil Marcus, Amy Tan. The group will play Pearl Street on
Friday, May 21 at 7 p.m. Tickets $8 Adv., $10 at the door.

Quick flicks
A couple quickie movie reviews: Try to catch Dave, a

spirited, funny, clever, feel-good movie that won't leave a
bad taste in your mouth. Kevin Kline shines as a ordinary
guy recruited to stand in for the president. But when the
big guy has a stroke in the arms of his mistress, Kline
steps in for real. Sigourney Weaver and Ben Kingsley co-
star, though one wishes they had more to do. Easily the
best comedy of 1993 and that includes Groundhog's Day.
Dragon is a comic book bio-fiick of Bruce Lee that owes
more to Dick Tracy than Malcom X. Jason Scott Lee does
a good job as the karate/movie-star wonder, though the
film never really pins down who Bruce Lee was. at least
beyond the myth. Entertaining, but they could've done
more. Dave: B+ Dragon: B-

— JON LUPO
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sex
continued from page 3 ~ '

Landolphi was trained to be an AIDS educator for high
school students. She gave her first lecture in front of
2,000 students in Boston and said she could not deliver
the information in lecture form.

"When It came time to talk about the ways of trans-
mission. I couldn't keep a straight face." Landolphi said.

She said she preferred to use a mixture ofcomedy and
honesty. Landolphi brought that combination to two free
shows at a boyfriend's college. WTien she was brought
back a third time, shie said there were at least 750
students present.

Landolphi said she celebrates all genders, sexual
orientations and races. She said she wants women to be
.sexually proud and confident.

"Ninety-nine percent of all positions of intercourse do
not bri^ng most women to orgasm — that's not great sex
to me." Landolphi said.

She said everyone is in charge of their orgasm and she
plans to use jokes, role-playing and acrobats, "the A to Z"
of sexual knowledge.

"I don't need to put men down. . . well have better sex
when everyone is sexually proud." Landolphi said.

Landolphi is a native of Beverly. Mass. and currently
lives in Gloucester. She graduated with a bachelor's
degree in theater from Middlebury College in Middlebury,

When she was originally approached by cable stations
to do her program for television, Landolphi said she
wanted to perform at UMass because she is from Mas-
sachusetts.

"One of the best things about UMass is the diversity,

but that's not to say people appreciate that diversity,"

Landolphi said.

She currently hosts a weekly teen television program
called "Raparound" on WBZ in Boston and performs 25
shows a month and hasbeen to 400 universities. Landolphi
has been nominated by the National Association for

Campus Activities for "Lecturer of the Year" and for the
Harry Chapin Humanitarian Award.

Landolphi will be giving two free shows at 7 p.m. and
9 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium on Thursday night. Tickets
can be picked up in advance at the Fine Arts Center box
office.

niorth Shore Students
Are you going home for

the summer?

Check out summer classes at

North Shore
Community College

Credit courses at $81.75 per credit.

Campuses in Beverly and Lynn.

Call for information or a course

schedule:

(508)762-4000 X 5485

Congratulations

UMASS Class

^'' 199]

Womtns Shoes, Clolhiny & Acces.s<.ries

Zanna • 1H7 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

4)3253.2563

Open Thursdays 'til H p.m.
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Wondering how to buy some used furniture, sublet a
summer apartment, locate your missing cat?

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS
113 Campus Center 545-3500

-^^
.NBed a Break
from Finals?

Stop by and recharge your
batteries in less than an hour.

Meditate to music for free

with the Boston Meditation
Society. No experience

necessary. Music tapes given away free.

UMass Campus Center, Mondays and Thursdays:
Hourly sessions 7-8-9 pm May 6, Rm. 801
May 10, Rm. 803 May 13, Rm. 805
May17, Rm. 905 May20, Rm. 811

June 1-September 30
(Temporary Position)

Excellent opportunity for graduating senior

Journalism/English/Communications major

Position requires strong writing skills and creativity

Send resume to:

Catherine Pappas
Connmunications Manager
Eastern States Exposition
1305 Memorial Avenue
West Springfield, MA 01089

BIG
1

1

P
J

TIMES are TOUGH!
Have you been

getting the

BEST VALUE
for your
money?
YOUR
CHOICE
offamous

Burger King
Sanainiiches

$^99
with

medium
fries
and

drinic starting 62
OPEN 24 HOURS

MAY 13 ID NIAY 21

YOUR
WAY
RIGHT
AWAY

DANCE CLUB
featurmfi TheAm s BifgtsI

Djnce fhor»d Best Lighl Show!

Wednesday -

DANCISG WITH 0/ DENNIS R.

Thursday-WHMP
EIGHTEES & OVER DANCING

WITH Of DENNIS R.

WHMP's Kid Mclnlyre
Broadcasting Live

[)

Friday-

DANCINC WITH Dl PETE D.

Pldvin* thf Bfsl Cuntnl Tkncr Sksk

S,iturd.n-

THE AREAS BIGGEST & BEST

SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY WITH Dl DAVE

Sunday-May 16

NOHO SUNDAY NIGHTS
Upstairs at Underground
Monster Movies followed

by Dancing \^ith Dl

Downstain-

TINY MONSTERS
Hidden Dri\e>>

^'.».n.M..i..i..i.-...i........i..i..i.n.H..i..i..V

LIVE MUSIC
'.....f.tM-.i..i-.»-..-;TTr

lliui., \>.iy 1 !-7.(Ul|)iii ]>:

Early Show

THE MIGHTY,
MIGHTY BOSSTONES

Mon^hani

DdwhsMiis - H;()() pm/l««
Lor.il Hiiiul Sliovvf .is(',

\EW RADIANT STORM KING

DItStlMEAT/WOMBAT \

HOLLAPOPPER/OUT OUT [

' Free .idmission with

Bosstones ticket stub
i .1 .1 .1 .i .1 .1 A .1 .i .1 .4..l..i..i..i..l...

f 11 M.A 1 } " IIO|)iii WKSI

ELY

LUCINDA WILLIAMS

m. 1. » .. .. m.-^w^«^ w. 1. » 1.

S.il
, \l,w 1

'

'*:(){)|)iii

THE BOMBASTICS

j
Ilnir., M,ly JO - H: !() |jm/IH + /

lid Zi|j|jC'lin Tribul

PHYSICAL GRAFFITI

••.'•....•.n.P./..-J.-i.-i.Tf

Tickets only $4.00 in

.kIv.iikc ot TIX Unlimited in

the C.iin|jii>> Center
- -

rii,, May 21 - 7:()0|jni

ROCK BOTTOM
REMAINDERS

Featuring Best Selling Authors

including Dave Barry,

Steven King, Amy Tan

& Matt Groening

Downsf.iirs 'liOOpm

LOBSTERZ FROM MARS
-'*-'*-**-' »-**-'-*»-*

-'r
-'

S.it.. M,iv 2^i - '*;(K) |)in

THE EQUALITIES

: Sun., )une () - 7:01) pmAVKSI/

JJ. GALE
Loudon Wainwrieht III

Mon.. lune M-8:0()pni/l 8+/ ;

4 NOfSI BLONDES \

Tickets jvailablp at Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Tix

Unlimiird, Norlhamplnn Bfi\

Office, For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro

(800) 828-7080

10 Pearl Street Norlhamplnn
>84--:71
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military

All P^

l^'Bl^''^"
lU RG >• HOT DOGS
n?IHS*'»v;|()\ RINGS
PHIIl . nil Sf: STKS

SllAKlIS^ri OATS

R()UrE9 HADLEY 585-0241
ONE MILE WEST OF THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

Come to this informational session and

get your questions answered.

TONIGHT
6-8 p.m.

University Health Center

Room 304

For more information, call the office of

Health Education at 549-2671 ext. 181

Jf=Jf=Jf=Jt=Jf==Jf=Jr=Jr=Jf=Jf=Jf=Jf=Jf==if==Jf=Jf=Jf==Jf=Jf=Jr4n

H

i

i!

1

continued from page 1

Sen. John Warner, the second ranking Republican on

the panel predicted that approach in effect now under

Clinton's interim order will be where Congress ends up

on the issue.

Bowing to pressure. Clinton set the interim policy in

January . Buthe also directed Defense Secretary Les Aspin

to draw up an executive order by July 15 ending the ban.

Retired Gen. Schwarzkopf, the commander of U.S.

troops in the Persian GulfWar, said he could accept that

but not the idea of homosexuals serving openly in the

military.

"I have no objection to leaving the situation exactly

where it is now," he said.

Schwarzkopf, America's war hero, said his opposition

to lifting the ban stems from the impact it would have on

the military and its ability to fight.

"In every case that I'm familiar with and there are

many when it became known in a unit that someone was

openly homosexual, polarization occurred, violence

sometimes followed, morale broke down and unit effec-

tiveness suffered," Schwarkopf said.

IfClinton goes ahead with ending the ban. Schwarzkopf

said the military will follow but there will be little

enthusiasm.

To me, they will be just like many if the Iraqi troops

who sat in the deserts ofKuwait, forced to execute orders

they didn't believe in," he said.

Round trips from BOSTON

LONDON $39S
PARIS $478
BAN6K0N $889
Rouid trips from NEW YORK

SAN JOSE CR. $450
CANCUN $310

Taxes and su'charges not included

Fares subject to change

79 So Pleasant St ,*anher5t

lS«-1t41

APRIL SHOWERS BRING MAY SPECIALS!
Miller

Genuine Draft

24-12 oz bar Dottles

$"1099
I W * dep

Busch &
Busch Light
24-12 0Z cans

$Q99
M * dep

Purple
Passion

2.0 Ltr

$399

Captain Morgan
Spiced Rum

75 Ltr w/Free2 0Ltr Coke

$1599

Fosters

Lager
1 2 pk Bottles

$339
\/ + dep

Busch Natural

$0799 Light

Keystone \}i^ Absolut

Regular & Light [jgggjj
VodkO

!2pk cans \itKjI 1-5 Ltr

NOPERMIISNEEDED
10 PURCHASE IffGS

$499
f dep. \n999

Tele-check for

your personal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
We now have all

Mass Lottery games!

QUANTITY
DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE!!

\Am hall Contract Signing information

Important, Please Read Carefullv
The University requires all students living in the residence halls for the Fall 1993
semester to sign a 1993-1994 Residence Hall Contract Card. Any student wishing

to live in the residence halls for next fall should be aware of the following:

Residence Hall Contracts and Contract Cards were mailed to you in your resi-

dence hall on or about April 20, 1993.

Contract Cards must he completed, signed and returned to the Housing As-
signment Office, 235 Whitmore, by no later than Friday May 21, 1993.

Assignment for students failing to return a signed Contract Card by May 21.

1993 will be subject to cancellation.

Students returning Contract Cards in person will receive a ''Contract Re-

ceipt''. Students who return Contract Cards by U.S. Mail must use certified

Mail Return Requested. Returning a Contract Card by either of these methods
will ensure a receiptfor your n ^ords. It isfor this reason that we strongly

advise against using Campus Mail

Ifyou still have questions about Contract signing procedures, call or stop by the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore (545-2100). Thank you, and have a great summer.

COLLEGIAN Wednesday, May 12, 1993 / Page 11

Leaving school
has never been

so easy.
Il's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder. We've got sturdy dependable

trucks in all sizes; all with j)()wer steering, air conditioning, and AM/I M stereo - MOST are

automatic. Plus, Ryder can help out m[U boxes, liand tmcks, even moving tips.

And we're easy on llie wallet, loo.

CALL YOUR LOCAL RYDER DEALER AT:

78 Sunderland Road, North Amherst 549 0010
312 College Street, Amherst 256-8430

443 EJm Street, Northampton 586-6364

480 Pleasant Street, Northampton 586-9365

So, call us. Because while college way not always be a breeze, getting out am l)e.

(5)

"4%
* Bung if» tlus coupon for free renlal of 1 cJz. Moving Blankets. Offer Expires 8 31 93

+ RED CROSS THANKS
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSEHS

Red Cross BLOOD DONORS

As we end this beautiful Spring Semester, we would like to

thank you for making life more beautiful for others by gener-

ously supporting our community blood program.

Thus far The University of Massachusetts in Amherst has

hosted twenty one drives and collected more than 1,500 units of

blood. Your University continues to be the largest sponsor of

blood drives in the state of Massachusetts.

The last drive of this semester is on May 17*''. It

will be held in Room 165 in the Campus Center from
lOam - 4pni. This is a busy time but if you can possi-

bly donate... please do!

SPECLAI. THANKS TO UMASS SPONSORS
WHO HELPED US TO REACH OUR GOAL!

Delta Upsilon, Sigma Kappa, Alpha Delta Phi, Army

ROTC, Tau Beta Sigma, Kappa Kappa Psi, Student

Nurses Association, Tae Kwon Do, Alpha Epsilon Pi, Tau

Beta Pi, Umass Fire & First Aid Unit, Iota Phi Theta,

Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Mu Delta, Alpha Phi Omega, The

Collegian and support from the Campus Center Staff,

Board of Governors and University

On behalfofthe many patients who have

benefited from your generosity, .

.

THANK YOU!

50 Meadow Street

549-0839

^
MAITtR
MOMOOM
1«H lU

CLOi:r
KCONO

I
* -

•lonooM I

TWO BEDROOM UNITS

STILL AVAILABLE!

Easily Accomodates 4 Persons

SECURE YOUR TOWNEHOUSE CONDO FOR
SEPT. NOW & SAVE $600 OVER THE SUMMER

CALL AT ONCE!

• On Free Bus Route

• Parking Sticker for each

Tenant Vehicle

• Bath & 1/2 LAV
• Dishwasher/AC

• Large Backyard

^
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Tami once overheard Collegian staffers talking atx)ut the

caper on the bus back from Noahampton as a new

student Despite what she heard, she joined in her junior

year and soon graced the basement with her "style' - The

Collegian Guide to Style, that is Movie rights will soon make

her wealthy beyond her wildest dreams and she can then

retire to New Bedford. Ma

Camoucr ""^efhe^ jO^canie ntZ ^—--_
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Keith has long been a fixture m graphics depaament of the
Collegian in the past year one could find him in front of
the Macs, singing along with Gene Simmons and Paul
Stanley of KISS. Blake "Mr Mai Tai" Phillips will have to find

a new lunch mate.

COLLEGIAN '93 graphics SERIES 1a
GRADedition ^

Furthermore ThlJ^"^ ^^^^^^^ d sease n"'".""^
evervone. ^^ "^^ '^--e clear to us thS,,Xts

^(HAN'93-
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in
Text, they say is the filler they put around ads
newspapers If this is true, then Brett has had the m
impoaant job at the Collegian - designing advertisemer
She has also appeared in m-house ads - a real pnvilec

^ee/cenVt ^S foonc rC'^^OUf r^,T' -^>._ /
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Graduate
ii\ Real Style

with a Professional style cut

selected specifically for your

hair type & facial features.

Our stylists will also show how to keep
that new style looking great.

Only at

Styles by Deborah
Drive. Amherst '^'F^ 549-5610

COLLEGIAN

Simon's Rock gunman
to use insanity defense
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

PITTSFIELD — Lawyers for Wajme
Lo. who is accused in a fatal shooting

spree at Simon's Rock College of Bard,

said Tuesday they are preparing an in-

sanity defense.

"Such a defense could shift the burden
of proving criminal responsibility beyond
a reasonable doubt," said David Capeless,

an assistant district attorney prosecuting

the case.

However, District Attorney Gerard
Downey said he was confident.

"We have from the very beginning be-

lieved we would be able to successfully

prosecute. We still believe that." he said.

Lo, 18, of Billings, Mont., is accused of

killing a professor and student and
wounding four others during a shooting

spree Dec. 14, 1992, with a semiautomatic
assault rifle.

He has pleaded innocent in Berkshire
Superior Court to a 17 count indictment
for murder and other charges. Lo bought
the SKS rifle at a local gun shop the day of

the shootings. He is believed to have bought
the ammunition by mail.

In an insanity defense, lawyers for the

accused contend either that their client

could not tell right from wrong, or lost

control so that he could not conform to the
law.

A lawyer for Lo, Janet Kenton Walker,
declined all comment aft«r she notified

prosecutors ofthe insanity defense during
a 45 minute private conference at Berk-
shire Superior Court.

But Downey said such a defense does
not necessarily require prosecutors to

prove a motive in the crime.

Hampden Munchies & More

Snack Bar

COUNTDOWN TO THE FINISH!

$2 Specials Every Day
& Every Night During

Finals Week!
Open 9AM - 2AM Every Day*

'Except Friday 5/21 , open 9AM - 6PM
L

Congratulations

to the

Class of 1993

from
University Dining Services

Open Monday through Friday
providing FREE legal services
to most UMass students.

922 Campus Center
f^'y? WE C^ HELP. G,„surT«. Issue?

Q Congratulations Seniors!

Fine Italian Cuisine

Treat your

sweetheart

to a

delicious

evening

50 Main Street

Northampton, MA (413) 586-6313

A LaiLia/
LITTLE CHINATOWN
NOOOLE & RICE SHOP

13 NORTH PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
TEL. 413-253-9990

SPECIALIZING IN MADARIN, CATONESE
AND SCHEZUAN DISHES.

CELEBRATING THE YEAR OF THE ROOSTER
HOURS:

MON.-THURS. 11 A.M. TO 10:30 P.M.

FRI..-SAT. 1 1 A.M. TO 1 1 P.M.

SUNDAYS 12-10 P.M.

"WHy GO JO CHINATOWN WHEN yOU CAN COME HERE"-FISH, OWNER

Job Hunting?
Your resume looks great, but which
companies should you send it to?

Producing cover letters for your resumd takes time, but it doesn't have
to take up yours! We're M.P.M. Computer Consulting and we have a
database of over 9 million companies nationwide in every type of business.

In addition to each company's name and address, our database con-
tains valuable infomiation such as; telephone number, number of employees,
annual sales, number of years in business and contact person.

You tell us where and in what rield(s) you would like to work and we
will laser print each company's name, address and contact person onto your
cover letter and matching envelope and mail your professionaUy fmished
cover letters back to you for you to sign and mail. It's that easy! Research
only those companies that contact you! Call us today!

(800) 484-7286 at

tone
enter

JOBS
(5627)

COLLEGIAN
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UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT • SUNDAY, MAY 23, 1993 • 10:30AM
McGUIRK ALUMNI STADIUM

Coiiaraiiiluiions in ilie Class of I9^>J. Thefollmxing infonmi-
lion ami iiislnutioiis mUI assist you aiHl\oiirt(iiesls in pri'iHi--
iiiti for ilw Comnienci'menl ceremony. It n«.v preiHireil h\
Siiuleni AlTairs Special Senices in aittperaiion wiili "Tlie
Massachnselts Daily Collegian ".

There is no rehearsal before ihc ccrenhmy s<> please carefully
nolo ihis iiilbrmaiion mi ihai ihe Processional will proceed on
linic and in an orderly fashion.

In Ihe event of rain, ihe ceremony will still lake place but a
slu>iiened program will be followed, with a running lime of
approxiniaicly one hour.

Comnuncemcnt Da\

1. .ARRIVAL TIME: Please be al the Main Lnirance gaicsof
the Sladiunidhc side opposite the Press Box ) noi later than 9:30
am (carrvinj; vour cap and aown).
2. SECTION LOCATIONS: Go through the gales. You will

see two large signs listing ihe schcx>ls and colleges. II you are
in Arts and Sciences, turn Icll: all others, turn ri<;ht.

3. (lATE ASSIGNMENTS: Go to the left/south end of the
Held (Arts and Sciences) or the right/nonh end (all others). At
each end are two enirance gales. LtH>k for the signs indicating

at w hich gate you are lo assemble. This will all become clearer
on arrivtiP.

4. MARSHALS { wearing academic robes and red sashes) will

assist you al this point in lining up lorlhc PrtKCssional. YiHi will

then robe.

5. PROCESSIONAL: The PriKcssional for students will be-
gin at appu>\inuilcly 10: 13 am.

(ienerai Information

1

.

CAPS, (;0WNS,TASSELS,ANDANNOUNCEMENTS
should bo picked up at the Texllxx)k Annex not later than May
2 1 ( betw een 9:(K) am and 4:(K) pm ) On the day ofCommence-
ment, regalia may be obtained al the northeast side of ihe

Sladium after 8:30 am.

2. SHUTIT.E BUSES will pro\ idc free transportation to and
from the Stadium for you and your guests. Buses will operate

cliKkw ise around campus approximately every live minuics. If

you will be attending a posi-Commencemeni academic recep-

tion, it is suggested that your guests park in ihe lot nearest ihal

location.

3. TICKETS/INVITATIONS are not required lor admission
to the Stadium
4. ALCOHOL will not be permitted in the Sladium.

5. TRAVEL ASSISTANCE (route maps to campus and
parking information) will be available al Massachusetts Turn-

pike loll booths t>n the day of Connnenccment and beforehand

at the Robsham Memorial Center for Visitors.

Because \i.'\cial oilier Ainhorsi area ConinK'iuvnvnis are taking

pLiLC »>n May 2.^. givsis sIh)uIiJ be advised lo allow sullkieiii travel

linv.

To a.ssisi wiih iniflle flow. Amhersi radio si.-ili«ms WTTT ( 1430

AM I ( >i \M^N.\ ( I ( K).') FM f will be hroadi..islin<: iralTie ad\ isdries.

INFORMATIONAND INSTRUCTIONS
6. ALTERNATE ROUTES Horn the Ma.ssachusetts Turnpike
cHher than Exit 8 (Palmer):

• Exit 7 (Ludlow ): Route 21 rnmh lo U.S. 202 north to Route 9 west
• Exit 5 iChicopee): Route .^3 nonh lo Route 1 16 iH>nh

• Exit 4 (W. Spnnglleld): 1-91 nonh to exii 19 to Rouie 9 easl

7. DIPLOMAS will be mailed after grades have been received,
recorded, and prtKCssed by the Regisfrar's Office, and the diplo-

mas have been engrossed.

8. INDEX orders should be placed with that office (304 Student
Union) nol later than .May 31. Call .545-0848 for further informa-
tion.

9. VIDEOTAPES ofthe entireCommencemcni ceremony will be
available for purcha.sc ($30) through the Union Video Center. 216
Student Union. Any profit generated will be put back into the

University system. For additional information, call 545-1283.
10. For additional Commencement-related information:

Academic siaius/eligihiliiy

Housing (on campus)

Caps and go\Ans

Other (Commeneemcni)
Disabilil) Serviees

545-055.5

545-.V«)0

.,545-.VS7()

...545-().V)6. .UHO

545-0892

While Commencement is an mcasion for celebration for you and
your ^uesls. it is also afonmil ceremony. We askfor your help in

making it a day is which we can all lake pride. We are commiiied
to doiiifi as much as we can to make this event as pleasain and
nwaniiififiil as p<tssihle. Your patience. c(H>peration. and under-
standing will be appreciated.

GATE ASSKJNMENTS/ASSEMBLY LOCATIONS FOR
DKGRFK CANDIDATES

9:00-9:30 am: Arrive al the Sladium carrying caps and gowns.
Enter the Sladium via the Main Enirance Gates (side opposite

Press Box) and kH>k for signs indicating assembly area for your
schtx)l/college/major (see below).

9:30 am: Robe and receive instructions from Marshals

10:10 am: PriKcssional of Degree Candidates (on to the field)

beeins

(JATE I. .NW (sta}:e end. r\'j,h\ side facin
}; the field)

Continuing Education

Education

FihkI and Natural Resources

L' \\' W
GATE 2. NE (static end, left .side facing the field)

Engineering

Managenvnt
Nursing

Phvsieal Education

Pui^lie Health

Stadivm Plan

North Gate
T

North

Cap 8c Gown
Distribution

[Refreshments

10
1/NW. 2/NE

fStagc]

Souvenirs

I

1

6
X
o
ca

£ 5

1

West Stands

t-

(Refreshments

1

CEd/tnvwf

Educ

CNurt ]

CPJjIltLJ

'Fd&'

Nat

iRcs

Engr

rhys
Ed

Mgml

Arts & Sciences

I Whrclchair Ramp
4/SW 3/SW-

(Refreshments

I

Souvcmirs

I

(Refreshments

Q Flag Pole

Public Telephones

Restrootns

H I- H h

Medical Assistance

Facilities Building
Restrooms

GATES 3 and 4. SE and SW (Facilities Building end)

Arts and Sciences - all majors - split bciuecn iIk two
gates ulphabelicall>

:

Hununities and Fine Ans
Natural -Sciences and Malhenialics

Sixrial and Bchavitwal Sciences

lASStLS COLORS

BWC
Eduction «.

Engineering.

FmeAfts.....

.Maroon

Lighl blue

Orange

.Brown

Food andNMRm^Mmk
nmnDH mm
Itenagetneni Drab Brotue

Musk Pinfc

Nal Sci and Math Golden yelloN

Nursing „ ApriMl

Ptiysical Education ..Sage green

fhjblic Health Sabnon

See and Behav Sci ....Gotden yeikw

Special Programs Maraon

U W W Mtfoon

si NLM \K\ OF DEGREE PROGRAMS/MAJORS
WITH GATE ENTRANCES

Gale I - Stage end. nghl side lacing liciJ

Gate 2 - Stage end. lell side lacmg Ik-Id

Gale .^ - Facilities Building end. right side lacing Held (.^ and 4 split

alphabetically)

Gate 4 - Faeiliiies Building end. icfl side lacing Held i.^ and 4 split

alphaheiically)

Ifyou do not find a/ymir niajtM- iislc^J below . student can sit an\ w here

on the Sladium field.

Major (;aie
Account in<; 2
Afro-American Studies 3 or 4
Animal Seieiiec I

.\nlhn»polo<;> 3 or 4

.\pparel Marketing I

Art History „ 3 or 4
.Aslnmomy 3 or 4
Ituchclor of <;en Studies I

li I) I C \n\whiri'

liitK-hemAlulce Diolo^v ..^...„..„...„....„ 3 or 4
liiol<>K> 3 «»r 4
Chemical Kii}>ineeriiiK 2
^ IH.IIIlrill^ •>••••••• ••••••••••>•••••••••••••••••••••••• •' "» ^
Chinese l.an{>aiul l.il 3 or 4
Civil Kn);ineerin{> „ 2
Classics „ 3 or 4
Classies and Philosophy 3 or 4
Communication 3 or 4
Computer Science ^ or 4
Communication Disorders „ 2
Coniparali%e Literature 3 or 4
Computer S> st Kn^in 2
C'onsumer .Studies I

Continuin;^ Education I

Dance 3 or 4
Design 3 or 4
Economics 3 or 4
Education I

Kleelricai Kn<>ineerinK 2
EnttineerinK 2
English „ 3 or 4
Kntomoio}>y I

Environmental Desiun I

Environmental .Sciences 1

Exercise Science 2
i'amilj /Consumer Studies I

Einance/Opns M^^int 2
Food Science 1

Forestry I

French 3 or 4
Cicography 3 or 4
(Jeology 3 or 4
(>erman ^ 3 or 4
Historv 3 or 4
H R lA I

Human l)e\el<ipment I

Human Nutrition I

Indust Kn};r/()piis Res 2
Integrated Pest Mii<;men( I

Interdisciplinary 3 «ir 4
Internal Hospitality .M}(mt I

Italian 3 or 4
Japanese l^iingand l.it 3 or 4
.lournalism 3 or 4
.Judaic .Studies 3 or 4
Landscape Architecture I

l.enal Studies 3 or 4
Linguistics and Anthro 3 or 4
Linguistics and Chinese 3 or 4
Linguistics and (iernian 3 or 4
LioKuislics and Japanese 3 or 4
Linguistics and Philosophy 3 or 4
Lin<>uislics and Ps>choloj»y 3 or 4
Linguistics and Russian 3 <»r 4
Management 2
.Marketing 2
Mathematics 3 or 4
.Mechanical Engineering 2
.Medical Technology 3 or 4
•Microbiologj 3 or 4
.Music 3 or 4
.Natural Res Studies 1

Near Kastern Studies 3 <»r 4
Nursing 2
Philosophy 3 i»r 4
l*h>sies 3 or 4
Plant Pathology I

Plant and Soil Sci I

Political Science 3 or 4
Portuguese 3 or 4
Pre-I>ental Studies 3 or 4
Pre-Medical Studies 3 or 4
Prof Prep in Ph>s Fduc 2
Psvcholog\ 3 i»r 4
Public Health 2
Recreati«m/Res Mgml I

Resource Kccmoniics I

Russian 3 or 4
Science 3 or 4
.Sociology 3 or 4
Soviet and East Kur Stu 3 «»r 4
Spanish 3 or 4
Spf»rt Management 2
SI EPEC 3 or 4
Studio Art 3 or 4
Theater 3 or 4
IJ W VV I

Wildlife/Fisheries Rio |

Women's Studies 3 or 4
Wood Science/Technology ...» |
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THIS SPACE FOR RENT
COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING

545-3500

m*-

3&?"t
-1-i.

f.^i ^•'V^
;*. ,* ^1

TO EASTERN MASS IN MAY?

Call K-1 Moving 549-7251

THE BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF

BeB
Beta Theta Beta

WOULD LIKE TO WISH
THE UMASS COMMUNITY A

HAPPY AND PRODUCTIVE SUMMER.
"Don't take any wooden slack."

Summer Health Coverage - /99S

f
X.

o .:«'i<;".,

.^ 0^

/

r

V

Coverage Period: June 1, 1993 - August 31, 1993
i'tl enrolled by 6/1/93)

BASIC HEALTH FEES:
$175.50

STUDENT FAMILY PLAN FEES:
$358.00 J

(only UMass students with Basic and SHBP
are eligible for the Student Family Plan)

Visit the Member Services Department
located in the front lobby for enrollment -

549-2671. extension 192
Eligibility: Amherst. Hampshire, Mount Holyoke,

Smith and UMass Students

UnK/ersity Health Services / University of Massachusetts / Amherst

Victims of Violent

Crime/Sexual Abuse
Our law firm has combined

forty-five years of trial
experience representing:

- Victims of Childhood Sexual Assault
- Rape Victims

- Victims of other Violent Crimes
- Wrongful Death
We have a proven track record against perpetrators and
corporate defendants including landlords, hotels and
motels, day care providers and various institutions.

We have access to experts in all fields necessary to aid
you in your case.

Moriarty & Wilson
330 Whitney Ave. Holyoke

536-1776

All prospective cases evaluated free of charge.

Microfridge
All in One Compact Refrigerator,

Freezer & Microwave Oven

Rent One Now, Pay For It

During The Summer

You've probably seen one already, sleek, streamlined,

matching top to bottom. You've probably used someones
already, and maybe made floormates shut their doors

when they see you and your popcorn coming. You may
have wished you had rented one before the supply dwindled
away to nothing. NOW YOU CAN HAVE ONE FOR
YOUR VERY OWN.

In an effort to meet the needs of our residents who would
like to rent a Microfridge but can't afford it right now.
Housing Services will allow you to rent a Microfridge
- and ask you to pay for it, NOT NOW, but during THE
SUMMER.

If you would like to take advantage of this offer, stop
by the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore and
sign a contract.

P.S. I would hurry. Remember, it's first come, first served.

COLLEGIAN
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continued from poge 1

their time here," Whitcomb said. They
have a high tolerance levels, from six to

nine beers, which compares to the toler-

ance levels ofguys. They report blackouts.
Whitcomb said female students cite

several reasons for their increased alcohol
consumption in college, which parallel

those cited by men. These include a need
to fit in with one's peers, the perceived
sophistication ofdrinking, boredom and a

way to let go of inhibitions.

But somewomen cite additional reasons
for their drinking, such as the desire to

find a relationship and a competitive need
to keep up with their male friends.

"Many students go to parties looking
for 'Mr. or Miss Right,' but it's hard to get
to know someone when they are drinking
heavily three or four nights a week,"
Whitcomb said. "Many women say that if

Hffliiifffft-bLitini

FLEX
^ ^
mmsscnrEii
A M M I I S T, MA

The Valley's Leading Weight Training Facility
175 University Drive . Amherst • 253-3539

T.V. SHOW
Entry level telemarketing position. Tre-

mendous opportunity for advancement and
growth in SALES, with exciting new televi-

sion show. Need aggressive young people to

work with aggressive young company. Be

prepared to start from the very bottom,

work like an animal, and love it.

(617) 523-2566
Internships also available

Win a pair of tickets to see
THEMIGHTY MIGHTY

N
at Pearl Street

in Northampton,
this Thursday
night at 7:00pm.

Three lucky winners will get

a pair of tickets to the show.
Must be 18 to enter

Drawing w^ill be held today at 4pm.

Entries due at the Collegian by 3:30

r- ^1

'^^ XT '

ii§ Name _ i

||| Phone ^

I

they don't drink, they are afraid men won't
approach them."

Deborah, a graduate student, cited
boredom as one reason that students drink
every weekend and that students consider
drinking a reward for working hard all

week as another.

"I always held a beer at a party even
though I don't drink. I figured if I'd paid to

get in, and I didn't want to look dumb,"
Deborah said. "If 1 knew the people, I'd ask
for a soda. I was respected for not drinking,
but then again, tny friends were nice people."

Other women recall feelings of isolation
or shame because they did not drink much.

"When I lived in the dorms, my social
life was nightmare because I didn't drink.
I couldn't find a niche of friends. I felt

lonely and ostracized." Gail, a junior En-
glish major, said. "I think ifsomeone's dad
or sister were drinking three nights a
week, for hours at a time, you'd say they
have a major problem. But most of my
friends drink that heavily and excuse
themselves because they are in college."

Franklin, a senior English major, said
alcohol factors into what women he finds
attractive.

"We like women who parly. Alcohol
doesn't factor what women 1 find desir-

able, but my relationships have centered
around alcohol," Franklin said. "Every

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rodi«)««er Pl«za

New Yorti. NY 10020
Ptwn* (212) 501-3040

Mail this ad tor SpKial
SludMil/ Teacher Tariff.

D RENTAL O iMAU O fUMCNAK

girlfriend I've had drank the same amount,
if not more, than me."

By senior year, Whitcomb said most
women report a decrease in the amount of

alcohol and time they spend drinking, cit-

ing maturity as the reason for this change.
However, Whitcomb said she is con-

cerned that these dangerous drinking
habits continue with some students long
after graduation.

"This behavior can carry into later life,"

Whitcomb said. "Most students will out-

grow it, but it's a dangerous habit to have,
especially for people for whom alcoholism
is a family problem."

But for most stuuents, the urge to drink
heavily every weekend slackens once they
reach their senior year in college and de-

creases even more significantly once they
leave the university environment.

"I very rarely drink now," Caroline said.

"It helps a lot that I have graduated and
am out of the dorms, out of that drinking
environment."

For Julie, cuttingdown on her drinking
was not a conscious choice.

"By senior year, 1 was sick and tired of
it. I was forced to slow down my drinking
because my body couldn't keep up with the
alcohol anymore," Julie said. "I spent four

years at UMass and it was a pretty ex-

pensive party."

*tinm«aan>a«Mn

V. s-i^>

IF ONLY THEY CAME WTTH INSTRUCT10N&

COLLEGIATE STORAGE SERVICE
if Expert in Custom Storage
• Custom-Designed Boxes
& Packing Supplies

•k 24-Hour On Call Emergency
Service

it Secured, Itemized Storage
k Personalized Inventory
* insurance Included

SUMMER STORAGE
PROFESSIONAL PICK UP & DELIVERY INCLUDED

For further information call (-413) 585-5999

$100 off 18K
$50 off 14K
i^ZO Urr lUlv

ONLY
$3900
MUJNIH

vlT5?3^'

JOSTENS
UNIVERSITY
STORED

May 12, 13, 14
$25 Deposit Required

10am - 4pm
645-2619
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It is important for all residence planning to live on-campus for

the fall 1993 semester to remember the following important pro-

cedures. Please read this information carefully and be sure you

understand and are aware of each of the following obligations.

Thank you.

1. RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARDS ARE DUE FRIDAY MAY 2L As
always if you intend to live in the residence halls in the fall, you must return your

Residence Hall Card to the Housing Assignment Office before you leave campus
for the summer. When you return your Contract Card you will be given a date

stamped receipt. Make certain you retain this receipt for your records. IF YOU
FAIL TO RETURN YOUR RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARD BY MAY
21, 1993 YOUR FALL ASSIGNMENT WILL BE SUBJECT TO
CANCELLATION.

2. JUNIOR/SENIOR ROOM CONFIRMATION CARDS ARE DUE FRIDAY, JUNE
18. Room Confirmation cards will be mailed to your permanent address during

the first week in June if you signed up for a room and signed a Residence Hall

Contract Card. These Confirmation Cards must be returned to the HousingAssignment
Office no later than Friday, June 18, 1993. YOU MUST, FOR YOUR OWN
PROTECTION, RETURN YOUR CARD CERTIHED MAIL RETURN RECEIPT
REQUESTED,

3. PAY YOUR FALL FEE BILL BY THE BURSAR'S AUGUST 6, 1993 DUE PAY
DUE DATE. As always, financial obligations must be met by all residents who
wish to retain their assignments for the upcoming semester. Fall semester fee bills

will be mailed to your permanent address in early July. Failure to pay your bill

by the due date of August 6th, will immediately cancel your assignment for the

Fall. Call the Housing Assignment Office if you anUcipate having difficulty paying
your bill on time.

4. MAKE CERTAIN YOU REMAIN IN GOOD STANDING throughout the summer.
If you are withdrawn forANY reason after the last day of the semester, your residence
hall assignment for the fall will be cancelled.

RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the Spring semester on Friday, May 21 at 3:00
pm except for graduating Seniors. Make certain that you follow indicated "check
out" procedures to avoid any unnecessary inconvenience or charges. HAVEA GREAT
SUMMER!

COLLEGIAN
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Women's crew receives three golds at NECs
By ADAM RATTINER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts crew team won the
overall point trophy at the Division II New England
Championships last Saturday in Worcester. The women's
varsity team won the overall point trophy with three gold
medals.

The women's varsity lightweight boat ofeight won the
gold medal. A varsity lightweight rower. Sue Spencer,
said. "We broke the course record by 35 seconds."

The women's varsity heavyweight won the gold medal

.

Kim Alhowik. a varsity heavyweight rower said. ''We
have been getting ready for the New Englands since
September. Our coach. Greg Siemankowski trained us
well."

The women's junior varsity boat won the gold medal.
The J.y. coxswain Katie Burt said. "I think all the
women's boats did really well but in terms ofnationals we
will have to do even better."

The men's heavyweight varsity boat recieved third
place. Connecticut College beat them by seven tenths of

a second and Coast Guard won by six seconds. Heavy-
weight rower Steve Duvell said, "We have definitely
gotten much faster these past two weeks so we will do
much better at the Nationals this weekend."

The men's lightweight varsity boat came in fourth
behind Coast Guard, Williams, and Holy Cross. Light-
weight rower. Jay West. said. "We have beaten all those
teams before. We have had a few adjustments and picked
up a lot of speed for the nationals this weekend."

The Men's junior varsity boat did well in their first

heat but came in sixth place at the finals. Rower Bob
Leahy said, "We beat Holy Cross who we had lost to
earlier in the season in our first heat."

The women's novice first boat came in fifl,h place overall,
and the women's novice second boat placed second.

The men's novice heavyweight boat missed making
finals. Novice heavyweight rower Carlos Zalduando
said, "It was very intense. We missed the finals by a
second to Weslyan."

The men's novice lightweight boat got second overall.

The University of New Hampshire won. Novice light-

weight rower Sean Hurley said. "We are happy with our

second place finish at the New England Championships
but at the same time we know we can do better. Ifwe row
the way we know we are capable of, we won't have to

settle for second place again."

The only boat that raced from UMass that was not an
eight person boat was the men's novice lightweight basic
four. Since there was no novice four category they raced
in a varsity event. The received third overall. Bates
College won and Conneticut College received second.
Novice lightweight rower. Todd Wood said. "We had a bad
start but we had an excellent sprint."

SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts fencing team North

Atlantic Section Fencing Results: Craig Andrew, 4th

place sabre, Jennifer Ray, 6th place epee. The top 6
places head to nationals.

The sports staff will be having a meeting at 7 p.m.
tonight at the Collegian. Those who want to write next
year are advised to attend.
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Tired of Roommates?

Come live by yourself for as little as

«320.«7month
College Inn Apts.

mgmt. by Kamins Real Estate

253-2515

LIVE AT HOME IN TURKEY
Why not experience something really differ-

ent, like summer in Turkey? Homestays of
one to three weeks with a local family in

Istanbul offered to students genuinely
interested in a non-tourist's view of Turkish
daily life. Knowledge of Turkish language
not required. Three-week program fee:

$480*; transportation not included.
(* d(i:]\i^\^6 for current exchange rates.)

Nine other countries in South America
and Europe also available.

For information, contact:

INTFRNATIONAL

FRIENDS PROGRAM

The Association to Promote
Intercultural Relations

P.O Box 1225

Brattleboro, VT 05302

or call (802) 348-7882. preferably

Thursday pm. through Sunday a.m.

Join Suzi Landolphi
in her performance of

Hot* Sexy« and Safer
As seen at the Spring Concert

Thursday, May 13
Bowker Auditorium

2 Free Performances at 7 and 9 pm
Advance tickets at FAC Box Office

Suzi has started the sexual evolution!

To be filmed for Nationally

Syndicated Television by the

makers of "Damned in the USA"
Join Suzi and get on TV!

Free tour t-shirts to first 100 ticket-holders at each performance
Bring your tieket stub to the BhiewaH Giad Lounge, Hatch, or TOG for a 25% discount on food and drink (not

including alcohol) on the night of the performance. Courtesy of Campus Center Food Services.

SPONSORED BY:

The Commuter Area Government, the Office of Greek Affairs, AHORA, CCEBMS, the Office of Human Relations, the Health Relations, the Health

Education Project, the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns, the Bilingual Collegiate Program, the Office of Third World Affairs

AASA, UPC, and BMCP
The program is being filmed for television exhibition and exploitation in other media. Accordingly, please be advised that by entering this area you are
thereby granting the producers, without the need for any other acUon and without any payment to you. the right to film and record you and otherwise

portray you in connection with the program and for other commercial purposes in any and all media throughout the world in perpetuity
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A HAPPY SUMMER TO ALL,

AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT.
love, the Collegian

next semester, don't forget
COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

Crosschecks

Haxing Trouble rinishing? 1

Senior thesis, course
project, incomplete?

Individual & Group Sessions

Research & writing difficulties

Psxchologicai ol->stacles

Time management problems

For intbrmation
(413) 585 59S0 Jill D. Montgomen', Ph.D.

Safe
Exchange
Condoms, Novelties, T-Shirts

Hours: lOam-llpm Mon.-Sat. •Sun. 12-6
178 North Pleasant Street* Amherst, MA 01 002

(41 3i 256-0771

continued from page 24

The series moves to Long Island for game six tonight.

Norris Division

St. Louis and Toronto are tied 2-2. This series has
become the Felix Potvin vs. Curtis Joseph show. Both
goaltenders have played tremendously throughout this
second round.

As the series moves to Toronto for game five, quite a
bit of hatred has emerged between the two rivals. St.

Louis has accused Toronto of running Joseph, while
Toronto has denied everything.

Watch for Doug Gilraour or Brett Hull to step up and
take over the series. Game five could decide who wins the
series, and I promise it won't be pretty.

Smj^he Division

Vancouver and Los Angeles are tied 2-2. Its been
Shootout city out West. The winner in every game in this
series has scored at least five goals.

Wayne Gretzky, who started the playoffs in a scoring
drought, has been hot lately. If he can continue to play
like the Great One ofold. the Campbell Conference finals
could come to Wayne's World.

Well, hockey fans, have a great summer, root against
Pittsburgh and I'll see ya next year.

Matt Vautour is a Collegian columnist.

Immigration Law

Managei
SOUTHPOINT APARTMENTS

& TOWNHOUSES
ONEMONTH FREE RENT

1 Bdrrri ^r3^0
2 Bdrm from .^^4.^30
3 Bdrm ^^^O
4 Bdrm ^.^^O

• Hot Water Incl. • Fully Carpeted
• Dining Room • Tennis Court • No Peti

Call 1-4 13-253-4055

"Don't Look Like A Ghost,
Look Your Most!"

TANNING
at Carol's Headquarters
Intro Special: 8 Sessions for $29.95

115 Russell St. • Rt.9 Hadlev • 584-9948

Hans & Curran, P.C.
30 Tcnn ofExperience hi Immijjrntio)i Ln)v

1 16.? .Mjin .Street l.UXd South St 50 CtMigrcvs St

SpringtJcId, SW .\t)rthjmpt(>n,.M.\ Boston. M.A
7816370 5.S4.^232 (617(722 004.^

Fm Coiisnltatioii for

fivc-ColUc\c ^tidcms/facuity

Hatch Food Specials

Grilled Cheese Sanwich
Cup of Soup
12 oz. Soda

$2.50 • w/chowder $2.65

From the
Roast Beef Sandwich

side of Chips, Pickles, 12 oz Soda
Your Choice of Bread

$2.50

Pasta, your choice w/ Ragu
Spaghetti Sauce $.99

Exam Week Special Coming

BAJi ENTERTAINMEl^T
Tuesday, May P.M.

Rock & Roll
with

CTRCJEL SPCDCDrSS
IVednesday, May P.M.

Kings of tHe Craze
AmHerst's New Favorite

C:>KrvJINE B>\ST>\RI>S
THuirsaay, May x^-x p.m.

EMOaaH SAID
the Distinctive Voipe of

THursday, May X3^8:30 p.m.
2 BandsCome and Listen and Dance To

SYNAESTHESIA
and

THE CLIFFDUIELLEBS

FULL BAJi
Natural Light Pitchers
Michelob 12 oz. Bottles

Cool Drink Specials

$3.50
$1.25

UIMIOIM
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
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ME JUGGLt ^ \ f^^
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By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE
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NoixElTTMis~RUG^ST

By GARY LARSON
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JIM'S JOURNAL
By JIM
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CUTTER'S WORLD
Toda\4 m>j frCtnd

Jon LoOo s<uA ^^^<^f Wt

1
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PRICE By PRICE VAN RAY

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
LftTtK ,

SON' I'M LAtE foK m
VJt\(3WT V/MWtKT MEETlNC,,

^N0 M^ 'SiNG\MG LtrsoM'
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SAV \S -WERE m MOTH,,^'

7

Simultaneously all three went for the bait, and the

coconut-like sound of their heads colliding secretly

delighted the bird.

By CUTTER
Quote of the Day

"We've graduated. We're living with
parents. Now what?"

- all of lis

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (M.mh il.,\Kil l«»l: For
li-rrilir suo ess, (hink U-lofc you .u I

SulM11lllHI);l^,llKJ(^|^||,llll;lKf-tl|>s|o

sIhiw iIh-mi Ih>w iM-jcr you Mr. Tin-

lulurc ol .1 r)'l,iliiH)-<))i|) is uiw crMin
TAUKUS(A|Kil JO-M.iy .^01: f .uly

l)i>urs ijvof conlr.ut iU');oii,iliiins.

\Uinv h.iiicis nol only l(;.;lilcn llif

v\c)rkl(>,iJI)ullNH>sli)Mii,ik.Koiii.)iHc

h.i> you wdlkint; on .iir. yim kivw
sofTK'txxJy lovi-> you. Sinoolh ovtT
<iny dodH-slK Jiik-r(iv ON.

GEMINI (M.iy J I .)unc JOi: I'k-.is-

iinl S4jt ijl ,u livilios ( iHilcl IkkisI your
Ihimiu-ss |jros|H-( Is Do ih>i i onlus<-

lalkin^ with (oiDinuMK .iliiiK wlwn
you Ml down « ilh .i Iriciul to ri-viKc

a iinjiK i.il misiiiKlcfsi,ii\(liti^

(ANCEK iluiic Jl-luly JJi: An
o|>(X)f1unilylolr,>vi-lslv>ukllic;.;rctlwl

u ilh enlluisusin. Vou < .in m.iki- ro.il

licMdwjy with ,1 (ff.llivo projwl il

u)u niovf swillly. A ( onlidinli,)!

niiflinj; provt-s .id\.inl.i.i;cous.

LEO (luly J $-Au^. jj): Do nol Ik'

shv jIk)uI .iskinj; lor Ih'I|) in iii^hlrn;.; ,i

ur<«)i;. Tcllini; ihc wliok- story will

(Hoduio llu' Ih'sI rcsulls ( rcdilors

mjy he hflpiul il you inlorni ihcni

how ihin.ns sl.ind.

VIKCXJ iAus..M-Sc-|)I.JJI: Your
sl.ilo ol mind is .illcr led hy events
iH'yond your i oiilrol H.tn^ in ihi-rc

.ind you will cvi-nlujlly iind wh.ii you
M-fk. Your produc Iiulv ,ind income

rise- .11 ihf sanu- liim-.

LIUKA (VplJ IOl JJl A :4o<nl

d.iy liK iK«.;oli.iliiv.{ lin.iix i.il umis
.ukI (ontr.Kls. Noil sliouki he iwoikI
ol youi iMwIy.KciiiircdiMisiiion You
will suiiKtl .ind m.ike si<;nilH.ii)l

iinprovinH-nls In yiHii or,i;.ini/,ilio«i.

Sf OKI'IOlO i.J !-N,',v J 1 1: K.illy

.1 WKfk tfcw lo l.K kk- ,1 loui;li l.tsJv.

Addilion.il |K-rsonni'l in.iy prove
^.ilu.ilik'. A Irieiul, p.wlner or in.ile

.iijrees lo your lenns ^ oiir viv.ii lous

ni.mner ck-iitilils those w'Imi love you.
SACITTAKIUMNov JJ-IXi .JM:

(.ii.ird.i;.;.iinsih.is|ytkt isions.ilwiwk.

You .iiul youri olkMj;ues'«'lloits. slow
.ind sie.idy. win llv r.u e. Loos«ii iIk-

pursi- slrini^s to s.ive .i rel.ilionship.

( AI'KKOKN i|)e« JJ-|,m,l'»l:

|u};;.;liiin your ( .uivr .ind di>iiK->ti(

iKilies ni.iy ni.ike lili- hit lit . Kk-j)

yi lur en« M i< his m c hit k . Things up in

the .tir will soon l.ill ne.illy iiilo pl.K e.

A Wiiidt.ill in.iy ( oiiH- your w.iy.

Af^UAKIUS i|.in._'n-Feh IKi: He
.ilerl loi suikkn tipsils ,it home <k

work. I'oisi' under pressure' m.ikes
you.K h.impion! Youri olk-.inues.irf

v\illin!.;|i)< oo|HMle Iteojx-nininik'd.

I'ISC tbifeh.l'i-M.inh JOl: New
inloim.ilion could Ih' puzzliiii; or

dislrc ssini; Do nol p.inic . Acklilioii.il

d.il.i will s<«)n Ik' .iv.iil.ihk'. \our
p.irl;( ip.ilion m .i s|X'( i.il uroup im-
presses lis other iiHuihers.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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Night Editor Tami Monahan
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PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi
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Mike Carvalho, Lisa Jezowski
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Ft)r information
(413)585-5950

Having Trouble Hnishing?

Senior thesis, course

project, incomplete?

Individual & Group Sessions

Research & writing difficulties

Psychological obstacles

Time management problems

Jill D. Montgomery, Ph.D.

Graduate Ratio:75 toI
^

Ibe emerging career of pfiysicion ossistont has 7.5 openings for every quGfified groduote

ond is projected to be one of ttie topi 5 coreers of ttie next decode. Under tlie supervision of optiysiciaa

f^'sperforrri many rriedicol services tfxjt would ottienvise be provide These con range from

toking fiistories to setting fractures. Storting salaries range from $35,000 to $40,000.

For experienced f%'s, salaries above $50,000 ore becoming more common.

If you want to become a member of the next important career in medicine,

look into the undergraduate Spnngfiekj Cdlege/Baystote Heoltti Systems fliysician Assistant fVogram.

Appkotions now being taken for foil enrollment.

Springfield College
Baystate Health Systems

For further information, contact Leslie Frank, f% Program Counselor, at (4 1 3) 567-5 1 64

Thankyv ftfw F«rr»jHif# Jt^^^^
1h9 Kntp€iak ffimlly ^«c ^^,4,,,

•

Seasons
Rte. 9 • Hadley • 584-8174

mo,

Between Burger King & Dunkin Oonuls njljl

DISCOUNT LIQUORS » BEER ' WINE' KEGS' ICE

COORS GOLD
&

COORS LT
1/2 BBLS

GREAT
SPECIALS
THROUGH

^38.39 .d.p GRADUATION!
BUD DRY
24/12 oz bottles

M0.99.dep

Sam Adams ALE/iAGBi

24/12 oz bottles

LITE
24/12 oz cans

M2.8^dep

4 Seasons VODKA
$8.99

i^5L

BUSCH & LIGHT
24/120Z. cans

$9.99 ^dep

American
24/12 oz cans

*7.29

.

dep

ADVOCATE
• BEST*
THE VALLEYi

READERS POLL

1992
Istriacc

MGD & MOD LT
24/12 oz bottles

BUD LT/DRY
24/1 2o2. cans

M2.8^deo
GREAT SPECIALS

THROUGH
GRADUATION!

Smirnoff VODKA
$1399 i75Ly

Dos Equis
24/12 oz bottles

»16.9a.d..,

Andrea Champagne
$2 99 750 ml

SERVING THE AREA
FOR OVER 30 YEARS

&

Peking Garden
A M/VNDAR1\ & SZLCtlUAN RESTAURANT

Moil. - Thurs. ALL YOU C/VN HAT BUFFET S5 99
SUNDAY BRUNCH - ALL YOU CAN HAT S6.99 1 1 :30 - ?,m

20% OFF DINNERS FOR COMEDY
PATRONS FRI. & SAT.

»-o^
OPEN & 7 DAYS A WEEK

,,,^^ ^^^^^^
FREE PARKING ;lo. ,T' ifJ

HADLEY ICE
10 LBS $1.00

50 LBS $4.50
100 LBS $8 00

HADLEY CARD

D.R Douqh
DclivERs CaIzones
caIL 296-1616
Now Open at 11:30 A.M.

When Appearance
Counts,

Count on Jonathan Reid
for a great selection of

men's suits, priced

to fit any budget.

For professional service

and attention to detail.

Joftothart l^eid

The Men's Store
Hampshire Mall

r$ioo"oFF
I ANY2CALZONES
j
Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only
One coupon per 2 CaIzones

\2 FREE COKESi
I
WITH THE PURCHASE |

I
OF ANY 2 CAIZONES |

I Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only I

I One coupon per 2 CaIzones I

i$loooFF
I

I ANY 2 CALZONES

j
Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only

j
One coupon per 2 CaIzones

\2 FREE COKES^
I
WITH THE PURCHASE

I OF ANY 2 CALZONES

j
Exp. 8/30/93 • Delivery Only

j
One coupon per 2 CaIzones

Take a Cool Dip in the POOL or WORK OUT
in the Air Conditioned Exercise Rooms.

1.^^ The Area's Most

Jm^ Complete Club
Kr • pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics
^V • steps • nautilus • raquetbail

^^ • full weights • Jacuzzi • sauna^m • massage • bikes • tennisW ^ • rowers • treadmills
M \ * stairmasterMl • student discounts

^ V MatercardA/iSA

Gatehouse Rd,, Amherst • 256-6446

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian • University of Massachusetts/Amherst
"New England's Largest College Daily"
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iALE

CLASSIFIEDS
- lot per word per day for students

- Cash in advance
- Deadline: two days prior to publication

Mon.- Thurs. 8:30-3:30

Fri. 8:30-2:30

113 Campus Center

PERS<

• FOR SALE
• PERSONALS
• HELP WANTED
• LOST & FOUND
• ANNOUNCEMENTS
• FOR RENT
• ETC.

ACTIVITIES

PWOTICT YOURSELF fram
MV/AiOS

Join New England Responsible
Dating

1-800-232-«373

ANNOUNCEMEMTS

nia>U>ST: PJ».C. Passport. Loa 4/
15 in Amherst. Wang. EchoJing

Fun Jobs
Make Big Money

Wherevof Vou Live!

Free Meeting, Free Piaa
Don't Miss lt<

Thurs. 5/13 7 pm SBA 105

AUTO FOR SALE

Forget Euro|Ml Do th« U.S. in a van .

Price Negotiable 665-7933

MUST SELLI 1980 Toyota Corolla
Station Wagon, good condition. Leav-
ing country, will talie $700 or best offer.
Call Matt 546 0022

71 VWPoptopCani(Mrt1500CarlS86^
8998

19«1 Corvlto MomaJy. runs fine, new
parts. Basic Transpo* Asking $400
256 6310

•3 VW lUbMt 89000 Ml good cofKl.
New Clutch S500 call Doug 256 4253

1M4 Chrysler Conqueat TurtM
Black, sunroof, techinca package
Excellent condition. Very fast.

$2500 firm 259 1884

1987 Nisaan Sentra Very reliable. Mus
sell fast. $900 or BO 549-4600 ext. 306

Utttmata Crosa-Country Van Kind
interior with many extras. DODGE 1981
Must see 256 1987

CAPE COD '93

UveBanda, Hot Legs Coolest. 1stDance
Party. Weekly Drink Specials at

FIODLEBEE'S Cape Cods honest niie
club 72 North St. Hyannis

CARPET STORAGE

Store your carpet for the sunvnar. $14.
Call K-1 moving 549-7251

FOR RENT

COUCHI
Fold out bed. Must sell (moving) $20
(Neg.) Includes cover. 549^4965

Dorm Fridgo $3S o.b.o. g^xir Carpet
$30 0^.0. Call 646 1281

FOR SALE:
1. Whistler 200 RADAR DTrECTOR

p«cks up X & k band $20

2. Uniden Radar Detector
•ISO picks up X & k bands $20

Both units come w/car cigarettes

adaptors
CallJohn6 5179

For Sale Mountain Bike 18 Speod ex-
celleni conditioni Must SoUl $100or BO
6-1171

Hurry! Thoao Hants are now on salei
Double Bed Imanress and box spring)
Only $50
Twin futon (Mattress and box spring)
Only $50-

Both are in great conditions. We must
sell them because we are movir«i.
CALL NOW:
Pat or Judy: 253 0660

Kitchon table and 4 chairs. $40.
Loveseat. good cond. $40. 256-6347

LAX Sticks for Salo
Great Condition $50 or B.C.
Call Ed 253 323 1

19- Color TV wMi raflioM Nto num.
$100 Call 6 3835 __^
Nood Fumltura for next semester?
Senior selling many items. Call 549
6870 lor more info.

SUMMIER JOeS
For the

EnvironrTierW

$2500 $3500/summer
Work for recycling

- Learn Campaign Skills

- Make a Difference
Work w^asspirg. the stales
leading environmental group
to pass strong recycling laws.

Call Jen at 256 6434

Summer iobs to save the onvlron-
ment. Earn $2S0O-3S00 andiMko a
dtffarencal National campaign posi-
tions to renew the Clean Water Act
prorrKJte comprefiensive recycling, and
stop off shore oil drillir>g Available in 22
states arxl DC, campus intrvws: 4/14
•nd4/l5 Cell Jamieioll free: 1-aOO-7B-
EARtM

JASOMOEORQE

• Wisfi I were, too.
Yes this personal is for you. Best of luck
on your interview - you'll do great, I

know It. Not that I want you far away,
but I reallydo hope you get the job.
Don't forget what you toW me about the
bad penny - I'm holding you to it.

Miss you alreadyl

Love.

Joff S.

Please find it in your heart to trust me
again. I do still love you.

- « parson (D.)

KhnOratiano
You finally got one.

Congrats on making it.

It won't be the same without you.
Love Always
Johnny XO

••••p' Need 2 rootnatea to share Ig

rom lor fall Big closets. lOnxnwalkto
campus, quiet complex (Presidential)
Cal| Carta 549^4284 ($170 ea/mo)

One or two people to share beautihjl
apartment 665 7604

2 Famalos for Lg. room $175/mo 10
mini, to campus 9/1 DONNA 549-4733

SERVICES

IflllllllllllHIII

Main St

4 bedroom, sleeps 5
Clean, quiet and sunny
Recently renovated

Low utilities

Across the street

from the PVTA
Call ASAP 2S3 5196

II L«t MO help w/your rosume
ReasonaWa rata* 259-1790

Scholarshipa Guaranteed
1-800-666-2137

SUKI LITCHFIELD

Yea are tlia tireless hero of the
newsroom! Thanks for all the erviour
•gementi We love youl Your undying
tarvants. the new nawswriting staff.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!

Up to so Mm. in 30 days for $30' All

natural. Doctor recorrtmended. 100%
gueraniaaad. 253-3816

LOST

KbnTramblay
Happy Birthday
You are finally 21

It's tieen a long and hard wait
Now I can have your license
Your loving sister, Nicole

Ona way tickal to Atlanta GA
from Hartford, Conn. May 31
John 546^6870

Saga Gonasis w/2 controllers
and sonic $90
13* TV w.remole $100
Trek 330 12 speed bicycle

w/lcryptonite lock $250
Call Bill 549 3839

AMHERST CEIWTER
Uptown pat on N Pleasant for 3-4

Good rent partly furnished
Call Quick 253 7553

Amherat 3 Bedroom house, on bus
line. $775/month 253 0751

Amity Place Condo 3 females quiet
non smokers 3 BR All appliances Sept.-
M8y975. 549 1379

Avail June, 4 bedroom House, quiet
area. Northampton $775 plus. SKIBISKI
Realtor 584 3428

Awesome 2 Bedroom Apt
Big enought for 3

Available June 1

Call 253 0491 NOW!

Beautiful House, big room 2 minute
walk to campus. Quiet call 549-2728

Best Location In Townhouse
3 bedrooms - fits five

A/C and dishwasher, 1 1,'2 baths
on bus route.

CALL TODAY 549-1 151

Call for Sept. house rentals this

summer Skibiski Realtors 584-3428

For Rent
5 rm furnished Cape
Lake Aracadia B'town
5 tenants

ph 323 6202

Great location in three bedroom
Puffton. Call Nowi 549 6769

Hadley - Route 9 4 Bd. 2 bath on bus
route and bike path. Pels OK $950
Available Sept 1 Sandy 586 9191

Last Good Ona Left
Lg. House 5 bed
Bus rt 5 7 people
June 1st

549 5789

Main Street sublet w/Fall option
Walk to town! 3 bdrm 253 0560

New Four Five bedrooms oil heat

bus line 586 4270

Small Frig/freazar for sale $60 or 8/0
Call 549 4911

Suparslngle waterttod with head
board for sale $100 call 253 2352. Great
condition only one year old

10 Spaad Mounuin Bike New con-
dition $90 obo Call 546 0342
Free gloves, pump, air gauge.

Waahar and Dryer
Great Condition

Free SumtT>er Storage
$250
Call Oan or Todd 253 0981

Blach LL Baan Backpack
Contains books, leather purse, notes
Sun Maya at Spring Concert RETURN
PLEASE for reward 505 Brown #65887

Emarald Earrings at Mike's Fri 4/23
annivesary gift reward 545 2378

Gold saiko watch Sat 5/8 at Mike s

Westview or uptown. Sentimental value
Reward 253 3967

Lost Olympus Camara Saturday
Townhouses party Sentimental Value
Reward call 6 3648

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Edgartown - MV naad 4 people to
share a house for the sunrvner.

Hope 253 0457

La«i»l and Lauran: 2/3 of 345 Puffton
Thanx (or being the most LOOPY
housemate ever! I'll miss you both
Love ya tons - T.. the other 1/3

Lloa, Raran. Tracy kStacay-
Thanks (or a great semester
I had a lot of fun. I'll miss you guys
next semester

Love.

Dana

Mary. Dab. Annette, Erica. Lynne. Deb
Thanks for all the great memories.
I'm going to miss you guys.

Love, Laura

Pancake, Happy 2 1 sti Lovai. CtiaMa.
Chocolate and Fro-yo

RoWa - Summar, sun, sand, swim-
suils, sunbathing, sex, swimming, sail

ing. silly, skinny SCHOOL'S OUTII
--Margie

-Jtogat the last
word in - in writing, so you can't pre
tend you can't hear me. I'm glad you're
gening out of here, but t don't know
who'll I'll sit around and be indignant
with after you've gone But we'll meet
again when I wirte for WWN: "Budding
novelist turns into a TV set.' Take care,
and always enjoy...

E Goddess

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki 81 GS650G fully functioning,
fairirtg, valve tools $500 Mike 666-7518

PERSONALS

Robin Patarson:
Who would look at another tall blonde
after looking at you? The last few weeks
together have meant so much ...

Man's stupidity is my gain!

Love, Me

6E. F. J, I, 11B Brandywine
We may not be neighbors anymore
But you will always be my friends
I love you all

Keep in touch

Meegs

62 Tonvnhouse

SEEKING SUBLET

Looking for cheap summer sublet
No Smokers please
Single, double, triple. I don't care
Preferably $100 per month or less
Doesn't need to tie near a bus stop
Just somewhere in tietween Amherst
and Worcester!

So if you're desperately needing a
subletter, save this number -

549 6797 ask for Gary

••SUMMER SERVICE**

Legal Services is open this sum-
marl We provide free Legal services to
most UMass students Graduaiing/non
returning students eligible through June
30 Call us at 545 1 995 or stop by room
922 of the Campus Center today for an
appointment.

SUMMER STORAGE

Summer Storage - Professional pick
up delivery; insurar>ce, boxes irKluded
Call now to reserve your space.
Collegiate Storage Service
413-585 5999

FOUND

Found at Spring Concert:
All Items found at Spring Concert are
being held at the Campus Onter infor

mation desk.

GOODBYE DICK 3W
Thanks for the memories and for

helping me with 'my little problem ' J

Dog wishes good luck to: Patsy. Jeff.

Cory. T-Belle. Jenna, Drew, Al, Erika.

Chris, Andi, Kari, Jen, everybody at

Denny's, Rich RA. Pat Clouter, and the
person who buyes all my school sup
plies, the one and only, F. Remember:
'It lakes 2 to make a thing go right, it

takes 2 to make it outta site.'

HEALTH

Condoms by mall discreet. BNK Box
1151 Andover. MA 01810

HELP WANTED

Amy from Index - Here's the personal
you always wanted; even though it's

onyl from a friend, I hope it makes your
last day happyi Melissa B.

ANDI POND
Happy Birihdayl

Only 364 days
Love Nicole

Cassia,

It's been a great semester and you've
been a great friend. I'll call you 'craiy"
anytime. Woohoo!

Love, Laura

Christine,

I'll be wandering
over your house
this summer
Love you
Jon

Good luck in the future

Keep in touch

Misfits

Staph,
How can I look at stars

When you surpass them?
Love forever,

Jim

1 Bedroom Puffton Village Apt.

Take over lease. June 1 Call 549-4370
or 549 0633 Ask for Scott

Quiet Room for summer and/or fall in

Puffton 2br Apt.

549 7857

Six Grantwood 5/6 Bedrooms - The
College House! 549-6665 Don't Miss
Out!

Summer Sublet with Fall option
Downtown Amherst, studio, $375 a

month. Call 253-2050Take over our
2bdrm lease in Colonial Village, Cheap
2532477

Take over laasa in Brandywine
Call 549 8192

Take Over Our Lease
2 bdrm Brandywine
Starting June 1 w/Fall option
549 7919

3 Apartments: 3BR in Farmhouse, RT
63 near Puffers Pond, $660/mo->; 3 BR
walk to campus $600 includes HW; Ef-

ficiency $350 includes heat and HW586
0746

3 Bedrooms Puffton
Begins June 1

Call 549 2919 ASAP

FOR SALE

Cheap Furniture
Great couches, chairs, dressers, desks

and more. Call 256 4271

Business Majors ft Others:
What better business experience than
running your own business this sum
mer. Call 413 499 6264

College Pro Painters Hiring for sum-
mer painting in the Newton, Needham,
and Boston areas. Be outside and earn
excellent money. Call Brenden al 549-

8109

Cruise Ships Now Hiring - Earn
$2(XM)*/month . world travel (Hawaii,

Mexico, the Carritiean, etc.) Holiday,
summer, and career employment avail-

able. No experience necessary. For
employment program call 1-206-634

0468 ext. C5001

GRAPHICS INTERN
Learn and create in a dynamic publish-
ing environment. Quark Xpress skills

desirable. Call Paul at Optimist Publica
tions 586 7070

Housecleaner part-time permanent
experienced responsible efficient

References BusJ(6 hourly 549 0413

Kitchen Help
in exchange for

Meal Plan

Contact Jim at

649 4919
496 N. Pleasant St.

Ouark Xpress Wizard Wanted
for ad design and other production
needs. Call Paul at Optimist Publica-
tions 586 7070

Seeking 1 or 2 Accounting sli irtpntt fnr

pan time (leading to full time) work in

Western Massachusetts lawfirm. Duties
will be vaired and progressively re
sponsible. Prefer graduating senior
students whose backgrounds demon
strate a balance between academic
credentials and other activities/interests.

Send resume only to : RES&C. 5 East
Pleasant Street. Amherst, MA01002 (No
calls, please)

Summer Jobslll UMass Telefund is

hiring! Great Experience, convenient
hours, and competitive pay.

Apply now to the basement of Memo
rial Hall, or call 545 3509

SUMMER JOBSI Fight pollution with
Clean Water Action, national environ
mental lobby group. Earn money. Save
the Planet 584 9830

Colinda's turning 22
She'll be at the Hatch
and so will you!

7pm Wed Night

Congratulations
To the new
Delta Zata Sistara
You're the Best!

CUH
Thanks for the past five months! Have a
memorable summer i

!

Ich liebe dich

-UH

Da¥vn Maria
I Love You!

Our love will last forever!

Bugis!

Love,

Matthew Morris Mitchell

Dear O-d
Mike Nelson is the man! I'm so lucky I

got to spend the last 7 months with him.
Thank you! Andrea

Dear Faarlass:
Thanks for a great semester. Jerky!
You're the best!!

Love,

StandS'On desks
Cannibis Queen
SGA C;aress

Evil Incarnate

Tha Dashboard Gang is graduatingi
Hi Wee Ahi

Thanks and a hearty good luck to the
lumberjacks: DJ Jazty Jeff, Hollywood
Reid, Stephen the 'Steve' Fathead. 'No
Justin. No Jeep,' and Rodger von
Sourkries. Also, the Crabtree Gang of

1989. Bob Barnett yo' really fat. Love
always to the one and only

Beautiful Shana! Chaow 8HD and BBB'

To:

Charles Rubin, Reid Russell. Jeff
Mckenzie, Gary Deane, Ed Leonard, Jen
Stone, Beth RInaldi. GregMontello, Rob
Barnin, the Big Girls, Wil Stasney, Adam
Hackaranin. Prof. Ziff, Matt Murphy,
James Hendrix, Jean Paul Boudreau,
the UMass Mens Tennis Team, all my
Collegian Colleagues Its been grand.
Thanks, Be good, and goodbye - Dave

To My Mother Christina
My Big Sis Deb
My G.A. Missy
Thanks for making pledging "the best
weeks of my life.' Looking forward to

sisterhood with you all!

In Sigma Love.

Kim

To i 7 Puffton
~~

Have a great summer. I'll miss you guys.
Good luck Jennifer!

Rock On!
Paula

DaKaZata
Wishes everyone good luck
on finals and
Have a great summer

DELTA 2ETA SENIORS

We love you and will miss you

Good luck in the future

You'll always be in our hearts!

Evan though you're not a giraffe, we'll

miss you You have a br'nht future
cracking toes and singing Dan Hill songs
Happy Graduation! We love you Lee
and Ca. P.S. Will you learn some man-
ners

Goodbye to all my UMass friends'

i

It's been the time of my life' Theta Chi
I'll miss you the most! Byo 33 Phillips St,

Apt. 1, It's been real. By Collegian Staff,

il was a pleasure*

Love Rich L (BubbitchI

Goodbye UMass
Hello West Chester

Goodbye first floor VanMeter
Mitch

DMF I Love You

To my Tri-Sigma Sistara! Good bye
to all the seniors, and Meredith, best of

luck with your future plans. I'll miss you
guys.

To the rest of my friends and sisters

thanks for all the memories. Have a

great summer.
Love, Kay

To My Wabster/Dickinson Family
Past and Present - you guys are the
marshmallows in the hot chocolate of

life. Thanks for making these four years
the best'

Love, Tina

T.S. Dreyfu*
We'll always have broccoli!

I'll miss you!
Love, S.

WANNAn
Yo Malik!

~~
Whether you're in Nashville or Norway

I'll still track your butt down. Don't
forget how much I love you!
Yours Always, RC

REBECCA AND MICHELE

Have a wonderful time in California...

I'm not jealous Hell, I'm going to

summer in Pittsfield...

May you both enjoy a most pleasurable
and profitable summer season, and a
safe voyage there and back again...

Enjoy, Enjoy, Enjoy Don"! forget to

send me neat stuff...

Darienne

ROOMMATES WANTED
Best Price In town (Ideal location i Heat
and hot water included! /Vet now!
Call Dawn 549 4977

Female Roomate naaded to share a
t)edroom in a 2 bedroom Brandywine
Apt. Call 549 7845

SUMMER SUBLET

A Staal: 2 BOR Townhouse fits 41 550.
Call Now or you'll miss outi 6 6948 or 6
5891 <

Alpine Commons 3 Bedroom
Newly remodled bus route utilities

Incl. $200.00 each negotiable
546 4241

AMHERST CENTER - spacious, con
venient 1 bedroom available 2 bedroom
apartment.

Glen Scott Eric 253 2323

Amherst Canter
Attractive two bedroom in a great loca
tion. Thirty seconds walk to buses, bars
and Bart's.

Call 549 4727

Amherst - 6 bedroom on busline
available. Washer, dryer, kitchen and
living room furnished. Rooms are very
spacious. Fall option 1050$ 253 0805

Amharst two bedroom lownhouse,
fully furnished, on BR, utilities included,
pool and air conditioned, call (or details
2568469

Air Conditioned
Summer Sublets in luxury roomates
needed Call Mill Valley Estates
2537377

Bedroom in 3 Bdrm Apt.
Downtown and close to campus (Cot

tage St I Hardwood floors, great de
sign, huge sunporch, kitchen fully

equipped furniture available/rent ne
gotiable 549 8024

Best Location in town
33 Phillips St. Apt 1 Best price you'll

find. 4 bedrooms huge kitchen and liv

ing room, front porch (great for the
summeri)Call Rachael: home 546 3755

CHEAPI CHEAP!
One large suny bedroom with hard
wood floor 210» utilities, close to
campus, female non smoker.
549 0675 or 549 7185

Cheap Summer Sublet
Puffton Village

Call[546-2474

Cheap Summer Sublet
Take our 3 bedroom
Townhouse. Easily fits 5!

A/C, dishwasher, & more
On bus route $700/month
w/fall rent option

Call 549 6481

Colonial Village 2 big bdrms
Fits 4 easily 50 yards to bus Siop
hdwd floors. June Aug. but avail May
25 253 7423

Great House, Sick location
1 block uptown
Bus route

4 Ijedrooms
Inexpensive rent

Call 256 1119

Great Opportunity!
Mill Valley Apt, S. Amherst
2 bdrm
2 full bath

Modern Kitchen

Utilities included

Great price!

Hurry 253 3220

Large House in Sunderland
5 room summer sublet bfight& sunny
huge deck and yard
Close to bus route

Contact Sam: 665 0265

NMVaUay
3 spaces avail/females

AC/2 full baltis

Call 253 9^14

Mill Vallay $ublat
Three Bedrooms
Two Full Baths
Free heat and hot water
Furnished, air condilior>ed

Peace and quiet near nature preserve
Call Carolyn 546 2526

Need 2 paopta to share large room
10 mm walk to campus $170 ea/mo
Call Caria ASAP 549 4384

Negotiable low rant! Furnished
apartment I Great locaiioni Call now"
Dawn 549 4977

New 2 BDRM Brandywine Apt. "

Furnished, cheap
549 4036

One Badroom Apt. Puffton Village
staning June 1 Great deal call 546 0602

1 badroom apt. in Puffton Village
available May 21. with Fall Option
Call Chris 549 4850

$100An«i/parson for Phillipsst Double
bedroom call Jay549 4123

Presidential Apartmenu
Very close to campus'
1 large liedroom in 2 bdrm apt.
Fits 2 comfortably at

$150 or B.O./month each person
549 1160

Private Sunny Sublet walk to town>
3 bdrm met neg 253 0560

Puffton Village 3 bedroom summer
sublet. Price negotiable.

Call Kevin 549 9900

QUIET! ! 1 br in house on bus route
200/mo Call Jon 256-0771

Room with shared bath in exchange
(or 5 hours work'wk Mass driving h
cense req'd Female non smoker call

549 0480 Vickery Hubbard (Ret'd UMass
faculty)

Room in Townhouse
Big for two 100$ jmonth
549 2635

South Amherst 3 rooms availatHe in

greal house, $150 Call Mike 546 3314

Summer Sublet! Cheap!!
2 bedioom apt in Colonial Village Nice
place Bus stop right outside. Available
June 1st 253 3602

Summer Sublet room in apartment

.

Includes heal, water, and gaiage Block
from Amherst center $250/month
Call Adam @ 256 8330

Summer Sublet
10 rooms available

Full Kitchen facilities, storage, and
parking! 200/mnth single, 125.'month
double INCLUSIVE' 549 4492 ask for
Mike or Jason 778 N. Pleasant St

Summer Sublet 1 or 2 bedrooms
Spacious House
Washer/dryer/dishwasher
5 min. from campus
Call 549 7461

Summer Sublet 2 bedroom in Puffton
Village.

549 7472

THIS IS THE ONE!!
That you've been waiting for. This sum
mer sublet our spacious 3 bedroom
Puffton Apartment with fabulous roof
top sunning! Close to campus, on bus
one, and FULLY FURNISHED!' Pool,
tennis and AC No reasonable offer

refused Call 549 7287 HURRY"

3 Sublets w/fall option, efficiency to 3
BR's, great summer locations $350 to

$6CK) negotiable 586 0746

2 Bedrooms in house near Puffer's
Pond By Conservation land Beautiful
back yard Rental option for fall Avail
June 1 549 8752

2 rooms In 4 t)edroom apt

$255/mo utilities included!!

253 7150 Fall option

Uptown Summer Sublet
Huge room available for 1 or 2

Cheap rent, we pay utilities

Fully furnished apartment
Call today' 253 2369

Walk to UMass DBL room private bath
avail May 1 Call 549 1408

WOW! $565 3 Bdrms
Large apartment, large yard!

Call 256 0182 Now!

TRAVEL

Looking for people interested in
driving cross country on motorcycle,
end of May through July 253 0805

Maxico-US-Canada
Recent Grad with molorhome seeks
travel mates You decide where' Rea
sonablypnced Eric (607)723 1403

New York City - Furnished rooms
and apartments for summer and shon
stays Near Columbia Univ Reasonable
rates. 212 662 1358 SAVE THIS AD!

WANTED

I naad a Japanese-English word pro-
cessor good condition ASAP. Call
Tom 253 9946 Leave message.

Selling a bed? I'm buying' Preferably
bunk t>eds Please call 546 6622

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for a great place to live this

summer' Call 253-3757

Letme babysit your car for 2 3 months
this summer and pay Responsible grad
student with clean CA license needs car
for local use Have it back in the Fall.

Perfect earning if you want to leave it in
Amherst. 600$ or more Ela 542 8050
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Lax faces No. 6 Hofstra for rematch
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The second season begins Saturday
night for the University ofMassachusetts
lacrosse team. It will last as long as they
continue to win.

The Gorillas ( 10-4. ranked eighth in

the now-meaningless USILA poll i will face

off against the Hofstra Flying Dutchmen
Saturday night at Hofstra Stadium in

Hempstead. N.Y. in the first round of the
NCAA Division I lacrosse tournament.
The winner faces Syracuse in the
quarterfinals in Syracuse. N.Y.

UMass comes into Saturday's game
with two big weeks under its belt. It gave
Syracuse all the Orange could handle be-

fore failing 17-13. The team came up with
an emotional 8-6 win over Brown for the
New England Championship, a win that
guaranteed an NCAA berth and fulfilled

coach Ted Garber's promise to his father,

former UMass coach Dick Garber. who
has been hospitalized for about a month.

But Army rattled the Gorillas' cages
with a 15-7 win Saturday, sending UMass
on the road to the scene of its most dis-

appoi nting loss ofthe season . Hofstra beat
UMass 16-8 on April 3.

In that game, a fired-up. aggressive
Hofstra team got eight goals from attacker
Dave Donatello. Until that game,
Donatello hadn't produced for the Dutch-
men. But against UMass. the Ninja Turtle
name.sake came out ofhis shell and carved
up the Gorilla defense like so many pizzas.

No facets of the L^Mass game plan
seemed to work that day. largely because
of a well-planned and executed Hofstra
defensive scheme which slowed down (but
didnt stop) AU-American attacker Mark
Milion and kept the Gorillas from getting
off quality shots.

"You're not going to see
I Donatello I score

eight goals in a game on us again." Garber
said. "We had been practicing indoors that
whole week— we're a little different lacrosse

team now than we were then."

Then, neither co-captains Milion orJim
Panetta were happy with the UMass
performance. Both felt the team's upper-
classmen had failed to lead by example,
and that the Gorillas had looked past

Hofstra, whom they had beaten 17-4 on
the Hill in 1992, to the next day's game
with nationally-ranked Duke.

"We told ourselves we weren't looking
past Hofstra, but we didn't listen," a dis-

appointed Milion said in the locker room
after that game.

There will be no looking past Hofstra
this time. That win over UMass propelled
the Dutchmen to a Dutch treat ofa season
in which they defeated four tournament
teams and played three others closely.

They lost their last four games after sky-
rocketing to sixth in the USILA poll, but
two of those los.ses came at the hands of
Johns Hopkins and Princeton.

These two teams know each other well,

through head-to-head competiton and the
magic of videotape. Here, then, is the
breakdown:

Attack: Both teams have a bevy of
weapons to choose from. For Hofstra, the
main weapons are Donatello,Andy Carlson
and Dom DiNardo. But there are no stars

on the Hofstra side which shine as brightly
as UMass* Mark Milion. Fellow attackers
Mike Valente and Wes Depp will prove
important, as Hofstra will surely key in on
Milion. But few ifany have stopf>ed Milion
yet. A big day for the senior from Hun-
tington. N.Y. could carry UMass into the

next round.

Midfield: Kevin Jacobs. Kevin Barr>'

and Kevin Moran highlight the Dutchman
midfield. Here, UMass appears to have
more depth in the persons of Bill Edell,

Greg Kline and the "Fab Freshmen": Eric

Triolo. Eric Bailey and Buddy Hoffman.
But that depth will be counted on. With-
out it, Hofstra can key in on the UMass
attack, as they did in the teams* last

meeting.

Defense: Can the Hofstra D stop
UMass again?Garber doesn't seem to think
so. But Hofstra has proved they can play
defense— they were one of four teams to

hold the Gorillas under 10 and
averaged eight goals allowed per game.

The Gorillas defense admitted they
didn't play well against Hofstra. Their
showing against Brown was Gorilla de-
fense at its best. If the defense avoids a
slow start, it should avoid a repeat per-

formance of the first Hofstra game or the
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Senior midfielder Bill Edell and the rest of the Gorillas look to avenge an early season loss

to Hofstra University this Saturday in the first round of the playoffs. Game time is 7:30 p.m.

more recent loss to Army. Dennis Kelly
and Chris Nentwich — who Garber holds
is the best defensive midfielder in the
nation— have been playing well and Jim
Bernstine has turned in solid efforts con-

sistently.

Goal: Tom LoPresti and Rip Correnti
have traded off as the "hot" goalie all

season, with LoPresti emerging as a starter

after the stunning comeback win at Yale.

Either could start or come in if the other
isn't having a good day. But a hunch says
LoPresti, who started much of the UMass
win streak, will get the nod.

For Hofstra. John Romeo has racked up

a 64 percent save average. UMass did not

shoot well against him in April. When
UMass shoots well they eventually get to

an opposing goalie. But to shoot well, UMass
needs patience and discipline on offense.

Special teams: Kevi n Moran gave Sam
Joseph fits facing offin April. Moran is one
of the best face-offmen in the nation. But
Joseph has proven he can step up to

challenges, as he did against Duke and
Brown. He will have to Saturday.

Gorillas on the air: Mike Fagerson
will provide plav-bv-play on WMUA, 91.1

FM and WTTT 1500 AM, beginning at

7:15 p.m.

Chancellor Scott's parting shots
WHITMORE. 3rd Floor — Fear not my faithful,

loyal and devoted reader( s ). even with my new respon-
sibilities as Chancellor. I will not abandon this space.

All along you thought this was just another boring
sports column, but secretly with the cunning and
creativity ofa Calipari, I was lobbying for the position

of chancellor.

I'll need a skybox at MuUins and McGuirk, a pri-

vate jet (The UMass Express perhaps) in order to

follow our teams and a BIG house with a full bar.

David

SCOTT
I'm happy to be a part of this team and I look

forward to working with Coach Hooker. There's a
great foundation here and I'm excited to be a part of it

and can you believe the dough they're throwing at me?
• The Reggie Lewis thing has spiraled way out of

control and now a doctor with the name of Mudge
(part-time wrestler we presume) says Reg is okay to

play. The first two garages I went to told me my truck

needed a whole new engine, the next place I went, told

me it wasjust the sparkplugs and the old Ford should
be fine.

• Listen up David K. Scott, I was here first and I'm
warning you right now that if some of the things that
appear in this space are ever attributed to you, you're

life will be miserable. I'm silly I tell ya so change your
name, pal. Try Michael Morrissey, that's got a nice

ring to it.

• Col. Klink has surfaced in Florida as a pitcher for

the Marlins. He's using the first name Joe, but Schultz
was spotted in the dugout, so we're convinced it's him.

• Wasn't Doc Rivers sitting behind a desk on CNN
last year? Now he's adding composure to the Knicks.
Ted Turner screwed up.

• What do you think all these overtime hockey
games are doing for beer sales? Give the puckheads an
excuse to have another round and the ramifications

could be ugly.

• Our thanks to the Montague Inn for being a proud
sponsor of this space all year long. Ed and Tina wish
to thank you for your support and remind you that
friends know when to say when. ( Usually around last

rack.)

I may not pass a class and my one remaining
semester may have just become two, but thanks to

Tina and the gang at the Inn I can hit the cross-side
bank with more regularity and my positioning is

coming along. That is truly what learning is all about.
• The Red Sox magic number is somewhere around

103. We are confident.

• Despite a losing record, the UMass baseball team
was enjoyable to watch. Any inning could be a big one
and with some youth on the squad, the future looks
bright.

• Think Mark Milion and company want another
shot at Syracuse? Is pizza mandatory after the bars?

• Hart Lee Dykes is out for the season and word
around Foxborough is that my two-week old nephew
will get the starting nod as wide receiver. "Jacob Scott
Dennis on the completion from Drew Bledsoe." Talk
about the youth movement.

• Hey, Oliver Miller, what do you think about
wearing some Celtic green?

• Why is the UMass track named for the "People's

Court" Doug Llewelyn? I was always a big Rusty fan.
• My dog Bo has been training for the Montague

Dog Triathalon where he'll have to swim behind the
Book Mill, run to the post office and bike over to the
bakery. We've cut way back on his cheweys and the in-

between snacks are nil. He's a lean, mean, barking
machine.

• Where have you gone Ivan Putsky?
• It can't be summer already, the Sox are still in it.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on those
crazy seniors.

David Scott is more than a CoWegiancolumnist, he's

the chancellor.

Final edition
brings a tear
to writer's eye

Welcome hockey fans to the final edition ofCrosschecks
for this semester. I know it's depressing but . . . Anyway,
down to business.

Adams Division

CRGSSCHlCKS

Montreal sweeps Buffalo. Hewho lives by the sweep
dies by the sweep. The Buffalo Sabres shocked the hockey
world by sweeping the Bruins in round one of the play-

offs, winning three games in

overtime.

Well, the Canadiens

^ ^ fed Buffalo a taste of their

By ^^M own medicine, sweeping
Buffalo with the final three
games ending in overtime.
This was a tough loss for the

Sabres, who battled hard
without their two superstars.

Both Alexander Mogilney and Pat LaFontaine went
down with injuries in game three.

With the status of Mario Lemieux uncertain, and
Patrick Roy finding his hot hand, Montreal is emerging
as a possible Stanley Cup contender.

Patrick Division

Pittsburgh Penguins lead the New York Island-
ers 3-2. Buoyed by the return of Mario Lemieux, the
Penguins came to life, to win game five, 6-3. The series
has been a dogfight thus far, but if Lemieux can remain
healthy, the Penguins are the favorite to go all the way.
If not, the race is still wide open.

The Islanders got a little good news of their own.
Pierre Turgeon, the Isles' leading scorer may return from
his separated shoulder earlier than expected and could
play in game six.

Turn to CROSSCHECKS, page 20

Welcome to the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

Arts & Living:
Find out about the Rock Bottom Remainders, a group
of authors who combine to form perhaps the nation's

most educated rocl< and roll band. Page 8.

Sports:
The men's basketball team gears up to face

a strong slate of opponents in the hopes of

repeating its recent successes. Page 12.
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David Scott chosen as new chancellor
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Incoming Chancellor David Scott takes over his position

as head of the state's flagship university July 1

.

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The Board of Trustees unanimously voted David K.
Scott, 53, to be the next chancellor at the University of
Massachusetts in early May. Scott will take office on July

Scott served as provost at Michigan State University
from 1986 to 1992. As part of receiving Michigan State's
John A. Hannah Distinguished Professor of Learning,
Science and Society Award, Scott was on sabbatical at
Oxford University, where he examined European educa-
tional systems last year.

Scott and Claudia Mitchell-Keman, the dean and vice

chancellor of graduate programs at the University of
California at Los Angeles, were the finalists for the
chancellorf.hip out of 70 applicants.

Although Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he only
met Scott briefly, he said he feels Scott's qualifications

' look very respectable on paper.

"I think my first suggestion would be that he has an
outstanding faculty to work with and a very lively group
of students. He better get well acquainted with both,"

said O'Brien, who will be ending his two-year tenure as
interim chancellor at the semester's end.

Scott's salary as chancellor, $ 1 50,000, will be 38 percent
more than that of Joseph Duffey, the University's last

permanent chancellor.

Scott visited the campus and attended four forums at
the end of March. During a student forum held in the
Cape Cod Lounge, Scott discussed how he would work for

greater admissions of minority students.

At Michigan State. Scott said he helped to implement
recruitment offreshmen according to the racial diversity
ofgraduating high school students across the state. Scott

also mentioned that he would want students to be ori-

ented on diversity during their first year.
To encourage a more diverse faculty, Scott said he

would offer scholarships to women and minorities, and
exert pressure on departments to hire them.

Instead of raising tuition during a budget crisis, Scott
said he would prefer to see an increase in state taxes to
fund higher education.

The 15-member chancellor search committee began
Turn to SCOTT, page 3

O'Brien hands over reins
after two eventful years
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When Richard D. O'Brien took office as interim
chancellor two years ago in the midst of a $20 million
budget shortfall, he said the University's faculty union
proposed the "run out of gas approach."

"They believed we should make no accommodations
and proceed until about February or March and watch
the budget come to an end, then send the students home,"
O'Brien said. "It was a recipe for disaster. It wasn't fair

for the students."

In the first month of his term, O'Brien said he was at
the Statehouse in Boston every week, working with the
legislature. Reproached by former University President
E.K. Fretwell and the Board ofTrustees for not handling
matters centrally, O'Brien said he "dealt less and less

with the legislature as the end ofmy term approached. I

am most pleased about the fact that we have managed to

Turn to O'BRIEN, page 4

UMass officials seek
tighter smoking rules
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Smoking on the University of Massa-
chusettscampus may soon face restrictions

following negotiations between Chancel-
lor Richard O'Brien and several constitu-

ent gi-oups on campus.
"I must get the facts together and see if

we can provide adequate smoking areas
for people which will not be hazardous,"
O'Brien said.

'7 would prefer to provide

an opportunity for people to

smoke if they could do it

without passing it on to

non-smokers.

"

- Chancellor Richard O'Brien

A policy proposed by O'Brien at the
beginning of the Spring semester would
allow smoking only in designated guest
rooms at the Campus Center hotel and
certain University-owned and leased in-

dividual rooms and apartments, includ-

ing the residence halls in accordance with
poUcy established by Housing Services.

The policy, if approved, would be the
second policy aimed at discouraging
smoking on campus.

Approximately five years ago a policy

was estabhshed which prohibits the sale

of tobacco products on campus.
The policy was a result ofa push toward

greater health consciousness by both stu-

dents and university employees, said Miles
Seaver, operations manager of the Uni-
versity Store.

Various constituent groups at the Uni-
versity have voted on O'Brien's policy

throughout the spring semester.

The Faculty Senate voted Feb. 18; the
policy was approved.

The Graduate Student Senate voted

Feb. 23; the policy was not approved by a
vote of 14-6.

The Undergraduate Student Senate
voted April 21; the policy was approved by
a vote of 32-12. Senate President David
Nufiez opposed the policy, advocating the
rights ofsmokers, while Student Trustee-
elect Al Lizana favored the policy.

O'Brien said he must negotiate with
the University Staff Association, which
is a union for the University's classified

employees, before a smoking policy can
be passed.

The U.S.A. Union members told me,
'If you want to stop smoking on the Uni-
versity campus, you've got to negotiate
with us,*" said O'Brien, noting there is a
clause in their contract which says mem-
bers must be provided with a place to

smoke.
O'Brien said he has conferred with Paul

Page, vice chancellor of administration
and finance, on establishing a way to

provide smokers with an area which is

entirely separated from non-smokers, in-

stead of implementing the stricter policy

he initially proposed.
"I would prefer to provide an opportu-

nity for people to smoke ifthey coiild do it

without passing it on to non-smokers,"
O'Brien said.

Many University students support
stricter smoking regulations on campus.

"I think it's a super idea," said Savas
Gunduz, a sophomore marketing major.
"If you've got an enclosed smoking area,

that's okay. But, if not, the smoke will be

spread to non-smokers."

"I support it," said Michelle Mahoney,
a 1993 graduate of the University. "It will

help keep the campus clean. It will keep
my lungs clean."

"It's only courteous not to smoke in

public places," Mahoney said.

Even some students who smoke favor

the policy.

"It would hurt, but it's a good move,"
said Srinivas Ravela, a graduate student
in computer science, while puffing a

cigarette in the Campus Center.
"In general it's nice to have a no smoking

policy inside buildings," Ravela said.

Big Brother is watching

Students bask in the sun on the Campus Center terrace.
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Services remain open
Campus Center provides wide menu
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

Most on-campus facilities operated by
Auxiliary Services will remain open and
continue service this summer.

The University Store, which serves as
the main Campus Center store, will be
open from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and the Mini-Store in the
Student Union will be open from 8 a.m. to

4 p.m., Monday through Friday, said Miles
Seaver, operations manager for the
Campus Center store.

Seaver said the game room, located in

the Student Union, will be open from 11
a.m.-4 p.m., Monday through Friday. The
game room offers nine pool tables, as well

as ping-pong, air hockey and a video game.
Just outside the Hatch in the Student

Union, there are several video arcade
games, which are accessible during
Campus Center operating hours.

Hampden Snack Bar in Southwest will

be open from 7 a.m.- 3 p.m. weekdays.

Hampden Munchies will be closed for the
simimer. Franklin Munchies in the Cen-
tral Residential Area will be open from
7:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Worcester Munchies, in Northeast, will

be open from 8 a.m.- 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday, said Seaver. The
Munchies stores offer convienience-store
type foods, as well as newspapers and
magazines.

The Bluewall cafeteria will be open
from 11:30 a.m.-l:30p.m., Monday through
Friday, and the Bluewall Coffee House
will be open 11:30 a.m. -5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, said Jean Russell of
Campus Center food services.

The Campus Center Coffee Shop will

be open seven days a week, from 7:30 a.m.-
5:30 p.m., said Russell.

The Top ofthe Campus restaurant will

be open for lunch Monday through Friday
from 1 l:30a.m.-l :30p.m."TheTOC Lounge
will be closed for the summer, as will the

Turn to OPEN, page 2
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continued from page 1

Hatch restaurant and bar.

The Newman Center, a privately-run Catholic orga-

nization, ofTers church services all summer, as well as

providing a cafeteria, which will be open from 7 a.m.-3

p.m., Monday through Friday. The center projier will be

open from 7 a.m.- 5 p.m.. weekdays, said AudreyAnderson
of the Newman Center staff.

Other activities for students include the Collegian,

which is New England's largest college daily newspaper.
The Collegian is open to ail interested students during
the academic year, and is located in the Campus Center
basement.
WMUA. the campus alternative radio station, will

broadcast 24 hours a day all summer. Interested students

can visit the studios in the Campus Center basement.
The operating hours for all campus services greatly

expand during the academic year.

Local News
Sports

Ed/Op
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Comics

Lunch
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Student jobs
abound, both
on, off campus
By FRANCIS ZERA
Collegian Staff

There are a multitude of options for the student
seeking part-time employment both on and off campus
through the Student Employment Office in 243 Whitmore.

"We offerjobs both on and ofTcampus, work study and
non-work study." said Judy Walker of the Student Em-
ployment Office.

The office provides an interested student with a hst-
ing ofavailablejobs, listed by category. It is then up to the
student to call the appropriate person to set up an
interview. Walker stressed the role of the SEO as being
primarily an information source. "We do not set up
interviews," she said.

The jobs on campus are generally clerical work, driv-

ing, dining commons work, and similar types of work.
Off-campus employment through the SEO is usually for

a non-profit organization, doing such work as child care,

errands and deliveries, or painting. The average pay
scale for all categories is in the five to seven dollar-per-

hour range, said Walker.
The current system, called JEMS, for Job Employ-

ment Matching Service, is being replaced this July with
an updated jobs listing system, said Walker.
JEMS provided a listing of jobs for a student based

upon their application, which was entered into the com-
puter. A card was then mailed to the student with the
requested job information. The new system will provide

the student with an immediate listing ofall availablejobs

in a requested category, saving the student time and the

SEO money, said Walker.
Other sources for non-work-study employment in-

clude the Northampton Division ofEmployment Security's

Job Matching Program.
"The D.E.S. has the most complete listings of state-

wide jobs anywhere, both full-time and part-time," said

employment services manager Kirk Watley.
In addition to offering its free job matching services

locally, one can findjob opportunities in other areas ofthe
state, which is particularly appealing to a student from
another part ofthe state seekingemploymentback home

,

said Watley.

The Job Matching center exists to "screen applicants

and employers," said Watley. An applicant can rest

assured that a listed job is offered by a "legitimate

employer," and the employer receives applications only

from qualified applicants.

The Job Matching center offers workshops on resume
writing and interviewing techniques, as well as provid-

ing a computer and laser printer to write and print a
resume. "Workshops are free and one ofthe best things a
person can do" towards improving their chances of em-
ployment.

One does not need be unemployed to use these ser-

vices, said Watley. All one needs to do is go to the office

located on 243 King Street and register for the program.
"We place a lot of people, and there are some good

jobs," said Watley.

The University's Mather Career Center provides in-

formation and opportunities concerning co-ops and in-

ternships. The Center also provides workshops for re-

sume writing skills and interviewing techniques, as well

as setting up recruiting and interviewing schedules for

employers.

Turn up the volume
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Thousands crowded onto the Campus Pond to hear the Wallers, one of several acts for Spring Concert, an annual

May ritual.

EWC attempts to be 'welcoming'
Center offers information, counseling for all women
By LAURA V. SCHEEL
Collegian Correspondent

The old yellowing halls of Wilder Hall echo with the
heaving ofthe heavy doors, the home ofthe Everywoman's
Center.

Once inside, one is greeted with a large colored display

offund raising goals, like those found on church lawns or

in school lobbies.

The fund-raising goal is indicated at the top of an
illustrated thermometer, with a red column showing the

current level of donations. The red Une falls short of the
goal by many thousands of dollars.

Largely an information service, the Center's physical

size is small in relation to the amounts of resources and
information it provides.

The walls are awash with bulletins such as "Oldies

But Goodies Womyn's Dance," "Fight Back," "1993 Black
Musician's Conference," "Religion And Homosexuality,"
along with many other notices.

"The environment is one of women helping women,
one that is safe and comfortable. We really try to convey
that in the Center," said Sharon Gavini, a work study
student in the Resource and Referral Program.

The message pasted on the inside ofeach book in the
Center's library reminds users of its cooperative foun-

dation: "EWC's library operates on a very limited bud-
get. We try to provide books for women, by or about
women, that are useful or interesting. Many women
depend on and use these books frequently. . . EWC is for

all of us!"

Titles such as Parenting and Family, Environment
and Nature, Gender Issues, Spoils and Travel, Women
and Aging, Disabled Women. Media and Arts, and Ca-
reers and Emplo)Tnent fill the shelves that contain over

2,000 volumes.

The use of the Center's library, as with all of the
services they provide, is free. It is operated on the
assumption of mutual understanding, interest and re-

spect.

The decoration ofthe Center is a reflection ofthe goals
of the center, which are to provide a "place that is

welcoming to all. A woman of any background or sexual

orientation can see similar images and people of her own
self" said director Carol Wallace.

Begun in 1972 by a group of community women who
wanted greater access to University services, the EWC
was originally under the direction of the Department of

Continuing Education.

The mostly volunteer staff were granted space in

Munson Hall, and received fundingforhalf-time positions

only. The Center was later moved to Goodell, and then to

its current site at Wilder Hall. This last move was
intended as a temporary move.

That was over a decade ago, and the Center has been
steadily lobbying for a larger space. Currently, the
Center is divided into two locations, with the second site

located at the distant Nelson House, on East Pleasant
Street.

"We are terribly in need ofmore space and equipment,
and as it is now, the center is completely inaccessible to

disabled people," said Liz Rensenbrink of the Resource
and Referral Program.

Now under the administration of Student Affairs, the
center receives two-thirds of its funds from the Univer-
sity, relying on outside community grants and donations
for the remainder.

In order to maintain its current level of services, the
Everywoman's Center needs a minimum of $40,000 per
year.

Lace up the skates Scott
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Members of the campus community take some leisure time for skating in the

practice rink at the new Mullins Arena.

continued from poge 1

reviewing applicants for the chancellor
position in late January. By mid-March
the committee had narrowed the candi-
dates to four; Luis Proenza, from the
University ofAlaska; Diether H. Haenicke,
from Western Michigan University;
Mitchell-Kernan; and Scott.

During the last two weeks of March,
each ofthe chancellorship finalists, except
Haenicke, who withdrew his candidacy on
March 23 due to pressing problems on his

campus, toured the campus and attended
four open forums for two days.

At the end ofeach forum, the audience
had the opportunity to fill out evaluation
forms, which aided the committee in

choosing a candidate. Although the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate voted
unanimously on April 7 to ask the com-
mittee to reopen its search, the committee
forwarded the names of Mitchell-Kernan
and Scott to University President Michael
K. Hooker April 9.

"The deliberations and hard work that
committee members contributed during
the search speak highly of the campus as
a whole. The final selections reflect the
the committee's assessment of the type of

individual who will meet the needs of
UMass Amherst in today's environment,"
said Rina K. Spence, chair of the com-
mittee.

Scott, who was born on the Orkney
Islands located off the coast of northern
Scotland, earned a bachelor's in physics in

1962 and a doctorate in physics in 1976 at
Oxford University.

Acclaimed for his work on nuclear col-

lision, Scott is an American Physical So-
ciety Feyow and has given lectures on
this topic all over the world. Scott has
written over 100 papers on nuclear col-

lisions.

As a researcher at the University of
California at Berkeley, Scott was the sci-

entific director at the Cyclotron labora-
tory.

Peter H. Cressy, who is president ofthe
Massachusetts Maritime Academy, was
chosen to be the new chancel lor at UMass-
Dartmouth. Cressy was a rear admiral in
the U.S. Navy.

"Both of these individuals are out-
standing academic leaders and I am con-
fident in their abilities to move their re-

spective campuses into the 21st century
with vision and dynamism," Hooker said.
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Richard Brien appears relaxed as he prepares to hand

his duties over to David Scott on July 1

.

continued from page 1
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weather some terrible budget years."
Two years ago he assumed the helm of what would

mainly be called a sinking ship and has steered it into
more sUble water — for that he has deserved some
credit, said Student Trustee Kevin Newnan, who worked
very closely with O'Brien and graduated in Ma v. "I took
office the day he took office and I will leave the day he will
leave office."

O'Brien said he is proud the University has managed
to replace more faculty each year. Every year 80 faculty
members leave. Last year six faculty were replaced. This
year's plan is to replace 23. and next year the University
IS seeking to replace 65. O'Brien said.

The relationship between student leaders and the
administration has greatly improved in the last two
years. O'Brien said. Campus student leaders, who O'Brien
said he has worked with closely, have done a good job.

"I think down deep he meant well, but he didn't have
enough skin for the job. You had to push him to the wall
to have him do anything," said formerstudentgovernment
President Jennifer Wood.

O'Brien has come far in dealing with students and
their concerns, said student government President David
NuAez, who took office April 1.

-I think he is doing a good job right now. He is leaving
with grace," Nunez said. "I wish him the best."

O'Brien said the -nicest" thing that he has done for
students is to inviteThomas Robinson to be vice chancellor
for Student Affairs. O'Brien said Robinson has -revolu-
tionized the attitudes as well as structures for student
affairs."

TRAINING

MY DEGREE GOTME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMYROTC GOTME THE JOB.

Things got pretty competitive for this job. I'm
sure my coUege degree and good grades Icept
me in the running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management experience I got
through Army ROTC that won them over.

Army ROTC taught me responsibility, sell-
discipline and leadership. Those are things you
just can't learn from a textbook.

I dont know where Id be right now if I
hadn't enroUed in Army ROTC. but I do know
one thing for sure ... I wouldn't be here.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TODCM TAKE.

FINDOTTT MORF
Contact John Hedly

545-2321

O'Brien has been supportive ofmulticulturalism, and
has come to appreciate members of the campus commu-
nity, Robinson said.

"His commitment will have a long-lasting effect at this
University." Robinson said.

In response to the Oct. 3. 1992 racial attack on Arlens
Barosy, a resident assistant on the 17th floor of Wash-
ington Tower, students stormed Washington Tower on
Oct. 9 looking for the assault's hosts.

O'Brien said he worked with minority students, ne-
gotiating the renaming of Columbus Day, and changing
the physical arrangements of the four cultural centers
and academic centers for minority students. Student
negotiators and O'Brien found ways for minority students
to get involved with hiring faculty and multicultural
updates, O'Brien said.

But Nunez said he would have liked to have seen some
sort of public announcement of what happened.

Another significant event during O'Brien's tenure
was the May 1. 1992 rally on the Student Union steps,
protesting the verdict in the Rodney King beating trial,
when about 250 students poured into the Collegian
offices.

Over the course ofthe following week protestors made
several demands including that the women's issues page
be reinstated and a co-editor of color for the women's
issues page be added. The editors moved the paper off
campus temporarily and continued production from al-
ternative locations.

Although he acknowledged the University got bad
press, O'Brien blames the management of the Collegian
for not responding to minority student's needs. O'Brien
said he is glad he took a hands-off approach to the
incident.

To be frank about it, I am still not entirely sure what
ought to have happened. I am very dismayed by the
principle features of the event— the seizing of newspa-
pers by one group, the breaking ofa window, the general
hubbub." O'Brien said. That was all dismal stuff. And I
do ask myself 'should 1 have intruded on this system?""

"Should I have said, 'people this may be "an RSO
I Registered Student Organization I. but neverthelessyou
will do x.y.z?' And I imagine by doing so, I could have
avoided that mess. I still think it would have been the
wrong thing to do. At the time 1 still felt, and I still do that
1
was going to take a basically hands-offapproach, unless

there was danger to life or limb involved."
By playing the part as "an honest broker" the situation

has resolved itself. O'Brien said.
"We now have an editor who is a minoritv. and I have

excellent relations with him as I never did with the group
that was involved at the time." O'Brien said

At the same time as the Collegian takeover, about 350
students, from the Rodney King rally on the Student
Union steps, stormed into Whitmore demanding 10 new
faculty members of color, five women and five men The
protesters staged a nine hour sit-in.

Calling the take-over, "a large scale visitation." O'Brien
said, the protestors "had a misunderstanding about the
rate at which we were hiring minority faculty. . We were
already doing very well. In fact, in a single year we've
hired 11 faculty members."

J' <»• weve

But Nuiiez said O'Brien engaged in a tug ofwar with
students, causing the situation to get worse

"He had no clue in dealing with students." Nunez saidDunng his second year as chancellor. O'Brien said heencouraged the Special Opportunity Fund, which hasbrought 45 minority faculty to the campus
When David K. Scott becomes the University's oer-manent chancellor on July 1. O'Brien said he is going ona full-year sabbatical leave.

^

I 2nf7 ^a
°PP'^'"^""^ty to write, and think about what

I want to do for a year. I am a tenured member ofbiochenrustry and molecular biology, so one of my op

O'Rri^n T^u^'u ^"^
't^'^

*" ^hat department," saidO Bnen. who has been the provost and the executivevice chancellor during his nine-year stay at the Ur^ver

"But I think I might have another career in me I have

USED COMPUTERS
Available Due To Corporate Downsizing

IBM Brand
Model AT 286 2MB Ram, 52 MB Drive, 14" Color Monitor

Keyboard - $625
Model AT 286 512K Ram, 20MB Drive. 14" Color Monitor,

Keyboard - $350
Model XT 286 640K Ram, 10MB Drive, 14" Color Mintor,

Keyboard -$310
Model 3270 640K Ram, 2-51/4 360K Drives, Monochrome

Monitor, Keyboard -$95

Printers from $120

Call 253-7510
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Mother knows best: UMass-Amherst converts a skeptic
The University of Colorado and UMass: those were

the two institutions that accepted my application to the
world of higher education. One of those was a "safety."

For some reason. I had a great aversion to even
considering "the Zoo." Maybe it was because Amherst
seemed dangerously close to my hometown of Hingham.
or maybe it was because my mother, ever the bargain
hunter, ended every praise-heaping speech about our
fine sUte university with. ". . . and it's a hell ofa good deal
too."

Whatever the reason. I was certain that any other
school would surely be more of what I was looking for in
a college experience.

Of course. I was fighting a losing battle. A propa-
ganda campaign aimed at undermining my mother's
opinion ofUMass promptly backfired. She could produce
three articles hailing UMass as "an aflbrdable Harvard"
for every one of my "UMass Freaks Burn Professors"
pieces.

I felt the suction oftheAmherst Vortex gettingstronger
and stronger. As September neared. my mother pried
away at my grip on my invitation to Colorado until
finally, the last corner was ripped offand I found myself
hurtling down the MassPike. end over end. passing cars
and several ofmy friends from Hingham. who were also
being pulled in by the invisible force.

That first semester in an all-male dorm gave me
plenty of stories to tell my mom. They were not nice

stories. For some reason, though, instead of using them
to my UMass-bashing advantage. I found myselfdefend-
ing UMass.

So why the change of heart, you might ask.
As I soon began to find out, UMass is a school with

tremendous resources. Not necessarily fianancial re-
sources, although they do seem to get money from
somewhere when they need it, but natural, human and.
particularly, resources that come from outside ofcampus
confines.

Jeff

MCKENZIE
I cannot hope to give you an accurate picture of these

resources by glancing over them all. Instead 1 will share
a few experiences I have had in the course of my stay.

On a bright green spring morning, my mountain bike
and I reached the summit of Mt. Toby in Sunderiand on
the Robert Frost Trail. There were no signs ofmy tracks
or the snow I had tramped during the long winter when
I had climbed up in order to float down on my snowboard.
A white-haired man with a walking stick appeared

from the other opening of the trail on the summit. He
stopped and we spoke for a while. He told me of how he
swung fi-om birches just like these when he was a boy.
bending the slender trunks across the lines of the other
darker trees. Then he ambled off in the direction from

Reflections on area summer

which I had come, a ghost-like figure ofthe man for which
this trail was named.

Every Wednesday last semester, excepting hohdays.
my academic schedule took me from my management
professor, a native of South Africa and a brilliant man
who brought social concerns to the forefront of business
thought, to my English professor, a colorful native of
Down East Maine and an inspiring writer who brought
my writing and my thinking to a higher level, and finally
to my education professor, a native of hell — judging by
how much he played devil's advocate— but an intensely
critical thinker in the arts and a writer for "Sesame
Street" to boot.

The last experience is not a single experience, but one
that has lasted my entire stay here. It is the collective
experience of five separate colleges in the area and the
students who go to them. It is the culture and the
resulting atmosphere when so many are brought to-
gether from so far apart for a common purpose: to learn
and to develop and to improve. It is an experience which
cannot be found elsewhere, and which sets this Uni-
versity apart.

So. as usual, my mother was right in. well, recom-
mending the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
And as I like to remind her. especially when attempting
to borrow money, it's a hell of a good deal. too.

Jeff McKemie was a Collegian columnist and a
member of the UMass Amherst class of 1993.

Now that the semester is over, why am
I still hanging out down here in the Col-
legian offices? It's 4:30 p.m. on Thursday,
May 20th in the Year ofour Lord nineteen-
hundred and ninety three.

Is this the sign of a person who has no
social life whatsoever, or am I simply too
ambitious for my own good? Dedication
can sometimes be fatal,you know— as the
movie The Shining showed, "all work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy."

As the summer is bearing down upon
us like a trailer truck on the Mass Pike,
some questions arise as to the meaning of
the collegiate existence.

Francis

ZERA
Now don't get me wrong. I actually live

for the summer months. I mean, who can
really say they get excited at the prospect
of long underwear, snow, ice and slush
and weeks of sub-freezing temperatures?
But I guess I've got the end-of-the-semester
blues.

Friends are going home, graduating,
moving on. I actually have to start gainful
employment next week, and the normally
crowded Campus Center Concourse will

be absolutely deserted soon. There is

nothing more depressing than seeing the
usually bustlingcampus completely devoid
of human life, save for the occasional
groundskeeper.

Studying for exams, writing papers
and doing assignments can really be a
chore, and the break from that will do me
good. But having discovered the social

aspects of college, this semester's end is

the most difTicult that I've encountered
by far.

Now that I've vented, on to more posi-

tive things. Have you ever experienced
the Happy Valley in the summertime? It

can be postcard-perfect. The towns revert

to their post-student patterns, slowing
down considerably and becoming more

sedate in manner. Stores close earlier, the
days are longer, and people sit out on their
front porches to watch the world go by,
nice and slow.

Amherst without students is like
Hyannis without tourists, although it can
actually be more enjoyable. No crowds on
the streets, miniscule Unes in stores, and
no lines at the bars.

The woodlands are at their arguable
best, and there is where one finds the
ultimate in solitude. There is no finer
place to go to simply clear one's mind and
to contemplate life, ideas, or to seek in-

spiration for anything than within a
peaceful wood.

Completely bored, I ramble on. Led
Zeppelin did a song called "Ramble On." I

think it was on "Presence." but I'm not
absolutely certain. Also appropriate to a
walk in the woods, which is sometimes
referred to a ramble. I added that to pro-
vide continuity to this. An idea must be
presented, described, expounded upon,
examples cited, conclusions drawn, and
opinions given without losing the central
topic. Is my topic melancholy, boredom or
the benefits of spending time outside
urbania? Don't ask me, because I don't
know either.

This is not meant for any other reason
other than to alleviate my boredom, so I

don't have to be consistent, clear or unam-
biguous. So there. Put that in your pipe.

Or anywhere else you think it would be
appropriate. And I can make these para-
graphs as long as I want to. Sue me.

In discussing the transgenderal inter-

personal interrelations and in discussing
the often unnecessary discourses that of-

ten occcur, one comes to the conclusion
that all students are just homy and are
only looking for a good time, not an edu-
cation.

Francis Zero is a mind-numbingly
bored Collegian staffer, with absolutely no
social life whatsoever. Well, OK, he does
have a fishtank.

Whitmore welcomes you

Calling writers everywhere
Hullo there—hopeyou're enjoyingyour UMass training. We

have just a few words to say about this here page^ and the
Collegian in general.

We like to think we're involved in an intimate relationship
with each and every one ofyou, a passionate affair driven by
the forces of love and hate. And lovers send letters. Lots of
them. Especially mushy, sentimental ones. But we prefer to

hear about what makes you sad, angry, confused, iSrustrated.

We'll helpyou solve those problems. We're like group therapy,
only with 19,000 members. And we don't cost $100 an hour.

Don't just sit around with a protest sign on the Student
Union steps. Let us be your soapbox.

J

Welcome to the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst! Last summer, I, too,

was new to the University, arriving from
Pomona, California, where I had held a
similar post at the California State Poly-
technic University at Pomona. I have found
this to be an exciting campus and am glad
I chose to come here. As the person respon-
sible for many of the student services on
this campus — housing, health services,
financial aid, academic support services,

student activities, public safety— I want
your experience here to be good and for

you to feel that the decision to attend our
university was a good one.

Thomas B.

ROBINSON
The main reason for attending college

is to get the best education you can, one
that will put you further on the road to

becoming an active and creative citizen.

Your classes will undoubtedly invigorate,
inform and infuriate you at various times
during your years here. You may choose
to take courses at Smith, Mount Holyoke.
Amherst and Hampshire Colleges
through the Five College exchange pro-
gram.

There are also many, many opportuni-
ties to extend and augment your formal
education by participating in activities
and programs outside the classroom set-
ting. Students often find they are more
successful in their academic work when
they are involved in extracurricular ac-
tivities. On this campus, there are co-op
and internship programs, volunteer and

community service programs, cultural
events, the best marching band in New
England, singing groups, a theater guild,
intramural and club sports, an outstand-
ing intercollegiate athletic program and
an active student government. Over 175
registered student organizations include
a daily newspaper, two radio stations, a
cable television channel, the Black Stu-
dent Union, an outing club, martial arts
groups, a science fiction club, sports clubs
and cultural, religious, political and pub-
lic interest groups. We also have a won-
derful Fine Arts Center, four cultural
centers, three multicultural centers and
the new, state-of-the-art Mullins Convo-
cation Center.

Although this is a big and busy cam-
pus, we want it to be a welcoming place.
Even more important than our programs
are the people who study and work here.
During the past year, we have been striv-
ing to improve the quality of life for ev-
eryone. Lots of people including many
students, have worked to improve com-
munication among offices, agencies,
groups and individuals. You will be im-
portant to this ongoing effort! I want to
hear from you about what is working and
what isn't. Get involved, check out what
we have to offer, and let me know what
you think.

The New Students Program will be
busy. Enjoy it and the rest ofthe summer.
I look forward to September and to meet-
ing many of you during the academic
year.

Thomas B. Robinson is the vice chan-
cellor for student ajjairs.
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University Health Services
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

The Unlversrty Health Services (UHS) is open
24 hours a day, seven days a week during the
academic year and is located in the Central
residence area for easy accessibility.

UHS is staffed by board certified physicians,
licensed psychotherapists, nurse practitioners,

physician assistants, and a variety of support
staff. We are accredited by the Joint

Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations (JCAHO) and Accreditation

Association for Ambulatory Health Care
(AAAHC).

Clinic Hours

General Qinics are open for appointments from
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday.

Urgent Care is open 24 hours/day, during the
school year. We are closed from midnight to
8 a.m. from May 28 to August 16. 1993. There
is a Triage/Advice nurse available by phone
(549-2671) when the Health Services building is

closed. There is a co-payment for visits after

9 p.m. during the week, after 12 noon on
Saturdays and all day Sunday and Holidays.

Plan Definitions

Basic HeaKh Plan (BHP) - Prepaid health plan
that covers most services available at the on-
campus University Health Services. Does not
cover hospitalization on-campus or services off-

campus. Paid for by a non-walvaWe mandatory
fee required by the University for students
taking 5 or more credits.

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan (SHBP) -

A medical benefits plan, (including

hospitalization, surgical and pharmacy benefits)
which provides coverage not included in the
Basic Health Plan. SHBP meets Massachusetts
State Law requirements for a Qualified Student
Health Insurance Plan. Waivable only with
evidence of comparable health insurance
coverage. Covers BHP Copays 100%.

Student Family Health Plan - Combined Basic
and Supplemental Plans available for family
members of the student enrolled in BHP and
SHBP.

UHS Tips

Always call U.H.S. first: for routine

appointment making; emergencies to receive
advice; and before "Walking-in". Same day
appointments are often available.

Choose a regular provider for continuity of
health care, especially if you have an ongoing
health problem.

Most services are prepaid but some
procedures t ave additional co-payments.

Confidentiality of Records

All UHS records are confidential. No informa-
tion will be released, either verbally or in writing,
without your written permission. The restrictiori
on information release applies to parents,
friends, and University staff. Mental health
records are kept separate from the general
medical records and are also governed by this
strict policy.

Guide to Sexual Health Services

Women's Health Services:

Regular gynecologic care

OB/GYN specialist consultations

Prescription contraception

Pregnancy testing and counseling

Termination of pregnancy referral

Morning After Pill

Eating Disorders Clinic

Evaluation and treatment of:

Menopause
Pelvic Tumors
Vaginitis

Menstrual Disorders

Sexual Assault

Men's Health Services:

Testicular exams
Non-prescription contraception

Vasectomy consultation

Prostate evaluation

Both Women and Men:
Regular Physical Examinations
Contraceptive education programs
Personal and couples counseling
HIV antibody testing

Evaluation and Treatment of:

Urinary tract infection

Infertility

Relationship violence

Sexually transmitted disease

Choose from male and female physicians,
nurse practitioners or physician

assistants. It is recommended that all

women have a gynecological exam by age
18-20 or on becoming sexually active.

Contraception Information
Health Center • Room 302

What method should I use?
Where can I obtain accurate information?
For answers to your questions, check out the
OPTIONS FOR CONTRACEPTION. Men and
Women Welcome. No appointment needed.

Men. & Thurs.

lues. & Wed.
3 p.m.

7 p.m.

'

Health Questionnaires...Why?

COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
AT THE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We offer...

...quality,

comprehensive
vision care at a

reasonable cost.

...courteous,

friendly,

professional staff.

...reduced rates

on eye glasses at

participating

opticians with a
complete

optometric

examination at the

University Health

Services for

Student Plan

members.

comprehensive

contact lens

service.

EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours
and on campus
location.

For questions or

appointments,
call 549-2671

Did you ever wonder why you had to fill out a Health Questionnaire'? Tho m^ct .
reason Is that the information you provide may save vour li^ Pnl I ,

^^ c°"^Pe"'ng

unconscious after an accident' una'ble t"us your m^ ^i hi ''Tth '°r'^
"'"'' ""'''

questionnaire will be used by your physicPan to ^^dect"4S trL^^^^^^ ^T"""'
'°"

The second reason is that Massachusetts law reouires ALL npvA/«t,.H««t. .

submrt proof of the following immunizations, witZTo%'a'y'srco~ l^Zl '^ '"

TETANUS-DIPHTHERIA vaccine within the last 10 years

? ,^2 ^°^^^ °^ MEASLES* after your first birthday
1 (ONE) Dose OF MUMPS after your first birthday
1 (ONE) DOSE OF RUBELU after your first birthday

*Please note: due to outbreaks of measles on some campus within the last few vp.r«Massachusetts law since 1991 has required proof of a second dZ ofJ m11c7 ^ '•

people born after January 1 . 1957.
^^ "

a second dose of a Measles vaccine for

voirnTl^? h-^h' ''T^'l^'^''^"
requirements on the Health Questionnaire form please contact

JfZu^T' ? ''^^'
""J'""

°'' '""'^ EhotocoEies of your immunization records to the fo'm

LCp nIIIh n''^''."'^
'.'''"^' Questionnaire form please contact the UniversTy HealthServ ce Health Questionnaire office Immediately, since failure to complete your irT.munfzationrequirements does affect your standing at the University. If you have anv aCestionTnillcontact the Health Questionnaire office at (413) 549-2671 ext 275

^"^stions please

r^ilI?rIU°Rr"' H® T^^ ^^^^"''^ Prereglstratlon privileges If the Health Questionnaire is notreturned. Records, transcripts and grades will be frozen as well.

^"^si.onnaire is not
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Automated Telephone Anendant Installatioii

at UHS Touch'Tone Operated
''''''''*'"''''^^ 549-2671

!!»!" *SilI' "!f
^^"^ ^^'^^ ^°" "'" *^'" "^« recorded greeting of the

m!^^nTV? '""^'^'^y *al an extension or to access a menu romthe leiephone touch-tone pad. Callers from rotary phones must stay on the line

nlrr.!!! '

"^"" ""^""^ ^'"'"'""'' '"""'^" -"^^^^^^^^^^t the

1 - Emergency/Urgent Care
2 - All Other Areas of UHS

1 - General Medical Menu
1 - Triage Advice Nurse
2 - Clinics and Appointments

2 - Pharmacy

1 - Pharmacy Hours
2 - Prescription Fill and Refill

3 - Pharmacist

3 - Member Services. Billing, or Claims and Referrals
1 -

2-
Member Services. Enrollment, Registration Waivers
Billing

1 - Bills for last names A - G
2 - Bills for last names H - Z

3 - Claims and Referrals

1 - Supplemental Health Benefits Plan Claims
2 - Kaiser Claims and Referrals

Other offices

1

2

3

4

5-
6-

Health Education

New Student Health and Immunization Form
Inpatient Information

Medical Records

1 - Release of Information

2 - Premarital or Teacher Certification

3 - Employee Records
HIV Hotline

Administrative and Other Business Offices

Some departments cannot be reached through the UHS switchboard and must
be dialed directly:

Employee Assistance Program
Environmental Health and Safety
Mental Health Services

Dental Care

TTY - Hearing Impaired . . .

FAX

545-0350

545-2682

545-2337

545-2400

545-5905

545-3871

Save Tour Smile

CO

Comprehensive dental services are available to
you. Examinations, consultations, routine dental
care, including bonding and root canals, are
available at reasonable rates. The Lubin Dental
Clinic is conveniently located on the ground
floor of the University Health Sen/ices and is

open Mondays through Fridays 8:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m. For appointments or information, call 545-
2400. We will help you submit insurance claims
if necessary.

DESIGNATED
DRIVER
ON

BOARD

Be the Life of the Party

For more information about Drug and
Alcohol concerns contact

Health Education Division, University of
Mas-sachusetts at Amherst
(413) 549 2671 ext. 181

• FOOD • ALCOHOL • EROTICA •

uhs

22s:

Eating Disorder
Programs •
Fall 1993
Sponsored by University Health
Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental Health
Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.
Mondays or Wednesdays - Confidentiality
Assured. Call 549-2671 x233 or 234, Clinic IV

• • •

Friends and Family Group
Single session for those concerned about
somebody with an eating disorder. Call

549-2671 X233 or 234, Clinic IV,

• • •

Peer Support Group
For those struggling with anorexia, bulimia,
chronic dieting, or compulsive overeating.
Mondays (except holidays) 4:30-6:00 p.m.
Campus Center Room Number posted by
elevator. No registration necessary.
Confidentiality Assured.

Mental Health Groups

Groups that are offered include:

• AduH Children of Alcoholics

• Developing Relationship Skills

• Eating Disorder Group

• Self-Esteem

Groups are advertised In the Collegian.
For more information call 545-2337.
or stop by 127 Hills North.

z
o
<

z

S
o
a

o

y:
o
o

CO
o
Z3
OC
o
•
X
Ul
CO
•
CO
X

PEER HEALTH
EDUCATION

• Interactive

• Dynamic
•Challenging

>om
CO

What students have said
about Peer Health Education:

The best course I've ever taken
at UMass!'

"it changed my life - 1 learned

about things that affect me."

"I liked being able to teach
other students about sexuality,

stress, alcohol and eating

disorders."

Om
z
om
•

gmH
Z
O
•

L

For more information on these programs or
other eating disorder concerns, call 549-2671
X233 or 234. Confidentiality Assured.

Get Involved: SHAB*

• Sponsor health projects

• Represent student health concerns
• Review UHS Budget
• Sen/e on UHS Search Committees
• Meet other students interested in health care

* STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Call 549-2671 Ext. 181

Ul

PEER HEALTH
EDUCATORS
Are students helping

students.

Public Health 213
Education 4-213

6 credit program,

2 semester commitment

Permission of instructor

required.

>
• HEALTH • CHOICES • STD'S
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Rock Bottom Remainders tour East Coast
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

What do authors Stephen King, Dave Barry and Amy
Tan all have in common? They are all in the same rock
band. The Rock Bottom Remainders. Possibly one of the
most literate rock bands ever assembled around off key
vocalists in the name ofcharity and childhood fantasies,
the Remamders will take their "3 Chords & an Attitude
Tour" down the east coast this summer.

The Remainders, whose members include some of
America's most popular authors, debuted at the Ameri-
can Booksellers Convention in Anaheim in the spring of
1992. creating a stir which prompted Viking Press to
hand over a book advance, in order that the author/
musicians would write about their experiences. The
advance enabled the Remainders to go on tour with their
unique musical interpretation of rock oldies, and all of
the tour profits benefit Literacy Volunteers of America,
the Right To Rock Network and several local Uteracy and
First Amendment groups.

"I tell kids, if this is something your parents don't
want you to read, get it immediately. It's something you
ought to know about." King said, responding to to offers
from a group at the First American Book Fair to censor
passages from his book Firestarter so they could market
it for children. The authors are serious about their music
and the charities they support.

The Remainders were the brainchild of Kathi Kamen
Goldmark. credited as the band's leader, founder and
organizer. Goldmark. working at book publicity during
the day and rock 'n' roll at night, spent much of her time
driving touring authors around San Francisco.

"Some of them are so much fun to be with that
conducting them from interview to interview doesn't feel
like work," explains Goldmark. "We'll start digging
through my vast collection of tapes. Before I know it,

another new (author) friend is sitting in with my band!
the Ray Price Club, at the Blue Lamp. And he or she will
get the sweetest, dreamiest look and tell me how lucky I

am. I decided to form a band of authors!"
The Remainders played at Pearl Street Nightclub in

Northampton on May 21 to a capacity crowd which
included a well-mixed group of oldies fans and college
students, all ofwhom were stretching their necks to catch

The authors turned rockers shown are (m back row. from left) Gerry Petersor.. saxop"h"n;"D'arB^7rB"^^^^^^
Kingsolver, Matt Groening, Kathi Goldmark, Al Kooper, Tad Bartimus, Robert Fulghum. M.chael Dorris, (front row from
left) Josh Kely drums; Stephen King, Roy Blount, Jr., Joel Selvin, Ridley Pearson, Dave Marsh, Greil Marcus and Amy Tan
Note; not all of the authors appear at every show date.

a glimpse of their favorite authors.
The audience seemed to really be getting into it," said

King, author of Gerald's Game, who is credited with the
idea of taking the Remainders on tour. King says he
played in a rock group called the Moon Spinners while in
school, until "everyone ran out to listen to Bob Dylan."

Goldmark jokes about the band members. "Stephen
King contnbutes rhythm guitar and an almost uncanny
feel for teenage death songs. Dave Barry agreed to play
lead guitar, ifhe could wear spandex. We made him wear

Plain

Fresh Garlic

Onions
Green Peppers

Mushrooms
Sliced Tomatos
Eggplant

Salami

Ham
Hamburg
Sausage

Pepperoni

Canadian Bacon
Olive

Anchovies

Pineapple

Two-Way Combo
Three-Way Combo
Four-Way Combo
Super Special

Extra Meat
Extra Cheese

PIZZA
Small

$4.25

4.95

4.94

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

4.95

5.70

6.30

7.35

7.90

1.00

1.00

SAI.ADS

Large

$7.65

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

9.00

10.25

11.30

12.30

15.70

1.20

1.80

Large

$4.75

4.75

5.25

SUPERIOR PIZZA
17 MONTAGUE ROAD, AMHERST

549-0626

DINNER
[tvith Bread and ButterJ

Lasagna $5.75
Manicotti 5,75

Ravioli 5.75

Stuffed Shells 5.75

SPAGHETTI
[vnth Bread and Butter]

With Sauce $4,30

Meatball 4.75
Sausage 4.75

Mushrooms 4.75

c;rinders
toasted or cold Small Large

8" 12"

Greek Gyros $3.65
Meatless 3.10 4.75
Eggplant 3.50 4.75
Salami 3.50 4.75
Genova 3.50 4.75
Meatball 3.50 4.75
Sausage 3.50 4.75
Ham 3.50 4.75
Italian 3.50 4.75
Tuna 3.80 4.95
Roast Beef 3.80 4.95
Ham & Egg 3.80 4.95
Pepper & Egg 3.80 4.95
Pastrami 3.80 4.95
Turkey 3.80 4.95
Veal Cutlet 3.95 5.10
Chicken Cutlet 3.95 5.10
Pepperoni 3.50 4.75
Seafood Salad 3.80 4.95
Egg Salad 3.80 4.95
Extra Meat .50 .60
Extra Cheese .50 .60

STEAK ORINDERS

Plain

with Cheese
with Onions
with Peppers
with Mushrooms
with Egg

Small

$3.15

3.50

3.60

3.60

3.95

4.55

Large

$4.55

4.85

4.95

4.95

5.35

5.70

ITEMS &_
»oo
OFF

IHOCOLATE PIZZA
CHICKEN PIZZA
PARTY SIZE

SICILIAN PIZZA

MADE TO ORDER

n

AMY LARGE ~l
2-ltein PIZZA 1

With coupon good thru July 31/93 one coupon per order

coupon cannot be combined w oiher oilers
|

~QQ ^AMY LARGE~ ~1

2-ltem PIZZA i

. OFF ** <»"P°" gootl "inJ July 3
' ^ one coupon per order

I
coupon cannot be combined w other offers I

AiyY~~"l
LARGE PIZZA i

with coupon good thru July 31'93 one coupon per order

coupon cannot be combined w other offers
|

*2

WE DELIVER 11:30AM TO 2:00AM
7 DAYS

[$^50
I OFF

r
I

L

OFF

it under his clothes."

King recounts Barry's reaction to their first perfor-
mance. "Dave said.'I don't want to think what this may
mean about me, but I Hke this."
When asked about how he liked riding on the tour bus

with everyone, Barry quipped.Tou're gettinginto hygiene
so soon?"

After the core vocalists and instrumentalists were put
into place. Goldmark moved on to the next step. "All we
lacked were loud frat-party types to sing 'Lx)uie Louie.'
The Critics'Chorus was born. Roy Blount. Matt Groening,
Greil Marcus. Dave Marsh and Joel Selvin had all written
books and rock criticism. With all the critics in the band
who'd slam us?"

"We haven't had any serious damage to report,"
says Barry, author of Dare Barr\ Turns 40. "Ear
damage, that is."

The band's tour almostcame to an abrupt end when The
Remainders came under an injunction. They are now
under a court order to sing the right words to Teen Angel.'
"Stephen made some small changes to the song, that's all— like adding Vial of crack' to the lyrics." Barry said.

"Were using
| the injunction

I shamelessly as a public-
ity gimmick," said a straight-faced King. In concert. King
wears a red blazer over his Red Sox t-shirt, sleeves cut off.

The band's set. which lasts over an hour and a half is
almost all rock oldies, including "Money," "Louie Louie

"

"Stand By Me," and "Suzie Q." The comic approach the
band takes to the music and lyrics kept the audience
laughing with the authors, not at them.

As Barry continues to tune his guitar before his solo
King remarks, "If you keep picking at it, it'll never get
better. Its this chemistry that makes the audience
cheer, whoop and call repeatedly for "Free Bird

"

Goldmark is joined in the Remainderettes by Amy
Tanauthorofr/ieJoyLucAC/ufe.incat'seyesunglasses,

%"^^^'*,^^;:^™"«'^SpecialCorrespondentandauthor
ofTrinity s Children

. The sequined clad Remainderettes'
movements are remarkably synchronized

Tan has several costume changes and' performs the
T?^"'.fT''f^'^^''*°^^^^^^°^Adomedinaleathercap

^hltl. . f ^f ^'.'"'^^' '^^" ««"^ Nancy Sinatra^
"These Boots Are Made For Walking" with conviction and
a whip. Stomping on the Critics' Chorus, to the cheers of
the crowd and wailing sax. author Tan created a picture

Turn to REMAINDERS, page 10

FREE Can of Soda
with any large grinder

with coupon good thru July 31/93 one coupon per order

coupon cannot be combined w/other offers

n
I

J
AWY ~1

LARGE PIZZA i

L^yipp with coupon good thru Ju)y 31/93 one coupon per order

coupon caiwol be combined w/olher offers
|

OM
WITH

Open 7
(lays a iveek
7ain - lopm

SOUTH TOWiUE
COIVIIVIOiUS LAUiMDROiVlAT
479Weit St., South AmMerst

Speedwash
Open 24 Hours

11 Pray St., Amherst

EA.CU CA.R.D ^^s ^ letter
FOLLOWED B^ 5EVER^L DASHES
WWEN I SHOV^ TUE C^RD ^OU
XELL "me VULG^R, OBSCEHt OR
BLfrSPHCK'VDUS WORD TUES STT^KD

POR.' ... READ^.^

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

SUE'S SUCH (K HHPOC«^\T£
^eOkJT B\J\LO\KG MO^«B0U>>W

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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By GARY LARSON

I BELIEVE PERSOKM
GREED JUS^\E\ES
EVER-S THING

-n
—'-^

Also. PRWJATE UVES
^RE LEGVTIMME
PUBLIC ENTERrAINHEHT.

m TUE LOWEST
COMMON DtUCimNMOR
IS W.WMS

By BILL WATTERSON
Do I HAVE

CA^iEER. OPr\OKS
OR WUAT ?

1
1 "WlMli^ I NEED T^
START UAHG\N& AROJHO
y^lTH (3^£^ ANIMALS

DOONESBURY
rM 50RRY,

NICHOS, I
PfPNTMSAN
TOSmR£,»JT
iarv5...u/H...

CHANGBV. y£5,

IKN0I4J TM

yOURBCALL.

By GARRY TRUDEAU

Mmmmmm ...Interesting ...interesting. ...id say we
taste a little like chicken."

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES: ISk-ver mind alioul nwk-
inR pijns iw the lulure, I(k us on what
IS fidppiDinR now Y<xj ntttf nt-w
jIIk-s. a nighl 111 jjerxf(>us fvjspiialily

rould ck) wtMKkfs liK ytiof popular-

TAURUS: A j><kxJ day lew paying
l)ills and colli-t ling whal is dut- you.
Tlio piitt-s oi a linanci.ll {Mizzle Mil
into place. Bo carelul ni)l lo make
ihreals il you phone delinquinl lior-

rowcrs,

GEMINI: Topsy-iurvy trends
would sugges) yiiu (josljxme a nwjof
iinant lal or legal move. Seniors lind

rulnllnH'nl through n»orei{jninHjnily

.Klivily.

CANCER: Friends can he a tre-

mendous help with a family (wohleni
You are al)l<- to work out an agrir-
menl with those wlv> hold o|>()osing

views Be wis<- ,mii U-nelit ironi othir

IX'opie's experiemes.

lEO: As the month ends, you
have in o()ponunity to tinisli up old
projects and refwy your ohiigations.

Trdv«-l is a hig no-no. I'rac tice small
economies; lamily nH-mliers will h)l-

low your lead.

VIRGO: Vou couldl* asked somt
embarrassing quest ifMislcxJay.Keluse
lo lie. PwipJe on thrones oi authority

may wish that they could alxJicale

lx>iofc Ihis day is over.

LIBRA: The emphasis l<xlay is on
spotting any nuisaixes and evading
Ihem. Contronting an opponent in

anger w.njld Ik- a mistake Take a
wail and see a|)pro.i< h. Sliare set riis

with lamily nK-mlKfs only, ihey are
trustwonhy.

SCORPIO: An uneKfiecicd call
lor assistance or a loan is featured,
(•ending mailers slvmld Ik- sellled al

once. Oelays are mH wise under
prevailing irc>nds. A special gill sirikes

the right note

SAGITTARIUS: The jxessures oi
a light s< hedule c oold nxxint — gay
calm and organized. Teamwork
makes a hig dilterciu e. Avoid gossip,
A stc|)-l)> -step apiHoac h will gel you
lo llv iinish line.

CAPRICORN: Stoj) Ijcing sr) hard
on yoursc-ll InterjdifMi with iriends

or closehusiiK-ssasvKiales will make
you lec-l g<Kxl atxHit you skills Your
male or partner is y(Ki strongest ally.

AQUARIUS: Lisii-n and learn!

You may discover a vital ingredient is

missing irom a business plan Once
you lili in the blanks, the lulure looks
golden. Keep abreasi ot iho times,

PISCES: You i an make im(X)rtant

new contacts today. Improve you
comnninicalions skills. A loan retiufsl

will l)e granii-d. Romance blossoms
during the evening hours.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

JIM'S JOURNAL

I-l- tfiaf 6 AIM «»\a

re«*iv far w«rk,
'

(o |t\iiV\ 0<^k X U^A\

to leo\ve tfto.

u5 for cowrt'iK^, «»h4

By JIM

Wer kids wtre
jupfojeJ to do

JIM'S JOURNAL

Teyaf, itutu t«UI
wve cib«w»t Ker

Skt ^<iA'

V\«g4 T<%W\MY ^dt
vMArr;«^ rJ^Kt
*ff«r Ki)KfcU#*l,

By JIM

f«\SS«J us ovK tVie

5K« v*^f 901M

ftist Uv\e.

ACROSS
I Ves>iels

5 (ixiravagan/a
<) Arlor Pills

13 Mtiielicpnl

14 Harbinger
15 Mai
16 Cougar
18 Viewpoint
19 AclOf Kevin
20 Umbrella

weather
22 Chatter
24 Socl<s, lor one
25 Titan, eg
28 Walesa ol

Poland
31 liiUPU, IheP
36 Caspian Sea

feeder

38 Cranny's
companion

40 t pqendary
riniiisti iiirtner

4

1

The choice is

yours
44 The briny

45 Lemon rind

46 Singer Murray
47 Positions

49 Calabar —
51 Pinnacle

52 Copenhagen
coin

54 Pinch

56 Composers
Johann and
Richard

62 Gollers

vehicles

66 Tragmenl
67 Exposes
69 IRS threat

70 Green land
71 Wee
72 Exigency
73 Radiograph
74 Michael J Eox

role

DOWN
1 Af;l()r rjregory

2 Ellipse

3 I itile monkey
4 Argot

5 Sticky slull

6 East Asian nver

7 Actress Olin

S Gambado
9 Coiinery role

10 Latvia's capital

1

1

Supporter
12 Colors

15 Famed auto
race site

1 7 Brunch
21 Siesta

23 Penchant
25 Flivvers

26 Dogwood petal,

lor example
27 Lets - Dear
29 Hutch
30 Biblical

mountain
32 Fiji's capital

33 River m SE
Ontario

34 — acid

IS Metric

iiieasiire

37 Spare
39 Modern Swiss

painter

42 Not sure

43 Vivacity

48 Next year's

alums
50 Monte Carlo's

neighbor

53 County in SF
England

55 Ravioli

56 Look over
57 Faithful

58 Impolite

59 Centered in

60 Arab prince
61 Marsh bird

63 Stir up
64 Dancer

Tommy
65 Underworld

river

68 Anthem author
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Events that promise to heat up Summer '93
COLLEGIAN

Compiled by LISA CURTIS

The Pioneer Valley is filled with an
eclectic collection ofentertainment all year
long, but 1993's summer crop ofmusicians
and fairs is especially inviting. Here are
this editor's picks for the most promising
events coming to the Amherst area.

Clannad— This is the band that sings
"Harry's Game," the song heard in the
Volkswagen commercial which prompted
consumers to call Volkswagen in search of

*^hat beautiful song".

The members ofClannad include Maire
(pronovjpced Moya) Brennan, her twin
uncles Padraig( pronounced Poric ) Duggaii
and Noel Duggan and her brother Ciaran
( Keeron ) Brennan. Their sister Enya, who
has more name recognition in the U.S.,

left the group after the Clannad album,
Fuiam (pronounced "foom").

At the forefront of Irish music for 20
years, Clannad will be at Pearl Street
Nightclub in Northampton Sunday June
13 at 7 p.m.

4 Non Blondes — 4 Non Blondes has
been hailed as a rock 'n' roll breakthrough,
challenging ideas about music and gender.
This band blends the social consciousness

of acoustic folk, the rhythm of funk, the
desperation of the blues and the electricity

of rock into a unique and explosive sound.

Currently touring in support of their
latest album Bigger. Better, Faster, Morel
on Interscope Records, 4 Non Blondes will

perform at Pearl Street Nightclub, Mon-
day June 14 at 8 p.m.

Freedy Johnston— From Hoboken
to you. Perhaps the most passionate of
acoustic rock songwriters. And who else

could sing, "I used to love the Morticians
daughter, we drew our hearts on the
dusty coffin lids" and make you believe?
Freedy Johnston will perform at the Iron
Horse Music Hall in Northampton
Thursday June 17 at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$13.50 in advance.

Frank Black — Frank Black of the
Pixies has recently released a solo album
titled eponymously, which contains cov-

ers for the most part. Frank Black was
made with the assistance of Eric Drew
Feldman (Captain Beefheart, Pere Ubu).

Frank Black will perform at Pearl Street

Nightclub Saturday, June 19 at 6:30 p.m.

This is an 18 and up show. Tickets are $13
in advance.

Bright Moments Festival — This
festival features University ofMassachu-
setts faculty and other guest artists, in-

cluding the Billy Taylor Trio, Max Roach,
Ted Dunbar and John Blake, in three
outdoor performances of Jazz on the Fine
Arts Center Campus Pond lawn.

Remainders
continued from page 8

worth more than a thousand words.

"My mother doesn't know I'm doing
this." Bartimus said. "I sang in a church
choir."

The Remainders do have a few profes-

sional musicians in their numbers besides
Goldmark. Josh Kelly plays drums while
Jerry Peterson dazzles audiences with his

saxophone. Al Kooper, of Blues Project

fame, volunteered to be musical director.

Kooper is also responsible for the between
song cynicism and general wise-cracking.

Ridley Pearson, author of Probable
Cause and Angel Maker, also plays for a
"real band." He masters the bass and
sings on key for The Remainders. "He
plays in bars," says wide-eyed Barry.

Barbara Kingsolver, author ofPigs in

Heaven and Animal Dreams, plays key-

boards and vocals. "I played in bands while
in college," she said.

The Remainders' dedicated rehearsing
paid ofTand the audience called repeatedly
for encores. "We made that quantum leap

to palatability," Goldmark said. "Our
playingimproved dramatically. Everybody
really did their homework."

While on tour. The Rock Bottom Re-
mainders will live out the rock 'n' roll

fantasy of a lifetime while taking careful

notes for their book, Mid-Life Confiden-
tial, to be published by Viking in 1994.

"Thank you for coming," said King.
"Especially when you had no idea what to

expect."
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FrL, Sat., Son. Noon-10
Complete 'bke-Oat
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Amherst Road

Sunderland

BUB'S BBQ
"Best Bar B.Q. Joint in New England"

Aug. 4th New York Times

Frank Black
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Welcome To The

Class of 1997!
from the University Dining Services

Sumiiier Hours
in the Campus Center...

Coffee Shop • 7am- 5:30pm

Bluewall Cafeteria • 11:30am 1:30pm

Bluewall Coffee House • 11:30am - 5:00pm

TOC Restaurant • 11:30am 1:30pm

Around Campus...

Whitmore Snackbar • 7:00am - 4:00pm

Hampden Snackbar 7:30am 3:00pm

(hours expand in the Fall)

The Hatch & TOC Lounge are
closed for the summer
but look for us in Fall

Marshall
continued from poge 1
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and her sister Wendy, a freshman at the
University of Michigan, will compete to-
gether. The younger Marshall scored a
9.85 on vault as well.

For her efTorts. Tammy Marshall was
named first team All-American ( all-around
and floor) and was invited to the World
University Games trials, which were held
in early May.

Marshall continued her hot streak by
finishing third at the trials, qualifying her
for the Games which will be held in July in
Buffalo, N.Y. She is one of six gymnasts
that will be representing the U.S.A. in the
second-largest international competition
(second to the Summer Olympics).

The Collegian's

Back-to-School
special issue.

Coming to a University near
you this Fall.

• Wednesday, Sept. 8th •
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hockey basketball
continued from page 12

"Our goal here is to put UMass
hockey on the national map as soon as
possible," Mallen said. "I remember
reading in my history books that the
Minutemen were defined as a group
which could assemble in a short period
oftime. For the 1993-94 season, that is

what well be doing."

Mallen signed a four-year contract
for undisclosed terms. He represented

the University at the American Hockey
Coaches Convention in Naples, Fla.,
after which he started hiring his
coaching staff.

"We need what I'd like to call a two-
pronged approach," he said. "We have
to have a team ready to play next year,
and we have to go after the top players
in the country for two years down the
road, players who are high school jun-
iors right now."

continued from page 12

have."

Even so. Weeks, a 6-6 power forward,
would be a major help next season.

• ABC and ESPN college basketball
analyst Dick Vitale said if Weeks and
Padilla pass the SAT, he will place UMass
in his pre-season top 10; without them,
the Minutemen are top 20.

• Calipari will tour Europe for a spell

this summer coaching a Nike All-Star
team.
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Sports
UMass gymnast captures national title

COURTESY SPORTS INfO«MATION

UMass senior Tammy Marshall, who captured the na-
tional championship on floor exercises last April.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Perfect is defined as "flawless; lacking nothing es-

sential."

No one was more perfect than Tammy Marshall on
April 1 7 , as the senior ended her gymnastics career at the
University ofMassachusetts by scoring a perfect 10.00 on
the floor exercise at the NCAA Nationals held at Oregon
State University to capture the national championship.

To top off her championship weekend, Marshall re-

ceived what she called "one of the biggest honors in

women's collegiate gj'mnastics" when she was awarded
the AAl-American Award, given to the top senior in the
country. It was based on academics, athletics and service,

and was voted on by coaches across the United States.

UMass head coach Alfie Mitchell said he nominated
Marshall because of what she has done for the sport of
gymnastics and for the University. He said the award
was especially sweet because everyone always had tried

to stack the odds against her, unsuccessfully.

"Initially, people said that Tammy wasn't going to be
good anymore after she hurt her knee in high school. That
was one strike against her," Mitchell said. "And then they
said that she was never going to do what she really wants
to do going to a school like Massachusetts.

"One thing about Tammy is that when she says she is

going to do something, she is going to do it. One way or
another, she'll get the job done."

When it came to the finals on Saturday, Marshall was
the favorite ofthe fans, according to Mitchell, as she won
them over as soon as her floor exercise music began.

"The crowd there was amazing," Marshall said. "The

athletic director from Oregon State came over to me and
asked 'well, how does it feel being an outsider and
somehow getting all of the fans to support you?'

"As soon as my music started, they were clapping the
whole time. It was so exciting 1 wanted to jump up and
down and stop (the routine)."

Marshall's championship routine ended with the fans

holding "10" signs in unison. When the score went up,

Marshall said she burst into tears. Georgia's Heather
Stepp and Oregon State's Amy Durham shared the title

by scoring a 10.00 as well.

The entire meet began with the preliminary compe-
tition, which is used to determine both the finahsts for

each individual event and the all-around championship.
Marshall finished sixth in the all-around with a school-

record of 39.250. her best performance at any national
meet. She received a 9.675 on beam and a 9.925 on floor.

On vault, she received a 9.85. but was one ofthe eleven
alternates that were unable to reach the finals. Accord-
ing to both Marshall and Mitchell, it was expected that
the University of Alabama would scratch former U.S.
Olympian Kim Kelly from the finals, allowing all eleven
alternates to vie for the title.

However, Kelly was not scratched until five minutes
before the event began, leaving both Marshall and Kristen
Kenoyer of Utah, who shared last year's vault champi-
onship, out of the finals.

Marshall's productive weekend alsoyielded her career
best on bars. 9.80. She said that the score meant a lot to

her because she hit the more difficult tricks that were
added to the routine for national competition.

The meet marked the first and last time that Marshall
Turn to MARSHALL, page 1
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UMass basketball to face challenging schedule
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

When you look at the University of
Massachusetts basketball schedule for

next season, you may think coach John
Calipari has a death wish.

Calipari, who in the past has said he
tries to imitate Temple, is doingjust that
as he puts the finishing touches on a
brutal. Owl-like, non-conference schedule.

The latest addition to the schedule is

the finalization of a Feb. 6 date against
Final Four participant Kentucky, to be
played at the Meadowlands in East
Rutherford. N.J., and aired, most likely,

on ABC.
"It's a good game for us, especially

because it will probably be on national
television," Calipari said.

The game, a one-year contest, will be
played at a neutral site because neither
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino nor Calipari
wanted to play on the road.

"He I Pitino 1 didn't want to come here
and I didn't want to go to Rupp [Arena, the
Wildcats' 24.000-seat home court],"
Calipari said.

Calipari said he hopes to get 5,000
UMass fans to make the trip to New Jer-
sey, which will be one of at least six na-
tionally televised UMass games next
season.

Also on the schedule is the Pre-season
NIT, one of the nation's most competitive
in-season tournaments, a late-November
road date at Oklahoma and January road
games at Cincinnati and DePaul. All three
games will be showm on ESPN.

UMass will host Florida State on Feb.

13 and will also play a midnight game in

January, both to be aired on ESPN.
The Abdow's Hall of Fame Classic will

feature Hartford. Hofstra and Maryland,
which will allow UMass sophomore Donta
Bright to play against his cousin and
former Baltimore Dunbar teammate Keith
Booth, who recently committed to Mary-
land.

Calipari said he is also trying to arrange
for the Boston University game, scheduled
for Saturday, Dec. 4. to be played in the
Boston Garden. The Holy Cross game,
scheduled for Dec. 11. will be played in the
Worcester Centrum. Home dates against
Buffalo and Central Connecticut round
out the schedule.

In 1994-95. Calipari is hoping to play
Central Connecticut in the Hartford Civic
Center, in an effort to provide a home
game for Hartford natives Marcus Camby
and Mike Williams. If that game comes
off. it should please Connecticut coach
Jim Calhoun to no end.

• Neither Philadelphia forward Tyrone
Weeks nor Springfieldguard Edgar Padil la
have scored above the NCAA-mandated
minimum of700 on the SAT to make them
eligible to play next season. Both are
awaiting their final results, and have
scored as high as 660 on previous tests.

"I think they will both make it, because
they are smart kids," Calipari said. "I

care more for them making it for them-
selves than for the team. We are going to
be good next season, not very experienced,
but we'll do fine with the players we

Turn to BASKETBALL, page 1
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COURTESY SPORTS INFORMATION
University of Massachusetts guard Mike Williams.

SPORTS NOTICE:
Any new students interested In writing for

the Collegian Sports page are invited to come
on down to the Campus Center Basement the
first week of school.

No experience is necessary. Ask for Art.

Enjoy the summer and welcome to UMass!

UMass tabs Mallen to coach hockey
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

They have the building, they have a conference, and
finally they have hired a head coach, one who is hungry
for the restart of UMass hockey.

Former Boston College assistant hockey coach Joe
Mallen was named head hockey coach at the University
ofMassachusetts in a press conference at the William D.
Mullins Memorial Center.

"It may be an understatement, but this is a dream
come true for me," said Mallen. "The program at the
University ofMassachusetts is going to be an exciting one
and one that in due time will be a force in Hockey East.

"I am excited about the opportunity and challenge. I

am anxious to begin the development of a top-notch
program in what has to be considered a sleeping giant in

Ex-BC assistant Mallen named UMass head: hockey
coach hockey land.

Mallen was named head coach by athletic director Bob
Marcum, who concluded a national search for a coach to

lead the rebirth of the UMass program which was sus-
pended at the conclusion of the 1978-79 season.

"Ofall the candidateswho wanted this position ( Mallen jwas the one who wanted it most. He was the one who was
most persistent," said Marcum. "If he approaches re-crmtmg as persistently as he approached thisjob, I think
"^

A i"o^^.
^"^^ ^'"' ^''^''^y programs in great hands."A 1977 graduate of Michigan SUte, the 37-year-old

Mallen was the head coach at UMass-Boston from 1979-
85, where he guided the Beacons from a club team to a
Division II varsity program with a 86-48-2 record He
spent a year as an assistant at U.S. International beforemoving onto BC.

nir!If"^?^TT^o^^^^T™°"^««lthofMassachusetts
Director for USA Hockeys National Coaching Achieve-ment Program since 1984. He has directed the USAHockey SatelliteCamp in Boston for the past four summerswhere he trained players in 16 to 18 age bracket DuTna
the summer of 1991. he was the Easte^rn tr^n^^gc3
nator for the 1992 U.S. Olympic Hockey team

Turn to HOCKEY, page 1
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